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,,~
The 52 mile Los Angeles River has six degraded and three lost beneficial uses due to its
transformation into a flood control channel and deteriorated water quality. Currently, six

2uses occur in poor water quality, threatening the use and user. However, desire to re.ore
beneficial uses, such as water supply, wildlife habitat, and recreation, is growing due to
community awareness and availability of environmentally enhancing flood control
technologies. Achievement of res’~oration requires improvement of specific water quality

parameters. Monitoring results from 1988-1992 indicate: bacteriological >32,000
MPN/100ml, sporadically high biological oxygen demand, oil and gas 2.9 mg/l, nitrate
as N, 10mg/I and phosphate as P, 2.8 mg/I. The we1 regime, which averages 42 days per
year, indicates detections of: Lindane, PCBs and twelve heavy metals River management
requires knowledge of land use, water reclamation plant discharges, flow regimes, and
channel surfaces. Land use analysis of thirteen sub-watersheds indicate that impacts are

predictable and intensify downstream.

ii                                                              ~ -
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CHAPTER 1

INTKODUCTION 2

The Los Angeles River. The Tr~msformations

The Los Angeles River drains the mountains surrounding the coast~ valleys md plains
in the greater Los Angeles Metropolitan Area. The river’s length is 52 miles, flowing
through the San Fernando Vall~, pas~ downtown Los Angeles, to San Pedro Bay in Long
Beach (Figure I). The river was once a natural free-flowing stream which provided many
beneficial uses such as water supply, groundwater recharge, recreation, wildlife, ~nd

- fisheries-the river was an asset to the city. The Los Angeles area population grew and
flood plains were urbanized. When the river occasionally flooded these areas, the river
was perceived as a liability and the river was soon channelized in concrete. This change

from a natural river to a flood control channel was ~he first u’ansformation, which caused
the loss of several beneficial uses (Figures 2a and 2b).

Political pressure from environmental and community groups, recent droughts and
growing urban pressures initiated a movement to invesngate ways to transform the river
back into a resource with restored beneficial uses. During the late 1980s through the

early 1990s, several political offices and local agencies were considering options to
increase beneficial uses of the river, although the uses have been limited to recreation and
water conservation. This is the beginning of the second transformation of the river, A

change in the perception of the Los Angeles River is underway: the river is agmn being

perceived as an asset rather than a liability.

Beneficial Ijs¢ and Water Oualirv Problems

Apart from political and social challenges in transforming the Los Angeles River into a
r~ver which can provide opportunities for expanded beneficial uses. the greatest challenge

I
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Figure 2b ~e ~s Angeles ~ver at ~e s~e I~ion ~ a~ve after reinforcing
b~ks ~th concrete ~d applying stone ~bble ~uom in 1938 (U.S. Army Co~s of
Engineers 1938) Ch~nett~lion h~ s~tfic~tly ~ter~ the river ecolo~
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is likely to be water quality management. Any resource development, such as water
supply, recreation, habitat restoration, or aesthetic improvements, will require
improvement of the river’s water quality.

The U.S. Geological Survey (1965) defines water quality as "those traits that are

distinctive to a body or supply of water in relation to some use m for example, drinking,
irrigation of croplands, manufacturing, food processing, or recreation." The aspects of
water quality which are important depend on the need or use for the water. However,
regardless of need, quality of a wate~ body can be rated as good or poor, using standards
based on scientific data. On the Los Angeles River, water quality parameters which

impact water usage include: dissolved minerals and organics, microorganisms, sediments,
and urban trash. The water quality of the Los Angeles River has not been adequately
studied in �ontext of present or future use~

Histqncal Persvectives on Beneficial Uses Water Oualiw

The term "beneficial uses" is o~en used to describe waters being utilized by humans as
well as by wddlife. The Federal Water Pollunon Control ,~.dministration (FWPCA)

(Interim Report, 1967) established criteria for major water uses: (!) aesthetics and
recreation, (2) public water supplies, (3) fish, other aquatic life, and propagation of             ~,~
habitat, (4) agriculture, and (5) industrial water supplies. The California Regional Water
Quality Control Board Los Angeles Region (IV) (RWQCB) recognizes 24 beneficial uses
for water bodies in the region which includes Los Angeles and Ventura counties. These

include: municipal and domestic water supply, agncuhural supply, industrial service
supply, industrial process supply, groundwater recharge, freshwater replenishment.
navigation, hydropower generation, water contact recreation, non-contact water recreation.
ocean commercial and sport fishing, warm freshwater habitat, cold freshwater habitat.
preservation of areas of special biological significance, saline water habitat, wddhfe
habitat, preservation of rare and endangered species, marine habitat, fish msgration, fish
spawning, shellfish harvesnng, estuanne, wetland, and aquaculture.

Beneficial uses are limited by and mtnnsically ned to water quality The study of water

quality began wIth an emphasis on pubhc health, but has sh~fted toward improv,n~ the
quality, of hfe for humans and wddhfe Hennigan et al (1969) described the h~stor~cal            F ....
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development of water pollution conn’ol. In the pest, the goals of most water poll~on
control programs were the prevention of communicable disesses through ingestion or body
contact, prevention of fish kills, and elimination of" nuisance conditions such as odors and
trash. Post-World War H brought heavy indus~alization and urbanization, and a greater
concern about the quaJity of life. Both of these put more demands on water resources.
With the growth of the environmental movement in the 1960s, the general public became

aware of the sustained management of water resources. The result was the recognition
of a limited water resource base and the ever-expanding need and demands, rising
standards, and public insistence that effective action be taken to stop exploitation and
degradation.

Emphasis in regulatory requirements has shifted over the years. Krenkel (! 9791 states that
emphasis ~hifted from protection of public health to environmental protection. Regulator)"

requirements are based on water quality standards necessary to maintain and improve
fisheries and aesthetic conditions in addition to consideration of the basic needs of the
society. Hennigan et al (19691, called for more multi-disciplinary and interdisciplina~,.
efforts in water resource research, including ecology, institutional reform, and pubhc

"Water and water quality management cannotpolicy. Wl"Ote resourcemanagement

be divorced and operated xmilaterally very effecuvely. Stream flow regulation for water

supply, recreation, power, flood control, and irrigation either is very dependent on quails.
control, or in the very operation itself, has z tremendous impact on water qualm.’
considerations." These ideas resulted in the designation of beneficial uses, whereby water

use is inherently linked to water quality.

and ofwat~,s. Nem~ow 11955) defin~ poU~an~ as

too much of any given substance such that it renders the receiving water unusable in ~ts
desired best A study of water quality includes consideraaonexisting state for its

of standards and tolerances that have been established (Hem ]959).

Water quality is considered in any discussion of beneficial uses. According to Krenkel
and Novomy (]980), the intended use of water should its quality requzrements and

delineation of" water allocated for specific uses is mandatory. Quality requirements can
be defined as two respectzve terms; criteria or standards (I..I $ EPA ]976) C’ntena
represent a constituent concentration or ]eve] assoczated wzth a degree of envzronmental

e~ect upon which sczentzfic judgment may be based The term has come to mean a
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0° Ldesignated concentration of a constituent that, when not exceeded, will protect an

organism, an organism community or a prescribed water use with an adequate degree of
safety. Standards, on the other hand, use criteria as a basis for regulation or enforcement,

but the standard may differ from criteria because of prevailing local natural conditions, 1
economic considerations or desired safety. Establishing and meeting water quality criteria
on the Los Angeles Kiver allow the restoration of beneficial uses of the river. Thus, the " Z
achievement of safe water quality will allow attainable and sust~nable beneficial uses to

b~ establish~l.

degraded. Other factors also can degrade beneficial uses, such as limited access to the
river and poor resource management. The term "degraded beneficial use" is defined as
an unused beneficial use or use occurring despite poor water quality. A potential
beneficial use which does not occur because of some limiting factor is termed aM|ost

beneficial use."                                                                       1

This thesis examines beneficial uses of the Los Angeles give~ in the context of factors

which influence the river environment and water quality. The objectives of this thesis are

to:
I. Inve~gate the loss and degradation of beneficial uses of the Los Angeles

River due to urbanization

2. Describe the present river environment and factors which affect the river

environment
3. Analyze the river’s water quality from 1988 to 1992, and determine cresting

beneficial uses of the river in the �omext of water qualityandpotentlal

A historical overview is presented to describe early beneficial uses of the nver H~storical
information was obtaaned from historical accounts found tn local history books and

literature The hlstortcal perspective shows how the natwe Los Angeles R,ver

envtronment was transformed ~nto ~ts present environment r -
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CHAPTER !I

TRANSFORMATION OF THE RIVER

!
Ian McHarg (1969), in his book Design with Nature, stated: "Can you find the river that

first made the city? Look behind the unkempt industry, cross the grassy railroad tracks
~nd you will find...’. This statement could not be truer than in the case of the Los

Angeles and its river. Los Angeles was first settled along the river and later the river was

il surrounded by industrial and commercial developments. Now much of the area is in
decline, holding true to McHarg’s statement.

:I Rivers have always been the sites of human serdement‘ The Los Angeles River’s no

different. Early Indian and Spanis~ settlements were located along the nver near present-
day downtown Los Angeles. The Spanish settlement was located in the river flood pla, n,
and as a result was flooded twice before it was moved to higher ground Agriculture and
industry grew around this settlement and along the river. The river was an inmnsic pan

of the city,

A few decades later, however, the perception of the river changed the river was no
longer perceived as an intnnsic pan of the city. The river flooded, became polluted and
drier, and water supply came from other sources, the river no longer had a value and was

all but forgotten. This completed the river’s first Iransformation.

A half-century later a movement began, and today is gaining momentum, to retum the

Los Angeles River to a more natural state so tha~ it may provide opportunities for humans
as well as wildlife if successful, the river would become a valuable pan of the cJly

This would be the river’s second transformation. By returning value back to the river
does not mean transforming the river to exactly what it once was. Needless to say. ii

would be impossible. However, modifications to its physical structure and managemen!

8

|
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would allow the river to be an important pan of‘ life in the Los Angeles

the second transformatio~

Human and N*_.’~ral History of the Los An2eles R~vet

The native LOs Angeles River (prior to channelization and urbanization) had an extensiv~
system of‘brackish and freshwater wetland habitats, coastal dunes, and riparian wnod]ands
(Garden 1993). A vast Forest or’sycamores, alders, willows, wild grape vines and bramble
bushes grew be~veen the highlands ~o the north (near down~own Los Angeles) and
seaporl o£ San Pedro to the south (Johnston 1962).               .

There is evidence of’ people living in the valleys or" the LOs Angeles P.dver sys’mn 10,000
to possibly as much as 30,000 years ago (Jorgensen 1982). The Tongva, of the sombem
Calif‘omia Shoshone Indians and the Chumash of the Hokan group, shared the souOte.m

and spread into the inland valleys at least 1,000 years ago. "rkeCalif‘omia coaslline

Indians sought a dependable water supply. They se~11ed near spnngs and rule mars~s
such as in the area of‘ Encino in the San Femando Valley. Other villages were Iocam/
along canyons and so’earns, especially ones which had year-round water. R~unfall md
spring-flows vaned, and s~rearns changed their courses so the people of‘ the time were

capable of" adjusting to those changes in their environment.

Later, the European explore came. Don Gaspar de Ponola’ camped at a site on the em
bank of" a river near present-day North Broadway Bridge in downtown Los Angles
(Mann 19"/6). He named the river ,~io de PortiOn�u/a, and recorded it as belng ve~.

sustable for a mission and a large senlement because water flowed year-round Tweh’e
years later a settlement called F.I Pueblo de Nueslra Se~ora /a Re,ha de Los ,4n~e/es &"

Porc~ncu/a was founded in the same location. The name of‘ the senlement and the rivet
was shortened ~o Los Angeles.

C.ovemor Felipe de Neve, receiving approval from King Carlos Ill of" Spa~n, gave the

pueblos of. Calif‘omia the right to the water of‘ the rivers on which they were located
((~uinn 1901). Soon the i’ounders of‘ Los Angeles constructed a prim,tire warn
d~s~r~but~on system. The system made use oi" a dam made of" brush and poles placed

the Los Angeles I~ver wish a ditch, or ~x~n/a, to convey the water from she river to
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fields and the plaza. Water for domestic use was taken from the zanjas in buckets ~nd
camed to the consumers by Indisns.

In 186 I, construction was completed of a new system ~,f pipes, flumes, reservoir and dam.
Water was diverted upstream for the settlement to use for domestic and irrigation needs

2(Figure 3). A large winter storm swept away the dam leaving the ¯ water wheel and the
flumes, and zanjas high and dry. A more elaborate system was built ¯ year later, which

consisted of a.seven-foot-high dam on the river. The Los Angeles River supplied ell of
the water needs of the settlement. By 1888, the fiver was used to irrigate 10,98"/acres
(Hall 1888). Modifications and improvements to the system continued into the 20th

The source of the Los Angeles River was the mountains surrounding the San Fernsndo
Valley. The agricultural water needs within the valley grew, which adversely affected
downstream Los Angeles. The city defended its right to the river water through ¯ State
Supreme Court ruling in 1881 that allowed Los Angeles to succeed ,II rights of the

former pueblo (Bowden, Edmunds, and Hundley 1982).

Los Angeles’ water plant was situated at the point where all of the drainage from the San
Femando Valley would flow (Jorgensen 1982). The system used galleries and tunnels -!
from which the city drew water. In a sense, water reclamation was occumng in the earl.v

1900’s as surface waters and groundwater. One out of every three gallons used for
irrigation in the San Femando Valley was reused, as it flowed through the Glendale "

Narrows.

The settlement soon grew. With the 1895-1904 drought in southern California, it became
that local water would not be sufficient to meet the needs of the growing cit~"apparent

As a result, in 1905, Los Angeles looked to the Owens Valley for more water. Until the
water w~s delivered from the Owens Valley to LOs Angeles in 1913,the Los Angeles

River provided many beneficial uses, pamcularly the most sacred use, domesnc water

supply.

Although not a source of livelihood for Angelenos after 1913, the river still prowded

amenities for cmzens Susan Siegele (1982) quoted citizens who remember the river

before the concrete:
~ ....
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provide for the control ~nd conservation of flood, storm and other wastewaters of the
district, wereEarly bond issues financed the construction of dams. Debris dams

constructed waters.and flood channel improvements were undert~en to confine the
Federal participation (Corps), whichoccurred through the U.S. Army Corp of’ Engineers
became a leading force in the control of" flood~.

In the 1930s, the Comprehensive and to conservePlan was developed to control flooding
as much water as practicable, usingdebris basins, dams, and                    channeIization. LACFCD

Board ofsubmitted to the Los Angeles County Supervisors in 1952 a report that

investigated the best plan to control flood,storm and        other wastewaters of the district and

to conserve water for beneficial use (LACFCD 1952). The conclusion of the investigation
found that the proper solution to these immediate problems will be realized upon
completion of the Comprehensive Plan first developed in the 1930s. This continued the
use of the Plan by the LACFCD, the Corps and the United States Department of
Agriculture and the use of flood control darns, debris control basins, lined channels and

bank protection, storm drains, and operation of. spreading 8rounds. The LOs Angeles
County Department of Public Works (LACDPW) began administering LACFCD in 1985

LACDPW continued to pursue completion of the plan through the 1980s where it was 99

percent complete.

federal assistance increased flood. In 1936, the Corps"in the Los Angeles basin with each

mission                                                  future flood controlwas modified to include the permanent supervzsion of
projects, in 1941, whschThe 1938 flood resulted in federal iegislauon in 1938 and
provided budgets for implementation of the Comprehensive Plan (Van Wormer 1991 )
The river was channelized and the majority of its length concrete-lined Since then. the

agencies implemented the Comprehensive Plan.

In 1938 the Corps prepared the report entitled, Flood Control in Ihe Los Angeles Count)"
Drainage Area. The report cited that Los Angeles and its suburbs axe "...under a more
dangerous flood menace than any similar region in the United States."

Corps involvement in the Los Angeles River grew out of need for flood control as much

as a need to put cltzzens to work during the post-Depressson years The Los Angeles
District of the Corps employed 17,000 people, 90% of whom were obtained from rehef
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rolls (Turhollow 1975). Paving of the river contained well into the 196~

In 1969 a US. Senate Resolution authorized the Los Angeles County Drainage Area
Review studies (Corps 1992). A major finding of the study was lee inadequacies of the
Los Angeles River flood control system. The study also found that to improve flood
protection, the river should be modified by raising the effective channel height by
building parapet walls on 21 miles of existing levees of the Rio Hondo and lower Los

Angeles River. In 1993 the project to build the parapet walls was in the design phase and
the construction was expected to begin in 1995.

Beneficial Uses Lost
The beneficial uses of the river during the era of the Indians and Spanish were largely lost
as flood control dykes were built and water was brought to the ci~ from other
watersheds. As the river was paved with concrete in the 1940s and 1950s, �oncern grew
over the loss of the beneficial use of groundwater recharge. Regmnal water agencies in

the coastal plain depended on rivers to recharge aquifers. According to the State Water

Resources Board (1952), "As part of the channel improvement program, Los Angeles
River has been lined to a point below its confluence with the Rio Hondo, with attendant

reductioninpercolationopportunily in the non-pressure area." In another report to the

West Basin Water Associataon (1946), consulting engineer Harold Conkling stated that
only an insignificant part of the stream discharge of the LOs Angeles River now percolates

the forebay. The groundwater levels dropped in the entire area since it was dependent

on the LOs Angeles River for years past.

Other pomons of the flood control system have spreading grounds and reservoirs for
water conservation. Only two water conservation structures are located on the Los
Angeles River mainstem (Figure 5). The larger one, the Headworks spreading grounds,
is operated by LADWP. Its operation is intermittent, depending on California Department
of Health Services’ regulatory activities and monitoring programs. A much smaller
operation is the Dominguez Gap spreading grounds, which is operated by LACDPW
Water is diverted from the Los Angeles River to both of these facilities.

It is apparent that various other beneficial uses were lost or degraded Table I is a
compilation of beneficial uses before and after the river was concreted, using lermlnolog.~
adapted from RWQCB RWQCB des=gnatlons were used from the Los Angeles Rt\er
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The table shows how the present river environment has caused the loss or degradation of
the beneficial uses of the Los Angeles River. Degraded beneficial uses can be grouped
into two categories, sanctioned and unsanctioned. Sanctioned uses, such as groundwater

recharge, are regulated and recognized by several controlling agencies. Unsanctioned
uses, such as recreation and agriculture, are not allowed in the river bonom by agencies
in designated areas, yet occur regularly.

Figure 6 is a graphic representation of the degradation of beneficial uses caused by the
transformation of the river into a single-purpose flood control channel, Over time (the
x-axis) the river was increasingly channelized and concreted, causing beneficial uses (the
y-axis) to decrease. Note that beneficial uses are not eliminated, but are reduced in value

(degraded) or in number (lost). Also note that channelization does not reach the
i maximum on the graph, taking into account the portions of the river that are not entirely

concreted. Even if the entire river was concreted, some beneficial uses would still occur,
albeit at a degraded level.

It may be useful to understand the processes which may have led to the first ....
transformation, which caused the ensuing loss and degradation of the beneficial uses. The
lining of the Los Angeles River seemed to take on facets other than flood control; the
concrete proved to some that nature and her wild river could be tamed w~thout regard to

the river’s natural endowment. This is exemplified in Turhollow (1975):
¯

"Thus, visitors to southern Calif’omia should not be astonished at the sight of the
immense, rock-lined or concrete "dry rivers" --but admire the perspicaci~’ of

their builders. The early Spanish senlers probably would not recognize these ’new"
rivers, like the Los Angeles, but no doubt would appreciate the modifications"

While the Spanish might have appreciated the additional flood protection, they might have
objected to the loss and degradation of beneficial uses which in their days included

domestic water supply, agriculture, with high quality water.

Another element was the post-Depression economic need to provide jobs Over 17.000
people were employed by the Corps in the Los Angeles District alone Many pubhc
works projects were inmated in the post-Depress,on years This too may be a factor in

the decis, on to taken on a Comprehens,ve Plan with zeal
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Because of the efforts of the Friends of the Los Angeles River, a loc!l community/
environmental organization, and growing wide-spread opposition to turning the river imo

another freeway, the plan slowly ran out of steam. Other similar ideas for transportation
and other uses are routinely proposed.

2Efforts to Restore Benefici!l Uses on the Los An=eles River
Impetus to return the Los Angeles River to a more natural state began in the late 1980s
with the formation of the Friends of the Los Angeles River. After years of media

anention toward the "wild" concept, political support grew. As a result, several studies

are completed or underway which, in some way, investigate the existing or potential
resources of the river. They include:

o City of Los AngelesRiver Gt, eenbeitcomdorStudy

o Los Angeles County Natural History Museum Biological inventory

o United State Army Corps of Engineers’ Water Course Study (Recreational
on an I g-mile portion of the riv~ q

o United States Army Corps of Engineers’ Water Supply and Conservation

Study

o California Department of Water Resources, LACDPW, and Friends of the

Los Angeles River Taylor Railroad Yard Multi-use study

o LACDPW Los Angeles River Master Plan

o Santa Monica Mountains Conse~ancy and Friends of the LOs Angeles
River Preliminary Integrated Upper Watershed Management Study

o Mountains Recreation and Conserva~on Authority Los Angeles River

Parkway Project.

The Succes~mn of" l~ver Transformations
R~.’er ~ransf"ormations ca~ be considered a success,on, where the river’s ~mporzance to the

,
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city is lost and then returns. The importance of water quality is also a succession, varying
directly with the transformation; being lessor important when the river has minimal
beneficial use and more important when the river has maximized beneficial use. Figure
8 is a model which shows the urban river succession. The model begins with a aver with
many s~’e beneficial uses for humans, e.g. Indians and early Spanish settlements.
Following down the model, the city is then founded on the river, but ~ter several flood
events, the river is viewed as a menace. Channelization caused the river to become ¯
single-purpose £eanu, e, that is "a flood control channel." In addition, the river is no longer
used as a primary water source, so water quality is less important. Urban development
continues at a fas~ rate and water quality is further deteriorated. Later, lack of open
space, urban s~ress, and droughts lead to a desire to restore beneficial uses of the river.
Thus, water quality becomes very important. The last elemen! o£ the succession is the
restoration, which has not yet begun.

Controlling Water Ouali~v
Urbanization is largely responsible for the flood problem and for water pollution. The             "~
imperviousness of urban areas increases runoff, thus even small rains may wash

significant amouats of pollutants into surface waters (Krenkel and Novotny
1981). Thus, a logical solution to these problems lies in the urban areas themselves

Traditionally, flood control projects in southern California do not consider water qualm.,
except for sediments, which have clogged channels and harbors. However, good resource
management would consider water quality in flood control projects. The Federal |

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) stated in a floodplain management report9(FEMA 1991) that because the land and water resources of the floodplain and the flood-
related problems and needs are highly vaned, different strategies must be used to achieve
desired objectives in different settings. Thus, if an objective is to improve the quality of
the river, then flood control plans should be developed which consider this. The FEMA
report lists several strategies to reduce flood damage. One strategy listed is land
treatment measures whereby infiltration increases and runoff rate decreases (FEMA 1991 )
These methods, the report states, can be especially important in reducing erosion and the
resulting amount of sediment and pollutants carried downstream.

Water Ouali~
Industrial businesses often serried near the channels for the purpose of d|scharging often
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polluted water. According to the California Regional Water Quality Control Board
(RWQCB 1975), lower valley drainage courses have been the logical recipients of
wastewaters from municipalities and industries to the detriment of sanitary conditions,
aesthetics, and native flora and faun~. Public opposition to polluted waters has resulted
in a correction of such overtly unsatisfactory conditions. In addition, public pressure for

additional recreational use and aesthetic enjoyment of the waters increased, thereby
expanding the recognized beneficial uses of many of these waters. The pa, em, according

to RWQCB, has been one of initial degradation, subsequent improvement of conditions,
and eventual restoration, approaching complete recoven/. This scheme is an example of

the Urban River Succession Model presemed in Figure $.

Flood Control
Flood control is always the priority in aver multi-objective planning because lives and
property are m stake. However, flood conn’ol does not have to compromise beneficial

uses. The paving of the Los Angeles River in the 1940s was largely responsible for the
loss of beneficial uses. Today, many technologies provide an alternative to concrete
(Table 2). Figure 9 is an application of the River Transformation model which shows the ~ ’\
ideal situation, where flood control is mmnmined or improved, but is done by non-

flood conu’ol methods. In the model, as traditionaltraditionalmeans, using alternative

flood conveyance methods are phased out, e.g., concrete channels, alternatives flood
control methods are phased in. Meanwhile, beneficial uses increase on the river The
Transformation Models are a graphical representation of the Urban River Succession
Model in Figure 8. These methods of flood control would enhance beneficial uses. If

these methods are slowly implemented, the~ the need for tradinonal flood control
conveyance would not be needed to the same extent and thereby can be phased out
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Table 2. Flooq;l �on~’ol alternative~ which would reduce need of concrete lining,

Use of permeable pavements in urban areas
On-site detention
Improved watershed management
Use of I~rge storage areas such as gravel pits and parks

Wetland restoration
Storage in spreading grotmds
Widening of’ the river

Source: Friends of the Los Angeles River, 1993
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CHAPTER Ill

THE RIVER TODAY: WATERSHED AND RIVER CHARACTERISTI(.~S

The Los Angeles River watershed is rimmed by the Transverse Ranges which include the

San Gabriel Mountains, santa susana Mountains, Simi Hills, and Santa Monica

Mountains (Figure 1, Chapter I). Tributaries emanating from these mountain ranges are

the headwaters of the Los Angeles River. The river flows eastward through the San

Fernando Valley, and then bends southward toward the ocean. The river crosses the

coastal plain, passing over a gap in the Newport-lnglewood uplift, before reaching its final

destination, the San Pedro Bay.

The watershed drainage area, including the Rio Hondo drainage, is 832 sq miles

river begins at the confluence of Bell Creek and Arroyo Calabasas in the western San

Fernando Valley (Figure 1). The Los Angeles River flows easterly from this point to the

northeast end of the Santa Monica Mountains near Griffith Park. The river turns south

as it enters Glendale Narrows, passes close to downtown Los Angeles, and riows across

the coastal plain ending in San Pedro Bay. Calculated from U.S. Geological

maps, the river length is 52 miles with a designed capacity of 146,000 cubic fee~ per

second (cfs) near its mouth (Corps 1992) Bridge crossings and confluences are

commonly used to identify specific locations on the river, starting at the mouth of the

river as mile zero (Figure 10).

The upper watershed is mountainous, conta,ning steep-walled canyons w~th slopes greater

-Water can be diverted from the San Gabriel River watershed into the Los Angeles R, ver
the 1~o Hondo The draJnage area of the San Gabriel ,s 472 sq redes, g~vmg a tolal of 1304 sq
m,les t’or the Los Angeles Raver system The diversion to the R,o Hondo ~’plcally occurs durme
sierra events.
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quality. The result is two distinct regimes, wet and dry. In general, inflows of the dry
regime are consistent and inflows of the wet regime are variable (Figure 14).

Wet Re=ira�, The wet regime is a result of precipitation during the winter months. The
rainy season begins before mid-November and usually ends in March or early April
(Bakker 1984). The river’s hydrography tends to have a high peak during storms because
of rapid runoff. This regime also includes periods of increased flows which can extend

for months after an above-average rainy season.

Rapid runoff is a characteristic of the wet regime. Figure 15 shows hydrographs for the
Los Angeles River above the Arroyo Seco confluence. Rapid runoff causes t very steep

graph. Note that the peak flows occur over a three to ten hour period because of rapid
runoff. Factors which contribute to rapid runoff are: l) Steep gradients ia the upper
watershed, and 2) imperviousness and channelization of creeks in urban areas. Because
rapid runoff in the wet regime is of short duration compared to the dry regime, the dr)’-
regime is the dominant river condition.

Average days per year the nver is in the wet regime can be calculated using average da,ly
gaging station data. Typical precipitation events produce an average daily flow of at least
500 cfs. It is safe to assume that a flow of over 250 cfs is caused by a precipita, on event
because summer discharges have never exceeded 200 cfs. Thus, the wet regime is

defined as when the nver is above 250 cfs Based on average dady gaging values from
1975 to 1992 at Wardlow Road from LACDPW, the nver averages 42 days per year in

the wet regime.

D_ry Regime. The dry regime is characterized by a perennial flow, resulting from water
reclamation plant (WRP) discharges, other pertained discharges (industrial), urban runoff,
and rising groundwater. During the dry season, water from the local mountains does not
typically flow into valley channels because the water infiltrates the alluvial sediments
However, most urban areas have a minuscule, yet continuous flow of runoff into

tributaries and the river.

The large volume of water flowing into the Los .Angeles Raver is relatively recent A
dependable flow of 100 cubic feet per second (cfs) developed in late 1986 For the past
few years, the mm~mum flow of the rwer was 120 cfs (F~gures 16a through 1691 Prior
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RIVER INPUTS

¯ \ INDUSTRIAL DISCHARGE ’\

Figure 14. Inflows to the Los Angeles River consist or" both consistent flow and
inconsistent flow, both of" which have various sources. To understand river dynamics.
the inputs to the river must be recognized as the flow is the resuh’of these impacts.
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HYDROGRAPHS FOR THE LA RIVER ABOVE ARROYO SECO
100-, 50-, 25-, 10-, 5-, AND 2-YEAR DISCHARGES
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Figure 15. llydrographs of the Los Angeles River above the Anoyo Seco C’onfluence.
Rapid runoff cauls the peak to be h,gh and steep. (Adopted from U.S. Army (’orps
of F.n~ineers)                                                                              ~
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to 1986, the minimum flow was less than ~0. d’s (Figure 17).

The largest contributor to flows in the dry regime is the water reclamation plants (WRPs)
along the river and some of i~s tributaries. Plant loc~ions are plotted on a map in Figure
18; Table 3 shows plant dischm~e ~nounts.

" 2
Direct use of reclaimed ~ is increasing, which has an impact on the water flow of the
Los Angeles River. The l~rgest planned project is the Easl Vall~ Water Reclamation

Project (Figure I$). The Pro~ect would reduce the ~mount of water disch~ged from the
Tiliman W]~P (LADWP 1991). However, the Environment=l Imp~:t Report (1991) states
that a baseline flow would be main~ned; the ~mount was unspecified. Ovendl, the dry

regime is likely to decrease, especially in summer, when the demand for reclaimed water
is the highes~

Urban runoff is the result of over watering of landscape, outdoor w~shing, and other

residential, municipal, and commercial water discharges. The Los Angeles River receives              ~’~
urban runoff during wet and d~ periods from s~orm drains. Storm drains ~e known to

carry pollutants to stTem~S and w~lands and are contributors to urban water qualit)’.
problems (Davenport e~ al, 1990). Urban runoff has long-term and short.term effects.
including: destruction of aqua~� habitat through sedimentation and chemical buildup in
aquatic organisms and sediments, and related toxici~ (Davenport 1990)

Historically, portions of ~ Los Angeles River flowed year-round without industrial or
municipal discharges. According to a report to the govemor entitled, lrngalion m
Soulhern Ca/i!ornia (Hall 18g$), the river’s flow was 65 to 80 cubic feet per second (cf.s)
downstream of the San Fernando Valley, resulung f.rom rising groundwater It is dif.t~cuh U

to measure the native flow ~xiay. The Upper Los Angeles River Wa~ermaster Report
(1992) a~empts to measure rising water through the Glendale N~rrows. The calculation
involves measunng the base flow (non-s~orm flow) and subtracting perm|t~ed discharges
However, the methodology does not take into consideration urban runoff during d~"
periods and other possible unaccounted discharges. Thus, the result of. the calculation ~s
the quant~j of" unaccounted-for water: The portion that is nsmg groundwater remains
unknown Because of. groundwater pumping, the flow is less than ~! was in I ggg
However, af’~er six years of. drought, springs were observed by the author flowing through
the channel mver~ in Glendale Narrows area (F~gure 19) As the river passes dowmo~
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Figure 17. Los Angeles River minimum flows at Wardlow Road, Long Beach,
October 1980 to September 1991. (Data Source: Los Angeles County Department of
Public Works.)

Minimum flow

.... ’ ’ .~ Date Source: Los Altgel~ County Dept. Public Works



Figure i g Loca.on of Water Reclamation Plants in the Los Angeles R, ver /

Watershed, [~
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Table 3. Water reclamation plant (WRP) discharges to the Los Angeles River.

~ Water Reclamati~ Plant                    Typscal Discharge

~Data: October I, 1990-September 30,1992 (MGD)

[ Donald C.Tillman
39

~Los Angeles-Glendale 13

~ City of Burbank 2.3

[ Whi~er Narrows (via Rio Hondo) < I
Source: Upper Los Angeles l~ver Area Watermaster, 1992.

Los Angeles and enters the coastal plain, the river would become an influent stream in
the forebay, but the concrete lining prevents infiltration. This causes a continuous flow
to the ocean.

Today, two major factors influence environmental changes along the river course. One
change is the variation of thechannel invert surfaces from concrete bottom to soft bottom
and the other is the discharge of reclaimed water.

The river is channelized in all but three portions. These soft bottom sections are located
in Sepulveda Basin, Glendale Narrows, and at the estuary in Long Beach Ftgure 20
summarizes these changes by reach. The soft bottom allows riparian vegetation growth

and supports diverse wildlife. Occasionally, the concrete sections wall have small
sandbars or cracks where vegetation can take root. The contrasting concrete and soft

bottom sections have a szgnificent impact on the river environment.

The second factor which influences the river environment is the presence of reclaimed
water. Portions of the river, especially in the coastal pl~un, would normally be nearly dry
However, the ever-present reclaimed water has made the river a perennial stream
Vegetation, especially emergent plants, have proliferated in the soft bottom sections
largely because these flows contain plant nutrients Reclazmed water ,s a dominant
influence on the quality of the river waters. The impact of the reclaimed water on the

Because of the spnngs in d~ts ~rea, the river bottom could not be sealed ~n concrete
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concrete sections is also considerable. A few species of birds frequent a concrete section

near Long Beach which is covered by a sheet layer of water outside of the low-flow
channel. This water layer provides a micro-habitat of algae and invertebrates, from which
some birds forage (Garrett 1993).

reclaimed water provides a consistent flow of water and offers hydrological stabilityThe
to the river environment. Figure 14 is a schematic of inputs, showing river stretches that
have a consistent flow. Seasonal flow rates can vary significantly, daily to annually.
WRP discharges vary diurnally, seasonally and annually, but on a much smaller scale.
This dampening effect has led to highly diverse riparian communities on the river.

Watershed Characteristics and Water Oualiw

Streams are the sum of the conditions of the watershed. Physical, hydrological, and land

use characteristics of a watershed have direct impact on streams, therefore, the stream’s
water quality is the sum of these conditions.

According to the U.S. Environmental Protecuon Agency (USEPA 19771, seven factors
affect runoff charactenstics. They are:

o Soil Porosity - Infiltration is affected by actions which change the

imperiousness of the soil; such actions include soil composition and

surface pavement, thereby reducing infiltration.

o Drainage - Infiltration is assisted by dr~unage which retaans runoff, thereby

providing additional time for the water to infiltrate. Bogs, swamps and
other surface areas (wetlands) provide temporary retention areas, thereby
providing increased infiltration times and a reduction in the peak flows of
small runoffs.

o Infiltration - Both velocity and quantity of runoff determine amount of

water whsch can be infiltrated; a reduction in either of these factors
increases the potential amount of water which wall infiltrate into the

ground.
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Channelization - The velocity of water being drmned from the area is a
function of the distar, ce over which it has to travel, the surface bed, and
the size of the channel: by creating a chmmel which shortens the distance
and reduces the surface roughness, one f~cilitmes an increased velocity.
The quantity of runoff is increased by an increase in the effective cross-

2sectional-area of the channel.

o . Slope - The velocity of the runoff is directly related to the slope of the
watercourse, as demonstrmed in the Manning equation (velocity is a
function of the square root of the slope). Any increase in the slope will
therefore increase the velocity of the runoff from the ar~

o Surface Roughness - The velocity of wate~ running off an area is inversely
proportional to the coefficient of roughness associated with the surface.

o Velocity - The quantity of water which can runoff from an area is a
function of the velocity of the runoff (and therefore all those factors wh=ch
affect velocity) and the cross-sectional area through which the runoff can
occur.

Urbanization often results in physical alterauon of the environment which brings changes
to the hydrologic cycle (USEPA 1977), such as:

o Decreased soil porosity through compaction
o Elimination of surface areas which retain precipitmion
o Increase in impermeable surfaces
o Construction of channel and storm sewers to carry oft the excess surface

w~¢r

z Increase in site slope due to terracing
o Decrease in vegetation thereby deceasing transpiration and interception
o Increase in the smoothness of surfaces

According to USEPA, these changes in an area’s natural hydrologic balance can lead to
sermous ~mpacts on water quality.
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The early data on the relationship of land use and wate~ quality in the United States,

particularly urban uses, came during the 1960s, when concern grew over pollutants
identified in runoff. Many studies were commissioned by USEPA for urban and non- 1urban watersheds throughout the country in the mid-19?0~. The results of these studies
have provided useful data. However, remaining unknowm about the problem and high

2costs of runoff treatment prevented federal funding, so EPA began the Nationwide Urban
Runoff Program (NURP) in 1978 and produced a final report (USEPA 1983). Results
included in the report showed expected runoff quality fro" various land uses.

|mpttcts on the River
Watersheds affect the river in many ways, from physical character to spatial relationship
to the river. Impacts can be put into three general categories: physical character of the
watershed, hydrological, and land use.

Phy~;ical ~:haracger of Watershed Physical character of a stream refers to the topography
and geological structure of the area. For example, steep dopes of granite will yield lower
total dissolved solids quality water than would relatively fiat marine deposits high in

calcium carbonates.

Hydrological ~haractenstics. Hydrological characteristics include factors such as

precipitation, local geology, and human-made channel designs.

Land U~¢. Land use has long been recognized as a controlling factor in the water qualin.
of a stream. Urban and agricultural developments ~’~ affect surface water and
groundwater quality (Krenkel and Novomy ! 9801. The UCoan Land ln~tute ( 198 i ) states
that major problems of water resources protection are a result of urbanization and land
development. Water resources are adversely affected by runoff increases, decreases tn

infiltration, and greater degree of erosion and sedimenta~on, flooding, runoff pollution.

and discharge of sewage effluent.

Points of lmvact Sub-watersheds impact the river on tw~ spatial regimes One spatial
regime is contiguous impacts, via numerous storm drains or smal! channels The smaller
and more disperse the discharge points are on the river, the quicker the asstmila,on of
the discharged waters The other spatial regime is point impacts such as at confluences
v. wa!er r~,clamation discharge points, where the sum of the sub-watershed characterssttcs
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impact the river at one point on the river. At these points, assimilation is more dependent

on distance and time downstream from the discharge point. Table 4 shows the spatial
regimes for each sub-watershed.

Table 4. Contiguous and point impacts of each sub.watershed
Sub-watershed Contiguous impact Point impact

I x
II x
IIl X
IV X
V X

VII X

VIll X
IX x

X X
XI X
Xll X
XlII X

~’riticai Point~ Sub-watersheds with intensive urban land uses potentially have a high
impact on the river. As discussed above, the sub-watershed’s impact can be contiguous
or point, so high impact sub-watershed wall result in critical portions or cntical points on
the river. Critical portions of the river are located at sections adjacent to intenssve land

such as industrial and commercial. Critical points are located at confluences, whereuses,

the overall character of the sub-watershed impacts the river.

Methodology_ for Investi_eation
A fundamental need of a water quality study of the Los Angeles River is to understand
the impact the watershed has on the river. To accomplish this, a land use and water
quality analysis was performed on the Los Angeles giver and its drainage by.

I Gcouping drainages along the river into sub-watersheds, showing the,r
respective ~mpact points on the maJns~em
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3. Compaz~ng runoff" water quality to expected quality based on the land use in
the sub-watershed                                                        2

The results of the comparison are presented in Chapter IV.

];)~ta Sources
Data on land use and watershed boundaries were obtained from local agencies. The Los
Angeles River watershed boundary was traced from Los Angeles County Flood Control
District maps onto a land use map obtained Angeles (::oun~ Departmentfrom Los of

Regional Planning. Thirteen sub-watersheds were drawn based on natural watershed
boundaries. To limit the number of sub-watershed to a manageable number, smtller
watersheds were grouped if they had similar character based on terrain, aspect, and
predominant land use ratio. The County land use map provided 9 land uses categories, ~ ~.
but for the purposes of the water quality analysis, like categories were condensed,
resulting in five categories.

Data showing the relationship of land use and water quality were obtmned from several
reports by the United Stated Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), which has.
conducted several studies of the pollutants for three land use types -- resldennal.
commercial, non-urban and sometimes industrial. Monitoring by USEPA tends to focus
on the pnmany pollutants of concern, so comparisons with other parameters is not

possible, and likely not a concern

Nationwide Urban R~’~off Program (NURP). Data were needed to evaluate the runoff for
the Los Angeles RJver watershed. A widely recognized program is NURP, which was
designed to pro~de information and methodologies for water quality planning efforts. The
objectives of the program were to provide credible information for decision makers and

support the planning and implementation of the 28 separate planning projects throughout
the United States The results of the program were combined into the Final Repor~ issued

in 19S3 r -
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NURP identified priority pollutants for which data were gathered from field monitoring
to characterize urban runoff flows and pollutant concentrations and mass Ioading$. The
resultant data represented a cross-section of regional climatology, land use types, slopes,
~oil conditions.

NURFs Final Report provided a data table of the mean concentrations for all site~ by land

use category. Although caution is needed in applying these results to one geographic
area, the report states that site variability was shown to be very well represented. Thus,
the table indicates the effect of land use on urban storm runoff pollutant discharges.
Because the table is the best source of data, it was used to identif3~ drainages in the Los
Angeles River watershed which may be negatively impacting the river. Pollutants studied
in NURP, and in this thesis, consist of copper, zinc, biological oxygen demand, lead,
nitrate, and phosphorus.

CharacteristiCS of Los Angeles River Sub-watersheds
The geographical character of each portion of the watershed impacts the river By
analyzing regions which have similar character, water quality impacts of land use can be

better understood. Based on the local geography, i.e. physical, hydrological and cultural,
the Los Angeles River watershed was divided into 13 sub-watersheds (Figure 21) For
example, the sub-watershed titled, Southwest Valley (XIII), has a land use character
distinct from the North Valley (I) in that it has a larger rural area and little industW Its
impact is contiguous along the western part of the Los Angeles River via small channels
and storm drains. This division from the North Valley is based on field observaaons and

land use data.

The area of each land use category was added and the percent of each land use ~ sub-
watershed was calculated (Table 5). Figure 22 shows pie charts of land use for each sub-

watershed. Table 4 shows the spatial impact, i.e., contiguous or point, for each of the

sub-watersheds.

Following are descriptions of each watershed based on geological data from California
Division of Mmes and Geology Los Angeles Sheet (1991), U.S Geological Surve)"
topographic maps, (various dates), Los Angeles County Deparxment of Regional Plann,ng

map (]993), and author observations.
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Table 5. Percent land use for each sub-watershed
Sub- ’Low/h:gh Msjor ’ ’ Majo’r Non-Urban Open

watershed Densi~i Commercial/ Industrial ~nd Rur~l Sisnificant

(p~rcent) Residential Public Ecological

Facilities Arras

I 49 4 6 2J

1I 57 I I 8 11 13

III 54 8 7 3 28

IV 5 1 1 I 92

V 28 3 5 ~ 59

VI 24 4 6 6 61

VII 69 14 I I 0 7

ViII 51 3 38 0 9

X 51 12 24 0

Xl 46 13 40 0

XIII 39 I0 3 31 18

I. North Valley,Located on the west side of the San Femando Valley, this sub-watershed
is bounded by the Simi Hills on the west and the Santa Susana Mountains on the north
(Figure l, Chapter I). The hills and mounta,ns are under 3,000 feet in elevation and

contain and broad areas of alluvium mostly in the valley. The mountmnous areascRnyons

contain mostly marine deposits w~th several other sedimentary rocks.

Streams emanate from the foothills and then cross the valley to the Los Angeles Raver
of watersheds in southern California is debris flows. Many ofA characteristiccommon

the streams have debris basins. Drainage through the urban environment is via various
culverts and concrete channels. This sub-watershed has a contiguous impact (Table 4}
Reclaimed water discharges are not part of the local hydrology.

The North Valley is largely residential, followed by open space.

!I, ~en:ral Valley Much the same as North Valley (!), this sub-watershed ,s bounded by
:he San_~a_ Susana Mountains to the north and by Bull Creek on the west The hdls
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contains marine and non-marine sedimmtar~ rocks, with alluvium filled valley.

The main drainage channel is Bull Creek and a portion of Pacoima Wash, which is

diverted into Tujunga Wash. The Tillnmn Water Reclamation Plant is located in this sub-
watershed. The ~ibutary area of Bu/I Creek and the Los Angeles River is impacted by

2the reclaimed water discharges.

The of the is residential, followed The that isopen space. percentage

commercial and industrial is higher than in North Valley (I}.

Ill. Verdu~o. Verdugo Moun~ns is the center of this sub-watershed bounded by Tujunga
and Arroyo Seco watersheds and the Los Angeles River. The range is about eight miles
long and three miles wide with its highest peaks over 2,500 feet in elevation, composed
of sranitics, metamorphic’s, and marine socks.

The largest drainage channel is Verdugo Wash which drains the northeast slope and the
south slope of the Verdugo Mount&ins. Several other mountmn drainages flow southwest

off the mountain through urbanized areas and then into the Los Angeles River.

Quite similar to the Central Valley (II), Verdugo is mostly residennal, however, a much
higher percentage is open space, largely in the Verdugo Mountains.

IV. Tuiunga Bounded ~ithin the Big T~ung~, Litde Tujung& and Pacoima watersheds.
this area contaans the highest point in the Los Angeles l~ver watershed proper, Pac~fico
Mountain at 7,124 feet located in the heart of the San Gabriel Mountains. Both igneous

and metamorphic rocks make up the majority of the upper watershed, w~th some
sedimentary rocks located neat the mouth of the canyon. Alluvium makes up the lower
portion of the watershed.

Mountain elevations are high enough to allow the accumulation of snow dunng winter
Steep slopes quickly carry snow-melt and rainfall to the streams. Historically, the mouths
of these canyons are the site of large debris flows and flash flood. A series of dams are
located upstream and Hansen Dam ts located downstream Alluvial fans allot
groundwater recharge from the canyons to the valley bonom Several spreading grounds
a_re located in the area for groundwater recharge Lower Tujunga Wash ts a concrete
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lined channel from the Hansen Dam m the Los Angeles River, where the sub-watershed
has a point impact.

Much of the Tujunga (IV) sub-watershed is within the Angeles National Forest, thus the
overwhelming majori~ of the land use is open space or significant ecological areas The
phmand focus of management within the National Fore~ is watershed protection. The
remainder of the area is rur~ snd residential. The overwhelming majori~/ of this

open space.is

V, Arroyo Seco. Bounded on the north by the ridges of the San Gabriel Mountains, this
watershed contains peaks over 5,000 fee~ in elevation. The upper watershed has a similar
rock make-up as Big Tujunga Canyon, bu~ the lower watershed contains only a narrow

band of alluvium between some granitic rocks and marine deposits.

The main drainage feature is the Arroyo Seco which flows from the San Gabrlel

Mountains south to the Los Angeles River. LOFty hills border the stream through most
of its length. The channel is mostly concrete or s~one grouted after it enters the lowlands

The upper portion of the watershed is also loc~ed in the Angeles National Forest, givln~
the watershed a high amount of open space. The second largest land use is residential

Vl, San Gabriel.The San Gabriel watershed stands ,lone as a major watershed, but ~s

considered a sub-watershed because it drains into the Los Angeles River and San Gabriel
RJver. The highest peak is Mount San Antonio at 10,064 feet above sea-level. The upper
watershed contmns much of IEe s~me rock t~pes as in Big Tujunga Canyon, which ~s

dominated by granitic rocks. The lower watershed contains a broad plain of alluvsum

Drmnage of’ this watershed into the Los Angeles River is controlled by Whmier Narrows

Dam. Mountain runoff from San Gal~el R~ver and other various channels flo~ into
Whimer Narrows Dam basin. The Rio Hondo and San Gabriel River both continue south
from the Darn (Figure 1, Chapter I). The R~o Hondo flows into the Los Angeles River

approximately twelve miles upstream from San Pedro Bay, and the San Gabriel flows
south to the ocean. Water flow ch~actenstics are s~milar to the Tujunga Wash - - derived
largely from mountean snow melt and debris flows A comprehens, ve system of dams are
used for flood con_rro! and water conserv.at,on Spreading grounds are Iocaled m lhe
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valley and coastal plato.

The majority of the land area is within Angeles National Forest. Because the watershed

contains the San Gabriel Valley, the open space areas is not an overwhelming percentage
in Tujungn (IV).

VII. Southeast Coastal. This sub-watershed is bounded by a drainage network constructed
for urban development. Thus, its geologic structure has litde impact on water quality.
The topography vanes from very flat, to bluffs of 50 feet high, to Signal Hill with an
elevation of approximately 350 feet.

The hydrological features of this sub-watershed is largely anthropogenic. A storm drain

network flows directly to the Los Angeles River. Nearly all of the drainages are through
culverts. Because of the high river levee, many of the drains flow to pump stations which

pump the water into the Los Angeles River. The pump stations prevent large size debris

from entering the river.

The Southeast Coastal area contains the second largest percentage of residential, followed
by commercial and industrial, Li~le rural space is found in the sub-watershed

VIII. Southwest Coastal. Bounded by Dominguez channel on the west, this small
drainage is similar to Southeast Coastal in that it is heavdy urbanized Litde .

topographical change is notable.

The hydrological features are similar to the Southeast Coastal, but are more heavily
impacted by industrial land uses.                                                       ~_~

This area has the highest indusmal land use compared to the other sub-watersheds

IX, (~om_mon (~reek. This watershed is bounded by the Compton Creek drainage area.
which is an extensive storm drain network, but also comatns Dommguez Hills to the

southwest, aJso heavily urbanized.

The ma~n drainage feature is Compton Creek which is a concrete channel, except for its ....
!aa: two miles, which ~ ~oft bottom w~th grouted rock banks The creek has a Iov.
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Drainage of the mountain slopes is though various channels, many ending in culverts.
Debris flows appear not to be a problem.

About half of the area is residential followed by open space because Griffith Park is
included in the area. A small percentage is �ommercial.

9

XIII. Southw¢~ Valley, Bounded to the south by the north-slope of the Santa Monica

Mountains, th~s area contains largely marine deposits wi~h a sho,1 alluvial slope before
meeting the Los Angeles River.

The topography is similar Io Southeast Valley (XII), but on a larger scale. Debris basins

are located on some channels.

This area contains the largest rural land use of all sub-watersheds, although it too is
dominated by residential. Open space is a signific~n! pan of the area. followed by

commercial.

Overall Land Use Trends
The data show that the sub-watersheds range in open space from 92% in the Tujunga sub-
watershed to I% in two of the coastal sub-watersheds (Table 5) Open space decreases

from upstream to downstream, while commercial and industrial uses increase, w~th the
maximum of 38% industrial area in the Southwes~ Coastal sub-watershed Table 6 ranks
the sub-watersheds with land categories that have the mos~ intensive impact on v,.at~rUSe

qualiW.

Table 6 Sub-watershed ranked by percent of intensive type land uses.

Rank ] Commercial/ % Indusmal % Res~demml %

I                               Public Facilities
i VII i 4 X! 40 X! 70

2 Xl 13 VIII 38 VII 69

Boldmg md:,’a~¢s those sub-~atershcds v.h:~h appear :n ~hrcc columns
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highway rose and fell more rapidly than that in the undeveloped basins due to the
impervious area of the highway. High metal concentrations were found in the soils w~th=n
100 feet of the highway and in the soil water infiltrating the soil zone. Chromium.
copper, nickel and z~nc concentration in the streams near the highway generally were
above the maximum levels recommended by USEPA for the protection of aquatic life

2LOS Angeles River Runoff ~haracteristies Based on NURP. NURP data were chosen for
comparing Los Angeles River runoff, because NURP results are commonly used by man)’

other cities for planning purposes (this was the intent of the program). As pan of NURP,
Oltmann and Shuhers (1989) studied runoff quality for four urban catchments in Fresno,
California. This is of particular interest because this location is most similar in climate
to Los Angeles as compared to the other cities in the study. Based on the USEPA, and
Fresno results, the expected results for each parameter is listed in Table 7.

The land use character of the each sub-watershed dictates the vulnerabih~’ of the surface
water Table 8 is a listing of the sub-watersheds with land uses most vulnerable to the

values in Table 7.

Table 7 Results of NURP for nation.de and Fresno. California average                    q

N~trate - 0 7 0.4 0 6 0 4 N/M (, 6

Phosphorus 0. I 0 2 008 0 I N/M 4 ~

BOD 100 N,qvl 9.3 N,rM N/M
mgq
Lead 144 150 104 100 N/M         87

~q
Copper 33 i 5 29 14 N/M 6g

Zinc 135 120 226 180 N/M

!
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Table 8. Ranking of watersheds w~th highest percent of two intensive land use "r
categories.

Residential Commercial/ Industrial
Public

Facilities

vn
Vii Xl VIII

11 X X L~
II1 II IX
VIII XIII VII

Areas w~th the highest ,ntensity of land use wdl have the largest impac~ on the river
F~gures 23a through 23e show graphically each land use type and where It impacts the
river. The graphs do not take into consideration area or runoff quantity;
however, they help show how the river environment is impacted mile by mile, based on
land use and its potential impac~ of water quality.

The first graph shot’s increasing contiguous impacts of residential land use, while point
~mpacts tend to be lower land use+ This is because the mbutanes emanate from
mountainous regions low m residential population The effect of these point impacts are
a buffer to the contiguous residential impacts and the water quallP,.’ associated
residential land use.

F~gure 23b indicates a slot’ but steady rise in commercial land use from upstream on the
Los Angeles River downstream. In addition, Figure 23c indicates a marked increase of
industrial land use.

Figure 23d indicates that rural development decreases significantly The west end of the
San Femando Valley has the highest percentage, at 31 percent. The terrmnus of the river
has less than 5 percent.

it ~s apparent from F~gure 23e that the point source of the It,butanes have a s,gmficant
~mpact on the river Most connguous sub-watersheds have less than .sO percent open
space, wh,le all trlbutar~es, except Compton Creek (IX). has greater than 50 percent open ....

1
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Figure 23a-e. Percent land use for sub-watersheds draining into Los Angeles River by
river mile. Contiguous impacts from sub-watersheds, denoted by line-bars and po:nt
impacts of tributaries denoted by squares.

20

0 EO 40 30 20 1~0 0

F:gure 23a Residential land use increases downstream, howe~0er, al! tributaries except
t’or iX (~ompton Creek have smaller percentages,

O’1    , , II~
E0 4O 3O 20 1~0 ’ 0

Figure 23b Commercial land use slowly increases downstream
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Figure 23c Indusirial I~d use incre~s signifi~fly near the end of the lower r, ver

o ~
M~

Figure 23d Rur~ decre~es ~ific~tly do.stream

/
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Figure 23e. Contig~us impacts of open space ~e higher mid-~ream ~d in all
tribut~i~ except for IX Compton Creek.
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space. Also, the lower Los Angeles River has much less open space than the upper.

it has been demonstrated that the watershed is the key to understanding and �ontrolling
water quality in a stream. An understanding of the watershed, including physical,
hydrological, and cultural impacts can be used to evaluate water quails, impacts. Once 1the watershed impacts are understood and controlled, river qualily will also be improved

2
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WATER QUALITY AND BENEFICIAL USE CRITERIA OF
I

THE LOS ANGELES RIVER
2

Water quality plays an important role m hum~ md environment! health. Penodic
monitoring of a water body is common method to check the quality of water over time

" Water quality monitoring of the Los Angeles River is accomplished by several
’~ governmental agencies Overlappingjunschctions, agency boundaries and mandates, make
,,, river monitoring and environmental protection complex To study the wmer qualm." of

~,i the entire river length, data from all possible agenoes were gathered Th~s chapter is a
presentation and analysis of the data. Based on the results, two basi� questions are

. addressed: What is the water quality of the Los Angeles River, and what beneficial uses "~
are appropriate’?

Water Quali~ and Beneficial l,~se Managcmcn~

Two agencies perform the majority of the water quality, monitoring and river ~’stem
operation of the Los Angeles River. The California Regional Water Quahty Control
Board, Los Angeles Region IV (RWQCB) momtors the river and implements regulato~
measures pursuant to the federal Clean Water A¢~ and the California Porter-Cologne
Water Quality Control Act (1969) The Los Angeles County Department of Pub�� Works
(LACDPW) also performs monitonng of surface waters, operates the flood control system.
and ma,ntmns most of the flood control system incluchng operations and pubic access to
the Los Angeles River. The Corps does not monitor water quahty, but operates poruons
of the river system.

California Regmnal Water Quality Control Boards are divided ,nto nine reg,ons
throughout the state Los Angeles Count,. and the Los Angeles R~ver watershed ~s par~
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of Region 4. RWQCB’s primary, duty is to protect the quality of the waters w~th,n the
region for all designated beneficial uses This is accomplished by formulating and
adopting water quality control plans for specific ground or surface water basins and

’ discharges (RWQCB 1993). RWQCB is responsible for regulating the activities and
" factors which affect or may affect the quality of the States waters (RWQCB 1975) The
"’ agency, designates benefioal uses for the river, which can seldom be downgraded or
,., removed from the list. Chapter V discusses the beneficial use design~ons by RWQCB

The agency designates beneficial uses of water bodies, sets water quality objectives, and
adopts a water quality control plan to achieve objectives. The agency also performs
annual water quality monitonng of nearly all the surface waters in the region.

Another facet of RWQCB’s role in the water quality management of the Los Angeles
R,ver is its implementation of the Natioaal Pollutant Discharge Ehmination System
(NPDE$) program and m particular the Stormwater NPDES program The principal
permzrtee for the Los Angeles County municipal stormwater NPDES permit zs LACDP~,"

and the local jurisdictions (cities) are the co-permirtees (RWQCB letter to perm~ttee June
] "7, ] 993) RWQCB approved a program revolving a stormwater mom’,onng program and

" Early Acuon Best Management Practice Plans in 1993. A successful program is expected
"" to Improve the water quality of the river.

LACDPW, incorporating the LA Count,," Rood Control District. momtors the water
quali~’ of the river Historically, thls agency focused on waters used to recharge aquifers
and for dlscharges to recelvzng waters (LACFCD 1981) With the NPDES program.

LACDPW’s role in water quality’ of the Los Angeles I~ver has been expanded

" Stormwater Quality Mana~zemen~
, Research on methods to reduce pollution in runoff is growing Accorchng to Urbonas and

-- Stahre (1993), stormwater engineering and management has advanced more in the last 2{)

¯ , years than at any other time Best Management Prz,--tzces to enhance ~ormwater quah~

have prol,ferated and spread worldwide.

In ]987 the USEPA expanded the NPDES program to ~nclude municipal and ~ndustrlal
stormwater d~scharges as a result of the findings ~n a stud.~ t,tled the Nat,onal Urban
Runoff Program (Lee and Jones 1990) In Cahforma. the Stormv.ater NPDES program
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, is implemented by the RWQCB which issues permits to stormwater dischargers. The Los LAngeles R~ver basin falls under the Los Angeles County municipal stormwater permit

held by LACDPW. Various municipalities are the co-permitees under this permit. The
N’PDES Program requires monitoring and the implementation of best management

practices in an effort to reduce pollution in runoff. Improved runoff quality is expected
-~ over the next few years as the efforts by municipalities are increased The concepts

¯ ,. presented in the land use section would be applicable to controlling pollution in runoff 2

Data Colleclion

A significant amount of data is needed to make sound conclusions on the appropriate
beneficial uses of a water body. Thus, all the data possible was gathered from eight local
agencies All parameters available from the 1988-92 study period were gathered

Two key sources of data were the water reclamation plants (WRPs) and wastewater
"" monitoring departments of various agencies. Agencies which conduct water qual,r,.
"" monitoring of the river are lis~ed in Table 9. Data results were from the laborato~
" analysis of field samples Field sample locations varied w~th agency and depended |.

-’ largely on agency jurisdiction (Figures 24a and 24b) Water quality momtonng data were

.~ collected from the drought period 1988 through 1992. This allowed an invesngation of

,.,, the river when the watershed is dr3’, which is the prevailing condition A total of over

~
50,000 data pieces were entered into a database for this s~udy
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Table 9. lnstream water quality monitonng by various agencies. Eight agencies
regularly monitor the water quality of the Los Angeles River.

Agenc) ~ s:ca] lnorgamc O~gam¢

- Is’’’’on~ I 7er,od S,-,,on~ ! Pe.od S,-,,on~ ! P,,,od
-, Los Angeles Count} 4 Monthly 6 Month|!" I Quancrl}

Department of Pubic
,,-, Works

o Cm,. of Los Angele~ 19 Monthb 19
Bureau of Sanitation Parameters) {’Phenols)

.~ Regional Water 5 Annuall) 5 Annuall.,, I ! Annuall.~

Quali~ Control
~ Board

Donald C. Tillman 3 Weekb 4 BI- 4
’~ WI~ Annuall} Annuall.~

, Los Angeles’ 2 Weekb N/M N/M

Glen,!~le WRP

C~P,. of Burbank 3 Weekb 3 Annuall.~ N.~

So Cal Coas[al Infrequent Infrequent Infrequent
~ Water Research

I:h’o.lect
Los Angeles Depz 4 Quarterl} 4 Quanerl.~ 4 ~anerl.~

of Water and Po~er

Source Agencies          = Not morn1
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Figure 24a. Agency sample locations upper river. Agency sample location v~. in
quality and location, pubic agencies are limited to their jurisdiction.
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Data Analysis

Water quality data were categorized into the regime from which they were sampled

Nearly all data was collected during the dry regime. Thus, this thesis focuses on the dry
regime, which includes the four inflows as described in Figure 14~ Reclaimed water
discharges, industrial discharges, urban runoff, and rising groundwater. The dry regime
is the most important regime to beneficial uses because it is present most often throughout
the year. Wet regime results are discussed in the section following the dry regime
analysis.

Data collected from agencies were entered into a database system designed for the
specific purpose of analyzing the data Most agencies had different sample points along
the river, so sampling stations were assigned a letter code which indicated place-name.

and river mile (River miles are designated from the mouth of the river upstreamagency
(F~gure 25) The starting point (0 miles) is the Queensway Bridge in Long Beach)

Inferential statistics was used to characterize the water quality of the Los Angeles lhver
Th~s is useful to draw conclu~ons about the characteristics of a large group from a small
sample of that group (Gordon, Mc Mahon, and Finlayson 1992) This method ~s
commonly used tn environmental analys~s where data are collected, described and related.
and generahzattons are made from the results Th~s methodology provided a foundat,on
for the discussion of potential beneficial uses of the nver

The sample station data were averaged for each agency and is presented tn tables and
graphics The graphics are used to show temporal and spatial trends The summarszed
data was compared to water quality criteria. ~4~ich vary depending on the beneficial use
For example, State of Cahfomia dnnkmg water standards were used for comparison

quality of the water for municipal beneficial useFollowing thepurposes to assess

analysts of the data is a section which discusses beneficial uses which are acceptable
based on the water quality data.
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7 DrY Regime Water Oua]irY Analysis Results I.

Ill Water qua]ivy parameters that are below the accepted criteria have an impact ranging from
health risk issues to the aesthetic issues. The analysis results of this section are useful

~g to determine which parameters are at unacceptable levels. If these parameters are .~.

’ controlled in water qua]ivy control plans, then additional appropriate beneficial uses are

~ anainable.

Dissolved Solids. nil. Oil and Gas
Treated mumcipal wastewater in southern California is often high in total dissolved solids
(TD$). This condition has been exacerbated during the ]986-]992 drought. For instance,
the civy of Los Angeles increased its dependence on water from sources higher in TDS
Prior to the drought, Owens Valley and Mono Basin water with a TDS of 150 mgq was

used as a main source, but this source was cut in half dunng the late 1980’s (MWD
1990) Make-up water was made available from the Colorado Pover Aqueduct with a

TDS of 750 mg/I and the State Water Project w~th a TDS of 339 (Upper Los Angeles
River Area Watermas,er 1992) Drought conditions increased TDS levels in water
supplies and as a result, discharges to the Los Angeles River through urban runoff and

WP~ discharges had elevated TDS concentrations.

Typical TDS values are shown in Table 10. However, TDS values can van,.’ depending
on local rainfall. Long periods of precipitation result in increased flow volume ~n the

wh,ch dilutes the dissolved solids. Although stormwater sampling results are scarce.river
TDS of under 500 mg~ is common during storm events.

Table 10 Electrical conduct~vivy, TDS, pH, oil and gas values for the Los Angeles
River.

:~| Parameter Tujunga Arroyo Firestone Wardlov,
Avenue Seco Blvd Street

Confluence

~l Electr~ca] Conducuvlty (Bmhosicm) 1068 1072 1052 1077

Total Dissolved Solids {rag/l) 641 643 651 66cj’

pH Umts                              7 5         77       8 3       8 ~
Od and Gas (mgq)                      3 i         2 5       2 4       3 7
: ,ource Los Angeles Count).’ Department of Pubhc ~’orks

Ji
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The Donald C. Tiliman Water Reclamation Plant (Tillman WRP) significantly impacts
TDS concentration of the river. During the dry regime, the Tmllman WRP discharges are
significantly higher in quantity and lower in TDS than the river flow. This reduces
pollutant concentrations. For example: a review of semi-annual data for electrical

conductivity, provided by the Tillman WRP, shows that TDS in the river is reduced at the
discharge point "rDS values were estimated using the electrical conductivity data (EC
x 0.6) from two sample stations; one located upstream from the discharge points and one
located downstream from the discharge points: the estimated TDS values were 804 (mg/~)
and 514 (rag/l) respectively.

In addition, three samples were taken by the RWQCB above the WRP discharge point at
De Soto Ave. The dates and results were: March 1990 - l l6g rag/l, May 1991 - 132g

rag/l, and December 1991- 886 mgq. The average TDS value for WRP discharges at the

plant is 596 (rag/l). Mixed water (WRP discharge and urban runoff) value is 641 mg,’!

Although upstream data is extremely limited, these data indicate that the WRP dilutes
urban runoff, thereby improving water quality In regard to TDS Thus, the WRP largely
dictates the water quality of the river. Unfortunately, insufficient data are avadable
upstream of the Tillman WRP to determine its impact on other parameters Reclammed
water discharges control the water quality of the river. A comprehenssve reviev, of

individual parameters values is provided in the summary section on the effects of
reclaimed water discharges.

TDS steadily increases, however slightly, downstream. This is most likely because of
inflows of urban runoff v,qth high TDS and possibly because of evaporation (F,gures 26a
and 26b) Figure 27 is a comparison of TDS values of the different ~pes of v,’a~er
There are stead)’ increases in pH downstream but values remain in the neutral range

Most rivers in the Pacific Southwest have a high alkaline character, mostly due to h~gh

evaporatmn rates Thus, surface water supplies in southern California and the Los

Angeles River exhibit this characteristic.

Accordmng to LACDPW data, oil and gas are de[ected often in the river. Field

observations by the author indicate tha1 oil and gas ongmale from crank case o,I dumpm~
into the s~orm dra~n system and sheet-wash from road surfaces and park,ng lots
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Beneficial Use Assessme! The maximum allowable limit for TDS in drinking water ,s
1000 mg/I w~th a recommended level of 500 rag/I, according to Secondary Drinking
Water Standards - State of California Title 22. However, for wildlife, a TDS less than
5,000 rag/1 is desirable. Standards for industrial uses vary significantly depending on use,
but for many uses less than 300 mg/] is desirable. The river averages about 650 mg/i at
the four LACDPW sample stations (LACDPW station Iocations~ Wardlow Bridge, mile
4.35, Firestone Blvd Bridge, mile 13.38; An’oyo Seco confluence, mile 23.8; and Tu.lunga
Ave. mile 36.25.) This concentration meets drinking water standards, but is outside the
desirable levels for some industrial uses without additional treatment to reduce TDS. The
river water is well within criteria for the propagation of wildlife.

There is little variation in pH levels and they are acceptable for most beneficial uses The
mimmum and maximum recorded levels were 6.7 and l0 2 respectively. Acceptable pH

J,I ranges for industrial uses va~’ w~th the type of industry use (Hem 1989) A pH between
~! 9 and 10 is usually acceptable as a maximum and a pH minimum of 6 is usually

acceptable as a minimum for industrial uses. However, industrial boiler feed water
"’ requires a minimum pH of 8 For fish, a range between 6.5 and 9.0 is considered safe

(European Inland Fisheries Advisory Commission 197g)

Oil and gas detections are undesirable for all beneficial uses The max,mum
concentrations for body contact and non-body contact recreation is 2 mgq and for wildlife
5 mgl The river concentration ranges between 2 mg!i and 5 mg/I. Oil concentrations

the 1 mgq range have been shown to be toxic to fish (Harm 1972)

N troqen and Phosphorus
When n,trogen and phosphorus are discharged to a stream, they promote biolog,cal
responses which may interfere with some desired uses of the water (Allen and Manc.\
]972) Excessive growths of attached algae, resulting in high BOD and undesirable
aesthetics, often occurs Other elements and compounds are limiting factors to algal
growths, however, most attention has been focused on nitrogen and phosphorus

N,trogen appears m various forms in aquat,c environments The forms of nitrogen ,s
reflect,re on the aquatic env, ronment (Krenkel, hlovotny 1980) Dur,ng anaerobic
condlt~ons, n~trate may be reduced to mtrogen gas or ammon,a During aerobic
conditions, ammonia can be oxidized to n,tr, te and mtrate (F,gure 28) N,trate. and to a
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lesser extent ammonia, can be utilized by aquatic plants and algae.
T,

Sources of nitrogen in surface waters include: municipal wastewater and fertilizers
Nitrogen often occurs in polluted waters, but is seldom abundant in natural surface waters
because of its value as a nutrient to plants (Harm 1972).

Ammonia is oxidized to nitrate in well aerated rivers. Aeration in the Los Angeles River
occurs mostly in the soft bottom sections, while the concrete bottom sections have laminar
flow. The two large reclaimed water discharge points from the Tillman and Los Angeles-
Glendale WR.Ps are located at soft bottom sections of the river, thus allowing aeration
The Tillman WRP outfall has the shortest distance of soft bottom channel, which may
inhibit oxidation of the ammonia.

The Tillman WRP main outfall is scheduled to be relocated in late 1994 The new
discharge point w~ll be just downstream of Sepulveda Dam and wll discharge directly
into the concrete channelThis may alter the nitrogen dynamics, potentially delaymg
nitrification. 1
LACDPW has conducted monthly sampling for nitrate at four Los Angeles R~ver
locations and the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation (LABS) has conducted
monthly sampling for nitrates at 18 s~tes LACDPW had four Los Angeles River s,tes and
LABS had 18 Figure 29a is a plot of nitrate values over distance Each star,on ~s a
composite of three years of monthly samples averaged for each agency Average
LACDPW value is 5 0 mgq and LABS value is 10.5 rag,q, a steady state trend occurs ~n
both data sets, however the averages vary significantly Reasons for the variances
between agency data may include: sample techniques, sample storage techniques and
laboratory methodologies.

LACDPW data show a decrease in ammonia concentrations (Figure 29b) Insufficient
number of data points fad to show nitrification dynamics, only general trends are shown
LABS did not monitor for ammonia.

Phosphate occurs in increased amounts from fertilizer and detergent presence ~n waters
A large proportion of the phosphorus in surface waters ongmates from mumc~pa.I v,aste
effluent Data from the three WRP along the Los Angeles R,ver was
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not available. Data from LACDPW showed phosphate levels averaging 2 8 mg!l. The

average maximum of the four stations was 13.1 mg/i. Phosphate levels stay quite steady

throughout the river length.

Beneficial Uses Assessment. High nitrate is tolerable for nearly all industrial processes
except for food processing. However for drinking water supply, nitrate levels above 10
rag/1 (as N) exceeds drinking water standards (USEPA, 1975). The river appears to
approach this level, however inconsistent data and lack of adequate monitoring makes an)’
conclusion unreliable.

Nitrogen is one of the two nutrients required for the growth of algae, the other is
phosphorus (Allen and Mancy 1972) The quantity of phosphorus does not necessarily
have a biological impact on surface waters s~nce it must be in a biologically available
form, such as onhophosphate (Krenkel and Novomy 1980) Thus. river monitoring should
include orthophosphate concentrations. The presence of nitrogen and phosphorus
compounds create undesirable conditions by creating odors and rapid plankton growths
Beneficial uses, such as recreation, municipal and industrial water supply are hindered

The Los Angeles Pdver exhibits undesirable high nutrient Ioadings in most sections of the
river At times, the author has obserx, ed a continuous flow of algae globules from the
concrete lined section to the estuary in Long Beach. The processes causing th~s
phenomenon is not known, but is undoubtedly related to the nutrient levels discharged
from the WRPs Without further understanding of the mtrogen and phosphorus dynamics
and its control, water quality control will not be attained and beneficial uses v,~ll be

Eutrophication appears to be a problem on the river today. This has also been obserxed
by the author at the estuary, especially in pools of water which become isolated from the
mare flow These pools stagnate and produce strong odors, making the area undesirable
for most uses Reductions in nutrients may assist ~n improving the deslrabihty of the
estuary Increasing the beneficial use of the river reqmres reduction of nutrients at the
sources.

Biological Oxy_ gen Demand

B~olog~cal oxygen demand (BOD) ts used as a measure of the presence of organic
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materials which can support the growth of microorganisms (Stack 1972) BOD is a

Lmeasure of oxygen required for biological and chemical oxidation.

Caution should be used when using BOD results for determining water characteristics

Stack (1972) states that BOD measurement is not a true quantitative entity in terms of 7
water quality and translation of analytical information to the receiving waters is not a
valid interpretation. In addition, Krenkel and Novomy (1980) state that the effects of

2
many variables must be known before interpretation of the results can be made.

BOD levels in the river average about 5 mg/I A high of 63.6 mg/! was detected in
November 1991. The cause is not known. BOD discharge levels into the river were not
available from all WRP. However, data from the Los Angeles-Glendale WRP showed
that discharges are typically between <2.0 mgq to 7.0 mg/i. Figure 30 shows the BOD
levels along the river from LACDPW.

Beneficial Uses Assessment The range of acceptable BOD for beneficial uses ,,’aries
significantly. For example, BOD in drinking water is unacceptable, however, for wldhfe
propagation acceptable maximum concentrations are between 30 mg!l and 50 mgl
Industrial uses usually require BOD values less than l0 mg/i The river appears to have
a typical BOD less than l0 mgq. Closer monitoring and investigation of sources for the
sporadic high BOD values should be performed In addmon, BOD and DO dynamics of
the Los Angeles giver are notwell understood.

I-I

"t
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Bacterioloeical Ouali~
Several indicator organisms are used routinely to monitor the presence of possible

parthenogenic organisms in water. Krenkel and Novotny (1978), provide an overview of
the use of bacteriological indices of water quality. They explain that indicator organisms
are used to identify waters which have potential pathogens because it is not practical to
monitor for all pathogens. For example, total coliform has been the most important
indicator of sanitary or pathogenic conditions in waters. This group of bacteria was
monitored on the Los Angeles River by LACDPW.

Bacteriological quality is often measured by fermenting bacteria collected from a water
sample and doing a plate count. Values are expressed are the number of bacterial
colonies counted per unit volume. A statistical analysis is also used resulting in the most
probable number per unit volume (MPN/I00ml) (Krenkel and Novorny 19801

As organic food concentration increases in a stream, bacterial numbers increase (Nemero~
19851 In the Los Angeles River, high counts are most likely related to waste Ioadmgs
from urban runoff and nutrient levels from WRPs. Monthly total coliform values from
LACDPW averaged 36,000 to 96,200 for the period May 1988 through Janua~’ 1992
(Table 11) The highest value recorded was 800,000 in October 1990 and several Io~

values under 500 occurred in the w~nter and spring of 1990.

Tillman WRP monitors receiving waters as required by a National Polluoon D~scharge
Elimination System (N’PDES) permit issued by the RWQCB Tables 12a and 12b
summarize monitonng results for total coliform counts from two samplsng periods

The first t~me period included three sample stat,ons during the period Janua~ 1988
through September 1991 The station locations were revised in the second t~me period.
from October 1991 through February 1993 (sample locations are described in the tables)
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Table i 1. Bacteriological quality for the Los Angeles giver.
Parameter Tuju~.ga Avenue Arro)o Seco F~res~one Bl~d Wardlo~ Rd
(MPN/100ml)

Total Cohfonn 36,000 500.000 45.900 800,000 96,200930,000 32.200 330,000 /a~
Fecal Coliform 3,000 30,000 1,900 23,000 14,300 230.000 6,700 93.000

Fecal Su’eptococci 4,0:00 80,000 1,800 13,000 1,300 17,0OO 1.900 16,00~

Source: Los Angeles County Department o: :s

Table 12a. Coliform sample results for receiving waters January 1988 through
September 1991.

R-2 500 ft R-3 - 9Parameter R-I - 5(FO fi -
M]~N/I 0Oral upstream dot nstream dot nstream

’ ’ Source. man ~,’ater Reclamation Plant ’

Table 12b Coliform sample results for receiving waters October 1991 through
February. 1993 (revised protocol)

Parameter R.4. 15 m.les R-5                  - betv.een R-2 -
MPN/IOOml upstream lake and main downstream of downstream

outfalls mare discharge

A,~: 1 Max A,, I Max A,, I Max A,~. ! Ma,

Source: Tfllman Water Reclamation Plant

Dunng the first time period, the data table shows that R-! has a slightly’ higher average
than R-2. and R-3 is significantly higher Again, it is likely that the WRP d~scharge ~s
diluung urban runoff, which is high in total cohform Downstream, at station R-3, a
s~gn,ficant increase m total coliform ,s observed Th~s can be anributed to addmonal
inflows from urban runoff into the river containing h,gher cohform levels and a .me lag
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of bacterial growth downstream from the WRP. Thus, while the WRP is diluting urban
runoff, it is providing additional nutrients for bacterial growlh downstream.

Data from station R-I may not be representative of the receiving-waters quality because
of its proximity to the discharge point; a location where back-flow of reclaimed water
could be occurring. Thus, the reduction of total coliform may be greater than available
data suggests. Unfortunately, this reduction is apparently short lived, as R-3 shows
significant increase in total coliform levels.

With the construction of Balboa Lake and the addition of discharge points along the river,
a new sampling protocol began in October 1991. The lake, located in Sepulveda Basin,
is a recreational lake which receives water from Tillman WRP. Excess water from the
lake flows into the river Under the revised sampling plan, R-I was discontinued and two
sample points were placed upstream of main discharge point, away from the back-flo,,
problem zone and an addmonal sample station was placed 0.75 miles downstream from
the main outfall The second (revised plan) period shows very high total coliform at R-4.               ,,~
above both outfalis and a 75% reduction in total cohform downstream of the t~o
discharges, (Table 12b).

Benefic,al Use Assessment Based on the above results, the river normally conta,ns
bacterial concentrations above all acceptable ranges for benefic,al uses The least
stringent standard for bacterial qualily is for wddhfe propagation, which allows i.000
bactiml. Nines-two percent of the 164 samples taken from May ]988 to Janua~ 1002
by LACDPW had results which were above the level acceptable for any other beneficial
use.

Wl~’s along the Los Angeles l~ver often use chlorine disinfection to control bacteria

Unfortunately, chlonnation is complex and unpredictable in wastewater effluent (Chamber
]971). Levels of chlorination should extend to the desired level of cohform control
Research has shown that chlorine lowers BOD, however, the forma,on of chloram,nes
can result ~n toxicity, to fish (Zillich 1972). Chlorine residual is not allowed under the
NPDES permit for WR.P discharges.

Because nearly all samples are above acceptable levels, the river’s water quah~ ~s
unacceptable for all uses based on th~s parameter                                                ¥ ......
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Dissolved O~gen and Temoerature
- Dissolved oxygen (DO) in water is one of the most important measures of water quah~’

, (Stack 1972). The instantaneous concentration of DO is the result of many physical,

., chemical and biological factors. DO is a function of temperature, atmospheric pressure
,, and the presence of other solutes (Allen and Mancy 1972). The solubility of oxygen ~n

pure water at 25 degrees C is 8.4 mg/I. Uncontaminated surface waters are usually nearly
" saturated with oxygen.However, diurnal variations occur because of changes in

photosynthetic activity.

Low DO may indicate excessive load of organic wastes which create a high BOD (Allen
and Mancy 1972) Low dissolved oxygen has an adverse effect on aquatic life. DO

!, averages range from 6.7 rag/1 to 88 mg/I in the Los Angeles River Variances in DO can
be attributed to changes in the river sub-surface The concrete sections exhibit laminar
flow w~th less aeration, while the soft bottom sections have rapids that saturate the water
with oxygen In addition, algae and aquatic plants in the river add DO through
photosynthesis.

Temperature is also an important factor, particularly for wddhfe Temperature affects the
distribution of fishes (Moyle and Cech 1988) Warm water streams have temperatures
that exceed 75 to 79 degrees F for extended periods of time Common species in warm
streams are smallmouth bass. green sunfish, catfish, and others small fishes. Cold ~ater
streams seldom exceed 75 tO 79 degrees F. Trout ~s a common cold water stream species
Fish distribution is only partially dependent on temperature, however Factors such as.
the presence of other species and stream gradient affect fish distribution

Measurements of DO and temperature were made by the three WRPs on a regular bas,s
Data from the Tillman WRP is summarized because it is the farthest plant upstream to
allow contrast of nver w~th and ~thout reclaimed water, (Tables 13a and 13b)
Descriptions of the sample sites were described in the bacteriological quah~/ section
al~ove.

-’
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Table 13a Receiving water sample results for Janua~ 1988 through September 1991                 L

Parameter                      R-I - 500 ft         R~2 - 500 ft        R-3 - 9 m~les
upstceam           dov.nstream downstream

D~ssolved ~)gen (mgO)        6.7    1 4 10 0    6.7    3.7 13 2 N~

Source Tdlm~ Water Recitation Pl~t. N~ = Not Momtore¢                         2

Table 13b. Sampling results for receiving waters October 1991 through February 1993
" (revised protocol).
-~ Parameter R-~ - 1.5 m:les R-5 - between lake R-2 - 500 ft R-6 - 0.’/5 m~l¢s
:.., upstream and main outfall dov,’nstream of downstream

ma~n di~har~e

.,,, 1 emperature 64    46. 83 69    52    6972 57    gl 70    55

’~ D~ssol\ed 88 29 15.t 7.3 49 98 69 36 92 78 ~5 I1~,

!;ource: T .man Water Rec ant

Beneficial Use A~;s¢ssment The optimal DO concentration for nearly all beneficial uses
including fisheries is 5 rag/1 Data collected from the Los Angeles paver near the
Sepulveda Basin averages above this amount. However, occasionally the concentrations
fall below 5 mg.q w~th a low of 1.4 ra!!! (It was noted that the sample time was 7 40 am
when the photosynthesis rate is slow or non-existent A sample taken ata later t~me of
day may have provided a result w~th a high DO level) Of the 342 samples used in th~s
reporL (taken from January 1988 to Februa~’ 1993) five percent had DO less than .~ mg ~
Thus overall, the portion of the aver in Sepulveda Basin is close to being acceptable for

._ most beneficial uses for this parameter. Because of lack of data, no other conclusions can
be made about other portions of the river.

Anadromous fish, such as the endemic steelhead and Pacific lamprey, used to migrate
from the ocean to the Los Angeles Paver and to Big Tujunga Wash The m,gration took
place after large storms while the water level remained high The water temperature was
between 32 and 55 degrees F (Swift 1993)
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provide a significantly warmer environment during the dry regime However,The WR.Ps
these fish species would migrate after large winter storms, at a time when the volume of
runoff is significantly higher than reclaimed water discharges It is possible that water
temperature is not a limiting factor of fish migrations. Loss of the supporting ecosystem,
to the concrete channel and the invasion of non-native species probably play a more
significant role in the loss of migratory fish.

- The majority of the mineral data available was from LACDPW. Table 14 contains
,. averages of monthly data for four stations from May 1988 through January 1992. Note

that all these sample locations are downstream of the Tillman WRP. Insufficient data was
available upstream of the WRP discharge, making it difficult to assess the impact of the
WRP on the river’s mineral quantity. As discussed in the above section regarding TDS,
the WRP does have a significant impact on mineral quality, apparently diluting urban
runof~e.

Table 14 Summary of minerals values for the Los Angeles lhver.

Alkahn~ty 150 159.7 151.9 164 7
Calcium 54 4 63. ] 63.0 64 7

’- Magnesium 21.4 21.6 21 9 24 8

-" Sodium 116.3 113 8 I17.4 1196
Potassium 14.8 136 13 1 12 8

- Sulfate 1663 155.5 163 8 163 0
Chloride 128.2 127 9 129 3 132 4
Fluoride 0.56 0.54 0 54 0.54

Boron                       0,53         0 47        0 47        0 47
Source Los Angeles Count~ Department ,f Public W~r ts

The river’s mineral content reflects the h~gh TDS, discussed above M~neral concentration
~ncreases downstream, attributed to addmonal inflows tO the river from urban runoff

_. A h~storical account of the r~ver’s m~neral quah~ ~s provided an Table 15 Monthl.~ and
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semi-monthly dry-season data from 1932 was averaged for a station in Van Nuys

_             (California Division of Water Resources 1933). The average flow in the summer of 1932
was 040 cfs, attributed to rising groundwater. No industry or waste discharges upstream

of the Van Nuys station were reported to have occurred. LACDPW’s Tujunga Avenue-

sample-station was selected to compare the 1932 results with recent sampling.

Beneficial Use Assessmen~ High mineralization of the river results from urban runoff.
but is moderated by WRP discharges. It appears that mineral concentration in the river

_ decreases as a result of the WP,.P plant discharges. This, in effect, improves the water

~ quality of the river for these parameters.

Table 15. Historical and recent Los Angeles River data from Van Nuys area

Parameter (rag,q)     I[ApnI-November 1932 [May-October 1989
- Calcium (rag/I) 160 48
’" Sodium (mg/l) i 13 106
.- Magnesium (mg/l) 67 19
¯ , Chloride (rag/l) 48 122

_ !Sulphate (mg,q) 504*onlv two samples142
N~trate (mgq) 13" only two samples7
EC (lamhos/cm) 159 986
Average d~scharge (cfs) ~0 40 . approx 60

Sources: 1932 data - Cahf D~v of Water Resources, Bul. 40-A. 1989 data - Los Angeles
County Department of Publir. Works.

Hea~w Metals
Some heavy metals commonly found ~n water, such as iron and manganese, pose no
danger to aquatic life or humans below certa,n levels. They are usually associated with
groundwater. In surface water, because of the presence of oxygen, they prec)pitate
When this occurs, it presents an aesthetic problem resulting from discoloration of the
water.

Other metals can be toxic to humans, mammals, and aquatic hfe (Harm 1972) The
concentration at which metals are toxic vary significantly For example, arsen,c mgestmn
m small quantities is dangerous because ~t can accumulate m animals Arsen,c can occur

_              naturally ,n some waters, but normally enters streams from ,ndustnal wastes and             ~. .)

|
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- 93 Lagricultural runoff. The presence of a metal does not necessarily mean it is in a toxic
form to cause biological damage. Many factors, such as pH and hardness, need to be
considered before the toxicity of these metals is assessed.

Arsenic, barium, lead, nickel, and zinc are metals which are commonly detected in the
Los Angeles River, (Table 16). Arsenic was detected at a maximum of 190 lag/! at the
Firestone Blvd. sample station, but averaged between <10 to 10.7 lag/I. Barium
consistently increases from upstream to downstream, with a maximum detected at 630
lag/1. Lead concentrations hovered near the detection limit of 10 lag/l, with several
detections over 100 lag/I. Zinc detections were consistently high with all stations

__ averaging over 100 lag/l.

Beneficial l:1;e Assessment The averages for the river meet the strictest water quaht~
standards. The sporadic high concentrations of metals could impact beneficial uses H~gh

Table 16 Metals summary for the Los Angeles River

Parameter Tujunga Ave. i Arroyo Seco F=restone Bird Wardlow Rd
(I.tg/1) (max) Confluence

Avg Max    Avg    Max    Avg    Max.    Avg Max
Arsenic <10 71 6 2    302 10.7 190    <10 37

- Sliver               <!0     <10     <10     <10     <10     <10     <10 <i0
- Barium 19 60 30 260 37.9 290 52 630
- Cadmium <I0 10 <10 <i0 <!0 <i0 <10 12

Chromium <30 30 <30 <30 <30 70 ! 1.5 30

Chromium VI <20 <20i <20 <20 <20 <20 <20 <20
Copper <20 70 <20 30 <20 50 <20 30

’Lead ll 120 II 140 <i0 90 13.4 120
- Mercury <1 1 <1 1 <i <! <! <1

Nickel <!0 60 10 60 11 40 1 i 30
Selemum <5 9 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5
Zmc 955 250 128 i 120 122; 2300 84 340
Iron 298 1900 196 980 193 660 372 2360
Manganese 31 80 53 2 220 39 240 <30 130

Source Los Angeles Count’ Department of PubhcWorks
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levels may be detrimental to aquatic life and threatening to beneficial uses. More L
surveillance monitonng is needed to make conclusions on the effects of these sporadic
high concentrations of metals. Comments on limiting values of metal concentrations are
presented later.

1
Arsenic concentrations over 1000 Hg/1 is known to kill most fish species (Harm 1972) 2Because of the toxicity of arsenic, the drinking water s~andard in California is 50 pg/]
(Tide 22 Chap. 15). Based on LACDPW’s data, the river is rarely above this level.

The drinking water standard for lead is :50 l.tg/l. A lead concentration over I00 gg/l
would be lethal to fish (l~’enkel and Novotny 19g0). LACDPW monitonng resuhs

exceeded this level at three out of four s~ations.

Barium and nickel, and the other metals monitored had concentrations below the drinking
water standards and the tolerances for most aquatic species. Iron and manganese seem
to present no significant problems to water quality in the Los Angeles River.

Volatile Organic Comoounds
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) include such chemicals as solvents, fuels and
byproducts of chlonnation. The primary concern w~th respect to these compounds is in
the area of groundwater resource management However, surface waters are threatened
by VOCs in the form of spills, dumping and runoff from contaminated surfaces Man.~
of these co~pounds at low concentrations volatilize quickly, especially in swift moving
streams, so the threat of these compounds to rivers has not been as clearly defined as ,t
has in groundwater. An exception to this is heavy amounts of oil and gas, which tend to
float on the water often as a sheen. (See the section titled, Oil and Gas.)

VOCs are continually detected in the Los Angeles River at two locations (F)gures 3 i a and
31b) The higher concentrations occurred in the Glendale Narrows area near Los Fehz
Bird; an area which is adjacent to groundwater contamination Apparently, ris,ng
groundwater ts a source of TCE and other VOCs These compounds dissipate
downstream fairly rapidly because large stones m the river aerate the water

According to the Upper Los Angeles River Water Master Report (1992). the areas of
groundwater contamination are v, qthin close proximity of the river (F~gure 32)
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Figure 31a. Total volatile organic compounds in the Los Angeles RJver averaged from ’t
1986-92 The highest peak occurs at the point where contaminated groundwater flows
into the river Most of these compounds volat~ze w~th aera~on in the river bed ~ .....
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SOURCE: CALIF. REGIONAL WATER QUALITY

F~gure 31b Los Angeles R~ver TCF ~nd PCF ~,’eraged. 1986-92 These two
Jl compounds make up the malor:~’ of the contam:nants from groundwater pollution at ]

m:le 28 They are seldom detected elsewhere m the river r- ’
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Figure 32. Existing groundwaler contamination plume, San Femando Valley. The
point of entry of many volatile organic compounds in the river is near the
contaminated groundwater plumes. (Los Angeles River Watermaster 1992)



The second area of VOC’ detections is near the Sepulveda Dam Basin source theThe of

contamination is not clear, The VOCs do not dissipate as rapidly as in the prior case
probably because there may be multiple sources along the stream length.

Tnhalomethanes are a byproduct of chlorination and are commonly associated
~th reclaimed waste water. Tnhalomethanes increase significantly at the Tillman WR.P
outfall, and then dissipate farther downstream (Figure 33). All results are well below the
drinking water standard of 100 ~g/l.

Beneficial Use Assessmem. Standards for VOC are not established for beneficial uses.
except for municipal water supply. The river is well aerated, so low amounts of some
VOCs dissipate quickly The impacts to wildlife ~re not known, but any impact would
occur near the seeps and springs which contain the high values of the groundwater
contaminants or near the WRP outfalls.

Pesticides and Herbicides
LACDPW performed monthly analysis of pesticides and herbicides from May 1988
through January 1992 Detection limits vaned, but were mostly 1 lagq to 0 05
depending on the chemical analyzed Of the 24 chemicals monitored, none of the samples
were w~thin detection limits (Table 17) except three pesticides were detected one to three
times each, Aldrin, Heptachlor, and O,P-DDD w~th concentrations less than 0 02 pgl
Based on this data, the river is free of pesticides and herbicides during the drS regime
However, it ss important to reemphasize that these samples do not include
results, samples taken dunng storm events would have significantly different results (See
followqng section titled Wet Regime Analysis Results.)

Beneficial Use Assessment During the dry regime, pesticides and herbicides which ~ere
monitored appear to have no impact on the river. However, it is important to note that
only one sample, about one liter of water taken once a month, is not indicative of
pestIcide free water Rather the data shows that these chemicals tend not to be in the
water continuously, thus, pesticide contamination is sporadic This is not the case for the
wet regIme, when runoff during storm events carry higher levels of pesticides (see section
on wet regime) An accurate assessment of pesticide and herbicide ~mpacts on the r~,er
environment depends on better characterization of bioaccumulat~on and residuals present
after storm events.
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Table 17. Pesticides and herbicides not detected.
Chlordane Arocior 1016 Dieldrin
P,P-DDD Aroclor 1221 Endrin
P,P-DDT Aroclor 1232 2,4-D
P,P-DDE (4 samples) Aroclor 1242 2,4,5-TP
Endosui I Aroclor 1248 Lindane
Endosul II Aroclor 1254 A-BHC
Endo II SO4 Aroclor 1260 B-BHC
Toxaphene Polychlronated C-BHC
Heptachlor Epoxide Methox~chlor

Source: Los ~i,i~geles County Department i~" Pubhc Works

Phenols. Odors
Phenols are common in industnal waste (Krenkel and Novorny 1980). They cause tasle

and odor problems in water and taste problems in fish The USEPA recommends phenol
concentrations less than l l, tg,q for dnnking water and aquatic life uses.

RWQCB performed annual sampling which included phenols, but none were detected
Results from LABS showed three detections in the two years of monthly monitoring of
the river (detection limit of 100 ~g/I). The WRP normally discharges phenols under 10
~g,q, except for one occurrence at 200 ~g/i The Los Angeles-Glendale WRP had a high

detection of 35 pg/l. Phenol levels in the river appear to have no apparent adverse effect
on any beneficial u.s¢.

Odors arise from organic and inorganic gases resulting from the decay oforganic material.
deoxygenanon of rivers and lakes, and chlonnat~on of water which may have been
polluted by organic compounds (Stack 1972). Chemicals responsible for odors include
halogens, sulfides, ammonia, phenols, various hydrogcarbons, organic compounds and
pesticides Odors can be controlled by preventing entry of these substances into receiving
waters or by managing the water bo~ using physical, chemical or biological techniques

Although odors are not an imporlanl uses aremonitored, IS consideration if beneficial
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to be expanded, especially if human contact and aesthetic beneficial uses are considered

According to author observations, odors are often detected by people around the river.

Biotic Indicators
In early 1993, the Natural ttistory Museum of L~s Angeles released a biological inventory

of the Los Angeles l~iver. The repor~ included a study on the diversi~ of species of

algae, Algae can be used as an indicator of water qualiv/. Anderson (1993) states in the
report that algae associated with polluted water, Scenedesmus sp., Euglena,
Os¢tlla~orta sp., and Ped~a~rum sp., were found at Willow Street. However, some clean-
water algae, Cladophora, was also found at the site. It was recommended that future
study should include regular chemical analysis of the water as we~l as algae identification

by phycologists.

Mollusks are other indicators of water quali~, Coney (1993) stated that the absence of

an introduced bivalve pest, Corbicula, is indicative of serious water pollution problems

One species, Ph)’sa Wrgala, flourish in the river because it can air breath and is able to

w~thstand harsh condmons. In addition, it can restock the river from mountainous areas

after a fish kill.

Swif’t and Seigel (1993) stated that extirpated native fish species, threespme stickleback

(Gaslcrosm/s aculealus .ilharasoni), Pacific lamprey (Lampe~ra ~ndemala, southern

steelhead (O.ncorhynchus myklss), Pacific brook lamprey (Larape~ra pacl]~cla), speckled

dace (Rhinich~h)’s oscu/u~) need strong improvement of water quali~ for them to exist m

the river. They continue:

"The problem could be as simple as excess nutrients (and concomitant increased

algae biomass) using up too much oxygen, particularly at night, for fishes to thr~ve

from dusk to dawn. The lack of aquatic insects and other organisms, except

species like crayfish that can utilize mr breathing, suggest this is one of the

problems in the area."

They indicated that moderate improvements to water quality would alloy, the
reestablishment of some native fish species.
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Summary of Reclaimed Water Impacts .L/
WRP discharges are the dominant factor influencing the water quality of the Los Angeles

River today. Table 18 shows the trend of several parameters upstream and downstream
of the Tillman WRP. The table is based on three to five samples from the Los Angeles
River upstream and downstream of the Tillman WRP, and monthly samples from effluent
The second column indicates changes in each parameter as the river flows past the
discharge point. The third column indicates whether each parameter is detected in the
plant effluent. Insufficient data, especially upstream of the WRP discharge point, makes
it difficult to quantify the WRP discharge impact. In addition, detection levels may not
be sensitive enough to detect changes.

Table 18 shows thal some parameters increase in concentration because of the effluent,
while other parameters decrease in concentration, possible due to dilution With
additional data, it would be possible to verify which parameters detected in the river are
in flux because of the effluent With this information, the impact of the effluent on the
river would be better understood and the plant effluent could be chemically regulated to
improve the quality of the river to meet the needs of beneficial uses.

q
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Table 18. Effects of WRP discharge on the receiving waters near discharge point.

Parameter           Trend (3- Effluent Parameter         Trend (5- Effluent
samples) detected                    samples) detected

Arsenic Increase Yes Total nitrogen Increase Yes

Cadmium N/D No Ammonia (N) Varied Yes
Total chromium Increase Yes Organic nitrogen Vaned Yes

Copper Varied Yes Nitrate nitrogen Decrease Yes
Lead Decrease Yes Nitrite nitrogen Varied Yes
Mercury Increase Yes (rare) Total phosphorusIncrease Yes
Nickel Decrease Yes MBAS Varied Yes
Zinc Increase Yes COD Varied Yes
"~yanide Increase !Yes (rare) BOD Increase Yes
Phenohc compounds N/D Yes Od and grease Varied Yes
Aldrin and Dieldrin N/D No i Conductivity Decrease Detected
Endrin N/D Yes Toxaphene N/D No
HCH Varied N/M PCBs N/D No
Chlordane N/D No DDTs Increase No

N/D = Not detected, Increase = On samples taken the same day. the statmn
downstream of the discharge point showed an increased value for that parameter

Wet Regime Analysi~ Results

Overview of Stormwater Sam_~lin~
Stormwater monitoring involves several challenges. Factors which cause ve~’ large
fluctuatIons in sampling results are storm duration, portion of rmny season, ra=nfall
intensity, and length of dry period prior to storm Pollutant concentraoons will peak at
different times on the hydrograph curve (Tomo, Marsalek, and Desbordes 1986). thereb.~.
making sample timing critical during the storm event Conclusive results from a
stormwater monitoring program requires a sample program extending over several >’ears
to compensate for climatic variation of any given year. However, the nature of southern
Cahfornia climate is highly variability m seasonal totals Annual precipitation may range
from less than a third of the normal value to nearly three times normal (Ruffner and Ba~r
1974) Because of the h~gh varlab~lity of the prec~p,tat~on, runoff v.ater quah~ v, HI
consequentially be highly variable ~n an>’ g~ven year

l
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Stormwater has been monitored by LACDPW and by the Southern California Coastal L
Water Research ProJect (SCCWRP). LACDPW collected one to three samples during
storm events from 1987 to 1992. SCCWRP collected samples during several seasons and
repor,..ed findings in annual reports, so the data was not re-analyzed here. Following is ,,~
a review the findings of SCCWRP and a general analysis and review of LACDPW data

$tormwater Characteristics                                                                   Z
The USEPA’s National Urban Runoff Program cites that a variety of pollutants including
heavy metals, pesticides and nutrients are present in elevated concentrations in urban
stormwater runoff (Lee and Jones 1990). Pitt and Field (1990) support that contaminants
in urban stormwater are causing significant adverse impacts on the quality of surface
waters in the U.S. It has been shown that runoff contributes amounts of BOD, COD,
suspended solids and heavy metals to receiving waters (Hunter et al 1979)¯

Torno, Marsalek and Desbordes (1986) summarize the characteristics of urban runoff
Their description is paraphrased as follows:

...Urban runoff contains...
Solids: inorganic and organic solids in particulate or colloidal form
Suspended solids fraction induces turbidit)’, pollutant adsorption, benthal
accumulation¯

Oxygen demand: Organic and other oxidized material exerts oxygen
demands.

Toxicity: Highly charged w~th heavy metals, hydrocarbons, pestJc,des and
PCB’s However, toxicity is dependent on pH, ionic strength and organic

Bactenal Large concentrations of bacteria, viruses and pathogens

Nutrients Phosphorous and mtrogen loadings accelerate eutrophtcauon
problems in quiescent reaches exerting subtoxic effects on aquatic
organisms
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Krenkel and Novomy (1980) further state that metal in water is usually related to cultural
activities including sources such as automobiles, industrial production, mining, vector
control, macrophyte and microphyte �ontrol.

Los Angeles Ever Data A significant amount oi" stormwater quality data was avadable
from SCCWRP who measured contaminants in the Los Angeles River dunng three
periods; 1971 - 1972, 1979-1980, and ] 985-1989 (SCCWRP ] 986,] 990). Suspended solids,
oil and grease, metals, and chlonnated hydrocarbons were analyzed. In 1986, SCCWRP
also measured other streams in southern California, including: the Santa Clara River,
Calleguas Creek, Ballona Creek, Dominguez Channel and the San Gabriel River. The
monitoring results of these streams were compared to each other. However, because of

limitations of comparing different streams, no conclusions are possible except that
stormwater is becoming a significant factor in pollution especiallyrunoff coastal because

of" improvements in sewerage plant ouffalls,

In ]987, SCCWRP measured the toxicity of Los Angeles ~ver stormwater using a system
called the M,crotoxTM Toxicity Analyzer System (1988). The system uses bacter, a added
to water samples to indicate toxicity of the water. This information is inferred as to

toxJci~s to other aquatic organisms. The results showed that stormwater was generalb
less toxic than effluent from sewage treatment plants Again no areconc]usions possible

because of the lack of sufficient data (SCCWRP Raco, 1993personal communication)

LACDPW also sampled a few storms from 1987 to 1992 on the Los Angeles River at t~o
sample sites Only one sample was taken from each station located at Firestone Bird and
Wardlow Rd. No composite samples at dsfl’erent times on the hydrograph were taken

Variations in instream contaminant concentrations make accurate quantification difficult
because of the limitations of stormwater research However, SCCWRP and LACDPW
data does prove :o be useful on a quahtative basis, helping to identify pollutants
associated w~th stormwater in the river Presence of chemicals does not necessanb
constitute toxicity’ Table 19 lists chemscals detected in the Los Angeles River b.~
LACDPW and SCCWRP (1987) dunng storm events.
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Table 19. Stormwater detections.

Parame,er ~ACDPW ’sccw~ I P, rame,er    ILACDPW I SCOWLS’
1987-9~ 1986-87 1987-9~     ! 1986-8~

~mc Yes N~ I

Barium Yes N~ TnChloro~en¢ Y~s

Ca~mm No Y~s Remainder of

C~omi~ Yes Yes ~n No

Cop~r Yes Y~s Lin~ne Y~s

Iron Yes N~ ~ ~pha, Be~, ~I~-BHC No N~

Lead Yes Yes Chlorine No

Li~ Yes N~ ~DDTs No Yes

Mansane~ Yes N~ ~ ~el~n No N~

Merc~’ Yes N~ ~ Endosufan I, II, Sulf~le No

N~ckel Yes Yes ~En~n No

Selemum Yes N~ Hepmchlor No N.~

S,l,er No N~ i H=p~chlor E~xide No N~

Zinc Yes Yes Toxaphene No

Od and Grease Yes Y¢s ~h]ors No

Cvan)de No N~ Phenol Yes N,~

~Samc N~osen Yes N~

Los Ang~ Depl ,’a~er-Rese~ch Projec~ Yes = Detected, No = Not detected, N~ = Not monitored

LACDPW also performed bacteriological ~alysis using sever~ genera Fec~ bacteria
in stormwater ~mes from ~urces such ~ cats, dogs ~d rodents m c~ ~e~ ~d from
farm ~imals ~d ~ldhfe in rur~ drainage (~ldreich ~d Kenner 1969) ~e results

LACDPW’s 24 s~ples over a six-ye~ period ~e
(average/m~,mum) 800,000/5,]00,000 ~N/lOOml; fecal cohfo~ 81,500/790.000

MPN/IOOml; ~ Streptococcus 78.000/330,000 CFU/IO0ml.

Chapter III discussed the results of U.S Environment~ Protec~on Agen~ (USEPA)
stormwater momtonng progr~, ruled Natmn~de Urb~ R~off Progr~ (NU~) Ai~
d~scussed w~ the me~ v~ues from ~e Nation.de progr~ ~d a progr~ ~der NURP
for the c~ of Fresno, C~lfo~ia Table 20 presents a comp~l~n of ~e results of NURP

to LACDPW data.

Data for md~wdual sub-watershed w~ n~ av~lable
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classification considered is mixed. Table 20 shows that the Los Angeles River
stormwater values are higher than NURP and Fresno values for Nitrogen compounds.
phosphorus and BOD. Copper and Zinc are within range of the other two studies, but
lead is far below the others.

Most winter storms wash debris into the local channels and carry it to the beach (Figures
34a and 34b). LACDPW and the city of Long Beach are responsible for the removal of
debris on beaches resulting from debris washed down the Los Angeles River during ~nd
after winter storms. In the 1992/93 season, over 7,000 tons were removed. Floating
solids are a pollutant which contributes to water toxicity and severe aesthetic problems
(Krenkei and Novotny 1980).

Impact on Beneficial Uses
It is apparent, despite limitations in sampling stormwater, that quality of the Los Angeles
River during the wet regime is poor. This can be concluded without the Los Angeles
R~ver data presented above because enough evidence from other watersheds have
concluded that elevated levels contaminants are common in stormwater runoff. Therefore.
the water quality, during storm events is not appropriate for beneficial uses Fortunately,
beneficial uses, such as recreation, are unlikely to take place during or immediately after-
s~orms.

Table 20 Comparison of NURP, Fresno and Los Angeles River stormwater data

Para- Resldem Resident- Com- Com- Industrial Industrial Mixed

meter -lal tal Fresno merc~al merc~al NURP Fresno, land u~"
NURP NURP Fresno LACDPg

N~tra~e÷ 0 7 04 0 6 0 .I N/M 0 6 I ~
Nimte-
N rng~l
Phos- 0.I 0.2 0.08 0 1 N/M 4 8 1 4
phorus
rag/1
BOD I0.0 N/M 9.3 N/M N/M N/M 16 ~
mg/l
Lead 144 150 104 100 N/M 87 g

Copl~r 33 I 5 29 14 N/]vI 6g

35 120 226 18(, N,~I 52~ 15:Zinc 1
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Figure 34a Compton Creek After Second Storm of Season. The channel is concrete
lined upstream, debris is becomes caught in the fohage at the head of the sofi-bonom

~ -~. . ~...~" ~.~.~ ~ :...- -;~. . . ~.-~:

F~gure 34b Long Beach After W~n~er S~orms The Los Angeles R~ver is a condu~l
for tr~h Better watershed m~agement would help ~o allevlale lh~s problem
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Improvement of storrnwater quality is crucial in maintaining beneficial uses and increasing
others. Successful implementation of the NPDES stormwater program along w~th
implementation of structural (e.g. mechanical debris removal equipment) and non-
structural (e.g. education programs) best management practices is needed to improve the
overall quality of the river. Beneficial uses, such as fisheries and non-contact recreation,
is contingent upon the success of improving urban runoff in both the wet and dry regimes
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CHAPTER V

1
ASSESSMENT OF WATER QUALITY AND BENEFICIAL USES 2

The following section summarizes the current water quslity of the Los Angeles Pdver and
its various beneficial uses. Three steps are used to assess water qualiw and beneficial
uses. First, the beneficial uses are listed in a table, including sanctioned and unsanctioned
uses. Second, appropriate beneficial uses based on the water quality data presented are
listed in a table. Third, the two tables are compared to show which beneficial uses are
occurring despite poor water quality. The last table presents the water quality needed to
maximize beneficial uses on the river. This is followed by a discussion of how water
quality objectives can be designed to increase beneficial uses.

Assessment of Water Ouali~’ and Beneficial Use~ on the LO~; Angeles ~ver

Many existing beneficial uses are unauthorized, yet occur regularly or are not recogmzed
by some agencies as a use desp,te its occurrence. Table 21 is a summary of all beneficial
uses either recognized or observed by the author. A variew of activmes which take place
on the river are shown on Figures 35a through 35d.

Unfortunately, most of the uses in Table 21 are not acceptable based on water quah~
criteria Table 22 summarizes the acceptable beneficial uses of the water in the Los
Angeles R~ver as it exists based on the data summarized in this report. If an important
parameter occurs over the acceptable limit with regularity, it was categorized as
unacceptable. Less imponam parameters and infrequent high-pollution occurrences were
categorized as moderately acceptable. Additional treatment would |ncrease the usab, h~.
of the water in all cases.

Because unsanctioned benef’scial uses occur on the Los Angeles R~ver, whether

!09
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Figure 35c. A m~ walks Mong the river b~k in
a restricted =ea.

F~gure 35d The m~ ~n 35c w~ walking behind this locked fence Despite warning
s)gns of no 1resp~sing, recreatmnal aclivi~ occurs on the river regul~ly.
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Table 21. Recognized and observed uses of the Los Angeles River.                        L,/

~ Beneficial uses Existing Intermittent ] Potential

i Municipa~ Water Supply (MUN) A

I i Contact Recreation (RECI) A R

’Non-contact Recreation (REC2) A,R

"’ Warm Freshwater Habitat (WARM) A"~ R

Wildlife Habitat (WILD) A R

~w Fish Spawning/Migration (SPAWN) A3

i, Indusmal Service and Process (IND) A

~ Agriculture (AGR) A’

i,. Groundwater Recharge (GWR) A,R

Source: Author observations and RWQCB 1975 Basin Plan and subsequent
amendments Some beneficial use designations were modified. A, Author

observations; R, RWQCB listing

It A~ - Allhough no! used for water supply, it is likel.~ thal some homeless people
~ater suppl.~ In March 1993, a homeless person near Compton Creek ~as spotted ~ the author ..

It dnnklng creek water in a plastic jug

tt
~AI- These uses occur at the various soft bonom sections. II- Restoration could lead to imermment spa~nm8 of fish species, although some spec,es, such

carp and catfish currently spa~n (Garrett 1993).
’~" A’ - The river ~as used extensivel.~ for a~ncuhure in the past Toda.~ il is used occasmnall.x for [~ardcn
~t farms up to 1,500 sq feet Small vesetable plots haxe been obsersed ~t the estuar~ by the author and

Ir’
asenc~es m 1992 and m 1993.

!
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Table 22. Acceptable beneficial uses of the Los Angeles River based on data L
presented in this study.

’Beneficial uses
l[ Acceptable Moderately

Unacceptable

1
Acceptable

Municipal Water Supply (MUN) X

Contact Recreation (KECI) X 9
Non-contact Recreation (REC2) X

Warm Freshwater Habitat (WARM) X

Wildlife Habitat (WILD) X

Fish Spawning/Migration (SPAWN) X

Industrial Service and Process (IND) X

Agriculture (AGR) X
Groundwater Recharge (GWR) X

appropriate w~th the existing water quality, or not, it should be recognized as such, and
water quality criteria for those uses are to be met. It is impossible to fully regulate public
access and uses on the river, but if a use occurs with regularity and by a number of
people, every effort should be made to improve the quality’ of the river to an acceptable

level to protect public health.                                                               ~

Some beneficial uses of the Los Angeles River are regulated by LACDPW SafeD,..
liabili~’ and. vandalism has caused the Counq,’ to limit access to most of the river and
much to the flood control system Portions of this system, however, have recreational and              ~,~

water conservation beneficial uses At a minimum, the river should have water quah~.                wI
to allow safe use for the existing beneficial uses With improved water quah~., ex)stmg                ~
beneficial uses in Table 23 become appropriate

Stormwater Quality and Beneficial Uses
Geldreich, Kennel and Van Donsel (1968), and Evans et al (1968) performed some earb
work on the presence of bacteria in stormwater They concluded that stormwater can be
a major source of intermittent pollution at bathing beaches and to water supply reser’,o~rs
opened to limited public recreational uses They recommended regulation of pets on
pubhc beach areas and adequate garbage control plans and that stormwater drams be
d)vened away from beaches and reservoirs or treatment methods should be developed
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Table 23. Potential beneficial uses v, qth water quality improvements of" Table 21.

Beneficial uses Acceptable ModeratelyUnacceptable
Acceptable

Munici’p’al Water Supply (MUN) X
Contact Recreation (REC 1) X
Non-contact Recreation (REC2) X
Warm Freshwater Habitat (WARM) X
Wildlife Habitat (WILD) X
Fish Spawning/Migration (SPAWN) X
Industrial Service and Process (IND) X
Agriculture (AGR) X
Groundwater Recharge (GWR) X
= Require water treatment.

Recent work by Urbonas and Stahre (1993) outlined available technologies to reduce
contaminants such as bacteria. Great strides have been made in the 1980’s in these
technologies; but they concluded that many current technologies are not well tested and
more research is needed.

of Water Oualiw Criteria for Beneficial UsesDesign
Water quality criteria are designed so that the water quality iS safe for the beneficial use
In some cases, a beneficial use wall occur whether or not the water quality is safe for that
use For example, migrator)’ birds forage and breed on the river, thus a beneficial use ,s
wddlife propagatson, even though the water quality is not appropriate for this use If the
water quality is improved to make the use of wddlife propagation appropnate then an
objective is met. Alternately, if the water quality does not meet certain standards, other
beneficial uses wall be restricted For example, boating will not be allowed on the nver
unless the water is safe for non-contact recreation. As a phoney, the river should be
made safe for all ex~snng uses first, and then for addmonal beneficial uses. Addmonal
beneficial uses might be viewed as a luxury, so emphasis should be on improving existing
beneficial uses.

Nemerow (1985) describes the goals of pollution abatement in water as not absoluteb
clear He states that idealists and preservat,onists push for pristine purity of all rece~v,ng
waters and conse~’at~on,sts want reasonable management of resources In add~t,on he
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asserts, some streams would best be used pnmarily for drinking water while others for
fishing. He concludes that most persons are united in attempting to maintain water
quality at the highest level possible consistent with lechnical and economic limits.

Nemerow’s ideas may not be applicable to rivers such as the Los Angeles, Most rivers
in the eastern United States, for example, have a multitude of beneficial uses maintained
throughout historical times (e.g., water supply, fisheries, navigation). The Los Angeles
Purer in the early days of. the cit~, had many beneficial uses (e.g. water supply, fisheries,
agriculture), but all uses are either degraded or los~ with implementation of" flood control
proJects. A supe~cial examination of" the uses today would show that water of" the river
need not be clean because the priman/use of’the river is flood control and beneficial uses
are virtually non-existent. Thus, Nemerow’s economic limit is easily met (except for the
issue of. coastal pollution). However, w~th a more thorough examination of" the uses of

the river today, including the unsanctioned uses. plus the community desire to revitai,ze
the river, it becomes apparent that the flood control channel indeed needs higher quahn,.-
water and economic limits of water quality improvement need to be increased. Therefore.
it can be concluded that the economic limits need not be set v, qth current acceptable uses.
but should be set for the sanctioned and unsanctioned uses, and the potential uses which
would be derived from water quality improvements For example, the cost of instalhng
a trash removal rack on the Los Angeles Purer might be determined to be too costly It
can be argued that trash removal would only improve the river aesthetically and may help
the river habitat. No direct economic gain is realized by the trash rack If the trash rack
were installed as pan of. a new water conservation system, then the investment m~ght

payoR" Consequently, communities along the river m~ght find a sense of" pr~de living next
to the river and possibly lead to tourist dollars and investors as part of the commumt~es

redevelopment Most importantly, the river would again be benefiting people and the
environment as it once did.

Water Quality Criteria F0rmulatien, In mo~ watersheds, especially ones which provide
mumc~pal water supply, a combination of watershed management, reservoir management
and water treatment is needed to achieve the desired level of water quali~ According
the American Water Works Association (1991), controlling contaminants at their source

of origin is the most fundamental way to prevent degradation of water quaht~’ m water-
supply reservoirs and finished water Unfortunately. because the Los Angeles Rs,,’er has
been v~ewed as a flood control channel for the past 4 decades and not as a water source.
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the practice of managing land use to improve water quality has not been pursued. In Lother cities, where rivers are accessible and highly used for such uses as recreation and
municipal water supply, the link between land use and water quality has been understood
and good practices have occurred for many years, The American Water Works
Association surveyed utilities which use surface waters and found the following
percentage of water systems using the following watershed controls (Table 24) Water
quality criteria can be designed for each specific beneficial use. 2

Table 24. Survey results of water systems which use surface waters.
Watershed Control Percent

Watershed Entry Restrictions 38

Zoning Restrictions 29

Land Ownership Control 25
Prohibited Land uses 23
Informal Agreements w~th Land Owners Ig

1Formal Agreements wnh Land Owners 16
Source: American Water Works Association 1991

"\

~ The Anglian Water Authority (1980) has developed a basic approach to              ~=~
recognizing a v, ader range of river uses The system included a list of all primary uses
and criteria for specific use Primary uses, in the first column of Table 25, are the general              8

uses, which are then divided up into more specific uses or processes in the second
column Criteria for the items in the second column were prescribed Criteria are
specific levels of parameters acceptable for that use.                                            8
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Table 25. The Anglian Water Auth0rity’~ appr0a~h ~o recognizin= a w~der range of
river uses.

Primary use Uses for which critena have been orescribed 1
’ . Potable Water Supply Direct to treatment

Via impoundment                        2
’ i

’ ’~’ Fisheries Anadromous
Warm species
Native
Non-native

.~
Industrial Supply Cooling

Process

~ Irrigation Field crops
Ornamentals/tuff

’ Livestock watering Livestock

~ Wildlife Upstream mountainous
! Mid-slream

Estuarine

...; Amenity/aesthetic appearance High amenity
Low amenity

.-. Recreation Contact
Non-contact

Adopted from Anghan Water Authont) (19g0).

, Instream Versus Offstr¢~m Beneficial Use
-- Long-range plans for expanded reclaimed water use w~ll result in a reduction ,n the

quantity of water discharged by the plants for use on other applications (Los Angeles

O~ce of Water Reclamation 1990) Considerar, ons which affect the rtver environment
include both quantity and quantity of’ water discharged into the river. ~s these are d,rectly
related Water quality obJectives need to be addressed to retain and enhance benefioal
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USES.

It can be argued that off.stream reclaimed water uses, such as irrigation, may be a higher
priority use because the water is used directly. However, this should not be done in a
manner that jeopardizes the integrity of the river. By maintaining volume and quality in
the river, beneficial uses would be derived instrearn and off.stream, including instream
uses such as recreation, wildlife, and economic developments. At the river terminus in

Long Beach, offstream uses would be appropriate, uses such industrial and irrigation
Many heavy industries, including refineries are located in the area. With some treatment,
some of this water could be used for industrial or processing water. Through watershed
management to improve runoff, quality, WRP discharges would become less important in
guiding the quality of the river, so the quantity could be reduced.

Water Qualiw Improvement Through Land Use Management
Short-term and long-term management practices can be used to control pollution related

to land use (Krenkel and Novotny 1980). Planning processes consider water resources
in the area, determine the extent of pollution originating from non-point sources as
compared to that from effluent ouff’alls, soil characterization, and the adequacy of existing- and planned wastewater treatment facilities.

": Several studies have shown that natural surfaces and vegetation may be effective at
._, retaining pollutants as urban stormwater passes over them, thereby reducing impacts on
.. receiving waters Pratt, Mantle, and Schofield (1989) and many other researchers have

found that permeable pavements effluent quality to be markedly berber than in other urban

areas w~th impermeable surfaces. In addition, flow reduction and peak discharge
anenuation was achieved by using these techniques.

Beneficial uses are directly impacted by the waters of the river and the watershed from

which the water originates In a sense, the river is the sum of the watershed, therefore.
the river is the telling feature of the landscapes environmental health.
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~ ACHIEVING RESTORATION OF BENEFICIAL USES

The 52 mile Los Angeles River is in a deteriorated state that adversely impacts beneficial

uses which are either degraded, unsafe, or have been eliminated. Beneficial use
"" restoration would benefit the communities in the area as well as the environment.
~ Restoration is achievable with watershed management and alternative flood control

._, strategies.

The river once supported a variety of beneficial uses for Indians and set’tlers, and played
an Important role in the history of Los Angeles by being its primary source of water Due
to periodic flooding, the river was transformed into a flood control channel resulting .n
the 39 miles out of its 52 mile-length completely channelized in concrete Channelizing
was the result of the Comprehensive Plan initiated in the early 1930’s by Los Angeles

County Flood Control District (now Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
(LACDPW)) and the federal government’s panicipanon through the U.S Army Corps of
Engineers (Corps). The post-Depression public works project came at a time then
controlling or degrading the environment was largely acceptable to meet immediate needs
F~\e years after completion in 1964, the Corps was authorized to stud) water resources
in the project area and found the flood control system to be inadequate The addit,on of
flood walls on the river looms in the late 1990s to address this inadequacy

The Los Angeles River i$ Tran;;formed

The Transformation Model shows that as traditional flood conveyance methods are
increasingly implemented, beneficial uses decrease (Figure 6) Thas process, with
add,t~onal ~mpacts from urbanization throughout the watershed, caused the degradation
or loss of beneficial uses Table 26 ~s a list of beneficial uses which h,stor, cally occurred
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on the river, but are now impacted. This change from a river which provided all of these

beneficial uses to one which does not provide any high quality uses marks the river’s First

_             Transformation.

-’
Table 26. Beneficial uses degraded or lost on the Los Angeles River.

Be~efi’ci’~l uses            DegradedI Unsafe I Lost

-- Municipal Water Supply X

.. Contact Recreation X

Non-contact Recreation X
Warm Freshwater Habitat X
Wddlife Habitat X

-- Fish Spawning,Wligratton X

- Indusmal Service and Process X

~ Agriculture X

_ Groundwater Recharge X

-- The environment of the Los Angeles River is influenced by variation of the channel invert

- surfaces from concrete bottom to soft bottom, and by water reclamation plant discharges
-- The soft bottom sections support riparian vegetation and wildlife, while the concrete

_ sections are normally devoid of vegetation. Reclaimed water discharges help to support
vegetatmn and dilute pollutants found in urban runoff. Urban runoff and discharges
combined produce a year-round flow of over 120 cfs This improves the river
environment during the dry regime.

Impacts on the River Today ¯

The wet regime is the result of a higher water level in the river due to precipitation
Land use is the stronges~ controlling factor of this regime because the rwer is the sum of
the conditions of the watershed Therefore, control of quantity and quahty of mflov.s
improves the quality of the river Land use analysis can be used to assist in the
development of plans to control urban runoff pollutmn from the ~atershed Permitted
d~scharges have been regulated for many years Urban runoff, however, remains
unregulated -- flowing d~rectly ~nto the river without any treatment

A method to study the ~mpacts along the river ,s to d,\~de the v, atershed into sub-
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- watersheds. Each sub-watershed has a disnnct land use pattern and spatial impact on the
river. For example, Tujunga sub-watershed has 92% open space and impacts the river at

_ one point -- the confluence; while the Southeast Coastal sub-watershed has seven percent ’I
open space and has a ~ontiguous impact. Land use types which increase along the river

are commercial and industrial, w~th the maximum of 38% industrial area in the Southwest
Coastal sub-watershed In general, sub-watersheds in the lower nver tend to have higher
percentages of intensive land use practices, with Southeast Coastal and North Coastal

- having the most intensive (Figure 22). Results from studies, such as National Urban
-- Runof Program, indicate that urban runoff from intensive urban-type land is typically of

_ poor quality, containing high levels of heavy metals, bacteria, pesticides, and nitrates.

-, Therefore, runoff" from the highly urbanized Los Angeles area is adversely impacting the
river.

Water Oualiw
Water quality data from various agencies show that the river in the dr7 regime is free of
many toxic substances often found in the wet regime. However, close monitoring is
needed to detect sporadic unsafe levels. The dr7 regime is dominated by effluent from

W]~d~s. The following parameters and averages, all stations from 198g-1992, are
acceptable for most beneficial uses: total dissolved solids, 651 mg~l; pH, 8 0, dissolved

oxygen, 7.4 mg/1; biological oxygen demand, <5 mg/l (sporadically high results common).
silver, <l 0 la~rl, ~nd 26 commonly monitored pes~cides and herbicides, none detected Volatde
organic compounds are detected sporadically, but tend to volatilize out of the water rather
quickly.

_ The following parameters and averages are considered b~ond acceptable levels to allo~
beneficial uses to occur safely: oil and gas, 2.9 rag/l, nitrate ~s N, near 10 mgl Irelated
to high bacteriological counts and excess algae growths); phosphate as P, 2.8 mg.q. and
bamenolog~cal, >32,000 MPN/IOOrnl Twelve heavy me~s are dete)cled al varying levels amounts
(majority <]00 lag/l) However, sporadic I’ugh dmec’oons are common and may be detnmen~] to
beneficial uses.

The wet regime ~s dominated by runoff wh)ch tends to have more heavy metals, pesnc)des and
herbicides, and h~gher bacteriological levels Data for the wet regime ~s hm~ted and ~t ~s

d~fficult to capture accurate results, thus, average values could not be determined accuratel.~
~, most parameters Da:a frem !9~8-! 992 :hal:care that a!l heavy melals mommred ~,ere
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detected except for silver. Other chemicals detected include: l ll,-tnchloroethane,

tnchloroelhene, Lmdane, PCBs, and phenol. Bactenolog~cal averaged 800,000 MPN/! 0Oral. These
results show that the water quality is not safe for any beneficial uses dunng the wet regime

Poor water quality in the Los Angeles River is the result of negligent watershed management

practices and the degradation of natural systems. Channelization transformed the river into
a flood control feature in which water quality is not normally considered important. This is
compounded by ~he loss of beneficial uses, which, if r~rnamed, wnuld have ensured wate~ quality
protection. Unfortunately, today the river’s water is not safe for most beneficial uses.
Agencies with j urisdictions over the river should recognize unsanctioned uses For example:
homeless persons are often observed bathing and swashing clolhes m Ihe rive~ near downtown Los
Angeles; and persons are often walking, riding or playing in and around the channel. Although
these activities are illegal in places, they continue to occur. Because people have desire for
these uses, river water which runs through a men’opolitan area should always be safe for boB
contacl to protect public health and to mee~ comrnuruly needs The RWQCB is charged ~h lis~ng

beneficial uses of the Los Angeles River and in 1994 will expand the lis~ and assign objecnves

for these uses. Once objectives are set, every effort should be made to achieve safe water
quality to protect public health for these uses.

Achiev,ng Restoration of BenefiCial Uses

The Los Angeles R=ver has long been managed as a flood control channel By changing
its management to that of a river, the means to restore beneficial uses w111 be in place
Two env, ronmental conditions need to be addressed if restoration is to take place One
ls the methodology used for flood control. Channelizat,on with concrete hm,ts beneficial

uses, therefore ahematives which enhance beneficial uses should be used The other
- environmental condition to be addressed is water quality.Exisnng and potennal

beneficial uses are degraded because of unsafe water quality.

Ahemanve Flood ~0ntrol Strategies
Beneficial uses need not be sacrificed for flood control This can be accomphshed w~th

the implementanon of altemanve flood control strategies, which are well tested throughout
the Umted States Allemanves recommended by Fr,ends of the Los Angeles R~ver ( I qq3 ~

permeable ..... ,~ ;mpro~ed .~atershed man.a~emen!. ,,~."
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of large and small detention basins, wetland restoration, spreading grounds, and river
widening. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (1991) states that land treatment
measures where infiltration is increased and the amount and rate of runoff is decreased
can be especially important in reducing erosion and the resultant amount of sediment and
pollutants carried downstream. The California Legislature recognized the close
relationship among flood management and wetlands, fish, wildlife, and recreation
(California Department of Water Resources 1980). The California Department of Water
Resources adopted this policy, adding groundwater recharge. Implementation of these
alternatives and policies would allow the restoration of beneficial uses.

According to the Corps, additional flood protection is needed on the lower Los Angeles
River. Current plans call for parapet walls up to eight feet high along the river on the
existing levees¯ However, other cities are successfully reducing the flood threat by
instituting many alternatives. For example in Bellevue, Washington, the surface water
management agency’s goal is to preserve and enhance water resources. A City of
Bellevue resolution states, "Engineering designs should improve the effectiveness of
natural systems rather than negate, or replace them Technological solutions should
emphasize the use of non-structural or ’natural’ engineering approaches These approaches
should be consistent w~th the natural resources and process, and preserve and enhance the
natural features of Bellevue."

In Los Angeles, a similar approach is possible. A single agency w~th authority and
expertise over the river and its watershed begins to find feasible methods to restore
beneficial uses to the river Flood control, environmental protection and enhancement.
public access and water quality management are four fundamental factors addressed by
such an agency It is important to gain public support for such efforts and provide the
appropriate agency w~th the resources and trained staff to protect the communmes from
floods while improving the condition of the river. Based on author obserx’ations, the
general public is unaware of local rivers and their potential to benefit them¯ This ,s due
to a v,adely held incorrect-perception that the Los Angeles River is solely a flood control
channel constructed for that purpose Little is known about the river’s history, the natural
soft bottom sections, and existing and potential beneficial uses.

l_rn_pr_ovmg Water Oual~l~
Because water quah~’ ~s intertwined w,th beneficial uses. restorat,on cannot occur v,,thout
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a significant improvement. According to the.AWWA (1991), nearly all variables should

be targeted in watersheds to improve water qu=lity. Listed are: turbidity and sediment,
pH, nutrients, algae, bacteria, trihalomethane precursors, pesticides, other soluble and
volatile organic compounds, heavy metals, and manganese.

Stream quality is the result of the inflows described in Figure 14. By studying this and
the thirteen sub-watersheds of the river drainage area, water quality managers can predict

impacts along sections of the river. This is a tool for accessing appropriate beneficial
uses and for addressing water quality needs along the river. It is likely that if the most
significant contributors of pollutants are controlled, beneficial uses limited by these will
be restored. For example, only a few parameters in the dry regime are unacceptable.
bacteriological, which is related to nitrates and phosphates; oil and gas; and occasionally
high biological oxygen demand. The wet regime has additional pollution loads rendering
beneficial uses unsHe, however this regime only occurs average 42 days per year The
priority for managing agencies is to firstly recognize the unsanct,oned of uses of the river
and make needed improvements and secondly be aware of the expansion of sanctioned ¯
uses in the future so that preparation can be made for additional water quah~
improvements. qAdditional monitoring is not necessarily the answer, but better coordination of momtor~ng

~.~ath specific goals is necessary. Agencies often do not share data Bener coordinatmn
of data-collection, storage and retrieval will increase the usefulness of the data In

addition, coordinating river monitoring is likely to be more cost effective

Momtoring programs should have clear obJectives. Key oblectwes of a momtor~ng
program are to answer questions such as: implementation of beneficial uses, standards.

sources of pollution, public perception of stormwater qualit7 problems and effectiveness
of stormwater management programs. Significant amounts of data are needed to make U
sound conclusions on the quality of the river and to understand the dynamics of water
quality. With this understanding, sound decisions can be made regarding watershed and

river management.

E~ght governmental agencies perform regular river monitoring, each of which has d~st~nct
oh.lectures Yet, there is I,m~ted data to fully understand water quah~ dynamics
Coordination of monnor~ng plans would allow more eff’~c~ent data collection and would             ~ ....
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m allow the expansion of the monitoring program.

An encompassing study should be performed which includes data collection, analysis and

conclusions, focusing on quality dynamics, pollution sources, and remedies to pollution.

TEe most important element is action to improve the condition of the river.

’ I Significantly more monitoring of stormwater is needed. Since SCCWR.P no longer

,.. performs river monitonng, agencies and research groups should expand monitoring

¯, programs. Increased monitoring will result with the implementation of the NPDES

~,,
program. In addition, a comprehensive study of stormwater effects on beneficial uses is

’,~ recommended.

Benefits of" Benefici~l Uses Restoration
TEe loss of beneficial uses adversely affects general environmental quality, social well-

being, and economic prosperity. A healthy river system in Los Angeles would provide

additional clean water, provide riparian habitat w~th trees to improve air quality, would

provide aesthetic improvement, and would allow restoration of wetlands.

Social well-being improves with restoration of beneficial uses. Appropriate unsanctioned

beneficial uses would be allowed w~thout restriction because the public health risks from

poor water quality is eliminated. For example, non-contact recreation occurs wuhout

restriction, improving the quality of life for many communities Communi~’ pr~de

increases as the deteriorated water-front of the river ~s improved and revitalized Th~s ~s

often the case with beach communities like Newport Beach’s Balboa Pen,nsula or Long

Beach’s Shoreline Village.

Economic prosperity follows the restoration of beneficial uses. Dependable water suppl)

increases, and business and work forces are attracted to the improved image of the area

The river becomes an artracove environment for tourism and money-generating recreation

Portions of the nver can be used as boardwalks following the examples of San Antomo.
Texas River Walk or Cleveland, Ohio renovated Cuyahoga P~ver Flats Boardwalk

Achieving the restoration of beneficial uses is the culmination of the Second

Transformat;on of the Los Angeles River The Los Angeles area ~s ~,ell on its ~a.~
....... ,4 ,h,¢ onal The c~tv of Los Angeles. LACDPW. Corps. National Park Service.
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LCalifornia Coastal Conservan~, Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy, have completed

or are currently studying the Los Angeles River to find ways to improve the river, which
result in enhanced beneficial uses. 1
The restoration of the Los Angeles River would mark the beginning of a new

2environmental ethic, where environmental tragedies o~" the early and mid-20th century are
undone and urban culture recreates the city, only this time working w~th nature and
becoming her champion.
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Introduction 1
T he primary objectives of inputs of contaminants from inputs from storm water will

the Southern California storm water in Los Angeles andcontinue but will be restricted to
Coastal Water Research ProjectVentura Counties is described the Los Angeles River, which
(SCCWRP) are to understand and compared with wastewatercontributes about 30% of the
the sources, fates, and effects ofinputs. Aerial transport, stormtotal volume to the Southern
contaminants entering the ma-water runoff, discharges of California Bight. Increased
rine coastal environment. In dredged material, industrial attention is required regarding
order to emphasize each of theseoutfalls, and municipal waste- the mass inputs and potential
aspects, our report for this year iswater effluents all represent sig-effects of aerial pollutants and
organized under four primary nificant sources of pollution, contaminated dredged material.
headings: Sources, Fates, Ef- There is a tremendous amount of
fects, and Communications. information on the mass emis- Both oceanographic and

sions from municipal outfalls, butgeochemical studies will be
As usual, the first article contributions from storm water,covered under the heading of

updates the contribution of drcdged material, or aerial Fates, as physical and chemical
contaminants to coastal waters bysourccs are not understood wellfactors control the distribution of
municipal wastewaters. A majorat this time. By sampling the sea-contaminants in the coastal
event in late 1987 was the termi-surface microlayer, SCCWRP environment. The fate of dis-
nation of the 7-mile sludge investigators are finding the netcharged materials is obviously
outfall in~Santa      cM°nica Bay, result of contributions from very important, but extremely

r -resu!ting ’n ;~_ 50 .;, reduc!i~,n of .’.:cri.::! and f!.,:::tz:ble contz:mi- ,difficult to "assess. Environ°
mass emissions during 1088. Thenants. Efforts to quantitate mental variability requires the
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V
massive amounts ofnity by measuring the rates of the NRC study suggest the design 0

collectionof
data to determine meaningful change in biota and chemistryand implementation of a regional "~"trends in the direction and rang-around the terminated 7-mile monitoring program. Oualitynitude of currents or the degreesludge outfall. Also included inassurance and comparability
of sediment resuspension. Sev-this section are studies about theamong laboratories in southern
eral reports were completed ineffects of contaminated sedimentCalifornia has been handled in
the last year regarding actual andon benthic species, an area thatan excellent manner by two
predicted distribution of dis- has been quite productive. Theseorganizations called SCAMIT
charged wastes. To aid in proc-approaches will help us to under-and SCECS, which you will learn
essing the numerous samplesstand the potential impacts of more about in this report. We
collected by SCCWRP scientists,contaminated particles emanat-have also added some new and
the capabilities of the trace ing from a range of coastal important projects during the last
organics laboratory have beensources. The urchins and am-year that directly relate to our
significantly expanded in the pastphipods used in these studies aregoals and will provide valuable
year. The cornerstone of the from southern California and information to the public of
laboratory is a Kratos Model they are appropriate for use in southern California and the
MS25RFA gas chromatograph/both acute and chronic effect scientific community.
mass spectrometer, which is studies. Better methods of
capable of measuring picogrammeasuring the toxicity of sedi-
(10" gram) quantities of con- ments and wastewater are being
taminants in samples. This piecedeveloped which will aid in
of equipment was partially interpreting and predicting "~
funded by a grant from the Losimpacts in the marine environ-
Angeles County Department ofment.
Harbors and Beaches.

The communications we are
Studies in the Effects sectionattempting are of necessity quite

encompass a variety of projectsdiverse, ranging from presenta-
including fish, invertebrates, andtions to interested groups to
their larvae. Parameters meas-peer-reviewed publication in the
ured include growth, reproduc-scientific literature. Authors may
tion, and survival. Research need to vie\v and prepare their
concerning the effects of con- data in three or more ways, but
taminants on fish has been ex-we feel this extra effort is re-
tended to different species in quired because dissemination of
different locations. Results havethe kno\vledge obtained from the ,../
confirmed SCCWRP’s previousvarious projects to the public is
findings that increased contami-an important function at
nation yields an increased fre- SCCWRP. We plan to pursue all
quency of micronuclei in the cellspossible means of marine envi-
of affected fish. This past yearronmental education. SCCWRP
SCCWRP scientists demon- has been involved with compiling
strated that white croaker frominformation on regional monitor-
contaminated areas of southerning for a case study on the South-
California exhibit impaired ern California Bight by the
reproduction. We are taking National Research Council
advantage of a unique opportu-(NRC). Recommendations from

R0048209     !
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~ I O~na~’d           ~                     ~
OXNARD ~ C~ly of Los Angeles Dislan¢¢

Di~h~t,g~

~ iJu~au o~ ~nilali~ 8,~ (S-mile) 57

SERRAte.
~CP i~ An~l~ Coumy 2,~ (~in.)

~                                                    ~~D~ O~n~ ~my

~ EN~INA ~nilal~n Dbl~ 7~

R~clamalion Aul~hly 3~POINT LOMA~.~ S~n~ D~ego

I~(:I~A
Com~l~ncina Walcrl~acilily~lul~ ~

Fi~ 1. ~al~ons o~ lhe ~v~n dischargers summarized in Ihls r~rl.

S~’.~"~’~"’~ Characteristics of~reatment plants that
discharge in the coastal waters og~o~,~.~,,~o~,~mo~,- Municipal Wastewaters
toted g~n~ral constituents~.~ ~o,,d.. o,, ~d,.~. i n 1986 a n d 1987
biological o~gen demand, and
nu~riems), trace metals, and
some chlorinated hydrocarbons~ontaminant emissions from contaminant ~oncentrations from
(DDT [includes six isomers] and~hese ~rea~ment plants have 1985, when we last summarized
polychlorinated biphenyls [PCBs;largely decreased despite steadydata, have shown some og
includes Aroclors 1242 and annual increases in total flow greatest decreases since monitor-
1254]). This report summarizes(Table 2). Since 1971 the flow ing began (Table 2). ~e
fl~e results of the monitoring datahas increased by 32% (Figure 2), bined flow increased by 27 rail-
from the seven SCCWRP sport-while suspended solids and lion gallons per day (MGD; 37
sots (Figure 1) for 1986 and 1987biological oxygen demand 10~ ~/yr) while suspended solids,
and compares lhe results with (BOD) have been redt~ced by BOD, and oil and grease emis-
those of past discharges. 48% (Figure 3). sions were reduced by 25, 40, and

38%, respectively. During
Flow from these seven plains 2he concentrations of efflu-same period ~he emissions o~

{Table 1) constitutes over 90% ofent constituents a~d mass emis-~race metals were reduced by
the municipal discharges ~o ~hesions for each o~ the seve~ plants to 50% (Figures 4a and 4b).
Southcrn California Bight. Forfor 1986 and 1987 are listed in output of DDT remained about
the past i7 )’cars, ~he combined Tables 3 and 4. Ch~nges in tracefi~e same at 50 kgiyr, while PCBs
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Table 1. Treatment and flows (in MGD)were reduced by about 60% to this increase was never deter- O
for seven outfalls for 1987. (Total flow

250 kg/yr (Figure 5). mined, increased photographic Lwas 11231 MGDI)"
and other industrial processes

Advanced Dilute Silver emissions in the last have been suggested as likely
Plant Primary Secondary Sludge two years are similar to other causes. Silver discharges

metals’ emission and show about dropped 25% between 1979 and

1
Hyperion 273 100 3 a 50% reduction between 1985 1980 but decreased only aboutJWPCP 170 197
CSDOC 112 140 and 1987. However, the long- 10% over the next five years
Point Loma 183 term trend is unlike any other (1980-1985). 2Or.nard 18 contaminant. Silver emission
Encina 10° 10 doubled between the early 1970s Although the recent reduc-SERRA 15
Total 748 4~ 3 and 1979, whereas most metals tions have been large, the present

exhibited decreases for that samelevels are about equal to the
¯ Primary (not advanced primary), period. Although the cause of early 1970 values. Silver will

Table 2. Combined mass emissions for 1971-1987 from seven municipal oulfalls in metric tons per year except as noted.

Constituent 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Flow
L (10*/yr) 1286 1274 1319 1336 1361 1419 1335 1402MGD 931 922 955 967 985 1027 966 1015

Tot. Susp. Solids 288000 2791X~ 270000 2(,1000 X~7000 288000 244000BOD" 2830~ 250000 2170(Xl 222000 ~7000 259000 244000 237000Oil & Grease 63500 60600 57400 54700 57400 59100 49000 49000NH3--N 56600 39900 45900 37000 36600 37400 41200 39500

Ag 18 21 29 22 26 20 34 32As 21 12 11 14 15Cd 57 34 49 55 50 45 42 45Cr 676 673 695 690 580 593 366 280Ca 559 485 509 575 511 507 412 417
Hg 3 2 3 3 2Ni 339 273 318 314 124 307 264 320
Pb 243 226 IS0 199 196 191 152 219
S~ 18 17 22 23 23Za 18,.q0 1210 1360 1320 1142 1064 837 905

Tot. DDT" 21700 6600 4120 2120 1990 1670 920 1110(kg/yr)
Tot. PCB° 8730 9830 4620 9390 6010 4310 2180 2510
(kg/yr)

JSERRA and Encina data first included.
~Dischargc from tlypcrion 7-mile outfall was terminated in November 1987.
’1 I.~ potion 7-mile out fall data excluded.
’~Data include only JWPCP, llvpcrion 5- and 7-m le outl’al s, and Point Loma.
¯ Values for I~71-75 arc from SCCWRP’s final report to the U.S. Enivironmcntal Protection Agency.

for (;rant Nos. 801153 and RS03707.
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SOURCES

an important contami- emissions, individual outfall and 1983, the 5-mile dischargeremain
nant for municipal wastewater emissions have exhibited much volumes increased by over 40
monitoringbecauseeffluentsare greater annual variations. Ex- MGD (55 x IlY L/yr) and sus-responsible for more than 90% of amples of local fluctuations in pended solids mass emissions
anthropogcnic inputs, and ele- emissions are the Hyperion 5- more than doubled between 1982
rated levels in transplanted and and 7-mile discharges, and 1985 (39,000 to 87,000 metricnatural mussels have shown that tons/yr). Most of the trace con-
it is one of the best indicators of Discharges from the Hy- taminants showed little increase
the presence of municipal outfalls,perion Treatment Plant to Santa in concentrations or mass emis-

Monica Bay over the last six sions during this time.
Whereas the combined dis- years have shown some of the

charge to the bight has generally greatest increases and decreases Expansion and rehabilitation
shown a steady increase in flow in emissions since monitoring hasof facilities upstream and at the
and decreases in contaminant been conducted. Between 1981 Hyperion plant since 1985 have

1979 1980 1981 1982" 1983 1984 1985 1986 198"P

1456 1516 1516 1567 1611 1622 1644 1691 1702
1054 1097 1097 1134 1166 1174 1190 1224 1231

243000 233000 226~00 227000 247000 198000 205,0(~ 187000 162000
246000 260000 264000 2690(~ 256000 230000 255000 184000 16cA300
45000 39000 37000 31900 36300 30200 34300 29300 26600
41200 42000 41000 44000 40600 40800 44200 43900 45600

42 31 28 26 26 25 27 22 15
15 11 12 9 10 18 16 12 12
42 40 33 21 24 16 17 15 10

237 275 187 203 164 140 110 88 60
359 336 339 286 247 252 240 205 135

3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 <1
256 224 167 169 165 134 120 129 78
223 175 130 123 99 94 120 106 64

8 11 15 9 10 9 13 8 7
724 730 540 549 505 374 377 345 276

760 640 470 290 220 310 58 50 53

1190 1130 1250 860 1440 13.40 820 480 250
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Table 3. Average annual conccnlrations for 1986 and 1987 in milligrams per liter cxccpt as notcd.°

mPCP                 I IYP5                   I IYP~’                (2~IX)C(7onstlluenl                   1986          1’)87           1986          1987            [986          1987       ,~. 1986          1987

L (10~/yr) 503 506 542 518 5,4 4,7 329 348MGD 364 366 392 375 3.9 3.4 238 252Susp. Solidi 82 73 77 58 13~0(Y 12600e
49 47Seltl. ,";olid~ (ml/L) 0.4 0.3 I.I 0.8 0.8 0.4I}OD 100 108 148 i 16 76 76Oil & G~arm 10.2 11.1 21.3 15.2 687 694 10.1 12.8N113-N 40 37.9 16 16.2 377 486 25 25Organic-N 8 7.4 7.54 6.4 511 554Total P 8.1 7.5 5.42 4.4 241 275MBAS 2.8 3.3 4,42 4,25 ?Cyanid~ 0.02 0.02 0.017 0.027 0.07 0.078 0.001 < 0.02Pheno~ i.6 2 0.038 0.041 0.15 0.098Turbidity (Nru) 58 52 50 43 27 26Toxicity (’I’U) 1.03 1.14 1.03 I. I 17.8 28.3 0.26 0.45AI 0.0~1 0.0O~ 0.017 0.010 0.43 0,231 0.012 0.01At 0.007 0.007 0.009 0.008 0.29 0352 0.004 0.f104CA 0.004 0.002 0.009 0.006 0.72 0.659 0.004 0.004Cr 0.058 0.052 0.036 0.014 4.65 3.6 0.027 0.02 ICa 0.052 0.042 0.12 0.057 13,2 9.35 0.083 0.075I Ig 0.0004 0.0003 0.0003 0.0001 0.034 0.024 0.0003 0.0002Ni 0.059 0.051 0.113 0.056 2.5 i.56 0.033 0.03Pb 0.055 0.046 0.051 0.043 3.24 1.~9 0.023 0.01Se 0.014 0.013 0.001 < 0.005 0.053 0.038Zn 0.16 0.12 0.218 0.21 15.8 13.5 0.093 0.07Total DDT 0+g/L) 0.07 0.06 0.005 < 0.02 0.14 < 0.2 0,035 0.039Total PCB ($~g/i.) ND ND <0.1 0.007 4.87 0.39 1.38 0.708

*Abhrc~,laltons: MBAS, melh)’lenc bluc adwaled sub*lances; NIX not detected.
~’l’crminated November 1987.
"rolal ~.olids.

Tablc 4. Calculalcd annual ma~ cmissions for 19S6 and 1987 in mclric Ions pcr ycar cxccpt as nolcdY

JWPCP                     I IYP5                       I IYPP                    CSDOCConstll ucnl                 1986         1987          1986         1987          1986        1987          1986         1987

!. (10°/yr) 503 506 542 518 5.4 4.7 329 348MGD 364 366 392 375 3,9 3.4 ~ 252Susp. Solids 41.-’~0 369(}0 41700 300(0 ~ 592~Y’ 16100 16400BOI) 50300 54600 80.-’,00 60000 25000 26500Od & (irtasc 5130 5610 115~0 7900 3710 3~J~) 3320
NO3-N 261 253 149 7
NO2-N 10 15 ~0 I~
NII3-N 20100 19200 8670 8400 2810 2280 8220 8700Organtc-N 4020 3740 4080 3330 2760
Total P 4070 37~0 2930 2280 1300 1290
MIIAS 1410 167~ 2390 22fl0
(Tyanide 10 10 9 14 0.4 0.4 0.2 < 7Phcno~ 805 1010 21 21 0.8 0.5
Ag 4 4 9 5 2 1 4 3At 4 4 5 4 2 2 ! 1Cd 2 ! 5 3 4 3 I iCr 29 26 19 7 *..5 17 9 7
Cu 26 21 65 30 71 44 27 26IIg 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.I
Ni 30 26 61 ~ 14 7 I I 10
Pb 28 23 2~ 22 18 8 7 3
~ 7 7 0.5 < 3 0.3 0.2
]~q 80 61 118 10~ 83 63 30 24
r ~ al I)l)’[ (kg/vr) .~ 30 3 <10 0.8 <1 12 14
|’oral I’(’l| (kg./)r) ND ND <54 4 ~ 2 4~

,~.\r,~rc\t,ttion~; \|l|.’\~, meth)lcne bluc acti~.alcd substances; ND. not dctcctcd.
"lcrmin.tlcd Ntv.tmh~r 1(~7.
" lolal ~IMs.
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POIN’F Io()MA OXNARD ENCINA SF.R RA
19’~ 11~7 p’~ 1987 IlY~ 1987 1~8~ 1987

245 253 25 24 25 27 17 211")’7 183 18.2 17.7 17.8 19.8 12.6 15.464 67 26.8 25.3 43.4 51.8 18.8 23.7
0.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.14 0.3 0.3 <0.3

106 100 25.5 22.6 52.9 63.0 12.6 13.7
21.6 20.3 3.7 3.9 9.35 6.6 1.3 i.5
24.2 24.3 8 6.2 20 21.3 15.6 6.4

6 5.3
10.7 7.32
4.1 3
0,010 0.009 0.022 0.007 < 0.0l < 0.01 0.06
0.006 0.005 0.021 O.OOl <0.005 0.0"28

56 63 16. 16.1 31 34 6 7.2
1.23 1.43 0.17 0.07 I. 14 0.94
0.009 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.005 < 0.01 0.003
0.004 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.001 0.00l 0.003 0.01
0.009 0.004 0.007 0.003 0./301 0.008 <0.01 <0.01
0.02 0.008 0.0(~ 0.003 0.002 < 0.02
0.05 0.047 0.072 0.047 0.029 0.04 0.019 0.01
0.0003 0.0002 0.0007 0.0002 0.0001 < 0.001 0.0005 < 0.001
0.05 0.017 0.058 0.05 1 0.006 0,02 0.0~ < 0.0 !
0. I 0.019 0.054 0.023 0.004 0.009 < 0.03 0.04
0.002 0.002 ND
0.09 0.059 0.063 0.069 0.065 O. I0 0.34 0.104
ND 0.036 <0.1 <0.03 ND ND
ND ND < I <0.2 ND ND

OXNARi) I:.NCINA SERRAPOIN’~ I.OMA
1986 1987 11786 1987 1986 11)87 1986 19~7

245 253 25 24 ~ 27 17 21
177 183 18.2 17.7 17.8 198 12.6 15.4

15600 16900 674 619 1070 1.810 327 504
25~0 ~300 641 550 1300 1700 219 290
5280 5130 93 95 ~ 180 23 32

143 160
445 15 12

5920 6100 201 150 492 580 270 136
151 130

1000 760
2 2 0.5 0.2 < 0.3 1

0.5 0.03 0.6
2 2 0.1 0.I 0,06 0.14 <0.2 0.06
1 1 0. I O, ! 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.21
2 I 0.2 0.1 0.01 0.22 <0.2 <0.2
5 2 0.2 0. I 0,05 < 0.5

12 12 1.8 1.2 0.71 1.1 0.33 0,21
O.I 0.1 0.02 0.01 0.01 <0.03 <0.008 <0.02

12 4 1.5 1,2 0.15 0.54 0.14 <0.2
24 5 1.4 0.6 O. I0 0.24 < 0.5 0.9
<1 <1 0.00
~ 15 1.6 1.7 1.6 2.7 5.92 2.2
<9 9 <3 <I

<16 ND <25 <5

9
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2000- reduced the 5-mile discharge by O
30 MGD (48 x l& L/yr) and the

L~ 1600
O_o_O_O_O_O-O-(

suspended solids by 57,000

O_o_O_O_O_O..o..O..O-
metric tons/yr between 1985 and

o, 1200. 1987. The latest data show that
_o solids emissions are 15% lower
/� than the 1971 emissions despite a

~
800. 10% increase in flow.

400 The Hyperion 7-mile sludge 2
outfall discharge has also under-
gone major changes in the past

0 : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ few years. Solids emissions1971 1973 1975 1977 1979 1981 198,] 1985 1987
increased 53% between 1985andY--E~
1986 (44,000 to 70,000 metric

Figure 2. Combined annual flow from seven dischargers, tons/yr). Discharge was termi-
nated in November 1987, and the
solids are now transported to

30 landfill. Although the outfail
~"0 0 /0-0 only operated for 10 months in

,. 25 \0~ -0 /0~ 1987, it emitted 0.3% of the flow
~o \._.--" "-’’’-0_0_0-’%/ \ and 37% of the solids discharged

~ 20. 0_0~1~ by all municipal discharges to the

¯
bight. Its elimination will cause

tn 15 significant reductions in solids

~o O--OSUSP. SOLIDS and trace metal annual inputs to
o 10 Om~ BOO the bight as of 1988.

:~ 5 The second largest dis-
charge, the Joint Water Pollution

: : : ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ : : I ~ ~ ~ ~ Control Plant(JWPCP) outfalls
1971 1973 1975 1977 1979 1981 198,3 1985 1987 at White Point, has continued to

YEAR significantly reduce emissions. A
steep decline in suspended solids

Fig~tre 3. Combined BOD and suspended solids from seven dischargers, occurred in 1984 after 200 MGD
(276 x llY L/yr) of secondary
treatment was added in 1983.
Between 1985 and 1987 sus-
pended solids have been reduced
an additional 15% and eight of
the ten monitored metals have
been reduced by 15 to 20%.                  ,
Table 5 shows corrections for
JWPCP 1985 data presented in
SCCWRP’s 1986 Annual Report.

i    10
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Table 5. Corrected 1985 data for JWPCP.

Average Annual Concentration Mass Emissions
(m.~/L except ~ s nolcd) (metric Ions/~ except as noled)

Conslitucnt ~cporlcd Corrcclcd Reported Corrected

NO3-N 1.3 0.48 635 240NO2-N 0.30 < 0.05 i 50 < 25NH3-N 40.8 37.3 20400 18700M BAS 5.7 4.1 2850 2050Toxicity 2.25 1.30
flu)
DDT 0.1 ,ug/L 0.07ttg/L 50 kg/yr 35 kg/yrPCB 0.2 ltg/L 0.02 ttg/L 80 kg/yr 10 kg/yrTICtt 0.41 ttg/L 0.26,~tg/L 200 kg/yr 130 kg/yr

The County Sanitation ratory contamination, thus pro-
Districts of Orange County ducing much higher values than
(CSDOC) operate the third       U.S. Environmental Protection
largest treatment plant in South-Agency (EPA) methods pro-
ern California and reported theduced or that other laboratories
largest discharge of PCBs to thewere able to detect in CSDOC
bight for each of the last nine effluent. Since 1986 the CSDOC
years. They report a 60% reduc-laboratory has switched to EPA
tion (660 to 250 kg/yr) betweenmethods.
1985 and 1987. It is not clear
how much of this reduction is The reductions in municipal
due to actual redttctions in con-outfall emissions increase the
centrations and how much is dueimportance of other sources of
to a change to a more standardanthropogenic inputs. To assess
method of analysis. For years these other sources, SCCWRP is
CSDOC used a unique methodinvestigating runoff and aerial
of sample preparation for PCB inputs and will be reporting on
analysis that appurently causedthis information in future publi-
the samples to be prone to labo-cations.

12
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Figure L Los Angeles River Basin.

O Storm Runoffterm projects is to update
and improve past estimates of
contaminant inputs to the South- in Los Angeles
ern California Bight. By the
summer of1988, SCCWRPstaff and Venturawill have sampled storm runoff
from the largest storm channels
in four of the coastal counties ofone or more municipal wastewatersamples were obtained and
southern California. treatment plants, which contrib-concentrations of suspended

utes significantly to dry weathersolids, oil and grease, total ex-
On September 23-25, 1986, flows. Locations were chosen totractable organics (TEO), trace

SCCWRP investigators collectedprovide safe sampling, to be usedmetals, DDT, polychlorinated
49 samples of storm runoff fromdu ring adverse weather condi- biphenyl compounds (PCBs),
eight sites in Los Angeles andtions, to provide access to the polynuclear aromatic hydrocar-
Ventura Counties (Santa Claracenter ~hannel of the flow, and tobons (PAHs), and n-alkanes were
River, Calleguas Creek, Ballonabe downstream from the majormeasured.
Creek, Dominguez Channel, Lossources of runoff contaminants.
Angeles River [Big Tujunga With these data, Henry A.
Wash, Fletcher Avenue Bridge, The storm was very early inSchafer and Richard W. Gossett
Willowy Street Bridge], and San the rain season and \vas un- were able to estimate mass
Gabriel River) (Figure 1). Eachpredicted. This made it difficultemission of major runoff sources
channel has a unique drainage to take the samples as originally and compare the rates with

j.....~u, ~t~v-i previous ~ u.ufi emission csti-
receive wastewater effluent from high-flow, and post-high-flowmates and other sources of

R0048219
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Table I. Flow-proportioned average concentrations and ranges of actual concentrations for storm runoff samples collected from
the September 23-25 storm.

Station
l’~-~vcr I.A River [.A R~vcr Ballona .%~nta Callcguas ~n l~mlngucz II~on OxnaM~oflslilucnl Will~ l~clcher "l’ujun~ C~ek (~ara C~ck (;ah~cl Channel 5-Mil~ ~afl~

No. ~ ~mpkt 10 8 5 6 3 3 8 4 I~ AVE I~ AVE

Mia 3 4 I <1 2

Min 31 17 3 13 16 3 $ I I

%Va. ~.
Min 5 ~ 9 15 8 ~ 7

Oil & G~ (m~) 10 3 I 15 3 2 5 ~ 4Min i I <0.1 2 I 0.2 0.2 0.2
2 8 3

~O (m~) M 6 I 27 5 I 4Min i 2 < 0.1 2 I 0.4 0.4 0.7M~ 103 ~ 4 ~ 8 2 12 5

Mifl <3 <2 <2 <3 <2 <3 6

Mifl 12 ~ 3 43 <2 3 17

Ni ~#L) 47 21 ~ 19 6Min 13 1~ < 2 7 4 3 13

Min <8 ~ <6 ~ 8 <9

Min 21 116 2 I~ 7 6

DDT$ (n~L) ~ ~ 3~ 9~ 6Min <1 21 3 I 8 1        <! <1

M~ 6~ ~2 41 ~ ~ 19 75

PA! I~ ~L) ~ 2 24 ! 0.02Mtn <0.01 <0.01 <:0.02 0.4 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01Max I~ 18 76 2 0.14 i.6

n-Alkancs ~1.) 5~ 42 4 2~ 6 0.01 ~ ~. ¯
Ntin I 8 ! 9 <0.01 <0.01 1 <0.01
........ ~ 6 ~ 5 43 2~

"lk~d on t~ montonng data.
~l’o ~lam unds in cubic feet ~r ~cond u~ the foll~ng fo~ula: fl3/S = (m~/s)/0.0~3.

14
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Sousc~s
Tablc 2. Mass cmission rates (mclric tons) for scvcral runoff constilucnls of thc September 23-25, 1986, storm and avcragc daily
emissions from two ocean ouffalls (1985 data).

Slallon
LA River LA River LA River Ha ona Sanla ~ypcrlon Oxnar-’~’Consthucn! Willow Flctchcr Tujunga Creek Clara Crock Gabriel 5-Milc Plant

Tot. Vol. 11 7.7 0.0014 4.5 0.016 0.32(L x I0°) 3.5     1.47    0.070
Susp. Solids 7100 1900 0.32 3400 20 9.7 720 238 23Tot. Solids 100(30 3200 0.67 6900 39 460 8400Oil & Grcasc 110 20 0.0009 67 0.045 0.74 17 43 0.030TEO 380 44 0.0018 120 0.080 0.44 13Cd 0.064 0.013 ND" 0.030 ND ND 0.0082 0.016 0.0009Cr 0.50 0.088 ND 0.31 0.0009 0.0005 0.11 0.088 0.0008Cu 2.0 0.74 ND 1.2 0.0011 0.0058 0.30 0.29 0.004Ni 0.52 0.16 ND 0.36 0.0003 0.0022 0.12 0.12 0.004Pb 2.9 0.55 N D 2.4 0.0014 N D 0.42 0.13 0.002Zn 7.9 2.3 ND 6.4 0.003,�1 0.0031 1.6 0.41 0.005Tot. DDTs (kg) 0.93 0.35 ND 1.7 0.015 0.002 0.056 0.030Tot. PCBs (kg) 3.2 0.83 ND 1.2 0.0026 0.0045 0.20 0.15 <0.07Hcxachlorobcnzcnc 0.044 0.015 ND 0.015 ND 0.0001 0.0060

Lindanc (kg) 0.18 0.16 ND 0.086 0.0004 0.0008 0.022Tot. PAHs (kg) 400 15 ND 110 0.018 0.0056 4.0n-Alkancs (kg) 6300 320 0.0057 1100 0.41 0.0040 100

°ND, Not detected.

COnlamination to the Southernsampling site. Mass emissionscentrations of suspended solids,California Bight. They also for each sampling period wererespectively. Generally, the Losdetermined how the concentra-first determined by multiplyingAngeles River at Willow Streettion and mass of contaminantsthe flow that occurred during thehad 1he highest concentrations ofvaried throughout the storm tosampling period by the samplehydrophobic (oil and grease,see if significant portions of thecontaminant concenlrafions. TEO, PAH, n-alkanes, PCBs,mass emissions were concert- Then the total storm emissionsand DDT) contaminants. Excep-trated in a small part of the flow.were computed by summing alltions occurred at Ballona Creek,Various sites were sampled to of the interval mass emissions,which had 50% more oil andsee how contaminant levels The flow-proportioned mean grease and a DDT concentrationvaried with land use. In addition,concentrations were calculatedfour times that of the WillowSchafer and Gossett measuredby dividing the total mass emis-Street site, and at Santa Clara,concentrations of PAHs. For sions by the total flow. which had a DDT concentrationseveral channels, this was the 11 times that of the Willowfirst time that PAHs were meas-Table 1 lists flow-propor- Street site. Trace metals concert-urcd; the molecular weight of thetioned mean contaminant con-trations were all highest at Bal-PAils indicated that crankcasecentrations and ranges for the lona Creek followed by the Losoil was present in the runoff, sites sampled during this storm.Angeles River at Willow. Con-
The researchers found that thecentrations at Tujunga WashMass emissions and flow- Santa Clara River and Callcguaswere consistently below detec-

¯ . - ....................... ~,t,,,t. ~H v cmura C~)tmty) tion, while the other sites hadtions were calculated for each had the highest and lowest con-roughly equal levels. Contami-
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~

O
nan! concentrations along the

~ ~ Los Angeles River increased

L~ ~ significantly from the upper to
lower stations.

Table 2 shows the calculated
* flow-proportioned mass emis-

1
~* 2s, sions. The Los Angeles River is

~,*** ,s Southern California Bight. The
flow rate at the Willow site is

~ o....~o...." about 30% greater than that at
o

Fletcher and contaminant emis-
0.~ 0 ...... ~ sions are 3 to 10 times greater,

’~*’ which indicates that for all con-

consistent pattern of greatest~ o..,
t emissions coming from the Los

a ~ ~ ~*~ Angeles River, then Ballona
Creek followed by Fletcher and

’~* "~ sample stations had minimal
1inputs.

~ ~ ,, Emissions from the San
fl ~* Gabriel River were underesti-

~* mated because the flow data
o were available only from the

, o 1~ ~, ~ ,, ,, * : ,~ ~, ~ ,o ’~ Coyote Creek branch of the Sann~; ff~ouRs) T~r ~HOURS]
Figure 2. Flow and conlaminant conccnlralions al lhc Los Angeles River at \VillowGabriel River. Therefore, esti-
Street during the storm on Scplcmbcr 23-25, 1986. TVS, Tolal volalilc solids, mates for that station could be

Table 3. Fiow-wcightcd mean conccnlralions of trace mclals and chlorinalcd
low by a factor of 2 or more.

hydrcarbons in Los Angeles Rb,’cr storm runoff." Figure 2 shows the flow and
Conshtuem 1971-72 197~1-R0 19~6-87

concentrations of suspended

^~ L9 .,.~ L3 0.7 0.4 total PAHs, total PCBs, and
ca ~6 9.3 t.~ s.7 ~ s ~s volatile solids for the Los Ange-Cr 86 so ~40 ~_’0 ~_, 45.4 les River during the 48 h ofCa 120 140 1 I0 I I0 44 182"g Ls 0.4 0.., sampling. There were two peaks
Ni 83 72. 73 77 M 47.3 in floxv that occurred about 6 hPb 910 980 74 210 1~ 164
~’~ 940 II00 760 450 _.~ 718 apart. Peak contaminant concen-
I’� (mg/l.) I0 25 68 57x~. 4~o ~ t.o ~,o 45~ trations (except percent volatile
DDT 0.93^ 0.S~ 0.X~ 0~0 0~S solids) occnrrcd at either hour 22PCB 2 6a 035 0.47 0 12 0.29 ,. -
Vo~.(to°t+) L4 7.2 _,.s ..t s t+s ~ or 24, which was before the first
.~u,r. ~’~,i. (n, gfL) 27’1~ V’! ~.s,,~ .~s peak in flow. Although the
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SOURCES

sample taken at hour 30 was at(a) (b)the second peak flow, the con-
centrations of all contaminants
dropped. This may be due to a ~f ’® J°7" -
washout of contaminants.

The cumulative percent flow
and cumulative percent emis-
sions of suspended solids, oil and, .- -_e,-~-~._ , _- .....
grease, chlorinated hydrocar-
bons, and combined trace metals /_.~av

,"

/o¢_-

_-

f°rtheWill°wstati°nandBal" i /~~o._
i

/:/

Iona Creek are compared in
Figure 3. Approximately 80% of

~o~the flow and suspended solids
was discharged within 10 h. In , _- -__~------~.o~ ~ .....
general, the first 25% of flow ,,,, °
produced 50% of the contami-
nant emissions, and when 50% of
the flow had occurred, 75% of

othe contaminant emissions had
occurred. This pattern is repre-
sentative of the other sites stud- ..~._____~_~
ied. o _- ........ , o: _-: : , ,

As contaminant emissions ~*
from outfalls continue to de-
crease, runoff emissions become
a more important source of
marine inputs. Variations in
runoff concentrations were not , : :e,-----:_~:_~: , ,
significantly different in the Los
Angeles River between 1971 andFig~tre 3. Cumulative percent flow and cumulative percent emissions ofsuspcnded
1979 except for lead and PCBs,solids (SS), oil and grease (O & (;), chlorinated hydrocarbons (CHCs), and corn-
which were reduced by factors ofbincd trace metals. (a) Los Angeles River at Willow Street. (b) Ballona Creek.

6 and 8, respectively (Young et
al. 1981). Table 3 shows concen-of the trace mctals and PCBs they had relatively low flow,
trations for the five storms meas-varied by less than one-third, these annual emission data may
ured in 1971 and 1979 and the Levels of DDT changed the be less representative than those
present 1986 results. Betweenmost; they were reduced by a sites that were sampled during
1979 and 1986 copper and lead factor of 4. high flow. The two channels with
concentrations increased by the highest flows, Los Angeles
about a factor of 2, while sus- The highest concentrationsRiver \Villow and Ballona Creek,
pcndcd solids and chromium of contaminants arc associ~tcdhad the highest mean contami-
were reduced by two-thirds andwith peak flows. Because the two nant concentrations and conse-
tmc-mm, ~c:,lmut~vc,y. ~ ~t; rest Ventura sites were sarnplctl Wtllle qucntly had the highest emissions
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FA’II~

In a previous annual reportobjectives of the present study
(SCCWRP 1987), was to measure the concentra-

SCCWRP scientists described tions of PAHs in the JWPCP’s
early efforts to measure polynu-final effluent over the course of
clear aromatic hydrocarbon one year (1979). These data are
(PAH) concentrations in marineused to estimate the mass emis-
sediments from offshore south-sion rate of PAils from this
ern California. The purpose oftreatment plant as of 1979.
that survey was to determine the
composition and concentration of In addition to analyzing
PAHs in surface sediments at a effluent samples, SCCWRP
variety of coastal sites presumedscientists examined sections of a
to be receiving hydrocarbon sediment core collected from the
inputs. Here are results from aPalos Verdes Shelf in connection
study by Robert P. Eganhousewith the County Sanitation
and Richard W. Gossett of District’s coring program in 1981
PAHs in final effluent from the(station 3C; 33°43.83 N,
Joint Water Pollution Control 118°24.01 W). Sediments from
Plant (JWPCP; Los Angeles this core have been analyzed for
County) and sediments cored elemental abundance, stable iso-
from the Palos Verdes Shelf.

PAHs are toxic substances Polynuclear Aromaticthat originate from a multitude
of sources and exhibit awide Hydrange of physico-chemical prop- rocarbons in Waste
erties. Although globally distrib-
uted, they are typically found in Effluentgreater abundance near urban-
ized coastal areas. The major
sources of PAHs to coastal andtopic composition and molecularthe higher molecular weight
estuarine environments are markers by Eganhouse and PAHs found in low abundance in
believed to be municipal wasteKaplan (1988) and for a variety the October sample were not
discharges, urban runoff, and of inorganic and organic trace detected in effluent collected at
atmospheric particulates. Unfor-constituents by the County Sani-other times during the year. The
tunately, published informationration District. Because the corePAH distribution of the effluent
concerning the composition andis so well characterized, we felt itis dominated by naphthalene,
concentrations of PAHs in mu- would provide an opportunity tophenanthrene, and correspond-
nicipal wastewaters, particularlyestimate the accumulation rate ofing alkylated homologs. Higher
in southern California, is ex- PAHs at station 3C. molecular weight species (i.e.,
trcmely limited (Barrick 1982, those having more than three
Grzybowski et al. 1983). This Figure 1 illustrates the PAllfused rings) are in lower abun-
makes it difficult to evaluate thecomposition of the JWPCP finaldance. The alkyl homolog distri-
importance of municipal wasteeffluent collected on October 15,butions (i.e., the relative abun-
discharges compared with other 1979. This sample is generallydances of parent and alkyl
inputs of PAt Is to the Southernrepresentative of those taken insubstituted species) generally
California Bight. One of the other months; however, some ofshow a maximum for the C1- to
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40. PAHs in the effluents deter-

35. mined in this study along with
G" data presented by Barrick (1982)
~ 30- for the Seattle METRO treat-
~ ment plant (particulate concen-
z 25 trations) and Grzybowski et ai.

~_(2
20 /                    ~ 7 (1983) for waste effluent from

’" I~ / ured in the JWPCP effluent are
z 10- approximately an order of magni-oo / rude greater than those deter-5-

_j.71 ~/ mined for the METRO samples
/ but generally fall within the
¯ ¯ ¯

~
= range reported by Grzybowski et

~ ence can be explained by the
.l, COMPOUND higher hydrocarbon concentra-

Fil~tre 1. Distribution of PAHs in JWPCP final effluent, October 15, 1979. tions of the California wastes.
Abbreviations: N, naphthalene; Biph, biphcnyl; Acny, acenaphthylene; Accn, ace-On average, the JWPCP hydro-
naphthcnc; Flu(), fluorcne; P, phcnanthrcnc; A, anthracene; Fla, fluoranlhene; Pyr,carbon concentrations were fivepyrcnc; B, bcnzo group; Chr/Tr, chryscne/Iriphcnylene; Per, pcrylcne; DPA, 9,10-

times greater than those reporteddiphcnylanthracene; DBA, dibcnzo[a,h]anlhracene.
~ for the Seattle METRO effluent.
l ~.ooo o Despite the fact that the

owPcp EFFLUENT METRO plant receives inputs

¢2"’ o.aoo. ~o/t 5/7~ from storm water runoff, indus-
z trial contributions to the influent<
Oz o.800 o o are relatively small. In contrast,
,,, the JWPCP receives substantial
< quantities of industrial wastes.
_~ 0.400.

~ o The JWPCP has monitored
a: o.2oo, its effluent for the U.S. Environ-

o mental Protection Agency prior-
o.ooo ~      ’ ,      , , ity pollutants on an approxi-N    C1-N C2-N C3-N C4-N mately quarterly basis since 1985.

NAPHTHALENE HOMOLOGY Non-detectable amounts have
Figure 2. Alkyl homolog distribution of naphthalene series (C, Hz..~). been reported for all PAHs
N, Naphthalene. except naphthalene and phenan-

threne. In many cases, however,
C3-substituted naphthalenes andgether these results suggest thatthe reported detection limits are
phcnanthrene/anthracenes the PAlls found in the effluent higher than the concentrations
(Figure 2). In addition, the samples are derived from fossil measured in this study.
fluoranthcne/pyrene series and fuels, not combustion sources.
other high molecular weight There was an attempt by
PAl I groups exhibit dominance Table 1 provides a summary SCCWRP to measure priority
hy the alkylated soecies., To-_ of the mean concentrations                               ""~ v~ .............. .......:. ,t.^,,,~ a’"’,,, PCP effluent
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in 1978. The only PAlls re- Tablc 1. Conccntrations of PAHs in municipal wastcwatcr cfflucnt.
ported to be present at measur- "r
able concentrations were naph-

Mean Concentrationthalene (29/~g/L) and ace- Analytc This study" Barrick Grzybowski ct al.naphthene (7/~g/L). These (1982)’ (1983)
concentrations are approximately
5 to 7 times higher than those ob-Total hydrocarbons 16,300 3,000 NR"

Naphthalene 7.8 NR NRserved for samples taken in 1979.
Cl-naphthalcnes 23.2 NR NR
C2-naphthalenes 38.5 NR NRThe variation in concentra-C3-naphthalenes 66.0 NR NR

tion of individual (or alkylated Phenanthrene 14.0 0.8 0.5-10.
isomer groups of) PAlls found inAnthracene 0.9 NR 0.1-1.0

Cl-phcnanthrcne/anthracencs 20.7 1.4 NRall samples ranges from 46 to
C2-phenanthrene/anthraccncs 20.5 1.6 NR74% (coefficient of variation), C3-phcnanthrcnc/anthraccnes 9.6 NR NRwhereas the variation in total Fluoranthenc 1.1 0.4 0.5-5.0

PAH concentrations (i.e., sum ofPyrene 2.8 NR 11.-27.
26 measured concentrations) isBcm’lalanthracene 1.0 0.1 0.1-24

Chrysene/t riphenylene 2.1 0.2 NR53%. This is significantly greaterBcnzo[elpyrene 0.5 0.1 1.-5.5than the variation in concentra-Bcnzo[alpyrene 0.3 NR 0.6-6.5
tion of total hydrocarbons and Total PAH’~ 115. NR NR
extractable organics (Eganhouse
and Kaplan 1982), possibly "Measurements of unfiltered JWPCP effluent samples, 1979.

~Calculatcd values based on particulate concentrations in METRO effluent;reflecting greater fluctuations of exception: lotal hydrocarbons = particulate + dissolved. -PAll inputs. Inspection of the ~NR, Not reported.
data presented by Barrick (1982)’q’otal PAH is the sum of PAHs determined in this study.
indicates that similar levels of ~._J
variation of individual PAH
concentrations were observed inmetric tons (see p. 13). More molecular weight species. Naph-
the Seattle effluent during 1978.data are required to develop thalene, phenanthrene, and the

yearly estimates for this and corresponding alkylated homol-
When the concentrations ofother drainage systems in the ogs of these compounds were

total PAHs are applied to the southern California region, rarely seen and then only in low
mean monthly flows from the abundance. Because most of the
JWPCP, an annual mass emissionFigure 3 depicts the distribu-hydrocarbons in this core down
rate of 110 metric tons is ob- tion of PAlls found in sedimentsto depths of 24 cm are believed
tained. There are no known at a depth of 2 to 4 cm below theto be of sewage origin (Egan-
available data for other waste sediment-water interface at house and Kaplan 1988), it is
treatment plants or storm waterstation 3C. The PAH composi- likely that the lower molecular
drainage systems in southern tion is somewhat variable in weight species so abundant in the
California with which these different sections of the core, buteffluent were lost via solubiliza- |
figures can be compared for thethe pattern shown here is fairlytion or biological degradation.
year 1979. Recent studies at representative of those seen atThe fact that the lower molecular
SCCWRP of a single storm in other depths. In contrast to theweight species are not found in
1986 suggest that the total PAHeffluent PAll composition (Fig-the uppermost section of the core
emissions from the Los Angelesure 1), sedimentary PAH distri-indicates that alteration of the I’ ....

River during that event were 0.4butions are dominated by higherPAH assemblage occurs prior to
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600 with combustion-derived PAHs
~ 500 Station 312. 1981 being more refractory than those
~" occurring as petroleum residues.-o (2-4 era)~ The present results are consistent
~ 400...5% with the hypothesis that the
z PAlls at station 3C are derived

<~--°’300"

~                                                       ’ Ill from petroleum.

z 200 ~ Figure 4 illustrates the
oz vertical concentration profile for
o 100 total PAHs in the sediment core.o

~ ~
Maximum concentrations are

0 ~ : : ~ ~ ~ : : I~: : ,, : , , , ,           :i, , : . observed between depths (below

~ the water-sediment interface) of
2 to 18 cm. With increasing

.7. ,. ~’~ ~" ~,, ~ =~ depth below 18 cm, the PAH
COI~POUND concentrations decline rapidly

Fig~re 3. Distribution of PAHs in 2- to 4-cm section of sediment core at station 3C,and appear to reach "background
1981. Abbreviations are as in Figure 1. levels" at approximately 22 to

24 cm. At station 3C, the PAH
distribution is similar to profiles

sediment burial (i.e., in the watersediment sections show maximaobserved for other waste-related
column and/or at the sediment-among the higher molecular contaminants, which typically
water interface), weight alkylated species. Thisexhibit a well-defined subsurface

suggests that petroleum, not maximum at depths of 8 to 10 cm
Table 2 provides data for thefossil fuel combustion products,below the sediment-water inter-

sediment core along with resultsis the dominant source of theseface (Eganhouse and Kaplan
obtained from the literature. PAHs. 1988, Stull et al. 1986). The ap-
Although no measurements have pearance of high PAH concentra-
yet been published for sediments A comparison of effluent tions over the same depth inter-
from station 3C, Swartz et al. particulate PAH/organic carbonvals as observed for other indica-
(1985) and Anderson and Gas- ratios with those observed in thetars of waste contamination (e.g.,
sett (1987) reported PAH data sediment sections suggests thatorganic carbon and total hydro-
for whole grabs and surface sedi-even the higher molecular weightcarbons) strongly suggests that
meats (0 to 2 cm), respectively,PAHs found in low abundance insewage is the dominant source of
taken from the Palos Verdes the effluent may be subject to these compounds. The lack of a
Shelf in 1980 and 1986. Both extensive removal during the distinct subsurface maximum,
surveys identified naphthalenesedimentation process. Whetherhowever, indicates that changes
and other lower molecular this reflects desorption/dissolu-in solids emissions alone (Egan-
weight species at station 7C. Thetion, degradation, or some cam-house and Kaplan 1988) proba-
appearance of these relativelybination is unclear. The resis-bly did not control accumulation
labile species at 7C and their tance of higher molecular weightrates of PAHs in these sediments.
absence at 3C may reflect differ-PAlls to environmental altera-
enccs in the sediment accumula-tion appears to depend, in part, Using tentative assignments
tion rates at these stations. Alkvlon their physico-chemical spccia-for the ages of different depths of
hornolog distributions for the tion upon introduction to the this core (Eganhouse and Kaplan
fluoranthcnc/pyrcnc scries foundenvironment (Rcadman et al. 1988), one can calculate average
in the highly contaminated 1984, Gsch~vcnd and llitcs 1981)accumulation rates of total and
24
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Table 2. PAH conccntrations in scdimcnts of the Palos Vcrdes Shelf.                    TOT~ Pkqs ~/dty

Concentration (ng/dry g)                       0 I 2
This study" Swartz cl al.    Anderson and            0

Compound                  (3C; 1981) (7C; 1985) Gossctl (7C; 1986)

’Naphthalene --~ -- 87
Cl-naphthalcncs -- NR" 104
C2-naphthalcnes -- NR 415
C3-naphthalcncs -- NR 462
Biphcnyl -- NR 22
Accnaphthylene -- 160 57
Accnaphthcn¢ -- NR -.
Ruorcne -- NR 16 O

/~,,,,’~Phenanthrene -- 290 197
Anthracene -- 623 52 O
C 1-phcnanthrcnc/ant hraccncs -. NR 773 O
C2-phcnanthrcnc/anthracencs -- NR 1193 30 St0ti0n 3C, 1981C3-phcnanthrcnc/anthraccncs -- NR 701
Fluoranthcnc 17 294 157 34.Pyrcne 127 838 401
2,3-Bcnzofluoranthene 149 NR 842
Bcnz[alanthraccne 36 13.30 I(6
Chryscnc/triphcnylcne 88 606 274 Figure 4. Vertical concentration profile of
Bcnzofluoranthene 207 633 746 total PAHs at station 3(2, 1981.
Bcnzo[e]pyrcne 217 NR 317
Bcnzo[alpyrene 212 NR 323
Pcrylcne 105 NR 353 cluding natural oil seepage) with
9,10-Diphcnylanthracene -- NR 4 direct atmospheric deposition
Dibcnz[a,h]anthraccne 38 NR NR playing only a minor role. Such a
Bcnzo[g,h, iipcrylcnc 205 NR 217 hypothesis is consistent withTotal PAH 1,400 -- 7,300
;Ig Total PAH/g organic carbona 23.5 -- 154. stable isotopic and molecular

evidence at this site and in San
"Data arc for 0- to 2-cm section. Pedro Basin.
~Bclow detection limit.
’NR, Not reported. The results discussed hereqZ-lcmcntal analysis from Eganhou~ and Kaplan (1988).

demonstrate the need for further
study of municipal wastewater

individual PAHs in the sedi- deeper sections of the core (i.e., inputs of PAHs to the coastal
ments. Table 3 presents esti- > 24 cm) are similar to those ecosystem. In recent years, there
mated average accumulation made by Gschwend and tlites has been a marked reduction in
rates based on such calculations.(1981) for sediments near urbanthe mass emission rates of sus-
It is clear that the average accu- centers such as Boston Harbor pended solids, oil and grease, and
mulation rates of total PAHs for and Buzzards Bay, MA. These other trace constituents from the
sections occurring after about are, nevertheless, at least an JWPCP (Stall and Haydock
1950 (i.e., < 24 cm) are an order order of magnitude higher than 1988). It is, therefore, important
of magnitude greater than those those found at remote locations to determine if similar reductions
for the pro-1950 period. More- where sedimentary fluxes are have occurred for PAH inputs.
over, the average accumulation dominated by atmospheric depo-Because these toxic compounds
rates appear not to have changedsition. This suggests that even appear to be accumulating in

decades since 1950. The csti- core may I~ave been heavily in excess of"natural" fluxes,
mated accumulation rates for influenced by local inputs (in- information regarding the bio-
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Table 3. Average accumulation rates of PAlls in sediments at statkm 3C, 1981.       Grzybowski, J., A. Radccki, and G.

Depth Approx. Rcwkowska. 1983. Isolation, identifi-
cation and determination of polycy-lntcrval Date Accumulation rate (ng cm-2 .w-~) for: clic aromatic hydrocarbons in(cm) Interval Fla Pyr BIaJA Chr/’rr B{cJPyr B[a]Pyr Tol. PAll sewage. Entiron. Sci. TechnoL
17:44-47.0-8 1971-81 77 273 89 173 227 274 2640

Gsehwcnd, P. M., and R. A. Hires. 1981.8-14 1962-71 65 335 76 135 316 200 2970 Fluxes of polycyclic aromatic hydro..
carbons to marine and lacuslrine14-24 1950-62 117 283 80 124 333 276 2870       sediments in the northeastern United
States. Geochim. Cosmochirn. Acta24-34 193%50 18 28 8 11 25 22 240 45:2359-2367.

Rcadman, J. W., R. F. C. Mantoura, andBoston 37 39 19 23 14 17 NR~’ M.M. Rhcad. 1984. The physieo-Harbor’
chemical spcciation of polycyclic

"From Gsehwcnd and Hires (1981). aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) in
aquatic systems. Fresenium Z. Anal.~NR, Not reported.
Chem. 319:126-131.

geochemical fate and chemical SCCWRP. 1987. Polynuclear aromatic
speciation of sewage-derived  oforen es hydrocarbon contamination in
PAHs is also of interest. Current sediments from coastal waters of

southern California, pp. 13-16. Inevidence clearly indicates thatAnderson, J. W., and R. W. Gossctt. Southern California Coastal Water
the dominant source of PAHs to 1987. Polynuclcar aromatic hydro- Research Project Annual Report,
the JWPCP effluent (as of 1979) carbon contamination in sediments 1986. Southern California Coastal

from coastal watcrs of southern          Walcr Research Project, Longis petroleum. A large, but un-
Calih)rnia. Final report to California Beach, CA.known, fraction of these PAHs State Water Resources Control

appears to have been lost duringBoard, C-212. Southern California Stull, J. K., R. B. Baird, and T. C.
the early stages of diagenesis. Coastal Water Research Project, Heesen. 1986. Marine sediment
Hence, only the more resistant, Long Beach, CA. core profiles of trace constituents

offshore of a deep wastewater outfall.higher molecular weight PAH Barrick, R.C. 1982. Flux ofaliphatic ./. WatcrPolhtt. ControlFed. 58:985-species tend to accumulate in and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 991.
waste-impacted sediments, to Central Puget Sound from Seattle
Whether the presence of these (Wcstpoint) primary sewage effluent. Stull, J. K., and C. !. Haydock. 1988.
carcinogenic substances repre- Environ. ScL Tcchnol. 16:682-692. Wastcwatcr discharges and environ-

mental responses: the Palos Verdessents a threat to the health of Eganhouse, R. P., and !. R. Kaplan. case, pp. 44-49. In Proceedings ofindigenous marine life remains to1982. Extractable organic matter in the Symposium: Managing Inflows
be investigated, municipal wastcwatcrs. 1. Petroleum to California’s Bays and Estuaries,

hydrocarbons: tcmporal variations Monterey, California, November 13-and mags emission rates to the ocean. 15, 1986. The Bay Institute, Sausal-
Era’iron. Sci. TcchnoL 16:180-186. ito, CA.

Eganhousc, R. P., and !. R. Kaplan. Swart;,, R. C., D. W. Schults, G. R.
19&q. Dcpositional history of recent Ditsworth, W. A. DcBen, and F. A.
scdlmcnts from San Pedro Shelf, Cole. 1985. Sediment toxicity, con-
California: reconstruction using tamination, and macrobenthlc
elemental abundance, isolopic communities near a large sewage
composition and molecular markers, outfall, pp. 152-175. h~ ASTM STP
Mar. Chem. 24:163-191. 865. American Society for Testing

and Matcriais, ehiiadclphia.
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During oceanog- proposed outfall;the line extend- ~r~1987,staff
raphers Terry Hendricks ing offshore from Point Loma

and Niels Christensen developed(terminating in a "vee") indicates
methods to identify and quantifythe location of the existing out-
the flow patterns in the San fall. The dashed line roughly
Diego Bight. This information paralleling the coast marks the
was required to ensure that theoffshore boundary of the area to
discharge from a proposed newbe protected from bacterial J.ocean outfaliwould not contami-contamination.
nate the nearshore waters with r.~
bacteria. During 1986-87, Engineering

Science obtained about one year
A new ocean outfall may beof current meter data from the

constructed in the San Diego seven moorings indicated by the
bight near the border with Mex-circles in Figure 1. Previous, but
ico. Bathing water standards forlimited, measurements of cur-
total coliform bacteria must berents in this area by SCCWRP
met nearshore and in Macrocystis(Hendricks 1981) have indicated
pyrifera kelp beds, so the treat- that the presence of the bight
ment method, outfall design, andintroduces additional complexity
outfall location must be selected
to meet these requirements. A
variety of factors affects the Curr nt Flow Patt rn 
presence of outfall-related bacte-
ria in these protected waters, in the San Diego BightThese include the concentration
of bacteria in the effluent, the                                                                     ~’~
magnitude of the initial dilution,into the coastal flow patterns. Inthis, they developed the following
subsequent dilution by oceanicview of this complexity, it wouldfive-step process.
processes, die-off of the bacteria,have been desirable to obtain
and the rate and frequency of information on the circulation in(1) The currents were partitioned
transport of wastewaters into thethe middle and upper portion of into two components--tidal
protected areas by ocean cur- the bight from additional current (and shorter period fluctua-
rents. The SCCWRP researchersmeter moorings. Unfortunately, tions) and non-tidal flows.
were asked to quantify one this region lies within a U.S. Navy The latter dominate the
element of this analysis: trans-restricted area (indicated by the transport between the pro-
port by ocean currents, trapezoidal area in Figure 1). posed outfali terminus and

the protected area; the
Figure 1 shows the study The task faced by the former have the effect of ad-

area. The indentation south ofSCCWRP researchers was to use ditional dispersion superim-
Point Loma and San Diego Baythis mass of current meter data posed on the flow.
forms the San Diego Bight. Theto provide estimates of the (2) The non-tidal flows were
dashed line extending offshorefrequency and rate of transport examined for reoccurring
from the coast delineates the of ~vastewaters into the protected patterns. Each observed
border with Mexico. The two nearshore area for various pos- flow pattern can be approxi- I~ .......
.,,,,,d,,,,c~     near the t,t, rucr ,,,u,- siblc termination locations of the mated as a combination of
cate possible alignments for theproposed outfall. In order to do these elemental flowpatterns.
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/~ El
was constructed from the speed- ’

I san oleoo direction time-series for each "r
I current meter. A simple filter

was applied to these series to
remove fluctuations with tidal, or

0 s | higher, frequency. Cross-correla-
I tion coefficients were then com-

KU           I                                  puted for each pair of the resid-
! ual time-series. A mathematical’ 2technique, empirical orthogonal

function (EOF) analysis, was
used to identify statistically

~"----~’ independent patterns in the
~ ~, correlations. For 10 current

¯ ti ~ meters, and two components to

~ I the flow at each meter, 20 pos-
~ I sible "elemental" flow patterns

~) ~
will be produced by this analysis.

~ All the observed flows in the
~~ original time-series can be repre-

sented as a (time-varying) combi-
~ nation of these 20 elemental "~

~
patterns. Up to this point, noth-

G) ing has been gained by this
analysis from the standpoint of

’ o ..... NAVY RESTRICTED AREA reducing the number of observa-
~ ....... PROTECTED" AREA | tions required for the analysis.~ -,--~ U.S./MEXICAN BORDER

OUTFALLS ("Y" IS EXISTING) It frequently happens, how-~
(~) CURRENT METER STATIONS

’~ t ever, that most of the observed
flows can be adequately repre-

Figure I. Study area. sented as a combination of only a
few of the elemental patterns.

(3) The variations in time for the shorter period) fluctuationsThis turned out to be the case in
strength of each elemental was reintroduced to the the San Diego Bight. Two pat-
flow pattern were used to transport estimates, terns, a more-or-less longshore
quantify the probability of flow and an eddy, were found to
occurrence for each compos- Through the use of this account for about 82% of the
ite flow pattern, technique, it was possible to total observed variance (variabil-

(4) The general characteristics ofreduce the total of approximatelyity). Therefore, it was possible to
coastal flows were used in a150,000 observations from the 10approximate the observed flows
numerical flow model to meters used in the analysis to aas the combination of just two
extend the composite flow few tens of circulation patterns,elemental flow patterns instead
patterns away from the and to quantify the frequency ofof the original 20.
current meter moorings andoccurrence of each pattern. ~’ -
into other areas of the bight. So far, the flow patterns only

(5) The dispersion of wastewater A pair of velocity componentdescribe the flows in the immedi-
associated with tidal (and (e.g., N-S and E-W) time-seriesate vicinity of the current meter
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\ 2---6.o~!:." I 5KM I ~.., 5KM
~ ~ i L I

~ .’ . ,~;. ~.. .....¯ J~:.. ’,’.~f~ ....

~ ’,~     b,-"’ ~:’.

¯ ’,~ -"V .q~ !~::

Figz~ Z Two clcmcnlai flow paltcrns: (a) Ion~horc flow an~ (b) eddy.

moorings. ~ present= o[ th= to th¢ ~neral trend o[ the coast- meter moorings in a numerical
coast can b~ ~xp~ct~d to chan~� lin~. In addition, th¢~ noted that mod~l to simulat¢ th¢ circulation
the direction and strength of thecoastal flows frequently appearpatterns over a larger area.
currents from location to ioca- to be nearly in geostrophic
tion, and it is necessa~ to esti- balance--that is, the "force" With these approximatiom,
mate these variations to assess associated with the earth’s rota-the circulations ~sociated ~th
the frequen~ and rate of trans-tion is roughly balanced by thethe two elemental flow patte~
port into the nearshore protectedpressure gradients associated identified from the EOF analysis
waters, with the density stratification ofare shown in Fibres 2a (long-

the water column and the slopeshore flow) and 2b (eddy). In
In order to do this, lien- of the sea surface. They com- these figures, the light solid lines

dricks and Christensen made abined these assumptions with therepresent the trajectories of ~. -
number of assumptions. First reouirom~*nt lhnt the ~;mub~lotl~=,r~tor ,, ,h ........through the /
they assumed that far offshore,flows reproduce the obse~ed area. Where the lines are closer
the flow was essentially parallel flows at each of the current together, the currents move
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(a) (b)~ ~, ,[- needs to be taken mto account)
=o ....... / ~ ~,o~,- ~o On the other hand. onl dis-
~__~___~ : : \~. ~_,,~, charge trom tnsnore of point B,

[ = or offshore of point C, m Figure
~ ; ....o~,,c~, sEc 2b will impact the protected area.
" Thus these streamline diagran~

, provide a convenient method for
analyzing the flow trajectories.

/’~’~~ One should also note that

,,,: ,_ .... , these same trajectories exist
’ ", ’, ’, whether the flow is strong or

,’ "’ weak--only the rate and direction
(e.g., upcoast/downcoast, dock-
wise/counterclockwise) of the
:flow depend on the magnitude
~and sign of the strength of the
elemental flow.

As noted above, each of the
(c) l(d) observations during the course of

the year-long study can be ap-
proximated as a simple combina-
tion of these two elemental

~’~°~’~c"’~c ~’~°s’~" ~ patterns. Examples are shown in
Figures 3a-3d for various
strengths of the two elemental
flow patterns. However, the
strength of the contributions
from each of two patterns will
change during the passage of
time and little would be gained

i ’ by the previous analysis if a corn-
. posite flow pattern must be gen-

I ,-’~’" ~ ~
erated for each observation time.

I i ~I / : The time-series describing
~ . ~---"’~. ~., ; .! ,,:.,.. each of the elemental flow pat-
, , " I" ’ terns can be generated from the, ~ ~ ’~ -- 1

original time-series foreach
Figure 3. Four possible combinations of the two elemental flow patterns, current meter. It is convenient to

describe the amplitude of each
faster; where they are farther ter discharged from the outfallflow at each point in time in
apart, the flows are weaker, offshore of point A will not cometerms of the plot shown in Figure
From Figure 2a, it is immediatelyinto contact with the protected 4. In this plot, only a single

. I, tlk. tU~l~ty, tt~Ii. U~|I~I.’MOI! point, ~.’orrcsponding to an am -
flow pattern is present, wastewa-associated with tidal motions stilltude of + 10 and +5 for the two
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(and shorter period) motions5

~ lo- (initially removed from the
z analysis) was used to computen-

A

~ s-
~ -’"

this dispersion. It was found that
~. v , the cross-shore distribution was
o’" o ....~"’~ I _ essentially independent of time
" ....... for elapsed times (i.e., the time
,.,~ -’~ ’ ’ ....... since discharge from the outfall)
= of more than about 6 h. Approxi-

mately 50% of the time, the tidal
-1 ~ , , ~ I motions would move the waste-

-1~ -lo -~ o _~ 10 15 water less than 0.5 km from the
STRENGTH OF" PATTERN 1 computed trajectory; about 90%

of the time it would lie within 1
Figure 4. Representation of obscrvations by the strength of the two patterns. Pointkm of the trajectory; and virtuallyA represents one observation in the time-series of observations.

100% of the time it would be
within 2 km. These dispersion

components (respectively) is are only slightly different fromfactors are easily applied to the
shown for clarity. However, thethose lying on the line. trajectory diagrams to take into
actual plot would contain as account the tidal motions.
many points as there were obser- As a result, it is not only
vations in the original time-seriespossible to substantially reduce The products of this study
used to compute the correlationthe number of flow patterns thathave been twofold. A new
coefficients, must be simulated, but to corn-method has been developed to

pute the probability of occur- simplify the analysis of massive
The location of any point inrence of each of the simulatedamounts of current meter data,

this plot can be described in flow patterns. Approximately 50and this method has been used to
either rectangular coordinatesflow patterns were generated inovercome the geographical
(e.g., pattern 1, pattern 2), or bythe analysis (Figures 3a-3d constraints on the collection of
a radius and angle (as shown inrepresent 4 of the 50). This oceanographic data required for
Figure 4). The advantage of thenumber was more than sufficientsiting the south San Diego outfali.
latter approach is that all dots to describe the range of circula-
that lie along a line with the tions contained in the original Acknowledgment
same angle have the same flowtime series. Without this similar-
pattern and the same trajectoryity analysis, it would have been This work was funded by En-
plot. The only difference be- necessary to generate more thangineering Science Contract
tween t~vo flows lying at different2600 flow patterns. No. 66340-27.
distances from the or!gin along
the line shown in Figure 4 is the All the preceding analysis
strength (speed) of the flow. neglected the transport of ~vaste-Reference
Moreover, dots lying along the water by tidal currents. These
same line extended through themotions were treated as a disper-Hcndricks, T. J. 1985. Current measure-
origin also have the same trajec-siGn that is supcrimposcd on the mcnts: City of San Diego dcdesigna-

tories--but with the flow in the trajectories obtained from the tion study. Final report to CH2M
Hill Inc. Southern California Coastalopposite direction. Analysis alsopreviously described methods. W:,tcr Rcscarch Project, Long

~:rt,~.~-.~ a,~ c component of Beach, CA.
line have flow trajectories that the currents associated with tidal
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WATER COLUMN SEDIMENTATION

~,~.~~. :j.,~
.: -, ~ .. .... MATERIAL

SEDIMENT BURIAL

Fi~m 1. Po~iblc sourccs oF food to the ~nthic community.

of organic material in the sedi-Flux Ofurgan,c merits (Hcndric~ 198~>.
was su~risin~ because the

Material and Benthic
ity

the s~diment organic content
prediction.Commun Structure

ischarges from ocean ~he sediments around the ouffall,ducted by Hendric~ have pr~~ ouffalls are frequently ac-Measurements o~ populations ofvided a possible e~planation
companied by changes in the benthic biota and organic contentthis paradox. It is ~sumed ~hat
composition of the sediments andof the sediments showed an the availability of food (e.g.,
the abundance and structure ofinverse relationship between ganically enriched effluent par-
the animals living on and withinthese two variables (Hendricksticles) plays a role in re~lating
the sediments. Staff oceanogra-1985). In previous simuladons,benthic community structure and
pher Terq Hendricks has beenpredictions of the distribudon abundance. ~is food may
developing numerical simulationand concentration of organic become available through sedi-
models to relate these changes mmaterial in ~he sedimems werementation ~rom the water
the characteristics o~ the effluem,combined with this relationshipumn, accumulation in ~he sedi-
the discharge system, and the in an attempt to provide e~ti- merits, or transport ~hrough the
receiving water environment mates of the outfall-induced area by near-bottom ~rren~
(SCCWRP 1987). changes in ~he bemhic commu-(Figure 1).

nity structure. ~e ability to
~ese models a~tempt m predict communily structure, as ~e fluxes o~ resuspended

predict the distribution, concert-measured by the lnfaunal Index,material into sediment traps are
tration, and accumulation og appeared to be better than thegenerally one, or more, orders
e~fluent and natural particles inability to predict concentrationsmagnitude greater lhan the rates
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of sedimentation from the waterinversely related to the flux of
column or accumulation in theeffluent material in the near-
sediments. Thus the supply ofbottom waters. The lnfaunai
organic matter to the benthic Index is observed to decrease by
biota is likely to be dominated byabout 21 to 25 units for each 100
the horizontal transport of or- mg/cm~ (bottom area) per year
ganic matter by near-bottom increase in near-bottom effluent
currents. This flux of material,particle transport flux. Although
however, may have little relationthe two sites have approximately
to the concentration of organicthe same dependence on this flux,
material in the sediments, the natural (flux = 0) community \,

structures are different. In the
In order to examine this absence of any discharge, the "\

hypothesis, Hendricks used theexpected Infaunal Index at the
numerical simulation models Orange County outfall is about       o
SEDF2D and SEDR to simulate93; at the Point Loma site, it is
the deposition and the resuspen-about 77. The correlation coeffi- Fig.re 2. lnl’aunal Index values versus

ncar-bonom flux for the City of Sansion, transport, and accumulationcients for significant relationshipsDicgo and Orange County outfall are.as.
of sediments, respectively, at the Orange County and San
SEDR is an updated version ofDiego sites are -0.95 and -0.90,
the model SEDP; SEDF2D andrespectively, yielding 92 and 95%
SEDP have been described confidence levels.
previously (SCCWRP 1987). A
by-product of the simulation Figure 3 shows the corre- ¯ ¯

process is an estimate of the sponding plot for the White Point,o~
transport fluxes of organically area. Again a significant inverse
enriched outfali particles by thecorrelation is observed (r = -0.95;
near-bottom currents. P < 0.02). At this site, ho\vever,

the reduction in lnfaunal Index
Simulations were carried outper unit near-bottom flux is only ,,~.,

for the Orange County (Newportabout one-quarter the rate at the,o
, .......

Beach), City of San Diego (Pointother two sites. The reason for
Loma), and Los Angeles Countythis difference is not known.
(White Point) outfali areas. Since the no-discharge lnfaunai
Near-bottom transport fluxes Index for the White Point area is
were obtained for stations in estimated to be only about 57, it
each outfall area where lnfaunalis possible that this substantiallynear-bottom flux for the Los Angeles

Index values were already avail-different assemblage of bottomCounty outfall area.

able (Bascom 1979). Infaunal dwellers responds differently than
Index values for stations with the communities at the other two
comparable transport fluxes wereareas. Alternatively, since the
combined into a composite valuewater column sedimentation and
to reduce the natural variability, the accunmlation fluxes are

comparable in magnitude to the
The results for the Orangehorizontal transport flux at this

County and San Diego outfall site (SCCWRP 1987)~ a more de-
areas are shown in Figure 2. Attailed estimate of the total flux of
both sites, the Infaunal Index waseffluent material through the
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near-bottom environment may be
required. References

The correlation observed Bascom, W. 1979. Life in the bottom:

between lnfaunal Index values San Pedro and Santa Monica Bays,
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munity structure associated withHcndricks, T.J. 1985. Predicting
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Bascom, Ed.). Southern Californiational work, including an expla- Coastal Water Research Project,

nation for the differences be- Long Beach, CA.
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other sites, will be required forSCCWRP. 1987. Sedimentation, resus-
this goal to be realized, penskm and transport of particulates,
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Coastal Water Research Project
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¯ .,,..:. ,.~;..,... ....

~ , ¯0 3w-3o ~z~!~,;~,: :.: .’, ..... ..      . .... .’.’.

,~!~!!~;~.~.:.., .~ .’........

00-30    ~

00-60~

0 4E-30

0 4E-6o

CURRENT METER AND SEDIMENT TRAP
SEDIMENT TRAP ONLY

Figure !. Currcn[ mc[cr and scdimcn[ Irap slalions ncar Ihc Los Angclcs Coun[y
ouffall.

S Seasonal and Spatialsediment traps moored .-
just above the sediment surface
toohtain~stimat~softh~rat~of Variations in Sediment
resuspension of sediment par-
ticl~s. Pr~viousmeasurcm~ntsin Resusp sidepths of water comparable with en on
major outfalls (30 to 60 m) indi- ~,,~
cated resuspension flux rates that In SCCWRP’s 1986 Annual County (Newport Beach) and
were one or more orders of Report, Hendricks discussed Los Angeles County (White
magnitude greater than the accu-some preliminary results from Point) outfalls. Measurements of
mulation rate of sediments these sediment trap studies and the spatial variability in the
(SCCWRP 1987). This differ- the use of this data in a numeri- resuspension rates and particle
ence in rates suggests that par- cal simulation model (SEDP in characteristics have also been ~’--
ticles settling from the water SCCWRP 1987; the present, made around the White Point
column onto the sediments updated version is SEDR) of theoutfalls during the summer of
undergo a large number of resuspension, transport, and 1987. These measurements have
resuspensions and redepositionsaccumulation of effluent par- provided new insight into sedi-
before they become part of the tides. That data represented a merit resuspension processes and
"permanent" sediments. The limited number of one-month oh-have assisted in evaluating the
dynamic nature of these surficial servations from one or two validity of some of the assump-
particles can substantially affect locations in each of four outfall tions contained in the simulation
the distribution, concentration, areas. Since that time, we have models .....
and accumulation of effluent collected time-series of resuspen-
particles in the area around an sion fluxes over a two-year period Figure 1 shows the location
ocean outfall, in the vicinity of the Orange of sediment trap moorings in the
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White Point outfall area. Long-
term time-series were collected
at stations 0-30 and 0-52 (and/or
0-60); the remaining stations
were only occupied during the
summer and fall of 1987.

l Figure 2 shows the fluxes ofCOUN’P¢ total particle mass collected
"-’* g during approximately one-month

: _./ sampling periods beginning in
2o - : April 1986 and extending to: aom

April 1988. The solid line repre-
sents the fluxes collected in 52 to
60 m of water; the dashed line re-

t._ presents the flux observed in 30 m.

~ is - The fluxes at both depths
"~ show a seasonal increase during~ 55m
~,~ -- the winter, with the greatest
~ t.. increase observed at the shal-
× lower depth. During both the
~ -" 1986-87 and 1987-88 winters, the

largest monthly flux was associ-
ated with the largest long-period
swell during the winter, in
summer, the fluxes collected at
the 30- and 60.m depths are
comparable. Wintertime fluxes5 -

~" "I, 1- vary from year to year. Maxi-
--f’-" ~ " ~ I I"’-.... ,--- , t , -- L mum rates in the winter were

..’""’--" about 23,000 and 34,000 mg cm"
yr’ during the two winters at a

IolJIFI~IAIMI j! jIAISlOINIDI jiFigltqMi j IJIAISlOINIDIJIFlalA depth of 30 m, and about 8,000 to
o I

1986 I 1987 I 12,000 mg cm" yr" at the 52- to
DATF 60-m depths. These rates are de-

Fi,~re 2. tlistory of scdimcnt trap fluxes near the Los Angeles County ouffall at ceptive, however, since they are

White Point. Dotted lines indicate no data. the average flux over the deploy-
ment period (typically 32 to 40
days), but most of the trapped
particles were probably resus-
pended during the period of
maximum swell (generally less
than one day). Thus the "instan-
taneous" resuspension rates were
probably at least an order of
magnitude higher during the
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swell. The average fluxes over
the two-year period were 10,600
and 4,400 mg cm"~ yr’.

The seasonal variations in
the organic content of the mate-
rial collected in the sediment 20 - L.A. COUN’I~’
traps are shown in Figure 3.
Concentrations of organic mate-
rial show an inverse relationship
with the flux of total particle
mass into the traps. The lowest
concentrations occur in the
winter; the highest in the spring- 15 - 55m

N r°°
summer period. Since the net aOm !

1--:flow of near-bottom currents is
t ’. !upcoast and offshore flow, this
!    ".

change suggests that the inshore
area may contribute a greater
fraction of the material collected

Average total volatile solids !
(TVS) at both depths were about ,I !10%.

I.J    ~
Figure 4 shows the location

of the two sediment trap moor-
ings in the vicinity of the Orange 5 -
County outfall. Figure 5 shows L_J
the seasonal variation in the flux
of material into the traps at these
stations from December 1985
until April 1988. In contrast to
the observations in the White
Point area, there is no clear 0 IDIJIFIMIAIMIJIJIAISlOINIOIJIFIMIAIMIJIJIAISIOINIDIJIFIMIAII
seasonal signal. Average fluxes                     1986               1987

DATEin 30 and 60 m of water are 2400 Fig~tre 3. History of TVS collected in scdimcnt traps near the Los Angeles County
and 1100 mg cm~ yr", respec- outfail. Dotted lines indicate no data.
tively. These fluxes are only
about one-quarter the average
fluxes in the White Point area.

The organic content of the
material collected in the traps at
the Orange County stations
showed only a small seasonal
effect. Again the highest concert-
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trations were observed in the
SANTA ANA

;. summer. The average concentra-
¯ .’.:,~.~.~...,. ¯ tion of organic material in the

~:, ..,~ ....’ traps (6%) was about 2 to 3 times
¯ t ~Z’;" that in the surface (0- to 2-cm

~a)~.~L~--,:. OUTFALL ,: :~;;_,~%~..~. depth) sediments (2 to 2.5%).¯
"’ ’" ;" ~l’."~’ ¯ .,.:.~.’,:~;, iz .-’ "~;:’ .’.." ....~~~.~4~ ,L~UN~. nt~ACH This difference is consistent ~th

outfall areas.

i Substantial differences in

_,/~eo resuspension-redeposition fluxes
i have been observed between

various outfall areas (e.g., White
~ ~m ~ Point and Orange County, dis-

cussed above; and SCCWRP
1987). During the late spring to

Figure 4. Locations of two sediment trap moorings near the Orange County outfall,early fall of 1987, we deployed
sediment traps at the 7 stations
around the White Point outfalls
shown in Figure 1 as part of a

.~ lO special study of sediment charac-
~ ORANGE COUNTY teristics. One of the purposes of

.--. this deployment was to measure
~" the spatial variability in sediment
’E trap flux rates within a single
~ outfall area.
x ,..~ 30m
~, ..-" ~ ~ Figure 6 shows the average
" -’" L_I .~-I-" resuspension-redeposition flux at

" ="~ "" .’i II’**’’’’’’..
1 I **..... "t -"�"~’---, ~ ." ." LJ each mooring for the period from

- -- L,_t -- ~ ..... 5Sm~ May 1 until September 14. In 60
0 IDIJI~IulAI~IJIJIAIsloINIoI~t’~4M~’IUg"I~;I’~IsloINI01JI~I~I’~ m of water, they ranged from

I I I1986 1987 about 2750 mg cm" yr’ to about
DATE 3210 mg cm-~ yr~. This variation

Figure 5. History of sediment trap fluxes near the Orange County outfall, is within the normal range of
variability between replicate
traps (+ 30%). Along the "0"
cross-shore transect, fluxes
ranged from about 3060 mg cm~
yr~ in 30 m of water, to 4020 mg
cm’ yr’ in 52 m, and about 2850
mg cm-~ yr’ in 60 m of water-
again within normal variability.
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There is, however, a signifi-
cant, persistent, increase in flux .".. :’..
at the station in 30 m of water ," :.":’,’b’.’,,. :., ?.. : .:...
just upcoast from Point Fermin. POa’~LidUt~SE POINT
The source of this increased flux
is unknown. A hint of increased .
flux rates is observed at the e4105 ;"
nearshore station near Portu- ¯ 2746 . .
guese Point. It was anticipated
that increased fluxes might result
from a local landslide in this area
that terminates at the water’s
edge. ¯ 9604

The fluxes into near-bottom ¯ 3212
sediment traps are substantially
greater than net accumulation
fluxes of material in the sedi-
ments. Significant variations in
resuspension-redeposition fluxesFigure 6. Apparent sedimentation flux (rag cm-2 yr~) for seven sediment traps near
occur between different regionsthe Los Angeles County outfalls at White Point.
of the coast, although they are
relatively constant in 60 m of
water over a 7- to 8-km section ofinformation on resuspension and
the coast off White Point. redeposition mechanisms, the

settling character of resuspension
Large seasonal variations inparticles, and transport by near-

the fluxes are observed in the bottom currents will be required
White Point area in both 30 andto permit more universal simula-
60 m of water. The increased tions. Some of these questions
fluxes are correlated with the will be addressed during the
presence of large-amplitude, studies we have planned for the
long-period swells. In contrast,coming year.
seasonal variations are negligible
in both 30 and 60 m of water off
Orange County. Reference

The observed spatial andSCCWRP. 1987. Sedimentation,
temporal variation in resuspen- resuspension and transport of
sion rates indicate that assump- particulates, pp. 26-28. In Southern
tions incorporated into the sedi- California Coastal Water Research

Project Annual Report, 1986.mentation/resuspension model Southern California Coastal Water
set are only valid for selected Research Project, Long Beach, CA.
areas and times (e.g., White
Point in summer). Additional
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Table 1. Percentage of staxry flounder with pleomorphic nudeL¯                                                              ~,~

% with NP ratin~ /a~
Station 1 2 3 N

Berkeley 55 29 17 42
Oakland 65 22 13 23
San Pablo Bay 66 31 3 29
Vallejo 64 36 0 22
Santa Cruz 7"7 23 0 13
Russian River 97 3 0 29

"Abbreviations: NP, pleomorphic nuclei; N, sample size. Ratings: 1, <5% of
erythrocy~es were plcomorphic; 2, 5 to 50% of erythrocytcs were pleomorphic; 3,
> 50% of crythrocytcs were pleomorphic.

I Micronuclei in Starry 1Cross of SCCWRP and Jo
Ellen Hose of Occidental Col-                                                                   [
legequantifiedmicronucleiin Flounder from           ’
peripheral circulating erythro- ~cytes of starry flounder (Platich. S~nFrancisco Baythys stellatus) and correlated
micronucleus frequencies with ~
body burdens of chlorinated
organic contaminants. The damage resulting from exposuretached micronuclei (Figure 2). If ~
flounder were collected by otterto mutagens (Heddle ct al. 1983).a pleomorphic nucleus had a ~_...~
trawl from four sites in San projection greater than about
Francisco Bay and two sites Blood was collected from one-fourth the nuclear diameter
along the outer coast of centraleach fish immediately after and the projection terminated in ~
California (Figure 1) during twocapture, and smears were pre- a chromatin mass, it was consid-
sampling periods in the winter ofpared on the ship. The smearsered an attached micronucleus.
1986-87. were then stained in the labora-

tory, and the number of micronu- Micronuclei (detached and
Micronuclei are small, cleated erythrocytes per 1000 attached) and nuclear pleomor-

secondary nuclei formed after erythrocytes was determined, phism are manifestations of
chromosome breaks (Schmid The erythrocytes were studied forcytotoxicity. Detached micronu-
1976). They may arise spontane-degree of plcomorphism (loss ofclei are formed after chromoso-
ously, but the induction of micro-the usual elliptical shape of themal breakage or spindle damage. I’ -
nuclei above background levels isnucleus) (Table 1) and for the Attached micronuclei and severe
a sensitive indicator of genotoxicpresence of detached and at- nuclear pleomorphism may be
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micronucleus frequency. Fish
~USSIAN RIVER with high micronucleus frequen-

cies also had a high incidence of
misshapen nuclei (nuclear pleo-
morphism).

In addition, micronucleus
frequencies (1) were not signifi-
cantly different among male

SAN PABLO BAY starry flounders from the bay and
SAN ¯ the outer coast; (2) were signifi-

RAFAEL ’ cantly higher among females
from the bay than among females
from the outer coast; and (3)

SAN FRANCIS(       ’~’0AKL~N D OUTER ." "" ..       were positively correlated with
fish size among females, but not
among males, from San Fran-
cisco Bay stations.

The composition of organic
contaminants in the livers of
starry flounders was very similar
among the four sites within San
Francisco Bay and was slightly~ ~-’" less similar between fish col-

SANTA Cl~UZ lected within the bay and on the
outer coast (Figure 3). Fish from

’~.~NTA CRUZ central San Francisco Bay had
¯ FISH SAMPLING SITES higher mean levels of contami-

~ nants than did fish from northern
uot¢rvcrr ’:" " San Francisco Bay, and fish froms,~v

, the northern bay had higher
mean levels than did fish from

Figur~ 1. Map of the study rites, the outer coast (Table 3). Except
for chlordane and lindane, con-

theresultof (1) chromosomal Cross and Hose found that taminant concentrations were not
breakage or spindle damage, micronucleus frequencies werecorrelated with fish size. Chlor-
(2) destabilization of the nuclear significantly higher among starrydane and iindar, e concentrations
membrane by certain chlorinatedflounders collected within San were higher in females collected
organics or intermediates of Francisco Bay than among fishin northern San Francisco Bay;
polynuclear aromatic hydrocar-collected on the outer coast these fish were generally smaller
bun metabolism, or (3) agents (Table 2). A significantly higherthan females collected in the
that cause chromatin clumpingproportion of fish from the outercentral bay.
(chromocenter formation) or coast had no visible micronuclei.
margination (chromatin adheringWithin San Francisco Bay, there The lack of compositional
to nuclear membrane)~ were no significant d;ff,~r ....~ in ,differences ,,mont, fish from ,h.,
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different sites and the presence Table 2. Starry flounder mlcronuclcus frequencies per 10~0 crythrocytes."

Oof fish with low organic contami-
nant concentrations at all of the

Lsites suggest that (1) chlorinatedStation Mean SD Median N PROP
hydrocarbons are present Berkeley 1.9 2.33 1.3 42 0.119throughout the bay system and Oakland 1.5 2.06 0.5 23 0.348
on the outer coast and (2) someSan Pablo Bay 1.3 1.19 1.0 29 0.172

1
starry flounders move throughoutVallejo 2.2 1.49 0.5 22 0.091Santa Cruz 0.6 0.77 0.5 13 0.462the bay and between the bay and

Russian River 0.4 0.74 0.0 29 0.655
2

the outer coast. In a review of
data on chlorinated hydrocarbons°Abbreviations: SD, one standard dcvlation; PROP, proportion of zeros.
in sediments and biota, Phillips
and Spies (manuscript in review)Table 3. Summary of starry flounder liver contaminant concentrations ~g/kg wet
concluded that some compounds,weight) by site. Data are means and one standard deviation (in parentheses):
particularly polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), are wide-

Total Total Totalspread in the San Francisco Station N DDT Pesticides PCBestuarine system.
Berkeley 18 202 (145) 50 (32) 422 (306)

Micronucleus frequencies Oakland 16 189 (120) 47 (34) 438 (312)
San Pablo Bay 14 161 (90) 48 (32) 110 (53)were not correlated with organic
Vallejo 14 160 (112) 30 (17) 110 (73)contaminant concentrations in Santa Cruz 4 73 (73) 119 (142) 89 (63)this study. The results are consis-Russian River 14 152 (245) 34 (44) 152 (253)tent with the non-chromosome-

breaking properties of DDTs and °N is the sample size; Total DDT is the sum ofp, p’-DDE andp, p’-DDD; Total
Pesticides is the sum of chlordane, dieldrin, hcptachlorepoxide, and lindaae;

(a) (b) (c)

\

F~ ~rc 2. Er.~lhroc.~Ics (staincd x~ith May Grunwald-Gicmsa) of starry flounder. (a) Sample from fish from the Russian River.
Note the uniform clli,lical ar~ncarancc, rff nhe n,,ch,; Xx,t,:,,, ~;r.l,,~ :. ,k ...... ! ........ .e . ¯,    .~

cr~lhroc),Ic contains a dctachcd micronuclcus (arrow). Magnification, X 9450. (c) Samplc from fish from San Pablo Bay shows
an attachcd micronuclcus (arrow). Many nuclci arc plcomorphic. Magnification, X 9450.
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n 0.1

z 0.2

,,,
°

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314. 1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314.
CONTAMINANTS CONTAMINANTS

f~ure 3. Normalized mean percentage of chlorinated hydrocarbons found in fish livers. Contaminant numbers on the abscissa
art: as follows: 1, p,p’-DDE; 2. p,p’-DDD; 3, dieldrin; 4, chlordane; 5, lindane; 6, heplachlorepoxide; 7, PCB44; 8, PCB101; 9,
PCBI18; 10, PCB128; 11, PCB138; 12. PCB153; 13, PCBI80; 14, PCB206. PCB numbers indicate specific identities of the
congeners (Ballschmitcr and Zell 1980). Numbers increase with increasing niolecular weight.
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EFfects

OPCBs (Green et el. 1975, Heddle
et el. 1983). It is well known from References Lmany mammalian and a few fish
experiments that compounds

Ballschmitcr, K., and M. ZclI. 1980.such as metabolites of mutagenic Analysis of polychlorinated biphenyls
polynuclear aromatic hydrocar- (PCB) by glass capillary gas chroma-
bons (e.g., benzo[a]pyrene), mut- tography. Fresenius Z. Anal. Chem.

1agenic nitroaromatics and phe- 302:20.31.
nois, and carcinogenic volatileGreen, S., J. V. Cart, K. A. Palmer, and

2monoaromatics (benzene) en- E.J. Oswald. 1975. Lack ofcytogen-
hence micronucleus formation eric effects in bone marrow and
(Schmid 1976, Hoofman and spermatagonial cells in rats treated

de Raat 1982, Heddle et el. with polychlorinatcd biphenyls
(Aroclor 1242 and 1254). Bull.1983). These compounds were ~,9on. Contam. TmicoL 13:14-22.

not measured in this study but
are present in San Francisco BayHeddl¢, J. A., M. Hire, B. Kirkhart, K.
and may be responsible for the Mavourin, J. T. MacGregor, G. W.
micronucleus frequencies ob- lqcwell, and M. F. Salamon¢. 1983.

served.
The induction of micronuclei as a
measure ofgcnotoxicity. Murat.
123:61-118.

Micronucleus frequencies of
starry flounder from stations Hoofman, R. N., and W. K. de Rear.

11982. Induction of nuclear anomalieswithin San Francisco Bay (mean (micronuclei) in the peripheral blood
= 1.7°/~, median = 0.5-/,~) were erythrooflcs of the eastern raudmin-
lower than micronucleus fre- now (Umbra pygmaea) by ethyl
quencies of white croaker (mean methanesulphonate. Murat. Res.

= 3.4°/,, median = 2.5./**) and 104:147.15Z
kelp bass (mean = 6.8"/,, medianHose, J. E., J. N. Cross, S. G. Smith, and
= 4.3°L~) from contaminated D. Dichl. 1987. Elevated circulating
sites near Los Angeles (outer Sanerythrocyte micronuclei in fishes
Pedro Bay and eastern Palos from contaminated sites off southern
Verdes Peninsula, respectively) California. Mar. Em~ron. Res.

(Hose et el. 1987).
22:167-176.

Schmkl, W. 1976. The micronucleas
Acknowledgments tea for cy~ogenctic analysis, pp. 31-

53. In Chemical Mutagens: Prin-
ciples and Methods for Their

This work was funded by Detection, vol. 6 (A. Hollander, Ed.).
National Oceanic and Atmos- Plenum, New York.
pheric Administration Grant
No. 50ABNC700091.

Chemical analyses were
performed by Dr. R. Spies and
D. Rice of Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory.
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impaired in fish from this con- that they were maturing and
taminated region, spawning would occur soon.

However, the non-spawning fish
White croaker were col- from San Pedro Bay had only

lected from outer Los Angeles yolky oocytes and remained
Harbor, a contaminated area inunresponsive to the hormone
San Pedro Bay, and from Danainjections.
Point, a reference site 80 km
southeast of San Pedro Bay. Table 1 shows that white
After the fish were collected, croaker from San Pedro Bay had
they were taken to the labora- higher concentrations of chlorin-
tory, where the females were ated hydrocarbons in their livers
induced to spawn with the and gonads than the fish from

Dana Point did. The San Pedro
fish also produced fewer eggs and
had lower fertilization rates.

At the beginning of the
reproductive season, numbers of
early oocytes were compared
among females to account for
potential differences in theImpaired Reproduction timing of oocyte maturation at
the two locations. Fish from San

in White Croaker off Pedro Bay produced fewer
oocytes and had a greater num-
ber of these cells degeneratingSouthern California than the fish from Dana Point
did (Table 1).

T he coastal waters off Loshormone human chorionic gona- Concentrations of polychlori-
|Angeles have received dotropin. The resulting eggs nated biphenyls (PCBs) were not

thousands of tons of domestic were fertilized with sperm thatsignificantly different between
and industrial contaminants was pooled from at least three spawning fish from San Pedro
during the past 40 years. Expo-males from the same locations asBay and the general population
sure to these contaminants hasthe females, in that area. DDT concentra-
been implicated in a decrease in tions in the ovaries of spawning
catches of several species of sport Statistical analysis showedfish from San Pedro Bay aver-
and commercial fish. In this that there was not a significantaged 2.1 ppm (mg/kg wet
study, Jeffrey N. Cross of difference in the proportion of weight), which was significantly
SCCWRP and Jo Ellen Hose ofspawning females between theless than the ovarian DDT con-
Occidental College examined two locations. The ovaries fromcentrations (4.2 ppm) offish
white croaker (Genyonemus non-spawning fish were exam- from the general population in
lineatus), an important sport andined under a microscope, and thethat area. None of the spawning
commercial fish inhabiting thescientists found that non-spawn-fish from San Pedro Bay had
coastal waters off Los Angeles. toing fish from Dana Point_ had ovarian DDT levels greater than
determine if reproduction was hydrated ooc)’tes, which indicates3.8 ppm, but in the general
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reproductive success of female white AcknowledgmentsTable1. Contaminant body burdens and
croakers collcctcd during December and January (1985-86) and spawned between
January and March (1986). Dala are mean + standard dcviation (sample size).           This work was funded by

National Oceanic and Atmos-
Measurement San Pedro Bay Dana Point pheric Administration Grant

No. NA-85-ABD-00003.
Body burdens"

DDT - Liver (mg/kg wet) 1.52 _.+ 0.77 (19) 0.17 _+ 0.O7 (8) This material has been
DDT - Ovary (mg/kg wet) 2.10 + 0.85 (19) 0.31 + 0.18 (8) presented at the Fourth Interna-PCB - Liver (mg/kg wet) 1.35 + 1.34 (19) 0.03 + 0.06 (8)
PCB - Ovary (mg/kg wet) 1.67 +_ 1.02 (19) 0.16 _+ 0.O8 (8) tional Symposium on Responses

of Marine Organisms to Poilut-
Reproductive success ants at Woods Hole Oceano-

No. eggs spawned/female 67400_+ 62800 (21) 104500 _+ 32000 (9)graphic Institution, Woods Hole,%Fertilization 80 + 16 (21) 93_+ 3 (6) MA. For the original publishedNo. early ooqaes/field 1.5 + 0.6 (6) 2.7 + 0.8 (6)
%Degenerated 15.0 + 8.8 (6) 2.1 + 2.4 (6) article of this work, see Mar.

Environ. Re~ 24:185-188.
"Abbreviations: DDT, total DDT (sum of DDD, DDE, and DDT); PCB, total PCB

(sum of Arodors 1242 and 1254).

References
population 38% of the fish haddegeneration, lower fertilization
DDT levels greater than 3.8 ppm.rates, and decreased egg produc-Burdick, G. E., H. J. Dean, E..I. Harris,
Apparently, white croaker with tion than do fish from the refer- J. Skca, R. Karchers, and C. Frlsa.
ovarian DDT levels greater thanence location. The mechanisms 1972. Effcct of rate and duration of
4 ppm do not spawn. In salmo-for reproductive impairment fcedlng DDT on the reproduction of

salmonid fishes reared and heldnid hatchery studies, Burdick andsimilar to that found in this studyunder controlled conditions. N.Y.
co-workers (1964, 1972) found are not completely understood Fish GameZ 19:97-115.
there was a 3-ppm threshold forbut may include a change in
spawning. Although DDT con-essential hormone levels, toxicityBurdick, G. E., E. J. Harris, H. J. Dean,

centrations are correlated withto developing gametes or nutri- T.M. Walker, J. Skea, and D. Colgby.
1964. The accumulation of DDT inreproductive impairment, theyrive cells, and generalized stresslake trout and the effect on

are probably not the only causeresponses, reproduction. Trans..,,On. Fish So¢.
of the effects found in this study. 93:127-L~i.
It has previously been found
(Malins et al. 1986) that other Malins,D.R.,B. B.McCain, D.W. Brown,
contaminants (polynuclear M.S. Myers, and S.-L Chan. 1986.

Marine Pollution Study:. Los Angeles
aromatic hydrocarbons and trace
metals) occur at high concentra-

Seattle, WA.tions in sediments and fish from ~, ~,~
San Pedro Bay.

This study by Cross and
Hose shows that white croaker
inhabiting contaminated areas ~,/.:..,-~,’S~ ~ %~N. -.-., "x, ~"~__~t"-
near Los Angeles have higher
chlorinated hydrocarbon body
t,urdens, greater early oocyte
destruction and preovulatory
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ity at Southern California Edison’sa relatively uncontaminated ref-
research and development labo-erence area (San Marco Point),
ratory in Redondo Beach. an industrialized harbor (Los An-

geles), and two areas adjacent to
Kelp bass, like many other large municipal wastewater

fish species, have larvae that outfalls (Orange County and Los
develop in the water column Angeles County).
during the spring and early
summer. A previous study found The static bioassay consisted
that different species of fish of 5-gallon aquaria containing
larvae have different survival 2 cm of sediment and 15 L of
rates when exposed to seawaterfiltered seawater. Control tanks

~ extracts of sediment fromcontained only seawater. Five

~
Charleston replicates of each sediment and
Harbor, SC seawater control were prepared.
(Hoss et al. Water was changed carefully

1974). Another every 2 to 3 days, so little sedi-
study suggested that poly-ment resuspension occurred.

chlorinated biphenyl (PCB) con-One hundred and fifty 10-day-old
centrations in anchovy larvae, yolk sac larvae were added to

each aquarium. After 13 days,
the surviving larvae wereSediment Toxicity to counted, weighed, microscopi-
cally measured, and examined for

Bass Larvae daily with rotifers and brine

shrimp nauplii during the experi-
ment.

T his sediment toxicity ex- Engraulis mordax, were depend-
periment by Dario W. ent on the PCB concentrations in Chemical analysis showed

Diehl (SCCWRP) and Jo Ellenseawater and not on the PCB that San Mateo Point is relatively
Hose (Occidental College) concentration in the food the clean, Orange County outfall is
focused on larval kelp bass larvae ingested (Scura and moderately contaminated, and
(Paralabrax clathratus). Adults Theilacker 1977). For the pres-Los Angeles Harbor and Los
and juveniles are found in kelpent experiment the researchersAngeles County outfall are fairly
beds and rocky reefs along the tested the response of kelp basscontaminated (Figure 1). Mean
coast. They are a primary sportlarvae to sediments from four polynuclear aromatic hydrocar-
fish available throughout the yearsouthern California coastal areasbon (PAH) concentrations were
in the southern California regioninstead of seawater extracts, lowest at San Mateo Point
and become reproductively active (2 ng/g [ppb] wet weight) and
in early summer. Kelp bass are Fish were captured from highest in LOs Angeles Harbor
very. hardy fish, which makes Catalina Island during the sum-(2872 ppb). Mean PCB ¢oncen-
themexcellent laboratory~nimals,mer of 1986. Sediment was trations were lowest at San
Some of these fish were spawningcollected just prior to the experi-Mateo Point (2 ppb wet weight)
naturally after one year of captiv-ment in the summer of 1987 fromand highest at Los Angeles
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County outfall (345 ppb). Low         ~0~
levels of PAHs (47 ppb) and
PCBs (18 ppb) were detected at

(
~ LOrange County outfali. Mean lO~

total DDT concentrations were
lowest off Orange County and
San Mateo Point (4 and 8 ppb
wet weight, respectively). The ""
highest level of DDT was found
at LOs Angeles County (2097

~101
t

2ppb) and Los Angeles Harbor
had a moderate level (109 ppb)
of DDT contamination, lO0

Larval survival ranged from 104.,
11% in the control to 1.9% in
Los Angeles Harbor sediment
(Figure 2a). Larvae in Orange .~ 103
County, Los Angeles County, and¯
Los Angeles Harbor sediment ,~                                        ¯
had statistically significant lower~ 10~
survival than those in San Mateo
Point sediment. Survival of
larvae in seawater control and

~ lol
reference area sediment were not    _~ ]’
statistically different and survival
rates are typical of species with loo _
floating larvae. No statistical dif-
ferences were found among the lO4.,
three contaminated areas.

Larvalweight ranged from ~ 103
0.93 mg in Orange County sedi-
ment to 0.57 mg in Los Angeles
County sediment (Figure 2b).

"" No statistical difference could be
~found among larvae from San

Mateo Point, seawater, Orange
.~

’101
County, Los Angeles County, and
Los Angeles Harbor. ¯

lo0
s

: PT. COUNTY    COUhrW    HARBOR

Fig~tre 1. Organic contaminant concentrations in ~dimcnts from four southern
California sites. Data shown arc means; vertical lines indicate 95% confidence
intervals. N-re that data arc plotted on a logarithmic scale.
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(a) 20. other indigenous species is that
they have been induced to spawn

~1~. outside of their natural reproduc-
_, tive period.
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observed. Only one malformedsediment contamination. FurtherGuidance manual for rapid chronic
larva was observed during the experiments need to be done totoxicity tests on effluents and receiv-

ing waters with larval inland silver-experiment; it was exposed to determine which contaminant sides (Menidia beryllina). Contribu-
sediment from Los Angeles caused mortality, tion No. 792. U.S. Environmental
Harbor (7.1% malformation Protection Agency, Environmental
rate). Larval mortality was so Kelp bass larvae have been Research Laboratory, Narragansett,
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even moderate levels of sedimentby the U.S. Environmental
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40:317-325.
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I n the SCCWRP 1986 An- Patterns similar to those in
nual Report, the HyperionFigure 1 can be seen for such

Recovery Study was described outfall-associated contaminants
briefly. At that time the re- as polychlorinated biphenyl
searchers, Bruce E. Thompson ofcompounds (PCBs), polynuclear
SCCWRP and John Dorsey of aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
the Hyperion Treatment Facility,and zinc (Figures 2a-2c), but
had started pre-termination peak concentrations were meas-
sampling but did not report anyured at sites deeper in the can-
data. Technica! delays pushedyon, not at the outfall terminus.
back the projected date of shut-Additionally, elevated contami-
off, so the researchers postponednant concentrations were meas-
the sampling times accordingly,ured farther from the outfall than
A revised sampling schedule issulfides were.
shown in Table 1. A third set of
pre-termination samples was         Infaunal indicator taxa such
collected in the summer of 1987.as the polychaete Capitella
Discharge from the Hyperion 7-capitata were collected in highest
mile sludge outfall was discontin-abundances on the periphery of
ued in November 19.87, and
quarterly post-termination sam-
pling began in January1988. Response~s of Biot 

This report summarizes Sediment to the 7-Milesome of the data from the first
setof pre-termination samples
(February 1986), which show Ouffall Terminationconditions in the bay under full
sludge discharge.

the sludge field; apparently, they clam Solemya reidi, has biochemi-
Using dissolved sulfides inare affected by high sulfide col mechanisms that can detoxify

sediment interstitial (pore) waterconcentrations (Figure 1). Onlysulfide (Powell and Somero
as an indicator of the sludge about 10 species were collected1985).
field, the scientists estimated thatfrom the sites near the outfall
it exists mainly along the axis ofterminus. Most of these (mean, Sites at intermediate dis-
the upper part of Santa Monica655 organisms per square meter)tances from the outfall are domi-
Submarine Canyon. Concentra-were unusual polychaete taxa,nated (abundance and biomass)
tions up to 284 mg/L of pore such as Ophryotrocha spp. (threeby the clam Parvilucina tenuis-
water were measured at the undescribed species), that are culpta (560 organisms per square
outfall terminus (Figure 1). found only in highly contami- meter), and the reference sites
Deep sediment cores, collectednated areas. How they can existare dominated by the ophiuroid
in October 1986, showed that thein such areas is not understood.Amphiodia urtica (760 organisms
sludge field was about 50 cm Exposures of most species to thisper square meter). A. urtica is
deep, but cores collected in Aprilsediment (see pp. 50, 58, and 65)the most abundant macrofaunal
IQ,~R ,~howod th:ll’ itr wn¢. more caused ,loath. h,,~,,vov,,,.v .=,..o,h~,’~" ’ ’=" ¢,-,,~o;,,¢ -,, ,-~.r .....° ¢;’°� a!!
than 140 cm deep. species found there, the gutlessalong the southern California
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showing number of sites to be sampled at each time for each general category of samples. Discharge was            OTable Schedule
terminated in November 1987."

Prc-Tcrmination Post-Termination                          L
1986 198"/ 1988 1989

Feb. Aug. Sept. Jan. Apr. Aug. Nov. Jan.~ ’ Tasks W Su Su W Sp Su F W
~ Sediments

1Grain size & chemistry 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17Coring 3 10 10
¯

Biology
lnfauna 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17Epifauna & I’Lsh 12 12 12 12 12 12(non-canyon sites)
Tissue chcmistry 6 6 6 6 6

(Dover sole &
Ridge-back prawn)

Oceanography
CTD/DO profile 6 6 6~ 6 6 6Current meters 1 3 3 3Sediment traps 3 3 3 3

°Abbreviations: W, winter; Su, summer; Sp, spring; F, fall; CTD, conductivity/temperature/depth; DO, dissolvedo on. 1~CTD failed; data not collected.

Table 2. Concentrations (ng/g, wet weight; ppb) of DDTs and PCBs in tissues of two species (February 1986).                    ’ q

Sicyonia ingentis Dover sole
hcpatopancreas muscle liver muscle

Area (No. of stations) DDT PCB DDT PCB DDT PCB DDT PCB

Outfall (9)" 990 2854 9 <47 972 2035 109 254
Transition (4)" 1714 2864 45 <40
Reference (Malibu) (4)" 1141 <838 11 <34 1686 <91 <14 <53
So. Cal. average of 655 568 440 368

mainland shelf (38)~’

¯ Locations of stations arc shown in Figure 2.                                                                            ’
~Thompson et ai. (1987).
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H2S CONCENTRATION
L

FEB 86

10--100

(    ..1, oo._,...,         ’       21
’\0

1

Figure 1. Plot of hydrogen sulfide (H~S) conccntrations measured in the scdimcnls near the 7-mile ouffall terminus. Numbers
are numbers of the polychactc C. capitata (per grab) collected at each sitc (solid contours).

mainland shelf (Thompson et al.along the mainland shelf. TheThese results show that only a
1987). Similar patterns of spe- plainfin midshipman and small area (about 3 to 4 km2) was
cies composition and abundancestripetail rockfish were the mostobservably affected by sludge
in Santa Monica Bay were shownabundant fish collected in the discharge.
by Bascom (1979) and Dorsey (intrawls.
press). During the April 1988 cruise,

Contaminant concentrationsthe scientists noticed that some
Otter trawl catches con- in tissues of two species wereof the canyon sites on the periph-

rained similar species and abun-measured. Table 2 shows thatery of the sludge field had
dances at sites near the ouffallthe highest PCB concentrationschanged. At station 52 (Fig-
and at the reference sites. Thewere in S. b~gentis hepatopanoure 1), pre-termination samples
prawn Sicyonia ingentis and thecreas and Dover sole livers had the highest contaminant con-
urchin L.vcechim~spictus were thecollected near the outfall. Con-centrations and the most C.
most abundant megabenthic centrations of DDT and othercapitata. In April, that station
invertebrates collected. Thesecontaminants in muscle tissuecontained mostly P. tenuisculpta , - ....
~peeies were also reported to bewere all Io~v and showed no and Pectinaria c~a!iforniensis, or-
the most abundant species allobvious outfall-related trends, ganisms more common in the
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(a) -~’"__ transition sites. Thus, it appears O
~ .... ~.-_ ~o,,~ ,~. ~ ~, w. that recovery has begun at some

-... ,Eo ,, sites on the periphery of the
.-. ,~, o ,., ~®-,ooo sludge field. Sites at the outfall

~ ,o~-~ooo
terminus, however, were still as

i \, described above during February

Quarterly sampling will

~ ,,- - continue through next January
i" ~-~ \ (1989). Depending on the prog-

~ f.___ ~-- ..--
ress of recovery, sampling will

¯ . ,~ probably continue semi-annually
:’ Y for another year. We expect that
~.~ the transition sites and sites on

(b) the periphery of the sludge field
~,~,~ 0~,~ will recover the fastest. As

’. ~-’~ sediment conditions improve,

!, more infaunal species normally
m ~"= found in reference areas will

move into those areas. Recovery
at the outfali terminus will             "~
probably take longer. Recovery J.
at any site will be defined as
occurring when parameters
measured are not statistically
different from those at the refer-
ence site.

", Upon completion of analyses
(c) -*-- ---__" ,, of all pre-termination samples, a

~ ~ ~,~ *-,~*,~ summary of that information will
~--_.. ~ ,*,,-~, be prepared. Researchers antici-

"~..._ "~’ ta ~0-,~ pate that will occur in the fall of

..~. ~/ ~ r / ..... This work was funded by City

/
~

C-65692.

Fi,tntre 2. Plots of scdimcnt contaminant conccntrations measurcd ncar the 7-
mile outfall terminus: (a) PCBs, (b) PAlls, and (c) zinc.
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LOS ANGELES CITY LOS ANGELES ~ 34°
7-MILE OUTFALL

SUB 5o "
I~ALOS VERDES

PENINSULA

LOS ANGELE!                             " ’ "
COUNTY OUTFALL L.A. HARBOR :: ’~’; ’ " "

PV 7.3 EAST BASIN 33°40’

SANTA CATALINA

~

CONTROL4
R 52"60

’ ’ aa’2o’
Figtm L Sediment sampling sited,.

polynuclear aromatic hydrocar-

Effects of Contaminated bons (PAHs), and trace metals
(Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, and Zn)
(Table 1). Sediment from SMBSediments on Three 50 had the highest levels of total
organic carbon, sulfides, Cd, and

Benthic Invertebrates Cu; PVT.3 had the highest con-
centrations of DDTs, PCBs, Cr,
and Zn; and the harbor sediment

T his paper summarizes (4) sediment collected near Danacontained the most PAHs and
/ three separate sedimentPoint, used as a control (Figure 1).Pb. Although the reference

exposure experiments conducted sediment contained measurable
by Bruce E. Thompson, Steven The sediment samples werequantities of most of these con-
M. Bay, and co-workers in labo-collected with a Van Veen grabtaminants, they were an order of
ratories at SCCWRP and Califor-from which the top 5 cm was magnitude lower than the con-
nia State University, Long Beach.used. In the laboratory, they taminants at the other sites and
Three different species of ani-were homogenized by stirring,were within the range of refer-
mals were used to test the samethen sampled for analysis of ence values for this region
four sediment types: (1) SMB 50,sediment composition. Compo-(Thompson et al. 1987). The
sedimented sludge from near thenents analyzed were percent control sample also contained
Hyperion 7-mile outfall in Santasand, percent total organic i:ar-considerably less sand than the
Monica Bay; (2) PV7.3, collectedbon (TOC), concentration of dis-other samples.
near the Palos Verdes outfall; solved sulfides, chlorinated
(3) Los Angeles Harbor sedimenthydrocarbons (DDTs and poly- Amphiodia urtica (brittlestar)
tahcfi from the East 13asm; ""’~ "~’~"-;""’"’~ bipheny!s [P...B.]~, "~’ ..........infaunal
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V
organism in reference areas of newal exposure; the temperatureabundant megafaunal species on Uthe southern California mainlandwas maintained at 15’~C. the outer mainland shelf of
shelf, but it does not inhabit southern California. It has been ~
contaminated areas. This expo- The mortality ofA. urtica on commercially harvested in a
sure was done to evaluate the each sediment type is shown in small fishery at Santa Barbara.
sensitivity ofA. urtica to contami-Figure 2. The control and harborThis species was exposed to the

..- nated sediments, to determine itssediments had no mortalities. Onfour sediment types for 30 days at ~
usefulness as a test organism, andPV7.3 sediment, only one organ-12-15,(~ in a flow-through system
to determine an appropriate ism in one tank died. All in Dr. Donald J. Reish’s labora- ,~

~ exposure system and endpoints ophiuroids on the sludge sedi- tory at California State Univer-
for A. urtica in sediment toxicity merit died. Thus, SMB 50 sedi- sity, l_xmg Beach. Ten adult
testing. For this experiment, I0 merit (sludge) is acutely toxic to prawns were used in each of
individual ophiuroids were A. urtica, three replicates of each sediment
placed in each of three replicate type. The parameters measured
aquaria containing each sediment Sio’onia ingentis (ridge- were mortality, growth rates
type for 10 days in a static re- backed prawn) is one of the most(final-initial carapace lengths),

Table i. Characteristics of sediments used in exposures.

"’ Dissolved llydrocarl~ns
. TOC Sand Sulfides (ng/g dry gl.) Mclals (ltg/g dry wt.)

Area (%) (%) (rag/L) D DFs" I’CBs" PAils" Cd Cr Cu Pb Zn

Control " "
(Dana Point) 1.1 5.2 0.6 14 <59 <79 <0.56 32 18 <3.3 67

L.A. Harbor 2.8 38.0 0.3 763 1810 I .’h’i42 2.2 110 132 194 410

;       PV7.3 4.3 29.1 23.6 13700 3484 4087 20 500 241 147 655

’[,. SMB 50 63 37.6 228.6 462 1118 5532 30 357 510 149 614 ~,~[
1

°DDTs includ~ "PA|Is inch|d~
o,p’-DDE Naphthalene Anthracene
p,p’-DDE 2-Mcthylnaphthalcne Fluoranthcnc
o,p’-DDD l-Mclhylnaphthalcne Pyrene
p,p’-DDD 2,6-Dimcthylnapht halcnc 2,3-Bcnzofluorene
o,p’-DDT Olhcr C~-naphthalcncs Bcnzlalanthraccne
p,p’-DDT 2,3,5-Trimct hylnaphlhalcnc Chrysc nc/Triphcnylene

Other C3-naphthalcncs Bcnzolblfluoranthene
~PCBs includg: Biphcnyl Bcnzolklfluoranthene
Aroclor ! 242 Accnaphthylcne Bcnzo[e]pyrene
Aroclor 125-1 Accnaphthcne Bcnzo[alpyrene

Fluorcne Pcrylcne
Phcnanthrcnc 9,10-Diphcnylanthraccne
CI-phcn:mlhrcnc/anlhraccncs Dibcnz[a,h lanth raccne
C2-phcnant hrcnc/anthraccncs Bcnzolg, h,ilpcrylcne
C3-phcnanthrcnc/anlrhaccncs
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77731 exoskeletons that were shed),9.
~̄1 a. "///l and accumulation of contami-

, ~ 7.

~

nants intheir hepatopancreas
o (Figures 3 and 4).

" =
~.. ~,~ .~. ,//,~ Prawns from PV7.3 sediment
¯ ~ 2- , ," ,- ~, accumulated significant quanti-

7!
¯ 1- ~/Ji/~ ties of DDTs and PCBs; yet, no

0                    ~ .... significant growth, mortality, or
:>’ molt differences were found" CONTROL HARBOR PV SUB among prawns from any sedi-

SEDIMENT TYPES                        ment type. The final trace metals
Fik~tre 2. Mean (+_. standard dcviation) raortality ofA. unica in each sediment afterconcentrations in the hepatopan-
10-day cxposurc. All brittlcstars in SMB 50 died in all three replicates, creas of prawns decreased from

the initial concentrations and
were similar among prawns from
all four sediment types.

Lytechimts pictus (white sea
~l ,.,. urchin) is also one of the most
~ abundant species on the main-
~ ~. land shelf off southern Califor-
,~ nia. For this experiment, 15

"* ; urchins (diameter, 8 to 22 mm)
~-~ were placed in each of three

~ replicates of the four sediment
o types. They were exposed for 60

/’,
~

~

~

days in a flow-through system.
,

~ ~.~~

The temperature was maintained

~,.s.

~

at approximately 12oC through-
o out the exposure period. The

parameters measured were
=* , , . mortality, growth rates (final-

] 10 initial test diameter), gonad
"" production (change in wet
~ "~ ~veight), and contaminant accu-

,,,~°"~ ’z_,¯:~

~ ~a’ ~ ~ ~

sedimentsUres5and6)’mulati°ninurching°nads(Fig" i

o . . . and PV7.3 sediments, only 1 and
CON H~ OV SUB 3 urchins died, respectively,

which was not significantly differ-
Ft,k~trt’ 3. Mc;.m (* standard dcvi;llion) morl:dily, grov, lh, and number of molls fl,r
S. vt,~t’ntt.~ (n = three replicates; 10 pragns per rcplicatc), ent from the controls. However,
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(a) ~s the urchins on the sludge sedi-
ment had significantly higher ’r
mortality than the control; about
49% of the SMB 50 urchins died.

~ There were white bacterial mats
on the surface of the sediment

:~ and a strong odor of sulfide. "~
:Z

For L. pictus, mortality rates
in contaminated sediments were

~ ~ . positively correlated with levels
of dissolved sulfide, Cd, and C’u

CONTROL HARBOR    PV     SMB              in the sediment and with Zn
concentrations in the gonads.(b) I lydrogen sulfide is suspected as

,~. eoumot the cause of the mortalities in the
°~ urchins.

2. Growth occurred in urchins
~ from all sediment types, but the/:5

rate was significantly lower in
N 0 urchins from contaminated

sediments (Figure 5). In harbor-1
and SMB 50 sediments, some

-2
1’5 2"0 25 urchins exhibited negative

5 10 growth. Growth was inversely
TEST DIAME-rER (ram) correlated with concentrations of -!

PCBs, Cd, and Cr in sediments

(c) ~ °61 l andDDTsingonads.
0.5- CON

Before exposure to contami-

ci
0.4- nated sediments, urchin gonads

o accounted for approximately
’~ o.~- 2.3% of the wet body weight.
,~< There was a significant increase .
:- o.~. in gonad mass for urchins on all°o sediment types during the expo-~ 0.1._1< sure because gametogenesis was
~ apparently induced. After the
" 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 60-day exposure, gonad weight

SIZE (ram) had increased to 11.3% wet body
weight for the controls and 7%

Figztre 5. (a) Mcan (_+ standard de~ation) of L. pictus on each sediment type. (b)(the smallest increase) for the
Si:c-grox~lh regressions for L. picats on each scdimcnt type. (c) Size-gonad prt×luc-
tion regressions for L. picms on each sediment type (n = thrcc rc[,licatcs; 15 urchins PV7.3 urchins. Female gonad
per replicate),                                                      production was significantly            ~"-

: SMB 50 and PV7.3
urchins than in the controls and
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1S.                          1S.

PCB

10. 10. L

0.                           o.

i’

z Cd Cu
0
0 500                                                                            2.5,

1.5.
400 2.0,

l~ 300 1.0, 1.5,

200                                                                                  1.0
0.5-

, c6~ ~ ~ s~e c~ ~ ~v s~     o.o. --.
CON HAR    PV SMB

Fi~tr~ 6. Mean (+ standard deviation) contaminant concentration in/.- pictu$ on each sediment type (n = three replicate;
15 urchins per composite sample), Dashed lines indicate initial concentrations.

w~ inversely correlated with Table 2. Summary of responses to contaminated sediments. A + indicat~ that a
sediment content of chlorinatedsignificant response was measured, - indicates that no significant rcspons¢ was

hydrocarbons and trace metals,     measured, and NM indicates that the response was not measured.

The gonads of PV7.3 and Gonad
SMB 50 urchins accumulated Organism Mortality Grov, lh Production Bioaccumulation ~,i~
significant quantities of DDTs

A. unica + NM NM NM
and PCBs; harbor urchins had a
large increase in PCBs, but it was $. ingentia NM +
not significantly different from
the control levels. As with S. L. picm$ + + + +
ingentis, urchins from all four
sediment types had a large de-
crease in Cd, Cu, and Zn concen-
trations.

Each of the three species
.... ,,,~, ,0 contaminated sedi-~..t......d

ments gave slightly different
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responses (Table 2). Acute ured contaminant, or the additive
mortality occurred on SMB 50 nature of many contaminants. In
sludge in A. urtica and L. pictus, addition, different contaminants
but not S. ingentis. No significantmay have different mechanisms
chronic effects (growth or moltof toxicity.
interruption) were observed in S.
ingentis, but growth and gonad Exposures to separate con-
production were affected in L. tamination treatments (i.e.,
pictus. Interestingly, accumula-hydrogen sulfide only) are
tion of chlorinated hydrocarbonsplanned for thisyear. Size-
was observed in both S. htgentisspecific mortality, growth, and
and L. pictus, but in S. ingentis reproduction rates are important
there were no measured effects,terms in most population growth
This demonstrates that measure-equations. Changes in any of
ment of bioaccumulation doesthese components probably
not necessarily imply adverse translate into effects on popula-
effects. These results also showtions. These exposure experi-
that both acute and chronic ments are important to help
endpoints ~hould be consideredachieve the goal of relating
in evaluation of sediment toxicity,laboratory results to effects on

populations in discharge-receiv-
The decrease in trace metalsing areas.

concentrations in both urchin
gonads and prawn hepatopan-Acknowledgments
creas is hard to explain. Since
the decrease occurred in organ- J.D. Laughlin, D.T.
isms from all four sediment Tsukada, D. J. Greenstein, H. H.
types, including the control, it Stubbs, J. W. Anderson, G.P.
may simply reflect the dilution ofHershelman, A. M. Westcott, C.
trace metals in a growing tissueF. Ward, and R. W. Gossett (of
mass. It could indicate that theSCCWRP), and Dr. D. J. Reish
form of metals (in solution or onand J. Lemay of California State
very fine particles) producing University, Long Beach, provided
uptake in the field was not pres-valuable assistance.
ent in the exposure system.

In these exposures, it was not Reference
possible to ascribe causes of
mortality, or impaired growth Thompson, B. E., J. D. Laughlin, and
and gonad production to any one D.T. Tsukada. 1987. 1985 Refer-
component in sediment. Effects once Site Survey, C-221. Southera

California Coastal Water Researchmay be due to any of the con-
Project, Long Beach, CA.taminants present, some unmeas-
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[~uring the past several cies has a short generation time
years, SCCWRP has beenin laboratory culture (30 days at

developing and evaluating meth-19"C) and is tolerant of wide
ods useful for studying the toxic-fluctuations in temperature,
ity of sediments in southern salinity, and sediment grain size.
California. Reports elsewhere in
this volume describe results Preliminary studies by Dr.
obtained by using sea urchins Donald J. Reish of California
(embryos and adults), shrimp, State University, Long Beach
and fish larvae (see pp. 50, 58, (CSULB), demonstrated the
and 70). In addition to these test utility of this species for sediment
systems, SCCWRP scientists toxicity testing. With the assis-
Steven M. Bay and Darrin J. tance of Dr. Marion Nipper, a
Greenstein have also been devel-visiting environmental scientist
oping test methods with a localfrom Brazil, Bay and Greenstein
species of amphipod, refined the acute test methods

developed at CSULB and also
Short-term tests with marine developed a chronic test.

amphipods have been widely
used to assess sediment toxicity.
This group of crustaceans con-
tains species that burrow or build Toxicity of Contaminatedtubes in the sediment. Previous
studies have demonstrated the
sensitivity ofamphipodsto Sediments to the Amphipod
environmentally realistic levels of
pollutants (Swartz et al. 1982). GrandidierellaThe most commonly used
species, Rhepoxynius abronius,
does not occur in high enough
densities in southern California G. japonica was one of threetion, grain size, and organic
to be used in tests. This speciestest species used in a survey of carbon content.
is also stressed by the silty sedi-sediment toxicity, contamination,
ments characteristic of sewageand infauna funded by the Call- Sediments were collected
outfall sites and other contami-fornia State Water Resources from a total of 11 southern
nated areas. Control Board. All of the resultsCalifornia coastal areas (Figure 1).

from this project will be reportedThese sites included a relatively
Initial toxicity studies with later, when the chemical and uncontaminated reference area,

amphipods at SCCWRP have statistical analyses are complete, industrialized harbors, and areas
focused upon the species Gran-The effects of sediment from adjacent to three large municipal
didierellajaponica. This is a several highly contaminated siteswastewater outfalls. Sediment
tube-dwelling species common inin southern California on am- from the amphipod collection
intertidal and shallow estuarinephipod survival, reburial, and site in Newport Bay was collected
areas of central and southern growth are reported here. To for use as a control. A wide
California. G. japonica has discriminate between pollutantrange of sediment texture and
several characteristics that indi- effects and other environmentalcontamii~ation levels was repre-
cate its potential value in sedi-factors, the sediments were alsosented by these locations
ment toxicity studies. This spe-analyzed for chemical composi-(Table 1).
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Figwe I. Location of sites examined in this sludy.

!

All bioassays were conductedscribed by Swartz et al. (1985) for Chronic (28-day)
by using flow-through conditionsR. abronius and modified for a tests with recently hatched am-
to minimize the effects of con-flow- through system. Animalsphipods were also conducted
taminants leaching into the waterwere not fed during the test. during this study. These tests
column. The exposure system were conducted on selected
consisted of 1-L polypropylene Bioassays were terminatedsediment types representing
beakers containing a 2-cm layerafter 10 days by passing the testcontamination from both sewage
of the test sediment, sediments through a screen anddisposal and harbor activities.

counting the surviving am-
G. japonica specimens werephipods. The number of surviv- Chronic tests were con-

collected from Newport Bay. ing amphipods able to rebury ducted at 19"C in a manner
Acute (10-day exposure) bioas-within a 1-h period was also similar to the acute tests, except
says were conducted with youngdetermined. The reburial’test that newly released juveniles
amphipods which had not yet was intended to evaluate the were used and food was given to
reached sexual maturity. Thisorganisms’ condition, by observ-the animals throughout the 28-

test was conducted at 15°C ac- ing if they responded normally today exposure period. Juvenile
.... a: ,, ,,, the procedure de- a favorable environment, amohioods were obtained by

I
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Table 1. Physical and chemical charactcristics of scdimcnts from study areas. All measurements wcrc made at the start of eachU
cxpcrimcnt. L

Hydrocarbons (ng/g dry)           Mctals ~g/g dry)
Station Location      Dcpth (m) %TOC" %Sand    PAll    DDT    PCB     Cr     Cu     Pb Zn

16 Newport Bay 0 0.11 96.5 NEP 4 ND 2.5 1.9 4.1 13
(control)

3 Santa Monica Bay 157 10.5 53.4 20386 196 654 258 511 133 675 r-~
sludge outfall

4     Palos Vcrdes Outfall62 4.2 28.5 3209 5966 1548 326 213 112 630

6 1.,.A. Harbor 14 1.1 42.5 5310 88 217 50 82 64 211
E. Turning Basin

7 LA. Harbor 5 4.3 40.7 9914 91 310 32 83 130 389
LA. River Mouth

12 Orange Co. Ouffaii 60 0.55 77.4 90 7 55 19 24 12 62

18 Dana Pt. Marina 5 0~2 16.2 96 4 8 18 26 8.1 71

19 San Mateo Pt. 60 1.0 4.4 44 20 7 21 14 5.5 61

22 San Diego Bay 9 1.7 16.1 4711 10 21)8 64 214 60 321
NASSCO~ 4,,

23     San Diego Bay 12 1.5 39.6 7625 30 188 37 132 70 235
Chollas Creek

24 San Diego Bay 8 1.7 37.6 12106 79 353 62 122 104 581
Seventh St.

"TOC, Total organic carbon.
t’Sample below detection limit for analysis.
~NASSCO, National Steel and Shipbuilding Company.

placing egg-laden females in were determined. Growth duringfor animals exposed to sediment
petri dishes containing only the experiment was calculated byfrom the San Diego Bay and
seawater. Offspring released subtracting the animals’ initialsludge outfall stations. The data
from the females 1 to 2 days size (determined on a subset offrom the sludge outfall site were
before the test were used in thethe test population) from theirhighly variable, with survival
bioassays, final size. ranging from 0 to 70% within the

three replicates.
Amphipods were retrieved at The 10-day acute exposure

the end of each experiment byproduced reduced amphipod A statistically significant
passing the test sediment throughsurvival at most of the highly decline in acute survival was not
a screen. The number and totalcontaminated stations (Table 2).found in sediment from Palos r -
~--’,~,’ length ’’� surviving nnirnal~The lowest ~urvival values wereVerdes. even though high levels
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Table 2. Amphipod sun, ival, growth, and rcburial following acutc or chronic cxpo- chronic exposure before toxic
surc to �ontaminatcd scdimcnts. Valucs arc mcan _+ standard crror, effects are expressed or that the

process of growth by molting in

Acute exposure Chronic exposure these crustaceans is very sensitive
Station %Survival %Rcburiai %Survival Growth(ram)tO the contaminants present at

this site.
Newport Bay           88 + 4       98 +_. 2      62 _+. 4     4.0 +_ 0.6

¯ Santa Monica Bay 34 +_ 20 100 +_ 0 Significant differences inPalos Vcrdes Ouffali 67 + 5 93 + 3 17 + 4 0.6 + 0.4
L.A. Harbor 48 ; 7 91

, L.A. River Mouth 88 ~. 4 100 ~_ 0 - - phipods in the remaining test
Orange Co. Outfall 77 + 3 98 +_ 2 60 + 3 2.7 + 0.6 sediments; these values were 46
Dana Pt. Marina 61 + 5 94 + 1 tO 69% of the control growth.¯ .      San Marco Pt.             84 + 3        96 + 4        49 + 7      1.9 + 0.7An unexpected result that we: NASSCO" 35 + 5 89 + 6

, Choilas Creek 68 ~ 2 100 ~ 0 45 + 2 1.8 + 0.3 found was the reduced growth of
¯ Scventh St. 42 ~ 6 97 ~ 3 - - amphipods in the San Mateo

Point sediment. Amphipod
°NASSCO, National Steel and Shipbuilding Company. growth in the Orange County

i outfall sediment was greater than
of chlorinated hydrocarbons wereindicate that the surviving that at San Marco Point, suggest-
present. Reduced survival wasG. japonica did not have reduceding that the finer grain size or
found at stations having total activity as the result of exposurehigher organic carbon content of
polynuclear aromatic hydrocar-to contaminated sediment, the sediment may have had an
bon (PAH) levels above 4,000 important effect on the chronic
ng/g (ppb, dry weight), except for Results from the chronic testtest results.
the Los Angeles River mouth of sediment from six locations
and Dana Point Marina stations,are shown in Table 2. A differ- This study has proven the
Although the Los Angeles Riverent pattern of amphipod survivalusefulness of G. japonica as a
site had substantial levels of was observed compared with thesediment toxicity test organism.
hydrocarbon and metal contami-acute test results. Survival at theBoth the acute and chronic test
nants, amphipod survival was Palos Verdes site was the only results have demonstrated the
unaffected. An unexpected value significantly lower than thesensitivity of this species to
result was the observation of Newport Bay control value, environmentally realistic levels of
moderate toxicity at the Dana Significant differences in am- sediment contamination. Results
Point Marina site. Sediment phipod growth were found for allfrom these tests have also corre-
from this location had contami-of the sites tested, however. Thesponded well to results obtained
nation levels similar to that fromgreatest inhibition of growth waswith chronic exposure of the
San Mateo Point and the Orangefound at Palos Verdes, where thewhite urchin, Lytechinuspictus, to
County outfall, where survival change in length during the testthe same sediments.

was greater, was only 16% that of the con-
trols. These chronic test results G. japonica is a suitable

No significant differences contrast with the relatively small,alternative to R. abronius for use

were found in the reburial activ-acute effects seen for the Palosin amphipod tests in southern
from the acute Verdes site. These data suggestCalifornia. The short life historyityof amphipods

test. The lowest reburial per- that the high concentrations ofof G. japonica also permits

centage ....t~,’~c’,’e~" was at the Los chlorinated hydrocarbons or chronic tests with the measure-
.....

Angeles tiarDor site. These
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as growth and reproductive
success, information necessary
for determining the effects of
contaminants on population size.

SCCWRP researchers are
presently using chronic tests with
this species in laboratory studies
of the toxicity of individual PAll
compounds. This work, also
funded by the California State
Water Resources Control Board,
will further refine these am-
phipod test methods and produce
a greater understanding of how
factors such as PAIl structure
and sediment organic carbon
content affect the toxicity of
marine sediments.
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of contamination, ranging from1981). To provide an aqueous
the control site at Tomales Baysolution from the sediments, the
to the most contaminated site atscientists added clean laboratory
Oakland Inner tlarbor. The seawater to the sediments and
general order of contaminationthen allowed this to be stirred
was Oakland > Vallejo > Yerbaovernight. The sediment slurry
Buena > San Pablo > Tomaleswas then centrifuged, and the
Bay. The sites had various typesoverlying water (sediment elutri-
of contamination, but high too-ate) was removed for the assays.
lecular weight polynuclear aro-
matic hydrocarbons (PAlls) were Bay et al. used three species
the dominant chemical group atof urchins in this test: the purple
the most contaminated sites urchin (Strongylocentrotuspurpu-

,~x~., !~/!(~/~.~ (Table 1).
ratus), the white urchin (Lytech-
inus pictus), and the green urchin

~..~,~.~ !,~.7 --: ~_.-~    Steven M. Bay, Darrin J.
(Strongylocentrotus drobachien-

~-~.-~i~ ~’’ " --~--
Greenstein, Karen D. Englehart,sis). These species were chosen
and Valerie E. Raco performedto represent differences in geo-

~~!~’J !~’i ~:~. ~ SCCWRP’s part of the project, graphic distribution and spawn-
.~’~; :.~’,,,,... ~Q~-~-_ Their goals were threefold: ing season.

~.,~.~ / ~/i,fl,~?~ ii~h,~

.

Four possible endpoints to" "’ h m y urchin assay investi-’ ore in E br o
gated. The first endpoint was

8ioassay Methods For Use fertilization success of sperm
exposed to the elutriates. For
this test, Bay and co-workers era-

with Sediment Elutriates o,
al. (1987). The second endpoint
was normal embryo development

T he suitability of using sea(1) to compare the biological re-after 48 h of exposure. This
urchin embryo and gam- spouses between the stations, (2)involved examining the embryos

ete test methods to assess the to compare the results of severalmicroscopically and rating their

toxicity of sediment was evalu- endpoints of the urchin bioassay,development. Subsamples of

ated during January-May of 1987.and (3) to compare the responsesthese embryos were .~lso used for

This project was funded by the of three different species of the third and fourth endpoints,

National Oceanic and Atmos- urchins for one of the endpoints,the third being the production of

pheric Administration (NOAA) Each of these goals was met withthe pigment echinochrome by the

as part of a nationwide compari-varying degrees of success, embryos. This test used the

son of several promising sedi- methods of Bay et al. (1983).

ment bioassays. All participants Sea urchin embryo and The fourth endpoint was a micro-

in the project tested the same gamete tests have been used atscopic examination of the era-

sediments, which were collectedSCCWRP for many years for thebryos for cytologic/cytogenetic

from sites in and around San testing of aqueous solutions, suchabnormalities. This part of the

Francisco Bay (Figure 1). The as wastewater effluent and dis-project was completed by Dr. Jo

sites were selected based on pre-solved metal and org;~nic con- Ellen l lo.~e of Occidental Col-

vious studies to form a gradienttaminant solutions (Oshida et al.lege using methods which she
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V
developed (Hose 1985). Only
the 48-h development test was , "~"
performed on the white and
green urchins. ’". .," . :

The sperm test showed ’
results different from what was TOMALt-’S BAY
expected based on the relative ",’." ...
degree of contamination at each " ~ALLEJO. ’

_ station (Table 2). The elutriate SAN PABLO VAL’I~E’,JO "" ,.
samples from the Vallejo and S~,N .- ’ ".
Yerba Buena sites had signifi- RAFAEL
cantly greater fertilization per- BUENA
centages than the other stations "O~.I~LANO : ": "’’’~
and the laboratory seawater SAN IAKLAND INNER ""
control samples. The 48-h urchin HARBOR
development test showed few ’FRANCISCO . ;’. "~

differences between stations; ; "’
however, embryos from the
Tomales Bay station had a sig- :" ." :
nificantly greater number of :..
abnormalities than the other :" ¯ : ¯ J.
sites. The echinochrome pig-
ment assay showed that exposure ’-..."" --
to elutriates from the Oakland, -... ....
Vallejo, and San Pablo Bay sites ""
resulted in significantly lower "’~’,,,.,""
pigment production than that for "!’ ¯
Tomales Bay (Table 2). """

I ¯ SEDIMENT SAMPLING SITES ~; ;
The cytogenetic analysis

_tiproduced the most responsive
results and also had patterns
which closely followed the con-    Figure I. Locations of sediment sampling site,: for this study.

tamination gradient. For most of
the parameters examined, em-
bryos exposed to Tomales Bay genetic damage. The results ofstress resulting from their ship-
and San Pablo Bay elutriates the white urchin test were similarment from the East Coast.
usually were significantly less af-to those for the purple urchins,
fected than those at the other with the Tomales Bay station One factor affecting the
sites (Table 3). The toxicity at having the greatest percentage ofusefulness of an endpoint is the
Tomales Bay for the 48-h devel-abnormally developed embryos,variability of the data between
opment test was not encounteredThe green urchin test was corn-replicates. This variability was

in cytogenetic analysis, which pletcly unsuccessful as none ofexpressed as the coefficient of
suggests that the mechanism forthe fertilized eggs developed variation (CV, which is the
the abnormal development wasbeyond the eariy cleavage stage.~tanuaru deviation divided ~"’

due to something other than This was probably caused by mean). For this project, the
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Table 1. Chemical and physical characteristics from the five se,,diment sampling sites. Values are in dry weight. For each station N = 3.                              .~

San Pablo Bay

Mean 177 1215 23 9 4 0.61 16.6 0.29 1"/9 57.7 0.26 116 ~8.0 133 12.4 4 46 4"/

SE 28 42 2 1 0.1 0.06 0.4 0.01 ! 1.5 0.02 2 0..~ 1 0.2 1 2 2

Mean 234 810 4~ 21 6 0.62 12.5 0.23 180 52.1 0.11 II0 31,9 I~ II~ 4 43 ~

SE 17 7 ~ 2 I 0.~ 1.4 0.01 3 5A 0.~ 5 ~ 7 0~ 2 3 3

Vallcjo

Mean              155 462 42 24 9 0.36 18.4 0.44 182 41.6 0.34 120 53.9 126 10.2 37 31 24

SE 45 59 11 3 2 0.16 1.4 0.07 27 6.3 0.06 25 13.1 7 1.2 11 9 7

Oakland

Mean              fi00 4371 ~1 97 46 1.33 16.2 1.34 IKI 171 2.31 1~4 206 331 18.4 6 33

SE 139 623 33 26 2 0.11 0.g 0.22 3 $ 0.54 2 !1 24 0.5 2 4 4

"~I’OC, Total organic carbon.
~’Sum of low molecular w~ight (2- and ~-ring) PAH compounds.
CSum of high molecular w~ight (4- to 6-ring) PAH compounds.
eSum of 2CI-9CI po;ychlorinated biphenyl compounds.
"Sum o~ 0;p’ and p,p’ DDT, DDE, and DDD compounds.
~Sum o( hcxachlorobenzcn¢, lindan¢, hel~aChlor, aldrin, hcp~chlor cpoxide, alpha-ddorda~, tru~K~mddor, a~d dkldrim.



2. Percentage abnormal development, cchinochromc pigmcnt absorbancc atscientists. A technical reportTablc
495 rim, and sperm test rcsuhs (mcan _+ standard error),

summarizing and evaluating all
Sample %Abnormal A~ %Fcrtilizcd of the test results from this

program is scheduled for produc-
Tomalcs Bay 25.5 + 5.3 0.098 + 0.002 73.9 _+ 1.2 tion in 1988 by NOAA.
San Pablo Bay 17.9 + 0.8" 0.092 + 0.003 ° 66.8 + 1.0
Vallejo 12.8 7:0.9 ° 0.089 7:0.001 ¯ 83.6 7:5.7 °
Yerba Buena 14.2 7:1.4 ¯ 0.095 ~- 0.002 91.3 7:2.7 ¯
Oakland Harbor 15.0 ; 0.8 ¯ o.ogs; 0.002 ¯ 68.8 7:5.9 Acknowledgment

"Mean is significantly different from that at Tomalcs Bay (ANOVA, P < 0.05). This project was funded by
NOAA Contract No. 50-

Table 3. Occurrence of mitotic and cytologic abnormalities (mean + standard error) ABNC700092.
in purple sea urchin embryos exposed to sediment elutriates (for ca~h sample, N=5).

Mitotic % Mitotic Micronucleated % Cylologic
Sample lndcx" Abbcrations Cells* Abnormalitic~" References

Tomales Bay 7.6 + 0.5 6.1 4. 1.2 1 4. 1 0 4. 2 Bay, S. M., P. S. Oshida. and K. D.
San PabloBay 8.04.0.6 15.1+3.1# 16+5 22+6¯ Jcnkins. 1983. Asimplenew
Vallejo 6.2 4. 0.4 21.9 4. 2.2 ¯ 8 + 3 29 _+ 8 ¯ bioassay based on echinochrome
Ycrba Buena 6.0 4. 0.6 19.7 _+ 4.8 ¯ 6 _+ 5 21 + 6 ¯ synthesis by larval sea urchins. Mar.
Oakland Harbor 5.6 + 0.5 30.1 + 5.1 ¯ 19 + 14 14 _+ 6 ¯ Environ. Res. 8:29-30.

"Average number of mitoses per embryo. Dinncl, P. A., J. M. Link, and O. J.ONumber of micronuclcated cells per 100 embryos. Stober. 1987. Improved methodoi-cPerccntage of embryos with at least one cytologic abnormality, ogy for a sea urchin sperm cell~Mcan is significantly different than that at Tomalcs Bay (ANOVA, P < 0.05). bioassay for marine water. Arch.

fertilization, percent abnormal In conclusion, while all of the
Environ. Contain. Taxicol. 16:23-32.

Hose, J. E. 1985. Potential uses of seadevelopment, and echinochromeendpoints were technically fea- urchin embryos for identifying toxic
production endpoints all had lowsible and sensitive, examination chemicals: description of a bioassay
CVs of less than 10%. The of the embryos for mitotic aber- incorporating cytologic, ¢ytogenetic
cytogenetic endpoints all had rations and cytologic abnormali- and embryologic endpoints. Z Appl.
moderate to high CVs, rangingties was the most useful tech- Taxicot. 5:245-254.

from 10to 118%. nique. The variability that wasOshida, P.S.,T. K. Goochey, andA. J.
encountered with these end- Mcarns. 1981. Effects of munidpal

The identification of the points may be reduced by exam- wastewater on fertilization, survival
specific contaminants responsibleining more embryos per replicate,and development of the sea urchin,

for the observed biological Strongylocentrotuspurpurams, pp.
389-402. In Biological Monitoring of

effects was not possible in this The other bioassay tests ofMarine Pollutants (F. J. Vernberg, A.
project because changes in these sediment samples con- Calabrcse, F. P. Thurberg, and W. B.
individual contaminant concert-ducted under NOAA sponsorship Vernberg, Eds.). Academic, New
trations were highly correlatedincluded a mussel larvae test, York.
with each other. However, PAHsamphipod tests with two species,
seemed to be a likely cause ofand a polychaete test. Although .~.
toxicity because of their high con-a great diversity of responses was~ ~
centrations at the most contami- obtained from all of these tests,.~,
nated sites and previous docu- many of the responses seen with
mentation of their genotoxicity tothe sea urchin embryo test meth-
urchin embryos (Hose 1985). ods were also found by the other
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dischargers: ttyperion (City ofmonitoring. This allowed the
Los Angeles), Joint Water Pollu-SCCWRP scientists to compare
tion Control Plant (JWPCP; Lostheir results with the measure-
Angeles County), Orange ments of effluent composition
County, Point Loma (City of Sanand fish toxicity gathered by the
Diego), and Oxnard (Oshida etdischargers.
al. 1983).

The sea urchin bioassay
, SCCWRP scidntists Steven consisted of two parts with three

M. Bay, Darrin J. Greenstein, separate endpoints, all per-
" Valerie E. Raco, and Karen D. formed by using gametes from

, Englehart repeated these efflu- the purple sea urchin, Strongylo-
~ ent tests in April and May of centrotuspurpuratus. The first

.~ 1987, with the addition of test part was the exposure of sperm
~.. samples from two smaller treat-to seawater dilutions of the

ment plants, Encina and Southeffluent by using the methods of
i-.¯ East Regional Reclamation Dinnel et ai. (1987). This was a
,.~ Authority (SERRA) (located in60-min test, with the endpoint
;! San Diego and Orange Counties,being fertilization success of eggs
~.. respectively). In addition to theadded to the solution.

The other two endpoints

Wastewater Toxicity Testsweremeasuredaftera48-hexpo-
sure of fertilized eggs to dilutions
of effluent. After 48 h, purple

T oxicity tests with sea urchin bioassay, Bay and co- sea urchin embryos normally
urchin gametes and em-workers also performed the attain the prism stage of develop-

bryos have been used at Microtox (Microbics Corp., ment (Figure 1). Toxic effects
SCCWRP since the late 1970s. Carlsbad, CA) bacterial lumines-were determined by measuring
This test system has been usedcence test (Bulich 1982) on all ofthe percentage of normally
effectively for measuring the the effluents. The objective ofdeveloped 48-h embryos. The
toxicity of seawater, sewage efflu-this project was to see if a de- last endpoint evaluated was the
ent, and sediment extracts (thiscrease in toxicity that would beamount of pigment echino-
report). Several different re- expected after improvements inchrome produced by the em-
sponses can be measured withsewage treatment over the pastbryos. Toxic effects are ex-
this test system including fertili-few years could be detected. Inpressed by a reduction in the
zation success of sperm, occur-addition, the researchers wantedamount of pigment present in an
fence of abnormal embryonic to compare the relative sensitivi-extract of an embryo subsample
development, and production ofties of the sea urchin and Micro-(Bay et al. 1983). The level of
echinochrome pigment by 6evel-tox test endpoints to aid in theirpigment in a sample was meas-
oping embryos. Sea urchin evaluation for routine use in ured as light absorbance with a
bioassays were first used at effluent monitoring, spectrophotometer.
SCCWRP to test the toxicity of
sewage effluents in 1978 (Oshida The samples used in this The Microtox bioassay
et al. 1981). Effluent toxicity wasproject were 24-h composites ofinvolved the exposure of lumines-
measured again in !982 and fina! effluent collected by the cent marine bacteria to dilutions
included samples from southerndischargers as part of their of the effluents. A sodium chlo-

California’s five largest ocean routine chemical and biologicalride solution was used as the
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Table 1. Summary of data for all cfflucnts, expressed as percentage of control value. ~,~
Data markcd with an " arc significantly dil’rcrcnt l,rom the controls. V

(Dunnctt’s P _< 0.05). Note that diffcrcnt dilutions wcrc tested for cach sample.

~..~
%Normal Echinochrome

Sample %Fertilized after 48 h Absorbanc¢" Microtox

¯ ~�~" JWPCP
1¯ ¯ 0.05% 100

0.1% 39* 106 104 98
0.2% 36" 103 106 94
03% 1* 99 109
]% O* 94 110Figur~ L Normally developed sea urchin 2% 0* 96 110

embryo at the 48-h prism stage. 4% 0* 17’ 77

Hy~rioadiluent in this test. Toxicity was 0.1% 83 101 93 97
indicated by the loss of light 0.2% 66. 104 99 96"
output after 30 min of exposure, o.5% 39" 107 101 92*

1% 38* 101 107 86*
2% 34* 95 90 81"

The results from this study 4% 8" 96 97
have been expressed as the

Orange Co.percentage of change relative to o.2% 58" st* 79* 98
the dilution water control, facili- 0.5% 40" 95 98 95"
taring the comparison of results 1% 33’ 108 98 89*

2% 5* 101 105 85* - -
from different experiments and 4% o" 78* 91
test methods. The effluent 8% o’ I* 48’
concentrations chosen for these
tests were selected to include theSan Diego

0.5% 51* 98 110 92
no observable effect concentra- 1% 17" 114 132 86*
tion (NOEC). This value is 2% 2’ 88 130 78*
defined as the highest effluent 4% l* 59 125 66*

8% 0* 0* 68* 57*
concentration tested not resulting
in a statistically significant toxic Oxnard
response. The NOEC value has 2% 70* 110 125 94

4% 62* 105 140 91*
been suggested to be the most 8% 40" 89 120 85’
appropriate way to describe
bioassay results for monitoring Encina

2% 58* 104 128 89
purposes. 4% 25’ s3 125 85’

8% 11" 6* 68" 83*

The results for each of the SERRA
bioassay endpoints are shown in 1% 103 110 46*
Table 1. Large differences in 2% 89" 105 105
effluent sensitivity were found 4% 87* 109 116 96

8%              7"?*             109               123                91"
between the different test meth-
ods. A similar pattern of relative °Echinochrome absorbance was measured at 495 nm.
toxicity between effluent samples

h method,
however. Toxicity was strongly
related to differences in effluent
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Tablc 2. Efflucnt chcmistry valucs from 1he actual cfflucnt samplcs on which ~hc bio~a~ wcrc ~rformcd (unle~ ~he~
noted) and annual avcragcs for 1982. All units arc micrograms ~r lhcr unlc~ othc~sc notcd. Valucs for I~2 for En~na ~d
SER~ cfflucms arc omitlcd ~causc wc did not ~rform tests on lhcm at lha~ timCY

JWPCP       Hypcrion     Orange Co.     San Dic~o      Oxnard      Encina SERRA
Constituent         1987 1982 1987 1982 1987 1982 1987 1982 1987 1982    1987    1987

: Flow (MGD) 3s6 359 369 375 270 223 182 132 20 17

% Secondary ~o 0 25 25 ~0 60 0 0 100 100 47      t00

Susp. Solids (mg/L) 75 I¢~ .% 77 52 112 73 126 23 41 5~ 20�
BOD (mg/L) 106 199 Ill 176 64 158 132 124 26 27 65

Ammonia-N (mg/L) 37.5 41.0 15.6 14.8 NA 24.0 23.4 24.2 4.9 13.9 19.5 7.2

Tot. phcnol (mg/L) i.8 2.53 0.048 0.062 NA 0.07 0.007 0.033 <0.02 0.012 0.001 <0.003

Arsenic 7 7 7 <5 NA 2 4 4 <5 11 <5 <5

Cadmium 1 11 12 10 2 16 <5 $ <10 10 7

Chromium 61 190 3 90 17 70 < 20 22 < l0 $ .~5 <50

Copper 44 128 67 140 60 218 50 133 52 28 22 40

Lead 46 81 30 50 20 80 <50 82 <70 26 1 140

Mercury o.l o.8 0.2 o.7 NA 0.2 O.5 O.4

Nickel 55 t50 60 ~0 30 7o 20 69 ~ 3~ 28 <40

Silver 8 It 12 20 11 16 <10 <2

Zinc 110 510 320 180 70 200 62 292 58 NA 62 140

Cyanide 30 60 26 60 NA 40 5 7 11 <50 10 100

Tot. DDT o.07 0.45 <0.02 0.06 NA 0.064 ND 0.081 <0.05 ND ND NA

Tot. PCB ND 0.47 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 1.77 ND < 0.001

Tot. PAH~ <0.014 NA     0.024 NA 1.93 NA <0.009 NA < 0.005 NA <0.005 NA

96-h LC~ 77 22    101 74 132 114 59~ 96

*Abbreviations: NA, data not available; ND, not detectable or detection limit not available; MGD, millions of gallons per day;
PCB, polychlorinatcd biphcnyl; PAH, polynuclcar aromatic hydrocarbon; LC~, lethal concentration
for 50% of the test organisms.

~Avcrage for the month of May.
"Average for the month of April.
’~Analysis done at SCCWRP.
¯Fathcad minnow bioassay, performcd by the discharger.
/No mortality occurred at any of the dilutions, so LC~ cannot be calculated.
~Valuc for diffcrcnt day of same week.

flow at each treatment plant the larger treatment plants, solids illustrated by these results
(Table 2). Effluent samples from effluent samples with the lowest are to be expected because these

plants having flows greater than suspended solids content (Hy- parameters serve as general

138 x l& L/yr (100 million gal- perion and Orange County) descriptors of the quantity of

Ions per day) usually had much generally elicited the least toxic toxic chemicals likely to be

greater toxicity than did effluent response. Similar results were present in the effluent. Large

from facilities with lower flows, found for the smaller treatment treatment plants (high flow) are

This pattern is illustrated most plants. The Encina effluent often located near areas of

clearly by the sperm test data sample had the highest sus- increased industrial activity and

(percent fertilized eggs), pended solids concentration andthe suspended solids in the
greatest toxicity of similar sized effluent generally contain the

The suspended solids contenttreatment plants, highest concentrations of most

of the effluent samples also ,,onta ....n,,n,o. Th.e concentra-

appeared to have an influence on The relationships between tions of many toxic constituents

the degree of toxicity. Among toxicity and flow or suspended were measured in these effluent
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Table 3. Comparison of NOEC for
echinochrome data between 1982 and t 40 "r
1987 samples. ’~" /

Discharger 1982 1987 ! 00 O" .................

JWPCP 0.2 > 4
nOHyperion 0.2 > 4

Orange Co. 0.2 4 ~
San Diego 1 4

~ 40Oxnard 7 >8

samples (Table 2). Multivariate
statistical analyses are planned to 0    t    :~
help interpret these data, with ~g FINAL EFFLUENT
the intent of determining which
constituents are most closely Fig~tre 2. Results of Microtox and sea urchin sperm and embryo tests of Pt. Loma

associated with the toxicity sewage effluent toxicily. The dashed line indicates the control response of 100%.

observed. Symbols: O, microtox; O, sperm; A, % normal after 48 h; A, ¢chinochrome.

Temporal changes in effluentmethods. The variations in testthough the NOEC was not brack-
toxicity can be identified by sensitivity to effluent are demon-eted by the concentrations cho-
comparing these current test strated by a comparison of the sen for the test.
results to those from these re- various test results for the Point
searchers’ 1982 survey, in whichLoma effluent sample (Figure 2). The Microtox test also
only echinochrome was meas- For all of the effluents, the spermdemonstrated toxic effects at low
ured (Table 3). The echino- test showed by far the greatesteffluent concentrations. AI-
chrome data show that a de- sensitivity to effluent; statisticallythough statistically significant
crease in toxicity has occurred forsignificant reductions in fertiliza-effects were detected at very low
the effluent from the five treat-tion at effluent concentrationsconcentrations, bacterial lumi-
ment plants studied in 1982. Im-below 1% were found for nescence did not change as
provements in sewage treatment samples from the largest treat-rapidly with increasing effluent
and source control practices ment plants, concentration as did the sea
appear to be responsible for urchin test endpoints (Figure 2).
these toxicity changes. Compari- The sperm test data cannotAs a result, the relative sensitivity
son of the current chemistry be used to determine the NOECof effluent toxicity estimations
values with the annual averages for many of the effluent samplesfrom Microtox results is depend-
for 1982 shows decreases in because toxic effects were seen atent upon the data analysis
suspended solids, biological every dilution tested. The inabil-method. If relative toxicity is
oxygen demand (BUD), and ity to identify a NOEC for a expressed in terms of the NOEC,
many chemical constituents given effluent in this study doesthe Microtox test is much more
(Table 2). not necessarily mean that thatsensitive than the 48-h embryo

sample was the most toxic, sincetest. If concentrations producing
An important result of this different dilutions were tested ina 50% change (EC~,) are used to

study is the illustration of the many cases. The fertilization describe toxicity, the Microtox
n less sensitive thandiversity of effluent toxicity percentages show that the

estimates that can be obtainedOxnard and Encina effluents the sea urchin sperm or embryo
through the use of different testwere among the least toxic, eventest.
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The high sensitivity of the     posed regulations would be
sperm and Microtox test methodsexceeded by most of the effluents
is probably due to the rapidity oftested because toxicity was often
these methods, rather than to found at levels below those pro-
biological differences in contami-duced bythe treatment plants’ as-
nant susceptibility. Laboratorysigned initial dilutions, which
tests with individual contami- range from 0.6 to 1.2%.
nants usually show that the sperm
and Microtox tests have similar
or lower sensitivities comparedReferences
with sea urchin embryo tests.
The apparent reduced sensitivityBay, S. M., P. S. Oshida, and K. D.

of the sea urchin embryo test Jenkins. 1983. A simple new
observed in this study was proba- bioassay based on echinodarome

synthesis by larval sea urchins. Mat.
bly due to reductions in effluent Environ. Res. 8:29-39.
contaminant levels during the
exposure from volatilization and Bulich, A.A. 1982. A practical and

reliable method for monitoring theadsorption processes.
toxicity of aquatic samples. Process
Biochem. March/April, pp. 45-47.

The State of California will
require the use of sensitive Dinncl, P. A., J. M. Link, and O. J.
marine bioassay tests for effluentStober. 1987. Improved methodoi-
monitoring by 1991. The State ogy for a sea urchin sperm cell

Water Resources Control Board
bioassay for marine waters. Aw..h.
Environ. Contain. Taxicoi. 16:23-32.

is considering regulatory policy
that would require effluents notOshida, P. S., S. M. Bay, A. Haecid, T.

to produce toxic effects in these K. Goochey, and D. Gre~nsteln
tests at concentrations lower than 1983. Seawater and wastewater

the one resulting from initial
toxicity studies, pp. 217-223. In
Coastal Water Research Biennial

dilution in the ocean. This Report, 1981-1982 Q,V. Bascom, Ed.).
effluent toxicity study provides anSouthern California Coastal Water
indication of the type of results Research Project, Long Beach, CA.

which can be expected for future
monitoring programs. The sperm

Oshida, P. S., T. K. Goochey, and A. J.
Mearns. 1981. Effects of munidpal

test is one of the methods recom-wastewater on fertilization, sun4vai
Environ- and development of the sea urchinmendedbytheU.S.

mental Protection Agency for Strongylocentrotuspurpuratus, pp.389-
402. In Biological Monitoring of

effluent testing and will probablyMarine Pollutants (F. J. Vernberg, A.
be used in some monitoring Calabrese, F. P. Thurbcrg, and W. B.
programs in southern California. Vernberg, Eds.). Academic, New
Results from the sperm tests.by York.
Bay et ai. indicate that the pro-
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Sampling at Sea
Scientific research requires133 cruises involving402 man-

collecting various types ofdays at sea. Usually ~his involved
information to thoroughly under-two or more persons (averaging
stand oceanographic processes,three persons) at sea every

working day.
SCCWRP uses a variety of

small ships and boats which are Table 1 shows the distribu-
either made available by our tion of effort by ship, date, and
sponsors contributing in coopera-project. The dedication of Ha-
tire projects or chartered from told Stubbs and Dario Diehl,
independent operators, who start early and work long

hours in sometimes rough seas,
During the period ending     much appreciated by all who

December 31, 1987, our scientifichave worked with them.
staff conducted or participated in
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Table 1. Distribution of effort in 198"P

Date Vessel Activity Location L
January

6 Sea-S-Dee Scrvlcc sediment collectors, CTD, & DHS trawls White Point

¯ 7-9 Monitor Ill Service current mcters, scdimcnt collcctors, & CTD Point Loma

15 Skiff Ho~k & line - white croaker Dana Point
~

21-23 Monitor Iii Trawls & CTD Point Loma

26 Enchanter IV Scrvic~ sediment collectors & CTD Orange Co.

27, 28 Marine Sur~yor Trawls Santa Monica
Bay

February

4 Marine Surveyor Trawls - shrimp & urchins Santa Monica
.. Bay

11, 12 Monitor III Retrieve current meters, sediment collectors, & CTD Point Loma

~ ~ 20 Sea-S-Dee Service sediment collectors & CTD White Point
!

March¯

1 Con-Suerte Trawls Dana Point
~ Santa Monica.: 3 Marine Surveyor Grabs

Bay & White
Point

i
4 Enchanter IV Scrvic~ sediment collcctors, CTD, & PAH Orange Co.

I 5 Marine Sur~yor Grab L.A. Harbor

6 Con-Sucrte Grabs Dana Point

14, 18 Marine Sur~yor U/W TV Santa Monica
Bay

* 26 Marine Surveyor Trawls Santa Monica
Bay

31 Sea-S-De~ CTD & sediment collectors White Point

.: April

6 Enchanter IV C~D & sediment collectors Orange Co.

22 Marine Surveyor Trawls Deep Canyon
Santa Monica

Bay

23 Sea-S-Dee Trawl for mysids White Point

27 Marine Surveyor Trawl for shrimp & urchins Santa Monica
Bay

30               Enchanter 1V          CTD & sediment collectors                           White Point
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( T~ble ! contMued)

Date Vessel Activity Location

May

1 Sea-S-Dcc CTD & sediment colle~tor~ White Point
4-6 Scawatch DHS trawh White Point
11-15 Con-Suert¢ DHS trawh Dana Point
18-20 Sea-S-Dee Corir~ White Point
18-22 Con-Suerte DHS trawls Newport area
26-28 Sea-S-Dee Trawls White Point

June
1 Sea-S-Dec Current meters, CTD & sediment collection White Point
1 Seawatch Trawls Mah’bu
2 Enchanter IV CTD & sediment collection Orange Co.
3, 4 Enchanter IV DHS trawls Lausen Knoll
8-12 Con-Suert¢ DHS trawls Sun.set Beach

15-19 Con-Suerte DHS trawh Palos Verdos

17,18 Sea-S-Dee Cori~ Palos Verdos

25 Con-Suerte DHS trawh Dana Point
28 Seawatch Trawls Malibu area

1 Con-Suerte Grabs for bioassay Dana Point

2 Sea-S-Dee Install current meters, grabs for bioassay, & CTD White Point

7 Enchanter IV Service sediment collectors & grab for bioassay Orange CO.

8-10, 13-17, Con-Sucrte DHS trawls Santa Monica
20-24, 28 Bay

28-30 Monitor III Trawls San Diego

3 Sea-S-Dee Service current meter & sediment collectors. White Point
Take CTD & collect mysids

17-21 Con-Sucrt¢ DHS trawls LA. Harbor
area

24-28 Con-Sucrt© DHS trawls Catalina

(continue_d)
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(Table I continued)

’Date Vessel Activity Location

September

3, 4, Westwind Hyperion 7-mile outfall termination Santa Monica
8-10 Bay

14 Sea-S-Dee Service sediment collectors White Point

16-18 Westwind Microlayer sampling Santa Monica
Bay

19 Con-Suerte SWRCB field sedimeet~ Dana Point

20-23 Monitor 11I SWRCB & EPA field sediment~ San Diego

October

9 Sea-S-Dee Service sediment collectors & CTD White Point

13 Sea-S-Dee Sediment resuspemion White Point

15 Marine Surveyor Trawls Santa Monica
Bay

22 Enchanter IV Service sedlmcnt collector & CTD Orange Co.

28, 29 Monitor Ill Install sediment collectors & grabs San Diego

29 Marine Surveyor Grabs Santa7"mile Monica

30, 31 Con-Suerte Grabs & collect brittlestars Dana Point,
San Matco
Point

Nowmber

2 Marine Surveyor Grabs 7-mile
Santa Monlca

11 Sea-S-Dee Service sediment collectors & CTD White Point

19 Enchanter IV Service sediment collectors & CTD Orange Co.

24 Golden West Longlines & trawls L.A. Harbor

December

1 Golden West Longlines & trawls L.A. Harbor

2, 3 Monitor III Service sediment collectors & CTD San Diego

14 Sea-S-Dee Service sediment collectors & CTD White Point

15 Whaler Longlines L.A. Harbor

21 Enchanter IV Service sediment collectors & CTD Orange CO.

22 Golden West Trawl for white croaker L.A. Harbor

°Abbreviations: CTD, conductivity/tcm~rature/dcpth profiler; DHS, California Department of Health Services; PAH, polynu-
clear aromatic hydrocarbons; U/W TV, underwater television; SWRCB, State Water Resources Control Board;
EPA, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
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during World War II to try toT he National Research
Council (NRC) deter- meet the increased demand for

mined that there was a national food. After the war, California’s
need for a comprehensive study tremendous population growth
of marine monitoring programs, increased water pollution and
Their study design included at destruction of the aquatic habi-
least two case studies of specific tat, and generally put a strain on

" regions of the United States all marine resources (Croker 1982).
where there were public concern
and strong historical data bases The.collapse of the sardine
on marine environmental moni- fishery in 1947 prompted the
toring. The Southern California industry to propose and fund the
Bight was selected as one such Marine Research Committee
region, and SCCWRP scientists (MRC). Revenue that was col-
compiled a review of monitoring letted from taxes levied on the
in the region, purchase or capture of certain

species of fish went into the Fish
Only those programs for      and Game Preservation Fund.

which samples were taken at the This money was dispensed by the
same locations for at least three MRC to finance research in
years were included in the study.
Parameters that were used in the
compilation were bacterioiogicalHistorical Review of
contamination, water column
quality, sediment contaminants Monitoring in Southernand infauna, and epifauna includ-
ing fish. Three primary categories
of monitoring programs were California forthe NRC
noted during this study:
(1) municipalities that discharge
to the ocean, (2) power plants developing the commercial the California Cooperative
that are cooled with seawater, fisheries of the Pacific Ocean andOceanic Fisheries Investigation
and (3) state and federal agen- in developing marine products to(CalCOFI) to recognize the
cies that collect marine life to be made available to Califor- expansion of the sardine program
determine the dynamics of ma- nians, to other species (Talbot 1973,
rine resources. Baxter 1982).

In 1948 the MRC established
Historically, monitoring in the California Cooperative By 1960 the objectives of

California began in 1914 with *heSardine Research Program to CalCOFI had been reformulated
organization of the Department pursue research on physical and from understanding the sardine’s

of Cornmcrcial Fisheries, ~vhose chemical oceanography, produc-behavior, availability, and abun-
responsibilities were to collect tivity, spawning and recruitmentdance to understanding the
statistics; study fishing methods of sardines, availability of sar- factors that govern the abun-
and processing; and learn aboutdines to the fisher3’, fishing dance, distribution, and vari-

fishes, their habits, migrations, methods, and dynamics of the ations of pelagic marine fishes,

and ...... :_...~p.t,,n,,,t~ ~,-- .....~oo.~ .... ~;,,,- population and fisheU, In emphasizing the oceanographic
Many species were overfished 1953, the program was renamedand biological factors affecting
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Fi~r~ L Monitoring efforts i. Los Angclcs County. "]’hums, Dump
and Shell Oil Compani~.

sardines and their associates in Diego). Also included were sevenand conditions; and to assess the
the California Current system non-nuclear generating stationseffectiveness of toxic control
(Baxter 1982). operated by San Diego Gas & programs.

Electric, Southern California
During this study for the Edison, and the Los Angeles To determine compliance

NRC, SCCWRP scientists corn- Department of Water & Power. with water quality standards, the
piled short historical summaries A list of monitoring activities andreceiving-water quality monitor-
of the activities related to marinestudies was compiled for the ing program must document
monitoring conducted by the Southern California Edison Sanwater quality in the vicinity of the
State of California and large Onofre Nuclear Generating zone of initial dilution (ZID)
municipal dischargers, includingStation. boundary, at reference stations,
the Hyperion Wastewater Treat- and at areas beyond the ZID
ment Plant (City of Los Angeles), Marine monitoring objec- where discharge impacts might
the 3oint Water Pollution Con- fives are to document short- andreasonably be expected. Monitor-
trol Plant outfall at Palos Verdeslong-term effects of the dischargeing must reflect conditions during
(County Sanitation Districts of on receiving waters, sediment, all critical environmental periods.
Los Angeles County), CSDOC biota, and beneficial uses of the
Treatmcnt Plant No. 2 (County receiving water; to determine Receiving-water monitoring
Sanitation Districts of Orange compliance with National Poilu- comprises the following:
County), and the Point Loma tion Discharge Elimination (I) su4zone monitoring to assess
Treatment Plant (City of San System (NPDES) permit terms bacteriological conditions in
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Oareas used for body-contactfishing to monitor pollutant bodyby the standards of this study
activities (such as swimming)burdens in fish consumed by manbecause although many were "~"
and to assess aesthetic condi-in order to determine whether conducted for several years, the
tions for general recreationalthe effects of the waste dischargesame measurements at the same
uses (such as picnicking), may constitute a threat to publicstations were not made. How-

(2) nearshore monitoring to health; and kelp bed monitoringever, these programs still provide
assess bacteriological condi-to assess the extent to which thevaluable reports on the physical,
tions in areas used for body-discharge of wastes may affectchemical, or biological character-
contact sports (such as scubathe aerial extent and health ofistics of locations within the
diving) and where shellfishcoastal kelp beds. Southern California Bight.
or kelp may be harvested
and also to assess aesthetic Municipal dischargers pro- Within the next year the final
conditions for general boat-vide the greatest amount of Southern California Bight case
ing and recreational uses, monitoring data for the greateststudy and the NRC marine

(3) water column monitoring to cost. The four largest dischargers monitoring assessment should be
determine if the applicant’sspend between $1 and 2 millionavailable from their office in
discharge causes significantper year on marine monitoringWashington, D.C. This will be a
impacts on the water qualityactivities. Power plants spend anvaluable analysis of the useful-
within the ZID and beyond average of $105,000 per year, butness of monitoring measure-
the ZID as compared with the nuclear generating station atments, and we look forward to
reference stations, and San Onofre requires an expendi-their recommendations.

(4) ocean current studies to deter-ture of $1.1 million per year, and ./.
mine the potential for on- an additional $6 million per year
shore transport of effluent was given to the MRC for 10 References
and to aid in the predictionsyears for a program designed to
of effluent dilution and measure potential impacts of theBaxter, J. L 1982. The role of tim
sediment accumulation, station’s discharge, marine research committee and

CalCOFI. Cah’.[. Coop. Oceanic F’~h.

Samples of bottom sediment There are numerous specific tmzs~- Ret~ 23..35-42.

are analyzed to assess the pres-monitoring programs, ranging Clark, F. N. 1982. California marine
ence of pollutants and to evalu-from Santa Barbara to San fisheries investigations, 1914-1939.
ate the physical and chemical Diego, compiled in this study. Cati[ Coop. Oceanic Fish. Invest.

quality of the sediments. Copies of NPDES permits were Rep. 23:25-28.

obtained from the dischargers orCroker, R.S. 1982. An iconodast’s view
Biological monitoring in- the Regional Water Quality Con-of California fisheries research, 1929-

dudes benthic biota monitoringtrol Boards. These permits 1962.. Cati£. Coop. Oceanic Fish.
to assess the presence of pollut-provide much useful informationInvest. Rep. 23:29-34.
ants in organisms and to monitor including the name of the pro-Talbot, G. B. 1973. The California
the status of the benthic commu-gram, the reasons and objectivessardine-anchovy fisheries. Trans.
nity; trawl sampling to assess thefor monitoring, and a contact for Am. Fish. Soc. 102:178-187.
populations of demersal fish, tothe program. In addition to the
assess the bioaccumulation ofspecific monitoring programs,
toxic pollutants, and to deter- this compilation contains an
mine whether a significant differ-extensive list of programs funded l’ ........
ence exists between those popu-by dischargers and state and |
lations near the outfall diffuserfederal agencies that do not
and those in reference areas; rigqualify as monitoring programs
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the possibility of a regional ses of power and precision of
monitoring program. These infaunal sampling and trawling
discussions blossomed into a (Bernstein et al. 1985, Cross 1983).
concept called ROMP--Regional
Ocean Monitoring Program. The subject of regional
Committees to determine sam-monitoring began to surface
piing design and data manage-again in 1987 when the National
ment were established and madeResearch Council (NRC) de-
recommendations on how to setcided to investigate monitoring
up such a program. Everyone practices in the United States
agreed that regional monitoringwith the Southern California
should be established, but dis- Bight as a case study (see p. 85;
agreement among regional, state,SCCWRP 1988, NRC [in press]).
and federal regulators concern-
ing who should administer the The staff of SCCWRP fully
program essentially brought theagrees with the NRC’s findings
discussions to a halt. that regional monitoring is sorely

needed in southern California.
SCCWRP’s role in the Setting up such a program will be

regional monitoring discussionsvery difficult. It is essential that
all discharge agencies, regional

luatio of and state boards, and the U.S.Eva n Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) agree to partici-

Monitoring Methods pate and to determine program
structure and administration. It is
also important that representa-

M onitoring of the marine was to coordinate the programtives of environmental organiza-
environment to determineand provide information neces-tions have opportunities for input

the effects of wastewater dis- sary for making decisions aboutin the development of the plan
charge has been conducted sincemonitoring practices in the and review of progress.
the late 1950s in southern Cali-region. One of the main issues in
fornia. Currently, the four larg-regional monitoring is the selec- In reviewing the National
est wastewater dischargers in thetion of reference sites. SCCWRPPollution Discharge Elimination
region spend over $4 million perfelt that under current monitor-System (NPDES) monitoring
year on mandated monitoring ing programs, the reference sitesprograms of the major sewage
programs. These activities havebeing sampled were not provid-dischargers for the NRC, we
produced an enormous amounting an adequate view of refer- found that it is not possible to put
of data that have seldom beenence areas along the coast. Totogether a comprehensive re-
evaluated. Regional analy~s of allprovide information about refer-gional data base with that data.
monitoring data have not beenence areas in the region, the 1985
made. Reference Site Survey was con- By using offshore benthic

ducted (Thompson et al. 1987).monitoring programs as an
Beginning about 1978, regu-Another issue was that of replica-example, different times, depths,

latory, agencies, dischargers, andtion. SCCWRP and EcoAnalysis,numbers of replicates or compos-

SCCWRP staff began discussinginc. (Ojai, ~,~ t:tmuu~,teu analy-ire ....~ .....~ different suites
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Table 1. Partial listing of benthic parameters measured in 1987 southern California monitoring programs."

L.A. City San Diego
Oxnard Hyperion L.A. Count~ Orange County Pt. Loma

No. of sites: 7 39 18 (44)
Parameter Depth (m): 16-20 18-150 23-305 30-304 16-83

Sediments
Sulfides S A O (A) O
Grain size S A O (A) O

~, TVS S O (A)
, TOC S A

BOD S O
Metals S A" 5
DDTs S A 5 yr O (A) S

.: PCBs S A 5 yr O (A) S
PAHs A A 5 yr O (A) S

Biology
Infauna S S S 0 (A)
Trawls S (3 sta.) 0 (6 sta.) O (12 sta.) S (8 sta.) S (6 sta.)
Tissue chemistry A A S

"Abbreviations: A, annual; S, semiannual; O, quarterly;, -, not measured.
~l’hc NPDES monitoring program was modified in 1988 to include more frequent sediment chemistry monitoring than these data

indicate.
~An extended 44-station survey is to be conducted every 5 yr or after any major event. Trace chemistry is conducted at these

times.
~̄Monitoring is done quarterly at 13 sites and annually at 40 sites.
M̄etals, DDTs, PCBs, and PAHs are measured as priority pollutants.

of sediment contaminants are analysis of the data may be ac-Southern California Environ-
sampled in each monitoring complished, mental Chemists Society (see
program (Table 1). p. 91) was organized to standard-

Similar problems exist for ize analytical chemistry methods
lnfaunal data are collectedsediment data. For example, which must also be addressed in

by all agencies, and all agenciesHyperion, Orange County, and a regional monitoring program.
participate in the Southern Point Loma are required to Not all dischargers use ODES.

. California Association of Marinemeasure priority pollutants in Therefore, data would have to be
Invertebrate Taxonomists sediments, but Los Angeles requested and verified manually.
(SCAMIT), whose goal is ta.xo- County is required to measure Most multivariate analyses
nomic standardization. Speciesselected contaminants every fivecannot be performed with data
names submitted to the Oceanyears. Point Loma does not sets that contain such gaps.
Discharge Evaluation System measure total volatile solidsStandardized regional monitor-
(ODES) may be consistent within(TVS) or total organic carbon ing could resolve these problems.
a discharge agency., but there is(TOC). Although not shown in
no provision to merge species Table 1, some agencies measure Many other technical issues
lists from two or more agenciestwo Aroclor mixtures (polychlori-must be resolved before regional
and check for standardized nated biphenyls [PCBs]) while monitoring can be established. A

.... "-~- ~ ..... ~ "~’~ important questionsspecies names so that a reglonat(Jlll~.lS /lleastlfe. seven.
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are the following: SCCWRP hopes to assist in
(1) Whichparameters are establishing a regional monitor-References

useful? ing program by co-sponsoring a
(2) How could compliance be workshop to produce a consensusBcrnstcin, B., R. Smith, and B.Thomlmon.

determined for each parame-on the strategy for implementing 1985. Sampling design and replica-

ter measured? such a program. Additional lion for benthic monitoring, pp. 21-
36. In Coastal Water ResearchFor example, for sediment con- technical workshops will need toBiennial Report, 1983-1984. South-

taminants, should the 95% be held to work out details, ern Califi~rnia Coastal Water
confidence intervals of reference search Project, Long Beach, CA.
values, or toxicity limits be used In anticipation of regional
as compliance criteria, monitoring we have compiled a Cross, J. N. 1983. Evaluation o[ otter

trawl data, pp. 91-98. In Coastal
(3) How should reference sites regional demonstration data baseWalcr Rcsearch Project Biennial

be used in monitoring pro- that includes permit monitoring Report, 1981-1982. Southern
grams? data from the Hyperion Treat- California Coastal Water Re.~arch

(4) How can we reconcile stalls- ment Plant, Los Angeles County, Project, Long Beach, CA.
tical significance with envi- Orange County, and Point Loma,National Research Council. In press. A
ronmental significance? as well as the 1985 Reference Case Study on Monitoring in the

(5) What additional information Site Survey data. It contains data Southern California Bight. Report by
do we need to facilitate from 93 sites at 30, 60, and 150 m the Panel on the Southern California
better monitoring decisions?sampled in the summer of 1985. Bight (W. Eichbaum, Chairman) of

For example, analyses of power This data base is available for the Marine Board. National Re-
search Council, Washington, D.C.

and precision for sediment and use in addressing the numerous
tissue contamination parameterstechnical questions about re- SCCWRP. 1988. Historical Review of
have not been made for our gional monitoring, some of which Monitoring in Southern California
region and would help guide are those listed above, for the National Research Council,

C-277. Southern California Coastal
decisions on replication, etc. Water Research Project, Long
(6) Is it possible to define a Most importantly, working Beach, CA.

balanced indigenous popula-together on the NRC case study
tion? produced a new spirit of coopera-Thompson, B. E., J. D. Laughlin, and

(7) What if biological parameterstion and interest by southern D.T. Tsukada. 1987. 1985 Refer-
ence Site Survey, C-221. Southern

are within compliance limits,California discharge agencies and California Coastal Water Research
but sediment parameters areregulatory agencies. That mo- Project, Long Beach, CA.
not? mentum should be carried for-

ward towards a viable regional
Some portion of the regional monitoring program.

plan should be special studies to
develop better approaches for
determining which organism
responses are best for use as
early warning signals. Studies on
sediment contaminants would b~
designed to develop better crite-
ria for sediment impacts on
biota.
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T~e Southern California
Association of Marine In-

vertebrate Taxonomists
(SCAMIT) was founded as a
result of SCCWRP’s original
Taxonomy Standardization
group, which was beginning to
suffer from a lack of interest.
SCAMIT was instituted in 1982
through a cooperative effort and
renewed interest of taxonomists
from SCCWRP, sanitation dis-     ..~
tricts from Oxnard to San Diego,
and local consulting agencies. Its
primary functions are to develop
a regionally standardized taxon-
omy and to disseminate taxo-
nomic information,                q.-,~,

Currently, SCAMIT has over
100 members throughout the 8
world, including Mexico, Canada,
Belgium, Great Britain, the West Se MIT and SCECS:
Indies, and the USSR. Many
members are taxonomists by An Overvitrade and study the local fauna ew
for laboratories (such as
SCCWRP) and consulting agen-discuss and resolve problems inlems assigning to a specific taxon
cies, while others teach at univer-systematics, which ensures a stan-and with the help of Dr. Barnard
sities or work in museums, dardized taxonomy. Members one of three things may be con-

also receive a monthly newslettereluded.
Each month, members meetthat not only provides informa-(1) The specimen is a new

at the Cabrillo Marine Museumtion concerning the meetings but undescribed species which
in San Pedro, where the also contains taxonomic descrip-needs to be described in the
SCAMIT library of taxonomic tions, keys, and bibliographies, literature.
literature and comprehensive (2) The specimen is a currently
listing of local marine inverte- In addition, SCAMIT hosts described valid species.
brates are stored for the mem-special workshops and lectures(3) The systematics of that
bers’ use. Different taxonomicthat are pertinent to taxonomic particular group is confused
groups are chosen for study at and ecological issues. Dr. J.L. and needs more work.
each meeting, and representativeBarnard is a world authority pn
species from that group are gammaridian amphipods and has At the workshops, SCAMIT
described on a voucher sheet andshared his expertise with members are able to work out
preserved in a reference collec-SCAMIT at three workshops to taxonomic problems at a much
tion. The monthly meetings givedate. SCAMIT members bring in accelerated pace than at their
the members an opportunity tospecimens they are having prob-regular meetings.
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need and consider time spent at
SCECS meetings as an integral
part of their OA/OC program;
thus SCECS devotes much effort
to this subject.

~
As of May 1988, SCECS had

approximately 130 members
including chemists from ocean

ENd/ monitoring laboratories and
------’-’! \ /’HEMIST$ SCCWRP, as well as chemists

~ and biologists from several

~ private laboratories and other
.: government agencies such as the
i! National Oceanic and Atmos-

pheric Administration, the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency,
the South Coast Air Quality
Management District, the Call-

The Southern California      would help tremendously tofornia Department of Fish and
Environmental Chemists Societyprovide an opportunity to inter-Game, and the California De-
(SCECS) was founded in 1985 byact with chemists’who were partment of Agriculture.
a group of chemists from munici-developing similar methods.
pal wastewater monitoring labo-Thus the objectives of SCECS Meetings are held every two
ratories and SCCWRP. The are to exchange scientific infor-months and the location rotates
purpose in forming SCECS wasmation on advances in analyticalto different host laboratories so
to promote communication methodology, applications, andthat members get a chance to
among chemists who analyze findings, and in general, to act asexperience laboratories other
environmental samples and toa medium for the improvementthan their own. At each of these
move toward standardizing of chemical procedures and meetings specific subjects related
analytical procedures. Up to thislaboratory efficiency, to analytical techniques are
point, the diverse analytical discussed so that problems can
methods and strategies used in An important part of any be solved and helpful hints may
monitoring and research pro- chemistry program is quality be shared. Some of SCECS’
grams were not always compa- assurance/quality control (QA/goals include developing an
rable. Also, it was apparent thatQC) and indeed a considerableongoing intercalibration pro-
the California State Water Re- amount of time and money is gram, a standard reference
sources Control Board and thespent on QA/QC by analytical material program, and a hand-
Environmental Protection laboratories. SCECS also recog-book of systematic analytical

Agency would soon be requiringnized this as an area in which itsmethods. SCECS members are

these laboratories to develop members needed to have a currently compiling a manual for

analytical capabilities for new means of exchanging ideas andsample collection techniques

classes of compounds (e.g., improving their understanding ofwhich will aid those who often

priority pollutants). Since mosthow to manage a high-caliber are not chemists themselves, but

,-,:embers h.’_td little experience QA!OC program. Laboratory who are collecting environmental

doing this, it was felt that SCECSmanagers have supported thissamples for chemical analysis.
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SCAMIT and SCECS assure
QA/QC for SCCWRP by inte-
grating the thoughts of many
scientists with common goals:
standardization of their special-
ized fields, refinement or intro-
duction of methods, and solu-
tions to problems. Involvement
with these organizations leads to
improvement of SCCWRP
methods by assuring constant
refinement of procedures and
review of methods used by other
organizations. These two vital
groups promote standardization
of procedures among agencies
conducting monitoring and
research in their respective
fields.

Readers interested in know-
ing more about SCECS or in
joining the Society may contact
the SCECS President, Richard
Gossett, at (213) 435-7071. For
information about SCAMIT
membership, please contact Ann
Martinat (213)322-3131 (ext. 317).
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Long Beach, Los Angeles, Publications Editor, and Donald
Northridge, and Pomona) re- J. Reish (Professor of Biology at
ceived a 30-month $333,000 California State University, Long
contract from MMS to produce aBeach) will serve as Science
graduate level textbook, which isEditor. A review board consist-
tentatively titled Ecology of the ing of several scientists, all with
Southern California Bight: A well-known expertise in their
Synthesis and Interpretation. respective fields, has been put
SCCWRP became part of the together by the management
proposal to provide its expertiseteam to ensure a high-quality text.
regarding the Southern Califor-
nia Bight. Jack W. Anderson of

SCCWRP and Donald J. Reish
Twenty-four scientists fromof California State University,

the Pacific Northwest to South-Long Beach, received a $100,000
ern California will be contribut-contract for the first year of
ing to the text which will containresearch from API to study the
chapters on various aspects of theeffects of produced waters on
Southern California Bight includ-selected marine species through
ing physical oceanography, bioassays. In order to attain

these goals, the principal investi-

N Projectsew
gators will develop methods for
the collection, transport, and
dilution of produced water

~n addition to conducting geochemistry and chemical samples; determine the chemical
studies that are funded byoceanography, microbiology, composition of produced water

the SCCWRP sponsors, the phytoplankton, zooplankton, samples during specific time
SCCWRP staff also receives algae and marine spermato- periods; compare mysids with
grants and contracts from otherphytes, benthic invertebrates, five other organisms to evaluate
government agencies and privatefish, birds, marine mammals, test procedures and comparative
organizations. The informationmajor natural events, anthropo-sensitivities; and measure the
gathered through these projectsgenie inputs and effects, com- toxicity of reference compounds
helps in understanding the South-plexity of governance, and eco-and produced water samples with
ern California Bight, which is asystem interrelationships. Thevarious salinities on five organ-
benefit to all concerned. Re- project will also provide a currentisms. A second year of funding
cently, SCCWRP became in- bibliography on the Southern at approximately the same level
volved with two new contracts, California Bight to MMS, the is anticipated to complete the
one from the U.S. Department ofresult of a thorough literatureproject.
the Interior’s Minerals Manage-search, which will list research
ment service (MMS) and one done in the bight.
from the American Petroleum
Institute (API). In addition to writing por-

tions of the text, Murray Dailey
The Ocean Studies Institute(Director of OSI) will oversee

(OSI; a consortium of the Call- the project as Program Manager,
fornia State University campusesJack W. Anderson (Director of
at Dominguez ttills, Fullerton,SCCWRP) will aid the project as
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NOW 2
S~O~I~NG...

Presentations by
SCCWRP Staff in 1987
Jack W. Anderson, Effects and bioaccumulation Jeffrey N. Cross,
Director produced by exposure of the Fish Biologist

prawn, Sicyonia ingentis, and the
An overview of SCCWRP: urchin, Lytechinus pictus, to Reproductive and hematol-

The goals of the organization, contaminated sediments. Societyogic indicators of stress in fishes
results of past research projectsof Environmental Toxicology andfrom highly contaminated areas
and plans for future research. Chemistry, Pensacola, FL off southern California. Fourth

Presented to:
November 1987. International Symposium on

Crossroads School, Santa Monica,
Responses of Marine Organisms
to Pollutants. Woods Hole, MA.CA. June 1987. Steven M. Bay, April 1987.Business Roundtable of RedondoMarine Biologist

Beach, Redondo Beach, CA.
June 1987. Sea-surface microlayer.

Long Beach Yacht Club, Long Sediment assessment tech-California Water Pollution
Beach. CA. October 1987. niques using sea urchins. West-Control Association Conference,

The Propeller Club, Long Beach,ern Society of Naturalists, Cali-San Diego, CA. April 1987.

CA. November 1987. Beach.f°rnia StateDecemberUniversitY,1987.Long
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tion Conference, San Diego, CA.ttealth, Environmental Science
April 1987. and Engineering Program.
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Contaminant effects on
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9(with J. E. Hose of Occidental    Tareah d. Hendricks,
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Enhancement of Nearshore Fish
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Occurrence of micronuclei in
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Organic Geochemist                                      -
Megabenthic assemblages of        ~oe
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hydrocarbons in an oil-contami-shelf, slope, and basins. South-
nated aquifer: Evidence for theern California Academy of |’~
importance of microbial activityScience, Annual Meeting, Cali-
(with T. Dorsey, C. Phinney, M.fornia State University, Los
J. Baedecker, and I. Cozarelli).Angeles. May 1987.
Geological Society of America ~
National Meeting, Phoenix, AZ. Reference site survey, 1985.
October 1987. Seventh International Ocean

Disposal Symposium, Nova Io
Development of an Aroclor-Scotia, Canada. September 1987.

based secondary calibration
standard for the congener-spe- Biology of Lytechinuspictus
cific determination of chloro- in southern California. Western
biphenyls in environmental Society of Naturalists, California
samples. Southern California State University, Long Beach. ~
Coastal Water Research Project,December 1987.
Long Beach, CA. October 1987.

/
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Statement of Revenue
For January I through December 31, 1987

Amount

Aid from o~her (~)vernmenlal Aleneies
Joint Powers Agreement:

"Count? Sanitation Distrkl No. :2 of
Lo~ .~J~:le~ Count?

~t? of L~ Angeles $23~I0.00
County Sanitation DLstti~ No. | of

Orang~ Courtly 14~,670.00
Cit? of San di~go 69,880.00
("it? of OJmard 10,640.00

A.~so¢iat¢ ~embers:
~n~ina Waler Pollulion Control Fa~ifit? 10,640.00
Soulh ’---------E~t Regional Re.~lamatio~ Aulborit? ~0,640.00

Sial� Water Rcsoul~s BolI~I
City of Los Angcl~s 11
Sial� I~pI. of |leallh Se~’e.s 68,621.2~
¯ Englnecring Science of Pasadena, ~ 210.45.33 !!.~424~7

P̄roportionate share of bud~:t in the amount of $~17,000.00 wts paid in June 19~7.

Balance Sheet
For Januaw 1 through December 31, 1987

Fund Group of Ao~ounta

Impre~l C.~h 8,000.00
lnvestmcn~ 0.00
Equipment a~ ~ ~22,684.05

I~OTAL $2&0Z IJ~

liabilities and Fund
[".ncumbrance~ ~4,8~3.47
l:und Balance (56,862.14)
Inveslmem in F’txed A~,et~ $422.684.0:$

tOTAL                                            $.’S.02~J~
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Preface 1
2

PURPOSE
In 1987, the Marine Board of the National Research Council estab-

lished the Committee on a Systems Assessment of Marine Enviromnen~al
Monitoring. The committee’s goal was to identify how monitoring con-
tributes to environmental management, to determine why monitoring does ’"
not always produce useful information, and to recommend how more ef- ,’"
fective monitoring programs could be designed. The committe~ decided to
carry out three case studies: the Chesai~ake Bay, the Southern California
Bight,t and particulate dispersion.

The following goals were established for this ~ study:
¯ to assess the design of monitoring programs in Southern Cal~ornia

in terms of their technical componenl~ and linkages to relevant policy
i~ues;

"Ihe purpos~ of th ,$ cas~ study, v,as to conduct an overall r’evtew and ass~ssmcn t o~ marin~ mon-
itoring in the Southern California BiGht. Pdlhough Iherc is a long tradition of monitonng in
the bight, there is wzdcsprcad concern thai intensive moniloring activities arc not edllcsct, l! aod
that the in[ormation Ihal results is not sufliczcntly used for decision making by ~vcrnmcntal
agencies. "Fher~ is also concern that monilonng does not produce: a readily m::c~mble, cohcl’-
cnt pzcture of conditions in Ihe bight’s manne environment. Accordingly, this study examines
monitonng as a system that includes both institutional and lechnic’=l asl~cts, th©n r~:ommends
possi|’4e ffnprovements to Ibis system. This study Ihus concentrates on the intcrfac~
techntc~fl or s~ientlfi¢ issues and institutional and policy ~ues. ]t does not, other than (o¢ ih
hlstratlve pul"po~, alteQ)pt to des~..~’lb¢ environmental impacts or aclual conditions o(
wate~ and living resources in th~ bight.
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¯ to use the assessment to develop guidance for future monitoring
practice and institutional frameworks in the region; and

¯ to assess whether monitoring meets society’s needs as manifested
in regulations, public opinion, and scientific research.

of these goals, this study accomplishes four main objectives:Inpursuit

1. it describes the natural environmental setting, including the physical
setting and sources of environmental pollutants and habitat change;

2. it reviews the regulatory and institutional framework, including

monitoring responsibilities in the government, academic, and public sectors;
3. it discusses the evolution of monitoring and current monitoring

activities in the bight; and
4. it analyzes current monitoring practice in the context of ~ first

three objectives and describes a conceptual framework for improved mow
itorin&

In combination, these objectives define the overall environmental,
regulatory, historical, and institutional framework within which this study
assesses monitoring in the bight. The emphasis is on systematic use by
regulatory and management agencies of the data collected and not on the
technical adequacy of individual collection activities.

METHODS

The Committee on a Systems Assessment of Marine Environmental
Monitoring established a case study panel to pursue the goals and objectives
described above. The case study panel performed much of its work through
a series of fact-finding meetings held throughout Southern California to
seek viewpoints from the monitoring community. A planning meeting was
attended by panel members, representatives of the California state and re-
gional water quality boards, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, municipal dischargcrg
and various research groups. This initial meeting achieved three results:

1. members identified important issues for the panel to investigate,
2. prepared a list of knowledgeable experts who would be invited to

make presentations to the panel about these issues, and
3. specified background information needed for the panel’s delibera-

tions.

The ,Southern California Coastal Water Research Project prepared a report
for the panel providing background information for each monitoring pro-
gram in the bight, including detailed maps and data on sampling design,
parameters sampled, sponsoring agency, relevant permits, and cost.
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Experts invited to address the panel at subsequent fact-finding meet-
ings were asked to make written and oral presentations. They were asked to
consider specific questions about monitoring effectiveness and about their
personal experiences with monitoring programs. As a result, the panel
received information from experts knowledgeable about and experienced
with a variety of issues, including fisheries management, the relationship
of large-seale ecological processes to monitoring objectives, institutional 2relationships, public health, nonpoint sources of pollution, legal and regu-
latory requirements, waste’water treatment, thermal discharges from coastal
power plants, public perceptions and interests, marine science, and moni-
toring design and implementation. In addition, some panel members made
field visits in the region. At the conclusion of these fact-finding sessions,
the panel held further meetings to discuss the structure and content of tl~
case study report and to review and discuss draft material

ORGANIZATION

This case study is organized into seven chapters:
Chapter I ~ The Southern California Bight provides a basic descrip-

tion of the geography, hydrology, water quality, climate, habitats, and
natural resources of the area. It also describes land use patterns and
economic activities.

1Chapter 2 ~ Sources of Pollution and Habitat Chang~ discusses me]or
activities that result in pollution and habitat change, such as oil exploration
and production, municipal and industrial wastewater discharges, power
plant thermal discharges, stormwater and surface runoff, aerial fallout, and
ocean dumping. It also contains a discussion of the characteristics of the

5
resultant pollutants and their concentrations in the environment.

Chapter 3 -- Regulatory Framework and Public Concerns sets forth the
basic state and federal regulatory framework (water quality control, public
health and safety, and natural resources protection) and the concerns and
perceptions of the public about certain policy objectives for the bight.

Chapter 4 ~ Monitoring and Research Programs in the Southern Cal-
ifornia Bight discusses the relationship between research and monitoring
and the general types of monitoring applied in studies of the bight. It
characterizes the roles of government and of the private sector in these
activities.

Chapter 5 ~ A Framework for the Analysis of Monitoring sets forth in
general terms the theoretical objectives for a monitoring program and dis-
cusses in detail a conceptual framework that will ensure that the objectives
are achieved.Chapter 6 ~ Analysis of Monitoring Efforts examines specific aspects

of certain monitoring efforts in the bight and evaluates the results in light
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of the conceptual framework and the societal expectations in Southern
California. Recommendations for change are set forth in this chapter.

Chapter 7 ~ Conclusions and Recommendalions sets forth the com-
mittee’s conclusions and recommendations.

TIIE STUDY’S AUDIENCE

This study was requested by the parent Committee on a Systems
sessmem of Marine Environmental Monitoring. Its findings and conclusions
and the underlying discussion are an important source of information for
the work of that committee. However, because of high interest in the con-
dition of the environment and marine monitoring in Southern California
this report will be of substantial interest to parties in that region.

Although environmental monitoring is most often considered to be
within the exclusive domain of the scientific community, successful design
and use of environmental monitoring depends on a system that reaches
beyond scientists. The general public and interest groups have substantive
questions about the condition of the marine environment that monitoring
must address. Political leaders and policy makers need to make tough
decisions about the allocation of monetary resources to particular control
strategies, and monitoring results provide information upon which their
success may be documented. Public and private managers must imple-
ment control programs and he able to predict as well as determine their
success or failure on the basis of monitoring information. Finally, the sci-
entific community is vital to the appropriate design and implementation of
monitoring programs.2

This study, based on an examination of the monitoring system as a
whole, makes recommendations about marine monitoring that respond to
the needs and responsibilities of all these interests. Thoughtful considera-
tion, debate, and (undoubtedly) modification can contribute to the evolution
of marine monitoring in Southern California to make it a strong component
of the overall program of environmental protection and restoration.

2"1~c incorporallon of relevant scientific knowloJge in monitoring programs help* ensure Ihat
tmponanl questions will I~ properly addrcs6~.-d. Appropriate scientific analysis of moniloring
results will also incrca~ undc~tand~ng o[ how the mantle environment [uncllol~ and I~pOndl
[o human impac~

viii
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Executive Summary 1

2

With nearly 15 million people in the region, Southern California’s
coastal ocean~ is coming under increasing environmental stress. There is
little coastal space that is not subject to some form of development or
resource utilization--including oil extraction, commercial and recreational
lisheries, municipal and industrial wastewater discharge, ship traffic, and
recreation.

There is in the region a broad public perception of environmental
degradation. This is set against a backdrop of extraordinarily complex
natural ecosystem processes that are not fully understood, extensive public
and private efforts to protect and restore environmental systems, and great
public concern for the environment.

Environmental management efforts have included numerous marine
environmental monitoring programs. These efforts have been both ex-
tensive (for example, the long-term time-series resource assessments of
the California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigation [CalCOFI]) and
elaborately detailed, such as the monitoring programs for municipal waste
water and electric power plants. The total amount of money and effort
expended by public utilities, private industPy, and government agencies in
marine monitoring efforts in Southern California is conservatively estimated
at well over $17 million annually.

I’qhis report address~ the region known as the Southern California BighL the o<~anic
from Point Conctption. Califorma to Moa¢o and seaward from the �oast to the Calitorma Cur-

xiii
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As part of a larger assessment of marine environmental monitoring, tbe
National Re.search Council analyzed the clIectiveness of marine environ-
mental monitoring in the Southern California Bight. The study committee
found an extensive system of monitoring of environmental conditions in
thc bight, but also widespread concern that the system is not efficient and
that its products are not sufficiently used for decision making.

The committec found that because monitoring in the bight is predom-
inantly organized around discharge permits responding to water quality
regulations, there is a fragmented approach to assessing environmental
quality. There are deficiencies in monitoring for public health concerns
and nonpoint discharges. Also, there are no existing formal mechanisms
for integrating the wide array of monitoring activities and their findings; as
a result, it is difficult--if not impossible--to present a coherent picture of
the state of the bight as a whole. Thcre is a glaring need for a regionwide
monitoring system and for effectively reporting lindings to the public, the
seicatific community, and policy makers.

In response to these findings, the committee recommends that a
gional monitoring program be established that would addres~ public health
Unpacts, natural resources and ncarshore habitat trends, nonpoint source
and riverme contamination, and cumulative or areawide impacts faom all
contaminant sources.

A regional program should involve participation by the public and
sci~ntilic communities at local state, and federal levels and shoukJ include
built-in mechanisms to communicate its conclusions to regulatory agen-
cies and the public, the committee noted. It should also include review
mechanisms and allow easy alteration or redirection of monitoring effort~
whenever justified by monitoring results or other information. Anticipated
benefits from a regional program would include:

¯ greazercost e.tficiency through use otstandardized sampling, analysis,
data management, and coordination of effort;

¯ ability to address specific questions about environmental condilions
and resources and to alter or redirect monitoring efforts as needed; and

¯ more effective use ofmoniWring informa/ion in decision making by
ensuring better communication with and involvement by the public and
scientific community.

Implementing a regional program will require coordination among lo-
cal, state, and federal agencies and the integration of their regulatory, data,
and management needs. Only through an integrated systemwide approach
can important environmental and liuman health objectives identified by so-
ciety be successfully attained: ensuring that it is safe to swim in the ocean
and cat local seafood, providing adequate protection for fisheries and other
living resources, and safeguarding the health of the ecosystem.
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1
The Southern California Bight -/-

2

No system of marine monitoring exists in the abstract. Monitoring
occurs in specific geographic regions that have particular qualities derived
from their natural characteristics and processes. The marine environment
in turn is affected by the human activities that take place in and adjacent
to it. Understanding the strengths and weaknesses of monitoring in the
Southern California Bight therefore requires a basic knowledge of tl~
physical setting and human activity within it.

This chapter describes the physical setting of the Southern California
Bight: its bathymetry, drainage basin, circulation and ocean-ography, cli-
mate, and hydrology. It also describes the natural habitats and resources of
the region and the land use and economic activities of the adjacent coastal
areas. Chapter 2 wiil describe in greater detail the sources and types of
habitat change and pollutant ioadings to the marine environment that stem
from human activities in the bight.

PIIYSICAL SETTING

The Southern California Bight is bounded on the north, east, and
southeast by a long curve of the North American coastline extending from
Point Conception in Santa Barbara County, southeast 357 mi to Cabo
Colnett, Baja California in Mexico (Figure 1-1). It is bounded to the west
by the California Current, which flows southeasterly approximately parallel
to the coast and the edge of the continental shelf. The bight system includes

1
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more than 3%000 mi2 of ocean and approximately 8,700 mi2 of adjacent
coastal areas draining into it.

Bathymetty 1
The bathymetry underlying the Southern California Bight has many                         ~!~

features unique to the continental shelf surrounding the United States,.
For this reason the area was named "continental borderland" by Shepard
and Emery (1941). Topographic features in the continental borderland and
adjacent mainland drainage basin arc summarized in Table 1-1.

The waters of the bight overlay an alternating series of 2,000- to 8,000-
ft-dccp basins and surfacing mountains that form 9 offshore islands or island
groups and several large submerged banks and seamounts. Nearshore,
12 large submarine canyons influence movement of sediments and other
materials deposited on the bottom. There are also 32 submarine canyom
on the continental slope bordering the U.S. portion of the bight, including
20 canyons that cut into the mainland shelf (Emcq¢, 1960). Offshore, there
are 18 marine basins, 3 of which arc essentially anoxic.

These submarine canyons and deep basins are important sites of accu-
mulation of fine-grained sediments and particulate materials from land
runoff, ocean discharges, and ocean dumping. An important feature ,~
throughout the bight is that deep water is close to shore. All slopes
are steep, ranging from 5 to 15 percent. Island and mainland shelves are
narrow, from less than 0.6-mi wide to a maximum of 12.5-mi wide. The ~
mainland and island shelves constitute only about 11 percent of continental .
borderland area; marine basins cover about 80 percent of the borderland B~-"
area.

The most important embayments of the mainland shelf are Santa Mort-
ica Bay and San Pedro Bay (separated from each other by the prominent
and steeply sloping Palos Verdcs Peninsula and shelf), San Diego Bay, and t’~t
Todos Santos Bay in Baja California. Although no true estuaries penetrate

t,m~the mainland coast, there are at least 26 wetland systems in coastal lagoons ~
and at the mouths of Iransient streams and rivers in the U.S. portion of the
bight (Figure l-2)(Zcdlcr, 1984). The total area of these coastal wetlands is t
only about 129 mi’-’, an estimated 25 percent of the area they encompassed
when the first Europeans arrived in Southern California in the late 1500s.

Drainage Basin
6

The onshore mainland drainage basin of the Southern California Bight,
occupicd by an ever-increasing human population of nearly 15 million, is
a trianglc-s’hapcd, higher clcvation extension of the offshore bathymem/.
It consists of nearly equal areas of mountains and basins or plains (Table
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1-I). ~c rising shoreline ~ character~ed by verfi~l s~rps and ~ve~ut
clills. There arc as many as 20 rahed marine terrac~ on ~nd t~l are
extension of ~hc 5 submerged terra~s tha~ lie a~ dcpt~ ~o ~9 ft along
mainland shelf (Emcu, l~).

~c drainage basin is ~rdered on the norlh by tmnsve~ (osl-westranges cxlcnding from Point ~ncepfioa eas~ard along ~he Santo Mon~,
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TABLE I-I Tot~ral~y and I~thyme/~ ~ the So~t~cm Ca~’omia Bi~t ~

F~ M~ ~ T~ ~

2I0.0

~s ~ ~7 !.1

~s~ ~d ~ d~ 19,1~ 4~0 ~.3
~sm ~d ~ ~ ~,I~ II~ I~

~ s~ I~ 4.3

San Gabriel, and San ~ardino mountain; and on the ~st by c~s~l
ranges that continue southward down ~� length of the Baja Pc~u~
(SCCW~ 1~3). ~c moun~in ranges ~parate ~� ~m~d ~i
plain Irom ~he ve~ a~id ~e~

Be~e of the semiarid nature of the drainage b~in and the hi~
s~sonal pattern of annual precipitation, most of the ~e~ dra~g
the bight are small and are d~ for much of the yor. From noah to ~uth,
the major rive~ ~ the drainage basin are the ~n~ C~, ~ ~gcl~,
San Gabriel, ~nm ~a, San Lu~ Rey, San Diego, and Tijuana
(Figure 1-2). Much of the length of.the ~s ~geles and ~n Gabriel river
~ds and other major d~inag~ are now lined ~th ~ncrct~ M~t
have dams and debris basins cons~uct~ ups~eam to aid in fl~ ~ntroi.
In ~uthern ~lifornia, there are ~rate s~te~ to handle sto~ter
runoff and municipal ~stewater fl~.

Ci~ulation and ~n~p~

~c w~tern ~rder of the Southern ~fomia Bight ~ marked by t~
~lifornia Current, which Ilo~ southeastward along the ~ cont~u~g
the cl~k~’~e gcostrophic transport of water in the North Pac~c
(Figure 1-3). Water current regimes in the ~uthern ~liforn~ Bight are
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FIGURE 1-~ Lo~on N ~ulhcm ~g~ ~1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~U~

~mplex and ~r~ble on sepoy! and longer ~me ~1~. O~ ~h~ genes!
pa~te~ w~ ~ des~i~d here. ~ of ~he ~rd ~den~t~n of
~t ~ the ~uthern ~lffornia Bight, a surfa~ ~unterc~ ~e,
~uthern ~lffornia ~dy, br~ off the ~lgom~ ~ent and ~
~ter nor~ward through ~e ~nlral bight (John, 1~1; ~ck~, 1~).
~e ~dy ~ ~ually ~ develo~d ~ s~mer and autumn and ~
~ter and sp~ng.

Ci~er ~o ~e shore along the ma~nd she~, prong o~ho~ (~-
westerly) ~nds re~ th~ fl~, r~ulfing ~ a net a~n~hore suffa~
t~rd ~e ~uth~t at s~s of 1 m 3.3 ~ (~ntz and Wm~ 1~9).
Hendric~ (1~) ~rt~ t~l ~e m~n d~on and ~ of ~ter
~en~ j~t ~1~ t~ ~e~ are u~mst at 3 ~s, a~ ~at
n~r~ttom ~ent ~ a signifi~nt o~hore ~m~nenL ~s~i ~en~
~ch m~mum vel~ m ~ater dep~ ~f a~ut 1~ h (Jac~n, 1~).
~ mmpl~ n~ore ~en~ are in~e~p~ ~ m~l ~ea~
and u~iag epi~nte~ a~ r~nd w ~th reg~nal and ~1 ~nd-~
b~ During the ahem~n, ~a br~ are r~ible for ~ ~l-
~g on ~nd and shore~rd m~ement of nalu~l and ~n-made fl~t~g

~e~ ~ a~ a veq n~hore ~u~tion pauem ~ ~ surf a~ng
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~s Angeles

2

15°1

Diego

16o(

Bt’~ow 660 ft (200 m)

the ~ch~ (John, 1971). The surf-driven current co~k~ of tram~
alongshore i~idc the br~kcr zone to zon~ of oulward-flo~ag water
~lled "rip current." ~e rip currcn~ ~r~ walcr Zram~rled ~shore ~
the surf back o~horc. ~ Io~l circulation is im~rlant in ~ach er~ion
and nour~hmem and in trans~r[ o[ was~cs trom offshore dbgMrg= and
stormwaler runo~ inlo and zhrough recr~lional aros.

Below a~ut 5~ [t, lhcre ~ a norzhw~iward currenl flow of ~
c~s or l~s inshore of zhe ~li~o~ia Currenl (Figure 1-3). ~ waler
~ o[ cqualorial Pacilic origin and ~s a highcr tcm~ralure, ~li~, and
phosphalc concentration and a lower o~gen con~ntralion than {he deep
water in Ihc California Cu~cnt l~[ed at Ihe same depth but tarlher
olkhorc (Jon~, 1971). ~ norlhward llow ~ weak bul pmgrc~ive lhrough
the deep basins and more vigorous along [he mainland shelf and slo~.
Ordinarily, the norlhward coun~crcurrcnt d~s nol surface within the bight,
cx~p[ occasionally during the win~cr. ~ llow may sur[a~ nearshor¢ off
~ ~gclcs in laZc fall and winter and move northward as lh¢ David~n
CurrcnL possibly as far as Vancouver Island, ~nada, panicular~ during
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the periodic climatic anomalies known as "El Nifio" events (described in
detail later in this chapter). There is still some uncertainty about the
continuity between the Davidson Current and the deep coualercurrent in
the bight (Hickcy, 1979).

Because surface waters in the bight originate primarily from the south-
flowing California Current, they are more nutrient-rich, less saline, and
cooler (annual range 13" to 20"C) and undergo less seasonal temperature
variation than ncarshore surface waters at similar latitudes along the east
coast (e.g., South Carolina and Georgia). Temperature drops with increas-
ing water depth to about 4"C in the basins. Dissolved oxygen concentration
also tends to decrease with depth, such that waters below the sill depths ol.
the Santa Barbara, Santa Monica, and San Pedro basins are periodically or
permanently anoxic (Emery, 1960). Due to anoxic conditions, bottom water
and sediments in these basins are virtually devoid of higher life forms. Tbe
basins are major repositories for sediments and other particulate materials
(including sludge) transported onto the shelf from the land and coastal
wale~.

Climate and Hydrolo~
The climate of Southern California is like that of the Mediterranean,

with most of the precipitation occurring during winter months. Monthly
mean temperature and precipitation for Los Angeles and San Diego are
summarized in Table 1-2. Monthly mean temperatures in both cities
by only about 10*C, though periodic extreme temperatures may range over
about 35"C. Mean monthly precipitation ranges from near zero in June,
July, and August to 2.0-3.3 in. (50 to 85 mm) in December, Januan!, and
February.

It is now clear that many environmental changes in the bight are
connected more with long-term, low-frequency, interannual patterns than
with seasonal cycles. Displacement of cool surface waters~including their
inhabitants--in the bight by clear, nutrient-poor warm water is correlated
with periodic warm-water events oil the coast of Peru and in the tropical
Pacific. These are the El Nifio events, which occur several times per decade
(e.g.. 1976, 1979, 1982-1984, 1986-1987) and are characterized by warm wa-
ter, a deeper surface-mixed layer, elevated sea levels, increased abundance
of southern planktonic and pelagic organisms, alterations of benthic com-
munity structure, and degeneration of coastal kelp beds (Jackson, 1986).
El Niho events and other long-term oceanographic changes also allect the
weather in the bight. In some years (e.g., 1969 and 1982-1983) floods rule
the coastal plain; in other years drought occurs (e.g., 1976-1977). In some
years, there is a deep-penetrating, southerly ocean swell that mixes and
re.suspends mainland shell" sediments.
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Crustal blocks between numerous faults move with alarming frequency,
causing earthquakes. Oil and tar continuously ooze from shelf and island
seeps, periodically creating large marine oil slicks. During some droughc~,
brush fires, fed by northeasterly Santa Ana winds, spew plumes of ash and
soot onto the adjacent sea and coastal plain. Landslides and subsidenc¢
are common and predictable in certain hill and bluff areas. In short,
the predominantly mild sunny climate of the Southern California Bight
area does not reilcct the major impacts of occasional meteorological and
geological events.

Fresh water enters the bight from a variety of sources. Riverin¢ runoff
from rain and melting snow is very seasonal Much of the water imported
from Northern California through the California Aqueduct, from the high
Sien’a Mountains through the Owens Valley Aqueduct, and from the Col-
orado River through the Metropolitan Aqueduct (q~ble I-3) eventually
finds its way to the bight through land and subterranean runoff and dis..
charges of waste water. The cost of wastewater disposal from municipal
and industrial activities is 5 to 10 times the cost of supplying the water
(World Bank, 1980). Disposal costs for agricultural drainage are ahout half
those of water supply, unless treatment is required.

Because of the semiarid climate of the bight drainage basin, the vol-
umes of water entering the bight from wastewater discharges are compara.
hie to those from rivcrine and storm drain inputs. Because stormwater flow
is more variable than wastewatcr flow, in d~y seasons and years wasten~,a.
ter flow far exceeds that of storm water. For example, the mean treated
wastewater liow to Santa Monica Bay between 1967 and 1982 was 346
million gal/day, with the annual mean increasing from 320 million in 1967
to 379 million gal/day in 1982 (Garber, 1987). Stormwater llow to Santa
Monica Bay over the same period averaged 143 million gaUday and ranged
from 51 million gal/day in 1972 to 400 million gaVday in 1969. However,
nearly all of this stormwater flow occurred during and shortly after a few
winter storms each year. Thus, the only continuous freshwater flow to the
bight is treated municipal waste water. This includes primary, seCOndary,
and tertiary treated sewage discharged directly to the ocean from coastal
treatment plants and tertiary treated sewage discharged from inland treat-
ment plants to Southern California rivers and streams. This pattern of
freshwater input to coastal waters is quite different from that in much of
the rest of the coastal United States, where riverine and stormwater flow
far exceeds wastewater flow.

IlABITATS AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Natural habitats and resources characteristic of the Southern Califor-nia Bight include abundant deep water close to shore, extensive coastal
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TABLE 1-3 Wa~er Supply and Demand in Sou~em ~alifomia

Pa~ame~.r 1990 20 t 0

Eaimated pap~a~¢~ (miriam)¯ 15.29 17.75
Water supply (millims cl’ |al/day)

reclaimed 143 152L~ Ange~s Aque~k~ 375 375Colorado l~v~ 714 4~
s,-,- w~er Ix~jec~

Wate~ ufilizati4~ (miUicm d Sai/day)
~esidm6al ! .607 2.090commep:ial 473 643
indmt~ti 330 4 ! 1poblic~

411 464

Supply minus demmd 4. 715 - 41

P~ cal~u cUmmd (~l/~y)
residential !1~ 118ccmmen:ial 31 36

’~alif~ia Depa~mem ot’ Finance da~ asstmfis’~ half of" ~ incsv, asej m county projections
will occur in co*;tal drainage
~mcluder unaccoenmd fc," water.

SOURCE: California De~rtmem of Water Reso~r~s. 1987; ~ Angeles Depal~ment of Waist
and Power, 1985-1986 Annual Report: State Wa~e,r Contra~ors. Bay-Deha Hearings. Jtme 1987.
SWC F.~ibit Ntunbers 3, 6. 13. 17. 76.

and offshore oil reserves, commercially or recreationally valuable fish and
shellfish stocks, wildlife breeding and overwintcring areas, kelp beds, beach
and water recreation areas, and a climale tempered by the special oceano-
graphic processes reviewed above.

As a result of the local oceanographic regime, parlicularly the Southern
California Eddy, the bight is an enclave of communilies of marine life
specific to the area, except during El Nifio years. II is also a trap for warm
water and natural and amhropogcnic materials entering the area from land,
sea, and air.

Six species of scab and sea lions and the northernmost Pacific popula-
tion of pelicans breed on several islands. Regional populations of porpoises
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occur in the bight, and the entire population of gray whales spends a por-
tion of fall and wimer there during its annual migration between the Bering
Sea and Baja California.

Commercially exploitable stocks of anchovies, sardines, and mackerel
spawn and grow primarily in the bight, as do bass, croakers, flatfishes, and
rockfishes. Mariculture operations have been established in Agua Hedionda
Lagoon in San Diego County (mussels and oysters) and in the Sanla Barbara
Channel (oysters, mussels, and scallops) (California Department of Health
Services, 1988b). Deeper waters of the bight host a divershy of mcsopelagic
lishes that spend part of their life cycle in surface waters. The benthic fauna
of the continental shelf, especially polychaetes and crustaceans, are ve[y
diverse and constitute an important food source for many fish species.

Rocky intertidal and subtidai areas, which cover large areas of th~
shoreline of the bight, hos! a rich diversity of ¢pifauna (snails, mussels,
crabs, etc.) and attached seaweeds. Beds of the giant kelp Macrocystis
pyrifcra, which attach to the bottom and can grow to over 164 ft in length,
extend along the coast of the bighL There are 33 locations in the bight
between Point Conception and San Diego where kelp beds are found at
least periodically at water depths ranging from 20 to 65 fL From the 1930s
to 1979, individual kelp beds occupied up to 2,720 acres, with the total area
occupied by kelp beds in the range of 12,0(D to 15,000 acres (Foster and
Schiel, 1985). The size and distribution of kelp beds varies spatially and
temporally in response to changes in natural and anthropogenic conditions.
Natural changes in surface water temperature and nutrient concentrations
associated with E! Nifio events, and .possibly with longer-term ocean warm-
ing trends, have resulted in declining kelp beds in some areas, and winter
storms like those of 1983 and 1987 can devastate large kelp beds. These
storms probably are the most important factor influencing the condition
and areal extent of kelp beds, but human activities--such as kelp harvests,
boat trallic, and possibly wastewater discharges at Palos Verdes and Point
Loma--have also affected local giant kelp beds.

LAND USE AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

A combined U.S.-Mexico population of about 15 million people lives
in, works in, and enjoys the coastal climate and resources in the drainage
basin of the Southern California Bight. The population in this area has
increased steadily since the 1890s.

Although once primarily an agricultural region, Los Angeles and ad-
joining counties now comprise the manufacturing, petrochemical, commer.
cial, and aerospace center of western North America. There also are large
military bases throughout the area. Accessible land space is now largely
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"occupied by several hundred cities, hundreds of square miles of residential
areas, highways, airports, and citrus groves.

Because of current land and water use practices, the entire region is
heavily dependent on water diverted from northern and eastern California
and the Colorado River system (Table 1-3) that would otherwise flow into
the San Francisco Bay and delta area, Mono Lake, the Owens Valley east
of the Sierra Mountains, and the Gulf of California. Water utilization in
Southern California is projected to increase ia the next 22 years due to an
expected 16 percent increase in population, and despite a projected slight
decrease in per capita consumption of water (Table 1-3). However, at the
same time, total freshwater supply will decrease due to partial loss of watgr
rights to the Colorado River. Disputes over other water sources continue,
and these supplies are by no means assured for future use by Southern
California. As a result, demand will he greater than supply by the year
2010, requiring increased conservation and on-site reclamation..

As described in "Climate and Hydrology," the bas~ flow for most
of the Southern California drainage system is now derived from treated
waste water (see Chapter 2, Figure 2-2 for further detail). Secondary or
tertiary treated sewage from inland treatment plants makes up much of tl~
permanent flow of the Los Angeles, San Gabriel, Rio Hondo, and Santa
Clara rivers in Los Angeles and Ventura counties. These discharges, as
well as other NPDES-permitted (National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System) flows to the rivers are strictly regulated to protect water-contact
recreational areas. However, storm drains and nonpoint source runoff to
rivers are not regulated. Such flows may contain elevated concenwations
of chemical contaminants and pathogens.

Highways are the principal basis of transportation in Southern C.alifor.
nia. Hea,,), manufacturing (metals, chemicals) is located near the coast and
within convenient access to well-developed port facilities in Los Angeles,
Long Beach, and San Diego harbors. The most active shipping, shipbuild-
ing, and maintenance in westdrn North America occurs in the combined
complex of Los Angeles-Long Beach harbors; and military activities
cur around Mugu Lagoon and Anaheim Bay (munitions), along the north
San Diego County coastline (Camp Pendleton Marine Base), and at San
Clemente Island (target practice). The harbors of Long Beach and San
Diego were principal Pacilic staging areas during World War II (1941-1945)
and continue today as active naval and ship building bases.

Oil extraction has occurred for eight decades within and offshore of
coastal city limits of Golcta, Carpinteria, Ventura, Oxnard, Santa Monk:a,
Rcdondo Beach, Wilmington, San Pedro, Long Beach, Seal Beach, and
Huntington Beach. Terminal Island and adjoining areas sank up to 30 ft
(Allen, 1973) when oil was pumped out in the 1930s and 1940s. Offshore
oil extractiou from shore-based facilities began near the turn of the century
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along the Santa Barbara Channel and slightly later in southern Los Angeles
and Orange counties. Oil production from of/shore platforms began 35
years ago on nearby shelves (1 to 3 mi from shore) and now extends nearly
to the shelf break. Proposals for more extensive offshore oil exploration and
development in the hight are being hotly debated because many Southern
CaUfornians consider them a great potential pollution hazard to the marine
environment. An extensive shore-based infrastructure has sprung up to
support o~hore oil production activities--including pipelines, refineries,
produced water treatment facilities, and oil terminals.

Year-round commerce, fisheries, and marine recreation, combined with
steady population growth, have resulted in constant development of har-
bors, marinas, and coastal home sites in Southern and Baja California.
The region’s 30,0(30 to 40,000 pleasure boats are concentrated priman~
in Marina del Rey on Santa Monica Bay, in the new Los Angeles City
Cabrillo Marina, in Alamitos Bay, Long Beach Marina, Huntington Har-
bor, Balboa-Newport harbors, northern San Diego Bay, and Mission Bay;
and secondarily in marinas at Oceanside and Dana Point, and in O~-
nard, Ventura, and Santa Barbara. Be.cause pleasure boats are sources of
fuel leaks and toxins from antifouling paints, they constitute a potential
environmental problem that has not yet been quantilied.

Fourteen coastal electric power plants in Southern and Baja California
supply much of the region’s power and re.circulate nearly 11 bitlion gal/day
of nearshore seawater, some of which controls circulation in harbors and
marinas. Most generating plants operate on oil delivered by otlshore
tankers, and oil spills occasionally result from accidents involving tanke~
supplying fuel to plants in Southern and Baja California (e.g., NishJkawa-
Kinomura et aL, 1988). For example, in Los Angeles/Long Beach harbo~
where most of the tanker terminals are concentrated, an estimated 1.3
million gal of oil and fuels have been spilled since 1976; in the Santa
Barbara Channel, since 1969 over 3.5 mitlion gal of oil have been spilled
from two oil plati’orms and a tanker collision. The San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station (SONGS) is the only nuclear plant on the coast of the
bight.

Much of the region’s 1.5 billion gal!day of raw sewage is collected via
large-scale intercity networks of trunk.lines and transferred to 13 coastal
Publicly Owned "13"eatment Works (POTWs) where ellluent is subjected to
primary, advanced primary, and in some cases secondary treatment and
discharged to the ocean via submarine ouffall dil~users at depths f~’om
65 to 328 fL Tertiary treatment currently reclaims aimost 150 million
gal!day of water, and there is a future potential to reclaim 0.5 billion
gal!day. The reclaimed water is used for landscape irrigation, groundwater
recharge, industrial processing, and control of saltwater intrusion into
coastal aquifers. Storm water is completely separated from sewage in all
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major systems, but overflows occasionally occur. However, as discussed
above, several POTWs discharge secondary or tertiary effluent to Southern
California rivers for transport to the ocean. For example, the Los Angeles
and San Gabriel rivers each receive about 100 million gal/day of treated
waste water. Percolation of storm water into aging sewer lines during storm~
occasionally overwhelms the system, resulting in release of raw sewag© to
the bight.

The least developed areas of the bight include the nonhwesternmost
37-mi stretch of coast between Point Conception and Santa Barbara,
12-mi coastline of Camp Pendleton in northern San Diego County, tl~
central San Diego County coastline, the Channel Islands, and the Baja
California coast south of Todos Santos Bay, near Ensenada.

In summary, there is little coastal space that has not been subj~�~
to construction, mineral extraction, or other forms of resource utilization.
There is keen competition for coastal space, access, and resourc~ utilization
and, as a consequence, conflict among the many potential users. Tbe
California Coastal Commission, formed as a result ofa 19~9 ballot initiative,
resolves conflicts related to multiple uses of the coastal zone.

SUMMARY

There are several natural and anthropogenic features of the Southern
California Bight that are important for the consideration of environmental
impacts and marine monitoring in the bight. The continental shelf through-
out the bight is veW narrow, and deep water exists near shore as a result
of the bight’s many submarine canyons and basins. The bight’s western
border is defined by the California Current, and the complex pattern of
currents, eddies, and counter currents creates enclaves of indigenous bio-
logical communities. Many important environmental processes and changes
are related more to long-term, low-frequency, interannual patterns than to
yearly or seasonal cycles. The semiarid drainage basin of the bight receives
sparse rainfall and much of the human activi~, in the area depends on
imported water. As a consequence, many area rivers are dry much of the
year, and wastewater flows constitute the only continuous freshwater input
to the bight. Wastewater flows from treatment plants exceed natural flows
from runoff and storms. Bccans~ waste water and storm water are man-
aged by separate systems, however, the bight does not have the combined
sewer overllow problems that characterize other coastal arcas in the United
S tates.

The Southern California Bight contains rich biological resources that
support diverse commercial and recreational activities. In addition, many
marine mammal species, including the entire gray whale population, spend
part or all of each year in the bight.
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Finally, as a result of Southern California’s large population and
atlendant intense economic and recreational activity, there is little coastal
space that has not been subjeci to con’,lruction, mineral extraction, or other
forms of resource utilization. This a~:tt\.ity has resulted in extensive habitat
change and large and varied inputs t~f contaminants to the bighL These
are reviewed in the next chapter.

1
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2
Sources of Pollution and Habitat Change               1

2

Southern Californians have lived with contaminants and habitat change
since before 1572, when Juan Cabrillo’s ship entered the Bahia de Los Fuo-
mos (Bay of Smokes, now Santa Monica Bay) and wimessed coastal Indians
sealing their boats with tar from local oil seeps. Today, the ever-growing
population of about 15 million has dramatically increased Its utilization of
marine resources and the types and amounts of contaminants produced
and released to the Southern California Bight. These contaminants stem
from sewage discharges, aerial fallout, land runoff, industrial and munitions
disposal, dredged material dispoc, al, and thermal enrichment. As a result,
some of the bight’s coastal waters and underlying sediments have become
polluted and marine resources have been degraded.

This chapter describes the major human activities that have impacted
the bight’s marine environment and discusses in detail the various con-
taminants that may derive from these activities. They include waste~ from
petroleum exploration and production, radionuclides, pathogenic organ-
isms, waste heat, organic matter, nutrients, trace metals, and synthetic
organic chemicals. Since this chapter is intended to provide an overview
of contamination, sources and amounts of contaminants--rather than their
environmental impact.s--are emphasized, followed by a brief overview of
the regional and local environmental problems that have attracted public,
regulatoq~, and scientific attention.

16
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TABLE 2-I To~a] EsUrnated Average Da~ly Wasu~wa~er ~, ~ 1984-1985 W ~ ~
~f~ia Bij~ f~ ~v~ ~e ~ly ~ ~wage T~ ~

J~t Wa~r ~u~ ~

~y ~i~d~ ~

~a W~ p~

T~ 7~ ~ 4
G~ ~ !.!~

~i~. ~r ~ ~r. N~ I~.

~OR SOURC~ OF ~O~IN~

~tal rive~ and storm d~ms from in~nd Publicly ~ed ~tment
Wor~ (PO~s). In 1~5, over 1.2 bffiion gallons of effluent ~re d~-
charg~ dai~ into the bight’s ~astal wat¢~ by ~en mawr mu~l
~stewatcr d~charge~ ~bl¢ 2-1 and Figu~ 2-1).

~¢r the y~, major strid~ have ~en made to d~�~ the ~o~B
of total sofids and ~ntaminan~ ~ ~e d~charg~, even ~ the to~! ~l-
ume of s~age d~charg~ h~ incr~s~ ~igure 2-2) (~uthe~ ~o~
~tai ~ter Research Project [SCCWRP], 19~; Summe~ ¢t ai., 1~.

~ has bccn accompl~hcd primarily by a g~d~l but p~gr~ive s~
over the last I~ years from discharge of raw sewage, to discharge of p~a~
trcatcd sewage, to d~chargc of advan~d primaw and s~ondaw ~¢at~
sewage (Figure 2-3); by a g~dual phaseout of pi~line disc~rge of sludge;
and, m~t important, by sour~ control. In 1985, 62.4 ~r~nt of the to~i
~ag¢ from the seven major discharg¢~ r~iv~ pr~aw weatmen~ 37.2
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water at the head of the Santa Monica submarine canyon in Santa Monica
Bay. The County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles discharges the liquid
phase produced by dcwatering sludge by centrifugation. Prior to 1983,
this waste water contained high concentrations of solids (sludge). In 1983,
new centrifuges with improved solids recovery (90 to 95 percent) came on
line, resulting in a significant reduction in solids emissions. The Sanitation
Districts of Orange County ceased discharging sludge to the ocean in 1984.
The city of San Diego’s Point Loma "ITcatment Plant discharged sludge to
the ocean only during emergencies, when a pipeline to the Mission Bay
drying beds was inoperative.

Most sewage sludge is now disposed of onshore. However, the shift
from primary to secondary treatment r~ults in a substantial increase (ap-
proximately double) in the volume of sludge generated. Although it has
becn suggested that various ocean disposal options may be reconsidered
for handling increasing volumes of sludge (Conrad, 1985), ocean dumping
is no longer an option. Other possible uses of sludge are composting, ~
in industrial processes, and landfill cover.

Because the Southern California Bight region is semiarid, design re-
quircments for storm water and sanitary sewer-handling systems are quite
different. As a consequence, storm drainage and sanitary sewer systems
have been separate throughout the history of the region, unlike nearly all
other maior LLS. coastal urban areas. Surface runoff from land eaten the
bight through 150 natural streams (Figure 1-2) and 18 hydrologic units. In
addition, there are several major channels in Los Angeles, Orange, and San
Diego counti~ for stormwater runoff. In the Los Angeles County Flood
Control District alone, there are 2,000 mi of underground drains, 5(]0 mi
of opcn channels, and 50,000 catch basins. Mc~t of the surface water flow
of 405 million gal/day (peak value) enters the bight from 20 major streams
and channels, mostly in pulse inputs during winter storms. There are, in
addition, hundreds of individual storm drains that discharge directly to the

Harbors and marinas are sources of local and, in some cases, regional
contaminant inputs to the bight. For instance, a 1973 study (SCCWRP,
1973) indicated that 80,0f10 gai of antifouling paints containing 180 tons of
copper were applied annually to many of the 35,000 recreational boats and
numerous commercial and naval vessels that use these facilities. Most of
this copper eventually dissolved into the water. In recent years, organotin
compounds have largely replaced copper in antifouling paints, creating an
even greater problem because of their high toxicity to marine animals. San
Diego Bay and Los Angeles and Long Beach harbors are contaminated
with organotins, with measured concentrations in the water column in the
range of 0.02 to 0.93 rag/liter, and concentrations in sediments at least
a hundredfold higher (Grovhoug et aL, 1986). Many power boats and
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TABLE :2-2 Eshmmed Annual L~s ~c T~) ~ T~ ~

was~ w~ f~t I~1- I~- di~o
Me~ 1~6 1~5 1~2 I~

~i~ (~) 45 0.~ 1.2 ~8 0.3
~i~ (~) 5~ 6,6 ~ ~ 0,6
~r (~) ~ 3J 18 42
~ ~) I~ 2~ ~ 210 0.8
Me~ (H~ 2.6

Silver (A~ ~ 0.~ 1.1 ~6
~ ~) I,~ I~ 101 2~

SO~: Y~I ~ ~, I~, i~8.

submerged mc~l stru~urcs arc ~ui~d ~th ~! a~ d~i~
to h¢lp ~rcvcnt ~rr~ion of submerged mc~i stature.
leach aluminum, ~p~r, and ~

~ong the ~t of the bight, there arc 14 steam �lcct~ty gcnc~t~g
stolons that ~ ~ ~tcr for on~-through ~l~g. ~i ~fing-~tcr
fl~ from the plan~ ~ a~ut 10.7 b~ion ga~y. ~ ~n Oriole Nu-
cl~r G¢ncrat~g S~tion (SONGS) a~nc h~ a ba~ flow of a~ut ~4
billion ga~day. ~ flo~ intr~u~ h~t and small amounu of bi~dm
(chio~nc), mdionuclid~, and m¢~ ~blc 2-2) into ~� bight ~tem.
In addition, ~g-watcr ~mk~ cntm~ hrgc num~ of ~h
and ~lankton and imp~gc adult fish and other mar� orga~. ~-
ing the s~l 316b study ~ri~ from ~o~r 1~8 ~rough ~ptcmbcr
1~, ~uthcrn ~iifornia ~n ~m~ny’s eight ~sml ~wcr phnm
impinged an avc~g~ of ~2 million fish ~r year, at an avc~gc total weight

has a~raged approximately ha~ th~ amounL ~ ~ b~ surf ~rch~,
which made up a large ~r~ntage of ~h imping~ during the study
riod, decreas~ drasti~lly in abundance during ~e El N~o ~ri~s of t~
19~ and ha~ only r~nt~ ~gun to rop~ar (g R Herbi~n,
~lifornia ~on, ~., ~nal ~mmuni~fion).

Other sour~s of ~ntaminant inpu~ to the bight ~clude more t~n
d~charg~ ~rmitt~ under the National Pollutant D~harge Elevation
S~tcm (NPD~), from ~ml ind~tr~l o~rafion~ more ~an ~ ~it-
ted d~charges of pr~u~d water from olhhore off and g~ p~ffor~,
atmospheric fallout, an0 ~rmitt~ ~an dumping o[ dr~ged mate~al and
drilling muds. ~e volumes of ~rmitt~ d~charg~ [rom ~tai indm~i~
and olEhore oil pr~uction platfor~ are smafl ~m~r~ to ~ste~ter
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discharges from municipal treatment plants. The Chevron refinery at E!
Scgundo discharges about 6.5 million gal/day of treated brine and process
water to Santa Monica Bay. Offshore oil or gas production platforms may                       "~
(if permitted by NPDES) discharge up to about 0.25 million gal/day of
produced water.

2Inputs of various waste waters are not evenly distributed along the
coast. Most of the inputs are located between Point Dume and San Mated
Point. They include approximately 82 percent of municipal wastewater
ellluents, 95 percent of discrete industrial wastewater discharges, 70 percent
of power plant cooling water returns, and 71 percent of surface-water runoff.
Oil and gas production and associated discharges occur in state and federal
waters between Point Conception and Huntington Beach. Thus, there are
large areas of the bight north and south of Los Angeles where discharges
of waste waters to the bight are minimal

CLASSES OF CONTAMINANTS

OII Exploration and Preductlon Wastes and Petroleum

Natural seeps along the coasts of Santa Barbara, Ventura, Los An-
geles, and Orange counties intermittently or continuously discharge large
quantities of oil and tar to nearshore waters of the bight. Fischer (1978)
estimated that as few as 2,000 and as many as 30,000 metric tons (10 million
gal) of oil enter the Santa Barbara Channel each year from natural seeps,
the best known at Coal Oil Point. (By comparison, the 1989 Ea:r.on Va/dez
oil spill in Prince William Sound, Alaska, leaked 11 million gal of oil into
marine waters.) The intertidal zone at Goleta is chronically contaminated
with oil and tar from this seep. One hundred years ago, the U.S. Fish
Commission steamer Albauoss dispatched an observer to report on a huge
fish kill extending from Santa Barbara to San Diego. He counted thousands
of pelagic and demersal fish on the Santa Monica Bay beach at Redondo,
many of them smelling of petroleum, and suggested that the event was
caused by seepage from offshore "oil springs."

The first offshore oil well in the world was drilled in 1898 from a
wooden pier extending into the surf zone near Summerland, California. By
the mid-1980s, more than 25,000 oil and gas wefts had been drilled in U.S.
coastal and outer continental shelf waters. In Southern California, a large
number of oil and gas fields has been discovered along the coast, both
in state waters and in federal lease tracts between Point Conception and
Huntington Beach (Figure 2-4). Additional fields are now being developed
in federal waters north of the bight between Point Conception and San Lutt
Obispo. As of July 31, 1987, a total of 318 exploratory and 633 development
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Long Beach and Los Angeles harbors, due mainly to oxygen depletion

I
resulting from the discharge of refinery waste waters directly into the inner
harbors (Soule and Oguri, 1979; Reish et al., 1980). By the late 1960s, these
inputs were reduced and partly diverted to the Los Angeles County sewage

2treatment plant at Carson, from which they were discharged with treated
sewage off Palos Verdes. The harbors recovered, but their sediment~
remain heavily contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons, metaB, and
other contaminants.

Today, many sources of petroleum hydrocarbon inputs to the ocean
are recognized (National Research Council [NRC], 1985), and discharge of
treated sewage may be a major source of aromatic and aliphati¢ hydrocar-
bons in coastal waters. Eganhouse and Kaplan (1982) estimated that the
five largest municipal wastewater treatment plants in Southern California
discharge a combined total of 17,400 metric tons per year of petroleum
hydrocarbons to the Southern California Bight.

Dunn and Young (1976) measured elevated concentrations of the car-
cinogenic aromatic hydrocarbon, benzo(a)pyrene, in the mussel Mytilut
edulis in Southern California. The highest concentrations occurred in mta-
sels collected at harbor entrances. More recently, Anderson and Gossett

1(1986) confirmed that some Southern California harbor sediments and biota
contain elevated concentrations of polyeyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Re-
suits of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA)
Mussel Watch Program reveal three locations in the hight where mussels
contain elevated concentrations of total polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons:
San Diego Bay, Los Angeles Harbor, and Marina dei Rey (Boehtn et aL,
1988). These high-molecular-weight aromatic hydrocarbons are derived
from creosoted pilings, industrial (especially refinery) effluents, domestic
sewage, oil spills, aerial fallout, and bilge water from ships, particularly
crude oil tankers.

It is difftcult, if not imposs~le, to construct a complete mass balance
and describe long-term trends for all sources of inputs of petroleum hy-
drocarbons to the hight. However, inputs of petroleum hydrocarbons in
treated sewage are known to have declined as the "oil and grease" fraction
of the sewage declined during the last 15 years due to improved removal
methods and implementation of source control and pretreatment programs.
For the major treatment plants monitored by SCCWRP (1986a), oil and
grease discharges decreased by approximately one-half, from 63,000 metric
tons per year in 1971 to 34,300 metric tons per year in 1985.

Concentrations of total oil and grease in runoff from land and stormwa-
ter flows can be quite high. Gossett et al. (1985) estimated that the mass
emission of oil and grease from the Los Angeles River was 28,600 metric
tons in 1985. Some of this undoubtedly is derived from treated waste water
discharged to the river by sewage treatment plants upstream.
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Produced water containing up to 59 mg/litcr total oil may be discharged
to the ocean. If there were 25 platforms in the Southern California Bight,                           ~
each discharging 0.25 million gal/day of produced water containing 50
mg/liter total oil, the amount of petroleum discharged each year from this
source would amount to 450 metric tons, which is significantly less than                           /~
the amount discharged from municipal wastewater ouffalls in the bight.
Refinery discharges have not been quantified but probably conm~ute a
similar amount.

Radionudides

During the 1940s, 1950s, and early 1960s, atmospheric testing o[
nuclear weapons by the United States, France, and the Soviet Union
in the tropical Pacific, the south\vest United States, and elsewhere led to
the release of large amounts of radioisotopes into the atmosphere and to
significant fallout of radionuclides throughout the Northern Hemisphere.
There was considerable concern in California about contamination of leafy
vegetable crops. Young and Folsom (1973) reported that in 1967 mussels
and barnacles were contaminated with radio-manganese, cobalt, and zinc
in a gradient extending from shore to far out to sea. By 1971, these
radionuclides were no longer detectable in mussel tissues. Concentrations
of plutonium and americium in mussels from the bight are not elevated
above normal background values (Goldberg et aL, 1978b). Two ocean
dump sites designated in the bight for the disposal of radioactive wastes
were used between 1947 and 1968. There is continued public concern
about possible emissions of radionuclides to the bight from SONGS at San
Clemente, and in treated sewage effluents. All discharges to the air and
water from SONGS are monitored for radioactivity (Southern California
Edison Company, 1987; see also Chapter 4). Sea water from the cooling-
water ouffall region contained natural background levels of potassium-40,
but no radionuclides derived from the station. Ultratrace concentrations
of cobalt-58, cobalt-60, silver-ll0, and cesium-137 derived from the station

detected in fish and invertebrates around the outfalls. Monitoring datawere
from 1979 to 1985 revealed that concentrations of these radionuclides were
not increasing over time in the animal tissues. The highest concentrations
observed were only 1.8 percent of the levels that must be reported to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Bacteria and Pathogens

Raw sewage was discharged directly into the Southern California Bight
beginning before the turn of the century. However, it was not until the
1940s that public concern about the human health risks from pathogens
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associated with this discharge led to cl~ure of beaches along Santo Monica
Bay and in Orange County. During the late 1950s, thes~ be.aches were
reopened to swimming as treatment practices improved and wastewater
ouffalls were diverted to deeper locations. Daily monitoring of bacteria
has revealed that coliform counts at beach stations in Santa Monica Bay
declined by several orders of magnitude between 1945 and 1964, and have
since lluctuated around this lower level (Figure 2-5).

In spite of improvements elsewhere in the bight, significant bacterial
contamination of swimming beaches persists south of San Diego. This is
duc to the discharge of raw sewage from Tijuana, Mexico, directly into
surf zone just south of the U.S.-Mexican border or into the Tijuana River,
which cmptics into the bight just north of the border (Hickey, 1986). As a
re.suit, Border Field State Park and beaches as far north as Imperial Beach
remain under quarantine. This problem persists despite the diversion
of up to 13 million gal/day of sewage from Tijuana to the San Diego
metropolitan sewer system, which occurred until 1986, when the Tijuana
treatment facility came on line. San Diego now only treats emergencies
(averaging less than 1 million gal/day). The total sewage flow for Tijuana
has been estimated by the U.S. EPA and the International Boundav/and
Water Commission at between 32 and 38 million gal/day.Tnday, regulatory
limits for coliforms in recreational waters are occasionally exceeded at some
beaches following pump failures or overflows at treatment plants or flows
into the stormwater drainage system due to infrequent heavy precipitation.
Discharge of toilet wastes from rccrea-tional vessels can be a major source
of bacterial contamination in Newport Harbor and other marinas (Santa
Aria Regional Water Quality Control Board, 1985). While regulator7 limits
have not been established for enteroviruses and other viral pathogens, the
presence of such viruses in wastewater effluent and in sea water has been
established (Morris et at, 1976).

Concern about pathogens in coastal waters of the bight has historically
focused on beaches and the adjacent surf zone. However, increased use
of ollshore kelp beds by recreational and commercial divers prompted
the State Water Resources Control Board to amend the California Ocean
Plan to extend monitoring of surface waters for bacterial comamination to
oIIshore kelp beds.

Thermal Discharges

The 14 coastal power plants along the U.S. and Mexican shore of
the Southern California Bight generate a tremendous amount of excess
heat annually. In 1972 coastal power plants generated an estimated 2 ×
107 kw of excess heat (SCCWRP, 1973), and that amount is substantially
higher at present. Much of this heat is discharged to the coastal zone
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of the bight as waste heat in once-through cooling water. Approximately
10.7 billion gal!day of sea water is used by coastal power plants in the
bight for once-through cooling water (personal communications, Southern
California Edison Co., Los Angeles Department of Water and Power,
San Diego Gas and Electric Company). This water may be discharged

2
io the ocean at elevated temperatures, provided the temperature of the
receiving water does not exceed 4C above ambient at 1,000 ft from the
cooling-water discharge (California thermal plan [State Water Resources
Control Board, 1975]). The potential effects of thermal discharge haw
been studied extensively and found to be either minimal or not extending
beyond the immediate vicinity of the pipe (Southern California Edison Co.,
1973). Traces of biocides and metals dissolved from the cooling coils are
discharged (regulated by NPDES permits) with the cooling water.

Particulate Organic Matter and Solids

In lakes, estuaries, and poorly mixed marine basins, high concentrations
of organic matter and inorganic nutrients from human and industrial wastes
can stimulate bacterial and phytoplankton growth, leading to eutrophication
and oxygen depletion. Oxygen depletion of the water can lead to severe
damage to benthic and pelagic biotic communities (Rabalais et aL, 1985).

The index most frequently used to indicate the tendency of a waste to                              ¯
cause oxygen depletion in the receiving water is the biological oxygen de.-
mand (BOD). BOD emissions to the bight have been estimated synoptically
only once for all major sources--sewage, runoff, and industrial elauents
(SCCWRP, 1973). However, new studies are under way. In 1971 and 1972,
about 95 percent of the 297,003 metric tons of BOD discharged to the
bight each year was from sewage. By 1985, BOD emissions from the seven
major treatment plants had dropped to about 255,000 metric tons per year,
and showed a substantial further decrease when ocean discharge of sewage
sludge ceased.

It should be noted that since the early 1960s, sewage-derived BOD has
been discharged directly to the ocean, not to bays, harbors, or estuaries
(discharge of canneD, wastes at Terminal Island ceased in 1978). Before
that time, serious hypoxia in the bottom waters of Los Angeles and Long
Beach harbors and San Diego Bay was nearly chronic. Since the 1960s,
depressions in the concentration of dissolved oxygen in the sediments
have always been minor in the open bighi, even within offshore sewage
discharge zones. Depressions of dissolved oxygen in the water column due
to wastewater discharge have not been detected. Thus, little benefit to the
dissolved oxygen resource is apparent from the substantial efforts to reduce
BOD in sewage ellluents. This issue merits further investigation.

The total suspended solids emissions in sewage from the seven major
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treatment plants have declined from 288,000 metric tons per year in 1971
to 205,000 metric tons per year in 1986, due in large part to the use
of advanced primary treatment and the progressive shift to secondary
treatment (SCCWRP, 1986,3). These changes, along with source control,
decreased chemical contaminants discharged to the hight (Figure 2-6).
These improvements have not been without ¢~3sIS. They have resulted in
increased loadings of sludge to land/ills and could add to air pollution
from sludge incineration in the future. Thus any regional approach to
waste disposal options must ultimately consider the tradeoffs among air
and water quality and land use.

A budget for suspended solids mass emissions to the bight from all
sources has not been completed. Total suspended solids concentrations
in stormwater flows have been monitored routinely for many years, but
this information has not been synthesized and analyzed for long-term
trends. In 1971 and 1972, the amount of suspended solids introduced
in stormwater runoff was nearly equal to that introduced in municipal
wastewater discharges (SCCWRR 1973). The amount of suspended solids
introduced in nonsewage industrial waste waters is much less than that
introduced in sewage and stormwater. In the early 1980s, suspended solids
discharged in waste water from five coastal refineries amounted to about
10,000 metric tons per year. By comparison" natural fluxes of suspended
solids in the bight, mainly from erosion, are many-told greater than those
due directly to man’s activities (Emery, 1960, Kolpack, 1987).

Dissolved Nutrients and F-,utrophkation

Various forms of nitrogen and total phosphorus are monitored rou-
tinely in municipal waste waters, but are rarely monitored in other effluents
to the bight. The amount of ammonia nitrogen (the most useful form to
phytoplankton) discharged in municipal waste water from the seven largest
treatment plants, has not varied much over the years. Between 1971 and
1985, mass emission of ammonia ranged from 36,200 to 56,600 metric tons
per year (SCCWRR 1986a). Discharges of nitrate., nitrite, and organic
nitrogen were much smaller and more variable. By comparison, discharges
of ammonia in industrial waste water and runoff from land in 1971-1972
was estimated to be 9,500 and 440 metric tons, respectively (SCCWRP,
1973a).

Eppley (1986) compared the rate of input of ammonia and particulate
organic nitrogen to the Southern California Bight in waste water to the rate
at which these materials are generated by natural biological processcs. The
flux of ammonia and particulate organic nitrogen in municipal waste water
is equivalent to the natural fluxes of these forms of nitrogen taking place
under 772 mi~ and 127 mi2 of sea surface, respectively. Thus, it is likely
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FIGURE 2-6 Mass emissions from seven large municipal Sewage Imaimenl planll dis-
charging Io lhe Soulh©rn Califomil Bilhl, ll?l lhroulh 1985.
J986~.

thal growth of phyloplankton communities will be stimulated in the imme-
diale vicinily of sewage and refinery ouifalls if the wasle water is allowed
to mix into the near-surface euphoric zone. However, the likelihood of this
occurring depends on the location of the ouffall. For example, municipal
wastewater outfalls discharge at approximately 197-fl depth, well below the
lhermocline. Reline~y ouffalls, in contrast, discharge into surface waters.
Santa Monica Bay and other coastal walcrs of the bight have experienced
several episodes 0f elevated ammonia concentrations and blooms of phyto.
plankton, possibly enhanced by wastewaler discharges. Because the blooms
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arc quite rare and wastewatcr discharges arc continuous, i! appears thai
factors other than these discharges play a more important role in causing
blooms.

Dairy wastes, irrigation tailwaters, and urban lawn fertilizers in runoff
can contribute to eutrophication in coastal estuaries and lagoons. High
concentrations of nitrate in runoff water have been implicated in blooms of
nuisance algae in Newport Bay (Santa Aria Regional g’hter Quality Control
Board, 1987).

There have been several attempts to estimate the fluxes of metals to
the Southern California Bight from different sources. In studies performed
in the 1970s, municipal waste water was found to be the major source of
several metals (’Pable 2-2). In COnlrast, mos~ of the lead entering the bighl
came from dry fallout from the atmosphere and stormwater runoff from
land, derived primarily from combustion of leaded gasoline in automobiles.
Gather (1987) found thal from 1967 through 1982 the amounts of lead
and mercury entering Santa Monica Bay in stormwater runoff were 40
and 52 percent, respectively, of ~he amounts entering the bay in municipal
wastewater discharges. Garber also confirmed earlier conclusions that
wastcwater discharges were the major source of all olher melals entering
the bay. Dry or wet deposition of metal from brushfire smoke may be an
additional source of metals in coastal waters (Young and Jan, 1977).

In the past 15 years, municipal sewage ~reatment plants have under.
taken source control programs, enforced stringent pretreatment programs,
and adopted procedures (including secondary treatment) that reduce the
particulate emissions wilh which most metals are associated. As a result,
the concentrations and mass emission rates of most metals have decreased
dramatically in recent years (Figure 2-6). Mass emissions of several me~ais
m sewage have decreased five- to sixfold between 1971 and 1985 (SCCWRp,
1986a). One exception is silver, for which the mass emission rate has in.
creased from 17.7 metric tons in 1971 to 27 metric tons in 1985 (SCCWRP,
1986a).

The history of metal inputs to the bight from all sources is neatly
recorded in layered sedimenLs in iLS basins. They reveal thai inputs in.
creased annually through the late 1960s, then began decreasing, probably
due to decreases in mass emissions of me~aLs in sewage (Bruland et at,
1974).

Synthetic Organic Chemicals
Polychlorinated biphcnyls (PCBs) and the pesticide DDT have been
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TABLE 2-3 Esumaled Annual Emissi~ (Kilograms/Year) o( S~le.ctcd Chka’i~al~l
llydrocar~ons ~o the S~u~hem California Bigh~ from Diff©~m

Scorce Year Tool DDT Dieldrin Tool PC~s

Mmicipal w**t¢ water" 1972 6,490
1973 3,920 < 280 3,410
1974 1,580
I¢/~ 1,2"/O
19"/6 940     -- 2,810
19-r/ 77o

Hadx~/’mdusttial 1973-74 40 ~’~ < I00
Amifoalin8 palm 1973 < I ¯ l
Sad’ace na~/f 1971.72 100 ~ I~O-2~0

1972-73 320 65 250-830
Aerial fallou¢b 19"/3-74 1,400 ~ 1,100
Ocean cunenu 19"/3 S 7.000 ~ ~ 4,000

avalues a~ Iow~ ~an Ihose in SCCWRP (1986) be~aum fe~
~cU were cc~side~d.

ludes c~ly d~ inner, r,e~d~o~ zone ¢g the bill~ (400 ¯ 50

SOURCE: Youn| a~d He~s~, Ig’/$; Ymn~ ," ai~

monitored extensively in the bight ecosystem since the early 1970s. At that
time, municipal waste water was the principal source of these contaminants
(’Ihble 2-3), with additional inputs from aerial fallout and surface runoff
from land (Young e! aL, 1976). Gather (1987) reported that between 1967
and 1982, stormwater runoff contributed 7 percent of the total identifiable
chlorinated hydrocarbons contributed by municipal waste water to Santa
Monica Bay. The DDT came from a local manufacturer, which discharged
its wastes into the Los Angeles County sewer system from 1947 m 1971
(Chatarand et al., 1985), and other pesticides and PCBs came from a variety
of sources. Analysis of dated sediment cores from the Santa Barbara Basin
revealed that deposition (and therefore discharge) of PCBs to the bight
began about 1945 and deposition of DDT began about 1952 (Homet aL,
1974).

Gradients of DDT and its breakdown products in coastal mussels and
sediments clearly point to the Los Angeles County ouffalls as the major
source of DDT (Figure 2-7). Body burdens of DDT in commercial fish
also are highest off the Los Angeles metropolitan area and decline steadily
from Southern California to Alaska, with slight elevations in fish from
San Francisco Bay and Puget Sound (Malins et al., 1987; McCain et aL,
1988). Among west coast mussels sampled in the NOAA National Status
and Trends Program, those from the Los Angeles area had the highest
body burdens of DDT (Matta et al., 1985; Boehm et al., 1988). In 1987,
mussels from San Diego Bay contained the highest mean concentrations
of PCBs along the west coast (Z1 ppm). Mussels from the ~ Angeles
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area contained a mean of 0.72 ppm PCBs (Boehm et aL, 1988). Mussels
in the San Diego area have contained elevated concentrations of PCBs
since at least 1976 (Fhrrington, 1983). The source of thts contamination is

1uncertain.
In the 1970s, manufacture and use of DDT and PCBs in the United

States were banned by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and 2since that time emissions of these highly toxic contaminants to the U.S.
environment have declined dramatically. With cessation of discharges of
DDT to the Los Angeles County sewage treatment plant in 1971, emis-
sions of DDT from the seven largest municipal wastewater plants dropped
dramatically, from 21.7 metric tons in 1971 to 6.6 metric tons in 1972
(SCCWRP, 1986a). Emissions of DDT continued to drop each year and
were about 58 kg in 1985. Discharges of PCBs reached a peak of 9.8 metric
tons in 1972 and have declined gradually to 0.82 metric tons in 1985. This
decline is reflected in the sediments of the anoxic Santa Barbara Basin
(Horn et aL, 1974).

By 197G, the California brown pelican had been driven almost to ex-
tinction in U.S. waters from eating DDT- and PCB-contaminated anchovies
(Chartrand et aL, 1985). ~dthough still on the endangered species list, the
bird has made a significant comeback in the 16 years since DDT was banned
(Schreiher, 1980).

1
Much less attention has been paid to fluxes of other synthetic organic

chemicals. There is evidence that several other pesticides are important
contaminants in municipal waste and storm waters. The state mussel
watch program has identified several hot spots of dieldrin, chlordane,
and toxaphene in shallow coastal waters and bays. The pesticides aldrin,
heptachlor, and heptachlor epoxide were found in tissues of mussels from
coastal regions of northern Baja California (Gutierrez-Galindo et ai., 1983),
but not in mussels collected by the California Mussel Watch Program along
the U.S. coast of the bight (Laddet al., 1984). A possible source of these
pesticides is the Tijuana raw sewage discharge at San ,antonio de Los
Buenos Creek.

Priority pollutant scans of sewage of the effluent in the monitoring
programs of the major municipal dischargers have revealed a wide variety
of chlorinated solvents and other synthetic organic chemicaLs- No attempts
have been made to date to estimate the fluxes of these chemicals to the
bight from different sources.

Ocean Dumping

Fourteen ocean dump sites designated for disposal of a wide variety
of waste materials operated for various lengths of time between 1931 and
1973 in the Southern California Bight (Figure 2-8; Chartrand et aL, 1985).
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Be~vcen 1947 and 1961, the California Salvage Company dumped a variety
of liquid industrial wastes, including approximately 2,000 to 3,000 gal/day
of an acid sludge containing DDT from Montrose Chemical Company, at
Dump Site No. 1 located about 10 nautical miles north of Santa Catalina
Island. In 1961, the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
began regulating ocean dumping olf Los Angeles County and legal ocean
dumping of DDT ceased. All legal ocean dumping at this site ceased in
1973. Chartrand ct al. (1985) cite instances of illegal dumping of DDT-
contaminated wastes off Palos Vcrdes in the 1970s.

Since 1977, four open-ocean locations have been designated by the
EPA for use by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (CUE) as interim
disposal sites for dredged materials (R Cotton, U.S. EPA Region IX,
personal communication; 40 CFR 228 12A). Dump site LA-1 is off Port
Huencme, LA-2 is off Los Angeles and Long Beach harbors, LA-3 is off
Newport Beach, and LA-5 is off Point Loma. Approximately 2 and 3 million
yda of dredged material from Los Angeles and Long Beach harbors and
San Diego Harbor have been dumped at the LA-2 and LA-5 dump sites,
respectively. This dredged material probably was contaminated with a wide
variety of chemicals, but no monitoring is being performed to determine if
chemicals are being leached from iL

EPA recently designated an ocean disposal site for off well drilling
muds and drill cuttings. The site is about 16 nautical miles from Long
Beach Harbor and is near the center of the San Pedro Basin, It has been
used by the THUMS Long Beach Company for disposal of drifting muds
and cuttings generated during drilling from four islands in Long Beach
Harbor.

OVERVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

Contaminant input, resource exploitation, and habitat modifications
due to construction and other economic activity have led to a suite of
environmental problems in the Southern California Bight. Some of them
are regionwide, while others are relatively localized. It is beyond the scope
of this case sludy to present a detailed review of all environmental problems,
however, awareness of their diversity is important to understanding the
monitoring programs described and analyzed in Chapters 4 through 6. The
following sections therefore present a brief listing of major environmental
problems in the bight, and describe two of them in more detail: DDT
contamination and the transport of sewage contamination from Mexico
into U.S. waters.
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Bightwide Environmental Issues

Many environmental problem~ from both human a~g’~ty and natal
processes in the bight extend throughout the entire bight or are extensive
enough that they cros~ regulator] and legal tmun~ries. They include:

¯ impacts on fish and shellfish populations from commercial and
sport ~hing;

¯ impacts on fish populations from entrainment of larvae and im-
pingement of adults by coastal power plan~;

¯ large changes in lisb populations (e.g., sardines) resulting from in-
completely understood interactions ben~een natural environmental change,
and f~bing

¯ impacts on individual fish species from loss of nursery habitat due
to construction and dreMging;

¯ large c~nges in the areal extent of kelp beds resulting from
environmental changes and contaminati~;
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¯ regional changes in plankton populations due to nutrient enrich-                                ~,~
ment by waste water’,

¯ regional contamination of sediments and biota resulting from toxim
in waste water, storm drain, and nonpoint source inflo~v~;                                             ~

¯ regional contamination of water resulting from pathogens in waste
water, storm drain, and nonpoint source inflows; and

¯ cumulative effects that derive from the combination of regional and
Io~al impacts on specific resources.

DDT Comaminat~

One regional problem has attractexl international attention. In 1967,
high concentrations of DDT were reported in fish from California coastal
waters (Risebrough et al., 1967). By 1970, it was known that the Montrose
Chemical Company was disposing of large amounts of DDT via the Los
Angeles County ocean sewage outfalls off" Palos Verdes and by ocean
dumping. During the next decade, numerous surveys documented the
occurrence of the pesticide throughout the bight, south to Baja California,
and far up coast to the north in many specie~ of marine animals, including
sea birds, seals, sea lions, and porpoises. Retrospective analyses of museum
fish and dated sediment samples revealed that regionwide contaminalion
began as early as 1950 (Chartrand et aL, 1985). Until it was banned in
the United State.s in the early 1970s, large amounts of DDT were used
for agricultural and insec~ control. Some of the DDT reached the bight in
aerial fallout, runoff" from land, and municipal sewage (Young et al., 1976).

DDT continues to be used in Baja California and some of it continues
to reach the bight in stormwater runoff. In recent years, large concentra-
tions of DDT in mussels from Newport Bay have been reported (Santa And
Regional Water Quafity Control Board, 1985). These increased concentra-
tions may be derived from agricultural soils being plowed or cleared for
subdivision development and contaminating stormwater runoff. During the
last decade, DDT emissions have been reduced a thousandfold (Figure 2-9)
and contamination of intertidal organisms and fishes has declined (Malta el
al., 1986). The widespread contamination that resulted from the combina-
tion of a large point source and many nonpoint source inputs dramatically
illustrates the potential for localized problems to become regional problems
over time.

U.S..Mexico Sewage Contamination

The headwaters and mouth of the Tijuana River are in the United

States, although 70 percent of its stream bed and drainage basin lie in
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the Mexican state of Baja California (Figure 2-10). The river has been
used for disposal of raw sewage since the 1920s, and rapid population
growth in the Tijuana area after World War II led to the quarantine of
Imperial Beach (San Diego County) in 1959. The quarantine was lifted
in 1962 after Tijuana completed its sewage system, but was reimposed in
1963 as the system failed repeatedly. As a stop-gap, an emergency pipeline
was constructed to carry up to 13 million gal/day of sewage to the San
Diego metropolitan system. By 1980, this pipeline was continuously at full
capacity. Because of pOpulation pressures on both sides of the border, the
pipeline agreement is currcmly being renewed on a year-to-year basis.

By the early 1980s, overllows, lea~ge, and failures at the Playas de
Tijuana Treatment Plant and at other points in the sewer system led to
multiple discharges of raw sewage (Figure 2-10)(Hickey, 1986), including
the discharge of 1 million gal/day of raw sewage directly to the ocean less
than 1 mile south of the Mexican border. In addition, raw sewage from
some of the approximately 50 percent of Tijuana’s pOpulation that is not
sewered ilows down open channels into the Tijuana River drahlage. As a
result, Border Field Slate Park and beaches as far north as Imperial Beach
have remained under quarantine..

The regional contamination resulting from uncontrolled sewage flows
from Tijuana provides a clear example of how environmental problems can
cross regulatory and legal boundaries. AS a result, in 1980 the San Diego
County Department of Health Services, in cooperation with the San Diego
Regional g~ater Quality Control Board and the U.S. State Department’s
International Boundary Commission, an agency formed by the U.S. and
Mexican governments to deal with trans-border issues, implemented a mon-
itonng program to determine the influence of Mexican sewage discharge
on beaches in the border zone.

Local Environmen~al Problem~
Many environmental problems in the bight are local; they are restricted

to an area or time surrounding a specific identifiable disturbance or con-
lamination source. Because they are easier to identify and monitor, these
localized impacts are more completely understood than bightwide impacts.
Localized impacts include:

* changes in benthic infauna around wastewater outfalis;
¯ changes in the makeup of fish communities around wastewater

outfalls resulting from alterations in their food supply;
¯ contamination of sediments and biota in the immediate vicinity of

wastewater ou flails;
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¯ potential ef[ects on kelp beds from the White Point and Point
Loma wastewater outfalls and SONGS;

¯ effects on fish communities from heated power plant et~uent;
¯ contamination of nearshore water in the immediate vicinity of storm

¯ impacts on benthic communities from disposal of dredged material;
and

¯ impacts on plankton populations resulting from SONGS" effects on
nearshorc circulation patterns.

SUMMARY

The sources of pollution in the Southern California Bight are quite
vari~l and typical of those found in any highly urbanized coastal area of
the United States, except that there are no major riverine inputs. Some
of these sources are among the largest (sewage treatment plants) or most
extensive (oil production) of their type found anywhere. The range of
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contaminants discharged is broad, and in some cases the volumes have
been among the largest found in the country (for example, the historic
DDT discharges through the Los Angeles County sewage treatment plant).
In recent years, as a result of control strategies or changed production
practices, the amounts of many contaminants discharged have declined
dramatically. These reductions have resulted in decreased concentrations
in the marine environment.

This great variety in sources and types of pollutants poses a formidable
challenge for society as it seeks to impose appropriate controls on discharges
to the marine environment. The statutory and regulatory system responsible
for achieving these reductions is discussed in Chapter 3. In addition, the
complexity of sources and pollutants has resulted in a set of intensive
monitoring programs in the Southern California Bight, which are discussed
in detail in Chapter 4.
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Regulatory Framework and

Public Concerns
2

÷

As public concerns over the condition of the nation’s environment grew
during the 1970s and 1980s, statutes were enacted to address them. This
chapter discusses the major federal, California state, and international laws
that address water quality and related issues, and the agencies responsible
for implementing them. Many of the decisions made by these agencies in
the context of the statutory requirements are based, in part, on information
derived from the monitoring system in the Southern California Bight.

Public concern over water quality has not abated, and in many ways
has grown sharper in recent years. Hearings held in 1988 on the California
ocean plan provided a forum for restating these concerns as they relate to
monitoring and are therefore summarized in this chapter.

REGULATORY SECTOR

State and federal agencies have regulatory authority over thre� types
of environmental issues in the Southern California Bight:

1. water quality control,
2. public health and safety, and
3. natural resources protection and management.

Marine Water Quality
The two maior federal laws that regulate marine water quality are

the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 and 1987
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(the Clean Water Act, as amended, or CWA), and the Marine Protection,
Research and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA) of 1972. The CWA regulates all
discharges into navigable waters of thc United States, from fresh waters
through the estuaries, the territorial sea (0 to 3 nautical miles--hereafter
called the 3-mi limit), the contiguous zone (3 to 12 nautical miles), and
beyond (Figure 3-1). It covers pipeline disehargcs to estuaries, the terri-
torial sea, and federal waters beyond the 3-mi limit. It also covers runoff
from land and dumping of wastes (primarily dredged material) from vesseb
into estuaries. The MPRSA regulates the transportation and dumping of
wastes in marine waters from the mean low-water line of the open coast
to the outer limit of federal jurisdiction. Thus, the CWA covers pipeline
discharges from coastal sewage treatment plants, elecU’ic power p~ants, and
commercial and industrial operations to fresh and marine waters, as well as
discharges from oil platforms in state and federal waters. The MPRSA cov-
ers any dumping of materials from barges or ships into the ocean, including
incineration of hazardous wastes at sea.

An important difference between the two laws is that the CWA is
a water pollution abatement law and as such is not required to consider
ellects on the air and land of abatement actions for water. MPRSA on
the other hand requires evaluation and assessment of all potential water,
air, and land impacts before an action (e.g., dump site designation) can be
taken. Thus, pipeline discharge of sewage sludge is illegal under CWA.

The primaq,’ purpose of the CWA is to restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of U.S. water resources (Office
of Technology Assessment [OTA], 1987). This was to be accomplished by a
federal grant and loan program to help municipalities to build or upgrade
sewage treatment plants and by pollution control programs with regulator,
requirements for industrial and municipal discharges.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is the federal agency
that administers the CWA. In the stale of California, the pollution control
provisions of the CWA are administered by the California State Water
Resources Control Board and the regional water quality control boards
under authority of the Porter Cologne Act (Water Code Sections 13000 et
seq.)o

Section 402 of the CWA authorizes the EPA to establish and adminis-
ter the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit
program. All municipal and industrial facilities discharging directly
navigable waters are required to obtain a NPDES permiL Pollution con-
trol is implemented primarily by "end of the pipe" (effluent) limitations
on specific conventional chemicals that may be present in the discharge.
These limitations are based primarily on considerations of current available
~echnology (tcchnology-hased limits). Recently, there has been a growing
emphasis on basing permit limitations on consideration of the quality and
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In the bight, the CWA is administered through the State Water R©-
sources Control Board by four regional boards: Central Coast (Region 3),
Los Angeles (Region 4), Santa Ana (Rcgion 8), and San Diego (Region 9).
The regional boards have primary responsibility for:.

¯ developing and adopting waste discharge requirements (limits on
the discharge of wastes to state waters),

¯ administering monitoring programs (used to determine compliance
with permit requirements), and

¯ developing and adopting water quality control plans (basin plans)
within their respective regions.

The state board determines state policy for water quality control and
reviews the basin plans developed by the regional boards to ensure that they
are consistent with state policy. The state board may also adopt statewide
water quality control plans or policies, which supersede the regional basin
plans if there is a conflict. Statewide plans and policies dealing with
estuarine, coastal, and marine waters of California are:

¯ the California ocean plan (Water Quality Control Plan for Ocean
Waters of California [State Water Resources Control Board, 1983]),

¯ the California thermal plan (Water Quality Control Plan for Control
of Temperature in the Coastal and Interstate Waters and Enclosed Bays
and Estuaries of California [State Water Resources Control Board, 1975]),
and

¯ the enclosed bays and estuaries policy (Water Quality Control Policy                          -,
for the Enclosed Bays and Estuaries of California [State Water Resources
Control Board, 1974]).

Statewide and regional water quality control plans designate:

¯ beneficial uses to be protected,
¯ water quality objectives (limits or levels of water quality constituents

for beneficial use protection), and
¯ implementation of a pt’ogram for achieving water quality objectives

(waste discharge requirements).                                                     ~ ,~--
The designation of beneficial uses and water quality objectives consti-

tute water quality standards for California. Waste dtscharge requirements
are derived from the relevant basin or statewide plan.

The California ocean plan sets the scope for most of the discharge-
related marine monitoring programs in the bight. The plan has been
reviewed three times (1978, 1983, and 1987) and amended twice (1978
and 1983). Additional amendments were proposed in 1988 (State Water
Resources Control Board, 1988). These amendments, as well as those
to the CWA in 1977, 1981, and 1987 resulted in increased monitoring
requirements for dischargers.
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The regulatory process and the public arc linked hy the regional boards,
which deal with regional and local regulatory issues. Board members are
local residents and the staff deals directly with local governments, agencies,
and dischargers. The boards hold hearings for discharge permits, and the
staff (and, when appropriate, EPA--e.g., NPDES permits for discharges into
federal waters) develop ocean monitoring programs, interpret monitoring
results with respect to permit compliance, and inform the public,.

The MPRSA, which regulates transportation of materials to be dumped
in the ocean or incinerated at sea, authorizes EPA to designate and manage
ocean dumping and incineration sites. EPA also evaluates ocean dumping
criteria for all permits and issues permits for ocean disposal of materials
other than dredged material. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE),
under Title I, Section 103, administers the permit program for disposal of
dredged material at ocean sites designated by EPA. However, EPA does
have the authority to review applications for dredged material disposal
permits. Both agencies must determine that the proposed dumping will
not unreasonably endanger human health or the marine environment
cording to the ocean dumping criteria, and that ocean disposal is the best
environmental option.

Section 404 of the CWA regulates discharge of dredged or fill material
within the 3-mi limit and in estuaries and wetlands (Figure 3-1). The COE
regulates such discharges, using guidelines they developed jointly with EPA
(Olfice of Technology Assessment, 1987). Under Section 401 of the CWA,
such discharges must be certified hy the affected state as complying with
applicable water quality criteria. In the event of a conflict between tbe
state and COE, or outside of COE jurisdiction, the regional boards have
independent authority under the California Water Code to regulate such
discharges.

Under Title l, Section 107, of the MPRSA, the U.S. Coast Guard is
responsible for surveillance and enforcement to prevent unlawful dumping
of prohibited material, dumping outside designaled ocean dump sites, and
illegal transportation of material for dumping. Title I expressly proh~its
the disposal of high-level radioactive wastes and chemical and biological
warfare agents. Certain other materials are allowed only under certain
circumstances.

Title II requires EPA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) to conduct research and monitoring to assess the
environmental impacts of waste disposal.

Title 111 of MPRSA gives NOAA the authority to establish marine
sanctuaries. Inland waters and marine areas as far ollshore as the edge
of the continental shelf can be designated as marine sanctuaries if such
designation is determined necessary to preserve or restore the area for
conservation, recreational ecological, or aesthetic purposes. The Channel
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Islands National Marine Sanctuary, located in the bight, is an example.
°~o international conventions address ocean dumping. The first is the
London Dumping Convention (LDC), which was negotiated in 1972 and
became clfcctive in 1975. it requires that all signatory nations adopt marine
disposal criteria that, at a minimum, are equivalent to and contain the basic
constraints of those in the LDC. The United States, Mexico, and 59 other
countries have ratified the LDC. In 1974, the MPRSA was amended so
that all U.S. marine disposal criteria would be consistent with and contain
all the basic constraints set forth in the LDC..

The second agreement, the lnternalional Convention for the Pre-
vention of Pollution from Ships (1973 and protocols of 1978, known as
MARPOL 73/78) regulates discharges from ships. Annex 1 (covering dis-
charges of oil) and Annex 2 (covering discharges of bulk chemicals) have
hccn ratified by the required number of nations and are in effect. Annex
3 (covering sewage discharges), Annex 4 (covering hazardous substances
in packaged form), and Annex 5 (covering garbage) await approval. The
U.S. Senate recently enacted the Marine Plastic Pollution Research and
Control Act of 1987 (P.L. 100-200, Title 11, Sections 2001 to 2305), which
includes provisions of Annex 5 of MARPOL 73/78 and prohibits ships from
dumping plastics anywhere in the ocean and from discharging garbage to
the ocean within 12 mi of shore, including the bight. Ports will he required
to provide garbage disposal facilities for ships, and ship captains will he
required to keep a waste management log, which must be available to port
officials.

Public Health and Safe~j
State and federal agencies with primary responsibility for public health

and safety within the bight’s waters and along its shores are the California
State Department of Health Services (DHS), the county and municipal
public health agencies, and the federal Food and Drug Administration
(FDA). The California Health and Safety Code and the California Admin-
istrative Code authorize the DHS to supervise sanitation, healthfulness,
and safety of public beaches and public water-contact sports areas. The
main focus of DHS monitoring activities is marine recreational areas from
~he beach out to a depth of 30 ft or 1,000 ft from shore, whichever is
farther (the surf zone), and coastal kelp beds. DHS has been relying on
bacteriological standards developed in 1942 (total and fecal coliforms) to
judge the safety of water bodies (California Department of Public Health,
1943). When standards are exceeded, DHS or local health officials may
post warning signs or declare beach closures. Permanent warning signs
have been posted in the vicinity of major storm drain outlets into Santa
Monica Bay and near the U.S-Mcxican border. Upper Newport Bay has
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closed to water-contact sports since 1974 (Santa Aria Regional Waterbeen
Quality Control Board, 1985).

Under present laws and regulations, DHS can close fishing and shell-
fishing areas became of bacterial contamination and the presence of par-
alytic shellfish poisoning (PSP) organisms in marine animals. Since 1978,
upper Newport Bay has been closed to shellfish gathering for human con-
sumption because of bacterial contamination from the bay drainage area
(Santa Aria Regional Water Quality Control Board, 1985). A commercial
shellfish growing operation in Agua Hedionda lagoon in San Diego County
is required by its state permit to cease harvesting for seven days after rain in
excess of 0.25 inches due to bacterial contamination from the lagoon water-
shed (California Department of Health Services, April 7, 1988). The DHS
has maintained that elevated fecal coliform levels in coastal waters and in
shellfish meats at a mariculture operation in the Santa Barbara Channel
have resulted from the intermittent impact of undisinfected sewage effluent
from both the Goleta and Santa Barbara wastewater treatment plants. In
1987, the Goleta plant initiated disinfection of its effluent prior to discharge
(California Department of Health Services, 1988b, letter to Pacific Seafood
Industries).

There is no specific authorization under current law to close fishing
and shellfishing areas due to chemical contamination. Until recently, there
was no systematic sampling of edible tissues of fisheries products from the
bight to evaluate potential effects on human health from chemical con-
lamination. However, the DHS recently issued a health advisory warning
against consumption of white croaker from the Santa Monica Bay, Palos
Vcrdes Peninsula, and Los Angeles Harbor areas because of heavy DDT
and PCB contamination.

The DHS is also overseeing a year-long assessment of chemical con-
tamination of recreational and commercial fish sampled from 25 areas in
the bight. More recently, experimental quantitative risk assessment meth-
ods have been used to evaluate suspected or potential human carcinogens
in fisher3, products. Such methods may lead to estimates of health risks
from levels of contamination well below current FDA action limits.

Monitoring for coliform or other enteric bacteria is also a part of all
monitoring programs administered by the regional water quality control
boards and EPA around municipal wastewater outfalls. This bacterial
monitoring is intended to track the wastewater plume and evaluate poss~le
hazards to the water contact recreation shorelines.

Natural Resource Protection and Management

Several state and federal resource agencies are involved in protecting
and managing the natural resources of the Southern California Bight. The                               j
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California Department of Fish and Game, the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) of NOAA, and the Fish and Wildlife Service (F’WS) of

1
the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) are all involved in protecting
and managing living marine resources. Their activities include fish stock
assessments and habitat protection. The State Lands Commission is re-

2
sponsible for leasing tidal and submerged lands out to the 3-mi limit for
energy and mineral development, subject to the Public "l)’ust Doctrine. The
California Department of Fish and Game and the Department of Health
Services issue permits for commercial shellfish growing, subject to review
by the State Lands Commission. The DOl’s Minerals Management Service
(MMS) is responsible under the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act of 1953
(OCSLA) for leasing energy and mineral rights in federal waters extending
from the 3-mi limit to the outer limit (200 mi) of the Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ).

Resource exploitation, management, and protection activities must
comply with several federal regulations in addition to those dealing with
water qnality. The National Environmental Policy Act of 1970 (NEPA)
requires that an environmental impact statement (EIS) be prepared for all
proposed legislation and all major federal actions that could significantly
affect the quality of the environment. Thus, the MMS prepares an EIS
before leasing offshore tracts for oil and gas exploration. Although EPA

1is not required to prepare an EIS for ocean disposal site designations, its
policy is to do so voluntarily for dump site and incineration site designations.
EPA also prepared an EIS in 1977 when it proposed revisions to the ocean                              " "~
dumping regulations and criteria.

The Endangered Species Act of 1973 requires all federal and state

5
agencies to ensure that any action they authorize, fund, or car~y out will
not jeopardize the existence of an endangered or threatened species or
result in damage or destruction of critical habitat for such species. The act                           I~
authorizes the NMFS and F’WS to render a biological opinion about the
potential effect of a proposed activity on endangered species. As part of                          eJ
the EIS process, one of these agencies, usually upon consultation with the
California Department of Fish and Game, must attest that the proposed                         , Dw
action is compatible with the Endangered Species Act.                                           i~

The NMFS and FWS are empowered by the Marine Mammal Protec-
tion Act of 1972 to enforce a moratorium on the taking or importation ofmarine mammals and marine mammal products except by special permit                           3

from the Secretary of Commerce. The National Historic Preservation Act
protects historic and prehistoric archaeological resources.

The Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (C7_2�1A) administered
by NOAA provides grants to coastal states to develop coastal management
plans. It also provides for state review of federal actions, including leasing
of tracts for oil development and designation of ocean dump sites in federal
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waters that might directly affect the coastal zone. ,edthough the State Water
Resources Control Board has primary authority to regulate water quality,                           -~
the California Coastal Commission is responsible for reviewing federal
actions for consistency with the state’s coastal management plan. In this                            ~
role, the commission has had a major influence on proixr~l oil and gas
development activities on California’s outer continental shell’.

Under the CZMA National Estuarine Reserve Research Program, the
Secretary of Commerce may designate a state or estuary as a national
reserve upon nomination for such designation by the state’s governor. The
Tijuana Estuary is the first estuary in the Southern California Bight to
receive such status.

The California Coastal Commission controls development within the
coastal zone by issuing permits and approving local development plans in
accordance with the California Coastal Act of 1976. The California Coastal
Conservancy is authorized to make grants to local govermnents to acquire
and restore critical habitats, including coastal wetlands.

INTERAGENCY COOPERATION

environmental problems may not fall neatly within the areasComplex
of responsibility of individual agencies. They may involve the responsibili.
ties of several agencies, or none, and may cross jurisdictional boundaries.
In delegating responsibility for regulatory activities in the bight to different
state and federal agencies, the U.S. Congress and the state legislature ha~
not always been able to anticipate such problems. As a result, agencies
must deal with policy conflicts, gaps, and overlaps. In addition, monitoring
and research results generated by one agency can relate to the statutory
responsibility of another. There are several examples in the bight of inter-
agency cooperation that has successfully resolved such conflicts, and a few
are mentioned below.

The previous chapter described how the San Diego County Depart-
ment of Public Health, the Sa~ Diego Regional Water Quality Control
Board, and the U.S. State Department’s International Boundary Commis-
sion cooperated on the design of a monitoring program to assess sewage
contamination from Tijuana. In addition, the EP,,~s Region IX oflic~ co.-
operates with the U.S. Army COE and with the Regional Water Quality
Control Boards in establishing discharge and disposal limitations and mon-
itoring programs.

The California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigation (CaiCOFI)
program is a long-standing example of a joint monitoring and research
program involving federal and state resource agencies and an academic
institution. The State W~ater Resources Control Board and the California
Department of Fish and Game have combined resources to establish a
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statewide Mussel Watch Program to monitor toxic contamination. This
program complements NOA~s National Status and Ti’cnds Program. The
NOAA SOa Grant programs (which receive matching funds from the state
of California), the U.S. F’WS, the Coastal Conservancy, and the Calffor.                          1
nia Department of Fish and Game have cooperated in coastal wetland
restoration projects.

Responding to mounting public concern over the condition of Santa "+~
Monica Bay, the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG),
funded the Santa Monica Bay Study. The study’s goal was to compile all
data relevant to the bay, perform an overall assessment of the state of
its marine environment, and develop an implementation plan for specific :
actions to improve it The study’s steering committee is a consortium
of representatives from local and state governments, environmental and
academic groups, federal agencies, and local dischargers. Ten local entifie~
and the SWRCB (using Clean Water Act monies) are funding the study.
The San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board has initiated a
similar program to address environmental problems in San Diego Bay.

PUBLIC CONCERNS FOR THE BIGHT

There is intense public interest and awareness about environmental
quality in Southern California. As a result, the public has been re0, vocal
in advocating strong and elfective environmental protection policies for the
Southern California Bight. A sampling of public concerns and perceived
policy needs for the bight ecosystem can be gained from the October
1986 triennnial review of the Cafifornia ocean plan (State Water Resources
Control Board, 1987) and from the presentations of interested parties to
the case study panel. The following points were made by representatives
of citizen organizations:

¯ The California ocean plan (State Water Resources Control Board,
1987) needs clearer definitions of narrative terms such as "degrade." It is
difficult to assess the information provided by monitoring in the context of
such vague objectives.

¯ Not enough attention is being paid to nonpoint sources of contam.
inants entering the bight, such as stormwater drains and aerial fallout. The
plan should consider placing monitoring requirements on these sources.

¯ There should be a shift from discharge standards and effluent lim-
itations based on allowable concentrations of contaminants in receiving
waters to standards and limitations based on mass emissions of contami-
nants. This would better reflect the loading of Ihe marine environment

¯ A more complete assessment of the cumulative effects of marine
contamination is necessary.
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¯ The plan should require monitoring of sediments and biota tobelier assess cumulative levels of contaminants and their associated effects.
¯ There should be more independent review and oversight of the

monitoring programs performed by dischargers.

1
¯ Self monitoring should be eliminaled and monitoring put in the

hands of stale agencies.
¯ There should be better analysis of monitoring data submitted to

2public agencies and better communication of that information to the public.
¯ An oceanic institute associated with local universities should he

established to conduct regular monitoring currently performed by discharg-
ers, to coordinate monitoring by other agencies, and to perform related
research.

¯ Standardized bioassay protocols and bioaccumulation tests should
be required to better assess the toxicity of e~uents to marine life and the
hazards of eating fishery products from coastal areas.

The public appears to expect monitoring activities to provide informa-
tion that answers four basic questions:

I. Is it safe to swim in the ocean?
2. Is it safe to eat the local seafood?
3. Are fisheries and other living resources being adequately protected?
4. Is the health of the ecosystem being safeguarded?

1These are the public expectations that the panel perceives drive the
actual monitoring programs. However, monitoring is carried out within                                ~.
a broader societal context, which includes such issues as cost, the effectsof competing uses on land, water, and air quality, and tradeoffs between                           S

short and long-term costs and benefits. The challenge is valid and useful
to management decision making in thal it provides information addressing
public concerns.

The regulatory framework in the Southern California Bight is indeed
’ t~complex and far reaching. Successful implementation of monitoring pro-

grams often requires a high degree of cooperation among state and federal                           ~3
oflicia~s. The efficient design of a monitoring system that can meet the vari-
ous objectives of regulatory imerests and not impose unreasonable burdens

tmon the regulated community is a formidable task. In succeeding chapters,

t3
the details of this system are discussed and its succe~ at meeting these
criteria assessed.

In part, the success of the regulatory program and the role that
monitoring plays depend on public confidence. The public continues to
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question the efficacy of monitoring and the s~atus of the marine environ-
ment. Subsequent chapters wil! oiler suggestions about the technical design
of monitoring programs that may address those questions.                                            1

2

1
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4
Monitoring and Research in 1The Southern California Bight ,~

Z

The relationship between research and monitoring activities in the
Southern California Bight is complex, making it difficult to arbitrarily
and consistently distinguish between the two. In this report, monitoring
generally refers to repeated measurements taken to comply with specific
regulations: research refers to measurement and experimental programs
undertaken to answer more open ended questions. In the panel’s view,
monitoring and research are complementary activities that support each
other and that both provide important information needed for resourc~
management. Often the same agency will fund and/or direct both monitor-
ing and research. Monitoring results have stimulated research programs,
and research results have provided information that has been help[ul in
tlucing impacts and refining monitoring requirements. In addition, research
activities are often an integral part of monitoring programs in the bight.

Although this chapter reviews research and monitoring programs sep-

arately, it is important to remember the significant links and interactions
These links exist because both monitoring andbetweenthe two activities.

research are concerned with measuring and understanding processes of
marine environmental change.

In general, monitoring in the bight is focused on four broad areas of
concern:

1. the effects of effluent from municipal sewage treatment plants;
2. the effects of effluent from other sources, such as power plants,

refineries, and nonpoint sources;
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3. the status of resources such as fisheries and kelp beds; and
4. elfccts on public health from water contact sports.

Although these are useful organizing principles, in reality specific
programs overlap the boundaries between them. Monitoring related to
each of these fimr concerns is complemented by active research programs.

The main characteristic of research and monitoring activities in the
bight is their broad diversity. Federal, state, and local agencies, along with
universities and private industry, are active members of the research and
monitoring community. This diversity stimulates innovation and careful
evaluation of research and monitoring results, but it also makes coordina-
tion and integration of monitoring more difficult.

TIlE MONITORING SECTOR

The four monitoring areas described above reflect the existing regu-
latory environment (Chapter 3), with each kind of monitoring responding
to a different set of laws, regulations, permits, and limitations. (A �om-
prehensive review of past and present monitoring programs can be found
in SCCWRP, 1988.) Effluent discharge and monitoring are controlled by
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits, which
can contain ellluent limitations (pertaining to the effluent) and water qual-
ity objectives (pertaining to the receiving waters). In California, these
are determined by EPA, based on provisions of the Clean Water Act, as
amended (CWA), and by the regional water quality control board issuing
the permit, based on the California ocean and thermal plans (State Water
Resources Control Board, 1975, 1987). Effluent limitations are specific nu-
merical standards; water quality objectives include both numerical Ohble B
of the California ocean plan) and narrative standards (such as degradation
of the environment).

The numerical effluent limitations are a combination of federal and
California ocean plan (State Water Resources Control Board, 1987) reg-
ulatory requirements and are based primarily on consideration of current
available technology (the technically or financially most feasible level of
contaminant removal attainable). Effluent limitations may be stated as
maximum acceptable concentrations of a constituent in the effluent or as
the maximum allowable mass emission per day. For thermal effluents, for
example, the maximum allowable difference in temperature between the
ellluent plume and the receiving waters at 1,1300 ft from the ouffall or
dilluscr is 40C (California thermal plan [State Water Resources Control
Board, 1975]). Compliance with such effluent limitations is determined
directly by analysis of clllucnt at specified intervals.

The water quality objectives are also determined according to federal
laws and regulations and California ocean plan requirements (State Water
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Resources Control Board, 1987). They are numeric or narrative expressions
of the maximum allowable changes in various environmental parameters
that will not result in serious or long-term damage to the affected marine
ecosystem. Numeric objectives define allowable concentrations of waste
constituents after allowing for mixing within the zone of initial dilution
(ZID), the region within a specified horizontal distance from the end of an
outfall or any point along a discharge diffuser. The horizontal distance ~
usually equal to the water depth at the discharge. In contrast to establishing
numeric objectives, demonstrating compliance with the narrative water
quality objectives can be difficult. It is based on periodic monitoring
environmental conditions in the vicinity of the effluent discharge, and
criteria used to measure compliance with these narrative objectives are
often subjective and inferential

la contrast to this ~em of e~uemt monitoring, resource monitoring
is structured around compilation of commercial and sport catch statistict
and studies of the status of particular stock~.

Routine health effects monitoring measures concentrations of bacterial
indicators (e.g., coliforms) along beaches to determine whether to close
sections of the coast to body contact sports.

The following sections descn~ne monitoring activities related to the                          ,,~
major sources of effluent and habitat change in the bighL

Municipal Discharge~

There are 16 municipal wastewater dischargers operating under
NPDES permits in the bight (Table 4-1). Of these, only the discharges
in Goleta, Orange County, and Encina have received waivers under Sec-
tion 301(h) of the Clean Water Act, as amended. Encina voluntarily
relinquished its waiver in 1988. The largest of the 16 discharges are oper-
ated by the city of Los Angeles (Hyperion), the County Sanitation Districts
of Los Angeles County (White Point), the County Sanitation Districts of
Orange County, and the city of San Diego (Point Loma) (Southern Califor-
nia Coastal XVater Research Project [SCCWRP], 1987). (Detailed histories

¯

of the regulatory actions and monitoring programs at each of these four
large discharges can be found in SCCWRP, 1988.) In general, monitoring
evolved from measurements of fecal contamination in the nearshore zone
to more comprehensive assessments of environmental conditions over a
broader area.

Table 4-1 summarizes the required monitoring programs at each mu-
nicipal discharge in the bight. The wide variety in monitoring requirements
among these discharges reflects differences in the size of each discharge,
the lcveis of contaminants present, and the nature of the nearby marine
environment (e.g., presence of kelp beds or other valued resources). In
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addition, permits were granted at different times, and their requirements
reflect improvements in knowledge about the environment and changes in
regulatory emphasis. Differences among monitoring programs also stem
from the diverse orientations of the four regional water quality control
boards that administer NPDES permits in the bight. These are the Central
Coast, Los Angeles, Santa Aria, and San Diego regional boards. Boards dif-
fer in their staffing, level of experience, and responsiveness to local issues.
As described in Chapter 3, the regional boards are relatively autonomous.

The current monitoring programs at two large municipal discharges,
along with their historical contexts and existing permit conditions, are
described in detail below. This will illustrate how monitoring has developed,
as well as the relationship among regulatory requirements, public concerns,
monitoring programs, and management decisions based on monitoring data.

County Sanitation Districts o[ Orange County

The County Sanitation Districts of Orange County (CSDOC) currently
provide service to more than 2 million people in 23 of the county’s 26 cities
(CSDOC, 1987; SCCWRP, 1988). TWo treatment plants, one at Fountain
X,hlley and the other at Huntingttm Beach, process about 255 million gal/day
of waste water. About 80 percent of the flow is from residential and
commercial users, and 20 percent from industry. The effluent, consisting of
about 40 percent primary treated and 60 percent secondary treated wasm
water, is discharged through an outfall 5 mi from shore in 200 ft of water
off Huntington Beach.

The discharge at Orange County was initiated in the 1920s with
screened effluent disposed of a short distance into the surf near the mouth
of the Santa Aria River. In 194% bacterial monitoring along the beach
within 5 mi of the discharge was instituted at the request of the state health
department. In the mid 1950s, expanded treatment facilities and a new
outfall that discharged approximately 1 mi offshore were constructed. As
a consequence, the monitoring program was expanded in 1960 to include
offshore sampling of both the water column and sediments. In the late
1960s, sampling at additional ncarshore stations was begun, and bacterial
monitoring at shoreline stations was increased to 5 days per week

In 1971, effluent was diverted from the old outfall 1 mi from shore
to a new outfall 5 mi from shore. At this time, the Santa Ana Regional
~,~ater Quality Control Board designed a monitoring program to study the
effects of the change. Additional parameters and stations were added to
the existing monitoring program. The following year, monitoring of fmh
populations began with the addition of trawl sampling to the program.

The 1974 NPDES permit h~r the discharge increased the nearshore
bacterial monitoring effort and required additional stations and parameters
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in the o~hore monitoring program. In particular, metals, phenols, biolog-
ical oxygen demand (BOD), pesticides, and PCBs were to be measured in
offshore sediments. In the late 1970s, this program was amended to reduce
sampling for benthic biota to twice yearly instead of quarterly.

In 1978, the districts began operating an activated sludge facility at
the first of their two treatment plants, and in 1983 at the second. These
facilities improved the quality of the wastewater discharge.

In 1985, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) granted the CS.
DOC a 301(h) variance for a five-year waiver from the comglete secondary
treatment reqmrements of the CWA. An expanded monitoring program
was required as a condition of the NPDES permit issued jointly by the
Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control Board and EPA Region IX
(Table 4-2). EPA will use the monitoring data to assess whether the 301(h)
permit should be renewed upon expiration, while the regional board will
use them to determine compliance with the 1983 California ocean plan
(State Water Resources Control Board, 1983). EPA must conduct a public
hearing to consider any major changes to the permit conditions. If there
is major opposition to such changes, they may not be allowed. Regional
board action is also required for any substantive modification of the permit
conditions.

A~ described above, the NPDES permit contains effluent limitations
and water quality objectives. It also contains specific provisions and time
tables for meeting the limitations of the permit and submitting various
reports. The overall objectiv~es of this 301(h) monitoring program, as
specified by EPA (1987) and 40 CFR 125.62, are

¯ determine compliance with NPDES permit terms and conditions;
¯ document short- and long-term effects of the discharge on receiving

waters, sediment, biota, and on beneficial uses of the receiving water, and
¯ assess the effectiveness of toxics control programs that limit dis-

charge of toxic chemicals to the receiving waters.

TO accomplish these objectives, the permit (No. CA0110604) specifiesseveral kinds of monitoring (Table 4-2) and their objectives (Table 4-3).

City of Los

The city of Los Angeles’ Hyperion treatment plant in Playa del Rey,
with a design capacity of 420 million gal/day, is the largest sewage treatment
plant discharging treated waste water to the bight (SCCWRP, 1988; John
Dorsey, Hyperion ~eatment Plant, personal communication). Planning is
currently under way to double its capacity. The flow averages approximately
75 percent primary treated and 25 percent secondary treated waste water.

Treated wastes are discharged to Santa Monica Bay through an ouffall
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in 1959. Prior to that, a 7 rot-long oulfall had been buiil in 1957 to carry
sludge to the head of Santa Monica Canyon.

Monitoring began ca)incident with the closure of public beaches in
1946, when routine daily surf and water column monitoring for coli[orms
was initiated by the Dcpartment of Public Health. This program was later
incorporated into the monitoring mandated by the Regional Water Quality
Control B~xard, and in 1956 was expanded to include additional water
column and shoreline stations throughout the bay. This was the first such
marine monitoring program in Southern California.

Hyperion’s monitoring program was signilicanfly enlarged in 1974, with
the issuance of the plant’s NPDES permit by the EPA and the state and
regional water quality control boards. This permit required monitoring of
infauna, some sediment chemistry, and water column bacteria. In 1980,
the city signed a consent decree to cease sludge discharge to the ocean by
February 15, 1986 (later extended to December 31, 1987). In 1982, lh¢
city of Los Angeles applied for a 301(h) waiver from the requirements to
convert to secondary treatment, which EPA initially approved. The Los
Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board did not concur, and a
waiver was not issued. However, in 1984 monitoring requirements under
the cxisting NPDES permit were increased with the addition o[ trawling
and replication at several benthic stations both within and outside the Z1D
of the 5-mi outfall. Hyperion received a new NPDES permit in 1987 that
included a grcatly cxpandcd and modified monitoring program Ohbl~ 4-4).

The ovcrali objectives of the Hyperion monitoring program differ
somcwhat from those of the Orange County program, parlly because Hy-
perion is not operating under a 301(h) waiver. The overall objectives of
this NPDES monitoring program are to:

and * determine compliance with NPDES permit terms and conditions;

¯ determine that state water quality standards are met (40 CFR
122.41[j] and 12.48[b].

As in Orange County’s permit, subsidiary objectives are specified
that generally parallel those described in Table 4-3. However, Hyper-
ion’s NPDES permit (No. CA0109991) contains one important difference.
It incorporates language stating that the monitoring program may be rood.
ilied based on information generated by the program. This is an important
source of llcxibility that is discussed in greater depth in Chapter 6. Specif-
ically, the permit states:

Once an adequate background database is established and pr~l~=table relalioll.
shtrl~ among Ihe biological, waler quality, and effluent monitoring variable= are
demonstrated, it may ~ appropriate to revm¢ Ihe monitonng program. Revision=
may b¢ made under Ihe dlr~clion of Ih¢ EPA and the Regional Board at any
t~mc dunng Ihe p~-mll lerm, and may include a reduction or increase in the
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number of paramez©rJ to be monitored, the frequency o( mo~itmin8. or the
number znd size o~ the tampt,-- collected.

In addiUon to this permit language related to flexibility, the Hyperion
program also includes a chemical sampling plan that allows monitoring
resources to be used more �fficiently. In the first year of the program, the
entire list of priority pollutants is sampled in the effluent, the sediments,
and selected organisms. In the second and third years, only those pollutants
found during the first year are sampled for. Then in the fourth year, the
entire list of pollutants is sampled for again. The rationale for this approach
was to focus monitoring effort on those pollutants that occur in the effluent
and the environment.

Crustal Power Planta

The histoW of monitoring of heated cooling water discharges from
coastal electric power plants is much less involved than that for sewage dis-
charges. Conventional generating stations on the shore of the bight were all
completed before 1971. Between 1971 and 1973, thermal effects monitor-
ing programs were required by the regional boards. Temperature profile~
were measured in the water column; sediment grain size distribution was
measured; and infauna, epifauna, plankton, and nekton communities in
the vicinity of the outfalls were investigated. Some power plants contin-
ued these studies on their own through 1978, but others monitored only
entrainment of fish in the water intakes. At the Encina generating station,
a study of effects of thermal discharges on the giant kelp community was
initiated in 1975 and continued through 1986.

In 1978, new NPDES permits were issued and annual monitoring
programs were begun at most power plants Ohble 4-5). As described
below (see "The Research Sector"), the Southern California Edison Com-
pany (SCE) maintains an ex~ensive program of special studies to develop
information to supplement that gained through the monitoring programs.

San Onofre Nuclear Genera6ng

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS), located on
the coast south of San Clemente, includes three units: Unit 1 was put in
operation in 1968, and Units 2 and 3 came on line in 1985. The three
reactors have enormous cooling-water requirements. The once-through
seawater cooling system takes in approximately 6,300 ma/s from nearshore
intakes. The diffusers for Units 2 and 3 are unique to the bight. Each
is approximately 0.6-mi long. In order to meet California thermal plan
(State \Vater Resources Control Board, 1975) requirements, they were
designed to entrain a volume of water I0 times the original discharge flow.
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The resultant plume is directed offshore and has been shown to severely
influence nearshore circulation patterns in the vicinity of the plant.

Marine monitoring at SONGS has been more intensive than that at
other coastal power plants. The programs carried out at SONGS have been

1unique in the bight in terms of the intensity of monitoring devoted to a
single discharge.

Monitoring and special studies have been performed continuously at
2the site since 1963. In 1964, baseline environmental monitoring was per-

formed prior to operation of Unit 1. These included profiles of temperature
and water clarity in the water column; measurements of local ocean cur-
rents; and characterization oi" intertidal, subtidal hard bottom, and kelp
communities.

In 1974 and 1976, monitoring determined the environmental effects
of sand disposal and dredging tot emplacement of the Units 2 and 3
outfalls. In 1976, the San Diego RWQCB issued NPDES permits, includ-
ing receiving-water monitoring requirements, for all three units. Current
NPDES monitoring requirements are summarized in Table 4-5.

Along with these NPDES monitoring requirements, SCE is obligated
to carD’ out further monitoring by other agencies. Impingement of fish in
the intakes is monitored for the California Department of Fish and Game.
Periodic monitoring of radionuclides is required by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Most monitoring occurs within 6 mi of the plant, with refer-

1
ence stations at 30 or 37 mi. Direct radiation is monitored continuously;
airborne radiation is monitored weekly; ocean water is monitored monthly;,
beach sand and bottom sediments are monitored twice a year, and tissues
of nonmigratory marine animals are monitored quarterly.

In addition, the California Coastal Commission required Southern
California Edison to form the Marine Review Committee. This indepen-
dent committee was established in 1974 by the California Coastal Zone
Conservation Commission (now called the California Coastal Commission)
in response to controversy about, al~d as a condition of, the permit for
discharge of cooling water from SONGS Units 2 and 3. The specific re-
sponsibility of the committee was to protect marine life and resources from
potential or actual damage directly related to the design and operation of
the cooling water system of Units 2 and 3. Its studies focused on four

1. determining the effects of SONGS Unit 1 on the marine environ-
ment,

2. predicting the effects of Units 2 and 3 on the marine environment
and recommending needed design changes in the cooling water system to
the California Coastal Commission,
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3. determining the effects of SONGS Units 2 and 3 by performing
both pre- and post-operational monitoring programs, and

4. investigating possible mitigation and enhancement measures for
any damage encountered.

An important feature of the committee was its authority to make
recommendations about operational and design changes to the cooling
system, up to and including the construction of cooling towers.

The Marine Review Committee’s program was noted for inteltse and
comprehensive investigations, length of time committed to the study, and
magnitude of total expenditures. Virtually all aspects of the marine envi-
ronment near SONGS were investigated, including soft. and hard-substrate
benthos, ichthyoplankton and adult fish, kelp beds, phytoplankton, zoo-
plankton, epibemhic plankton, and the physical and chemical oceanography
of the coastal zone. Investigations began in 1974, and study designs were,
in most cases, firmly established by 1979. The resulting data sets cover
eight years, and total expenditures for the program through production of
the final report are estimated to be $47 million.

The committee’s studies are unique among large monitoring programs
in the bight in several important ways. First, the program was several times
larger than any other monitoring program in the bight. Second, because
the MRC was an independent entity, program designs could be adapted as
needed. Third, monitoring plans were deliberately devised to detect pre-
determined amounts of change. Finally, repetitive, time series monitoring
was integrated with modeling and research to constantly improve the ability
of the monitoring programs to detect change.

Field work on nearly all projects was completed in December 1986,
and final contractor reports were due in December 1987. The final report
of the committee was scheduled for submission to the California Coastal
Commission in 1989. Coincident with the end of the committee’s studies,
Southern California Edison began implementing procedures to make the
committee’s data available to invest~ato~.

Oil Exploration and Production

There are few ongoing monitoring programs in the bight associated
with oil exploration and production. This is partly because, except for
platforms in the Santa Barbara Channel, the nearshore THUMS project
in Long Beach, and the Aminoil project in Huntington Beach, there is no
oil production in the nearshore regions of the bight. In addition, there
are relatively few refineries along the coast discharging directly into the
ocean. Finally, further exploration in the offshore regions of the bight has
been delayed pending resolution of conflicts between the state and the
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federal government over oil and gas development policy for California’s
outer continental shelf.

EPA Region IX is considering the establishment of a monitoring pro-
gram in the Santa Barbara Channel where extensive off production occurs.
The program’s objectives will be to document production impacts from
existing platforms and follow recovery after drilling ends. The THUMS
project in Long Beach monitors a range of water column and sediment
parameters at six stations. Sampling began before disposal In the water
column, salinity, temperature, pH, and dissolved oxygen are measured con-
tinuously, while heavy metals, oil and grease, suspended solids, cyanides,
and organohalogens will be monitored quarterly during the first two years of
the program. In the sediments, a range of parameters---including barium,
EPA priority pollutants, grain size, petroleum hydrocarbons, and BOD~
will be monitored semiannually. The Aminoil project in Huntington Beach
measures grain size, barium, and heavy metals, and collects five replicate
cores for infauna analysis at six sediment sites annually.

In Carpinteria, in the northern region of the bight, Chevron monitors
water column, sediment, infauna, and epifauna parameters annually at four
stations in the vicinity of the discharge from its wastewater treatment plant.
The plant discharges 0.6 million gal/day of treated oil process waste. Water
column variables measured include temperature, transmissivity, dissolved
oxygen, pH, and ammonia. Sediment variables measured include sulfides,
grain size, heavy metals, BOD, total organic carbon, total nitrogen, nitrate,
oil and grease, and aromatic hydrocarbons. Infauna samples are identified
to species, biomass is measured, and large epifaunal algae are identified.

Chevron also operates a refinery at El Segundo, in Santa Monica Bay.
Organic matter is measured annually at two offshore sediment stations. In
the water column, temperature, oil and grease, dissolved oxygen, and pH
are measured monthly at four shore stations and two o~hore stations.

Ocean Dumping and Dr~dge Disposal

There are no long-term ocean dumping monitoring programs for off-
shore sites in Southern California. Ocean dumping in the hight is currently
limited to dredge material disposal. Two of the three active dredge dump-
sites (LA2 and LAS) have only been sampled as part of the EIS/EIR process
to designate them as permanent disposal sites. The first environmental sur-
vey of the third site (LA3) is currently in progress. The designation of LA2
and LA.5 dump sites expired at the end of 1988, leaving only LA3 available
to receive material from new projects. Routine ocean monitoring at the
dump sites is under consideration by both EPA and the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers.

Dredge permit applications do not require monitoring at the dumpsite.
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They do require chemical, bioaccumulation, and bioassay testing at the
dredging site, in order to determine the suitability of the material for ocean
disposal

Nonpolnt Sou~

Nonpoint sources of contaminants are those that are diffuse or poorly
defined. They include rainout or fallout from the air, surface runoff from
land, and multiple small inputs, such as those from individual houses, busi-
nesses, and farms. Monitoring nonpoint source contamination is difficult
precisely because it is so diffuse. It is technically challenging both to moni-
tor such contaminant input and to clearly identify sources of elevated leveB
found in the environment.

Nonpoint sources are attracting greater attention from both regulatory
agencies and the public, with most of this attention devoted to storm
drains and riverine input. As a result of a steady decrease in the mas~
emissions from coastal wastewater treatment plants, mass emissions of
some chemicals from stormwater runoff now approach those in effluents
from coastal wastewater treatment plants (’Fable 4-6). As descrihed in
Chapter 1, precipitation in Southern California is highly seasonal As a
result, during dry periods a significant percentage of riverine flow can be
composed of secondary and tertiary treated municipal wastewater from
inland sewage treatment plants. Such inland treatment plants discharging
to the Los Angeles or San Gabriel rivers may have flows in the range of 20
to 100 million gai!day.

As Gather (1987) points out, stormwater and riverine drainage en-
ters the nearshore zone directly, while treated municipal wastewater is
discharged 2 to 7 miles offshore, usually in deep water (about 100 ft).
Potential impacts on recreational beaches may therefore he greater from
land runolI than from offshore discharge of treated waste water.

In spite of these potential impacts, there is presently no mandated
responsibility for monitoring land runoff. Individual county agencies re-
sponsible for stormwater systems may voluntarily perform such monitoring.
For example, in Los Angeles County the County Department of Public
Works monitors drainage facilities, and in Orange County such monitoring
is performed by the County Environmental Management Agency. The only
existing statutory basis for managing storm drainage systems is the NPDES
permit program. However, agencies with overall management responsibility
for stormwater drainage systems (e.g., Department of Public Works) are
not now required to administer NPDES permits granted by other agencies
for the multitude of individual discharges to the drainage system. There
is thus no clear responsibility to monitor the drainage system itself or its
discharges to ~he ocean.
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TABLE 4-6 Estimated Average Emissions in Me/nc Tc~s Per Year
from the Los Angeles River and from the Two Largest Municipal Sewag© T~aunem plants
Discharging to the Southern California Bight

Lm Angeles Riv~

Constituent 1971/1972 1979/1980 1984/1985 JWPCP’ Hyperiun’

Total e,tsacts-
He o~ani~ --- 6,400 28,600 7,~0 13,200

Total ali-

Naphthalenes -- -- 0,29

a~mafics 2,4

Total PCBs 0,?5 0.09 0,01 0.21 < 0.12
Silver < t.0 < l.O < 1.0
Cadmium 3.7 1.2 < t.0 3.8 8.2
C~mmium 24 30 I t 53 64

~ 5,060 14.700 4.0~)
Man~ane~ 137 I~8 71
Nickel 22 I S 5.5 53
Lead 273 45 32 24      41
~ 153 139 81 131 151

"Joint Water Pollufior~ Control plant’ ~ Sanitatiun Distri~s
Ven:lea, California.
’Hyperion Wagtewatear Treaunem Plant, City of Lm Angeles, Playa A.I Roy. California.

SOURCE: SCCWRP. 19~�..

nearly all NPDES-permitted discharges to drainage systemsCurrently,
in the bight have strict effluent limitations and dischargers arc required to
do effluent monitoring. For example, all municipal wastewatcr treatment

to the river/stormwatcr system in Southern Californiaplants discharging
measure priority pollutants in effluent semiannually and volatile organics
quarterly. The 1987 amendments to the Clean Water Act require more
monitoring of stormwatcr discharges.

The Los Angeles County monitoring program provides an example of
the type of voluntary monitoring performed by agencies managing stonnwa-
ter drainage systems in Southern California. Los Angeles County encom-
passes a drainage area of ,~,100 mi~ with a population in excess of eight
million. Drainage of the area, primarily into the Southern California Bi~t,
is provided by several rivers (such as the Los Angeles and San Gabriel
rivers) and an extensive system of underground drains and open channels.
The main flows to this system are from:
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+ precipitation;
¯ NPDES-permitted discharges of treated industrial and municipal

wastewate~
fire-fighting waste water (often containing high concentrations of

contaminams);
¯ nuisance water (e.g., wash-down, excess lawn watering, etc.);
¯ accidental sewer overflows; and
¯ daily, weekly, and other periodic plant and site cleanup and wash

down from business, commercial, and residential sources.

The Los Angeles County Flood Control District (since renamed the
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works) began monitoring the
drainage system in the 1930s because some of the runoff was used for
groundwater recharge. In the mid 1960s, the water quality program was
expanded to consider ocean disposal of stormwater runoff. The monitoring
program was greatly reduced between 1984 and 1987, but much of it was
reinstituted in 1988.

Water samples are collected during two to four storms per year from
20 stations along rivers, creeks, and drains. They are analyzed for inorganic
minerals and pH, bacteria (total and fecal coliforms and enterococeus),
total petroleum hydrocarbons, 12 heavy metals, total organic carbon, BOD,
8 volatile organic compounds, 15 pesticides, total suspended solids, and
volatile suspended solids. Samples from the Rio Hondo Channel and San
Gabriel River are also analyzed for priority pollutant.

Samples of dry weather (non-storm) flows are collected from 27 stations
every month. These samples are analyzed for minerals, bacteria, total
petroleum hydrocarbons, heavy metals, and oil and grease. Total organic
carbon, BOD, and volatile organic compounds are analyzed quarterly or
semiannually.

Shoreline Erosion and Beach Replenishment

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) and the California De-
partment of Boats and Waterways carry out the Coast of California Storm
and Tidal Wave Program. This is intended to be a long-term program
to develop baseline information on changes in beach profiles and ocean
conditions along the California coast. The data will be used to monitor
beach erosion and to assist in planning beach replenishment activities.

Approximately 60 sites between Oeeanside and the U.S.-Mexican bor.
der were monitored semiannually between 1983 and 1988. Profiling efforts
are expected to move to Orange and Los Angeles counties for the next
live years. Semiannual monitoring of beach profiles in association with a
sand bypass project at Oceanside Harbor has occurred since 1985 and may
continue in the future.
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A related program is carried out by the Ocean Engineering Research

Group at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, which monitors wave
climatology at ten nearshore and offshore sites in Southern California. This
project has collected over 10 years’ worth of data for use by mariners and
in coastal physical and oceanographic studies. The project is funded by the
U.S. Army COE and the state of California.

Resource Monitoring

Resource monitoring is the respons~flity of the California Department
of Fish and Game, which collects information on sport and commercial
fish catches and on exploitation of kelp beds in the bight. The present
system of collecting catch information is straightforward and is described
below, however the history of fisheries monitoring in California is long
and complex. It is intimately associated with the California Cooperative
Oceanic Fisheries Investigation (CalCOFI) program, which is unique for
the spatial extent and consistency through time of its investigations into
oceanography and fisheries biology. This history is summarized below and
recounted in more detait in SCCWRP (1988).

Current Resource Monitoring

Commercial fishermen are required to report catch statistics to the
Department of Fish and Game. Both fin and shellfish (e.g., abalone, sea
urchins, lobsters) are included in these reporting requirements. Finfish
catches have been monitored since 1918, and statistics currently include
species caught and the location and weight of the catch. Daily logs of sea
urchin and lobster catch numbers and locations have been reported for at
least the last 10 years.

Commercial party-boat operators in the sport fishery are required to
keep a log of the number and species of fish caught, number of anglers
fishing, hours fished, and area fished. These records have been kept
continuously by the Department of Fish and Game since 1935, with the
exception of the five years during World War II (Young, 1969, Clark, 1982).

In 1975, the department initiated the Southern California Independent
Sport Fishing Survey to monitor catches by recreational anglers. In 1979,
the department, in collaboration with the National Marine Fisheries Ser-
vice (NMFS), began a statewide program to monitor recreational catches.
The objectives of these programs were to determine the magnitude and
composition of the catch, to estimate effort expended by anglers and divers
from private boats, and to assess the degree of compliance with state fishing
iaws (Wine, 1979).

Monitoring of artificial reefs began off Southern California in the late
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1950s, in order to test the effectiveness of artificial reefs in increasing                              ,.~
the availability of marine organisms and improving fishing. This program
ended in 1964 and no formal studies were undertaken for 15 years, although
reef building continued. In 1979, the Department of Fish and Game, in
conjunction with Southern California Edison, began a six-year monitoring
study of the development of marine life on the Pendelton Artificial Reef
near the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station. The objective was to
develop a method of mitigating potential losses of kelp beds due to power
plant operations. The success of this study resulted in an expanded program
by the department to build and monitor artificial reefs throughout
Southern California Bight (Grant, 1987). This monitoring program is
designed to identify the effects of important variables such as depth and
reef topography on the biological communities that colonize reefs.

Historical Monitoring and the CalCOFI Program

Monitoring of marine fish and shellfish resources in the Southern Cal-
ifornia Bight has continued for more than 70 years. This monitoring has
almost from the beginning been closely associated with research programs
on fisheries. For this reason, the CalCOFI program is descr~d here rather
than in the research section below. In 1914, the California Department
of Commercial Fisheries was established to collect fisheries statistics, de-
velop improved methods for catching and processing fish, and study the
life histories of commercially important fish and shellfish (Hewitt, 1988).
Beginning in 1918, the Department of Commercial Fisheries collected catch
data from commercial fishermen and fish dealers on species composition,
weight, gear type, location, and intended commercial use. Much research
was also performed during the 1920s and 1930s on fishery stock size, year
class abundance, and fish distribution along the Pacific coast.

After World War II, state fishery agencies in California, Oregon, and
Washington formed the Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission, and were
later joined by fishery agencies in British Columbia. The commission’s
original focus was to study the Pacific sardine fishery, but when the fishery
collapsed in 1947, it turned its attention to salmon, albacore, bottomfish,
Dungeness crab, and shrimp (Croker, 1982).

After the sardine fishery collapsed, the California State legislature
established the Marine Research Committee, composed of members from
the commercial fishing industry and the California Department of Fish
and Game. The committee set up a Fish and Game Preservation Fund to
support research to improve the commercial marine fisheries of California
and develop new commercial marine products.

In 1948, the committee established the California Cooperative Sar-
dine Research Program. Its purpose was to study the distribution and
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natural history of sardines, their availability to the commercial fishery,
fishing methods, and the physical, chemical, and biological oceanographic
processes influencing sardine populations off California. The program in-
cluded members from the California Department of Fish and Game, the
Federal Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Hopkins Marine Station, the Cal-
ifornia Academy of Sciences, and Scripps Institution of Oceanography. In
1953, the program was renamed the California Cooperative Oceanic Fish-
eries Investigation (CalCOFI) and was expanded to include consideration
of species other than sardines. By 1960, CalCOFI’s objectives had evolved
to understanding factors governing abundance, distribution, and variations
of pelagic marine lishes, emphasizing the oceanographic and biological
factors affecting sardines and other marine life in the California Current
system (Baxter, 1982).

The Fisheries Conservation and Management Act of 1976 (FCMA)
gave the federal government management authority over commercial fish-
eries in the exclusive economic zone (the EEZ, 3 to 200 mi from shore),
superseding the management role of the Marine Research Committee.
The FCMA established regional fisheries management councils to develop
plans for regulating harvesting of commercially valuable fish stocks and for
controlling access of foreign fishing or processing vessels to U.S. territorial
waters.

However, the NMF-"S, the California Department of Fish and Game,
and Scripps decided in 1979 to continue CaiCOFI as a long.term marine
resources monitoring and research program (Radovich, 1982). The scope
of and funding for the program have been greatly reduced in recent years
(Figure 4-1). Fisheries and oceanographic data continue to be entered
into the CaICOFI online data system at the Southwest Fisheries Center
in La Jolla. This system contains a large-scale, multivariate time series of
physical, chemical, biological, and meteorological data from approximately
40,000 stations and 300 cruises in the eastern North Pacific Ocean, collected
since 1949.

Cooperation with scientists from Mexican institutions remains an im-
portant part of the CaiCOFI program.’ This includes joint scientific sym-
posia and cooperative studies of anchovy abundance and sardine spawning
stocks. In addition, Mexico’s fishery agency, the Secretariat de Pesca, has
expressed interest in funding a reestablishment of the CaICOFI time series
transects in Mexican waters that were discontinued several years ago.

Kelp Bed Monitoring

Kelp beds along the California coast represent both a recreational and
a commercial resource. Because of kelp’s unique characteristics, separate
programs have been instituted to monitor this resource. The California
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FIGURE 4-1 Lo~alion o( lhe 1987 /lekl suP~ey ~oag iampled ~ ~1~ duha~

1
quane~ ~j~ S~l~a num~ aad a ~ ~ ~ a~ ~ ~

Department of F~h and Game h~ ~nduc[ed q~er~ ae~! su~ of
kelp ~s in ~ ~gel~ ~un~ sm~ 1~4. Since 1987, ~¢se ~igh~                               ~
hav~ ~n e~end~ south to ~n Onofre, n~r San Clement¢. ~e goal of
this program ~ to d~ument fluct~fions ~ ~ si~, and shori-~em s~udi~
have ~en ~nduct~ al the o~hore ~lands and north of ~ ~gel~ on                               ~
s~ial ~sio~

In addition to ~e~ ae~l su~, d~g su~ have ~en m~                               ~
out sin~ 1~7 al fi~ sit~ around 1he ~los Verd~ Peni~u~ ~ ~n of t~
N~hore S~nf~h Habitat Evaluation Program. ~e goal ~ to incr~                             ’ ~
unde~mnding of kelp ~d ~1o~.

In San Diego ~un~ aehal su~ have ~en ~ out q~ner~sin~ 1~7 by Dr. ~eeler North of ~e ~fomia lmtitute of ~chnoio~in P~adena. ~ese dam are ~d by ~e s~ municipal d~charge~ ~ ~e                                 ff

~unty to fulfill NPD~ mo~toring r~uiremen~.
~e Kel~ ~. o[ ~n Diego compil~ kelp ha~t dam by month and

by kelp ~. Howe~r, only total annul ~lu~ are a~able to the pubfic
due to le~e agr~men~ ~n Kel~ and the state.
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Noncommercial Resources

Another type of resource monitoring is mandated by Title II1 of
the Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA) in the
Channel Islands National Park. At the national park, long-term, time
series monitoring is used to assess and maintain the ecological conditions
(National Park Service, 1984). The main focus of the monitoring, much of
it done with volunteers, is to determine the population dynamics and long.
term environmental trends for key species of marine plants and animals in
the park.

The National Estuarine Reserve Research Program of the Coastal
Zone Management Act (CZMA) mandates research and monitoring pro.
grams in designated estuaries. In fiscal year 1988, the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) initiated a competitive grants
program for studies in the 17 designated national estuarine reserves. The
Tijuana River estuary is the only national estuarine reserve in the Southern
California Bight area. Research and monitoring will be focused in live
areas:

1. water management--the relationship between freshwater inflow
and estuarine productivity;

2. sediment management--the effects of different types ofsedimenls
and sedimentation processes on estuaries;

3. nutrients and other chemical inputs---effects of anthropogenic
inputs on estuaries;

4. coupling of primary and secondary productivity--nature of estu-
arine food webs and energy flows; and

5. estuarine fishery habitat requirements--values of estuaries as nurs-
ery areas for commercial and recreational species.

In the case of the Tijuana River estuary, these data will be extremely
useful in influencing the design of sewage management strategies for Ti.
juana, Mexico (see "The U.S.-Mexican Sewage Contamination Problem,"
Chapter 2).

Water Quality Monitoring for Public llealth

The California Health and Safety Code specifies that the State Depart-
ment of Health Services is responsible for supervising sanitation, health.
fulness, and safety of public beaches and public water contact areas of the
state’s bays and ocean waters. The State Department of Health Services
may delegate some monitoring and enforcement activities to the county
health services departments. When a public beach or water contact sports
area fails to meet standards, the local health oificer or the State Depart-
mcnt of Health Services, after considering the causes of the failure, may
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post the area with warning signs or otherwise restrict use of the area until
corrective action has been taken and the two following standards are met:

l, physical-no sewage sludge, grease, or othcr physical evidence of 1sewage discharge shall be visible at any time on any public beaches or
contact sports areas; and

2. bacteriological-samples of water at a public beach or waler contact
2sports area shall have a most probable number (MPN) of coli~’orm bacteria

less than 1,000 per 10 ml, provided that no more than 20 percent of the
samples at any station in a 30-day period exceed 1,000 per 10 ml, and
provided further that no single sample, when verified by a repealed sample
taken within 48 hours, shall exceed I0,000 per 10 mL

The monitoring programs performed by county health agencie~ in
support of these management activities are of two types: (1) routine
bacteriological sampling, and (2) bacteriological sampling following a waste
discharge into recreational waters. Special studies are also can’led out by
county health agencies. However, there are no health monitoring programs
targeted spccilically at human health effects (e.g., gastroenteritis) related
directly to water-contact sports.

Orange County has performed a monitoring program in recreational
waters for several years. Los Angeles County is now monitoring routinely.

/In San Diego County, monitoring is performed along the shore at four
sewage treatment plant ocean outfali sites: city of Oceanside, Encina Water
Pollution Control Facility, San Elijo Water Pollution Control Facility, and                                    -.
city of San Diego. The ouffall from the Point Loma Plant was constructed
before kelp beds were included as water contact sports areas and the                               ~
treatment plant is experiencing difficulty meeting bacterial standards at the
outer perimeter of the kelp beds.

For over 30 years, the San Diego County Department of Health
Services has performed beach and bay surveys annually. Aboul 60 stations                               tw~
are usually sampled on these surveys. From three to five samples are                                 IJ
collected at each station in April and May of each year. In addition, surveys
of 40 stations, with a single sample from each station, are performed in
early July and September. Many of these stations are interspersed with the                             " ~
shoreline stations sampled by the dischargers.

A routine weekly survey of water quality in Mission Bay was started
in 1977 and continued through January 1987. The city of San Diego has                                  w
replaced it with a more intensive monitoring program with more stations                                ~
sampled more frequently. This monitoring program was initiated voluntarily
by the city because of strong public concern about poor water quality. The
data collected in all these monitoring activities is shared with the State
Department of Health Services, regional water quality control boards, and
other state and federal agencies concerned about recreational water quality.
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National and Statewide Monitoring Programs

NOA~s National Mussel Watch Program and National Status and
q’l’cnds Program represent national monitoring programs that have included
sampling and measurement stations within the Southern California Bight.
While the numbers of stations are too fcw to present a comprehensive
picture of contaminant levels in the bight, they do provide a basis for
making comparisons with contaminant levels in other parts of the country.

The original National Mussel Watch Program, developed by Dr. Ed-
ward Goldberg of Scripps and 10 other principal investigators, was first
funded by EPA in 1976. Mussels and oysters were sampled at approximately
78 coastal and estuarine stations along the Atlantic, Guff, and Pacific coasts
of the United States in 1976, and again in 1977/1978. There were eight
stations in the Southern California Bight. Mussel tissues were analyzed for
six metals, three radionuclidcs, DDT (and its breakdown products), PCBs,
and petroleum hydrocarbons (Goldberg et al., 1978a). Total funding for
the program was about $4~),000 per year. The national program was not
continued past 1978, but several local programs were continued.

In 1984, NOA~s Ocean Assessments Division initiated the National
Status and "l~’ends Program that includes a National Benthic Surveillance
Project and a Mussel Watch Proiect (NOAA, 1987). In the Benthic Surveil-
lance Project, sediments and demcrsai fish have been collected annually
since 1984 from 50 sites along the U.S. coast, including Alaska. In the J.Mussel Watch Project, mussel and oyster samples have been collected once _.
each year since 1986 from 150 sites along the U.S. coast, including Alaska
and Hawaii. Sediments are also collected at many of the Mussel Watch
stations. There are 6 Benthic Surveillance stations and 16 Mussel Watch
stations in the Southern California Bight (Figure 4-2). An extensive suite of
metals (17), polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (18), pesticides (15), and
PCBs is analyzed in the animal tissues and sediment samples. In addition,

examined for diseases and histopathological lesions.the fish are
The overall objective of the National Status and "l’tends Program is

to assess and document the status of coastal and estuarine environments.
Specifically, the program is intended to define the geographic distribution
of contaminant concentrations in biological tissues and in sediments from
U.S. coastal and estuarine waters, determine temporal changes in those
concentrations, and document biological responses to contamination (e.g.,
Malins et ai., 1986). This information will be used to make decisions about
the use and allocation of resources in the nation’s coastal and estuarine
regions.

Since 1976, the California Department of Fish and Game, under an
interagency agreement with the California State Water Resources Control
Board, has performed a Mussel Watch Program for monitoring marine and
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estuarine waters (Stephenson et al., 1987). Its purpose is to provide the
state board and six coastal regional boards with an ongoing assessment of
the geographic and temporal trends in levels of chemical contamination in
coastal waters. The state’s Mussel Watch Program is somewhat different
than the national program in that it includes only five reference stations
and several site-specific "hot spot" survey sites.

The latter may change from year to year. Resident mussels are used at
the reference sites, but transplanted mussels or the Asiatic clam, Corbieula
]Mminea, are used at most site-specific stations. The two reference stations
in the Southern California Bight are at Palos Verdes (Royal Palms State
Park) and Oceanside. They are also National Mussel Watch sampling
sites, providing an opportunity for intercalibration of results from the two
programs. In 1986-1987, 11 site-specific surveys were performed in the
Southern California Bight (Figure 4-2). These studies were performed at
one or more locations inside harbors, marinas, or enclosed ba~s. All but
two of the site-specific surveys were designed to collect baseline estuarine
data. The survey in Los Angeles/Long Beach harbors was to document
the levels of DDT, PCBs, and metals; the survey in San Diego Bay was
intended to assess the level of contamination of PCBs, silver, copper, and
zinc.

Citizen and Community Monitoring

Interest in the bight and its resources by community and environ-
mental groups has extended to voluntary participation in monitoring and
research programs. Three examples of these efforts have provided useful
information.

Over 200 organizations and their personnel, mostly volunteers, monitor
marine mammal strandings along the California coast as part of the Ma-
rine Mammal Stranding Network. The data generated by the Network are
collected and managed by NOA,Ns Southwest Fisheries Center in I.~ Joila.
Notification of strandings has been useful to scientists studying chemical
contamination, diseases, and population trends of marine mammals (Sea-
gars et al., 1986).

Volunteer reporting of physical evidence of sewage entering recre.
ational waters has provided local health departments with timely infor-
mation needed to determine whether to close recreational beaches and
swimming areas.

Finally, annual volunteer beach cleanups coordinated by the California
Coastal Commission have resulted in estimates of the type and quantity of
plastic debris littering beaches. Such information has proven useful enough
that the Center for Marine Education in Washington, D. C. plans to develop
a uniform data reporting system for beach cleanups nationwide. These data
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will help in monitoring the magnitude of the plastic debris problem, as well
as the effectiveness of source control and recycling programs. These effort~
are supported officially, since Section 2204 of the 1987 Marine Plastic
Pollution Research and Control Act directs the Secretary of Commerce,
in cooperation with EPA, to encourage the formation of volunteer group~,
to be designated as "Citizen PoUution Patrols," to assist in monitoring,
reporting, cleanup, and prevention of ocean and shoreline poUution (1987
Marine Plastic Pollution Research and Control Act included as Title II in
the U.S. Japan Fishery Agreement Approval Act of 1987).

Monitoring Expenditures

Marine monitoring programs are expensive, primarily due to stalling
needs. "I~’ained scientists and technicians are required to conduct field
sampling, perform laboratory analyses, interpret resulting data, and write
reports. Many activities involved in monitoring, such as benthic infaunal
analysis and analytical chemistry, are labor-intensive. Tetra Tech (1984)
estimated the costs to perform representative monitoring activities to be:

¯ $200 to $1.200 for a single benthic infaunai analysis, and
¯ $920 to $2,300 for a single priority Pollutant scan of sedimen~

These estimates are low compared to current rates, but they do show
that monitoring is not cheap. In the Orange Counvy 301(h) monitoring
program, 300 benthic infaunal samples and 196 sediment chemistry samples
are analyzed each year. Assuming that each benthic sample costs $600 and
each chemistry sample costs $1,500 to analyze, the total cost per year to
analyze these samples alone is $474,000.

Equipment and facilities that must be purchased are also costly. A
good gas chromatograph, needed to measure PCBs, DDT, and other or.
ganic contaminants, may cost $10,000 to $50,000. An atomic absorption
spectrophotometer, used to analyze metals, will have a similar cost. Re-
search vessels equipped for accurate navigation and for collecting diverse
sample types may cost $2,000 to $5,000 per day for an offshore vessel and
$500 to $1,000 per day for a smaller vessel suitable for sampling close to
shore.

Table 4-7 summarizes estimated costs incurred during the last five
ycars in different types of monitoring in the Southern California Bight.
This summary is incomplete, since it does not include several voluntary
(nonmandatcd) monitoring programs and research efforts performed by
dillcrcnt dischargers, environmental agencies, or universities. In addition,
the costs of elll uent monitoring activities arc probably under-recorded, since
they often are not consolidated with receiving water monitoring budgets.

Faciliiies and overhead costs for those aspects of monitoring performed
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TABLS 4.? Enima~ed

1983 1984 1985 19~ 19~

P~m ~ 4~ 7~ 1.1~ 1.93~ I~~D ~e ~y ~ ~ !~ 1.8~ 1~
-~ 3~ 3~ 351 4~ 7~

S~. ~ ~ ~ 31 ~ ~ 31

~ 14 17 47

v~m~ 1.1~ 1.1~ 1.1~     1.1~    1.1~

Review ~i~ 6~ 6.~ 6.~ 6.~    6.~

S~ .... IZ5

~d ~�

day ship ~)
~ mu,~ w~ 3~ 3~ 3~" 3~ 3~
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TABL~ 4-7 Ccmtim~d

1983 1984 198:5 1986 198’7

Pmdl~m~ ~ .... 28O
19~Ow .... ~0peJaUc fish .... 17~

P~ific Ma~

17,~4

SO~ ~, I~

in-ho~ ~ muni~pal ~t~a~er tr~en~ p~n~ and ~d~l d~rg-
e~ ~ua~ are not re.ned. While an a~ura~e a~unt~g of ~er~d
~s~ ~ no~ avai~ble, ~e~ have ~en ~fima~ed to ~ ~u~len~ ~o ~
direc~ ~, effectiv¢~ doub~ng ~he [o~I. ~ ~cu~ ~ ~un~
pubic wor~ depanmen~ in moni~o~ng chemi~ in s~ormwater ~noff a~
also not includ~ ~ ~ble ~7. ~s~ for the NO~ S~t~ a~ ~
(Mus~! Watch) monitoring of mu~, ~imen~, and fish in the bi~t a~
not include. ~� ~fima~cd ~st for ~mpling all s~tio~ in t~ bight and
anal~ing the ~mples ~ $175,~ ~r y~r.) ~spite the~ om~io~, t~
~s~ summar~ed ~ ~ble 4-7 do g~e a rough impr~ion of the min~um
level of e~n~ inched in monitoring ~tcr qua~, natu~l r~ur~,
and public h~lt~

~ble 4-7 rev~ ~me ~r~nt fac~. ~tal ~t~ated ~ in 1~
for all monitoring in the bight arc over $17 million. ~� of the ~rgc
budget of the Ma~ne Review ~mmittee’s study of SONGS (ending
19~), monitoring ~ for ~� �lccuic utiliti~ arc higher in lh~ y~r
than for the munici~l ~te~tcr treatment plan~. ~ong the tr~tment
plan~, the m~t ex~nsivc monitoring program, at n~rly ~2 million ~r
y~r, ~ the ~l(h) monitoring program being performed by the ~un~
~nitation ~tric~ of Orange ~un~. ~tal ~tural r~our~ ~men~
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cost about $3.3 million per year, while public health monitoring by the
separate counties costs about $310,000 per year.

Of the total annual monitoring expenses ot over $17 million in the
Southern California Bight, nearly 80 percent are borne by the public sector.
Much of the remainder is spent by the California Department of Fish and
Game for marine resource monitoring.

Summary of Monitoring Activiti~
The review of monitoring activities in the Southern California Bight

.highlighted several important features that will be treated in more detail
m the analysis of monitoring (Chapter 6). For the most part, monitoring
is performed in response to permit requirements that regulate discharge
activities. There are many agencies, federal, state, and local, involved
in establishing standards and regulations under which these permils are
administered. Despite the many agencies and programs, there is no overall
coordination of monitoring in the bighL There is, however, cooperation
among agencies that jointly regulate specific discharges such as the Hyperion
ouffali.

Individual monitoring programs are carefully carried out using state-of.
the-art methods, and the quality of the resulting data is typically very high.
Finally, Table 4-7 reveals thal, With the exception of the recently ended
Marine Review Committee program at San Onofre, the bulk of monitor-
~ng funds are devoted to measuring the effects of municipal wastewater
discharge.

TIlE RESEARCIt SECTOR
A great deal of research is performed in the bight by federal, state,

and local agencies, and by universities and private industry. Some of this
research is oriented specifically toward environmental problems (such as
the effects of municipal wastewater outfalls) that are also addressed by
m°nit°ring programs. Other research is oriented toward more general
issues in oceanography and marine ecology.

Research results can benefit monitoring programs by:.
¯ increasing understanding of the marine environment and thereby

enhancing the ability to predict, measure, and assess human impacts;

¯ identifying physical, chemical, or biological changes that are bet-tcr indicato~ of pollution impacts than the parameters currently used in
monitoring programs;

¯ providing information on the character and variabilhy of natural
processes in the marine cnvironmcm that can be used as refercnces against
~hich to compare changes due to human activity;
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s establishing a link or correlation betwecn a parameter measured in
a monitoring program and an adverse outcome of concern to society (e.g.,
link between fecal coliforms and disease);

¯ determining whether measurements made in monitoring programs
provide meaningful assessments of the health of the marine environment
and the nature of human impacts on it; and

¯ developing new techniques and instrumentation for use in moni-
toring programs.

The research sector is even more diverse than the monitoring sector,
with a wide variety of programs that span the range from large-scale studies
carried out by multidisciplinary research groups to narrowly focused studies
performed by individual scientists. The following sections describe repre-
sentative research activities sponsored by federal, state, and local agencies,
universities, and private industry. This is not meant to be an exhaustive
listing of programs and certainly does not come close to describing all the
research carried out in the bighL

Federal Ageade~

Marine research in the bight is sponsored by the National Science
Foundation (NSF), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Minerals Man-
agement Service (MMS), the Department of Energy (DOE), and the Fbh
and Wildlife Service (FWS).

The NSF funds individual investigators as well as research programs
and institutes at universities throughout the hight. This research is descn’bed
more completely in the section below on university research.

NOAA funds several important programs in the bight. The National
Status and q3"ends Program was described above as part of the monitoring
sector. In addition, NOAA funds the National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS) and the Sea Grant College Program.

NMFS performs studies of the biology of commercially important
fish species and of the relationships between stocks of these species and
the physical and chemical oceanography of the bight. Such studies in-
clude investigations of habitat requirements, reproduction, feeding biology,
population dynamics, geographic distribution, and response to contami-
nants. NMFS is also an active participant in the CaiCOFI program, which
combines monitoring and research focused on commercial fisheries (see
Historical Monitoring and the CalCOFI Program above). Because of its
long history, archived samples from the CalCOFI program have proven
valuable in studies of trends of contaminants such as DDT.
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NOAA also funds the Sea Grant College Program, which is adminis-
tered through the University of California. The federal Sea Grant legisla-
tion requires that at least one-third of the total federal funds received by
each program be matched with local (nonfederal) funds. Since 1973, the
state of California has made successive five-year commitments to provide
up to two-thirds of the required matching funds (University of California,
1989). Sea Grant studies have addressed a wide variety of coastal prob-
lems, including, at present, the functioning of wetlands, physical processes
in the coastal zone, aquaculture, marine products chemistry, and ocean
engineering.

The U.S. EPA funds research targeted at specific environmental prob-
lems. This research is not extensive compared to that carried out by other
agencies, since EPA’s regional activities are predominantly enforcement
lazed. As an example of such targeted research, EPA supported a study in
1980 to investigate fish catch and consumption among population subgroups
in the Los Angeles area. The study was designed to furnish information
useful in formulating local regulatory approaches, and was motivated by
awareness that certain parts of the local population consume larger than

1average amounts of locally caught seafood containing elevated concentra-
tions of DDT and PCBs (Puffer et al., 1982, 1983; Puffer and Gossett,
1983; Gossett et al., 1983). In addition, research carried out at the various
EPA research laboratories is often relevant to environmental issues in the
Southern California Bight.

5
The Pacific Outer Continental Shelf Region of the MMS funds an

Environmental Studies Program (established in 1973) designed to provide
basic information needed to make management decisions about the outer
continental shelf (F.. Piltz., personal communication; Piltz, 1990;, MMS,
1990). Although most of this region lies outside the boundary of the
bight, some portions of these studies are carried out inside iL Southern
California region studies have investigated air quality, potential toxicity of                         ¯
oil to seabirds and marine mammals, adaptation of marine organisms to
chronic exposure to petroleum hydrocarbons, and the effects of geophysical
acoustic survey operations on important commercial fisheries. In addition,MMS has carried out large-scale reconnaissance of benthic hard- and                            El

soft-bottom communities and assessments of long-term changes in benthic
communities in oil and gas development areas. Some MMS studies (e.g.,
Fauchald and Jones, 1978) are notable for their wide geographic coverage
and commitment to long-term data collection.

The Ecological Research Division of DOE is sponsoring three regional
studies in the bight. One of these, the California Basin Study (CaBS), be-
gun in 1985, is a multidisciplinary effort to examine and understand the
production, transport, and ultimate fate of biogenic particulates and the
enerD’-related products (e.g., radionuclides) associated with them. One of
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the major goals of CaBS is to d~velop a carbon budget for the Southern ~ai-
ifornia Bight that incorporates the contributions of bacteria, phytoplankton,
and zooplankton.

1The U.S. FWS Biological Services Program has performed an ecolog-
ical inventory of the entire Pacific coast, including the bight. The FWS
has published several reports on critical habitats within the bight, including
kelp forests and coastal marshes, and has developed a series of profiles of
environmental requirements for coastal fishes and invertebrates.

Stat~

Marine research in the bight is sponsored by the California Depart-
ment of Fish and Game, the ~/~ater Resources Control Board, and tbe
Department of Health Se~,ice~. In addition, state funds conU’ibute Io tbe
support of the Sea Grant College Program.

The Marine Resources Branch of the Department of Fish and Game
conducts research designed to protect and enhance specific fishery
sources. The department has studied the effectiveness of artificial re~f~ in
enhancing fish stocks and evaluated various methods for rehabifitating kelp
beds. In addition, the department participates in funding the C.alCOFI
program, which investigates the biology of commercial fisheries.

The State Water Resources Control Board funds research specifically
related to identifying environmental problems and developing water and
sediment quality criteria and regulatory standards. For example, the board
has supported a survey of PAH levels throughout the bight, followed by lab-
oratory studies of PAll uptake and toxicity. The board has also requested
studies of sediment transport and alternative methods of establishing sedi-
ment quality criteria.

The California Department of Health Services has examined l~vol~
of chemical contamination in fish caught in Santa Monica Bay and Lo~
Angel~ and Long Beach harbors. The results of this investigation will be
useful to EPA and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in revising
action limits for some highly nonpolar organic contaminants, such as DDT
and PCBs. These are of special concern bew.aus¢ of their high potential for
bioaccumuiation and toxicity.

The single largest and most focused body of research on pollution
problems in the bight is that performed by the municipal and regional sani-
tation agencies and the research organization they jointly fund, tbe Southern
California Coastal Water Research Project (SCCWRP). In addition, local
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public health departments conduct research into the health effects of am.                            ~,~
rine contamination and the regional water quality control boards earry out /occasional studies targeted at the development of regulatoff criteria.

The four major sanitation agencies in the bight all maintain active
marine research programs that are beyond the activities mandated by
their discharge permits. These four agencies are Los Angeles City, the
County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County, the County Sanitation
Districts of Orange County, and San Diego City. These agencies typically
fund research on questions that are relevant to the management of their
discharges and the understanding or mitigation of environmental impacts.
They consider this research necessary to answer questions that are not
addressed by mandated monitoring programs. Research has included both
field and modeling studies of sediment transport and plume behavior, as
well as investigations of nutrient dynamics in the water column, sediment
toxicity, benthic community structure, and kelp bed ecology. In conjunction
with SCCWRP, Los Angeles City is currently conducting an experimental
study of the rate and character of ecological recovery around the city’s
sludge ouffall, which suspended discharge operations in November 1987.
In addition to these active research programs, all discharge agencies in the
Southern California Bight belong to the Southern California Association /of Marine Invertebrate Taxonomists (SCAMIT). This organization works
to ensure that all studies use a consistent, standardized, and up-to-date
species list of maline invertebrates. This list hag proved invaluable in
regional analyses, which otherwise would have been imposs~le to perform.
Discharge agencies also are active members of the Southern California
Environmental Chemists Society (SCECS), which performs an analogous
function for environmental chemistry.

SCCWRP was founded in 1969 with the aim of conducting both basic
and applied marine research relevant to the discharge of municipal wastew-
ater to the bight. At present, SCCWRP is supported by a yearly allocation
from the seven maior municipal dischargers in the bight, and to a lesser
extent by contract funds from state and federal agencies. SCCWRP in-
vestigates generic problems of interest to all the dischargers, develops and
refines new methods, and performs regional analyses that are beyond the
scope of individual dischargers. SCCWRP’s work has resulted in important
additions to knowledge about the marine environment and improvements
to monitoring practice. For instance, SCCWRP researchers have evaluated
alternative methods for sampling benthic communities and developed the
Infaunal Trophic Index for characterizing the degree of change in benthic
communities. They have also investigated histopathoiogical and biochem.
ical indicators of pollutant stress in marine species, documented pollution
induced changes in reproduction of key fish species, and monitored re-
gional trends in the incidence of effects such as fin rot and tumors on
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fish. SCCWRP has performed a vital function because of its ability to 1
collect and integrate data from all the municipal dischargers in the bight.
As a result, SCCWRP has been able to complete significant analyses of
bightwide patterns and trends in contamination and environmental change.
The periodic SCCWRP Report series is available to the public on request.

County health departments and municipal governments in the bight
have carried out periodic research studies to assess the likelihood of specific
health ellects from environmental contamination. For example, the Los
Angeles County Department of Health Services has carried out lifeguard
surveys in response to inquiries about the health of lifeguards,t The.~
studies were stimulated in part by the finding that seven lifeguards in
the Los Angeles area had developed cancer. The department is currently
planning an additional epidemiological study of lifeguards that will focus
on short-term health outcomes. Lifeguards were chosen as a sentinel group
for monitoring possible adverse health outcomes due to marine pollution
because they are more heavily and consistently exposed than the general
public to contaminants in the ocean. The department is also investigating
the relationship between consumption of ocean fish and concentrations of                            ,,~
DDT, DDE, and PCBs in the milk of lactating mothers,a Another example ./.
of research performed by local agencies is the city of San Diego’s study
to assess health risks from the municipal waste.rater discharge at Point

1 In 19~2, following notification tha! seven lifeguards in the l.,m Angeles area had developed

canc~er, Dr. Thomas Mack of the University of Southern California Cancer Surv~llance Program
undertook a study of cancer prevalence in Los Angeles County. He concluded Ihat, although the
number of cancer cases was higher than predicted, the �levation was not statistically signiflcanL
Neither was there evidence of a causal link between work as a lifeguard near Santa Monica beach
and the sul:t,,equent appearance of cancer. In addition to these studies, investigations by the
Department of Health Services have shown that industrial health claims demonstrate no dear
pattern of illness in relation to where the lifeguard’, work. Prevalence o~ hepatitis A
among lifeguards does not differ from contro~ populations.

2Prmaous mammal studies showed thai PCBs and DDT adversely affect neonatal developmcmt
at do~rs that might be encountered by a small percentage of people eating comaminatcd 11~
from the bight (,Mien and Bar~atti, 1976). To address this concern, the Department of Health
Services has selected approximately 50 post-partum breast-feeding women, predominantly from
Io~er soooeoonomic groups, as subFcts in a study of the relationship bct~aeen consumptioa
of ocean fish and concentrations of DDT, DDE, and PCBs in breast milk. Preliminau¢ ~ults.
indicate that PCB concentralions (measured on a fat basis) are typically betv.’e~:n 0.1 and
ppm. There arn no values over 0.9 ppm. DDT is present in becast milk at concentrations from 1
to 5 ppm, w=th a fc~ values over 10 ppm as measured on a lipid basis. It appears that the major
source of PCBs in th~ women is the consumption of fishery pn:xlucts from the bight. However,
there =s an ar~ocmt~on between prior I’l~idcnce in Mexico o¢ C_~nlral Amend and elevated (5
ppm or h~ghcr) concentrations of DDE in breasl milk. All concentratKms measured to date are
well belo,,v the I:DA action limits for whole mdk (on a whol~ milk
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Loma to recreational divers who use the Point Loma kelp bed or consume
seafood caught there.3

The regional water quality control boards, which act independently
of the state board, occasionally support research targeted at specific local
problems. As one example, the Los Angeles board recently funded a study
of contaminants in river runoff in the Los Angeles basin.

Universities

The are more than 200 academic institutions in the region of the
Southern California Bight. Some of these have extensive and diverse
marine research programs, while others may have only one or a few marine
scientists active in particular specialties. The great number and wide variety
of the academic marine research programs carried out in the bight make
it impossible to review this work in detail. The following paragraphs
therefore summarize only those programs that are large, well known, or
have contributed significantly to knowledge about the marine environment
and environmental �ffects.

The Scripps Institution of Oceanography of the University of Cali-
fornia (UC) system carries out the largest and most varied set of marine
research programs in the bight. Scripps is one of the largest oceanographic
institutions in the country. It coordinates Sea Grant projects carried out
by schools in the UC system and is a member of the University National
Oceanographic Laborato~ System (UNOLS), partially funded by the Na-
tional Science Foundation. The research performed at Scripps is worldwide
in scope and the institution maintains a fleet of oceangoing research vessels.
However, a significant proportion of this work is focused on the California
Current system and the Southern California Bight.

Scripps has several large research groups that focus on particular as-
peers of marine studies. The Food Chain Research Group’s focus is the food
web dynamics and biogeochemical c~cles of plankton, and the nature of
environmental effects on these. The Marine Life Research Group focuses
on understanding the distribution and variability of the living resources
of the California Current system. This research is ca~ed out primarily

3Between June and September 1986, 346 r~-,crOiled divers made 1,371 dive~ in the PI. Lon~ kelp
bed. Over 9~ percent of the divers took seafood from the kelp bed and 25 percen! of Iho¢~ who
ale the seafood ale ~t raw. Raw seafood was consumed underwater by 18 perc~n! of the divert.
"Bvelve illnes.st:s that fit the highly credible gastroinlestinal symptoms (HCGI) as defined by EPA
were reported, tf all reported |ICGI illnes,st’~ were genuine, then Ihere were eight HCGI cas~
per 1,0!.~ drver~. The new EPA V,~ater Contact C.,’itena thai use enterococcua aa the indicator
organism fo¢ manne waters s~t a maximum allowable geomelric mean ¢ntero~occus con~:ntra-
tton that would permit an e~tlrnatcd 19 illnesses per 1,0~ sw~mmer~. The appar~n! health risk
to divers *n the Pt. Loma k~lp bed is thus relaljvr.ly low.
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in conjunction with the CalCOFI Program. The Center for Coastal Stud-
ies emphasizes investigations of sedimenlology and physical and chemical
oceanography in the coastal zone. The goal of these studies is to increase
the ability to assess and predict the effects of human activity in the coastal
environment. In addition to these large groups, individual investigators at
Scripps carry out research on the physical and chemical oceanography of tl~
bight, as well as on the biology of kelp bed communities, fish populations,
and other resources.

The University of California at Santa Barbara (UCSB) supports tl~

Marine Science Institute and the Coastal Research Center. These research
groups carry out basic and applied studies on specific marine resources such
as kelp beds and fish stocks, as well as on more general problems such as th~
toxicity of pollutants. The Center for Remote Sensing and Environmental
Optics is developing methods for applying remote sensing (i.e., satellite
imagery) technology to the assessment of patterns and processes in th~
marine environment.

The University of Southern California (USC), a private institution in
Los Angeles that is designated as a Sea Grant Institutional Program and is
part of UNOLS, operates the Santa Catalina Island Marine Science Center.
Historically, the USC Allan Hancock Foundation conducted pioneering
programs emphasizing the coastal sedimentology and benthic ecology of
the bight. USC has also conducted diverse applied studies, such as haselin~
inventories in marinas, harbors, and nearshore and continental shelf waters,
and environmental assessments in support of the siting of the Hyperion
Treatment Plant deepwater outfall and the Terminal Island Treatment Plant
outfall. USC has also cooperated with the County Sanitation Districts of
Los Angeles County in studies of the plume from the districts’ White
Point outfall. Other studies performed by USC researchers have examined
the effects of oil seeps, the Santa Barbara oil spill, harbor dredging, and
disposal of fish processing wastes.

The California State University (CSU) system, originally termed th~
State College system, is distinct from the University of California system.
In the Los Angeles area, the State University system operates the southe.rn
California Ocean Studies Consortium (SCOSC), which coordinates manne
research, education, and community service programs at several state uni-
versity campuses. The consortium recently completed a baseline biological
survey for the Terminal Island dry hulk handling terminal in Los Ange-
les Harbor. Prior to and since the formation of SCOSC, faculty at CSU
Long Beach have studied the effects of pollution on nearshore benthos
and on reproduction of benthic invertebrates and have developed alter-
native bioassay/toxicity testing techniques. Faculty at CSU Fullerton and
CSU Northridge have focus’,xl on the ichthyology of wedands and embay-
merits. Researchers at San Diego State University have performed studies
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of wetlands degradation and restoration and of the impacts of sewage from
Mexico on the Tijuana estuary.

The California Institute of Technology (Cal Tech) supports the Environ-
menial Engineering Program and the Environmental Quality Laboratory.

9Scicmists in these two groups have been involved in the design of major
wastcwater ouffalis in the bight and in developing design modifications for
power plant cooling-water intakes that drastically reduced the numbers of
fish takcn in with thc cooling water. In addition, Cal Tech scientists have
studied the chemical and physical processes related to the movement and
ultimate fates of discharged materials in the bight, have examined the chem-
istry of wastewater effluent, and investigated the fractionation of s~wag¢
sludge discharged to the ocean. For many years, Cal Tech also housed tbe
Kelp Habitat Improvement Project, a long-term effort to understand
biology of kelp beds and enhance their survival and growth.

Notable among the research programs at small colleges in the bight b
that at Occidental Collcgc, which has operated the R.V. Vantuna program
for more than a decade. This ship-based program focuses on extensive otter
trawling and diver ichthyological surveys, and on research on the effects of
heated wastewater plumes from coastal power plants.

Private lndustr~

Private industries in the bight maintain research programs that are
targeted at understanding the effects of specific discharges or other activi-
ties. With the exception of Southern California Edison’s program, however,
most of these are small and narrowly focused. Since 1972, the company
has operated a research and development laboratory in Redondo Beach,
and for many years supported a program of voluntary research termed
the "Special Studies Program." These studies were carried out at $CE’s iinitiative in order to:

¯ more clearly describe the effects of the company’s permitted intak~
and discharge of power plant cooling water, and

¯ develop a greater understanding of the mechanisms underlying
these effects.

Edison’s research has included investigations ofSouthernCalifornia
the effect of chlorinated discharges and thermal stress on various life stages
of coastal fishes, fish behavior around cooling water intakes, the bightwide
distribution patterns of ichthyoplankton and adult fishes, the biology of kelp
beds, and remote sensing studies of surface-water temperature patterns
throughout the bight. An unusual aspect of much of Edison’s research is its
emphasis on bightwide patterns and processes. For example, the company
has attempted to determine whether its numerous coastal power plants, in
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the aggregate, have had any effect on larval and adult fish abundance and
distribution in the bight. This orientation reflects the fact that Southern
California Edison, unlike other dischargers, operates throughout the entire
bighL                                                          2

Research programs have contributed greatly to both the evolution
monitoring technology and to the mitigation of the impacts of human ac,-
tivity in the bight. These contributions are too numerous to list completely,
but a fcw historical examples will indicate the breadth and importance of
the relationship between research and monitoring programs in the bighL

For many years, scientists at USC’s Allan Hancock Foundation carried
out research on the biogcography of the hight. The,so studies described the
fauna of the continental shclf and slope and the off.shore basins. The result-
ing comprehension of zonation patterns was important in understanding the
impacts of wastewater discharge. This information was also instrumental in
determining the placement of ouffalis and designing monitoring programs.

When Southcrn California Edison was first constructing coastal power
plants in the bight, it worked closely with scientists and engineers at Cal
Tech to redesign cooling water intakes to reduce the numbers of fib taken
in with the cooling water (or impinged). Modeling and experimental studies
showed that fish were disoriented by the vertical flow fields around intakes.                             ~’~
As a result of this understanding, Southern California Edison fitted velocity
caps to all intake structures. These velocity caps create a horizontal flow
field around intakes, thus reducing the numbers of fish impinged by over
90 percent. Both the severity of the original problem and the efficacy of
the velocity caps were documented by monitoring.

The diversion in 1971 of the County Sanitation Districts of Orange
County’s wastewater discharge from a shallow inshore ouffall to a deeper
outfall offshore provided a unique opportunity for research on both the
recovery and disturbance of benthic communities. Gary Smith, of Scripps,
studied the dynamics of community recovery at the old discharge site and
the progress of disturbance effects at the new outfall site (Smith, 1974).
The increased understanding of impact mechanisms that resulted from this
study was extremely valuable in the continued improvement of monitoring
around outfalls in the bight.

SUMMARY

Monitoring and research programs in the Southern California Bight
are both diverse and intensive. They are carried out by a wide variety
of federal, state, and local agencies, as well as by universities and private
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industry. Virtually every aspect of the marine environment is currently
being monitored or otherwise investigated.

In many instances, research and monitoring activities have been closely
coordinated, with research results being used effectively to improve and re.-
fine monitoring �fforts. The active marine research community in Southern
California has produced many innovations that have advanced the state of
the art in marine monitoring. In addition, the large monitoring programs
represent a valuable source of time-series data on the marine environment
in the bight.

One of the most striking features of the monitoring and research
system in the bight is the great number of programs carried out by an
almost equally great number of agencies, universities, and industries. This
has led to examples of interagency cooperation thai could serve as a model
for other regions lacing similar problems. However, it has also led to
fragmentation and a lack of integration, which has hampered monitoring
efforts. These issues and others related to the technical design of monitoring
programs will be de.all with in Chapters 5 and 6.
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5
A Framework for the

Analysis of Monitoring 1

2

The previous chapter documented the wide range of monitoring pro-
grams being carried out in the Southern California Bight. Because thes~
programs can be evaluated from tnany different perspectives, it is important
to clarify the criteria the panel used in its analysis of monitoring efforts.
These criteria summarize the conceptual framework developed by the par-
ent committee. They provide the basis for determining whether individual
programs, as well as the monitoring system as a whole, are effective or not,
and can be expressed as six questions:

1. Does monitoring address clearly stated management and societal
objectives?

2. Does monitoring address the major environmental problems facing
the bight?

3. Do the spatial and temporal scales of monitoring reflect those of
the major environmental problems?

4. Are the technical design and implementation of monitoring of high
quality? This includes proper statistical design of sampling and analysis,
use of state-of-the art field and laboratory techniques, and adequate links
to relevant research programs.

5. Do monitoring programs respond in a timely way to changing
conditions and needs?

6. Are monitoring resources allocated effectively both within and
among monitoring programs?

These criteria reflect the literature on monitoring (e.g., Holling, 1978;
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Research Council, 1986; Isom, 1986; Rosenberg et aL, 1981; and Bemstein
a~d Zalinski, i983, i986) and the experience of the panel member.

it is important to recognize that issues addressed by the evaluation
criteria are not strictly technical. This is because monitoring is defined
by and carried out within a complex context that includes the interests
and information needs of the public and the regulator/agencies and the
requirements (procedural and otherwise) of relevant laws and permits, as
well as strictly scientific and ’.echnical concerns. The analysis of monitoring
must therefore look as much at the interface between policy and technical
issues as at the technical issues themselves~

The following sections address three areas that are especially relorant
to the analysis of monitoring and that underlie the evaluation criteria:

¯ the importance of clear objectives,
¯ the role of technical design and its statistical component, and
¯ the necessity for identifying, evaluating, and prioritizing environ-

mental problems.

TtIE IMPORTANCE OF OBJECTIVES

Monitoring programs are intended to produce information for quan-
tifying and evaluating the effects of human activity on the marine en-
vironment. Monitoring is intended to provide decision makers with the
information they need to make appropriate management decisions about
how to protect the marine environment and its resources. Ideally, these
information needs should be expressed as objectives that guide the design
and implementation of monitoring programs.

The objectives that currently motivate monitoring programs in the bight
can be loosely structured as a hierarchy. At the highest level are broad
concerns about human health and the status of the ecosystem. Beanlands
and Duinker (1983) make the point that objectives at this level often
reflect sociopolitical values that cannot always be quantified or supported
scientilically. This, however, does not necessarily lessen their importance
or relevance as the basis of management and monitoring efforts. Az the
next level are the laws and regulations that embody the~e concerns as
more spccilic objectives or requirements. At the next level are permits
for individual discharges or other activities, which in some cases contain
numerical monitoring criteria. Finally, Ihe monitoring design itself is based
on decisions about what, specifically, to measure, when, where, and how
often to measure it. and about what degree of uncertainty in the final
answer is acceptable. Ideally, each level should incorporate the content and
intent of the preceding level. Westman (1985) has described an analogous
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hierarchy in terms of successively more specific and detailed goals, policies,
strategies, and tactics.

As the foregoing discussion implies, clear objectives are crucial for both
the monitoring and decision-making aspects of environmental management.
For monitoring practitioners, they direct monitoring efforts toward the
measurement of specific parameters and of specific amounts and rate~ of
change. Without such clear objectives, it is impossible to effectively use
such technical design tools as conceptual, numerical, and statistical models,
and power and optimization analyses. For managers and regulators, they
provide a standard against which environmental change can he measured in
order to determine if corrective action is required. It is therefore necessary
to completely specify objectives at each level of the hierarchy, from broad
public concerns to specific, numerical criteria.

TIlE ROLE OF TECIINICAL DESIGN

Technical design involves making decisions about what to monitor,
how, when, and where to take mcasurcmcnts; and how to analyze and in.
terprct the resulting data. The parent Committee on a Systems Assessment
of Marine Environmental Monitoring developed a design methodology that
the panel used to structure its evaluation of this aspect of monitoring in the
Southern California Bight (Figures 5-1 to 5-4) (National Research Court.
cii, 1990). Figure 5-1 shows that technical design must he considered in
relation to the initial definition of goals and objectives and the ultimate
effective dissemination of monitoring information. Figures 5-2 to 5-4 pro-
vide additional detail about the relationships among specific element~ of
the methodology.
The methodology summarized in Figures 5-1 to 5.4 reflects definite concept~
about effective monitoring design and its benefits. These concepts are not
the only ones that could have been used to structure an evaluation of the
technical design of monitoring programs. They do, however, reflect many
of the important themes that recur in the literature on monitoring design.
The following is a summary of these concepts:

Appropriate technical design ensures that data collection, analysis,
and interpretation will address management needs and objectives, oTech-
nical design can be performed adequately only when objectives, problems,
questions, or hypotheses are stated explicitly.

¯ Sampling, measurement, and analysis designs should he developed
with the goal of detecting specific kinds and amounts of change.

¯ Predictions about the kinds and amounts of change expected should
be derived from conceptual models that specify how particular human
activities (causes) will lead to environmental impacts (effects).
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FIGURE 5-2 Step l: Deflnin$ cxpectatiofls and ~ab of monitotin$.

The technical design process illustrated in Figures 5-1 to 5-4 furnishes
a framework for translating broad questions and objectives into specific
decisions about what to measure, where to measure it, and how many
measurements to take. Using this framework as an evaluation tool enabled
the panel to use a common set of s~andards in considering the technical
d~ign of monitoring programs in the bight.
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a range of important resources in the bight and was designed to help the
panel address specific questions.

Does monitoring address clearly stated management and socSetai
objectives?

¯ Does monitoring address the major environmental problems facing
the bight?

¯ Do the spatial and temporal scales of monitoring reflect those of
the major environmental problems?

¯ Axe monitoring resources allocated effectively both within and
among monitoring programs?

The Assessment Framework
While many useful frameworks have been proposed for environmental

assessments (see examples in Beaniands and Duinker, 1983; Westman,
1985; NRC, 1986), constructing one for monitoring in the bight in the
context of the case study presented special difficulties. First, the goal
of the assessment was to produce a synthetic overview that would aid in
drawing conclusions about the entire monitoring system in the bight, both
technical and institutional. This is in contrast to more typical assessments
that focus only on identifying and quantifying the environmental impacts of
individual projects. SeCOnd, the time available for developing this overview
was necessarily short and the technical and financial resources available
were limited. Third, there are extensive and diverse human and natural
sources of perturbation in the bight and methods for characterizing multiple
and cumulative impacts are not well developed. For example, effects on
fish populations may derive from:

¯ coastal power plants-entrainment of larvae, impingement of adults;
¯ municipal wastewater outfails--habitat alteration, changes in food

supply, contamination;
¯ dredged material disposal-habitat alteration, contamination;
¯ storm runoff--contamination; and
¯ sport and commercial fishing-increased mortality.
¯ El Nifios--changes in distribution and community structure, habitat

alterations; and
¯ major storms-habitat alteration.

Such effects act on different spatial and temporal scales, and this adds to
the challenge of understanding and portraying impacts.

Tb accommodate these constraints and difficulties, the panel used acombination of matrix and ad hoc assessment methods (Westman, 1985).~

� matrix approach was adapted from a framework developed by Clark (1986) for identi~/ing
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The assessment produced synoptic overviews that were useful in evaluating
the overall pattern of monitoring in the hight. However, before reviewing
the assessment products and explaining the supporting detail, it is important
to understand the limitations of the matrix and ad hoc methods used. In
most cases, the limitations of each method were somewhat balanced by the
strengths of the other. The procedure described by Clark (1986) proceeds
through a series of steps that specify:

¯ valued ecosystem components (VECs),
¯ marine constituents (both natural ecosystem parameters and an-

thropogenic contaminants) that cause changes in the VECs, and
¯ sources of natural and human.induced perturbation that create or

cause changes in these constituents, which are linked in a matrix with
specific VECs to show how they---along with contamination in the bight--
affect marine resources (Figure 5-5).

The selection of perturbations, constituents, and VECs is necessarily
somewhat arbitrary. Given the size of the bight and the multiplicity of
resources and sources of impact, some selection among these was unavoid-
able. This selection reflects the values and biases of the panel, but the
critical review~ by experts and scientists outside the panel were designed
to balance competing points of view. However, there is no denying that
other reviewers might have generated parameters that would have led to a
different assessment.

The matrices do not specifically identify primary, secondary, and higher
order interactions among perturbations, constituents, and VECs. This
would be a severe shortcoming ff the matrices were used as a stand.alone
assessment method. In this case, however, the matrices were used as a
cross check for the conclusions derived from the ad hoc approach and to
enforce a degree of systematic thinking. While the matrices themselves do
not specify interactions, they were discussed at length during preparation
of the matrices and as part of the ad hoc approach.

The matrix products do not quantif3, effects and impacts. Rather
Figure 5-5 scales two impact attributes, the potential influence of each
source of perturbation and the degree of scientific certainty associated
with this conclusion. This is simibr to the scaling of impact magnitude
and importance proposed by Leopold et al. (1971) in a similar matrix.
This subjective scaling would be a major shortcoming if the panel’s intent
was to perform a damage assessment, a detailed project assessment, or a
comparison of two or more alternative development scenarios. However, in

cumulative impact. The ad hoc poruon of the asaes~nen[ (Rau and Woolen, 1980) consisted
of brainslorming ~ion~ w~[h experls and critical r~new of the matrix I:a’oduct~, by individual
scientists. The mamx products wer~ modified ¯ number of timea to incorporate fc~:dback from
bralnttonning ~iom and individ-ala’ re.est..
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this case the panel’s goal was to produce a high-level overview that would
assist in comparing the overall pattern of impacts with the overall pattern
and structure of monitoring programs. In addition, much of the background
information used in both the matrix and ad hoe ellorts was derived from
extensive and quantitative research, monitoring, and modeling programs.

The overviews that resulted from the assessment lack detail about the
nature of the effects they represent. Again, this is less of a problem given
the panel’s task. In fact, the high-level, summary character of the ovetwiews
was actually helpful in elucidating the weaknesses of the existing monitoring
slruclure.

The ad hoe method depends on the collected experience and insights
of the participants. As a result, conclusions are dependent not only on
the selection of participants but also on their values and biases. Under
the circumstances, the panel believed that enlisting the participation of
a cross section of scientists from the bight region was the most efficient
means of integrating the wealth of scientific and technical information
available. Involving scientists of differing affiliations helped to balance
individual values and biases. In addition, the matrix method helped to
focus, systematize, and cross check each person’s opinions and ]udgmen~

No assessment method is perfectly objective. While quantitative mod-
els are increasingly valuable, even they depend on certain simplifying as-
sumptions and often are challenged. Similarly, even a moderately sized
monitoring program must make iudgments about which aspects of the envi-
ronment to measure or ignore, since it is impossible to measure everything.
The panel used the assessment products to derive conclusions about the
structure and focus of the monitoring system in the bight. The conclusions
were judged to be robust enough to form the basis for conclusions and
recommendations, even in light of the acknowledged limitations of the
assessment methods used.

A S~,noptle 0~,I~

The matrix in Figure 5-5 is a useful heuristic tool. It shows that all
ecosystem components are impacted by more than one kind of perturbation.
It also shows that perturbations typically affect more than one ecosystem
component. For example, storms affect soft benthos, kelp beds, and human
health; wastewater outfalls affect soft benthos, microheterotrophs, and
demersal fish populations.

Figure 5-5 helps categorize the types of monitoring programs in the
bight. Some programs examine the effects of one perturbation on a single
resource. These programs focus on one cell of Figure 5-5 and are called
single-cell assessments. For example, the impingement sampling program
carried out by the Southern California Edison Company is intended to
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assess the potential impacts of coastal power plants on pelagic fish popula-
tions. Other monitoring programs examine the effects of one perturbation
on a range of resources. These programs focus on an entire row of Figure
5-5 and are called row assessments. For example, the 301(h) monitoring
program around the Orange County wastewater outfall is designed to doc-
ument the effects of the outfail on a range of resources, including soft
benthos, water quality, and demersal fish populations. Monitoring pro-
grams that consider how several perturbations, acting together, affect a
single resource would focus on an entire column of Figure 5-5 and
called column assessments. There are no examples of such programs in the
bight, a fact which will be addressed in more detail in Chapter 6. Further,
there are no coordinated monitoring programs in the bight that focus on
the effects of two or more sources of perturbation on a range of related
resources. Such a program, for example, might document the combined
effects of fishing, power plants, and wastewater ouffalls on demersai and
pelagic fish populations.

Figure 5-5 also presents subjective judgments about the relative im-
portance and degree of scientific certainty associated with each impact. For
example, wastewater outfall impacts on soft benthos are more s~’vere and
extensive than those from dredging. AS another example, it also shows that
conclusions about kelp bed impacts are probably more reliable than tho~
about effects on fish eggs and larvae. Such comparisons aid in analyzing
existing monitoring programs by suggesting where further research would
be more appropriate and useful than routine monitoring. As Chapter 6
makes clear, available financial and technical resources in the bight am
not systematically allocated to research and monitoring on the basis of a
comprehensive overview like the one in Figure 5-5.

As with Figure 5-5, Figure 5-6 is a useful heuristic tool that supplies
insights about the structure of existing monitoring programs in the bight. It
show~ quite clearly that the impacts that are relatively well understood (e.g.,
coastal power plant plumes, disposal of coarse dredged material, nutrients,
fine particles) are those whose scales are either less than or of the same
order of magnitude as those of monitoring programs. It also demonstrates
that, with the exception of the CalCOFI program, the temporal and spatial
scales of individual monitoring programs are insufficient to resolve patterns
of effects on larger scales. While the effects of scale are becoming a
matter of concern to ecologists (Wiens, 1989), Figure 5-6 demonstrates
that monitoring programs in the bight are not consistently designed with
such scale effects in mind. As Wiens (1989) points out, these effects can
be complex, and--if not considered carefully--".., we may think we
understand the system when we have not even observed it correctly."
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As the first step in the matrix assessment procedure, the effects of
the constituents on the VECs are identified (Figure 5-7), and the ways
in which sources of perturbation cause changes in these constituents are
then specified (Figure 5.8). This permits sources of perturbation to be
linked (through changes in the constituents) directly to effects on VECs
in a matrix (Figure 5-5). This in turn allowed the panel to summarize the
etlccts of various human and natural processes on the VECs. Finally, the
temporal and spatial scales of constituents and pcrturhations (Figure 5-6)
are compared to the spatial and temporal scales of relevant monitoring
programs.

Figure 5-7 qualitatively shows the effects of changes in marine con-
stituents on valued marine ecosystem components. VECs include important
ecosystem components and major fisheries, as well as demersal and pelagic
fish life stages that occupy distinct habitats and might be affected differ-
entially. Constituents are divided into physical oceanographic parameters
(e.g., waves or temperature), and into floating, dissolved, suspended, and
settleable categories. Figure 5-7 shows that specific constituents impact
more than one VEC and that some VECs are affected by more than one
constituent.

The constituents shown in Figure 5-7 were selected because they are
t.vpically measured in monitoring programs. Their division into floating,
dissolved, suspended, and settleable categories reflects the fact that their
association with particles of different sizes significantly influences the fates
and effects of most contaminants. However, the selection and arrangement
of these constituents is certainly not the only one possible. For example,
rather than focusing on physical and chemical parameters, the constituents
could include important dynamic processes, such as production, nutrient
regeneration, the flux of organic matter, and recruitment and mortality.

Figure 5-8 furnishes the next link in the matrix-based assessment by
showing which sources of perturbation affect which constituents. This then
permits connecting sources of perturbation to effects on VECs. For exam-
pie, the amount and distribution of fine particles and nutrients are affected
by wastewater outfalls (Figure 5-8), and such changes can potentially affect
the soft benthos (Figure 5-7). This suggests a potential mechanistic link
between wastewatcr outfalls and effects on the soft benthos. Similarly,
marine commerce and boating create floating debris (Figure 5-8), which af-
fects marine birds (Figure 5-7). (These admittedly simplistic examples were
cho~n for illustrative purposes; the reader is encouraged to investigate
other links suggested by Figures 5-7 and 5-8).These two figures can be integrated to furnish a synoptic view of the

impacts of both natural and human perturbations on the VECs. Thus, one
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can start with VECs such as soft benthos or demersal fish populations,
identify the constituents that affect them, and then trace these constituents
back through their relationships with sources of perturbation to finally
determine all the kinds of perturbations that affect these ecos~tem compo.

2nents. The result of this process can be displayed as a matrix (Figure 5-5)
that summarizes the impact of each kind of perturbation on each ecosystem
component.

Figure 5-5 was constructed using other knowledge from the ad
meth~xl in addition to the mechanistic linkages shown in Figures 5-7 and
5-8. This points up shortcomings in the selection and organization of
constituents shown in Figure 5-7. For example, Figure 5-5 shows that
sport and commercial fishing impact pelagic and demersal fish by directly
removing individuals from the population. However, since Figure 5-8 does
not include mortality as one of the marine constituents, Figures 5-7 and 5-8
do not combine to predict impacts on fish from fishing, an obvious failing. In
addition, Figure 5-5 indicates that blooms, natural diseases, and especially
ecological interactions have significant effects on the VECs. However,
Figure 5-7 shows that none of these important sources of perturbation
interact strongly with any of the constituents other than temperature and
dissolved oxygen. The panel thus combined insights from both the matrix
and ad hoc methods without rigidly adhering to the limitations of either.

Figure 5-5 is an informative way to organize existing knowledge about                                      ’.
impacts on marine resources. However, the spatial and temporal scales of
both perturbations and ecosystem processes vary widely and this informa-
tion is necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of monitoring. The overaU
assessment framework therefore includes a means of organizing and com-
paring the temporal and spatial scales of constituents and perturbations.
A preliminary approach is presented in Figure 5-6. The constituents are
placed in a logarithmic time-space coordinate system based on crude esti-
mates of their half-lives in the marine environment (for contaminants) or
their typical scale of activity (for ecosystem features). The temporal and
spatial range of existing monitoring programs is indicated, and the temporal
and spatial scales of important perturbations shown along the x and y axes,

SUMMARY

This chapter presents the criteria and concepts used to organize the
anal?.’sis of monitoring elforts reviewed in the next chapter. Six key questions
made up the evaluation criteria used to assess both individual monitoring
programs and the collection of monitoring programs in the bight. These
qucstions addressed both the pohcy and technical aspects of monitoring,
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emphasizing the panel’s focus on the functioning of the monitoring system

1as a whole.
Three areas that are e.spccially relevant to the evaluation criteria

were also discusscd. Clear objectives are crucial in providing direction for

2
monitoring design and implcmcmation. An �fl’cctivc technical design then
translates these objcctivcs into decisions abou! whal {o monflor; how, when,
and where ~o take measurements; and how m anatyzc and interpret the
data. Finally, an overall assessment of environmental problems in the bight
provides a framework for determining if all important questions are being
addressed and whether monitoring resources arc being allocated effectively.
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Analysis of Monitoring Efforts . 2

As described in Chapter 4, there exists a wide range of current and
historical monitoring efforts in the Southern California Bight. Analyzing
each of these in turn would be an unrealistic task, but examining only a
few in detail might cause us to neglect important insights and patterm
that could be derived from a broad survey. This review therefore identitie,
important conceptual issues, and illustrates them using example~ from
existing monitoring programs.

Many of these issues and examples identify shortcoming~ of the mon-
itoring system and existing programs, and others stress positive develop-
ments. The analysis that follows emphasizes that monitoring elIort~ in
Southern California are characterized by a commitment to technical ex-
cellence and continued evolution toward more sophisticated and effective
planning and implementation. There is a broad consensus in the mon-
itoring community that programs today are, in general, vastly improved
over those in effect I0 or more years ago. This progress has highlighted
remaining problems and has allowed attention to shift to broader concerns.
The willing participation in this case study by all parts of the monitoring
community is clear evidence of their interest in continuing to improve
monitoring efforts.

This chapter focuses on four main topics:

1. institutional objectives and their limitations,
2. technical design and implementation,
3. technical interpretation and decision making, and
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4. the overall allocation and organization of monitoring.

Judgments about monitoring’s elIectiveness in each of these areas are
based on the criteria and concepts outlined in Chapter 5. This chapter
discusses these concepts more extensively, in light of evidence from specific
programs.

The panel’s analysis of monitoring was based in large part on the
written and verbal comments of invited speakers at the fact-linding sessions
and further in-depth interviews with members of the monitoring community.
The specific comments of these participants in the case study contn’buted
to a consensus about the overall strengths and weaknesses of monitoring in
the bight. This consensus is presented here as a series of statements and is
amplified in the following sections.

The strengths of the monitoring system inclade:

¯ an established legal requirement for addressing environmental is-
sues and problems;

¯ important contributions to environmental decision making
¯ active links to ongoing research prograras;
¯ innovative monitoring program designs and techniques;
¯ high-quality methods for collecting, analyzing, and interpreting

data;
¯ raw monitoring data of high quality and integrity;,
¯ large data sets that have greatly increased understanding of local-

ized impacts, particularly of municipal wastewater discharges; and
¯ a few long-term data sets that are valuable for examining large-scale

and long-term effects of human activities on the bight.

The weaknes.ses of the monitoring system include:

¯ poorly defined management objectives;
¯ poorly defined monitoring enapoints or decision criteria, especially

for narrative water quality objectives;
¯ lack of explicit conceptual designs that link monitoring to specific

hypotheses or paradigms about the ocean environment;
¯ inability to address regional or cumulative effects in the bight as a

whole;
¯ sampling designs that do not take into account spatial and temporal

scales of natural variability;,
¯ reliance on a shotgun approach that measures many parameters,

regardless of their relevance to operational, environmental, or public health
decisions;

¯ rigidity that does not permit dropping redundant or outdated pa-
rameters, incorporating research with defined endlx~ints, or making adjust-
ments in the light of new information;
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¯ over-commitment of resources to well-understood problems;
¯ lack of a data management system containing a wide range of data

types from all major monitoring programs;
¯ absence of synthesis that provides usable information to managers

and other decision makers; and
¯ inability to effectively report the overall status of the resources and

water quality in the bight to the public, the scientific community, and policy
makers.

It should be emphasized that this consensus reflects the judgment of
many people actively involved in designing, carrying out, and using the data
from monitoring programs. Thus, in spite of the strengths mentioned above,
and the fact that monitoring data have been used in decision making, there
is evidence that the monitoring system could be more efficient, focused,
and comprehensive.

INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTI3/ES AND TIIEIR LIMITATIONS

As descn’bed in Chapter 5, the objectives that motivate marine mon-
itoring can be considered as a hierarchy or continuum. This begins with
broad public concerns about public health and the status of marine re-
sources; extends through laws, regulations, and permits; and ends with
the specifications of individual monitoring programs. In Chapter 3 the
public’s concerns were reviewed in the section "Public Concerns for the
Bight," while the laws that furnish the regulatory context for monitoring
were reviewed in "The Regulatory Sector." Finally, the structure of effluent
limitations and water quality criteria was described in Chapter 4 in "The
Monitoring Sector."

These objectives influence the design of monitoring programs. They
also influence the institutions that oversee the monitoring system. As a
result, objectives are expressed explicitly in permits and other documents
and implicitly in the behavior of the institutions that regulate monitoring.
The following two sections address each of these aspects in turn.

Objectives

Because of the vast number of parameters that could be measured in
the marine environment, monitoring programs require clear and precise
objectives. The numeric effluent limitations and water quality criteria
in discharge and other permits provide such precision. However, the
narrative water quality criteria relating to unacceptable degradation or
change do not furnish this level of precision. For example, the NPDES
permit for the County Sanitation Districts of Orange County states that
marine communities shall not be degraded. To monitor degradation in fish
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communities, a program could legitimately focus on any of the following
parameters:

¯ diversity,
¯ species richness,
¯ community trophic structure,
¯ relative abundance of numerically dominant species.
¯ population sizes of numerically dominant species,
¯ population sizes of trophically important species,
¯ size-age relationships,
¯ reproductive potential as measured by gonad weight,
¯ mortality of one or more species,
¯ incidence of fin rot, tumors, and other abnormalities, or
¯ body burdens of specific contaminan~

Although these are all measurable parameters that may be indicators
of degradation, they do not define it. To design a monitoring program with
the objective of ascertaining "degradation," the term must be defined in a
meaningful way. Thus, monitoring program objectives should be stated as
clear, preferably quantitative, questions or null hypotheses: for example,
a program could be designed to determine if the three most abundant
fish species within 3 mi of the Orange County ouffail had decr~ in
abundance by more than 50 percent from one year to the next. Such a
decrease might be dcfincd as a degradation of these fish population&

One of the most comprehensive efforts to state monitoring objectives
in Southern California is an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) doc-
ument titled Objectives and Rationale for the County Sanitation Districts of
Orange County 301(h) Monitoring Program. For each program element,
objectives of the relevant laws and regulations are stated, and sampling
and analysis plans are specified. Objectives are precisely stated for in-
fluent, source control, effluent, and solids-handling monitoring. Although
objectives for receiving-water monitoring are stated more clearly than ever
before, they still contain no quantitative criteria for the kinds or amounts of
change that should be monitored for. This is an important shortcoming be-
cause receiving-water monitoring focuses directly on determining whether
human and ecosystem health objectives are being met

This demonstrates that another level of detail is needed if monitoring
in the bight is to consistently provide useful information. It should consist of
specific descriptions of the kinds of changes, along with quantitative criteria
about the amount of change, that should be monitored for. Hypothetical
examples of such objectives, framed as null hypotheses, might be as follows:

¯ The operation of diffusers for the discharge of cooling water will

not decrease the monthly average light transmission in the upcoast quarter
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of the adjacent kelp bed more than X percent below light transmission in
the downcoast quarter of the kelp bed.

¯ The area around the sewage outfail outside the zone of initial
dilution (ZID) exhibiting a change in benthic diversity of X percent or
more shall not increase from year to year. Background diversity shall be
defined as that found at reference stations A, B, and C.

¯ The long-term trend of DDT in the muscle tissue of adult Dover
sole from the Palos Verdes Shelf shall not increase. Long-term shall meaa
a period of five years or more, and sampling shall be designed to detect a
change in the long-term average of at least 5 percent.

These null hypotheses define a specific parameter and the amount o~
change to be measured. Before actual sampling begins, additional detail
relating to confidence limits, background le~eis, and other factors must be
decided. In the first hypothesis above, locations (surface, bottom, midwater,
water column average), time scales (daily, weekly, monthly averages), and
distribution of sampling stations must all be established. ~ decisio~
can be made with the support of the technical design tools outlined In
Figures 5-1 to 5-4. In contrast to most objectives used as the basis o~
receiving-water monitoring, the three examples above provide the founda-
tion for focused, efficient monitoring programs.

In contrast to other major monitoring programs in the bight, the Ma-
rine Review Committee (MRC) programs around the San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station (SONGS) were all designed with a specified probabil-
ity of detecting definite amounts of change (Chapter 5). This policy was
based on predictions of impacts and on a management decision that these
amounts of change would be accepted as evidence of power plant impact.

There are two impediments to establishing this detailed level of objec-
tives: (1) incomplete scientific knowledge (for example, an inability to es-
tablish source/receptor relationships), and (2) the institutional environment
of monitoring. The environmental effects of all human activities cannot
be predicted accurately. Where they cannot, objectives must necessarily
remain more subjective, or research should be performed. In other eases,
however, environmental effects are well enough understood that reason-
ably accurate predictions could be used to design more efficient monitoring
programs. The changes that occur in the benthos around municipal waste
discharges are a case in point. Changes in community composition, abun-
dance, diversity., etc., have been well documented and could be used to
develop more ecologically relevant and precise receiving-water objectives.
Even where clearer and more quantitative objectives could he developed,
however, there may be institutional constraints against implementing them.
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For example, quantitative receiving water objectives could decrease regula-
tory flexibility if they were rigidly interpreted as a measure of compliance
and automatically triggered management actions or litigation.

Despite these impediments, clearer monitoring obiectives would result
in beneficial gains in clarity, efficiency, and useful information. These gains
would make the effort involved in developing them and integrating them
into the regulatory framework worthwhile. In spite of these benefits, a
danger of quantitative monitoring objectives is that they may be applied
blindly, with little regard for naturally occurring effects. For example,
between 1973 and 1977, there was a massive influx of the echiuran worm
Listriolobus into benthic communities in the bight (Stull et aL, 1986).
This organism’s burrowing, respiratory, and feeding activities aerated and
reworked sediments throughout the bight. In areas of wastewater impacts
(particularly White Point on the Palos Verdes Shelf) these activities reduced
apparent impacts from the Los Angeles County ouffalL When the worm
disappeared, impacts reappeared. Without awareness of this naturally
occurring but anomalous and confounding event, the strict application
of quantitative criteria would have led to the erroneous conclusion that
impacts of wastewater ouffalis had decreased and then increased.

Institutional Limitation~
The statutory and regulatory framework within which monitoring Is

conducted in Southern California has evolved piecemeal over time, and
as a result, deficiencies and inconsistencies exist within the institutional
structure. These affect not only the way monitoring is carried out but also
the quality of the information monitoring can produce. The most important
of these limitations are:

¯ lack of attention to nonpermit activities that may have large envi-
ronmental impacts;

¯ rigidity and lack of flexibility;, and
¯ a piecemeal, permit-by-permit approach to problems that may ac-

tually be larger in scope.

These limitations will be discus,s~d in turn and illustrated with specific
examples.

Nonpermit Activities

The vast majority of monitoring in the bight is compliance monitoring;
that is, it is required as a condition of obtaining a permit. The unstated
assumption underlying this policy is that the p~rmitting process addresses
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all aspects of discharges and other activities that potentiaUy affect the en-
vironment. This is not always the case, however, since some large inputs of
contaminants are not covered by permits. These include rivers, which con-
rain runoff, treated municipal waste water, and upstream discharges; storm
drains; fallout of airborne pollutants; and diffuse inputs of hydrocarbom
and other contaminants from marinas and harbors.

Although rainfall is sporadic in Southern California, winter stornu
can dump 1 to 3 or more inches of rainfall within 24 hour~ washing
accumulated contaminants from streets, sidewalks, and other surfaces into
rivers and storm drains, where they are carried out to the ocean. The
river system in the Los Angeles basin (Figure I-2) drains a watershed of
over 4,100 mi2. During a major storm, the Los Angeles River alone can
discharge 65 billion gal of water during a 24-hour period. Additional runoff
enters the ocean directly from storm drain, l~or exampk, 75 separate storm
drains discharge into Mission Bay in San Diego. Many of the industries
that discharge into rivers and storm drains operate under National Pollutant
Discharge System (NPDES) permits, and there is some monitoring in the
Lo~ Angeles basin rivers. However, many river and storm drain inputs are
not monitored, and the system as a whole is not managed as a source of
contamination.

The bight is adjacent to urban areas that are major source, of air
pollutants. Aerial fallout to the ocean surface constitutes a significant
source of contaminants (e.g., Table 2-2). The many marinas and harbors
are sources of hydrocarbons and other contaminants derived from bilge
pumping, sewage discharge, fuel loading and transfer, marine construction
and maintenance activities, and ship traffic. Therefore, it is clear that
monitoring to satisfy permit requirements does not address all of the large
inputs of pollutants to the bight.

Because monitoring programs are typicalfy defined in regulatory per-
mits, it is difficult to alter them as knowledge accumulates. The lengthy
public hearing process required for updating permits has occasionally de-
terred permittees from attempting to modify their monitoring programs. In
addition, there is a natural reluctance to discard or modify parameters that
have traditionally been measured, but which may now be outmoded. As a
result, monitoring programs often include outdated or inappropriate mea.
surements. Further, procedures that are experimental or in development
have been incorporated as routine elements of monitoring, even though
the data they produce are not adequate for decision making.

Oil and grease (a generic contaminant category including petroleum,
synthetic, and biological "oily" materials) are measured throughout the
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water column as a part of several wastewater ouffall monitoring programs.
However, because most oil and grease, float, and therefore are rarely found
above detection limits in the water column, it is not cost effective to sample
there. In addition, dissolved and dispersed oil and grease derive from many
other sources, such as oil seeps, bilge pumping, aerial fallout, refinery
effluents, stormwater runoff’, and even from natural biological sourees.
Therefore, they are equivocal indicators, at best, of outfall impacts. It was
suggested that floating grease balls, which can more directly be related to
wastewater outfalls, would be a better indicator.

Biological and chemical oxygen demand (BeD and COD, respectively)
have traditionally been measured as part of benthic monitoring programs
around wastewater outfalls. These parameters were originally included in
receiving-water monitoring programs because they were used by sanitav/
engineers to monitor in-plant sewage treatment processes. There was a
consensus among practitioners in the bight that these parameters are less
biologically relevant in an open ocean environment and therefore cannot be
meaningfully interpreted. It was suggested that measuring organic carbon
and carbon flux, ammonia-nitrogen, and total nitrogen would be more
ecologically meaningful (see pages 28-29).

As a condition of their 301(h) permit, the County Sanitation Districts
of Orange County are required to routinely measure a wide range of
chemical contaminants, even though many of them are never found in
effluent or sediments. This represents a large expenditure of re~aar¢.~
where past experience has Show~ there is likely to be little contamination. In
contrast, in Los Angeles City’s Hyperion monitoring program, the search for
chemical contamination is more focused. Priority pollutants in the eflluem
are measured monthly (quarterly for volatile organics), thus providing
regular information about what is entering the enviromnenL During the
first monitoring year, all priority pollutants are measured in sediments,
trawl-caught fish and invertebrates, and sport fish. Contaminants that were
not found in the first year are not monitored during the second and third
years. In the fourth year, the entire range of priority pollutants is measured
again.

The city of San Diego is required to monitor suspended solids in the
water column around the Point Loma wastewater outfall. However, because
sampling stations are near the Point Loma kelp bed, the suspended solids
samples sometimes contain larval crustaceans or pieces of kelp, seriously
compromising the utility of this outfall plume indicator. More useful
approaches here might be to measure light transmission or use sediment
traps to determine fluxes of suspended particles in the water column.

The location of sampling stations can also be inappropriate. The sam-
piing grid around the Point Loma outfail contains a southern control station
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that is of little or no use as a control because it is close to a dredged ma-
terial disposal site and the sediments are predominantly extremely coarse
sand. Even assuming that movement of material from the disposal site has
not compromised the control station, the unusual sediments will necessarily
he associated with a different benthic community, making meaningful com-
parisons with the outfall stations difficult if not impossible. At the northern
end of the sampling grid, the city’s permit required sampling a control
station called B-2, located in 50 ft of water. This station was sampled for
years, hut was never used in analyses because there were no other stations
at this depth. A transect had originally been planned at 50 ft, but all the
stations, with the exception of B-2, were located in areas of rocky bottom,
where benthic grab sampling was impossible. The city requested that it
be allowed to stop sampling B-2 and instead add a control station at 150
fL This would have been a more efftcient use of resources because the
sampling grid already included a transect at the 150-ft outfall depth, but
lacked a control. Implementing this change in the sampling design required
several years and a public hearing, at a cost of wasted sampling effort at
B-2 and reduced ability to monitor impacts at 150 fL

As part of its NPDES permit to discharge cooling water from coastal
power plants, the Southern California Edison Company is required to
monitor for thermal effects on marine resources despite the fact that nearly
20 years of studies have documented the limited nature of these effects. This
example is indicative of the lack of clearly defined endpoints in monitoring
studies, which hinder reailocation of monitoring resources to unresolved or
more pressing issues.

Histopathology, tissue analysis for contaminants, and enterococcns
measurements have been included as routine parts of monitoring programs,
even though many participants in the case study believe they require more
research and development before they can provide useful information. The
panel stresses that these comments derived from a sincere desire to produce
useful information and a frustration with requirements to perform studies
whose results are ambiguous or uninterpretable.

Several unresolved issues apply to tissue chemistry studies. The basis
of presentation of data has not been standardized, making it difficult to
interpret and compare results. For example, data may be presented on a dry
weight or lipid weight basis, with each method presenting a different picture
of contaminant levels. The problem of confounding due to seasonal and
reproductive cycles also has not been resolved. In the spring and summer,
lishes’ reproductive season, fats are mobilized and transferred from the liver
to the gonads. This may allect contaminant levels not only in these tissues
but in others as well (Cross et al., 1986). There may be differences in both
the timing of reproductive cycles and in tissue chemistry between different
species. However, be.cause it is not possible to predict which species will be
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abundant enough for tissue chemistry studies at any one time, discharge~
arc allowed to sample species of opportunity. This means that no
dischargers consistently sample the same suite of species at the same time.
It also means that the same discharger will sample different species in
successive surveys. Given the unreso/ved issues related to seasonal Cycles
and intcrspecies differences, the lack of consistent target populations makes
it extremely difficult to interpret tissue chemistry data and relate them to
discharges.

The issues of standardization of measurement techniques, seasonal
physiological changes, and inconsistent target species also plague histopa.
thology Studies. In addition, the interpretation of histological changes in
marine organisms can be demanding and ambiguous, and it was suggested
by several participants that this technique is not yet suitable for routine
monitoring.

In contrast to these two examples of incompletely developed tech-
niques being used as routine monitoring tools, the city ot Los Angeles,
Hyperion monitoring program includes a microlayer Study that is explicitly
experimental in design. The permit states that the first-year sampling
suits wiJl be USed to determine the scope and direction of future monitoring.
It also delines first-year requirements of an otter trawl sampling program
and stipu/ates that lirst-year data be used to refine the sampling design for
subseq ucnt years. In addition, Hyperion’s permit includes specific language
that allows for further flexibility as needed (see pages 63 and 65). These ex-
amples suggest that permits can be structured to be i]ex~ole and adaptable.
This produces two important benefits. First, it allows for improving and
retining monitoring programs as data become available.. SeCOnd, it alk~
resources to be used more elTective/y by recognizing that some questions
are more appropriately dealt with in a research context than in routine
monitoring. Repeatedly collecting the same data over and over again is
not always the best way to address uareso/ved questions about the utgity
of new technical methods.

The Southern California Edison Co. recognized this when it began
its program of special studies in the marine environment (see Chapter
4). The special studies were explicitly experimental in nature because
it was understood that it is otten difficult to define re.search programs
.succinct/y enough to make them part of routine monitoring. They produced
reformation that was important in understanding and reducing impacts
without becoming a part of rou~ne monitoring activities. On the other
hand, Edison personnel pointed out to the case study panel that they
fOUnd the data from mandated monitoring programs based on conventional
measurements to be of relatively little value in managing marine resources.
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Permit.by-Permit Apla,OaCh

The existing regulatory framework necessarily forces monitoring into
a permit-by-permit approach to environmental problems in the bight. This
results in monitoring programs that look at each activity in isolation from
all others. Taking monitoring results at face value requires making two
related and scientifically dangerous assumptions. The first is that there are
no cumulative, overlapping, or interactive effects. The second is that the
measurements taken to document the effects of a particular activity reflect
that activity and no others. Neither of these assumptions is especially
robust, as several examples will make clear.

The County Sanitation Districts of Orange County carry out a mon-
itoring program around their wastewater outfall. Within or very near the
sampling grid are other biological and physical/chemical patterns that in.
teract with the effects of the outfall. On the eastern edge of the sampling
grid is an active EPA interim-designated, dredged material disposal site for
dredged material from upper Newporl Bay. This dumpsite is in temporary
use, and many of the contaminants found in the outfall effluent are also
found in the dredged materiaL Just inshore of the outfall is the mouth
of the Santa Aria River, which se~ms to be associated with a plume of
modified sediments that affect benthic community patterns in the sampling
grid. On the western edge of the sampling grid is a region of elevated
contaminant levels of unknown origin. The permit-by-permit approach
makes it more likely that these potentially confounding influences will be
disregarded when designing a monitoring program for the Orange County
out fall.

The city of Los Angeles and the County Sanitation Districts of Los
Angeles and Orange counties all can,), out fish trawling programs around
the Hyperion, White Point, and Orange County wastewater outfalis, re-
spectively. These sampling programs are used to independently assess the
effects of each outfall on fish populations in the region of the outfalL
However, it is likely that at least some portion of the studied fish popula-
tions moves throughout the entire area. This means that, for example, the
monitoring program at White Point may actually also be measuring some
effects of Hyperion and Orange County.

The city of Los Angeles’ trawl sampling program in Santa Monica Bay
is designed to document effects of the Hyperion outfall on fish populations.
However, the Southern California Edison Company and Los Angeles De-
partment of Water and Power also operate coastal power plants in Santa
Monica Bay. Entrainment of large numbers of fish larvae by cooling wa-
ter intakes and impingement of adults may affect fish population sizes and
community structure in the bay. In addition, some of the species monitored
in the trawling program may spend part or all of the juvenile phase of their
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life cycle in harbors and marinas in and around the bay. This example
illustrates that patterns in fish populations (particularly population size and
community structure) measured by the Hyperion monitoring program may
actually rellect the effects of a suite of impacts, some of them occurring
on other life stages than those targeted by the monitoring program. Other
sources of effects were not incorporated into the design of the Hyperion
trawling program despite the ouffail’s close proximity to coastal power
plants; permitted and accidental discharges from oil refineries, stormwa-
ter drains, and nonpoim sources of pollution; marinas; and contaminated
juvenile habitats.

The permit-by-permit approach to establishing monitoring programs
also leads to important inconsistencies among monitoring programs. Some
of these reflect the fact that permits were written at different times, with
more recent permits incorporating more up-to-date knowledge. However,
other inconsistencies reflect differences in approach or expertise among the
regional water quality control boards and EPA Region IX personneL As
discussed more completely below, such inconsistencies make it difficult to
develop an integrated view of impacts and trends in the bight as a whole.

Specific examples of inconsistencies among monitoring programs in-
elude the following:

¯ The city of Los Angeles has a flexible approach to measuring pri-
ority pollutants in sediments and organisms, whereas the County Sanitation
Districts of Orange County measure priority pollutants regularly.

¯ "II’awl sampling around wastewater outfalls is usually conducted
quarterly or semiannually, but trawl sampling around coastal power plants
is conducted every two months.

¯ The city of Los Angeles conducts offshore water quality sampling
weekly because its discharge is near areas of intense water-contact recre-
ational areas, whereas the County Sanitation Districts of Orange County
conduct offshore water sampling monthly for some parameters and quar-
terly for others.

¯ No two dischargers consistently use the same organisms for tissue
chemistry measurements.

¯ The city of San Diego is not required to conduct trawl, rig fishing,
or tissue chemistry studies, although other dischargers are required to do
so. However, trawls are performed on a voluntary basis to contribute to a
regionwide assessment of fisheries resources.

TECIINICAL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section summarizes the extent to which monitoring programs
in the Southern California Bight meet the criteria for technical design
presented in Figures 5-1 to 5-4. The discussion is organized around
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¯ the issues of statistical design of monitoring plans,
¯ the establishment of field and laboratory procedures that ensure

valid, high quality measurements, and
¯ data management strategies.

Statistical Design

There is still room for improvement in how statistical tools--quantita-
tive null hypotheses, statistical models, quantification and partitioning of
variability, optimization analyses, and power tests, for example---are applied
to program design. These tools are beginning to be applied to monitor-
ing programs in the bight, and the EPA has produced 301(h) guidance
documents that provide instructions for their use; however, lack of clear
quantitative objectives prevents effective application. New monitoring tools
can be properly applied only in the context of clear statements of manage-
merit needs and the questions and/or hypotheses that reflect them. Tbe
following examples illustrate this point:

¯ Power tests can estimate the likelihood that a sampling plan will
detect a change, such as an increase in the diversity of the benthic infaunal
community of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, etc. Without guidance from regnlations
or ecological theory about what specific amount of change is important,
it is still possible to perform power tests for a wide range of poss~le
changes, then choose the sampling plan that is most likely to detect change
(any change). However, a more useful approach would be to decide that
a specific increase of 0.3, for example, is a strong indicator of ouffalt
enrichment effects, then use power tests to design a sampling plan with a
high probability of detecting that precise amount of change.

¯ Measurements of background variability can be extremely useful in
designing efficient sampling plans. In spite of this, great time and expense
could be wasted attempting to measure variability on all scales (e.g., feet to
hundreds of miles and days to decades). However, if managers determine
that only present effects within 6 mi of an outfall are of interest, other
variability scales can be deemphasized. If managers are also interested
in change from year to year, annual background variability would become
relevant. If managers are interested in longer-term trends--more than 10
years, for example--then interannual variability on that time scale would
become relevant.

¯ There has been discussion in the development of 30100 monitoring
plans about the proper number of "replicate" benthic grabs to take at each
station. This discussion has used the results of technical design tools such
as power analysis. Even these tools cannot resolve the issue because there
is no one right number of replicates to collect. The proper number depends
on the question(s) being asked, the amount of predicted change sampling
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should detect, and the sources of variability that could obscure monitoring
r~uits.

This last point deserves further discussion because of the mistaken
assumption that the same number of replicates is appropriate for all situa-
tions. As one example, if concern is focused on the difference in diversity
inside and outside the ZID boundary at one point in time, then a different
number of grabs at each station may be required than ff the concern is
about how the relationship between diversity inside and outside the bound-
ary changes over five years. Further, if concern is focused on how diversity
inside the ZID changes over five years in response to changes in the output
of suspended solids, then another number of grabs might be appropriate.

Some of the deficiency in the consistent and proper use of technical
design tools in monitoring programs in the Southern California Bight stems
from the incorrect use of statistical concepts. Two such important concepts
are "significance" and "replication."

Portions of permits and regulations state that a particular activity shall
not cause a "significant" alteration, change, decrease, or degradation in
some physical, chemical, or biological parameter. The California ocean
plan (State Water Resources Control Board, 1987) defines a =significant"
difference as "a statistically significant difference in the means of lwo
distributions of sampling results at the 95 percent confidence level." The
problem with this definition is that it provides no guidance in determining
how large a change is of importance and should therefore be detected
by a monitoring program. This is because virtually any change can be a
statistically significant difference, depending on the intensity of sampling.
Thus, a monitoring program with a low intensity of sampling will find only
large changes to be statistically significant, while one with a high intensity
of sampling could find even minuscule changes to be statistically significant.
Permits and regulations should replace the word "significant" with another
such as "meaningful" or "important" and then define the terms clearly.

There is an emphasis on replication in Southern California Bight
monitoring programs but no equivalent awareness that replication has at
least two different meanings, and that many aspects of a sampling plan can
conceivably be replicated. Replication is loosely used to refer to the process
of collecting repeated measurements, samples, or comparisons. However,
in a stricter sense, it refers to the process of repeating entire experimental
treatments. In addition, a sampling plan may have many levels of sampling,
any and all of which may be repeated. For example, a monitoring program
set up to determine whether benthic infaunai diversity inside the ZID
is decreasing over time with respect to diversity outside the ZID might
include:

¯ several stations inside the ZID,
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¯ several stations outside the ZID,
¯ one or more "replicate" grabs at each station, and
¯ several sampling periods over time.

This sampling plan thus includes replicate grabs at each station, repli-
cate stations within each area, and replicate times or surveys during which
all stations are sampled. Depending on the resolution desired, technical
design tools such as power and optimization analysis might indicate differ-
ent numbers of "repLicates" at each level of sampfing (e.g., two grabs per
station, five stations per area, and nine surveys over time). When different
kinds of "replication" arc not clearly distinguished, monitoring programs
tend to emphasize repeated samples at a single place and time. A balance
has to be struck between extensive replication of all samples and spreading
Limited sampling resources over other levels of a sampling plan.

Field and Laboratory Procedures

Many field and laboratory procedures are of commendable quality in
Southern California monitoring, where an attempt is made to use state.
of-the-art methods, particularly in the larger programs. In addition, an
emphasis on improving monitoring methods has resulted in standardization
of invertebrate taxonomy, benthic grab sampling techniques, and chemical
analysis procedures. Monitoring programs at the municipal wastewater
discharges benefit directly from research carried out at SCC~. New
questions and new methods of sampling and analysis have been incorporated
quickly into ongoing monitoring programs.

Although monitoring methods are state of the art, they may not al-
ways be adequate to address monitoring objectives. Such an example was
described above with reference to tissue chemistry and histopathology stud-
ies. As another example, public health surveillance methods are not precise
enough to detect brief episodes of mild illness among swimmers due to bac-
terial or viral agents in marine waters. In addition to the epidemiological
problems, studies of putative viral agents are hampered by lack of culture
techniques. There is growing recognition that there may well be a better
indicator of fecal contamination than the coliforms (i.e., the enterococcus
group), and health agencies are actively acquiring information to assess
these new indicators. Because epidemiological studies are expensive to
perform and marine epidcmiologicai studies often yield equivocal results,
espectally when performed on a small-scale local basis, state and federal
public health and water quality agencies have been reluctant to fund such
studies.
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Dam Ma~a~eme~

Data management is vitally important to monitoring efforts because it
determines the final accessibility and utility of the data. Data management
should include quality control procedures that ensure data accuracy at every
step from initial collection to final analysis and reporting. It should also
include methods for making the data readily available in usable formats to
those responsible for analyzing and examining them. Another important but
little-recognized aspect of data management is the importance of specifying
data tabulation methods, structures, and handling procedures tmfore a
sampling program starts. This allows data to be collected and p~
in ways that are appropriate to their final use, dissemination, and storage.
This specification of data management procedures at the beginning of a
program can save significant effort and money that would otherwise tm
spent correcting errors in raw data, analyses, and reports.

At present, there is a wide variety of approaches to marine monitoring
data management in the bight. In spite of this variety, the panel found that
the major monitoring programs all have well-developed and active systems
for ensuring the accuracy and quality of their raw data. These data are
continually reviewed and updated when n~. The following examples
are representative of data management approaches in the bight.

The 301(h) programs configure their data in the National Oceano-
graphic Data Center (NODC) format and are now required to submit
monitoring data to the EPA Ocean Data Evaluation S~tem (ODES).
ODES, designed to provide ready access to 301(h) data, has recently be-
come fully operational and includes formal quality control procedures.
However, not all historical outfall monitoring data are in digital format.
For example, the Los Angeles County sanitation districts have computer-
izcd past monitoring data from the White Point outfail, whereas such data
from the County Sanitation Districts o[ Orange County are available only
in written reports.

Data from the California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigation
(CalCOFI) program are in NODC format and are available in published
data reports. The Southern California Edison Company maintains its own
data base for a wide range of monitoring data. The National Marine
Fisheries Service and the California Department of Fish and Game have
fisheries monitoring data available on magnetic tape; however, these agen-
cies do not maintain user-oriented data bases to provide access to these
data. Scientists at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography monitor temper-
ature and wave energy and provide these data on magnetic tape on request.
Data from smaller studies (e.g., Los Angeles Harbor, Marina del Rey) are
typically stored on floppy disks or on consultants" computer systems.

The city of San Diego and the County Sanitation Districts of Orange
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County have initiated analogous programs to centralize and automate their
in-house data management procedures. These systems provide computer-
ized data entry functions that automatically perform quality control checks
on a range of raw data. Validated data are stored in a centralized data
base and a set of menu-driven options allow users to update and extract
data. Additional menu options permit users to automatically produce stan-
dardized regulatory reports and automatically format data for submission
to ODES. Finally, the systems incorporate links to a variety of analytical
tools, such as spreadsheets and analysis and graphics software.

The taxonomic efforts of the Southern California Association of Marine
Invertebrate Taxonomists (SC~d~41T) and the ODES data base represent
important steps in setting consi-~tent standards for standardization, quality
control procedures, error checking, and digital formats for monitoring data.
However, there is currently no easily accessible, user-oriented data base
tem to provide access to anal~ts interested in integrating data from v~’veral
different kinds of studies. Such a system would greatly facilitate attempts to
study regional and longer-term que*tions related to environmental
in the bight.

There are two prototypes for such a system, each with its own strengths.
These are the operational environmental data base developed by the
vironmental Research Group of Southern California Edison and ODES.
Both systems are unusual in that they include extensive quality control
procedures and on-line documentation and are designed to permit data
analysts to use menu-driven routines to readily extract data needed for
analyses. Southern California Edison’s system ~ designed to perform the
following functions:

¯ store corrected and updated archival vet, ions of important data
sets so that all analysts access the same version of the data;

¯ store important data sets in a data base management system that
provides the ability for easy extraction, updating, and manipulation of data;

¯ provide comprehensive on-line do~tmentation of methods, error
corrections, data characteristics and peculiarities, and publications for each
data set;

¯ provide automated brow*e, search, retrieval, and reporting facili-
ties;

¯ provide flexible links to the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) and
other data analysis systems; and

¯ allow easy addition of novel data type~ to the system.

This system is fully operational and contains a wide variety of mon-
itoring studies in standardized formats, thus facilitating comprehensive
analyses. These studies currently include:
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¯ benthic infauna and sediment data from monitoring programs at

San Diego, Los Angeles city and county municipal wustewater outfalls;
¯ Southern California Coastal V&ter Research Project’s (SCCWRP’s)

198-ft (60-m) survey,
¯ Scripps’ shoreline temperature data for the west coast of the United

States, and wave energy and wave direction database;
¯ California Department of Fish and Game sportfish catch;
¯ National Marine Fisheries Service commercial fish catch data;
¯ benthic infaunal and sediment data from the Bureau of Land

Management (BLM) study of the bight;
¯ complete impingement data for all Southern California Edison

coastal power plants;
¯ data from bightwide ichthyopiankton studies and fish trawl stndies

performed for Southern California Edison; and
¯ selected Marine Review Committee studies.

This system is proprietary and is not accessible to scientists outside
of Southern California Edison. It does, however, illustrate that such com-
prehensive databases can be constructed. The main strength of Southern
California Edison’s system is that it contains a wide range of data from
biological and physical oceanographic studies that are bightwide in scope.
The experience of constructing this database substantiated the fact that
locating, acquiring, correcting, and standardizing disparate data sets it a
significant effort.

The other system that points the way toward bightwide data manage-
ment is ODES. ODES is intended as a national database to contain 301(h)
monitoring data, which includes (among others) benthic infauna and sedi-
ment chemistry, otter trawl, water quality, and other data types. It includes
a wide range of menus that assist users in extracting and combining data
from different studies, in performing common types of analyses, and in
creating maps and graphics. In addition, ODES provides for extracting raw
data for ana .I.lysis with other software packages.

Despite its strengths, ODES has shortcomings that restrict its utility
and that must be corrected in any future system that successfully provides
access to a range of monitoring studies. There is widespread dissatisfaction
with ODES within the Southern California monitoring community. This
dissatisfaction results from the difficult and labor intensive procedures
required to format data for submission to ODES. It also stems from the
lengthy wait required for feedback to requests for new species codes and
answers to technical questions. There is therefore a long delay between the
initiation of the submission process and the final availability of the data.
Users of ODES have access only to the analysis and reporting routine*
that have. been programmed into the system. While many of these are
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very useful, they do not cover the full variety of approaches required
for a comprehensive analysis of monitoring data. Requests for additional
analytical tools must wait until they can be programmed into the system,
since ODES does not allow users to directly access other analysis systems.
Users can, however, extract data from ODF~ and download them to their
own computer systems. Another shortcoming is that when new data types
are cncoumered, ODES must be reprogrammed to accept them, a process
that can take several months. In conlrast, data base systems that are
designed for adaptability use table-driven data definition approaches to
allow for rapid modification of data base structures.

ODES provides the ability to combine data from more than one study
in order to perform regional or national analyses. However, in practice this
capability is severely limited because ODES lacks an aggressive program
to update data sets in the system and to standardize taxonomy among
data sets. Experience in the bight has shown that such taxonomic updating
and standardization is crucial if data sets are to retain their utility and if
different studies are to be combined. Species names, particularly of bentlfic
invertebrates, change continually over time as scientists adjust taxonomic
affinities. Thus, for data sets to remain current, even historical data must be
updated regularly. T~xonomic standards invariably differ among different
studies. This is true even when efforts are made to use common standards.
Thus, in order for data from two or more studies to be combined, careful
attention must be paid to reconciling these superficial dissimilarities. As
a result of the lack of such updating and standardization procedures, only
analyses that do not depend on merging or matching species data can be
performed with ODES. Such analyses include those using derived variables
such as diversity indices, total abundance, numbers of species, or summaries
of higher taxonomic groups.

TECHNICAL INTERPRETATION AND DECISION MAKING

The ultimate goal of monitoring is to provide data and information
to support informed decision making. In this section, the technical inter-
pretation of data obtained in monitoring programs and its use in decision
making are addressed. Some examples show that monitoring data have
been adequately interpreted and used in decision making. Overall, how-
ever, considering the effort that has been put into data collection, no
comparable effort and expense has been devoted to translating that data
into useful information and using it in decision making.

In spite of the shortcomings in the interpretation and decision-making
process (reviewed below), it is important to recognize that monitoring in-
formation has played a signilicant role in many far-reaching management
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decisions in the Southern California Bight. Water quality and bacteriologi-
cal monitoring data from Santa Monica Bay documcnted the severity and
extent of nearshore contamination from sewage discharges in the 1940s
and 1950s. These data helped make the case for constrnction of offshore
outfails in 1957 and 1959 that dramatically reduced nea~hore sewage con-
lamination.

In 1977, the California Department of Fish and Game closed the
abalone fishery from Palos Verdes Point to Dana Point. This decision was
based on monitoring surveys and catch data. As another example, scientist~
of NOA~s Ocean As.sessments Division have used data from SCCWRP and
the municipalities to evaluate environmental conditions relating to the body
burdens of chlorinated hydrocarbons in coastal marine organisms (Mearns
and O’Connor, 1984; Malta et al., 1986; and Me.arm and Van Ness, 1987).

The inability of the city of San Diego’s Point Loma wastewater treat.
ment plant to consistently meet bacterial standards contained in the 1983
California ocean plan (State Water Resourccs Control Board, 1983) for
offshore kelp beds contributed to a decision by the city to extend its outfall
farther offshore. Earlier monitoring data generated by Southern California
Edison Company showcd that unacceptably large numbers of ~h were
being taken into cooling-water intakes of power plants. As a result, intake~
were redesigned with velocity caps and other changes to reduce entrain-
ment and impingement. Monitoring data were then used to confirm that
the design changes were effective.

Data generated over the last eight years by the Marine Review Com-
mittee on the environmental impacts of SONGS will be used to make
decisions about changes in the design or operation of the cooling-water sys-
tem. These data will also be used to support the development of mitigation
measures to offset impacts documented through monitoring. The recently
released lirst-year report for the 301(h) monitoring program performed by
the County Sanitation Districts of Orange County resulted in adjustments
to the districts’ permit. In addition, the data in the report suggested that
no changes were needed in the waste discharge or treatment processes.

By far the greatest effort in data interpretation between the 1950s and
the present has been the work of SCCWRP scientists. Starting with the
1973 report on conditions in the bight and implications for management
(SCCWRP, 1973), their periodic reports and scientific ~ournal publications
have become internationally recognized. Although their work has included
much more than evaluation of routine monitoring data, it has resulted in
improved monitoring methods and in quality control activities that increase
the reliability of the data. in fact, the scientific publications of the majority
of SCCWRP scientists are cautious, if not silent, on interpretation of moni-
toring data with respect to regulatory actions. Instead, their interpretations
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generally focus on environmental conditions and, to a somewhat lesser
extent, on possible impacts of pollutants.

On a smaller scale, the Channel Islands National Park monitoring
program has generated data since 1981 from diving surveys at 14 stations,
conducted primarily by volunteers. These data are used to make decisions
about visitor access, harvesting of resources, and development of the park
resource. As another example, the program conducted by Occidemai
College for Southern California Edison was originally related to monitoring
the effects of waste heat discharge from coastal power plants. It has also
yielded useful resource information on a sedentary reef fish community.
This latter example demonstrates that if data were made available scienlists
would lind monitoring programs useful for riffling in information gaps about
marine resources.

In many instances, the use of monitoring data is not as clearcut as in
the examples just cited. In some cases, it is difficult to document whether
decisions were based on monitoring results, particularly when decisions
were made not to change existing procedures.

In some instances, disagreements about the interpretation of data can
hamper the ability to make resource management decisions. For example,
during the 1940s and 1950s, major differences of opinion among scientists
working on sardines hindered implementation of the management measures
needed to protect this fishery resource (Baxter, 1982). Scientists from the
U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries contended that year-class size was
independent of the size of the spawning stock and that catch size therefore
had no effect on stock size in subsequent years. California Department
of Fish and Game scientists believed that there was a strong link between
year-class size and spawning stock size. By the time the disagreement was
resolved in 1966 in favor of the Department of Fish and Game, the ~hely
had collapsed.

Complicating such scientific uncertainty is the fact that the societal
implications of resource decisions can be quite extensive. Thus, decisions
based on limited data impose risks that managers have to weigh against
expected benefits and the time constraints of required actions. For exam-
ple, decisions involving the economic livelihood of fishermen who han, est
pelagic fish stocks may require a decade to correct if the result of the
decision is not as expected. In taa, a decade or more may sometimes he
required to produce a signal sufficient to determine if the decision was
corrP~-’L

In addition to scientific uncertainty, institutional limitations can lhnit
the effective use of monitoring information in decision making. All too
frequently, data reports sent to regulatory agencies are not subjected to
thorough scrutiny and summarized for policy makers and the public. This
is because the human resources and budgets of the regulatory agencies are
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inadequate to interpret the growing masses of data generated each year
and translate them into information useful to enviromnental managers and
policy makers.

Dischargers and othcr permittces often perform extensive analysis and
interpretation of monitoring data. However, their reports are usually too
lengthy and detailed to be readily accessible to policy makers and the puhtic.
In most cases, budgets earmarked for data analysis and interpretation by
both the regulatory agencies and the permittees are judge~d inadequate.
It was the consensus of the case study participants that monitoring data
were incompletely synthesized and inadequately used in decision making.
This is unfortunate because many monitoring reports contain extensive data
sets that are not available in scientific journals even though they are peer
reviewed to rigorous standards. In spite of this, some are suspect because
the quality and quantity of the reviews are not documented. A statement
at the beginning of such reports documenting the review process would
have a favorable payoff in building confidence among the aware lay public
who are trying to sort out technical issues. There are some exceptions
to this generalization (for example, Matta et aL, 1986) that provide both
data, frequently from monitoring programs, and analysis of data. These are
widely distributed and are cited in many regulatory documents such at the
301(h) decision documents.

Another institutional limitation derives from the differing responsibili.
ties of the various regulatory agencies involved in managing monitoring ac-
tivities. The EPA acts primarily as an enforcement and compliance agency.
The state of California, through the State Water Resources Control Board
has primary responsibility for the development of ocean policy in general,
represented bv the California ocean plan (State Water Resources Control
BOard, 1987)." Evaluation of monitoring data is one part of the process
of developing this policy and the specific regulatory actions intended to
implement it. The state board establishes overall policy and the regional
water quality control boards determine individual permit requirements.

Both the EPA and the regional boards believe that most monitoring
programs are well planned, well executed, and yield data that are useful
in demonstrating compliance and in documenting regulatory changes. The
state board, however, has the additional responsibility of identifying hene-
ticial uses of marine resources and establishing water quality objective~ to
protect those uses. The state board staff believe that the question, ",4re
beneficial uses being protected?" is of more fundamental importance than
mere compliance, but that monitoring data are not presently adequate to
answer this question. As explained in the next section, this may be because
the available monitoring data are not sufficient to fully addre.~ this broader
question and because the specific questions are not asked precisely enough
to guide monitoring efforts.
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OVERALL ORGANIZATION OF MONITORING                                     ’~

The preceding description and analysis of monitoring effort~ in the
Southern California Bight show that monitoring has achieved important                         ~
successes. It has documented the extent of impacts from point sources such
as power plants and wastcwater outfalls. It has tracked the improvement of
gross contamination in areas such as Los Angeles Harbor and the beache,
of Santa Monica Bay. Longer-term studies, such as those carried out at the
White Point outfall by the County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles, have
provided valuable insights into how human impacts interact with natural
disturbances.

However, the same analysis shows that the existing monitoring system
does not address all important sources of impacts (e.g., storm drains). In
addition, Figure 5-5 shows that many important resource, are affected by
more than one kind of human or natural perturbation. In spite of thin,
there are no monitoring programs that focus on resources by integrating
data about the cumulative effects of more than one kind of perturbation.
This is because the monitoring system derives predominantly from a fo-
cus on regulating specific human activities, rather than managing natural ,,a
resources. Finally, Figure 5-6 shows that many contaminants and other
sources of change act on time and space scales much larger than tho~e of
the typical monitoring program. As a result, the existing monitoring system
has difficulty resolving bightwide patterns of change that may be just aa ~

important as the localized impacts that are the current focus of monitoring. ,~--
In Chapter 5, four questions were identified as being especially per-

tinent to evaluating the overall success of monitoring in the bight. These
were as follows:

¯ Does monitoring address clearly stated management and societal B
objectives? i¯ Does monitoring address the major environmental problems facing
the bight?

¯ Do the spatial and temporal scales of monitoring reflect those of                     ~ B--
the major environmental problems?

¯ Are monitoring resources allocated effectively both within and
among monitoring programs?

The foregoing analysis provides the basis for answering these questions.~_o--|
In each case, the summary answers helow are focused on assessing the U~m
performance of the monitoring system as a whole, rather than on individual
monitoring programs.

Objeetive~
AS described previously, there are ditlerent kinds of objectives that
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motivate monitoring, from the broad concerns of the public to the detailed
specifications of individual monitoring programs. These objectives can
be classified as those pertaining to the effects of specific activities (e.g.,
dredging), to the overall status of important resources (e.g., kelp beds),
and of the bight as a whole. Because of the institutional structure of the
regulatory and permitting system, only the first of these is addressed in
any detail by the existing monitoring system. In Figure 5-5, this can be
represented as looking only at each row in isolation, ignoring both columns
and the matrix as a whole.

While objectives relating to measuring and managing the impacts of
individual activities may not always be clearly stated, they nevertheless are
the unmistakable focus of permits and monitoring programs. In contrast,
important concerns about the status of resources and the bight as a whole
are not manifested in the mote detailed objectives that structure monitoring
programs.

Major Environmental Problems

There can be no arguing with lhe fact that monitoring addresses many
of the major environmental problems facing the bight However, it is also
clear that the existing monitoring system cannot address other problem
that are just as pressing. These include nonpermitted sources, such as
storm drains and atmospheric input of contaminants. They also include
cumulative impacts stemming from the action of more than one kind of
human or natural perturbation on a single resource. Finally, the existing
monitoring system cannot adequately assess the existence and importance
of large-scale and long-term environmental trends in the bight

The importance of these other environmental problems is a result of
two major trends in the bight. First, increasing population and attendant
utilization of marine resources have magnified the potential for cumulative
and large-scale impacts. Sources of contamination and perturbation are
more numerous and more closely spaced than in the past Second, the
existing monitoring and management system has been remarkably successful
in remo,,ing gross pollution from the bight. As a result, concerns about
cumulative mapacts and subtle changes over time have become relatively
more important.

Spatial and Temporal Scales

As a gencral rule of thumb, the spatial and temporal boundaries of a
monitoring program should match those of the phenomena it is attempting
to monitor. As Figure 5-6 shows, the spatial and temporal boundaries of
existing monitoring programs match those of some but by no means all of
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the relevant processes in the bight. As a result, the existing monitoring
system has only a limited ability to resolve trends and changes occurring
on larger time and space scales. Such trends and changes can be natural,
in which case they represent a moving background against which human
impacts must be compared. Large-scale changes can also result from human
impacts that by their nature cannot he restricted to one location (e.g., DDT
contamination).

The CalCOFI program (e.g., Chelton et aL, 1982) and the Bureau
of Land Management study of benthic communities in the bight (e.g.,
Thompson and Jones, 1987) provide examples of the ability of larger-
scale sampling programs to describe important patterns that cannot be
detected by point-source monitoring programs. Because monitoring occurs
throughout the bight, the existing monitoring system has the potential for
measuring events on larger time and space scales. However, this potential
cannot at present he fully realized because separate monitoring programs
are not sullicicntly coordinated and integrated.

Allocation of Monitoring Resources

Despite the large amount of time and money (at least $17 million
per year) spent on monitoring in the bight, it is not possible to perform
all the monitoring that would be desirable given unlimited resources. The
available resources should therefore be allocated based on criteria that
prioritize environmental problems and impacts. Such a process should be
based in part on an overall assessment like that summarized in Figure 5-5.
At present, this is not possible. Each monitoring program is developed in-
dependently, and its scope and cost are established in negotiations between
the pcrmittee and the regulatory agencies. As a result, some problems re-
ceive a disproportionate share of monitoring resources while others receive
little or none.

SUMMARY

The analysis of monitoring in the Southern California Bight led to
conclusions and insights about individual programs and about the moni-
toring system as a whole. In general, monitoring programs in the bight
use state-of-the-art methods and produce accurate and reliable data. In
addition, monitoring data have contributed to many important decisions
related to pollution abatement and the management of natural resources.
In general, monitoring has been successful in identifying and quantifying
the impacts of such point-source activiti~ as wastewater outfalls and coastal
power plants.

In spite of these successes, the panel found several shortcomings, some
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related ¯ ¯to the execution of Individual programs and some to the institutional
structure of the monitoring system as a whole. The most important of these                              1

were:

¯ poorly stated objectives that provided insumcient guidance for mon-
itoring efforts;                                                                          2

¯ inability to monitor the effects of activities failing outside the
existing permit structure;

¯ inflexibility that inhibits needed adaptability;,
¯ overemphasis on a permit-by-permit approach to monitoring and

environmental dccision making, thus limiting the ability to monitor cumu-
lative and large-scale impacts;

¯ insutficient use of statistical design tools in the development of
sampling and measurement plans; and

¯ lack of a bightwide data management system to support integration
and synthesis of data from different studies.

The panel performed a preliminary synoptic assessment of environ.
mental problems in the bight This assessment, COmbined with the analysis
of individual programs, led to important conclusions about the structure of
the overall monitoring system. Because the existing system focuses on in.
dividual permitted activities, it is unable to foster the higher level planning

1and coordination needed to assess cumulative and larger scale environmen.
tal problems. In addition, the focus on individual human activities makes
it dillicult to focus on important resources that are affected by more than                                  ’
one type of impact. As a result, it is difficult to draw COnclusions about
the status of the bight as a whole and about whether beneficial uses of the
marine environment are truing protected.

./
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Conclusions and Recommendations                   1

2

CONCLUSIONS

Current Monitoring Elfert

I. The total amount of money and effort expended by public utilities,
private industry, and government agencies in monitoring of water quality,
natural resources, and public health in the Southern California Bight is
traordinarily large. A conservative estimate is that c~rrent annual expenses
for monitoring far exceed $17 million (see Chapter 4).

Z Most water quality monitoring programs are organized around th~
outfalls of several large coastal municipal wastewater treatment plants
and electric power generating stations and are elaborately detailed in their
requirements.

3. The California Cooperative Oceanic F’tsberies Investigation (Cal-
COFI) for natural marine resources in the California Current system and
Southern California Bight has been unparalleled among marine resourc~
monitoring programs in terms of its commitment to a long-term time-series
assessment. However, station coverage has been reduced by budget cuts.

4. Significant sources of chemical and microbial contaminants con-
tained in riverine and stormwater discharges to the bight have not been
adequately monitored as part of the marine monitoring system in the bight

142
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Lack of Program Integration

5. There are no formal institutional mechanisms for integrating the
findings from the dillcrent ongoing monitoring programs. This means that
there is no mechanism for integrating the results from monitoring of various
point sources with each other or with the findings of the resource or public
health monitoring programs.

6. There is no system for interrelating the findings of various moni-
toring programs to present a coherent picture of the whole. This precludes
evaluating the human impacts of bightwide human inputs in the context
of natural variability, and thus it is difficult to evaluate whether corrective
actions are effective.

7. There currently is no effective system for reporting findings of
monitoring programs to the public, the scientific community, or policy
makers.

8. The monitoring programs in specific permits have been designed
to address small-scale discrete questions with little attention paid to the
overall question of the status of natural resources aad water quality of the
Southern California Bight as a whole.

9. In the past, there have been recommendations for bightwide water
quality, public health, and natural resource monitoring programs. Thes~
recommendations have not been implemented.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A Regional Approach
10. The questions of bightwide inputs and their impacts are growing

in importance. Many of them could be addressed in a regional monitoring
program. A regional program should be established that:

¯ addresses specific questions about the current environmental con-
dition of the bight and the resources therein, including those associated
with public health impacts, spatial and temporal trends in natural resources,
nonpoint source and riverine contributions, nearshore habitat changes, and
cumulative or areawide impacts of large and small point and nonpoint
source inputs;

¯ incorporates standardized sampling, analysis, and data management
methods;

¯ establishes a comprehensive data base management system for all
monitoring and resource data in the bight, which could provide access to the
t.istoric and current data needed to perform comprehensive and bightwid¢
analyses;
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can be facilitated through the coordination of local, state, and
federal entities, which integrate their regulato~T, data, and management
needs and responsibilities to optimize the utilization of available resources;

¯ can be achieved largely through coordination, integration, and
modification of existing efforts, rather than through the addition of another
layer of monitoring in the bight;

¯ can be developed to involve the public and the scientific community
as participants in the program;

¯ includes built-in mechanisms to ensure that its conclusions al’~
effectively communicated to the public, the scientific community, and reg-
ulator, agencies; and

¯ includes mechanisms to require periodic review and to allow easy
alteration or redirection of monitoring efforts when they are justified, ~
on the results of the monitoring or new information from other sources.

The effort to develop a regional program will need to address the needs of
the agencies and parties involved in monitoring; synthesis of existing dala
and information in order to construct meaningful questions and null hy-
potheses; drafting of an organi~,ational framework; drafting of a monitoring
program; and allocating the financial resources required to carry out the
program. If properly implemented, the benefits and the costs of a regional
monitoring program can be shared by all sectors of society. However, it
should also be noted that a regional approach ultimately has to consider
the effects of competing uses on land, water, and air quality, and tradeoffs
between short- and long-term co~ts and benefits.
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River, which accounts for the
largest flow in southern Cali-
fornia (mean annual flow
wflume for 1983-1987 was 1.8
x llY m’ I1 m’ = 35.31 fPl),
drains west Los Angeles
County from the San Fer-

Toxicity of nando Va,ey, throogh 0,,wn-
town Los Angeles, to Long

Stormwater Runoff Beach. The San Gabriel
River, which has the third
largest flow in southern Call-

in Los Angeles County somheastern Los Angeles
Coumy from the San Gabriel
Mountains through the San
Gabriel Valley to Long Beach.
Ballona Creek, with the fourth

Previous studies of Samples of runoff largest flow (0.36 x 10’ m’),
stormwater runoff by the water were collected from drains the western part of the
Southern California Coastal three storm channels in Los City of Los Angeles. The
Water Research Project Angeles County: the Los drainage basins of the Los
produced estimated mass Angeles River, San Gabriel Angeles River, the San Gab-
emission rates of solids and River, and Ballona Creek riel River, and Ballona Creek
contaminants into the South-(Figure 1), during four rain- encompass 2,110 km~, 598 km~,
ern California Bight storms in 1987 and analyzed and 229 km~ respectively.
(SCCWRP 1973, Younget al. for contaminant and toxicityBoth the Los Angeles and San
1980, SCCWRP 1988),but levels. The Los Angeles Gabriel Rivers receive secon-
toxicity levels were never
tested. Valerie Raco con-
ducted this study to obtain es- ¯ S.=p,,~ t.o,,,~,,,,
timates of stormwater runoff

compare the water toxicity of
different rivers (storm chan-
nels) during a single rain-
storm, and to monitor a single
river during a series of rain-
storms during a one-year k,,, i L~
period. ~ ~,,

The Microtox Toxicity "\
’Q’~Analyzer System was used to

’~c~-,~measure the toxicity of storm- -~ /
water runoff samples by expos-

~ ~    \
ing luminescent marine bacte- ~=,r~,,,~. \ /
ria to each aqueous sample \, ,
and measuring changes in light ~ t.,,,

Rb.er    i tong
0roduccd by the luminescent ( ~U,=h
bacteria is an indicator of the
general hcahh of the bacteria, ~"~ . ’
therefore the light is reduced
WNCI1 the bacteria are exposed    Figurc 1. Location of sampling stations in the drainagc basins of the Los

O0                                                                      ,
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dary and tertiary effluent from
upstream municipal wa.stewa-
ter treatment plants through-
out the year, but these dis-
charges represent a minor flow ’ ’ t4oo
component during storm ¯---orox,ctrY I,OS ANGELES RIVER

t

runoff events. 6o

Methods                                                                     t05o
Runoff samples were 4o 700collected from the Los Ange-

,’ ,~,les River, San Gabriel River, ,, ~.~
and Ballona Creek during
rainstorms on January 4-5, 35o
March 21, October 22-23, and ¯
December 4-5, 1987. In this

~ 0 Opaper, the January runoff data
ts presented for all three storm
channels, but only the Los o ~4oo
Angeles P, iver data are pre- F. 60 SAN GABRIEL RIVER
sented for the March, Octo-
ber, and December storms.
Low-flow (non-storm) samples
were also collected on Octo-
ber 31, 1986 from the Los
Angeles River and Ballona a~
Creek. The LOs Angeles
River collecting statnon was >"          ~.~.~
located at Willow Street in ULong Beach, the San Gabriel ~- o , , oRiver station was located at o
College Park Drive in Long
Beach, and the Ballona Creek ~4oo
station was at lnglewood ~o- BALLONA CREEK
Boulevard in Los Angeles.
Collecting stations were t o~o
located as close to the mouth
of each river as possible 40

700without encountering the tidal
prism.                                             ~-~-~~

Runoff samples were 20
collected during and some-
times immediatel>, after each
rainstorm. Toxictty testing was
conducted within 2 days of o ’ "’~i--’~’s’~’--~-- " ~ oo 6 1’~ 18 ~4sampling; samples were stored
at 4"C until tested. Suspended TIME (HOURS ELAPSED)solids in each sample were
allowed to settle before a
portion ,.,.’as removed for
tc~tin~: if the sample remained
turbid, it was centrifuged. Figure 2. Runoff toxicity and flow rate for each of the rivers sampled during

~I-[1(2 ,’klicrotox Toxicitv the January 4, 1q87 rainstorm. The lime axis represents the number of hours
Atl;.llvzcr System v.as used t(~ that elapsed aflcr a lime refcrencc point before each storm.
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dary and tertiary effluent from
upstream municipal wastewa-
ter treatment plants through-
out the year, but these dis-
charges represent a minor flow ’ ¯ 14oo
component during storm o---e~ox,c~ LOS ANGELES RIVER
runoff events. 60
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Runoff samples were 40

700collected from the Los Ange-
,’~ les River, San Gabriel River, /and Ballona Creek during ~o.rainstorms on January 4-5,

~ 3so
March 21, October 22-23, and
December 4-5, 1987. In this
paper, the January runoff data
~s presented for all three storm
channels, but only the Los o ~,~oo
Angeles River data are pre- t--. 60 SAN GABRIEL RIVER
sented for the March, Octo-
ber, and December storms.
Low-flow (non-storm) samples    ~_. 40.
were also collected on Octo-
ber 31, 1986 from the Los
Angeles River and Ballona m
Creek. The Los Angeles
River collecting station was >-
located at Willow Street in U                              ~Long Beach, the San Gabriel "~ o ,River station was located at
College Park Drive in Long
Beach, and the Ballona Creek ~4oo
station was at lnglewood 60. BALLONA CREEK
Boulevard in LOs Angeles.
Collecting stations were 1o5o
located as close to the mouth
of each river as possible 40
without encountering the tidal "’ 700
prism.

Runoff samples were ~o I
collected during and some- aso
times immediatcl,v after each
rainstorm. Toxicity testing was
conducted within 2 days of o .....

0 6 12 18 ~4sampling; samples were stored
at 4"C until tested. Suspended TI.ktE (ltOURS EI,AP~ED)solids in each sample were
allo~vcd to settle before a
t)t)rlit)tl ’,’,’as removed for
te.’qin~: if the sample remained
turbid, it was centrifuged. Fi~zurc 2. Runoff to:deity and flow rate for each of the rivers sampled during

lhe ,klicrotox Toxicity the January 4, 1987 rainstorm. The time axis represents the number of hours
t\ll:.tlyzcr S’;steill ~,zls used t(~ that ctapscd after a time reference point before each storm.
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test runoff water toxicity as
described by Bulich (1982).
Thc Microtox procedure
utilized frcczc-dried marine
bacteria (Photobacteriura ’ "

¯ phosphoreum) which were
reconstituted, diluted, and
allowed to stabilize.
analyses were conducted at a ~ ~0o

e---eTOXICITY JAN 4, 1987salinity level of 20 ppt; all ..2, 60 A-- ~ FLOW

2
samples were adjusted to a ~-
salinity of 20 ppt by adding a m ~o5o
concentrated sodium chloride ~ 4o.solution to promote osmotic t- ~. ~ooprotection of the bacteria, z ,, ,
Initial light produced by the ~ ,
bacteria was measured with ~ 2o. ,’
the system’s photometer and ~" ¯ .35o
recorded. The samples and a
control consisting of 20 ppt U o
sodium chloride solution were ~ 0 6 ~ ~o
then introduced to the Micro-
tox bacteria, which diluted the TIME (tlOURS ELAPSED)samples to 45% of the original
concentrations. After 30 rain
of exposure, light output was

1measured and recorded again.
Toxicity levels were calculated
by measuring the decrease in
light output and normalized to
the control.

5Results ~ 14oo
Toxicity results for the 0, 6o. ;

individual samples from each t- ,’
storm were plotted on graphs ~ ¯ ~in relation to river flow rates -q 40. ,in Figures 2 and 3; toxicity ex- ~ ~,~ 700pressed as percent light loss z _
(relative to the control) is ~
graphed for the Microtox ~ zo
vahtes. The toxicity of runoff ~ 350
collected during the January 4 >-
rainstorm ran~ed from 13% to ~
..,0 ,v light loss for Los Angeles x 0 6 t2 ~8 24
River samples, 15% to 22% o
light loss for San Gabriel TI~.tE (tlOURS ELAPSED)
River samples, and 29% to
40C~- for Balhma Creek
samlqcs (Figure 2). Los Ange-
les River toxicity levels for all
four storms ranged from 6% to
07’7~" (. Figure 3). It appeared Figure ?,. Runolf toxicity and llow rate of the Los Angeles River during four rain- rthat lhcre ’,’,as ;311 elevated ~ him_’ reference l~)int before each storm. ’
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level of toxicity in runoff
waters at the beginning of the
storms that ruughly corre-
sponded to the firstpeak of
the flow rate; runoff toxicity
generally decreased as the

~ storms continued.~n t4oo Because real-time~ OCT 22. 1987o.2 6o measurements of flow rate
t- were not available at the time
o=: t oso

~ of sampling, the important
,2- 40. ...~ first peak in flow was missed
v. ~ at Ballona Creek during thez 700 fi January rainstorm and at the
t~ ~ Los Angeles River during the
m 20 o March and October 1987
!:1. 350 .2--. ~ storms. However, March
~ storm samples collected
- before the initial flow peak~ 0 0 indicated that the toxicity.~ o 8 I~ t8 ~4o changed rapidly and reached

TIME (HOURS ELAPSED) relatively high levels, which
illustrates the importance of
samplin~g during the initial

1phase ota rainstorm.
The Los Angeles River

data presented in Fig~. re 3
suggests that the maximum
flow rate for the four storms
had an inverse relationship
with the maximum toxicity

~" t 400 present; runoff from storms
~ DEC" 4. t 987 with larger flow rates generally
0 60..2 had less toxicity than storms
~- ~o5o ~ with lower flow rates. How-
~ ~ ~ ever, storm runoff sampled __
.~ ~0

~#~

~ January 17, 1988 (data not~ presented in this paper) had a~" .700
aa ~ relatively low flow rate ando ~- low toxicity values.~" 20. om 350 -~ The wide range of
~ :" toxicity present at different
~>" ~ sampling stations and during
~ o , I , ~ - o different storms is evident- 6 t2 t8 ~4 when comparing the toxicityX

v-- data for each storm summa-
TIME (t{OURS Eb\PSED) rized in Figure 4. Mean

toxicity levels for the storms
wa~ 18% for the San Gabriel
River, 31% for Ballona Creek,
and 13% to 45% for the Los
Angeles River. The toxicitystorms in 1’;~7. The time axis represents the number of hours that clapsed afterlevels of the Los Angeles
River and Ballona Creek for
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O
January runoff samples were Lsimilar, while the San Gabriel
River toxicity was much lower.
Tbisis probably a result ofo ~       ~ more commercial and indus-~ LOS ANGELES I l SAN I BALLONA[_, RIVER ~GABRIEL~ CREEK trial activity in the drainage

1
~ RIVER basins of the Los Angeles
~ 40,

l
¯ River and Ballona Creek.

t-, However, the toxicity of the

2:Z;
~ ~

Los Angeles River low-flow
r.,.1 ~ sample (October 1986) was~ ~ three times less than the~ 20~ ~ ~

Ballona Creek low-flow
sample, possibly owing to the

>, ~ dilution of the Los Angeles
~’ ~ River from the relatively clean
’-’ ~ tertiary effluent it receives.
~’~ MO 10 1 3 10 1:~ Due to insufficient sampling of0 1    10    I~, YR 86 87 87 87 a7 87 86 87 the Los Angeles River during

the March and October
storms, trends that appear
with respect to time (I.e.Figure 4. Stormwater toxicity levels (mean percent of light loss_.+95% confi-
toxicity Increases from Octo-dence intervals) for each storm sampled in 1987. Two low flow samples are in-
ber 1986 to March 1987, theneluded (October 31, 1986). Data collected after 90% of the total storm flow
decreases for October 1987) 1volume passed were not included in calculating the means,
may be.spurious.

most southern Califor-
nia wastewater effluents seem

._. to be more toxic than river

5
m runoff (Figure 5). When
o /j runoff andsewage effluent
--~ 60. ¯ ~’PCP toxicities were compared, most
~-

/
effluent samples tested at:~: EFFLUENT RUNOFF~ much lower concentrations

~ ¯ ¯ (<25%) produced similar or
F-, 40

////SAN DIEGO

greater Microtox effects than
r.a ~l

storm runoff samples tested at
45% concentrations.

~ ~0 " ! Multivariate statistics
~

~.~.~-~--
ENCINA SG ,5 were used to determine if

>. runoff toxicity was related to
~ ~w_v~v OCSD the concentr~.tion of specific
~ 0 t , contaminants in the samples.
~ 0 10 20o 30 .~0 .so A principal components analy-
~ sis statistical procedure was

used to reduce the number of~AMPLE CONCEN’FRATION (PERCI~NI’)
variables by grouping those
contaminants with htghly
correlated abundance pat-Figure 5. Comparison of waslcwatcr effluent and runoff toxicily. Runoff data
terns. Concentrations ofarc means _*’)5"2, confidcn,:c intervals of all storms combined for each sam-
suspended solids (SS), sus- )piing station. Runotf data dc, cs not include low-flow sampling or samples
pended volatile solids (SVS),taken alter !~)’"c ol- the It~tal storm flow passed. Wastc~atcr effluent toxicity
trnr.,-. ,~.,.,t.. ~u~.._: ....measured on 24 hr composite samples collected in I’)87 or 1%",k%           hydrocarbons (CI ICs), and
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chloroforn,~ cxtractables were - ! about which contaminantsincluded in this analysis, control the toxicity of storm-
I~olynuclear aromatic hydro-

~ water and how these inpulscarbons (PAt Is) were not
included because they have

~
affeTt nearshore organisms.
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’~g~lNC. ~,.x:ENGINEERING-SCIENCE,

,

~ASAO~,A. CA ~,, ~A~AOENA. CA,11~

8 January 1988

Mr. Stan Sysak
Wastewater Program Management Division
City of Los Angeles
200 N. Main Street, Room 600
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Stan:

of theEnclosed please find three copies revised Project
Work Plan for the Santa BayMonica Stormwater Pollutant
Reduction Study. This version reflects and incorporates
comments made by your staff, the Hyperion staff, and Dr.
Rainer Hoenike of the Regional Board. It incorporates all

torequests made by you for materials     be included for
submission of the documentto EPA for              their review.

Plan by EPA, ,Upon approval of the Work Englneerlng-Sclence
Inc. (E-S) will provide copies of thea sufficient number of

internal and distributiondocument to meet your needs.

document completes the firstThe Project Work Plan five
tasks of the overall project work plan, as outlined in the
revised document submitted to you by Mr. Phil Storrs on 12
August 1987, and reflected in the "Project Schedule and
Management" section of the Work Plan. Upon contract
approval, E-S will initiate plans for deploying equipment to
collect rainwater runoff samples targetfor analysis of
pollutant constituents. Other work tasks will follow in the
progression described in the Project Work Plan.

E-S looks forward to working with you and your staff toward
the successful completion of this project.

Cordially,

David W. Connally
Project Manager
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BACKGROUND

On 19 February 1986 ~hs City of Los Angeles (City) entered into an

agreement with the Environmen~:al Protection Agency (EPA) and the Sl~ate

of California in settlement of a lawsuit regarding violations by the

Ci~7 of NPDES permit for wastewater discharges from the Hyperion

Tree ~ment PlanE.

termed the Consent Decree, plaoedThis agreement, as emended,

several obligations on the City regarding waste treatment and cleanup.

One of the terms of the co.sent decree was Item XIV, Stormvater Control
Project, which required that funds be obllgatod for a stormwater

discharge control project. Specifications and schedules were set forth

in Appendix C of tJ~e Consent Decree. The City was directed to perform

the s~udy to "assess the nature and extent of discharges of polluten1~

from stormwater runoff from the Hyperion service area into Santa Monies

~ay." The result of the s~udy would be to recommend projects "~o reduce

effectively the discharge of such ~ollu~nts" ±nto the ~ay. The Co.se.t
Decree mandated that the Ci~7 spend $3 milllon to implement control

measures based on contractor recommendations and EPA approval.

The schedule for completion of the study was to be as follows:

Choose Project ~anager 15 August 1987

EPA Approval 15 November 1987

Submit Work Plan and Budget 15 Hay 1988

EPA Review 15 August 1988

Submit Results and Al~ernatlves per study schedule

EPA Approval 90 days

Schedule to Implement Projects 90 days

Implement Projects per schedule
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Eng£neering-Sclence, Inc. (ES) was chosen as the prl~e consultant

~o ~he City ~o perform the study. ES officially began work on the

project on 7 September ~986. A work plan outllne and budget were

s~m~t~ed ~o ~e City on 3 Nove~er ~987 for s~ssion to EPA. The

schedule associated w~ ~e ES pro~sal included:

Complete ~ ~vlev ~rch ~988

~nd Use/~ding S~ri~on ~p~r 1988

Project Iden~iEi~ton Novem~r ~988

Draft .~rE ~c~r ~988

The schedule for the da~a review and

com~nen~ of ~e s~dy ~ve been accelerated slightly ~o ~ke advan~ge

of ~e ~987-88 Winter season. ES and i~s s~con~actors
o,ra~ ~der a ~t~r o, Agreemen~ wi~h ~e Cir. d~ng n,go~a~on of

a fi~l contact, in order ~o facili~e stay
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This Work Plan draws from information previously presented in ES’s

proposal and in a revised proposed work plan developed b7 ES to better

define the tasks to be completed within the scope of work. The outline

of this document corresponds closely with that revision. Major divisions

include :

o Summary of Available Data

o Selection ot Key Pollutants

o Preliminary Pollu~ant Load Assessments

o Selection of Detailed Study Areas

o Proposed Monitoring Program

o Use of Collected Data to Estimate Pollutant Loadlng

o Identification of Pollutant Reduction Projects

o Project Schedule and Management

o Public Involvement

suggested the need for more extensive collection and evaluation

offshore water quality data than is detailed in the work plan. Other

comments were directed toward comparisons of pollutant loading by sewage

discharges, other permitted discharges, and stormwater runoff. A

suggestion to quantify the loading and relative impacts from stormwater

and other inputs was also advanced. The approach and proposed sampling

for the work plan was deliberately restricted tOprogram developed

collection of historical information and sampling of stormwater runoff

that would provide information to give engineers and planners data

needed to recommend the most effective control measures. A more

extensive program to evaluate the toxicological effects and exposure

pathways of the target pollutant once~a terials they entered the marine

environment of Santa Monlca Bay, Or to comparatively quantify the

effects of stormwater runoff, was deemed outside the scope of this study

as mandated by the Consent Decree.

Discharge data for Hyp~rlon Treatment Plant has been included in

~hl. ~e~r~ a. a ~a.i~ from which tO quantitatively compare the relative

Importance of stormwater runoff constituents. ~ata from discharge

3
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V
0

~on~to~ng at lt),perion exists t:or a number o£ yea~s and Is well-
L

documented as a known level o~ Input. ~11u~nt l~dln~ ~n sto~a~:

r~off ~s a relative ~ ~n ~n~ ~onlca ~y. Th~s study d~s not

atte:pt to co:~re the relative ~cts of stor~ate: ~noff and sewage

d~sc~rges, nor Is ft an lndlc~ent of Hy~rion~ which Is a ~ltted

d~sc~:ge. A study currently fn progress (~C 1988) v~ll attest to

quantify the ~pacts of sewage d~sc~rges and s~ater ~off ~n ~n~

4
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SUMMARY OF AVAILABLE DATA

INTRODUCTION

Potential marine pollutants enter Santa Monlca Bay via several

pathways. These include advectlon of marine waters to the Bay from

other areas (e.g. California Current, southern tropical waters during El

of deeper waters (especla117 nearNine events), upwelllng submarine

coastlines) aerialcanyon heads and southwest-allgned , fallout, sewage

drains anddischarges, surface runoff (from storm natural streams and

andrivers}, human marine activities (commercial recreatlonal

fishing, etc.), and the movement of contaminated marine llfe into the

Bay from other areas.

The relative importance these pathwaTsof varies with the pollutant

of concern.    During 197|-|972, surface stormwater runoff into Santa

Hon£ca Bay vas eetl=ated to contribute smaller amours of

constituents examined than did municipelvastevatar.     ~rtl~ iron

emissions vere greater in surface runoff. Nevertheless, except for

large contributions of chemical oxygen demand (COD) and ell and grease

by industrial discharges, surface runoff was considered to be the second

most importantsource         of most contaminants into the Bay (SCCWRP, |973).

the SouthernFor California Bight in general, surface runoff

than 0 of these contributed byemissions amountad to                 less1 percent

municipalwastewater                 except for suspended solids, nitrates, iron~

and cobalt. These constituents are thought to havemanganese, lead,

higher mass emission rates (kilograms or tonnes per year} in surface

runoff than in municipal wastewaters (SCCWP.P 1973). Lead in surface

runoff in the Los Angeles River in |979 had decreased by a factor of six

relatlve to that found in 1971-|972 (presumabl7 due to a decrease in the

use of lead in gasoline}. Total polychlorlnated blphenyls (PCBs) had

decreased by a factor of eight (presumably due to a ban on their use in

open systems). In general, the mass emissions from surface runoff were

an order of magnitude less than those found in municipal waste watar~

for lead and zinc (Young et al. 1980).    In 1985-1986, surfaceexcept

r"~off from the Los .A_n.ge!es River contributed greater mass emissions of

suspended solids, lead, and zinc than did the Orange County Sanitation
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Districts wastewater effluent (SCCWRP 1986). A continuing program of

plant upgrading and secondary effluent treament at Hyperion Treatment

Plant (HTP} has reduced the loading of many of the pollutants of concern

into Santa Monica Bay. In addition, the City of Los Angeles ceased

discharges of treated sewage sludge into the Bay in late 1987, further

decreasing the loading of potentlall7 toxic constituents. As a result "of these reductions, stormwater runoff loading is currently contributing

a larger share of total pollutant loading to the Say ~han it has in the

About 70.percent of the surface runoff in the Southern California

Bight is the result of stormwater flows. The average annual flow frol

the storm drainage system into Santa Monlca Bay is estimated to be 2|3 x

109 L/y, based on measured flows from Ballona Creek and extrapolated to

Include all storm channels draining into Santa Monlca Bay (COWT, MRC

1984)o During 1971-1972, the estimated storm flow of Ballona Creek was
26 x 109 L/7 and the estimated dry flow was 15.7 x |09 L/y. The

estimated storm flow of the Pico-Kentor drain was |°2 x 109 L/y and the

dry flow was estimated at 3.6 x L/y. The storm109 flow of Mallbu Creek

was estimated at 3.4 x 109 L/y (SCCWRP 19731. Because sto~m~ater runoff

includes both street and land wash, it may include more trace

contaminants than are found In municipal waetewater. Based on estimated

mass emissions of constituents, the contrlbution of stormwater to the

pollutant loading of Santa Monlca BaY is thought to be substantial

(COWT, NRC |984}o

Interest in the importance of stormwater runoff as a pollutant

pathway to Santa Monlca Bay has increased In recent years as

environmental groups have pressed for removal of storm drain runoff from

the beaches and surf and for better treatment of low flows and

stormwatsr before it enters the ocean. These groups assert that

sturmwater runoff into Santa Monica BaY may represent a significant

health hazard to that portion of the public which uses or resides near

the Bay and to the marine life of the ~ay (Crow 1987).

A total of 24 storm drains discharge into Santa Monica Bay from the

drainage area served b7 HTP (Hyperion Treatment Plant data, unpubl.).

Although a considerable effort has been made to describe the nature of
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the wastewa~er that is discharged into the Bay by HTP and Zhe effects of

this wast.water on marine life, few studies have examined the nature of

stormwater runoff. Those studies that have been conducted generally

either have been conducted upstream in the storm drains or have

monitored coliform along the beach. Little information exists on the

constituents of s~ormwa~er for most storm draln8 or in ~he ocean.

SURFACE RUNOFF CONSTITUEMTS

The importance of stormwater runoff as a pollution source to

freshwater and marine receiving waters has long been recognized.

Stormwater runoff typically conslste of several major frac~ons: water,

suspended sollds, ell and grease, drifting macrodebrle (human ~raeh~

plant debris), stream bed particulates (gravel and some human and

organlsmal debris}, and living organisms (includlng bacteria and amalX

plants and animals} o Most runoff studies have dealt with those

components found in ~all parcel8 of water and these COnSiSt primarily

of water, suspended solids, ell and grease, and bacteria. Moat

polluLante in stormwater runoff are associated with either Zho suspended

solid fraction or the o11 and grease fraction. The bacterial fraction

is generally used as an indicator of the potential for human disease, as

stormwaters may include septic ~ank overflows or sewerage system

The rslatlve abundance of the major constituents varies from region

to region and is determined largely by the nature of the drainage basin

and the intensity of the storm.    Thus, concentrations of suspended

in runoff from natural or agricultural

areas, whereas oli and grease are found in higher concentrations in

areas draining transportation corridors and industrial areas. With the

exception of silt and silt-associated constituents, stormwater in the

Southern California Bight does not carry significantly higher or lower

concentrations of constituents than does dry weather flow.    Surface

runoff is the primary source of beach sand supp17 (SCCWRP 1973).

Stormwater studies conducted in other regions have identified a

n._mber of basic constituents to stormwater runoff. These include

sediment, heavy metals (lead, cadmium, copper, zinc, manganese, iron) ,

7
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and polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs; HofEman et el. 1984, E111s

et el. 1986}. In stormwater entering Narrangansett Say, Rhode Island,

urban runoff accounted for 71 percent of the to~al inputs oE higher

molecular weight PAHs and 36 percent of the ~o~al PAHs (HofEman et az.

1984}. In the Los Angeles River, chlorinated hydrocarbon concen~ratlons

(i.e. DDT, PCS, and dieldrin) increased in a similar pattern with silt

concentrations during s~orme, and decreased when storm flows subsided.

Surface runoff ~hro~ghout sour!%ern Callfornia during 1971-1972

for about 1                   the amount of chlorinated hydrocarbonspercent of

the coastalcontributed to waters OE southern California by m~mlolpa.~.

discharges (SCCWRP 1973).

and a reIron, manganese, cobalt natural constltuenZ~ of surface

inrunoff ~hat are found    virgin soils (SCCWRP 19731. O~her heavy metals

accumulate near highways in proportion with the increasing traffic

densities. Aerial deposition is the major source Of ma~als en~rlng Zho

road drainage system. Urban deposition ra~ee of zinc are greater than

for lead. Zinc is primarily deposited as aerial fallout during s~orl~

whereas much lead is deposited directly from vehicular activities [Ellis

et el. 1986). The oil and grease fraction is primarily composed of auto

exhaust and derivatives, but petroleum hydrocarbons may have a varieL~F

includingof sources, crude oll seepage (CRWQCB 1986}. Although some

of occurkinds naturall7~ most environmental PAHs result frol

combustion (e.g. forest fires and fossil fuels -- especially coal) and

are deposited on land and water as aerial fallout. PAH concentrations

are higher near highway and industrial land use areas than near

commercial and residential areas. Some, however, are deposited directly

from petroleum products, such as motor oll leakages. The kinds of PAHs

occurring in urban runoff are similar to those found in aerial fallout

but are dissimilar to those found in municipal effluents (Hoffman et el.

19841. Aerlal fallout, surface runoff, and municipal wastewater are all

sources of these polluZants entering the marine environment.

DYNAMICS OF STORMWATER RUNOFF EPISODES

~alnfall does not occur uniformly in space or time during a storm.

For instance, rainfall does not occur squally over the ~--" ....
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and eeveral peaks in rainfall intensity may occur during a stor~.

Although stormwater runoff appears to follow a sl~ilar cycle to runoff

intensity in the upstream drainage, the greatest runoff intensities

occur after a time lag follo~Ing the period of greatest storm intensity

(Hoffman et el. 1984}o This length of this lag will vary with the

nature of the drainage and the intensity and quantity of ralnfall

occurring during the storm.    If the drainage a slgnifi~ntincludes

quantity of nonabsorbent surfaces (i.e. streets, storm drains, parking

lots} the lag t~me should be short, whereas if ¯ significant amount of

absorbent surface (i.e. porous soils) exists upstream, the lag time

should be longer. Surface runoff volumes may represent 30 to 85 percent

of the total incoming rainfall volume for the ~atc~ent basin, with

losses resulting from surface characteristics, seasonal variation, and

instrument limitations (Ellis et ale 1986).

There is some uncertalnlty concerning the importance of the length

store in determining the amount of a givenof the d~ period prscedinga

constituent that has built up prior to a storm. Higher levels of

runoff contaminants are often found in the first storms of a season,

with lover levels in later storms (’first flush"; SCCWRP 1986)° For

instance, some constituents such as suspended solids are likely to occu~

in greater quantities after ¯ long dry period.    However, amounts of

others, such as heavy metals and PAHs, appear to be unaffected by the

antecedent dry period (Hoffman et el. 1984, Ellls et el. 1986}.    In

addition, other factors associated with the dry period (i.e. chemical

responses to temperature and llght which may cause the loss of volatile

materials to the atmosphere, or greater binding to other materials) or

pre-storm conditions (i.e. winds which ~ay carry airborne dust outside

of the dralnags basin) may influence this buildup (Hoffman et el. 1984)°

Estimates of the relative inportance of ralnfall~ volume,runoff

and Intenslt7 in increasing metal loadlngs in runoff vary between

studies (Hoffman et el. 1984, Ellis et el. 1986). Pollutant loadlngs

(sediment and lead, cadmium, and manganese} in storm runoff from

roadsides in England were most closely associated with total runoff

volume and storm duration.    The antecedent dry period and rainfall

intensity were not important in controlling t~he removal of pollutants
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associated with particu~ates (Ellis st a~. 1986). Concentrations of

PAHs in storm drains in the Narrangansstt Bay, Rhode Island, watershed

were most concentrated during the first or second flushes of the storm.

¯ Rainfall volumes and the length of the antecedent dr~ period were not Z
correlated with the amount of PAHs in the runoff (Hoffman et al. 1984)o                      ~

In general, however~ it appears that runoff volume is the most important

factor controlling the loading of pollutan~s~ wi~h the preceding dry

period and peak rainfall intensity controlling concentrations of

¯            pollu~ants (Athayds et al. 1982).

The constituents in s~ormwater runoff are not mobilized (i.e.,

released) equally during a storm.    Some constituents are mobilized

quickly and o~here are not mobilized until later (Hoffman st ale 1984,

¯ Ellis st al. 1986). The characteristic solubility and volatility of a

-~’ compound con~rlbute to the facility wi~h which it is incorporated into

¯ ~hs surface runoff of any particular storm.    For Instance, ell and

0.. grease are highly water-lnsoluble, and not likely to be flushed into the

runoff unless ~hs flow is sufficient to pick up particles with which

they are associaEed (CRWQCB 1986). Suspended solids show a similar

runoff pattern, as does both volume of runoff flow and high molecular
¯ weight PAHs which are associated wi~h suspended solids. Some of these

are enriched on small particles and some on large particles; these

¯ particles are differentially removed during a storm (Hell,an et al.

"~’ 1984). Thus it is important to measure the quantity of each constituent

¯ mobilized at various parts of the storm ~,cls°

STORMWATER RUNOFF STUDIESIN THE SANTA MONICA BAY DRAINAGE BASIN

~V Several agencies and organizations have conducted or are conducting

stormwater pollution or marine sampling programs that may measure

stormwater pollution in Santa Monica Say as a side benefit.    These

include the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (~ater Quality

Division -- formerly Flood ConLrol) , Los Angeles County Health

Department, Los Angeles City Department of Public Works (Hyperion

~ Treatment Plant) , Southern California Coastal Water Research Project

~ ! ,~    ~- University ’~� ~hern ca~ffornla (~nstltute for Marine

and Coas~l Studies) and the Office of the Chief Administrative Officer
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of the County of LOS Angeles (OCAOCLA). The Los Angeles County

Department of Pu~llc Works and SCCWRP have collected samples in upstream

portions of storm drains as well as at outlets. Both, as well as

OCAOCLA, have measured a variety of constituents found in stormwater,

with OCAOCLA conducting the most complete analysis of constituents. The

Los Angeles County Health Department and the Hyp~rlon Treatment Plant

have monitored the inshore areas of the ocean in Santa Monlca for

coliform bacteria. The U~Iversity of Southern Califor111a (Souls and

Ogurl ]977) has sampled runoff at the mouth of Marina del Rey and SCCWRP

~as sampled runoff upstream in Ballon.a Creek; both sampled specifically

during , tormao

A report on investigations concerning reported cases of cancer in

lifeguards and of the Pico-Kenter storm drain conducted b~ the Office of

the Chief Administrative Officer of the Count~ of Los Angeles (OCAOCLA

]98] } described the characteristics of storm channel runoff of the Santa

Monlca Bay drainage. A wide variety of heavy metals and other toxic

materials were measured in storm channels in this drainage. The stor~

channel water was dominated in yearly emission rate by total dissolved

solids, chloride, sodium, sulphate, and chemical oxygen demand (COD).

More than 250 components of each sample were assigned to polar and

nonpolar groupings; the Ames test (Ames et el. ]987} showed the nonpolar

grouping to be mutagenic, but no specific mutagen was found. Petroleu~

products, phthalate esters (in thinners, lauquers, and varnishes}, and

automobile coolant constituents (e.go ethylene glycol esters and

propylene glycol) were measured, and these are potentially mutagenic

(COWT, HRC ]984}.

The Waste Management Section, Water Quality Division of the Los

Angeles County Department of Public Works (LACDPW) has examined the

constituents of stormwater at the outlets of four drains since

t97] and upstream in Ballona Creek (Cheung 1987; Waste Management

Section, LACDPW, unpubl, data).    At present, storm drain outlets are

sampled at Short Street (Santa Monlca Canyon} and Pico (Kenter storm

drain), and upstream on Ballona Creek at Sawtelle Avenue. The storm

drains at Malibu Creek (sampled at Cross Creek Rmad) and Topanga Canyon

(at Pacific Coast Highway) were also samplsd before ]984. Theee
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stations are sampled quarterly for certain constituents and annually for

a wide range of constituents (Cheung 1987). From 1974 to 1984 the full

complement of constituents was sampled monthly. Recent surveys have not

purposely sampled during storms. In general, flow data were not

measured, but these data are kept

January 1988 the Pico and Short Street outlets will be sampled more

frequently and during storms (Chsung 1987).

The Recreational Hea~th Program, Bureau of Envlro~ntal

Protection, Los Angeles County Public Health D~partment, has sampled 13

stations along the beach in Santa Monlca Bay during 1986 and 1987o

station extend Pulga Canyon, Pacific Palisades, to AvenueThese f~’om

Redondo Beach, and include the following storm drains: Pulga,

Chautauqua, Santa Monica Pier, Pico-Kenter, AshLand, Windward, Marina

del Rey sw~u~ area, Ballona Creek, Imperial Highway, Grand Avenue, 34th

Place, Redondo Pier, and Avenue I. Each station was sampled about 50 ¯

upcoast and 50 m downcoast from the outlet on a weekly schedule

(Recreational Health Program, Bureau of Environmental Protection, Los

Angeles County Public Health Department, unpubl, data). Samples were

collected at the edge of the ocean and analyzed for total colltorm,

fecal coliform, and enterococcus. Samples were not collected at the

storm drains for three to four days after a storm because of high

coliform counts. These high collform counts are often associated with

nonhuman sources (i.e. horse corrals, soll bacteria, bird droppings} and

the high counts rapidly decline to normal within a few days after a

storm. Enterococcus is likely to be used more frequently in future

studies because it is a better indicator of potential human

co. Inatlo. ,K. bjlan 1987.  rs. co-..,...
Hyperion Treatment Plant has also conducted a similar monitoring

program of the beach and storm drain outlets of Santa Monlca Bay.

Hyperion has collected water samples for 30 years from 17 beach stations

and 8 offshore stations (along the 9 m isobath); storm drain outlets and

areas of temporary speclal concern have also been sampled (Bartlett

~987, pers. comm.).    Three additional stations were added in August

1987. ~each stations were loca~.ed from Pledra Gorda Canyon tO Malaga

Cove a~d o£fshore
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Beach stations(Hyperlon Treatment Plant data, unpubl.), have been

once Thesampled once daily and offshore stations weekly. Pico and

Ballona Creek storm drains are monitored daily and several other storm

drains (Entradsro, Pulga Canyon, Sunset, Brook, Ashland, Market Street,

Imperial Highway, Grand Avenue, and Avenue I) have been sampled Mondays,

and FridaysWednesdays, except when high dry weather flows occur, at

which time sampled during high flows. Water quality is sampledthey are.

at the surfaceand      2 m above the bottom (the latter since August 1987)

at the nearshore stations; beach samples are taken by wading into the

surf (Bartlett 1987, pars. comm.).    In general, total collform and

enterococcue are the pr~-,nary constituents measured, although fecal

coliform is also measured at weekly intervals.

Bay mussels (Mytilue edulls) and California mussels (N.

callfornianus) growing in Marina del Re7 and ~aliona Creek were examined

for enterovlruees in 1975. The Ballona Creek mussels were also examined

for total coliform and enterococcl. Enterovlrusee were found in both

areas and coliform and enterococcl counts were high at Ballona Creek.

19751.

POTENTIALLY I~4PORTANT CONSTITUENTS FOR ANALYSIS

Stormwater samples have been analyzed for many conventional water

qu~llty parameters as well as those known to be important in municipal

wastewater.    In addition, other constituents have been suggested as

being important, and ultimately a complete llst of EPA priority

pollu~ants could be examined. At present 126 pollutants are on this

llst. These include the following major classes: metals and Inorganics;

pesticides; PCBs and related compounds; halogenated allphatics; ethers;

monocyclic aromatics; phenols and cresols; phthalate esters; polycycllc

aromatics; and nltrosamines and miscellaneous compounds. These

pollu~ants are variously compartmentalized between the water (suspended

solids or dlssolved), sediments (organic or inorganic fractions}, and

bio~ (phytoplankton, zooplankton, macrophytes, benthos, fish, birds,

and mammals) (Chapman at al. 1982).    Some heavy metals and PAHe

accumulate in the sea surface microiayer (i.e. upper 0.vJn’: to 0.10 me}
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(CR~QCB and EPA 1987). Hence different fractions of the eto~eter

runoff should be examined to obtain the greatest concentrations of these

constituents. In addltlon~ the priority pollutants vary in their

volatility, ability to accumulate i. the envlro~ment, a.d their

persistence (Chapman et ale |982).

Because of the high cost of a complete analysis of EPA priority

pollutants, the pollutants chosen for ana lyele should be ranked

according to their persistence and potential harmful affects. Based On

chemical properties and behavlor, the most persistent, nonvolatile

constituents that accumuLate~ in the environment would be of most concern

and hence should be targeted in monitoring studies. These include many

of the metals and Inorganlcs (areenlc~ beryllium, cadmium,

copper, lead, mercury, nickel, selenium, silver, thallltm, and

Among the pesticides these include DDD, DDE, DDT, dieldrin,

endrln, aldehyde, heptachlor, heptachlor epoxlde, TCDD, and toxaphene°

Six PCB arochlore and 2-chloronaphthalene also fall into this category°

Only 2 of 22 halogenated aliphatlca fall into this category; these are

hexachlorobutadlene and hexachlorocyclopentadlene o     Of the ¯ thor8 t

4-chlorophenyl phen71 ether and 4-bromophenyl phenyl ether are potential

target compounds by these criteria. Only one of 12 monocycllc aromatics

(hsxachlorobenzene) is a potential target. Pentachlorophenol and 2,4

-dlmethylphenol are the most important of the phenol/cresol category.

All phthalate esters and polyp/clio aromatic hydrocarbons on the EPA

list are persistent, nonvolatile, and accumulative as well as dlphenyl

nl trosamlne, dl-n-propyl nl trosamine,    3,3 ’ -dlchlorob~nzldlne, and

|, 2-diphenylhydrazlne (Chapman et el° |982} o

From the human health standpoint, human disease and disease

indicators are important, along with potential carcinogens.    H~man

disease indicators, such as total coliform, fecal coliform, and

enterococcue, are frequently examined in water quality samples

(Kebabjlan 1987, pars. comm.}. Collform and fecal streptococcus

enterococcus) are common in fecal material and sewage and are generally

not ~hogenic. Fecal streptococci may survive better in coastal waters

th~n coliform bacteria. ~almonella bacteria were the only pathogenic
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during 1974 and 1975 and these occurred in low abundance. Most bacteria                     I ,

causing infectious and enteric human diseases would be expected to enter

the sea in municipal wastewater. Antibiotics produced by marine algae,
diatoms, and fungi as well as competition from marine bacteria and                     I

selective predation by microorganisms contribute to the poor survival of

enteric bacteria in the ocean (Kim 1975). Enteric viruses (e.g.                      ~

pollovirus, coxsackle virus, echovlrus, and the virus that causes

infectious hepatitis) have been found in sewage effluent and ~hese have

been found in mussels in Marina del Rey and Ballona Creek. The virus

that causes infectious hepatitis is the most dangerous and the most

dlfflcult to detect (Morris and Kim |975}.

Although many potential substances are carcinogenic to rats and

mice, the normal exposure of humans to these carcinogens may be ~ess

than would be expected to cause cancers.    In addition, the risk oE

acquiring cancer from the concentrations oZ many popularly-targeted

carcln°gen" (at c°ncentrati°ns norma117 "~l~rlenced b~ humans durin"

their normal activities) may be much less than the risk associated with

other substances that are normally encountered in daily activities (but

which are less frequently recognized as carcinogens}. A recent s~udy

(Ames et al. 1987) suggests ~hat the conventional manner of ranking

potentlal human carcinogens may be in error and hence may require

re-evaluation. Based on their analyses, current levels of pesticide

residues and water pollution may be of mlnlmal concern relative to the

background levels of natural substances.    Nevertheless, until their

method has gained wade acceptance, ranklngs of carclnogeniclty of

contaminants given by regulatory agencies should continue to be used,

~articularl7 since the health of the marine llfe is also at risk.

From the marine life standpoint those constituents that occur at

acutely toxic concentrations would be of greater concern than those that

cause sublethal effects, although these could also effect future

generations of a species.

Additional compounds to be considered are dioxlns, furans, and

chlorophenols (Dahlgren 1987, pets. comm.). Dioxins are produced as a

byproduct o£ defoliants, b7 incineration of PC8, and may occur in some

waste ell (Dahlgren 1987, pers. comm.; Sims 1987, pere. comm.}. Dioxins
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occur at parts per trillion levels in human adipose tissue. In

addition, organic compounds of mercury and other metals are important

contaminants as well as organophosphate, pyre~hrat~, and carbama~e

pesticides, phthala te esters (associated with plastics), and

tetrachlore~hans (a dry cleaning solvent).

,EASUREMENT OF PRECIPITATION AND SURFACE RUNOFF 2

The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works collec~

precipitation records at 300 stmtions in the County; three of ~heso

stations lle within the areas chosen~for detailed study (See "Selection .. :

of Detailed Study Areas")However, only the Civic Center gage includes

15-mlnute values and can therefore be used dlrsctly in modeling runoff

events. Runoff gages with 15-minute sampling frequency are also

maintained by the Count-/. While historical records are available at

eighteen sites within the study area, only six of these are currently

maintained.    Runoff is tebulated for daily mean values; 15-minute

values --,st be computed by hand from punched gage records using rating

tables.

The 1ocation and length of record for currently maintained stations

are shown In Tabl, ,.

£n the early 1970s the then Los Angeles County Flood Control

Dis~ric~ estimated 100-year runoff values based on land use, impervious

cover, slope, and area using the Modified Rational Method. While the

results from this study would not be directly applicable to estimating

runoff volumes from smaller storms, these raw data would provide useful

input to a more storm-speclfic model.

STORMWATER POLLUTANT REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

8oth s~ructural and non-s~ructural techniques will be considered in

evaluating proposed projects tO control pollutant runoff associated with

stormwater transport. Traditionally, s~ructural techniques (physically

intercepting the runoff waters and treating them in some manner} have

been favored by engineers and planners due, in part, to the ability to
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TABLE I
L

PRECIPITATION AND STREAMFLOW GAGES IN STUDY AREA

~, Prec Ipl ta tlon Record
or Flow Station Name # Latitude Longitude Since

~

P" LA Civlc Cen~er 716 34" 3’ 9" 118"14’13" 1872
P USC Campus 278 34° 2’ 0" 118"18’46" 1929
P Inglewood 116 33"57’53" 118"21’22" 1919
P Topanga Patrol S~a 34" 5’ 0" 18"36’ 0" ?

~ P* Burbank Valley PU~p
Plant 34"11’ 0" 18"21° 0" ?

F Santa Monlca

~ below Rustle. Canyon 34" I’ 2" 18"31’ 0" 1931
F Santa Monlca

above Rustic Canyon 34" I’48" 18"30’54" 1940
F Rnstlo Canyon above~ Santa ~onica 34" |’48" |18"30’54" 1956Canyon
F* Ballona Creek a%

Sawtelle 38 33"59’54" 118"24t 5" 1928

~
F* Topanga Canyon above

canyon mou~ 54 34" 3’52" 118"35’10" 1930
F* Sawtelle

¯ Channel above Culver 301 33"59’54" 118"24’54" 1951

* - |5-minute records available

,,
!1 better quantify ~he resulta of such actions. Some of the more prominent

technlqu~s used in past stormwater control efforts have Inc1~ded:

|| o skimming of runoff surface to remove floatlng objects and oi~

and grease fractions

~ o swirl or loop sections of conduit to promote settllng of

particulates in ~he flow

~
o screens and filters to remove larger partlcula~es

o set~llng basins to remove particulates

~’ o detention basins to reduce overall runoff and promote

groundwa tar recharge

1 o wetland areas to fi1~er stormwater flows in passage

Problems associated with ~hese ~echnlques have included low rates

of successful removal of ~arget fractions, restricted land availability

for implementation, inability to hnndle water volumes associated with

larger storms, con~amlnation of groundwater resuitin~
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efforts, increasing urbanization in the target area, and technlcal

difficulties with the control equi~nt.

Non-structural control techniques rely on urban planning D

management practlces, and Increased regulatory measures to reduce th.

amounts of pollutant material available to be removed by stormwater

ru~of~ fl~e. ~hese tsc~i~es includ.:

o initiation or increase in frequency of vacuum s~reet sweeping

o restrictions on certsln land uses

o improved construction practices and requirements

o increased enforcement practices by regulatory agencies

o increased initiation and public awareness of monitoring program

for t~xice and other illegallT-dlecharged materials to deter

violations

Proble=e associated vith these teclmiquee have included lack of

operational effectiveness data, 1or or uncertain rates of pollutant

reduction, public disinterest or refusal to comply vtth regulations,

lack o£ comm£t~nent to en£orcemant by regulatory bodies, and budget

Based on a review of the historical effectiveness of both

s~ructural and non-structural control technologies, the wide diversity

of land uses in ~.he study area, and the lack of any large concentration

of a single land use, the solutions to the control of stormwater runoff

into Santa Monlca Bay will probahl7 be a combination of structural

controls intercepting stormwaters from large areas and areawide non-

s~ructual techniques.     During the course of the project, these

perceptions will be re-evaluated in light of more extensive land use

mapping, data acquired during the monitoring phase, and evaluatlons of

cost-effectlveness.

NATIONAL URBAN RUNOFF STUDIES

The National Urban Runoff Program was conducted b~ the EPA and

local au~horltle e between 1977 and |982 to clarlf7 the role of

stormwa~er runoff as a pollution source. Twenty-eight locations across

the natlonal were selected ro participate. Common d~ta management
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procedures were established which permitted comparing the data at the
L

end of the study. Some of the main conclusions were:

o It is possible to characterize stormwater quality by a quant£t7

called the Event ,ean Concentration {EMC).    Using th£,
7parameter, storm events at a given site, as well as at different

sites, can be compared. With relatlvel7 simple statistics it is

possible to characterize both the storms and the resulting

pollution.

o Log-normal e~atistical dls~ributions adequately represent both

the storm-to storm variations in pollutant EMC~ at an urban site        "’"

and slt~- to-site variations in the median ENCs whloh

charactarize individual sites.

o Heavy metals, especially copper, lead, and zinc are by far the

most prevalent priority pollutant.

and at lower concen~ratione ~han the heavy ~etals.

o Collform bacteria are generally present at high levels.

o Total suspended solids (TSS) concentrations are fairly high

compared to wastawater treatment plant discharges. In general,

TSS contains more man-made products such as particles from ~ires

and street surfaces and less blogenic particulates than does

municipal sewage effluent°

o Nutrients are generally present in runoff but concentrations are

not high compared to other sources°

o Although runoff volume and total pollutant load are generally

highly correlated, little correlation was found between event

mean concentrations and runoff volumes. At only thirty percent

of t.he si~es was a correlation found to be significant at the

ninety percent level. Some sites showed positive correlations,

indicating scouring, while others showed negative correlations.

All in all, the variability among sites overwhelmed differences

in EMC among different land uses or geographic regions,
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The standard pollutants measured in the NURP study were total                     L

suspended solids, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), COD, fecal coliform,

to~al and soluble phosphorus, to~al KJeldahl nitrogen, nltrlt~ and

hi.ate nitrogen, to~l copper, to~l lead, and to~l zinc. In add~tlon~

~e prlori~y ~llu~n~s were ex~Ined a~ ~ny of ~he sites. Even~ mean

concen~a~ions and coefficients of varla~ion were given for

~llu~n~s. In general, only ranges Eor ~he prlori~y ~llu~n~s were

The ~In value oE Ehe ~RP s~udy is the develo~d me~olo~ for

sampling and a~lysis. ~so, si~Ifi~n~ advances are ~Ing ~de

designing r~edles ~o sto~aEer ~lu~ion such as de~nEion

which ~ke advan~ge of s~EisEi~l

~ natlonal on ~n ~off Is being conduc%edongoing program

Ehe U.S. ~ologlcal S~ey. ~s~ts fro~ ~Is and o~er st~les

included as a~ulr~.                                                                                   1
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STUDY WORK PLAN

This section details the work to be completed during th¯ monitoring

and evaluation phases of this study.

SELECTION OF KEY POLLUTANTS

Criteria for Selected Pollutants                                       .

Criteria include identification with adverse eff¯ct¯ on human

health or with adverse biological and aesthetic effect¯ in Santa Nonlca

Bay and on beaches, public concern, contribution of ¯tormwat¯r runoff

loading versus total loading, Implementability of control¯, and cost of

analysls (not a criterion for ¯llminatlon). Recommendation¯ were taken

from ¯valuation of the historical literature, me¯tlng¯ with the City and

other interested group¯, and discus¯Ion¯ with the pro Jo~t~ ¯

toxIcologistt Dr. James Dahlgron.

Target Pollutant List

Anal~8i8
Me thod                    Cost

-Enterococcu¯ SM 910a $ 25
(Par tlcula te-as¯ocla ted}

solids SM 20~Ca $ 10
-arsenic 206.3. 22
-mercury 245.5.D 22

-copper 220. ].D 40

-nickel 249. I .D 40

-lead 239.
-zinc 289. I o 40
-dioxins 613c 400
-PAHs 6 | 0c | 50

(Lipid soluble-associated)
-ell and grease 4~3~2b 60
-p~stlcldes and PCBs 608 80
-chlorophenoxy herbicides 8 ~ 50c | 25

Total $ |,144

a Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wast¯water
D EPA ( | 9~9)
c EPA (|982)
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Pollutants Receivin~ Consideration

Laboratory analyses of the following pollutants weE~_not performed

for the lls~ed reasons:

-Biochemical oxygen demand -not a health hazard in open Bay

waters

-Chemical oxygen demand -not a health hazard in open Bay

-Total peLroleum hydrocarbons -picked up in oil and grease

-Phthlate esters -exposure path not through

contact

-Chlorinated hydrocarbons -soot; prevalent over wide areas

-Purgable organics -exposure path not through marine

contact

-Tote1 collforms -Common in runoff from varlets/ of

-Fecal collforms -Common in runoff from variety of

sources

Recommendations of the Final Report may contain reduction maasures

for the pollutants not analyzed for, as listed above. Additionally,

control measures recommended for those constituents on the analysis list

will also be effective against the substances not tested for, as many of

the la t~er are contained in the same water col~n fractions

(particulate, lipld soluble}.

PRELIMINARY POLLUTANT LOAD ASSESSMENT

Preliminary estimates of pollutant loads have been c~culated using

loading factors obtained from several sources.     The results are

presented in Table 2. In certain cases, the data were extrapolated from

results of other studies. In particular, the following sources were

used:

o The Final Report (Volume ~) of the Nationwide Urban Runoff

Program (NURP) conducted by the EPA between 1977 and 1982. The

ioadings were caicu~a~ed by muitipiyln~ ~he Even~ Mean
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TABLE 2

PRELIMINARY ANNUAL POLLUTANT LOADINGS

Surface Runoff Hyperion Treatment Plant
Sottrcea Conc. Loading Loading Conc. Loading

(mg/L) (kgs/ (metric (mg/L) (me~rlc
acre-yr) ~one) tons)

TSS I 180 86.7 10,800 162 87,000

Arsenic 2W 0.020 0.0096 1.2 0.012 14
Cadmium 2WD <0.003 <0.0014 <0.18 0.011 5.9
Chromium 2WD <0.029 <0.014 <1.7 0.06 32
Copper I 0.04 0.019 2.4 0.2 107

2W 0.05 0.025 3.0
2D 0.015

Lead | 0.|8         0.536 66.7 0.09 48
2W <0.040 <0.019 <2.4
2D 0.010

Mercury 2WD <0.0002 �0.0001 <0.012 0.0005 0.27
Nickel 2W 0.021 0.01 1.3 0.08 43

2D <0.01
Silver 2WD 0.005 0.002 0.3 0.026 14
Zinc 1 0.20 0.096 12 0.28 150

2W <0.20 412 0.096
2D <0.10

Oil/Grease 3 7.6 29 4603.7 15,600
4W 23 11.0 1370
4D 33.7 11609.3

Pestlcldes/PCBe
PCBs 2 <0.0001 0.0005 0.06 0.0002 .011
DDT 0.0001 .054
TICH 0.00013 .070

O



TABLE 2 (Continued)

Surface Runoff                     H~erlon Treatment Planta
Source Conc. Loading Loading Conco Loading

(mg/L) (kge/ (me~ri¢ (mg/L) (metric
acre-yr) tone} tons)

PA~s 5 0.00276 0.34
Dioxln
Cnlorophenoxy

Herblcidee

Enterococcue

BOD I 12 7205.8 120
COD I 82 40 4900

a Sources: I. Nationwide Urban Runoff Program; Athyade st alo (1982)
2. Los Angeles County DPW flood data (estimate from raw data to be revised).
3. Stenstrom Study.
4. SCCRWP (1973)
5. Hoffman etal. (1984)
W. Storm flow.
D. Dry weather flOWo
S. Hyperion Treatment Plant effluent (1985); Infor~a~on will be

updated am available for the ftnsl report.



Concentrations (EMC)by t.he estimated runoff volumefor the

whole study area.

Wao quality data from the Sawtelle Blvd. sampling station on

Ballona Creek provide concentrations of pollutants taken during

both dry and storm conditions. These data are from analyses of

grab samples taken approximately monthly by the Los Angeles

County Department of Public Works. Ballona Creek drains about

46 percent of the study area and is therefore qu~te

representative of the whole study area, assuming no sanitary

sewage overflows. (In many cases the concentrations oE target

pollutanta were at or below the lower’level of detectabillt~ and

were reported only as less than a given amount.)     The

calculations oE Icadings were made aS follows:

Loading - Concentration x Rainfall x Runoff Coeff. x Area

Loading - metric tons per

Runoff coeff.    0.32 (based on percent impervious surface)

Area - 50p302 ha

A forthcoming statistical analysis of the concentration data from the

County will help to update this information.

o The Southern California Coastal Water Research Project data

(1973 and later) was used for some of the estimates such as ell

and grease.

The prelLmlnary pollutent data presented in Table 2 will be updated as

additional information is obtained.

In order to make a preliminary pollutant load assessment, the

pollutant loads from the surface runoff were compared to the annual

loads from the Hyperion Treatment Plant effluent stream. This comparison

ks useful in judging the approximate relative impact of the surface

runoff on an annual basis. Only the |985 values for the effluent from

~he combined secondary and primary processes are shown, since the sludge

stream wall be directed elsewhere in ~he near future.    If the sludge
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stream had been included, the relative lapact of ~he runoff pollutlon
L

would be even

The evaluation of overall Importance of each pollu~ant was based

partly on ~he followlng crlt.rl.:

Load in runoff more than 10 percent of amount discharged by

Hyperion Treatment Plant for:

o Oil and Grease

o Total Suspended Solids

Load between. 5 and 10 percent, Eor:

o Arsenio

o Chromium

o ~ad ~

~ad less ~n 5 ~rcent for:

o Silver

In the 1973 Sou~e~ ~lifo~la ~s~ Water Research ~oJect

(SCCWRP) reporE, a comparison of pollu~nE sources for ~he entire

Sou~e~ Califo~ia BighE was presen~d. ~so included were

con~ibutlons from Ind~ia~ vaste8~ vesse18~ ocean d~plng, and aerial

fallou~. In ~n7 cases, ~e es~s were ve~ rough and ~y no longer

apply ~cause of c~nges In re~laEions conceding ~, ~sEicldes, and

lead In gasollne. To ~e exEenE ~sslble. Ehese da~ will be u~a~ed ~o

reflec~ c~ren~ ~11uEion sources In ~e ~n~ ~nlca ~7-

SELECTION OF D~AILED S~DY ~

Selection of areas for de~iled s~dy was ~sed u~n ~he need ~

c~racEerlze s~o~a~er ~off c~rac~erls~Ics and IdenEify ~ndi~Ee

areas for ~llu~n~ con~ol oE ks7 pollu~n~s.     The meEhodolo~

developed anticlines Ehe need Eo IdenEif7 ~llu~nE loads b7 land use

~ypes occurring wi~In ~he s~udy region and to prescribe ~llu~nE
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reduction techniques that are specific tO vatting land use types. Land

use crltarla for t~e City of ~os Angeles were used in site se~ectlon.

These crlterla are included in Appendix

The methodology for selection of areas for de~ailed study included

develol~nent of information on land use, drainage patterns, and

availability of access to drains to collect stormwater data.

Candidate areas for detailed study were selected based upon the

need to collect information on relatively homogeneous land use types

that could be isolated for purposes of monitoring without a high degree

of interference from other land use activities. These desirable

characteristics Included the need to identify a single locatlon to

monitor runoff volmaes and stormwater pollutant values draining an area

representative of the land use type. Land use and drainage maps and

aerial photographs for areas within the stud7 region were analyzed for

candldate sltes for detailed study by Identlfication of areas satlsf,lngthe above criteria.

A series of candidate areas was identified for each of the five

land use types to be evaluated

commercla10 residential, and transportation}. In addition, a monitoring

location that would provide integrated information on the above land use

types was sought. Preliminary monitoring locations were located based

on drainage maps. A11 of the candidate areas for evaluation were

located within the Ballona Creek watershed area, which conetltu~es

approximately 46 percent of the drainage area and is the single largest

etormwater input to Santa Monlca

Each of the candidate areas was inspected to verify the land uas

types within the area drained, to identify monitoring ~ocatlons, and to

isolate an7 potentlal problems in data collection ~hat may not have been

apparent based upon the evaluation of land use and drainage maps and

aerial photographs.     The location of the monitoring station was

identified in the field for each candidate area.

screened against the selection criteria.The candidate areas were deleted because of land use types

Several of the candidate sites were

~at were not representative of the m~pped classification, drainage
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patt~rn~ that did not correspond with mapped information, and problems

in gaining access for field monitoring.    The field inspection also

identified potential problems in collecting representatlv¯ samples Of

areas ~pstream due to incomplete mixing or in monitoring flow volumes at

the c~fluenoe of several flow stream¯ where backwater conditions may

Interfere with the accuracy of flOW readings.

~ increase the effectiveness of any proposed pollutant reduction

measures or projects, the monitoring program will focus on data

collection, analysis and control strategies that correlate these factors

to s~:IflC land use tyPeS that produce the hlgh¯st loading¯, and

conc~tzatlone of key pollutants- For Instanca~ national studle¯ have

demonstrated that transportation facilities (e.g., highways} contribute

high e~:entratlons and a significant perc¯ntage of th¯ loading of PAH~o

By ~tnating areas used for transportation for both th¯
contr~m~ion to this loading and for potential control strat¯gi¯s, the

-- this pollutant are llkal7 to be
most e~ectlve contrOl projects tot

~r~terla used in choosing specific area¯ for study included:

lied in the request for propo¯a~
L Land uses speci .... 1~ taut loading~. Land uses deemed to contribut¯ ¯lgniZlcan~

cal informationbased on historl      _..,.fflclant size to extrapolate to the

~ Location of an area u=

overall study area

~ Area .representative" of clt7wlde la.d uset to sample a single land use from a single drain

~. Abili .Y    -L=In the Santa Monies Bay drainage ar¯a

~. Location

~. Location within the City of Los AngeleS, if possible-

~Im different land use types selected included residential,

ccum~l, light industrial, and t~-ansportation- Criteria apPlicable to

each~ as listed a~ove included the

s ~esidsntla~                |s I, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
#s I, 5, 4, 5, 6, 7

s commercial

SLlght industrial
#s I, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

¯ TransportatiOn
#s 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
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No Heavy [ndustrlal land use sites that corresponded to the listed
L

criteria were available in the City of LOs Angeles. Alternate sites in

other cities were investigated for conformance to the remaining

criteria. These areas encompassed ¯ number of m~all me~al fabricating,

metal plating, and similar industries that are potential sources for

many of the ~arget pollutants. None of the sites examined were suitable

2for monitoring duo

inaccessibility of storm drainage in the candidate areas

non-availabillty of sampling locations collecting runoff from

the Industrial.area only

lack of sufficient area at the candidate 1ocatlons to make

extrapolation to the study area rsalleEi=

Englneerlng-Sclence recommends that "r.he Heavy Industrial ~and use

be dropped from the study due to:

o ve~ lo~ percent: occurrence An the study area as compared tO

other tend uses

o lack of a suitable sampling area in the drainage basin

o low probablllty of cost-effectlve treatment of stormwater runoff

due to low level of accessibility to the runoff stream; most

locations accessible by storm drains represent parcels of only

15 to 20 acres

o City land use requirements mandate that Heavy Industrial areas

must capture and treat storm runoff prior to releasing it to the

storm drain system
The Transportation land use was added to those originally required

in the Request for Proposal due to the Importance of automobile

transportation in the City region, the extensive area of the study basin

covered b7 road and highway networks, and the importance of runoff

pollutants from transportation land uses evident in the literature.

The locations of proposed stud7 sampling locations are listed in

Table 3.

The recommended Residential land use site is an area of mixed                            j

rslngle-famtl7 and multl-family housing, and was deemed to be

representative of overall study area residential land uses. Within the
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TABLE 3

pROPOSED SAMPLING LOCATIONS

Land Uset Location Area Access
(N-E-S-W Bounds) (Acres}

Residential West Adams 95 Manhole On
( 25th-St. Andrews- Cimmaron
Jefferson-Arlington)

Commerclal Los Angeles 38 Manhole on |2th
( Olymplc-Grand
12 th-Figueroa )

Light LOs A~gelea 57 Manhole on Adam~

Industrial ( 22hal-Main-Adams-Hope )

Transportation West Adams 27 Manhole on
( 1- I 0 Freeway                           Broneon
[ E]Western-
[w) Crens~v)

Combined Use*" Hancock Park 9,750 Manhole on

Ballona Creek                           WindsoE
(covered)

* Using City of Los Angeles Land Use Criteria
** Location Collects from Several Land Use Types

selected area is a oil/gas production site, a potential source of

contaminant runoff into ~he sample collection area. communication with

the o~erator of the site (UNOCAL) indicated ~hat, for the past year, all

surface runoff from the site has been retained on-site and relnJected
into existing older wells on the property. Visual examination of the

culvert below the production site showed no evidence of oll or grease

discharges (dead vegetation, sLalnlng of the s~rset pavement, etc.).

The area was deemed suitable for use as the Residential land use study

site. Other potentially suitable sites are available in Rancho Park and

Culver City. The Rancho Park site is a primarily upper-class

nelghbornood of single-family homes that may not be represen~atlve of

the study area. The Culver City site is more of an older mlddle-class

area with all single-family dwellings.
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LThe Combined Use area indicated in the table was chosen to provide

a site to examine the physical mode o~ transport for the target

pollutants. This concept will be more fully detailed in the section
tltled "Proposed Monltorlng Program."                                                         I

Locations of candidate and o~her sltee examined are shown in Figure                     ~

I. Detailed maps of the proposed sites llsted in the ~able above are

included in Figures 2 through 5.

PROPOSEDMONITORINGPROGRAM

The proposed monl~oring program encompasses bo~h onshore and

offshore sampling. The onshore program at the storm drain locations

described above will be used to determin~ polluLant loading assocla~ed

with the different land use types.

The offshore collection program will be used prlmarily to ascertain

the presence of the target pollutants in offshore waters. No attempt

will be made in ~lls study to relate pollutant presence offshore with

studies of the fates of these compounds in the marine environment.

Conceptual Samplln~ Plan

The sampling plan was designed ~o provide the information needed tO

characterize runoff and provide necessary input to engineers and

planners for devslo~nent of pollu~ant ru,off reduction projects. This

information included:

o Spatial - where pollutents are coming fro~

o Temporal - when pollutants are transported

-event(rainfall,

-season

-year

o Physical - how polluLan~s are transported

Proposed Sampling Plan

Approach

Based on the design outlined above, the following sampling plan is

In forms tlon:
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POLLUTANT REDUCTION STUDY
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SANTA MONICA BAY STORMWATER
POLLUTANT REDUCTION STUDY

Proposed Sampling Site         ~     I~              - ~T~ v "

I"=I000’

LAND USE STUDY AREA                                               ~



o Spatial - comparison of runof~ characteristics from different

land use types

Land use types to be sampled during the e~udy include:

o residentlal

o co~merclel

o light Indus~rlal

o ~rans~or~a tlon

o Temporal - hydrograph and "pollutograph" comparison

determine ~he time response of pollutant washoff ~o duration

and In~enslt7 of ralnfall:

o Three storm events

o first seasonal s~orm (see ~ext below)

o hee~ midseeson s~orn

o late seasonal s~orm

o dr~ 8eases lov flow - coml~si~e over 24 hours

0 Physlcal - mode and locatloa of transport as tndlcated in the

~able of sampling sites:

o One station sampling from three discrete wa~er column

fractions

o hydrophoblc "floating" fraction (ell and grease,

o mldcolumn

o particulate "bedload"

o Offshore - confirmation of pollu~ant presence

o Seven stations, two water column levels (upper I/4

m idwa t~ r )

Location of Offshore Samplln~ S~atlons

The loca~ion of monitoring stations for the offshore sampling

program are as follows:
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TABLE

OFFSHORE SAMPLING STATIONS

~ottom Sample
Station Latitude Longitude Depth (m) Depth (m)

33"58’20" 118"28’25" 9 S,4A
B 33"58’ 0" ||8"28’ 3" 9 S~4
C 33"57’33" 118"27’30" 5 S~2
D 33"57’11" 118"27’22" g S,4
E 33"56’44" 118"27’ 7" 9 S~4
F 33"5?’27" 118"28’ 2" 14 S~7
G 33"57’14" 118"28’29" 18

S - upper I/4 meter

SLatlon locations are presented in Figure 6o

Onshore station samples will be collected using automati= water

collection pump samplers (ISCO or equlvalsnt) to co~lect discrete

samples at specified InZervalso The samplers will be coupled with a

flow-monltorlng device programmed ~o activate the samplers based on a

preprogrammed increase in flow rate within the storm drain

from rainfall runoff. The samplers Zhemsslves are tlme-programmable,

allowing a fixed or variable time interval between sample collection.

The sampllng Interval will be determined by examining historical

duratlon/intenslty da~a for ralnfa11 events in the study area. A 15-30

minu~e interval is currently planned. Sufficient sample vol%~e will be

collected to provide water for all chemical anal~seao

Offshore collections will use a manually-actlvated c~oeing bottle

device (Van Dorn or equivalent) to collect both near-surface (upper I/4

meter) and mldcolumn discrete samples. Only one sample at each depth

from the seven proposed stations is planned. Collections will be made

within two to three hours of the beginning of a storm to catch the

expected maxima in pollutant concentrations, minimize influence of other

runoff sources near the mouth of Ballona Creek, and complete sampling

before the Duildup of infiltration waters into the sewerage system that

may result in sewage spills into Ballona Creek. The timing of offshore

collections will necessarily be influenced by weather and safety

considerations.
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Offshore will

b~ginning of ~he s~or~ even~, d~ng ~he same ~r~od ~ ~no~

are being collec~ed. ~ Indlca~ed by Table 4 and Figur~ 6, the offshore

s~tlons are concentrated off the mouth of ~I~o~

A concep~1 example of s~ple collectton s~ate~ £s depicted

Fi~re 7.    The ~wo cu~es represent vol~e of ~off fl~ and

concentration of some ~11u~nE in the fl~. While r~off flow

is expected ~o build over ~he initial period of the storm,

pollu~n~ constituents are mobilized very quickly, and rea=h peak

concen~aEions prior ~o ~e ~ak of ~off fl~

Collection of wa~er samples from s~ eewers wil~ be

soon after ~e ~glnnlng of ~e ralnfall event, as ~e fl~

monitoring r~off levels are ~Iggered by ~e ~ncrease In f~ and

ac~iva~ the samplers. Sa~le collec~ion will continue ~Eil ~off

fl~s drop ~o ~heAr pre-evenE levels.    Beiges will ~ repla~d

necessa~ ~o collect samples over ~e d~a~ion of eleva~d flws.

Vol~e of samples collec~d will ~ sufficienE to satisfy

requlremen~s of ~he a~17zlng ~ra~o~ ~o complete ~s~Ing using EPA

or SM men.oily (see "~lec~ion of Key Pollu~n~"}. The

confined in the ISCO samplers hold ~een 350 and I ,000 ml; more

one ~o~le ~7 have ~o ~ filled for each s~ple ~ sa~Isf~

re~Ir~en~. Sampler seducing will ~ sched~ed ~sed on ~s Of

~mples being collec~d, wolfe requirements, etc. S~Ict adherance

prese~atlon tec~iques, ~ndling, holding t~es, and o~er

pro~cols wil~ be obse~ed.

The figure also indi~tes a ~enEial time sequence of samples

chosen for analysis of ~arget constituents. As suggested by the

li~eraE~e and indlcaEed by the cu~e of r~off ~llu~nt concen~atlon

versus E~e in Fi~re 7, ~ny of ~he ~Jor ~llu~n~s are mobilized

e~rly In ~he s~o~ even~.    I~ may ~ necessary Eo analyze a greater

n~r of sam~les collected near ~e ~glnning of the ralnfal~ even~

order to best c~racterlze the presence of such ~llu~nts in the r~ofE

stream. ~alysis of fewer samples at longer inte~als near the end oE
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CONDUCT OFFSHORE SAMPLING
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SAMPLE ANALYZED FOR TARGET CONSTITUENTS
necessary)

FIGURE 7. CONCEPTUAL RUNOFF AND POLLUTANT CONCENTRATION REPONSE

FOR WINTER STORM SHOWING INITIATION OF SAMPLING MODES AND

POTENTIAL SPACING OF SAMPLES ANALYZED FOR TARGET CONSTITUENTS
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~.be event will assure that significant concentrations of such pollutants

are not missed in assessing loading to the ~y during the sto~.

Collectlon and analysis of runoff samples during three winter

sto~s is c~rently phnned.     The absence of cer~in ~llu~nt

constituents d~Ing the first storm w~ll be cause to eliminate their

analysls In subsequent sto~s. ~lysls for these constituents will

again ~ conducted d~Ing s~er low flow collections.    Using this

proced~e, ~e l~i~d ~rato~ budget ~n ~ directed t~ard

consti~en~ fo~d fre~ently in r~oEf samples and re~Irlng more

extensive a~lysos.

~alysis of S~ptes

~alytlcal ~c~iques for ltsZed ~llu~n~s were de~iled In ~e

~ble of ~rgeZ consti~enZs. DeEec~ion l~i~ will be dtfEerenZ for

r~off samples and s~ples collecZed offshore ~cause of ~e higher

~11.~tles associated w1~ ~e lat~er.

~r~g ~e flrsE ~rZ of ~e sampllng program, dete~Ina~on of

~llu~nE consEituen~ will ~ IdenEi~l for all onshore and offshore

monitoring locaZions. ResulEs of the first sample co~lectlon may

indicate ~t so~ constituen~ ~n be el~i~ed from f~ther a~lyslm

on an indlvid~l land use or onshore/offshore ~sls.

Collec~ion and analysis of wa~r samples for ~terococ~s group is

compllca~ed bY Ehe need for sterile equipment and me~hods during

sampling. Xt is ~erefore ~prac~ical ~ collec~ ~terococcus samples
via ~he auEomatlc samplers deployed In the sEudy area. Bacterial

samples will ~ collected ~ ~nd, using appropralte sterile tec~lques,
by Z.c~iclans while se~icing the samplers during the ralnfall/r~off

event. This witl res~ict ~e n~r of samples at each 1o~tion, and

will not allow for time-synchronous collections; however, the ~cterlal

s~ples are deemed less ~r~nt t~n o~er constituents due to their

frequent occ~rence In sto~water ~off and ~helr low ~tentlal for

effective con~ol. ~cterlal samples collected offshore will ~ ~ndled
in a s~ilar ~er, but will be collected only once at each sampling

depth at each s~tlon.
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~Irst Seasonal Storm

The contract between end the City of LosEnglneerlng-Sclence

Angeles was not signed in sufficient time for sample collectlons during

the first storm of the 1987-88 water Plans are being made toseason.

deploy samplers and collect runoff from the first storm during the fall

of 1988, to determine the extent of pollutant concent~ratlons in the

"first flush" following the summer dr~ season..

POLLUTANT LOADING ESTIMATES

Characterization of Stormwater H~droloqy

The study area has a rainfall pattern ~yplcal of the western

with dry summers and moderately wet wln~ers. Rainfall from ~ay through

September is insignificant end the first major storms generally arrive

in November.

Variations in rainfall due to topographic (land elevation)

differences are minor in the immediate study arsa~ but average ann~tal

precipitation is significantly greater in the Santa Monlca Mountains

~han in the urbanized areas. Because the character of storms and annual

variation are quite constant across the area of interest, point

precipitation values for measured storms could be adjusted by the ratios

of monthly or annua~ average precipitation for areas in which hourly

preclpi~ation values are unavailable.

PreclpiLation c~aracterlstlcs of several storms as measured at the

Los Angeles Civic Center are illustrated in Figures 8 through 10. The

first figure shows hourly precipitation for the first significant rains

of the 1984-85water year, in November and December |984. A two day

December storm is illustrated in the second figure. Finally, the flrst

~iree days of the slgniflcan~ storms in February 1986 are depicted in

Figure 9.

Physical Parameters

The existing telemetered precipitation gage at Los Angeles Civic

Center and the flow gage on Ballona Creek near Cu~ver City provide                          "

almost 60 years of hlstorlcal da~a in the detailed stud~ area. Da~a
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FIGURE 8 V
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FIGURE
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FIGURE 10 V¯ 0
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from these gages will be supplemented by runoff flow Info~atlon fro~

the sampling stations established for this project.    Specifically,

during storm events precipitation may be measured at other locations

within the detailed study area to establish the areal as well as

temporal extent of the storm. Maximum storm Intensity and duration is

available directly from historical precipitation data, which are

tabulated in |5-minute intervals.

Runoff rates at the five proposed monitoring stations will be

estimated    from    theoretical    stage-dlscharge    relationships    for

open-channel flow. Exact runoff volumes at these sites will be oomputed

from the resulting flow hydrographs, extended forward or backward in

time as necessary to incorporate unmonltored flows. Runoff at sites

outside the detailed study area will be estimated using the Modified

Rational Method and by the Los Angeles County Department oE Publi=

Works. This method com~nltee peak discharge as

~-CxlxA

where Q is the peak discharge, C is the runoff coefffclent, and X is the

rainfall intensity over the time of concentration of the catchment area,

and A is the drainage area. The runoff coefficient is a function of

soll and land use type and of rainfall intensity. Flow hydrographs can

then be estimated by transposing the measured hydrographs from locations

with similar times of concentration, and checked against total flow

computed from the total amount of precipitation received during the

storm multiplied by the average runoff coefficient.

Characterization of Stormwater ~uallt~

In accordance wlth the results from NURP, the best parameters for

characterizing the stormwater quality are the event mean concentration

and the coefficient of variation. The event mean concentration is

calculated by dividing the total mass of pollutant in the runoff b7 the

total volume of runoff. Event mean concentrations can be obtained in

several    ways:
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(I } A flow-welghted composite can be analyzed directly for

concentra tiou.

(2) Discrete samples during the course of a storm event can be

analyzed. From the concentrations and flows, a graph of mass

flow vs. tl~e is obtained which is then integrated for the

total mass. Th~s value is then divided by the total rttnoff

volume.

For a given site, the EMCs for various storms are averaged assum~J1g a

log-normal distribution. The coefficient of variation is calculated by

dividing the standard deviation by the mean. Collected date will be

analyzed to determine if the assumption of log normality is valid. If

it is not, non-parametrlc statistical methods will be used.

For some pollutants, the second method will be used to demonstrate

how the pollution load varies over time for a given storm. This

information may be useful in selecting a remedlal strategy. Addltlo~al

comparisons will also be made with various water quality stendards.

Land Use and Water ~uallt~ RelatlonshIDs

An analysis will be performed to determine whether parameters such

as land use, lJnpervlous cover, or populatlon can be correlated with the

values for pollutent loadlngs. Stetlstical techniques similar to those

presented in the NURP report will be used. One method involves

normalizing the sites by dividing the site median concentration and its

upper and lower 90-percent confidence limits by the average median value

for the constituent in question. The sites can then he compared using a

slmple graphical procedure.

A comparison will be made between an estimate of total loadings for

the entire study area extrapolating from both the Ballona Creek and from

the single land use areas.

Hodellnq Me thodoloqy

The method of modeling pollutant loadings is derived from the

stochastic screening model used in the Rational Urban Runoff Program

report. The met.hod relies on the fact that event mean concentrations

(EMC), runoff volumes, and flows in receiving waters tend to be
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log-normally distribu~d; that, is the logarithms of the appropr£ar~                 T

variables fit ~he normal dle~rlbutlon.    The four variables normally

considered in the sodel are:
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IDENTIFICATION OF POLLUTANT REDUCTION PROJECTS

Data collected during the monitoring phase will be combined with

historical s tormwa tar control information to identify appropriate

pollu~ant reduction projects. Engineerlng-Science planners and

engineers will work with the City of Los Angeles to reach a consensus on

of alternatives. The procedure for identifyingcriteria for evaluation

these projects will include:

o assess existing, operating structural etormwater control

technologies for feasibility in the study area (area

requirements, structural accep’ti~ility, availability of land,

o eliminate technically non-feaslble s~ructural alternatives

o quantify effectiveness o~ pollutant reduction potential

remalnlng alternatives on .everal sizes of project applicatiOn(volume handl.d.

o determine suitability of selec~ed proJec~ to control pollutant

runoff from selected areas and land usa

O develop cost estimates for alternatives (document estimating

techniques)

o categorize projects as to fundabillty within the

mandated for control projects

o assess non-structural control options for feasibility

o elimlnate technicall7 non-feaslble non-structural alternatives

o quantify pollu~ant reduction potential of remaining non-

structural alternatives on a range of areal or statutory

applica tlons

o detarmlne sui~abillty of selected applications to control

pollutant runoff from selected areas and land use types

(effectiveness)

develop cost estimates for implementation/enforcement ofo

recommended alternatives (document estimating techniques}
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O examine pollutant reduction potential and costs for combined

structural and non-structural projects, either by land use or

for a specific area

o rank reco---ended projects b~:

- effectiveness in reducing pollutant runofE

- cost of implementation

- combined effectiveness and cost

o recommend projects on a speciZlc land use or specific area

basis

Reco==endattons for projects v111 also discuss the Implications of

costs related to =atntenance require:ents of selected te~hnl~ee,

proposed m=nagement/reg~lator), practices, and evaluation of the extant

of reduction of pollutant loading into 5ants Honlca Bay°

PROJECT SCHEDULE AND MANAGEMENT

The study has been organized into a Work Plan and a Study Phase

with a number of general tasks. These work plan phase task~ are:

Task I - Review and Evaluate Existln~ Data

The data that have been developed in the past on the quallt~/ and

characteristics of Santa Monica Bay and storm runoff in the watershed

are available from diverse sources. These include published reports,

professional papers, and agenc7 files. These data will be collated and

evaluated for use in the subsequent tasks and to help determine what

additional data will have to be collected in the monitoring program. A

source llst, annotated as necessary, will be compiled and incorporated

as an appendix in the final project report.

Land use data and drainage system maps will he obtained from the

City of Los Angeles and other agencies in the study area.

Task 2 - Identification of Key Pollutants

The objective of this task is to develop a list of pollutants that

will be monitored during the project and that are likely candidates for
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control. The criteria for selection of these key pollutants will

include:

o Identification with adverse biological and aesthetic effects in

the bay and on the beaches.

o Identification with adverse effects on human health

o Public concern

o Ability to implement, controls

Task 3 - Preliminary Pollutant Load Estimates

Land use in each drainage basin will be reviewed in relation t~ the

available runoff and bay water quality data to provide a basis for

preliminary estimates of pollutant generation rates in each ~an(~ usa

category. These will be used to make preliminary estimates of mass

pollutant loads (metric tons per year} for each of the key pollutants.

Task 4 - Selection of Areas for Detailed Stud~

One or more drainage areas will be selected for detailed study and

for monitoring. The selection of the areas will be based on the

preliminary land use analysis and pollutant load estlmates.    Other

considerations will include the likelihood developing effective

mitigation measures and the proDable applicabillt7 of these measures to

the entire study area.

Task 5 - Develo~ent of Project Work Plan

The work plan for the study phase of the project will define three

main areas of work:

o Monitoring of drainage system runoff and bay waters.

o Problem analysis

o Alternative project development

For the monitoring program, the work plan will delineate the

locations of sampling points, sampling plans and schedules, parameters

tO De measured, methods of analysis of samples, sampling equipment, etc.

The work plan has been prepared as a result of Task 5 above and is based

on information developed by the first five tasks.
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V

The remaining tasks of the Study Phase are:
I ¯

Task 6 Runoff and WaterRecelvln@ Monl~orin~

Monitoring of runoff from the drainage system will be dons on a

regular basis for dry weather flow and during rainfall events. To ~he

extent possible sampling during rain events will be designed ~o

the early part of the runoff on the leading ~lops of the storm

hydrograph.

Sampling of water quali~r parameters in Santa Monlca Bay will ~e

done on a regular schedule and, consistent with safety, during or attar

storm to da~ect AmmediA~ effects of runoff from ~he watershed.

Task 7 - Land Use Analysts

Land and s~reet in the study area w111 beUSS~ topography, patterns

digitized for en~r7 in~o a computer data base. This v111 permit rapid

analysis of areas, slopes, land use charac~eristics, runoff quallL~r

data, summar7 tabulations, etc., which will be needed for subsequ~n~

tasks o

Task 8 - Problem Identification and Anal~sls

The pollu~ant load estAma~es will be extended refined using

information gained from the monitoring and from the land use and

drainage pattern analysis. These estimates coupled with information

from llmlted field observation will be used to identify areas ~hat

contribute significant pollu~ant loads and in which there is a good

probability of developing measures to reduce pollutant loads

signlficanIL~y.

¯ask 9 - Develomsnt of Pro2scte
Projects and measures to reduce the pollutant loads identified in

Task 8 will be formulated and evaluated. Criteria to be used in ~he

evaluation will Include:

o Capltal and operations costs in both the public and private

sectors

o Effectiveness in pollu~ant reduction

5~
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o Environmental impact including ~he efEecte oE alternative

dls~osal oE pollutants excluded front the drainage system

o Relation of alternative controls or measures ~o other pollutlon

control programs

o Feasibility (legal, regulatory, technical, rellabili~ etc. )

o Publlc acceptance

The results of this task will be a prlorltlzsd list and discussions oE

possible structural and nonst-~uctural controls with cost sstinmtSSo

Task 10 - Public Involvement and Meetings Support

This project and the recommended controls that will result fro~ it

are of high concern and interest to the public and to a number oE

government agencies. This task covers the effor~ that will be made ~o

obtain input from and to inform these groups.

Task |I - Pre~aratlon of the Final Re~ort

Task 12 - Pro~ect ~na~ement

The de~iled schedule must ~ke the fol1~Ing fac~rs in~

consideration:

o Conc~rent execution of ~e Study P~se Tasking

o The organization of ~e pro~ect

The ~IIc involvement progra~ for this s~d~ ~s no~ yet boen

flnallzed. The s~on~actor for this ~rtion of the project (~nette

~derson and AssoclaEes) Is currenEly providing sup~rt ~o ~he City In

~ansferring Info~Eion Eo the Pico-KenEer Task ~rce. The latter

ac~ng in an advisory role for ~he conduct of this sEudy. IE

anticipated ~ha~ publlc contacts and meetings may be required

dlssemi~Ee ~he Info~ion and reco~en~ions resu~Eing fr~

monitoring and eval~tlon p~ses of ~e s~udy. A more exEensive publlc

Involvemen~ program is envisioned aE E~t

r
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1
APPENDIX A

2GENERALIZED SL~ARY OF CITY OF LOS ANGELES
ZONING REGULATIOMS

Land use designations used to select study sites for this project

were ~aken as broad indlca~ors of classes of zoning as expressed "in the

City of Los Angeles Planning and Zoning Code (Chapter 1 of ~ho Los

Angeles Municipal Code). A generalized summary of that code is Included

for reference in this APl~nd/.x.

The study sites chosen conformed to the zoning destgnationm

Land Use Co~parable City B~£ef
Designatlo. Description

Residential R4 Mixed single-family end u~tL-
unit homes (near 50t each)~
good condition; extsriors~
lawns well-maintained,
neighborhood age 20-40 yr

Commercial C2 Re~al$ and office, with
associated parking

Light ~ndus~rial MR} Light manufacturing Of various
tTPes of products (sewing
machines, sic.l, storage and
repair of automobiles,
manufacture and cleaning of
clothing, small warehousing

Transpore. tion * _~reeway corridors, major
highways, Los Angeles and other
smaller airports

No comparable City zoning designation; some overlap with City
designation for parking buildings ("PB")
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moEe compZete description of the individual study areas~

including a breakdown by type and square footage of industry, percent of

single and multl-family housing, e~c. will be included in the Final

2
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GENERALIZED SUMMARY OF ZONING REGULATIONS
CITY OF LOS ANGELES

MINIMUM AREA MINIMUMMAXIMUM HEIGHT REQUIRED YARDS PER PER DWELLING LOT PARKINGZONE USE STORIESI FEET FROWr I    SIDE REAR LOT UNrI’ WIDTH REQUIRED
AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL 25 Ft.

One-Family Maximum 5A=ms 21/= Act, s " 500PL
A1 Dwe!lings-Parks 10% Lot

Playgrounds Width Two
Community Spaces
Centers Golf Per
Courses-Truck 25% Dwelling
Gardening- 20% 3 FL lot Unit
Extensive lot minimum depth
Agricultural depth
Uses 25% Ft.

25 FL max.
max,

A2 AGRICULTURAL 3 45 Ft. 2 Acres 1 Acre 150 FL
A1 Uses

SUBURBAN 10 Ft. plus 1 Ft.
Limited 3oStories-

RA Agricultural less than 17,500 Sq. Ft. 17,500 Sq. R. 70 FL Two
’Isis 70 Ft. width (1) (1) (1) Covered
One-Family 10% lot width Spaces Per

width Dwelling
3 Ft. rain. Unit



GENERALIZED SUMMARY OF ZONING REGULATIONS
CITY OF LOS ANGELES

MINIMUM AREA MINIMUMMAXIMUM HEIGHT REQUIRED YARDS PER PER DWELUNG LOT PARKING
ZONE       USE       STORIESi FEET FRONTI SIDE       REAR      LOT      UNIT      W1DTH      REQUIRED

ONE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
RE RESIDENTIAL 20% 10 Ft. min. 25% 40,000 Sq. Ft. 40,000 Sq. FL 80 FL
40 lot plus 1 Ft.- depth (1) (1) (1)
RE One-Family 3 45 Ft. depth 3 stories
20 Dwellings 20,000 Sq. FL 20,000 Sq. FL 80 Ft. Two

Parks (1) (1) (1) Covered
RE Playgrounds 10 Ft. max. Spaces
15 Community 10% Lot 25FL 15,000 Sq. Ft. 15,000 Sq. FL 80FL Per

Centers 25% Ft. width max. (1) (1) (1) Dwelling
Truck Gardening max. 5 Ft. rain.- Unit

plus 1 Ft.
3 stories

11,000 Sq. FL 1 11,000 Sq. FL 70 FL
RE 5 Ft. (1) (1) (1)
11 less than
RE9 50 Ft.

width 9,000 Sq. FL 9,000 Sq. FL 65 FL
3 Ft. rain. (1) ’(1) (1)

RS SUBURBAN
One-Family 20% 5Ft.,less 20FL    7,500Sq.FL. 7,500Sq.FL ¯ -60FL
Dwellings- lot depth than 50 Ft.
Parks- 25 Ft. 10% Lot
Playgrounds- Max. W’~h 3 FL
T;’,:ck Gardening Minimum



GENERALIZED SUMMARY OF ZONING REGULATIONS
CITY OF LOS ANGELES

MINIMUM AREA MINIMUM
MAXIMUM HEIGHT REQUIRED YARDS PER PER DWELUNG LOT PARKING

ZONE U S E STORIES FEET FRONT SIDE RF.~ LOT UNIT WIDTH REOUIRE~
ONE-FAMILY Plus 1 Ft.
DWELLING 3 stories

R1 RS Uses 3 45 20%1ot
deplh 15 FL 5,000 Sq. FL 5,000 Sq. FL 50 FL
20 FL max. Min.

RZ
2.5 2,500 Sq. FL 2,500 Sq, FL 30 Ft. with Two

RESIDENTIAL driveway, covered
ZERO SIDE YARD None (3) None (3) 25 FLw/o spaces per

or 3 FL plus or 15 FL ddveway dwelling unit
RZ3                                      1 FL-3 stories

Dwelling across 10 Ft. 3,000 Sq. FL 3,000 Sq. FL
not more than Min. 20 Ft.-
five lots (2) flag

or CUlo
de-sac

RZ4 Parks-Playgrounds 4,000 Sq. FL 4,000 Sq. Ft.

RZ5 5,000 Sq. FL 5,000 Sq. FL

ONE-FAMILY 10% width
RW1 RESIDENTIAL 2 30FL 10Ft. 3FL 15FL 2,300Sq.FL 2,300Sq.FL 28FL

WATERWAYS ZONE Min. Min. Min.



MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL
RW21 TWO-FAMILY

RESIDENTIAL 3 45 Ft. 10 FL 10% Lot W~dlh TwoWATERWAYS Min. 3 Ft. Minimum 15 FL 2,300 1,150 . 28 FL coveredZONE plus 1 Ft. Min. Sq. FL Sq. FL Spaces pereach story Dwelling
over 2nd (4) Unit

R2 TWO-FAMILY 3 45 FL 20% 5 Ft., less than 15 FL TwoDWELLING lot 50 Ft. 10% iot rntn. 5,000 2,500 50 FL SpacesR1 Uses depth width 3 Ft. rain. Sq. FL Sq. FL OneTwo-Family 20 FL plus 1 Ft. each CoveredMax. 3 stories
RD RESTRICTED 5 Ft., less1.5 DENSITY ’ than 50 FL

MULTIPLE 10% lot width
DWELLING 3 Ft. rain. plus 5,000 1,500 One spaceZONE 1 Ft. each Sq. FL SL FL 50 Ft. each dwellingHeight District ston/over 2, unit or lessTwo-Family No. 1 16 FL max. than threeApartment 3 Stodes
Houses 45 Ft. rooms, one
Multiple and one-halt
Dwellings spaces each

dwelling unit
or three rooms,RD2 15 Ft. 2,000 two spacesMin. Sq. Ft. each dwelling
of more thanRD3 Height Distdct 6,000 3,000 o three rooms,Nos. 2, 3 or 4 Sq. FL Sq. FL one space~ 6 Stories 5 FL or 10% ,, 60 FL each quest

73
RD4 75 Ft. lot width 8,000 4,000 room (first

o max. I0 Ft. Max. Sq.FL Sq.FL thi~).



GENERALIZED SUMMARY OF ZONING REGULATIONS
CITY OF LOS ANGELES

MINIMUM AREA MINIMUM
MAXIMUM HEIGHT REQUIRED YARDS PER PER DWELLING LOT PARKING

ZONE        USE STORIES FEET FRONT SIDE REAR LOT uNrr WIDTH REQUIRED
RD5 Restricted Height District

Density No. 1 20 Ft. 10,000 5,000
(continued) 3 stories Min. 10 Ft. 25 FL Sq. FL Sq. Ft.

45 Ft. Min. Min.
70 Ft.

RD6 12,000 6,000
Sq. FL Sq. FL

R3 MULTIPLE One space
DWELLING each dwelling

R2 Uses Height 5 Ft., less 15 FL 5,000 800 to 50 FL unit of less
Apartment District than 50 FL Sq. FL 1,200 than three
Houses Nos. 1,2, 10% lot Sq. FL rooms, one
Multiple 3 or 4 width, 3 FL and one-half
Dwellings 6 stories rain., plus spaces each
Child Care 75 Ft. 1 FL each dwelling unit
(20 Max.) story above or three rooms,

MULTIPLE 2rid., 16 FL 15 FL 400 to two spaces each
DWELLING max. plus 1 FL 800 dwelling of more

R4 R3 Uses- Unlimited 15 Ft. each So,. Ft. than three rooms
ChurcheS- (5) key lots story 50 Ft.
Schools- 10 FL above One space
Child care rain. 3rd, each guest

o 20 FL room (first
o thirty)¯ 1~ J max.



GENERALIZED SUMMARY OF ZONING REGULATIONS
CITY OF LOS ANGELES

MINIMUM AREA MINIMUM
MAXIMUM HEIGHT REOUIRED YARDS PER PER DWELLING LOT PARKING

ZONE USE STORIES FEET FRONT SIDE REAR LOT UNIT WlDTH REQUIRED
MULTIPLE
DWELLING

R5 R4 Uses: 200 to
Clubs-Lodges 400
Hospitals Sq. FL
Sanitariums

RESIDENTIAL FOOTNOTES
1. "H" Hillside or Mountainous Area designation may alter these requirements In the RA-H or RE-H Zones, subdivisions may be approved with smaller

lots, providing larger lots are also included. Each lot may be used for only one single-family dwelling. See minimum width and area requirements below.

MINIMUM TO WHICH NET MINIMUM TO WHICH LOT
ZONE COMBINATION AREA MAY BE REDUCED WIDTH MAY BE REDUCED

RA-H 14,000 Sq. Ft. 63 FL
RE9-H 7,200 Sq. Ft. 60 FL
RE11-H 8,800 Sq. Ft. 63 FL
RE15-H 12,000 Sq. Ft. 72 Ft.
RE20-H 16,000 Sq. Ft. 72 Ft.
RE40-H 32,000 Sq. FL NO Reduction

2. See Section 12.08 B1 of the Zone Code,
3. See Section 12.08 C4 of the Zone Code. - _
4. F~rtw~rm~re~tstheinteri~rsideyardsm~ybee~iminated~but4Ft~required~1e~ch~ide~fthegr~t~ped~see~e~(112~5C~Z~neC~de~

r~~v

,



GENER _,ZED SU,.., IARY ...t= ZOh...,3 REGU,...- TIONS
CITY OF LOS ANGELES

MINIMUM MINIMUM
MAXIMUM HEIGHT REOUIRED YARDS AREA PER LOT LOADING PARKING

ZONE U S E STORIES FEEl" FRONT SIDE REAR LOT/UNIT WIDTH SPACE REQUIRED

COMMERCIAL
LIMITED COMMERCIAL 10 Ft. 10% lot 15 Ft. Same as R4 Hotels, Institu-

CR Banks, Clubs, Hotels 6 75 Ft. width, 5.Ft. plus for Residential tions, and with
Churches, Schools, rain. for comer 1 Ft. each purposes every building
Business and lots; same as story where lot abuts One space per
Professional child care, R4 for above Othen~se an alley 500 Sq. FL of
parking areas, residential uses 3rd none area within all
R4 uses or adjoining an Minimum Loading any lot.

"A" or’R" Zone Space 400 Sq. FL

LIMITED COMMERCIAL 10 Ft. 15 Ft. plus Same as R3 for Reside~ai Additional Space One space per
Cl Local retail stores rain. 1 Ft. each purposes, except Required for 2000 Sq. Ft.

Offices or Businesses, Same as R3for story above 5,000 Sq. FL par unit in Buildings of total floor
Hotels, hospitals for comer lots, 3rd, 20 Ft. Cl-H Zones containing more area of medical
and!or Clinics, Parking lots, or max. Resi- than 50,000 service
Areas-CR uses except residential uses dential uses Sq. FL of floor facilities.
churches, schoolsand or adjoining an orabuttingan Othemrise area.
museums R3 Uses "k"or’R’Zone "A’or’R’Zone No.he

None required
for apa,’lment
buildings

LIMITED COMMERCIAL Yards provided Same as R4 50 FL for
PO Cl.5 C1 Uses-Department at lowest res- Residential Residential
~ Stores, Theaters, -identialstory purposes use
.1~ Broadcasting Studios,
r.~ Parking Buildings, Othen~vise 0then~Ase Otherwise
~ Parks and Playground none none none



COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL Cl.5 Hospitals, Hotels, One space per

C2 Uses-Retail Business None for Institutions, and 500 Sq. Ft. of
with Limited Manufac- Commerdal buildings Same as R4 with every building floor area within
turing, Auto Services for residential where lot abuts all buildings
Station and Garage, purposes an alley on any ~oL
Retail Contractors Residential uses- OthenNLse
Business, Churches, same as in R4 Zone None Minimum Loading One space per

Space 400 Sq.FL 200 Sq. Ft. of
Schools, R4 Uses. Yards provided Required for totalfloorama

at lowest or medical
residential story Buildings con- service fad~esraining moreUnlimited

COMMERCIALC2 Uses- (6) than50,000 Sq.Ft.
C.4 (With Exceptions, such of floor area

as Auto Service None
Stations, Amusement required ~
Enterprises, Hospitals buildings
Second-Hand 30 units
Business) R4 Uses or les~

COMMERCIAL C2 Uses-
C5 limited FIo~r Area for

Light Manufacturing of
the CM-Zone Type,
R4 Uses

COMMERCIAL MAN- None for Same as R3
UFACTURING Wholesale industrial for residential

CM Business, Storage or commercial purposes
Buildings, clinlcs, buildings
limited manufacturing,
~? Uses-E~cept Residentia~ Othendse
n~ :.~,~tals, Schools, Uses-same as None

~3 i Churches, R3 Uses in R4 Zone



GENERALIZED SUMMARY OF ZONING REGULATIONS
CITY OF LOS ANGELES

MINIMUM AREA MINIMUMMAXIMUM HEIGI,rr REQUIRED YARDS PER PER DWELMNG LOT PARKINGZONE USE STORIESI FEET FRONT I SIDE I REAR LOT UN~r WIDTH REQUIRED
INDUSTRIAL

RESTRICTED 5 Ft.
MR1 INDUSTRIAL Uses first forlols

Permitted in CM Zone- 100 Ft. in Institutions, and One space Io~Limited Commercial and depthor None for None re," Same as R4lot with eve~/ each 500 Sq.FLManufacturing Uses, lass, 15 FL Industrial o," industrial or watchman ot caretaker bulding where of floor areaClinics, Limited forlots commercial commercial dwellings (5) lot abuts an alley in all buildingsMachine Shops. Animal over 100 I:~Jildings buildings on anylol
Hosl~:lals and Kennels FI. in depth

MR2 RESTRICTED LIGHT Residential Residential Minimum Must be locatedINDUSTRIAL MR1 Uses- Use-Same Uses-Same Loading Space within 750 FL
Add.lion Industrial Uses, as in R4 Zone as in R4 Zo~e 400 Sq. FL el building
Mort, uaries. Agriculture

LIMITED INDUSTRIAL Additional
CM Uses-Limited Yards required fo~

M1 Industrial and Manufac- Ixovlded buildings
luring Uses-No’R" Zone Unlimited at lowest containing mo~l
Uses, No Hospitals, (6) resld~l tt~n 50,0(X)
Schools, or Churches stOP/ Sq. FI. el
an), enclosed C2 Uses ~ area

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL M 1 Residential None required
M2 and MR2 Uses-Additional Uses- for apadment

Uses, Storage Yards of Same as Same as buildings
All Kinds, A~imal Keeping- None in R5 Zone FL5 Zone 3Ounits ot less
No "R’ Zone Uses

HEAVY INDUSTRIAL
M3 M2 Uses-Any Industflal None None None

~ Uses-Nuisance Type-O 500 FI. Irom any other
¯ 1~ Zone-No R" Zones Uses



PARKING ~o
AUTOU, OBILE PARKING-SURFACE 10 Ft. from where ~,
AND UI’~DERGROUND any combination None

[.and in a "P" Zone may also of an’A" or’R" Zone unless also
be classified in "A" or "R" Zone with "P" Zone in an’A" ~’"R" Zone
Parking Permitted in lieu of
Agricultural or Residential Uses

PARKING BUILDING
PB Automobile 0 Ft., 5 Ft. plus 5 FI. plus

ParkJng within 5 Ft. or 1 FI. 1 Ft.
without a 10 Ft. each story each None
Building "P" depending above 2nd story.
Zone Uses (7) on zoning if abutting above

frontage or across 2rid if
and street and abutting None
zoning frontage in an "A"
cross "A’or’R" or’R"
street Zone Zone

SPECIAL
TENTATIVE CLASSIFICATION

(’r)    Used in Combination with Zone Change Only-Delays Issuance Ix Building Permits until Sub~slon Ix Parcel Map Recorded Ix othe~ (x)r~lition~ met ~=, r~v:~luired by City Coun~t.
QUALIFIED CLASSIFICATION

(Q) Fu~,her restrictions on Property; used in Combination with Zone Changes Only (E~cept with RA, RE, RS ix Rt Zone=). P,~ L~ (W Pro~wl~y ~ ~ Devek:~:w~t
Compatible with the Surrounding Properly

DEVELOPMENT LIMITATION CLASSIFICATION
(D)    Restricted absolute building heights, floor area ratio, percent of lot coverage and building t, ett~ckt                                                            ~,

,SUBMERGED LAND ZONE
(SL) Commercial Shipping- Navigation- Fishing- Recreation                                                                                    I1~

FUNDED IMPROVEMENT CLASSIFICATION                                                                                            ~
(F) An Alternative means ot Efl~-ling Zone Changes and Secuflng Improvement~ (When No Subdivision Ix DeSK~tJons am Involved)

CP-715,0 (4/85)



SUPPLEMENTAL USE DISTRICT:                                                                              n~
Established in Conjunction with Zone(s)

G-Surface Mining                                                                                                               X
O-Oil Drilling
RPD-Residential Planned Development
K-Equine Keeping
CA-Commercial and Artcraft

FOOTNOTES:

(5) Sec. 12.17.5 B.9, (a) Dwellings considered as accessory Io Industrial use only (wetct~man or car~er Including fame).
(6) HEIGHT DISTRICT

No. 1 Floor area of main building may not exceed three times the building area of the IoL
No. 1L Same as No. 1 and maximum height- 6 stodes or 75 Ft.
No. 1-VL Same as No. 1 and maximum height- 3 stodes or 45 Ft.
No. 1-XL Same as No. 1 and maximum height- 2 stodes or30 Ft.
No. 2 Floor area of main building may not exceed six times the buildable area of the lot.
No. 3 Floor area of main building may not exceed 10 times the buildable area of the IOL
No. 4 Floor area of main building may not exceed 13 times the buildable area of the IoL

(7) MAXIMUM PBZONE HEIGHTS

No. 1 2 stories and roof
No. 2 6 stories

73 No. 3 10 stories
�::) No. 4 13 stories

(.n NOTE: This summary is only Intended to be ¯ guide; definitive Information should obtained from the Department of Building and Safety.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Santa Monica Bay is an open embayment on the central part of the southern California
coast which lies seaward of Los Angeles County (F~gure 1-1). The Bay is bordered offshore by
Santa Monica Basin, on each end by rocky headlands (Point Duma and the Palos Verdes
Peninsula), end onshore by the Los Angeles Coastal Plain and Santa Monlcl Mountains.

Five hundred years ego the shores of Santa Monica Bay end the Palos Verdes Peninsula
were probably inhabited by less than 10,000 native Amedcan Indians. These natives used the
natural resources of the Bay for ¯ vadety of purposes, but there were so few of them that any
impacts on the environment were probably not perceptible. From the time of European �onta~
to the twentieth century human impacts on the environment remained relatively minor:, much of
the area remained undeveloped or was used for ranching. However, during the twentieth ¢enttlry
the area became a major population and industrial center which increasingly Imposed Itself on
the natural environment of the are~.

Today Santa Mortice Bay is ¯ valuable natural resource that contributes to the
economy and enhances the quality of life for those who work or live in the area or visit IL The Bay
supports a commercial party boat fishing industn~ and offers recreational fishing from piar~,
beaches and private boats. Approximately 500,000 tourists and local residents visit the
annually to surf, sw~m, and pursue the many recreational activities. This influx of visltom bolster~
the local economy end constitutes an important source of revenue. Greater Los Angeles b the
second largest metropolitan area in the United States, and is home to about 15 million people,
neady 6% the population of the United States (Hoffm~n 19.92). This population uses the Bay not
only for recreation, but also for domestic end industhal waste disposal. Multiple uses of ¯ single
resource inevitably lead to conflicts of interest ~nd opinion.

PUBLIC CONCERN FOR THE BAY AND WATERSHED

Although concern for the condition of Santa Monica Bay and its watershed has increased
dramatically during the last 25 years, solutions to some multiple-use conflicts were enacted long
ago. For example, prior to 1884 raw sewage was discharged across the beach near the present
Hyperion Treatment Plant end in the follow~ng decades nearshore discharges elso contaminated
the beaches w~th oil, grease, other floatables, and enteric bacteria. Hc~,’ever, as the pcpulation
end volume of discharge grew, sewage treatment was improved ¯nd discharge ouffalls were
moved further offshore into deeper water, so recreational use of the shore would not be affected.
In 1935 the Califomia Department of Fish and Game recognized the value of Santa Monica Bay
for sport fishing and prohibited commercial fishing (by most methods) throughout the Bay. Public
concern for the condition of Santa Monica Bay grew gradually after World War II and received ¯
major impetus when the Federal Clean Water Act was established in 1972. The heightened
awareness of the impacts of pollution which accompanied this legislation has resulted in public
pressure to restore the natural state of the Bay.

In 1987 the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG -Appendix A lists ~11
acronyms used in this report) established the Santa Monica Bay Steering Commie¯ and Santa
Monica Bay Scient~c Review Commie¯, and conducted public workshops at which Issues ¯nd
concerns aboul the Bay were a~red. SCAG in~.Jated one study to evaluate the state of Santa
Monica Bay and another to guide the management of resources and problems in the Bay end
i~s watershed. The studies were followed by the preparation of two State-of-the-Bay report=:
Assessment of Condo, ions and Pollution Impacts (MBC 1988) and Manaclement Framework...

,~ ,,,,=,un, ~ n,~ ngs and recommendations of the two reports were publicized
at a "State-of.the-Bay* conference in November 1988.
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THE NATIONAL ESTUARY PROGRAM

The National Estuary Program (NEP) wus established by U.S. Congress in the Wirer
Quality Act of 1987 and is administered by the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). The puq)ose of the NEP is to create ¯ conservation end management plan which
protect and enhance water quality in spec~� bodies of water (USEPA, OMEP 1987). In 1~88
California Governor Deukmejian nominated Santa Monica Bay to be Included in the NEP and in
July 1968 the Bay became one of 21 bodies of water nationwide to be granted this status (Table

Santa Monk:e Bay Restoration ProJent

Under sponsorship by EPA, State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB), and ~tlte
Environmental Affairs Agency (SEAA), the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project (SMBRP) m
established and mandated to meet the goals outlined by the NEP. A Management Co~feren~e
was established to overview the activities of the Project and is being conducted by a Management
Commmee composed of representatives of 54 organizations, including Santa Monioa Bay
Congressional end State legislative representatives, cities bordering Santa Monies Bay, ~
Angeles County, regulatory end resource agencies, major dischargers, environmental and
industry groups, end public interest groups. A Technical Advisory Committee (’rAC) provides
scient~c and technical expertise to the Management Committee while =, Public Advbory
Committee (PAC) advises those affected by the Management Committee’s recommendations and
actions.

Comprehensive Cottuervetion and Management Plan

The goal of the SMBRP is to develop a Comprehensive ConservaUon and Management
Plan (CCMP) for the Bay which includes the following goals:

¯ To restore the beneficial uses of Santa Monlca Bay and to protect present and future
beneficial uses of the Bay, Benefic;.al uses include active and passive recreation, spoil
fishing, shellfish harvesting, and protection of rnadne habitat, including habitats for mm
and endangered species and for fish spawning.

¯ To improve or eliminate discharges to the Bay that may adversely affect biologically
sensitive sites, including wetlands, or important swimming and fishing

¯ To improve water quality to ¯ point where local marine species are not degraded ~
human health is not threatened.

To accomplish these goals, the SMBRP concentrates Is in the process of building ¯
consensus among all user groups; ident~ying the major environmental problems in Santa Monk~
Bay; and prepanng ¯ plan that can be implemented to protect the Bey and Its resouroa~.

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

In 1990, the SMBFIP adopted the "State of t~e Bay: Assessment of Conditions and
Pc!lution Impacts" report (MBC 1988) as its preliminary charactertzation report. Since then the
SME~F;P has developed an outline of the CCMP drafted Action Plan Elampnt,~ t,-, he ad,~.essed

ir~ the Plan (3able 1-2), and has commissioned several studies to fill data gaps identifiedin the S~ate of the Bay report. Meanwhile, the need to document present conditions in the Bay
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was recognized. In April 1992 MBC Applied Environmental Sciences was contracted to update
the State of the Bay ralXX’t.

The obiectives of the present study are to update the State of the Bay Report and to
provide a final characterization report for the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project, emphasizing
the tentatNe Action Plan Elements identified. The general aims of the update, like those of the
original study, are to assess historic end present levels of pollution end to evaluate the impacts
of that pollution in the study area. Spec~� goals include the following:

¯ to document what is and is not known about the condition of the Bay, and its
watershed, v~th an emphasis on the effects of pollution on human health and the rnarlrm
environment;

¯ to determine inconsistencies in the literature regarding the condition end effects of
pollution in the Bay end its watershed;

¯ to summarize the reviewed literature and evaluate conclusions from major documents
and repotll;

¯ to identify areas where additional research is needed to resolve inconsistent findings
or to clarify appropriate clean-up measures; and,

¯ to prepare recommendations based upon this inforfn~lJon.

STUDY APPROACH

The basic study approach was to collect, compile, review, summarize, and evaluate new
information (collected between 1988 end 1992) relevant to the issues of concern. No field
�ollections or measurements were made end few original analyses were per/on’ned. The odgif~l
working bibliography of more than 1,000 citations was reviewed, leading to the identification of
additional pertinent studies. Some of the information in this report was dedved trom published
studies, but most of the recent data were collected frol~l unpublished reports end personal
communications from know/edgeable persons. Unpublished data from local agencies
integrated into existing figures and tables. However, the large number of studies and the quantJb/
of data which have been generated precluded the inclusion of ell information; only the morn
important references Ire actually ¢Aed.

HUMAN USES OF THE BAY

The developed area adjacent to Santa Monica Bay is important to southern Califomta for
its social, economic, and environmental resources. The Bay forms the western.most edge of
much of the Los Angeles metropolitan area and is simultaneously a madne environment end ¯
densely populated urban area. The kinds of human uses that occur at the inter/ace between the
Pac~c Ocean end Los Angeles have varied over time, including:

" Recreation, Tourism, and Aesthetic Enjoyment
¯ Sport and Commerc~l
¯ CoasLal Development
° Industrial Uses
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Table 1-2. Draft Action Plan Elements of the Comprehensive Conservatk~n
and Management Plan for Santa Monies Bay.

---------.---. Action Plan E]emem Ch~oters "-

L REDUCi~ ~OUR~.~ OF ~
A. Mm Em~s~on P0t~--y                          5.6                      "-
8. Po~lutlon F~ev~ntl011 I~

6.6
2

(3. ComCre~ensrve S~otmwat~’AJ4)an Runoff
Idanagemenl R’ogram                               3,7

A. Ensure mat Bay ~I~ = ~fe to ~           12

A. M=~ne Ec~m

D, watwm

I
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These uses constantly compete with each other for the limited ¯mount of land end water,
resulting in the current patchwork of open space as well es commercial, residential, and industrial
development. Some uses ¯re mutually exclusive, others can coexist. Recreation. tourist facilities,
and aesthetic features (views end mild climate) have ¯ symbiobc relationship in which the
elements reinforce one another;, in contrast, some shipping and industr~-,I uses ere incompatible
with fishing end recreatJor~J uses.

The following inventory of human uses in and adjacent to Santa Monicl Bay emphasizes
the social, environmental, and economic significance of these activities. When possible, the
economic value is described. Coastal Santa Monica Bay includes the eleven incorporated �~Jes
adjacent to the Bay plus the communities of Play¯ del Ray, Westchester, Venice, Pacific Palisades
(City of Los Angeles), and Marina del Ray (County of Los Angeles) (Figure 1-2). The
incorporated cities ¯re El Segundo, Hermosa Beach, Manhattan Beach, Malibu, Palos Verde¯
Estates, Rancho Palos Verdes, Redondo Beach, Rolling Hills, Rolling Hills Estates, Santa
end Torrance. Malibu was incorporated in April 1991 end has ¯ population of about 15,000. Major
factors behind incorporation were the local residents’ desire for low-growth policies and to block
construction of ¯ new county sewer system.

Recreational, Toudst, end Aeethetio U~ee

Recreation features and activities can be natural or developed, commercially o~’ non-
commercially operated. Examples of the four possible combinations abound throughout the Bay
ere¯.

Natural Open 8pace

Undeveloped natural recreation areas ¯re scarce along the predominantly urban coasUine;
pristine wildlife conditions no longer exist in the study area. Yet signhScant natural resources
remain. The Ballona wetlands (between Marina del Ray and Plays del Ray It the mouth of Ballorm
Cree:~) is ¯ surviving wetlands that contributes to recreation, tourism, and aesthetic enjoyment.
Urban development has impacted the marsh in recent decades, but efforts to reestablish and
enhance 151 acres of degraded wetlands habitat Ire ~eing advanced (MBC 1988). Some
relatively undisturbed marsh and hparian habeas is also found in the Malibu Creek drainage end
th~ 5ante Monica mountains of/c," a wide range o! natural h.*b~ats, especially inland of the MaJibu
and C¯dllo coasts.

Developed Beach Fecllltkm

The many miles of bathing beaches between Torrance end Point Duma almost define
Santa Monica Bay for many persons. The 22 public beaches along the shore provided more than
46 million person-days of recreation in 1991. Activities include sunbathing, swimming, boating,
and surfing as well as access to the nearshore waters for skin. and SCUBA.diving. Most of these
beaches are at least partially developed, offering parking, restrooms, concessions, and rental
equipment. The natural state of most of them is supplemented with imporled sand and/or
landscaping. The busiest beach in the Coun~ is the three-mile long Santa Monice Beach. Other
developed natural recreation facilities include ~e beach bike path, which extends f~om Santa
Mon~ca to Redondo Beach, and several bluff-top par~s overlooking the Bay.

Recreational use of Los Angeles County beaches increased sharply until the eady 198Ol,
atlendance peaking in 1983 at 79 million visitors. While the region’s population and visitors to the
area have increased steadily since then. beach a-~endance has ’~ ..... ~

since i983
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(Figure to3] (LAC,DBH 1987, 1992). Although changes in the weather e¢oount for
fluctuations, the dramatic decline may indicate basic changes in recreational conditions ¯t the
beaches. In particular is public fear of water pollution, congestion, and tack of parking. For
example, despite warm temperatures, beach atl.endance declined in late October and November
1987 following two sewage spills into the Bay from the Hyperion Treatment Plant (HTP) when
some beaches were closed for up to seven days (LAC,DBH 1987). In 1991, beaches were closed
on five occasions due to spills or overtlow~, end in 1992 beaches were closed at least eigM
times, Including several days following �ontamirmtion flowing from the storm drains Rested from
the civil unrest in the spring of 1992.

Commercial recreation opportunities range from bicycle end roller skate rentals, and "fun
zone" arcades, to restaurants, bars, and art galleries. Most of these establishments capitalize on
the pedestrian traffic attracted to the beach and some areas have evolved into recreation
attractions of their own: Main Street and Santa Monica Pier In Santa Monica: Fisherrrm.n’e
in Marina del Rey; and King Harbor in Redondo Be~ch.

Tourist facilities and activities ¯m abundant around Santa Monlca Bay. Hotels, motels,
apartments by the week, restaurants, shops, end conference facilities all cater to day visitom mid
out-of-town visitors. While neither the local economy nor the beach environment ¯lone would
attract tourism, in combination they create a powerful magnet for visitors. In addition, Los Angeles
International Airport (LAX) is situated directly on Santa Monica Bay and it funnels ¯ large
percentage of its 48 million annual passengers Into the Santa Monica Bay arna for ¯t least li
portion of their my.

Tourist services and attractions am not distributed evenly in the Bay area. Hatel
development is centered around LAX, although small numbers of guest rooms and conference
facilities are available in Santa Monica, Marina del Rey, El Segundo, Manhattan Beach, and
Redondo Beach. An average of 9,372 guest rooms are available daily in the Santa Monies.LAX
area, 10.4% of Los Angeles Count’s total (Pannell Kerr Forster 1992). The Santa Monica market
has performed well despite the recession and is expected to remain strong even after the addition
of two high-end hotel properties that ere being added and will diversify the supply.

Demand in the LAX market has declined in recent years due to reductions in domestic
end international tourism and in corporate travel. In addition, 700 new rooms were added to the
market in 1991. Hotel supply in Los Angeles Counb/ outpaced demand by moderate
beh,~en 1986 and 1990 the daily average number of rooms available Increased by 5%. Grow~
in new hotel rooms during the 1990s is expected to be at a slower rate than in the late 1980s due
to the slow economy, cutoacks in corporate and leisure travel, escalating land prices and ¯ more
d~cult development climate (Pannell Kerr Forster, 1992). There ere few parcels of land left in the
coastal area which ere large enough to accommodate hotel-conference complexes (LAVCB 1988,
pers. comm.).

Tourism is ¯ powerful economic factor in the Bay area. Complete visitor data ere not
available for most jurisdictions, but a profile of Santa Monica’s experience indicates the magnitude
of visitor contributions to the local and regional economy. Santa Monica reports 2.5 million visitorl
annually, 64% of them day visitors. On average, day v=sitor= spend $25 per day; overnight visltort
staying in hotels spend ~1 per day and const~ute 15% of the city’s visitor volume. Visitors who
lodge w~th friends and relatives spend approximately $30 per day and make up about ~
~o~al. In 1985 these visrtors added $232 million arid more than 3,000 jobs to Santa Monica’s
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The sport fishery catch has some economic value as food, but fees paid to chartm
operators and other onshore expenditures have a much greater impact on the local economy.
Expenditures on saltwater fishing in southern California totalled $536.3 million in 1989, 16% of
which was on licenses and gear, 23% on boat related expenses, and 61% on trip-related
expenses. Los Angeles County residents accounted for 37% of that total. About 46S,000 of the
6.1 million households in Southern California coastal counties included at least one member who
went ,portfishing in 1989.

Los Angeles residents spend an average of $27.13 per fishing trip on lackle, f~l,
lodging, bcat fuel, boat fees, end gasoline. Shore anglers spend en average of $27.44 per fishing
trip and party boat anglers spend an average of $72.76 per fishing ~p. The average expenditu,,,~l
noted above, if applied to the totals counted by CDFG, would account for a total contribution t~
the local economy by sport anglers in Santa Monica Bay in excess of $3.6 million.

Recreational fishing facilities in the Bay area include piers at Melibu, Santa Monk:a,
Venice, Manhattan Beach, Hermosa Beach, and Redondo Beach and ¯ fishing barge off Redondo
Beach. There are small crafi harbors at Marina del Rey and at King Harbor in Redondo Beech.
Fourteen artificial reefs designed to enhance marine life end improve sport fishing opportunibel
have been installed off~hore at Malibu, Paradise Cove, Santa Monica, Marina del Rey, Manhlllan
Beach, Hermosa Beach, and Redondo Beach since 1958 and nine of these remain (Law~s and
McKee 1989). Commercial passenger fishing vessels (party boats) can be taken at Madna did
Rey, Malibu, and Redondo Beach. Party boats f~om Los Angeles, Long Beach Harbor also tllh
In the ar~.

Colltal Development In the Santa Monice Bay Area

Development of the Santa Monica Bay area is extensive: of the 67.6 mi~ of land adjacent
to the Bay (for which data exist) about 55% are devoted to residential uses; 14% �ommercial
uses; 11% industnal uses: and 3% to transportation comdors (Table 1-3)(SCAG 1992a). Although
17% of the area are vacant, few s~.able vacant parcels remain, the Hughes Plays Vista properly
is the largest.

LJke the rest of the region, the Santa Monica Bay area is under pressure for living and
working space: several regional employers in the ~,rea have fueled competition for the IJndted
supply of ccastal land. Dens~ in areas adiacent to the Bay has increased in response to the
demand for housing and business locations with coastal amenities.

For the most part land-use is regulated by the individual jurisdictions bordering the Bay
and are specified in each cities’ General Plan. The California Coastal Commission also regulates
development in the Coastal Zone through Local Coastal Plans which ere formulated by the
.~unsdJctions in accordance v~th Commission policies and planning principles.

Coastal development Itsel/ is a major economic activity. The assessed valuation of
property in jurisdictions around Santa Monica Bay ranged from $296 to $7,618 million in 1987
(Table 1-4) (LAC,AC 1988) and the full-market value of residential, commercial, and industrial
properties in the area exceeded $30 billion. This figure does not include the value of publicly.held
or otherv~se tax exempt property such as libraries, schools end colJeges, and parks and
recrea[ion facitrties, nor does it include C~’y and County of Los Angeles Plan areas, for which
statistics were unavailable. Nevertheless, this indicator of private investment accounts for 9.7%
of the Los Angeles County total.
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economy an~ the c~ r~e~ ~.2 m,,¢n in ~ revenues g~e:~ed by ~s~
to~l, San~ M~i~ gamer~ approxi~te~ 6.8% of ~e ~te’s ~.4 billion tou~t ~e (MBC

No~¢mm~l

~e I~thetic f~tures (~p~lly madne) ~nd ~ble climate ~ ~n~ M~
enjoy a ~dd~de rep~ti~n. Thee resources are an amalgam ~ ~tuml and ~de
~ich have b~n achieved ~rough merging ~ �~s~l ~m~ ~ u~n d~el~

~e ~n~ M~I~ ~y shore offe~ numerous op~un£~ to appr~te phalli
br~d beaches, b~rd~lks, and piem; vis~s of Pal~ Verd~ Peninsula, Malibu, and
Ca~lina Island; and a vade~ of public and p~ate ~cil~ies ~nd spaces. L~I judsdi~l
proposed d~elopment p~ns in order to prese~e and en~n~ ~sting aes~e~ res~

Aesth~ic resources ~ke an in~ngible b~ impo~nt ~ntfib~ion to ~e I~1 ~.
~ey tend to b~st touhsm and r~r~tion and are cl~e~ ~ ~o Ip~c bulin~l~
televisi~ and motion p~ure filming, ~ s~ples of ~e r~ ~.

F~hing ~ one of the most ~ndamen~l human us~ ~ ~e ~y and includes ~mM~l
pGssenger beat fishJr, g (~ b~ts), p:er fishing, p~ate ~t fishing, sc~en~� c~lecbng,
lim~ed commerc~l fishing. While spo~ fishing ~ allo~d ~r~gho~ ~e ~y, �ommer~l ~h~
has been prohib~ed in abo~ 6~ of San~ Moni~ Bay proper to prot~ I~1 fish popu~,
~ich could be deple[~ by s combination of both ~mmerc~l and spo~ fishing. C~m~
fishing for ~ffe cr~ker off Palos Verdes has been ~nn~ since 1989 due to ~e ~k~
con~mination problems ~elez 1993, pe~. comm.). Pu~e seining, gillneffing, and
prohib~ In pa~s of the Bay east of s line be~een Malibu P~nt snd Palos Verdes P~
commercml ~hing Ic~es there ~ rest~ to h~k-ln~l~ ~.

Cc~me~l fishing a~ in ~e ro:t of the Bay cerf~ Imund gillne~ing f~ CII~
halib~ ~st of M~:ibu anO so~ of Palos Vordes Point, and pu~e seining for no~em Inch~
in the o~er potions of the Bay (MBC 1985). Under Assemb~ Bill 2315, expedmen~l g~r pe~
are issu~ f~ round haul net fishing for I~e ba~ ~elez 1993, pe~. comm.). Commerc~l ~tch~
~om San~ Moni~ Bay are negligible. ~m~ed �ommerc~l madne I~e �olle~ons are
scient~c and edu~tional specimens and unautho~ed ~mmerc~l fishing and ~ching
~cur to some e~ent, sl~ough ~s magn~ude b not kn~

Affhough statisti~ are not a~ilable for ~n~ Mon~ ~y alone, 5.5 million Ipo~
t~ps were made in southern Cal~om~ in 1989. It is esti~t~ ~t 11% of ~ose tdps ~vo~
beach fishing, 2~ involved pier fishing, 30% involv~ commerc=l passenger fishing vessels
(CP~s), and 3~ involved prNate fishing b~ts (NMFS 1991). The spod fishe~ ~tch ~om
Mon=~ Bay ~ mon~ored by the Cal~om~ Depa~ment of ~sh and Game (CDFG). In 1~7
spo~ fishe~ ~t~ ~,197 ~ngle~) ~s dominat~ by Pac~c b~o, ~ub (Pa¢~c) ~cke~,
and ba~ed sand bass (CDFG,MRD, unpub, da~), In 1991-1~2 the spo~ fishe~ of the ~y
dominated by chub mackerel, baned sand bass. and kelp ~ss (MBC, in prep.).
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TableMonk:a1-3.BayM.}orlre.,ler~d1992.uses of local ©ometal |uri~lk:tJone within the 8ants

Area (m~
Jur~,~ict K)ns         Comm. InO.    Res.    T/C Vacant Tolal

El Seounoo 0.82 2.88 1.14 0.15 0.54 5.$3
Hermosa 8each 0.23 0.01 0.62 0.07 0.15 1.08LA/Ven~ce na na na na ne naLNL.AX Wemcheme~ na na na na na na
L.A/Paclfic Palm,t0es n~ na na na na na
L.A/Melibu na na na na na naL.AJPlaya D~ Rey na na na na na ne
L.A~arma Del Rey na na rm na na na
Idenhanen Beach 0.66 0.14 2.64 0.10 0.34 3.89Palos VetOes E~ates 0.20 0.00 3.08 0.07 1.38 4.73Rancho Pa~os VetOes 0.51 0.06 7.22 0.18 5.34 13.31
Re~onoo Beach 1.14 0.3~ 3.08 0.16 0.37 5.09
Rolling 0.04 0.00 I.~4 0.01 1.0~ 3.04
Rolling Hilts Estates 0.40 0.21 1.91 0.30 0.61 3.43Sam= Momca 1.70 0..~ 4.76 0.42 0.42 7.61
To~ra~e 3.85 3.20 10.$1 0.8~ 1.2~ 19.08
To, at Art.,’t 9.55 7.3~ 38.~0 2.33 11.45 67.$~
’To, at Percent 14.1 10.9 54.6 3.4 1B.9

Source: SCAG 1992~
Comm.. commercial: trot., i~luslrial; Re~.. res~lentt~;T/C - transDortetton ¢omao~’
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In addition to its ultimate assessed value, development contributes to local end regional
economics during construction. Construction jobs end expenditures ere s major segment of the
southern Calrfomia economy. Coastal development also supports the local economy through
property taxes end development fees, which ere used in part to fund re.adrian and open-space
amenities that encourage still other economic benefits, primarily tourisnk

The predominant human use in the Santa Monica Bay area ~l risk:tendril (Table 1~3). The
Bay’s recreation and air quality resources make it one of the most desirable sectors of the region
in which to INe: housing unit vacancies fall wall below the County’s 4% average in all but
of the Bay juhsdictions. Except for the Palos Verdes Peninsula, the average household size
also below the Los Angeles Coun~ average, indicating I trend toward smaller, denser housing
units (LAC,DRP 1987). The Bay area’s housing stock is 7% of the Los Angeles County total (Table
1-5) (SCAG 1992b) end it houses 7% of the County’s population, underlining the srnall household
s~ze along the coastal area. Torrance, Santa Monioa, end Redondo Belch have the greatest
number of housing units (Table 1-5) (SCAG 1992b). Between 1987 and 1992, the number of
housing units increased 450% in Playe des Ray; the next highest rates o~ increase w~re Mednl
del Ray with 16% end Rancho Palos Verdes with 7% (Table 1-5). Pacific Palisades, Westchestar,
end Venice had fewer housing units in 1992 than in 1987, with decreases of 66, 58, end 20%,
respectively.

Commercial end industrial land uses in the Santa Monica area contribute to the regional
economy in terms of employment. In 1980 commercial end industrial land users in the Bay area
provided 18% of the five-counb/region’s jobs on only 4% of its land. These figures inc/ude irdand
portions of West Los Angeles, but exclude r~ajor job ~.~ters ~;uch as UCLA, Westwood, end
Century City. Jobs w~thin the Bay area ere diffused throughout the 16 jurisdictions, although there
ere major concentrations in Santa Monica, South Bay, end at LAX, While the absolute number=
of jobs have changed since 1980, the general patterns have been reinforced through additional
land development end employment growth.

Commercial end industrial land uses in the area support 17% of the region’s retail jobs,
16% of financial jobs, 22% of business sector employment, 23% of service and entertainment
jobs, 16% of professional workers, and 15% of public administration positions. The area also
accommodates 20% of the region’s manutacturing workers, 23% of transportation employment,
a.d 18=,; at ,vhote~a:o employment. This impact is augmented by
produced by the workers, which have regional, national, end international significance (Gordon
1988, per=. comm.).

Manna development in the Bay area includes piers, ert~cial reefs, end breakwatem.
Commercial and industrial activities which depend on
around the small craft harbors and piers. Boat building and maintenance, fishing, end tour~t
facil~ies are coastal dependent commercial and industrial activities. However, electdc power
generating stations and an oil refinery must also be included as coastal-dependent, the former
for cooling water end the latter for tanker access.

Secondary economic impacts from the Bay area’s commercial end industrial activities
emanate to the rest of the Los Angeles region. Employees from outside areas spend most of their
income elsewhere, thus boosting sales and tax revenues there. Goods end services produced
m the Bay area are o~.en sold o( consumed in other sectors of the region.

......... = =x=up=~on o~’ [ne Playa Vista land ha dang, which is being planned for m~xed-usedevelopment, the study area is at or near build-out. Future coastal development is limited by the
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The Los Angeles County Sanitation O~stdcts’
discharges approximately 325 mgcl of Joint Water Pollution Contrc4 Plant (,NVPCP)

treated municipal wastewater onto the Palos Verdea Shelf.The JWPCP disposes of a mixture of 60% secondary, and 40% advanced primary-treated
wastewater through two ouffalls, 90. and 120-in. alL, meter, with a 72-1n. diameter outfall
emergency backup. JWPCP ts the processing facility for 5 upstream water reclarnatJon plants
located in Los Angeles County; these plants provide prfi’nary, secondary, and tertiary treatment
for 150 mgd wast,water (Stull 1993, pars. �omm.).

Each of these industrial/municipal uses impacts the economy in two ways. Each
generates employment and goods for the local economy and each also provides a regional
service with a high replacement value. Replacement costs for SCE’I electr~al generating stations
at Redondo and El Segundo illustrate the magnitude of the economic value that major indultr~J
uses for the study area and the region. Based on 1987 totals for capital investment, operations
and maintenance expenses (including payroll and repairs), fuel expenditures, proper~ taxes,
electricity/ sales, SCE estimates the power replacement value of its El Segundo ItlUO~l
$918,000,000, and for ~ta Redondo station at $1,442,000,000 (SCE,SGD 1988).

HTP also represents a substantial replacement value, although no estimates are available.
Some facilities might not be able to replace the loss of a Bay location or resource, at any colt.
For example, loss of its marine terminal pipelines across the Bay could force Chewon to r~locste
to an area w~hout tmnsportabon �onstraints.

Future Impacts of Industrial facilities on regional economics will depend on the amount
of expansion and updating that occurs. LAX Is m~ hub of a region,~l airport system, which b
expected to grow to 65 rail,on passengers annually by the year 2000 (CLA.DA 1992). HTP
being expanded ~’nd upgraded at present end is expected to remain the linchpin of Los Angeles’
wastewater treatment system, whethe~ or not additional capacity IS added elsewhere. Howlv~,.
as additional land is unavailable, any expansions can only occur with more intensive use of
existing land holdings and water resources, or through eminent domakt.

Plans for further oil and gas development in and around Santa Monice Bay have changed
in recent years. The. Dopartment of the Interior Lease Sale-No. 95 Offshore Drilling Proposal for
southern California, whk:h would have made areas immediately west of Santa Monks Bay
available for oil and ~as exploration and �le~,e!o;:ment. has b,~on dropped. L~se Sale No. 95 w~
originally slated for January 1990 but in June of that year President Bush deferred the sale
1996 and in 1992. a moratohum was placed on offshore drilling and Lease Sale No. 95 MB
canceled. In addition. Occidental Petroleum’s 22 year effort to dr~ll for oil on the company’l two
acres of coastal property along Pacific Coast Highway ended in 1992. Occidental decided not to
pursue the dnlling plan any further and transfened ownership of the property to the City of Los
Angeles (LA Times 1992).
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Io9
lack of available v~P.4nt land. Future growth, along with Its pdmary and secondary economic            -
benefits, W~ll be restncted to scatlered infill development, recycling, and redevelopment activities.
Thus, significant expansion of the Bay area’s economic position in the region is likely to result bl
a denser pattern of human actNifies and developmenL

Infrastructure constraints, the willingness of local jurisdlctJona to work together to fund

2
and construct new streets, parking, and sewage treatment capacities, w~ll also limit fl~Jro

-
growth,. Downzoning and other growlh-curtaJling planning and policy action| are now being
considered in several local juhsdictJona. Some of these proposals affect residential growth
others address commercial growth, and some WOuld impact all developmenL The outcome of
these deliberations may freeze the present land use pattern and thus limit the area’a ¢urymlt
conthbutjon to the regional economy.

Industrial Uses of the Bay Am

Industrial land use ~s found in all but two Bay area Judsdictiona. E1 Segundo, Torrance,
and Westchester-LAX.Playa del Ray contain industnal centers of 1,500 acres or more, while Santa

--
MonP.a, Redondo Beach, and Manhattan Beach contain lndustr~l centers of 250 to 500 ac~’es

._
(LAC 1987). Industhal uses also affect the rnahne environment directly through umstawatat
dLscharges and use of the ocesn for tmnal::KN,L

The Industrial/municipal actJv~es that most Impact the Bay are power generation, ~l
-refining, and waste d~sposal. Most of the industhal facilities of concern are located nearshoro,

_
between Mar~n~ del Re( anti Redondo Eeach: the Los A,’~geles 9epartrntnt of Water and Power’$
Scattergood Generating Station; Southern Ca:~fomia Edison’s (SCE) El Segundo and Redoftdo
Generating Stations; the Chewon USA’I FI Segundo Refinery; and the City of Los Angeles
Hyperion Treatment Plant (HTP).

Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) is an industrial facility and aerospace-related
manufacturing center which m located on the Bay but provide essential regional servP..es; ~
airport relies upon its proximity to the Bay for safe flight p..aths exiting the aJrporL

The three power goneratio~t facil~es use Bay, water for condenser cooling and disposal
of a small amour,! of tr~.at~ e~uent. ~ ~-.goLher, these p!:~nts c,~cu;ate up to 238 billion gallons of
seawater per day. Southern California Edison’s plants generated $625.5 million woPJ1 of electrical
energy sales to the region in 1987 (SCE,SGD 1988).                                               -

Chewon USA uses Santa Monica Bay to transport crude oil and refined petroleum            ,..,
products to and from ~ts El Segundo Refinery. Small coastal lightening tankers load and off-lo~d
at the refinery using a three-berth offshore facility which connect the madne terminal to the
re~nery w~th subsea pipelines (Chevron USA 1988, pars. comm.). Small amounts of treated
effluent are also discharged.                                                                      ’

po~

HTP discharges treated municipal wastewater at a distance of 5 miles from shore, relying
on ocean water to dilute the effluent to safe levels. HTP disposes of a mLxture of secondary, and
primary-treated wastewater v~a a 5-mJ long ou~ali pipe into the Bay. The 5-mi ouffall discharges
60% secondary and 40% primary treated effluent. A 1-mi outfall is used for emergency purposes,
to discharge chlorinated secondary treated effluent. A 7-mj ouh’all was used for sludge disposal             r,
until November 1987.
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CHAPTER 2
THE PHYSICAL SEI"FING

Santa Monlca Bey I= an open embayment on the southern California coast Just ~ of
Los Angeles, with natural boundaries which extend from Point Duma to Palos Verde= Point. For
the purposes of this study, the Bay has been defined as extending from the Ventura-Lol Angeles
Counl~, IJne (west of Point Duma) to Point Fermin (south of Palos Verde= Point) and off=here to
water depths of about 1,650 It (Figure 2-1).

Santa Monica Bay is a relatively, small feature In ¯ l~;7g~rlgeographlc region [the 8outhem
California Continental Borderland (Emery 1960, SCCWRP ~[u)J -the offshore, submerged I~KIs
from Point Conception, California to Cape Colnett, Baja California and seaward to the Patton
Escarpment. Without the geological connotation, this region is known more �ommonly as the
Southern California Bight, the seaward bOundary of which ia the California Current.

The study area consists of three regions: Santa Monica Bey Itself;, It= ~turel w-terahed;
and the wasteshed which drains to It (Figure 2-1). Santa Monlca Bay includes the marine waterl
and seafloor of the area already defined. The watershed is that region of coastal land from which
surface waters drain naturally to the Bay. The wasteshed is that area from which municipal waste=
ere collected before being treated and discharged to the Bay. The surface area of Santa Monk:~
Bay ts approximately 266 mi~ and that of the combined watershed and waste=had ia
approximately 1,380 mi~, Most surface runoff from the wasteshed is carded to Los Angeles’ Long
Beach Harbor (east of the Palos Verde= Peninsula) but some ia carded to the Bay.

The physical characteristics of the Santa Monica Bey ecosystem are determined prin~rgy
by the geology, climate, and oceanography of the region. Geological feature= provide the
framework for the system within which climate and oceanography determine m~ny rmtuml
environmental cyr.Je=.

GEOLOGY

The present configuration of the Southern California ConUnental Borderland i~ largely l~e
result of the movement of the Pacific tectonic plate against the North Amedcan tectonic plate, the
San Andreas fault marking the line of contact between the two. Many local features In the area
result from block-faulting, a geo;.-gical proce=s in which 13r~;e blocks of the earth’s crust are
thrown upwards or downwards. Offshore islands and banks represent upthrown blocks whereas
basins represent downthrown blocks (Emery 1960). The Santa Monica MountaIns were uplifted,
then shifted to the Well

Santa Monica Bay Is the submerged portion of the Los Angeles Coastal Plain, which
extends southeast of the Santa Monica and San Gabriel Mountains, southwest of the San
Bernardino Mountains, and north of the Santa Ana Mountains. The Los Angeles Basin liea
beneath the Coastal Plain and the Bay and was formed as a downthrown block. Sedimentl
eroded from the surrounding mountains have subsequently filled the basin to Its present surface,
near sea level (Ten7 et aJ. 1956, Emery 1960, Mil~er and Hyslop 1983). Sedimenta near the
surface of the Basin have been deposited during the last 2 million years (BLM 1981).

Offshore of the Los Angeles Basin is the Santa Monica Basin, which is a downthrow~l
b~ock that has only been part~alty filled w~ eroded sediments; hence it is still a faidy deep madne
basin. The shelf in Santa Monica Bay is partly the sediment-filled Los Angeles Basin and partly
;J’,e si;l that separates the Los Angeles and Santa Monica Basins. Bedrock lies much nearer the
sediment surface beneath the sill than beneath the two basins (Emery 1960).
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The Palos Verdas Peninsula is an uplifted block that appeared as an island about 3
million years ago; ~t was later connected to the mainland as a result of sedimentation on the
Coastal Plain (Re~ter 1984). During ice ages, which occur about every 100,000 years, sea level
drops as much as 425 It because water is retained in polar glaciers (Covey 1984); during
interglacial periods sea level rises, to present levels or higher. Most of the terraces which are
obvious on the Palos Verdes Peninsula (and can be detected on the adjacent seafloor to winter
depths of 500 It) were formed by wave erosion of the shore when sea level was at ¯ diffemrlt
height for a considerable period of t~me. Terraces tar above the shoreline on Palos Verdes
Peninsula were probably exposed as a result of uplifting of the peninsula in recent geologic time.

The present continental shelf has only been lubmerged for the last 10,000 years arld to
the present depth for the last 3,000 years. During the peak of the last ice age (18,000 years ago),
sea level was 384 ff lower than now (Nardin eta/. 1981); this would have exposed the entire shelf
and dry land would have extended as much as 12 mi offshore of the present shoreline.

Topography of Sam Monica Bey

Santa Monica Ray is characterized by a gently sloping (about 0.5") continental shelf which
extends seaward to the shelf break at a water depth of about 265 It (Terry el aL 19,56). A~ the
break, the seafloor steepens along the continental slope but decreases again as the floor of the
Santa Mon~ca Basin i$ approached at a water depth of about 2,630 IL ¯

The shelf in the Bay ranges in w~dth from a few hundred yards to about 12 mi (Rgure 2-
2). It is broadest off El Segundo, narrowest off Redondo Beach, and is transacted by three
submarine canyons: Duma Submanne Canyon across the northwestern shelf off Point Duma;
Santa Monica Submarine Canyon 7 mi offshore of Ballona Creek; and Redondo Submarine
Canyon, a few hundred yards off King Harbor. In this report the region between Santa Monlcl
and Point Duma is called the Malibu Shelf and the region between the Venture.Los Angeles
Counl~, Line and Point Duma is called the Carillo Shelf.

The Palos Verdes Shelf extends from the southern edge of Redondo Canyon around the
Palos Verdes Peninsula to Point Fermin and offshore to water depths.of about 245 It (SDWG
1988). The Palos Verdes Shelf ranges in w~dth from about 1.2 to 4.6 mi, and is steeper than in
the Bay proper, The s:~¢:f Lreak is shallcwer but less pronounced: below the break the seafloor
is relalNely steep to the boundary of the study area at depths of 1,640 ~.

Sbeml

The shore of the study area is generally mountainous, w~th coastal cliffs between the
Venture County and Santa Monica and along the Palos Verdes Peninsula, Pdor to development.
the coast between the palisades at Santa Monica and Malaga Cove consisted of sand dune~;
wetlands were abundant in the vicinity of Bailona Creek. At present approximately 50% of the
shore of Santa Monica Bay is sandy, constituting the popular recreational beaches from Torrance
Beach to Santa Monica and interm~ently trom there to Venture County. The coast from Point
Dume to Pulga Canyon consists of narrow, sandy beaches interrupted by rocky outcrops or short
stretches of rocky shore. Along the Palos Verdes Peninsula the shore is largely cobble with some
small sandy pocket beaches (Terry elaJ. 1956); these be~ches comprise coarser sand than those
along the rest of Santa Monica Bay and contain some cobble.
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Since creeks tn the Ballona Creek drainage ware channelized in the 1930l, little sand
transported to the Bay from the coastal plain. In the past, occasional shifts in the course of the
Los Angeles River to Santa Monica Bay probably replenished beach sand. Now the prtrnaly
source of beach sand is cl~ erosion (Woodell and Hollar 19911 with some inputs from runoff frmll
the Santa Monica Mountains (Mitchell 1987, pare. comm.) and the Santa Clara River (Kolplck
1988, pars. comm.). A landslide st Portuguese Bend has been an important source of sediment
to the Palos Verdes Shelf since 1956, contributing about 9 million MT of sediment (Stull 1988,
pars. comm.); it has been particularly important since 1980 (SDWG 1988).

Sandy beaches are an extension of the Intertidal zone, as they are formed by
combined action of wind and waves. The source of the sand on Santa Monica Bay beaches
bluff erosion and sediment carried from the watershed by coastal streams and dyers. Sand
transported longshore and Is eventually lost into Redondo Canyon. In some locations, beaches
have been augmented by nourishment projects which have added more than 24 million cubic
meters of sand to the shoreline (Woodell and Hollar 1991).

Dunes depend on a supply of sand which is moved onshore by waves, then further inland
across low-lying areas by frequent strong w~nds. Coastal dunes protect low-lying Inland armll
from ocean storms, but they may be completely eroded during a single winter storm and
reformed during calmer periods. The El Segundo Dunes are the only significant dunes remaining
in the Santa Monk~ Bay ~ree.

Historical. Prior to development, the coast between the palisades at Santa Monks end
Malaga Cove consisted mostly of sand dunes. Adjacent to Ballona Creek were wetlands with ~
sediments. Occa,~;ional shifts in the course of the Los Angeles River to Santa Monica Bay through
Ballona Creek probably replenished beach sand. Since the channelization of �~eeks in the Ball~n
Creek drainage in the 1930s, little sand has been transported to the Bay from the coastal plain.
Now the only natural source of sand besides bluff erosion Is in runoff from the Santa Monks
Mountains (M~tchell 1987, pare. comm.) or from the Santa Clare River in Venture County
longshore transport (Kolpack 1988, pars. comm.). The few remaining natural dunes are just ~
of Los Angeles International AJrl:x~t (Sharp 1978).

The shoreline of Santa Monica Bay is gradually eroding because sea level is slowly rising.
Early developments in the S;nta ~;onica Bay ~.o~s~l zo:~e i~�luded the �onstruction
commercial structures on beaches and in the littoral zone end, later, other projects to protect
these investments from the impacts of natural events. The first efforts to rebuild eroding beaches
began in 1930 with the establishment of the Los Angeles County Coastal Studies Division.
Periodic surveys of the beaches began in 1933; there have been 36 surveys to data. As a result
of many efforts to counteract the erosion process (construction of groins and beach
replenishment), beaches along much of Santa Monica Bay are w~der than in the past (Woodell
and Holler 1991).

Location and Jurisdiction. The beaches of the Santa Monica Bay study area are
vanously under the junsdiction of the state, count~, city, and private groups. State beaches ~-~
run by the Cali/ornia Department of Parks and Recreation and include Leo Carrillo, Westward,
Point Dume, CorraJ, Malibu Lagoon (Surtrider Beach), Las Tunas. Topanga, and Will Rogem to
the west of Santa Monica and Dockweder. Manhattan, Redondo and Royal Palms south of thera.
Beaches, parks, and reserves falling under the jurisdiction of Los Angeles County include
Nicholas Canyon Beach, Zuma Beach Park, Torrance Beach, Abalone Cove Beach, and Abalone
Cove Ecological Reserve.
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Figure 2-2. Topographic feeturee of Santa Monica Bay (modified ~om MBC 1~88).
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Soff-Bo.orn Sea Fk~r

The bottom type of the seaflonr is largely a function of the water movement in the
overlying water mass, although the proximO/of the sediment source can be ImportenL Coime
sand and gravel are fOund under swiftly moving water whereas fine silt and clay semi to the
bo~lom in quiet water, in most parts of Santa Mo~ca Bay the seafloor consists pdmar:Jy of f~ne
to moderately coarse, unconsolidaled sedimenLs.
Phosphorite are found in some areas (F~gure 2.3).H°wever’ herd bottoms of bedrock, gravel, end

Unconsolidated (soft) sediments ere classified on the basis of grain size into sand, ~t,
and clay fractions, in general, sediments grade Irom coarse nearshore to fine offshoce; Ihl~
sedimenL,; on the shelf are Sand whereas those on the slope are silt. Most nearshore sedimeflt~
of Santa Monica Bay ere dine green Sands, which form an elongate bed which is broadest
Manhattan Beach and extending from Venice Beach to the central shel/(Tern/et el. 1956).
Sediments on the northwestern part of the Palos Verdes Shelf ere generally ccaraer thin tho~e
on the Santa Monica Shelf whereas those on th~ southern pall of the shelf are finer ($DWG

Silty Sand is found over much of the central plateau and on the Palos Verdes Shelf, but
only in i narrow, nearshore band along Melibu Ind on the southern portion of the central
Sandy silt is characteristic of the upper/)onion of the basin slope, much of the middle and deep
depths off Malibu, end the outer portion of the central plateau. Deeper poitions of the basin slope
have sil~y sediments (Tern/eta/. 1956). Clay was ¯ minor fraction of Sante Montca Bay sadimerl~
in the 1950s (Terry et a~. 1956), but was more common in the 1970s (Bascorn 1978).

Most Sand on the shelf is fine quartz-feldspar that is being eroded from land, although
small patches of relict red Sand are found on the central plateau and south of Redondo Cam/on
(Tern/eta/. 1956). Relict red sands were deposited when the sea level was lower;, they represent
ancient beaches or sand dunes that have been reexposed. Much of the sand on the basin slope
end the outer pomona of the shelf ere glaucon~e; shell Sand occurs on some of the I:~sln slopes.

Sediment composition and distribution change in brae and place due to prmmiling
currents end storms. Winter storms move bsach sand offshore to deeper (10 to 20/t) water;, in
summer reduced wave intensity allows the sand to reaccumulate onshore (Grant end Shepard
1939). Currents generally move sand east along the C;.rillo Shelf toward Dume Canyon {Kolplck,
1988, pets. comm.), east along the Malibu Shelf, south along the central shelf toward Redondo
Canyon, and north from Malaga Cove to Rodondo C~nyon (Grant and Shepard 1939). From time
to time sand flows down Redondo Canyon and is lost to the nearshore system (Drake mid
Gorsline 1973). Numerous dikes, groins, and jetties have been constructed to help Sand accumu.
late (Woodell and Holler 1991). Sediments along the upper slopes of Santa Mortice Canyon end
the Palos Verdes Shelf occasionally slump into basins as a result of earthquakes and turbidity
currents (Haner and Gorsline 1978, Gorsline et a/, 1984, SDWG 1988).

Sediments are typically exposed to oxygen and any organic mater~al is processed by
aerobic infauna and bacter;a which live in the sediments. However, if there is insufficient oxygen
~n Ihe sediments for aerobic decomposers, anaerobic sulfur bacter~ may dominate, These
produce hydrogen suJfide which gNes the sediments the odor typical of rotten eggs.
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C~/jurisdictions include beaches (Santa Monica, Venice, and Hermosa Beaches)piers (Santa Monica Municipal, Venice Fishing, Manhattan Beach Municipal, Hermosa Beach
Municipal, end Redondo Beach Municipal Piers), Seaside Lagoon at, and the Palos Verdes
Estates Shoreline Preserve. Private beaches include Paradise Cove and Marina del Ray Public
Beach. Private piers include Paradise Cove Pier, Redondo Sportflshing Pier, and Monstad Pier.

Rocky Intertidal. On coasts exposed to the full force of incoming w~ves, loose sediments
have been stripped away leaving underlying bedrock exposed as rocky intertidal habltaL In the
study area, natural rocky intertidal habitat is found along the Carrillo coast, on the Malibu �oBst
from Point Duma to Paradise Cove, along occasional rocky patches from there to Big Rock
Beach, and along the coast of Palos Verdes Peninsula. Reefs around Point Duma are prinl~y
bedrock, but those on the Palos Verdes She~ include cobble, which is less stable than bedrock.
Je~iea, groins and piers provide artHicial intertidal hard-bottom habitat along the central Bay.

The rocky intertidal can be divided Into four discrete zones (Hedgpeth and Hinton 1961,
Camfoot 1977). The splash zone is above the high tide mark and is essentially tel1’estrl~l,
although it is splashed by waves. The upper intertidal zone extends from the bottom of the
zone to about mean high tide, end it is exposed to the sir longer than it is under w~ter. The
m~ddle intertidal zone extends from about mean hiOh water to mean low tide mark; it is exposed
and submerged for about equal periods of time. The lower int.ertJdaI extends from mean low tide
to the subtidal and :s submerged longer than it is exposed.

The demarcation of zones Is also affected by the prevailing wave heights. In an ame
which is exposed lo frequen: and high waves, the upper zcn~;s ere displaced upward and the
boundahes between adjacent zones are blurred. In protected areas where the average t~ve
height area is low, there is no splash zone and the other zones are marked distinctly.

Sandy Intertidal. Where the coast is not directly exposed to strong waves, sand
accumulates to form beaches. The sandy intertidal is exposed to extremes in temperature,
hydration, saline/, and movement. During high tides it is covered w~h cool salt water;, on hot day~
during low tides it dries out and heats up rapidly. On rainy days when the tide is out it may be
exposed to freshwater. Organisms in the sandy intertidal-are also subjected to forceful wave
shock and sh~ting sand with e~..-.h high tide. Sandy beaches era less productive of plant and
anm~al Itf, etnan ;;.cs! other merino ha~nats ar, d zonation is less appz.rent than on rocky shor~s.

Sandy beaches have relatively large spaces between send grains which permits the m~dy
flow of water and oxygen well below the sediment surface. Where the sand is coarse and wave
action is great, fixed burrows are impossible to maintain and most inhabitants are small enough
to INe between the sand grains or, H larger, to quickly bury themselves in the loose sand.

The infaunal communities of the sandy beaches of Santa Monica Bay have not been
studied in detail, but data from studies conducted at beaches at Point Duma (Patterson 1974,
Straughan 1982), E~ Segundo (MBC 1982b,c), Torrance (Straughan 1977b), and King Harbor
(Straughan 1977a,b) are available. Bight-w~de, sandy intertidal habitats support three slightly
U~t/e~ ent communities separated along geographic lines (Straughan 1982). All sites between Posit
Mugu and Palos Verdes Peninsula are similar.
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H.rd-Bot~om ~ Floor

Exposed bedrock is found nearshore ¯long the C~rillo and M¯libu co.eta from
Venture.Los Angeles County line to Pulga Canyon and from Malaga Cove to Point Fermlll o~t the
Palos Verde= Shelf. Exposed bedrock is ¯=so found offshore, on the central shaft (Short Blnl
the Santa Monica Shelf and in both Santa Monice and Redondo Submarfile Canyons. lfllhom
rocky bottoms ¯re similar in composition to those on land nearby; however, th¯ offshore bedlllck

,. generally consists of siliceous shales with mud=tone, silt=tone, eandstone, and lchlat (BLM 197~’).

Stream deposition end the erosk:m of rocky shore have formed nearahore gravel bldl off
Malibu and =,long the Palos Verde= Shaft. These gravels ¯re primarily rounded pebblel
rock but include metamorphic and sedimentary rock. Other gravel beds sun’ound th¯ expoled
bedrock areas of Short Bank (Shepard and MacDonald 1938, Terry ¯t a/. 1956, Bllscom 1978)
and in Santa Monica Submarine Canyon (Bascom 1978). These presurrmbly resulted from the
erosion of outcrops at lower sea level stands or from stream d¯politJon ¯t that time.

Anthropogenic hard-bottom substrata= in the study area l~clud¯ munlc~| ~ste~llter
ouffall pipes (three from Hyperion Treatment Plant and four from the Joint Water Pollution
Plant), as well as smaller out/all structures for generating stations and the refinery. Other ~
herd-bottom include jettiel, breakwatera, groins, and artif~.Joi m~fl.structures

Because subtidal, hard-bottom habitata support algal growth and attract sporffilherlel
species, the California Department of Fish end Game (CDFG) hls constructed 14 artificial
in Santa Monica Bay since 1958. The first five were constructed of degradable matedlll
(streetcars and automobiles) end have since di~ppeared. Nine ¯rtiflci~=l reefs (const~’ucted
1962 out of quarry rock, concrete, pier pilings, tira=, and marine vessels) ¯re ¯xpected to remain
for much longer (Lewis and McKee 1989).

Topography of the watarehed end

The terrestrial environment bordering Santa Monica Bay consists of two major
I) the watershed and 2) the waste=had (Figure 2-I). The watershed is the region of �oastal
that comprises the natural drainage area of the Bay (i.e., the land from which surface waterl dmln
into the ocean). The r~tural drainage end its poten:~al to car~y pol~u’~ants into Santa Monica Bay
makes the watershed important ¯s it pertains to the Bay’s environmental quality. The wast¯shed
is that land area from which municipal wastes originate before being treated ¯t municipal
treatment facilities which discharge to the Bay and hence is nct ¯ natural physical region. Much
of the surface runoff in the waste=had is carried to the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor area
of the Palos Verde= Peninsula but some is carried into Santa Monica Bay. The surface ¯re~ of
the combined watershed and w=steshed of Santa Monica Bay is approximately 1,380 m~;
watershed drains about 414 mi2 (SMBRP 1992).

The topography of the terrestrial environment bordering Santa Monlca Bay is domirmted
by the Santa Monica Mountains, the Los Angeles Coastal Plain, end the Palos Verde= PenlnsubL
Mountain peaks in the Santa Monica Mountains are up to 3,111 It high (on the western ~
of the natural dra~’~ge) and m the Palos Verde= Hills up to 1,480 It (Relier 1984). However, mo~
of the pla~ is tess t,"~ln 500 ~’ above sea level (’Terry et ~/. 1956, CLA,DPW 1982).

Historically, ~he Los Angeles River occasionally emptied into Santa Monica Bay at B¯llorm
Creek ~nstead of into San Pedro Bay at Long Beach. This resulted fl’om changes in the river’s
course during unusually hea’,,y storms and is know~ to have occurred in 1815-1825, 1862, and
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Santa Monica B~y Charactadza~on Stuck. I~3

PrMiling ~nds along tho c~st ~ ~ tho ~st-n~h~st ~nd ~nd ~p~ ~ gon~l~
low through~ the y~r. ~ San~ ~m Island, ~st of ~n~ Mon~ ~y, ~nd lp~ mng~
¯ om 6 to 8 mph in the ~11 to 10 to 12 mph duhng ~e aping, ~hough gusts may r~ch ~ mph
duhng the ~nter and sphng (~mum 1974). In summer =~ breezes ~pi~lly blow ~lh~
morning as air ~er ~e lend h~ts up, haas, and pulls �~ air ~om the ~n (MIIl~=nd ~
19~). At night o~hore lend br~e= oRen develop == a~ ~ ~e ~nd b pull~ I~
~er ~e ~er ~n m~.

Dudng ~nter (b= ~slonally at other times) ~n~ ~a ~nd= blow to ~e mt
deseX= ~st of the Los Angeles ~sin. These ~nd= resuR ~ high pressure cells
dese~ and enter the ¢~s=l zone through moun=in ~=ses. San~ ~as are ve~ d~ and h~
a resu~ of compression as they drop in =~ude, and gusts of ~ mph have been r~.
~as are ~esponsible f~ dispemlng dust and =~-~me �on=mlnan~ o~ ~er ~e ~n (MillM
and Hyslop 1~).

OC~NOGR~

Oc~n~mphic condRion= In the =tu~ area are ~rgely � ~n~ ~ the ~1~ Cu~
and other o~hore ~en~, as m~ ~ ~1 top~mphy and ~.

Cu~m

~e Cal~om~ Cu~ent b a Io~tem~mtum, I~lin~, and n~ent.~h ¢u~ent
flo~ south along ~e Cal~om~ �~st (Figure 2~). ~ ~de= In vel~ ~om y~r to y~r b~
usually w~kest in ~nter and spring (C~,DPW and USEPA 19~. So~ of Point Concept,
¯ e Caldorn= Cu~ent generally flo~ along the Pa~on Es~ment (1~ mi o~hore)
appr~ches the ~st again n~r Cape ~lne~, ~ ~1~.

~ Ba~ Cal~om= pa~ of the Cal~omb CuneN fl~ no~ into the "So.hem CaI~
Bight as th ¯ So~hern G~l~om= Countercu~enL Pz~ rf this countercurrs~t ex~s the Bight through
the Santa Barbara Channel and rejoins the Cal~ornm Current ~ile ~e rest flo~ sou~ n~h~
(C~,DPW 1982). Ben~th the su~ace ~ter mass O.e., ~om the su~ace to depths of abo~ 8~
fl) ~ a relatNely high-temperature and high-salin~ cunent ~lled ~e ~l~om= Under~
~ich flo~ to the noah (C~,DPW and USEPA 19~; Jackson 19~). ~is ~e~
n~mhore north of Point Conception dung the ~11 and ~nter and is kno~ ~en as ~e Da~ds~
Cu~enL

L~I cunents are affe=ed by I~1 submarine top~mphy, ~nds, and Udes and
~ kinds: longshore currents ~ich flow parallel to shore and cross-shore cunent= ~ich m~e
perpendicular to shore. Longshore currents are fastest n~r the =u~ce; near-boSom they
slow~ by s~floor ~ion. ~ Palos Verdes and ~e sea~rd edge of San~ M~i~ ~y,
longshore currents flow noah at appr~le~ 0.09 kn (~,D~ and USEPA 19~. Ho~er,
su~ce cu~ents ~h s~eds up to 1.13 kn f~ ~veral days have been measured on ~e
Verdes Shelf (SDWG 1988), Cross-shore currents flow shore~rd or sea~rd near the
and at depth; they are gene~lly ~us~ by =u~ace ~nd forcing or by internal ~ve=
~ 9~).
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1884 (’rer?y eta}. 19S~). When the Los Angeles River discharged through Baliona Creek, the
natural drainage to Santa Monica Bay was much larger, including the San Femando Valley end
part of the San Gabnel Mountains. Because the Los Angeles River ks now channellzed, future
discharges through the Ballone Creak are unlikely.

The area between Ballona Creek end present-day Bevedy Hills was often I east swamp
(Johnston 1962, Reiter 1984); In fact, the Spanish word for swamp (la c/enega) is given to ¯ rn~Jor
boulevard in this region. During torrential rains in the winter of 1861-1862, the entire area from
Los Angeles to the ocean, both toward San Pedro end toward Ballona, was ¯ east lake (Kuhn ~
Shapard 1981).

The natural drainage of the study area (Rgure 2-1) follows the crest of the Santa Mo~doa
Mountains from the Venture - Los Angeles County Une (and following ¯ ddge to the sea in that
area) to a point inland from Point Duma north of Lake Silvee, vood end from there east to
Hollywood. From Hollywood It extends south and west across the Los Angeles plain to Inc/ud¯
the area east of Ballona Creek and north of the Baldwin Hills, South of Ballona Creek the natural
drainage is a narrow coastal strip between Play¯ del Ray and the Palos Verde¯ Hills.

CMMATE

¯ . Air Temperature

¯ ’ The climate of southern California is MedIterranean, characterized by warm, dry summe~
end mih:l, wet winters. Although less than half of the days of the year are cloudy, insr..,k.~ion
sunshine) is greatest from March to September. The sun heats the air, land, and water;, In turn,
the land and water heat the air. The average daily (24 hr) air temperature in the study area range~
from 45 to 72°F annually (SCCWRP 1973), being coldest in January end warmest In July. In
svmmer the Los Angeles Coastal Plain is generally cooler than the nearby mountains and Inland
valleys due to the onshore flow of marine air (Miller and Hyslop 1983). Relative humidity ks
typically about 90% at night and about 60% during the day (Kimura 1974).

A temperature inversion often develops on the Los Angeles Coastal Plain dudng the
summer. Cool c~astal is air trapped beneath ~’,~rm air at hi0her altitudes, resufting in hazy
smoggy’ air Cool air ova: upwt=lling regions of the ocean o/Ice results in fog. During late spring
and early summer, fog may deepen to several thousand yards, causing dr~.zles throughout the
Coastal Plain (Miller and Hyslop 1983). At Los Angeles International Aiq:)ort there are usu¯lly
about 53 days of fog per year (Kimura 1974).

The average annual rainfall on the Coastal Plain IS 12 to 13 in. but ranges from 4 to 25
in (SCCWRP 1973, Kimura 1974, Miller and Hyslop 1983). About 90°/= of the rainfall occurs
between November and April (SCCWRP 1973). In winter cold-front storms typically come from
the northwest; in summer tropical storms called chubascos occasionally come from the
southeast. Most storms originate over the ocean as low pressure cells, but thunderstorms
occasionally result from hot air rising over land (K~mura 1974, MilJer and Hyslop 1983).
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Sanm Mor.c~ Say Ctwac~erlz~on S~uoy. I~

Su~ce cu~ents in ~n~ M~i~ ~y am complex b~ those below the up~ 1~
noah (Hickey 1~8, ~. �~m.). Su~ce cu~ents along ~e Palos Verde= Sheff my
no~hwest ~ =o~h-so~h~st, at all depths and ~rougho~ ~e y~r. Ho~er, dudng ~e
they tend to flow no~hwest and west-so~t below 1~ ~ ~ summer ~W flow n~
so--h-soPhist n~r ~e lu~ce (SCARP 19~).

Water s~ebm~ entem ~n~ M~ ~y ~ ~e ~, m~g ~
c~ntercl~se ~dy. However, ~en ~e no~h~rd cu~ent ~ken~, I �l~e Wm
develop, Ouhng these ped~s, I Io~h~rd, Iongsh~e flow ~n Spas Of 0.~ ~ b
(SCCWRP 19~, Henddcks 19~, C~,DPW 1982). R~ent studies suggest ~lt ~e ~
~re may d~inate ~ ~e she~, except ~en ~ reveres f~ s few days it I bme and ~
¯ e 7~ iso~th due to t~al a~i~. The res~ence Ume of su~ce ~ter (~ ~ ~ ~e
estJmat~ to ~ 3 to 4 ~ys (H~kw 1~, ~. ~.

~oml Cu~m

~1 cu~en~ m~e aiongsh~e and ad~ce~ to the shore, and am ~us~ by b~
~ves, as m~ by shore top~raphy. ~e I~oml cuffents may m~e as much as 8 ~l~
o~en ~nspo~ b~ch s~imen~ in s tumid ~yer ~ich ~ denser t~n s~ter and ~
~ow into submahne ~nyons as tu~id~ cuffents (Drake and Gomline 19~). P~nt Dural
o~hore islands she,er much of ~nta Moni~ ~y ~om m~t ~ste~ and no~e~
However, long pe~ ~ves ~om southern sto~s may generate su~ 10 to 15 ~ h~h al~g
Malibu c~st, re~in~ sediments to ~ter depths of 2~ ~ (Haner and Gomline 1978).
Palos Verdes She~, sto~ ~ves ~n r~uspend sedimen~ to ~er dep~s ~ 1~ ~ (SDWG

So~em Calffom~ has a m~, semidlumal tide, ~ich ~ �omp~ ~ ~ un~
high t;des and ~ unequal low tides eve~ 24 hr ~ rain. In ~n~ Moni~ ~y ~e high a~
tides generally d~er by 3,7 ~, although sp~ng ~des may ~er by 5,4 ~ (NOS 19~). ~dal ~
tend to flow onshor~offshore, b~ they achieve their gr~test vel~ies alongsh~e (SC~
1973). Do~nyon tidal flo~ in ~n~ ~on~ Submarine Cany~ have b~n measur~ st 0.14
~sec and up~ny~ veloc~ms at 0.10 ~sec (Hendhcks 19~, C~,DPW 1~2). Slmil~
probably ~ur ~ Dume snd R~do Sub~e ~y~.

Dudng prolong~ no~h~ste~ ~nds, nea~hore su~ce ~ter ~ tmnspo~ o~h~
along c~sts ~h s no~hwest-somh~st o~en~ti~. In this pr~ess, kno~ ~l up~lling,
o~gen-p~r and n~fient-r~ch ~ter comes to the su~ace to replace the lu~ce ~ter.
study ar~ upwelling is most likely to ~cur off the sou~west po~on of ~e Pslol Verdel
du~ng the ~nter and sp~ng (C~D~ Ind USEPA 19~.

Characterlst~l of Selwl~r

~t~t s~er m c~m~e~ by s numbm of physi~l and chemi~l s~rib~es,
~ich va~ s~s~ as w~l as in inegular ~shion. K~ charactens~ sre described b~,
espec~l~y as they may be influenc~ by ~n’s a~.
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As light penetrates the ocean it is reflected, absorbed, or scattered. The depth of light
penetration is greatest in transparent waters and least in turbid waters. Water transparency
measured by a standard Secchi disk) generally ranges from 20 to 50 It in southern Callfo~lli~.
However, within a mile of stream deltas it may be less than 20 fl and off rocky areas it is often
greater than 40 ft (AHF 1965, CLA,DPW and USEPA 1977). From 1956 to 1986 it ranged from 33
to 66 It in Santa MonJca Bay (Me¯ms 1987, peru. �~lm.).

I.Jght penetration is especially Important to photosynthesis (the process by which plan~
utilLze carbon dioxide and water to produce, in the presence of light, organic matter Ind oxygen.
Most photosynthesis occurs in the mixed layer, from the surface to water depths of about 33
As light levels decrease photosyr,thesis decreases. The "compensation depth" refers to the depth
at which light levels are so low that no ne~ photosynthesis can occur;, this depth marks the ~
of the "photJc" z~le.

Because inshore waters are generalh/more turbid, the photic zone may be less ~ 160¯ - ft deep, whereas offshore it may extend de.per. Sunlight intersects the sea surface at ¯ steeper
ang;e in summer then in w~nter, this light penetrates more deeply in summer end the photic zone
¯ deeper.

Hydrogen Ion Content

The pH of seawater over the shelf ranges from 7.5 to 8.6. High wlues result
photosynthesis which removes CO2 from the water. Because photosynthesis decreases and rim
respiration increases w~h depth, CO~ increases end hence pH decreases w~h depth (CLA, DPW

DIs~olved Oxygell .

Oxygen is required for respiration (and thus life) of both plants end animals. As organic
material decomposes, oxygen is used up, creating a biochemical m(ygen demand (BOO).
Dissolved oxygen (DO) levels are generally high near the surface as a result of input from the
atmosphere and from photosynthesis; DO decreases with depth, as distance from the sur~ce
increases end photosynthesis ceases. The DO level near the sea surface is generally ne=u’
saturation (approximately 5.5 ml/1), but saturation varies with temperature and salinity. At water
depths of more than 200 ft, DO is usually about 2.8 ml/l, but is only 0.5 ml/I at depths of 1,640
ft along the slope of Santa Monica Bay. DO is virtually absent at the bottom of Santa Monk:a
Basin (Emery 1960; BLM 1975; CLA,DPW and USEPA 1977; CLA, DPW 1982).

Inorgenk: Nonmetallic Metadale/Nutden~

Nitrogen (ammonia, nitrite, nitrate), phosphate, end silicate ere dissoh, ed, inorganic
matenals which are required for photosynthesis and are called nutrients. Nutrients are especially
important in the formation of amino acids (protein, nitrogen) and nucleic acids (phosphorous) ¯~
well as nonliving shells o~" tests (silicate).

Nutrient levels are generally low in the mixed layer and high in deeper water. This result=
from their utilization by phylopianklon in the photic zone and their regeneration by bacteria which
are most abundant near the pycnocline. Nrtrate is the predominant form of nitrogen found below
the photic zone (WiIIL, ms 1986).
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2.10

Temperature

Horizontal differences In the tempemtura of se~=w~tar are due pdmadly to variations in the
Cali/omia Current and CounlercurrenL Surface temperatures in the Southern Califom~, Bight
range from about 52 to 73°F and are warmest (61 to 73°1) from July to December and
(52 to 63°1) from January to June (AHF 1965, CLA,DPW 1982; Bratkovlch 1988, pert. comm.).
Average annual surface water temperatures in Santa Monice Bay ranged from 60 to 65.8"F
between 1956 and 1986 (Meerns 1987, peru. comm.).

Below 100 ft seasonal temperature patterns am different (Jackson 1986). At 200
temperatures range from 50 Io 59OF and are warmest from October to March end �oolest fro~
April to September. At 500 It temperatures atl relatively constant at 47 to 50"F (AHF 1~66,
CLA,DPW and USEPA 1977),

The ma.ior feature of seawater is t~e dissolved salts which produce Its charactedstl©
saltiness. Salinity is measureu in parts per thousand (ppt), which refers to the amount of
contains. Most of the salt i= common table salt, sodium chloride (NaCl); abundant Ions in
seawater include sodium (Na+), chloride (Cl-), sulfate (SO,-), magnesium (Mg++), calcium
(Ca+ +), potassium (K+), anu bicarbonate (HCO=-). Chloride comprises about 55% of the ions,
sodium about 30%, and sulfate about 8%. The concentration of most of these tons is
constant and they are so abundant that even unusually high levels do not affect the overall
salinit~ and hence are not Considered

Salinity in the Cali/orn~ Current ranges from 33.5 to 34.1 ppt, whereas in the Catifom/
Undercurrent it ranges from 3~L4 to 34.6 ppt (CLA,DPW and USEPA 1977; Jackson 1986). The
coastal waters of Santa Monica Bay are normally more saline during the summer due to
evaporation of water and less saline in w~nter es a result of freshwater runoff. Salinity is usually
less variable at greater depths.

Der~lty and Stratification

The dense,7 of se~.w’~ter is ¯ function of its :emperature end its sal~ni~. Thus, layers of
sharply tin’latent densities acljacent to one another (a pycnocline) can result from differences in
temperature, saJinity, or a COmbination of the two. if separated primarily by temperature, the
pycnocline is also a thermoclme; if separated primarily by salinity, it is also a halocline. Water
above the pycnocline usually has little internal structure; it tends to be homogeneous and is
ca~led the mixed ~ayer.

A pycnocline is a natural barrier to the exchange of water between the two layers.
Wastewater is usually dischal~ed below the pycnocline in order to prevent movement of the
effluent into surface waters; e~¢ept/or oil and grease the plume ts unlikely to reach the surface
when the sea is strat~ed (CLA,DPW and USEPA 19T/).

In Santa Monica Bay a Ihermocline often develops (from spring to fall) as a result of warm
surface temperatures. In wml=~ and spr=ng there may also be a Iow-s~linity lens at the surface
which re=urns from stream nJn~It, in summer a pycnocJine occurs over the shelf at depths of al::Kx.,t
35 f~ When the surface temp~ntura drops in the fall the densi~ of the upper layer approaches
that of the lower layer, the py~ ~ocline breaks dow~. The m~xed layer then extends into depth=
of 100 f~ between December =~U March (Jackso~ 1986).
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Event was in 1982-1983, with the previous largo El Nir~o In 1957.1959 Events of lesser
occu~ed in 1986-1987 and in 1991-199’~ ~,~..~-~ ........ "             magnitude--- ,,,-~,~.-,,~n luo~, ~mnam and White 1988, Kerr 1992).

Dudng an El Nif~o mahne organisms with more southern distributions occur in the Blgh~
whereas cold water species become less abundant: pelagic red crabs w~re abundant offshore
southern Cal~fomia in 1982 and 1983. Dudng In El Ni~o the sport end commercial flshedes (lind
success) for pelagic species may increase dramatically.
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In freshwater systems phytoplankton productivity is generally limited by the availability of
phosphate. In the ocean, however, phyloplankton ectNJty tends to be limited by the availability
of nitrogen. Nutrients are replenished in the photic zone dudng upwelling or when the pycnoc~Irte
breaks down in the w~nter; however, sewage ~nd sur/ace runoff may also add nitrogen
phosphate to local ar~m.

Trace Metof~

Virtually ell trace metals occur naturally in seawater. Among the more abundant m
copper (Cu), manganese (Mn), zinc (Zn), cadmium (Ca’), col;lit (Co), silver tag), nickel (NO, arid
iron (Fe) (Williams 1986). Iron, manganese, and cobalt are abundant in the natural surface ruNlif
from the Santa Mortice Mountains (SCCWRP 1973).

Manganese and cobalt ere typically mo~e concentrated in surface waters then at depth,
whereas the concentrations of cadmium, zinc, nickel, copper, and silver increase with depth.
These patterns reflect both biological and chemical processes. For instance, iron is used by f~h
and other organisms to secure oxygen from the water and hence its concentration may be related
to the abundance of organisms requiring it. Most trace metals are required for the graph of
organisms.

Orgenk~ Mailer

Both Particulate and dissolved organic compounds are found In seawater. The partJcullte
phases are described as total particulate organic carbon, partJcJfate or0~nic nitrogen, ~
particulate organic phosphorus. Particu;ata organic materials are most abundan! In the photi¢
zone, less so with depth. Particulates adsorb trace metals and other contaminants; hence they
are important in transporting these substances from the water �olumn to the bottom (Wi~lllma

Dissotved organics include material from decaying organisms, their excretions and
secretions, as well as synthetic materials produced by man. The major components are total
dissolved organic carbon, dissolved organic nitrogen, and dissolved organic phosphorus. The
concentrations of these components are high in the mixed layer and low at greater depths. F~’
the r:,~os’, part    , -,ma.er~.s &:,~ produce:| by ph)’top;ankZon in the photic zone and are br~,en
by bacteria at greater depths (Williams 1986).

El Nk~o Evar#~

Every so often, with a quasiperiodicity of 3 to $ years (Graham and White 1988), I~le
oceanic environment of southern California changes dramatically as an El NiRo Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) event takes place. During an El Nir~o, the normal water mass offthe California
coast is replaced with water which is warmer, more saline, and lower in nutrients than
These conditions extend through the water column and may persist for months or years.

E~ Nitros resu/t from large-scale changes in the climate and oceanography of the Pacific
Ocean as a whole. Normally tradew~nds, which blow to the west north of the Equator, force water
to pile up in the western Pac~c. When the L’adew~nds weaken, seawater flows downhill (11 I
long-period wave) toward the eastern Pac~c. When this wave encounters the Americas, it moves
b~th norlh and south along the coast. Because curTents in the North Pacific also decrease in
strength, the south-flo~ng California Current is weakened and the warm-water mass from
equatorial latrtudes penetrates into the Southern California Bight. The most recent large El N~o
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CHAPTER 3
THE BIOLOGICAL SEI"rlNG

TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT~

Ten’estrial organisms in the study eree Ire largely wamHempemte special of
California Wildlife Region (Brow~ end Lav~ence 1965). The only life zone in the watemhed bl the
Upper Sonoran life zone (Grinnell 1935); although the altitude lies within the tinge ~
classified es Lower Sonoran, the temperatures ere cooler and humidit~ il higher alottg It~ ~
than in erees of similar altitude elsewhere in southern Californi~.

Habltata and Plant Communltlee

The Santa Monlca Bay watershed end Its surrounding eros includes ¯ vadety of ten’~dll
habitats end plant communities (often regarded

as habitats because of the nature of the physicalstructure they provide to the habitat). Many of these would have occurred pdor to Europelul
contact but several have developed since that time, particularly with urbanization. The 8~nta
Monica Mountains alone have more than 860 species of flowedng plants (Ikeda eta/. 1991); the
more urbanized crees of the watershed have many additional species, most of which
Introduced.

Thirteen terrestrial habitats ere found in the Santa Monlca watershed (Figure 3-1)
and Laudenslayer 1988). Nine of these occur throughout the watershed.
FoothillRiparian CoastalScrub AnnualGrassland = ........... ._Eucalyptus, Vaill~f

....... r,~n ,-mergenE weuand, Plivedne, Lacustrine,Orchard-Vineyard, and Urban. The four remaining habitats (Valiey Oak Woodlr.nd, CoastaJ Oak
Woodland, Mixed Chaparral, end Chamise-Redshank Chapar~l) ere specific to the Santa Monk:a
Mountains.

Three of the ubiquitous habitats (Fresh Emergent Wetlands, Rivedne, end Lacustrine) Ire
wetlands habitats, two (Eucalyptus and Annual Grassland) consist primarily of introduced species,
two (Orchard-Vineyard end Urban) result from human development, and two (Valley FooOtil
Riparian end Coastal Scrub) era entirely native to the area (Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988).

Valley Oak Wi:mdland

The Valley Oak Woodland occurs exclusively in the western part of the Santa Monk=
Mountain portion of the study area (Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988), particularly in the Upper
Malibu Creek Drainage. This habitat is dominated by valley oak, a deciduous oak 50-115 ft tall
The trees may be sparsely distributed as in a savannah or more densely distributed with partially
closed canopies. It is best developed on deep, well-drained alluvial soils in valley bottoms. The
Valley Oak Woodland habitat usually merges with the Annual Grassland habItat or near streaml
with the Valley-Foothill Riparian vegetation.

There is generally I~tle recruitment of young valley oaks to this habitat to replace the
oaks which are being destroyed by urban and agricultural development. Most surviving standl
in the state are from 100 to 300 years old, some reaching 400 years old. Valley Oak Woodland
is important to mammals such as the gray fox, western gray squirrel, and mule deer, and for birds
such as the red~.ail hawk, European starling, and California quail (Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988).
At Mahbu Creek State Park grasses have been planted to associate w~th Valley Oak Woodland
in at~ effort to expand the potential habitat for valley oak (Danielsen and Halvorson 1990).
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~ms~l Oak W~

The C~s~l Oak W~land ~m In ~e ~ M~ Moun~lns, b~ n~ ~m~t~
n~r ~e c~st (Mayer and ~udenslayer 19~). Th~ ~b~t b dominat~ by �~st
Ca~om~ ~ln~; ~e ~k ~ ~ergr~n and the ~ln~ b d~u~s. In moist s~es,
dense and fo~ a closed ~nopy 1~70 fl high; ~ d~ a~s ~ey are m~e ~dely
a savannah. The unde~to~ ranges ~ lush, s~d~ sh~bs and ferns ben~
~nopies to annual grassland in d~ ar~s; sheba ~ ~ighb~ng chapa~l and
�ommun~ies may �on~bme to ~e undemt~ (~yM ~ ~enl~yM 1~),

This habit ~n be ~Rher d~ ~o I n~ ~ lubhab~tl MI~ ~ u~
plants (Nlen 19~). The C~s~l Oak W~land ~n~ b ~st developed ~ m~emt~
well-dmin~ soils ~ich are m~emtely deep and M~ low to medium fe~il~.
w~lands consist of slo~gro~ng, I~g-IN~ ~ees ~t ~uim ~ y~m to r~enemte
mature ~ees; most s~nds consist of m~ium to ~rge ~s ~ ~ few ~plings. ~Is ~mun~
has experienced an incr~sed ~equen~ of fir~ ~ r~nt y~ but �~st ~k geneml~
fires. Impo~nt vertebrate sp~ies ~ ~ ~~ ~ude Cal~ q~,, ~m
squi~el, and mule d~r (May~ and ~s~ym I~.

Eu.~

~e Eu~lyptus habit ~ ~rough~ ~ ~tmh~ and ~steshed ~ d~tu~,
agdcu~uml, ~ u~n s~es (Mayer and ~udenslay~ 19~). Th~ Mb~t b usually doml~t~
blue gum, to a lesser e~ent by red gum. Eu~lypt~, ~ gum tr~s, were ~u~
Cal~orn~ ~om Austml~ in 18~. The structure of ~e ~b~t ranges ~om ~icke~
species ~h no undemto~ to s~er~ tr~s ~h ~ ~elop~ shrubby unde~t~.
planted in ro~ to provide ~nd breaks ~ ~ groves f~ M~ ha~esting. Gum ~ ~p~l~
s~nd 87 to 1~ fl high, b~ some r~ch ~ height of ~ ~ Unde~to~ plants range ~
grassland species in groves to c~s~l scrub ~ chapel apples; n~r strums, dpa~n
may ~cur in ~he undertow. They are also plant~ n~r ~rds and ~neyards. The allel~
nature of gum tree I~er prevents many ~er plan~ ~om developing in the undemto~. Gum
regenerate rapidly folio~ng fires, reproducing vege~t~e~ as ~11 as by le~s. Most gum
achieve 7~90% of their height in their flint 15 y~. ~, ravens, and ~m o~s am c~m~
b the Eu~lyptus ha~t; the ba~ li~er provides t~b~at ~r southern ell~gator I~rds, gophm
snakes, and w~m~. ~e habit d~s n~ ~ ~e 2,1~ ~ a~itude (MayM
~udenslayer 1~).

Valley F~III Rl~n

~e Valley F~thill Ripa~n habit ~ thr~gho~ ~e ~te~h~ and ~stesh~,
valleys, c~stal plains, and f~thiils; ne~ to low vel~ s~ms on g~velly or r~ so,l;
in assertion ~h annual g~ssland ~ oak ~odi~d (Mayer and ~udenslayer 1~).
hab~ is dominated by Fremont co~on~, Cal~ sy~more, and vall~ ~k; ~1~
sy~more Is dominant in c~s~l areas of the ~n~ Moni~ Mountains. Wh~e alder
dominant sub~nopy ~ee b~ many sh~bs (e.g., ~ld g~pes, ~llo~, poison ~k)
he~aceous p~an~s ~cur in ~e unde~t~. ~e domi~nt species are deciduous. ~e
~ about 1~ ~ high and ~ve~ge is ~%. Co~onwo~ ~ ~ome large mature trees
25 yea~. W~;~o~ generalJ~ d~inate m ~ s~ges of succession and, ~ere there are
flo~ of s~lt, may persist indefin~e~. The Valley F~i~l R~par~n habit is tmpo~nt to
s~c~s of mammals, birds, reptiles, and amph~bans (Mayer and ~udens~ayer 19~).
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3.4

Annual Gre¯al¯nd

The Annual Grassland habitat occurs throughout the watershed ¯nd wasteshad. The
habitat is found on fiat plains to gently rolling hills. It consists of open grasslands dominated by
annual grass ¯nd forb species (Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988). Most of the dominant
introduced grasses (e.g., wild oats ¯rid red brome). Redstem filaree is ¯ �ommon ~ In Iouthem
Caldomia annual grasslands and California poppy, the Slate Flower, is ¯lso found in this I~bil~L
It otlen occurs as an under¯tory tn Valley Oak Woodlands and is found next to Co~=t
Woodland, Coastal Scrub, Valley Foothill Riparian, Fresh Emergent Wetlands,
and Eucalyptus habrtats Annual grasslands are generally found at lower el¯varietal thin ~
Redshank and Mixed Chaparral habilala. Seeds germinate following fall mini, grow ¯lowly in
winter but rapidly in spdng as temperatures hse. During the summer the habitat �~n have ¯
amount of standing dead material If there is little grazing. The Annual Grassland ~ has
replaced the pdstine native grassland habitat In the area which was dominated by
bunchgrasses. Fall rains followed by extended dry periods encourage growth of deep..ro~ed
forbs and grazing favors low-growing forbs. Important mammals in this habitat inolude black.tailed
jackrabbit, California ground squirrel, and Botta’s pocket gopher. Western meadowlark, tud(ey
vulture, and American kestrel are common birds. Western fence lizard ¯nd am=tam mttlelr~ke
are important reptiles in this habitat (Mayer and Lludenslayer 198~).

Fresh Emergent Wetland¯

The Fresh Emergent Wetlands habitat is found in localized ¯reas throughout the
watershed and wast¯shed. It is dominated by erect, rooted water plants such esltm
sedges, rushes, and cattails (Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988). The habitat is found on pedodk:mlly
flooded basins; thus the roots must do well in anaerobic silts and clays. This habitat naturally
accumulates silt and over centuries is replaced by an upland community. It usually occur=
association with Riverine or Lacustrine habitats; its limit lies with the deepwater limit of emergent
plants (usually at about a depth of 7 It). This habitat is highly productive and provides food,
and water for many species of mammals, birds, reptiles, and amphibians, with some speolel
utilizing the habitat for their entire life cycle. The endangered peregrine falcon ub’liz¯ the
for feeding and roosting (Mayer and Lludenslayer 1988).

The Ray¯fine habitat consists of streams and dyers with Intermittent or continually running
water. This habitat occurs in a natural state primarily in the Santa Monica Mountains in the
watershed; in the coastal plain the stream channels have been fixed as open concrete drainage
channels with urban runoff rather than springwater constituting the stream flow. Most of the
natural streams in the watershed are intermittent, with greatest flow~ In the winter. There are 28
stream drainage basins in the watershed (SMBRP 1992). Malibu Creek is the largest stream
the watershed and best represents this habitat. The habitat is usually found in association with
Riparian, Lacustrine, and Fresh Emergent habitats. It usually arises at a spring in this are¯
runs down relatively steep canyons until the slope levels out, at which point the water become=
sluggish and may form pools (Mayerand Laudenslayer 1988). During this course, the floor of the
stream changes from rocky to muddy; water temperature and turbidity increase and dissolved
oxygen decreases down the stream course. In faster or upper-lave/streams, water moss
filamentous algae are attached to rocks, and stream insect larvae live on the underside of gravel
in rrff]es or pools, in slower or lower-level streams mollusks and crustaceans replace the
and emergent vegetation grows along the edge of the stream. Many insectivorous birds feed
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Mixed Chapen~l

The Mixed Chaparral habitat is only found in the Santa Mortice Mountain portion of the
watershed. It is dominated by shrubs with stiff evergreen leaves (Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988).
It generally occurs above the coastal scrub habitat and occur= predominantly on moist coastal
or north, and east-facing slopes with Chamise-Redshank Chaparral on drier, south- and west-
facing slopes. It usually is found on steep slopes with thin, well-drained rocky, sandy, or gravelly
soils; soils in this habitat are deeper than in the Chamise-Redshank Chaparral. Shrubs range in
height from 3 to 13 It, occasionally to 19 It, and form an impenetrable thicket of 80%
Dominant species include scrub oak, ceanothus (wild lilacs), end manz~nltl, with many oOt~.
shrubs (e.g., laurel sumac, sugarbush, birch.leaf mountain mahogany, and toyon) also included
In the community. Leaf litter may accumulate beneath the shrubs for year= until �onsumed dud~g
¯ fire. The community is fire-adapted with large rootbases. Following ¯ fire, annuals
perennials dominate for 1-3 yr until seedlings end root.re.own shoots appear;, the shrub oanoplea
do not ovedap until 10.30 yr after ¯ fire. Wildlife species found in mixed chaparral are also found
in chamise-redshank chaparral and coastal scPub (Mayer ¯rid Laudenalayer lg~.

Chamlee-Redehank Chal~n,al

Chamlse-Redshank Chaparral is found in l=o~ted stands in the Santa Monic~ Mountair~
(Mayer and Laudensiayer 1988). Most stands in the study area are almost exclusively dominated
by chemise with some redshank occurnng at higher elevations (Raven and Thompson 1966). It
occurs on steep slopes with thin, coarse soil. These stands are 3-7 It in height but oan reich 10
It (Mayer end Laudanslayer 1988). There is no oversto,-y o, understory end canopy cove,- can
reach 80%. It occurs pnmarily on d~,, south, and west-facing s;opes above the �oastal scrub
habitat. Near the coast other shrubs (e.g., laurel sumac, toyon, end ceenothus) are also found
in this community along with white sage, black sage, end California buckwheat. A= with mixed
chaparral, chamise-redshank chaparral is fire-adapted. Annuals and perennials dominate for 1-~
yr following ¯ fire until chemise and associated plants sprout from seedlings end roots. Chamile
canopies do not ovedap until 3-15 yr after a fire. Wildlife found in this habitat are ¯l�o found in
mixed chaparral end coastal scrub (Mayer and I.~uden=layer 1988).         ¯.

Coastal Semb

Coasta~ Scrub Habitat occurs on well-drained day, gravelly, and rocky soils and was the
dominant habitat of the Los Angeles Coastal Plain prior to urban developmenL A~ present It
found on undeveloped slopes of the Santa Monioa Mountains adjacent to the ocean, in drier
areas at higher levels, and in the Palos Verdes Hills (Jaeger end Smith 1966). It lies within 20
of the ocean between the coastal dune habitat end the mixed chaparral, ¢hamise-redshank
chaparral, and coastal oak woodland habitats of slightly higher elevations. It is typical of steep,
dry, south-facing slopes w~th sandy to shale soils but also occurs on moderate slopes and
stabilized dunes. This community consists of low to moderate-sized shrubs (to ¯ height of 7
w~th a canopy cover of up to 100%. The dominant species in the community redes with moisture;
California sagebrush, California buckwheat, purple sage, end chaparral yucca generally dominate
in the Santa Monica Bay watershed. The community is fire-adapted and takes about 10 yr to
recover following a fire. Unburned stands can surv~,e intact for up to 60 yr. The community can
invade disturbed areas {Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988). ALr pollution has reduced the cover by
native species in some areas of southern California (Westman 1979). The California ground
squirrel is probably the most abundant, obvious mammal (Reiter 1984). The California
gnatcatoher, a species of concern, is found exclusively in this hab~at and endangered peregrine
falcons include this as an important hab~at (Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988).
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Conservancy w~s created at about the came time to acquire lands until the 70,000 acres
necescary to complete the SMNRA could be completed; this acquisition is still in progress.

Endangered Species In the Watershed

Four species of flowering plants in the Santa Monioa watershed ere curmnUy listed ~
rare, threatened, or endangered (Ikeda et a/. 1991). The Santa Monlca Mountains dudleye m
listed as State Endangered in 1976. It is endemic to the Santa Monlca Mountains where it him
been found at less than 10 sites. It occurs on steep rocky areas along Melibu Creek. Lyorl’s
pentachaeta has been listed by the California Native Plant Society. It occurs at less than 12 sites
in the Santa Monlca Mountains on the edge between annual grassland end ¢tml:mrral
communities. Conejo buckwheat was listed as State Rare in 1976. It occurs on dry rocky hillsides
~ coastal scrub end chaparral. Santa Susans blrweed was listed as State Rare in 1978. It grow
on rocky outcrops in chaparral in the Santa Monlca Mountains (Ikeda el a/. 1991).

Federally endangered Insect species in the study Ires inr.Jude the Palos Verdes blue ind
El Segundo blue butterflies (CDFG 1992). Endangered birds in the watershed include Amedcan
peregrine falcon (State and Federally Endangered), Cal~fomia gnatcatcher (Federally Proposed
Endangered), and Belding’s cavannah sparrow (State Endangered).

Natural Verteblllly

Many of the habitats in the Santa Monica Bay watershed ere adapted to frequent fires.
Plants in the chaparral and coastal scrub communities, in particular, have speclallzed methods
by which to deal with what would ordinarily be ¯ catastrophic event. Many perennk~l species,
such as chemise, can resprout after the plant crown has been burned, and several species
actually require that their seeds be exposed to the high temperatures of fires to germinate (Head
1989). Annual species have dispersal mechanisms which allow them to be transported long
distances beyond the burned area (O’Leary 1989). Rre provides a means by which old grow~
and senescent plants are removed, making room for new ind~duais or new growth, The resulting
ash, when carried by winter rains, provides nutrients to streams end coastal plains and wetlands
(Faber et aJ. 1989). Fire also promotes greater divers~ in the communk’y, both among the plants
and the animals which use them for food end shelter, by increasing the number of plant species
available and providing more levels of hab~at, such as open ground, opening-chaparral
interfaces, and dh’ferent age-class Individuals. F’,’e also helps to maintain native plant communities
by suppressing nonadapted, Invasive, introduced plants (Wells 1990).

DrougM

The climate of southern California is class~ed as Mediterranean, with mild, rainy winters
and hot, dry summers, Near the coast, rainfall varies from about 10 to 20 in. per year, end
temperatures range from highs of 68°F to 90°F in summer to lows of 37"F to 48°F, with infrequent
frosts. Further inland, average rainfall is a I~tle greater, up to 25 In. per year, and temperatures
va~ more, w~h summer highs up to 94°F (or over 100°F during a Santa Ana wind) end winters
down to 29°F (Munz 1973). However, the distribution of rainfall, w~h most of it occurring in the
cool, nongrow~ng season, requires b’~at plants accomplish their warm-season growth during ¯
period of I~tle rainfall. Precipnation is also extremely va~ble from year to year, and pedods of
several consecutive years of below-normal rainfall resul~ in extreme fire danger In the chaparral
plant communities. Even within a normai-rainfall year, uneven distribution of the precip~tion, w~
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above this habitat and soma water-associated birds are also found there (May~r and
Laudenslayer 1988).

La©uetrine

The Lacustrine hab~at Is found at several sites within the watershed and wasteshed. It

�onsis.ta of i.nland depressions or dammed streams that contain standing water and is oftenassociated W~h rrvenne end fresh emergent wetlands

levels may decrease with increasin de t       habitats. The largest lakes in the watershed
are Lake Sherwood and Malibu Lake. Ught penetration is dependent on turbidity and

diatoms desmid                 g p h. Dominant h o     ,=wang suomerged algle
s, and filamentous algae, h,o _, ...... p_yt .Pla.nkton organisms �onslland pondweeds. Rot/fete, copepods, and c/adocerans are important members of the zooplanklon

of lakes. Protozoa, hydras, snails, aquatic insects, and insect larvae also occur in lakes and
ponds. Most lakes and ponds support fish populations (Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988).

Omhard-Vineyerd

The Orchard-Vineyard habitat b sometimes found in rural areas of the watershed in
Santa Monica Mountains. It is an artificial, agricultural habitat that typically consists of a single line
(or in the case of grapes) vine species planted in rows with an open understory of low-growing
grasses and herbaceous plants (Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988). In
fruit and nut crops grown in orchards and vineyards             southern California dominant

include almonds, apples, apricots, evooado~,
dates, grapes, grapefruit, lemons, oranges, olives, and walnuts (Miller end Hyslop 1983). The
hab~at ~pically occurs in deep fertile soils and is sc~metimos irriga!ed. Ind~dual orchards or
v~eyards may persist for about 40 yr, w~th replacement of orchard type resulting from a decline
in market value or productNi~y. Deer, rabbit, and squirrels feed on orchard trees or their products
(Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988).

Urban

The Urban habitat is found over much of the Santa Montca watershed south of the Santa
Monica Mountains and over most of the wasteshed (Figure 3-1) (SMBRP 1992). It is
developed in the Thousand Oaks anc~ Malibu areas and as residential areas near Point Duma and
T°panga Ca.~ycn. M~_s! of the ,~’,~bi’-*.t consists of sin~le cr mu’!i;fe f~r,~i!y rqsid~nt;al ar~3s but
~arge areas of Santa Monica, Los ,tJ~geles, the Los Angeles Airport area, and El Segundo are put
to commercial and industrial us (SM BRP 1992). Vegetation types include tree groves, street strip~,
shade trees and lawns, lawns, shrub cover, and demolition sites. Vegetation consists of a mixture
of native and exotic species. Commercial and industrial areas o~en have little vegetation but
nevertheless provide habitat for some species. Subhabitat types include downtown, urban
residential, and suburbs. Rock dove, house sparrow, and European starling dominate the poorly
vegetated downtown areas. Scrub jay, mockingbird, and house finch are the major birds In urban
residential areas. Suburban areas approximate the natural environment and provide habitat to
species fl’om adjacent habitats. Air temperatures are generally warmer in urban areas and wind
veloc~ies lower, except where high-rise buildings are found (Mayer end Laudenslayer 1988).

Unique Ar~aa and HabRat~

Unique areas in the Santa Monica Mountains include the Santa Monica Mountains
National Recreation A~ea (SMt~F~) developed by Congress in 1978 to protect part of the
m::.;,n-’-"i,ns ~om further development (lkeda et aJ. 1991). The Santa Monica Mountains

¯
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,

Wetlands ere among the most productive ecosystems in the world. Productivily b relatedto several factor=, including the efficient functioning of the grazing and detrital food chant.
Additionally, periodic rise end fall of the tide= and flooding in =air mar=hea bring nutrient= from
outside the system and keep the system oxygenated. Wetlands ere now being recognized for
their educational, recreational, end aesthetic values. Southern California wetlands ere
used by bird watchera end other outdoor rec~’eationist=, Ind consenmtionist groupl lu~

.̄~ increasingly important roles in their preservation end restomtk:m.

~ ~ Dietdl~tlen

Ten brackish wetlands of varying size and state of naturalness are located along the edge
of Santa Monica Bay: Trances Lagoon, Zuma Beach Lagoon, Malibu Lagoon, Lower Topanga
Canyon, Venice Canals, Ballona Lagoon, Oxford Flood Control Basin, Ballon~ Wetlands, De/Re,/
Lagoon, and El Segundo Dunes Wetlands (Figure 3-2). They range from small, lellonllly-
inundated river mouths, such as at Zuma Beach west of Point Duma, to the large
Wetlands Complex at Marina Del Ray. A number of freshwater mar=hea occur within the
water=had, such as Madrona Marsh (Torrance) and Upper Medea Creek (in the M~llbu
drainage).

Ballor~ Wetlands Complex

Historically, the LOS Angeles River occesionally emptied into ,S~nta Monica Bay et
Creek Instead of into San Pedro Bay at Long Beach, as the river’s �ourae changed durll~
unusually heaW storms that occurred between 1815 and 1825 and again in 1862 end 1884 (Tim/
eta/. 1956). During that period, the drainage area of Ballona Creek (Los Angeles Rivet}
considerably larger than at present, including the San Fernando Valley and pert of ~
Gabriel Mountains. The Los Angeles River is now channelized end future disch~rgea through
Baliona Creek ere unlikely. The Venice Canals, Ballona Laqoon, Oxford Rood Control
Ballona Wetlands, and Del Ray Lagoon ere p~rt of the historic Ballona Wetlands Complex.

The area between Ballone Creek and present.day Beverly Hills was often ¯ viii
(Johnston 1962, Rester 1984). During torrential rains in the winter of 1861-1862, the entire valley
area from Los Angeles to the ocean, both towards San Pedro end toward Ballona, was ¯ grit
lake (Kuhn and Shepard 1981). During periods when the Los Angeles River discharged into
Pedro Bay instead of into Santa Monica Bay, the areal extent of the Ballon~ wetlandl
probably reduced, with greater marine influence.

In 1868 the Ballona Wetlands comprised 2,100 acres (Clark 1979). Development of
del Ray, the Venice canal system, and residential and commercial properly, ¯nd the
channeli:,ation of Ballona Creek reduced this area to less than 160 acres of habitat that
legitimately be called wetlands. Remnants of the Ballona Wetlands Complex include
Lagoon, on the north side of the Marina channel; Del Rey Lagoon, to the south of Ballona Creek;
Ballona Wetlands, the major marsh area, located north and south of Ballona Creek; Oxford Rood
Control Channel on the north side of Marina del Rey; and the Venice Canals. The prl~erlt
remnant of the Ballona Wetlands Complex include mudflat, shallow subtidal, saltrnarsh, brac/d=h
marsh, and freshwater marsh habitat (Schreiber 1981). Although estimates vary as to the toCld
amount of extant habt, at, about 10 to 15% of the original area (270 acres) can still be considered
either degraded or nondegraded wetland= (Figure 3-~.
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most occurring dudng only one or two storms rather then spread more evenly over the lesion,
w~ll affect how much of the available moisture is able to soak into the loll. Native vegetaUort
most affected by the worst �onditions than by the average (Clark 1992). Prolonged drought may
predispose plants to diseases and disorders caused by opportunistic pamsitas (Brooks 1992).

Native plants deal with drought conditions (annual or cyclical) in vadous ways. Milly
species have hard or waxy-coated leaves to prevent evaporation or white, shiny, or fuzz-covered
leaves to reflect light. Some species (drought-deciduous) drop their leaves dudng the hot~elt
period of the year, or turn their leaves to avoid the direct rays of the sun (Head 1989). Deep mot

_ systems and water.storage capabil~es are also present in many 8pec!as. Physiological
mechanisms are also employed, such 8s resistance of xylem embolism (Davis et a/. 1992).

Wet Periods

Pedods of greater-then-normal precipitation may adversely affect plants which am
adapted to low-moisture conditions. Soil oxygen may be lowered, affecting the root systems or
promoting the growth of infecting disease organisms. The absence of fires which am required far
germination of seeds of some species may result in a shift of dominance by some species within
the plant community.

WETLANDS HABITAT8

Background

The California Coastal Act of 19"r6 defines w~tlands as .land within the coastal zone whk:h
may be covered penodically or permanently with shallow water and includes saltwater mamhea,
freshwater marshes, open or closed brackish water marshes, swamps, mudflats, and

Wetlands generally occur where the slope of the land is sufficiently fiat to retain water for
some length of time, Freshwater wetlands usually occur along streams or in depressions which
may fill w~th rainwater (vernal pool). Marine wetlands develop where streams enter the ocean
across low, fiat coasts; they are characterized by freshwater or saltwater marshes and channels.
If stream flow is sufficient some salt marshes alternate between fresh and saltwater. Thus, the
dc’r, inz~: net:J~l f~-cto,’s ~.’idch .:ffect we’Jar, d: hab~t~ts !)~deri~,3 the s~a are .’ariable salinities
and the tidal cycle which aitemately exposes anb covers ~t ~ water. Marshlands are
deposJtional in nature; because wave forces are minor, fine silts and clays accumulate. Thus,
regardless of man’s impact they are slowly filling in with fine sediments by natural forces.

Importarme

Historically, the ecological importance of wetlands was overlooked and wetlands were
only considered useful for reclamation for more "constructive" purposes. However, this outlook
has changed dramatically because the vital ecological roles that wetlands served have been
documented. Wetlands m~tigate flooding and recharge groundwater;, provide feeding and
breeding habitat for fish, waten’owt and other wildlife; filter pollutants hem sewage and agricultural
runotf; and stabilize the biosphere by using carbon dioxide and producing oxygen. Energy flow
patlems involve the direcl consumption of green plants, such as eelgrass, by grazers and the
breakdown and consumption of detmus, or organic debris, by bacteri~ and other organisms. The
patterns are complex and o/ten intertwine.
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the dominant saltmarsh plant; topographically It occur¯ lower lJ~n in other southern C~lffomli
=altmarshes With greater tidal influence. The =altmarsh b licking in ¯ low end middle mlrah
and has reduced the breeding, nursery, end foraging ¯mas for fishes, birds, end reptile=.

Them is a small plckleweed marsh ¯t Malibu I~goon, but this wetlands differ= from the
Ballona Wetlands Complex in that riparian woodland, w~th �ottonwood and elder treel,
chaparral ere found upstream (Dock and Schreiber 1981). Trances Lagoon, Zuma Beach, ~nd
lower Topanga Canyon are less =aline, and support = limited number of plant specie=. Their
contributing creeks support riparian woodland species. El Segundo Dunes support= native
species, but the native wetlands plant= have been mostly replaced by inv~sive
specie=.

The endangered (state- end federally-listed) =afl-marah bird’s beak, ¯ low-growing ennui/,
historically occurred in wetlands along the northern part of Santa Monlca Bay. In other
wetlands of southern California and Baja Califomis, It occurs at the landward edge of the
marsh, where it is frequently disturbed. Introduced speci~= ottert threaten to invade it= habitat but
no displacements have been documented (Zedler 1991|.

Invertebrato=

The shallow subtidal, marsh channel, and rnudflat �ommunities Integrate the flow of
energy through the wetlands. The marine invertebrate= (primarily nematode=, annelidl,
crustaceans, and mollusks) in these environments recycle organics in the muds and am pdmary
food sources for resident and transient fishes and shorebirds (Peter¯on 1975, Quammen
Thus, the water and sediment quality and abundance of benthic invertebrate= Ire likely to
influence the distribution of higher trophic level organism= in the

The marine benthic Invertebrate commun/ties of the mudflat= and tidal channels of
wetlands of Santa Monica Bay resemble those found in the sandy intertidal, but nematodes ~
be more abundant (Soule and Ogud 1985). Polychaetes, mo/luscs, and crustaceans dominate
the invertebrate fauna of the Ballona Lagoon, however, oligochaetes are abundant in some
places. Although the Ballona Wetlands ere not well described, they are comparable to those of
nearby Marina del Rey (Soule and Ogud 1987), Ballona Lagoon (Bakus 1975, Ford and Collier
1976), Play¯ Vista (Reish 1980), and other mod;fied, sha!lo,,v sul::id~l or mudflat eml~aym~nts
southern California such as Sunset Bay, Anaheim E3y, and Upper Newport Bay. In these
environments, combinations of physical and chemical stresses limit biological diversity,
community structure is dominated by hardy forms with life histories that are tolerant of the
stressful conditions, whether natural or man-made (Kauwfing and Reish 1975, McCall 1977, MBC
and SCCWRP 1980, MBC and Marsh 1985, MBC 1986b). Several of the abundant specie= ~
indicators of organic enrichment and low dissolved oxygen. Ballona Lagoon may support the
northern-most population of the fiddler crab on the west coast (~orse¥ 1988, per~. �omm.).

In the mid-1970s invertebrate assemblages of Ballona Lagoon were diverse end similar
in species composition to those of the larger and more natural Tijuana Estuary, suggesting
the flora and fauna represented a reasonably natural and healthy assemblage of estuadrm
organisms. These conditions were attributed to adequate tidal exchange and flushing, despite the
Lagoon’s long and narrow configuration and restricted entrance (Ford and Collier 1976), In 1980-
1982 the marv~e mo/luscan fauna of Ballona Lagoon was comparable in diversit~ and abundance
to Mugu Lagoon and M~ssion Bay; the same species were present in all three ealtmarshe=, In
epproximately the same numbers (Ramirez 1981).
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Mellbu Lagoon

Malibu Lagoon i~ located In the City of M¯libu, west of the M¯libu Pier and ¯t the mouth
of Malibu Creek. The full exlent of the historical Malibu Lagoon-marsh system is unknown (Kmf~
1978), but what remains probably represents only ¯ small portion of the original marsh (CDPR
1978). In 1978, pdor to restoration efforts, the natural resources consisted of 5 acres of
water, 10 acres of coastal saltmarsh, mudflats (are¯ unknown), and 4 acres of dp¯dln h~blteL
Most of the habitat reduction of the Malibu wetlands has resulted fl’om the reclamation of Illbltet
upcoast of M¯libu Creak for mosquito control and housing development~ such as M¯libu �¢iotly
(K~t 197a).

Malibu Lagoon ts ¯ brackish water marsh, receiving most of Its drainage from the Mslibu
Creek watershed with additional input from the T¯pia Water Reclamation Facility (TWRF), located
five miles upstream. The natural channel of Malibu Creek enters the ocean on the downoo~t
(southeast) side of Malibu Point and Is norm¯Sly open only dudng the winter rainy season. The
sand bar which devetops ¯cross the mouth is purposely breached by the Los Angeles Cot~rlly
Department of Parks and Recreation for flood control purposes (CDPR 1978). As ¯ result of the
varying salinities, the species diversity ~s low compared to other coastal lagoons.

Water qu¯l~/ Is ¯ main �oncem In Mafibu lagoon. High nutdent loading makes the
Lagoon susceptible to eutrophication, and coliform levels are frequently high due to vadous
unidentified point and nonpoint sources of pollution,

such as horse stables and septic tanks. Theapproved expansion of TWRF, which will increase the volume of freshwater input, may escalate
the existing problems with the Lagoon entrance and water

Blologlcal Resources of Wetlands          "

Wetlands support ¯ wide vadety of plants and animals, and are populated by madno,
estuar~ne, or freshwater organisms, depending upon the salinity of the water. Upstream wetlands
¯ re populated entirely by freshwater and terrestrial organisms. As ¯ resu/t of fine sediments
high or0anJc content, wetlands support abundant bacteria (Pollock 1971). For the same r~lsorll,
oxygen concentrations in the sediment decrease rapidly with depth and reach zero within ¯ few
inches of the surface. Anaerobic bacter~ in these zones produce hydrogen sulfide. Most of ttm
Santa Mon!ca Bay wet:~nds exhibi~ decreased biological ,2~vers~,ty and produc!ivib/because of
their clegraoed �ondition.

The present Ba~lona Wetlands Complex supports madne algae ¯s well as madne
terrestrial flowering plants. Micr~algae are abundant in the water column and on the sediments;
the subtidal substrate (only in Basin D in Marina del Rey) supports eefgrass (Stephens et
1991) and sea lettuce occurs on mudflats. Immediately above the mudflats the saltmarsh plarlt
assemblage consists of five species, dominated by one or more species of pickleweed. Upstr~lm,
the marsh grades into freshwater plant communities which include w~ilow~ and freshwater marsh
plants (Gustafson 1981). The higher areas of the wetlands and the adjacent sandy coastal strmld
and disturbed land contain 23 ten’estrLal plant species (Bakus 1975, Ford and Collier 1976}.

Many marsh plant species which typify the pristine saltmarsh environments of southern
Calh’om~a ere absent from the Ballona Wetlands, possibly because of restricted water flow
be.".,.,~:n the marsh and E~allona Creek proper (Gustafson 1981). Related factors (stagnation,
salinrt’y, and temperature fluctuations) have kept species denser, in the marsh low. Pickieweed is
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~ ~cuffed ~ In ~e centu~ ~ ~n~ ~m to ~n Dido, may also Mve
to ~eir l~m~ populati~ s~e (Bent 19~). Since ~e �lapp~ m~ b ~ p~ flym, ~ ~tu~
~m~mt~ into ~II~ b un~.

The Mine �ons~emt~s pr~b~ ~lso app~ to ~e b~ rag, ~l~
~b~ts (Ghnnell et ~. 1918). EaSy In the ¢entu~ ~e black-neck~ stir br~ at P~ya
~illet 1933) and ~y ~ve a~empt~ to br~ ~ ~e ~11o~ Wetlands dudng ~e lumm~
1~ a~h~gh no nests ~e ~.

Mam~ls. S~ent~n s~s of mammals are kno~ to I~e ~ ~e ~t~nds
and at I~st 21 more have ~ there in the past or forage In ~e Ir~. Cam~el ~ud~
¯ e ~tr~u~ ~ fo~, r~en~, and rabbis are ~e m~t d~eme grips ~sen M~. 1~1).

E~a~emd S~s

Salt Ma~h Bi~’: ~a~ ~e M~ mamh bird’s b~k ~s placed ~ ~e
Federal Endanger~ Sp~ies ~ts in 1978. It has s~er~ major population declin~ at all
Cal~om~ c~s~l wetlands, and no I~ger ~u~ at any of ~e ~tlands along ~n~ M~
The d~line tn numbe~ b due to I~s of ~b~t (CNPS 1~).

Beldlng’s Savan~h S~w. ~e Belding’l ~n~h spa~ow depends ~ ~ up~
~h habit and m ~icu~ abundant in areas domlnat~ by picklewe~ (Mass~ 19~,
Zedl~ 1982), ~ich ~ uses f~ foraging, breeding, and perching. ~ species ~ present
round in upper M~mamh sr~s ~ ~e Ballo~ ~tlands, b~ b lim~ to n~g
be~n Janua~ and ~gust (D~k and ~rei~r 1~1).

A benefic~l, b~ sh~ te~, ~pa~ of placing dredg~spo, ~ ~e no~em ~r~l
Ballona wetlands dudng ~e ~st~ion of Madna del Rey ~s to incr~se ~e amou~
suable nesting hab~at f~ Belding’s M~nnah spa~o~. Bemuse ~ ~e long a~e bring
season and sens~ to distur~nce, human a~ in this high ma~h Mb~t ~y ~use
~b~t degradation and repr~u~e ~ilure ~ler 1~.

Te~o~l males ~ve ~n obsew~ on P~ya del Rey and ~11o~ ~a~ b~n 19~
and 1~1, a~hough there are no r~rds of fledglings ~embal 1992, pors. comm.). Dudng
pe~ ~om 1973 to 1987, thc population ~s fa~r~ s~ble, ~th 23 to 39 breeding pairs
in ~e wetlands ~ch year ~able ~1). S~ing in 1990, the number of pai~ s~ded to d~e,
~dly due to predation by intr~uc~ red foxes (Jurek 1992, pe~. comm.) (A~empts have
made to trap and remove the foxes ~om the ~tlands, b~ the program has encountered
oppos~Jon ~om the animal-hghts a~ists, to ~e e~ent that biologists were a~ald to ~ndu~
su~eys for fear of retal~tion. Therefore, desp~e declining numbe~ of birds, su~eys
conducted In I~2.) The number of breeding pairs in the area may also be affected by ~anging
habit cond~ions, such as increas~ amounts of s~nding ~ter during fl~ding and, In ~e
of ~e dredge spoil nesting s~e, a r~u~ion ~ the qual~ and q~nt~ of picklewe~ M~
(D~k and Schreiber I~I).

Californla Least Tern. ~e Cal~om~ least tern Is a summer vls~or ~Ich brews
so.hem Caf~om~ c~s~t habit horn ~te ~dl to Septemb~. It builds ~s nests In shall~
depr~s~ons ~ hard ~ soft ~ d~ mud, ~ ~n~ areas, usually on b~ches or islands �lear~
of wge~t~on. The cl~est brewing s~e to any of the Bay wetlands Is ~e Venice B~ch
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Nagano el ~/. (1981) identified 474 Insect species from the Ballo~e Wetlands saltmamh
and estimated that as rn~ny es 1,200 rney ec~ually inhab~ the region, On the b~s~ of
presence of known indicator species, the ~llone region w~s characterized es ¯ n~tural ~et~l
saltmarsh and associated sand dune habitat. At least 10 of the species found have restricted
coastal distributions, and destruction of Ballona Wetlands habitat could result in their eliminaUoft.

Vertobrete~

Fi~hes. The Ballona Wetlands, primarily Baflone Lagoon, auppo~l a number of transient
_ fish species but on~y nine resident species. The dominant species ere the arrow goby, which lives

cornmensally in burrows of other organisrns in the Intertidal zone; the mosquitofish, a freshwater
species which was introduced to control mosquitos; and topernelt, a pelagic marine
which moves In and out ~ the tides (Swift end Frantz 1981).

Marine lagoons and back bays in southern California serve as spawning and numefy
grounds for resident species (such as several species of gobies, California kllliflsh,
staghorn sculpin, end possibly lopsmelt) (Fitch and Lavenberg 1975) end as important numefy
grounds for the California halibut (Hacker 1975). The importance of Ballona Lagoon end Marina
del Ray to these species in the past ia not know~.

Rainbow trout (steefhead) and tidewater goby ware present at Mah’bu Lagoon in the past,
and those species might return there if the entrance to the ocean were kept open to improve
water quality (WRA 1990). Topsrnelt and gobies (and possibly other bay species) which
in Madna del Ray probably also occur in the Oxford Flood Channel end the Venice

Arnphiblans and Reptiles. Three species of arnphibians end six of repUles ere known
from the Ballona Wetlands. Most of the amphibians ere frogs and toads end rnest of the repUie~
ere ILzards (MBC 1988). All are associated with freshwater areas in the w~tJanda.

Birds. Numerous terrestrial birds, shorebirds, and water fowl ere found in the Ballona
Wetlands Complex end Malibu Lagoon. However, diversity is greater at Mafibu Lagoon because
It is adjacent to riparian wooc;land and chaparral hab~ats. Most species in the Ballona Wetlands
Complex ere shore birds, perching birds, and waterfowl. Relatively few birds breed in the Ballona
W~tlands Complex du~ to both human disturbances and lir~;t(.J habitat diversity (Dock and
,~.~’oiber 1981).

Two endangered species live and/or breed in the Ballona Wetlands: Belding’$ savannah
sparrow and California least tern. The savannah sparrow is a year-round resident which forages
and nests in pickleweed, while the least tern is present only dudng spdng and summer, feeding
in the shallow waters and nesting at nearby Venice Beach (Dock end Schreiber 1981, Atwood led
Minsk’y 1983).

Two species of birds which have not been observed in the Ballona Wetlands in recent
decades probably bred there early in the 19th century. The range of the light-footed clapper
(a federally-listed endangered species) presently extends between the saltmarshes of northern
Baia California and those of southern California. Clapper rail nesting was recorded in nearby
Santa Monica marshlands e~ariy in the century (Grinnell and Miller 1944) end they have been
found in various marshes in Los Angeles Count~ (LFCRRT 1983). The~" absence at Ballona may
be a result of a lack of su~,able nesting habilat, preferably cordgrass (Massey end Zernbal 1979).
At;,’;cugh i~ nil nest in upper marsh areas, especially follow’ing flooding of lower marsh habitat.
this hab~at is generally lacking at Baliona. Overharvesting by museum collectors and huntem,
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Table 3-1. Number of breeding pairs of Belding’a savannah aparl~w in Ihe

2
Ballona Wetlands, 1873-19~1.

’- Numbs" of
Year Breecling Pairs Area

.-.

; 1991 $ ¯ BallOI18
a B=~se,.1 on s~gMtin~-, of ternt~l~l male~. ~

tI;) Massey 1979
c Dock an~ Schralber 1~1

--

d Dem0al, 1988, pars. comm.
e Jurek, 1992, pars. Comma ~oased on USF&WS Oat,t).

i

¯ _
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Life zones ere areas with distinct organisms with adaptations for special physical
conditions (e.g., pressure, darkness). Life zone schemes usually divide the marine environrnetlt
into pelagic (open-water) and benthic (botlom) environments, with these being further divided,
usually by depth (Hedgpeth 1957, Allen and Smith 1988). Intertidal and estuarine environments
ere also included as separate categories (Hedgpeth 1957). Each of these environments can be
divided into smaller habitat units, each characterized by particular physical attributes and I suite
of specially adapted organisms.

The madne ecosystem is dkrided into the pelagic end benthic environments. The pe~gi¢
environment Includes the entire water column from the surface to the bottom of the eel.

" organisms lypically meet their needs for food, space, end refuge in the water mass Itself,
,, relatively I~le to no direct interaction with the underlying seafloor. Hohzontally, the pelagic realm

can be divided into two zones: neuritic and oceanic. The neuritic Includes the water column that
ovedies the continental shel/. Oceanic zone Includes ell other open waters. The peiagk:
environment can be further dNided vertically. Two life zones of the pelagic realm are represented
in Santa Manic¯ Bay: Epipelagic end Mesopelagic. The Epipelagic zone (euphoric zone) is ~

-̄, of the pelagic environment that is lighted; Its lower boundary is the limit of light penetration arid
varies in depth w~h water clar~. The mesopeiagic extends from the permanent thermocline ~nd
extends to about 1500 ft - the artificially defined deep boundary of the study are~.

The benthic environment (Figure 3-4) has three major habitats based on substrata type(hard-bottom end soft-bottom) or the presence of kelp beds. Benthic communities generally show
¯ change In composition along a gradient of water depth. The sublittoral zone (from shore to ¯
depth of about 600 ft) is divided into inner shelf (5-100 fl), middle shelf (100-300 ft), and outer
shelf (300-600 ft) zones (Allen 1982, AJlen and Smith 1988); the mesobenthal zone extends from
¯ depth of 600 to 1500 ft (the deepwater boundary of the study area) (Allen and Smith 1988).
Kelp beds are only found in the inner shelf zone, where water¯ ere warmer and with sufficient light¯
for kelp growth. The term benthos is used variously to descdba both the habitat and the

t = organisms which live on or in the seafloor. Some organisms move about in the water column
feed or find refuge on the bottom; these m’e called demorall.

" PELAGIC HABITATS

The pelagic habitat is the most obvk)us habitat in Santa Manic¯ Bay, encompassing
approximately 306 mi= (since it extends from the surface to depths of 1640 ft) end a total water
volume of about 914 billion ft~ (6,840 billion gel, using an average depth of 820

The pelagic environment varies on = fairly regular, seasonal basis as well as periodically.Temperature and phytoplankton production are two of the most important factors which effect the
abundance of pelagic animals. Natural surface water temperatures in Santa Manic¯ Bay range
from 11.7"C to 22.0°C annually (EQA/MBC 1973). Seawater temperatures in the Bay ere higher
in late summer and fall and lower in the w~nter and spring. Strat~catJon and increased light levels
in spring and summer enhance phytoplanklon production, which forms the basis for the pelagic
food web and the bacter~ which recycle waste products into nutrients.

Organisms of the pelagic habitat are planktonic or neklonlc. Planktonic organisms ere toosmall (or are other~se unable) to sw~m against the prevailing currents and thus drift with the
water mass. However, some are able to move verticalty through the water, undertaking daily
migrations to the surface (usually at night). Nektonic organisms are those which are large enough
cr strong enough to sw~m ¯gains! prevailing currents; they can remain in one place or move to
another at v~ll. The largest of these (macroneklon) are whales, sharks, end large fishes.
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Least terns commonly utilize the open waters of Ballorm Creek end, to a lesser extent,
Baliona Lagoon to forage for food, principally northern an�hovy, topsmelt, vadous surfperchea,
killifsh, and mosquitofish (CLTRT 1980). Topsmelt, killifish, and mosquitoflsh are probably
principal items In the tidal channels, creeks, end lagoons of the Ballona Wetlands, wherees
northem anchovy la most important in off=hore waters. Breeding success b partially dependent
on food availability (Messey 1972).

Western Snowy, Plover. Snowy plovers nest on beaches and salt fiats which hive m
vegetation, and feed on mud fiats In the wetlands. Histodeally, snowy plovers nested on
beaches at Malibu and on ¯ stretch between Santa Monica end Redondo Belch (Page
Stenzel 1981). A few snowy plovers winter on the beaches of Santa Monica Bay (Page
1986), However, nesting in the area has not been observed since 1949. The number of breeding
birds in the U. S. in 1988-1989 (roughly 7900 birds) was about 20% lower than 10 years eldler
(Page et a/. 1991). This observed decline has raised concern for the future of this apeck~, and
the process of listing as threatened or endangered Ms been inlt~tad.

Natural Variability

Although there is little informaUon on the natural verlability of wetlands plant/ end
invertebrates in the area, seasonal end Intersnnual variation would be expected under molt
conditions. Phyloplanklon (and other seasonal plants) are most abundant in the spdng and least
abundant in winter. In addition, the aquatic end Mitmarsh organisms would ve~f in abundartoe
with regard to the relative influence of ~eshwater (runoff) and seawater, which may vlly Mher
seasonally or interennunlly.

Intertidal zones ere used as classrooms for amateur and profasslonal natumlbts. Rocky
tidepcols, in particular, are visited by school classes end casual beach-gcors, end may ba heavily
impacted during extreme low tides. Fisherman collect mussels for bait and some ethnic groups
collect limpets and abalone for food, thereby depleting the shoreline of these species in some

SANTA MONICA BAY HABITAT~

The bl:Voglc~ cr.mmuni~ and the p.~,¢~ic~ ,’~nvironm~nt function together as an
ecologica~ system or ecosystem (Odum 1959). The term ecosystem is usually applied to naturally
defined systems to describe systems with unique physical and biological attributes. The biological
environment of Santa Monica Bay is not a naturally defined ecosystem but rather an integral part
of the larger Southern Cal~fomia Bight and California Current ecosystems; the study area
artificially defined here as the Santa Monica Bay ecosystem, with that understanding.

The following section includes a description of the plants and Invedebrates found in most
habitats, The marine vertebrates of Santa Monica Bay and their responses to human activities are
disc~ssed in Chapter 9. A complete list of scientific and �ommon names of species used in this
report ere given in Appendix C.

Most marine organisms found in Santa Monica Bay and its watershed are temperate
species w:th geographic ranges exlending far beyond ~.he itnmedJate area. The majority are
mernl~ers of the San Diegan Pro~nce, which extends from about Point Conception, California,
to IV.agdalena Bay, Baja California Sur, but some belong to the Oregonian Province, which ranges
from southern Canada to northern Baja California (Hubbs 1974, Allen and Smith 1988).
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Pelagic Organleme

Phylopllnkton. The major plants of the pelagic realm are phytoplankton (blue-green
algae, flagellates, and diatoms) and their primary production forms the basis of the pelagic marine
food web. Phytoplankton are found most abundantly in the photic zone, both nearshore and well
offshore. Dinoflageliates (some of which are responsible for "red tides’) m characteristic of
waters over most of the shelf in Santa Monica Bay, while diatoms are typically more abundlmt Ift
colder water. During upwelling diatoms may dominate the phytoplankton �ommune; when

.. upwefiing ceases, dinoflagellates become dominant again (Mullah 1986).

In general, phytoplankton abundance is greatest in spdng when nublents are abundant
in the mixed layer and there is ample sunlight. However, blooms may occur in the fill whet~
strat~cation breaks down and nutrients enter the photic zone from below. Most phytoplinktx:~
blooms in Santa Monica Bay result in response to local conditions such Is surface runoff’,
upwelling, and sewage discharges that increase nutrient levels. Primary production in the study
area ranges from 75 to 175 g carbon/m2/yr; that of the Santa Barbara channel is approximately
142 g carbon/m2/yr (Eppley and Hoim-Hansen 1986).

Invertebratee. Smaller invertebrates �ompdse most of the zooplankton whereas I~rger
Inver~ebrates are oJlen important members of the nekton. The most abundant animals of the
pelagic environment are the zooplankton, which are small animals which drift with the currents.
Zooplankton includes protozoa, crustaceans (copepods, euphausiids or kriil, and mysid shrimps),
pelagic snails, polychaete worms, arrow worms, comb-jellies, and jellyfish. Zooplankton Jm
typP.aily less than an inch in sb, e, but some jellyfish are over 6 R long (Beam 1986).

Most zooplankton are primary consumers end eat phytoplankton. In turn, they ire
consumed by larger, secondary consumers. However, many zooplanktera are secondary
consumers themselves. Zooplankto~ are found throughout the water column, although certain
species are characteristic of various depths. Mysids are typical of shallow, nearshore waters while
euphausiids are b/pical of middle and upper layers of deep offshore water. Many planktonic
crustaceans unoertake a daiJy vertical migration, swimming to the surface at night and to deeper
waters during the day.

Most zooplankton species reproduce several times in a single year, the life span of
individuals being measured in weeks or months. Eggs are usually broadcast into the water and
develop through a variety of larval stages to mature adults.

Zooplankton abundances typically increase immediately following plankton bloon~,
especially in spring; in fact, predation by zooplankton contributes to a decline of phytoplanktott.
However, a decline in phytoplankton is primarily caused by depletion of nutrients. The volume
of zooplankton in the surface waters of the Southern California Bight generally range from 90 to
300 ml/lO0 m= (Mullin 1986). In 1980 zooplankton (mostly copepod) volumes in Santa Monk~
Bay ranged from 100 to 1,300 mill,000 m= (Kleppel eta/. 1982).

The eggs and larvae of many invertebrates are planktonic, even though the adult stagos
may not be. These rneroplankton may last for only a short period (days to months) before the
larvae become nektonic or set’tie to the bottom. The pelagic neklon includes larger mobile
invertebrates such as squid and shrimp. The mos~ important L~rge nektonic invertebrate is the
Calr~orn~a market squid, atthough the petagic red crab and the jumbo squh:l may be abundant
I~c~!!~, d:.’ring El N=r~o periods. Ocean shrimp feed in the water column at night but rest on the
botlorn during the day.
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Because many zooplankters migrate between deep water dudng the day and the surface
at night, zooplankton abundance in surface waters varies between day and night. Larger species
such as euphausiids and mysids are generally more abundant in the surface waters of the Bay
at night than during the day. Smaller species such as calanoid copepods do not migrate es much
and day-night d~ferences are less pronounced.

Intertidal Hebllal~

Or~eni, m~

Plant~. Plants in the rocky Intertidal display vertical zonat~on, with distinct spades
assemblages at d~erent tidal levels, although the patterns may be disrupted by gmzJng, by
dominant attached invertebrates, or by trampling, Lichens dominate in the splash zone, whem~
the upper intertidal flora includes green algae such as sea felt and sea lettuce, brown algae
(rockweeds), and various red algae. The middle Intertidal Includes ¯ more diverse
assemblage with foliose, filamentous, and coralline red algae and brown algae¯ The lower
intertidal zone has red and brown algae as well as surfgrass (Hedgpeth and Hinton 196 I, Daw~on
1966).

Few plants are found In the sandy Intertidal, although one-celled algae may be abundanton beaches wlth fine particle sizes (Pollock 1971). Benthlc diatoms sometimes form a brownish
green layer on sands where wave action is not too great and green algae, such as sea felt end
sea lettuce, may occur on protected beaches where there is l~le sand movement. On the
mudflats of backbays, cordgrass forms dense stands at the lower tidal level, while picklew~ed
dominates the upper level.

¯+ Where conditions are favorable for dune formation, above the high-energy Intertidal zone,
the Sand may be sparsely vegetated w~h salt-tolerant sand verbena, silver beachwaed, beach

¯ ’ primrose, beach morning glory, salt bush and .salt grass. Many introduced exotic plant species,
such as Hottentot fig and sea fig (both known as iceplant), and sea rocket have taken over much

’ ’ of the extant dunes in southern California (Munz 1964, 1973). The vegetative cover helps to
¯ -~ stabilize the dunes but is fragile. Its disturbance by vehicles and foot traffic may lead to oventu~!

loss of the dune system.

Inverlebratae. On rocky shores, only shelled species can live at the highest zones; Ioft-bodied forms cannot tolerate exposure to the air for ve~ long. The splash zone is best
characterized by periwinkles, barnacles, limpets, and rock lice. Periwinkles and limpets graze on
diatom films, barnacles filter-feed when the tide is in, end rock lice are scavengers.

In the upper intertidal zone, species diversity increases with additional species of snags
(periwinkles, turbans, limpets), attached bivalves, chitons, hermit crabs, end striped shore crabs.
The upper limit of this zone is marked by California mussels and Pacific goose (or gooseneck)
barnacles both of which are filter feeders and which are preyed upon by ochre starfish. A varify
of sea anemones, snails (including black abalone), sea slugs, octopus, polychaetes, barnacles,
isopods, crabs, shrimp, and brittle stars is also found here.

The lower tnterlidal Is very similar to the subtidal; sponges, sea anemones, polychaetes,snails, sea slugs, atlached bivalves, octopus, bryozoans, crustaceans (amphipods, isopodl,
shrimp, hermil crabs, crabs), sea stars, brirtte stars, sea cucumbers, sea urchins, and tunicates
are all abundant (Hedgpeth and Hinton 1961).
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The production of phytoplankton (and secondarily of zooplankton) in the water columnprovides the pdmary basis of the food web that supports most of the larger organisms in the Bay.

Natural Variability

Phytoplankton assemblages in Santa Monlca Bay ¯m relatively disUnct from thole
elsewhere in the Bight. Dinoflagellate abundance is higher in the Bay than in other areal ¯long
the coast. This has been attributed to high concentrations of ammonium, ¯ result of nl~l~rlt
regeneration at the bottom of the relatively broad shelf or from anthropogenic Inputs. In addition,
maximum phytoplankton production is at shallower depths (mostly less than 30 fl) In SIIlla
Monica Bay than in other coastal and offshore areas of the Bight (Mullin 1986); it is
near¯bore and decreases offshore. The distribution of bactedoplankton abundance I~rallelsthl~
of the phytopiankton (Azure 1986).

Most of the variability of plankton in Santa Monlca Bay is natural (SCCWRP 1973), and
Its abundance may vary by an order of magnitude at pedods of several years. Thus, in 1979 the
concentrations of chlorophyll (a measure of total phytoplankton abundance) were less tharl
tenth those in 1975 (Eppley 1986). During El Nif~o periods, phytoplankton productivity drops
the thermocline deepens and the availability of naturally occurring nutrients decreases (McGowln
1984). Cool surface waters are generally from the productive California Current whereas warnt
surface waters are generally from the less productive southern waters which move into the ¯me
during an El Ni~o.

Phytoplankton abundance In the Bay also varies seasonally, as a result of variations in
light levels and p~,:ri~.nt a~aif~b;In’y. P, imary produ~i~, ;~:~y va.-y I-~, a factor of throe bahveen
seasons. In general, phyloplankton abundance and production increase in spdng as the sun
moves higher in the sky and as stratification of the water column (from warming of surface waters)
traps nutrients in the mixed layer. However, as phytoplanklers deplete the nutrients, they becoml
less abundant; predation by zooplankton also contributes to this decrease. A bloom II~y
occur in the fall when stratification breaks down and nutrient¯ ~nter the photic zone.

Both spdng and fall blooms are less pronounced in southern California thin to the nor~;
most local phytoplankton blooms are the result of local nutrient conditions from runoff, upw~lling,
and sewage discharge (Eppfey and Holm-Hansen 19~8). Uov,’elling in the Bay, particularly along
the southern Pale; Verdas Shelf. mzy Iced :~ ph)’topl~nkton blooms which aro dominated by
diatoms rather than dinoflagellates (Eppley and Holm-Hansen 1986, Mullin 1986). In 1980 diatom
abundance was sometimes high over Santa Monica and Redondo Submarine Canyons,
suggesting upwelling there (Kleppel eta/. 1982).

"Red tides" (which are ~pically dominated by dinoflagellates) some~Jmes develop in
near, bore areas when warm temperatures, high light levels, abundan: nutrients, and ¯ shallow
pycnocline occur together (Mullin 1986). Localized red tides occur almost every year, extensive
ones less frequently. A red tide which developed in Santa Monies Bay ~ 1945 extended from
Luis Obispo to Los Angeles Harbor (Sommer and Clark 1946).

Zooplankton abundance also varies with oceanic conditions; it is generally low at high
temperatures and high at low temperatures. Zooplankton abundance generally increases dudng
s ph~loplank~on bloom (as during the spnng) and dech"eases as phytoplankton abundance
decreases. The abundance of microzooplankl, on in Santa Monica Bay generally parallels pdrnary
productN~’~/ (Eppley and Holrn-Hansen 1986).
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Sandy beaches also provide foraging habitat for several species of ehorebirdl and
nesting habitat for one endangered species, the California least tern. Western snowy ploverl
wfilets are present on local beaches all year round; whimbra]s, rrmrbled godwits and I~ndedingl
spend the w~nter only; end rUddy tumstones visit southern California beaches during spring and
fall migrations (Garrett and Dunn 1981).

Marine Mammals. California sea lions sometimes haul out in rocky intertJclal ames in
; Santa Monica Bay or rest on sandy beaches when sick or injured.

o, Impcrtanee

Beaches ere the part of the madne ecosystem where the land meets the sea. A~ such,they present a unique and difficult environment for which a few species have become spec~lly
adapted. On sandy beaches, sand crabs and clams must cope with shying sands (caused by
waves) and w~th interm~ent exposure to air dudng low tide. Species such as sand crabs and
bean clams (also known as coquinas), move up and down with the tide, while others slmply
bun’ow deeper to avoid desiccation and predators. Pismo clams prefer the lower intertidal
ere vulnerable only during the lowest tides. California grUnion spawn in the sandy intertidal. All
of these species ere preyed upon at some Ume in their life �’ycJa by other intertidal organia~ll,
shorablrds, and humans.

Dunes provide protection for inland areas and 1ONe es Ik’ing and breeding arm for
many species. Plants which have colonized dunes, in turn, act to stabilize the dunes,r
them from blowing out during strong winds, preventing

" Rocky shores support a very different intertidal commune/. They provide ~ of
attachment for algae which ere primary producers and so are a source of algal as well as ~
detritus. Rocky shores are the sole habitat for many species and they const~ute nurae~,/ames
for the young of some fish and invertebrates.

Ram, Threatened, or Endangered epe~loe .

California Least Tam. California least tern Is a spdng and summer visitor which breeds
, in southern California coastal habitat from late April to September. It builds Its nests in shallow

..,
depressions in hard or soft dirt, dded mud, or sandy ~

Historically, least tern nested on the upper reaches of Sandy beaches along much of’ Southern California. As nesting habitat and suitable feeding grounds were lost and disturbance
,.~ by humans increased (CLTRT 1980), terns made use of e~temative sites (Dock and Schrell:~.

1981), California least terns formerly nested on salt- and mudflats at Pla),a del Re), in lieu of the
larger and permanent site on Venice Beach. As ¯ result of ¯ program to protect least tern nesting
grounds, the numbers of nesting pairs and fledglings at Venice Beach have almost tripled since
1984 (Table 3-2).

Breeding success of least terns varies greatly from colony to colony each )’ear due topredation, unfavorable weather (CLTRT 1980), flooding (Dock and Schreiber 1981), and
availabil~ of fo~d (Massey 1972). Least terns forage in the shallow, open waters of Ballorm
Creek, and to ¯ lesser extent, Ballona La~]oon and Marina del Rey, principally for northern
anchow, topsrnett, surfperches, kiil~sh, anc~ mosquitofish (CLTRT 1980). Topsmelt, killJfish, and
rn,~.s~,ofish are found in the tidal channels, creeks, and lagoons of the BalJon~, weUands,
w~ereas northern anchov~ occurs in nearshore marine ~ratera.
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The melofauna, the smeller organisms of sandy beaches, Is found In the upper sediment
layers to ¯ depth of several feet in coarse sand, to only 2 in. In fine sediment. Abundance b
generally highest in coarse sands, but diversity is greater in fine sands. Similar species occur here
as ere found on the subtidel soft-bottom h~bilaL

The macrofaune of the sandy Intertidal consists largely of POlychaetes, blvelves, and
crustaceans, the most obvious of which is the sand crab. This species Is en imporlant food for
many surf zone fishes end is collected commercially for fishlng bait. It filters particulate matte~
from the incoming waves but rapidly burrows deeper Into the sand es the wave retreats.

The blcodworm Is en infaunal po~ychaete whlch feeds on bacteria, m~4"oalgae, and
meiofauna beneath the sand. Bean clams ere abundant In some years; in other years they
rare. The pismo clam Is ¯ popular recreational species which Is found on sand), beaches, told
along with the l~le bean clam, extend subfidally. Populations of these two speclea appear to have
declined over the past few years. The masons ere not clear, although recruitment has been very
low, perhaps due to overfishing of parent stocks or habitat degradation (Shaw end Hassler 1989)
The Pacific l~tleneck is found in coarse sand end gravel near rocky areas; this clam IS IISO ¯
popular recreational species. A~hough the status of this species is not known, It Is subject to the
same problems of overfishing end habitat degradation es Pismo end bean clams (Chew and M~
1987). Amphipeds are also important species on the intertidal sandy beach: beach hoppers
(gammadd amphipods) live in burrows at low tide or under end around drift kelp (Hed!3peth and
Hinton 19~I). Further inland, on undisturbed, vegetated dunes, there ere numerous species ~f
Insects, including the endangered El Segundo blue butterfly (WRA 1990).

Flshes. Rocky tidepoo! fishes ere typically small eno weli-camoufleged. Woolly sculpin,
opaleye, rockpool blenny, spotted kelpfish, end California clingfish ere ell found In the study ares
(Cross 1982a). The spotted kelpfish associates with turf algae, while the others ere found whirl
algae are not abundant. The rockpool blenny end California �lingfish ere most common in �obble
areas whereas the woolly sculpin end opaleye ere typical of fixed lJdepoois.

California grunion is ¯ small, silvery fish, which deposits its eggs in the sandy intertidal
zone. ~t spawns from late February to eady September on the second night after e full moon, the
so-called "grunion runs" of southern California beaches. Spawning occurs near the peak of the
hi0~, |idP du.~ng a~ ~’:s! -~.~e, ~,i~h spring tides. Fomaf.:. grL’nion burro,v ~ail-flrst into the sand end
lay their eggs; males follow :he females, w~ap themselves around t~e females, end fertilize the
eggs. They leave on succeeding waves and the eggs remain until the next spring tides two weeks
later, when the eggs hatch end the larvae ere carried out by waves. While buried on the be~ch,
grunion eggs may be eaten by sand worms, isopods, flies, beetles end shorebirds (Fitch end
Lavenberg 1971, USFWS 1985). Grunion may be caught (legally) by hand during the spawning
season; they ere taken incidentally in commercial nets along w~ other species (Fitch end
Lavenberg 1971, USFWS 1985).

Several fishes live nearshore or in the surf zone. California corbine, barred surfperch, end
shovelnose gu~aff, sh atl feed on sand crabs and are caught by sport fishermen. Surf fishermml
olden ~ake Calrfom~a halibut as they move inshore to feed on grunion.

Shore Bl~ds. Numerous shorebirds forage on crustaceans, mollusks, and polychaetea
in the rocky intertidal zone. These include spotted sandpipers, w~llets, ruddy turnstones, black
tums~ones, surf’oirds, wandering tattlers, black oystercatchers, Heermann’s gul~s, end western
guii= (J=~ger and Sm~h 1966, MBC 1985). These species ere most common locally during the
v~nter;, many migrate north in summer to breed.
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-- Nstural Vsdablllty

Under normal sea conditions, beaches exposed to wave surge erode or acetate Inresponse to changing sea conditions. Dudng w~nter storm events, beaches erode end land
transported offshore. The resulting beach end nearshore profile ere in equilibrium with the
prevailing sea conditions. Typically, v.~nter beaches ere characterized by ¯ steep beach I~ce,
relatively coarse sediment, and ¯ sea cliff or w~nter berm (Anikouchine end Steinberg lg73).
During summer much of the eroded sands b transported back to the beach by smaller waves
(Bascom et aJ 1980) end the beach profile becomes less steep, w~th ¯ smaller berm end finer
sediments. During a severe storm, there may be insufficient sand on the beach to shape the
equilibrium profile, end the upper beach dunes may be eroded to supply sand to the beach and
nearshore zone. In w~nter 1982-83 there were four successive major storms with ins~nt time
between them for the beach to recover its stable protective profile (Armstrong 1991). Whe11 the
continental shelf is steep, waves cannot return sediment back to the beach efter I severe storm
end permanent erosion results (Woodell end Holler 1991).

The coastline of Santa Monlca Bay is naturally eroding because of the die in lea level(more than 6 in. [15 cm] per century) (Woooell end Holler 1991). The general long-term t1111d of
shoreline erosion is very irregular end is punctuated by storm events, leading to ¯ graduel, long.
term trend of beach erosion. Major storm events dudng the last century which Impacted Sarlta
Monica Bay beaches occurred in 1905, 1915, 1926, 1931, 1939, 1941, 1952-53, 1957-58, 1972-73,
1077-78, 1982-83, and 1988. Recently, it has been recognized that these stomls s11 essoc~ted
with the El Nir~o-Southem Oscillation phenomenon.

Rocky intertidal habitats are subject to natural alteration by wave turbulence, Inundationby sand, desiccation dudng hot, dry days, and freshwater dilution dudng rains. Storm Igrf
" damages these ereas because they typically take the brunt of breaking waves; smell cobbles
¯ hurled about, damaging attached organisms. During w~nter the rocky intertidal is typically free of

sand because beach sand is camed offshore; during summer, rocky intertidal ereas may be
covered with beach sand w~ich is pushed eshore. Hot, dry weather subjects exposed organisms
to desiccation and warms tide pools. During rain, ettached organisms may be exposed to
freshwater and tidepools may be effected by both freshwater and sediment carded in the mnofl’
waters.

Thus, L-he abundance of intertidal organisms is expected to vary seasonally and
interannua;ly. Catastrophic destruction of individuals and habitat may occur at irregular intervab
corresponding to major storms or dry periods. The natural variabili~/of intertidal orgenisms in
Bay has not been quantified.

Soft-Bottom Habitats

The soft-bottom habitat is by far the most exten.,;ive benthic habitat in Santa Monica B~y.
Most of the seafloor of the study area consists of unconsolidated (soft) sediments, which consist
of minutes of sand, silt, and clay (Figures 2-3, 3-4). Most of the energy entering this habitat 11
detr~al fallout and phyloplankton from the water column, although detritus from surface runoffend
sewage may be importanL

Organ fame

Plants. The few photosynthetic organisms that live on the soff-bottom habitat of the Bayinctude c~atoms, blue-green algae, green algae, and flagellates which attach to sand grainl or
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No studies have linked contamination of least tem food resources to mproduot~e
success. However, since they prey on northern anchovy and topsmeit like the brown pelican, they
may also have been Impacted by the accumulation of chlorinated pesticides end PCBI in the
1970l.

Western Snowy Plover. The western snowy plover has recently been proposed for
Federal threatened status (CDFG 1992). Its population has declined due to loss of beach nesting
habitat in California (Garrett and Dunn 1981). Snowy plovers flock on the beach =it Mallbu and
Hermosa Beach during winter but apparently do not nest there (Stenzal 1993, pert. comm.). The
closest breeding colony IS at Bolsa Chica in Orange County; other �olonles neat st the Santa
Clara River mouth, McGrath Lagoon and Mugu Lagoon in Venture County, end some Channel
Islands.

El Segundo Blue. The El Segundo blue Is a subspecies of bu~erfly which inhabits
(almost exclusively) dunes v~ere its sole host plant, coastal wild buckwheat, Is found (Emmal and
Emme11973). It is presently limited to the dunes at the west end of LAX end Chewon USA’I 1.~
acre butterfly preserve at the northwest comer of the refinery (Coonan 1992, per¯. comm.). AI one
time the dunes encompassed 2,900 acres end included small seasonal pools end mar~hes;
currently there are 338 acres of dunes, although potential enhancement sites ere present wffitin
dunes owned by the airport end Chevron USA (WRA 1990). A~empta to protect the El Segu~ldo
blue f~om extinction have included protecting and propagaUng its host ~

Wandering Skipper. The El Segundo Dunes ere also inhabited by another raara butted~y,
t,~o v.~ndehng skipper. Wandering skipper larvae ere restricted to ono ho;t plant, saltgrass, 111o
decline in w~ndering skipper pop~,lations is due to loss of undisturbed beach dunes and coastal
wetlands habitat (Zedler 1991). Thus, It is ¯ valuable indicator of an ecosystem In continual
decline, The wend¯ring skipper has been ¯ candidate for endangered status, and was listed in
the Federal Register review of endangered or threatened invertebrate species (USFWS 1984).

Black Abalone. Black abalone ere found in the Intertidal and shallow subt|dal of rocky
shores f~om central Oregon to the southern tip of Baja Califomie. Because they ere large end
easily noticed, they have been collected for food, beginning with the prehIstoric �oast-dwellIng
native Americans (Haaker et el. 1986). Indian middens along the southern California end Baja
Cal~.mia �:nta~,; grea* nun,l~¢.-s of black ab~Ione shells.

The black abalone population in southern Califomia has been drastically reduced by
commercial and sport harvesting as well as ¯ mysterious "withering syndrome’. Abalones
compete with sea urchins (which have increased along the coast) for the same food, brown
algae, Collecting of black abalone has been banned in southern California/tom Palos Verde=
Point to Dana Point and commercial harvesting is prohibited in Santa Monies Bay. The legal
harvest size for black abalone is 5 in., but currently very few legal-sized animals are found in
Santa Monica Bay (Hams 1992, per=. comm.).

Potential recovery strategies for black abalone include completely closing the fishery for
up to 5 yr; continuing research on "w~thering syndrome" (evidence suggests that other abalone
species may also be susceptible}; and stricter enforcement of poaching regulations. TransplantJon
ot larval or juvenile abalone onto Santa Monica Bay rocky beaches would not be practical until
the cause of the wrthenng syndrome i= ascertained ~d unb’l it, can be demonstrated that
transplantion actually works.
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Echln~e~s (esp~l~ b~le s~) are also qu~e abundant and d~eme.
~ ~ det~us In the s~iments ~ fi~ ~ ~om ~e ~ter. ~er less c~mon ~ve~eb~e
grips may be impo~nt at pa~cu~r bm~ ~ places. For Ins~nce, ~e sp~n~ (an
¯ ~sionally dense in some ar~s and b Impo~nt In blotu~ating s~imen~. Many
~cro~unal sp~ies ~ve do n~ ~ In �~minat~ sr~s, even ~ough ~e
tenure may be approp~te. Theref~, ~e ~nthic commun~ ~mpos~ion d~em ~ ~e d~
of s~iment ~II~ as well as ~ n~l dffierenc~ In s~ime~

Megafau~. ~e sofl-b~, ~ebmte m~aMu~ (excluding neM~
~y ~�ludes epibenthic s~ s~, s~ ~cumbe~, ~nd dolla~, s~ umhins, ~bs,
s~ slugs. Being larger than the ~uofauna, these species are less ~mmon and am
~er apa~. However, ~nd dol~m and s~ urchins often ~ur ~ ve~ dense, slngl~spm
~tches ~ich lim~ the abundan~ ~ o~er sp~les. Bemuse ~ey are ~rger, ~ey often
¯ e bulk of the biomass in an a~. M~t of these sp~ies fe~ on det~us ~nd ~u~
organisms. S~ cucumbe~ Ingest s~iments, ~nd dolla~ filter ~ter, and s~ ur~s f~
det~us. Howler, m~n s~lls, ~, and ~e ~1~ s~ slug are p~t~.

Ne~Ic m~a~unal sp~ s~ ~sl~lly, b~ most spend much ~ ~ Ume
¯ e ~om. Impo~nt Inveneb~te spies ~�lude ~opu~ ~stem Pac~� ~, (a squ~,
sh~p, ~n sh~mp, and ~ge~ ~

NaOmi

Se~ge ~s discharg~ ~to ~ stu~ ar~ I~g ~f~e ~f~t~ ~ ~e
communizes of the ar~ ~s available. The ~diest ~rge s~le investigation ~ ~e ~u~ ~
ar~ ~s conducted (in 1952 to 19~) p~r to operation of ~e ~P ~ or 7-ml o~alls. ~ s~
(Hanman 19~) did not ~mple s~ off the Pal~ Verdes Peninsula, b~ Includ~
--mples ~om ~e remaining p~i~ ~ ~n~ Moni~ ~y. S~ Mu~l sssemb~g~
~n~, ~s~ main~ on phys~mph~ d~eren~ ~ ~e ~b~

~e able stu~ ~s e~nd~ Into a su~ey of~e entire So.hem ~l~om~ Bight
1957 to 1958 (CSWPCB 1959) ’ "          ¯~ mclud~ s~t~ons on the Palos Verdes She~. ~alyses ~
da~ ~om this su~ey continued f~ y~ and ~ese provide ~ ~ckgr~nd f~ ~ md~
(C~QCB I~5, J~es I~).

Histod~l info~at~on ~ the m~a~una of ~n~ Monl~ Bay ~s n~ �oll~ r~u~
n~ ~ It comprehens~e. The dist~ion of crabs and shdmp in the ar~ are discuss~
Wicksten (19~) on the basis of colleens made p~or to 1930. Oual~e comparisons ~
da~ ~h those ~om 1958 to 1~ (~disle 1969) show I~fe change in the species comp~
of ~n~ Moni~ ~y, b~ provide no ~fo~tion ~ abundance ~ fine s~le disffib~.

~e abundance and distdb~ ~ ind~dual species ~e in~una and m~a~u~ ~y
~ s~sonally and inte~nnually, a~hough most accounts of ~is ¢re ~ studies
human impacts. Most of this natural var~bii~ is d~cult to separate horn ~e ~bil~ ass~t~
~h human impa~s (Bemstein et ~. 19~), However, any natural distu~ance of the sed~e~
or ~eanographic changes, ~ l~ke~ to affe~ benthic so~-bo~om Inve~ebrate populati~l.
ins~nce, ~ change ~ the sp~ ~p~ion ~ ~e ~shore m~a~u~ assemblage of~e BIgM
~cu~ed a~er 1981, perhaps ~ a msu~ of ~e 1982-1983 El Niho ~ bemuse of severe ~ntm
sto~s ~ 19~ {SCCWRP lg~6e). These events may also have been impo~nt in �~nging
compos~ion of the infauna assemblages off Palos Verdes du~ng ~is pe~ (S~ et~. 1~.

I
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move about on the surface of the sediments. These ere most abundant on the Inner shelf, It
depths of less than 30 fl, where sufficient light reaches the bottom (Round and Hickrrmn 1971).
A few green, filamentous red, end small brown algae attach to worm tubes and cobbles on the
bottom; these have the same light requirements as the one-celled plants and only occur In
shallow v~ter.

MelofeumL The melofauna are the smallest (less than 0.5 mm in. one dimension) infliuna.
Melofauna (organisms which live In the sediments) Includes small organisms such as one-celled
protozoans, small roundworms (nematodes), small polycheetea and oligochaetes, �opepods,
gastrotdchs, flatworms, kinorhynchs, end tardigrades. These organisms are dense In lerobk:
sediments throughout the year, feeding on bacteria, one-celled plants, detritus, and
meiofauna. The meiofauna of the Bay has no( been well studied, but organically-enriched
sediments generally have higher pro~ of nematodes and ~llgochaetes than norfnll

Macrofauna. The invertebrate macrofaun~ which are less than about 0.5 In. In ~ne
dimension ere the dominant member~ of the soft-bottom Infaun~. The soft-bottom habitat of the
shelf supports In extremely diverse (numbers of different species) end abundant (numbem of
individuals) infauna. As many es 1,200 lnfaunal species have been reported from Santa Monk:a
Bay (Dorsey 1988). Samples from uncontaminated sediments along the 200-it isobath in the Bight
averaged 71 species and 423 indNJduals in 0.1 m~ of bottom sediment. However, because these
animals ere usually quite small, the bJomass Is small averaging 7.0 g/0.1 m= (Word lind Meeml
1979). These values vary w~ depth end sediment type.

The Infauna Is usually domir, atcd, It, numl;.~s of species and numbers of Ind~’Aduala, by
polychaete worms. Polychaetes are soft-bodied, and may be free moving or sedentary. Thli free.
moving ones generally crawl along the surface or burrow through the soft sediments llke
earthworms; sedentary forms move, but usually within a tube which they construct in or on the
sediments. Most soft-bottom polychaetes feed on the bottom, engulfing sediments and digesting
off the attached bacteria, or filter feed on bits of organic detritus in the water. A few polychaetes
are predatory, feeding on other infauna. Polychaetes are important �ons~uents in the diet of
many demersal fish and are important in reworking (bioturbating) the sedimentl.

Crustaceans arm usually’ the se:ond most dive.so and abundant group of soft-bottom
Infauna. Among this g;oup of animals, r.mphipods are the most common, but othera such
cumaceans, isopods, and ostracods are also important. Some species of amphipods lind
the benthic cumaceans end ostracods burrow in the sediments; some amphipods live In tube~
while others, hide among debris. All of these crustaceans brood their eggs and hence do
have pelagic larvae; the males of many amphipods, cumaceans, and ostracods migrate up into
the water column at night. Some crustaceans fiber plankton and detritus from the water column
and others feed on meiofauna, diatoms, end detritus in or on the sediments. Still others scevengli
on dead organisms. Amphipods ere pa~culady important prey for many demersal fishes (AJlen
1982).

Mollusks ere usually the third most diverse and abundant group of soft-bottom
macrofauna. Bivalves (clams, mussels, etc,), snails, and sea slugs make up most of the molluscan
portion of the benthos. Most bNaNes are infaunal but scallops and mussels are eplfaunal. Clam~
generally fl,~er the water for bacter~, phytoplanldon, and detritus but some species engulf
sediments as they burrow. SnaiLs and sea slugs lend to scrape material from the sediments o~"
hard surfaces, but many are predatory, preying largely on clams and other snails by drilling hole~
through their shells.
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abalone feed on drift kelp while sea urchins graze on macrophyles and diatoms. Many of the
small crustaceans (¯mphipods, tsopods, shrimp) eat algae but crabs, shrimp, lobsters, snails, sea
slugs, polychaetes, and sea stars are carnivorous or omnivorous.

Abalone, California spiny lobster, yellow rock crab, Paclflc rock crab, red sea urchin, and
P¯clfic purple urchin are fished recreationalhj In shallow w~ter and spot ¯hrimp in deep w~er.

Natur!! V¯rbtkm

Natural wrLations in the plant end invertebrate populations of subtldal hard.bottom
occurs seasonally (particularly in shallow water) and during El Nif~o periods but these have rmt
been well documented in the Bay. Studies of artificial reefs In the Bay indlcate that the plant and
invertebrate assemblages on newty-exposed hard substrates undergo ¯ succees~on In dominant
species and ¯re¯ coverage of epifaunal growth with increasing time (Carlisle eta/. 1964). A red
tide which occurred from San I,,Is Obispo to the Los Angeles Harbor in 1945 killed Callfortlla
spiny lobster and sheep crab, both hard-bottom species (Sommer and Clark 1946).

Additional factors which affect the shallow habitat include turbidity, ¯ea urchin
water movem¯nt, temperature, and inundation by sand. Changes in the biota of ¯ shallow roof
may be seasonal or long-term. Turbidity and sea urchin predation reduce the algal growth
whereas the turbulence, scouring, and inundation by sand affects the suitability of the habitat
eessiie and crevice-seeking species. Seasonal changes ¯re caused by differences in light intan¯ity
and temperature, which affect photosynthesis and may trigger spawning in ¯ variety of

Annual inundation by sand is common in shallow areas; It may smother the existing blot~
resulting in ¯ bare surface when the sand is gone. As a newly exposed hard surface appears, the
process of succession, from small sessile forms to ¯ dense cover of macroalgae and mussel¯
begins. Thus, shallow reefs may be almost constantly in ¯n early state of developmenL

Kelp Beds

Kelp beds are an extension of the hard.bottom habitat. However, most hard bottom in theBay Is of low relief and the presence of kelp extends this relief to the sea surface. Giant kelp b
probably the best known of the macro~lgae ~ genersfly grows on hard, subt;dal bottoms at
depths of 20 to 70 R, where the water is clear (Abbott and Hollenberg 1976). More than oth~
macroalgae, giant kelp becomes ¯ part of the habitat, providing food, shelter, nursen/, or ¯ point
of reference for invertebrates and fishes.

Giant kelp Is harvested to produce compounds such as ¯Igln, which is used In
manufacture of ice cream, cosmetics, and many other commodities. Kelp beds ere also important
for sport fishing, commercial harvesting of abalone and sea urchins, and recreational diving
(North and Hubbs 1968).

Giant kelp has ¯ complex l~fe history which Is normally completed In 12 to 14 months(Neushul and Haxo 1968). The mature kelp plant (a sporophy~e) produces spores which are shed
_ into the water colur~n. When the spores settle and survive, they develop Into ¯ microscopic plant

(a gametophyte) which produces eggs and sperm. The eggs and sperm unite to form ¯ young
spot.phyla which grows to become a mature kelp plant. Kelp may live for more than five yearn
(North 1968) and may grow as much as 12 to 20 in. per day, making it among the fastest growing
p~ants known.
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Herd.Bottom Hebltata

Hard-bottom substrate includes natural hard bottom end e~..lal ~ and structures.
Hard-bottom hab~,ats have a diverse and abundant assemblage of organisms that are often
unique to the habitat. Reefs provide forage, shelter, and nesting sites for m~ny anin~ls. ~
bottom in the photic zone is generally dominated by ,,Igal growth whereas that in deep wl, tar
lacks algae altogether. Nearshore reefs may also provide habitat for giant kelp, which in turn
provides habitat an additional dNerse assemblage of organisms. Because of the diverle and
abundant assemblage of unique organisms, reefs ere important sites for recreational diving and
fishing. Artificial structures, such es outfall pipes, artificial reef~, jettiea, ~oins, Ind plerl
provide hard-bottom habitat in Santa Monlc~

The rocky subtidel bottom off the Palos Verdes Paninsul~ k~ �omposed of sedimentary
strata. Shale boulders and shelves are often isolated by reaches of rand and cobble. Reefs
more diverse, with lwo to four times higher vertical relief on the western aide of the peninsula. The
eastern rocky subtidal (12-18 m depth) is characterized by greater water turbidity and associltad
bottom sediment derived f~om the Portuguese Bend landslide. Most rock substrata is covered ~
a 1-2 cm layer of fine grained material and the surrounding soft bottom ~nnels rnly I’mve up
to 20 cm of this sediment (Stull, pets. �omm. 1993).

Or~enbm~

Planta. Although, hard bottoms" support diatoms and other on~elled pl~nL~, they ~u~
distinguished lot their growth of kelps end other macroalgae. Macroalgae ere anchored to the
bo~o,,~ with a to=t-like :tructure c~llou a h~lcJfast an~ reprodu:e in a compl,,~x system ~.,~ich
produces both spore and garnet stages. In the study area macroaigae are only abundant along
the Carillo and Malibu coasts, the Palos Verdes Peninsula, and artificial structures Ilong thl
shore.

The major plants of the rocky subtidal in Santa Monica Bay ere red and brown algae.
Typically, the red algae form a low turf or understory of �oralline, foliose, end filamentous forms
fTom shore to the edge of the photic zone. Brown algae are generally larger and form ~n
overstory; locally the feather-boa kelp is dominant nearshore while giant kelp dominates deep~’
areas of a reef (Quast 1968).

Inwrtebratea. Hard-bottom invertebrates include sessile and motile forms. ~ea$11e
ere firmly attached to the surface of the rocks whereas motile forms move about on the reef
sw~m near the reef. Most hard-bottom invertebrates have planktonic larvae, although some
amphipods and isopods brood eggs and larvae; sea squirts and sea anemones also reproduce
asexually to form colonies.

The most obvious forms on this habitat ere sessile species: mussels, barnacles, sponges,
sea anemones, sea fans, tube worms, and sea squirts. Date mussels and piddock clams actually
burrow into the rocks. Most of the sessile invertebrates feed by flltedng plankton and detritus from
the passing water mass. They are generally less abundant where macroalgae cover is high but
are the dominant organisms elsewhere.

Most of mot~’~e invertebrates hide in c~ev~ces in the habitat or ere protectively colored.
Large species include abalone end o~her snails, octopus, shrimp, lobsters, and crabs. Smaller
soec;es include pol~,chaetes, bivalves, snails, amphipods, and isopods. A variety of small motile
forms I~ve in and among the bases of the relatively large sessile species. Among the motile forml,
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Mature giant kelp consists of a root-like holdfast, the stem.like stipes, and leaf-like blades.
Gas-filled bladders st the base of each blade buoy up the plant, keeping the blades near the
surface where light levels ire m~dmal.

Giant kelp is found in the northeastern Pacific from Naska to southern BoJo Cmllfomb
(Abbott and Hollenberg 1976). Not only ere there replacement species along this latitudinal and
temperature gradient, but within species there are strains which are adapted to particular
temperature ranges. AJ present end in the recent past, giant kelp in Santa Monica Bay has been
limited to rocky bottoms along ~ Carillo beach and the Malibu coast and along Palos Verdea

_ Shelf (Figure 3-4).

The cover provided by C~lifomia kelp beds provide protection and habitat for morn Of
than 800 species of 5shes end invertebrates, some of which are uniquely adapted for life In the
beds. When kelp is absent f~om m reef, many of the associated invertebrates and f~,hes are
lacking.

Organl~n~

Plent~. Many other algae associate wfth giant kelp, adding to the complaxlty and prtx~�.
tlvi~y of the habitat. These shrub or understory algae ere simile, to those found in other rocky
bottoms at similar depths and include foliose, filamentous, end �oralline red ~lgae, smaller kelps
and brown algae, and some green algae. In a dense bed, the canopy ol kelp blades can actually
limit the amount of light reaching the bottom so that understory algae (especially turf species) are
less abundant. Feather-boa kelp is sometimes found on the inshore side of giant kelp, thu~
extending the b~d shoreward (North |976).

Invertebrates. The invertebrates found In kelp beds are similar to those found on hard-
bottom environments w~thout kelp. Because turf algae is often lacking, entrusting animals such
as sponges, hydroids, sea fans, moss animals, and tunicates ere more abundanL Pink abalone
and California spiny lobster are often common in kelp beds, end red sea urchins and
purple urchins ere generally present. Several sponges, sea stars, and snaps are unique to the
hoidfasts of giant kelp, as are file shells and warty sea cucumbers (Limbaugh 19S5).

Kelp fl’onds become se~;le in about sb( months end indi~idual blades deteriorate in one
or two months; therefore, Iong-;~v~d encrusting organisms like mussels and barnacles do rat
develop on them. However, some encrusting moss animals settle and form r, at, white colonies
that can completely cover a blade in three weeks. Broadtail isopods, cadnate dovesnails, and
kelp scallops are common on the stipes and many other invertebrates are found on the blades,
though not exclusively (Umbaugh 1955).

Natural Variability

The histo~ of kelp beds in the study area can be traced from records dating to 1911,
Because kelp beds are licensed for harvesting each year they have been numbered by the
California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), which manages the resource (Figure 3-5). Beds
11, 12, 13, and 14 are located along the Palos Verdes Peninsula, between Point Fermln and
Lunada Bay. Giant kelp has not been dense i~ this century along the sandy, central portion of
Sant~ ~or~ica Bay, although individual plants may have grounded there or grown on temporarily
exposed rocks. Beds 15 and 16 are located between Santa Monica and Point Duma; Bed 16
in tho Mugu-Latigo Area of Special Biological Significance (CSWQCB 1979). In the eady part of
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this century, the Malibu coast beds extended from Point Duma to Santa Monk= Canyon (Ulmy
end Greeley 1928), but they now extend from Point Duma to Melibu.

From 1940 through 1974 the general trend in giant kelp was one of decline end eppelm
to have been centered on the White Point ouffall (North 1968). By 1959, following the strong
Nir~o Event of 1957 and 1958, kelp was almost completely gone; only small patches remained
in Abalone Cove and at Portuguese Bend. By the fall of 1968 the last of these plants had
perished (North 1970) end only transplanted kelp remained. Efforts to re-establish the Pldol
Verdes beds had begun in June 1967, Initially with little success. Dudng 1950-1960 el I result
of increased urbanization, the marine environment became the disposal site for Industrial end
domestic waste. A decline in the size and number of productive kelp forests was documented
during this time (Carter eta/. 1985).

Between 1970 and 1977, the CDFG attempted to restart kelp st nine separate sites along
the Palos Verdes Peninsula 0Nilson el’ a/. 1977). By 1975 kelp was thriving in Abalone Cove end
was redeveloping In Bluff Cove (Figure 3-6). The total canopy area in 1982 was nearly what it
in the mid-1940s; it continued Increasing, reaching ¯ peak off Palos Verdes tn mid-1987 whk:h
was 36% greater than recorded in 1911 (Neushu1198~). Kelp acreage was still high (617
in early January 1988 (CDFG, unpubl, data), but as in 1983, storms in mid-January decimated
the bed, severely reducing canopy �over. Storm decimation of the beds is I natural, ephemeral
event with active regrowth foilow~ng.

The history of Beds 15 and 16 In the western part of the Bay is not as wall documented.
Bed 15 (Figure 3-5) covered 182 acres in 1911 but has had a maximum canopy of 7 acres aince
1955 (Neushut 1981). Bahrein 19.~0 and 1980 the average cover was abou; ~ acres but kelp
often altogether absent (Harger 1983). Bed 16 in Paradise Cove is much larger and hal been
present continuously. In 1911 it covered 376 acres, but between 1959 and 1979 never exceeded
222 acres (Neuahul 1981).

Causes of Natural Variability

The reasons for fluctuations In kelp bed canopy area and In health of ~he plants Mvl
been studied and argued for decades. Over-harvesting, recreational boating, waste discharge,
storms, oil spills, turbidity, end warm water have ell been Identified as contributing to the
disappear&nee or ciecline in kelp. To dat~ no sir, el3 cause has been identified =,nd the luxuriant
ingrowth of kelp In areas from which it had disappeared has reassured many that declines
reversible. Many factors appear involved in the success or failure of any particular kelp bed,
neither natural nor contaminant related causes ere of overwhelming importance.

Nutrient availability and storms seem to be the major natural factors which Influence the
health and survival e’ ~elp. For a long time it was thought that warm summer temperatures end
warm El Ni~o events caused the deterioration of giant kelp fronds. However, evidence Indicates
that lack of nutrients rather than warm temperature causes the summer degeneration (North
1983). The complicating factor is that in summer e density gradient (pycnocllne) forms In
nearshore waters, preventing nutrients (either natural or from sewage) from reaching surface
waters. Thus, there may be both ¯ yeady cycle in canopy extent and an irregular multi-year cycle
which reflects El Ni~o influence.

Although low nutrient levels reduce canopy cover, they seldom result in the death of the
plant. However, storms frequently do lead to complete loss of ke~p. Whole beds may be uprooted
during major storms and cast on or off shore. During the storms of w~nter 1987-1988 most kelp
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In the study area was lost. Thls repeated the 1983 winter storm decimation of beds In the l~udy          -"
area (Wilson and Togstad 1983), and throughout southern Celifom~- (Dayton and Tegr~. 1984)
In both c~sos, high Iovols of growth fo~lowed.

Natural turbidity, may also be important. Turbidity reduces light levels reaching the boltom -- Iand hence reduces plant growth. In addition, sediments settling to the bottom from turbid t~ter

2

may smother young plants or make the bottom unsuitable for set’Jement of sporophytes. Turbidity
~in near-bottom waters Is greater in the eastern area of the peninsula primarily due to sediments

from the Portuguese Bend landslide (Stull, pars. �omm 1993). Since 1980 the landslide ~t           ’ ’
Portuguese Bend has supplied more than seven times the suspended solids th~n the JWPCP
ouffall (SDWG 1988) and may have reduced kelp beds in the immediate ~                        ~
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Eady Spanish and Mexican navigators had passed Santa Monica Bay, but did not lind,
possibly because they did not see the Indians’ huts and the coves did not appear suitable for
anchoring. Inland journeys of 1769 and 1774 also by-passed the coastal areas occupied by the
Chumash, although they encountered some inland Gabriele~os settlements. Churnash vglages
were at the mouths of canyons (Robinson 1959); a Venturaho Chumash village named MN/wu
was located near the present city of Malibu, which took its name from this village (Kroeber 1925,
Johnston 1962). Gabrieler~o villages were located throughout the Los Angeles Coastal Plain. Their
villages were generally located on bluffs overlooking rivers or wetlands, some being located at
Santa Monica (Kuruvangna), Los Angeles (Wenof), Culver City (Sa’angr~), Redondo Beach
(Engnovangna), and Palos Verdes Peninsula (Masau) (Kroeber 1925, Johnston 1962), In the late
1700s the Chumash Indians moved further
further north (Robinson 1959).         inland using trails forged by explorer= who had ~

little is known of the Vantura~o Chumash, Femandei~o, or Gabdele/~o Indians; their tribal
names are unknown and their current names are derived from their laterassoclation with miask:~l
in the area San Buenaventura, San Femando, and San Gabdel Mission (Kroeber 1925; Reiter
1984). Acorns were the staple food of all three tribes, but other plants and animals m ~lao
eaten. Coastal Chumash and Gabriele~os were skilled fishermen, the former using plank canoes
and the latter using boats of made of rushes and rules. They fished for Pacific sardine, C~lifo111~
halibut, lingcod, and tunas; hunted marina mammals such as dolphins, sea lions, seals, Ind
otters; and gathered shellfish from the intertidal zone. In inland areas, they hunted deer, rabbits,
and other small mammals (Johnston 1962). Indians made use of beach tar to waterproof their
baskets and caulk their

SPANISH/MEXICAN PERIOD

The influx of Europeans in the late 1700s marked the beginning of the end ofAmericans in the Los Angeles area. The Spanish occupation began in 1769 with the Porto~
expedition which founded Franciscan missions throughout California, the first being San Gabdel
mission in 1771 (Josselyn et el. 1992). The missionaries encouraged the Indians to give up their
traditional lifesh/le and to live at the coastal missions but the stress of the mission routines and
exposure to new diseases only ha-~tened their demise. Some women practiced voluntary abo~on
rather than have their children grow up under such conditions (Robinson 1959). As the nurnbem
of European and Mexican set’tlors increased, many natives deserted the area, and by 1852 there
were approximately 3,700 "domesticated" Indians and 4,000 Europeans in southern Cali/omla
(Green 1980).

Several of the early explorers settled and purchased land in the Santa Monlca Bay
In 1775 Jose Bartolame ar~ved in Malibu w~th 240 colonists from Sonora, Mexico (Robinson
1959). He had ¯ Spanish land grant for 13,000 acres which he called the Rancho Topanga Malibu
Sequit and which was used primarily for cattle grazing. Bartolame cultivated a small area, planted
a vineyard and cornfield, and built a mill, but alter gold w~s discovered in the Sierra foothills in
1848, he sold Rancho Topanga. The three subsequent owners were = Frenchman, an Irishman,
and a Puritan from New England who continued to raise cattle, the leading Industry at the time.

In Santa Monica, Francisco Sepulveda purchased the majority of the land for cattle
grazing (Flob~nson 1959). Other ranchos in the area inc;uded Rancho San V~cente y Santa Monlca
at Santa Mortice, Rancho Rodeo de las Aguas at Bevedy Hills, Rancho Ballona at Ballona Creek,
and Rancho Sausal Redondo at Hermosa Beach (Josselyn et el. 1992).
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CHAPTER 4
THE HUMAN POPULATION

Dudng the last ice age (about 18,000 years IgO) lea leve~ was about 384 tl lower than
it present (Nardin eta/. 1981) and the continental shelf of Santa Monica Bay (which is presently
submerged) would have bean dry land and beach, probably backed by ateep �liffs lnd rocky
shores. Much of the land behind these cliffs was a broad, fiat plain; Ballonll Creek probably
extended across this plain to enter what la now Redondo Submarine Canyon.

The land around Santa Monica Bay would have resembled that presently found ne~
Monterey California, with forests of cypress end pine near the coast, brush and grasslands tnom
inland, and riparian forests along the Ballorm Creek drainage. In addition to the mammals end
birds, which are still present, the area supported species which have since become ~ -
mammoths, mastodons, giant ground sloths, labettcoth tigers, camels, and llamas.

Smoke from brush fires would have lingered in the valleys as "smog= and fallout frtmt
them would have �ontributed the lame kind of "background" materials as they do today. The
offshore oil seeps of today may have constituted tarpits near the mouth of Ballona Creek (at wh~t
is now Redondo Submarine Canyon). The sea was cooler and populated by marine life more
typical of cooler waters than at present. Ind probably morn abundant.

Sea level gradually rose, �ovedng previously dry land, until the present see level and
coastline were attained about 3,000 years ago. Sandy beaches were the predominard shoreline
dudng this period as the sea gradually progressed to higher levels across the plain; lee
temperatures increased and the �limnt= became warner and drier.

THE NATIVE AMERICAN PERIOD

The eadiest record of native Americans in 1tin area Is from about 6,000 years ego It
Malaga Cove, although they were probably present much earlier (Rearer 1984). From 6,000 years
ago to the 1700s, the area was populated largely by Indians w~th a hunting and gathering
economy that emphasized plant foods such as seeds and acorns. Those living near the shore
relied heavily on marine life for food.

Northern anchovy were more abundant, and large fishes, sea birds, and marine mammals
which prey on anchovy may have been more abundant than it present (Sourer end llaacs 1969).
Hunting and fishing pressure increased v~h the native poputation and began to impact the plants
and animals of the watershed, wetlands, and Bay. Some larger mammals may have been hunted
to extinction and the food organisms along the shore were also probably impacted (Relier 1984).

Although Intermittent Spanish contact with the Indians occurred dudng the C~br~lo
expedition of 1542 and the V’~zcaino expedition of 1602, It was not until the late 1700s that the
Venturar~o Chumash, Gabrieler~o, and Fernandef~o Indians of the Santa Monica Bay watershed
area had sustained contact with white men. The GabrieleSos lived from the Santa Monies
Mountains south to the Aliso Creek Drainage in Orange County. The Femander~os occupied the
San Femando Valley and the Santa Monica Mountains from the Topanga Canyon watershed ealL
The Ven:uraf~o Chumash were found west of the Topanga Canyon watershed to Ventura Ind
inland to the Thousand Oaks area (Kroeber 1925). The entire Chumash population probably
never exceeded 15,000 (Green 1980); less is known of the Gabrielef~os, although their entire
population was less than 5,000 in 1770 (Johnston 1962).
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selected San Pedro because it was better protected from w~nds, storms, and prevailing weatedy
swells (M¯rquez 1975).

By 1897 the population of Santa Monica had grown to approximately 2,000 people, twice
that of 1875. With hopes of ¯ shipping industry shattered, Santa Monlca residents and
entrepreneurs ¯gain tried to develop tourist and recreational opportunities. Since then, them has
been opposition to large-scale industrial development (McQueen 1979).

1900 TO WORLD WAR II

The pedod from 1900 to 1920 was one of rapid population growth. Increases m
especially pronounced between 1900 and 1905 when the population increased from 3,057 to
7,208 (136%), and again between 1910 and 1920 when it needy doubled, from 8,700 to 15,000.
These increases set the stage for dran~tic regional growth and development between 1920 and
Wodd War II.

Establishment of the Douglas Aircraft Company (DAC) in the 1920s opened ¯ new em fir
the Los Angeles area. Donald Douglas had moved to Santa Monica from the east coast to raise
his children and to establish his own aircraft manufacturing company. With financing from David
R. Davis, Douglas began work on an airplane which could fly coast to coast nonstop. With e~st
coast associates, Douglas and his company received its first formal contract from the Navy in
1921. Douglas also secured the signatures of ten prominent Los Ar)geles businessmen on ¯
$15,000 promissory note (Maynard 1962), and as the company grew, Douglas moved first to an
abandoned movie studio in Santa Monica and in 1929 to Clover Field. The number of DAC
employees increased from 20 in 1922 to 112 in 1924 (Maynard 1962) and at its wadime peak In
1944 DAC employed 160,000 persons in six plants. The firm manufactured 16% of ¯11 aircraft built
in the U.S. between 1942 and 1945. Three of Douglas’ plants closed in 1946, bdnging
employment down to 27,000, although there was an increase in sales dudng the Korean conflict
in the 1950s. In the 1960s most of the company’s operations were relocated to Long Beach.

The population of Santa Menlca continued to grow substantially dudng this pedod,
increasing from 15,000 to 37,000 between 1920 to 1930 (147%), from 37,500 to 53,000 (41%)
between 1930 and 1940, and from 53,500 to 72,000 between 1940 and 1950 (35%) (USBC 1890-
lg7O).

WORLD WAR II TO PRESENT

Clly of Santa Monlea

The population of Santa Monlca has increased dramatically since 1910 but the rete of
increase was less after 1960 (Figure 4-1). In 1949 Santa Monica was characterized as a middle
class community with ¯ moderate degree of urbanization end little ethnic and social integration
(McQueen 1979). Between 1950 and 1958, the population increased to 78,000, but residents wire
predominantly white, natNe-bom American citizens. Ten percent of the population were foreign-
born residents and 5% were non-white, predominantly black (90%) and Hispanic.

By 1990 the population of Santa Mortice (including the City of Malibu) had increased to
98,38~, 75% of whom were white, 14% Hispanic, 6.2% Asian, and 4.3% black. The median age
of the residents was 37.9 years, significantly higher than the statew~de median of 31.5. Santa
Monica is home to a number of retired and senior citizens, 20,8% of whom are over 60 years old.
Employment in Santa Monica increased dramatically between 1980 and 1990 (Figure 4-1) (MBC
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From the mld.1700s to the mid-1800s, Inland vegetation w~s altered. Coastal scrub was
converted to grassland as ¯ result of burning end grazing (Johnston 1962). Smoke levels
probably increased and bacteria from livestock entered streams draining to the lea. Without the
Indians, Intertidal organisms may have received ¯ bdef respite from fishing pressure, u the
Europeans focused on fish, whales, end game. However, fishing end hunting pressure inoreised
w~th firearms end better fishing methods, with marine memmais, seabirds, end water
probably the most affected (MBC 1988).

Although they occurred throughout history, major storms were first recorded in the 1800s.
Storms from the southeast were common in the eady 1800s end they often generated waves to
40 11 or higher (Kuhn end Shepard 1981).

EARLY STATEHOOD: 15S0 TO 1899

In 1850, California became the 31st State. The collection of werm-weter fish species in
southern Califomia In the 1850s suggest that El Ni~o events occurred dudng this time (Hubbs
1949). Extremely heavy rain fell in 1862 end from 1884 to 1891, causing the Los Angeles Rlvar
to sh~ft course between Ballona Creek end San Pedro (Kuhn end Shepard 1981). These etontm
probably effected beach erosion, offshore sedimentation, end coastal turbidity for month~ (MBC

Between 1864 end 1885 ¯ whaling station was operated st Portuguese Bend (sayem
1984) end by 1879 commercial and sport fishing had begun In Santa Monlca Bey. Commen:~l
landings st Los .~ngeles were dominated b,’ pelagic end nenrshora flsh~s (Jord~rl 1887).

Through the early 1870s the Santa Monlca Bay region was largely open land used
cattle grazing, end very few Americans held land in the area. In 1872, 38,000 ecres of Spanish
Ranchos were purchased by New Englander Robert Baker, who hoped to develop a railroad
terminus and shipping port. In 187,5, when the local population was about 1,000, Baker sold two-
thirds of his land to Senator John P. Jones of Nevada, who wanted to build ¯ railroad to transport
silver to ocean ports (Ingersoll 1908). Shortly thereafter the population began to grow, out of Inter.
est in Jones’ plans and the emerging popularity of the area as an ocean resort. By 1877 the
Comstock Crash forced Jones to sell the Los Angeles end Independence Railroad to COllis
Huntington. The large ranchos were subdivided and sold to easterners end property values
began to

In 1878 the Southern Pacific Railroad dismantled the Santa Monica wharf, whereupon
business declined. Santa Monica attempted to offset the loss of railroad end wharf resources by
promoting its image as an ocean resort. This image was enhanced in 1886 w~th the construction
of the luxurious Arcadia Hotel, which attracted people from ell over the wodd, Santa Monlca was
also convenient for residents of Los Angeles and increasing numbers of people moved to Santa
Monica end commuted to jobs in Los Angeles.

In 1891 Collis Huntington built ¯ larger wharf In Santa Monlca, intending to regain the
shipping trade, Santa Monica and San Pedro vied for over five years as the location of ¯ deep
water port for the Los Angeles area, as the region had no natural harbor. The selected city would
receNe $3 million in federal funds to construct the new port. The Free Harbor League, In
assoc=atio~ of 400 members, supported San Pedro as the port si~e. Both public officials and
private c~.~zens feared that if located at Santa Monica, Collis Huntington and his Southem Pec~�
R-~;Iroad would dominate the port and form a monopoly. In 1897 the Army Board of Engineers
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1988; $CAG 1991). In 1990 18,6% of the employed residents w~re In mnag~dll, executive, and
administrative positions (USBC 1990; CSM,PPD unpubl, data)

The Income of Santa Monlcans is also higher than the statewide average: In 1990 the
mean household Income In Santa Monica was $55,522, 20% higher than the state mean of
$46,247. The number of housing units has Increased ¯t ¯ slower rate than that of popuia~:m or
employment (Figure 4-1) (MBC 1988; SCAG 1991). Most Santa Monlca resident¯ rent;, In 19~0
only 26% of the 47,753 housing units in Santa Monica were owned by the occupant (U~CB llffi0;
CSM,PPD unpubl, data), Rent centre/ordinances enacted in the 1980l I’~ve ItabilJZed
costs and apparently resident= ¯re reluctant to relocate from their current, iow.co~ home=.

Santa Monlca �ontinues to grow:, the population is expected to Inc~=e 20%
1990 and 2000 to approximately 104,683 persons (Figure 4-1) (USCB 1940, 1950, 1960, 1970;,
MBC 1988; SCAG 1991). A large percentage of resident= �ontinue to hold m~naged=l,
administrative and professional positions, but retail positions account for 13.6% of
employment (USCB 1990; CSM,PPD unpubl, data). The predominant land use is residential
(61%), followed by commercial (22%), and Industrial (6%) (Table 1-3) (SCAG 19921). The
tendency to keep industry to ¯ minimum is still apparent: In 1991 9.8 million It= were
commercial use and only 1.7 million f~ In industrial use (CSM 1991).

Education is Important to the residents of Santa Monlca: 87% Ire high school gradultl~
and 70% have �ompleted one or more year¯ of college (USBC 1990; CSM,PPD unpubL dltl}.

Los Angeles County

In the past decade, many Los Angeles area businesses and Industries have been bought
by out-of-state and foreign companies. For example, In 1987 Pacific Southwest, Western,
Aircal airlines were taken over by U.S. AJrgroup of Washington D.C., Delta of At/ante,
American of Dallas, respectively. As of September 1992, 45.8% of the large downtown
buildings were foreign-owned (Cushman Realty Corp. 1992).

Trade is a major factor in this trend. The Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach
just outside the study area In San Pedro Bay) constitute the fastest growing major cargo centar
in the wodd. The value of import-export cargo going through the Ports Increased from $35.4
billion in 1983 to $56.2 billion In 1985, and from $61.8 billion In 1986 to $1 ttilli~t In
(Leinberger 1988, Journal of Commerce 1990).

The population of Los Angeles County has Increased rapidly since 1920 (F’Kjure 4-2}
(MBC 1988, SCAG 1991). As of 1990 Los Angeles County had s population of 8,863,164 (Figure
4-2), 57% of whom were white, 32% foreign-born, and approximately 11% black. Twenty-hue
percent of the residents were over 60 years (up from 13.3% in 1970) and the median age of ~0.7
was very close to the statewide median of 31.5 years. Employment in the County has Increaa4KI
steadily, but at a lower rate in 1980-1990 than the population (Figure 4-2) (MBC 1988, SCAG
1991). The mean household income of Los Angeles Count~ was $47,252, comparable to
statew~de mean of $46,247 (USCB 1990).

T~o number of housing units in Los Angeles County has increased stead~y since 1920,
but ~t ¯ much lower rate than either the population or employment (Figure 4-2) (MBC 1988,
SCAG 1991). Los Angeles has a young homeowners market; 32% of households are headed by
people under the age of 35, compared to 29% nationally. The national average for household~
w~th a college degree is 21%; Los Angeles is slightly higher with 24%. Manager~l and
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professional positions are held by 27.5% of employed residents, while
and sales positions account for 32.3% (USCB 1990). technical, admlnistmUve,

FUTURE PROJECTIONS

Housing in Los Angeles County is projected to increase by 879,538 units or 27.8%
between 1990 and 2010, an increase which is close to the 28.3% increase projected for lhe
population as ¯ whole (Figure 4-2) (SCAG 1991). Housing in the Santa Monlca Mountains ~
is projected to Increase by 95.9% between 1984 and 2010. This increase is significantly higher
than those projected for Central Los Angeles, Long Beach-Downey (10.5 lind 21.9%,
respectively), and for Los Angeles County as ¯ whole (SCAG 1986).

The population of Los Angeles County is projected to increase by 2,514,032 of 28.3%
between 1990 and 2010, In annual increase of 125,701 residents per year (Figure 4-2) (MBC
1988, SCAG 1991). The greatest increases w~ll be in the Santa Mortice Mountains and in East San
Gabriel Valley, with increases of 84.3% and 56.8%, respectively. These projections are significmltly
higher than the 1.8 and 12.5% increases projected for Central Los Angeles and Long Belch.
Downey ($CAG 1986).

The three basic components of popular|on dynamlc~ are births, deaths, and net rnigmtlon.
The first two components make up natural increases; net migration can be further separated into
domestic migration (people moving to and from other parts of the nation) and foreign migration
(including both legal and illegal immigration).

Immigration to Califom~ from elsewhere in the United States has eased due to lhe
economy. In Los Angeles County there is an emigration of residents to surrounding �ounUel. The
major unknown is the rate of undocumented immigration from Mexico into southern Celifornl.
In 1991 539,436 aliens were apprehended at the San Diego Zone of the Mexican border. The
general rule is that for every apprehension at least two people enter the United States (Econo~d¢
Development Corporation 1992).

Employment in Los Angeles County is projected to increase by approximately 1.2 million
employees (25%) between 1990 and 2010 (Figure 4-2), a figure which is close to the projec~m
of 26.2% for the C~ly of Santa Monica (SCAG 1991). In recent years southern California has been
shrfling from a goods-producing, manufacturing economy into an information.based service
economy. In 1991, the largest industry in the five-county Los Angeles area ~as business and
management services (Calif. Employment Development Department 1992). The trend toward ¯
service-based economy is expected to continue through
and 2010.                                  the 1990s, then moderate between 2000
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CHAPTER 5
POINT SOURCES OF CONTAMINATION

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Numerous substance= enter the waters of ~anta Monl¢~ Bay via ¯ vadety of I:mthWlyl.
Some of these substances ere neutral, some ¯re beneficial, and some ¯re detrimental to the
Bay’s environment. Some may not be particularly harmful ¯lone but may have harmful synergi=tl~
effects when found with other substances. Those which have harmful effects oft the ~y~tm
or on human health are generally considered to be ¢orff,~’nlrmnta or pollute¯t¯. "Po/luttnt=II orion
applied to contaminants resulting from human activities; these two terms ~re
interchangeably in this study. The effects of these �oP4~ninants on hurrBn health ~1 on the
ecosystem are discussed in subsequent chaptml.

The point at which ¯ body of water becomes contaminated differs for each contamirmrlt
and impact of concern (e.g., marine life, human health). The critical level for each contaminant
b generally determined by scientific studies which test the toxicity or carclnogeniclty of the
contaminant against living organisms. Based on these =~udie= regulations are made which
contaminant levels in input

There i= no single number or index by which the level of contamination of ¯ water body
�an be measured; usually = water body I= polluted in terms of some substances and perfe¢l~
normal as far ¯s others go. The contamination of the body of water as ¯ whole L~ determined by
the diversity and levels of contaminants found but may also be determined by extremely high
level; of specific substances alone. In general, unless a s,~cific cc~,~minant i= extremely
~portant (as w~th mercury in the Minir~ata dise-’,se of Japan; Eisler 1978), the degree of
contamination of ¯ body of water must be determined by comparison with other bodies of Itor
with similar geographic and/or population settingl.

Regulation of Contamlnant~

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has periodically Issued ambient w-for
quality criteria since 1969. The technical basis for water quality objectives ¯re described in
304(a) of the Federal Clean Water Act of 1977 and toxic pollutants ¯re listed in section 307(=.).
The priority pollutant list includes about 126 substances and the list grows ¯s more synthetk=
substances are developed and tested. Most of these substances ere man-made compounds
which have been shown to be toxic or carcinogenic, at least in laboratory animals. The EPA
provides water quality criteria for 136 water contaminants; of these, 99 (73%) =.re pdodty
pollutants and 50 (37%) are carcinogens. The remaining pdority pollutants have not been studied
sufficiently to define water qual~ criteria and standards ¯t present (OWRS 1987).

The Cali/omia Ocean Plan sets water quality objectives for contaminants d;scharged into
the ocean off California from point end no¯point sources. The plan sets criteda that apply to
discharges to the ocean off California excluding enclosed bays and estuaries (which ¯re covered
by the Enclosed Bays and Estuaries Policy) and thermal pollution (which is covered by
Thermal Plan). State-adopted numerical objectives have been set for 23 toxic mat¯dais and apply
to all ocean discharges. Effluent limits have also been set for six other constituents or properties
common in pubiich/-ow~ed treatment works and industrial discharges but for which effluent
guidelines were not established in sections 301,302, 304, or 306 of the Federal Clean Water Act
(CSWRCB 1990).
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The agencies which regulate contaminants in the study eras end the pertinent regulations
are described in SCAG (1988). In general, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (F..PA)
provides guidelines for water and air quality and human health. State agencies such as the
California State Water Resources Control Board (CSWRCB), Regional Water Quality Control
Board, Los Angeles Region (RWQCB,LAR); California Air Resources Board (CARB), and California
Department of Health Services (CDHS) implement regulations prescribed in California law. Other
state and federal agencies including the South Coast Air Quality Management Distdct and the
U.S. Food anti Drug Administration, as well as city and county agencies also play important roles
in regulating contamination in and around the Bay.

Ir
~ Physical/Chemical Processes

Most contaminants enter the marine environment by way of the water column. Once In
the ocean the movement of contaminants is dictated by water turbulence, the direction and
strength of currents, end the presence (or absence) of a pycnodine. The presence of I density
gradient in the water column (pycnocline) mstr~cts upward mixing of wastewater effluent and
downward mixing of material discharged to the surface. The H’rP and JWPCP sewage outfalla ire
located near the edge of the continental shelf, at the 200-t~ depth contour. The HTP sludge out/all,
which was inactivated in 1987, is located in about 300 ft of water, near the head of the Santa
Monica Submarine Canyon. The configuration and location of these out/ells were designed to
maximize dispersion and minimize transport of contaminants to the water surface or to the beach.

Drainage channels, on the other hand, provide a different input pathway, discharging into
surface waters adjacent to the shoreline. Flow from these channels tend to form s freshwater

,    surface layer, or lens, that is resistant to mixing ~ the undedytng water.

The dilution and dispersion of dissolved or colloidal po~dants is entirely a function of the
mixing and advection of water masses. Nutrients such as ammonia and phosphate ere highly
soluble and can be used to trace the dissolved component of sewage effluent plumes in the esdy
stages of mixing. Dissolved contaminants can become associated with or transformed into
particulates by the processe’, of sorption precipitation, and ion exchange. Sorption occurs more
reaclily on fine-grained silts and ¢la~,s than on �oarse, sandy sediments. Fine suspended organic
particles such as living or dead plankton and sewage particle= have high sorption ¢~pacities,
especially for dissolved organic contaminant=. Trace metals absorb onto organic particles
iron or manganese oxyhydroxide phases, which fo~m in oxygenated marine environmenta ~1
coat the surfaces of pa~]cles.

The pathways followed by particle-bound contaminants are a function of particle density
and current strength. Fine particles are easily transported by relatively slow currents; therefore

Studies of the distribution of suspended particulate material near thethey are easily dispersed.
HTP 5-mi out/all indicate that the sewage plume rises rapidly from the discharge depth of 200
to about 66 ~ below the water surface (Kolpack 1979). The initial direction of transport is toward
the shoreline southeast of the ouffall for most of the year, w~th wave action dispersing the plume
over a large part of the Santa Monioa shelf. Subsequent transport offshore occurs in well-defined
zones near the sea surface.

Coarse-grained or dense particles ere more resistant to transport, Sand accumulates oft
beaches ~ecause it is resLstant to t~e wave energies that erode fine material. Similarly, coarse-
grained mater~al, which is resistent to turbulence and currents, accumulated near the HTP sludge
~_,.,ffz!! ~ascom et a/. 1980). The settling of a particle onto botlom sediments does not mean that
its journey is over. Stronger currents can rework the sediments, resuspending mater~l and
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transporting I~ until the current velocity diminishes and the panicles once again are depollted.
Current velocities necessary for sediment resuspension in the vicinity of the JWPCP outfall~ I~
often met (Hendrick~ 1976)." Water depth determines the susceptibility of sediments to resuspeosion by stem1 wives.
Storm waves Introduce energy that is proportional to their frequency and size. Although shallow
water sediments are most affected, severe coastal storms can resuspend accumull~ed
contaminant-laden particles from greater depths. Chemical concentrations in vertical eadime~
profiles on the Palos Verdes Shelf indicate that surface sediment losses in the nearahore regk:m
were induced or accelerated by several severe storms (Stull eta/. 1986a). Recent studies have
indicated that DDT-laden sediments ere periodically resuspended in relatively shallow shelfermm,
transported end redeposited elsewhere along the shelf (Henddcks 1987).

The accumulation rate and the physical mixing of surface sediments also influence the~ate of particle-borne contaminants. The accumulation rate is a function of the rate of supply from
both natural and anthropogenlc sources and current velocities at the sediment-water interlace.
Mixing of the surface sediments can result from the activities of benthic organisms, a ~
called bloturbation. Both sediment accumulation and mixing act to bury freshly settled particles,
thereby minimizing the potential for resuspension. Because benthic mixing derives from the
activ~ of organisms, it is either absent or reduced in sediments with low abundances of benthic
organisms. In ¯ recent 301(h) waiver application (LACSD 1988), It is argued that decreases in
solids discharged from the JWPCP outfalls could increase contaminant levels In surlsce
sediments on the Palos Verdes Shelf by causing the recent depositional conditions (which have

, buhed large amounts of DDT) to return to the (presumably hl.~toricel) erosional environment. In

, this scenario the contaminated subsurface sediments from historical discharges would replace
the less contaminated sediments from more recent discharges and would be available
resuspension. The combination of reduced sediment accumulation rate and enhanced benthic
mixing (greater densities of organisms which resulted from decreased levels of contamination in
surface sediments) were identified as the primary determinants of DDT distribution along the 200-
/t depth contour on the Palos Verdes Shaft.

Several processes enhance the size of particles and thus the speed at which they sink
through the water column. F/occulation is aggregation of colloidal materJ~l as freshwater mixes

~ with seawater; differences in ionic strength (electrical charge) between fresh and salt water osule
~ changes in the charges of the colloids and they attach to one another. Coagulation is the

aggregation of particles brought about by physical contact. The higher the concentration of
particles, the greater the chances of collision, and the greater the possibility of particle
aggregation. Coagulation is probably an important process in the vicinity of sewage outfalls and
storm drains where the concentration of particles, padiculady particulates dch in organic matter,
is h~.

Pollutants can be incorporated into biologically produced particles such as fecal pellets,
which ere relatNely large and sink quickly. It has been suggested that vertical transport by fecaJ
pellets is an important mechanism for transporting particles to the sediments.

The behavior of oil spills illustrates the complex array of pathways and processes followed
by a single kind of waste. Crude oil consists of a varieb/of organic compounds, a small fractJorl
of w~ich are soluble in water. 1’he lighter, less dense fraction floats to the water surface, where
it may be incorporated into particles (including organisms) and sink; volatilized into the
a;.mosphere; or degraded by exposure to sunlight. Denser mater~ls aggregate into tar balls that
sink to the botlom, where they are subiect to erosion, bur~al by accumulating sediments, or
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degradation by organisms. Oil and grease in sewage effluent tend to dse to the water sudaca and
undergo similar processes.

BlologlcallChemlcal Processes

Biolegical processes further complicate the fates of contaminants. Organisms can ito~
contaminants, or can transform and decompose them through their metabolic processes. The
microbially mediated degradation of organic matter is an oxidative process that transforms It Into
basic inorganic components (i.e., carbon dioxide, water, ammonia, orthophosphete). Bk:)deg-
radation can also be a less drastic process that changes an organic contaminant to ¯ more
oxidized form that may be more or less toxic than the original compound. The chemical form of
a contaminant can also be changed by the process of blotransformation, whereby a pollutant
form is altered by an organism to make It less toxic to that organism. Biological processes also
affect the fate of contaminants indirectly by altering environmental parameters. Degradation of
organic matter lowers the pH (increasing the acidity), reduces the oxygen concentmtlon and
redox potent~l, and produces chemicals such as ammonia end sulfide that can impact
l~fe and interact with contaminants.

Degradation of Organk: Mailer

Many types of microorganisms derive energy by degrading organic matter, which also~ triggers changes in pH and redox potential in the environment. Medne aquatic systems ere ~
¯ buffered by the presence of carbonate alkalinity, and relatively small changes In pH typically

accompany organic matter degradation (seldom decreasing below a pH of 7). Changes in mdox
potential are more extreme. The degradation (i.e., oxidation) of organic matter by microorganisms
requires the concurrent reduction of an electron acceptor, which In most environments is oxygen.
If organic loading is sufficient end available oxygen has been consumed, nitrate, sulfate,
carbon dioxide are utilized sequentially as electron acceptors, producing reduced forms of these
chemicals, The change in redox potential that accompanies organic matter degradation can
change the oxidation state of some metals. Iron and manganese, which are present as insoluble
oxyhydroxides under well-oxygenated conditions, ere much more soluble in their reduced form.
Moreover, metals that are so:be.~ to the surfaces of iron and manganese oxyhydroxides under
well-oxygenated conditions may become mobilized as the phase undergoes dissolution In
reducing environments. The reduction of sulfate is a particularly important process because
sulfide is the degradation product. Many metals react with sulfide and procipitate es metaJ
sulfides.

BioaccumulaUon

The uptake end retention of chemical contaminants by organisms Is called blcaccumu-
,.    lation. Chemical properties that make a particular contaminant more prone to bloaccumulation

(i.e., that increase its solubility in fatty tissue) were described in the section on Chemical
Properties and Behavior. Characteristics of organisms that result In high bloaccumulation potential
include: 1) having a high fat content, 2) living on or near the botlom sediments, 3) filter-feeding
on organic particles, and 4) being high on the food chain. Examples of such organisms include
demersal fish (e.g., Dover sole), mussels and clams (filter feeders), and seals (high in ~t end the
top carnivore). Greater accumulation of a contaminant by organisms higher on the food chain
termed biomagn~cation. The accumutation of contaminants by the biota may result in biological
effects to contaminated organisms or their predators.
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Studies of the spetlal distribution of hazardous substances In mussel tissues indicate that
elevated concentrations of silver and chromium ere found in the vlcin~ty of the JWPCP end HI"P
outfalis, while elevated concentrations of lead and ~ are more widespread, Interpretation Of
fish bioaccumulation patterns indicates that the JWPCP end HTP ouffalls may be major sources
of PCB, but elevated tissue concentrations of PCB ere found far from these ouffalls because fish
are mobile. The highest concentration of DDT in fish bssue occurs near the JWPCP out~ll, ¯
documented historical source. Spatial and temporal I~erns in contaminant bioaccumulaUoll in
Santa Monica Bay are described in greater detail in C~ 12.

Blotranaformatlon of Contamlnan~

Microorganisms ere responsible for most of the biotrensformation o~ biodegradaUon
contaminants that occura in the environment. Highly chlorinated hydrocarbons like PCB end DDT
are relatively resistant to degradation, but ere rdoudy degraded over time. DDT, ¯ major
contaminant in Santa Monica Bey, is slowly degraded to DDD and DDE. Measurement~ in
sediments on the Palos Verde Shelf, described in ChN:t~ 9, indicate that degradatioll Of DDT is
more rapid in shallow water than in deep water, as indicated by ¯ comparison of DDF./DrJT mtk~.
The redox potential may influence the rate of contaminant degradation. The degraclatioll of
anthracene end naphthalene (PAH) is not observed in sediments in the absence of oxygen. Under
toxic conditions, these lower molecular weight PAH �~ounds ere more susceptible to
degradation than higher molecular weight PAH �om~

The microbial synthesis of methylmercu~j is a good example of the process of blotmrm.
formation. The m!~.ro;,ial synti,esis of methylmercur~, a~ o*.hor orgP’lometellic compoundl has
advantages for cellular elimination because nonpolar compounds ere more easily tmnsfermKI
across the cell membrane (Wood end Wang 1983). Unkxtunataly, these compounds Ire more
easily bioaccumulated by higher organisms for sim~r ~ructuml reasons.

Source¯ of Contamination

Contaminants entedng Santa Monica Bay may originate on land, in the -,Jr, or at sea
outside of the Bay itself. The ultimate source of a contaminant, as used here, refers to the place
et which it ~s introduced into the system that cerdes I to the ocean. The proximal source Of ¯
contaminant is the point or pathway by which it actual/enters Santa Monica Bay. The ultimate
source of most lead in the local environment was the leaded gasoline used in automobiles. After
combustion, some lead entered the atmosphere and eventually landed on the ocean surface
aerial fallout - ¯ proximal source. Other lead particles adhered to material on streets and
driveways and eventually entered Santa Monica Bay w~h storm runoff- another proximal source.

The vadety of ultimate sources of contaminants found in Santa Monlca Bay b great,
(Table 5-1) and it would be nearly impossible to identify ell the possible sources for ¯11
possible contaminants in the Bay. Knowledge of ultimO¯ sources is especially important when
source control programs ere at issue, whereas knowledge of proximal sources helps to explain
the distribution of contaminants in the Bay. There are two general kinds of proximal sources -
point sources and nonpoint sources - although the distinc~o~ is sometimes difficult to make.

A point or discrete source is en tdent~bfe ptace at which substances enter the receiving
waters (usually continuousty) and at which water qual~ samples can be taken repeatedly; It is
usually s pipe or open drain built spec~cally to carry the waste material. Point sources Include
ou~/alls for municipal wast¯water discharges, power plant cooling water discharges, and industrial
v,’aste effluent. All point sources which discharge to ~e Bay are issued National Pollutant
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Table S-1. UlUmele ~our=ee of �onlaminant~ found In 8~ M~ ~y.

~race Me~al~
O~pat~e O~ay of prints c~tainlng the �~lmln~t. ~ of �~l, r~u~ ~1.

manufa~ur~ng, lntif~ling Dlint. DI~. r~fing
Chr~ium: Oil and ga~lJne comou~i~, ~em~al i~u~rlal

s~ium O~chromale), pigment, Dialing. pr~

~orage balletic, pigments, lead Imenlte

therm~eters, harbingers, el~r~ai, pain~. ~til~ling
pharmaceuticals,

Ant~fouling paint, pe~er, plating, ~1~

Inoroa~Jc, Non-metallic ~n~ttu~
Chl~ine: Antif~ling sgent f~ ~Mlng ~, ~
Ph~hate: Fenil~er. dot~

grains, vegetable, ~all fruitS, ~, n~

prima~ use f~ termite c~t~

Agricultural a~Olication to
Agricultural ~pl~cafi~ to vegetal, ~a~

Heotac~lor: Agricultural ~pl~ahon to v~ol~l~, flay

municipal

~ay of Dr~ts role~ing tho c~taminant to Iho e~r~m~
(~orox. 2150 Ibs each); ca~ac~ors (~pr~. ~ ~s Mch): lntif~li~
pla~izers; lubt~ants; heat lransfor flu~s; h~raul~ flu~s:
fluid in vacuum pum~; ~ �~pr~

~her OrQan c Comoou~

s~t which falls back ~ ~
Phen~: Phenol;c ~on, fuol-~l sludge inhibits, ~t, r~ ch~
Detergent: Emulsifier, ~
B~ Organ~ material t~l~ing human a~ animal w~e a~ f~ rofu~

~rce: CS~CB 1983, SCARP 1986a. ~ a~ Le~s 1987, Ver~
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Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits by the Regional Water Otmllty Control Board with
the concurrence of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

A nonpotnt or diffuse source is widespread, changing, or not ident~abi¯; ea such I maybe d~flcult to sample. Nonpoint sources include aerial fallout, surface runoff, ¯dveotive transport,
ocean dumping, end boating and shipping activities. Aerial fallout and ¯dvocbon ¯re ~
d~ffuse, whereas surface runoff and ocean dumping have some discrete ¯speot~. Of~h~
petroleum actNities which may occur in the area in the future also have poir~ mid ~
aspects. O/~hore oil production platforms, for example, ere required to hay¯ NPDES pemllts/or
the discharge of treated sewage, ddlling muds, and cuttings: however, deckwash ~ a mo~g
work boat is diffuse.

The Clean Water Act �onsldem storm drains to be ¯ nonpoint source of �~,aminant~
even though the effluent from ¯ single drain can be sampled repeatedly. However, many channe~
drain to the Bay, resulting in a d~luse input of contaminants along the shore ¯fief ¯ ston~.
present, storm water is not treated and there ere no facilities for storing It for later treatment. The

¯ ~, operating and regulatory agencies have only limited power to control what is discharged into
drainage system upstream and little or no power to enforce effluent limitations or w~tef qually
obj.

Los Angeles County and 89 cities in the Santa Monice Bay watershed havl ~NPDES permits requiring them to �ontrol pollution from urban runoff. In addition, industrial
facilities and construction sites also receNe general stormwater discharge permits. Operetorl and
regu:ators must oncot~rage source co.~trol programs (Bast Man.’.gement P-~tctic~.:) which r~luce
the likelihood of contaminants enter~g the

There are seven facilities In the study area with NPDES-permitted point discharges: throemunicipal waste treatment plants; three coastal generating stations; end one oil refinery (Figm~
5-1). With the exception of the Joint Water Pollution Contro~ Plant (JWPCP) outfalls at White Poklt
on the Palos Verdes Peninsula, and the Tap~a Water Reclamation Facility (T’WRF) ~n Mallbtl
Creek, these fac~ities discharge offshore in the south-central part of the Bay betwlen Playa
Ray and Redondo Beach.

POINT SOURCE8

Municipal Wast¯water Treatment

Municipal wastewater In the Los Angeles region includes sawered wastes from domestic,commercial, and industrial sources. Storm water runoff is collected In a separate system, although
some infiltrates into sewers during exceptionally heavy rains. Residential sewage contains ¯
variety of household cleaners end detergents; oil, grease, and solvents; food wastes; and enteric
bacteria from human fecal waste. Commercial end industrial wastes include oils and grease,
metals, end ¯ variety of synthetic organic substances. About a 100 gal of sewage per capita ~
day is discharged into the study area (Barle~ta and Webber 1986; CL~,DPW 1988; Stull 1988,
per¯. comm.). Human fecal waste is produced at the rate of about 75 g (dry weight) - just UllClef
one-sixth of ¯ pound - of solids pe~ person per day (Bascom 1977).

I~unicipal wastes are collected by an extensive network of main and feeder sewer¯ which
¯ -* drain into central treatment plants. The level of treatment which is attained can vary widely. Raw

sewage (’i.e., untreated sewage) is ordinarily not discharged to the ocean or any stream
discharging inlo the ocean. Sewage is inrt~ally subiected to preliminary treatment, w~ich consists
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of screening, commlnution (PUlverization), and grit removal. Pdmary treatment consists of
removal of much of the suspended solids by sedimentation but not colloidal and dissolved rnal~er.
It does not include biological oxidation and usually �onsist~ of clarification wffil or wfthout
chemical treatment. At the end of this stage substantially all floating and eattleable solids
been removed (Rogers eta/. 1981).

Secondary treatment is defined by the U.S. EPA in terms of BOD-5, suspended solidi,and pH, and is primarily a biological process (e.g., activated sludge) followed by settling that
produces an effluent very low in solids, BOD, and sludge (Dorsey 1993, pers. �omm.). Te~lary
treatment (advanced waste treatment) includes the removal of nutrients (e.g., nitrogen and
phosphorus compounds) and most of the remaining suspended solids. Finally, the effluent may
be subjected to disinfection, whereby the effluent is treated w~th a disinfectant (e.g., ¢hlodne
sultur dioxide) to kiJl bacteria and viruses (Rogers et ai. 1981, Dorsey 1993, pers. �omm.).

The Clean Water Act public Llw 92-500) of 1972 requires all domestic WlStewlt~’dischargers in the nation to achieve ¯ minimum of secondary treatment. The effluent may hlv~
no more than 30 mg/I of biological oxygen demand (BOD) and of total suspended solidi
(CLA, BE 1977). However, in 1977 Congress amended the Clean Water Act to add section 301(h)
which provides for a NPDES permit with modified secondary treatment requirements (i.e., Im
than secondary). At present the Los Angeles Counb/Sanitation Districts (LACSD) have been
granted an evidentiary hearing alter being denied a 301(h) waiver for the JWPCP discharge ~
judgment is pending. Hyperion Treatment Plant was denied a waiver and is presently upgrading
their treatment to full secondary treatment, which is scheduled to be in place by 1998. Although
fulJ secondary tr~tment has not been allained b~. these d~chargers, the quality of dfschlrged
wastewaters has imprcwd greatly in recent years. Tl~is is the result of mo~e stringent regulations
with batter enforcement; ;reproved waste treatment technology and facilities; and belier
control through education and enforcemenL

Two municipal wastewater treatment plants discharge directly into Santa Monlca B~y:.Hyperion Treatment Plant (HTP) and Joint Water Pollution Control Plant (JWPCP). The Tapll
Water Reclamation Facil~’y (TWRF) discharges tertiary-treated wastewater into Malibu Creek.

Hyperk)n Treatment Pi~nl

At one time raw sewage f~om the City of Los Angeles was used, untreated, for in’igation.The first ocean outfall was completed in 1894 and discharged across the beach near the present
site of HTP. In 1907 a new out/all was constructed which discharged at a water depth of 16
Alter the Los Angeles.Owens RNer Aqueduct was completed in 1913, much of the San Femando
Valley was annexed to the City of Lo; Angeles. Because of population growth and storm
overflows in the 1920s, a screening plant and a new submarine outfall was built at HTP in 1925.
In 1943, because of nearshore odors, discoloration, grease, and high levels of the bacteria E. ¢ofl
(Dorsey 1993, pets, comm), the State Board of Health quarantined about 10 mi of beach frollt
Hermosa Beach to Venice Beach. Soon an upgraded HTP was designed to implement full
secondary treatment, w~th a high-rate activated sludge system, digestion, and sludge-drying
facilities. HTP was placed on-line in 1950 and began discharging 193 mgd of chlorinated,
secondary effluent lhrough a 12-/~ d~ameter concrete pipe one miJe offshore, at a water depth of
50 It ~.VSED 1982, CLA.DPW 1987; Dorsey 1988, 1993, pers. comm.).

Continued growth and the threat of beach contamination resulted in the construction of
¯ 12-it d~ameter pipe which clischarges 5 mi offshore at a water depth of 190 f~. This pipe, built
in 1959 and in full service by 196;3, has a Y-shaped end w~h 83 d~iuser ports (WSED 1982;
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Dorsey 1993, pars. comm.). HTP was also modified ¯t this time to provide 100 mgd of Ictivated-
sludge, secondary treatment, end up to 420 mgd of primary treatment.

Beginning in 1950 ¯n effort was made to recycle digested eolids as fertilizer but
resulted in air pollution and was uneconomical to operate. The excess solids which could not be
processed were discharged into nearshore shallow water~ and created ¯ water pollution problem.
To rect~ this, ¯ 7-mi long 20 in diameter sludge pipe was constructed to discharge It the heed
of Santa Monica Canyon to ¯ depth of 320 ft (WSED 1982). This pipe became operational In 1957
(Carlisle 1969, SCCWRP 1986b, CLA,DPW 1987) but use was discontinued in November 1987
(CLA,BE 1977; CLA 1987). At that time ¯bout 80% of the dewatsred sludge was being transported
to ¯ landfill w~th the remaining 2(P/. being treated by Chemfix, I chemical fixation
whereby the sludge is mixed with lime and silicate to produce a clay.like product (CLA 1987;
Crosse 1988, pars. �omm.).

By 1989, all sludge, now refan.ed to ¯s blosolids, was being recycled; none w~nt tolandfills. Presently, ¯bout 1,100-1,200 wet tons per day of biosolids ¯re used lie follow~:

14% Dehydrated and combusted in HTP’I cogeneration facility (Hyperion Energy
Recovery System. HERS)

31% Directly injected into agricultural fields for crops not used for human �onsumption

39% Composted along w~th bulking materials (e.g., farm wastes, some gree~
~ trimmings from the City) to produce ¯ soil amendment for agriculture and
horticulture

16% Chemically stabilized w~th lime and silicate to produce p~rt of ¯ clay-like
substance used for covering landfills (Dorsey 1993, pars. �omm.)

In 1988 HTP increased secondary treatment to 165 mgd from 90 mgd in 1985 (CLA,DPW
1988). This increase in secondary treatment is ¯ direct result of the repl3cem(~nt of the air de!ivery
system w~th a fine-I~uL’l:,~e diffuser system, chemical addition to enhance capture of solids during
the primary treatment phase, and development of innovative operating parameters which
produced ¯ high rate, secondary treatment operation (Dorsey 1993, pars. comm.) The
improvements Jn the quality of effluent can be ¯tlributed to the Hyperion Intedm Improvement
Plan of 1986. The plan set compliance limitations which were revised in 1991 for BOD, total
suspended solids, oil and grease, and settleable solids (CLA,DPW 1991). To achieve the 1991
levels, upgrades in chemical add~ion and aeration resulted in ¯ 35% reduction of BOD in pdrnlty
effluent, which allowed for an increase of up to 200 mgd of secondary effluent treatment
(CLA,DPW 1991). HTP continues to decrease mass emissions of constituents in effluent
discharged fl’om the 5-mile pipe and in 1992 reached the 1998 mandated limitations for III
const~uents except BOD (Dorsey 1993, pars. comm.). The Hyperion Full Secondary Expansion
Program is expected to be fully operational by 199~.

Influent Water=. As of 1990 the City of Los Angeles was treating wastewater of 3.5 million
people over an area of 600 mi~ (Figure 5-2). Most waste is processed at HTP but waste from San
Pedro, Wilmington, and Terminal I.~and is processed at the Terminal Island Treatment Plant and
discharged into outer Los Angeles Harb~ (E~adett~ and Webb~ 1986). The wasteshed of HTP
is about 480 n~.
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HTP is supplied v~ four main collector lines (Figure S-2). A new main sewer pipe, the
North Out/all Replacement Sewer (NORS), was completed late in 1992 and is expected to be fully
on-line by spring of 1993. When NORS goes on.line, the North Outlall Sewer (NOS) will be
refurbished (Figure 5-2) (Oor=ey 1993, per=. comm.). The tnfluent sewage delivered by the
present four tributary lines has remained fairly consistent since 1975, fluctuating annually due to
wet and dry year=. Influent sewage flow generally increases during heavy rainfall pedods
surface runoff enter= the system (Dor=ey 1988, per=. comm.). About 85% of the influent sewlge
is domestic end about 15% is industrial (Crosse 1988, per=. comm.). Approximately 52% ~
from the north collector, 35% from the north-central, and 6 to 7% each from the �o~st~l

: central collector=. Most constituents (i.e., potential contaminant=) ere also from the north~
followed by the north-central collector (CLA,DPW 1988).

In 1986 the total influent averaged 1.26 g/I of solids, about 75% dissolved end 25%
suspended. The north.central line was the major contributor of phenols, cadmium, tolal
chromium, nickel, sulfate, total identifiable chlorinated hydrocarbons (TICH}, total pesticide=
heptachlor, and lindane. The coastal line contributed most of the chloride, m=gneaium
sodium, probably a result of eaitwater intrusion into the ouffall (CLA,DPW 1988).

_ Treatment. In 1991 HTP processed about 349 mgd of wastewater. Presently 60% of the¯ flow receives secondary treatment and sludge digestion (CLA, DPW 1991; Domey 1993, peru.
~" comm,). The influent is initially treated with chemicals to enhance the capture of solids end to

control odor=; the raw sewage is then screened and grit is removed. Next it is sent to prim~y
settling tanks and from there to the secondary treatment system. In the secondary treatmerlt
system the pnmary effluent is pumped to aeration basins where oxygen and activated (btologk:~l)
sludge are added to reduce the amount of organic matter. After four hour= this effluent is pumped
to secondary clarif~er= which allow the activated sludge to settle out and be recycled. Of the
secondary effluent, 30-40 mgd are recycled within the plant (mainly in the HERS process). The
remaining effluent is blended with primary effluent and discharged f~om the 5.mile outfall (DoPley
1993, pars. comm.). Most volatile organics ere lost to the air dudng secondary treatment and
metals (particularly chromium end copper) concentrations are reduced by adsorption to the
particulates which are removed during treatment (Young 1978; Dor=ey 1988, per=. �omm.).

Mass emissions of most constituents have decreased in recent year= due to improved
chemical treatment and an increase in secondary treatment from 100 mgd in 1986 to 200 mgd
in 1991. HTP expects to provide full secondary treatment by 1998, ¯ project that is expected to
cost $1.1 billion (CLA,DPW 1987; Biagi 1988, pars. comm.). The Hyperion Energy Recovery
System (HERS) became fully operational in 1989 producing over 100 million kwhs of electricity
and up to 28,000 tons of steam used for the energy recovery system (CLA,DPW 1988, 1989,
1990, 1991). By 1991 it produced 146 million kwhs, an increase of approximately 45% from 1988.

¯ Increases in the amount of electricity and energy recovery were due to improvement= in on-line
¯ availability of turbines, generator=, and the retrof~ting of new gas bumer= into ell of the
" combustion trains (CLA,DPW 1991).

Volumes Discharged. The volume of wastewater discharged from HTP has generally
increased since 1950, when 193 mgd was discharged (Dor=ey 1988, per=. comm.). Dudng the
first 6 years of operation, the combined flow from the 5- and 7-mile ouffalls ranged from 261 to
283 mgd (Carlisle 1959); between 1974 and 1987 the combined flow averaged 371 mgd. Dudng
this per+od, flow f~om the 7-m~e sludge pipe averaged 1.2% of the combined flow (Mitchell and
McDermotl 1975; Schafer 1976, 1977, 1978, 1980, 1982, 1984; SCCWRP 1986a; CLA,DPW 1987,
1~)o
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From 1987 to 1992 the total volume discharge from the 5.mile effluent pipe decrealed
from 375 mgd to 298 mgd (Figure 5-3 and Appendix D). In 1989 the flow Increased sllghUyto 365
mgd then continued to decrease to the current level of 298 mgd in 1992. The average flow
between 1988 and 1992 was 339 mgd, which Is approximately 10 percent lower then the 1974-
19a7 pedod.

5-mile Effluent. The 5-el outfall discharges ¯ nonchlodnated mixture of pdrnary endsecondary effluent. This effluent is usually discharged by pumping during daily peak periods of
storm flow;, however, during low flow periods It is usually discharged by gravity (Doraey 198~,
pars. comm.). From 1974 to 1987 In average of 367 mgd of effluent was discharged from thb

o- ouffall. This compares with an average discharge of 343 mgd for the period 1987 to 1992,
decrea;e of approximately 07% over the previous 13 year pedod (Figure 5-3 end Appendix D),

The lowest mass emission values for BOD, TSS, settleable solids, end oil end greasewere recorded in the period 1987 to 1992 (Figure 5-4 end Appendix D). Peak values for these
¯. constituents reported in 1985 were caused by hydraulic overloading, increased influent flow, end

construction at HTP, which resulted in a temporary reduction in the number of pdrnary tanks in
-̄’ operation (SCCWRP 19868; Doraey 1988, pare. �omm.).

Nitrate nitrogen was measured at 141 MT In 1974, hov~ver, no measurements w~re lake1
for the period 1975 through 1984. Levels for the remaining 8 year period ranged from ¯ reported
high of 273 MT in 1989 to a low of 110 MT in 1992, ¯ decrease of approximately 60% (Figure 8-4
end Appendix D).

From 1974-1938, phenols decrease...~ 96% from a high of 28 IV.T (Fig:~re 5-4 and A,opendix
D). Mass emissions for phenols have remained relatively constant averaging 0.8 MT for the
period 1988-1992. Mass emissions for cyanide have remained within ¯ faidy consistent range from
14.0 to 6.6 MT since 1984, compared with a range of 94.2 to 25.0 MT in the preceding 10 yam"

Mass emissions for organic nitrogen, total phosphorus and detergents (MBAS) remainedconstant from 1975 through 1987. Levels for phosphorus elevated to 6,180 MT in 1985 but
declined from there to the 1992 value of 2,530 MT. MBAS stabilized at approximately 1,500 M’F
in 1987, the last year measurements were available. Although ammonia nitrogen levels h~ve

" fluctuated since 1974, the general trend indicates a gradual Increase in mass emissions for this
,-, constituent, from ¯ low in 1974 of 6,501, to the present high of 12,203 MT (Figure

Appendix D).

In general, from 1974 to 1992 mass emissions of trace metals from the 5.mile
declined, w~th some metals displaying periods of fluctuation (Figure 5-4 and Appendix D). O~er~,
discharges of trace metals declined during the 1974-1992 period by the follov~ng percentages:
silver (66%), arsenic (47%), cadmium (99%), chromium (97%), copper (82%), mercu~ (99%),
nickel (92%), lead (96%), end zinc (69%) (Appendix D).

Total DDTs and PCBs were measured by different methods from 1974 to 1979 than frommethods used during 1980 to 1987, therefore, reported values for the two periods may not be
comparabte. Dunng the eadie~ period values were generally higher:, however, DDT levels dropped
sharply after 1976 and PCBs a~er 1978 (Figure 5-4). S~nce 19~7, mass emissions for DDTs end
PCBs have rema!ned under the detection limits with the exception of trace amounts of DDT
measured in 1991 (Figure 5-4 and Appendix D). The decline of DDTs and PCBs is credited to
prohibilions placed on their use and production during the
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Figure S-4. Annual mau emls.’~lon rates of ae|ected �ontamlnafea discharged from HTP 8-
mile outfall from 1974-1992. (Data from Mitchell and McDermott 1975; Schafar 1976, 1977,
1978, 19~0, 1982, 1984; 5CCWRP 1986c; CLA,DPW 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992).
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7-mile Effluent. Between 1974 end its discontinuation in November 1987, the 7-mi pipe
discharged an average of 4.4 mgd of ¯ mix of seconded/effluent end digested sewage sludge.
Annual mass emissions end concentrations of total suspended solids (I"SS) averaged 50,030 MT
from 1974 to 1985 while those of oil end grease averaged 2,687 MT (CLA,DPw 1988). TSS end
oil end grease levels peaked in 1975 end ware relatively constant since 1979 (Mitchell
McDermott 1975; Schefer 1976, 1977, 1978, 1980, 1982, 1984; CLA,DPW lt~88). BOD was not
reported because no limits ware set, but levels in sludge were generally high (Domey 1988, per~.
corrlm.).

A complete scan of EPA priority pollutants in sludge from the 7,mi outf~ll in 1978
identified three volatile organics (1,2-trans-dichloroethylene; ethylbenzene; toluene) and two
extractable organics (4-nitrophenol; phenol) which exceeded 10 ppb, the EPA n~nd~ted
quenti~cation limit (Young 1978).

Sludge Removal. Since the termination of the 7-mile sludge outf~ll in 1987, sludgewastes have been relegated to land disposal locations, for lend applications, noncorlsumptkxl
agriculture, chemical fixation for cover mater~ll et landfills, HERS, or landfill. NI aludge
anaerobically digested and dewatered by centrifuge with polymer ¢onditioldng to 20% solids
(CLA,DPW 1988). QuelRy assurance measures have been implemented by H [p to regulate lind
monitor contamination levels of sludge. Materials found hazardous must be disposed ~
alternate disposal site that meets wCth Celifomla State codes regerdinf~ the disposal
contaminated materi~.

In November of 1987, all sl’Jdge was hauled to landfill .~l:e.’: fr.,r disposal, the mo~t
economical and flexible method of disposal et the time. By 1988 alternatives for sludge (blosolids)
disposal resulted in 181 metric tons per day (MT/d) used for land application, 181 MT/d for(over
material, (chemical fixation), 181 MT/d for HERS, end 590 MTId relegated to landfill disposal, for
a total of 1,134 MTId. By 1989 biosolids disposal at landfills was halted. DislmsaI at eiterrmtlve
sites in 1992 accounted for 100% of ell material with 31% for land epplicallons, 39% for
�omposting, 16% for chemical solidification, lind 14% for use by HER~, liccounting for
approximately 1,100-1,200 was tons per day (Dorsey 1993, peru. comm.)

1-mile Effluent. Power outages or mechanical failures (which tire usually associated with
periods of heavy storm flow) occasionally cause effluent pumps to malfun~ lion. When pump
failure occurs, part of the 5-mite effluent is diverted to the 1-mile outfall. Since 1’J88 overflow,i into
the 1-mile ouffall have o~curTed 25 times, ranging from ¯ high of 8 in 1988 to none in 1992 with
an average of 5 bypasses per year (CLA,DPW 1988-1991). Such diversions t~ the 1-mile
ere now rare, but when the need to divert occurs, the flow is split between the 1- end 5-mie
outfalls with primary/secondary blend discharging to the ,5-mile, lind chlorinated secondary to the
1-m~le (Dorsey 1993, pera. �omm.).

¯ - Storm overflows. Increased Inflow end infiltration into the North Out’fall Treatment Fliclllly
during rainstorms occasionally necessitates discharges into Baflona Creek, although the facility
can store about 1.1 million gel before this occurs. Such overflows presenlly receive primary
sedimentation, two stages of screening, and chlorination at 40 mg/I (Crosse 1’.Jr38, pera. comm.).
The chlorination results in at ~eas! a four-order of magnitude bacteriaJ kJJJ (Closse 1988, pera.
comm.; Dorsey 19~, pers. comm.). However, there have been overflow~ in tile past consisting
of raw sewage (Sowby 1988, pers. comm.).

NineS-four incidents of overflow discharges into Bal~ona Creek (and (~ther storm drains)were recorded between 1965 and 1992 (Appendix H); none occurred in 1968, 1972, 1973, 1975.
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1976, 1989, or 1991. Between 1965 and 1987, the average overfow lasted approximately 8.8 hr
and discharged average of 4.6 million gel (Crosse 1988, pets. comm.). Between the years 1988
and 1991, three wastewater overfflows entered Ballona Creek discharging en everage of :~.4
million gal (Appendix H). On three �onsecutNe days of heavy rain in February 1992, overflow
discharges totaled 66 million gels with the average overflow lasting 9.2 hours (CLA,DPW, unpubL

The primary reason for these overflows is the inabll~ of the old NOS line to handle
excessive water dudng storms. The new NORS line, completed in 1992 end due on-line in 1993,
will be able to handle a total system flow to HTP of approximately 850 mgd (Figure 5-2). Preaenl~

, HTP is unable to handle flows over 680 mgd, but interim projects scheduled for �ompletion by
spring of 1993 will enable the plant to receive system-wide flows to 850 mgd (Doraey 1993,
�omm.)

Permit Requirements. From 1979 to 1987 I-rTP discharges were subject to the
requirements of an NPDES permit Issued in 1979 that had expired in 1984. In 1987 ¯ new ~
was issued which established discharge limitations for 27 constituents in the 5- end 1-mile effiuen~
end the 7-mile sludge discharge, which was terminated In 1987. Because the EPA could N~t
sanction the discharge of sludge, standards specific to sludge were not set in the NPDES pemlit;
therefore, the sludge discharge was subjected to full secondary treatment standards (Dorsey

¯ 1988, pers. comm.). The constituents included BOD (5-day), suspended solids, oil end grme,
: settleablesoiids, turbidity/, toxicity concentration (chronic and acute), arsenic, cadmium, chromium

.~ (hexavalent), copper, lead, mercury, nickel, silver, zinc, cyanide, total chlodne (residual), emmonll
(N), nonchlorinated phenolic compounds, chlorinated phenolic compounds, alddn and dieldrin,
chlordane and related compounds, DDT and derivatives, enddn, HCH, PCBs, and toxapherm.
These limitations generally included 6-month median values and daily maximum values. The same
lim~.ations were set on gross constituents (total suspended solids, settleable solids, BOD, oil and
grease, turbidity/, end toxicity) es well as limitations on residual chlodne for all throe outfalla

., (RWQCB,LAR 1987).

In 1991 limitations on BOD, suspended solids, oil and grease, end settleable solids ~or
the 5-mile pipe were revised to comply with ¯ consent decree between the EPA, Region IX, end
the RWQCB, LAR. HTP is currently in �ompliance with the permit scheduling to reach t411
secondary treatment by 1998.

Compliance with standards. During the past eight years the number of noncompliance
with the 1-mS effluent limit has decreased. In 1985 the effluent exceeded the daily maximum
discharge limits on occasion for five parameters: fecal coli/orm, residual chlorine, beta-radiation,
chromium, and toxicity. The 7.day mean limits on fecal coli/orm were also exceeded. In 1986 the
daily discharge limits were exceeded for three constituents. Beta-radiation levels were too high

._    for the year, residual chlorine during five months, and fecal coliform dudng one month. In 1987the daily limits of residual chlorine were exceeded in two months and the s~x-month median for
beta-radiation was exceeded for the year (RWQCB,LAR 1988). From 1988 to 1992 compliance
w~h NPDES permit requirements were met for all overflows through the 1-mile effluent outfall
(Dorsey 1993, pers. comm.)

The 5-mile effluent has been well within compliance with all standards established in
HTP’s NPDES permit since 1987. Presently all effluent constituents are meeting the standards
full secondary effluent that v~ll be required in 1998 (Dorsey 1993, pers. �omm.)
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Propoaed Improvementa. By 1998, HTP must be at full secondary treatment to comply
with current NPDES regulations, In 1986, in order to comply with these regulations, HTP began
the Interim Improvement Program to ensure that the highest quality of effluent was being
discharged by the time the secondary treatment program was operational (CLA, DPW 1991).
Recent improvements include a ~lh pump in the effluent pumping plant end new rrmlntanM~e
facilities. Current construction includes a fully enclosed truck loading station to control odorl, In
IntermedLate pump station between primary and secondary lystems, a cryogenic oxygen1 ~y~tem
and new secondary reactors and clarhSers for phase 1, end new headworks now in Itart-up
(CLA, DPW 1991; Doraay 1993, peru. comm.).

Proposed projects that will help HTP reach full secondary treatment by 1998 end Increase
the amount of effluent flow Include; a dewatefing centrifuge and anaerobic digester expansiolt
for pha.~e 1 and la respectively, medium and high pressure gas compressors, steam dryer kx"
sludge dehydration, waste activated sludge thickening, and the expansion of �ogenemtJoll
facilities to remain completely self sufficient. With curreN projects in construction and the
proposal of future wor~ HTP expects to be in full compliances of the 1987 consent decree to
discharge full secondary treatment effluent.

Joint Water Pollution Control Pl~nl

Until the 1920s most of the communities in Los Angeles County not serviced by HTP uled
cesspools and septic tanks. In the late 1920s the County Sanitation Districts were formed end
White Point on the Palos Verdes Peninsula was selected as an ocean outfall site, partly because
of its distance from the popular beaches of Santa Mo,,ica Bay.

The first Joint Disposal Plant was completed in 1928 and effluent was discharged into
Dominguez Slough which flowed into Los Angeles Harbor. The ocean disposal of wastawlter
onto the Palos Verdes Shelf began in 1937 through a 5-fl diameter pipe; a 6-fl diameter pipe w~
added in 1947 (Rawn 1965). These outfalls discharged at water depths of 110 and 160
respectively, and the initial flows were about 14 mgd each. A 7.5-ft diameter outfall, ending in a
Y.shaped multiport d~fuser at a water depth of 200 ft. was completed in 1956; in 1966 a lO-Jt
diameter pipe with a dog-legged, multi-pod diff’aser di*-charging at a 200 fl depth was added. The
two diffusers are approximately 1.9 mi offshore (RWQCBJ.AR 1977; Stull et eJ. 1986~).

Influent watere. The Los Angeles County Sanitation Distdcta Joint Outfall System
(LACSD,JOS) presently treats the wastewater of 5 million people and more than 70,000
businesses and industries in a service area of approximately 583 mi~ (Figure 5-5) (Stull 199~,
pars. comm.). Approximately 30% of the influent sewage is treated to tertiary standards In
upstream water reclamation plants and 70% is treated at the JWPCP in Carson (Horvath 1988,
pars, comm.). The JWPCP provides advanced primary and partial secondary treatment for about
330 mgd of wastewater (Stul11993, pars. comm.). About 15% of the influent sewage is industrial
and about 85% domestic (Horvath 1988, pars. comm.).

Treatment. In 1983 the JWPCP began operating new secondary treatment faculties end
by 1985 ~s treating an average of 179 mgd (SCCWRP 1986a). The wastewater was screened
and gr~ removed prior to receiving adwnced primary treatment, which included the addition of
a potymer to remove suspended so/ids. Sixty percent o/ the effluent received pure oxygen
secondary treatment white the rest was screened to remove grease and floatables. The combined
flow was chlorinated and discharged. About 25% of the resulting sludge was sold as a
arne~mer~t and the rest was hauled to the Puente Hills landfill (Stahl and Horvath 1988).
disposal (via anaerobic digestion of sludge and subsequent combustion of the gas for energy
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Figure S-S. JWPCP watershed (modified f~om LACSD map G-m-480).
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production) increased from 26 to 35% between 1973 and 1985 (Horvath 1988, peru. �omm.; 8tull
and Haydock 1988).

Volumes Discharged. From 1937 to 1970 the volume of municipal waste discharged from
the JWPCP increased in approximate proportion to the population growth in Re service
has remained relatively constant since 1970 (Figure 5-6 and Apppendix D) (Stull eta/. 1986; Stull
and Haydock 1988). From 1974 to 1987 JWPCP discharged an average of 356 mgd of effluent,
w~h a peak flow of 382 mgd in 1989. In 1991 flow dropped by 12% to 330 mgd, the
recorded since 1977. This drop coincided w~h water �onserwtion measures in respor~se to the
drought, as well as the economic recession (Stull 1993, pars. comm.). Projected flow for 1992
was 333 mgd, lower than the 1977 average flow. Data on flow for 1991 and 1992 euggest th~
drought conditions continued to iml~ct the volume of final effluent (Appendix D).

In 1977 about 67% of the total effluent was discharged from the dog-leg outfall and 33%
from the Y-shaped diffuser (RWQCB,LAR 1977). The 72.in. diameter ouffall, which discharges It
160 ft depth, is on standby and may be used dudng heavy rains to provide hydraulic relief. The
60-in. diameter ouffall which discharges at 110 ft depth i~ also on stand.by for extreme
emergencies, although it has not been used in years (Stull 1993, perl. comm.).

In addition to the two main and two emergency ocean ouffalls, JWPCP hae 11 �~thor
discharge points; Harbor Lake, Domtnguez Channel, Los Angeles River, and the Pacific ocean
nearshore zone, used for extreme emergency relief (RWQCB,LAR 1991).

Effluent. The JWPCP improved effluent quality s~,bstantlally between 1971 and 1981,
partly through brtter source control and partly as a result of advanced technology - the
polymers to help settle particulates, better sludge dewatedng, and better screening technklue~
(Stull et ai. 1986b).

Mass emissions recorded in the pedod 1987 to 1992 for BOD, TSS, seffieable solids, ~nd
oil and grease were the lowest reported since 1974 (Figure 5-7 and Appendix D). From 1974-
1992, phenols decreased 81%, from 1,582 to less than 300 MT. Cyanide levels declined 98% from
¯ high of 206 in 1974 to 3 MT 1992. Although detergents (MBAS) fluctuated over the 19 year
period, the overall b’end declined (Figure 5-7 and Appendix D).

Mass emissions of organic nitrogen, total phosphorus, and ammonia nitrogen remained
constant from 1974 to 1992, displaying little variabilit~ between years w~h 1992 values slightly
lower than those in 1974 (Figure 5-7 and Appendix D).

In general, from 1974 to 1992 mass emissions of trace metals from the JWPCP
declined. Few metals displayed periods of high fluctuation; e.g., silver peaked in 1979 at 9.6,
compared w~th a current value in 1992 of less than 2 MT; arsenic levels rose to 9.7 in 1984 before
dropping to 1.9 MT in 1992 (Figure 5-7 and Appendix D). Overall, discharges of trace metals
declined during the 1974-1992 period by the following percentages: silver (68%), arsenic (84%),
cadmium (98%), chromium (98%), copper (95%), mercury (80%), nickel (87%), lead (98%), and
zinc (95%) (Appendix D).

Torsi DDTs and PCBs were measured by differerd methods during 1974 to 1979 than from
me~hods used 1980 io 1987, therefore, reporled values for the two periods may not be
comparat~le. During the earlier period values were generally higher; however, PCB levels dropped
sharply after 1974 and to non detectable levels by 1987 where they have remained through 1992
(Figure 5-7 and Appendix D). DDTs experienced a more gradual decline and were further reduced
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when the pdmary source (the Montrose Chemical Corporation) was identified end prohlblted ~
dumping processing wastes into the JWPCP system (Chartrand 1988) (Figure 5-7 and Appendix
O).

Parmlt Requlrements. In 1991 the Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles
Region (RWQCB,LAR), adopted ¯ new NPDES permit for JWPCP which established discharge
lim~tions (in concentrations) for 86 constituents. These include all of the major westelt~r
constituents, aquatic l~fe toxicants, non-carcinogens, end carcinogens Included In the 1990
California Ocean Plan, plus BeD. Many of the limits are more stringent than the Ocean Plan,
are based on either previous performance or practical quantitation limits. Umlta for n~
constituents and aquatic l~fe toxP.ants are provided for both concentrations and roses emissions,
and are expressed for vadous time periods (e.g., 3e-day, 7-day, dally, Instantaneous, In vadoul
combinations) (Stull 1993, pare. comm.). The permit also Includes limits and provislorm k~r
rece~ng waters established by the 1990 California Ocean Plan, which also sets
regarding secondary treatment of

Complla rme wlth Standards. In the period 1983-1987 JWPCP effluent was In compllaftce
with the Cal~fomia Ocean Plan limits except that daily concentration limits for suspended solids
and chlorine were exceeded in 1983 and pH end turbidity, in 1984 (RWQCB,LAR 1988). Presen~f
JWPCP is unable to comply with these limitations regarding secondary treatment of effluent and
until the 301(h) variance is resolved, or full secondary treatment is reached, must operate ~n
interim limits set in a 1988 cease and desist order issued by the Board for secondary treatment.
JWPCP’s application for a variance to section 301(h) was denled In 1990 by the EPA Region IX,
subsequenth/ JWPCP requested and was granted a challenge to the denial. Dates for the
chal;enge hearing are still pending (RWQCB,LAR 1991; Stull I~93, pars. comm.) A lawsult was
also filed in District Court by EPA seeking resolution of the secondary treatment issue (Stul11993,
pars. comm.).

Proposed Improvements. By 1995 LACSD w~’ll have finished construction of thelr sludge
dehydration and thermal processing facilities (RWQCB,LAR 1988). Expansion Is estimated to
handle all sludge currently hauled off site to landfills, approximately 240 dry tons per day, told
will be used for the energy recovery facility to generate electricity.

Tapla Water Reclametlon F~�III~

The Las V~rgenes Municipal Water District (LVMWD) was formed In 1958 and by 1965
construction of TWRF was completed wP..h up to 500,000 gpd capacity. TWRF’s capaclt’f m
expanded to 2 mgd after construction of sewer trunk lines were completed. Expansion in 1972
increased capac~y to 8 mgd of effluent with solids handling capabilities of 4 mgd and at thIs time
TWRF installed facilities to allow for water reclamation. Between 1972 and 1982 TWRF underw~
area-wide facilh.’y upgrades, from the expansion to 8 mgd of hydraulic capacity, to the deslgn end
completion in 1982 of Rancho l.as V~rgenes with a capacity to handle 8 mgd of dewatered sludge.
In 1984 filtration systems were installed and 1989 expansions allowed TWRF to increase capacity
to 10 mgd. In 1991 construction began at TWRF and Rancho Las Virgenes that v~ll allow for the
handiing of 16.1 mgd of influent and dewatered sludge (Gamble, 1992, pars. comm.).

In the past discharge of effluent to Mal~u Creek was through percolation beds. The bed~
were removed from service after the installation of on si~e filters, however, periodic discharge to
the percolation beds is required In summer months by CDFG to maintain the creek flow
n-~:-e-~-~±.’y to sustain fish populations in (RWQCB,LAR 1989).
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Treatment. TWRF currently provides pdmary, secondary, and tertiary treatment of
wastewater. Primary treatment includes coarse screening, grit removal, and pdmery sedimentation
using rectangular clerifiers. Secondary treatment employs activated sludge with single-stage
nitr~cation followed by secondary clarification. For tertiary treatment, coagulation chemicals ~,~
added and the water is flocculated, filtered, chlorinated and dechlorinated (RWQCB,LAR 1989).
Tertiary treated wastewater is reclaimed and used for lmgation, dust control and fire suppression.

Sludge Is currently being treated by aerobic digestion, screened, and either pumped to
land injection farms, or dewatered in belt presses and hauled to landfills. Solids �ollected front
coarse screening, g~ removal, and sludge screening are hauled to landfills. AdditionaJ sludg¯
Incur~ed from expansion will undergo composting for use in landscape related ¯¢tMtJet.

Volumes Discharged. Flow from TWRF has ¯veraged 2.7 mgd since 1974 t~h ¯
maximum of 4.5 mgd discharged in 1978 (Figure 5-8, Appendix D). Over the last five ye~l, ~
has averaged 2.5 mgd. The trend of the previous five years has been faidy stable, though
declining. This decline coincides w~Jt drought periods ¯nd subsequent water
measure~.

Effluent. Emissions of total suspended solids, phosphorus, BOD, total nltroglfl,
detergent, chromium, copper, nickel, and zinc have generally been low but have erratic vadltiotl
(Figure 5-9 end Appendix D). Copper emissions have increased slightly in recent years but
appears to be part of this variation.

Permit Requlrementa. TWRF is subject to discMrga requirements established in ¯ 1965
NPDES permit, revised In 1989.

Wastewater discharge Is limited to tertiary treated water with 30-day mean and d~ily
maximum limits set for six constituents: BaD, suspended solids, oil and grease, residual chlorine,
settleable solids, and turbidity/. Eighteen other constituents, as well as EPA pdority pollutants, Ire
monitored and reported on a regular basis. Because Malibu Creek has relatively low dilution
is subject to human contact, discharged wastewater must be completely pathogen ~
(RWQCB,LAR 1989).

Proposed Improvements, By 1993-1994 TWRF Is projected to be complete, with
capabilities to treat and discharge 16.1 mgd. Improvements in the plant consist primarily of
expansion and upgrades to the current

Industrial Dlechargem

Industr~l dischargers include three power generating stations; Scattergood, El Segundo,
and Redondo, and the El Segundo Refinery.

The power generating stations use seawater from Santa Monloa Bay to cool steam
condensers. Cool seawater is pumped into the station, circulated through noncontact heat
exchangers, and discharged at elevated temperatures. In addition to increased temperatures, the
once-through cooling w~ter may include treated wastewater which is nonhazardous as defined
by state and federal regulations. The wastewater may include water-side boiler tube cleaning
wastes, cooling water blov~own, anti venous low-volume wastes consisting of fireside boiler tube
w’ash water, water pur~’~r.ation wastes, boiler and evaporator bJowdown, in-plant floor drainage,
and rain;~II runoff. Chlorine is also iniected into the once-through cooling system (condensers)
peri~li~ally to control I~iologi~.al grov/th (RWC~CB,L~R 1985a,b,c; Karapetian 1988, pars. comm.).
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In addition, the following wastes could be discharged along with the once-through cooling
water:, wastewater from laboratory drains, metal cleaning wastes, treated wastewater from fuel
pipeline hydrostatic testing, treated sanitary wastes, treated oil wastes, and groundwater. These
wastes are held in setlling basins before they are discharged to the ocean; residuee from the
basins are iand disposed (RWQCB,LAR 1985a,b,�; Karapetian 1988, pare. ~mm.).

The growth of madne biofouling organisms in the discharge and Intake conduits
periodically removed by recirculating ¯ portion of the cooling water to achieve higher
temperatures. These "heat treatments" kill fouling organisms as well as some fish and other
nekton resident in the cooling water structures. Heat treatments ere conducted every ~Ne tO eight
weeks end last two to four hours (RWQCB,LAR 1985a; Karapetian 1988, pers. comm.). RoutJrm
operation of generating station cooling systems may impinge end entrain ¯ variety of n~dne
organisms.

NPDES permits for generating stations limit constituents, as Instantaneous and dai~
maximum or minimum leve~s or six-month median values. The regulated constituents include
physical characteristics, metals, nonmetallic inorgantcs, toxicity, and radioactivity (RWQCB,LAR
1985a,b,c; 1991).

Concentration levels ere measured in the discharged cooling water. However, because
this water is unfiltered seawater, the same constituents ere also found In the seawater entedng
the intake conduit. Calculations of mass emissions using cooling water flow end final discharge
concentrations give unrealistically high values for these constituents. Therefore, the mass
emissions given in the follov.~ng .~ections are ba~ed on ~.oncentrations a~d flow from the retention
basin discharge before it enters the cooling water effluent end reflects the mass emissions
actually discharged by the plant itself. Chlodne is the only constituent added directJy to the
cooling water at another site in the system (Alcaino 1988, pars. comm.; Schumann 1988,
comm.). An eadier study of the cooling water discharge of power generating stations in eouthent
California indicated that the transit through the plant increased intake (background) levels of trace
metals by 0.21 ppb or less for each metal examined (Young eta/. 1977). Thus the �ontribution
of the cooling water discharge alone to trace metal concentrations eppsars to be very low.

Scettergood Generating Staten

The Scattergood Generating Station (SGS) in Playa del Ray Is owned end operated by
the City of Los Angeles, Department of Water and Power. It consists of three fossil-fueled, stsam-
electric generating units and has been in operation since 1958 (LCMR,IRC 1979; RWQCB,LAR
1985a). The cooling water intake is located about 1,600 ft offshore, at ¯ depth of 18 fl below the
surface. The discharge to Santa Monica Bay is 1,200 fl offshore at a depth of 15 fl below the
water surface (LCMR,IRC 1979; RWQCB,LAR 1985a; Karapetian 1988, pars. comm.).

Effluent. The maximum flow from Scattergood is about 500 mgd with the average flow
about 322 mgd (RWQCB,LAR 1985a). For the last five years the flow from the retention basins
to the cooling water averaged 0.16 mgd (CLA, DWP 1992, unpubl, data). The temperature Of the
discharge averages 80.7~F in w~nter and 82.4°F in summer. Dudng normal operations the
temperature drfferent~al is approximately 20~F. The maximum allowable discharge temperature
during a heat treatment = 135°F, and averages approximately 120°F. Row during heat treatments
is abo~t 75% of ~at during normal operations, wi!.h 50% being recirculated w~hin the station. The
d~lerence between intake and discharge temperatures can range from 35 to 85°F. The flow from
other in-plant waste streams accounts for less ~an 0.05% of the total discharge (RWQCB,LAR
1985a; Karapet~an 1988, pars. comm.).
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Since 1987 Scattergood discharged an everage of 1.6 MT of total suspended solids, and 0.32 MT
of oil end grease to the once-through cooling water. Mass emissions of chromium end zinc hive
been measured in trace amounts during the 198~-1992 period (CLA,DWP 1992, unpubl, data).
Emissions over the past five years have remained faidy �ortlbtenL

Perrnlt requlrementa. The NPDES permit for the SGS discharge no longer Includes ~
for suspended solids, oil and grease, or BOD. Based on five years of monitoring data, Iimit~ lot
these constituents were determined by the RWQCB to be unnecessary (Kampetian 1988, peru.
comm.).

El Segundo Generating 8taUen

The El Segundo Generatlng Station in El Segundo is operated by the Southern Califom~
Edison Company (SCE) and consists of four stern-electric generating units. Units 1 and 2 hive
been in operation since 1955-1956 and Units 3 and 4 since 1963-1964 {LCMR and IRC 1979) ....
Cooling waters for the two pairs of units have separate Intake and discharge stnJctures. Water
for Units 1 end 2 is drawn from a water depth of 20 ft at the end of a conduit which extends 2,600
It offshore end is discharged 1,900 It offshore at ¯ depth of 16 It. Cooling water for Units $ arid
4 is drawn at ¯ depth of 16 It at the end of ¯ conduit which extends 2,600 ft offshore ~
discharged 2,100 t~ offshore at ¯ depth of 16 ft (LCMR,IRC 1979).

Effluent. From 1985 to 1987 the average flow through all units was 370 mgd; the low
through Units 1 end 2 averaged 106 mgd and through Units 3 and 4, 264 mgd. Disch~ge
temperatures averaged 80°F for Units 1 and 2 and 85°F for Units 3 and 4 (Hertel 1988, perl.
comm.). The average flow from the retention basins to the cooling water of all units was about
0.16 mgd in 1987 (Alcaino 1988, pets. comm.). The maximum temperature dudng I heat
treatment is 125°F with the maximum difference between intake and discharge temperature during
a heat treatment is 73.2~F (RWQCB,LAR 1985b).

,.\ Since 1989 emissions have averaged 3.4 MT of TSS and 1.7 MT of oil and grease. In
1991 the El Segundo Generating Station discharged about 4.8 MT of TSS, and 1.6 MT ofoll and
grease from the retention basin to the cooling water. Total flow from the El Segundo wastewater
treatment plant in 1992 averaged less than I mgd, discharging approximately .07 MT of BOD, .0~
MT of TSS, .03 MT of oil and grease, and 4,527 I/yr. of settleable solids (SCE 1992, unpubi, data).

Permit Requlremente. Southern California Edison operates the E1Segundo generating
station under a NPDES permit issued in 1984, emended in 1985, and amended egain in 1990 t~
include the objectives stated in the revised California Ocean Plan of 1988. Discherge limit=
metal cleaning wastes, low volume wastes, and wastewater from treatment facilities must meet
30-day mean and daily maximum for:. BOD, suspended solids, oil and grease, settleable solidi,

¯ total copper, and total iron (RWQCB,LAR 1990).

Redondo Generating Station

The Redondo Generating Station, located in K~ng Harbor, is operated by SCE and
consists at present of four steam-electric generating units. Units 5 and 6 have been in operation
since the earty 195Os, and Units 7 and 8 since mid-1960. Units 1 to 4 went on-line in 1940 but
were withdrawn from serwce in November 198~ (Curtis 1988, par,=, cornn~.
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Cooling water for the two pehl of units are drawn and discharged in separate cooling
water systems. Cooling water for Untt~ 5 and 6 is draw~ into two intake conduits at a water depth
of 20 It within King Harbor and discharged at a depth of 25 It, north of the Harbor ~nd 1,600 It
offshore. Cooling water for Units 7 end 8 is draw~ at a depth of 20 It from
1,000 fl offshore at the entrance to King Harbor and discharged within the Harbor at ¯ depth
20 It (RWQCB,LAR 1985�).

EffiuenL From 1985 through 1987 the average flow through Unite 5 and 6 was 227 mgd
and through Units 7 and 8, 530 mgd. The average flow in 1987 from the retention basins to the
cooling water of all units was about 1.2 mgd (Alcaino 1988, peru. comm.). The average discharge
temperature for Units 5 and 6 was 85.7~1: and that for Units 7 and 8, 83q: (Hertel 1988, per=.
comm.). The maximum temperature during ¯ heat treatment is 125"F, which represents
increase of 68.5OF, over intake temperatures (RWQCB,LAR 1985C).

In 1992 the Redondo Generating Station discharged about 3.4 MT of oil and grease, and
6,7 MT of total suspended solids to the cooling water from the on site retention basin, a decrease
of 85-90% from 1990. An average of 74 MT of suspended solids and 32.8 MT of oil and grease
have been discharged during the Perk:d 1988-19<32 (SCE 1992, unpubl, data).

Permit Requirements. Redondo Beach Generating Station b currently operating under
an NPDES permit issued in 1984, amended in 1985, and amended again In 1990 to include the
objectives stated in the revised Cali/ornia Ocean Plan of 1988. Umits on effluent constituents for
metal cleaning, and low volume wastes are set with a 30-day mean and dally maximum
suspended solids, oil and grease, total m’~,per, and tolal iron (RWQCB,LAR

El Segundo Reflneq~

Chevron USA’s El Segundo Refinery has been In operation since 1911 and now
manufactures various petroleum products, including gasoline, jet fuel, kerosene, solvent, �oke,
fuel oil, liqu~ed petroleum gases, and propylene polymer. The refinery occasionally uses benzene
end toluene in its processes, but these petroleum derivatives are manufactured elsewhere.
Manufacturing processes used at the refinery include distillation, c~talytic cracking, alkylation,
isomenzation, coking, catalytic reforming, hydrogenation, sulfur recovery, and blending. The
refinery has a maximum production capacity of about 405,000 barrels per day, although the
average production is about 240,000-290,000 barrels per day (RWQCB,LAR 1984; Chewon USA
1988, p.r~. comm.).

Since the eady 1970s the El Segundo Refinery has discharged treated wastewate¢
through an outfall 500 It offshore of the beach at Grand Avenue at
It (RWQCB,LAR 1984; Chevron USA 1~8, per,=, comm.). This discharge consisted of non-contact
cooling water bleed-off, petroleum processing wast¯water, treated boiler water, shallow recovery
well groundwater, and s:.ormwater runoff, All petroleum processing wast¯water and shallow
recovery well groundwater had been t~eated at an Effluent Treatment Plant (ETP) on the laclllty
before being discharged.

In earty 1993, Chevron announced plans to exlend its wast¯water pipeline two-thlrdl of
¯ mile from the beach, eflecUve~ removing the last indust~al discharger from the near¯hem
environment. The construclion, which k~volves revamping an unused series of pipelines that
stretch/~om the refinery to a tanker mo~ring, is expected to be completed w~thln ¯ year (LA Times
i$.~3). The discharged effluent w~ll st=tl be processed through the ETP w~h treatment consisting
of both pnmary end secondary processes including dissolved air flotation units, an equalization
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basin, and activated sludge (biological) units. Storrnwater runoff is discharged after treatment in
oil/water separators and Induced air flotation units; If necessary, this can also be muted to
ETP for biological treatment. About 90% of this runoff n~y contain oil or other spilled
�ontamlnants (RWQCB,LAR 1984; Coonan 1993, per¯. comm.).

Three tanks and an Induced air flcatstion unit were constructed in 1988 ¯s pa~l of the
Effluent Diversion Project to Increase the residence time of the effluent during treatmenL Two of
the tanks have 7,140,000 gel capacities and one has ¯ capacity of 2,940,000 gsl (Chevron USA
1988, per¯. comm.; Coormn 1993, per¯. �omm.).

EffiuanL The refinery discharges 6 to 7 mgd of treated wastewater, wfth mlxJml,,~
discharges of up to 20 mgd and dry-weather flows of about 6.2 mgd (RWQCB,LAR 1984; Cheworl
USA 1988. per¯. comm.; Dorsey 1988; Coonan 1993, per¯. comm.). The most abundant
constituents in the discharge are COD. BeD. and TSS. w~ average annual mass emissions of
1.760, 123, and 105 MT, respectively.

Parmif Requirements. Chewon’s NPDES permit limits ¯ number of effluent constituents
and includes 6-month medians, 30-day aver¯gas, and daily maximums for both dry and w~t
weather discharges. The regulated constituents include physical characteristic¯, metals,
nonmetallic Inorganics, organics, and toxicity (RWQCB,LAR 1984; Coonan 1993, port. �omm.).
Settleablo solids and turbidity do not have permit limitations but ¯re monitored nevertheless
(Chevron USA 1987; C�onan 1993, per¯. comm.).

;, r
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CHAPTER 6
NONPOINT SOURCES OF CONTAMINATION

While most of the contaminants found In Santa Monlca Bey probably came from point
sources and urban runoff (a nonpoint source), other nonpolnt sources may also be ¯ major
factor. These include marine vessel activities, oll and hazardous material spills, dredging,
dumpsites, historically deposited sediments, advaction, and aeri!l

MARINE VESSEL ACTIVITY

Small Craft Boatlng and Hlrborl

Although boats berthed elsewhere usa Santa Menlo¯ Bey, most small boat traf�ic b
concentrated in Marina del Ray and King Harbor. Marinas act as collecting basins for ¯
of substances, including raw and chemically treated eewago, ~tsh wastes, anttfouling i:mint
additives, oil and grease, wash water, and trash as well 8s surface runoff. Dudng ebb tides
storms these contaminants enter the Bay through harbor entrances rand porous breakwaters

Marina dol Ray

Madna del Rey was constructed between 1958 and 1962 from Ballon¯ Wetlands. It
includes about 403 acres of waterways (navigation channels and small craft berthing basins) lind
a similar amount of land-based support facilities. About one-third of the land is used by the Los
Angeles County’ Department of Small Craft Harbors and two.thi;d,~ ;s le~ed to pdvate enBttes
(Soule and Ogud 1977).

About 6,000 boats can be harbored ¯t Madna del Ray and hundreds more Ira in dry
storage nearby: the number of boats berthed there increased ftnom 5,500 in 1973 to 5,800
(SCCWRP 1973, Soule and Ogud 1992). The Marina includes four dry docks and two fuel docks
(LACHP 1988, pars. comm.; MDRHMI 1988, pars. comm.). In addition to storm drains which
empty directly into the Marina, tidal action carries storm water from Bellona Creek and i~llonl
Lagoon into Marina del Ray.

King Harbor

King Harbor was constructed between 1962 and 1968 (CCC 1987; Pitzer 1988, perl.
comm.) and lies along the open coast between Hermosa Beach and the head of Redondo
Canyon. It is surrounded by a porous breakwater which parallels the

King Harbor includes about 110 acres of waterways and three small craft berthing basins.
It has one fuel dock, two fishing piers, and berths for about 1,600 small boats (Straughan 1977¯;
Clemens 1988, pers. comm.; Pitzer 1988, pers. comm.). In 1973 there were about 1,400 bo~ta
in the harbor (SCCWRP 1973). Contaminants also enter King Harbor from surface runoff and the
cooling water discharge of the Redondo Generating Station,

Commercial/Naval Shipping AcUvttle~

During the late 1800s Santa Monioa served as the City of Los Angeles’ deep water porL
At present most commercial and naval shipping activities occur outside Santa Monica Bey, in the
shipping lanes offshore, and in nearby Los Angeles and Long Beach Harbors (Figure 6-1).
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FIgure 6-1. Shipping ~nll I~ repoded veml Ipllll (197~1887 aM 1~1
In or near San~ Monlca
U.S. ~l~ Guard, DIpL Trine, unpubl, dl~).
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The ~tmnce to L~ ~geles Ha~ ~ a~ 2.5 ml ~st of Point Fe~. In 1~, 7,013
vessels a~ed at the Los ~geles-Long B~ch ~o~, ~ ~er 1,~ of ~ese ~nkm.
10,~ are expe~ed to a~e in the y~r ~ (U~CO~D 1992). ~ Is not kno~ h~
of these vessels pass by San~ Moni~ ~y, b~ A ~n be assumed ~at several ~ou~nd
the Bay during the y~r. The �~s~se shipping ~ne e~ends west of Point Fe~in ~
before turning no~h~st and ~nnlng ~mllel to ~e ~m ~o~ of ~n~ Mon~
gene~lly lies ~bo~ 3.4 mt o~ho~ ~ ~n~ M~ ~y (~gure ~1).

Chewon USA ~in~Ins ~r~ subme~ pipelines ~Ich ~end ~om sh~ ~ i
bedh offshore ~nker m~Hng ~cil~ ~ 42 to ~ fl of ~ter. F~ ~e most ps~ ~e
tmnspo~ crude oil and refined pr~u~s (m~t~ gssoline lnd jet ~e~ to ~nkem m~
¯ r~ (Ch~on USA 1~, pe~. ~mm.); m~ ~u~ ~ ~si~l~ off-I~d~ to ~e m~.

Oil ~nkem ~s the Bay ~ ~e ~s~l shipping ~ne to ~e m~flngs st a ~u~
of 10 to ~ ~nke~ per month (O’Rell~ 1~). In 1980 and 1985, abo~ ~S and 310
a~ at the ~ofings mspe~e~ (MMS,P~SR 19~). ~ ~ ~nkem s~ ~ 1~

Trace ~mlnel~n ~m Matin ~

Trace poll~nts Worn ma~e ~s~s ~ude antffouling bosom paints, in~
an~, and ~el residues. Fo~edy, antW~ling ~ints included copper, ~th trace am~n~
mercu~, a~enic, and PCBs; p~me~ ~y �~in zinc, chr~ium, and I~d (SCCWRP 19~). In
recent y~m tribal tin ~B~ has been us~ ~ ~om paints as an ant~ouling age~ ~T
leLhal (especially to mollusks) at p~ per ~,~ le. els. In 19~, 50 to 75% ~1 pl~sure ~
TBT paints and this percen~ge ~s pro~bly higher for larger vessels (Soule and Ogud 1~.
TBT-~sed paints are now banned ~ v~sels ~ ~an 82 fl long ~t are not made
(CSG,M~ 1~).

A~hough ~s use ~ now rest~, much ~ ~e ~T paint Worn ~dier appll~
b~n sloughed, ~nded, or scraped off ~t bosoms, and may fo~ a rese~oir in ~e
of ha~o~ and ma~nas. Bemuse recr~ti~l vessels spend more brae In po~ ~an ~rge vmMs
and b~use their hulls are often scra~ ~ile ~ ~e ~t~. small c~fl ha~o~ my
an impo~nt source of TBT (S~le and ~ 1~.

In 19~ ~ of~e sail and p~r ~ ~ Marina de~ Rey us~ ~c~c~l zinc an~
co~tro~ ~a~an~c co~os~on; some ~dmium ~s also used. Each b~t uses an estlmat~ 4
k~r for th~s pu~e (~C~RP 1973). ~ sim~ar usage rotes ~cur t~ay, ~e ~
cont~e abo~ ~ to ~ MT of zinc ~r y~r to ~n~ Monl~

M~t ~ the ~el sold to r~ti~ vessels ~ l~ed ~asol~ne ~ender 19~,
corn=.). In 1973 ~ ~s estimated ~t ~he use of leaded ~el by vessels In Manna del
c~tnb~ed abo~ 0.~ MT~r of l~d to the env~r~men~ (SCCW~P 1973). Spillage of o~
combustion of ~el by small c~ intr~uc~ P~s to the ha~ors. Higher than ~ckground I~
of benzo(~)pyrene have been found ~ ~ng ~ (Puffer 19~, peru. ~mm.).

In lg71 ~e est~mal~ ~ss emissi~ of mercu~ to the So.hem Cal~om~ Bight
vess~re~a~ed s~rc~ ~om-~n~ ~s greaf~ ~an ~e to~l ~tJmated mass emissi~
me~u~ #ore ~e municipal ~st~ter 8nd su~ace runoff combined. The estimated PCB lnd
copper emissions ~om th~s source were abo~ half of the combined emission for ~ste~ter 8rid
~noff. Hence, vessel-re~ated contaminants may be ~ s~gn~nt con~minant source (SC~P
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1973). At present thQ concentration of PCBs in entifouling paints is low but higher levels m
found in older paints. Thus, the sediments in harbors may represent ¯ reservoir which can release
PCBs during dredgt~g operations (Young end Heesen 1976).

OIL AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SPILL~

Of 8pillsPotential Sour¢ee

The potential sources for spills and contamination from oil and other hazardous rrmted~ll
in the Santa Monic~ Bay area Include small craft boating end harbors, commercial shipplr~
activities, refinery hansfer activities, offshore oil and gas operations, natural oll
underground conta~f~Ination at Los Angeles International Airport end El Segundo refined/, ind
accidents on land Which could move into the Bay through Its tributaries. Spills carl be highly
variable in size, and ~onsist of very different substances. They ere unpredictable, and ere usually
caused by unexpecl=d problems or equipment failures. They can cause little or no problems
major damage, coaling miles of shoreline. A spill on the order of the Exxon Valdez could Impact
an area from the M~ican Border to the Central coast. Spills in the watershed can move through
drainage systems to reach wetlands, the intertidal communities, and finally the ocean. Spills on
the ocean can evaporate into the air, coat the surface, suspend by emulsion Into the water
column, or sink to the bottom, depending on the properties of the substance spilled. Petroleum
products may separate into different constituents, each reacting differently.

Boating and Commercial Shipping Splll~

The U.S. Cc~st Gu=rd lists at least 82 vessel aphis in Santa Menace Bay between 1973
and 1987, w~th an average of 6 spills per year;, the locations of 37 more spills were questlormble
(Appendix E) (LJ.S. Coast Guard, unpubl, data). The spills listed were almost exclusively of
petroleum products, including automotive and aviation gasoline end jet fuel; 31% of the Ipilll
were fuel oil, 17% C~.de oil, and 17% miscellaneous oil products. Spills totalling Just under 2,000
gel were recorded (luring this period; the median amount spilled was 2 gel and only two spills
were greater than 11~3 gal. A tanker offshore El Segundo in 1977 spilled 1,000 gel of crude
most of which was ~ecovered. In 1973, 370 gel of clarified oil were spilled from a recreational
vessel in Marina del Re,/.

In 59 of the 62 instances the vessel causing the spill was Identified; 51% of these were
recreat onal vessels, 29% tankers, and 14% fishing vessels. Twenty.four spills occurred in or near
Marina del Rey, 17 were off El Segundo and Hermosa Beach, and 12 were in the commercial
shipping lanes (Fig~re 6-1). More than 50% of these spills took place from 1973 to 1979.

In the past there have been occasional small spills and leaks at Chevron’s offshor~
terminal, w~th only two larger spills. A tanker leak of crude oil in December 1980 was cleaned up
and caused no apparent harm to beaches or madne life (Chewon 1988, pers. comm.).

In K:arch 10’-H a transport vessel’s anchor snagged the offshore mooring complex at the
Chevron El Seguncl,, Refinery, resulting in a spill of 9,240 gala of a diesel oil/naphthalene mixture
(MBC 1991a). At th= time of the accident, an approaching low pressure weather front produced
strong w~nds f~om the south-southeast, driving the fl~ting oil to the north-northeast where It
contacted the shot= ~t Malibu. Beaches were closed to sw~mmera for a few days at Malibu and
El Segundo during Ibis period (Appendix i).
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Offaho~ 011 ¯rid O=¯ Opecatlo~

Offshore oil and gas operations generate �ontaminants from ¯ vadaty ot’ point and
nonpoint sources. Crude oil may be leaked in small amounts during exploration and productl~
drilling or spilled in large ¯mounts in ¯ blowout, ¯ tanker accident, or ¯ rupture of ¯ submerged
pipeline. Refined petroleum products may be leaked or spilled during routine transfer operations
and in tanker accidents or pipe rupture¯.

Trace metals and other synthetic compounds are found in drilling muds and a variety of
metals, combustion by-products, and other substances resulting from the operation of heavy
gasoline- end diesel-powered machinery on boats and platforms. Domestic wastes generated at
drilling platforms and aboard work vessels ¯re treated In self-contained treatment pLant~ and
discharged overboard. Although operators in the Federal Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) dlspoea
of drilling muds and cuttings at sea under ¯ general permit, those from State Lands operations
must be barged ashore for Land disposal.

At present the major oil and gas operation in Santa Monica Bay b tanker traffi� to end
from Chevron USA’s refinery in El Segundo, the largest refinery in Calltomis with ¯ capacity of
405,000 barrels/day. The refinery does not treat Federal OCS production. In the past spills or
leaks occurred about once ¯ year during offioading or onlceding at the offshore terrninaJ.

Although oil end gas reserves are believed to occur on the Santa Monies Shelf, oil ~nd
gas development in or near Santa Mortice Bay has been limited. It is estimated that the 40 tracts
within the Bay have about 70 million barrels of oil and 90 billion/t= of gas.

By 1983 several lease plans had been considered which could affect Santa Monies Bay.
Several alternatives were described in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the
southern California lease offering, describing different drilling scenarios as well ¯s potential
(MMS,POCSR 1983; MBC 1988). However, by June of 1990, Federal OCS lease sale 95 was
canceled. In addition, no leasing will occur in any other areas offshore of California before the
year 20~0. In the Santa Barbara are¯, 87 tracts will be offered for lease before January 1996,
adjacent to areas currently In production (MMS,OCSNC 91). It is not �lear what impact this ~
activity in the Santa Barbara area would have for the Santa Mortice Bay.

Natural O~1

Two natural eli seeps ere known from Santa Menace Bay. One, with three seepage zones,
is located about 2.3 mi off Redondo Beach, near the head o1 the Redondo Submarine Canyon;
the other has two seepage zones and is located about 4.6 mi off Manhattan Beach. It Is estimated
that an average of about 10 barrels (420 gall of oil from the seeps reach the surface each day;,
add;lionel oil probably does not surface, either deteriorating or forming tar balls underwater. The
daily flow (to the surface) is estimated to range from 2 to 18 barrels (84 to 756 gall per day, but
may be several times this amount during and ¯~er local earthquake¯.

In calm weather surface o~’~ slicks several miles long have been observed; In w~dy
conditions the slicks dissipate rapidly. Surface o~J generally drifts northward, towards shor~,
reaching the beaches from Redondo Beach to Mal~bu in 1 to 2 days. In 1971, 18 to 836
globules were found in a 2,500 f~ area of ~and along Redondo Beach and Manhattan Beach;
about 8~% of these deposits originated from natural oil seeps (Marconsuit 1971). More recent
stuciies suggest that about 75% of the tar on Santa Menace beaches is from the Santa Barbara
Channel (Hartman and Hammond 1981).
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Natural oil from the vicinity of the La Brae Tar Pits also seeps into the Ballona Creek
drainage system, contributing to contamination of the Creek and the Bay, especially dudng
periods of low flow (Mitchell 1988, pars. comm.).

At least two accumulations of refined petroleum products have been identified adjacent
to the shores of Santa Monica Bay, Although there is no evidence that any of these products have
seeped into the Bay, their proximity to it has raised �oncern by the general public end regulltmy          --
agencies.

El Segundo Refined,/

During its first 77 years of operation, s variety of oll end refined products had leaked into
the ground beneath the El Segundo Refinery (Chewon USA), from surface spills, storage tanks,
and leaking pipes. The refinery is located atop sand dunes, under which three aquiferl ~’          --
subten’anean layers of groundwater are located in sand beds separated by relatively
layers of clay. The removal of drinking water from the aquifers has caused seawater lntn~elcm
(Waters 1988).                                                                   --

For several years, Chewon contractors drilled numerous delineation walls to iderltlfy the
size end nature of the contaminated pool located in the aquifers. The results indicated that the o_
pool contained about 252 million gel, primarily crude oil, gasoline, and jet fuel. Most of lhe
petroleum contaminants had accumulated in the uppermost of three aquifers. Trace amounts had
been found in the middle aquifer while the lowermost aquifers (the only one from which drinldrlg
water is extracted) appeared uncontaminated. Having identified the nature of the pool, Chevron -
began a program to recover as much of the pool as possible. 1988 estimates indicated thlt 50 _
to 70% of the matenals could be recovered over the next 20 years (Waters 1988).,

I.~~

Loe Angeles Interrmtlorml Airport

Dudng the years LAX has been operating, jet fuel has leaked into the ground beneath the                 ’-~
airport from underground pipes or from the 500,000 gel storage tanks. Initial investigations
indicated that the contamination extended to ¯ depth of 60 fl and included the uppermost aquifer
(which is brackish from saltwater intrusion), but the full extent of contamination is unknown (Kelley

Since the initial reports, LAXFUEL ¯ nonprofit consortium of 50 commercial aidinea
serving 98% of aidine operations at LAX, has initiated investigations to characterize the extent of
contamination, Phase I and II groundwater investigations were completed between 1989 lind
1991. A free-hydrocarbon recovery system was approved by the RWQCB and installed in
September of 1991. Since that time, approximately 10,000 gels of free-hydrocarbon product has
been recovered. LAXFUEL is CU~Tently modernizing and upgrading its bulk storage fac,lty,
conducting Phase III groundwater contamination investigations (Speelmans 1992, pars. �omm.).

Impacts of Spills

Impacts of oil or other hazardous material spills can reach all areas of the environment.
Birds and marine mammals can be affected by a surface oil slick, by bioaccumulation in the food
chain, or by direct toxicity from chemical sp~J~s. As sp~Iod contaminants disperse through the
water column, U~ey can affect pianklon, both p;ant and animal, as well as fish. They can also have
t~xic ~,’,ects on kelp and other algal species which provide habitat for many animals in the Bay. r
When an oil spill sinks it coats the bottom and it can smother benthic communities that live in the
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sand and mud. Oil that washes up on the beaches or the intertidal zone can coat end emothe~
species that dominate those areas. The California grunion, ¯ fish that spawns on sandy beaches
could be heavily Impacted if ¯ spill occurred during spawning season. Land spills, ¯s w~ll
ocean spills, could move into biologically sensitive wetlands, which Ire nursery areas for marly
species. Many of these areas do not have adequate baseline (pre-spill) information to determine
the impacts on the communities and populations if a spill did occur (Lees 1992).

Following the 1991 sp~l at the Chewon USA offshore termlna~l, there were no observed
Impacts to California grunion spawning, sand crab populations, and the Santa Menlo¯ Bay
art~cial reef at Malibu (where the spill contacted the shore) nor were petroleum hydrocarbons
found In beach sand; however, there was some mortality of mussels, spiny mole crabs, and
possibly smooth turban snails (MBC 1991l).

In addition to the biological effects, there ere aesthetic end economic effects for
human population. Large areas could be closed for recreational activities such Is fishing,
sv~mming, surfing, diving and sunbathing. This has an extended effect on businesses that
depend on these activities. The fumes of a spill occurring, or moving ashore, in ¯ heavgy
populated area could also result in health effects. Toxk: materials could accumulate in sportl~h
species, and else cause residual health problems.

Risk of Future 8pills

Current plans for oil and gas lease activity appear no( to add any lnueased risk for future
spills. However, if exploration end drilling resume, the risk ~1!

Commemlal shipping is expected to increase for the near future. Los Angeles/Long Beach
Harbors are expanding berthing facilities in their 2020 Plan to meet expected Increases. In 1990,
7,013 vessels arrived at both ports, w~th over 1,000 of these tankers. Over 10,O00 Ire expected
to arrive in the year 2000 (USACOEA.AHD 1992). This w~ll mean more traffic in the shipping lanes,
with potential spills or accidents more frequent. It is not clear what number of these vessels tmnlll
the shipping lanes offshore of Santa Monk= Bay.

The number of tankers loading end unloading at the El Segundo refinery has been steady
for a number of years, however, Chevron recently received a permit to tanker from Santa Bart~m
to Santa Monica Bay. Currently none of these tankers has had a major spill, b~ should one
occur, it could have a significant impact in the bay as evidenced by the Huntington Beach
in 1990.

Prevention and Response to OII and Hazardous Matarlale

In 1990, the State of California passed the Lampert/Keene/Seestrand Oil Act (SB2240) in
response to the Exxon Valdez and American Trader oil spills. The result of this law was to �~’eate
an Oil Spill Prevention and Response (OSPR) group in the California Department of Fish and
Game (CDFG). The goal of the Act is to increase inspection of facililies, transportation equipment
and vessels, and to promulgate regulations defining these needs. This w~ll provide for behavioral
changes to increase preventative procedures and increase the abil~j to respond to ¯ spill.

The law states that every o~ plant, transporter, and vessel In state waters have
contingency plans, preventative methodology, and containment equipment on hand in case of
a s~;;;. Th;s must include a list of contacts for reporting and assistance and identi~cation of rescue
and rehabilitation groups. A Response Unit must be created to assist in a spill, if needed. OSPR
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provides for Natural Resources Damage Assessment methodology to be applied to determine
what impacts occur during a spill, end to provide help w~h remediation efforts after the event.
One function of OSPR is to identify sensitive biological areas that would be most affected by
spill, end provide this information to maximize efforts to keep these areas from being impacted.

The Santa Monlca Bay is within two of the OSPR response areas. One extends ~
Luls Obispo to Point Dume, with the OSPR Coordinator stationed in Santa Barbara. The ~
extends from Point Dume to Dana Point, with the OSPR Coordinator stationed in Long B~Ch
(John Grant 1992, peps. �omm.).

In addition to Cal~fomia legislation, the U.S. government passed the Oil Pollution Act of
1990 (OPA 90), which addresses spill prevention and response and contains requirements slml~
to Cal~ornla’s SB2240. In addition, federal regulations are also being wdtten to cover m~rine
transfer f~cilities, bulk cargo carriers for oil landings in the ocean and mobile faclliti~l,, e.g.,
pipelines, railroad transport, and tank trucks, These are expected to be released in 1993, and
only cover specific types of oil and f~cilitiea. The regulations �overing other types of h~.lrdO~ll
materials have not yet been wrllI~.

The U.S. Coast Guard, Long Beach, has created a Por~ Area Committee, which Is making

-,: contingency p~ans for the local erea. These plans are pre-designed responses to spills of any size

~ and type, from small up to the worst case scenado (Exxon Valdez size). The plans designate

~ response actions and responsibilities for management, so implementation can be as rapid
~:. possible. . .

A more general set of regulations exist under MARPOL, issued by the International
Maritime Organization of the United Nations, effective in 1983. Regulation 26, Annex 1, MARPOL
requires response plans for all ships of 400 Gross Tons (GT) or greater end bulk oil carriers of
150 GT or greater, and will be in effect in 1995 for existing ships. The regulation is presently in
effect for ships under construction (Panagakos 1992, pera. �omm.).

agencies, primarily fire departments, respond to spills occurring on land. TheyLocal
trained in containment and response procedures and maintain s list of agencies to notify in case
of storm drain contamination. Local laws are in effect requiring businesses to provide hazardous
mater~al inventories to response agencies, and also require containment methodology and
response plans to be present on site. A regular inspection program provides enforcement of this
legislation. Inspection end response programs ere also undertaken by interested groups,
Ballona Creek Task Fon~.

DREDGING

Dredged sediments are the only materials that may be dumped into the Southern
California Bight in large quantities, however, they must meet Ocean Dumping Act requirement=
(USEPA 1988). The Army Corp of Engineers, RWQCB,LAR and the EPA regulate and manage ~11
dredging and oceanic dumping.

Dredging is necessitated by the accumulation of sediments around harbor entrance=
which pose potential navigation hazards to vessels. Removal of this mater~l has typically been
done by hopper dreoges, clam shelf dredges o~ dr~gging. Dredged mater~al can be used for
beach replenishment, landf~)l in harbors, dumped at oceanic dumpsites, or disposed in sanitary
l_=~dS!! ;~e~.. Disposal of dredge mater~al must meet specific crileria for each disposal type. Beach
replenishment material must undergo chemical analysis and meet grain size limitations for the
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" location of disposal, Ocean dump s~te material has to undergo chronic and acute toxicity Inaly~b
, as well as chemical analysis for trace constituents and heavy metals (USEPA 1988).

Hlatodcel Dmdglng In Senti Monlr.a B~y

Net sediment transport In Santa Monlca Bay IS to the south in the northern part Of the Bay
and to the north in the southern portion of the Bay with the accumulation of the majorlty Of
materials it the head of the Redondo Submarine Canyon (Woodel and Holler 1991). Two
of concern in sediment buildup are the Marina del Ray entrance ¢hamml and King HMbor.

King Harbor is uniquely situated along the coast at the head of the Redondo SubmarineCanyon. Sediment transport end accumulation around King Harbor varies with seasorml, Udal end
long shore current patterns. In general, transport of sediments is downcoast with accurnulatio~
on the upccast side of the Redondo breakwater. Sediments transported around the breakwater
are deposited at the head of the Redondo Submarine Canyon where they move down and offthe
neapshore abel/(Terry efa/. 1956).

Between 1960 and 1963 the original Ballona Wetlands was dredged to create MarlrmRey Harbor end was, at that time, the largest dredging project on the West Coast removing
approximately 10.1 million yds= of dredged material. Since that time, occasional dredging
necessary due to sediment deposition in the entrance channel of Madna del Rey. This deposition
is partially due to the position of a breakwater off shore and parallel to the coast which ore~tel
an area of calm water inside the breakwater that facilitates the build up of sedimenL Urban run-off
from Bal!ona Creek also deposits material at the mouth of the harbor entrance. Dredge activities

¯ ’/ since 1969 have produced 6~4,080 yds~ cf material, ranging from 298,000 yds=in 1969, to 17,000
~I yds= in 1992 (Woodel and Hollar 1991, Chang 1992, peps. comm.). Dredge spoils from 1969 to

1987 dredge operations were disposed on the beach directly down coast of the Harbor entrance.
Records were not available to determine if any chemical analyses were done for the 1981 end
1987 ectivitle~

Present Dredge Sites

King Harbor was dredged in 1990 for the removal of accumulated sediments inside theHarbor following storm ac’,i~ities. In 1990, 156,000 yds= of m-=terial was dredged and used for¯ beach replenishment 0.5 mi south of the Harlx~. No chemistry data are available for this project
,1 because it was deemed clean and met all grain size criteria for disposal (Chow 19920 pert.

comm.). All eadier dredging activities at King Harbor were similar to the 1990 dredging operatlo~l
(Chow 1992, per=. comm.).

In 1992 approximately 17,000 yds= were dragged from the entrance of Madna
Harbor to downcoast of the entrance, where long shore currents transported the mater~l
downcoast. Beach and LA-2 dumpsite disposal were not viable alternatives due to high levels of
lead and heavy metal contamination which probably originated in run-off from Ballor~
(Chang 1992, peps. comm.). Future dredging activities will be handled by dragging, es needed,
until appropriate disposal sites can be found or measured contamination levels are below EPA
regulations (Chang 1992, pets. comm.).
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OCEAN DUMP SITES -- L

The dumping of unwanted material at sea has been practiced for centuries and has been
regulated by federal law since 1886, originally to prevent navigational obstructions. EPA permitted
ocean dumpsites are point sources in the sense that only specified amounts of specific materials
can be disposed in a prescribed area. In practice, however, every load is not carefully monitored,
end the kind and amount of mater~l dumped may differ from what is permitled, in addltk:m,
"short-dumping" (i.e., dumping before the vessel reaches the designated site to save vessel time
and money) of matehals may be common. Accurate records of dumping activities at dumpaltea
ere generally lacking.

Illegal dumping has occurred in the study area, but quantification of the kinds arid
amounts of mater~ls dumped is almost impossible. The California Salvage Company Illegally
dumped industrial wastes off White Point on the Palos Verdes Peninsula on two occasions In
1968, but it is not known what or how much w~ste was dumped In the area (Chadrand etat.
1985).

Historical Dumping

Industrial wastes have been dumped into San Pedro Channel since the 1930s and
continued more or less unregulated until 1967. Between 1967 and 1972 dredge spoils, ell ref~tery
wastes, chemical wastes, filter cake, oil drilling wastes, refuse and garbage, radioactive westea,
and military explosives were dumped at 17 regulated dumpsites off Southern California (Figure
6-2). In 1972 the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (Ocean Dumping Act) m
enacted to regulate ocean dumping more closely and the disposal of hazardous materials
(chemicals, munitions, bacteriological agents, etc.) at any offshore site was forbidden (Chadrlnd
et a/. 1985).

Prior to 1973 industrial wastes were dumped at a site (LA-1) in the San Pedro Channel,
approximately 10 ml northwest of Santa Catalina Island in 2,500 ft of water (Figure 5-1). Between
1947 and 1960 the California Salvage Company dumped about 125 million gel of caustic and add
wastes from oil refineries and 2,000 to 3,000 gpd of acid sludge from the Montrose Chemical
Company. This sludge contained DDT and it is estimated that over the years between 348 and
696 MT of DDT were dumped. Because of new oil refinery methods the total volume dropped

month to 210,000 gel per month in 1961. Approximately 3 million gel offrom gal per
refinery wastes were dumped between 1961 end 1972 (Chartrand et ~1. 1985).

In 1961 the RWQCB,LAR began regulating ocean dumping, requiring that wastes be in
containers which were perforated just before they were dumped. Between 1965 and 1972 about
0.8 million gal of aluminum chloride and 0.3 million gal of cyanide were dumped in the ocean.
Solvents and acid wastes, beryllium, cesium, bromine, end film-processing materials were
included (Chartrand eta/. 1985).

Between 1961 and 1964 the Pacific Ocean Disposal Company also dumped liquid and
solid wastes at LA-1. Most liquid wastes were pumped directly overboard, but some liquid and
the solid wastes were in containers. About 1.6 million gel of sodium hydroxide and 0.1 million gel
of calcium fluoride were dumped; polymer acid sludge, acid wastes, nitric-hydrofluoric acid, paint
and lacquer, and hydrolyzed aluminum chloride solution were also present (Chartrand eta/.
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The Texaco Humble Union Mobile Standard (3"HUM S) dumpslte is ¯ 3 mi diameter �~mullr
site near the center of the San Pedro Basin at ¯ water depth of 2,910 It (Figure 5-1). The �lceelt
edge is approximately 8 mi from the study area. This site was designated by the EPA In 1985, ~or
¯ period of three yea,~, for the disposal of drilling muds and cuttings from THUMS’ production
operations in Long Beach Harbor. The drilling muds ¯re similar to those approved by the EPA
under ¯ blanket permit for disposal in Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) waters (Chartrlnd et
1985). The THUMS dumpsite was in use for ¯bout one year (1986-1987), during which time el)out
50,000 barrels of drilling muds and cuttings were pumped from ¯ barge ¯s ¯ $1urty. THUMS did
nct reapply for an extension to the permit, allowing the site to become inactive (Otof~ 1988, 1992,
per~. comm.).

LA.2 Dumpelto

At present there is one permitled dumpsite near, but outside of the study Ires (Figure 5-
1) (Chartrand eta/. 1985). This site may contribute to contamination of the Bay via ¯dvectJoil but
no estimates have been made of the ¯mounts of material which might have moved toward ah~.

The LA-2 dumpsite is a 1.1 ml diameter circle at ¯ water depth of 600 ft, ¯bout 1.5 rni
south of the study area (Figure 5-1). The site was given intedm status by the EPA In 1977 for the
ocean disposal of dredged materials (Rote 1985). Fine sediments which might be contaminated
¯ re tested in ¯ laboratory bioassay before they can be dumped in the ocean, and if found to be
toxic, are land-disposed.

The matedal dumped at LA-2 originates from maintenance and construction dredging In
Los Angeles and Long Beach Harbors, which have multi-year permits for the disposal of dredged
sediments. From 1978 to 1988 the U.S, Army Corps of Engineers issued permits for the dlspol~
of 2.1 million yd= of dredged material at LA-2, but only 1.6 million yd= had been dumped. An
average of about 180,000 yd= of material was dumped each year (USEPA 1988, Welch 1992,
pe~. comm.).

In 1989 SCCWRP estimated the quantity of material dumped and Inputs of trice
contaminants contained in disposed dredged material from 1984 to 1988. Six permit applications
for dumping dredged material into LA-2, involving ¯ total of 386,000 yd= were examined. Chemic~
data were available for only one dredge activity of 46,000 yd~. It was assumed that the volume
of dredged material discharged was equal to the amount permitted to be dumped In the
application. Mass emission values were calculated from the available chemistry data and the total
amount of sediments discharged. Due to the small s~za of the database it was difficult to
determine exact mass emissions rates but ¯ general trend can be distinguished. In general, the
concentrations of contaminants in dredged materials is one-half to one-sixteenth those In
municipal wastewater effluent. Although only limited chemical analysis of dredged materials hae
been conducted, dredge materials can reintroduce trace levels of �onstituent~ into the
environment (SCCWRP 1989).

From January 1989 to March 1991 the LA-2 dumpsite was closed to dumping ectJvttiea
wh~e an EIS was completed by the EPA (Cotter 1992, pars comm.). In March 1991, the LA-2 site
was reopened under ¯ new designation which allowed for continued dumping over a five year
period. During this time potenttal environmental impacts will be monitored using current meter
arrays, satell~e imaging, and analysis of fisheries data. Continued use of the LA-2 dumpsite at the
end ot the ~e year period w~f be based on the environmental findings from this monitoring
prc~ram. In the event EPA closes the LA-2 site, an alternative site must be designated within two
years (Cotter 1992, pets. comm.). The EPA holds the final approval over perm~ing and can
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reassign the disposal of dredge n~tor~l to land fills, be~ch re~toration, and Iltmthtl
dump sites el needed (USEPA 1988).

Currently the Port of Long Beach has ¯ five month contract ending in April 1993 for Ihe
disposal of approximately 710,000 yd= of dredged material at the LA.2 aite. Other dredge
contracts ere planned for the Los Angeles end Port of Long Beach Harbors but anticipated
dredged amounts are unknown at this time (Cotter 1992, pera. comm.).

ADVECTION

Advection is the transport of material by ocean currents. Prevailing currents n~
disperse contaminants which ere discharged into the Bay, but bring contaminants into the B~y
from other areas. However, current patterns In the study area ere complex end not well-knowfl
end ven~ little effort h~s been expended in estimating the mass balance between �ontamtrmrlts
entering and those leaving the Bay.

In general, water enters end exits at the seaward edge of the study erea, along the 500-m
isobath. Surface water generally enters from off Venture County or Redondo C~nyon ~nd
at the same places or to the south, offshore of the Palos Verdes Peninsula. R~cent Itudi~l
suggest that a clockwise gym is dominant seaward of the 20-m isobath (Hickey 1988,
comm.), but a counterclockwise gyre h~s been observed in Santa Monica Bay. Surfic~ currlnts
generally flow south off the Palos Verdes Peninsula, while below 90 m, water enters ltm ~udy
erea from the south.

Oil slicks, contaminants in the surface microlayer, end other floatable~ ere likely to
transported into the Bay by w~nd-generated currents and waves. Ter from the Bantl Monk¢l
Channel is carried into the Bay by edvection (Hartman and Hammond 1981). Contaminlnts
the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor may enter the Bay from the south, in the subsurfa¢~ currll~
which flows north along the Palos Vordea Sh~f.

The sediments st nearby ocean dumpsites may constitute reservotrl of �ontsmtnlntl
which, if resuspended, could be transported into the Bay in deep currents. However, the general
pattem is for fine sediments to move offshore end into basins where they are deposited. Thul,
the likelihood of significant am~un~ of contaminants moving egainst that natural gradient

Sea Surface Mlemlay~r

Many enthropogenJc substances, such as trace metals, chlorinated and I~trdieum
hydrocarbons, and plastics, accumulate in the sea surface microlayer. Little information exists
the distribution of contaminants in the microlayer in Santa Monica Bay because effective sampling
methods have only recently been developed (SCCWRP 1986d, Cross eta/. 1988).

In general, trace metal and PAH concentrations in the microlayer ere higher by orderl of
magnitude in inshore areas of harbors than in offshore areas (SCCWRP 1986d, Cross eta/. 1988).
Chlorinated hydrocarbons were not detected in offshore areas but occurred in low levels at King
Harbor. Benzo(a)pyrene, a carcinogenic and mutagenic PA~, has been found in the mlcrolayer
of King Harbor (Puffer 1988, pera. comm.).

The dominant trace metals in the particulate phase of the microlayer in King Harboriron, manganese, and zinc w~h concentrations of 1,105; 20; and 12 pg/I. The most impod~nt

II
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metals in the dissolved phase at King Harbor were copper, zinc, end m~ngane=e
concentrations of 4.14, 3.44, and 2.97 pg/I; at White Point these were Iron, zinc, and copper w~
concentrations of 4.48, 3.93, and 2.08 pg/l (SCCWRP 198~d).

Oil and grease concentrations in the mlcrolayer were 1.04 pll on the Palos Verdes Shelf
at White Point. Total PAH levels were 2.65 ~/I at King Harbor and 0.59/~/I at White Point. Te~l
DDT occurred at 11 IJII at White Point (SCCWRP 1986d).

Water Column

Most contaminant= enter the ocean dissolved in or carded by water. However, their
concentrations ere affected by clrculatlon rates end patterns and are often low;, rapid dilution of
point discharges makes concentrations even lower. Impacts are usually observed only In biota
canted along with the water mass and exposed ~ longer pedode.

Natural and anthropogenic debris are most visible at the surface of the sea and at the
shore. The distribution of debris is generally determined by wind or current=, and i= not
necessarily related to its origin. No estimates are available on the relative contributions of m~’ine
versus terrestrial sources, but tons of debris are removed annually from the shoreline of S~nta
Monica Bay. Much of this material, such as kelp, is natural end is removed for aesthetic
Natural debris is eventually decomposed or consumed whereas man-made refuse, e=pec~lly
plastic, is perat=tenL

Ever increasing amounts of plastic debd= are Iound at sea end on the shore. The average
daily procluction of solid waste In Los Angeles County has Increased from 10 Ib per per=on In
1980 to 12 Ib per person In 1988 (MBC 1988). Although data are not available, trends In the
marine environment probably parallel those of ~ disposal.

In enclosed areas the addition of heated ocean water by power generating stations ~n
cause severe impa=s. In open coastal waters, waste heat seldom creates environmental
problems. Waste heat from the three generating stations in Santa Monica Bay is detectable only
in the nearshore surface waters between Dockweiler Beach and the Redondo Submarine C~nyon
(Figure 6-3).

The Thermal Plan prohibits a surface temperature elevation of more than 4"F above
ambient following initial dilution and local power plants comply with this limitation (EQA/MBC
1973, IRC 1973). Areas of Santa Monica Bay which are affected by waste heat are actually smaller
today than in 1973 because the availability of hydroelectric power from the Pacific Northwest has
allowed most local power plants to operate below peak Ioadings. Two of the Redondo Generating
Station’s 8 units are now out of service, reducing the total potential for thermal pollution of the
Bay.

T,,rb ay
Coastal waters are frequently murky, as a result of ph~to- and zooplankton or of

sediment suspended by nearshore turbulence. This natural phenomenon is olden visible from the
beach a~er a storm, when nearshore waters are brow~, and offshore waters blue or blue-green.
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Figure ~. Maximum axlent of 1P above ambient thermal field from
$¢ettergood, El Segundo, end Redondo Generating Slatione, Augu=t 1~71
(Ella~on and ~oote 1972, EQA/MBC 1~73).
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Both plankton end suspended sedimenLt interfere with light penetration into seawater and restrict
growth of s~afloor plants.

Within ¯ mile of shore, turbidity usually limits light penetration to less than 20 It off I~ndy
beaches and 20 to 40 It off rocky shores (SCCWRP 1973). Off landslide areas It Portuguele
Bend on the Palos Verdes Peninsula, turbidity is higher end light penetration less. Selwlrd of the
surfzone, turbidity declines ,~nd light penetration increases.

Around the HTP ,5-mile outfall the turbid plume (:=used by outfall pe~cullte= leldom
reaches the surface; it usually remains below the thermocline, et depths of 65 to 100 It
1979). Turbidity is highest near the ends of the ouffalls but It rapidly reduced by dilutiorl. Ifdti~lly
the plume moves southeast and toward shore, where it mixes with rmtural nearshore turbidity;,
i~ then transported seaward by ~ ¢urrentl.

Currents on the Palo~ Verdes Shelf ere complex but pdmenly move along shore
toward the northwest. In the late 1970’s, the turbidity plume from JWPCP outfalls ro~e to withlll
45 fl of the surface, end extended westward to Palos Verdes Point (Sweeney and Klplar11980).
This plume most affected light transmission near-bottom, where it fom~ed ¯ flooculent
layer (Meistrell and Montagne 1983).

Water transparency in the study area generally increased between 1956 and 197~
(Meatus 1980); a trend which continued off Palos Verdes through 1985 (Stull et a/. 1987).
Additional studies would be needed to determine whether the Increase In w~ter trar~p~renc3f
¯ function of water temperature or the decrease in pe~tJculate= disch~rged.

Trace metals in the water column are found in two phases: dissolved end p~rtieullte. In
the open ocean most metals are predominantly present in dissolved form, but In nearshore watera
more are associated with particulates. Dissolved metals in madne waters ,=re generally very low,
even adjacent to outfalls (Katz and Kaplan 1981). Dissolved cadmium levels near the JWPCP
ouffall were about the same as those at control sites but chromium was elevated two-fold, nicke/
four.fold, and copper six-fold near the JWPCP ouffalls (Young and Jan 1975),

Over 90% of the metals in westewater of the study area associated w~th particles (Young
end Jan 1975). Ninety percent of the particles in the HTP 5-mile effluent and 75% in the JWPCP
effluent remain suspended for at least 3 hr and travel 6 mi or more before settling (Herdng and
Abati 1978). Metals concentrations on suspended particulates near JWPCP were elevated 8
(cadmium) to 65 (chromium) times over background levels. The sverage enrichment (over
background) of mercury on particulate matter near the JWPCP outfall was 36-fold. When the HTP
7.mile ouffall was in operation, mercury enrichment ranged from 36 to 191 times, averaging 49.

The concentration of organotin compounds (td-, dl-, end monbutlytin) have b~orl
measured in seawater from both Marina del Ray and King Harbor. In King Harbor, total organotJn
levels ranged from 0.171 to 0.480 ppb, wCth tributyl tin (’TBT) levels between 0.021 and 0.060 ppb
(Stallard et aJ. 1986). TBT and total organotins were both higher in Marina del Ray water, TBT
reaching 0.470 ppb (Soule and Oguri 1987). Dissolved tin compounds were not detected outside
of enclosed marina=.
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Inorgank: Nonmetallk~ Nuffien~

Nutrients are Introduced to the photic zone in runolf, via upwelling end destrltlfication ofthe water column, and by sewage disposal. They stimulate plant growth and are generally
beneficial, although excessive algal growth can have deleterious effects. Nutrients in the water
column are linked with those in sediments by cyclic chemical transformations. Nitrogen is found
in numerous forms including ammonia, nitrate, organic nitrogen, and nitrogen gas (Valiell 1984).
After advection end upwellJng, sewage was the most impoltant source of these rn~ted~ll.

Nitrogen is never available for long In the open ocean. Nitrate, nitrite, ~nd
uptake by plants is swift and prevents their accumulation in surface water. Both nearshore
offshore ammonium inputs were clearly visible along the HTP 5-mile ouffall in Santa Monicl Bay
(Figure 6-4) (Eppley et ~/. 1979). Inshore, near the El Segundo Refinery outfall, sur/ece waterl
showed elevated ammonium on 7 of 10 cruises between 1975 and August 1977. Elevated leve~
have not been measured there since August 1977 and even the highest observed levels pose rio
hazard to exposed organisms (Eppley 1966).

"" Toxic substances such as chlorine, sulfide, cyanide, end asbestos fibers ere introduced
¯ .~ with both sewage and runoff waters and by fallout or in solution from the air. Chlodne is generally

introduced only as residual chlorine in sewage following Is application ss a disinfectant and is
present in wastewater as chloramines. At present, HTP does not routinely chlorinate Its 5-m~e
effluent (nor did it chlorinate its sludge), although it chlorinates overflows discharged through the

’ ’ 1-mile outfall. JWPCP routinely chlorinated its effluent from 1972 to 1985 dudng cold months

¯ when the thermocline i.~ absent and year-round since September 1985 (Ackerman 1988, peru.
comm.: Weisman 1992, pers. co:nm.). The dLsct~rge limit k~r chl,~ramine is 0.3 mg/i- typicaJly
it is <0.1 mg/I (the detection limit) (Stull 1993, pars. comm.).

The three generating stations in the Bay use chlodne to control biofoullng growth incooling systems, but under normal circumstances none is discharged into the Bay. It is not
known whether significant levees of by-products of chlo~nation, such as ¢hloramines mlcl
bromamines, occur in this effluent.

Data on dissolved sulfides and cyanide are not evatable from the study area. Asbest~has not been monitored sufficiently in the study area to establish eP, Jler distribution or inpl,’t levels
(MBC 1988).

Organic Contaminants
,I

~t Contrary to popular belief, all organic materials are not contaminants. The input of natural,
terrestrial organic material via rivers predates man’s influence and is an essential part of the
normal nutrient cycle. However, man has controlled the input of organics to the sea by diverting
them to drainage channels or sewage waste streams. Basic measures of organic loading in
water~ and sediments include biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand
(COD), and organic carbon. These quantify organic matter in terms of oxidation demand
carbon content. In open water such as the study area, dissolved and particulate organic materbds
almost never depress available oxygen below levels safe for marine organisms on the continental
shell. Parbc~late organic mate~J may, however, be present to excess.
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Blologloal Pathogan~

Bacteria, viruses, and protozoans are introduced into marine waters at sewage ouffslla,
bathing beaches, and storm drains. To minimize pathogens, sewage effluents which
discharged nearshore are treated (i.e., disinfected) with chlorine. Once introduced into the rnarirm
environment, pathogens are found both free in the water column and on particulates. Biological
pathogens are discussed in more detail in Chapter 11.

AERIAL FALLOUT

Aerial fallout is ¯ diffuse end potentially large source of contaminants which also dedve
from other sources. However, it Is probably the least controllable source and possibly the mo~t
difficult to quantify. Relatively few studies have been conducted to assess the kinds and amo~Jnts
of contaminants which enter the ocean via this path. Trace metals, chlorinated hydrocarbons, ~rtd
PAHs (SCCWRP 1973, 1986a) have been identified in aerial fallout to the study ~re~.

Dudng the late 1960s zinc, lead, and manganese were the most abundant trace metals
In rainfall in southern California. Bight-wide, it was estimated that the mass emissions of lead,
mercury, and manganese in aerial fallout actually exceeded those from discrete sources.
However, given the smaller area and the presence of two major sewage discharges, this la not
likely to be true for Santa Monica Bay and the Palos Verdes Shelf. The mass emissions of �opper
and zinc in aerial fallout in the Bight were about the same as from discrete sources and thole of
iron end nickel were less (SCCWRP 1973). Levels of lead in aerial fallout were greater in the
vicinity of Los ¢.ngoles than on the offshore blends.

Bight.wide, dr~/-weather fat:out emissions of DDT and PCB In 1973-1974 were lower than
those from municipal wastewater, about 1,300 and 1,500 kg/yr, respectively (SCCWRP 197~,
Young end Heesen 1976). The highest fluxes of dry-weather aerial fallout of DDT in the Bight w~re
at Santa Monica and Point Fermin where averages were estimated at 0.665 and 0.575 pg/mt per
day, respectively. For comparison, Point Duma and Palos Verdes Point averaged 0.280 and 0.155
pg/m2 per day, re;pectively (Young et ~1. 1976b). Based on the area of the present study and
average fluxes at the four sites, the mass emission of DDT to Santa Monica Bay during that
period was about 113 kg/yr.

Dry-weather PCB fluxes in 1974 were 0.650, 0.500, 0.190, and 0.052 pg/mt per day at
Santa Monica, Point Fermin, Point Dume, and Palos Verdes Point, respectively (Young et I/.
1976b). The mass emission to Santa Monies Bay during this pedod is estimated at 94 kg/yr.

DDT was manufactured at the Montrose Chemical Plant in Torrance; until 1972, Montrole
disposed of DDT process wastes at the Palos Verdes Landfill on the Palos Verdes Peninsula. The
flux of DDT from the sir near the plant and landfill were 31 and 16 times higher, respectively, at
Santa Monica, whereas the flux of Aroclor 1254 was about twice as great at the Montrole plant
as at Santa Monica (Young et,z/. 1976b). The flux of both DDT and PCB to Santa Monies Bay
twice as high during Santa Aria wind conditions as during normal dr~ weather (Young and
Heesen 1976). In 1986 chlorinated hydrocarbons in the sea surface microlayer were higher n~u"
Los Angeles than further offshore (SCCWRP 1986d), possibly reflecting aerial fallout.

Brush f~es c~eate pulses of trace metals to the atmosphere by mobilizing metals
deposiled on foliage. In 1975 smoke from a large brushfire in the Angeles National Forest
carried e~ over Santa Monica Bay and the aerial fallout of most metals increased. The fluxes of
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manganese, Ir~, and chromium ~re 6 to 8 times higher than n~l; ~e ar~ d~ ~          --
the smoke �l~d had by ~r ~e highest levels ~ng and ~n 1976).

~lan~ depa~ing L~ Angeles Intematlo~l
The combustion of jet ~el and gasoline prohab~ c~tdb~e to
P~ ~nd other hydr~ons may be espec~lly high in bllo~ below ~ls air ~ I~h
¯ is has not b~n quant~ed. In add~ion, ai~lanes ~peden~ng d~cuffies Mve
dump ~el ~or ~e ~n ~f~o 8~ompUng ~ ~.                                            --
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CHAPTER 7

URBAN RUNOFF

Urban runoff I= probably the most Important of nonpofnt sources of contamination toSanta Monica Bay and has been the focus of much public, political, and scientific attention dudng
the past five year=. Surface runoff (consisting of stormwater and nuisance water) 1= transported
to the Bay v=a the water=bed’s drainage channels (i.e., natural creeks and open or enclosed storm
drains). Because surface runoff from urban areas generally b’ansport= more contaminants than
natural creaks, surface runoff is generally called urban ~.

In many paris of the country, the storm drain and sewer systems are combined into asingle system. However, in southern California the storm drain system i= separated from
sewage system because storms are Infrequent and heavy in flow. Because urban runoff i= not
treated it may now be the most significant source of �ontamination to Santa Monlca Bay. Sur~ce
runoff is discharged to the ocean via about 80 storm drains. Because there are so many drains
end because the flow varies with the time of year, it has been difficult to quantify the Idnds
amount= of total contamination.

Surface runoff probably constitutes an important source of trace metals, pesticides, and
coliform bacteria. As the quality of sewage effluent has Improved over the year=, the relative
�ontribution by ston-n drains has increased, even ff its absolute contribution has remained the
=4u’ne.

DRAINAGES TO THE BAY

Drainage Ame

The total natural drainage area of Santa Monica Bay comprises about 414 ml= (SMBRP
1992). in the north part of the Bay, the natural drainage follow,= the crest of the Santa Monk:=
Mountains from just west of the Los Angeles.Venture County Line to Hollywood; a small crest
separates the drainage west of Point Duma from that to the east (Figure 7-1). From the Santa
Monica Mountains it extends south to Ballona Creek and the Baldwin Hills and east to downtown
Los Angeles. South of Ballona Creek, the na:ural drainage is a nan’ow coastal strip from Play~
del Ray to Point Fermin on the Palos Verdes H;Jla.

Inland, urban runoff from most of the wasteshed of Santa Monlca Bay (i.e., the area with
sewer lines leading to Hyperion Treatment Plant and the Joint Water Pollution Control Plant)
into the Los Angeles River, San Gabriel River, and Dominguez Channel, all of which drain Into Los
Angetes and Long Beach Harbors (Figure 2-1). Hence, while most of the sewage from the
metropolitan area of Los Angeles County discharges into Santa Mortice Bay, most of the urban
runoff from the same area discharges into Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor in San Pedro Bay.

Dralnage Channel~

Numerous storm drains (pipes or open channels) empty onto or across the beaches of
the study area (Figure 7-1). There are at least 10 between the Los Angeles-Venture County Line
and P(~int Duma (’Terry et ~/. 1956) and 68 between Big Rock Beach (east of Malibu) and Point
Fen’nin; 37 of these are maintained by the Los Angeles County, Department of Public Work~
(LAC,DPW) and 31 by o~her organizations (LAC,DPW lges). AJong the Ma]ibu and Palos Verde=
coasts there are many small drains which collect runoff from ¯ single street, parking lot, or small
arroyo. Presently LAC,DPW is in the process of mapping drainage channels maintained by the
ci~ie= in the study area (Hildebrand 1993, per=. comm.).
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Of the major drainage channels In the area, Ballona Creek (including Centlnela Creek and
Sepulveda Channel) is channelized; Pico-Kenter and Santa Monica Canyon are partially enclosed
storm drains; while Malibu Creek and Topanga Canyon ere natural creeks. Ballona Creak dralrm
about 90 mi~ end Malibu Creek draIns about 103 mi~ (LAC,DPW unpubl, data).

The water quality of Marina del Re/b Influenced by point source end nonpolnt loume
discharges which enter either the Marina or adjacent contiguous waters (Soule et ~/. 1992).
Ballona Creek, Ballona Lagoon, end the Oxford Flood Control Basin collect runoff from urban
areas which enters the Marina as a result of tidal exchange or storm water runoff (Soule
1992). Oxford Street flood control channel is one of the smaller dralnage channels In the
watershed, however, It is important because It drains Into the Marina through ¯ tide gate.
Although Ballona Creek flood control channel carries a much iarger volume of water from a l~rger
area than Oxford Street basin, Ballona Creek seems to have less of ¯n impact on the
(Soule et el. 1992). Heavy wet weather flow will cam/much of the debris Into Santa Monks Bay,
but during dry weather low flow, debris will enter the Marina on risIng tides.

RUNOFF FLOW RATE8

Surface runoff has two major components: ralnfall and nuisance water (street runoff from
domestic activities, irrigation water, and �ommercial and industrial discharges). In the dry season,
from May to October, surface runoff consists primarily of nuisance water. In the wet months, fmfn
November to Apdl, most of the surface runoff is from rainfall.

Annual Irk)w

The average surface runoff flow to Santa Monica Bay from all storm drains and creeks
has been estimated at 143 to 153 mgd (NRC,COW’I" 1984; Gerber end Wads 1988). However.,
flow rates vary widely by season, by year, and during a storm due to the amount of rainfall.
Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek are the major channels in the drainage with gauging stations.
However, because the gauging stations are located upstream, they do not measure the entire
flow from e~ther creek (Figure 7-I). Hence, the absolute flows are actually larger than Indksted
below. Santa Monica Creek and Sepulveda Channel also have gauging statlons (Engineering
Science 1987) but flow rates are not measured on ¯ regular basis et these locations. The
Topanga Canyon gauging stalion was destroyed dudng a storm in 1992 and at present there
no plans to replace this station (Hildebrand 1993, pars.

In normal (l.e., dry) years the annual flow In Ballona Creek Is typlcally 2 to 10 times
greater than that In Malibu Creek whereas In wet years the two flows ere more �omparable
(Figure 7-2). For instance, in 19~4 (a dry year), the Ballona Creek mean annual flow was 19 mgd
whereas that of Malibu was 12 mgd (MBC 1988). Similarly, in the dry years of 1988 to 1991, the
mean annual flow from Ballona Creek was 24 mgd whereas that of Malibu Creek was 10 mgd
(LAC,DPW, unpub, data). In contrast, In 1983 (a very wet year) the flow in Ballona Creek was 81
mgd while that in Malibu Creek was 82 mgd. However, in some wet years the flow from Malil:xl
Creek is higher than that of Ballona Creek. For instance, in 1969 the Malibu Creek flow was about
1.5 times that of Ballona Creek. Similarly, in 1992 (January to September) the average daily flow
m Malibu Creek was almost twice that of Ballona Creek (LAC,DPW unpubl, data).

F/ow rares fo~ Topanga Creek were only evadable for 1989 (a dry year). Row= everaged
0.2 mgd in Topanga Creek wh~le flows averaged 6 mgd and 15 mgd in Malibu end Ballona,
re.pe.tN_.y (LAC,DPW unpubl, data).
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T
8eeeen~l Fl~w

In addition to annual variation in flow there is aeasonal variation between w~t-weether(storm) end dry-weather months. In water year 1971-1972, wet. end dry-weather flowa were
estimated on the basis of instantaneous volumetric flows which were extrapolated to seasonal and "/
annual flows for Ballona Creek, Pico-Kenter Storm Drain, and Malibu Creek (SCCWRP 1973). The
annual flow during that period in Ballona Creek was about 10 times that of the Pico-Kenter Storm
Drain or Malibu Creek, although only dry-weather flow was reported for Malibu Creek. In Ballotll
Creek wet-weather flow was 1.7 braes greater than dry-weather flow, but In Pico-Kenter Stolfn
Drain wet-weather flow was about 33% of dry-weather ~ow (SCCWRP 1973).

Based upon 1983 gauging station records, about 48% of the total flow In Ballona Creekend about 64% of It In Malibu Creek occurred dudng January and March. In 1984 about 39% of
the total runoff In Ballona Creek was in December (LAC,DPW, unpubl, data). In 1991, 22% of Ute
flow in Ballona Creek occurred in December end 65% occurred from January to March; however,
in Malibu Creek about 15% occurred in December and 81% In January through March. Based on

_. 1992 gauging station data for January through September, 86% of the total flow in Ballona Creek
and about 88% in Malibu Creek occurred dudng January through March.

o

Storm Flow~

, Surface runoff is highest dudng and following storms and hence is usually highest dudng ,,/the winter. About 70% of the surface runoff in southern California occurs dudng storms (NRC,
¯ , COWT 19#,4). Dudng a storm in 1986, the peak flow in i~llona Creek was 275 times the dry

weathe~ flow (Schatar and Gossat t988a).
~ --~

CONSTITUENTS OF URBAN RUNOFF

Surface runoff cardes large quantities of sediment, debds, and dissolved materials to the
ocean. Many of these constituents are characteristic of natural runoff end do not pose a problem
to the environment. However, some contaminants are potentially a threat to human health, impact
the marine ha biter, or affect the aesthetic qualities of the Bay. Three categories of pollutants found
in stormwater/urban runoff ere of concern in Santa Monica Bay because of their potential Impact
on the marine environment and human health. These include toxic compounds, biological
pathogens, and litter. Naturally occurring nutrients and sediment from construction ectivitle= may
also impact enclosed bodies of water such es wetlands or streams.

Existing monitoring programs conducted by LAC,DPW include regular dry weather and
storm sampling el Ballone Creek. Pico-Kenter Drain, Malibu Creek, Santa Monlca Canyon
Channel. Topanga Canyon. and Dume Creek (Hildebrand 1993, per=. comm.). Several one-time
studies have also examined levels of constituents in urban runoff from the area (LAC,OCAO 1981;
Schafer end Gosset 1988b; UCLA and WCC 199~.

Sedlmenl

Sediment naturally enters runoff during storms when rainwater flows over open area/.
During the periods when the Los Angeles River discharged Into Santa Monica Bay via Ballonl
Creek, storms probably transporled large quantities of sediment to the Bay from the enlarged
w’~tershed area. However. even in the absence of a connection with 3h,~ Los Angeles River, more
sed: .-,cnt would have I;een t,’~=l,~p~rled in Ballona Creek prior to the constnJction of flood control
channel, dunng the cad;". " of the 20~n century (Terry et aJ. 1956) because the land in the
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drainage was less developed. Suspended sediments have not been measured in ell surface runoff
entering Santa Monica Bay, but eedal photographs of runoff plumes suggest that emissions lira
substantial, especially in natural drainages along the Malibu coast (Mitchell 1987, pe~.

Mess emisslons of silt ere still highest in Ballona Creek. In water year 1971-1972, mails
emissions of silt from Ballone Creek, Malibu Creek, end Pico-Kenter Storm Drain were estimated
at 10,800, 1,000, end 700 MT, respectively. About 93% of the silt from Ballorm Creek and
71% from Pico-Kenter was discharged dudng storm flows (SCCWRP 1973). Sources ~ thb lit
include dust blown Into the watershed by winds and sediments from upstream �onstruction sites.

The soil in terrestrial ereas adjacent to the Oxford Street flood �ontrol channel is highly
contaminated with trace metals, pesticides end PCBs eccumuleted from esdier dumping Or from
Wodd War II industrial contamination (Soule eta/. 1992). During rainstorms, excavated soils erode
end become suspended can’ying pollutants into Medna del Rey harbor (Soule et aL 1992).

Naturally Occurring Dlseolved Con~tltueflll

Naturally occurring compounds end metals dominate the dissolved solids in ludace
runoff. These constituents ere abundant in surface runoff in both developed end undeveloped
areas and are not considered to be harmful. Naturally occurring dissolved solids in surface runoff
include calcium carbonate, bicarbonate, sulfate, chloride, calcium, sodium, magnesium, organic
carbon, potassium, nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, iron, flouride, beduin, end manganese, with t~aces
of other metals. These constituents form the background environment to which �ontaminants or
pollutants from human ectk, ities are added. Nevertheless some human ecth~ties in the w~tarlhed
may increase concentrations end emissions of some of theses �onsbtuentl.

Fro~ 1962 to 1982 the overall most abundant constituents from the f’Ne major drainage
channels in the watershed were calcium carbonate, chloride, calcium, beduin, end boron (Gerber
end Wade 1988). In 1983-1984 and 1989-1990 the major constitu~,nts of the surface runoff from
Malibu Creek, Santa Monica Canyon, Pico-Kenter Storm Drain, Ballona Creek, and Centinela
Creek were calcium carbonete, bicarbonate, sulfate, chloride, end calcium (Tables 7-1, 7-2)
(LAC,DPW unpubl, data). The most ,-bundant metallic ions were calcium, sodium, magnesium,
end potassium. Dominant metals include iron, boron, end bodum; abundant nonme(allic,
inorganic constituents were chlorides end nitrates.

Constituent levels differ somewhat between drainage channels. In 1971-1972 mils
emissions of most constituents were 5 to 10 times greater in Ballona Creek than in the PICo-
Kenter storm drain or Malibu Creek (SCCWRP 1973). In 1983-1984 total dissolved solids (TDS)
end the maior constituents (calcium carbonate, bicarbonate, end sulfate) in surface runoff
Ballona and Malibu Creeks were comparable (MBC 1988). In 1989 mass emissions of �onstkuent~
in surface runoff were generally higher in Ballona Creek than in Malibu Creek (Table 7-3) (M.
Stenstrom, Univ. Calif., Los Angeles, unpubl, data; LAC,DPW, unpubl, data). This was due in
to a flow in Ballona Creek that was more than twice that of Malibu Creek. Sulfate was dominant
in both creeks but chloride, calcium, and sodium followed in Ballona Creek whereas in Mellbu
Creek, the order of the last three constituents was reversed (i.e., sodium, calcium, end chloride).

Contaminants

Constituents of concern in urban runoff are generally the same es ere limited in NPDES
permits for point source discharges, Toxic compounds include organic chemicals and trace
metals can be directly toxic to marine organisms or can accumulate in the tissues of marine
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ent~ringTable 7-1.SanlaAverageMonicaconcenbationaBay during of 1183�onatltuantaand 1984,1n surface runoff In �realm and etotm drains

Average Concentrations*
Malibu Santa Monicl Plco-Kenter 8illohl Cetlttnlll
Creel( Canyon StormOrain Creek Creek Grand_ Variable (n ,, 15) (n - 15) (n ,, 15) (n ,, 18) (n - 16) Mean

High Concenlralion Consliluent$

Total Dissolved So~lcLs 907 764 625 664 514 695~ Calcium carl:)onate 469 448 338 327 213 359BicaYoonlla 238 231 211 223 142 209Sulfate 284 231 144 144 114Chloride 83 61 35 ~9 91 82~ Calcium 104 92 72 70 54 78S~ium 8g 35 66 81 80 74
¯ . COD 29 35 ~ 47 58 53Magnesium 51 53 37 37 19 39Total O~ganlc Clt’oon     10        13        16        12        18        14

LOW Concentration Consliluents
¯ - GOD                 2.53 3.2 12.6 7.89 9.31 7.11Potlssium 4.41 3.97 4.87 3.66 6.91 4.76~ Oil and GreaSe 4.54 2.16 2.65 3.12Nitrate 3T19 2.;2 2.56 1.U 1.52 2.35_ Ammonia 0.42 4.33 0.64 0.84 0.27 1.3Iron 1.05 2.03 1.56 0.31 0.82 1.16¯ Nitrite 0.24 0.02 5.05 0.0~ 0.02-- Phos~hlle 1.71 0.61 1.03 0.73 0.64 0.64Fluoride 0.35 0.66 0.64 0.69 0.57 0.62’-- Bar, urn 0.09 0.52 0.17 0.07 0.18 0.21Boron
-- Manganese 0~’C7 0.~4

0.11 0.12 0.2 0.14
0.12 003 0.02 0.1

~ Trace Conslituem$
Zinc               59.8 66.7 75.1 69.4 67.1 67.6_ Nickel 29.5 171.6 35.6 13.5 19.8 54Hexavalent chromium <50.0 <30.0 <30.0 <48.1 <S0.0 <49.6

~ Chromium 19.5 66.7 35.2 15.3 16.9 30.7Col)~er 13.3 42 35 26 22.2 27.7

"" Mercury <1.0 <1.0 <I.0 <1.0 <1.0 <1.0
.-o Chlorinale<:l Hw:lr0carbOnS

DDT 0.341 0.028 0.035 0.144-,,, Endosuilin 0.285 0.039 0.01 0.111Endrm 0.212 0.013 0.03 0.085DOE . 0.108 0.052 0.07 0.077’ Llndlne 0.0~9 0.088 0.04 0.032
-- DOD 0.099 0.012 0.015 0.042

Hel~tachlorlOoxide - - 0.019 0.031 0.015 0.022
D;eidnn - - 0.015 0.015 0.01 0.014~ Aidnn . .
HeOtlchJor 0.0~5

0.017 0.01 0.013

Bacteria (ceils/mr)
Tot31 coliform 72 56 781 998 304 481
Fecal sl r eDtococcua 49 174 571 180 174 230,.., Fecal coliform 4 7 98 72 35 49

Source; Modit~eO h’om LAC.DPw, unl:~. Oa~l.
¯ Average �oncenlral~o,n$ of consl~Iuents lrom the COmbined years ot 1983 (a wet year)
and 1984 (a dry year).
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constituents In surface runoff In creeks and etorm dr~ineTab~ Average ¢oncenbatlonaof

entering Santa Monies Bay during 1~88 and 18~0.

¯                                                Average Concentrations

Malil:)u Santa Monica Pico-Kenter Be,one Cent|nile b ,,,/¯ ’ Creek Canyon StormOrain Creek Creek GrindVariable (n. 19) (n. 24) (n - 24) (n. 24) (n. 24) Mean

Total Dissotvec~ SolicLI 1263 025 2834 726 637 1277Chloride 149 119 1283 111 172 367Sulphate 512 265 278 178 100 267Soc~lum 156 102 741 97 123 244Calcium 136 113 108 91 59 102Magnesium 77 64 114 40 25 64Potassium 10 7 44 7 12 16 " "
Low Concentration Conslltuents (reel/t)
Total Organic Carbon 3.75 3.89 9.53 7.89 9.52 6.92Oil ancI Gre~,e 1.65 1.93 4.15 2.50 3.32 2.71Nitrite 5.43 2.73 1.79 0.95 0.56 2.29BaD 0.92 1.21 3.07 2.09 2.95 2.05 .-~Pl~osOhalt 2.33 0.08 0.57 0.17 0.61 0.75Fluoride 0.67 0.55 1.18 0.46 0.39 0.65 .-Iron 0.13 0.g9 0.85 0.13 0.23 0.46Ammonia 0.07 0.15 1.01 0.12 0.19 0.31Boron 0.38 0.18 0.37 0.20 0.23 0.27Nitrite 0.14 0.18 0.34 0.21 0.19 0.21 ,"/

Trace (;::oncontriltion Constituents (uc~1)
Barium 37.1 S?’. 1 108.1 56.0 78.0 66.7Zi~I¢ 25.3 45.4 76.0 42.S 63.9 50.4LeacI . 31.6 25.6 75.6 19.0 18.3 34.0           "-Manganese 8.7 31.9 74.4 9.0 24.2 29.6 J’-"CoDGer 8.9 11.3 37.1 12.7 14.2 18.8Chromium 13.2 11.9 17.7 15.4 12.1 14.0Hexavalent chromium 10.5 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.8 10.3

Cac~mium 7.4 6.3 13.5 6.7 S.O 7.8Silv~ 5.8 S.0 9.0 S.0 S.0 5.9 ’* ’
Mercury 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5. 0.5 0.5
~hlorinate~ Hv~rocarl:)O,’lS (uc:~q) "

Enaosutfan NA NA NO ND NOEnOnn NA NA ND ND NDLinGerie NA NA ND NO ND ,..--
HeDt achloreD<xxide NA NA NO ND NDDiel0nn NA NA ND ND ND
A~rin NA NA NO ND ND
Het:)tachlor NA NA ND, ND ND
Bacteria (¢etls/mr)
Tota~ Coliform 39 406 4288 389 932 1211Feca~ st rear,coccuS 9 56 261 28 119 95
Fecal CO4iform 13 23 160 53 108 71

Source: Mo~ifiecl from LAC, DPW, unDu~l. OatI.
NA - Not analy.ze~l. ND - Not �letect~L
DDT. DDE, DDD - Data not available.
For bacter=a leve~s, wr~en pararnot~’ was ~’eco,’0e0 ~.~ >n fo¢¯ Dart=cular month, n w~
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Table 7-.1. Mass emleelone for Mallbu and Balk)no Creeks for 1M3-1914 ~d llii

Malibu Creek                Ballona Creek

T~4al T~a,83-84.Mean89 T~3a, T~a, T~a,                  83-84.Mean89 GrandMean

Flow (billion I/yr) 114 16 9 4~ 112 27 21 M ~0Flow (mgcl) 82 12 6 33 81 g0 15

Calcium Cart~o~ate 35672 ~ . 22355 31290 - 19333
22913

1"34~ 8678616714562118
3812 4117c~,x~ 79,~ 10;2 3507 4313 3910Calcium 8033 I~45 1145 6~30Sodium 6308

1~20~4

3708
15203,6934~4

N~trMe 247 117
PhosDh,, 164 2~Ammonia 25

01.~
7; ~

o         ,    ’;    ,,: o         ,o     o
LOw Eml$Sl0n CO~s’11tU0ft,$ ~

8.70 8.15 2.0? 1.05 &T° 8.23Bar*urn 0.6 0.21
Manganese 29.19 0.16 0.08 9.81 5.05 0.99 0.22 2.09 5.95Nltrtte 18.06 0.33 3.00 7.13 6.64 7.00 6.82 4.82Zinc 10.04 0.13 0.09 3.42 9.33 2.~._ 0.51 4.15 3.79Hexavalent chromium 5.69 0.82 0.13 2.21 5.62 0.21 2.28 2.251Nic~, 10.090.180.12 3.45 1.. 0.33Chromium 5.33 0.16 0.13 1.87 1.82 0.55 0.29 0.890.750.12 1.52~ 2., 0.180.05 0.,7 .~ 1:2,L.o 1.,, 0.,5 o.. o.. ,.. 1.o9o.sl o.,, o.~oS~k,~ 0.45 0.02 0.05 0.17 0161 0.07 0.10 0.26 0.22CaOm|um 0.23 0.02 0.04 0.10 0.15 0.05 0.11 0.10 0.10Mercuw 0.11 0.02 0.07 " 0.12 0.02 0.07 0.07

Source: MoOifit0 from LAC, DPW, unpubL ~

Note: Mass emissions fo~ 1989 w~s calculated by Id01n0 monthly mass emissions. When
was not Oetecte<:l (:luring a I:>articular month, half the minimum 0erection I~1 was used.

bef:)tachio~eooxide, Endosulfano ~ Enddn wire IllSelenium, ak:irin, linOane, ~e~cirin. HePtachlo(.
not 0erected at Ballona Creek and not irtaly-zed it Malibu in

BOD was not analyzed ~hroughout 1989 at Malibu.
Data not available fo~ DOE. DDD. and DOT in 1989.

¯ TOC - Total Organic Cart)on
¯" BOD - Biochemical Oxygen D~mand

r ;
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organisms and thus potentially cause adverse effects to the organisms or make them unit
human consumption.

Contaminant levels in urban runoff are generally low, however, the more general
categories of BOD and oil and grease as well as nutrients such as nitrates, ammonia, ~nd
phosphates are often abundant. For instance, in 1983-1984 mass emissions of contaminants
(estimated from average concentrations in major channels) of BOD, oil and grease, ammonia, and
phosphates were 1,514; 664; 277; and 201 MT/year, respectively (Table 7-4)(NRC,COWT 1984;
LAC,DPW, unpubl, data). These constituents come f~om both natural and anthropogenic

Trace metals are generally the next most abundant chemical contaminants. From 1962
to 1982 the major trace metal contaminants discharged to the Bay in urban runoff were zinc, kind,
nickel, total chromium, copper, arsenic, selenium and mercury, w~th overage mass emissk:ml
72.3, 17.9, 14.2, 12.4, 11.7, 2.9, 2.2, and 0.09 MT/year (Gerber and Wads 1988). In 1983-1984
mass emissions of the dominant trace metals (estimated from average concentrations In major
channels) contributed by urban runoff from major drainage channels in the watershed w~e 14.4,
11.5, and 10.6 MT/year for zinc, nickel, and hexavalent chromium, respectively (Tldde
4) (NRC,COW’I" 1984; LAC,DPW, unpubl, data). The dominant chlorinated hydrocarbons w~e total
DDT, endosulfan, and endrin with estimated mass emissions of 31, 24, and 18 kg/yeer. A
estimate of mass emissions based on the same flow but using constituent �oncentrations
obtained from the Pico-Kenter Storm Drain during dry weather conditions produced somewhat
different values (Table 7.4). Total dissolved solids, chloride, sodium, COD, calcium, BaD,
potassium, boron, zinc, lead, and cadmium had higher values while sulfates, magnesium, oil
grease, nitrates, phosphates, manganese, nickel, chromium, copper, and silver w~re
(NRC,COWT 1984).

As with other constituents, contaminant levels differ between drainage channels. In 1971-
1972 mass emissions of most contaminants were 5 to 10 times greater In Ballona Creek than In
the Pico-Kenter or Malibu discharges (SCCWRP 1973). In 1983-1984 Ballone Creek was higher
In ammonia, oil and grease, and BaD while Malibu Creek was higher in phosphates, nitrate=,
sulfates (Table 7-3)(LAC,DPW unpubl, data). In 1989 constituents that were more than 10 time=
higher in Ballona Creek than in Malibu were TOC, nitrates (M. Stenstrom, Univ. C~lif.,
Angeles, unpubl, data; LAC,DPW, unpubl, data). Levels of phosphates end lead were higher in
Malibu Creek. Pesticides were only measured in Ballona Creek and these were dominated by
total DDT and lindane (MBC 1988).

In 1980 dry-weather flow from Pico-Kenter Storm Drain was scanned for the presence of
about 600 compounds; 250 were subjected to Ames testing for possible mutagenic propeRJe=.
Although some components were mutagenic, no specific mutagen was identified. Passible
mutagens found in the discharge were petroleum products; phthalate esters f~om thinnerl,
lacquers, and varnishes; and automobile coolant (ethylene glycol esters and propylene glycol)
(LAC,OCAO 1981; NRC,COW3" 1984). Mutagenic organic substances have also been found in
other stormwater samples of the Los Angeles area (Gerber and Wadl 1988).

Biological Pathogens

Urban runoff also contributes bacteria and viruses to the marine environment. Pathogenic
(disease-causing) forms may pose potential health risks to swimmers and waders. Indicato~ of
potenhal human contamination include total cola/arm, fecal coliform, fecal streptococcus, and
enterococcus bacteria. The concentrations of these bacteria is measured to indicate poss~le
presence of pathogens of concern to humans (Greenberg eta]. 1985). Pathogenic agents which
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Table 7.4. Comparlion of mau emluiona for Plco-Kenter Storm Drain and major drainage
ohinnale In Santa Monk:a Bay in the early 1980’e.

Major MajolPiCo-Kenter. Drainage’" Pico-Kenter DrainageVartable Es~lmate Channels Eslimate Channels

Flow (billion I/lell/~" ¯ ¯ 215

Hiah lmmission Conslituenls t1~r/v~                 Trace ConsllIlenll

Tolil Dissolved Solidi 180,000 147,969 Sil~w 200 416Calcium Clrl:)onlte
Chl~ide 50.00~

76,507 Mercury 20 213
Bicart)~mlla 17,413 ~ - 31
Sultala 25.00~

44,513 Endoeull - 2439,017 Endrm - 18SOOlum 30,000 15,784 DOE - 16
Calcium 19,000 16.676 Doe 9Magnerdum 4,000 8.364 Heptichlotm 5BeD 4,500 1 ,el4 AidrinTotal Organic Catl:<m 3
Potassium 2,30~

2.910 HeOtichkx - 31,01SOil anO Gre,tse 380 664 Bacleria ~olllion cetlsty~Nitrates 370
Amrnon~ 360Iron - 9.81x10
Nltrlles 2~ ~3~

Fecal SlreOf0c0(:�l~l    . 4.8.qx10
FecalPh0SDIlilM

Fiouri0i
13~

13~Detergents

Low EmisSio~ Consttluenfs (Ml#wl

Barium
¯ 20.7

20 14.4Phenols 13
Nickel ~ 11.;Hexavalenl Chromium 10.1Cl~ro~i.m
~ 2
Lea~ 4 2.6Arsenic 3Cyanide - 2.1
Cadmium 2 0.~Selenium 2

Source: NRC.COWT 1984; LAC.DPW, unDul)l. Oat&
’BaseO on mean Concentrations at the Pico-Kenter Storm D~ain ¢luring Octobe~ 1980
ancl me eshmaleO total surface runoff flow to Santa Monica Ray (NRC,COWT 1984).

"Baseo on average mean concentrahons for MaliDu Creek, Santa MonJca Canyon, Plco-
Kemer Storm Dra~n, Ballona Creek,
1984 (a city year). (MBC 1988).

¯"" F:s~ma;e~ average annual f;ow of surface runoff to Santa Maraca Bay (NRC.COWT 1984)
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survive In seawater Include viruses (hepatitis A and polio myletis), bacteria (S/aphyfococcul,
SaJmonelta, and Vibrio), end a fungus (Candida aJbicar~) (l~ffn 1975, Morris and Kim 1975, Dufour
and Cabell11983).

Enteric bacteria era Introduced via runoff In ell drairmge channels In the w~temhed.
Enteric bacteria from Santa Monlca Mountain streams (including Malibu Creek) and urt)an
drains (including Ballone Creek) could pose a health risk to swimmers and wadera in thole arose.

In 1980 total coliform �ounts in dnj-weather f~ow w~ra highest In Centinela Creek while
fecal coliform counts were highest in Pico-Kenter Storm Drain; lowest �ounts of both wire In
Ballona Creek (LAC,DPW unpubl, data). In 1983-1984 average concentrations of total �oliform
was highest in Ballona Creek; fecal coliform and fecal streptococcus m highest In Pico.Kent~.
Storm DraIn.

In 1989 average concentrations of total coliform were more than 10 times higher In
Ballona Creek than in Malibu Creek (Table 7-2) (LAC,DPW, unpubl, data). Average �oncentmtk:m~
of total coliform, fecal streptococcus, end fecal coliform were highest in Pico-Kenter Storm DraIn;
the second highest concentrations were found In CentJnela

Dry.weather coliform counts from the surf zone near storm drains duflng 1985-1987
greatest near the Pico-Kenter end PuIgas Canyon Storm Drains. Elevated counts occurred
throughout the surf zone of the Bay after storms but particularly near slonn drains. The highest
counts were off the Pico-Kenter Storm Drain and Ballona Creek (both aides); however, high
counts were also found between Pulgas Canyon and HTP and off Torrance south of King Had:mr
(MBC 1988). Storms or extreme high tides carry fecal material washed off the Jetties, such as dog,
bird, and human feces, into the Marina (Soule eta/. 199Z).

Utter

Utter enters the Bay with surface runoff, via ocean currents, end as a result deliberate or
accidental disposal into the ocean or onto beaches (Pruter 1987). Most is aesthetically unpleasing
and some litter may represent a physical hazard; however, some may provide food and habffaI
for marine life. Plastics and metals degrade slowly and may persist Inde~nlely.

Creeks receive a large amount of debris such as yard clippIngs, Christmas trees, fast food
plastic containers, waste motor oil, and aluminum cans. Trash end debris significantly affect the
aesthetic quali~ of the seashore and may cause the death of fish, birds, and marine mammals
that become entangled In or attempt to consume Items of I~er.

INFLUENCE OF STORMS ON CONTAMINANT LEVELS

The major constituents in dry- and wet-weather flow~ differ considerably. In generld,
suspended and settleable solids are greater during storms while dissolved solids (mostly salts)
are greater in dry weather. Calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, hexavalent chromium,
calcium carbonate, bicarbonate, nitrate, chloride, fluoride, and endosulfan have greater dry-
weather mass emissions, The mass emissions of most metals, ammonia, phosphates, TOC, BOD.
COD. oil and grease, heptachlor epoxide, and lindane are greater in wet weather. Thus, most of
the annual input of metals and organics to the ocean occurs in storm flows whereas most salts
enter in dry-weather flows (LAC,DPW unpubl, data). Salts can generally dissolve in ¯ small
amount of water whereas a sizeable flow is required to suspend and carry silt and organicl.
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Highest concentrations generally occur in channels with the greatest flows also making
them the greatest sources of mass emissions (Schafer and Gossett 1988). Highest contaminant
concentrations oocurred near the peak ftows end not at the first increase in flow (Schafer and
Goss.tt 1988b).

High mass emissions generally occurred in months when fow~ w~re highest (Figure 7-3).
In 1991 mass emissions of lead and o~’1 end grease were highest in March when the flow w~
highest in both Ballona end Malibu Creek. In 1992 flow~ in Malibu Creek and Ballona Creek were
highest in February end decreased in March. In general, mass emissions of lead and oil ~
grease varied in respect to flow, w~th highest emissions In February end decreasing at the same
rate es flow in March end April. Mess emissions of lead were extremely high in January 1989 in
both Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek when flow was relatively low. This may be the result Of
heavy rains that occurred In December 1988, prior to sampling. These high values in lead
also be due to a spike or 8legal discharge, or an an’or In sample analysis, howevM,
concentrations were high in ell drainage channels during that time. During dry periods man
emissions showed little to no va#-Uon Irom month to month.

Runoff Dyrmmlce I)udng ¯

The first storm of the season (or ~ny storm which follows ¯ dry period of several w~eks
or more) that significantly increases stream flow generally creates an |mmedlate pulse in the
concentrations of contaminants which accumulated in streets, gutters, end channels dudng dw
weather, low-flow conditions (Engineering-Science 1987, MaC 1988). The highest contaminant
concentrations occur near the peak flows, not et the first increase in flow (Schafer end
19~b). During e storm in 1986, pe,=k flows in Ballona Creek occurred 24 hr after the rain/ell
began but concentrations of most �onst~Jents were highest 13 hr after the beginning of the storm
(w~en flow was 40% of the peak flow). Maximum concentrations of the constituents at 13 hr w~re
greater than the minimum levels (which generally occurred 24-42 hr after the storm began) by
the following multipliers: DDT, 1,360; lead, 261; total suspended solids, 192; total pesticides, 162;
chromium, 110; cadmium, 29; zinc, 26: nickel, 19; end oil end grease, 17 (Schafer and
19~8b).

Comparison with other Wstarehed~

Compared to other drainage channels in Venture and Los Angeles Counties, Ballorm
Creek storrnwater had the highest levels of oil and grease, DDT, end trace metals in runoff
samples from the first storm after the dry season in 1986 (Schafer and Gossett 1988b). Both the
Los Angeles River end Ballone Creek had the highest mass emissions of the contamtrmnt=
examined; this was the result of both having the highest flow and highest mean contaminant
concentrations. Ballona Creek had both higher concentrations and higher mass emissions of DDT
than the Los Angeles River (Table 7-5) and other locations sampled within the Southern California
bight (Schafer and Gossett 1988b). Concentrations of oil and grease end trace metals, except
copper end chromium, were higher in Ballona Creek than in the Los Angeles River but the higher
flow at the Los Angeles River resulted in higher mass emissions there (Schafer and Gossstt

SOURCES OF CONTAMINANT~

Potential sources of contaminants in runoff include household and industrial wastes,
accidental spills, sewer overflow,~, septic tank leaks, illegal and illicit connections, excess runoff
and chemicals from landscape irrigation, rubbish, used crankcase oil, grease, food by-products,
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LTeble 7-S. Flow end meu emlulone of severel runoff ©onstltuente in Ballone Creek (Santa

Monice Bay Watershed) end the Lee Angeles River (Los Angeles Harbor Watershed) during the
September 23-25, 1986 storm.

S,,t,on                      S,,,~o~
LA. Rn~              Ball0r~ LA. RIv~Cortstltulnt Creek Willow Total Creek Willow

To(a! Vc4ume 4.5 11 4.5 11 2(Lx 10~)

~ MIS3 Emissions (M’r~
To(el Solids 2030 1410 3440 6900 10000 16900Sus. Sol,Is - - 3400 7100 10500TEes 35.3 53.5 80.8 120 380Oil & Grease 19.7 15.5 3.~.2 ~’7 110 177Zinc 1.88 1.11 2.99 6.4 7.9 14.3Le~:l 0.706 0.405 1.114 2.4 2.0 S.3

2.0 3.2Nickel 0.106 0.073 0.179 0.3~ 0.52 0.88Chromium 0.003 0.07 0.073 0.31 0.5 0.81Ca0mium 0.0~0 0.00~ 0.099 0.030 0.064 0.094

~ Mass Emil~|
324 887 1211 1100 6300 7400Total PAHS 32.3 56.3 88.6 110 400 510Total PC84 0.03~.5 0.451 0.804 1.2 3.2 4.4Total DOTs 0.131 0.831 1.7 0.93 2.63UnOane 0,0~.~ 0.02S 0.05 0.086 0.18 0.266 ../

HCBS 0.004 0.006 0,01 0.015 0.044 0.059
Source: S~hafer an~ Gossett 1988
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wash water, debds discarded on the street, animal droppings, and settled air pollutants. Street
runoff carries the metal, rubber, and oil residues from highways, while garden runoff cardes
pesticides (Soule el a/. 1992).

Enteric bacteria In Malibu Creek may also come from the TWRF, which has discharged
into the creek since the late 1970s. As of 1987, about 90% of the treated effluent is recycled and
sold during the summer but in the winter, most is discharged into Malibu Creek. The effluent
received advanced secondary from the late 1970s to 1984 and has received tertiary treatmerlt
since then. The effluent has been below NPDES limits for coliform about 99% of the time.
However, since the effluent is dechlorinated (after disinfecUon with chlorine) before being
discharged to the creek, it is possible that regrowth may occur (Colbaugh 1988, pars. comm.).
Coliform bacteria in Malibu Lagoon end Malibu Creek may be from this source bld may also be
from soil, lower animal wastes, septic tanks in the drainage, or from waterfowl (Sowby 1988, pea.
comm.).

Most of the residential area along the coast west of Palisades is unsewerad and sewage
is disposed of in septic tanks, Tanks that are in disrepair may leak and may contaminate the
ocean. High coliform counts have been noted in the area after storms. Many residents in the
do not believe that a new sewer system is necessary because septic tank problems have beerl
less common in recent years. The coliform contamination in this area may also be from pets,
wildlife, and birds (Stewart 1987).

CONTRIBUTION OF CONTAMINANTS BY LAND USE

Pollutant Ioadings are affected by vadous factors such as rainfall pattern, land use, and
area of the drainage basin. There are 28 separate drainage basins within the Santa Monlca Say
watershed (Figure 7-4). Each drainage area is unique due to topography and land use: the largest
drainage areas are Ballona and Me.libu Creek. Major types of land use include residential (single-
family and multi-family), commercial, public, light industrial, other urban, and open areas (Flgure
7-5). Open space is the primary land use in the Santa Mortice Bay watershed with 57% of the total
watershed area; it is followed by single-family and multi-family residential at ~6% and 7%,
respectively. Commercial and light industrial uses constitute the remaining 10% of the tot~
watershed area (UCLA and WCC 1992).

The t~pe of land use strongly influences the pollutant load: the more Impervious area, the
greater the runoff (UCLA and WCC 1992). The dominant form of land use, open space, has no
impervious surface area whereas commercial land use has the highest (92%) impervious surface
area. Thus, more runoff per unit area will result from commercial areas than from open areas. In
single-family residential areas, an average of 35% of the surface is impervious. Since more land
in the Santa Monica Bay watershed is devoted to residential use than commercial, resident~J
accounts for a greater percentage of runoff pollutants (SMBRP 1992).

Among measured at’tributes, levels of TS$ and COD were the highest in runoff from land-
use areas in the Santa Monica Bay drainage basin, w~th TSS the dominant constituent (Table 7-6)
(UCLA and WCC 1992). Oil and grease were the dominant constifuent in runoff from muiti-famgy
resident~l, commercial, public, light industrial, and other urban areas; BOD In single-family
residential areas and TKN in open areas. Single-family residential areas contribute the highest
percentage of BOD, COD, total phosphorus, soluble phosl~horus, TKN, nitrite and nitrate, copper,
lead, and z=nc. Open areas contributo the highest percentage of total suspended solids and multi-
~am~ly resiaient~l areas contribute the highest percentage of oil and grease.
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Tlbl~ 7-1. Eatimal~l of Innu=l pollutant Ioadinge for Sln~ Mon~l ~y d~lnlgl ~i~ by

R~Oential FIm.                  Dght ~
S~ng~e Mulli ~mMc~I ~bl~ I~u~r~l U~an ~ Unk. T~II

~trlc T~S D~r Yea~P~ll~an~
T~           10.673 3.~ 1~ ~ 712 1,424 11.7~ 59 ~,013
~ 5.152 1.8~ 7~ 410 ~ ~1 ~1 37 11,~7

Oil & Gr~ 110 317 1~ 1~ ~ 149 0 6
~ 1~ ~ 17 9 8 16 ~ 1 311
NO2,N~ ~ 14 10 S 5 ? ~ 0
T~al ~e 31 9 4 2 2 4 12 0
T~ ~ 13 6 6 S 3 ~ 1 I 0
T~II ~ 13 6 2 1 1 3 3 0
~u~le ~e 9 2 2 1 1 1 3 0
T¢~ ~ 3 1 1 0 0 ~ 1 0
Percentaoe of Annual P~l~ant
~ ~.6 10.1 5.1 ~7 ~4 4.7 ~.2 0.2 1~.0
~ ~8 15.9 ~5 ~ ~0 7.5 19.4 ~3 1~.0
B~ ~.7 17.5 9.6 5.2 4.5 ~2 ~9 0.3 1~0

~ ~.9 11.1 5.5 Z9 Z5 5.2 21.6 0.2 1~0
NO2,N~ 47.0 10.0 7.0 ~8 ~3 4.7 24.0 ~2 1~.0

T~ ~ ~.7 1~6 1~6 7.3 ~3 5.9 24.3 0.2 1~.0
Total L~d ~6 21.5 ~5 ~5 3.0 10.1 11.4 0.4 1~.0
~luDle Ph~hate ~.0 10.2 ~3 4.5 ~9 4.8 1~3 0.2 1~.0
Total ~ ~7 17.6 ?.5 4.0 ~5 ~3 16.1 ~3 I~.0

S~rce: UC~ a~ W~ 1~
TSS - Total Su~ ~
COD * Chemical ~gen ~ "
GOD - B;~emical ~ygen ~
~N - Total KJel0ahl Nitr~
NO2 * NO3 - Nitrite a~ N~rMe
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Single.family residential areas contributed approximately 50% of the annual Io~d of
oxygen demand, and nutrient pollutants (Table 7-6). All other land use types �ontributed mostly
to oil and grease; the largest contributors ar~ from multi-family and �ommercial ~re~s. The
greatest percentage of copper, lead, and zinc is al~o from single family residential areas. TS$
predominantly comes from open ames.

REGULATION OF CONTAMINANTS IN URBAN RUNOFF

Because there is no means of treating surface runoff it present, source oontrol is the ~
way to reduce the levels of contamination in ~

NPDES Perml~

In June 1990, the California Regional Water Quality Control Beard, Los Angeles Reglorl
issued a NPDES permit for stormwater and urban runoff to the County of Los Angeles as principll
permittee, and the cities in the Santa Monica Bay Watershed as �o-permittees (Appendix F). The
permit requires Los Angeles County and the 85 ¢~Jes in the County to control pollutio~l frofll
urban runoff. To address the distinct problems associated with the control of ston’nwater/urb~JI
runoff pollution, a new approach has been in~ated in the S~nta Monica Bay watershed.

General Stormwater Dla©h~rga Pem~ll

General stormwater discharge permits for industrial facilities and construction sites m
issued by the State Water Resources Control Board in the summer of 1992. These
stormwater/urban runoff permits provide ¯ new regulatory framework which is �on$1dared

¯ practical and adaptable to the Los Angeles County drainage system’s distinct structure. Programs
developed under current storrnwater permits emphasize pollution control through ~
management practices (BMPs) as opposed to conventional technology-driven water quality
standards.

Best Managem~rd Practical

Studies conducted by the SMBRP haw shown that land use practices ¯m among
most identifiable causes of stormwaterlurban runoff pollution. It is w~daly recognized that the
elimination of d~fuse "nonpoint" sources ultimately depends on successfully changing the long-
standing habits and practices of people at work and in their commun~es. Therefore, among
potentially effective BMP’s, priority should be g~ven to implementation of new land-use practk~es
and to nonstructural control measures, in particular, public education and involvement progrsrns.

Ozone Treatment

One potential technique for the treatment of urban runoff is to construct catch basins It
the mouths of drainage channels and to treat runoff by ozone disinfection pdor to discharging into
the Bay. Ozone is used by the drinking water industry as an alternative to chlorine, and a paler
study demonstrating ozone disinfection was conducted for the SMBRP on the Kenter Canyon
Storm Drain System in Santa Monica. Results showed that ozone was an effective dry-weather
storm drain disinfectant (Greene 1992~.
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IMPACTS - TERRESTRIAL, INTERTIDAL, AND
WETLANDS HABITATS

TERRESTRIAL HABITAT~
1

~e nat~e h~b~tl ~ ~e ~n~ M~ ~y ~temh~ Mve b~n gr~t~ m~ ~
2¯ e ~al of humans into the Cr~. Na~e ~ed~ns us~ the n~tuml res~rcel lu~

end ~nimals for she~er ~nd f~; ~ey even pm~i~ l~e fire ¢on~ v~e~tl~
Hoover, ~e Impa~ ~s small compCr~ to t~t ~ ~e 5~t Europ~nl. Follo~ng ~lff~’l
l~teh~, some plant �ommun~ies ~re more tm~ed ~¢n o~em. ~e ~mt to ~ m~
~re the relat~ely fiat nat~e grasslands ~nd the d~n ~r~s ~long s~ml end ~em. CM~
~an ~h ~ffie g~ing, �l~dng f~ ~eldl, end ~mming of s~ml. ~ter,
commerc~l development, �~nnel~ti~ ~ ~em end l~ml, In~u~n of

p~nt commun~ies f~ ag~cu~uml ~nd u~n use (F~ure 7.5). The impl~l ~ develop~

~e gro~h ~ Cg~u~ure lnd trade r~uR~ ~ the ~r~u~l~ of n~n~e
Europe &nd other ~s ~ the ~e~s f~ use as c~ops, other f~d, ~ f~ ~nspo~. M~ny
~u~ons ~re ~cciden~l (e.g. mrs), b~ ~me were n~ag~ultuml b~ �on~m~
human cNil~tion (e.g. ~ts). R ~11 never be kno~ how many nat~e Ipecies
e~incti~ by intr~uc~ apexes ~king ~er habits ~ by ~e dest~i~ of smlll
Mb~ts. It ~ kno~ ~t m~t of ~e nat~e perenn~l bunch grosses ~re gone, llong
~her ~nnuals, insets, birds and ~m~ls. At p~ent ~ere b concern lb~
~t~e habits lnd steps Ire ~ing ~ken to r~uce ~e pressure ~om ~¢reaslng popu~,

In so.hem ~l~om~, ~e pin.ice ~ fire suppressl~ to prevent dest~
Ms msuR~ b thick ~apa~l s~nds ~h have not ~m~ f~ many y~m n.r popu~tM
ar~s. These s~nds are e~remely susceptible to ~tuml ~ man-induced fires, espec~l~ dung
~n~ ~a ~nd cond~ions. Bemuse of be accumulati~ of ~el, fires In ~ese s~nds ~n bum
~remely ~st and hot. U~n spm~ has ~n~nued to ~t~de Into ~ese habi~ts, ~king ~n~
~ fires neces~, b~ more d~cuR. The ~i~orn~ Depa~ent of Pa~s and Recr~ti~’l
now considers fire to be a natural element of the environment, and has b~un prescrib~ bum~g
~ some un~ of ~e S~te Pa~ System ~ells 19~). ~er ~ndholdem, su~
Conse~an~, are ~king simi~ steps.

S~nce they usual~ ~cur ~ ~e d~, hot season, large and s~ere fires ~n l~d to
spr~d fl~ding, accompani~ by high sediment l~ds in runoff ~om h~ ~nter rains.
combined ~h o~her man-made disturbances of ~e ~, such as r~d building and h~l~g
~st~;on, fl~;ng ~n resu~ m destm~n of pr~ ~ l~s M ~
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Romedlatimt

The Conservation/Open Space Element of Los Angeles County’s Gor~eral Plan (rmdsad
in 1979) includes the need "to protect...watershed, streams, and riparian vega, ration to minimize
water pollution, soil erosion, and sedimentation, maintain natural habitats, and to aid in ground
water recharge.= There are 65 significant ecological Items in this element th¯! ¯re identified in ¯

Programrep°rt entitled1976.’Land(F¯berCapability/SuitabilitYet a/. 1989).
Study, Los Angeles County General Plan Revtlloft

INTERTIDAL HABITA’P8

Reduction of S~nd ~<~umee

Prior to the construction of flood control structures, heavy rains carded abundant
sediment to the coast (Woodell and Holler 1991), However, development in the Los Angeles ~
has included measures to decrease the risk of flooding, ¯long with water rete.tton and diversion
for agricultural and domestic use. Rood-control projects have reduced the mate and volume of
flood runoff and its sediment load. As ¯ result, some beaches downcoast of major streams
storm drains eroded; the sand which is lost offshore during high-wave events Is not replenished
naturally. Erosion now threatens coastal structures and beaches with less sand are less ¯ttmcOve
for recreational

Historically, the major sources of beach sand for Santa Monica Bay were bluff erosion
end creeks and rivers which emptied into It: Calleguas, Malibu, Top¯rigs al~d Ballona Creeks,
and, occasiona!ly, the Los Angeles River. Sand is lost to the system offshore and by Iongsho~
transport into Redondo Submarine Canyon. Estimates of transport rates vary, but in the 1960l
¯ net transport of 246,000 yd~/yr (188,000 m=/yr) to the south was considered reasonable.
Completion of the King Harbor North Breakwater has disrupted the loss to R=dondo Submarine
Canyon somewhat, although sediment still enters the Canyon from the south (Woodell and Hollar
1991), The development of housing and recreation facilities atop dunes has further reduced the
amount of available sand (Ca¯all eta/. 1991).

Construction end beach renoudshment projects have resulted in ¯ coastal zone which
is faidy stable, but which shows IHle resemblance to the beaches pdor to man’s intervention. The
reduction of sand l~)ss down Redondo Submarine Canyon, the construction of Marina del Ray
and King Harbor, and the many piers and groins, have combined w~th beach nourishment to yield
14 miles of beaches which ere now several hundred feet wider than they were previously
(Woodell and Holler 1991).

Groin, Jetty, and Pier Cor~tructlon

One of the fundamental problems tn the coastal zone is sand management: sand often
erodes from desirable locations (for recreation and storm protection) and a, cumulates where
is not w’~n~ed (in harbor entrances, passes and inlets). The groins and jetli,=~ which are built to
protect harbor entrances or to control erosion also affect longshore sedin~Pnt transport. Sand
accumulates on the upcurrent side of a structure perpendicular to the shot=line and erodes on
the downcurrent side (Anikouchine and Steinberg 1973).
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Structural methods of shoreline protection In the past, Include the construction of more
than ,50 groins and jetties on Santa Monica Bay beaches. Many were spec~::ally intended to help
land accumulate (Woodell and Holler 1991).

Beech Nour~hmenl

The pdmsry nonstructural method of beach protection Is beach nourishment, which often
has onh/short-term lUCCeSS unless other measures ere taken concurrently. Beach nourishment
is only feasible (i.e., cost effectNe) where there is an nearby sand source. Most beach nourishment
projects are initiated in response to navigational requirements to dredge and remove sand front

Efforts to rebuild eroding beaches was begun in 1938 when nearly 1.8 million yds of
material from nearby dunes was placed onto the beaches (Shaw 1980). Since then more than 30
mUlion yd= of mator~al have been placed in the littoral zone (Woodell eta/. 1990).

AJmost 17 million yd= of material has been placed on Dockweiler State Beach since 1938
from the construction of the original Hyperion Treatment Plant. Since 1960 Dockwellor hal adso
r~ceived more than 10 million yd= of mater~al from constrlJction and by-pass operations at Marina
del Roy.

Dockweiler Beach is presently being nourished with sand from nearby dunes. In 1992,
lead and other metals levels in sediments from Marina del Rey were found to be tou high fog’
beach nourishment. Materials dredged from the Marina ware dumped offshore, to be distrib~ed
by longshore cu’Te~;ts (Chang 1.."~2, pets. comm.). More that, 1.3 million yd~ of land from
offshore sources have been deposited on Venice Beach and almost 2.6 million yd= on Redondo
and Torrance Beaches (Woodell and Holler 1991).

Especially large storms may even cause erosion of sand dunes. By replacing sand to
eroded dune, both beach and dune are nourished and maintained. Dune maintenance
s~abil~ze a beach even where sand is .lost to longshore transport (Weather 1991).

Urban Rutmlt

Urban runoff is a major source of contaminants which impacts Intertidal marine
organisms. Contaminants in seafood organisms can be transferred to man and result in adveme
health effects. Filter-feeding intertidal organisms have a particularly high potential for
bioaccumulating pesticides such as DDT, complex chlorinated hydrocarbons such as PCBI,
organometallic compounds such as methylmercury. In addition, most intertidal organisms
invedebrates and are less able than vertebrates to transform organic and metal contaminants to
less toxic forms. Bacteria are discharged onto beaches from storm drains during pedods of high
flow, necessitating beach closures for short periods of time to protect human health.

Municipal Wastewater Discharges. Intertidal habitats are not exposed directly to
contaminants discharged offshore, but they are exposed indirectly with every tidal cycle. Roe.table
materials fi’cm municipal effluent may reach the intertidal zone during onshore winds. Of particular
concern are o~y materials which dse to the surface, bearing lipid soluble contaminants (Word
aJ. 1984). These accumulate at the sea surface along wtth contamination from spills, boat bilge
pumping, storm drain runoff, and natural oil seeps.
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The potential Impacts of flcatable m~er~Is intertidal biota have not been examined
from a community standpolrd, although on
(SCCWRP 1986d). some sir-water interface contaminant data are available

The suscepUbd~y of interbdal �ommunrhes can be ~nferred from tissue toxicantconcentrations in the California mussel; trace metals, DDT, end PCB levels were higher along the
Palos Verdes Peninsula end near Medna del Roy than elsewhere in the study area.

Rocky intertidal communities in the Bay have not been well studied. Although interUdal
elgal distributions ere adequately described. Data ere evailable from pdor to (Couch 1915,
Goodman 1935), during (Dawson 1959, lg65; Widdow~on 1971), and otter (’them and
Widdowson 1978; Hams 1980, 1983) the period of peak contaminant discharge into the Bay.
Reductions in algal cover and dNers~’y on the Polos Verdea Peninsula were ettdbuted to effluent
from the JWPCP out/ells (Tetra Tech 1984). Algal communities impacted by sewage effluent
resemble early successional stages end ere dominated by opportunistic species wfth high
reproductNe potential (Murray end IJttler 1978). W~ldowson (1971), however, indicated that
exposure to treated wastewater was less damaging than either human use (trampling)
exposure to air pollution. Although the exact cause is uncertain, ¯ decrease in intertidal elgee on
the Palos Verdes Peninsula may have been ro~ed to direct treated wastewater exposure (Uttlar
and Murray 1975) because the community has recovered with declining JWPCP mess emissk:nl.

Thermal Discharges. The rocky inted~clal biota on the breakwater et King Harbor b
exposed to the thermal discharge from Redondo Generating Station. Studies indicate that the
main determinant of community structure is t~dal height, (EQA/MBC 1973; Straughen 1977e,�)
although some data suggest a slight compression of the ve~cal zonation with organisms being
found at lower than normal tidal heights (Sblugh~n 1977a).

Marine Vessel Spills. The effects of m] sp~ls from madne vessel traffic in the Bay haw
not been well studied. However, because spills are likely to encounter the beach, they may affect
the eggs and newly hatched larvae of Cahforrfia grunion. Benzo(a)pyrene, (a PAH found in o~
spills, industrial discharges, and aerial fallout), caused decreased hatching success end larval
deformities in Cal~iom~a grunion eggs collected from Redondo Beach. Such impacts would be
detrimental to the survival of the fish if they occurred (Winkler eta/. 1983). Benzo(a)pyrene does
not cause tumors in marine fishes, but it does cause stress end makes them less resistant to
paras~es (Puffer 1988, pers. comm.). A spill of d~esel and naphthalene offshore of El Segundo
in 1991 did not affect intertidal organisms at M~libu, where Jt came ashore (MBC 19918), and
grun~:)n were later observed to spawn normally on the Malibu �oest.

LJller. Beach I~ter is both an aesthetic and an ecological problem. Birds may entangle
themselves or ingest harmful substances and objects, and I~er may smother organisms on
beaches and in tidepoo~s. Sharp objects are also dangerous to humans engaged in recreational
activities. About 2,200 MT of litter were collected from beaches between San Pedro end the Los
Angeles.Ventura County line excluding Santa Monica Beach from 1 July 1987 to 30 June 1988
by the Los Angeles County Department of Beaches and Harbors. About 690 MT were collected
from Cabrilio Beach to Manhattan Beach; 681 MT ~rom El Segundo to Venice; and 826 MT from
Will Rogers State Beach to the Ventura-Los Angeles County border (Schumaker 1988, per=.
comm.). From 1987 to 1992, an annual average of 3,400 MT of litter was collected from beaches
in Santa Monica Bay excluding Santa Monica Beach (Isbitsky 1992, per=. comm.). Ten to 12 MT
of I~1er are picked up from Santa Monica Beach each year (Rogers 1992, pers. comm.).

Contaminated Sediments Used In Beach Nourishment. Dockweiler Beach received
m:re th_~n 06 million ycl~ of material dredged from Marina del Ray during ~s construction. Heavy
metals and other contaminants are know~ to be high in Marina del Rey sediments (Stallard et ai.
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1986; Chang 1~2, ~m. ~m.) and after USACE t~ Iho~ ~at h~W meal ~lu~
t~ high In Ma~ del Rey =~imen~ f~ ~ch nou~hment, ~e ~te~ls ~re dis~
n~mh~.

~her ActN~le~. ~e ~lue of ~ches ~ ~t~ and re~U~ ~s
dest~ction and degradabon of inte~idal and dune ~ystems. B~ch ~s~ ~lk ~ v~
and inte~idal organisms and I~ve I~er ~ich must be rem~. D~ kelp b ~m~
aesthetic r~sons, thus, lnte~pting the natural degradation ~ kelp and ~ mln~u~ ~0
mahne en~ronment as a f~ for filter f~em. B~ch hoppem (or Mnd fl~s) depend
~1~ dampness of the no~al b~ch; they bu~ow into ~e Mnd under piles of
the day and come o~ at night to s~venge f~. B~ch ~op~s and kelp flies also help
de~ying kelp and d~d animals. Human foraging for ~ib;e Inte~idal organisms such IS
limpets, mussels, clams, and =~ urchins may climate ~enlle =~g~, I~ng no
to grow to aduRh~ and rep~

Dunes am a ~gile ~osystem ~ich b ~s~ dis~ by veh~le and ~
Rep~t~ disturbance kills the Io~gro~ng plants by e~ing the fine r~ ~stem to
and sun. When vege~tion Is removed, ~e ~nd Is exposed and b~omes susceptible to
~her inland by strong ~nds. In add~ion to ~e dir~ loss of habit, the dunes ~n no
supp~ ~nd to erring b~ches or protm ~land ar~s. Human in~sl~ =1=o ~t~
shorebird foraging and nesting. Ina~e~ent and deliberate d~tu~ance of nesting and
chicks and crashing or removal of eggs and nestlings has ~d = ~j~ ~= on ~1~
tern and Western =no~ plover populati~s (Page and Ste~ 1~1).

Re~t~

Belch Profile Su~

B~ch profile su~eys have been condu~ sp~di~lly by L~ ~geles ~n~
Studies D~ision to study spec~c problem ar~s; ~ey have not been used to stu~ I~t~,
regional trends. However, a program ~ now unde~y to compare thr~ r~ent
several histo~l su~eys, in light ~ the many erosion ~ents and beach nou~shmen~
~ich have been ~nduct~ ~ell =nd Hol~r 1~1).

C=llfomla State Mussel Watch P~mm

~e Cal~om~ State Mussel Watch Pr~mm Ms monRor~ con=mi~n~ ~ ~te~l
Invedebrates n~r San= Moni~ ~y beaches on an interment ~s~, a m~e
appr~ch and thorough ~mpling pr~mm b n~ to ~ck pa~eml and
�on~mi~

California Leaat Tern Hsb~t Re=tom~n

Cal~om~ I~st terns nest ~ ~ndy beach., hoover, they must be p~
human distu~ance and intr~uced predatom, The prote~ed s~e at Venice Beach Ms b~n
succes~l, but add~ional space is needed to enhance continued population gro~. ~ Idd~
beach nesting s~e n~ ~he ~lJona Weti~ds ~plex ~s suggested to help ~e popula~
expand by a~act~g ~-~ ~t~.
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In 1991, with funds from the SMBRP and USEPA, I 3.5 acre site wfth extant rmt~e
vegetation was prepared on DockweiJer State Beach. A temporary enclosure fence w~s erected
and plans were made for a permanent fence for the 1993 breeding season. Decoys and audk)
recordings of least tam calls were used to attract birds to the site. Although no terns nested
the site tn 1992, there were several landings. The first year was �onsidered to be a trial and
now call to eventually expand the site to 5 acres (Baird 1992, pers. comm.). A California Isast tent
nesting island at the west end of the Ballona Wetlands is also planned as part of the mitigation
associated with the development of Piaya Vista by Maguire-Thomas Pmtnem.

Western snowy pk)v~r

The Western snowy plover Is a threatened species (CDFG 1992) and restoratiorl projects
have been started. Snowy plovers have many of the same nesting habitat requirements u
terns, and restorabon projects may target both species (Yoder 1993, peru. comm.).

Black Abalone Recovery Program

The black abalone population has decreased dramatically In Santa Mo~lica Bay, probably
as a result of extensive poaching, although the increase in sea urchin (which feed on the same
resource, algae) population and "withering disease" may also have �ontributed. A rec(wery

¯ program could include planting young black abalone on rocky

El Segundo Dunee Reeenm

~ Dunes are a rapidly disappearing habitat which support a unique community of plants
;: and animals. The remnant El Segundo Dunes are home to 11 threatened species, Including
¯ El Segundo blue. a Federal- and State-listed endangered butterfly. Restoration of the El Sogundo

Dunes and creation of a Dunes Habitat Preserve would halt the spread of Invasive species and
avoid further extinction of native speckm.

The dunes at the west end of Los Angeles Intemational Airport (LAX) (most of which am
ovmed by the airp~.,t) are the subject of a proposed El Segundo Dunes restoration program (WRA
1990). At present the vegetation is dominated by iceplant and acacia and the major goal is to
reintroduce native vegetation. The area is inaccessible to the public (which should help) but
irrigation system would have to be installed and the non-native plants removed (WRA 1990).

Chevron USA maintains a 1.6-acre El Segundo blue butlenly preserve at the northw~t
comer of the El Segundo refinery (This site is not contiguous with the proposed El Segundo
Dunes mitigation project west of LAX). The El Segundo blue recovery program invoh/es ensuring
that the butterfly’s host plant, coastal wild buckwheat, is present and protecting the habitat from
human intJ’uslon.

The El Segundo Dunes fall under the jurisdiction of several entities: LAX ovms 277
43 acres of which are relatively undisturbed; the Los Angeles Department of Water and Powm’
o~s 55 acres of right-of-way property; Chevron USA owns 1.6 acres, which have been set elide
as a burterlly preserve; and the C~7 of Manhattan Beach owns 4 acres.
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WETLANDS HABITA’m

Impasto

Wetlands in Santa Monica Bay am threatened by the proximity of the large human
population and Its impact on the physical, chemical and biological characteristic= of the w~tl~nds.
Specific factor~ are stream alteration, dredging and filling, modi~ed w~ter flow p~tlema, droughl,
urban runoff, sewage disposal, boating end shipping, encroaching housing and �ommer~iM
development, Introduce~ species, and the increased use of n~tural Imbitat~ fo~

Wetlands have been used as water~,,,ys and have been modifed by dredging and ~lling
for harbors and marinas. In several areas, the w~tlands h~d been diked and used for du~k
hunting, oil production, end reclaimed water discharge by sewage processing laclliliee.
recently, lhe n~rgln$ have been devaloped for residential and �ommerci~l purpo~.

Developmenl and I’lablta!

Most of the wetlands of Santa Monkm Bay have already been highly modified by draining,
dredging, filling, diking, and channelization to provide sites for port and harbor lacilitlel, housing
and commercial development, and farming. They have also been degraded by urban runoff,
introduction of non-native species, ind human disturbance, resulting In losses In biologlcll
diversity, productivity, and wetlands function. The loss of wetlands hlbitat b not unique to S~ntl
Monica B~y.

Between the late 1bOOs and mid-196~;s much of the wetlands of Los Angeles and Orange
Counties was "reclaimed," with resulting losses in biological diversity, productivity, snd function.
Seventy-five percent of the coastal estuaries and wetlands In southern California have been
destroyed or severely altered since 1900. Two-thirds of the 28 sizeable estuaries once found
southern California have been dredged or Bled (CCZCC 1975).

Freshwater wetlands have also suffered: streams have been channelized and dammed
end water appropriated to supply distant cities. Cun’ent water policy considers unused water to
be a waste, thus from as far away as the San Joaquin-Sacramento River delta and the Ioww’
Colorado River water is transported to southern California for domestic and agricultural usel.
Wetlands associated with those systems have been impacted by changes in water level
seasonal flow, as well as by damming, channel~zation, expanded agriculture, and livestock
grazing. For example, about 3,000 acres (1,200 ha) of ribadan vegetation are being lost along the
lower Colorado River each year (Manci 1989). Water diversions have seriously impacted the
commercial and sport freshwater fisheries in central California because of water draw-dow~s attd
salinization of a large part of the formedy freshwater delta (Rozengurt and Haydock 1991),

Bsilona Wetland= Complex. In 1868 the Ballona Wetlands Complex covered as much
as 2,100 acres (Clark 1979). By 1894, the area had been reduced to approximately 1,535 acre=,
from the present-day community of Venice on the north, southwest through La Ballona, inland
to Machado and south to present-day Culver Boulevard (Figure 8-1). The area consisted of I
broad marsh behind a long sand spit, w~th a narrow, ephemeral opening to the sea. The opening
probabty closed to the ocean dunng spring and summer, leaving a brackish lagoon until high
w~nter inflow washed out the spit and exposed the marsh to tidal waters (Swift and Frantz 1981).

By about 1930 the major lagoons of the Ballona Wetlands had been drained and
converted for agricultural use, oil and gas development, and to control and abate mosquito= and
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black gnats (Soule and Ogud 1977). From the 1930s to the 1950= roads and levees were bul~
to access oil drilling pads and in the eady 1960s, further reduction of the habitat resulted front
dredging of Marina del Ray (Soule eta/. 1992). Four.to 5-ft of dredge spoils were placed on
northern section of wetlands that had been previously used for agriculture (Fdeaen ot a/. 1981).

By 1938 Ballone Creek, which was the pdoctpal freshwator Ioume for the Blllonl
Wetlands Complex, was completely channalized as a flood control measure (Clark 1979).
Channelization reduced the inflow of fresh water end nutdenta to the marsh ecosystem and
allowed the natural inlet to be blocked by sediments within two years. It also altered the natural
salinity end depth regimes of the wetlands, leading to more-saline water and a deeper and more
defined channel (Swift and Frantz 1981).

Introduced plants have become established in the Complex, altedng the
balance and use of the marsh by native biota. Introduced species account for 40% (130
of all plant species In the saltmarsh area (Gustafson 1981) and much of the terrain is vegetated
by introduced species such as gum (eucalyptus) trees and iceplant which are detrimental to the
habitat as a whole and out-compete native species. Because of the continued disturbance, weedy
species cover approximately 15% of the saltmar~h. A restoration project in progress at Ballonl
Lagoon, Includes planting native salt marsh vegetation end removal of introduced special (Webs
1993, pare. �omm).

Mallbu Lagoon. The full extent of the historical Malibu Lagoon.marah system is unknown
(Kraft 1978), but what remains probably represents only ¯ small portion of the odginal mamh
(CDPR 1978). In 1978, the natural re=ources ¢ons;,~ted of 5 acre= of open v.~ter, 10 aem= of
coastal saltmarsh, 4 acres of ripar~n h~b;tat and mudflats (unknown). Most habitat reduction of
the Malibu wetlands has resulted from the re~amation of habitat upcoast of Malibu Creek for
mosquito control and houses (Kraft 1978).

The natural channel of Malibu Creek enters the ocean downcoast of Malibu Point. The
sand bar which develops across the mouth is purposely breached by the Los Angeles County
Department of Beaches for flood control purpos~.s (CDPR 1979).

Urban Runoff

Sign~nt quantitlos of floating trash and other urban debds are carded into S~nta
Monica Bay by way of Ballona Creak (Metz 1978) and much of it accumulates in the Ballonl
Wetlands Complex (Schreiber 1981). Debris and trash can temporarily limit light availability in the
water column and cover sal*a’narsh habitat; styrofoam and plastic bags may be Ingested by
and bkdl.

During dry weather the low volume "nuisance" water bdngs grass clippings, motor 01,
household pesticides, end drainage from roadway drips and accidental spills down-channel.
When this flow reaches the tidal pr~m, debris and �ontaminants are deposited inside of the
Marina jetty.

During wet weather, runoff carries bacteria into the wetlands and Madna del Ray and
water~ are considered unsafe for body contact during and for a few days following ¯ storm (Soula
eta/, 1992). The sand bar al the entrance to the Marina may reduce circulation and flushing
w~thin, prolonging the period of contamination. Increased flow in Ballona Creek tends to carry the
d~L, ris and contaminants as well as occasional sewage ovenlows f~om the HTP Norlh Outfall
Facil~ into Santa Monica Bay proper (Soule and (Dguri 1986, 1987}. As a result, sediments at the
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mouth of the Ballona Creek are morn contaminated than those elsewhere in the vicinity of Marina
del Rey (Soule end Oguri 1987). Stagnation end high nutdent input from urban runoff pedodkmlly
cause elgal blooms in Ballona Lagcon (Soule and Ogud 1977).

Organic enrichment due to wastewater overflows may eccount for low benthic
species diversity et the mouth of Ballona Creek, where the fauna is dominated by high rlumbem
of nematode worms and the polychaeta Capitella capitata (Soule and Ogud 1987). These
organisms are highly opportunistic and characteristic of unstable, stressed environment, wh~het,
natural or anthropogenic. However, this area is elso subject to excessive scour during Itom~,
deposition dudng dry weather, and fluctuating salinity and temperature. The abund~m~ of
nematodes and Capitefla capitata may also result from these natural perturbations. The benthk:
communi~/in Ballona Lagoon is also aflecmd by high organics, poor circulation, lind Itm~n ran-
off from the Venice canaJl.

The Oxford Flood Control Basin Madna del Rey Ire Impacted by trace metak;,
and PCBs, apparently from sediments eroded dudng storms. Adjacent tenestdM stall
contaminated from eadier dumping and Wodd War II industrial ectivities. Recent
excavation may have exposed soils to erosion, as suggested by the increase in pro’�enrage of
fine sediments in the Marina following heavy rainfall (Soule et el. 1992)

Many of the substances such es PCBs, pesticides, and heavy metals in urban nmalf ~u~
r toxic to madne organisms. Small amounts of several trace metals have been detected in

Marina, but these have bean determined by the National Oceanographic and Almolphed¢
Administration (NOAA.) to have low environmental effects. Concentrations of other ilmlals (e.g.,
nickel and TBT) have been high in the past but are less concentrated now;, concentrations of klmd
end zinc increase following heavy rainfall and decline during dry weather, indicating termsffiM
sources. Copper concentrations have increased even during dry pedods, suggesting Its increased
use as an antifoufant since the ban on TBT. Pesticides such as chlordane continue to be detected
at high environmental effects levels (NOAA 1991b). The highest concentrations of chlordane have
been at the mouth of the entrance channel, indicating that It has come from Ballona Lagoon1
(where there are many wooden structures which may have been treated for termite �ontrol).
Levels were also high in the Oxford Flood Control Basin. Levels of DDT appear to be dec~’~asing
but still exceed the low environmental effects level at some locations in the Madna. Its metabolite
DDE has increased in fish taken at the Fisherman’s V’dlsge fish docks in the Marina’s Main
Channel (Soule et el. 1992)

Toxic materials may occur both in sediments and in the water �olumn. Studies to
determine levels of trace metals and organics in the madne environment are conducted by
California State Mussel Watch (CSMW) primarily using California and bay (blue) musse~so Marina
del Rey is the onty CSMW site in northern Santa Monica Bay, but in 1981-1982, levels of PCBI
in resident bay mussels from Marina del Rey were relath~ely high (1,000 ppb), indicating local PCB
sources. Mussel transplant studies conducted in 1980 and in 1985-1986 also revealed high PCB
levels (1,800 ppb in 1980 and 2,500 in 1985) in Marina del Rey (CSWRCB 1982, 1988). Marin~
del Rey mussels also had one of the highest lead concentrations measured in California (49
ppm), and had elevated zinc (340 ppm in 1980 and 833 ppm in 1986) and copper (13 ppm in
1980 and 112 ppm in 1986) concentrations as well. The lead concentration in Marina del Rey
mussels was over 50 times those typically measured at uncontaminated �oastal sites.
Contaminants originating or accumulating k~ the Marina may flush into the Ballona Wetlands
under normal c, ond~tions ~x from the w~t~ands into the Marina dudng wet pedod$.
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Transplanted and resident mussel tissues also had elevated �oncentrations of chlordane
end dieldrin; total chlordane was the highest (780 ppb in transplants and 480 ppb in resident
mussels) detected in the CSMW surveys. These data suggest a local source of the pesticide,
because total chlordane in mussels from Palos Verdes was generally less then 50 ppb and from
reference areas less than 10 ppb. The concentration of dielddn was 91 ppb in 1980 transplant
studies at Madna del Ray, although lower concentrations ware measured in resident mueaels free1
Marina del Ray (19 ppb) and the Palos V~’des Peninsula (6.5 to 11 ppb).

Marine Veaeal A~vlly

Marina del Ray. The development of Marina del Ray drastically altered the odglrll
lagoon habitat. The shoreline was changed ~n natural muddy intertidal habitat to vert~al
concrete walls, although I small beach remains at the end of Basin D (Stephens eta/. 1991). The
Marina is, therefore, a wetlands only w~th respec~ to the shallow subtidal habitat which supports
wetlands fish (and eelgrass in Basin D, pr~or to 1992). The amount of shallow bottom habitat was
decreased by dredging (to 20 ft in the Main Channel and about 16 ft in the basins) and water
circulation between the harbor and the ocean was increased. This alteration of habitat has 11o
doubt decreased the abundance of lagoon specks such as the arrow goby lind California Idlliflsh,
although this change has not been documented. It has probably also reduced the amouat
nursery habitat for Califorma halibut. Juveniles of this species generally develop in warmwatlt
lagoons and hence the development of the Marin~ may have resulted in fewer adult halibut In the
Bay.

The abundances offish larvae and benthic-feeding fishes have dccli,~ed in Marina des Ray
since 1984. This may be the result of post-El N~o cooling but may also be related to TBT
concentrations in the Marina. TBT Is used as ¯ biocide in antifouling paint and Is more toxic
larvae than to adults ($oule and Oguri 1967). Since the use of TBT on small boats was banned
in 1988, levels of TBT in the Marina have decraased three fold (Soule et ai. 1992). Habitat
disturbance may be responsible for the disappearance of the aelgrass beds from Basin D in 1991
(Soule et ai. 1992)

Ballona Wetlands and Lagoon. The fish Sauna of the remaining natural Ballona wetlands
Is less speciose and less aiverse than coastal embayments such as Anaheim Bay (Lane and Hill
1975) end Newport Bay (Horn and Allen 1981), probably because only the shallow tidal channel
habitat Is present. In addition, flood gates and the shallow Ballona Creek Rood Control Channel
separate the marsh from deeper water, interrupting the continuum f~om shallow marsh to the Bay.
The limited number of flatfish collected in the Bal~na wetlands suggest that It plays a limited
nursery ground role compared to other southern California wetlands (Zedler 1982). The absence
of goby eggs indicated that the Ballona wetlands are not even an important nursery for resident
estuarine species, although Ballona Lagoon may be important nursery habitat for California kllliflsh
and topsmelt (Ford and Collier 1976).

TBT is present at some sites in Marina de~ Ray and Ballona Creek at levels (i.e., above
0.05 ppb) which are potentially toxic to mollusk larvae (Alzieu 1986). The reduction in tousle/
populations and crustaceans in Marina del Rey may be the result of TBT. Chronic exposure to
and hi,accumulation of even low levels of TBT may have lethal or sublethal effects (Soule and
Oguri 1987).

The degree to which TBT may impact shorebirds which forage on mollusks, crustaceans,
polychaetes, or fish is unknown. However, reduction in the qual~y or quantity of these food
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resources could indirectly impact populationl of wsterblrds and shorablrds in the vldnity of
Madn~ del Rey.

In 1988, unhatched eggs of California least terns from the Venice Beach nesting site hid
high levels of selenium, cadmium, and lead (Collins 1992); relatively high levels of lead hive silo
been found in least tern feathers (Boardman and Collins 1992). Potentially dangerous levels of
organochlodnes, including DDT end Its metabolites have also been found in least tern eggs
feathers (Boardman 1988). These levels ere sufficiently high to cause �oncern for terns and other
threatened species. California least terns feed on northern anchovy end topsmelt and they n~y
be Impacted by the accumulation of chlorinated pesticides and PCBs in the same w~y Is the
brown pelican.

Other Hunch Actlvltl~

Regulation of discharge of sewage by boats in the Marina has harped to i~ducl the levell
of bactarL~ which ere of concern to public health, There ere o~casional peaks of bactel~i countl
during dry weather, but overall, violations of Los Angeles County Department of Health
standards were reduc~:l in 1992 el compared to previous years (Soule efo/, 199~,

Horse traffic, off-rcad vehicles, end human foot traffic have been noted in the B~llonl
wetlands, and these can cause lasting impacts by impeding or accelerating drainage and by
altering elevations, thus affecting species abundance and composition (Zedler 1982). Noise from
off-road vehicles or humans and domestic pets (Kraft 1978, Schreiber 1981) may affect
breeding species such as the California least tern end Belding’s savanrmh sparrow.

Insects in the Ballona Wetlands may also be affected by horse, human, and off.ro~d
which compacts the soil, crushes insects, end destroys vegetation. The spread of introduced
Icepiant crowds out native plants required by some insects, while pesticides may eradicate native
insects (Nagano eta/. 1981).

Remadlatlon

At present, the California Resources Agency (California Depadrnent of Fish and Game.
Department of Foresty, etc.) is preparing a State Wetlands Conservation Plan (SWCP) through
¯ cooperative, multi-organizational planning process. A draft outline was completed in 1992. The
SWCP w~ll identify and inventory wetlands and develop a state strategy for their protection
restoration. A regional wetlands agreement would take into consideration the special conditions
of Santa Monica Bay wetlands resources.

The Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project funded a project to map and inventory
wetlands of the Santa Monica Bay watershed, and the report was produced in 1992 (Josselyn
aJ. 1992). The wetlands were evaluated and several sites were recommended for restoratk~,
acquisition, creation, and/or best management practices (BMPs). Next priorities for these activities
w~ll be determined and an overall approach for protecting and enhancing wetlands resources of
Santa Monica Bay v~ll be adopted.

In 1990, the Port of Los Angeles (POLA) developed a Local Wetlands Mitigation Program,
Ident~ing 13 potential wetlands mitigation sites in the Los Angeles area (WRA 1990). Nine of the
siles are in the coas’,al zone ot San~ Monica Bay and one is in the w’.~tershed (Figure 8-2). One
addil;~na] cc~astal s~te and one other watershed s~te were identified in the dra~ SMBRP Wetlands
Inventory and Restoration Potential (Josselyn et ~1. 1992).
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Jurisdiction end Concerned ~

GovemmenL Many agencies maintain �ontrol over the wetlands in Santa Mortice Bay,
among them the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), U.S. Environmental Prcdectlon Agency
(USEPA), California Environmental Protection Agency (CalEPA), California Resources Agency,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Soil Conservation
Service, California State Department of Fish and Game, California Coastal Commission, Californll
State Water Resources Control Board, Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Boa~d,
of Los Angeles, Los Angeles Department of Parks and Recreation, and Topanga-lal Virgertea
Resources Conservation District (TLVRCD).

The ecologic problems of wetlands involve numerous Issues (habitat protection, point and
nonpoint sources of pollution, land-use planning end resource management) which are too
complex for any single agency to handle. Congress has enacted several programl to deal wllh
wetlands, but the responsibilk’y has often been relegated to the state level. In the /~¢e of
budgetary shortfalls, the emphasis has bcen on eliminating duplication of effort and ~e EPA
become a facilitator rather than a manager o¢ administrator of water pollution policies (Imperial
et a~. 1991). Under the National Estuary Program (NEP) the EPA identifies estuaries thilt Ire
threatened by pollution, development, ot ov~qJSe, and facilitates the preparation
comprehensive conservation and management plans (CCMP). The plans are implemented bylhe
states using federal Coastal Zone Management (CZM) funding and are administered by Ifm
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Adminlsl~tk:m (NOAA).

Prlvlte. The 16 acres of Ballona lagoon is owned by several pdvate individuals but is
under the jurisdiction of the City of Los Angeles. Del Ray lagoon (1 acre) is owned by the Cly
of Los Angeles and Summa Corporation; Venice C~nals (12 acres) are owned by the City of
Angeles: Ballona Wetlands (232 acres) are owned largely by Maguire Thomas Partnera; and El
Segundo Dunes Wetlands habitat (less than 1 acre) is owned by the Los Angeles International
Airport. Malibu Lagoon (36.1 acres) and lower Topanga Canyon (less than 1 acre) are owned by
the California Department of Parks and Recreation.

Responsible agencies include the Soil Conservation Service, Topanga-la$ Virgenee
Resources Conservation Distdct (TLVRCD), California Coastal Conservancy, and the California
Coastal Commission. Oxford Flood Control Basin (10.5 acres) Is controlled by Los Angeles
County, Department of Public Works and the Zuma Beach Wetlands is controlled by the LO~
Angeles County Department of Beaches and Harbors. Trancas lagoon (2 acres) is partly pd’vlte~y
owned and restoration plans include expanding the lagoon to the north of Pacific Coast Highway.
The eight-acre Madrona Marsh has been designated as a significant ecological area by the
County of Los Angeles and is owned by the City of Torrance. The proposed Upper Medea Creek
restoration area (about 43 acres of ripadan habitat along 2.2 mi of Medea Creek) is a tributary of
Malibu Creek; much of the property along the creek is privately owned.

On-Going or Propoeed ProJect~

Magulre Thomas Pertnera.Playa Vista Bailona Wetlanda ProJecL In 1982 the California
Department of Fish and Game conducted a Los Angeles County Local Coastal Plan status
de~e;mination of the Ballona wetlands pursuant to Section 30411 of the California Coastal
1976. Purposes of the determination were to 1) de~r,e historical wetlands and their present statul;
2) ~dentify restoration w~hin the area; 3) and assess the teasibi~ of restoring and enhancing
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wetlands. Their study ere¯ included the maW mamh ~rea and former agricultural parcels nearby.
Their resuRs indicated:

¯ ...that of the 510 ecres within the study area, 478 ec~s w~e h;storically wltlmlds                        "/
end 32 were historically uplands .... of the 478 acres of historic wetlands, 181
acres are presently viably functioning wetlands. Of these 151 acres, 65 acres Ire
essentially non-degraded and 86 are degraded. Additionally, 327 acres of histork:
wetlands have been so severely degraded that they no longer function viably Im
wetlands. Of these 327 acres, 51 acres m feasibly restorable and 276 acres may
not be feasibly restored...(CDFG 1982;)."

In 1984, Fdends of Ballona Wetlands success/ugy chaltenged certification of ¯ land-tree
plan by the California Coastal Commission (CCC) to allow the building of ¯ roadway ¯cross the
Ballona Wetlands end building of a residential development and golf course within the WeUanda.
A settlement agreement was reached with the Commission ¯nd Maguire Thomas-Plays Vista
(subsequent owners of the property) which downscaied the commercial development and
eliminated development in contiguous wetlands, increased w~Uands acreage through restoration,
and restored mid-tidal flow.

Restoration of Ballona Wetlands was proposed in the Ballona Wetlands Habitat
Management Plan (NAS 1986), prepared for the City of Los Angeles as part of the Local CoastaJ                  .,~
Program for the Ballona Wetlands. The plan included w~Jands restoration ¯nd en interpretive and
controlled access program. Under the plan, the Audubon Society would receive ownership of the
property horn Howard Hughes Properties and would rnana:~e restoration effort¯ with fund~
provided by them. This plan was later dropped and the property was sold to M&guire Thomas
Partners (MTP), who acquired additional developable acreage through payment of $85 million and
70 acres in a land swap w~th the State of California; 60 acres were set aside for the wetlands (L.A.
Tk’nes, 14 Sap 1991).

MTP developed a new plan, (agreed to by the Friends of Ballon¯ Wetlands), to develop
p~rt of the prope,’ty as Play¯ V~sta, ~ residentJal-marirm complex. The plan includes restoration --/of the saltwater marsh south of Ballona Creek, through restoration of tidal ~ow (the mid.tide
developed by the National Audubon Society), dune restoration, creation of a freshwater marsh
and riparian corridor upstream, and fish habitat enhancement in the proposed matin¯. A second
enhancement plan - to reestablish full tidal action 1o ell areas of the salt marsh, was proposed
which would require the participation of other parties interested in receiving mitigation credit/for
tidal wetlands. In 1990 MTP applied for ¯ permit for the f~rs! phase of the project (creation of the
freshwater wetlands) and the permit was granted in 1991. However, It has not yet been signed
by MTP-FW, although the draft EIR was recently

Ballona Lagoon. The California State Coastal Conservancy (CSCC) and the Ballonl
Lagoon Marine Preserve have been instrumental in assembling an enhancement plan for BIIIorm
Lagoon which emphasizes improved water quafi~’y by e~hancing circulation. Planting of rmtiv~
vegetation, fencing, and I~er ciear~-up, along w~th reduced algal growth due to increased tidal
exchange, would improve the aesthetics of the area (WRA 1990, Josselyn eta/. 1992).

/

The C/h/ of Los Angeles, local landowners and the CSCC have approved ¯ plan to
develop Bailona Lagoon as the Ballona Lagoo~ Marine Preserve. The plan includes dredging,

rgrading’. . bank replanting, sediment and o~ and grease traps, and provisions for public accesl.urc.;;~,; would enhance the habitat for marine fish which are prey for the endangered California

.I
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least tern. At present, adoption and implementation of the plan depends on assignment of the
CEQA documents to either the City or the CSCC.

Some small enhancement projects ere underway at Ballona Lagoon. Removal of debris
and bank Improvement has taken place at the southeast end of the Lagoon, and several property
ovmer= have removed exotic plant species and replaced them with native vegetation (Holderffm~
1992, pars. comm.). The Summa Corporation (which owns about a third of the Lagoon)
agreed to create a deep pool by dredging at the north end, although the project is pending
because the private owner¯ have not agreed to the plan for the other two-thirds of the Lagoon.

Other Project=. The Port of Los Angeles has investigated the potential for restolatJon of
Del Ray Lagoon. Increased tidal flow would Improve water quality, although local resident= my
object to the regular exposure of tidal flats. Improved tidal flow would increase the potent~l ~
flooding in the surrounding urban area. Pet waste control measures and banning the feeding of
domesticated ducks would have to be enforced.

In 1990 the Oxford Rood Control Basin Task Force determined that enhancement
possibilities for the Oxford Flood Basin ware limited because of poor water quality, o’mflict with
flood control uses of the basin, and limited wildlife

Rehabilitation of the Venice Canals il currently being undertaken by the City of Lol
Angeles and work I= due to be �ompleted in 1993 (Josselyn eta/. 1992).

The Malibu wetlands are within Los Angeles County Significant Ecological Area No. S. The
California Department of Parks and Recreation (CDPR) and other= are developing ¯
comprehensive plan for the Malibu Creek watershed which would include recommendations for
the restoration of Malibu Lagoon (Michel 1992, 1993, pars. comm.). Enhancement of Malibu¯
Lagoon as ¯ brackish water marsh would probably include regulation of freshwater flow by
retention or release from the Tapia Water Reclamation Plant and control of biological pollutant=
by the elimination of point end nonpoint sources. Tidal flushing is unlikely, as the flow volume is
seldom sufficiently great to keep themouth of the creek open to the ocean (WRA 1990).

Several projects have already begun at Malibu Lagoon, with funding from the CDPR and
EPA. The tidewater goby was reintroduced into Malibu Lagoon in 199~), and has survived. Undl~
EPA’s Near Coastal Waters program, w~h funding from CalTrans as mitigation for �onstructk:m
of a replacement bridge across the Lagoon, a section of stream bank in the upper reaches of the
Lagoon will be recontoured and revegetated to provide more goby habitaL

The CCSC wants to Investigate effects of salinity change¯ on resident organisms; the
effects of contamination from septic tanks on both water quality and organisms; and the effect=
of the water level in the Lagoon on the water table. At present, the CDPR breaches the berm to
allow water to escape whenever the level in the Lagoon rises above 3.5 fl to avoid possible
interaction with septic systems st the Malibu Colony. The long-term fate of the tidewater goby
may depend, however, on restoration of = natural pattern of opening of the berm only during
high.flow periods (Manion 1992, per=. comm.).

Wetlands which were linked to Malibu Lagoon historically but are not in the Jurisdiction
of the CDPR are found in the Ci~ of Malibu. The City has applied for grant funding to enhance
or restore several small areas along w~h the larger Lagoon project (Manion 1992, pars. comm.).
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CHAPTER 9
IMPACTS - MARINE INVERTEBRATES

PELAGIC RESOURCE8

Because phytoplankton constitute the pdmary basis of the m¯dne food web, Iml~otl to
the plankton populations of the Bay �ould aedously alter the abundance of other

Municipal Wastewat¯r Dl~=ha~ee

In 1957 and 1959 the abundance of phytoplankton and zooplankton were higher t~thin
2.2 ml of the HTP and JWPCP ouffalls than ¯t reference stations. When regular discharges ¢eued
from the 1-ml outfall and began at the 5-mi out/all in the eady 1960s, plankton abundance in
Santa Monica Bay decreased in general, but the center of greatest abundance moved offshore
(Figure 9-1). Because the 5-mi pipe discharges beneath the thermocline, nutrient enrichment of
surface waters and phytoplankton enhancement only occurs when the wastefleld eurllce~
(SCCWRP lgn).

In 1980 phylopisnkton abundance and composition near the 5-mi ouffall w~re not
from those at reference sites in the Bay. However, zooplankton were more abundant
copepod (CaJanus pacificus was dominant) near the discharge, but it is not known whethe~ the
increased abundance was due to population growth, entrainment, or migration (K]eppei
1982),

Generallng Station Impectl

The use of coastal water to cool electdc generating stations contributes to losses of
plankton (including larval stages of fish and invertebrates) and ¯dult members of neamhor~
communities (Stephens et a~. 1983). The mortality rate of plankton passing through the San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station was estimated at ¯bout 30% (USAEC 1973), that of
zooplankton entrained at the Huntington Beach Generating Station was estimated It
Intermittent chlorine injections (to prevent the accumulation of microbial slime inside of the plpel)
temporally reduces photosynthesis by ¯bout 9(P/~. Presumably the entrainment and chlorine
treatment have ¯ ~imilar effect at Redondo, Scatterg�od, and El Segundo Generating Stations.

Refinery Impacts

High concentrations of ammonium were associated with s relatively �onsistent
dinoflagellata bloom near the El Segundo Refinery discharge from 1975 to 1977. Ammonium
levels and dinotlagellateabundance both decreased after 1977, but is not certain whether effluent
from the El Segundo Refinery was actually responsible for conditions leading to this bloom
(Eppley 1986).

Off Spill

Oil slicks may cause a shod-term reduction of light penetration and hence reduce
photosynthesLs in certain areas. These effects would last for ¯ few days (Eppley 1986).

Urban Runoff ImpacM

Storm runoff plumes can also enhance phytoplanklon levels if the runoff contains elevated
levels of nutrients. However, if suspended sediment concentrations are high, light penetration may

JI
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be reduced, leading to low photosynthesis and phytoplankton levall (Eppley 1986).
Phytoplankton abundance in Santa Monica Bay increased dramatically in 1969, i year with
exceptionally high surface runoff (SCCWRP 1973).

SOFT BoTroM SEDIMENTS

Most contaminants are more concentrated Imd more readily measured in sediments Umn
in the water column. Because contaminants usually bind to the surlace of particulates, absolute
levels are generally higher in fine sediments (which have a larger surface area per unit weight).
Most studies of sediment concentrations in the study area have been near the HTP and JWPCP
wastawater out/Ills.

Contaminants in ocean sediments generally �oncentrate near point sources, whm
materials entering by way of aerial fallout are evenly distributed over the entire Irea. Ollce
introduced, contaminants may be moved long distances with fine paff, icles; most materlall
introduced into Santa Mortice Bay are ultimately moved into offshore basins. Both the spatial
temporal distribution of contaminants are important and are described below.

Distribution by Contamlrmnl~

Treated wastewater discharges ere the major source of toxic trace metals to the Southern
California Bight (Young eta/. 1978a). Cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, silver,
and zinc are most commonly studied. To assess man’s impact on levels of metals, they must be
m~.asu:ed at a referenc~ site far from known inputs. In 1077 $CCV,’RP eam~lad ~ed ar,~lyzed
sediments from 71 si[es in the Southern Califom~a Bight at water dearths of about 200 ft, the depth
at which most wastewater ouffalls are located. On the basis of chemical and biological
measurements, 29 of these sites were selected as reference stations 0Nord and Meaml 1979).

In 1985 levels ware reexamined (Thompson eta/. 1987) at 13 of the 1977 references Iltes
to evaluate changes over time. There was no consistent trend in metals concentrations at these
reference stations, some having increased and some having decreased: except for silver, most
values were in the same general range in 1985 as they were in 1977.

Analysis of undisturbed core samples has also been used to estimate background metals
levels (SCCWRP 1973, Galloway 1979). In this technique, a deep core of sediments is collected
and sectioned horizontally and analyzed separately. Since sediment age increases with depth in
the core, levels prior to human influence can then be determined.

Trace metal levels in surface sediments near the HTP and JWPCP out/ells are higher than
levels found by Galloway (1979) in core-base sediments, but have generally decreased since
1985 (Table 9-1). In 1991 trace metals from near the 5-mi out/all were 0.8 to 9.6 times higher than
core-base levels; those near the 7-mi outfall were 4 to 120 times higher and those near the
JWPCP out/all (’u~ 1990) were 11 to 81 times higher. Cadmium was the most enriched at
outfalls.

Elevated levels are not necessan~, toxic to the local organisms. Ranges of toxic~ have
been developed by the Nat~’~al Oceanographic and ALmospher~c Administration (NOAA) (Long
and k~organ 1990) us~g data from spiked sediment b’~oass~ys, sediment-water equilibrium
part~ioning, the co-occurrence of fauna and contaminants in the field, and background levels. The
resui~ing toxic~ ranges are as follow:, from threshold to the tenth percentile of effects is called
the Effects Range-Low (ER-L), followed by the Effects Range-Medium (ER-M) and an Apparent

,
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Table 9-1. Effects levels, background, and ¢oncenbations of metal¯
sediment in Marina Del Ray, near HTP 5- and 7- mile outfalls artd
JWPCP oultalLs, 1985-1991. All values are in pwn.

Effects levels                    MOR
MMII EFi-L ER...M AET NRC 1990 1~91
Cadmium 5 9 $ 31 2.1Chromium 80 145 nO no 79 68Co~:~er 70 310 300 136 399 410", Lead 35 110 300 ~32 325 575

¯
Mercury 0.15 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.1 1.2Nickel 30 S0 nd 20 41 4,~ZJnc 120 270 260 780 491 640

Back- (~xx’e- JWPCP

Cadmium 0.4 0.42 21.0 33.9Chromium 5-40 ~3 804 581coaa~ ~0 21 529 386Lead 2-29 6.2 112 237Mercury 0.05 nO nO 2.31
Zinc nd ~ 932N~e~ d ¯ f I

Back- Core- HTP 5-mi
Metal ground b~tse 1985 1989 1990 1991
Cadmium 0.4 0.22 4.0 2.9 3.5 2.1Chromium 5-40 62 20 68 84 48Co,per 10 13 63 52 50 37Lead 2-29 ? 33 24 21 1Mercury 0.05 no no 0.29 0.44 0.18Nickel nO " nO ~ nO 23 19 14

Back- C~e- HTP 7-ml
Metal ground bm 198~ 1989 1990 1991
Ca0mium 0.4 0.22 44J) 37.2 33.4. 26.3Chromium 5-40 ’ 62 217 462 " 298 235Cocker 10 13 657 572 531 392Lea0 2-29 7 no 164 140 122Mercury 0.05 nO nO 2.38 2.89 1.57Nickel nO nd nd 89 65 $2Zinc nd 57 829 745 612 ~80Nails d ¯ h h h h
Notes and sources:
a. EIfect$ levels: ER-L. ER-M:. Effects range low and me0ium; AET:
effects threshold (Long and Morgan 1990)
b, Nahonal Research Council EPA Threshold Toxic Levels (NRC 1989)
c. Maximum values found in Marina Del Rey in OctoOer 19~0 and May or OctoOer
1991 (Soule el aL 1992)
d, NOAA 1991a
e. Mea~$ of ~otto~s of Phleger core saml:)les >20 cm taken w~thin 6 mJ of the
outfa’,~s (Galloway 1979)
f. ZID station (LACSD un~ubl. 0a~a)
g. A~eragsO o! leve~$ found at ZID Stations Z1 an0 7.2 (CLA. DWP unpubL OZtl)

h. ZID S~at]on E6 for 7-mi (CLA, DWP unl:)ubl, dala)
no. no da~a
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Effects Threshold (AET). The National Research Council has also developed threshold toxic ~
based on data from USEPA, the U.S. Geological Survey, and other sources (NRC 1989),

Memu~y

In 1990, mercury levels were highest near the HTP 7-mile and JWPCP outfel~ ~rtd
surrounding areas (Figure 9-2). Mercury concentrations were also elevated (up to 1.2 ppm) in
Marina dol Ray (Soule et a/. 1992), (Table 9-1).

In 1972 mercury levels In sediments were elevated as much as 100-fold over background
levels (Eganhouse et el. 1976), the average enrichment on the Palos Verde= Shelf being 23-fold
(Hershelman et ~J. 1981). In 1972 the highest levels in Santa Monica Bay proper were within 0.6
ml of HTP’s 5-ml ouffall, where they were elevated 14-fold, and near Redondo Submarine Canyon,
where they were 18 times background. Concentrations in most of Santa Monlca Bay were lower
in 1990 than in 1970 except immediately adjacent to the outfalls. Mercury �oncentrations
decreased approximately 50% near the 7-ml out/all between 1990 and 1991, from almost throe
times the effects levels to less than twice the effects levels (Table 9.1). Concentrations are Itll
higher near the 7-ml outfall than near the 5-mi ouff=ll.

On the Palos Verdes Shelf sediment mercury levels declined 46% at 100-It stations, 38%
at 200-fi stations, end increased 3% at depths of 500/t between 1973 end 1979, suggesting
down-slope and offshore movement of contaminants (Stull and Baird 1985). Pre-1974 values may
not be as accurate as recent values end the decrease may have been greater (Stul11988, perl.
c~mm.). Mercury levels on th~ Palos Verdes Shelf in 1990 were lo=s than half thc.~e in 1972
except et the JWPCP outh4;Is. Concentrations Oeceased w~th distance north of the outlall and
were below 1 ppm on most of the Palos Verde= Shelf the level at which effects are seen, (’Fable
9.1, F~ure 9.2).

Cadmium

In 1986 cadmium concentrations exceeded 5 ppm (the level at which effects may occur)
at stations close to the 5.mi outfall end in the 7-mi sludge field. They exceeded the average Bay
value of 2.8 ppm in an ellipse about one mile wide end 2 ml long which included both outlalls.
In 1990 and 1991 the ellipse of elevated levels was still centered on the 5. and 7-mile out/alia but
its areal extent was smaller than in 1986 (Figure 9-3). Cadmium concentrations at the 7-mile
outfall have been slowly decreasing since 1985 and were below the NRC threshold toxic level in
1991, although still above other effects levels (Tal~e 9-1).

In 1977 cadmium levels off Palos Verde= exceeded average Bight values by about 36-fold
(Hershelman et aJ. 1981). Between 1974 end 1980 concentrations end the area of very high
concentrations both decreased. This trend continued, with an 48% decline in sediment cadmium
concentrations near the JWPCP ouffalls between 1980 and 1985 (LACSD, unpubl, data). The
general trend of decreasing cadmium levels on the Palos Verdes Shelf appears to have continued
into 1990, although at some shallow sites levels were higher in 1990 than in 1980. The highest
levels on the Palos Verdes Shelf are near the JWPCP out’falls, but concentrations were above the
NRC threshold toxic level of 31 ppm at only one sampling station (Figure 9-3).

Cadmium concentrations in Marina del Ray in 1991 were generally below I gpm, although
they ranged as high es 5.5 ppm (Table 9-1).
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~ure 9~. Cadmium �oncen~lt~ns ~ suNace ~dlments of San~ Monlca Bay I~
Verdes S~ff, 1990. Map contours �on~ln areas of me,suremenL (~ule et Ii. 1992; C~DPW
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In 1986, the concentrations of lead in sediments Bight.wide along the 200-It Isoblth,
averaged 32 ppm, five times background level (Word ind Meatus 1979). In 1990 molt levels
the Bay were below 20 ppm (Figure 9-4). In 1986 and 1990 the most concentrated lead wluea
were in the Bay at the end of the 7-mi ouffall. Elevated lead levels extended northwest of the 7-mi
out’fall (Figure 9-4) in both 1990 and 1991, although levels were only above effect~ levels Ilear the
7-mi outlall (Table 9-1). In the Bay levels were lower overall and the area of elevated levell ~
smaller than in 1986.

Most sites in Medea del Rey in 1991 �ow,rained more than 100 ppm lead, over 10 timea
the levels in most of Santa Monica Bay (168 ppm In May, 152 ppm in October) and the hlghelt
levels exceeded toxic thresholds (Table 9-1). The average lead concentrations in Madna des Rey
in 1991 were higher than average from 1984 to 1991 (Soule et a/. 1992). Lead levels in Mm
del Rey also generally increased between 1977 and 1987, a 3-fold Increase in the entrance
channel and a 10-fold increase et the mouth of Ballona Creek (Soule and Ogud 1987).

Lead concentrations In sediments near the ,PNPCP outfalls decreased by 59% bitw~l~
1980 and 1985 (LACSD, unpubl, data), �ontinuing the trend from 1974 to 1980 (Stull and Baird
1985), although values were still 23 times background at stations nearest the outfalls (Swartz It
¯ /. 1986; LACSD, unpubl, data). Vertical profiles of Pale= Verdes Shelf sediments elong the 200-
It isobath also show declines from eadier levels (Figure 9-5) (Stull et el. 1986a). Sediment lead
concentrations decreased substantially on the Palos Verdes Shelf to below 100 ppm in 1990
except in sediments nearest the JWPCP outlalls (Figure 9-4). Highest concentration in 1990 ~
237 ppm compared to 449 ppm in 1980 and 594 ppm in 1974. However, concentrations on much
of the Palos Vordes Shelf remain above theoretical effect �oncontra~3ons (Table 9-1).

The general trend over time appears to be ¯ decline in sediment levels throughout the
study area, except in Madna del Rey. This is probably a result of a decline in mass emission=
from wastewater treatment plants and in aerial fallout. Nearshore sediments are gradually being
r, Jeansed of lead by resuspension and offshore tmn=lx~L

Other Metal~

Generally, the distributions of other metals are similar to those of mercury, cadmium, and
lead. In 1990 copper concentrations were 5 to 10 times higher near the JWPCP outfalls than oft
the rest of the Palos Verdes Shelf;, arsenic, chromium, and zinc were 4 times higher and nickel
and silver, 2 times higher (LACSD unpubl, data). Copper concentrations are relatively high in
Marina del Rey, but appear to be decreasing near the HTP and JWPCP outfalls (Table 9-1).

A notable exception to this pattern is that of the organic forms of tin, particularly re’butyl
tin (TBT). TBT has been used in the production of textiles, plastics, paints, fungicide=,
bactericides, and rodenticides since 1925 and in anti-fouling boat paint in the 1960t (Sex and
Lew~s 1987, Soule and Oguri 1987). However, because TBT is toxic to marine life it has been
banned from use on vessels less than 50 It

Present levels of TBT are linked to historical use on pleasure cral~ berthed In madrms.
TBT values in Marina del Rey have decre=~sed three orders of magnitude from 1,070 ppm in 1987
to 0.53 ppm in 1991 (Soule etaJ. 19<J2).
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Inorgsnic Nonmetallic Sul~lanoee

Sediments act as a regeneration point for water column nutrients end es ¯ sink for w~ter
�olumn toxicants. Elemental nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus, silicon) and toxicants (sulphur,
chlorine) undergo changes in chemical form and distribution which may be further modified by
man’s activities. Inorganic nonmetallic substances may be essential I:mrts of the m~dne system,
but may be contaminants if especially excessive.

Organic¯ Indicatom

Total organic carbon (’TOC) end organic nitrogen are measures of the ¯mount of organic
matter in sediments. In 1985, Bight-w~de reference sites contained 0.2 to 1.5% TOC (Thompson
et aJ. 1987), whereas in Santa Monica Bay, TOC was 6.4% at HTP’s 7-ml outfall and 0.8% ¯t the
5-mi out/all (CLA, DPW 198~;). In the same year, values in Madna del Ray ranged between 1.0
and 10.1% and were highest at the mouth of Bellona Creek (Souls and Ogud 1986).

In 1990, TOC in Santa Mortice Bay was again highest (4.7%) ¯t HTP’s 7-mi outlall with
levels of 1.3 to 1.7% to the northwest, while most of the Bay sediments contained less than
(CIJ,, DPW, unpubl, data). Affer the termination of sludge disposal from the 7.mile outfall, TOC
in the sludge field decreased from approximately 10% in 1986 to 8.5% In 1990 (SCCWRP 1992).
On the Palos Verdes Shelf, levels were highest (5 to 8%) offshore of the outfalls, and decmlsod
to 1 to 2% to the north. Levels in Marina des Ray in 1991 were generally 2 to 4% (Souls et
1992).

Treated sewage is a majur source of nitrogen ~nd ,~levated nitrogen wlues In sedImerffs
can be used to trace the transport and deposition of wastewater particulates. In 1977 organic
nitrogen in sediments along the 200-ft isobath in the Southern California Bight averaged 0.11%,
compared to the background level of 0.08%. The highest levels were In the vicinity of the HTP
mi (0.11%) and the JWPCP outfalls (0.81%) (Word and Mearna 1979), but In 1990 organic
nitrogen levels were half the 1977 level near the JWPCP outfalls (Stul11993, per¯. �omm.).

After termination of sludge disposal, organic nitrogen in the 7-ml sludge field desm,=sod,
from approximately 1.0% in 1986 to 0.08% in 1990 (SCCWRP 1992). Sediment levels of organic
nitrogen also decreased on the Palos Verdes Shelf between 1971 and 1990. The highest levels
(up to 0.4%) in 1990 were near the JWPCP outfalls, while most of the Shelf had levels below
0.2%. Organic nitrogen levels In Madna del Ray in 1991 were generally 0.1 to 0.2% (Souls eta/.
1992).

OII and

In 1991, the highest levels of oil and grease in Santa Monica Bay were at the 7-rage outf=ll
(4,400 ppm) and in 45 m of water off El Segundo (4,760 ppm) (CLA, DPW, unpubl, data). Levels
higher than 400 ppm extended northwest and southeast of the 7-mile outfall while most sediments
in the Bay contained less than 300 ppm. In 1989 and 1990 levels were even higher near the 7-
mile out/all, 17,300 and 16,300 ppm, respectNely.

The abundancu of oil and grease near El Segundo In 1991 may have been due to ¯
Chevron oil sp~! In March 19<31, as levels in 1989 and 1990 were near average.
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Oil end grease levels were high in Madna del Ray in 1991, as much as 8,’100 ppm,

although they were between 1000 and 2000 ppm in most areas (Soule et ~d. 1992). Oil
¯ grease levels have always been high in Marine del Ray in the past, presumably from

activities. In 1977 and 1978 values ranged from 1,000 to 7,000 ppm; in 1984 from 200 to 5,000
ppm; end in 1985 and 1987, up to 20,700 ppm. In 1987 concentrations within the M~.drm ranged
from 1,O00 to 4,250 ppm; the higher concentrations were near the mouth of Ballorm Cr~
suggesting runoff as the source (Soule and Ogud 1987).

In 1980, concentrations of oil and grease were 20,600 ppm at the JWPCP out~lls, but
decreased to 1,020 ppm northward (Swartz eta/. 1986). By 1983 concentrations had deoreased
to 6,860 ppm at the ouffalls and to the north, around Palos Verdes Point, to 610 ppm. In thole
same years values 8t a reference site in northern Santa Monica B~y were 338 ~,nd 616 ppm,
respectJvely.

PCBI

Polychlodnated bIphenyls (PCBs) are among the most peraistent and toxic of synthetlo
organic compounds. Over 200 congeners of PCB end a variety of mixtures h=ve been produced;
Aroclor 1254 was the most widely used locally, The manufacture of PCBs was limited in 1970
their use restricted in 1972 to closed systems; manufacture of new PCBs wee banned altogether
in 1976.

PCBs are still concentrated in the sediments near municipal out’falls and in harbor=,
though input levels have decreased with time (CSWRCB 1983). In 1976 it was estimated that 6
MT of Aroclor 1254 alone occurred on the 19 mi= of shelf surrounding the JWPCP outtails
it a/. 1976m).

In 1985, reference areas outside the study area had an average PCB concentmtio~ Of
17.5 ppb - more than twice the average of 7.2 ppb in 1977 (Thompson eta/. 1987), although the
high levels have been attributed to a more refined analytical technique (Stul11993, pert. �omm.)
In 1977 concentrations of PCBs in sediments from the 200-fl isobath of the Palos Verdes Shelf
ever-aged 3,120 ppb, 69% which was Aroclor 1254. Concentrations of 10,890 ppb (60% 1254)
were found near the JWPCP outfalls, but levels of both total end 1254 declined westward to 109
ppb (83% 1254) off Rocky Point (Word and Meatus 1979). By 1985, mo~t of the Palos Verdea
Shelf had PCB levels of less than 2,000 ppb. The highest levels (4,880 ppb) were again found
offshore and to the north of the JWPCP outfalls (Stul11988, pets. comm.). In 1990 PCB levels oft
most of the Palos Verdes Shelf were below 500 ppb, however, near the ouffalls levels were 2,000
to 4,000 ppb, and up to 11,000 ppb in areas immedL=tely adjacent (Figure 9-6).

In 1977, sediments contained an average of 157 ppb PCBs (81% 1254) in the vicinity
the HTP outf, alls and along the 200-fl tsobath. Levels were highest (up to 513 ppb, 80% 1254)
near the ou,"falls; these values were four times the background off Point Duma (Word and Mearnl
1979). In 1975 PCB concentrations es high es 10,000 ppb were measured in the sludge
below the 7-mi outMIL

By 1989 and 1990 PCB levels were below detection levels (20 ppb), in much of Santa
Monica Bay, although {n 1989 they were detected in a small area north and west of the 7-m|
outta!L In 1990 levels were higher than in 1985 in an area n~ar end southwest of the discharge
(Fig’.’re 9-6~. In 1991 the area of detecfed PCBs was larger than in 1990 in the same locations.
Essent~lly all PCBs detected f~om 1989 to 1991 in Santa Monica Bay were Aroclor 1254.
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In 1989 PCB concentrations were high (up to 330 ppb) in Medna del Rey where they
previously had not been detected (Soule eta/. 1992). Areas of high concentration reded
surveys, but were below detection I~vels by 1991. These PCBs may have been introduced attha
result of grading projects in areas which were contaminated by industrial activity during World
War II. Levels were up to six time= toxic thresholds in May 1991 (Teble ~’2).

The recent appearance of PCBs in Marir~ del Ray, and the Increase in sediment
concentrations from 1989 to 1990, and 1990 to 1991 indicate an upstream, histod¢~l source

DD’r

L~rge amounts of DDT processing wastes were discharged through the JWPCP out~lle,
resulting in especially high concentrations of DDT, DDD and DDE on the Palos Verde= Shelf. A~
estimated 1,700 MT of DDT were discharged between 1953 and 1970 - about 291 kg/dey II1
1970. The discharge of DDT processing waste= ceased in 1971, although DDT was mnuf~ctured
until 1982.

In 1972 an estimated 200 MT of total DDT i.e., (DDT, DDD, and DDE) were contained lit
the upper foot of sediments in ¯ 19 mi~ zone around the JWPCP outfalls and ~X) MT more oft
the surrounding shelf. In some places concentrations exceeded 200,000 ppb, the highest In
shallow water northwest of the ouffalls (MacGregor 1976, Young eta/. 1976b).

Between 1971 end 1973 the concentration of DDT in surface sediments near the JWPCP
ouffalls ranged from 50,000 to over 200,000 ppb, however, in 1982 they averaged about 19,000
ppb. By 1985 most surface sediments on the Palos Verdes Shelf contained less than 10,000 ppb,
although adjacent to the JWPCP out~lls, levels were as high as 65,000 ppb (Stull 1988,
comm.). Peak DDT levels (375,000 ppb) in 1985, were 12 In. below the surface (Figure ~-7),
indicating that the heavy loading of the late 1960s and e=dy 1970s has been buded.

By 1990 DDT levels on the Palos Verdes She~f (F’~ure 9-8) had decreased somewhat,
though not substantially since 1985. The highest concentrations are near the JWPCP outfalls, (up
to 138,000 ppb), 10 tim6s those on the shelf generally, and 100 times those to the north (CLA,
DPW unpubl, data; LACSD unpubL d~t~).

In 1985 concentrations of DDT around the HTP ouffalls decreased to the north end
increased to the south, although levels near the 5- and 7-ml ouffalls were higher than in the
surrounding area. Values in Redo~do Submarine Canyon ere intermediate between those In
Santa Monica Bay and the JWPCP area, suggesting that DOT has moved from the Palos Verde=
Shelf into and across Redondo Submarine Canyon, end has mingled with inputs from HTP. In
1982 the mass emission rate from JWPCP was only 15 times that from HTP, yet the sedimentl
off Palos Verdes contained 200 to 300 times more DDT than those around the HTP outf=ll$
(Brown et ai. 1984~).

DDT levels in Santa Monica Bay in 1990 and 1991 indicate that areas of high
concentrations ere slo~y shrinking (Figure 9-8). Most of the 9otal’ DDT found in Santa Monicl
Bay from 1988 to 1991 w~s DDE. DDT has only been detected twice since 1998: near the 5-mi
ouffa!t in 1988 and inshore of the 5-mi outfall in 1990, indicating that most DDT has degraded to

less toxic DDE (NRC 1989).the
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Table 9-2. Effe¢t~ levels and maximum ©oncanl~etions (ppb dry weight) of
p~tk:ldes in ~edlments in Marine Del Ray, near HTP S- and 7- mile ouff~l~
and near JWPCP outfalle, 199G-1992.

Effects levels Hyperion
PesliciOe ER-L ER-M NRC MDR JWPCP S-mi 7-mi

2DDT 3 350 nO 136 138.000 75 146PCB $0 400 280 300 ~0.9~3 ~0Chlo~0ane 0.5 6 20 436 114 <:S0
N’vel ¯ ¯ b © d ¯ f

Notes anti sources:
a. Effects levels: ER-L. ER-M:. Effects range low and mec~lum (Long and
Morgan 1990)
I:). National Researcll Council EPA ThreshOld Toxic Levels (NRC 1989)
�. Maximum values found in Marina Del Ray in May cx OctoOer 1991 (Soute

~. ZID ~a~ion. 1990 (LACSD unl~ubl.
e. Averag~ o! level- ~oun~ in 1990 a~ Z~D S~a~lons Z1 and Z2 (Ct.A. DWP Unl~t~L
Oata)
f. ZID S~a~lon E6 to~ (CL~., OWP unl)u~)L data)
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Total DDT in Madna des Ray is above low effects levels (Table 9.2). Maximum levels
decreased between 1990 and 1991, but increased between May 1991 and October 1991 after the
spring rains, Indicating upstream sources of DDT. The presence of DDT as well as DDE and DDD
also suggests continued input (Soule eta/. 1992).

In 1977 background sediment DDT levels averaged 30 ppb along the Blght-wkla,
isobath (Word and Meatus 1979). When these same stations were resampled in 1985, the
average DDT concentration had declined to 19.4 ppb (’Thompson eta/. 1987). In 100/t of water
DDT averaged 9.1 ppb, while in 500 it of water It averaged 30.1 ppb, suggesting that DDT hal
moved offshore w~th time. Although levels in most of Santa Monlca Bay have decreased with time,
they remain above background

Since 1971 mass emissions of DDT to the study area have decreased and degraded
DDD and DDE and moved offshore. Because contaminated sediments can be resuspended by
storms and bioturbation, leading to the bioaccumulation of previously buded DDT or DDE, DDT
continues to be of concern.

Other Pestlclde~

After DDT was banned, other pesticides were used end many of these are now found in
the marine environment. Among the most common are alddn, dieldrin, enddn, endolu~
heptachlor, and isomers of BHC. In 1986, the concentrations of most of these in the vicinity Of
the HTP out’falls were less than 9 ppb. Gamma BHC, heptachlor epoxJde, and endosulfan m
most concentrated near the HTP 5-mi outfall, alpha BHC along the shelf break off Mah’bu, ~
dieldrin in Redondo Submarine Canyon. By 1991 most of these compounds were not detected

¯ : in Santa Mortice Bay, atthough 266 to 718 ppb of Beta BHC were found along the 45-m bobath.

¯ Chlordane is a persistent insecticide which was used extensively In termIte control untl
- It was banned in 1988. Chlordane is high in Marina del Ray and may be increasing suggesting

that It is continually being introduced (Soule et aJ. 1992). In 1991 all levels exceeded effect= levels
in Marina des Ray (Table 9-2).

PAl’l=

Polycyclic (or polynuclear) aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are related compounds which
are present in crude oil and refined products and are released dudng combustion. Some are also
released during the burning of non-petroleum substances in brush and forest fires. Concern
about PAHs in the environment is faidy recent and their local abundance and distribution i= ~
well known.

In 1984, the concentration of PAHs near the JWPCP ouffalls was 560 ppb, at the ~ o~t-
falls 370 ppb (Malins et aJ. 1987), In 1985 among sediments from 24 river mouths, harbors, and
outfalls between Santa Monica Bay and San Diego, the least contaminated sample contained 150
ppb of PAHs. Sediments from the HTP 5-mi outtall contained 393 ppb PAHs, those from the 74111
out/all 11,317 ppb, and those near the JWPCP outfalls 7,902 ppb (Anderson and Gossatt 1986).

In 1985, 43 "reference’ siles between Point Conception and San Diego averaged 32 ppb
PAHs. S~.es close t~ Los Angeles generalty included 4 to 6 compounds, those further away only
1 or 2 compounds. A si~e in 100 ft of water west of Point Duma was one of the most
cor, tan~inated, w~,h 147 ppb PAHs (Thompson eta]. 1987).
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In 1987 sediment PAH at HTP 7-mile out/all were 20,000 ppb, higher than found In ellea
in Long Beach, Los Angeles, or San Diego harbors where values ranged from 4,700 to 12,100
ppb (SCCWRP 1989). Since the termination of sludge disposal at the 7-ml outfall, PAHI In the
sludge field have decreased 50%, from approximately 10,000 to 5000 ppb (SCCWRP 1992).

In a nationwide survey, the highest levels of total PAH In Callfomla were found In 8~n
Diego Harbor (7,300 ppb) followed by San Francisco Bay (4,700 ppb) end Ban Pedro Bay (2,400

¯ - ppb) (NOAA 1991a). Sediment levels near Palos Verdes, In Santa Monlca Bay, and in Mm
Rey were 1,100; 1,300; end 320 ppb, respectNely.

._           Contaminated Sedlmor~ ee Point 8oumoo

Areas on Palos Verdes Shelf near HTP 5- end 7-mile ouffalls, and in Merina dsi Rey
sediments are sufficiently contaminated to be considered point sourcea of contamination

Most contaminants ere morn concentrated on the Palos Verdea Sheff than In ~
Monica Bay; they ere especially high to the northwest and offshore of the JWPCP outf~lls,
decrease with distance toward Redondo Submarine C~nyon. Although DDT levels are deoreasing
in Santa Monica Bay, they remain elevated on the Palos Verdes Shelf. Lead �oncentrations h~ve
decreased, but are now higher in Marina del Rey than at the JWPCP outfalla.

Peloe Vordoe Shelf

Contaminated sediments deposlte’~ ~ the Pzl:s Ve,~les Shelf in the recent I:mSt may be
s pdmary source of contamination to Santa Monica Bey end of DDT end PCBs for the er~tJm
Southern California Bight (Meatus et a]. 1991, SCCWRP et ~. 1992). High levels of DDT0 PCB,

¯ . lead, and other trace metals accumulated near the JWPCP outfalls prior to the 1970s. The pdmmy
field of contaminated sediments in 1972 was ebout 19 ml= upcoast of the JWPCP outfldls
(MacGregor 19760 Young et aL 1976s).

Although DDT levels were highest near the sediment surface in 1972, peak ~ were
about 6 in. below the sediment surface in 1981, and about 12 in. below the surface In 1987
~’~jure 9-7) (SDWG 1988). Away from the outfalls (at Point Vicente) levels of DDT were shallower,
6 in. below the sediment surface in 1981 end 7 in. in 1987 (SDWG 1988). Lead shows I similar
pa~lem: peak concentrations about 12 in. below the sediment surface near the ouffall and about
2 in. below the surface 15 km upcoast of the outfalls (Figure 9-5) (Stull et aL 1986a, SDWG 1988).

Despite the budal, in 1990 DDT and PCB levels in white croaker end yellow rock
tissue were still much higher on the Palos Verdes Shelf than at other locations in Santa Monioa
Bay indicating that the sediments are a source of �ontamination (SCCWRP eta/. 1992).
Bioturbation (the burrowing activities of infauna) may bdng some of this contaminetion to the
surface. In addition, some of these infauna may be preyed upon by ~shes end larger
inverlebrates, thus introducing contamination into the foJd chain. Erosion especially at the edges
of the field, may also remobilO.e the �ontaminants (SDWG 1988).

Recovery at the 7-Mile OuffeU

Sludge from PrTP was discharged from the 7-mile out/all from 1957 to 1987 resulting In
¯ 20 mF area (~f elevated contaminant concentrations centered along the axis of the upper I:mrt
of ,~anta Monica Submarine Canyon. The sludge field was 50-100 cm deep (SCCWRP 1987)
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dudng the period of active sludge disposal. Sediments in the C~nyon were characterized by
extremely high organics and sulfides. By August 1990, the concentrations of most �ontamir~nt=
in the sludge field had decreased (SCCWRP 1992). DDT levels, on the other h~nd, decreased
considerably at ¯ nearby site although not in the sludge field.

Sulfide levels decreased rapidly within nine months etier disposal abatement but
remained higher than background levels. Organic carbon levels decreased 23%, nitrogen
PCBs and PAHs about 49%, end trace metals 53 to 59%. In 1990 approxirr~tely 1 ¢m of
sediment was found on the surface of the accumulated sludge. Based on the evidence of 1,6 )I’
of pro-abatement and 3 yr of post-abatement data recovery of the sludge field b estimated to t~ke
at least ten years, except for sulfide concentrations which may approach background by the
of 1994 (SCCWRP 1992~.

Madrm del Ray

Concentrations of the Insecticide chlordane in Madne del Roy Harbor are as much as 100
times the *low effects" range (Soule et el. 1992). Although banned, chlordane continues to enter
the Marina, either from continued use or from leaching from previously treated structure=. DDT
levels in Marina del Roy are sufficiently high to potentially impact larval end juvenile orgenbml.
PCBs were found in the Madna between the October 1989 end May 1991, but were not detected
in October 1991 (Soule eta/. lg92)..

Nickel concentrations are below low effects levels st most stations in the Madnl while
copper, lead, and zinc levels have fluctuated. Lead end zinc increase after heavy rainfalls,
indicating terrestrial sources (Soule et ~/. 1992), lead levels in Madna del Roy are among the
highest in Southem Cali/omia (Meams et a/. 1991). Average copper levels in Marirm del Roy have
increased between October 1990 end October 1991. possibly because of copper based
entifouling paint (Soule eta/. 1992~.

SOFT.BOTtOM BIOTA ¯
Municipal Wsstewater Dbcha~ge=

Mecrofau~

Large wastewater discharges into the sea have created "hotspot=" of contamin,,tion and
ecological imbalance, which generally expand with time as the discharge continues. They may
contract if the discharge is stopped, its quality is improved, or if contaminated sediment= am
resuspended and flushed from the area. There is little evidence that wastewater effluent
approached shore in Santa Monica Bay since the discharge h’om HTP’$ 1-mi outbll
discontinued in 1960.

Eady benthic investigations detected altered physical conditions in infaunal �ommunRlel
near out’falls in Santa Monica Bay. In 1957 the bottom near the JWPCP outfall was "foul" end
lacked several important animal groups (Hartman 1959). As eady as 1952, It was noted thlt
infaunal community structure near the HTP 1-mi out’fall was altered (Hartman 1956). Within 0.3
mi of the ouff.~ll was an impoverished zone, which was followed by an area of pollution-tolerant
populations at 0.3 to 1.9 mi, anti a zone of enrichment at 1.9 to 4.5 mi, High diversity and low
densrry of species was noted at 4.5 to 7.9 mi and an unaffected bottom beyond 8 ml. This
descr=ption exempli~es the benthic enrichment gradient described by Pearson and Rosenberg
(1978) (Figure 9-9).
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The HTP 5-mi ouffall became operational in 1961 and ¯n ¯re¯ of impacted Infaun~ beg~n
to develop around the discharge point. The 7-mi outfall became operational in 1957, and ¯
degraded bottom commune, (which corresponded to Hartman’s 1952-1954 impoverished
developed. The affected area increased in the 1960s and 1970s, although the net trend Ms been
downward (Hartman 1956, Tetra Tech 1981, Dorsey 1988). In 1985 ¯n area of 11.5 ml~ ¯round
the 5-mi and 7-ml out’falls supported an affected bottom community (Dorsey 1988), which
corresponded to the first three zones observed by Hartman ¯round the 1-ml outf¯ll in 1952 to
1954. Thus, in the 31 years from 1954 to 1985, the area of bottom affected by th¯ discharges
declined by more than half, from 25 to 12 m/~.

In 1977 the infaunal community in the study ¯re¯ was most degraded near the JWPCP
outfalls and the HTP 7-mi outfall (Figure 9-10), ea measured by the Infaunal trophic index which
evaluates the relative abundance of dh’ferent Infaunal assemblages (Bascom 1978). The general
distribution of degraded and altered communities is very similar to that of many contaminants,
including DDT and PCBs (Figures 9-6 and 9-8).

Compr¯hensive Investigations of the infauna near th¯ JWPCP outfalls were undertaken
in 1972 and have continued to date. The Infaunal community is most severely affected ¯long ¯
gradient of organic enrichment extending northwest of the ouffalls along the Palos Verde¯ Shelf.
In 1980 to 1981 the abundance and biota¯as of infauna were low ¯bout 2.5 ml north of the
although at or slightly above 1977 reference station values. Diversity and numbers of species
were also very low up to 2.5 ml north of the outf~l.

The densities of the dominant species of infauna changed along ¯ gradient extending 7
ml northwest of the ouffalls at ¯ depth of 200 ft (Tetra Tech 1984). The polychaete womll
C.apitella and Schistomeringos, which ¯re indicators of degraded or polluted conditions, w~re
most abundant near the ouffall, while the clam Pamilucina (an indicator of mild pollution) and the
polychaetes Mediomastus end Thaqrx and the ostracod Euphilomedes (indicators of organically
enriched, but not degraded areas) (Word eta/. 1977) were more abundant away from the ouffill.

Once the discharge of wastewater is stopped, the benthos recovers faldy quickly (Veaco
and Giliard 1980). When regular discharge through the HTP 1-ml outfall was discontinued In 1961,
the infauna in the area began to recover almo,:t ¯t once. Based on data collected between 1983
and 1987, the infauna near the 1-ml ouffall can no longer be distinguished from that at similar
depths elsewhere in the Bay (Dorsey 1988). HTP’s l-m¯ outfall was in ¯ shallow, high-energy
environment; recovery in deeper water (where most present ouffalls are located) may proceed
much more slowly (Smith 1988, pars. �omm~.

HTP stopped disposing of sludge via the 7-ml ouffall in November 1987. Quarterly
sampling to determine the rate and direction of benthic recovery around the outlall was Initiated
in February 1986 (1.5 yr prior to termination) ,,nd continued until August 1990.

In 1988 indicator tax¯ such as the potychate C.apite//a cz~p/tata were most abundant in the
contaminated area on the periphery of the sludge field, while sites in the sludge field near the
ouHall terminus were characterized by unusual polychaete tax¯, such as Ophryotrocha spp.,
which are found only in highly contaminated areas (SCCWRP 1987).

After the terminatio~ of sludge discharge, the abundance of Oph/,/otrocha spp.. tnilially
increased, but they were neady absent by August 1990 (SCCWRP 1992). Although Capitell¯
c~’t=-t=- w~s only present in low abundance in the sludge field during discharge, it became the
most abundance in this area w~hin a year after discharge termination. By 1990 Capitella capitata
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abundance had decreased In all areas. Decreasing abundance of these two species indk::ates the
gradual recovery of the sludge field. However, Amphiodi¯ u~o’ca ¯n indicator of uncontamlrmted
�onditions and ¯ species abundant in reference sites, to date have not become abundant In any
of the contaminated areas (SCCWRP 1989).

Recovery also occurs when the discharge of pollutants is reduced, but not stopped.
Between 1971 and 1981 the quality of the JWPCP effluent Improved markedly and
infaunal community (Stull et aL 1986b), which is still recovering (Stull 1988, pars.
the number of species and the Shannon Wiener diversity increased from 1972-1991, Illdic~ting
general improvement in the Palos Verdes benthos (Stull 1992 peru.

Recovery of benthic assemblages was especially apparent following the reduc~Jon in input
of DDT, PCBs, solids, trace metals, and various other contaminants from the JWPCP outfalls.
Since 1972 the benthic communi~ has become less characterized by pollution indicator species,
has become more diverse, and has supported increasing abundances of microcrustaceans
echinoderms (Word and Striplin 1980) which were absent previously (SCCWRP 1973).

Recovery continued between 1980 and 1983; stations near the JWPCP
major degradation in 1980 to moderate degradation in 1983, changes which were elIdbuted to
improvements in the quality of the JWPCP effluent. However, natural environmental change¯
associated w~th the strong El Ni~o event of 1982-1983 may have also been involved (Swartz et
a/. 1986). The strong storms of that time pedod presumably resuspended contaminated surface
sediments, especially near headlands such ¯s the Palos Verde¯ Peninlu~.

In 1973 large numbers of spoonworm U~olobus pelodea settled on the Palos Verde¯
Shelf and by 1975 the center of the population was near the ouffalls. The population declined by
1977 and the worms had all but disappeared by 1980 (Stull etal. 1986c). Although it is not certain
whether their occurrence was due to chance or to the local environmental conditions, they had
an important impact on the benthic community. Spoonworms form U-shaped burrows in the
sediments, and their burrowing, feeding, and respiratory activities rewod( and aerate the
sediments. On the one hand this bioturbation may improve physical, chemical, and biological
charactenstics of the sediments generally but it also exposes buried contaminants to the weta~’
column.

The ¯real extent of black sediments dch in hydrogen sulfide decreased dudng the
spoonworrn period, and the abundance of pollution-tolerant polychaetes, CAoitell¯ capltata
Schistomeringos, decreased as well. However, following the collapse of the ¯poonwoml
population, neither the species abundances nor the sediments returned to their previous states.
The net improvement in sediment conditions dudng the period of high spoonworm density may
have resulted from increased oxygenation of the surface sediments and a consequent decrease
in free sulfide. Free sediment sulfide has been found to be the ¯biotic variable most strongly
correlated with the infaunal community ¯t outfall depths on the Palos Verdes Shelf (Greene and
Smith 1975).

In 1989-1990 the numbers of species were lowest immediately adjacent to the HTP
Out’falls, but increased rap;dly w~h distance from these disturbed areas; abundance was moderate
around the 5-mi and high at the 7-mile ou~.’fall (CLA,DPW 1991). Diversity was lowest at the 7-mile
outfail and increased w~h distance from the area, whereas it was moderate around the 5-mile
ourfall. Abundance and numbers of species were highest south of the out/alls at Short Bank, ¯
t’,at~,at characterized by low-lying rock outcrops and heterogenous sediment¯.
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_ Classification analysb of recent summer macrofauna data indicated five bro~d
macrofaunal assemblages, which formed site groups associated with depth and proximity to the
outfalls (Figure 9-11). Around the 5-mile outfall, two subgroups were delimited. One subgroup
consisted of stations adjacent to the outsell, the other subgroup consisted of stations fudhor from
the outfall and represented macrofauna which ire transitional between outfall ind natural
conditions (CLA,DPW 1991). The site group nearest the 7-ml sludge field was characterized by
large numbers of individuals and low numbers of species, including several opportunistic,
pollution-tolerant

Macrof~una assemblages also wry in composition along a strong depth gradient (from
Inner-shelf to upper-slope) and along natural sediment gradients, and with distance from the two
ouffalls, representing an environmental stress gradient (CI.A, DPW 1991), Dlveralty and
composition of the assemblages away from the outlalls ware typical for southern California shelf
communities°

The fluctuations in the size of the area impacted by the outfalls may result from the
increase in numbers (species end individuals) of opportunistic species v,~Ich respond qulckly to
small physical and chemical changes in the environment (CLA,DPW 1991). There aro fewer
opportunistic species around the 5-me ouffall, and species that were common away from It, (e.g.,
Pectin¯tie californiensis), have become �ommon at the outfall, Pollution sensitive species such
as Amphiodia urb’ca, however, are still sparse near the outfall but have invaded tr~,nsitional er~l
between the outfalls and unaffected areas. During the pedod of sludge disposal, the polych~te
Ophy~ocha dominated the field, but since about 1987, the abundance of this polychaete
diminished to needy zero (CLA,DPW 1991).

Thus, in general, the abundances of opportunistic spec=es are approaching background
levels and overall diversity is incre ~g. The area around the 5-ml outfall now support¯ ¯
relativehj natural composition of macro~auna, although sediment¯ in the old sludge field
populated w~th ¯ m~x of "natural" and opportunistic species (CLA, DPW 1991).

The "degraded" area also persists around the JWPCP outfalls, although it is much stroller
(in areal extent) than it was previously. The "changed" area has also contracted, gradually
receding eastward on the Pelo~ Verdes ~

At water depths of 200 fl on the Palos Verde¯ Shelf, white sea urchins and other large
echinoderms were uncommon (low population densities) between 1972 and 1979 compared to
reference areas at the same depth (Word and Striplin 1980). Major megafaunal species
absent w~thin several miles of the JWPCP outfalls in 1973, although they were present elsewherl
in Santa Monica Bay (Me¯ms and Greene 1974). The dNersity and abundance of echinodernl$
as a group were depressed near the ,.NVPCP out’falls between 1971 and 1976 (AJlen and Voglin
197~) and total invertebrate ~egafaunal biomass on the Shelf was only half that at statlona in
Santa Monica Bay between 1977 and 1982 (Moore et aJ. 1982). However, densities of the
ridgoback rock shrimp were greatly enhanced.

In 1982 meg¯faunal biomass was about equal at sites on the Palos Verdes Shelf and It
control sites in northern Santa Monna Bay (’Table 9-3): however, in the vicin~j of the HTP outfalls
it was 3 to 4 t~’nes higher than at the reference sites (Cross 1982a). Between 1984 and 1986
enhanced biomass was most apparent south of the 5-mi ou’dalh whi!e at the ouffall itself the
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blomass was slightly lower than at the ~ Santa Mortice Bay control are (Johna~ ~nd
Roney 1988).

By 1982 echinoderms (which had previously been lacking), were collected II1 the vicinity
of the JWPCP outfalls, indicating = major change in the �ommunRy structure since the e~dy
1970s. Class~cation analysis of traw~-�o~le~od megafauna from throughout the ~uthern
Califomia Bight between 1971 and 1985 indicated that 1980 was a turning point o~ the
Verdes Shelf (SCCWRP 1986e). Pdor to 1980 samples from Palos Verdes Shelf w~re lelNu~ted
from the "normal" mainland shelf group; whereas after 1980 samples from the Palos Verdes ~helf
were grouped along with "normal" samples. Samples collected from depths of 120 to ~20
Santa Monica Bay, including those from near the HTP outfalls, were grouped with the ~
stations during all

In 1989 and 1990 megafaunal communities exhibited = pronounced relationship to Ihe
HTP outfalls. Near the 6-mi outfall, dNersit~ and the mean number of apeclas were reduced
(Figure 9-12)(CLA,DPW 1991). Spiny sand start ware most abundant atthe outfall IRes, possibly
due to the abundance of prey whose populations were enhanced by organic endchmenL ~
sea urchins were present at offshore aires but not in the vicinity of the outfalls; in labo~tofy
studies, both these specie~ prefer clean aediment= over �ontaminated sediment= (Andemon

Dudng pre-abatement sampling 8t the 7-mi outfall, ridgeback rock 8hdmp and white
urchin were the most abundant megafaunal lnverlebrates collected (SCCWRP 1989). Megaf~unaJ
species collected at the 300 ft depth contour differed be~’een contaminated ares Ind the
reference sites (SCCWRP 1989). In 1966-1987 (dudng active sludge discharge) the molt
abundant megafaunal species at the contaminated sites was the Calitomia sand itar (SCCINRP
1989). Following discontinuation of sludge disposal the abundance of California lind Itll’
decreased below reference levels (SCCWRP 1989). White sea urchin was formedy most abundant
st the reference sites and did not usually occur at the �ontaminated sites, It has not returned
follow~ng sludge termination (SCCWRP 1~.

Industrisl Discharge Impael=

Macrofaunl

The shallow, subtidal bottom between Redondo Beach and E1 Segundo have been
surveyed in connection w~th NPDES permits for three generating stations and the El Segundo
Refinery industrial discharge. No effluent impact on the infauna has been demonstrated around
either the El Segundo or Scattergood Generating Statlon discharges (IRC 1979, 1981, MBC
1991b!; thermal effects end NPDES monitoring studies at the Redondo Generating b’tation have
not indicated any effects of the discharge other than increased bottom turbulence (EOAJMBC
1973, MBC 1982a).

Turbulence associated with the discharge plume results in coamer bottom material near
the discharge structure, and coarse sediments are inhabited by a somewhat different benthic
communi~/. Coarsening has also becn observed at the intake stnJcture, where musse~ and
barnacle shell fragments are flushed out during heat treatment of the conduits. These minor
changes are only noticeable w~hin 300 l~ of the structures. Metals dissolved from the condenser
tubes and chlorine used to control growl.h ot clams and barnacles w~thin the cooling water system
do not have detectable effects on botlom communRies.
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L
Infaunal sampling at El Segundo and Scattergood Generating Stations in 1991 Indicated --

no effects from the discharge (MBC 1991b). Abundance and species dchness have been greatest
at stations along the 20-fl and 30-fl isobaths upccast of the Scettergood Generating Station.
Infaunal abundance and species richness patterns were closely associated with sediment groin _s~ze, suggesting that the sediments are the most important factor, but that the impact b
ecologically significant (MBC 1991b). Abundance, species richness, and diversity all generally
decreased w~th increasing distance from the El Segundo Refinery discharge in 1990, Indicating
enhancement, if anything, due to the discharge (MBC 1990).

Megefauna

Diver-observed and trawl-caught megafauna along the 30-fl isobath were no different near
the El Segundo Generating Station than away from It (IRC 1979, 1981). At water depths of 65 It
off Redondo Beach, white sea urchins were less abundant near the power plant discharge ~
in trawls taken off Manhattan Beach (MBC 1986a); however, few other species showed eu¢~ I

Marine Vessel Acthdty Impa~ts                                                             --

The soft benthos of Madna del Ray appears to have been impacted by madna vessek,
related contaminants, in particular TBT from antifouling paints. Many mollusk species ere vl~tu-,lly
absent or are less abundant in areas where TBT levels are high thin they would nom~lly
expected (Soule end Ogud 1986, 1987).

HARD BOTTOM HABITAT8.

Munkdpal Weatewater Dlschai~es

Treated wastewater can affect nearby rocky habitat through sedimentation, tuYoldity, and
the toxicit~ of its metal and chlorinated organic components. In 1958 algal cover in rocky arm
exposed to the JWPCP effluent was fairly normal at water depths of 10 and 33 ft, but almost Iio
algae were found below 33 ft (CSWQCB 1964). in 1969 almost no algae were found at water
depths of 50 to 75 ft from 2 mi upceast to 2 mi downcoast of the outfalls and more than 0.4 In.
of fine organic-rich sediment covered rock surface~ 1.3 ml upcoast of the discharge (Grigg

It appears that the area affected by the ouffalls tdpled between 1954 end 1969 and In
1966 the algal community at depths of 20 to 100 fl off Palos Verdes Point (8 ml upcoast of th~
JWPCP outfall) was modil~ed as a result of exposure to wastewater (Strachan and Koskl 1989).
Partial recovery of the subtidal algal community (which coincided wff.h decreases in the emission
of particulates and toxicants from the JWPCP ouffalls) was reported later (Gdgg 1978, Meistmll
and Montagne 1983), but significant increases in algal cover and diversi~y only occurred at sites
,’a~hest from the out/all (e.g., Palos Verdes Point). Algal populations and �ommunity structure
near the outfalls were still impacted (Tetra Tech 1984).

In 1977 concentrations of metals end chlorinated hydrocarbons in the flocculent, near-
bottom particulate layer off Palos Verdes Point were elevated above ambient. A concentt~tio~
gradion! (more metals and organics in this layer nearer the JWPCP outfa!ls) indicated that the
ourfalls were the source. Both pos~ive and negative responses were noted: some populations
apparently benefr~ted from ouh’all.derived nutrients, but overall the richness of the fauna increased
as mass emission rates decreased. Exposed epifauna may have been affected indirectly by
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reductions In the ¯vailability of ¯Igal food ¯nd by the floc layer directly. By 1977, significant
Improvements had been observed compared to conditions In 1969, the greatest recovery being
at Long ¯nd P¯Ios Verde¯ Points (Gdgg 1978).

The mass emissions of suspended solids from JWPCP In the 1990s is less than one-frith
the 1970 level, ¯nd it is no longer the source of describedparticulates byGdgg (1970)
or Gdgg (1978). Since 1978, the Portuguese Bend landslide, (located 3.5 miles w~st of the
JWPCP ouffall system), has been more active than before
200,000 MT per year of slide debris were dislodged (City of Rancho Palos Verdes 1986), over five
times that of JWPCP (Stull, pars. comm. 1993). The landslide sediments are released st the
shoreline; whereas solids from JWPCP ¯re discharged 2 to 4 km offshore in 60 m of w~ter. Thus,
while the rocky subtidal community of Palos Verdes Peninsula continues to be impacted by
turbidity ¯nd sedimentation, the landslide has replaced JWPCP ¯s the source of parti~--ulates.
Reductions in mass emissions of trace constituents coincided with significant recovery of eastern
sites from the 1970s to the mid-1980s (Stull, pars. comm. 1993).

The HTP outtall conduit provides ¯ddition¯l hard-bottom substrata for both plants and
¯ him¯Is to colonize, thereby creating positive impacts. Inshore portions of the 5- and 7-ml
conduits ¯re dominated by gorgonian corals ¯nd strawberry anemones, ¯nd the ballast rock
provides crevices for cryptic species (Allen et
near the shelf break has been examined with remote camera (Moore ¯rid Me¯ms 1980) ¯nd the
hard sub¯States of the HTP out’falls by submersible (Allen ¯t al. 1976). Plumose ¯nemone was
dominant on the pipe, however, it was not seen on the deep, low-relief rock bottom, despite Its
presence at equal depths elsewhere. The reasons for this ¯nd other differences between the
communit;es in the two ¯reas are not knov,n, bLt may be re:¯ted to ~e waste discharge. Although
the outfall pipe supports ¯ diverse and abundant epifauna, It is not the same as that of nearby
natural rock lu’e~s.

The conduit does provide ¯ habitat which attracts many fish and invertebrates, thereby
making them popular sport fishing locations. Many species of rock~sh are common near the 5-rid
outfall terminus.

Industrial Dlacharge Impacts

No effects fl’om the Redondo Generating Station effluent have been
subtidal invertebrates in King Harbor. The w~despread distribution of open coast algae in the
harbor indicates good water circulation, which is at least partially due to the generating station
intake and discharge (Straughan 1977).

Marine Vessel Activity Imp¯ell

The substrata of groins, breakwaters, and jetties in shallow water near Madna del Ray
be subjected to the toxic effects of TBT on mussels, clams, and snails (Soul¯ and Ogudmay

1986. 1987). TBT has been used in boat bottom-paint and because of its toxic~, to mollusks,
Marina del Ray has fewer species of mollusks than other areas where there are fewer marine
vessels.

F/4hery

Commercial fishing in the study area for California spiny lobster, rock crabs, and red Is¯
urchin occurs primarily west of Malibu Point and south of Palos Verdes Point. Lobsters can only
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be fished from mid-October to mid-March (Schultze 1986). and �ommercial catches of lobltM
from the Bay have declined since 1955 (MBC 1985). However, total catch decreased in the eady
1970s on the Palos Verdes Shelf end increased in the 1980s. Rock crab catches from this erie
were especially low in 1971. peaked in 1975, end have decreased since then. The red see, urchin
fishery began on ¯ large scale in 1976 and by 1981 had elready been overharvested (Stull et
1987). It is not certain whether these fluctuations were due to natural causes, overfi~hing, loll of
habitat (e.g., surfgrass nursery grounda for lobate, or pollution.

Recreational fishing for C~lifon’~ $1:~ny lobster, rock crabs, pink Ibalone, and
scallop also occurs In the Bay, primarily by divers. The Impact of this fishery has not beefl
described, but the construction of edJficial reefs in Ihe Bay was intended to increase their habitat
and thus fishing

ARTIFICIAL REF.F~

A large number of unique and popular plants and animals utllLze the hard-bottom, reef
habitat. However, hard bollom is lacking in most of the study area end artificial reefi; have been
constructed to provide hard-bottom habitat. Or~inally, the justification for �onstruction of ertiflr..Jll
reefs was to enhance recreational fishing and diving, however, in recent years artificial reefs have
also been used as mitigation for marine resources lost in coastal development projects (Wilson
et aJ. 1990, Johnson eta/. 1992).

¯ Most of the nearshore area of Santa Mortice Bay proper consists of sandy bottom and
is devoid of natural reefs. Since 1958 the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) his
constructed 14 artificial reefs in Santa Monica Bay. Five of. the eady reefs were constructed of
streetcars, automobiles, end other degradable materials and have since disappeared. Howm,’~’,
nine artn’icial reefs remain in the nearshore subtidal erea from Malibu to Torrance Beach (Figuro
9-13) (Lewis and McKee 1989). These ere named as follov~: Malibu, Topanga, Santa Monk:l,
Santa Monica Bay, Marina del Rey Reef I, Marina del Rey Reef 2, Hermosa Beach, Redondo
Beach, and Palawan. Most are composed of quarry rock but Paiawan Artificial Reef off Torrance
Beach consists of the sunken liberty ship Pataw~n {L~wis and McKee 1989).

KELP BEDS

Wastewater discharges are thought to have contnl~uted to the loss of giant kelp
(Macrocysb’s pyrifera) near Los Angeles end San Diego (North and Schafer 1964). Kelp plants
have been shown to be sensitive to many of the �ontar,,,!na=’,s introduced by man. and although
there are other sources, most of these in the s~udy erea are from treated wastewater (CSWQCB
1964). Aside from the coincidence that the Palos Verdes kelp beds began to degenerate shortly
after the White Point discharge became operational in 1937 and spread outward from the out~ll.
there is a strong relationship between mass emissions through the JWPCP outfalls and kelp
canopy coverage on the Palos Verdes Peninsula. Conversely. between 1974 and 1987 mall
emissions of tota~ suspended solids in the JWPCP effluent decreased by 72%, whi~e the area of
kelp coverage increased.

Kelp coverage along Palos Verdes has generally increased since the mid-19705 t’FIgura
9-14). although in 1983 and 1988 i~ suffered losses of 90% and 95%, respectively, due to
extremely severe winter storms. Other beds ~n southern California suffered similar losses.
Recoven/of g~ant kelp was rapid at Palos Verdes: the surface canopy in 1989 was four times that
in 1978. Between 1989 and 1992, kelp coverage h=s declined because of increased gra~ng
pressure f~om expanding sea urchin populations. Some areas are essentially devoid of vegetatlo~
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because of sea urchins, although this eppeam to be I natural episodic event, unrelated to the
discharge of treated w~stewatera (Stull, pe~. �omm. 1993).

Toxic materials in wastewatera may harm kelp, but the eccumulaUon of particulates ~                  1
rock surfaces probably has the greatest impact. The small, young plants (sporophytes) which m
contacted by the particulates are not only more sensitive than adults to toxic materials, but they
do not settle and grow on rocks covered with a particulate f~lm. In areas of heavy particle                  /~
concentration the few sporoph~tes which settle ere often on ridges which bottom ¢urrentl sweep
clear of sediment. Normally rocks in ¯ well-developed kelp bed support large numbers of roll
sporophyles, which do not grow to matur~ because the existing canopy keeps llght levels too
low for active photosynthesis. When adult plants die back because of summer nutrient limitations
or ere tom up by storms, light penetrates to the bottom and the sporophytel grmv.

Turbidity and light reduction may also result from w~stewater discharge and may affect
kelp. Even though this would not prevent settlement of sporophytes, it might prevent their growth
by reducing bottom light levels. At present there is not enough evidence to distinguish betwe~
these two effects, or to establish the role of toxic materials in kelp growth and sutviwll in the study
area. The strong relationship between JWPCP mass emissions end kelp die-off strongly suggests
wastewater involvement, but It does not indicate which constituent b relponlible.
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CHAPTER 10
MARINE VERTEBRATE RESOURCES

The madne vertebrates of Santa Monlca Bay am Important to the general public,
especially to commercial and recreational fishermen as well as to recreational SCUBA dlvem. In
the past, fish diseases have been an obvious indicator of �ontaminated areas. Sea birdl, Ihore
birds, and waterfowl are some of the most obvious members of the Santa Monlca Bay faurm,
are important scavengers and foragers throughout the Bay. They are aesthetically
recreationalIy pleasing, and have shown some of the most striking responses to madne
contamination. Marine mammals ere important to Bay tourists, particularly whale watchers and
party-boat fishermen; being near the top of the food web, they often accumulate high levels
contaminant~.

FISHES

Dlatflbution by Hablta!

Pelagk~

The most obvious and abundant pelagic nekton in the study area are bony fishes, species
which typically school and are often migratory. Most pelagic fishes feed on �opepods when small,
on shrimp-like prey when larger, and on other fish as adulta.

The dominant pelagic fishes In the study area era chub (or Pacific) mackerel, Jtck
m~ckerel, northern anchovy, and Pacific sardinA. These specios make up most of the commer¢~l
weffish fishery catch, the dominant commercial fishery in southem California. Oceanic
such es swordfish are important in the drift.net fishery and northern anchovy are caught in the

Some pelagic sport fishes such as yellowtail and Pacific barracuda ere migratory species
which move into the Bay in summer, and may be espec{ally abundant dudng an El Ni~o period.
Chub mackerel and Pacific bonito are commonly taken from piers and jetties as well as chattel"
end private boats. In the 1980s chub mackerel and Pacific bonito accounted for about. 27
13%, respectNety, of the sport catch in the Bay proper, and 31 and 18% of that of the Palos
Verdes Shelf (MBC 1985, Stull eta]. 1987). Chub mackerel, Pacific barracuda, and Pacific bonito
accounted for 29, 7, and 7%, respec’Jvely, of the recreational fish catch of Santa Monica Bay In
1991-1992 (MBC, in prep.).

Many neuritic species occur in the Bay, inP...Juding queenfish, jacksmelt, and topsmelt in
shallow depths and shortbelly rockfish along the outer shelf. White seabass are important in the
commercial set gillnet fishery (which w~ll end in 1994) others ,,re taken by recreational fishermen.

The deeper waters of the Bay support northern and Mexican lampflsh, California
srnoothtongue, and Pacific hake. These species migrate between the surface waters at night and
the deepwater mesopelagic zone below 300 ft during the day.

Many species are temporary members of the pelagic community. Vermilion rockfish,
bocacc~o, and sable~sh feed in the water column at night but rest on or remain near the bottom
during the day. White croaker and white seaperch schoo~ in the water column but feed on the
bottom.
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The eggs and larvae (tchthyoplankton) of rn~ny bony fishes are planktonic, even though
the adult stages may not be. The planktonic stage lasts for ¯ few weeks to months before the
larvae transform into nektonic or demerral juveniles. Ichthyoplankton ere of particular
because of their relationship to the abundance of adults in particular fishing grounds. The most

tsabundantnot alwaysfiShthelarvaec~e.in en area are typically those of the most abundant adult species, but this

Sharks are the dominant cartilaginous fishes in the pelagic environment of Slnta Monk~
Bay, with blue shark the most abundant, although thresher sharks, basking shark=, and
are seen occasionally. Most sh~rks feed on adult fish and squid but basking shal~l fled
juvenile fish and euphauaikla.

Sofl-bellem

The soft-bottom habitat supports an abundant and diverie assemblage of darner=el
which swim occasionally, but spend much of their time on the bottom. Flatfishes, rockfi=hee,
sculpins, combfishes, and eelpouts make up most of the soft-bottom fish fauna. Different basic
assemblages are found on the inner, the middle, and the outer shelf (SCCWRP 1973, Fay eta/.
1978, Allen 1982). The inner shelf assemblage is dominated by speckled ianddab, the middle
shelf by stripetail rockfish, and the outer shelf by slender sole (Allen 1982).

California halibut, California scorpionfish, bar~ed rand bass, and white croaker ere fllhad
by sport fishermen. In the 1980s barred rand bass accounted for 8% of the sport fish <=itch off
the Palos Verde= Shelf and 6% of that of the Bay proper (MBC 1985, Stull eta/. 1987). In 1991-
1992 they accounted for 11% of the recreational fish catch from piera, pdvate boatl, and
commercial passenger fishing vessels (MBC, in prep.). Sablefish, Dover sole, and English
are important in commercial fisheries to the north, although they era not fished in Santa Monk:~
Bay.

Hard-beam

The hard-bottom fish assemblage differs In composition w~th depth. Common shallow
water families include the sea basses, surfperches, rock’fishes, kelpfishes, sculpins, damsetflshee,
end wrasses. Important species locally include kelp bass, brown rockfish, p~e perch, black pert=h,
white seaperch, rubbedip seaperch, seftorita, and opaleye (Carlisle eta/. 1964; Stephen= et ai.
1984b; ME}C 1987a; Dorsey 1988, pars. comm.). In deeper water, vermilion rockfish, bocecdo,
cowco:~, ar,.! flag rockfish dominate (Allen et a]. 1976, Moore and Meams 1980). Because theet
species occur off-bottom they are readily observed by divers or remote cameras; however, herd.
bottom species such as kelpfishes, sculpins, and pipefishes are cryptic and hence difficult to lee.

Hard-bottom fishes are pursued by divers on the Mal~u end Palos Verde= Shelves and
by anglers from shore, piers, and private or party boats. Because ouffall pipes constitute hard
substrate, party boat fishing is sometimes conducted along their length. Rockfishes and kelp bass
are the most important hard-bottom sport fish in the Bay, rockiishes in deep water and kelp bass
in shatlow water. In the 1980s, rockl"~shes and kelp bass accounted for 43 and 6%, respectively,
of the sport catch in the Bay proper and 17 and 10% of that of the Palos Verde= Shelf (Meatus
1977; ME~C 1985, Stull et eJ. 1987). In 1991-1992 more kelp bass than rockfishes were taken by
recreational anglers in Santa Monica Bay; kelp bass and rockfishes comprised 9 end 6%,
respectrvely, of the catch during that period (MBC, in prep.).
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Kelp.bed

The vertical complexity of kelp beds attracts many fishes which use the beds k:x’ ,,/schooling, shelter, and foraging. Kelp bass, black perch, rubbedip seaparch, oplleye, kelp
rockfish, and olive rockfish are common in kelp holdfast zonal. Yellowtall, white eel ball,
rubbedip seaperch, halfmoon, and halfblind goby have been observed in the stipe region of the
bed. Fishes of the kelp canopy include the topsmelt, kelp pipeflsh, kelp perch, giant kelpflsh, kelp
�lingfish, and kelp gunnel.

Opeleye end halfmoon feed primarily on algae, whereas kelp bass, yellowtali, lind white
seabass eat fish and squid. The remaining species feed largely on arustaci==nl luch Is
emphipods, copepods, mysids, crabs, and shrimp, The kelp bass is important Inthe lpofl f~lhMy,
comprising 10 and 6% of the catch oftha Palos Verdes Shelf and Santa Monica Bay, respectively
(MBC 1985, Stull eta/. 1987). In 1991.1992 they comprised 9% of the recreatiorml ~sh catch from
S~nta Monlca Bay.

Natural Varbblll~

The fir.h populations in Santa Mortice Bay vary in size as I result of major climatological
events and minor oceanographic and biological events. The species composition in

assemblagesonly been describedalS° varieSqualitatively.fOr similar reasons; although the effects of these n,=turel events h~ve

The abundan(’e of fish sc,~les in sedimenfs fro.n b~sins �ff southern Callforr:!a ind.lcqtl$                     --.
that populations of pelagic species have fluctuated greatly during the last 1,800 years (Figure 10-
1) (Sourer end Isaacs 1969). Pacific eardine abundance has ranged from periods of high
abundance lasting 20 to 200 years to periods of low abundance averaging 80 years in duration.
Population peaks in the past were about twice those of the present century. However, fluctuationl
during the 19th century were similar in magnitude to those during this century:, the low
abundance of sardines since the 1940s is similar to that of the period between 1865 and 188~
(Soutar and Isaaca 1974).

Northern anchovy and Pacific hake populations did not crash as severely as did ~
Pacific sardine, but they have fluctuated greatly. The abundance of northern anchovy peaked
about 1,500 years ego and has declined gradually since. Pacific hake has peak abundances
about every 300 years, the last being about 250 years ago (Soutar and Isaac= 1969).

The abundance of these pelagic fishes combined was greater from 1900 to 1925 than
enylime since (Sourer end Isaacs 1974). These long term changes may be related to vadationl
in the California Current. During El Ni6o periods, warm-water species either recruit to the Bay
from the south as larvae or move into the Bay as adults. Many species move into the a~el In:m1
their more typical habitat off Mexico (Radovich 1961, Mearns 1988).

Pelagic, warm-water, end migratory sport fish abundance increased in Santa Monlca Bay
during the 1957-1959 El Nif~o (Meatus eta]. 1976). During the El Nitros of 1978 and 1982-1983,
several species of warm-water reef fishes recruited into King Harbor where they are still abundant
(St~ phens 1988, pars. comm.). Sirnifady, during 1985-1 ~6 tho shallow, demersal fish assemblage
of the Pa~os Verdes Shelf had more warm-water species than it did ~n 1972-1973, a period of cold                      ¯
water (MBC 1987b1.
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Cold w~ter specie= are negatively affected dudng an El Ni~o event. The a~,und~nee of
demersal fish in Santa Monica Bay was about one-third of normal dudng the 1957-1959 El Niho.
This decrease coincided with the initiation of sludge discharge into Santa Monica Submarine

~ Canyon (Carlisle 1989). Although the potential effect of sludge disposal cennot be discounted,
; the abundance of demereal fish did increase immediately alter the El Ni~o.

Dudng the 1982-1983 El NIf~o, many ¢e<d water soft-bottom species moved to deeper
water In Santa Monica Bay (Love et el. 1986). Several coastal species disappeared from Madn~
del Rey, (presumably moving into the Bay proper) and these did not return until the w~ter
cooler in 1986 (Soule and Ogud 1987). Apparently some ¢ookw~tar species also recruited poorly
during this period, possibly due to ¯ decrease in zooplanldon ¯bundance (Love eta/. 11NI6).

The development of kelp beds on the Palos Verdes Shelf dudng the late 1970l hid II~e
,, effect on the rocky-bottom fish fauna in general, but the abundance of kelp bass Increased
r’ (Stephen= eta/. 1984b). Extreme wave turbulence destroys reef and kelp bed habitat¯

disrupts inshore sandy bottoms. Artificial rocky reefs in King Harbor were lost dudng ¯ major
storm of January 1988 (Stephens 1988, pets. comm.). Turbidity from storm runoff and landslidel
may linger for weeks or months, making the are== unsuitable for many fish (Allen 1982). The
movement of =and into tidepoois during the summer reduces the amount of habitat for interUd~l

Although a red tide in 1945 (from San Lul= Oblspo to Los Angeles Harbor) kgled ih~rkl.
stingrays, end California halibut (Sommer end Clark 1946), no other red tides have caused maw
fish kills ¯leng the California co=st in recent yeer= ,~ongerama-Sanders 1957).

Recruitment of juveniles to the Bay is not necessarily related to Ioce! spawning, pdm~dly
because most fishes have planktonic larvae. The coastal current regime dudng a spawning event
may act to retain larvae spawned in the Bay, may carry them ¯way, or may Import larvae from
outside the B~y.

t!

Municipal Dlachirg’e Impacts

1’ Population Cha ngee. The effects of wastewater discharges on the fishes of Santa MonksII
Bay were first studied after the discharge of sludge was initiated at the HTP 7-ml ouffall in 1957.
The abundance of most small, trawl-caught fishes in Santa Monica Bay declined in 1959, but

~ returned to previous levels between 1960 and 1963 (Carlisle 1969). The decline probably resulted
¯ from poor recruitment of cool-water fishes during the El Nitro Event of 1957-1959 (Meams et

1976). Speckled sanddab appeared to be attracted to the 7-ml outfall, but yellowchln sculpin,
I California tonguefish, as well as the speckled sanddab were absent in the area near the terminus
¯ of the 5-mi out/all (Carlisle 1969).

From 1957 to 1975 the abundance and diversib/of demersal fish were low around the
and 7-mi outfalls (Me¯ms et aJ. 1974, Allen and Voglin 1976, Me¯ms et aJ. 1976), but from 1976
to 1979 species richness, b:omass, and individual fish size were greater in the sludge field th~n
in reference areas. Underwater cameras showed that Pacit’~¢ electric ray, white croaker, and shiner
perch were abundant in the sludge field, the latter two apparently feeding in the sludge (Bascom
st ~/. 1980). From 1984 to 1985 fish biomass was higher and fish abundance was generally high
~ the outfall stations while wh;le croaker dominated the fish abundance near both ouSt¯lie
although not in other offshore areas of the Bay (Johnson and Roney, 1988).
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By the late 1980s, the number of fish per tmwi in the contaminated zone near HTP 7-ml
outfall wer~ still below reference levels (SCCWRP 1989) and white croaker and Dover sole w~e
the most abundant species collected (SCCWRP 1989). Immediately following termination of
sludge discharge fewer white croaker were collected et the contaminated sites, but sludge did
not appear to impact fish communities at water depths of 200 m (SCCWRP 1989). The number
of fish per traw~ have not indicated any trends toward mcovory.

Five demersal fish assemblages were described In Santa Monice Bay In 1989-1990
(Figure 10-2) (CLA,DPW 1991). The three offshore assemblages consisted of northam, mlxed, and
outfall site-groups; the two nearshore assemblages were separated by seasonal differences. Mean
numbers of species and individuals were highest along the 60-m Isobath, depressed In the vicinlty
of the ouffalls, and lowest nearahore.

Flaffishes were the most abundant group; homyhead turbot was the most widely
distributed, California lizardflsh the most abundant species near the ouffalls. Contaminated
sediments near HTP’s 5-mt and ten~lnated 7-mi outtalls may exclude, depress, or enhance the
abundance of certain species (CLA, DPW 1991).

The distribution of fish species in Santa Mortice Bay is also related to distribution of their
prey. Changes in the composition of the benthic infauna can result in I change In the
composition of demersal fish assemb:ages (Cross eta/. 1985, MBC 1987b). Crustaceans (the
preferred prey of most common demersal fish) are uncommon near the outfall sites. Fish th~
feed predominantly on benthic end epibe,~thic crustaceans are rare or absent from outfall
(CLA,DPW 1991). Hornyhead turbot and English sole, on the other hand, feed pdmadly
infaunal polychaetes and mollusks (Alien 1982). Infauna near the outfalls ware dominated by
these invedebra~s, thus those fish species were dominant them.

Between 1970 and 1976 the fauna of the Palos Verdes Shelf was more severely affected
by wastewater discharge than that near the HTP outfalls. The abundance and diversity of
demersal fish were low near the JWPCP discharges on the 200.ft isobath and were severely
depressed at a depth of 450 fl, 0.6 to 1.2 mi northwest of the ouffalls. Although fish biornass was
enhanced at a depth of 450 fl near the discharge; homyhead turbot, California tonguefish, plainfln
midshipman, end yellowchin sculpin were rare or absent whereas white croaker, shiner perch,
and cudfin sole were unusually abundant (Mearns eta/. 1976, Allen 1982).

By 1985 and 1986 the demersel fish assemblage had changed from that characteristic
of the eady 1970s end some of the differences appeared to be related to improved effluent
quality. Previously rare or uncommon species such as homyhead turbot, California tonguefish,
yellowchin sculpin, and plainfin midshipman were common whereas previously abundant species
such as white croaker, shiner perch, and cudfin sole were absent or rare (MBC 1987b). Some of
these shifts appear to be related to food availabil~’y; e.g., several species which fed on gemm~dd
amphipods were absent when amphipods were uncommon during the mid-1970s whereas fish
species which fed upon polychaetes were abundant when polychaetes were dominant (Alle~l
1982, Cross et aJ. 1985, MBC 1987a).

From 1988 to 1990 the fish fauna of the Palos Verdes Shelf changed little (LACSD 1992).
At first, bigmouth sole was the most common species and slender sole the most abundant; In
1991 plainfin midshipman was the most abundant and most common species. Larvae of the molt
abundant species had setlled on the Palos Vetdes Shelf and thus most species were represented
~-.. s~v~ral age-classes (LACSD 1992). Some species that feed on benthic microcrustacoana
conS=hue to be less abundant near the outfalls, but Cali/omia tonguefish has been �onsistently
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more abundant. Cudfin sole and ehiner perch were abundant near the ouffall in the lady 1970l
and were described as being "discharge-associated* (Allen 1982), but they are now rare or absent
(LACSD 1992); whereas several species that wero ~d)sent in tho eady 1970s are now presont
(Stull 1992 pert. comm.).

The HTP 5- and 7-ml outi~lls function as artif~l reefs, attracting many rocky
fishes. Schools and aggregations of fishes near the conduit in deep w~ter may simply od~nt t~
the pipes, and may feed there. In shallow water, the ballast rock provides �over for rodd~hla;
ehortbelly rockfish, vermilion rockfish, �owced, and Ixx~ccio are most �ommon ~long dialer
portions of the p~pos (Alien at ai. 1976)o

Wastewater-related changes in inteff~dal ~h p~lat~ons have no~ be~ documented,
al~hough changes in the algae assemblage probably a~ some fishes. Hurn~n disturbance
probably reduced intertidal fish populatiom throughout southern California (Crose 1982b).

Dlaeasae and Abnormalities. Diseases and sl~ormalities in madna organisms
been related to pollution throughout the world (Sinderrnann 1979, Sindermann eta/. 1980, Mix
1986). Diseases and abnormalities in marine organisms from southern Califomis hive beefl

,. documented since the 1950s (Meatus end Sherwood 1977), although careful evaluations of the
cause and effect relationships were not conducted until the eady 1970s. Since then, many studies
have surveyed the prevalence (i.e., percentage of a population affected) and geographic
distribution of fish diseases end abnormalities. The major abnormalities that may be related to

~ pollution in Santa Monica Bay include fin erosion, epidermal tumom, oral pepiilornla, and
microscopic liver abnormalities.

Fin Erosion. Fin erosion is an obvious abnottnality and has been linked to degraded
marine environments throughout the wodd. It is �~taracterized by the degeneration or absence
of fins (Meams and Sherwood 1974), but the causes am complex and may include chemicaJ
contamination, low dissolved oxygen, and secondary bacterial invasion (Sindermann eta/. 1980).
Although little is known about how the disease affects ~ival rates, it is less common in
more than three years old (Cross 1985).

In 1969 to 1972 fin erosion in Dover sole was exceptionally high (42%) on the PIIol
Verdes Shaft and declined sharply both upco~st and downcoast from that area (Meams and
Sherwood 1974). The overall prevalence in Santa Monk= Bay was 6%, but it was greater
10% near the HTP outfalls and less than 2% elsewhere.

Fin erosion was found in 33 of 151 species (22%) from the study area and pre~mlence
was 5% or greater in seven species: Dover sole (30%), greenstdped rockfsh (14%), rex sole
(13%), barred sand bass (9%), greenblotched rockfish (6%), and vermilion rockfish (5%) (Mlarnl
end Sherwood 1977). The prevalence pattern of fin erosion in five species was similar to that
Dover sole: it peaked on the Palos Verdes Shelf (11 to 39%) and declined both upcoast and
downcoast from that area (Sherwood 1978). Meatus and Sherwood (1974, 1977) and Sherwood
(1978) concluded that fin erosion in fishes on the Palos Verdes Shelf is probably ¯ result of the
JWPCP effluent.

From 1971 to 1983, fin erosion was found in 29 fish species near the JWPCP outfalls:
approximately 90% ot all individuals with fin erosion were Dover sole (Cross 1985). The
prevalence of fin erosion in Dover sole declined with increasing distance from the ouffalls along
bc:h the 200- and 450-ft isobath. Wilhin 0.6 mi of the outfalls prevalence was approximately 30%,
whereas 14.4 mi from the out’falls it was close to 0.0%. The prevalence of fin erosion in Dover sole
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exhibited a fairly steady decline from 1971 to 1983. Values within 5.4 ml of the outfalls rlmged
from 51 to 81% In 1971.1972, and declined to less than 10% by 1983. The number of fish speole~
with fin erosion near the JWPCP outfalis also declined, from 18 In 1971 to just 6 in 1983 (Croea
1985). Cross (1985) also concluded that this abnormality was the result of exposure to sediment ,,/
contaminants. F~n erosion in Dover sole on the Palos Verdes Shelf was even lower (0.7%) in 1988.
Within 0.6 mi of the outfall about 1.1% of the fish have the condition (Stul11988, pea. �(~1m.).

The extent of fin erosion has also declined over the yearn (Stull 1992, pea. comm.). In                 Z
the 1970s most fins were completely lost, whereas in the 1980l end 1990s only ¯ enroll ~
of the mid-dorsal fin was afflicted.

Fin erosion has been found in fishea from many other areas of the United States. Betwlen
1967 and 1971 in Radtan, Lower, and Sandy Hook Bays (New York Ck~/), relatively high lev~s
of fin erosion were found in four species bluefish 24%; summer flounder 16%; weakl~sh 11%; and
winter flounder 8% (Mahoney eta]. 1973). This condition was limited to Inner portions of the New
York Bight and was thought to be caused by bacteria in conjunction with environmental stre~
from chemical contamination (Mehoney eta/. 1973). Fin erosion was found in two of 22 fish
species from the highly contaminated Duwamish RNer in Puget Sound: 8% of the starry f~ounder
and 0.5% of English sole. The abnon’nalities were attributed to an interaction of the genetic
constitution of the organisms with multiple environmental variables, (such all ¢hemi¢~
contaminants and physical factors), end mechanical injury (Wellings eta/. 1976).

These studies confirm those from southern California which suggest that high prevalance~
of fin erosion are found on,~. ~’~ h;ghly contaminated areas, I.e., that the dis~ase is induced by
p~ll,.tion. They also suggest that not all ~pecies a~e equally suscei~til:)le to fin erosion, ¯lthough I, .~.
the masons for different susceptibilities is not known. ¯

Epidermal Tumor¯. Epidermal tumors appear es nodular growths on the skin and ¯re
most prevalent in flatfishes less than 3 years old. They have been found in several flatfish Sl)ec~
on the west coasts of both Canada and the United States but have not been found in ¯ny speolea
on the east coast of either country (Stich et el. 1977). They ere thought to be caused by ¯
unicellular parasite or ¯ vinJs (Cross 1988). Epidermal tumors ere frequently prevalent ~
urbanized areas (Sindermann 1979). Individuals with epidermal tumors exhibit reduced growth,
increased mortality, and failure to participate in no~mal seasonal migrations (Stich et aL 1976,
Camp¯he 1983, Cross 1986). U

Of 151 species examined from southern Califomis between 1972 and 1975, only Dovm"
sole was consistently affected wfth tumors (Mearns and Sherwood 1977). Tumors were molt
prevalent in Dover sole less than 120 mm standard length (SL) (Me¯ms and Sherwood 1977); 8%
in Santa Manic¯ and San Pedro Bays and about 5% on the Palos Verdes Shelf. Dover sole <120
mm SL were 34 times more abundant on the Palos Verdes Shelf than in Santa Manic¯ Bay.
Epidermal tumors were not seen in fish (fewer than 25 specimens) from Dana Point end Slnta
C~talina Island.

~ From 1969 to 1972, the prevalence of epidermal tumors In all size classes of Dover sole
¯ was highest (>2%) off Port Huenema and in San Pedro Bay and ranged from 1 to 2% at other

s~tes, (Meatus and Sherwood 1974, Sherwood and Mearns 1976).

Museum specimens from southern California as eady as 1946 revealed that diseased
Dover sole were found in r~Iatively uncontaminated areas far from the Southern California Bight
(Meatus and Sherwood 1976). Meatus and Sherwood (1977) concluded that epidermal¯̄
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papillomas ere not related to discharges from southern California outfalls. The prevalence In
juvenile fish was similar throughout the area; because juvenile fish ware more abundant on the
Palos Verdes She~f, more juvenile fish w~th tumors ware found them.

1983, epidermal tumors were found In 15 species near the JWPCP outfafisFrom 1971 to
(Cross 1988). Dover sole accounted for 93% of ell individuals w~th tumors, largely fish less th~ll
120 mm SL. The prevalence of the tumors decreased w~th Increasing distance from the
The maximum prevalence (3.3%) was st ¯ water depth of 200 It w~thin 0.6 ml of the out/alia;
prevalence was less then 0.6% 14.4 ml from the ouffalls. The prevalence of tumom withIn 5.4
of the ouffalls declined temporally in the mid-1970s, bul appeared to increase In the early 1980~
(w~,hin 1.8 mi from the ouffalls). The number of fish species v~h epidermal tumors near the
JWPCP ouffalls declined from 6 in 1971 to 1 In 1976 end remained et one or two through 1983.

In 19~8 the prevalence of epidermal tumors near the JWPCP ouffalls was 1.1% fo~ small
fish end 0.1% for large fish (Stull 1988, pars. comm.), In 1991, 2.1% of all Dover ~o~e had
epidermal tumors; 8P/~ ware <120 mm SL (Stull 1992, pars. comm.). Cross (1988) �oncluded
that these epidermal tumors In Dover sole w~re directly related to the chemical contaminants In
the sediment~,

0~ - In 1986 2.8% of the Dover sole near the HTP 7-mi ouffall had epidermal tumo¢~,
¯ ".. compared to an incidence rate of 1.5% in northern Santa Monlca Bay (Johnson end Roney 1988),

rates similar to those from this ere¯ in 1971 and 1972 (Me¯ms end Sherwood 1974). Epidermal
tumors were not observed on fishes collected in 1987 to 1989 (CI.A, DPW 1991).

Epidermal tumors have been found In young flatfishes from contaminated and
uncontaminated areas on the west coasts of Canada end the United States. The highest
prey¯lances (15 to 59%) in English sole were from contaminated areas near Vancouver, Bdtlsh
Columbia; Bellingham, Everett, Seattle, end Aberdeen, Washington; end San Francisco, Ca,fomla
(Cooper and Keller 1989, Stich et el. 1977). A prevalence of 54% w~s found in starry flounder
from Bellingham, Washington. The prevalence of epidermal tumors in fishes from uncontaminated
areas has generally been less than 1%, but ¯ few high values have been observed: 30% In land
sole from the Queen Chadoe.¢ Islands, British Columbia; 23% in rock sole from the Bedng See,
Alaska; end 15% in flathead sole from the San Juan Islands, Washington (Miller end WellIngs
1971, Stich et aJ. 1977, McCain etal. 1978). Thus, epidermal tumors may be unrelated to human

Oral Papillomas. Oral papillomas on fish from southern California were first reported in
white croaker collected in 1956 within 1.4 mi from the HTP 1-ml ouffall in Santa Monica Bay
(Russell and Kotin 1957}. The prevalence of oral papillomas in fish near the ou?lalls was
approximatety 3%, whereas none were found in fish from a reference area 48 mi away,
suggesting that the papillomas may have resulted from exposure to I contamirmnL

Between 1970 and 1976, the prevalence of oral papillomas in white croaker was less th~n
1% in Santa Monica Bay and on the Palos Verdes Shelf, less than 5% in San Pedro Bay, and 0%
south of Oceanside (Meatus end Sherwood 1977). The prevalence of this disorder continue= to
be relatively low up to the present (Cross 1988, pers. comm.). Because of the low prevalence
rates and their w~de distribution, they do not appear to be related to municipal wastewater
discharges (Mearns and Sherwood 197"/).
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Microscopic Dyer Abrmrrnallties. No microscopic abnormalities were found in livers ofDover sole from Dana Point in 1976, but those from the Palos Verdes Shelf had fatty vacuclations
of cells, structural disarray, cellular degeneration, end increases in Lhe numbers and sizes of

,e melanin macrophage centers (Pierce et aJ. 1977). There was no evidence that the observed
abnormalities were caused by pathogens or parasites and the authors suggested IF, at they may
have resulted from exposure to the chlorinated hydrocarbons DDT or PCBs.

From 1983 to 1984 Rosenthal et el. (1984) studied microscopic liver abnorrnagUesfishes from nine locations in southern California; yellowchln sculpin, California tonguefish, Paclf~
eanddab, Iongspine combfish, and California scorpionfish. Abnormalities were fotmd
fishes, but they were no more prevalent in contaminated areas than in reference areal,. The
prevalence of cellular vacuolation and hypertrophy (increased size) in California tongueflsh was
sign~cantly d~erent among locations. The authors concluded that liver abnormalities may belhe
result of widespread chlorinated hydrocarbon �ontamin~tkm.

In 1984 Maline et el. (1986) examined microscopic ebnormelltiea in white croaker,
homyhead turbot, and California tonguefish from the HTP and JWPCP outfalls, Los Angeles
Harbor, and Dana Point. Only in Los Angeles Harbor was the prevalence of one or mote of the
11 abnormal~ies in white croaker substantially higher than at Dana Point. The pmvalenoa of
abnormalities in hornyhead turbot near the ouffalls was similar to that at Dana Point. The prm~.
lance of abnormalities in Calitomia tonguefish was similar near the outfalls end In Los Angeles

The most sedous liver abnormalities evaluated by Malins et a/. (1986) ir~luded tumors
=nd pretumorous cot,dP.ions, Uver tumors were toun~ ;n only thrue white croakers from the H’rP
ouffalls (4%) and from Los Angeles Harbor (3%); pretumorous �ond~ons were found In one white
croaker from Los Angeles Harbor (2%).

t’
Microscopic liver abnormalities are relatively widespread in fishes in contaminated

uncontaminated areas in the Southern California Bight. ffthey ere the result of human �ontamina-
t~ tJon, it is unlikely that they can be related to specific sources. They may be related pdrnarily to
tl natural stresses, such Is temperature, dissolved oxygen, and food eva,ebillty.

I.Jver tumors and pretumorous conditions am also prevalent in fishes from other~ �or.t~,’ninated areas in the United States, The prevalences of tumors and pretumorous �onditJorll
I~ in English sole frequently exceed 5 and 15%, respectively, in highly contaminated areas of Puget

Sound (Malins et a/. 1984, 1985a,b; Krahn et aJ. 1986; Backer et aJ. 1987). The highest (32 and
~ 5~/~) prevalence in Puget Sound were in an area contaminated with creosote (Maline eta/.
¯ 19~Sa,b). In Boston Harbor, the prevalence of liver tumors and pretumorous conditions in winte~

flounder collected near a major sewer outfall were 8% (Murchelano and Wolke 1985).
;

Other Conditions. Studies around Santa Monica Bay have indicated that fishes from
contaminated areas may have impaired reproduction and chromosomal abnormalities (Cross
Hose 1988). Reproductive success in white croaker from San Pe.dro Bay was significantly
(P-<0.(~5) than at Dana Point. [Impaired reproduction was indicated by increased early oocyte¯ destruction, lower batch fecund~ies, and lower fertilization rates.] Concentrations of total DDT end
PCBs ~n river snd gonads were significantly higher (P-<0.001) in f~sh from San Pedro Bay ~an ~sh
from Dana Point. These contaminants may have bee~ partly o~ wholly responsible

¯ impaired reproduction in fish from San~ Monica Bay (Cross and Hose 1988).
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Hose eta/. (1987) evaluated cimulating e~ythrocyte mioronuclel In the blood of~h from
contaminated and reference areas in and near S~nta Monica Bay. The frequency of micronudei
in kelp bass was 11 times higher at contaminated sites than at the reference site; mlcronucle/
frequencies in white croaker were four times higher at the contaminated site than at the reference
site, Although the frequency of micronuclel may be partly I function of blood cell kinl~ce,
temperature, life history stage, and sex differences, the result= ~iso suggest = relatlonlhlp
between contaminant exposure and genotoxicity in

I~duetrlef Discharge Im~

As seawater Is circulated through the coofing system of generating stations, pl~nktoN¢
larvae are entrained and some are killed. Studies in 1979-1980 estimated that about 3.4 blllk:m
fish larvae are entrained in the Redondo Generating Station each year. White orceker w~s the
most abundant species overall, accounting for about 36% of the lantae, but the dominant species
varies throughout the year (Connally et el. 1982). On the b~st= of average flowa, ==bout 2 billk:m
and 1 billion I~ryae would have been entrained at the El Segondo end Scet~ergood Genemt~g
Stations, respecOvebj.

The cooling water conduits function es artificial reef=. I~take �ondUitS~ of the El
and Redondo Generating Stations attract rocky-bottom and ~."hooling species; the former utilize
the r~prap around the pipes for cover and the latter use the pipes Is a point of reference (Helvey
and Smith 1985). Both juveniles and adult; are sucked into the conduit= and killed by
impingement on protective screens, by the physical habitat, or, by elevated temperatures during
heat treatments. The most abundant species taken are nearahore pelagic or schooling domori~l
species. Between 1978 and 1980 approximately 71,000 fish/year w~re estimated to have been
impinged at Redondo Generating Station, about 78,000/year at El Segundo Generating ~t~on,
and about 48,000/year at Scattergood Generating Station (Herbinson 1981, Damron 1988,
comm.). Queenfish accounted for about 48% of those at Redondo and 45% at El Segundo
(Herbinson 1981); queenflsh were the most abundant species impinged at Scattergood I~ 1986-
1987 but surfperches were often dominant in the past (Damron 1988, pare. comm.). The numbe~
of fish impinged st all three stations has decreased since thi= period (Herblnson 1988, perl.

F~sh Impingement losses at Redondo Generating Station were the lowest in 1988 Ind
1989 since 1978, although they climbed again in 1990 and 1991 (MBC 1991b). In 1991
21,000 fish were impinged at Redondo Generating Station; blacksmith and white ¢rceklr
accounted for 37% and 17% of the total (MBC 1991b). The decrease in 1988 and 1989 was due
to a reduction in the number of circulating pumps in operation, which result= in a lower current
velocity at the intake (MBC 1991b).

Approximately 30,000 fish were Impinged during heat treatments in 1991 at Scattergood
and El Segundo Generating Stations (MBC 1991c). Over 90% of the f~sh impinged at El Segundo
occur during heat treatments (Curtis 1992, per=. comm.). Blacksmith was the most abundant
Impinged at El Segundo whereas white croaker was most abundant at Scattergood (MBC 1991c).
About 99% of the fish near generating station intakes are expected to survive for at least 5 yearn:
a 10.fold increase in intake volume would reduce this to 82% (SCE 1982).

Urban Runoff Impact=

The potential impacts of surface runoff on fishes has not been studied specifically. The
input of freshwater to inshore zones would cause fishes that cannot tolerate low salinities to move
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" offshore temporaNy. Turbidity from suspended sediments In atormwater may linger for day~ or
~ weeks, end could cause decreased visibility end respimtor~ problems (Allen 1982). Contaminant

effects are not known.

" Madne Veaeel end Herbor Development Imlm~to

The abundances of fish larvae end benthic-feeding fishes in Marina del Rey heve
" decreased since 1984. These changes ere probably the result of post-El Ni~o cooling but �~uld
: be related to TBT concentrations in the Marina. TBT was used as I blocide In boat ImtJfouling

paint end ia known to be more toxic to larvae than to edults (Soule and Ogud 1987).

The development of Msdne del Rey drastically altered the odglnal lagoon habl~lL The
amount of shallow bottom habitat was reduced whereas water exchange between the harbor and

~ the ocean was increased. The abundance of lagoon species such Is the arrow goby

r: Celifomia kill~sh undoubtedly decreased. The amount of habitat suitable es ¯ nursely ground for
California halibut was reduced. Juvenile halibut utilize warm-water lagoons for development
(Kramer 1988, pera. comm.) end thus the development of the Marina may have resulted In fewer
adult halibut in Santa Monica Bay. The construction of rock breakwaters end jeffies at King
Harbor end Marine del Rey provide habitat for many species (Stephens end Zerbl 1981), thul
benefitting rocky bottom fishes.

Commercial Fl~hedee. Sport end commercial catches are reported by block to
¯ California Department of Fish end Game (Figure 10-3), Pelagic species have been the mew,= component of trle commercial purse sein,~ end 3iqPet Fsheries of southern Call:orals, howlver,

tt those methods are prohibited in most of S-nta Mo~,ica Bay (Fig,~re 10-4). Commer~ie| f~shlng for
pelagic fish outside of the study area could impact sport fishing in the Bay.

1950 Pacific sardine accounted for over 50% of the annuel �ommercialBetween 1934 lind
n catch in the Bight. When the sardine population collapsed, the commercial fishery shifted flrlt to

jack mackerel and then, after 1969, to the northem anchovy. The crash of the Pacific sardine
~ population appears to have been the result of a long.term population fluctuation pattern (Figure
1’t 10-1; Sourer and Isaac$1969), elthough it may have been aggravated by intense fishing pmesure

(Browning 1980).

I* A moratorium on fishing for Pacific sardine and chub mackerel was Implemented in theII mid-1970s. By 1975 the chub mackerel population had recovered and by 1985 it was the maW
fishery in California, 83% from southern California in 1985 (CDFG 1986, 1987). Chub meckerll

~ has been important in the catch from the Palos Verdes Shelf end Santa Monica Bay since 1978
¯ (MBC 1985, Stull eta/. 1987).

: From 1969 to 1983 northern anchovy was generally the dominant fish In the southern
¯ California catch: prior to 1978 it accounted for about 90% of the wet~sh fishery, but for only 42%

since then (Stull et ~1, 1987). In part this shift reflects ¯ poor m~rket for anchovy lind I better
for other pelagic species (CDFG 19~7).

Gillnet fishing has increased in importance in California, although it is not allowed In
ln~e~ pad o! Santa Monies Bay. Cat~fo(n~a halibut is fished on the SheJf west of Malibu Point and
from Palos Verdes Point to Point Fermin. Halibut 9illnet$ are set at depths less than 120 ft fix’
Cal~omia halibut (Voj]<ovich 1988, peri. comm.), and in 1986-1987 the CDFG observed ebout 34
sees per year in the Malibu Point-Point Dume area and about 22 sets per year in the Palos Verdes
Point.Point Fermin area (McCormick 1988, pets. comm.). These observations represent about 1
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to 2% of the total fishing effort (Vojkovich 1988, per=. comm.); the actual fishing effort il probably
50 to 1IX)times greater. ]’he annual catch of California halibut from southern California decreased
1976 to 1978, but has generally increased since then w~th a peak in 1985. In 1986 the minlmum
mesh size for gillnets was increased and a moratorium on the issuance of new permits for set gill
nets and trammel nets was implemented (CDFG 1987).

White croaker are targeted w~th set gillnet on the Palos Verde= Shelf;, the catch b sold
fresh, primarily to ethnic markets in Los Angeles. Ddfl gillnet fishing for swordfish and pelagic
sharks has not been observed in the study area (Vojkovich 1988, pert. comm.). The closures to
net fishing in most of the Bay prolect resident fishes from overfishing. However, �ommercial
gillnetting for California halibut, (along with the recreational fishery and reduced numery grounds),
probably limits the halibut population in the Bay by intercepting adult halibut moving in from oth~’

Sport Flehedee. Sport angler= fish from beaches, pier= and Jetties, private boata,
commercial passenger fishing vessels (CPFV or party boats); divert use speara or their handl
in shallow water to harvest fish and invertebrates (Squire end Smith 1977). Between 1981 and
1984 an average of 11,100,750 fish was taken per year in the Southern California Bight by an
average of 1,5510000 sport fishermen (NFSP 1984,

Between 1985 and 1991 an average of 390,414 fish was taken from CPFVs in the study
area. CPFV catches within Santa Monice Bay have dropped compared to previous yeara (Figure
10.5) (CDFG, unpubl, data), due in part to a shi~ in the fishery from deepwater to pelagic species
following the 1982 El Ni~o (Gregory 1993, pars. comm.). The 1982.1983 El Ni~o provided
exceptionally good sport fishing in the Bight (CDFG 1986) and in 1984 the catch was four Umes
that in 1982. Chub mackerel, rockfishes, and Pacific bonito dominated the catches dudng thes~
years (NFSP 1984, 1985).    .

The total sportfish catch has decreased In most of the study area since 1982, although
it increased between Ocean Park and Redondo Beach reflecting the sport fishing near pla~,
jetties, and wastewater and generating stations outfalls (CDFG, unpubl, data). In 1973 nearly one-
third of the entire catch of 3.7 million fish in the Southern California Bight was taken within 12.5
mi of the largest wastewater outfalls. Ouffa;Is appeared to receive about 10 times more fishing
pressure than the rest of the coast (Meams 1977).

Most sport fishing in Santa Monlca Bay is conducted near=hora or along the edges of
submarine canyons end the Shelf (Figure 10-4). The area from Point Duma to Playa del Ray b
fished for Cali/ornia halibut, kelp bass, barred sand bass, rockfishes, chub mackerel, Pacific
bonito, white seabass, and Paci~c barracuda. The area from Playa del Ray to Hermosa Beach
is fished for Pacific bonito, California halibut, and Pach~c barracuda. Vermilion rocldish, bocacclo,
and chilipepper are taken along Redondo Submarine Canyon; along the shelf off Hermoea
Beach; and in Santa Monica Submarine Canyon. Vermilion rock’fish, olive rockfish, and bocacclo
are caught off Point Duma (Squire and Smith 1977). The sport fishes most frequently caught In
Santa Monica Bay in 1987 were Pacific bonito, chub mackerel, end barred sand bass (CDFG,
unpubl, data). In addition to these species, the rock’fish complex and kelp bass are also Important
on the Palos Verdes Shelf (Stull et a~. 1987).

The spod catch per angrer i~ Santa Monica Bay fell during Wodd War II end did not reach
pre-war levels until the early 19805, except in 1957 (the largest on record) which was probably
a result of the El Nitro that year. The catch per un~ effort (CPUE’) peaked again in 1971-1972,
decreased 1976-1977, peaked in 1979, and tell in 1982-1983, during another El Nif~o. CPUE has
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remained fairly low since 1982-1983; even the peak in 1989-1990 w~s low �ompared to catches
prior to 1982 (Figure 10-6) (CDFG 1992, unpubl, data).

Fishing effort increases during an El Nitro because the pelagic species which ~nter the
area ere highly prized. However, CPUE in Santa Monica Bay is usually greater dudng pedods
cool, turbid water, when resident rocldishes dominate the catch. The general increase In CPUE
from the 1940s to 1976 may have been a function of cooler water, but probably also mfloctl
improvements in fishing gear end knowledge of fishing areas. Recent decreases r~lect
overflshing and oceanographic �onditions (MBC 1985).

Total catch and CPUE along the Palos Verdes Shelf peeked in the late 1970s, but
dropped to previous levels during the 1980s. From 1980 to 1985, catches of chub mackerel,
California sheephead, kelp bass, bar~ed sand bass, yellowlall, California scorplonfish, ~¢e~n
whitefish, and Pacific bonito from the Shelf were greater than the 50-year average; wherel~
catches of C, allfomia halibut, lingcod, white seebass, and rockfishes were lower than the

The catch of white croaker declined after 1985 when the California Department of Health
Services (CDHS) posted wamin~js that it was contaminated with DDT and PCBs. The decline In
California halibut catch may reflect the elimination of its estuarine nursery grounds (Stull M
1987) or the harvest of adults in the commercial fishery, Lingcod is ¯ cool-water species which
may have been excluded by the El Nifm Event of the eady 1980s.

Although pollution is often perceived as causing the decrease in sportflsh abundance, this
has not been demonstrated w~th certainty. Changes in the sport catch in Santa Monk::a B~y
during 1957-1963 could not be linked to the HTP wastewater discharge (Carlisle 1969):
reduced catch of white croaker on the Palos Verdes Shelf in 1985 was related to CDHS-po~ted
warnings (Stull et a]. 1987). There has not been a fish kill in the Bay that can be attributed
pollution. Sublethal contamination would presumably affect fish behavior and lead to increased
mortality by predators; however, diseased fish did not appear especially susceptible to predatk~l
by spiny dogfish or sablefish (SCCWRP 1974).

SEA BIRDS

Distribution by Habl~t

Some seabirds feed in the pelagic realm and rest on land, but loons, grebes,
California brown pelicans, gulls, and jaegers rest on the sea surface throughout the Bay.
Shearwaters, fulmars, petrels, murres, puffins, and auklets are more oceanic and frequent the
outer reaches of the Bay. California brown pelicans end terns (including the endangered
California least tern) dive into the water from the etrto catch fish; cormorants, mur~es, puffinl, and
auklets dive from the sea surface to pursue fish and zooplankton beneath the surface.
Bonaparto’s gulls congreg~.te on the surface during the w~nter and feed on particulates and
zooplankton.

Natural Variability

The abundance of seabirds, shorebirds, and waterfowl in Santa Monica Bay are highly
seasonal. Bird divers~ and abundance increase during the w~nter when migratory species arrive
and decrease during the summer when they depart, leaving only resident species. Few species
nest along the shores of the Bay; most use the Bay as either a stop over during migrations or for
foraging.
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Impacts

Municipal Dlecharge

Bonaparte’s gulls and other species have been observed feeding near the JWPCP outfllls
in winter, but the primary interaction of most seabirds w~th municipal wastewater Is indlmct
consumption of contaminated prey. DDT and PCBs increase in concentration up the food ¢hlin
(i.e., they are biomagn~ed), being accumulated first in phyto- and zooplankton, then in noRh~m
anchovy, other fish, end finally in eeablrdl.

California brown pelicans nest on West Anacapa Island, Scorplon Rock (Santa ORB
Island), Santa Barbara Island, and Los Coronado Islands - all well removed from Santa Monl¢ll
Bay. During the 1950s the reproductive success of brown pelicans declined and ex¢oselve
eggshell thinning appeared to be the primary cause of reproductive failure (RIsebrough et ~1.
1971). Research indicated that their eggshells were 26% thinner in 1962 than previously. By 196~
the eggshell thickness had decreased to 50% of pre-1943 values (Anderson ind Hickey 1970).

Eggshell thinning was found to be s physiological response to high levels of DDT. O~t
of 300 eggs examined at the Anacapa breeding colony in 1969, only 12 were intact and DDE
residues averaged 43 ppm (wet weight). Eggshell thinning results from DDE inhibition of
enzyme needed to transport calcium ions from the blood to the developing egg (Miller et
1975). DDT may also depress estrogen levels in birds, resulting in late breeding or the inlbil~y
to lay more eggs If early clutches ere destroyed (Peekall 1970).

In 1971 the use of DDT and the disposal of production wastes into sewers were banned
(USEPA 1983). This resulted i~ a sharp decline of DDT input into coastal waters, =rod rosidu~l
levels in the marine food web decreased substantially following the initiation of landfill dispoeaJ
(Anderson et aJ. 1975, Risebrough et aL 1976, Ohlendorf eta/. 1978, Risebrough eta/. 1979).
Ocean disposal of total DDT compounds decreased from 2,177 kg/year in 1971, to 721 kg/yeer
in 1979 (Schafer 1980), to 50 kg/year in 1985 (SCCWRP 1986a) to 30 in 1987 (Stul11988,
comm.). At the same time eggshell contamination and thinning were reduced (Anderson 1977),
and by 1974, reproductive success of the California brown pelican had stabilized, although It
still lower than previously. Productivity has increased substantially since 1969, with pe~ks in 1975
and 1985 (’Table 10-1) (Gustafson, In

least tern feed upon similar fishes as the brown pelican (northernSince Calh’ornia
anchovy and topsmelt), they may also haw been impacted by the accumulation of chlorinated
pesticides and PCBI.

Other Impact=

Diving birds such as cormorants end scoters are occasionally Impinged In generating
station cooling waters (Curtis 1988, pera. comm.); however, this is a minor source of mortality to
the species.

TBT may impact shorebirds which forage on mollusks, crustaceans, polychaetos, or fish
by reducing the quali~y or quant~y of these food resources in the vicinity of Madna del Ray;
howe~er, no studies have attempted to establish this

Although human disturbances do not constitute a population-level impact at present, they
could adversely affect brown pelican productivity/. Such disturbances include deliberate mutilation,
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Table 10-1. Yearly mean population data for California Brown Pelicans
nesting in the Anecaps Island ares (West Anecepe Island and Scorpion
Rock) and the Santa Barbara Island area (Santa Barbara Is/and and SutII
island), 1 ~6~-1990.

Young
Year Attempts Fle0ged Prod~’~Ivlty

1989 750 4 0.095
1970 S52 1 0,002
1571 S40 7 0.013
1972 261 57 0.22
1973 247 34 0.14
1974 416 305 0.73
1973 292 2£)6 0,M
1976 417 279 0,67

1970 210 37 0.18

1980 2244 IS15 0,68
1981 2946 1805 0.61
1~ 1~ 11~ 0.63
1983 t~T/ 1150 0,~2

1986 7349 4601 0.63
1967 7167 48~ 0.68

1989 5959 3500
1990 2400 ¯ NC NC

¯ PreSminary
NeSt AIIOmI:)tS - a nest built by a I~a~r o! adult .l~d~ in an atlompt to ;xocluce

Source: AnOerSon and Gress 1983: Oav=s 1988, P~I. comm.; Gu=afson (in
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accidental hooking by commercial end sport fishermen, drowning in gillnets, disruption of nesting
habitats by photographers end educational groups (Schreiber 1976, Anderson and Keith 1980),
noise from aircraft end boats (Evens et ai. 1979, Cooper and Jeh11980, Jehl and Cooper 1980),
end oil spills (Holmes end Cronshew 1977). Population-level impact-, �ould also result from
overfishing of northern anchovy, the brown pelican’s pdmery food source.

MARINE MAMMAL~

Distribution by

California sea lions end northem elephant seals have been observed in outer I:mlts of
Santa Monica Bay (Bonnell eta/. 1981, Dohl eta/. 1981). California sea lions are common, m’KI
forage beneath the surface end in kelp beds for fishes and invertebretal.

Four species of baleen whales end eight species of toothed whales have been observed
in the Bay. Gray whales, bottlenose dolphins, common dolphins, and Pacific white-sided dolphins
ere the most common species (Dohl et ai. 1981; Shulmen 1988, pars. comm.), and molt
sightings are within 9 mi of Point Dume or Point Vicente (Bonnell eta/. 1981). Southerly migrating
gray whales pass the Bay from December to February enroute to calving legoone in Baja
California; northerly migrating whales pass by the Bay from February to May enroute to feeding
grounds in the Bering Sea (Dohl et ai. 1981, Poote 1984). Although most gray whales cross the
outer part of the Bay, juveniles have been seen north within 2 mi of ~hore from March to May
(Figure 10-7).

Nalurel Variability

Because of their long lifespens end low reproductive potential, natural population changes
in marine mammals generally occur slowty. Prior to human influence, food eveilabilityand disease
were probably the major influences on marine mammal abundance.

Most strandings in Santa Monies Bay am of single animals. Autopsies of stranded animals
indicate various causes of death, including parasites (in the liver, pancreas, and brain); cirrhosis
of the liver end lung diseases (Ridgway end Johnston 1965; Ridgway end Daily 1972; Cowan et
ai. 1986; LACMNH, unpubl, data); traumatic injury such as boat propeller and gunshot wounds
(Woodhouse 1984, Cowan et ai. 1986); and entanglement with fishing gear (LACMNH, unpubl.
data; NMFS, unpubl, data).

Impacts

Contaminant Impacts

Specimens of marine mammals (washed ashore in southern California) often have
elevated levels of DDT and PCBs; in general, small nearshore species such as the California see,
lion, common dclphin, end botllenose dolphin have the highest levels (Britt and Howard 1983,
Schafer et aJ. 1984). However, although the stranded marine mammals often have high tissue
burdens of peshcides and PCB, data are insufficient to show ¯ cause-and-effect relationship
between the contaminant load and the stranding death.

Gray wl~ales generalty avoid embayments such as Santa Monica Bay because of the high
turblclrty due to runoff or waste discharges (Dohl et aJ. 1981). However, since gray whales seldom
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feed during their migration, the bioaccumulation of contaminants from Santa Mortice Bay is not

Marln~ vesael¯ ¯rid harbors

Madne mammals frequently interact directly with marine vessels. Madne vessels may
collide w~h or harms¯ them, Vessel collisions ¯re rare. (although many go unreported) but ~r~
the most detrimental impact of the encounters, since impacts may kill the animal. The most recent
(reported) local collision was on 12 March 1988 when ¯ tanker collided v~th o11o or two
of~hore the Palos Verde¯ Peninsula (Lewis 1988, pars. comm.).

Gray whales are frequently harassed by boaters who do not follow NMFS guidelines for
whale watching. Human actions which interrupt whale behavior constitute "harassment" under the
Marine Mammal Protection Act and the Endangered Species Act. Although violator~ ¯an be
prosecuted, enforcement is d~cult and harassment hard to prove. Because of Intensive kx:ld
whale watching and �oncern that gray whales may be changing migrating habits ¯s ¯ result, Ule
present guidelines may become official NMFS regulations in the near future (Jozwlak 1988,
conlm.).

Vessel engine noise may cause short-term stress to Individuals, although gray whalos
may have acclimated to human activity (BLM 1981). When approached by vessels whales often
change their swimming course, and some r~=searchers have suggested that the gray whale
migration corridors ere farther of/shore than in previous years (Dohl et aL 1981, Reilly 1984,
Shulm~n 1986).

Gray whales react more to cavitating propellers and sudden changes in engine speeds
(Richardson et aJ. 1983) than to constant engine speeds (Dahlheim et el. 1984). Responses may
include changing course, and/or altenng swimming, diving and breathing patterns until the sound
source is out of its hearing range (Maline eta/. 1983, Richardson ¯t a/. 1983).

Implct~

Madne mammals are occasionally caught in set gillnets. Since giilneffing became legal
in the 1970s in southern California, Califomis sea lions, common dolphin, bottlenose dolphin,
gray whales have been caught incidentally (NMFS, unpubL data). The rate and number of
entanglements of nontarget species are uncertain because: 1) fishermen may not report
entanglements; 2) dead animals cut loose from the nets may not strand; and 3) the cause of
death is not always possible to determine. Most deaths occur where giilnerting occurs, whereas
strandings occur throughout the Bay because of the currents. There is no evidence that these
entanglements have impacted any marine mammal populations (Lecky 1985).

In Santa Monica Bay gillnets are set along headlands between Point Dume and M¯libu
and from Palos Verdes Point to Point Fermin. From 1986 to 1988, at least six gray whales were
caught in set gillnets; three near Point Dume and three along the Palos Verdes Peninsula. Four
of the s~x were released by biologists or lifeguards; the outcomes of the other two were not
determined.

Between 1983 and 1987 five gray whales which stranded in Santa Monica Bay either had
;i!!~,~,’ :;¢;J~d them or evidence which suggested that the cause of death was by gillnet (NMFS
Stranding Network, unpubl, data).
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~ l~ns ~ve been obse~ ~ng "h~k~" l~sh and l~e ~ us~ f~ chumm~g;there is ~lso evidence that the ~tch rote ilow~ ~ stopp~ ~en s~ lions were present (~1
19~). Pa~b~t opemto~ are pe~ed to use nonlethal m~ns (s~l bombs ~ I~l~
dete~en~) to k~p s~ I~ns ~om inteHe~ng ~ fishing opembons (~n 19~, ~m. ~m.).

-
~l~om~ bro~ pelion, ~l~om~ I.st tern, and Belding’s sa~nnah spa~ (~ ~

ma~es) are f~e~lly-protect~ under ~e Endangered Species A~ of 1973. ~e gray ~e b
a f~eral~-pr~ manne mam~l under ~e Marinv Mam~l Proration A~ of 1972 and ~
Endanger~ S~s ~ ~ 19~.

"

-
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CHAPTER 11

SWIMMING-RELATED HEALTH HAZARDS

The health risks of swimming In Santa Monlca Bay dedvo from 8ources common to
swimming in any body of water, such as drowning, dpcunents, shark 8tracks, Jellyrmh stings.
injuries due to diving into ¯hallow water. Drowning and diving injuries ¯re typically ass¯dated with
swimming anywhere, whereas rJpcur~ents, shark atlacks, and jellyfish stings ¯re generally llmlted
to the ocean. In addition, biological pathogens and hazardous chemicals that are ¯ssoc~ted with
large human populations and/or specific human activities may ¯Is¯ pose ¯ risk in certain
Because Santa Manic¯ Bay lies adjacent to the largest population center on the West Co¯st,
swimmers in the Bay are potentially exposed to biological pathogens end hazardous chemicals
f~om urban runoff, eccidental spills, end perm~ed municipal and industhal ’~m;tew~ter disch~ges.

Concern about the health risks of swimming in Santa Manic¯ Bay I~s increased because
of beach closures due to sewage spills and storm drain runoff. Thus, contamination of the Bay
by microbial pathogens (i.e., bacteria end v~ruses) ,,rid toxic chemicals is recognized I~ ¯
potential threat to human health. Articles tn the press, which have increased public, sclsntffi¢,
government awareness, may have fostered misconceptions about the magnitude of heaP, J1 dskl
by assigning ~’ausal roles to specific pollutants, spec~c sources, and specific human ¯¢b’vitJes.
However, a comprehensive study of the human health risks ¯ssociated with ~ Monies Bay
has not yet been performed.

This chapter first presents information on hazardous chemicals, ~ on mictobild
pathogens, end finally discusses public health approache~.

HAZARDOUS CHEMICAI.~

Bathers in Santa Manic¯ Bay may be exposed to a variety of harmfu~ chemicals resulting
from improper disposal of household toxins; illegal disposal of motor oil, ¯ntifreaze, and bette~,
acid into storm drains: and industrial discharges both into and "upstream" of the Bay. Depending
on the nature of the contaminant, the duration of exposure, and the concentration It the point of
contact, organic solvents and toxic chemicals may produce ¯cute and long-term health effect~
such as sore throats, conjunctivitis, gastrointestinal illness, caustic burns, and even cancer.
However, etiological relationships between chemical contamination and human health are difficult
to establish because of the uncertainties in dose responses, contaminant sources and distribution
patterns, d~erences between acute and long-term exposure, possible synergistic interactions of
d~erent compounds, and the long latency (possibly years) between exposure and subsequent
disease, especially for cancer. Thus, very few studies have etJempted to link hurr~m illness
chemical contamination of marine w~tet~,

Hazard¯u¯ Cbemlcel

Numerous chemical spills have occurred in the Santa Manic¯ Bay watershed during the
past several years. Some of these reached storm drains or creeks and were subsequently
discharged to the ocean. AJthough such spills occasionally resulted in public health warnings,
only one ver~ed report of a chemical spill between 1988 and 1992 caused beach closures in
S~nta Manic¯ Bay (Appendix I). On 16 March 1991,9,240 ga! of diesel o~I mixed with naphthalene
spiI!ed from ¯ tanke~ offthe Che~Ton USA refinery at El Segundo (ME~C 1991a). The spill resulted
in beach closures at Surfrider Beach in Malibu on 24 March and between Imper~l Highway and
G:=n.’J Avenue on 29 March (LACDHS, unpubl, d~ta).
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Expoaur~ R~te~

Human health risks from chemical contamination may develop via several exposure
routes. Direct water contact routes include absorption of contaminants through the skin, Ingestlon
of contaminants along with seawater, end inhalation of volatilized contaminants (Brown et
1984). Exposure routes from contact with sediments include dermal absorption end ingestion
contaminated sediments.

Direct contact wfth contaminated seawater and/or sediments may occur during sw~,mmlng,
diving, wading, fishing barefoot, or playing In the surf zone, Dermal absorption end Inhalation
potentially important routes for volatile organic compounds. While inadvertent Ingestion of small
quantities of seawater is likely to occur during any swimming active, Ingestion of sediments b
unlikely to be significant except in chlldran that exhibit pica behavior (l.e., abnormally high r~e
of soil Ingestion).

BIOLOGICAL PATHOGEN8

Direct water-contact activities (swimming, surfing, and skln-dMng, etc.) ¯nd theconsumption of raw molluscan shellfish are the major routes for the transmission of Infectk~u~
..

diseases to man from the marine environment. Certain microorganisms native to the madneenvironment (for example, the genus Vib~o) occasionally cause human Infections v~ bo~
transmission routes (MBC 1988). AJthough pathogens from marine fauna may pose ¯ human
health risk, pathogens in the fecal wastes of ill persons and carriers are of most ¢ormem In the
United States.

Such pathogens have accounted ~or most illnesses, resulted In the development of wetM
quality standards, and led to the development o~ control technologies. These pathogens
manna waters from municipal wastewater discharges, urban runoff, boat wastes, and swimmer.
In small urban populations (less then about 40,000 people), the abundance of pathogens In the
wastewater discharge redes with the numbers of ill or carrier individuals in the population, but
in areas acljacent to large population centers, such as Los Angeles, the pathogen density remains
faidy constant (McGee 1993 per¯. comm.), th addition to pathogens derived from human wastes,
the fecal matter of other vertebrates, particularly mammals, may also pose a threat to hunch
health, Most biological pathogens are thought to be species specific (Atlas 1984), but the
human health risk from pathogens derived from non-human sources is unknown.

Pathogee=

Pathogenic bacteria, viruses, fungi, and pro~ozca all may occur In the near¯bore watm
of Santa Monica Bay and all could have adverse effects on swimmers, Pathogenic bacteri~ ~t
have been found in the Bay include Pseudorno~s, Enterobacter/Ci~robacter, Streptococci,
Escherichia coil, K/ebsiel/a, and marine Vib~o (CabelJi in MBC 1988). These pathogens c~use ¯
varie~ of human illnesses, ranging from skin infections, gastroenteritis, upper respiratory
problems, and wound infections to peri,:arditis m~d spinal meningitis (Cabelli 1982).

Viral agents in recreational ocean waters have also been suspected of causing human
i~lness (Cabelll et aJ. 1979, 1982; Gert~ et el. 1979, 1985). Human-specific viruses such Is
hepa*,rt~s A, po~iov~us, and Nonval~ virus (which is suspected of causing gastroenteritis), have
been found =n marine waters (CDC 1987). Enteric human viruses are espec~ally suspect in marine
w’ate~s that receive municipal waste because they commonly escape secondary sewage treatment
(Edmond et aJ. 1978) and because many persist for prolonged periods in the environment (AId~
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eta/. 1971, Gerb~ end Schatberger 1975, Melniek and Gerpa 1980, Rao and Melnlek 1986), thus
increasing the potential for human exposure. However, no appropriate epidemlologlcal study to
discern a viral etiology in human illness has been conducted. Parasitic pathogens, such u
Ctypto=porodium, Giardia, and certain yeasts may also cause human illnesses (Atlas 1984).

pathogens have been recovered from human fecal w~stesNumerous bacterial and
end municipal wastewater and potentially ell of them could be transmitted b~ck to man
contaminated shellfish and recreational waters. Because of the difficulty in conducting
epidemiological studies, there is little, if any, evidence that these routes are significant in the
transmission of infectious disease in the U.S. at present. There are, however, three exceptioll~:
infectious hepatitis caused by hepatitis A virus; acute gastroenteritis �~used by the Nor4wlk-Iike

_ viruses; and pharyngo-conjunctN~s caused by adenovirus types 3 and 4 (Cabelli 1983a).

The most frequently reported waterborne disease in outbreak and epidemiologlc~l It~ldies
is acute gastroenteritis. Of the biological indicators examined in ¯pldemlological studies
conducted by the EPA, enterococcus levels in the water ¢orretated best (r-0.75) with th¯ rates
of swimming-associated gastroenteritis (USEPA 1986). This relationship was recommended by
the EPA as the marine recreational water quality criterion. The EPA also recommended ¯

-- - guideline of I geometric mean of 35 enterococci/100 ml, a value that corresponds to i predicted
¯ , illness rate of about 19 cases of acute gastroenteritia per 1,000 swimmers (USEPA 1986).

Indicator Organlsma

With the exception of areas adjacent to undisinfected waste discharges, human bactedld
pathogens and enteric viruses are generally rare in the marine environment, which makes Itmir
enumeration and subsequent risk analysis dill~cuit. Thus, to study the distribution and densk"y of
biological pathogens, researchers have used "indicator" organisms, which can be associated with
the pathogens and may be more abundant. The indicators are easily-counted bacteria that are

o part of the normal intestinal flora of humans and some other animals. The rationale for their use
is that their concentration in the environment is an indication of possible hurnarl
contamination and, hence, the potential for human disease (Atlas 1984).

At the turn of the century three bacterial species (Escherichia coll, Streptococcu~ faecalis,
and Clostridium peffringen.s) were suggested as fecal indicators of water quality (Cabalas in MB(~
1988). Each of those is found in human feces and none has appreciable extrafecal sources,
although all three are found in the fecal wastes of other vertebrates. Because of procedunlll
problems, each indicator system has been expanded to include biotypes that include non-fecal

The E. co/i system was expanded to "total coliforms," which also includes three other
genera, Enterobacter, Citrobacter, and KJebsiella. Although those organisms are not always found
in human feces, they ere usually abundant in sewage, presumably because they multiply there
{Dufour 1976). The total ¢oli/orm system was subsequently replaced with the "fecal
system, more propedy called thermotolerant coliforms because only those coliforms that ferment
lactose at 44.5°C (as opposed to 35.0°C for total coli/orms) are counted. Thermotolerant coliforma
~nc]~;do E. coil, a portion of the KJebsiella biotype, and some extrafecal types (Dufour 1976).

!
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The Streptococcus faecalis system was expanded to include S. mltis and S. sa#va,’fL~,
which ere part of the oral flora; S. equinus and S. boyle, which ere found pdmadly in the
of mammals other than humans; end S. faecaJis and S. faecium, which are found in the west~                 ,,~
of humans and other endotherms (Greenberg eta/. 1992).

Because of the d~cuIties in discerning sources of contamination using specific biobjpel,
the ratio of fecal coliforms to fecal streptococci has also been used. A ratio greater than four
indicates human fecal contamination, whereas a ratio h, ss than 0.7 Indicates �ontamination from
non-human sources (Greenberg et aJ. 1992). Although this system hes v~lue in specif�c           ,
circumstances, differences between the two groups in terms of var~ble survival rotes, response~
to disinfection, and enumeration techniques limit its usefulness (Greenberg eta/. 1992).                 ,.~

The enterococcus system is a sub-group of the fecal streptococci that is �omposed ~
S. faecalis, S. faecium, S. avium, end S. g~llinarum (Greenberg et eL 1992). The enterococd
group has proven to be ¯ valuable indicator of fecal contamination In both fresh- and ult-water
systems (Greenberg et aJ. 1992) end both enterococcl and fecal coliform h~ve been evaluated
as indicators of gastroenteritis at public beaches (Cabelli et el. 1983, Dufour 1976). The best
correlation between indicator concentration and general and acute gastrointestinal symptoms w~           ""
seen for enterococci (Fattal eraS. 1983), a relationship that is consistent w~th the observation thai,           ¯
w~th regard to their survival in seawater, fecal streptococci resemble the viruses more ttmll the
coliforms do. Current concepts of pathogenic dsk from contact w~th bacteria-contamlrmted m~dne
water are based on the indicator enterococcus (C~belli et a/. 1982).

Viruses appear to be more resistant to environmental stress than bacterial indic~,to~
(Keav~ck et aJ. 1985) end they generally survive longer than human entedc bacteri~ in seawater
and shellfish (Akin et el. 1971, Morris and Kim 1975, Gerba and Schaiberger 1975, Morris et
1976, Melniek and Gerba 1980, Rao and Melniek 1986). Mussels and other shellfish effectively ...
concentrate bacteria end viruses and they have been used to examine pathogen die-off rites ill ~--
seawater. Morris et el. (1976) found that viruses survived longer than total coliform b~ctedl in
tissues of mussels near the Hyperion Treatment Plant (HTP) and Joint Water Pollution Control
Plant (JWPCP) ouffalls in 1975-1976 end entoroviruses have been detected in mussels collected
from Ballona Creek and Marina del Rey (Morris and Kim 1975), which probably reflects the better
survival of viruses than coliform bacteria In the ocean end shellf~h.

U
Greater survival in the madne environment is also true of the Norwalk virus and of F male-

specific coliphage, ¯ virus that infects E. co/i bacteria that have produced F pill F male-speolf��
coliphage survive chlorination and natural salinity better than either coliforms or enterococ¢i
(Cabel!= in MBC 1988). Because of this, F-male spec~c coliphage has been suggested as an
indicator of human fecal contamination (Cabelli in MBC 1988). However, Gold etaJ. (1990, 1991,
1992) found that F-male specific coliphage was a poor indicator of human enteric viruses In S~nt~
Monica Bay.

Because many viruses appear to survive longer in seawater than bacterial Indicatora of
fecal pollution, viruses may be present in su~cient number to produce illness af~r the indicators
become undeteclable. Thus, the potential health risks from human enteric viruses may be greater
than that predicted by the bacterL=l indicators. This emphasLzes the need for more sensith~
ind=cators for human fecal contaminaUon, particularly lot known pathogenl.
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California Ocean Plan Bacterial 8tandarde

To limit the dsk of human infection from biological pathogens from municipal sewage, the
California Ocean Plan (COP) has instituted the following objectives for bacterial indic~to~
for shoreline and nearshore areas (CSWRCB 1~90):

~ 1) Water samples from each sampling station shall have ¯ total coliform density of
less than 1,000 cfu (colony forming units) per 100 ml, provided that not mo~
than 20% of the samples at any station, in any 30-day period exceed 1,000
cfu/100 ml; and providing further that no single sample, when verified by ¯ ~
sample taken within 48 hour= exceed 10,000 cfu/100 ~L

Water samples for fecal �oliform densities ere I~sed oft a minimum of not
than five samples for any 30-day period per sampling station. Fo~" fecal
geometric means shall not exceed 200 cfu/100 ml and less than 10% of the total
samples during any 60-clay pedod shall exceed 400 ¢fu/100 ml.

The COP also states that in waters where shellfish may be harvested for humml
consumption, the median total coliform density shall not exceed 70 cfu/100 ml, and not more ~
10% of ;he samples shall exceed 230 cfu/100 ml (CSWRCB 1990).

Although enterococcus density standards have not been developed, OcllfomLs hes
adopted the following enterococcus guidelines for shoreline and nearshore stations when the tot~l
or fecal standards have been exceeded: a geometric mean of 24 cfu.~100 ml for any 30 day pedod
and a geom~:tric mean of 12 ctu/100 m! [or any six-mcntn period, based on at l~,.~t five
per month (CSWRCB 1990). If = shorn elation consistently exceeds one of these bacter~=l
objectives, the COP requires a sanitanj survey to determine the source of the ¢orttamin~Uo~1.
However, the protocol for such a survey has not been developed.

Soumea and Dlatdbutlon of Biological Pathogen~

Fecal waste is the pdmary source of moat hurnamspeclfic blotogicaJ pathogens, ~1
several sources of fecal wastes could lead to infectious disease among users of the Bay. These
include treated wast¯water discharges, urban runoff, sewage spills into storm drains, small
waste discharges, bathers, and marine fauna. Although the risk of disease from human
contamination is paramount, it is imporlant to emphasize that the relative Importance of
pathogens from non-human sources is not

Wastewater from sewage treatment facilities may be a potentially large source of human
fecal contamination to bathers in Santa Monica Bay. Treated wast¯water is discharged directly
to the Bay from both the HTP and the JWPCP out/alia, which discharge offshore, and indirectJy
from the Tapia water reclamation facility (TWRF), which discharges into Malibu Lagoon via Mal~u
Creek. The relative importance of the offshore sources and their impact on the health of bathers
depends upon the transport of associated pathogens shoreward to bathing beaches. Both H’FP
end ~’~’PCP regularly monitor bacterial indicators at offshore, nearshore, and shoreline liras
throughoul the Bay and in the past 10 years there has been no evidence from microbial Indic~to~
that sew-age from the e~uents has reached the beach. Occasionally high bacterial counts
shot¯tin¯ stations is a result of other sources o1 contamir~tion, such as storm drains, shorebirds,
¯nd bathers.
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Hypedon Treatment PMn~

HTP began monitoring tc~l to.form levels at shorn,he stations near the l-m!~ outMII in
the 19408. Between 1947 and 1959 total coliform levels along shore decreased dramatically
(Figure 11-1), due to improved treatment end because the 1.mi ouffall was extended to 8
offshore In 1957 (WSED 1982, Gerber and Wade 1988). Increases In bacterial densRiel It
shoreline stations between 1959 and 1974 were probably due to urban runoff via sto,’m
especially those in the north with large drainage basra (MBC 1988).

The present HTP monitoring program was Initiated In 1974 and Is foc~e~’~n
recreational waters of Santa Monica Bay. HTP monitors 17 shoreline stations between Top~ngl
and Torrance Beaches (Figure 11-2), 11 nearshore stations located 1,000 fl from shorn, Mid
several stations along Ballona Creek and at the Pico-Kenter Storm Drain in the city of Santa
Monica. Shoreline samples ere collected and analyzed daily for total �oliforms and enterococci
end st least five times per month for ~cal coliforms. Nearshore samples are analyzed for allthree
indicators four or five times per month (CLA, DPW 1992). In addition to the shoreline
nearshore stations, HTP also monRora bacteriel densities associated with plume tracking and
mlcrolayer investigations.

The results of the present monitoring program Indicate that levels of Indicator bacteria
(and presumably microbial pathogens) continue to decline in the receiving waters. AJI nearahore
samples have been in compliance w~th indicator bacterial levels since 1987, suggesting that
HTP’s 5.mi ouffall is not the source 04 occasionally high bacterial counts in the Bay. This trend
is due primarily to improved treatment: new digesters, chemical additives (ferdc chlodde
polymer), sludge dewatering, and an increase in the amount of 11ow receiving seconcMry
treatment. The trend should continue as the plant is scheduled for full secondary treatment by
1998 (CLA,DPW 1992).

Although densities of bacterial Indicaiors are generally low at nearshore staUons, water
quality limits have been exceeded in recent years at several shoreline sites, most f~equentJy those
near storm drains. Thus, the major sources of bacterial contamination at the surf zone appear to
be urban runoff, sewage ovedlows to storm drains, ~nd marina activities, rather than the I-n’P
effluent.

Jolnt Water Pollu1~n C<)rlb~ PIIrll

JWPCP regularly monitors bacterial indicato~ In the nearshore waters of the Palos Verdea
Peninsula. Between 1972 end 1982 total coliform counts were made at seven shoreline and five
nearshore stations near White Point (Figure 11-3). Over that period, total coliform
decreased at ell stations except one, and those high values were attributed to a �olony of
California sea lions. The decrease in coliform levels is ettJ~buted to improvements In treatme~lt
(Figure 11-4).

Because elevated subsurface counts had been measured during previous Interruptions
in chlorination (Stul11992, pars. comm.), the chlorination facilities and procedures at JWPCP were
modred in 1~87 and 1988 to meet more stringent requirements. Chlorine dosage was Increased
and trom 1988 to 19~)0 a backup chlorination station was constructed for use on pdmary effluent
when the main facility was inopera~e. In 1991 snorer standby disinfection facility was
constructed for use in the secondary waste t~eatment system.

r~
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Figure 11-4. Temporal trends in total �ol~’orm bacteria densities at Pak)e
Vardes shoreline stations 1972-1982. Values are in9 mean mpn/100 ml
(modified f~om LACSD, unpubl, data),-
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These improvements resulted in furthor decreases In bacterial densities It both shoreline
end nearshore stations, in 1991 total coliform densities exceeded 1,000 cfu/lO0 ml on less than
0.6% of the sampling days at the seven shoreline stations (Stul11992. pars. comm.). No surface "/
or subsurface coliform limits were exceeded at the nearshore stations, although near-I:)¢~,Dm
samples occasionally exceeded the limits at some stations. Since total coliform counts have been
continuously lower than standards for fecal coliform, fecal coliform measurements have not bee~
required since 1988. JWPCP began monitoring enterococcus levels in December 1991, and all
counts since then have been at or near detecti(m limits at all stark:ms.

Although chlorination appears to have reduced levels of indicator" bacteria at both
shoreline and nearshore stations, the efficacy of chlorination in reducing viral concentrations has
never been determined. Furthermore, the potential for toxic effects ort marine life born exlen$1ve
chlorination has not been adequately addressed (Gold 1993 pars.

Ud~n Runoff

More than 68 storm drains discharge into Santa Monlca Bay between Venture County and
Point Fermin. The major~y of these storm drains convey appreciable run-off to the Bay ordy
Interm~ently, but during periods of heavy rainfall they may cam/high concentrations of blologk:~1

pathogens as well as chemical contaminants from a variety of residential and industrial sources.              ..~
A~hough storm drains may constitute point sources at the site of entry into the Bay, the
contaminants that they convey dedve from a variety of non-point sources, making monitoring lind
r~gulation of storm drain effluents d~cuit. Bacterial pathogens may be transported to the Bay

into sewage lines, causing s3wage to flow into the storm drainV,~Ofl stormwater over~ow~
system. These over~ows cause the most extensive human f~l contamination of Santa Monk~
~y. However, high indicator bacteria leve~s and human enteric viruses hava been found in stoffn
drains even during dry weather IC~.,DPW 1~, 1~0, 1991, 1992~ Gold eta;. lg~0, 1~101~.
Bemuse most storm drains in tha Bay discharge dir~tly into the surf zone, lind beceusli Of ~
high ~eveis of contamination that have been found in storm drain runoff, surf zone ~rea$ ~
storm drains lire considered high r~k lireas to $’Mmmers, lis~ially durin~ rain ~.

Dry.weather Flow. Monitoring i’~cently conducted by ~ indic~tee tha! high I~$ ~
Indi~ator bacter~and in theForBaY are usually associated with flo~ng storm drains ~Cl~k,D~ 1~0
1990, 1991, 1992). example, since at least 1987 indicator levels at Stations $3, $6, $11,
and $16 (Figure 11-2) have exceeded one or more of the Ocean Plan standards. Each of these
stations is ediacent to a storm drain: Station $3 is just north of the Pulga Storm Drain; Station
is midway between the Pico-Kenter and Ashland Storm Drains; Station $11 is just south of the
Imperial Storm Drain; and Station $16 is just south of the Avenue I Storm Drain. High counts have
also been recorded at Station $9, which is adjacent to Marina Del Ray and Ballona Creek, lind
at Stations $14 end $15, which are adjacent to King Harbor in Redondo Bea~-h (CLA,DFW 198~,
1989, 1990, 1991, and 1992). When high levels of bacterial indicators were recorded lit the
shoreline stations, low levels were recorded at nearshore stations, suggesting that the HTP
was not the source of bacterial contamination at the shoreline.

Because high levels of indicator bacteria in the Bay are consistently found near storm
drains, the Santa Monica Bay’ Restoration Project (SMBRP) conducted li series of studies tO
assess storm drain contamination of the Bay (Gold e/aJ. 1990, 1991, 1992). These studies
examined storTn drain runoff at several sites throughout Santa Monica Bay and they provide the
most recent analysis of dry-weather biological contamination from urban runoff.
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The first study w~s conducted over a pedod of nine w~eks during August and September
1989. Samples were collected at the Pico-Kenter end Ashland Storm Drains in the r.J~y
Monica, which have had high densities of indicator bacteria in the past (CLA,DPW 1987’, 1988,
1989, 1990, 1991, 1992). At each site, samples were taken from inside the drains and from the
surf zone at several sites at ankle and chest depths. These samples were analyzed for ~ and
fecal coliforms end enterococcus densities. Human enteric viruses end F-male specK~ �oliph~ge
densities were analyzed in samples taken from the storm drains. In addition, viral seeding
experiments were conducted to determine the effectiveness (i.e., percent of ~
enumeration methods and to test for possible toxic effects of the storm drain eflkam’d Grl the
viruses (Gold el ~1. 1992). In 1990 and 1991, the sampling program was expanded to incllxlelhe
Pico-Kenter Storm Drain; the Herondo Storm Drains, which are located Just nodh of ~ Halt)or
in Redondo Beach; and several sites within Malibu Lagoon (Gold eta/. 1991, 1992). Anide and
chest.deep samples were taken only near the Pico.Kenter Storm Drain. The 1991 study
designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the 600-1t pipeline extension et the Pico.Ken~r Storm
Drain, which was completed in August 1991, in dispersing the effluent beyond the surf zone. The
densities of bacterial indicators were evaluated on whether they exceeded "excessive lim~s
"levels of concern," which were defined as 1,000 cfu/100 ml for total �oliform, 200 ofu/100 I~1
fecal coliform, and 24 cfu/100 ml for erderococcus (Gold eta/. 1990, 1991, 1992).

In 1989, 1990, end 1991 all three bacterial indicators exceeded levels of �ancer1 lit
virtually all samples taken from the Pico-Kenler Storm Drain (Figures 11-5 and 11-6). In general,
densities of bacterial indicators decreased w~h depth end distance along the shoreline. In 198~
most surf zone samples taken 10 yd from the stOrTn drain exceeded limits on 100% of the
sampling days. but chest-depth samples exceeded limits much less frequently (Figure 11-8, Gold
et aJ. 1990). The geometric means of bacterial densities further demonstrate the decrease in the
concentrations of bacterial indicators w~th distance f~om the storm drain (Figure 11-7). I=~:oJ~flter
Storm Drain samples in 1989 had mean bactehal levels needy one-hundred times greater thin
levels of concern, but levels of all three indicators in ankle-deep water were approxk’nataly one
order of magnitude lower than storm drain samples and levels in chest-deep water were
approximately two orders of magnitude lower. Bacterial densities in 1989 also exceeded
of concern st a station 150 yd from the storm drain. However, dudng the 1989 samlding, I.rrP
recorded bacteria levels below levels of �oncern at Station $6, 200 yd south of Pico-Kentlr
(CLA,DPW 1990), suggesting that the extent of bacterial contamination m~y be limited to wlhin
150 to 200 yd from the storm drain.

Densities of all three bacterial indicators in 1991 were three to f~ve times higher in the
Pico-Kenter drain than the Herondo drain, and one to two orders of magnitude higher than
Malibu Lagoon. In the Pioo-Kenter Storm Dm~n, densities of all three indicators exceeded levels
of concem in all 13 samples. However, in the surf zone, levels of �oncern were in,squeaky
exceeded at the ankle- or chest-deep stations. The results from the 1991 dispersion study
very d~erent from the! conducted in 1990 (Gold et el. 1991, 1992), in which bacterial
concern were frequently exceeded at ankle and chest-deep stations up to 100 yd from
(Figure 11-6). Furthermore, for all three indicators, at nearly every surf zone station, the geomltrk:
means in 1991 were significantly lower than the means in 1990. Thus, the 600-fl extension rathe
Pico-Kenter Storm Drain, when functioning properly, appears to be effective in reducing the
densities of indicator bacteria in the surf zone, where the potential for human exposure is greatest
(Gold el el. 1992).

The distribution pailem In end around the Ashland Storm Drain was similar to that seen
=I Pi:o Konter: levels of concern for all three bacter~l indicators were exceeded in nearly 100%
of the 15 storm drain samples and least f~equently at the chest-depth stations (Figure 11-8).
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Bacterial densities st enkle-depth were not as high es thole et the Pic.o-KentM site, but all three
indicators exceeded levels of concern in mo~

Human entedc viruses were found in both the Pi�o-Kenter end Herondo Storm Dmin~
(Gold eta]. 1990, 1992). However, no viruses were detected in any of the campies taken from the
Ashland Storm Drain, even in the seeded samples (recove~ of spiked viruses w~l 0%),
suggesting that there were slgn~cant interferences in the �ollection or identification processes
(Gold eta]. 1990, 1992), Thus, the lack of viruses in the Ashland Storm Drain is not evidence
their ebsence. The presence of enteric viruses In the Pico-KentM end Herondo Storm Drains
indicates that human fecal waste was present In the runoff dudng the majority of the sampling
period. The viruses were identified as Coxsackie B, which can cause gastroentedtis and on
occasions, pericarditis end meningitis (Gold eta]. 1992). Possible sources of the human fecal
contamination detected in the storm drains include leaky sewer lines, overftow~ from blocked
sewera, illegal inputs, or the local homeless popu~tio~ (Gold eta/. 1992).

AI ell sites in Melibu lag�on, the mean densities of ell three bacterial indlcatom exceeded
levels of �oncern. Densities were especially high in Melibu Creek, upstream of the main lagoon.
Furthermore, enteric viruses were found It ell three sampling sites in the lagoorl, suggesting the
presence of human fecal contamination. TWRF discharges tertiary-treated waste water into Mallbu
Creek approximately 6 ml upstream from the lagoon end is ¯ potential source of facaJ
contamination. However, levels of bacterial indicatom in samples taken from the facility’s effiueftt
were very low during the study period and remained $o throughout 1992 (LVMWD unpubl, data).
Thus, the plant does not appear to be a direct source of fecal contamination, which
indications in 1987 whr~ only a single h,Jmart enteric virus was detected in TWRF’s effluent
dur;ng 25 day~ of ~ampling (James M. Montgomel~’ Eng~r, eers 1968). Poss;ble sour~;es of hulnan
fecal input to Malibu lagoon include the Malibu Colony Septic system, campers, pionicke~,,
temporary residents, end illegal discharges from mobile homes or recreational vehicles (Gold et
a]. 1997..).

The density of F-male specif�c �oliphage was monitored to examine Its usefulness es en
indicator of human enteric viruses in madne waters polluted with human sewage. Coliphage
densities were ten times higher at the Pico-Kenter Storm Drain than at the Ashland Storm Drain
in 1989, but the data were extremely var~ble end there was not enough information available on
human fecal inputs to explain the higher density at Pico-Kenter (Gold et el. 1990). Furthermore,
there was no correlation between the densities of coliphage end bacterial indicators, nor between
coliphage densities and the presence of enteric viruses. Thus, F-male specific �oliphage
epparenthj, ¯ poor predictor of the presence or absence of human enteric vimsea.

The ongoing monitoring studies conducted by HTP, JWPCP, end TWRF end the studies
conducted by Gofd et aJ. (1990, 1991, 1992) have established that the largest potential threat to
swimmers in Santa Monica Bay from human p~thogens is from urban runoff, particularly et the
Pico-Kenter end Herondo Storm Drains and in the Malibu Creek]Malibu Lagoon drainage system,
w~ere the presence of human fecal contaminatk~n has been detected. Although there ere seve,’=l
areas of potential fecal input into these drainage systems, it is important to emphasize that the
source or sources of the sewage has not been determined conclusively at any site. Furthermore,
an epidemiologica1 study, which would evaluate the impact of human sewage on swimmer=, has
not been conducled ~n Santa Monica Bay, The l~rst step in reducing the potential for human
health risks associated with swv~ming in waters contaminated with fecal waste is to carry out
sanilar~ survey, which would ident~ and reduce or eliminate the sources of Jecal contamination.
However, until the criler~a and methods for such studies are developed, the public should
cont=nue to be informed about the potential risks of swimming in contaminated areas.
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Wet-weather flow. Because of the relationship among wet weather, storm dralnl, end
high bacterial counts, regulatory agencies distinguish between wet- and dry-weather sampling;
HTP has defined wet weather ¯s the day of rain plus the two subsequent days. Bacter~l
monitoring studies conducted by HTP h’om July 1989 through June 1990 (CLA,DPW 1991)
indicate that total coliform, fecal coliform, and enterococcus densities all increase during wet
weather, especially et stations closest to storm drains (Figure 11-9). For example, in 1989-1990,
densities of all three indicators were highest during wet weather ¯t Station $3, which is ¯djaceftt
to the PJco-Kenter Storm Drain, and ¯t Stations $8 and $9, which ¯re on either side of Marina Des
Ray and Ballon¯ Creek (F~gure 11-2).

The effect of runoff on the densities of bacterial indicators in the Bay can be
demonstrated by examining wet-weather vs. dry-weather days in which bacterial Indk:~tor
standards were exceeded. For instance, between July 1989 and June 1990, total oolifoml levels
exceeded standards on at least one day at every HTP station (’Table 11-I, CLA,DPW 1991). Levels
were particularly high between the Pulga Canyon Storm Drain and the Imperial Highway Storm
Drain (Stations $3 through $11, Figure 11-2), ¯n ¯re¯ that drains ¯ large portion of Los Angeles
County (Figure 7-I), and on either side of King Harbor In Redondo Beach (Stations $14 and $15).
Fecal coliform and enterococcus levels were also higher dudng wet w~ather, but the differtnce
between wet- and dry-weather days for fecal coliform and enterococcus were much less than Ih¯t
for total coliform. Although high levels of any one of these indicators by themselves is not
necessarily indicatNe of fecal �ontamination, high levels of all three Indic¯tom
suggests human fecal input.

The extent of contamination ¯round ¯ storm drain depends on local rainfall, runoff from
the surrounding area, and the interval between storms. For example, dens~Jes of ¯11 U~ree
bactenat indicators were highest during pedods of peak rainfall in Los Angeles between July 1989
and June 1990 (Figure 11-10) (CLA,DPW 1991). Bacterial densities Ire usually highest dudng the
first few months of the rainy season and tend to decrease as the season progresses. This
is know~ as the "first flush’and it assumes that �oliform-bearing materials accumulate throughout
the dry season. For the same reason, bacterial densities may also be parliculady high dudng the
first few hours of ¯ rain that follows an extended dry period. Densities of bacterial indicatorl (and
presumably human pathogens) may remain high for three or four days following the init~l nJnoff
(Figure 11-11), during which time swimmers are at greatest risk (CLA,DPW 1981).

Sewage Spills and Overflow~

When sewage spills in Santa Monica Bay occur, they ere usually¯ result of heavy rainfall
or construction near sewer lines. Spills have lasted anywhere trom an hour to several days and
they may cam/ large volumes of sewage to the Bay through local storm drains. Although
over~ow~ cannot be predicted, there is usually enough time to warn the public about imi:mcted
areas and thus minimize exposure to potential

Unusually high inflow and/or infiltration occasionally requires the North Outfall Treatment
Facil~, of HTP to discharge into Sa~lona Creek or other storm drains. In the past some of these
ovedlo~,~ have consisted of raw, untreated sewage (Sowby 1988, per¯. comm.), but normally the
sewage receives primary sedimentation, two staqes of screening, and chlorination It ¯
concentration of 40 mgjq (Crosse 1988, pars. comm.~ Dorsey 1988, per¯. comm.). A new sewer
line and assoc~ted up, redes, wh~.h w~Jl vu’tuaily elim~ate these discharges, are scheduled for
completion in 1993-1994 (CLA,DPW 1992).
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Table 11-1. Percentage of wet and dry weather day8 where oxcoealvo levels
of bacterial indicators were exceeded at the HTP shoreline stations
(excessive levels: total �ollforme : 1,000 ©fu/lO0 ml, fecal ¢oliforms -, 200
©tu/lO0 ml, entarococcl - 12 cfu/lO0 ml) (CLA,DPW 1991).

Total Co4,torms Fecal Colito~’ms Enterococcus
>1.000 CFU/IIX) mL >200 CFUI100 mL >12 CFUI100 mL

Station Wet DP/ We! Dry W0t Dry

1 ~ 0 0 0 36 28
2 1 �1 0 �1 3~ 22                         *"

23 9 3 2 <1 $7

5 17 1 2 0 S0 33
6 24 5 9 2 5S 37 ""
? 20 <1 0 <1 42 21
8 2/’ <1 6 0 44 15
9 31 <I 2 0 45 12

10 23 2 1 0 37 10 . ,
11 21 4 2 <1 31 11
12 7 <I 0 0 19 9
13 7 <1 0 <1 24 13
14 12 2 2 0 22 15
15 10 1 1 <1 40 29
16 9 1 2 0 31 19

:
.,_:,
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Figure 11-11. Bacterial counts on tho day¯ following rain It HTP shor~lb~
at=Hens $8, ~, and $10 (CL~,DPW 1~1).                                               t ’
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Between January 1987 and September 1992, it least 26 sewage overflows wer~ recorded
that resulted in beach closures (Appendix I). Most of these were the result of excess storm uter
in collector lines leading to HTP, although, some sewage has been released from septic tanks
and coastal restaurants. The largest of the s~)ills occurred on 10 Februanj 1992 when heavy rains
caused the discharge of over 66 million gallons of partially treated sewage into Santa Monies B~y.
Because of the high bacterial levels, beeches were closed along tho ontiro Los Angeles County
coast for 11 days (Appendix I).

Small Boat Weet~

The overboard discharge of wastes from boats, perticularty those berthed in the fn~
may present I risk of infectious disease to people that use recreational resources in
Immediate vicinity. However, because of the small numbers of individuals who contribute to
soume and their intermittent nature, the dsks are not predictable by fecal indicators or pathogen
levels in the water. Therefore, the conventional water quality guidelines end standards do
apply. The recognized solution is to restrict body-contact activities In the immediate viclnlly of
marinas and to enforce regulations that prohibit sewage discharges from boats. However, since
enforcement is often difficult, education of recreational boat users about the potential hazards
sewage discharge is also essentiL

Bathem

At least two epidemlologlcal studies have related swlmming-associeted illness and bather
density In areas of poor water e~change (FaP~al etM. 19~J6, Calde;one and D~.~’cuh pars. comm.).
Although there appears to be a hr.~lth risk to swimmers from other bathers in the area, the extent
of the risk is unpredictable and not amenable to usual control technology. The levels of
Staphy/ococcu~ aureus, a potential human pathogen that has been found to be ¯ good predk:tor
of illness in freshwater, correlate wall with bather density and could be used to Identi/y
situations (Fattal et aJ. 1986, Calderone and Dufour 1988, pars. comm.). However, lhe link
between S. aeureu~ density and Illness has not been established In marine w~terl.

M.dne F.une

Fecal wastes from madne mammals, water fowl, and shorebirds may contain baoteria
(notably Salmonella) pathogenic to humans. Although the infectious dose for Salmonella is
high, heavy contamination of the water could produce disease among swimmers or consumem
of shellfish. The impacts on swimmers of pathogens from non-human sources has not been
examined, except for swimmer’s or clam-digger’s Itch, a problem caused by a bird shistosome
(MBC 1988). Because bacterial indicators originate from several sources other than human feces
and because most viruses are thought to be species-specific (Atlas 1984), water contaminated
w~th non-human feces would probably have to markedly exceed bacterial indicator limits before
a significant hsk of human illness would mull
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Public Health Approashe~

Beach Closures and Warnings

Santa Monlca Bay beaches are closed when high indiostor bacteria I~vels -,re linked to
sewage spills or when there are other hsalth-rlak cone¯ms.

Santa Monica Bay beaches were closed to swimmers 39 times from January 1987
through September 1992 (Appendix I). Beach closures ranged from three in 1990 to 10 in 1987,
with eight from January through September 1992. Most closures lasted from one to three day~0
but the longest closure lasted for 42 days In 1987, due to high densities of bacterial
that apparently resulted from an excessive bird populabon at Marina del Ray Beach.

Most closures were for a small segment of the beach, usually near ¯ storm drain, but
some extended beyond the study area. Three closures during this pedod extended front the
Venturs.Los Angeles County line to the Long Beach Ci~ border;, these closures occurred on 22
and 31 October, 1987, and on 10 February, 1992, ¯nd lasted for 6, 12, and 11 days, respectively.
These closures were due to sewage discharges of 2.7, 4.1, and 66.1 miJlion gel, respectively from
the North Outfall Treatment Facility resulting from heavy rains.

Epidemlol~gy

To assess the potential dsk to human health from swimming in Santa Monica Bay,
would be necessary to conduct an epidemiological study, which would evaluate the Impact of
pathogenic organisms or toxic chemicals on swimmers. However, such ¯ study has not heel1
conducted for Santa Monica Bay. Adequate chemical data are lacking for intertidal and shallow
subtidal areas near storm drains and sewage overflow points, which are the primary ¯reel of
concern in the Bay other than possible unknown spill sites. However, as a result of the ongoing
monitoring conducted by HTP, JWPCP, and TWRF and recent studies by Gold et~l. (1990, 1991,
1992), there appears to be sufficient evidence from biological data that an epidemiologlcal study
is warranted. Such a study has been designed and proposed by Dr. Robert Hail¯ and it has been
approved and recommended for implementation by the Santa Mortice Bay Restoration Projed
Management Committee (Gold 1993 pars. comm.).

The first step in reducing the potential for human health dsks associated with sw~nming
in waters contaminated wRh fecal waste is to cam/out a sanitary survey, which would identify and
reduce or eliminate the sources of fecal contamination. However, until the criteria and methodl
f~r such studies are developed, the public should continue to be informed about the potential
risks of swimming in contaminated

Risk Armlysle

Procedure. Health dsks to swimmers from microbial contamination in Santa Monica Bay
was pred;c~ed according to the method of Cabelli etaJ. (1983b) in 19~8 (MBC 1988). This analysis
was based on sew’age-contaminated waters which, considering the results of Gold et a~. (1990,
1991, 1992), appears to be a valid, conservative hsk assessment (Gold 1993 pers. comm.).
Sampling days were first segregated into two groups, wet and dry, based on the mean
enlerococcus leve~s for the 17 shoreline stations sampled by HTP. The r~sk of acute gastroenter~s
was estir~atecl for wet and dry cl3ys using enterococcus da~a. Values of enterococci-based risks
w~re ev~l~t~d for multi~ole stations to describe spat~a! pat!.erns of contamination and risk.
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The Cab¯Ill method for evaluating dsk is based on ¯ regression equation between
enter¯coccus density in swimming water end the rate of swimming-associated cases of acute
gastroenteritis (Cab¯Ill 1983b). "Swimming" is defined as the exposure of upper-body orifices tO
the water and illness rates are predicted from measurements of enter¯coccus levels in bathirlg "/
water. The log to the base 10 of the median enter¯coccus level (median number per 100 ml) is
entered into the regression equalJon obtained from epidemloiogical studies that w~re �orlduoted
at other Iocat~ns: "~’

Y -, 12.17 (log Median) + 0,02

Y ,- the predicted number of illnesses/lO00 ew~nmem.

If the geometric mean of enter¯coccus �ounts from et least ten d~ys is used to represe~
enter¯coccus levels, the predicted rate is equivalent to the illness rate that would not be
exceeded on half the days during the swimming season. From ¯ public health point of view, this
is not a protective prediction. When there ere sufficient data points, the 90th percentile
enter¯coccus level can, with some mathematical reservations, be entered Into the equation to
obtain en approximation of the predicted illness rate that will not be exceeded on 90% of the days
during the time period represented.

Cabelli calculated the risk of swimming-associated -,cute gastroentedtls from the Illness-
indicator relationship in the above equation (MRC 1988) ustng the .50th end 90th percentile
entero:~::cus 16vels for each shoreline station during wet and dry weaUler (’T’=ble 11-2). The
values in Table 11-2 may be viewed es the predicted swimming-associated rates of gastroentedtis

rthat would not be exceeded on 50% end 90% of the days, respectively. During dry weather, the

3predicted 50th percentile rates for ell stations were less than that accepted by the EPA
enter¯coccus guidelines; this was also true for most of the stations dudng wet wea.ther.

Assumptions end Uncertainties. Most of the uncertainty in micrcblal risk assessment                L
is related to the sources of the indicators, particularly those that ere unpredictable or not related .,/
to human fecal contamination. Enter¯cocci or �ol~forms reaching the beaches of Santa Monk:¯
E~ay could derive from several sources, including off-shore municipal wastewater outfalfs, sewage
spills, urban runoff, discharges from pleasure boats, madne end shore fauna, and the bathem
themselves.

Untreated discharges from pleasure craft and fecal contamination from bathers may pole
I dsk of swimming-ass¯ca¯ted illness, but these discharges are small relatk, e to the number of
contributing individuals. Therefore, the risk may not be predictable using bacterial indicator
guidelines.

One major uncertainty in calculating dsk from stormwater runoff results from the
occurrence of indicator bacteria unrelated to human fecal inputs, notably those from the feces
of other endotherms. These extraneous bacter~ confound the relationship between the indicator
and actual pathogens. For stormwater discharges that contain nonhuman fecal wastes but
of human origin, the risk of illness may be markedly overstated by the enlerococcus or ¢oilfoml
levels m the water. However, since the survival rate of some human enteric v~ruses may be
greater than that of the indicator bacteria, health risks may be understated in some ~rell.
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Table 11-2. Entoro©occue leveb and predk:led ewlmmlng-a~4oclated
gse~’oenterlt~- rates It HTP shoreline (S) stations in Santa Mortice Bay in
1887 (MBC 1~88).

On/Wielder (111 dlys) ¯          Wel We~lher (97 days)

Entorococ¢~ AGU1,000 EnlerOCOCcU AG[/1.000
100 mL persons o 100 mL perlons ¯

PMcentile Percentile Percerlflle Percentile

2
Stltlon 5(Xh 90m S0m g0~h S01h ~0ih 501h 9¢Xh ""

$1 3 15 6 14 11 82 13 24 "$2 2 11 4 13 7 61 11 22$3 9 23 12 17 22 224 17 29$4 7 16 11 1S 20 95 16 24$5 7 22 11 16 20 113 16 2S$6 9 24 12 17 22 172 17 27$7 4 10 8 12 21 127 16 26$8 $ 9 6 12 19 200 16 28 "’
$10 2 12 4 13 22 2.42 17 29$11 2 14 4. 14 12 $6 13 22$12 1 6 0 10 11 75 13 23S13 1 ? 0 11 9 61 12 22S14 1 7 0 10 9 92 12 24 "$15 4 16 8 15 14 67 14 23
S17 1 11 0 13 9 42 12 20

So,,rce: CLA.DPW. unpub, data
a Define<:l trom Iog-proOabtlily plo( (’MBC 1988) by day Of the 17-llitlon GM

¯ nlerOCOCCus levels. Cut-oil of 5.5 CFUI100 mL -- ~’ - ..
U Includes spills end unexplaine¢l/vlnll leading to 17-11~,1k~1GMI

.--,tn excess ol 5.5.
� Pre0ic’tecl from ecluatio~ (Cab¯lit 1980). Sw~mmlng-usoc~tKI acute

gastroenler,li$ (AGI) rile/1,000 persons:

whw’l:               y~, 12.17 log x ,~ 0.2                                                     "
y., PrKlicted ~mming-assoclalld rite fOr lout¯ ga.~ro~t~i~
x -, GM enterococcus level/100 hlL             ¯

d Assumes, with reservat~0ns, that the e~uat~on 0iv¯loped from GM$ can be used
w~th 50~h an0 90tl~ percentile values. 90th percentile rite can bl thought Of as
the rate which will not be exceiK:liK3 on ~)cH) of the day~ during bathing 8~lSOn.
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Finally, It must be realized that rec~eatiorml water quality criteria may not ipply under
certain conditions such as unusually high levels of Illness in the populaUon whole wastes
potentially contaminate the reaoume.

Recreational Waler Qualify

As noted above, viruses survive longer in seawater and shellfish than do human entedo
bacteria, which suggests that the dsk of swimming-associated illness may be greater th~n
suggested by the indicators. However, because of the problems in Identifying an etidtogk:al
relationship between water-borne pathogens end human illness and because of the lack of ¯
mechanism for swimming-associated illness surveillance, there has never beeh ¯
outbreak of a specific illnesses associated with swimming in Santa Mortice Bay.

Cabelli (in MBC 1988) suggested that a predicted Ilneas rate of 17 to 18 �~,es of
swimming-associated gastroententis per 1,000 swimmers �orresponds to ¯
recreational water qualily standard of a 90 peroenble limit of 25 to 30 enterococc!/100 nil. A
somewhat crude interpretation of this limIt is that this is the rate that will not be exceeded
more than 10 percent of the days dudng the swimming lesson. The decision as to whether this
risk is acceptable or not is properly one of l:mlicy.

With regard to Santa Monica Bay, the predicted rote probably overstates the aotl~l
to the extent that the sources of enterococct are often non-human wastes. Even if a worst case
situation is assumed (i.e., ell the enterococcl derive from human fecal sources), the predicted
rates are appreciably less than those accepted by the USEPA guideline end the corresponding
enterococcus limits a~e attainable. Moreover, the implementation of these limita =s Interim
guidelines or standards should provide an impetus for the conduct of the monitoring, mearch,
end epidemiological programs needed to better assess and manage dsks.

A better operating procedure for dealing with events leading to unusually high
enterococcus levels that are linked w~th high total or fecal coliform levels at multiple stations is
needed. The response to se’,:~a0e spills in the absence of stormwater runoff is a relatively simple
problem; the potentially affected beaches are temporarily closed until the bacterial standard is
achieved. At present there is no epidemiological database regarding the dsk of swimming.
associated illness from biological pathogens: this information is needed. In addition, an indicator
system that is more reflective of human fecal wastes or sewage than the present system is
needed. Until these are available, the current practk=e of i~suing health advisories concerning
swimming at beaches near storm drains after rainfall should continue. Based on recent studle~
by Gold et aJ. (1990, 1991, 1992) and ongoing monitor~g by HTP (CLA,DPW 1987, 1988, 1990,
1991, 1992), bathers should stay at least 200 yards away from ston’n drains dudng dry weather
end refrain from swimming during end immediately (two to three days) after rain stoml~.

J
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CHAPTER 12
HEALTH HAZARDS OF SEAFOOD CONSUMPTION

Marine environments adjacent to heavily populated urban eraa$ may be exposed to ¯
variety of chemical contaminants from anthropogenic sources, including pesticides such
dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethano (DDT), polychlorinated biphonyls (PCBs), polycyoll¢ ¯romiSh
hydrocarbons (PAHs), chlordane, dieldrin, as well as heavy metals euch es arsenic, mammy,
silver, aelenium, and lead. Marine organisms living in impacted areas may also be exposed to
same contaminants through direct water contact soon alter discharge from a point source, or
through contact with sediments in which contaminants have accumulated over time. Hums¯
health may in turn be st risk if animals exposed to �ontaminants are consumed. The
contaminants that pose the greatest dsk to human health from consumption of seafood am thole
that "biomagntfy" or increase "up the food chain." The degree of accumulation in aquatic
organisms depends on the type of food chain, on the availability end persistence of the
contaminant In the environment, end especially on the physical end chemical properties of the
contaminant. The most extensively studied end tractable �ontaminants in Santa Monice B~y ire
heavy metals, PCBs, and DDT and it= by-product=.

CONTAMINANTS OF CONCERN AND DISEASE~

Many trace metals are important In anlrrml nutrition, where, is mlcronutdentl, they idly
an essential role in tissue metabolism end growth. The essential trace metals include cob¯It,
copper, chromium, iron, manganese, nickel, molybdenum, selenium, tin, and zinc (Rend lad
Petrooelli 1985). However, the optimum concentration range for trace metals b usually
narrow and severe tn’L~elances in the "~vai~.b;li’.y can cont.’ibuto to p:or h~.alth, re’.~rded growth,
and death. Some non-essential trace mete!s, such as lead, cadmium, and mercury, also can be
toxic at �oncentrations �ommonly found in marine sediments end natural waters.

Uptake of metals in Inver~ebrate= end fishes can occur through contact w~th contaminated
sediments and waters or through Ingestion of contaminated food. Heavy concentrations of trace
metals in the environment can pose ¯ heallh risk to humans that eat seafood from the
contaminated ere¯. The mechanisms of accumulation end storage of trace metals in liqu¯ti¢
animals are diverse, varying with chemical form of the metal, mode of uptake, and animal specie=
(Luorrm 1983). However, many aquatic animals are able to excrete ¯ higher then normal
proportion of their metal intake under contaminated �onditions and thus maintain trace metll
concentrations in the body at a normal level (Phillips 1980). A major exception to this pattern b
mercury, which is readily bioaccumulated when it is in the organic form of methylmercury (Phtlllpa
1980). Thus, the idea of bicaccumulation, where the highest trophic levels contain the high¯at
toxin concentrations, does not hold for most heavy metals (Rand and Petrocelli 1985). For thb
reason, sediments generally contain higher concentrations of heavy metals than are present
aquatic organisms.

PCBs are a class of synthetic chlorinated organic chemicals that were used in rnany
Industr~l products (e.g., hydraulic fluids, plasticizers, adhesives, and paper coatings) from 1929
to 1971. Beginning in 1970, their use was voluntarily restricted by the Monsanto Chernk~l
Company to closed electrical systems in the mid-1970s (Cordle et aJ. 1978). Because of their toxic
prop¯dies, a part1¯! ban was imposed on PCB use and manufacture in 1976 [Section 6(e)
Toxic Substance ContTol Ac~ (TSCA)]. In 1979, TSCA reguLations were finalized to prohibit their
use in heat transfer systems used for the manufacture of food, drugs, and cosmetics. After 1 July
1984, PCBs were no longer allowed for use in electrical equipment. After distribution in the Sant~
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Monica Bay environment f~om ston’n~mter, and sewage inputs, PCBs may be absorbed and
accumulated by seafood organisms. Consumption of fish and shellfish (including freshwatM
species) represents the major pathway of hurrmn exposure to PCBs today.

Although PCBs have low tox~.ity in shor~,-term exposures, they are of publl¢ health
�oncern because of their persistence end their long-term toxic effects in humans and ob~er
enamels (Calabrese end Sorenson 1977; Kurzel and Cetrulo 1981; Rogan et el. 1986). The low
short-term toxic~] of PCBs means that a massive dose would be required to cause death or other
severe health effects from short-term exposures. Such extreme doses are unlikely to oc~Jr under
environmental conditions. However, a series of smaller doses over a long pedod of time (e.g.,
decades) may cause toxic effects on skin and liver tissue, Including liver cancer. A variety
reproductive effects of PCBs have been demonstrated in humans and other animals (e.g., mink,
chickens, monkeys, rats). For example, in Michigan end North Carolina infants born to women
that were heavy consumers of PCB-�ontaminated ~sh exhibited a reduced size at birth, poor
muscle tone, and behavioral deflcienc~s (Jacobson et ~/. 1985, Rogan eta/. 1986). Because
PCBs ere lipophilic, long-term exposure to PCBs may result In high concentrations in breast milk
(Schwartz et el. 1983; Jacobson et el. 1984; Humphrey 1987, 1988). Recently, the Los Angeles
County Health Department, the California Department of Health Services, and the Office of
Environmental Health Assessment conducted a comprehensive study of concentrations of PCB$,
DDT, dioxin, and dibenzofurans in breast milk of women in Los Angeles County. The report from
this study is cun’enUy being I:)mpered.

In the 1960s end eady 1970s, the Montrose Chemical Company dumped tons of 1he
insec*.icide DDT into the Palos Verdes Shelf via the JWPCP ouffalls (Chartrand 1988). AlthmJgh

~ DDT has been banned in the U.S. since 1972, high levels ere still found in the sediments ile~r
~r the JWPCP outfall (NOAA 1991a), which themselves now act as source of DDT contamination for

demersal organisms, like PCBs, DDT and related compounds are readily accumulated In animal
tissues and tend to persist once uptake has occurred. AJthough there is some �oncern that DDT
and related compounds may cause premature birth in humans (Ku~zel and Cetrulo 1981), the
evidence for potential toxic effects in humans �oncerns primarily liver and pancreatic cancer
(Garabrant et el. 1992). USEPA (1985) concluded that DDT, DDD, DDE, end dicofol, a DDT-
related pesticide, ere probable carcinogens (cancer-causing chemicals) based on evidence
experiments with rats, mice, and other animals. The extent to which these substances are
carcinogenic to humans remains unknown because appropriate epidemiologic data for calculating
carcinogenic potency are lacking. As w~th PCBs, DDT and related chemicals may occur in high
concentrations in breast milk of females that consume large amounts of DDT-�ontaminated f~,h,
but appropriate studies to show health effects in Infants are not yet available. Nonetheless, Rogln
et aJ. (1986) demonstrated a positive correb, tion between DDE concentration in breast milk and
slow reflexes in infants.

SOURCES OF CONTAMINAN’r~

The contaminants that may be taken up by animals in Santa Monica Bay originate from
many potential sources. Sewage treatment facilities discharge an enormous volume of wastewater
to the Bay. Although all sewage that enters the Bay, aside from occasional leaks end ove~owl,
has undergone primary, secondary, o~ tertiary t~eatment, sewage ouffalls historically have beert
considered the principal sources of contaminants to the Bay. However, w~th improvements In
effluent qualr~/dunng the past two decades, sediments near the ouffal~s that were previously
exposed to con~minants may now be the principal source of many contaminants. Other sources
inclucle coastal generating stations, oil refineries, end storm drains, which deliver a variety of
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contaminants, particularly during periods of heavy rainfall or sewage ove~ow=. The Ipec~l¢
�onstituent¯ originating from these sources are discussed in Chapter 5.

DISTRIBUTION OF CONTAMINANTS IN MARINE ORGANISM8

The amount of a contaminant that i= bioaccumulated by an organism depends on several
factort, including the chemical characteristics of the contaminant, its �oncer~tratlon in the madrle
environment, and the character~stics of the organism. For example, the chemicals that have the
highest potential for bioaccumuiation are leest soluble In water. Such compounds are highly
soluble In fats and oils and tend to be retained in tissues once they enter organisms. These =ante
chemicals generally have a high affinity for organic particles and tend to concentrate in
sediments. Chemicals with a high potential for bioaocumulation Include pesticides such as DDT,
complex chlorinated hydrocarbons such as PCBs, and organo-metallic compounds such
methylmercury. Highly soluble or volatile compounds such as chloroform have ¯ very low
potential for bloaccumuietlon, even when highly �oncentrated.

Organisms wlth = high bloaccumuietlon pctential generally have clmractedstlca such as
I) high fat content, 2) live on or na~r the bottom sediments, 3) filter-feed on organic partJoles, ¯lld
4) ere high on a food chain (i.e., top carnivores). Examples of such organisms include Dover sole
end other flattfsh species (demersal ffshes), mussels and clams (filter feeders), ¯nd seals (high
fat ~nd top carnivora¯).

Inverlebretel

Except for mussels, contaminant levels in in’/ert~brates from Santa Monica Bay have
been well studied. Data on mussel contamination levels have been generated pdmadly by the
California State Mussel Watch (SMW) Program, ¯ periodic assessment that has been conducted
since 1977 by the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB). The program uses both blue
(= bay) end California mussels to assess spatial and temporal trends in the contamination of
native and transplanted organisms. Mussels are good indicators of environmental �ontamination
because they ere filter feeders, end therefore ingest small organic particles end associated
contaminants. Mussels ere also attached to = subsb’~ts end as such provide ¯ better Indication
of k:w, ali, zed conditions than motile organisms, such as ~

Other invertebrates that have been assessed for tissue contamination Include yellow rock
crab, ddgeback rock shrimp (= ridgeback prawn), black abalone, Califomia spiny lobster, and
giant rock scallop; species names are listed in Appendix C.

Spatial Pattem~

Metals. In 1979, the SMW Program conducted In intensive survey of resident intertid~
mussels in Santa Monica Bay. The distributions of metals In mussels showed distinct patterns th~
related to metal sources and to fate processes in the Bay. For example, the mussels It Royld
Palms, on the Palos Verdes Peninsula, had the highest tissue levels of silver in the study area
(about 6 times those at Point Duma); !ntermed~ate and relatively constant levels of tissue sliver
were measured at locations in central and southern Santa Monica Bay (Figure 12-1). The high
silver levels ~n Roy~l Palms mussels probably resu~.ed trorn �ontamination from the JWPCP
outlid~.

In contrast, lead contamination of mussels had a very different pattern in the Bay, withthe highest concentrations being measured along the central inshore Bay from Play¯ del Ray to
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Redondo Beach. This pattern suggests that the major lead sources w~re prohably uftmn ¯urf~ce
runoff and marinas. One of the highest lead concentrations measured in resident mussels (49
ppm at Marina del Ray) was about 50 times the lead concentrations typically found It uncon-
laminated coastal si~es.

Brown et el. (1986) and ~on et M. (1987¯) measured hep¯topenoreltl¢ �oncerltre.
tions in ridgeback rock shrimp end lound that copper, zinc, and cadmium had v~ry different
spatial patlems (Figure 12-2). Concentrations of copper and zinc in shrimp from Sans¯ Monks
Bay ware less than, or similar to, concentrations of these metals in shdmp from adjacent �olltal
areas. In contrast, cadmium was highly elevated in shrimp from northern and central Bay lies,
but not in shrimp from the Palos Verde¯ Shelf, possibly reflecting the high degree of ¢~dmlum
�OmplexJng with organic matter heir that outtaJl (MBC 1988).

Analyses of edible tissue of six invertebrate species �ollected near the JWPCP outfl,¯
from 1974 to 1976 indicated that most metals, Including those of greatest �oncern relative to
human health (lead, mercury, end cadmium), were not substantially elevated above reference
areas (Jan et el. 1977). For most of the species and mat¯Is tested, the �oncentrations in outllll
organisms ranged from 1 to 3 times the control levels. The only metal showing substantial bio-
accumulation in out~ll organisms was chromium, which was elevated ¯bout 10 times reference
levels in edible tissues of ¯caltopa and abalone. These data suggest relatively minor
bicaccumulation of metals in these spa~es, ¯inca sediment metal concentrations near the
were elevated from 16 to 36 times ~ntrol m

Orgenl¢ Compounds. Reslden~ mussels from a few sites in ,~anta Monlca Bay have beenanalyzed for "t~ssue concentrations of o~ganJc chemicals. From 19;32 to 1983, mussels from Roy~l
Palms on the Palos Verde¯ Peninsu]- cordained about 1,400 ppb total DDT (Laddet a/. 1984).
This value was over 6 times the total DDT concentration in mussels from ¯ reference ere¯ off
Oceanside and over 140 times the levels at northern California reference sites such as Tdnldld
Head. High DDT levels have also been reported for giant rock scallop, black ehaione,
California spiny lobster collected from the Palos Verde¯ Peninsula (Young et el. 1978). Most of
the total DDT present in animal tissues is in the form of DDE, with lesser amounts of DDD and
very small amounts of DDT, suggesting that there has not been ¯ recent input of lhe parent
compound. Most pesticides other than DDT (e.g., chlordane, endrin, ¯Iddn, endosuffan,
heptachlor, and toxaphene) do not have e~evated concentrations in animals from Santa Monks
Bay ($CCWRP 1992, CSWRCB unl~bL d~.

Data for ddgeback rock shrimp collected in 1982 (Brown et el. 1986) end 198~
(Thompson et el. 1987a) indicate widespread DDT contamination In this species throughout the
Southern Cali/omia Bight (Figure 12-3). In particular, shrimp from Santa Monica Bay displayed
highly elevated tissue levels when compared with adjacent coastal areas. The highest mean DDT
concentration (49,000 ppb) was measured in shrimp from near the JWPCP ouffall at W~ite Point
(Figure 12-3), which were over 370 times the mean DDT concentration in shrimp from Imp¯rill
Beach. Shrimp from Malibu and HTP outf¯ll areas also had high DDT concentrations in
hepatopancreas tissue, with mean values exceeding 10,000 ppb (Figure 12-3). These data
suggest that, in "ddi~ion to the large source of DDT near the JWPCP outfall, the HTP outtail
perhaps other sources such as runoff from the Malibu watershed, may have contributed to the
DDT cont~mmatx~n in northern Santa Monks Bay.

The historically high levels of contaminants in sediments and animal tissue at the Palos
Ve~des Peninsula prompted the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Proiect (SMBRP) to COnduct
study on the distribution of PCBs and DDT in yellow rock crab to assess the extent of
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Figure 12-2. Regional vsrlatlofls In ¢oncent~stlons of &ace motal~ in
hepatopancrs=s of ridgeback rock shrimp ($1cyonl, Ingsntis)__from the
Southern California Bight, 1982-198S (Brown et al. 9186, Thomplolt,
unpubl, data).
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contamination in the animals near the JWPCP outfafl (SCCWRP eta/. 1992). The mean DDT
concentration In the muscle of yellow rock crab taken from White Point in 1990 (31 ppb) was In
order of magnitude greater than from crabs collected at Dine Point (Figure 12-4). Over 90% of
the total DOT at both sites was in the form of DDE, suggesting that there has been no recent
input of the parent compound, but that sediments near the outfall ere still contamlnated wlth DOT
by-products, PCB levels (Figure 12.5) were about three times higher in yellow rock crab taken
from White Point (9.1 ppb) than those from Dana Point (2.7 ppb) (SCCWRP et ~/. 1992).

In mussels, the spatial distribution of PCBs is similar to that seen for DDT and Its
constituents. In 1990, PCB concentrations were 150 ppb in mussels from Royal Palms, while
tissue levels at Oceanside were 54 ppb (CSWRCB unpubl, data), levels at Santa Monks (65 ppb)
end Malibu (70 ppb) were similar to those at Oceanside end other sites In southern Callfombl
(CSWRCB unpubl, data). In contrast, ddgeback rock shdmp hepatopancreatic PCB �ontamlmitJoa
was highest in northern and central Santa Monice Bay near Malibu Beach and the HTP o~d~ll,
where concentrations exceeded 3,000 ppb in 1983-1985 (Figure 12-3; Brown et ai. 1986,
Thompson unpubl, data). The PCB levels in Santa MonlcJi Bay shdmp were about 10 times the
levels at Tejiguas, the most northerly site sampled. Brown eta/. (1986) Iound similar patterns of
hepatopancreatic concentrations of PCBs and DDT in armed box crabs from Santa Monies Bay.
The most likely source of PCB contamination in northern Santa Monica Bay is effluent from the
HIP outfall.

T.mp~ml Tin.

Metals. Data from the SMW Program indicate temporal trends in �on~mlnant levels
because the same sites have been sampled through time with consistent methods. The only SMW
site in Santa Monica Bay wffh good temporal data is st Royal Palms, on the Palos Verdes
Peninsula. Royal Palms mussel tissue show a substantial decline in lead �ontamlnaUon sirme
1977 and evidence of lower chromium levels (Figure 12-6). However, copper, silver end cadmium
display no apparent declines during the period of 1977 to 1983. With the exception of �opper,
ell of the metal levels tn Royal Palms mussels remain considerably higher than those measured
at Oceanside, a relatively uncontaminated downcoast site. Data collected in 1990 show that lead
concentrations at Royal Palms have continued to decrcase, but concentrations of other metals
in 1990 were similar to those in 1982-1983 (CSWRCB unpubl, dita).

Recently, SCCWRP (1992) analyzed I-fTP monitoring data to determine the effects of
sludge that had been discharged through HTP’s 7-me ouffall since 1957. Sludge discharge was
terminated in November, 1987, end data collected since that time was used to assess the impacts
of sludge discharge on contaminant levels in medne organisms in the impacted area end the
recovery of organisms follow~ng sludge discharge cessation. This summary provides a good
database for analyzing recent temporal trends in contamination levels near the outfalL

SCCWRP (1992) analyzed tissues of ddgeback rock shdmp and Dover sole from the 100-
m ~sobath at ¯ "contaminated’ site surrounding the discharge, a reference site approximately 10
km west of the discharge, and a transition zone between the two areas. The concentrations of
trace metals in hepatopancreas tissue in ridgeback rock shrimp from contaminated sites changed
very I~tle from 1986 through 1988 (Figure 12-7; SCCWRP 1992). Copper and silver concentrations
decreased slighth/ after sludge termination, but zinc and cadmium showed no appreciable
changes. Although sludge abatement had I~l~e effect on meters contamination, concentrations of
all me,ate in shrimp tissue from the ou~fall area were similar to those from animals taken
eisewnere on the southern California mainland shelf (SCWWRP 1992).
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Figure 12.~. Temporal variation In �oncentratlonm of trace metal~ In
resident mussels at Royal Pmlme State Beach on the Peloe Veftlee
Peninsula, 1977-1983 (Slepheneon et el. 1.979, [.add ef el. 1.984).
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O~an~ ~m~u~e. L~els ~ DDT ~ ~Bs ~ mussels ~lle~ ~ ~e
Verdes Peninsula have d~lin~ subs~nt~l~s~ 1971 (Figure 12~). In 1982~, ~n~~
~ PCBs and DDT ~re ~ ab~ I~ a~ ~, restively, of ~e �oncen~t~s m~su~
in 1971. Concen~ti~s of ~ ~m~n~ ~ mussels co~l~ In 19~ (CSWRCB
da~) ~re similar to ~e ~ 1982.19~ (~dd ef~. 1~). Thus, PCB and DDE
Verdes mussels ~ve re~in~ ~ ~s~ ~ a~ 19~.

~e d~r~se ~ DDT and ~B levels at Psl~ Verdes ~ also ~ent ~ yell~
b~ burden levels. H~sen and McDe~oU (1974) show~ ~despr~d DDT ~m~

_ yellow crab muscle in 1971 and 19~. To~l DDT ~centrations ~re highest ~
Palos Verdes Sheff, ranging ~om ~ ~o 2,1~ ppb ~ ~ible Ussue (H~sen and M~
1974). In 1~, m~n DDT levels in yellow ~ ~b ~ken ~om Wh~e Point avemg~
(SCCWRP 1992). Thus, ~ ap~ ~t DDT I~ ~ crabs ~om ~e Pal~ Verd~ Peninlu~
gr~tly d~r~s~ ~ ~e ~st 15 ~ ~ y~.

PCB ~m~ ~ ~bs ~s m~ m~e unKo~ ~rougho~ ~e ~y
197~. The ove~ll range ~s 4~ ~o 1,~ ppb PCBs ~ 1972, ~h ~mum �oncen~
c~bs ~ cent~l ~n~ Moni~ ~y n~r ~e ~ ~ml ou~all (Heesen and McDe~o~
By 1~, PCB levels ~d d~s~ gr~Uy, ~ ~ m~n value of 9.1 ppb ~ yell~
~ken st WhKe Point (SC~p 1~.

In 1~1987 SC~p (1~ ~ ~t ~cen~Uonl ~ PCBI
he~to~ncr~s ~om ~e �~mi~t~ ar~s ~ ~’s 7-mi o~all were high ~m~
levels in animals ~om the referen~ s~e (~gu~ 12-9). PCB levels d~reased ~ shdmp ~om
tm~ ar~ in 19~7, and by 1~ le~~:s were s~r,,~r to tho~o of the reference sKe
9). This trend ~elates well ~ levels of PCBs ~ ~e sediments in the study ar~ (S~
19~). Nthough ~e ~ are s~e~t ~r~ble, ~ app~ ~at sludge abatement
elimi~t~, or at I~st decr~s~, a p~ent~lly ~rge source of PCBs to ~n~ Monl~ ~y,
=ubs~uent~ r~uc~ PCB up~ke ~ =h~p ~ ~ 7~1

In c~tmst to ~B levels, ~ ~~ of DDT ~ ddgeba~
hep~topancr~s d~ not d~r~se ~om 19~ to 1990 (Rgure 12-10) (SCCWRP 1~2). Ho~,
~h ~e exception of 19~, DDT I~els ~om 1~ ~rough 1990 remained below 1,~ ppb
animals =ken n~r ~e ~ll ten,us. ~e~ ~lues are much lower ~an ~ose ~11~
19~19~, ~en hepat~ncr~= I~s wine greater ~n 10,~ ppb (Bro~ et
Th~pson et M. 1987a). The high DDT values ~ 19~ are d~cult to explain, b~ higher ~lu~
at the reference s~e suggest ~at previ~sly contaminated sediments may be pe~i~lly
¯rough t~tonic actN~ or sto~s, m ~t sourc~ o~er ~an ~e 7-ml o~all are present,
as u~n ~noff ~rough I~1 st~ d~

Studies of fish ~n~mi~ti~ ~ ~n~ M~i~ Bay have emphas~ed c~ml~
edible muscle and INer tissue. The ~ible muscle tissue ~ impo~nt bemuse R represen~
con~mmants that could be passed on to humans. However, I~er body-burden levels are ~d~-
~e of ~e to~l range of ~n=minants entering ~e ~h bemuse of the role ~e I~or pla~
r~ulation and stage ~ t~ ~emi~ls (FoYer 1982). C~sideral;on of c~=m~an~
e~;ble muscle and INer tissue ~n ~erelore provide an assessment of ~e ~tent~l hu~ h~
impacts as well as the h~l~ of ~h~.
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Figure 12-10. Concentrations of DDT In hepaitopancreee of rldgeba¢k
ehrlmp ($1cyonie Ingentls) h, om contaminated (�lr¢lee), ben$1tlon (squere~),
and reference (t~langles) 1114� nee’ the HTP 7-mile out/ell, 19a6-19ll                ,.-
(SCCWRP lS$21
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.
Dememal fishes are preferred as indicator~ of contamination because they live in dole

contact w~h bottom sediments, olten feed on benthic organisms, and are not generally mlgrato~t.
Contaminants in fishes with these characteristics can be related to localized aourols with

Spatial Pattem~

- Metals. In general, metals concentrations in edible muscle and liver tissue in fishes
Santa Monica Bay have not been elevated substantially above the levels observed in ~.thes ~
reference areas such as the Santa Barbara Channel, Santa Catalina Island, Point Duma, and

" Dana Point (DeGoeij eta/. 1974, McDermott eta/. 1976, Sherwood eta/. 1978, Young etal. 1978,
, Young et ai. 1980, Jenkins et el. 1982, Brown et ai. 1986). Brown et ai. (1986) and Thompson

{unpubl. data) found that liver concentrations of copper, cadmium, and zinc were frequently ~
- in fish near the HTP and JWPCP ouffalis than in fish from a number of relatively uncontaminated
,, reference areas along the California coast (Figure "12-11). The low levels near the ouffall$ may

result from reduced aveitabi:ity of the metals as a result of �omplexJng w~th organic sewage
material or from the inhibitory effects of organic contaminants on the retention of rnetll~

Organic Compounda. Most studies of organic compounds in fishes from Santa Monk:lBay have dealt with PCBs and DDT and its by-products in muscle and liver tissue, although I few
" have considered other organic contaminants, primarily EPA pdority pollutants (Young and Heesen
, 1977; Gossett eta/. 1982, Gossett et ai. 1983a, b; Malins eta/. 1987). An early (1971 to 1972)

study of DDT in Santa Monica Bay in Dover sole (Young eta/. 1976a) found that concentmtJof~
of DDT were highest near the ~’,~PCP (White’s Point) outfalis and ~pidly declined both
and downcoa~t from ~hat location (Figure 12-12). V-.luos in So, nta Moni~..a Bay were 2 to 36 timol
higher than the value observed at Point Duma. A similar pattern was also seen for DDT levels in
livers of several demersal species in 1982 and 1985 (Brown et ai. 1986, Thompson et ai. 1987a).
These studies show the DDT discharged in the 1960s and 1970s into the Palos Verdes sediment~
continues to bioaccumulate in the tissues of fishes that inhabit the

The distribution of PCBs in Santa Mortice Bay fishes is also usually highest atVerdes, but fishes from other aroas in the Bay often contain elevated levels. In 1982 and 1985,
Brown et ai. (1986) and Thompson et ai. (1987a) found that liver concentrations of PCBs m
highest near the JWPCP end HTP ouffalls in four demersal fishes: Pac~c eanddab, Cetlfomia
scorpionfish, yel~owchin sculpin, end Iongspine combfish. Although values generally declined
both upcoast and downcoast from these ~’o locations, unusually high concentrations in Pacific
sanddab were found at Point Duma and Imperial Beach. Concentrations in Pacific sanddab fronl
Santa Monica Bay ranged from 0.4 to 1.4 times the value at Point Duma. Concentrations in Cali-
fornia scorpionfish from Santa Monica Bay ranged from 3 to 4 times the value at Dana PoinL The
more uniform distribution pattern cf PCBs in the Bay reflects the numerous sources of ~
contaminanL

In 1991, the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) ~nd the
Department of Health Services (DHS) conducted a comprehensive study of ¢hemk::ll
contaminants in fishes collected in southern California (Pollock et ai. 1991). This report provides
an excellent database for examining the distribution of contaminants in local fishes. Several f~sh
species from twelve sites in ~n~a Monica Bay were included in this study. DDT and PCB leve;i
in fish caught at stations Jn Santa Monica Bay and at Dana Point (reference) were examined for
Pac~c bongo, chub mackerel, Calm’orate halibut, kelp bass, California scorpionfish, several
specie; o~ surfperches, queenfish, and white croaker (Table 12-1).
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Flgure 12-11.
I~ert of Pac~ic sanddab (Cltharlchfhy~ sordldus), yellowchln sculp~
(Ic~llnul qu~drlseriatus), and Iongsplne �ombflsh {Zanlole~l I~tlplnnll)
~om the Southern C~llf~n~ Blgh~ 19~2-198S (~own et IL 1~
Thomp~n unpubi, da~).
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V
weight) in edible tlseue of several fish epecies in 1867 lit eltes throughoMt
southern California (compiled h’om Pollock e~ liI. 1991)

See
¯ $4:4�104 PD MP M SM VB MO RP I:I.B PV I:~.V WP

PacifiC Bonito 25 48 30 21 24 11 21 43 18 32 31 6

~ . PacifiC Mackerel 7 10 19 7 12 16 12 9 14 26 19

Kelp Bls~ 14 NO 16 NO 24 16 NO ND 44 32 126 23

Callfo4"nl8 "
ICOrpionftsh 14 ND NO NO 8 8 11 12 33 41 154 ND

Califo~nllHelibu~ 4 16 7 7 NO 7 ND 8 NO ND ND 10

Sur~ 14 9 ND ND ND 40 3~ 42 70 45 23 7

OUIMIfLlll 114 191 154 139 93 37 90 43 ~5 70 141

White CrOaker 201 27 S06 74 44 54 ND ND 253 2541 20~J 6

PacifiC Bonito 11 15 19 11 9 $ S 17 6 13 14

Kelp B~II 9 ND $ NO 11 2 ND NO 20 8 14 ND

Callfo~nla
aco~’Pi0~hS~ 7 NO ND NO 3 1 6 2 10 2 41 ND

CallfomilHalibut 2 0 2 0 NO 0 ND 2 ND ND ND 6

Surtpe,-ches 9 3 NO NO ND 10 20 21 16 17 29 0

(~Jeenfl,s~ 2S 294 38 10 34 16 11 15 14 19 24 17

w~iteCroaker 236 23 7S7 64 53 4S NO ND 81 498 252 1

ND ,, NO D~|

Leoen~"
PD - Point Dume RP - ReO0nOo
MP - Mali~)u Pro’ RB. Redonoo
M - Malil:)u PV. PV N0~’IW~41
SM. Santa Momca Pier PT.V ,, Pt. Violet
VB - Vemce 8each WP - White Poln~ ’~’
MD - Marina Del Rey DP o Oana P~nt
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San~ Monlca Bay C~aracterlzM/on ~o~j,

~e dist~b~ion and ~centra~ns of ~n~ml~nts ~ ~e fish~ e~m~ed de~nds
the mobi~, f~d~ng hab~s, and me~bolism of ~d~idual sp~ies ~able 12-1). F~ ~s~n~,
Pac~c bongo and chub ~ckerel are biol~i~lly similar ~ ~t they ire pelagic ~h~
mig~te over a ~rge ar~ of the ~n (Eschmeyer et ~. 19~). DDT and PCB levels am
Pac~c bongo and chub mackerel ~om all s~es and ~ d~ not app~r ~at
�oncentrations In ~ese fishes are s~e sp~c (Poll~k el ~. 1~1). Kelp ~ss ~d high
levels at Wh~e Point and slightly high levels at Palos Verdes-Nonh~t, b~ ~vels m
kelp ~ss ~ught througho~ ~e rest of ~n~ M~ ~y. CaMom~ ~lib~ b a
ambusher (Allen 1982) that might be expired to ~ve high ~m~ ~eis due ~ ~
�on~ ~h sediments and ~s trophtc pos~ion. Hoover, DOT levels ~e ~ I~ ~
~l~b~ at all s~es ~ere ~ ~s coll~, ~sibly refl~ng ~e ~slsten~ ~
concentrations found In this sp~ies (Poll~k el ~. 1991) ~ b~use adu~s P~n~ f~
pelagic, non-resident no,hem ancho~ (~len 1~2). ~1~ scot,fish and ~e
~d elevated DOT levels at most s~tions on ~e Pal~ Verdes Peninsu~, ~ ~els
low ~rougho~ ~n~ M~ ~y.

~e most elected DDT I~els were found ~ queenflsh and ~e ~ker ~able 12-1)
(Poll~k et ~. 1~1). S~spec~c DDT levels for both sp~i~ ~re almost al~ ~e h~h~
levels found f~ all fishes anal~ed. S~milar to other species ~h ¢levat~ ~mJnant I~ls,
h~ghest DDT concent~t/ons in ~e cr~ker and qu~nfish were found at s~tions ~ ~e PII~
Verdes Peninsula. Wh~e cr~ker ~ Point Vicente and Wh~e Point Md the highest DDT ~11
of any fishes in ~e study ar~, ~h m~n �oncentrations of 2,~1 and 2,~ ppb,
In add~ion to high DDT levels in fishes #om Pal~ Verdes, �on~mi~t~ ~e ¢r~kM
qu~Pfish w~-t, z~so found i~ no~hern S3n~ Meni~ ~v at P~t Dum~, Mal~u Pier, Malibu, and
~n~ Mon~ pW.                            .

PCB levels In fish~ ana~ed by Poll~k et~. (1~1) ~re ~ ~ apples ~
12-1). However, PCB levels in queenfish and ~e cr~ker ~re ~ly elected �om~r~ to
¯ e other fishes analyzed. Levels were pa~iculady high in queenfish ~om Mal~u Pier and ~ ~
cr~ker ~om Point Dume and Malibu and ~om Point ~cente and Wh~e Point. ~e ~
~CP ouffalls are ~e most likely sources of PCBs ~ no~em ~n~ Monl~~y and
Verdes, respect~ely, b~ the more un~orm distnb~on of PCEs (¢om~r~ to DD~ b ~
¯ rougho~ ~e Bay suggests ~at ~ere are pro~b~ several s~m~ M ~ ~m~

~ should ~ men~i~ed that ~e levels of chlordane ~re ~ ~w ~ m~t ~
througho~ ~e study ar~ (Poll~k et ~. 1991). Only ~e ~ker, su~erches,
c~ina, and queenfish had to~/chlordane levels above ~e meth~ det~ ~L

In 1992, the SMBRP conduced a stu~ on the ~n~mination of s~f~ In ~n~ M~
Bay (SCCWRP et ~. 1992), Although not a risk assessment, ~e study ~s designed to pr~e
information for management decisions regarding subsistence, recrea~onal, and ~mm~
fisheries in the ar~. Wh~e cr~ker ~s most e~ensNely a~lyzed bemuse of~e hlstod~l~ h~h
l~e~s of ch;o~nated hydr~ons found m this species ~able 12.1) and ~use ~ Is one of
most commonly ~ught seafo~ species in San~ Moni~ Bay ~Jne 19~). Wh~e cr~ker ~I
collected horn 11 s~es along ~e southern C~l~m~ c~st in September 19~ and
compos~es were analyzed for l~d, selenium, and several chlo~nated hydr~ons ~uding
PCBs, DDT, and

The d~str~b~ion of PCBs in ~e cr~ker tissue (Figure 12-13) (SCCWRP et ~. 1~
suggest that the most heavily contaminated area ~n Igg0 ~s off the Palos Verdes Penlnsu~.
all ~ree Palos Verdes stations (Palos Verdes No~, So.h, and Wh~e Point), ~e mMn
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concentration of total PCBI was two to three tiaras higher than It any other station In Santa
Monica Bay and more than 30 times higher than the Dana Point reference site. This Is similar to
the DDT distribution pattern in white croaker tissue in which DDT levels In fish collected from
Palos Verdes sites were as much as 85 times higher than those collected from Santa Monic~ Bay.
Thus, In 1990 the distribution of PCBs and DDT in white croaker were highly elevated in fish taken
from Palos Verdes, but in contrast to the 1987 survey (Pollock eta/. 1991) contaminant levels
were not elevated in white croaker from northern Santa Monica Bay. Both these studies �on~l/md
the results of Young et aJ. (1976a) and Gossett eta/. (1983b), that the JWPCP outfall area is
primary source of DDT end PCB contamlr,.~on In f~hee In the Southern Celifomi~ BlghL

Temporal Trends

Metals. The temporal distribution of metals in Santa Mortice Bay fishes h~s not beenextensively studied, and long term trends am available for only I few species. One of the ~
surveys in recent years was conducted by SCCWRP (1992) for Dover sole near the HTP ~
to study the effects of sludge abatement in 1987. Concentrations of zinc, copper, �~dmlum, ~
silver were all low at "contaminated" sites near the outfall from 1986 through 1988 and only
concentration decreased following sludge abateme~: (Figure 12-14). The concentrations of
metals analyzed in dover sole were equal to o~ less tPmn the southern C~llfomla average of ttm
m~inland shelf (SCCWRP 1992}.

Organic Compound�. In general, the cortcentmtions of DDT end PCBa in the muscletissue of fishes collected in Santa Monica Bay and otf~ Palos Verdes Peninsula have d~¢reased
" cver the last 20 years (McDermotl-Ehdich eta/. 1977, 1978; Sherwood et a/. 1978; Smokier et ai.
.. 1979; LAC3D 1988; Young et ai. 1988b, Pollock eta/. 19:~1, SCCV~RP eta/. 1992). Becluse of

the historically high levels of these contaminants ~ound in white croaker, and because of the
extensive database that ~xists for this speck,s, th~ temporal changes in DDT end PCB levels In
white croaker ere outlined b~low.

Be~veen 1980 and 1990, DDT levis in wMe croaker from Santa Monl¢~ Bay h~ve
decreased o¢ remained relatively constant, with the highest levels measured in 1981 from fish
taken at Malibu (Figure 12-15) (SCCWRP et ai. 1992). Howe\,cr, off the Palos Verdes Shelf, DDT
levels have been consistently the highest of anywhere in the Southern California Bight (NOAA
1991b). Since the dumping of DDT was terminated in 1971-1972, the concentration of this
contaminant in sediments surrounding the JWPCP ouffall has declined (NOAA 1991e). The
change in DDT levels in Palos Verdes sediments ref~=cts the bloaccumulation in white croaker.
For instance, in 1971, the mean DDT concentration in white croaker from the Palos Verdes Sh~f
averaged 39,000 ppb (Young eta/. 1978), but had decreased to 7,629 ppb by 1980 (Schlfer et
ai. 1984). There was no apparent change in DDT levels between 1981 and 1987 (Pollock et
1991). In 1990, DDT levels from white croaker collected at three sites on the Palos Verdes
Peninsula averaged 11,580 ppb (Pollock eta/. 1991), which was a sign~cant increase from 1987
levels. This increase may have resulted from sh~ng sediments off the Palos Verdes Shelf, which
could have exposed old reservoirs of DDT or possibly to difl’erences in the biological conditk:m
of the fish at the time of analysis. Since PCBs and DDT tend to accumulate in the fatty tissue,
d~erences in reproductNe condition or annual migrations of white croaker may have contdb~ed
to the apparent increase from 1987 to 1990, bul ~ is unlikely that there has been eny "new"
source of DDT to the

PCB levels in white croaker from Malibu and Point Dume have decreased since 1987,
which may reflect the termination of sludge d=sposal from the HTP outfall in 1987 (SCCWRP
1992). However, PCB levels in whi~e croaker at other Ioc~tions throughout Santa Monica Bay
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changed little since 1981. On the Palos Verde¯ Shelf, PCB levels decreased ITmrkedly in white
croaker tissue from 1975, when the average concentration was 2,780 ppb (Young eta/. 1978),
to 1980 when tissue levels averaged 383 ppb (Figure 12-16) (Schafer eta/. 1982). These restdts
reflect the decrease of PCB in Palos Verde¯ sediments (NOAA 1991a). In 1987, PCB levels in
white croaker muscle (Pollock eta/. 1991) were similar to those in 1980, but by 1990 levels It
several locations had increased to approximately 1,500 ppb ($CCWRP eta/. 1992). It is unlikely
that there has been any recent input of PCBs through the JWPCP outfalls, but the ¯pplmnt
increase in white croaker PCB levels from 1987 through 1990 may have been due to
differences in lipid content of white croaker or perhaps to the shifting of sediments or~ Itm P~k~
Verde¯ Shelf, which may have exposed old beds of the �ontaminant. The fact that PCB ~
have not decreased since the eady 1980s reflects the persistence of this contaminant over
and suggests that the Palos Verdes sediments act ea ¯

SEAFOOD CONSUMFrloN

Because of the persistence of contaminants in ~¢ne fishes caught in Santa Monk~ l~y
and the Palos Verdes Shelf, and because of the growing public concern over th¯ �onsumption
of seafood from the area, the SMBRP funded ¯ seafood �onsumpUon study, which was
conducted In 1991 and 1992 (MBC in prep.) to determine the ¯mount and ~pe of seafood Ihit
is being eaten from the Bay. The last seafood consumption study of Santa Monks Bay m
conducted in 1980 (Puffer eta/. 1981, 1982). However, since that Ume the health dsks
consuming seafood from the Bay may have changed due to changes in seafood ¯wilablllbj,
species preference, and ethnic composition of the ~shing popul~tk:m.

Recreational F;sh Catch

In the 1992 study (MBC in prep.), surveyors identified 72 seafood species tMt wire
caught by recreational anglers during the summers of 1991 and 1992. The species caught In
greatest abundance were chub mackerel, barred sand bass, kelp bass, white croaker, and
barracuda. Chub mackerel was the most abundant fish caught from piers, private boats, and
party boats, accounting for 51.9, 24.0, and 23.3% of the total catch, respectively. Of the ~
caught from piers, white croaker was the second most abundant species, accounting for 18.2%
of the total catch, followed by jacksmelt, and surfperches. Barred sand bass was the second most
abundant species caught from party boats, accounting for 20.2% of the total, followed by kelp
bass (16,4%) and Pacific barracuda (13.2%). Of the species caught from private boats, white
croaker was the second most abundant species (16.6%) followed by barred sand hiss (8.8%),
kelp bass (8.5%), and Pacific barracuda (5.9%). Much fewer species were caught by beach
anglers, but of these, sea mussels and PachSc purple urchin together accounted for nearly 90%
of the total catch.

D~mographlc Profile of Santa Mortice Bay A~glem

The demographic profile of the anglers that catch and consume seafood species from
the Bay is used to determine the relative risks of different ethnic groups of eating contaminated
seafood. In 1980, Puffer et el. (1981, 1982) found that the anglers in the Los Angeles area
consisted mainly of caucasians (42%), followed by blacks (24%), Mexican-Americans (16%),
(3riental/$~rnoans (13%), and "others" (5%). Of these 88% were male, primariJy between the ages
of 18 and 40. Similar to 1980, the maior~ (44%) of the anglers in 1991 and 1992 were white.
However, the second most ~bundant anglers were hispanic (25%), followed by blacks (10%);
Fi!ipinos, Koreans, Chinese, V~et~amese, and "others" each accounted for less than 7% of the
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total fishing population In the Bay. In 1991 and 1992, 86% of the anglem were n~le Ind mo~t
w~re between the Ige~ of 25 Ind 4~.

Selfood C~r~umpUon ~

The health n~ks of consuming contaminated seafood from the Bay depends on the
frequency end magnitude of food consumed end on the level of co~’~taminants present In the
consumed ~pecies. In the lg80 seafood consumption study, Puffer
species caught by recreational angler=, CalifomI. halibut, Pac~c bonito, chub mackerel (li~ted
as Pacit~c mackerel in Puffer et ~. lggl, lg82), end opaleye were consumed the mo~. O~1
average, englem consumed 4.3, 1.g, 1.1, and
w~s the f~h most abundsntly consumed species, with englem consuming
of white cro~ker per person per month (Puller et ~/. lg81).

The surveys conducted In lggl and lgg2 (MBC in prep.) suggest that the consumption
habits of recreational anglers that fish in the
10 years end that the d~erences that do exist probably refiect species ev-,ilebilily. In lggl and
lgg2, the species that angler= consumed the most were chub rnackerel, Pacific barracuda, benld
land bass, end Pacific bonito. The "other" group, which consisted of Middle ~lsternerl,
S~means, and Cambodians had the highest consumption rotes, followed by b~acks and Flllpinol.
However, the "other" group consumed virtually no
consumed the ~

Health Warning Awarenese. To determine the effectiveness of hearth w~mings po~ted
by the Department of Health Services concerning the consumption of fish from ~nt~ Monk~ B~y,
recreational anglers in Santa Monica Bay were esked whether they were aware of the health
warnings, end if so, what effect have they had on seafood consumption (MBC In prep.). Of the
925 individuals questioned in the 1991 and 1992 surveys, needy 50% laid that they were not
aware of the health warnings (Table 12-2). Of the angler= that were aware of the warnings (468
Individuals), 46% (217 individuals) said they had stopped eating some fish, 25% (115 individuals)
laid they ate less of ell fish, 19% (87 Individuals) said they stopped eating III fish, and 10% (49
individuals) Mid they ate less of some

RISK ASSESSMENt"

Approach

The first step in the risk assessment process
chemical contaminants in selected seafoods of Santa Monica Bay. The hazard end dose-response
assessments resul~ in the choice of the cr~ical health effects on which to base the subsequent
steps in the risk analysis. For example, the hearth effect of concern may be selected because it
is the most severe sdverse effect ident~ed in the hazard assessment. Because cancer i~ ¯ eevem
disease that may be initiated by relatively low levels of exposure to toxic chemicals, it
the hearth effect chosen for evaluating risks of any potentially cancer-causing chemk~l.

Contamlnante of Coneent

Information on concentrations of toxic chemicals in tissues of invertebrates and fishe= ofSanta Mortice Bay was presented in previous chapters. The contaminants of greatest �oncern
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relative to potential human health effects ¯re DOT and PCBs. These contaminants exhibit the
following character~stios (MaC 1988):

" High persistence in the aquatic envin:mme~

¯ High bioaccumulation potentiM

¯ Suspected ¯s potential cause of cancer in humans based on mammalian bioamys

¯ Known sources of contaminant within Santa Mmdoa Bay.

¯ High concentrations in previous samples of both fish and invertebrates from various
locations wfthin th¯ Bay.

Based on the data presented ¯adler, concentrations of metals in samples of fish muscle
tissue from Santa Monica Bay are not sufficiently high to pose s problem. Chlordane and selected
metals (lead, silver, cadmium, chromium, and mercury) In shellfish may pose ¯ human health
hazard, but data for edible tissues of harvested species are very limited. Therefore, subsequent
steps in this risk assessment focus on PCBs and DDT (and related compounds).

Chemical Intake from Seafood Consumptk~

Because the seafood consumption study of Santa Mortice Bay (MaC in prep.) has n~t
yet been completed and because catch/consumption patlems undoubtedly vary over tJrne,
precise estimates of exposure to contaminated seafood have not yet been made. However, two
studies (MaC 1988. Pollock et a/. 1991) have analyzed the potential risks of eating seafood from
Santa Monica Bay. In MBC (1988), a range of estimates of consumption was used to dedve ¯
range of contaminant doses for each of the selected seafood species and geographic locations.
Risk estimates presented in a later section ¯re rela~ed to ¯ range of consumption values.

The calculated doses of total DDT and total PCBs from consumption of �ontaminated~
seafood correspond to selected consumption rates IS fol]ows (MBC 1988): ¯ low estimate equal
to the national average consumption of estuarine fish and ~hellfish (6.5 g/d .. ¯bout 2 meals/rno),
the 90th percentile value for each species [85.2 g/d ,- 22 meals/too for white croaker, 334 g/d
= 88 meals/too for Pacific bonito; Puffer et al. 1981, 1982|, and the 90th percentile value kx III
species combined (225 g/d = 59 meals/too). The average serving of fish was assumed to be 0.2.5
Ib (= 114 g). These consumption values were selected o~ly for illustration purposes, and to
develop the relationships between dsk and consumption lxesented below. Estimates of average
per cap~a consumption of fish and shellfish by the U.S. population generally range from 6.5 to
20.4 g/day (Pastorok 1988). Most estimates include fish and shellfish (mollusks and crustaceans)
in marine, estuarine, and fresh waters, but marine species form the bulk of consumed items. Moat
estimates also include commercially harvested fisheries products. Also, estimates of average U.$.
consumption do not account for subpopulations in coastal areas that may consume large
quant~ies (>20 g/day) of locally caught fish or shell~h.

Risk ChsrecterLzation

Estimates of excess cancer dsk associated wflh long-term consumption of seafood from
Santa Monica Bay (t’~,E~C 19~) were derived fTom estimates of toxic potencies for the selected
contaminants (i.e. PCBs, total DDT) and chemical intake by sport fish consumers. It should be
noted that consumption of fish and shellfish (including commercial products) ~s the major route
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of exposure of humans to PCBs (USFDA 1984, Humphrey 1987). in contrast, exposure of humans
to DDT end related compounds occurs through i variety of foods and, in some subpopulatiort$
(e.g., farmers, pesticide applicators), through use of pesticides. When interpreting the risk
estimates presented below, remember that they represent approximate (order of magnitude)
estimates of a plausible upper limit to lifetime cancer risk for the specific chemicals end exposure
conditions (i.e., a selected seafood species, harvest location, and consumption rate). The
hea~th risks may be much lower than those shown. Because an individual’s chance of having
cancer is influenced by factors other than PCB and DDT exposure via seafood consumption (e.g.,
cigarette smoking, hereditary factors), the risk estimates presented below represent edditJof~l
risks associated only w~th the .exposure route of �o~cem (i.e., ingestion of seafood from Santa

Cancer Risk Eetlmatee

The potential upper-limit dsks of cancer associated vv~th consuming selected seafood
species from some areas of Santa Monica Bay (MBC 1988) are shown in Figures 12-17 and 12-
18. The plausible-upper-limit risk is shown as ¯ function of consumption rate to Illustrate the
relative importance of consumption rate end to allow evaluation of risks based off various
consumption rates. Each shaded area ~n the figure is based on the range of total concentration
of PCBs and DDT (including DDD end DDE) in muscle tissue for the species and locations noted.
Data on contaminant concentrations in edible fish tissue were available for several Iooatiof~
(Figures 12-17 end 12-18), including frequently used fishing piers and several offshore ere~s
Santa Monica Bay; a par~ boat fishery; the Palos Verdes Peninsula (PV); trawl transects T-3
T-5 w~hin 5 km of the JWPCP outf~ll r~.~pled by ! os Angeles County S4n~.a~ion District; and the
JWPCP outfall area (WP), which may not normally be used by recreational anglers..=ach shaded
area (Figures 12-17 and 12-18) represents information for two or more locations with the lame
general range of risk (i.e., high, medium, or low). A separate line is not shown for each location
because the risk estimates ere not precise and indNidual replicate data to test for statistJcaJ
differences among areas were not available.

To interpret I~gures 12-17 and 12-18, choose a consumption level (on the horizontal axis)
that corresponds to the average frequency of the seafood species in the diet. The consumptiotl
rate is the average consumption rate for a 70-year lifetime, but exposures for less than 70 years
can easily be calculated. For example, if it is assumed that the seafood of interest Is eaten once
per month (i.e., one 0.25-1b serving per month) for only 7 years, then the average lifetime
years) consumption rate is one-tenth (7 divided by 70) the short-term rate, or 0.025 Ib/month. F’uld
the region of the shaded area for the fishing location of interest that corresponds to the
consumption rate selected. Then read the range of risk estimates (on the vertical axis) that
corresponds to the selected consumption rate end harvest area. Comparisons y,’ffJl health risks
from other foods end common activities can be made using F~gure 12-19 (also refer to
section, Comparison of Santa Monica Seafood Risks w~h Other Risks).

Based on the risk analys~s by PT1 in MBC (1988), consumption of seafood from the
JWPCP outfall area and the surrounding areas of the Palos Verdes Peninsula poses the greatest
r~sk of cancer from total DDT and PCBs combined. Total DDT accounted for more than about
35% of’ the tota~ cancer risk associated w~h to,at DDT and PCBs in while croaker at only the Palo~
Verdes Peninsuta area. Consumption of white croake~ ~o."n areas offshore of Hermosa Beach IIio
posed a relativeh/high risk. Cancer risks associated w~h consuming white croaker from offshore
Santa M onica Bay (Figure 12-17) were moderate refat~,e to other study areas; nevertheless, they
were about the same as risks associated w~th the consumption of wh~e croaker representing the
average contamination at s~x Los Angeles Harbor s~es combined [including party boat samples
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Figure 12-17. Upper-limit eetlmltel of lifetime cancer risk (based on
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analyzed by Gossett eta/. (1983a)]. Marina del Ray and the Venice and Redondo Piers
presented moderate hsk levels relatNe to other areas. The lowest dsk levels for croaker occun’ed
at the IVlalibu/Santa Monica Piers, which exhibited risk estimates slighUy lower than the �ontn:d
areas at Orange County and Dan~ POlnL

The relative risk of consuming Santa Monica Bey seafood as estimated by PTI In MBC
(1988) is similar to that estimated by Pollock eta/. (1991). For instance, Pollock eta/. (1991)
estimated that the excess l~fetime risk of consuming white croaker from White Point was I In 1,000
(I.0 x I0~), which is the same as that estimated by MBC 1988 (Rgure 12-17). However, lhe
risk assessments cannot be compared directly because of differences In PCB and DDT
contaminant levels, the PCB carcinogenlc potency factors, and theoretical seafood consumption

Pollock eta/. ¯(1991) developed site-s pacific recommendations for seafood consumed from
several areas in Sar~ta Monica Bay and the Palos Verdes Shelf (’Table 12.3), and Sl:)ecles-|pecJflo
recommendations for the most frequently caught and consumed fishes in the area (Table 12-4);
recommendations were based on contaminant levels in fishes collected in 1987 (Pollock et ~/.
1991), where one meal consists of six oz (170 g) of fish. The recommendations are meant to
provide guidance to anglers as an indication of how often to ~sh in an area and how often to eel
a spac~c fish species caught at i aite (Pollock eta/. 1991).

Summary of Assumptions and Uncertainties

Faced with the many uncedainties and assumptions In risk ass~.~.sment, an estimate of
the plausible upper-limit to cancer risk was derived above to evalua!e potential human health
effects related to consumption of contaminated fish. A similar approach is commonly used by
EPA and other agencies as the basis for environmental regulations. This ensures that health riskl
will not be underestimated. Although the absolute risk may often be overestimated by as much
as 1,000 times (or even 10,000 times in some circumstances), the plausible-upper.limit approach
is appropriate to ensure adequate protection of human health. Assumptions inherent in this risk
assessment are summarized in MBC (1988).

Because of the differences in habitat, feeding habits, and trophlc position, white ¢roake~"
and Pacific bonito were selected in MBC (1988) to represent a wide range in assessing the health
dsks assoc;ated wP.h consuming seafood from the Bay. White croaker are probably more
Indicative of specific areas of the Bay because of their limited movements and benthic feeding
habits. In contrast, Pacific bonito are highly mobile species. Consequently, major differences in
contamination of white croaker among areas are found, whereas little spatial variation in
contamination of Pacific bonito b expected.

In the analyses on which Figures 12-17, 12-18, and 12-19 were based, the effect of
cooking on contaminant concentrations was not taken into account. The effect of cooking on the
uttJmate health risk fTom a mixture of chemicals (including any transformation or degradatioll
products produced by heating) is not completely understood. Some studies have show~l
decreases in concentrations of lipid-soluble organic compounds such as DDT and PCBs following
pan-hying, broiling, or baking of fish filJets (Smith eta/. 1973; Skea et aJ. 1981; Puffer and Gossetl
19~3).

Because of the limitations of risk assessment, emphasis should be placed on relative flsk
comparisons. For example, comparisons among fishing areas are valuable for developing
perspectives for environmental advisones such as guidance on choices of fishing location and
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target species by Individual anglers. Statislical differences In PCB end DDT concentrations in fish
tissue among fishing areas were demonstrated by Gossett et a/. (1983a). Nevertheless, caution
should be exercised in interpreting upper.limit risk estimates presented In Figures 12-17 end 12-
18. Contaminant concentration d~erences on the order of those between Hermosa Beach
the JWPCP out/all area or between the Redondo Piers and the offshore Santa Monlca B~y statk~l
are likely to be nonsignificant. Thus, risk eslimales for these pairs of crees (and other palm of
areas differing by I similar magnitude of contamination) in Figure 12-17 should be considered
¯ s roughly equal.

Comparison of Senla Monlca Bay Seafood Ri~ks with Other Rlllm

Are Santa Monlca Bay seafoods hazardous to your health? Although this question b ~fl
the minds of many scientists, environmental managers, and anglers, II is Impossible to provide
a simple answer. The answer to this question depends on five factors: 1) the location of Interest
(e.g., outer bay vs. the out/all areas vs. fishing piers), 2) the species of Interest (operkwlter
species vs. bottom species), 3) the chemicals responsible for contamination, 4)
consumption rate, end 5) the dsk level considered "acceptable" or tolerable by In agency orthe
Individual consumer. Despite our best efforts, SOCiety will never achieve li wodd of "zero.rlM~=
especially relative to food quality (e.g., ace Ames 1983).

Despite the limitation of this assessment (many of which ¯re Inherent in anyassessment), the data ere adequate to support the conclusion that significant risks of potential
health effects may result from relatNely high consumption of bottomfish end lipld-dch species
harvested from certain locations within the study area. Concentrations of total DDT and PCBs In
fish from within the study area are clearly elevated above "background" concentrationa ¯t �ontrol

To aid Interpretation of the dsk estimates presented above, health dsks from consumption
of other foods and from other common activities ere presented in Figure 12-19 [based mainly on
data in Pastorok et el. (1986) and Wilson and Crouch (1987)]. Against ¯ background of In
average lifetime risk on the order of 2 to 3 in 10 (20 to 3(:P,~) per individual for all cancers from
all causes, an additional lifetime cancer risk of one in a million or less Is generally considered
tolerable by environmental regulatory agencies (’rravis et el. 1987). An ¯dditional lifetime callcat
dsk above about one in a thousand is generally �onsidered unacceptable. Risk levels on the
order of one in ten thousand to one in one-hundred thousand have often led to development of
environmental regulations on chemical releases end exposure of humans. Regulatory decisions
regarding contamination of food products have sometimes been based on risk levels up to 1 In
1,000 to 1 In 100.

Although the potential health risks of eating fish from Santa Monlca Bay are high in some
cases (Table 12-4), other foods and activities may pose substantial risks (greater than 1 in 1,000).
Considering that the usable protein content of Santa Monica Bay fish, steak, and peanut butter
are roughly similar, substitution of the latter two protein sources for locally harvested fish may not
substantially reduce cancer risk.
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The Information presented in Chapters 1 through 12 describes in detail the eource~ of
contamination to and the nature of developments in the study area; the distribution of
contaminants and developments in space and time; and the actual impacts which are known
suspected to have resulted f~om the contamination, development, and use of Sant~ Monk= Bay.

This chapter emphasizes the major trends of concern and those Issues which have given
dse to the Action Plan Elements being developed by the Santa Monica Bay Restoration ProJe¢~
(Table 13-1). Like the body of the report, this chapter includes three major topics (so~rcee,
distribution, and impacts of contamination) which are arranged in that order. The soumea of
contaminants w~ll be addressed by Action Plan Elements IA, IB, and ID of Table 13-1. The~e
elements deal with mass emissions, pollution prevention, and municipal and industrial discharge~.

POINT SOURCE8

Point sources relate primarily to Action Plan Element ID of Table 13-1, Municipal ~nd
Industrial Discharges. Seven facilities operate point sources of contamination end potenUal
impacts to Santa Monica Bay under NPDES permits.

(~n~retl~o Sf~tlon~

The three generating stations use seawater to cool condensers, discharging It back to
the Bay ~t somewh~: ~lo~,ated temperatures. Redondo, Sc4~t,~.Ot,~.d. ,~r,t! ~’1Sc~,~ndo Ga;~erat~ng
Stations have all been operating for more than 20 years. No Iong-ter~, w~despr"ead Impacts hav~
been atlributed to the thermal waste from them, individually or collectively. The small amounts
of contaminants which originate in the plant are generally well below the NPDES-permltted
limitations and do not constitute = threat to the local biota.

Each year a seemingly large number of plankton (one to two billion) ere entrained into
the cooling water flow, where they are usually assumed to suffer In exce.;s of 99% mortality.
However, despite the large numbers, there is no indication that these losses have affected
local population size even though individual units at the plants have been operating for 20 to 40
years. White croaker generally suffer the greatest entrainment losses and yet they are also among
the most abundant offshore species.

Aduff fishes are also Impinged and k,led on protective screens across the Intake �ondulL
These losses, as much as 78,000 individuals per year at El Segundo, also seem high; but the
most commonly Impinged species - queenfish, is also among the most common
offshore; thus no population.level impact can be ascribed to the statiorm.

Oil Refinery

Chevron USA operates an NPDES-perm~ed ocean ouffall from its El Segundo refine~,
which discharges an average of about 8 million gallons of wastewater to the Bay each day.
Chevron’s on-s~,e treatmen! facil~f became operational In the 1970s and has been upgraded
sever~f times since then. At present operabonal wastes are fully treated before being

discharged;storm runoff is treated in oi~/w~ter separators with induced air flotation unlt~.
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Table 13-1. Draft Action Plan Elements of the Comprehensive Conservatkm
and Menegemenl Plan for Senla Monk:a Bay.

ACllon Plan Element

L P,~:lucs Sources of Po~lu~n
A. Mass Emission Policy
B. Pollution Prevontlon Prod’am

"" 2C. ComDrehensive St~rmwater/U~an Runoff Managemen~ Program
D. Municipal and In(:lus~rlal OIscharge                                               ’ "
F.. Prevention and Response to Oil and H,tzarOo~$ Maleriais ~l)ilis
F. Reme0|ate Co~tamlnat~l Sediments                                             ’-’,

.11. Pro~ecl the Public from Health Risks A.~oclat~d w~h Swimming arid
Co~suming Seato(x: from the Bay                                                 ,-..

A. Ensure that Bay Sa,lfo(x:l Is Safe to Consume
8. Reduce Human Health F~$ks Associate(:l with Swimming in Bay

IlL Reslo~s. Pro(ecl and Manage ~ and W~MSlI~I~                                  "

A. Marina ECOSl~am
B. Wetlands
C. Beaches and Intwlid~ Z~n~                                                "-
D. Walersheds

I!
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The most abundant constituents in the present effluent am COD, BOD, end T$$, wl~
annual mass emissions of about 1,800, 125, end 100 MT, respectively. The effluent hie only
exceeded permitted limitations on three occasions in the last 7 years. At present the WlSteWlter
ouffalt discharges In about 20 tt of water, less than 200 It from shore. However, Chevron il in the
process of relocating th. out/all to. point 3,500 It from ,hor. in .pproximately 60 fl of .tar.

Weatewater Treatment Planl~

Hypedon Treatment Plant (HTP) end Joint Water Pollution Control Plant (JWPCP~
among the four largest municipal wastewater treatment plants in aouthem C~lifomtl; bo~
discharge treated domestic sewage to the study area. In the I:~st these dischlrges were
unquestionably the major point sources of contamination to Santa Monica Bay. However, efflu~lt
concentrations end mass emissions from both facilities have declined sign~cantly since the
1970s, foi;owing the creation of the USEPA and er~ctment of the Cle~n Water

Hyperion Treatment

HTP treats wastewater from most of the City of Los Angeles’ 3.5 million personl end t~
of thousands of businesses and industrial.

The flow from HTP’s 5-mile outfall has generally increased over the years, from about 200
miIlion gallons per day (mgcl) in 19S0 to ova: 4~0 mgd in 1983. However, the flow h:~s
s*,eadily since t983, to lust under JC0 mgd in 1~92 (Figure 13-1). Between 1974 and 1~87 (when
it was discontinued) an average of 4.4 mgd of mixed secondary effluent end digested lewage
sludge was discharged to the head of Santa Monica Submarine C~nyon through HTP’a 7-m~

Mass emissions of key organics indicators (suspended solids, BOD, end saffieable solidi)
through the S-mile outfall also increased steadily through the mld-1980s, peaked in 1985
havo declined since then (Figure 13-2). The mass emission of BOD, for example, w~l ebo~t
140,000 me~J~c Ions (MT) in 1985 but has been below 50,000 MT since 1998.

Mass emissions of nutrients were relatively stable from the mld-1970s to the mid-19801,
at which time they decreased sightly (Figure 13-2). The increase in ammonia Is attributed to
treatment improvements, digestion which converts nitrates to ammonia.

Mass emissions of most trace metals declined between 1974 and 1986, although the
annual variabil~y was great (Figure 13-2). Since 1988 mass emissions have been consistently low,
in some cases not detectable.

T~,e mass emissions of DDT and PCBs declined dramatically in the late 1970s, displaying
¯ 3-5 year lag behind legislative source control which limited their use and manufacture (Figure
13-2). Mass emissions have been very low (sometimes undetected) since 1982.

The genera! decline Jn the mass em~sions of most contaminants between 1974 and
1986-87 reflect source contro/of various sorts; the dramatic decreases in 1987-1988 coincide with
be~ter so~ids removal (suspended and settleable solids) to which the contaminants bind.
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Joint Weter Pollution Control Pl~nl

(JWPCP) treats wastewater from ¯ population of about 5 million people and 70,000
businesses and industries, most of Los Angeles county which is not sen/iced by I-n’P.

Flow from JWPCP to the Palos Verdes Shelf generally Increased from about 340 mgd in
the mid-1970s to about 370 mgd in the late 1980s (Figure 13-3). In 1991 and 1992 the
declined and averaged 330 mgd.

Mass emissions of key organlcs Indicators (suspended solids, BOD, end settleable sollde)
from JWPCP decreased steadily from 1974 to 1982, exhibited ¯ spike in 1983, and continued to
decline (although not as quickly as eadier) from 1984 to 1990. Mass emissions increased sllghUy
in 1991 and 1992 (Figure 13-4).

Mass emissions of ammonia remained almost unchanged from 1974 to 1992, whereas
organic nitrogen and phosphorus declined steadily from the mid-1970s to 1985, and have bee~l
stable since then (Figure 13-4).

Mass emissions of most trace metals declined steadily between 1974 end the late 1980=.
There are indications that the mass emission rates have reached a plateau and will not decline
more without major changes in the treatment process (Figure 13-4).

The mass emissions of DDT from JWPCP decreased 80% between 1974 and 1975,
reflecting a lag with respect to the cessation of Its disposal to the treatment system in 1971
(Figure 13-4). DDT levels have been very low since 1985 end often ere not detected. The mall
emissions of PCBs declined steadily between 1974 end 1985 and have also been very low
(sometimes undetected) since then.

The very gradual, but steady, decline In mass emissions of most contaminants from
JWPCP in the I~,st 20 year= reflect better source control as well as improved treatment
technology, especially solids

Teple Water Reclamation Feclltty (TWRF)

TWRF provides primary, secondan/, and tertian/treatment for as much as 10 mgd. Sludge
is treated by aerobic digestion and either pumped to land-injection farms, or dewatered and
disposed at land-filla.

TWRF’s NPDES permit allows only tertiary-treated and completely pathogen-free
wastewater to be discharged to Malibu Creek. The flow to Malibu Creek has averaged 2.7 mgd
since 1974 and 2.5 mgd over the last five yeere.

NONPOINT SOURCES OF CONTAMINANT~

Nonpoint sources relate primarily to Action Plan Element I-A and I-B of Table 13-1, miss
emission and pollution prevention measures. Nonpo~nt sources of contamination are, by
deflation, dn’~use, unpredictable, and d~cult to quantify. In the past runoff was strictly considered
~’ nonpo=nt source, However, recent legislation now treats storm drains as point sources in the
sense that they require NPDES permits, Although effluent does enter the receiving waters at ¯
sing!e point, they wll al~,3ys be nonpoint in the sense that contaminants enter the storm drain
in a d=ffuse, irregular, and unpredictable (i.e. nonpoint) manner.
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Marine Venal

Contaminants which enter the watam of Santa Monk~ Bay through the opemtkm of
marine vessels includes oll and refined petroleum products; entifouling paint edditlvel (zinc,
chromium, copper, mercury, amenlc, PCBs, and tributyl tin); trace metals from eacrificlal enodea;
lead from leaded rr~rine fuel; PAHs from the �ombustion of fuel; and humln ented¢

The most ren’mrkable fact about thl~ potential contamination i~ that II b nonpoint and
virtually impossible to quanta. Except for the enteric bacteria which result from illegal disch~rgea
of holding tanks or to, lets, most derive from normal operation of the source vessels.
enforcement of regulations w~ll help reduce the input, as w~ll careful evaluation of the uIi ~
effects of specific substances. Thus, TBT was banned from use on small vessels which
moored in confined madnas for long pedods of time. TaT b still being released as old I~int
scraped or sloughed off, but new sources ere not being added.

OII end Hmrdoue Mateffil~ SpIIM

This section relates directly to Action Plan Element IE, prevention of end response to
end hazardous waste spills to Santa Monica Bay. Because there are no large, commercial portl
end few large commercial vessels in the study area, the risk of oll spills from tlnkera or ruptured
fuel tanks in the study i~ relaUvely low.

Spills are required to be reported to the US Co, st Guard, which recorded en average of
6 spills per year from 1973 to 1987. These totaled le~s than 2,000 q~,l, ~nd were pr:,~rily fuel oil
and crude oil. The largest spill in that perZod of time was 1,C00 gel of crude oil from ¯ tinker
offshore El Segundo and most of it was recovered. In 1991 approximately 9,000 gel of
based cutting oil spilled from a ruptured pipeline off El Segundo; some of this product reached
shore In M~,libu, although no eedous impacts were reported.

For �omparison, It has been estimated that an average of about 10 bah’eli (420 gel) of
oil from natural submarine oil seeps off Redondo Beach and Manhattan Beach reach the suffice
each day. Additional amounts do not reach the s~.rP~ce, eithe~ deteriorating or forming t~rb~ll~.

In 1990, the I ~mpert~aene/Seestrand Oil Act (SB2240) was passed. Among other thingl
the Act established an Oil Spill P~evention and Response (OSPR) group within the Califomil
Department of Fish and Game. OSPR is now engaged in establishing baseline data and enforcing
development of contingency plans by eve~ oil facility, transporter, end vessel in State waterl.

Dredging and Duml~it~

The dumping of unwanted and hazardous waste materials et sea has been largely
arohib~ed since 1972, although some illegal activities have taken place since then. However,
none of the 15 formerly parroted dumps~tes in southern Cal~omia is in the study area. It ii
virtually impossible to estimate what kinds and amounts of materials have accumulated ort-
bottom, much less what fraction may some day be resuspended or dissolved and ent~ the
ecosystem.

A~ present dredged materials from Los Angeles and Long Beach Ha~ora are dumped
at a permuted s~te (LA-2) which is just outside the stud~j area. From 1978 to 1988 an average of
abc~ut 180,000 cubic yards per year of dredged material was disposed of at LA-2. LA-2
recently re-opened for usa, but no contaminated materials v~ll be perm~ed to be dumped.
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Theoretically materials from LA.2 could move into Santa Monica Bay, but no estimates h~ve been
made of this potential.

Aerial Fallout

Aerial fallout is probably the most diffuse contaminant source and the most difficult to
quant~y. Studies in the 1960s and 1970s indicated that the mass emissions of lead, mercun/, end
manganese from aerial fallout might exceed those from point sources. However, only a flw
studies of aerial fallout have been conducted locally in the last 15 years.

Knowledge of the emission rates in aedal fallout is academic, however, since the only way
to regulate serial fallou~ is by the application of source control measures at the site(s) where
contaminants enter the atmosphere. The levels of lead in aerial fallout undoubtedly decreased
after the use of leaded gasoline was restricted, Just as the mass emissions of DDT to Santa
Monica Bay decreased after DDT process wastes were no longer disposed of at landfillson Palo~
Verdes Peninsula.

Storm and Urban Runoff

Material in this section relates to Action Plan Element IC of Table 13-1, ¢ornprehenslvs
stormwater and urban runoff management program. Unlike some metropolitan areas, the City end
Coun~ of Los Angeles have separate sewage and storm drain systems. The sewage system is
too small to handle the uncommon, but sometimes torrential rains, although storm runoff does
infiltrate and ovedoad the sewage system on occasion. Overflows of sewage caused by ato~ln
runoff may result in raw, untreated sewage entering Santa Monlca Bay through storm dmirm.

Legislation now treats storm drains as point sources (the effluent does enter at = single
point), but they w~ll always be nonpoint in the sense that contaminants enter the storm dreln in
a diffuse, Irregular, and unpredictable (i.e. nonpoint) manner. Thus, until the flow in major storm
drains is retained and treated, there is no effective way to control contaminant levels except by
upstream source control - I.e. policing all sites where contaminants enter the drainage.

The kinds end amounts of contamination in storm/urban run-off to Santa Mortice Bay w~re
estimated for the major drainages in 1983, 1984, and 1989 (Table 13-2). However, It i~ rmt
possible to accurately extrapolate the results of just ¯ few surveys (usually conducted dudng
periods of high runoff) to the many small drains and vadous flow conditions which prevail through
the year and study area.

Above all else, these studies confirm that many contaminants remain high In storm/urban
runoff. Thus, as wastewater treatment becomes more effective and mass emissions decrease from
them, the relative contribution of contaminants via runoff have become greater, even though the
absolute amounts have not increased.

Storm/urban runoff is somewhat unique in that It contributes indicator bacteria to the
nearshore of Santa Monica Bay (Table 13-2). Bacteria from HTP and JWPCP do not ordinargy
reach shore, where the potential threat to humans engaged in direct body-contact activities Is
greatest. However, numerous studies have confirmed that bacteria are abundant in stormwater
and are most concentrated in the vicinity of stormdrains and the mouths of streams to the Bay.
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As in the case of aerial fallout, the only eflectkm way to reduce contaminant Input vii
storm/urban runoff is to impose stricter upstream source control measures. While the upstream
sources of some contaminants have been identil~ed (at least generally) the exact upstream
sources of bacterial contamination have not.

DISTRIBUTION OF CONTAMINANT~

This section contains matedal which relates to Action Plan Element I-F of Table 1~-1,
remediation of contaminated sediments. Most contaminants reach Santa Monlca Bay In
aqueous medium; ¯ few are dissolved in water but most are attached to particulates which are
suspended in water. Once in the Bay the organic or inorganic particulates ere re-distributed to
some extent, but tend to settle out of suspension end accumulate on-bottom according to two
basic chteria: close to their point of entry, end In depos~lional environments (quiet water where
contaminant-bearing particulates eet]Je out of suspension). The so-called "hotspctl" of
contamination reflect these cntedl.

In Santa Monlca Bay hotspots are found in the ~-"tnity the HI"P and JWPCP outfells, In
embayments such as Marina del Ray, King Harbor, and Ballona Lagoon, and (temporarily) et the
mouths of streams and stormdrains. Hotspots began to develop around wastewater outfalls
soon as the ouffalls became operational: in 1937 at the JWPCP out/ells on the Palos Verdes
Shelf;, in 1951 at the HTP 5-mile outtall; and In 1957 ~t the HTP 7-mile sludge outfall to
MonJca Submarine Canyon1.

Especially high levels of DDT and PCBs were discharged through the JWPCP outfalls until
the mid-1970s, several years after the discharge of process wastes to the sewage system m
discontinued, However, JWPCP has continued to discharge less-than-secondary treated effluent
since then and solids in the (cleaner) effluent have settled out of suspension to cover the highly
contaminated sediments. DDT and PCB levels are now highest 6 to 12 inches beneath the
sediment surface and are almost undetectabla at the surface. While this may have temporarily
sequestered the contaminants and kept them Worn being incorporated into the food web, they
remain in the area and ere potentially available to be resuspended end reintroduced Into the
ecosystem.

Fortunately, hotspots of chemical degradation can and do recover once the Input of
contaminants is curtailed or reduced. This has been observed world-wide and in the study area,
as the contaminated sediments are resuspended (through bioturbation or water motion) end are
carried by ocean ourrent~ out of the

In 1987 HTP ceased discharging sludge Into Santa Monica Submarine Canyon end in
1988 the s~udge field was as much as 140 cm (4.6 ft) deep. Indicators of organic enrichment end
contaminant levels were elevated over an area of 20 mi~ However, sediment lulfide
decreased w~thin nine months after the discharge was terminated and were only slightly above
background values. Within a year organic carbon values decreased 23%, nitrogen 29%, PCBI
and PAHs about 48%, and trace metals from 53 to 59%. DDT concentrations actually increased,
however, perhaps as surface materials were removed, exposing underlying deposits. By 1990 1
cm of cleaner sediment had covered the sludge.

The mouths of streams and storm drains into Santa Monica Bay �onstitute point sources
which probably create temporary hotspc~s of contamination. Atthough appropriate time-series
s*.:~d=es h~ve not been conducted just offshore of drains to confirm this, it is expected that the
hotspots would only last (in the Bay itself) for a few days after the input has ceased. The
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concentrations of organic and inorganic substances (for example, oil and grease from ro~ds end
parking lots) would be reduced through dilution and dispersion, aided by the stream flow Itself
as well as the wave energy and currents in the nearshore environment. The reduction in bacterbl
concentrations would accelerate because of the natural die-off of the organisms in seawater.

Madna del Ray, King Harbor, end Ballona Lagoon are not only deposltlonal locales, but
include the mouths of streams or drains which discharge runoff. Thus contamination levels Ire
affected by both criteria for hotspots. Fortunately, they are all relatNely small end contaminated
sediments can (theoretically) be dealt with readily; in fact some accumulations of toxic substancea

~ have probably been removed during maintenance dredging st Marina del Ray end King

Contaminant levels in Madna del Ray have fluctuated In recent years, possibly
they derive from nonpoint, end therefore unregulated, sources. Even though its use is banned,
for example, the insecticide chlordane is highly concentrated; it may be leeching out of prevk:)l, mly
treated wooden structure. The limited exchange with the Bay proper reduces the likelihood that
existing levels will be reduced by dilution or dispersion.

HABITAT IMPACI"8

The Impacts summarized in this section provide Information which relates to Action PIll1E/ements IIIA-IIID of Table 13-1, to restore, pro~ect, and manage habitats end watersheds.

Subt/del Benth(m

Infaunal assemblages were used to evaluate the "health" of the seafloor even before
anah./tical chemistry was used to monitor contaminant levels directly. Both scientists end
persons are usually more interested in the effects of pollution on the living resources than in the
chemical concentrations themselves. Because the contaminants can be passed up the food wli:)
to humans, there is also an indirect �oncern for their own well-being.

The Infaunal assemblages which have inhabited the sediments around HTP end JWPCP
ouffalls reflect the contamination levels in those sediments. They also reflect the improvemenll
In sediment qualk’y which have taken place during the I~st 20 ye~us.

As early as 1952 the area around HTP’s 1-ml outfall supported Infaunal assemblagu
which were progressively degraded with proxim~ to the discharge. The assemblage
una~’ected 8 mi from it; enhchment characterized the infauna at 1.9 to 4.5 ml away; end within
0.3 mi of the out’sail was an impoverished zone. In 1957, the bottom near JWPCP outfalle on the
Palos Verdes Shelf was described as "foul’ and lacking several important animal groups.

In 1977 benthic communities throughout the study area were characterized using the
"lnfaunal Index" as being normal, changed, or degraded (Figure 13-5). Eighteen and a half mF
of bottom surrounding the HTP outfalls were considered changed, and within this area, 1.2 mP
(around the HTP 7-mile out’fall) were considered degraded; no degraded communities w~re
observed near the 5-mi ourfall. Approximately 33 mF around the JWPCP outfalls on the Palos
Verdes Shelf and extending north past Redondo Submarine Canyon were changed, 3.5 mP
immedialeh] adjacenl 1o the out/ells were degraded.

By 1991 only 9 mF of bottom in the vlcin~ of the HTP outfalls were considered "affected"
and less than 1 mi+ next to the (now unused) 7-mile sludge out’fall was considered degraded.
These represent a 50% reduction in the total area affected by HTP effluents; by 1991 diversity of.

II
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¯ e ~u~ ~d impr~ ~rougho~ ~ ~, ~t =ln~ 1~85. NI thee imp~em~
=~rib~ed to the r~uction of mass emissions ~ ~p: a~l-ment of sludge dispo~l
7-mile o~11, and improv~ e~uent qu=l~ ~ ~ ~mlle

Be~n 1957 and 1975 the abunda~ ~ d~em~ of deme~l fish~ ~re I~
both ~p o~11=, b~ ~om 1976 to ~9~ =~ ~nes=, hi.mass, and ~e =~e ~ ~d~
~sh were all grater In ~e 7-mile sludge field ~n ~ reference a~eas. From 19~ to 1~ b~
and abundance ~re generally high n~r ~ ~lls and ~e cr~k~ ~= ~e d~
apples, a~hough ~ ~s not else~ere in ~e ~y. In 1989 and 1 g~ ~e numbem ~
~dN~ls ~re bo~ depr~=~ ~ ~e ~in~ ~ ~ ~1~.

~hough ~e above ~mun~-~de ~ do not Indi~te �l~r ~eW
~11, e~mination of ind~idual sp~ie= sugge~ ~t replacement often ~kes p~ce =~ing
to ~d~i~ual sp~ies prey preferences. Cms~�~s (~ich are ~e prefe~ed pr~

~ ~u =u~uu~ aria =nglls~ sole teea prima~ ~ ;-~..--, ¯ species ~l~ fe~ ~

domi~te n~r o~lls, and ~ose ~sh =P~ms am ~so o~en aum~nt n~r ~1~.

x =.=u~= I)olychaetes and mollusks,

Be~en 1970 a d 1976 ~e abundan~ and dNem~ of deme~l ~he= n~r ~e ~p
o~lls on the Palos V~dos She~ were severely de~ress~, hoover bv 1985 Ind 1~
assemblage ~s sho~ng m~ed signs of recked. Previously ~are ~ ~nc~mm~
b~oming common ~ile previously abundant s~ (indi~to~ = of ouffalls) were b~mlng
~mmon. These changes coincided ~h tmprovem~t in ~PCP’= effluent qual~ and In
~ ~e a~ilabil~ of Infaunal prey (~s~c~ns w. ~yc~etes)

~ich ~e fish �onsume.

P~or to development, the c~st be~ ~ Monl~ ~nd the Palos Verde= Penlnsu~
~nsist~ p~ma~ly of ~nd dunes and sandy ~es, ~Ich were moved around by slr
~ter ¢u~ent=. B~ch ~nd ~ natu~l=y moved o~h~e by long=Irate cunents; sediment
to repl~i~ the beach ~n~ lost do~ subma~ne ~nyons ~s ~plenished by ~em and
flo~ng into San~ Moni~ Bay. Dunes behind ~e b~ also sU~pli~ ~nd and pr~Id~ = b~
be~een ~e shoreline and ~land devel~m~

~e development ~ c~s~l =~ur~ ~¢t~ lonothore sediment ~ns~
c~nne~tion of d~inages reduced the sediment inp~ ~ese fallow, along ~h dslng =~ I~,
have combined to redistribute the available mate~l and erode Io~1 beaches to ~e ~
recr~ti~ and c~s=l devslopment are ~r~t~.

Beach n~shment has ameliorated the ~ion ~ =on)e places: more ~n ~ m~l~
yd= of mater~l have been p~aced on beaches in San~ Moni~ b~y since 19~, much ex~t~
~ nea~y dune~ and const~ct~on projec~ ~ dr~g~ ~ M=~ ina del Rey. Recently, how~,
sedimen~ ~ Man~ d~ R~ ~re lound to be t~ con=m~nated ~h ~ead and ~er
b~ch nou~shment. Therefore, dredged mate~f ~s ~en dump=d offshore to be distn~
longshore cunents. Shoreline erosion and accretion c~tinue to be studied i~ =~r~ f~
to prot~ and restore ~e b~ches of San~ Mon~ ~y.

B~ches provide hab~at for ¢e~ain =p~ie= ~ich are ~f =pec~l concern sp~l~~use of ~e loss of habit in southern Ca~orn=. The Federal government lis~ ~e Cal~om~
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least tern end the El Segundo Blue (butlerfly) as endangered end the Western snowy plover el
threatened. California least terns and Western snowy plovers both nest on beaches and slit flats
which have been heavily developed end used for recreation. The El Segundo Blue it severely
imperiled, as it is restricted to sand dunes where its host plant is found. Other species are being
studied because their numbers are declining: the wandering skipper butterfly is another dune
inhabitant and the black abalone is found on rocky shoal,

Projects underway to protect the California least tam include providing appropriate ~rtd
undisturbed nesting habitat near suitable foraging areas. One such site at Venice Beach has been
very successful, even though It is located on a well used beach. Other potential nesting IRes ere
being ident~ed to further expand the least tern population, including one in the Ballona Wetlands
and one at Dockweifer Beach. No projects have been implemented or proposed for WestelTI
snowy plover;, however, since its nesting requirements ere similar to those of the California least
tam, future restoration projects may be designed for Ix~.

Efforts to protect the El Segundo Blue have Included preserving ¯ small dune area near
the western end of LAX and maintaining the population of the butterfly’s host plant, the �oastal
wild buckwheat. Restoration of additional dunes and halting the spread of invaslve plants (which
displace the buckwheat) will help survival of this =peclea.

More than 50 million people visit the beaches of Santa Monica Bay each year. The
beaches between Santa Monica and Redondo Beach receive the heaviest use, Is they are most
accessible to inland populations, Beaches and rocky intertidal tidepools are used as classrooms
by students and naturalists; they also provide bait for fishermen end food for some ethnic groups.

As human use of the beaches and waters of Santa Mortice Bay increases, so does trash
and the need for beach clean-up, including (unfortunately) the removal of natural debris such
drhl kelp which is a natural part of the mahne nutrient cycle. The increase in the user population
has also meant more marine vessel spills and greater contamination from urban runoff. Floetabla
materials may impact intertidal species such as California grunion which lay their eggs on
beaches. Contaminants may also find their way into the food web, potentially impacting the entire
ecosystem.

Kelp Beds

Kelp beds along the Palos Verdes Peninsula began to decrease In size shortly after the
first JWPCP out/all became operational in 1937; degeneration began near the ouffall site at White
Point and spread outward from there. There has been a strong inverse relationship between kelp
coverage and mass emissions of total suspended solids (TS$) from JWPCP, and when TSS levels
declined between 1974 and 1987, kelp coverage increased. However, the impact of large,
destructive storms cannot be discounted as a major factor, as was clear in 1983 and 1988 (Figure
13-6).

Wetlands

Wetlands are covered periodically or permanently with shallow water, and include
freshwater, sal~N’ater and brackish water marshes, swamps, and mudflats. Marine wetlands
develop where streams enter the ocean across a low, fiat coasts and are modified by variable
salin~es and the tidal cycle. Wetlands help mitigate flooding filter and recharge groundwater,

’ andprowde feeding and breeding habitat for fish and w’~te~ow!. !n the past, wetlands
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considered useful on~y for more "constructive" purposes. Recently the ecological role and
importance of wetlands has been recognized.

Ten brackish wetlands occur along the edge of Santa Monk:a Bay. the l~rgeat of which
ere the Ballona Wetlands Complex (Ballona Wetlands, Ballona Lagoon, Del Ray Lagoon, Oxkx’d
Flood Control Basin, and the Venice Canals) and Malibu Lagoon. At one time the Ballon~
Complex comprised 2,100 acres of wetlands. The development of Madn~ del Ray, Ihe Venice
Canals, and other residential and commercial properties; the draining for agrk:ulturel use Ind to
control insect pests; and the channalLzation of Ballona Creek have reduced the ~ldlandl to

_ than 160 acres. The 40-acre Malibu Lagoon, et the mouth of Malibu Creek, is also ¯ remnln~ of
a previously larger system. Most wetlands in the study area have reduced bioiogicll ~
productivity because of their degraded �ondiUon.

Restricted water flow, which results In poor water quality (high levels of ~ ~x:f/~’
contaminants), is the main �oncern at most sites. Additional adverse impacts include Itm ~ Of
shallow water hab~at, disruption of upstream flow, introduction of non-nativ~ plants m~d
debris and bacteha from urban runoff, human recreational over-use, ~nd the preaen¢e Of
domestic pets.

The wetlands of Santa Monlca Bay support a varlety of marine ~ terrestrial
however, many of the species characteristic of pdstine saltmarshes of southern Clliforntl
lacking. Vegetation is often sparse and includes or is dominated by introduced I~ ~
have I~lle functional value. The sail.marsh bird’s beak (a Federally. and State-listed planl) is no
longer found in the area. Belding’s savannah span’ow (a State-listed endangered species) is ¯
year-round resident of saltmarshes, foraging and nesting in pickleweed, a dominant ~ Of the
upper marsh. The population of this sparrow was low but stable un~ 1990, when I~ beg~n
decline, in part because of predation by introduced red foxes. Attempts to remove the foxes haw
reel w~th limited success. Other "listed’ birds which have not been seen for some time (due to the
absence of cordgrass) are the light-footed clapper rail (Federally. end State-listed endangered)
and the black rail (State-listed as threatened). The black-necked stilt, ¯ species of �oncern,
not nested recentJy in the Ioc~ wetllmds.

Animal communities in the sediments, lagoons, end channels of ~ wetlands ¯m
less diverse than in the past and some of the most abundant invertebrates found now
indicators of stressed conditions. Some fish species (for example rainbow trout) no longer
although the tidewater goby was recently reintroduced to its original habitat at Malibu Lagoon.
California least tern (State- and Federally.listed) forage in the waters of several of the Bey
wetland8.

Although several plans have been developed to preserve and restore the wetlands of
Santa Monica Bay, pdor attempts have often been confused by the complex issues end often
conflicting goals of the regulatory agencies. The extant wetlands have been inventoried ~
Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project) to serve as a basis for = general approach to protect~m
and enhancement. The Port of Los Angeles has developed a Local Wetland Mitigation Program
which ident~es those wetlands available for mitigation projects. Successful implementation of
of the plans w~ll depend on dedicated individuals and adequate funding.

Restoratio~ at Mal~u Lagoon has begun with the regulation of freshwater flow
reintroduction of the tidewater goby. Future plans include reduction of nutrient input=,
r~,:~,;~,ring and reveg~ation of the intertidal hab~at, and restoration of former wetlands in the
Crry of Malibu. Rehabilitation of the Venice Canals .has a!~o begun and plans have been approved
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Io enhance Ballone Lagoon, Including removal of debris end exotic vegetation end raplacemont
with native species. Construction of the Plays V’~,4a residential.madrm complex depends Qn
d.evelopment of plans to restore the Ballona WetJands. The plans ere to Include: restoration of
tidal flow;, construction of saltwater marsh, dunes, ¯ freshwater marsh, end ¯ riparian �on’idor; and
~h habitat enhancement in the proposed marina. Suggestions for enhancement of Del Rey
Lagoon include increased t~lal flow to achieve ~ water quality.

SWIMMING RISK~

The mstedal summarized below relates to Action Plan Element lib of Table 13-1, �oncern
for the human health risks associated with swimming In Santa Monica Bay. Concern ebout the
health risks from hazardous chemicals end biological pathogens to swimmers in Santa Monk~
Bay derives pdmahly because beaches have been closured due to sewage spills end stoml drain
runoff. There ere no documented (verifies’) cases of disease or Illness which ware caused by
microbial Pathogens or toxic chemk:ais In the Bay.

Bathers in Santa Monlca Bay may be exposed to I vedely of harmful chemicals which
may produce acute end long.term health effects. However, because etiological relationship~
between chemical contamination end human health am difficult to establish, health dsk ermly~ee
of swimming in Santa Monica Bay have focused primarily, on biological Pathogens.

Pathogenic bacteria that have been kxmd In the Bay include P~eudomones,
Enterobacter/Citrobacter, Streptococcus, Esche~ichia colt, YJebslella, end msdne Vibrto. These can
cause human iF~,~".-;es rangin~j f’om she infections, g~ :.~oenteritis, upper r~spiratory problems,
and wound infections, to pericard~tis and spinal mening~Js. Humsn.speclfic viruses such Im
hepatitis A, poliovirus, end Norwalk virus have ~lso been found in msdne waters end recency
Coxsackie B viruses were found in storm drains th~ discharge to Santa Monica Bay.

The pdmary source of most human-specific Idologlcal pathogens is human fecal waits
from treated wastewater discharges, urban runoff, sewage spills, small boat waste discharges,
and the bathers themselves. The risk of disease from human fecal contamination is Paramount;
the relative importance of pathogens from non-human sources is not known.

There has been no evidence (microbial indicator) that the waste fields from HTP or
JWPCP have reached shore in the past 10 years, ~ result of improved treatment end offshot~
discharges. The largest source of bacter~l pathogens to nearshora bathers in Santa Monica Bay
is probably urban runoff via storm drains and stormwater overflows into sewage lines (which fome
untreated sewage back into storm drains, then tothe Bay). Because most storm drains discharge
directly into the surf zone and because high indicator becterla counts have been found in storm
drain runoff, the surf zone near storm drains is ¯ high risk area, especially dudng rain stonl~.

High indicator bacteda levels and human enteric v~ruses have also been found in sto~n
drains during dry weather, Recent studies in Santa Monica Bay provide evidence of dry-weather
biological contamination of urban runoff. Samples from the Pico-Kenter, Ashland, end Herondo
Storm Drains and Malibu Lagoon were snalyzed for dens~lies of "indicator’ bacteria (total and
fecal c~ftforms and enterococcus) and human enteric v~ruses. Samples were taken various./ from
inside the drains and from the nearby surf zone at ankle and chest depths. Densities of bacterial
indicators were �lassOed as exceeding "excessive limits" cr ’levels of concern’.

In 1989, 1990, and 1991 all three bacterial indicators exceeded levels of concern In
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generally decreased with water depth and distance from the IT-sin (Figure 13.7). In 1989 b~cter~l
counts from Pico-Kentar were nearly one-hundred times greater than levels of

AJI three indicator levels were approximately one order of magnitude lower in ankle.deep
water than in storm drains and two orders of maflnitude lower in chest-deep water than in
drains. A similar pattern was seen at the Ashland ~lorm Drain. Bacterial densities were markedly
lower in the surf zone, but levels of concern were frequently exceeded up to distances of 150 yd
from the Pico-Kenter Drain. In 1989 HTP recorded bacteria levels below levels of �oncern at ¯
station 200 yd south of Pico-Kenter, suggesting that bacterial contamination may be limited to
within 150 to 200 yd from the Storm Drain.

Bacterial densities near Pico-Kentar were much lower in 1991 than in 1990 (Figure 13.7),
suggesting that the 600-ft extension to the Drain (which was added In August 1990) reduces
bacterial densities In the surf zone.

Human entedc viruses were found in the PIco-Kenter and Herondo Storm Drains and in
Malibu Lagoon, indicating that human fecal waSle was present in the runoff even during d~y
weather. Possible sources of the human fecal contamination include leaky sewer lines and septic
systems; overitowa from blocked sewers; campers, picnickers, or the local homeless population;
and illegal discharges from mobile homes or recreaUonlJ vehicles.

The extent of contamination around storm drains depends on local rainfall, runoff front
the surrounding area, and the interval between Storms. Densities of all three bacterial indicators
were highest during periods of peak reinf.~ll in Lo= Angeles be~,,ecn July 1989 and June 1990
(Figure 13-8). Bacterial densities are usually highest during the first few months of the rainy
season and during the first few hours of a single storm end tend to decrease thereafter.

These ongoing studies have established that the largest potential threat to ewfmmem in
the Bay is from human pathogens in urban runoff, especially at the Pico-Kenter and Herondo
Storm Drains and in the MalJbu Creek/MalJbu Lagoon drainage system.

To assess the potential swimming risk quantitatively it Is necessary to conduct
epidemiological study and there appears to be sUHicient evidence from biological data to warrant
one. Such a study has not been conducted for Santa Monica Bay, although one h~e been
designed and proposed by Dr. Robert Halle, and approved and recommended by the Santa
MonJca Bay Restoration Project Management Committee.

CONTAMINATED SEAFOOD

The material summarized below relates to Action Plan Element IIA of Table 13.1, concern
that seafood collected from Santa Monica Bay is |ale to consume.

Marine environments ediacent to heavily populated areas may contain many chemical
contaminants. Organisms (including humans) m,,y contact these contaminants through direct
water contact or through contact w~h conLaminal,d sediments. Human heal[h may be at dsk
through direct contact and by consuming contan~inated species. The most extensively studied
and tractable contaminants in Santa Monica Bay ere heavy metals, PCBa, and DDT end
derivatiwl.

Historically wastewater out’falls were the Principal source of contaminants to the Bay.Recent improvements In effluent qua!~_n~ may hav~ changed this: the sediments contaminated
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prevk)usly may now constitute ¯ principal source of �ontaminants ¯long wfth urban runoff vie
storm drains, particulally during perkx:is of heavy re.Shrill or 8ewlg¯ overflowl.

In general, metal levels in edible tissue of fishes
and HTP outfalfs in the last ten years have not end Invadebmtes from near the JWPCp

been substantially elevated over those at referafl¢~sites elsewhere In southern California. Since sediments near the outfalls often �ontain high metal
concentrations, actual hi¯accumulation end hi¯magnification of metals in the species studied
appear to be minor. Thus
risk from             seafood consumpt~n does not appear to pose an appreciable healthmetals �onta~.

risk to Organic contaminants such as PCBs end DDT (and DDD end DDE’) present the greatestindividuals that �onsume aeafood from Santa Mort¯ca Bay. High levels of th~e
contaminants in the sediments around the JWPCP and HTP ouffalls reflect the massive
discharges that occun’ed in the 1960s end early 1970s. Over the Past 25 year¯ several specie¯
(especially filter-feeding invertebrates end demersal fishes) from contaminated areas have
exhibited very high body-burden levels of PCBs and DOT. Body-burden levels in the late 1970l
were much lower than lhose in the late 1980s, raflectmg the bin on dumping these contaminan~
in the early 1970e.

Body-burden levels of PCBs end DOT have been about the lame (at Particular lit¯s)
throughout the Ray since about 1982, reflecting the persistence of these contaminants over time
and suggesting that histohcally contaminated sediments now constitute ¯ source. The PCBs and
DDT discharged to the Palos Verdes Shelf in the 1980s and 1970~ continue to bioaccumulate In
the tissues of fishes and Invert~tx~tes In

Because of the Persistence of PCBs and DDT in fishes from the Palos Verdes Shelf irld
northern Santa Monica Bay, the Office of Environmental Health HaZard Assessment (OEHHA)
conducted ¯ comprehensive study ¯nd risk assessment in 1991. OEHHA measured body burden
levels of several contaminants (inCJuding PCBs end DDT) in fishes from the Bay end assessed
the potential health hazards of consuming the �ontam;nated

While cro~ker is genorally the most contaminated fish in tho Bay, especially thoso from
highly-contaminated areas such ~s the Palos Verdes Shelf. The theoretical excess lifetime
risk from consumption of white croaker from the Palos Verdes Shelf is approximately 1 in 1,000,
based on ¯ theoretical �onsuml~on rate of about one 6 oz (170 g) meal per week (23 g/clay).
Other relatively contaminated species era California �orbina. queenflsh, surfperches, and
California scorpionflsh. Pach~c bonito, chub mackerel, Pacific sanddab. Pacific barracuda,
opal¯y¯, hahn¯on, end halibut am less �ontanlina~L

OEHHA also developed (on the basis of 1987 data) site-spec~c recommendations
seafood consumption from areas of Santa Monica Bay end the Palos Verdes Shelf (Table 13-3)
end species-specific recommendations for the most frequently caught end consumed fishes
(Table 13-4). OEHHA points out that the inclusion of seafood in the diet is strongly encouraged
as ¯ general recommendation. Tables 13-3 end 13-4 reference ~hes caught locally end
meant to ind~cale how often to fish an area and how o~en Io eat specific species from each site.

A recent SM BRP-funded study to determine seafood consumption pall¯ms of anglers that
fish in Santa Monica Bay will descnbe consumption patterns by ethnic group and will identify
those groups thal are most at nsk from consuming contaminated seafood from the Bay. The
rap¯r1 ~ll also report angler consumption rates, which may be used to calculate actual heaP~h
nsks rather than those formulated ~om theoretical consumption rates.
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Table 13-3. Slte.ope¢lfl© seafood ¢oneumptlon ra¢ommandetlone for eeverml
~ Olocations in Santa Monies Bay, based on 1987 ¢ontam|nant lovele (Pollock

Site                Fish S¢=,ecie~

Marina Oel Roy
Re~on0o 8eac~
Santa Ido~icl ~ All I~¢IOSVenice PW No Rellric.~o~
Venk:e 8each
Dana I:~m

- 2Redondo Pier California �or~inx One meal every

Mali~ Pier Oueenf~h One meaJ ¯
~ ~ INhlto �~oakM ~ meal

M~ibu
Point l:)~me W~Ite Cro~k~ Do notPoint Vicente
Palos VerOos-Norlhwll                                                           ""

White Polm             W~lte croake~         Do nol consume

California Icorpk)n~l~t One melJ m

Kelp b~

F
|

!
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Table 13-4. Species-specific seafood consumption recommendations for

0
several fish
levels (PoiIJkpeciea of Santa Monies Bay,, baaed on 1987’ contaminant!ote/. 1981).

Fish ,,~¢ecles
Contamination Grouo Recommenoatlon.

WIlJIl ©rOak~. HIGH

(~eenf~sh Consume no( morn
Suriaeches MOOERATE than one mea~

Black ~
Barre~ sar~ bass

LOW 2

P~J~ bongo
Chub mackerel
Pacl Fie

O~aleye LOWEST
Ha~Imo~

¯ One meal is a0out s= ounces (170

!
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Appendix A. List of Acronyms. 8~nta Monlca Bay Characterization Study, 1N3.

’ BHC Benzene h~achJoride
-- BLM United States Department of Interior,

BMI~ Best Management Pmc:~

-- BOD BlocJ~mJc~l oxygen d~m~nd

C~ICOR California Coopemtlv~ Oceanic Fishet~ Inv~tl~bon~

~ CCMP Comprehensive Conmation rand Managerne~
-- CDFG California DepaP, ment of Rsh and G~me
~: CDFG,MRO C~ifomla De;~mtterd of Fmh and Game. Marine Resources Division
-- CDFG,OSPR California Deplrtmen~ ~ Fish ~nd G~ne, O, Spill Pmventk:n and

Resporme

CDH$ Califomla Depa~nenl ~ Health

CEG Coss~l Echow GRxlp
~EPA ~alifo~.~ia Environmon~ Ptot(~.:bon

CE~ Califomi~ Environm~r~J ~mllly A~

CFR Code of Federal Regu~

CI.A, BE C~ of Lo~ Angeles, Bur-,,u of EnglnNdng

CLA,DA Ci~/o~ Los Angeles, Del:~nment o~ AJq:x~s

CI.A,~PW C~/of Los Angeles. I:)el:~tmem of Publk: Work=
CL.A,gWP C~ of Los Angeles, Department ot Wate~ and Pow~’

CI.A, EMD C~ of Los Angeles, ErNironmental Monltodr~ Divisk=n
CLTRT Ca, l~om~ Least Tom Recovery Team

CNP8 California Native Plant Soct~

COD Chemical oxygen demand

CPFV’ Commercial Passenger F’~dng Vemml

CPUE Catc~ per unl

CRWQB,LAJ:I CaI~’orn~a Re~;o~a~ Wa~er QuaI~y Cordro~ Board. Los Angeles Region
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CSG,MAP C~lifomia Sea Grant, M~rlne Advisory Program

CSM,PPD Cl~y of Santa Monlca,, Program and Planning Depmlmenl

CSM,SMPPD C~y of Santa Monies, Program and Planning Department

CSWPCB C~lifomia State Water Pollution

CSWOCB Cadifornia State Water Quality Contn:d ~

CSWRCB California State Water Resources Control Board

CWA Clean Water Act (of lg7"4
CZM Ccest=~ Zone

C2:MA Coeval Zone IV~r~gem~ ~

DDD D~chlc~od~h~nyld~hlcrol~

DDE Dichlorodiphenyldi~

DDT Dic~lorodiphenyltdcNorceltw~

ENSO E1 Ni~::) Southern ~

EPA Environmental Protecl~on Agent,

EQA Envtronmer~.l Quality Ar,~ly~t~ Ino.

FDA Food end Drug AdminillmUon

FW$ Fish and Wildlife Service

HCH H exac~lorocyr.Jot~m

HERI Hyperion Energy Recover/b"yltlm

IRO Intersea Rea~rch

JWPCP Joint Water Pollution Control

LAC,A-C Los Angeles Co.nty, Auditor-Control~.

LAC,DBH Los Angeles County, DeparlJ’nent of Beaches and Harborl

LAC.DPW Los Angeles County, Departmerd of Public Workl

LAC,DRP Los Anueles County, Department of Regional Planning

LAC,MNH Los Angeles County Museum of Natural Hilto~y
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LAC,OCAO Los Angeles County, Office of Chief Administrative Officer

LACSD Los Angeles Coun(y Sanitatio~ Dis~ct~

LFCRRT Lighflooted Cl~op~" Rail R~ Teem

MBA$ MeU~ylene blue activated substance (e.g. deter~

-- mgd Million gsIJon8 per dsy

-- MMS,OCSNC Minerals Management Service, Outer Continental ~ National
CompenOium

MMS,POCSR Minerals Management Semite, Pacific Outer Continental ~ Region

MOA Memorandum oi’ Agreemer~

MPN Mos~ probable nmnl~r

_ MT Metric ton (1000

_ MTP Mag~re Thom~

MI"P-I~t Maguire Thom~ Pa~tne~.Play=

NEP National Estuary Program

NEPA Nation=l Environmental Protec~ion

NFSP National Marine F~heties Service, NatJon~lRshery Statistics Program

NMFS NatJon~ Marine Fmherles Sen’ice

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmcepl’m~c Adm~

NOAEL "No Observed Adverse

NOEL "No Observed E~ects

NPDES NationaJ Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

NRC,COWT National Research Council, Committee on Ocean Waste Transportation

NWP Nation W’~e Pemdts

OC~ Outer contJnenta/shill

PAC Pctl Anea Committee

PAH Polycyc~ic (or potynuclear) aromatic hyclrocarlxxt

PCB PolychJorinated biphenyl

POLA Port of Los Angeles
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0Appendix B. Glossary. Santa MonJca Bay Characterization Study,

L208 PLANNING            Authorized under Section 208 of the 1972 amendments
to the Federal Water Po~lutK)n Control .,l~t to �0,’~¢I non.

ALGAE                  A group of chiefly equalJc nonvascular plants which lick
flowers -, nd produce o~ganic compounds by the prooe88
of photosynthesis. IncJudes one-celled algae such
diatoms end ¢linoflagellatea as wall Is muJtJcellular
seaweeds and kelps.

AMPHIPOD
A small (most am we/I under an inch long) shdmp.liklcrustacean of the order Amph~poda. ~ fleas am

ANAEROBIC
.Lk’_i_ ng,.ect.ive, ~ ooc~.rring in the absence of oxygen.
some Dac~ena Iwe on~y in the absence of oxygen and
in the course of normal respiration Produce the hydrogen
sulfide which la charac~er~ic of ¯nox~� sediment~

ANNE]JD Any of ¯ phylum (Anne~ide) of segmented
including po~ycham

1At~OXJC Lscki,~9 r.,xy~.on; sek:l of water ~x sediment.
ANTHROPOGENIC Made or caused by man; said of substances 8uch

DDT or effects such as elevated water ten’~oeratum8.
AQUIFER An underground rock, sand, or g~avel formation

yields w~ter.
~r~OMATIC A ¢la. o~ (o~en pe~en,) orgen~c �ompo~

c~a~.*ter;zed by st lees~ one benzene ~

t3ASSEMBLAGE A group of species that occur together. See Commurdly.
ADVECTION The horizont, tJ movement of air.

BACTERIOPLANKT’ON Planktonic bac~dl :
BNTFISH Small, schooling peTagic fish (such as anchovy) wNch

ere preyed upon by larger game f~h and hence
used as ba~ by spor~ f~,hermen.

BENEFICIAL USE Water protecled under the Porter-Cologne Act Jn~uding
domestic, municipal, agricultural and inclus’~al water;
power generation; recreation; navigation; and preaer.
yation of fish, wiicII*fe, and aquatic res~rc~8.

BENTHIC L~ng on ~x’ in the sea floor.
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BENTHOS The bc~om of the ocean; also. �~lecthmy, the¯
IMn9 on or in the

BEST MANAGEMENT Steps by which water qual~ is protected, usually from
nonpoint sources Such as aghcuau~ conswc~on,
mining, logging or urban runoff. These steps can ¯leo
be eppliea to point source weste di~

BIOACCUMULATION The accumulation ~f ¯ ~ubstance fly ¯ ~taminant) in the fi~es of ¯n organi~(uw’m

BIOASSAy               A test which measures the lethal or sub-lethal offect~
a substance (or �ompo~e m~ure) on living organwns

BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN The amount of oxygen used by organ;¢ matter in water.
DEMAND (BOD) High levels of BOO can remove ~gen needed

suppor~ f~h and equsU¢ life.

BIODEGRADATION A bloch.emlc~. ! .(i.e. conducted by IMng organl~m~
process Dy wn,cn �omplex subs~nces are broken down

, into simpl~ ones; said espec~alh/of toxi� substances
’ which are detoxified by the process.

~
BIOMAGNIF1CATION The accumulation of ¯ substance (usualty e �ontamlnanl:)

8t greater tissue concentrations in su.ccesslvely hi~h~’.
level consumers with tnoraasingfy h~gher �ontamlnsnl
levels as prey are consumed up the food chub.

: BIOMAU The we;ght of li~.’ng tissue, of an organism or a group

ofma~)erga.n!sms: Often inc.l,u_des the weight of noa-llv~enaJ (r~cn Is 8 snail 8 she~J) which w~8 produced
by the organism(8).

BIOTA The plants end shim¯is found in ¯
particularenvironmem.

BIOTURBATiON DisnJpfion of 8ea3ment ceus~d by 8nim~ ect~fly.

BWALVE A mollusk having two she/la hinged together, ms

CARBON DIOXIDE A colorless, odorless, Incombus~la gas pmser~ in the
¯ (CO2) etmosphere end formed dudng respirstion.

CARCINOGENIC Having the capaclly to ceues canem,.

CATCH PER UNIT The numbers or pounds of organisms which 8m
EFFORT (CPU~ �ollected in a standard sampling or f’~shing efforl.
CETACEAN Whales, dolphins, and porpoises, =II of which am

sometimes placed in the order Ce~eCeL

CHLORDANE ~ !_n_s~_~!cide. e,nd. f~migsr~ (for termites) which Is toxic
,.,y ,-g~on ~nna;ation, end skin absorp~on.

CHLORINATE~ Organic c~npounds that contain chlorine and have toxic"; HYDROCARBO/~ prope~ies in vsry;ng amounts; Pe~;cides and solvents
such as DDT. DDD, DDF., ~ PC, B.
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-CHLOROPHY1.L           The pigment which makes most plants green
enables them to produce organic substances in the
process of pho(caynthesi=.

CLEAN WATER ACT The federal water quality control law governing
waters establishing water ClUamy obiectives,
_�l!scharg.,e .st~nda_rds., end. the NPDES permit process;
-.,so callao me Peoeml water Pollution Control

CLF.AN WATER GRANT     Apportioned under Clean Water Ac~ for upgrading or
constructing publich/-tzNned and operated sewage
~’eatrnent faciJJtiel.

COUFORM Relating t~. resembling, or being the colon becilus

COMMUNrrY All plants end enimall IMng In ¯ pa~cular pllc~ or
habitat and which Interact with one enother. ~
scientists usa the te.’~n assemblage to defile ¯
commur,;~,be defined, when interactions among the N)ecies cann~

CONDUCTIIffry A measure of salin~y In water determined by conductlon
of elactnci~/: genaraII)~ related to the chlo~de l~n
r-oncantra~on (o~ chlon~y).

CONTAMINANT An unnatural (man-made) substance found in ~e
envtronn’~nt or ¯ I~. tu.mlh/ occu,~ing substance or
compou~o wl’,~ch ts tGund i,~ =snr’,a*,u,~.lly high
concentrations; ¯ health hazard; ¯ ~

CORALUNE Consisting ~ .or containing depo~t= of calcium
carbonate WhiCh would include any of the
corallike animals or calcareous ¯lgee.

CRUSTACEAN .’~,~ a~!mal ~)."Ionging to e clss~ or I:)hyl.m o~ organiC’ha
(Clus’.~:ea) wh=(.h have a hard exoskele:on ano jointed
legs at,.1 body; injuries crabs, lobster, amphipoda, ~

CUBIC FEET PER The flow of water past = given point over time ~ the
SECOND (©as) equivalent of ~49 gal/rnin or t.98

DBCP (dlbmme. A pesticide and fungicide extensively used until banned
©hlo~oproi~ne) in 1977 as a suspected carcinogen.

DDT (’dlchlorodlphenyl. A toxic Insecticide banned in 1970 but ~11 widely found
trlchloroethane) in water and fish
DEMERSAL On or near the sea flcor.

DETRII’U~ ~ne, disaggregated pa~licles of Inorganic and organic "
material (i,e. dead plant end animal matter), either in
suspension on se~Iled on the botlom of a water body.
Forms I~e ~:~$ of an exlens~va food web in the ocean.

DIATOM Any ol a c~ass ~3acir~ar~phyceae) of minule planktonic

¯ unicellular or colonial algae with silicified skeletor~.



Appendix B (Conl).

" DIELDRIN An Insecticide toxic by Ingestion, inhalation, Ind ~in
-. absorption. It is carcinogenic. Its usa is now msthc:t~l

: Is nonagricultural applicatkxm.

DINOFL~GEI.L~I’L~ Impo~ant plantlike elements ¢d planklon hm~g tam

DIOX]N 2,3,7,~-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin, ¯ contamlr~nt of ¯
he~icide, banned by the FDA for most purposea ~tar
ten years of use. It was also a contaminant in d~foli~q~
used in V~etnam (agent orange). It il ¯ mR:inogln, ¯
teratogen. ¯nd¯ mutagen.

¯ DISlNFECllON Process where effluent Is treated with ¯ dilinfecmlt (e.g.
chlonna) to kill bacteria and vinJsel.

DISSOLVED OXYGEN Oxygen (Darts per million) which is dissolved In ~
(DO) the source of most oxygen used by plants ind Mwnlla

in their non’hal respiratioR The dis~:)lved oxygeft
seawater replenished by exchange with the ~ ~r
pro~luced by plants dudng phcXolyn~leala.

DWERalI’Y A parameter of ecological communities which
the relationship between the number of specJe~ ¯nd their
¯bundan¢~

~
ECHINODERM An Invertebrate ¯nlmal having radial wmm~ry and

belonging to the phylum EchJnodermatL includll
starhsh and lea urchin~

¯ ECOSYSTEM The ¯urn of ¯11 plants, animals, and
components of a particular defined arM. A given
bed may be viewed as an ecosyslem, but it is ~ ~
of the larger �oeslal or Bay ecosystem.

EFFLUENT The matedal which flows oul of a pipe or facCRy Into ¯
water body (or another larger pipe). Wast¯water which
has undergone tre,~tment to remove pollutanl~

EL NINO An aperiooqc change in the oceanic �limate of the
whereby warm, Iow-nuldent water flows east along the
Equator, north along the west coast of North
and sou~h along South Ame~ca. The condition lasts Ior

"̄ several month~ or 2-3 years, caur~ng a change in the
- biota and climate of ¯n ~

EMBAYMENT A body of water forming an indentation of the ihorlline,
larger than ¯ cove but smaller than ¯

ENDOSULFAN An insecticide which Is toxic by Ingestion, inhal~ion, and
akin absorption. Use is restricted.

ENDRIN A slereoisomer of d~eldrin, used as an insecticide
control crop insects and m~es. It is a carcinogen, and
toxi� by inhalation and skin absorption.

.. ENT-cRIC ReJatJng to the intes~Jne~,

ENTF.ROCOCCU~ .~,,r~ o~ a genus (,Streptococcus) of no¯matte, usualb/
paras :ic, gram-positive bacteria occurring in t~a intel.
tins that clrvicle only in one plane and which occur in
pairs or
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M EPIBIOTA Orgar~srnl living m the ¯u~flce of the ~Io~’.
~

EPIDERMAL TUMORS Tumo~ located in the outer, nor~m~r, I~yer of the

i ~ EPIFAUNA Benthic ¯hemal l~ng on the surface of bosom rn~tedl].

EROSION Deterioration of ea~ or rock by water, gisc~m,

~̄ ERYTHROCYTE One of the m:l cell¯ of ~he Mood.

~ ESTUARY The coastal portion of ¯ dyer mouth where the fr~h,
r~ver water mixes with the sallwater of the ocean. The
degree of mixing and layering (fresh water tends to flo~
on top of the sea wafer) depends or~ tidal �ond~Jons,
river flow, .nd local cu~ents. Estuaries typically ,upp(xt
~..b.io~. which can tolerate varying salinities and U1erafo~
a,ner from marine and freahweter

~ EUPNAUSIID Any of an order (Euphausiaces] Of usually lun’~nel¢l~
shnmp-like �~ustaceans which are im~ ~
of plankton; also known e8 kril/.

~ EUTROPHIC Describlng a situation In which ~xcess nutdents h~vsled
to exces~,e plant growlh; when the plants d~a

-" ’ decompose, clisso~ved oxygen is used up, making the
water uninhabi’.ab[e by ¯r~nala. Erosion, sewage ~

~; ge.’, fe,’liliz.~1 and detergents speed the proce~.

FAUNA The enirn~ llfe of ¯ �ommunity, habitat, or eco~y~efn,
": FECAL COLOFORM

~ (bacterk~)
A class of bacteria which are found In the intestine!
of mammals, including man. Fecal colitorm bacteria
no~ dangerous themselves, but their abundance
measure~ in water as an Indication of raw sewage end
thus the pc, tcntJal |�~" the presence of r.euK.~..-~=
organim

FEDERAL WATER Odginal title Of Clean W~ter !U::L
POLLUTION CONTROl.
ACT, ea em,nd~
FLOOD CONTROL BASIN An area to temporar~ hold water to prevent flooding

lands downstream.

,: FLORA The plant life of ¯ community, habitat, or

, ~ FOUOSI~ Describes hev~ng leaves of a specified numb~ or type,

~
or ¯ thin leaflike stratum or l~y~r.

FORB Ar~ herb ",hat is not ¯ grass or

I, FOOD ~ A symbolic description of the Interdependence of
organisms of a commun~y, based on who eats whom.

GENDTOX)� Any subs~nca t/’~t is to~Jc to a specific plant or enlmM

~
.s. group.

GEOCHRONOLOGICAL Re’,.ting to the chronology of the earth as ina’ic~ted by

"
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GEOSTROPHIC Current flow resulting from the deflective forces cau~d
- by the rotation of tam earth.

GILLNET
A ¢urtainl~e net, suspended vertically in the w~ter for
the purpose of entrapping fish by their gill&

GROIN                 A small jetty extending from the ~ to prevent beech

GROUNDWATER Water in the spaces between soil and lock
~ water under the aubsuffeos from which wells end springs

ere fed.
HABITAT                 A particular place or environment which luppof~ ¯

particular assemblage of organisms. Most habltat~ Me
described in terms of physical pammetera such ea ~
meat type and water depth, but the concept
includes chemical etlributes of the water column and
living components (e mussel, for example, prCNides ¯
pl~.ce for other organim to attach).

HAZARDOUS WASTE       A waste or combination of wastes, which may cause or
conb-ib~a to death or serious illness of pose ¯ l:xxwlbmJ
hazard to human heath or the environmenL

HEPATOPANCHEA8 A glandular organ of a crustacean that combines the
~.. �liges~Na functions of the vertebrate liver and pancmu.

HEFrACHLOR A persistent cycfodiene chlorinated hydrocarbon armeD.
-. . ticide, toxic by’ ingestion, inhalation, end side eb~o~¯

Use has been restrioted and discor4inued except for ~
¯ - mite �onUoL

HEPTACHLOHEPOXIDE Insecticide, a degradation product of heptachk~.
HERBICIDE A substance which Is capable of killing or stunting

growth of plarU~
HERBIVORE An ¯nirn~ that eat~ ~

HYDROCARBON An organic compound composed of the eleme~
hydrogen end carbon; natural gas, cost, ¯nd petroleum
ere important naturally occurring hydrocarbon~

INDICATOR An organls~n or ecological community so
assoc~ted with particular environmental �onditions tJ~t
its presence is indicative of the existence of thin
�ondition~

INDIGENOU~ Native, or belonging to ¯ particular region or Io~
ecosystem; said of plants and ¯nimels as well el of
huma.,’~

INFAUI~ Collectively, the invertebrates that l’rve in, beneath, and
just at the surface of uncons~liclated soft sedimantl.

INSECTICIDE A substance which is capable of killing insects, either by
d/rec~ app~’ication or by ingestion.

IN SOLUTION Solar re o"~
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INTERTIDAL That portion of the shore or atructums in the oca~n
which is be~veen high and low tide levels; the subserve
end organisms in the intertidal are alternately �ov~ed
by seawater and exposed to the air.

K/LOGFIAM (kg) A standard metric unit of weight (rn~ss) equivalem
1,000 grams or about 2.2 pound8.

K~LOMET-r~ (in.)
~.v~J me,era or spout 0.6 mlle.

LARVA                  A young or juvenile atage (of some species) whichin basi� body form from that of the adult; the plural

UNDANE A pes~iclde (haxachlorocyclohexane] �onsisting ~
..of the gamma isomer of BHC, which is toxic by ir~
uon, inhalat~,1, and eldn absorption. Its use is restricted.

UPID Substances that ere solubte In nonpofer organic solvents
end includes fats and oils; along with profane and
carbohydrates are meier ru’uctural components of livlng

LJI"ER ~ A mnclard met~ u~ of volume, equivalent to 1,000
cubic centimeter¯ or 0.26 gaJ.

MEIOFAUNA Very small (less than 8bo~ 05 me) organisms found

MEROPLANKTON Planktonic eggs and larvae of invertebrates and ~

METABOLISM The sum total of all chemical processes which go on In
en organism end g~vo it I~fe; the major kinds of
metabolism include the breakdown of some
led U’ll lyntheS~l of Glhell.

METER (m) A s~andard mr, tic unit of length ~ dis~ance, the
equivalent of abou~ 3.3 fee4 or 1.1 yard.

METRIC TON (Mr) A s~andard metric unit of weight (mass), the equtvaJonl
of 1,000 kilograms, 2,200 pounds, �~ 1.1 English tons.

MICROGRAM (Fg)         A metric unit of weight which equals one millionth of ¯

MICROLAYER The very thin, upper surface layer of the ocean, at which
(Sea Surfsoe) organic substances, toxicants, and pathogen~

accumulate at greater concentrations than in the

MILLIGRAM (rag) A metric unit of weight which equals one thousendth of
¯ gram.

I~IU..IGRAMS Concen~r~.~:)n of ¯ substance in water equaling 0.001PER IJ"rER [ml~/) ing 1.000 m/of water. Approx~nate equivalent. ~

MILLION GALLONS ~easure of water or was~ew~,~er flow equal to about 0.5PE.R DAY (mgd) cubic fee! per second or 3.78 milJion l~ers par clay.
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MOLLUSC(K) An invertebrate animal which belongs to thbndyphylum
¯ " ,~ Mollusca and which has an unsegmented

usuatiy with a hard outer she!l. Includes cJarn~ ~
¯nails. chitons, squid, and nudibrlrtchl.

NATIONAL POLLUTANT Standards for waste discharges from point Ioume~
DISCHARGE ELIMINATION surface waters (rivers, lakes, bayl, oceans,
SYSTEM (NPDES) controlled by state or federal ~gencies under provilkml

of Clean Water ~

NEKTON Fre~lwimmlng aquatic animal, independent d wive
and current

NEMATODE Elongated cylindrical worms (round worms) of
phylum Nematode par=s/tic in all Or plants Or free-

NEOPLASM A tumor-like area of (abnom~) cell growth; ¯ Itew
growth of ~Jssue lewing no ph~ogi¢~l ftmclJcn,

NERITIC Relating to the region of shallow water (o~er the
¯ ’ �ontinental sheJ0 adjoining the

NITRATE Ion �ontaining nitrogen and ~ygen; its exce~ in ~
will i~imulata the growth �4

NONPOINT SOURCE A widespread, diffuse, or ~midentffiable louse of
; contaminants that �omes from more than one

which cannot be controlled or easily mordtor=d;
therefore does no( involve an NPDES penniL

NUISANCE WATER A component of surface runolf which includes m
runoff from domestic wasndown and irrigation w~tor bl~
no( mtnf~.

NUTRIENT~ Elements necessary for planl growth. Nitrogen and
phosphorous are the most common. Excess nutdm

, in surf4ce water= stimulate p~nt and algae growth.

OUGOCHAETE An ennelid worm of the class Oligochaet=; these am
more common on land (e.g. e~thworms) thanin the lel.

OMNIVORE A consumer which eats many types of foods, inc~
.. both plants and

ORGANIC In the chem!cal sense, a compound that contains ofle
or more atoms ~ tha elemer~ carbon (not sppli~d
s~mple caKoon compounds such as carbon dioxida
cyanide); more generally, produced by, dar~ved from,
havi~ to do with

PAPILLOMA A benign tumor due to overgrowth ~ tha aplt~l~l ~ °

on pap~llaa of vascular connec~iv~ tissue.

PARTS PER Number of units par billion ~ (eg.
BiLUON ~pb) . .

PELAGIC Of, in, or pe~ining to the w~e~ column as opposed
the bo~om ~ the ~
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RESIDENCE TIME The estimated, average time that ¯ water parc~ spends
" ¯ in a confined Or aem~confined region b~fo~e being

exchanged with the open ocean.

RESPIRATION The collective metabolic processes ~y wl’dch an
:, organism co~verts stored chemical ene~W into I:~

energy in order to remain al~ve: involves the usa
oxygen end the production of oad:~n di~de.

RIPARIAN Am¯ nex~ to ¯ ~ I:~nk of ¯ ~

;- .;;m~w ~n~O ~rearr~ or other DO~e~ Of water, Or
¯ drain Or ~eW~’.

8ALINII~ The standard measure of the "saltiness" of saaw~f;
measured as the weight of salts (primarily ~:x:l~.~n
chloride) per unit of water end expressed el pert~
thousand Or grams per liter. The SalJr~y of normal
seawater Is be:wean 33 and 35 ppt,

SEAWATER INTRUSION A �ondition that occurs when ssaweter ente: an
near the coast, generally r~su~ng from the removal of
freshwater via weJ~.

SECONDARY CONSUMER Animals that eat othe~ ¯nln~l~, I~rth:~lady primly

S ECONDARY Sewage treatment that Includes the reduction of Org~rdc
TREATMENT mater;el and solids by bacterial decomposition;

85% of the BHD and suspended solids ere removed.
consists pdmah~y of clarification followed by¯
process to produce ~udge.

SEDIMENTATION Deposition or settlement of suspended rna~ter In
we¯reward, Or other I~iuid~

SESSILE Pan~.anently IlIached; not free to move

SHELLFISH Mo;luscs (such as oysters, clams, end abalone) and
crustaceans (such es Crab and lobster) which ~ ¯
hard outer shell or exoskeleton and Ire of spoil or
�ommerci~l intermL

SLUDGE The solid material which settles, or is precipitated, out
of sewage during the b’eatment proceed.

SPOROPHYTE            A young plan~ developed from ¯

STATE WATER RESOURCES State agency responr~ble for water dghts led potlut~n
CONTROL BOARD         �ontrol

STRATIFIE£) Occurring in o3stinc~ layem, separated by I sharp
cl,,’ference in some parameter. In the ocean, where the
layers ere of cl,fferent densities, the boundary is called
a pyc~ocfine, if the d~,’ference is in temperature, the
sharp d~ffetence, the pycnoc he, is also a thermocJine;
"rt in saI:n,.’y, ~ ~s etso a halocline. Freshwater tends to
float on top of saltwater and warm water on top of
wetet.
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SUCCESSION             Unidirectional change in the �omposition of err
ecosystem or ecological community ¯I the compet~
organisms mocl~y thO or~irog~moalL

SUSPENDED SOLIDS O~gantc and inorganic material which 1~ in ~
in seawater or in ¯ waste

SYNERGI$11C
Having the capacity to work together ~uch that the ~
¯ ffecl is Greater than the sum o~ the individu~

TEMPERATE The region between the Tropic of Cancer and the
Circle or between the b’opic of Capricorn and the
AzttarctJc Circle; the bJot~ 8$soci~ted with this

~=.~. - ~r~3en ¯no pnolpnorus compounds) and mo~ d
me remaining suspended

THERMOCUNE A bound¯W layer in ¯ thermally stratified body of
thal separates upper, wanner, less dense wat~’
lower. �o~der, �lenser water.

TOTAL DISSOLVED Solids that are ¯ble to pass through ¯ filt~, but which
SOLIDS (TOe) mrn~in following evaporation; generally corm/st of ~I~.

¯ hi’relation, and skin 8bsorpt~or~ Mos~ uses ere p~
widely used and persistent; used on ootton, ton~toss,
8rid m~ny field ~,~p~.

Lethel or den~ging 1o hun~n~ or other lidng ¯nin~l
such ¯s plam~, pe~0 flst~ ¯nd

TRACE ML~rAL Metellic elemenl$ euch e$ cadmium, chromium.
nicke~, silver, end zinc which occur netumlly in
emount$ in ocean water. They are of concern because
1) their conc~nt~t~ns n-..ey be incr~Bse:l tnro~.~h mJn’e
ec~iv~ie$: ~) t~ey ~lo net degre~le: 3~ lheir �onuenbi~on
~y be bic’~gn;fie,~ ~h.’oug~ ~he ~cd chain: end 4)
rn~y be toxic at high �oncentrations, even though ~
¯ re required fo~ t~e norrn~ func~ioning of org~ni~nl,

TRAC~FI A chemical (or bec:~um) used 1o 1rack ~e¯ nd fate of con~min~n~s from ¯ p~rbcu~-

Any rn~dne chordate having ¯ eaclike body endot~d in
¯ t~ick .membrane or tun~

TURBIDn~ Weter c~oud~ness: determined by the amount of rn~tel~l
(~ving anc~ non-I~,ing) which is suspended in ¯ percai at
wstero High tu~id~y reduces ~e pene[raf, ion at

WASTE DtSCHARGE Weste discherge cond~Ion$ edve~sely effe~ing wetemREQUIRF.M~NI~ o! s~8~e end regulated by the Regional Water Qu~ity
Control ~c~rd and s~meL~mes ~e S~e Wate~ Resoun~l

~AST~AI"E~ A process where poUut~nts ere removed ~o U~t the
RECLAt~I~ON weler can be rwu~ed.

WASTESHI~) The I~nd eree encornpss~ing the service erea at ¯
municipal was:ew~te~ [re~nent plan.



Appandlx B (ConiC.

WASTEWATER Sewage; a combination of water-carried waste~
liqui~ from Indusmal plar’~s, residences, and �ommem~
bui~dblgs.

WATERSHE~ The total land from which rain water drains into ¯
~cular stresm, drain, or body of water;, Ule

Fish that are packed in ¯ can fir~ and then cooked;WETFIIH
pelagic wetlish in southern Cal~/omia include
schooling species such ¯s Pacific esrdine, northern
anchovy, chub (-Pacific) mackerel, and jack macker,,",
Ill of which Ire harvested by purseseine.

WETL&ND$ A coflectiv~ term which descn’bel areas whlm
permanently or frequently wet conditionlp~roduce
particular plant and animal ¢ornmun~es; Includes
esltrnarsh~, freshwater marshes, ¯nd tidal rnuof~

ZOOPLANKTON Small ddftlng ¯nimaJl. See ~
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Common Name

northern right whale
ocean Ihrtn~o Pan~lusjott~nlocean whlll
ochre ItlrfiMt CaulolatilusDtince~

P~ster ochracw~

Glretll

Pacific ItgenUne
Pacific bar~acul
Pacific ix:mite ~a/da Chlllen~s
Paci fic electric ray Tor~do ¢alifonzl~Pacific goox4 bMnocM
Pacific hal~ Merlucclus pro~L~u~
Pacific Ilffilnoct
Pacific purple
Pacific rock crt Strongyfocentrotu$

CancerPacific SanO Dend~$tef
Pacific MI
Pacific ~lr¢lll’~
PaclSc i~lny b~ffie
Pacific ~agh~n ~u~ Le~t~u~Pacific ~itPsi¢~
Pal~ VerdM blue b~ E~ batt~ ~
pelagic r~ ~ PI~~pelagic =nail
Peregrine fal¢~ ~m~ Jant~

F4~o per~rln~
piCkl~

pi~d~k ~ PhraSal, un~.pile ~ R~a~ilus (. Da~r~th~)pink ~al~
pink N~ zal~i~

S~th~ll,
plainlin m~ ~hth~ n~
~l~o M~
~hz~o

~Ol~haoto ~
puffin P~eta,

rainbow (. ~eelhe~
r~ I+OIO                           Rh~h~

ri~;eback r~k shrimp

r~k I~       ..

~ ~ Pe,’vet~r~ifM Rotif~roun~m

.............................. R0048971



Commo~ Name                        Scientific Name

~ ~ An~l~ ~

~ltma~h birds ~ Di~lChlt~ ~

~ ~ Emerita ~
~ fl~ Talitr~ae
~ ~ Psettlchth~ ~~

zindfllt I~ ~

~aie i~ Hem~ m~

H~hur~

m r~ B~oz~, ~

N~ib~

shiner ~ ~maf~aster~ShO~belly r~ $ebast~J~

~oln~o ~
~ri~ Rhin~at~

Nztlnl~

Ambr~ia (Franser~lle~w ~ E~etta (. L~ett~
small boI~ ~ Trask~h~la ~Sp~kl~ M~ Cit~arichlh~ ~ioma~~erm ~
~idM ~ Ph~ete~ mscr~
~lny d~ P~hela ~1~

~u~lus

~n~ LlstrloI~us ~s~Ot s~rlm~ (. ~ ~ Pan~afu$pla~spott~ kel~f~ G~ e/~
~tt~ ~ Actfus ~~u~ Teut~old~=ar~ fl~ P/~lichth~

Dasyal;Oidae, ~

summer flOu~ Parah~hth~ dent~Su~i~ A~hriz~ ~rg~ta
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Commo~ Name Scientific

tem                               S~rna
threshM

Pe/~at~ae
A the~n~

turkey ~

wl~oring
wt~eflng t~ Hete~wt~y m

w~em

w~ern me~
w~ern m~u.o~ Gambu~aw~orn 8n~
w~orn ~8~0 P/atan~ rac~w~tern (~znh~n Plcl~)

~i~ Numenlu$

~lto 8~ P~aner~

~ly ~ ~in~

yo/Io~hln
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Appendix I)-1. Average ~oncenb.mtk)ns of .oonstltuenta in the HTP 6.ml effluent,

~k)w (mO~ ~41 S4~ ~O 310 ~4t ~ ~3 ~ ~ 411 4~4

O~ OJ OJ O~ OJ 1~ I~    U

N~o N~

T~ ~ 14J IJ L? 7J ~ ~ ?.1 IJ U ~ U L7

Ii
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Niv~e Ni~ O~ IJ OA OA O~ O~ O~ !0 U U
0~0~ NI~ 7~ 0.4 U I~ 64 U ~ ~ ?A 1~

C~ (C~ O~ O~ O~ O.~ O~ O~ O~ 1I O~ O~

~ 0.~ 0.~7 0.~1 0.~ 0.~1 0.~ 0.~ 18 0.011 O~ ~ ¯~ 0.~ 0.017 0.~ 0.~ O~ O~ O~ 1I O.O~ O.~ ~

’ ~ 0.110 0.~ O~ 0.0~ 0.0~0 0~17 0~14 I0 0.I~ 0.~~ O~ 0.~ O~ 0.018 O~ O~ 0.~ ~0 0.~ O~
0~10 110

�. Values f~ 1 ~2 ba~ ~ data Jinua~ to ~I~ o~ ~ 1~ ~
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Appendix D-2. Annual mlu emissions of.oon~Utuents in the HTP 6-ml effluent, 1974-1~92.

Y~o’ 1074 197~O 1071 1077 IOTOb 107~ 1040 1001 1042 104,1 1~4 1004

&on~,al~l~ ool,de

N~’lte NitTo0en 141



1~

N~u~te N~ 1~ ~ ~ ~

T~ ~ ~ ~4

4~ 4~ 4.0 ~~ 4~ S.4 0,7 O~     O~     0.1
~ ~.7 ~,1 ~4~ 10~    19.6    lIJ~w~ O~ 0,1 O~ 0.1
~ 31.7 ~ ~ 1,1 I~ 1,1 0.7    !I .
~ 118 ~ ~ ~

T~ DDT                 0 0.~      I      l      0

J



Ap~nd~ ~. Avenge ~n©en~atbne of ¢onet~e~ ~ ~ ~CP e~u~ 1~1N~

N~**e N~on~ 0.18

-

~               O~ 028 0.~ 024 O~ 021 O~ 0.1J 0.18 0.18 0.11
0.012 ~.01~ 0.01~ O.OSO 0.010 0,011 0,010 0,~ 0.01~ O.01S 0~1)

-



n man 8~d.Dev.
I~w |ff~l) M4 M~ 37| ~ ~ ~ ~ 10 ~ IS~ay z 1~ I~ 1~ 1410 ~ 1~ ~ 1~ 10 ~

~nJeeblo ~MO (~ 0~ 0~ 0~ 0~ 0.1 0~ ~ 0AOil e~ Or~ 10 11 ~ lJ 1~ ~ 14 10 ~N~rate NiU~ ~ 0~

C~* ~ 0.M ~.~ 0~ 0~1 0~1 0~ ~l 18 0.11

~ 0.~ 0.~ 0.~ 0.~ 0.~ 0.~ ~ TI O&TO O~&~ 0.~7 0.~7 0.~ 0.~ 0.~ 0.~ 0.~ 1~ O~ O~
~ 0.~ 0.~ 0.~ O~ 0.03 0.~ ~,~ 10 0~4~ 0.~ 0.~ O~ O~ 0.~ 0.~ 0.~ 11 0,17    0,11~ 0.~ 0.~ 0,~ ~ ~ 0.~ O~S ~ 10 0.~1 O~
~ 0.~ 0.~ 0.~ 0.~ 0~1~ 0.~ ~ 10 0.10~ 0.014 0.01~ 0.013 0.013 0.01~ 0~14 18 0~13

~HLOR~HAT~ H~R~A~BON; (~

I. ~ T~II ~B, ~f I~rl~t ~ntre~ ~ ~U~ I0 ~r wee 4.~; ~ ~ ~ ~.
b. F~ Chl~nlted ~r~ar~e Prowl valuel~ ~al~l ~ ~
�. P~oject value f~ DOT ~d ~ ~ weekly ~ l~k ~te ~e ~ ~ ~
d. ~gAS IO Meth~eno bluo OCti~
e. Less lhan value~ calculated M I~ minimum ~ ~

~coe: Mdcholl and MC~ 1074; k~f~ 1970. I0~. I~. 1~ 1~ I~



Appendix I) 4. Annual m:~ eml~ions of ~on~tltu.n~ In the JWI~CP effluent, lr/4-1~s2.

10741 1075b lr~ 1~)’7 11rT~° 18"~ t980 1~81 18~2 184~ 1044

TOlll $us~e~le4 E~ide 131~30 1~0~8 1~01 101818 104381
~ ~ 838e0 01,138 820S4 48~4e 4~10$e~Je~J~e ~ot~i (IJ)1~[10(8))

~20 40e 1M 1|1 1M 44~ 1~4

O~     O~    0.7    O~    0.7    U    ~    OJ    ~A    0.4    #~
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Project vttue I~ DDT be~d
MBAS is Moth,one blue Ic~
Lees t~n vetuee celculatod

Masm e m~ss~one f~ i ~2 =re
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Appendix DE. Average eonconlrnUons of constituents In the I"WRF efflueftt, 1074-1092.

~" Iqow (rood) 0.4 0.84 1,1 1‘1~ 4.0 4,0 U 1‘1 ~.0 U 4.1 4A

r- Tc~ Sue~,~Sed 8c~le U U U U U ~.? 4.8 ~.~ ~.4 ~4 U ~.0

~ Cyw~de(CN) 40~001 <9,004 0.000 ,�~.00~ 0.000 0.0014 0.0~4 0.0~0 ,co.00s ,�OAO0Phosvdo 4~.000 40.010 40.0~0 0.010 0.010 0.011 ~0.00~ 0.0O~ 4~.004 40.001 4~.100

,-. 80ver 0.001 0.010 0,017 40.0~ 40.00~ 0.000 0.001 <0.010 0.000 0.010 0‘080Ammd8 0.001 0.0GS 0.0~ 0.00.1 ,e0.001 ~0.001 0,010 40.010 40.044 40.001 0.010’’ Cadmium 0.007 0.007 0.004 0.0o$ 0.0~ 40.010 0.004 0.001 40.010 0‘020 0.004 0.004�::N~mkJm 0.00S 0.004 0.000 0.001 40.00J 0.011 0.0~ 40.010 0.0~ 0.004 0.010,-. C, cqq~ 0.100 0.0S0 0018 0.O04 0.017 ,�0.0~ 0.034 0.01J 0.020 0.010 0.0~0 0.010Money 0.0~2 0.0004 0.001 ~:0.001 <0.001 0.0~2 <0.002 40.0~ 40.001 �0.0~ 40.048 "’ " NJoiml 0.000 0.034 0.030 0.010 0.033 0.170 0,020 0.001 40.0~0 0.040 0‘0~ 0.~0Load 0.03~ 0.0~1 0.018 0.0~ 0.007 <9.020 0.~0 0.018 40.100 0.~1 0.0~4 0.080,..- 2)no 0.100 0.~10 t00~ 0.044 0,644 0.015 0.0~4 0.0~ 0,000 0.04~ 0.000 0.180

5
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Appendix D-I. Annu~,l m~u ernl~lone of ¢onellluenl~ in Ihe T’WRF el’fluenl,

-

Sen~e&t~e oo~de 0.01 O.OI 0.00 0.00 0~I O.tl 09’t O.lJ 0.14 O.,t~ O.J8Ou ,,~i O~No0 0.04 0.40 1.JO 1.0~ &I’B ¯.0S 0.8’7 8.88 1~8 L,~ ~ J‘04

. ~eteroe~ (MBA~ 0~51 0.11 0,07 0.11 O.l 4.0¯ 0.00 ~ I.~ O.J~ O,JJ�)~k~o (�;~O 0.00 0.001 0.004 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 OM OM 0.01 0.14Pheme~ 0~8 0‘01 0.~1 0.~ 0.00 0.~ 0‘00~ 0.81 0,01 0‘00~ ¯Jet O,O0

&uonie 0.00 0.002 0.01 0.~ 0,0~ 0.00~ 0.0~ O~ 0.01 0.00 0.008Cedmlum 0.004 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.0S 0.0~ 0‘00~ 0‘01 0.00 0‘02 0.0~�~omlvm O.OO 0.01 0.01 0.01 0‘01 0.01 0.~ 0.004 0.01 0.10 LOS 0.11Copper 0.00 0.0~ 0.01 0.01 0.11 0.01 0.10 0.0~ 0.00 0‘0"~ ¯.tlMeeu~ 0.00 0.0002 0.001 0.042 O.OOS 0.00~ 0~0~ 0.00~ 0.00S 0.00~ 0.004 0.004Nk~ed 0.~ 0.04 0.0~ 0.0~ ¯.11 0.04 0‘00 O~l 0.~’ O.,tt 0.14 0.18
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- Appendix F. NaOonsl Pollulant Discharge Elimination System pemtlt~.

STATE OF CAUFORNIA
CA/dFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALrrY CONTROL BOARD

LOS ANGEL~ REGION

ORDER No. ~079

NPDES NO. CA00 If 4  948)

WASTE DISCHARGE REOUrREMENrS
STORMWATER/URBAN RUNOFF DISCHARGW

LOS ANGELES COUNTY

CO-PERMrrrE~

The C~||fornia Regionnl Wa~er Quality Control lkmrd~ los Ange|es~ (Re~|on~| Boar~)_ flnd~ :

-- 1. The County of Los Angeles, in cooperation w~th the following �|U~ :
- Agoura Hills, Beverly HILL% Culver ~/, El Segundo, Hermosa B=aeh,

IngJewood, Los Angeles, Manhattan Beach, Rancho Palos Verdes, Redondo
Beach, Roiling Hills Estates, Rolling HilL% Santa Monica, Torrance, Wes|
Hollywood, and Westlak¢ Village, has submitted a repor~ of waste discharge

_ (NPDE5 permit application) dated March 15, 1990 for issuamm of waste
discharge requirements for the County of Los Angeles and other cities
tributary to Los Angeles County (excluding Antelope Valley) under the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System. (NPDE$ Permit No.
CA00616S4).

The discharges �onsist of surface runoff generated from various land uses Et
all the hydrologic drainage basins which discharge into water courses flowing
into water bodies in Los Angeles County. The quality of these discharges
varies considerably and is effected by land use, basin hydrology and geology,
season, and the frequency and duration of storm events. The constituentt
of concern and significance in these discharges are: total and fecal �oEform
and enterococci bacteria, total suspended solids, biochemical oxygen demand,
oil and grease, heavy metals, nutrients, PO/ychlorinated biphenyls, polycycli~
aromatic hydrocarbons, pesticides end herbicides, and petroleum
hydrocarbons.
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3. TEe objective of this permit is m develop a timely, comprehensive., and cost.
effective stormwater pollution control program to minimize POHu~nu b

-urban runo/ffstormwater discharges to water bodies in Los Angeles Count),.

14. Due to the complexity and networking, of. drainage facilities within end
tributary to Los Angeles County, the �oun and a "

2storm water into Los An--,-- -’,- ty...- djacent aze~. diseharein~~=,~ ~.ounty are o~v~ded and priodtlzed Into ~drainage basins for the implementation of the permit. The ownenloperalors
of all f.acilities impacting stormwate[ qua]ity will be ultbnatcly a part), to
these waste discharge requirements. The County of Los Angeles together
with the cities identified above, the Initial parties filing for the system.wide

-permit, are ’Perm/ttees’, with the County of Los Angeles as the ’Prindpal
Permittee’ and the rest as ’Co-Permittces; All other cities and recognized
entities such as Caltrans, collegeluniversity campuses, hospitals, parka,

-agricultural areas" real estate developments and waste disposal t’acilitbs
identified in this Order, are designated ’Co-Participants; A ’Co-Participant’

_will be a ’Co.Fcrmittee’ upon becoming an active part), to the permit,

Attachments ! and 2 show, respectively, the list of’ cities and a partial ~ M
..-    1entities designated as Co-Participanu for this permit, The list of entities will

be revised as necessary.
_

3. The County of Los Angeles, as the "Principal Pcrmittee’, will obtain lee
cooperation of. ’Co-Participants, to become ’Co.Permittees’. The Regiorml

-Board has the discretion and authority to require non.cooperating cities
and/or entities to become ’Co-Pem-dttees’ or obtain individual stormwater

b
discharge permits, pursuant to 40 CFR 122.26 (a). -,

6. Los Angeles County as the "Principal Permittee’ is the permit coordinator
responsible for general administration ot" this Order, and coordinating

~,~.�oo,peration by ’Co-Permitter.s; including but not limited to the
~mp~ementation of local self-monitoring programs and Best Management
Practices, and the preparation and submittal of reports required by ~

0
O~’dea.

7. Los Angeles County obtains Its authori~ m :

¯control pollutants In stormwater discharge
- prohibit i~legal discharges and control spilb
- require compliance and cart/out Inspections

"

~,.
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9. A number of studies on stormwaterturban runoff pollution in the pe.,mtt
areas has been conducted by agencies such as the City of Los Angeles, the
Southern California Coastal Water Research Project and the Southern
California Association of Oovcrnmenm These studies indicate
stormwater/urban ~noff eontn’butes significantly to the deterioration of the
quality of water bodies in Los Angeles .Ct::tmty.

The University of California at Los Angeles, under the sponsorship of the
Santa Monied Bay Restoration Project, it currently �omp~ing and
summarizing data and information on ttormwaterAtrban runoff discharges for
the Santa Monied Bay wamrtheM.

10. The Los Angeles County Department of Public Worka has an active surface
water quality monitoring program In the permit area, comprising twenty.
eight monitoring stations located at principal storm drains and water
conservation facilities. The Surface Water Quality Monitoring Program
comprises the collection and analysis of dry weather water samples for
general minerals, pesticides, total petroleum hydrocarbons, heavy metals and
bacteria (total and fecal coliform, KF streptococci and enteroco~0. Volatile

.              organic constituents are tested semi-annually at selected stations. Stormwater
runoff is monitored three to four times annually at twenty.one stations for
minerals, pesticides, heavy metals (to:al end dissolved), bacteria, total and
organic suspended solids, oil and grease, biochemical oxygen demand, total
organic carbon and volatile orgaak:t

11. The Los Angeles County Department of PubEc Works and some cities hays
on-going activities that redue~ stormwat-_r/u:ban runoff pollutant loads.
These activities include periodic catch-basin cleaning and street sweeping
public information on proper dispoud of household hazardous wa, te, and
emergency responses to report~ of illegal dumping, illicit dispomI, illegal
connections, and industrial waste spills. The LOs Angeles County Department
of Public Works al�o participates and coordinates action with local, State,
and Federal agencies responding to spills and iJIegal dumping reports that
threaten surfa~ watem

The Regional Board currently regulates industrial process and point source
non-process wastewater and stormwater discharges to storm drain systems
through NPDES permiLL Point source discharges including stormwater will
continue to be regulated by the Regional Board. An information sTstem will
be developed and maintained to update pollutant loadings to designated
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CA0061654 Ldrainage facilities and water bodies from permitted point source dischargej.

13. The State Water Resources Control Board (State Board) adopted a WaterQualily Control Policy for the Enclosed Bays and Estuaries of California on
May 16, 1974. The policy provides that the discharge of industrial process
waters to enclosed bad and estuaries shall be prohibited. Storm Water and

2
urban runoff are not considered industrlai proce~ waters for the purpose of
that policy.

14. The State Board adopted a revised Water Quality Control Plan for Ocean
waters of California (Ocean Plan) on March 22, 1990, which amended the
Plan adopted on September 22, 1988. The Plan contains water quality
objectives for the coastal waters of CalErorn/a.

1.~. Tl~e Regional Board adopted a revised Water Quality Control Plan for theLos A~geles River Basin (Basin Plan) on November 27, 197& The Basin
Plan incorporates the Ocean Plan, and contains water quality obJective~ for
the basin, including the beneficial uses of water bodie.t

16. The beneficial uses of water bodies in Los Angeles County and theE.
tributary streams include contact v~ter recreation, non-contac~ water
recrea~cn, wil~Lil’e habitat, preservation of rare and endangered species,
marine habitat, estuarine habitat, fish migration, ~sh spawning, lndusuial
service and process supply, agricultural water supply, sheILqsh harvesting,
navigation, commercial and sport fishing, and groundwater recharge.

17. Section 405 of the Wa:er OuaEty Act of 1987 added Section 402(p) to theClean Water Act of 1972 to require the Environmental Protection Agency
(’EPA) to establish regulations for stormwater/urban runoff discharge under
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination S~tem (NPDES).

18. The ~’ederal Clean Water Act allows EPA to delegate its NPDES permkting
authority to States with an approved environmental regulatory program.
The State of California Is one of the delegated States. The Porter-Cologne
Act (State Water Code) authorizes the State Board, through ~ts Regional
Boards, to regulate and conuo! the cEscEarge of pollutants into waters of the
sta~ and In’buSes thereto.

19. AJthough Water Code Section ~3253 (a) requires that waste dischargerequirements ~ued by Regional Boards shall include pro’,,ision~ to
irnpJern~nt water quality based objecti.~es, numerical water quality standard~
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are not provided in this Order. Information Ls not available to ~tablLth
appropriate numerical limits, and determine locations where permittees tlmll
be made accountable. The requirements in thh Order will provide the
necessary information while concurrently achieving reductions in pollutant
loads to water bodies Dora stormwaterlurban runoff discharges. Numerical
water quality objectives will be developed by Board staff for consideration
in the permit renewal process and utilized for the evaluation of Best
Management Practice.

20. Due to the significance of the Los Angeles County Stormwater/Urbea
Runoff Program, the Regional Board, in recognit3on of the need for public
involvement and participation in the development and implementat/on ofa~
effective program w~’ll conduct at a minimum an annual workshop, prior to
approving plans submitted by PerrMttees, to solicit comments and to inform
the public of the progress of the program. Comments presented will be
referred to Los Angeles County for resimnm"

2I. gtormwater/urban runoff discharges to drainage facOitfes that cross Cotmty
boundaries and Regional Board jurisdictions, and which are regulated undm"
NPDES permiu, are the re~latory responsibility of those ’,gencles ~uing
the perm~

22. The issuance of waste discharge requirements for this discharge f, exempt
from the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA);
Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 21100) of Division 13 of the PublM
Resources Code in accordance v,,ith Water Code Section 13389.

The Board has notified the Permittees and interested agencies ~nd persons of its intent
to issue waste discharge requirements for thLs discharge and has provided them with an
opportunity to submit their written view~ and recommendations.

The Board, in a public hearing, heard and considered all comments pena|n|ng to the
discharge and to the tentative requfrements.

This Order shall serve as a Natfonal Pollutant Discharge EEminat~on System permit
pursuant to Section 402 of the Federal Clean Water Act, or amendments thereto, and
shall take effect at the end of ten days from the date of its adoption provided the
Regional Administrator, EPA, has no object/ont.

1T I$ HEREBY ORDERED that the Permitteea, in order to meet the provisions
contained in Division 7 of the California V,’ate; Code and regulatfons adopted thereunder,
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CA0061654 Land the provisions of the C’lean Water Act as amended and regulations and gu/delines
adopted thereunder, =hall comply with the following:

LO COMPL,A NL’~ 1

LI The Perrnittees and Co-Permittees =hall comply with the requbemena
2contained in this Order according to the foilowi~ ~.hedule: "

DRAINAGE BA$I~ ~TA~TTNG DATE FOR L’~MPLTAN~
WITH REOUIR;::MENTS

L    Santa Monica Bay
.~aly 1, 1990

II. Upper Los Angel~ River
(San Fernando Valley) ~ 1, 1992

IIL Upper San Gabriel River
(San Gabriel Valley) Jub" l, 1992 1

IV. Lower Los Angele= River
July I, 1993

V. Lower San Gabriel River
July 1, 1993

S
and Santa Clarita Valley

~~EQUr~E3~NTS. VEARI
2.1 For each Drainage Basin, prepare and submit to the Regional Board within           9

12 months of the starting date for compliance, according to the ~hedule
under 1.1:                                                              ~

2.1.1 Water quali~ data and flow data from 1980 to the present to
facilitate ident~£ication of sources of pollutants present in discharg~
from the priorit~ed drainage bas~ "Drainage areas" in the drainage
basin are to be reported and the "drainage areas" associated with
each drainage basin cIearly identLfied.
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2,1.8 Plan with schedule of implementation, for approval by the Executive

Of~ccr, of early action BMPs.

For pnrp~ o1’ thb permit, an early action 13t,~ b defined a~ ¯¯ =dslla|
stormwaterAsrban r~noff quality snanagemcnt practice that is optimlzzd to tim

2
maximum �:aent pra~cable OdEP) i¯ e/~cfency for th¯ mntrol of Itormwatz~
runoff pollution, su~ as Improving Ihe frequency of storm drain catchm~t
�leaning or the stricter enl’orc~ment ot existing regulation, or a BMP that is
spccilic to stormwater?urban runoff constituents or "drainage arc¯’ fn fu constftoznt
removal capacity and can be appl/~ on ¯ s~stzm.wida beslg soch as pabiic
ouucac~ and ~tucauo~sl prolrms.

For purpos~ 0~’ this permit. ~_a~murq e~ent p~�~feabl~ means to the mszfmm
~z1¢nt possible, taking into account equitable considerations of sy~er|istic~ sddlth~
and �ompiling factors, including but not limited to gravity ot the problem, lbml
l’ea.~ibili~, public health risks, aoc/¢tal concern, aud social
The Principal-Permitted., f~ the aubmittal of plans and sch~ul~ to tim Eza:at~
Oflicer, shall demonstrate that public Input ~ be~¯ obtalnzd.

notice of availability ol’ pla~s for rcv~cw and comment, to the pubi/� at ~
environmental groups, F~¢ral, Star© and loQI officials and other Intermt~ ~
and (if) address/aS concerra �~pre~,..~l by the publi�.

The Board ms), m~ll~ the plans In r~spons¢ to public input recetvaf at th¢ ~oard
due!hi its co.’nment.’rcview pcrio& Permitte.cs are required to lmpleaw.al ~
original or modili~ plan on approval by the E,~cutlv~ Offlcel’.

~onitoring program, for approval by the Exe~tive Officer, to lnclude
l~t not bc limited to the following in/’ormafldi~ ~

o listing ot constituents and parameters to be monitored and the
rationale for their choice.

o ~ting of monitoring locations and the rationale for their
choice.

o Iistlng of" sampling methodology of choice and frequency of
sampling for both wet weather and dry weather flow.

o supplementary ln[ormatfon that fn,qucnc~ the design of the
monitoring plan.
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The PHnctpai.Pernllf{e.~ in the submittal of tee ~orkplan to the l~xccutfv= Oflk~,,
shall demonstrate that public input h~s bee~ obta~

Documentation that each Permittee, individually and/or Jointly,
through the establishment of a Join! power~ authority or a stormwater
utility, posse,~es adequate legal authority to operate and I~anage
stormwater/urban runoff quality rn~nagemcnt programs, and/or plans
to obtain the necessary legal authority to regulate illegal dJscha~
and illicit disposal practices iato storm drains, and to pros=cute
violators.

3.! For each Drainage Basin, prepare and submit to the Regional Board, for
approval by the Executive Officer, within 24 months of the starting date
compliance, according to the schedule und~ LI:

3.1.1 A monitoring program based on the approved workplan. This
program shall be designed

o detec~ accurately the constituents and paramcten of concern,
in discharges indicated in the workplan, and to identify their
possible sour¢~

o identify illegal dbchargers and/or locations of illicit disposal
practices.

Moni{ortng reports for thi3 pro/rim sh~ll be subnlltled
frequency Io be |pproved ~ the ~-.,~¢�IIt~

3.1.2 Plan whh schedule of implementation for additfonal BMPs, judged
appropriate for each city or drainage basin, to control pollutants from
residential, commercial and industrial sites to the maximum extent
practicable.

Both structural and non.structural BMP measures are to be �.’�3hulted
S~ndard. F-~rnplc= of non.structural rncasurcs include catch basin cloning, str~.~t
5"w~cping and public �,du~t|on, while control~ such a3 det~nHon/retcnHo=
I;n~/lu~h ~lJv~n[oa~ grL~ Swalcs and porous l~avcrncnt~ are ~.ample.s of struavral

lo
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CA00616~4 L3.1.3 Plan with schedule of implementation of procedures to detect and

eliminate illegal discharges and i/lic~t disposal practices.

3.L4 Plan with schedule of implementation of measurej to control
1pollutants in surface runof from �onstru~ion ~ite~.

The Pdndpa! Permlllee, In lh¢ subn~Ittal of pla~ and ~heduI= 0ten~ 3.1.2, 3.L3, a~ul
23.1.4) Io the E~ct’ulive Officer shall demonslra~e thai publl© input has been ob~alnea/. The

Board may modlh/the plans in response to public/nput received at lee Board du.qa~ Its
comment/review period. Pcrmllle~ sr~ requi~e.~l to/mpleme.at the odf,/nal or mo~q~
piths on spproval by the ExecuUve

3.2 Evidence of satisfactory progress of implementation of plan and schedule for
early action BMP~. ...

3.3
Evidence of all requisite legal authority to regulate illegal discharges andillicit disposal practices to drainage faci/ities, and to prosecute violator~..

REOUIREMENTS. YEAR 3

4.1 For each Drainage B~tn, submit to the RegJonal Board, within 36 montl~
of the szarting date of compliance, according to the schedule under 1.1, the
following:

4.1.1 Evidence of satisfactory progre.~ of implementation of plan and
schedule for early action BMPs and additional BMPI.

4.12
Evidence of EnpIernentation and progress of l~-ocedures ~o detect and
edimi~ate illegal discharges and eliminate ilIicit disposal practices.

4.1.3 Evidence of implementation and progress of measures to control
pollutants in surface runoff from construction sites.

,~.~ This Order expires on ../une 18, 1995.

~.2 The Pen’nittees ~hall file a report of wasze discharge (ROVv’D), not later
~han :~0 day’s be/ore the expiration dat~ as ,,ppiica~ion for reissuance o~
waste cl~scharge requh’emen~ This report of waste discharge ~hal] include
but ~oz be ILm.ited ~o the following:
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5.2,1 Summary of the results of the monitoring progr~n.

5.2.2 Summary of BMPs implemented and evaluations of their     "
cffc~ene~

5.2J Summary of procedure= implemented to detect illegal discharges and     ,
illicit disposal practices and an evaluation of theE" effectivene.e~.

5.2.4 Summary o~/measure= implemented to control pol]utanU tn =utf~     .
runoff from �onnn~on rite= and an evaluation of their eft’eettve.ne.=.

5.2.5 Evaluation of the need for additional BliP=, =ource control, a~d/or
structural control

5.2.8 Proposed plan of storrnw~ter/urban runoff qua]ity managemem --
activities that w/l| be undertaken during the term of the next pezndt.

_

I, Robert P. Ghirel]I, Executive Officer, ~o hereby certify that the foregotn~ ._
is a full, true, and correct copy of an order adopted by the Ca~onda
Regional Water Qualit7 Control Board, Lo= Angeles Region, on June 18, - e,,,

RO]3]=RT P. GHIREL~
Execut~e Office"                                                 "

|
12
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Appendix O. Dischargers in Santa Monks Bay (RWQCB,LAR unpubl, dMa).
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8"nta Mo~lc4, C~y l~’ kcld~ Dm~dni War. Tit Iqlnl
MalrOeolilan 81ev~tl<~ GO Iqer O. ~ II|, LB ~ 1.~
ChiaUOay. In~ Ch~at,’O~y, In~ 1.40U~smar ine kaeJlee Term. Beelh 104
Four C~nere P~ GO Lcmg ~ ~ Tirol I 1 .N
Ido,lerey ~ r,~ye+ GW-Fem Well 0J~Ca~.rlno GOnNry Ind ~ ~ FI~ OMLit Viroenee ~ GW-TII~I GrowsdwMlt ~ OJOUnor~J C<~rp Tank Laak-Uhor.lJ ~e,~0 0.~
Texaco ~flnir~ ¯ MarkeUng I~e ~r~ ~l~ ~~ O.M

H~lrO HuOhel ~ T~k ~k~ ~ ~ O~

Che~ U.SX m ~ ~ro ~ Tm 0.~We~ern Fuel ~ ~ ~n ~ F~ 0.4~

Gener~ Tele~ ~ ~ CA Tank Leak~41~ F~

Lamer Bu~ dlne l M~I ~ ~lll~ ~ ~ O~

Ma~b~ C~oner*t*~ ~y N~t~ ~o~e~ ~y O~
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Appendix I. i.~s Angeles Counly beach ©iosur~e, 1~4&.1~92 (LAC,DHS unpubl, dat~).
0

LOS ANGELES COUNTY1986 - 1992BEACH CLOSURES

L
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FLgure I. OZONE PILOT PLANT PRO~ESS FLOW DIAGRAM ......
9

Figure ~. OZONE PILOT PLMfT SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM ........

FLguz~ 3. SUSPENDED 8OLIDS BEFORE AND AFTER OZOHATION (LOG
2MG/L VERSUS S~P/~ MUNBER) ............

FLgUEe 4. REGRESSION LINES OF OZONE DEMAND AND RESIDUAL WITH           ’
TOC CONCENTRATIONS ................ ~4

FLgu~ S. TOTAL COLIFORM COUNTS BEFORE AND AFTER OZONATION
(LOG NPN VS SAMPLE NUMBER) ............ 31

FLgure ~. FECAL COLIFORM COUNTS BEFORE AND AFTER OZOHATION
(LOG MPN VERSUS SAMPLE NUMBER) .......... 3~

FLguze ?. E)ffEROCOCCUS SP. �OUlfI~ BEFORE AND APTER OZOHATION
(LOG N~ V8 8AMPLE ~MBER) ..... . . . . . . ¯ 33

FLqure 8. PROPOSED 8TORN DRAZN TREATNERT PLk~T PROCESS
~LOWC~RT .....................

FLgtwe ~. PROPOSED 8TORM DRA~N DISINFECTION TREATMENT PZJLRT
SCHEMATIC PROCESS ~LO~ DZAGRAN .......... 40

|
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While the metal content of the water cannot be roduced using
ozone, this study found that high concentrations of some or~anice,
Includln9 P~Hs, can be reduced durln9 the ozonatlon process. Yhle
renediatlon probably occurs by oxidation and hydroxylation to less
hazardous for~s, lrreqardless of further ozonation Investigations,
additional more sensitive end definitive PAHanalyees are warranted
in future studies of the storm drain water end sediments.

Based on the results of this investigation, the City of 8ante
Monica is Investigating construction of a disinfection facility
that would reclaim highquality water for landscape irrigation, use
low quality for sewer flushing, end disinfect the remainder prior
to releasing It into the Santa Monica Bay. Construction of the
proposed facility would be encouraged by the suppor~ of the Santa
Monlca Bay Restoration Project in goal definition and consensus
building among the member end non-member agencies.

1) Ozone at moderate doses (10-20 rig/L) yes an extrmly
effective disinfectant of dry-weather stern drain tiers.

Bacterial and viral levels yore reduced 3-5 log (9~.~t to
SS.999t ot the microbes killed or deactivated).

3) lquch oft he effluent yes sufficiently dllinfected to meet t be
landscape irrigation standard of 23 �oliforu8 per 100 hi.

41 Eased on California Ocean Plan Water Quality Objectives, heavy
metals and polynucleer aronatLc hydrocarbons appear to be the
primary �ontaminants of concern in the pilot plant effluent.

S) WhIleo,onedl.inte~tionby-product. vered.t.�~ed
(aldehydes), their concentration was low and~ in contrast to
what would be expected from disinfection by chlorinatAon~ no
Increase An mutagenlcit¥ was observed following ozonatAon.

SunnarFloeoanondationo

1) The SMBRP 8hould encourage further evaluation ot the ozone
disinfection process, by promoting the City of Santa Nonica:Ln
its effort to design and construct ¯ full scale facility.

2) Since construction end operation oft he propomedfecllityvlll
require interegencyconsent end permitting~ the City of Santa
Mortice solicits the continued assistance of the SKBRP In
consensus building, policy direction~ end technical mupport.

3) Further investigations Into the use of the ozone technology
should Include provisions for the evaluation of Ad~an~
OxidationProcesses (AOPs), using hydrogen peroxldeandosono,
for the �ontrol of organic pollutants such as PAHs.
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In contrast to the success achieved in controlling point
sources of rater pollution, stor~ drains and other non-point
sources of pollution remain a significant threat to the
environmental and public health of our national vater~aya (GAO 2990
and Water-2000 1991). The popular perception of these �onveyances
is expressed by the antiquated, but still prevalent, descriptive
phrase "stern severs", suggesting a pipe that conveys vastevater to
a treatment facility that purifies the rater into a non-pollutir~
effluent. Hoverer the Civil Zngineer knave, and the public
being educated to the fact, that stern drains are only tubes meant
to rapidly convey rainfall to a nearby lake, river, or bay, without
significant treatment to remove thepollutsntathat maybe preaent.

Rain falling In urban areas becomes contaminated by scavenging
pollutants such as Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) even
before reaching the ground (Teal et el, 1991). The runoff is
further contaminated by passing through fields or lawns
contain fertilizers, pesticides, and decaying organic ~atter.
Urban areas are also significant sources of additional poll~tant~
Including construction site suspended solids, transportation-
derived metals, particulates, oils and previously deposited aerie1
fallout.    ~ven hazardous substances, vhIch ~ay be present st
outdoor storage and manutacturir~ faclllties~ find their yap
stern drain rater. ~hlle urban runoff, groundvater infiltration,
and National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDEa)
pe:nltted facilities, produce a steady stream of �ontaminated
rater, spills and Illegal releases of hazardous chemic~ls continue
to regularly occur vlth potentially disastrous Implications (SCAG
2988). Additional sources of urban storm drainpollutants include
illegal sever and floor drain connections, sanitary sewer
overflovs, evinlng pool drainage, lavn over-vatering, human end
pet fecal matter, vehicular and structural vashdovn, leaking
cooling systems, and automotive repair shop off-~ite drainage.

A second aspec~ of the sto:n drain pollution problem, is
attempting to economically deal vlth the volume of vaterthat~ust
be conveyed. In many regions of the United States, precipitation
is evenly spaced throughout the year and undeveloped land is
relatively affordable. In these areas, management practices, such
as Open spaces and park-like detention basins, can help to detain
rater on-site, provide additional area for Infiltration, and reduce
the star,rater pollutant loading (Davenport 1990). UnfortunatelF,
in Southern California rainfall and runoff ere obsa~ved on one or
tvo dozen days each vtnter and the large percentage of
surface assures that a immense volume of rater must be pro~essed in
an exceedingly short time. Furthermore, the high value of land in
Southern California ensures that little open space remains for the
installation of treatment or detention facilities, espaclsll¥~Jaen
usage is limited to few dozen days par year and the
developed areas might become susceptible to periodic flooding.
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The City of Santa Monica, California, located Juet
~nqeles is an extreme example of a populated urban �onnunIty
a resident population of 86,900 (1990 census), a significantly
larger business population, and ¯ surface area of only 8.147 square
miles. Santa Honlca yes founded in 1875 and is aainly zoned for
residential and �o~erctal use, v£~h �onfined Industrial areas.
The aunlc~pal Anfras~c~ure As yell develo~d and
s~o~ dream sys~ea was �ons~�~ed prAor ~o 1960.
n~erous mul~As~o~ bu£1dAngs, parkAn~ lo~s, r~fs, roadways and
o~her A=~Aous surfaces have ~en added, �~erAnq an
?Of of ~e ~o~al aunAcApal surface area and exceedAnq ~e drainage
capacity of ~he sys~ea. Etqh~, of ~he fou~een s~o~draAns An~e
CA~y, dAscha~e on~o aunAcApal ~aches, whale ~e :eaaAnAnG
dratns pass ~rouqh adJacen~ po~Aons ot ~s ~eles ~to~
enter£n~ Santa Mon~ca ~y. Al~ou~h ortg£nslly �onst~ct~ ~o
seasonally e:pty Ante ~e ~ean, accretAon of ~ach sa~ has
resulted An soae dreams d~schargAn~ dArectly on~o publA~ ~aches
where trash and o~her ~ebrls acc~ulates and ~ndlng
Several of ~ese areas have ~en ldentlt£ed as aaJor sources
b£ol~£cal and chealcal �ontaalna~ton dur1~ ~ ve~ (rainy)
d~-~ea~er �onditions. ~£1e Incidents of chealcal
are few, ~e drainage va~er often �on~alns high levels of
o~anlsas ~at ~llu~e ~e adjacent ~rlne envlro~nt
ass~lat~ w~ h~an and anlaal ~ecal lnpu~ (P~ 1988).

~e Xen~er Canyon, PAce ~uleva~, a~ Santa Non/ca Freeway or
Caltrans (California ~pa~nen~ o£ Trans~at/on) s~o~ dreams all
te~£nate under Plco ~uleva~ at The Proaenade, en~erl~
concrete l£ned channel before sp£11lng onto~e~a~. ~e latter
two are �oepletely within ~e City of Santa Mortice and ~oln
approxtaately one kilometer upstreaa of ~e ~a~ but ~ve
s£gn£flcantly different source characteristics a~ sh~ld
considered tnde~ndently. The Kenter Canyon Sto~ drain enters
Santa Mortice along Its no.east ~unda~, a~ter hav/~ dra/n~

areas of ~ocanyon, s~urban and �o~erctal ~s ~geles City.
~irds of ~e to~al Ken~er Canyon drainage area of 6.28 s~are
miles Is in ~e C~y ot ~s ~geles. Approximately one
~e total City of Santa Honlca area Is d~s~a~ed a~ ~e
~hree drain outlet.     ~tle ~e Caltfo~la ~ment ot
Trans~ation Is res~nslble for ~e Santa Honl~ Freeway drain,
~e PAce and Ken~er ~nyon draLns are naLn~a/n~ and o~ra~
~e ~s ~geles County and CL~y ~~en~s of ~11� Wor~
CL~y o~ Santa NonLca ~~en~ of ~neral

~e d~ and vet vesper ~lov, tree ~e PL~-Xen~er ~yon
sto~ drain outfsll, primarily �onsists of water �onvey~
Kenter Canyon s~o~ drain. ~rLng d~ vea~er, ~e
Cal~rans drains usually contain 1L~Io va~er a~ ~e ~1~
generally less ~an a few ~ousand gallo~ ~r day. In �ontrast,
~e Kenter Canyon Sto~ drain has a d~-vea~er flow e8t~t~
~tveen one hundred ~ousand and ~ree ~£11£on gallons ~r ~y
(SC~ 1973)~ ~ost of which enters Santa Mon~ tree
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bathe and roost, as is observed in the b~achponds b~lovthe Pico-
Kenter outfall. Not surprisingly, the Plco-Kenter outfall, even
with ocean dilution, frequently exceeds the standards for these
indicator bacteria. ~ovever, due to the prevalence of non-human
sources, the presence of ~hese indicator bacteria in etor~ drain
effluent has been minimaltzed and not used as evidence of
health ~hreet for exposure to patho~enic organisms. The
detection of human enteric virus in the aouth of the Kenter Canyon
storm drain (Gold et el. 1990), Indicates that a defined
health threat may indeed exist and that the storm drain
may varrant treatment to control human pathogenic or~enim.

In response to concerns for the public and environmental
health, ~he City of Santa Monica has participated on �ommissions
and undertaken studies and projects, with the goal of reducin~
exposure to �ontaminated storm drain effluents. The Cities of
Santa Mortice snd LosAngeles have Joined vithLbsArWeleeCounty
directing the �ombined Ptco-Xenter dry-vesther effluent through ¯
by-pass pipe, 600 teat into the ocean in an ettor~ to reduce the
exposure of terrestrial organisms to contaminants. ~spartotthie
project, the Consortium hem also installed hydrocarbon sensors that
yarn authorities In case of a significant fuel spills. The Cities
have begun construction of a temporary diversion to pump the dry-
vesther flov into a sanitary sever for eventual treatment at the
Hyperion Savage Trea!~ent Facility. The City of Santa Nonice also
commissioned a treatment orientated preliminary assessment fort he
Plco, Caltrens, end Kenter Canyon Stora Drelns vhtch �oncluded that
chlorination could be successfully used to disinfect the dry
weather flov (3MN 19S?). Hovever, chlorine is a hazardous chemical
with significant storage end transportation risks. In addltlon~
the chlorine gas disinfection process, requires long contact tames,
~ormsmany csrclno~enic disinfection by-products, and oceanreloaae
of the chlorinated water vould require ¯ dechlortnstlon step.
Furl~eraore, the proposed facility would have been placed on a
heavily used public beach, adjacent to resort hotels~ end
probably have encountered significant resistance from local
environmental and neighborhood advocacy groups.

Recently, ozone has become renowned in the drinking water
industry as an alternative to chlorine, that rapidly disinfects
rater vhile forming fay hslogenated, end toxicologically potent~
by-products (Tote 1991). Unlike chlorine, ozone is generated from
sir or oxygen at the time of use end does not require the storage
or transport of hazardous chemicals.    During an mmer~ency,
electrical generation of ozone terminates end the ozone rapidly
rever~s back to oxygen. The process of ozonating rater is easily
monitored using off gas and effluent monitors, so that the dosage
can be instantaneously increased to meet the challenge of
�ontaminated material entering the treatment stream. The dissolved
ozone residual in the plant effluent, rapidly de~rades
introduces little environmental hazard. Off-<jam ozone is rapidly
returned to oxygen by passage ~hrough a heated ae~al catalyst.



The City ot Santa Monica. with the assistance
Monlca Bay Restoration Project (SHBRP), the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). and the University of
California Laborator~ of B~omed~cal and Env~ro~en~a~ Sciences
(~ES), recently completed an evaluation ot an ozonation pilot
plan~ tot ~e ~rea~en~ ot d~-wea~her m~o~ dra~n tl~.
ma~or goal of ~m s~udy was ~o de~e~ne ~t ozone
d~s~n~ec~ ~e rater ~at t~cally flus trom ~e Pl~en~r
Canyon sto~ drain.    ~nltke drtnktn~ uater, ~e sto~ ~atn
affluent Is ht~h tn suspended solids and o~antc cat.n, ta~
~at might ~ e~cted to significantly reduce ~e eftt~ ot
ozone d~slntec~on. Secondarily, ~s s~udy Yam also
develop a �oaprehenslve and lon~-te~ analysis
constituents An ~ the influen~ and treated water a~ ~eAr
variability. This Intonation �ould ~en ~ us~ to
�onst~ct~on of a full scale ~acAIA~y yam warranted, whA~
~llutants vould ~ amenable to treataent at ~e pro~o~ plant~
and what pr~ess traAn ~e tacA1tty should Anco~rate.
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The �ontactor tower, ozone generator, and flow metera veto
generously supplied by ~he Hankin Ozone Company of Scarborough,
Canada and San Francisco, California.    The stainless steel
contactor tower yes composed of two section with a 10 cm inside
diameter and total height of 6 meters. The gas flow meters were
rotameter type and calibrated to deliver the specified flow (1-15
scfh) with the 6 ~eter water head pressure. The ozone generator
was a Hanktn dual Ozotece lab unit with cabinet. The bulk of the
feed-gas leaving ~he ozone generator was passed through the flow
meter and into the bottom of the contactor tower through
cylindrical ceramic diffuser (bubbler) to increase transfer
efficiency. & aide stream from the generator could be passed
through a 3-way valve to a PCI HC* ozone gas monitor, which
determines ozone concentration on the basis of UV light absorbance.
After the flows of water and gas were Initiated, the process
monitored and allowed to stabilize for ¯t least 15 minutes prior to
each sample �ollection. Samples were taken as
pairs, with an appropriate delay for flow through the tree.ant
train. The delay was determined based on the assumption that the
influent water would travel through the tower as ¯ plug. An
Orbtsphere dissolved ozone probe was installed adjacent to the
effluent sampling port and operated based on the manufacturer’s
instructions. During each sampling period, the dissolved ozone
residual yes recorded twice. Following treatment, the pilot plant
effluent was returned to the storm drain dotmstream of the

The to~er off-gas was passed through a water vapor trap,a
check valve, end then the remaining ozone _was catalytically
reverted to oxygen by passagethrough a Carullte" 200 (Carus Corp.)
manganese dioxide ozone kill unit. The water vapor trap was a
Dewar type condenser (Ace glass | 5964-14), with Claisen adapter
(Ace Glass # 5055-10), end 50 ml boiling flask. It was utlllzed~
as described below, to prevent water vapor from passing Into the
ozone gas monitor. Prior to pilot plant installation, the vapor
trap was tested In ¯ by-pass loop between the generator and gas
monitor to Insure that the device would not directly Influence
ozone concentration. No difference In ozone gas concentration was
observed after passage through the trap. Durtng noraal operation,
the trap condenser was filled with s dry-Ice/butanol allure end
the �ontactor tower off~jaspassed in through the adapter side arm.
~hlle water, and sloughed off Ice crystals, collected In the
boiling flask, the off-gas would Pass through the condenser whore
the water vapor would freeze out. Between the vapor trap end beck
pressure/check valve, a ~T" led tot he three-way valve and Into the
ozone gas monitor. During the sample run time delay, the
valve was switched between tnfluent and off-gas lines, the flow
rate adjusted, and the ozone concentrations recorded. Noz~ally~
beth ozone feed- and off-gas concentrations were measured
sample. The difference between these two values was used t:o
calculate the absorbed or consumed ozone dose. If foaawee ~
tnthe vapor trap, holding tank or tnfluent sampling port,
was generally suspended and the tower either drained or the
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was present, l~e tower yes observed to pressurize and water would
be forced out, shortening the contact time and interfering with
dosage estimation.

At the conclusion of each sampling day, the ozone Generator
yes turned off, the ozone off-gas concentration alloyed.to fall to
background, and the fever and hold£ng tanks drained.    The
submersible pump and screen were then removed from ~he drain and
the screen cleaned. The ozone generator, flow meters, and monitors
yore maintained as per manufacturers reconendatlons. On several
occasions the tower was not promptly drained and the check valves
failed. The ozone unit would then require extensively cleaning,
after which it would take several days for the full ozone
generating potential to return. This Is probably associated wl~h
water vapor In the generator dielectric and Illustrates the need
for dry feed gas. The catalyst Inthe off-gas k111 unit was else
noted to mcoabust= organics when, during an incidental test of a
sensor, water contaminated with gasoline (50-100 PPN) passed
through the contactor tower and began reacting In, and melting,
plextglass .k111 unit. During spiking tests, when the lntluent
water was artificially contaminated, the effluent was collected ln
barrels and subsequently passed through a carbon filter (organics
spiking tests), or chlorinated and dechlorinated (virus spikes),
prior to release back to the drain. Following the
sewage shut dove, the ozone transfer efflcler~ly was obse~ved~obe
greatly reduced end the diffuser was e~:~ually found to be
contaminated with organic matter. The diffuser was subsequently
cleaned in concentrated sulfuric acid end found to operate
efficiently then during earlier parts of the proJe~.

The sampling design basically followed that given in the
ProJec~ Quality Assurance Plan which was approved by Kent
XItchingwan of the EPA in November of 1989. Host of the devietlon~
from the proposed plan were related to the additional analyses
were undertaken at the request of the project review board. 8oae
changes yore the result of concerns with the external certified
laboratory analyses and are more fully elaborated in appendix A
(Quality Control and Assurance Report). ~he basic goal of the
anallrtical design was to identify those water quality and
disinfection parameters which most substantially influenced the
treatment process. In particular, we were concerned with those
parameters which could be effectively monitored and controlled An
a full-scale automated facility.    The secondary goal was
identify known hazardous chemicals, in both the plant influentand
effluent, and determine if they would constrain future operations
or Induce significant publAc health or environmental harm.
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¯ ha analyses can be split into process, physical, chemical and
biological groups. Among the process analyses, were the various
flovaeters and ozone monitors previously described. Rotaeeter-tFpe
flovaeters were checked daily for accu:ulattons of oll or debris
that would inhibit free travel oft ha metering ball, end �leaned as
needed. Water end gas flow rates were always verified
prior to, during, and following each aaspllng Fun. The
water ozone monitors were both solid state and self calibrating.
The monitors were maintained as recom:ended by
and repaired when Indicated by the monitor or by questionable
performance. The gas monitor generally failed catastrophically,
while the dissolved ozone monitor failed both catastrophically and
occasionally by degraded performance over the matter
hours. During occasions of degraded performance, the collected
samples were discarded and repeated after repairs were campleted.

¯ he physical analyses included temperature, pH,
turbidity, settleable solids, suspended solids, dissolved solids
and total solids. The measurement of conductance was initiated An
mtd-Oanuary, 1990, using an ICM model 71250 portable, temperature
correcting,, conductivity meter and the analysis �onformed to EPA
Method 120.1 (£PA 1983). Fresh calibration standards were prepared
monthly end ~he unit calibrated before each analysis.    The
measurement was taken within IS minutes of sample �ollectlon~ from
the one liter samples used for pH, temperature, settleable
and turbidity analyses, which were �ollected in polFcarbonate
graduated cylinders. The measurement of pH was initiated u¯ll~ ¯
pocket meter, but by January, analyses ~ere beln~ made using
portable XQq model 41250 unit. Commercial prepared temperature
corrected buffer solutions were used to calibrate the unit before

collection, from the I liter sample, and conformed wlthEP&method
150.1 (EPA 1983). Temperature was measured using ¯
laboratory thermometer that was checked weekly against a precision
thermometer. Measurement was made within 15 minutes
collection from the 1 liter sample and conformed to EPA method
170.1 (£PA 1983), except that the thermometer was not mercury
filled. This deviation did not appear to influence the results.

Turbidity ~eaaure~ants began In early ~¯nuary 19~0 and were
made using ¯ Monltek model 21PE Nephelometer. The
calibrated between samples and the Initial measurement was made
within 15 minutes of sample collection, lnfluent samples exceeding
100 NTU were diluted until the desired working range yes reached.
The corresponding effluent sample was ~hen Identically diluted.
Although me~od 180.1 yes follo~ed, tvo notable analytical
difficulties arose. First the 1-10 and 10-100 NTU scales did no~
completely overlap i.e. a sample could read greater than 10 unt~s
on the lower scale, but less than 10 on the higher range. Careful
analysis of standards indicated that both scales were In error-by
about lot on a 10 NTU sample, with the error decreasing to 0~ for
values belay 8 and above 1SNTU. Analyses that were observed to be
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vithin this range, ware estimated tram the readAngs on one or the
other scale and l~a paired sample measured on the same scale. The
second problem related to effluent samples which yore observed to
tor~ gas bubbles on the vail of the turbidity cuvette. After
"bumping= the bubbles tree, the turbidity yam found to be lo~er.
It appeared that micro bubbles of dissolved ozone/oxygen aggregated
or came out at solution during the delay betveen repasted 8ample
analysis. Untorl:unately, it is unknown whether the reducq:Aon An
turbidity As due to aggregation of micro bubbles or eettlAng
suspended material. Both of these difficulties are not oxpecl:ed to
effect a full scale treatment facility and only trAvAally corrupt
the results at this analyeAe.

after the completion of the ¯bore physAcal test, the reaaAnder
of the 1 liter as¯plea were used to detereine the quant/ty at
settleable salads in poly carbonate Is¯heft cones as per e.p& ~ethod
160.5. It should be noted, that occasionally materiel would eettlo
on the vails of the cone, but not tall to the bottom. Usually ¯
rapid rotatAon at the cone would cause much at the mater~al to
dislodge and tall downward tar Anclusion An the measurement.

The analysAs for total solids (total resAdue, Method 160.3),
dissolved solids (filterable resAdue, method 160.1) end suspended
solids (non-fAlterable resAdue, method 160.2) relieved baaA©
methodology except that the volume An the letter analyeAs varAod
between 50-1000 ml based on Passage through the falter, tether than
the antAcApated residue weight. Residue measurements ~ere mode at
LBES ustng a 1.2S later sample collected An a clear ~heaton medAa
bottle. After �ollection, the bottle was chAlled on blue Ace and
transported to L~£S tar processing. Residue samples were generally
processed wAthAn 6 hours of �ollectAon, although approxina~ely lot
of the samples required up to 1~ hours tar �o~pletAon, d~e ~o
echedulAng �ontlActs. Samples held for nero than 4 hours
retrAgerated untA1 analysis was undertaken. &11 menples ~ere
a11o~ed to dry overnAght An 8 standard laboratory avon. Poor
balance perfornance durAng the tArst 3 weeks led to unrelAable
results and requAred that the balance be repaired. BmmeratAmm
during this perAod ere accurate to only about 10 ag. rather than
t.he I ~ observed durAn~ the bulk of the study.

The analyl:Acal chaAstry nethodologAee uployed durAng this
study were InductAvely Coupled Plasma &tonic EnAssAon SpectrometrAc
(ICP-AES) analysis of metals (EPA method 200.7), hexavalent
chrom/un (EPA method 218.5 modAfAed for ICP-AES analysis), total
organic carbon (EP& method 415.2), organochlorine PoetAcAdee (~P&
method 608), purgsabls or volatile organics (nodA~Aed fL"~8 ~PA
method 624) and extractable or semi-volatile organAcs (modAtAod
from EPA method 625). The first three methods ere taken
l~ethods for ChemAcal Analysis of Water and Wastewater
79-020 roy. March 1983), whale the latter three arm tre~ Nethods
for OrganAc Chemical Analysis of Nunlcipal and IndustrAal
Wastewster (EPA-600/4-82-057)    As anticApated In mar ~ plait,
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sample. As wJ.~’.h ~he pesticide extraction, centritugetlon and
filtering was required to separate the aqueous/or~snic emulsion.
A ~r4 ~h~lc~ layer foxed ~tveen ~e t~o no~l layers and yam
retu~ed ~o ~e separato~ ~unnel ~tveen extractions. Spikes ve~e
a~ eA~er 20 or 40 ~PB ra~her ~an ~he 100 ~PB used An ~e
description. The analysis of e~rac~able �oapo~s yam
a~ ~e Zns~A~u~e of Geophysics and Plane~a~ ~hysAcs u~er ~e
direction of ~. ~dvard ~u~h usAn~ a FAnnA~an ~as chre~aph
vA~h a DB-5 capAlla~ column and mass spectrometer de~ec~or.
sa:ple contained 6 extraction suffrages and 6 AmOeba1 ¯ 2~rinq ~e brier spiking s~udy, o~anic tes~ coa~4s et
in~eres~ ~ere pre~red a~ various �oncentrations, An 50 al ot
acetone, ~en mixed into ~e holdAn~ tank ~us~ prior to ~i~A~
~e ~rea~en~ pr~ess.    He~anol ~as originally us~ as ~e
dAlu~Anq solvent, bu~ yam round ~o have a sAgnAtAcan~ ~zene
as a free radical scavenger. After ~e ~rea~men~ p~ess had ~
for approximately 10 aAnu~es and vas nearing e~ilAbrA~ hem1
Anfluen~ and effluen~ samples pairs ~ere taken :er biol~Acal a~
chemical analyses. The effluen~ va~er vas held An holdA~ ~
and slovly ’p~ ~rough granulated actLvated carom (~C) ~o
remove ~e otfend/ng spLked �oa~unds ~tore ~L~ release ~ck to
~e s~o~ dra/n. The chemical analysis was ~rtomd usL~
It~td mtcro-e~rac~ion and ~e ~s~tcLde me~ anal~i~l

�o, tried vi~ 2 ml of hexane and vA9o~usly (vo~ex) mAx~ tot
minu~e. Yhe o~anic layer was removed using fresh
~s~eur PAlates and added to ~e I ml ~rk on an au~os~pler vial.
Yhe AmOeba1 m~a~a~ (D~FBP) and a fe~ a~y4rous s~i~ sulfate
�~s~als (~o preven~ va~er from contaminating ~e GC) ~ere a4d~ ~o
~e e~ra~, whA~ yes ~en analyzed. Since ~un4A~ tot ~e

. spAkA~ s~udy ~as no~ provided tot An ~e agre~en~, 1~ was no~
included or clear~ An ~e QA/~ plan, bu~ was descrA~ ~ ~e
proJe~ ~view ~ a~ S~ technic1 a4vAso~ co~At~ee. ~e
¯ o ~e carrier solvent, ~ analyses are only avaAl~le tot ~e
pre-spAke An~luen~ ~a~en.

Xnto~tton ~a~A~ ~e me~ol~ for ~e mu~geni~
e~ractAon and assay ~n ~ ~taAned from ~e p~ec~ QA officer or
Dr. John FroAnes of ~e UC~ S~I of ~lAc HealS. ~e
~e~ called for ~sAn e~ractAon of Anfluent and effluent
followed by e~ractAon and concentration An hexane a~ acetone.
The e~racts ~ere serially diluted and plated, foll~A~ ~e ~PA
XnterAa ProCures for Conducting ~e ~es Nuta~enAcAty ~est
1983). ~ractAons and ~utagenAcAty analyses were ~e~ bys~a~f ~der ~e dAr~Aon of Dr. 3o~ ~roAnes.

~e ba~erAol~/� analyses were ~de~ken by p~J~
working at ~e pilot plant sl~e and by ~e ce~tfi~ l~rato~.
The ae~ol~ pro~sed An appendix B of ~e pre-p~J~
~surance plan was followed wA~ alnor adjus~s ~or ~~
bracketing of ~e ~cterla n~rs and collection of ~e
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veil ozonated effluent water was generally a half pH unit below
that of the tnfluent. Only a few of the lnfluent samples exceeded
the Ocean Plan Water Quality Objective of 6.0-9.0 pH units and none
of the effluent samples were in violation.

Ozonatton had little effect on solids or �onductance which are
primarily Inorganic characteristics. The gee=attic mean Of both
lnfluent and effluent dissolved solids (690 ~/L) and conductance
(1070 ,~ho/ca) yore about SOt of the arll~h~etlc Bean aM the da~a
approximated a normal distribution.    The geometric seen of
suspended (22 mg/L) and settleable (<0.1 ml/L) solids were both
significantly below the Ocean Plan Water Quality Objectives and
about 20t of the arithmetic mean, Indicating that the data were
highly skewed. The data for suspended solids Is plotted on a
scale In figure 3. The plots of both tnfluent and effluent data
are virtually ldentlcal~ Indicating that ozone had little Influence
on this parameter. The results are characterized by noz~ally
values punctuated by brief periods of contamination, when values
would rlse above the 240~/L objective. At �oncentrations between
60 and 240 ~/L the Ocean Plan calls for s reduction In
solids to no more than 60 mg/L. At levels above 240 ~/L the
source Is required to remove 75t of the suspended material. The
skewed distribution is primarily associated with brief
events (�onstr~ctlon and sewer break) when values rose to level¯
100 tA~es greater than the Water Quality Objectives.

The Antluence ot ozone on turbidity yes difficult to assess,
since freshly treated water contained light scatterIn~
bubbles, while settling �ould be expected to occur In eeaeone~
¯ maples. Paired samples checked 10-20 minutes after oolleotlen,

.~enerally shoved a slight (10-20t) decrease In turbidity, but
would b e speculative to suggest that ozone was l~he causative agent.
Color yes not nonItored during the study, but it yes visually
evident that ozonatton decreased the orange brown color associated
with ~he dissolved hunlc and fulvlc acids that Memult when water
passes through decaying organic matter. Xn Nyrtle Beach, ~ou~h
Carolina highly organic lnfluent water containing 150-450 color
units, is reduced to as little as 5 units using ozone doses of up
to 10 mg/L (Ferguson, Granlth and HcGulre, 1991).

Bacterial and viral analyses conclusively demonstrated
ozone was an extremely effective disinfectant of stern drain dry-
weather flow, reducing microbial counts by a geometric mean of 3.4
lo~ (sg.S6t). The remainder of the biologic results will be
elucidated in the discussion section In conjunction wtl:h ¯
discussion of ~he goals and conclusions of 1:his study.

The Total Organic Carbon (TOC) content of the lnfluent and
effluent waters ranged from 2.2 mg/L, the day after a rain stern,
to 124 mg/L when the sever break was flowing maximally. Whlle~ost
values were between 7 and 30 m~/L, the mean TOC level was 19
and the distribution yes only slightly skewed. While ozone can
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.
mineralize moderate levels ot some organic coapounds (Glaze and
Kang 1988), the high TOC levels observed in l~his study assure
most was conau=ed in breaking cellular aater~al and h~� and
fulv~c ~a~ter ~n~o simpler o~anic units. ~ obse~ed ~n
study, ~s would no~ resul~ ~n a net ~ decrease. ~le
source and treat~en~ variability assure ~a~ ~e da~a Is widely
scattered, ~e regression lines In fibre 4 sh~ ~at ozone de~nd
tncreased~ and obse~ed ozone residuals decweas~ w£~
concentratton as would ~ tntut~lvely

There were stqntt~cant dlfferences~t~een~e ar~e~�
qeo=etrtc ~ean �oncentrations of ~ost sepals, es~ctally ~e hea~
or non ~sal~- ~e~als.    Tho ~sal~~ sepals, su~ as
~aqnesiua, s~i~, phosphors, silicon, a~ ~tasst~, were
qenerally in the aid ~o high PPN levels, no.ally dtstrtbu~
are no~ requla~ed. In contrast, the Industrially valuable
such as al~tnua, t~n, aanganese, chrol/~ lead~ t/tani~
¯ oly~en~ were no.ally at lo~ concentrations, ~ht~ epts~lcally
rose orders of ~aqn~tude ht~her resul~tn~ ~n a skewed
Hany of these eleaents are ~oxl� and closely re~la~. The Bean
concentration of selent~, ~htch ~s ~h an essenttel eleaent
h~ghly ~ox~�, was ~lov ~e dr~nk~n~ va~er I~andard of 10 PPB~
numerous samples a~ve ~ level were ~se~ed. ~e
obse~ed value of 11Z #q/L was well ~low ~e
~ean Plan ~a~er Quality Ob~ective~ v~ 5:1 dllu~2on, ot 750.
~ri~, nickel~ a~ ~2lver were always well ~low s~anda~s.
~an values of arseni� and cadml~ were well ~der the ~ean Plan

_        and driving water scandals, bu~cas~onallF samples exce~o~
or ~ sets of 12mlCa~2ons. Hean chrom2~ �op~r, lead a~
�oncentrations exceeded ~ean Plan ~a~er Quallty Ob~ect~ve/ ~
viii ~ s~ec~ to fu~er d~scuss~on In later sections of ~e
re~. ~lle ~e ~sul~s froa ~e ~xavalent ~r~l~ a~lF~s
are �ompltcat~ bF �ont~lna~lon In ~e reagent, ~
arl~e~tc a~ ~eoaeErlc Bean, ~fore (31 a~ 12.9 ~/L
res~cttvely) and after (29 and 11.7 pg/L) ozona~lon,
increase in concentration was obsesS.

Only 4 o~an~lorlne ~st~�~des were de~ ~ ~e
sample ~Ars analyzed. The high concentrations ot ~ 11nda~ (f-

HCH or hexachlor~clohexane) and endosulfan I ~re ~ut 30 ~/L(P~r) or ~us~ sl1~htly~ve our detection 1lair a~ ~ut halt ~t

ht~h values ve~e an o~er of :a~nltude ~1~ ~ean Plan
qual1~y Objectives. Hep~achlor Is a �ontaa~nant In~lo~a~

_ has a do~le~nd l~ead of a chlorine and hydro~l~p, l~ was
only de~ec~ed £n ~e ~ree sa:ples havtn~ ~e la~est
concentrations and l~s detection is obv£ously tnc£den~al.
sa:ple con~alnln~e h1~hest chlordane concentration also lnclud~
hepta~or at 2.5 t~es ~e 30 day ~ean Plan ob~lve of 36 P~.
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I
OZONE DISINFECTION OF URBAN STORM DRAIN DRY-WEATHER FLOWS
Regression Llnee for Ozone Demand and Reslduale versus Total Organic Carbon
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Ocean Plan or drinMlng water standard8 and less ~han 1 ~g/L (PPB).
~enzyl alcohol, naphthalene, 2-methylnaphthalene and nitrobenzene
had maximal values in the 1-5 PPB ~an~e~ bu~ means of 1088 ~an 0.5
~g/~. ~nzo~c acid was de~ec~ed a~ 13~ bu~ ~e mean value v8~
~an 4 PPB. ~esols (methyl phenols) ve~e de~ec~ed ~n ~e splkl~
~n, probably as �ontaminants of one of ~e spiked �om~d8.
Ph~ala~es yore ~casiona11~ de~ec~ed 8~ ~evels over 100 PPB~
~he mean values yore generally In ~e lo~ PPB levels.
plas~cizers 8re~l~ous In surface vapors and la~ra~orlem,
with ~e exception of his 2-ethylhe~l phthalate, ~e values
obse~e~ In ~is study are not unt~ical of ~e results Been In
la~rato~extractions. Zn the case of his 2-eth~lhe~l ph~alate,
the high value of 122 ~g/L was well above ~e 30 day ~ean Plan
dilution o~Jective ot 17.5 PPE, but ~e arl~etic and geometric
mean were only 12 a~ ?.1 PP5 res~ctively. These values
not~ceabZ~ a~ve ~e Phase V pressed drinking wate~
�on~lnan~ level (HCL) o~ 4 ~g/~.

The nest 8tqnAttcan~ fAnd~nq ano~ ~e e~ractable analyae8~
was ~e level of ~lynuclea~ Aromatic Hydr~r~ns or P~’8.
Califo~ia ~ean Plan treats P~’8 am a group and the objective
based on ~ho m~ ot 13 P~s ~8~ are ~nonly analyzed. The
Plan 30 day average~ vA~ a 5:1 dAlu~Aon~ re,Ares ~a~ ~e s~ of
~ese 13 P~s remain ~low 0.044 ~g/L. The s~ ot ~e
obse~ed values, to~ ea~ P~ 8nal~e, was ~? PPB a~
associated wi~samples containing significant amounts of
sediment. The 8r~netic and geometri� means of ~ ~e lnfluent
and effluent streams re~ from 1.9 to 1.3 ~g/L (PPB)
~at a no~l d~str~but~on existed a~ ~at levels wore ~ut
tines ~e ~ean Plan Water Quality Objective. ~e s~ ot ~e ~
~avel blank P~ �oncentrations ~as e~81 to 0.22 PPB.

~e~sults ot~e nu~gen~�~ty Jtud~ a~sh~ln t~le
clearly reveal ~at the ozonatlon pr~ess did not to~nutagens as
measured by ~ts e~ractAon ne~ and test. ~AIo ozone ~uld
conce~v~ly ~ cleaving large nu~agens ~nto small volatile
nutagens, ~at are los~ during extraction, ~e results �learlyah~
~at nutagen~c~y vas l~er ~n ~e effluent for all~
strains v~, or v~thou~, S9 activation (a n~l~an enz~
name8 aerie P~s nero nu~a~en~�). This obse~a~on As ~n agremn~
vA~ nanM of ~e pa~rs cA~ed An ~e revAe~ by H~ e~ al. (198S).

~ree se~s of spAMA~ ~ns vere �onducted d~A~ ~e la~
phases of ~e pro~ec~. Xn ~e fAr8~ ~enA~l a~udy, avall~le
e~rs~able con~ds vere ad~e4 ~o ~e Anfluen~ ~a~er ~en
and ~s~-ozona~ion samples vere analyzed using ~e s~an~a~
ne~ (625). The ~esul~s for 2 sample ~s a~e given An ~le
and clearly ~nd~cate ~a~ chemical r~ed~a~on dad ~r ~
�ont~nan~s were present ~n si~nif~cant �oncentration.
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V
0

~£~_0~ Strain ~ $9 Influent Slope~ Effluent Slope1

w/o $9      1498 ~ 337         1165 ~ 322
TA 98

v/o $9 46SS ~ 2718 ~672 ~ 2994
TA 200

2
v $9 80?2 ~ 29?0 6lS~ 2 2958

Slope of ~ean ~u~ber of revertants per literof sample vater for
five sample pairs with standard error.

Table 2. CH£HICAL SPIKING S~UDY 1, VALUES IN ~q/L (PPB).

Sample Pair 348      Sample Pair 349
Spiked Comj~ound MDL , ,

lnfluen~ Etfluen~ lnfluen~ ~ Effluent

2-~loro .19 .69       <HDL .42 .078
Haph~alene

Naph~alene .10 ~.~    ~    .103 10.6 .071., ,.,
~rene              .10    39.      ~ 2.1        40.         .79

1,2,4-~A-             ~       20.         *      .88            3.6           ND

In ~e seco~ che=lcal study, ? hal~ena~ ~und~ ve~
spiked tnto~e~ataen~ strea: and samples ~aken~fore and after
ozonatlon. The �oa~unds vere chosen as examples of a
solvent (1,1,1-Tr£~lor~ane), surr~ate ~asol~ne-llke �oa~nents
(~nzyl~lorlde or ~-~lorotoluene and 124-~r~chloro~nzene)~
(9,10-Dtbroa~n~racene) and hal~ena~ ~s~£�tdes (Aldrln and
L~ndane). Calibration standa~s vere prepared In allll~ water,
~en bo~ s~anda~s and samples were e~ra~ed as descrt~
ae~s sexton. ~e calibration s~anda~s and s~ples we~ ~en
analyzed usln~e ~s~c~de anal~cal a~Ip:ent, andre results
are G~ven in t~le 3. ~le no e~lana~1on for ~e ano~lo~
increase In TCE concentrations ~s available, t~ £s
�oncentrations of :ost other co:pounds decrease. In retros~,
~ls was es~�lally ~:press~ve ~ven ~e relatively ht~h
concentrations of ~nzyl Chloride.
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Table 3. CHEMICAL SPIKING STUDY 2, VALUES IN ,q/L (PPB).

Sample354 Sample355 SampleJ56 Sanple 357
Spiked ¯

I

1,2,4-~nzene 10.8 ~ .70 9.6    .83 9.8 .66    8.0     .98

9,10-D~nthrac. 74 , 66 132 , 100 150 ~ llS 200    ~ 150

~e ~h~ spiking 8~udy oxan~ned ~o d~s~nfec~on of
(attenuated pol~o) by ~zone and was generoualF unde~aken bF
~s ~qeles County Sanl~ation D~s~r~ct. This study was
on June 5, 1990, Just pr~or to ~he t~me when ~e 8an~a~ sewage
spill ove~helaed o~ra~ion8. ~ile a no, likAble lo88 of vi~8
~curred due %o %ox~c~tF (20t reducE~on), each ot ~ree wepl~es
~aken during ~ree separate sample ~ns, showed viral reductions of
~9.96t (3.8 1~) or greater. ~cterlal kill dur£ng ~oso ~j was
~usually lo~ and ranged ~t~een 1.7 and 3.6 1~.
¯ urbid~y was obse~ed during ~wo of the ~ree ~n8 (8, 98, and 80
~). The applAed ozone doses were n~era~ely hAgh a~ 25,
15 ~/L (P~) and dlssolv~ ozone residuals were

~ analys~s ot ~e sedlnen~s �ontained ~h~ ~e sto~ dra~n
weir was unde~aken and al~ough ~ evaluation d~d not relate
directly to ~e use of ozone, ~t d~s have £npllcat~ons tot
d~sposal of sludge ~8~ nl~h~ 8c~ulate ~n a ~rea~en~ facility.
Coarse sedinen~8 were �011ecEed on 2/13/90 and ~ fine and
sediments were Eaken on 6/21/90. The exErac~a was 8nalFz~
o~an~hlor~ne ~st~c~des and aenl-vola~le �om~s a~
estimated �oncentrations are given £n Eable 4. The re~£~
4,4 ’-DDE should ~ v~ewed w£~ suspl�~on, s~nce ~e levels
were a~ ~e limit of ~ant£f~cat~on, ~e ex~racE contained n~erous
Interfering peaks, and neither DDD nor D~ were detectS.
levels of pol~uclear aromaElc hydr~ar~ns de~ecEed £n ~e
drain sediment8 £s ~ 8i~ficant and pred~le glv~ o~
~owledge of �o~ust£0n ~~lates and 8er£al
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OZONE DISINFECTION OF URBAN STORM DRAIN DRY-WEATHER FLOW~�
Total Coliform Counts Before and After Ozonatlon (Log MPN versus Sample Number)
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ero¢o~:cus Gount= Before and After Ozonatlon (Log MPN versus Sample Number)
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~aJor economies of scale exist in sizing air preparation and
ozone generation e~uipment and a full scats facility of thls typ~
should probably be sized at 5 to 10 times the anticipated ~ean
ozone demand. The major variable expense of treatment, Is the
electrical ozone generation costs, which is directly proportional
to the quantity of ozone produced and consu:ed and few penalties
exist for over designing this aspect of the treatment train, t~hlle
the pilot phase demonstrated that bacterial numbers yore often
reduced 5-6 log, a full-scale efficiently operated facility should
be able to consistently achieve a 4.5 to 5 log reduction in
bacterial counts.    This compares with the experience of the
drinking water industry which, while using more rigorous filtration
processes, is able to achieve a ?-$ log bacterial reduction
(Fer~uson st el. 1990) using an ozone dose of only 4 ~/L.

¯ hs hlqhly variable concentration of contaminants in the
have confounded the statistical analyses of the parameters that
Influenced the disinfection process. Intuitively ozone dose and
residual would be expected to �orrelate with disinfection. Contact
time also appeared to �orrelate with disinfection, however, the
exposures In this project were relatively ahor~ (2-6 alnutes) and
o~her research suggests that little correlation exists for periods
qreater than six minutes (Ferqumon et el. 1990).    WhAle
decreased with degree of disinfection, this is probably an
of ozonatton rather than a direct contribution to sterilization.
Total oruanic carbon was norwally inversely proportional
disinfection efficacy, especially at high TOC concentrations.
Since ozone Indiscriminately reacts with both organismic end
inanimate carbon, as the proportion of ~he latter increases, the
amount of ozone acting on microbial carbon ~uat �orrespondingly
decrease. ~urbidlty, settleable solids, and suspended solids were
gsnsrelly correlated wlth each other, but appeared to have risen
from both Inorganic and or~anlc sources. Disinfection generally
continued, albeit at lower efficlencles, in the presence
inorganic eaterlal, such as was present when extensive upetr~a~
concrete cutting flushed large ~uantitles of loa~y sediments Into
the ator~ drain. In contrast, when the sanitary sewer ruptured
Into the drain, turbidity, solids and TOC all Increased
significantly and disinfection was reduced to one or two
¥orl:~mately these periods yore exceptional and diainfec~lon
no.ally proceeded

The tree.ant of sto~ drain water is h~pered by two sm~or
constraints. First the integrity of the ator~drain as a~ean~
rainfall conveyance must nor be hindered. Second, �ont~tnatton Is
periodic, erratic and concentrations say change by order~ of
~agnttude over a few ~oments. The variability was particular
evident ~ongst the solids (Total Solids, Suspended Solids,
Dissolved Solids, and Settleable Solids), bacterial, and metal
contaainants, but instances also occur among the organic analyl~es.
Chlordane (and heptachlor), lindens, endosulfan and o-xylene were
each observed as single spill events and were probably released by
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a household or small business, k~htle both chlordane ~nd o-xylene
were at significant concentrations during 1:hose periods, It Is
unlikely that these random events could have been anticipated.
WhAle a typical wastewater treatment facility would receive these
tndlvAdual releases diluted by volu~es of wash water and organic
sludge, a low- or base-flow stor~ drain treatment facility ¥ould be
confronted by a significantly modified and �ontamlnate~| flow.
proposed stor~ drain facility would require a smart prOCess train
capable of distinguishing between the no~al wstere ~hat can be
treated during the prtnary disinfection processe ~nd heavily
contaminated water that should be directed elsewhere. |mpendAi~on
the costs, type of contamination, and societal Goals~ ~hls second
path could Include on-site treatment, but would probably be
economically decontaminated at s waste~ater facility wh~re dilution
and additional treatment processes would ~oderatethe a~AlI event.

¯ he chronic Kenter Canyon low flow chemical �~nt~lnatlon
appears to be limited to some heavy metals and polynuclaar
hydrocarbons (PAHs). Hhlle an actual Initial dilution factor
(assu~ed to be 5:1) would need to be determined to �~lculate the
exact l~m~tatlons, table 6 Indicates that the �oncentrations
several ~etals warrant concern. Fortunately, most ~f the hA~h
heavy ~etals concentrations ca~s from only a few of the almost ~00
samples anal¥~ed, and their exclusion would have significantly
reduced the ~ean concentrations. ~xcludlnG PAHs, these few easily
detected samples, and the described hexavalen~ chro~lu~
�ontamination, only lead and copper appear to v~olate the Ocean
Plan Objectives for ocean release of the water.

t~hIlethe recent elimination of leaded gasoline ~ay veil bring
emissions of this element under standards,    few ye,rs v~11 be
required to test the hypothesis.    Coppera represents ¯
difficult requlatory quagmire. I~hlle the mean concentration
copper was about 4 tames the Ocean Plan Ob~ectAvea, It As only one
30th of the drinking water ~CL. tfhlle no one would advocate that
the water Is potable, ve are faced with the dAlem that water tit
to drink frost he standpoint of copper �ontamination, ~ould not be
released tot he ocean. Given the overall environmental benefits
disinfection, copper would be a prime candidate for requlatery
relief if construction of the ozone facility is �ontemplated.

The aa~or chronic organic �ontaminants yore the polFnuclear
aromatic hydrocarbons (PA~s) which �onsist of ratio,sly linked
benzene rings and Include several known and pro~able human
carcinogens. The California Ocean Plan treats PAHs as S Group with
the water quality objective being based on the sue of thlr~eenthat
are commonly analyzed. The Ocean Plan 30 day average for the
of ~hese 13 As 8.8 nG/L (PPrr) which, with a 5:1 dilution, Is equal
to an effluent objective of 0.044 PG/L (PPB). The arJtJlaetIc and
Geome~ric means of both the tnfluent and effluent straa~s ran~ed-
from 1.9 to 1.3 ,g/L (PPE) suggesting a noz~al distribution
Indicating that levels yore 35 times the Ocean Plan Ma~er Quality
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Table 6. MEAN CONCEN~%ATIONS OF HEAVY METAL ANALYTES, IN
DURING STUDY AND COMPARISON TO REPRESENTATIVE WATER STANDARDS.

A~alyte Analy%a Concentration Ocean Plan Objective
Name During the Study 5:1 Dilutlon Assu~ed Drink

Mean Values 6 Month Inatan-
’ Maxi Median taneous

Normal Geomet -mum Value Maxlmu~ "’--

Arsenic 24 1:) 730 33 465 50
Cadmium 2.8 2.8 16 5 50 10
Chromium+6 31 13 1020 10 100 50
copper 38 32 136 8 l?o 1000
Lead 90 42 740 10 100 15
Nickel 6.4 3.6 47 25 250 100
Selenium . 7.8 2.2 112 ?5 ?50 10
Silver 0.6 0.3 14 3.4 41 50
Zinc 100 82 ?00 80 1160 5000

Objective. ~he sum of ~he mean travel blank PAN concentrations was
equal to 0.22 PPS.    In the proposed phase V drinkin~ water
re~ulationa, the EPA plans to set maximum contaminant levels (Ntis)
for ? o~’ the PAHs specified in the Ocean Plan. For each Of those

? PANs, the mean value observed durln9 this study was slightly less
than the proposed MCL. Furthermore, the sum of the seven proposed
drinking water MCLs (1.6 ,g/L) was essentially equal to sum of the
observed project means (1.9 to 1.3 ,g/L) for the 13 PAHs listed in
the Ocean Plan Objectives. Consequently, for PAHs we again face
the regulatory dtle-ea that water meeting proposed drinking water
maximum �ontaminant levels would be prohibited for ocean release.

Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons are associated with
co:bustIon processes and are co--only found in the particulates
emitted by diesel engines. These vehicular emissions ere also
st~niftcant sources of metals such as lead and chromium (Manahan
1984). Although the pilot plant yam located in the municipal bus
yard, the runoff fro: the yard enters a second storm drain end the
chronic �ontinent concentrations observed in this study ere
probably attributable to basin-vide aerial deposition of
par~iculates.    This soot, which settle tn street side curbs
throughout the drainage basin, is probably carried by urban runoff
into the storm drains and is unlikely to be effectively controlled
in the i~ed~a!~e future. Water treatment technologies for the
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control of these chronic contaminants, at the mean concentrations
observed In this study. Include reverse osmosts/ultraftltratlon and
granulated activated carbon and are extremely costly with other
potentially hazardous waste streams. Given the concentration of
pollutants in the sediment (table 4), It is likely that such st the
observed contamination was due to the submersible pump transporting
sediments into the system. Future undertakings should explicitly
segregate the sediments and utilize an alternative decontamination
strategy, which ~ay require some degree of ad~knietrstive relief.

A secondary question relates to how the facility responds to
chemical contamination and whether any chemical remediatlon
organic compounds would be observed. Given that metals carulot be
edegraded~, only isolated and removed, there were few instances
which to observe the action of ~zone on hazardous substances.
~htle the o-xylene event �ould nor be analyzed due to saturation of
the G~S detector (the effect of air stripping would also have
complicated the results), the chlordane spill provided an
validation that remedlation. ~es _ occur.. At the highest
concentration, ?Or of the an,zuen~ chlordane yes apparently
degraded to other, probably sore polar and lees toxic, compounds.
This Percentage dropped with intluent �oncentration and was lees
than 40t when a stor~ washed out the contaminated sediments. Yhe
apparent loss in efficacy, with lower �ontaminant concentration,
correlates with the simplistic concept of ozone randomly attackin
and cleaving carbon aacro~olecules ~-~- - .........
~ay still be susceptible to ozone directed at~ck.

~rhen ozone susceptible �onpounds are present ln tJle PPI(Iovo1,
and sake up a significant traction of the YOC, ozonation ~ould
s-meaningful remediation technology, but at sub-PPB levels in a Pl~

..- ~,n~ of the ozone tree,ant process shoul~
¯ ~;~x~a~e a rapid response to the challenge of an increase
or drop in ozone residuals. Based on the results of this study, it
appears that the concentration of many (triaeth I benzen
phenol) com un Y e, aldrin,...... po ds can be si~nificantly (> 9St) reduced durin~

less but still
¯ ~ ~y~n~, are reactive, -eredegraded when present in high concentrations.

recalcitrant co=pounds, such as lindane and 1,1,1-triabloroethane
are apparently resistent to ozone ditched attack.

While the disinfection w~aa~Ult~ ~xceeded expectations and theonitoring pro~ra~foundthe
:Y chemicals, the question of disinfection by-productsa~er ~o~eonly modestly contaminated

unresolved. The ~onitoring program detected aid PPB levels of
eliphattc aldehydes, such as hexanal, heptanal, etc., compounds
which are typical of ozone dis~nfection and ~hose environmental
hazard at these levels ere unknown.

However, it £ethat In the Hicrotoxe test, toxicity (ZC~) decreased
~ncreas~ng carbon chain len91~ from 1 PPH wit~- formaldehyde to 5
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~g/L for acetylaldehyde, 300 mg/L for butanal and
for Benzylaldehyde (Kaiser and Ribs, almost 2 gr/l

aldehydes are also likely to
catalytic ozone destruction

and other volatile

halogenated fbyproducts seen with disinfection by chlorine, chlorine
dioxide and chloramines (Jacangelo et el. 1989).    While all
disinfection processes produce by-products, ozone end perox=one
(ozone combined with hydrogen peroxide) produce fewer mutagensthen
chlorine related processes (Hoot et al 1989). FuFther~ore, as
sho~n in table 1, ozonstion clearly did not increase the
mutagenicity of the dr~-weather store drain water.

¯ he results obtained during this project, �onclusively
that ozone was an effective disinfectant for the low-flow stor~
drain water. While ineffective in removing metals and trace
oruanic contaminants, ozone disinfection appeared to produce taw
hazardous by-products, is amenable to automation, end ham
chemical remediation properties. Based on the results of this
study, it appears that disinfected water can be produced which
¯ eets the 23 �olifor~ or~anisms per 100 ml standard and could be
~ade available for landscape irrigation purposes as pert of
integrated treatment and reclamation facility. The project-wide
mean metal concentrations are within the ~uidelinee suggested for
trace elements in irrigation waters (C~QC 1968) for most metals
any so£1. The only exceptions were molybdenum which, at the level
found in this study could cause illness

in ruminants, and boronwhich is well within the standard for use on fine textured
The other contaminants would not be expected to negatively
the relatively hardy plants that tolerate growth along freeways.

A potontial full-scale process train is diagrammed An figures
8 and 9 and �ould be baaed on construction adjacent to ¯ section of
store drain or at a central locality with laterals carrying the
flow from adjacent drains. The first station ¥ouldbe¯n automated
trash rack to remove trash during low-flow, first flush, ¯nd light
storm conditions. Water in excess of treatment system
capacity would pass through the 1/4 inch screen end be routed to
the ocean through an overflow. The sluice gates (local end remote)
and trash rack would be controlled by ultrasonic level detector~.
Once the water had been de-trashed, redundant submersible pu~pe
would bring the influent water to surface level end ~nto ¯
filtering device such as a back pressure activated ¯uto strainer
with 100 ~icron filter.    After filtering, the                 be

water wouldmonitored for flow rate, pH, conductivity, turbidity, TOC~
pro~ably selected heavy metal ions, such as chromi~a and iron.
Based on these results, the water would be tentatively cate~orised
for potential end uses. Water low in contaminants would got h~ugh
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a sand filter wlththe intention of uslr~the water for Irrlqatlon.
Water that was moderate in conta=tnatton, or in excess of landscape
needs, would be slated for ocean release. The most �onta=lnated
water could be directed to the sewer or used for sewer flushing.

Following sand filtration of the reclai~able water and
characterization of the lower quality waters, the next step would
be.ozonation in ¯ multichamber system. The separate towers peralt
matntenance and monltorinq of the dissolved ozone residuals and
off-gas concentrations. The addition of ozone would be correlated
with tower effluent ozone concentrations end lnfluent TO~.
Assuming ¯ of threedesign consisting sequential towers, the
residuals would be monitored after each chamber. In response to
low residuals, ozone gas flow or generation would increase to some
optimum hlqher production point and be directed to the depressed
chamber and its upstream �o~panion.    Finally, based on the
cumulative sensor parameters, water would be directed one of three
effluent streams: the storm drain and ocean~ an irrigation
reclamation holdinq tank; or a wastewater holding tank for sever
flushing. The reclamation holding tank would also b ¯ the source of
backwash water fort he sand filters and coolin~water tort he ozone
generators and compressors. The �ontzctor tower otf-qes would be
passed through both reclamation end waetevater holdin~ tanks to
maintain a disinfectant residual, with the off-gas from the tenk~
passing through the catalytic ozone destruction unit.
line would be available to directly feed ozone into the wsstevster
holding tank if chemical remediatlon appeared toM@warranted.

Initially, the bulk of the treated water would be directed
back to the storm drain for ocean release. Later, as reclamation
became more significant, only water that was In excess of reuse
demand or highly conductive (salty) would be directed back to the
drain. Mater that was low in conductivity, turbidity, TOC end
moderate In pH would be directed for landscape irrigation purposes
If, it also contained ¯ significant ozone residual. Mater that
~ailed the irrigation and ocean release criteria, such as water
that was high in metals, organic matter, or turbidity, woUldThbee
directed to the holding tank for contaminated or wastewater.
tank overflow and any water used in flushing severs would then be
directed to a typical wastewater trea~ent facility, but would
arrive substantially diluted. Only the dry-weather flow that is
within the waetewater treatment facility’s capacity and requirin~
full trea~ent would receive it. The bulk of the dry-weather
would receive only the warranted disinfection treatment before
being reclaimed or rmleased to the ocean. Finally, water that Is
highly conta~inated and unacceptably for disposal to the sever
system because of metal content, gasoline, or oil and grease, could
be held and treated by specific measures such as oil sk~tng,
ozonatton, or ton exchange, to reduce the �ontamination 1;o
acceptable levels. Thus the water would be treated in a ~anner
appropriate to the degree of contamination observed.
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Th¯ proposed tr¯ataent plant off-gas ¯fflu¯nt stream l¯ ¯
potential source of cross-media contamination and it
desirable to estimate the level of ¯¯me contaminant¯ that

to belikely released from the process train. In ¯ study of
automotive exhaust from traditional and oxygenated fu¯l¯. Hoekaan
(1992) calculated emissions in ter~s of milligrams of �ombustion

by-products per Rile driven, providing an easily understood
standard for �omparison. Estimates of tree.ant p~nt off-gas

?f organic carbon  voc
¯ oxxae, aria carDonya (a~aenyae-like) compounds were prepared

best (manufact~re~,¯ claims), reasonable (~enerally obsez.ved), and
worst (poor emission �ontrol Performance) came scenario¯. Eased on
the data from 6 late Rode1 California cmr¯ (1986 to 1990), the
~a~on~bl~ ~ame_m~enario¯ resulted in 24 hour emtiaated
e~uavaien~ ~o De~ween 10 and 20 Riles of driving. With the
exception of carbon dioxide, which is fixed at around 14 miles, the
best case emissions estimates were loss than I male ¯rid worst
estimates were ~¯s¯ than 160.Riles. Therefore, the most likely
em~ama~e of treatment plant air emissions are about equivalent
one local �ommuter trip and represent an insignificant �ontribution
to the local ¯At quality problems.

. . While bacterial reqrovth of the o~onated w¯ter in the
arragation pipeline is lAMely ~o occur, the bacteria are unlikely
~o include h.u~an.patho~enm and should not ¯uppor~ repIAcatien
~u~.~ _~n~erAc. virus.    The landscape irrigation ¯Mater will

regrovth Remit¯rAng and it Ray
Periodic flushing with heavily ozonatedthrough ¯                                                  (orsolid chlorinator) water with disposal to ¯ modest

injection well near the up¯treJR terminus oft he irrigation system.
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Yhe positive results from this study have lead the City of
Santa Nontca to consider construction of a full scale ozone baaed
trea~aent facility, presently planned for construction near the
Santa Honlca Pier. tChlle nu:erous Institutional barriers will need
to be eu~eounted, ~efore a �om:itment to begin construction can be
made, City staff is confident that any negative attributes will be
greatly offset by the positive environmental outcome. The proposed
facility Is expected to be autoeated and intelligent with the
capability to remove trash from all of the dry-weather flows and ¯
least par~ of the first flush of wet-weather stor~ runoff.

In the proposed treatment train, after filtration, the
lnfluent dry-weather flows would be process monitored for
parameters such as conductivity, turbidity, pH, and total organic
car~on, the water would then ozonated, and the effluent retested
for pH end ozone residual. Eased on these pars=stere the effluent
would be directed tot he most appropriate disposition. Water that
As low In conductivity (salts and metals), filtered end well
disinfected (high ozone residual) would be slated for reclamation
purposes. Initially, thla could consist of a test section of the
Santa Monlca Freeway and other public works projects.    If
successful end warranted by the quantity and quality of the
effluent, this project could then be expanded to other sections of
the freeway. The bulk of the water, which Is not initially needed
for reclamation, would b e screened, disinfected and released tot he
ecean. PAlter back~ash water and plant effluent water that is high
An organic content (nominally 50 PP~ as =~C) would be routed to s

holdin~ tank where oil water separators would remove floating
�ontaminants. The contents of this tank could be utlll=ed in
municipal Jetter trucks which use a high pressure stream to flush
out sanitary severs, thus routing the contaminated water to the
facility traditionally designated to deal with water containing a
high organic content. Water that Is sufficiently high in organic
content (perhaps 200 PPH) or heavy metals (based on detection with
ion specific electrodes) would be Investigated to deterslne If the
�ontaminants would endanger downstream facilities and then either
treated on-site or appropriately disposed of.

If the proposed Santa Monies facility Is successful, the
potential exists that the dry-weather flows from severe1 of the
adjacent sto~a drains could be transferred, through ¯ new coastal
interceptor, to a single treat:ant plant near the Santa ~onloa
pier. The effluent from this hypothetical facility could then be
distributed for use in public works projects, Irrigation of
neighboring freeways, released under the pier and Into the ocean,
or pumped into the adjacent Hoss Avenue sewage pu:ping station for
eventual treatment at the Los Angeles City Hyperion Facility.
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The primary constraint on development oft;his facility
the various agencies to deter:the the level of treatment which is
co:pstlble with the various effluent goals. As an example, the
content of heavy metals and PAHs could occasionally exceed Ocean
Plan Objectives for ocean release of the effluent. However, the
reduction in uncontrolled and microbial emissions would beGrestly
reduced by �onatwuction of the facility. The reclaimed water wall
contain contaminants, but freeways are already the prAmaz~ source
of these pollutants and the landscaping flora has apparently
adapted to a sol1 containing high concentrations of heavy Imtala
and Particulates. The tree,ant facility solids and
will need to be disposed of. ~hile Santa ~onica will be able to
deal with wtrash- from the screening process, the
sediments, and sludge would require further processing. Assuming
that ocean release la unacceptable~ Santa ~onlca As faced with the
costly choice of de-watering and disposing of the
directing It to the sanitary sever and perhaps being considered as
an Industrial point source. The cost o~ becomlnej a point aouroe~
that As treating nonpoint �ontaminants, say be prohibitively
expensive, especially If aerial deposition Lethe primary source of
contamination and two thirds of the drainage basin is in another
~urIadictAon.      Unfortunately, At As POSSible that concerns

prevent trea~aent ot a knovnsndpotentAally significant biohaAard.
~hlle testing, evaluating, end operating thai prototype facility,
It is Important that all par~les be prepared to deal with so~e
unanticipated excursions. It As vital that the knovnpublAc health
whig. picture remain �onsistently clear and not become distorted
over contaminant variability and episodic sp~11 events.

The various arms of the Santa ~onics Bay Restoration Pro~ect
can expedite the development oft he proposed facility by �ontinuin~
to �ontribute Ate group expertise on the Individual policy Issues.
~he ~dv~e ~f .l~.e t~.chnAcal advisory �ommittee, has slread been
~nva~u~ze In _~lrec~lng the progression of this study s~ vail
nope~uAAy con~lnue to par~Acipate An desiGnatAnG the ~a~or

that can be understood ana :~_~:a~s:l~e_~hAs repo.r~ into s format- ¯ - --vv~ ~y ~ne qeneraA public and vail
�onclnue to reduce the level of stor~ drain pollution by eduoatAn~
the populace. Finally, the management ¢om:Attee and foundation
wield siGnAf£cant authority and prestiGe amonG responsible agencies
and re~ulators.    As a consensus forming group, Ate supper1:
represents an essentially neutral opinion recJaz~lAnG the broad
environmental good of the Santa HonAca Bay Region. IChile Santa
HonAca gratefully acknowledges the suppoz"� of the S~BRP An funding
the de:onstratAon pro~ect, the City requires the �ontinued suppor~
and Influence of t, he Santa Honica Bay Restoration P~o~ec~ to
successfully commission and evaluate the proposed facility.
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Methodological problems that occurred during the project are
included in the main report, this appendix /e primarily devoted to
describing the of fox-as underl~aken to insure and demonstrate the
accuracy end quality of the data obtained during the study.

The electrical conductivity meter yes calibrated prior to each
analysis using a 1,000 ,mho/cn standard prepared using ¯
chloride solution as specified by the manufacturer. 5maples were
collected In polycarbonate lm~hoff cones end any that ~easured
above 3,000 ~ho/ca were compared to a 10,000 ~o/ca ¯~andard.
Fresh standards yore prepared monthly end compared to the eexplred
standards to insure ~hat they agreed to within St. The meter wee
temperature corrected and the readout was directly recorded,

The pH meter was calibrated daily using pH 7 and 10
corrected for the anticipated water temperature. The buffers were
obtained from Fisher Scientific and were within expiration date.
The calibration was checked Just prior to use, or when the vete~
temperature differed fro¯ the expected by more than

Temperature was measured using a standard glass laboratory
ther~ometer, that wee checked ~eekl¥ against ¯ precisiontherefor.

The nephelometer (turbldineter) yes calibrated between espies
using ¯ 40 or S.0 lfrU Anco¯ AZP&-I standard. As discussed in the
methods section, the 0-1, 1-10 end 10-100 scales did not completely
overlap. Sample pelre that tell between the scales were
.on the sane scale end could be accurately estimated up or down 1
~U. The accuracy of the instrument end analyst we¯ alas ~he~kod
using an EPA Turbidity Quality Control Sample (Lot W8 259). The
1.00 NTU sample read 1.02 on the 0-1.0 scale end 0.95 on the 1-10
scale, as compared to Performance evaluation mean st 1.05 with
confidence Interval ranging from 0.81 to 1.29. The 5.0 NTU
was read as 5.5 ~ while the performance mean was 4.94 with ¯ 95t
confidence interval of 4.26 to 5.6~ NTU. Since the ¯maples ~ere
always measured as lnflusnt/effluent pairs, any error lntrodur~d by
the scale mtsallgnnent would ef~ect both samples and ln~,roduce a
relatively naul~rel bias.

lmnhoff cones ere standardized at the ~a~ory and no
calibration of ~he settlaa~le solids analysis 18 possible.

The accuracy of the analyses for total solids (to~al residue,
Method 160.3), dissolved solids (f~lterable residue, method 160.1)
and suspended solids (non-filterable residue, method 160.2) yore
�onfirmed using EPA Residue Quality Control Samples (Lot RKS 409).
The results ere given in Table

A-3
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Table A1. SAMPLING AND COKPLIANCE

~1~s~8 N~     ~ ot S~ple8
traction ~81yt~cal Added to

Pla~ed Taken Compliance

Total Col~fo~ 360 438 N/A 438 438
Fecal Col~fo~ 360 438 N/A 436 436
NetalmolCp 96 208 N/A 156-193 156-193

96 96 95 95 95
~ (wet)          312 438 N/A 425 425
O~8n~hlor~no 72 86 86 64 86~stl¢~des

Volatlle ~4 ~2 N/A
O~anlcs

O~antcs

~esln Ac~ul. ~ 5 N/A N/A 5

£1e~r/~l No~ 33~ N/A 33~
~ndu~an~ planned

~rature N/P 430 N~A 430 430
~rbldity N/P 34~ N~A 349 349
S ¯ ~ t I ¯ a b 1 ¯ N/P 438 N/A 438 438

D/ssolv~          H/P 43S H/A 435 435

8~~ N/P 434 N/A 434 434Solids

Off.as O3           N/P 387

D~ssolv~Ozone    N/P 430 N/A 430 430Residual

V/~s Spike N/P 3 N/A N/A
S~ents N/P 3 N/A N/A N/A
~ai~l Spike N/P 6

A--4                                                              "
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Table A2. ~V&LU&TIOH OF EPA RESIDUE 0U~TTY ~OL

~al~e ~e In~er Standa~ Te~. Te~. 9St Con-

Heart t~on lnte~al
D~ssolv~ 408 411 27.0 455 381 361-470Sol~ds ~1

Dissolved 28? 2g0 21.T 319 2t? 247-333Solids 12 ’8us~nded 31.5 31.5 1.82 28.8 31.2 17.7-35.1Solld #1

Total 439 44~ 29.1 443 391 384-5008olLds #l

¯otal $65 557 37.4 SSl $26 490-633SolLds #2

~e use o~ ~e sensitive ultrasonic ~ull:er, ~sent~
~ls ~alysls ~slity assurance pr~lea, sln~ ~e
Inductively coupled ples~ ~ saaples (lC~X9 a~ ZCP-?) ve~
concentrated. Secondly, ~e re~ includ~ vi~ ~ese
(~ ~P988) did not Include ln~erla~rs~o~ ~an, s~a~a~ deviation
and 95t �onfAdence An~e~al ~or each sepal. ~e enalys~ res~nded
dtlu~l~ ~e ICP standa~s 1=50 and 1:500 ~s~tvely.
off*car has ~aken ln~erla~ra~o~ data ~r~ trace ae~al analysis
atoalc ~o~lon (~ater Pollution Control S~ple ~ace NePal
~P287) and proofed ~ble A3. The �on~n~atl~ o~ aegis
diluted /CP standa~s were aostly a~ ~00 ~g/L,
ln~erla~rs~o~ �oaparlson was ~or ~ples ~n~lnlng 100
aost aetals (A1 was a~ 500, V yes a~ 250, ~ a~ So ve~ a~
95t confidence tnte~al In ~le A3 have ~e~o~ ~en
200 PPB. WA~ ~e excep~Aon o~ ~ose aegis no~ a~lya~ An
An~erla~ra~o~ s~udy, 1~ ap~ars ~a~ ~e ~sul~s ob~a~n~
8~udy are �on~r~le to ~ose e~ed u8t~ ~a~l~e ~~ tt~lo

~o 8nplts were �olle~ed ~ dupll~te, o~ ~1~
pro~e~ s~aff, while ~e second eas sent to a ce~lfled l~to~
(Intentional Tamely) for analysis. ~ ~ In ~le A4,
results ~or s~ple 200~ are ~n reason~le a~nt,
exception ~f ~esl~, which is at �oncen~etlons only
~etr dete~lon l~tt. ~ss correlation Is ~se~ In ~ple
es~clally for arsenic, ~ro:~, lead, a~ ~1~1~, ~1~
st~tfl~ntly loeer ~oncentrat~ons in ~e ~~la~ 1~ ~~.
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While it le Impoeaible to deterains tha eource of dleagreeaent at
this time, this sample was noted by project staff to have required
t3se most acid, during digestion, of any sample prepared, a~ included
~ttmr ~at yam no~ dig~s~lbl~. A lab ~at prepared ~a~r m~p~s
hulk, �ould ~aslly hav~ ~dsr-prmparmd ~lm mamp1~ rssultiN
~ismolv~ pa~lculat~ ~atter, ~a~ would hav~ es~d

~aus~ hsxaval~nt ~mi~ is s~ct to val~nc~ ~a~s durl~
trans~ and handling, ~ality control Is ~enerally ~rfo~ usl~
a~ples prepared at ~o user laborers..    ~ ~taft ~ ~o
�one~ial la~rato~ e~rlencod no~8 devolopnon~ problm due to
�ondemnation ~n ~s reagents. Start, ~th rev~mv ~ approval,
~so to tolerate ~s 7 ppb level o~ contamination ra~or

eventually l~ated a~ replaced ~eir ¢ontaainated reagents.
on ~e aeth~ of ~ta~ard additions, start to~d ~at wecove~
averaged 7Or. Five of ~e six samples analy~ed by ~ l~ratories
were An ~sic agreenent, while the 8ix~ was re~ed at as PPB by
s~aff whale ~he ce~AtAed lab reposed 6 #~/L, A sanple �olle¢~
nAnu~ea earlier, �ontained a n~era~e (32 PPB) �oncentration ot ~o~al
~r~l~. ¯ ~e pro~ect arl~tic and geonetric nean trival~t
~i~ �oncentrations yore 14.4 and 3.5 ~g/L res~ctivelF.

~allty control was ln~ral to ~e pro~ec~ Total O~anlc Cain
(~) analysis. Foll~lng lnst~ent ~a~ up, s~att ln~e~
100 a~ 10 P~ sta~a~s and vould priced to ~e la~rato~ bla~
only It ag~enent was vl~/n 2t. It ~e bla~ vas at less ~an O.S
~/L, ~e analysis ~uld p~eed, o~e~/so, ~e ~L~ was
r~lLbra~ using a S to ? Ln~ect/on s~anda~LzatLon, ~en
as ~e. It sanple ~Ln d/f~ered by nero ~8n 10t, ~eY yore
Ln~e~ ~o verify variation or ~tLl a ~orLty sh~ed ~8t an e~r
had ~~ duri~ ~e initial in~ectLons. Wi~ .~e exception of
s~les �ollected durl~ ~e long resin ~s, s~ple ~lrs
no~lly In agre~ent. ~ oho~ In T~Io AS, little agremnt ~as
obse~ In ~e split sanples sen~ for ~onerclal ~alFsls.
Initially ~ls was traced to ~e s~ples not ~1~ acidified
p~ed of ~r~n dioxide by ~e ce~l~led l~s. Fo11~t~
d£sc~e~, ~e s~ples were reanalyzed and ~e results are re~
h~e. Sanples 200 and 332 ~ere �olle~ed durl~ resin ac~ulatlon
~, vhen ea~ ~ of 8nalys~s was ~de~aken ~d s~pll~ ~uld
re~ 30 or note ntnutes. In ~ cases ~e effluen~ ~ s~ple
agre~ ~t~ ~e �erebrally tested a~ple and nel~er of
agr~d vl~ ~e ln~luent s~ple. This d~sagre~ent Is ~do~tedly
s~pl~ a~t~a~ ass~la~ed nero vl~ �~lnattng s~pll~ d~l~
~e ~s~n ~s and d~onstra~es ~e var£~llltF o~ ~e ~1~.
~ough ~ l~ratories vere using ~e s~e m~el o~ i~~n~,
effo~s to lnprove ~e anal~£cal �o,elation were ~su~essful
d~g ~e la~er ~ of ~e study. In an effo~ to verify lnte~l
~ality assurance, ~e author did find ~at if ~e lnst~ent ran
lo~ ~ween samples, or d~lute samples follov~ more
ones. h~gh ~sul~ were ~se~ed.
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Table A~. EVAIAJATION OF METAL ANA/,Y’/’ES QUAL.T’/~’ C’ON"/q~L ~I’ANDA/tD~.
All analy~e concentrations are qtven in Uq/L (PPB), Ira15.

Analy~e ZCAP-19 Noz~alized 95t
1:50 T~ue Confidence Interval

Value (Atoaic Abso~ption) Mean SUMS. Dev,

Aluainua 200 ZCAP? 170.8-234.0 228 28.4 /at
Arsenic 200 160.0-236.0 208 14.3
B~riua 200 NA 202 10.7
Berylllua 200 177.4-220.0 198
Boron 200 NA 186
Ca4mlua 200 169.6-221.6 201 9.0
Calciu~ 200 NA 262 28.3
Cobalt 200 173.6-224.0 198
Chromlua 200 168.8-230.0 199

Cop~er 200 188.i-21i.0 200 e.S
Zron 200 165.4-236.0 20?
Ma~nealua 200 NA 195 10.4
Manganese 200 176.8-218.0 195 7.4
Molybdenua 200 NA 200 ~.S
Nickel 200 176.0-- 226.0 206 9.9
Lea4 200 170.2-230.0 203 10.5
Po~asslu~ 2000 NA 2840 640
Selenium 200 139.2--226.4 204
Silicon 106 NA 120 14.9
Silver 200 NA 200 9.2
¯ Itanl~ 200 NA 197 8.5
Vanadium 200 176.0-~25.6 293 8.2
Zinc 200 178.0-222.0 200 9.2
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T~ls A4. XNTERLABORATORY KETAL ANA~,YTES COMPARISON.
All snaly~e concentrations are given in ,g/L (PPB).

Ansly~e ~tectlon Limit Sample 200B

SM IT SM IT SM IT
Arsenic 6.4 10 13 <10 160 <10
krLu~ 0.2 200 76 <200 169 200
Cadalua 1.1 5 2 <S ? <5
~lclua 5.2 5000 41200 61000 53800 44000
ChromLua 1.0 10 5 10 31 20
~ad 4.9 3 32 40
Maqneslua 0.4 5000 11400 21000 16000    21000

,             HLckel 1.5 40 ? <7 17 <40
Selen/ua 5.0 S <S <S 53
SAlver 0.2 10 3 <10 S <10
8odLum 29 5000 ?7500 gS000 126000 120000

¯ ZLn¢ 0.5 20 100 140 280 270

~ble AS. INTERLABORATORYTOTAL ORGANIC CARBONCONPARIBON IN NG~L.
Sample # Santa MonLca Results Co-=src/al ~orator~ ~ults

149A 9.2 10

174A 23.9 12
200A 23.9 (resLn run) 22
213A 25 19
248A 23 29
285A 13.6 29
2g8A 25 37
311), 20 33
332A 72 (resin run) 46

A-8
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Although pesticide analyses were delayed due to
failure, few quality control problems were encountered. During the
Anlttal phase of the study, samples yore spiked using EPA Water
PollutAon ~ualAty Control Sanple, ChlorAnated Hydrocarbon Pesticide
llI (Lot trP185) st the desLqnated concentration. As presented In
table A6, the results were veil within the lntsrlaboratorF acceptance
criteria, even thouqh the sanples were all analyzed out of holding
time compliance. During the second half of the pesticide analyses,
samples were spiked with ZPA WOPQCS C~P I (Lot WP385), but st 1/20th
the concentration used for the acceptance criteria. In both ~asss,
quality control protocols call for spikes to be added to laboratory
water rather than the sore challenging field samples utlll:ed here.
The results from 13 (-n) spiked samples Is presented In table A?.
The acceptance criteria was taken from the repor~ Issued with the
sample, but divided by 20 to normalize fort ha �oncentrations used ln
this series. While some oft he mean recoveries were low, this
be expected given the dilute concentrations spiked and uttll:att~n

Table A6. I~GH �ON~TZON PESTZ¢IDZ QUALITY CONTROL
¯ ssults taken from seven samples (n-7) and arm qtven In

AnalFte True Value EPA Accept.Criteria Pro~ect Resul~
~f Spiked

Samples Mean itange 8 Mean
B-B/~C             2000 780-2600 640 1440 180
Hepta~hlor 2000 1130-2630 410 1470 121epoxlde

2ooo  140-2  0  s00

EndosulfanzI
10000 2200-17100 6100 5600

¯nch’ln 10000 ~eaJ’~ 8280 3540 4200      960Aldehyde
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Table A?. LOW CONCENTRATION PESTICIDE QUALITY CONTROL SAMPLES.

j An81yt;e j Tz’ue Value Accepl:ance CrAt. Project: Results

J J
Samples t Recove~ S t necove~

D~eld~n J 100 36 146 38 39 10.

"/ see ;,o ]o

S~ple ~84A was datelined bF ~e �on~rac~ 1~ ~o ~n~n
Sulfate a~ ~eL~ de~ectAon 1LnL~ of 100 P~. 8Ln=e ~e
analysL8 dad no~ de~e¢~ ~Am ~s~/cAde 8~ ~0 ~/L, ~e ~e~Atied
yes re~ested to verAty ~e analysLs a~ send �o~ at ~e ~Lnent
~t~raa~. ~tle ~e de~ectto~ was "�ontt~- by ~e ce~ttt~

A8~ ~J1~1ve. ThAx ae~e~zna~Aon An ~sed on ~e p~e- and
xanpAe x~anda~ An~e~Aons of ~doxultan sulfate vhA~ had a
re,embLem ~e of 23.03 manures, whale ~e sus~ apple ~ak
obse~ed a~ 22.93 manures. ~ sh~ An ~ble A8, 3 8p/MN s~les
were shaped ~o ~e ce~ttt~ 1~, vt~ ~et~ ~ re~e~
�~r~le to ~ose ~se~ed by pro~e~ s~ff (~Ze A?).
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Table Ag. ~VALUATION OF pU~GF~BLZ LABORATORY CONTROL STANDARDS.
Results taken fron 3 sample- (n=3) and are qtven in       (PPB).

AnalFte                   Ac,~eptance Criteria    ]~o~ect Results

Benzene 3004-5.~0 1.38 4.X~ O.~S
BronodLchloronethane 2.02-5.60 1.28 3.96 0.07
B:onofor~ 2.28-6.22 1.08 3.95 0.26
Brononethafle fl-8.24 3.58 4.16 0.50
2-Butenone H/A H/A 3.81 0.04
Carbon DLsultide H~A N~A 3.77 0.61
Car~on Tetrachlorlde 3,44-4.?0 1.04 4.02 0.07
Chlorobenzene 3,28-5.48 1.26 4.02 0.09
Chloroe~hane 1,48-8.08 2.28 4.30 0.33
2-Chlor~e~hyl Vinyl 9-10.8 5.18 2.??
~ther

Chlo~ofo~ 2,74-4.84 1.22 3.78     0.18
Chloronethane D-~.18 3.96 3.94     0.29
D1bronochloFone~lane 2,76-5.32 2.22 4.00
1,1-Dlchlo:~e~hane 2,04-5.70 1.02 3.8? 0.0S
1,2-DLchlo:oe~hane 2,16-5.48 1.20 3.87 0.04
1,2-Dlchlor~etJlene

0,74~8.46
1.82 3.88 0.33

¯ :ane-l,2-Dlchlo:~e~hene

2,?2.5.?0

1.82 3.88 0.33

1,2~Dlchloropropane o,?s.?.24
2.?S 3.SS 0.0S

�1e 1,3- 0,~0 7.80 3.16 4.?8 0.12
Dlchlo:r~pro~ene

Dtchloroprt~pene

Et:hyl Eenzene 3,48-5.34 1.50 3.81 0.28
2-Hexanone H/& H/A 3.85 0.40
He~hylene Chloride D-8.20 1.48 3.68 0.22
4-Net~yl-2-Pentenone H/A H/A 3.94 0.07
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T~ble A9 ~ontd. ~VKZJ3J~TZON OF ~G~ ~~y ~L

~l~e Acceptance C~l~eria ~o~e~ Re~ul~
Range o~ ~ean     S Nean 8

1,1,2,2- ~.70-5.44 1.48 4.00
Te~rachlo~ane

Te%rachlor~ene 3.40-5.32 1.00 4.03 0.
Toluene 3.32-5.34 0. ~6 4.11 O.
1,1,1TrAchloroe~ane 2.~4-6.02 0.92 3.93 0.10
1,1,2TrAchlor~hane 2.86-5.42 1.10 3.91 0.
Tr~ lor~hene 3. ~2-5.34 1.32 4.01 0.
TrL~lorofluoro- 1.78-6.30 ~.00 3.81 0.84

vL.~I Ace~e N/A N/A 3.58 0.54
Vinyl ~lorLde ~8.70 4.00 3.97 0.18
o-X~lene N/A N/A 3.87 0.

~ vl~ ~e o~er ~Jor analyses, ~e ~ ~lS ~/~ol~tLle
e~rac~leor analysis wiI inLtLa~ed usL~ ZPA-Hater ~llutA~

e~ ~e denL~a~ed concentration of 100 ~g/L (PPB). Three

a~vza~ao~ (~-93.a) Lm ~vlce ~e range ot ~e mean (53-100).
should also ~ noted ~at �o~LnLng, and simultaneously analyzL~,
~ ~se.ne~tral ~nd ~cld e~ra~, a ~ ~t£cat~on ~ed
~xs pro~ec~, pr~ucea no disce~able anal~cal a~tac~, ev~

duplL.te a~ples vere spAked vL~ all of ~e me~ 625 anal~em,
eL~er 20 or 40 ~g/L. The resulting values vere mul~AplA~ bY 5 or

are va~e~ ~n ~_spzxzng ox _za~ra~o~ ~a~er at 100 ~/L, ~
presences an ~Zes All.    As prevzously suggested,
dLnL~rophenol spears to exceed crLterLa due to a t~raphL~l
error.         Three    other    compounds ~     ~-~loronaph~al~e
Hexa~loro~nzene, and 2,4,6-Tr~chlorophenol~ ~e slightly ~ of
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Table All �~ntd. EVALUATION OF HIGH CONCENTRATION SEMI-VOLaTILE
QUALITY CONTROL STANDARD. Results from 3 samples and 8re An ~/L.

Analyl;e Acceptance Criteria Pro~sct Results~ ,

Range of Mean      S       Mean       8
4-Chlorophen¥l-         38.40144.?     33.4      85
phenyl E~her

Chry’ssne                  44.1-139.9 48.3 98 19
Dibenzo(a,h) D-199.7 ?0.0 112 33

,, anthracene

, Dibenzoturan N/A N/A 103 30
o, X,2-Dtchlo=obenzene 48.6-112 30.9 65 11

M 1,3-Dlchlorobenzene 16.7-153.9 41.7 61 10.6
,, 1,4-Dlchlorobenzene 37.3-105.? 32.1 6? 2.0

3,3~- 8.2-212.5 71.4 33" Dlchlorob~nzldlne

2,4-Dlchloro~henol 52.5-121.? 26.4 107 18

,.
2,4-Dlmeth¥1phenol 41.8-109.0 26.1 86 1.5
D/el:h~l Phthalate I)-100 26.5 89 8.3
Dlaeth~l Phl:hala~e D-100.0 23.2 69 4.0
2,4-D~ni~Fophenol D-172.9 49.8 121

2,6-D2nt~o~oluene 68.1-136.? 29.6 110 22
" Dl-n-.ocC~l Phthala~e 18.6-131.8 31.4 207 12.2

Fluo~anthene 42.9-121.3 32.8 117 22
’~. ~luor~ne 71.6-108.4 20.7 93 14.4

2-Fluoroblphen¥1 N/A N/A 22

2-Fluorophenol M/A N/A 13.?

, Hexachlorobenzsne ?.8-141.5 24.9 109 28
Hexachlorobu~sdtene 37.8-102.2 26.3 65 21
Hexschlorocyclo- N/A N/A 62 23~ pentadtens
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Table All contd. EVALUATION OF HIGH CONCENTRATION SEMI-VOLATILE
QUALITY CONTROL STANDARD. Resul~:a from 2 samples and are

Analy~e &ccept:ance Criteria Pro~ect Results
Range of Mean $ Mean

Hexachloro~thans S5.2-100.0 24.5 56 10.
Indeno (I, 2,3-cd) ¯ I)-150.9 44°6 ~-06 30p:~rsns

llophorons 4
2-1qsthy1-4,6- 53.0-100.0 93.2 125
dlnt%rophenol

2-Ms~hylnaphthalene N/A N/A 125 4
2-Hethylphenol H/A H/A 64 11.0
4-1qs~hylphenol N/A H/A 82
Naphthalene 35.6-119.6 30.1 90 26
2-N~n~l~ne N/A N/A 14a 44
3-N~tr~n~l ~ne N/A N/A ~8
4-N~t~anll~ne N/A N/A 143 43
N~t~nzene 54.3-157.6 39.3 102 17
Nl~ro~nz~e~S N/A N/A 14 7, ~(Surr~a~e)
2-N~t~phenol 45.0-166. ? 35.2 121
4-N~rophenol 13.0-160.5 47.2 36
N- N/A N/A 5.

NoNL~m~on- 13.6o197. g 55.4 ~0
propyl~Lne

N- N/A N/A ~60
NL~m~Lphen~l~Lne

~nta~lo~phenol 38.1-151.8 48.9 ~37
Phenan~ne 65.2-108.7 20.6 106
~enol 16.6-100.0 22.6 55
PhenolS6 (Su~) N/A N/A 10.4
,~rene 69.6-100.0 25.2 %6
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V
m T~le All ©enid. ~ALUATION OF Him ~NCENTRATION S~I-VO~TI~

¯ 0UA~ ~NTROL ST~DARD. Results from 3 samples and are

Ana1~e                   Acceptance CrIEer~a    ~oJe~

~.~ Range of Mean S Mo8~
4-Ta~henyl~14(Sur) M/& M/A 25 ?.S
2,4,6-~lb~ophenol ~A ~A 27

57.3-229.2        28.2         73
Trichlo~nzene
2,4,5- ~A ~A 200 a0-- Trl~loro~henol
2,4,6- 52.4-~29.2 32.7 229 34_ Trichlorophenol

A-29
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A ~aJor eaphasls of th~s study, was the estimation of bac~arlal
numbers. Ali of ~ho bactsr~al densities ~ro s~r~smod in to~s
~e ~ost pro~ble n~r ~r 100 al o~ ws~er. ~lle seas of

ae~ (p:~rAly ~e enteritis analyses), ~e dAstAnctAon AmA~elev~ ~or ~e pu~ses of analyzAn~ ~e results.~alA~y �ontrol followed ~e reco~enda~Aons of ~e ~nufac~urer
EnvArone~ics (to~erly Access ~al~lcal), and Anclude4 weekly
cul~urt~ o~ ~ ~ (a non �oltfo~ o~anAsm), ~e
~o~al colAfo~ ~c~erAa ~ ~, a~ ~e pr~ fecal
�olAfo~ aAcro~ ~ ~.

~ring ~e p~Jec~, 4S in~luen~/ef~luen~ ~1~ yore analyz~ by
~ proJec~ s~a~f and ~e con~rac~ la~ra~o~ for ~ to~al and
fecal collfo~ o~anAsas. Yhe con~rac~ lab also analyzed ~elr
~Ars for fecal s~rep~~s as sho~ An~le A13. ~us, 192
wise comparisons can ~ made ~veen ~e s~aff and �on~ra~
l~rato~ analyses. Early An ~e s~udy (see sample #173-175),
project OA officer ~caae disturbed wl~ dlscre~ncles In
outcomes of ~ese �omparisons. Initially, ~e contract
responded by Iddt~ additional blue ice to ~u~er ch111 ~e s~ples
or by suppZyl~ more s~urdy sa=ple �ollection �ontainers.
~ese ~snges ~ere generally sho~ lived aM even vl~
reaaAnders ~roa ~e QA o~Acer, ~o~a~es ~~.

Xn e~er to 4efAne ~e source of ~ese errors,
N/croblol~Aca2 ~alA~y Con~rol Samples were u~Allsed.
~ ~ (1o~ series 121589), or fecal �ollfo~, sample was
d~luted 1:99, ~en 7 sterile dilution ~ttles yore insulated vl~
al free ~e ~lrs~ dllutlon~tle. ~o of ~ese seven were a~lys~
by each of ~e ~ree sta:~ ae~rs ~ho ~rfo~ed ~e bulk of
~�~erlal analFses. The ~tntn~ seven~ ~ttle was ~en ~ur~
~to ~e vhArl ~ s~ple contaAner end shAp~ to ~e
l~ratoW ~rked as a spike4 sample (300~1). Yhe analysis
total �ollfo~ yes conducted using a ~ ~ ~allty
�ontrol o~ple (lo~ serles 060989) prepare An an Identical fsshlon
and ~rked as ~ple 300~2. Per bo~ analyses ~e s~aft samples
veto a11 veil vi~in ~e 95t �ont/dence inte~al ~or ~G t~
analyses. Zn ~e ~se ot ~o~al �o11~o~s, ~e s~att ~an vas 490,000
o~anAs~ ~r 100 al, �o~pared to ~e EPA mean re~ed value ot
510,000. The s~ple analyzed by ~e contract 1~ was re~
�ontain 2,400,000 o~anlsas ~r 100 al, and was outside of ~e 95t
�onfidence inte~al. ~e results for fecal �olifo~ yore s~llar.
The mean staff ~N was 320,000, vi~ all on,oration In
�onfidence ln~e~al, vhtle~e ZPA mean was 350,000 o~anls~r 100
~. The ce~f~ed l~rato~ analysts retu~ed a value of 70,000 ~
~as ou~de of ~e acceptance criteria �onfidence 1nte~al. It
also no~ed ~at after ~ese results were ~ed ~ck ~o
con~ra~ 1~, ~e re:atnlng analyses (s~ple n~ ~310)
closely �o~elat~ vl~ ~e results obtained bY s~tt.
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Table A13. ZNTERLABO~ATORYBACTE~ZALANALYSZS. Reault~arein
of Host Probable Number (HPN) per 100

Sample     Total Col/for~         Fecal Col/forl      Zntero

Santa Mon. Cont. Lab Santa Mon. Cont. ~

134A 350,000 700°000 35°000 ?0,000 49,000
134B 79 33 14 11
135& 1,300,300 460,000 92,000 ?9,000 110,000
135S 79 49 4 4 4
136A 240,000 490°000 92,000 49,000 130,000
136B 79 <2 2? 2~ S
249& 2,600,000 230,000 17°000 13,000 4,900
149~ 4 <2 <2 6 23

~150A . 920,000 70,000 350,000 7,000 330,000
ISOB 130 1,100 8 24 33
15].A 92,000 230,000 24,000 4,300 7~900
1SIB 33 310 2 ¯
164A 3,500,000 490,000 22,000 12,000 130r000164B 2,400 23,000 4 49 ~30
165& 2,400,000 230,000 11,000 22,000 350f000
1658 3,300 7,900 ¯ 22 110
166& 210,000 ~,800,000 1,700 7~600 23,000
166B 16,000 13,000 <2 5 79
173A 1,700,000 46,000 54,000 7,900 ?9,000
1738 240 <2 4 <2
174A 220,000 79,000 54,000 11,000         49,000
174B 130 8 <2 2 33
175A 1,700,000 33,000 ~4,000 3,300
175B 110 8 4 <2 49
182& 350,000 330,000 17,000 9,500 230,000
182B 350 790 <2 2 31
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Table &13 contd, ll~Z~RLABOR~)Ry B~CT~RIAL ANALYS~S. Reaul1~ are
ter~s of Most Probable Number (MPH) per 100 ml.

Sample Total Col t fo~ Feca
Number coccusSanta Mon, Cont. Lab Santa Men. Cont. Lab Cont.

110,000 54,000 ?,900 ?9,000220.000

153B ?9 110 <2 2 21
184A 220,000 230,000 2,300 ?,900 ?9,000
184B 210 490 <2 5
200& ?90,000 ?9,000 170,000 33,000 2,200
2008 350 26 17 2 33
201A 220,000 490,000 24,000 23,000 11,000
201B 130 79 4 <2 23
202A 220,000 790,000 2,700 49,000 4S,O00
202B 41 22 ~ <2 79
212A 1,600,000 490,000 92,000 46,000 170~000
212B 460 4,900 27 33 79
213A 1,?00,000 230,000 54,000 49,000 33,000
2138 240 1,300 4 22 33
214A 920,000 330,000 160,000 22,000 130,000
2148 540 490 2
224A 92,000 130,000 35,000 22,000 7,000
224B 2 <2 <2 <2 2
225A 700,000 490,000 22,000 2,200 3~300
225B 17 5 <2 <2 <2
226A 160,000 230,000 24,000 700 79,000
226B 17 8 <2 <2 2
239A 350,000 49,000 22,000 7,900 150,000
239B 34 ?0 <2 5 49
240A 350,000 79,000 35,000 13,000 64,000
240B 260 <2 330 49 20
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Table A13 contd. ZH~’~RI~EORA~:)Ry E~.C~F.J~TA~, A~JLT, YS~S.
Results~el-as ot Nos~ P~obable Number (HPH) per 100

Saaple      Total Colifo~a         Fecal Col~fo:a     ~ntero-

Santa Xon. Cont. ~ab Santa Xon. Cont. ~ah Cont.

241). 4,600,000 1,300,000 17,000 79,000 140,000
241B 120,000 110 ?9 ¯ 33
248A 350,000 230,000 54,000 14,000 35,000
2488 34 220 <2 2 33
249A 40,000 330,000 24,000 17,000 23,000
2498 2 49 2 5 7
250A 220,000 79,000 17,000 4~900 4~900
2S0B <3 13 <2 2 27
260A " 95,000 130,000 24,000 7,000 79f000

261). 1~?00,000 490,000 280,000 22~000 ?0,000
261B 33 14 <2 ? ?
262A 2,600,000 1,100,000 17,000 49~000 170,000
2’2" 79 14 4 5 2
269A 35,000 33,000 24,000 3f300 ?fg00
269B 4 8 4 <2 <2
270A 92,000 79,000 22,000 22,000 17,000
270B 4 23 2 5 46
271A 920,000 ¯90,000 39,000 22,000 11,000
2713 21 46 <2 2 49
283A 2,400,000 4,900,000 170,000 79,000 l?0f000
283B 17 23 <2 5 33
284A 9,200,000 7,900,000 2,200,000 .130,000 79,000
284B 32 ?g 8 8 8
285& 14,000,000 9,500,000 2,400,000 ?90,000 ?90,000
285B 79 49 13 17

A-26 ’-
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Table AI3 �ontd. llCrERLABOP~TORY BACTERIAL ANALYSES. Resul~ are ~n

~.~s of Mo.t Probabl. N~er (MPH) p.r 100 .1.
j Sample ~ ~

Total Col~fo~ Fecal Collfo~
:N~er ~ ¯ ~ " ’ �occusSanta Mon. Santa Mort.Cont. ~b ~ Cont. ~ Con~. ~

~ I I I i I 1

~ 298A    ~
240,000 t 220~000 i 21,000 ~ 17,000 i 49,000 i

I 299B I
9,200 I 2,700 i 13 I 21 I 790 I

I 300~1 I
320,000" I ?0,000 I 320,000" I 70,000 I <2 I

: 300~2 ~ 490,000"* ~ 2,400,000 i <2 i <2 ~ <~ ~

I 310A I
2,600,000 I 2,300,000 I ~4,000 ; 33~000 i ?SOLO00 I

I 31~ I
540~000 I 490f000 i 110’000"1 33,000 I 490f000 ~

I 311B !
4 I 11 I <2 I <2 i~ 7S I

i 312A I
540,000 I 790,000 I 35,000 ~ 79~000 i 2~700~000 I

I 312~ I
350 I 230 I 8 i~ ? i 79 I

~.33~ ;
4,600,000 I 17,000,0001 210,000 i 49,000 i 220f000 :

~ 33~A ~ 3,S00,000 ~ X~,OOO,O001 ZXO,O001 33,000 I ?~0~000 ~

, 332B ,
13 i ~20 , <2 , ~ ,~ 330 m

333A 54,000,000 22,000,000 3,400,000 ?g0~o00 ~90~ 000I 333B l
11,000 I 790 ~ 240 J 330 J 1,?00 i

he mean of .t Sample 300~l Am ~ 540,000; 170,000; 240~000; 240~000;
540,000; S 170,000. EPA aean ~s 350,000; gSt CX 1~100,000-110~000.
e, Sanple 300~2 As ~e mean cE 920~000; 350,000; 170~000~ 240,000;
1~100,000 & 170,000. EPA ~ean As 510~000; gSt CX 1~400,000-~30~000.

Xn ~~, a11 of ~e analyses An ~e ~alA~M ~8u~an~ PX~
~ere ~retully evaluated ~o Ansure ~e ~alA~y o~ ~e result. NoJ~
o~ ~e analMses and anaZys~8 demonstrated ~eAr �on~en~ ~ugh
~e use of EPA Wa~er Quali~M Control S~ples. ~AZe any AndAvld~l
analysis ~M~ ou~aAde o~ ~e gst ¢onfAdence An~e~al a~o~ ~e ~e
value, ~ere As no AndAca~Aon of an~ bias o~ ~A~A~A~n~ Ana¢~a~.
~e da~a ac~Ared b~ ~e pro~ec~ s~att As of generally ~11~
~alA~y and ~y of ~e prAma~ �oncZuslona o~ ~e m~u~y ~uZd ~
have ~en ~sstble vA~out the �onscAentlous efto~s of ~ ~IMIC
2ndlvkdually, and more Importantly, as an ~a1~1~1 ~.
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o ~n/ts e~e Gallons Per Ninu~e (GPN), Standard Cubio re4~ per Hour (8CFH) Weight Percento (w~.t), an~ ~/L (pP~).



TkBLE B2a-1. ~VALUATION OF PILOT PLANT PHYSICAL p~ BEFORE ~tD ATTL~ OZO~TIOM.

Physical unitl Ozone Pilot Plant Influent Water    Ozone Pilot Plant Effluent gater

game
~o~a~ Dist~lbu. Ceometric Dist.    No~sl Olltribu. Ceometric Dist.

.....
Te:perature ~ "C 18.5 1.7 20.7 ~8.2 hlO 20.5 ~8.8 ~.8 21.~
pH units 8.1 .29 8.5 8.~ h04 8.5 7.8 .32 8.2 7.8 1.04 8.2
Conductance p~o/c 1310 2200 4100 1070 1.5 1900 1300 2100 4000 1070 1.5 1900
~rbidit~. k~U 83 370 550 22 3.5 110 71 250 390 21
SettleableSolid II/L .52 5.3 7.3 <~ 6.6 2.1 .52 5.0 6.9 <~ 6.6 2.2
,Susp~nd~ollds ~/L 103 500 740 22 4.0 129 97 440 660 19    4.2 122
Dissolv~olids ~/L 870 1650 3000 690 1.6 1250 900 . 1700 310o
Total Solids ~/L

TABLE B2b-1. QUALIT~ ASSURANC~ STATISTICAL ZVALUATION AND SELECTED STAND~.qDS FOR OZONATION ANALYSES

Physical Units Travel Minimm Naximul SampleOcean Plan DrinkinqAnalysis Nm
Bla~ks Sample Sample Nueber Standard WaterX Value Value N Pairs 5:1 Dilu. Standard

"C NA 14.0 24.4 430 HA HApH units NA    NA NA 7.1 9.6 401 6.0 - 9.0 6.5 - 8.5
Condu tance p~__~/c NA    HA NA 470 36000 332 NA 1600
Turbidity NTU O. 1 O. 3 NA 2 o 3 5800 349 75 0.5
SettleableSolid I1/L NA .20 NA <I~Q 70 430 1.0 NA
Suepen~ed,~ol ida ~/L 1.2 4.0 NA 0.6 6540 4]4 60 NA
Dllsolv~3olidl l~/L 3.0 10.0 NA 190 30000 435 NA znn^
Totsl Solids NA 280 ~1000 4~5 NA NA



TABLE B3a-1. ~VALUATION OF I~CTERIAL~J(DORG~3IC Ck~MN AN&LYSES gI~ OZO~ ~~.

~cterlal Group ~tts~ Ozone Pilot Plant Influent Water Ozone Pilot Plant Effluent Waterand Nultiplier
or Total

[

Wo~al Distribu. ~o~trlc Dist. No~sl Distribu. Geometric Dist.orqanlc Csr~n
~nalysis ~ ¯ 90t ~ ¯ 90t ~ ~    90t ~    ¯ 90t
To~sl Cell.x10~ ~ 1.49 3.4 ~.9 .~20 4.~ 3.6
To~al Coli.xlOs ~

7.6 4.4 13.2 .160 160
Fecal Coli.xlOs ~ 160 670 1020 19 7.S 260 .520 4.2 5.9 .007 7.2 .088
En~eroc~-xl0] R~ 190 ]10 590 69 4.8 510 .250 1.04 1.6 .0]0 5.9 .290

To~al C ~/L

TABLE B3b-1. BACTERIAL &NDTOCQUALITYASSURANL~pARANETERS. AND STANDARDS. BEPO~EAND A~ OZOHATION
Bacterial Group UnitsI

~DL Leo Travel Nlnimm Naximm Saeple Ocean Plan Drinkingand Nultipller 3o 10~ BlaJlks Sample Sample Number Standard Wateror TOC Analysis X Value Value g Pairs 5:1Dilu. Standard
Total Coli.xlO] n~ g& 2 <LO~ <LOQ 54000 438 5. One
Fecal Coll.xlO] ~vN N& 2 <LOQ <Leo 7900 436 1. None
Ente~-xl0] Mvd N& 2. <LO~ <Leo 2700 . 47 0.12

To~al C <2.S 2.2 124 425 25 is Oil NA

ere Nest Probable Number of orqsnlm per 100 al of water (MPN) end ~/L (PIN).



TABL~     B4a-l. ~VALUATION OPNETALANAL~rF~ (I~THOD 200.7)

~emical units~ ~         A~ OZO~ATIO~.
Analyte Na~

Ozone Pilot Plant lnfluent Water    Ozone Pilot Plan~ Effluent ~ater

Nodal Distribu. Ceometric Dist.    Nodal Distribu. Ceometric Dist.

Aluminum ~/5 ’
~ 12~0 4100 6500 390 2.8 1470 I)70 4100 6600 380 iArsenic ~~ ~.2 1700
~ ~ 2~ 56 95 10.2 ~.~ ~1    25    5~    100 1~,I i ~.2Barium
~~ 68 45 127 62 1.5 104 73 56 145 I 62 1.7 1201̄3 .41 .66 .090 1.29 .51 .16 .43 .71J .107 I 1.30 .19Boron
~ ~170 1010 2500 ~7o ~.~ ~300 1120 ~30 2200 I760 3.~ead~lu~ 4200
~ ~g/L    ~.7 2.~ 6.0 2.0 ~.0 ~.3 ~.~ 3.1
~ 45 1.48 29    81 40 I

TAB~ B4~1. ~LI~ ~S~ STATISTI~L
~A~ATION ~ SE~D ~D~

Chemical Units~ MDL ~ ~8vel N1n1~ Haxl~ Sable ~ean Plan Drlnkl~
knalyte H8~ 3~ 1~ Bl~ Sable Sample N~F Sta~s~ Water~~ ~~ X Valum Value W Pal~ 5sl D~Iu. Standa~

~~ 19 65 28 125 31000 156 g& 1000~rsenio
~.2~~ 6.4 21

~     ~L ?30 193
~rlum ~~~ )~ 50

 ooo
~ .06 .20 <.01     ~L

~ron                                     ~ ~ ~~~ ~op.
~ ~ 22    70 234 ~L ~500 256 WA NACa~l~

~ 2.2 I ~. ? 1.00 ~L 1~ 1~3 S 10Cal~
~ .005 ~ .027 .028~ 20.4 540 19~ NA NA

o ~ntr.tl~ e~ in ~/L (~), ~ (~), ~
(~), ~/L (~), .~ ~/L (~).



TkBLE B4a-~. EV&LUkTION OF NETALP.N&LYTE~ (NETHOD 200.7) BEI~RB ,~ND ~?’TL~ OZO~TION.

Chemical units!     Ozone Pilot Plant lnfluent Water
Ozone Pilot Plant Effluent Water&nalyte Name

Normal Diatrlbu. Geo~etrlc Dist.    Normal Distrlbu. Geometric Dist.

Chromium pq/L 14.4 ?0 104 3.$ 4.0 20 21 9S 144 2.2 4.? 22Chromium ~+6) Pq]L 31 ,107 170;12.9 2.6 ,43 29 102 160 11.7 2.6 41Cobalt P~/L 10.2 10.0 23 7.1 2.3 23 11.2 10.8 25 8.1 2.2 24Copper Pg/L 34 22 62 29 1.7 59 )8 24 60 32 1.? 66Iron ~/L 1490 5100 8000 4?0 ).0 1900 2100 5900 9600 600 $.3 2800Lead ~q/L 59 82 164 33 3.2 148 89 127 250
Lithium

TP.BLE B4b-2.QUP, LIT~ ,~SSURP.NCI ST.~TISTIC.~L EV~.LUITION k’q) SE~D ST~D~

Chemical Vni~s~ Travel Nini~ Max/~ Sample ~ean Plan Drinkl~Analy~e Name Bl~s Sample Sample H~r S~andard ~aterX Value Value H Pairs S:l D/lu. Standard
Chroalu~ 1.6 ~L 700 193 10 50
~romlua ~+6~ ~/L 6.0 20 4. O ~L 1020 95 10 50
Cobs 1~ ~/L 2.6 8.7 3.2 ~L 92 193
Co~er F~/L 1.3 4.3 2. O 7.0 136 193           8         1000
Z~ ~/L .75 2.5 14.0 60 40000 193 HA 300

LI~L~                                     I. 8        I0        72       193

~Co~eneraelm are In ~/L (~), M/L (~), ~L (~), ~/L (~) e





TABLE      B4a-4. I~’AL’U&TION Or lqETALANALYTES (METHOD 200.7) BEI"OREANDAIe’/~R OZONATION.

Chemical units Ozone Pilot Plant lnfluent Water
Ozone Pilot Plant Effluent WaterAnalyte Name

Normal Dlatribu. Geometric Dist.    Normal Dlatribu. Geometric Diet.

Silicon
~ 11.8 2.3 14.8 11.5 1.29 16 10.9 2.4 13.___~9 10.5 1.45 17Silver Pq/L 0.6 1.6 2.6, .29 1.7 1.6 .51 1.25 2.~ .29 1.7 1.47S~lum ~/L 144 78 240~ 132 1.50 220 226 82 23~ 102 2.8 390
~ 350Strontium 260 690 I ~20 1.48 520 ~30 ]20 740 290 1.5 ; 490

Tin~ pq/L 58    74    150 I 6.9 74    65    160 59    1.9 ~
24Tltaniua 66 108 I 8.] ].1 39 28 83 1~5 6.4 3.9 ~ 42Vanadi~ 11.4 12.0 27 9.2 1.7 19 12.2 1~.5 ~0 9.2 1.9 I 22Zinc #~/L 93 200 I    61 2.1 160 100 80 200 82 1.el     170

TA9~ B4b-4. OUALI~ ~S~CE STATISTI~L ~A~ATION ~D SE~D ST~D~ ~R OZONATION ~ALY~S.
Chemical Units Travel Nlni~a Haxla~ Sample ~ean Plan Drinkin~Analyte Na~

Bl~s Saeple Sample Nu~er Sta~ard WaterX Value Value N Pal~ 5:1 Dilu. Standa~
Silicon 5.9 940 22000 193 NA NASllve~ ~/L .14 .47 1.~ ~L 14 193 3.4 50S~ium ~/L .029 .097 .103 , 5g 28000 193 NA NAS~ron~i~ ~L .14 .47 .38 142 2600 193 N~ NATin ~/L 7.0 23 11.0 ~L 576 193 NA NATitanl~ , F~/L .32 1.07 .88 ~L 590 193 NA NA
Vanadl~ ~/L .95 3.2 1.6 <~L 101 193 N~
Zlno 2.9 13 700 193 80 5000





TABLE BSa-2. EVALUATION OF PESTICIDES (METROD 508) ANALYTES BEFORE AND AI~rER OZONATION.

Pesticide or unite Ozone Pilot Plant Influent Water
Ozone Pilot Plant Effluent WaterChemlcal are

Analyte Na~e n~/L Normal Distrlbu. Geometric Dist.
Normal Distrlbu. Geometric Dist.or

~--’--"---- --’-’-----’~---------- --..____ 90%
4,4’-DDT ~/L ND HA ND ND HA ND ND HA ND ND NA NDDieldrin n~/L ND HA ND ND HA ND ND HA ND ND NA NDEndosulfan I n~/L .35 3.2 4.5 .040 1.45 .67 .26 2.4 3.3 .037 1.40 .60
.Endosulfan II n~/L <LO~ WA <LOQ <LO~ NA <U)Q <LOO WA <LO~ <LOO NA <LOQEndosu. Sulfate n~/L ND WA ND ND RA ND ND NA ND ND NA NDEndrin .. n~/L ND NA ND ND NA ND ND NA ND ND N& NDEndrln Aldehyde ng/L ND
Heptachlor        nq/L

TABLE B5b-2. ~UALIT~ ASSURANCE STATISTICAL EVALUATION AND SELECTED STANDARD~ FOR OZONATION RNALYTES

Pesticide or ng/L Travel Nini~un Naximm Sample Ocean Plan DrinkinqChemical or Blallks Sample Sample Number Standard Waterre Nasa Pier X Value Value N Pairs 5:1 Dilu. Standard
4 ~ 4 ’ -DDT n~/L NA 20 RD ND lid 85 E ~b~a O. 85 NA
Dieldrin n~/L NA 20 ND ND ND 86 O. 2 NA
Endosulfan I ~/L NA 20 ND ND 30 86 ZEndo.a 45 NA
Endosulfsn II ~/L HA 20 ND ND <LOQ . 86 . ZEndo.e 45 HA
Endosu. Sulfate n~/L NA 20 ND , lfl) lq) 86 ZEndo.e 45 NA
Endrln n~/L NA 20 lq) ND ~9 85 I0 200
Endrln Aldehyde nq/L NA 20 ND ND ~ S6 Na .i

ND ND 90 86 3.6 NA

.~s.;.lo.



TABLE BSa-3. EVALUATION OF PESTICIDES (I(ETHOD 608) R/~AL~TES BEFORE AND AFTER OZO~ATION.

Pesticide or units     Ozone Pilot Plant Influent Water
Ozone Pilot Plant Effluent WaterChemical are n~

Analyte Name /L or No~al Dis~ribu. Ge~etric Dist. No~al Dlstribu. Geometric Dist.

Heptac. E~xide ng/L ND NA ND ~ WA NO ND NA ND ND NA NONe~ho~chlor ~/L ND N~ ND ND N~ ~ ND HA ND ND N~ NDN~rex

Toxaphene ~/L ND HA ~ ND NA ND ND HA ND ND NA ND
PCB-1016~I221 ~/L ND HA ND ND N~ ND ND NA ND ND NA ND
~B-1232f1242 ng/L ND, HA ND ND N~ ND ND H~ HD wn us ~h
~B-1248

~B-1254~1260    ~/L



TABLE B6a-1. EVALUATION OP VOLATILE ORG~XC ~NALFFES
(NETHOD 624) WITH OZOHATIOH.

Volatile unite Ozone Pilot Plant Influant Water Ozone Pilot Plant Effluent WaterOrqanic C~pde. are ,
Analyte or ~g/L Normal Dietribu. GeometricDist.. ~or~al Distribu. Gec--~ric Dist.Chemical game or PPB

,~ ¯ 901 ~ ¯ 9ol ~ [ ¯ I 901
Benzene ~ ~ ~ "-------

~~ .051 .095 .050 1.03 .094 .040 .038 .089 .040 1.04 .087Bromodlchlo~o- Pq/L .049 .063 ~ .126~ .047 , 1.06.127 .068methane .107 .21 .064 1.09 .190
Bromofo~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~~ .19 .34 I    .63I    .16 J 1.22 .51 .25 .44~~~~~ ~~~~ .21 1.27Bromomet~e .085 .16 I o301 .076 J 1.13 .26 .18 .20 .44
Buta~one ~ 1.14 .96 ] 2.4 J .96 J 1.5 2.4 4.4 3.8 9.2

~~~ ..... ~.0 2.4Carbon ~q/L .22 ~ .55 I .20 I 1.18 .49Disulfide .17 .I~ .40 .16 1.14

Volatile Units ~L ~ Travel Nlnl~ Nsxln~ Sample ~ean Plan DrinkingOrqanic ~. ~g/L 3~ IOg Dl~ Sample Sample N~r Standard WaterChemical Nsno or PPB X Value Value N Pai~ 5:1 Dilu. Standa~
~ ~ .030 .100 [ .019 <~ .143 20 29.5Br~Ichlo~ ~q/L .070 .20~ ~ ~L .25methane 20 Z ~ I~    ¯ ~s I00

Bronofo~
~ .100 .300 I 2.0 ~L 1.6 20 ¯ ~ 13    ¯ ~8 100Bromone~hane .o0o ¯ m

~ ~ .120
~

.092 .145 3.7 20 N~Csr~n ~/L .060

~
.144 .047 ~.18

~ ~
Diaul f ide 20 HA HA



TABLE     B6a-2. EVALUATION OF VOLkTILE ORCANICAN&LTTES (METROD
624) WlTH OZO~ATION.

Volatile units Ozone Pilot Plant lnfluent Water
Ozone Pilot Plant Effluent WaterOrganic Cnpds. are

Analyte or Fg/L Normal DIstrlbu. Geouetrlc Dist. Nornal Diatribu. Geometric Dist.Chemical Name ’ -
--------_ ,0, ,0, ,0,Carbon Pg/L .001 .004 .006 .001 .002 .OOB NDTetrachlorlde ND    ND ND     ND    ND

~g/L .........Chlorobenzene .004 .007 .013 .004 1.01 .012 .002 .003 .006 .002 1.00 .006Chloroe~hane
~ ND .002.003 ND 1.00 .001 .012 .031 .052 .012 1.03 .0512-Chloroethyl- ~9/L ND ND    lid ND , ND lid ND    ND    ND , ND ND NDv_~n¥1 E~her ~

.o,Chloromethane ~                       .19 I .104 1.06 .19
~ .26 I 1.26 .69 .29 .32 .?0 I .26 1.21 .32

TABLE     B6b-2. QUALITY ASSURANCE STATISTIC.%L EVALUATION AND SELECTED STANDARDS FOR OZONATION AMALYTES,
Volatile Units MDL LOQ Travel Minimum Naximu Sample Ocean Plan DrinkingOrganic Cnpd. ~9/L 3e tOe BIsj~ Sample Sample Number Standard WaterChemical Name or PPB X Value Value N Pairs 5:1 Dllu. StandardCarbon ~9/L .08 .25 .001 <NDL <NDLTetrachlorlde 20 4.5 O. S

Chlorobonzene .03 .30 .001 <lqOL <ND~ 20 2850 30Chloroethsne
~ .09 .30 ND <NDL <IqDL 20 N& N&2-Chloroethyl- ~g/L O. 6 2.0 ND <IqDL <NDL 20 N&

Chloroform .045 .15 .018 <MDL .25 20 650 E THNa I00Chloromethane
~ .06 .21i .II0 <LOQmummmmmmm 1.21 20 r. HMETH 13 N&mmmmmmu







TABLE O6a-~. EVALUATION OF VOLATILE ORG/tMI~ ANALYYES (~OD 624) WITR OZONATION.

Volatile unite     Ozone Pilot Plant Influent Water    Ozone Pilot Plant Effluent Water
Organic
analyte ~r"’~" are

#q/L    No,at Dlstrlbu. Ceometrlc Diet.    No~l Dlstribu.
~c=~tric Diet.~e.tcal .s. or P~ ~ ~"

4-Methyl-2- #q/L .64 .%~ 1.% .4~ 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.4~Pentsnone ~.5 ~.~1 1.~ ~.9

Styrene ~9/L .OS? .15 .2S .079 1.14 .27 .17 .34 .61 .1~5 1.26I, I, 2,2-Tetra- pq/L ND NA ND ~ NA ND ND NA NDchloroethsne ND NA

Tetrachlo~o- gq/L .026 .034 .070 .026 1.0) .069 .018 .018 .041 .01% 1.02 .040ethane

Toluene P~/L .~I .35 .76 .27 1.28 .75 .]0 .IS .7~ _~ ~ ~,
I, I, I- ~g/L
Trlchlor~thsne

TABLE B6b-S. ~ALIT~SSURANCESTATISTICALEVALUATIONAND SELECTED ST~O~DS ~R OZONATION~AL~ES
Volatile Units Travel Mlnl~ ~xl~ Saeple ~ean Plan Drinkl~Organic ~. #q/L BI~ Sample Saaple g~r Standa~ Waternalyte Name or PPB X Value Value N Pal~ 5:1Dllu. Standa~
4-Methyl-2- Fg/L .002 ~L 3.2Pentanone " NA

Styrene F~/L .017 .050 .050 ~L .43 20 NA NA
1,1~2~2-T6tra- Fg/L .06 .~0 ~ ~L ~L 20chlor~thane 6000 1

Tetrachlo~ ~/L .05 .15 .007 ~ .12~ 20ethe~ 500 5

Tol~ ~iL .017 .05 .25 ~L 1.09 20 420000
1~1~1- ~/L .020 ~L .138 20~lchlo~ane 2700000 ~00





TABLE B7a-l. EVALUATION OF SEPrI-VOL~TILEORC~NI~J~NALYTES BEFORE ~D A~ OZO~ATION.

Physical unite Ozone Pilot Plant lnfluent ~ater Ozone Pilot Plant ~ffluent Waterknalys~s are
or Chemical pg/L ~o~al Distri~. ~ometrie Dist. ~o~al Distribu. Geometric Dist.

Acenaphthene P~/~ .22 .99 1.49 .0~9 1.45 .SS .20 .80 1.23 .096 1.41 .70
Acenaphthylene p~]~ .005 .012 .021 .005 1.01 .021 .015 .051 .080 .014 1.05
Anillne Pq/L ND .001 .002 WD 1.00 .002 gD ND ND NO ND
Anthrac;~; ~q/L .034 .052 .101 .033 1.05 .097 .112 .34 .55 .082 1.23 .41
Azobenzene ~q/~ gD ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .013 .050 .077 .012 1.05 .072Benzldi~ Mq/L WD WD ~ WD WD WD ND WD N~ ~n ~n
~nzo(s} ~q/b
cede

TABLE BTb.-1. QUALITY ASSUI~N~E STATISTICAL ~A~ATION ~ SE~D ~~ ~R OZO~ATION

Physlcal Units Travel ~Ini~ Msxim~ Sa~le ~ean Plan    DrlnkinqAnalysis or ~g/L BI~ Sample Sample Muir S~andard~te Name or PPB X Value Value g Pairs 5:1 Dllu.     Stands~
Acenaphthene ~g/L .096 .32 ND <~L 4.6 21 Nk
~cenaph~h~lene p~/L .084 .28 ~ ~L .23 21 ¯ P~s . 044
~lline pg/L 1.05 3.5 ~ ~L ~L 21 NA

~thracene Fq/L .105 .35 .008 ~L <~ 21 ¯ P~s . 044
Azo~zene #q/L .096 .32 ~ ~L <~ 21 NA NA
~zldine, ~g/L 39 129 ~ ~L ~L 21 O.~a
~nzo(a}an~ra- #~/L .04~ ~L .7~ 21 E P~s .044    ~o~s~¢ene



TABLE D7a-2. EVALUATION OF SEMI-VOLATILE ORGANIC ANALYT~S BEFOP~ AND AFTER OZONATZON.
Physical units Ozone Pilot Plant lnfluent Water Ozone Pilot Plant Effluent Water~slyals are
or Chemlcsl ~/L ~o~al Vis~ri~. ~etric Dist. No~l Oistri~. ~ometr/c Ois~.

~nzo(b) fluor- ~/L .19 .26 .52 .17 1.20 .41 .Ifsnthene .52 .I~ 1.20 I .47

snthene .llS I.IS I

Benzo(q,h,l) ~q/L .22 .49 .S5 .17 1.33 .60 .16 .39 .66 .123 1.27 .52pe~leno
~ ~ ~

~q/L .42 .80 .29 1.5 1.19 ~      .49 .78 1.49 .36 1.5 1.29bls(2-chloro-     ~q/L .002 .007 .010 .002 1.01 .019~ .064 I .101~ 1.06 .094e~hoxy) Mthane ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~





TABLE B7a-4. EVALUATION OF SENI-VOLATILE ORGANIC AN&LYTES BEFORE ~ND AFTER OZONATIOM.
Physical unite Ozone Pilot Plant Influant Water Ozone Pilot Plant Effluent Water
or ~emlcsl #g/L Nodal Dlstr/bu. ~e~etrlc Dist. Nodal Distrlbu. Geosetrlc Dist.~nslyte Ns=e     or PPB

X ¯ [ 90% X ¯ ~90% X ~ 90% X ¯ 90~4-~lorosnlllne ~g/L ND NA ND ~ NA    ~ ~ N~ ND ND NA ND2-Chloronaph- ~g/L . OSS .17 ¯ 27 .045 1.14~halene .24 .009 .024 .040 .009 1.02 .0~9
4-Chlorophenyl ~g/L ND NA ND ND NA    ~ ND NA ND ND NA NDphenyl sth~r

~ .148 .18 .]8 .1~7 1.15    -~? .141 .15 .)4 .111 1.14 .34Dl~nzo(a,h)- #g/L .19 .41 .71 .146 1.28anthrac~ .16 .41 .68 .119 1.28

¯18 .76 1.16 .086 1.39 .65 .16 .59 .92 .093 1.34~

Physlcsl Units ~L ~ Travel Nln~ Naxl~ Sa~Ie OceanPlan Drlnki~
~nalysls or ~g/L 3~ foe

BI~ Sanple Sanple N~r S~8nd8~ Wa~er~naly~e Hsne or PPD
~ Value Value N PaI~ 5~I Dllu. S~and8~4-~lorosnlll~

~ ~ .76 2.6 ND <~L <~L 21 HA HA2-~loronaph- ~/L ¯ 19 .63 ~ ~L~halene .69 21 HA HA

~ ~ .34 .042 <~L .11 21 E P~m .044 ~op. 0.2
anthrace~

~/L ¯ 24 .7~ ~ ~L 1.8 21 ¯ P~m . 044

D/~nzoturan
~

~
~ ~ ~¯ 086 .29 , ~ ~L 3.5 22 HA HA



TABL~ BTa-5. EVALUATION OF SENI-VOLATIL~ORG~NICANALYrEs BEFORE~J(D A~R OZO~TION.

Physical units Ozone Pilot Plant lnfluent ~at~r Ozone Pilot Plant Effluent ~ater~nalysis are
or Chemical

[ ~/L

Nodal Dimtribu. ~strlc Dist. Nodal Distrlbu. Ceometrlc Dist.Analyte Name or PPB ~ ~ 90t ~ ~ 90t ~ ~ 90t ~ ~ 90~
l~2-Dlchloro- ~g/L ND NA ND ND ~ ND ND NA NDbenzene ND NA ND

1,3-Dichlo~o- ~g/L ND NA ND ~ ~ ~ ~ NA ND ND NA NDbenzene

1,4-Dlchlo~o- F~/L .001 .004 .006 .001 1.00 .006 ND NA NDbenzene ND NA ND

3,3’-D1~1o~o- Pg/L .02~ .1~0 .19 .02] 2.12 .27 .010 .045benzidl~ 067 .009 1.04 .063

DleLhyl
phLhala~e

TABLE BTb-5. QUALIT~ASSURANC~ STATISTICAL EVALUATIONANDSEL~CTED STANDA/~DS FOR OZONATION

Physical Unite Travel Nlnl~ ~xl~ Sa~le ~ean Plan Drlnki~Analysis or ~g/L Bl~ Ss~le Sample N~r Standa~ Water’re Name or PPB X Value Value N Pai~ 5:1 Dllu. Stand8~
1,2-Olchl~ ¯ ~g/L .220 .40 ~ ~L ~L 22 Zbenzene NA

25500
1,3-Dlchlo~ ~/L .227 .42 ~ ~L ~L 22 Z~nzene NA

25500
1,4-Dichlo~ ~/L .123 .42 ~ ~L ~L 21 Z~s2SS00~nzene S.0

or 900
3~3~-DlchlO~ ~/L 1.00 3.3 ~ ~L ~L~nzldlne 45

D/e~yl ~/L .090 .299 .054 ~L 28 21ph~alate 165000 HA





TABLE BTa-7. EVALUATION OF SENI-VOI~TILE~ORGANXC~qALYTES BEFOREANDAPTEROZONATION.
Physical units Ozone Pilot Plant Influent Water Ozone Pilot Plant Effluent WaterAnalysis are
or Chemical pg/L Normal Dietrlbu. ~eo~etrlc Dist. gor~al Distrlbu. Geometric Dist.

Fluoranthene pg/L .16 .17 .37 .150 I~14 .36 .117 .123 .27 .III 1.11 .27Fluorene ~/L .017 .033 .059 .016 1.03 .05S .031 .06? .117 .029 1.06 .IIIHexachlora- Pg/L ND N& lid ND NA ND .014 .063 .095 .benzene 013 1.06 .087

Hexachlo~- ~g/L ND HA ND ND NA ND ND N& NDbutadlene ND NA ND

Hexachl~yclo Pg/L ND N& lid ND XA I~ ND llA ND-pentadlene ND NA

flexachlo~o-
ethane

TABLE B7b-7. QUALITY ~SSURANCE STATISTICAL EVALUATION AND SELECTED STANDARDS FOR OZONATION AN&LYTES,

Physical Units Travel Nlnimm Naximm Sample Ocean Plan Orinkir~/Analysis or ~q/L Bls~ks Sample Sample llu~ber Standard water~te Nasa or PPB X Value Value g Pairs 5:1 Dilu. Standard
rluoranthen@ #q/L .092 .30 .020 ~IDL .59 21 75 HAFluorene p~//L .093 .32 lid <NDL .35 21 ]: PAI~s .044 HA’Hexachlo~o- Pg/L ¯ 90 3.0 lid <NDL <NDL 21benzene .00205 Proposed 2
flexachloro- ~g/L .95 3.2 ND <NDL <NDL 22bu~adiena 70

Hexachlo~2o ~/L 2.0 6. S lid <IqDL <NDL 22-pentadiene 290 Proposed

Hexachlo~,- ~J/L ND <NDL <NDL 21ethane 12.5 NA







I - I " I " t " ! l ~ ~ I ! ’~ ! " ! - ! " l 1 ! I l t

TABL~ B7a-lO, ~VALUATION OF 8ENZ-VOLATIL~ORGANICANALYT~S BEFORE ANDAPTEROZONATION.
Physical units Ozone Pilot Plant lnfluent Hater Ozone Pilot Plant Effluent HaterAnalysis ere
or Chemical ~q/L ,.Normal Distrlbu. C~o~etri¢ Dist. Normal Dlstrlbu. Ce~trlc Dist.

chlorobenzene .OOB l.OX .019
~nzo/c acid 2.4 6.2 2.5 I 2.0 7.2 3.9 2.9 7.6 3.2 1.7 7.64-~1o~3- ~/L .019 .080 .123 .017 I 1.07 .110 ~ NA ~ ND gA NO~e~hylphenol

~
.012 .028 J .048 , 1.03 .047 ~ .010 .032 .050 .009 1.03 .0492,4-Di~lo~ ~/L ND NA ~ NAphenol

~

g~ ~ ~ NA ND

TABLE BTb-10. QUALITY ASSURANC~ 8TATISTICAL EVALUATION AND SELECTED STANDARDS FOR OZONATION ANALYTES
Physical Units !NDL LOQ Travel Minimum Iqaximm Sample Ocean Plan DrinkingAnalysis or ~g/L 3~ 10~ BlaJIKs Sample Sample Nuaber Standard HaterAnalyte Name or P.~...~---.-.

---.. ~ Valu~ Valu~ N Pai~ S:l Dilu. StandardI, 2,4-Trl- ¯ /~/L .21 .69 ND <MDL <IiDL 31chlorobenzene N& NA
Benzoic acid

~ 3.4 S.O~ .36 <MDL 12.9 21 NA NA4-Chloro-3- ~g/L .41 I. 37 ND <MDL <NDL 31 r. ClPhenole N&
3-Chlorophenol ~g/L .40 I. 33 ND <NDL ¯ 134 21 ¯ CIPhenols NA

------- S3.4-Dichloro- ~g/L .73 3. ¯ ND <NDL <NDL 22 E CIPhenol8 NA
S



TABLE B?a-ll. EVALUATION OF SENI-VOLATIL~ ORGANIC ANALYTES BEFORE ~qD ~PTER OZON~TION.

Physical unite Ozone Pilot Plant Influent Water Ozone Pilot Plant ~-tfluent WaterAnalysis are
or Cheslcal

l l~q/L

Ko~sl Dietribu. Geometric Dist. Normal Distribu. Geometric Dist.Analyte Naae or PPB ~    ~ 90t ~    ¯ 90t ~ ¯ 90t ~    ~    90t
2 ~ 4-Dlne~hyl- Mg/L .136 .45 .72 090 1.29 .~ .018 .066 .103phenol " .016 1.06 .095

2.4-Dlnl~ro- ~9/L ~ N~ ND ND N~ ~ ~ N~ ND NDphenol NA ND

2-Methyl-4,6- ~/L .047 .15 .24 .038 2.13dlnl~rophenol ¯ ND

2-Me~hyl~h~ol    pq/L .068 .26 .40 .0~9 1.19 .]1 .018 .011 .058 .018 1.0~ .058
4-Ne~hyl~henol    Pq/L .24 .62 1.03 .15 1.41 .79 .109 .17 .33 .097 1.16 .32

TAB~ BTb-11. ~ALI~ ~S~ STATISTZ~~A~ATZON ~ SE~ED ST~D~
Physical Units Travel ~lnl~ ~xl~ Basle ~ean Plan D:lnkl~Analysis or pg/L BI~ S8~le Sauple N~r Standa~ Water,aly~e Haue or PPB X    Value Value N Pal~ 5:1 Ollu. S~snda~
2,4-Dlnethyl- ~/L .48 1.6 ~ ~L 2.1 21 E ~enolsphenol

phenol 20 or
~enol 150

d inltrophenol                                                                                        NA
~enol

2-Xe~l~henol    ~9/L    ¯ 53 1.8    ~      ~L     1.12      21
~vne~l 150 NA

4~=~ylphehol    p~/L    .59 2.0    ~ ~L     2.1 21 ~vnenol IS0 HA

21 £~enol leO NA
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~ See Dry-weather Flov.

~ . Xn¢ldental produc~s (chenicaXe) that are torned
o.u.ra.ng ¯ process., .8.uch .as water dAs_infec~ion, many st
.~n.~�~ _are _un~esars~,e, nut ditfAcuxt to prevent

~ .& technical (�omsercLsl) ~rade of chlorinated
I~..stLcLde w.hLch �ontains many similar �o~pounde that vary
_s,a.qhtly an the number and placement of chlorines.
znc,uded In the s/xture is heptachlor a pesticide that is
a.ol.d_in a .~ore pure_.~ora. _ Chlordane yam ¯ popular and
vaae,y avaalable pestacLde for use Ln foundations tot the
control _of ants and ternt.tes. Over the lest 20 years It
use h.ss become more restricted and Is now unavailable tot
use an the United States.

Chlor/ne Chlorine gas has been v/dely used tot destroying disease
causing orgsnLsss end can be credited with preventing
m.any hmssn epidemics. Recent studies have shown that it
¯ ,so generates many hazardous by-products. In this
report, chlorine disinfection refers to treatment by
�.hl.o_rans_ gas., chloranLnes, chlorine dioxide and other

~ A group st bacteria that tern¯st lactose (milk sugar) nnd
/nc.lude8_ e.everal gener.a in. the _Entarobac~eriaeaa~ tautly,

.an.a ~. wna,e ¯one genera are found in anln~l
a.npes~an.e.s, na_n¥ are also found tree-living Ln sells and
.ot~er.~ea;¯. r.or accedes:, total �oliform organism counts
n..av.e _neon. usea as an Lab;cater st the effectiveness st
aasanzectLon st drinking voter.                                .

~ See XnLtial Dilution.

~ & tern or/gLnslZy used to describe ~ethods used to      ’
raov.e or Inactivate infectious or disease causing
o.rganzaus, but also used to refer to the ~ontro~ of
macroscopic organisms ~n gensrel.                               .

Drv-~ea~her. ~Io~    The .tlo~ obee.rv_ed trau store drains during thn
ar~..season aria ¯¯veraa asys after ¯tom. ~hiln the      ,
r_.e~a~.v¯ source. �.ont.rlhutlons varies algnltlcantly, the
x.z.ow .~.s ¯.ssune.a :.o _no �onpose.a st Infiltration (leaks
anz:o__~ne_ e:o .rnaraan ~:.ron. grounawa.ter..or, septic 8ystmns),
runoxx z.r.om zs~s an¯ o~ner resiaon~a¯a ¯ourcme (pools,
car ~asnang, etc.), NPDES porm:Lttod t¯clZ/tion, Rind
illegal floor drains, maintenance activities, and mower
connections. Nan¥ other sources have been observed.           ’

Enteric virus As used here, see Human ~nterlc Virus. --
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National Turb/dit¥ Unite. A standardized scale based on
the a~iltt¥ of aatter An water to scatter Ancldent light
at ¯ ninety degree angle. Coaparable to Foraaztn or
Jackson Turbidity Units (FTU or ~U).

~ (1,2-Dlaeth¥1 Benzene) is present in gasoline end may be
used as a solvent, hut Is less hazardous 5~han benzene.

g£gDt As a gas �oepose4 at three atone of oxygen, WhAle the
oxFgen husans breathe �onsists of only two atoms.
8IaplIstlcally, ozone tends to "degradem beck 5~o
aolecular oxygen, but the third oxygen atom may react
with other �oapounda, especially organics with double
bonded carbons.    This pro~eee effectively attacks
aicrohAal nenbranes and kills the organAsa (bacteria}.

~ or ~ are Polynuclear Aronatic Hydrocarbons and are
essentially �onpounds containing sultiple (coaaonly 3-5)
benzene rings (6-carbons faming a ring
bonded to ¯ hydrogen and the adjacent carbons). Benzene
and many ot the FAH,s have been identified as nutagens
and are likely carcinogens. They are fame4 during
ooabustion processes and have been associated with soot
end per~A:uletee fron diesel engines anong other eour~ee.
The list of compounds included An mTotal pAH,o
anong regulators end analysts and care should be ~aken An
making �onparAeons anong different sources.

other organAema (generally vertebrates and �oaaonly
huaane).

~ and ~ The �oaman nane and causative agent of the

InflaaaatAon of brain stea and spine .and results An lose
of suscle control or death.     During this study
noninfectious or vaccine type polio vlrus were used to
Investigate disinfection efficiency.

YO~ or Total Oreanic Carbon refers to an anallrtical cheatcal
method to detect carbon atone fro~ sources ~hat were of
biologic (lAving) sources. ThAn ~ould include carbon
Iron oil and hydrocarbon fuels such as gasollne

Water ~eclauatlon The trea~nent, transportation, and use ot
vastevater for a direct beneficial or ocntrolled use that
would not otherwise occur. WhAle not technically ¯
wastevater, stern drain dry-~eather flays ~an exhibit
many of the sane undesirable qualities.

Wet-Wea~her FloW- The relatively hlgh flows
that occur during and after stor~s es water Is conveyed
8waF fron areas In the upstrean areas.
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~,~TL R ~UPPLY

)4

I ,,, +
~

~+~ n~u=~ h~r ~Im.dutl pumpin~ t~.lalions is dt’livrrt,d lhmu~h

¯ ..n, .+, n+,), pump the,. the ~ut~l ; Iolh~’i~zhlvrnA~’al~vr ~mini~lralion(t%~l)A)~v~h.mandth,.~)uth.
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CHARGES. PAYMENTS. A          UNDER THE STATE WATER
AND DEVIL                         FOR 26 YEARS
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TI,F ’.IETROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

’ .’t~NO M[TROPOLITAN’S M[MB~R AO~NCI~
,’, , ;ACILITI[S FOR TH~ OISTRIBUTION OF

LEGEND
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Water Supply Management
and Development

Colorado Ri~,r Water

durm~ the vl’ar

State P~j~ Water

d~’ek:pl~ and ~nlainlnK An S~%’1’ .alt’f ~upply thai lntiudvs
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Tht" pr~,p.. ~ ~ , . , ~I~ in~m the Tr~o ~’~I~ ~l~m~Ikm l~n~ h~r 14nd~-~. ~nd

~ .... I t~,’an,M~. ~d (atl~ -

~A ~~nPa~u~ultun, Pr,:l~xl~h~h

;’~n~=~h.ly ~ ~.~ ~’r war ~ff ~la=m~.d

~n~ ind+~lauall++ +nd IXM~Xl)+~M

l’t, ’=,, t , ,~ ~, j rn Ih, I, ur~l x t+nrurt. +nJ *~’rah.d ~. [VMX% D m =Jl ;.~              A su~ re’as ~,~ to dd+~=ne the +~)unt

=ltnmtrlv ~Int~ +p~m=matdv l~(i~ ~-im~ ~’r )+at ,+ rt~’laimvd

~ ~ ~mpl¢~nlalam Mud~; (ondml~ ~ IIYA Gmsulung
i’r";,, ", J -I +~ ~X X ,;. ,+-.,r, .f tngn~. ~ ~ntd). a pn)~. a k’~ agv~. ~’~’v a~a h+undarit+,

Pngram ~l. p+n~opihng on the Bay ~’lla ~+la=~d t%~trr Sub-

as~ t~ Ct~lllt< ~ compdf a ~,fl whgh ddnnt~ malvr ~lamala)nI ,;s; . ’a.~,;.,t],,n ~ the ~l~?� ~. ~
~nd ~=~ I~ S~�’s ~¢nt=l ~lai~ walvr u~" ~ yt’ar ~10.

~,hL~, ~. . "’ ;’ ,’h, ’;’.~f~,n aKr~’t.~nl ~ ~lh M~-: ~ T~ dr~ ~ms ~m=nmg I~ ~,.nl=a for gmund~alcr storage

’+ r~ i,+rk, and hnd%a~ ~; +,+l~ A~ Gmundwatw Storage and E~hange Pngram"hi.ill t. r,~, "n¢ f~as=~=l)’ ~ Mon~ water in the ktol~’~ River (;mundwal~r Basin.
nd t~ "~-ggmund I~o~ala~n for an Anldo~ Vall~ Basin Gnlund-I,,r Ih*’ rr..[. ~xh*,na Munx-=p~ t%+tw ~M t at~ ~r~e P~am" ~m~ the ~ss~=ty ~ storing wat+r in the









,,h,,h I, + ,;. I,,,.,.+,. I,.’, ,...~l~,t,,l h. I~’,,..,i.I,+,~ ~ t~l,~t              tf’r,u~.ul Ih+ I~ ~+h" and ,~,t

In ~l+ ~. I ~+l~um reIs Jssut~ ~l,lh~ "~’nlh)rm Appn,at-h

h, I,,                                                                            ~,;i ~ u~ m ~p+ndmK ~OSllne Plants
" ~EnmK nt~’ pl~nh. +n~

"’1"" .... ’ r, ,h t,~t,,~ +-um~. as ,I ,+ k
" "m+ pbnl} uprahnK and Ihr Ih.n~ 1, Ehll~ lillrJh, m I~,lnl (Mill+

~l~’fr.,l,.,t~+ , ,, .+l Js ’n~J~,rlJnl h+ ~,~u~-nlat ~ U~ m l~d+ II.

+~ s r~ +ap~ly and wdl ~’t.h,p pnm+ss dt’s~n trdcr~a l,;r Iht.

’ + ’~. aM t~.~lh fdtrat~n plants.
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[A81.~ 32
AREA AND pIOPULAilON OF MEM~R A~.j~]E$ TABLE 32 (ConhnuQ<i)

~ O’ ¯ .~ ~ :io ~ ~,~ ~ AREA ANO POI~LAIION Of MEMiER AGEN(]ES

~4~ft.A~
A: Of ~r~, ]0. 1989

-s~~-’:" lil’les (efisus C~ | s’._--- _-~__ I

t~ll ile~ O! (~ii~ of An,*h~m 00I

ol
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~,~ ’~o,a ,,o,.,~m~ ~,,,+,+.~. ,~,., ~ - -’~:" ~ ......

~,~6l ....
((t 0.$

.:’: :" ’"

~ j,: :!... ~ ., . ."
" . .

Pt6 .., ~" . "

~ + x ....... + ....... ’: ,.:.: :.:....:- " ’] ;"++ ~ ~. "’.

~’~ ~ ~’+"’"~ ’ ’ ~ " .t..++’ ,,IlL

~t





r



, . "v ,: ~ll ~l~Jn ~.)*+ :~uqu.~ualdm~ urSaq ~,+s ’m.~ p,:mI a~ Suun,,

.~nfm put s~,~ll~

~ :~



the ~-,e|,h J~’n~-n Fdlral~,n ~lam, ~-m~l~,d ~m~n ~ t~                       ~" ~~ ~T t L’~ ~1~ ~

Mt’tr,,j~dil,m’~ J~lhti~ ~=rv ~’l~,~ an~ ¯ -" ¯ ~ , ~ ~

~]th I~ ~ and ~Ke ~v~ ~..~J~- m..~ ,       ,        lh~ ~’r~:n

(~,nlra, t Kuard ~.~ k t’~ at I~ An(,.l~ J I*’JJ~uart~ 4~ ~t~ #~
F~ ttan~rr t~aJuatk)n~ It)"t~aln all n(%lt~n. mcdK’al

r*’~lx,n~*’. ~r=n~,, pzt~v.t.,n, and ruHk r~’lal~,n~ I~=t~. and ~um-h~,rk t~aluatv,ns h, a~ ~’mph~.¢~’ abihh,

~ k" ~hanK~ d~-d Io mamlam hrahh and pr~’unl

~pk~ ~=~t" i’n%ram =~ ~ urn.hilt, l~.m~ =n~t,h.m~.nl~.J In
I~ ~uln’e physical pr,~ram ha~ h’i’n r~p,md~.d to ~,lt*’r ~’h~ildu

267
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~lU,i~m~’nl. and ~.~ rz3uz~~ h,r ~,p’~al~m. mamtv~e, aM ~
~ s~h m~’Ms and ~mpm~.nl. i~,r a h~al value ~ S~l.~7 Ih’m~

lh~ h~al am~unt d~ n~ ~lu~. rl~-~ ~ls h~ ~at~ ~m~ ~dd ~lu~ ~ap ~qal. ~ffh~e ~lmpmvnl and ~upph~.~

~u~.d ~ ~va~.d ~h,ul ~ ~’r~,.nl ~rr las! h~ ~ar. ~~lh ~ l~d~ ~
~1. and sh~ m~h~.~. Th~s n.pr~.~ nlcd an in~.a~.

~-I~mnl~ t~um~ ~ ~mall zn(~,n~xz, Ik’ms ha~ ~’z,n expandvdIn ~lh~,r ~ I1~ ~ht-s. an au~t~n (4 u~-d ~’h~ ~ ~nd a~ ~uz~m
k~ Ih~ addlt~mal ~utlvln~ ~ah-~u~,~. ~x hkh are n~n~. ~1 ~’r~vnt

I.~, I,,,~ ~,1 amnu,ma .l~d 211 h,n, ~i ~,,i,l~.r ~ullalr ]hll ~u~l I                        ~t ~lomlliol

E~n,pdilzn’s ~t~ 4ulom~lim ~1 is lu ~’id~ ¢ompuler u~.~ with
~) -h m ~ h~ h ~ dl aul,,mat~. ~ r~’alm~ pr~ ~’,~m~. Jnd Ir~ k,n~ pu~~

pult.r ~l~m. ~ thai rnd sl~ll impk.mz.nh.d an ~)tl~-z. %V~lem h~ handh.,,’qu~,,l,,n, pur~ha~. ,rd~ r~ JnJ ~,,ntra, z~. handle, b~d ~zn~ and
dadv ~it~r la~k~ ~’h is ~’ndzn~ and r~’eivin~ uk~lmn~" m~il,a,z.ll~ , ~nJ all,~ ,,n-hn~. ~,.,~ ~ mal~-rzM In,lial ~h~n~ h~r ~n
~ and ~M~es. ~hedulln~ ~in~. an~mainl~inin~ dally ~ah,~:h~u,~.d -n Ih~. %k.nd,,~. X~t,,,nal In.t~zuk. ~4 (-~rn~nl Pu~ha, ln&
~. B)" h~al ~ ~nd. ~ fmpk~s ~z.~. iz~ing theI~l{ ;1’1 { ,,mnu~hl~ { ,4~.. ~nd ~1,~ k il~-m ~u~ ~lz’m~ ~f ~n~ su~
~’~h 4ppn~Z~lH)’ ~ ~. u~ ~.inE Irained ~mlhlv.

and ~M~unl~ I~,~l,k. ~,.~, t~, nl ~ hd~. lh~ Xli;I’ C,,mm, d~tv C~

~ on~M Auh~m~l~m O~.n’~t~. 51udv idunhtiud Ihe m’~’d I~ pn~
Ih~ sut,ld~ i ma~l~ Ihv ~1,~ k h~.m ,ut~,),~.m all,~ ~mlrna~e ~

¯ pd~l pn~ram usmK ~ne~al In~lru~h~n~ ~M~’~r~dllan’~ ~dk}’ andmqu~}. ~d ~l~k ~lt.m~ and hnk~ ~h~k *lt.m~ h~ ~l~l~ ~lV ~s~

~u~ d~-um~,nl~) Io ~’~lual~ ~ s~-itit" ~m-Iin~, ruh’rvnceand h~ Ih~. ~’nd~,r~ Ihal ~r~d~. Ih~-x. ~m~d~l~

lot I~ e~ ~ ~h enl~.nn~ malrnal and ~Ira~hng il (~rigmah~r~
~l~u~ tn~uenllv-~,nced mal~.r~al~ dvlt’rmmud h~w ~’.~v¯ul~} ~l~’m~ a~ Ih~ ~r~. ~.mlq~.lcd ~ hdv d~’k.p~.nl ~mtmu~ on

~l~n, ~ pild p~am ~s ~lvd Io ¢~mhnm.inh~ lh~. tirol quarl~,rIhv r~’sl ~4 Ih~. ~l~lcm Thr,,ugh,,ul Ihr h~al tt’ar, i’ur(~mg st~t h~

~ ~1 li~M)var.u~.d a m=~m~puh.r-ba~-d Aut,,mat,.d ~tnd~r B=dd~ C~m~=t~. I~
s)~lcm and Auh~malt.d B=d An~l~ ~vst~’m                    "                              ~t al~ imple~nt~ = ~u~,nt Mana~.m~.nl %t~h’m

~nlly la=k~.d I~’a~ds w~rk pn~rv~=nK *m lh,’ Nan I’~:m~=,,~
I)ur=ng It~. t~’ar. M~n,t~d=lan rnl~.rt~ ml. ~ ~ ~M ~

~ as I ~n~)’~ d ~ ~’ne~ d~um~’nl mana~vm{’nl ~t~lcm Ihal
h,l.d.,g %,q, ~ h~r d~k~tl~.~, n’~p=ra~,r~, and I%~ ~ ~ ~a~’nl~n k~um ~’lla IBa¥ I h’lla) I h’anng~ Ilu, ~v-I*’m ~ dl hk,’l~

%u~ h a~r~’cmcnl~ ~=~1 ~’ll~h~clv r~’du(r ~ap.~ ~k. ~ and ~u~
A ~ I~am was to~ to Inv~sh~alt" and anal)’/vmrnt hm(. ~’r md=t=dual ur~,.r pr(~.s~ n~

~ing n~s and ddine the ~uurm(.nls of an al~lm,t~r=ak.
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S10tlAG! IN COLORADO RIVER RISIRVQIRS

Gross Abow Usab~    Usab~ Mimm~m     ~        Since

117.200 117.000 ~ 12.tX~    96 .37.10e 3Z.ZCX) -
?~.3~ 17.600 16.0CX3

I.?Og.CX)G 1,69�4~ 1,367.000 81 -- -- )2.000
27.000.CX:X:) 2,S,OG2.0CX) 1 ?,8.S.~.000 7t 1.3,7?7.000 $.42S.00O - 3.704,{X)0
33.926.?00 31.7~6,300 23.350.000 74 17.26~.400 10,916.100 o 3.6~6.000

1.818..S~X) 1.810.000 1.553.CXX) 86 1.3.35.S~X} .~5,000
648.0(X3 619.,~30 575.CXX) 93 135..__~ - - 28000

31 .CX33.5,00 28.58,B.4(X) 32.5dl3.000
6d,93O,~(X} 60,,3~4,700 45.89.3.(XX3 76
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TABLE 11
CHARGES, PAYMENTS, AND CREDITS UNDIR

AND DEVIL CAN~AIC �ONTRACT~
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~L ~NNING AND Ol’l

Quihhed m~hluhll~l wilh which the llei~urt.r mav

held I~lr ~lCk,~f ng il ~ ’~l l~ AnK~.I,*~ arid ~,lnkl.r’~
" N~    ’
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STORM DRAIN
SOURCES OF

CONTAMINAN~

~^~o~.
VOLUMI~ I
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PKE3~’A ~ AND ACI~OWI..E3~ f,C~NTS

~ ~n ~p~ Vol~e I f~m s ~ offo~ ~l~ of~
~is ~f a ~]i,~o~ ~s~em ~d moni~ p~ for S~ ~o~ca Bay. Vol~e l

~ecu ~s~is~d ~ s~ such ~ s ~u~i~ ~su~cc ~I~. Volume ~ ~n~

..
~e �onv~�~ waspeff~ed by U~ snd W~dw~d~lyde Consu}~ ~).
~fcssor M~chael ~ S~om of ~e C~ ~d ~o~en~ En~in~
UC~ ~d E~� Su~cker from WCC’s Po~d office were ~e ~roje~
~ ~n] key ~d~d~s from bo~ UC~ ~d W~ who ~sis~d ~ ~e ~j~
~ey include Sim.~n ~u ~d Kenne~ Won$ ~) ~d ~u

~e coal�tots ~ ~ful for ~� ~slmac~ of m~y ~diHdu~s.
B~y ~oject ~d ~ Regional W~r Quali:y Con~ol Board s~f~ w~ most ~Ipf~.
We cx~nd our s~i~ ~ Io ~. Gu~l-yu W~, Ms. Ca~e~e T~.
H~mk¢ ind Mr. Xivier Swmi~u. Sever~ ~ublic i~encics
pro~dinl da~ ~d ~fo~s~on ~o us. ~e ~s ~e]es Coumy D~p~enz of Publ~
Works ~d ~e Southern C~fomii ~s~iabon of Govcmmen~ (SCAG) proHdcd

¯ e T¢�~�~ Ad~qso~. Commit~e of ~e S~ Mo~�~ ~y P~j~ ~d o~m who

I                                                                             R0049383



v~ous j~: use ~s ~t fo~ iL Give. ~. s ~i=pl~ po]lu~ load
developed such ~;z ~e s~ of ~ P~ucu of ~e ~no~f ~rom ~ch ~d

To enima~e ~e po]lu~ loadin~s of stomw~er ~no~ h~ ~e

�oncentrauons for differcn~ l~d ~ ~s. wh~r¢ ~ ~ ~ ~=
�o.~nua~o~ for ~] ~d ~ ~

r~nf~] e~nu not ~p~d ~ pr~u. ~off O~ ~ O.l

~omp~shcd by ~ of l Ol5 sys~m, whe~ ~d ................
~m ~e dehne~md catchmenu. For z~cb l~d u~ ~ .~- -
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2.4 WATER QUALITY PAItAML"g-g.~

Key water qut]ity p~tmeters ~tt ~ of ~n~ ~ u~n mon~lnt

~ ~e water quaffb’ p~tmetert mat ~’e mcluoed in ~s ~tuay consist
~]ids ~$5); ~)’ bi~he~ oxygen ~d ~ ~he~o=ygen ~

~ follo~ng h t ~f ~m ~ ~ ~1~u ~ ~ ~ ~:

~� organic ~d inorganic p~i:ultte man~ which is Oft li= =d
~e p~cles m my sus~nded in wt=r. ~� ~diment I~d
influen~ by t humor of ft=ton in,lading but nm li~ m: ~cle
flow. �limate. geoloD’. ~d vege=u~ of ~ch ~tintge sys~m.
under which sus~nded ~dimen~ ~ ~nsidered a ~llu~nt
defi~/tion, In genera, lu~nded ~lids ~ considered l ~llu~nt
signilt~ntly ez~ ni~m~ �on~n~dont and ~ I defunct
qutli~ tn~or ~ficial u~s of ~e wa~er ~y. Su~nded ~di~nu
used st t sunogt~e for o~er ~o~a w~ch bind ~ily ~

I~d u~ ~, ~pt ~ mr ~n ~. ~ h ~y

Bi~hem~etl Oxveen ~ma~ ~ODI. ~ ~OD ~ ~ ~
of ~e quanfiw of biologi~ly de~a~ble ~ga~� mln~ in wig
~ount of oxygen ~u~ by ~rl~ W oxi~ it ~ ~
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S~plins ~h~ue. flow a~=

.

~e le~ ~d most ~lumns of Tt~le
specif�� p~obibilities. For example, at Billoni ~ek at inuewm, me ,mum

land use ~s. tnciudinj ~sidenS~, �~mercial. miaed, ~d
medi~ site ~nmn~fions (~0~ ~babili~)of
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

¯ po.uuon assessment ana monltonng plan for Santa Monica Bay. Volume lde~ribes storm drainage system land use statistics, catchment ~’~as, existing
quality monitonng data, rainfall data, NPDES pcm~t information for existing permits to
slorm drains, and contanunant mass emission estimates, based upon land use modeling.
Volume II reviews sampling techniques, including sampling equipment, and other
aspects associated with sampl~ng such as a quality assurance plan. Volume I]! present~
the proposed monitoring plan. Volume IV addresses best management practices as they
apply to the Santa Montca Bay area, The first draft of this volume was issued in
Scptembor 28, 1992.

~Th_e. contr.a~t .wa.s.pe.rformed by..UCL_A and Woodward-Clyde Consultants OV~").
rm;essor M~cnae~ ~. :Hensu’om ot me uivil and Environmental Engineering Deptrlment’
UCLA and Eric Strecker from WCC’s Portland office were the project managers. There
were several key individuals from both UCLA and WCC who assisted with the proje~;

I
they include Sim.l in Lau and Kenneth Wong (UCLA) and Lou Armslrong, Gtil Boyd,
Carol Fones~, and Joan Kenna: (WCC).

The contracton are grateful for the assistance of many individualt. The Santa Moalca

~,= =x~ena our spec~a~ manxs to Dr. ~uang.yu Wang, Ms. Catherine Tyrrell, Dr. Raine~

I ~,V~;~m.S_ ~oa.~m_an~o_ m~orrna_t,o..no to .uS..-! he ./.os Angeles County Depann~nt of Public~.,,~,~, anu m© :,oumern ~autornta ^ssocaation of Governments (SCAG) provided
catchment area and land use dam, respectively. We are also indebted to d~ m~rnl~rs of
the Technical Advisory Committee of the Santa Monica Bay Project and oth~r~ who
reviewed and commented o~ our dra.�1
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L
This r~lx)n is a lizuature review of s~a~ waz~ ~d wastewal~ s~pling t~hniq~

v z m ~vJC~UVCS, szausnc~ app~acnes, ~mpze t~s, samplin~ equipmen~ flow
measu~ng [echniques, s~cial p~blems in sampling s~cific biologi~l, che~�~, ~
physical p~mete~, ~d qu~ily ~n~Vqu~izy ~su~n~ pl~s. A v~ o~
~quip~nt is ~view~, such ~s bo~tle samplers, ~s~nger-~c6v~ ~mple~ ~

c~s~ s~udy ~view is b~ed u~n W~wa~.C]y~e Consul~n~’ ~vious ~x~e~ ~

p~vides ~ s~cific intonation on ~h~ d~vel~m of ~ ~ ~n
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V
may be added into the sampling plan depending on [he objective of the projecL The 0
following section discusses the basic requi~d cfi~cr~ of sampling pro~am.

L

1.3 SAMPLinG PROGRAM OBJEL"rlVF, S

The objective(s) of a sampling is the f’u’st step in planning of a sampling program. In 7
general, there a~e four major reasons for sampling and ~yses program: planning,
rese~roh/design, process conu’ol, and regulation (including detection, verHication
enforcement). A �omparison of the sampling program b~sed on these four di~’fm~nt
objectives are discussed by the US EPA (1982) ~ is summarized in the Table 1-1.
the purposes of this report, the objective of the sampling progr&m is to provide good
monitonng procedures for the evaluation of the pollutant load to S~nm Monica Bay f~om
storm ¢h’a~n and runoff flows. A work shop held in conjunction with this project
concluded that the proposed monitoring plan should have ~o objectives: assessing th~
mass emissions to the Bay, and provi~ng more information on th~ land-use poUutam
runoff chaJ’acteristics. Thus, ~ sampling plan, which involves d~ sele~nn of the typos
of samples (grab and composite samples), sampling tecl~iqucs, sampling equipm~m
(manual or automatic), sample preservation, field ~nalysis (e.g., in sire analysis, flow
measurement), eu.., should be b~d nn Us objectives.

1.4 ANALYTES OF INTEREST

The selection of constituents of interest to a particulm" study depends on the obje~ives
the monitoring program. Examples of the water quality parameters (which include
organics, heavy metals, nu~ients, etc.) are given in the Appendix A. In cas~s whe~
insufficient information is avxilable, a staggered program is usuaJly implemented. A
suite of parameters is generally era’tied out du~ng ~e i~itial phas~ of the monitoring
p.m.gram (or during the fu~ ~ storms). A reduced suite of analyses can be p~om~l
if the results of the preliminary sampling show the absence or low levels (as �ompar~ to
applied cnte~a) of specific parameters. In adctiton to ~e parameters given in Appendix A,
oth¢~ �onstituents can also monitm~l if th~ presenc~ is expected in U~ storm warn.

Once the analytes of interest are chosen, appropriate analytical methods for
p~rameters must be selecu~d. This consideration is not only important for prop~ sampl~
coUection and handling procedures and cost minimization, but also to avoid mau~x
inte~’ferences for ¢ea’min types of samples. I~ addition, the min~num sampl~ volumes and
types of sample preset’ration and handJing procedures also depend on the derail and
specificity of the proposed analytical program (Ba,-celona. 1988). For example., the sampi~
volume needed for organi� a~lyses �~�~s from those for inurganic an~yse.s.

The selection of methods of ~lysis generally is left to tl~ expori~n~ ol~ tl~ ~alyst.
General guideline for the selection of analysis me~od were ~ by lVl~ncy and AI~
(1982) as follows:

¯ to~l number of analys~
¯ frequency and geographical scc9� of ,July~.
¯ required rapi~p/of analysis,

¯ selc~vity ~nd inu~eren¢~
¯ consu’sints on accuracy and precisioe~

2
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Conventional flow measuring equipment such as weirs or flumes is
unsuitable for stormwater because of the increzsed head loss (resistance to
flow) that the web" or flume causes. The mc~ased head loss decreases the /"maximum capacity of the storm cLra~n that may result in ¯ loss of flood
pmtectioe.

5. Other cc~sid~’~ons
Sampling locations near the boundaries of wa~’ systems generally
be ¯voided except when these regions are of di~ct interest. Coastal
smrmdr~ns ~ often affected by t~d~ flows, which makes t~-presentative
sampling nearly impossible due to the dilution of ssJt w¯~’. Stormdralat
are often located in areas which have highe~ probability of violent
and vandaEsm. Exu-t I~cautions are ~lUired.

Generally, ¯ preliminary investiga6on needs to be carried out to assess the deg~e of
homogeneity of the proposed stormwater location. If such tests show that qu~Jity is

th_o_m__o_g_e~n_e~_ _us, o~ne pos.ition .for ,s~mpling may suffice.: if.heterogeneity is pl~sent.laproa~n~s can oe useo to select me appropriate ssmpJing toc¯tions (Wilson, 1982), The
first alternative is to sample and test different locations until t suitable homogeneous

Locmati,on is found,, Fo.r the. seco.nd tltereauve, the location originally selected is used. andpies are routmety ~,tKen store several positions chosen $o that they are properly
~.’pmsentauve of the quality at the location; the individual results are then weighted and
averaged according to ¯ suit¯hie procedu~ (e.g.. volume or flow weighting, etc.). The
fi~t alumna¯ire L~ usutUy p~ferable due to simplici~.

For lee consideration of lee spatial disl~butioa ef san~ling positions, the hydrat~li~

~ndi.t~on.s can ,be �.har.ac, terize.d appro..ximately ¯s ho, mogeneous, stratified, plug-flow,ow~ g ~ongatuamt~ nuxmg, snowing I¯tert~ and longitudinal mixing, and patchy (e.&,
lee disu’ibution of photo plankton). The hydraulic con~tions rreust be ~on$idered whe~
telocted both the location and nurel~r of samples. The nureber of iampling po$itioaa                ,~,"
needed to obtain the requi~d information tends to be unallast for homogeneous ~mditiem
and greatest fo~ patchy conditions (WiLum, 1982).

Irl~£QUENCY AND TIME OF SAMPLING

Frequency of sarepling will be site specific and no general rules can be provided.
Howeve.r, sever,ni, ireportan.t considerations exist for determining ~mpling frequency:. U
~ono~re~cs, reguJat,0.~..req.utrtmen~ and timi.ng. ~ f .r~iuency of. sampling is lee mo~
~,~gnre~Cu~at.¢ost re.ul~pl| .er m t.sampun.g o.perat~o,n, t~. rtam f~r~iuencleS of sampling I~y g UGh ¯no tneremre, me requu~.a sampling tmquency cannot be followed, eve¯

en~v~.o_n_.me. _n_~_.v~_u.e,_or .q~ua.uty.~ ~t~st vtnes.~m ¯ .certain .frequency. the ttmplia|:.~qu~,..y w.u~ ~x: a~ ~ea~ nv~ce me m~lueocy o~mat van¯siGn, m ad~tition, i~lEe ~
~s cycLic in nature, samples should be �olloc~d during at lea.~ one complete proc~e~ ~
or an i~teger number of process ~

For smrmwater, reonitoring programs often designate ¯ specified nurebor of ~
sa~mpled and ¯ specified number of flow-weight averaged, coreposite samples. To oblaia
¯ e required number of samples, pr~Uction of the number of storms and the lenglE of the
storms is r~luired. Such predictions a~ far from precise and some latitude and variabifily
of sampling is necessary.
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I.S FIELD PROCEDURF, S

The sampling pro_gram must al~o s.pec~y the. ratio_us an~y~s to be pe~’onned on d~e
s~mpling s~es. ~ener~y, detern’unanns SUCh as flow rate mcasuRmem, and uns~ble
parameters ~uch as dissolved gases, pH, ).empentu~e, and conductivity ~ de)ermined o~
the field, orea~ number of analyses can t~ pen’ormed in the field if a mobile laberamt7 is           -
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avaJJable. The n~abile laboratory is especially useful when sample degr~dadon is fss~ or U
when immed~ an~ys~s L~ requi~d, such a. a’ac~ing a spiU. /"
In add/don !o the collection of representative sample, field procedures musl also include
proper hand/ing and _l~s~rva~on of s~znple., I:.ood housekeeping ~d appropriam chain of
custody proceduzes, factors mat ~re com,~nn~y cons|diu’ed ~o insure good housekeq~ing
of the field ope~t~ons inclu~ (US EPA. 19/~2):

wrinen inso’uc~ons on field ~mpling procedures should be completed
l~orehand.

2sampling equipment should also be checked prim Io use in ordu ~o insu~
good .operating conditions at,d �leanliness. Af|e~ the ~mpling has ~
compiewd, the equipment sh||uld be �le.~r~d and ~ im~porly.

¯ ~II sample bottles should be � becked ~o avoid possible contemlnation. Pri~
to collecting the stmples, s~mple benles usually should be rinsed sevenl
times with sample wa~.

¯ r~ords of bre~down in the s~’npIing oporation, Ibe problems encounte~d
with diffcrem equipmcm ~ how they wc~ resolved should be n~in~ined.

More d~ailed pru:ed~es ~ provided by th~ US EPA (1982)~

Conditions at the time of s~mpling, such Is climatic conditions, hydrolojie conditions,
hyd~ogeological conditions, should a]so be noted during the field operations. $~mpling
from sn’eams and re~rvoin can be influencrd to a �onsiderable extent by variations in such
things as flow rate, sedimcm and bed I,~ds, temperature regime, and slratification.                .
Sampling problems can also be caused by ,udden changes of chmatic conditions such se
intensi~ and type of p~cipitation, ~r humJd~ly, temperatu~ and pressurt, wind s~l speed
~.d~tion. For example., intense precipitation can affect the composition of s~mple throuEh
au~ct contact with the wator to be sampled, ~esuhing in dilution or conch/ration (Kraji.a,
19~9). The~fo~, conditions st the ~ of j~npling should be obsen~d.

rrect nana~..ng m ~mp,ng equ|pment and cne .n~.~al.s used dunng sampling operation to
prote~ sampung personnel have been di.~’usseo oy Kraj~a (1989). Stormwater, while
usua/Jy not as contaminated with pathogenic organisms as wastewater, should be treated
with the same precautions as wastewater. In s~npling for n~ny u’ace compounds, human
conta, ct.or contact of safet7 equipment (e~. rubber gloves) with the samp|ed watt’ is
requ~�~ no( ordy for pe~onned safety, but -,w to prevont sample

1.9 SAMPLE HANDLING, STORAGE AND TRANSPORT

Coryect sample handling should be p~formed to avoid any unwanu~i contamination. Mo~
of the Qua£ity Assurance (QA) and Qualin/Control (QC) ~t~dance manuals provide sound
guidan¢.e for planning the procedtu~s for s~npl¢ preservation and hand~g. $eluction of
~ppropnate materi~Is of s~nple containe~$._preservation methods, maximum holdin|
~nes, and sample volume a~e discuss~ in 0re Chap~

In general, the following guidelines for |~mple h~l/ing and lXeSe~ation should be |considezed (US EPA. 1982) :
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¯ i/possible, have the same individual pe~orm all operations ~ R~ti~v~

¯ store ~e sample in a manner which insures ~hat the pan~net~,s to be
analyzed a~ no~ ~l~ed, and us~ appropriate preservation me~hod($) a~d
holding ~

¯ make su~ the �onainer material does nm interfere wi=h the an~ytis of the

Efforts should also be made to handle and preserved l’=eld control =ample~ tl. e.. blank~ sad
spikes) in =he Mine manner a~ lhe Mmpl©s collected. This p~caution provides more
eff~’tiv¢ ident~cabon =rid ~ontrol of pon-=ample collection ¢nm~.
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- V
determining f~quency of ssmpling is described by US EPA (1982) and Wilson (1982). _
Various forms of 6me-series ~.lysis such as .harmonic utd spectraJ analysis have also "r
been used to study the nature of variabilily of wa~er qualily. This type of analysis can be
found in referenc©s such as Thornann (1967). Full~r and Tsokos (1971). Shasu’y et al
(1972) and Edwards and Thorn,s (19~3). "

Mosl of the time the frequency of ~ampling for the monitoring prO.l~lm is,~s~l., b~
availability of costs, regulalory or permit requirements ana samptmg ooject=ves.
Monitoring programs for stormwater ss~pling ~re much newe~ and less informado~ is
known. Therefore a be~d r.u~pling approach is often followed, with the objective of the
pro~am to develop appropriate =~rnplmg frequency. In such pm~’ams ¯ ¢es1~n nmnbor o~’
storms is s~lected for ssmpLing in the fu~t period (e.g. i’~rst year or storm season). The
initial number of storms must be ~.ater than the exlxt’tnd number of ston~.s to ~rnpled in
the final plan. After �omple6on of the initial period ¯ sta~dcal analysis csa be performed
to deterrmne the impact of reducing saunpl~ng f~:luency. 1"his =,’talysis can be as simple s=
anaJyzing a subset of the dat~ and �omp=nng me=~$ and v~iance to the foll d~ta set, The
increase in va~abilily using ¯ snafu set of data (e.g, less ~mplin$ frequency) can be
compared to the sdded cost= of mo~ fmquem ssmpling. Formal methods for m~dng ~          ,.-.
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SAMPLE TYPES            L

Samples collected for any monitoring program generally can be divided into two tyl~S:
grab samples - those taken from ¯ single point as individual.- and �omposi~ samp.le$ - 7which aR n~xed or poured togcu~. The dis~nction berv~en mese ~vo types o~ samp~ are
summarized in the following sections. Detailed descriptions and procedures arc given by
US EPA (1982) and ASTM (1989).

3.1 GRAB SAMPLE

A grab sample is defined as an individug discrete sample couch, over ¯..]~’riod of lime
(generally no~ exceeding 15 n~nu~s). A grab sample re~resenu toe �0.m~. ~ons eal$~ing
only at the point and ~ of sampling. When the source ,s k~o .w~ to be fah’ly �onstant ~
composition over ¯�onsidcrable period of time or over ¯ su~mntial distances in au
directions, 8 ~’ab sample may be sa~d 1o Rpresent ¯ Jongc~ time pe~ind or ¯ .I~’FI’ vol .u~
or both (Standard Methods. 1989). OeoeraUy, the �oUccUon (g 8 pub sample ,t
where it is used to :

¯ alJow collection ~ variable sample volume,

¯ moet ¯ requ~emmt of ¯ d~ha~ Fenn/�

In sddidon, ~rab or disa~ sampling can also be used when (US EPA,

¯ the smam does not flow continuously or ¯ spill is suspected.

¯ the p~rametcrs to be analyzed are subjected to changes with storaje U
(e.g.micro biological parameters, dissolved gases, soluble sulfide, resklual
chlorine, oi/8rid pr, ase, puricable orpnics, and pH),

¯ ~he history of wa~er qugity is to be established based on iu mw ovor

¯ the spadal parame~" variability is to be determined (e.g., ~he parade, m"
variability throughout the cross section and/or depth of ¯ su~am or ~
body of wa~�~).

A grab sample sometimes is also called a disc~ete..san~, le; spot,sa.m_ple, or.ca~c~ ..s~mple.
Sampling is conside.red dJsc~� i~ no further sampimg ts psannea, u ¯ numv~ o msc~mc
samples are collected in sequence in time and/or spa~¢ to produce ¯ set of samples, the

|
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~OMPOSITE SAMPL~

A �omposite ~ample is defined as a sample formed by mixing disc~ele sm~ples taken st
periodic poinu in time or a continuous proportion of the flow. Coml~o.site umpl~
most useful for observing average concentrations that will be u~e~l, tor example,
calculating mass/unit time loading. Composite umples should not t,e �oUecu~d over ¯
period exceeding 24-hours, and ¢~e must be ~ken to i~evcot.lhe de.terioration o.( ~
sample during the period of collection by using preservauves, refrige~.a,on, .~orage .In
d~rk. or other means. Preservatives ~e normally put into the ~mple
s~mpllng, so that all sub-samples ~re p~served at the time of ¢ollt, cuon.
composite ~mples should be avoided for the b~teriologic~hnicrobiol,gical examinstio~.
radiologic~l examination (e.g.. short.lived radionuclides), m’ for �onstitucou/analylicai
components that ~ subjected to significant and unavoidable ¢hanl~eS on storage (e.g.
dissolved gases, purgeable organics, residual chlorine, soluble sulfl~, lempersture, and
pH) (S~d~z/Methods, 1989; ASTM. 1989). Analyses for those ¢~mstituems that
subjected to changes should be carried out on individual umples Is ~oon as possible ~
coUcctioo and prefmbly at the ~,~npling poin~ ($t~dml Me~hod~, 19119; Krajca, 1989).

The number of discrete ~mples which make up the �omposite �lepe~.~ upon d~. veri~b’.dity
of pollutant concentration lind flow. Genen/ly there ~re two t~es o[ ¢ompo.sate
i.e. t~ne-interva~ and flow-proportioned (or flow-weighted) compos,l~ samples. A lune.
inter~al composite sample is �ollec .ted. in a series.of sm~l .aliquots in ~.~ch .each
was coUectod over a fixed interval of ~ne. Someomes a. series of perl .~� zra~. mnpl~
collected into an individual containers and then �ompos~ted to cover I longer ~ period.
Th~s ~ of samp~ is r,~ed a sequential composite sample. Mos~ of the composite
~re �ol|ected using automatic sample~s (see Chapter 4). Cunent auwm~’~c samplen �~n be
obtained with a buUt-in timer, flowrnete~ and rain gauge. Therefor, time-interval and

~m~ndy marketed s~nple~ ($~nstrom and $m;cker, 1993) ~ ~ ~    y
to collect suitable volumes over suitable intervals for v~ying siz~ storms and rmtoff
periods. This must ~ be done n’anu~Uy. Automati~ ~mple~ requi~ ele¢~� power and
may need telemen7 (e.g., a phone Line connoted t.o. a modem_ ~ Many .~ .~’~a_ .m" k~catimu
are not easily reached with power and phone lines. ~ecnargeabl¢ vaaenes aro
alter~6vc to eleclzicity but can be ~ only for shun ~ events.

12                                           -
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There are six methods which can be used to composite samples (Table 3-1). CEoice of
composite pipe is dependent on the prop’~m and tel¯dye advantages and disadvantages of
each composite type. For a �onstant volume/time propunionaJ compusi~e samples,
previous flow re~ords can I~ used to de~ermine an ~ppmpria~e flow volume increment so
that.a.representativ© sample is ol~ined without exc~e.(Ling the bop.Je capacity m" Sul~lY. In
addmon. �omposite samples can aJso I~ prepa.’~d from Lime �ons~nl./v~riable volume
cLiscrete samples in v~ious ways. Examples of these ~ow-v~ighted ¢omlx~ile
preparation ~,e given by US EPA (~982).

3.3 BLANKS

The most commonly used snalytical tools h;r ,,sessing and con~ollin| sample
I~ con~arrdnadon ~ze blanks. Blanks may I~ defined as samples that are exlx>.’~ed
¯ negligible or unmeasurable amounls of the subs~tnce of intorest Nomencla,’u~

,w.ith.bl.ank sampi.es is. far from. �onsis~enE in the li~,rattu~, and distinguishing one ~ of
olanK from anomcr Is someE~mes d~fficult except by �omext or by s more delaiicd
description (Lewis, 1988). Generally. blanks can classified into Iwo p/pes: field bl~nk~
and laboratory blanks. Field blanks, which w, cludc equipment blanks end mmspo~
s~..use~l, to.prov.ide informauon about contammams that may be introduced during sample

M �o.J.ecuon, nanm,ng, storage. Innspon ~ p~para~on. L-,boratory blanks, which L.~lude
,I system/insu’ument blanks, solvenVc,iibredon blanks, ~ reagent bl~,~c~ m reliable to~$

for assessing end �onm)lling sample toni¯ruination that ocmu’red in the la~
1988; Lewis, 1988).

3.3.1 Field BIsnk$

~ .eq~ipmem blank is used to es6nu~e incident~ or ~’id~n~tl �omaminstioo of ¯ sample
dunng the sample ¢olJoction procedu~. It is 8~so can ~ used to ~ the effoc6veness of
cleaning procedures. Capped and cleaned s~mple contt~nors are laken to the s~mple

~̄ Collection si.te. Aft. ¯ ~.mple is oils/ned, the sm, np~ng equipment is cleaned sccord~g
;g me stand¯to operaung procedure prior to ta~ng another sample. At lha~ puinl, lee

sampling equipment is rinsed with deionized wa~er, which is �oUoc~J in ¯ ~mple conminor
for later anaJysis. If ¯ p~serv¯~v© is used, then an equal smount is put into the coma/nor
with the blank. Generally, one equipment blank shouJd be ~owed per ~m~pling ~eam l~r
day per sampling equipmmu,

preserva~ve during u’anspon and storage of the sample. It is aJso called u, ip blank, IrawJ
blank or maL"hed-mau’ix blank. A cleaned sample conmine~ is fiUed with de~mized
preservatives used in the sample are added and then the blank is stored, shipped, and
analyzed with iss group, o.f ~nples. This blank is more impurtam when shippin~
smrege consumes sever~ oays or weeks because leaching of the material fix~n lee

13
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3.3.2 Laboratory Blanks

A system blank is also known as insmument blaaxk, h is not ~tlly a blank ~ all in the seme
of simulating a sample. A sys~m bla~k is a measure of the insmunen! backo~xmd.
..ba~l!ne: response m ~ abs~n~ of a ~mple. Sys~m blazes la~ of~n used m gl~
uqu|n cm.~o, matoFraph|� methods m identify memory elf,’u, or cm’l~-over fzom
concentranco sm~pks, o~ as a prelimina~ check fc~ sys~m ~

A solvent blank consist only of" the solvent used to dilute the sample. It is used to identify
or correct for signals produced by the solvent or by impurities in the solvent. D~pcodin|
on the analytical technique, the solvent blank may be used as ¯ calitxltion blank. A           -
calibration blank is used d~ect/y to set IEe instrument response to zero, or is used
as one of a series of calibration standards, where the blank represents an analyto
concenu’ation of

In addition to solvem, the reagent blank ¢omalns any re.agenu used in sample pre~
lnd,~, llysis p, ro~,edm’e. Thes~ reagents may include color development magen~
usco m sample n,gestion steps, reagents used for pH ad)ustmenl, preservatives, o~ ~
 ge.nu depe.n .  g. upon th.e  n.a yu.’cal metho  The r--gem blank is em ied Ou ush
sc~mp.,.ete ~yt,�.a.s proceaure sn me same manner as ~m actual sample. This procedure                j.s ouia incsuae ~,l steps involved in simple preparation, such as cleanup, f’du’atioa.
extra.on and concenu’auon, l~cause it is canied through the complete analytical method,
the reagent bla.,~k is also somedmes called a method bla~k. It ca~ also use to detemtine the
lo.wcr limit of de.tection~ A re.agent bla~k is analyzed for each 20 samples and analysed                ’~m
whenever a new oatch of reagenu is used. The preferred outcome of ma|ent bisnks is ¯
less tha~ detectio~ limi| result for all of the analytes of intm, e~.

3.4 CONTROLS

Basical. ly there.are tw.o types of control samples : (1) �ontzols used in quality coatroi
proceaures to aetermm¢ whether or not the analy~cal proceduz~ is in control,
calibration conu’ol standard, laboratory control standard and matrix �onu’ol, ~xl (2)
conu’ols used to dete_qnin¢ whether or not a factor of inte~st is present in a populatioa
(e.g., a g;’oup of envkoarncn~ samples) under study but nm in u’~ control, Le.,
si~s (local, area, nahonaL back~zound) (Black. 198S).

3.4.1 Calibration Co~trof Staadard

A cal~tntion conm)l mnd~,d is also known as q.a/i~y conm)! catibradon smu~ard (CCS)
or calibration check s~ndard. In most laboratory procedm~s. ~xis control is a solution
containing, the an.~.yte of interest at a low but measurable �oncentration. The .omc~
concentnnon of th~s sxandan/need not m be known. The f’a’st sample analyzed st’re, m,
instrument is calibrated is a CCS, ~nd the result should be plated on a �onu’ol chs~
Ano~er CCS is analyzed a~ter each 20 samples, or after ~aeh shift if fewm" samples &e
anaJyzed per shift. The standan/deviation of the CCSs is a measu~ of the insmunem               ¯
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Tiffs �on~ol ~i~e is in ~e ~ az~ (�.|. city or �ounty) u the pollutant sour¢~ but not
sdjacem to iL The fl~t~ tO be �onsidered in ~� selec~on a~ ~imi~r w those for local          - -
�onn’ol ~i~e~. All possible effort ~hould I~ made ~he ~/~ ideadc~J ~cep~ fo¢ she
of ~h~ pollumm *, ~he me under inve~i~o~.
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M¯terials �onunonly used for sample containers include glass and plastics (e.g..
polyethylene). Selection of the ~ of sample containers will be discussed in Chapter 5.
In ¯ddition to glass and plastics, metals I~ also commonly used. especially for the
sampling equipmenL Starless steel sampling equipment is usually made of chrome-nickel
steel with alloying additions of tungsten ~nd molybdenum (both non.magnetic). These
alloys are corm¯ion resis~nt and able to withstand sa~ng acidic or alk~ne samples for ¯
long period of time. Compaubility of me~ls with vmons types of wste~ samples wu
discussed by Knjca (1989) (s~e Appendix B). Hoverer, non-metallic material (e.~.
plastic) should be used for ~ ~nalysis in ~ to ¯vokl ka~dn$ problems. Blank tests

sampling eqmpn~nt or I~,mple confiners (e.g., eqmpmestt

4.2 WATER SAMPLING EQUIPMENT - MANUAL

AS men~oned ¯bore. there a~e two types of water sampling equipment: su~ace and
subsu~a~e sampling. Surface w¯ter samples are usually t~ken directly into the sample
container, which is also used for Innspon. If it is nm possible to �oUe~’t the sample by
submerging the confiner by hand. laboratory for~ps or ¯ holder with ¯ ¯tiding s~’ve
be used. If the sample is to be taken from the mains~am by reaching out from the bank
then it may be be~ to ¯t~ch ~he container to ¯ segmented red made up Io al~X~ lel~lh
(e.g. 6ip samplor). Such samplin| device is usually made of ~

Subsuffuce sampling is generally for depth sampling. Samplers can be eategod~l
~ree genera/~"s: free-flushing sample~s, non-tlushmg sampim and combined
Free.flushing samplers �onsi~a of a tobular body which is open a~ both ends. This allows
~ sampling .oh.¯tabor !o pass 0trough the water on its way down to the ~mpiing
~th only ¯ nunu~um d~ or mixing. Simple flushed samplers usually can be used
in the horizontal mode. e.g. for sampling open s~e.ams, provided that suspension and
consols have bet’n suitably ad¯pt~L Flushmg oecura with the sampler at rest. The deN
of flushing depends upon ~he wa~er velocity at the sampling poim. Flushed sample~
.p~im~. ’ly s~i. "table f~ h..o~o, geneou~, s~ngle phase !/quid samples. Tbeir m~n advamage
stmple des¯go and re~able opera¯on, even st h~gh p~ssures and tempe, ratme. When
sampling he~erogencous liquids, ¯nempu to flush the sampler by repeate~Uy raising and
lowering, can result in partial sapara~on of the rnixnu~ Ix~caus~ the hydraulk

effect sampling in which flushing of water samples through the sampling
avoided. This is uchieved through ¯ dL~’e~.nce in ix~sure betwee~ ~be inside of ~he sample
chamtx~ and the wa~ a~ the sampi~ng level. Examples of non-flu¯hod samplers include
bottle samplers, bag samplers, telescopic samplers and piston samplers. ’I~ third k~d
subsurface sample~ is the combined sampler tha~ ~ the features of two or mme

4.3.1 Kemmerer Bo/Ues (iqgure 4.1)

Kemmerer bo-tes may be used in mos~ s~madons whe~ scea~ to the sampling sites is
from ¯ boat or structure such u brklge or pier. and ~ samp.les at depth ate requi~..
Kcmm~" bo~s am ¯ messenger-sctivawd wa~ sampling devices. Water flows easily
through the bott/e in the open position. Once it is Iowe~d to the desired depth. ¯
messenger is �lmpped down to the san~le Line. tripping the release mechanism which
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causes the horde to close. Both top and bottom m’e sealed to prevent further contact with
the wate~ column. Coms~’~ialJy avmlable Kerrunerer tx)~es ~re made of different types of
material such as brass, plastic, s~,rdess steel or acD’lic. They can �oile~ sample at ~�~=~:
dep~s between 3 - 600 fe~t.

4.2.2 Dip Samplers (Figure 4-2)
.,~

v~q~en the �~r~t ~ess to a sampling site is ~ted, s~h u u ou~ or isg~n ~ x
dip sampler is ve~ u~ful for such ~p~ng situations. ~e long h~dle on ~e ~p
~pler ~lows ~ss ~m ~ ~ I~g~on. Dip ~pler �~ ~ ~s~ of ~
~ such ~ ~e~ ~ ~ T~ -

4.2.3 Pond Samplers (Figure 4-3)

A pond sampler �onsists of an adjustable �l~mp au~cbed to the end of ¯ two- or three-piee~
telescoping aluminum tube that serves as the handle. The clamp is used to secu~ ¯
sampling beakerlcomziner. A pond sampler is easily and inexpensively fabricated and
usually not available comme~ially. It is commonly used to collect wntu samples h~om
disposal ponds, pits, lagoons, and similar reservoirs. Grab samples can be obtained
dis~nces as fat as 3.5 m from th~ ~ge of lhe ponds.

4.2.4 Van Dora Samplers

Van Dora samplers, also known as alpha water samplers by othen, a~ made of
plastic tubing (generally PVC) closed with hemispherical robber (ureth~ne) end caps
connected by a length of tuber passing th.-ough the sample chamber (available in 2,3, or 6
L capacities). When.the ,sampler is being lowe~d the end caps am held opon by a pair
chains anached to a lock on the out,de of the chamber. A messenger weight is released
when the sampler is It the desired sampling depth. This will cause the end caps m snap
sharply over the ends of the chamber to close iL There am two q~pes of Van Dora
samplers, i.e. Van Dom-V~nical (Figure 4-4) and Van Dorn-Horizonml (Figu~
V~n Dorn.Ver~caJ is good for gen~-ral wa~ sampling. The Van Dorn-Horisonml is
for �oll~¢ting water at ~e sediment-water interface or sampling a thin layer of the
�olumn. Van Dora sarnplen generally a~ not re�ommend~l for sampling u’ac~ orphic¯
as they My on an organic e.~ac dosing mec~niams that can co~mmin~e tl~

Simi~ sampling mechanism as Van Dora Samplers include Rutmer ~d Theiler-Friedingm"
water samplers. These two samplers m~ commonly used in Europe (Knjca, 1959).
Rutmer’s wa~r m-nplers (Figure 4-6) am generally �onsu’ucwd of Perpex (plexig]ass) and
iu open lids am in the horizon~J position. Theiler-Fricdinger’s samplers, on the odor’
hand, have the open lids in the v~tical position ~d ~re �onsu’uc~d of light-me~ or PVC
(Figu~ 4-7). Both Rutmer and Theiler.Fr~:ling~r samplen have I - 3 L volun~

4.2.$ Peristaltic Pumps

Peristaltic pumps can be used to draw in ~ smile throug.h a Teflon m...bing and immp~
dixecdy into the sampling containers (.Fsgu~..4-8), ,_A .medical .gr~d.e. sificonc or ..C-FIe.~,
tubing is generally used as the pumping turfing, t tus system is mghly versame mm
portable. A time~ can be used to provide constant sampLing intervals and can also provide
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�omposite s~rnples. Th~s sys’,em aJlows ~ple �oUPon i~ ~p~s ~ ~ feel
~mple �o~ only ~bing ~ s~ess ~e~l fi~s. ~s ~ is not
for s~plJng vola~ org~cs due w ~uc~ p~ m ~e s~on ~b~g, or
~ d~ ~o ~g of ~ mb~g.

sys~m c~ ~ ~ ~ o~y ~ ~ ~n-~c6~ ~ ~)

f~L ~s ~; ~paci~ ~S wi~ ~h~ dcns~w fl~ ~ ~ ~
sibconc pump mb~n~, lnc~ aib~ud~ d~cRl~s ~ pump’s Ib~{y {0
~pl~g a ~quid s~ ~ a �onsid~bl~ flow ~. it ~y ~ ~ w

A ~u~n ~e is ~n~y u~ f~ coUPon of wa~ ~ples ~ wirer

~ ~ ~ av~e len~ ~ ~i~ of0~ m ~ I~ ~ ~y.
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Automatic samplers ate capable of collecting either grab or composi*~ samples. C~m~’nt "~"automatic samplers mostJy contain at least 24 sample bo~e$ for g~ab sampling in which
each individuat sample is collected into separate sample botIJe. For composite samples,
smaJI aliquots ate taken at frequent integvaJs, usually over ¯ 24-hours period, and collected
in a single �ontainer. Most automatic samplers a~ aJso capable of gathering eithe~ timed. -interv-I samples or samples collected proporoonal to flow. Tuned-interval samplers haw ¯
fixed interval of tirne between each a/~quot or sample. Flow-propotxioned or flow-

7weighted samples &re based gener~Jy on equal inete, ments of flow as measured by the -bu~lt-in fiowmeteg. A flow-weighted composite sample can be ohm¯ned by �ollect~g
¯ Liquors in ¯ single �ontame.r over smafi incre, rnents of flow (Newbum. 1988). However.
dd~ue we~h. et’.conctit~o.ns_~ .�~e~.. te proble.m~, in e_oUect~ng flow. -weighted. co .n.~posJte s~mpl~s --ue to m.e ¯~sencc ot ~low m me sto~ In such s~tu,tuon, only tm~.mt~val ~’ab or
�omposite s~mples can be �oUecaed.                                                  .

Although automatic samplers L,~ �onside~l versatile and roli¯ble in ¢oUectJng s~nple4,          -
considerable maintenance is required for proper operation. O~eg disudv~nttg~l of
¯ utomatg samplc~s include sus~epubility to fount by solids, inflexibility (fixed
sample volume), ~�l possible s~’tple �ont,-~ination. Furthermo~, ¯uton~t~�~ly sample~           -
cannot properly sample �~’~tin ¢ont¯mint,~ts. such as oil ~nd g~.&s~. Off ~d grease gin

mt zmposs~o~e, i nc tuomg requttg~ in me s~npleg s DUmDInE system n~v gOntamlna~
.s~ pies .(can~. o.ver from o, ne sarople.to ~o.ther) or may" al’ter’th~ s~’nple
�,aosorptlon o! the contaminants to me tubing walls). Another ma~or disadvan~|e o~           -

.. as mue as ~s:t~u. ~u_t the m.as.a’uc~u~, assoc~ted with t~e ssmpler, includin|

Most of the new uormw¯~ monitoring programs ~re ~ upon ~oma~� s~ple~. The               ~f,,
cost and difficulty of m~nuaily collecting flow-weighted composite stmples ~
prohibitive. Cl~pter 9 of this ~tport includes several cas~ stud, s, ~U of which used
,,utomatic s~npla’s. It should be consulted for futt~ information.
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SAMPLE STORAGE AND PRESERVATION

.
Some properties of the samples can change, ei0~er quantitatively or qualitatively, during
Me imervaJ between ~heis collection and analyses. These changes may be sponmnonus or
due to ~he sampling handling procedures. If possible, field analysis, oc O, sire analysis, is
recommended in order m avoid any possible changes. When im sire analysis can noc be
earned out, the samples should be appml~a~,’ly stored and p~scrvod ~o maintain pm’ammm,

" s~ability during ~he delays in transport ~ smrsge. The following scions will discuss ~he
,., ._s,_~mples st?rage, .s~rnp.ie. presa’vauon, ~�ommended holding ~ne and sample volume

xo any anaJysis in me

$. !     FIELD ANALYSIS

.F!e!d. ana!y$!s.,or im sit.~, analy.sis,.refe.rs to all measuremenu m~de at Ore sampling s/te.
rae~o anasy~,s ,s gener~qy usea when u~e paran~ters am known to change wi~h ~irne end

pronucmlmy ot me sample. The p~ramexers measured m ~be sampfing site include
tempersmre, pH, �onductivity, buffering capacity, ferrous iron. E" (eff~."~ively oxidation
end reduction potential), some organoleptic properties (e.g., taste, odor, color and

Sono~Ortidity.), ,�oncenuations of carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide and otha" soluble ~
~_o._m_e .or ~.~se par.ame_gc.~, su.�.h as. conductivity, pH, and ferrous iron, should be., .oc~-~.. n~. gu’sg m. m.e g,eto.an~ men m the laborsmry using preserved samples. In this

;̄ way, me aeg~ee ot Change umt occurred during u’anspon ~nd storage can be deg~mi~l
(l~jca, ! 989).

$,2 SAMPLE STORAGE

It~__is__’~rung .m. take. pr0p~’, p.r~. au,~on$ for s~rnples s~orsge du~in~ sample u~nmion
~_~.r~._m_._me s .amp.~,ng s.e go. me ~aoora.to.ry..:,ample containers used in storing the sampleVnor ~.o an"’ysu am very mponan~. ~©~ccuon of sample ¢onuxine~ depends on factors such
as re.~stanee to breakage, size, weight, inxerference wiu~ �ons~iraen~ con and

¯ " (US EPA, 1992). The following sections discuss factors tha~ need to be considered prior
. to sample



5.2.3 Container Struc~re

W~de mouth containers ate mosdy used. This structure pem~ts easy fdfing and sample          ..
removal It is aJso easy cleaned, qu~i~y clr~ed, and can be stored Lnverted. A narrow
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$.3 HOLDING TIME 0
Holding time is defined as the time in.real betwten collection and analysis. More reliable
analytical results will be obtained with shorter holding tin~. 1| is, however, difficult ~o
deternune the maximum time thai is allowed to elapsed I~en sample collection ~d
analysis before any deterioration of sample occtu~. The characteristics of the sample,
analysis that are to be performed, and the conditions of the swrage ~’� among the
that need to be considered in deterrrtining the holding I~ne. The.~ b ~ variability
among various authors on the maximum allowable holdi.ng times for vinous analylel.
Recomn~nded maximum holding times for v~ious analytcaJ I~’~meler~ which lave beeel
complied by the US EPA (1974), ate lis~d in Appendix C.

S.4 SAMPLE VOLUME

The volume of sample ¢ollecu~! generally is not impotent as long as it b sufficiem for
the requu’ed analyses and there is enough leftover in cas~ some an~.yses need m be
repeated. In general, approximately 8 liters (about 2 gallons) ~ eequired for ¯ f~irly
complete analysis. The volume of sample required for specific types of pollul~n~
analyses, which I~s al~o been compiled by the US EPA (1974), ~ fltow~ in
Appendix C.

Honeys, cretin poinu need m be ~ while coge~i~g ~ ~ ~ 19S~) :

¯ the sample containers should be completely ~ for de~ti~ di~v~i
gases, purge~tble/vola|ile organi~, pH and ,:~mdu~iviW i~ ~Jy btflT~d

¯ d~e sample containers should no~ be completely fill~d ~ ~!~1~ I~quim -
vigorous shaldng before ponions for ¯naJysi$ (e.g., for b~’tetia or
undiuolved

¯ when ~ �oncenu’atious of deumninands ~ present as
(e.g., dissolved materials, algae, bac~ria), ¯ minimum volume of ~mple
may be needed to conu’ol errors m’ising f~om the misdeal variations in d~ 3number of panicles in ¯ given volume of ~zrnple. The roT, fired ~nple          -
volume usually will be given in the ~,~lyfical meshod.

$.$ SAMPLE PRESERVATION

Changes of the physical (e.g., volafifizadon, sdsotpdon, diffusion, and Im~cipimfio~) ~d
chermcal (e.g., pho~:hemieal and microbiological de~adazion) conditions ~ the sample~
may occur during the ~ inu:rval between sample �olleetion ~ a~Jys~. ~ ¢lang~

Preservation techniques are ~elec~d on the basis of their ability ~o minlmb~ clange~ i~
orde~ to preserve the integrity of the sample af’w.r coLlectio~ Preservation guidefi~s for --
cer~in types of sample and analyses have been compiled by the US EPA (197~). The
recommended preservation methods are fisted in the Append~ C. Preservatico ~ samples
h~ also been discussed in ¯ number of fitcrature such as US EPA (1982), K~ith (198g), _
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Sue~s (1982) and ASTM (1989). P~serva~ion me~ods ~re generally ILmited
preserving reagent, pH conu’ol, refrigencion ~d freez~g. Combination of these me~hods
~ often used for the preservation of s.~nple. The following so.ion discusses sotn~ of the
preservative methods commonly used,

$.$.1 Addition o( Preservin$ Rea|ent
7

S~bility of r~mple conditions �an be achieved by adding ¯ chemical reagent (or ¯ ~,~
preservafivc~ to .~. empty sample �ont,~r before ¢ollec~ion. When the sample is added,

- the preservauve disperses immediately, stabilizing the p~r~me~r(s) o/" concern for ¯
_. period of ~me. However, when the added preservative imerfe~s with other parameten

being measun:d, additional samples for those parameters must be �ollected. For example.,
_ �oncenu’ated niu’ic acid ~k:led for preserving the mews would in~fcr~ with BOD, so

,̄~’ition.q sampl~ mus~ be collect~d lot BOD.

As ¯ general guideline, acidif’,cadon (usually with nJu’ic or hydrochloric acid) of’samples is
- earned out for trace mews analyses. Diffc~..nt acids and acidities can be use lot. different
_ me~Is. The minimum acidity r~quired for stability depends on the metal In |¢nual,

sufficient amount of niu-ic or hydrochloric acids should be added to give ¯ final
�ono�halations in ~he range of 0.05 - 0.I molc/L in the sample after �oUection
1982).

When the sarnples ~ subject to biological changes, addition of men:urlc chlorick~ or
acid~/’ication are mo~ f~qucndy used. In gcner~J, men:uric chloride (20 - 40 rag/L) can
used for preserving niu’ogen compounds, while suU’uric acid (I - 2 nil/L) is used for
de~minands such as COD, fats, ~�l gr~ses (Sues¯.

S.S.2 pH Control

This ~/pe o~’pres~vadon me~hod ustaUy involves acidification (ot chemi~ addition)
r~nple. For example. �oncen~a~d ni~ic ackl is ~ u) lower ~h~ pH to ks~ d~n 2 in

$-q.3 Refrigeratio~

Refrigeration of samples is ano~har common preservation method. It is commonly used fur
biological examination in which the samples is ~i~ immedi~ly after �oUec~on and
he~d a~ a tempotam~ less than

$.$.4 Special Sampl, Containm’s

Samples with photosensitive �on~n~ents (e..g., polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons and
bromo- or iodo-compounds) should be �oUectcd and stored in amber glass containers to
protect them f~om light (Parr et at., 1988) and stored in dark me.as prior to anal .~ h is

__ also possible to use �oUapsibl¢ �onta~crs which faci/ime collecting samples w~th no ~es
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6.1.4 Dift’er~ntial Head Meters

Examples of differential he.nd meters include venturi meters, flow nozzles, orifice plates, Lelbow flowmeter and pitot tubes. The measured the flow rate is propo~onai to the
differential pressure between the un~sturbed flow and the �onsmction section of the pigs.
caused by the meters. The difference of pressu~ may be measured with a differential
manometer ot pressm’e gauge. A su~i~ht length of pipe at least 10 dian~tera long i~
usually installed ups~.~m of U~ meter. The mare ~isadvantage of these differential head
meters is the I~ge permanent pressure loss that occu~’s across d~ section. Among these
differential head metes, ventun meters have the lowest pressure loss whereas o~ce
meters cause the largest permanent pressu~ loss. Another disadvan~ge of these
¢lifferential head meters is theix susceptibility to clogging in wa~s with high suspended
solids concenu’ation. The head differences ar~ also difficult to measure at low flow
�ondi~ious.

6.2 ALTERNATIVE FLOW MEASURING DEVICE

Most of the traditional flow measuring devices mentioned above t~e considered poor Lq
ol~,’ning accurate rcsu!u _because they rtsmct.flow too much, Aim’native flow mcesur~8dewces mcl~le rnagneuc llowmeten, ulu’ssomc flowmeters and flow gauges (in which
flow is estimated using equations such as Manning. Che,y and Hszen-Wiiliam’s
equa~ons), lhese -~ternative devices are superior to those mentionod 8bore due their low
or negligible pressm loss.

6.2.1 Magnetic Flowmeter

The operation of magnetic flowmeter is b~md on Fmday’s Law of Induction which
essentially averages velocity over the pipe Lea. The voltage induced by 8 conductor
(which .is.th.e.li.qu.i.d .s .t~am t.o be meastu~l) moving perpendicular to flow di~ction and
ma~neuc ~JeJa ~wmcn ts proauced by ¯ set of elecu’omagnetic coils). The induced voltage
is ~en demcjed.by two.fl.ushed.moun.ted elcc .u~�les on a dim~ter of a non-conducting pipe
w,~l. The low level milhvolt signal u proporuonal to the avenge pipeline velocity. Thus
nmgnetic flowrneters ~ considered ideal for all conductive fluids that operate in both
laminar and lurbulent flow regm~s. Fluids to Ix: measured must be 8 conductivity of at
leust 2 I,u~ho/~m to be me~surabk (Miller, 1983).

Magn~e flowrneten genen’ally Le used in pipes flowing full In addidm to ~ ¯hility to
opente in a wide flow measurement range (laminar and n~oulent flow r~gimcs),
advantages |lso include accuracy of + 0.5 - 1%, negligible pressure loss, no moving
pans; and r~pid, resp.o, rise ~ H.ow er. �os  of magneto flowmomn is high. Build-
up or ~a-ease oepos~ts or pttung oy aomsive wastewatera can also foul the �ioctrode~
[ns~la~on of n’mgneuc flowmcters also require su’alght sections along the pipes with
minimum length. Thus. regular inspection ~nd �leaming of the electrodes Le necessary.
B~t-in ul~sonic cleaning devices am the most �ommo~y used (Hayward, 1979).

6.2.2 Ultrasonic Flowmeters

There Le two types of ulu’asonic flowmeters: time-of-flight and Doppler effect (Miller
,1983).                                                 -
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¯ Time.of.f~i~ht rnete~ In time-of-flight ultnsonic flowmeters. ¯ high-
frequency (~ 1 btHz) pressure wave is beamed at an acute angle across the
pipe. The time recluL-ed for the wave to reach the opposite w~Li depends on
liquid velocity, whether it is moving with or aga.thst the flow sad on the
speed of ~und through the liquid. F~ow rate information is olxa~ed from
the measured time of u~vel. There are many varieties of time-of.flight
meters. The main differences are usually in the number of beam paths
across the pipe. A s~gle beam insmunent averages a~ng the beam and nm ,,~
across the pipe ~ This make the single-path meastu~mem dependont on
velocity profde. Mutt¯path meters ave.rage ~Iong ~everal paths.
profile dependency. Both single-path and mutt¯path ulUlsoni� flowmete~
s~. sensitive to swirl. They ~re gener~IIy used in �le~n fluid a~. Iication~
where the ulUl.sonic beam is not continuously inten~pted by flo,d particle.x.
Thei~ accuracy is between :I: I to 4 %, depending on design and
appLic~ion~.

¯ ~ In Doppler flo~neters, the SOuM pre~ front does
not pass through the pipe. It is reflected back to ¯ detector by par6cnlate
manet moving w!th the flow. The difference between reflected f’requcno/
and fixed ¯ran¯matted ffe.quency Js used to calculate the flow rate
1983). Doppler flowmeters depend on imall particles or imp¯rites in the

c̄o¯racy depends on particles concentration andflow. Therefore. it~
disrobe¯ion. Aoctwacy is also influenced by the rglative velocity
fluid ¯nd pangi,a.

.The advlma,ges o.f ulmuoni¢ flown~en ~ low n~ntensnce (including
now range, tow neadloss and ~litive high ¯ccuracy of measuremonL However. their J.
disadvantages include h~gh initi,~ cost and error~ from heavy turbulence and foam (US
EPA. 1982). blew ~ of ulwasonic flowmeter~ can be inserted into pipe~ us/n| ¯ racial
b~r which holds the meter ¯$~ns~ the pipe w~U. This ty~ of ins~on Ix~duces the kast ,~,,
pressore drop and u~ncy to �~ch fou~ng

6_3 ESTIMATED FLOW MEASUREMENT METHODS

In the absence of ¯ flow me¯suing device, channel or sewer bottom slope, depth
and flow velocity me~tuement~ can ~lso be used to es~mate the flow. Among the
commonly used estim~Uon methods are lhe Manning, Chezy and Hanzen-WiU~m’|

V = -I(RI~(S); 111

v = m~e veJoci~ of flow (m~-I)
R = hydraufic radius (crms-sec~on~l s~a divided by welsed pe~meler, m)
S = ~lope of the energy grade Kne
n = roughn s

The Manning equatio~ can be usnd to estimate flow in chanzgIs or pip~.

¯
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Chezy Equation 0

’ Lv. c(xs)~ (21

~ezy coefficient is mos~ bequendy ~peessed u 1I

c. _~.)z.,
2

The Chezy eq,,-tion |ene~lly applies to open ehsmtel o~ly.

4~
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V
7.0

SAMPLING PROBLEMS
L

Implementation of correct s~mpling procedures is very impor~t so ~hat actuate mulls
can be obtained. However. problems still occuz in s~mplmg, even in the hand of ml
experience sampling personnel. The most commonly encountezud sampling probi~qm
include sample contamination (caused by sampling devices or sample �on~neas),
interaction between samples ~nd sampler material (e.g. sorption), and problems due m
su-at~sed contaminants such as sus~nded solids and oil and ~

7.1 SAMPLE CONTAMINATION

Water .sample �ontamination is the most common s~mpling problem. The usual sou~s of
�onxanunauon a~ the sampling devices and sample �oncocts. Canyover bem~n samples
from the sampling devices will occur if the device is not cleaned thoroughly prior
sampling. Sampling devices ~re generally cleaned with demrsent (non-phosphan,) and
wa~r. Sometimes msnufacture~s also provide gtudelmes for cleaning ~ sampling clerics
and these guidelines should always be followed. The devices also should be nnsed at learn
~e, e.times, with wa!.e.r to be sampled: this procedure flushes out any remaining cleaning
somuons mat may auute the sample. Special cleaning procedures a~e often requis~ for
specific conmminanu. ~msult the an~�~l pmtucol for further infommio~

to sampling devices, sample containers must also be cleaned according ~oaddition
appropriate cleaning procedure (e.g. the S~dard Operating Procedure (SOP), and
ASTIVl’s cleaning procedures). Solvents used for cleaning sample containers include 10G
nitric acid (for u’ace metals analyses), pesticide grade hexane or acemno (for organics
analyses) and metlmnol. Concenu’amd chmmam acid (typically 20 g potassium diclu’om~
in a liter of concentrated sulfuric acid) is also commonly use to clean glass sample
¢onmin~s. Dem~led information on the cleaning procedtue.s of sample �onmnors can be
found in references such as ASTIvl and Smndm~ MeU~ls"

bl~d~Blanksand are used m assess blankc°nmmina~°n’(s~ 3).Bl~k Selections samples of usually include an equipmentu’a~sport Chapter blanks should be ma~ by

.AnaJy~ sorptio.n is another common sampling problem. Materials used for samp~in|
de~ces o~ sampte containers shoukl be inch to the collected water samples (see Chaptez ~).
For example, PVC and plas~cs other than Teflon tend to sorb organics and leau;h

sol1~
halogenated compounds sumngly sorb to glass (Keith. Iggl).

Tubing material used in the automatic sampler~ is very L, nporlant. Thermoplas~� materials.
such as polypropylene, have the tendency of sorbmg many organics. Therefore they
should be avoided. Teflon tubing i~ recommended as the suction tubing in the automalic



samplers as Teflon rrme~als ~ inert to ~lmost ~11 ~n~ S~on of ~ ~ 0

tubing ma~e~l should ~ ~d~ based on ~he manufactu~r’s guideline~ in which
~compa~b~ of ~ ~bmg ~s wi~ ~ ~s b p~

7.3 OTHER SAMPLING PROBLEMS

Oil and grease and suspended solids usually require special techniques m ¯void l~oblenm.
Sampling problems causal by od ~ gz~.se include the foLIowi~:

a. Adsoq~don of oil and g~ease Ohm the ~ul~ng wall
common problem in automatic sample~s.
sui~ble robing material has to be chosen in which adsorption
the ~bing waJl can be avoided.
robing suitable for sample may no~ be �omp¯dbI¢ with peristaltic
pumps.

b. Sample
free oil and ~ease ~,.nds to floa~ on water sm’l’ace
fraction that 8t~ched to the p~culat~s tends to deposit on the

¯ t the chosen sampling location (or sempl~g depth) one should be
¯ hie to collect s~mples which include the fr~e.flo~ting and
fmcbons of oil and grease in the w¯ter. Autonut~� samplu’s ~r~
capable of doing that ss the samples is Se.nez~Jy �ollec~d from
specific sampling depth.
manual water samplers (such u Kemmerer bottles. Von Dora
Ve~’tic~l bones) sre suiubl¢ to �oUect ¯ s~mple from the wate~

Suspended solids in wmer my cause ~be following sampling

¯ .    Oogging/t’ouling problems in the antorn~c eample~
�onsumt cleanlng/flushing of the ¯utommic smnpler intake posidon

b. Fouling of flow measuring devices
¯ specify in weirs in where the suspended solids ~ze deposit~l
d~" upsu~,am secdon and resu’i~ flow.

the effects similar to those ot" oil and gma.~.
It is difficult to collect ~epr~sentadon samples using automatic
equipmem, for the same ~asons as for oil and grease. M~nual
water samplers such as Van Dora and Kcmmerer bottles ~-~
recommended m collect wa~r samples with ldgh conce~u’ado~ of
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V
QUALITY ASSURANCE IN SAMPLING

L
All r, ampling programs should have a Qua!iW Assurance (QA) plan. The objectives of QA
plan axe to make sure the generated data axe precise, accurate, rep~sentetive, comparable
and complete. Data f~ing outside the acceptable levels for these criteria will r~sults in IEe
potenbal sources of error being investigated, corrected, and ~-~orded with a Rpe.a~d
analysis of questionable samples. Examples of quality assurance elen~ms ia~lude
colleeuon of sample blanks, duplicates and spike samples (US EPA, 1954). A QA
Coordinator within the organization should be assigned so that he/she can under~ke
acuvit~es such as Ouality planning, auditing and othe~ programs to insur~ r~nliabiLi~ and
¢omplem imegra~on of the QA plan.

A quality assurance plan for a s~pling pro&ram sene~y inch~le the fo~lowin| steps:

I. The sampling pro~am should describe details on samplin| locations,
sample type, sample frequency, humor of samples, dtu’auon of samplln|,
sample volume, sample collection methods and holding ~mes, equipment

I be used for the sample collection, sample
containers, type and amount of preservative to I~ used, blanks,
duplicams/tripLieams, spiked samples, Rpli~ams, and chain of ¢usuxly
pro¢edu~.s.

| 2. Procedures for routine ~,’sting, maintenance and ealibra,~on of sampling
equipment should be developS. Manufacturers’ inslrucdons

I guides for ~hese procedures. Information on qu~lky assuran~ guidelines for
field analysis, equipment calibration and dncumentation is given by US
EPA (I 977).

I              3.    Random �onlrol checks should be performed to make sm’~ that appropria,,’
s~tmpling guidelines on sample collection, handfing and chain of ¢ustody ar~
followed by the field personnel. If deviation occun, appropriate ¢on’nctive
action should be teken. In addition, analytiea~ qualiW
quality assurance must be performed eu’ough duplicate, split, and spike
samples. Sample preservative blanks, and known st~d~d solutions, and

I accuracy may be evalua~l using �omrol chart.

The above mentioned steps are just a Sencrtl descriptions of ¯ QA plan for a samplin|
¯ program. More detailed information on implementanon of QA plan is ~iven by US EPA

(1980). In gene~l, ¯ QA proje~ plan should address the following:

2¯ Table of contems

QA objectives for measurement data (pr~:ision, accuraoy, �~mpleteness,

samp s
Sample custody

|



V
! 0. Data reduc~on, v~dation, and telx~g ~"
11. Intema~ Q~ che~i~ and f~quency
12. QA performance audits, system audits, and f-tequen~
13. QA RPO~ ~) management
14. Preventive n~ntenance procedures and schedule
15. Specific proceduxes to be used to routinely assess data pre~ision, ,,~

represen~auveness, �omparability, accuracy and completeness of the sl~ific
measurement paramemts revolved.

16. Corn~iv~ acuo~

Successful implementation of a QA plan depends on the �ompetence of the monitoring
pe~onnel. All personnel involved in any funcuon ~at may a~rfect data quality (e.g. sampl~
collection, an~ysis, dam reduction and quality assurance) should have sufficient training in
~eU" appointed jobs to conm~m m ~e ~.pos~ng of ~mplem and high qualiq~ dam.
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V
REVIEW OF EXISTING MONITORING PROGRAMS

In ord~ to facifitate the development of ¯ �omprehensive monitoring program for the Santa
Monica Bay Project. e~st~g nonpoint souree storm .water projects that ate similar to the
Santa Monica ]~¯y Project were reviewed to provide important in/ormafion on th¯
foDowing monitoring elerrgnts for both dry ~�l wet we,uher

¯ numbe~ of monitoring mtiot~
¯ ty~es of �ons~ts monhor~
* /~�l~ncy of

The following nonpoint soume projects ~ ~

I) S~ta ~ Nonpoint Sou~’e Control Prelim
2) Ai~d~ Coumy Urb.~ Runoff Clean W¯t~
3) Ot~ge Counn/h~DE~ Stormw¯~ F~m~it
4) Bellevu~ Urban Runoff Pm~m

The foUowing d~scussin~ wiU provid~ ~ mvk~ of~ch proj~-~. For ~ch project reviewed.
¯ brief b, ck~ound of ~ project is ~scusscd. Next. U~ d~scusdou is orp~z~d
to ~) numb~ of mommrin~ sta~ons, 2) ~s of �ons~tuems moni~omL and 3)

¯ o(s~mpimg. L~’Uy. ¯ Ix~[ summa/is pmv~lccL Th~ dcsc~p~o~ inck~ck the ~,~on~e
som~ ¯spects of the pl~a w~¢h m~y bc ~l~ve w~th other l~nS of this report, but is

I 9.1 SANTA CLARA NONPOINT SOURCE CONTROL PROGRAM

9.1.1 BIck|round: ~iti~l Cl~ric~¯riutiml

I The Santa Clara Nonpoint Souse Cornel Program (Program) was initiated in 19g7
address concerns on nonpoint ~om’~e discharges from storm water into the South
Francisco Bay Region or �ommoniy known as the Lowta" South Bay. The Lower South
Bay is �l .~. s~ed by US EPA and the C~fomi¯ State Water Quality Control Bo~d as ¯
water query limited segment under section 304(L) of the Clean Wa~e~ Act. Because of the
_watt.. q _u~ty concerns of ~e Lower South Bay, the San Francisco Bay Regional Warn"

i Quarry ~.;onu~l Boan:l (’Region¯/Board) has pwsued an a~tiv¢ regtd~tory rnle m
point and nonpoint discharges into the Lower South Bay. In the 1986 Basin Plan, the
RegionaJ Board ~ Santa Clara County to develop and implement an Actiou Plan to
conduct dry and wet weather water quafity monitoring "for the evaluation of both
concentntions of poUutants as weU as to~l poUutant loadings and comparison with was~
loads f~m point soun:e discharge’.

i An action plat, was developed in the summ~ of 1987 (CH2M.I-IiH and EOA, Inc. 1997)
and implemented by WCC in the fall of 198"/, and completed by WCC in the sununor of
1989. The results of the hydrologic and water quality monitoring program, tad the loads

i. of r po,  (WCC.
This report constitutes the initial ehar~tr.rization pha.s¢ of th~ Prngram. It should Im



emphasized that the major objective of this phase was to evaJu¯te dry and wet weather
poU-tant concentracinns and loads to the Lower South Bay.

9.1.1.1 Monitor¯n| SI,qioe~

The Study Area is approximately 690 ~uare miles and is divided into 11 wate~bed~.
Given the size of the Study Area, and the need to project loads from the entL, e
not feasible to monitor the enth’e Study Area and thereby estimate loads based
monitonng data ¯lone. Instead. the study was designed to develop sufficient monitoring
data to cahb~te and verify ¯ watershed load pre~ction model, which then could be applied
to esumate loads from both gauged and ungaugod

There were ¯ to¯a/of 16 stations represen~g throe types of sta6ons. Figure 9-1 shows the
locations o~ these ~ons. ~d the 11 watenheds of the Santa Clara Counly.

9.1.1.1.1 Land me Stations

A total of seven stations ~resenting smaJl, relatively homogeneous land use eatchments
found in the s,-e¯. Two stations (LI and L2) represented induslrial land use, and ttwee
stations ~presentnd low-density single.family residenti*t (LA and I~), and multi-family
residentiaJ (L6) land uses. One station each is represented for �omme~i.I . .(I~3) and opea
(LT) land uses. Table 9-1 provides a brae/~ description of etch station. Most of the~
stations m manhole or open channel stations except for the open land use station (!,?),
which is ¯ naturaJ creek. Data generated from these land use Ira¯ions were used
characterize water quaJity from specific land usel. and a~so used as input to the londin|

Four sa~tm stations we~ located in the lower portions of the watmheds and had relatively
large, mul,~ple land use ea~chmenu. These stations are located near the Bay. but above d~e                "~
zone of ci~J influence in order to elin~nate the effect of backwater on flow monitoring.
Two stations ($3 and $4) dr¯in the largest watersheds lot¯rod in the eastern ~nd cenlral
regions representing ¯bout 50 % of the total aJ’ea. These two stations representing two of
the l~rgest wate~shods aho receive substantiaJly more r’~mfa~l than the other sma~er western
watersheds. The other two stations (SI and $2) represents smaUer watershods oct’upyin| Othe western region of the study a~a. WCC evaluated the adequacy of these four
stations in representing the 11 watersheds (WCC 1991b). WCC found that the land am
dismbution of aU four stations not only r~prescntod theh" respective war,sheds that they
~.~cle, but also adequatoiy ItVrezents the ovenU land use composition of ~e Study Area.

The important distinction between the s~ream and the land use stations is that the sweam
stations support aquatic habitat and therefore water quality must meet aquatic life critedL
Both dry (from base flow) and wet weathe~ s~tmpLtng we~ conducted at the su’eam

9.1.1.1.3 Reservoir Stations

Six reservoir stations were located below the upland reservoirs and were used to estim8~ _
loads associated with r~servoir (spillway) releases dunng we~ years.

52                                           --
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In �ompm-isons with the ~luLrements of Pa~x II of the Federal NPDES storm water
reguJaoons, the reguJat~ons requu’e monitor~g of five to ten sa~ons.

9.1.1.2 Constituents Monitored

Th~ suite of constituents that were selected for chemical analyses on water and sediment
samples w~re focused on potentially toxic contanuna~ts, including heavy me~s, organics
(volatiles, serni-volatiles, pesticides and herbicides), numents, bacteria, and some
conventional poUutants. This List of �ons~uents were developed based on results of a
Nationwide Urban Runoff Program NURP (US EPA 1983), and also water quality
excedances of specific pollutsnt~ in ~e South Bay. Table 9-2 summarizes the fuU list of
constituents analyzed. This is a relatively comprehensive List when �ompm~l with tee

IMetaJs analysis ~re commonly measun~d based on the total extractable trac~ion, i.e., metaJs
that in solution as well as those associated with the suspended solids. The to~J fraction is
used in estimating the tuml loads and �ompmsons with water quality criteria. However,
the dissolved fraction, i.e., sample that is fihered du’ough a 0.4~lam filter, is the fraclion
that is directly available for organism uptake and therefore is more relevant for us~ in
�omparisons with water quarry criteria. Fo~ two s~orm events, the dissolved fraction far

This full suite of onnsdluems was only conducted during the fi~l ston~ and sornel~n~s
a few.~io~s for ~e ~o~ s~ only. B~ on ~e ~sul~ of the initial ~mpEn;
~ ~x~ suite (~u~) of ~aly~s ~ ~o~d for sub~uent ~p~ng
~ ~uc~ sui~ of ~aly~s is ~ pm~n~d in Table 9-2. ~e �ons~n~

dropped included volatile and semi-volatile organics, chlorinated he~icide~
organophospho~s ~s~ci~ ~ ~xav~em chm~um. ~ �~s~nu

high ~en~ m vola~li~ ~ ~ent~ns~tuenusuch as ~CS have
wa~. U~ess ~ ~to~g s~bon is ve~ clo~ tu ~e so~e (such ~

sto~ water is r~ely found. For semi-volables, only ~e polynucle~
hymens (PAHs) wm ~ed for sub~uent ~pling ~y~s ~u~ PAHs
~lsu~iy toxi~ ~so~ ~ ~o~ �~inog~ns. A~ition~ly, PAHs ~ �o~y
~uno m,~e~m~-p~uc~.~d ~ ~mbusuon of w~ ~ ~oleum fuels.
m~ an~y~ng tor au �om~un~ ~ me ~-volatdes an~y~ a ~ific PAH
using EPA 610 w~ ~ ~ sub~uent ~g. ~ ~e ~A 610 ~

cffec~ of s(o~ wamr on m~ci~ ~ ~s ~ S~m CI~ Count. ~e ch~
~to~g has ~on~y play~ ~ ~t role ~ ev~uafing wa~ qu~,
monito~g us~g s~gam org~is~ is m~gly ~o~ng a vi~ t~!

~t w~ ~plcs. ~ msu ~ ~el~ ~ US EPA (1986) ~d ~

pubLicly-o~ ~n( wor~ ~) w~mwam~. ~e ~e s~gate ~g~i~
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These tests eva~uate the effec;s of storm water on duee key orga~is~ b~cators: monaJity,
reproduc~on, and gn)wth.                                ’

9.1.1J Frequency of Sampling

9.1.1,3.1 Wet Weather

Figure 9-2 summa~zes the types and frequency of sampling during dry wet
weather periods, The goal of" the study wu to conduct sampling over two wet weathor
scions (1987.1988 and ]988-1989). However, because of the extensive time ~lubed to
select stations, inst~l and test automated sampling equipment, only one storm w~ capmm~l
for the lost wet weather season (1987-1988). A total of s4x storms were eaptu~d for the
second wet weather season (198~-1989), $~m’ples were collected as flow-weighted
composites by automauc samplers, These samples represent average polluX, hi
�oncen~’abons that were used to es~mate total poUutant lolls, Addi6on~lly, ..~ab
were Wen during the early pa,-t of the storm for sel~x:ted polluta~. ~s (such. as oil ~
vola~l© organics, hacter~a) because of short hol~ing ~imes, specia~ �ontainer ,l~�lUU~-m~.. ta,
or vola~.ility. The following paragraphs sampun|d~seuss ra~onal for
f uency.

The wet weather season for Ca~ornla is about six months, stamng in Ocmlx~r and ending
in April. Based on the national wea~er service r~inl’~l gage at San Jose, ~be average storm
volume for the 1948-1999 pemod is 0.7 inches, with most of the ~ occun’~ng du,’~ng the
months of Novemlx~r ~u~ugh Mb-ch.

To adequately characterize storms during the wet weather season, a total of sin stonm
collected about once every month were considered sufficient to cover the r=ng¢ of

�onditions. Of the six storms, [he l’u~t storm oi" the wet weather season mus~hycLrologic,,I
be collectod. This is because the f’u’st storm oi" the wet weather season is thought to have
the laxgest pollutant �onccn~sations, The h~gh �oncen~a~ons a~ at~ibutable io the
opponuni~ for cl~ deposition of poUutants on ground su~aues duhng lhe extended dry
summer pemod, which a~ scoured by the Bxlt ra~fall.

It is imponam to note that �ontinu~l monitoring of the sue.am station.s and sp~:,~.~�
indusma~ stations have to claw generau=d about l~ to 20 data points per stauon. ~n~se area
w~l be us~ as initial basel~ne conctit~ons to be �ompaznd w~th additiona~ monito~ng (in
future monitoring yea~s) to eval-ate po~en~i,~ improvements in water quality due to
implementarlon of" storm walor pollution �on~o] measures #~m)ss the County,

To provide a comp~ison with the requbements for Pm’t H of the Federal storm warm"
reg~a~ons, a mb~mum o~ Uu~ storm =veins s~ara~d b~ a~ least one mmth a~ nxlubed.

9.1.l..1.2 Dr)’ Weather

I:~ weather sm~pI~ng wu conducted du~ng the summer of 1985, as weJ] as d~ wembor
~ows du.~g the wet weather se~uon (i.�., in betw~n storms), Both water" and sedinlenl
samples were �oUected. The n~n ob.j~Uve ofcl~ weather wator sampI~ng ~s to
pollutant �oncentra~ons and load~ du~mg ~ flow h’om ~ sta~ons, A tot,tl of seven
sasnples were �oIleeted: t,,vo during the summer, ~nd five ~n between stonns. Sedim~t
sampU.ng was conducted fou~ t~mes to evaJuate sediment �oncentrations which serve as
both sottrces and sinks for pollutan~ AU cb’y weather sasnples we~ coUucted as manual
grabs. |
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9.1.2 Background: NPDES Permi! Ph~e

Following the charactefizaUon phi, the Program applied for a~d obtained In N~DE~                 ~
s~o~ wa~r ~t in June o~ 19~. F~m 19~ to date, W~ h~ �on~u~ to ~nd~
~nitohng for ~e ~g~ Ho~v~, ~e ~nimnng obj~ves ~ ~is ~t ~
have expanded to i~lude idditio~l obscures. ]t must ~ emphasi~ ~ ~t ~
ob)ecuves of a ~nitormg pm~ �l~ly ~iv=s ~e ~u~nU ~ ~= ~ ~

~a~ of ~ ~ ~u~t ~
¯ �~ply ~ ~ q~ ~

Additional monitoring elements oi" lifts phase that a~� relevam to this discussion
summa~.nd in s~:~on 9.I.Z!

9.1J.l Monitoring Ststioes

Table 9-3 shows the lypes of stafo~s in the Peta!! phase. The u~l number o(smions b
~n. Five rations ~ ~ed from the ch~r~terization phase. These include four ~
stations ($ I through $4), ~ o~e indus~iaJ s~aUon (L.2). It was impotent to continu~
monitor these stations because th~ s~.am stations can be considered as receiving wmet
Ixx~es suppomng ~quatic h~bita~, and as such can represent long-lenn monitoring stxdous.
The indusmal station was kept because of high concen~’a~ions of poilulants (especially
chromium, cadmium, copier, le.~l and -~nc) detected in the storm water. Cominoed
monitoring of this indusmal station will beip in monitohng effectiveness of vm’ious sou~e

Five new radons we~ ~dde~L These L~l~ie ~wo radons for monkodng d~e
of pollu~nt removal of a detention b~in, and ~o~e~ ~wo for monitoring lwo

9.1.2.2 Constituents Moailor~d

A set of cons6tuonts simila~ to the ~duced suite was used in the permit phase, with the
exception of PAHs. This reduced suite of analyses is shown in Table 9-4. Results of
PAH analyses using EPA method 610 showed that most of the �once~ons ~ ~
than the detection limit. Frequcndy, detection limits were elevated to 5 to I0 times the
acceptable detection limi~ A �~mbination of high mal~x int~f~rences f~om salts ~d odmr
naturaJ humic organics found in the storm wad.r, and low detection resolution by the High
P~rformancc Liquid Chromawgrapby (HPLC) method, a~ likely responsible fo~ the Ixxx"

A mort superior method developed by Texas A&M’s Geochemical and EnvL-onmemal
Research Group (GERG) was used for subsequent analysis of PAHs. The GERG medmd
eliminates the matrix interference by various cleanup techniques, and uses Gas
Chromatography / Mass Spectmmeu’y (GC/M$) - Selecled Ion Monitoring Mode ($1M)
insmancntation to optimize detection of the specific PARs. The number of PAlls ~
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Table 9.3 Desc~p~ion of Sta~ons for Permi~ P’~L~ 0 f the Santa C1asa Valley No~poim
L
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Melhod (~) Ilold" Time ..... Lhni! ~o~
INOROAI~ -

px px px ek~r~k ~I
H~ m~ ~ ~A I ~2 6 ~ X~3 pH~ IT~y ~ ~~ I~ I ~ ~ ~ 4~ I~ m~ ~ I~ 7 ~p ~ 4~ 10

~
P~ ~’~ ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ ~O3 I~i~ P~ ~ 213~ 6

C~ P~ ~ 2~.2 6 ~ ~ ~ HNO3 I
M~ P~ ~ V~ - ~ 245.1
~ P~ H~. ~ ~ 6 ~ pX ~ HHO$ 0,2Sil~

P~ ~’~ ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ ~O3 0.2
~ I

~ P~ ~-~ 213~
~ ~ ~ 2~ 6 ~ ~ ~ ~3 I

PAX * ~ ~ T~ ~

T~~ m~       ~       413~    7~(~

~ ~ (~)



methods, ~d 14 ¯dctitional met.h)’latod PAHs. D~te~ion linersthe 16EPA ff~thod 610
range from 0.003 to 0.100 la~L, which is ¯bout more tha~ 100 times lower than the
detection limits for EPA me~od 610.

More sophisdcztod ~�lmiques to evalu¯te the ~roups of PoUutants responsible for toxicity
were used for toxicity testing. The ?-day short-term chronic bio¯ss¯ys used in the
cha~ctenzation phase show~:l teat storm water from urbani,,-d land uses were mosdy
toxic, especially to Ceriodzphnia. TEe tests, however, do not show what pollu~ts ~e
responsible for toxicity.

Phase 1 Toxicity Identification Evalustion (’T’~) tests Odount and Camahan, 1988, 1989a,
1989b) were used on storm water samples in the Permit Phase. If samples show toxicity
(i.e., mor~ity), these Phase ! TIE tests, using ¯ combination of chemical and physical
rrumipu|ations, ~e able to distinguish what broad groups of pollutants are responsible for
�ausing toxicity. These &roups tested include metals, aon-pol~ organics, volatiles,
anthony, and su’ongly oxid~.ing ~gen~

9.1.2.3 Frequency o1’ Sumplin|

AU stations sampled for five storms for ~he we~ wea~,r season. Samples we~ �olloc~d u
flow-we~ghtod composites by ¯utom¯tic z~nplers. No ct~ w~ther wator or ~.diment
samples were �ondu~tecl bec~us~ of the f~ct that dry w~d~r �oncena’ztions
be~ved to be ~ and msignificam wh~ �omimod with w~ wead~r

9,2 ALAMEDA COU/~TY URBAN RUNOFF CLEAN WATER PROGRAM

9.2.1 Background: Initial Cb~rsderizaiion Phase

~n the San Francisco Bay Re~ioa, the Al~nod~ County Urban Runoff Cle~n Water
Prog~n also ~dd~sses the imp¯ct of nonpoim source pollution f’~m s~orm wl~" ~unoff
on the South Bay. TEe objectives of this Progr~n is simile" to the Santa CI~’,~ Valley
Nonpoim Source Conlrol Program. TEe A~meda Prop’am w~s initiated in Septembor
1998. and monitoring was conducted for two wet weather periods m~l one do’ weather
pehod between Octob~ 1989 ~nd April ~991 (WCC 1991�).

9.2.1.1 Monitoring

16 stations. Figu~ 9-3 shows the locations of these rations. Out of these 16 st~ons, I0
were land use stations (LI through LI0) ~xini~g homogeneous land uses such as
commercial, indusmal, and residential. Another six m~ons were major sub.am or
stations dr-zining lxrge mixod land use& Table 9-5 summzrizes the ~ uses typos and
dr~nagc m~u for each of the ration.

9.2.1.2 Constituents Monitored

TEe suite of chemical analyses a~e simila~ to the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Somme
Control Progr~n. A ~ suite of analyses were conducted fo~ the firsl stm~ and ¯ reduced
sui~ w~s conducted for subsequent storms. A sinu~ procodm’~ was also foiJowod for ~
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9.2.2.3 Frequency of Sampling

For each wet weather sea.~n, five s~orm events per station wcrc conducted. Storm
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9.3.2 Constituents Monitored

The selec~on of monitoring constituents was based on the anaJyses of past data conduc~l
by the O~nge County Environmen~l M~nagement Agency, the RWQCB Toxic Substmces                     .~
Monitoring Prog~m for Hun~gmn Beach Channels a~d ~� Sm~ Mussel Watch Program.               ~’~ "
The ~t of cons~mems including numcnL~ metals ~d orga~cs ~’e shovm in Table 9-6.

67
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Table 9-6    Fr~que.ncy of Monitoring at Storm Chmmel m~l Bay Sm~ ~

PHP~AH (S)

A. ~annel Monito~ng Sm~                   "

A.I ~~N ~0~~ $~. BO~A BAY WA~                         ~
Bobs ~ ~                           M ~      ~
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The �onstituents that will be routinely analyzed for both dry and wet weather include the
numents and me~ls. Nuwient~. metals and organic consutuen~ will only be analyzed on
scrim’tent samples collected during the dry wea~er period. The decision m monitor only
organic �onstimen~ during the day weather i~ l~kely due to non-detectable �oncenwation$ of
these organics during the wet weather.

9.3.3 Frequency of Sampling

Table 9-6 shows the frequency of menitoring for both storm channel tnd Bay tlations.
For the storm cha~nel stations, two storms per station tre proposed to be monitored for the,
first wet weather season for ail stations. In subsequent years, three to five storms wiU be
sampled. Two post.storm samples wdl be conduc~,’d to evaluate potential chronic effects
of storm water for selected stations. During dry weather, water samples will be �oUected
monthly for analysis. Sediment samples w~ also be collected two limes daring the dry
weather pehod for ~elected stuinns.

Sampling storm water in the Bay is diSficuh because of tidal influence, and significant
amounts of rainfall to produce a freshwater lens. An estimated rainfall of more than 0.5
inch is required for the receiving waters to exhibit a freshwater influence. The number of
storms sampled per station will vary depending the weather and the amount of manpower
and equipment available. Two post-taorm samples (48 a~d 96 hours alter the |ton~ even0
wiU be conducted for selected stations. Monthly wa~,t samples, and semi.anmtal ted¯mere
samples will be collected during the cby weather pe~od for selected stationS.

Water samples will be collected as discrete hourly samples for ¯ 24 hour pe~od by
auto .ma. tic ~..t~. lets d .uring storms and flow �omposited in the laborttoW. The post |term
sa~...plmg will ne conclucted 12 hours alter the initial 24 hour sampling pe~od. SgnpleJ
will be tegen once every three hours for a 72 hour period. Dry weather samples wiU be
collected by a combination of grabs and automaUc samplers, depending on the avaiJlbility
of the automatic samplers. Post-storm sampling and segliment samples ~ be coUect~d by

9.4 BELLEVU URBAN RUNOFF PROGRAM

Many aspects of urban nmoff have been studied in Bellevue. Washington by the
Environmental Protection Agency under the N~RP study, with cooperation from the
University of Washington. the US Geologicai Survey (USGS), the MunicipaLi~ of
Metropolitan Seas’de (METRO). and the City of BeUevue Storm and Surface Water" Utility.

performedT~is sect~Onbywilithe USGs.describe briefly some of those s~udies and wiU focus on the sampling

9.4.1 University of Wasldngtoa Projeg~

The University of Wtshington’s Civil Enginoe~ng Department and Fisheries Rnsean:h
Institute performed studies of two receiving wat~ bodies, one which had contributions
from urban runoff and one that did not, to identify the impacts associated with urban
development on receiving waters. Biological. chemical and physical parameters were
analyz~L The math objectives of the project ~
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Document the variations (spatial and temporal)in disu’ibution and             U
abundance of aqua,~� orgtnisms m ~ ~
C~ ~ �~on of ~ ~ ~ ~ S~ in ~ ~ ~n~ ~                   ~
Ev~lua~ ~e biologicS, che~�~ ~ physic~ cff~u of ~on ~

9.4.2 Seattle METRO Projec~

The purpose of this project was to identify priority pollutants m~l othor toxic pollutants in
storm water ~s part of METRO’s "Toxic PoLlutant Inventory." The projects in Bellevue
supplied samples to the Memo proE~r’~m for LqaJysis‘ The results of this stud), were used to
assess potenual problems a~d evaluate I~st n’~.rmgemem practices. Besides iden~ying the
toxic substances, the project also focused on identLf~ing their sources ~’ough ump~|
and ¯ limmtme review.

9.4.3 US Geological Survey ProJect

The USGS performed monitoring from 1979 to 1982 ~s pan of the NURP study. The
USGS reported ~ fou~ ~ objective of the ~ ~

¯ Emblish a cmsi~tem aM acceuible data Ix~e for typk~ watmheds

¯ Determine the magnitude and froquency of storm nmoH loads of warn"
quality �onstimems f~orn ~uee cau:hn~nm in ~e ~

¯ Develop moxhods for estima~ng storm and annual loads of warn qualiq~
�onstituents from unstudied cau:hments in tee study ~

¯ Te,~ ~e effectiveness of storm wam, r quality mmmg~nem alm’n~ives for the
a~’n,,-tion of comtituem loads earned in smnn warn’.

9.4.4 Monitoring StltioIIS

¯ 148~ Avenue $.~.

Five of these stations were used to monitor storm water quatity a.,gl th~.e of them were
used to monitor wet and d~ atmospheric deposition quality, only the storm water quality
stations wilJ ~ �onsiden~d i~ this report. Table 9-7 shows the list of monitoring stations,
their respective catchment, and land use breakdown. The Suney Downs and L~ke Hills
catchments were p~edominately single famiJy residential areas and are both approximately
I00 acres. These two c.at~hn~nts were used m evaluate the etfoctiveness of street
sw~-p~ng.

Th.e.l~gth Avenue. .S,E. ~atchmen~ has thiee main land uses: open park land, high deasity
rr~menual (9 dwemn~s per acre), and ¢onuncn:ial. The total size of the ca~�luncm is 24
acres, however, one fourth of the catchment is occupied by 148th Avenue $.F- This
catchment w~s used to inve~gaze the effects of deten~on basins on s;erm warn" qtmlhy.

i71
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Water from all the catchments eventu~y dnined into Lake Washington. The Sm’rey
Downs cau:hment drains into an artificial pond, men into Metier Slough and into ~
W~hmg~on. Lake Hills dr~s into Kelsey Creek. then into Merce~ Slough ~d into ~
W~shmg~on. TEe 148th Avcnu~ $.E. ¢a~,:hmcnt drains into l.~rson i..~�, then inlo ~
C~ek and ~ W~ing~n.

9.4.$ Constituents Monitored

The ~le~on of monitoring constituents was specified by the Advisory T~chnJcaJ Plannin~
Commine~ for the USGS and the US EPA. The lisl of constituents in¢ludin~ nuu~nts,
metals and orgsnics is ~own in Table 9-$. Also some samples wer~ anslyz~ for maj¢~
anions and cations, uac~ elements, ultima~ cazt)onaceous biochemical oxy;e.n d~nmnd.

~.4.6 Fr~luenc7 of Samplia|

FiS, l~ 9-~ shows the fl~quoncy of waler quaUty monito~n~ in the thl’ee catchments. A
tota] of 3l storm ~vents we~ moniu)md at the Surrty Downs station and 37 swrm ev~m ,*
th~ !.~� Hills station. The ]48th Avenu~ S.E. catchment was moniton;d for 23
events at d~ s~nplinE s~ation Ixlow ~ HilJs BouJev,ud and ? suxm events a~ d~ ~                   ,,,,

minute s~mpling in~rv~ls dm-ing storms. E~h ~mpler filled 24 ~vo.li~r bonle~ in
Ipproxima~y !0 s~conds. Samples coLlec~d It ¢onu~l s~ucm~ No. 3 ~d d~ntion ~
No. 5 we~ ~olle¢l~ n~nu~lJy using a ¢k, pth inmgrau~d sampler. De~h inl~l~-~l~l ~l~s
wer~ used It the outlets m collect ~mpl¢$ for insecticide, herbicide, oll and ~ ~

9.S EQU|PMENT SUMMAR~

Table 9-9 shows equipment used in two of the reviewed monitoring prog~m~s ~d three
other progr~ns known to the authors. It is included ~o show the types of equipment being
used ~d specified. The inclusion is in no way an endorsement of u~e ind~ca~l produ¢~
(some of the produc~ are no longer available). The ~able ind~c,~es d~ auumm~ ~
~-~ being ~ in ~lJ mon~wrb~g
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Table 9-8. Co~ CEarac’~’is~ and Cons~tuen~ Analyzed by the USGS M B¢lluvue.. L
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T~ble 9-~.    Core C~’~L~cs ~nd Consdtuents Analyzed by ~e USGS in Bclluv~
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LWAT[R QUALITY PARAMETEi~









APPENDIX B
COMPATIBILITY OF VARIOUS MATERIALS
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APPENDIX
RECOMMENDED SAMPLE VOLUME AND PRESERVATION TECIlNI(~UE



Cyanide Grub ar �ompos~ P,O NaOH u)pH > 12, 14d~s

Pluc~de Grab o. cc~ie p Hone ,requital 21 da~ 300
Hiidness Grd) er c~ P.O HNO3 eopg <2 6 moedu 100
Hydmsine Grab or cooq~ae P,O Do ao~ Im~lyz~l ?d~ys I00

10ml (I+9)

Iodine Grab oaly P,O Dc~ oa sile No hokSnI S00

~rYl)

eo id,I < 2, ¯ except M|. 28
Suq~mdal Gab ~ compod~ P,G ~-dm’l ~lee 6 mood,s. ~00

Toed Orsb e~ �omp~ie P.O l.INO.~ oo idl < 2 6 moed~ 100





Pm’an~    Collccl~m lechnlqu= COnlainu4Pm:s¢n, allon Holding ~ Minimum ~quin:d
volume (mi)

Itdu~e: US EPA (1~14)





Parameter P~.ollectim~ ~:hnique Containe~ ~ lloldin$ ~imeb Minimum requi~d
volume (ml)

Solids
Dissolved (kab or �omposite P.O Cool 4o~ 7days I00
Volatile (kab or comlmsi0e P,G Cool. 4aC ?day~ I00

Suspended Cku5 o~ �om~i,e P,O Coei. 4oC ?d~ ~00
Volatile ~ab or composioe P,G G~ol, 4oC ?days I00

Toul Grab or �omlmsiae P,G Cool, 4o~ 7days
Volatile Trod Grab m" composite P.O Cool. 4~ 7days ¯ I00
Sculeable Grab m" composite P.G Cool. 4uc 4J boun 100
Sulfate Grab or �omposiJe P. G Coel. ~ 28 days 50
Sulfide Grab or compmite P.G Cool.4o~2ndzinc 7days

Sulfite (3rob m" composite P. G Determine oe she No koklin|
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This report represents Volume 11’1 from ¯ series of fore" volumes of reports which form the
basis of ¯ pollution assessment and monitoring plan for Santa Monica Bay. Volume
describes storm drainage system land use szaUstics, catchment me¯s, existing w¯t~"
quality monitoring data, rainfall data, NPDES pern~t informa~on for existing pen~u
storm drains, and contaminant mass ends¯ion estimates, based upon land use modeLin|.
Volume II reviews sampling techniques, including sampling equipment, and or, h~r
aspects ¯ssoc~ated with sampling such as ¯ quality assurance plan. Volume 111 pt’esemi
the proposed monitorin~ plan. Volume IV ¯dd~’esses best n’-,nagemem prac~ces Is [hey
apply ~o the Santa Monica Bay ~ The t’u’~ ~,"rt of this volume wIs issued in
1~2.

~The. conn’.s.c.t .w¯.s.~ormed by~ UCLA .¯~ Wcodwud.Clyd¢ Consultants (WCC).
,,t~o.~e.ssor ~}~_c.na~ ~...~ten.strom ot !_he Civd and EnvironmemalEnffineering D~p~men~,ta~..~a~ ¯no .r..nc ~.t~.cxer. t~rn. WC.~’s Portland office were the pro.jeer man¯gets. The~
were sever’a~ xey inaiviouats from ooth UCLA and WCC who assisted with the

on, st, an~ ao~n ~ersn~r

_The c_oe!r~ctors ~ ~’~_tefu! for the assist¯nee o~r many individuals. The Santa l~loaic~
u¯y ~roject ¯ha i-~ Kegional Water Quality Con~’ol Board staffs v~re mos~ helpt~L
,W.e .extend o.u.r.spe.�, ial than.ks to .Dr. Guang-yu Wang. Ms. C¯thcnne Tyrrell, Dr. P,~iner
r~oe~nxe ¯no ~4r. ~¯vier ~w¯mi~¯nnu. Several public ¯l~encies we~¢ very helpful in

~mev!ding .da~ an.d information to us. The Los Angeles County Dep~nem of Publi~or.xs ¯no mc aouthcm California Association of Governments (SCAG) provided               ."
catchment a~e¯ and land use data, resp¢ctivcly. We m’e also indebted to ~he mernher~
the Technical Advisory Committee of the Santa Monies Bay Project and otheri who
reviewed and commented on our drab repom.
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INTRODUCTION

This monitoring plan describes the objectives and ,ppro,ch for collecting d,tt on fl~
quality of storm ctr~in di.~ha~ges to San~ Mon.ica Bay. The plan presents th~ m~thods
used for selecting monitoring s~s. sp~ifies types of ~uiprnent requital, diseuss~s ~
sel~tion ~d runoff" estimauon procedures, ~d presents sampling event m~n~gen~nt ~1
field sampling methods. QualiW assurance and control, ,~,ta repot’ring, monitoring
schedu.le and Ul.ming .recluirtm~nts are also presen-,d. A more ck:ttilvd review of,mpling
,p~rc~.~ur~.s .and. .t~c. hmques is presented in Volume H of these reports ($tens~rom, ct ~.,
,:*~,a) ~na snoum oe �onsulted for more infocm~tion on smnpling, lnclud~l in the plan l~ ¯
discussion of methods for pouu~am load csmna~m.
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I~IONITORING SITES

This set, on of the monitoring plan describes the cri~.rit that we~ used ~o selecs r.~ndidase
si,,.s for flow and water quit), monitoring in $~nta Moni~ Bay.

2.1 SITE SELECTION CRITERIA

To accu~ly detm, m~e ~ w~. ch~ae~,is~ics in a large, diverse study ~ a su’ateglc
monitoring prol:nm can use some su~ons that sample runoff from relatively ~ and
homogenous land use catchments (so called "single land use" or "upland" stations) and

aaJ~.a ~tlonS). ift~ Jll~tsa eII~SSiOIIS StatiOfISsometzmes located in st~carus toward the lower ends of watersheds and 8re sometimes

The study design requires ¯ statioo mix that is representative of’the ~ use disu’ibutloo

l~e Santa Monica Bay Watenhed. Table :2-1 shows the ¯sod use distribution within Santaonica Bay Watershed. The table shows that the principal Land uses within the watenbed
¯ re single-family residential (:26 percent) and undeveloped or open lands (~7 percent).

~-malning 3 pen:era of ~h~ u~ area.

Single-family residential areas and open spaces should be m~geted in the monitodn|
prod’am because these land use categories overwhelmingly form the Ire’gear types of
.u..~..,s~_C.o~...r~_ _ i~ and i~us.u-ial ~ m~ candidates for dire~ sampling, becaus~ ps~vious
~-ll~n;,f.v_¶_~_o_wn mat u~ese ta~ .use .types. �onmbme ¯ significant pereenmge of~    , ,o urvan storm wa~. runon oesp~te their rela~vely ~ �onu-ibuung area (EPA,
1983). These previous studies also indicated that the quality of runoff from these types of
land uses m’� widely variable from site m site. so that P, rge paxcels wixh vm’ious properties
~:t uses o~e desirable to charac~-~ze the over~l poilu~t ioad~ngs from these types of land
uses. Although not included in the land use breakdown, ~’affic �omdon can also be
significant conmbutors of runoff poUutanL5 (Driscoll, et ,t., 1989). One u~fic
site previousJy monitored by C..g Trans should be included with the single land use sites.

Other urban and public land uses not ttrgeted by the single land use sites should be
sampled ¯t the desi~nated mass emissions starlons. The single land use stations shoukl
also monitor o~her land use types in those instances where the other land us~ form ¯ mngl
pc.roe.hinge of the ~hment m u~ moniu:~g station.

The following criteri¯ we~ used as guidelines in selecting the single land use

¯ The tom/catchment a~,ea is lm’ge enough (g~atm" than about ~0 sc~es)
generaxe significant runoff and not be greeted by possible localized

¯ The catclunent �onxis~s primar~y of one of the Ixrgeux/land us~ r~es.
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TABLE
rRE/.IMDIARY LAND USE STAllON SITES

IASJ~ |UDDASIN Sbtl*- Hel~- Ceemmefdd LIEkI ~ Oqm, ~ Uidmewlt |~bbad8
Jteddeufld R~4~ll~ Te~d
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Sin|k.Fa,-D), Reddeslid (2 sealiees In be aekcSed)
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~ is in basin #26 of the Redondo Beach Quadrangle ne~ Palos Verdes Point. The

O231 acre subbasin is 91 pen:ent single-fanuly residential, 6 percem muiti.faroily residen~al,
and 3 percent �omme~al ~ u.~. The system is piped wi~h a ~ ou~a~ into Lurmda

LBay,

~ is in basin #2! of the Venice Beach/lnglewood Quadrangles e,ut of Hughes A~
~nd nor~ of Los Angeles AirporL The 7;~-acre piped system runs froro Manchesle~’

~ is in bas;n #2! of the northern ~lewood Qu,a,-,n~le Io(~d r~ Ptppe,dine
Umver~ity. The 450-act, e piped system drams an area from the 66~h Street ro Manchester
Av.enue.into ¯ Ire’get subbasin, BI4883. The land .uses include 91 percem single.famiJy             ~
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2.2.5 Light Industrial

The screening process identified fou~ pr~limin~’y station sites ~d two potential sites ~tt                L
recluLre further review of d.,~mage system maps for light industrial land use. Two stations
would be re~ornmendcd for samplmg.

BLL~A~ is in b~sin #21 of the Beverly Hills Quadrangle located northwest of Santa
Monic¯ ~gh School on Wilshire Bouleva,-d. The 78-acre piped system appears to drain to
two possible outlets but remains ¯ good candidate due to its high �oncentration of fight
indusu’itl land use. The land uses are 75 pe~’cent light induslrial and 25 percent single°
family residential

]~ is in basin #21 in the southeastern Beverly Hills Quadrangle legated in C~tlvor
City near the Santa Monica Freeway. BLLNA6 is ¯ 108.acre piped system draining to
Ballona C~eek with two pipe/channel storm drains, ~-t24 and MTD 613. Storm drain #424
is predorn~ant]y light indusu’ial and appears to be ca¯sly isolated, thus increasing the light
industrial land use pax:entage.

~ULVERI is in basin #21 of the southeastern Beverly Hills Quadrangle located Just
northwest of DESILU Studios in Culver City. The piped section ¯long Washington
.B.oulevtrd_�ould be isolated, as it appears to drain ¯ light industrial area of approximately
o~s acres. I ne la~d use pe~entages are 48 pe~ent single-family residential, 29 percent light
indus~ial, 12 percent multi-family residential, 6 percent pubSc, 3 percent othor urban, and
2 percent ceaunaciaL

2.2.6 Commerc~l m~d Ugbt lndustr~l

The screening process idemified two preliminsry station sites ¯nd fotu porentisl sites ~
require further review of dr~n¯ge system maps for combined �ommorci~l m~d light
indusa~al land use. These sites could be substirut~ for one or more of the commere~
m~f/or light indusa~l sites.

BIS~4~ is in bssin #21 of the Venice Ou¯ckangle Ioctted in B¯llon¯ north of M&ina Del
Rxy. The 681-¯ere piped system dr-~ns 170 ¯~r~s of commcreial and light industrial I~d
(~q percent of the total). Approx~r~tely 80 ~’~s o[ light indus~sl and oommes’cixi ~
could be isolated on storm cka~n 3872 ¯t the inte~sc~on of Thstch~ and Ox/ord Avenues.          -
The reach cl~ins horn Redwood Avenue to Thatcher Avenue. AckUtional �onf’um~fioo of
~ s~a dr~nsge psucrns ~ be neakd.

B13d02 is in basin #23 of the Venice Quadrangle located in El Segundo jus~ south of the
Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). The 443-acre basin drains 149 acres of
commercial and light industrial land (34 pe~ent of the total). B13402 drains from Mariposa
Avenue to El Scgundo Boulevard. Reach 3401 on the eas~rn por’don could be isolated at
Penn Street and El Segundo Boulevard, providing approximately 100 acres of fight
industri~ and coaunen:ial land use,

~I52041 is in basin #21 of the southeast Hollywood Quadrangle and is located in Los
Angeles between 12th Street and Jefle~’soo Bouleva.,d. The 1.082 acre piped system drains
into storm Line #5204. The land use percentages include 47 pe~ent �ommewial 35 ix:n:em
light indusm~, 17 pete.ha tmlmown, and I percent public.

B152042 is in basin #21 of the southeast Hollywood Quadrangle adjacent to B152041.          -
B152042 is located in Los Angeles between 12th $~eet and the University of Southern
Cafifornia. The 442 acre piped system drains to storm line #5204. The land use
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percentages include 70 percent light indus~al, 23 percent public, and 7 pe.~cent               ~’~
comme~al. Sample nation 1,3 is located in B152042.

~ is in basin #21 of the southeast Holly-,vood Quadrangle and is located in Los
An~:eles adjacent to B152041 and B152042. The 2.934 ac~ system drams to storm line
#5402. The land use percentages include 33 percent multi-family rcsidenr~a,1. 24 percent
single-family residential. 2l percent commercial. I0 percent public. 7 percent light
indus~al. 3 percent other u~ban, and 2 pe~en~ open. B]~2043 should be isolated on the
upper rcach to produce a much highe~ comme~ and light rc,~denbaJ land use IX~’emage,

2.2.7 Open Spac~

The. sm~oni.,~g process iden~iEed ten p~liminzry nation si~ for open space ~ use.. Two
nauons would be r~ummended.

ARSEOI. ARSE02 and ARSEO3 are in basin #I of the Trifuno Pass Quadrangle. The
80�~ acres of �ombined a~a cLram potions of the Santa Monica Mountains into the Arroyo
Sequins and chsch~rges into the Paci~c Ocean netr Sequ~t Point and Leo Carrilinw State
B.each..exst_.of S.o .h’oma~. The R.oosevelt HighwAy appem to provide good access to the
Channel. tne a~mnage syraem ~s weU def’med with approximately 99 pezcent ope~ land

~ is in basin #10 of the Point Dume Quacb’angle ioca~l east of lvialibu P, Jvlera and
Point Dume. LATIOI dr~ns 697 ac~,s of 10O percent open space in Latigo Canyon to
S~nta Monica Bay.

.L~:_~..is i~ basin .~.o..f .~e Trifuno Pass Qu~lrangle locat~l eu~ of Sequins Point and
norm ot me. ~ooseve~t ~gnway, allowing good access. The basin drains 826 ac~s of
open space m Lachusa Canyon to the Pacific Ocean. R-in gage #4867 is loca~.d in ~ -
nor~ern end of LACHU ! allowing access to local raiofall infon~mio~, r ,~,.

pENAl is in basin #1~ of the Topanga Quadrangle Ioca~d west of Top~a~ga Beach in
Canyon. The 483 acros of 100 pedant open space drams diroc~ly to Santa Moni~ Bay vi~
¯ chmmel systom.

TUNA1 is in basin #I~ of the Topanga Quadrangle located in Tuna Canyon west of
Topanga Beach and Pacific Palisades and direc~y east of PENAl. The 935 ac~s drains the

systera.97 percent open and 3 pen:era single.fan~ly residential land uses dtrough a cbanne.Uzed

~MRZ1 is loca~l in basin #8 of the Point Dume Quadrangle east of M~bu. The 167~-
acze basin contains 9~ percem open space and I percent si~gle-f~ti~y rcsidentis,I lind uses.
The basra chains most of the steep ten-sin of Ramitiz Canyon.

LALIS I is in basin #3 of the Trifuno P~ss Quadrangle located east of Sequint Point and
north of the Roosevelt Highway, allowing good access. The basin �l,’a~s 943 acros of
open space in Los Alisos ~anyon to the Pac~c Ocean. LALLSI is located west of

TEMES~ is in basin #1g of the central Topanga Quadrangle located north of Pacific
Palisades. The lS4g-acre area cin~s TemescaJ C~nyon which is 87 perccm opon spac~
and 13 percent single-family rcsidentiaJ land use. The 1300 acres of the upp~ basin could
be isolated, provicimg a possible monitoring si~..
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TRA~C’~. TRA.~C~_. and TR.~.,~C’~ m’e M.iacent to one another in basin #6 of. the Point
Dume Qua~angle located m Trancas Canyon west of Point Duroc. The three basins dr~n
5217 acres in the San,, Mo~�¯ Mountains i~¯tionai Recreation Aaea and discharge to ~e
Pac~c Ocean th.,’ough an open channel ne~ Trancas. The Lind uses &re 98 percent open, I /"
percent smgle-fan~Jy RsidentiaJ, and 1 percent public land uses. SxmpEng Station #34 is
~ loc¯t~ just south in "TEA~C4 provi~ng ~k~on~l monitoring L,~f.orm~on.

,~1~. ois. in.basin ~. o~ ~e TdJ’uno Pass Qu¯cirangle located east o~’ Sequint Point ~nd
norm ot me ~ooseve~t H,ghway, aJJowing good access. The basin dr~ns 847 acres o1" -open space to the Pacific Ocean. SH]CH is located dLrecdy west of LACHU!
LAL1S 1.

2,2.$ Traasporiilloa 2

The land use brtakdowns that were obtained f.rom Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) and incorporated into the Project GIS system did no~ include ¯
category for highways or other major a~nspona~on comdors. However, one site in the
watershed was previously monitored by C~J Trans (Racin et aL. 1982) ~nd is proposed u ¯          -
lnnsponation land use s~tion si~e for this monitoring pm~’am. The U,tion s~ is Ioua~d
in Los Angeles on Interstate 40~ a~ ¯ 36.inch reinforced �onc~te pipe culvert. TI~ statkm
receives runoff from 3.2 acres of paved highway. At Otis location. In~’s~-te 40~ h~ 4
lanes in each di~cUon and bad sn avenge d*qy tr~’fic Io~d of 200.0~ vehkles in 1980.

~Th~,se~, ond �, ,~di.date.a’an ,s,pom_tion site is ".m. basin #21 of the e.as~ Hollywood Qu~Irlnglens hoe¯tea nn LX)S ^nge,es. uver 6.~00 hne~" feet of. the Hollywood Fr~way Comd~ " "
dn~ t.o the B.1~213 s~stem including 4,000 feet irrum basin B1~212. This repRsenta ¯ ’1
preuman..m’y, s.nte, selec.uo.n and will..re.q, u’.~e (unher review of specLfi¢ hi8hway di’~n~
naps, wmcn ~s oeyona me scopo o~ this p~n.

2.3 PRELIMINARY MASS EMISSIONS STATION SITF~

Stations were selected for mass emissions station sites which comprise lm’~e I:m~centages of
Santa ~on~c¯ Bay Watershed land us= mix or have been estimated to conmbute sign~csnt
po~ons of storm wate~ runoff" pollutants. The land use composition of the catchments of         -
each of" t~ .mass emission monitoring sites is s,mm~zed in T¯ble 2-3. Descriptions
mass emsss,ons station sites ~re presented below. The stations listed below ~
preliminary. The actuaJ location of the station would depend on field reconnzissance of"
storm drainage sy~¢m. Together, these stations would measure runoff E’om a 4-b,,sin torsi         -
of" ]69,376 acres or approximately 75 percent of the 225,474 ac~ $~nta Monica Bay
W~tenhed.

BaiJona Channel drains 82,287 acres of basin 021 ~cl ¯ totaJ of 36.5 portent of. the Sanr-
Monic,, Bay Watershed. Land use in the basin includes 46 percent single-fm~Lly
residentia/, 18 percent multi.family residential, 8 percent commercial, 4 pereent laser         .
indusa-ia/, 4 percent public, 3 percent othe~ re’ban, 17 pen:~nt open space., and less ~ I
per�ent unknown.
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TABL~ 2-30

M~ ~ 12 S~ 353 4~ 414
~ Sm ~     ~ I~ ~ ~ ~ !~ ~ 1~3 0 3.191T~I~ 14 1,4~ 0 0 0 0 0~am~ ~7~ IS.747 7.1~ ~ ~ 4,1~ ~ 3~ 1@~76

TABLE 3-.lb
PREI.D40~IARy N.4~ E:MIS5/(~IS SA.I~q.~G STA110~ S/T~



2.3.2 ~falibu (~reek

M~di~u CYeek dnins ?0,292 a~s of ~in #12 ~d a to~l of 31.2
Monica Bay Wa~e~. ~d u~ m ~e ~ mcludes 8 ~t ~ngle-f~ly
I ~ent mul~-f~y ~en~, I ~n~ ~i~. I ~t ~gh~
I ~en~ pubi�. 2 ~m o~ ~. ~ 87 ~m ~n ~

2,3.3 Pico-Kenter Storm Drain
- 7

Pico-Kentes Storm Drain drains 3,191 acres in basin #20 and a tolal of 1.4% o(tbe S~ma
Mo.n, ica. B, a.y. Watershed.. ..Land., use .~ the basin includes 49 Ix.~...era single-famiJy

2res~aenua~, ~., percent mmu-san~y res~aenuaJ, 2,pcrccm �omm~rc~J, 3 l~’cem p~b~.~ i
pe.~cnt othc~ urban, and 33 ~ ~ ~

2.3.4 Topanp Creek

Topanga Creek drains 12,606 acres of basin #16 and a totaJ of ;5.6 percent of the Santo          -
Mo.n, ica. B. a.y~ Watershed:..Lan.d. use.in the basin includes 12 pe~tent single-tamiJy
reslaen, u~, !a, pcrcem_mum.tamuy reuaen.uaJ and 88.1x~te.m open space. Topania Creek
Was ~Jecteo ~au~ ttows ~re pl’t’vlou$1y I~e~su,’l~ at this ~’te~k~ ~d ~�ord~ of ~
flow are av~lable E’om USGS and the Los Angeles Count/Depanmem of Pubiic Works.
Since seJecung this site we have lea’ned that the flow monitoring s~ation was removed;           --
restoraoon of ~is ration wiU be necessa~ fo¢ ~s creek m be usecL

q
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MONITORING S’rATION EQUIPMENT

This sec~on describes the types of equipment needed m implement the monitoring plan.
Overviews of equipment ins~llation, calibra~on, ve.r~ca,~on, and operation ,u~ ~

3.1 EQUIPMENT SELECTION                                               ~;

Equipment should be selected to perform flow monitoring and water qu~ity sampling to
meet the monitor~g plan ~jectives. Various types ,~1 models of rain gages, wate~ qu~ity
samplers, and flow monitoring sys~s 8re avaitable. Mi~bnum technica~ 8pec~cations
should be developed for reques~ng bids from vendors. In general, the sp~cifiea~ons
Sohnt°iUol_d_!n_c!u_~,Ta_~e.m~.on.s ~.’. auto.mated wi.’th vinous programming and sampling

e-~,+,*. ,~apao,= o~ uclng Imxco oy telemetry ~or remote operation and dam u~nsfex
(recommended for long.term monitoring because it will reduce sa.Cf nuintenance time m~d
sllows for continuous monitoring of the rations): installed as permanent but e~il~
movable smuons: and supported by ¯ sophisticated station and flow dam mmmgemeut



4"





FIGURE 3-2 MoNrrOR AND SAMPL, ER INSTALLATION SFT~’~OkTIONS .



FIGURE 3-3 STATION COMMUNICATION.



-!
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4.0STOR~! SELECTION AND RUNOFF ESTI~ATION PROCEDURES

L
This section describes procedures used to estimate and measure rainfall and storm
runoff volumes. Also included ~re the criteria used for the selection of storms to be

4.1 BACKGROUND

One objective of the storm water sampling progttm it to estimate the relationship
rainfall amounts and runoff volumes for use in pollutant Io~I ¢$tinmfion mo~ktl$. Tim
runoff coefficient is defined as the fraction of the total rainfall volutm 0.�., th¢ m’not~t ot
rainfall over the watershed trea) that becomes storm water runoff. Runoff
estimates (calculated by multiplying the runoff coefficient ~d the predicted rainffll vo~tm~)
m’~ used to program the sampling equipment to col|ect representative flow-v~ighted
composite samples. Runoff volumes tr~ also used in conjunction with ca|¢ulat~l
median concentrations ($MC) of pollut~nts as input to storm water runoff mod¢l~
generate {besin wide) pollutant loads.

~ y ). ihese events anould be selected m rep~senl the various lypical
r~amnal storms for the Santa Monica Bay ~ with the r~tion th~t storms av~abl¢ f~
sampling may be few. Storm selecnon criteria ~ designed to detent/he which storms ~
be sampled. These criteria will be used to ensur~ that sampled storms represent th~ ston~
cha~aclerisfic$ (e.g.. volume, intensily, antecedent dry pe~od) that ~ typical foe’ S~la
Monica Bay and meet Federal r~g~to~y rcquLrem~nu.

~.oun(y ~.~epa~ment ot I"uo~ic works (LACDPW) with records availab|e through the
N.at~onal Weather Service. Details a~ presented in $lenslrom and $~ckm, 0993). Th~
rain gage records were analyze,(I for storms that were defined as having mo~ than 0.10
inches of precipi,stion with a six-horn" inter-event ~me. Characteristics of storms
during the wet season (i.e.. November through Apri|) were computed separate from d~ d~y
season. The results of the analyses ~� compiled by stalJon and for the en~ war,shed in
Table 4-1. San~ Monica Bay has an avm~ge of approxim,’~tely 16 storm events l~r

at Jeast one month apa~ with an "event" defined as a minimum of 0.1 inches of ~
occurring at least "72 hours from the previously measurable (Bx, catm. than 0.! inch of
r~nfal]) storm event. At l~ast fl’u’ee storms should be .~.mpled wh~ the duration and ~
volume are within about 50 percen~ of (he average s~orrn to meet the NPDF.~ ~
application requirements. Based upon analysis of data from the LACDPW rain g~ges,
these storms should be between 6 to 25 hours in duration and about 0.4 to I.? incbe~ in
volume. These criteria can be relaxed if needed to make sure that enough storm~ are
available for sampling.
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Storms can be sampled dur~ng bo~h ~he ~t and d~ sea.~ons. As defined in Table 4-l,

4.~ RUNOFg E~IMATION

~e p~c~ ~nf~ ~unu, wa~ ~ ~d ~noff c~ffici~u (~e ~t of~
~e p~eten) c~ us~ to esfi~te ~noff vol~s for ~ch of
Runoff coefficients by i~d use we~ deveio~ for ~e

Wat~ dep~ ~d ~sulfng flow ~ ~ould ~ ~n~u~ly co~t~ ~m ~ch ~p~g
s~tion at a un~o~ ti~ in~ai (5 ~nutes is ~ic~ du~ng a sto~ event).
would ~ ~mev~ using t po~ble computer (~ec~y or by ~m ~ugh ~le~
equipment) and would uifi~tely ~ downl~ded m a dtaba~. Runoff �~fficien~
g~tfic to ~ch s~pl~ ca~hment should ~ ~ u~n ~ es~a~ of ~e

~ch ~to~ event monito~d by the flow and ninfall moniton provides a~iti~
~fo~fion for �~culafing runoff c~fficien~. ~e~ c~fficien~
divi~ng the to~! me~u~d ~noff for ~e event by ~ tot~ ~nfafi volu~ over
conmbu~ng catch~nL As ~o~ ~ m develo~ ~e ex~ ~sult c~fficiem
~ch wa~hed �~ ~ ~fined. h will ~ ~ a fu~oon of
condition of ~e watershed (e.g., ~e pre~nce of residu~ moism~ from a p~vio~
~nf~). Finally, flows ~m ~d digh~ges (if any) must ~ tu~ ~
~ ~ow ~

Once ~e tot~ ~noff volu~ is estimate, ~e water qu~ity
pm~ to collect a ~mple each ~ after tppmxi~tely five ~nt of
volu~ h~ flowed p~t ~e ,nso~ ~fo~. ~e ~,ter qu, li
to collect a~ut 20 ~mptes ov~ me en~ sto~. ~ch U~
�oU~t a s~ple a p~.$~ volu~ of sto~ water would
~es. ~e ~ volu~ of $to~ wa~r �oll~ should ~
volu~ of ~ple ne~M by ~e la~toW m condu~ ~ of

end of ~e sm~ ~ ~is ~ it ~ ~ ~s~ m ~pla~

For ~ w~ s~p~g. ~e wa~ ~W ~pl~ ~ould
~ple on~ ~h ho~ for 24 ho~ ~e ~pl~ �oH~ wo~d ~ flow-weigh~ f~

~or at ~e end of ~e ~mp~g ~ DW w~ ~pl~g at
s~6ons ~ ~ for 4 m 6 ~ ~ y~ d~g ~ 2-y~ ~g
~s e~ion stolons. ~e ~e l~ ~ ~t~ ~y not have

is pm~ ~ one ~ ~ple wo~d ~ �oU~ at ~e s~
~n~uo~ flow ~n~ ~cam a ~6~ W~lem (L~ ~~ f~ fl~k



V
SA~,IPLING EVEN’T I~IANAGEMENT AND

- LWATER QUALITY FIELD SA.~IPLING METHODS

JThe objective of this section is to describe the field sampling m~thods for obtaining water

~

¯ v,,.,u~ ~unp~ers woulu oe usen to ¢ohect flOW-Weighted �omposite wator
samples throughout the duration of a storm event or the duration of the dry-weathor
mon~to~g period, whereas &rab samples would ~’prtsent ms~ntaneous s~nples.

Storm sampling would primarily be pe~ormed by automatic samplers because of" Ibeir
_a.b_ility to.~utomati.call.y I~ig~er _s~’npim.g when a.storm starts and their ability to composi~ ._storm water samples, oas~ on t]ow voJumas. ^utomatic samplers would also I~ used to
collect the 24-hour flow compositcd sample during dry weather at the mass emission
stations (by rcprogramming the samplers). Grab samples would be collected for
instantaneous field rneasu~menu at each inlaid/sta~on visit during a storm event and ~ lee

-beginning ~d/or end of the dry-weather monitoring period. At the time of ~ab smnpl~
�ollec~on. ehen~cal/bacu.’riological �onstituenu that have short holding tin~s (such as fee4/
streptococci) and those that are hishly volatile in nature (such as volatile orEani¢ ¯compounds) would be collected.

Figure 5-1 .provides ~ overview of the storm event decision/action
~.~cn~l ~f~.ti.~3.m~ discussed below. Dry-weathor monitorin, uze. The m~would ocou~ as               1

$.1 PRE-STORM PREPARATION STRATEGY

- 6For wet.weath~ monito~ng, Im.’paration for storm wate~ sampling would include weather
forecasting, storm ~lection, mobilization slra~gies, and determination of approp~al=

-

~./
automatic sampler set~ngs. Proper coordi~tation and management of these tasks wouJd ~e~
~x: stage for effective storm san~l~n~.
Weather forecasting will be an important aspec~ of storm water collection. It will be           "~ 6

¯ P g Coordinator ( for di.scussion of sampling even~ na/~Eng -and roles, see Section 9), in consultation with the Program Manager would decide to
mobilize and pn.-pam for a given sampling event based on the probability of ralnfal] ~ the

8
The Sampling Event Coordinator would discuss upeo.n’dng.sto.rms with the Proi~rs~.
Manager to ensm~ consistency with the storm selecuon criteria previously oudined.
Preparation for ¯ storm sampling event would be initiated when the probability of

-precipitation is about 70 percent or g~ater ~nd the predicted rainfall amount i~
approximately 0.40 inches or greater, provided that the required �onditions for the
an~edent dry period am met (i.e.. at least 72 hour~ with l~ss than 0.I inches of rain) ~d
the target number of storms to be sampled in ~e se~on has not been reached. Additio~l -criteria may be applied, including longer antecedent dry periods. Cri~ria could a/so be

~re~axed to make stu’e that enough storms am samp~L
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Weather forecasts are available each day from the Nstional Weather Service and from
private consulv~ts. These forecasts inclu~le probability of precipitation, precipitation
and end ~nes. and precipitation amounL H the forecast suggests that the storm satisfies the
selection emetic, mobihzation activities should begin 48 hou~ before the swrm. Spec~�
crew personnel would be identified, sampler baneries would be recharged, and sample
bottles would be checked and made available. Within 12 hours of a given storm’s arrival,
if the updated forecast shows that the storm still satisfies the s~lection criteria, field
would prepare the samplers (e.g., load and ice bottles, load the batteries" ch~:k the samplor
program, and start the samplers).

$.2 SAMPLING EVENT MANAGEMENT

At least ~wo to ~mee field te~ns of ~vo people each would be used during the inid,~
of monitoring to visit r, ach site, collect ~ab samples, and check the petformence oir th~
automatic samplers, As the sampling event proL~3esse$ and gnb samp/ing is completed
only one to two field te~ms would be needed to check the samplers, change homes, ~d

,,.u,,a,u, wuum ¢oo~nate ~41 llela crews ogrin¯ u~ sam~linl L~.~mt~,ommumcauen u ben mammined w~th each atw m the field wa cellular phones or radio~

It’ any.problems with .the sampling equipment occur during the sampling event, it is

or the -..--~-~- -~,"~’~-" "~’Y ~ .uasea on ~ humor ot neurs smce the ~ recorded rainfall.u,,,u~ u~ hOUrS ~m¢~ ~ ~4arl Ot ~e storm and/or a r~tt~1 tO Or ~ tO
base flow �ondidor~.

S.$ FLOW COMPOSITE SAMPLES

Once the decision is m~de to umqple, estimates of the runoff volun~ expect! m ~
station would be made. based on u~e predicted rainfall amount and the runoff
corresponding to land use and soil type for the ca~chmen~ of each sampling ration.
~onitoring s~ations m’e required that have flow measuring equipment as well as one or
more automatic samplers that can communicate with the flow measuring equipment (some
manufacturers make combine units). Once ¯ runoff volume is projecmd, the dam
Iogger/�on~oller for ~ station wou~d be programmed to u~= the wax= ,~u~i,,,

the ~ow monimPr.        1/20 of ~e mu~ projec~ storm event volurne has flowed pas~

Borosilicate glass booties would be placed in ~ach automatic samplm’. The berries would be
solvent:rinsed to remove ~ organic contaminants and acid-cleaned m p~nove ~ m~

es m order to keep tbe storm wamrsamples cool. Once activated, the automatic samplers would �oll~.-’~ equal volun~s ofrunoff water ~tt fl._o..w.-,p~Le~l- !nterval.s ~or w.et-weath, er mon!tor~n, g and unequal volumes

runo~combined m  uo., ,me mterv,,s for ory-weamer momtormg. ALl samples would bethe laboratory m ~ a single flow-weighted composite sample fro" analysis.
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6.0
0CHEMICAL ANALYSIS METHODS

This section of the rnon~toring plan describes the sclocrlon of sample analysis n~thods and
the analy~s suites.

6.1     BACKGROUND

The ma~n purpose oir the monitoring plan is to’improve the quantification of pollutant
loadm~s to Sanu, Momca Bay from separate storm sewer systems and to lracilitate e.Hor~
idenufy "problem" land use areas for prioritiz.~ng the implementation of a s~orm water
management proEyam" The sample anaJysis methods a~ EPA-approved methods which
have low detection liners in order to gcncra~� reliable data at the typically low analy~e
�onccn~ations presen~ in storm water samples. The general strategy for selection of
constituents for analysis is to begin with a broad analysis list (i.e., full analy~¢al suite)

.consmuems wnlcn are present m storm drains to Santa Monica Bay atconcenu’auons which may be otr �oncern (i.e.. the proposed reduced analy~cal suite). The
anaJysis suite requLred for the Federal NPDES Pern~t Pan 2 diseharge
appl~ca~;on for separate sto~n sewer systems is shown for ,he readen’

6.2 CONSTITUENTS AND ANALYSIS METHODSFor the. San: Monica Bay Storm Water Monitoring Pro~am, r~ suggested Iis~ ~chemical

�onsutuenls thal should be analyzed in storm water runoff contains all o/" the paramet~,~
requL,~l for the Pan 2 J’~DES permi! application plus several adcLi~onal �oosliv~nts which
~ of local inte~s~ The analyses shouJd he performed by a cer~cd iaberato~y.

6.2.1 Federal Permit Requ|remen! ~amplln|

rm ater mscn~ge ~e.g., pesticides, herbicides, total

...... ~ ~":. "-~u’-~ uunng me m’s~ mree storm events (Table 6.1). Selection of the~
~._~._~_o.n~ ~_n~u~enu was rinsed on nvo.ma~r �onsiderations: l) analytes cxpec~d to~,,~,,x ,n ~cpara~e slorm sewer systems oasea on results of the Nationwide Uriah Runoff
Program (NURP); and 2) paramelers which ~re necessary go interpret dam for o~r
pollutanl chemicals. For example, tomJ hardness is necessa~ to determine the ~qua~�
~oxici~, of some metaJs and, to~l petroleum hydruca~bons have been shown to be
at significan~ cunccnu’ations in other u~oan storm wa~r studies. The reducod analysis ii~
may be used for subsequent s~mpLing even~ based on ~su~s from the lust u~u~e

6.2.2 Reduced Analysis Suile

The reduced analys~s suite shou]d be f’ma~ized aher the results horn sever~ full an~yals
storms a~� available. Due to the anticipated n~n-a~ouod-tim¢ for laboratory analysis, an
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add~tionaJ storm event may be sampled before aJl of the data have been ol~ained from the Oprevious storm. An ~mdcipated reduced suite that is based on the resul~ of NURP ~d

anaJysisst°rrn water(Tablemonimring6.1), in other mumcip,tti~e~ ~ been developed for inumm storm water L
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7.0

0QUALITY ASSURANCE AND CONTROL PLAN

L
This scion presents the Q~liry Assurance and Query Conu’ol ~ for the monitoring
prognm.

7.1 BACKGROUND

The measurement of chemical constituents a~ the u’~ce level is o~en difflcul! due to
Fnr~pe.mes of envim .nn~n.~ .samples, fie!d s~rnp!ing techniques, and analysis ~echniques.
,~,o, ,me,~,r to~,~__sf~_~ ~ ~ ,~m qu*ilty,.a smcx Query Assurance and Qualixyx,~,,~,,~j rum ~noum ~e m~piemented as ~n m~e~nl pan of ~e moniu~ing pro~am.

The objective of ¯ OA/OC Plan is to provide a mechanism for on-going �onu~l ~/
evaluauon of the sampling and ~lysis precedu~s throughout the course of U~ proj¢~
and m qtmnufy ~m pr~mo~ and accuracy for use m future dm~ inx’q~r~mtion

A su~ct sys~m of quality assurance and quality �onu~l should be followed in all phases
the monitoring program, including sampling, laboratory analysis, and dam
reponing/validauon. This pl~q includes elements to add~ss both sampling and an¯lyre

pr~ixion.C°ncerns’ including sample �onxamination. variability, and analy,ical accuracy and

7.2 STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDUI?~S

A_..~eld .manual o~ Sm .n~/md .Operating Procedures (SOPs) should be prepan~l fo~
tins secuon ~onmms m~ornmuoa th~ should be incorporated into the SOPs.

?.2.! General Field Pro~durss

Field crews would be responsible for setting up the stations, collecting grab s~nples,
ensuring that �omposite sampling is occumng properly, replacing bottles, recording
information from ~e samplers, and decumen~g activities taking place, u’ansferdng and
labeling bottles properly. The foUowing S~nda~d Opera~ing Precedures should be
foUowed by f’~.kl ~-’ws to ensu~ scqu~tion of reJJable and sconce d~

7.2.2 Pre-Sampling Mobillzaliom

Field personnel should be divided into a number of two-person crews (F’ield Teams)
depending on the duration of the sampling event, and local safety rides. One member of
each Field Team v,.ouJd be designated as the Team Leader. Multiple Field Teams would be
used to ensu~ the tu’~y �oLlection~ of ~ab samples during the beginning of ¯ sampling
event, especially in short storms, which require ve~ rapid �olJection ofgnb samples. Tae
Field Manager should assign each Fie..ld Team to ¯ sex of mo~toring s~adons, rinsed
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geoga-~pkicai location of the monitoring stations. A single Field Team should mist during
the ~ater stages of a sampling ¢vtnL

L
Pre-S~orm Bottle Delivery. The Held M~nager would make arrtng~nents for clean bolz~e~
ice chests, and blue-ice packs with L~bocamry Ix~ormcl for aft deliveries s~l pir.kuln.

�~u. mo~vmu., inventories would depend on the numbe~ of gampling st.tion~ a
Fse]d Team has l~en assigned. Tables 7-I ~nd 7-2 �ontains the number, ~ze, and types of
bo~es requi~d fo¢ a single sta6on.

E~:h Te~,n I.�~de~ ~hould perfom~ ~n equipment check-out on ~U field equipmenL

provided.    -, -~ qu~,t7, ~uely. personne;, ~no nus~ell~ncous cquiprnent would be

W~ter Oualirv Sanml~

--"~’u"i ;v©m- I ms Proce~. wou~ cons~sl ot I.~e ioUowing proc~ciu..,~$~

Checkin| of the samp,~ linoleum

L’tm!l~io~ of ¢h~d benedes (if ,pplk~ble)

Inspection of pump tube ~nd replac~nmt as ~

Load/n| of cleaned sample bo~l~

Icing oi’clmmzl sample be~es (if ~mte~ ~e ~ 40~F)

~e~ng of m~#er ~o "rim" m~l~

7.2.3 Sampl¯

$~mnler Aece~

$~mpler Access (Mgnhole Sites) - W~ter quglity s~mplcrs ~t mgnhole sites could
besuspended below the n~mhule cove~s using three suspension cables ~d cfips,
at the surface in ¯ su’~’rare, as indicated previo-~ly. Remov~I of the ma~ole cover wo~d
be preceded by setting up the tr~flqc control system ~d checking the m~.~ule with ¯
fou~-gas mete~- (used to test for i~icztion$ of oxygen, meth~e, ca,oaon monoxid~
hydrogen sulfide). If the meter indicates a prublem, the manhole cover would not be
opened, and the simon would not be s.tmpled until the meter imlicates thee is no problmt

the cncl-     .~- ...    , .    g ea oy mocSang a pa~ocK and liftLqg the to, ofosure. ~ ne ua wotua ~ SUplX)ned by a brace located reside the enclosm’e, "l’he

41
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TABLE 7-1 __ O

SAMPLE BOTTLE ]?~E~"I’ORY L
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V
sampl~ should not n~:l to be removed from ti~ enclosure for any of the sampling

0

Grab S~lin~ Pro~.dmT~ L
T~ of samples to be collected ,,t each station - Grab samples would be collected for siz
analyses. Each analysis has specific volume and bo~� material requktments which must
be reel In addition, some constituents require preservatives or other special anention.

uu,u ~uu’� me eouecuon oz adchtional volumes for e~ch of the paran~’s at ¯ loc.a~m
designated by the Field Manager. The sample bo~es for the volatile organic compounds
and aorolein ~d ac~lonin’dc must be completely .filled with no trapped

Getting sample into bottles. At stations deeper than !0 feet, grab samples should be
oblained by pumping samples with the water quality sampler. The flow �ompost¯
progTsm would be interrupted, and the sample would be pump~l using the s~npler’|

,u .=a,.:~ woum neeo to consult With I~e S ’ . prnc _¯ ¯ imphng Event Coordmltor befol~rote .rr~’p. ung and rcstarbng an), sarr~ler prog~mn. At sla~ons less ~ I0 feel deep, mantra]
.umplmg equipment would be ~

Water Sampling QA/Q~ ¯ Several tests would be conducted m help identify

sample., ~ eqmpm~nt bl~,s; &r~b Ind �omposite’ dupli�ates; m~d mlt~i~’~pike’l~l’s~ri~
spike duplicates. Potential laboratory and/or field �ontsmin,tion would be
through analysis of blind equipment blanks and s~nple duplicates ¯t ¯ frequency of
duplicate and one equipment blank per sampling evenL The degree to which collected
s~nplcs reflect ¯cruz/field samples would be assessed through the ~nalysis of duplicate
field s~mples at a frequency of one field duplicate per sampling evenL The Field Ms¯igor
would assign QA/QC responsibilities dunng sampling mobillzation. The specific fie, E/
proeedm~s for conducing these tern ~re lXtsen~l bulow.

Travel Blanks - The travel blanks should be supplied by tbe conu’~ct laboratory. Travel               ~m~

bla.~ks would no, be opened by any penon(s) other than ~ pe,-.mmeL

Equipment Blanks - Equipment blanks would b~ obtaJn~l by letdng the samplor f’di ¯
�om~Jc-" set Of bottJeS with ¢lca~l dcioniz~d w,,te~’. One set of blanks would be �onucted

Row Composim Mau-ik Spike and Matrix Spike Dupfica~ - One ¯urem�c warn" quality          _

~ ,,,,u~x. spume mno rr~m~ spuce duplicam ~u~ysis. Wate~samplen woum ne mstru¢t~ to t~e twi~ the normal s~nple volume by doubfin~
n~xr of ~igg~ generated by the flow monitor. The process would be ¢on~,oned b~ the          -
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p~mg ~’vent Coorchnator), field crews would unloed equipmem. Crews should check
m w~th u’~ Sampling Event Coonlin~u~r to make sure all staK are sal’ely accounted fec.

7.$ LABORATORY PROCEDURE QA/~C - .L
A list of laboratory analysis methods are described in Section 7.0. A ce~i~ed �ontact ~
laboratory would be contracted to per/otto all chem,ical analyses (unless a ceni~ed public
agency laboratory is utiLized). The suite of chemical analysis for all water samples is
shown in Table 6-1. In addition to per/orming the analysis, the laboratory must m-ke
every effort to meet target detection limits for each analytical method. Other QA/QC
objecUves that the laboratories must meet include holding times and sample preserva~on
techmques, as shown in Table 7.3.

-
?.3.1 Pre¢islos

Laboratory precision should be assessed through the analysis of laboratory duplicates and
mamx spike duplicates at the frequency of 10 percent of the to~l samples for the lab
duphcates a~l five percent for the mamx spike duplicates. Combined field and laberaury
precision should be evaluated through the analysis of field duplicate samples at the
tRquency of one duplicate sample per sarnpLing event, u described above. Specific 6eid                7
dup!icate precision ohjcc~ives are presented in Table 7-3. Due to the inherent v~riation in
envu~’~enal samples, these objectives may be viewed as |oals and not m:luiren~nu.

Laboratory accuracy should be assessed ~gh lhe analysis of"bIind" s~ande.-d r~/re.~nce
Msnples and Ou’ough the analysis of laboratory.prepared mawix spike samples. A goal of dJ
five percent of the samples would be analyzed as matrix spikes by spiking the sample with
s~*ndard and rneasunng the analy~cal recovery. Blind ret’er~nc¢ stmples would be
aralyzed onc~ every quan~ in which samples am analy~L --

?.3.3 Laboratory Binnk _

Sample �ontaminasion r~sul~g from laboratory ansiysls procedu,,~s or sample .storaje              (uJ
rnethc~s should be assessed through the analysis of laboratory bla~cs and eqmpment         ~

/lilanks. L~boratory blanks (reagent and/ec method) should be reported for each day
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QUALrr~’ CONTROl- LIMrrs FOR WATER QUALITY SAMPLF~



TABLE 7-$
QUALITY ~ONTROL LIMITS FOR WATER QUALITY SAMPLES (concluded)
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$.0
DATA REPORTING

Dat~ collected ~s pm of this mon~o~n~ prol~m should ~ ~
~ble ~y ~v~, ~ ~on, ~

¯ R~off

Hy~olo~ical da~ (r~all ~d ~nof~ coll~d at ~e m~ito~g
~sfe~d to a cen~i~ foe. ~ ~ should ~ �~ked for
show ninfall and ~noff volu~s a~ h~phs d~ng each
FoUo~ng each even~ a ~ ~n should ~ ~p~ wh~h s~

1~o~. ~n ~onp ~ la~m~ el~nic ~ mw la~
~so ~ ~ce~v~ t~m m~ m~nto~. Once ~e ~m ~ ~eiv~ by

ch~k~ a~d ~olv~ ~e ~ che~�~ dam would ~ ~ ~

At ~e end of ~e pm~ a ~nim~ng ~m ~n wo~d ~ ~
~sul~ of ~ p~ ~ ~ would ~ ~ u~n ~ ~ ~
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~.0

OMONITORING PLAN MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION AND
COORDINATION

L

An example organizations/chart for the Monitoring ProE~&’n is provided in F~u~ ~-I.
Implementation and ovm’a/l �oorcLinadon of Me Momtoring Prog~zm is the responsibilip/
the Progz’am Mxnager. The Progz’~m Mxnager would be ~ssisted by tee SampLin|

The Sztnpling Event Coonlinator would be responsible for evsitmting t~e wemhor
as provided by the storm forecasting service and, in consultation with the
~mager, deciding on which storms wsa’r~nt mobilization for the s~mpling effo~. "r~
~rnpLmg Event Coordinmor would s/so be s~sponsible for u~ Field

g merit ana supervision ot field Teams and Team Le~lers, 2) field ~quipawnt
~m,~i.nt.~enanc.e..~nd operutio.n, 3) proper sampling �olJectJon and handfing, and 4)fieJd

Th.e Qu.ali~ Assurance Task Leede~ would be responsible for on-going ~,vk, w, auditing.
~a ~v~,,,,uo~ Of ~h~ OVor~ QA pro~ rel~ I0 smnpling ~�l labor~ry

The Project Manage~ would s/so be responsible for the �onlnct labm.~tm.y. Prim’ to
seleczion, the contract l~bora~ory should be audited to I) =vsiua~ th= laboratory’s ability to
per£orm the work. 2) ensu~ proper QA/QC programs ~re in place, and 3) initime educ~im
of s~cifi¢ personnel at the laboratory on protocols involved in t/~ znatysis o( w~or
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~ V
FIGURE 9- I MONITORING PROGRAM ORGANIZATION AND COORDINATION

- 0

L

Equipment "l~Inin$ Sampling ¯

Vendor Pe~onnel Event ~.~n~ QA
Coordinator Laboratory Leader

1
Weather Field Sample ~",m,’~                    ..

Forecaster Manaser Custodian

Field
Team

Leaders

Field                                  ’ ~’~
Team
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11.0 OFIELD CREW TRAINING                                  L

Pe~onnel Io be involved with the field operations of the Moniu~ring Program would be
tnined in the water sampling and flow monitoring protocols set forth in this plan. TI~

o

~

~s_~_~_io~ns °Would include in,u~�~o, in the .,..p ~ opera~o, of ~,imaq~u. pm~n[, aria .soz .~’~ usea to operate the sampling equipment. Old, ring pt’oc~dug~
~na umpung mtena would ~e developed for field personnel as p~ of tl~ training ~
Desc~i~ions of the tr~n~g sessions ~re presented in this ~
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12.0
METHODS FOR ESTIMATING POLLUTANT LOADS

As noted in the intruductop/section, one objective of me monito6ag prozrim is to
poUu~anl mass emissions to San,- Monica Bay. This scc6on pRsents medals/’or
es~m6ng l~Uuta~ mass loads using me dam m be �oUacted in d~ monitoring ~

12. I OVERVIEW OF STORM WATER .POLLUTANT LOADING MODELS

The median land use �oncenu’ations by lind use �ompu~d by Nationwid~ Urban Runoff
Program (NURP) have been used in subsequent studies to es6mme poUuum load frum
.urba.n reels:.. This is ©ommonly used for preliminaryplmming studies where li~e or
t~al samps!ng .was �onduc~.d. Eugene, Oregon, for example, used NURP’s mean
esumate to~ pouumnt load (W~., 1991) is did the Pipes (~ek Nonpoint Sour~ Action
Plan Study in Seattle, Wa.d~qon. For both studies, runoff volumes w~e �ompu~d from
the long-te~m average ramfaJl times me ~ times me nmoff �o~fficiem of each ~ use.
Runoff �oe~¢ienu were �ompuu:d based on me percent impervious m~a P/pieal of each
land use, using a relationship developed by the Federal Highway Adminislration (FHWA
1990;, [~iscoll, ¢t II., 1990). T~ RI,stions~ip is expressed is follows:

Rv ,= 0.007*IMP~).I0

Rv = nmoffcor k 

This method of computing pollut,u~t load is the simplest of ill those reviewed. It is
pm~bly suffici.ent for a p~l~inin/planning study I~l his me idvimige of minims/
requsrements‘ tsowever, uus method assumes that the wirer qullity of me ~ being
modeled can be sufll¢iendy relx~ented by the ~

S~eral o.~or studies have us~. land-u.se-speci~c EMC~ using either NURP dam or locally
¢ou.ectecl cts~t, to compute pouutant load from a re~ion. Wondwtrd-~lyde Consultants
esumated pollutast~ loads from Santa Clm’a Valley, Ca!i/’omia. using data from local
sampling stations (WCC, 1991). Sampling stations we~ selected to represem uniform
land use. A representative ¢oncentntion for each respective land use eategor,/was
computed by averaging the tlte mean �oncentnt~ons from stations with similar isnd use.
Runoff volumes were computed using the runoff block of the P-.PA’s Storm
~agcment Mo~.el (SV,’?vIM)..Volumes of n~no/T from each land use type wa~ multiplied
oy me representauve �oncontnuo~ to compute loads. Mixed land use stations ~ used
verify the load estimates. A bias correction factor was caJculatod is me ratio ¢g the
predic~.~d loads and the measured loads for the mixed land use stations. This factor was
usccl to correcx the es~nato of loads from each land use. The nmin d~ffm~ce ~ this
method and the NURP method is that SWIMM is used to estimate runoff and me water
qu~/ity data was �ollec~d exclusively in the study area. The sdvantage of this method is
that by using the SW’M.M model the benefits of large conu’ol su’uctun~ or mhor stc~n wmm"
retention best management practices can be inve~sated. Howevor. a disadvantage o/’tlds
method is tha~ large amounts of data am required by SVOdM for simulation. Anotbes,
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ABS’I’RACT

T~is report presents a procedure for developing ¯ suite or" best management practices
(B~Ps) to control or rtduce pollutants from nonpoint sourcs to Sam¯ Monica Bay,
l~visions ~re made for stormwater as well as cLry weather flow. The procedure provide a
methodology for operators of municipal storm water ch’tinage system in
Bay to select ¯ppropriate B~,~Ps based upon av¯ilable knowledge ¯rid resou~es. The

Menus B and C list B.~Ps ~at are complementry to I~lenu A but are more difficult
implement or produce less certain benefats. These BMPs are optin¯! and ¯ technique is
presented for screening the various BI~Ps in order to identify t~os¢ most applicable
Santa Moni~ Bay watershed.

During the course of this project a variety of BMPs were discussed or r~searched at
vinous tirn~s by contract personnel or by others participating or reviewing the pro’~. In
order to perserve this information, the various B~,|Ps ar~ listed in an Appendix. ~os~ of
these BI~’IPs are similar to one or more items covered in ¯ menu but ar~ more specific
u~e Santa Monlca Bay watershed. The Appendix provides Mditiona] information which
should be helpful in deciding to implement or implementing ~he BMP.
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thought m provide. These so-called "early perrnining" su’~e~ies w~e worked out by eight
g~oups of co-applic&nts in Nonhern. Ccnn’al. ~nd Southern California and w~re approved
by EPA Region 9 and the respective Regional Wa~er Qu~lio! Con~’ol Boanls (RV/QCBs).
The resul~nt early permits were issued under then-existing I~PDE~ permit s~ucmres (i.e..
before the storm-water-specific regulations came imo effect in November 1990). In most
respects, the early permits issued for Southern California municipal storm water
dischaxgerSumu:d $1a~s,,haVebut sin~laxth~e arerequi~ementS~wo imponantt°differencos:the programs being p~rsued elsewhere in the

¯ For one, th~ ¢o-pennine~. s v~re given a longer lime pe~od m conduct
of the studies and planmng efforts. Most sizable US. ci~ies are requl~d
�omplete their studies snd planning before applyin$ for permits in
November 1992 or May 1993 (depending prima.rily on the size of the
respec~ive municipal separate storm sewer systems), whereas the Southern
California early �o-perminees are allowed to conduct the studies
planning efforts ~ the ~.year ~enn of their NPDES permits.

¯ ,See?rid. the Sou.the.m .C-llfo.rnia. �o-pemtit~es were r~lu_’.u~ to select and
implement tenon eany acuon l~est n~nagement practices from the ~u~et
and then conduct studies and more del’miuve planning efforts to select a~d
implement ~ BMPs in accordance with schedules worked out with
their reSlX~Ve

During ~ pasl few years., .re1~resentatives of many ci~ie.s, �ounty a~encies, environmental
organ]zauons, omer pubh¢ rnterest groups, aM many interested cidzens and regulatory
age.n.cy personnel.h.av.e wor.ked. ¢oupera~i.velyand proactively to protect and restore wa~’
~ua~ty. and.ben_en¢,~ uses t.n ~an,.ta .Momca Bay. The efforts and accornplishmen~s of the
santa Momca nay ~estora~on r~ojec~ Heal the Bay, the LA-RW~B, and others tha~
have worked to address challenging water quali~y rnanaBement issues, have been
considerable- Their ac6ons should no~ be seen as being driven by the NPDE,~ r~orm wa~’
perrnitting process, because they have had other specific water qualily improvement ~oals
as their, pnmary motivation. Nonetheless, there are numerous ways in which the programs
have come together. This report and the June 13, 1992 workshop that preceded it are
examples of how the Resloration Project and the so-ca/led "e, arly ¢o-pe.,rmilzees" have
wurked logefl~r Io plan appmlma~ BMPs.

1.2 REPORT ORGANIZATION

This document is organized into four secl~on$. Section 1.0 (this secl~on) provide~
_,hackgro.und n ,e~ded m undersmnd why this .n,..~. n.was wrinen and provide~ an oven~iew of

.se uon Z0. v,.des m.s gh.t on the i.de , and conc pu
assoc~ateo w~rn mM~’S aria acts as a oacz orop ~or me rest o!~ the report. $~lion 3.0
discusses the various BMPI, recommends liMPs that should be implemented now, and
provides ¯ mechanism for selocting futme BMPs. Secdon 4.0 discusses wh~ should
done i~ she future.
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STORM WATER MANAGEMEN~r PROGRAMS L



agricultural waste management). BMPs targeted rowan/these types of
practices are common in signi~c~m p~rts of many urban ~r~as. but ~r~ no~

" seen as being rclevaat m ~he Sama Momca Bay ~

¯ The second step involved establishing a philosophical bias in favor of
pollution prevention (i.e.. source conu’o]) ~d in favor of building upon ¯
manageable number of existing programs. The concept of "pollution
prevention" or "source conu’ol" implies that one should emphasize BMPs
that keep pollutants out of storm water, rather than u’ying to remove
polluta~ts that have already entered storm water or the receiving wam, s.
Some source conu’ols are structural (e.g., providing roofs to keep
precipitation off of exposed storage piles, providing berms to keep
runoff away from storage piles), but most source �onu’ols are non-
su’ucmral. They typically include the use of educational prognms aimed
towed changing people’s awmene~ and behavior (esl~:ially rcgm~ling

PocrOp~. r u.~, and dispo .~. of household s~nd automotive products), the use ofat oromances and inspection programs focused on identifying ~d
convening illicit connections and illegal dumping, and the use of public
.w.orks programs focused on improved "housekeeping" of public
mtrasu’ucture (e,g., street sweeping, liner conu’ol, storm inlet and storm
drain cleaning, �Immel namtenanc~ fleet

2.2 EVALUATION FACTORS

The B~.P. evalu.adon, and selection process described in Section 3.0 involves considering
several factors whach ~re ~ntended to provide a means for incorpora~ng ~he decialon-
makers’ preferences, priorities and �onsu’aint~ It is recogniz~l Ihat the �o.permiuees in the
Santa Monica Bay mea me all pub~ agencies that must function within a context of: Limi~d
resources: multiple (often conflicting) demands; pre-existing obligations, commiun~nts,
and consults: and politicaJ tensions. The requ~ement for intensified storm water �on~ol
at the municipal level is only one of many requirements each co-perminee must ~ with.
Therefore. each �o-perrmnen agency needs to cmefully consider a ~ of facu~s
reflec~ local social, political, environmen~l, and fiscal realities-because these combine to
def’me what is "practicable" in their real-world setting. Section .I.3 describes 13 factors
which me intended to help decision makers consider the following: environmental
implications, effectiveness regarding pollutants of concern, implementing
agency/department acceptability, rcgulatory requiaernen~ public accepumce, risk/liability,
.fa~mess, retiabi~ity, sustainability, universa~ty, implementation cost, ficxibility for phased
unplememm~o~, and abi~ty to demonsu’a=

2.3 FORMAL EVALUATION AND SELECTION PROCESS

Section 3.0 presents a form~l method for evaluating and selecl~ng appropriate BMPs for
several reasons, all of which me relam:l to ~he concept ~ the decision makers wi~in ,any
given co-perminee agency may be pressed to explain (or even defend) the basis for their
evaluations and selections. The need to explain their decision process n~y come f~mn any
of sevm-al sources, including:

¯ The selected BMPs will have some degree of impact on municipal se~’ices
that public agencies can provide. Members of the public, interest
elecu~l or appomu~:l off’~ia/s, and/or dep~’tment he.~Ls may challenge

4
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industrial runoff, although indusnial ~nofI" would be expe~ed to vary considerably with
the type of indusn7 presenL

~ ,~,-- ,,,,.~.~ zu, r runoz[ �oneen,~zatzons, wmcn was ~jusled baS~
local data summarized in the ioadings model report (Stensn’om and Sn’ecker, ]993).
L~calized data for rainfall, land-use type, and percent impervious (estimated based upon
land-use) was utilized to develop loading es~mates.

Because of the large area of residentia~ land-use in the watershed (33 percent), this land-use
was found to be the highest conu’ibutor of pollutants to the Bay. Commercial areas
constitute 3 percent and light industrial 2 percent of the total Bay watershed, as ¯
�ompa~son. However, because of theh" usually higher pen."ent impervious areas and higher
~_nce,nmtu_ons, commercial and.indus .n.-ial areas ha.re a much higher unit arc¯ loading
~ n~zore, ~rgetzng at sn’ucmr~ cannot metsu~s m these areas would result in the hlghe~
pollutant removals per unit �osL Watershed-wide source �ontrol measures te wart¯reed in
existing residential land-uses.

Highway runoff is another likely large source of pollutants to the Bay. Because the data
was not available, highways were not individually modeled. The FHWA ~udies (FHWA,
1990) found that in general, pollutant concenn’ations for heavy metals were 2 to 4 times
higher in highway runoff than general urban runoff. Combined with their higher pereent
imperviousness, focusing on �ontrolling pollutants from freeways and highways would

v w,r~ ~aan~a ,.~ara, aeuevue) aue m metr expectm ntgl~. �onmbu~io~ of potlumst-

New construction is a target that is specifically called out for action in the NPDF,~
regulations. Both in terms of �onn’oiling erosion of toils, but alto for designing lad
building best management practices to conn’ol pollutants from these areas. For example, in
new ~onsn’ucuon the use of grass swales rather than piped drainage would improve water
quality and lead to lower piping costs. Open land comprises a great frac6on of certain
watersheds, such as in the Malibu and Las Virgines teas. BMPs to mitigate the impactl of
�o~sa~�~on could be especially important in these arca.%.

. 2.4.2 Waler Quality Parameter~

~ m many stumes at uroan runott. ~ome pollutants have been identified as causingproblems in receiving waters while other parameters have not routinely been detected or

’~-.~ ttu~aaty laa~am~=r~ arlazyzeo m l]~l/Iv studies il~:lu~4;,,,e ~h. ~o,~..-.a_ ~t_k.._ ~ ....
~,, ~ua ,-r#, ~ya.s), 3anta ~tara and Alameda Runoff Studies and the CEIy o/r

Por~and Study include solids, numents, heavy metals, hydroc~’bons, oi] and
pesticides, herbicides, volatile organics, and oxygen demand.

The following briefly describes the g~mps of pollutants which lypically have been found m
be of concern and wm~ant anendon in the development of plans to reduce pollutant lou~inp
to receiving waters. These pollutants te based on the results o£ past sampling in the ~
area (Stenstrom and Strecker, 1993) and on the results of several major runoff ~
quality studies. These studies were conducted by Woodward-Clyde Consultants
for the Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA, 1983), Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA, 1990). Santa Clara and Alameda Counties, and the Cities of
Portland and Eugene.
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individual analysis and plannin~ For instance, a likely source of ~ilver in storm drains "r
could be disch~ges from phot~fraphic laboratories. The Slate of the Bay report has
indicated that there a~e elevate~l heavy metals in the sedimen~ of the Bay, including
elevated lead levels in s~diment~.of Marina del Roy. In addition, the ~ala developed and
analyzed for r~is study of Santa Monica Bay (Stensu-om and Strocker, i 993) indicated thai
observed metals levels durin~ ~torm events were significantly higher th,,n NURP ~
concenn’ations for lead and zinc. "1 here was not enough data on other metals m m~k¢ ~uch
comparisons, but they ~e likely high as well. Heavy me~ls ~re considered a po~em~II¥
significant problem. The propo~rd monitoring program for storm wamr drainage in Santa
Monica Bay should further ident,f)’ the significance of heavy melals heinE discharged to
Santa Momca Bay.

~,J~. Oxygen demand refers to the Imounl of oxygen that will be
consumed by biological or cheml, al reactions involving organi� and inorganic compounds.
In generaJ, moderately high dis,~r,lved oxygen content is necessary for the m~menanoe of
healthy aquatic ecosystems. The relationship o( oxygen-consuming discharges to
amount of dissolved oxygen in a receiving water Ixxly, thereforo, is fundamental to the
ma~mnance of envL, onmen~ qush~y in nanu’al wa~ bodies.

Oxygen demand is measured tn terms of Biochemical Oxygen Demand (~OD) ~�l
Che~cal Oxygen Domed (COD). The BOD test provides an indirec~ me~s~ ot
quantity of biologically degradable organic matter m water in ~erms of the amoun! of
oxygen requh.ed by microorganisms to oxidize it to �~:x)n dioxide and wa~er. TEe COD
~est me~su~s the �onsumi~on of oxygen from a se~ngly oxidizing �hernial agml.

In ~ storm water COD lev~l~ ~,e lypically found ~o be about $ ~ ~m, than BOD
levels, indicating that much of the demand does not come from e~sily biode~’ld~bk
msteri,ds. Stormwaters ~re often �ios~ to sa~u’~tion DO concentration, and in rome cases
d.uring Iow.fl.ow c~ be s.uperss|urated d.u.e ~o photos~’n.the.si.s. BOD ~d COD
mJ~e seve~J aays to ~ave m~pa~ ~n reoe~vmg waters. ~t is Likely that ~e Santa MonJca Bay
does not have significant oxygen deficm due m ROD and COD, but ~al IocaLi=ed problems
could occur in smalJer receivin| wam’s such ~s Malibu L~gcon ~d possibly M~h~
Rey.

Aeslheti~ This category of poll.ution refers m liner, floztables, odor, scum, alt~e,
bubbles, color(s), marine debris, ~ ripmzn vegetation impecL~. Some of thes~ inhibit
habitat v~lues, while others de~act .flo. m. hurrah enjoymenl or cause ~ossibly
problems. The~e pollu~ts h~v¢ I~oen identified as z problem in S=nta Momc~ B~¥.

~ In the NITRP program i~ was found that 63 of ¯ possible 106 or-
games anaJyzed were de~’c~.d In urban runoff. However, in general organic pollutants
exceeded applicable EPA wa|~,r quality criteria much less frequently than inorganic
pellutants, Of the pesticides a~,l~’zed, o~y 4 had a _f~xluency of detection greale~ than I0
percenL These r~nged in frequency of detection from 15 to 20 percem, and exceeded
criteria from g to 17 percent of the nine. Four polycycllc aromatic hydrocarbons (PAils)
were detec~d in urban runoff, b~ did not exceed EPA’s froshw, ater Iii’e criteria. Only o~e
form of PCB was de~.cted (’PCIt-1260) and that was only a single dete~ion. DD’~ was
found in less than one percent ~f samp.lcs a.na/yzed. The Portland study has found
organics ~re not generally ¯ pr.blem m storm water. There ~re however instano’,.s of
pesticide concentrations in sed,~nents. PAHs have a]so been dctec~d in coocen~ations
which exceeded the new Washml~an Sta~ standanls.
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Given that these constituents hsve not been found in quantities to wan-ant significant
attention, they probably should ~eceive less attention at this time. However. it is
re~:ommended that the Santa Monies Bay ~4onitoring Plan be implemented so thst these
parameters can be evaluated locally st an appropriate frequency un~l their p~esence or
absence is determined. These pax’smears sUE w’~:~’ant anention m the form of education and
n~irn~zation of use; however, banning the use of pesticides and helot�ides is no~

~iJ.Ell~.~. Oi] and grease is a pre~alent constituent in urban runoff. In a stud), of
oil and ~ease ¢oncen~ations in urban runoff in Richmond, California. Stenstrom et a].
(1984) found that oiJ and grea.~e ¢oncentntions in runoff from �omme~iaJ properties and
l~l~ng Io~ are about three ..l~es higher than from residential ~nd open a~as. T~ HUP.P
p~.r.o~r~, did not .~.dre, ss od and grease. Accurately meas~,u’ing oil and g~se is v~
am,culL especia.y oue to its ~finity for coating sampling boltles and lubin~.
Furthermore, separating oil and g~ease fi’om anthropogenic (man made) and biogem¢
!naturally_ occ.umng) s.o..u~’e.s is.n.~ot...e~y to do,.l~.! hs.s a major impact on its poten~l
l.mpac, L ~gannou~ anu s.apmn ~,~ measures o. ana ~ �oncen~’ations in ~ Los
.,~nge~es.K~ _v~r aria ~oued. that �oncen_~ons ~ generally lower during sterm ~v~nts than
ounng ory t|ow.s. ~ne ~tam of the Bay report (MBC, 1988) es|~mated tha! u~ban nmoH

for.anou.  .pe . e.nt .of m?u. .of oil and m dm
. roru,a,na n.as touna re,a.ve,y tow.|eve,s .or ou and grease ¢onmnination. Honeys. |t is
c_ons~ae,rea a p~. blem. by ~,e pu..bl,�, and. sometimes visually apparent in Soma Monies
uay .ohm,age" charmers, sacn as uallona L’~eek. Therefore, it warrants ¯ mod~ amount of

ardent,on m tmplemen~.tion of BMPs, including programs ~o avoid or pr~ven~ ~ll~|al
dumping.

. ..~l~. T~ State o,f the Bay ~’pon ...(~C, 1985) incUcams that during storm evmus,
_.m~ucators of.path.o.gens mer~se (fecal cohform, enterococcus), but it is uncertain wheals"
mese =e primarily from animal or human wastes. Studies in Portland, Santo O.ara,
Alameda, Eugene, an.d.$ean.le ha.ve shown that these bacterial measures increase during
storm ev.ents_..~ addiuon, on-going local s~udies sponsored by the Santa Monk:a Bay
Ke.S.tor~. on ~ro ..~t have shown st .er.m dr~ns m be a source of these indicator pm’ameters as
weu ~ num~., vu’uses. The~fore, m Santa Monies Bay the concern for human health
.m p,amogens, n~.. become a concern. It. is important to note that there have been many
mcments of me auect r~lease of sewage into Ballons Channel and other drainage fa~iities
during faiJures of the sewer system and these d~�~ releases more ~han nonpoint
runoff may be a con~butor m pathogen problems. A prognm to locam sanitary sowor and
smrmdr~ cross connections, including an aggressive field screening program to ~
problem ouffalls, is wammlgd.

i
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3.0                LBEST MANAGEMEN’I" PRACTICES SELECTION PROCESS

Numerous storm water Bes( Managemen( Practices (BMPs) have been developed,
implemen(ed, and ewluated over the I~st 20 yean. So~ of ~ B~s s~ly ~
the requirements p~scri~d in EPA’~ NPDES ~gulations. ~d othe~ ~ simply
�onside~d ~nefici~ for con~lling s~o~ wa~er. ~e~ BMPs ~ve ~n ~-~
~a~ n~ ~ of ~m ~ ~am f~ ~ ~ ~ S~ M~ Bay ~

~ following ~o~ ~ ~ B~ ~ t~Id ~ ~p~ ~d ~ ~

3.1 THE MENU CONCEPT

In (he Santa Monica Bay area. municipal co-penninees are required to implement various
BMPs to help conm)l pollutants tha( would otherwise be disch~’ged via their storm
sys(ems. The program b~ing guided by th~ Los Angeles Regional Water Quality
Board is intended both to provide the co-permittees with the freedom to select BMP~
m,e appropria(e to local conditions, and to ~ssure Ihit all �o-pen~ttces implement eaoulb
controls to achieve a me~,ungful level of pollution p~ventiml.

The three-element "menu" system described herein provides a basis fix I~inncing flexibillly              I~ ¯ ",~
and assurance of meaningful control. The following diseussien explains IEe menu system-
-fgs( i~ ~ect mrms, then I~ ~ogy, and ~ ilu~ugh a s~nple

Co-permit(ee$ ~’e being provided with three lists of candidate BMPs t’or possible
inlplementaLion in their’ respective jurisdictions. These lisls (referred to herein as "menus’)
differ from one another in terms of the degree of obligation associated with each. As
explained in detail below, the BMPs on Menu A ~’~ "rnanda(ory," the BMPs on Menu B
are "recommended," and Ihose on Menu C are entirely "optional." During Ihe ~ of
developing local (i.e., city-specific) storm water management plans, the co-permittees will
consider all three menus, but will only have to select BMPs from Menu A and Menu B.
More specifically, they must select all BMPs on Menu A, bu( they need to select only eie
mos( appropriate BMPs from Menu B. Some co-penninees may decide to include
additional BMPs from Menu C, but others my decide no~ to include any from Menu C,
The luerarchy of ob[igation r~n be sunu~z~,d as foUowl:

-~ - All co-permittees m,e required to select and implement all
of the BMPs listed on Menu A, because there is suff’~cient evidence thai these BMP~
wouJd be effectiv~ in �ontrol~ng wmer pollution problems in the Santa Monlca Bay
watershed area.

Menu B - Recommended - All �o-perminees ~re requbed Io consider all of tee
BMPs listed on Menu B, because they have a high likelihond of heing effective i~"
properly implemented. However, (he �o-perrmttees do not have to select ix
implement all Menu B BMPs, if the reJeCted BMPs would not be practicable or
wan’anted (given local circumstances, conditions, and constraints) and that
selected BMPs are believed to be sufficient to convo] storm water pollution. Thal
is, the burden of proof for not selecting a BMP from Menu B lies with the co-
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~ - Co-perm~nees will be provided with an inventory of ideas
to consider hut ~re under no obligation to select or implement any of the BMPs
from Menu C. The concepts listed on Menu C have been explored and/or
implemented m other storm water pollution control programs, bet they ate provided
here only ~s a resource to facilitate the planning process. It is li~e]y that some co-
~ermitxees may decide to pursue one or more of the Menu C BMPs (perhaps
t)ecause .they may. represent an opportunity to solve a local problem er because they
may maxe goo~ use of local resources or they would be more likely to be
successf~d than a rneasm-e in Menu B for a given problem), bet the co-permitto=~ do
not have any bu.-den of proof for dernonsu’at~g why they did not telecg Menu
BMPz.

concept using ¯ hierarchy of lists to stguctu~ a decision-m~king process has broadThe of
application. The most obvious application is the source of the term "menu." Pau’ons in a
restaunmt ~ presented with options in a way that facditale$ matters for both the custon~1
and the restaurant staff. Some would consider Menu A and Menu B to �resist of items th~
~ze the "main �oupe" on a menu, where~s Menu C conchs "appetizers" or "dessert"
items. Perhaps ¯ more apt analogy would be the lists of courses in a college ~l~og. Menu
A corresponds to the "core courses" that ~re mandatory cumculum requirements for

u¯tion: Menu B �o.rres.ly)nds.m the .counes tha.t I .mi.n to a lan cu.l  ma or or m pm
Ot ~.e sl~l .~t~ cun’~cu|um to.r a oegree ~ ¯ pa,’laculir oepaa’tment. Menu ~
to etoc~,ve courses that ~ gtven student nught take to round out their education or to buiM
upon some particul~ talent. Continuing this analogy, credit would be given for every
course the student t~kes (i.e., every BMP that is implememgd), but only g~tain
obligatov/.

The above-degribed menu will be in San,- Monicav/stem Bay
the process by which co-pexmittors ¢valuate, i~lect, and implement BMPI, The BMPI that
have been considered appropriate to designate ~s "mandatory" are listed on Tablet 3-1, 3-2,
3-3, and 3-4. Again, these Menu A BMPs ~re well understood, by virtue of havin!g been
used with notable success in many treas. They are ~lso believed to be �ost-effective for
de, ling with th~ .kinds o.f pollutantseasy and �onditions thatimplementedexist in the SantacomplianceMOnica
Furthermore, it ts relauvely for them to be in
regulatory requirements of I Municipal Storm Water Management Pmgr!m, as defined by
the Environmental Proua:tion Agency’s (EPA’t) curt~t

3.2 MENU A BMPa

Several BMI:q have been designated as being of high priority for implementation. There
BMPs are to be considered mandatory by all participant¯ in the Santa Moni~
watershed. The Menu A BMPs focus mainly on education �ommgtion, and
connec~ons~llegai dumping contmh.

The central goal of pubfic education is to r~uce the smount of pollutants entering Santa
Monica Bay through ~he storm drain sys~m by in.t’orming the publk about the r, ause~ o/"
storm water pollution (i.e., pollutant sources and pathways) and by encouraging public
involvement in reducing the storm water pollution. Public education can aho teach lee
proper use and management of potem~al pollutants so they do not end up in the storm ~
conveyance systems.
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Table 3- I. Best Management Practices For Public Education.

Best Management Description Suggested Steps f~ Suggested Methods Land UsePractices Implementation to Assess
Effectiveness

label storm drain Coordinate volunteer efforts I) Develop slogan to be used forRecord the number Allinlets and maintain to label storm drain inlets labeling. ! of catchbasinslabels on. with slogans like "No ~ 2) Develop ¯ symbol that will be labeled and theDumpling, Flows into Bay" associated with the SMB number of signs] and Provide signs along the Project. )laced along thebanks of drainage channels 3) Procedure stencils/signs, channels and �~eks.and creeks esplaining Ihe 4) (~oordinate with �onununity
environmenlal impacts of m’ganizations Io help painl Ibe
dumping wastes, storm drains and install signs.

Develop a general A "user friendly" brochureI) Develop graphic layout and text. ~onnt number ofResidentialpuq~ose brochure on can he used to handout to2) Develop distribotioo strategy. Muchures andWater Quality people al community events including nund)er of ~ dis~iboted. ComeclgialProleclion ¯nd and festivals. The brochure need.NPDES Pro~xam. could also be mailed to 3) I~nl I~chu~s.
people. The brochure
woold explain why slorm
w¯ter pollution is ¯ problem
and what _ix-o_ ,pie �~n do to
help I~ven! it.



Table ~2. Best Management Praetic~ for Indusu~l Facilitic~

Best Manage~nt
~d~i~ Su~ St~ f~ Su~ Met~s ~ U~~i~ Impk~i~ to As~ss

Eff~tive~

Assist industries to Some industries may be I) Examine SWPPPs foe" Reonnl number of Industri-tcomply with general unfamiliar with laws which completeness, industries that violatePermits. requires SWPPP 2) If SWPPPs ice unavailable, Storm Waterpreparation at individual advice the facility of State Regulations and/orfacilities. The appropriate w.quimment and document r~quire assistance to.agency should advise such advice with Regional Wal~ ~ SWPPPs.tndustgies of the State and Quality Board.
Federal ~quitgments. 3) Assist facilities to ~

SWPPPs.
4) Provide facilities with sample

SWPPPs.



Table 3-3. Best Management Practices for Iliicil Did:barge Elimination.

Best Management Description Suggestnd Slops for Suggested Methods to Land UsePmclicor Implemcmaliou Assess Effectiveness

Develop To clarify roles and I) Collec~ data ou pcffinen! Effcczivencss should be~forceme~l responsibilities of ¢xisling laws and regulations subjectively evaluatedPmccxlure~ inspectors, develop ¯ set of (city. county, stale and fcde~l), by the inspcclor~ whofollow-op enforccmenl 2) Develop new onJinance, if implcmen! Ibeprocedurts; !bese should be needed, preccdures, lnspcclor~based on existing laws and 3) Empower inspectors to issue should determine ifregulalions. The citations.
procedures should outline 4) Develop ¯ uniform and laborious, lime-ac!ion 1o be taken for consistcn! Imx:cdures !o kcop �onsuming, ordifferent degrees of records of ¯11 cou~ct (personal, ineffecliv~.~viola!ion severi!y. !el!phone, eAc.) made wilh illici!
This ta.tk ~hou/daho be dischargers.
coordinated with the ~) Develop foetus and/or ¯
Industrial campane~ �on~. ~r database m r~nt~n

Train inspectov~



Table 3-3. B~st Manageme.ne Practk~s I’or Illicit I:)i~harges Elimination.

Best Managemem
Dcscripliori Suggesled Steps for Suggesled X4clhods to Land UsePractices Implementation Asse.ss El’l’cctiveness

Conduct "B=low- Look for illicit conn~lions I) Develop an implencmzlion plan Calalog the number Industrial.ground" Inspections. and evidence of illegal (including sial’ring and and nature ot" bodl Commen:ialdumping by making schedules), confirmed and andobservations from fee slorm IdentiFy high-ffiority areas SUSl~cled illicit Residential.drain system and iracing based on land uze and hisiodcal
discharges. Also,results upstream to the data. ! determine thesource. 2) Inspecs the storm drain system - pen~mage of illicit

methudologi~s include: discharges that could
¯ walk the lines and use storm he tracked to the
drain maps to trace d~-wcather source. If tracked to
flows upstream to the sources, soon:�, estimate what
or pen~nt would have
¯ utilize dye studies or smoke ~ found if only
!ests as.pa~ of the industrial "above-ground"
inspections, or inspections had ~¯ use video cameras in the storm conducted.
drain lines to find illicit
conneclion$.

3) Make observations, and when

or take lab samples to find
chemical �onsiituems or

4) Tn~ gows Ul~re~m to
when soun:~ is idemirmd ei~r,
; co~�~



Table 3-3. ~ Management Practices for Illicit Discharge Elimination.

Best Management Description Suggested Steps for Suggested Methods toLand UsePracticeJ Implementation Ass~s Effectiveness

Conduct "above- Investigate businesses that I) Develop pmcedu~ and an Catalog the number of Industrialground" Inspections. have a high ix~ential for implementation plan (staffing illicit discharges andbeing illicit dischargen, and and schedule), identified and cea.~l. Commercial! stop pollutants al the 2) Con.tact ownen and/or operalorsEstimate quanlity ofsource, of high priority facilities, and pollulants interceptedInvolws coordinalim wills determine whether illicit and determine theI/~ ~ ¢ompont,~L discharges miginate from site average number of
(or provide them with ¯ person-bourn required
questionnaire). Io cease each illicit

3) Provide information (e.g.. BlVlPsdischarge incidence
for auto facilities or restaurants),and ~move each unit
Keep accurate ~cords of (volume or weight) of
observations made on site visits,poIlutanL

4) Implement follow-up       ’

Coordinate with Required building I I) Educate building inspeclon Record (I) number of Industrialbuilding inspector, inspectors to also check for about us’ban runoff and illicit connections andillicit connections during familia~.e them with the ut~a identified, and (2) Commercialphysical inspectims, runoff program, number of facilitiesThis should be coordinal~!
2) Develop/modify fmms to that will no~ requirewith th~ induswial facilitate inspections, fu~be~ ind~pendemcomponen£ 3) Implement and integrate with ins.l.~ection. Quantifycurium ongoing inspecfiom, savings.



Oil recycling Provide ¯ recycling I) Develop an implementalion plan Eslimale unil Cosl Io Allalternative fo~ ptopl¢ who and s~l up communicatio~ lin~s recycle each quazt ofneed Io dispore o(used wilh r~¢y¢le~, oil. ~ompam lhese! motor oil. ’ 2) Encourage s~rvice slalions, ixall Cosl~ tO olher
slor~s, and olher rtlaled exFnditnms within the
facilities Io �ollect oil for ixo~ram.

$) Provide facilities fo~¢itizens to
deposit used oil.

Disposal of Provide an easy way to I ) Develop an implementation plan ! Estimate unit cost to
AllHuzardom lMUlel~l dispose of Imzan:lous and s~t up communication lines dispo~ of each unit ofImll~’ills (e.g., imints), with disports, hazardous material.

2) S~t-up ¯ contract Io provide for Compare thes~ costs to
disposal of hazardous male~ials, other exlxnditums

3) Provide a hazanlous wasle within the ~
facilipj to accel~ small
quantities of wasles I’ro~ ell
use~.

Illicit Discher~ Develop a hmline where 1) Explore lelephone ahemalives Compme the cosl of AllHolline citizens or inspnclm cab .and add~ss slatting n~de (may establishing the toll-repotl occumnc~ of illicit involve �onlracling an fn~ number Io thedischarges, answering sen~:~), amount of useful
2) Crr~te * toll f~e lira is on-line inl’onna~im ga~herod.

24 hou~/dey.

�~
co



Table 3-4 Best Management Practices for Constroction and New Development

Best Management Description Suggested Steps for Suggested Methods to Land UsePractices "
Implementation Assess Effectivencs~

Insure that Provide an inspection I) Training Building Department Record the number of .AllConstruction program to insure that on how to check Comtmction SWPPPI checked.SWPPP am SWPPPs are complete. SWPPP.complete 2) Require submittal of a copy

~WPPP with applicationuilding Permit.

Publicize the Currently. in California. I) Publicize ¯ Guidance Manual. Record the number of Allexistence and construction activity ~..~onduct m~k.shop~ to �onstngtion industryencourage the use of ~ distugbing acres or more
encourage mere. representativesa Guidance Manual need to develop a SWPPP.

attending workshop orfor construction A guidance document .
indusuT describing the process of mlUesung manual.

developing a SWPPP and
reconunending BMP$
sho.ld be develol~d.

Develop Guidance To prevent increased stormI) C~ollec~ and develop New Record the number of AllManual for New water pollution associated ~evelopment BMP$. developers attendingDevelopment with new development. ¯ ; 2) Compile ¯ Guidance Manual. wodcshop m" requestingGuidance Manual ~ manual al ¯ ~Jd~d~op. manual.describing BMI~ should b~

r



There are several educational BMPs that can be implemented to help reduce storm wamr
pollution. Although theix go¯is a.,e related, they m’e d~ver~ in terms of the audiences and
pollutant t)T~eS they adcbess. Since Menu A B~IPs are considered mandatory, only a few
B~dPs which would be beneficial to the whole watershec5 have been designated. Other
educarionai BMPs should be considered from Menu B.

Table 3-1 lists public education BMPs.

Since most field studies have shown that indusu’ial areas tend to be associated with high
¢oncenu’ations of pollutants in urban runoff, an eft’on should be made to help reduce d~
concentration of pollu~-’mts from indusmal m’eas. However, in o~ler to comply with federal
and state regulations, certain industrial facilities are required to prepare theLr own site-
specific Storm Water Pollubon Prevention Plans (SW’PPPs). These plans iden~y potential
sources of storm water Pollution at the facility and prescribe a series of �onu’ol measu~.s.
h is Ekely that the Regional Water Query Conu~l Board wiU not soon be able to review all
the industrial SWPPPs. As a result, the cities should implement a local program to
periodically check SWPPP implememation at indusmal facilities in their ~sp~dv¢
.iurisdietions, as described in Table 3-2, By doing so, the cities would becom~ l’am~ar
with indusmal facility operations and may be able to avoid implementing redundant BlVtPS
on an mea.wide basis, and help cnsu~ that ~e cities’ storm water permit provisions a~
violated because of improper di~ha~ges from indusu~al sites. These BMPs do not r~qui~
official facility audits", only to assure that SWPPPs have beon deveinped and updau~L
Facility audits ~an be �onsidmed und~ E4enu B,

IIliel! Di,ehe, rt~es and |ll~,t~sl ~)umnln_~

EUmJnatJon of il~il discharges ~nd illegal dumping ~ imlxx~m! elements of storm ~
pollution �on~ol. IlliCit discharges ~ physical connections that inappropriately convey
and divot non-storm wau," flows (that should go to the sa~ sewer) to ~h~ ~ ~
system. |llicit discharges can originate from vinu-lly anywhere. |n ~ndust~i~l ~d
commercial .a~tas, ilEcit conn~ction.s ~ a mai.or .�oncern, and indusl~cs ~ l~qu~’~d I~
Federal and :~tate storm wam~" regu~auons to eumanate them. Older sewered areas, which
originally had on-site ~.atmenz sysmms (e.g., septic ranks) may have i!licit ¢onne~ions m
the stormdrains,

nlegal dumping disposal of liquids or other debris into the streets, gutmn, storm s"Jis the
d~in inlets, or other locations where they can wash into the sierra drain system. Pollumms
resulting from poor housekeeping practices, however, can also be ¯ si~nlf~cant source o~
illegal dtunping in indus~aL �omm~,iaL and ~,kien~ia/ate¯s,

Table 3-3 identifies BMPs which address inspections, recycling pro&rams, publi~
Recycling/disposal programs be concenlrated ineducation, and screening. should

mside.n, tial,and co.mmercial .a?’~.as.._These ~ may currently have the fewest programs
recycung naz~roous materials, ~ ne inspection BMPs focus efforts in indusu’ial a~d

The BIV[Ps en Menu A should be the elements of¯ comp~hens~ve i]~icit discharge ~
¯nd elin~nation program. Failure to include "b~low-ground" inspections or "above-
&round" inspcc’~ons would Iikedy result in failure to meet regulatory requirements. Thus, at
¯ minimum, it. is mandatory that eithe..r the "beJow-&round" and/or the "above &round"
inspections be unplemented.

19
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TaNe 3-3: Menu B CANDIDA~ BM~
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TaM~ 3-~: Men-, B CANDIDATE BMPS



T~Me 3-5: Menu B CANDIDATE BMPS
(or~.aized by fuacdne)



T~hle 3-5: Menu B CANDIDATE BMPS





water quality could conu’ibute to flooding problems (~gl~mproves
irnpa~n~t of nat~raJ gesoun:es) Lf not mamtaL~d property

glTec~tivenegg Repardint~ Pnllulants of (-"nnceg-

Th~s factor refers to the candidate BNfl)$ ability to afford ¯ re~tson~ble inc~ment of conlz~oi
for the targeted pollutants (i.e., those pollutants that have been designated xs being the
focus of Uus storm water quafity program, see discussion of pollutants in Section 2.~). It
is rtcopuzed that each storm water BMP, taken independently, might not have mu~h effect
on the overall storm water pollutant loading problem. However, it is intended that ewe
selected BMP thould ¢on~bute enough towed the overtll progrxm to warrant
inclusion.

Scoring: ÷ The BMP is expected to �om:ol the pollut~u of concern id¢~tLfied
for $~,~ta Mon~�~ Bay.
The B~MP is not expectod to control xny of the potlum~ts of concern
to ¯ S~gE.’lt eXWJIL

Imnlementin~ Ap~nev/Denarlmen! AeeentahJlJl-

~ fie¯or peCtinS to how readily v~rious public: agencies ~nd/or city dep~l~nt~ 0.e,~ the
storm water dischxrgers, not the regulatory agencies) would accept the measure ~ed
implement it properly, in many �~ses, implementing ¯gcocier/dep&tments ~ more Ukely
to ~ccelx a �~didate BMP Lf its implementa~on would hedp them meet tome other objective
m~d/or i~ the BMP is ~m extension of wine other program tl~t is xtregly in pl¯ce or i~
exix:cu~ to be impkmenagL

Scot.g: + The various implementing agencies and depm~tents wouJd readily

~gcept the BI~IP ~ could incorlxx~e it into theb existing pmlmm~ to gcomplish m,,~tiple objectiv~

The BMP would not be regli]y ~ccepted ~nd implemented by lee
vinous ¯gencies ~nd depmme~u.

Regulatory Renuirem~n/e

This factor refers to the �~ndidate BMPs consistency with present mu:l
regulatory ~:lui~ments. For example, the EPA is presently developing progrmns and
policies wl~ch wiL! gequlre the implemen~tion of ~rtain storm wit¯" cont~l
Candidate ¢ont:o! measu~s that ~ i~cly to be requ~.d by these or other fede~l.
~d/or regional regu!atory ~ons should probably be given high~ phority (i/they
to Ix: gencraLJy �ost-cffc~t~ve) in Ix)th the sa~.~ng and the sedoctioe Woce.ts.

Scxxing: + The B~tP meets the intent of the N1~DES storm wate~ gequizemmts
fo~ Storm W¯te~ Ivt~nagengnt Progzams.

The BE4P does not meet the intent of the N’PDE5 storm water
requinm~cnts f~ Storm W¯t~r ~lanagcmem Programs.
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This factor ~f~rs to the candida= BMPs abilit~ to function, i/" properly implemented, in ¯
predictable mann~ to effectively �onaul pollut,~nts. This is sa important �onsidcratioa as
some conu’ols are not very effective duriaS sizable storm runoff events ~nd/or mz
unprcdic~ble in te~ms of their pe~orms~�~.
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Scoring: ÷ It is highly likely that the BMP will conu-ol pollutants as it was

designedmaintzmedtO,prope~y).Or is expected to (as long as it is implemented and

It is difficult to accurately predict how effec~ve the BMP will be at          -
con~rotlmg poUutants.

BMPs likelihood of being p~pe~ly implemented ovor ¯
2

Thisfactor r~fersto candidate
long period of time trier its initial inu’od~ction. ~d the likelihood that the BMP will
continue to be effective over a long period of tin~. T~is is an importer consideration for
those BMPs whose effective performance depends on education, volunteor efforts, and/or
the consciousness tad cooperation of she publ~.                                         _

Scoring: + It is highly likely that the BMP will be effective at controlling
~.llutan~.. over a ling period of time.
~ess likely that the BMP �otdd be e~’ec~ive ovor ¯ long pa’iod of          ~ -

This .ftc.tor .ref.e.rs ~ the .degree to which implementation of the candidate BMP would be
pracuca: omy :s achievm on ¯ very large geographic scale. Foe example, the lead contont
_O_f_ .ur~ runoff.has diminis .bed s.i .g~il~candy, probably m response to ¯ decade of concel~ed

_a~ ,.mcr p ~ro~ucts on a nauonw..tne sca~e._~ .n~.’ ,or large-scale actions may be capable of.sr~ucmg. omer sto,r~, water, pouuttnts, uandidate BMPs need to be evaluated in this

~,~:.~.?: _~_n~s,_�_~,,oe,..a~ s..m.po .rtan.t �o.n.sm~au.on, oecause :t ~ I~ve ugnificant cos~,

would be effec~ve at controlling poUutants regk-dless of4. BlVlP
bow extensively it is implemented in the Santa Monies Bay
In order to be effective, it will be necessary to implemeat this BMP
in every basin of the Santa Monies Bay Metro

This factor refers to the approximate magnitude of the various cos~ involved in the initial
implementation of ¯ candidate BMP. The cost elements to consider may vary signifiesntly
for each BMP. Implemema~on costs considered be~ include such one-time cost items as
planning, design, land acquisition, co~oa, and equiprne~ ecquisitioa.

Scoring:. + It would be s~Aafively inexpensive to initiate implementation of the
BMP.

The initial cost of implementing the BMP is expected to be fairly
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to the approx.irnate magnitude of the v~rious costs associated with
L

This factor
operations, maimenaace, repair, support services, and periodic equipment ~lac~meat
(where applicable). For some BMPs. this would include labor, elcclric power, fuel,
replacement pans. monitoring programs, laboratory services, �onsuldnj service.s, legal
services, and other cominuing costs.

Scoring: +    .The �o,~dnued cost of implementing/nainaining the BMP over time

The continued �osl of implementinl~/~intsjMng the BMP ov~ lime
is cxpocted to be faidy ~xpensiv~

Fles~Ibllltv for Phl,ed Imnlementltle-

theThiSs.ye~r factortermreferSof tothewhether NPDF.~°r~n°t the BMP can easily be pha~d fc/’ implemenlatio~ ova.

Scoring:    ÷ It would be easy and possible to phase this BMP fro" l~dua~
implementstion over th~ life of the pen~ For ~xample, the BMP
could be ~mplemented in a pilot or demonsu’ation stody
foUm~d by ~uU.sca~ implemen~l~on ifth~ pilot ~ is

tn order to be e~rec,~ve, the SMP would l~ to be in~l~at~d

Ability to Demn,trut~ ~nmnllnnee

It will be necessa~ to demonstrate the pmOam’s success and compUance with the NPDES
pe~nk by documenting tasks which have been accomplished and by eva/uating the
_e, ffec~ivcn.e .ss of the B.lVlPs whe..n possi.bl.e. In selecting BlVlPs, it is important to consk~
u~ ~ m aanonsasung �ompua..~., �~J~r quaLita~vcly or quanMadve.ly.

,~’~n~. + h would be.easy.u~ demom~nte to the RW~ ~d other reg, ul~ry
agencies mat me BMP is effective at meedn~ the goa/s snd

qua/itafivdy, effectiveness of the BMP either quandtaliveJy or



V
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BMPs 4 a-£ These BMPs only need to be impleme~tod if high levels of bacteria and fec~
�ol~’orms a~ found in uorm water.

THE SCREENING PROCESS AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE BMP
PLAN

The above sections presem t~ tools necessary to conduct t BMP selection process
¯ methodical approach. This approach takes into account factors that should be utilized to
select ¯ defensible set of BMPs for implementation. Section 2.5 presented ¯ brief
discussion of water quality pzrsmeters of concern aM taM-use considerations that should
be consulted when evaluating the factor "Effectiveness regarding pollutants of concern."
When evaluating the BMPs most agencies ¯ha! we have worked with in the past have
chosen to convene ¯ number of individuals from the tlrfected deparunents within the
agencies aM have each of them participate in workshops to set-up and def’me the watel,
qu~ity problems and define the BMP ~Jectico Im~ess.

There are ¯ number of ways that �o.permittees could proceed with an evaluation and
selecbon of appropriate BMPS, Each �o.perminee could evaluate the BMPs separately,
with their own dectsion makers, tad then come together to discuss and decide which BMPi
should be implemented watershed wide. Or alternatively, the �o-permittees could Conduct
the screening process as ¯ group and then evaluate which BMPs they should confider for
~eir .m’e~.s, F.or many of the BMPs, it would probably make the most sense to implem~t
mere msin-w~�k by an overall prpgram man¯get (i.e., Los Angeles County), while othel’8
may need to be tmplemented basin-wide but by each �o-pem~iaee, tad still otbe~ will be
implemented individually end not basin-wide.

In screening evaluations conducted in Eugene and Pord¯ed, the¯her approach was to
screen the selection factors fi~. The decision make~ sometimes chose to combine
(e.g. Implementation Costs aM Ope~tional Costs into jusl Costs) or to sele~ the top ;5 or 6
factors which they fe~t were the most important to selechng the BMPs. After this
completed, some also chose to weight the scores for 2 or 3 of the 5 or 6 factors which
received the most voles as important selection factors. Those that were weighted higher
received higher scores for each positive vote. F’mally, in some of the evaluations, the
factors we~ not just evaluated as either positive (÷) or negative (-), but ¯ neutral rsdng was
also established. When this was done, summed negative ra~ngs ~ subtracted f~ota
summed positive ratings to achieve a factor score from the group scoring the BMP. Then
the weighting was applied to the factor score, before lee total score was r~orded and
combined with other ftct~

Once the ra .I.~.. g and scoring.imbed¯re¯ m decided upon and.complcu~ .�~-.permittees will
then have a usa of BMPs w~th ove~U scores. The next step Is to then decide at what
shoukl BMPs be implemented. It is our opinion aM experience that �o-pe~mittees should
not try to implement too ma~y BMPs at one time. Our tpproa~ in Pordand was to develop
¯ hiS¯GEt, tin plot of the scores and to look for ¯ break point in the histogram. This occuned
at about 35 control measu~s. We felt that this was reasonable number of BMPI to
consider implementh’tg over ¯ 5-year period; especially when one considers that nun), ef
the BMPs can be combined into more comprehensive BMPs, such as having one public
education program which targets the individual education BMPs selected for
implementation. The scores of the BMPs selecu~:l for implementation can also be used to

Once the BMPs are selected, detailed descriptions of the BMPs should be prepared. The
de_¯:rip¯ions should include ¯ more detailed description of the BMP, identification of the !33
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s~ff that will be r~spon$ible for implementing the BMP (including geu~ng it sm~�l and
m~nt~Jning it), the funding requirements, schedule for implementation ~nd ongoing            -
~ovi~es (i.~,, ~h ~ cl~ng ~ue~), ~d how ~= ~le~nm~on of ~e
~11 ~ d~u~n[~ ~ ev~u~t~ ~e~ de~p~ons shonld ~ ~ p~p~ ~ ~

dep~nt for com~nts ~d input. Once the B~P de~pdons ~ ~ ~
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4.0
IMPLEMENTATION

This document has r~.~nmended ¯ list of BMPs that should be impl~r~nu:d now, ~d ¯
lis~ of BMPs that should be ¢artfully considered for implementation either now or du~ing
th~ next sev~al year~ The BMPs Rcommendod in Section 3 m’~ on~s that ~ �onsiden~d
to be ¯ base set of BMPs that should be �omplemd as ¯ pan of an over~ ~x,m drainage
quality manageny.m plan and be implemented bes~wide.                     "

In this document, we have ~Iso described a method for carefuUy evaluating and se.Jeodng
BMPs from ¯ second list (Menu B). It is expecwd that ¯ number of fl~.se rnessmes ~honkl
be implemented as ¯ pan of an overall storm drainage poUution management plan.
However. esch agency and City should �~efully consider csch of these me¯sums
relstion to their" own klentified Ix~blems and �onsu~nts. It is Kkely that ~ of the~e
me¯¯rues would be implemenu:d by only some of the ¯gencies or Cities in the water~od.
while others may be implemented wstershed.wide. We believe that ¯gencies and Cities
should evaluate this list and make selection of BMPs from the list (or any Mded BMPs)
within 6 months. Implementation of the measures should be based upon prioridzing
BMP~ for implementation dwing the ~:~eening ~

momtor their eff~tiveness. Mon~to .ring for effectiveness does nm imply that w¯~" quality
testing n~as t.o oe � .ot~ic~M..b~t ~oes .imply that ~ome me .¯sum be devedopod
BMP to gage its effectiveness 0.e., pubhc surveys for ~luc¯taon ¢~mpaign effec~dvcne,~
or keeping records on pounds of n~terials Rmoved during s~reet ~eeping ~d r,a~hba~n
cleaning programs), and documem that the BMP has been implen~nte.d. This "evidence"
~ould .be compiled in an annual report prepared by the County with mgard~ to

.F’m .a~y. it is imperative that ¯ CaRfulIy desi~nod and implemented .monitming program be
unp~cmented. A suggested l~ogr~’n was prepared as ¯ pm’t of th~s effort ($ueckor and
S.tenstro .m..1993~). The p.mpo, se of the program _would be to he,or clef’me the
¢n~nctensucs m s~mm drainage discharges to Santa Mort/ca Bay from v~ious land.use~
aM. o.v.erall loadings from l&ge n~xed drainages. This ~ enable Agencies and Cities to
pnonuze water quality problems and BMPs to adch-ess those problems in future
management plans to be deveiopod under the N’PDE5 permit program. It wifl
develop ¯ base to which furore wa~ qu~ity can be
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APPENDIX
BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES SPECIF’/C

FOR SANTA MONICA BAY



or ¢onc~ns. Mas:ers of t~is akema~ve brochur~ ~ be disu’ibuted m cities
and agencies fo¢ ¢ustomO.a~ion and publi~atiz~.

¯ Const~cfion is a la.-ge sout~e of suspended solids that eventually become
entrained in urba~ runoff, There are many ~ons~uc~on techniques fltal can
minimize suspended solids poUution. Education a~l u’aining programs need

uamg tecmuques ate used. There ate many Umver~lJe~ and ~olleges in the
Santa Monica Bay Watershed ~ ~at have extension prolrams and

trlCtOI1 or~l~lz~tlon (Le. ^ssocmuon of General Contractors) �ouJd be
utiJized Io beip develop ¯ manual or other ~lu~a~ionaJ materiaJs describing
imq~r erosion and poUution �omrol practices as ~mmaction skes

¯Aoto~. u.’ye .bu~in~te~ m~ ~ po~n~ ~ ~ ur~n runoff poU.udm,
espe.c~.mly zor hydro¢ .a~ns and metals. Education pro|r~m$ mcludin|
wor~n~.ps, extension classes, and inclusions of new martials in cxtstin|
auto .mouve rep .~’ .~hool cumcula, l~ m~hl~ism Io educale Ix~essel abou~
Frucuces io mmmu~ urban nmoff poUu6m.

¯ A "ho~ line" can be ~t up to allow ¢ielzen ~ of urban pollulion eve~.
success would be di~ly related to l~e foUow-up lemon (�.|.,

Pro~’ums Io take udvmmle of volumeerlsm �~nPublicPll’~lelnallonPro~rsm=
¯ 6cv¢loped. Such progranu could be used to clean up pa~blem areas, ~ncU s~tm ~
pos~ signs and foster other Ictivities that reduce urbsn runoff pollution. Several
mus~ be addressed prior to implem~mio~, s~ch as sa/cty of dz voitm~as a~d liability.

$1ornl Ch,,n~lel ~r~lt~nin~ I~t~ J/I the dl~ seJ~fl, ]~*ll0fla C~¢k ~ oth~ st~/lIWW~’

g rats are aense aria anae~m~¢. ^ proposed BMP as �o clean ~e C~ek and
channels by removing the debris and r~f~ The debris a~d algae can eilhe.r be removed or
reduced ~n magnitude. In this way "shock" lo~ding to I~ Bay during the first heavy ~

If the .proposed Ballonu C~ek n~atment plant is constracteck it might be used in
conjuncuon with the proposed clesr~ng program. In this ~ alg~ mats and sediment

~.~ty on ~a~l.on~ t.rce.z, .�o.ulcl I~. deslgn.ed to .~mov¢ gm (silt) and debris. Tlwough
m)cn neaanent me mass enuss~ons .or ~tencial mx~cs ~ to the surface of pmiculmz
at~ mducect, gncl that trzsh �ollecnon on the beaches ss minimized. Reduced debris has
ben¢fi¢isl impact on matin� fife (e.Z.. Ivoidmc¢ of mammals swal/owing clear plu6c
~ ca:.).

~ The Malibu Creek wate~hed, due to iu size and s~ep slopes.
�onmbu~cs ¯ Jarg¢ fr~ction of the particulates cm~ing the Bay, and is largely open or              ~
undeveloped. To �onaol psniculstes, cons~on codes thst minimize erosion need Io I~
implemenmd. Such codes and practices should be enforced through an active inspect~m           ~
pro~nm, which is parcicuJady imlx~am during ~he r~ny seasm~
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insu~ that m~ximum benel~ts ~re �)I~K&L,~L A model inspc~on/inve~g|t~on
be dcv¢iopod for county-wide us~ by appropriate agencies. The manusi could provide
specific d¢~.ils on proce~u~s, beaJth and s~t’¢ty n~qui~rnems and i~spection pr~ices.
m~u~! would serve to faci~at,, ~ e~y impic~nen~ao:l of this impor~t BMP.

BMPs REQUIRING DEMOSTRATION PROJECTS BEFORE
IMPLEMENTATION

~ P.~us .pave.ment parking Iou need m be demonstrated to public
agencies ano.consu/.ung t.mm m oroer m evaluate ~ prove thei~ effectiveness. ~’~n~n.tb/,
n~ny a.geneaes beJ~eve mat porous pavement puking Io~s are unmanageable, and ,his
percepuon needs to be changed, or new techniques need to be developed. The~ m~ od~’
practices po.~en.tielly useful for.lxUking I.o~. ~at can be bnplen~_q~d. Parking mv~s have
very high enussJon rates per un, ~ ¯no me~r management is probably one of the more
�os~ eff~tive techniques for minimizing urban runoff polJution. AdditicmHy. pinking Ires

hl.~t~r,~lA,.Al~ Grassy swales (g~en belts) have been used with success in many
areas but are not �onsidered ¯ proven technology in Los Angeles. One or
dem~ran~io~ projects qualifying pollutant ~emov.Js m~ recotmnmd~

Vehicle In~n~,ellnn Program,, Smog inspection i~.grams ~ largely i~effecdve for
�~txin problem vehicles, which have high mass enuss~ons a~! whose ownen avoid the
in~ent of the insl~ction by finding dishnoest inspectors or defeating consols aftor
inspection. The gaseous emissions from vehicles ¢onmbu~e to urban nmoff poUution as
~y se~ on.i~d or.are ~nnd ou~..h is e.s~in~.~l that the majority of poUumnu
sutomov.~:es m i.os Angeles a~e pmoueed oy older vehicles and it is very likely thai
¯ utomobil~ ~e one of.the g~ates~ con~ibuwrs to ~ runoff pollution. Smog inspectim
programs nave no requirements at pn~sent to ceeu~i dripping or leaking vehic~.

It may be ecm~omically impractical to mquin~ leaks to be fixed, especially for older can.
Hever the less, smog inspec,~on programs can be improved; for example, thc~e is ¯
pn~os~..to change the exis~ng IX~g~am of susie inspe~ons to moving vehicle im~ctimm,
or I~ltunng independent inspectors who do not also p~rform r~pairs. Recent programs to
remove old vehicles by a/lowing indusu~¢s to purchase them to ob~in air poUution �~dils
should be encouraged since t~�luced hydrocarbon emissions in u-bu runoff will

~tnrmdrsin TT"t~r N~inf’~etinm Two rec~t studies (~, 1992; Gold et aL, 19931

~ r~get zuega~ conoecuons ~1 ie.~s wiJJ help ~ this problem. Indictor

~ Detention basins ~-e now ¯ weli-developod technology for
sxc~nwater pollution co~u, oL One or mor~ demonsu’~on proj~-ts are mqui~d
agencies ~d the public of their value in Los Angeles.

Etormwater Infiltratinn Dr/w~thcr flow constitutes tl~ vast majority of
nmoK poUution during the April to September periods. Dry wnad~r flow can be x, edeced
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..
determine ~vhich drains had the highest toxicity. A~ ~ analysis was later perfo/.med O
to anemix to determine the type of �onmminanu causing 0~ toxicity in ~e runoff.

The toxicity analysis were performed at the Southern Califomla Coastal Water ’Re.so.arch
Project (SCC’W’I~P) in t/~h" Long Beach laboratory. The ocher analysis we~ performed at
UCLA, principally in the Department of Civil and Envh’oamen~ Euginee.dng and
IX-panment of Envin~menml Health ~

The,.bulk. of ~ resul~ m~ ©ont.alned in appendices. Appendix B ~oumi~ all ~ ~
quality o~ Appendix D contorts th~ toxicity dat~ and the interpr~tatiom of II~ ~
Appendix E �ontains the GC/MS da~.

A parallel study wns performed under partial sponsorship of the American ~
C~npaign (Suffer eta/. 1993). This parallel study provided funding to perform ~
GC/MS analysis.

,
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SANTA MONICA BAY

Figure 1. Sampling location of the fiv~ szizctaf storm drzlm.
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2.5 Velocity Measu~mmt                                          U

The velocities of the flow ~ BaHona Creek. Sepulveda Channel and Centinela C~eek                 L
were measured during each sampling period. The velocin! at BaIlona Creek and SepuIvoda
.Channel weJe measured using e M~sh MeBumey velocity meter at app~x.imately fly= foe/
~ntervals across the channel. The water depth was ,,’so recorded at the same time and
location. The velocity at the Cantinela Oeek was determined differently. Serial sm~
floating objects (bits of Styrofoam cup. etc.) were timed and the results wer~ averaged.                T
The depth of flow, which was too sh~Iow to permit ~e use of the velocity mete~’, was also
measured. The ob~ned data were used to ca/culate the average flow rate through the
channeJ.

2.6 Solid Phas~ ~

The C18 SPE method described by Mount and Carnahan (1989) was the basis of our              ~
f,r~.bonalion, procedures ~o isolate non polar organic compounds from the �ollect~d s1~’m
oram samptes. However, instead of using the proposed elution solvent system of
methanol.water mlxlure$, a modified elu~on solvent system which involved m~xl~r~ of

~eveJopment ox u~s moamea emt~on system ,$ gwen m lhe Appendix A and also dec~b~l
by Lau .and Stensuom (1993). The modified procedure was ~lUL’~ because of the ~
recovene.s o .bser~.ed by the M .ouut and .Can~ahan procedure; The folIowins Im~du~

Filter blank. A ! I~n glass fiber rdter (Whatman GF/B) was pteparod by ftnt ~dd washi~
with 10% HNO~ and then rinsing thoroughly with deionized water. Next. approximately              ~
200 ml of deiomz¢d water was passed through the filter, and the last 30-~0 rids of fiJtra~               ,
were coUocted for the f, lter toxicity blank. The storm drain sample was tl~n/qltend.                    ][~

CmTOs/~nn b/ank. T~. 10~).. mgCl$$PEcohm~s, we~�_~_ndJtlonedbypumpingthn~gh23of I~..~. gra~ .memanol through the cotumn at ¯ now rate of 5 m/s/m-. B~fo~ th~               ,,,,
sorbent dried, approx~w.nteIy 50 mls of deionoxd water were pumped through the oo~t-,m
The last 25-30 mls deionlzed water were collected for a column blank toxicity ~

E/xUn’on b/an~.Th~, elu~ion blanks we~ �oHec’~d from the prepared colun~, by pumping ~
1.0 mJ ox each of the following solvents: 50% (v/v) methanol in water. I(}0~ .Jmethanol, and 50% (v/v) methylene chloride in methanol, through the column and tl~

eluates were coUected in a clean glass v~ as the SPE elution blanks. The column was                ~

SPEfracdonation. The same C18 SPE column was again conditioned with 23 m]s of
methanol and 25 m/s of deionized water. Before the sorbent dried, 1000 mls of fdti~d
storm drain r~mple wer~ pumped tlh’ough the column at a rate of 5 mls/m,in. A 30 m]
sample of t~ post C18 coluntn effluent was coUected ~ 500 mls of the sample passed
through the column. The sorbent was dried by conrlnuing the pumping after the ent~
10OO mls saraple passed ttu’ough the column. Tben2x 1.0mJ of.~)% (v/v) methanol in
water. 100% methanol, and 50% (v/v) methylene chloride in methanol were added
sequentiatly into the column. Each fraction was �ollected into clean glass vials. Tb~
col,m- was aUowed to dry Wior addi~oa of each eJution solvent ~
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exposu~, eggs were added to each t~be for a 20 minute fertilization period. The sample                 ~r,
v, as then preserved for microscopic examination. Toxic effects were indicated by ¯
reduction in the percentage of fertilized eggs from that observed in ¯ control sample
(seawater).

Abalone development test. The abalone development test, using embryos of the red
abalone/-/a/Wt~ ru/’eseen.v, was conducted according to methods deathbed by Andenoo
et ,,I. (I~)0). Sexually mature abalone were obtained from ¯ commercial aquaonlture
f~cility and held at SCCWRP tmtil used in the tests. Two hundred mls of each simple
dilution were added to replicate 250 mJ glass heakers and placed in ¯ 15oc water bath.
Al:~lon.~ we.re .’.m, du .�~.d to..spawn..by .expo.sure to ¯ hydrogen peroxide solution. Thewere men sert~s,zeo, aojusteo in ocns,ty, and added to the expostu~ beakers, e1~I~
tier¯loping embryos were exposed for 48 hours and preserved for microscopic
examinaUon. Toxic effects were indicated by an incrr.a.~d incidence of larvae with

(~iont k~lp t~at. Tests with giant kelp were adso conducted accordius to the
deser~bed by Anderson et al. (19~0). Kelp blades containing repreducuv¯ spores
(sporophyIl) were obtained from offshore, uncontaminated kelp beds located nce~ Santa
B.asbara and used within 24 hours. The toxicity test was conducted in 250 ml b¯akors

Cnb~l_n.taJnin~ 20~..ml .of" the sample dilutio.n..A glass, wlcroscope slide was planed on thettom .otea.�.n ve.axer to prov~oe ¯ sun.ace for setuement of the kelp spores. Zoospore
ease trom me. svorophyll blades was reduced by desiccation foiJowed by immersio= In

seawater. T~...~n$ity o. f.the.rel¯ ~a.~sed spores was adjusted and the a~..’.¯.re.number of.spots w.u__s_ac,, �.t0 -.acn .~. ~e..r.. ~ .no spores we~z¯x~sed to .the sample diluUons f~� 4S
hOUrS at 1~o(.; ann ¯ controiteo ,,grit level (50~Em" sec" ). During this period ot"48 hours,
the spores genninaxed and formed gamethphyt-’ plants. The sSdes were the-, re.moved from
each beaker and prese .fred.for mi.croscopic.exandnation. Two endpoints we~ usesse,~               ’~,,
percentage spore germ~nauon ¯no gametopby~ length. Toxic affects were indk, med by
reductions in germination and gametophy~ length, reZadve to a contn:d Ooup.

2.8 E~TA and Sodium 1’hJosu~ate Addition Tests

EDTA and sodium thiosulfat~ addition tests described by Norberg-King e~ a/. (1992) v~cu
conducted during lhe second phase of the toxicity lest. The unl’dtered storm drain s~mpl~
with EDTA or sodium thiosulfat¢ were analyzed for toxicity using the ~hinoderm

EDTA addition teat. A stock solution of EDTA was prepared and added into 30 ml

~. t’d~.r~l, storm _d~ain sa~...p.les. The final concenu’ations of EDTA in the samples w~e 3,, ¯no ~u mg/~ ~ m’ee mrterent concentrations, 12%, 2~% and 56% (v/v) of storm drain
sample, were prel~red f~m the~ EDTA-added sampl~s and used for ~, toxicity ~

Sodium ~hiosulfate addition teat. A stock solution of sodium thiosulfate was pt~ and
added into 30 mls of u~f’dtered storm drain samples. The fin~I cone¯ritz¯lions of sodium
thiosulfate in the samples we~ 10 and 25 mg/L. Simi1~r to th~ EDTA addition t~st, ~
concenu-ations, 12%, 25% and 56% (v/v) of storm oh-am sample., ~ ~ and used

$
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Ac~ord~g to the StandardMethodJ (1989), the Wesence of cert,tin metalli~ lofts such as
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Table 3. Summary of warn- quality d~a (zvera~ and ~andard deviation) for Ihe ~ z~o~m drains.

No. o~ ~mplt*.| I0 1’ I0 9 6
AJk (m~,~’ w ~-’aC~)~ 266+36 316 ~’64 233 J: 40 176~49 IS2:1:19
Ihrdne~ (m~ ~ (~3) 2~’/+9~ IZgO~ 1122 675 ’l" 349 ISI3 + 7’Y2 270 J:44
Coeductivtty (juukzk~) 179~ :1:921 7560+ 6"/02 ~0S2 :t 919 48~2:1:1411 1090 J: 252
TDS (mi/L.) 10~0 :t 510 4618:1:4323 144~ :t 79~ 3346 :t 3346 684 J: 167
TS~ (msfl-") 49:1: ~q 36S + 47q 47:1: M 24:1::32 5:1:3
V$S (m/~,) 86 + 10121 ’t’2.S 9.1.9 9+6 4:1:2

DO~ (roSA’) $1 :k32 46+ II 28:k 33 29+2"7 2Q:l: II
"/’ud)idily (N’TU) I$.~ :1:13 14,S.4 .l. ~ 23.3:1:43.9 7.3 + 12.2 3.8 :t 009
DO(m~fl-’)ee 7~" 1.3 3.3:1:2.6 13.7+" I.I 14..S:I:0_S 13,0:k I.SpH 8+0 7.6+.0 8.6:1:0.~ 8.7:!:0_1 9.2:1:0.3
m, dmx~nce (ul 2.54 m)     I 0A07 +. 0.lO2 o.r/o + 0.339 0.112 +. o.os 0.1";3 J: 0.0s$ 0.2964-00137
’kum°dn (m~’~" us/~I3-N) 0.18+.0.22 0.84+.0.96 0,28 :t 0.T 0.22 +.0A9 0.~ +. 0.03

0.10+.00~

ē Purune~ mewured in the fiekL                                                               "





V
or stochiometric consumption of EDTA may occur. False. high indications of ~otal
hardness may be obtained. This type of imerference can be eliminated by adding certa~                  L
ir~bitors (i.e., so~um st~£]de non¯hydrate or sodium cyanide) ~ sugges~d by 5:an~ard
Method~. 1~ was observed that the tot¯/hardness of some samples from the Ashland

m Avenue. BalJona ~ a~d ,Sepulveda ~! we~ lower after sdd~bon of sodium gulfid~
’ non¯hydrate. For example, the afternoon grab sample from Ballona Creek which was

col]ected on December 14, 1992 had ¯ tota~ boniness of 1750 mg/l. as COCO3 without

s,~- ~ ,..a~-v3 ~ ~ oecrease) a~ter adding the inhibator. This indicates thepresence ofimer~ermg !~ons s.u.ch as al.umin.tm~ � .a~um. copper o~ lead in thos~ samples.
Appendix C describes u~ exxcct of mese interfering ions oo the tots/hatdneas of soaz
samples.

3.3 Mass Emissiom

Cre-k ~rc .meas.urea.ounng. san~.pJ~_ng:..r~.gure 2 shows me ctoss-.s~-tion of ~he Ballona� , ~epu,veaa ~nanne~ an¯ ~entme~a Creek. The velocity and water depth
meastu~mea~$ were uw.~l lo ealeulate the flow rate of ~e w~’ passed ~o~,h ~he ste~l~
dram; usm~ ~ folk~wi~ ~quat~oo (I):

H The m of Sepulveda Channel ~nd Ba/Jooa Creek (e~cept the first md lm~ ~ h of Ba/kma
~ ~

Creek) was ~nmed as fol/ow~

A~a (~) = wid~ (~) x d~T~ (ft)                (2)

It is obeyed ~t B~ona C~k ~ g~a~r flow ra~ ~ Sep~ ~l ~
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T~ble 7. NOF_~ ~nd ~ value~ for ~tonn dr~i~ ~mpks (Ph~e I).

NOEC ECSO
Sampling Abalone Gena. K~Ip._ Urchin Abalone Kelp Length Urchin

merit { tion merit- tion

Pico-Kente~ Aug. 24 ’92 I$ >56 >~6 >56 42 > 56 > 56 ¯ 56
Sept. 29 "92 nd nd nd Z56 nd nd nd > 56
Oct. 12 ’92 12 ~6 25 7J 21 >56 >~6 41

Ashland Avenue Aug. 24 ’92 ,:5.6 I$ I$ 10 6.8 32 > 56 17
~. 29 ’92 nd nd nd 5.6 nd nd nd 14

12 ’92 5.6 5.6 $.6 <5.6 10 22 50 < 5.6

~ BaHona Creek      Sept. 8 ’92 >56 >56 >56 ,:5.6 > 56 > 56 > 56 14
Sept. 29 ’92 nd ad nd 12° ~d nd nd > 56
Oct 12’92 ~56 ~56 ~ ~,6 >56 >56 >56 >56

Sepulveda Channel Sept. 8 ’92 >56 >56 >~6 I0 ¯ ~6 > 56 ¯ 56 at

No~e: All values are in % (v/v) ofthn strum drain samples. NOEC = the highesl ~oncentration m/statistically different from
�ontrols; EC = effective concentration to cause ~ toxic effect; nd= no/determined as technical difficulties prevented
meas.w~men.t of. toxicity; at = toxici.ty found but data not 8mea~le to testing fe~ EC50 (see Figun~ 7.a); * ¯ NOEC can dso be
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3,4.2 ReLive Tox~ty

,u~u e~vcnue an~ ~auona ~..reeK slo~ ~ns we~ ~igned 3 for ~ ~ to~c tofor ~e lc~t to~c sto~ ~n for ~ch ~o~ci~ tesL ~r ~plc, f~ ~ples ~ ~

~t?~g I~A~Av~.~ w. ~e most toxic to ~e ab~one tesk foUowed by ~
nter ~o ~Jona ~ ~ ~fo~, 3 w~ ~si~ to ~ 2 to ~Ken~ ~

to B~lona C~k. By using ~ ~ ~, ~ num~ ~ ~ ~ to ~
~ples for ~1 fo~ to~ciW ~s~ ~d ~e ~sul~ ~ s~wn ~ Tables 8 ~d 9, Table
~ows ~e ~ia~ve site to~ciW ~ by s~ies wh~ Table 9 ~ws ~ ~lafi~ ~
~st ~ifiviW m ~ ~ ~pi~

~ ~M~d Aven~ st~ ~n w~ usu~ly ~ ~t to~� ~ ~h ~st ~sm ~
consistently ~ ~e g~atest to~ciw ~ ~1 tern ~nduc~d. No ck~
~tw~n ~e ~lative toxictW of ~ Ballona C~k ~d Pic~Kenter sto~ ~ w~
obeyed. ~e throne ~st wu ~ ~nsitive to Pic~Ken~r ~pl~, wi~ kelp ~t
~ing ~ le~t ~nsibve. B~lona C~k ~pies ~u~ ~ ~test to~� eff~ on ~

3.4.~ l~se H - E~Ju~m o~ Toxk C.om~m~

.The object!re of this phase of toxicity u~sting was to determine the type of �ommumh
te.g., orgmucs or metals) that �~used the ,o~:ici,y in ~e selected storm drain. Base~ on tim
toxicity results from Phase I, the Bsqone Cre:k storm drain and the ~ urcidn ~ ~

~sl~ted for this phase. Eve.n though the Rlative toxicity of this location is not as Oest~and Aven.ue, ~�. m,n.ua~ input of runoff from Ba~lene Creek to Saw,, Monies Bey
_muc.n gr~...a!er man..u~ otuer storm drams, wi~cb me&us the mass emission L, om aallona

~T~ee .samplings were performed during this phase, i.e., on the November 23 andm~er 14, 1992, and January 19, 1993. The sampling procedures were slightly
p vi s...mpli.gs.. 0-b ,ample, f om mo, .g --d , r oo,

¯ ¢�~.eo se ~l:~-.a. re|y: ~re~..m.n~n. a~y .tox~c:ty tests were performed on O~.se two grab samplesm orne, r to oe[enmne wn,cn gra, sample had e higher level of toxicity. Solid pbas~
¢xtracuon (SPE) was then performed on the grab sample which exhibited grentor toxicity.
Samples collected from the extraction (e.g., SPE eluates, post C18, ¢oluum blanks, eu:.)

w_a_ter__y,,e~_ :.w~m.cn .occur~o .m. mte.uctober..In o.nl~r to insure that. only dry weatbe~ flow..~ ~.ecx¢o ounng sampling, me storm aram ~ow was momtored to insur~ ~ it
~tumed todry wemb~r flow rams prior m s~mpling.

3.4.3.1 SF~ Eludes

Currently, most of the methods used for toxicity-based (bioassay-directed) fnctiooatimm
.r~q_ ~d-dd sT~e_extmcti.on o.f ~ .sampl.¢.with an org~i. "� solvent after some p~Liminary ¢le~-
~,: u suosequent .tmcuonauon .oz me.extract using normS-phase �lu~matography. The
so, vent systems usea are extremely toxic to aquatic organisms (BuAhard ee ~, |991)

¯ when tl~.s~ methods m’~ used, solvent exchange and/or evaporation procedure are requix~d
befor~ to.xicity test~g can be done. Losses of vola~e toxicants can occur during these
steps which may bias results
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Tal~.le.8. .R.eladve sit,, toxicity ranks by species. Sample aumbers refer to the thn~ t;,,,,,
,,, penms studied (Sample 1 ,. 8/14 of 9/8/92). 3 ¯ most toxic. 1 ,. least toxic.

------ L
~ . . i~.lat~ve toxicity Sum of

Btlkma ! 1 I $
2m Pico-Kenm 2 2 2

,e ~ 3 3 3
Pico-lCeate~ 1.~ !.$ 2

,,~ Ashland 2.~ 3 3BaUoea 2.$ 2 i

,.+ Table 9. ReJ~ve r~ ~t,easitivity to uom drain ef0,e.~.
,,,t made on the basis of F.+C~ values (3 ~ room ~.mitlv~

" ~ 3 2
" Sea 2 3

,,~ Almloae 3 3 6
,, Sea m~hia 1.5 2

’ .~:mkme l.S
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The octadecyl (C18) solid phase extraction p,xx:edure used in Otis project w~s based m
meO~l developed by Moont and Anderson-Cama~an (1989). This tuxicity-hesed method
I~s been successfully used to extract ~d fr~ction~te non pola~ toxicants from the effluents
for toxicity tests using cladocerans (water flea~) and fishes. In addition, low artifactual
toxicity and excellent de~ection limits fo~ gas chmmatognphy/mass spec~met~y
for toxicants identification can he obtained from this method. However, a prefiminary
recovery study showed that highly hydrophobic compounds such as ¢l~sene and
benzo(a)pyrene could not be ehited from ~e C18 sorbent by the elution solvents u~d by
Mount and Anderson.Caroahan. Therefore a modified elution solvent system which
consists of tht~ fractions was developed for use on Phase n samplm.

The first sampling of this phase was conducted on November 23, 1992. Pmliminat~
toxicity results on the morning and a/temoon grab samples showed that the afternoon

toxi , effects at conce..u’ati  > 25%, Therefor, soUd e-xu- tleu
p oc aures were usea to concentrate me anernonn grab s~mple of Ballona Creek. In

_. ,.an ~.o~uon.~ samp.,e mam.p.u.,.a!~on ~ co.n.o.u~e.d. Tbe pH of the sample wasaojusteo to prt ~ ano pH 11 using IN ~to acto ano ~aurt, 8�.spectively. Then samples
with initial pH (pHo), pH 3 and pH I I were extracted using the C18 �olumn.~ The pH
deion.izod water used to Wepare the filter and �olunm blanks for the pH 3 a~d nH II
MmpJes was also adjusted pri~ to the extraction. Durin~ the solid phase extr~tioh, two
30 ml samples of post C18 colunm effluents (i.e.., after 2.5 mls and 9~0 mls of flu
p . through the column) were collected from. each �olunm. Al~er. the whol. ¯ sample
l~.Ss¢o tlu’ough the column and the column dried, 2 x 1.0 ml volume of ~x solvent
nuxtu~s were used to elute the sorhed organic from the C18 column. "t.he :olvent mlxture8
used for the elution of sorhed organics was 50%, 80%, 90% (v/v) of mcthsool in water,
I00~ of methanol, I0~, 20~ and ~0% (v/v) of methylene chlori~ in methanol

Initi~lly toxicity tests using the sea u, chln ~ conduct~.d on the filter blenb, column
blanks and post C18 cohiam effluents. Tlh-te �oncenUations were used, i.e., 12~,
and 56% (v/v) of storm drain sample. The results show that the pHo f’,tter sad column

~’ost �.t8 �ommn etttuent at pt~o was not tox.~. ~n aodition, ¯ repeat o! the ~
toxicity test with the Ballona Oeek afternoon ~t~nple stored at S~’~"W~P ~howod ¯
reduction of toxicity. Due to the~ bad results, Jt was suspected that toxicity may
~.~n~’od.uced !nto the I .a~.ples during the Mmple manipulations and ngtngfion
~ nere~ore. It was dec~ded that no further toxicity should he perfom~d on t~ other
samples, such as the SPi~ edu~.~ in order to my¯ ~

Two additional samples ~mm B-lions Croetr we~ collectod on Decembe~ 14, 1992

smupling, the pH
of t~ samples was not adjusted to either pH ~ or pH 11. Based on the e~rlier experiem~
with the acute TIEs, it was found that major pH adjustment tests wm~ not ~ to
chatacte.r~ the toxicity of the sample O4or~rg-gi~ et a~ 1992).

The solid phase extraction procodm~s usod ~ as desc~bod in the experimm~ ~
The ~ SPE eluates were thou tg~’tod for toxicity using the urchin fertilization ~ ~
concentrations were used for the test, i.e., 0.1% and 0.2~,, which corresponds to ~
a~d 1~ (v/v) of storm drain sample, including the ~ fold increase obt~i~d tl~ugh
aPE procedures (the concentration factor of ~ times w~s obtained based oo ¯
volume of I�~0 rnt and clution volume of 2 mi). Table 10 shows the
fertiJ~ation of the SPE eluates (which has ~ norm~ized for bl~’~k response), post Clg
e~ueuts and the fdtrates (pre-~lS) of the B~ons Cre~g samples collected during this

24
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.. The toxicity results obtained from this phase were variable and no~ conclusive due to th~ 0srnatl number of samples tested. For example, for December 14 sample, toxicity w~s

Lfound in the raw sample (pre-CI8 sample). U~e 100% methanol eluate and EDTA addition
test. whereas no toxicity was found in the thiosulfate add,it.ion tes~ and post
is not cleat what might cause th~s type of toxicity, bm an organic ox~daat is possible; it
would be reduced by th~ thiosulfate and through adsorption onto the Cl$ onlum.q.
possibilities ~lso ~ More toxicity tests should be l:~dotmed in ~

,,

3.5    GOM$ Rmulm                                                                   2

~,,,.,rm~o oy ~uz:©t ez az { ,~,"s.~). ~e aosence ot compounds does no~
were no~ lXe.,~nt. ~t onJy that they wet~ below dmection limim,

No �orr~latiom wet~ obse~’ed between d~ measured �ompou~ls md
toxicity.
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CON(~LUSlONS L

y watcrsoea were ansJyzea aunng low flow (dry weather) contritions. The water
quality of the selected storm dra,ns vmed during the sampl~ng periods, and wu often
.comparable or worse than typictl secondary effluents. Tnis i~cates that i! is just u
mspOf~n(tO�Onl/~OI ru~)Off ~ it ~s to conu~l secooda~/

Short-term chronj~ to, city tests also show thtt signifier toxicity wse IX~.~nt in the
s~lec.tcd storm. ~.ains. ProbahJ¢ sources of the toxicity ri~g©d from non-organic
metals and ox~d~ng ~ompound~) to ~’gani¢ cont~xinxms. More sampJings ~ neea~d to
determine the vmability of ~bc toxicity. Toxicity testing should also be included
monitoring pro~mns of urban runoff. Further work to identify the toxic components
through quantitative chemical m~ys~s (such u g~5 �l~omamgraphy/mtss spec~meu’y for
organics) ate *’so needed. Dilution of I0 fold or mo:z w*~ usu~lly sufficient to reduce
toxicity to below detection firnits. A survey of the literature to determine diJufion of storm

~dr~et’ns that enter _�~_.ms. t~.....w.a.tert f.o~. d. very little infornufion. For B’qom, Cask. duringct we¯met ,ow. me mtuuon imgrtt be at much at !0 fold. Further mse.sre.h t. ntmded to
detm~ne th~ lik~y dilution at the mouth of ~tom

,.p,©~. ~.qan my avg, uan/¢ previou~y lot" ¯ s~ngle &ant~ Monica Bay stm’m drain -. ¯
s:ngle locsuon. T~e new d~ta have been added to the comb:ned data set assembled
~gency mot~toring ~/~ an earL~.t report ($te.nstmm ~d Sutr, ka’.
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methylene chloridelmeth~nol weR ~Ided ~uen~y into
w~ ¢oll~d ~tely ~to ci~ gl~s vies. ~e ~l~ w~ ~low~ to
~di~on of e~h eluUon ~vent ~xtu~. ~e con~n~uon of P~s ~ ~h elu~
were ~n ~ ~g ~. Wi~ ~ ~o~ ~ ~n~ of~h P~
in ~e s~d ~lufion. ~ ~entage ~ovew
fofiowg

R~ov~

~e SPE ff~tions we~ ~ed using a
~ui~d wi~ a spli~e~ ~)~tor ~d fl~ io~fion ~t~tor ~). A 30 m x 0.~
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The improvement of the per¯enrage ~’~overy of most of PAHs helps to reconfirm otu"
suspicions of the we,~’~ness of methanol as the elution solvent for PAlLs. Therefore,
effect ot other solvents, i.e., hexane, carbon tetrachlonde, methylene chloride and 2- Lpropanol, as the elution solvent for PAHs was studied. However. only I000 mE tiz.e
columns were used as hexane, methylene chl~ride and carbon tetrachloride were
~mascible in .water. ~ i~...n:enta.ge ~�overy of most of the PAHs approached 100% in the

r~o cry o~ oenzota)pyrene has ~mproved from about 20~, to a/most ~0%.
improvement of the recovery was obtained by using 2-propanul as the elutioe solvent.

Even though strong non-polar solvents such as hexane, carbon teu’achloride and methylene

2ehJoride improved the recovery of the PAHs, these solvents are not desirable as the elutina
solvent as (I) they are not miscible in water, and (2) they a~ tuxi¢ to the marine o~genium
used in the toxicity tests. A solvent exchange procedure is usutlly Rquired before they
be used in toxicity assays. An ahemat~ve elutinn solvent system which meet these two

oy_ r~.. u.m .an.n ~n.an~n cannot ¯lute PAHs from the C15 ~’bent ef~’~lentlv.
mormon etutlon solvent include methanol-methylene chloride mixtures so tl~t tho~e
strongly sorbed PAHs such as ehi~ene ~d benzo(a)pyrene ~ be ¯luted ~ the C!$
~orbent.

l~elimin~j tolenme¢ tests fo¢ n~ine or~isrns ~howed fl~ meth-nol.w~, me~aoi,
and metl’umoi-methylene chlori~e were ~ceplable elution mixnu~s. However, it was v~
desi~ble to ~mit ~e qu~t~ of methylene ¢l~oride to less Ib~n 0.1% in lee mx~i~

A to~l of,ix fr~cfions were used to fr, u:tienate the PAHs from the C15 ~iunu~. Two
d~ft’e~ent compositions of me~ts-nol-wate~ and metl~nol.methylene chioride ~ ~
i.e:, ¯ 10~ and 25% .~ap.between ¯~ch fr~ction. The 10~, ffsp in the t’u’st ~ elutien
solvent syslem ¢ons~sten of E0~ and 90% of methanol (v/v) in w~ter, 100~ methenol,

system, which         ~ p         �~ ~raclaon, consisted of 50% and TS~ of
methanol (v/v) in water, 100% methanol, 25%, 50% and ?~% of methylene chloride (v/v)
in methanol. The pen~.ntage recovery of the eight PAHs were determined in etch fray/ore
and compared. The results of the f’u~l and second propor,~..d caution solvent syst~Im am
tbown in Tables A-3 sad A-4.

f]u~UUr~cu ~.mo u~ ~.no. n’acuons ~.e.,.~,~ .memanol). whil.e mos~ of the scena~me..orene, anuu~cene ana pyrene were round ,n the 3rd fracuo, (i.e., 100~ met]---nol)~
Both chrysene and ben,o(a)pyro-,e wcr~ fractio~ted into the 4th frsctio~ (i.e., 10~
methylene chloride).

~ ~._, t here.we.re oruy two .otstmct.uacnons �ouecte~ ,. this system. Most of
~’-memynapmaJene, acenpat~ene, nuorene and anthracene were fractionated in the 3rd
fraction (i.e., I00% methanol). Py~ne, chrysene and beazo(a)pyrene ware found in the

A-3
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fu’stfracti°nmxl (i.e..~ two2~%L,-acticms.methylene chloride). 7"beg was no or insignificam PAHs found in                L

Table~ A-3 shows tlmt for the 2 x !.0 m] elution volume, greater recovery was observed
with 100% methanol fraction than 90% metl~nol. For tbe 2 x 1..5 mJ elutJo~ volumo
(Table A-S), the opposite was observed. Few PAHs were recovered in t~ $0~ methanol
and 50% methylene chloride fractions (for both 2 x 1.0 ml and 2 x I.$ ml ease.s). No
conclusion can be made bete gegtrding wh~h volum~ is better, e~te~pt tbe volumm Of
solvent gad solvent make up can interact to e.~gt mcov~.

Based on ~ results of the above mentioned s~�overies, it was d~cid~! to u~ tim
following elu~ion scheme for the fractionation of PAlls from the
of 80~ and 90~ of methanol (v/v) in water. 100~ m~thanol. I0~. 20~ and ~ of
methylene chloride (v/v) in methanol. The fol/owing section disctms~ tbe t~’l~4t~bility of

R ~eu’~hHiw of the Modified Elu~on

As me~tio~d in d~ above ~ons,
6 fractions, i.e., 2 x 1.0 ml volume of the following solvents: 80~ and 90% methanol
(vtv) in water, 100% methanol, I0~, 20% and ~ methylene chlorid~ (v/v) in me.tbanoL
A total of 8 exu~ctioos.we~ �onducted 1o de~ermine th~ v~riabilio/SPE
th~ ~x:~d~ed elution .solvent system.
ideu~caJ ~cep~ for ~ �on~e.ou-afion of PAILs. FO~ ~b exu-action, tbe �onc~nU’a~o~ of all
PAHs, excelx be.~.o(a)pyre~ w~z~ ~qual; Ib~ raage of �onceutr~.iom of~h PAIl (in
w~r solution) was vaned from I0 l~g/L {o 40 l~g/L. Tbe �onc~utration of b~?,o(a)pyre~
range~ f~m 20 l~g/L ~o 80 l~g/L. ~ average Ixn~n~’ge and standard d~viation ofe~h
PAH recovery in e~ch SPE fraction ob~i~d f~om 8 extra~ons a~ shown in Table A-6.
Rel~.a~abilio/of ~ extra~on proc~�lu~s, as m~asu~.d by tl~ standazd d~viation of ~J~
r~covery, was genez~y witl~
me~yln~Ixhalene as th~ least repemble.

F~m Table A-6 it is observed that the
PA.Hs. Most of the napthalene was ~�oven~l in the
Anthracene, fluorene and acenapthene we~ �luted almosl ¢n~rely in the I00% methanol
fraction (3rd). 2-methynapthalene, pyrene., ebrysene and benzo(a)py~ne wer~ no~ well



V
separated. Table A-6 also shows that elution with methylene chloride (4th and 5th

Ofractions) is requh-ed to recover those PAHs with high log Kmv value (such as chrysene
and benzo(a)pyrene). ¯

L
Most were recovered w~th ¯ n~num of 20% methylene chloride.

The sequence of PAHs elution from the C18 column is also shown in Figure I,

1
]

J
J
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T~ble A-3. Pexc~txge recovery of" PAHs ruing the ! O~ gq~ elution solvent sygem.

I’en~ ~                    Total
PAHcompounds 80q~M.eOH 90q~]~OH 100~MeOHIIO~MeCI2 20~Me(~ SOq~Mc~2 l~�ovev]

(t) (2) (3) (4) , ] (~) ° (6) O) (8)

Nsl~hal~ $ 93 0 [ 0 0 0 98
2-methylnaplhtk~ 0 47 0

[

0 0 0 47

~ 0 i0 ?9 0 0 0 89
0 9 81 0 0 0 90

~renetluacme

0 0

9710

O 0 97
0 0 74 14 0

~ 98~.~._~ o o o ~ ~ ~ o ~



Table A-4. Pen:enrage n~ove~ of PAHs using the 25% gap ¢lutioa solvent systen~

Pen~ta~e ~ove~/                     Toul
PAH Compmmd~ 50~ MeOH 75q, MeOH 100q, MeOH 255, MeCl2 50~ MeCI2 75% MeCI21 Recove~

(I)         (2)       O)       (4)       O)       (6)       (7)       ($)

Napthalene 0 0 S4 33 0 0 117
2-methylnap~mlme 0 0 S4 , 0 0 S9

0 0 73 19 0 0 92
Fluore~e            0 9 76 16 0 0 I01

~ mcene 0 0 ~3 35 0 0 88 ¯
0 0 13 74 0 0

C]~sme           0 0 0 124 0 0
~a)I~n~ 0 0 0 g~ 18 0 116

~w~2x I.OmL
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APPENDIX B

LWATER (~UALITY DATA

Appe.dix B includes the resul~s oi" water quality analyses of the l~nplel from the five
selected storm drains wl~ch wer~ �ollected from April 1992 to Janum’y 1993.
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Table B-3. Water quality data of Ballona (~n~ek ¯ Ingleweed storm drain (Juae’92 - lanumy’93).

%̄ .... "-~ 6~i2,~2 7nm2 "/~ 8~,v92 ~ 9c~92
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

AIk (m84, m CairO3) 220 ZS0 165 18,5 205 215 215 27.5 17.5 275
Hanlneu (m/A, -, Ca(X)3) 480 494 3~6 628 ~t4 1082 492 720 388
P/J* 8.9 8.7 9J 9.15 8.6 8~ 9 8.5 9.6 8.2
~.ondu~lvtly (imdm0cat)o Jg~O 1855 14~9 2230 197S 3140 1630 23~) 1126 2540
Amm°nia (m~L m NlI34q) - 0.11 0..062~ O.(M21 0.l 00136 0.0~7 0,025.5 0.1 0.6486
Iqitflte (m8~ NO2"14) 0.0’72 0.0493 0.0153 0.0588 0.0Y/I 0.09~ ~ 0.1479 0.0296 0.1347
TDS (mlA,) 980 816 8.56 1362 1414 2328 11~4 1526 ~37 1901
TSS (ms/L) 173 22 14 $ 8 13 .5 .5 3 16
1"55 (roB/L) - 12 10 6 4 9 2 4 Z6 6
COD (mlA,) - 35 3~ 48 17 65 ?0 )4 I $ 45
DOC (i~n) * 14 $ ? $ 12 ? ?1 31 96
DeUqan (ppn aJ l, AS) . . 0.73 IJ 0.5 0.Z5 .
m, abeoebenco (M). e(2.54mm)0.17 020 0.13 0.18 0.15 0.16 0.22 0.1.5 0.10 0.15
TladddJq (NTU) 9.5,i 1.78 3.8 Z~ 3.4 3.08 2.4 1.8 2.3 Z8
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mt APPENDIX C 0
I HARDNES~

L

~ I~TRODUCTION

According to Stw~da~ M~. ~e presence of some me~ ions such as AI. Cd.
Pb can cause interference in the hardness ~nalysis. Indisunct end-point or
consumpuon of EDTA may happen. These interferences may be reduced by adding

I~
i,~ibitors. There are thr~ types of lnhibitors suggested by St~andardM~thodt, i.e.,

! !. l:~oitor I: Sodium cyanide
2. . .I~bitoy, ]]: S.odiu..re_sniff .de nonthydrate (NIt2$.9H20) or NIt2S3H20

Due to the unavailability of Mgc_"DTA. it was decided to test the effect of Inhibitov~ ! and
on the hardne~ te.U.

*! Sample: Ballooa Oeek @ inglewued (~mpled m 12/14,92)

W TtbleC-l. Tot, tlhanlaettgesults fxomExperimeat i.

,~ Sax~le Without Inhlbito~ Inhibitor I hthibigg II

,J Mominj 860 832 619
m A.f~rnoon 1750 1700 ll~0Note: Aft vaiue~ ~xe m z~

Frnm Titble C~-I, total hardness 0.f.~Ball.on.t....z~k zamp.I .es_oollectod in the morning
afternoon, without Itddition of earner mmoztor, was ~ and 1750 mg/L ~ CtC’O3,
respectively. When Inhibitor I (250 rag/50 ml diluted sample) was Itdded into them

,. samples, It slight ~ of the total hastiness was observed (- ~). With lnh,’bitor I. tim
¯ total hardness of the morning sample was 832 mg/L as CaCO3 whereas the afternoon

sample has total hardness of 1700 mg/L as ~aCO3. Different observittions wexe made in
the samples with the addition of Inhibitor IL When I mi of Inhibitor II mlution was added

¯ i~to_5..0 mi of ~e dilu.te~, samples., It ~ of total har~. e.~ to 619 and 1180 mg/L
t-. auto3 .was_oc~se.rvea .to.r mormng ann trternoon samples, respectively (.~ 28 -
oecrease/. therefore. zt ts concluded that $ign~icant interfer~g met,tl ions (such as AI.

~ Pb, Cu. C..d and Zn) were presence in the Ballona Creek samples, causing ftlse high value
& of total hardness.

C-I
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Sample: Standard solution of Ca and Mg (mixture) L
(Concenn’ation: 108 mg ~ ~d 82 mg Mg/L with ¯ theo~tic~l hardness
of 60~ mg/L as Ca~O~; I000 ppm Ca and Mg Rfcren¢~ solutions ~
~ to prcpsr~ ~s sunds~ soluuon)

l-la~lne~ ~dt~:Inhibim¢:    No~

Table C-2. Total hardness ~,,.sults from Experiaznts 2 sad 3.

Ca and M~ standard tolutioe
Without interfering Wi~h ~U:rfe:ing W~ intedefin~

: ions ions ions ÷ Inhibi~ H
J (I) o) o)
; To~ hardness ~ 895 650

(mg/L st t.~sO:b)

R0049910



., h~dness) were reW,~ted. The tot~ haziness results without the adcLifion of Inhibitor !/ 0were comp~ed with tot,~ hardness of th~se samples analyzed with Inhibitor II. The
I pu~ose of th~s comparison was to deterrmnc t~e presence of the any ~terfer~g met,tl Jot~

L(such as ,~J. Cu. Cal. Zn, Pb. etc.). It is iml~rtant to note that some of the~e t~mp|e~ t~ty
deteriorated d~e tO the long storage period (- 1-2 months).
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APPENDIX DI O

TOXICTFY ANALYSIS OF

L
STORM DRAIN DRY WEATHER FLOW

SAMPLES COLLECTED S/24 AND

I~FRODUCTION

This relx)rt summarizes the results of marine toxicity tests cooducted on samples of dr/
weather flow collected from four storm drains in Los Angeles (Ashland. B~l/ona Cheek,
Pico-Kenter, and Sepulveds). The intent of these experiments was to determine tl~
�or~entrauon of effluent (culuted with seswater) that caused ¯ ~ r~sponse in the test
orgamsms (’E~_qO) and a/so the highest concentration that cUd not cause ¯ s~Ustical/y
sight’s:ant leve~ of toxkity (NOEC).

D-I
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m during the set urchin fe~ilizatioo test was measu~d in a test tube placed alongside the rack
~ �ontaining the test samples.

A cohere’rent reference toxicant test was run for each of the different toxicity tests.
Seawater dilutions of copper chloride were used in the sea urchin and kelp refereaC~
toxicant tests. Zinc sulfaie was the reference toxicant for the abalone test.

1RESULTS ~ DISCUSSION

2
~l~iqal, water quality mess..u~.rnents indicated thai the undiluted sam.,p~es we~ Of low ~linity
~ ~anlc DI-I). Seawater brine was added during dilution preparat.;on so that most of the
diluted samples had a salinity of 34 mg/g (Appendix Tables Dl.a-I and a-4). huufl’,cicnt
brine was available to fully adjust the Ashland 56% dilution to normal seawater salinity.
The final salinity Of’hlS sample was 32 rag/l, a level still within the tolcrsoce range oftl~

Initial pH was elevated in the Ballona Creek and Sepulveda samples (Table DI-I). The 32
and 56% dilutions of these rumples had unacceptably high pH values es ¯ re.saiL A tmali
amount of HCI war added to ~¢se dilutions to reduce the pH and thua minimize togldt~
artifacts during tbe ~

Dissolved oxygen and ammonia �oocen~tions were also measured co the rumple ~
(Tables Dl.a-I - a-6). Oxygen was within an aCcel~tble range for all dilutions. Ammonia
.was elevate.d, in d~l.’ ution.s of Ashiand effluent only. These ammonia concentrations maynave ¢ontrioute,~ to tl~ toxicity of Ashland effluent to abalone. The measured
concentrations of ammonia ate not likely to have produced toxic effects on sea urchin
Sl~m or kelp spon~.                                                                 ~m~

Kelp and abalone test ehamb~ tempemmscs we~ generally within the desired mng¢ of !~-
16°C (Tables Dl.a-2, a-3, n-5, and n-6). Excessive temperatures waz measured during
the first day of the August 26-2g kelp test. Heat generated from the inaeased
required for this test was resl~..nsible for this situation. Temperatures were success£ully
reauced and stabilized after this situation was discovered. The control and
toxicant results for this test are within the expected ranges, indieaiing that the tempe~atu~
deviation did not seriously affect the test Tempermures during the August and ~
sea m~kin tests were 15..q and 14.6oc, respectively.

Results of sea urchin fertilization toxicity tests are summarized in Tables DI-2 and DI-3.
Control fertilization was 89-98~, well within the desi~l range of 50-100~. Efllumg from
Ashland, Ballona, and Sepulveda storm drains were toxic to sea urchin sperm.
Examination of the NOEC and EC50 statistics (Table DI-4) indicates the relative tcu6city o/
each site. Fertiliz~on was inhibited at c.oncemrations > 5.6~ for Balloua and ¯ lO~ foe
Ashinnd and Sepulveda.

The F_.,CSO (when available) is the best indicato~ of relative toxicity; lower EC__q0¯ indicate greater toxicity. Ballona was the most toxic station, with an F.C,.gO of 14~.

I" D-2
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Ashl,nd was slightly less toxic and Sepulved~ ~ the lowest toxicity of abe th~e mtiom
prod,,, mg an elfect on sea urchin fertil,-~tion. An unusual dose-respon~ pattern was
foun~’ for the Sepulveda sample (Figure Dl-l). an increase in fertili2ation relative to the
val.. at 18% (instead of a decrease) was measured for the 32% �oncentration.

Add,,,onal t~atments (brine ctmtrolt, unf’dtered samples, snd esg controls) were tested to
deter,,,me the impact of v~rious aspects of the testing imx~dure. Brine �ont~Is at the
wale~ concentrauon were loxic to se~ urchin sperm.. This result was not unexpected, ss the
tea t,,.~hin fertilization tests it very sensitive to most .~tlinity ~djustment procedures. Britm
toxi< fly did not influence the results of the tests, however, since storm drxin effluent
toxi~,,,y was found m �o, xzntrations mu~h lower th~ those �omaming toxic mmeauttiem
of

tul~    © t~ct on toxicity. The Ashland sample ¢ausedgr~ttereffect~oe fertilLtation in
the w,tiltered ll~e. R~Ull~ for the filtered and unfdtered tanlple, ftx~ the other k~tiortt

©.re.at u~re was do lathe lertifizltioo �luled b~ th~ $1o~n draint~mlt,~ ~ ~ nantmng Ol Um ell mhitioo.                     --     -- --

I"iCO-l~.~nt.~.r. it~.auon~. OlDie Ol-~), Effluent from Bailona Creek m~d the Selmlveda
Channel am not prtmuee toxicity at the concentrations tested (Table DI-6). A.tlflaad
efflt~,m was more toxic than Pico-Kenter effluent, as can be t~en from exatni~io~ of the
dose.lesponse plo.ts (Figure Did) and NOEC and EC~0 statistics (Table DI-4). The
Iowe,t concentrauon of Ashl~d effluent tested (5.6%) taut! significant toxicity to tim

Thet~ was no toxicity associated with the use of brine in the aim]one toxicit~ teat~

other

Twt~ gndpoints were assessed during the kelp spore toxicity tests. Both ~ gttminat~
perc,.ntage and length of the germ tube were si " tcantl    u¯ gnifi y~d �~l by ex to A.thlandefflv-nt .(~ables. D!.-7 a~.d DI-8). The kelp te~t was the least sensitive 0 ~retl~
testa~ as shown oy me retativciy high Ashland NOEC and EC$0 valuta.

Exv,*sure of kelp spores to effluent from Pi~o-Kenter Btllona, and Sepolveda did
pro’0,ce any toxicity at the dilutions tested Tables’ DI-7 -10). Many of the t~t

i~ t.,~-~, tins s~tuataon is occasionally encountered in tests where growth i~
mesom’~d- increased growth in a toxicity test is nsually regarded as a~ ~
to s ~mall stress. Another possibiLity is that germ tube growth was inducted by nutrie~
present in the storm drain efIluentt

~3
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results indicated an inh;bitor~ effect on germination at the 18%The brine control
concentration during the September 9, 1992 experiment (Table DI-9). Higher
concen.u’ations of brine did not produce similar effects, indicating toxicity was ~used by
~melh~ing oth~ than the brine. Tbe brine results did not affect the ia~terpret~fiou of the data
since the effluent samples did not cause toxicity. Brine effects were not iadic.at~

~ effect.of fd.~tio.n .on A~. and t0.xi.city to kelp spores could no~ he ~ncentnuon ov pan~xaa~es m the diJuuons tested preve~d settlement of th~ q)on~
glass ~des used fo~ measu~ment of gen~i~Uoo a~d g~m mhe ~

Table DI-I. Summary of initial water quality dam for undiluted storm drain effluent
samples. Measurements were made on the day of toxicity test iaitiation. Values am

Lw, mi~m I)ms pH

~ 8-24.~ 8AO
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Table DI-.5. Sununary of 48 hour red abaJone larv~J development tes; H-2; Co.lucid
August 26) 1992. Abb~viafions ~ for Table DI-2.

L
!RrA’e~tnc~ Pcn:~n¢ nora,.~ dev~lo~nen~Grou~ Descrip~ gnmp ~¢an’(SD) Sig. ~Ref.

(I) (2) O) (4) O)

I $e.awa~.r �o~md ! 93 (6) "
2 Brine c~etnd I$~ 1 83 (6) NS 98 91, 82, 79
3 Brine c~mtrol 32~ i 84 (6) N$ 99 S6. $9, 76
4 Brine �~mtml ~6% I 8.5 (8) NS 99 7.5, 89. 90
.5 Pico-Ke~terfilu.me 5.6~ 1-4 85 (9) NS 99
6 Pico.Ydmte~ ftJ~t~ 10~ !-4

~1
(5) NS 98 79. 83. 86

7 Pico-K~atm.fdtm~ 18qi, 1-4 (.5) 106 ~.,
8 Pico-K~ter fdtra~ 32~ 1-4 73 (9) ~S
9 Picu-F.~nt~ fiRrme 56~ 1-4 13 (8) S 1.5
I0 Pic~Ke~te~ I0~ (uufdt.) 1-4 79 NT 93
I I Pico-Keat~ 18~ (un/’dt.) 1-4 77 NT ~0 77

112 Pico-Kenter 32~ (unfdt.) 1-4 29 NT 34 29
~3 Asldand film~ 5.6~ 1-4 69 (2) S 81 71, 68, 68 ~ ~’~
14 Ashland fil~e I0~ 1-4 3 (2) S 4
1.5 Ashland filu’~ 18~ 1-4 0 (0) NT 0 0, 0, 0
16 A.ddand filu~te 32~ 1-4 0 (0) NT 0 00 0, 0
17 Asblaadfiltmte~6~ 1.4 0 (0) NT 0 0. I. 0
18 Ashland 10% (unfilt.) 1.4 0 NT 0
19 Ash/snd 18’/, (Unfi)t.) 1.4 0 NT 0
20 Ashlsnd 32~ {unfilt.) 1-4 0 NT 0

,!
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Table DI-6. Summary of 48 hour r~d abalone larval development ~est H-4; ~-ondocted LS~ptembet 9. 1992. Abbreviations as fo~ Table DI-2.

Pemo. t normal
Meml($D)I $ig. %Ref.I

:2 Bri~ ~ 18*t ! 98 (I) NS 10l ]98, 99, 97,
3 Briae ctmtro~ 32qt I 96 (0) NS 99 ]96. 96, 95, 98
4 Brine ¢emroi $6~ 1 97 (2) NS 100 ]97, 96, 95, 100
$ BalloeafihrateS.6~, !-4 96 (4) NT g~ ~9,96,92
6 Ballotmfiltr~10~ !-4 98 (!) NT 101 [95,97,98
7 B"allomfiltr~el$~ 14 9"/ (I) NT 100 [98,97,97
g BaBomfiltme32~ 14 9’7 (!) NT 100 [9~98,97

11 Bailmm ! 8% (tmfilt.) i.4 99 NT 102
12 l~loaa 32% 0refilL) 14 98 NT 101
13 Septdvedefiltr~.~.6~ !-4 97 (I) NT 100 9~97,97
14 Selmlveda fi,ltrate 10~ 14 96 (1) N’r 99
1.~ Seimiveda filtrme 18~ !-4 97 (2) NT 100 Z~, 98, 97
16 Sepulvede fi~te 32~ 1-4 97 (2) ~ 1(30 ~7.
17 Sepulveda filtrate 56% 1-4 98 (l) HT 101 ~8, 99, 98
18 Sepulveda 10~t (unfilt.) 1-4 99 lq’r 102
19 Sep~vede 18~t (unfilt.) 1-4 94 ~ 97 ~t _
20 Sepulveda 32% (unfilt.) 14 96 HT 99 9~
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Table DI.7. Summa~ of kelp Slx)re germ~a~on endpo;nt for ~ M-3; Conduced
August 26, 1992, Ab~z~vi~o~s ~ for Table DI-2.

Groul: Deu~pti~ group Me.an (SD) Si~. 5, Ref. Raw data
(I) ~ (3) (~) (~) (6") (’7) (~)

i Seawater ~tro/ 86 (I) 88, 8~, 86
:2 Brine c~t~l 185~ 1 86 (4) NT IOO 86, 90, 88, 81
3 Brine �~ro132~ !

~
(4) NT 106 94, 94, 93, 86

4 Bri~e �~otml ~65, 1 (2) NT 108 92. 95, 93
S Pico-Kea~.r fdtrtle 5.6~ !-4 90 (S) NT 101 85, 9~, 90
6 Pico-Ken~. fdtrate 10% 1.4 89 (4) NT 100 87, ~7, 93
7 Pi~o-Kea~. fdtr~,e 18’R, 14 91 (2) NT 101 92, 91, 89
8 Pk’o-l~’ filtr~ 32% 1.4 94 (4) hit 10~ 94, 89, 97
9 Pico-l~ate~ filtrate ~6~ !-4

9~1
(6) NT 101 94, hi, 93

10 Pice-Keme~ 10~ (unfnh.) !~a NT 102 91
! Pim-I~ 18% (unfih.) !-4 85 NT 9~ L~

12 Pico-Keate~ 32~ (uafih.) 1.4 76 NT ~.~ 76
13 A.thlaad illume S.6~I, 1-4 93 (2) NS 104 91, 94, 93
14 Ashland fihrme 105, 14 91 (4) N$ 102 ~.5, ~9, S9
1~ Ashlaad film 18~1, 14 8.5 (!)

1~$
9~ $.5, S4, $6

16 Ashland fi/lrate 325, i-4 4S (6) 49, 4.1, $2
17 AshImd filtrate ~5% 14 3 (2) S ~ 4, 4, 0
18 Ashland 10% (unfi/t.) i-4 NDa
19 Ashland 18% (unfi/t.) !-4 NDa

a Sllde was ~,.~,-~-.~’~ble due to pm~..t in sample.

~ I~.10 ,~
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Table DI-9. Summary of Kelp spore [~erminafion cndpoint fo~ test M-5; Cooducted

L~
S~ptemb~. 9, 1992. Abb~vi~ions I.~ fo~ Table DI-2.

(I) ~) O)

2 ~B~ ~! lS~ ! 67 (9) S     S6 [7~. ~S. 6~, 7~
3 B~ ~! 32% 1 7~ (4) NS ~ [81, 74, 71, 76

6 B~ ~ !~ 1,3,4 79
7 B~~I~ 2 75 ~ ~    112 J~7~
8 B~ ~32% !,3,4 78 (I)
9 B~ ~ ~ 1,3,4 78 (I) ~    i01 [~, ~, ~
10 B~a I~ (~L) ! ,3.4 78

12 B~ 32% (~dU) i,3,4 74
13 ~ fd~ ~.6~ 1,3,4 67
14 ~ ~ 1~ 1,3,4 70
15 ~~18% 2 78 (8) ~ 116 [7~71,~
16 ~v~ 32% 1,3,4 82 {11)
7 ~ ~ ~ !,3,4 76

18 ~pulv~ 1~ (~fdL) 1,3,4
19 ~v~ 18% (~dL) 2 70
~ ~lv~ 32% (~L) 1,3,4
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Table DI-IO. SunmmtT of Kelp $1~re germ tube lerigth eadpo~! t’~
S~m~r 9. I~Z Abb~vi~o~ ~ for Table DI-Z

15 2 15, 17, 14 2
1
2 B~! 18% 1 15 0
3 B~ ~! 32% I 15 0
4 B~~% 1 16 3 ~ I~ 19, IZ 15,15
5 B~~ 5.6% 1.3.4 17 2 ~ 113 16. I~ 19
6 B~~ !~ 1.3.4 18 i ~ 1~ 19, 17, 19
7 B~I~ 18% 2 18 i ~ 1~ 18, 18, 19
8 B~~32~ !,3.4 17 I
9 B~~% 1,3.4 15 ! ~ I~ 14, 14, 16
10 B~ !~ (~u) 1,3.4 18
11 B~ 18% (~u) 2 16
12 B~ 32% (~u) 1,3,4 18
13 ~ ~ 5.6% 1,3.4 16 1
14 ~~ 1~ 1,3.4 17 1 ~     !13 !~ I~, 16
15 ~~ 18% 2 16 2 ~ !~ 15, 15, 19
16 ~ ~ 32~ 1.3,4 16 2
17 ~~% 1.3.4 17 2
18 ~ I~(~) 1,3.4 17 ~    113 17 -
19 ~lv~ 18% (~) 2 15
20 ~!~ 32% (~L) 1~.4 17 ~ 113 17 -

D-13
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~igwe DI-I. Dose-response plms for abalone embryo development ~ncl. s~ ~
fenilL~Uon t~ts. Control values a~ ~os~ plou~l at ¯ ~e.nU’atio~ of               ,      ,

’ O.lg~.
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APPENDIX DI.~"FOX]CITY TEST WATER QUAL/TY DATA

26"28. 1992 (~es~s       ,

Se.aws~r �onu~ 7.8 0.04 7.90 34Bdne control 18S
8.26 34

Brine �~u~i 32~
8.26 34

Brine �om~ 56~
8.22 ¯ 34

Pk~.Kenter fL~mte $.6~ 8.4, ~.03 8.23 34
Pico-K.a~r f’du~e 1041, 8.4 0.03 8.~2 34
Pico-Kenu~. £d~te 18’1, 8.4 0.03 8.18 34
Pico-F,.~ fU~ce 32~,, 8.4 0.04 8.14 34
Pi�o-Ke~er fi]U’m ~ 8.0 0.0S 8. I I
Ashhnd nJ~e 5.6~ ?.8 0.10 8.23 34
Ashland nqme 10~, ?.6 0.13 8.21
~ ~ 18~ 7.8 0.~ 8.17
~ ~ ~ 7.8 0.~ 8.1 1
~ N~ ~ ~.9 0.91 8.~

D’I6
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Table DI.a-4. Stmm, xary of initiaJ water quality data for toxicity tests conducted ~ L9-11. 1992 (tesLs $186. H4.

Se, awa~ ~ 7.4 0.03 ~.~
B~ 18S 7.4 ~.!7
B~ ~ ~ 7.~
B~ ~ ~ 7.~ ~.20
B~ ~ ~. 7.6 0.~ S.2 I
B~ ~ I~ 7.6 0.02 S.~
B~ ~ I~ 7.6 0.~ ~.~i

B~ ~ ~ 7.7 0.~
~ ~ S.~ 7.9 0.~
~ ~ ~ ~.9 0.02      ~.~
~~ 1~ 7.9 0.~ ~.31
~ ~ ~ 7.7 0.~
~ ~ ~ 7.7 0.~

I)-19
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APPENDIX D2 OTOXICITY ANALYSIS OF

STORM DRAIN DRY WEATHER FLOW LSA.s,[PLES COLLECTED 9/29 AND 10/12./92

~t~%rm ~dr~.n dry went.her flow samples were collected on September 29 and October 12,.y~.. _~as~c test mctr, o~s were essenUally the same as described in the p~vio~s
~ten ~eptemher 29, 1992. The number of dilutions tested was reduced to four (inst~d of
five) and ~ �oncentmions used previously (5.6, 10, 18, 32, and 56~,) were changed.

__ Concentrations �ontaining 5.6, 12, 2.5, and ~6% storm drain effluent we~ Wepan~Ff~

Toxicity tests of san~ples collected September 29, 1992 were initiated ~n two ~ucce~ve
days. Filtrate prepared on the lust day (abalone and kelp tests) was stored at 5oc and reed
to prepare fresh effluent dilutions for the second day’s work (sea urchin test). All three
toxicity tests of the October 1:2, 1992 satnples were initiated on the ~ day. Toxicity
tests wire iniUated within 48 hours of sample �oDectico in all

~Abalone a~d kelp toxicity tests of ~e September 29 ~rnple were judged unancepmble
~. ause ol poor. contn).l.~performance. Consequentiy, only limited water quality and
nu.c .r~�opi¢ analyses or mese tests were performed. NOEC and ~ values were not
calculated for these data. An additional set of kelp and abaloue toxicity te~ was
on the October 12 sample in order to complete the initial phase of the FmjecL

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The initial pH of undiluted Ballona Creek effluent was high (Table D2-1) and ~fimilar
value to the first sample tested. The pH values for the 56% Balloue test concentrations
were unacceptably high (> 8.3) and were edjusted with dilute HCI before use (Appendix
Tables D2.a-I and a-2). The pH of samples horn AshJand and Pico-Kentea were lower

_ (Table 1) and did not produce unacceptable values once diluted with seawater.

Salinity of Ballona and Pico-Kenter effluents were low (Table D2-1) and similar to the
values measured previously. The salinity of Ashland effluent was elevated on both
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sampling occasions, probably because of tidal seawater intrusion. Adjustments ~
rdunng the p~panuon of efflu~t d~lu~ious eLim~a~l ~ty van~ous in the tes~ solutiuns

T~bles D2.~-I and a-2).

All experiments excel~ the October 1 sea urchin fertili.,,tion test were condoc~! at
~mperatures of 14-15°C. The exposure ~mperamre fo~ the October I ~ mchin test vms
I 1.8oC. Temperature during the October 13 sea urchin experiment was 14.Soc.

! 7Fluctuations in temperature were well within the tolerance range o/" the ’,’st species sad
were not likely m c~use undesirable levels of su’ess. Concurrem refere~ce toxicant test da~a
indicate that the U;st sensitivity did not vary greatiy as a result of this temper~tm~
difference. Other wa~r quality measurements of test so|u~ions at the beginning and end
the toxicity w.sts indica~:l Lhat acceptable �onditions were IXeSeot during ~II of tl~
(Tables D2.a- I -

Efflue.nt fro~m ~ A~shJand storm drain had ~e gre.~test relative toxicity o~ both sampling
occas|ons tiaoJe D2-2). ECS0s for this location ranged from 10% (abalone) to 22~
(kelp). Ballona Cre~k effluent was least toxi~ of the ti~ree aiu~’$. No toxicity was found
the October sample and rel~vely minor toxicity was measu~l in th~ September 29
Creek sample.. Pico-Kenter effluent from Septembe~ 29 was not toxic to sea u~hins (o~y
~est .compl.e.t.e~;..Tbe Oct.ober~ple pr~luced mtermedime toxic r~pom~m in all
specaes, warn ,- ~..~m raring ~mm 21% (~b~oue) ~o >56% (k~p).

pe rmance. ^ smau reoucuon an gerUl~z~uun was me.aural m one of tl~ brin~
controls (56%, Table D2-3). Effluent from the Ashia~d drain was mo~ toxic, I~oducing
reduced ferti~l!zati.o.n at �o..n.cenmtions of 1.2% and above. No toxicity was p~luc~d by
exposure to r~co-~en~er emuenL An unusual dose.response pattern was ob~al~d
Balluna Creek sample. Si~ificant toxicity was measured at a concentration of 2.~,, but
not. at 56~....The r~ason, for._this occurrence is not imown, although it ma.~ b~ the ~.suh o/
an mteracuon uenveen u~e emuent and the brine solu~iun usad W adjus~ salinity.

KFKertiJizati.on ~.st 10/12 s~mples indicted toxicity for Ashland and Pico-reSUlts
ntcr o~y tr|g~J~ D2-]). S~water and brae control results were within th~ des~ed

cv~dem a~ ~al]o~a ~.�~ (F~o~� D~-]). These a¢¢ura~ o[ r~se ros-~ts is
because of the poor conU~l resulLs and limited number of samples ~
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An ~cceptable range of response for the sea urchin test has no~ yet been develop~L As ¯
substitute, the data ~re plotted as quality control chat~ using ~ 2 standard deviations of th~ Lcumulative mean as �ontrol Limits. Th~s approach is mconm-~.nded by ~e EPA for toxicity
data. All of ~e storm dra~n t~femnce test data tell wi~ control limits and we~ sim~ilar to
prior results obta~ed at SCCWRP. The conclusion is tha~ ~e ~ m~hln fetzil~.~ion
conducted din-mS this pm~ct ~ of typical sen~t~vity.

1
CONCLUSIONS 2

~̄ ~ u~m~ ~pr~ wire ¢onauctea ann ~lave provided aa~ ~ ~ be used to

The Ashland site was found to be most toxk: to e~ch of the three species of test ocg~hm~
(Table D2-10). This location consistently produced the greatest toxicity in all
conducted. No clear �fistinc~on between the relative toxicity of th~ B~ou~ C~ek m~d Pko-            -
Kenter sites can be made. Comparison of the ECS0 values for t~ di/fe~ent ~mples
Sat the t~ species responded differently to these sites, m shown in Table D2-11.
abalone test was more sensitive to Pico-Kemer effluent, with the kelp t~ta being ~

w~v~r, wn~e me ~one a~a ~.~p ~ we~ u~fec~d by effluent frma tl~ tip..

The differential sensitivity to each site shown by the test~ aim makes it di~t~’~tlt to
generalize about which species is the mo~t sensitive. The kelp test wu alway¯ I~e ~
sensitive to each of the effluent ~ how¯vet.

A moderate degree of tempo~ variability in effluent t~xkity was found in this ~udy. ~               ,

.t~gnim~ of toxic effe~t~ produced by A~hland effluent was tin~ltr .between sampling¯ P~co-Kenter effluent was cot~stently to~� to abalone embryos. ~t ~ to~
effect~ on ~a urchin sperm in only o~e of three tes~. Ballona Creek efflucot I~edt~l ¯
different level of to,city to ~a u:chl, sperm in each of the three tes~ ~oeducted; tmtk
effect~ rtnged from ~m~g (F£~0 - 14%) ia the fit;t sample to nontoxk in the I~ sample

rJ¢o-Kenter sample~ having the greatest m~ual pH usutily produced the greate,~ to~�
¯ .fleets. W. hile p.H.i.tself was �ontmlle.d d .uring the te~t and not likely tO I~duce tOxicity          --
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Table D2.Z Storm drain effluent NOEC and ECS0 valu~ for s~tm drain samples ~ollect~d Septeml~r 29 and October 12,
1992. Values a~ expressed in pen:ent emuent,

NOEC F.C50
Sampling Abalone Kelp Urchin Abak~ Kelp Urchin

Ash]lnd 9-29-92 n~ nl nl ¯ 5.6 nl nl n~ 14
10-12-92 5.6 5.6 5.6 ,�.q.6 10 22 50 < 5.6

Ballona 9.29.92 . . . 12’ -- -- -- ¯ 56
10-12-92 ~56 ~6 ~16 ~ >56 ¯56 ¯56 >56

I~o-K~n~m. 9-29-92 m m ,,~ ~6 mt >m~6 nt ¯ 5610-12-92 12 ~6 2,~ 2~ 21 ¯ ~6 ~1
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Table D2-4. Summary of Purple Sea Urchin fertJfizadoo test 190;. Conducted Octobe~

’ L13, 1992. Abbreviations as for Table D2-3.

D-29
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Table D2-6. Summary of 48 hour t~d abaJone larval deve2opment ~ H-8; Conducted
October 13, 1992. Abbreviations ts for Table D2-3.

~fere.~e Pement normal developmentGn~p Dem:~p6<m group htc~n ($D) Sig. % l~f. Raw data
(I) {2) t3) (+) (yj ~6) O)

I Se.awa~’~tml I 68 (12) 59. 82, ~3
2 Brine �oem~I 23~I, I 67 (I) N$ 99 66. 67
3 Brine �ontrol $6% I I? (2) l~r 2~ IS, I?, 15
4 Ballooa fil~l~ $.6% I-2 70 O) lq$ 103 ?$, ~, (~
$ Balkma filtrate 12’I, 1-2 67 ~) N$ I00 66, 60. 76
6 Balkma fiYo’~ 23’JI, 1-2 66 ($) N$ 98 69, 5?, ?I
7 Balloea filtrate ~6’Jl, 3 60 (4) ~ $9 55, 57, ?I
S Pico-Keale~ filtrme 5.6’~I, 1-2 61 (4) Isis 91 57, 63. ~I
9 Pico-Keate~fdtr~e 12~ 1-2 62 ($) N$ 92 ?I. 57, ~
I0 Pico-Keate~ ftltme 23~ I-2 24 (4) $ 35 28, 24, 20

13 A.~dand film’ate 12’Jl, 1-2 23 (S) $ 37 23, 3$, IS
14 A~hJand fil~rate 23+ 1-2 0 (0) NT 0 I), 0, 0

-!
D-31
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Table l~2-g. Summ~y of Kelp spore germination endpoint for test M-9; Conduced
~

LOctob:r 13, 1992. Abbrevi~.iou~ as for Table D2-3.
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L
URCHIN FERTILIZATION TEST

1
~ Ashland 10~12
~ Ballona Ok 10/12

o,I 1 I0 I

Figure D2-1. Dose-response plots for sea urchin fert~iza~on and aba]oae embryo
cicvclopn~nt ~csts of ston’n cir~n samples collected on Octol~ 12, 199’2.
Con~ol va.lue.s aze thos~ ploacd at a co~:~nu’~oa of O.l~.
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APPENDIX D2.1 "-
TOXICITY TEST WATER QUALITY DATA

L

Table D2.a- 1. Sununa..y of initial w~ter quarry data
1~2 (t~t S188).

~ B~ ~ ~ 8.10
~. B~ fd~ 5.6~ 8.15
~ B~ ~ I~ 8.17

B~ ~ ~ 8.2 I
~ ~~ 8.19
~ ~ N~ 5.6~ 8.12
~ ~ ~ i~ 8.10

" ~~ f~ 5.6~ 8.11
~~ fd~ 1~. 8.~

8.03
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Table D2.a-3. Summmy of final wa~" q~a~y a~d ~q~-am~ da~a for ab~on~ ~icity ~s~
H8, ~ ~ 13-15, I~2. ~, ~I~ ~

~~ 7.8 8.~ ~ 14.3 14.~ 14.1
B~ ~ ~ 7.8 8.10 ~ 14.3 14,~ 14.1
B~ ~ ~ 7.9 8. ! I M 14.3 14~ 14.2
B~ fd~ 5.6~ 7.9 8.13 ~ 14.2 14.6 14.1
B~ ~ I~ 7.7 8.17 M 14.2 14.5 14.2
B~ ~ ~ 7.8 8.~ ~ 14.2 14.6 14.2
B~ ~ ~ 7.7 8.29 ~ 14.2 14.5 14.1

7.8    8.10     ~       14.1    14.5 14.1

~ ~ 12~ 7.7 8.12 33 14.2 14J 14.1
~ ~ ~ 7.3 8.13 ~ 14.1 14.5 14.1
~ ~ ~ 6.8 8.15 33 14.1 14.5 14.2
~~ ~ 5.~ 7.8 8. I I ~ 14.0 14.5 14.1
~~~ 13 7.8 8.13 33 14.2 14.6 14.1
~~ ~ ~ 7.8 8.16 33 14.1 14.6 14.1
~~~ 7.8 8.~ ~ 14.1 14.5 14.1

/)-41
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APPENDIX D3
TOXICITY RESULTS OF

BALLONA CREEK SAMPLE
COLLECTED 12/10/92

The following are data mpo~.~ for the two toxicity tests conducted on samples of BaHona
Creek dry weather flow collec~d December 14, 1992.

The first experiment was ce~lucted on December 14, immediately after sample �oIiecfi~m to
characteriz~ the initial toxicity of the tamples. Samples were tested -~ concentrations of 12,
25, and 56%. Control fertilization was 68% which is within the range con$ide,-~/
acceptable for this lest. Samples containing 56% nmoffwere not examined for
because the 56% brine control was urongly toxic (Table D3-1). Results for the 12
25% concentrations indicated that the a/temoon sample was about twice as toxk: as tim
simple collected in the I~

The pH of the runoff samples ranged from 8.45 (am.) to 8.26 (p.m.) which
~darably lower than the pH of samples collected i~,viotmly.

Samples of deionized water from UCLA and filter blanks pt~ with eithe~
S.CCW.I~. water were .al_s.o_te.s.te_d..for toxicity in.the..~rst experiment. No toxicity w~
aetecte~ m a sampJe ox 23~e uut.A water. ,-gg ie~lazation in the fdter blank
from UCLA water was 79% of the unfiltered sample, indicating that some tox~ctty was
introduced by the filtration process. The filter blank using SCCWRP water was nm~
toxic; fertilization in these tamples was only 38% of the unfiltered water (2~% brine
umtml).

of ~ Ballona p.m. sample to characterize toxicity. Control fertilization mu/briuc control
results were satisfactory for this lest (Table D3-2). A baseline toxicity test was conducted
on ¯ sample of effluent that bad been stored at SCCWRP (unf’dtered, 5o~. Baseline
toxicity was substantially less than ~ on December 14, but still suff’~ent to
evaluation of the TI~ sampim.

Strong toxicity was found in the 56% fdm blank solution. F’dter blank results (¢x~rected
for control response) at 25% were similar for the 12/14 and 12/16 experiments, indicating
the same level of toxicity was probably pt’esent in both blank& Toxicity was also found in
the column blank samples, reflecting the toxicity of the filter blank solution passed thr~

Toxicity was reduced by tl~ C18, F~DTA, a~! thiosulfate tr~tm~ats. Kxamination oft~
results for the 56% samples indicate that toxicity was partially removed by the C18 �olmna

blank,and completelYas was ~mmoved~ in thebY previousthi°sulfateT]Etreatment.experiment.T°xi¢ity was found in the thioonlfate
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APPENDIX D4
TOXICITY RESULTS OF "r

BALLONA CREEK SA~PLE LCOLLECTED 1/19/93

The following are data reports for the two toxicity ~ �~mdueted e~ tlmple, of Ballou
Creek effluent collected Janua~ 19, 1993.

2
The first experiment was conducted co January 19, immediately a~ter temple �oUectioa to
charac~rize the initial toxicity of the temples. Samples we~ tested st ce~-~.mrati~ of 12,
25, and 56%. The initial pH values of,he two effluent samples were $.26 and g.33,
~ar to the pH of the December 14 ~mplea.

Control fer~ilizatiou was 100% (Table D4.1). indicating the test o~genismt we~ of
~sc~ceptable heal.th. No toxic.Sty WaS present in the b~ine controls. Both the morning and
anemoon sampJes were toxic, w~th less than 10% fertilization st e coucentration
effluent. The results for the 25% �oncent/ation indicated that the n~cnlfing (am)
was slightly mot~ toxic; tl~ sample was selected for the TI~ Imx:edu~

The second experiment wet coudueted on Sanuary 2 l, following laboratot’y maniptdattea
of. .t~e.Baliona t.m. sample to characierize toxicity. The pH of the effluent temple declined
~nuy. to 7.8.7 after .tw.ofl~_y..s.of_stor~.g,e.. The pH o.f the EDTA- and Thiotulfate-4reated
~n.~.men~ samp.!es was .~.4.v-~:~ aner aft. u.uon w~th !am.mt.ory ~.~twater which had a pH of.yy. A srn~l amoum oz l-l~i was moe4 to samptes having ¯ pH less than 7.9 to adjust
them to pH 7.93-8.09.

.COn .t~. ! ferti].i~, tion and ~ u~. trol .remits we~ ~factot3, rc~ this test (Table I~-2). A
nasenne toxicity test was conouctea on n sample of effluent that had been ato~d
SCCWRP (unf’fltered. 5oC). Baseline toxicity was similar to that me.asu:~ two day~
.earlier.. Slightly g~ater toxicity was measur~ at 12 and 25%, which is ¯ paaem net seen
m prevmm tests of ~tor~d Belinda Creek tample~.

Some toxicity was found in the f’dter blank samples, although it was much less than
measured in previous experiment. This result may indicate ¯ beneficial effect of u,t~|
distilled water from SCCWRP. Increased toxicity (relative to the t’dter blank) was
measured in the column blank samples. This is an indication of toxic materials being
leached from the column. Evidence of column toxicity ~d not be detected in previe~
experiment~ because of the high toxicity of the film blank~

Only a slight reduction in toxicity was measm~ following t~.atmunt oftbe Balkma Cre~k
~mple with the C18

Toxicity was completely removed by ¯ 3 mg/L EDTA additiou. The additional EDTA
u’eatmen~ were also nontoxic, indic.a~ing that no adve:~e effe~ were produced by ~
chemical.

R0049961



Toxici~ was absent in the thiosu]~’afe blank. Th~s result was somewhat unexpected, as
-- Lstrong blank toxicity was me~.~u~ed in both previous TIE exl~riment~. Tl~osul/’ate

ur..sm~t b~l ~o effect o~ Bal]o~ Cn~ek el’~luen~

The solvent elution fractions of th~ C18 column were tested for toxicity even thoo~,h
column treafment was relatively inef(ective. The soiven! blank resul~
sccep~bl©; only ~e ~ MeCI2 blank ~,bowed mod~ra~� toxicity
0.2%. A sn~/l amount of toxicioy wa~ ~’ove~d from the �olmnn by elufion with I00~
methanol, lh~ amount or" tox.iciny recovered was too sm~ to $i~h~ic~nOy oon~ibu,.
basehne toxi¢io/of ~ e~uent r~nple. ~ution.s with ~ methanol o~ methylene chlodd~
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V
APPENDIX !~

~ LGC/MS RESULTS

Tables E-I to E-10 show the GC/IvlS results of the volatile organic and b~e
analyses of samples collected from Pi¢o-Kenter, Ashland Avenue, B~lona ~
Sepulveda Channel and Centinela C~ek storm drams. These GC/MS results were obtained
from the partllel study performed under the ~ sponsortlfip of the American
Ctmp=ign (Suffer e: a~, 1993).
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Los Aneeles River
Park and Recreation Area Study

~u ..[~fi~..ul~ upon ~ ongoing wo~: of the Depaament o1" heavy Ir~’fic. Ai]" pollution in ~ basin exceeds federal clean
L ouc .wo.rv~. and the Army Coq~s .of Engineers and upoa ab .~ndards 30-50~ of Ihe year. Recent plans byme wor~ of me city of Los Angeles Lm Angeles River Ta~: e~virunmental regulatot.y agencies in the basin suggest thatFoece, The Deparlment of Public Works, in conjunetioa improving environmental quafity would r~quire significantwith other county departmenls and the National Park government action: plans I~ovide fo," significant re.s~i~on~

~rvice. has begun to develop ¯ multi-purpose master plgt oe developmenL Uansponation. land use. and energy use.r the Lm Angeles River and Tujung¯ Wash. ¯

Along with the population, the density of developmenl inThe study area was the approximately 50 mile~ of dyer Lm Angeles is increasing, and as a result, noise and trafficcon~dor from the confluence of Bell Creek and Am~o me increasing. Recent studies of the major transpoaatlouCalabasas in Canoga Park to Long Beach Harbor. II ¢o~ido~ indicate that on some frceways "rush hour"
ci, es wen as pore.o.k., of uninenq~omted Lgmconeitions exist fo~ extended periods (a~ long ~ six hour¯ in

genes uunnty, uontact~ were mitt¯ted with all of the local the morning and five hours in the afternoon). Adjacentjur~lictions contained in Ihe study area. inclndingtho city ira, face ~u~ets are ~ crowded with traffic. ~n̄o county of Los Angeles. Burbank. Glendale. Venmn. �onditiou~ advta~.ly affect �ommen:ial activity as well as theBell. Maywood. South Gale. Cud¯by. Lynwood. general ~ocisl environment.Paramount, Compton. and Long Beach. Efforts weee made
to identify the recreation and enhancement pricdties of Iheae The Los Angeles metmpofitan area has ~ per capita parkjurisdictions. Projects identifted range from those that at-n~ge than any other large metropolitan area in Ihe Uniled
require no chang~ in existing Am condition~ ~ . ~ ln.mo~t co.mmunides, pari~ and open space are inmanagement practr.e& to those that would demand dramalk ano~ replay and high demand. L-’lextly. there is an urgentcSanges in current land uses and priorities. ~ for ~ open space and additional recseafioualRecommendations ace also made regarding areas and issues faciStz, m the Lm Angeles area, as web as a need ton:qubing future study, ameli _.o~le the pmbkme of air poilutinn and traffic

~ Ange~ (’.ounty coven an area of over 4,000 sqoa~
cengestma. The e~ el" the Los Angeles Rim as a

mdes and 5as ¯ populadun thai is rapidly approaching 9 ~ Io lateet tiaeae aaeeds.milSon people. According to ¯ 1989 LosAnge/es T’mse:
survey, the quality of the human environment is genenlly
perceived by residents to have declined in recent years. The

2
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| Lol ~n~ele. Riyer
¯ Pad~ and Re~ealk~ Area

II. BACKGROUND

¯ The river has been channelized for its entire length. The
riveg bottom and banks axe fined wids eith~ c~mC~le o¢

¯ ground reck except for two areas, one in the vicinity o/"
Glendale, and the. other ¯ ~tt~tch of giver from Willow Su~t

¯ to the Pacific Ocean in Long Be~ch. TI~ ri~ cha~m~l ia
born ~ i~ sort-bottcened with rii~p o~ ~ ~mg the

¯ banks.

¯ Since the flood �omml system ~ completed, development
has been pcrmitu~d to di~ctly abut the cbannd dgla e~ wny.

¯ The river i~ borden~d by ¯ dense mixtme of residential,
�ommexciat, and indu.suial dcvelopmen~ f~� much of its

¯ length. Through the San Fenundo Valley. the rivet" flows
past heavily developed zr~idential and co~ areas.

¯ From the A~oyo Seco. north of downtown Los Angeks to
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Eas~ Los Angele.s, u well as many "e.as~lde" cidm, ~e no~
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BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
The Los Angeles River has ~ modil’~d from it~ mtura/ mo//t) am also found on the bank. Bulrush (Scirp~

¯ condition to such an extent ~ tittle mnains of the fom~americana), lndwigia (l, udwi&ia peploides), speedwell
rich riparian and related habitats thai made up the fve~ ( Verom’ca anaga!is-,aquatica), and Imotweed (Polysoman

¯ system. Most of the fiver below the Sepulveda Basin is spp.) occur along the edges of the bank.
contained wilJfin a concrete-lined cham~,l surrounded

¯ urbanized an:as. A recendy completed study of the biota ofIn Long Beach. the section of the river below Willow Street
the fiver by ~ Los Angeles County Museum of Natural is sofl-bouomed. The buildup of silt on both sides of the

¯ tti~tory concluded, however, that: river in this area has allowed for the growth of a 10- to l~-
foot-wide riparian corridor, confining rnshes (Scirpus

¯ I~spit~ the sc,,~e ~ent,~m ot natml babitm spp.), cattails (Typha spp.), willows (Salix spp.), mulefatasscci.mom, tl~ Iou ot aumcrouz tmive taxa. aml ~ (Baccharis glutinosa), and several rudcraJ species. This area
¯ ¢slablixbmcat of many ¢xoOc plato ma mimal species, flat is influenced by tidal waters from the mouth o1" the river and.

Los Angeles Rivel’ aaxl ilJ. Inbul.a~:~ ¢(mtinu¢ to barlx~ ¯ ~l~ at high tides, sea water extends almost up to Willow St~eeL

ba~in~, a~d u=bam~lized foodzill aria moman~ ~ The Other a~as within the watershed that contain habitat areas
¯ ether Ima,ib’ impacmd upl=d Ixati=n Ix=r= im.~igmio~, include Hansen Dam, Sepulveda Dam, Santa Fe Dam,

(NILMLAO:. Mat~ 1993. ~ i-h) Whittier Narrows Dam, and Compton Creek. Hanson Dam
¯ and Whittier Narrows Dam, in particular, have good riparian

habitat and support a variety of animal species. The Santa
¯ Vegetalioll F¢ Dam basin has a small riparian area and a unique

Thn:e areas of the Los Angelea Rivea" that were not paved assemblage of alluvial scrub. Compton Creek is a tributary
¯ when the river was charmelized are the area upsu’eara of of the lower Los Angeles River and has a soft-boltomed

Scpulveda Dam within the Sepulveda Basin. the Glendalesection upstream of its confluence with the river. This
¯ Narrows. a 6-mile stretch of the river near Glendale betwt:~nsection of the creek is characterized by riparian habitat

the Burbank Western Channel and the Arroyo S¢co, and ¯ dominated by such species as bulrush (Scirpus americana)
¯ 2.6-mile .section in Long Beach. and arroyo willow (Salix iasiolepis).

| Small palches of freshwater ma~h still exist in some aw.as ofThe Glendale Nan~ws has ¯ cobblestone bottom and ¯ large,tbe river, notably the soft-bottomed area near Glendale and
¯ stabilized gravel bank with dense vegetation consisting in the Sepulveda Basin.roainly of willows (Salix spp.), giant reeds (,Arundo
¯ donax), Bermuda gra.~ (Cynodon dactylon), fennel Flood plain (willow/cottonwood) forest r~mnants occur in

(Foeniculum t~al~re), and castor bean (Ricin~ comnmnis),the Scpulveda and Hanscn basins. Big Tujunga Wash has
¯ Scattered sy~amor~ (Pla~ racemosa), ash (Fraxinus areas of unaltered strcambed with riparian woodlandsu~de~’), malbcay (Morus a/J~), and pepi~a" trees (..gchi.,ua consisting of willow (Sa/ix bonp/anduma), white al~r
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.fremontii).

Other .hab.itau .~och~d with the Los Angeles River and im
w, atershc.O, .s.ucn..as vall~ey.oak.savanna, five oak woodland, ~ O~..~e.33 species of amphibians
cnaparraJ.aJmv~aJscrun, aouglasF~leanyonoakwoodla~, ~u. r,:Pu .~e~..~m.ow~.. to .1~_ ve m.nat~ited the Los Angeles River
..and m~.ed conifero.us.foresk continue to exist, generafly im onu.nage .ms _.u~.y, !~ spoc~es ate thought to still occur in

or aJong me river channel ~ include four species of~me ouuymg areas o! u~e waletshed. The Los An~elns sal.am.ander&, Ihtee species of frogs, six species of lizards~ounp] N. ¯rural History Museum ~ in its sn,~y ofll~
.ano.s.~x spe~.ies of snakes. The western toad (Burn boree~),niom of me dyer ram:
racmc ueelrog (Hyla regilla), bullfrog (Ran¯ catesbeiana),

!Osppo~m, mn~x~SU~e, eva~.¢me~Seudooo~em .and~..o’.s~i~. gmersnake(7"h,~nnophblmrnmon~i)am
um Mgeks ~W as Imbim fc~ tuber Idod¢ ~mun~m. k ~.oun.O m me nvu. channel. ~ othes" species occur in the

~p~an.mue or m the foothills of the Santa Monicamay ~ .Pe~..~1.. a hi|hi)’ alle~J s~ate f~0m native ~.,~alk~ bl~

Birds." The Los Angeles River drainage supports ¯ great
dive~ity of bird species in spite of the channelization of

~ much of the.~v~.. The ~ver channel in Long Beach has both
Populations of mollusks, f~h. reptiles, amphibian.s, and couc~te an¯ sott-Uottom stretches. In summer and fall.
mammals also live in and around the rive~. .algal growth ou areas of.~. couc~ete-lined channel attract

raven¯m-ares in the algae.
~T~.. number, of mollusks found in the dyer Ires

.m~ge n.umbe~ ol’shorebirds and other birds that feed on

.~/i~Cl~ pre~p’tously since the river was channelia~!( ACF. 1993: C- !- (~-8) but ¯ few snail species and T.he..... soft-hot.. _.to_.med channel in .Long Beach supports areas o(
o0~_r m.ollusk~, s.tiU .c.ccur ".m. the rive~sysu~m. Decline of ~quo .~. an¯ omer vegetation I~at may provide habitat fo¢
m.ouu~., popmmo.ns ~s attributed to loss o1" habital due Io .sem.e b:i_’rd species. This vegetation is removed occasionally
cnanne|tzalma and water poHuSoa. It/~e Les Angeles �~oonly Department of Public Wod~

(_with the apWoval of the ~tlifomia Depamnent of Fish and
~ Of. _¯_.he. seveaen..demicspociesoffishonce foundindte Game). l..m’genumbe~ofmigmingshorebirds feed in this
~ver o, my ~ .me s_uH fot~n, d in the river syst~n. Of Ihese .area. of the.giv.el..f~m July Ihro.ugh October. Species found

~.u~e__, t__m~,_yo cnuo..~anm. An¯ suci~. "...Santa An¯ speckled
.m. me me¯ mcluue weslem sandpiper. American avocet.

~e~’_ .~me spectes, me mmyo cnuo, still exists in Im~
I~ck-nected stilt, long-billed dowitchu, and least

~ m .me._nyer. ~ Introduced species (f¯azad sand.~per. Black-ne.c. ted ~lts and Ame~can avocets nero on
~m~nn~_.w,;s~_m.mu. m_nsq-,m rub. and ~pia) m atso mau istm~ in ee nv~ somb or" Wmow sum.

qm:umag mmm meag rite Rin I~m~o dmnnel, and ~e raft.
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bosomed Gkadak~ Nmo~ ~’tioa im~k habtm f~ a

¯ ~oebe, and Rd-winged blackbirds nest ia the GJ~dale,.arrows sectio~ of Ibe flyer.
¯

¯ ~uppon s~gn,~can! ,,umoen of bi~ds. Canada geese
ov~nvinter a~ the Sepulveda Basia. Wam1"owl an~

~̄ sho~birds are commonly seen in lhe baxin. ~ Dam
Basin supl~om ¯ large number of wategbirds and shorebird&

¯ including five species of gn~bes and nine s~ of herms.
Rip .a~.. species n~ting in the basin include gn~.a hema,
belted kingI’L~er, and blue grosbeak. AHuv~al wash an~
scrub areas of Big Tujunga Wash Ixovide habitat for ~eal~
madmnnor. Ir..~ nighlhawk, cactus ~ rock w~ea, and
Cosla’s hummingbird

¯

~ and dogs constilu~ the majo(ity of the mammal populati~

¯
of ~e channelized portions of ~he dw.r. The channelized

species.E Raccoon, ¢oyo~, s~iped ~unk. aad opossum,
which can adapt Io urban environments, a~ genct~ly found
throughout the watt,bed. Open fields adjacent Io the dvc~

| oflen provide habitat for such six:cies u rabbi~ gophe~
voles, moles, and shrews. Much of the up~r wateJ~hcd,

¯ however, still suppo~ many. if nm ~. of the Idsmric

¯ number of mammal species native Io the ~ The Tuiunga
Wash area .~upports ¯ number of differem species, iacludi~
native mice. kangaroo rats. bats. azKI jack rabbil~.
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IlL PREVIOUS STUDIES

�onducted ov~ the pas~ several yem~ by imblic agencim, th~ Co~ps to assess the ~ecreationai pozntial of the bnd
¯ non.profit org~izauons, and community groups. These within th~ LACDA ~ Th~ methodolog~ consisted of

s .tucues vmy w.tdely, from conceptual sketches to detailed dam gathe~ng from litemme searches, meetings with I~cal
| ptans for. specific me.as. Content ranges from binl ~ and community groups, and physical inspection of

inventories topropos~s forfm.,waydeveJopmant. Sincethe ueemiresystem. Tl~damwe~analyn~dtodetennineflmse
0 emphasis of this study is pa~ks and recxqeation development, nx’remion uses that ~ possible in th~ system and to assess

those studies that f~cus on d~e.se uses of the rivet me I~fly the rcc~extional needs of il~ Los Angeles mea. "l~is analysis
¯ summmzed below. The.se studies include two conduced by included an as,scssment of existing uall systems and

the city of Los Angeles and two completed by d~ U.S. recn’..ational facilities and a deu~nnination of where new u’ails
¯ Army Coq~s of Engineers. and rec~.mional facilities we~ most needed. The study

includes in the apl~ndices a set of detailed, annotated maps
¯ of each section of r~ LAC’DA sy~m showing existingTh~ LACDA System Re~maflofl ~ Log Angeles CcxanPl conditions and fzcifties and proposed projects.
¯ DralnageAre~(U.S.A~myCoq~~LmA~seles

¯
Dhtgkt. Maff~ 19~0) The wimmy emphasis of the study is a Woposal fo~ the

development of n gegional t~l network along the channel
This ropogt p~sent~ the wJulta ofa gudy conducted by the ~tem. The study include.~ ¯ detailed survey of existing

¯ Los Angel~ District of the Army Coq~ of Engineer~ th,tt condition* throughout the channel systeJn, an analysis of theanalyzed the rccz~afional potential of the land within Ihe Lm suitability of dilTew.m channel segn~nt.s for Irail
¯ Angclcs County Drainage Aw.a (I~ACDA). The LACDA development, and n system for pgio6tizing the development

includes all of Los Angele.,~ County ~outh of the San Gab6el of new trtila. The study does not include an analysis of the| Mountains. This drainage aw.a ha~ been developed over the n~creational use~ of the many flood control basins and
past 50 year~ by the Co~ps and the L~ Angele~ County ~o~ in the ~stem. All other pard of the system me| Fh~3d Control Dis~ct into a complex system of rive~ included in the study with the exception of Ballona Creek,
charmeis, and flood contwl basi~u th~ collect the moan the San Gabriel River, the Rio Hondo River, and the Los~ ronoff from the enfit~ gt~eate~ Los Angel~ ma, as well as Angele~ Rivet south of the Rio Hondo confluence. Tlgse
runoff from the mountain ranges that sunound the aw~ and areas were excluded from the study because trail systems0 cany it to the ocean or to spw.ading basinx The prima~y were already in place or under construction (the Lario andpurpose of the system wa~ to prevent flond~g in developed San Gabriel river traih).| are~ wi~in the flo~d plain.
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.,~l~¢t~l~tlaLTJalISy~lcln: The LACDA r~pon, pmposel Inc~ra,~l runoff, panic.lady in Ih¢ Io~r portion of the
~¢_ .crcati=°n °/a nct.w°=k, of trails linking the major par~ of basin. Tbe rcpon concludcdthat the current sysu..m hz~ tbe
me t.os ~.ngc~s regmn mrough the use of the LACDA tided capacity to wi0~stand only a 25- to 40-year storm event and.control channels. The backbone of the system would be oudines.seve~al measu~s that could be taken to prcparo the=ormed. by ~ Lado and San Gabriel uails, together with syste~ tot ¯ Ion-year storm.e.,xte_nsmns =tom ~ the~. ~ systems west through the .~Tbe C.oq?s proposes.to increase the flood control capacity of~ =-emando Valu~y mm east ~hrough the San Gat~el me ex~sung system oy building parapet waits ranging from
~al!ey...Second ..ary.�onnoctor uaiis would provide =ccm to one to eight feet in height on top of existing leve,~ along theme oacxmne Irml groin nearby msidemial area~ entire Rio Hondo channel south of Whittier Nanows Dam

confluence of the Rio Hondo, ¯ total distance of 21 miles.~T .rail..Proiec~ _Although the main emphasis of the
and along the Los AngeJes River channd south of the

t:u^ xecreatiou Study is on the developmeat ofa u’ail C~....u~’tion of.~e parapet walls would re~luim raising o~system, the report also discusses the potential for the mou~tymg.severm street, x~ilmad and utility bridges to

the LACDA system. The discussion does not a.emp~ to
idenlify all of the possible locations for such facilities but "
ra~e. r to identify ~e types of non-wail uses flint would be The Crops concluded that increasing ~.e_ channel height in
.destrable .and .to suggest so.me of the most feasible potgntial .the Io .we~ roach.of the system was the optimum" me,~ns of
mcations ~or ur.se types ot projects. ~.m~. mg flood conu’~! capacity in the system ba.~cd on its

The~tudy proposes =he following ldnds of nou-u=ll pmjec=:
~.auo.nal Economic Development (NED) criteria. ~
cmena an¯rapt to balance the cost of any proposed sysu~m

Linear parks and green spaces for ud~n noighbodmod= improvements against the benefits that would be derived
from =heir implementsdon. According to the Corps’¯Non-linear patios
anal_y_.~._ othe~ alternative methods for increasing ibe¯ Tnmspeaadon projects tTstem s capacity would not be �ost-effoc~ive.

N̄euu= study and wildlife conservation areas.
Othe~ altemmive= exam." .m~d included measures taken in ~e
up .1~" w~..readied that m~ght roduce ~e inflow of flood waten

~_~ Angeles ¢oenly Drainage/¢~= OJtCDA) Rm, im~, to me .e.yasung.syste:~,.._ al.terations to e~isdng flood control
Floral F~sibllily Repo~ OJ.& Army Coqm o~ F.mgt=~=~ ~ resegvous, and mouu=�~.uons to =he malnstem channel mas
Aalek= ~ ~ 1991) other ~ the construction of parapet walls. It w’~ "
~Th~..Cmps’ .D~ce~....b~’. 1991LACDA l~view =ummm.ize=the deu"~fiaedbytheCeq~sthatnono°fthealtenmtive

!~ob! an!l. ina~_’es of the existing LACDA minstem " " 1"dis trading led the Coq~s to conclude ~hat raisiag

.,~
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M̄aximi~. appmpriale public uses and n~cn:alicm possible the landscape encountered by Spanish
opportunities oflhe dve~. explorers de Poaola and de Anza in 1769 as they

¯Develop alternative uamim~lion uses. prepaid to ford 0re Los Angeles River. ~ project
components include ¯ cultural festival, an annual¯ Encourage land uses that enhance Ihe eavimt, uaenl �/" b~ge celebration, an arts festival, a native plantthe river. pn~ dedicalion, and ¯ dv~¯Enhance public awarene~ and build supl~ fro" I~

Los Angeles Rive.
D̄evelop coordinmed govmmnce of ~e d~e~ conido~. ~/m tm Ange~ R/mr Wa~ercotrse improvement

¯ Produce and adopt ¯ nm.~er plan fo~ d~e dve~. Reconna/ssance P.epo~- Envl,oanen~/~es~orat/on~
D̄evelop suategies fo~ implementation of ~be plan. ~.S. ,~uy Cow e~ Eaginee~x ~mbe~ ~9~2)

This eeconnaissance study was initiated at Ihe behest of
The task force recommended Ihe following demonslr~oa cipj of Los Angeles Io determine what opportunities ex~ in
projects: or near the rive~ corridor for" environmcnLal ~..sloration,

R̄iver/Recreation Link in $¢pulved~ Basin (San pubfic I~’realion. non-motorized (bicycle, equcs~ian, and
Femando Valley) pedesl~ian) Iransponafion, ~ water con.~rvaeion. The
This projecl would incorporale Ihe dv~ inlo Ihe study was firnil~d to Ihe approxima~ly 19 miles of river
adjacent Balboa Pa~ environment by creating visual �o~ido~ that run between Sepulveda Reservoh" and
and physical linkages betwcen the two. Projecl ,q~’oyo Seco �ot~uence (the San Femando Valley to
components include: dyer cleanup, vegetation Downtown Los Angeles). II is a prcfimina~y investigation
rehabilitation, development ofa natu~ ~ nalme oaly and will be used by the Corps to de~rmine whethex,
study program, dvex and boating safety program, ~tad a~’tually develop a project plan. The Corps conducted a
wa~.x quality monitoring, series of wockshops in ~he project area to sofici! public input.

’]’be dr’~q Recoemahsance Report ~commends Iha| a
~̄_~ Angeles River Greenway (Gdffi~ Pa~) ~ly analysis ~ cooduc~d for" the following four
This project consis~ of ~he development of ~e
.segm~. nt o.f a_.g(eenway along Ihe route of Ibe Im~q)o~J ¯ A detention basin a! the Taylm YanJ, an old railroad

include: landscape planlmg, ~ignage., and ¯ ~ ¯ A riparian babilat a~ea o~ ¯ 12-ac~e parcel of

¯Dot.mo~Hi~wric$i~tandBridgeE~mt "~A~glP~..ea a 48"ac~ si~e ea Ihe mmh
0)ownmwu) max mine nve~ in Ga’iflith

~~/’ m Ids~o~al ~i~e md a mliv~ pla~
.A 19.2-mile ~cn~tion md �onunula’ bike-way alonl~

~o m~ Pink. The groom wm eeplic~ m dmely m cmflue~e ~�~e Anoyo Sere m ~be Sau Diego
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IV. ONGOING STUDIES

undga’ta~, by ou~’ orgamzatrons. Tbe~ studies Ime ¯till in ,_’~." .m~ly ~ not be looking at any proposals that couldwogw~., out .when .c~uple~l ~ould ~d sul~stantially to the mu~te~ with the flood cotUml function of the system.gene~ Imow~oge at~ut the L~ Angeles ~ve~ and
¢ont~ute to ongoing planning effmls. A ma~ oompune~t is pubU¢ outgea~h and community

pun~ipation. The Depamuont will be iaifiafing a serks of
_!~. b.l~ .w~..rk~. ops intended to solicit input from the residents

~ Lot dng~ R/~’ lilttat Pt~ CL~ ~ ~muy ~t au ot tno cities in th~ riveg ¢orgidor. Regulag advisory
committ~ meetings began in September 1992. The advisory

In July 199 I. the Los Angeles (~oonry Board of Supe~is~a gommittee con~sts of repm.~ntafives of cities along the giver
directed the l~nt of Publ~ Worlds (tbe !~), and oth~" ".mtew..~d ageucie~ The Depai~w.nt is projec~ng
which along with the U.$..4~my �~orps of Enginoegs ¯ two- to utn~-3~.ar time frame for the entire
oversees the I-ACDA Flood ~untrol System. to undertake ¯
comprehen.~iv¢ study of possible public uses of the ~
Angel~ l~veg ~md Tu~unga Wash �on-idor~ gay/or Yarlf F/ood-Oetent/o~ Study (California

watu It~mmg~ Lm An|eh: County ~ o~ Public Wed:
~ effort is being managed by the Depamuent of Publ~ ma k ~ e~ ,~. t~ Ange~
WoOs in coordination with the Los Angdes ~.oonty This study is being conducted w~th ¯ $77,000 grant from theDcpaxlment of Pagi~s and l~c~a~ion, the Los Angeles U~oan Streams Restoration Program of the (~aJil’omia
i~untyD~.p ~a~n. emofReg~onalPlauning, ancltheNat~onai. DepartmemofWaterRe~urces. ltw~litakeamulti-k Service myers, Ttuils, and �~onsetvation Assistance .o6~’tl.ve ¯pwoa~h to flood cont,! on the Los Angeles Rivet"
.i~ogram. The p~ima~y focus of the mast~" plan will be the uy exploring the feasibility of developing ¯ floed water
river’s ~otenti~ f~ Ol~.n space, environmental en~ detention basin in the Taylor Yagd,just north of downtownrecrea,on, and eoucauon. Othor auciUa~y u~s will be LOs Angeles. This use of the Taylor Yard could potentially
explored as well, includ~g housing, �omme.~misl provide flood protection for downtown Los Angeles. as well
development, a~d u’znsit. The study wiU look at the entire as providing paddand and riparian habitaL It is anticipated
length of the Los Angeles Ri~r from its ogigin in the San that ¯ plan ~ be completed by ~eptember 1993.Femando Valley to its month in Long Beach and the length
of Tujunga Wash from its cor~lue~ce with the L~ Angelea
IEves to Hansen t~m.
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V. TRANSIT STUDIES
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V. TRANSIT STUDIES

�onically being soughL The cmm.~m ofe~w ~ znd eq.~zaian paths on ~he channel banks. Tbe
Iz’anspo~nziou c.~ddors in the Los Angele~ ~ wben~ mint i~opor, al was strongly rejected by several public agencies
of the likely sites a~ already fully developed, would be ~ and by local citizens and is no longer being ac~vely
�o,fly and dis~uptive. Th~ ha~ led to the cot~deratiou of promoted.
the river comse as ¯ possible local/on of a new tr~
�ogridor. The two most gecent stutfie~ to eumine this
potential use of the rivet �o.idor a~ briefly de~ribed
below. Cm~t~

"[he Lm Angeles River Tnmsit ~ommittee Woposal calls for
the development of a los Angeles River rapid transit system.Los Angel~ River snd Tu]unga Wssh C/mn~ The ixopo~ envisions ¯ syslem of electric-powered

Conceptual Englneeflng AnMyslt ol Pofentlal elevau:d
Transportation Uses 0~= A~.ks ~ Tmnqmsdca Ihe development of "P.Jve~ Cenu~ Plazas" Cha! would consis~
Commission. F-�~mm~ 1991) o(reLtil stores. ,~s,-umnts. community cen~e~, and o~hcr
This uudy exam.s ~he possib~y o/’udng ~he channd f~’ili,;es. TI~ proposal also sugg~sL~ ~at a series of parks.
bonoms d~n~elves [or vehk’~r ~afl’,," Speci~y. Ihe R~’~ation areas, and wildlJ/’¢ areas be crea~ed along ~he river
study cumined using Ihe Tujunga Wash channel ~s ¯ two- banks as pan of ~ project. ’!~ project would also include
lane revertible High Occupancy Vchk:le/’atilt. The ~ redevelopment prog~;s for surrounding communities.
Angele~ Rivet channel was pn~ed for use by track and
otbet commerc~ tralTg. Such ¯ use may w.fie~ IralTg
congestion, at least temporarily, but would have some
se6ous drag~acks. Most imponandy, the cha,’mel could not
be used to cany tr~ffi¢ at all during periods of flood runoff,
or when flooding is expected. Also. the year-round low
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LOS ANGELES
(

Los Angeles is the lm’gest cle/m dae W~ Corns and the
second larg~ city in Ihe n~o~ /t b the borne dnum~mus has ~on few n~)u~ces to devo~ Io Ih~ ancin] problems that
cultural iustitubons, including moma, jm’ unh~e~Ses. Jesuit from poverty.

symphony. Los Angeles has 8,593 local ac~s of pu~k space, more._per
capita ac~age than many other cities along the dyer ,.~

Los Angeles is ped~aps Ix~ lmowu as d~ ca~iml of de nmjor open space meas within the city me Griffith and
�ounuy’s multi-billion dolla~ minion pionu~ indusuy, bm,~,Elysian p~rks, and the Sepulveda Basin and Hansen uam
economy is in fact quite divmiSed, providing ove~ I million~�~ation meas. These parks me h~avlly used, atu’acting

~ 30 million visito(s lX:r yearn" from throughout ~jobs in !~0. p~xa~Jy in ,h,. manufactu~g and sen, ico .
industries. Both ix~ capita income and household income mregion.
Los An~les me slir, luJy hit, her ~m m~.wide averages.

The suing economy o1" u’~e LO~ Angeles ~gion Ires auracmlRIm’Pro~
newcomers from all ove~ ~ world, and the city of Los With the excep~on of ~e su~hes through Gg~t~h Pint: and
Angeles hosts a popul~m o( n~madr~u, ethnic divusity.Sepulve~la Basin, the banks of ~e Los Angel~.River as it
This diversity �ontribu~ gn~Jy ~o the ~iclmess of Los flows ~uough ~h~ city of Los Angeles mere end~ly
Angeles’ cultural mix. developud. This development is composed of a variety of

land uses, hinging from d~e, low-income housing,.to .
The ohnic compmidon lus changed son~,.wlm in meem indusu~al, municipal, and commercial. Much of Ih~ nv~ m
~eam. with ltispanic and Asian-~ populmions inacceasibl~ ~o the public in Los Angeles. Th~ main public
inc~.xing most rapidly. African-Americans, who me lea~|open spaces wi~Jn d~ city iimiu me ~h¢ Scpulwda Basin
�~nu-~l and south-ccntr~l Los Angeles, me gradually I~¢ing and Hanson Dam r~creational meas, G~iflith Park, and
~p.lac~. d by a rece.n_t wave. o.f im .mir~ants from sontheas~ Elysian Pad~ with a combined area of 8,292 acres.

Se~ulveda B~sin Recreation A~ea
Les Angeles has not eSCalX:d ti~ ix~)ble, m typical d. all im~Sei)ulveda Basin is a 2, ! 50-acr~ t~ood �onVol ,-ervoir
cities, however. As of 19~9. nearly 19~ of LOs Angeks located in the San Femando Valley. It serves as a good
rr.sid~nts, primarily peopl~ o£ color, live below lhe povetff example of how flood control uses can be combined with

~ Designed primarily as ¯ basin to collect and hoU
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storm watu runoff, the basin is dq, outside of flood
yia,_.a Imnen~om_ .nx-reational amenity, while cominuingconditions and con~ns land in natural or semi-natural

conditions suitable for wildlife habitat and low-intensily mncuon as ¯ flooo conlml channel during winter sionna.

...n,’c~ational .u:s.s.s.s.s.s.s.s.~&. ~ e.~. tim.b.asin is owned by the Coq)s of

me city of Los Angeles Depmment of Rec~estion and mcoqxrating green a~as into the urban landscape. The
Parks. The city has developed the basin into ¯ multi-use ,water and plato .~fe serves to lower tempe-mtures and
recreational area that includes 0wee public golf cou~j, unprove au’quality considerably. In addition, although it is

va.ri.ous_basebal.i fi.elds, ¯ sports center, ¯ landscaped park, sunoundoJ by dense developmem, Griflith Park provides
cnc~t Itelds. p~cmc areas. ¯ recl~ational lake, ¯ bike path Itlmosphe~ ef natural se~nity that can provide ¯ much-

.need~J. antidote m the dgon of mban life. In ¯ city asand. scye. ral h~d~. g and jogging wails. The river i~ used by oes~o~en~ated as Los Angeles, moee of the.se oases are
par~� vmtors m the Sepulveda Basin, and the city of Los
Angeles has recentJy aUempmd to obtain pe~niL~ from she
county and the Corps u) operate ¯ rec~aticmal canoeing
~’ogram on the river.

Potmtlai Projects
Fadlfilh.P_.a~ Much of the industrial corridor aJong the river in Los
Griffith Park is ¯ 4,217-acre park located at the border of Angeles is in economic wansition. The largest landowne~
L~ Angeles and Burbank. it is the largest pa~k in the Cily el’ oa the dyer, the three la~e transcontinental railroad
Los Angeles. Griffith Pa,-k is one of Ihe I]~ee locations companies, are selling off rights-of-way and old terminal

.?h~ ~e Lns A~.g.clns Ri.’v.er. seems.most like ¯ natural ~ve~,. and equipment yard facilities. Many of I~ese facilities a~
mgn water table mane tt unposs~ble to pave the channel being acqui~d by Ihe Metropolitan Transit Authority, or

bollom in lids area and so the river through Griffith Park MTA, (fro’mealy the Los Angele~ County Transpo~tion
w.mains ~ofl-bonomed and suppom ¯ riparian eco~Tgem. Cemmi~on, e~ LACTC) for incoq~omtion into the new
The river is flanked by stands of willows, sycamow~ and ,_~�~y~ -wide public ~ sy .ge.~.. In addition IO railroad
cottonwoods, and bird and animal life abounds in and tuna, many o1" the large mdns~al tracts near downtown
around it. The d.v~__is si~.. g-fed in this area and so contains obsolete and am in demand for" convenim Io commercial
water year-muno. ]lie ~ and paths along the ~ in ~ an.d _.~si_ "~.d~_._.~l. uses. The coming ~ may n~esent a
area, both fornml and informal, are heavily used by the an~l~ msux~ oppommJp/Io ~ the river as an

emvimamemal and m~emimal ~source imo ¯ changing~uanblic_f~.hiki~.g,.ho~.ba~k_. ddin.g, and bird watching. The
~.au .us~. ae ~ N~0eal l-listocic Trail, which m do.wu .myn., .~..ul, pro¯clive planning ea the pm of city

, .~,au_y .m .the p!amung rage. ~ ~ I~ fiver in ~ ~d~e~e~ ~ ~ will be ~equl~l. The fiverram. (.lt.a IhO~.~.gl~.. thai de Aazaa 1775.76 e~l~lilioa eeeamm~ea topmvide Ihe maeali~ facilil~am:l

40
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planning effo~ for lhe dyer �ot~:lor by Maym’ T~m noah bank of lhe zive¢ to the Scpulveda Dam Rccn~tion
Bradley’s Los Angeles Rive~ Task Fon~. La Januav/1992, ~ TbeCo~pslm~posestbedevelopmentofaparalleJ

bike ~ on ~e ne~ bank of~he river between Fultonthis ~roup of pla~mers, ciI,j a~d ¢oun~ o~lls,
adm,~s~xs, and d~si~n profes~onals te~ ¯ repafl Argue and Coifax Avenue in ,he San Femando Valley. The
that develo~d ¯ ~et of Bo~s for e~in~ the ~ver co~idor ~ pro~ also i~lud~ plans for o~n space amenities
and Wol~sed thee demon~u~tion proj~ts tim wmld such as small pa~cs alon~ ~he bi~ path and ~ ~oU’¢ourse on

¯ e development oi ¯ nv~�-~a~on I~� in u~ ~pu~ua i~’oposal, though approved, has noi been recommended for
Basin; d~ ~..a~en of ¯ ~n~el! ulon~ ¯ se~mem o~ ~ st- udy. Imp|em~ation of the pro~t is, therefore,
propo~d biJ~ path near Gr~th Parl~ and ~ ~k~velopm~t uncer~

in the downtown ax~z. ~ maym’s staff is currently Anoth~ proposal included in the Anny Corps of Engineers’
pursuing funding to implcmonl the model projects. Envimnme.mal Rcstoration/Recreazlon Reconnaissance Study

is the conmuction of ¯ sp~..ading grounds for groundwater
’T~ city of Los Angeles is also cur~ntly developing Phase I r~har~ on ¯ ,18-acro parcel (owned by tbe Los Angeles City
of th~ ncw Lo,~ Angeles River B ~cwa),, ¯ ~lass I bikeway Deparunenl of Water and Power) on the south bank of the
that will ron along the wr~ bank of lbe riv~ from Elysian rivec in Orlfliz,’z l~’Ir. This proposal includes plans for the
l~k to Su’athem Fad[ in the San Femando Valley. Fhase I construction of an artificial streambed that would run along
of t~ proj¢c! consists of the first ?_~ mile_s, beginning at the the perimeter of the spreading grounds and would be flanked
confluence of the An’oyo S~�o and the Los Angeles Riv~ on both sides by ~ip~an reiteration. ’The center of the
and ending at th~ int-’rsection of FUv~rsids and Zoo drives in spreading grounds would remain bare or would be paved
Gril’fith Fazk. This soction of ti~ bikeway is expuctod to be with ¯ ix~meabt,- mate~zl that would allow water percolation
completed in 1995. but prevent the growth of volunteer plants. The existing

eq~ staging aw, a adjacent to the 48-act~ site could also
The dewlopment of ¯ bikeway along the los An~ies Rives" be used as ¯ spreading grounds with rig existing equest~an
is also proposed in th~ Army Corps of Engineers trail running along the perimeter. Lawns and rest a~eas
Envimomen~ Rr,.stor-adoWRcc’n’.ation Reconnaissance could be placed adjacent to the spte, ading grounds along th~
Study. The Corps’ bike path pml~al includs~ plans for ¯ e,v, is~g ~
19.2-mile ~a,~ ! bicycle i~th toning from tbe confluence
of the Los Angeles l~.iver and the A~oyo Seco near Some additional Woposals for the dve, r agea downtown may
downtown, to the Sepulveda Dam Recte~on Azea. ~ tr~ grow out of the Downtown Stgategic Plan. cur~ntly under
would ron along rig we~ ~ of th~ river (’uecuming the development by tbe Los Angeles Community
south bank whe~ the river bends to tun east-west) from the Redevelopment Agency. Tlg draft Downtown Stmegtc
A~oyo Secu. crossing over the river at Haz~lt~e Avenue at l~n cuntains a major open sp~ce element that rncogn~es I!~
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eppoe.unity to creme additional lint space m Ihe ea~ aide
the river.

f~OnemV.e~y .ambitious scenario i~oposes that the e~the
me river east to Hollcnbeck Pm’k. between ~he

~evU~el
t Brid~e and the Olympic Boulevard Bridge, be
oped into one large pad~ Smaller-scale scenarkm

include proposah for a 100-foet-wide river-from esplanade
.linking a se~es of smaller pad~. All of~he proposals
~c~lu.de the as,~ump~ion that a river.front park should alsoLuncu.on as ,, flood detention basin during the ~ainy stash.
the river area m nol cunendy included in ~h~ down~m.n
redevelopment disu~"~ however, and ~o such plans
only conceptual.

.A new redevelopment disu~ may mea be fonnin| to
include much of ~he trea east of the Lm Angeles Rive..
Sumps should be takea to include the dv~ in ei~r d~is new

msu~ .m~ u~ exlne~ propose o1" fonnulaling a
mmpmmmve el~ q~m pi~ ~ ~1~ mm ma~ ~ dv~
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eURBANK

/~’IT~i.a~m~a Popak~" 9J,6¢J space,, u~uomg me z z ~-acte L~eU ~OU ~ouae. She
Burbenk is the fou~ city in I~e study ~ Its Im’ge.st pinks in Bmbank m~ Stough Psrk. Wildwood
population is p~madly noa-Hispsnic wbi~ ~ Wupmsks Cenyon Pxrk. and Brace Canyon Pink. Stough Ps~k and
�omwising the socond-hrgest ethnic group. Wildwood Cenyon Pink arc largely undevcloped open

Burbank was incorporated in 1917 and by the mid-1920s
I~d become ¯ ceotez fo~ the burgeoning motion picture and
aviation indusuies: a tn~d th,u exists to this day. Warn~ Rivm’ ~
Brothera and Wa/t Disney studios and the Lockheed Buflxmk contains approximately two miles of ti~e~ frontage.
Corporation asc still among Ihc city’s ten largest employers. Tluungh Burbank. the Lo~ Angeles Rivet is con~ned in a
Burbank is economic~y bealthier than many other cities in below-grade concrete ~ The dyer approximately
the Los Angeles area. As of 1992, Btubank’s delineates the boundary between the city of Burbank (on the
unemployment rate was ~5.9~. substantially lowc~ than stale nor, h) and the city of Los Angeles (on the south). Through
and county-wide avenges. With ms almost 1:1 ratio of Bmbank, land use on the north bank of the fiver is
employment to population, Burbank has been classified by n~ddential (upper middle class homes on 1/3- to 1/2- acre
the federal govenunem as a job-rich "Central City." lots), with fenced and landscaped back yards facing the

fiver. Many of these homes arc zoned to allow horse
The city is actively undcr.,~,ing the gcvi~un of its ownership, and ¯ dirt equestrian trail, beginning at the
downtown business district through the planned Oriffith Park Equestrian Center, continues through Burbank
development of scveral projects, including ¯ SpmlS sting, ¯ past these homes, ending at the Burbank Studios. Across
new teta~l cenler, ¯ new branch of the Los Angeles County lhe river from Burbank lies Forest Lawn Memo~al Parle, and
Natux~l History Museum, and ¯ Iransi! ceoter to an undeveloped po~on of the Hollywood Hills. Because of
accommodate the county pubEc Ir~r~it ~stem that is ll~ open space on the south bank and the landscaped back
currently under com~rucdoe. City o[T, clalsate interested in yards f~cing onto the north bank, this portion of lhe river is
encouraging non-motoriz-’d wansportafion as ¯ Fan of lined on both sides with trees that produce a pleasant and
redevelopment plans through the development o/" bio/ck inviting atmosphcre for the equestrian trail It is a good
trail~ that would connect with W, mspogtation nodes. The example of the dramatic improvement that can be made
givel- ¢olTidor in Burbal~ could undoulXedly pLty ¯ role in ~mply by landscaping the river banks. Trees growing
the development of such facilities, alongside the channel can make a great deal of
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~IT .¢rcn~. in Ih~ appearance and O~ll I’e~ling ~ e0tpansio~ is ~ f~ ~ ad~t ~ ~ ~ver~g~ch~g~ ~ ~ ~ by ~ ~ ~ ~gel~ ~t ~ ~hys~aUy
~b~ ~y f~ B~ S~h ~ ~p~ton w~ldB~= V~= ~ h ~ p~ pubSc own ~ ~ ~ ~= a cm~ ~lt from G~ P~ m B~a

~r in B=~ ~ ~ h =n~ ~nda ~bu~

~c~l ~t fl~s into ~ ~ ~gelm ~v~.
~ c~ w~ ~o~rly a ~pi~ c~m~ ~1~
t w~ ~p~ ~L~ ~ ~ ~d ~ ~ ~

B~ ~= ~o fl~ h~ ~ ~d cm~l ofc~k’s ~ flows. ~ ~ s~

ma~ ch~ me~dus ~d h~ ~ em~lli~d wi~ ~
~d pl~. it is fl~k~ by g~y ~ a~ut four f~ ~only. B~k wgl ~ ~g~ ~velop~g a
~gh on ei~r si~ ~l ~ve ~n l~a~ ~ ~n ~mp~m b~y p~ f~ ~ ~6m cily ~al wgl
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~provement ~y o~ ~ old ~
= a major at~c6on of B~ Vh~ P~
~ign aw~ f~ ~e ~ ~ of~ ~ ~ ~ d~on h ~ C~d~ C~d~. ~ old
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Potential PfOJlCtl ~D~d~d~;~: The city is inten~ted in the idea
~: This is an eight-acre site along the d~t" developing an envivon,’nen~ education progr~n for t~ Los
owned by the city of Los Angcl~ and managed by th~ AngeleJ Riv~’dmilar ~o om now being developed at the
Department of Water and Power. It is cuncndy vacant and Governor Deukmejian Wilderness Park in the San Gabriel
used for monitoring wcU site,s and storage of matedab. Mount,~,.s. An interpretive center could be estabSsbed

pint of the de~Jopment of a dyer padl: at the C~js~ Springs
~ city of Glendale is interested in developing the site (’to rile, An e~wironn~ntal educaSon program would ligely
.~..njuncd_on with a paazl of land owned by Glendak aloo| focus on: the plant and animal habitats of b~� Glendale
victory I ngl[ Boulevard) with addet~ ficlds, The pat Naflows secuon of the dyer;, Nadve ~ hit~ty of the
could have a bik~ tr~l and bridge across the d~ to Gdl~th area; the ~uaut Badista de Aaza expedido~ ew,.
Park.

Y.cldt~n.W.a~ The labitat value of this cSannel should be
The city has also considered establishing an environmenl~l asseaaed and na:ommeMadoos made for its
education program, possibly including an inte, rpredve center’, gns’ plat~ aatd
at this site as part of the proposed park. Interpt~tatJon of the
giver at this site would maim sense ns the Glendale Narrows
section is one of the thre~ ~maining soft.bottomed sections
Of the t~ver, contains ¯ significant amooltt of vegct~tion in
thc channel, and suplxal.S high bird use.

"I"5� U.$. Army Corps of Engineers has prepared ¯ draft
environmental w.storadon/recrcadon reconnabsanc¢ study
for the Lo~ Anl~eles give~ (Novemt~J 1992). Th~ study

calls fo~ the creation of ¯ two-gge seaso~ ~
plantings of riparian and wedand vegetation, and

¯ Tlds fow-gt~ pan:el is o~ed by
the city of Glendale. Tbe pt’opctly �ould be �.onnocted wilh

prude, including addeti¢ fle._k~, and a bilm uail. 0� it ggmld bo
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¯ MAYW00D

¯ C~mmun~ I:voflle Po~en~l ~

^venue, and some I~ght imJusu,j on cbe cip/s Ix~pb~j. paved suee~ and ¯ develol~d indusU~ su~p.
¯ Maywood’s,populaeion is ix~dombumfly ~ (93%)

and IJ~ ciW s population den~y (23.900 pe~sons/squaee The cipj would like to make some imprown~nts ~o
~ mile) is d~ Idghesl of any o~lhe tides a)on~ ~he Los Angele~ Maywood P’ad~ iocaled du’ee blocks from Ihe dyer channeL

R, iwr. Manufaclu~ng and ~ ~ ~ Ibe ~ ~ b¢,avfly used park L~ in n~d o1" new landscaping and
~ employcr~ b~ d~e c~ty. walkways.
¯ May~ood has ~vo parks. Ma~vood Padc (live ac~s) and The c~ly would also like ~o develop some n~v soccer

PL~I~y Pa~� (hall" acre). Existing recn:~i(m fac~.s ace in Io addrcs.s ~J~ ~ing clcmand on the limited
¯ I~av), d~mand and ~ city n~eds ~o deveJop mo~e. ~ facil~d~.~. ~ new [aci~i~ would likely not be

¯ scc.c¢~ f~elds and baseball ~.la, ~I n~ar ~he rive~.

¯ Rlv~ Profile
~ Maywood’~ dv~ fron~ge ~l~J~ fo~ ~proxima~y ~

hall" mile bc~’n Slauso~ Avenue ~J P,a~dolph Suee~ em
¯ lhe west bank of the dve~. The dv~ i~ Maywood i.~

charac~dze.d by $~ep eock-guni~e banks and ¯ co~’r~e
bouom. The Los Ang¢l~ Riv~ Tmfl runs along ~be ~op of
lhe levee. Acce~ ~o ~be uail i~ possible from Randolph
Suc~! and Slauso~ Avenue.

The land uses aJong the dv~ cem~ of ~,ve~l light

lhe fiver chann~l and ~sideadal deve.Jol~m~ behind
induslda]
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uencc oz me t~s ,~,nge,.~ ~vet and the Rio native and/or drought tolennt uees and shrubs, development
Hondo is also undeveloped. or" a passive park ~ staging a~ea for de Los Ange~ Riv¢~

Trail. or development of ¯ mall-scak secre, adonal faciSty.

Polsntlal F~oJect~ 11e pa~ or raging m~ should be landscaped and pmvid~
Sou~h Gat~ b__in greta need of aclive and passive pa~s md " mine or all of the foil¯wing: paAing, bike raclu/locke~s.
olin spac~ 1~ city he, de ~w add�tic l’~ld.% playgroundk n~s~ooms, wa~" fount~q~ bench,¯ and 14"4sh r~ceptacl~.
community m~creatiun rooms, and picnic aw.as. Al~houghlbe Tbestagingas~acouldse~velx~hth~LosAng~le~Rivet .
n~d for n~w faciliti~ is on Ihe west side of the city. v¯cm~ Trail and I~ l.a~io Trail o~ d~e eas4 ban~ ~ d~ rive.
land along the Los Angeles Rivet developed as a pa~k m’
recreational facility would stiU be~fit the community, i~velopment of ¯ n~ctemional facility, Le., playground or

athk:tic l’gld, ceuM be probkmatic at this sit~ du~ to the
The possibility of developing the vacant rights-of-way and small size of the pan~ in relation to tbe amount of space
easements described above should be pursued. Narrow, ~ for ¯ soccer field, parking lot, gestrooms, etc. In
vacant stretches of right-of-way on both sides of Ih~ river maition, acce..ss to and from the site from Imperial Highway
should be landscape.d, preferably with native and/or drought would be mote of an issue for a facility such as ¯ soccer
tolerant species, field, which would i~ely auract mine car traffic than would

~ u’isngul~r p.a~..i at.the, confluence of the Los Angeles
River and tl~ Rio Hono0 is not easily accessible as it is Tbe city w~mid ~ to ~ ~ impt~veme.nts Io
su~ounded by water on two sides and the Long Beach (710) Hoilydale Park, including ~ tennis cougts, new fe~cin|
Fn~way and Ih~ Union Pacific Railroad tracks block access for tl~ ¢questgian cemm’, aml upgrading o~" tl~ ~g
from the north. The isolation of this parcel, though not playground.
conducive to a park site. would be beneficial for habitat.
The intreduction of shallow ponds and riparian vegetalkm
may am-act birth ~o this gdat~vely isolated and, Ibew.fme,
relalively "sale" site.

Tbe large vacam pun:d mt the we.st bank of tbe river neath of
.I~ .pe~ Highway between the Long Beach Freeway and the
rivet m a cmtlunation of a vacam pan:el south 4 Impe~al
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LYNWOOD

Community Profile ~d~tion,l bominS on ~he n~ninin| ~zczm hnd b # Idghet
Area: .~ square ~ PqNdaJkm." 34,400 ~ Ih~ ~ de~e]o~aeaL Lynwood hu

.,vacanz land. Aft .o~. ,le bon~. ~ g i# in ~ ~ .sup~!y.md
to m:eive money from outside sources, vet/few sizes

me construction ot additionzJ housing ts a nigh ptimit~ ior anitsble for new par~ develo~menL The only po~ibiHtles
thecity. Only thn~ padr~ze~e Lynwood: M~m I~m~ly foradditJona] recrexfional facilltiesinLynwoodwould
Padr, tiara McmoriaJ Parle. and ~ Amigos Pad~. Dymally appoat to be through the conve~ion of existing uses.

Pagk is the largest at 32 acres. ~ and Los Amigo~ parks However. residents Of Lynwood could gain better access tom’e substantially smager. ! ! m and three acres, the padgs ou the east side of the fiver in South Gate andt~spectJvcly. With 46 acw~ of park space for over 66.Q(]0
~eople. the existing pad( facilities in Lynwood ace Paramount if �onnections were provided from Lynwond
madcquat~ to serve the recreational ~ Of the �ommunity. across the freeway and the fiver to the Lario Trail. It may be

possible to provide such z counectJou from lrnpe~ai
Highway. A striped bike and pedr~l~an lane would be one
way to provide this conncction, but it may be safer and moreRivet Profile feasible to shuttle bicyclists and pedestrians from Lynwond

The land adjacent to the river in Lynwoed is almost enl~dy to the east side of the fiver via the existing shopper~’ shutde
developed, and the Long Beach Freeway obraxgts any dizect bus sexvice. Buses could be equipped with bike racks and
access to the river flora Lynwood. "Pne only undeveloped expand tbeh" cunr, nt rout~ to include ¯ destination on the east
arezs of river frontage ~ smaii patches of vacant land side of the river at or near an access point to the Lario Trail
between fweway on-ramps. The La~oTrai] runs aiong the
east levee of the river in this location, x’ro~ the river from Some small vacant parcels betwee~ the freeway on.ramps
Lynwood. and the, re is no access to the traiJ from Lynwood. and the river could possibly be improved with landscaping

or enhanced for wi]d]iJ’¢ habitat, in particular, the vacant
The largest tracu of land in ~ngle owner~ip di~edy parc~ between the river and the Long Beach Fr~’wtty that
adjacent to the rive~ are industrial tracts that a~ ~y ia connects with ¯ vacant paxcel in South Gate could potentially
u~e. be hndscaped or enhanced in such ¯ w¯y..In South Gate,

this pan~ connecls to the Los Ange]es River Trail. but no
such connection exists in Lynwcod. This m is not safely

Po(entlai ProJe¢l~ accesdble to the public for t~reafional use.
Lynwood would appezr to bare my littk po~tial for pa#,
devclopmenL City staff have rated that the �onstngtkm of
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courts. Such f~cilide~ would undoubtedly be heavily used
since Paramount currently h~ only 40 acr~ of pad~ space to
serve its more tlum 45.000 residents. Development of this
strip as a park would also further extend the greenbelt
cte.ated by Dills Pazk and the ~ompton Golf Coune and

dscaping. ~ levee wall i~ curmnl]y bare and
unauzactlve and sczeenlng it whh vc~etafioe would gs~dy

planted with small trees and ~luub~, preferably drought-
tolerant natives. Becau~ of the (kn,sdy populated aw, a
immediately adjacent to the river, any iandgaping done he~

)0

)0
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repair woA ~hould aho include landscaping with native
shmb~ and th~ additJo~ of bcncl~ and r¢~ areas for trail

~l~hCr p~mtial sit f~w tl~ d~vclopmcm of~-ilitics is th~ old auto mall si~- o~
vacam land di~’dy alon~sid~ th~ crock hem has ~be po~lial
to b~ developed into a cn~ckside park for passive r~reafio~.
Th~ cn:ck is ~dily accessible from hem and would be

could �ombm~ wl]dl~’e habdat ~ with
¢avironme~l ¢docafim opponunltie~ It may also be
po~ibl~ to d~vdop a pedcsl~/bik~ path a]on8 on~ o~ the
oan~ of Compton Creek..Any d~vclopm~nt plans for ~be

~ .~dj=!~ p~. m~..~ for p~.~:w~op~m
u~ crce~, bucna pa~ como prove ~o I~ ¯ Ir~mcndous

and annet’ing the outside of the levees aloog one inile ~





¯
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Los Aneeles River
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C .om.pton Cry. it. a.tributap/of Itm Los Angeles Rive~, has zThe city is developing an activ~ n~..afion park, ~old~n
sott-t~ottomed .secuon upsueam of its confluence with the Parg, to the east of the river channel at Golden Avenue
~ .Angeles Riv~ south of Del Am¯ Boul~v&rd. The native between 6~h Street and Bn~adway. The seven-acre pa~ will
riparian and exotic vegetation of.the soft-bottomed ~ a~ea contain baseball I’~’lds. so:ce~" fields, haske~all and tennis
a.t~., ts egrets, black-crowned mght he~’ons, and loggedw~ courts, and picnic age~. it is intended to serve resi~nts ofsnnges, the downtown me.a. The city would ~ to add an additional

Th~ Dominguez Gap spteadinl~ grounds and channel extend seven ant’es ~. the pa~ by moving an e~ting highway off-

~F~ for approximately two miles ft.~n Del Mag Aventg to
.ram.p wr, st .olm ..i..~sent location. It has applied for g~mt

Fo~st Pa~k immediacy ~jacont to the dyer kveg on the
lunos to ~etoc~t~ the ott-mmp.

east bank of the n.’ver. The spreading grounds and channel The thi~ pa~ development is proposed as part of the city’s
contam watt’..at~mes ~u.rin~ the winter and sprin~ and .plan for redesign of the Qncensway Bay aw.a at the mouth ofattract some Dtro u~. Ktpanan vegetation occurs m ~ me rive~’. TI~ plT call~ for the creation of a landscaped pangareas of the spreading grounds/channel, s~ip. including a ~hallow watt" habitat" on the south aid¯

01" the rivor. The pa~k suip would include a new
W.ater quality,.sil~tion, and.dcbris from upstre,un Ime issue~ amphi~eater and ~he existin~ SIxuce ~x~se Dome.~ co.nccm to .me c~y. Dcb.m o~eina~g upstream of Long
.~ac~..~vels oownsueam, u u’appecl by ~be bmakwate~ in
tong ~ca,c.h Ha~bor,.and.ends up on the city I~.aches. PU~ Polential ProJeclsw.a~cr qu.~!ty .i~.the nv~ u a problem, espccially when i�

The major polential projecls for the Long Beach su’clch of.~m,s. anu me rtsmg coffonn levels result in the clmu~ of tim
�tty a beaches. ~ rive~.involvc developing the large county flood control

rights-of-way, vacant city-owned paxcets, and utility
The city is pre.send~, in the pmcm of developing throe park _ .ea.~n~e.nts .tl.ut line the riv~ into passive and active pa~ks
projects along d~ river. Long Beach has secured ¯ permit ram, wue~ fe,xsible., habitat aroas. TI~ large utility
from th~ Los Angeles County Department of Public Wmlm easements on the we.st sid~ of the ~iver and the smaller city-

~l.op a. ~pas~ive .~.i.g..hborhoud pa~ on ¯ �ounty-o~m~l
and Los Angeles ~ounty Depa~ment of Public Works-

ey meande~ng path an~ .o~ me cW/of i~.ng .i~_ h. Muldple use of the, se paget.

nctgnl~o~ouo anO maintained with the belp of the dyer’ tlgmld be inve.~gated.
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VII. CONSTRAINTS TO ALTERNATIVE USES
OF THE LOS ANGELES RIVER
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VII. CONSTRAINTS TO ALTERNATIVE USES
OF THE LOS ANGELES RIVER

potential conflict wkh plans for ram-flood ¢~u,o~ usm ot’lh~ easements wilh im~visions ~hal only allow me fo¢ rio¯dflood con~ol system. Any or all of tbe~ i~ucs could be control purpos~ ,~co~dmy uses me gene~ly no[ sllowed
significant con¯trent¯ to proposals for I1~ ~velopment of und~ tl~ terms of the le.ase~ Porchas~ or Icquisitio~
park~, recreation faciliti~ etc.. widdn i~ bounda..~ of i~ Ihrough cmd~nnatioo may be i~iuired to gain the kgal
flood control sys~m. Every change of use proposed for I~ fighu m use land for non-llood conuol purposes.
Los Angeles Rive~ channel must add,~.ss tbes~ issues.

The LACDA study idenfif~d seven issues dm could
po~ntia~y block proposed new uses within dz flood �omml It is ~u~n~ly dilficult to �oon~te Ibe multitude of local
sys~n: ~v~mmenu and state and federal agencies that have

Regular¯IT ~onstmlnts lxojeas ofa ~gional nauu~

Secondary uses of the Ilood comml system mus~ nm SafetFinu~fere wid~ th~ flood �onuol function of Ih~ sys~m. No
Saf.e.ty is ¯ major cmcem when cons¯de,rig tnc~Jsingchang~ can occur Iha! would II~" Ibe �~1"$ ability to

hold or cany water. An>, obsuuctions such ~s dams. ImDlic access to the Ilood control channels. Safety hazanls
can re.sul! from user conflicts, such as ea~ounters betweenlandscaping, etc., must be ~emovihle or must nm impe~ dm

movement of flood waters. Both the Army Corps o( bicyclists and ¢quusldans. o¢ bicyclisls and pedestrians. In
F~ginccrs and the Los Angeles County Dcpmlment o(Publlc some a~cas, s~crcationai users age in danger of falling into
Works (LACDFW) must ~cview and approve proposed the channel, or being assaulted m" mbbeA.
secondary uses. ~ ~ Channel Nelghlxxe
Physical Consb’alnt~ Some own~ of pmpcn’y adjacent to flood �onuol channels
The flood cont.q31 channel~ are crm,~ed by aumem~ bfdgea o~,ject to ilgtgased public aoce~ almg the channels because
for stn~ts and railroads that are phyxical ot~tack~ to public oi cottce~ of !o~ of privacy, vandalism, and u~e of the
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VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

it is becoming appanmt fiat Ibe Iggd for adtfidonal padt led ripldalt h~bitak detention ~ ~ spw.ading grounds.

~,nge~es a~a has the lowest amount of por capila [m~k SpncWgally, policka ~tould ~ ~lopted by local
~reage of any major mewopolitsn area in the nation. ~ governments and sine and f~deral agoncks wi~h Jurisdiction
discovery" of the Los Angeles Rivor ~ a po~bt" smm:~ og over the ~ivor that have us an ultimate goal the cteatinn of a

new park space and recn~tional facilities cn:ates a unique continuous system of ixuks and ~creational trails along the
.oppo~. n_it~, to !onk,at the ri .v~. in ¯ncw way. 1~ Los givefl banks from the Sepulveda Basin to Long Beach.
An[~et~ ~veg has me po~ntial to become om of the consistent with flood control and economic development
r̄egmn s grca ,t~st n~creational tesou~’es, forming a ~0.mile needs.
opcn s~ce,/recrcation,xl "green corrido¢" through the ce~"
of thc region. ¯ Undeveloped ufifity, flood control, and other easements

and rights.of-way along the d~t channel should be
Attention has also been focused on the river ctmidm" as ¯ developed into parks, trail conidogs, and/or plant and
potential site for n~development and economic t~.vitafizati~lt, animal habitat wherever feasible and without sacrificing
Several scenarios have been propused for �ommercial. light flood control needs. Rivet-fronting .p~uks and trois should
industrial, and publk: transit facilities development on pa~Ja be incorporated into commercial, restdendal, nnd industrial
adjoining the fiver. Mo~ _j~xe;ah of this kind can be development along the tive~’. Those easements or lots
expected in the futme as el forts are made by IocaJ adjaceat to the rivor that are not large enough or otherwise
governments to genen~ public and l~Vate seclor inlen~ in cannot nccommodat~ IXUk development should be
tevitafizing the ~ivor conidm’, land,~aped along the river to provide a~r quality benefits.

animal habim and w,.stbetlc impmvemont of the dvor

padr, s and t~cw, adon become ¯ high-wiority land use fro" the
entin~ river corridor. Development of th~ use should be * New land ~ should not obstngt ~ublic acce~ to thelinked to improved flood control, economic, and tim conidor, o~ prevent the extemion and improvement
transpo~ation development along the co~dor. Otheg u~s ill of the regional trail system. New land uses should
the giver corridor that should be part of ¯ multi-objective acc~nmodate the placement of landscaping materials on
dyer management suateg7 include non-motad,~gd lands directly adjacent to the dvor.
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¯Alternative methods for flood control should be exploeed, wikaife co~do~ ~ of plant and animal habitat, and
with a goal of providing protection against ¯ 100-year replacement of ¯ natural rive" corridor by a conc~e channel
flood, removing the Fcderal Emergency Manageme~ Recognition oflh~ pt’oblem3 ha~ gesulted in ¯ major
Agency (FEMA) floodplain designation from surrounding geexam~nation of the way dve~ are managed.
aw, as. creating a wider and mo~e permeable channel.
increasing flood water re.entire, reducing peak flood Protection el’lives and propmy must be the l’u~t priority of
flows, restoring the upper watershed, increasing any river management plan. bm as existing flood control
g.,mundwaler recharge capacity, and resto~ng dpadaa tad syslem$ need Io be realigned to addr~ ever increasinguoa~ wetlands. Flood control needs of down,ueeam nmoff aud wat~ flow~ alternative flood control method~
communitie~ must be considew, d of prima~y imput~¯nce in .r.|hould be considexed as pm of a muldmbjective approach tothe development of any alternative methods, nve~ managnmeaL

¯Any pmpusah fo~ public Iransit along the dyer �ocddot" Examples of such techoiqnej include soft-bottomed channelsshould include environmental enhancement and public that allow for scour. ¯ r~Ae~ of flood water detention basbu,acce~ as integral pa~ of their schemes. enlarged spreading basins, alternative channel bank
~tabi|ization. increased pe:colafion in the watershed (e.g..¯Coordination of planning activities, funding for dyer porous parking lots and driveways), diversion of peak flood

�ondor improvements, and formulation of swategie, a fee’ flows, onsite storage of nmoff, restoration of the upper
assuring equity of benefits slid costs among rivet’cot~kl’ wate~3hed (e.g.. revegntation of the slopes, upstreamcommunities should be ca~ed out on a regional ba~ by II~egvoi~). and creation of ¯ "~verway." t
representative~ of lecalgovemments and communit~
~ronps with assistance from rote and fede~ agnnctea. (Note: The U.S. Army ~ori~ of Engineen in the 1991

Lot Angnk~ ~unty Drainage ~ (I,ACDA) Review
~tudied sevenl alternative flood control methods, including

ALTERNATIVE FLOOD CONTROL eivmioe al~rnadve~ non-s~ctunl measu~ new
There b a growing recognition thai ~ benefits of reservoi~ and upper basin modil’~cadon.s, and concl~M.d
channelizadon have been overestimated on many flood .that ~ methods weee eidgr too expensive or’ineffective
control projects in the United Slate~ and eisewhae in the m ~ucmg peak flowl in the lower basin.)
world. The problem¯ of channelization include:
undewstLmation of the �o~ts of channel mainteaance, A benefit el’inch alton¯five methods could be the resto~atim
unrealisficexpectatiot~ofthe~onthne~ofconcn~ . oftuchaaturaldve~fextunaaawetlana.,j, wbich would act

~- O~ --__                                                                                       , _ ,,.
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could be noddng mine than small landscaped meas with̄  Implane~ tbe "Sopulveda Basin Rim ~fion Link"frees, benches, and drinking fountains. The ~nplmsis
~d~.Ix’uj~’t l~OlX:xs~l by d~ Los Angeles River

wi.th gt~n tar.as ~ can be used for pr.sl and quiet t as~ ~ to unpmve d~� visual and physical linkages
betw~on d~ Los Angeles River and adjacent Balboa Park.enjoyment. Projoct compone~s include the ongoing cleanup of U-dSh

" Dc.veloc Bl~ur! and implementation of the following specific and debris from d~ river channel, and d~ restoratio~ and
.~p~ujeCts...:_ u.rbank_~..uc~ V.~ta Park expansion); Glendale ~f of ~tive rip~ vege~mion in and along d~
~.~ysm spnngs ~’an~j; ~udany (land acquisition); South ~;ummu. ine project also proposes d~ development of ¯
~oate (development of flood control rights of way); natme ~ and inte~ve signage.
Paramount (land acqulsitioo); Long Beach ( _d~’vdopmmt ~

¯ Develop and implement the following projects: Losflood ¢onUul righm-of-way/udlity easements).
Angeles (DWP Sp~ading Basin); Glendale (DWP Site -
Crystal $1x’ings); Long Bead~ (Domingunz Gap).

Habitat Enhancemenl
¯ .P~. rve and enhance those few areas that still contain Environmental Education

riparian plant communities to improve the quafQ, of thesē  Those pans of the rive~ �on, idor that con~n natural orareas for wildlife habitat. Wbe~e possible, additional
habitat areas should be created, semi-natural riparian lubim can be used for environmental

education of adults as well as schoolchildren, in highly
¯ Redesign of the river channel where feasible to create ¯ tu’oanized senings, ewon very small ~.acbes of semi-natural

wi_d__e.~_..m~a.bJ~ channel and hood ptain sys~.m du~ habim ~ can_ Emvide imponam education~
wvum vc~ integrate flood control with groundwa~ opponm~u~ ~torts should be mad~ to enhance these

~di.ha~gc, habita., t, and open s.pac~ uses. l~-urtber feasibility
degraded meas for th~ enjoyment and educaSon of local
residents.                                           .

removal of ¢oncre~ channel bottom and banks and the
c..reation o.f ¯ wide’., I~..nneabJ~ channd might be possiide. " .D~ .OP specU’~� Jegional and lucal envlmnmenud
~ne new nesign snouta n{x result in induced ft. _oo~ling_" ~u~.~ programs focused on th~ Los Angeles River as ¯
upsuemu or .downstream or increase the pmemial for ~_u~u. o.nmg nmurd I~.’m in ¯ d~veloped urban a~a--
channel emalon or mmctmal failme, ,_._�]~__..um pmgr~, for local schools and ¯ series of

~ ccmm/muscmns aloog d~ dye-.
¯ ~ nond ~ risum-of-way and put~ aad





Los Angeles River
Padt and Ftea’eation Area Study

complement the results obtained from the U.S. Army Nr 0ually
Corps of Engineers physical model of the dyer. ’llm

¯ Landscaping along the river corridor, most imponandy thephysical model simulates the flows in tie Rio timalo planting of double rows of tn~es should be undertakenand lower reaches of the Lo~ Angeles Rivet.
wh~ver fea.xible. Such pl~ting will imp.rove the air

6. Conceptual designs for specific mtc~ of the Le~ quality of the area ~round the fiver and will help to
Angele~ Rlvor. counu~ct the pollution cw.med by millions of cars

ravel daily alm~g ~ miners and freeways adjacent to the
..P.~�~. t ~velopments in floodplain mmm~mem and flood ~ver. Tge plan~g can also �o~mtergt the heat islandallewauon methods that should I~ �omsideng 0ual ~ effect by helping to ~ temperatuw.s near tl~ river.

¯Sofl-bouomed channels
¯ Series of Ilood water detemion basins
¯Enlarged spreading basins Insfltutlonal
; Inceeased pcrcolation in the watershed ¯ Create ¯ mechanism for coonlination among the man),

Restmation of the upper watershed tgenc~ and govenunents that have jurisdiction aJong the
¯ Diversion of Feak flows
¯Onsile storage of runoff
¯ Creation of ¯ "dvexway" ¯ Esublish an intergovemmental associatio~ or apeemcnt to

�oonlinate planning antivides and channel funds for riverAny recommendations resulting from these studies should i~.lXovemeat.proje~.ts. The association should be made upprovide protection against floods up to the 100-year event mn~=ents~, yes of local govemmems, local, state andand should be designed to remove the FEMA 100-year flcod federal ageaga~ and �ommtmity groups.plain deaigna~-on from sunounding areas.
¯l~tmge a umster plan for the dyer that lxommes the

(Note: The U.S. Anuy Corps of Eagineors tn the 1991 Lo~ �oncelX of the Los Angeks River as a regional resomx:e..
several altenmtive flood control methods, including began sm:h ¯ planning e, ffm h 1991.)

eeducin| peak flows in the lower I~n.)

,
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Tenants and Non-Tenants of the Long Beach Harbor District Included
Under t~e Por~’s Stormwater Runoff Permit
Page 2
December 4, 1991

These elements comprise approximately 90% of ~he pe~It
requirements. The final permit element Is a "StorRvater Pollution
Prevention Plan" (plan) for each facility. This is a requirement
that only the facility operator/owner can prepare. We are providing
you wlth guldelines for the preparation of a plan for your Eacillty
(Enclosure). The State water Quality Control Board has lesued those
guidelines which attempt tO cover all types of industrial
faclltties. We have reviewed these guidelines and feel that some
items may not be relevant to all facilities. We recommend that you
develop a plan that addresses as many of the categories as
possible. The Po~t will be happy to answer as many of your
questions as we can. As we have indicated on the guide12nes we can
supply, at your request, a copy of the drainage pattern ~aps
surrounding your facility.

A copy of your final "Sto~vater Pollution Prevention Plan" must be
submitted to the Port no later than May 1, 1992. You will also be
required to keep a copy on site so RW~CE representatives can review
it upon request. If you have any questions a~ all please contact
Dr. Robert Kanter st (213) 590-4156.

~rector of Plannlg
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CUI~£LIN£S FO~ PH£PARZNG A
STOR/~WATER POLIA~ION PREVENTION PLAN

A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (plan) must he prepared by
each facility covered by the Port’s Non-Point Source (NPS)
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPD£S) ~er~lt.
The plan is required to include the Best Available
Technology/Best Control Technolo~ (BAT/BCT) to prevent
contaminants from entering Stats

The plan must be submitted to ~h¯ Port and ¯ copy must be
retained on site. Plans kept on site may be inspected by
representatives of the Regional Water Quality Control
(RW~CB) and/or local ¯qencles with ~urisdiction over mtor~ drsln~
or water courses which receive mtor~w¯ter discharge from

This plan may reflect requirements for Spill Prevention Control
mnd Countermeasure of the Clean water Act or Beat
Pratt(cam Programs and may ~ncorporate any pa~ of such plsnm
into the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan. The RW~CB and/or
local sqenc~ea may notify the facility operator If the
requirements for the plan are not met. After making the require~

The facility operator ~ust ¯1so amend the plan whenever t~here
s chan~e in desiqn, �onstr~ction, operation, or
ham ¯ mtgnificant effect on the potential for ~he discharge
pollutants to sur~¯ce waters or the local a~ency’s storm drain
system. The plan ~ay also have to he amended if the facility has
not attained compliance with current water quality
standards.

The plan shall include, st ¯ minimum, ~he fcllcvln~

eea. A ~o~raphlc nap (or o~er map If 8 to~raphic up
unavailable), ex~endi~ one-~arter mile beyo~
pro~y boundaries of ~he facility, shying ~e

drinking water wells listed in p@lic reco~s
o~e~ise ~o~ to the discha~er.

** (1) All drainage a~ discha~e

e, (2) ~ outline of the trlbu~a~drainage ¯re¯s for

(3) Paved areas a~

(4) Past and present areas of ~tentlal
contact;
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(S) ~xistlng pollutant controls;

(6) Surface rater locations;

(7) Areas of existing or potential soil erosion.

Description of significant potential sources ot
pollutants in stor:vater discharges and ~dentificetion
of any dry-veather pollutant discharge locations

(1) Loading/unloading liquids or dry bulk

(2) Any outdoor storage of ray sat,rials, inters,diets
products, or finished products;

(3) Outdoor process activities, and any activities
vhich generate dust or particulates;

(4) Illicit connections or aanagenent practices; end

(S) Waste disposal practices.

A lis~lng ot all chesicals vhich say contact storaveter
and estisstee of concentrations in the etoravater
runotfz

An estisata of the area of ispe~vious surfaces
(including paved area and buildln~ roofs) vl~hin each

Source controls, such as covering of pollutant eree~
sveeping of paved areas~ �ontainaent of potential
Pollutants,

lsolatlon/leparatlon of industrial tros non-Industrial
pollutan~ sources so that runoff fros ~hese areas do
no~ six;

Tree,sent/�onveyance structures such as drop
channels, retention/detention basins¯ treataent vaults.
lnf~ltration ~aller~es, filters, oil/water separators.
etc. and the effect of any of ~hese on ~roundva~er
quality;

Design criteria for the structures/conveyances;

~aintenance schedules lncludln<j Inspection and tsstJ~j

2
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PORT OF LONG BEACH
STORM DRAIN MASTER PLAN



INDUSTRIAL FACILITY /
DRAINAGE MAP
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Da~e: May 20, ]992                                                            ~./

To: Storm Water Program Parlicipants

From: Geraldine Knatz, Director ot Port Planning

Subject: Storm Waler Pollution Prevention Plan

The Port’s May 1st target date for the completion of your facility’s Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan has come and gone, but we have not received
documentation from you that fulfills the State of California’s Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) requircmen~

The Port has ~lready accepted much of the responsibilin/necessary for successfully
completing the State’s mandated program. However, the things we have asked you to
prepare require site-specific int’ormation about operations of your facility, that only you
can provide. Accordingly, you need to proceed with the preparation ot" the SWPPP, The
Port has provided the Regional Water Ouality Control Board (RWOCB) with a list of
facilities included under our storm water permit. We will also provide them with ¯ list
of Pollution Prevention Plans on file with us which correspond to the named faci]itles.
Those facilities which have not provided the Port with an SWPPP will be listed
separately. The Port, because o~" its size, fully expects an audit ~ the RWOCB. We
want aJl faci]ities in compliance before such a.q audit occur.

Since en_rorcement is likely to include fines for non-~ompliance, we wish to emphasize
that you must complete a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan as soon as possible,
and submit it totbe Port no later than June 15, 1992. ]/you need additional help in
completing your plan, please ~ D’arcelle Pruitt at (310) $90-4160,

~ ~e~a]dine Kamt~

j/Director of Port Plam~
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Store water eonitorinq reports will be submitted to the Plannln~
Division in draft for~ by the prime contractor within 21 days
followin9 the ssmplln~ period. The followln(j Information will be
reported for each samplin~ period:

a. The date, exact location, and tiae of mesplln~, ~.7
obaez-vat/one, and/or measurements;

b. The individual(s) who performed the $aapli~,
observations, and/or measurements;

�. Flow measurements or estimates based on calculations
tied to the storm event;

d. The date(s) and rises the labaratory analyses were
perfo~,

e. The individual(s) who performed the analyses;

The anal~-tlcal techniques or methods ~sod and the
results o~ such analyses;

9. Quallty ass~rance/q~altt¥ control res~lts~

h. Non-storm water discharge records; end

t. All calibration end maintenance records of

Brlet narrative compartnq polnt source data :roa No. $
above v~l~h data from co:parable water areas in the
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Proposals shall be a saxi~um of 15 pages in length and viii be
evaluated on a 100-point basis as follows:

Corporate £xperience |including subcontractors) 20
Staff Quallficatlons (including subcontractors) 30
Technical Approach/Understanding o£ the Progrsa 30
Hanage=ent Approach/$ystsa 10
Coat 10

?o be eligible for consideration, cost proposal aust be clear,
accurate, and co:plate as rags:de to the reg~ire:ents set forth
above. Proposal viii be evaluated to dsteraine the bidder’s
understanding of the prograa and ability to respond realistically
to this request.

D. SUBMISSION OF PROPOS&I~

Five copies of the proposal are due no later than 4:30 p.a. on
December 15, 1992. Proposals say be Islled or hand delivered to1

Planning Division
Port of Long ~each
925 Harbor Plaza

Hand carried proposals must be delivered to the offices o£ the
Planning Division on the 4th floor.

If you hays any questions concerning this solicitation, please
contact Ms. Stsce¥ Crouch, at (310) $90-4160.
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TABLE I L

,~ON POINT SOURCE .~IONITORING PLAN
PARAMETERS TABLE                            ~.~

STATION PARAMETERS
P l pHI, TSS~. SC"~, TOC~, TRPH:, BTXE~, ICA[~ Scan. MBASs

~!
2 pH. TSS. SC, TOC, TRPH, BTXE, ICAP Scan, MBAS

3 pH, TSS, SC, TOC, TRPH, BTXE. ICAP Scan

I
4 pH, TSS, SC, TOC, TRPH, BTXE, ICAP Sc.~n, MBAS

5 pH. TSS. SC, TOC. TRPH. BTXE, ICAP Sc.~n, MBAS

i 6 pH, TSS, SC, TOC, TRPH, BTXE, ICAP Scan, MBAS

pH, TSS, SC, TOC. TRPH, BTXE, ICAP Scan

I TSS, SC, TOC, TRPH, BTXE, ICAPpH. Scan

9 pH. TSS, SC, TOC, TRPH, BTXE, ICAP Scan, Sulfides

! 10 pH, TSS, SC, TO(:, TRPH, BTXE, ICAP Scan

11 pH, TSS. SC. TOC TRPH                                 ’
¯

.. ! 12 pH, TSS, SC, TOC. TRPH
pH, TSS, SC, TOC, TRPH, BTXE, MBASI~ 14 pH, TSS. SC, TOC, TRPH, BTXE, ICAP Scan

|
]5 pH. TSS, SC, TOC. TRPH. BTXE. ICAP Scan n
16 pH, TSS, SC, TOC, TRPH, BTXE, ICAP Scan U

I             17 pH, TSS. SC, TOC. TRPH, BTXE, ICAP Scan, F001 - FOOS Series

3]8 pH, TSS, SC, TOC, TRPH, BTXE, ICAP Scan, F001 - F005 Series

]1 ]9 pH, TSS, SC TOC TRPH

20     pH, TSS, SC, TOC TRPH

State Required Parameters
2. Total Recoverable Petroleum Hydrocarbons (EPA 418.1)

~1 3. Benzene, Toluene, Xylenes, Ethylbenzene (mod 602)
4. Inductively Coupled Argon Plasma (0010) - Metab I
5. Methyl Blue Active Substance - Surfactants
6. Solvents
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February 23, 1994

Mr. Xavier Swamlkannu
California Regional Water
Quality Control Board

Los Angeles Region
I01 Centre Plaza Drive
Monterey Perk, CA 91754

Subject: Deletion of Coast GM Salvage frol the Pot% oE Long
Beach Non-Point Source Proqral

Reference:     NOI #4B10S0036~8

~ar l~r. Swaslkannul

As you know, the Port of Long Beach elected to hold ~he Stor~
water NPDES Pe~lt to cover its tenants under the NPDES Proqral.
In order to be covered under the program, tenant~ lust oooperate
with Port requlreaente, lost laportantly by preparin~,
submitting, and updating a Store Water Pollution Prevention Plan.
Tenant cooperation is essential to ensure 1;hat tJle Port’s proqral
co=plies with the EPA~e NPDES requirements for Participating
the NPDES Pro~ral.

Coast GM Salvage, however, has not �omplled with the
requirements. Accordingly, please update your files to reflect
that Coast GM Salvage has no~ elected to be lnclude~ under the
Port o5 Long Beach Storl Water NPD~S Permit

If you have any further questions re~arding this ~atter, please
contact Stacey Crouch at (310) 590-4160.

Sincerely,

Director of Plann~n~

l~3:e
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NON POINT SOURCE PERlkHT MONITORING

Tenanl:

SWPPP

Impimnmt~

Updm~

Tenant ~
Up

Additional
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NON POLNT SOURCE PERMIT MONITORING
1993-1994
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July 12, 1994

M:. John Nora
Applied Industrial Na~er~als Co,ration
1270 Pler G Avenue
~ng Bea~, ~ 90802

SubJe~: ~nual S~o~ ~a~er Pollution P~even~lon Plan
SA~e Xns~�~Aon

~ar ~. Nora~

On July 12, 1994, the Plannln~ OAvlslon
conducted its annual site inspection ot your tacil

-- ~ere have no~ ~en an s ~Y.curren~ S~Pp As ~a--Y--l~l~an~ changes to yo~ ta
- indic -*~.An e~ect. Hovev __ clllty,

.... a~ed ~ha~ ~he to~ovin~ chan--~nagenen~ Prac~lces for ~: ~-Z’-

::v     ~.�ontaAnAng ll~2ds
Please ~ advls~ ~at At ~ere are ~anges to your recall

If you have any t~er �o~en~s or ~es~lon
S~acey ~ou~ a~ (310) 590-4160.

Geraldlne ~a~l. Ph.D.
~ DArector ot
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1
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LOS ANGELES DISTRICT

PLANNING DMSION
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P.O. BOX 2711
LOS ANGELES, CA 9O053

September 1991
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DRAINAGE AREA                                                                   L

REVIEW FEASIBILITY STUDY

SECTION ONE: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This is an interim report for the Los Angeles County Drainage Area (LACDA)

Review studies conducted under authorization provided in the House Resolution dated
11 June 1969. it summarizes the findings of an extensive feasibility investigation of

problems and opportunities related to flood control, water conservation, recreation,

transportation, and environmental enhancement in the I~CDA Mainstem System (the
Los Angeles and San Gabriel River~ the Rio Hondo, and the Tujunga Wash) as

depicted in Figure 1. The major findings of this investigation are:

1) While the LACDA Mainstem System of flood control reservoirs and
channel improvements has provided effective protection to the urban

communities of the basin for over 40 years, there are inadequacies in the
system. Some reaches of the mainstem system provide only 25. to 50-year

protection. In the lower Rio Hondo and los Angeles River reaches

protected by levees, there is a threat that floods exceeding the 25- to 40.

year event could overtop the existing levees and cause these levees to fail
with catastrophic results. The 500-year flood plain covers approximately

200 square miles (320,000 structures), mostly in the lower reaches of the

basin; damages in this flood plain would total approximately $5.4 billion.

The 100-year flood plain covers appro~mately 82 square miles; damages
from the 100-year flood would be $2.3 billion.

2) The system inadequacies are the result of different factors. The various
design storms formulated for the individual sections of the system over 50

yem~ ago were based on a short period of record; based on a longer period
of record, it now appears that the overall system was only designed to

control a flood resulting from a storm with a 50-year reearrence intervaL
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Also, extensive urban development in the basin, combined with ¯
comprehensive system of storm drains to carry local runoff into the
mainstem system, has greatly accelerated runoff, particularly in the lower

river basin areas. Thus peak flow~ have increased dramatically compared 2to those originally predicted for these reaches of the system.

3) Ba~d on a thorough analysis of measures to correct the system

inadequacies, it was concluded that only improvements to the lower basin
channels themselves would he cost-beneficial solutions to the flooding

problems identified. Other alternatives were found to he either e~cessive
in cost (new channels, diversion alternati’ves, new reservoirs, modifying

existing reservoirs) or ineffective in reducing peak flows through the critical
project reaches in the lower basin (new reservoirs, non-structural measures,

modifying existing reservoi~ modifying channel bridges, re-regulation of

reservoirs). Modifications in upper basin reaches were found to have very

low benefit-to-cost ratios, in part because the channels in most reaches of

the upper basin provide nearly 100-year levels of protection; in areas with
lower levels of protection, the overflow areas are limited ~nd damages are
not extensive. No economically justified alternatives were identified for

increasing the level of protection in upper basin reaches.

Transfer of Whittier Narrows Dam releases from the Rio Hondo to the
San Gabriel River was determined to be unjustified bemuse this would

require modifications to the San Gabriel River channel greater in cost than

those contemplated for the Los Angeles River and Rio Hondo channels
while having larger environmental impacts and still requiting improvements

to the Los Angeles River. Modifying flood control releases to involve two
distinct channels was not economically justified.

4) Given the nature and extent of the flooding problem identified in this
study, it was determined that the focus of study should be on flood control

improvements. Water conservation, recreation, transportation, and/or
environmental enhancement opportunities would be studied within the

fi
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framework of ~he flood control improvements being investigalod. This
decision was made following an initial review of potential opportunities to
pursue these objeaives; this review indicated that opportunities were

1limited or constrained by the flood control solution and were therefore
dependent on the nature of the flood control solution identified. 2

5) The plan selected to improve available flood protection in the lower Los

Angeles Basin requires modification of the Rio Hondo from Whittier

Narrows Dam to the Los Angeles River and continuing down the Los
Angeles River to the Pacific Ocean. The modifications are as follo~g
(a) Raising the effective channel height by building parapet walls on
21 miles of existing levees; (b) raising or modifying 27 bridges to

~ accommodate the parapet walls; (e) widening and convening to rectangular

! cross-section 1.~ miles of channel below the confluence with the Rio

~ Hondo; (d) armoring the land side of the levees in four locations and

~.,,,~ (e) applying a concrete overlay in reaches with an existing rough grouted
stone channel surface.

6) The optimum level of protection for the proposed plan was established
based on National Economic Development (NED) criteria. The need to

avoid raising the Anesia/Long Beach Freeway overerossing was also

considered in defining the NED level of protection. Modificatiom of
channel walls may be made to convey the 133-year design flow~ for the

lower reach of the Los Angeles River without requiring this overcrossing to
be altered, thereby avoiding the expense and social impacts of beeway
bridge modification. The ability of flood flow breakouts to spread over

large areas makes the minimum level of prote~’tion provided in the

proposed plan also the overall level of protection. The NED Plan provides

between 100 and 133-ye..ar level of protection for the lower LACDA basin.
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7)    Cmt and benefit estimate~ indicate the NED Plan would provide $60.2
million in annual flood damage reduction benefits at an almualized co~t of

1$46.5 million. Net annual NED benefit~ from the plan are $13.7 million.

and the project benefit-to-cost ratio is 1.3 to 1. The Federal share of the
2$337.4 million first costs would be $168.7 million (50 percent of total first

cos~); the local sponsor, the Los Angeles County Flood Control Distri~
would bear the remaining cost of $168.7 million (50 percent of total first

Based on these findings, the Distric~ Engineer recommends that improvements to the
Los Angeles River and Rio Hondo channels in the lower reaches of the LACDA tmsin
be comtructed ~ub~tantially in accordan~ with the plan outlined in thi~ report.

1
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DRAINAGE AREA
LREVIEW FEASIBILITY STUDY

SECTION "PvVO: THE STUDY AND FEASIBILITY REPORT
1

2
A. STUDY AUTHORITY

This study was conducted in response to local concerns regarding the completeness
and adequacy of flood control within the Los Angeles County Drainage Area (LACDA)

and in response to local interest in the potential to increase water conservation,

transportation, and recreation resources within LACDA. These interests led ~o the
follo’.ving congressional resolution:

House of Representatives Resolution, approved 11 June 1969, reading in part:

"Resolved by the Committee on Public Works of the House of Representatives,

United States, that in accordance with Public Law 639. Eighty-seventh Congre.~ the
Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of Agriculture are directed to make a joint

investigation and survey in accordance with their existing authorities of the San Gabriel

River Basin, California, and to prepare a joint report on such investigation and survey

setting forth their recommendations for the installation of the works of improvement

needed for utilization, and disposal of water, and for flood control and allied purpo~"

Ik PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF STUDY

This combined Feas~ility Report and Environmental Impact Statement presents the
study findings associated with the Los Angeles County Drainage Area (LACDA) Review

Study. Los Angeles County. California_ Its intent is to review the adequacy of flood
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control along the mainstem systems of the Los Angeles and San Gabriel rivers, the Rio

Hondo, and Tujunga Wash.

The focus of this study was originally quite broad, including investigations throughout
the LACDA basin for flood control, water �onse~ation, recreation, transportation, and

environmental problems and opportunities. During the feasibility study phase, the

magnitude of the flo(xiing problem was recognized, and a greater effort was devoted to
developing a solution to this problem. The other study purposes had shown only limited

opportunities, and their implementation may have conflicted with potential flood control
solutions, in order to accomplish this study, it was decided that other study purposes
would be incorporated within the framework of the flood control solution if at all

possible. The flood control solution ultimately focused on the three mainstem fiver

systems for the following reasons:

1. Previous Interim Reports addressed major issues. Two previous interim
reports have addressed problems and opportunities considered critical in areas

outside of the mainstem system (BaJclwin Hills and Baliona Creek). An

additional study of Hansen Dam was aiso completed. Thus, the primary focus of

. this interim is appropriately on the mainstern. The previously completed
interims are as follo~,

Interim 1: Ballona Creek and Tributaries. This study inv~tigated possible           ._~
inadequacies in flood protection on Ballona Creek and tributaries due to

increases in runoff brought about by urbanization and storm drain installation.
No economically justified plan for Federal implementation could be found.                ~J

However, two bridges were identified on Ballona Creek that constricted flow and

Interim 2: Baldwin Hills landslide Stud),. This study addressed landslide,
mudsUde and related problems caused by the storms of 1978 and 1980 in the -
Baldwin Hills area of Los Angeles. No economically justified plan of
improvement could be found.
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Interim 3: Hansen Dam. This study investigated sedimentation problems
and incidental water conservation and recreation opportunities. The study found

that the ongoing excavation of reservoir material by sand and gravel �ontrac;ors

continues to maintain projec~ capacity and provides an ongoing solution to

sedimentation problems at this facility. Additional recreation was not found to
be economically justified at this site. Because Hansen Dam is an integral part of
the LACDA system, the report deferred analysis of flood control and water
conservation to this mainstem report.

2. Levels or protection on many tributaries were adequate. A general analysis of

numerous tributaries to the mainstem system �onc;uded that levels of protection
on these tributaries were adequate (100-year or higher). This conclusion was
based on detailed analysis of data from stream gauges in the watershed.
Compton Creek was found to provide slightly less than 100-year protection.
While no analysis for Compton Creek was proposed, any relief the malnstem
study could provide would be evaluated, and certainly, any impacts involved in a

mainstem solution would be mitigated as part of the overall solution, Further
study of Compton Creek may be undertaken at a later date. The effect of this
analysis of tributaries was to reduce the scope of this study Interim.

In 1985, the Sierra Madre channel in eastern Los Angeles County was evaluated.
but no improvements were recommended because the city council and local
residents were generally opposed to alterations which would affect structures
built up to the existing channel wall system. Los Angeles County subsequently
requested that further analysis of the channel be suspended.

drainages was not Justified. A post-1969 flood3. Work on smaller,non-tributary
review of many small streams draining directly into the Pacific indicated that

flood control improvements would be inappropriate for one or more of the

following reasons: (a) the Jevel of development within the flood plain was too

sparse to justify a project; (b) local residents were opposed to alteration of the
channel; (c) development was planned for the future, but existing levels were
inadequate to support a project; (d) justification of a project would depend on
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land enhancement benefits; (e) the overflow was contained within a well-             ,~"~     L
entrenched channel; and/or (t’) the scope of the problem was limited and its
solution was appropriate for local action. Of .39 local streams surveyed,

including some in the upper watershed areas for the LACDA mainstem system,

only two were identified for which funher study would be necessary to determine

whether there was potential for a justifiable project: Topanga Canyon and
Trifuno Creek.

In the absence of significant new development of the 100-year flood plain in

many of these small watersheds, no projec~ appeared to be feasible in 1969; the
advent of flood plain management regulations several years later placed

restrictions on flood plain development, which limited flood-prone development
in many of these small streams. Increased public opposition to flood control

measures such as channel improvements and dams also contributed to the
conclusion that these smaller streams would not be appropriate for Federal

action. Topanga Canyon and Trifuno Creek were eliminated from this study on
the basis of these �onsiderations. ~-~- --~

4. Problems Identified by the local sponsor were slud|ed and issues resolved. In

1975, the Los Angeles County Flood Control District (LACFCD) identified six
county priorities in addition to mainstem rivers and related facilities. Ballona

Creek was one of these six potential projects. The other five (Arroyo Seco near

Pasadena, Stone Canyon in West Los Angeles, Laguna Dominguez Channel near
Dominguez Hills, Los Cerritos Channel near Long Beach, and Bee Canyon in C
the Santa Susana Mountains above the San FernaridO Valley) were evaluated for

fiooding problems. Arroyo Seco was found to provide protection above the lO0-
year level. Devil’s Gate Dam on this arroyo was found to be unsuitable for

modification for system-wide flood control purpo~s. The Stone Canyon channel

was found to provide 100-year protection. Laguna Dominguez Channel was
subsequently studied by the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works

and found to be adequate in all but the uppermost reach. The uppermost reach
has been improved as a result of the Century Freeway construction project. Los
Cerritos channel was found to provide near 100-year protection and thus became
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a low priority. Outflow from the Bee Canyon watershed flows past the upper
Van Norman Reservoir. Although there was concern that flood flows could

contaminate the water supply system, this watershed was found to have an

insignificant local flooding impact or impact within the overall system and,
therefore, is a low study priority.

5. The flood threat is greatest on the mainstem system. Finally, the study was

focused on the mainstem because subsequent to the floods of 1969, it was

believed that the existing mainstem system might have insufficient capacity in
some reaches. The February 16, 1980 flood, about a 40-year event, caused near-

capacity channel flows in the Jower Los Angeles River that deposited debris on
the top of levees (see Figure 2) which had previously been thought to have 100+

year protection. The mainstem system carries substantially greater flows than
the tributary system and crosses the areas of greatest urban density. Review of

the mainstem system thus became a high priority for the entire basin.

The re\’iew of mainstem problems and opportunities included an analysis of the
entire mainstem system from the upstream flood control reservoirs of the mainstem
rivers to the mouth of the two fiver systems (Lo~ Angeles-Rio Hondo and San Gabriel).

Therefore, report considers the following watercourses (Figure I):

a) The Los Angeles River, from Sepulveda Dam to the Pacific Ocean;

b) The San Gabriel River, from Santa Fe Dam to the Pacific Ocean;
�) Tujunga Wash, from Hansen Dam to the Los Angeles River;, and
d) Rio Hondo, from Wldttier Narrows Dam to the Los Anseles River.

The report considers alternative solutions to the water and related land use problems
on these watercourses and recommends a feasible solution to the problems for

implementation. Consideration was ~iven to economic, environmental, and social needs

of the area.
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,..~ C. STUDY PARTICIPATION AND COORDINATION

L

The Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District - which will be referred to in this
document as the Corps - has been responsible for managing the LACDA Review Study;.
for plan formulation and evaluation; for coordinating the flood control planning process
with other local,state, and Federal agencies and the public; and for report preparation.

The Los Angeles County Flood Control District (LACFCD), an element of the Los
Angeles County Department of Public Works (LACDPW), is the local sponsor of the
study. The County Department of Public Works consists of the former County Flood
Control District, the former County Engineer, and the former County Department of
Roads. The unification of these functions occurred in 1985. For purposes of this report,
the local sponsor will be referred to as Los Angeles County, or simply the County.
Throughout the study, and especially during problem analysis and plan formulation. Los
Angeles County assisted the Corps in identifying areas which should receive priority in
the study during plan formulation and in evaluating the acceptability of flood control

There has been ongoing coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, who
also cooperated in the investigation. They provided the Corps with a Planning Aid
Letter and prepared the Coordination Act Report. Because no reservoir re-regulation

was proposed, there was no need for a Habitat-Based Evaluation of the proposed

improvements. Nearly all of the viable habitat in the flood control system is in the

reservoir area behind the darns, since a majority of the channels in the LA River system
are concrete lined from dam outlet to the ocean. No improvements are proposed for

areas in which significant habitat for wildlife e.zists.

The general public has also been kept informed of the study, and public participation
has been an important goal throughout this study. Public dissemination of information
has been achieved through press releases, direct-mail brochures and newsletters, and
public workshops and meetings. At these meetings, the public has had an opportunity to

7
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participate in study scoping, problem identification, plan forraulation, and alternative

evaluation phases of the study. ""~ L

A complete list of agencies and representatives with which coordination has taken

place may be found in Section 8 of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

D. PRIOR REPORTS BY THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS AND OTHER
AGENCIF.,S

CORPS OF ENGINEERS
1. Flood Control in the Los Angeles County Draina_ee Area. LA District, Corps of

Engineers, 1939.
2. Hydrolo~ in the Los Angeles Coun _ty Drainage Are1. LA District, Corps of

Engineers, 1939,
3. Hydrolow. San Gabriel River and the Rio Hondo Above Whittier

Flood Control Basir~. LA District, Corps of Engineers, 1944.

4. DPR-Whittier Narrows Flood Control Basin. LA District, Corps of Engineers,

1945.
5. Ope_ rations and Maintenance Manual. Los An_eeles Coun _ty Draina_~e Arc . LA

District, Corps of Engineers, 1975.
6. Plan of Study. Review Re_port for Flood Control and Allied Pu _rposes.

An_eeles Court _ty Draina_ee Are.~. LA Distric~ Corps of Engineers, 1976.
7. Interim Re_~on on Hydrolo_m,_ and Hydraulic Review of Desi_en Features ~,,"

Existing Dams for LACDA Dame LA District, Corps of Engineers, 1978.
8. Re_Don on Floods of February. and March 1978 in Southern ~aliforni . LA

District, Corps of Engineers, 1978.
9. Reconnaissance Re_port on Landslide Study_. Baldwin Hills Area. LA County.

~ LA District, Corps of Engineers, 1981.                        -

10. Baldwin Hills. Los An_eeles. CA: A Geotechnical Supplement to the l_andslid..

.,,S.Ig~. Portland District, Corps of Engineers, 1981.
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O11. Interim Feasibili _ty Regort for Landslide Study: Baldwin Hills. CA LA DEtEct,

LCorps of Engineers, 198Z
12. Interim Fea.sibili _ry Re.Don for Ballona Creek and Tributarie~ LA Distri~

Corps of Engineers, 1982.

14. Hansen Dam Preliminary_ Formulation Report. LA District, Corps of Engineers, ’

15. Final Report. Review of Water Resources within the Los Angeles Count~,

~. LA District, Corps of Engineer~ 1985.

1. Re_Dons of the Board of Engineers. Flood Control to the Board of Sugervisor~
~ Los Angeles County, 1915.

2. Review Regort and Environmental Assessment with Technical Appendices
the Los Angeles River Flood Prevention Proffam US Department of
Agriculture, Forest Service, Angeles National Fore.st, 1980.

3. Review Re_non for the Los Angeles River Flood Prevention P~ocra ....US 1
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. Angeles National Fore.t, 1982.
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, ~ E. THE STUDY PROCESS KND THE CONq’F.NT OF THIS REPORT

L

The Stud~ Process

This feasibility study has been conducted in accordance with Corps Planning

Regulations and Guidance (summarized in the ~./a~l~ing Guidance Notebook). It has
been an iterative process; that is, there have been .,a.veral phases of problem

analysis/plan formulation and plan evaluation. The purpose of this iteratlve process has
been to ensure that all problems have been given f, II consideration and all alternatives
have been identified and evaluated.

The general flow of a feasibility study is to begin with the broadest possible ~’ope

within the constraints imposed by the authorization and Corps regulations and slowly
narrow the scope by eliminating alternatives, using data developed during the study.

Thus. an initial step is to formulate a very broad range of alternative measures which can

be considered for solving problems. The general feasibility of these measures is
evaluated, and those measures that ~re clearly infeu~ible or ineffective are eliminated

after an initial review. A smaller number of measures are then evaluated in more detail.
After t~e remaining measures have been evaluated, the scope of study shifts to

evaluation of combinations of these measures (alternatives). Alternatives are evaluated
in detail in terms of their completeness, acceptabiltly, efficiency (cost-effectiveness), and

environmental and socioeconomic impacts. As the number of alternatives is narrowed,

the level of detail of study increases. This iterative process is reflected in the phm

formulation section of this report.

Feasibility Report ~oate~ta

This report can be viewed as containing two parts. Part l is the main report and the
environmental impact statement (EIS). Part II consists of the technical documentation
reports, as listed below. Note that only Part I is being circulated for public comment.-
The technical reports are too volun~nous and generally too technical to justify their

r~_’
10
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general circulation. They are available for review at the Los Angeles Distric~ Office of
~"

It"
the Corps of Engineers, 300 N. Los Angeles Street, Los Angeles, California, 90053. The
appropriate telephone number is (213) 894-5461. For reference, the technical reports
are:

A) HydrololD,: This is a detailed discussion of storm history, predicted storm
frequency and intensity, rainfall-runoff analysis combined with reservoir
operations, and downstream floodrouting to define the resulting flood flow
frequencies in the LACDA basin.

B) Hydraulics: This technical report provides an analysis of the projected
overflows resulting from various-sized floods. It also provides an analysis
of the existing channel capacities and the design analysis of the v~rious
alternatives.

C) Design: This technical report describes the various elements of the ~’~
recommended design, and provides detailed materials and �onstr~cfion

E) Geotechnical: This technical report descn’bes the general site conditions
and provides design and construction material considerations.

F) Real Estate: This technical report identifies real estate requirements and

associated

G) Economics: This technical report analyzes damages associated with the

existing (baseline) condition and compares the costs and benefits of the
alternatives. Supporl for the selection of the NED Plan is documented.
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The main report summarizes the result~ of the feasibility study in a nontechnical            , ~0

manner, and pres~nLs the material on the NED Plan somewhat more technically.
Follow~ng the Commander’s recommendations at the end of the main report, the
environmental impact statement describes the nature and scope of the environmental
impacts of the NED Plan and evaluates the other alternative given consideration during            ]

the study process.

2
STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION

Location and Extent of’ Study

Los Angeles County, located in the South Coastal Basin of the Pacific slope, has
var~ed terrain consisting of precipitous mountains, low-lying foothills, valleys, and coastal
plains. A vast majority of urban development is found on fiat ailuviai plains and uplifted

terraces which are surrounded by various mountain ranges. The area bounded by the
Santa Susa~ and San Gabriel Mountains on the north, and on the east and southeast by
the Chino, San Jose, and Puente Hills, is the area under study that is usuaily referred to
as the Los Angeles County Drainage Area (LACDA) basin. See Figure 1 for ¯ map of

the LACDA basin.

Drainage Basin DeserJptJo~

The LACDA basin feeding the mainstem system covers 1,4:59 square mile~, ¯ large
percentage of which is urbanized flatlands and valleys crossed by three major rivers: the
Los Angeles, Rio Hondo, and San Gabriel. The remaining watersheds of the LACDA
basin cover approximately 300 square ~
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The Los Angeles River is formed by the junction of the Calabasas and Bell Creeks

into the Sepuiveda Reservoir, a Corps flood control facility ~th a design capacity of

Pacoima Wash (flowing out of Lopez Darn, capacity 441 acre-feet). Burbank-Western"

and smaller creeks draining the western San Gabriel Mountains join the river as it flows
easterly along the San Fernando Valley. The river bends south around the Hollywood
Hills, is joined by Verdugo Wash, and then flows south through the Los Angeles Na~rrows

and onto the broad coastal plain. The fiver is joined by a number of tributaries,
including Sycamore Canyon, Arroyo Seco, and the Rio Hondo. The Rio Hondo ca~es

runoff from its own watershed and also runoff from the San Gabriel Basin, as transferred

through Whittier Narrows Reservoir (capacity 34,947 acre-feet). From the Rio Hondo
confluence, the LOs Angeles River continues south another 12 miles and discharges into

San Pedro Bay at the Long Beach Harbor. The Los Angeles River drains an area of 824
squ~re miles, which includes 132 ~iuare miles of the Rio Hondo basin.

The San Gabriel River drains the e~tern Sa~ Gabriel Mountains and portions of the
Chino, San Jose, =rid Puente Hills. The river’s upstream tribuuu’ies merge above Santa
Fe Dam (capacity 32,109 ac~e-feet). Two major tributaries, Walnut and San Jose creeks,

reaches Whittier Narrows Reservoir. The San Gabriel and Riojoin the river beforeit

Hondo combine flows at this reservoir. Flood control releases from Whittier Narrows

Dam are made to the Rio Hondo (also referred to as the Rio Hondo Diversion
Channel), which travels southwest and connects with the Los Angeles River. On the east

side of Whittier Narrows Dam, the San Gabriel River exits in a southerly direction, is

joined by Coyote Creek downstream, and finally discharges into Alamitos Bay, sLx miles
east of the mouth of the ~ Angeles River. The San Gabriel River drains an area of

635 square miler.

Whittier Narrows Reservoir receives flows from both the Rio Hondo and the San

Gabriel River. Under normal operating conditions, primary flood control releases are
made to the Rio Hondo, which has a capacity of 36,500 ft3/s, and only 5,000 ft3/$ is

released into the San Gabriel River. The San Gabriel River is intended to receive
spillway overflow ~om Whittier Narrows in large flood events. There are no
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~. uncontrolled spillway flows to the San Gabriel River for flood events of less than 106. Lyear magnitude.

1
Study Reaches 2

Table 1 indicates the channel reach designations used throughout this study (see

Figure 3). The reach designations ~re generally based on clearly definable geographic
boundaries. Reaches generally begin at a reservoir or at the confluence of a major
tributary; thus, a new reach may have significantly different hydraulic characteristics from
the reach immediately upstream. For example, the upper Los Angeles River reach from
Sepuiveda Dam to Arroyo Seco confluence b an entrenched channel with an initial
channel capacity of 16,900 ft~/s. This capacity increases to 83,000 ft~/s as tributaries ,join
the river. At Arroyo Saco, the capacity increases to 104,000 ft3/s to accommodate
inflows from this major tributary. On the San Gabriel River, study Reach 7 begins at
Imperial Highway, a major bridge crossing and a general transition point in topography
for the watershed.
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Table 1. Study Reaches. LACDA Mainstem.                               L

_Reach Number Location Channel Len_~th (mi)

1 Tujunga Wash Channel from 9.3
Hansen Dam to the Los Aageles
River

2 Upper Los Angeles River from 19.2
Sepulveda Dam to Arroyo $eco
Confluence

, 3 Los Angeles River from Arroyo Saco 23.9
. to the Rio Hondo Confluence

’ 4 Lower Los Angeles River from Rio 11.7
Hondo Confluence to the Pacific

5 Rio Hondo Diversion Channel from 11.9
Whittier Narrows Dam to Lo~ Angelm
River

6 San Gabriel River from Whittier            9.2                      ~ "’~
Natro~ Dam to Imperial Highway

u7 San Gabriel River from Imperial 13.2
Highway to the Pacific Ocean

8 San Gabriel River from Santa Fe 7.0
Dam to Whittier N~ Dam

9 Compton Creek Channel from Main 7.9
Street to the LO~ Angeles Ri~r

Climate, PrecipRation, Topography, Laad Use, sad Rsnofl’

It is critical to understand the climate in Southern California in order to gain an
appreciation of the nature of the flood threat facing Los Angeles. Flooding is cauged by
the interaction of climate., topography, and development.                                    P"--"
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In general, the Los Angeles area has a mild climate characterized by warm, dry

summers and cool, wet winters. Both temperature and precipitation vary considerably

with elevation, topography, and distance from the Pacific Ocean: a storm producing

moderate rainfall on the coast (1" during a 24-hour period) may produce very heavy
rainfall in the mountains (up to 10-20’ during the same 24-hour period). Precipitation

characteristically occurs in the form of localized cloudbursts and general heavy rains,

although snow occurs in the higher elevations. In general, the quantity of precipitation

increa.~s with elevation. Rood flows, which normally occur during the period of

November through March, are characterized by high peak flows and short durations.

The physical characteristics of the drainage area ~erve to intensify precipitation. As

storm clouds cross the basin and are forced over the mountains to the east. they lose a

vast majority of their moisture content in the mountain areas. High rainfall rates,

combined with the steep slopes in the upper reaches, can cause violent, debris-laden

flows from local canyons. Once mountain roils are saturated, runoff is very rapid from

the steep mountain slopes, creating a very fast rise in the level of rivers and streams. As

these peak flows reach the flat developed plain, their velocity is reduced and sediment

begins to settle out into the river bed. This can reduce channel capacity, and therefore a

number of upper watershed debris basins have been constructed as a part of the LACDA
system to control d~bris.

Rapid runoff and erosion of upper basin watershed areas is unimpeded by the sparse

vegetative cover found in these areas of coarse, porous, and rocky soils. At very high
altitude, well-developed forests of evergreens and oaks provide some stability to soils,
and there are riparian bands along many stream courses. The remainder of the upper

watershed is in chaparral and coastal sage vegetation which is susceptible to burning,
particularly during dry periods in the late summer and early fall. In burned out areas,
which may not have an opportunity to regrow before storms begin in late fall, high

intensity rainfall runs off rapidly and causes massive erosion of the watershed, cat~/ing
mud and debris into the basin below.

Local rainfall in developed areas also runs off quickly;, the greater the development,
the less opportunity there is for rainfall to soak into the ground. Runoff from roo~
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parking lots, and streets builds rapicily, contributing to peak flows as it runs through local
drainage systems to the main streams and rivers. Combined peak flows from the

mountains and from local runoff may exceed channel capacity for a period of only s~x
hours, but in this time they can cover a substantial area with debris-laden flow.

flood Hislory

The Los Angeles River has altered its point of di~harge to the ocean numerous
times in the distant past. This is consistent with the alluvial nature of the I_A. basin.
’]’he most recent relocation oc~rred in the mammoth flood of 1862 when the mouth of
the LA River moved from Ballona Creek to its present location in Long Beach Harbor.

Since 1900, significantly damaging flood flows occurred in 1914, 1934, 1938, 1952, 1969,
1980 and 1983. it can clearly be seen that large floods oc~r only infrequently in Los
Angeles. but the magnitude of their destruction is enormous. Although a flood with ¯
100-year or greater frequency has nol occurred in the 20th century, floods of near this
magnitude have occurred in the past and caused extensive damages throughout the basin.

Tke February 1938 flood is the most damaging flood of record. It caused an

estimated $40 million in damages ($795 million in 1990 dollars) throughout Los Angeles
County and the loss of 49 lives. A large volume of floodwater, predominately originating
in the San Gabriel Mountains, caused significant flooding in the cities of Glendale and
Burbank. Extreme flood flow~ eroded the banks of the Tujunga Wash. damaging
residential and commercial structures and washing out bridges and roads.

With the construction of the LACDA system, especially reservoir~ and channel
modifications, the magnitude and frequency of flooding in the area has been reduced.
The floods of January and February 1969 were the most devastating to occur since 1938;
and in some areas of the County, rainfall actually surpassed that experienced during the
1938 storm. Most notable was the channel flow on the lower half of the Los Angeles
River which represented over 80~ of the design capacity. However, the [..ACDA flood
control system, which was 99% complete, protected the Los Angeles metropolitan area
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from what otherwise would have been unprecedented damage. Most of the damages

which did occur were caused by mudflows in the foothill areas or by local storm drain

inadequacies. In the entire Los Angeles County, seventy.three lives were lost, and
damages amounled to $31 million; $12 million in damages were sustained in the LACDA

basin ($45 million in 1990 dollars).

The LACDA system was severely tested during the flood of 1980. Channel

capacities were exceeded in the upper reaches of the Los Angeles River and the levee
near the City of Long Beach was vet7 nearly overlopped, if the levee had been

overtopped and actually failed due to erosion of the back side of the levee, the resultant

flooding could have caused a catastrophic loss of life in addition to the
damages to the residential, commercial, and industrial properties in the City of Long

Beach.

While the existing system has prevented a total of nearly $3.6 billion in flood
damages since construction, there have, nevertheless, been flood damages experienced in

Irecent years. Estimates of damages throughout the LACDA basin £rom floods of

~--January-Februan! 1969 totaled over $12 million (~5 million in 1990 dollars). Flooding
.~_

~
inrecent years has generated damages in localized areas, and the mainstem system has

been seriously tested, but it has not failed catastrophically.

History or Rood Control Improvements in Los Amieles Co~znl),                                       i

Prior to 1914, little attention had been directed to the problem of flood control
within the basin. The principal land use was for agriculture, and farmers more or lessaccepted the occasional floods. The 1914 flood caused over $10 million wonb of                    9 /,i

structural damages (approximately $470 million in 1990 dollars) and captured the

attention of area residents. Flood control improvements were then recognized as

necessary to protect the widespread developments in the foothills and flood plain. On
June 12, 1915, the Los Angeles County Flood Control District was created by an Act of

the California Legislature and was given the responsibility for flood control and water

conservation in the Los Angeles County area. The original flood control plan called for
the construction of reservoirs within the surrounding mountains. Between ]917 and
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1939, the Flood Control District cortszructed 14 dams in the San Gabriel Mountains,
numerous debris basins at canyon mouths, and some unrelated channel improvements.

By 1930 it became apparent that the construction program was barely keeping pace
with the increase of storm water runoff resulting from the rapid urbanization of Los

Angeles County. The Flood Control Districl began to prepare a comprehensive flood
control plan which would protect the urban areas. However, extensive damages and loss

of life caused by the 1934 flood mandated immediate construction of additional flood

control improvements, in order to meet this urgent need, Congress appropriated nearly

$14 million under the Emergency Relief Act of 1935 for construction of storm drains,
permanent channel improvements, m~d debris basins.

The Flood Control Act of June 22, 1936, redefined the mission of the Army Corps of

Engineers from that of providing emergency relief to the permanent supervision of future
flood control plans. This Act authorized the construction of flood control facilities on

the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers at a Federal cost not to exceed $70 million.

Under this authorization, the Corps of Engineers submitted a project plan for control of

the Los Angeles River in 1936 and a general plan for the Rio Hondo and San Gabriel
River in 1938. The Corps plan outlined the construction of debris basins at the base of

the foothills, permanent channel improvements, and the construction of three additional
flood control basins. These reservoi~ were to be placed at strategic locations where the

various streams merged and their flo~,~ could he controlled and regulated. Sapulveda

and Hansen Dams were planned for the San Fernando Valley, and Santa Fe Dam for

the San Gabriel River.

The 1938 flood demonstrated the need for additional flood control measures, it left
49 dead and $40 million in damaged property (1938 do]Jars, which is equivalent to

approximately $795 million 1990 dollars). The previously constructed flood �ontrol
works proved beneficial by preventing the tragedy from being worse. ,At the same time it
was recognized that the tributaries of the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers would

have to be included in the overafl plan. Under the Flood Control ,Act of June 28, 1938,

the Corps of Engineers prepared a revised plan calling for over $230 million of
construction for the entire Los Angeles County Drainage Area. Additional work~
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included construction of Lopez Dam on Pacoima Wash and Whittier Narrows Darn on
~

Lthe San Gabriel River.

The plan was approved by Congress in the Flood Control Act of August 8, 1941. It

authorized construction of a comprehensive system consisting of the five major flood
control basins previously mentioned; debris basins at the mouth or 3l tributary canyons;

improvement of 93 miles of main channel and 147 miles of tributary channels; and
reconstruction of 316 bridges on the Rio Hondo, Los Angeles, and San Gabriel Rive~

Work on Hansen and Sepulveda basins, which began under the authorization of the
three previous Flood Control Acts, was completed in 1941. Lopez Dam was completed
in 19~4 and regulates debris and streamflow from Pacoima Wash, a tributary of Tujunga
Wash.

World War I1 temporarily brought a halt to the work on Santa Fe Dam. and it was
finally completed in 1949. Whittier Narrow~, the last of the five basitu to be constructed,
was completed in 1957. Construction of debris basins and permanent channel
modifications, which had been progressing since 1935, was finally completed in 1970.

Existing lmpmvtmeat~

The I..ACDA project is one of the most extensive flood control systems ever built to

protect a metropolitan area. It includes facilities on the Los Angeles and San Gabriel

Rivers, Rio Hondo, Ballona Creek, and related tributaries (Figure 1). The system w~

built as a cooperative effort between the Los Angeles County Flood Control District and

the Corps of Engineers. Flood control improvements to the LACDA system fall into
four general categories, as follows:

1. Flood control reservoirs are designed to control and reduce sweamflow so

that downstream main channel capacities are not exceeded The Corps

operates four major reservoirs with a total combined capacity of over
110,(300 acre-feet, and Lopez Dam with a capacity of 441 acre-feet. In
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addition, there are ~,’o Corps darns on small tributaries of the San Gabriel
River system. Brea Dam (capadty 4,020 acre-feet) and Fullenon Dam (764
acre-feet). These facilities ultimately drain into the San Gabriel River
system but are located in Orange County and are covered by the Santa
Aria River Basin and Orange County authority. They have no impac~ on
the LACDA system problems and no impact on plan formulation for
LACDA system improvements. Therefore they have not been discus~d in
this report. Locally operated facilities include 15 flood control and water
supply reservoirs in the upper watershed areas of the i~CDA basin.
Combined, these local reservoirs have a maximum combined capacity of
about 102,000 acre-feet, of which over half is reserved for flood control.

0

2. Debris basins, found at the mouth of canyons, are designed to trap debris
carried by floodwaters, leaving relatively clean water to flow unimpeded in

downstream channels. There are currently 129 debris hakim in the

!, w~tershed of the Los Angeles and San Gabriel river systems. Their
: purpose b to reduce the amount of debris (mud, rock, sand) which reaches
.- ~ ~ the lower basin reservoirs and channels,

¯ ,., . 3. Tributapj channels, such as the Arroyo Seco and Compton Creek,
i:: designed to pass local runoff and floodwaters efficiently into the main
~ channels. There are improved channels on 37 major tributaries of the two
° river systems in the LACDA basin. One effect of these channels is to

speed passage of flood flows through the local communities and into the
mainstem river system, either draining into a flood control reservoir or
directly into one of the two mainstem rivers.

’ 4. Main channel improvements pass the controlled or partially controlled
flows to the ocean. The two main river systems have over 100 miles of
mainstem channel, the characteristics of which are identified, by reach, in
Table 2. The mainstem channels cross the generally fiat, heavily developed
flood plain; to effectively contain peak floodflows, they must be
hydraulically efficient to overcome the natural tendency for water to slow
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down as it crosses a flat plain, in the lower reaches of the basin, mainstem
~ Lchannels are at or near sea level and flow across very flat ground. To

contain flow~ under such conditions, the natural channels are augmented by

levee systems, which raise the maximum level of the river as much as 15

feet above the surrounding flood plain.

Each of these measures are combined in a unique manner to regulate flows on the 2
Rio Hondo, Los Angeles, and San Gabriel Rivers, The major tributaries of the

Los Angeles River are, in sequence proceeding downstream. Tujunga Wash, Burbank
Western, Burbank Eastern, Verdugo Wash, Arroyo Seco, Rio Hondo, and Compton
Creek, The tributaries are, for the most part, concrete-lined channels.

Flows to the main channel of the Los Angeles River are regulated by Sepulveda and

Hansen Dams which are operated and maintained by the Corps of Engineers. The river
is improved for its entire reach below Sepulveda Darn, and the channel has a shape that

fluctuates between trapezoidal and rectangular. The sides and invert are lined with

either concrete or grouted rock, except for an ungrouted stone invert reach in the vicinity      ~.-
of Glendale and the reach from Willow Street to the Pacific Ocean where the channel b

soft bottomed and the wails have rip-rap protection. The Los Angeles River is
entrenched down to Atlantic Boulevard, and it becomes leveed from that point to the

The San Gabriel River originates in the San Gabriel Mountains where the East and

dams: Cogswell, San Gabriel, and Morris. ~ it leaves the mountains, the river is
regulated by Santa Fe Dam, which is operated by the Corps of Engineer~ The river
continues to flow in a southerly direction and is .joined by Walnut Creek and San .lose
Creek. The County operates sLx water control reservoirs on these tributaries, the largest

of which is Pudding, stone Dam. The San Gabriel River flows through Whittier Narrow~,
is .joined downstream by Coyote Creek, and finally discharges into the ocean. The San

Gabriel River primarily has rip-rapped channel sides with a soft-bottom invert to permit

groundwater recharge. Seven miles downstream of Whittier Narmw~ Dam the river
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becomes a trapezoidal concrete-lined channel and remains so until it reaches the tidal

Linfluences of the ocean.

The third major watercourse of the system is the Rio Hondo. it originates in the
San Gabriel Mountains and has a number of tributaries, including Eaton. Santa Anita,
and Sawpit washes. The County operates four small water conservation dams in this
region. The Rio Hondo flows through Whittier Narrows Reservoir, continues in l 2
southwesterly direction, and then joins the ~ Angeles River.

In addition. Los Angeles County has constructed a comprehensive underground
storm drain system totaling approximately 2,000 miles. This system is very effective in

delivering local runoff to the major flood control channels, The County also operates
twenty-nine groundwater recharge basins totaling approximately 2,000 acre=,.

in total, the LACDA ~ystem ~ over 100 miles of mainstem channel, over 370 miles

of tributary channels, 129 debris basins, 15 flood control and water conservation dams,
and 5 flood control dams, in spite of the current projected flood threat, it iz important

to note that the existing system has prevented over $3.6 billion in damages since

constru~o~.
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Table 2. ~" LChannel characteristics of the ~ Angeles
and San Gabriel River Mainstem systems,

existing conditions.

Reach Level of Protection" L.inin~ Leveed!Entrenched

1 70-150 year Concrete Entrenched 2
2 10-100+ year Concrete Entrenched

3 7~.2~0 year Concrete Entrenched above
Atlantic Blvd.

4 25-250 year Concrete Leveed and Rip-
Rap

~ 25 year Concrete Leveed

6 100+ ~m. Rip-rap ~

7 100+ y~ar ~r~rap Leveed al~l
Enu’¢nched

8 1004. year Concrete Entrenched

9 < 100 ~ a~Rap Leveed

Levels of protection are approximate and vary, depending on the
particular stretch of channel in the reach. Thus there are different
potential breakout points for floods of yawing magnitude.
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Economic and Demogr’~phlc I~evelopmeat

L
The Los Angeles area is ~)ne of the largest manufacturing, trade, financial, and

service economies in the na~)n, with a gross product exceeding $]00 billion annually.

The economy is diversified arid has sustained long-term growth for almost 70 years. The
1Los Angeles/Long Beach huwt~ors form the largest harbor complex on the west coast of

the United States, handling ~lmost a.,~ much cargo as the three other major port
2

complexes combined (San Fr=ncisco-Oakland. Seattle-Tacoma, and Portland). The

region is a major trans-shipn~ent point for Pacific Rim trade.

The economy is generally considered recession-proof due to the steady net migration
of residents and industry from other areas of the sta’~e and the nation: from 1980 to 1988,
the population of the county increased from 7,4T7,4~ to 8,407,400. The Southern

California Association of G~wernments predicts a county population of 10,231,000 by the
year 2010. An equal or grealer percentage of growth in surrounding Ventura, San

Bernardino, Riverside, and ()range counties b anticipated as well, and total southern

California population (including San Diego) is projected to climb to over 23,000,000 by
the year 20.30. At the same lime population has grown, unemployment has remained

relatively low compared to urban areas in the east and midwesL

Demographically speaking, the area has always been multi-ethnic and multi-cultund.
In recent yea~ the area ha.~ gxperienced a large immigration of peoples from central

America and southeast Asia, as well as from other areas of the United States. L~

Angeles is considered a stable, desirable location and is becoming an international city
with numerous Pacific Rim �orporations establishing ma~or corporate headquarters in the

area. This trend strengthen~ the economy of the region.

As a result of favorable economic conditions and this projected population increase,
land use in the basin is intensive and property values are high and increasing rapidly.

Within the 82 square-mile ]{}O-year flood plain, there are ~42,000 structures

residences) with a sl~uc’ntre.�ontents value of $16.7 billion dollars. Within the 198-

square-mile 500-year flood plain, there are 322,000 structures (278,000 residences) valued
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at S41 billion. About 500,000 people reside in the 100-year flood plain with 1,200,000

~"" Lpeople residing in the 500.year flood plain.

D~velopment adjacent to mainstem channels ranges from heavy industry (power
stations, manufacturing, railroad facilities, refineries) to residential. Since the channel
system was completed, development has been permitted to abut the right of way for the
channels.

Recent development within the area is dominated by conversion of existing low
density areas to high density residential and commercial zones. Moderately priced
detached homes are, for example, replaced with high density condominiums (usually with
garage facilities on the lower floor) which increase population density and the number of
vehicles in the flood plain. Low value shopping areas are, likewise, converted to multi.
story office and commercial complexes. The value of the property within the LACDA
overflow area is thus projected to increase. Assuming that preliminary FEMA maps are
used as the basis for flood plain designations in the 1990’s, new construction should be
designed to reduce flood damage, and the losses expected from a flood event are not
expected to increase in real dollar terms as a result of development.

Total employment in the Los Angeles-Long Beach Partial Metropolitan Statistical
Area (PMSA), which covers approximately the same area as Los Angeles County, was
4,000,000 as of 1983. The largest employment category is the service sector with
2,850,000 jobs, followed by manufacturing with nearly 9(X),000 employed.

Urban Growth and RunolT

Development affects runoff because impervious areas such as roads, buildings,
parking lots, and similar structures have a rapid runoff response, filling local storm drains
with flows which, prior to development, would have been absorbed into the soil. Urban
growth was anticipated and indeed had already occurred in portions of the LACDA
basin during the initial project design phases in the 1930’s and 1940’s. However, the
effects of urbanization on runoff exceeded the expectations of design engineers and city
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planners. Between 1940 and 1980, the population of Los Angeles Counl7 increased 0
almost 270% to 7.5 million people.

L
Not only did this cause a greater amount of runoff from all of the impervious

surfaces thal now cover the basin, but it also necessitated the construction of an

1underground storm drain system to keep local runoff from building up in roads and low.
lying areas of neighborhoods. This storm drain system concentrates and speeds flows

2directly into the main LACDA channels. The result of rapid runoff and a storm drain
system which concentrates flows is a higher ~ flow in the system. Thus, precipitation
which would at one time have caused local flooding is now quickly carried to the
mainstem channel where it contributes to an accumulation of/’low that may break out
and cause significant flooding in a more developed area downstream.

Current analysis of the LACDA system indicates that drainage from urban areas now
results in larger contributions to the peak flow than predicted in original analyse~.
Especially evident are shortcomings in the Rio Hondo Diversion Channel and the lower
Los Angeles River sizing for local stormwater inflow. The predicted and actual

1contributions of urban drainage to the mainstem flow of various reaches are compared In

~Table 3. As this table indicates, local drainage accounts for a substantial percentage of
"the increase in peak flows in the channei,t.

6
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Table 3, 0
lno’eased flow on the Los Angeles River and ~

LRio Hondo due to urbanization effects.

Location Flow

Rio Hondo Diversion Channel                                                       2

Design Discharge 40,500 42,000 + 1’50050-year Computed 40,000 46,000 + 6,0001969 Rood" 38,800 46,900 +8,100
Lower Los Angeles River

Design Discharge ! 10,000 146,000 +36,00050-year Computed 100.000 148,000 +48,0001969 Rood* 74,000 ! 29,000 + 55,0(N)
" Observed by the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works.

To a lesser degree, urban growth in the drainage area above the flood control dams 1
has aiso increased runoff, and peak runoff in particular. The increasingly imperviou~

~.upstream drainage areas result in higher flow rates and quicker reactions to rainfall.
These factors tend to reduce the size of the flood which can be controlled by ~e
impoundment structure.

The impact of this urbanization is smaller in percentage terms than Ihat in
downstream reaches because the urbanized drainage area above the reservoirs is smailer
in size than the urbanized drainage area in downstream areas. The reservoirs still

provide significant peak flow reduction, but because the peak flow and the total inflow
may have increased due to urbanization of the upper watershed, the level of proteclion

afforded to downstream communities has been reduced. Two primary ezarnples are
Sepuiveda Dam in the San Fernando Valley, which now provides just slightly less than

100-year protection, and Whittier Narrows Dam, which provides slightly greater than
100-year protection on the San Gabriel River. These facilities were origlnaily designed

for a significantly greater level of protection than they currently afford.
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E:nvir~mmen~al Resources

L

"11~� Los .~ngeles area is heavily urbanized with many of the environmental quality

prohlrfns associated with such an area: significant air pollution, water quality problems,

crowd~f~g, urban blight, noise, toxic waste disposal problems including groundwater
comn,,nation, and very heavy traffic..,~ir pollution in the basin exceeds Federal clean

air sl~ldards approximately 30-50 percent of the year. Water quality for human
const~fption is generally quite high because much of the water used is imported from

the Sidle Water Project, Owens Valley, or the Colorado River. Local water supplies

from ~roundwater basins, which account for about 35% of all water used in the basin,
are Ih~eatened by seawater intrusion and toxic waste spills. Recent plans by
envir~mmenta] regulato~ agencies in the basin suggest that raising environmental quality
wouhl require significant governmem action; plans provide for significant restrictions on

deveh~pment, transportation, land use, and en=rgy use,

El~lth water quality and water supply are issues of major concern to local agencies.

LonL~,lerm projections of water supply and demand show a net deficiency in water supply

for th~ entire southern California region by the period 2000-20]0. Additional supplies

are d~fficult to develop, and therefore conservation programs have a high priority in this

regiorl’Z long.range planning. There are also concerns that existing supplies may be lost

due I~ contamination by toxic wastes.

The density of development in Los Angeles is increasing, and as a result, noise and

traffic are increasing, Recent studies of the ma~or transportation corridors indicate that

there are some freeways where "rush hour" conditions exist for extended periods (as long

as six hours in the morning and five hours in the afternoon). Adjacent surface streets

are a!~o crowded with traffic. These conditions affect commercial tra~� ~nd
deveh,pment as we]] as the general social environmenL The quality of the humazl

envir~,nmen! is generally perceived by residents to have declined in recent years,

according to a 1989 Los Angeles Times su~ey.
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Biological Resourcg~i

Below the major Corps flood control reservoirs, a majority of the mainstem channels
have been modified to the extent that there are few environmental resources of

significance in these reaches. In the upper reaches of the Los Angeles River, the

channels are concrete lined with the exception of a six-mile reach of cobble-bottomed

channel in the vicinity of Glendale, and at the downstream end of the river there is a

2.6-mile section of rip-rap lined channel with a natural invert. This channel sexton
supports some aquatic vegetation and some fisheries resources which utilize its soft.

bottomed reach. It provides feeding grounds for a variety of sea birds, including the
brown pelican and the California least tern. This area is influenced by tidal forces, and

vegetation and other resources are routinely scoured from the channel.

The San Gabriel River generally has a natural invert and concrete-lined channel
walls for a stretch of seven miles downstream of Whittier Narrows Dam. This design
was specified to allow incidental water conservation during late-season releases from the

reservoir. Previously, during periods of low flow in the river, Los Angeles County
contoured the channel invert into a series of terraced ponds to augment groundwater

recharge. This activity used heavy machinery which effectively removed much of the

¯ vegetation which might otherwise grow in the unlined invert. Recently, seven rubber
darns were installed in the channel, achieving the same water conservation goal without

i         the impact to vegetation.

Development along the right-of.way of the channels is generally heavy on the Los
Angeles River from Sepulveda Dam to the fiver mouth. On the San Gabriel system,

however, there are several large linear park systems abutting the channel levees,

including a park near the San Diego Freeway crossing. This park system, along with the
undeveloped area on the back side of the mainstem levees, may provide a limited

corridor for some wildlife in the region, particularly coyotes and other animals which
adapt well to urban environments.

Enviromnental resources in the reservoirs themselves and in the watershed above aresignificantly greater than in the malnstem channels. The reservoirs have been designed
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Oto provide wildlife refuge areas as well as a wide range of recreation activities. As

Lurbanization has surrounded these reservoir areas, they have become in some instances
the largest areas of undeveloped land within the lower basins. The biologicaJ resources

of the five main Corps reservoirs and upper watershed areas in the LACDA system are

summarized below (see environmental documentation at the end of this report for more

information):

2
l. Lopez Reservoir. This sile has little biological value except as open space

for wildlife habitat.

2. Hansen Dam. The reservoir provides diverse habitat for a wide variety of
wildlife, potentially including an endangered bird species and an

endangered plant species.

3. Sepulveda Dam. Outside of recreation areas, this reservoir contains some
natural habitat areas. The reservoir area supports substantial numbers of
wildlife year-round and migratory birds.

4. Santa Fe Dam. This reservoir has unique alluvial scrub areas with some
areas of potential habitat for endangered species.

5. Whittier Narrows Dam. This large area has extensive riparian habitat in
~ ’wildlife sanctuary areas with a wide variety of wildlife, including several

endangered species.

6. Los Angeles River Channel. There is very Ettle biological value as most of
the channel is completely concrete lined, except in the area of Glendale

and near the mouth of the river. The lower reach is where foraging habitat
of value to two endangered species is found.

7. Rio Hondo Channel. Very little biological value due to the channel being

completely lined with concrete.
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8. San Gabriel River Channel. Below Whittier Narrows Dam there is a
~ Lseven-mile stretch with extensive riparian habitat supporting a wide variety

of wildlit’e. In the lower river, there is some emergent vegetation providing
foraging area for native wildlife, including ~’o endangered spedes of birds
(brown pelican and the California least tern).

9. Compton Creek Channel. This reach has little habitat of value as it, like 2
the mainstem LA River channel, flows through heavily developed urban
area¯ There is soft-bottomed channel through this reach with minimal
environmental value, although it is littered with refuse and is likely to be
scoured on a regular basis during the rainy season.

The upper watershed areas of the LACDA system are rugged and relatively
undeveloped in many areas, particularly in the San Gabriel mountain areas, which feed
the Los Angeles and the San Gabriel rivers, in these areas, tributary streams provide a

. band of riparian vegetation leading into the mountains; local flood control and water
¯ conservation dams also provide water resources for wildlife. The tributary streams to the

~ ~.
,, LACDA system, particularly unimproved reaches in the upper watershed, are ¯ critically

,,-_ ,t important environmental resource, being among the few remaining major areas of
riparian habitat in the southern California area. A complete listing of plant and animal
species in the reservoirs and upstream drainage areas is found in the EIS which follows

i
this main report.

Cultural Resources 5

Within the immediate project location, the area of improved channels and existing
reservoir facilities, cultural resources are limited to historic resources such as the many
historic bridges across the Los Angeles River. There are a number of historic buildings
near the channel rights-of-way for both rivers (most are in the LA River reaches).
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_       Recreational Resources’-’
The LACDA flood control system itself is a major recreational resource for the Los

Angeles area. There are recreational areas at four of the five flood control reservoirs,

with a total use of these facilities in 1988 estimated at over 5,000,000 visits. Recreation

facilities include u velodrome (Sepulveda), recreation lakes, picnic grounds, hiking and
riding trails, and playing fields of many t)~es. These facilities are available for a

majority of the year when the reservoirs are not in use for water storage.

The mainstem channels provide 49 total miles of hiking and bicycle trails. The trail
on the Los Angeles River begins at the Pacific Ocean and connects with the Rio Hondo

trail system, allowing pa.ssage through Whittier Narrows Reservoir into the San Gabriel

Mountains. On the San Gabriel River trails, it is possible to travel by foot or bicycle
from the mouth of the river, through Whittier Narrows and Santa Fe reservoirs, and into

~
the San Gabriel Mountains. These trails are an important resource in an urban area

¯ where cycling on surface streets is dangerous and where few other cycling paths are

I available.

G. NATIONAL OBJECq’iVE$

The objective of Federal and federally assisted water and related land resources

planning is to attempt to maximize national economic development. Contributions to
NED are increases in the net value of the national output of goods and service~

expressed in monetary units, or increases in economic efficiency. Plans are formulated to

alleviate problems and take advantage of opportunities in way~ that contribute to the

national economic developmenL By definition, the "NED Plan" is the one which

maximizes the net national economic development benefits, consistent with the Federal
objective.

The policy of the Corps of Engineers in identifying the NED plan is specified in the

" i          " "      W
Resources Implementation Studie~ This document stales:
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"The Federal objective of water and related land resources planning is to ~----,
contribute to the national economic development consistent with protecting the L
Nation’s environment, pursuant to national environmental statutes, applicable
executive orders, and other Federal planning requirements."

"Protection of the Nation’s environment is to be provided by mitigation (a~
defined in 40 CFR 1508.20) of the adverse effects (as defined in 40 CFR 1508.8) of
each alternative plan. Accordingly, each alternative should include mitigation
determined to be appropriate by the Agency decision-maker."

For this type of multi-purpose study, the primary category of NED benefits evaluated
is generally flood damage reduction benefits. Other benefits which may be considered
include benefits from water conservation, benefits from increasing the value of project
area lands, benefits from providing recreation, and benefits from enhancing the socio-@
economic conditions of the project area. Flood damage reduction benefits are the
principal source of NED benefits evaluated in this study.

STUDY PROCEDURE

Within the context of these national objectives, the intent of this study was to review
the adequacy of the existing LACDA mainstem system to protect the heavily urban areas
of Los Angeles. A secondary purpose was to determine if there were water conservation,
recreation, environmental enhancement, and transportation needs which could be
addressed in conjunction with any flood control needs. Specific study objectives were:

1. Re-evaluate the estimates of potential rainfall and runoff for the LACDA basin
(meteorology and hydrology review) in light of (a) the experience of the last 40
years and (b) scientific advances which make possible more accurate projections
of rainfall and runoff.
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2. Given revised rainfall and runoff projectiorL~, re-evaluate the capacity of the existing
system to safely contain and convey flood flows from headwaters to the Pacific
O~ea~ using modem computer modeling techniques to determine the actual capacity
of existing system elements, primarily channels.

3. Define the nature and extent of any floocting problem, and identify any related
problem.~ which could be addressed in conjunction with a solution to flood control
problems.

4. Formulate and evaluate alternative measures for addressing problems and
opportunities.

5. Identify the National Ec~onomi¢ Development plan for solving identified flood control
problem.t.
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SECTION THREE: PLAN FORMULATION L
A. FLOOD CONTROL PROBLEMS ,AND OPPORTUNITIES IN THE

P, LAINSTEM LACDA S~’STEM

Causes of the Flooding Problem

2
The design of flood control channels and reservoirs is based on estimates of

precipitation, runoff, and resulting flow in stream and river channels from storms of
varying magnitude, it is the goal of the Corps to provide flood protection in the most
cost effective manner possible. In urban areas where system failure could result in

catastrophic damages and loss of life. it is often considered desirable to provide at least
100-year flood protection. A 100-year flood is an event that is likely to occur on average

once in 100 years or, otherwise stated, has a l percent probability of occurring in any
given year. The accuracy of precipitation, runoff, and channel flow frequency estimates
is thus critical to the design of an effective system.

Since 1939, when the LACDA system was designed, there have been significant
improvements in methods used for estimating the frequency and magnitude of potential
floods. This is due in pan to a longer period of record and in pan to better analysis
techniques. Applying more advanced analytical methods, and taking into account the
significant changes in the development level within the LACDA basin, the estimated flow
in most reaches of the Los Angeles, Rio Hondo, and San Gabriel rivers was determined
for storms of various intensities. The conclusions of this review were that the existing
mainstem system provided lower levee of protection than are appropriate for an urban
area. This conclusion was based on the following findings:

!1. The storms used as the basis for designing LACDA features in early (1930’s)
hydrologic studies, the so-called "design-storms," were found to occur more
often than once in 100-years. This conclusion was based on current ana/ysE
that includes an additional 50 years of storm records since the beginning of the
LACDA system construction. Using the updated rainfall frequency statistics
and more modem techniques of analysis, Corps hydrologic engineers have
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determined that the basis of design for much of the LACDA system wa~ a
storm with a 50-.year recurrence interval. A 10G-year storm is estimated to

Lproduce significantly more precipitation, runoff, and flow in stream~ and river
channels. Thus, the LACDA s)~tem does not provide lO0--year protection in all

reaches.

2. increa~sing urban development h~ resulted in increased runoff because rapidly
2draining, impervious cover replaces runoff-retarding soils that support

vegetation. The studies which led to the design of the LACDA system
addressed future urb.’m growth in the southern California area, however, the

designers were unable to predic~ the impact of urbanization and the

effectiveness of the local storm drain system at carrying this increat, ed runoff
into the main flood control channels.

Since 19.39, local officials have constructed a comprehensive system of storm dr~im
!o prevent local flooding. These drains collect runoff and carry it to the mainstem river

channels rapidly. They thus have the effect of concentrating local runoff; the effect on       ----
~ the flow in the mainstem channels is: (l) very rapid build up to peak flow ~nd (2) peak
¯

flows higher than previously calculated. The system of flood control reservoirs designed
~ to collect flood flows from the upper watershed areas does not, for the most ~ control

~. the runoff from urban areas, which are in the lower basin.

From Figure 4 it can be seen that some flooding occurs immediately below Corps
flood control dams during the 100-year evenL This excess channel flow is the result of

S
local storm drain contributions to the mainstem channel. On the 23 mile length of
channel from Whittier Narrows Dam to the Pacific Ocean (Reaches 4 and 5) there ~e
at least 64 storm drains connecting to the mainstem channel and 12 pumping plants
dLscharging to the river (see Figure 5). The pumping plants collect local surface runoff
and pump it up over the levees into the river. On average there is local runoff added to                   ’

the channel every third of a mile through its entire length.

The majority of the heavily urbanized watershed lies downstream of any flood
control su’ucture. The rainfall meets impervious surfaces such as buildings, parking lots
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and streeLs, and runs off into the local storm drain network. There are approximately
2000 miles of underground slorm drairLs in Los Angeles County. These drains collect

flows and efficiently convey it to the closest point of discharge, the mainstem flood
ta~ntrol channels. This conveyance proce.~ responds very rapidly and provides little

infiltration, storage or route dov,’n. The effectiveness of this system precludes any need
to improve the storm drains on a wide scale basis.

Utilization of computer modelling techniques has allowed for a more detailed
simulation and evaluation of the basin’s drainage system performance than was
previously possible. The numeric m~Jel used in the analysis is a complex single event

simulation t¢~l that provides insight on the magnitude and location of excess channel
flow and as a result provides the basis for quantifying the overflow in the flood plain.

When the high velocity flood control channels were built in the 1930’s there was

little operational experience with this type of facility. Since that time the freeboard

requirements for this type of channel have increased slightly due to the potential height
of standing waves in the full flowing channel. This is only a minor consideration in

determining how much flow will escape from the channel in a greater than design event.

Preliminary to modeling the mainstem channels in the LACDA study, the major
tributaries of the system were evaluated using a generalized peak-area relationship. The
levels of protection were found to be generally adequate or the extent of development in

areas which might be flooded did not appear to be sufficient to justify further

investigation.

The Without.ProJect Condition and the Flood Threat

For purposes of evaluating the need for increased flood protection, it is necessary to

determine how often flooding would occur if no additional protection is provided, how
widespread the flooding would be, and how much damage would be caused by the

flooding. This is called the without-project condition. The without-project condition is
generally projected over the entire economic life of the proposed project (100 years for a
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Omajor reservoir or channel project): that is, an effort is made Io predict the changes

"- Lu, hich would occur in deveh.)pment in the project area over this l~riod of time. This
projection is made so that the eo,,ts and bene.~Ls of the project can be analyzed over the

life or the project, and to accommodate the probability, that development levels in a

project area ~,~ill increase. In the ILls Angeles basin, however, there is extensive existing

development. The effect of potential future development in ureas of the basin tributary
to the mairt,,tem system wa.s calculated and was determined to have little impact on peak

2flows in the lower hadn. As a result, the without-project condition does not change

markedly throughout the life of the project.

Baud on the review of precipitation and runoff and on re-evaluation of system

capacity, it was determined that the LACDA system does not adequately protect many
areas; the potential for the system to fail is particularly serious in the lower river reaches.

Figure 4 shows the without-project overflow areas evaluated during this study. The

Angeles River lacks 100-year protection through about half of its length. In the most

critical reaches, such as the leveed sections along the Rio ltondo and the lower end of
the Los Angeles River, the level of protection is less than the 50-year level.

The estimated 500-year overflow area is approximately 200 square miles, of which --

nearly all may be considered a fully developed, urban land.~,cape. The population

residing within this 500-year overflow area is estimated to be about 1,200,000. Similarly,

the 100-year overflow area covers approximately 82 square miles, with a population

9 "estimated to be about 500,000.

Table 4 gives the total number of structures and expected damages within the 100.              ~,~
year and 500-year overflow area. The total value of structures and contents in the 500-

year flood plain is $40.7 billion. Should such a flood occur, expected damages would
total $5.4 billion (13 percent). Of the 322,000 structures in the 500-year flood plain,

approximately 278,000 (86%) are single-family residences. Similarly, the total value of
structures and contents in the lO0-year flood plain is $17.5 billion, of which expected

damages would total $2.3 billion (13 percent). Of the 142,000 structures in the lO0-year
flood plain, approximately 123,000 (87%) are single-family residences.

r-42
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Measurement of structure elevation for damage estimation was test sampled. To
ensure that any mea.~urement error was minimized, an analysis of the combined effects

of hydrolo&,w and topogr.’.phy were applied. For this anal).’sis a random sample of 1% of
the d;ata caells ~,’a.,, .,.elected. Hydrologic cross-sections were site visited with stuc~ure
eIev~{ion~ me;.L,,U r ed and corrected with street topography maps. Flood inundation
damages under this analysis were compared to tho~ generated by the study’s partitioned
cell method. The result of this comparison indicates differences between the two

methods were not statistically significant. Since neither the economic justification nor
the NED plan is affected, no changes were made in the estimates of damages avoided.

For the existing without-project condition, the potential for flooding and
da~mage along the mainstem system of LACDA can be "Summarized as follow~:

1) Reach 1. From Hansen Dam to the Los Angeles River, the Tujunga Wash
flows through suburban and commercial districts of the San Fernando Valley.
The channel itself is within a greenbelt area which contains several major water

recharge spreading grounds and numerous recreational areas. A flood in this

reach would thus inundate some development, but the most significant
overflows would be confined to a largely undeveloped area. A majority of
anticipated damages would be to residential structures and their contents.

2) Reach 2. From Sepulveda Dam Io the Arroyo Seco confluence, the Los
Angeles River flows in an entrenched channel through highly developed

commercial and residential property. A significant flood could break out of the
channel at a number of poin~ but the extent of a breakout would be limited by

the slope of the land towards the channel. Very high value property such as
several movie and television studios would be flooded, but flood depths would

not be great. A similar flooding scenario would occur as the river flows out of
the San Fernando Valley into the central Los Angeles Basin. Rail yards and

some heavy industrial areas would be flooded, but impacts would be limited and
of short duration
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3) Reach 3. From Arroyo S~co to the Rio Hondo confluence, the Los Angeles

River pa_,~ses lhrough very heavily developed industrial and commercial areas.

A 10G-year flo~J would break ou! in an area helween the Pasadena Freeway

and the Santa M~nica Freeway, inundating rail yards, blocking major roads and

freeways, and flc~Jing major shopping, commercial, and governmenl buildings.

A va.~t majority of damages would be to commercial and industrial structures

and their conlenl~. A 5()0-year flood would break out in lhe same general

vicinily but would spread over a much larger area, flowing across much of

ccnlral Los Angeh:s l~fore r¢lurning to lhe mainslem channel downslream.

Flow depths would be moderale over a majority of lhis area.

4) Reach 4. The most serious flood threat is to this Los Angeles River reach, from
the Rio tlondo to the Pacific Ocean. Flows overtopping the levees (generally
upstream from bridges) would rapidly erod,.- the unprotected levee walls and
inundate the relatively fiat and very heavily developed areas in this lower basin.
Structures in the immediate vicinity of the breakout would suffer heavy damage
from very deep and fasl moving flows. Damages would also be high in several
large low-lying areas where flood waters would tend to accumulate.
Development in this reach includes several major freeways, rail lines and rail
yards serving the PorL~ of Los Angeles and Long Beach, major refineries and

’6
petroleum products storage facilities, large industrial complexes, and extensive

residential and commercial developments.

5) Reach 5. The Rio Hondo reach, from Whittier Narrows Dam to the Los
Angeles River confluence is also heavily developed. Breakouts from the Rio

6Hondo would also involve levee failure, and flows from a flood originating in
this reach would eventually co-mingle with those from the Los Angeles River,
exacerbating the flooding in the lower river basin.

6) Reaches 6 and ?. The San Gabriel River from Whittier Narrows Dam to the
Pacific Ocean flows through predominantly residential and commercial areas,
although there is some industrial development near the river. This section
currently provides a minimum of |00-year protection, but levee failures on the
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Rio Hondo during more frequent even~ cnn result in floodwaters along the

~estern bank of Ihe San Gabriel River.

7) Reach 8. From San=a Fe Dam to Whittier Narro~ Dam the ~n Gabriel River
flows ~hrou~h residential and commercial are~ hul no significan~ ~e~o~
along this reach are anticipated. ~e channel provides 5~year prote~ion

levels because of the controlling presen~ of Santa Fe Dam. inflow, to the dam

greater than the 2~year event would spill into nearby gravel pi~ which have
relatively m~ive capacities (on the order of !(~).~ acre-feet). ~ere would
~ significant damages to gravel mining o~ratio~% but adequate fl~ warning

should permit all ~onnel to ~ removed prior to a fl~. Damages in thi~

infrequent event ~uld ~ ~vere to the gravel pi~

8) Reach 9. Compton Creek is included ~ a reach m that the effe~ of =

mainstem ~lution ~uld ~ mitigated. ~e creek itself d~s not provide !~

year protection and is more appropriately studied under a ~parate authori~.
~y future improvements to Compton Creek do not affe~ plan fo~ulation on
the mainstem ~s ~geles Ri~r.

Channel inadequacies are most ~rious in the lower Rio Hondo and ~ ~$eles

River reaches for ~veml rea~m. Fint, in the~ reaches the river is ~ntained ~ l~es
which may ~ 1~15 feet a~ve the su~oundin$ ground. Flow over the top of the~
levees for a ~ri~ of an hour or more would ve~ likely erie the unprotected back fa~

~d ~use the levee to fail. ~e result would ~ high vel~ity breakout from the channel
which would do significant damage in the immediate vicinity of the br~kout and would

then spread out over a wide area. ~nd, in the lower b~J~ there are aim low I#ng

~e~ where flo~ would ac~mulate to depths of 10 feet or more, ~using ~fi~

damage to st~ctures in these are~. ~ird, the lower mainstem is ~ng the ~lleaed
flow from the hundreds of ~uare miles of drainage area. ~is m~ive a~mulated fl~
represen~ a greater fl~ threat in the event of a system failure than exE~ in ~e u~r

reache~
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B. REL4TED PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES

While exploring flood control problems and appropriate methods for solving them, it
is also appropriate to identify related problems and opportunities which may he

addressed as a part of a solution to the primary flood control problem. For example, in
designing a channel to wive a flood problem, it may be pos.sible to provide a recreation

area adjacent to the channel at little additional cost. The problems and related planning
opportunities identified in this study are discussed below,

Sedimettt Mattageme~t

There are 129 debris basins, generally located at the mouth of the canyons in the San
Gabriel Mountains. These facilities are nearly all owned and maintained by the County.
Their purpose is to retain sediment and debris while passing the clearer r’dnoff into the

flatter gradient channels of the Los Angeles basin. Channels flowing with clear water
are far more effective conveyors of runoff than when they are filled with sediment laden

flows. The County also owns and maintains 15 multi-purpose dams in the LACDA

basin, generaJiy upstream from the Corps’ facilities. At present, more than half of the
space behind these dams is reserved for flood control and the remainder is reserved for

water conservation purposes. These dams intercept most of the sediment from the

watershed above them, effectively limiting the sediment load reaching the major Corps
flood control facilities. The County is thus faced with a significant maintenance problem,

as high sediment loads tend to reduce the capacity of these facilities for water

conservation as well as flood control purposes. In the past the County has occasionally
sluiced this sediment downstream as a part of an operation and maintenance activity. If

the sediment reached a Corps facility and settled out, it was subsequently removed by
the County. There are environmental impacts associated with sedimentation of

downstream strea.mbeds, and there are also associated short-term reductions in flood
storage capacity when this material setdes out in a flood control facility. Addressing
future management of sedimentation may require greater expense and the development
of alternative methods of collection and disposal.
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At present, sedimentation is not a significant problem at any of the Corps flood
~-- Lcontrol facilities because the upstream County dams and the system of debris basins in

tributary watersheds effectively limit sediment inflow to the facilities. The exception of
high sediment inflow at Hansen Dam has been effectively addressed through ¯ ~
commercial sand and gravel mining lease arrangement. As.a result of these efforts, no

1
sediment allowance at any LACDA mainstem reservoir is currently filled.

2
While sediment is not currently considered a major problem from a flood control

perspective, sediment management was considered worthy of study. This feasibility study
looked at upper watershed sediment control through erosion control and check dam

construction.

Given the outlook for population growth (and therefore for increased water demand)
and the limited supply of water available in the semi-arid southwestern United States,

.._.
major flood control reservoirs represent a potential water conservation resource of ~ma

importance. At ~uch reservoirs, conservation programs involve capturing late ttorm
seasoo inflow~ (when the danger of ¯ major storm and flood event is low) and releasing

them slowly to downstream groundwater recharge basins. This ¯ction is aiway~ limited
by the need to ensure against flood damages.

It may be poss~le to increase the amount of water conserved in this manner. Any
increase would depend on ¯ re-evaluation of the amount and timing of inflows and of the

flood control capacity of downstream reaches of the mainstem system, if it were possible
to safely begin to store water for conservation purposes earlier in the spring, then water

now lost to the sea could be captured.

The key to such action is the capability of the downstream mainstem channel system
to contain releases from the reservoirs. The greater the capacity of downstream channels

(to an extent), the less risk there is in holding supplies behind the m~instem dams for
water conservation. Thus, before water conservation could be studied in detail, it was
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e~sential to evaluate the flooding problems on the mainstem system and develop

Lsolutions which would reduce the probability of significant flood damages.

Thi~ fca.~ibiliry study explored the potential to increase water conservation by
incrca.,~ing delivery to .~prcading ground.,~ creating off-stream dctention/con.~rvation

b~L,,in.,, and trading developable flo~! control space for existing water conservation
storage. None of the~ measures were supportable on a fl(~l control b~_~is" and, as such,

this report d~s not specifically addre~ alternatives for water conservation. Once the
flood control capability of the mair~tcm system is upgraded to appropriate levels, it will

be pos.~ible to formulate and evaluate these and other waler conservation measures.
This analysis may be undertaken as a separate study on a system-wide basis or under the

general operational review authority granted to each District Commander. The Distri~

Commander is authorized to revise the storage allocations anti operating schedules for

Corps re~rvoirs within specific limits, provided that the public has an opportunity for
review and comment. The Corps currently cooperates closely with the County to
conserve as much runoff as possible.

Transportatl~

The need for transportation improvements in southern California is documented in

numerous local, state, and federal reports. Basin freeways currently experien~ long

periods of congestion, as do many ci~ ~’terials,

Numerous studies by other agencies have suggested that the flood control channel

rights-of.way, and indeed the channels themselves, could be used as transportation
corridors. The Los Angeles River channel, for example, runs parallel to the Long Beach

Freeway for much of its length and passes from Long Beach to downtown Los Angeles
through major industrial areas. From downtown it then proceeds northwest into the

major industrial and commercial areas of the San Fernando Valley. The San Gabriel
River channel parallels the San Gabriel River Freeway (1-605), passing from south Long

Beach through commercial and residential districts into the S~n Gabriel Valley. in ~1
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cases, these are heavily traveled routes. If the river channels could be adapted for~                ! ~0

transportation purposes, then a significant transportation benefit might be achieved.

in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, the transportation problem was addressed to
determine whether it should be carried forward for detailed study as a part of this report.

Two studies were undertaken. First, the feasibility of using the existing Los Angeles

River channel (concrete lined) as a busway was evalualed in a cooperative Corps.

Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD) test. The channel, without
alterations, would not provide for short-haul service as there are no terminal facilities,

and access to the channel is limited. However, SCRTD developed a lest of the channel

as a commute (express) busway. In this test, buses traveled the route from Long Beach
to downtown Los Angeles both within the unobstructed channel (cleared of water and
debris) and along local freeway~.

The result of this SCRTD test was that local freeway routes were as efficient as use

of the river channel. Although there was no traffic in the channel invert, the driving

time between destination points via the channel right-of-way was equal to or greater than

the driving time via existing roads.

Following this lest, a conceptual study of potential roadways along the river channels
was conducted. A number of busway and railway alternatives were evaluated. While
several designs were found to be promising and technically feasible, two problems were

identified which have a significant impact on project feasibility. First, designs involving
single structures raised above channel level on piers placed in the center of the channel

would raise the water level in the channel and would create sigrdficant turbulence and

backwater, thereby increasing the risk of flooding. Second, all designs, including designs

which provided for single-lane and double-lane corridors along each side of the channel,
required numerous costly overpasses at bridge crossings along the river. The Los

Angeles County Transportation Commission independently abandoned the Lo~ Angeles
River alignment of the San Fernando Valley light rail system in 198&

The general conclusion of these studies was that effective use of the channel rights-
of-way for transportation would have prohibitive costs. Furthermore, implementing
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transportation within the existing channel right-of-way would constrain numerous flood

control solutions being studied. Becau~ ot" the magnitude of’ the flood damage potential,
this was not considered an appropriate constrainL

For these reasons, transportation problems have not been included in the detailed
analysis of flood control problems and alternatives for their solution on the mainstem

system. However, recent proposals for transportation use of the channel invert from
Long ]3~ach to downtown Los Angeles have some potential for implementation. Use of

the channel by trucks would, according to state officials, greatly reduce traffic on the
Harbor and Long Beach Freeways, which are major commercial arteries from the harbor

area to industrial and commercial centers in the basin. Transportation proposals may be

evaluated separately by the Corps at a later date; nothing in the planned upgrade of the
LACDA system appears at this time to preclude adaptation of the channel for such uses.

The expectation of utilizing this facility as a transportation corridor must be tempered
with the constraint that flood control operations cannot be hindered or diminished and

that public safety is paramount in operating the flood control system. The channel will

continue to be used as a bus driver training ground/motorcycle policeman practice

location and a favorite set for the movie industry.

Because the study area is a densely populated urban environment, recreation

opponunities are limited and opportunities to improve recreation are important.
Throughout this study, it was clear that an eft’on should be made to identify and pursue
new recreation opportunities to complement the ex3sting recreation network. Recreation

opportunities explored during this study included the potential for recreation associated
with any new reservoirs or channels. In considering channel alterations, the potential to

create new linear urban parks was given consideration. Where an alternative would

involve changes to an existing channel or reservoir, alterations to improve the exiting
recreation system could also be addressed.
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Aesthetic Improvement

Within the mainstem channel system, there are numerous opportunities to enhance

the environment; many alterations to the channel environment have been proposed by
local, state, and federal agencies, including restoring the channel invert to a natural

condition, removing asphalt from the channel levee crest and creating a greenbelt. A
number of suggestions were evaluated for altering the channel configuration to provide
off-channel basins for recreation and to improve channel aesthetics.

The general conclusions of early study of these proposals has been that (I) they

would be difficult to implement within the highly constrained rights-of.way for the
existing mainstem system and (2) the cost of expanding the rights-of.way to permit such

alterations to the system would be prohibitive. For example, doubling the width of the
right-of-way for the Los Angeles River to permit a greenbelt area to be developed would

involve removal of a mujor railway line and switching/cargo transfer yard. remov~ of
numerous major manufacturing and distribution facilities, and removal of hundreds of                .,~

residences and small businesses. The cost of this action for the reach from Long Beach J.
tO downtown Los Angeles would be ex,.-’e~ive~

study process, then, it was determined that only limited aestheticEurlyin the
improvement enhancement would be economically feasible within the LACDA mainstem

system existing rights-of-way. The problems which could be addressed were (I) the
0

potential to add greenbelt corridors in reaches where rights-of-way were not seriously

constrained, and ,2) in locations where no additional rights.of.way are available,
improving the existing aesthetics with vegetation.

PLANNING CONSTRAINTS

Planning constraints are overriding concerns that must be considered in the

development of plans. The following are planning con.straints identified in this study:
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Environmental Values

L
Although the County of Los Angeles and all of its attendant cities recognize the

seriousness of the fl~d problem within the LACDA ba.~in, it is very important that
environmental and esthetic values be respected. Any proposed program for flood control 1must take these values into accounu

Culturul Resources

The Corps of Engineers, pursuant to regulations of the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation implementing Section 10b of the National Historic Preservation Act
(36 CFR Part 800), is responsible for identifying cultural resources that may be affected

by the proposed project. The Corps must also evaluate the eligibility of such resources
for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. An assessment is made in

consultation with the California Historic Preservation Officer of the project effects on               ~,~
~--., cultural resources that are determined to be eligible for inclusion in the National .!.

Regis~r.

existing channels, in general, while limited increases in rights-of.way may be acquired
for flood control purposes at a cost consistent with economic feasibility, acquisition of

large blocks of land would have very significant social and economic impacts. If other
cost-effective methods for providing flood protection are available, it is imprudent to

consider acquiring significant new rights-of-way. Such an approach has the effect of
disrupting the communities and businesses which the flood control project is intended to

protect.

While it must be recognized that many alternatives involve buying rights-of-way
within the corm’nunity, a widening plan that displaces miles and miles of people and
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bu.~inesses is therefore unacceptable if an alternative can be formulated that would stay ~ L
within the existing channel rights-of.way and provide similar benefitS.

Displacement of People and Businesse~

The Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Law (Public Law 91-646, ~

amended) requires that any local sporL~r acquiring land for a project involving the

federal government must comply with provisions of this law. Specifically, this entitles
people or businesses that are displaced or otherwi~ impacted by the project to proper
compensation for their inconvenience, and to assistance in relocation if necessary. This

assistance is in addition to any funds expended for actual purchase ,~f property and
improvemen~

Groundwater RecharEe

,.-. ~’;.
Recharge of the groundwater basins is extensive throughout the Los Angeles Basin,     ~ ’~"

and b conducted by several Water Replenishment Districts. An overriding concern of bboth the local sponsor and the members of the Water Replenishment Districts is not to

decrease the existing groundwater recharge. An example of an area that might be
impacted is the stretch of the San Gabriel River that is currently soft bottom, in which
water is frequently recharged. Accordingly, any flood control improvement along this
reach of channel should not have an impervious bottom, or should make provision for

the mitigation of loss of recharge area.

Bridge~ and ~

Automobile traffic in southern California currently strains the existing system of
feeways, which have extended rush-hour periods. The freeways cross the Los Angeles,
Rio Hondo, and San Gabriel rivers at numerous locations. Efforts to avoid impee= to
these freeway overcrossings, and thus to traffic within the basin, were a significant
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.~ planning co~traint. Plar~ which would invol~,’e disrupting a major freeway interchange
were c~nsidered to have severe socioeconomic impac~

L

D. PLANNING OBJECTIVES

General

The water and related land re~urces problems and opportunities identified in this
stud), arc stated .’,~ specific planning objectives to provide a focus for the formulation of

alternatives. These planning objectives are as follows.

To reduce the potential for human suffering and possible loss of life due to
catastrophic failure of the flood control system, wherever feasible.

To reduce flood damages from the study reaches, wherever feasible.

To provide, where feasible, project-related water conservation, recreation

development, sediment management, transportation, and environmental enhancement
opportunities.

Selection or the National Economic Development (NED) Plaa

A project for flood control involving federal funds must satisfy general economic

criteria that have been developed to protect the Nation’s investments. The following
three items are used when evaluating alternatives.

a) A positive benefit-to-cost ratio must exist. That is, the annual dollar value of
tangible benefits must exceed the project’s annualized cost. The benefit/cost

ratio must be at or above 1.0 for an alternative to be considered economically

feasible.
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Ob) The scale of the improvements should consider maximization of net benefits

(benefits minus costs).
L

c) The stated result of the improvements musl be accomplished with the most
economic means available.

Principles and Guidelines for Federal water resources planning require that a plan
2be identified that produces the greatest contribution to the national economic

development (NED). This plan, termed the NED plan, is defined as the plan providing
the greatest net benefiL~ a~ d¢lermined by subtracting annual charges from annual
benefits. Further, the NED plan is to be selected as the recommended plan unless the

Secretary of the Army grants an exception when there is some overriding reason for

selecting another plan based on federal, state, local, or international concerns.

E. FORMULATION OF PRELIMINARY PI,AN$

Pla~ for rehabilitation and upgrade of the LACDA flood control system were

formulated in accordance with lhe National Environmental Policy Act and the 1983
Water Resources Council Principles and Guidelines. Economic, environmental, and

social impacts were considered throughout plan formulation.

Alternative solutions were identified in close cooperation with representatives of the
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works and the U.S. Forest Service. Count7
and Forest Service reports and plans were reviewed to avoid duplication of effort during
the initial stages of plan formulation. Members of these agencies, as well as Corps

representatives of the LACDA study team, held weekly plan formulation meetings over
several months to address all possible alternatives.
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of the study. It was initially obvious that a system-wide review was appropriate, as Lopposed to a limited review which would only address problems in specified reaches of
the LACDA system. With this initial direction established, it was possible to approach
plan formulation from a broad point of view, examining measures which could be taken
to improve system performance throughout the basin, including the areas upstream of
major reservoi~ the channel system in place throughout the urbanized basin, and the

2features of the local drainage system.

Initial Stage of Plan Formulation: Review of Measures for Addressin_e Fioodine and

The initial stage of plan formulation was a broad, strategic review of all potential
measures which could reasonably be used to address flooding problems. The procedure
for identifying these measures was, tint, to generate a checklist of all possible strategies
for flood damage reduction; and second, to use the checklist geographically by
formulating possible solutions on each segment of the LACDA system. The analysb
began with the upper watershed areas and worked downstream through the system. In

this way, any downstream measures would be formulated with full understanding of the

potential effects that upstream modifications might have on channel flow characteristics,

The flood damage reduction measures fit into four main categories:

1) Reduce inflow to Ihe system (detain water),
2) Convey more water in the system (increase channel capacity),
3) Damage management (floodlighting floodprooling, etc.), and
4) Alter the reservoir’s current operating regulations.

Item 4, re-regulating reservoirs on a system-wide basis to coordinate releases and
thereby reduce flows within the channels, was proposed and given an initial evaluation.
Studies were conducted to optimize the current mode of reservoir operations.
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it ~as concluded that reoperating reservoirs cannot eliminate the potential flooding ~ "r
problems in the Los Angeles Ba.~in. It is possible to improve the level of protection on
some channel reaches but this benefit is often off~t by a decrease in the level of

protection eb,¢v,here in the system. The Reservoir Regulation Section of the i.~

Angeles District is constantly striving to improve the methods of reservoir operation.
1

While some improvement can be expected over time. it cannot be guaranteed or

quantifiedat present. l’hu~ the existing approved operation schedules are used as the ,~
basis for comparing alternatives.

The use of a "real-time" reservoir response procedure has also been evaluated. Real.
time operation involve.,, nearly in.~tantaneous transmi.~,,ion of extensive field data to the

District’s operational center. This information is usually processed by computer model

to aid in deciding on the most efficient reservoir operation plan. The LACDA system
was evaluated to determine the applicablity of this process,

A real-time network of gages currently exists in the basin. The accompanying
computer model was modified in order to minimize its run time but the shortest run time
acheived was approximately one hour. Decisions must he made in a shorter time frm~

than this so the model was eliminated as a feasible tool. As an alternative, it can
assumed that the information can he received, evaluated and a~ed upon within 30

minutes. The time it then takes for a dam tender to complete a gate change can be 15

minutes or longer per gate. If, for example, the system location under stress was the

confluence of the Los Angeles River and the Rio Hondo, the controlling dam would be
Whittier Narrows Dam. The travel dine for flows from Whittier Narrows Dam to the

confluence is 3O minutes. Thus, an optimal real-time operation could have an influenee
on flows at the confluence 1-I/4 hours after knowledge of the threate~ng situation was
received. This assumes that all gages and system elements are full), functional

The basin’s response time is usually an hour or less, especially in the urbaniz~
portions of the lower Los Angeles River. As a result, it appears that an optimal

dine response cannot avoid adverse impacts should the floodwaters threaten to exceed

�harmel capacity. While future refinements to the current operating plans may be
expected, they are not adequate or reliable enough to preclude the need for structural
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solutions to the flooding problem. These considerations led to the decision not to rely Lon re-regulation of the reservoirs as a solution to the downstream flooding problem.
Having eliminated reservoir re-regulation as a measure under consideration, the
remaining three categories of measures (Table 5) were examined for general
appropriateness for each reach of the LACDA mainstem system. 1

2
Regional Applicability of Alternatives

Up~r Watershed Arga~

The first geographical areas to be explored were the watersheds above existing flood
control reservoirs. Using previous Corps, County, and Forest Service studies, these
watersheds were examined to determine which measures might reduce the inflow of
floodwater to the existing LACDA system.
Measures considered included:

1) New dam construction in the upper canyons,
2) Vegetation and debris management measures, sad
3) Modifications to the existing operating procedures of the County’s upstream

reservoirs (increas~ the storage space allocated for flood control).

Alterations to Existin~ Flood Control RL-e~rvo|r~

Excavation of a reservoir to increase its flood storage potential and the capability of
raising, re-gating" or otherwise altering the spillway elevation for the four major flood
control reservoirs in the LACDA system was evaluated. Modifications that would
increase the amount of flood control storage at existing darns by impounding water at a
higher elevation are generally only possible where development around the reservoir’s
existing maximum storage boundary is sparse. The surrounding lands may then be
available for purchase at an economically feasible price.
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.~nnel Areas Downstream from Ma_ior Reservoir~

During the analysis of the channels downstream from the major reservoirs, the focus

of the plan formulation process shifted from retention of floodwater to quicker
conveyance or short-term detention of channel flow. A wide variety of measures was
considered in this evaluation, to include:

I) Deepen existing channels

2) Widen existing channels

3) Raise existing channel walls
4) Remove and replace or modify bridges constricting channel flow

5) Divert flows into tunnels for delivery to the ocean

6) Divert e~cess flows into new detention or groundwater recharge facilities

7) Alter the channel shape from trapezoidal to rectangular

8) Change the channel substrate and side wall material (from rock to concrete., for

exmnple)

9) Armor the back sides of earthen levees with non-eroding material to prevent

catastrophic levee failure
10) Alter inlet structures and bridge piers to reduce turbulence in the channel
11) Floodproof and/or construct temporary walls on major roadways which would

permit the diversion of floodwater for brief periods into these temporary

At the same time these measures were being considered, each reach of channel was
evaluated to determine if damage management measures such as local flood walls, other
flood proofing measures, or flood plain management might reduce the extent of

damages. In addition, flood warning and evacuation plans were considered.

The result of this initial planning was a list of measures (Table 5) which might be

appropriate for each distinct reach of the LACDA flood control system. These measures
were screened to determine which measures would be carried forward for detail~l

feasibility anaJysis.
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Table 5. Measures considered for flood damage reduction.

~ V

~I’RATEGY SPECIFIC I~IE~SURKS CONSIDERED

! ~
A. lnte~ate Flow Retardin~ Faciliti~ into the ~wtem

Undegground Aquifet~

Vegetat~/Dcb6s M~eme~t
New Dams
Detcntk~e ~
Gravel Pits
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Public Involvement                                                                   ~

A complete initial planning effort involving local and other Federal governmental
agencies was critical to ensure that the public was presented a thorough list of possible

solutions. No measure which could reasonably be expected to contribute to the solution
of the identified problem was eliminated during the initial phase of plan formulation.

Thus, when the public presentations were formulated, no measures which were viable

from an engineering standpoint and which could contribute to the solution of flood
control problems had been eliminated. The public was presented with a broad spectrum

of measures to consider and discuss.

The effort to formulate a public involvement program was complicated by the size

and population of the affected area. There are over 750,000 households and businesses

in the area directly affected by projected overflows from the existing LACDA system.
and the population which would be affected by any project is well over 4 million. These

people must be afforded the opportunity to comment on formulated solutions and to

recommend measures, in addition to those addressed during the initial plan formulation
process. To make thi~ possible in ~uch ¯ densely populated region, multiple approaches
were used for public involvement.

County Department of Public Works were involved in thePersonnelfrom the
planning from the beginning. Local officials were relied on to help guide the initial
planning, pointing out where some measures might not be locally acceptable and

explaining local perspectives on the problem. To inform other local officials at the city

level, open-forum workshops were held to discuss issues, concerns, and other solutions.
Also, the Los Angeles County Board of Superviso~ the governing body of the local
sponsor, was kept informed of study progre~

Information about the general potential flooding problem for the drainage basin was
made available to people through the local media, in particular through press releas~
and interviews in the major newspapers in the region. An initial problem analysh wa~
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made available in mid-1985, prior to plan formulation, giving the general public an

~" ~* overview and an opportunity to communicate with Corps planners. There was an Lintensive publicity campaign that included a public mailing of informational brocures in
1987, and follow-up publicity about the project in spring of 1989.

Public presentations were made in October 1987 and again in March 1989. They 1
were focused on the identified problem, including both overflow analysis and the 2economic axsessment of damages and the array of formulated, corrective measures being
considered. At least one such presentation was made in each affected area of the
LACDA watershed. Presentations consisted of a general introduction and a detailed
slide/video briefing, followed by an open question-and.answer period. An information
bulletin was provided to all attendees. At the end of each briefing, response cards were
handed out and a mailing list circulated to ensure that all interested in the study
received future informational bulletins.

This open m~! active public involvement etTon will be continued, to include review
of this Feasibility Report and review of future design effort, t.

EVALUATION OF PREIJMINARY AL’IT.RNATIVF~

The large number of preliminary alternatives considered were evaluated at several
levels of detail. First, all alternatives were evaluated to determine if they showed

promise of meeting project objectives. Numerous alternatives were eliminated on the
basis of this initial analysis. Second, alternatives which showed some promise of meeting

project objectives were subjected to a preliminary benefit-cost analysis. The ~:reened
alternatives are described in this section in the order they were presented in Table 5.
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Strnte~ One:. Reduce Inflow to Mainstem S~stem

A. ]nte_~rate Flow Retarding, Facilities into the S~tem

Detention of water within the system of darns and channels is a primary strategy for
reducing inflow to the mainstem system and improving flood control in urban areas.
Detention can be achieved by capturing flows behind dams or by diverting flows into
undeveloped areas such as gravel pits, groundwater spreading basins, floodways,
wetlands, and other low-lying areas. In addition, a number of secondary options for
reducing flows in the mainstem channels by inc,’easing groundwater storage were
considered, among them, injection wells and channels with holes in the invert and side
slopes (perforated channels). Several detention strategies were eliminated after a cursory
review. First, floodways were eliminated because there is simply no adequate
undeveloped land for such floodways, and the massive amounts of water which would
need to be diverted into the floodway would move with such force as to threaten to
cause significant damage to any natural landform. A floodway susceptible to failure
would thus merely transfer damages from one reach of the river to another, an
urmcceptable solution to the problem.

Second, storage in underground reservoirs, aquifers, or wetlands was eliminated
because there are no undeveloped sites in the LACDA basin appropriate for these
=tternatives. Underground reservoirs would have to be capable of 10,000-20,000 acre.
feet of storage and would cost perhaps hundreds of millions of dollars to construct.
Injection of excess flow into aquifers would be too slow to affect peak flow significantly.
And ther~ are no wetland sites in the LAC’DA basin which could be used to store water;,
ai] wetlands remaining in the basin are near the coasL None of these options was found
to have any appreciable impact on peak flows in the channels. Given only limited water
conservation benefits from these options, and the potential for high costs and some
impacts to flow rate in the channels (greater flow resistance and turbulence from

perforated channels), they were eliminated from consideration early in planning.

Another option involves land management to reduce runoff and debris production in
the upper watershed, thereby reducing peak flows. Management of vegetation is one
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approach, but it is generally effective only where the slope of hillsides is moderate and
substantial vegetation can be established. This is not feasible in the semi-arid mountains

surrounding the Los Angeles Basin. The steep slopes and long hot, dry seasons mean
that vegetative communities at most elevations are limited to coastal sage scrub, grasses,

and chaparral. These communities burn off in the fire season with some regularity, and
there is often little chance for significant growth prior to the star[ of Ihe rainy season.

A second approach is construction ot" debris basins and check dams. There are

already 129 major debris basins in the upper watershed areas, and effective sites for

additional basins or check dams have generally been utilized, in addition, these

structures are generally too small to significantly reduce peak flows to downstream areas;
they/’ill quickly in early flood stages and have no capacity remaining when peak flow~

o¢~ro

Erosion control and alteration of the watershed to improve retention of rainfall are
both extremely difficult to accomplish. If they could be achieved, it is doubtful that they

would have a significant impact on peak flooding because peak flows occur when thin
soils have been saturated and there is no additional capacity in the soil. This approach

is worth pursuing in the long term for the benefit of improved land management, but

cannot presently be relied on to provide significant reductions in peak flowl.

Upper watershed erosion control also does not address the problem of increases in
lower basin local runoff, which cause the majority of the flooding problems in the basin.

Therefore, there would be only minor benefits from programs that reduced upper

watershed runoff" and erosion. They were not pursued as prinmay solutions to the
flooding problem.
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New Dams

New darns in the canyons above e~isting Corps facilities were considered at the

following locations:

l) The Los Angeles River basin above Sepulveda Dam,

2) Tujunga Wash above Hansen Dam,
3) Arroyo Seco watershed above Devil’s Gate Dam, a Ioca] dam owned by the

of Pasadena, and
4) The watershed above the Sanla Fe Rood Control Basin.

These locations were determined to have the largest potential capacity of all those

surveyed.

Small dams have little effect on peak flood flows because they fill up very early in a
flood and therefore have no capacity when peak flows arrive; the runoff they do capture

arrives prior to peak flows and would therefore generally p~s harmlessly within the main
Hver channe~ to the ocean. Since they are spilling when peak flows occur, they do not       F"~

redu~ the flooding problem. To be effective, an upstream d~rn would require at least

10,000 a~e-feet of stor~e.

Factors that needed consideration in an analysis of new dam dies includ~ the

followin~

impacts ~,odated with the mnstrucdon of a new dam jq1) The ellv~ronmcntal

would require substantial miti~afion.

2) The Forest Sen~ice would not favor dams unless they have public access and

recrca~on

3) Small dams would require costly debris removal while providing minimal
benefits.
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)-"~ 4) Many of the dam sites considered in the initial plan formulation stage were in Lrelatively developed areas, and construction would require relocation of
recreation facilities, roads and some homes.

5) if new flood control capacity were proposed, a reoperation analysis would need
to address how the existing space would be incorporated into the existing system
and what potential existed for increasing available water conservation space.

In the western upper watershed, the three sites were identified, north of Pipe
Canyon, near Bill Lake Camp, and on the Little Tujunga. and evaluated to determine
whether they would have a significant impact on flooding: that is, whether their
maximum potential capacity would be adequate to affect peak flows. An analysis
indicated that these reservoirs would be at or near capacity when peak inflows were
experienced and, therefore, that they would have virtually no impact on peak flow into
the major downstream reservoirs (Sepulveda and Hansen Reservoirs). in addition, their
estimated costs were high, and there was potential for significant environmental and
recreational impacts,.

None of the new dam alternatives would have allowed outflows from Hansen or
¯ Sepuivede reservoirs to be reduced enough to have an effect on downstream flooding
problems. For example, even ¯ reduction in releases from Sepulveda Dam of 20~ (3300
ft3/s) would have only minor impacts on downstream flows because local runoff increases
flow in the malnstem by as much as 40,000 ~/z.

A new reservoir was considered in the watershed above Devil’s Gate Dam on Arroyo
Seco. Such ¯ reservoir would reduce flooding to some extent in the downtown Los
Angeles area, but would not have a major impact on the lower Los Angeles River where
the flooding problem is greatest. Thus there would be relatively high �osts and
environmental impacts without offsetting flood control benefits.

In the upper San Gabriel River watershed, several sites were evaluated. In this
watershed, the major dam sites have already been used, and the remaining sites would
have little storage and thus little impact on downstream flooding.
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short, new dams in the u~t~,~am canyons were found to have too little storage toin
provide significant flood control be,cfits. At the same time. they would have had high

co~ts and potentially high environn,~ntal impacts.

New dams were also briefly ¢~,.~idered below the existing major reservoirs, for

example, on Tujunga Wash below l lansen Dam and on uncontrolled tributaries such as

Compton Creek. A brief survey of Ihe potential sites, none of which held much promise
as dam locations, indicated that a f¢cility large enough to have an effect on flows
downstream would require acquislt,.n and clearing of heavily urbanized areas. The cost

of this would be prohibitive given the high value of commercial property in the potential
storage areas. Therefore, new dar,~ were eliminated from funher study.

Detention Basins

W~ere adequate land is availalde, peak flows may be direcled over a weir or through

an inlet structure to detention b~ql.Z. This effectively reduces the flow moving through --- ~ --.~
downstream channel reaches and titus prevents channel capacity from being exceeded.

Several detention basin sites w~re identified in the upper reaches of the Los Angeles

River system, and these were evaltj~ted to determine the feasibility of diverting peak U "

flows to them (Table 6).
q
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Table 6. Detention basin sizes/gravel pits considered.
L

Project Detention Potentla~ Size Conclusions
Reach Pas[n Acres Storage

1 Pacoima 153 2.200 at Not cost effective
Spreading
Crounda

1 TuJunga 188 2,000 af Not cost effectiveWash
Spreading
Grounds

2 Taylor 200 5,200 a~ Not cost
Yard

8 Livtngaton 415 29.000 af Not coat effective
Gravel
Plta

$ ¢onroek ~65 ~O.�)O0 af ~ot ©oat ef~oc~tvo
Crav~l

Pacoima Spreading Grounds. The Pacoima Spreading Grounds are a 153-acre site

~ located off the Pacoima Wash in Reach I of the LACDA System (see Figure 6). During
’--’/ initial plan formulation, a weir to direct flow to the spreading basin was investigated

which would require excavation of the existing grounds to a depth of 15 feet and would

entail removal of approximately 4,600,000 yds~ and provide storage of 2,200 acre-feet at a
cost of almost $24,000,000 ($5/yd~). Greater excavation depths are not feasible or

consistent with water conservation operation of these areas. Initial evaluation of this
alternative indicated a benefit-to-cost ratio of greater than one-to-one, but later

evaluation determined that costs would greatly exceed benefits.

The more detailed review of this alternative determined that. to accommodate the
peak flow and volume necessary to significantly reduce flooding downstream, a 2-mile
weir would be required. Due to the fact that the site cannot accommodate a 2-mile weir,
an inlet structure would need to be designed instead to intercept floodflows on the wash

and deliver them to the basin at a rate of 9600 ft~/s. This inlet structure raised
estimated project costs significantly.
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A second problem was the need to drain the detention basin rapidly after each flood
event. The general winter storm pattern in southern California is often characterized by
a series of storrr~ sweeping out of the north or central Pacific at one. to five-day
intervals. This occurs when the Pacific High locates to the south and east of the ~rea,
permitting ,~ regular sequence of storms to penetrate to the south. Under ~uch

conditions, it is possible for one flood event to be followed relatively rapidly by ~nother
significant ston’n. To retain flood control capacity in dams and detention basins, it must
be possible to draw them down within several days. Thus the detention basins would
have to be connected to the local storm drainage system, which would require significant
upgrading of the system. This requirement also added to the preliminary costs. Impacts,
both positive and negative, to the existing water spreading activities were not evaluated
in detail.

Finally, a detention basin in this reach would have only very limited benefits for the

downstream l.as Angeles River reaches where a majority of damages occur. Detention
would have to be justified on the basis of Tujung~ Wash flood ~ontrol benefits alone.
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’ru.junga Wash Spreading Grounds. This 188-acre spreading ground is located south of

the Highway 101 and Interstate 5 interchange several miles south of Han.~n Dam (see
L

Figure 5). The existing inlet works have a capacity of 400 ft’/s, and the spread~g

grounds have a capacity of 390 a~e-feet. Deepening this area by 11 feet by removing

2.5 million cubic yards of earlh would increa.~ this capacity to 2,000 acre.feet.

This alternative shared the disadvantages of the Pacoima Spreading Ground
2alternative: it was costly and would have a limited impact on peak flows. As ¯ stand.

alone alternative, it was eliminated from further consideration.

Pacoima/Tu, junga Basins Combined. Although each spreading ground would, by it.~elf,
have little impact on flood flows, a combination could reduce peak flows (at kca~t for ¯
period of time) by at least 9,600 ft3/s and provide oft channel storage of over 4J)00 ¯ere.

feel

This combination was evaluated, with lie following conclusiom:

1) Partly because of lie cost of inlet and drainage structures, the cost of the

combined alternative would be quite high, even without considering oomplex

dralna~ su~cmr~

year protection;

3) Therefore, annual NED benefits from the proj©ct would be exceeded by annual
costs, and lie benefit to cost ratio of lie alternative would be substamially less

lia~ one-to-one.

Tnylor Yard Detention F¯cililT. The Los Angeles River flows out of lie San Femando

Valley through a low-lying area bounded on lie west by lie Golden State Freeway and

on the east by San Fernando Road. In this area, there is a railroad yard and ¯ number

of aging commercial structures. If cleared, excavated, and used for off-dmm~
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detention, this low-lying area could accommodate approximately 5200 acre-feet of

Lstorage. This would reduce peak flows into the downtown los Angeles area.

Detention at this site would have only a minor impact on overall downstream
flooding and minimal impact on damages because predicted depths in the downtown

area which would be protected are not great anddamage is estimated to be minor. It
would not significantly reduce peak flows breaking out of the channel in the lower Los

Angeles River; it would thus raise levels of protection only marginally. For this benefit
to be achieved, a commercially valuable industrial and commercial area would have to
be taken at significant cost. Weighed against the high social impact and the $60,000,000
cost of acquiring and excavating the basin (initial cost estimate), it would thus not be m
justified project element.

Gravel Pits

Uvlngston-Graham and Conrock Sites. Gravel mining near Santa Fe Dam has created
extensive gravel pits in the vicinity of the San Gabriel River. Two large, well situated
pits have a combined capacity of over 59,000 acre.feet of storage. Mining operations at

¯ these pits are scheduled to be terminated after the turn of the century, and therefore
they will be available for other uses. This is a significant potential off-channel storage
area, given that the total capacity of the Corps tloud control dams is about 120,000 acre-
feet.

The gravel pits would have to be modified to be used for tloud control. The e.xisting
quarries have nearly vertical walls which would have to be altered to a 2:1 (about a 33°

angle) slope for stability. The poorly consolidated alluvium would be subject to slumping
if the porous material surrounding the pits were saturated due to high groundwater or
short-term flood water impoundment. The current walls are close to the San Gabriel
River, the San Gabriel Freeway and local surface streets, any of which could be
jeopardized by a significant wall failure.
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the mainstem San Gabriel River. For these to be effective, they would have to be sized

to accommodate flows of about 20,000 ft~/~.

Additional modifications would have to be made to permit the gravel pits to drain I
rapidly following a major storm. This is necessary to restore storage capacity in

2anticipation of a subsequent storm event. Other major flood control facilities in the Los
Angeles basin are designed to be drained in as little as two days; this is important

because precipitation in southern California is often characterized in the winter by a

series of storms, with storms arriving at intervals of one to five days. Modifying the
gravel pits for drainage would require a tunnel to be constructed to a downstream point

along the river below the grade of the gravel pit bottom; a long and costly tunnel would

thus be a feature of this alternative. Other modifications might be needed, but the.~e
major features were considered in preliminary cost estimates.

Initial study indicated that the gravel pits would have s significant impact on volume
inflow into Whittier Narrows Reservoir and could therefore reduce the scheduled

releases from that facility to the Rio Hondo channel. The projected reduction in release

to the Rio Hondo was up to 8,000 ft3/s. This would eliminate the current inadequacy in
channel capacity on the Rio Hondo but would not fully alleviate the flooding problem on
the Los Angeles River. An initial decision was made to pursue this alternative further

because of the high potential for both flood control and water conservation benefiL The

cost of the storage was undefined at the time this decision was made. This alternative

was not carried forward for detailed design and analysis, however, due to teveral factors:

1) There would be a significant cost in aequiHng the Hghts to the gravel pits
because current operators would have to be compensated for loss of potential

income. The period of time projected for profitable operation is uncertain, but
may ex~end well into the proposed flood control project’s period of operation.

2) The City of Irwindale has developed plans for use of these gravel pits for other

purposes, including filling the pits and developing them for commercial ventures.
An area of existing groundwater would also be used for recreational purposes.
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Use for flood control would complicate these plans and benefits from flood "-" T
control use would have to be compared to the opportunity costs of more
intensive development of the sites.

3) While reduction of inflows to Whittier Narrows Dam would possibly reduce the              I

need to improve the Rio Hondo channel, it would have a ler~ significant impact              P~

on the lower Los Angeles River because that problem is primarily a result of
accumulated, uncontrolled drainage. Flood control benefits would thus be
mainly limiled to the Rio Hondo channel. The gravel pits are also located

sufficiently upstream from the primary flood damage areas such that they do not

provide an operationally flexible solution to downstream flooding compared to
improvements closer to the inundated area.t.

4) Grading to stabilize the gravel pits’ side slopes would involve moving large

quantities of material, Grading operations might require hauling material to

other disposal sites or placement of any excess spoil in the pits themselves,
thereby reducing the projected effective capacity of the pits. Movement of large

quantities of material is generally very expensive.

5) Drainage of the pits within a short period of time would require a costly outlet
works to be constructed. Pumps were initially considered but rejected because

they cannot be relied on, especially given that they would remain idle for

periods of 20-30 years. Tunneling was the preferred alternative., but the

proposed tunnel would have to extend six miles to Whittier Narrows. An initial

cost estimate of $100 million (excluding rights.of-way) raised total project �osts

Based on an initial anal)sis, use of the gravel pits near Santa Fe Dam was not

considered economically feasible..

Strate~ One (A) Summa _ry:. lnte_~,rate Row-Retarding Facilities Into the Svste,~

~’~ !
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In pan because of the nature of the flooding problem in the LACDA system and in
Lparl because of the lack of effective and cost-efficient sites for detention basin.~ no

ahcrnative involving new flow detaining facilities was carried forward for detailed

Strategy One: Reduce Inflow to Mainstem System 2

B. Modi~ Existin~ Facilide~

Modi~ Existing Dams

Corps Facilities. There ¯re a number of modifications possible at existing Corps flood

control reservoirs: (1) increasing dam height and. as a result, reservoir capacity;. (2)
excavation of the basin to increase capacity; and (3) alter¯don of gates and spillways.

At Sepulveda and Whittier Narrm~ raising the dam height was considered. Small
increases in dam height ¯t these sites would produce significant increases in storage
because of the flat slope of the reservoir basin. This option was less attractive at Hansen          ’6

and Santa Fe dams because those dams provide ¯ satisfactory level of protection, and

raising the dam would have only marginal impacts on total flood control storage. At the

g
,two potential sites, however, the cost of raising main embankments would be quite high

because of the length of the embankments, in addition, development has occurred at the

margins of the exisdng reservoirs, and raising the dams would mean that this ud~an

~

~
development would be inundated during a significant flood.. Acquisition of this property
would be required, and this would not only be costly but disrupt existing communities.

~This opdon would be prohibitively costly and unacceptable, and it was therefore
~eliminated from further study, i

Excavation in the reservoir to deepen it and thereby increase capacity was not
considered at Sepuiveda and Whittier Narrows reservoirs because of the extemive
environmental and recreation development in these reservoir brains. It was �omidered
at Santa Fe and Hansen Reservoirs where planned or existing excavation activities have
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already impacted some of these resources and where there are large areas which would
~-" Lbe excavated.

Excavation is an extremely costly approach to increasing reservoir storage. Costs

may be as high as several dollars per cubic yard excavated, and there are additional costs
for hauling to a disposal site. Removal of a significant amount of sediment, enough to

have an impact on downstream flooding, would involve increasing storage by more than
10,0(0) acre-feet. This is equivalent to approximately 50 million cubic yards, making costs

for such a project exceed several hundred million doll;us. This additional storage could

not be below the existing grade of the outlet gates as it would not be drainable and
would thus not be available for flood control. Providing new gates to solve this problem

would be difficult and cost prohibitive. First. new gates constructed below the existing
gate elevation could involve changes to the reservoir foundation. Second, new gate

construction would be very costly, adding to the already high cost of sediment removal.
Thus, excavation would have to occur in the upper elevations of the basin, away from

gates and existing maintenance sediment removal operation.~.

Disposal of approximately 50 million cubic yards of spoil from this alternative would
also have very significant costs. Available landfill sites are reaching capacity in Los

¯ Angeles, and the cost of hauling to sites outside of the basin would be prohibitive. It is

unlikely that a suitable existing landfill site could be identified within an economical haul
range. Creation of a site would have significant environmental consequences.

Sediment buildup behind the two dams in question is also an ongoing process. There
are a number of factors which could cause massive sediment movement into the
reservoirs prior to a significant flood event, which would therefore eliminate the

excavated storage prior to peak flows. As such. this solution to flooding problems is not

wholly reliable. Additionally, increasing storage in the upstream dams will not
significantly affect the overall flooding condition. A reduction in reservoir releases of

4,000 fts/s during the 100-year event at Hansen Dam would require extensive excavation

and yet would not compensate for the massive inflows to the system occurring from
drainage in downstream reaches.
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Finally, Hansen Dam already provides control of the 200-year flood. Increasing its

capacity would have very little effect on flooding on Tujunga Wash or reaches below Lbecause the flooding is a result of increased local drainage. Thus, excavation to increase
reservoir capacity is cost prohibitive, ineffective, and potentially environmentally
damaging at both the reservoir site and any disposal site. No excavation alternative was
carried forward for final analysis.

2Altering outlet structures may reduce net outflows from the reservoirs under some
conditions and thereby somewhat reduce peak flows throughout the river system. This
was initially considered at Sepulveda because its spillway design limits the ability to hold
back flows from the reservoir. At this site, the gates and spillway could be modified to
permit some reduction in outflow. However, significant reductions in outflow from the
gates would not be possible because retaining additional water behind the dam to reduce
peak flows early in a flood would increase the possibility of greater flooding later if
inflow continued to exceed outflow.

in addition, gate/spillway alterations affect releases from the reservoirs only, and do
nothing to solve the problem of increased local drainage flows in the lower river basins.
Only a minor reduction in outflow is possible through gate/spillway modifications, and               ,
therefore there b only a very small benefit to be achieved. The cost of gate
modifications is high as well

Devil’s Gate Dam. Devil’s Gate dam on Arroyo Seco in Pasadena controls a watershed
of approximately 32 mi’. Reducing inflows to the Los Angeles River from this source
would provide some additional protection to downtown Los Angeles. Reducing inflows
from Arroyo $eco would mean that the reach of the Los Angeles River near downtown
would be able to accommodate more of the local drainage. However, modification to
Devil’s Gate Dam would not reduce flows on the lower Los Angeles River enough to
compensate for the massive local drainage inflows in that reach, and would therefore
have only a minor impact in the area of greatest potential flood damages.

Devil’s Gate Dam is currently operated under restrictions imposed by the State of
California. It is unlikely that the renovations necessary in order to incorporate this
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facility as a flood control element would he an appropriate option. Removal and
~

Lreconstruction might be considered, but given the existing need for operational
restrictions, it might not be acceptable to reconstruct a facility on this site. The dam also
has lost much of its capacity due to sediment buildup. Devil’s Gate Dam is controlled by

Los Angeles County, which ha~ studied plarL~ fi)r both rehabilitation and replacement,
1and they have concluded that maintenance of the existing facility is the appropriate

action at the present time. Therefore, modification/replacement of this facility was
2

eliminated from further consideration.

The impact of increasing upstream flood �ontrot storage does not result in
significantly reduced flood flows downstream, due to inflow from uncontrolled, local

drainage. As a result, no modification of existing reservoirs was found to make ¯
significant contribution to a complete, cost-effective, acceptable plan for solving the
flooding problem in the LACDA system.

Strategy Two: ~onvey Mor~ Water In the Malnstem System

A. Create New Cotweyan_ ce Faeili|~,-,

Pipell~e,

There are a number of ways of diverting flows from the LAC’DA system to reduce
peak flows in the channels where capacity is too low to provide adequate protection.
Transfer of water from one watershed to another via pumping stations/pipelines was

initially given brief �onsider¯don, a possible alignment being from the LAC’DA basin to
the Antelope Valley. This ahernadve, along with a diversion to Ballona Creek, was

eEminated from consider¯don as a result of reD, high costs involved in moving the
significant volumes of water needed to affect peak flooding. In addition, system
maintenance costs would be extremely high because pumping facilities deteriorate wben
not in use.
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Diversions of Rio Hondo releases to San Gabriel River

Transfer of flows at Whittier Narrows Dam from the Rio Hondo to the San Gabriel

River was studied in somewhat greater detail. At present, the Rio Hondo is designed to

receive all primary flood control releases from Whittier Narrows Dam. The original

design of the Rio Hondo allowed for Whittier Narrows Dam flood control releases of

40,000 cfs. Due to increases in local inflow to the channel, the current maximum release

rate into Rio Hondo is 36,500 cfs. The San Gabriel River below Whittier Narrows is
essentially a spillway flow channel for Whittier Narrows Darn. Scheduled releases of
5,000 cfs are routinely made from Whittier Narrows Dam when the water surface

elevation is between 200 ft and 228.5 ft NGVD (National Geodetic Vertical Datum).

The gate invert on the Rio Hondo side is at elevation 184 ft and a pool 16 feet deep
must be impounded before the San Gabriel outlet sill of 200 ft is reached. Above
elevation 228.5 ft. the automatic spillway gates on the San Gabriel River outlet go into

effect, and release rates escalate rapidly.

Initially, it appears that greater routine releases could be made to the San Gabriel

River because the scheduled release of 5,000 cfs is lower than the receiving channel
capacity of 13,500 cfs. This margin of 8.500 cfs b diminished in downstream locations by

increasing local inflow. Above the confluence with Coyote Creek, the 100.year computed
flow on the San Gabriel River b 17200 cfs and the channel capacity b 20,000 cfs, leaving

a margin of only 2,800 cfs. In order to convey substantially greater flood control
releases, a significantly lower level of protection would be provided by the river channel,

or it would require a structural upgrade to increase its capacity.

Expanding primary flood control releases to both the Rio Hondo and the San
Gabriel River could shift flooding from one area to another, which would require

extensive improvements to the San Gabriel system. It was not considered appropriate to
solve a flooding problem by tramferring the problem, and the associated damages, to

another system. Therefore, in order to redirec~ some of the Rio Hondo flows, the San

Gabriel River would most likely be converted from a soft-bottomed channel to a
concrete invert channel and the channel capacity would have to be otherwise increased.
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Immediately downstream from Whittier Narrows Dam the San Gabriel River is soft-

bottomed channel for 7 miles. The remaining concrete channel is trapezoidal and ~-- ~’.
extends 13.2 miles to the ocean. Conver~ing the upstream reach to concrete channel
would increase capacity from 13,500 ft~/s to approximately 31,000 ft~/s. This increase in
capacity would have to be implemented through the remaining channel. Using parapet
walls was determined to be the most cost-effective method of accomplishing this: this
would require raising 22 bridges from 1.2 feet to 6.9 feet

2
Increased San Gabriel River capacity would allow operation of Whittier Narrows

Dam to be modified; the optimal theoretical use of the additional capacity in the San
Gabriel River would mean filling the reservoir to 99% capacity during the 100.year event
and limiting releases to the Rio Hondo channel to as little as 15,000 fills. This would
eliminate the need to modify the Rio Hondo channel. There would still be significant
flooding on the lower Los Angeles River, and protection would remain below the 100.
year level. Furthermore, balancing releases to the two channels would require excellent
field information and precise operational control, both of which are difficult to achieve
during emergency operations. "~

The cost of improving the San Gabriel River would not be equally offset by "~ ""
reductions in costs on the Rio Hondo and Los Angeles River. In addition, the soft-

,

bottomed reach of the San Gabriel River is a major environmental and groundwater
recharge resource. Compensation for loss of groundwater recharge potential may require
a 200+ acre parcel of land or provision of other, less expensive water supplies. Loss of

U
any environmental resources would also re.quire mitigation.

Finally, simultaneous work on the San Gabriel and lower Los Angeles Rivers would
mean traffic impacts on two seLs of bridges and general neighboorbood disruption in two
areas rather than one. Given that the Rio Hondo-lower Los Angeles River channels are
generally in a more disturbed urban (commercial and industrial) environment, the social
impacts of construction in these areas would be lower than for the more residential San
Gabriel River area.
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River. and the channel modification impacts would be greater than those experienced on

the Rio Hondo-lower Los Angeles River. For these reasons, diversion of flows to the
San Gabriel River, ~th attendant channel alterations of any sort, were considered to be

unjustifiable.

Tunnels

A tunnel could be constructed along three possible ~lignments to divert water from
either reservoirs or the mainstem channel system (Figure 6). A tunnel from Sapulveda
Dam could divert water through the hills separating the San Fernando Valley and the

Los Angeles basin and from there into the Pacific Oceart. Alternately, flow could be
diverted from Arroyo Seco across the basin to the ocean. These alignments could reduce
inflows to the mainstem Los Angeles River by up to 20,000 ft3/s. A third alignment

would involve diversion of flows from the Rio Hondo to Long Beach, virtually paralleling

the river alignrrmm.

An initial benefits analysis indicated that there would be only marginal benefits
(annual benefits of only $1,620,000 for a 20,000 ft~/s tunnel) from a diversion of water

from Sepulveda Dam, and this option was dropped from consideration as costs would

clearly exceed benefits. Potential benefits resulting from a tunnel of this capacity from

the Arroyo Seco or the Rio Hondo were much more significant and a preliminary cost
estimate was made to determine if tunnels were worthy of detailed consideration. The

screening analysis was conducted for tunnels of 5,000, 10,000, and 20,000 fP/s capacity.

For purposes of simplifying the analysis, the tunnel with the shortest route (which would

have the least cost) from the Rio Hondo was evaluated (Table 7).

A large tunnel from either diversion site would have a significant impact on flooding.

However, construction �osts would be extremely high. Costs for the estimates shown on

Table 7 were developed using current construction cost data from the Los Angeles
Metrorail project and thus represent costs associated with tunneling under existing -
development in the Los Angeles basin.
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Table 7.
Tunneling alternatives, benefits and costs (1988 $1,000)

All.gn-ent and Average Annual Benefit, and COSTS     B/C
Capacity Benefits Costs l~et B~neftt

Rio Hondo*
E,O00 fts/s $13,450 $3~,01E <$20,535>    0.40

10,000 fts/a $19,730 $~I,659 <$21.9E9>
20,000 fts/a $2E.950 $65,4~$ <$39,478>    0.40

a. Tunnel diversions frou rye otherlocationsveto also considered: a
tunneZ fron Sepulveda D-- to the ocean and fron Arroyo Saco to the
ocean. These tunnels vould have been longer and more costly ~han a
tunnel from the Rio Hondo; ~hey vould also likeZy have either
comparable or lot~er benefits. The Rio Hondo tunnel alternative ~as
thus considerd to have the ~reatest potential for net NED benefits.
Given that this prelialnary analysis indicated a ver~ lay benefl~.t;o-
coa~ ra~lo for th~s alternative, the o~her turmel ali~naents vere also
eZl,~tna:ed f~oa f~r~her consideration.

Based on this preliminary design/cost analysis, it was apparent that even the shortest,

least-costly tunnel alternative could not be justified when considering first costs alone.
Operation and maintenance �osts would further reduce the benefit-to�cost ratio for such
a project. The heavily developed nature of the flood plain which raises construction
�osts due to the difficulties of tunneling in a developed area, thus makes tunneling an
impractical alternative. Finally, it was also clear that a tunnel would not fully address
the need for flood control in the lower Los Angeles River, additional structural works
would also be required. Tunnels were therefore not carried forward for more detailed
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Channels and Aqueducts

New channels and aqueducts were considered, but a review of the LACDA system
indicated that there are few alignments which would not pa.~ through heavily developed

areas. The most effective alignment for additional conveyance capacity is on the lower
Los Angeles River, where the most e’fficient river course is the existing alignment. The
costs of rights.of-way for new channels along other alignments when combined with the
construction costs for new channels make this alternative too costly. In addition, new
channels would severely disrupt existing neighborhoods. New channels were therefore
eliminated from consideration.

There were similar constraints on potential aqueduct alignments within the LACDA
~ystem. One alignment considered would divert water from Lopez Reservoir to =m
aqueduct along a utility fight-of.way and empty into Hansen Dun. This would reduce
rele~.~es from Lopez Dam down Pacoima W~h. The additional flow into Hgnsen would
not critically affect its storage capacity, but further m~ly~is revealed that divertin~

releases from Lopez would not significantly reduce flooding on Tujungg W~th.

Aqueduct~ which are �onstructed over uneven ground require grade adjustment ~nd
s~gnJficam new rights-of-way. Construction cos= ate quite high for this type of structure.
Aher= cursory review of possible aqueducts, they were rejected = infea.u’ble.

Strate_t,v Two ~’A] Summary: L"reate New C.onvey-anc~ Faeilitie~

Diversions, including greater use of the San Gabriel River for prima~ flood releases
from Whittier Narrows Dam, were not considered viable alternatives. New channels ate
protu’bitively expensive. No alternatives were can’ied forward from this strategy.
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and the need to extend bridge span lengths and change abutment and pier structures
"-" Lbecause the levee crest is shifted away from the center of the channel.

A second approach is to construct parapet walls along the inner (channel side) edge
of the existing levee crest. To accomplish this, the paving at the edge of the channel is
removed, and a reinforced concrete foundation and wall is poured (Figure 7). This
option also reqt~ires many bridges to be raised but, for the most part, does not require as
many alterations in bridge abutment and pier alignments. Therefore, parapet walls are a
less costly approach to raising channel wal~

Raising channel walls was evaluated for Reaches 1-5 (Los Angeles River-Rio Hondo
system). In initial planning two levels of protection were evaluated to give a preliminary
indication of the feasibility of this alternative: 100-year and 200-year protection. In all
reaches where the river is an entrenched channel and overflows are confined to relatively
narrow corridors adjacent to the existing channel right-of-way (Reaches 1-3), raising
channel walls was found to have costs far exceeding benefits. For these reaches, the be.st
preliminary benefit-to-cost ratio estimated was 0.6 for 200-year protection for Reach 1,
Tujunga Wash from Hansen Dam to the Los Angeles River. For other reaches, benefit-
to.cost ratios ranged from 0.1 to

In the lower reaches of the river where levee armoring for protection of the ~d
back side of the levee was an added design element, the initial economic anab/sb
indicated that raising channel walls would have significant net NED benefits. Prelimin~
benefit-to-cost ratios for Reaches 4, 5, and 9 ranged from 3.1 for 100-year protection up
to 4.1 for 200-year protection. For these lower project reaches, then, raising channel
walls appeared to be a promising alternative; thb alternative was carried forward for
further consideration

Widen Channel. Another possible approach to modifying the channel cross-section b to
widen the channel while retaining the trapezoidal cross section of the channel. Channels
may be widened in a number of ways. The most direct method is to remove existing
walls, excavate, and reconstruct the channel. Another method is to construct a high flow
system of side channels which run parallel to the mainstem channel and take flow only



The NED Plan include5
21 miles of parapet walls "
26 raised or modified bridqes,
and 1.5 miles of sloped sides
transformed to vertical walls
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when the capacity of the main channel is exceeded. A significant constraint on channel
Lw~dening is the potential impact to existing bridges that would need to be reconstructed.

Side channels have the advantage of not requiring removal of the existing channel
wall system, but the disadvantage of requiring additional rights-of.way and necessitating              ./.

extensive bridge modifications. Because rights-of-way in most reaches of the Los                   /’~

Angeles River are severely constrained and their acquisition along with bridge
modification would have very high costs, side channels were eliminated from further

consideration.

A preliminary analysis of channel widening which would produce either 100-year or
200-year protection indicated that costs greatly exceed benefits in the upper reaches
where the channel is entrenched and overflows are contained in a relatively small area.

For example, widening of the reach from Sepulveda Dam to Axroyo Seco to provide 100-
year protection would have annual flood damage reduction benefits of only $220.000 with

annualized costs of over $15,312,000 for a benefit-to�cost ratio of less than 0.02. The net
NED benefits of widening, again with the design feature of armoring the levee
slopes, exceed costs only in the lower reaches of the Los Angeles system, where the
preliminary benefit-to-cost ratio was between 1.7 and 2.3. Channel widening was thu~
considered a potentially viable alternative in the lower reaches of the LACDA ~tem.

Czn~ert Yr~pe~ldal Channel to Reetanplar L’~annel. Modifying the channel cross-
section can provide an additional conveyance capacity. Compared to a trapezoidal
channel, a rectangular channel provides a larger area (channel cross section) for a given
channel top width (and therefore Hght of way). Convert/on would involve removal of
channel walls, excavation, and reconstruction of the channel invert and wails with
reinforced concrete. This is not an option on Tujunga Wash, where the channel is
already rectangular, but it was ~n~aJuated for Reaches 2-5 on the Los Angeles River at
100-year and 200-year levels of protection- In ~ome areas, these levels of protection
could be achieved with a channel of composite geometry involving a partly rectangular
and pardy trapezoidal cross-section.
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Conversion of trapezoidal channel to rectangular channel may, in some areas, permit
channel capacivy to be increased without affecting the bridges which span the river. This
can be accomplished only if the conversion does not interfere with existing bridge piers
.and the abutment is set back from the edge of the channel. Some bridge abutments may
be impacted by this alternative requiring reconstruction of the abutment.

An initial design and economic analysis indicated that the cost of constructing a
rectangular channel would greatly exceed benefits except in the lower reaches of the Los
Angeles River and along the Rio Hondo, where the project would include armoring of
levee back slopes. In Reaches 4, 5, and 9 this conversion would be marginally justified
with preliminary benefit-to-cost ratios of from 1.0 to 1.I. These benefit-to-cost ratios
were substantially lower than those for lower-cost alternatives such as raising channel
walls. This alternative would involve disposal of large amounts of ,~oncrete and
excavated material taken from the old channel. Handling this material would be costly,
and, given the limited availability of landfill sites in the Los Angeles basin, disposal
might add significant cost if permits �ould not be obtained to use the nearest landfill
sites. Nevenheles.~ the marginal justification of this approach in the lower reaches of
the I..ACDA system resulted in a decision to carD, channel conversion with armoring
forward for fu~er s~ud~.

Deepen Channels. In areas with adequate slope, it is often possible to deepen channels
to increase the cross-section of the channel and therefore the channel capacity.
Deepening. however, often has very high costs for several reasons. First. the e.~ting
channel slope must not vary too much or in such a way as to make this alternative
impractical. Second, many existing utility lines run immediately beneath the channel
invert and deepening thus requires ex’~ensive utility replacement. Third, deepening may
require reconstruction of bridge piers and foundation works. Fourth, excavation and
disposal of significant quantities of material is costly. For there reason.~ deepening in
most reaches of the LACDA system w~s not feasible. Deepening remained a
consideration in Reach 4, the lower Los Angeles River.

In Reach 4, deepening of the downstream portion of the channel (Station 153 + 00 to
the Pacific Ocean) would not involve the high cost of removing concrete invert as the
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channel is soft bottomed in this reach and protected by rip-rap. In addition, only seven
bridges cross the channel in this reach. Thus construction costs were estimated to be in
the $25,000,000 range for deepening this reach. Deepening this section would have
uncertain impact on peak flows because the lower reaches of the channel have very little
slope and seawater would move into the excavated channel area. AJthough the
interaction of seawater with flood flows is not well understood hydraulically, additional
net channel capacity would be expected from channel deepening. This alternative thus
remained a viable option for further study, primarily in combination with other solution
techniques.

increase Channel Slope. Increasing flow velod~/in ~he channel bX in~e~ing
channel sto~ h~ the effe~ of in~e~ing m~al ~hannei ~paci~. To
a~mplish th~ i~ mus~ ~ ~ssible to incre~e flo~ vel~i~ throughom the entire reach
from the i~dal ~im of channel slo~ m~i~don ~o ~e ~an. I~ ~his ~nno~ ~ done,
i~ ~11 ~ ne~es~ ~o incre~e vel~ity through a develo~d reach ~bere
would ~u~ damage~ and then make a ~m~ting delete in flow vel~ in
~th greater channel ~paci~ or in~e~ the chapel ~ci~ to a~o~ate ~e
higher water su~a~ ele~t,o~ ~e u.fo~ chine, s,o, in the ,~er ~ver (whe.
mint damages ~r). ~kes this ~temative i~e~ible, ln~e~ing slo~ in
reach ~uld merely in~e~ proble~ in a l~er ~. ~ a resulG ~ging ~e
of ~e ch~el ~ not given de~led

~or Back Side of ~ Under e~sting ~itio~ when fl~ wate~
ch~el ~om ex~ed ~e a~ilable ch~el ~pa~. ~ter fl~ over ~e top of
levee and quic~y e~es ~e unprote~e~ ~en l~e ~ck side. ~vee failure ieav~
o~y the en~enched ~pa~ of ~e ~el to ~ ~ff to ~e ~
entrenchod ch~el ~pa~ ~ ~ much ~ 1~.~ ~ le~ ~ ~e leve~ ~el
~pa~. ~ing the ~ fl~ to ~ into ~e fl~ pl~ ~o~ng
the ~ng l~ees ~ ~d ~ ~ ~temati~ ~t ~ld prote~ ag~t

Overflow areas were determined under the assumption that no levee faBure~
occurred during events greater than channel capacity. Because armoring alone does not
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increase the level of protection offered by leveed channel sections, reaches ~th                        I

inadequate channel capacity still experienced levee overtopping for significant periods of
time during the 100-year event. The overtopping problem is exacerbated by the fact that
many bridges go to pressure flow which severely curtails their hydraulic capacity and                    ,.~
treats an elevated backwater that pushes high volumes of flood waters out onto the flood

plain. As a result, the areal extent of flood plain inundation due to overtopping was                   ,~
similar to the overflow area occurring with levee failure, although inundation depths
were reduced.

The benefit resulting from a reduced flood depth was analysed as a stand alone

alternative. The preliminary cost of armoring just the lower Los Angeles River was $24

million and resulted in a significant net benefit. Unfortunately, the Rio Hondo’s level of

protection is unimproved and the 25-year evem still generates damages throughout the

basin.

Armoring the Rio Hondo below Whittier Narrows Dam and the lower Los Angeles
River would cost approximately $40 million and result in a benefit-cost ratio of greater
~han 6.to-l, although the net benefits are only moderate when �ompared to other -- ! "    ,
alternatives. The greatest drawback to this approach, aside from it’s failure to improve "- ’
the existing flood frequency protection, is the fact that damages are significantly worse in
the 50-year event. This results from the �onveyance of all the flows that would have
broken out of the Rio Hondo into the lower Los Angeles River. There the flows
overtop the levees in numerous places, rather than only one location under the lower
LOs Angeles River armoring alternative. The flood plain damage locations shift
downstream and are more severe than the lower Los Angeles River levee armoring U                        ’
alternative where breakouts and flooding are more evenly distributed on the system and __~
less catastrophic in nature.

Levee armoring as a stand alone solution was not pursued as a comprehensive
alternative because a) it shifted damages within the flood plain, b) it did not increase
protection leveLs, c) it did not provide the greatest net benefits among the array of
alternatives, and d) there w~re significant residual damages remaining in the basin.
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Instead, levee armoring was analysed as a design element in all channel modification
alternative

Reduce Channel Roughness. Some sections of the main.stem system have soft-bottom or             .~.

cobblestone inverts and/or grouted stone channel walls. Use of these construction                  /.~
materials results in a high channel roughness coefficient and in turn reduces the
channel’s conveyance capacity. Providing a smoother overlay in these locations was
investigated.

Constructing a concrete channel to replace the soft-bottom section of the San
Gabriel River below Whittier Narrows Dam was disscussed previously, under
Pipelines/Diversions. In the cobblestone Glendale section of the Los Angeles River, the
existing vegetation is expected to either lay down as a smooth mat or be removed
through scour during high flows. In either case, the channel capacity is not significantly
reduced. Utilizing a concrete channel would be difficult due to the Io¢~I high
¯ groundwater and the resulting environmental impacts. Trapezoidal, grouted stone
channel reaches along the Rio Hondo and lower Los Angeles River could rec~iv~ ¯
concrete overlay to reduce the channel roughness. While this did not provide large
increases in channel capacity, it was considered an effective element when used in

combination with other channel modification techniques.

Bridges have an adverse impact on channel flows due to the backwater effect of piers
and are a significant flood control problem when their abutments and/or piers constrict
flow in the channel, when the lower deck of the bridge encroaches on the channel, or
when piers catch debris and create a channel blockage. As a result, flood breakouts
frequently occur in areas just upstream from bridge �onslriction points.

Eliminating all obstructions by completely reconstructing bridges so that there is a
clear, high span with no piers extending from the channel is the best way to remove flow
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restrictions caused by bridges. This extremely costly alternative was not able to achieve

an adequate level of protection in the mainstem channels. Upgrading of all bridges to
clear span design as an overall flood control solution was eliminated from further
consideration.

Less costly bridge modifications, such as raising spans and modifying bridge piers,

were determined to be effective primarily in combination with other structural
alternatives and were therefore carried forward as elements of other alternatives r~ther

than as stand-alone approaches to flood damage reduction.

Strate_~w Two I’B) Summary: Increase Existin_~ Channel Efficiency

The cost and limited benefits of structural alterations to channels in the upper Los

Angeles River system eliminated alternatives for these reaches. The existing adeqeate
level of protection for the San Gabriel River and the vesT high cost and impels

associated with raising that level of protection eliminated structural alterations to the
channel on this river system. Channel modifications, in particular raising channel walls

and modifying the channel cross-section by either widening the channel or converting it
¯ to rectangular cross-section were found to have potentially large net benefi~ either

alone or in combination Damage reduction measures that are limited in scope, but
viable when combined with more comprehensive solutions include, deepening the Los
Angeles River near its mouth, modifying bridges to improve conveyance, armoring levees
to avoid catastrophic failure and providing grouted stone channel reaches with a
overlay.

Non-structural or less ~entralized construction approaches are not generally effective
in heavily developed urban areas with a large flood damage potential. They were given
an evaluation, however, to determine if they could be useful components in an overall

plan. The conclusions of this evaluation are listed below.
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Relocallon
L

Relocating structures threatened by flooding was considered in Reaches l, 2, and 3

where the area flooded would be limited and relocations would be minimal. No

relocation plan, however, had a benefit.to-c~,~t ratio of greater than 0.04 (Tujunga 1
Wash). This is due to the high cost of relo( ation, the value of the property in these ~
areas, and the limited damages incurred. In downstream areas, relocation would be even
less cost effective due to the very large area flooded.

FioodpreoNng

Floodproofing measures, such as raising str,~ctures above the flood plain, ring levees, and
floodwalls, are too costly when applied to tl~ousands of structures ranging from
residences to major industrial plants to refineries. In addition, floodproofing b

ineffective in areas such as the lower ~ Angeles River basin where flood depths could
exceed 10 feet and where flood flows from It failed levee would be extremely destructive

in the vicinity of the levee break.

To be effective, tloodfighting efforts must be directed at preventing damage. Damage

prevention requires adequate flood waminlg to permit evacuation and action to prevent

major failure of the system. Given the short period of time - on the order of six hours -
needed to reach peak flow and the many potential breakout points along the lower
reaches of the LACDA system, it is not likely that breakout could be forecast precisely

or that mobilization could occur rapidly eftough to prevent overtopping of the levee
system. In addition, flow over the levees tn tome locations could be several feet deep

over a relatively long reach; a ma~h’e emergency response would be needed to respond
to this magnitude of problem. Finally, there would be no assurance that floodfighting

efforts would succeed.
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Flood Plain Management/Insurance

There is significant damage potential within the existing flood plain. Continued efforts
to avoid placing additional people and structures at risk will only marginally affect the
current threat. The lower basin communities in the 100.year overflow area (except
Downey and Bell Gardens) participate in a flood plain management program as part of
the National Floo~ Insurance Program. While insurance coverage and risk assessment
are appropriate endeavors in the flood plain, the magnitude of the flooding problem in
the lower basin makes it imprudent to accept the potential flood threat. Prevention of
damages is needed to ensure that major industrial areas are not severely damaged; the
overall impact of flooding in the lower basin is too great for the entire region.
Compensation for flood damages would also probably exceed several billion dollars
following a major flood. This level of relief for damage which could be prevented at ¯
much lower cost is unjustifi¢d.

Conclusions of’ Preliminary_ Scrt,~nln,

The primary conclusion of preliminary screening was that economically justified,
effective flood damage reduction is limited to the Rio Hondo below Whittier Narrows
Dam and the lower reaches of Los Angeles River. Measures in the upper basin either
have an insignificant impact on the flooding problem downstream (caused by local
runoff’) or do not have adequate benefits within the upstream reaches to justify
implementation. This is due to the nature of the problem on the LACDA system: rapid
and massive local runoff swells the river at the point where it becomes a leveed system
which can fail when overtopped. Also, it is not possible to constrain most structural
approaches to a limited segment of the river channel where protection levels are low.
Widening, deepening, and converting the channel from trapezoidal to rectangular all
require increased conveyance capacity through the remaining downstream reaches. This
raises the costs of an upstream alternative significantly. Because levee failure would
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inundate large areas to depths that could exceed tO feet, damages are severe in the
Llower basin, and therefore justify structural measures.

Problems are not as serious on other reaches such as the Los Angeles River above

the downtown area, where levels of protection range from 70-year to over 100-year. In              ~
these areas, damages would occur less frequently and would result in relatively minor               e’~
residual damages such that extensive structural work is not justified. Nor is it justified to
transfer damages from the Rio Hondo-Los Angeles River system to the San Gabriel
River system, both from a policy view and from an economic view.

Innovative measures such as diversion tunnels, off-channel storage, and pumping to
another watershed (Antelope Valley) or channel (Ballona Creek) would have the desired
effect of reducing flows in the �~itical reaches of the channel, bul costs would be
prohibitive and would far outweigh projected flood damage reduction benefits. Other
innovative approaches such as non-structural measures and waters!.ed management were
found to have negligible benefits at relatively high costs.

The result of initial screening was to focus the detailed alterrmtive analysis on
Reaches 4 and $, and on three methods of modifying the mainstem channel: widening,
convening trapezoidal channel to rec~ngular channel, and raising levee walls with
parapet walls. Selective I~vee back slope armoring was included as a design element of
each of these alternatives along with bridge modifications and concrete overlays for

grouted stone sections. Deepening the channel bottom on the Los Angeles River near
the ocean might also have a role in a comprehensive solution.

G. ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED FURTHER

On the basis of preliminary screening and economic evaluation, improvements were

found to be justifiod only for Reaches 4 and 5. The improvements given detailed study
took the form of three different alternatives. All involved altering the flow
characteristics of the lower Los Angeles River, which would in turn affect the water
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surface elevation along Compton Creek. Reach 9 ~as thus included in the de~ailed ~--
O

analysis of alternatives, with improvements in this reach generally limited to those that L
would be needed to compensate for impacts from the improvements on the mainstem
system. All three alternatives carried for~’ard for detailed consideration had two

common elements: 1
1) Selected levee armoring in reaches where flows in excess of channel capacity

2
were likely to break out of the channel

2) Improvements to Compton Creek to compensate for potential impacts to this
reach.

Each alternative was initially formulated at defined levels of protection, rather than

optimized on a plan-by-plan basis to permit comparison on an equal basis. Given equal
a,,d already-defined levels of protection, it would be possible to evaluate plans almost
entirely on the basis of cost. Environmental considerations would have a minimum

impac~ on the cost or benefits from any project because all alternatives were confined to
the existing channel rights-of-way or a thin strip of land immediately adjacent to the
channel. Most of this land is already highly disturbed.

In addition, all alternatives would involve disruption of traff�c and some utility

relocations and sendce interruptions. Problems associated with issues such as disposal of

materials excavated from the channel would be reflected in estimated project cost as

well. None of the alternatives was thought to have a significant acceptability advantage

compared to the other plans.

Given this approach, the least-cost alternative for a given level of protection would
generally be the preferred alternative. This alternative could then be optimized to find

the level of protection offering the greatest net NED benefits.

The alternatives evaluated (Figure 8A) in this final stage of plan development were:

1) Raising channel walls to provide 100/200-year protection.
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2) Widening Reaches 4 and 5 tO provide 100/200-year protection.                           L

3) Convening trapezoidal channel to rectangular channel in Reaches 4 and 5 to

provide 100]200-year protection.

2
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ADDITION OF PARAPET WALLS
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V
EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED IN DETAIL                                                             O

L
ALTERNATIVE ONE: Raising Channel Walls in Reaches 4 and $

lO0-year and 200-year Levels of Protection.

Placement of parapet walls along the crest of the existing channels (Figure 7) would
effectively create a composite channel cross-section without requiring extensive
demolition, excavation, and channel replacement, in most areas, walls would be raised
only two to five feet to provide the desired level of protection. Raising the walls,
however, means that all bridges currently built from the top of the existing levee or not
providing adequate space to raise the channel height would need to be raised or
otherwise modified. The considerable bridge-rsising effort required for these
alternatives is displayed in Tables 8 and 9 for the lower Los Angeles River and Rio
Hondo. respectively. The economic question to be addressed, then. is whether cost
savings for channel modification outweigh potential higher ~u for bridge modifications.

As a part of this alternative, channel back slopes would be armored upstream of
bridges and at the same potential breakout points in the Rio Hon6o and loser Los
Angeles River reach as provided for under other alternatives.

For these alternatives, an initial assumption was made that all bridges �ould be
raised to any required level, including the freeway bridges (Santa Ana, Artesia, and San
Diego Freeways). This assumption made it possible to evaluate levels of protection on
the basis of ~ost alone.
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Table 8. Preliminary estimates of affected bridges
resulting from increased ~II heights
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Table 9. Preliminary estimates of affected bridges Lresulting from increased wall heights

Reach 5. Rio Hondo

1
MO. M~IO~ ~ ’L l~Igg ~J~] "L ~IS~

: ~lnl~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

~ ~I~T~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
~ a.¢. ~ S.L ~ 0.o 0.0 0.o 0.0

7 P.[. ~ 0.~ O.k 0.1 0.1
I ~ 1.~ o.0 ~.~ 0.0
’ ~’’~ 2.1 O,O ’.~ O,O

I~ ~T t ~ g7 o,~ ~.o 0,6

16 gP,L~. ~,6 4,0 ~.0

~ ~ ~I~: U
-~ IS~?MI~0.2~0.3~
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A total of ~.6 miles of channel would be included in this alternative; not all reaches ~-~.~.

would require increased wall height, and walls would taper to the existing levee surface L
in some reaches. The initial estimates of wall height to provide 10G.year and 200-year
levels of protection indicated that 20Gyear protection on the Rio Hondo would require
walls less than 0.5 foot higher than for the 100-year level of protection. This is because
releases from Whittier Narrows Dam are at the maximum during the 10G.year event and
do not increase for the 200-year event. On the lower Los Angeles River, the higher level
of protection would require parapet walls from 2 to 4 feet higher than for the 100-year
level of protection. Average wall heights for the reach would be from 2 to 5 feet, with
the maximum height being approximately 8 feet. Parapet walls would have to be
extended 900 feet up Compton Creek from its confluence with the Los Angeles River to
accommodate the increased water surface elevation in ~e Los Angeles River.

T~e parapet walls would be one.foot-thick reinforced concrete. They would be
placed at the inner margin of the existing access road/bicycle trail and joined to the edge
of the existing channel side slope to form a �ontinuous channel wall. The footing of the
parapet wall would extend across the top of the levee and would be keyed into the top of
the levee to resist sliding forces. The top surface of this footing would also serve as bike
trail and maintenance access road.

Environmental Considerations

The actual parapet wall construction would have fewer �onstruction impacts to the
local area compared to the other alternatives, and there would be no significant disposal
of materials from demolition and/or excavation. Traffic impacts would be approximately
equal to or slightly greater than those of other alternatives. The parapet walls would
not alter the existing soft-bottomed reaches of the lower river, and therefore would have
minimal adverse impact in these areas. There would be a temporary increase in noise
and dust during construction.

It is probable that there would be some recreation and aesthetic impact. The wails

would raise levee heights by up to 8 feet; for those residing along the river channel, this
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would further block views. In some areas, the wails would add to an existing 15-foot

high obstruction. Where h,,al residents have constructed fences or planted shrubs and

trees to obscure the view �~! the channel, the parapet wall would constitute a new

intrusion. Aesthetic treatm,’nts to mitigate for this impact are limited. Additional

plantings on the levee are h~rd to implement because they leave the levee susceptible to

root damage and make detection of levee seepage difficult. Aesthetic treatment of the

wall itself would be limited to texturing and painting. It is likely that in many places the
wall would become a targel for graffiti. The walls could also lower the aesthetics of the

channel for recreation purp-ses. In areas where the walls are high, there would be no
view across the channel. Aesthetic impacts would be greatest for the 200-year level of
protection. These aestheth impacts are unavoidable consequences of this approach to

increasing channel capacity, Aesthetic treatment plans would have to be developed in

coordination with local �o~)munitiet.

Based on preliminary d~signs, raising walls (plus armoring at selected sites) was
found to be justified for th~ lower basin reaches, with benefit-to-cost ratios of from 3.1            ’

(200-year) to 4.1 (100-yea~. On Reach 4 alone the benefit-to-cost ratios are 2.7 (200-

year) to 4.0 (100-year). ’Dte greatest preliminary net annual benefits were for the sum of
reaches 4, 5, and 9 with ff~-year protection levels ($39,132,000). Estimated annual net

benefits for this ahemativ# were:

Reach 4: 100-year - $’24,810,000;

~200-year - S23,250,000

Reaches 4, 5, and 9: 100-year - S39,132,000;
200-year .- S37,532,000
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ALTEFU~ATIN’E "INVO: ~3deniag the Channel in Reaches 4 and $
100-year and 200-year Levels of Protection.

1
This alternative is evaluated at two levels of protection, but there are relatively 2

minor differences, so they may be desc"ribed and evaluated together. The general
technique involves removal of the existing leveed channel, setback of the existing levee,
and reconstruction of the concrete trapezoidal channel. This also requires lengthening
or raising numerous bridges and modification and realignment of bridge abutments and
approach grades.

On the Rio Hondo, the 100-year channel design required up to an additional 56 feet
in width; the 200-year, an additional 60 feet. The lower Los Angeles River 100-year
channel design necessitates an additional 177 feet in the vicinity of the Century Freeway,
the location needing the most widening. For the 200-year channel, an additional 237
feet in width is needed, and a longer stretch of channel is impacted. The wider 200-
year-capacity channel also requires wider bridge spans and abutment modifications
resulting in an increase in

Two widening options were initially considered: wideaing along both sides of the
channel mul widening on one side only. Widening on one side was selected for detailed
analysis because of the obvious cost advantages involved in having to remove only one
channel wall. First, demolition costs would be reduced by one half. Second, the cost of
channel wall replacement would be reduced by approximately 40 percent in most
reaches due to a reduction in both quantities of mterials and on-site preparation. In
addition, the levee road on one side of the channel would remain intact and would thus
not require replacement. Widening could affect bridge span length and approach slope
and reconstruction of abutments would be necessary in some locations. Finally, many
utility lines run parallel to the channel alignment and one-sided widening would reduce
the number of utility line relocations, resulting in significant cost savings.
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As a part of this alternative, channel back slopes would be armored upstream of

bridges and at other potential breakout points in the Rio Hondo and lower Los Angeles
River reach. Also, reaches that currently have grouted stone sidewalls would be overlaid

with concrete to improve the hydraulic efficiency.

Environmental Considerations

There would be no significant long-term environmental, socioeconomic, or cultural
resource impacts as a result of the channel widening above station 157+83 (Willow

Street). All channel reaches involved are currently concrete or lined with grouted stone

except for the lower reaches of the Los Angeles River. In the lower river area, the
channel would be widened, but the soft-bottomed, rip-rap channel would not otherwise

be ,,Itered. There would be a temporary impact to the environment in this reach. There
would be some short.term loss of soft-bottomed habitat in the lower channel during
construction, but the biological communities of this reach could be expected to be

restored in a relatively short time following construction. This alternative would not
¯ ~ affect significant cultural resources, nor would there be long-term socioeconomic

impacts of an adverse nature. There would be temporary increases in noise and dust,

and significant traffic delays, during construction. Recreational use of the bike trail

would be disrupted for $bon p~riods.

Based on preliminary designs, channel widening was found to be justified on Reach 4

alone and on Reaches 4, 5 and 9 in combination. The benefit-to-cost ratio on Reach 4

ranges from 2_2 (100-year) to 1.7 (200-year). The more comprehensive solution has

benefit-to-cost ratios of 2.3 (100-year) and 2.0 (200-year).
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Estimated annual net benefits for this alternative were:                                  ~-"     L

Reach 4: 100-year - $18,299.000;
200-year = S15,442,000

1
Reaches 4, 5 & 9: 100-year = $29,319.000;

200-year = $28,010.000 2
ALTERNATIVE THREE: Conversion of Trapezoidal Channel ~o

Rectangular Channel for Reaches 4 and $

100.year and 200-year Levels of Protection.

The conversion alternative involves removal of the existing channel wall lining.
excavation, and reconstruction of trapezoidal channel ,,". concrete rectangular channel.
This design has a greater cross-sectional area for a given top width than the trapezoidal

channel. The design of the channel is similar for both levels of protection evaluated.

In some reaches, it was not necessary to convert the channel to a full rectangular
cross-section to achieve the desired flood control; this was particularly true for the lO0-
year protection option. ]n these cases, a composite charme] geometry was developed. A
composite channel involves removal of the lower portion of the trapezoidal side slope

and replacement of that section with a vertical wall section. The upper portion of the
channel wall would remain trapezoidal, angling out from the top of the vertical section.
Proposed channel characteristics for the 100-year and 200-year protection levels ~
widely. On the Rio Hondo, the invert width of the trapezoidal channel is incr~.sed from
the existing 100 feet to as much as 200 feet (fully rectangular cross*section) for both
levels of protection. The lower Los Angeles River requires a rectlngnlar cross-section as
much as 200 feet wider for the 200-year design than the existing top width of the
channel. The need for widening is greater on Reach 4, and in the 200-year as opposed
to the l[]0-year design, but channel widening is necessazy in numerous sections for both
levels of protection.
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As a result, this plan is essentially a channel ~dening alternative using a slightly                ~"
different technique in construction. The additional channel widths needed in this

alternative are not so great as those needed with the channel widening alternative, but

significamly more earth would need to be excavated and removed, Also, in areas where
a composite geometry is possible, breaking the concrete channel to construct the                    7
rectangular section would generally damage the remaining channel lining, and it would               /al
need to be completely replaced. Impacts to bridges are site specific, but an overall
widening will necessitate bridge modifications and utility relocations.

As a part of this alternative, channel back slopes would be armored upstream of
bridges and at other potential breakout points in the Rio Hondo and lower L~s Angeles

River reach.

Environmental Considerations

The conversion plans and channel widening plans have roughly equivalent impacts,
except that there would be slightly less fight-of-way required and thus a reduced need to
impact additional lands along the channel alignment. Although there would be
construction period noise, dust, air quality, and traffic impacts, there would be no long-

term impacts from construction activiti~.

Based on preliminary designs, conversion was found to be marginally justified with
benefit-to-cost ratios ranging from 1.0 to 1.1. A detailed analysis of bridge and

additional fight-of-way costs is not included in these estimates; so more detailed net
benefits may be expected to decreased somewhat.
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Reach 4: 100-year = $1,~i9,00(Y.                                                             O

200-year = $ 455.000

Reach 5: 100-year = $4,895,000;
200-year = $3,467,000

ALTERNATIVE FOUR: NED PlAN
DETAILS OF THE PLAN IN SECTION 4, PAGE 122
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I.             COMPARISON OF DETAILED PlaNS

L
Evaluation Criteria

The comparison between adding parapet walls, channel widening, and conversion to

rectangular cross-section was focused on economic considerations because of the very                ,~

limited environmental, socio-economic, cultural resource, and aesthetic/recreational
resource considerations.

Environmental, Social, Cultural Resource, Reereat|on, and Aesthetic Impacts

The primary differences in the plans from these perspectives are summarized below:.

l) Environmental. The marine-estuarine resources of the lower Los Angeles River

would be impacted by Alternatives 2 and 3 which involve construction activities

~ in the soft-bottomed channel. Raising channel walls and armoring the levee ~...~
back slopes would not have these impacts. These differences are considered

relatively minor because of the degraded nature of the habitat in the channel
and the relatively short reach of vegetative growth along the margin of the

channel                                                             ~’~

2) Socioeconomic. There are virtually no differences in the socioeconomic

impacts of the alternatives as all are effectively confined to the existing fights.of.

way for the channel (with only minor increases in fights-of-way required at some
locations). All alternatives will affect traffic during construction to some degree.

3) Cultural resources. There are virtually no cultural resources affected by any

alternative except for some impacts due to a few bridge modifications. In
Reach 5, it would be necessary to move the historical marker for the Battle of

San Gabriel near Washington Blvd. an action with minor and only temporary
effects.
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Recreation/aesthetics. There are some differences among alternatives in terms"~ T.4)
of their impact on recreation use of the channel rights-of-way. Significant
channel widening would reduce the rights-of-way available for recreational trails
and open space. Conversion or the channel to rectangular concrete channel                     ,,~
might pose a safe~i ha~.ard, and additional fencing could be necessary. Parapet

walls would, in some reaches, completely block the view of the channel; in other                 ~
areas they would have only limited aesthetic impacts for those using the channel

None of these differences was considered significant enough to affect plan
formulation, although potential mitigation for environmental impacts in lower Reach 4
would add somewhat to the costs of the widening and conversion alternatives.

Comparison or .4Jternatives: F.Ronomks

13z~d on an~ysis of the net benefits from lO0-year ~nd 200.year levels of ..- !~protection, the alternative of raising channel walls has the highest net benefits and the,..._ ~ ~ I

lowest cost of the alternatives evaluated. It is clearly the most efficient method of ’ ~

correcting the flooding problem, as seen on Table 10. These preliminary costs did not ~
involve detailed analysis of bridge costs or fight-of-way, but compared to the other f=~ i
alternatives carried forward, rsising walls stands out as the alternative of choice.

~,~
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Table I0

Net benefits comparison"

fill iteratio~ for Reaches 4, 5, and 9. ($I000)

Average Ann~al ~e~ B/CAI ~erna~Ive
Annual Benefi~ Cost Benefits Rati9

Parapet ~alls

lO0-y~ar 51,~00 1~.66! 39,13~ ~.09200-y~ar ~5,600 18,068 37,532 3.08
~idenin~

lO0-y~sr             51,S00 ~,~Sl ~9.~19 2.~0~00-y~ar 55,~00 27,590 ~.010 ~,0~
Conversion

100-y~sr 51,$00 ~,~05 ~,~95 1.10200-ye=r 55,600 $2.133 3.~67 1.07

Analysis of AJternstive ~ombinatlon8

Although parapet walls appeared to be the obvious choice as an overall solution, an
effon was made to examine logical combinations of parapet walls with channel widening

and conversion in certain reach segments to determine if an optimum combination could

be identified. This was done because each of the many bridges in the project reach
presents a unique set of design constraints, and in some locations bridge reconstruction

costs might exceed the cost of channe) widening, for instance, within the existing bridge.
Furthermore, practical design considerations may not allow every bridge to be raised as

high as initially formulated.

To develop opdmizadons, the following factors must be considered:
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I) The availability and affordability of needed rights-of-way;

2) The available room between the levee top and bridge soffet, as well as additional

room between bridge abutments;
3) The transportation impacts of raising or reconstructing bridges;
4) The cost and extent of channel improvements needed to avoid bridge

modifications.

An alternative that optimized these considerations was developed. Reconstruction of

bridges that required very expensive modifications was avoided by widening the channel
instead. Because long transitions are necessary to effect a change in channel width,

other bridges nearby were also spared extensive modifications.

At the time this plan was being designed, detailed cost estimates for specific bridge
modifications were only partially defined, and total costs contained approximately 50

percent contingencies. As a result, it was not possible to confidently selecl charm~l
widening in specific reaches as lets expensive than bridge raising and parapet walls.

Because raising channel heights with parapet walls incurs significantly less expense than
any other construction technique on the channel itself, it made sense as the greatest net

ben~efit alternative. A widely varying combination plan (channel widening in tome
locations and raised channel walls in others) could not be confidently supported as

having a greater economic efficiency. Therefore, the parapet wall/bridge modification
alternative for the Rio Hondo and lower Los Angeles River would remain as the

framework for the recommended plan. Value engineering in the Preconstruction

Engineering and Design Phase may indicate where minor improvements can be made in

the plan.

Designation of the NED Pinn

Because it provides the maximum net benefits, raising the channel height using
parapet walls and modifying the necessa~ bridges is the NED alternative. An additional

element of this alternative is levee armoring that prevents catastrophic levee failure

during larger than design events to be implemented in selected locations. This
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OLos Angeles River from the Rio Hondo confluence down to the ocean, and a portion of

Compton Creek. In specific locations, should this solution be difficult to implement, L
alternatives will I~ evaluated during the Preconstruction Engineering and Design Phase.

This plan does not have major right-of-way requirements or environmental mitigation
problems. It avoids significant construction modification of the existing channel while
providing increased protection from flooding.

There are few aspects of this plan that lend themselves to other project purposes. No

additional facilities are direcnly available for water conservation or increased recreation.

Any impacts to existing recreation will be reversed so that all existing recreation
elements remain intact. No opportunities for transportation or sediment management

improvements are incorporated in this NED plan.

Optimization of the NED Plan

Having selected the format of the NED plan. it then became necessary to optimize
the level of flood control protection the plan would provide in order to maximize net

NED benefit. The 100-year net benefits were initially only 4 percent greater than the
200.year net benefits. Because there was no knowledge of the characteristics of the net

benefits curve between these two levels of protection, additional levels were analyzed.

This optimization analysis was performed only for Reach 4. The level of protection

provided by Reach 5, the Rio Hondo, was not optimized independently. There were no
anticipated breakpoints in the Rio Hondo net benefits curve. Because the outflow from

Whittier Narrows Dam is a fixed maximum, increasing the level of protection on the Rio

Hondo is possible with very small increases in construction costs. Because Reach 5
discharges into Reach 4, a significant portion of its total flow and Reach 4 must be able

to accomodate any increase in design flov,~, Reach 5 is not considered a separable
element. This simplified the analysis and resulted in �ompau’ble project elements. The

level of protection provided by the Rio Hondo was matched to the optimized ievetof

protection provided by the lower Los Angeles River.
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To optimize protection on Reach 4, additional hydrology, hydraulics, and design costs

:’- ’ Lwere developed for the 150-year, 250-year, and 300-year events. More refined cost

estimates were developed for both the existing and new levels of protection. Damages

avoided (i.e. benefits) for the varying levels of protection were developed by truncating

the damage-probabili~, curve at the assigned protection frequency. A new net benefit
1matrix was developed (Table 11), that included interest and amortization, and this

information is displayed as a net benefits curve in Figure 9. 2
Table 11,

Incremental justification of raised parapet wall height~
Reach 4, lower Los Angeles River ($1000).
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F’~,ur¢ 9. Net benefits curve for recommended aherna~-e

at various levels of protection.
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As seen in Table I l, the 150-year levee provides the maximum net benefits. Because
of the dense urban development, additional increments of protection generate
significant benefits to offset increased construction costs. The net benefits maximize at a
level of protection below the 200-year because otherwise the Anesia Freeway (91)
requires considerable construction modifications. The cost ot" raising freeway access
ramps is substantial enough to reduce the overall net benefits. The associated
transportation and social impacts must be avoided in order for the plan to remain
acceptable.

It is conceded that the increase in net benefits between the 100-year and 150-year
plans is small, on the order of 1 percent. Nevertheless, the analysis was performed with
consistent levels of detail, and the indication that the net benefits curve increases above
the 100-year level of protection is ,justification for selecting the 150-year level in this
optimization procedure.

Following this initial determination that the optimum level of protection would be the
I50-year level, a more precise hydraulic analysis was performed for the Anesia Freeway
overcrossing segment of the river to determine the exact flow which would pass under "- ~"~ ’
the. existing bridge. This analysis indicated that the capacity would be 164,000 ft~/s with"-
raised parapet walls" and more precise analysis of magnitude/frequency relatiomhip,
indicated that this would be a 133-year flood event. Since the added �o~t of raising the
Anesia Freeway overcrossing had been determined to be a controlling factor in the net
benefits analysis, the optimum level of protection for this reach was then re-defined to
be the 133-year flood.

Redesignation of the level of protection (L-om the nominal I50-year level to the 133-
year level) hardly altered Me shape of the net benefits curve (Figure 9). It shifted the
crown of the curve to the left slightl~ thus slightly fewer net benefits accrued to greater
levels-of protection, but the peak in net benefits remained at the level established by the
upper limit of flow capacity under the Anesia Freeway.

~ i -
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NED Plan Design Refinements                                                               L

Having selected a recommended level of protection, the Rio Hondo component was

added, and the following design refinements were incorporated into the NED plan.

Rio Hondo and the Los Angeles River to1) Fromjust abovethe confluenceof the
just dowr~tream from Century Boulevard (where the Century Freeway will cross
the river), the Los Angeles River channel would be converted from trapezoidal

to concrete rectangular channel and slightly widened. This change was made

because detailed design analysis indicated that the Union Pacific Railroad bridge
would need to be raised approximately four feet at its intersection with the Rio

Hondo and then quickly returned to its original elevation in order to pa~ under
the Long Beach Freeway. This design violated grade requirements for railway~

and. as such, warranted an alternative solution. By widening the channel
downstream, the water surface elevation was lowered sufficiently to avoid

modifications to the railroad bridge.

This change would also improve hydraulic characteristics of the channel at ¯

point where significant turbulence b expected due to the confluence of two fiowt.
By convening to rectangular channel, the water surface is lowered downstream

of the confluence as well. This action will require that levees be reconstructed.
and the east abutment of Imperial Highway be rebuilL

2) Back slopes of the levees would be armored in four locations where a potential

for overtopping exists (see Figure 10). Two of the locations are where freeway

overcrossings will not be altered by the project (the Anesia and the Century

Freeways). Thus, the lower decks of these overcrossings will begin to block flow~
which exceed the 133-year level. Armoring along about two thirds of a mile of

channel would protect the area downstream of the concrete rectangular section

of channel and the area near the Artesia Freeway-Long Beach Freeway

interchange. Levee armoring would also be required for the reach upstream
from the Union Pacific Railroad bridge on the Rio Hondo, as this bridge ~ho
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would impede flows during events greater than the 133-year flood, creating a ~ T
backwater. Compton Creek would be armored for approximately one mile

upstream from its �onfluence with the Los Angeles River. These armored areas

are the breakout points for flood levels greater than the design flood. Protection
of the back slopes of the levee in these areas thus has the effect of eliminating ./.
the potential for levee failure throughout the project area. Levee armoring /,)
would be adequate to prevent levee failure during any event greater than the
design event.

Adding the cost of these design refinements and including the Rio Hondo component

¯ provided a more comprehensive total project cost. The resulting benefit-to-cost ratios
and net benefits for the project are different from those used to optimize the NED Plan
level of protection. Updated �osts and benefits are found in the description of the NED
Plan.
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FIGURE 10. SELECTED LEVEE ARMORING LOCATIONS
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SECTION FOUR: THE NATIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
L

Plan Overvle~
2

The NED Plan addresses the area of most critical need in the LACDA System: the
downstream reaches of the Los Angeles-Rio Hondo system. Improvements on reach 5
begin at Whittier Narrows Dam and extend downstream on the Rio Hondo to the
confluence with the Los Angeles River. lmprovem.ents on the Los Angeles River
(Reach 4) continue from the confluence with the Rio Hondo and extend downstream to
the mouth of the river in Long Beach Harbor. A total of about 23 miles of channel/~
to be improved.

The objective of the improvements is to reduce the potential for damaging flood

¯. ~       flows by providing increased levels of protection to the urbanized reaches of the Rio
Hondo and lower Los Angeles River. The 133-year design level of protection wss
~elected because of its maximum net benefits and the constraints on plan design
imposed by the Anesia Freeway overcrnssing. This level of protection was used as the
basis for designing all plan elements for the NED Plan, with the exception of Compton

The following met~ures are employed individually and in combination to achieve this

1) Vertical, rein/orced concrete parapet walls of from two feet to eight f~t in
height would be constructed along the crest of the existing channel levees.

2) Conversion of 6950 feet of concrete trapezoidal to concrete rectangular channel
would occur in the confluence area where parapet walh cannot be raised to the
necessary height to provide adequate protection (at and just below the
confluence of the Rio Hondo and the Los Angeles River).
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3) Raise and/or modify bridges which currently are too low to permit 133-year flows
to pass underneath them or which have other impacts on the hydraulic
characteristics of the channel that make alteration of their design necessary.
Twenty-seven of forty-three bridges in the project reach will be modified.

4) Armor the landward levee slope on both sides of the channel in selected
locations (a total of about 2.2 channel miles in four separate areas) to prevent
greater than design event overflows from eroding the earthen slope and
subsequently causing the levee to fail.

5) Apply a concrete overlay to the grouted stone channel walls in the vicinity of the
Rio Hondo-Los Angeles River confluence.

Figure 11 indicates the estimated NED Plan levels of protection for various specific
channel locations in reaches 4 and 5. While higher levels of protection are showl~ in
some locations, it must be understood that breakout at any point will inundate a wide
area, depending on the side of the channel which is overtopped. Therefore, while
variations in level of protection exist throughout each reach, the flood protection
provided by the NED Plan is defined by the lowest level of protection in that reach.

While no improvements are proposed for upsteam reaches of the Los Angeles River,
breakouts occur just south of downtown Los Angeles for events greater than the 100-year
flood. This water moves into the flood plain and spreads south along the western edge

of the Los Angeles River. In the 133-year event, these inundations are expected to be
very Hallow, but their exhtence prevents the NED Plan from fully providing D3-year
protection throughout the plan’s area of influence. For this reason, the average level of
protection provided by the NED Plan is considered to be between the 100 and 133-year
level; residual damages are assumed in most locations contiguous to reaches 4 and 5 for
floods which exceed the 133-year event, and in some areas west of reach 4, for events
greater than the 100-year flood.
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Plan Components

L

Parapet walls will be constructed of reinforced conmete one foot thick. Their height
will vary from section to section to reflect the changing water surface requirements at the
particular location. The minimum wall height will be two feet and the maximum will
reach eight feet. Transitions from one parapet wall height to another will be
accomplished with an instantaneous change in height. The walls will thus not have the
appearance of a monolith, but will be perceived as distinct sections of varying heights,
thereby reducing the visual impact of the parapet wall system. As Tables 12 and 13
indicate, wall heights will vary significantly and irregularly, in one 300-foo! reach of the
Rio Hondo system, for example, an 8-foo~ high section will be sandwiched between a 4-
foot high section upstream and a :~-foot high section downstream. Only 300 feet funher
downstream, the wall height will be o;dy 2 feet. In some reaches, where hydraulic
analysis indicates wall heights would be less than 0.5 feet, no parapet walls will be
required. The parapet walls will be constructed on the channel side of the existing
access road/bicycle trail system to permit their continued use along this reach of the

~ The pin.pet wall design will vm’y, depending on wall height ~ whether the levee is
¯ being azmored on the landward side. l:~etails of the different wall configuration/levee
: armoring �ombinations are shown in Figure 12.

At most bridges, the existing access road/bicycle trm’l located on the top of the levee
either veers channel-ward and dips under the bridge or it descends the outside of the
levee and passes through a tunnel in the bridge approach before rejoining the levee top.
In the case of the tunnel, the paxapet walls will simply join the bridge abutment ~
continue on the other side of the abutment. Where the road goes under the bridge, as

you approach the bridge, the road will gradually rise to meet the top of the parapet w~l
and then descend with the parapet wall to the land side of the road. The descending
road will connec~ with the existing road as it passes under the bridge, while the
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landward-side parapet wall joins the bridge abutment and continues again on the other
Lside of the bridge.

The walls will alter the aesthetic~ of the s~tem significantly when they exceed three
to four feet in height, blocking some of the view across the river. For those living
adjacent to the levee, the raised walls will further impinge on the visual landscape. To
offset these impacts, the walls themselves may be treated with murals; a mural created
and maintained by local community groups, such as the one in the Tujunga Wash
channel, may be one option for improving the aesthetics of the parapet walls. Another
possibility may involve the use of ivy to cover the walls.

Table 12.
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Conversion of ~he Ch.~nel m Rec~.~n~l~r Concrete-lined C’hannel

A~ the ~nfluence of ~he Rio Hondo and the ~s ~:les River, ~t~ction of
parapez wails and �onve~ion of the channei m ~ncre~e-lined rectan~lar ~ required
accomm~at~ R~d flo~. thisapproximately 7~f~t reach, the anticipated flow of
158.~ h~/s is accomm~ated by converting Ihe e~isting tra~zoidal chapel, with top
width of approximately 390 feet, into a rectangular cro~-seaion ~h a width of 420 feet.
in addition to widening the channel approximately 30 fee~ para~t walls ~ high as seven
feet will ~ added m the sides of the ~s ~gele~ River. ~e reduction in water
elevation in the Rio Hondo i~ ~ufficiem to avoid othe~ ne~ m~ifcatiom
Union Pacific Railroad bridge.

~e channel m~ificatiom would require removal of the e~isting ~n~ete in the
channel and e~cavation of 560,~ yd~ of ~anh. ~e vertical ~einforced ~ncrete w~lh
will extend a~ve the e~i~ting levee surfa~ ~nd ~ll ~ ~t in pla~. ~au~e of the
wider channel, the right (west) ~butment of the Im~ri~ High~ bridge will ~ need

Bridge M~ifi~tio~

~e bridge ~in~ ~ R~ch~ 4 and $ ~e di~la}~d in Fibre 13. Twen~-~ven of
the fo~-three tot~ bridges would ~ ~e~ed: eighteen ~uld ~ rai~d, one ra~d ~d

modifie~ zh m~ified o~y, one m~e~ and one ~moved to ~t the dezi~ fl~
p~ underneath ~e bridge ~zbl~ 14 ~d ~).

Raising of bridges ~ll gene~ly ~ ac~mplhhed ~ ~mo~ of ~e ~ting bridge
and ~t~ion of a new bridge ~ iu pla~. h had off~n~ly ~en ~ought ~t ~me
brides ~uld ~ ~ised ~ ele~dng the bridge deck ~d adding height ~o ~e ~
pie~ but ~ffent ~� building ~es m~e it ne~ to repla~ ~e old piem

].29
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Table 14. Los Angeles River Bridge Modifications                           L

NED Pl.~n Proposal

Lower Los Angeles River, moving downstream from Rio Hondo confluence

Imperial Traffic Reconstruct right abutment in conjunction with
Highway channel w~dening (trap. to rectangular channel)

Traffic detour (requires lease of 1.7 acres)

Standard Oil Utility Raise 3.4 feet

Rosecrans Traffic Remove and reconstruct 3.9 feet higher
; Avenue Traffic detour required

~ Compton Traffic Remov~ and reconstruct 2.7 feet higher
~ Boulevard Traffic detour (requires lease of 1.4-acres)
f Atlantic Traffic Remove and reconstruct 6.3 feet higher

Avenue Traffic detour (requires lease of 1.1 acres)

Long Beach Traffic Remove and reconstruct 4 feet higher
Bou|evard Traffic detour (requires lease of 1.0 acres)

~’~ Del Amo Traffic Remove and reconstruct 5 feet higher
Boulev~d Traffic detour (requires lea.~ of 1.3

Union Pacific Railroad Remove and replace with two-pier,
through-truss aesigm
Track detour (requires lea.~e of 2.6 acres)

LA.Long Beach Light ~ Remove and reconstruct 3.3 feet higher
Track detour (requires lease of 2.0 acres)

Texas Off Utility Raise 2.8 feet

Willow Street Traffic Remove and reconstruct 4.2 feet higher
Traffic detour (requires lease of 1.2-acres)

: ARCO O/1 Utility Remove and reconstruct 3.9 feet higher

Pacific Coast Traffic Remove and reconstruct 3.1 feet higher

~
Highway Traffic detour (requires lease of 0.! acre)

: 6th Street Utility Raise 1.6 feet

SPRR Railroad Remove and reconstruct ! 15 feet downstream
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Table 15. Rio Hondo Bridge Modifications

Brid_~e T_~_~e NED Plan Proposal

Rio Hondo. moving downstream from Whittier Narrows Dam to Los Angeles River

Whittier Traffic Remove and reconstruct 5 feet higher
Boulevard Traffic detour (requires lease of 1.4 acres)

Union Pacific Railroad Replace deck girder with through girder bridge,
rebuild piers and abutments
Rail elevation remains unchanged
Track detour (ri:quires lease of 1.9 acres)

Washington Traffic Remove and reconstruct 4.8 feet higher
Boulevard Traffic detour (requires lease of 2.2 acres)

AT&SF Railroad Preserve superstructure
Construct new piers 2.5 feet higher and rebuild
abutments
Track detour (no leased land needed)

Slauson Avenue Traffic
Remove and reconstruct 2.2 2~gfeet her
Traffic detour (requires lease of acres)

SPRR Railroad Remove and reconstruct 1,4 feet higher
Track detour (requires lease of 1.3 acres)

Steel Bridge Pedestrian Owned by LA Co. Parks and Re¢. Out of
Sta. 218+45) service. Remove.

Additional 3.6 feet elevation needed

Suva Street Traffic Remove and reconstruct 5.2 feet higher
Traffic detour required

Florence Avenue Traffic Remove and reconstruct 3.5 feet higher
Track detour (requires lease of 0.7 acres)

Timber Bridge Pedestrian Raise S.3 feet
(S~ ~9 +.S0)

SPRR Railroad Remove and reconstruct 3.2 feet higher
Track detour (requires lease of 1.5 acres)

Firestone Tra~c Remove and reconstruct 1,6 feet higher
Boulevard Traffic detour (requires lease of 1.8 acres)
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For a t)~)ical bridge site, the following schedule will prevail:

L
A. Set up and staging at site l month
B. Build detour bridge 5 months
C. Demolish existing bridge 3 months ]
D. Build new bridge 12 months
E. Demolish detour bridge 3 months ,~
F. Site restoration 1 month

Total 25 months

The detour bridge will require concrete pier construction and will utilize leased

bridge decl0ng of a steel through-truss design.

Traffic over the bridges in question is generally in the range of 20.000 to 50.000
a day; it will therefore be necessary to construct ¯ detour for both directions of u’affi¢
before bridge raising may be accomplished. Given the volume of traffic, it will probably
be necessary to provide ¯ minimum of three lanes and preferably four lanes with two Ifl
each direction to accommodate traff�c flow; most of the roads crossing the Los Angele~
River are essential, major traffic corridors. Speed reductions would be necessary at                ’ ~"~
these bridge crossings. Detours would require some construction right-of-way
(approxin~te]y t~enly-s~ acres total for lwenly bridge sites); in some areas detours

An initiai investigation for an impa¢~ analysis on traffic delays was governed by th~
goal to utilize existing transportation models and adapt them to reflec~ the impacts in I~

study area. The ¢hy of Long Beach utilizes ¯ traffic simulation model to evaluate
impacts on tra~¢ flows of proposed roadwork, h is a ~p based model of the Los
Angeles Basin and upon input of a constralm it redistributes ~’affi¢ to minimize the
impact on the to~l system u’affie time. The modi~od bridges that were input imo th~
model are considered representative of the bridges that are affected along the entre
LACDA projecl area. A base case was established and constraints were placed on
Beach Boulevard, Paci~c Coast Highway and Willow StreeL Willow Street exh~ited
most impact so it was used as a proxy for the esti.mation of delay times for the remai~/~     "
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bridges by applying a proportionate ratio based on traffic counts. The detour delay time
was assumed to be the difference between the time to travel the detour route under
constrained conditions and the time to travel the original route under base conditions.
The approximate delay time is estimated to be less than five minutes per vehicle during
peak hours. The value associated with these traffic delays are considered to be NED
costs and will be included in the cost/benefit analysis in the .Final Report.

Railway bridges and utility bridges will require less complex construction methods. The
superstructures of railway bridges may be unfastened from piers and then removed as ¯
unit by a crane while pier extensions are constructed. Detours may also need to be
maintained for railroad traffic during construction. Utility bridges will be raised in ¯
manner similar to raising rigidly framed bridges. Utility connections on either side of the
bridge will be closed for ¯ brief period of time while flexible connections are installed,
then the bridge and the existing utility features will be raised simultaneously. The
flexible connections will then be installed on a w.hed~le to be coordinated with the
various utilities involved.

As shown in Figure Ilk there are four reaches totaling approximately 11,800 feet of
channel that will receive protective armoring on the outer (landward) face of the levee
on both sides of the channeL The objective of the armoring is to avoid erosion of the
outer face of the earthen levee should an event greater than the design event o¢oar. Tbe
armoring consists of an I8-ineh-thick blanket of stones ranging from 4 to 18 inches in
diameter. This blanket covers the earthen levee face and is grouted in place. "roe toe,
or bottom edge, of the armoring needs to be protected because, otherwise, the force
the overtopping waters can erode under the armoring and still cause levee failure. To
accomplish this, in areas of unconstrained fight-of-way, the armoring will continue 10
feet below the ground surface as shown in Figure 14. Where adequate right-of-way is
unavailable, dump stone or steel sheet piles would protect the toe of the armored levee.
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Concrete Channel Overlay U

LWhere the channel is currently grouted stone, predominantly in the vidnity of the Rio

Hondo-Los Angeles River confluence, the channel roughness is not conducive to efficient

conveyance of fl ood flows. These rougher areas will receive a smooth overlay consisting               ~

of a three-inch thick minimum concrete cover. The channel will be prepared by 1
sandblasting, and then the concrete will be sprayed on the surface and smoothed.                   ~

,.
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(’.,omp~on Creek

Improvements on the Los Angeles River will lower water surface elevations on

Compton Creek and provide a slightly greater than 50 year level of protection.

However, a backwater situation remains that would induce the creek to overflow its                     ’~

existing walls during the 100-year event. To mitigate this, levees may be raised slightly
a.’~d parapet walls three feet in height would be added along 900 feet of charmel. A                    ,~

modified =L" wall will be used for stability, and a concrete apron would be extended to

the existing channel armoring. The back side of the levees would also be armored alon~
5530 fee[ of channel, 4630 feet of which would be upstream from [he section protected
by parapet walls. In a 133-year design flood, this armored section would act ~s a web’,

allowing sheet flow to pass over the levee withou[ resulting in levee failure.
I

Operallon and Maln;~na~

The Corps’ primly operation m~! n~ntenance responsibility in the LACDA
mainstem system involves the five Corps reservoirs and the Los Angeles River from

below Tujunga Wash to just upstream of the Rio Hondo confluence. Except for various
minor features, Los Angeles County operates and maintains the res~ of the LACDA
system The reaches affected by the NED Plan are all currently maintained by the

County. Increased operation and maintenance costs of the proposed project wi/l be

minor. Additional channel deanout and routine repair will cost approximately S20,000
annually, with new bridge maintenance costing about $50,000 annually. Should extreme

effort be required to remove graffiti from the parapet wafts, some of these monies will
need to be redirected.

Recreation Feature~

The NED Plan does not significantly alter the cycling and hiking trail system along
the Los Angeles River and the Rio Hondo, although the aesthetics of this area are

affected by the addition of parapet walls in some reaches. However. for much of the
affected reach, the aesthetic quality of the trails is minima~ as the river passes through

commercial and industrial areas and along the Long Beach Freeway The NED Plan will
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retain all existing recreation features that would be impacted by the project. Cycling and
equestrian trails will be temporarily impacted by construction activities but will be
returned to use in all of the reaches impacted by the plan. Unfortunately, there are no
additional recreation features proposed at present. The cost of additional recreation
facilitites would be borne by the local sponsor or another local entity. It is hoped that

some additional recreation facilities can be incorporated during the planning and design
phase after coordination with potential local sources of funding.

B. PLAN ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The NED Plan will provide between 100- and 133-year protection to approximately
7.~ square miles of intensively developed urban area, providing average annual flood

damage reductic,) benefits estimated as $602 million, and reducing the 100-year flood
plain from 82 square miles to 7 square miles (Figure 13). In addition, the plan will

improve the safety of numerous bridges, many of which were designed prior to
imposition of new seismic safety guidelines. Benefits from advanced replacement of

bridges total $129,000 annually. The estimated annual benefits are shown in Table 16
below in October 1990 price levels. Details of the Economic Benefit Analysis are

provided in Appendix G, the Economic Appendix,

SUMM,.R’,’ ANNUA  SENEmS
LACDA NED PI..AN

Damages avoided to structure and contents $52,1.~160
Vehicle damages avoided 6,249,0~0
Emergency Costs Avoided 1,109,000
Advanced Replacement of Bridges 129,000
Flood Insurance Overhead Costs Avoided 489,000

Fr~board 71,000
Tom] $60,205,160
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Although no improvements are recommended for the upper reaches of the Los .--~ LAngeles River or the San Gabriel River system, the LACDA system as a whole will

provide post-pro.iec~ protec’don from floods ranging from ~he I0 to 140-year event (Table

17). In areas with less than 100-year protection such as those in the upper reaches below

Sepulveda and Hansen Dams, outbreaks from the entrenched channel are not extensive
enough to justify a federally supported remedy.                                                 2
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Table 17. Minimum levels of protection under the NED Plan LAll reaches of the LACDA System
(Return period in years)

Level of Prmection
System Reach Existing Propo~ sed 2

1. Tujunga Wash 71 71
’ Hansen Dam to Los Angeles River

2. Los Angeles River 10 10
S, epulveda Dam to Arroyo

3. Los Angeles River 7"/ T/
Arroyo Seco to Rio Hondo

4. Los Angeles River 23 I00
Rio Hondo to Pacific O¢�~                                                  ,,~

,’~ ~. a~o Hondo 2~ 133
Whittier Nm’ro, ws to L~ Angeles Rivzr

6. San Gabriel River 100 140
Whittier Narrows to Imperial Hwy

7. San Gabriel River 111 L~

8. San Gabriel River ~ S00
Santa Fe Dam to Whittier Nan’o~s Dam

9. Compton ~k 25 ~0
Main Street to Los Angeles Riw.r
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The NED Plan does not affect upper basin reaches, and residual flooding in these
areas will be the same as for the without-project condition. In the lower LACDA basin,
the NED Planmay have a minor impact on local flooding because of the increased
difficulty locally generated runoff will have entering the channel during short periods of
higher water surface elevations in the channel.

The primary impact is expected to be felt at the 13 pump plants on the Los Angeles
River and the one pump plant on the Rio Hondo, which are operated by either Los
Angeles County or the City of Long Beach. The flow peak has a duration of
approximately six hours during which time the pump plants may be less efficient in
delivering water to the mainstem system. This reduction in storm water handling
capacity may require compensation by an increase in available short-term detention
storage along the channel or additional pumping capacity. Local punding would not be
increased eacept for very rare flood events; much of the ponding anticipated would have
occurred under the without-project condition because the levee walls are currently up to
15 feet above the surrounding ground in some

An evaluation of interior drainage indicated that the existing interior flood condition
b primarily nuisanc~ street flooding, and damages were insignicant compared to floodin~
from mainstem overflows. The existing system’s ability to deliver storm runoff to the
nminstem channels will he evaluated along with the marginal impact the NED Plan may
have on this capability during the Preconstruction, Engineering and Design phase of this
project.

provides for between 100 and 133-year protection in the lower basin.TheNEDPlan
For events of greater magnitude, flows would overtop the parapet wails and cascade
down the levee back slopes in shallow sheet flow. The resulting flooding would he less
destructive than under the without-project condition because (1) the drop from the
vertical parapet wall to the pavement of the cycling trail-access road would act somewhat
as a drop structure, reducing flow velocity, and (2) the levees in the protected sectiom
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would not fail during flood events greater than the 133-year flood. The post-project             .-     "r

flood plain is shown for various storm recurrence intervals on Figure 13. L
D. ADDITIONAL BENEFITS OF THE NED PLAN

The 133-year level of protection recommended in the improved r’,’~ches is the
optimum level from an economic point of view, but there are other considerations which
reinforce this recommendation. First, any greater level of protection would involve very
significant traffic impacts on the Artesia Freeway-Long Beach Freeway interchange, h is
likely that these impacts would be so significant as to raise project cost or to be a

significant project disbenefit during the construction period. They would probably be
socially unacceptable and could threaten local support for the project.

Second, the proposed level provides ¯ margin of safety which may be needed if future

improvements are made by local agencies in upstream system reaches. The final analysis
of levels of protection for the lower Los Angeles River assumed that there would be

some flooding in upper reaches of the river system, including downtown. This upstream
breakout of flood flows has the effect of reducing the peak flow in the lower river for the

thort period when peak flows are anticipated in the LACDA system. The D3-year
conveyance capacity armunes that there is no increase in the level of protection in the

upstream reaches and that tome of the peak flow which would otherwise reach the lower
river is effectively "spread out" when the downtown area is flooded, albeit to ¯ low depth

and with only limited damages. If improvements are made in the future, then the level
of protection provided by the NED Plan would be reduced by a small increment but not
below the 100 year level of protection.
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The cost estimates for the NED Plan have been prepared in accordance with
guidance provided in the following documents: EC 1 ! 10-2-263, Civil Works Construction
Cost Estimating; EC 1110-2-538, Civil Works Cost Estimating, Code of Accounts; and
EC 1110-2-1302, Cost Estimates, Planning and Design Stages. The work to be completed
for this project was broken down into line items according to the code of ac�ounts. The
estimate ~as developed using quantities, drawings, and other data obtained from the
design team. Unit prices were developed using labor rates and site specific conditions.
Overhead, bond, and profit were separately �omputed and distributed to the unit prices.
Contingencies were determined based on current uncertainties with the design,
quantities, and/or unit prices. Cost summary spreadsheets were prepared based on the
output from the M-CACES program in October 1990 price levels. The cost estimate I~
code of accounts for all the components of the NED Plan is presented in Table 18.

The estimated first cost of the NED Plan is ~37,400,000, of which approximately
$96.5 million is for improvements to the Rio Hondo channel and $209 mi]]ion is for
improvements of the Los Angeles River channel. Modifications to the confluence are
e~timated as S31.5 million. Of the total, approximately 53 percent is for bridge
modifications and utility relocations. A summasy of cost apportionment is displayed in
Table 18 and reflects cost abating requirements and procedures as stated in the Water
Resources Development Act of 1986. The non-Federal share of the estimated cost of
the NED plan is $168,700,000 (50%) and the Federal ~aare is $168,700,000 (50~).
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TABLE 19 COST APPORTIONMENT L
ITEM                    FEDERAL    NON-FEDERAL

HIGHWAY BRIDGES-LOS ANGELES $106,940,000

RAILROAD BRIDGES $ 31,340,000

UTILITY BRIDGES 9,140,000
CHANNEL MODIFICATIONS

COMPTON CREEK

LOS ANGELES RIV~-R
DEWATER L~ roVER ~,gS0,000

COMPTON CREEK FEATURES

HIGHWAY BRIIX~ES-RIO HONDO $ 40,?00,000

PEDEST~ BRaX~ES
CHANNEL MODIFICATIONS $

TOTAL RIO HONDO PORTION $ 55)230,000 $

CONFLUENCE MODIFICATION $

SUBTOTAL BOTH PORTIONS

I~ 5% CASH CONTRIBUTION

TOTAL $163,130,000 $174,270,000

COST APPORTIONMENT $168,700,000 $168,700,000
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,,~
F. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

The present schedule consists of a 3 year Preconstruction, Enginet~ring and Design

phase (PED) lasting from September 1991 until August 1994. The General Construction

period would last about eight years, from September 1994 until Dece#nber 2002.

(1.) Immediately commencing with the initiation of PED, these work items will be
scheduled for completion: LCA negotiations, mapping and surveying, geotechnical
investigations, materials investigations, environmental mitigation analyses, economic
validations, real estate and other acquisition plans, and hydrology and hydraulic studies.
reel

~ (2.) The second phase of the construction package consists of parapet walls and levee
,! armoring along Compton Creek and the first set of final plans and sl~ecifications that
~ mark the end of the PED phase and the beginning of the construction phase of the
~ project. The work along Comp,on Creek will be based on a Basis of Design document

that will address only the technical data pertinent to Compton Oeek, Co~truction of
the improvements to Compton Creek is expected to last about 18 months,

(3.) The third phase of the construction schedule b the Physical Model at the
- Waterways Experiment Station (WF.$). Due to several unstable flow regimes along the

project length, considerable factors of safety in the form of increased height were added
to some of the bridges spanning the Los Angeles River and Rio Hondo Channel, The
mathematical models used to predict the project flowlines are particularly ill-suited for

these hyraulic discontinuities. The WES model will be used to determine if any of the

factors of safety employed may be reduced or perhaps preclude the modification of one
or more of the bridges along the project length. The model const~ction will begin prior
to initiation of PED.

(4.) The founh phase of construction includes modification to t~tility and pedestrian

bridges. These modification may be accomplished with no addition~d rights-of-way, no
traffic impacts, and at a low cost. Construction of these modifications is ~ed to take

approximately 15 months.
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(~.) The fifth phase of work includes the first ~oup of highway bridge modifications

for the Los Angeles River and the Rio Hondo Channel. These would be the bridges

mentioned in the WES work phase that would have a relatively high likelihood of not
requiring extensive modification, Construction of all highway bridges would be phased
so that no more than two bridges on either river would be modified at the same time.
At no time will two ad.jacent bridges be modified at the same time. Due to
constraint, the construction period may be as long a~ ’7 yea~

(6.) The second set of highway bridge modifications may have ,, construction period
of approximately 6 year~ due to the same constraint as the first group of bridges

{~.) The channel work construction for the Rio Hondo, Los Angeles River and their
confluence will proceed by seperate contract and construction will last approximately
years.

(8.) The firUl] phase consist~ of the Federal responsibility of modification of leven

railroad bridges, The construction period for all teven bridget would span approximately
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Table 20. Summary of Design and Construction Schedule L

Design 1991 1994

Construction

1. Charmel Modifications 1994 2001 6
Compmn Creek

2.Utility and Pedestrian 1~4 1995 1
Bridges

3. Highway Bridges 1995 2(X)0 6

4. Highway Bridses 1997 2002 $-1/2 1

t~ 4. Railroad Bridges 1997 2002 6 ~~,

5. Channel Modificatiom 1996 1999 2-1/2
~

U
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G. PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

Institutional R~lui~ment$

Under the Water Resources Development Acl of 1986, the local sponsor for a project

is responsible for:

I) Paying 5 percent of the cost of the projec~ assigned to.flood control during
construction of the project,

2) Providing all lands, easements, fights of way, and dredged material disposal areas
, required only for flood �onu’ol,

~ 3) Performing all necessary reiocatiom related to flood control, and

4) Providing that portion of the joint �osts of lands, easement, rights-of.way,

dredged materials disposal ~reas, ~ relocations which is assigned to flood

The local sponsor is required to pay ¯ minimum of 25 percent of total project costs
assigned to flood control during construction if its contributions under the �onditiom

listed above do not equal 25 percent of total cost attributable to flood controL All

project costs for the NED Plan are attributable to flood control. Los Angeles County, at
local sponsor, is required to provide all lands easements, rights-of-way and relocations

(I.ERR) in support of the project. Because bridge modifications are part of LERR, Los

Angeles County would normally be responsible for these costs. Bridge costs constitute

64 percent of the total project costs, and the ceiling on local sponsor fiscal participation
is 50 percent. As ¯ result, all project costs are divided evenly between Los Angeles

County and the Federal government.

The local sponsor may be expected to waive application of the ability-to-pay test.
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H. NON-FEDERAL SPONSOR RESPONSIBILITIES

The presently estimated non-Federal share of the total first cost is $168,700,000.

operation of the project would cost local interestsInaddition,maintenanceand
approximately $70,000 annually.

The local sponsor for the project is the Los Angeles County Flood Control District.

Requirements of local cooperation are specified below:.

(1) Pay five percent of the cost of the project assigned to flood control during
construction of the project, presently estimated at $16,870,000.

(2) Provide all lands, easements and rights-of-way, including suiu,31e borrow and spoil

disposal areas, necessary for construction and maintenance of the project, including
associated mitigation measures, at a cost presently estimated at $5,61

(3) Accomplish all relocations and alterations of buildings, roads, highways, bridgeg
storm drains, sewers, and utilities, at a cost presently estimated at $151.788,600.

(4) If. the value of the contributions required by the non-Federal interest h less than

25 percent of the project cost, the non-Federal interest shall pay during construction such

additional amounts necessary so that the total contribution of the non-Federal interest b
equal to 25 percent of the cost of the project assigned to flood controL

(5) Maintain and operate project facilities after completion in accordance with
regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Army at an average annual cost
presently estimated at

(6) Hold, and save the United States free from damages due to construction,
operation, and maintenance of the project, excluding damages due to the fault or
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negligence of the United States or its contractors, and free from water Hghts claims

-- Lcaused by construction and operation of the project.

(7) Prescribe and enforce regulations to prevent obstruction or encroachment on
flood control works that would reduce their flood-carrying capacity or hinder

maintenance and operation.

(8) Comply with the applicable requirements of the Uniform Relocation Assistance
and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970.

(9) Comply with Section 221 of the l~ood control .Act of 1970.

(10) Publicize flood plain information in the areas where structural measures were
not found justified and provide this information to zoning and other regulatory agencies
for their guidance and leadership in preventing t.nwise development in the flood plain.
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SECTION FIVE: PUBLIC COORDINATION

L

Public coordination for this feasibility phase of the LACDA study included a series of
public workshops in October 1987 at five locations in the LACDA basin. At these
workshops, study staff, staff from LACDPW, and staff from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) briefed over 150 workshop participants, including
community leaders and members of the press, in addition, there have been regular
comprehensive newspaper articles to ensure that the purpose and scope of the study has
been adequately known to LACDA basin residents. Public review and comment of the
proposed project was considered in formulation of the array of alternatives screened, as
well as in evaluating alternatives.

The public was presented with a full array of alternatives to be considered, and their
comments on these alternatives were given full consideration during all phases of the
planaing proc~a.

Public meeting~ were able to reach only ¯ small fraction of the basin’s over 4 million
residents; a public involvement program for an area ~o densely populated thus involved ¯
number of other approad~.

First, personnel from the Los Angele~ CounW Department of Public Works were
involved in the planning effort from the beginning. Local officials, likely to be aware of
local concern~ and attitudes, were able to help guide the planning proce~ toward
mea~ur~ which would be acceptable to the Io~al communities.

Second, information about the project ~ made available to the public through the
media. An initial problem analysis was made available in 1985, prior to plan
formulation. A number of other press releases concerning the potential flooding
problem and potential alternative solutions were made over a period of about four year~.

Third, the recommendations of this planning effort will be presented to the Los
Angeles County Board of Supervisors for critical review.
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Fourth, public presentations of the data in this rel,’~rl will be made in various

geographical areas of the LACDA basin. This will pro)vide those with an intense interest
in the project with an opportuniu to comment in det~,il. Because these meetings will be

attended by representatives of the local press, the dis,~ ,ssions in these meetings may be
locally reported. Thus the meetings will have the effect of informing a broad cross.

section of the ¢ommuniU about the various points of ¥iew related to the project.
Presentations will consist of general introductions to !l~e problem and the planning
process, a detailed slide/video presentation, and an ~,!)en question-and-answer period.

An informational brochure will be available to all wb~) attend the meetings and/or are
curt�rely on the project mailing list.

Finally, briefings and workshops may be held for I~ubli¢ officials in the I.~CDA basin

on a by-request basis at which an open forum discussion of issues may take place.

A record of public involvement efforts and the viFws of the public are on file in the

Los Angeles District Office. For summary purposes, major issues raised during public
involvement to date are listed and briefly deu:~ibed b=low:.

1) The Need for Upgrading the LACDA Syste/fl. Those present at public
workshops did not initially understand the n~=d for the upgrade of the system.

There are several reasons for this. First, the LACDA system components have

performed quite well over the past 40-50 yet~rs; during this time there has not
been a flood exceeding current capacity. T~us the public perceives the system as

attention on problems caused by periods of ~ow precipitation, rather than on
in~equent flood periods. These i.~ues have been ~ucce~fully addres~d in both

public meetings and newspaper article~.

2) Factors influencing flooding. There were ~any questions regarding the
interaction of factors which affect protectio/~ levels. Factors of apparent greate~
concern were debris, releases b’om major t#servoirs, and problems with trash and
debris in the channeh.
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3) Project costs. There were numerous questions regarding the costs of the

proposed projec~ and cornmuniD, responsibilio! to cost share.
4) Alternatives. The primary concern regarding alternatives appeared to be their

relative cost.
S) Local financing. There was concern over full participation of all affected

communities in the project area.
6) SafeD, of the LACDA system. Concern over system safety focused on the

potential for dam failure, which was explained as being very small, on precise
identification of areas likely to be subjec~ to levee failure, and on adequate flood
fighting and evacuation programs.

, 7) Project delay. There was concern that a proje~ might not be in place due to

~ delays in project study and construction.
! 8) Specific project areas. The~’e were a number of individual concerns related to
i resources and problems of specific features of the LACDA system. In particular,

there was concern that upper basin environmental resources should not be
impacted by a project. Specific safety issues were also raised.

9) Flood insurance. There were many questions regarding the cost and availability
of flood insurance.

10) Local flooding problems. There were ¯ number of questions regarding local
street flooding and the potential for ¯ project to solve these problena.

It is important to note that to date there has been no significant opposition to the
proposed channel improvements in the areas under consideration. There are interests
which oppose the continued use of mncrete channels, preferring to return the existing
channels to their natural state. Some opposition to the project is anticipated for these
reasons, and trai~� problems assodated with raising and modifying bridges are
anticipated to generate some opposition as well.
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SECTION SIX: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

The District Engineer finds that the existing LACDA system lacks adequate capacity

to prevent catastrophic flooding in the lower reaches of the Rio Hondo from Whittier
Narrows Dam to the confluence with the Los .Angeles River, and the Los A~geles River

from this confluence downstream to the Pacific Ocean. Upgrade of the system capacity

has been identified as a vital concern to communities in the lower LACDA basin. In

addition, the District En$ineer finds:

1) The primary cause of the existing system inadequacies is a substantial increase in

local runoff from developed area~ into an improved storm drain system,

Improved analysis methods and 50 years of additional hydrologic records also2)
indicate that the design storms for portions of the LACDA system have ¯
recurrence interval of onJy about 50 years (2% chance each year), and that

therefore the system is not able to provide the desired level of performance

expected from flood control facilities in highly developed urban areas.

3) The LACDA system has provided protection from major flooding in the basin for

a period of almost 50 yea~ but has an inadequate capability to protect the

LACDA basin communities in the future.

4) The San Gabriel River element of the LACDA system provides 100-year or
greater levels of protection and thus does not require upgrade.

5) There are no feasible sites for new reservoirs in the system watershed which

could be utilized to reduce flooding in the LACDA system in ¯ cost.beneficial
manner. This is because the flooding is the result of iocaJ runoff in the
downstream basin areas.
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~ 6) Modification of existing Corps -~nd local dams in the upper basin is not feasible
Ldue to high costs and lack of effectively controlling flooding.

7) There are no cost-effective diversion, off-channel storage, or non-structuraJ

measures which could implemented to solve all or a portion of the flooding

¯
problem.

8) Transfer of flows from the Rio Hondo-Los Angeles River system to the San

Gabriel system by diversion at Whittier Narrows Reservoir is not ¯ cost-effective

approach to the identified problems because it would require equally �osdy
improvements to the San Gabriel River system channel in conjunction with

i needed improvements on the lower Los Angeles River.

f 9) Channel modifications in the upper LACDA basin areas are not justified

economically because there is already ¯ relatively high level of protection in
these reaches of the LACDA system and because overflows in these reaches do

not cause damages justifying the available eosdy mlutiont.

10) The most cost-efficient approach to modifying the existing channels in the lower

LACDA basin is to raise the height of leveed ~ctions of the river from two to
eight feet using reinforced concrete parapet walls. This requires modification of
twenty.seven bridges, primarily to aceomodate the height of the parapet wails.

11) A !33-year conveyance capacity is optimum in the Rio Hondo and lower Los
Angeles River reaches because higher levels of protection would require raising
of major freeway overcrossings, including the interchange of the Long Beach and
Anesia-Riverside Freeways, and ¯ railroad overcrossing which passes beneath an
existing freeway overcrossing, These actions would significantly raise costs for ¯
project and would create massive socioeconomic dislocations due to traffic

interruptions.
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V
B. RECOMMENDATIONS

L
I recommend that the plan described herein for flood control be authorized for

implementation as a Federal project, with such modifications as in the discretion of the

Chief of Engineers may be advisable, and subject to cost sharing, financing and other

applicable requirements of Public Law 99-662 for this "kind of project and as otherwise

provided by law. The total first cost of the flood protection project at October 1990
price levels is $337,400,000. The Federal share is currently estimated at $168,700,000.
This recommendation is made with the provision that the non-Federal interest will, prior

to implementation, ¯gree to the following:

1. Pay 5 percent of the costs of the project assigned to flood control during

construction of the project.

2. Provide all lands, easemen~ rights-of.way, and dredged material disposal areas
required only for flood control and perform all related neceuary relocations.

3. Payment of additional funds during construction of the projec~ in order to pay ¯
minimum of 25 percent of the total project msL In accordance with the W¯ter

Resources Development Act of 1986 (pL 99-662), the non-Federal share of the project
cost shall not exceed 50 percent of the project cost assigned to structural flood controL

4. Maintain and operate without cost to the United States, all project facilities

after completion in ¯ccordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Asmy.

5. Hold and save the United States free from damages due to construction,
operation, and maintenance of the project, excluding damages due to the fault or
negligence of the United States or its contractors, and free from water rights claims

caused by construction and operation of the project.
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6. Prior to installation or construction, prescribe and enforce regulations to prevent
1"

obstruction or encroachment on flood control works that would reduce their flood.
carrying capacity or hinder maintenance and operation.

7. Comply with the applicable requirements of the Uniform Relocation Assistance
and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 (PL 91-646).

8. Comply with Section 221 of the Flood Control Act of 1970. 2

9. Publicize flood plain information in the area~ concerned and provide this
information to zoning and other regulatory agencies for their guidance and leadership on
preventing unwise development in the flood plain.

The recommendations contained herein reflect the information available at this time
and current Depanmemal policies governing formulation of individual projects. They do
not reflect p, ogram and budgeting priorities inherent in the formation of a national Civil
Works construction program nor the perspective of higher review leveb within the
Executive Br~nch. Consequently, the recommendations may be modified before they ~’e
trm~smitted to the Congress ~ propo~ls for authorization ~nd implementation funding.

Colonel. Corps of Engin~r~
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LOS ANGELES COU~’ DRAINAGE AREA (LACDA) REVIEW STUDY
DRAFT ENWIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

1
Lead Agency: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles Dislxict.

2

Cooperating Agency: Count, of Los Angeles, Depm’tment of Public Works.

The LAC]:)A Review Study is a system-wide approach Io identifying means for improving
the Los Angeles Coun[y Drainage Area flood control system. During the 40 yca.,’s since
its construction, its ability to pro~dc a high levc! of pro~cction has diminished. This i~
the result of an increase in surface runoff and an associated increase in flow f~om
addition~ qorm drains.

The proposed plan provides for the construction of concrete parapet walls along the                1
existing channels of the lower Rio Hondo, Los Angeles River and Compton Creek.                 ..
Selected areas of levee armoring are also pan of the proposed action. Additionally,
implementation of this project would necessitate the raising of numerous bridges crossing            ~

Other alternatives were considered and found to be not feas~le from an engineering.              ~
economic and/or environmental perspective.

U
Comments on this Draft EIS should be tent to:

THE OFFICIAL CLOSING DATE U.S. Army Corps of Engineen
FOR THE RECEIPT OF COMMENTS Los Angeles Dimk’t
IS 45 DAYS FROM THE DATE ON P.O. Box 2711 ~
WHICH THE NOTICE OF AVAILABILrI’Y Los Angeles, California                       ~J
OF THIS DRAFT EIS APPEARS IN THE 90053-2325
FEDERAL REGISTER. Attention - Mr. Ron Ganzfried

Phone: 213-894-6088

Note: Information, displays, maps, etc. discussed in the LACDA Fea.~l~ility Study
are incorporated by reference in this EIS.
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SUMMARy L

S.l NL~JOR FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Several alternativ~ and plans were considered for improvement of the Los Angeles

County Drainage Area (LACDA) to reduce the current flood potential in some portions

of the system. Preliminary engineering and environmental analysis re, suited in the
greening out of all but two. plus the No Action alternative.

Continued flooding potential in portions of the LACDA system, particularly in the lower
Rio Hondo and the lower Los Angeles r~vers would be the �onsequense of

implementation of the No Action alternative although there would be no environmental

The proposed plan, consists of construction of parapet walls ranging in height from 2 to

8 feet along the top of the existing levee. This plan would noce,~itate the rai~tg of

numerous bridg~ along the Rio Hondo and Los Angel~ ri~ Environmental imp~t~
as,sociated with th~ implementation of ~ alt~mativ~ center around construction.related

impacts, including noi~ and dust generation, traff’g impacts and temporary disruption of

bicycle ~’~d equ~trian Aesthetic impacts are also anticipated in conjunction with
construction of the wall~ It should be noted that the plan would reduce the flooding
potential on the lower Lo~ Angeles and Rio Hondo riv~t~ but would not co~ tl~ i~

ups  flooding pot ntitL

Modified Cro~-.~"tion Alternativ~ is a composite of Alt~rnative, s Two and Thr~ inThe

the _Main Report. and consists of either converting existing trai~zoidal channels into
re~ct~gular channels through construction of v~rtical retaining walls along the lower Rio

Hondo and Lo~ Angel~s riv~r~, widening the existing trapezoidal channel, or a

combination of both actions, This alternativ~ would also inclnd¢ dredging the lower 2~
miles of the Los Angeles River channel to a maximum of an additional 5 f~t. Minimal

bridge reconsla-uction would be involved with this alternative. Impacts as~giated with
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this alternative include the potential loss of approximately 6 acres of wetland,

s~dimentation impacts associated with construction and dredging, as well as noise and
traffic related impacts. There would ix: additional public safe~y impacts associated with

bike and equestrian trails along the river. Similar to the proposed plan, this ahernadv¢
would increase flood protection in the Iowcr Rio Hondo and Los Angeles Rivers, but                 "

afford no improvcmcnts in the upper Los Angeles River.

$.2    AREAS OF CONTROVERSY

Based upon public input at the March 1989 public scoping meetings, two areas of

potential controversy arc presented below. Other issues discussed at the u:oping
meetings arc identified in S~don 5.1 of

S.Z.I Ar~wtde Piannlne and Gro~h Manat, ement

Many communities in the flood plain, including the City of Lo~ Angeles, are attemptin~
m implement growth control tlxatcgick and concern has been expressed that the

magnitude of the propo~d project may not be in line with otber basin planning activities.

More Rx~cifically, the flow dmuladon model used by the Corps in designing the
required improvement contains certain assumptions regarding development of currently

undeveloped lands within the basin. It has been ~uggested that the ploposed Corl~

project may be growth inducing as a result of these design assumptions and the
which is built in to handle flows from future areas of potential development.

Two aspects are important to note concerning this issue. The first has to do with what
growth inducing. The Corps model does assume a developed condition for certain

currently undeveloped lands in the drainage area. The percentage of flow increase

attn’buted to this development is about 2 percent of the total flow handled by the ~
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which and makes little difference in the magnitude of improvements proposed. Th~

b~sin is considercd already fully developed. Further, flood control structures, or lack

thereof, do not limit growth in the manner that iac!~ of water or sewer serv~ limit
growth. Lack of flood control facilities has not

stopping development activity.

second a.~pect of thi~ growth-inducement L~sue i~ the fact that the primary axcas of

potential development exist in the drainage area h~.,~dwatcrs, and the proposed system

improvements arc focused on the lower, downstrcH,~ area of the drainage system. The
present flood control inadequacies in the lower L~ Angeles River and Rio Hondo
need to be addressed- No upstream projects can alleviate the need to provide

downstream solutions. An incrementally lar~er d~nstrcam ~oludon can provide
improved protection in a �ost-effective manner. A~lditional improvements Ul~txcam

not effective from a flood control, economic, or environmental point of view.

S.2.2 Prolect F~onomlcs                                                                  .~.

The economic impact of the project on the cities within the ]O0-ycar flood plain was =-           " ~

isl� of �oncern on the part of r,~ral pm’ddpant f©pre~ntativ¢= of Ioc~! �ommmdd~ iThe main issue was whcthcr thcy would hav~ to p~y any costs of thc project.

The cost of the project will b¢ shared among the principa] Io=d, state, and F J=I
entities. The Federal government, thmuBh the Atlny Corps of E~inccr~ is ~’bl¢            ~’~

for between 50 and 75 percent of the total pmj~l ~z~ts. Non-federal ~ter¢~ re�c,              ~J

therefore, rcspons~l¢ for between 25 mKI 50 percent of the toUd proj~t eo~ts. TI~ ~
sponsor, the Los Angeles County Department of p,bli¢ Works, will be mspo~’bi¢ for             ’~

paying rids portion. It is poss=’bi¢ that the State ot C_~iforrda wgi mimbu,r~ up to 70

percent of the iota] outlay through its ~ubvention progam. T’~ loQd Rx>mor’= fa~b
would come from ".he flood �ontzol budBet and would be sufficient to �over project ~
Cities and �ommunities within the lower river flo~d plain will beneflt fzom tl~

improvements, but ~ not be rcqub’cd to pay for t~ny construction or mainm~a==�.
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S.3 UNRESOLVED ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

There are no unresolved environmental issues with the proposed plan. L

S.4 RELATIONSIIIP TO ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY STATUTES AND OTHER

ENN’IRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

During the initial project planning and engineering process for the proposed action,

consideration was given to the applicable environmental regulations and statutes affecting

the environment. Table S.l-! lists the statutes and indicates the degrec of compliance
achieved for each alternative. The applicable statutes are al~o briefly discussed below.

National Environmental Policy At1. This Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has

been prepared in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and
the Army Corps of Engineen’ Procedures For Implementing NEPA, dated Mare, h 1988.

This EIS contains all sections of content required by NEPA, including a description of

the alternatives under consideration as well as a description of environmental rex, ourees

affected by the proposed alternatives. A description of the public involvement prcoem it

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act. In compliance with this act, the Corl~ of Engineers
initiated early coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the

California Department of Fish and Game (Appendix G). Through these consultations
and associated field studie~, it was determined that the proposed action would not

require the use of a Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HT~). The channels of the Los

Angeles and Rio Hondo drainages support little wildlife, except at the ocean interface.
ALso, the alternative~ evaluation prtx:ess determined that alternatives which would affect

the biotic re~ourees within flood control basins were infe.asible. Consultation with these
agencies will remain ongoing throughout the EIS ~
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End-~nL, er~l $~’cies Act or 1973. a~ pmend(YL The Endangered S~ics O~� o~

USeS idcn~¢d four s~ics that ar~ endangered or threatened in
pro~d action. ~� mouth o~ the ~ ~Ics R~r sup~m ~sidcnt
tc~ ~pu]atio~, and th~ a~ca is also ~n fo~ging habitat for th~ ~li~o~a b~

~li~n. ~e other ~o l~tcd s~cics a~ the N~ns ba~ ~d ~n Fem~do V~I~

spin¢-~ower. ~ter ~ing pro~scd im~c~ the ~ ~d USeS ~ det¢~
though the Biologi~l ~ment (~c Ap~nd~ ~, that there will ~
effect on the en~ngered s~ies. ~ such, fo~ ~mul~tion puget to
Endangered S~ies Act b not ~qu~

Executive Order !!98g. Flood Plain Mana~cnK’nl. The proposed action is designed to
maintain the integrity of the flood plain and to improve the capacity of the existing flood
�orn~aac¢ system. The proposed project complies with this Executiv~ Order.

Executive Order 11990. Protection of Wetlands. Wetlands protection has been

considered. No wetland~ ~r¢ ~’fected by the constn)ction

National Historic Preservation Act or 1966. as lm~n4ed, The Corps is ill parl:Ja]
" compliance with this act. Determinations of eligibility to the National Register of

Historic Places (NRt~) for all of the bridges which will be modif’md have yet to be
made. The State Historic Preservation Officer has been consulted in regard to the ncod
for additional studies (36 CFR 800.4). These studies will be completed during
Preconst~uction Engineering and D¢sign phase and coordinated to bring the project into
full compliance prior to any

~li~. The South Coast Air Ouality Management Distr~
(SCAQMD) is the agency with jurisdiction to enfor,~ the Cl~.an Air Act r=gulations and
other relevant local air quality regulations. The project construction emissions hay= been
�ompaxcd to the threshold limits which trigger New Source Review Rules as defined by

the Clean Air Act. The project does not exceed these threshold limits and therefor= can
be considered in compliance with the act. However, dust abatement mcasurzs have been
proposed so that project construction operations will comply with SCAQMD Local
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Clean Water Act or 1977. as amend~l. In �ompliance with the guidelines at the 40 CFR

230.10(c) (promulgated by the EPA under Section 404(~) of the Clean Water Act), no
L

discharge of dredged or fill matcr~al due to this project shall b¢ permitted which will

cause or contn’but¢ to signifw.,~nt degradation of the waters of the United States.

Section 404(’o)(1) Evaluation required by the Act appears as Appendix D. It concludes ,’/
that the proposed dischaJ-ge sites for the di.~harg¢ of dredged or fill materials arc
specified as complying with the requirements of the guidelines, with the inclusion of

appropriate and practical �onditions to minimize pollution or adverse �ffects on the ’
aquatic ecosystem. Compliance with Clean Water Ac= requirements exempting the
project from State water quality ccrtit’mation will b¢ effc~ted by submission of this r~port

to Congress and receiving project authorization.

Coastal Zone ~anaL, ement ~ or 1972. as amended. FcdcraJ consistcncy rcv~-w is

required when Federal actions may have a direct effect on the coastal zone as dcfine.d by

the subject act, the Ca]ifonda Coastal Act and, spccifk.ally, the CaJifomia Coastal
Management Plan. The Corps of Engineer= has had informal �ontact with C~liforal~

Commission staff r~iativ¢ to the requirements for �onsistency review. It Its=
tentatively been decided that �onsistency review will b¢ required because of the potenfia]

tcmpora~ disruption of recreational activities involving bike and iu, ldng traits along

¯ rk’cr and the potential for temporary rcsu’k:tcd access to the �oasL A coastal consistency

detcrminaHon is provided i~ EIS AI)pcndix F_

All project plans and reports affecting estuaries and their natural msourc~ that arc

submitted to Congre= shall contain a discussion by the Secretary of th¢ Interior

�oncerning the ea’tuarics and their re.sources and effects of the project on them and hi=

recommendation thereon. Ninety days are allowed after receipt of plans and rcpom for

recommendations to be made. (16 U.S.C. 1224).

EIS S-6
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Estuar~ Prolection A~. in planning for use or development of water and land resourc~
~1 Fcde~ age~ies sh~l g~ ~ideration to estates ~d their ~ ~u~ ~d

~heir im~n~ for comme~i~ ~d indus~al d~lopmen~. (16 U.S.C 1~4).

~1 projcct pla~ and re~ ~fecting es~aHes and their na~r~ ~u~ ~

submitted ~o ~n~�~ shall ~n~n a di~ion by the ~r¢~ of the ln~r

~ing the espies ~d their ~u~es and ¢ffccU of the proj~{ on ~¢m ~d

r~ommendation th¢~on. Nin¢~ da~ ~� ~l~¢d after ~¢ipt of pl~ ~d ~ for

~mmendatio~ to ~ made. (16 U~.C 1~4).

The proposed action and alternatives do not affect an estuary.

[.and and Water ~onser~tlon Fund Act of 196.~. as am~t~.d. No f’mancial assistance

may b¢ given under, any other Federal program for any project with respect to which
~uch assistance to a State has been given or promised under thb ~atut¢. (16 U.S.C

1

No property acquired or developed with assistance from the Land and W~.r
Conservation Funds sh=dl, without the approval of the Secreta~ of the laterior, be               ’ ~’~

converted to other than outdoor recreation uses. (16 U.S.C 4601-8(f)(1)).

In order to assure consistentT of policies and actions under thb Act with other r~lated

Federal programs and activities and to assure �oordination of plmming, acquisition and

development assistanc� to ~tates under the Act with other related Fedora] pro~ams and
aedvifies, the Preddent may issue regulations. (16 U.S.C. 4601-8(g)). Tber¢ ~r¢ no lands U

associated with the proposed project or =lternativcs that would be ~ with l=nd
and Water Conservation Fm~l~.

Federal Water Prok,~t Reefeatioe Act. as amended. It is policy of the Congress and tl~

intent of the Act

EIS S-?                                                         ~
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1. In planning any Federal navigation, flood control, hydroelectric, or multiple-purpose
" Lprojcct, full consideration shall be given to the opportunities afforded by the project

for outdoor recreation and f’Lsh and wildlife enhancement;

2. Planning for development of the recreational potential of Federal projects shall be
’ I

based on coordination of use with existing and planned Federal, state, and local

public recreation developments; and, 2

3. Construction agencies shall encourage non-Federal administration of project lands
and water areas for recreation and fish and wildlife enhancement except where areas
or facilities are proposed for certain situations including national recreation area&
national forests, and wildlife conservation area.y. (16 U.$.C 4601.12).

Some facilities within flood control basins and channels have been developed with

Federal Water Project Recreation Act funds. None of these uses will be significantly
altered or affected by the proposed projecL The Secretary of the Interior will be

consulted regarding the �ffect of the dcvelopmenL
-

-Marhl¢ ProtcCltlon. Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972. (Ocean DumolneL This act

regulates the dumping of material into ocean water and s0"ictly limits dumping of
material which would adversely affect human health, welfare or amenities, or the marine

environment, ¢cological systems or ¢�onoraic potentialiti~.

Disposal of dredged material associated with rig modified channe! cross-section

alternative (Main Report Alternatives Two and Three) has not been fully addressed in

terms of quantifying toxicity of the material to be disposccL This wo~tld be required prior

to disposal of this material to an ocean disposal site. This is not the recommended

aiternativt for consmtcdon. The NED plan does not rexluir¢ ocean dispo~.

Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. as amended. This drainage basin has been highly altered
over most of it’s area for many years. None of the so’cams in the area of study are
suitable for designation under this act.

EIS S-8                          ~.
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Table S.l-I

RELATIONSHIP OF PLANS TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION STATUTES
AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIRY.MENTS

Modified
No Corps Channel

Action N£D Plan X-section
Federal Statutes Alternative Alternative Altetnstive

FEDERAL STATI~TES

Clean Air Act N/A Full FUll
Clean Water Act ~!/A Partial Partial
£ndanaered Species Act N]A FUll FUll
Fish and Wildllfa Coordination Act N/A Full Full
National Historic Preservation Act N/A Full Full
National Environmental Policy Act N/A Partial Partial
Coastal Zone Management Act N/A Full FUll
Estuary Protection Act N/A N/A N/A
Federal Water Project Restoration Act N/A Full Full
Land and Water Conservation Fund Act N/A Full Full
Marine Protection, Research and N/A N/A Partial

Sanctuaries A~t

EXECUTIVE ORDERS

Floodplain Management (E.O. 119881 N/A Full FUll
Pro~ectlon of Wetlands (E.O. 11990) N/A Full hrtlal

AND LOCAL POLICIESSTATE

Section 1601 California Fish and N/A Partial Partial
Game Code

California Coastal Act of 1976 N/A I~II Full

Notes:

Full - Full Compliance. Having met all requirements of the statute, E.O. or
other environmental requirements for the current ~tage of planning
(either pro- or post-eur.horlzation).

Partial - Partial Compliance. Not having met some of the requirements that
normally are met in the current stage of planninK. Partial
compliance entries should be explained in appropriate places in the
report and/or EIS and referenced in the table.

NC - Non-Compliance. Violation of a requirement of the $~atute, E.O., or
ocher envlronmencal requirement. Non-compliance entries shoul~be
explained in appropriate places in the repor~ and/or EI$ or
referenced in the ~able.

N/A - Not applicable. No requirements for the s~a~ute, E.O., or or.her
envlronmental requirement for ~he current s~eae of plannin8.

EIS S-9
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S.~ PREVIOUSLY PREPARED DOCUMENTS IL
A substantial number of reports hav~ been prepared specif’~.ally relating to the LACDA
system. These reports are rcfcrcnccd in Section 8. NEPA documents hav~ been
prepared for various aspects of specific portions of the LACDA system and are listed

Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District

1981 Sepulvcda Basin Master Plan and Final Environmental Impact
Rel~r~tement

n.& Draft Environmental Assessment, Routine Operations and Maintenance
within the Los Pmgcles Counp/Drainage Area (LACDA). In preparation.

n.d.      Hansen Dam Sediment Removal, Supplemental Environmental Arae~ment.

i in preparation.

~ ~t. H~.~n Dam R~.~n M~ter P|~, E~i~nmen~l lmi~ Statement

R0050415
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NEED FOR A~D OBJE~WE$ OF TIlE A~TFION

I.I STUDY AUTIIORITY

Under congressional authority, the Los Angeles District of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers is conducting a flood control study of the Los Angeles County Drainage Area

(LACDA) project. The existing flood control system was constructed by the Corps of
Engineers and the Los Angeles County Flood Control District (now part of the

Department of Public Works) from the 1930s through the 1960s to protect the City of

Los Angeles and other metropolitan areas in �oastal Los Angeles County from flood
damage. Increased urbanization resulting in increased runoff as well as changes in dcdgn

criteria have resulted in an inadequate i¢v¢1 of flood protection afforded by the LACDA

system. The purpose of the z~udy is to determine potentiaJ methods of increasing
i¢v¢] of flood control protection as well as as.~ssing the ©nvironmental effects of

modifying facilities. Figure 1.1-1 identifies the $¢ncral project ~

Prior to 1914, little attention had been dire~cd to the problem of flood control within

the LACDA are~. The Los Angeles County Flood Control District maintained

authority for flood control from 1916 to 1935. A major flood in 1934 prompts!

Congrms to pass the Emergency Relief Act of 1935 for construction of storm drains,

permanent channel improvements and debris basins. The Flood Control Act of June 22,

1936 r~fined the mission of the Corps of Engineers from that of providing emergency
relief to the permanent supervision of future flood control plans which permitted

construction of flood control facilities on the Los Angeles and San Gabriel rivers. ~

Flood Control Act of June 28, 1938, and subsequent Flood Control Acts in 1941, 1944,

1946, 1950, 1954, and 1958 allowed for the completion of the LACDA system.

R0050416



1.2 PUBLIC CONCERNS L

Ba.~cd on the public scoping meetings held on March 9, 1989, as well as prior meetings,
the following are considered major public concerns:

o Potential impact to wildlife, including areas behind the various dams; the aquatic 2
vegetation in a small portion of the lower Los Angeles Rive~, and potential impact to
the California least tern.

o Potential aesthetic impacts both from the parapet walls as well as from graffiti that
the walls may invite.

o Cumulative impacts associated with development within the LACDA area.

o Economic concerns rtlative to the cost attd funding ~zr¢ for LACDA improve, meats.

1.3 PLANNING OB,JECrlvE$
,

Th~ planning objectives of the LACDA Feasibility Study tr~ as followt:

o To reduce the potential for human suff¢ring and possible loss of life due to
catastrophic failure of the flood control system, whertn~r fe~m’bl¢;

o To reduce flood damages originating from the study reach~ by increasing the k’vel
of flood protection, wherever feas~l¢;

R0050417
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To provide, where fcas~l¢, project-related water conservation, recreation 0
development, sediment management, transportation, and environmental enhancement

Lopportunities.

A numt~r of factors have gradually increased the flood threat to Los Angeles Count),.

Analyses indicate that flood events as frequent as 25 years may exceed the capacit~ of the
flood control channels and inundate certain urban areas, especially in the lower Los

Angeles Rivcr (Reach 4). The low level of protection is attributable to the following

faclors.

o The original design storm for portions of the LACDA system is based on hydrology

, that now translates to an approximately 50-year flood;

~ o Intensive urbanization in the last fifty yea~ has signiFgantly increased the runoff

i response of the watershed, thereby inmc~ing the maximum peak flow of water tb¢
~ system must handle during a major rdoxm

’ channels below original design capach~; ’ "~

¯
This environmental impact statement descn’be~ and assesses the environmental impac~ of
the alternatives associated with various levels of flood prote~cdon within the LAC~A

i
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C
~ECTION ~ - ALTERNATIVES

2.1 PLANS ELIMINATED FROM FURTIIER CONSIDERATION

A range of solutions to reduce the flood threat along the Los Angeles Rk, cr and the Rio

Hondo has been considered by the Corps of Engineers during the initial plan formulation
phase of the study. Two stages of analysis were conducted to determine the most

feas~ie alternative~ The first step entailed a general screening and preliminary

of many varied alternatives which were iisled under the heading of heading of
"Strategies" in the main report (Table 5). Several plans were considered and initially

rejected. Those passing the primary screening process were analyzed in a more intensive
manner. Those pa.~g the r~ond screening were analyzed in further detail. Table 2.1.1

summarizes the vatk~ factor~ ~ to reject the~� ~]temath~ from further

: 2.1.1 Plans ~onsJdered rand lnltlmllv Rele~ed

i- .
2.1.1J lntep’ate ~ Retm~u~ Fmcilitle~ into the S~stem

Providing flow retarding f~’lit~ other than new flood control dam~ w~ ©iimin~tzd from
consideration. ~ alternative would involve providing additional flood d~tzntion
facilities in the form of underground r~ervoin or aquife~ dedgnation and maintznan~
of flondway~ or discharge of flood flows to wetlands. All of th~ por~’bifiti~ have
major drawback.~. Underground r~ervoin are very e,,xpens~ and could not be built
large enough to be effective. U~e of aquifers requir~ that surface recharge ~ be
provided. Significant n~w recharge ~ are ~carce in the l~ Ang¢le~ area. Also,
recharge doe~ not occur rapidly and is not responsive to rapid runoff zveul~.
Designation of floodw~ is not feas~le in urban Lo~ Angele~ since development o~au~
directly adj~:ent to channels and rive~ Discharge to wetland~ is not fea~l¢ ~ an
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insignificant amount of wetlands exists in the locations where discharging would be most

effective. ~- L

1

;
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~.1.1.~ New Dams

In order to reduce Ixak flood flows on thc Rio Hondo and Los Angeles rivers, it may be
additional floo<l control dam(s). This would have the effect ofposs~lc ~oconstruct

providing an additional major flood flow dctcntion facili0, which could reduce peak flow~
in channels downstream. From an economic standpoint, land acquisition and
construction of a new major flood control dam would ix: very expensive. No fcas~ie site
has been identified in a location which would provide effective flow detention for the Rio
Hondo and Los Angeles Rh, cr. Also, the inevitable conversion of existing uses to that of
flood control would not have a high level of public acceptance ¢vcn though some
recreational benefits are poss~le. Alternatives involving construction of new dams were
not considered feasible and were eliminated from further consideration.

2.1.1.3 Detention Basins                                                               ~

Pacoima SDreading Grounds. Adaptation of the existing Pacoim8 spreading groundl It ’~, ~
the confluence of the Pacoima Diverdon Wash and Pacoima Wash was considered to ’ ~’~
ac~ommedate occasional flood flow~. "rh¢ e.~ting spr¢ading ~xound~, which contain ~
approximately 153 ac~cs (62 ha), would be excavated to ¯ uniform 15-foot (4.6 m) depth
¢xcating ¯ volume of 2,200 acre-feet (2.7 million m3). Control wori~ for the Pacoim~ l
Wash would inlet water direcdy to the detention facility. The oudet worl~ would include

¯ gated outlet delivering flow to Pacoima Wash.
~

This alternative would only influence portions of ’rujunga W~h. Due to the limited flood           ~,~
damage reduction, this is not ¯ �ost-cffcctiv¢ flood conlrol solution. It was therefore
dropped from further �onsideration.

Tu_iunga Wash S_Dreading Grounds. This is ¯ similar facility to the Pacoima Spreading
Grounds. It is located at the confluence of the Pacoima Diversion Channel and Tujunga
Wash. It is not a cost-effective solution to local flood control and is not considered
further.

EIS 2-5
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Taylor Yard Dctcntion Facili_n, The existing Taylor Railroad Yard contains                          L

approximately 200 acres (81 ha) and is located in the Los Angeles Narrows area
generally south of the Glendalc Freeway bctwccn the Los Angeles River and San
Fcrnando Road. The site was �onsidered for use as a temporary flood flow detention
facili~. All existing facilities would be removed and the site would be excavated to
uniform 29 feet (9 m) in depth providing approximatcly 4,500 acre-feet (5.5 million ms)

of detention storage capacity. The site might double as a spreading ground during non-
detention periods. New inlct/ouflet works would be provided.

This alternativ~ was rejected primarily on a cost-benefit basis ~ the upstrea~m
modif’w, ations would be v~ry costly while only crcatlng moderate benefits, and since
projected flooding in th~ downtown ~ Angeles area would only create r~]ativcly low
levels of propcrl~ damage. There would also be substantial impacts associated with
extensiv~ excavations and the disposal of large quantities of ©arth. Furthermore, the
availabili~ of the Taylor Yard is questionable since a development proposal has recently
been ~ubmitted to local planning authoriti~

Z~I.IA Grovel

Two poss~l¢ grawi pit sites that could be used as off-channel flood stora~ were
identified in the Irwindal¢ area. The Livingston-Graham-El Monte pit has an

approximate potential volume of 40,000 acre-feet (49.4 million m
approximately 415 acres (168 ha). Tbe Com’(x:k-Durbin pit has an approximate volume

of 41,000 ac~c.fcct (50.6 million m

An inlet to the detention pits would be taken directly from the San Gabrie! River
channel either as a side flow weir or as a valved, operable reinforced concert inleL
amount of water that would be diverted would depend on the frequency of event for
which this element is used.

EIS 2-6



The existing vertical wails of the quarries would need to be worked to create more

gradual side slopes (2:1) and!or stabilized to preclude slippage. Water conservation is a
side benefit of this element, either as direct infiltration or by rex:barge when subsequently

returned to the fiver.

This altcrnatk,� was rciccted from further consideration due to the high cost involved
with acquiring the gravel pits. as well as the costs involved with construction of a tunnel
or a series of high volume pumps for evacuation. Since the sites m’e still used for,gravel
extraction, the Corps would be required to pay for the cost of the unused ~nd and
gravel resources as well as for the costs of the pits themselves. These sites are also

proposed for redevelopment by the C~ty of lrwindale, and their acquisition for flood

control would impair these plant,

Zi.I.S ModJ~ Height of F~stln~ Dram

Increasing th~ capacity of e, dsting flood regulating reservoirs by adding beight to tho

structure was considered. By increasing capacity 8t major basins, peak flows in channels
can be reduced, but not to a wholly satisfactory level. Increasing the height of the dana

means that the flood pool elevation and surface coverage would also increase. The
additional acreage �overed would have to be acquired and managed by the Corl~ Land

acquisition costs would be $ignificanL Also, the two dams that have the greatest

potential benefits from increased capacity, Sepulveda and Whittier Narm~ are most

problematical from the standpoint of acqubition of additional land. Incre, asing the height

of existing dams would require expensive structural upgrades, including pms~ie

modi~ation of gates and outlet ~ The alternative of increasing the height of
existing dams is not considered fea~’ole and is eliminated from further �onsideration.

2.1.1.~ Modify Volume of Existing Dumas

This alternative increases the capacity of existing flood regulating reservoirs by ~tion
and deepening. Preliminary engineering has determined that the excavation 0£ ¯

EIS 2-7
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signit’~.an~ flood-reducing volume at existing dams ha~ questionable cost effectiveness and

fcas~ility. Thc excavations currently undc~’ay at Hanson Dam and planned for Santa
L

F¢ Dam will remove millions of cubic yards of silt and gravel. Thes~ maintenance

excavations do not incrcasc thc capacity of the flood control system, but retain space in
the debris pool for future incoming sediment. Disposal of the material may be ’/
problematical, and future sediment inflow could render this alternative inefl’¢ctiv¢, in

addition, most of the basins now contain signif~nt biological resources which would be

impacted by any major excavation project. Thus it appears that only maintenance.
oriented silt removal is least’hie at flood control dams and that excavation within flood

control dams is not a viable method of increasing system capacity. This alternative
not be considered further in this szudy,

2.1,1,? Modil~ Gsles and Oullel Design ia EJdsllag Dams

’This alternative attempts to reduce peak flood flows through modif’~ation of the gate
outlet works at flood control basins. Of the fn~ major flood control dam& Sepulveda

has been identifiod ~ the mo~t likely candidate for such modifications because of

unique spi]hvay design. The main disadvantage of rids alternative is that gate

modifications alone cannot effect signif’tcant reduction in peak flow volumes. The
channels downstream of dams were designed in conjunction with the existing oufle~ and

discharge flows from the dams can be modified only to a certain degree without making

changes to the channels as well. In ad~lition, strttctaral improvements modifying gate and

outlet works would be expensive relative to the benefit received. For these reasop.z,

modification of gates and outlet design at existing dams will not be considered further in

This alternative calls for the renovation of the existing Devil’s Gate Dam on Arroyo

Seco. Although this alternative would have no appreciable flood control benefit for the

lower Los Angeles River, it may provide an increment of protection for downtown Lo~

EIS 2-8                                          ~
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Angeles. However, structural r~novation was considered to be I~o expensive. The dam
also considered lo have historical significance which must be t:~nsidered in any

renovation project. This alternative has been eliminated from further consideration since

it does not alleviate any flood threat in target areas of tbe lower Los Angeles River, and
its feas~ility and cost effectiveness is questionable.

2.1.1.9 Re-operation of Existing Dams

Re-operation (or re-regulation) of existing dams involves changi~lg the basic operati~
criteria of the dams during the rainy reason in an effort to cha~/~e the peak runoff

volumes discharged to the channels. This altemati~ r.annot eliminate flooding
inadequacies in the LACDA basin. Implementation may reduc~ the flood threat in ~ome
locations bet has the potential to increase the flood threat ¢irewhcre as

Furthermore, the rapid response time of flood events in the i~C-.DA ~ystem would
requir~ accurate and prompt transmission of field data and imntediate operational

response to the information. These constrain= jeopardize the viability and reliability of
the a]temativ~ As ¯ r~sult, this a]ternativ~ will not be �onsidered further in this study.

:Z.l.l.lO Co,,=truct New Co~ Fadlltle=

Options to convey additional flood flows include construction of new aquedm:~,
pipelines, tunnels and/or channels. Overland options such as channels and aqueduct=

have the major problem of the high cost of obtaining new righls-of-way. The

construction of underground options would also be very costly land

limitations would probably not allow the building of structures large enough to handle ¯

sut~cient capacity. The costliness of these options makes them infeas~le, and therefore

the construction of new conveyance facilities wgi no~ be consi~Lered further.

2.1.1.11 Exlmad Capacity of Saa Gabriel Rites"

EIS 2-9
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As an option to consu’ucting improv~:ments to the l~ Angeles River channel, flood

conveyance capacity of the San Gabriel River chann~l could be expanded instead, and
flo~ could be diverted from Los Angeles River to ,~un Gabriel River through re-

regulation of Whittier Narrows Dam. This option has low feas~ility from both policy
and technical perspcctk’cs. Improvements would h~ve to be constructed along San 1
Gabriel River similar to those proposed for the Lo~ Angeles River. Modif’w.ation of the
San Gabriel River channel would not be easier or Irss costly than modifications of the ~ ~
Los Angeles River. Additional improvements would call for eliminating extensive areas of
soft bottom along the San Gabriel, involving attendant water rights knplications.
Signif’~,.ant environmental mitigation would also be required. Thus, benefit-to-cost
�onsiderations actually would be less favorable compared to improving the lower Lo~
Angeles River,

Cur~ntly, the San Gabrk] River provid, more th.n ZOO-year protection to th~ flood
plain, which is significantly better than the lower L~ Angeles River provides. Improving
the San Gabriel Ri~r channel and burdening it with additional flows is not considered
desirable or fcas~l¢ and will not bc conskfcrcd fu~lhcr.

channel inverts would bc removed, the eJmnn¢ls deepened, and new concrete inv~m
placed. Those sewer pipelines and other utilities which presently run bcne, ath tl~
channel-invert would have to be relocated at grca! ©xpensc, and cxtcnsk)n and possibly
reconstruction, of bridge piers would be necessa~/, Earth moving/hauling would bc an
cxtcnsivc:-undcrtaking which could only bc accomplishe, d during non-rainy months. This
option has a low benefit-to-cost relationship and has been �liminatcd from further
comidcration.
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2.1.1.1~ Danube Msn~,ement Alternative

U

L
~is ~tcmat~ would f~s on mc~u~s to ~du~ ~� �~cnt of pro~ ~magc ~ther
than impr~ng ~� fl~ ~nt~l ~tcm. ~�~ measures would f~s u~n f~r
f~mrcs ~luding relation, fl~-pr~fin~ fl~-fighting ~d fl~ plain
m~agcmen~u~.

2
Rcl~ation ~ imperil in Ih¢ I~cr re~hcs of the ~CDA b~in duc ~o the
ar~ im~c~cd. On up~r re~chcs such ~ Tujunga W~ this al~cm~t~ ~ a ~r
~ncfiH~t ratio due ~o ~hc high ~luc of re~ es~a~e ~d relat~iy I~ fl~ d~e
~ten~.

Flood-Droofin~ would involve the use of dikes and other structures to reduce the extent
of damage to structures. Other measures would involve the raising of structure.s above
flood plain levels and the use of materials to minimize damage on ground floor~ of
building.

1
~ would involve the use of sandbagging and other emergenc7 measur~ to -. -.~ ~
reduce the extent of flooding during a major event storm. This could reduce ~e

~magnitude of an event but relics on h~viag sufl’~ent warning ~ime in order to respond
~effect~ly.

Flood plsin management and insura _~’~ ~ are currently in pl~ce in the majority of tee                 i

LACDA basin. This does not diminish the existing flood threat but provides for future           ’~
regulation of flood plain development and ~,~ opportunity for financial recovery in tl~
event of flood damage. In 8 significant flood event, the insurance l~out could be in the
billiom of dollar.                                                               ~

These alternatives were not considered feas~le nor did they ~chieve the study objective.
They were no longer considered in this study.
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2.2 NO-ACTION ALTERNATIV~

Under the No Action Alternative, no modifications to the LACDA system other than                   L

that associated with general operation or maintenance will be provided. There will

continue to be a flood threat on portions of the LACDA system, most notably in the
lower Los Angeles River near the City of Long Beach where flood protection of only a                  ..~

40-year level is providcd in some areas.

This alternative would involve no new construction and therefore cause no construction.
related environmental impacts. In the event of flood flows exceeding the cafmcity of the

system, the levees would be ovcrlopped and could fail due to erosion on the hock side of
the levee. This would cause general flooding within the City of Long Beach and adjacent
areas which would have the potential for los~ of life and severe properly damage

residential, industrial and commercial properlies as well as public f~cilities. It

estimated that properly damage could exceed $2 billion for a 100-year flood.

Them would be severe disruption of transpor~a5on systems and the potenti~] for ~ 1
material spills and other watcr quality impacts. Thcre would 8]so he considcrable -
.expenditure of energy and other non-renewable resources associated with the reb~iding --- ~" t

This section provides a description of the altemativ~ that can accomplish the project                ~

objectives and that will be analyzed in detail in this EIS. The action which ia
contemplated by the Corps has multiple objective~ which include:                                K

o Reducing peak flood flows in target areas of the LACDA ~’tem,

o Increasing system flow capacity and/or reducing flood-related damage in arem
subject to flooding.

EIS 2-12                            ~ [~
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dcscHbcdThe physicalbclow.and operational aspects of the alternatives which meet these objectives arc
L

1
2
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23.1 ~ED plan or imnrovements (Main Repol2 ~.ction 4)

The National Economic Development (NED) Plan alternative would provide between 100-
and 133-year protection for the Rio Hondo and lower Los Angeles Rivers through the

implementation of various physical and structural improvements, The proposed
improvements fall into the following categories of modification: (1) construction of
parapet walls of various heights along the tops of channcl levees; (2) raising or modifying
traffic, railroad, utility and pedestrian bridges to accommodate higher channel walls; (3)
miscellaneous armoring of the levees with stone to prevent wash out;
(4) channel widening at the confluence of the Rio Hondo and Los Angeles rivers; and
(5) overlaying some existing grouted stone channel sides with concrete. It is anticipated
that the overall project will re.quire approximately nine yean to construct.

2.3.1.1 Parapet Walls (NED Plan)

Parapet walls would be provided on the tops of existing lewes on the Rio Hondo

Channel and lower Los Angeles Rivtr for nearly the entire length of the re.aches from
Whittier Narrows to the Pacific Octan. Wall heights would range in height from two to
eight feet (0.7 to 2.4 m). Figure 2.3-1 illustrates a typical section dctm’i for a parapet
wall. Tables 2_3-1 and 2_~-2 provide information on the location and extent of propmod
parapet walls for the lower Los Angeles River and Rio Hondo, respectively.
2.3-2 and 2_~.3 provides ¯ schematic of the maximum parapet wall height by area for
each major segm¢nL Concrete would be supplied by batch plants in the area with
aggrtgat¢ coming from the Invindale area.

2.3.1.2 Raising of Existing Bridges (Main Report NED Plan)

In order to provide parapet walls continuously along the channels, many of the vehicle,
railroad and utility bridges which cross the channels must be raised in height. The
required height adjustments range from 1.6 to 6.3 feet (0.5 to 1.9 m) for the lower Los
Angeles River, and 1.4 to 5.3 feet (0.4 to 1.6 m) along the Rio Hondo.

EIS 2-14
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Of the 23 bridges which cross the Iowcr Los Angclcs Rivcr, 15 need to be significantly
modified. Twelve of the 18 bridges over thc Rio Hondo are proposed to be significantly
modified. Table 2.3-3 lists the bridges that must be raised and the required height
increase for the lower Los Angeles and Rio Hondo. Figures 2.3-5 and 2.3-6 delineate the
approximatelocationof eachof thesebridges. Raising of these bridges would entail .~.
closure for up to an 18-month period. Detours will be provided at most bridges in order
to lessen the impact to traffic during the construction period. The proposed detours are
summarized in Table 2.3-3. in general, temporary roadway bridges of at least four lanes
will be constructed immediately upstream or downstream of the existing bridge.
Construction of these bridges may require use of right-of.way in the vicinity of the
bridge, as shown in Table 2.3-4. Temporary railroad bridges will also be constructed in a
similar manner. Pipeline bridges are not anticipated to require temporary replacement
since the construction period to raise these bridges will be much shorter than for railroad
and roadway bridges. The bridges are proposed to be constructed in f’n,� phases to
reduce the intensity of cumulative and adjacent bridge closures.

Existing icvce, s would be strengthened by armoring the back slope at selocted locations
with grouted stone. The specific reaches to receive armoring arc shown in Figure 2.3-4. a
In each location shown on Figure 2.3-4, it is assumed that back sides of both levees will
be armored to prevent erosion of the back of the earthen lcvee in case they arc
o~rtopped. Approximately 21,000 cubi� yards (15,960 m~) of grouted stone will b¢              ._~
required for the armoring operation. Stone armoring would be delivered from tbe San
Gabriel Rock Quarry or from locations at Santa Catalina Island, San Juan C,l~oistrlmo,
Corona, Colton or Riverside. Stone would be hauled to the site via trucL
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To Paise
No. Brld~e S~a~lon Bri~¢ De,ours

1 Vhir~ler 378 + .50.99 .5.0 4-lane bridge
2 U.P.R,R. 369 + 03,79 0.0’ Te~ra~ brLdse
3 ~ashing~on 308 + 63.86 6.8 4-lane bridge
& A.T. & S.F. ~ilway 268 + 33.7& 2.5 Tempora~ brid~e
~ Sla~on 243 + 91.2S 2.2 4-1ane bridse
6 P.E. ~tlvay 235 + 51.90 1.~ Teapora~ brLdso
7 Podes~rLsn XinK 218 + ~5.~ 3.6 ~o~ proposed
8 S~a 180 + ~.~ . 5.2 Ho~ pro~sed
9 Flore~o 150 + 29.57 3.5 6-18ne bridse

~ 10 Pedestrian X£n~ 12~ + 50.~ 5.3 Ho~ proposed
11 S.P.R.R. 9~ + 95.56 3.2 Tenpora~ br~e
12 F£res~o~ 81 + ~.92 1.6 *-18~ bridSe
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TEHPORART P.ZGrA,~OF.I~y NEEDED ~R BRI~E ~NSTRU~ZON

~catLon of BF~d~e "R~ht Ban~ ~ft B~nk

~ittler Blvd. East end of ware-    Auto ~alva~e yard
house, paved park-
Ing area

UP~ Bridge, ~o. of Horse stables, Industrial land, no~Ittler Blvd. fa~s, movable’bldg, buildings

Washington Blvd. Office and mgr’s No impact
~r8 and parki~
area of 32-unit
motel

81auson Ave. Paved a~d fenced Partial take on
industrial parking Weiner Steel Works,

not inclg main bldg.

~ Bridge No. of I~ustrial ya~ Noah end of WeinerTelegraph Rd. wi~ ass’td stored Steel,
materials

Florence Ave Pa~lal take of Affects single-lane
fenced, paved di~ access r~d
thdustrial a~a v/
also s~or~

~ Bridge No. of Vacant la~ at VacantF/~stone Blvd.

FL~s~one Blvd.         Paved and fenc~     Hurse~ o~ra~Lons
yard area for and 1Lghtly bu/l~
s~orage and sale L:provements underof hey autos

~ver lLnes
~s ~aeles Rive~

l~rtal HLghway County Park, paved Nurse~ storage,
roads, landscapLng, fencL~no statures

Looking downstream.
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF CHANNEL
WIDENING ALTERNATIVE 2.3-7j
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2_3.1.4 Widening Channel mt Confluence (NV.D Plan)

At and just downstream of the Rio Hondo-Los Angeles River confluence, a 7000 foot

section of the Los Angeles River would be converted from trapezoidal to rectangular
cross.section and widened 50 feet. Parapet walls would be constructed on the rebtu’It

channel walls. Approximately 453,000 cubic yards of excavated material would need to

be transferred to a landfill disposal site.

2.3.1.q Application of Concrete Overlay (NED Plan)

Th~ existing grouted stone channel walls in the vicinity of the Rio Hondo-Lm Angeles
River confluence will be overlaid with concr©te to reduce hydraulic friction and improve
channel flow characteristics.

2~.1.~ Construction (NED Plan)

Overall, �omtruction of the NED alternative will rccluirc approximately nine years.
Bddge modifications will be accomplished prior to parapet wall construction m that the
wall constriction can p~ smoot]dy. Each bridge modit’~ation eould take from
eighteen to thirty months to mmplete. Tables 2.3-5 and 2.3-6 summarize the personnel
and equipment required for construction of this alternative. It should be noted that
these are estimates only. "m individual contractor may modify the equipment and

EIS 2-28
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2.3.1.7 Additional Flood Protection (NED Plan)

An additional levcl of flood protection (up to 250-ycar protection) could b¢ provided to
th~ flood plain on the lower Los Angeles and Rio Hondo rivers by adding height to the’

proposed parapet walls and raising additional bridges, In most cases, parapet walls could
b¢ increased in height by less than two fcct (compared to the NED protection levels) to

accomplish the additional protection.

A major drawback of this alternative would be the necessity of closing bridge ramps over
the Los Angeles River on the Anesia Freeway (Freeway 91). The NED plan (100- to

133-year level of protection) represents the greatest level of flood protection without

necessitating the raising of the Artesla Freeway bridges.

7.3.2 Modified Channel Cress.section Plan of lmnrevement (Main RnL Alto. 2 and 3)

This alternative would entail the widening and/or convening from trapezoidal to

rectangular cross-section of the Los Angeles and Rio Hondo channels in the tame

reaches as the NED project rather than the construction of the parapet walls. ~

alternative would involve reconstruction of the trapezoidal channel to ¯ rectangular

channel along most of the reaches. The last approximately 2.5 miles (4 kin) of the ~

Angeles River (from Willow Street to the fiver mouth) would be dredged out to ¯
maximum of five feet below the current channel bottom (invert). The general

characteristics of this alternative are descn’bed below. The entire project construction

would last an estimated six year=.

2.3.2.1 Reconstruction of Channel Walls (Main Relmrt Altenmtives 2 mid 3)

Under this aJternative, the existing concrete trapezoidal channel walls would be removed
on one side or possibly both sides of the channel. The concrete, as well as a portion of

the existing levee, would be removed. A vertical concrete retaining wall would be poured
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in place. Additionally. a parapet wall of a maximum of 3 feet (0.9 m) would be placed

on top of the wall in some locations. Bicycle and other trail systems would remain in

approximately the same location as present. Figure 2.3-7 provides a conceptual drawing
of the anticipated design.

Equipment required for this aspect of construction would include cranes, excavators and
jackhammers for concrete removal. Bulldozers and wheeled loaders would be required to
fill up to 100 trucks per day of concrete and other matcr~al. The,so would be hauled

away from the $it� for disposal. Depending upon the location, some of this material
could be placed behind the exiting levee, but most would be hauled to a iandt"dl or

Pier J in Long Beach Harbor. It is anticipated that up to 100 ready-mix concrete trucks

would be required on a daily basis for construction of the new venk~..~ retaining wall.
Construction activities at am] one Iocadon would last up to one ~.

Although rome modlf’gations of bridge suppom may be required, it is not anticipated
that many bridges would have to be raised. Therefore, most existing bridget would not

require reconstruction and would remain in operation throughout the proposed project.
it is =dso ~nticipated that only a few additional feet behind the exLsting foo~rint of

ic’ve¢ would be required for channel modi~K~tiom.

Approximately the lame ~nount of m’moring ~s dcscn’bed for the NED project would be

requb’ed. ’The locations for channel a~’moring may vaz), born the NED project.

locations for armoring would b¢ determined during £mal engineering
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2..3.2.2 Dredging Operations (Mai-, Report Alternatives 2 and 3)                                   U

L
The 2-5 mile (4 i~n) segment of the Los Angeles River h’om the river mouth to Willow

Street would be dredged rather than widened. Although precise dredging r~quirements
are not now known, the maximum depth of dredging would be 5 feet (I.5 m). A "/
diesel.powered dredge would be used in the channel. Removed material would be either

loaded on barges and disposed of at a deep-water disposal area (probably LA-2 or LA-3) ’~
or loaded onto trucks and u’ansported to approved onshore disposal areas such as Pier J

in Long Beach. Assuming that removal of the 5 feet (1.5 m) of material w~re required

for all portions of the reach, up to 560,000 cubic yards (42~,600 m~) of material would be

dredged and require disposal.

2.4 COMPARATIVE IMPA~rs OF ALTERNA~

Project impacts arc presented in table format in Table 2.4.1 to provick a comparison of
the pmj~’~ al~ma~.

2.~, ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS (MITIGATION COMMITMEN’~S)
’ 7

Mitigation me~surm proposed for th~ project alterrmtivm am as
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2.5.12 NED Plan Alternative (Main Report)                                       L

Mitigation for use of the w, trious properties identified in Table 2_3-4 would include

financial compensation and full replacement of the site after construction activity has
ceased°                                                                     1

22.5.1.3 Modified Channel Cross-section Alternative (Main Report Alto. 2 and 3)

Mitigation measures for actMtics which encroach upon adjacent uses are presented

under other resource ~ctions within this document, including noise, air quality and

2.$.2.1 No At’flea

No Impaett,

2,5.7..2 NED Pint Alternative (Mnin Report)

o Frequent watering of the construction area to limit dust emission from on-rite

equipment and off-site truc~ accessing the project,

o Provisions for terminating operations during strong Santa Ann wind condition,

o Good maintenance, involving proper tuning of off-road heavy equipment to reduce
combustion source air emissions (especially NOx),

Control of diesel fuel quality (low sulfur content),

EIS 2-3~
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o Site activity controi/tcrmination during Stage II smog episodes,

o Contractor participation in the A(~NfD mandatory rideshar¢ program (Regulation

XV).

2.5.2-3 Modified Channel Cross-section AJlernative (Main Report Airs, 2 and 3)

Mitigation measures arc the same as listed above in Section 2.5.2.2.

2.5.3.1 No Action AJterumtJve

2-35                            ~" i
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2~.4.2 NED Pin Alternative (Mala Report)                                             ,,

o A lin~-<)f.sight break betw~n nois~ sources and the nearest r~nsitiv~ receptors is
the critical factor in maintaining proje~-t activity noise impacts at unobtrusive
levels. This would be accomplished by placement of a temporary berm to shield
residences and other receptors from construction activity. In areas where land is
acccss~’ble and available, 8 large berm would reduce noise levels by as much as 20

o In areas of extreme noise conditions wbere berms are not feas~ie, either
�ons~ction of temporary walls to s~rv~ m noise barriers or additional limits on
work hours will be warranted to protect tbe~ sensitive re==prom.

o    Smaller, and therefore less noisy, construction equipment will be evaluated for use
preconstruction engineering design phase in some sensitive �ommzction

o 13~cans~ of the im:z’ca~ noise sensitivity during quiet hours, time iimit~ on
allowable on-site equipment operations are normally made a condition on
consm~’don permits. No on-site activities wouid be permitted before 7.’00 AM

¯ " :- weekdays and not before 8.00 AlVl on Saturdays, and not at all on Sundays or

holidays bcx:au.~ the noise background is lower on thos~ days and project impacts
wgl become more distinct when they are not blended into tl~ background noise
©nvironmenL No construction activities would occur after 7.00 PM.

o No �ffcotivc mitigation is ava~able for the use of pile drivers.

~EIS 2-36 :,
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2.5.4.3 Modified Channel Cross-section Allernatives (Main Rpt. Airs. 2 mud 3)

Noise mitigation measures are identical to those descn’bed in Section 2.5.4.2 for the NED
AJternativc except that pile drivers are eliminated and as such, there arc no concerto of                 4

mitigation for that equipment.                                                               A

2
2.5.5 Biolo~igal Resour~,~

R0050460



o A hydraulic cutterhead dredge will b¢ used to reduce the deb’r¢¢ of turbidity.
chemical testing indicates that dredge specimens arc highly contaminated,
dredging oi~rations would I>� restricted to l~riods of slack tide and low or no
river flow. Contaminated sediments would Ix: disposed of at an approved t~acgil),
and/or site.

2J.6 Cultural Resourc~

2J.~.! No ,4,orion AJternati~

2..q.6.2 NED Plan .4dlernatlve (Maim Report)

o    The Corps shall �omplet© compliance with Section 106 of the National
Pm~rvadon Act prior to ~he initiation of �omu~.fion.

o ’ Prior to implementation of the project, an evaluation a~d determination of
National Re&ister of Historic Places elig~’bili~ for all bridBcs which will be modified must

made. been partially �ompleted. There arc st~ll four brkJBcs on the Rio
Hondo that must be evaluated by ¯ qualified historian and results coordinated with the
State Historic Preservation Officer and the Advisor), Cound] on Historic Preservation.

o    If any bridB~ are detcrndned to be N]~HP �!i~’b!� which would be modified,
midgadon would be requimcL it is assumed that mjtiBadon would consist of
HABSfib~R recorclation. These midgation measures would have to be a~reed to in ¯
Memorandum of AFeemcnt b~twecn the Corps, the Califonda State HJstork:
Preservation Of Scer and the Advisoz3, Councg on Historic Preservation. Execution
implementation of the MOA would constitute compliance with Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation
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2.~.6,.3 Modilied Channel Cross-sec~ion Alternative (~aln Report AI~. 2 ~nd ~)

No Impacts.

2.5.7 Trans’~)orlation

2.5.7.1 No Aclion Alternative

Thcr~ is no change; therefore, mitigation is not an issue.
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2~.?.2 NED Plan Alternative (Mala Report)                                               L

o Schedule construction traffic to off-peak hours;

o Utilize the river channel for construction vehicle traffic and vehicle gtaging

whenever poss~le;

2
o Avoid reducing traffic capacity on two adjacent bridgcs simultaneously, if pos.s~l¢;

o Utiliz¢ signing and flagmcn where construction equipment interfac¢ with public

o Institute public information programs to enable motorists to avoid ¢x)ng~ted

¯ Pia¢� large signs far enough in advanc= of potentially impacted rmdway

~ ~
ggments to allow motorists opportunity to alter their rout~,

- Plac~ public notices in local newspapers and cable TV bulletin boards,

- Dism’out¢ m~en in the project area.

Z&7.3 Modified Channel Cross-~’ttom Altematlv~ (Maim Report Airs.

o Schedule consmx:tion tra~ to off-peak

o Utilize the fiver channel for �ortstrucfion vehicle traff�c and vehicle
whenever poe~’ble;

o F_ztablish an on-site batch plant to mix concrete.

o Utilize an ocean dredged material disposal site, if poss~e;
g.)~/ -
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o    Utilize signing and flagmen where construction equipment interface with public 0

L
2-g.8 Recreation and Aesthetics

2-g.8.1 No Action Alternative

No Impacts.

2..~.8.2 NED Plan Alternative (Maim Report)

No equally satisfactory alternativ~ exists for mitigation of the r~routing of
recreational trois during construction. While construction occurs on the bike
path, the po~a’bility exists of using the w~t side of the icv¢� and surface streets
for bicyclist~ although th~ is less appealing due to the presence of automobiles.
No mitigation exists for equestrian users. This impact is temporary for the
duration of �onstng~n (approximately one year) between rcc~ationai trail

Mitigation for the loss of aesth¢~ views includes tl~ design of trails on
top such that views ar~ provided of the land areas to the outside of th~ channels.

This could also include the planting of shubbcry in access~i¢ are, as and th~
development of additional strip park ~ The development of

additional park areas could serve to provide additional recreational resourc~
within �ommunities adjacent to the channel and could b¢ developed under
agreement with those �ommunities. ,As an alternative, mitigation could b~
provided by the strategic setting of are.as of large potted plants or built-in planters
and designed seating arcas/r~ stops at areas along the trails. These m~

would result in a~hetic conditions which arc improved over existing conditions.
"l’hcsc options will bc e.~,aluated during the Prcconstruction Engineering and
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Design phase when the final project designs and the avai]ab~ity of local fiscal
supporl m’� known.

o Mitigation measures for the problem of graffiti on lhe parapet walls includ~

coating the walls with a material such that clean up is easier and incorporating
graffiti removal into maintenance activities, There is also a potential that murals

could he painted in some ~rc~ by the local sponsor(s).

o Mitigation measures include determining whether a temporary b~’k¢ path can be

routed so that access to the �oast is still available to reck’cation

2.$.~..! Modified Cbanael Cros=-~ctlon Allenmlive (Main Reporl All=. 2 m~l 3)

A~ dcscn’bed in S~tion 2.5.8.2, no r~¢, fcas~l¢ mitigation P.xL~ for the rerouting

of recreational Irails during �onstruction. The poss~ility e.~ts of usin

streets for bicyclists, although safety hazards edst for accidents with ~utomobile~.
No mitigation exists for equestrian u.~ ThE impact i~ t©mpora~ for the
duration of �onstruction between re~eadonal trag lo¢~= I)O~l~

No loss of ~thed¢ views will oocur except for the pot�nazi Io~ of wetllltdl
arca~ General mitigation measures include the dc~i~n of ~ ou the

~uch that vi¢w~ are provided of the land areas to the outside of the

Tlds �ould also include the planting of shubbery in aeces=’bi¢ am= =KI the

poss=’bl¢ development of additional strip park areas. The d¢’vclopment

additior~! l:~rk mP..as could serve to provide additional recrcatiomd
within commuxdti¢~ adjacent to the chapel and could be de.loped under a joint

_-:P.8~,ement with those �ommunities. As an alternativ=, mitigation oould be
providod by the strategic scaring of areas of ]a~B¢ IX)nod plaats or built-in

and dcsignod seating arcash’cst stops at areas along t~ trags. 3’bes~ mcasur~

would improve aesthetic conditions over existing conditions. These olxion~

he ¢va]uatod during the Preconstruction Engineering a~l Design phase wi)ea abe
~! project dcsiB~ts and the avaJlab~ity of local ~ ~uptx)rt ax= ~

E]S 2-.~2
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o Mitigation measures for the problem of graffiti on thc parapet wails includes 0

coating the walls with a material such that clean up is easier and incorporating a Lroutine graffiti removal program into maintenance activities. There b also a

poss~lity that murals could be painted on the wails.

1
2,

2,5.9.1 No Action AIteraati~

No changes ~rc being made; therefore, mitigation is not an issue.

o Mitigation for safely impacts along trails at channel levees requires that the trails

be closed between trail azc~ss points for the duration of construction along that

segmenL No equally satisfactory altcrrtatJ~ e.,xists for the rerouting of r~cr~ational

bicyclis~ No mitigation e.gists for equestrian users. This impact h tcmpormy for

|

o Mitigation inducks that fencing and barricn b¢ place! around aw, as of

�o~n and that �ortstngtion e~luipmcnt be place~l in are.as 8t night that

r, cgurcgl from the gent.a] public. Also, warning signs will be placed in 8pproprist~
locations to warn pe.dcstrians and motorists of potential safety hazards.

o Mitigation for trucks d~liv~ring materials to and taking materials from

construction sit~s includes th~ limitation of activity during peak traffic hours 8nd

during houri when children are traveling to and from school. ,additionally, signs
and flagmcn will be used in are.as to direct traffic wh¢re ~.

o TI~ potential for r~icas~ of toxic material is also reduced if flood potential is
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2~.9.3 Modified Channel Cross-section Alternative (Main Report Airs, 2 and 3)

o Mitigation for safety impacts along trails at channel levees requires that the trails
be closed between trail access points for the duration of construction along I~t
segment. No equally satisfactory alternative exists for the rerouting of recreational
trails during construction. Surface streets provide a ir..~ appealing alternative for
bicyclist~ No mitigation exists for equestrian users. This impact is temporary for
the duration of construction between recreational trail access poin~

o Mitigation for the vertical drop of the channel walls includes placing a chain-link
or other fencing on top of parapet walls to a minimum combined height of ~’ven
feet (2.! m). This will provide for safe us~ of the trail system. An alternative
would be to build the parapet walls to a height of seven feet (2.1 m), although ~
results in a "closed.in" feeling, reduces aesthetics and provides more opportuni~/
for graffiti on ~olid wall~.

I.:~
o Mitigation for trucks delivering materials to and laking materials from

eonsmaction sit~ include~ the limitation of activity during peak traffic hou~ and
during hour~ when children are traveling to and from ~chool. Additionall),, $igm
and flagmen will be used in arras to direct traffic where neee,~duy.

z.s.,o.,  temm 

No lml:m~.
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2.5.102 NED Plan Alternative (lVla|n Report) O

Close coordination with the pertinent utilities will help mitigate any impacts. Disruption L

to service will be minimized.

1
2.5.10.3 Modified Channel Cross-section Alternative (NLain Rpt. Airs. 2 and 3)

2

Mitigation includes that affected utility lines be moved or replaced in conjunction with

construction ~ctivities. Disruption to set~,ic~ will be minimiz~L

1
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~ ~ECTION 3 - AFFECTED EN~RONMENT
L
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Rood size predictions are made by the Corps of Engineers based on potential rainfall                  L

and runoff rates. Roods are also categorized in terms of their statistically projected

frequency. A lO-year flood has a I0 p~rcent chance of happening every year, while a IO0.
year flood has a one percent chance of occurrence every year, and a 500-year flood has a               1

0.2 percent chance of occurrence every year. l-lowevcr, flood risk increases over long

periods of time. A 50-year flood has an 85 percent chance of occurring one or more
2Umes over a 100-year period. A 100-year storm has a 65 percent chance of occurring

once in 10O years.

Presently, portions of the LAC’DA system do not have the capacity to prevent flooding
from the 100.year flood. The majorily of the flood control system was built in the 1930s
and ]940s. Since that time, there has been substantial urbanization within the study
with accompanying increases in storm water runoff to channels. This is a result of an
increase in impervious surfaces and the increased effectiveness of the storm drain system.
Several key portions of the flood control system within the study area could overflow
du~ng a 50-year flood.

The 100-year flood overflow area is delineated on Figure 3.2-2. The overflow from a

100-year flood would cover approximately 82 tquare miJes (212 kmfeet

� ~/~ngeles K~,er and the Rio Hondo that encompasses parts of Bellflower,
Burbank, Carson, Cerritos, Compton, Downey, Glendale, Lakewood, Long Beach,
Lynwood, Montebe]lo, Paramount, Pko Rivera, and South Gate, in addirlon to rome Lm
Angeles County territory. In rome localized
to ten feet (2.4 to 3.1 m). Most areas, however, eould experienee flooding of one to four
feet (0.3 to

The 500-year overflow area also is delineated on Figure 3.2-2. The overflow from a 500-
year flood would cover nearly 200 square miles (518 km2),virtually all of which is urban
development. A 500-year flood would cov~r all of the areas affected by the 100-year
flood and, in addition, would cover a large area of eentraJ Los Angeles, additional are, m

_
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in the San Femando Valley and large portions of the cities of Artesia, Bell, Cuda~y, 0
Hawaiian Gardens, Huntington Park, Maywood, Norwalk, Santa F¢ Springs, Seal Be..ach,

LVernon and Whittier. There ar~ 26 cities, some Los Angel~s Coun~ terri~o~j, and some

Orange County territory within the 500-year overflow area.

Table 3.2-2 provides an estimate of the area covered by flood flows in each major 1
channel reach within the study area for both the 100-year and 500-year floods.

2

3.3 LAND USE AND SO(~IAL CONCERNS

3.3.1 l~lood Overflow

The 1(}0- and 500-year flood overflow areas overlay a highly d~verse urban environment.

The total population within l.,m Angeles County in 1989 was approximately 8,700,000

persons. The Corps of Engineen e~timates that 1,200,000 people reside in the 500-year
overflow area, or about 15 percent of the County p~uladon. Total employment in the

.Los Angeles.Long Beach Partial Metropolitan Statistical Area (PMSA), which �oven

approximately the tame area as Lo~ Angeles County, as of 1983 war 4,000,000. The
highest employment eatego~y is the tervice rector, with 1,090,000 job~ followed by

manufacturing, with nearly 900,000 employed. Lm Aageles County is projected to
continue growing through the year 2000. Population and employment trend~ for the 500-
year flood overflow area will be dmilar to those of the PMSA m a whole; thin

population within the 500-year overflow area could re~h 1,800,000 by the year 2000.

Land use within the 5(X)-yetr overflow area i~ highly diverse with residential, commercial,

industrial and public uses t’pread throughout the area. Hint, ever, there Ire high

concentrations of particular properly categories. Downtown Los Angeles b highly

commercial, while there b ¯ concentration of industrial fadlities in the area of the ~
Lo~ Angeles River below the Compton Creek �ord]uence_ The San Fenumdo Valley i~

predominantly reddential with corridors and pocket~ of commercial and indmtria/
activity. The area of the San Gabriel River below Imperial Highway i~ largely reddenti~.
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Overall, the total value of improvements within the 500-year flood plain is approximately
0

$40 billion, of which about 50 percent is artn’butab]¢ to sing]¢-fami}y rcsidcnc~.

L

i
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’There is not a significant amount of open space in the flood overflow area since the bulk
of the area is highly developed. Most open space is associated with recreational facilities
such as parks, golf courses and sport fields. Other substantial open space which occurs
in the flood plain includes the major water spreading grounds, i.e., the coastal grounds
along Rio Hondo and the San Gabriel grounds along the San Gabriel River, and includes
the wetlands areas in Seal Beach under control of the U.S. Navy.

The Corps of Engineers has conducted land use surveys in the SO0-year overflow area
and has tallied the number of damageable structures in each land use catego~. The
inventoried flood plain land use improvement categories included residential use (single.
family, multi-family and mobile homes); �~)mmercial uses (including retail outlets, hotels
and privately-owned offices); industrial uses (including manufacturing plants, research
and engineering facilities, warehouses, business parks and construction yards); and public
use (including schools, hospitals, churches, public organizations and offices, and police
and fire stations). Tables 3.3-1 and 3.3-2 provide data on the number of damageable
units by channel reach for the 500-year and 100-ycar ov=rflow areas respectively.

73.3.2 Land Us~ Adimcent to ~hannel Reach ~onstruction

3..!.2.1 ~ Los Amgeles i~

The generalized land uses adjacent to this reach arc shown in Figur¢ 3.3-1. "l’h¢

7
predominant use within 2,000 feet (610 m) on either side of the channel is r¢sidential.
Industrial us¢s arc also prevalent along this reach. Public parks, golf courses and public
structures occur throughout the channel study zone; how=vet, many of these features ar=
linear and border the channel. There arc six schools whos¢ prop=try is either wholly or
partially within 2,000 feet (610 m) of the channel. No churches or hospitals arc located
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3.3.2.2 Rio HomJo (::hanael

LThe generalized land uses along the Rio Hondo, Reach 5, are shown in Figure 33-2. As

with most areas of the LACDA, the uses are mixed, with residential and industrial being

the predominant lyp~s. There is a substantial amount of public-controlled land in this

reach, primarily due to the large spreadings grounds at mid-reach. Three schools are

located within ZOO0 feet (610 m) of the channel, and no churches or hospitals were 2identified in this area near construction zones.
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S~ngla-P~ily 2,616 1,020 V4 48,568 21,63S 40,680 122,615

Mobl~o Ho~e8 100 0 0 4,336 234

~l~/-P~Lly 664 144 54 1,~10 COg     1.64~ 4.g40
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3.4.1 Climatic and Amble’n! Air Ou-’,lilv Flzctor~

The project is located within the South Coast Air Basin, which is monitored by the South
Coast Air Oualit7 Management District (SCAQMD). The distinctive climate of the basin 2is determined by its terrain and geographical location. The basin is a coastal plain with
connccting broad valleys and low hills, bounded by the Pacific Ocean in the southwest
quadrant, and with high mountains forming the remainder of the perimeter. The general
region lies in the semi-permanent high pressure zone of the ea-~tern Pacific. As a r~sult,
the climate is mild, tempered by cool sea breezes. This usually mild climatological pattern
is interrupted infrequently by periods of ~trem¢ly hot weather, winter storms, and Santa

Aria winds.

The SCAQMD and the California Air Resources Board (CARE) maintain a network of
air quality monitoring stations within the basin. The stations monitor the sun’ounding air
for the presence of ozone (O3),carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2),nitrogen
dioxide (NO2),suspended particulate matter (PMl0)Jead (Pb), sulfate (SO4),and nitrate
(NO3). Excepting nitrate, these m’e pollutants for which the State and Federal
governments have established air quality standards and, in some cases, episode criteria.
Table 3.4-1 contains current Federal and State air quality standard.

Existing levels of air quality nea~ the project channel and in 100.yem. and 500-yea~ flood
overflow m’eas can be inferred from ambient air quality measurements fxom seven air
quality monitoring stations located in reasonable proximity. These stations include ~
Angeles, West Los Angel¢,s, Long Beach, Reseda, Burbank, Azusa and Lynwood. Data
is summarized in Table 3.4-2.

The South Coast Air Basin r~mains a non-atlainment area for all State and Federal
ambient air standards except lead and sulfur dioxide. Ozone and particulate standards
are exceeded throughout the Basin, caz’oon monoxide standards in about one-fourth

th~ Basin, and nitz’ogen dioxide and sulfate standards only in sp~ffic portions o£
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All monitoring stations in the study area recorded frequent excccdances of the ozone                L

standard. Only the west Los Angeles, Long Beach and Azusa stations did not exceed the

Federal carbon monoxide standard, Suspended particulate concentrations

particularly scvcrc at the Los Angeles, Burbank and Azusa stations (Reaches 3, 2 and 6,

respectively).

2
Although the study area has notoriously unhealthful air quality, there is an encouraging
improvement trend. The number of second stage alem for ozone (1 hour >0.35 ppm)

has decreased dramatically from a r~cent high of 23 in 1978 to only one episode in 1988.

3.4.2 )Ur Oualit~ in (~hann~l Reach L’onstruction Zones
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3.5 WATER QUALITY L

3.5.1.1 Surface Water 1

2The flood plain area is located within the urban environment with the LACI:)A system
sen,~ng as the principal drainage for the area. Water quality in the region b generally
poor due to m~ng of the runoff with contaminants on roadways and other areas.
Grease, heavy metals and other particulates are of substantial concern.

Total dissolved solids (TDS) are high in portions of the Coastal Plain as a result of

seawater intrusion. The West Coast Basin has the high:st average TDS; in 1982, it
averaged 144l mg/l. TDS in the Santa Monica-Hollywood and Central Basin~ averaged

924 and 407 mg/l, respectively (LACFCD, 1982). Because these figures are averageJ over

entire basin.~ they may not he representative of the water actually used. For example,
the high TDS for the West C~ast Basin is probably partly due to teawater intrurd~ ta

Iron and manganese occasionally exceed standards in some wells. This sporadic problem

is not a health hazard. High iron and manganese tend to precipitate as hydroxides and
stain laundry and porcelain fixtures and can cause the taste and color of water to be

In addition to the general contaminants, the groundwater is subjected to many

contaminants associated with hazardous waste from underground storage tank~ and ocher
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Los Antzel¢~, Rio llondo and C’om~)tnn C~k Channel~

SuR~ Water

~ ~gclcs River recoils substantial ~ntn~ution from u~an ~u~s during rainy

~s. ~¢ main channel through the c~tal plain is primarily im~o~ wh~h
reduces ~oundwater

Recent water quality data for the Los Angcles River collected during dry weather flow
conditions is shown in Table 3.5-1. It shows average water quality data for Firestone

Boulevard and Wardlow Street in Long Beach. Of the constituents measured, coliforms
and heavy metals tended to vary the most from one sample to the next. Since the LOS

Angeles River system drains the heavily urbanized portion of the basin, runoff to
channels will sometimes contain $ignit’~cant l~vels of oil, grease and other h~zardou=

residues. Field visits to LACDA facilities have confirmed that surface flows have
contained an oil sheen, and some silts and debrb removed from channels have had ¯
black tar-like color even after being dcwatered. This problem is especially prevalent in
the Los Angeles River channel and in the Compton Creek channel.

Phosphorus concentrations m’~ not signif’gantly elevated at the downstream locations

being measured but can be presumed to be higher to those upstream portions of the Los

Angeles River receiving treatment plant effluent. Some of the phosphorus and nitrogen

content is expected to be assimilated by the existing vegetation in the cobbled section of
the river near Giendale/Atwater.

The Compton Creek channel experiences additional water quality problems due to
dumping of oils and other toxics into the channel by illegal dischargers. Maintenance
personnel have noted considerable oil and other contaminants within this area.

3..21
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3.5.2.7. Groundwater

The groundwater within the immediate vicinity of the channel approximates groundwater
charactcristics for the entire basin. Since most of the channel has a paved bottom, the

recharge from the river is minimal.

3.6 NOISE

3.6.1 Flood plain Noise ~ofl$1deratlon,~

3.6.1.1 Noise Standards

Time variations in noise exposure are typically expressed in terms of ¯ steady-state energy
level equal to the energy content of the time varying period (called Leq), or, alternately,
as a statistical description of the sound level that is exceeded over rome fraction (10, ~0

or 90 percent - called LI0, ~ and i.90, respectively) of a given observation period.

Finally, because communit~ receptors are more sensitive to unwanted noisc inmaion
during the evening and at night, state law requires that for planning purpot, et, tn
artificial dB increment be added to quiet time noise levels to create ¯ 24-hour noise

descriptor called the Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL). Some communities
use a different 24-bour noise descriptor called day-night average level, or Ldn. CNEL

and Ldn are statistically similar and usually are calculated to within I dB of one another.

A maximum interior CNEL of 45 riB(A) is mandated for multiple family dwellings, and is

considered ¯ desirable noise expomtre for single family dwelling units as well Since
typical noise attenuation through residential struetu~ with dosed window~ it 20 dB or

more, an exterior noise exposure of 60 dB CNEL is thus typically the design exterior
noise for new residential dwellings in California. Because commercial or industrial uses

are not occupied on a 24-bout basis, the same exterior noise exposure standard generally

does not apply for these less noise-sensitive land user.
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The interior noise exposure guideline and its rclationship to acceptable exterior structural
noise loading forms the basis for the noise elements or zoning and noise ordinances from
the various jurisdictions in the study area. The Southern C, alifomia Association of
Governments (SCAG) has developed a noise/land u~ cornpat~ility matrix applicable to
the study area (see Figure 3.6-1). The land-use �ompat~ility guidelines are exactly that;
i.e., they are advisory guidelines.

Noise ordinances generally have specific noise emissions standards on individual sources"
and therefore apply most directly to the proposed project elements. Such standards
apply at the nearest point of normal site occupancy in outdoor areas or at the closest
window/door to the adjacent noise source. Controlling noise emission rates, maintaining
an adequate distance buffer between the source and the nearest sensitive receptor,
use of physical line-of-sight breaks are all potential measures by which the standards
be maintained along the project �orridor.

However, it should be noted that most communities do not regulate the noise emissions
from construction except through controls on the hours of operation. The I~ck of ~
standards, plus the fact that the LACDA channels form a boundary between sev=ral

.jurisdictions where it should be diff’~’ult to allocate impact respons~ility to only one
community,, suggest the use of SCA(3 noise/land use compata’bility guidelines ~s ¯ more
appropriate source of noise standards for the project noise impact ~ss¢ssment.
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3.6.1.2 Noise Characteristics in Flood Overflow Areas
L

The channels within the LACDA system are characterized by a wide diversity of ambient
noise. Adjacent freeways, railroad crossings, quarry and industrial operations,

~
commercial, residential areas and parks and golf courses run adjacent to the channels.

Strong variations in noise levels will occur over relatively short distances as these land 9
uses change. However, even with all these land uses, the primary existing noise source
along the flood control channels is almost exclusively from vehicular noise throughout the
greater urbanized area. There are some portions of channels which experience high
noise levels from tratT~c as well as other sources. These include the commercial/industrial
areas such as Compton Creek, and areas in close proximity to aircraft noise such as
channels near Hansen Dam and Sepu~veda Dam, which are near local airfields.

The quietest areas in the Los Angeles River system are in the most remote locations
such as along the edge of Griffith Park or in Haines Canyon. Areas adjacent to
residential areas, and parks and golf courses also tend to have quieter noise levels.
However, most of these areas are not much quieter than background noise levels in
developed areas in the genera] vicinity of the channels,

The range of noise levels will vazy from 45 dB within the quiet park retting to about 74
dB for those areas adjacent to f~eways. G~n the logarithmic nature of the decz’b¢!
scale, the areas near the freeways are 30 times noisier than in the riverbank locations
away from intensive traffic noise sources (Mirth, 1988).

3.6.2 Noise .C’hamcteristics in (~hannel Reach ~.onstruetion

3.6.2.1 l, ower Los Angelm Rivm.

The most sJgn~ant noise generator along Reach 4 is the Long Beach Freeway, which
traverses adjacent to the river on the west side. Several major arterial streets cross-the
channel as does the San Diego (Interstate 405) and Artosia (Highway 91) freeways.
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These are considered secondary sources of noise. There are also two active railroad

bridges which cross Reach 4. Noise levels along the river in pro~dmily Io roadways will L
range from 70 dBA to "/5 dBA Ldn.

For purposes of this stud),, all residential uscs and public u.,,cs such as schools, hospitals

and churches are considered sensitive to noise generation. These uses are mapped on

Figure 3-3-1 (see Section 3.3) and occur throughout the reach.

3.6.2.2 Rio Hondo Clmnael

Major noise generators along Reach 5 include trafF~ on major arterials which cro~s the
channel and railroad operations which cross Reach

parlicularly loud in the v~cinit~ of the Santa Aria Freeway (Interstate 5), which crosses
the channel. Somewhat more quiet than Reach 4, noise levels are expected to range

from 64 to 69 Ldn ~long this re, acE.

L~nd uses adjacent to the reach within ~ound range of �onstruction activid¢~ are mapped

on Figure 3.3-2. Numerous residential
noise

3.7 BIOLOGICAL

The LACDA system consists of a series of dams and a flood control system that protects

the greater metropolitan Los Angeles area. Key �omponents of the system include Lopez,
Hansen, Sepulvcda, Santa Fe and Whittier Narrows Dams and the Los Angeles, San

Gabriel, Rio Hondo and Baliona Channels. The Corps of Engineers (COE/L,A~ 1986)
as well as the U.S. Fish and WildlLf¢ Service (USFWS 1984, USFWS 1987) have

inventoried the resources of the entire LACDA system. The purpose of the discussion in

this section is to provide a summary of the biological r~sources of the entire sysW, m.
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Table 3.7-1 provides an inventory of the listed and candidate plant and animal sp,~es
Lkno~’n to occur within the LACDA system. The species of most no~able concern ~s the

least Bell’s vireo, which occurs or potentially occurs at Hansen Dam, Whi~er Nan’ows
Darn and Santa Fe Dam, as well as in a portion of the San Gabriel River Channel.

1

3.?.l.1 Lol~z Dora 2

Lopez [:)am is the smallest of the dams within the LACDA system and has undergor~

�onsiderable siltation. Other than functioning as an open space wildlife habitat, the area

has little bioloBical value.

3.?.1.,~ Hanten Dam

Hansen Dam �ontains a rather diver~e assemblage of vegetation �ommunities, including
willow riparian, riparian ~’ub, alluvial u:rub, coastal age scn~b, oak woodland and old
field habitats. The area ~upport~ ¯ rather diverse ar~emblage of wildlife and is an
e.~llent wildlife habitat even though signif’r.ant portions of the area have been dbtu:bed

by ~and and gravel extraction activities. The area is ¯ known nesting habitat for the

endangered least Bell’s vireo and is potential habitat for the endangered derider-horned

~pineflower.

3.’t.1.! Sei)ulveda Dam

The Sepulveda Dam basin serves primarily as ¯ recreation area. The area does �ontain

old fceld habitats and some riparian habitat. It serves as ¯ good open r, pace ’m]dlife
habitat and supports many avian R)ecies as well as other species adapted to

influenced environments. The area serv~ as a wintering area for the Canada goot¢ and
also supports populations of the candidate tri-colored blackbird.
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3.7.1.4 Son~a Fe Dam

¯ The Santa Fe Dam basin contains a rather unique assemblage or" alluvial scrub -

brush]and area that has adapted to p¢riedic flooding and ~�ourin~. "The area also
contains a smaJI riparian area and old field and ruffed area.s. A small portion of the

basin is potential habitat for the endangered least Bell’s ~reo and slender-hom¢d

spinet’lower and the candidate San Diego coast homed l~.ard and black-tailed

gnatcatcher.

3-7.1.5 Whlllier Harrows Dam

.The Whittier Narrows Dam basin consists of rather extensive riparian development due

primarily to rcvegctation efforts within the wildlife sanctuary areas. This area support=
wide variet~ of avian sl~cics and functions as a good wildlife area. ’The area is know~

nesting habitat for the least Bell’s vireo as well as potential habitat for the candidate

black-tailed ~,matcatcher and tri.coior blackbird.

3.7.1.6 Los ha=ele= River S~em

With the e.xccption of the mouth of the river at the Pacific Ocean and a reach near

Glendale, the ma.jori~ of the 55 mi]~ of the ~/~ng¢l~ R.ivcr from S¢pulv¢.da Basin to

the PaciS¢ ~ contains concr¢te.lined channels surrounded by mbanized ~
’These sccSons contain only weed), species growing within cracks or .joints of the channel

Included in the Los Angeles River ~ystem b Compton CRek. This cre¢k conta~ a soft-

bottomed r, cction upsu’eam of its corLquenc= with th¢ Lo~ Angels River.

The soft (unpaved) channe! bottom of Compton Cre¢k is characterized by d¢~radcd

riparian association dominated by bulrush along with ~oundcovcr composed of rudcral

weed R)¢cics. Arroyo willow r, aplinp a~ widely scattered throu~ this strip.
public access is poss=’b]¢, the v=getat~on show~ sign of condaua] trampling. Funhermer¢,
heavy accumulations of mash and debris dropped into the chrom!! by i]Scit dump¢~ have
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collected in the vegetation. The willow canol:~ and understory components necessary for

least vireo habitat are not evident, and there are no potential vireo sites in this
L

reach. Other avian species occupyi. "ng the channel were shorebirds and some raptors.

The Glendale reach of the Los Angeles River channel is alternately cobblestone and

concrctc invert. This reach is dominated vegetatively by a highly degraded riparian

a.~sociation, primarily a combination of cattails and bulrush with numerous patches of

giant recd. Arboreal vegetation is primarily made up of a few of Gooding’s willow,

which together do not form an overstory. Mulefat is present but not suff’K:ient to form

an understory. Ground cover is a dense mat of grasses, forbs and rudcral species which
generally cover the alluvial sediments which support them. in most areas, the riparian

habitat community is very narrow with a n’bbon of a single width of trees. In some

instances, such as in the channel adjacent to Ralphs Grocery Warehouse, the vegetative

mantle covers the alluvial deposit so thickly and completely as to obscure the concrete
invert along that reach. Here, as in other places, this vegetation is transito~, unable to

withstand moderate channel flo~x Ability to tee the concrete invert is further masked

by substantial trash deposi~

Since soft bottom channels are prone to significant scour, a majority of this vegetation

would be lost during yean with frequent high steam flows. During yean when only low
to moderate flows occur, this vegetation can become dense.

The area also serves as a wgdlife habitat for shore birds and other species. The lower

portion of the river is potential foraging habitat for the brown pelican and California

3.7.1.7 San Gabriel RJve~ ~aamul

The majority of the San Gabriel Rh,er channel is paved and therefore contains little in
the way of biological resources. An approximately ~,e-mile (8 kin) stretch of the river

from Santa Fe Dam to Valley Boulevard has a soft bottom but is �obbly and supports
only scattered vegetation. An approximately seven-mile (11.3 kin) stretch below Whittier
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Narrows Dam contains rather dense riparian vegehadon in some areas and suppom

native wildlife, potentially including the endangered least Bell’s vireo. An ar~a in the
L

lower San Gabriel River between Westminster Avenue and the San Diego Freeway
supports emergent vegetation of a rather low density. As with the lower Los Angeles
River, the lower San Gabriel River is potential foraging habitat for the endangered

1brown pelican and California least tern.

2
3.7.2 Bloloeical Resourcts Within the 100-Year Flood plain of the Los Arteries Rivti-

The flood plain within the Los Angeles River b primarily urbanized and contains little

native v~getation. The dominant vegetation form includes landscaped areas containing

turf and ornamental trees and shrubs. These ar~ associated with landscaping ~’ound
pa~rks, homes and commerce! establishments, Some areas nea~ the riverbed and under

power line easements arc still in agriculture and grow a variety of ornamental plants and
cash ¢rop~.

| ~.., This area supports wildlife typical of urban ar~a,s, including such spcci~ ~s English
isparrow, starling, crow, blackbirds, mocking bird and domestic pigeon. The larger open , ~,~

space arras near the river could support such species as the American kestrel and

burrowing owL [

No threatened or ©ndangered or candidate plant or animal species are expected to occur I ~

3.7.3 Biolo~ical Resources Within the Channel R,~_h C~onslruetiom 7~__mm ~m~
I

3.7.3.1 ~ Los Amgdes ~
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With the exception of an approximately 2.5-mile (4 kin) section near the mouth of the

river, the entire stretch of river is completely channel/zeal, including pavement of the I.
river bottom. With the exception of an occasional plant growing within cracks as well as

rudcral species growing adjacent to the levees, the area is es.scntially void of vegetation.

An approximately 1.5-mile (2.4 kin) stretch of the river from Anahcim Street to Willow

Street contains areas along both sides of the banks where siltation has taken place,

allowing a 10- to IS-foot (3.1 to 4.6 m) wide heir of vegetation to grow. This area

contains rushes, cattail, willow and mulefat, as well as many ruderal species such as

castor bean.

Compton Creek is tn’butary to the io~cr Los Angeles River. Almost ~di of Compton

Creek, with the exception of a two-mile segment of the creek, is channelizcd and
contains very little, if any, vegetation. The soft-bottom portion of the channel contains

both ruderal species such as castor bean and Amndo (giant reed) and some w.attered
riparian species such as mulefat, bulrush, and a few mall willow.                                 ,,~

The Glendale reach alternates cobblestone and concrete invert for approximately ~

¯ miles. These areas are dominated by species common to degraded Hparian as.sociatiom,
including cattails, bulrush and Amndo (giant reed). There are w, atterings of native

~yeamores and some willow.

In general the Los Angeles River channel has only low value for w~dlife. It serves as an             3

open space area for wildlife and provides resting habitat for shore birds. The edges of

the area in some locations may provide limited foraging for raptor specter,. The channel tJ
may fimction somewhat as a wildlife movement corridor. The vegetated area near the

mouth is nesting habitat for such species as red-wing blackbirds and is considered of
moderate to high wildlife value. It may also support shore birds and some riparian
obligate species since some cover is afforded in that area.
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Most of the Compton Creek Channel and Glendale reach have very low wildlife value.
The area with the cobblestone bottom has moderate wildlife value and would be

L
expected to provide habitat for species generally adapted to an urban environment.

The portion of the lower Los Angeles River that has an unlined, soft substrate bed

emends from Willow Street to the mouth of the river at Queens’way Bay in Long Beach.

This area is influenced by tidal waters entering the mouth of the river and fresh water

flowing from upriver sources. At high tides the seawater extends upriver to an area

approximately midway between Pacific Coast Highway and Willow Street,

AQuatic Resources

The salinity in this section of the river would range from fresh water just below Willow
Street to va~ing degrees of brackish water further down river depending on the amount

of fresh water input and the height of the tide.

No recent biological sampling of the area has o~’~’red; however, through discussiom              ..
with local experts and individuals conducting other scientific studies in the area and from          , ~,~

a study of the Santa Aria River, a prediction of the h’kely aquatic species can be made.

The area of the river near the mouth would be expected to have many of the tame ~sh             _~

species found in the adjacent Oueensway Bay. These include ~ mordax

(northern anchovy), ~ Dg.JJJ~ (Oueenfish), ~ linea~s (white croaker),           ~

Anch~ ~ and Anch~ ~ (slough and deep-body anchovys),

~ai2t[P..!~.J~ nebulifer (barred sand bass), ~xmalltga,R~ ~ (shiner surfperch), and
young ~ ~ (Cadifornia hal~ut). Invertebrates living on the rip-rap           Q

rock sides of the channel near the mouth would probably include sea urchim

(Str-0-n_elvocentrotus ~ snails, and barnacles (~alaZL~ ~P.IZ), as well as various
species of algae. Polychaete worms, clams, anemones, and tunicates would be expected
on the mtt bottom.
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Further uprivcr where salinifies arc more varied, Ath~rinops ~ (topsmcit),

~ (Pacif’~c staghom sculpin), Clcvclandii~ ios (arrow goby),
mirabili, s (Iongjaw mudsuckcr), and H_L’pso~sctta _euttulata (diamond turbot) would be
likely fish species in addition to E. mordax, C. " ’rdggLC.g~ and P.

Between Pacific Coast Highway and Willow Street where the rivcr is predominantly
freshwater, fish specics from upriver could be found. These freshwater and brackish
water tolerant species include ictalu~s ~ (catfish and bullhcad), _C~_ rinw
(carp), ~ ~ (mosquitofish) and ~ ~ The presence of these species
would depend on the flow volume of the fiver. After heavy rain storms when the volume
in the river is large, it is likely that most freshwater species would be washed out to sea.

Threatened and Endan_~ered

The lower dyer and mouth of" the river may be fora~ng habitat for the endangered
brown pelican and California least tern. With these exceptions, no other listed or
candidate species is expected to occur in the area.

No threatened, endangered, or candidat© plant or wildlife specks are known or cxpc<:te.d
to occur in Compton Creel

3.7.3.2 R/o Hondo

This s~ction of" the l~o Hondo (Rc~ch ~) is chann¢iizcd with a pav~ bottom.
for plants growing in �oncrete cracks, little vtgetadon is prcscnL

The spreading grounds adjacent to the channel also �ontain some ruderal specios;
however, frequent weed abatement activities tend to limit this vegetation.
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The channel area tends to have very limiled wildlife value and functions, at best, ~ an
open space wildlife habitat. The spreading grounds may serve as fair habitat for                   7

shorcbirds when water is presenL                                                            _.

2
A~_uatic Resources

Since the entire channel is I~ved. no aquatic resources exist in Om channel.

¯
Threatened and Endaneered Wildlife Soeeie,

No threatened, endangered, or candidate plant or animals spcci=s ~r= known or hav=¯
potential to occur in ~ ~ J.

: 3.~ CtJL~ RF..SOURC~ -’~

: 3~.1 Rood Overfl~w ~ "

Th~ genera/flood overflow ~ w=r= not ~rv~d as a pan of ~ stu~. Th¢ a~ i~
u~anized, and most cultural resou~c~ would hay= I~en ~ul~tantially dismrb~ Historic
buflding~ and other structur~ do =xi~t in th= ~

3~.2 C~ltur~! Re~ourt~ in Lm~r ~hannal ~
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The portion of the Los Angeles River from Imperial Highway to the Pacific Occan was

surveyed for the presence of historic and cultural resources in 1976 (Stickel 1976). Prior
to the field survey, a literature search was conducted through a number of local
institutions and individuals. The entire route of the Los Angeles River from the Pacific

the Rio Hondo was examined in the field by a team of surveyors. No historicOcean to

resources were idcntified in this inventory �fforL

A records search was conducted in 1984 for this area as part of an overall records search
for Los Angeles County Drainage Area (Cottrell et al. 1985). The records search
through the UCLA Archaeological Survey revealed that no additional studies had been
conducted in this area. An historic records search conducted as part of the LACDA
Review Study (Van Wormer 1985) identified no historic properties in the area. As part
of the LACDA feasibility study, Hatheway (1986) conducted an architectural and historic
assessment of the Southern Pacific "Horseshoe" Bridge in Long Ikach and the Union Oil
Suspension Pipeline near the 405 Freeway which cro~ the river in this area. Both of
these structures were determined to be too n~w to be potentially ¢iig~le for the National
Register.

No properties elig~le for the fCational Register w~re found to be present along the
levees where impacts from flood wall construction would occur. An assessment of the
bridges to be affected by the project concluded that none of the 14 bridges to be affected
were eligible for listing in the National Register. All of these bridges are le.~ than 50
years old. A field ~rvey wa~ conducted by the Coq~s of Engineers in 1989 along
Compton Creek. No historic pml~rtics wcr~ encountered along the reach, which is to

A number of previous smdi¢s have been conducted for this stretch of the Rio Hondo
(Reach 5). The Rio Hondo channel (a 100-foot [30.5 m] ~ corridor along the
channel) was surveyed in 1976 (Sdek¢! 1976) with negative results. A histork: overview
of the Whini~r narrm~ basin revved that the Battle of the San Gabriel was fought
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along this stretch of the Rio Hondo (L.indscy a~d Schicsl 1976). A records search was

conducted in 19~4 for this area as part of an overall records search for LACDA (Cottrell

et ai. I985). The records search through the UC3..A Archaeological Survey revealed that
no additional studies had i’~en conducted in this m’ea. An historic records search

conducted as pan of the LACDA Review Study (Van Wormer 1985) identified two
historic prol~nies in the area. These are the Whittier Narrows Dam and the Whittier

Road Bridge. As pan of the LACDA Feas~ility Study, Hatheway (1986) conducted an

architectural and historic assessment of the Union Pacific Railroad bridge which crosses
the Rio Hondo.

An additional records search conducted as part of the current study identified the Rio

Hondo Spreading Grounds as an historic properly. In addition, the Gabrielino village of

Chokishnga was identified as poss~ly having been located in the vicinity.

For the present study, an Irchaeological and historic su~y was conducted on January
17, 1989, by Stephen D=bble and Steven Schwartz, both archaeologists employed by the

Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles Distrk:L The surly was ac�omplished by .~.
both surveyors walking along each lev¢© and surveying the i¢v¢� and any open land
located adjacent to the levee. For most of the stretch, the lev~� was abutted by the ,
right-of-way fence, which did not allow for much area beyond the lev~� to be inspected.
However, in a few placeg as much as 100 additional fcct (30..S m) were storeyed.

dEach of the previously identified sites, as well as those discovered as part of the pre.scnt
am,W, arc dcsen’bcd by site nambe.r.

RH-1 Site of the Battle of San Gabrie! River

On ]’~auary 8, 1847, the battle of the Rio San Gabriel was fought between American
forocs commanded by Captain Robert F. Stockton, U.$. NavT, Commander in Chief;
Brigadier General Stephen W. Ke.arncy, U.$. Army; and Califomios �ommanded by
Onncral Jose Maria Flores. American troops, after securing northern California,
in San Diego and he.ade.d north to �ormcct with the northern units and sccar¢ the state..
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This was the final battle between American and Mexican forces before Los Angeles was O

captured by the Americans. The site is listed as California Historical Landmark No. 385. L
A monument has been placed at Washington Boulevard and Bluff Road. The battle
actually appears to have occurred about two miles north of the marker on and below the
bluffs between Whittier Boulevard and Mines Avenue.

1

RH-2 Rio Hondo Spreadin_e Grounds
2

The spreading grounds are listed as a Landmark of the American Socie[~ of Civil
Engineers. The Landmark �o~rs all 29 spreading grounds of the Los Angeles Coun~
Flood Control District. They are designed to retain and �onserv~ thousands of ~cre feet
cf spring runoff annually and return it to the underground water l~bl¢. The various
spreading grounds were constructed beginning in 1917.

RH.3 Union Pacific Rio Hondo Bridee (No. PTD 10.T7~

The structure consists of three steel girder spans which rest on two concrete pier~ spaced
equidistant within the channel. The ~tructure is of well deck design, and wooden deepen
rest on steel girders. On either tide of the tingle track there is a wooden plank walkway.
Each end of the structure rests on concrete abutments which are located at the top of
the adjacent levees. The stng’ture is in good condition and appears to be altered only by
the addition of two oil pipelines which arc welded to the side of the structure. The
bridge was evaluated by Hatheway in 1986 for the Corps of Engineers. Hatheww/
concluded that, ’This structure is not a rare example of its type, nor does it e.x}u’bit any
unusual features relating to workmanship, design, scale/span, or materials," Therefore.,
this structure is not a significant historic property.

RH-4 Firestone Boulevard Brid~e
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This is a concrete highway bridge across the Rio Hondo. It has ~he date of 1932

impressed in the concrete of the west abutment. It consists of a concrete roadway on
Lconcrete arches. This bridge has yet to have been evaJuated as to its NationaJ Register

elig~ility.

RH-5 Soulhcrn Pacific Railroad Brid_c-r
2

The structure is of well deck design with the girder both above and below the deck, with
squared ends. The structure has three spans on concrctc piers spaced ©quidistan~ within

the channel. Tbe s~ructure supports a single railroad track. This Bridge has yet to have

been evaluated as to its National Register elig~ili~.

RH-6 Southern Pacif’~ Railroad Br~d_~

The structure is of plate girder above deck design with squared ends. The structure

consists of three spans on concrete piers spaced equidistant within the channel. Brid~
has "P.E. Ry." painted on it, perhaps indicating it was at one time pan of the Pacific

¯ F.Jectric Railway system. This Bridge has yet to have been evaluated as to its National

Register ¢iigfoiliiy.

RH-7 Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Rm’lroad BrJd:..
-

Steel plate girder above-and-below deck structure with one rounded and one squared

end. The structure is supported on three concrete piers placed equidistant within the

channel. This Bridge has yet to have been evaluated as to its National Register

RH-8 Union Pacific Raflr~_ Bride..
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This is a steel plate girder below-deck structure. It consists of six spans with two 0
approaches. It has one track and a steel grate waJkway on either side. it b supported on

Lconcrete piers placed in the channel and in the spreading basins to the west.

2
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RH-9 Whittier Boulevard

This structure is composed of four spans of steel truss with a concrete deck. The
structure was evaluated by C.alTrans (California Bridge lnv¢ntory;, Route 72, Bridge 4),
who determined it inelig~le for the National Register of Historic Places (C.ategory 5).
Therefore, this structure does not represent a significant historic property.

RH.10 Beverly Boulevard Bfid~e

This is a steel girder bridge, the center span of which has been replaced with a concrete
arch. It is supported on wooden pilings which have �oncrete rcinforcxments at the base.
it has an asphalt-over.wood deck supporting four lanes of traffk:. The integrit~ of this
structure has been significantly compromised. The center span of the bridge is now
concrete, and concrete reinforcements have been added to the pierg Due to
compromised integrity, it b unlikely that thb structure represents a fignif’w.ant hbtori¢

RH-11 Chokishn~

The village of Chokishnga has been associated with the rite of the Jaboneria (Spanish
soap factory) (Reid: Letter I; IOoeber 1925), however, it is unclear as to the location of
the Jaboneria. Johnston (1962:84) lists Choidshnga as an histoti~ Gabfielino village on
the west side of the present Rio Hondo, just a little muth of Telegraph Road. This
village would be in the general vicinity of the study area.
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3.9 TRANSPORTATION

,L
3.9.1 ~�~:1 Overflow Argm~

3.9.1.1 IO0-Year Overflow Area

Traffic within the LACDA boundaries is notoriously heavy. Peak-hour traffic on major

roadways and freeways is usually congested, with stoppages occurring frequently on

freeways and traffic backed up at surface street intersections.

The LACDA 100-year flood plain includes areas of heavy urbanization and major
roadway and freeway thoroughfares. Some areas wholly or partially contained in the

flood plain include the San Fernando Valley, ~ Angeles, Pico Rivera, Downey,
Lynwood, Compton, Paramount, Bellflower, Lakewo~d, Carson, and Long Beach. Most

Los Angeles area freeways, including Ventura (101, 134)’ Golden State/Santa Aria (5),

Santa Monica (10), Pomona (60)’ Long Beach (710)’ Artesia (91), and San Diego (405)
cross or run through the 100-year flood plain.

Table 3.9-1 gives the major roadways and freeways that cross or are within the 100-year

flood plain, by cir. Each of the roadways and freeways listed are heavily utili~d,

especially during peak-hour commuter traffic. Most freeways are at capacity with no
plans for expansion. As the population of the Los Angeles area continues to increase,

the volume of traffic and amount of roadway and freeway congestion will also increase.

Since flood control channels parallel major freeways (Ventura, Golden State, long

Beach, San Gabriel), potential flood conditions could restrict freeway access fi’~m the

major roadways which enter these freeways, creating a severe traffic problem.
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3.9.1.2 .~O-Year Overflo~ Area

The area affected by the LACDA 500-year flood plain includes all of the 100-year flood

plain, plus additional areas mainly in Van Nuys, Sherman Oaks, Los Angeles, Nonvalk,

Los A]amitos, and Seal 13each. Additional areas of freeway �overed by the 500-year "/
flood plain include portions of the Hollywood (170). Harbor (110), Santa Monica (10),

and San Gabriel (605) freeways.
2

The number of major roadways and the size of the areas affected is consldcrably higher
within the 500.year flood plain boundaries, These roadways arc predominantly located in

developed, heavily urbanized areas, and traffk: flow is heavy during p¢ak-hour periods.

The additional major roadways and freeways that cross, or are within the 500-year flood

plain, are listed in Table 3.9-2. These additional areas are centered around portion= of
the Hollywood Freeway, Harbor Freeway and San Gabriel Freeway, and

impairment to v~hicle acc¢~ in these areas would create traffic backu~ and congestion,

especially during the �ommuter ru~ boar.

Six freeway overpasses, eleven roadway bridges and three railroad bridges cross the Los # ,
Angeles River from Imperial Highway south to Ocean Boulevard.

Average Daily Traffic counts (ADT) for major road~ ~1 freewa~ in the vicini~ of

the Lo~ Angeles River Channel, both cro~ing the channel and adjacent to it, ~ shown
on Figure 3.9-1. This figure illu~trate.s the heavy amount of existing u’aff~c in tl~ highi7

urbanized area. During peak uaffic hour~, the freeways and mo~t major roadw~ in tl~

Traffic ~ on the Long Beach freeway (710) during peak hour~ are e~tima~! ~t
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35-37 mph, with stoppages and backups commonly occurring in the event of an accident
or stopped v~hicle (Ous Martin, Information Officer, CALTRANS, February 9, 1989). L

I
2
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Public Works projecLs currently underway or proposed for the near future which hav~ the

potential to affect traffic in the area include construction of the Century fre~vay (I05),

which crosses the Los Angeles River Channel south of Imperial Highway and is

scheduled for completion in the fall of 1993; the Los Angeles to Long l~ach Light Rail,

which crosses the channel north of the San Diego Freeway and is also scheduled for                .~.
completion in 1993; and a joint Port of Long Beach-City of Long Beach project to

improve Long l~ach Freeway offramps to Ocean Boulevard and Harbor Scenic Driv~

near the outlet of the los Angeles River in Long l~ach Harbor, scheduled for

complction the summer of 1990 (Doug Failing. CALTRANS, Februa~ 9, 1989).

Future traffic conditions in the lower Los Angeles River area arc expected to be worse
than at present. Improvements to surface streets will do little more than maintain the

current lev~! of ~ervice. At this time Ihcre are no plans to increase the capacity of the

Long Beach Freeway, the major thoroughfare for commuter traffic in the area (Doug
Failing. CALTRANS, Fcbrua~ 9, 1989),

The Rio Hondo Channel improvement area extends from Whittier Narrows Dam

~outhwest to the Los .Angeles River. This reach of the LAC~A study area

through the cities of Montebello, Pico Rivet’a, Bell Gardens, Downey, and South Gate.

From Beverly Boulevard .southwest to the Los Angeles River, ten roadways, one h’e..eway,
and t’n~ railway bridges cross the Rio Hondo Channel

existing tra~g: counts (ADT) for the major roadway~ and h’r.eways cros~g, or in tlgThe
vicinity of, the Rio Hondo Channel are shown in Figure 3.9-2. Traffic in ~ highly

urbanized area is heavy, with congestion and backup~ common at major meet
interse~ions during peak perlod~
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OThe Santa Ann Freeway (5), which is the only freeway that crosses the cha~nei, is a

heavily utilized commuter link from Los Amgeles Coun~ to Orange Count3,. Average               L

daily traffic counts a~e 223,000 vehicles north of the channel and 234,000 vehicles south

of the channel. During peak periods, traffic on this freeway is usually

The volume of traffic in the vicinit~ of the Rio Hondo Channel is exacted to increase.

Restrictions to traffic capaci~ due to construction (or other projects), would a~ravat¢ 2
existing situations and increa~� the level of congestion and vehicle slowing or stopping.

3.10    RECREATION AND AESTHETICS

3.10.1 Rood Plain Overyle~

Recreation activities within the identified project area include a large varlet7 of park.=,

�ommunit7 recreation center~ and counmj clubs, public and private golf course.z, tennb
and racquet facilities, picnic and camping, ballfields, and equestrian facilities. Park ar~as

range from small, local community park/play~rounds to large ¢it~ and r©gional WI=
as GrifSth and Elysian Parks which border the Los Angeles River; El Dorado Park                ~,~

bordering the San Gabriel River;, as well as other major recreational park faci]iti~

located within the 100-)~ar flood pla~

B~c/pcdes~a~ and equestrian trails and wildlife trails also run through most of the
length of the channels and meander through the dam facgidc.t. Trail syst¢ms such as
San Gabrie! River Trail and Latin Trag include bike paths width use the r, crvios road~ on

top of the cha~n¢i levees. Equcslz~ tr=’ls abo follow th¢.~ systems separated, where
posse’hie, from the b~¢ path, though sometimes only by a narrow unpaved strip of ¢ar~

Often the equestrian ~’alls end at u~dercrossi~gs and horses must share the path at t]~t
poim with bi~cs and pedestriax~ In mamj a~as the P..qucsu-~ and b~¢ ~ ~

r, am¢ black-topped trail
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Recreational access to the channel bike and equestrian trails is mostly v~a crossing streets

which intersect the channel. A gate in the fencing provides access. Most gates include a

bar across the gate which proh~its motorized vehicles from entering the ar~a. Many

park and other recreational facilities abut the channel; yet direct access to the channel is
mostly very limited. Direct access to the channel is provided by gated access points or                  .~.

from connecting trails.

The general public typically has v~cws of the channel only from freeways and cross
streets‘ At ground level, embankments rise up to the .elevation of �ither bike/pedestrian

or maintenance roads on the sides of the channel, effectively biocidng views of the

channel and structures on the far side of the channel. Only the tops of structures acro~
the channel are sometimes v~s~]¢. Several power line casements with high towers and
lines also parallel the channel in ~omc

Some hom¢s have back fenc~ lines which abut th~ bike try;Is with no ~paration or

buffers. These homes either have chain-link or block wall fences. The hom¢~ ~r~
located at an elevation such that no ~¢ws of the channel or bike path exist for one-stors/

homes with block wails. Only those hom~ which ar~ two.stot3� or have chain-link

fencing may have some view of the bike path and ch~u~L

;3.102 ]~:1~tion and Access ~onsiderutions AJone Channel Construc-tion Reach~"

A deta~’Icd study has been prepared for the purpose of idendfyin~ rocrcadon facilities
bordcrinB the LACDA flood control s~ystcm (see LACDA Review Study Technical

Documentation Report for Recreation). Tlds inventory descn’bes in detail all face/des
located within the basins and channels, includin~ constructed elements that make up each

facility. Recreational access (b~� and equestrian) routes and links between thc system

and neighboring fac~’lides ar~ idcndSed and located on detailed maps in the review.

A F’mai I~dB~ Memorandum was also prepared which d~r~ls the acsthcdc~ ~ dcd~m
for ~questrian and bike recreational facilid¢~ for the icnE,~b of the ~ San Gabr~!
river wag ~tcm. Tlds system includes the upper and lower San Gabr~l River, tl~

i~.~ J

F_JS ;3-~6 ~
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Oupper and lower Rio Hondo Channel and the lower Los Angeles River systems. Specific

design criteria and plans are laid out for not only trails but also access ramps and L
bridges, rest areas and appropriate landscaping. Some of this design work has been

implemented and is shown in the Recreation Technical Documentation Report.

Recreational facilities for those channcl corridors and portions of corridors which will be

affected channelconstruction improvements are in the LACDA Recreation Review
study. These activities will primarily affect the lower Los Angeles R~ver (Reach 4) and

the Rio Hondo Channel (Reach 5). These facilities are provided in map form in Figures

3.10-1 and 3.10-2.

&10.2.1 l~wer Los Angdes

The lower Los Angeles River is characterized as a concrete-lined channel surrounded by
a highly urbanized/industrialized area. Vegetation in the channel is sparse with only small

patches of weeds appearing at cracks or joints in the channel. The exception to this is ¯
wetlands area in the channel from Willow Street touth to Anaheim Street.

Bordering the channel is ¯ m~x of residential, commercial, industrial areas contrasted with

es~ahlished parks, equestr~n facilities and golf courses. The park~ equesu~a fac~it~
and golf courses are located primarily along the east border, tome having direct

the bike and equestrian traih.

The bike and equestrian trails run the length of Reach 4, actually extending from the

Pacific Ocean north to the confluence with Rio Hondo Channel. North of the
Hondo Channel the trails continue on the west levee of the ~ Angeles River.

Concrete bike/pedestrian and dirt equestrian paths run along the top of the east levee

from Willow Street north. Only a bike trail abuts the channel from the ocean north to
Willow Street. Both the bike path and west levee top provide aoce~ for

maintenance of the channels. The entire channel reach boundary is chain-link fence

except where public access to the trm’l and adjacent facilities is provided.
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Some ke3’ elements of the lower Los Angeles River which have direct access to the trail
system include a sma]l greenbelt park and DeForest Park in Long Beach, East Compton              L

Park, Banana Park in Paramount, HoIlydale Park in South Gate and four equestrian

facilities. In addition, equestrian staging areas and wide open equestrian/~eids are

located at the midpoint and at the upixr end of this reach. Additional access points arc ~
provided at cross streets in the area. ~

Trail users are primarily visually exposed to the concrete channel and surrounding land
uses. Except for the wetlands area in the channel between Willow Street and Anaheim

Street, areas of aesthetic value include strip park areas abutting the channel to the east
such as DeForest Park.

The lower segment of the lower Los Angeles River between Anaheim Street and Ocean
Boulevard is within the coastal zone. As such, the proposed project must b¢ reviewed

with regard to impacts to recreational use and access Io coastal areas, as well as

consistency with the Coastal Act. The bike trails provide access to �oas~a] re, creation

areas, and small boats, and bank fisherman take advantage of the resources of the lower
Los Angeles River.

3.10.~.2 Rio Hondo Cknnnel

The P~o Hondo Channel is also characterized as a �oncrete-lined channel surrounded by

a highly urbanized/industrialized arc~. Weeds arc the only vegetation within the channe!

and t),pically Stow bct~vccn cracks and ~oints in the channel. The channel is bordered by

a mix of land uses, incJuding resJdenda/, comm¢~ial, industrial as wcJJ as recreations/.
Sprcsding basins are located just north of the Santa Aria Freeway on the west sk~ of the

channel

B~k¢, equestrian and pedestrian ~ 0~.,’io Trail s~stem) run most of the Jcn~ of the

Rio Hondo system. Concrete bike and some din equestrian trails run on the cast side of
the channe! from the confluence with the Los Angeles River to the Santa Aria Fre~-way,
and bike and equcst~sn try’Is run on the west side of the channel from north of
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Firestone Boul¢vard to Whittier Narro~.s Dam. Between the Southern Pacific Railroad

bridge (north of Firestone Boulevard) and the Santa Aria Freeway, the l]’ails run on both
sides of the channel. Two bike/pcdestriardequestr~an bridges connect the trags with =l

large wooden bridge at the south end and a steel footbridge just south of the freeway on

the north end.

Access to the parks and recreational facilities along the channel are prodded through

numerous ramps from park areas as well as cross streets. Maintenance vehicles enter the

reach at many of the numerous cross streets and use both sides of the channel, including
the trails, for maintenance. Maintenance vehicle ac~.ss to the cha~ncls can also b¢

obtained from Whittier Narrows Dam.

Recreational areas hav~ng access to Reach ;5 include Circle Park in South Gate; Crawford
Park and Treasure Island Park in Downey;. John Anson Ford Park, under the County of
Los Angeles jurisdiction; Veterans Memorial Park in Commerce; and Grant Rea Park in
Monteb¢llo. Private equestrian facilities near the north end of Reach 5 also ac¢�~= tbe
U’ai]s. These areas provide pleasing aesthetics along the tra~ls in addition to being
avzi]ablc to trag users as places to relax. "- ~ ,

3.11 PUBLIC ~

3.11.1 Flood Plaln Over,dew

The potential of a lO0-year and 500-ycar flood occurrin~ was previously descn’bed in
Section 3.2. Presently, portions of the LACDA system do not have the capacity to
prevent flooding from even a 100-year flood. Large floods occur infrequently, but thck
magnitude of destruction is enormous. A tabulation of" damagablc units is presented as
Tables 3.3-1 and 3.3-2 in Section 3.3. for the l(X}- and 500-year events.

Although a flood with a tOO-year or greater frequ=~cy has not ocom’ed in the 20th
Century, there remains a on~-in-a-hundred ~ that it may be equalled or eoceede4 ia
any single year. Such an event �ould impact almost 82 uluare rages (212 km2)with flood
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waters in localized areas as deep as 8 to I0 feet (2.4 to 3.1 m). Most areas could

experience flooding of from 1 to 4 feet (0.3 to 1.2. m).

Significant impacts exist for public safety if a 100.year event were to occur. Potential              ii~

dangers include being trapped in structures or automobiles, being swept into flood                 I ~

waters, or aftereffects of a major event such as inaccess~il.ity to food and water, and               ~

2effects of standing water, including the spread of mosquitoes and other pests and disease.            :

Additional significant public safety and health problems could occur from toxic and                ii

h~zardous materials being washed into the environment. A large number of industrial              ’~

facilities are located within the flood plain and at locations adjacent to the channel~

Many of the facilities have materials stored in drums or us~ potentially hazardous

materials in th¢~ operation~

3.11.2 Public Safety (~onsiderations Alon~ (~hannel ~onstruetion Reecho_                          ,,~

The trail systems provide for the safety of recreational user~ in that the trails separate
the users from automobile traff’~ Bike trails run along the top levee parallel to tl~

channel with crossings provided underneath roadways and freeway~. In general, there is
no fencing or protection provided for users riding or falling down the embankments to

the channel bottom. This condition has the potential to result in injury to the trail user.

Occasionally, maintenance vehicles will obstruct the trail, causing trail users to have to go
around such vehicles. Trails are sometimes closed for major maintenance and

In some areas of the trail systems, equestrian as well as bicyclists and pndestrians share
the same pathways. While some of the equestrian trails are separated, even if only by
narrow strips of earth, most equestrian trails end at underc~ossings and share the stone
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No specific L~’ues of traffic safe~y on surface streets have been noted. Traffic on su~acc
streets in the areas of proposed construction are comparable to other areas of Los ~

L
Angeles.

As mentioned above, large numbers of industrial facilities arc located adjacent to the
1channels. Many of the facilities contain materials which may be toxic or hazardous if

released.
2

3.12 PUBLIC UTILITIES

The study area is highly developed, and contains a great diversity of utility systems
including natural gas, potable water, electrical lines (above and underground), telephone

liner,, petroleum lines, and similar utilities. These lines cross the river under the channel,

on roadway and highway bridges and on special pipeline bridges. A detailed,

comprehensive inventory of all utilities crossing the river has not been conducted. Each
of the bridges have vaults which are expected to contain all or most all utilitiez.

Additionally, utilities cross under the channel throughout the two reache&
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0SECTION 4. [~N~’IRON’.~IENTAL EFFECT~                               L

(A table of environmental ¢ommitmen~ Table 4.11. can be found at the end of th~s

s~ction.)

4.1    LAND USE AND SOCIAL CONCERNS                                                                                                             I

,2].,and use impacts are considered signif’x~.ant if the construction activity or completed

project is inconsistent with land use policy or planning. The plans include relevant
zoning ordinances, general plans, resource management plans, recreation master plans,
water supply master plans and redevelopment agcncy plans. Significant impacts will aiso

occur if a proposed use b inconsistent with existing adjacent land uses in the area, even if
both ar~ ailow~L

4.1.1 No Action Altemmtlw

4.1.1.1 lmlm~

The No Action Alternative will result in no land

River and Rio Hondo areas. Land

on land us= planning or policim,

4.1.1J Mitigation

No impacts are anticipated so no mitigation is required.

EIS ~-1



4.1.2 NED Plan Alternative (Main Re~ort NED Pia~)                                       ~’~ ~

4.1.~.1 Impa~s

Flood Overflow Areas (Main Rel)orl NED PlaTl)

The NED Alternative will have no effects on existing or proposed land use policy or

planning. Regarding future planning, including a potential growth management plan,

even though project hydrology assumes that some candidate urban areas that are not
presently developed will be developed, these areas contribute only 2 percent of the total
flow in the project area. This°2 percent figure is considered insignificant from the

standpoint of channel design; thus no land use impacts from area development are

anticipated.

This alternative will not reduce the area of inundation or the frequency of occurrence of

a 500-year flood event, nor will it effect more frequent flooding events in the upper

reaches of LACE)A. it may, however, reduce the potential depth of inundation of
v~’ious areas subject to deep flood waters. The NED alternative will nearly eliminate "-" ’"~
the loo-year area of inundation in Reaches 4 and 5 (Figure 4.1-1). Elimination of the
l(X)-year m’ea of inundation will save 135,931 structures out of a total of 141,508

presently existing within the 100-year overflow area (see Table 3.3.2).

land Use Acliacent to Channel Construction R~,,~,:_hes (Main Renort NED Plan~

Construction activity will b~ limited to existing right-of-way property where possible. A

list of bridge detour locations that may require use of adjacent land is presented in Table
23-7. These uses of land are inconsistent with present uses and may result in potential

safety impacts. This incompatible land use oecun due to the necessity of providing
mitigation for traffic impacts.

F_IS 4-2 ~
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Construction activity may also encroach upon certain residential ar~as, and especially
Lcommercial/industrial areas, where the back fences of these properties are directly

adjacent to the lev~es. Construction activity, includin~ the use of heavy equipment and
loud equipment, will result in a temporary land use which is inconsistent with adjacent

1uses. Resultant impacts may include noise, air quality and traff’~� impacts. The specific

impacts and mitigations for these encroachment activities are presented in the
2appropriate resource sections within this document

4.1.2.2 Miticntion Measurt~

Mitigation for use of the various properties for the temporary construction of a traffic
detour includes full financial compensation and replacement of the sites after

construction activity cease.~

4.1.3 Modified Channel Cross*s4~ion Alt~rmallve (Main Rat Ales, Two and Three)

4,1.3,1 lmlmc~

"!

Impacts are identical to those presented for the NED Altemadv~ in Section 4.1.2.1

above. No impacts will o¢~’ur to land use planning or policy. This alternativ~ will

eliminate the 100-year area of inundation in the io~er LACDA basin.

Land Use Adjacent to Channel Constru~ion R~----_-~---

Construction activity will generally be limited to available right-of-way property.
Construction activity may, however, encroach upon certain residential and

commercial/’mdustrial areas, especially where the back fences of these properties
directly adjacent to the levees. Cortstruction activity, including the use of heavy

EIS 4-4
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equipment and loud equipment, will result in a temporary land use which is inconsistent
with adjacent u~eS. Resultant impacts may include noise, air quaiity and traffic impacts.

- LThe specific iml~acts and mitigations for these encroachmen! activities are presented in
the appropriate resource sections within this document.

4.1,3.2 Mitig~llon Measures
2

Mitigation measures for activities which encroach upon adjacent uses are presented
under other re~,)urce sections within this document, including noise, air quality and

,1.2 AIR QUAIXrY

Air quality impacts are considered signifw.ant if one or more of the following criteria are

o Emissions result in eaceedance of state or Federal air quality stm~dards;

0 Emissi(ms at or greater than l percent of emissions for a potential pollutant
-.-- ,

within Ihe subarea of the South Coast Air Basin;

o Relea~ of hazardous non-critical pollutants into the atmosphere4

o Generetion of dust exceeding SCAQMD Rule 403.

4.2.1 No A~ion AltermmtJ?.

4.7..1.1 Impo~

E.IS 4-5
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The No Action ahemativ~ would not cause any direct impacts to the exisdng air quality

in the project ~

4.2.].2 M|ligatioh Measures

No mitigation is required.

4.2.2 NED Plan Alternative (Main Rez>orl NED Pla~

43,3,.i Impacts

All air impacts are short term and construction relazed. No $ignif’~.ant Iong.zerm,
permanent impacts are expected to occur as a result of this projccL

Impacts to air quality from the NED alzemativ¢ could come from dust gcneruzed during
¯ ~ construction actMties and pollutants released from internal combustion engines of on-

and off-siZe construction equipment.

The major sources of dust include soil disturbance, travel on unpav~ surfaces, and

loading/unloading of dusty material. These scattered sources of particulates, referred to
as fugitive dust, are diff’~’uit to quantify. Therefore, the impact on the surrounding areas
is not easily assessed. If regular watering of potential dust-generating areas is performed,
impacts from construction activities should be minimal. However, during Santa ham wind
conditions, construction activities could potentially generaze significant levels of
sus~nded dust particles.

Internal combustion engines wgl produce combustion pollutants from on-site heavy
equipment and off-site trucks hauling material and delivering concrete. "The dagy
equipment combustion emissions du,-ing a maximum 12 hou~ workday from project-
related mobile source emissions hav~ been calculated in Table 4.2-1. Th~se calculations
were based on an estimated equipment list (s~ Table 2..3-6) which assumes that all

EIS 4-6
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0equipment operates at 60 percent of maximum load. Construction employee commuting

and light-duty pickup use was not included, but erosions from these activiUes are
~-~ L

generally much less than on-site heavy equipment and off-site trucks.
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Total daily emissions range from about 100 to 150 pounds (45 to 67.5 kg) per day for ....

exhaust particulates, hydrocarbons, and SO~, to close to 1,000 pounds (450 kg) per day
for carbon monoxide and over 1,500 pounds (675 kg) per day for NOx. A large portion

of these emissions are from hauling materials such as concrete and other materials.
Thcs¢ emissions could be dispersed over a larger area, depending on where material
trucked to the site originates from and where material removed wi)l be disposed.

A comparison with existing subregional emissions from AQMD Source Receptor Areas
(SILA) 4, 5, 11, and 12 (Long Beach, Whittier, Pico Rivera, and Lynwood, respectively),
indicates that the project contr~ution to the CO, ROG, and NOx burden is adverse, yet
below the level of significance (1 percent of the subarea total).

4.2.2.2 Mittptlon Messures

Discretionary mitigation measures to control project emissions center primarily on
fugitive dust control not amenable to standard dust control technology. Mitigation
measures for inclusion in project planning include:                                     "---

o Frequent watering of the construction area to limit dust missions from on-tire
equipment and off-site trucks accessing the Ixoje~

o Provisions for terminating operations during strong Santa Ana wind conditions,

In addition to dust control measures, there are mitigation measures from non.particulate
sources that will be implemented, and thus should be given consideration wber~                         ’
appropriate. Such measures include:

o Good maintenance, including proper tuning of off-road heavy equipment, to
reduce combustion source air emissions (especially NOx),

o Control of diesel fuel quality (low sulfur content),

EIS4-9
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o    Site activity control/termination during Stage 11 smog episodes,"
o    Contractor participation in the AQMD mandatory rideshare program (Regulation

xv).

4.2.3 Modified Channel Cross.~’,c¢lion Alternative (Main Rvt. Airs. Two and Three)

4.2.3.1 Impacts

All air quality impacts arc short term and construction related. No significant long-term,
permanent impacts are expected as a result of this project.

Excavation of excess material during conversion or widening, travel on unpaved surfaces,
and other construction elements have traditionally been associated with dust generation

which may create localized dust nuisances near the activity. Improved control
technology, however, in conjunction with emission rules and restrictions on certain
operations developed by the AOMD, has led to a substantial reduction in cmLssion levels.
The major source of emissions from controlled construction activities is therefore from

r~.attered ~ourc~ not amenable to control (called fugitive �minions).

Dust emissions associated with the proposed project include a wide variety of activities
such as excavating the material from the channel sides, moving material to a disposal site,
and constructing the new chanr~l wails. In addition to fugitive dust, project activities will
entag the generation of combustion ©missions from mobile equipment to extract the

material, haul material to a disposai site, and bring concrete to construct channel wails.
Soft-bottom river sediments wt’]! be dredged from the last 2.5 mi (4 kin) of the lower Los
Angeles River. The diesel dredge employed for this project will contn’oute additional
�ombustion emissions as will haul trucks or barges used to n’anspon the dredged material
to a suitable disposal

The daffy equipment combustion emissions during a maximum intensity workday from
estimated project-related mobile source emissions have been calculated in Table 4.2-2.

EIS 4-10
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OThese calculations were taken from the analysis of a similar project proposed on the

Santa Aria River (MITECH 1988) with the addition of the dredging activities which are -- ’ L
ba.sed on emission factors published by the EPA in its "Compilation of Air Pollution
Emissions Factors - AP-42", assuming a worst-ca.~ scenario of using haul trucks for
dredged material disposal.

1

Total daily emissions range from about 250 pounds (112.5 kg) per day for exhaust
2particulates, hydrocarbons, and SO2 to over 800 pounds (360 kg) per day for CO and just

under 2,000 pounds (900 kg) per day for NOx. The majority of these emissions are from
vehicles used for hauling material. Emission values could poss~ly be reduced somewhat
if dredged material were barged to an ocean disposal site, depending on the distance to
that site. Also, emissions could be reduced if an �lectric dredge can be utilizod.

Comparison with existing subarea emissions (SPAs 4, 5, 11, and 12) indicates that the
contr~ution from the project to the CO and NOx burden, while adverse, is below the

level of signif’w.ancc (I pertent of the ~barta total),

.4.2J,~ Mitigation

The dredging operations associated with modifying the channel cross-section will re, quire
an air qualiw permit from the South Coast AQMD which will establish �ontrol limits
emissions. Discretionary mitigation me.asures to control project emissions ¢¢nte.r
priman’ly on fugitiv¢ dust �ontrol not amenabi¢ to standard dust control tce..hnolo~.
Mitigation measures to be �onsidered for inclusion in project planning include:

o Frequ¢nt watering of the �onstruction area to limit dust emisdons from
e, quipment and off-site U’ueks aoc~sing the projccg

o    Provisions for terminating operations during strong Santa Ann wind �onditions.

EIS 4-11                           ~.
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In addition to dust control measures, there are mitigation measures from non-paniculate
~    Lsources that may poss~ly be implemented, and thus should be given consideration where

appropriate. Such measures include:

7
o Good maintenance, including proper tuning of off-road heavy equipment, to

2reduce combustion sour~ air emissions (eslx.cially NOx),

o Control of diesel fuel quality (low sulfur content),

o Site activity control/termination during Stage 11 smog episode~

o Contraclor participation in the AQMD mandatory rideshare program (Regulation
, XV).

4.3    WATER 0UAIJ’rY AND FLOOD POTEIVi’iAL

Impacts to water quality are considered significant if activities result in a violation of

existing water quality standards, result in substantial release of toxic materiah or

exacerbate exbting water quality problems.

Impacts are alto considered significant if the project results in an increase in flood

potential in a pank~ar reach of the river.

4.3.1 No At.lion Altenmtive

Implementation of the No Action Alternative will result in no increase in sedimentation
or creation of any additional water quality impact. The Los Angeles and Rio Hondo

EIS 4-13 ~,, lP~
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rivers would continue to ex~rienc¢ water quality problems associated with urban runoff

; "~ and illcgal discharge of tox~ materials. No wetlands shall be affected as a result of rids
L

alternative.

It the No Action AJternativc were implemented, the existing flood potential in the lower "/
Los Angeles and Rio Hondo rivers would continue,

4-!.!.2 Mitigation Measures                                                            Z

Other than continuing flood warning programs and the potential use of upstream

retention basins, no mitigation b proposed.

4.3.2 NED Plan Alternative (Main Ren~rt NEID plato)

4.3.2,1 Impacts

Since most of the construction activities arc proposed to take place on top of the existing
channel walls, there would be no sedimentation impacts associated with parapet wail

construction. Where channel widening would occur as well as wall construction po~’bly

at bridges, there would be a potential for significant sedimentation impacts associated

with excavation and movement of materials. This impact could become significant during
moderate river flows. There is also a potential that toxk: mterial such as diesel fuel

could be accidentally discharged by construction equipment and operations. Tlds impact
could also be significant.

Implementation of this alternative would result in the )IX)year flood plain being

contained to the lower Los Angeles River channel and the channel of the Rio Hondo
river. There would be no change in upstream flood potential. No wetlands shall be

effected as a result of this alte mative,

4.3.,l,1 Mitlplb~ Mm

EIS 4-14
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Whenever passaic, work within the channel will be confined to low flow periods.
~                      L

Downstream sediment basins will be constructed in order to trap sediments from

construction operations. Refueling of equipment near the channel will be limited and

closely monitored.

4.3.3 Modified Channel Cross-section Alternative (Main Rot. Airs. Two and Thrt’e) 2

4.3.3.1 Impacts

Implementation of this alternative will result in potential signifw, ant sedimentation

impacts asssociated with both construction of new channel walls and dredging in the
downstream portion of the Los Angeles River. Of particular concern is the potential

impact of this sedimentation on aquatic resources within the portion of the river near its

mouth. This impact is desen’bed in Section 4.3.

Depending upon the disposal method employed, there would be a potential impact to

water quality if ocean disposal in LA-2 or LA-3 were to occur. Assuming this material
meets standards for ocean disposal, no significant impact is anticipated.

As with the NED project, this alternative will contain the 100-year flood plain within the

channel of the lower Los Angeles and Rio Hondo r~rs. Flood potential within the

upper portion of the Los Angeles River will not be changed,

4,3.3J MIU~IUo,, Measures

Sedimentation basins w~! be corm~ucted downstream of conslraction acidities. A

hydraulic cut~erhead dredge w~! be used to minimize turbidity in the channel. Use of

these methods will reduce impac~ to insignificant leve, h.

Chemical testing and/or bioassays of sediments will be conducted as necessary to

all materials meet ocean disposal or other disposal standards.

EIS 4-15
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4.4 NOISE 0

LNoise imp~ts ate considered significant if they exceed established noise exposure
st~mdards, or i/" there are unique, noise-sensitiv~ receptors within the zone of prima~
project activitT noise impacts.

Because most communities do not regulate noise from construction except through
2controls on hours of operation, noise/land use compafibili~T ~idelines are used as the

standard for the project noise impact assessment (s~e S~tion 3.6.l.I).

4.4.1 No Action Altematl~,

4,4,1.I liniNg’Is

The No Action AIternativ~ results in no construction acdvfly occuring along the LACDA
m/stem, Noise levels remain as in existing conditions with no construction impacts

’’1
4.4.1,~ Mlllptlon Meamm

No mitigation m¢asures ar~ ~

,IA.2 NED Plan Aller~,.live (Main Remorl lqF_~ Plmfl

4,4a, j

Land us~ in the vicini~/of the channel corridor~ proposed for consa’uction
de..scn’l~A in Land U~ (Section 3.3), Rgmr~ 32.-I and 32-2 show general land
along the reaches and identify sansitiv~ r~�~ptors. Six ,schools are within 2,000 feet (610
m) of the channel in the lower Los Angeles River, while thr~ schools are within 2,000

FAS 4-17
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feet (610 m) of the channel along Rio Hondo Channel. No hospitals or churches were O
identified along either reach. No wetlands shall be effccted as a result of this alternative. ~

L

A listing of equipment estimated for use for construction of this alternative is presented
in Table 2.3-6. Equipment is presented for the various activities of parapet wall

construction, armoring and bridge construction.

Parade! Wall Construction (Main Ret)or~ NED Plan~

The worst-ca.~ condition arises from construction activity immediately adjacen! to homes
and sensitive receptors along the levees. It is assumed that parapet wall construction will

occur in phascs along the length of the channel on both sides. Construction will entail

the drilling and use of a backhoe to form a ’~rench in the levee for a foundation for the
wall. While this effor~ moves to the nexl section, forming of the wall and placing

concrete will occur at the former location. Thus, construction can occur on a continuous
basis along the reach. Wall construction in any one location should take r, cveral wcclu,.

Because the number of vehicles that will be working in one section at one time is not

exactly determined, an average exposure level of 85 dB for heavy equipment at 50 feet
(15.3 m) from the source, and an 80 dB source strength at 50 feet (15.3 m) for haul
trucks and ready-mix concrete mixers will be used for analysis. In an assumed situation

where two pieces of heavy equipment and two trucks are working in sufficiently close

proximity such that they could be considered as a single point source emissions source,

then it would take about 3,000 to 4,000 feet (915 to 1,220 m) of normal noise

propagation before the comtruction noise would blend into the environment, depending
on other background noise. Noise contours from intensive on-site construction activitie~

are as. follow~:

EIS 4-18
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Sound Level Distance from Source

L

89 dE3 50 feet (15.3 m)
83 dB 100 feet (30~ m) ~
77 dB 200 feel (61 m)
65 dB 800 feet (244 m) ~
63 dB 1.000 fcct (305 m)
59 dB 1,470 fcct (448 m)
57 dB 1,770 fee! (540 m)
~5 dB 2,090 fee~ (637 m)
49 dB 3,140 fee~ (9~8 m)

Iml~cts will vary from being significant adverse impacts to being adverse imp~-’ts
depending on the specific ~ctivily ongoing at any one time and the level of background
noise in the immediate arc& Significant impacts will occur in areas where residential
back fencelines are directly adjacent to the levee. Impacts will be reduced near freeway
ovcrcrossings due to the high background levels. Dwellings near the Golden State
Freeway (Interstate 5) for example, experience noise intrusion which exceeds noise land
use comparability standards without project implementation,

Armorln~ (Maln Renorl NED

Noise sources associated with levee armoring activities include bulldozers, backhoes and
grout pump ~’ucks in addition ~o various other equipment and ~ Noise impacts
from armoring will be similar to other construction activities but confined to the speciSc
armoring art.as as shown in Figure 2_T-4.

Impacts from armoring will be less adv=rse at the locations proposed near the Ane~

and Century Freeway~ due to the high background concentration of noise existing in the
area from freeway noise and construction noise, respectively. It is poss~le that impacts
w~ blend in with background noise such that no impacts occur from armoring operations

EIS 4-19
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in these two locations. Impacts from armoring will be more adverse along the Rio ~
Hondo, although, again, not as intrusive as construction of parapet walls, due to shielding~

Lby channel embankments. ’

Bridtz¢ Conslruc’tion (Main Re~rl NED Plan)

Bridge construction encompasses the rai~ing of existing structures and total replacement
in some locations. Bridge raising could take as much as 2-1/2 years for each bridge.
This entails construction of a temporary bridge to be used as a detour while the existing
structure is being demolished and rebuilt. A temporary bridge will most likely be
constructed by standard construction techniques except that it will have a temporary,
unfinished surface which can be lifted and moved for use in another temporary bridge
dowmtream.

Bridge construction requires the use of large cranes, backhoes, bulldozer=, other heavy
equipment as presented in Table 2.3-6, and pile drivers for support of the pie~ Pile
driven will be required for anchoring of temporary bridges and the widening and
anchoring of existing supports for bridg~ being raised.

Impacts will vary with the level of background noise and land use in the area of bridge
construction. Residential areas wgi experienc� the greatest impact from bridge
construction. The combined impact of several pieces of heavy equipment will raise
existing noise levels by 5 to 10 dB during houri of operation adjacent to residential areas.
Atop this general noise increase will b¢ a steady "thunk-thunk" when pile driver= are in
operation. Pile driver noise will re.~h "/5 dB with each drop of the drive hammer. Such
noise is highly irritating because of it~ repetit~ ~amr~

i
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All noise impacts arc short term and construe[ion related. No significant long-term, O
permanent impacts are expected to occur from this projecL Mitigation for construction

Limpacts include incorporation of the following measures:

o A line-of-sight break between noise sources and the nearest sensitive receptors is

the critical factor in maintaining project activity noise impacts at unobtrusive
levels. This could he accomplished by placement of a temporary berm to shield

residences and other receptors from construction activity. In areas where ]and is

access~le and available, a large herin could reduce noise levels by as much as 20

dB.

o in areas of exl, reme noise conditions where herms arc not feas~le, either
~ construction of temporary walls to serve as noise barriers or additional limits on

work hours may be warranted to protect these sensitive receptors.

i o Smaller, and therefore less noisy, construction equipment will be evaluated for use
’ in sensitive construction areas such ~s parapet walls during the Preconstruction

, ~.~ Engineering and Design phme.

o Because of the increased noise sensitivity during quiet hours, time iimit~ on

~dlowable on-site equipment operations are normally made a condition on

construction permits. No on-site activities will be permitted before ?:00 AM

weekdays, not before 8:00 AM on Saturdays, and not at all on Sundays or holidays
because the noise background is lower on those days and project impacts will

become more distinct when they are not blended into the background noise

environment. No construction acth,’iti~ will occur after ?.’00 PM.

No effecti~ mitigation i~ m~’~’lable for the use of pile driv~r~

4.4.3 Modified C~hannel Cross-section Alternative (Main R~)t. Airs. Two and Three]
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]~econstruclion of ~hann¢l Walls (Main R¢l~rt Al!ernatives Two and ~)

Under ~ ~te~at~, the e~sting ~zoidal w~ls will ~ ~mo~d from one or
sidcs of the channels. Either the tra~zoidal sha~ will ~ rct~ncd, but widcne~ or
sha~ will ~ con~ned from lra~zoidal to rectangle. ~uipment rcqui~d ~udes
cran¢s. ¢x~vato~ and jackhammcn for concur� rcmo~. Bulld~¢~ and wheel l~de~
would ~ required to fill up to 1~ t~c~ ~r ~y with ~tc and other mal¢~l

haulcd away from the site for dis~. D¢~nding on the l~tion, ~mc of this malerial
could ~ placed ~hind lh¢ ¢~sting I¢~c, bul m~ would require t~�~ng off si~¢. II is
estimated lhat up to 1~ ready-m~ concrete t~c~ would ~ required on a daily b~is for
const~cfion of new ~rlical walls. ~nsl~ction would I~l in any one l~alion for up
one ~.

Bridgcs ar~ not ~quired to ~ ~d; h~r, m~if~tion to ~me bridge ~up~r~ wHl
~ ~quir,~

impactof singleany piece of equipmcn! will not be substantial, but the combined
noise effects of a large number of pi~es of equipment working in the channel at on=
time will be significant, raising the existing noise levels behind quiet residential areas by

¯ to l0 dB during hours of operations. The impact will lessen for construction operations
operating in areas wher~ background levels arc already high or already exceed

community noise ordinance levels, such as near frcouays,

Dred~|n~ Maln Rex)oft Allernatlves Two and Three)

The 2.5-mile (4 kin) segment of the Los Angeles River fi’om the river mouth to Willow
Street would be dredged a maximum of fiv~ fc~t 0.5 m). A diescl-powcre.d dredge

should be used in the channel. Removed material will be either Ioade~l on ba~g=s and

disposed of at a deep water disposal area or loaded onto trucks and hauled off
site. An alternative disposal site for material unsuitable for ocean siposal is Pier J at

Long Beach Harbor. This site could be used to completely contain any materials away
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~̄.~ Dredging operations will not create significant noise impacts from the Pacific Coast

’ Highway to the ocean mouth. Most land use in this arca is industrial. A background Lhumming sound will result from the operation. Impacts from Pacific Coast Highway

north to Willow Street will be more noticabl¢ to the residential areas bordering the

channel. Again, a backgound humming will emanate from the channel. However,

1trucking operations hauling material off site will result in noise impacts within residential

ncighborhoods. Impacts will vat), in significance with the distance of the receptor from
2the site and the routing of the trucks.

4.4.3.~ Miti~stion Measures

Noise mitigation measures are identical to those des~n’bed in Section 4,4.2..2 for the NED

AJternativ~ except that pile drivers should not be needed and, therefore, there are no
concerns of mitigation for that equipment,

4,5 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Impacts to biological r~ources are considered significant if they result in loss of one or            ’

more acres (0,4 ha) of wetland habitat, cause mortality in aquatic organisms or adversely

afl’ect the continued existence of an endangered, threatened or candidate species.

4.5,] No A~lon Allera~tly~

Implementation of the No Action AJternative wE] result in no impact to biological
resources since no acfivites in the channel me.as will take place.
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4.5.2 ~NED Plan Alternative (Main Re~ort NED Plan)                                         O

4.5.2.1 Impact~

Since the construction activities will b¢ primarily limited to the river channels, no impact
2

to vegetation is anticipated with construction of the �oncrete walls.

There will also be potential disturbance to vegetation on the outside of the river channel

due to bridge raising, levee armoring and other construction activities. Because this

vegetation is either landscaped or rudcral areas, no significant imp,~"t is anticipated
assuming that landscaped areas are replaced. There will b¢ an adverse, but not

signif’w.ant, impact to the Compton Creek Channel since this area contains rather spar~
and, primarily, introduced species.

No $ignif’gant adverse direct impacts to wildlife ~urces ~ anticipated through th©
implementation of the alternative since no productive wildlife habitat will be affected.

Additionally, noise from construction operations may affoct breeding bird species.

Aouatic

Since work in the channel will b¢ limited, no impact to aquatic resources is anticipate<!

a result of implementation of the alternative from actual construction. If diesel fuel or
other toxic material is spgled, impacts in downstream areas could be adverse.
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No Io~. of foraging habitat of the California least tern and California brown pel~a~n are

anticipated. Noise and other activities on the levee walls in the lower portion of the Los

Angclr, River could affect foraging patterns of these species. This impact is potentially

2signifi¢ ,~nt, but can be reduced to insignificant (i.e. no threat to �ontinued ~dsten~ of

the sp¢~’ics) through conducting activities in the lower channel from September to March
on the I~st one-mile reach of the ~ Angeles River. See Appendix C for the biological
ass~ssmenL

4,~.2J Mitll~ation Me~sure~

The wetland areas i,~ the lower most portion of the Los Angeles River will not b¢

destr~yed by construction activities. This area will be monitored to assure that no ’1
activil¢~ or materials are discharged in this area.

"In order to prevent impacts to nesting birds in the wetland as well as not to disturb            "--

foraging activities of the least tern and brown pelican, activities will not be conducted

from April through September in the last one.mile reach of the river. This would reduce

any Impact that would adversely affect the spocics to no

To avoid discharges of pollutants to the stream from refuelinS and maintenance work on
equipment, rcfueling will b¢ limited near the channel and closely monitored if it must b¢

accomplished near the channel
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4.$.%1 Impacts

Implementation of this alternative may result in the loss of approximately six acres (2.4
ha) of wetland habitat along the lower portion of the Los Angeles River due to dredging

activities. This impact is considered $ignif’r.ant. Other than loss of ruderai species in the
Compton Creek Channel, no other adverse impact is anticipated to vegetation.

There may be a significant impact to wildlife species associated with the loss of the

wet/and within the lower portion of the Los Angeles River. No other adverse impact is

anticipated to wildlife

Anuatle

Removal of ~diment from the lower Los Angeles River will create short-term impac~

due to dredging. The most direct impact is the destruction of soft-bottom benthic

organisms associated with the disturbed sediments. Once dredging is completed,

recolonization of the affected area would commence. Field studies of dredged areas
have shown that re.colonization occurs within two weeks to three yea~ after the dredging

stops (McCauley, Parr, and Hancock 1977; Oliver et al. 1977; Rosenberg 1977). It is
expected that the benthic commtmity will recover at the shorter end of this ranB¢. Oliver

et al. (1977) found that shallow water communities inhabiting highly variable and
frequently disrupted physica] environments rebounded or recovered in ices time from

experimental disturbances than those found in less variable and more benign �ondidom.
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The impact to the benthic organisms, although adverse, would be short term and U

insignif’w.anL ~’-- L
Fishes occupying the proposed dredging area would be impacted, especially tho~e who
utilize the benthic environment for foraging. The loss of habitat, physical disruption, and "~
environmental disturbance could cause stress and mortality. Fish and other mobile

organisms should, howevcr, avoid the dredging area and relocate to undisturbed areas. 9
Therefore, impacts to fish are considered short term and insignif’w.anL

Potential changes in water quality in the form of pollutants, toxic materials, and trac~

metals may result due to resuspension of bottom sediments during dredging activities.

Temporary increases in turbidity and suspended solids levels, along with associated
decreases in dissolved oxygen may also occur. Arpj appreciable increase in turbidity may

cause clogging of gills and feeding appendages of fish and filter feeders. ]f a cutterhead
dredge is utilized for removal of sediment, turbidity should be confined to within 200 to

500 feet (61 to 153 m) of the dredge unless z strong current edsts, which would extend
the range of turbidity. Should it be ne�essary to use a clamshell dredge, turbidity could

be mor~ ex~ensiv¢.
The greatest potential for impact generally lies with the resuspension of materials that

a~ toxic or harmful to organisms, either directly or through bioaccumuladon.
the dredging that is proposed in conjunction with this alternativ~ is for an

bed, potentially harmful suspended material �ould be discharged to the ocean

surrounding the river mouth.

Bioassays and bioaccumulation tests were recently performed on ~¢diments located at tbe

mouth of the Los Angeles River in conjunction with possible dredging and dispo~ at the
LA.2 offshore d~edged material disposal site (Marine Bioasr~ Laboratod¢= 1988).

Results of these analy~ indicated that �opepods ¢xpor~ to ¢iutriates of r~liments
showed statistically elevated mortalities, wlu’i¢ test orBaxdsms P.,xposcd to r~-.4:lJmellts

the solid phase bioassay showed no significant mortality. However, bioa~umulation

on orgaaisms ~ to P~liments for a 20-day period rcwaded elevated icvcb of
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A hydraulic cutterhead dredge should be used to reduce the degree of turbidit7. If O
further bioassay~ indicate that dredge specimens are highly contaminated, dredging

""~ Loperations should be restricted to periods of slack tide a~d low or no river flow.

The poss~ility of adversely affecting the least tern can be reduced to no effect through

restriction of dredging operations to September through March in the last one-mile reach

of the river.

4.6    CULTURAL RESOURCF..S

Impacts to cultural re~urces are considered significant if project implementation results
in the loss of a historic, prehistoric or paleontolog~ resource without proper testing and

evaluation,

4.6.1 No Action AllernntlYl,

4.~.1.1 Impacts ’..__ [~..

No impact to ~ltund retour¢~ will occur dnc, �omtruction activit¢, would not o¢¢m’

with thb option.

4.~.1.1 Mitigation Me=~e=

No mitigation is required.

/

4.�~2 NED Pinn &lternaflve (Main Re~orl NEI~
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O..~ No impact to cultural resources on the Los Angeles Rh~cr or Compton (::reck will occur

since no National Register sites are present.
L

Twelve bridges along the Rio Hondo Channel will have to be modified, which would
have an adverse effect on any propcr~y elig~le for the National Register. The Corps of

1Engineers has yet to determine the National Register elig~ility of four of the bridges.
The Corps’ elig~ility determination will have to b¢ provided to the State Historic

2Prcscrva:ion Office (SHPO) for their concurrence pursuant to Section 106. An
evaluation will bc done by a historian during the Preconstmction Engineering and Design

4.6.2.2 Mitigation Measures

If any bridges are determined to be National Register �1ig~i¢, mitigation measures will
bc developed in consultation with the California State Historic Preservation Officer and

--~ Ih¢ Advisory Council on Historic Preservation pursuant to Section 106 of the National 1
¯ --’~ Historic Preservation Act (36 CFR 800). Thes¢ measures would be agreed to in ¯

Memorandum of Agrt©ment. This will be done during the Prcconstruction Engineering , ~ ’
and Dr.sign phase and in place prior to construction. .
4,6..! Modified Channel Cross-section Allematlve fMain RuL Airs. Two and Three)              2

4.U.2 Mitiptioa Measans

No mitigation b ~
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4.’/    TRANSPORTATION
- L

Some trafi-~c d¢la.w on surface streets will occur during raising or ~he roadway br~dg~
sho~ in Figures 2.3-5 and 2.3-6. The prol:x~cd schedule and estimated impact duration

is shown below:

2DRAINAGE AREA BRIDGE IMPACT
DURATION

Rio Hondo Whittier Blvd. Oct 1995 to Oct 1997
Slauson Blvd. Jul 1997 to Jul 1999
Florence Blvd. Apr 1998 to Apt 2000
Firestone Blvd. Jan 1997 to Jan 1999
Washington Blvd. Jan 1999 to Jan 2001
Suva Blvd. Jul 1999 to Jul 2001

~ AnBeles R. Willow Street Nov 1995 to Nov 1997
lmpari~ HW. Nov 1995 to May 199S
Long Beach Blvd. Nov 1997 to May 2000
Compton Blvd. Nov 1997 to Nov 1999
Pacific Coast Hwy. Oct 1997 to Oct 1999
Del Amo Blvd. Apt 2000 to Aix 2002
Atlan~ Blvd. Apr 1998 to Apr 2000
Ro~cram Aw.. Apr 2000 to Apt 2002

Thh schedule r~f]ects a staBgering of �om’lruc~n times for adjacent bridges, to insure

that i~ a motorist does decide to detour to the next nearest bridge it will not have la

impacted traffic flow. Bridge work and detouring patterns will vaxy ac�ording to the
local �onditions. Proposed detoun are summcrized in Tables 23-3 and 2J-4. Table 23-
7 Ibm the land uses that may be effected by deUmxt.
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All traffic impacts are construction related and temporary. It is estimated that actual

construction time for each bridge will not exceed twelve (]2) months. The maximum

length of time for traffic delays in crossing these bridges have been calculated to amount

to Ics.s than 5 minutes Per vchicle, compared to non-construction traffic flow. None of
the freeways that cross these drains will need to be modifided for this project.

Thc railroad bridge crossings scheduled for modif’s:ation will have temporary structures

built to accomodatc traffic during construction. The utility crossings of the river will be
dcah with, where necessary, by the owner. In all cases the construction process will be

handled so that commerce can be carried across the river in an expeditious manner.

Two (2) pedestrian bridges are scheduled to be raised, with construction taking
approximately one week. Impacts will be neglig~]¢.

4.’)’.1 No Action Altemati~e

If the No Action Alternative is chosen, there would be no signif’w.ant impacts to traffic

directly resulting from the projecL No bridges would be closed and no detours imposed.
This alternative would not increase the amount of construction vehicles in the area that

could add to and incrcas¢ the level of congestion on surface streets and freeways.

However, indirect impacts to transportation could result from the No Action Alternati~..

Since no improvements to the LACDA system would be made, the occurrence of flood

conditions above the current capacity would result in flooding to a large portion of the

Los Angeles Basin (see Figure 3.2-2). This flooding would cause major shon-term

transportation impacts in addidon to other serious damage. Not only would traffic be
severely restricted during flood conditions, but the cleanup and reconstngfion of

damages would prolong the impacts.
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¯ 4.7.1.2 Mltig~atioa

Mitigation includes flood management planning which, as discussed in Section 2.1.1.13, is
not effective enough to prevent major property damage, possible loss of life and serious
disruption to tratt’~ patterns. Also
proofing program in an area as heavily developed as Los Angel¢~
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4.7.2 :NED Plan hJl~ernativ~, (Main Rem)rl NED Plan~ O

L4.7.2.1 lmpacls
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tTucks to haul out the material, and concrete truc~. As stated above, these construction
vchiclcs could cause traffic impacts unless truck traffic was restricted to off-peak hours
a~d the rivcrl>cd utilized whenever poss~]�. The project site could bc accessed from the

bikc/pcdcstr~ tra~ls and service roads on the lcvccs and entrances leading into the

cha~nels. Under normal non.flood conditions, vchicles could travel along th¢ concrete.

lined channels, rcstrict/ng the area of traffic impacts to the entrance/exit locations of the

channels.

I~vee Armorine (Main Renort NED Plan)

Impacts to traffic as a result of levee armoring would ix: similar to tho.~ for parapet wall

construction. Various construction vehicles (so© Tables 2.3-5 and 2.3-6) would acc¢~
i~vccs from the bike/pedestrian trails and service roads. These would include

hauling numerous loads of rock rip-rap. A signif’~.ant impact to existing traffic could

result from construction vehicle commuting during peals-hour periods. Restriction of
�onsmuction traffic to off-peak hours and utilization of the river channel for construction

traffic would reduce impac~ to a i¢v¢1 of

Modification of F-x_lstin~ BHdt, es (Main Renort NED I~*-)

The modification of 15 bridges crossing the lower Los Angeles River and 12 spanning th~

RIO Hondo will cause significant impacts to the traffic flow for a large area surrounding

each bridge under �onstTuedon. Temporary bridges of at least four lanes will b~

provided as detours for most bridges requiring modification (see Tables 23-3 and 2.3-4).

Impacts to traffic could occur during the construction of detour bridges, rald~ of th~
existing bridges, and removal of the detour bridges.

During construction of the temporary detour bridges, construction vehicle tragfic could
increase the level of congestion, significantly impacting the existing traffic conditions.
This impact could be lessened by restricting construction traffic to off-peak hours and
making use of the river channels to move vehicles whenever poss~l¢. Additional impacts
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could occur from incidental slowing as drivers (’~,serve the construction process. This .type

of vehicle slowing, referred to as "rul~mecking’, could affect traffic several intersections

back if the level of congestion is already high, as during peak commuter periods.

The demolition and reconstruction of a bridge will create similar impacts from

construction vehiclc traffic as did constructing the temporary bridges. Vehicles �oming to
and from the sitc during peak periods could add to the already-congested conditions.

Although detour bridges will allow a continuation of the traffic flow, lanes will be

narrower and vehicles will have to make an abrupt jog to the side of the existing bridges
¯ s they follow lhe detour, both of which will cause vehicle slowing. This impact will be

most severe during heavy traffic periods, with traffic "ffected several intersections away

and on cross streets in the vicinity. The Long Beach (710), Artesia (91), and Santa An~
(5) freeways �ould be affected since several streets requiring bridge modif’~tions have

offramps from one of these freeways. B~ckups of traffic onto the freeways could occur if
the streets are too congested to accommodate the flow of ~r~f’~.

After bridge modif’~tion is complete and traff’~: resumes the normal route, the

temporary detour bridges will be removed. Construction v~hicles -ssociated with this

pro~ss could impact existing ~’affi¢ if congestion in~re~ses due to their presence.
imp~ts ~r© ~imil~ to construction of the temporm, y bridg~z.

As discussed in Section 2~.1.4, it will lake approximately 2-1/2 ye.m’s to modify

bridge, ~nd construclion of bridges will be in three phases to reduce the intensity of

cumulative bridge closures. If two or more adjacent bridges were modified

$imult~noously, impacts to trait would be greatly inc~’¢~.~d, lmp~’ment of ~
~p,~ity on two adj~..ent bridges at the r, am¢ time will be avoided if IX~l¢.

Mitigation measures proposed to lessen potential traffic impacts of the proposed NED
alternative includ¢:
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o Construc~ adequate detour bridges; 0

"
o Schedule construction tral~c to off-peak hours, where poetic;

o Utilize the r~vcr channel, or other off street routes, for construction vehicle traffi�

and vehicle sta~ing, whenever poss~i¢; 1

o Avoid rcducin8 traffic capacity on two adjacent bridges simultaneously, if poss~l¢;

o Utilize signing and flagmen where construction equipment interface with public

Restr~t the availability of left turn options, and other traffic restricting
behaviors, near the construction area;

Institute public information programs to enable motorists to avoid congested

Place lar~ signs far enough in ~dvance of potentially impactod

segments to allow driven the opportunity to alter their routes BEFORE
entering the construction area,

- Place public notices in local newspapers and on cable "IV bulletin boards,

- Distn’butc mailers in the project

Modified Channel Cr~ss-section Alternative (Main RDL Alts. Two and "r~3

Reconstruction of Cltm~nel Walls ~lain Rt)L Alts. Two ~_~_
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Widening or conversion of the channel walls will r~quir~ heav~ construction equipment’
including cranes, excavators, jaci~harnmcrs, bulldozers, and loaders, as well as haul t~ucks
and concrete truc~. A~ stated in S~ction 2.3.2.1, up to ]00 haul trucks a day would be

required to remove the concrete and other material from the project, and the same

numt’~r of ready.mix concrete trucks per day could be nccessa~ to construct the new
walls. Construction vehicle trat’fic could significantly impact existing traft’ic, most notabl~

during the peak commuter periods.

Construction vehicles confined to the channel, bike/pedestrian trails and service roads

should not impact adjacent street traffic. However, haul trucks removing material from
the site and concrete trucks delivering material to the site could potentially impact tra/T~�

in the area. The~ impacts would bc in the form of increased congestion, causing

backups at intersections and freeway onramps, and would add to the high level of

congestion currently present on most major roads in the project area. Restricting haul
and concrete truck traff’~c to off-peak hours would lessen the impacts. Establishmen| of

an on-site batch plant for mixing concrete would also reduce the number of construction
vehicle trips.

l.~vee armoring would occur at certain sections of the channel. The impacts on trafi’~c

would bc similar to those listed for armoring in the NED alternative (Section 4.72).

Dredeine O~emt|ons (M=ta Res)ort Allel’~=lgv~i Two iI~d Thrill

The impact to trafl’sc from dredging operations depends on the mode of sediment

disposal. If dredged spog is loaded on a barge and disposed at an approved offshore

dump site, no significant impacl~ to e,xist~ng trafSc should occur. However, if dredged

material is loaded in trucks for disposal at an approved land~l, impacts to existing tra/~
could occur from the increased congestion from haul trucks. If land disposal is ~

haul trucks could be restricted to off-peak hours to re.dace impacts to U’affic.
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Mitigation me.urns propo~d to les,~n potential zz’~fic impa~zs of ~� pm~d 0
a]tc~a~ to widen ~d d~dge ~e ~ei ~iud~: --

~
o ~hcdu]� ~ction ~f~ to off-~k hou~ where ~i~;

o Utiliz~ the ~er chine] for ~t~ction ~hic]� tra~ and ~h~l~ s~ing ~
whcnc~r ~]�;

~
o ~tab]ish ~ on-site ~tch p]~z zo m~ ~Ze ~d haul ~re£ate to the ~ze az

ni~h~

o Utilize an ocean-dredged materizd disposal site, if possible;

o Utilize signing and flagmcn whcrc construction cquipmcnt intcrfacc with public

4,8 RECREATION A~D

R~:reation impacts are considered zignificant if construction sctivity interferes with

causes closure of recreational facilities or poses a safety hazard

re.sulting in the need to �]os= a facility.

Visual impacts are considered significant if construction of walls for flood control block

existing visually sensitive mess. The problcm of conslz’ucted walls serving as a potcnzial
surface for graffiti is considered an adverse impact in areas of public vi~

4.8.1 No Actlon
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Under the No Action Alternative, no impacts will occur from construction activities to

recreational users. There will be no need to close sections of the trails. No visual
Limpacts will occur, and the wetlands will remain in their present condition in the lower

area ot" the Los Angeles River. There will be no potential for graffiti on parapet walls,
as these walls will not be builL

1
Also, no additional improvements to recreational or visual resources will occur under this

2alternative, bat there may be impacts from the exposure to flooding.

4.~.1.2 Mitigation Measurt~

No recreational or visual impacts v/ill occur, thus no mitigation measures are required.

4.~.2 NED Plan Alternative (Main Renorl NED Plan)

d.g.ZI

Construction of proposed improvements require that construction vehicles and equipment         ’

have access to the channel. In areas where parapet walls will he provided along the tops
of existing levees, construction will occur on the levees on both sides of the channel and
will require that recreational trails he closed in areas of construction for the duration of
construction. This results in signif’r.ant recreational impacts during the construction

Within Reach 4, the wetlands area existing between Willow Street and Anaheim Street
will no longer he vis~le as parapet walb will be constructed along both rem:he~. This
will result in the loss of viewing the wetlands area and is considered a significant visual
impact. Parapet walls over three feet (0.9 m) in height will restrict bicyclists’ views, and
walls over five feet (1.5 m) in height will restrict pedestrian views of the channel and
areas across the channel. This also results in an adverse significant impact for ¯
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worst-cas~ assumption that views are acsd’.etically pleasing in and across the channel.
Wall construction also results in a loss of the sense of openness or the production of a

- L"closed.in" feeling to trail users. Other visually ~nsitiv¢ areas such as park areas
abutting and outside of the channel, will be rise’hie from the trails after construction, and
no impacts will occur.

]
The potential exists for adverse impacts from graffiti on constructed parap¢l walls along

2the proposed areas of construction. This will be vim’hie from homes and business along

areas of the reach and to users of highways and streets crossing the channel.

Construction activities in the lower area of the lower Los Angeles River will result in

policy impacts with the Lzw.al Coastal Plan. The inconsistency of the project with the
Local C.x)astal Plan results from pr,’)blcms with recreational access to the coastal

recreation areas. These include the temporary impacts that construction activil7 will have
on the closure of the bike path along the river channel and the resultant inac~ss~ilily to

the coast by this avenue.

"4.8.2.2 MiIigaUo== Memure=

No equally satisfactory mitigation exists for the rerouting of recreational trails during

construction. While construction occurs on the bike path, the possibility exists of using

the west side of the levee and suffac~ streets for bicyclists, although this b less appealing

due to the pre~nce of automobiles. No mitigation exists for equestrian us~n. This
impact b tempora~ for the duration of construction between recreational trail

Mitigation for the io= of a¢stheti¢ views bx:lud= the design of tntils on the Icve,� top
such that views arc provided of the land areas to the outside of the channels. This could

also include the planting of shubbery in accessible areas and the posm’ble development of

additional strip park areas. The development of additional paxk areas could s~n~ to
provide additional r¢creational resources within communities adjacent to the channel and

could b¢ developed under a joint agreement with those communities. As an altcmati~
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mitigation could be provided by the strategic setting of areas of large potted plants or
built.in planters and designed seating areas/rest stops at a.rcas along the trails. These
measures would resu;t in aesthetic conditions which are improved over existing
conditions. These options will be evaluated during the Preconstruction Engineering and
Design phase when the final designs are available.

Mitigation measures for the problem of graffiti on the parapet walls include providing a
textured surface on the walls, coating the walls with a material such that clean up is
easier and incorporating a routine graffiti removal program into maintenance activities.

Mitigation includes that a temporary bike path be determined and routed such that
access to the coast b still available to recreation users.

4.8.3 Modified C~hannel C~ross.seclion Alternative (Main Rnt. Airs. Two and Thr~

4.8.3.1 implctz

The conversion of the channel cross-section results in the construction of three.foot
(0.9 m) high parapet walls along the �l~nnel levec~ This construction will result in
closure of the recreation trails between major access points and is ¯ ~ignifimnt
recreational impact during construction.

Parapet walls of up to three-foot (0.9 m) heights will not block views; therefore, no
aesthetic impacts will result. However, safely impacts (r, ee Section 4.11.3) re.quire an
additional three to four feet (0.9 to 1.2 m) of chain-link fencing on top of the parapet
walls. While this will be adver~ it will not result in zigrfificam aesthetic impac~ This
alternative doe.s, however, eliminate the wetlands area near Anaheim Street, which results
in a significant visual impact. Other visually sensitive areas such as park areas abutting
and outside the channel will be visible fi’om the trags after �onsu’uction, and no impacts
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The potential exists for adverse impacts from graffiti on constructed paral:)ct walls nlong ~
the proposed areas of" construction. This will b¢ vis~le from homes and business aJong

-- T
areas of the reach and to users of highways and streets crossing the channeL

Project differences with the LocaJ Coastal Plan ~s the same as that descn’bcd for the

NED Plan AJtcrnative in S¢~tion 4.8.2 with the additional, if temporal, impacts from
dredging operations which will occur to fisherman and small<raft boaters who use the

mouth of the river for fishing and recreation.

4.8.3.2 Mitigation Measure

As described in Section 4.8.Z.?., no equally satisfactory alternative exists for mitigation for

the rerouting of recreational trails during construction. The possibilit7 exists of using
surface streets for bicyc]is~ although this bier, s appealing due to the prc~nc¢ of

automobiles. No mitigation e~dsts for equestrian users. This impact is temporax7 for the

duration of construction bet~vecn recreational trail acce= poinlz.
...m,_

No loss of aesthetic views will occur except for loss of wetlands ~

mitigation measures include the d~ign of trails on the levee top such that view=
provided of the land areas to the oulzidc of the channels. This could also include

planting of shubbery in accessible ax~as and the possible development of additional strip
park areas. The development of additional park areas could serve to provide additional
recreational resources within ¢ommurdtics adjacent to the ch,zunel and �ould be

developed under a joint agreement with those �ommunities. As an alt¢raadv~, mitlgadon

could be provided by the stz’ateB~� r, erdng of arc= of iar~ potted plants or bugt-in

planters and designed seating amadrcst stops at areas along the tra~ ’These

would improve a=sthetic conditions over existing condidous. Tb¢~ options
rvaluatcd in the Precons~n Engineering and De, sign phase when the final
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Mitigation measures for the problem of graffiti on the parapet walls include providing a

textured surface on the wails, coating the wails with a material such that clean up is

easier and incorporating a routine graffiti removal program into maintenance activities.

Mitigation measures for incorLsiSt~ncy with the Local ~astad Plan ar~ th~ ~am~ as                  "/

descn’~d above in Section 4.8.2.7.

2
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4.9 PUBLIC SAFETY

L
Safety impacts are considered significant ff construction activity poses a safety hazard to
the general public. Safety impacts also are considered signif’w.ant if the completed

1structure poses a safety hazard to recreation users and the gcneral public.

2
4.9.1 No .action AltermatiT-g

4.9.1.1 Impacts

Flood Overflow

The area of inundation included within the 100- and .’~00-year flood events includes
great number of waste and hazardous waste materials which could be released into
environment during an cvcnL This
inundation area which includes a great number of industrial areas adjacent to the
channel. A signifgant safety impact could result from r~leas¢ of toxic substances.

~afetv Adtacent to Channel ~onstruetion

Safety impacts along the relational trails include the existing hazard of having no
barrier on the trails for the steep tzapezoidal embankment and the sharing of some
portions of the trails by both bicyclists and e.qu~crian users. No other safety impa~s

4.9.1.2 Mitigation

Mitigation for the release of toxic materials in flood overflow areas can be partially
accomplished by flood prevention planning. The impact remains signifx:aat, bowevr.-.
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Mitigation of the safety impacts of having no barrier~ along recreational trails could be

_                 0
eliminated by. construction of parapet walls or incorporation of fencing along the levees

and the separation of bicycle and equestriaJ~ tra~ls by redesign and widening. This would L
result in an improvement in safety on the ¢~dsdng rccreaUonal tra~Ls.

4.9.2 ~ED Plan AIt~’rnativ¢ (Main Re~o~ NED P!an)

4.9.2.1 I mp~"ts

Overflow Areas

The NED Ahcrnati~ will result in the �limination of the 100-year area of inundation

that results from channcl failure along Reaches 4 and 5. This will result in the

elimination of hazardous and toxic materials being released into the environment dudn~
a 100-year or less event. This results in a beneficial impact to public safety.

Safety Adlacent to (~hannel Construction R,m~_ e-

Construction activities which are proposed to occur along the levees on the sides of the               ’/~’~

channel where recreational trails exist will rcsuh in significant safety impacts to nail users            .~

during consn’uction.

The existing hazard of having no barrier on the u-alls along the steep uapczoidal
embankment w~’ll be eliminated by construction of the parapet walls, This results in
improvement in safety features on the recreational tr~

Safety aspects related to the raising of bridges include impacts to vehicular and

pedestrian traffic in the vicinity of construction. Vehicular traffic rcroutin£ to the

temporary bridBes will be slowed to the point that no significant safety impacts should
occur. Construction activity will be primarily confined to existing right-of-way, with the

exception of the detour at I3�1 Amo Boulcvarcl where a pordon of a school yard will be
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required. Potential signif’~:ant saf~ impacts could occur fnom children tr~ng to cut
across consu’uction areas.

Trucks hauling materials in and out of construction areas also pose potentiai salrety
hazards to the general public. A signit-~.ant safcpd risk may result in areas of residential

neighborhoods and around ~chools.

4,922 Mili~alio~ Measures

Mitigation for safety impacts along trails at channel levees requires that the trails be

closed between, trail access points for the duration of �onslruction along that segment.
No equally satisfactory alternative exists for the rerouting of recreational trails during

construction. Surface streets provide a less appeaJing aitemative for bic~eclis~ No

mitigation exists for equestrian users. This impact is temporary for the durazk)n of
construction between recreational trail ~ poinlz.

Mitigation includes that fencing and barriers be placed around areas of construction and
that consu’uction equipment be placed in areas at night that ate secured from the genera]

pub]k:. Also, warning signs should be placed in appropriate locations to warn pe..destria~
and motorists of potential r, at’©ty ~

Mitigation for Ixucks delivering materials to and taking materials fn)m construction sites
includes the ]imitation of activity during peak trafBc hours and during bou~ wizen

children are traveling to and b’om school. Additionaii),, signs and flagmen wgl be used in

areas to direct u’a~Bc where nece~m~.

Wlzi]e ~ot a project impact, an additionai measu~ could be incorporated into project

design which would provide for separation of bicTc]¢ az~d equeslxia~z trm:]s. This would

further serve as a .~a~’e~ feature for trag users and will be evai~ated du~zg the zzexz
phase of mm’x.
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4.9.3 Modified Channel Cross-section Alternativt (Main Rot. Airs. Two and Thre~]

4.9.3.1 Impacts

Flood Overflow

The widening and conversion alternative will result in the elimination of the tOO-year

arca of inundation. This will result in the elimination of hazardous and toxic materials

being released into the environment during a tOO-year or less event. This results in a

beneficial impact to public ~afety.

Safety Ad|scent to Channel Construction R ..... ¯

Reconstruction of channel walls and construction of three-foot (0.9 m) high parapet w:dls

proposed for this alternative will result in signif’r,.ant r~fety impacts to trail usen during

With conversion, the vertical concrete walls which will replace the exhting trapezoidal
walls pose a significant increase in safety hazards to users of the trail Instead of an

angular drop upon which someone could roll down, there will be a straight drop down.

This is combined with only a three-foot (0.9 m) high parapet wall, which i~ not high

enough to provide safely to bicycle or equestrian users. This combination results in ¯

significant adverse ~afety imi:m~.

There would be no increase in safety hazards in areas of channel widening.

No impacts are expected from channel dredging activity.

Trucks hauling materials in and out of construction areas also pose potential utfety

hazards to the general public. A significant safety risk may result in areas of residents1
neighborhoods and around schools.
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4.9.3.,I Mitigation Metsum

Mitigation for safety impacts along trails at channel levees requires that the trails be
closed between trail access points for the duration of construction along that segmenL
No equally satisfactory altcrnativ~ exists for the rerouting of recreational trails during
construction. Surface streets provide a less appealing alternataive for bicyclists. No
mitigation exists for equestrian users. This impact is temporary for the duration of
construction between recreational trail access points.

Mitigation for the vertical drop of the channel walls associated with conversion includes
placing a chain-link or other fencing on top of parapet walls to a minimum �ombined
height of seven feet (2.1 m). This will provide for safe use of the trail system. An
alternative would be to build the parapet walls to a height of seven feet (2.1 m), although
this results in a "closed.in" feeling, reduces aesthetics and provides more opportunity for
graffiti on solid walls.

Mitigation for trucks delivering materials to and taking materials from construction sites

_ includes the limitation of activity during peak traffic hours and during houri when
children are traveling to and from school. Additionally, signs and flagmen will be used in
areas to direct traffic where

Wh’le not a project impact, an additional measure could be incorporated into project
design which would provide for reparation of bicycle and equestrian trails. This would
further serve as a safety feature for trail users and will be evaluated during the next
phase of study.

4.10 ~

Impacts to public utilities are considered significant if the project results in the
replacement or transference of utility line~.
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4.10.1 No At~ion Alternative ~
L

4.10.1.1 Impa~t$

This alternative will require no construction activity, thus no displacement or replacement

of utilities is r~quircd. No impacts will occur other than those associated with periodic

flooding in the flood plain.

4.10.1~ Mitigation Measure,

No mitigation is required.

4.10.2 NED Plan Alternative (Main Reaert NED

The NED Alternative requires the raising of bridge~ which includes g-veral utility lines.

A listing of identified bridges was presented in Tables 2.3-3 and 2.3-4 in Section 2. Not

all utilities have been identified for the reaches proposed for construction. Significant

impacts will occur due to the requirement that these lines be moved. Some temporary

disruption of scrvicc may

Mitigati~ includes that the lines be raised or move~ in conjunction with the ~ of

th~ automobile bridges. Disruption to servi~ will be
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4.10.3 McKlifird C’hann¢! ~’mss-sectio. AJtcrnat|vt (Main RDt. Airs. Two ond Thr~)
L

4.10.3.1 Impacts

Potential impacts may nccur Io utilities if such utilities are buried within the trapezoidal

portions to I~ widened or removed from the channels. Significant impacts will occur

to the requirement that the lines be moved. S~me temporary disruption of service may

rcsulL

4.10.3.2 Mltl~tJon Measures

Mitigation includes that the lines be moved or replaced in conjunction with construction

activities. Disruption to ~ervice will be minimized.
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Land Use/Social Traffic detour Financial compensation After Constr S.C.A.G.Concerns & restoration to various ceases Local
properties used for detour.

Air quality A. Dust control 1. Frequent vaterin~ During Constr 8.C.A.Q.N.D.
of constr area to limit
dust.
2. Terminate oprns during     During Constr
strong Santa Ana rinds.

B. Control of 1. Proper maintenance of
nonpartlculates heavy equipment to reduce

combustion emissions
2. Use of low slulfur diesel
fuel.
2. Termination during Stage
I1 smog episodes.
4. Participate in AQHD
mandatory rideshare program

Water Quality A. Ninlmize 1. Conflne work to low flo~ During Constr R.W.Q.C.B.& Flood sediment impacts, periods.
Potential 2. Trap sediments in

downstream sed. basins.
B. Avoidance of 3. Limit and monitor
accidental refueling of equipment
discharge of near channel.
pollutants.



TABLE ¯ o 11 (oon~nued)

LACDA FEABZBZLZT~

~oise Mlnlnize noise 1. ~ or ~nst~ct Const~ctlon~o sensitive ~en~ra~walls. Gove:~en~s~ecep~o~s 2. Confine activities
7an - 7pn H-F and
8an - 7pn Saturday.
3. ~alua~e use of s~lle: PED
e~ipmen~.

Blol~lcal A. P~o~ec~ ve~la~s.Monitor cons~c~ion Cons~c~lonResources (NED) ac~lvl~ies. ~fe:
activities du:lnq
Ap~. - Sept. In las~

Agenciesone-nile reach of ~s
Angeles Rive:.

~. Avoid s~:ean Llnl~ and nonl~o: refueli~ Cons~�~ion
pollution, of e~lpnen~ nea: chapel.

~l~u:al 1. Conduc~ evaluation ofResources b:idges fo~ Ha~. Regls~e:
2. ~velop nl~iga~lon          FED ~ase
neasu:es v/Adviso~ Council prlo~ ~o Advlso~In even~ ~ha~ b~idges a~e cons~: Councilde~e~ined eligible.

?~anspoF~a~lon ~ssen po~en~lal 1. Cons~c~ ade~a~e de~ou~~io: ~o ~LT~S~:affic tnpac~s, b~idqes, cons~: ~cal2. Schedule cons~: ~atflc
Gove~en~s~o of~-peak hours.



TUrn l.lt (oontLnuod)

3. Utlllze the river channel
for construction vehicle
traffic and vehicle staglng
where possible.
4. £stabllsh on-site batch
plant to mix concrete at site,
If possible.
5. Utilize fla~en and slgnlng
where construction equipment
Interfaces with public traffic.                                        ~
6. Avoid reducing capacity on                                        ~
two adjacent bridges simul-                                              ’
taneously, If possible.                                                     ~
?. Institute public information
pro~ran on congested areas
using nass nedia.                                                         ~

Evaluate the Following:                                                  ~
Recreation &     A. Keep trails 1. Phased reroutlng of rec.

CALCoastalAesthetics open. trails.
Cmm./Local2. Use surface streets for
Governmentsbicyclists.

B. Hitigate for 3. Trails designed on top PED Phaseloss of viers, of levee to provide viers
outside channel.
4. Develop additional park
areas - under Joint agreement
v/local co--unities.



5.1 PUBLIC INTOLVEMENT PROGRAM

The Corps of Enginecrs has conducted s~veral public workshops as well as formal ~"

scoping meetings to inform the gcncral public and various a/;cncies of the proposed 7
action and to solicit their comments. A Notice of Intent to prepare an EIS was
published in the Federal Register (Appcndix B) which requested comments from all

panics on the proposed project.

Early in the design process, the Corps of Engineers and the Los Angeles County

Dcpanmem of Public Works hosted a series of public workshops to acquaint the public

with the LACDA Review Study. Approximately 150 people attended five workshops held
over a three-week period in October of 1987. The meetings were held in Glendale,

Studio City, Downey, Carson and Long Beach. A representative of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) was present at each meeting to discuss the

Federal Flood Insurance Program. A summary of the questions and answers provided at

the workshops is included in the Appendix A of this EIS.

On March 9, 1989, the Army Corps of Engineer~ and the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works held two environmental $coping meetings to ~ the public

an update on the progress of the study and to provide the attendees with an opportunity

to identify and comment on potential environmental impacts of the proposed action or
alternatives that the Corps should consider in preparing the

Approximately 60 representatives of Federal, State and local agencies and the general

public at large attended the meetings that were held in Los Angeles and Lakewood. A
list ~f persons attending, as well as a summary of the comments made at these .scoping

meetings, is contained in Appendix A of thb EIS.

Public comments received at the scoping meetings centered around four topical are~

which included environmental �oncerns; economic concern.s; the National Eo3nomk:
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DevclopmenL or NED, Plan; and miscellaneous questions. The Corps of Engineers ~

provided an answer to most of the comments at the meeting and a brief is provided
r~

~ .

where necessary in Appendix A. In addition, the comments have been considered and

information incorporated as appropriate into the various environmental issue sections or
the EIS. Comments about project economics and dctails of the NED Plan have been

,~
addressed in the dcscription of the proposed action and in discussion of nlternativcs

considered in the EIS.
2

Two new alternatives were suggested at the scoping meetings. One altcrnatlve involved
the injection of polymers into the channels at strategic locations to change the flow of

water, poss~ly avoiding the need to raise bridges. This technology has not been proven

on the scale c~f flows within the Los Angeles River and is not considered feasible.

’The other alternative involved construction of a large tunnel to ¢ar~ flows, as oppor, cd

to constructing surface facilities. Tunneling has been considered as a poss~le component

of alternatives invol~ng flow diversion. The disadvantages of tunneling �ompared to
alternative of parapet walls has to do with magnitude of the �onstruction projoct and "~
construction cost. To carry the significant portion of the flow of the LA. River flow, ¯

~nnel would have to b¢ tens of meters in diameter, which would b¢ excessively costly "-

and of questionable fcas~ility. It would also take much longer to build than mo~t surface ’

alternatives considered and would bc more difficult to maimain.

Qualitatively, this alternative has an unfavorable benefit-cost relationship and is
considered not feasible.

S.2 REQUIRED COORDINATION

The Corps of Engineers staff has �oordinate~l both formally and informally with various

agencies to obtain l~r~ncnt information, to inform t~m of the propos~ action m~l to

solicit from them informal �omment~ relative to their ar~as of jurisdiction or
In some cas~s, contacts wcr~ by letter and r~prcs~nt formal consultations re.~fir~ by

various F~eral statures and legislation. Other contacts w~re informal m~! don~ by

telephone at the staff iraqi. ~onmcts wcr~ made with th~ following agencies informally.
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o U.$. Department of Agriculture
o California Regional Water Quality Control Bored
o California Coastal Commission
o South Coast Air Quality Management District

1o Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
o Los Angeles County Department of Parks and Recreation

2

The Corps is consulting with the following agencies relative to the proposed action:

o U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

o National Marine Fisheries Service
o California State Historic Prescn, ation Office

o California Department of Fish and Game

Formal coors. )tion of the EIS with the many involved public agencies will continue
throughout the EIS review and approval

¯

The scoping process and meetings, as descn’bed in the previous section, is another
element of the required coordination that has been �onducted by the Corps.
Additionally, the Notice of Intent to prepare an EI$ was published in the Federal

Register on Monday, February 13, 1989 (See EIS Appendix B for a �opy of this notice

and the rcspons¢~ rcccive.d to

$.3 STATEMENT RECIPIENTS

.EIS Appendix F will contain a list of Draft EIS recipients in the F’mal Report.

5.4 PUBLIC VIEWS AND RESPONSES

This~ be provided in the F’mal EIS.                                                 ~_~

/
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SEC’TION 6 -LIST OF PREPARERS O

The following persons participated in the preparation of this document.

~ Discipline Ex’~rien~ Role in EIS PreDarption

(’o _rps of Engineers Staff 1
Pat Luvender Economics l0 yr~ Project Manager

2Jon Swcctcn Engineering 5 yn Project ManaGer
Ira Arzt Engineering 10 yrs Project ManaGer
Ronald Lockmann Gcography 7 yrs Environmental Coordinator
Marie Campbell Geography 2 yrs Environmental Coordinator
Kathlccn Kunyz Gcography $ yr~ Environmcntal CoordinatorBrian Whclan Gcography 8 yr~ Geographer
Patricia Martz Archaeology 12 yrs Scnior ArchaeologistD.Stephcn Dibble Archaeology 3 yrs Archaeologist
Bradley Sturm Archaeology 3 yrs ArchaeologislStcvcn Schwartz Archaeology 7 yn ArchaeologistTerrance Brcyman Ecology 17 yr~ Reviewer
Michael Noah Ecology 8 yn Reviewer
Thomas Keency Ecology 12 yrs Project Biologist

1Roberta Soltz Ecology 4 yn Project Biologist

Chambers Group Statl’ "

John Westermeier BioloBist 15 yrs Projcci ManaBcr ~’~

Project Description          ~
Water Quality
Biological Resoun:es               ’
Cultural Resourc~

Tom Ryan Environmental 15 yn Project Description

9Anah~t Public Involvement

Linda Brody Environmental 9 yr~ Land Use ~
URecreation/Aesthetics

Public Safety
Public Utilitie~

Pam Morris Environmental 2 yrs Air Quality
Anal~t T~ansportadon

Water Quality
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SECTION 7 - INDEX OF MAIN REPORT ~

100-Year Flood i, 4. 18, 20, 27, 37, 38, 42. 44, 46. 77. 81. 92, 96.

500-Year Flood i, 26, 27. 42 ~4, 46
2

Aquatic Resources 31

B/C Ratio ii. iv. 11, 55. 67, 69, 72, 82, 84, 87. 89, 90. 92,

162

Bridge lmpact~ iii, 93. 94, 109, 111, 114, 123, 129, 131, 135-137,
152, 153, 160

Brown Pelican 31, 33

California Least Tern 31, 33 ’

Channel Widening 87, 89, 94, 96, 97, 106-109, 111-114, 135

Devil~ Gate Dam 4, 66, 67, 78, 79

Flood Damage 18-20, 24, 27, 43, 48, 49. 51, 55. 57. 61, 75, 78,

Oral~it~ I05, 138
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Groundwater 23. 24. 30, 3l, 48, 54. 60, 64, 73. 74. 81, 86, 93 0

L
Hansen Dam                      2. 3, 5, 13. 16, 3~ 43, 48, 66, 68, 72, 77, 78,

85, 87. 141

Historic Propenies 33 1

L~ast Bell’s Vireo ,2

Levee Armoring iii, 87. 89-94, 97, 98, 105, 111.114, 119, 120,

125, 132" 138, 152

Lower Los Angeles River 5, 16. 28. 29, 58. 67, 73, 75, 78, 81, 82, 84, 85,

90, 92. 93, 95, 97, 101, 102, 104, 106, 108, 109,

Reach 4

NED Definition

No Action

ParapetWalls

127, 129, 138, 139, 142, 152, 162

Population 26-28, 42, 48, 62

Reach 4 44, 90, 102, 105, 107, 108, 110’ 112, 115, I16,

EIS %2                         ~,’
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Reach 5 44. 103, 110, 111, 115, 122. See also Rio Hondo
(~hannel L

Recreation                       i, ii. 1-3. 11, 3~ 34, 35. 47. 5 I. 52’ 55. 66. 67. 76.
104, 105. 1 l l. 112’ 115. 139 1

Residual Flooding 123, 142, 143 2

Rio Hondo Channel 3~ 74. 75. 81. 144. 15~ 153. See also Reach $

Riparian Habitat 32, 33

Santa Fe Dam 5, 13, 20, 21, 23, 32, 45, 46, 73. 75

Sediment 3, 17, 47, 48, 55, 77, 79, 115

Sepulveda Dam 5, 14. 16. 23, 29. 31, 32, 43. 66, 67. 82, 84, 89,

141 ~.~

"!Soft Bottom Channel 23. 31, 33, ~4. 80, 81.91, 93, 104, 107, 111

Surface Water 38

Toxic Materials 30

Urban Development ii, Z 12, 21), 27, 29, 32, 38, 76

W~tewater

Water ~omegvation i. ft. 1-3. 19. 24, 31, 33. 35, 47-49. 55, 64. 67. 69,

74, 8~ 11~

Wetlands 61, 64
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Whittier Narrows Dam ii. iii. 5. 13, 16. 21, 0-3, 29. 31-33. 38, 44. 45. 58. ~
L75. 80, 81, 85. 92 93, 96, 115. 122° 137, 161

Wilhoul-Proje¢l Flooding 41-45, 142 143

I
With-Projecl Flooding

2
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INDEX OF EN’VIRONME.N’I’AL IMPACT STATEMEN’i"                                                          L

100-Year Hood S-1.2-IZ 3-1, 3-4, 3-5. 3-9. 3-16. 3-35, 3-47,

. 3-50, 3-58, 3-66. 3-67, 4-2, 4-15, 4-46, 4-47, 4-49

500-Year Flood 3-1.3-4 to 3-6, 3-9, 3-16, 3-50. 3-66, 3-67, 4-2,

Aquatic Resources 3-37. 3-38. 3-40, 4-15, 4-25, 4-27 to 4-29

B/C Ratio 2-6, 2-11, 5-2

Bridge Impacts $-2, 2-29, 4-20, 4-36, 4-37, 4-47, 4-51

Brown Pelican $-5, 2-42, 3-34. 3-35, 3-39, 4.26, 4.29

California Least Tern $-5, 1-2, 2.42, 3-M, 3-35. 3-39. 4.26. 4.30

Chatmel Widening 2-14, 2-29, 4-14, 4.49

Devil’s Gate Dam 2-9

Dredging $-2, 2-32, 2-35, 2-39, 2-43, 4-10, 4-11. 4-15, 4-22,
4-23, 4-27 to 4-30, 4-39. 4-44, 4-49

Flood Damage 1-1, 1-2. 2-5. 2-6, 2-11 to 2-13, 4.34

Fugithte Dust 4-6, 4-9 to 4-11

Graffiti 1-2, 2-47 to 2-49, 4-40 to 4-45, 4.50

Groundwater 3-21, 3-22, 3-25
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Hanson Dam 2-8, 3.1, 3-28, 3-30

Historic Propenies S-5, 2-43. 2-44, 3-40 tO 3.46

Least Bell’s Vireo                  3-30. 3-33 to 3-35

Levee Armoring 2-14 Io 2-16. 3-41.4.19, 4-20, 4-25, 4-36. 4-39

Lower Los Angeles River $-3, I-Z 1-3. 2-9, 2-10. 2-12, 2-14. 2-15. 3-6. 3-9,
3.20. 3-2& 3.29. 3-35 to 3-4 I, 3.50’ 3-5 I, 3-55,

4-36, 44~ 4-46. See also Reach 4

NED Definition

NED Plan                   S-1. S-2, 1-2, 2.14, 2-15, 2-29, 2-32, 2-33, 2-38,             ,~

2-39, 2.41 to 2-49. 2-51, 3-1.4.2, 4-4, 4-6. 4-7, ~
4-14, 4-15. 4.17 to 4-20" 4.23, 4-23, 4-26, 4.30, , ~’ ......~
4-31, 4.35 to 4.39, 4-41 to 4-44, 4-47, 4.48, 4-51, -, m~

No Action                        S-1. 2-12, 2-13, 2-35, 2-38, 2-39, 2-41 to 2-44,

4-23, 4.24, 4.30, 4-33, 4.34, 4-40, 4-41,446,            ~m]
4-47, 451

Parapet Walls S-l, 1-2, 2-14, 2-29, 2-32, 2-41, 2-47 to 2-49, g

4-20, 4-21, 4-35, 4-36, 441 to 445, 447, 4-49,

Population 3-5, ~17
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Reach 4 1-3. 3-20. 3-29. 3-61.3-62. 4-35. 4-41. See also
Lower Los Angeles River L

Reach 5 3-11. 3-29. 3-39 to 3-46. 3-61.3-66. 4-35. See
also Rio Hondo Channel

Recreation S-I. S-2’ S-8. 1-2, 1-3. 2-46 to 2-48. 3-9. 3.31.

3-58 to 3-62, 3-65. 3-66. 3-68. 4.1.4-35. 4-40 to
4-50

Residual. Flooding

Rio Hondo Channel 2-14. 3-11, 3-20. 3-29. 3-41 to 3-46, 3-55. 3-56,
3-58. 3-61, 3-62. 3-65, 3-66, 4-18, 4-31. See

also Reach $

Santa Fe Dam 2-8, 3-1, 3-30, 3-33, 3-35

Sedi~nt

4.27S’2’ 1-3.re 4.~,2"~ 4-392"39’ 2-43, 3.34.4.10. 4-13 te

Sepulveda Dam 3-1, 3.28 to 3-31

Soft Bottom Channel 3-33, 3.34, 3.36

Surface Water 3.21, 3-22

Toxic Materials 2-13. 2-49, 3.67, 4.13, 4.14, 4.25. 4.28,

Urban Development 1-1. 1-3, 3-4, 3-5. 3-47
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Wastewater ~ L
.Water Conservation 1-3, 2-7

Wetlands S-2, 2-1, 2-2, 2-42, 2-43, 2-47, 3-9, 3-61, 3-65,

4-14, 4-15, 4-18, 4-23, 4-26, 4-27, 4-29, 4.41, 4.44

2
Whittier Narrows Dam 2-10, 3-1, 3-30, 3-33, 3-35, 3-42, 3-55, 3-66

Without-Project Flooding

With-Project Flooding

,
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OSECTION 8 - PERSONS CON’TA~[’ED AND REFERENCES CITI~_-~

L

8.1 PERSONS CONTACTED

During preparation of the Draft EIS, various agencies and individuals wer~ contacted to

determine issues relative to each agency’s area of rcspons~ilily. A list of the agencies
2and individuals contacted is included below.

I. State of California

Regional Water Quali~y Control Board, Los Angeles Region

Mr. Mike Sowby

2, CaJifornia Coastal Commission
Coastal Consistency
Mr. Jim R~

3, South Coast Air Ouaii~y Management District                            ~._1
Off~’� of Planning lind Ana)~

Mr. Brian Farri~

4. U.S. Department of Agriculture

Mr. Richard L Campbell

9Coumy of Lo~
Department of Public Worlm

9Mr. ~ Ammon
Mr. Donald ,lord~m

Mr. Mi~¢ Ander~o~

Coun~ of Lo~
Department of P~k~ and

EIS 8-1
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Mr. Tom Dittmar

0~ L
7. City of L~s Angeles

Department of Recreations and Parks

Mr. Dave Attaway
1

2
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APPENDIX A                  -

PUBLIC COMMENTS AND

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON LACDA
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Q. Is the Corps looking it companies in O. In the event of ¯ flood, I~ the sanity. I
s~erato~ because o~ �os~ �onsx~-the overl~ow area that at~’e h~zard- tide lacllJty ¯ threat Io groundwater? ’

due waste to determine how well
A. No. In the event of a flood, the : O. There M no pro!eolian on the eastprotected they ere?

trod!men! I:~an! w~ll return the un- elde of the dim. C.,o~ld the b~r
A. Yes. Th~0sama,,~’concarntous.. treated malaria to the mean trunk i erode?

However, daterm~.’lang these C~m- sewer I~o. wh~ leads to Ihe Hy- i
A There Is potontia/to," tome sm~Jlpan,as’ Iocahons ~ how !hey ere I parx3a treatment P~L

amoun! of erosion, ~ thesnua~ed w~h respect to fioo~ng s a r
Gle~’~dele ~ ~,ou~ be so shght the! they wouldlocal l’eSpons~b,l~y. Currently. the I

local hre departments are cha~ed I’ ~" Will the levee It Ales!or be mlead? no~ s~n~f,c&n!~ 8ffe,~’l Ihe
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Response Summary

Public Fnvironmental Scoping Meetings
on the

Los Angeles County Drainage Area
Revle~ Study

March 9, 1989

On ~arch 9, 1989, the U.S. Arm)’ Corps of Engineers, l.~s Angeles Distr.i, ct. and
1.~.~ .’~ngclcs Count,. Department of Public Works held two environmental scoping meeting,
to give the public an ()pportunity to learn more about a proposed flood c~ntrul
improvemen! plan for the l..os Angeles County Drainal~e Area (LACDA) and to identify und
comment on potential environmental impacts from that plan and ils alternatives lh:;!
Corps should consider in preparing the study Environmenlal impacl Stalement (EIS).

Approximalely 60 representatives of Federal, state, and local governments and thepublic at large attended the meetings that were held in Los .~mgeles and Lakewood.

Public comments and questions were on the following topics:

Environmental concerns ¯ areawide planning, wildlife, aesthetics, recreation,
¯ ufety, groundwater recharge, and public involvement

o Economic concerns

¯ The National Economic Development (NED) Plan

¯ General Questions

Corps responses, where appropriate, appear in brackets [ ].
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Fnvironmenta! Concerns                                          : ~(~

Area~ide Planning                                                                     ~-

Meeting attendees pointed out the following areawide planning and stud) i~,..,,e~, th;,t
the Corps should consider in its environmental analyses:

¯ Potential environmental impacts throughout the LACDA system, not just in the arc.,~
to be improved - especially how protection of do~’nstrea~ areas might aflect
upstream.

¯ The impact of a potential new Cily of L~s Angeles growth management l)l:=n.,
environmental effects examined by the Corps - including the Possibility .f
down the Corps plan if it becomes evident that projected development ~ill not
allowed to take place.

¯ The interrelation of all development plans in the basin (especially in the con.~tantl\
changing west San Fernando Valley), so that the assessment of impacts for each
is not considered in a vacuum.

Possible changes Io Corps findings based on changes brought about by other tyl~,,
of projects.

The Potential for development in the mountains that compri~ the LAC’DA
and that potential’s effec~ on Corps environmental findings.

Long-developed lower reaches of the basin having to bear the impacts of ¢on.,,tructi..
instead of the San Femando Valley where more recent development has over.,,tres,,ed
I~ system.

IThe proposed plan addresses an existing system deficiency, and the project
~esign is not affected by potential future development. Other concern.~ will be
~ddressed. where possible, in the El$/Final Report.]

Some people, exT~ressing concern that construction near the mouth of the Los An~ele~
River would have negative effects on the endangered least tern. asked the Corps m ud~re.,.~
that possibility in its EIS.

[The least tern will not be significandy impacted.]

Representatives of several cities said that the proposed parapet walls might invite
graffiti both during and after �onstruction.

[Unfortunately, this is probably true.]
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Some also wondered how v~sible the walls would be from local homes, hu.~inc,,c~,         U

and streeLs.                                                                     ~"
[Visibility would depend on location.]

Representatives of Downey expressed hope that the project would in some wa~ help
in their plans to limit grov, lh an¢J provide additional open space.

" 1
Recreation

2The primary recreation interest people have is in preserving (and perhaps enhuncinc)the existing equestrian and bicycle trails along the Los Angeles River.               "

[The project will preserve existing trails.]

Sare~7

Representatives of cities in the downstream area along the L.~ An~cl¢5 River
recommended:

¯ There be an early warning system in place in the event of a major flood.

[One b already in place and is continually upgraded.]

The parapet wails be reinforced and the levees armored to prevent �-’,tastrophic failure
in the event of ovenoppin&

[This is pan of the proposed design.J

¯ The project be designed and built with the potential for a major earthquake in mind.

[Existing design standards regarding safety during earthquakes have been meL]

An additional safety issue concerned the need for periodic checks of the Sepulveda
Dam when the Corps’ new water control plan goes into affect.

[The Corps routinely monitors the performance of all of its dams.]

~ Gmundwmer Recharge ~J

One person suggested that detention basins built for theproject double asgroundwater recharge ~

! [This will be done where feasible.]
}

Publk lavolveme~t

Some people expressed dismay that so few members of the public or representativesof specia/interest and environmental groups had attended the March 9 scoping meetings.

,4,1I
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They asked that the Corps be certain that groups such as the Sierra Club be informed when

0the draft EIS becomes available.

[’]~ey are on the Corps’ mailing list and receive notices. If anyone has names
Lof groups or individuaLs who would be interested, they will be added to the

mailing list.]

F~conomic Concerns

Several people asked about the financial impact the project would have on cities in
the lO0-year floodplain. Their questions were:

2¯ How much would the cities have to pay as part of the federal/local sponsor
cost-sharing agreement?

l’T’he current county flood district ta~ levee will be sufficient to pay 30% of the
local share. The remaining percentage of the local share would come from a
state grant program.|

¯ What relief from Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) flood insurance
costs would the completed project provide?

[The 100-year floodplain, as officially designated by FEMA in 1990, would
essentially be eliminated and structures designated in this area of the floodplain
would no longer be required to c~rry flood insurance.]

A representative of the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works explained
the cost-sharing arrangements:                                                           ,

¯ Local interests would be responsible for at leEst 25 percent, but not more than 50
percent, of the total project cost. That ~nount would include purchase of all needed
lands and rights-of-way.

¯ Of the local share, 70 percent would be l~d by the State of California.

¯ The remaining 30 percent of the Ioc~ sh~re would come from Los Angeles County
/flood control funds. ¯

Some people at the meetings expressed concern that using the county funds would
limit the amount of new construction or repair work the county would be able to do on such
things as storm dr~s.

l’l’he County will not reduce its mainten~,nce efforts and will allocate this
project significant resources but will still pursue a variety of construction
prOjects.]

Others said they expected it to be difficult to get the state and Federal funding.
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The other main economic issue dealt with the 100-year flood overflow areas idemiEed
by net FEMA maps. Participants stated a great deal o~ concern about the cost of me~tin.~
F’ederal flood insurance requirements in areas newly identified as at ri~k.
repr~.~enting cities in the floodplain encouraged the Cor~s to mo~,’e totard c()nstru¢lion a.,,
quic~,].~, as possible and said that they would contact their local Congressional representati,,cs
to t’o=ce support for the project. C~ne person said that if funding was slow in coming.
Corps should stage its construction to ma.ximJze the flood protection achie~.ed in each

[This will be considered in construction scheduling.]

The Nalion,,I Economic De~’elopmen! (~’ED) Plan

People detailed a number of concerns and asked several question about the p~temial
plan presented by the Corps (the NED plan) and o~her alternatives.

Expressing preference for the Ihe tunnel alternative, one participant queslioned hot,
the Corps arrived at a negative benefit-to.cost ratio for the tunnel when the cost of tunneling
would be so much less than the $2-~/2 billion in damages that would be prevented.

tit was explained that benefits and costs have ~o be annualized for each size
flood ~hat could occur. This method results in the cos! of ~unneling being
significantly higher than the benefiLs provided,|

.another person stated thai the Corps plan should be developed to solve the flooding
problem permanemly..no~ just for another ~0 years or so.

[The Corps has considered probable development in the future.]

People suggested that the Corps consider the following issues in developing the
recommended plan:

, ¯ The possibili~ of injecting polymers in selected areas Io help pass water more quickly
at problem spo~

[This is no! a practical solution. First. it is untested methodoiog), and
logistics of when and how the polymers would be injected have not been
determined. In addition, ~he polymers would eventually flow out Io lhe ocean.~

.- . generating pollution.]

¯ ~- Whether the new bridges on the Artesia ~nd Century freeways would be high enough.

[Yes, they will be.]

¯ - Whether the light-rail track being buih between ~ Angeles and Long Beach is
above the floodplain

tit will be after the project is completed.]

~-13
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¯ The use of bridges as dikes by sandbagging or otherwise fortifying their bases. 0

[Due to hydraulic considerations, this is not a viable alternative.] "~" L
¯ In calculating flood flows and project life, the siltation of upstream dams, includm~

who is respo~ible for maintenance of those darns.

[This is considered during plan formulation.]

¯ The pos.sibility of assigning air rights over the channel, especially in the Long Beach
2area where space for housing and new businesses is becoming scarce.

[Because this limits channel access and future channel improvement
possibilities, it is discouraged as a large-scale concept.]

Questions about the potential project included the following:

¯ What would be the total project ~ost?

[Apwoximately $300 million first

Would the project have any effect on the Lakcwood storm drain system that is nearin~
capaci~?

[No. Storm drzim m’e Io~1 ~tem.r,.]

Why b there no plan for improvements to the San Gabriel River?

[This river doesn’t have a deficiency. It is basically used as a relief system from
Whittier Narrows Dam.]

How much additional fight-of-way would be needed through Paramount?

[None is currently antidpatecL]

What would be done in the Rosecrans/Freeway 91 area?

[Parapet wails would be raised to the full extent possible and the levees
armored.]

¯ Would all bridges have to be completely rebuilt in order to raise them?

[Newer bridges are built in a modular fasion and can be jacked up in one
piece. Older bridges would have to be rebuilt, however.]



V
¯ What is the projected flow capaci~, at Firestone Avenue and Imperial Hi.~h\v;~.~.") U,r

[The existing capaci~, in cubic feel l~r second, is as follows: L

~ Proposed
Firestone ~ LAR I I0.000 I I0.000
Firestone ~ RH 36.500 50.300
Imperial @ LAR 132.000 164.000]

2
General Questions:

the L~CDA System and Corps Policy

¯ Are the mouths of the Los Angeles and San Gabriel rivers the same height
level?

[They ~re both at sea level.]

¯ Is the lO0-year flood elevation higher than the gales on the Sepulveda D;im?

[Water does riow over the spillway lares during a IO0-year even! hut in an
laticipated lad controlled f~ion.]

¯ l~oes the Corps hire outside contractors to do its construction work?

A-15
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~" BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT
L

I. Introduction

The Los Angeles District of the Army Corps of Engineers (COE), has determined
that the proposed Los Angeles County Drainage Area Review will not adversely affect
any species listed pursuant to the Endangered Species Act. Those species that occur in
the study area include least Bell’s vireo, California least tern, California brown pelican
and the slender-horned spineflower.

The purpose of a biological assessment is to evaluate the potential effects of ¯
Federal action (project) on listed and proposed listed species and designated and
proposed critical habitat and determine whether any such species or habitat arc likely to
be adversely affected by the Federal action (project). The biological assessment is
used in determining whether formal �onsultation or a �onference is ne�essary (Federal
Register 51(106): Section 402.12(a), pg. 19960, 3 June 1986). The �ontents of the
biological assessment are at the discretion of the Federal agency and are dependent
the nature of the Federal action.

II. Project Dcserintion

Under �ongressional authority, the I.,m Angeles District of the U.S. Army Coq~
of Engineers is �onducting a flood control study of the Lm Angeles County Drainage
Area (LACDA) project. T~ existing flood �ontrol e/stem was �onstructed by tl~ Corps
of Engineers and the Lm Angeles County Flood Control District (now part of the
l~partment of Public Works) from the 1930s through the 1960s to protect the City of

Angeles othermetropolitan areas in Los Angeles County from flood damage.
Inca-eased urbanization resulting in incce.ased runoff, as well as changes in design criteria,
has resulted in an inadequate lev~! of flood protection afforded by the LACDA

The NED Plan (propmed alternative) addresses the area of most critical a~ed in
the LACDA: the downstream reaches of the Los Angeles-Rio Hondo system. Planned
improvements begin at Whittier Narrows Dam and extend downstream on the Rio
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Hondo to the confluence with the Los An~}elcs River. Improvements on the Los Angeles

River continue from the confluence ~’ith thc Rio Hondo and exlcnd downstream to the

mouth of the river in Long Beach Harbor. A total of about 23 miles of channel is to be

impro~d.

Thc NED plan consists of five elements: I) parapet walls, 2) raising bridges, 3)

levee armoring, 4) widening a portion of the Rio Hondo and Lo~ Angeles rivers at their
confluence, and 5) application of a concrete

A. Parapet Walb

Parapet walls would be provided on the tops of existing levees on the Rio Hondo
Channel and lower Los Angeles River for nearly the entire length of channel from
Whittier Narrows to the Pacifi� Oeean. Wall hciBhts would range from 2 to 8 feet
(0.? to 2.4 m).

B. Rabing Edsting Bridges

In order to provide parapet walls along the channels, many of the vehicle, ra~road
and utility bridges which cross the channels must be raised in height. The

required height adjustments range from 1.6 to 6.3 feet (0.S to 1.9 m) for the lower
Los Angeles River, and 1.4 to 5.3 feet (0.4 to 1.6 m) along tbe Rio Hondo.

bridges which cross the lower Los Angeles River, 15 need to beOf the
modified. Twelve of the 18 bridges over tbe Rio Hondo m~ proposed to be
modified.

Edsdng levees would be strengthened by armoring the back slope at seleeted
ieeadons with grouted stone. The back sides of levees will be armored to pre~nt
erosion or the eartben levee in case they arc

EIS C-2                                      ~,
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OD. Widening Channel at Confluence                                             ~"

At and just downstream of the Rio Hondo-Los Angeles River �onfluence, a 7000
foot section of" the Los An£.cles River would he converted from trapezoidal to
rectangular cro~-scction and widened 30 feet. Parapet walls would be constructed ’1
on the rebuilt channel walls.

E. Application of Concrete Overlay                                                  Z

The existing grouted stone channel walls in the vicinity of the Rio Hondo-Los
Angclcs Rh, cr confluence will be overlaid with concrete to reduce hydraulic
friction and improve channel flow characteristics.

A. Slcndcr-Horned Spineflower

I. Natural History
a. Dism’oution

species, known to occur in only four small, isolated population~
which together occupy lesa than 4 hectares (10 acres; U.S. Fed. Reg.

1986). These sites are: 1) near Devore, 2) 1.5 miles east of Valle
Vista, ;3) Temeu::al Canyon, and 4) near Highland in the Santa Arm

River Wash, and 5) in Bautista Canyon (found by the U.S. Forest

b. Habitat RequiremenWLife Histmy
CELE is generally found on sandy, old-formation henches that are
free from introduced annual grass~ and lack evidence of surface
disturbance (Reveal and Krantz 1979). CELE is most commonly
associated with mature soft chaparral or in association with a sparse

cover of dwarf annuals, mosses, liverworts, and lichens.
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Currently the only location where CELE potentially could occ~u" is
behind Hanson Dam in the LAC.DA system. The proposed
alternative does not modify operations or uses in the Hansen Dam
basin, so the with-project and without-project conditions are

2identical. Given no changes or impacts and no known populations,
the COE has determined there would be no adverse effect to CELE.

B. C.alifomia Least Tern
1. Natural History

a. Distn’bution
The C.alifomia least tern ~ ~ ~) is sparsely
distnbuted in small colonies from San Francisco Bay to the Me.x/can
border with additional unali groups along the west coast of
California.

b. Habitat Requirements/Life History                                  I’-- -~~
The State and Federally endangered California least tern is ¯                 ’ ~’~
migratory, water-associated bird which returns to �oastal California
fax)m Central America to breed between April and September. It is
dependent upon undisturbed, randy, open areas near �oastal
embayments or river mouths for ~uitable nesting habitat. The
embayments, river mouths, and areas upstream of the river mouths
within an ¯pprmimate two mile range of nests ~erve as primary
foraging habitat for least terns during netting.

2. "No Effect" Detenaiamioa

The California least tern has been identified as potentially fm-~in~
in the project area in association with the I~ Angele~ River and the
San Gabriel River. There were no known or potential nesting -qte~
identified within the study ar~ The currently proposed project

EIS C.5
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could potentially impact the least tern duc to some upstream
turbidity associated with bridge raising and noise associated with the
construction of the parapet walls in the areas where least terns

potentially forage. The COE has determined that the proposed
project alternative would have no adverse effect on the California

least tern due to a commitment to restrict construction in the lower
reaches of the Los Angeles River. Construction would only occur
from September to March on the last one-mile reach of the Lns

Angeles River. The propo~:d project alternative does not modify
the San Gabriel River and as ~uch there will be no adverse effect on
the species.

California Brown Pelican
1. Natural History

a. Distn’bution

The California brown pelican (Pele~n.s occidentali} ~
ranges from southern British Columbia to Central Amedca. A ’/
major segment of the population of this subspedes occupies the ,-
coast from central Baja California to northern California. ~,... ’ ["

b. Habitat Requirements/Life l-listo~y ~
The California brown pelican is associated with beaches, bays, and
tidal estuaries and only rarely with fresh water. It feeds exclusively
on fish. The brown pelican is at its highest numbers along the coast

of California from late summer to late fall during the nonbreeding =’~
season. The brown pelican nests primarily on offshore islands (e.g. ~"

~

Z "No Effect" Determination                                                [

The California brown pelican has been identified as potentially
foraging in the project area in association with the Los Angeles and
San Gabriel Rivers. Foraging is the only activity that could be
affected. The potential effects would be the poss~ility of increa~
turbidity from construction upstream and noise from ¢onsu’uefloa o/"
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the parapet walls. The ~)E has determined that the proposed

project alternative would have no ach’erse effect on the California
Lbrown pelican due to a commitment to restrict construction in the

lower reaches of the Los Angeles River. ConstTuction would only
occur from September to March on the last one-mile reach of the
Los Angeles River. The proposed project alternative would not
disturb any important brown pelican roosts. The San Gabriel River 2is not a part of the proposed ahernative: hence, there would be no
adverse effect on pelt’.an foraging in the area.

Leas~ Bell’s Vireo
I. Natural Hi~to~

a. Distn’bution
The least Bell’s vireo (vireo ~ D.;tli~) is a small migratory bird
whose breeding range is restricted to two localities in the $alinas
River Valley; one locality along the Amargosa River; numerom
small populations in southern California south of the Tehachapi
Mountains; and in northwestern Baja California, Mexico.

b. Habitat RequiremenuA.if© History
The least Bell’s vireo arrive~ in its breeding habitat in mid-March to
early April and departs in late August and September for it~
wintering range in Mex~:o. Least Bell’s vireos at= known to nest
primarily in willows but also use a variety of shrubs, trees and vines.
These passerine birds forage in riparian and adjoining chaparral
habitat. In addition to loss of habitat, spoci, decline is
accelerated by nest parasi~m by the brown.headed cowbird.

"No Effect" Determination
The least Bell’s vireo has been identified as being prc.~nt or pom’bly
present at Hansen Dam, Santa F¢ Dam, Whittier Narrows Dam, and
in the San Gabriel River downstream of Whittier Narrows Dam.
The proposed project alternative for LACDA would not muse
change in the conditions behind the dams or on the San Gabriel

EI$ C-?
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APPENDIX D

*~4B(1) DETERMINATION
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THE EVALUATION OF mE EFFECTS
OF THE DISCHARGE OF DREDGED OR FILL MATERIAL

INTO THE WATERS OF THE UNITED STATES
LACDA REVIEW PROJECT

INTRODUCTION.     The following evaluation is provided in
accordance with Section 404(b)(1) of the Federal Water
pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 (Public
Law 92-500) as amended by the Clean Water Act of 1977
(Public Law 95-217). Its intent is to succinctly state and
evaluate information regarding the effects of discharge of
dredged or fill material into the waters of the U.S.
such, it is not meant to stand alone and relies heavily
upon information provided in the environmental document
which it is attached.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A. Location:     Los Angeles County Drainage Area (LACDA).
Construction Is proposed In the lower portion of the
Los Angeles River, the portion of the Rio Hondo River
below Whittier Narrows and the lower portion of Compton
Creek.

B. General Description:     Material to be discharged
includes sediment from dredged saterial in the lower
Los Angeles River (channel widening alternative only).
Other discharges will be incidental to construction
activities An the ¢hannels.

The National Econosic Developsent (NED) pro~ect
alternative consists of construction of parapet
walls on top of existing levees within the lowar
Los Angeles River, Rio Hondo Channel and lower
Compton Creek.    Lislted channel widening
extensive bridge aodificatlons will be require~ for
this aZternatlve. No dredging As proposed.

C. Authority and Purpose: Sect:ions 1.1 and 1.3 of the EIS
provide a description of 1~he authority and purpose of
the proposed action.     The authority Includes
E~ergency Relief Act of 1935 and the Flood Control
of June 22, 1936 and August 8, 1941.

D. General Description of Dredged or FiZZ Material: The
dredged saterial consists of sof~ sediments in the
lower Los Angeles River.     These sedi~en1:~ ~a¥ be
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contaminated from urban runoff. Section 4.5.3 of the
EIS dLsousses these

E. Description of Proposed Discharge Site:    The exact
method of disposal has not been determined.
assumed that the dredged ~aterial ~eetlng ocean
disposal standards will be disposed of in a deep water
disposal site (LA-2 or LA-3).    Any material not
conforming to standards will be disposed of at an
approved onshore disposal

F. Description of Disposal Method: It is anticipated that
the material will be transported to offshore disposal
sites via barge and then dumped dlrectly from the
barge. On-land disposal will be via truck delivery
approved disposal facilities.

III. FACTUAL DETERMINATATION

A. Disposal Site Physical Substrata

Substrata Elevation end Slopel

~’ Impact= __X_ N/A

2. Sedi~entT~pe~

Impact: __X_ N/A

3. Dredged/Fill Material Move~entz

4. Phyllcal EffeCtl on Benthol (burial, chan~el
sediment type, co~posAtAon,

Impact: .~_ N/A ~X_ lneA~nlt.

T~Am ~aterAal will be disposed of An an approved
sate ~here previous environmental documents have
been prepared.

Impact: __X_ N/A -- Insl~nlf. -- SignAl.
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6. Actions taken to Hlnimize Impact8

~eeded?~X_ YES

If Needed, Taken:

~X_ YES     ~NO

Specific measures to reduce turbidity are proposed.

Effect on Water Circutatlon, Fluctuation, and Salinity
Determinations:

1. Effect on Water. The follovt~
con~Idered:

b. Water Che~lst~ - -
(pH, etc.) __N/A _X_lnml~nif.

d. Color N/A X Insignif. ~Sl~nif.

Eutrophication _X_N/A __lnlt~nlf. ~S~ntt.

2. Effect on ~ent Patte~m

�ondi~tOnl ~ere evaluated.

a~ ~1~
1. Vel~L~y __N/A _X_lns/gntf. ~SLgnLf.
¯ . Stratification

Regi~

3. EtE~ on Nodal Wa~er ~vel Fluc~uaELon8.
potential of dimcha~e or fall on ~e [ollowL~
were

4. A~on T~en to ~tn~l[e

EZS
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EIS D-5
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A. Effect on Aquatic Ecosystem and Oruanization
Dete~inations. The following ecosystem effects
were evaluated:

1. On Plankton ~N/A _X_Insignif. ~Signif.
2. On Benthos ~N/A _X_Insignif. ~Signif.
3. On Nekton N/A X Insignif. ___Signif.
4. Food Web ~N/A -X-Insignif. ~Slgnif.
5. Sensitive Hablt~:     -- -

a. Sanctuaries,
refu~es _X_N/A __Insignlf. ___Slgnlf.

b. Wetlands _X_N/A __Signlf.
c. Mudflats _X_N/A __Inslgnlf.
d. Eelqrass

beds _X_N/A ~Ins~gntf. ~Signlf.
e. Riffle and

Pool
Complexes _X_N/&     Insigntf. ___Slgnlf.

6. Threatened & Endangered’~ecles
~N/A _X Insignlf. ~Slgnif.

?. Other Wildlife (grunion) -
~N/A X Instgnlf. .__Signlf.

$. Actions to Minimize Impa�ts
None necessary as iepacts will be short-ter~.

B. Proposed Disposal Site Deter~inations.
mixing zone for each disposal site confined to
smallest practicable zone?

~N/A _X_Insignif. __Sl~nit.

C. Deter~lnation of Cu~ulative Effects of Disposal or
Fill on the Aquatic Ecosyatea.

Impacts:         __N/A _X_Inatgnif. __.Signlf.

D. Deter~ination of Indirect Effects of Disposal or
Fill on the Aquatic Ecosystma.

Impacts:         __N/A _X_InsiGntf. __.St~nlf.

IV. FINDING OF COMPLIANCE

A review of the proposed project indicates

a. The dischar~e represents the least environmentally
damaging practicable alternative and if in a special
aquatic site, the activity associated with the
discharge mus~ have direct access or proximity to, or
be located in ~he aquatic ecosystem to fulfill its
basic purpose
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The activity does not appear to: 1) violate applicable
state water c~ality standards or effluence standards
prohibited under Section 307 of the CWA; 2) jeopardize
the existence of Federally listed endangered or
threatened species or their habitat; and 3) violate
requirements of any Federally designated marine
sanctuary.

_X_ YES NO

The activity will not cause or contribute to
significant degradation of waters of the U.S. including
adverse effects on human health, llfe stages or
organisms dependent on the aquatic ecosystem, ecosystem
diversity,      productivity    and    stability,     and

i recreational, aesthetic, and economic values;

!
_x_ y. __ .o

* d. Appropriate and practicable steps have been taken to
! potential adverse impacts of the discharge on the

aquatic ecosystem.

_x_ Yts

1 A negatLve response ~ndLcates thst the proposed pro~ect does
not conply with the quidelines.

EZS
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APPENDIX E . COASTAL CONSISTENCY DETERMINATIO~

This appendix provides the information necessary to determine the proposed action’s
consistency with the provisions of the California Coastal Act of 1976. Federal �onsistency
review provisions arc provided in the Federal Coastal Zone Management A~

I. TYPE AND DESCRIPTION OF TIIE PROPOSED ACTION

The Army Corps of Engineers proposes Io improve the flood conveyance capabilities of

thc Los Angeles County Drainage Arc¯ flood control syszcm. The proposed NED Plan
includes construction of concrete parapet walls along the existing channel Iev~¢s of the
Rio Hondo, the lower Los Angeles Rivtr and Compton Creek. $�lected areas of
armoring are also associated with the proposed action. Implementation of the NED Plan
would also necessitate the raising of numerous street bridges crossing the affected
channels.

The coastal zone boundar~ with respect to the proposed action cover= the area from
Ocean Boulovard upstream to Anaheim $tmeL This am¯ is under t~ jurisdiction of the
Port of Long Beach for �oastal pcrmitlin~

Under the NED Plan alternative, the only modif’w.ations made to the Los Angeles River
channel within the �oastal zone area would be the �onstruction of parapet walls on both
channel lev~es for the entire roach. Wall heights would range between 3 and 5 feel

The proposed action is �onsidered ¯ direct Federal activity for puq:mses of �oastal
�onsistency determination. Sp~::ifi¢ details of the proposed action and altemativ~ with
appropriate illustrations, ~ included in Section 2 of the main body of this

II. COASTAL R~qOU~CE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

The coastal re, source planning and management policies applicable to the proposed
action =’� listed below along with an aaalysis of the tel¯rio¯ship to proposed alt¢~

E.I$
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V
A. Public Access O

’- L
1. Section 30211

Development shall not interfere with the public’s right of access to the sea
where acquired through u~ or legislative authorization, including, but not
limited to, thc use of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of 2terrestrial vegetation.

Relationshi~ to Policy

NED Plan Alternative. This alternative will not physically interfere with

public acce~ to the sea within the coastal zone. Construction of parapet
walls along river levees could temporarily restrict use of bicycle trails which
provide access to the coastal area. These trails will be fully restored after
construction and no long-term effects will occur. Also, efforts will be made 7
to route bicycle traffic around construction ureas utilizing existing, available
bike trails on streets. This alternative will not significantly impact public ~..~
access to the coastal zone. ,

readily be provided at inland water areas shall be protected for such uses.

Relationshin to Polk.v

EIS E-2 ~ t
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]NED Plan Allenalive. This alternative will not affcc! the amount of area
devoted to water-oriented recreation.                                            L

2. Se(tio,, 30223 1

Upland areas necessary to support �oastal recreational uses shall be 2
reser~,ed for such uses, where feas~le.

Relationshin to Po|!ev

N£D Plan Allerzmtive. The bicycle trail along the ezstc,,rn los Angeles
River levee is used as an important point of non-vehicular access to the

coastal zone recreation resources. Bike trails will be temporarily impacted
by parapet wall construction, and will be fully restored after construction.
As stated previously, efforts will be made route bicycle traffic around

construction areas using existing available bike trails on local streets.

C. MARINE ENVIRONMENT

Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and where feasible,
restored. Special protection shall be given to areas and species of special
biological or economic zignffgancc. Uses of the marine environment shall

be carried out in a manner that will sustain the biological productivity of
the coastal waters and that will maintain healthy populations of all specks

of marine organisms adequate for long-term commercial, recreational,

RelotJonshJn to Policy

EIS E-3
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V
NED Plan AJteraative. This alternative would not involve any disturbanc~

~ O
to marine resources.

L

2. Section 30:231

The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams,

2wetlands, estuaries, and lakes appropriate to maintain optimum populations
of marine organisms and for the protection of human health shall be
maintained and, where least’hie, restored through, among other means,

minimizing adverse effects of waste water discharges and entrainment,
controlling runoff, preventing depiction of ground water supplies and

"substantial interference with surface water flow, encouraging waste water
reclamation, maintaining natural vegetation buffer areas that protect
riparian habita~ and minimizing alteration of natural streams.

Relntloflshlo to Polle~ - 1

NED Plan Alternative. No alteration of wetlands will occur as ¯ result of , ~i~
the implementation of this itltematJve.,

3. Section 30333

(a) The diking, h’lling, or dredging of open coastal waters, wetlands,
estuaries, and lakes shall be permitted in accordance with other applicable

provisions of this division, where there is no feasa’ble less environmentally              ~
damaging alternative, and where feasible mitigation measures have been
provided to minimize adverse environmental effects" and shall be limited to

the following:

E4
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(5) Incidental public service purposes, including but not limited to, burying
cables and pipes or inspection of piers and maintenance of exisdng intake              L

and outfall lines.

Relatinnshl~) to Polio,

NED Plan Alteramtb, e. The proposed project has public sen, ice purposes

in providing flood control protection to a signif’h:ant portion of the

popu]ation within the Los Angeles basin. Use of the existing channel for

flood control modifications is necessary in that there are no f©as~Ie
alternatives thaz could b¢ implemented which would not utilize the channel.
(See also Section 2.1 of the EIS for a description of other ~Iternatk,¢s

�onsidered but eliminated from consideration.)

(b) Dredging and spoils disposal shall b¢ planned and carried out to avoid
signil’~’.ant disruption to marine and wildlife habitats and water circulation.
Dredge spoils suitable for beach replenishment should bc transported for
such puqx)scs to appropriate beaches or into suitable long shore current

Relalionshh) to

Ni~D Piaa Alternativ~. No dredge spoil disposal is required under this

adternath~

(2~annelizations, dams, or other substantial alterations of rivers and
shall incorporate the best n~dgation measures fcas~lc, and b¢ li~tcd to

(1) necessary watzr supply projects, (2) flood control proj~-’ts wher~ no
otl~r method for protecting existing structu~s in the floodpl~;,, is

EIS
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V
and where such protection is necessary for public safe~’ or to protec~
existing devtlopment, or (3) developments where the primand function is

’-- Lthe improvement of f’Lsh and wildlife habitat.

Relalinnshio 19 ~olic3,_ 1

NED Plan .&Jterltalive. This alternative is a necessary component of the 2
flood protection system for the greater Los Angeles Count7 Drainage Ar¢a.

The action involves modification of an existing flood �ontrol channel.

$. I~ad Re~ouree~

Land Resource policies are not applicable since no land regourc=s within
the coastal zone will be ~ffected by project altemativ¢~.

L Developmennt

The proposed acdon is not considered new development, thus the polic~
in this article do not

The proposed action is not �onsidered industrial development thus

policies of this article do ~K)t apply.

CONSISTENCY DETERMINATION AND CERTIFICATION

It has been determined by the Los Angele~ Dbtdct Corl~ of Engincer~ that, based
review of the applicable sections of the Coastal Zone management, the propo~d Lo~
,,~agclcs County DraYage Axca Study b �onsk~nt with the applicable r~::fiom of ~

EIS E-6
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V
California Coastal Act of 1987 to the maximum cxlent practicable. The Corp has O
determined that the proposed plan, the NED plan, is the most fcas=’bic alternative and Lthat feas~lc mitigation measures have been included to minimize adverse environmental
effects. This finding is based on the attached Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) for the Los Angeles County Drainage Area study, appendL~¢s, and �oordination.               1

2

EIS E-7
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APPENDIX G

FISH AND WILDLIFE COORDINATION ACT REPORT
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

FISH AND WILDLIFE ENHANCEMENT
SOUTHEP.N CALIFORNIA FIELD STATION

Laguna Niguel Office
Federal Building, 24000 Avila Road

Laguna Niguel, California 92656

In Reply Refer To:
FWE/SCFS-LNO

May 11, 1990

Colonel Charles Thomas
District Engineer
Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District
P.O. Box 2711
Los Angeles, California 90053

Attn: Ruth Villalobos, Chief, Envlronmental Resources Branch

Re: Draft Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report for the
Los Angeles County Drainage Area (LACDA) Review Study, Los
Angeles County, California

Dear Colonel

Enclosed for your review is our draft Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act Report which evaluates the alternatlvea
currently being considered in the referenced project. A copy of
this report has also been provided to the California Department
of Fish and Game for their review.

This draft report has been prepared under the authority of, and
in accordance with, provisions of the Fish and Wildllfe
Coordination Act (48 Star. 401, as amended; 16 U.S.C. et seq.).
This report is intended to assist your agency in the preparation
of the Feasibility Study for this project.

We look forward to continued cooperation on this project. If you
have any questions on this draft report, please contact John
Hanlon at (714} 643-42?0.

Sincerely,

Brooks HarpeJ-~
Office Supervisor
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FISH AND WILDLIFE COORDINATION ACT REPORT
LOS ANGELES COUNTY DRAINAGE AREA

(LACDA) REVIEW STUDY

Los Angeles County

California

Prepared for the

CORPS OF ENGINEERS
LOS ANGELES DISTRICT

Department of the Army
Los Angeles, California

by the

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
U.S, Department of the Interlor

Laguna Niguel Field Office

Brooks Harper, Office Supervisor
John Manlon, Project Biologist and Author
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PREFACE

This document constitutes the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s

(Service) draft report on the Los Angeles County Drainage Area

(LACDA) Review Study, Los Angeles County, California. It is

being prepared under the authority of the Fish and Wildlife

Coordination Act, P.L. 85-624, Section 2{b) and in keeping with

the spirit and intent of the National Environmental Policy Act.

This report is expected to have the endorsement of the California

Department of Fish and Game,

The goals of the Service in its study involvement are, (I) tO

evaluate the impact of the principal alternative on fish and

wildlife resources, their habitat and their utilization by the

public, (2) to identify and evaluate the least environmentally

damaging alternative, and (3) to recommend methods for

preserving, compensating, and enhancing fish and wildlife

resources.

In assessing the environmental conditions, as well as the needs

and opportunities for fish and wildllfe that would exist under

the various alternatives analyzed, the Service employed its best

professional judgment, using available research reports and

literature.
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(1) £

A. GEI:ERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT AREA AND INTRODUCTION

Angeles Drainage Area (LACDA) encompasses approximatelyThe Los

2,000 square miles. Components of the LACDA system include 5

Corps of Engineers’ flood control basins, 16 Los Angeles County

flood control basins, and 4 natural sections of streams. Except
for the lower reaches of the San Gabriel River, all the

components of the LACDA system lle in the San Gabriel Mountains

or in the floodplain directly below them. Figure I shows the

LACDA system. Ultimately, all the water flows into the Los

Angeles or San Gabriel Rivers and empties into the Pacific Ocean

at Long Beach Harbor.

The LACDA Review is a study for flood control Protection of "
environmental values within the pro~ect area is also to be

considered. The LACDA system, built between 1940 and 1960, has

been described by the Corps of Engineers (Corps) as outmoded and

no longer adequate to meet existing conditions. Urban

development has resulted in a decrease in groundwater percolation

as g{ound surfaces were altered and became impervious. This

resulted An increased surface runoff into the system and

heightened the potentlal for floodlng.
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B. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Corps originally considere4 5 alternatives to address the

flood control problem: I) structural modifications to existing

structures (drains and channels); 2) re-regulatlon of the

existing reservoirs; 3) re-regulation of and structural

modlfications to the existing reservoirs; 4) re-regulatlon of

existing structures and construction of new structures; and 5)

re-regulation and modifications to existing structures and

construction of new structures.

Alternative 1, structural mo~Iflcatlons to existing drains and

Channels, is the selected alternative. This alternative

addresses the downstream reach of the Los Angeles - Rio Hondo

system. Improvements will begin at the Rio Hondo outlet from

Whittier Narrows and extend the entire length of the Rio Hondo

Channel. Improvements on the Los Angeles River begin at the

confluence with the Rio Hondo Channel and extend to the mouth of

the river in Long Beach Harbor.    A total of about 23 miles of

channel are to be modified.

The objective of the structural improvements is to provide

greater flood protection to the urbanized reaches of the Rio
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Hondo and lower Los Angeles River. The 133-year level of

protection was selected because of its maximum net benefits and

the constraints on plan design imposed by the Artesia Freeway

overcrossing. Three measures are used individually and in

combination to achieve this objective:

I) Vertlcal reinforced-concrete parapet walls of from 2.0
feet to 8.0 feet in height constructed along the crest

~               of the ex.isting channel levee,.

2) Conversion of 6950 feet of concrete trapezoidal to

concrete rectangular channel in a reach where parapet

walls cannot be raised to the necessary height to

provide adequate protection (at and Just below the

confluence of the R~O Hondo and the Los Angeles River}.

3) Raising and m~ifFing bridges which currently are too

low to permit 133-year flows to pass underneath them or

which have other impacts on the hydraulic

characteristics of the charu~el which make alteration of

their design necessary. T~ent¥-four of forty-one

bridges in the project reach will be m~ifie~.
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(4)

Armoring of the landward levee slope on both sides of

selected reaches (a total of about 2.2 miles) to prevent

overflows from eroding the levee.

(PLAN COMPONENTS )

Parapet Wall~

Parapet walls will be constructed of one foot thick reinforced

concrete. Their height will vary from reach to reach to reflect

the changing requirements of the system. Transitions from one

teach to another will be accomplished with an instantaneous

change in height. In some reaches, where hydraulic analysis

indicates wall height would be less than 0.$ feet, no parapet

walls will be constructed. The parapet walls will be constructed

on the channel side of the existing access road/blcycle trail

system to permit continued recreation use along this reach of tha

river.

The parapet wall system will pass beneath or abut against all

bridges. The existing bicycle trails veer channelward and dip

into the channel as they pass below many of the bridges. The

parapet walls will necessitate that the trails be elevated to the

level of the top of the parapet walls to pass over them.
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This will be located far enough from the bridge overpasses that

the bicycle trail can reconnect with the existing underpass

configuration.

Parapet walls would be constructed by connecting the new walls at

the immediate junction of the existing channel wall and the

asphalt-paved access road and bicycle trail Walls will be

reinforced with 3/4-1nch d~ameter steel dowels sunk nine inches

into the existing levee on 4-I/2 foot centers.

At the confluence of the Rio Hondo and the Los Angeles R~ver,

both parapet walls and the conversion of the channel from

trapezoidal to rectangular is required to accc~emo<~ate floo~

flows. In this approximately 7,000 foot reach, the anticipated

6flow of 158,000 ft3/s is accommc~ated by converting the existing

trapezoidal channel, with a top width of approximately 390 feet,

into a rectangular cross-sectlon with a width of 420 feet. In

addition to widening the channel approxi~tel¥ 30 feet, parapet

walls as high as seven feet will be added to the channel sides.
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This reduces the water surface elevation in the Rio Hondo

sufficiently to avoid otherwise necessary modifications to the

Union Pacific Railroad bridge.

Bridge Modifications

Twenty-four bridges must be either raised (21), raised and

modified (I), modified {I), or moved (1) to permit the design

flow to pass underneath the bridge. Only one of these structures

- the railroad bridge near the mouth of thehas historic value

Los Angeles River which will be moved 115 feet downstream but

will otherwise not be altered.

Raising of bridges will generally be accomplished in two ways.

First, some bridges are suitable for raising using jacks to raise

the entire bed while pier extensions are placed beneath them.

Some bridges must be demolished and then replaced. The primary

criteria for making this decision was the construction of the

existing bridge and whether the bridge needed to be raised more

than 10 percent of pier height to achieve project objectives.

Raising a bridge to a greater height is not considered feasible

for structural reasons.
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C.       EXISTING CONDITIONS AND FUTURE WITHOUT THE PROJECT

The present environment of the project area consists entirely of

concrete-lined channels with access roads and bike trails along

one or both sides. No natural habitat exists. It is anticipated

that without the project there will be no increase in natural

habitats or wildlife values.

D.       ANALYSIS OR IMPACTS AND FUTURE WITH THE PROJECT

NO fish, wildlife, and habitat impacts are anticipated with the               il

pro~ect. Presently there are no natural habitats nor fish and

wildlife resources in the project impact area.

~E. SUMMARY OF IMPA~TS ~

Due to the fact that there are no fish and wildlife resources nor 6

~

natural habitats in the project’s impact area, there are no

5ecological impacts.

F. MITIGATION PLAN

Since there are no fish, wildlife, and habitat impacts in the

project’s impact area, no mitigation is required.
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G. RECOMMENDATIONS    FOR THE RECOMMENDED ALTER~ATIVE

T~e Service has no recommendations to offer since there are no

ecological values to the existing environment and that the

project would not enhance nor degrade the existing environment,

Offlcs Supervisor

Date OF Final Report
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APPENDIX H

STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE LETTER
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OFFICE OF HI~ORIC PRESERVATION
DEPAR~ENT OF PARKS AND RE~TI~
~;~ O~;~CE BOx ~

Repl~ to: ~E 891010A

C~ief, Planning Division
US Ar~y Corps o[ Engineer~
P.O. Box 271~
~s An~l~s, California 9005~

L
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RESI~()N~E, CALIFORNIA RF:(:IONAI,
k~A’rI.:R QUALITY (:ON’I’ROL I~OARD,
LOS A N(; ~:I,~:S
I~;’I’ITI()N OF NRI)C FOR R~:VI~:~ OF                                                   i
ST()R~WAT~R/URItAN RUN(}FF DISCIIARGE
I’~:RHIT (ORD~:R NO. 9(}=0?9)

1
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Los Anqeles County Sto~vater~Urb~n Runof~ l~lt 09/26/90

Znter,sted Psz~is. Ll,t L
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.STATE OF CALIFORNIA

STATE WATERRESOURCESCONTROL BOARD

3
In Re: ) .~

4 ) REGIONAL BOARD 0 8
Petition of Natural Resources ) RESPONSE TO

5 ) PETITION ~
Defense Council, Inc., regardln~ } FILE No. A-6936 )
WDR/NPDES Order No. 90-079       )¯ ? )

e )

I.
20

INTRODUCTION

23 On June 18, 1990, the California Regional Water Quality

Control Board, Los Angeles Region (Regional Board) adopted an NPDZS
14

t~ perait tor Storawater/Urban Runoff Discha~Je in Los ArKjeles County
25

(Order We. 90-079), vith t~e LOs Angeles County Department ot

Public Works as tht principal peralttae and seventeen
17

18 nunlcipalltles as cooperaitteea~ under the Clean Water &ct, Section

40= (p). The perait yea the culainatlon of several ~onths ot

20 planning and discussion vl~h t.he Stornvater Work Group hale up of

applicants, state and federal representatives, and envtronnental

The Regional Board handled ~he atormvater runoff issue
24

under significant circuastances. First, the EPA’e regulations on
25

the subject had not (and still have not) been pronulgated, and yet

the Regional Board is under a legislative deadline in the Clean
"

Water Act to issue permits for nunlcipal stormvater discharges.
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1 Second, ~here is a glaring lack of technical data re~ardlng such

2 critical ~atters as appropriate effluent limitations and control

3 methods, hay and where they should be measured, ho~ they can be

4 controlled, ~hat control measures should be applied and ~here.

5 Despite the lack of applicable ZPA regulations and technical

6 lnfor:atlon, there was a strong desire amonq the Star,water Work

? Group to develop a permit that will be in place to help control

8 pollutants in storawater diachar~ea as early as the next rainy

9 aeaao~.

ZO

11 The HPD~S permit, which Ls the subject at thin petition,

12 enjoys au~stantial support of several par~ies, Including the

13 eighteen diachar~ere, several environmental groups~ notably Heal

14 the Bay, Sierra Club and American Oceans Campaign, as well as the

15 Envlromaantal Protection Agency (EPA.)~ Despite Its shortcomings,

16 the permit represents the Re~lonal Board*s best effort, given the

17 circtmatancea, to establish a programmed approach to deal with 8

18 la~e and �omplex problem for which there exists sparse ~uidance.

19 Faced with hard choices, that of issuing no pe:Tlt and havlnq to

20 go through another rainy aeason with no controls vhatsoevgr, or

21 issuin~ a permit which, despite Its imperfections, attempts to

22 reduce Pollutants in ato~ater discha~es in s systematic manner,

24 1. See Heal the ~ay’a and American Oceans Campaign,s
letters of 3use 18, 1990, to Board staff as well as ’Rainstor~s and

25 Ocean Pollution’ in Sierra Club’s Hatch-April, 1990, issue of Waste
Watchers.

26
2.    See letter dated Febr~ar~ 28, 1990, fro~ Keith A.

27 ~aMata, Acting Director, Nater Hanagement Division, EPA, to Dr.
Robert P. Ghirelli, Executive Officer, Regional Board.

2e
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:t dtschat~a standards. For axa=ple, a~lusnt quali~y rsr~uirsssnts set

2 forth In ~@ California ~e~n Plan such ss =sonthly averages,

3 weekly averages, 6-~onth ~edian, da~ly ~axl~us, and instantaneous

4 ~axl~~ ~er~ d~ve~o~d for non-s~o~va~r

5 cannot ~ readily translated into criteria for sto~vat~r

7 sto~va~er ~noff. S~o~ water is an ln~e~ltten~ ~llutant source

8 representing sh~k loadin~s, sho~ in dura~io,, and hlqhly variable

9 in i~�~s on recelvlnq va~ers. These characteristics defy

10 application ot ~radl~lonal va~er ~al~Cy criteria ~o s~o~ vaCer.P

11

12 ~e~ore, va~er ~allty objectives cannot be enforced

13 w~out establish~ ~n~s of �oapliance.

14 Cont~l ~a~ Is currently in the pr~ess of adoptin~ r~lations

15 to desAgnate =nAxAnq tonese An o~er to

16 app1i~ion of wa~er ~81Aty obJec~Aves.~

17 ce~aAn vol~ of rece~v~ wa~er all~a~ for mixi~ wi~ waste

le disease a~ wl~ln ~hich patterer values qreater than water

19 ~ality obJectivee are not �onsider~

20 re~lrmnts. H~ever, for sto~water d~scharges

22 ~- ~ ~ean Plan. ~les A ~

23 7. See ’S~a~e Pers~�~tves on Wa~er 0ualt~y ~tterla~,
H. L~v~ston, In, ~8~ of Urban R~off Quality Controls, L.A.

24 Roesner~ B. Ur~nas~ and N.B. So~en, editors, pp 49-67. ~ New
York~ 1989.

25
8. Refer ~o Chapter 3. ~nc~tonal ~tvalent ~en~:

26 ~velopaent of ~e Wa~er Quall~y Control plans for : 1. Inland
Surface Wa~ers of Cal~forn~a~ 2. Enclosed B~Fs a~ Zs~uartes of

27 Cal~fo~ia. Au~s~ 6, 1990. F~fth Draft. S~a~e Wa~eF Resources
Control ~a~.
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l streams, the diversity of receiving waters makes a single mixing

:2 zone strategy infeasible. Without furY.her guidance on boy to

3 determine points of application of water quality standards and

4 points of compliance for mtor~vater discharges, any ntmerical limit

5 set viii be confusing end futlls, especially when the store drain

6 systea includes ~aJor waterways which have been codified to

? facilitate the ~ovement of storsvater, as is the case in Los

e Angeles County.

10 In order to put the issues facing the Re~lonal Board lnto

11 Perspective, it is lapo~snt to ,ote that the store drainage system

12 in Los Angeles County is designed with several thousand outfalls~/

13 to reduce the threat of potential flooding from storewater flows.

14 Such floes sr~ often lntereittent end characterized by very high

15 flow rates occurring over shor~ ~ntarvals of ties. & single store

16 event with s ~ecurrence lnte~’vs; of less than 2 years (rainfall

17 intensity-duration probability )98t) may discharge as much aa five

le billion gallons to Los Angeles coastal waters over a 4eohour period

19 through the complex eyatme of store drains. The maximu~ discharge

20 rate for such a store may be as such as 8,480 cubic feet Per second

21 (cfs) cospared to a low flow rate of less than 95 cfs.~ The

22 pollutants transporl:ed in the store water derive from runoff that

23 drains over lands used for a wide variety of activitiem. Typical

9. 3ohn Nltche11, ~hief, t~ater Quality Section, Department
25 of Public ~orks, County of Los A,qeles, estimates that there exist

more than 5,000 store drain outfalls that are owned and operated
26 by the County agency alone.

27 10. Stor~vater Runoff in Los Angeles and Venture Counties.
H. Schaefer and R. Gossett, 1988. SC~RP Contribution C292. 86pp.
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1 pollutant concentrations in ato~a rater in Los Angeles County tend

2 to range over three orders of nagnitude during the course of a

3 stone event. 11/

5 With the present limited lnfo~ation available to the

6 Regional ~ard s~aff, it i$ vi~uallF lm~s$lble to establish

? technically appropria~e and enforceable effluen~ llalt$. ~ere

8 R~ional ~ard staff to attempt to ee~ ettluen~ limits a~ thl~

9 ~lae, such limits vould ~ hlghlF ~lnerable to challenge

10 arbitral, and the exercise would unde~lne ~he ~lttee$*

11 ~o reduce $to~water ~llutton through a comprehensive

12 ~na~eaent pr~raa.

14 Call~o~ta Water C~e Section 13000 declares tha~ ~e

15 ~l$latlve ~ll~ Is, In ~ ~... activities and favors ~hich

16 ~F affec~ the ~alltF of ~e ~a~er$ of the a~ate shall

17 r~lated ~o attain the highest va~er ~allty which Is rea$onable~

18 considering all de~nd$ ~ln~ made and to ~ made on ~o$e wate~

19 ~d ~e total values involved, ~neflcial and detrlaental, economic

20 a~ $~lal~ tangible and Intangible=. The tnco~ra~lon In ~e

21 ~it o~ inappropriate or bu~ensome $tanda~$ is inlai~l to this

22 ~ll~, ~cause It would defeat ~e a~tai~ent of the hl~hest water

2~ ~ality that i$ reasonable under ~e circ~stance$.

~4

25

11. ~ See Appendix
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1 As an example, catch basin cleantn~~/ whtch NRDC c£tas

2 as an Lmpor~ant aana~elent practLce, lay reduce the toxic loadLng

3 ot Funotf, but ~here ~a no hard evidence ~o sup~ ~e vte~

4 it Is an effecttys nana~esent practice to r~uce toxic

5 con~aainatton of sto~ water. Catch bastn cleantn~ ~ends

6 renove vlstble debrts and floatable objects vhtch represent

7 of an aestheti� problen rather than one of toxicity. ~

e by Re, tonal ~a~ s~aff ~o prescrt~ sto~ua~er ~11u~ton control

9 neasu~s~ tn ~e absence of a clear understandln~ of pollutant

10 sources and site s~ctft¢ characterts~lcs of drainage areas, v111

11 f~strate ~tt~ees’ abtltty to op~tnLze ~e ~se of finite

12 resources In effective nana~eaen~ of sto~vater ~11u~ton.

16 re~/rmnts, once studLes currently unde~ay have ~er

14.    N cite8 catch-basin cleantn~ a8 an /nN~ant
23 managemen~ p~actLce tha~ should have,an p~escrL~d

See N~es Pe~LtLon fo~ RevLew to ~e S~ate wate~ Resources Control
24 ~d, ~8. 7 and 8.

25 15.    The CLty of ~s ~geles has proceed to study ~e
nature of catch-basin debris. SedL~ent analysLs v111 ~ lnclud~

26 Ln order ~o evalute pollu~an~ �oncen~ra~Lons. PhLl RLcha~son,
D~vLsLon EngLneer, Sto~vate~ DLv~sLon, CLty of ~s ~geles, tn an

27 address ~o ~e Santa HonLca ~y RestoratLon ~o~ec~Os Hanagenen~
Co~tee Sto~ D~a~n Co~tee on ~o~ 3~ 1990.
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1 �oepleted,1~ and ~elevant infornation requeeted o~ pernitteee is

2 auba/tted.

4 Additionally, the Regional Board staff ia concerlled that

5 preaature prescriptions may impede the creation of altetnat£ve

6 solutions to non-point source pollution probleas. For exaeple, the

7 City of Santa Monica Is addressing the catch basin Issue by

S palntln~ sign earkln~s and Installingcovers over               catch basins

9 durln~ the dry aon~a. This aeasurerill        likely reduce the

10 accuaulatlon of catch-basin debris. The covers v111 be reaoved

11 betor~ the onset of the r&ln¥ seasonlZt. Such ~ea.suree ~ould achieve

12 the seas ends as the suggested Increased frequencF of catch basin

13 oleanJ~t~.

16 a t~o~ t~ollne ~0~ ~ll~oe.

17

18 ~e Clean ~ater Act provides ~at sto~ater

19 shall ~lre ~apllance ~t~ ~e A~ a~ ~1~ ~la~tons ~o

20

21 16.    A State ~st ~ana~e~en~ P~actlces ~anual ~s undar
p~parat~on b~ the sta~ev~de Sto~ate~ Qual~t~ Tas~ Force. Zn

22
a~on, ~e Santa ~on~ca ~ Restoration ~o~e~ has

at ~sthe University ot Cal~to~n~a ~eles, to develop an
c~l~. ~s~ M~naqea~nt ~or ~e San~ ~onl~23

~                        ~ac~ces
~Assessmen~_a:~r~ un=er £~s Non-~ln~ Sources24 ~on:~xnants ~0 Santa Monlca ~y’. This re~ Is due to ~co~

25
ava~l~le ~n earl~ 3~, 1991.

17. Stan S~o11, Director, ~:ent of ~neral Se~lces,
26 CltF of Santa Moni~, In a presentation ~o ae~rs of ~e San~

Mon~ ~y RestoratIon ~o~ec~’s Management Co~£~tee Sto~ Drain
27 Co~tee on Au~s~ 22, 1990. ~e Sto~ Drain Inlet Cove~ and

S~age Pr~raa yes ~nau~ra~ed on Sep~e~r 21, 1990.
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1 coopersti~ely-dsv¯lop~d approach towards managing stor~water

2 pollution to achieve the ob~ectives of the Clean Water Ac~.

3

4 ZZZ.

S COHCLUSZOH

6

? The pe~lit sttenpte to cone to ter~s with a has¯Lye and

8 conplex problem. It represents ¯ voluntsrysnd cooperative approach

9 by ~he parties to reduce stor~water pollution loadin~s. Nor¯

10 strirwent alternatives nay realistically be expected to lead to

11 delay, contusion, unentorceabLlit¥, and litigation, wlth the

12 practical consequence of no reduction in sto~ater pollution

13 ~ The Regional Board belt¯yes that¯ given ~he unique

._ 14 char¯¢terLsttcs ot the ¯re¯ beLn~ served by Los Angeles County end
v

15 �o-per~ltteeae and given ~he likelihood of success over ¯variable

16 alternatives, ~he Pez~lt should be upheld by ~he State

17

,o

11.
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9. A number of" studies on stormwater/urban runoff pollution in the permit

areas has been conducted by agencies such as the City of Los Angeles, the
Southern California Coastal Wa~r :Research Project and the Southern
California Association of Governments. "il~ese studies indicate
stormwater/urban runoff contn’but~ significantly to the deterioration of the
quality of water bodies in Los Angeles County.

The University of C.alirornla at Los Angeles, under the sponsorship of the
Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project, is currently compiling and
summarizing data and information on stormwater/utban runoff discharges for
the Santa Monica Bay watershed.

10. The Los Angeles County Depamaent of Public Works has an active surl’ac¢
water quality monitoring program in the permit area, comprising twenty.
eight monitoring stations located at principal storm drains and water
conservation facilities. The Surface Water Quality Monitoring Program
comprises the collection and analysis of dry weather water ~amples for
general minerals, pesticides, total petroleum hydrocarbons, heavy metals and
bacteria (total and fecal colifomh KF streptococci and enterococci). Volatile
organic constituents are tested semi-annually at selected stations. Stormwater
runoff is monitored three to four times annually at twenty-one stations for
minerals, pesticides, heavy metals (total and dmolved), bacteria, total and
organic suspended ~olidg oil and greawq biochemical oaygen demand. ~
organic carbon and volatile or~nica.

1. The Los Angeles County Department ot Public Works and some ¢ttlas hev~
on-going activities that rnduc¢ stonnwater/urban runoff pollutant loads.
These actlvitias include periodic ¢at~-basin ¢icanlng and street sweeping.
public information on proper deposal of household hazardous was~ and
emergency respoases to repom of illegal dumping, illicit dispocal, illegal
connections, and industrial waste spills. The Los Angeles County D~perunent
of Public Works al~o participatas and �oordinates action with local, State.,
and Federal agencics responding to spills and illegal dumping repom that
threaten su~fa~e waters.

12.. The Regional Board currently regulates Industrial proc~ts and point sourt¢
non-process westcwater and stormwater discharges to storm drain systems
through NPDF.S permits. Point sourcu discharges including stormwmtcr will
continue to be regulated by the Regional Board. An in/’ormation system will
be developed and maintained to uixlat¢ pollutant Ioadings to desigaatcd
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Ldrainage faci]iti~ and water bodi~ from permitted point source dL~harge,,

13. The State Water Resources Control Board (State Board) adopted a Water
Quality Control Policy for the Enclosed Bays and Estuaries of California on
May 16, 1974. The policy provides that the dLs~harge of indtatriai proce~
waters to enclosed bays and e~tuaries shall be prohibited. Storm water and

2
urban runoff are not considered ind~trial proce~ waters for the purpose of
that policy.

14. The State Board adopted a revised Water Quality Control Plan for Ocean
waters of California (Ocean Plan) on March 2Z 1990, which amended the
Plan adopted on September 22, 1988. The Plan contains water quality
objectives for the �oastal waterJ of California.

15. L~e Regional Board adopted a revised Water Quality Control Plan for the
Angeles River Basin (Basin Plan) on November 27, 197& The Basin

Plan Incorporates the Ocean Plan, and contaim water quality objectives for
the basin, including the benef’~ai rues of water bodies.

t te_e_r_._l_x~.~.|e, in Los Angele, County and thefx
.... "_-..., ...... ,.~.,~ ~nmc~ water recreation, non-contact water
,©~r©az|on, wiKzlile habitat, preservation of rare ---’ ....

,, ,,nu ©noangarea Imarine habitat, estuarlne habitat, fish m;.,.=,:...-- ,.:.,. .....
,._     .~.---.----~.-,~,,,~ ,~u .pawmllS. tllOtl~tr/~

_ . -.-..~. v,,-.,.~..~ .,mppv/, agrtcultural water supply, shellFah hat, t~tina_navzgauon, �ommereia] and sport ~shin& and ~undwster rechal~

~.~_ea.n. water .A~... of 1972. to requu~ the Environmental Protection A~ency(.r.z’A) to establtsh rogulatmns for stormwater/urhan runoff di.w.harge under
the National Pollutant DLscharge Elimination System (NPDES).

l& The Federal C3ean Water Act ellow~ EPA to delegate its ]qPDES perndttin~
authority to States with an approved environmental regulatory program.
The State of California is one of the delegated States. The Porter.4-~oins~e
Act (State Water Code) authorizes the State Board, throush its Regional
Board~, to regulate and control the dLu:harge of pollutants into waters of the
state and tn~utari~ thereto.

19. _Al~th.ough Wat.er Code Se~ion 13263 (a) require~ that waste di~mrt~

.-.j,.~�.z water qua~ty based objectwes, numerical water quality standards
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are not provided in this Order. Information is not available to ,-’stablish
appropriate numerical iimi~ and determine locations where permitt~es shall
be made accountable. The requirements in this Order will provide the
necessary information while concurrently achieving reductions in pollutant
loads to water botfies from stormwater/urben runoff discharges. Numerical
t~ater quality objecG’ves will be developed by Board staff for consideration
in the permit renewal process and utilized for the evaluation o/’ Best
Management Practices.

20. Due to the significance of the Los Angeles County Stormw~ter/Urben
Runoff Program, th~ Regional Board, in recognition of the need for publk
involvement and pmlicipatinn in the development and implementation of an
effective program will conduct at a minimum an annual workshop, i~or to
approving plans submitted by Permittees, to solicit comments and to inform
the public of the progress of the program. Comments presented will be
referred to Los Angeles County for response.

the perl~             ~. tory responsloility o! rinse agencies ltsuinB

22. The issuance of waste discharge requirements for this disch~,e is exempt
from the provisions o[ the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA);
Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 21100) of Division 13 of the Public
Re-sources Code in accordance with Water Code Section I3389.

,u ~-u© waste mscnarge requirements tar this discharge and has provided them with ms
opportunity to submit their written views alld recomlt1~ndations,

The Board, in a public heating, heard and considered all comments pel~ining to the
discharge and to the tentative requirements.

This Order shall sense as s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit
pursuant to Section 402 of the Federal Clean Water Act, or amendments thereto, and
shall take effect at the end of ten days from the date of its adoption provided the
Regional Administrator, EPA, has no objections.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Penn/nee.s, in order to meet the provisions
contained in Division 7 of the Cidifomia Water Code and resulations adopted thereunder,
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and the provisions oi" the Clean Wa~er Act as amended and regulations and ggi’deline~
adopted thereunder, ~hall comply with the

1.0 COM PLlrANC’~_

2~
1.1 The Permittees and Co-Permittees shall comply with the requirement~

contained in this Order according to tha following ~hedule:

y ~ STARTING DATI~ FOR COMPLIANL’~
~: WITH REOUIREMENT~
~ I. Santa Monka Ba,/ July 1, 1990

II. Upper Los Angeles Rivm. July 1, 1992(San Fernando Valley)

IIL Upper San Gabriel ~
(San Oabri¢l Vall=y) July |, 1992

V. Lower San Oabr~l Rive. July I, 1993and Santa Oarim VaUq,

2.0 REOUIRI~ML:NTS. YRAR 1

2.1 For each Drainage Basin, prepare and submit to the Regional Board within
12 months o[ the starting dam for �ompliance, according to the
under 1.1:

2.1.1 Water quality data and flow data from 1980 to tim present to
facilitate identification o~ sources of pollutanu present in discha~,ea
from the prioritizcd drainage basin. "Drainage arca.~" in tim drainage
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3.1.3 Plan with schedule of implementation of procedures to detect and

eliminate illegal discharges and illicit disposal practices,

3.1.4 Plan with schedule of Lmplementation of measm’es to comz’ol
pollutants in surface runoff from construction sites.

The Principal Pemlttee, In tl~ subm/ttal of plaJU and ~chedulcs (lie.ms 3.1.2, 3.L3, sad
;3.1.4) so thc Executive Officer shall ~cmonstr~te thai public Input has been obtahted.
Board nuty modify the plsns 1~ rcspo~u~ to publ~: input r~�=tvcd =t tl~ Bo~d dtu~a| its
�~mmen~’cvicw p~riod. Permtttc~ u~ n:qu|rod tO imple.m~nt tl~ original or modl~d
p~ans on appro~zl by t~ Executive

3.2 Evidence of’ s~tlsfactory progress of implementation of plan and scbedule for

~
early action BMPs.

3.3 Evidence of all requisite legal authority to regulate illegal dis~:harges
illicit disposal practices to drainage fac~litie~ and to prosecute vloiatot~

4.0 REOUIREMENTS. YEAR 3

4.1 For each Drainage Basin, submit to the Regional Board, withln 36 months
of the starting date of compliance, according to the schedule under I.I, the
following:

4.1.1 Evidence of satisfactory progre~ of implementation of plan and
schedule for early action BMPs and additional

4.1.2 Evidence of implementation and In’ogress of procedures to detect and
eliminate iiJegal discharge, and elimieate illicit disposal practic~

4.1.3 Evidence of implementation and progress of measures to �:om~
pollutants in surface runoff fzom �omtroctJon sites.

$.0 EXPIRATION AND RENEW~tv.

5.1 This Order expires on June 18, 199£

5.2 The Permittees shall file a report of waste discharge (ROWD), not later
than 180 days before the expiration date, as application for reissuance of
waste discharge requirements. This report of waste discharge shaU inchtda
but not be limited to the following:
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MAILING LIST
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
STORMWATER/URBAM RUNOFF DISCHARGE PERMIT

U.S. Environmental Protection Agen~F
1235 Misslon S~ree~, W-5-I
San Francisco, CA. 94103

U. S. Army Corps ot Engineers
F.O. Box 2711
Los Angeles, CA 90053

County of Venture
Dept. of Publio Works & Sanlt. Dlv.
800 s. Vlc~orie Ave.
Venture, CA 93009

Cl~y of Loe Angeles
Industrial Waste Operatiou
4600 C010rado Blvd.
Lee ~gele8, CA 90039

Director of Pub110 Works
Ci~.y of San
532 W, MLs~on ~.
San Gabriel, ~ 91776

Mike
California Regional Water
Control ~ard, Santa ~a ~ion
6809 Indiana A~enue, S~e. ~00
Riverside, ~ 9~506

Tony
D~rec~or o£ ~2~ Wor~
C~y of He~oaa
1315 Valle~ D~
He~osa ~a~, ~

Wa~er OualA~y
Me~ropolitan Water
1111 Sunse~ ~uleva~
~x 54153
~s ~geles, ~ 90054

Jack1 ~chara~,
city of Rancho Palos Ve~
5033 Ro~ Valle~ R~d
~ncho Palos VeXes, ~ 90274
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Charles Bragg
Santa Monlca Bay Audobon Soclet
585 Alma: Avenue
PacifAc Pallsades, CA 902?2

Eugene Bromley
U.S. Environmental Protection
(w-s-2)
1215 Mlesion Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

Paul D. Brotz~an
City Manage:
City ot West Hollyvoe~
8611 Santa Mortice
west Hollywood, CA 90069

Rlcha~ W.

City ot
3031 Torrance BlVdo
Torrance, CA 90503

Ronald Cano
City Manager
City ot El 8e~u~o
350 Main St.
El Seg~ndo, CA 90245-0989

David Cat.any
city Manager

30101 Agoura
Agoura Hills, CA 91301

Los Angeles county 8anltatLon D/str/�:l:~
1955 Wor)man Mill ~d
~L~ler, ~ 90607

¯ La ~sey
Ci~y Manage:

415 DA~O~
R~ondo ~a~, ~ 90277
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Katy Gelssert, Mayor
clt¥ oE Torrance
3031 Torrance Boulevard
Torrance., CA 90503

Cllff Oladsteln
Assemblyman Mayden*a
227 Broadway, Suite 300
Santa Monlca, CA 90401

Madalyn GiAckfeld
Commissioner
California Coastal Co,mission
21132 Las Flares Mesa Drive
Mallbu, CA 90255

Mark Go14
Meal the Bay
1650 A Tenth
Santa MenAce, CA 90404

Ruth Gralow, Mayow
Ctty Of Palos Verdea
340 Palose Verdee DrAve West
Palos Vendee Ee~a~eew CA

Mary Lee Gray ’
8upe~-v~aor Dana,s Otfl:e
500 W. Temple
Los Angeleaw CA SOOZ~

¯eter Grenell ~’~
State CoaataX Conse~-van~-y
1330 Broadway, SuAVe 11
Oakland, CA 94612

John Hanlon
U.S. PAsh & WAldlAfe 8e~A~e
24000
Leguna MAnuel, CA

Honorable Gar~aEl~
Member of the Senate
State CapAtol
Sacramento, CA 95814
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Ahmad Hassan
Depa~C~ent o~ Water Resou~ss
849 S. Broadway, Suite 500
Los Angeles, & 90055

Honorable Tom HaFd
Asse~ly Ne~er
¯ tato Capl~ol
P.O. BOX 942849
SacraNento~ ~

~udy Hopkins
Ballona ~q~n Narino
2233 Walnut
Venice~ ~ 9029~

Robert 8.
City Engineer

200 No. Spring
~s ~gele8~ ~ 90013

Ton
Division st Wa~er

Sacraaen~o~ ~ 95814                                                              -~

Helvtn ~. Hughes, CounoAl~n
CA~M ot ~n~o Palos VeXes
28017 8an NAcolaa Dwive
~n~o Palos Ve~es~

City ~nager
City st ~o~an~
3031 Torrance Hlvd.
Torrance~ ~ 9050~

Paul
Regional Wa~e~ QaulL~F ~nt~l
11o2 A ~urel ~e

City ~nager
City of San~ Mon£~
1685 Main ~.
Santa Monl~, ~ 90401-3~95
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LScott Jenklne

Executive Director
Surfrlder Foundation
P.O. Box 2704, 5901 Warner Ave., #86Huntington Beach, CA 92649                                                         ~_~

Department ot Water and Power
City oE Los Angolea
111 North Hope Street, Room 1550
LoS ~gelee, CA 90051

Pat Ke11¥
Director ot Publ~o Work~

1400 M~ghlend Ave.
Manhattan Bea¢h, CA 90268 - .
Richard Kennon

1 Manhattan ~ulevard
Inglewood, CA 90301                                                                      I

City ot Torrance
3031 Torrance Boulava~                                                         ~ ~
Torrance, CA 90509-~970

Mark XO~O’~.O                                                                     !

C~ty ot Anahe~a
200 South Anaheim Bouleva~ "
Anahe~, CA 92805

Edward S. l~relnm
lCity ManaqeE

C~y ot Beverly M~llm
450 No. Crescent Dr.                                                             8
Beverly HIlls, CA 90210-4892

Jor~e Leon
Off~ce of Chief Counsel
State Water Resources Control Boaz~
P.O. B~x 100
Sacramento, CA95801
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3oel Reynolds
Hatural Resources Detente Council
617 S. Olive, Suite 1210
Los Angeles, CA 90014

Phil Rtchsz~eon
Dept. of Fu~llo Works
Bureau of Engineering
Suite 700, City Hall East
200 H. Main Street
LoS Angeles, CA g001~

Honorable Dana
Me~e~ of Con~ess
1017 ~n~orth Bulldl~
Washington, ~ ~0515

Honorable Herschel
Mo~r of ~he 8ena~e
SEato Capitol, R~m 4070
Sacramento, ~ 95814

Ro~ Z.
Councll~n
C~Ey of Palos VeXes
26606 Menoa~nee Pleoe
~ncho Palos Verdes, ~ 90274

Wa~e:, Sowers an S~lvlslon
Wa~e~ Well
L. A. Co. ~p~ ot Ho81~
2615 Sou~ Grand Avenue,
~s ~eles, ~ 90007

A~ur V.

15029 ~
P.O. ~X 19575

Sle~a CI~ ~eles
3938 1~2 ~s~ BlVd.
~s ~eles, ~ 90066
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With was in order for the Board to develop som~ numerical water
quality Standards during the life of the initial per=it that a)
were enforceable, b) made sense, were relatively inexpensive and
Were feasible, c) only Initially required monitoring of those             ~
etormdrains (near the outfalls) that discharged to the ocean year
round, and d) were conservative enough that only runoff with t~e
worst water quality would be inltlally impacted. Also, If O+G and
TSS are reduced in runo£f, then the great ma~orlty of the more
toxic contaminants are reduced as well. After all, the purpose of

¯ this permit is to reduce the mass pollutant load i~l z-dnoft~A.~ ~w,~,i?.~.~.

Z felt llke@proposed numerical standards were an extremely
reasonable compromise position. It’s not llke we demanded for
Table B ot the Callfornla Ocean Plan to become the n~erlcal
standards. Z have no idea what "~uldance tot early action control
ot sto~water pol~utlon, means. Z assume that ~e ~Idance values
~or TSS and ~G at least will be used as basel

numerica~~ ...... P ~     ~Ps.    Wl~ou~ a v
and the �o-pe~lttee8 lose a great deaZ of entorcea~t leverage

The last �ogent that Z have re~er~ to ~e pr~ess o~ ~Lt ~develop=en~. ~al ~e Bay played an active role ~rough ~he santa
Nonica Bay ~est:ration ~ro~ect ~n decidin ~a~ urs

"     ~ 7
Pe~lt was the ...... ~ ......... g p uing an earl

Process. Ate*- e~- ~--- ....... ¯ were not velcone in ~e
cogent, we m-~ .......... P as available tot p~ll=

A";~aA cogent- ~- -- .......... P ided n~eroux

I did not bring up ~i8 point t~ay in o~er t

.. ~ - ~w ~ ~mx~a ~v~o~a ~at o~ ~

~

~e are alZ o~ ~e I ~ ~da. ..... ~8 ~Zlu~lo~ ~88Ue,
the physical, ~eai~ -~:;__~~e~, we ~r~ all lea~ing ~u~ ,.
ot ~nott. Heal ~e ~y fells llke ~ey have a lot to o~ter on ~e
~e~elopment o~ ~8 and ~u iaplementation of ~e ~It. Zn ~e
¯u~ur~,please include us In ~e p~ess as au~ as ~88~1e.

0 ,ark ~old ,/~.,~L~    .
Staff Scientist at HEAL THE BAY

~
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~~//I~M~ ~R I c A N     O C E A N S     C A M P A I G NMai~ S{ree( Su~(e 2B SanIa Mon~ca. Cahfornia 90405 (213) 452-2206 FAX (213) 452-5309

~o~e 18~ 1990

Xavier Swamlkannu
California Regional Water Quality
Control Board
101 Centre Plaza Drive
Monterey Park, CA 91754-2156

Dear Mr. Swamlkannu:

On behalf of American Oceans Campaign, a national
environmon~al organization dedicated tO tho prese~atlo~ and
protection of our oceans, we submit the following co~onts
on ~he RogionaZ Board’s Dra/~ Ordor of ~he NPDES Permi~ ~o
control urban runoff/s~ormwater discharges In �he
Angeles area.

Coastal non-poln~ source pollution Is ~he most
source of wa~er pollu¢ion In ~ho ~s Angeles area and
constantly increasing In magnitude due ~o population gro~h
and urban deveZopmenU In ~his region. In view of ~h~s, we
are very apprecla~ve oE ~he tremendous efforts of
Board’s scarf ~o draf~ ~his pe~1~ and �o bring t~e~her
of the entities involved to work In a cooperative manner to

Our main concern focuses on the tallure to Include
enforcemen~ tankage within ~he b~y of ~he pe~i~. We
believe chls Is absolutely necessa~ �o improve ~e
ot ~he wa~er which is ce~alnly ~e main poln~ of

With reference ~o Item 19 of the Draf¢ Pe~i~, A~
reco~ends that n~erical ~idellnes be developed by
s~aff as soon as possible. Info~a~ion and da~a alone will
no~ improve wa~er ~ali~y wi~hou~ e~ress n~erlcal
~idelines jus~ as monitoring alone will do no~Ing wl~ou~
s~rlct enforcemen~ provisions. A case in poln~ is
of ~he County ~lic Works ~pa~en¢ ~a¢ has done
e~ensive monitoring over ~e pas~ ~wen~y years bu~
collec~ed was never made ~o~ to ~e p~lic nor
data done an~ing to improve ~e ~ality of our water.

Wi~ reference to I~ 2.1.2, A~ strongly ~lieves ~t
reference ~o "~idelines- is va~e and a~i~ous a~
reco~ends ~a~ ~e firs~ n~erical standards se~ sh~d
for To~al Suspended Solids and Oil and Grease ~use ~f ~u
take care of ~ese pollutants first, ~is ad~esses ~st of
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With reference to Item 2.1.8, AOC belleves that it is
imperative that all early BMPs be approved by the Executive
Director of the Board. AOC also recommends that an
enforcement mechanism needs to be expressly provided for in
the event that entities fall to comply with the schedule of
implementation of the early action BMPs.

On behalf of AOC, we thank the Board for the opportunity to
comment on the Draft Permit and appreciate the consideration
of our comments.

Sincerely,

Robert H. Sulnlck
Executive Director

..... " ~ : " " : ~ R0050735
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"I’111~ CI.E \N
CO,\ST,\L WATERS

TASK FORCE

Sic~a Club
Angeles ChaRier

Consenalion CommiHce
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June 14, 1990

Dr. Robert Ghirtlli
Executive Officer
California Regional Water Ouality
Control Board
I01 Centre Plaz~ Dr.
Monterey Park, CA 91754-2156



,,. ~I~ .~ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

O~ ,,~’ 215 F~emont Street
San Fran¢,sco, CA 94105                                             L

! ~ FEB 1~
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permitted, we believe that the implementation timetable is ac-
ceptable.

~ith regards to public participation, we would prefer that
the Board (rather than the County as proposed) provide for the
necessary public participation in the development of the various
plans which are required by the permit. However, we could concur
with your proposal if certain minimum requirements are specified
regarding an adequate demonstration of public pa~tlcipation by
the County. In its submittal to the BOard, the County should
demonstrate for each plan that~

1) s public meeting was held to discuss the plan,
2) notice of the meeting was widely disseminated to the

public at large, environmental groups, Federal, State and
local officials and other interested parties, and3, th. th. public .r..ddr....d by
the           If concerns were raised which were not
addressed, the County should provide reasons why these
concerns were not addressed.

Zn addition, the Permit should include ¯ statement w
Implementation ot the -lan= -*- ............. hich requires
Regional BOard.        = - -’~-- -~Provaz/moalflcation by the

In a separate letter to Catherine Tyrrall dated February1990, we also suggested soae ainor editorial changes to the per-

Let me emphasize in closing that Region 9 supports your
forts to £esue an NPD[S permit for atormwater runoff in the Los
Angeles area as soon as possible. ~e believe that this action
will expedite the overall efforts to address exist~n~ water
quality degradation in the Los Angeles area (and Particularly In
the sensitive Santa Nonica Bay area) which is caused a
par~ by pollutants in stor~water ~moft.               t least in

Should you have any questions, please call ae at (415) 705-
2079 or rmfer your staff to ~ugene Bromley of the Slud~e~
Pretreataent and Stormwater Section at (415) 705-2~60.

S~ncerely~

Kelth A. Takate
Acting D~rector
Water Nsnagemant Dlv£slon
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1990
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OCEAN WATERS OF CALIFORNIA

Adopted and El’i’cctive

kltrch 22, 1990

~
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SIAl[ ~ATER P[SOURC[S CONIROL BOARD                          ~

RESOLUIION NO. 90-27                                L
APPROVAL OF AMZNDF~[NI TO THE

WAIER QUALITY CONIROL PLAN FOR OCEAN WATERS OF CALIFORNIA
(CALIFORNIA OCEAN PLAN)

WHEREAS:

1. The State Water Resources Control (State Board) adopted the Ocean Plan on
July 6, Ig72 and revised the plan in %978, 1983, and

2. The State Board may adopt water qua1|ty control plans for waters for
water quality standards are required by the Federal Clean Water Act in
accordance with California Water Code Section 13170.

3. The State Board is responslble for reviewing Ocean Plan water quality
standards and for modifying and adopting standards in accordance with
Section 303(c)(%) of the Federal Clean Water Act and Section 13170.2(b) of
the California Water Code.

4. The State Board has considered relevant management agency agreements in
accordance with Section 13170.1 of the California Water Code.

5. Additional information pertinent to water quallty objectives for d|oxln and
re]ated compounds is being developed and reviewed by the scientific community.

6. The State Board prepared and circulated a draft Function Equivalent Oocmnt
in accordance with the provisions of the California Environmental Oualtty Act
and Title 14, California Code of Regulations 15251(g).

7. The State Board conducted a public hearing in Torrance on August 29, 1989 t~
soltcit comments regarding the proposed amendments of the Ocean Plan and
reviewed and considered carefully al1 comments and test|mny received. The
State Board considered the information contained in the Functional Equivalent
Document prior to approval of the California Ocean Plan.

8. The California Ocean Plan as approved will not have a significant adverse
effect on the envtromment.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED:

1. That the State Board approves the Functional Equivalent Oocument for the
amendment of the Water Quality Control Plan for Ocean Waters of California.

2. That the State Board ~,ereby adopts amendments to the California Ocean Plan
(attached).
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3. That the State Board authorizes the Executive Director, or his designee, to
transmit the Plan to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region g in
compliance with Section 303(c)(1) of the Clean Water Act.

4. That the State Board directs its staff to review the water quality objective
for dioxin and related compounds as soon as possible within the next triennial
review period.

S. That the State Board declares its intent to re ulre     ¯
the marine environment to assure that the Planqrj,,e      ~e~ :~?Y ~

aandthe .ater quality objectives are adequate to fu||y protect ethat
IndiQenous ~rine species and to protect human hea|th.

C~RTIFICATIO#
The undersigned Administrative Assistant to the Board, does hereby certify
that the foregoing is a full, true, and correct co of a
regularly adopted at a aeetin- -, ......... ~Y     resolutionon Karch 22, EggO. u -- ~-~ a[a~e xater Eesources Control Boar~ and -

Administrative Assistant to tl~ Board

7
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(’AI.IFORNIA OCEAN PLAN

~’ATI:H QUALITY CONTROL PLAN FOR
OCEAN V,’AI’ER$ OF CALIFORNIA

L~TRODUCTION

In I’urtheranc¢ of legislative policy set I’orth in Section 13000 o1" Division ? of the
California Water Code (Seals. 1969, Chap. 482) pursuant to the authority �ontained in
Section 13170 and 13170.2 (Seals. 1971, Chap. 1~8E) the Slate Water Resources Control Board
hereby finds and declares thai protcclion oi" the qualily o1" the at©an* v,’atcrs for use and
en)oymcnt by the people o1" the Stale requires control of the dlscharg¢ o1" waste* to ocean*
waters in accordance with the provisions contained herein. The Board I’inds l’urthcr that
this plan shall be reviewed at least every three )’cars to guaranle¢ that the curt�n!
slanclards are adequate and arc not allowing degradation* to marine Species or posln| a
threat to public health.

This plan is applicable, it its entirely, to Poinl source discharges to the ocean*. Nonpoint
sources el" waste¯ discharges Io the ocean~’ are sub)act to Chlpter I Benel’icial Uses, Chapter
II. Water Quality Objeclivcs, Chapter III -General Requirements, Chapter IV. Table B
(wherein compliance with water quality objectives shall, in all cases, I)~ determined by
direct measurements in Ih¢ receivinl waters) and Chapter V. Dischlrle Prohibitioo$.

This plan is not applicable to discharses to enclosed’ bays and actuaries’ or inland wa|e|l
nor is il applicable to v¢asel waslcs, or the control or drediin$ spoil,

Provisjonl regulating the thermal aspects or waste* discharged to the ocean* ore MI
in the Viater Quality Control Plan I’or the Control o1" Temperature in the Coastal and
Interstate Waters and Enclosed* Bays and Estuaries* o1’ CaJi/’ornie.

Chapter |
BENEFICIAL USES

The bcnc£icial uses o1" the OCean* waters or the State that shall I~ protected include
industrial water supply, water contact and non-contact recreation, includin$ aestbetle
cn~ymcnt, navigation. �ommercial and sport I’ishina. marieuH.,,."         ¯
enhancement o~" Areas o1" Special BioJ^o;,~oJ �a:._:,.._ __ - ..... -., Preservation end
marine habitat, I’ish toleration,/’ish spawnin8 and shell|’ish* harvesting.

Chapter !i
WAT£R QUALITY OBIECTIVF..S

This chapter sets I’orlh limils or levels o~" water quality characteristics I’or o¢..can* waters to
ensure the reasonable protection o1" benegicial uses and Ih¢ prevention o/" nu|San¢¯. The
discharge o1" waste" shall not cause violation o1" these objectives.

The Water Quality Objectives and Effluent Quality Requirements are del’ined by ¯
slatistieal dislribution when appropriate. This method recognizes the normally occurring
variations in Ireatment ¢l’i’iciency and sampling and analytical techniques end does not
�ondone poor operating practices.

~ ¯ S~� Appendix I /’or dcl’inition oi" t~rms.
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¯ ~e ApPcndll I l’or dcl’initlon oi" lerms.
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* S¢� Appcndlx I I’or d¢/’inilion or Icrms.
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V
O

MAJOR WASTEV,’ATER CONSTITUENTS AND PROPERTIES

Limiting

Monthly Weekly I~almum~ (30 day (7 day .I any

Grease ~nd Oil ml/i
Sus~nded ~lid~ 2~ 40 ;$
Setllcgble ~lids

ml/I 1.0
~e ~low~

Turbidity NTU 7S
I.$ 3.0pH

unill wilhie limill
or {0 to 9.0

ACule* Toxicity TUI I~ I~11 Ii~ Li

+Susnended ~lld~ Di~hlrlerl Ihlll. II I )~17 Ivcrlle. remove 75~ at lus~ndcd ~Jdl
tram the influen[ Ilreim ~fore dilC~lr i

re,amend lhll the State ~ird (~hlplcr YI.F.). iilb the concurrence at the
Environmental Proteclion Alcncy. Id~UII Ihc lower �[~lucnl ~nccntrllion limil (lhl M

fur�her ~ns~dcration in making such recommendation for adjustment. ReliOnli ~r~

sus~nded solids/ram the in~luenl stream at any time the inrlucnt ~nccnlralion exceeds

Errluenl limitations shall ~ im~d in I manner Pre~ri~d by Ihe State Board such that

reccivins water u~a completion or in’-" .e -..             .               eded m :h
rld~OlCljvjlv Shill ---~ .... . l[lll OlIUlion. {xCenIIh" I;--:.... ....... {..,. o,r.~,,. ,o ,.. "~"~,*d ..,.. ;h~;~;F’’’’°"’ ’""’- *or

* 5�� AP~nd;x t rot dcrlni~ion or terms.
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-I0-                                                               0

JJ~Dlcmcnlation Provision~/’or fable n                                                                    L
A, Calculation of" E~’/’lucnt Limitations

F’/’/’luent llmitalions t’or Parameters idcnli/’ied in "1 ~ble B wilh Ihc ez¢cpzlon o/"                          ~)~

R, ad~ozctivit¥, shall b¢ determined throuEh Ih¢ use ,,l the /’ollov, lng equation:

Ce., CO ~. Dm (Co. Ca) (I)

where:

C’e ,. the er/,luent �on¢¢nlrltion lira;l,
Co - the �oncentration to b¢ met at the �ompl~l;on or ;nit;ale diluliOa,
Cs - background seawater concentration (s~¢ I able C below),
Dm. minimum probable ;Nil;ale dilution e:pt#ssed as paris seawater I~r par!

waslcwalcr.

For the purpose o/, this Plan. minimum initial dilullen is Ihe lowest Iverlle initial
diJution wilhin any sin$1e month o/, the year. DiluHon cstimales shall b~ based on
observed waste/,low characteristics, observed receiv~n| water density structure, and the
assumption Ihat no currents, or su/,J’icient strength to ;n/.lucnce the initial dilution
pro(:¢~z, /,low aeros| Ihe discharge Structure.

The Executive Director or the State Board shall idantiry standard dilution models f’or
use in determining Din, Ifld |hull assist the Regional Board in evaluat;n| Dm
sl>~ci/,;� waste discharger. Dischargers may propos# alternative methods or �~leulatin|

! ~"Din. and the Relionai Board may accept such meth,4 upon vcriJ’;cat;on o/" its acCUtlcy
and IJPplJcability.

BACKGROUND SEAWATER CON("iENTRATIONS

Ar~nic
Copier 3
~revry
Silver 0.0005
Zinc 0.16

8

For 811 other Table B Peramelerz, Cz - 0.

The six-month median eJ’riuent �oncentration limit ~hall apply as a moving median or
daily values/’or =ny 180 day Period in which daily values represent/’low wei|htcd

* .S~e ApPendix I rot dcrinlzion or terms.                                                             ~1~"~’’~
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rc~iscd ~fl)L% and Pt,)l.% should be used Where pu~h~hcd values ~,rc n~l

It a ~scharscr believes Ihc s~mptc m~lrix under �onsidcralion ~n Ih¢ wlslc discharl
rc~u~rcmcn[s is sul’~i¢icnlly d;[l’crcnl [rom Ihai usc,I [or an cs~4blishcd ~IDL*
{he d~s~h=rKcr may ~cmun~lr~l¢ ~ Ihc s=lis~=~on o~ Ihc Rc~ion31 BnarJ whal
aPProprialc ~IDL* shuuld bc (or Ihc dlschargct’s malr~ In Ihi~ ease Ihc PQL* sh~ll

avcrasc measured bl~nk used ~o~ dcvclopmcnl o~ Ihc kIDL* ~ Ih¢ d~sch~r~cr’s

which applies Ioa group o~ chemicals (~ PCi)s) conccnlralions or indi~ idu=l members
of the group may bc cons~dcrcd Io b¢ zero i~ the anal~l,cal response tor individual
chemicals Jails below Ihc ~DL* for lhll Parsmclcr.

Due Io the I=rl¢ total volume ot pOwcrplinl Ind other heal
Pr~edurcs must be applied (or dclermininl compllan~,� ~i=h table B dlschirle=,

limilalions on I
routine basis. £~lucnt �oncentration values(Ce) shall ~dclcrmin~d Ihroulh Iheul~
¢qu=tion I considering Ih¢ minimal probable initial* dilu==on ol Ih¢ combined e~rluenl
(in-plant ~aslcslreamspluscoolins waler ~low). These¢oncenlralion Valu¢lsh=ll
~ converted Io mass emission limi(alions as indi¢=l(d in cqualion 2. The m=. erection
limils ~ill chert serve as requirement~ applied to ~11 inplanl was~�* slr~ams liken
IoBcther which dischlr8e inlo lhe �oolJn8 wnlct /low, except Ihal limitllionl OA Iolll
chlorine residual, chronic* Io:icily and intl=nlae~oul m=~imum limililionl On
Ioxic m=leri=ll shill lpply Io, and ~ measured in, Ihe �ombined fiell crtluenl, II
ldjuslcd ~or dilution wilh ~ean ~alcr. The Tlble B limil=lio~ on r=dioa¢livily shill
=pply Io Ih¢ undiluled combined rinal

C. Toxicity Reduction Requirements

~t’di’char’cc°nsi’tentlyex~eds,nerrluentlimltationb=,cdon,,oxici,yob~�,iv,m Table ~, a Iox~cjly reduction cvalua~on (TR£) ~s required, The TRE shall include
reasonable s~cFs co idcni~y Ihe source o~ Iox~c~ly. Once Ihc Sour¢c(s) o~ loxi¢~ly is
ident~(~cd, lhc di~harler sh~lJ take all reasonable s~cps ne~s~ry Io reduce loxi~hy ~o
the required level

The ~ol~owinl skull ~ in¢or~rnled into wusle ~i~hurle rcqulrement~ (I) ~
reQu~rcmcn~ �o ¢ondu¢l u TRE i~ Ihe disehurl¢ �onsislenfly exceeds i~s loxlcily crtluenc
limilation, and (2) u provision requirinE e discharlcr co cake nil rea~nublc slepu to
reduce ~oxi¢ity once Ihe source ot Io~i¢ily is identified.

* See Apr, endix I I’or definition or terms.
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B. ~"a51c Diseh’*rRe R¢ouiremcnli 0

The Regional Boards may csZablish more restriczive W’~lcr qualily obsoletes
effluent qualily rcqu~rcmen(s ~han Ihosc sol /orlh in Ihis Plan as notes,r), rot

Regional Boards may impose allcrn~li~� less reslriclive provisions lhan Iho~ ~n~ained
wHhin Table B of lh{ Plan, provided In aPPlicanl can dcmonslrale

Reasonable conlrol l¢chnoloiie$ (includinl ~urc= control, malerial
Ir{~tm{nl and dispersion) ~ ill nol provid= for �ompl¢l= �ompliant=; or

Any less strinlcnl provisions would enCouril� wirer" reclamation;

Provided ~urlhcr

chronic loxi~ily, I~ liven in Table D Nlow. Ind such Ill=rna~ivt will Provide rot
Idc~ull= Pro{ccli~n of lhc marine

b) A rccci~inI wll=r I~xici~ye ob~cliv¢ or I TUc is nol excc=d¢d; lad

�) The S~I~= Board Ir~nls an exception (~hlpler VI.F,) ~o (he Table

TABLE D
CONSERVATIVE ESTIMATES OF CHRONIC TOXICITY

E.ima=e or
Chronic Toni�it),

~u,~,l|
A~oIc
Cadmium 19
Hcx~v~lcnl Chromium
Cop~r
L~d
~rcury
Nickel 0.4
Silver 48
Zinc
Cyanide

Ammonia I0.0
Phenolic Com~unds (non.biotin=led) 4.~.0
Chlorinalcd Phenol;~ a~see ~1o.)
Chlurin=~cd Pes~cidcs and PCB’I

b)

* ~�� Aplx’ndi~ I I’or dcl’ini=inn nr ICrm.~.
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¯ See Appcndix I I’or del’inillon o1" terms.
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t
�’¢¢P(ion will no! compromise Protection o~" o~¢an* wa~crs /or ~nc/ic/al uses,

~

I. The

2. The public ;nzcrcs~ will ~ ~rved.                                                              ~

APPendix !/’or deriniZion or Icrms.
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~’ ,5¢� Appendix I /’or de/’inition o/. terms.
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APPENDIX Ii

S]ANDARD F.tONITORING PROC’EDURES

The purposc o1" this :~ppcndix is to provide dir~¢Hon Io Ih( Regional Boards on
implementation of lh¢ CalH’ornia Ocean Plan and Io ensure Ih~ rcportin8 o~
information. It ;s not ~¢asiblc Iocovcr IIIcirCumstan¢cs gad conditions that could
¢ncoun[crcd by all d~scharacrs. Therefore. Ih~s appendix should bc �onsidered ~s Ih¢ basic
�omponcnlso~anyd;scharRcr mon~torinIpro~ram. Rcamnal Bo=rdscandcviat~rom
~r~cdurcs required ;n the =ppcnd*x only ~’ilh the approvll O~ the Stale Walcr Resources
~ontrol ~oard unless the Ocean Plan allo~s ~or Ihc sclcclion or altcrnat~ p~otocols by
Rciional Boards. I~ nod~r¢clmn is I~vcn in thisap~ndi~ ~or I specific provision or
ocean Plan. il is ~thin the discr¢lmn or Ih¢ R¢iional Board to establish th~ monitorla8
rcquiremcnls ~or the provision.

Th~ appendix is orBanizcd in the ,me manner as the ~an Plan.

For all bacterial Inglyscs. sJmplc dilutions should ~ pcr(ormcd ~ the rlnle o~ vlluel
extends from 2 to 16.~. 11he dctcclion moth,s used rot each analysis shell b¢
with the results or the analysi~

Detection moth.s used rot �olirorms (local and fecal) sh~ll ~ thos~ presented
r~ccnl cdilion o~ St~nd=rd M~thods ~or the ~xaminntion o~ Water and W=st~wat~ or gay
improved mcth~ dc~crmincd by the Regional Board (and approved by EPA) to
appropriate.

~tectJon meth~s u~d ~or cntcr~occus shall ~ thos~ presented Jn [PA publi¢attoo
~/4-8S/076. Test ~Selh~s ~or ~sch~richis �oil sad Enlerococci in Water By ~embrene
Filter procedur~ or any improved meth~ ~lcrmincd by Ih¢ Regional Boar0 to
appropriat~

~apter IV. Table B. ~omolimnce with Table R

Pr~edur¢~ calibration techniquek and instrument/reagent s~cirications u~d to dctcrm~e
�omplisnc~ with Tabic B shall �onform to the requirements or federal regulations (40 CFR
136). All moth,s shall ~ s~ciricd in the monitorial requirement ~ction o~ waste
di~harSc rcquircmcnl~

Where mcth~s arc not available in 40 CFR 136. the Rcgionel Boards shall s~ciry suitable
analytical meth~s in waste di~har8e rcquirement~ Acccptan~ o~ data should
predicated on demonstrated I:~ratory ~r~orman~

The State or Rciion:l ~rd may. sub~ct to £PA approval, s~ciry test methods which ire
more sensitive than tho~ s~ciried in 40 ~FR 136. Total chlorine residual is likely to
mcth~ detection limit crrlucnt requirement in many cases. The limit or d~tcction or total
chlorine residual in st:ndard test meth~s is less than or equal to 20 ug/L

¯5�� Appendix I I’or d¢l’inilion or terms.
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Monilor;n~ I’or Ihc subslinccs in Table B sh~,ll be required periodically. For discharses less
than I MGD (m~lJion ~llons ~r ~ay). Ihc m~nilor~n~ o~ ~1~ Ihc Table R P~ramC~crs should

. �ons~si o~ a( Icasl one Compl~� s~’an o~ the Table B �onsl~lUCnls one lim~ in

~requ~nCy shall b¢al least one �omplcl~ Scan or Ihc Table E subsl=nccs annually.
D;s~harics irc~tcr Ihan I0 MGD shall bc rc~u;rcd Io monilor a~ Icasl

Chlplcr IV. ~mnliane¢ ~i~h Toxicity Ob~etiy~

Com¢liaace ~ith the acute toxicity objectiv¢ (TUn) in Table A shall ~ de~ermined usial
an established prolo¢ol. ~ American Soci¢ly for Testing Malerials (ASTM), EPA,
American Public Hcallh Associalion, or 51a1� Board.

The Re~ional Board shall re~uir¢ lhe use o~ crilical lira a~ale loaicil~ I�111 ~Peciried in this
Ap~ndix to measure TUc. Other specics or prol~ol~ will ~ added Io the Iisl arler Stale

shill b¢ used Io mclsur¢com~lian¢¢ ~ilh Ih¢ Ioli¢ity ob~cliv¢. I~slibl¢.
Ihallinclud¢l ~ish, an invcrlcbr~l¢,andlnaqu=ticplanL A~t~rascrccninIpeti~,moni~o~inl Can ~ reduced *o ~h¢ mosl ~nsitiv¢ species. Dilution and �ontrol ~atcr should
~ obtained from an unaffected area or ~hc rcc¢ivinl ~alcrs. The ~nsilivily ot
orlanisms to s tCfcrcn¢� Ioaicinl shill b¢ dclermincd concurrently Wilh each bioas~y I¢ll
and re~rled Wilh Ih¢ ICsl r¢lullL

Use or crilical lira aisle bioa~y ICslinl shall ~ included in waste dimharl¢ requlremenl:
as a monilorinl rcquircmcnl ~or all discharl+s Ir¢alcr Ihan 100 MGD by January I. I~1
Ih¢ ialesl. For other major discharlcrg critical lira atal¢ bioassay ICs~inl shill ~ included
as a monitorlnI rcquircmcnc one ca
for renew         .    ,       Y r ~Or¢ Ihl Wl    "al. For mawr d~scharacrs I~h.~..,-+ ~__ 11� d~�~arl¢ rcqv~remcn: i, ~heduled

~¢shni shill be included is a monilorin rcnuiP ....... ~_ _    .     I
toxicily ¢~[iucnl limils is established in the waste dilcharl� rcquir¢~n~

The rollowinl Iestl shall ~ u~d Io m~sur¢ TU¢. Other tesls may ~ added �o
~hen approved by the Slalc ~8rd.

red alia. ~       aum~r or            7.g dan

48 bou~lerminllio~
8erm cu~ 1¢n81k

abllong ~
abnormal Ih¢ll 48dcvclopmenl 2
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..~epc ~er Very 8~1-~ -- ~r.r~nd~ to~ use

Slowly roleas~ ~d ~ the depch ~lle It 18 8tor~
8hel]~ ]ltt .... end~xt::~r~n trenches t~ically are us~ In hiqhly filter), In 8ddicl~ u~e~ zone (btolo~lcl]to their high ~llutan~

~s~n~ T~oy con;~s~ o~ 8 ro~t fill~ ~r~ch. 8urr~ pr~Jde aesthetic ...... ~ detention:v f.;*e~ f~r~c. :n ~h~ch ¯ ~forat~ pt~ Is place, fill for the d~elo~r ~d ~en "lake front"

a) Be vas~ed (less th*n 1 ~zcent silt, clay or Vo]~ In the ~rmnent ~o1 should provide

b) Have a ~nt~or~;~y coefficient ~tveen 1.5 ~ 4.0
At least 30t ot the surface area shall �oneis~ of
littoral area With 81o~8 of ~:1 or flatter that

c) Have in effective qain szxe of 0.20 to 0.5S m ~n est~lish~ With ePPIOpIIIIO native
d~6~er. 8el~t~ to ~Jmlze ~1 ,,. ...... ~     Plants

Wzll recover the treatment vol~ (ble~ d~) vithtn           Littoral z~o Pl~t8 shall have a mlnim~ SOt

Ll~torsl ~one Is �oncentre~ near the outfell o

Side Jlo~j no Stee~r than 4:1 out to s depth
~ha~ ~hese f;l~ers are very d~ff~cult to des~ ~d f~t ~I~ the l~el o~ the

rm .
d/8~a[ge ova









Hat,re H.H., M.Po Rur~hy a~ E.H. Llvi~mton (198S),
OInactivation and Precipitation of Urban ~ttmoff ~nter|~ 0LaXe Sill by k]~ In~uction in £tor~s~rs’. Pt~i~

North ~rican La~e ~ana~n~ $~Jet~
S~F~sI~. Portland, O[~on. Novel

Con~ct~ Under the ~lorid~ Section 20e ~tet
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State of Californi~

STATE I/ATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD

~ATER ~ALITY C~TR~ ~
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granted or denied by the Regional Boards after consideration of
site-specific factors and according to the provisions of this

Water quality objectives are to be ~t throughout a waterbody
except within any mixing~ zones granted by a Regional Board. A
mixing~ zone is not a source" of drinking water. To the extent
an( conflict between this determination and the SourCes of
Or~nkinq ~ater Polic~ ~State Board ~Qsolution No. ~-6)), this
Oeter~inatlon supersedes the provisions of the ~lic.~.

All Inland Surface Waters

Mixing~ zones can only ~ app)ied to point source
discharges~ and nonpoint source discharges .ith a
ide~ifiabl~ point of dischar)~ (d (Wi(J(( ~d((~( regulited

Regiona] Boards. A aixin~one $h8)11pp]y only tn t~
ca]cu)atton of water~ qul)ity-blsed ~rmlt ]imtts 4~d shll)
not be used to ~et tech~logy~-blsed ~mit limits.

need i~ be ~t and to avoid unreasonable
~t~nt. i~Regiona) ~ards~st bMance these goMs
~fore granting a mixing" zone. If a Regional Board

f~!dJf#~l #f f~JJ~J~J#i f~idif~ shMI s~clfy t~
~thod by~tch the atx~ng¯ zone ~as derived Ind either
dilution ratio granted to (he discharge or the ~int in t~
~ceiving water ¢t ~ich ~¢ter quality objectives mst ~
mr.

to protect Hneftctll uses. Capful �o~stderitlon shall
given to t~ appropriateness of a mtxtnge zone ~ ~
discharge Contains ~llutints that Ire c;rctno~nIc,
~tagenic, or tertt~enic to huNnS, and for ~l)utants that
are attractive to i~ltlc orgintsm, ~rststent% or sub~ct
to

~/o A mixing" zo~ shill ~ Is smll is ~ ~(JiJi. A
mixing" ~o~ shill not restrict passage of aquatic Hfe.
Pollut;nts in I mixing* zo~ shall not create ob~ctio~ble¯
~tt~stts. A~t~* toxicity shall ~t ~cur t~ 4
mixing z~.

Ap~ndix I for deftnitto~ of

A-IS
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hakes and Reservoirs

Mixing, zones for discharges to lakes and reservoirs shall ext
no gre~ter than 25 feet from ~h~ point of di~Charoe. No

for the sum of mixing* zones in that ~aterbody. Where a Regiona!
Board has identified ~ Site-specific concern with a particu)ar
pollutant in a lake or reservoir environment, a maximum* dilution
credit may be applied.

Rivers and Streams

Mixing* zones for discharges to rivers and streams shal| be has
on a d~stgnated volume or percentage of stream flo~ --

.L ~ ~ ~cace-EsJ~ a percentage of the str--- ~- -Inn OU~TBII mustbe ~esianed f     .^~ .;_. ~-, .muw rot.     or r.~.. -,x~ng in the receiving g’
waterbody. Regardless of the ~ethod used, the mixing. Zone shill
not extend more than 250 feet from the point of dtsch;rge, to
ensure rapid mixing, or be located less than 500 feet fro~ an
adjacent mixing* zone A zon-" "e oz passage ~or aquatic lifebe provided tf,-in doing so, adverse impacts on sensitive aquatic
species would be minimized. B~I~ fJ¢;~ Dilution ratios for
~i#~l~ effluent limitation derivation can ~e based on ei~ber
steady.st-~r dyna~considerattons.

~_~. C~alcu~at!on of Effluent

¯ Co ÷ O(Co - Cb), when Co ¯ Cb~~ ~:- Co, when Co<

~here Ce - the effluent concentrat|on limft for the substance,Co ¯ the ~#~#~J#~ /water qua||ty~~
substance to be ~et in the receiving waterbo~N#

a~Jent background concentration of the substance
the rece~ng water~dy, and

~ ¯ ~ allocated dilution ~atlo, exp~ssed as
receiving ~ater per part wast~atep, bas~ ~
m~x~ng~ zone provisions.

;’ See Appendix ] for definition of tams.
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recalculation of the objective using ~easured site-specific
b’~oconcentration factorsI fish consumption, body~eiqht, and/or other
r-~evant factors; and

f) the JJIif~(( slte-speclfic objectives will provide for the attain~nt
and maintenanc~ of the water quality objectives of d~nstreal watersI

¢g) if the full ~tential of desiQnated beneflcial uses j((j(J( JJfi i$
not protected, a use attiinability analysis has been conducted.

In developing $1te-s~clfic objectives, (M( requlre~nt$ fi¢ of the Rotter.
Cologne water ~ality Control Act Ind the federal Clean Water.ca ~st ~

~pter Ill. PR~R~ ~ I~L~NTATI~

Effective Date

This fJl~ ~ ts tn eff~t as of the ~te of adoption by the State

Mix(rig (ones, Effluent ttmtt~tton$~ ~( ~nitortn( Ne~ir~ntlmCo~l~ance Uete~inatton
~ ..

Effluent limitations tn ~s shall ~ t~sed such that the ~ter quality
objectives establlshe~is plan Id (~)J(( Z/ Z/ add ) shall not ~

Uexceeded tn the recetvin9 water outside any designated mlxtno* zone.

~Ji~l Where t~ Regional ~a~ ts satisft~ that any substiace(s) la
Tables II and 21 ~d ~ ~s ~t ~cur, or (s ~t likely to ~¢ur~ In e
discharger~effluent, t~ R~i~al ~ard my elect ~t to establ(sh Ueffluent l(m(tattons for such substance(s), p~vided the d(scht~r
conducts ~riodtc ~nttortng for aI) ~)lutants tn Tables_l/ and 2, (dE ~
end certifies that such substance(s) a~ ~t tn t~ste- st~ and
hat no change has oc~d that could cause such substance(s) to ~

present tn t~ waste* st~. Such a detem(nat(on she1) be
d(scharger’s certification
and that no source
~resence of such substance (n the waste* stream.
be

or such substances
~he waste* stream. At a minimum, this mnitoring and certification sh~|!

See Appendix 1 for definition of terls.
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~lo A mixin9" zone shall be as se~11 as ~
lixing~ ~one shall not restrict passage of aquatic life.
Pollutants tn a lixing~ zone shal} not create object}onab|e"
bottom deposits. Acute" toxicity shall not occur in a
mixing zone.

~nc]osed 8a~s

~x~ng zones for d~$charge$ .~th a h~gh-rate dUfuser to anc)osed"
ba~$ shall not extend beyond the zone" of |nitial d~lutlon. ~or
d~schar~es .Ithout a hlgh-rate d~ffuser~ or where a Regional
has ~en~f~ed a s~e-spec~f~c concern .~h a particular po]]utant

Estuar~ne Rlve~s and

N~x]ng" zones for discharges to estuar]~ rivers and stream
be bas3d on a designated volum or ~rcentage of s~rea~ fl~,
detem~ned by the Regional Board. If a Regional Board

f## mtxing: zone. the ~tfall ~st ~ designed for rap~d
the rece~v~n~ter~d~. Regardless of the mthod used, the
a~x~ng~ zone she)] not extend mre then 2~ feet fr~ the ~nt
dtscharge, to ensure rap~d m~x~ng, or ~ )ocated less than ~
feet fr~ an adjacent m~x~nq* zone. A zone* of passage
aquatic ]~fe should be prov~ed if. ~n doing so. adverse t~acts
onsensit,v..quatlcs~cles.uld~.ln,.~zed. ,,,,,,,,,.
O~]ut~on rattos for effluent ~J~ )~a~tat~on der~vat~ can
based on ~tther steady-state* or

2~ Calculation of Effluent Ltettat~onl

~ere , waste]oad allocation h~s not ~n c~leted~ water~1tt~-
based eff)uent )~m]tat]ons sha]l ~ deve]o~d using one of ;ne
foi]~ng ~thods~ ~a) or (b):

~ ce Co ¯ O(Co - Cb~. ~n Co ) Cb,
Ce : Co, when Co ~

See ApNnd~x I for definition of ~m.
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where ~e the effluent concentration limit for the substance,                  L
Co : the f~Zf~lCd Iwater quality objectiveJ for tee

substance to be met in the receiving waterbo ~’~/"-~Ei
Cb = the a~ient background concentration of the substance in

the receiving water~ody, and                         --
O - t-’E~ allocated dilution ratio, expressed as parts

receivin9 water per part wastewater, based on
mixtng~ zone provisions.

Ambient background concentration (Cb) means the median concentrati~,,
2~f a substan~e~ in the vicinit~ of a discharge, which is no!      --

influenced b~ the discharge. A~bient co,centrations should ~
~etermined using analytic;1 methods at least as sensitive as thos-
~sed to determine compliance with effluent limitations.         -

ional Boards    elect to the statistical

8-13
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State of California

CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

Resolution No. 89-002

Regional Board Acceptance of Sto1-~ Runoff Repo~1~

WHEREAS:

I. The Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board and the
Southern Californla Coastal water Research Project conducted
a cooperative study of storm runoff in Los Anqeles and Venture
Counties.

2. Pursuant to terms of the cooperative agreement, the Southe~California Water Research Project has �olplstsd and submitted
e final report entitled Storm Runoff in Los Anoeles e~
Venture Counties

3. The study provides new information oN the coNtamiNaNt load
that enters the coastal waters oft Los Angeles and Venture
Counties.

4. A significant reduction in pollutant dische~e to coastal
waters can be achieved through better management and control
of urban runoff.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED:

1. That the Regional Board accepts the report, ~
Los Anoeles and Venture Countie,; and

2. That the report be distributed to all affect~ed a~en¢ies and
interested parties; and

That staff be directe~ to work with all appropriate agencAes
to develop an urban runoff management strategy to control
pollutant discharges to coastal waters.

I, Robert p. Ghirelli, Executive Officer, do hereby certify ~la~
~he ~oregoing is a full, ~rue and correct copy ~t a resolu~Aen
adopted by the California Regional Water Quality Control Boar~,
Los Angeles Region, on February 27, 1989.

ROBERT p. GHIRELLI, D.Env.
Executive officer
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Table 1. Rainfall amounts at stations in ba.,~in

Table 2. Row weighted mean concentrations

Table 3. Row weighted mean concentrations per gram suspended solids

Table 4. Mass emi.u, ions per channel

Table 5. Flow weighted mean contaminant concentrations for Lm
Angeles River in 1971/72, 1979/80 and 1986187
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Figure I. 1~67-84 Flows: Los Anseles River, runoff to S~nt~ Monica Bay
and Hyperion combined oulfall~,

Rg~re 2.. I%7-84 Daily lead emissions: Los Angeles River, runoff to
Santa Monica Bay and Hyperion �ombined

Figure 3. 19~,~6~? Runoff study station locations.

Figure 4. Row weighted mean contaminant concentrations.

Figure 5. Finw weighted mean contaminant �oncent~ltior~ on ¯ I~r
gram suspended solids

Figure 6. Contaminant mas.~ emissiom per channel, ’
Figure ?. Fk~w and conlaminant concentration with tinl~ It [he ~

Angeles River.

Figure 6. .Cumu.lati..v.e percent low and ~ e~iom ¯! ~he ~
/’~ngeles Krver.

Figure 9, O, Imulatnve percent flOW and mass emissions at B~Jlona (::reek,

Figure 10. ,..A!,phatze.h~d.r.ocarbon ehromatoErams for the Los An~el~
Kzver ¯no uallona Creek.

Figure 11. Relative abundance oi’ PAH compounds at the Los Ar~eles
River.
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unpredictable, highly variable and limited to a few months of the year;, and (3)

Lrepre.~ntative samples of storm flow are not easily obtained.

^o ..... ,O.,n,e~f,.t.,he first ~tud,e~ to..~,~u re..runoff ,mpaets ,n Southern California was¯ .tttt(.tt:u Dy ~. hen m the ear,v ~’~to s at Manna de/Rey (4). Waler and sediment.~ampJc~ ~.ere taken frt~m the ~arina near two storm drains and Ballona Creek over                 ~_~

several st~rmy petitely, it was determined that storm runoff had little direct effect
on trut¢ metal and pesticide levels in lhe ~ater column within Ihe marina. In
c~.:tra.,t. ~etllments near the runoff chann¢l~ were hic.hly contaminated; sedimentl
near the storm drains with DI)E ev¢ls up to 5.5 mg~dr~ kg were ~ times more
con[am hated *hart ~.cdimcnts near the Iiyp~rion five-retie outfalh

The mo~t detailed and complete study of runoff emis.sions was conducted by
~C\\’R.I’. during .1971_/7~ an unusually dry year (43% of average annual runoff).
w el ant] ury ~eamer llov,.~ were sampled at four major rivers, and dry flow w~
sampled at an additional 11 stre:tnts m Southern Cahfornia (20). Based on thil
limited survey it wa~ concluded that the contribution of contaminants via runofl’was
les,, than 1056 of that di~,charged by municip:d outfalls in southern California.
F-xception~ to this generalizatmn inc uded suspended solids, nitrate nitro
manganese, lead. and �,,bal,. Two contaminants of note were sus~ndedgs~e~i~ron’
(274,1100 metric tons, 99% of effluent emi.~sions) and lead (90 metric tons, 43% of
effluent emissions). DDT (0.12 metric tons) and PCB (0.25 metric tons) emissions
were about 1 and 3’:~-, respectively, of the combined outfall values.

[./sing the same :~tmpling technique, Young el ah (2.S) repeated a similar                     1
study of three slorms al Ihe largest source of runoff in Southern California, the Loi
Angeles River (30% of the Iolal average annual gaged flow from Southern
California) in 1979/80. In that year low flow was responsible for only 5% of the                      ,-~ ,
annual di.~harge, and low.flow contaminant concentrations were approximately

, "
~nnoes t t i¯ .. ¯ I’~/v/~u stuoy ana me 1971/72 study

y )carnons were as.~ociated with particulates (>0.4 m). Acomparison of fh~w-proportioned mean concentrations of 10 trace metals, DDT, and
PCB.~ between two storm~ m 1971/72 and three storms in 1979/80 showed that the
standard error of 10 of the 12 COnlaminants wa~ less than 50c,~ (six of the twelve
were less t.han 20.%)..This suggests that there was not a large difference in mean
concentrauon values nelween years. Differences in lead and PCB concentrations
were much larger than those of the other contaminants, and mean concentrations                 ~
(b~tween 1971/72 and 1979/80) showed a six- and eightfold reduction, res ctive .
These reductions-ere most likely due to legal restrictions on the industri~Vet~ctteCU o~y
both compounds.

of            ~ .,. ,.unuucxeu oetaoeo monitoring o~storm channel contaminants
since the late 1960"s. Monthly samples from 30 channel sites were collected from
1967 through 1984 (5). Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and levels ofoil and
grease, nutrients, trace metals, pesticides, and bacteria were measured (5). in 1985,
the monthly monitoring program was reduced to 7 stations plus 14 additional
stations monitored bimonthly or quarterly and 15 stations sampled twice annually
during storm flows (6). Although this is the largest storm channel data base for
Southern California and may reveal trends in low flow concentrations, it was not
designed for the estimation of mass emissions because corresponding flow~ have               ~
not been recorded. In addition, runoff was rarely sampled during peak flows when
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We aJ~ determined how the c~)ncentrat.ion and ma.~ of contaminants varied
throughout Ihe storm e,,’ents to see if ~i~ni/icant p~rti~)n~, ~1" the m~s emis~,ions were
c()nc~ntratcd in a sma I part of the fl(~w We san)t)lcd .,, tcs to see how contaminant
Ic,,’~l~ taried with land u.~. In addition, we mea~,ured polw.’y,:l c aromatic
h~,’drocar~n~ (PAll) c()nccntration.~ I’or tbe l’ir~,t time f()r’.,,cveral channels to
determine which c~m~p*)unds ~cre pre~nt in 5~)uthcrn C’alif.rnia runoff.

/~IETHODS

(Fi.,ur_S~, la, r.ge~ru,noff ~u, rces in V. entu.ra and Los An~elc.~ Counties were sampled
~ � .~/. ~.:.acn cnanne= nasa unique drainage ha.,,in, and most of the channels(Santa Clara River, (.;allcguas Creek, ~ Angeles, River. and San Gabriel River)

receive wa.stewater effluent from one =~r more ~.unicipa wa.~lewater treatment
plants. Thi~ contributes significantly to dry weather Iluws.

Sampling Iocation.~ on each channel were selected fi~r the followin$ reasons:
(I) to provide ~fe sampling; (2.) to he u~d under adver.~e weather �onditmns; (3) to
pro~.’ide acce,,,,~ tu the center channel of the I’l.w; and (4) t. he downstream from the
m;u*)r sour~.~ ol" runoff conlam nant.~. In an alt~mp! h= ~ntl~le downstream from
potential major Sources we k~ated three of our station.,, ((,;alleguas Creek,
L~)minguez Ghannel, and San Gabriel River) in th~ upper reaches of the tidal

San= Oar,, River

Th~ Santa Clara River drains Ihe ~cond largest basin in Southern C=li~ "
4 " ¯ ¯ orltla( .200 Ion ) and has produced some of the largest peak flows ( 165,000 el’s) in

South, ern California’s history. However, the flow near the mouth is poorly
correlated with natural weather conditions I~cau~ water is imported from the
California Water Project and flow in ~he upper and middle river is regulaled
releases from the dams at lake Piru, Lake Pyramid, and Lake Casitas. Divers=ore
and groundwater recharge prevent upstream flow from reaching the o~ean
during large storms. Even helow the last water diver.~ion the dry sandy riverbed is
capable otr absorbing most of the flow from early sea.an and small storms.

We sampled on the north side ufthe channel where Ilighway 10! crosses the
river (H on Figure 3). This site is k~:uted about E km above the mouth of Ihe fiver,
which is at McGrath State Beach. Our site is the last accessible, safe location to
sample moderate or high flow conditions. The channel i~ over 300 ft wide, and the
bed is u=dined.

Calleguas Creek

Calleguas Creek drains 650 km2, including the southern part of the
uer, eme Plain, and receives secondary effluent discharge from several treatment

plants. This sampling site on Highway ! is in the middle of the tidal prism and
above Mugu lagoon (I on Figure 3). We decided to sample here because i! would
allow us to obta=n runoff from Calleguas Creek as well as Revlon Slough, which also
dralus a large portion of the Hueneme Plain tha~ is used intensively to grow
’.’egetables and other cash crops. Unfortunately, between the time we selected this
site and when it w~ sampled, the channels were separated and the junction point
moved below our si~e location. Therefore we collected separate samples from ord),
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Callegua.s (-’reek. Flow data were obtained from the Ventura Department of Public
\~,’.rL~ fr()m =heir stali()n a| (-’amarillo. which is about 6 km above the sampling site.

Ballona Creek

P, all(~na Creek dr:dn~. ~’~2 km2 of h ghly urbanized land in West Los Angeles.
The rnutn ~:ham,:l i~, ct)ncret¢: lined. Oil and tar lines on the banks of the channel
are c~ idence tlf the ()cca.,,itmal discharge ()f petro eum from freeway tanker s-ills
-’, ~d ()lher ~)ur¢cs. ()ur ~,ampling statmn (D on Figure 3) ts located’4 km ab~,e t

., ,~II,h t)f.~: cr.e~k. hetu,’c..’en.the entrance tt) Marina del Rey and the beach at
u~. u= =u~,: ~ =oove lluai Inlluenc~ex~.’~:pt during the ht~:l,:~,t t des; however, we saw no visual or chemicaJ eviden

~:dtu,;~t~r intru.~it)n during any samnlim, ner;,,-.,t gl,~ ~ -        . . .. ~ of
~ - - . r ............ ~ata were oDtal~eo Irom the

~minguez Ghan~l

~e ~)minguez Channel drains a~sut I~ km2 of industrial and urban I~d
i~ ~)uth ~)s Angel~s. In the past, the up~r reaches re~ived runoff from th
N~()ntr~)~e L’hemical I)lant. This plant w~ tbe ~rce of m~t of the D~
discharged from munidpul ()utfalls or dum[~d into ~uthern California ma~ne
water~ ~tween the late 1O40’s and mid.1970’s (3). ~e sides of the ~min uez
Gh~mnel ,are ~)ver¢d with ~iprap, and the I~er 10 miles are within the tidafpr~m

. . .. - ............ amp.or site (L on rt ure 3) is I~ated on th ’nr,u,� ju~, ~,,u,h ,,, Anahcin, ~,re¢,. which w~ as ’c~;~ ,o the channel’s ,e~:"~
in ~)~ An~ele~/IJ)ng I~ach I later &~ ~)~lhle. AIIhough Ibis ~mplin8 sile lack~
adcqualc fl~)w date and w~ in Ihe lowell ~clion of the I~dal prism, we deeded Io
~mpI¢ here ~cau~ Ihe 5-6 km of channel immedialely a~ve Ihis site is lined

Justification for ~lccling lhis sile ~mcs from ils high ~lenlial for p~u~
environmenlally significant ~ncenlralio~ of ~n~minan~ under rapid fl~
mnditio~

~ ~gel= R~er

~e ~ Angeles river wz~ sampled ~u~ it is resistible for a~ut ~
o~ zhe total annual ga~ed runoff from ~uthern ~lifornia a~ it h~ ~en studied
~ce ~fore ~ using similar techniques. ~ree sites were ~le~ed in an attemp~ to
separate ~urces of conlaminanls m the river. ~e up~r ~ver b~in is slightly
de,cloud, the middle ~Rion drains Ihe ~n Fern=n~tn VMI.~ ~ ;=
~estden.tial. whde the lower half of the river drai~’n’~-~"
~dus~nal: The t~c~.s=tes ~m~cd were Bt~ Tujung= W=h (F on Fibre 3~
r=etcner ~venu¢ ~rioge (E on ~igure 3). and the Will~ Street Bridge (B on Fi~

Bi~ Tujun~a Wash is one of three major tributaries draini~ the f~thil~

area is small we de~id~ " unuev~m~o s~ec~s=o~d hill~ ~=hough =be fl~ ia t~, - [o ~mp=e here ~u~ antnro~@nic ~n~mi~= in
th~ ar~a ~uld only have ~en debited ~ aerial fall~L

7
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The Fletcher Avenue Brid~e crosses Ihc ~)m Angeles River about hal~ay
b~tv,,een the headu.alers and the mouth. Draina~,e atx),~c Ihis site is mosd fro
~uhurban San Fernand() Valley and tl~� Ic~ dcvc}(~-~ ~.),h ~ -- ~-, ~ ~

~ .u,.,,~ -~ur=~ ~partmcnt ma ntaln~ a rcc{~r~ln~ gu~c that r¢~rds g~
l~-min int~als at this

~>n ~� W~ll~w Street ~mpling ~ile is I~at~d in ~n~ ~ach at the end ofcrete-~meu cnanne a~ut 2ks a~)ve the river mt+Nh in ~g ~ach Hater.
"l~e total area drained a~v¢ Ibis site is atm>ut 32~ ks-. P~+I flo~ al this site
r+~ched m’+r ItM),(M~) ~fs. ~is seclion of the channel r+c+ives runoff from
dt~to~ ~)s Articles and Ih¢ commercial/induslrial d+v¢lopmen~ of emil
~uthezsl ~s An~�l+s. ~e Rio Ih)ndo Ghannt.I is approximately I~ km
mile and i~ capahl¢ of Iransferring WUler from Ihe ~n Gahricl River to
Angeles River al Ihe di~elion of the Publi~ Works ~parlmenl.

~o~ d~t~ ~=~ l~p. Ih~e~ miles were Oblain~d fr~)m Ihe !~ ~geles
pat=men[ Ol ~ c works I()r 51ali~)ns FI6~-R, F57(’-R, and I~Iq-R +Figur~)

’i~e~ are within I km of their festally= ~mplinB ~il+~ " "

~n Gabriel Ri~r

~ ~ Gabriel River draimm approximately I~ km2, but iLs

up~r r=ver weber is retained for ~r.undwa~r r~’~har~c. M,~I of the d~
Row in Ih¢ I~¢r river is from advan~¢d w~lewater efguen~

_~ intended t? ~mple two site~ on the ~an Gabriel River; ~ever, the
slorm ~eg ~ early m I~ ~n Inat we m~d ~mpling Ihe u~r station
~n Gabriel Par~y.

~ I~er ~n Gabriel River w~ ~mpled at ~ollege Par~ (A on Fibre
which is a~ut 3 km a~� the ri~r moulh in ~ng ~ach llar~r. Unfonu~tely,
this mile w~ al~ I~aled a~ut I km ~1~ t~ u~r end of the ddal
site w~ ~le~ed ~au~ it w~ Ih¢ nearest ~ nl of access ~1(~ the ~nfluen~
the San Gabriel R ver and Coyote Creek. Storm flo~ from Coyole Creek to the
~n Gabriel River ~n ~mtitule more than one-half of the to~al fl~. We ~le=M
this site under Ihe ~umption that any si~nificanl flow w()uld flush ~l~ater
even a[ the highest tides. H~ever, ~limty me~urements ~)fa few I~
~mples taken at high tide indicted the pre~n~ of marine water. Co~quent~,
trace metals were ~t secured for Ihose ~mples nor were Ihey included ~n
emi~ion estimales. Two ~ ~geles ~oumy Deparlmem of Public Wor~
gages were required to secure the total flow from ~[h channels for ~r site.
Gage F4~-R on the ~n Gabriel River maffunclioned during Ihe sto~ and no
were �olle~ed. Gage ~54-R, ~low Spring S~reeh secured C~ole Creek

~ add~~ ~1~ ~ t~e ~ntcr of flow fo~ each Fhannel ~ I~dng" ~u ~,,=~u =-~==u, ~=ue in an e~ covereu metal ~mpler that ~
equip~d ~th a horizontal and veni~ rail stabilizer that kept =he ~=tle o~
facing upsu¢~ ~e ~ttles p~d through the surfa~ layer un~d.
~mpler ~ submerged a~ut 03 meter ~low the su~ace, and ~filled in
~ ~ond~ ~e ~mpler ~ deployed twice for each ~mpling ~d~, and the
~mp~� w~ pro~ionally divided into the ~mple containe~ for o~i~ (4 lit~
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~lean concentrations per gram or SUSl~nded solid

Past studies have shown thai
suspended particulate.,, (9. 21). We have calculated c(),lammant concentrations per
~ram ()1 .~u~pendcd s~)lid in Table .~ a.’,~,uming that all ~)f the contaminants are
particulate h~und. This could he a n|i~,leading
very low and di~,|~lved contaminant.,, ~n~,litute a ~.=~n lic;,nt percent of the total
~|ncentration. liowever, with thi.,, c-’,Ul,~n in mind ’l’ahl¢ .~ (and Figure 5, A-L)
~=ve~ an indication of quality of particola=e~ that may accumulate in sediments or be
.’,pread in near-shore waters.

Oil and grease mea.~urements at .;T,,u.jun~a and Santa Clara were an order ofmagnitude le.~ than at the olher sites (F ~:ure ~ A). The four sites with m
high f],,ws (Willow, Fletcher, 13alh,na. and San G,hriel) had similar value~s~leeetnO

10.5 and 23.~ m~/g. The very high c|mcen,ration.~ at (’all¢g,as Creek were a result
~1" the very low concentrations of.,,uspended s~lids.

DDTand PC’Bs had two different pattern.,, (Fil~ure ~. E.F). Santa C’lare
River and Ballona Creek particulates, ..ere more contaminated with DDT than were
particulate~ at the other s|tes, while i’C’ii~ were n,|r¢ unifi~rmly distributed =t all
.,,ires except "rujunga Wash.

The Los Angeles River and 13alhma Creek had much higher concentrations
of. PAth, and n-alkanes than the other sites.

The trace metals concentrations ,=n sus ..~nded .~ d~ (Figure 5, G-L) were
reasonahly uniform at four stations (Willow. Fletcher, L’lalh)n-’,, and San Gabriel),
while concentrations of metals at Tu.iunga and lhe Santa Clara River were much
lower.

Los Angeles River

Within lhe Los Angeles River stations, the Tujunga ~mples had lhe lowest
contaminant concentrations but moderately high suspended ~hds levels. This
resulted in ve~ low concentrations per gram oi" suspended ~lid. The trace metals,
pesticides, PCBs and PAHs were below detection limits while oil and grease and
n-alkanes were 4 and 9 times h gher than at mid-river. Concentrations of metals,
pesticides and PCB on suspended solids are similar for samples from mid-river
(Fletcher) and lower river (Willow). However. the lower river samples are 2 to 9
times high in TEO, PAIts and ll-alkanes.

Calculated flow-proportioned mass emissions are listed in Table 4 m~d shown
in Figure 6, A-N.

The Los Angeles River is the larges~ source of runoff to the Southern
thC~e~i~awl~’.g_h_L. Th. ¯ highest _fl, o~.. c~. mhined with. th.e high concentrations caused
DDT

o~r©e~ s,te Io nave me mgnest mass em~ss,ons of all constituents ,--oep¢

For all constituents except DDT there is a consistent pa,ern of’greatest
emissions coming from the Los Angeles River. then Ballona Creek followed by
Fletcher and San Gabriel. The remaining stations have minimal inputs.
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,.W..ith.in the ~ R~er stations. Tujunga emits a minL,,~ule volume of runoffanu ¢ontan, nanls. ~ne IJow al the Willow site is about 3(F,,:~ greater than that at
Fletcher, hut contaminant emissions are 3 to 10 times greater, indicating a much
greater s~urce, in the hlwer basin.

~ . ,~e.B~llona.~reek drainu~e is only a~)ul IO% of the I~ ~oele~
em~ss ons o~.mo~t comaminan~s were u~prox m lelv 40% of the ~ River
em~ssm~. Exceptions were lead and z no, which w~re a~ul equal Io Will~
em~ons, and DI)T and 8-alkanes which were twice and one-s~xlh of Ihe WilJ~

We have undercslimalcd the emissions from Ihc ~n Gabriel River ~cau~
we only have fl~w dala ~rom C’oyole ~reek. ~ our e~limales could ~
of 2 or more. ~e mea~nred flow is Ihree-fourlhs Ihe size of Ihe l~alluna C’reek fl~,
h01 emissions of oil and sus~nded solid~, oil and great. TEO, Irate melal~ and
chlorinaled hydr(~ar~ns are ~lween 3 and 2~;b o~ Hallona’s emi~io~ while
PAH and ~-alkane emissions are i and 3%, res~¢lively.

~nds In fl~ and ~nlaminanl ~n~nl~llons ~lh lime

Figure 7. A-ll, sho~ the fl~ and ~)n~ntrations of sus~nded ~li~ oil
~rFase~l’~(). ~ea~:,t~la~ PAH~ total ~’ll~ and volant ¯ ~lids for Ihe ~ Angeles
~=ver aurmg Ine e~-n o~ ~mp.nE,

~"     rnco m V,i~ �~s aHer uroppmg ~o ~.~

~e ~ak ~ntaminant ~)n~ntraliom (except ~r~nt volatile ~li~s)
~rred in either ~mple 6 or 7 ~fore the fi~t ~ak m flow A t~ugh ~mple 8
had t~ htghest flow, the ~ncentrations of all contaminants drop~d. ~is my
due to a w~sh~t of ~n~minant~

~nds in ~umulall~ Emlssk.l

~ an exumplc of when ~)ntaminant emissions ~r. Figure 8. A-D,
the ~mulative ~r~nt flow with ~mulative ~rcent emissiom of sus~nded ~li~
oil and grebe. ~mhined trace metals, and chlo~nated hvdr~ar~m for the Will~
station, and Figure 9, A-D, sho~ that approximately 8~ of the fl~ and
sus~nded ~lids were discharged within a I@h ~ri~. Contaminant cmi~iom
la~ed during the fl~ 5% o~ flow hu~ rapidly increased after 1~ of ;he
~c~r~ed. In general lhe fi.~ ~% of flow pr~uced ~% of the ~n~min~t
em~o~ and when 50% of lhe fl~ had ~curred, 75~ of ~he
e~iom had ~rred. ~is paltern is repre~malive or lhe other si~ smdi~.

P~leum hyd~sr~.

Alip~tic ~d~m

Figure I~ repre~nts a ~i~l chromatog~m of Ihe aliphatic r~ion from
our sto~waler ~noff ~mpies. Generally, m~t of the ~mples �onfined a tingle
hump of va~ng size (known as the unre~lved ~mD ex m~ture-UCM) ~d
numerom re~lved ~aks wh ch represent simple al~anes ~ntaining from 10 to



carbons. The pre~nce ofa UC~t max m zing at n-C"21-C’35 is indicative of
crank¢-’,,,� oil in the runoff. "]’he n-alkunes, which arc the res~lved peaks labelled
u,.ith their re.,,peetive numt’,cr of car~n,,, sh~v,’ed nlaxirlla at n-(:’17 as well a.s the
hi~her molecular weight n-alkane.~ with odd numt~crs ~f *:arl~=n,, ( e., n-L-’27, C:29
-’,nd ~-31 ). "]’he o<Jd-even carbon chain en~th pred*,mnance ,~f these higher
m~Hecular weight species indicates the presence: of waxe~ characterist cally
a-~,x:ia~ed with the cuticles of higher plants.

There were ~,’o notable exceptions to the pattern i lustrated in Figure lOa.
First, samples taken from 13a ona Creek at 6 and 47 bouts ~ntained w,’o
humps, the first hump being laqzer and maximizing at n-CIE (Figure lob. it has
been su~esl, ed bv ~me researchers that this pattern may he rcpresentat!~e of
hac=erial degradation products S~�,lnd, the 31 hour S;|mple taken from the Los
An~e es River at Willow Street contained no UCM at all. It did, however, exhibit
the hi.~hest concentrations of n-alk-’,nes (m*~stly from the: L’-’~-~_..3~ range) with little
apparent odd-even predominance. "]’his sample ~,’,a~ taken during the second peak in
fi~w at appro;zimately ~5(X) cubic feet/sec~nd (F ~ur,~ 7a). "l’he ~]istribution
ohm, erred is not consislent with a recent hil~geni¢ origin, hut may be related to
dewaxing of petroleum. Similar di~,trihmions were no! ~hserved in samples taken
before o~: after this one. Therefore, il is unclear whether these results
anomalous, representing the inclu.,,ion ~f a small particle of pure wax, or an
indication of a short-term input to the river,

Aromatic hydrocarbon=

Figure ! I presents a relative abundance plot for the 26 PAFIs measured in
this study (see Appendix A for a list of the compounds and their individual
concentrations). "l’his sample was taken from the Los Angeles River at Willow
Street after 30.8 hours and is indicative of the most comm=~n di.’,tributional patient.
Most of the samples contained some naphthalenes (compounds 1-4) and
phenanthrenes (compounds 9-12) which are the dominant PAHs in unweathered
petroleum, tlowever, the compounds with four or more rin~,.,, (fluoranthene throu h
t.be_n~z.~_[~,hi,i]perTlene;..co,mpound 14-2h), which are comhustmn products, were g
-=q, uen.y present at nigher concentrations. Therefore, results of this study showed
,a mzxture of botch Zyl~,S of hydroc~.rbons being discharged during this storm with
=arger amount o~ comoustion pro,zucts pres~nL

The PAH composition was variable throughout the storm at a single point on
the channel and in samples taken contemporaneously during a storm at different
sites in the channel. However, the plot from the Los Angeles River station at
Willow Street (Figure 8) is comparable to those obtaine~ by Anderson and Gossett
(l) for bottom sediments collected at the mouth of the Los Angeles River as well as
those for sedime.n.ts from the vicinity of Los Angeles County’s outfall, suggesting that
stormwater runotz ano municipal effluent may contain PAHs of similar composition.

CONCLUSION

As the emissions of contaminants from outfalls continue to decrease, runoff
emissions become a more important source of marine inputs. Outfall emission=
have been steadily reduced over the last 10 years (2 i ), but little has been done to
reduce contaminants. Youn[~ et al. (2~) concluded that variations in runoff
concentrations were not sigmficantlv different in the Los Angeles River belween
1971 and 1979 except for lead and F~CBs, which were reduced by factors of 6
respectively. There do not appear to be many major changes in concentration sin~e
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lqT~. Table 5 shows c~ncentrations E)r the five storms measured in 1971 and 1979
and the present lg,~h rc~,ults. ~t~¢en 1979 and 19~h cop~r and lead
c~nc~ntralit~n~ incr~a~.d by a~ul a factor of 2. ~hile sus~nded ~lid~ and
chr~mium were reduced hv I~¢=-th rds and *me-half. re~oectiveh.. 3~e rest of th
=race me~als and PL’iJ~ varied bv less lhun one-third. D~T had’=he largest c~n~e
and w~s reduced ~’ a favor of~.

ii~w lhe wlume ~f ~noff affects contaminanl emisskms is not clear. ~Angeles River ~m)lf in 1~71/72 ~ atx)u~ one-half of normal ~noff. while

hi~hc~i concentrations in ~he year did no~ ~cur n the firs{ storm of Ig79, and
third storm had cadmium an~ lead ~)ncemrations higher than Ih~ of the
st~)r~n. Dala from Ihe s~orm we ~mpled in Janua~ 1~87 should all~ ~s to
d¢lermin¢ Ih¢ changes ~lween sh~rms wilhin a year.

We did have ~me indication of a w~shoul of ~maminams in t~ ~
Angeles River in Ibis year’s sludy ~cau~e almost all of the ~ntaminam
~mcemrations ~aked ~fore our hishe~t flow sample was laken. If the dislribution
of rain on land u~e ar~a~ did not chan~e ~ ~nificam~y lhere may have ~en a
reduction in available ~maminam~. lloffman et al. (14) f~und thal residend~l.
highway, commercial, and industrial areas had different rale~ of w~hnut durin~
storm wilh residential ~mcenlral,m~ of i~troleum hydn~’ar~n approachln~ ~ro
afler less than 2 cm .f rain. while industrial sites showed no reductioR~ in
~ncenlralions afler 2 cm of rain.

~r~e fl~ from Ballona Creek. ~)s Angeles Hirer ~ilh~. ~s An
~iver Fletcher. and Ihe San Gabriel River exceeded 3.5 x I~ Iile~ (920 minion
8allo~) during lhe sh)rm, while flo~ of le~ Ihan 0.32 x 10"lile~ (~ million
gallons) ~rred al Ihe ~nta Clar~ Tujun8~ and ~llegu~

~.    ~uring the slorm, fl~ chan~ed yew lilfle a~ Big Tujunga W~ I~ ~n~
~,~__Rwe~.~nd ~m~nF~ez Cha~n¢l. while a~ Ballona Cree~ Angeles River
nm~, ano ~an UaDrle/ll~ varied by a~ut 1~

. --. ,,,p,~u .,� ~w~ venzura s~tes wmm Incy had relatively I~ fl~, this~ala may ~ ~e~ repre~nlalive annual ¢mi~io~ of ~maminan~

~e ~wo ~pel~w~h ~he highe~i flo~ ~ Angeles River Will~ a~
Balh~na Creek. ¯ u me mgnest mean ¢onlaminanl concenzralion~ and ~quently
had the highesl emissi~ns of~ I and grease. T~. cadmium, chromium. ~)p~r.
nicke, lead. zin~ PCBN PAl I~ re~flved h~r¢~r~ and D-alkm~

Annual estimate of ~noff should ~ viewed wizh the awarene~ of ~in
limi~ation~ some relevant Io all ~noff studies and olhe~ relevam only m this
Fa~o~ that need further examination include annual variations in zmal mi~all
wilhin a drainage b~i~ lhe imenfional relenlion of ~noff for ~oun~ler
recharge, and dive,ions ~’een drainage b~ins. ~e fac~o~ ~n ~mbi~ m
make each storm and year diffi~lt to ~mpare with o~her slo~ ~d ~
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

1 Channel: Los Angeles R~ver I F]o~ (Mll~/Sec):
~ Local;on: Fletche~ Avenue l Time In~erval:.l~" ,r_,4:15
! Date: 24 Sep 86 IntervaIVol (MII~): ~ (~

~ Time: 15:30 Storm #l

~ONSTITUENT CCo MASS CONSTITUENT CONE. MASS

ISuspen~eO Sol~Os 55~ ~G/L 19~.I T Naphthalene " 91 ~G/L ~.T&
ITVS 30 ,; ~$ CI-Na~t~alenes 142 ~G/L 51.12

ID~asolve~ Sol10s ~8.~ mG/L I~7.~~ T C~-Na~tMalenes 778 nG/L ~80. I
~O~l ~ Grease 7.5 mG/L ~ T B:phenyl <14 nGIL 0
IChloro~orm Ext,. 18.7 mG/L 6.7~. T AcenapMthtlene ~14 nG/L 0

DH 5,5 aSS Fiuorene ~ nGIL 8.28
Phenanthrene 681 nG/L 245.=

Cadmium 7 uG/L: ..52kG CI-Phenanthr~es 744 nG/L

Cooper 17~ uG/L b4.a4~G C3-Phenent~renes 574 nG/L
Nickel 56 uG/L .0.16kG Anthracene .~I~ nG/L 0
Lead 248 uG/L 89.28kG Fluo~anthene b78 nG/L’ 244.1
Zinc 733 uG/L 26~.9~’G Pyrene 710 nG/L 255. b

I~llv~ .1 uG/L ~G =,3-Ben:ofluorene =24 nG/L~ 80.64
, ~enz(a)anthracene 160 nG/Li 57.b

~,p’-DD£ 2: nG/L 8.=8 G Chrylene 4~2 nG/Li 155.5

o,~’-DDD <1 nG/L 0 G~ Ben=o(k)~lu~anth .~9 nG/L 0
p,~’-DDD I0 nG/L ~.6 G~ Benzo(e)pyr~e 260 nG/L 93.6
otp)-DOT =.~ nG/L 8.28 G~ Benzo(a)pyr~e 14~ nG/L 51.48
D,p’-DDT 10 nG/L ~.6 G Peryllne <~ ne/L 0
TOTAL DDT ~0 nG/L ~:.4 G 9.10-Diphenylanth ~9 nG/L 0

D;Oenz(a,h)anth,a <8 nG/L 0
ArocI~ 124= 108 nG/L ~8.88 G benzo(~,~1)peryl 292 nG/L 105.1
~roclor 1254 190 nG/L 68.4 G TOTAL P~ 7553 nG/L :719.
TOTAL PCB 298 nG/L I07.~ G

SURROGATE
He>:achlorob~zene ~ nG/L    1.08 G dS-NaDhthalene 72 %
:L~n~ane 23 nG/L    8.28 G ~lO-Acena~t~ene 124 %

d10-Phenanth~e 129 %
To~iclty ~test I~1 ~12-Chrysene 115 %

Resolved HCs 2. be5 nG/L 953~
n-alkanes �1~C39 1.3e5 nG/L 46450
Przstanl 10979 nG/L ~952.
~ytane 14529 nG/L 5230.

R0050832
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SOUTHERN C~LIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

~ Location: Fletcher avenue
~I T:me Interval:242~_26130Date: 24 SeD 86
~IIntervalvol(Ml$~):

Storm W:

~ CONSTITUENT CONE. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC, MASS
ISu~oenOeO SollOs 119(. mG/L 761.6 T NaDhthalene 152 nG/L’TvS 22 % ~$ CI-Na~hthalenes 41~ nG/L 2e4.3!T~ta! Solids 8~ mG/L 5~6.7 T C~-Na~thalenes ~75 nG/L ~40~D~ssolveO Sol~os -367 mG/L -~35. T C~-Na~thalenes I~5~ nG/L I~5~.C:1 & Grease I0.~ mG/L 6.976 T B~Dheny! -.~7 nG/L 0Chloroform E~tr. 29 mGIL 18.56 T AcenaD~thylene <37 nGIL 0Sal:nlty 0 ppt Ill Acena~hthene <78 nG/L

~05,~

~ 5.5 Ill Fluorene <35 nG/L 0
Phenanthrene 1259 nG/L,Ca~mlum 9 uG/L 5.76~G C1-Phenanthrenes 170~ nG/L 1090,Chromium 46 uG/L 29.44~G C2-Phenanthrenem 15~8 nG/L ~77,9Eoo~er 667 uG/L 4~6.9kG, C~-Phenenthrenes 1189 nG/L 761.0~"ckel 67 uG/L 42.88kGI Anthracene <~6 nG/L 0~ ~47 uG/L 2=:.IkGI F|uoranthene 1720 nGIL 1101.

v~ <1 uG/L OkG ~.~-Ben:o~luorene ~04 nG/L 194.6
~.p’-DDE 60 nG/L 38.4 Chrysene 1316 nG/L~,~’-DDE 78 nG/L 49.92 Ben:o(b)qluovanth 151~ nG/L ~68.~O.D’-DDD <1 nG/L 0 G Benzo(k);luoranth <24 nG/L 0P,P’-D~D 3~ nG/L 21,I: G Ben:o(e)pyrene SlO nG/LI 518.4o,~’-DDT 59 nG/L 37.76 G Ben:o(a)~rene 458 nG/L 293,1~,~’-DDT 19 nG/L 12.16 G, Peryiene 78 nG/L 49.9

A~oclor 1242 <2 nG/L 0 G Ben:o(g,h,:)peryl 1108 nG/L 709.1 G|Aroclov 1254 -’~ nG/L 2"5..... ~ G TOTAL PAH 18~a8 nG/LTOTAL PCB 352 nG/L =25,3 G’

SURROGATE RECOV,Ne:~achloroben¢enel 9 riG/!! 5.76 G dG-NaDhthalene 79 %L;n~ane 29 nG/L 18.56 G d10-Acenap~thene 109 %
~10-Phenanthrene 130 X CXlTo×Jolty Notest x~x d12-Chrysene 142 % X$~
d12-Pe, ylene 1~5 X

$~B
ResolveU HCs 5.7e5 nGIL
n-alkanes cI0-�~9 2.8e5 nG/L 1,8e5 S|
Pr*stane

°
24090 nG/L 15418

; Phytane 32347 nG/L ~0702 GI

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ~OASTAL WATER    RESEARCH
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT

LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY
SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Locatlon: Fletcher Avenue J Time Intervall2b:-’6-~5:00I I Date: 24 SeD 8a
iinte~vaiVol(Mll3): 2 ~.,~~

I
T~me: ~OlO~ Storm #= I

SusDenOeO Sol~os 257 mG/LI blb.8 TI Naghthalmne
<79 nG/i 0TVS ~2 % ~ CI-NaD~thalenes .~9 nG/L 0To~al Sol~s ~98 mS/ ~ 955.2 T C2-Na~hthalenes .~9 nG/L 0D~ssolve~ Sol:ds ~41 mG/~ 338.4 T C~-Naphthalenee 81 nG/L 0Ozl ~ G~ease 3°8 mGiL 9.1~ T Bzp~eny] .79 nG/L 0-- Chloroform E×tr. 7.8 mG/L 18.7~ T AcenaDhthylene ~ nG/L 0Sal~n:ty ppt ~ AcenaDhthene ~81 nG/L 0¯ pH ~ Fluo~ene :~7 nG/L 0

Phenanthrene 127 nG/L 304.8~ Cadmium 1 uG/L =.4kG CI-Phenanthrenes ,77 nG/L 0,~!Chromlum 12 uGIL; =8.8;G C2-Phenanthrenes :~7 nG/L 0Coppll~ 84 uG/L 201.6k( E3-Phenenthrenes ~7 nG/L 0~ N;ckel =1 uG/L 50.4k[ Anthracene ::7 nG/L 0Lead 80 uG/L 192kl Fluoranthene :65 nG/L 636Zznc 302 uG/L 724.8kG Pyrene 198 nG/L 475.2Silve~ <1 uG/L ~G ~,~-Ben=o;luorene <87 nG/L 0
Ben:(a)anthracene <~0 nG/L 0

~,~’-DDE 2: nG/L 55.2 G Benzo(b)~luoranth 41 nSlL~ 98.4o,p’-DDD :I nG/L (, G Ben=o(;)~luoranth .’5 nG/L 0P~’-DDD 11 nG/L =6.4 G B~:o(e)~y.ene 3~ nG/L 7~.2
D,P’-DDT I0 nG/L 24 G Perylene :=5 nG/L 0-" TOT~ DDT 75 nG/L 180 G 9,]O-D~ahenylanth <25 nG/L 0~ D:ben~ia,h)anChra ~2~ nG/L 0Aroclor 124~ <2 nG/L 0 G Ben:O(g,h,i)pe.yl 1~22 nG/L 0Arocl~ 1~4 93 nG/L 22~.~ G TOTAL PAH 787 nG/L 1889.

.. TOT~ PCB
93 nG/L 22~.2 G

S~ROGATE
Hexachlorob~zene 2 nG/L 4.8 G 08-Naphthalene 7~ %

~ d10-Phenanthrene 105 %

~, d1=-Perylene 112 %

Resolve~ HCs 1.2e5 nG/L ~.Oe5
n-alkanes cI0-�~9 58169 nG/L 1.4e5

~ : P-:stane 6~10 nG/L 14904
P~vtane ~7~ nG!L 1505~

R0050834



SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATE~ RESEARCH PRO~ECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTU~A RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA sHEET

Location: Fletcher Avenue T~me Interval:~S:~
Da~e: :5 Seo 8b Inte~alVol (M$$~):

~ T~me: 10:00 Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC.

~us~en~e~ Sol~ds 126 mG/L 8q.96 TI Naphthalene \~0 0TVS 2~ % ~$I       Ct-Na~ht~alenes <~0 nS/L 0
~o~aI Sol:~s 313 mG/L 2~.5 ~ C2-Na~ht~alenes ~20 nG/L 0
~ssolve~ Sol~s 187 mG/L, 13~.5 C~-NaD~t~alenes ~42 nG/L 0
~I & Grease I.~ mG/L .8568 T B~D~enyl ~20 nG/L 0::~loro~orm E):tr. 2.6 mG/LI 1.85b T Acenaphthylene ~0 nG/L 0

~H 8~ F|uorene -~1~ nG/L 0

~admiu~ <! uG/L O~G CI-Phenanthrenes <I~ nG/LI 02nrom:um 4 uG/L 2.856|G C2-Phenanthrene$ <19 nG/L; 0

~;ckel I: uG/L 8. SbS~G Anth.acene ~19 nG/L 0
.ead ~4 uG/L 17.14;~I Fluoranthene 25 nG/L 17.85

~lv~ <1 uG/L OIG 2,~-Ben:o~luo~ene <4a nG/L 0
Benz(a)anthracene <16 nG/~

~,~’-DDE 4 nG/L 2.85~ G Chr~sene <16
,P’-DDE 8 nG/L 5.71: G ~:o(b);]uoran~h <1~

~,D’-DDT 2 nG/L 1.4=8 G Benzo(a)pyrene <I~ nG/L 0
,,D’-DDT 4 nG/L 2.856 G{ Perylene <1:
"OT~ DOT 21 nG/L 14.99 G 9,10-Diphenylanth <1: nG/L 0

D;ben:(a,h)anthra <11 nG/L 0
,r~lor 1242 38 nG/L ~7.1~ G Ben:o(g,h,;)per~l ~11 nS/L 0
,roclor I~4 3= nG/L =2.85 G: TOT~ P~ =5 nG/L 17.85
OTAL PCB 70 nG/L 49.98 G

SURROGATE REC09.
~e;:achlorobenz~e I nG/L .714     ~8-Naahthalene lb

~ ~nOane =I nG/L 14.99 G~ O10-Acenaahthene bO ~
i ~10-Phenanthrene 94 ~ ~S~

oxicity NoTest ~ ~ d12-Chrysene 12b % ~
dl=-Perylene 117 ~

Resolved HCS 89~3 nG/L
n-alkanes c10-�39 109~2 nG/L 7805.
P~;stane 1775 nGIL 1267.
Phytane                 1882 nG/L 1344.

R0050835



~,0UTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER ~RESEARCHFR0~ECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Los Angeles River
I

Flow (MII~/SI¢): 000.~ ~)/5
Location: B~g TujunQa Wash T:me IntervaII(K~:00-~l:O0

Date: 24 Se~ 8b IntervaIVol (M~8~): S~
Time: 11:50 Storm #: I



Resolved HCs 3474 n(3/L 0
n-alkane$ �10--�~39 ::9-~ nG/L 0 (3    .’
P~ 1 stane O nGIL 0

I Phyt ane 0 nG/L 0

R0050837
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Resolved 14Cs 7.7eb nS/L 54123
n-alkane$ �10-�39 4.4e5 nGIL 3104.
Prtstane 39421 nG/L 277.1
Phytane 47000 n~/L 330.4

R0050842



i Cha~el:         ~allona ~reek                ~ (~sZ~/~ec):

j Location: In~lewoo~ Avenue T~me Interval:~:O0-~7:15
Date: 24 Sep 86 IntervalVol (M$*3}: l,&?~|O
Time: 16:55 Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

Suspended Solids 234 mG/L 395.5 T Naphthalene 264 nG/L 446.2

TVS 15 % IZl CI-Naphthalenes ~ 748 nG/L 1264.
Total Sollds 306 mG/L 517.1T C2-Naphthalenes- .659

D:ssolved Solids 72 mG/L 121.7 T C3-Naphthalenes~
T38 nG/L 1247~0ii & Grease 9.~ mG/L 15.72 T B:phenyl x21 nG/L

Chloroform Extr. 16.5 mG/L ~7.89 T AcenaDhthylene <21 nG/L 0
Salinity ppt $$~ Acenaphthene " <43 nG/L 0
pH IIi Fluorene 46 nG/L 77.74

Phenanthrene 857 nG/L 1448.

.Cadmium 3 uG/L 5.07kGi CI-Phenanthrenes0 1160 nG/LI

IChromium 13 uG/L ~1.97kG. C2-Phenanthrenes7 1326 nG/L 2241.

’Copper 86 uG/L 145.3kGi C3-Phenenthrenes~ 741 nG/L 1252o

Nickel ~ uG/L 38.87kGI Anthracene ~0 nG/L 0

Lead 96 uG/L 162.2kGI Flu~anthene- ~0 nG/L 1656.

i~inc 613 uG/L 1036. kGl Pyrene " 991 nG/L 1675.

~R~Iver <I uG/L OkG 2,3-Ben:o~luorene ~7 nG/L
Benz(a)anthracene 314 nG/L 530.7

:o,p’-DDE <I nG/L 0 G Ch~ysene - 67~ nG/L 1137.
;p,p~-DDE 13 nG/L 21.97 G Benzo(b)fluoranthl 636 nG/L

I075~o,p’-DDD <1 nG/L 0 G Ben=o(k)fluoranthl <13 nG/L
¯

p p~-DDD nGIL 15.~I G Benzo(e)pyrene ~54 nGIL 598.3
o~p’-DDT ~ nG/L O G Benzo(a,pyrene

~74 nG/L
294.1

p,p’-DDT ~2 nG/L 37.18 G Perylene x13 nG/L 0

TOTAL DOT ~ 44 nG/L 74.36 G 9,10-Diphenylanth <13 nG/L 0
Dibe~=(a,h)anthra

Aroclor1242 <I nG/L 0 G Ben~o(g,h,i)peryl      44~ nG/L 748.7
Aroclor 1254 ~ 220 nG/L; 371.8 G TOTA~ PAH ~ 11372 nG/L 19219

TOTAL PCB 220 nG/LI 371.8 G
,

~ SURROGATE RECOV.
He×achloroben~ene ~ nG/LI 3.3S G d8-Na~hthalene 46 ~ $II
Lindane J 10 nG/L! 16.~ G d10-Acenaphthene I~7 ~ III

dlO-Phenanth~ene 125
Toxicity NoTest $~$ d12-Ch~ysene 148

di2-Pe~ylene 124

Resolved HCs 3.1e5 nGiL 5.2e5
n-alkanes ci0-c39 1.2e5 nG/L 2.1~5
Pristane 11238 nG/L IS992
Phytane 12621 nG/L 21329

~,
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V
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL wATER RESEARCH PROJECT

LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF    SURVEY

~
SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Santa ClaTa River l Flo~ (MII~/SeC)I
I Locatlon: Highway 101

1

Time Inte~val:~1145-34115

CONSTITUENT CONCo MASS CONSTITUENT CONC.

SuspenOe0 Solids 19~0 mG/L 0 T Naphthalene I~5 nG/L 0
TVS 8,4 % ~$$ C1-Na~t~slenes 45 nG/L
Total Sol~Os ~470 mG/L 0 T C=-Na~ht~alenes 2~ nG/L O 8
D~ssoIve0 Solxds 55(: mG/L 0 T C~-Naphthalenes ~25 nG/L 0 8
O~l & Grease 3 mG/~ 0 T F~enyl <12 nG/L 0
Chloro÷orm E~tr. 7.5 mG/L 0 T Acenap~thylene ~1= nG/L 0

¯ ~H III Fluo~ene 44 nG/L 0 8
P~enanthrene 375 nG/L 0

Cadmium I uG/L Ok8 CI-Phenanthrenes 6= nG/L 0

Cogper lOb uG/L Ok8 C~-Phenenthrenes .~11 n~/L 0
Nickel 18 uG/L Ok8 Anthracene ~11 nG/L 0

~ad 124 uG/L Ok8 Fluoranthene :17 nG/L 0 8
one :37 uG/~ OkG Pyrene 18= nG/L 0 G

Ben:ta)anthracene <q nG/~ 0
o,p’-DDE 22 nGIL 0 G Chrylene 150 nG/L 0
~,p’-DDE 879 nG/L 0 G ~enzo(D)~luoranth 64 nG/k 0
o,p’-DDD <1 nG/k 0 G ~zo(k)~looranth =1 nGIL 0
~,p’-DDD 151 nG/L 0 G ~n o(e)pyrene 37 nG/L 0
o,D’-DDT .101 nG/L 0 G Denzo(a)pyrene <8 nGIL 0
D,D’-DDT 417 nG/L 0 G P~ylene ~8 nGIL 0
TOT~ DOT 157= nG/L 0 G ~,lO-Dlphenylanth <8 nG/L 0

Diben~la,~)anthra <7 nG/L 0
A.oclor 1242 47 nGIL 0 G ~n:o(g,h,l)plryl ~5 nG/L 0
Aroclor 1~4 203 nG/L 0 G TOT~ PAH 1557 nG/L 0
TOTAL PCB 250 nGIL 0 G

SURRO~TE RECOV.
Hexachlor~enz~e 1 nG/L 0 G dS-Nap~thalene 74 %
Lindane 38 nG/L 0 G dlO-Acena~hthene 1~3 ~

dlO-Phenan~h~e l~b %
Toxicity ~telt I11 d12-Ch~ylene 100 ~

L

Resolved HCI 709~ nG/L 0
n-alkanes c10-�39; 33965 nB/L 0 G
~istane 2349 nG/L 0 G
~ytane 3246 nG/L 0

R0050849







V

-:me: 15:1,’.

¯
| o~p’-DDD <1 nG/L 0 GI ~e~zol,.)41uo~amt~

~,p’-DDD 1 nG/~ 0 GI Benzo(e)~yrene <4 nG/L 0
o,D’-DDT <1 nG/L 0 GI B.n:o,.)py~... <= n3/L 0 G
p.p’-DDT ~ nG/LI 0 GI Perylone <4 nG/L 0 G

r

-- Di~on:(a,~)lnt~ra <4
; Aroclor 1242 <1 nG/L 0 G Benzo(g,~i)pe~yl

I APoclor 1254 11 nG/L 0 G TOTAL PA~ 0 nG/L 0
_ ’TOTAL PCB 11 nG/~ 0 G

SURROGATE RECOV.
Hoxac~lorobonzlne! <I nG/~ O G dB-Na~ht~aleno 18

-- d10-Phenanthreno %
Toxicity NoTelt I15 d12-Chrysono 38

Resolved HCI 0 nG/L 0
i n-alkane$ �10-�39 24 nG/L 0

, -- Prietano 0 nGIL 0~
Phytane O nG/L O

R0050852
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNZA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

!
T,m., I0, OO Storm ", 1

CONC. MASS CONSTZTUENT CONC. MASKCONSTITUENT

Total Solidi :7~OO mG/L O T C~-Naphthalenes ,~ ne/L

O:l & Grease .2 mG/L 0 T Bi~eny] ~22 nell 0

~H $~ Fluorene -~I ne/L 0
P~enant~rene <21 nell 0

Cadmium Salty ue/L OkG CI-P~enanthrenes <=I ne/L 0

Nickel Salty ue/LI OPel Anthracene ":21 ne/L 0
Lead Salty ue/L Oke’ Fluoranth.n. ,:17 ne/~
Zinc Salty uG/L OLGI Pyrene <17

~lv~ Salty uG/LI ~GJ =,:-ienzo~luorlnl <50 n~/L 0

G Ben:(a)anthracene
~17 nG/L 0

p,p’-DDE <1 nG/L 0 GI Ben=o(O)~luo~an~h <14 nG/L 0

~p’-DDD ~1 nG/L 0 G~ Benzo(e)~yrene <14 nG/L 0

o,p*-DDT <I nG/L 0 GI Benzo(a)pyrenl <14 n8/~ O
p,p’-DDT <I nG/LI 0 GI Peryl~e ~;14 nG/L 0

TOTAL DDT 0 nG/L O G~ 9,10-Diphenylant~ <14 nG/L 0
DiOen:(a,~)anthra ~’12 nG/L 0

Aro¢lo~ 1254 7 nG/L 0 G~

TOTAL PCB 7 ne/L 0 G~ TOTAL P~
0 nG/L 0

SURROGATE REC~.
He~achlorobenzene <I nG/L 0 G’ de-Naphthalene b2 ~ I11

Lindane <1 nG/L 0 G dlO-Acenaonthene 111 ~ ’*’

dt2-Perylene 110 ~

Resolved HCs 0 ne/L
n-alkane$ �I0-c39 921 nell
Priatanl 0 ne/L~
Phytane 0 nG/L

R0050855



V
SOUTHERN CALIFORNI~ COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PRO~ECT

LOS ANGELES/VENTUR~ RUNOFF SURVEY 0
SAMPLE D~TA SHEET

Channel: San Ga~lel Rive~ Flo~ (Ml*~/Sec):
L~cat~on: College Pk ~iOgs Time Inte~val:O0100-11:00

Date: 25 SeD 86 IntervalVol(Mll~):
T:me: 19:45 Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT

ISuspe~eO Sol1~s 16 mG/L 0 T Naphthalene ~I0
ITota! Sol:Os              ~I %         ~�       CI-Na~t~alenes6180 mG/L
;D~ssolve~ Sol

0 T

IC~loro~orm Extr

1.4~ mG/L
0 T AcenaP~thy1ene -~I0 nG/L

5.5 a~ rluorene ~I0 nS/L

l

Ph’nan~r’n" ~lO n~/LCa~mlum salty uG/L O~GI CI-Phenant~renes ~I0 nG/LC~rom:um salty uG/L ~G C~-Phenanthrenes ~I0 nG/L~Co~er ¯ salty uG/L O~G C3-Phenenthrenel (10 nG/L
Leao "I0 nG/L,

salty uG/L OIG Fluoranthene

/Silver salty uG/L OkG " --

o,p’-DDT <1 nG/L 0 Ben=o(a)pyrene

TOT~ DDT : nG/L 0 G 9,10-D;ghenylanth,
Dib~:(i,h)anthra <6 nG/LI

’~r~l~ 1~4 I: nG/L 0 G TOT~ p~ 0 nG/L

SURRO~T£ RECOV.
He,:achlorobenzene lb nG/L 0 ~ dS-NaDhthalene 0 %L;ndanl ~I nG/L

0 Ir d10-Acenaphth~e

0 %
~lO-Phenanth~ene 0 %Toxicity Notest 111 dl~-Chrysene 7

Rllolvld ~l 0 n~/L
n-alkanes c10~39

~ytane 0 nG/L
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATERRESEARCH PROJECT ()
LOS ANG~LES/VENTUR~ RUNOFFSURVEY

SAMPLE    DATA SHEET ~ T

Channel: San Ga~rle~ R~ver I Flow (MII~/Sec): 2.11

ILocat,on: College P| ~rldge

I

T,~, Inte~val,4::15-So:O0

Date: 25 Sip 86 ZntervaIVol (MI~;:
Time: 15~30 Storm II I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC.
1 ~ASS

Sus~enOed Solldl 158 mG/L 0 T, Naphthalene 15= nG/L, 0

TVS 17 % I~ CI-NaDhthalenlI <17 nG/L 0

Total Solids 46~ mG/L 0 T C2-NaDhthaleneI <17 nG/L 0

D:ssolveO 5~lids 304 mG/~ 0 T C~-Na~hthalenes ~5 nG/L 0

011 & Grease 1.5 m~/L 0 T B:D~enyl ~17 nG/L 0

Chloroform Extr. =.5 mG/L 0 T Acenaphthvlene <17 nG/~

Sallni~y 0 p~t III AcenaDhthene ~i~5 nG/L 0 G,

pN 6 ~ Fluorine ~I~ nG/L 0 G
P~enanthrene ,’16 nG/L 0

Cadmium <I uS/L Ok G C1-Phenanthrenes :16 nG/L 0 8’
ChrO~iwm . 6 uO/L OkG C~-P~lnint~renll .16 n~lL 0
C~plr 17 ue/L ~’G C~-Phen~threnel ~.16 nG/L 0
Nickel 1~ uG/L ~G Anthracene .16 nG/L 0

Ben:(a)ant~racene ;I~ nG/~ 0

o~p’-DD~ 4 nG/L: 0 GI Chrysene <1: nG/L 0
p~p’-DDE 1= nG/L~ 0 G ~en=o(b)~lu~anth~ :11 nG/L 0
o,p’-DDD <I nG/L 0 G ~nzo(;);Iuoranth <11 nG/L 0
p,D’-DDD 7 nG/L; 0 G ~nzo(e)pyrene (1; nG/L 0 G
~,p’-DDT 3 n~/L ~ G Benz~(a)p~r~e ~.11 nG/L 0
D,p’-DDT 9 n~/L 0 G; Perylene ~11 nG/L 0
TOT~ DDT 35 n~/L 0 G 9,10-Dlphenylan~h <11 nG/~ 0

~Aroclo, I~4 30 nG/L 0 G TOT~ P~ 152 nG/~ 0

’TOTAL PCB ~ n~/L 0
, SURROGATE RECOV.
;He~achloroD~z~e I nG/L 0 G dS-Na~hthalene B~ ¯

Lindens 16 nG/L 0 G~ d10-Ac~aPhthene 105 ~

: Resolved HCI ~7~7 nG/L 0
n-alkanes c10-�39 8830 nG/L 0
P~istane 1273 nS/L 0
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Resolve¢~ HCS 0 rIG/L 0 G
n-alkanes c10-c39 0 nG/L 0 G

Phytane 0 nG/L 0 8
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Resolved HCs 5.5e5 nS/L 0 S

n-alkanek c10-c3~ 2.4e5 nG/L 0 G

Przstane ~8 nS/L 0 S -

P~ytane 449 nG/L (: G
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": ...... ’:’ 7 ~:er, aDn:n, ~ erie

tS~lve~ uS.’~I ~ G: :,~-~en:o41uo~ene

~.o,p ’-ODD ~; B~/L ~, Ben:o(;

:,=’-~D~ : nG/L’ ,:’ G; :e*~Le~e

~P~=IO~ToTAL P=~’’*’~ 44"~" n~.’.’r.~ ~ 1 (,¢’ ~ ~
TOTA~ ~

1 Resol ve~
n-a~l aries







V

Table t. Rainfall total for aalactad stations during tha
storm of September 24, 1986.

Station Rain in Cantl~atara

1. La Hlrada- Standard Oil 2.9
2. Signal Hill 2.9
3. San Pedro - City Raaarvoir 2.9
4. Inglewood Fire Station 4.$
5. Kaldwin Park Station
6. C1oudcroft Debris Station 5.7
7. Encino Reservoir 1.9
8. Chatsworth- Twin Lakea 2.0
9. La Tuna Canyon 2.2*
10. Big Tu~uga Canyon ---
II. Big Tu~unqa Dam 3.3
12. Brand Park 3.3
13. Los Angalaa, Alcazar 3.~
14. Rio Hondo Spreading Cr~u~s
15. San Gabriol Canyon 7.3*
16. La Froaa 3.7
17. C~atal L~ko 5.1

All data are from the LoI Anqolaa Oepar~mon~ of P%~llo
Works.
* measurable rain fell the followil%q day.
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Table 5. Flow weighted mean concentrations ot trace metals and chlorinate
hydrocarbons in Loa Angeles River ator~ runoff.

Con~lilu~n~ 1971/72 1979180
S~o~ i S~o~ 2 ~o~ I S~o~ 2

(ug/ll~er)
Silver 1.9 2.6 1.3 0.~ 0.4 --
Ca~i~ 16 %.3 1.6 8.7 1.8 5.8
C~romi~ 86 80 140 120 5~ 45.4
toper 120 140 110 110 44 182

Mercu~ . . 1.e 0.4 0.=
Nickel 83 7~ 73 77
~ad 910 980 74 210        180       164

Zinc 940 1100 760 450 230 718

Iron ~/1 10 25 68 57
Maqanese 450 500 640 e60 450 -

D~ - 0.S3 - 0.51 0.38 0.10 0.08

~B . 2.6 . 0.35 0.47 0.1~ 0.2~

Yol~e 109 1L~e~s 1.4 I.~ 2.8 21.8 14.S

Sue Solids ~/1 - . ~700 1900 1500
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¯ ~...,, ,......o.,.. J

Figure 3, 1996/8? (unof( study station locations



¯
Figure 4. a-n F10W weighted mean concentrations o£ �ontaminants at the ~ ~
LA River at Willo~ (~WZL), F~T~ER (~LT), T~J~ Wash (~J),

~               ~. ......

Ballona Creek (BC~NG),San~a Clara River (SCl01),Calleguas Creek (C~I) ~

and ~e San Gabrie~ ~ver (S~B).                                                         ~
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STORM FLOW SUSPENDED SOLIDS

OIL AND GREASE PAHs

N-ALKANES TOTAL EXTRACTABLE ORGANICS (TEO)

TOTAL

o.., -.-,-- ~ ~. ~     o,., , - ,

~l~ure 6 k-X. Calculated contaminant ~aas emissions from Septeaber 23-24,
1986 sto~.



Figure 6. continued







.SUSPENDED SOLIDS I
UIL. ~ b~’,~_,~Jc ..,

/

TOTAL CHLORINATED HYDROC~BONS TOT~ TRACE MET~

/
~. /     ." ~ / .

~,~ 1.~,~1                                                 ~,.

0 Figure 8 A-D Cunm~ulative percentage of flow and contaminants for the willow statLon

~ f 1 I I                                                          .’ I ’ I            ": I ~ I ’ ~ , { ~ , -





LAWlL: 24 Sep 86
~0.8 Hour~

.< ~J PAHs--- 2380 rlg,/t.

-J 10

b-

-̄. tl) L) tl) L) tl)

;0 Figu,e II. l~elative abul~d.~n~s of 26 PAH corpou:.d~ in r~noff
O Street on the ~s ~eles River. (Compounds li~ted in Appendix
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resldent~4~ ~e48~ ~ one ex~r~nt~l 8vl~e ~ni~cted ~ 8e~e 4 ~

A n~r of ~ P~octs i~Lcet~ ~nterost Ln ~d8 for ~P~tng

Ver/ouo o~er ~4qoNn~ prlct/cel ~ /denti~Le~ 48 hivl~ ~KI~
es~ by /~lv~d~L ~ pro~octs, ~ ~no of ~h~ w48 all.at

4 neces~ ~urce8 to ~ ...... ~ ...... ~ t~
"" ~"~*~ ~;~y to control ~llut~ fr~ ,,.k ...... ==    ¯a on

~ ~ ~e desx n~d ~he size o~ the
c~lt~c.l Anf~

65 ~rcen~ for ~--,- -~’~’" ="~ A~_r~uct~onl~ ~ ~e o~r of

D~ ~s~s, (�~ven~Ao~ s~O~a~: ~a~n~ ~sAns), vhAch
L~LL ~4=el ~ hence onZy ~ brAefly de~n       I
Li~er 8~o~, are lndL~a~                ~ ~

~ essentAally inef~ec~Ave for r~uc~g ~11u~t ~ads. ~-
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individual storm events; ~hereis in ~e �~se of I~kes and impoundments, the
p.,r~,uced ~s usu~ly the resuh of the cumulative effe~ f
p~.~od of tm~. Re ons w        _       . . o ~,’PS d~sch~ges over an extended
poUutant        g~    *th k,-rtat~, annual prtc~p~tauon amounts v.~U �onmbute higherload~ngs to t~se v, at~xx:~ies, than ar~as with low annual pr~ipitation.

A mctnt EPA study eharac~e~z~s storm event proposes th,,t ~.’e usefu! for preliminaz, yplanning "ssessments (~s¢oll, et a~, 1989), T,,ble 2- ! tabulates the statisdes of | set of

,, 6-~,~ ~a 1or me Kx:auons shown on the map.i,nd~vidua,] sites is provided in ~ Rference.,d document. The dam presented is btsed on
those                                        $1~cific talon’nation onstorm events that produce storm volumes rrtat~, than 0. ! inch, because
indicates that very sr~l storms do not produce runoff. As a result, the statistics shown
for runoff-producing storm �veins. For ~se events th~ annual statistics show the
and Yt~r-to-yea,r vmability (expressed u the coefficient of variation) of the number o~
storms p~. ~,~ "nd. the annu~ preci itation volu

""v~canovanab~,~, .. .... P ....

.me..The" ¢vcm stadsdcs show the

for example. IS discuss~-~ .:..,+__w.... m.u$~.m .~X.e,n !n}P account in NP$
-,~ r++mc r~onn.,est (0 03’( ;-,,- ............... g_ .onn intensl~

2.1.2 Esdmadnl RunotYVolum~

~he res~i~P~r~w~:e!en.~, nt in wgeling walenheds for ~onl~ol is ~be runoff volumenh¢�ls within t jurisdiction. The follow"
’ ’methods ~t may be used for es~im~tinI runoff’volume, ml ~scnbe$ various

Eros. s’~e.si~gle mo~ important flclor in de~erminin the uamg~v~n storm evem" . . I of nmoffthat will ~ult
...... v,,,+mcs, ~opograpny ( which defines .~ atenhe, d ~ ~or, p~uon ~onl¢ rap~iry), ve|e~ahve cov~. snd ~nu~ceden: :o~lid~m.

. Imi:e~o~s ~eu include paved su~ls, lide~,tZlcs

¯ .     unc~on o(Jo~ d~velo m ¯ ¯

wimina~v~nm~,i ~.’" . ~_~:~m~an~�os~..~anosto~omermsonl.
us~and, evon~thm8 ._ . Y. . mim~y~l~lml

r.--... , u-pcrwousn~SS lor ¯ gwen StlXlp area oe o¢~’l]~ed ~

For i~llmin~ry sc~ening purposes, prior lo ob~inin de~!
infonnat~, inid~i estimates of . . l die
cat�.,,,,-. ~’,.:, ......... PetcFnt unpen~ousness can be made besed u isnd
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2.3.3 Examples o£Urban Runoff Receiving Watt~ lmpoc~s

Stormwat~ cLis~har~s into m’ba.~ st~tams can ck-amadca/ly chan~e d~e character or
smram ~s i! passes Otrough ~ urban m’ea. Some examples of Ihe nature of d~e problems
tha~. can be pro:Juce~l, based on actual cases reported in the literatm.e. ~ descril~l below.
These cases prov~e background on th~ tylxrs ot" ~inis (o look t’or in a local assessment or’
the signi~cance o£ u~ban NPS

L~-s~.am monitoring ot’ ViJlage Creek in Bb’mJngha.,~ Alabama (Water Qua]iV
Engineer, 198 !) provides a �lassi� exaznp)e ot" s-earn degradation due to in~ense
dev.e].opm.en.t..At the s.~.am’$ origin ~q Roebuck Springs, the creek has exce]lent physical
~ cnen~¢aj cnaraetenct|¢s, supporbng watercress a~d c~her vegetation. By the tame the
s~eam passes under Vanderbih Road it has ruined g~y.g’reen and has ~ oily sheen and
sii,mil~cam debris. Ftu’ther downs~tam at the western limats of Bu’mingham, the �~eek is
dazk ~’~en, has a ppmd ode ~ �on~tins �o~siderable oil ~nd grease. At this point the
�~ek is o~mn.a~aerobic a~J �oma~ns no fish or other biological El’e. This stud), found d~,
.o~n a~. a~n .u,I basi.s, ~ lb..an 90 pereem of the copper ioadmss, more than 75 percem

~n~run%~.. a~ ,~n¢ ,oaamgs. and abou, 40 perc~n, o1" me lead I,dinEs o~,ma,ed from

_l~._h., .._’~_ .u~n se;ments of the river, supported a siinificutly reduced and seatle.rnd
i~p~o_n a,’~ some segments were v~nually devoid of’even ve~ pollution
species. Thes~ �onditions a~ ~he �ombined resuh of hish~ �oncen~.ations o1’ Iox|¢
poUu~nts and poorer habim �ond~Uons resuhini bx)m inc~ased flow velocities and
channeJizaoon. Further, the watershed benthic community is l" poo~" �oeididou in the

~b~. art_a_ The Menom~ee study concluded lhat a relatively naJI de&’~e of url~dzadon,ess ~ gO iwacem, is su~cient to cause signific~n!

Studies at ~ k~afions have produced results similar m ~.~ose �~d abov~
In .t~es~i]y, toxic pollutants or lonl.tenn oxylen depJedon has been ~ound to cause mm~
serious re~.eivini wa~er pmblm~ ~ short-term, evem-r~Jatnd oxy|en depletion or oth~
�oncert=asSort excursions. The accumulation o1" mxk:s in sediments and ~ subsequent

n~es ¢m me b~oole K~ve~ near Lode, New Je.~ (WiJl~r ~ Hunter, |9~0) found
signif~.,~t en~chment of heavy memis (t~vo to seven times) in Io~ Saddle River

.... ~ ru~ Be~r C~,e.k n..em" Believe, Washinglo~ (Pin and Bissone~
om~og~�~,, a~. cn .em~ cnan~�.mnsgcs. ~e u~.�~.~ w~s signiecandy degra~J

17
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associated ~th urban runoff. Al~ough Kelsey Creek did no~ appea~ to be as pollu~l as
0some of ~he u~b~n ~eek.s cited cartier, flooding caused by incre.x.v.d runoff ~ urban

d¢~lopm~n~ b’~’~s~d drzma~�;J]y, wi~h the resuh Lhz~ ~� large ~r, oums of ~o:dc ~
L

pollut,~U ~scl~’ge~l ~0 I~e il~’eam dunng wet ~,ea~her, weft ddute~l ~o ~ I~
�~cen~u~s by ~= in~ ~ff volu~ ~e luge flows ~ p~ ~bim

physic~ effe~s of a~ele~ed ~aoff. ~e ~lem~ h~ is ~[ ~ ~e ~o~ ~ ~ ~
~d~ m ~der ~o ~ ~bita¢ ~di~ons, ihe s~am’s assi~ cap~i~ ~
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kiNVaiJO~ ~ ,l!llllllilll Illillllllll IIIlllllllllllllllllllll ::.-::::::.,-::.-:.

I
~ ~     IIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

~ I.lOilll’ ~ LOilll SILT ,~Ail:~t’ ¯ I:t.AY SILTY SAll)Y ,SILTY {:LAY

0.27 2.40 S.O~ 0.02 0 ~.    0.07 O.OS 0.0~ 0.05 0.04 0.02





The dorn~Ant u’eau’nent mechanism is the reducdo~ of ~]]u~l ~ons ~
~nufion, ~ tha~ ~s ~ac~ice is ~s~ effective for sus~nd~ ~ ~d ~e ~�~ o~

~ s~o~water ~s ~nt m p~culale fo~. ~� ~lu~l~ ~on oft~ ~ ~
~ic~y on ~ o~er of o~y a~ut lO ~ent. a~ as a mul~ ~ ~ ~cimcy f~                    ~

in comp~bl= [o ~at f~ ~imenL ~ con~st, ~ m~h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~nt of a
~llut~t such is cop~r ~ ~noff ~y ~ p~s=nt in a ~s~lv~ fo~ ~d ~ ~=

Although the nain b=n~fi~ msulu from the r~ductio~ of ~llut~

~nozz volu~s. ~e ~sulging ~on ~ ~ di~h~p flows
b~ e~si~ and pla~ less s~ss ~ ~e physical ~bitaL A slower

flowing s~ ~y ~ ~sul[ in lower �O.Cheats of ~noff~Uu~
s~ ~au~ of ~gh~r ~uu~ m ~ ~

W~ ~dS - ~e~ Nsins employ ~tlel s~s desilnM
~1 of wat~. ~ey ~ ~e high ~ ef~iencies for

~ d~ s~ ~pnm. F~ ~y stp~ evenG ~e v~u~ of ~f
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A. KxcJude/.napproprtate D~:harges to Slorm Drain|

¯ £11m/n~e illidt �onnection~. This is one of’ the more Imoort~m
~on~s. The h’P$ stormwaze~    ’      ¯

~ng ~ st~ ~ sys~
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TABLE 4~. ESTIMATED TS~ LOADS FOR THE TARGETED AREA.

TSS LOAD per Inch of

^ I c j "ro’r~.

DUSTRIAL 0
1’45’ O~
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by
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Department of Envleonmentel Programs
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prepared foe ’
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The construction costs for different BHP options can vary substantially,
even on similar sites. This is due to inherent differences in the
and saterials used for B,~Ps, as well as certain economies-of-scale. Since
BMP costs are eventually passed on to the consumer, cost-minimization should
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The permeabl]Ity of the soil under]yin~ a B~P has a profound influence on       ..~
its effectiven,ss. This is particularly true for infiltration 8~Ps, ~hich
cannot be app|led on sites ~ith soils that have infiltration rates (fc) less
than 0.27 inches/hour, as defined by the least per=amble layer in the moll
profile. This excludes ~ost "C" and "D" soils ~hich cannot exfil~rate enough
runoff ~hrough the subsoil.

Pond B~Ps t~]erate a much broader range of soil ¢ondi~lons. £xtre==ely
permeable sandy soils may make it difficult to main~aln ~ater levels in
ponds~ and clayey soils may cause standing ~ater problems in dry extended

2datentlonponds.

Figure 2.2: Oth@r ~ommon R@strictio~s on BMP$
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Do~’nstream aquatic life can be Jeopardized uhen the natur011 |ou
]eve~s experienced dur~n8 the su~er months dec]i,e even ~ur~her because
reduced ;"[t~Craclon in urbanized ua~ersheds. 1n~ilcra¢ion B~Ps contribute
s~&ni. ~can~y to grounduater recharge and appear to be copable of ~u~cainin~
1~ fJo~s durin~ ~he crl~ica] su~er ~n~hs tf ~idely applied in ~ ~a~ershed.
Vegetative B~Ps, such as sua]es and £il~er strips, appear to h~ve ~est
~entlal in thi~ re~ard and ~nd B~Ps have little effect in ~ain~ainin~
f l~s.                        ’

$t~ambank E~sion Cont~

S~eambank t~oslon no~ on]~ �ontributes larSe sedimen~ ]()ads t~
~aters, bu~ also has ~ adverse impact on the hab/~a~ quality fo~
equa~lc life. S~e BHPs, such as ex~ended detention ~nd~ and
exflltra~lon BHPs, can control erosive sto~fl~s enoush ~o keep d~ns~re~
channels and banks relatively stable, ~hereas ~s~ oLher BHPs have

Aquat~ Habitat C~t~

~ ~HP optl~s ere attractive In tha~ ~hey can cres~e ~etlsnd or
~eter areas utilized by ~aterf~l. ~rsh birds, and o~her wildlife. Shsll~
marsbea ~d ~e~ ~nds are particularly ~ell suited
relatively

landscapin8
also..... P sy �olonize ~hess E~Ps (and~rzy aralnea ~ended detention ~nds wl~ho

efforts, but may not ..... -~ ..... )       ut Inten~lonsJ pl~tl~ .-,

B~ vlth ~enerous buffers " (~et ~nds, ~tended detent ion ~nds
infiltration basins ~d filter strips) present g~ op~rtu.;t£es for
~re~I~ terrestrSal vlldlife habitat. ~e buffer areas (and s~etiaes the
oas~ ~l~rs) �~ be m~ed as vet seed.s, th~ reducln~ ~ln~ costs for
the facility. Relatively dlverse biolo ice] �~
e~ced throueh t~l.. ......... g          unities �~ be further

. a -.v~ p~:~ Ot trees, sh~bs and grasses that providef~ and cover for ~l;dllfe (see Chapter 9). ~ese �~unities have add~
value because of ~he 8entre] 8carc~y of ~ldll~e habitat ~ urb~/jsd ~eas.

No ~e~l Enha~nt

~ noc~ earlier, ve~ ~n~ �~ ~ de~rl~nca] ~ s~e vatersh~ds as they
hea~ va~er passln8 ~hrou8h ~be s~ructure dur~ ~he s~
~ . often restri�ted in va~ersheds .... 8 _ . er ~n~hs, ~e~r use

;na~ contain se~st~Jve~zsneries, such as ~hose ~ha~ sup~r~ native ~rou~ ~PUlations.

~nd~a~ Enhan~nt

~     a~rac~tveeff~s B~e W~l] ~ feature of a c~uni~y urt]egs serio~directed ~ard naturalIf pro~rly destsned’ ~nd

~o enh~ce ~he urban ]andsca~.
crea~e a                                        Ve~ ~nds are frequently ~ed to~a~erfron~ effect in residential

~he value of adjacent property. " ge~a~ve B~Ps haV~ a less
deve]o~en~s, and ma~acCual]yincrease                                       ~e
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)~XA.~PLE 2-2:USE OF THE SCR£F.,’qlNG TOOLS

A developer is plannlne to build ¯ residential subdivision on a 40
acre parcel of land, ~th moderate slopes (5~) and sandy clay lo~m
soils. ~ocal ordinances require peak discharge control for the 2
and I0 year design storm. In addition, the plannlns revlw esency
has specified that the B~P should provide a high level of stress-
bank erosion control, and provide a moderate to high level
nutrient removal. Because of the intended character of the
resldentla! ares. the developer ~ould llke the BHP to provide
envlronmentsl amenities. Using the screening tools, identify the
B~P option(s) ~hlch are phyalca]ly sultable for the slte,
determlne ~hether they can provide the desired benefit¯.

Step I. From Flsure 2.1, it is evident that most Inflltr¯tlon
¯ re not f*aslble b, cause of wag,rabid area end sell
permeability restrictions. The remaining options

I. Dry extended detention pond
2. Vet ex~ended detention pond
3. Wet pond

Based on Figure 2.2, which aho~a other common site ~eatrico
glens for 9NPs, it ¯ppeare th¯t no other insurmountable
limtt¯tLona exist for the use of the B~Pa listed above.

Step 2. Using Figure 2.3, Lt Le evident th¯t ell these BHPs
�ontrol peek dLsch¯rsee from the 2 end 10 year storm.
Horsy¯r, only dry ~nd wet extended detention ponds can
provide the desired level of stressb¯nk erosion control.

Step 3. From ¯ nutrlsnt r~mov¯l standpoint, dry extended detentlom
(design 3, with marsh) and vet extended detention (design 6)
both hive the potentL¯l to provide hish levels of ran¯re1
(Figure 2.~).

Step 6. As ehotm in FL~ure 2.5. both dry extended detention ~lth
marsh, L~d wet extended detention ponds provide severe1
n¯tur¯l environments! amenities, with proper landscapLn
¯nd na~nten~mce. These include stressbank erosion �ontrol,
and wild,ire ~nd ¯qu¯tic habitat ere¯ties. From the stand-
point of �~amunLty amenities, wet extended detention
to be preferable, ¯s Lt gets higher marks for
recreation, &nd resident ¯cceptanc¯.

B~sed oa the screening tool, end the stated man¯geraint objective8
[o~ the site, the most appropriate B~P would be ¯ wet extended
detention pond. Hath¯de for estimating �onstruction costs and
maintenance requirements for the BHP can be found by referring to
the appropriate section of this manual, ¯s outlined in Table 2.1.
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FINAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Once a BHP has been selected for the site, more de~ai|ed design of the
facility can be&in. As noted earlier, the desl~ner should consider a number
of desi&n features that can enhance pollutant removal, reduce maintenance
needs and costs, reduce construction costs, and provide desired
enviroru~en~al and community amenities. Table 2.1 provides a summary index on
~here such d~si&n information can be found within this manuel.

Tips for Enhancing Pollutant Removal

Each BHP chapter in this manual contains a section that provides s series
of design tLps to =axlmlze the pollutant removal capability of a BHP. These
8uidelines include: ~ays of adjustin& the size and ~eo~etry of ¯ aMP to
create ideal removal conditions; ho~ vesetation can be effectively used
promote blo]osical removal; ho~ opttmu~ detention/drainln~ times can be
achieved; and other means of achlevln8 hish pollutsn~ remove; require~enta.

Table 2.|: Summary Index for BMP Design

FILTER STRIP

~,HA LLOW MARSH
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Dept. of General Services
Storm Drain Inlet Cover and             ~-"                 ;. ,’-

between 4th & Main {in front
of Sears], Santa Monies

Unveiling and kick-off of the
Department of General Servlce’s
new storm drain Inlet cover and
slgnage program. The program
Is a comprehensive effort In-
tended to reduce the amount of
waste dumped Into Santa

¯ Speech by Mayor Dennis Zane.Monlca’s storm drain system - "
waste that ends up In the Santa . Video tour of Santa Monlca’s
Monlea Bay and beaches, storm drains made by the City’s

unique ’Tunnei-Kam" camera
New designs for storm drain system.
Inlets with sll~s and decals will
be unveiled. These sllOIs and ¯ S~nla Mmll(-a and L.A. Clly

(’ntlnc’ll m(’nlher,~. Slaledecals will be palnled on storm
drains throughout the City. The I~�’pres(’nlatlves. DWI’ and
signalize dramatically appeals to MWLI Hepre.,~entatlves In

¯ pedestrians and m~torlsls not allrnda.(~,.
to throw wasle into the drain
system.
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Heal the ~ay’s
State of the ~arina Report

~arina del i~ey

July 9, 1993     .~ "~

Prepared by: /~,~

With technical review
by Mark Gold

Heal the Bay:. Who We are

Heal the Bay is a non-profit environmental organization wor, ldng through
a variety of research, education, public outreach, and advocacy programs
to make Santa Monic-a Bay and Southern California beaches safe and
healthy’ again for people and marine life. We do this by educating the
media, the public and our elected officials about sourc~ of pollution and
possible remedies; monitoring government to ensure tha¢ the law is
enforced; intervening legally when necessary; and helping ,’~et the starv
darcls for the future of our Bay. Our goals include: reducing the flow
and toxicity of storm drain waters; pressuring the County of Los Angeles
to meet the sewage treatment standards of the Clean Water ,Act; helping
to develop permanent household hazardous waste clropoff sites; and initi-
ating an innovative environmental education program tlhroughout
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THE S ’ATE OF MARIA

Marina del Rey L
L INTRODUCTION

Urban Los Angeles is home to the largest man-made marina in the wodd, Marina del Rey

(MDR), which has over 6,000 boat slips, over 30 n..’staur’,mLs and Ls home to nearly l 1,000 resl-
dents. Marina del Rey Ls a valuable re.~mrce to d)e variety of r~’creational boaters, bathers and
tourists who vLsit each year. It is also an important source of revenue fi)~r Los Antics Coenty
argl many local businesses as the Marina generates an estimated $1.4 billion per yrar (Rabin,
1992). In addition, MDR is an important habitat for marine life as it functions as a shallow water
habitat fo¢ fish eggs, larvae and y~mng adults. The Marina’s value as a nurra.,ry is especially
important because over ninety percent of the coastal wetlands In the Los Angeles area have
been lost Ix’c’au.se of urban development (Soule et ai. 1992).

The area’s htltte commemtal and R’cr~ational use, along with the cominuaJl input of urban run-
off from adjacent storm drains, has Impacted the Marina’s ecological health. The extent of the
Marina’s pollution goes far beyond the trash and oity sheen commonly ,seen floating on the
water’s surface. Toxic sediments from Baliona Creek have accumulated (shoaled) at the mouth

¯ of MDR, creating navigational problems and reducing tidal flushing. Divers responsible fo¢ boat
maintenance complain about severt water pollution caused by Illegal discharges from vessel
holding tanks (Butler per. comm. 1993) and from input from the Oxford Sut, et flood control
basin. Equally disturbing are the strikingly high indicator bacteria ctmms kmnd In parts of the
marina which have been responsible for historic closures of the popular bathing area, Mother’s

Because the public is unaware of the Marina’s pollution Im’oblems, and the lack of public atten-
tion focused on them, Heal the Bay’s State of the Maria repoR was pruduced tO raise
hess of environmental problems at the Marina and provide the public and County decision mak-
ers with recommendations on pollution prevention and disposal. The report is intended to aug-
ment the momentum created by the r~cent Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project/Center
Marine Conservation "Boaters for the Bay" conference to clean up pollution problems in the
Marina. Heal the Bay’s position is that, with the proper attention and action, the condition of

Marina del Rey can be improved so that it is not one of the most polluted areas in the southern
California Bight. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration kas stated that "the

¯ most contaminated site~ for sediment, mussels, and fish [in the southern Catifomia Bight] have
ocoarred in bays and ~." (Meatus et al. 1991)

3
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In. Pot.t.tmoN PROm.F.MS

The ecology, and g~ter and sediment quMity of Marina del Rey have ~en s~udi~l sin~ the L
mid 1970’s by marine scientists at the University of Southern California (USC). Since 1985, the

Department of Beaches and Harbors has spent an average of $158.000 r.~w year on a momtor-
mg program to determine file pollution levels and marine orgmnism toxicity of the water and

¯ ~’diments. Thi.s progwam has bec’n conducted by USC’s tianctx:k Institute for Marine Studies by’
Drs. Dorothy’ ,";oule, Mikihiko Oguri and Burton H. Jones. Key’ findings from the Hancock

2
Ir~itute’s studies are dL~us,,i~l bc.’low. Tlg. National Otx’anic and Atmospheric Admirti.~traUon

(NOAA) has al.~o compiled data on the entL,~ s~mthem California Bight. including Marina

Re), (Meatus et. al. 1991).

Sediment Quality

The ~. le-Ogurl s,"udies indicate that there have been high levels of a var~.ty of toxic contaml.
nants in the Marina over the past several years. Tlwse contaminants include heavy metals such
as copper, lead, zinc, and mercury, as well as organic compounds including chlordane, PCB’s
and DDT. Although specific guidelines regulating sediment contamtmtion have not yet been
established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or the St.ate Water Resources
Control Board, NOAA suggests using certain general sediment quality criteria: low and medium

¯ effects level guidelines (ER-L and ER-M respectively). These criteria are based on the levels of
contaminants that are high enough to cause detrimental effects in marine life. Soule and Oguri
have found that the most chronically contaminated sediments in the Marina are located in its
inner rect-sses, slx’cifically basins D, E and F and the area near Oxford Basra (see figures).
Although no tests have been completed that demonstrate a direct linkage between any pattlc~.
lar metal o¢ contaminant and its effects on the Marina’s benthic (’bottom dwelli,.~g) population of

ER-M levels have chronic (but not lethal) inhibitory effects on certain species (Soule et al. 1992).

Ci’flotdane and DDT are highly toxic pesticides that have been harmed from manufacture; how.
ever, ~e has not been banned from use. Levels of DDT exceeded the NOAA ER-L of 1
ppb (parts per billion) at most stations in the 1991 - 1992 study period. Chlordane levels
exct’eded NOAA ER-L andam-M throughout the entire Marina with the highest ~ at
the entratme to the Marina and at the Oxford Basin. In1991, the range of levels of contamitm.
tion tanged from less than 10 ppbto360ppb. The ER-L and ER-M for chlordane are O.5 and6
~ respectively (see figures in this report).
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In 1991, levels of PCBs were considerably higher than in past years of sampling, but they

i ottumed to background levels in 1992. The most probable reason for this sudden PCB spike
was runoff from a large con.struaion site located just eas~ of MDR and ;adjacent to the Oxford
flood control basin. There were also high concentrations of PCBs near ,the mouth of the main
channel. The source of these l~Bs in the main channel is uncertain because levels of PCBs in

, "Ballona C.rt~k, a large source ca" contaminated sedimems, were no~ as elevated as the sediments
, at the Marina’s entrance. PCB concentrations are now below the level ol; detection for most of
I the Marina (see figures).

Marina sedunents "also are contaminated with various heaD’ metals. The most slgnifk’ant conta-
mination problem is with lead. All stations widdn rig" Marina, excep~ in die main channel,
above the NO/~, ER-L of 35 pprn for It’ad. Levels of lead, 1040 ppm, Ibund by Army Corps
con.sultant.s near the terminus of lhllona Creek were alx~ve levels con.sidereal hazardous waste

¯ (1000 ppm, State of California, Code of Regulatkm.s, Title 22). Levels of k-ad in Oxford basin

¯i
wer~ the highest within the Manna at 487 ppm in 1991 (Soule et al. 1993) (see figures).

.. Zinc has r,#mained klgh throughout the s~udy period which began in 1978, ~Ith an upward

I/3 of the sampling locations almve the ER-M of 270 ppm (Soule et al. 1992). Hlgh legeh o/’
lead and zinc In sediments are o~en found near art-as of high automobile use. The

:~ll~Itln (TB13 was used in amH’ouling paints to pr~vem biological l;Irowlfa on boat hulls until

1988 when it ~ ~ for use on most boats. Since then, I"BT in blDR sedimems has
decr~se~ by three o~lers of magnitude from a peak of 1070 ppm in 1987 to Ix’~ceen 0.4 argl

0.53 ppm (Soule. p. vi). The active ingredient now commonly used in anti-fouling paints is
copper. Copper levels in the 1991-1992 survey Increased to the highest levels of the past seven

years. The rise in copper levels has probably occurred because of the ban on TBT as an anti-
fouling agent. Approximately 1/2 of the sampling locations were above the NOAA L~-L level o~"

70 ppm (Soule et al. 1992) (see f~ures).

Mercury and nickel have not shown any trend toward reduction or lrgnm~.. They do persist in
concentrations that have low range effec~ at some sampling iocatlofls.

tiom to pose any low range effects on marine organisms throughout the Marina.
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V

quate marine life survival art, dL~cu.~l below.
L

I. D~lved Oxygen

I
The amount of dLs.solved oxyh, t.n (DO) in water L~ an indication of the suitability of the water to

i support aquatic life. Fk-cause DO L,~ used to deComlx>~ organic material, low k-vels of DO,
2below five parts per million Cppm), sugg,~ the presenc.x~ of large amounts of oGtanic matter

and poor tidal ci~c’ulation in IlK Marina. Organic matter can cume from dead sea life (plant~

and animals), v~-s.s~l Mddin/~ I~nks, or outside sources, such a.~ storm drains.

The levels of DO along California’s coast range from 6.0 to 8.5 rmrts per million (ppm).

~ However, levels of DO often fall below the reRulatory ag, t’~x’ies’ minimum level of five ppm for
’ survival of fish species at .,u~m~ statiocx~ in the Marina (.~ioule et al. 1992). The most recent data

: .. dermm~mtes that DO level.,t were hight-r in 1992. There a~ many species o~" invertebrates that

can survive very low levels of DO clown to the point of anoxia (without oxygen). DO levels are
typical/y higher in the fall and winter and k~ver in the sptq~tg and summer.                          1

Marina most prone to low IX) are the inner reces.~-~,                    The areas of the

~ where the Oxfo~l Strett flood con-
basra disc~, and the mouth of Ballona Oeek have had DO ~. Soule and Ogua          ~

~ found that biological oxy/~-n demand (BOD), an indicator of th~ amount of orBanlc de~d.            ~

able material in the water, wa~ hi#~st in the inner reces,~es of tl~ Mm’im.

.U
rua-N and plvmpttmus can k’ad to ai~d blooms, eu ..... t "-’-’- "

Artms of high nutrient k-v~ls ¢ontspond with arras of ~ ~ ......

located at the terminus of each basin, near storm drain          t the furth~ distanct-s from
the main channel. Levels of ammonia-N in the main ~ welt not signiEc~ntly higher titan

k’vels commordy found in th~ open octan ($oule et al. 1992).
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bmakwat~ in front of both th<p main charmel and tbe storm di-am slows down storrnwat~ flow

e~ugh to cau~ sedJ~ts to .~nle on th+ M~ri~ fl~)r. In addition to ~,’t+Jucing ti<.IM circula-

Oon, d~+~p .s~lm~nts mtert’¢re with rmvi~tion. To r~lu~ the buiJdup, r~"u -t;u" mamte~

dredging of bIDR is necessary. The Arm). Corps Ls responsiblt, for ~gie~g the Marina to keep

the channels of tI~ marina navigable and to alk)w adequate tidal flushing.

Before dix~ging, the Arm), Corps mum have the .sediment tested for corttammant levels and

toxic|q,.. The result.s of the.,~., te.,~s, along with sug,t,,t-.~ed meth(Kls for sediment disposal, are

then sent to the EPA for approval. If tl~ .’~’diments are considered ’safe,’ tho/can b~ used for

beach rvplenis|unent, or can ix. di.sl, x~.,,~l tff at an off.’Jx)re dump site over six miles southwest

of th~ Palos Verdes pt’nm.su|a. If the EPA determines that the .~"diments are toxic, they must be

Ux’ated as such and dislx~.,,ed of appn~pnutely in an environmentally resl, xm.sil)le manner.

The tests performed on Marina .~Jirnent from artmnd the .south g-tt), haw ,;’au.s~,d a very high

bioaccumulation of lead and clflordane in d~ ti~.mes of two lesl animal~ (:wires and dams),

indicating high levels of biologically av’ailalde tx~mamulants in th~ $�.’dim~m. The potemi=l bio-

logical impacts of such contaminants raises tile qutmtion of what should be ,done with the $edi-

mere after dredging. The typical methocls of disposal, such as ocean di.spo.~l and beach rt’plen.

iMunem, are not appropriate or environmentally r~spon.sible, but the treatmt:nt of the sedbt~,m

and its responsible disposal is extremely costly, lk’cau~ of the numerous advantages and ~

.adv-antag, t.s of the various options, the subk’ct of drt-dging has become contrraversial, and long
term manag, m’nent decision, regarding th~ fate of dredge spoils have been postponed.

~ the sediment disposal controversy continued, the south entrance of the Marina approached
70 perct-nt dosure in 1992. The Department of Beaches and Harbors asked for and received

permission to implemem a temporary emergency "knockdown" m the summer. This meam that

mead of remvin$ the accumulated sediments, a contractor leveled the shoaled material from

the south jetty to the terminus of BaUona Creek. AJth0ugh a myriad of potential environmental

prob|ems associated with the knockdown (the possibility of increased turbidity, smothering of

benthic orLRanisms, a reduc’t-d visibility for visual feeders such as terns, and biologic~ problems

caused by msuspen.sion of contaminated sediments) never materialized becau~ of the use of an

innovative, endosed knockdown technique, the succt~ was overshadowed by the practical

problems of the operation. Within months after the knockdown was performed, a bamage of

storms caused the reaccumulation of sedimem and shoaling pn~ierns at the Marina entmnc~.

The $400 thousand spent on the knockdown provided at best a thre~month solution to tidal

circulation and navisationa! problen~s. This expenditur~ demonstrates the great need for a long

term solution to the shoaling problem at the mouth of MDR.
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V. Los ANGEIX.S COUNty RES NsrnlIzri 

Marina del Rey is the la~,est source of non-tax income for all of l~s Angeles County. The

Marina generates an armual income of appruximately $25 million dolklrs for the County, most of
which comes from l~.,rt-entages of boat slip fees, off’x~ and apartment rentals, and restaurant
receig..~ts (Smith, per c(~rnm. 1991). Despite the large revenues the Mari~xa g~nerates, little
tr~mey is reinvested in the b~Lrina, and a very small fraction of that is spent on actual operations
and maintenance costs. Only a little over two pen.-’ent of t|~ total rtwenues gt’nerated by the

Marina, $(~O,000 is se~ aside for ma~or maintenance; the rest goes to LA. County’s genera] fund.

With extensive contaminated sediment pr~blems, poor tidal flushing, and frequently sighted
marine fl~ting debris, Heal the Bay contends that $600,000 is m~t suiTs:lent to properly main-
tam the Manna, which ha.,~ resulted in its degradation. For example, there is a quesUort abo~
claimed mainter~mce for which the~ is little visible evidence. The ~nt of Beaches and

Harbors operates a debris skimming boat that is ~ponsible for picking up any floating trash o¢
debris in the main channels of the Marina. Heal the Bay has been informed that the

Department of Beaches and Harbor~ performs debris skimming t’we day~ it week; however,
sources from the boating community have repeatedly stated that they have rarely seen this boat

functioning. Boating groups, such as the Pioneer Skippers are begitmin,g to focm coalitions that
will relieve trash that has accumulated in the inner ~ of each basin.

indisputably, there i~ a s~n~nt pollution problem in the Marina. Akho~gh ,pan of the
iem is caused by [aao~ which are diff’~th to comzol, such as contaminants from the
~ flood control channel and the Ballona Creek storm dram. an effort must be made to

improve the water quality and restore the marine habitat of MDR. There ate actions that the
County and Marina usegs can take that will, ff properly implemented and stringe~, fo~owed.

from the Center for Marine Conservation, San Diego’s Envit~’tmemal Health Coalition, the EPA,
local boating groups. Sound Watch,. An Environmental Guide for Boaters, arid Heal the Bay’ sgaft.
In order to expedite the enhancement process. Heal the Bay makes the following recommenda-
tion:
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would raise approximately $350.000 for environmemaI ptote~ion within ~DR.

OThe five dollars could corr,, from existing slips fees if the n~x.y was categori-

cally desig-~ated or funds ctmld come front a new envirtmmema] surcharge to

Lexisting slip fees.

Clearly labeled recycling containers with lids are needed at each dock to

reduce the possibility of illegal trash disposal and to encou~ge recycling of at

least pl.~stics, aluminum and glas.~. Under the Intematiotm] Marine Pollution

Treaty (MARPOL ANN’EX V) and the U.S. legislation that implements this treaty

in our waters, it is illegal to di%pose of plastic anywhere in the waters of the

United States. It i~ al~o illegal to di_%ixz~e of ~ garlxtge frtma ves.~L,~ within 3

A program (permanent facility or periodic household hazardous waste

rtmndups) for resl~nsible dL%posal of the many hazardous materials used m
boat maintenance (such as anti-fouling paint, motor oil, antifreeze and batter.

les) is desperately needed to reduce the temptation of lilega! dumping and

improper dL,~posai. ^ permanem used motor oil disposal facility is needed to
provide boaters and Marina workers a safe. convenient and mexlx’mive place
for oil dispose. Some oppositicm ltas sug~sted that use of an undetwound
tank as a dL~pom] fatuity may tt~mlt in a spill, but the pomible advantaBes far

suct’x-ssfuliy ~ safely utilized for oil disposal since 1990.

The Department of Beaches and Harbors needs to publicize the recently

instalk-d public holdin$ tank pump out facility, as ~egai discharges rr~y be a
signifk:ant sotu~ of pofiution to the Marina. .Adequate PUmiXmt facilities ate

boats: equivaknt to over 20 pumpouts in MDP.. Disposal ~ for portable

Othe, businesses that operate in the Marina should be tact.ted for education

restaurants and charter boat services may contribute signifk:ant amounts of
pollution to areas within MDR by im~ food and sep~ waste disposal.

13
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V
The Hadxx Master should be given ’,he authonry to sfxx irt,~pect any vessel for

L0illegal discharges of holding tanks and adequate nurnbe~ of life preservers.

H~’al the Bay belie.us Mother’s Beach should be closed for rt’creationaJ swim-

1
ruing, For years, this ~r,:’tch of |~.-ach has ~lx.atedly been in vio~tion of the

indicator [xic~eria. A bathing beach in clom proximity to so many sources of

2Ix,llution puts swimmers at a ix~ential heahh risk. At a minimum, the beach
should b~ ix.rmanently [x~stL-’d with large ht.0ah|| warning

The Los Angeles County Dt’partmen! of |k’aches and Harbors .,~tould r~instate
their quarterly newsletter to educate and inform all slip les.,~et.s ab~mt using the
Marina in an envmmmentai|y responsible manner. The Pioneer Sklppe~z, a       -
k~.:al a~,~tatk,n of boaters, have gract, msly offered to publish this newsletter
which would provide regular public educatk~n to Marina u~.

Each time a boater renews his or her sllp lease, tbe boater s|K~uid have to pa~
a sLmple test that is similar to a driver’s license test. Any new ~ should
take an education class con.,~isting ~ lex, wn~ on geneeaJ boater ~fety, Marinarules and rel~lations’ and environmental concern.,~ (espec .tally advising boatm

about th~ ve~,el holding tank pumpout and anti-foulin~ te~:hnlqu~).

Although there’s never been a demonstrated significant problem, dye tablett
should be placed in every vessel equipped with a holding tank as a precau-
tionary measure to catch illegaJ dumpers. The dye tablets am a cost.~ffective
way (seven and one-half cents per tablet) to identify any I~..fldng holding tanks
or illegal discharges. This technique is recommended m EP^’s ~
S_tx-’~’ifvin_a Mana_~.mem Measures for Sources or" Non_noint Pollution in C~:~t~l
Wate~ to deter illegal discharges and has been successfully used in Avalon
harbor on Santa Catalina Island. Each dockmaster would be responsible for his

or her own anchorage (responsibilities would include passing out dye tablets,periodic inslx, ctions’ etc.), thereby reducing the staff’mg needs of the Cotmty.

Automatic shut-off vaives should be placed on fuel pumps :it fueling docks in
the Marina. Boaters should be encouraged to install dev~.,s that would pre-
vent overflows of their tanks and signal wl~,n the tank is full Moreover, fuel-

ing should only be done by tra~ fuel dock employees. Over-f’dling and
spillage am a common occurrence during boat refueling at the fuel docks as

dernon.,~ttated by the often reported hydrocarbon sheen that extends En:~m the
fuel docks across the main charmel.

14
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V

Wlmn s~’rapmg or preparing the huU of a boat for painO.r~ or varnishing ~ L
over water, a tarp should b~ afl’~xed to the huU to map any debris. Th~ debris
from the tarp should be collected and dLsposed of properly before the tarp Ls

removed.                                        ~ 1
Oil absorbent towels should be placed under the engine to prevent oil from drip-

2ping into the bilge ~ter. These towels are yen/ mexpen.slve ($1.50) and will

greatly reduce the an~)unt of oil in bilge water. Any b~Ige water ixxs.sesMng a

sheen should not be di.schar~cd into surface waters. Oil-absorbent materials

should be placed in the bilge to soak up oily bil~ water iJ" tl~ae is any si/,~n of an
oil sheen on the bil~te water surface. Oil, bilge and absorbent sh(mld either be

placed in a shoreside bilge colJection system or removed hy a private bilge collec.
tion vendor. Keeping oil out of bilge water will aLso reduce the chance of an on

Boaters should minimize the use of toxic chemicals fo~ cle’anlr~ their vessels and

1should use ,safe substitutes wh~n~ po~ib~.
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VII. CoNc sm 0

LMarina d~l Rey is more than ~us~ a recreational "harbor. As a r~fuge a~ nu~,~,~5, for f’~h tn Sama
Moni~ Bay and a lar~: ..~urc~ of income and ~bs for Los Angeles County, more /unds and
l"~e~ f4ana~m~r~ Practices (proven management techniques for pollution ~luct~on) are need-

ed to enhance and pro¢ec’t this valuable re.~-)urc~. Soule and O~ari’s yead), monitoring repon.s
1indicate that the quality of wat~ in the M:m~ ~ vital to the survival of many aquatic species

2and is slowly b~gmaing to improve. Although this is ~-.~=v0uraging m_-ws, :signi~K-ant pollution
problems .~ill exi.~ and need m be remedied. Succe.~ful Marina enhancement and pro¢ection
only will occur with th~ help and cooperation of all stakeholders in the quali~y o~" the resource;

the County, boaters, the Army Corps of Engineers, tbe kx:al business comm,,nity, and all those
who value the Marina as a recreational and biological ~,ource. Heal the Bay will push for

rapid implementation of the r~pon’s r~x~mmendations in the comlnR months. Heal the Bay has
offered solutions to the Marina’s pollution problems. Now tt L~ up to everyone in the ~ to
make Marina d~l Rey dean and healthy for p,,w0ple and marln~ life.
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ERRATA IN MARINE STUDIES OF SAN PEDRO BAY PART 2043, APRIL 1992                                             L

IN PART 2043;

P~E IV.7. Error in October 1990 scor~s, �orrected on pa~¢ IV.7 October 1992,
~lumc 20H.

Chlo~; Sin. ~, ~.0; Sm 9, 98.0.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY                                                                                 L

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Marina del Re~, ~he largest m~made mari~ ~ ~e world, has ~ome ~,800 heal ~p~
1and ¯ resident population of about 11,000 people, along with numerous shops, some 28

2restaur-4nts, four hotels, and two motels which draw people from the surrounding uriah

megalopolis as well as from in~’national muris~ groUl~,

Sited on ¯ degraded wetlands, the m~rina replaced an ~.a of mud and ~nd 1. :s
_

with small drainage channels, ~aid to have been populated by molluscs, crustaceans,

echinoderms and benthic worms, although no environmental inventory studies were ever

I~rformed the~. Th~ m~ina benthos is now domin~i by worms, ~on~ of which provid~

food for fish l~v~, juvenii~ ~ ~dults. The soft, unconsolida~d bmtom, ~traight ~

1concrete walls and low flushing rate make the area more optimal for ¯ nmrina than for ¯
[~- -

marine habitat. The use of antifouling compounds and potential for zpillage of oil and

grease also detract from f¯unal diversity and production. In spite or’ this, the marina ix

productive and m’ve~ as ¯ valuable refuge and nur~-y ground for some nmdne fish specks,

important factors in light of the severe reduction of more naturaJ wetlands in the grea~ Los

NON-I:’OINT SOURCE IMR~’TS ON TH~ ~

BY far the ixrge~ impact on the marina comes from the Oxford Street flcod control
channel, which drains into the mm’ina through ¯ fide gate in Basin E. The soil in some

¯ djacent terrestrial areas is apparently highly contaminated with trace metals, pesticides and

polychlorinated biph~nyls (I~Bs) =,:cumulated from earlier dumping or from World War lI

industrial contamination, so that, when soils are excavated during construction and erode

during ra~morms, pollu~nts ~re carried into th~ mm’ina ~h~d or complexed chemically

with the suspended sediments. Runoff from s~orm drains cani~s a miscellanaxLS burde~ or
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The minima for dissolved oxygen due to chemicaJ and biologicaJ oxygen demand

(COD, BOD) during oxidation by bacteria ~nd oth~ microbia~ populations occurred most

surveys in Oxford Street Nood �onLrol basin. The exceptions w~re during spr~ng ra3ny

periods; in March, when bettom watch weJ’~ below the regulatory 5.0 ppm in Basin D near

the marina beach and in Basin E near the fide gate for Oxford Street barn. and in April

when bottom waters were below 5.0 ppm at Stations 6, 8, 10, 15 and 20 as well as in

Oxford ~"~et ba.~n. Bottom waten �ontinued ~o have low DO v~ues in May ~ Stations 6,

7, l0 a; -~0, and in June at Stadons 6,7,8 and 10, as ~ as in Oxford $1zeet barn. Los

Angeles County Life Guards attributed the May ~�! June problems to runoff and debris

from the fires associated with the rioLs at the end of April, which could have stimula~d

blooms that had died off. to toxici~, or to COD &.:l BOD.

Changes in nu~ents were not quite as distinctive as in 1990-1991. For the mos~

pan the ranges in concentrations or ammonia-nitrogen, niLrate ~ nitrite, and phospl~le

were similar, as were the seasonaJ Uends. Silicate showed a nanowr~, range, howev~.

Nul~ienu have a negative com’Jation with saJinity, since they ~e pdmar~y ~ with

the influx of fresh ~ into ~e n~trina from nmoff. Amnxmja ~)wed a lazge increme in

average levels and an extreme maximum in February, with a less~ pc:U: in Ap~; nitric

plus niU~te showed high muJma in January, Febnm.y, April and June with the hJghe~

avenges in January and Ap~l, while phosphate maxima occun~d in FebruaJ’y and Ap~,

Normally it is expected that higher average values will occur in the winter when

phytoplank~n popul~oos may be smaJl~, using less of the available suppl)~

Sediment (~ontaminane.

Only one sediment survey could be Performed in the pes’Jod, in October 1991. due to

budget reductions. RainfaJl in the previous spring increased greatly the percentage of the

fine,n sediments, to which a large proportion of contaminants a~e attached or oomplexed.
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sediments continued to increase during dry weather, which may be indicative of the reduced             L

flushing caused by partial occlusion of the mouth of the marina by accumulated sand and

sediments wapped by that ban~r.

In October 1991, there had been improvement in ~imem ~onlent of immediate
oxygen demand, phospha~, and sulfide, while volatile solids, chemical oxygen demand and

Z
organic nitrogen had worsened somewhat. Among trace me~s, levels of arsenic, cadmium

and chromium have no~ in the pan r~ached levels of low e~vironn~a~ effe~ determined,
by the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and have ,
decreased in recent surveys. Tributyl fin, banned in 1988 for most antifouling paint u~,
~-p~ on aluminum hulls and on vessels longer than 25 meu~r~, has ~hown a decrea~ of

three orders of magnitude. Contamination with nickel have decfined to where only Statk~

9 and l0 are slightly over the NOAA level for low environmental effect~ range (ER-L). "~
Copper, lead and zinc have fluctuated in the marina, but of the~, lead and zinc show

increases after heavy rainfall, indicating terrestrial sources. Copper seems to have ,
increased over dry seasons as well as wet ones to the highest levels in the 1984-1991

surve~ This may represent inc~ms~ use as an antifonlant since tributyl tin was banned.

Control of copper, lead and zinc e~nissions would improve tha marina biota greatly.

One of the most important change~ was the reduction of polychlorinated biphenyls

(PCBs) to below the limits of detection. Aroclor 1234 and 1260, highly to~.ic, long lasting

~ubs~ance~ used as lubricanu in transfonnen and other electrical equipment, in pt~inting and

other industrial processes, first were detected in the marina in October 1989 in large

amounts. Some Arocior 1260 was still present in May 1991, but all had disappeared by

October, 1991. The relatively sudd~ appearance of Arociors in the nmrina may have beat

due to runoff from hrge scale excavation and grading at terrestrial sites near the marina m"

to some unidentified accidental spill, although no records of such an accident have been

found. Its disappearance within two years is indicative of flushing because the mterial          ~r~--’~

does not biedegrade weB.
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Pesticides continue to be ¯ problem in the marina. Chlordane has been banned since

1988, but appears to continue entering the marina. Levels exceeded the low (ER-L),

medium (ER.M) and higher levels of envimnmen~ effects (apparent effects threshold,

AET) indicated by NOAA at all stations. Chlordane was highest at Station 2, at the sand

bar, possibly indicating that it is flushed from BaIlona Lagoon where many wooden

~rucrures may have had Chlordane applied for lenni~e control, and is high in Oxford

hasin u we[lo

The DDT~ decreased from Oct ,er 1990 to October 1~9], but had been lower
¯ May 199! than in October 1991, indicating a dry weather increase. The largest

accumubtion is at the ~tnd bar at Station 2, as it wa~ with Chlordane. DITI~ exceed the

NOAA low effecU range at most stations, iadicatin~ the PU~I for tonguing impac~ on

the larva] and jUV~lJle organisms and for biom:~mul~ion in the food chain.

Fish Tissue

Leve.ls of pesticides at~d IN."Bs in fish taken at the Fisherman’s VUlage fishing doe~

at~ well below levels deemed to b~ a public health risk. Levels of pesticides vary greatly in

fish, depending on th~ reproductive period sinc~ these fat soluble substances ggumulat~ in

muscle and fiver but a~ mobilized into the liver and gonad prior to reproduction, much ofit

leaving the body in the egg yolks on spawning. This is of course htrmful to liver function

and reproductive capacity of the fish, but protects consumers of cleaned, gutted fish.

Levels of pesticides can also vary between individuals of the same sp~i~ at tl~ san~

season, presumably influenced on the diet of the individual fish. The mean level of PCB

Ar~clor 1260 in fish tissue.s appcar~ to be incrt~sed but the liver/gonad level was mu~h

d~, suggesting that reproduction had occurred in some of the fish sampled on

November 1991. A similar trend was seen for Chlordane contamination. Levels of

p.p’DDT and p.p’DDD appear to be decreasing, but the amount p.p’DDE has fluctuated

and o.p’DDE has increas, ed greatly, suggesting that the metabolites of DDT are being

recycled nther than new DDT being introduced into diets of the fish.
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of the r~luence of construction. The residential areas along the ~estchester bluffs and

inland in Culver City develope~ greatly afler V,’orld War II, making the marina a truly

u~’ban development (’Figu~ 1.2).

Although the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers modeled various configurations for the
marina at the Waterways Experiment Station in Vicksburg, Mississippi, no environmental

studies were performed to evaluate the impact on existing biota in the wetlands in the

dec; ’e prior to passage of the National Environmental Policy Act in 1970. The

~x~n;. ~’ration selected w~s supposed to prevent storm damage from the prevailing wave

|urge patterns, but the firs1 year when Basin A was opened, storm surge ~am¢ up the

Entrance Channel, reflected off the w~ll$ in the area of the present Administration

and mused ~reat dan~e Io boats in Basin A, scross th~ Main

Environment~l b~eline ~udies in the marina were no~ undertaken until 14 years
after it~ construction. From luly 1976 ~o Sune 1979, an extensive program of physi~l,

chemi~ ~d biological ~’veys al 13 rations was performed by the Univ~zily of Sou/hera

pC~ifonua {U$C’) Harbon Env~ronm~n~ Projem with fundin~ from ~ f~xk~’~ S~a ~
rogram at U$C (NOAA, Depanmenl of Commerce) and the Los AnEel¢$ County

Department of Small Craft Harbon, now the Ik’pmment of l]~ache~ and Rarbon (Soule

¯nd Oguri, 1977, 1950). This provided the first detailed information on IEe mar~ a~

important biological resource in sddifion ~o its recreational

which included monthly measurements of water quality, biannual surveys of benthic

~o one period a year, In Ocher, November and December (Soule ~d Ok, ud, 19~, 19S6,

¯dded {’Figure 1.3), Stations I$, 19, 20 and 22. In 1989, $1afion 25 ~ ~Ided belwem
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’ fishing docks and the Administration docks where the entrance to the future Pl~ya Vista

r; marina may be. Spec~ projects have also been Performed which include bioassay/toxic~ty

studies of the effects of contaminated bottom sediments on local species, effects of

tributyltin in antifouling p~ints, body burden of PCBs and DD’rs in fish caught ~ the local

docks and the incidence of coliform organisms at the marina beach, as well as at other

Station locations arc shown in Figure 1.3 and descriptions are listed below. ~

vary according to tide stage and i. egularities in the bottom that develop due to storm
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. MDR-7. At the end of Ba.~n H near the work yard dock. l~’ge s~orm dra~n present;
’ exposed to afw.rnoon wes~rly winds. Depth 3-4 mew.n.
W ~

MDR-8. Off the swimming beach in 11~n D near first ~lips. Exposed to afternoon
w~L~. Dep~ 3-4 me~rs.

MDR-9. At the innermost end of Basin F. Large storm drain present; protected by$1ips and sea wail. Depth 2-4 meten.

MDR-10. Innermost end of Basin E; subject to daily flushing from the Oxford Streetflood �onu~l basin through tide gate~ and to slorm ~ runoff. Depth 3,4

MDR-II.
At end of Main Channel; subjected to storm drain flow and to influx fromStation 10; impacted by reduced flushing due to .creased slip capacity.

MDR-12. Ballona Creek. sampled from beneath the
Subject to tidal flushing and continuing freshwater discharge into the flood
control channel; also subjected to illegal dumping of tra~ upstream and to
scwage overflow. Depths 1-4

MDR-13. Inside fide of Oxford Street flood control basin; subject to minimaldaily tidalgates
flushing, storm water runoff and drainage, surface only.

MDR-19. At end of whee~ chair ramp. ~rface ealy.

MDR.20. A,~t "m.,__ .n~’~ost, end of_Ba.tin E where Oxford

oY ~arge ve~ docked there.
MDR-22. Inner end of Oxford ~ at Wa.thingte~ Street culve~ ~’face only.

. MDR-2$ lk/wem the Administrati~, Life Guard docks and the public fishing dock.
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rI. PHYSICAL WATER QUALITY

/~TRODUCTION

The wa~er quality of ]vL~ina del Rey is influenced by ¯ number of £~-tors includin~

bo[h point source and non-point source disch~’~es which enter e~ther the marina or ~djacent

and �ontiguous waters. These waterways include l~lona Creek, Ba]lona Lagoon and the

Oxford Flood Control B~in, which ~erve as collectors of runoff from non-marina urban

m’~. V~ten from ~ collectors enter the masina eit~. as ¯ re.~lt of ~ exchange

during and ¯fret r~nfall, as a result of dr¯inane from adjacent surface~ or from the storm

dtain~. During the peried covered by this ~’port, ~ iong-t~nding drought was brolam by

rainfall during or ~hortly prior to the ,lanuary through April gampling periods. "~e

~rvey n~y have been influenced by terrestrial runoff from the Los Angele~ area in

April. The runoff may have decrea.~d di~olvod oxygen and increa.~ BOD in

The d~a di~cu~t~d in this ~ ~ t~ period from Octobor 1~91 through

1992. S¯mpling and data �ollation for w¯ter quality a~sessment were �,arriod o~t at

monthly intervals. The n~thly ~ we~ ~lecte~, when po~ble, to pernfit the mrly i~

of the sampling to occur during or near peak tid~ to permit boat acce~ in ~allow

inch as Station 12 in l~liom ~

Temperature. conductivity, later convened to ~alinity. di=~olvod oxygen and pH
were measut~ atone meter intervais through the wa~ column using a Mane.k ~ XV]I

water quality monitor. Beam transmitl, tnce was measured at the ~,ne dep{h= u~ing ¯

modified HydroPmducts transmissome~, with ¯ 0.1 meter fight path. Both

we= ~alibrated immediately prior to each field excunion and, if any data w=r= �onside~l

questionable, immediately after the instruments were returned ~o the laboratory. Visnal

obse~’vation~ of ambient light penen’~ion and wa~ color were measured u=ing ¯ Secx~ disk

and comparing the wat~ color W ¯ Forel-U]= ~ color scale. The field Io~ is Im=enled

ILl
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the O~ford Stn~et flood control basin ~ higher than in the adjacent waters of the

The warmer waters noted in Ballona Creek for the autumn months ~ also in =vidence in

April in 1977-1978. in May ~nd June 1978 and W a lesser exw.nt in June 1990. Cloud covtr

is usually heavy in May and June, sometimes leading ~o ~oolcr t~mpc~t~r~ in ~

than in April in ocean waters, as can be seen in 1977. In the spring of 1991 the.re wer~

lower air U~mix’ratures than normal in the United States due m high atmospheric parlicula~

and associated clouds due to volcanic erul~ions o1’ Mr. Pinatubo in the Philippines.

Monthly l~.-p_ th Profiles in 1991-1999

Figures H.22 through II.30 present tl~ d~ta for average U:mperature of surface to 2

meters and bottom mmpcrstures. Convergen~ of the two lines indicates that the then~ is

no vertical stratification of the wa~r �olunm Omt might impede mixing of the usually

~rated surface with ~e underlying waters. This is usually typical of the ~ider months,

when higher seasonal tides, increased winds and reduced insolation lend to promo~ more

rapid exedmnge of the marina wam.rs with the ~djacent deepe~ wa~’s o~’ Santo Monica Bay

and grem~ miaing of ~ wamrs during t~ir r~idence within tim marina. This pm~m’n is

m, idmt in November, Do:ember, February, and Man~.

A second pattern, mor~ typical of warmer months, shows a divergence of

U~mpcratur~s for the superficial waters of tl~ marina from the t=mperatures of the boUom

watm~ This is caused by the revem~ of the eonditions that icad to ~ isothermal wamrs ~

tbe ~ooler months and is m~ident in tl~ tempcrature.s for October, April, May and June,

A third pat~’n is shown in Figur~ H.25, ~ I~mpm’atures for January of 1992 and

Station 12, Ballona Crenk in December and February. In the.~ ~ a thermal inversion

my be seen, with the �ooler watm’~ of 0-2 ~ overlying the warmer deep

The density of sea water is determined by the combination of salinity and

salinity waters may be less d~nse than fresher wau,~, if it is wm.m¢~.. The th~nml ~
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,
noted for January is due to the runoff" from the winter storms reaching and overl).ing the

more sa.]ine deep waters of" the ma~:na. In December and Februa~ this is apparent on]),

local), within BaJlona Creek.

¯ -~mo~r~ur~ ]~x~r~me~ and¯
"The exvemes and means of ~emperature in October ]99] ~o ,Tune 1992 are

"~ab]e ]].]].2. The ]owes! temperatures are gene~]ly nearest the bay except in November

and December, and the highest are gener~Jly in Oxford Stree! basin eXCelX f’or I:)ecembe~,

Table ]] 2, ~onthly lemperat..~
ure mm~mum, maximum and mean

,~’s ; ::’: ’) ,~’;

¯ "o.s I --’- ,~ 16.4 id

"" , ,".t n ,’;’;
¯ Incomplete data at S’-’: .......... ’-.~s a, m, s3, 2o, 22 due.m probe maJrum.-don durin rxin. ¯7, g, ! 1 not sampled due to eme~enc ca/l for Li ,,...4 ......... .~. ,

:f~ :~o~,:!’:l:~Its the maximum’ mean and minimum--m])e~ature$
The seasonaJ patterns are �lear, of" autumn warm waters �ooling

_
rows aria U~n warnung through ~e ~ring into summer. Also evident =m

�ountercurren! E~ Nifio warm water of" March and A,,ril --,- ..... --- ""

"/’he exl~me ]ow minimum in ;anus, despite more �]ose]y related average ~1

m~ximum temperatures, hi~h]ights ~he thermal inversion noted t~rou~hom ~he
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du~ng t~ month.                                                                          ’

Figure II.32 shows the average for aJ] depths at each locabon sampled during all

months. The ~s~Jc low points, refl~.ing lJ~ ambient temperatures of Sanla MonJca

Bay, are at Stations I and 2. Station 12 would be included in this group we~ it not for the

va~ab~y in runoff temperatures. Othenvise, disuse from t~ brea1"wam" appean to be

tbe detenn~ant for relaLive wZnnth of the wa~" a~ the different s~tions, indicating that ~J~
2

s~llower depths and increased residence ~me of waters in the basins, with the resultant

increased insolation, are governing factors in distribution of temperature throughout tbe

Comparison of Marina del Rey monthly averages wi~h those from Catalina Island,

Newport Bay and Pl. Dume indicate that the marina was the warmest of these in

1991, and March through June 1992, while Ca~ina was warmest in December through

February. The marina was colder in December and January than the other sites. In

Fd)ru~y ~ w~ iJ~ti~ dJfl’~.~:~ among the four

Salinity in tbe marina is su’ongly influ~:ed by th~ ~ w~ler flow from drti~¢
into ~]ion~ er~.k and the Oxford SLre~t flood contso| basin. If it w~,~ not for thes~ two

’ 7sources, the inner basins would have higher salinities du~ to evaporation from the longer
.

residence time there during warm weather, while during cold weather higher salinifies

would be likely in Santa Monica Bay. During wet weather, storm drain runoft" into the

’nbasins from parking lots and streets influences the distribution of high or low salinifies as

i ~m~well. Tide phas~ also influences salinity distribution, since a rising or high fide in dry

weather will cause bay waters to extend inland past Station 12 in Baliona Creek and also

influence Staxions 1 and 2 more extensively.

Szlinlt7 in the marina can be considered as marine, but the much of the fauna is
probably euryba/ine, tolerant of occasional fresh water intrusions. Fish that are not           ~--

euryhaline probably move out of the marina zs salinity decreases and the~ is positive flow
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surf" zone and along rocky shorelines. Oxygen depletion occurs during respiration of m,~ne

plants and anirnals, or due to the bacterial degradation of dead bi(,za, or to the oxidation of

organic and inorganic chemicals introduced into the waters. When nutrient input is high,

phyzoplankton may increase exponentially, forming a bloom and causing DO first to rise

well ¯bore theoretical saturation and then to plummet when the bloom dies off.

Dissolved oxygen along the coast usually ranges between 6.0 and 8.5 ppm, and

regulatory agencies have specified 5.0 ppm as the minimum DO necessary for the

sustenance of fish populations, although many invertebrates can survive on much lower

levels, down almost to the point of anoxia. If DO is totally drpleted, hydrogen sulfide

(HAS) is Rleased from chemical reduction of sulfates in sodiments and water; noxious

odors result and HaS is toxic to some organisms.

Monthly De~_ th Profiles in 1991-199~

Monthly profiles of the surface to 2 m depth average DO and the bottom meter DO

are illusmated in Figures II.3;5 to II.43. ~ter depth v~ries with ltde and ioc~ion from 4 to

6 m at Stations 1 through ;5 ~KI from 3 to 4 m in the n~ of the ~

The monthly profiles figured indicate that the watera are |enerzlly well mixed, bs

the cool months of the y~zr there are fairly uniform DO levels, u is ~ in November mad

February, but r~infall �an change this pattern. During the warmer months when z

Ihermociine is apt to be present the DO tends to differ in surf.ace ind bottom waters. ALso,

bloom conditions can occur at almost any time, and sometimes In very limited areas, u

indic:at~ by high DO values (e.g., above 8.;5 ppm). Low DO values may be indicative of

death of ¯ bloom, with oxygen being consumed in the bmakdow~ of the cells by mic~’obini

¯ ction, or by an influx of chemicals or debris during rainfall runoff that are oxidized

chemically or by microbials, or by insolation in sh¯llow waters, when increasing

temperature decrea.~s solubility and drives oxygen from lee watel’,

In Ck:wbe~ 1991, bloom conditions appeared to be in effect throughout much of the
marina, with values exceeding 8.~5 ppm except in Basin E and Oxford Street basin. In

ILIO
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November, DO values were again high in the entrance channel, declining slightly in the

inner channels ~,d ba.~ins; at a number of stations the bottom water~ had higher DO leveds

than the sur£ace, especially at Station :5 (Figure 36). A similar pattern occurred in

December, with a deviation at Station :5, this time with the surface values higher than the

bottom. Bloom conditions again seemed to be occurring in the entrance and main channels.

In .lanuary 1992, bottom DO values were higher at most stations, with a wider

spread. This may have been due to ra.infa]l prior to the survey, but blooms apparently

continued in the outer marina. " February, only Stations 12, 1 and :2 had excessive DO

levels but this may have been due .., turbulence because ot’ norms. Data were incomplete in

that survey, since Stations 7, 9, and 1 ! had to be skipped when the Life Guard vessel from

which the surveys are performed was called out on an emergency. In March 1992, there

was a distinc~ change in the regime and bosom watch were below :5.0 ppm at Stations $, 10

and 20 following substanfiaJ rains in the previous few days.

In April, bottom waters in the outer marina were again higher than those at the

surface; it had rained the previous day. The iowes~ DO veJues of’ the survey, 2.0 ppm and

3.0 ppm, occurred in Oxford Stre~ basin a~ Stations 13 end 22 respe~vely, indicaling the

impact of street runoff. May DO levels, when blooms might be expected to return to the

marina, may have bee~ low~. than norn~ due to swrm drain runoff from the Los Ange/es

area. There were low DO values in bottom waters at Stations 6, ?, 10, and 20 and at

Station 22 (surface sample only), in June, boom watch were near or below the minimum

at Stations 6, 7, 8, 18, 10, 13 and 20. This is unusual, and may still represent chendcal

oxygen demand or toxicity from debris carried into the marina or the death of a

phywplankum bloom. Complete data are presented in Appendix K

Historical Momhlv

Comparative daza from 1976-1979 and 1984 to 1991 am illustrated in Figures 11.44
to 11.61 ~’or October, November and December, the months with the largest data haw.

In comparing October 1991 DO data with that of previous year~ (Figur~ H.44-
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II.49), the 1901 data have among the higher averages, exceeding most of the 1980s data.

The exception is that of 1989, which was higher except at Stations 12 and 1. The 1977

averages were well above most of those in 1976 and 1978. Bloom �ondition~ may thus have

increased over the 1980s levels but low oxygen episodes do not approach those of the

1970s. Bottom water DO values in October 1991 were also better than those of the 1980s.

Comparison of November averages (Figures II.50-I1.55) indicate that the DO values

were higher in both surface and bottom water~ in 1991 thazt they were in any other years

surveyed except for 1977.

The year July 1977-June 1978 had the highest rainfall, 33.44 in, since 1889-1890.

Whether algal blooms can be finked to rainfall and the accompanying nutrient input is open

to question. Increased oxygen levels may be a.tsociated with :form related turbulence at the

brealrwater but the high oxygen demand from debris and chemicals in runoff may negate

In December 1991 surface DO levels were the highest in all surveys except for

1977, when data we~ incomple~. The 1990 data showed ¯ higher level at Baliona Creek

in surface waters and in bottom waters at almost all statimu. In 1984-1988 data we~ much

more similar to one another and more uniform throughout the marina, but in 1989 and

1990 the decline from cater to inner marina wer~ more ~

The minimum, maximum and mean DO in October 1991 through Sune 1992 are

listed in "/~le 11.4, along with the tide phase during the sampling pe~d.

The averages of all stations for minimum, maximum and mean DO by month am

illustrated in Figure II.62. The general tread in the mean is downward from October to

Apri/, after which it rises, lqone of the monthly means fc~ al/stations apptmched the

regulatory minimum standard of ~5.0 ppm, but minima in March, Al~il, May and Sane

The average DO for al/depths and all months by station (Figure 11.63) illustrates the
genera/trend of dccrea.sing DO from the marina entnmce to the innermost basins, with
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Station in distance from the breakwater. The influenc~ of Ox~’ord Street basin at Station 22

is pronounced. There is ¯ gradient from Stations 12 and I in Ballona Creek through stations

in the entrance and main channels which probably indicates the influen~ of B~ona Cr~w.k

loadings as they extend, declining, into the marina as far as Station 5.

Monthly profile.~ ofBODs tha! are illustra~d in Figuw.~ 11.66 ~mgh H.74 ~ow the

~rends in the ¯ver~es for the entire period surveyed, but the monthly plo~ do no/~ the

declining values from Ballon¯ Creek as distinctively. Individual deviations, such as

¯ round the Administration dock at Stations 4 and 25 in December illustrate ¯ localized

event, perl~p$ drainage there from th~ r~orm drain or from b~il boat activity a~ the fi~hing

HYDROGF.N ION CONCENTitATION (pH)

The pH of ~e~ waters generally ranges from 7.3 to $.4 on a ~cale b¯~ on the

negative logarithm of the hydr~en km in gram atoms per li~,, measurabl~ o~ ¯ hydrog~t

electrode hue usually expre~d without unit~ other than number; the lower number~

acidic and the higher ones basic chemically. Sea water is in the bafic range. In O~tober

1990-$eptember 1991 the range was from 6.$ to $.4, with the lowest value~ oct’un’ing at

$~tions 13 or 22 in Oxford $tre~ flood �onu~i b~n. In O~tober 1991-,tune 1992, tim

range was ~lightly narrower, from 7.3 to S.3, and with few exceptions the Iowe~ value~

were again in Oxford Sm~ bafin. The maxima are usually found at Statio,u 12, 1 and

neare~ the bay, as can be ~een in "l~ble n.6, b~o~.

 piffi of vo um  of  orm nmo    -ried by Crenk. pa
was much more lower in runoff in Oxford Street basin, regardless of the tide phase.

Figure II.75 illustrates the monthly minimum, maximum and mean calculated without

Balkma Creek and Oxford Street basin, showing ¯ redatively uniform range throughout the

period, while Figure 11.76 illustra~ the same values when Ballona Cr~.k and Oxford Street

basin are includod. The fluctuations are largely due to the latter;, absence of data at the

Oxford Stn~ stations in February no doubt produced an artificially high minimum.
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Ogreenish bm~ms, and 16 ~o 22 are increasingly �~rker bm~s. Color is a very subjective             L

rne~ure and it is essenfizl to h~ve the s~me perso~ pe~orm ~e obscrv~fions in all surveys.

It is not appropriate to use the FU scale in the shallow, rest�ted water~ of Oxford Street

b~in. The complete FU data are included in Appendix B, Physical V,~ter Quality. The

monthly minimum, maximum and m,’.ans are presented in Table ll.7, beJow.

2The Iow~1 vaJues, 4 and 5, generaJly occurred neaze~ the bay, aJflmugh ~

by no means restricted to that area. The highest value was a 17 at Station 12 in April,

following st, ! days of rain. Red tides may have been responsible l’or the high value~

throughout n~ oi" the manna in May; runoff in the flood �ontrol channeJs in the prevk~

two weeks- from the Los Angeles area may have stimulated ¯ general bloom, or m¯y have

added ~o lurbiditT, causing furth~, distolorafio~.

"/Ible 11.7. Monthly color, Forel-UIe scale, minimum, maximum and mean.

~ $ 1 10 2-4.$.~-,0.18 ,.7 .

"~- ~’~

~r, ovsa~. ~ I,.q.7,11 12 $ "/4

Msn:/I 6 I1.~ mm i ’

,-_., :.o . ,4 := ,:’:
¯ ¯

/.~

Stabons 7, 9, 1 ! n4X samp|ed due to
: Life GtardForel-Ule no( done o, c.:.:M. ,., .,... emergency carl.-. ,~,..u,~ ~a, ~.~, watt. too shallow to detennine atarine coitus.

Fsgur~ .!I.77 presents the muumum, maximum and mean for all stations surve~ by
month, excluding the Oxford Str~ basin stations. There was ralnfa/I runoff prior to tee

surveys in January, March and April, and it was raining in Pebruary when the surveys

could .no~ be completed. PIZum 11.?$ illustrates the 1~ data for all months by station,

excluding Oxford Street s~ations. I-Iigl~T va/ues are found at Ba/lona Creek Station 12 and

ILl7
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~ble fl.$. Mon~ly minimum, maximum and mean percent Light U~nsmitmnce (%T).

~ ~ I0 ~ 12.1 78.4



would conclude that the probe was fouled; the Secchi disk depth is more consistent with

those of other ~tations. The maximum depths of visibility occurred at S~lion l, at the

ent~,-~nce to the bay, in non-rainy months but the maximum depths were scattered through

the marina during low runoff periods.

Figure 11.79 illusuates the minimum, maximum and mean pen:ent light transmittance

values, while Figure If.g0 illustrates the Secchi disk depths for �omp,t~son. While

maxin~ and minima ~em to diverge considerably, due in pan to the anomaJo¢~ Aprg %T

~=ading at Station 9, the averages ~r= vet/

CONCLUSIONS

Water quality in the marina is most mongly influenced by d.-ainage from Oxford

Strict flood control basin and 1e$$ ~o by w~ter~ from B,tllona Creek flood �~ntrol ~.

P, ainfall and consequent drainage produces the most obvious |mpacta on ~II

measured. Bloom conditions, as ~videnced by high dissolved oxygen levels, w~ morn

Wonounced in 1991-1992. There w~e ~ episodes of low dissolved oxygen in Ixxtom

waters in Basin E in Match through fun=, but averages w~= not below 5.0
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Figure 11.32. Avm19e teml:~ature (*C) fo~ ~11 depths ~ld
¢kJrmg October 1991 b’xl)4~h June 1992.
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SOURCES AND FATES

Inorganic .u~en~ are necessary for ~l~x,ninE the .orm~ f~mc~oei.li o[ mar~ae

ecosystems by providing the necessary raw mate~ia]s for plant growth. The plan! .utrimts that

¯ re most likely to limit or regulate phytopl~nl~on growth include nitrogm sources (nitra~

niu’ite, and ammonia), phosphate and silicmc. Carbon is also e~ntia/but is usually in m~fficiatt

quantity tl~t it is seldom found to limit of regulate ph, plankton growth ".us m~dne systems.

Wbm the concentrations of these nutrients bqgome ex~, .ire. ¯ major alga/bloo~ m~y occur.

While this bloom may h~v¢ an initinl po~itiv~ effect oa the Ioctl ~�om~m

photosynth~cslly increasing oxygen concattrttion in the water colunm and provMing food fn¢

he~oivomus organisms, the d~e-ofr of ¯ ms¯sire bloom may result in dscompo~tion and

aucrobial respiration tlut consumes far mote oxyim than the bloom left dissolved Jn the wmer

column. Thus high concentrations of nut~ents could be �ould¯red as pollutants if Ihey ocgur ht

bJooming of toxic phytopimtkton species including some dinoflagell¯tes, real pmvMing food fro’

otha. organism that may not be dssir~ble for the egmymms. "

The functioning of phytoplsnkton m~d other foam of tlgse in ¯ tnm~ e~my=em also

depends on the ¯vm’labt~ty of lighL While the m’ganisms themselves affect the Jjjht field by

absorbing the available light, otba" factors such u high turbidity caused by ~ md

inorgm~� part~cuLtte material will strongly attmuate the light and limit the growth of the a/jao

(Kirk. 1983). Thus light availability could become ¯ rz~dati~ factor of ram-/eat cygJin~ within

the ecosystem. Although turbidity aztd light ~o~ are not the focus of¯his secVfmt, they ~e

importsnt to the fate of th~ nutrimts within ¯ given ~
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In esmarine and �oas~ systems, nutrient soun:es are likely to ’,include fresh

~ ~ling p~. ~ ~ycling is ~e p~ nu~t ~ ~i~ls

~~i~ b~ do~ ~e o~ic ~n~ of ~e ph~opl~on, ofl~ ~l~ing

~gm ~ ~a ~). ~nia ni~gm ~y ~ ~m up di~tly by pl~u m

~te ~0~). Plm~ ~y ~e ~ ni~m in ~y of ~ fo~ but ~,onia ~y ~

~. ~lv~ ~sili~ ~ ~ ~ ~l~g md d~ ~

~ ~ately ~fi~ ~ ~ field ~ ~~ h~~� ~d ~ ~ld ~ ~
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ammoni*-Ni~-oeea

Ammonia nitrogen (N]-I~) is formed by the breakdow~ of orgtnic material and recyclin

into inorganic nitrogen. In most ocean waters, the concentration of ammonia nitrogen is very

low, usually less than i pg-tt/I (I pg-at/I - 14 j~g tmmonia nitrogen 1~’ liter). In muthe~n

California h~ghe~ concentrations of ammonia (up to 25-30 tt~-at/I) may be observed in

usociation with anthropogeni¢ sources ~uch u ocezn outfalls (e.g. Eppley et al., 197~, ~,me, et

al., 1990). Thorefore, high ammonir, concentrations are often indicative ofmurces of IX

When ammonia nitrogen i~ present, it may be more readily consumed by phytoplankton than

oth:, i..~gani¢ fonm of aitmgen becatae it can be uted directly in the synthesis of amino

Ammonia-nitrogen ~x~e~u~adon~ within ~ Del Rey ~ al,~y~ higher than

ps-at/l; Eppley, et al., 197~, Jones, et al., 1990, 1991), except near the Hyperion and Whites

Point sewase outfalls. Minimum concentrations within the marina during October 1991 to Jura

1992. occurred mos, ottea near tbe ms:ins entrance (Stadons I and 2; Figure 12) where the

proportion of Santa Monica Bay water is likely to be the greatest. These monthly minima ranged

from 1 to 4 Itg-at/l. The highest �oacentratiosu during this nine mouth p~:iod co--fly

occurred within the Oxford Street basin (Stations 13 and 22; Figures ~I.I-9 and ITI.12).

marina, and on three occasions, December 5, Ma~ ~, sod June 1 i, the concemrations at Station

12 in 13allona Creek were amon8 the lowest observed for the eutire Marina sampling. There i~ ¯

consistent annual average spatial pattern tlu~ugh the Lts~ ~ years of sampling that shows
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VOslightly higher concenu’ations of ammonium at the end of the basins where tidal exchange is

Llowest (Stations 6, 7, 8, 9, I0, l i, 18, 19 and 20). However, the panern is not app,uent for every

month. In November 1991, May and June 1992, the concentrations at these inner basin gtadons

were actually lower than in the main channel. However, on average ~nia �oncenu-ation~

were generally lowest within the Main channel and at the mm’ina entrance (Stations I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 2
and 25), regions where tidal exchange should be greatest. The accumulation of m’nmonia at

the~ inner" basin stages n’my simply be due to in~ nutrient recycling in the~e ar~u coupled

The monthly average ammonia concentrations for the entire b~in cluing the .prying

two yea~ lmve genernily been higbet during June through January, ~nd Iowc~r during Februa~

through May. For the nine month l~ried fi’om October 1991 through June 1992 the pattern i~

nol ©l~r. The avm’age ammonia �onr.¢ntration in the basin ro~ steadily from October through

Jm~uary, followed by a dec~m.te in February (’Table Ill.l; Figure rll.10).~ Howler, the

�~l¢,ent~’afiong then ro~e ~gain in Match and April and fell ~geJn in May m~l June. "l’he high~

average ~oncentration within the marina was observed in January 1992, simiim’ to the ~agotml

u~xtmum tim has been olmrved in the prm, ious two yeats. Tbere w~ no apparmt ~miomhip

between the �oncenu~tions within Oxford Su’mt basin and the avm’age �~mcen~ons within the
~ Umarina. The highm ammonia zonc~ntmtion (200 pg.at/1) observed in rmmt y~rs occm’md in

r~
Oxford strut Basin in Fdmmry at Station 22 (Figu~ 5), when avm-~ge ~on~tr~om within U
the mm’ina w~re th~ second lower for the nine month pc~od. It was raining during this cruim,

md m~pling was incomplme; Stations 7, 9, and l ! had to be omitted due to an emergmcy call

for ~he Life Guard vmsd inure.
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In comparison ~o previous years (1984-1990), the October ]991 gtmnonia concentrations

were on average the lowest observed; October 1990 had been the previously lowest v~lue in th~s

series. The November and Decembe~ 1991 observations were dighdy higher d~tn the

�onc~n~ations observed in November and Decemb~ 1990.

Table IIl.l. Ammonia Ranges in Concentration, pg-at/l, October 1991 to Jun~ 1992.

~ ~ S~. Ivl~. S~. Avw~ Av~*
0~-91 .1.1 I 29.0 13 $.? 4.9
Nov-91 3.8 18 23.0 13 6.1 $.~
D~-91 2.? I. 2 I 1.0 13 6.0 $.9
Jm..92 2.1 2 29.7 13 ?.$
~ 2. i I. :2 200.0 22 10.0
1~r-92 1.8 2 15.7 I I S.~
Apr.~ 2.5 $ 31.7 22 6.7 5.6
I~y-92 1.4 6 1.5.0 ~ 3.0
Jm-92 ~.1 I I !.1 5~ 4.~ 4.0

e ~lcJudin80xfard S~eet B~ilt imd B~cmj Creek, S~k~ 1~13, 81~ ~.

Nitrate nlus Nitrite. Nin’om~

NiU~te (NO~) is ummlly the mos: abundant form of inorgani© nitrogen in the

However, in the mrf~ce mixed layer niu-ate concentrations may often I~ Ires than 0.1 I~g-m/! m~d

nitrite may have a similar range_ i~low this layer, oftm separated by tl~ seasoml thermodinz,

nitrate �oncenu’ations may reach 30-40 ~-m/L In th© San Pedro-Santa Moedm Basin, NO,

~on~ontratiom rm~ 35 lag-at/! at depths of 600 m (Williams, 1956). Low

concentrations ~xe due to phymplankton utilization and a low rate of supply of ~ from
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below. Surface ~ncentrations may reach values of 5-30 ttg-at/l in coastal upwelling regions that

are common to much of the California �oast. Coastal upwelling is not ¯ dominxnt process within

Santa Monica Bay. but it does predictably occur off of Point Dume and Point Fermin when

winds are favorable for upwelling. Within Santa Monica Bay. �oncentrations of 10-20 gig-at/!

may occur at depths as shallow as 20 meten and can be transported to, the surface by either

wind-induced mixing or by local upwelling. The concentrations of nitrate plus nitrite (N+N) in

sewage wastewtter and sludge are two to three orde~ of magnitude leu ,than the �oncenu’afion

of ammonia (Morel and Schiff, 1983). Thus, the impac~ of ocean outfall effluents on the coastal

ocean nitrate plus nitrite concentrations is much leu than for ammonia (e.g. Jone, et al., 1991).

The measurement technique for nitrate requires that nitrate firm be converted to nitrite

(NOz) which is then measured mlorimetrically (Whitledge e/,I., 1951). T~e NOD concentration

is derived from this by correcting for the efficiency of converting NOD to NO, and correcting for

the correction is generally not large. In the following text, niwate will be used in place of

nitrate plus nitrite for I~.

The average spatial pattern of nitrate within the marina tends to rt’~ltin similar year to

occurred in Oxford Sueet basin. The low values at St¯don 2, and some~es St¯tie¯ 1, refle~

the influence of Smut¯ Moni~a Bay water wha-e near-mrface nitrate �~mcenu’ation is low except

during, m~ong mixing or coastal upweiling events. When the niu’ate �once~trations rmched their

minima in May and June 1992. concenu’ations within the central channel (Smtimxs 3, 4, S, taxi
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2~) were ~1 I~g-a~. High~ concentrations of" nitrate w~re often observed at the ends of" the

Lbasins, dmil~r to the patterns observed in ~ramonia.

The highest nitr~te �oncentrations during October 1991 through Ju~e 1992 occurred in

Oxford Street basin, in B,uin E near the flood gate from Oxford Street basin, or in Ballona

2Creek (Table III.2; Figures I11.22-23). Concentrations at Station 12 in Ba/iona Creek were

higher than niu’ate mncentrations at rations within the re.tin channel of the marina, except in

June 1992. At station 12, the high concentrations were usually from the surface sample

indicating that the high NO~ was mo~,ated with the freshwater coming dovm Bailona Creek.

As in pr~ous yem, the highest concentrations within the marina occurred concentrations aS

StatiOn 10 or 20 in Basin E. where water eate~ the marina from Oxford Street b~in. A Im~

live.abo&d vessel has bee~ docked adjacent to the flood Sate from Oxford Stn~et basin (Station

20) until June of this year. pmitlly obtlruc~ng flow into Oxford Street basin.

Table 1II.2. Niu’me + Nit, re Range~ in Concentratioa. pg-at/I. October 1991 to June 1992.

Deo.91 !.9 8..5 20 $.4 .5.4Jm-92" IA 28.8 13 ~,2 4.8F’eb-92" 0.5 58.5 12 5.1 3.0Mm~92" 0.~ 6..5 10 Z6 2.5

ldsy-92 0A 18, !~       10.3 12 1.1 0.8Ju~)2 0.4 I. 2 28.4 22 i.9 1.2

° Exchading ~ Sa~ bedn md Ballem Creek. Slabem 12.13. md 22.
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The seasonal panern of nitrate concentra~on within the marina during October 1991

through June 1992, was similar to the panem for the previous two years. As in previous years,

the average concentrations within the basin were highest during the early winter pe~od,

November through January (Table III.2 and Figure III.22). The nitrate began to decrease from

its winter maximum in February and reached its minimum in May and June 1992. This trend

was interrupted only in April when there was an increase to about 4 gg-at/I.

The highest individual concentrations observed during this nine month period (55 and 99

pg-at/! ) are comparable to the maximum �onzentrations observed during the previous two years.

The~ high �on~tratio~ m~ ~ignificantly greater than �oncentrations ohms’red im the deep

open ocean. The 58 gig-at/! peak occurred in Februtry, during ¯ 2.2 in. rainfall. There had been

tbout 6 in. of rain etrly in January as well (tee Appendix A). The rains may have resulted in ¯

significant ina~ue in nutrients within the mtrina. As stated in previ©~ts r~mrts, higher

�oncentratiorm may aim result, in part. from reduced phymplankum growth ,~ n~m, ~,

rate~ resulting from lower temperatures and lower tvtilable light levels. "I~e deeper average

tecchi depths and increased beam transmission in the winter months (s~ Physical Water

Quality, Chapter rl) m �onsisteet with lower phytoplank~m abundance during this period.

Howler. ~ me~m~m~ts of’ phytopl~dcm~ ~ro~h and nua’ien! ~iliz~tio~ wo~ld be

required to verify this po~’bility. The lower average NO~ concentrations otn~rved dining May

and June may reflect the reduced inflow from storm draia murc~ and higher phytoplmflaoa

productivity within the marina a~ day length and, therffore, light availability inereage sad

temperature increases which enables higher phytoplankton growth rate~ (F-pph.’7, 1972). During
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this p~iod the concemration~ in both Ballona Creek and especislly in Oxford Street bssin were

much Iowe~ than during ~vin~er.

~- comparison to the previous ~eve~J yean of observationk the nitric plus ~itrite

concentndons during October-Decembe~ (Figu~s 13-15), the period for which there ~e

),ean of observations, w~e relatively characte~-istic for each of the three months. The extremely

bigh v~Jues in Ballona C~¢k ~nd Oxford St~,et basin did .or appe.~ until J~nua~, ~imii~ to the

�oncentrations during the Oc~ber 1991.June 1992 Ix~iod. In ~Jdidon, l~h¢ ave.ge

l~nem wtt ~omewhat different betwe~ the two nitroge.-I~xl .u~ent~ (~,~ Fig~.e III.12 for

HH~ ~nd 24 for H+H). in genemJ, ni~e inc~a~l by a Im3e~ proportion in the inne~

relative to the main channel ~ did the m~.,nonia �oncen~’ations. Also, lee redo of

�oncentration in Ba]lona CreeJc to the �once.lntion~ in the main ~el ~ms usually

~ the ~ m~o for ~moma �o~ma~tion. While the eye.Be dim~’butio~ for Ix~

numents red, cam high conc~tradons in Oxford Sa’eet basin (Figures 12 and 24), comparisoa of

the monthly panerns (Psgutes II1.1-9 for ammonia, and Figures 1]’I.1~l-21 for nitrate) shows tl~

ammo~m was almos~ always mgnsficantly hsgher m Oxford Street basin, while ~there were several

.months (September, October, December, and May) when the nitrate in Ox~orcl Street basin was

only marginally higher th~ in the inner basins of’the minim.

Total Dissolved Inorganic

To~ dissolved morgsmc mtrogen (DIN) ,s the sum of’the three measun~ niu’ogen rinsed

nu~ents: niu, ate, nitrite, and ammonia. While thcre may be other forms of" inorganic nitrogas

which ms), �ontn’bute to fl~e DIN w~ have zssumed that these ~dditionsi comn’b~ions are

111.9
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minimal and that the overall DIN �oncentration can be characterized by’ these three nutrients.

The DIN thus provides an estimate at" the total nitrt,gen available to the phy~oplankton and

attached algae for their growth. The monthly spatial distributions of DINare shown in Figures

z -33.
The monthly average DIN �~mcemrations lis~ed in Table III.3 incllcate that the I~ghest

�oncenu-ations within the marina oc4:urred during the winta" months, espec~ly November

through January. The lowest �oncemtradons, s~rnilm" to the 1990-91 obse~,ations occurred ia

May and June. Based on previous years" we would expect the lower �oncemrations to pe~i~

through the summer. The ova’all tinge of values for the October 1991.June 1992 period is

comparable to previous data from the marim~

Table III.3. To~ Dissolved Inorganic Nitrogen Ranges in Concenuation, pg-attl, October
1991 to June 1992.

~ lvlim. ~a. Max. Sin. A,mmee A~ea~e"

O¢~91 4.1 ~4.1 13 8.9 7.8

ha-92" 4.7 58.5 13 13.9 I 1.6
r~,.92" 2.7 217.4 22 I$.0 U ’ I’U
Mac-92" 2.5 17.1 I I 7.$ 7.$

~ 2.6 I ~9.4 22 6.1 S.2 I

* E.xchadia$ Oxford Street Ijia and Balio~ Cmdr, .kalk~ 12,13, and 22.
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Inorganic phosphate in the ocean of the Southern Califomi~ Bigh~ region ranges from

more than 3.5 lag-~ ~ depths of 800-900 meter~ in the basins ~o less than 0.:5 lag-~t/l in surface

waters (3,Villiams, 1986). As with the oth~ nutrients, local variations ms), be mediated by o~an

outfalls, coastal upwelling and turbulent mixing processes. Unlike nitrate, phosphate is seldom

depleted in the surface waters of the oc~tn and few situations oc~-’ur where phosphate is likely to

regulate or limit the primary production of phytoplank~on. Phosphates are readily used by the

bacteria, as well as by phytoplank~on. Phosphorous is important for proteins, nucleic acids and

energy transfer within orpnisms.

The spatial distributions of phosphate (Figures 111.34-42) m’e 8e~erally similm’ to the

spatial patterns of nitrate. High phosphate concentrations were always observed in Oxford Street

basin. Relatively high concentrations usually occurred in the surfacesample Station 12;

March and June we~ exceptions to this pattern when Station 12 wa~ among the rations lower

usually Station 1 or 2, near the breakwater (Table 1II.4; ]Figures I11.34-42 and

rf/.45). Phosphate concentrations usually increased at the inner basins (Stations 6, 7, $, 9, 10,

i$, 19, and 20) relative to the Main Channel. In most cases, the highest concentrations in the

marina itself oc4nm~ at Stations 10 and 20 in Basin E, near the flood gau; from Oxfot~l

The seasonal nmge of average phosphate mn~:enwations within the marina during

O~ober 1991-June 1992 (0.8-1A ttg-agl; Table KIA and Figure ~13) was sindlar to the range for

the same period during the previous year (0.7-1.4 lag-at/l; Soule, et al., 1992). The two highest

average concenlrations o~urred during the winter months of De~mbe~ and January. This was
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much less than the rei~,tive range of the ~verage �oncentrations for either nitrate or silicate. The

minimum average concentration occurred in May 1992, v,’he~ rainfall runoff was low.

The general range ofconcemrstions for the October 1991- June 1992 period is similar to

thc range for the previous two ye~.,’s. The clearest pattern that emerges from these three yea~ of

2observations is that the highes! �oncentrations occur during the w~nter months, but the annual           ,

cycle of phosphate variation does not appear to be as cleat &nd repeatable as does that snnusl

cycle of ~verage nitr~te �oncentratio~ w~thin the matin&

0�~91             0.1             I           5.7            22            1.0           0.9

Hov~l 0.4 I !.$ 22 1.0 0.9

,.,
~ 0.5 2 1.8 I0 1.0 1.0

I..40r-92" 0.4 I &l 22 I,| 1.0
~ 0.4 I I.~ 22 0.1 0.$

Silicate concentrations in the ocesn surrmmding Los Angeles m oftm relatively io~

the sm-f~ r~nging from mmiy unmmsurabl¢ �oncentr~om to s~vcral mic~’~mn,.,~m~

liter. In tl~ d~p basins, silicat~ co~mtrations may approach 100 ~g-a:/I at depths of 800-900

metas (Willigms, 1986). Low silicate concentrations in the upper layer ~result primm~’ly from
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upraise by diatoms whm nitrate and phosphate, sr~ sufficient to promote their Ip’owth (e.g.

L

j Broecker and .~eng, 1982). It is not uncorrunon in the oceanic euphoric zone for residual silicate

. �oncenn’ztions of 2-5 pg-at/! to occur aflcr phy~oplxnk-zon have reduced the available nitrogen to

<0.l pg-zt/l. Silicate concentrations are ot~en high in freshwater inflows into the coastal

’ 2
The spatial pancrns for silicate we~ very similar to the panerns l~’or phosphate and

nitrate (nine mon~ erage distribution is shown in Figure lll.~7 and monthly distributions in

Figures 111.46-~4), . :latively high concentrations were usually observed in the Oxford Stz’~t

ha.~in and at the surface at Station 12 in Ballona Creek. Silicate concentrations within the

were generally low st Stations 1 and 2, near the breakwzzer, and incrmsod reward the inner

The averse silicate concenuztions within the matins were highest in Oclober 1991 an4

June 1992. The min.~mum average �oncenlndons occurred in ]VLzrch and Apri:l (Table ]11.:~ and

Figures ]II.~-S6), de.spite the heavy rainfall that occurred in the Lo~ Angeles ~ in the moetl~

preceding both of these cruises. Similm" ptnerns have been seen in pr~viou= years when tim

minimum appeared in the ¢n’ing and, also when tha~ ~ rains preceding the monthly

sampling. However, the minimum monthly averages in 1992 were at least ~0 percent greater

�oncentr~ons ~ higher ~g October 1991-June 1992. the znax3mum averse

�oncentrations were lower than in the previo~ two yem~ The maximum �oncenuzxiuns for the

basin were >13 pg-a~1 in October 1991 and June 1992, but the maximum average conce~tradcm

1989 was >20 pg-at/l, and in June 1991 it was >17 l~-at/L Although, the complcte summer d~a
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(July-Septembex" 1992) are not available, the trend that is apparent with high concentrations in L

October 1991, at the end of the 1991 summ~ period, and in June 1992 at the beginning ofthe

1992 s’um~er period, is similar to the panern of high concentrations in the summen of 1990 and
7_m._

1991. We do not have a clear explanation of this seemingly repeatable mutual cycle. Whethe~ ~’~

high summe~ concentrations are due to increa.sed input of silicate into the marina from an

urdmown source, or to decreased uptake of silicate poss~iy due to ¯ i~ifl from ¯ ~atom

dominated phytoplanklon community that requires silicate for growth to ¯ dinoflagellate I

community that does not require silicate, remains unknown to m.

Silicate concentrations ~d dism’butions during for the fall pe~od, October-Decembm’.

for which the~e is the greatesl maount of himorlcal data, compare well with obtervatiom

previotm yean. Both the general spatial patterns and the magnitude of’ co~tcentratiom

Table 1II.~. Silicate Ranges in Concentration, pg-tt/I, October 1991 to Juae 1992.

~ ~ ~ Idtx. Ssa. A~ Avm~

Nov-91 4.0 17.6 22 10..5 10.1
Dee-91 4.5 17.5 20 11.9 1 i.9
Jm.92" $.7 ~4.6 12 129 !1.1

Idst-92" 2.7 19.9 10 9.6 0.~
Apr-92" Z3 35.6 22 10.4 9.5 I
blZy-92 5.2 (43 12 12.3 10.7
Jm-g2 (~4 107.0 22 15.4 13.3
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nine-month average of nutrients and salinity st each sampling point, w~ich provides ~

nine-month average spatial distributions for the marina, then nutrient concentrations generally

tend to increase with decreasing ~alinity. This suggests that ¯ major portioq of the nutrieatg

w~thin the marina comes from the inputs from Oxford Street basin and Ballmm Creek. This ig

not an unexpected result.

Other relationships have been explored within the available data s~. Nu~ents have been

compared with the physical variables of teml~rature and salinity, the theatrical variables of

d~ssolved oxygen a1’Jd pH, o~d the microbiological and BOD measurements. At this time, we

have no~ found any cleat relationships between the monthly basin averages �~f the~ variable8

o(her tha~ d~scussed above. This ~ nine month period, has coincided wkh a major El Nino

event which resulted in watm~ temperatutu in Santa Monica Bay and changes in some of the

fish populations observed in the local ocean. However, nutrient variability within th~ marina

negativ~ co~rclatims betwe~ salinit~ and nutrients, i.e. higher nutrimt �oncentrations as~ found

pattern. When compared with phospha~ the other nuu’ients incr~,._s~ relative,~y linearly with

rmpec: to phosphate ~
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V
IV. SEDIMENT COMPOSrrIoN AND CONTAMINATION U

LINTRODUCTION

Sediments in the marina area before construction were ¯ mixture= of large grained

barrier beach sands and fine groined sediments that had accumulated in the slowly draining

wetlands. The marina benthos is largely composed of finer sedimenl:s due to seaward

2movement of heavier sands where flushing is relatively good and the settling of finer

materials in the low energy basins and inne~ channels. No extensive deposition of sediment

has occurred in the inner basins, but coastal sand trtnspon has caused large : "~dban to

accumulate at the entrance of the marina tripping finer sediments behind them. This furth~

reduces flushing in the marina and caused inc"eased deposition of fine ~liments. Since         -

contaminants adhere to or complex with the finer grained sediments, the distributim of fines

will, in large measure, affect the distribution of contaminants in the ram-in¯. The lack of

rain fail for several years further reduced flushing. Two major storms in the

spring of 1991 may have flushed the marina but brought other’ sediments in to accumulate           ~ -

additional fine grained material and associated �omaminan~                                  ~ ~’~

I’ROCEDURF~

Sediment samples we~ taken at 15 stations on 17 October 1991 from the Univmity

of Southern California R.V ~oMea Btst by Campbell grab (modified Vtn Veen), which

ttmples a 0. I m= of ~urface. Budget cuts precluded performing ¯ May 1992 ~urvey fro’

comparison. Aliquot~ of sediment lample~ were taken for �le~minatie~ of grain size, Irace

metals and nonmetallic contaminants, and pesticides and chlorinated hydrocarbons before

screening for benthic fauna. Samples for chemical anaJysis were placed in clean

containers, frozen with dry ice on board and transported to Associated Laboratoriex is

Orange, California where they we~ kept huzen until analyzed. Techniques u~ a:e those

specified by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency or Standard Methods (APHA,
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V
S EDLMENT CONTAMINANTS 0

INTRODU~’~rlON
LSources of contaminants in the marina have been reviewed ext~;nsively in earlier

reports (e.g., Soule et al., 1992), and range from the minor spillage ofoil and grease

associated with vessel fueling and operation, to coastal oil spills, marina storm drain runoff,

sewage leaks or overflows and drainage from the flood control channel~;. These channels
2are recipients of street runoff and illegal dumping of trash, particularly plastic containers,

yard debris including ~ trees, and contaminants inch as used na~. o/1, paint and

Oxford Street flood conu,bl basin seems to carry a heavier load of contaminant~

which is quite out of proportion to the relatively small volume of drainage that enter~ the

marina from that source, a~ �ompared with the very large volume of water e.arried by

Baliona Creek, especially during wet weather flow. Drainage from the O~tford Street

will be increased by the Los Angeles County Flood Control District to ~aeliorate surface

atreet flooding adjacent to the basin, which may wash more omtaminant, into the mafia&

or could help to flush it, depending on the murc~ of the preset contan~ifi(m. ~

~¢dimenla in adjacent properties sometimes carry a heavy burden of con:taminant~ due to

~arfier i,~du..~zi,~l ~ or ~ dumpinl in th~ ~

velocity near Station 13 than is found at either Station 22 at the inner ee,d of the Oxford

Street basin, or at Station 10 at the end of the slips in Basin E. Additional dock3

�onsa~-tod ~z~enfly Io ~erve res~tmmts at the inner end of the barn teem to have bemme

occupied docks, Ember md~cin~ the aln~�ly very poor r~e of flow in Basin E. ~

BaIIona Creek drains a large section of the northwestern Los Angeles basin.

Overflow of partially fronted (screened) sewage into Ballona Creek during dry weather

seems to have been controlled in the last few years by construction of holding tanks;

however, such v,-~ers are released during storms to prevent overw~ the l.m Ange~
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City Hyperion ~e ~reatrnent plant f~"iliti~. Chlorinafio~ is perform~ a~ a public health

measure, which is given paramount importance over considerations, of habit, t, but if

residual chlorine remains in the waters after treatment, it can be l~,armful to marine

organisms exposed to it, panicul~,ly to sensitive larvaJ and juvenile st~es.

RF..SULTS: METALS AND NONMETALLIC CONTAMINA]qTS

rankinss October 1990, May 1991 and October 1991 areInTable for

�ompared (in Sonle e/al., 1992, ¯ typo~ruphica] error led to a s/ightly different rankin| of a

few stations; Ms has been corrected in th~ present tabI~).

O£ particular importance is the large increue in contamination at Station $ in

D, near the marina beach. Its score hu risen (tom 137 in October I~)(} to 175 in May

1991 and to 205 in October 1991. An(xher large increase occurred at S~a~ion :3, which

from 46, the lowest, to I?S, medium hJ;h and dropped ¯ small amount to 164 ov~ the thr~

Sta.,ion 12 and the scores of 147, 64 and $$ at Stolon 1 at the mouth of t~¢ Creek, ov~ the

same periods. Thazwasadecr~aszat S~ion 2, at the sandbzr, from 150in Mayto~in

Octob~ 1991, perhaps due to extreme low tides, up to -1.5 fl, in June and July.

As is usual, the most contaminated were Stations 10 and 9, followed by ¢ith~’

with the U.S Coast Guard, Los Anzeles County Sheriff’s Patrol and Lifcgtard ~y ~;h~

vessels Ol~’rafinZ the.re, the day excursion fishing vessels and dock fishiins adjacent, and
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’llble IV.6. Ranges of conmmin,~nts m~d u’~ce meal levels in s~:limenU ~md hiirhe~ sIafions by
Oyears (s~tion 13 da~ added in 1987; s~tion 22 da~ added in 1989)

L~ Oc~ 85 Fd~ |? Cc~ ~7 C~ LI
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amount of moisture retained by sediment samples and roughly indicafiv.� of the texture of

the sediment. The finer the grain size and sometimes the grea~r the amount of organic

material, the more moisture will usually be retained. Sieved grain size is a much more

accurate determination of the sediment sizes present, as can be seen by comparing data in

Percent Volatile Solids (VS~) is a measure of the ~ottnt of ea~bonaceo~ ma~’ial

in sediments that can be driven off by combustion in a furnace. The mean and maximum

~unt of volatile solids increased in October 1991 over those of recent yean except 19~,

as is indicated in Table IV.6. The highest value, 16.8,1 ppm, occurred bl October 195S ~

the BaJIona Creek mouth, Station I, ~nd was alnu~ equaled by 16.12 pWn ~l Station 22 i~

October 1991 after ~everal yean of lower pea~. Ranges were lower in 1977 and 1978

(soule and Ogufi, 1988).

Percent Total Organic Ctrhon (’rock) is a more advanged measur~ oftl~ amount

of martial derived from plant ~d animal ~ To~ organic �~bo~ inca~t~l, as did

VS~, in October 1991, although levels ~ higl~’ in 19~ and 19~9. Th~ peak val~ o~

10.10 ppm ~ at Station I in Octob~ 19~5, higMa’ than tl~ 1977-197~ ~

Immediate Oxygen Demand (IOD) (in mg/kg) is related to the amount of oxygen

utilized during exposure of a umple to an oxidizing agent for a limited time, usually 15

minutes; it is a mea.~ue of inorganic and organic coment, as is Chemical Oxygm Demand

(COD). The latter is measured over ¯ longer time, usually two hours in the presence of a

strong oxidizer, usually potassium dichromate in sulfuric acid. These measures give a

relative value of the amount of oxygen removed from the water column by bacterial actiee

and/or chemical reaction upon exposure of the sediments to oxidation by resusponsion, o~
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maxima were higher in 198.5, 1987 and 1989, years in which Station 22 was not included.

In October 1991, Stations 22 and I0 had the highest levels, followed by Stations 8 and 4.

The mean for the marina was higher than the October 1990 mean but decreased from the

May 1991 level ($oule et al., 199"2). The v~riafions from y~ar to yca~ suggest ~ oil a~d

grease levels have not changed appreciably since the 19708. Some oil may occur in the

marina because natural oil seeps were a part of the bay and wetlands areas prior to

consm~on of the marina, and may still be active enough to cau.m mine emissions.

Phosphate is found on the natural environment as orthop.hosphate (PO,,)

sediments, in water and in organic compounds of all living organisms. Phosphate

contamination increased above the 1970s levels in ~he surveys frol~n October 1984

Febnmry 1987 but since then it has decrta~ by three orders of magnitude presumably

to the 6eerease or removal of phosphate in detergonte. It it commonly Introduced into

receiving waters from treated or antrmted sewage effluent, from fertilizer In runoff a~l

from decay of organic matter. The range in October 1991 was the lowest it has born, at

reason for the maximum to appear in Basin B, Station 6, is unclear sir~ce it is not usually

one of the heavily contaminated sites.

Organk: nitroge~ (Or~-N) levels ranged from 3~4 to 4,910 ppm in October 1991, ¯

range similar to ~ in 1989 but lower than that in 19~5 (’l~le IV.b). l’a conu’~t to levels

on October 1990 and May 1991, levels were much lower at Stations 1:~, 1, and 13

IV.-5) in {Xaober 1991 after the dry Imson. Mean Org-N was higber th~n it was in October

1990 but lower than the high May 1991 value (Soule et al., 1992). OtI-N maximum valuta

have exceeded those of the 1977-1978 period throughout all 19808 and IS~Os ~

IV.14
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of rotten eggs due to release of hydrogen sulfide gas, and is an indicator of anoxic

sediments. As reported by Soule e~ al., (1992) sulfide was below the lln~its of de~ction

Stations 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 in October 1990 before the spring rainstorms, but k’vels

among the highest in May 1991 at Stations 4-8 and I l after the rain~;. In October 1991,

levels had dropped throughout the marina, but Stations 3, 6 and 7 rc:~ined sulfide levels

only a little lower than those found in May. This may be pan of the ~ why the benth~

populations have been poor at those stations, and Fish almost none]~istent at Station

Apparently material flushed from the basins is accumulating in mid-~hannel under anoalc

three orders of magnitude iow~ in the l~)s than in l~rT.

TRACE ML:TAL COI’¢rAMINATION

The data for trace ~ contamination in October 1991 for all ~zations is predated

in Table IV.5, and the distribution of the various metals is illustrated in Figures IV. 10

through IV.20. In Table IV.6, ranges of metal contamination are compared from 19~

through 1991. With ¯ few exceptions, there were incroases in the n~an value of

from October 1990 to May 1991, following the rainy season; October, 1991 mean

The National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (.I~OAA)

published literature and unpublished data on toxicity of trace metals (Long and Morpa,

1990), developing ¯ system of evaluating toxicity based on baci~roundt levels, sediment-

water equilibrium partitioning, spiked sediment bioassays, and the co-occurrence of fauna

and contaminants in the field. They developed ranges of toxicity as follows: From

threshold to the tenth percentile of effects is called the EYfects Range-Low (I~-L), followed

by the F~ects l~nge-Medium (ER-I~O and an Appar:t Effects Threshold (AE’r).

is currently updating these ranges with ¯ much enlar£ed data base, but l~he ranges are not

changing appreciably az a result of the new data according to F..R. L~g (pera. comm.)
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"/1hie IV.7 t~bulates the publi~ed NOAA ranges and al~o those developed by the

Research Council (N’RC, 1989), based on data from EPA, the U.$. G~x~logical Survey and

The maximum for arsenic decreased from 13.80 ppm in Octob~’ 1990 to 10.54 ppm

in May 1991 and to 5.51 ppm in October 1991, rather than showing an L’x:vease in the May

maximum as did oth~ ~n. The mean for the marina decreased from 8.00 ppm to

3.96 ppm during that period (Soule et al., 1992), which may be �on.~idered a beneficial

trend, although arsenic levels have not approached the ER-L value of 33 ppm since surveys

began in 1977. Most values may in fact be below background levels in theSouthern
California Bight which were estimated by Mearn$ e~ al (1991) to be abot~t 10 ppm.

Cadmium is widely u~ed in electroplating, peint pigments, plasti¢~ and battles.

Point mur~e control and waste Ueatment have reduced emitfion$ to I~:x:al watch. In the

bight, the background level is e~timated to be 0.4 ppm (Mearns et al., 1991). Cadmium

was marginally lower ill the 1970~, but the highest value recorded of 34 ppm in October

1987 at Station 13 represents by far the highest, and probably was tl~te resul! of illegal

dumping or erosim of �~mtaminated ten~strial sediment (Station 22 was not being sampled

,t time), the of S.0 pp,, ,t any ,t,,,o. in ,991;
range was from below the limits of detegtion to 3.00 ppm, with a mean of 1.00 ppm. The

highest value of 3.00 ppm was found at Station 22 in Oxford Street basin, indicating

While chromium is a common component in the earth’s crust’., its use ia metal

finishing and many industrial processes has introduoed it into urban effluents and runoff.

Minute quantities of chromium are necessa~ to form certain enzymes in tome invertebrates

and in mammalian physiology and as oxygen gm’rying blood pigments.. The ~
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icvel in the bight is estimated at 5 to 40 ppm by Mcarns et al. (1991). The mean chromium
il

value in the marina was 38.43 ppm in October 1991, very similar to the 38.35 ppm in
~Octobe~ 1990 but lower than the 46.76 ppm of May 1991. The maxim~Jm values declined 1

from 129 l~m in March 1977 to I¢v¢I offal about 70 ppm until l~ d¢clin¢ in Octot~ 1991
II 2to 57.90 ppm. This is an =~ouraging trmd.
~

~ is another tr~ce recta/necessa~ to living organisms in minute tmounts. It is

bioaccumulated by some molluscs tnd crustaceans but is not bioampli~fied in the food chain.

Copper is toxic in larger trace quantities, particularly to invertebrate larvae, and is one of

the oldest substances used in antifouling compounds. Concentrations in coastal sodimeats

depend co depth and sediment grain size, and the coastal back4round levei is about 10 ppm

to 169.~5 ppm in May 1991 and to 187.49 ppm in October 1991, the highest mean ofa/I

1984-1991 stm, eys; the highest maximum was in October 1991 at 410 ppm at Statico $. All

stations except Stations 12, 1, and 2 exceeded the ER-L and Stations $, 9, 10, and 11

exceed the ER-M and AET. The increase in copper might be due to increased use i¯

antifouling paint because of the ban oa tritmtyltin

There is no ER-L o~ I~-M for ime in marine sediments taxi no alma base iadicati~

toxicity. In micro ¯mounts it is essential to living organisms. Levels in the marina

increased to ¯ peak of 71,EK)0 ppm at Station 7 in 1990 and decr~zs~ to 63,200 at Slmioa

11 in October 1991, but this is higher than any other peak values.

Lead is of serious ccocern in urban areas whae it is ¯ pmmitznt ~a’ne poilusaat.

It is not r~luired in trace quantifies by organisms and causes acute and chronic illnesses,

either from inhalation or ingestion. Lead concentrations in non-urban coastal areas range

rv.ss                             R0051159
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methylmercury is dependent on ¯ number of factors, including temperature, and the

presence of organic �omlx)as~, sulfide and fresh water.

The range in October 199l was from below the fimiLs of detectio~ (<0.09) to 0.94

ppm, with the maximum being lower than it has been since 1977. Levels at all stations

except Stations 12, I, 2, and 13 were above the ER-L of 0. I ~ ppm, but none were above

the ER-M of 1.0 ppm. This can, however, be considered a Ix)s/five trend.

The principal sources oi" nickel in marine sediments are from ~ aJloys and plating

works, although nickel is a natural element in the enviro~menL The range in the marina for

October 1991 was 8.02 u) 32.0 ppm; this was the highest minimum sinc� October 1987 but

the lowest maximum of all the sm’veys performed. The peak nickel value was 14~ ppm In

Mar~ 1975. The ER-L is 30 ppm, which was slightly exceeded only at Stations 9 and I0,

and did no~ approach the ER.M of .~g)ppm. This is aJ--. positive t~md for ,mpmvemenL

Toxicity of tin ~d orpnotin$, especially tributyltin (TBT) in wate~ has bee~ well

docueented, being toxic in pare per trillion concentrations to luvae of Iome mollu~ca~

species (~-viewed in Sonic and Ogtui, 1955). I.,cmg and Morgan did not establish a, ER-L

or ER-M for Tier in sediments because of inadequacy of the data base, iacladin$ lack of
madardized methods of aaalysis which make �omparise~ difra.-alt. Them is at present .o

documentation of toxicity in ~dimont~. aioa.uays of seawater spiked with ~ indicated
that concentrations of TB1" in sea wator were toxic at m.ch lowe~ levels than normally at

The range �oacentntions in sediments bare ranged from below the limits of
detection to ¯ peak of 1,070 ppm in October 1987, declining to ¯ peak ef:L:~7 ppm In

October 1988 and thereafter being between 0.4 and 0.~3 ~

Zinc is an essential element in trace quantities and is ubiquitous in the natural
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Oenvironment. Zinc enters the marine environment as zirborne pa,’fict,~U:s, in runoff, or in             L

municipal effluents. Levels at all except StaLion I exceeded the~.;R.L of 120 in October

1991, and six stations exceeded the ER-M and AET (Table IV.T). Peak ]revels have vazied
between about 400 ppm to 660 ppm, wi~ the highe,~ eccurrin~ in O¢lober 1987; in October

1991 the peak was 491 ppm, rising to 640 ppm in May 1991 and dropping ~ghUy to 6~4

ppm in October 1991. Mean levels of zinc have varied from 267.92 ppm in October 1984 2
down to 20~5.2.$ ppm in October 1988, rising to 279 ppm in May 1991, fo[Iowin~ tbe rain.%

and declining to 2:~9 ppm by October 1991. The mean f~ all surveys in 1984-1991 b

248.88 ppm.

CONCLUSIONS: NONMETALL3C CONTAMINANTS AND ~ MI~.TAL~
-

Of the non-metallic contaminank~, there ltu been improvement in Immodi,ue

Demand, phosphate, and sulfide in the marina, while volatile ~olids, Chemical

Demand, ~d Organic-Nitrogen have wonenod wmewhaL

Among the trace metaJs, levels of arsenic, cadmium and chromium have no( been ¯

problem, remaining below the ER-L levels in all surveys and have ~hown declines in the

mos~ recent surveys. The maxima for tin as UibuPjilJn have declinod dramatica~y, by more

than three orden of magnitude ~ince October 1987. Levels of nickel ha’ve declined Io

where only Stations 9 and 10 exceed the F.R-L ~lighfly. Contamination with copper,

and zinc ha~ fluctuated over ¯ considerable range during the 1984-1991 s~’vey~, but we

5
conclude that zinc and lead have not changed appreciably except followin~ large rainfall

periods. The Iowen mean~ for the m’ies for lead ~J zinc we~ in October ]1988, while ~he            "~

lowest mean forcopper wasin October 198.$. Tbe mean for copper incrmmJ in May 1991

after the ~ but continued to ~ in the dry ~ to the higl~t mean of the ~

This suggest~ that copper may have increased both from rainfaJl runof]~ and/or from

increa.~ antifouling use in the marina. The low frequency of ~mpling and number of

sample~ precludes more precise indication of sourc~ and trends. Copper, lead and ~ ~

~ubs~-u:es that must be controlled to improve condition~ in the marina bentbm~.

lV.~l
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V
PESTICIDES AND CHLOKINATED HYDROCAKBONS

~L
INTRODU~"I’ION ,

A few pesticides have been prominent contaminants in Marina del ltey, existing in

quantities sufficient t~ have tffect~ the presencedabsen~e of some speciies by inhibitim of

reproductim or by exerting chronic effects on distribution and growth of matu~ orpnisn~.

Pesticide analysis has been �onduced in all sediment surveys sin~e 1984, but only DDTs

anaJysod in the 1977 baseline ~a~dies due to technology limitations. Aldrtn, BHCs, Lindane,

Endrin, Toxaphene, Heptachlor and Heptachior Epo~ide have been absent ~rrom all 1984-1991

turvey~. Dieldrin ha~ not been found sin~e Octobe~ 1987; production was I~alted in the U.$. in

the 1970s, but it mnfinued to be imported until 1985, and all use was ha~ed in the U.$. in

1987. Although the DD’i~ have been banned ~in~e the early 1970~ and Chlordane dnee the

early 1980s, they have persisted in Marina del itey, as they have in local coastal

e~e~ting ¯ vtriety of etTe~ ea the Ex:al fauaa.

tabulated f~ Octeb~ 1989 and 1990, May 1991 and October 1991. ik~ause of typographi~

errors in the iz~-viota reix~t t’~ble IV.I 1, in Soule et al., 1992) ¯ few of ~he total peslkide

and cklorinated hydrocadxm tetals were changed but the o~y ranking chtnged wa~ Ihat of

Station 8 which moved from low m medium low. "i~ble IV.8 inmqmrt~ the eorrected data

and mmpm~ it with the Oe~ber 1991 dala.

The out~tunding difl’eren~ in the Oc~ber 1991 resulta w~ the di~al~earaa~ of tha

chlorinated hydrocm’oon Aroclors 1254 and 1260, which tint appeared in our ~urvey~ in

October 1988. Arodor levels were highest in the Octet~r 1989 ~uzvey, tnd tho~ t~als have

in 1988, followed by the dramatic maximum re~ched ia O~tober 1989, the
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0October 1990, the total remained in the high category and had increased to 541 ppb by             L

October 1991, indicating dry wca~-r ~’umul~ion al the sandbar.

Station 22, at the inner end of Oxford Street basin, was not ¯ sampling statioo in
October 1989, but took top ranking when it ~ added in October 1990. It dropped to the

1next lowest in May 1991 ¯fter the rains but rebounded to the medium high ranking in

2October 1991. Station 13, at the outer end of Oxford Street basin functioacd invm’sely to

Station 22, moving from low to medium high and back to low in tbe same I~od.

10 and 11 had relatively high totals from October 1989 through May 1991, I.*~r which

dropped to the low category. In �orer¯st, these two stations stayed in the high category for

tr¯ce metals and non-metallic contaminants during the October 1990-1991 period,

illus .tnting the differences in the behavior of the pc~icides, related pedmps U) diffmeaccs is

sources, solubilities and/or �omplcxing with

Station 3, which was the cleanest in total pcsticid~ and ¢hloratcd hl~,drecarlmm~ is
Octo~ 19~9 and 1990, jumped to the high category in May 1991 and �oatinued to remain is             .-

that positioa, ir, dicativ¢ either of input from Ballona l~oon and the surroun~ling am’mu~!

inca or spreading of accumulmioa behind the mmdbar, or both. In noo-m~alli¢ ~oatamismla

{’~,ble IV.4) and trace metals, Station 3 had the lowest rank in October’ 1990 but rose

medium high in May 1991 and re.mained th~� through October 1991.

Seven stations were in©ludcd in the low category of pesticides an,,~ chlorinated

hydrocarbons in October 1991, the largest number of sites in recent years, but no =mions

rmchcd th~ lows below ~0 PI~ that occurred in 1999 and 1990.

In Table IV.9, the effects levels are compared with the ranges of l~:Slicides
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chlorinated hydrocaxbon$ in the marina for October 1990, May 1991 zrzd October 1991,

along with s~LiOns which exceed the vazious levels. The ranges for su~eys from 19~ to

l~l az~ listed in T~ble IV. 10. Complete d~ts for Octol~r 19~0, with corr~tions, and

October lg~l ate pr=semed in l~bles ]V.II m~l 12.

Chlordane is an insecticide persistent in the marine environm~l., which h~
used extcnsivel), in t~rmite control and was supposedly baz~ned in 1988. However, the

subs~ seems to �~ ~ue to enter the matins. The behavior of Amclon. ~/zo pe~stent

chemica/s, which were intxoduced between October 1988 and Octob~ 1989 and dimppem,ed

(were below the limits of detection) by October 1991 after havin| I~n very hi|h,

indicative that flushing does occur. However Chlordane (Figure 22) has not similarly ~

eliminated as would be expected if iu use has r=zll), been discoatinued, althoul~h kaching or

S~"p~e from wood |tructures atay be occtlrrin~. StaUolt 2 ~aJn showed tha p¢.&k v~Jue,

dec~uing from the muimum of ~ ppm in Octo~r 1989, when Aroclms ~/~o peaked m           ~ "

Stzzioa 2. ChlordznedecreLsed to410pp~z St~o~ 2 in October lg90m~l to~0pp~

May 1~1, but increased to 436 ppb in October 1~1. The level was second highes4

Ststion 22 in October, as it was in October lgg00 and third st Ststioe 3, suUesting mstjor

tez’resu’is/sources such as dslJnSge into Oxford Street basin and the l~ion~ Lztoon ~

Station 3 may receive Chlordane from Ba/iona Lagoon and a/so be the autjor source tlm

deposited ~t St=ioo 2.

as 2 ppb and the NRC limit is 20 ppb. All survey stations exceed these limits for

Chl~, which had ¯ low value of 31 ppb, the highest m~mum in recent

DDT was formulated .just prior to World W~r II and its use for malaria control

stimulated application as an insecticide in a wide variety of habitats, causing its entry into

marine ecosystents. DDT �ominued to be man~ locally by the Montro~ Chemical

IV.47
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"Fable IV. 10. Chlorinated hydrocarbon rsnges in sediment and highest stations by years in 1985, 1987 - 1991.
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V
Company until 1982, even though its use in the United States was bann,~l in 1972 afi~. it

: L
w~ demonstrated that it interfered with calcium metabolism and caused thinning of bird

I
egg~ells, leading to reproductive failure. The carcinogenicity and toxicity of DD’rZ are

open to question. In the 1950s waste residues were dumped in quantity in the Catalina

Channel from barges, and large amounts passed through the Los Angeles County zewor

2system, causing deposition along the Palos Verdes ~elf (Chanrand et sJ., 1985; Meanu et

al.. 1991).

Sources in the maz~na are unlmown, but the highest levels of D];Yr, DDD and DDE
were at Stations 2 tnd 3 in Octobe~ 1991, although there has been ¯ variety of ztafi~ with

the maximum levels (’l~ble IV. 10). Sources of non-degraded p.p’DlTr ire aot imowa,

although new DDT may be finding its way into the marina, or DDT that has beea buried

and not biodegraded but was perhaps recently uncova~ in ten, estrial ez,:avations may hav~

ppb m May 1991 following the wring rains. All stations exceeded the p..p’DDT ER-L of I

For P.p’DDD, the October 1991 (Figure 24) range was <ND 4.0 to 23 ppb, with ¯

highor maximum than in May 1991 but considerably lower than the 1130 ppb of October

1990. All except Stations 6, $, I0 ,and 13 exceeded the EIt-L of 2 ppb, a~�l Stations 2 and 3

exceeded the ER-M as well. The very large NRC number of 13,000 Ippb indicates tl~

coetradictory nature of the evidence about the toxicity of ~is from.

The range in October 1991 for p.p’DDE was 3.0 to 67 ppb (Figure 2.q). All

stations exceeded the ER-L for p.p’DDE of 2 ppb, and all except Stalker I, $, 12 and 13

exceeded the ER-M as well The NRC number of 28,000 indicates the �fiffereace in data

base and opinion. Long and Morgan (1991) also calculated ¯ total DDT EE-L of 3 ppb and
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of 350 ppb for the ER-M. The October 1991 r’&nge for total DDT~ wa, t from 3.0 ppb to
L

" 136 ppb, indicating that all stations equaled or exceeded the ER-L but nc~e approached the

EiloMo

’ " The appearance of Arociort 1254 and 1260 at high concentrations in the October
2¯

1989 survey tnd subsequent distribution throughout the mtrina was the~ subject of much

concern because of the obvious introduction of these toxic subtlance, into the marina where

it had previously not been detected. The maximum Arocior 1254 valtx., was 33¢ ’pb at

$taUon 2 in October 1989, decreasing to 153 ppb, also at Station 2, in October 1990,

i. wts below limits of detection in May 1991. Aroclor 1260 had ¯ maximum of 200 ppb at

" Statioet 23 in October 1989, and ¯ ~ of 3(X) i~b at Station 11 in May 1;91 (table IV.10).

After possibly being introduced at more than (me drainage tource, the tub.stances appmmd

to move around in the marina and then ditapfmtrtd (were below the limiu of detection) by

October 1991.

Mattive grading for development otxamzd aimz Linmin Boulevard aoretmst ef tim "~

¯
marina, while smatler grading projectt on Wazhington Street and along Ballotm l~goea

¯ teok place at about flze same time. Runoff �ould have carried ~dirnezu inU~ :iZa]lona ~

!

Otford Street hasin and/or into =orm drain~ in the merint. Sediments on the __ tide (ff

Ballona Creek are known to have been contaminated by industrial activity during World

Wtr 11 ~d dumping also occtmtd in the area. Distmtmnce of �omzminz~l zedimma ~

might have been covered for years could cause otmtaminafion of runoff.

CONCLUSIONS: PESTICIDES AND CHLORINATED HYDROCARBOI~;

The remarkable introduction of chlorinated hydrocarbons in the foz~ of Amck~

1254 and 1260 sometime between (k:tober 1989 and (ktober 1990 n~xtmmt~ ¯ very

envimemenlal insult to the ecology of the marin~ ~ it is mal~ to m~ani~n~ at about ~0

ppb while levels we~ in ,ome locations a~ mu~h a~ ~x times that amounlI (l~ble IV.9).

The equally r~riking disappearance (levels below the limi~ of dete~ion) by Octobor 1991
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indicates the ability of the m,trina ~o be flu~ed of some constituents, sir~e these chemicals

do no~ biodegnde rapidly.

Of ~he pesticides, chlordane and the DD’I~ continue ~o be present in ecologically

h~-mful levels. Chlordane is ¯ continuing problem lhroughout the m,xrin~, wilh gl

showing concentrations about one or ~vo orders of magnilude above the low ¢ffe~ ranBe

(ER-L) and exceeding I~ medium and ¯pp,xrent effects r~nges (F.R -M, ,~’T respe~ively)

defined by NOAA (Lon$ and Morgan, 1991). In ~pile of the ban on Chlordane, it

still being applied widely, leached from previously fretted structures, of’ dumped into th~

DI71~ exce~ the ER-L range at mo~ ~ati~. The p.p’DDT levellz exceed fl~ I~-

M and AWr levels at all excepl Slation~ I and 13, and p.p’DDD exo~xl~ the I~-L at

stations. The p.p’DD£ levels exceed the ER-L at all ~tion$ and most r~cm~d the F.R-M

May 1991 after the spring rains than in either of the October periods. This Indicate~

continuing input of DITI~ from le.rr~sig drainage or from marin~ u~a~,s. Th~ pe~ide
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chemicaJs are very slow to degrade in the environmmL. ’ LO

The California Env~ronmenmJ Protection Agency (CEPA) Offic= of EnvironmenmJ

Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) issued advisories in 1991 which suggest limiting

consumption of eight species of fish caught ¯t various locations betw~e.n Pt. Dume and           t

Newlx~n Pier, as listed in ’l~ble V. 1. OEHHA did not give the acum.! cc~:entz~ons found

in tissues nor the extent of variation in the a,000 samples from 15 Sl~x:ies mk.en from 24:2
Marina del Rey was not among the aseas listed for r~striction although the same

species of fish listed by CEPA occur in the marina. Their conclusion is �~nsistont with

conclusions reached by USC Harbors Environmental Projects, bued on g~�:imens coilec~

in Janua~’y-Febnsary 1990, October-November 1990, May 1991 (Soule ~I al., 1991, 1992)

and 2 November 1991, rq~orl~l berein.

ME’~ODS

Only one small survey of fish body burden could be conducted i~, the fall of 1991
due m budgetary �onstraints, but results offered good �omPariSon~ ~o pmviom surv~j~. Fish

were collected at the public dock in Fishermen’s Village, purr, based from anglers on 2

November 1991. Fish were iced in the field and returned to the U$C Fish Harbor

Laboratory where they were gutted. Samples of muscle tissue and ~ombined samples of

liver and gonad were wrapped separately for each fish specimen, labeled and frozen.          .,

Chemical analyses were performed by Associated Laboratories in Ora~nge, California

according to F.PA approved methods. Nin~ fish of six ~ w~m mmly’a~l for both body

tissue and liver/gored contmt, ¯ total of lg spo:immm.

by polychlot~ated biphenyls (P~Bs) that had been identified for the fu~t time in th~ mm’ina

in the f~l of 1989 (Soule et al., 1991), musing ~ for both human health and also fog

the ecosystem. DDTs were added to the scope at that time because there was no

infot~nafion on body burden of the p~ticide complex that Ires been so prominent in fish off

V.2
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Palos Verdes due to emissions from Montrose Chemical Co. through the Los Angeles

Coun~ ~t~on systnm, and in peJa~ic fish e.Jsewh=m due m ocean dumping in U~ bight.

Chlordane was added in the fall of 1990 (Soule et al.. 1991) because them Lt increasing

concern internationally about the effects of this long Ltsting pesticide complex 0Hearns et

al., 1991). Twelve species of fish were represented in 32 specimens of body tissue and of

throe fiver/gonad ~aznples in that

Other surveys were made on 20 October and 3-4 November 1990. when 21

g)ccimens of body tiuue and 13 of liver/gonad fn)m l0 g)ecies ~ collected for Iz~ly~l,

and co 23 May 1991. when 14 specimens inch of body tissue and of fiver/gonad from

P,F-.SULTS AND DISCUSSION

The numb=, of g)ecies and gxcimem available at the dock in N(~anlx=’ 1991
very limited; only one specimen e~tch ofParalicltthys calO~omicus (Cl~ifomia h~libut).

Phanerodonf~cam$ (white $~h), and )~Mstlas cal~ornientLg (salema) w~ fou~,

" " "h °f $eriph" poli" (qu--fish), $phy.. ar~entea (C~lifomis ~)
s~! Atherinop$ ca/0rorn/e~ttLt’ jgcksmeit, wm~ �ollz~ted. Results ~t~ presented in

V.2. Phtmerodon had not been obLtined in pmvio~ i~sfi¢ide-chiorim~ted hy~

surveys and is a wide ranging species. Xenlsti=t was found in the fal;l 1990 chemi~

survey, Ather~nop$is was collie’ted in all but the ~ 1990 chemi~ survey, and the ochor

species mentioned were collected in gl chemim/survey periods. For ig~’idence of

"/~le VIII.8, Chapter Vlll in this volume.,

BflC.., Dieldrin, Endrin, To~phene, o.p’DDT and o.p’DDD were not detma~l, as has bern

true in previous sm’veys. Of the chlorinated hydmgadam~ no Atw.lor 1016, 1221, 12~2,

1242, 1248 cr 12.~4 we~ detected (See 1~1~ V.2 fcomote for limits of~

V.4 , ~
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Chlordane (Synthetic _~ol_vcyclic hydrocadx>n~

Levels of Chlordane in Azherinop$is muscle were below llmiu of de~-tion in the f~l

survey, whereas they had been high in liver and gonad in the spring 1991 survey, before

their ~awnin£ scason, apparently. The level in body ti~ue of Paralich~’hy~ wa~ about th~

same as in previous samples but the level was lower in liver/gonad tissue than it

fall of 1990 or the spring of 1991 (Soule et al., 1992). In Serfphu~, CMordane levels in

November 1991 were similar to ~ome in October 1990 and May 1991, but levels in

fiver/gonad tissue were an order of magnitude lower than in one ~m:imen in October 1990,

perhaps indicative of pre~pawning condition. In Sphyraena, levels ~ much lower in fall

1991 than in the previous October survey, when one liverlgonad had 3,000 ppb, and the

In conu-~, the single species of PhaaerodoaJhrcatm that h~ be=~

these ~urveys had very high levels in both muscle tiuue (2,010 ppb) and liver/gonad

ppb). The species is not ~en frequently in the maxina, but has been p~ent in the warm

Levels detected in mm’ina fish leem to be an order of magnitude h:igher thin in the

local Regic~l Water Quality Ox~trol ~ ~’vey in 19~ of mussels and fish, but similar

to levels found in NOAA surveys in 1984 and 1984 (Me,ms et II., 1991), ~lthoush the

The mean Otlordane in marina ~ mu.~.Je and iiveffgonad ~ombimxl w~ higher at
23~5 ppb (N-18) in the fall of 1991 than in May 1991, wbe~ it was 207.5 ppb (N-28)

1990, when the mean was 618 ppb (N-M), and ~ome liverlgonad ti.t~: had very high

levels. Whether this is an indication of accumulation for ¯ later reproductive aca.~on or ¯

genuine change is not known, but mean sediment levels for the two fall perkxls were almmt

identical (’l~bles IV. 11 and 12, this volume). The mean level in body t~sue decnmsed

fn)m 143.~ ppb in October 1990 to 54.3 ppb in May 1991 but increased to 249.7 ppb in
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November 1991. In the same periods, the liver/gonad tissue had 1384.6 ppb, 360.7 l~b

L

Table V.3 shows the mean levels of pesticides and chlorinated l~ydrocaxbons in the

four surveys. It must be r~�ognized, however, that variation in sp~:ies and in sta~e of
1

rel~xJoction make it difficult ~o idenfi~y trends.
2

Table V.3. M~an levels of pesticides and chlorinated hydroca~oons in fin muscl~
liver/gonad (L/G) ~
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(2,000 Pl:,b) far exceeds the mean of" 90.7 ppb in 18 s~cimens (9 5ssue, 9 liver/gonad),

170 ppb in the six of nine fish body tissue ~amples in which PCB w~s detected. Tbe~e is

movement toward lowering the L-~iOn level but marina l’L~h, gutted ~nd rdeaned would still

be judged safe even if ~n order of magnilude decrease to 0.2 ppm (200 ppb) were to be

established by regulatory agencies.

DIYTs ~l~ichlorodiphenylzrichlo~etl~ne}

In Iznuzry 1990, one specimen of Gcnyoa¢mux I~a¢mu~ (white ¢ro~ker) hzd no

detectable body fir~ue D]~I’, DDD or DD[~. one Myliol~tux

detectzb]e DIYT znd one Hype~m$opoa

of J~ of the ~4 zamples ~

DDE in Sphyr~na ~ent~z

.the zztne $ynodus k, ucocep.r 0iz~fizh) I~! had the highe~ Am¢~ 1260.

In the fa]l 1990 mrvey, no p.p’DDD or o.p’DDl~

l~e zpecimenz ~ ~o detect~ble p.p’DDI", but ~ of ~4 rumples co~zl~ined p.p’DD~. Of

the seven specimens containing Ixxly tissu~ p.p’DDT, the meen concml:ration was 36 ppb,

or if the to~! of 21 specimens are included, the mean is 12 ppb. Of

containing fiver/gonad p.p’DDT, the me~n was 196.9 ppb, or 90.1 ppb for the tots/of 13

liver/gonad specimens. The mesa body tiuuz leve~ ofp.p’DD£ in fall

the20of21 fishmmpled, oramem~oflT0,Gppbinthe21. All 13 I/re:r/geni! tissueshad

p.p’DDF.., with ¯ mean of 2,7~8.7 ppb md

In May 1991, following the spring rains, II of 2g specimens (39%) contained

p.p’DDI), ranging where detected horn 4.0 ppb in Omyoaomu (white �:maker) body tissue

to 440 ppb in ms Atherfnopsis (jacksmelt) liver/gonad sample. The mean concentratico

the seven samples having muscle p.p’DDD was 15.6 ppb, or the mean fi~ sll samples was

7.8 ppb. In liver/gonad tissue, the mean for the four �oatmninated samples wss 21:3 ppb

whik it was 60.9 ppb fro" the 14 total samplm.

The p.p’DDT �oncentrations in May 1991, found in 14 of2g ssmples (~d)S), ranged

V.~
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(halibut) liver. The mean p.p’DDT concentration in the eight out of 14 muscle tissue

specimens contaminated was 17 ppb, or for all 14 specimens, 9.7 ppb. In lJiveg/gonad tissue

the mean was 211.6 ppb in the six contaminated specimens, or 90.’7 ppb in all 14

The p.p’DDE in May 1991 occurred in all but five of 28 samples (82~). with

�oncenu~tions, where detected, ranging from 27 ppb in Parulicluhys (l~libut) body tissue to

3,370 ppb in Atractoscion (white sea bass) liver/gonad; seven of the liverlgonad samples

had concentrations above 1,000 ppb. The mean concentration in 10 �onta:rninated muscle

rumples was 326.7 pp6, or 233.4 ppb in a/l 14 samples.

Not detected previously, the o.p’DDE found in May 1991 occun’ed in 18 of 28

0~hbut) to 420 ppb m Sphyraeaa (barracuda). The n~an in ten muscle fi.ssue specla~ns

�ont~mtnated was 40.6 ppb, or 29.0 ppb for a/I 14 specimens. Llverlgon~d

n~an of ~,17 pp6 for ~ enntaminat~ q~:~men~, or 1~.6 pp6 for all 14

In November 19910 Iftcr the dry section. DDT~ ~¢re more ~:id¢lpre~td bul

mutmum �oncentrations ~ Imp.r; p.p’DDT ~ found in 16 of I$ ~n~pi~ ($$.9~).

~th �oncentratmn$ where d~tected r~’~ging from ~.0 ppb in j~l~melt body

~peciment out of ~in~ total ~a~ $.9 ppb, or 6.9 ppb for all ni~¢ ~pecim~$. All nin¢

li~erlgonad ti~u~ tampi~ ~ �onttminated with ¯ mean of’/~.0 pp6.

The p.p’DDD al~o occurred in 16 of 15 sp~men$ ($$.9~), with oencentratio~

ranging from ~.0 ppb in ~lt~erbwps (ja~l~m¢lt) both mus�le ti~’ue and li~erlgenad to ¯

maximum of 100 ppb i~ ~eri#~ livcg/gonad. The me~tn in mugl¢

contaminated ~:imen$ out of nine i~ 14.3 ppb. or 11.1 ppb in all nine ~peciment.

Eighteen of 15 ~ample~ (100~) contained p.p’DDE, with oon~t~tiotu ganging

V.lO
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and between individuals of the same species, those with high f~! (lipid) content in muscle

contain much higher levels ~n those that have low lipid �onte~l. "l’her= are alto s~asonal

differences in muscle ~ontent. depevding on whether lipids are |tared in the live~ or being

mobilized from muscle tissue to gonads for reproduction, whi~:h may result in ¯ three to

four orders of magnitude or more differences in some sp~ies between concentrations in

muscle and in lever/gonad tissue. Generally. the difference is closer to one order or

magnitude in marina sp~mens.

Asuclor 1260 seems to hav~ ¯ decreasing trend, although |! was absent in 12 mus~

tissue specimens in May 1991 but reapp~.~ in th~ nine specimens sampled in November

1991.

Chlordane showed no �l~ar tr~md, with increases in mu~le tissue but d~reases in

liver/gonad tissue,.

The levels of p.p’DDT and p,p’DDD appeared to be d¢crea~in$, while first
appeared in May 1991 and has inc~z~l, o.p’DDE ~ul p.p’DDl~. q~x~s to fluctuate. This

human consumptmn, the levels in liver/gonad ~re undoubtedly harmful to fish physiology

and reproduction. Also, whea invertebrates, fish and birds fecal on conttminated live or

to ~he ecological system to control ts much ts is possible the �ontinuin,| input of these
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PUBLIC HEALTH

Public hezlth s~dards for erotic bacteria/�omaminado~ a~ important m ¯ marina

even though body contact with waters of the marina is not implicit iin bolting us~e.

2However, the marin¯ beach in Basin D is a body contact area, and boat owners ud

ma~nm~a~:e persons muu also be prmected h~m fecal ba~’t~r~ exposu~ in marina ~

The Los Angeles County ~ "-nt of Hexlth Se~’ic~.~ is respon~ble for monitoring the

beach a~ea and for following uv n reported contamination from sewage line ieal~ge,

Because water pereol¯tas into sewe~’ line~ during heavy ra~nfsll periods, i! is

nece~a~ ~ time~ for flow to be diverted into o~.,rflow fa~:ilitie~ to prmect the

planu from being ove~helmed. The ~i~ of Los ~ Hype~on Plant J~mx~ Ava~m

f~il~ty is one such ioc~on Uu~t sometime~ ove~ow~ into Ballona C~.k during m~j~x’

Cohform bacteria occur everywbem ~nu~lly in soil and a~ washal down s~orm

dr~ns. Fz~al �ohforms a~ normal inhabilants of tbe intasfinal t~acts of wa~u blood~l

ammals such as mamma/s, b~rds and som~ fish, and cold bloodaf v~t~rat~ includ~

contan~natma whlch msght include more serious pathogens such as those causing t~

fever and dysentery. Now it is known thal tl~y can cause infections and diarrh~. ~

�oliforms are supposod to be more specifi© as zvidznco of human fecal wastzs and

znterococcus bacteria we~ supposed to be more specific of recont humas~ �oatamina~a
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is monthly, ~nd the County Department of l-le,z/th Services monitors il~regula~ly, we have

applied the 400 l~N p~. 100 ml as the s~ndard for ev~ua~ing our da~

Enterococcus bacteria are past of the Streptococcus species t~at occur in warm

blooded animals, but were thought not to be pre~.nt in faz’m animals such zs cattie, horses

and chickens, although they ate not exclusive to humans. ]..zter tests have shown their

presence in fresh seagull feces, but they apparently die oft rapidly. The enterococcus

slandaxd has been a geometric mean of 35 colonies (C) per 100 -,I, or thai no s~ngle simple

shall exceed 100 C per ml. The State Water Resources ~oard Ocean Plan (1990)

recommended a sza~lazd of a geometric mean of 24 C per nd for ¯ ~0 day period or 12 per

ml for s six month period but this has am been implemented ~s ¯ zlandmxl.

RESULTS AND D]SCUSSION



Since two stations that are monitored in BaJlona Creek and two in Oxford Su’eet

flood �ontrol basin ~ not within the muina, it should be no~d tha,t most of the excessive

counts were recorded there. At the same time, however, violations occurred

stations during the rainy periods in January, February, M~’ch and April. Oxford Street

basin was in violation, either at Station 13 or 22, in all months. There were only two

violations in the marina in the nine months surveyed which did not occur during rainy

periods, one in November at Stolon 11 and one in l~:ember at StatJ.on 20. Whether these

indicate vessel violations or strategic bird droppings is unknown. We have observed Umt ¯

single gull dropping in wat.~ can visibly contaminate ¯ ~bic me~. of water within

Complet~ monitoring dam are presented in ’l~blcs VL2 through VI.6, ¯long with

minim¯, maxima and averages, and the number of samples included, with the sta.qdard

deviation. Figures VI. 1 through VI.9 iilustmt~ the monthly profii~ through ~ marina for

U~ thr~ pm’amc~ ~long with lin~s indicating O~ tundra,d¯

L’~)NCLUSlON~

The principal sour~s of contamination in the marina a~ esso¢i¯ted with influx

material during rainy pe~ods, and body contact with wa~n should be avoided during rains

or for ¯ few days ¯fte~ard. There is little or no m, idene,.~ th¯~ boat owners ~ violating

regulations, although monitoring would have ~o be much mora froquent and extensive

catch occasional violations. It’ consistent i~kag¢ or flushing oocun~d from ¯ ve~e.l, it

would probably be ~vidm~t; iu tl~ past ¯ v~,el s~ted of such ~-’~vil~ ~ no~d h~:aum

of �onsistently higher levels ol~ coliform¯, and ammonia and other nuu’ients a~ ¯ station

Violations in ~he mari~m were much reduced from the 1990-1991 period (Soul¯

al., 1992). As h~ been emphasized previously, the Oxford Street fl~l control besin

almost always contaminated with high fecal coliform counts, u well as the trace ~qd

metal contaminants discussed ¢lsawhcro in this report. The Los Angeles County Flood

Control Dis~ct has bern informed of this �ontamination but has no plans ~m’ mneliorm~
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nematod~ worms at Stations 12 and 2, with lesser amounts at Station l. The iota/number of

nematodes exvapolated for the marina in October 1990 was 167,~570, comprising 49.93

percent of the tolal fauna. In May 1991, following heavy rains in Mazch, the nematodes

to.led only 27,960 in the manna, but in October 1991 the total had burgeoned to 478,610 or

72.37 percent of 0m ~o~ fauna but lo~ated at only thr~e ~ations. There was a la~e decrease

in lo~ nurnber~ of individ~xls at most other stations. This may have been ~neliora~d in the

spring of 1992, ~ it ~ in 1991, by the heavy rains, but the slxessed i:xmditions of warm El

NiEo waters and contaminants suggest that re¢olonization by nemat©des would have

l~"viou~ ~ w~ Station 6, large de~os~ occurred xt a numbex of ~at~on~ in ~ 1991:

Station I had only 37 pereent of the population of the previous autumn; Station 3 had 21

perfect, Station 2;5, ~� pen:eat; Station 5, 46 per¢enl; Station ?, 41 p~rc~.m; Station 9,

pereent; Station | w~ ~riou~l), depleted with only 7 l~m:~.nt; and Station I0 had only I$

percent of the previous year’~ population. The chaaSe~ |~ Station $ ¯re espe¢i~ll7

concern. Becau~ oftl~ nematodes, Station 12 had an ~ghtfold incr~se in population ~1

Station 2 had a |riser than thre~old inc~ue.

Numbs. of’

The mean number of species per m~, or of higher tua where orguisms cannot be

per m~, due to ¯ very lazge increases at Station 1, horn 38 to 122, at Stalkx~ 12, hQm 38 Io 82,

and at Statim 2, fromS4 to ?6 species per m ~(-L~ibleV1X.I). Stations 12, l, and4had shown

increases in numba" of species in May 1991, (Soule ¢t. aJ., 1991) as did ~ ma~a slatkx~

following the spring rains. The enormous increase in number of species at Slatkms 12, 1 and
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The range in species diversity as measured by ~e Shannon-Wiener Diversi~y Index

(SWDZ) ~ from 0.44 at Station 2 ~o 2.34 at S~ar.ion I, with ¯ n’,exn of 1,91 (’l~ble V~.2).

"l’he theoret~�:aJ SWDI in the maxina shoed range from 2.4 to 4.3, but l~e ma,xJmum reached

was 3.09 at Station 1 in October 1984, aim ¯ w~m water post-El NiAo ye¯r. The previous

Iowa were 0.$5 and 0.58 at Stations 12 and 2 respectively in October 1989.

The SWD! presented ¯ mixed picture, with I large improvement ;in 1991 over 1990 at

Staff, . and increases at Stations 3, 4, 25, 7 and 9; minor increases occurred at Stations 8

and 10 but differences were too small to be important. Figures VII. 4, $ and 6 iilustrat~ the

variation in SWI, with the 1990s generally demonstrating low values at Station 2, at the

channel sandbar and wide variation at Stations 12 and 1. In the 1980s, St¯tim 2 was mue.h

more �onsistent and tJ~,e was wide variation at Station I (Station 12 was not being sampled at

ti ). The prorde ¢msistmdy

The weakness of using the diversity indices lies in the supposed improvement when
total numbers at most stations are much reduced over the previous year but the numbers of

species occurring m relatively s~ble, s~Ich u at Sta~xts 8 and 10. This |:~v~ ¯ higher index

than is warranted by conditions.

The Gieason Diversity Index (GDi) showed the influence of the uaprecedented high

number of species at Station 1, ~achin$11.77, and exc~ding the previous October high of

7.03 at Station 3 in 1989. The low GDI in 1991 was 1.93 at Station 8, as compared Io the

lowest values of 1.46 at Station 9 in October 1987 and 1.$2 at Station 8 in Octob~ 1989.

Increases in both diversity indices occurred at Stations 4, 25 and 9, while decr~ses in both

o~’urred at Stations $ and 11 in October 1991. Thus the indices were not �~nfistont at the

1991, due largely to conditions at Station 1, with its large incr~se in number of species sad ¯

= iv y man poputuion.
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paucibranchiata and Priono~pio heterobram:hia were again distribut~l ~roughout the entixe

marina but in much smaller numbers than usual forming only ~xmt 15 |~nt of the total

(’gable VII.3). Larger numbers of species which occurred in Ballona Cre~k st Station 12

included polychaetes, molluscs and erustaccans that often do not occur th~’z. This suggests

that the heavy r~infall, including waters released by th~ Los Angeles City Sanitation District

and Los Angeles County storm drains during flood flow, flushed the channel, providing

new sediments and nutrients that benefited the h~bitat. It also inc~r~tes that ar~s th,u at

times are considered highly �ontaminated with metals ~ pesticidr~ ~ support a divzrse

fauns ¯ ~n tim~ later, provided that flushing is good.

Flushing throughout most of the marina is inherently low. ¯ �o:r~dition which is

exacerha~l by failu~ of regulatory ~encies to permit dredging of the channel ents~m~.

This is probably ~sponsible. at lesst in pan, for the increase at all stations in the

sa~ima~ts thz size of which ~’z determined hy scr~a m¢~ size. Th~ tinct is zzpsv..ued M

~ size of less than 200 mesh ( < 200). A decrem~ in sm~d (sc~zn sizz ~) ~ all sations

except Station I may repres~st deposition of fines during and Mlzr rsim~, which ~

th~ due to the low flow r~t~ during dry wather. This ~ould impact the l~sthic

composition, and in turn perhsps ~ffect the rest of the food chain organisms thst fz~l ms

Station 12 is Iocstaf on the sz~ward side of the Ballonz Cr~k footbridge tl~ was

formerly part of the �ozst highway l~forz the mzrin~ en~ was �onsu’uct~l. P¯uas

this station vm’ies gr~fly, depending on the ~mount of rainfall, dry wathe¢ flow volume.,

overflows of primary u~ted sew~e wztzr0 tide height and stat~ and the ~:cumul~tion of

the B~lon,s Creek Channel w~s flush~l and supplied with new sedimzats, nutrizats msd

�ootzrnin~ms from upsu~zm with the fines~ sedin~ts (<200) formi~ only ~$7 parrot.

S~tion 12 had ¯ moderate scor~ for ~ me~Is ~d non-me~llic contmnins~ts

VILli
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O(Chapter IV), slightly higher than it was in October 1990 and May 199l, and about 35

Lpercent lower than it was in October 1989. Total pesticides and chlons~ated hydrocadx~

dropped nearly :50 pen:ent from May 1991, but still exceeded the October 1990 level

slightly. In October 1989, the total was more than fiv~ times as high, with high Chlontan¢,

DD’rs, and Arocior 1260.

2Included in the unprecedented 82 species/h~xa present at Stafio~ 12, was the usual

component of common polychaete species plus a number of species rei:~resented by ¯ few

individuals of arthropods: gammerids, cummaceans, caprellids, and decapods. Also, ¯

number of mollusc species, particularly pelec)q)ods which s~ek enriched soft bottom

habitats, o~’urmd in smaJl numbers ~ even included the &’as~opod 8~ ~ou~ (~e        -

bubble shell) IJ~t used to be found in 1~’8e numbers in outer N~wport E~y ~nd elscwhe~

along the �ou~ in sandy Ix~ms. "Z~le V~.4 indic:~s the rm~dn8 of species by numl~

oc~urrances in the n~rin~, and shows lee L~e numl~.r of specie~ with only one or

Th~ dominant &,roup was the ~, which formed 61.5t& in October 1991

were vinualJy gone in ]~y 1991 (SouJe e~ al, 1992). The peJec~od ]~lu~

.rubsn~,~n in eJeventh in ~o~ 1991. Dominant spm~ ~ as

Nemmod~ (ur~l.)         66.2
17.5

_~’no.~o~pio ~mtero~mm~Ai~ 2.4~a8e~ c~i./omi~u~ 1.$An~/~’~/a~a (’-brm~) !.4

mixed by tidal flow, drainage and wave action. Flushing is impeded b}, tim ~tadbar

deposition around the end of the jetty separating Balloaa Creek from tim marian
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cl’.annel. The finest ~timent~ (<2~) formed 62 percent of the u~dimen~ in ~ 1991

~ compa,~ with 31 perc~t in October 1990.

Station I ~ the lowest levels of trace me~$-cc~t~ of all the uatiot~ in May

1991 after the rainy season, having been in the moderately contaminated category in

October 1990. It remained the cleanest in October 1991 (Chapter IV). Levels of total

pesticides/chlorinated hydrocarbons, rose from 58 ppb in October 1989 to 205 ppb in

October 1990, to a peak of 429 ppb in May 1991 and dropped back to 57 ppb in October

1991, due mostly to changes in C~ordane and DD’I~ levels. ~ ~lso indicates a diffe~nce

in the influx and movement of ~ meml/contaminanU and pesticides.

The large number of nematodes at Station I indicates a disturbed or stressed

�~vironment, such as would occur with the heavy freshwater minfa~ runoff that impacted

the habitat during the spring. The numbers of nematodes obscures ;the fact that u

unpm:edented 121 species occurred there, by far the largest numbs’ evm. monied f~ the

marina. The previous high was 79 species at Station 3 in 1986. The large number of

may be related to the n:ductien in pe~ides.

"l~ble VII.4 liu.s t large numbm’ of specie: having ~ humbert of i:utividtah, that

occurred at Stilton 1 and not elsewhen~ in the marina. Following are the do~ant species:

Nematoda (unkl.) 39.7
Er~cO~on~ bra:iliensh . ¯

Smuon 2 ts located between the north and south jetties and the brmJcwater. It Im

for some years been degraded by the accumulation of sand, whi~ has scull as a trap for

fine, contaminant bearing sediments flushed from the marina or settled out from Balletm

Creek wate~ ~arried on tidal exchanges. The grain size of surface sedimenu~ it now more
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tl~ 90 ix’r~t fin~ (< 200).

Trace metal and contaminant scores placed the station in the medium low range,

improved over the October 1990 and May 1991 medium high levels, indicating that both

wet znd dn/weather flushing had occurred. It ranked highe.n in total pesticide-chlorinated

hydroczrbons, in October 1991 as it did in May 1991 and was third ,hijhest in Octob~,

1990. In spite of the disappearance of Aroclor 12~4, it stil/r~aked kijl~s~ due to 436 ppb

of Chlordane. However, total pesticides-chlorinated hydrocarbons decreased fr- ~, 112!

ppb in October 1989, to 473 ppb in October 1990, rose to 569 in May 1991 and r~tr,.~.ed at

;541 ~ in October 1991. Therz is either diffetentifl flushinj ~ or a continuinj input,

probably from B~llona Ltjoo~.

The popolation had deteriorated furth~ in Oc~et 1991, with nematodes

to 92.9 peroent from 71.2 pere.ent of the population in October 1990

May I~91. The ~ numbe~3, 278,610 nematodes ~ 5,870 olij~s o~t of ¯ lulal of

310,060 individuals, jives ¯ very low diversity, indiea|inj ¯ very poor ecolo|i¢¯l

environment, probably impacted by the influx of freshwater runoff frot~ B~llona Creek

durinj ~ sprinj. The lathe number of species present there in vu’y sm~ll numbe~ (’l~le

VII.4) indicates jood potentitl for recolonization if deposition of pesticides could

Nematoda (unid.) 92.9,.9
F~eudopo~m pauci~r~,c~om 0.4

Station 3 is loca~ at the boo~ marking ~ ~Jd~ ~ to Ballons Ialooa. TI~ site is

usually well flushed due m the tide gate but ~ and maz~
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Located in the center of the main channel off Burton Chace Park, Station 5

accumulates sediments and �ontaminznu flushed from the baz~ins during d~ or low flow

weather conditions but may be flushed by heavier ra.infz]l. The fines:t grained

inc~ from 94 percent to 99.5 percent between October 1990 and Octobea" 1991. ]a

May 1991, following heavy rains in March. contaminants and trace meal Mores were

increaz~ ~ levels in Octob~, 1990, and in ~ 1991 ~ ~zin, but remaiued

in the medium high category. Pesticide-chlorinated hyd~ levels changed from ~24

ppb in October 1989 to 271 ppb in October 1990, and then dropped grezUy Io 2]8

May 1991 and 103 ppb in October 1991. The pesticide reduction w~l due mmUy to ¯

decrea.te in ChioNane and the disa~ of Amcl~ 1254.

SmaJl numbers of molluscs and cz’ustaceans occurred a~ Stadon 5 (’gible YD.4). buz

Priono~pio 4*terobrwzcAia
8.9L~ito~oloplo$ Pu~entnt~ 27.0

Stttioa 6 is located at the inner end of Basin B and has been among the

mfiotu in the marina. The pen:emage of the fine~ sedimems increa~ from ~0.44

in Ck:tober 1990 to 79.69 in Octob~ 1991, tfte~ ¯ decrease to 49.02 percem in May

1990, increasing to 95 in May 1991 and moving up to the moderate level with 109 is
October 1991, due to inc~asez in IOD, COD, oil and gretse, pho~pha~ o~taic aitmgue

1990 to 35 ppb in May 1991 tfte~ the rainy sea,on due to the disappearance of Amck~

1254 by M¯y; the total rose to 103 ppb in October 1991~ due to ¯ large iacreaue is
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already had limi~l circulation due to the marina configuration. The coatinued accr~on of

,Lsand at the marina entrance could reduce water exchange sufficiently to inhibit the fauna,           :

which would cause more se~Jing of fine sediments cazrying �ontamina:tt~ and ~-te~fion of           i

water or oil soluble pollutants. Fauna were decrea.z=d at Station 6, in ]~n l~, and were ~0           I ~

percent below the lowest year of 1988 at Station 8 in Basin D, and were more than 30           .

2percent below the previous low in 1989 at Station I0 in Basin E. The izfflux of poIJutantz

into lZa.tin D and the lots of the teagrau bed~ ku te~’ioudy impacted thh important habitat.

Populations were low at Station$ 5,7 and 9 but these have aiso fluctuated in pan years.

i"                          -
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I’I~�3~’EDU’P.ES

Fish surveys were conducted on 17 and 18 October 1991, and on 21 and 22 May
1992 courtesy of Occidental College, ¯t the s~atio~s and¯card in Figure VI~.I. Techniques

have been standardized since 1984, with otter trawls Performed using

trawl towed for 10 minutes ¯t three Iota¯ions. A 100 ft muir¯mesh gill net is deployed at

three locations for 45 minutes each, and ¯ 100 ft beach seine is deployed at an $ ft depth

¯ bout 30 yds from the be¯ch tn B¯sin D in, ,bed to the shore. Diver surveys are

performed at the breakwater tad along the jemcj of the entrance channel. Fish eggs and

larvae (ichthyopltakton) m collected by towing ¯ 333 ~m mesh pltak~t net at I m depth

for two minutes and m the bottom for thee minutes. A dim’ assisted b~nthic sled is used

to keep the net on the bottom in ~pite of va~iatioas in boat speed, lchthyopltakton counts

are ~ to ceunts per 100 n~.
P..ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of 37 species wts observed or captured by one or mo~re techniques

October 1991:15 from divor suweys; $ from the beach seine; 3 from the

numbers have been slightly below that since October 1955 (36.7b’)0 whest unusually cold

warns were IXetmt af~ a mild El NiA° Yetr (’i~ble VIII. 1)¯ However, re~lts of the divor
surveys in Octob~ 1991 look plaee at ¯ time of exlxeme tides, and the numbor of specks

The number of individuals captured in October 1991 was down Ilmut 22

from October 1990, due to ¯ decrease in numbers ofAdterbso/ts a~tiz (~psmelt)

caught by beach sein¢ (~ble VIII.2). However, otter trawl and gill net numbers were

much ~

Ia dive~ tran,~�~ the ~ number of fishes was 756 in October 1991, down about
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The humbert of individuals were the Imves~ for an), sprig sur~..y sL,~e 19~4, primar~y
influenced by low catches of Ather~nops a~n~, topsmelt, a~d .~,rip)...~ po/in~, qu~enf’].~h.

Numbers of indiv~duaJs were ~so low in ]v~y 1984 and ]~y 1986 su~v~,ys (d~m was ao

1985 survey), possibly due to the impacts of the 1982-1983 warm Eli Ni~lo waters which

lingered in the Southern California Bight in 1984, followed by a r’~Lica~ �ooling in October

1984. In/,~axch and April ]992 waters we.re wa~ner thzn normal due ~o an EJ Niflo event,

~ ich may have ~’t’ec~d thcn~aJ cues for tJ~ $prin~

WhiJe ichthyoplankton la~vaJ to~Js were high, ~ only to ~me in May 1991,
Io~ls were very low and no eggs were found in B~in D. That azea is of Sreat �oncera

because of this and o~r indications th,u the habi~ Itu de~’ioram~ t/me, s~ch as incrmses in

pollutants and fine sediments and the demise of the sea grass bed. Because of the observed

wide range of va~don in numbers of species and incLividuals and the infreq-

i ¯ ~ of surveys,
t could be dilT~,.-ult to determine a downwazd trend in a ~imely ~

Both Musil cephal~, striped mullet, which hu been in the marina in almost al/

to the species list ~ter being absent in May 1991. A new record for marina surve~ was the

diver observed kelp surfperch, ~rackyi~ius frenat~. M~el~t ¢~zlifornfc~, gray

smoothhound shazk, occurred for the first time in Octol~ 1991 and rec~ed in May 1992,

pes’haps due tO the warm waters. An impor~nt reappem-ance was of the uncommoa species

lchth_vogIan~oa and hrum~-z.~ of

Since ichthyoplanlaon surveys w~ reinstituted in 1984, more larval taxa have been

recognized as species, crewing some redundancy with the species also e~u~es-~ted as adu/ts.

The species list (’lhble VIII.6) has been revised and aft published records rechecked against

origina/data fists to reflect this. For example, the category Clinidae ~ A theoretically

includes lm-vae of szvera/species of ~Tbbon.~hz, but ~bon~u efesan.t is the only species
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that genus observed in the m~in~. Gobiid~e Type A/C includes Lu’vae of Ilypau~ gilb~rri.

Quietula y-cauda, and Clevelandia io; in an early (preflexion) stage, all of which have the

po~ibili~ of being found in the marina so this ca~.~ory mu~ be mainu~ed. Goblldae may

include any of eight or more local species, but Gobiidae Type D llarvae are generally

recognized as being Lepidogobiu~ lepidu~; that species was collected in the marin,t as an adult

only once, in a beach seine in May 1986. Cottid~e is used for sculpins wlhich are too immature

or damaged so that they cannot be identified, but may be one or more of four species that are

found in the m,u’ina, $¢orpaenlcSthys marmorana. Leptocouu~ armams,, Cllnocouu~ an, alla,

and rarely, Chitonorus pusewn~b" Ollgocoma~ A are also sculpin larvae. In early

surveys Complex 2, consisting of larv~ too young ~ be identified to sly’lea, was reported;

this group may include one or more of four local species of croakers, ,~ltractosclon nobllb,

Now that 16 survey periods have been pefformod from May 19~1, m May 1992 - "

the ~tm¢ techniques, it is of interest to list s’---:--

marl . .no. w~fl¢ ¯ mean of 40 species has been found in ~ marina, �ompodtio~ of the fish

m all sur~ys, fiv~ morn species have been present in aJl but o~ surv¢y, two species have

Mictomem~ ~ bleard~





Yl/LIO
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~ T~ Dep~ T~, ~. ~ pH         S~ ~ ~ ~D
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T~mp. Sd. DO pH ~T FU ~ BOD

31.8
3~0
32.0
~1 0.~

1.4

14.~ 31.1 1,0 I,I ~,~ II.~

¯ J i.7 O.J
14.9 ~ 9.~ LI ~0 IS.O ~ 18.9
14.4 ~3 5.7 ?.9 38.0 10.0 1.0    0.~
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INTRODUCTION

T~e overall obiective of this pilot Study is to gather data on t...he identity and
quantity of chemical constituents that are present in urban runoff storm drains during
�Ity wea~.~er flow. These data are to amplify our lim,lecl un0erstar~lin~of the nature of

the cl~e~nica~s that are transported from the storm drains into the Santa Mortice Bay.
The results of this study will be combined with the review of the literature being

con0ucled by EOA, Inc. to facilitate development of a plan which will define a0ditional
urban runoff sampling objectives, sampling proceclures, and provide a basis to Issess
the potential hearth and ecological risks associated wilh urban runoff into the ~anta

Monica Bay.

US EPA National Water Quality Inventory 1990 report to Congress (EPA.1992)
found that storm sewer runOff was responsible for 12-31% of the lmpared rivers, likes
and estuaries in the US. Urban storm drains �ollect water from non-point sources and
can pose a public health hazard [Leadership Needed to Reduce Nonpoint Source

PollutiOn GAC DOC 1! RCED 91-10; Water 2000, 1991) to the final re ,ceiving water. All
urban sources from Street runoff to a home or an induStrial lot can add I pollutant load

to the receiving body of water, both during dry weather and wet weather flow (>10,000
gel per rain). The hazard of Chronic chemical exposure to humln population as will

as the ecology of receiving water from storm drains is still an open question.

The study results are divided into the following major soction$:

1. Results of volatile organic analyses by EPA Method S24/~24" equivalent method

using a Capillary GC/MS final step. OA/OC evaluation of sampling end analysis are
included in the Appendix section. A Method Detection Umit is defined for all targeted
chemicals that were quantitatively analyzed. The MDL was modified to exclude any

background blank problems. A group of tentative identifications are reported also for

a sines of non-target volatile organic compounds that were present in some of the
samples that were analyzed. Further work outside the scope of this project wouk:l be

needed for a complete evaluation of the non-target compounds that would include
their positive identification and quantification.

2. Results of a total base neutral organic analysis of a filtered aqueous phase
and the assoc~atecl suspendecl solicls were completed by EPA Method 608/625"

10
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-
eCluivalent method using a Capillary GC/MS final slap. The suspended solids
were exlracted by a newly developed superchtical carbon dioxide isolation
method. QA/C~C evaluation of sampling and analysis are included in the

¯ Appendix seclion. A Methoc~ Detection Limit is definecl for all targeted chemicals
"" that were quantitatively analyzed. The MDL was modified to exclude any

background blank problems. A grout) of tentit~ve identifications are reported
Ilso for a senes of non-target base neulral organic compounds that were
present in some of the samples that were analyzed. Further work ouside the
scope of this project would be needed for a complete evaluation of the non-target
compounds that woul0 include their posilive identification and quantification.

11
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DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLING SITE~

Figure 1 shows a map of the monitoring sites and associated watershed for
the Study. A descnpt~on of each sampling site follows.

P~co-Kenter S!~rm Channel m! the bike Dm!h be!o~e the be~h a! PI~ and Ke~te,~
~ Avenues in Sant~ Moni~ (See FJ~ure 11. F,gure 2, (Picture Set 1) shOwS the

¯ storm dra~n �ondition when the flow Channel is Open tO the ocean. Figure 2 & 3,
---- (P=cture Sets 2 & 3) shows the sampling �onchlions of this study, which OCCurred
,, dunng pumping of the dry weather flow to the Hyperion Wastewater Treatment

_, Plant. Before May 30, 1992, the water in the Pico-Kenter Storm Channel flowed

,r directly into the ocean. Large quantities of algal growth lad trash were observed

.-. in the storm Orain. After May 30, 1992, the storm drain was re-routeO by I
pumping station placid in the StOrm sewer line which directed the storm water at
low flow conditions to the treatment plant at Hyperion. The maximum amount of
water that could flow to Hyperion was set at 0.3 MGD.

After the pump system was installed, water was collected from a manhole
¯ -’. just on the beach Off the bike path next to the closed storm drain, Figures 3 & 4,
¯ (Picture Sets 2 & 3). The water was colored and smelled of decaying organic

-, matler. Occasionally, Styrofoam "peanuts" were seen floating at the surface.

¯ Duhng the sampling period, high water levels would overwhelm the pump system
_ and some water was seen bypassing the diversion and once again moving

, * through the StOrm water channel into the ocean. The pump system at PIco was

- set up to pump a maximum of 0.3 MGD to Hyperion. Any greater than this was
= bypassed to the ocean. The flow rate was not measured during sampling.

The 10 to 12 foot diameter Pico/Kenter storm drain at the Promenade unbar
Pico Blvd. is the terminus to the ocean of the Kenter Caynon drain, Pico Blvd. drain
anti the Santa Monica Freeway or CA Department of Transportation drain. The dry
weather flow is estimated to be 0.1 to 3 MGD. (’The Ecology of the Southern CA
Bright," SCCWRP, 1973). At present, the dry weather flow is estimated to be 0.1 - 0.3
MGD (G. Green, Santa Monica, Personnal Communication, 1993).

Appendix I shows the background water data collected at Pico-Kenter.
Figure 5 Shows the concluctivity; a measure of salinity and total background ion
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Figure 1. MaD - Monitorina Sites And Associated Watersheds
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Conductivity Dais of Stol~n Oralns at Time of Semnl!~ln_



concentration is relatively low at Pico-Kenter indicating a fresh water flow. Figure

6 shows the dissolved organic carbon analysis ¯t Pico-Kenter during the time of
sampling. The values for July through Oclober were low ¯t < 20 mg/l where as
higher values of 70 to 90 mg~l were observed in November and December.

Ashta~d Avenue nt a manhole a! Ashland Ave_and Oe~an Boulevard. tSee
Figure 1 a~d Figures 7 & 8 (P~ure Se,~ 4-51. This location is one block from
the Santa Monica bike path on the sidewalk on Ocean Avenue in front of the
perking lot entrance to the Santa Monica Shores apartment building (See Figure
1). Sometimes the levels in the manhole were too low to sample. Often there
were ¯ lot of leaves and other organic material present including mosquito larvae.
Always ¯ foul stench was detectable. Several times salt water intrusion was
shown.by the high conduCtivity levels. This site was the greatest problem area for
collection of samples. Originally, we inspected the are¯ where the Ashland
Avenue Drain deposits onto the beach, as shown in Figure 8 (PiCture Set 5),
Continuous salt water intrusion made it impossible to sample there.

Appendix I shows the background water data collected at Ashland. Figure
9 shows the �onductivity IS lower at Ashland during April to september than
October and November, The AShland 0rain is u,~dar tidal control at the sampling
location ¯s observed in Figure 8. (Picture Set 5) and indicated in Figures 5 and 9.
A comparison of Figures S and 9 show that ¯ ConduCtivity Of 14.000 umhos/¢m
translates to about 3 % i¯linity whereas ¯ ConduCtivity of 2,100 umhos/cm
Corresponds to 1% salinity. Figures 5 and 9 shows the salinity at Ashland at the
time of sampling was under ¯ fresh water flow before October but partially under
¯ tidal input during the OCtober and November sampling dates. The tidal
influence w~th concurrent increases of bromide ion in the water can change the
distribution of THMs in these samples. Figure 9 shows ¯ unique phenomenon of
the Ashland Storm Drain at this sampling location. The dissolved oxygen
concentration is low, <3,0 mg/I usually and very low on 8/24 and 7/27at <1.5 mg/I.
This indicates that anoxlc conditions can prevail from ¯ stagnant water at this
drain under low flow and the organic compounds present in the samples can
also be of ¯ reduced nalure. Figure 6 shows the dissolved organic

Ashland durtng the time of sampling. The DOC values for the Ashlandanalysisat

0rain indicate that they are the highest of all the sampling locations except for
one sampling occassion, 11/2/92. The TOC values range from 25 to 95, which
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DOC Concentration at the Storm Drains at Time of Samnlln~
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are very high also indicate a slagnant water that is slowly accumulating
chemicals.

SeD~J~ved~ Ch~,~ne! at the ~o~ ~u~ b~fo~e the iun~o~ of
Ch~ne~ ~n~ Ba~,~n~ Creek Igee F~ure ~ ~n~ ~ure 10. Pi~ure Net

Mmpling Io~t~on is ~hin~ the Mar Wsta Gardens ~ments.
channel containe~ aban~one~ ShOpping ~S, furn~um, dis~e6 loyl Ind
sh~S, etc. Water levels were ~ns~stently ~w b~ a~ays ~i~ent for Mmpling.

F,gure 11 shows the 35 f00l cross-sea,on of the Sepu~e6a CMnnel has I depth
of 1.5 - 4 inches (average ~epth 2.5 ~nches) ~u~ng ~w flow. Figure 12 shows the
avenge flow rate vahe~ ~een 0.56 - 2.14 fl3/sec. ~ the Se~eda Channel

~e Ouhng the time of e~h ~mpling. Sin~ lhe Mmpling ~ti0n
roach, Mmpl~ng equipmenl was lowered 6own by ro~s to I ~on ~o Wll
wading in the channel for samples ~lle~ion.

Ap~n@ix I sho~ the backgmun0 water data ~lle~ed

F~guro 5 shows the ~ndu~ivity is 4,00 to 6,000 umho~cm

t~me of ~mpling. This indi~les inp~ of ino~anic ions tO this drain la
signifi~nt. The DOC values for the Sepu~eda drain am ~w (< 10 ~) exce~

Novem~r an0 Deemer Mmples ~ich am < 65fo, the

Ballon~ Creek at the D~int lust ~l~w the iun~i~n ~f SeDulveda Channel
end Ba!!on~ Creek {See Fioure 1 end Figures 1~ & 14_ Pi~ure

11 Ihows lhal ~llona Creek ~ss-ie~ion is 35 feet wide ~ ¯ ~h of 1 -12
inches (average de~h ~ i~¢hes). The ~1 ~w flow �onditions Ire show~
Figure 12 (0.33 - 3.10 fl3/sec.). Figure 13, (Pi~um ~t 7) sho~ that ~dng the

early ~mpling ~es, my~ad ~y~fcam ~ps line~ the channel
Ogare~e b~s an0 other trash including o~sional syhnges. ~ter in

summer, a~istic environmentalists ¢~aned the trash ~odi~lly eliminating

mo~ of the ~sible u~n contamination. This sampling area is easily a~ssi~
an~ unfo~unately se~es as a pla~mun0 for children. A ~ke ~th al~ ~ns the
~n~h of the noah side of the channel. Figure 14, (Pi~um Set 8) indi~tes ~ere

1be ~ffieable ~lids ~r ~ this Mmpling

Ap~n~ix I shows the ~ckground water data ~lle~ed
5 shows the ~n~u~ivity is ~w < 2,000 umho~cm at Ballona over the ti~ of
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Aversoe Flow Rate of the Three Semolina Points In the Storm
Drains at Time of Scro!!In9
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sampling. The Dec values for the Ballona drain indicate that they are <12 mg~!
exce~ for two samplings l~mes in November and December. The Dec values

are 30 to 95 mgq ind,calmg a buildup of organic material during the spring term.

Cen~ine~ Creek n! the Ing~ew~o~l Avenue B,id?e, This drain Ilmpling
s~te is in t~e 0ram ~tself, ina~ss~le to l~e pubhc. A ~00er was used ~lh ro~s

2as safety precautions to lower down the ~rson who ~mp~s. Figure 11 Iho~

l~at ~his is a narrow 7 fool sto~ channel of 1.75 to 5.34 inch a~rage de~h under
ty~i~ low flow COn~ifio~ ~hown on Figu~ S5 (0.33 - 3.10 ~/SeC.),

e~ui~me~t was Iowere~ ~own by ~s for sample ~l~ion.

Ap~ndix I showl Ihe ~ckgr0und wafer ~la ~li~ed II ~ntinel.
Figure 5 shows the ~n~u~iv~y is ~w < 2,000 umho~cm ~I Centi~, The ~

vllues for the Centinell ~rain indwell tflat t~y I! ~0 ~ ex~ ~r ~O
Mmplings l~mes in Novem~r and Decliner. The ~ vlluls ire 6S tO 70

mg/I indicating a buildup of organic matenal 0uhng the spdng le~,

Figure 15 presenll the rainfall ~ta 1~1 I~ ~pli~b~ to the dates lh~ the

~o~ O~ins ~re Mmplld. Mo~ of the rain for t~ ~ar fell du~ng MI~, one
~nth ~fore the fi~t IIm~e was t~en. T~ Mmpling ~tes largely represent n
0~ weather ~n~ions, T~e "~1 unrest" in Los ~ge~s ~d ~dl 29 1o May

U
3 a~er the ~lk of lhe rain. T~ signifi~n~ of this ~ that the ~ter ~m t~ tim

fighting en~ere~ lhe ~orm drains and ~uld have gene~led In unusull
abundance of chemi~l ~ll~ants which ~uld ip~ar in lhe lamp~s.
Therefore, the ~mpling was sus~nded until June 12 to Issure th~ the drains

ha~ cleareU the Ueb~s from the ~1 unrest. The ~mpling ~od ~en June
12 an~ O~o~r 12 was under d~ weather flow. The Novem~r 2 ~mp~ was

a~er a 0.5 inches of rain in ~te ~o~r and the ~mp~ on ~m~r 10 w~
a~er 2 inches of rain in lariy ~cem~r.
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Water samples were collecte~ by hol~g a buret ~inte~ ~ream
ffOnl an~ upstream f~m t~ ~on sampl~ng. Th~s bucket was used to
wafer an~ to fill 8 se~n~ buret which woul~ ~ transfer~ tO 8 ~�Ond ~rSOn
for b~Itng. The ~ckets of water woul~ e~ther ~ handed dimply to another
~rl~n or else li~ed by m~ to 8 ~rson a~ve t~ lto~ channel in the ~ of
Sep,~Jve~a and Cenbne~. P~ure ~t 6 shows the sampling m~hod It
Sep~fved8.

Manholes were sample~ by ~wedng ~ots by m~ ~ Into the hole.
The jamplJng ~cket has 8 handle at the s~de of the ~se 8s ~II Is the usual
~n~e 81 the top. A m~ at t~ ~se is used to tip the buret it anangle ~ that
the b~cket ~n ~ fille~ 8n~ then the m~ on the top handle is used to ~ the
~¢k~l Out Of the manhole (sites Pi~enter and ~hland). Figure 7. (Pi~um
4) shOwS the sampling method 8t Ash~nd.

I. Wgler: Samples ~m ~omd ffi 40C (usually ~ss t~n ~ ~oks) then fl,e~d
and #~ra~ed. A ~rge walk-in mfrige~tor was used to ~ore the ~er
exclusively. Only water ~mp~s ~re kept in the mfdge~tor and no ~thy~ne
~lor~@e or other solvents ~re present in the mffigerator.

2. Su~nOed ~dime~s: After fl~ration, the fi~e~ ~ntaining the ~imo~s were
placeO individually in glass ~ ~h teflon-lined ~ew-~p rids. ~alysis was
~mpfete@ a~er fi~ration by su~rc~i~l fluid e~ra~ion.

3. Purge an~ T~p Samples. Volafiles: Pu~e and T~p ~mples ~m e~r
~ken ~mme@iately to Dr. Ed Ruth’s ~b in the Instit~e of Geophy~ and
Planela~ ~ence the day of ~mpling or the ne~ day. When ~omd ~ our ~b in
the S~hool of Public Heath. they were ~ore~ in t~ ~me mf~gemtor ~ t~
~ter ~amples to ~ e~m~ed.
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4. Liqui0-Liquid Extracts and Suspended $oli(:1 Extracts: Samples were stored in
¯ .. 2 ml screw-cap vials, some with septa anti others withoul septa I:)~t with a solid

teflon-lined lid. Teflon tape was wrapped arouncl the lids. Sample exlracts were
stored in a small laboratory refngerator a’n0 then stored in a similar refrigerator at
Dr, Ed R~n’s lab until analysis.

Fie!d and l~horatorv Sam~lin~ Parameter~

Table 1 shows the field and laboratory sampling parameters, The sample
volume, sample container and processing and storage information is presented
on the table. Table 2 shows the laboratory analysis parameters.

Purgeable Volatile Organics i~alysis

,.. Volatile organics with low water solubility were analyzed by purge and trap
~, capillary gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) following EPA 5241624" ’1

methodology. The method was modified slightly by including additional target analyles
from the EPA Method 624 and hazardous substance lists as shown in Tal:)le 3 and
utilizing capillary GC. While in the CuStody of the GC/MS facility, samples were Itored
refrigerated at 4"C in a room free of organic vapors adjoining the laboratory. Stanclards
were stored in a separate fraezer.

’ "~ The following procedure was used to introduce the sample on the purge and trap ~,J
, ,. device (Tekmar 4000). The plungers were removed from 5 ml and 25 ml syringes. The

~,~,",~ saml.~e was removed from the refrigerator, the cap was removed, and 10-15 ml was
, ~ poured into the 25 ml syringe. The syringe plunger was replaced, the syringe was
,.. inverted and the remaining air was displaced. A 25 mm 0.45 i~m nylon acrodis¢

(Gelman) filter was f~ed onto the syringe and the sample filtered into the 5 ml syringe.
!

the synnge plunger was replaced, the syringe was inverted and the volume was
adjusted to 5 ml. Five gl of fortification solution (one internal and two surrogate

’ ’ standards at 5 Mg/ml each) was added to the sample through the luerlock opening. A
¯ second syringe was filled in an identical manner from the same sample botlle and

, ~ reserved for reanalysis, if necessary. Inilially. 25 ml aliquots of sambas were used.
" However, because of severe foaming on one of the first four samples analyzed, 5 ml ~.~,

aliquots were used for all subsequent samples.
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Fleh:f and Sem~llno Parameter,,~

-. Parameter Sample ~;ample Processing
Volume Containers & Storage .~.¯ Flelcl

... Temperature ’ 2,5 ml plast,c, glass cletermine on sate,
¯ record to the nearest

0.1"C
., ~ pH 2.$ ml plashc, glass Oeterm,ne on s~te,

~ recorcl to the nearesJ
0.1 "C

~, Con0uc1|wty 100 ml plasti�, glass �letermlne on site,
. ,I~. record to the nearest

0.1 mmho
,.~.| DO (Probe) 300 ml glass only �lotor,’n,ne on site,
. record to the nearest

, 0.1 mg~.. DO
o., Flow Rate ~ Oetermme on site,

record as IJS ,/’ "i Velocity --- --. Oetermme on site,
record as M/S

,, Laboratory
" Tota~ suspenOeO sOl~as 100-1000 glass only retngerate at 4"C

,, (TSS) ml (analyzed within 7
~, days)

’ Volat,e suspenOeO 100-1000 glass only mfngerate at 4"C
,, solids (VSS) ml (analyzed within 7 n... days) U~" O~ssoivecl organi� I0 ml AmDer glass refngerale at 4"(;
, ,, carbon (DOC) bottle with TFE- (analyzed within 3

lined cap days)""~’ Tum~0~ty 100 ml plastic, glass retngerate at 4’(3
,, (analyzed within 7

’ Alkal|nlty 100 ml plasti�, glass refngerate at 4"C
¯ ~, (analyzed within 4
- days1’ Har0ness 100 ml plashc, glass refngerata at 4"C
, ’ (analyzed within 7
-- daysI)’ Ammonia (NH3-N) 100 ml plast|�, glass mfngerate at 4"C
,, (analyzed within 24
- hours)

, Urtraviolet adsorption 100 ml glass only refngerate at 4"C P~"~
~, (analyzed within 3

days)
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Field and laboratory SamDIino Parameters. Continued

Parameter S~mple .?>ample Processing
Volume Containers & Storage

o,, Laboratory.
continued

’ Base-Neutral Organ,CS 2 - 8 Hers Aml:>er solvent store in the dark;
.o in aqueous fillrate. EPA botlle (filled to the refrigerate at 4"C

Method 608/625" top; (exlract within 7 days.
~ t- (Liquid-Liquid no air bubble; analyze within 40 days)

Extraction wrth Capillary no head space)
" GC/MS)@

._. Total ExtractaDte 20 ¯ .50 ml AmDer solvent store in the �lark;
Organics (Volatile botlle (filled to the refrigerate at 4"C

Organics) EPA MethOd top; (analyze within 7 days)
524.’624" (Purge and no air bubble;
Trap with Capillary no head space)

Suspen0e0 Sol,0s 2-8 I~ters Water sample refngerate at 4"C
’ ’ collected on filters and -amber solvent for 7 days m~ximum
"1 Supercritical Fluid bottle (extract within 7 days.

Extraction of filters with (filled to the top; analyze within 40
’. Capillary GC/MS no air bubble;

", no head space!
~ ’ @ This method also isolates Chlorinated Hydrocarbon Pesticides and PCBs
"; which are analyze¢l by Dual Column Capillary GC with an Electron Capture
,, Detector
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Laboratory Analysis Parameters

Parameter Matrix Units Moclttie0 Max|- Preset-
- Methods mum Yetlon

(1) Holding
Time

~ Tota~ water mg/L 2540.D 70ays refr|gerate at
suspenc~ed 4"C" so~,as

~. Vo~a~,~e water mg/L 2540.D 7 aays refngera~e at
suspenOed 4"C’ so~ds (vss)

.. D~ssolveO wa~er mgC/L 53~0.B 3

.~
organic 4"C

~on (DOC~
.~ : Tu~,a,ty water NTU 2130.B 7 oays refngerate

AIKahn~ty water mg 2320.B 14 0ays refr:gerate
... CaCO3~ 4"C
,, Har0ness water

CaCO3~mg
2340.C 7

Ammoma water mg NH3- 4500-NH3.F 24 hours refngerate
¯ ,. (NH3"N) N~ 4’C

Ultrawolet water ~so~ 3 ~ys refngerate
’ ’ abso~tion ante

~
4"C

~; Base-Neutral water ng/L 6~0B     (~) 7
Organ~ (Liquid- ~fote       4’C

’. . Liquid e~ra~ion pmte~ from

~’: " and EPA after
608/625""~
Analysis~

’ " Base-Neutral Soh0s ng/g Super- 7 0ays refngerate
- Organic on ~ti~l Fluid before 4"C

’ Compounds 0.45u ~m~ion e~ra~ion pmte~ from
’- fi~er Metho~ (~) -- light

- from In0 EPA ~ days
’ fleered 608/625" a~er

" water Analysis) e~ra~on
- sample

’ Volatile water ug/L EPA 7 ~ys mfngerate at
Organics 524/624" ~fore 4"C

- Compounds (pu~e and e~ra~ion pmte~ from
’ ~OCs) t~ light

analysis)
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Laboratory Analysis Parameters -Continued

Parameter MatrIx Units Mo01fieO Maxl- Preser-
Methods mum Vltlon

(~) Holding
Time

SUSl:)enoe0 $olJ0s ng/g 2540.D 70ays refngerate
Sol~0s by on 4"C0.45u 0.45u pmte~ from
Fi~rat;on rifler light

fi~er-ed
water

sample
Base-Neutral ~oh0s ng/g (3) 70ays mfngerateOrganic on 4"CCompoun0s 0.45u ~te~ from

fi~er                                   I~ghl

fixated
water

D~ssolve0 water mg/L EPA 9060 70ays refngerale
Organi� 4"C
Ca~on pmte~ ~m

light

Modifie~ Stan~a~ Meth~s of Water and Wastewater Rehash; Ne
a~ache00ne-StePTM e~ra~or/~n~ntrator. Fowler, H., "~pli~tions of
"One-~ep" E~ra~or/~n~ntrator in Environmental Testing’, ~

Standard Methods for the ~amination of Waler and W~te~ter 17th
E0ition, 1990.

Isolation Method under ~velopment from Pipkin, W. "Funda~al
Considerations for Su~ercnti~l Flui~ ~tra~ion Metho~ ~p~
(Anal~l Finish by EPA MethoO 625) ~, Vol. 10, No. 1, 1992.
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_Table 3
MOLs AND STANOAROS FOR DrI:NKING WATER AND THE CALIFO~I?rlA OCEAN PLAN
TARGET VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS OY THE UPGRADED EPA METHOD 5241524"

CALI|:Ont;|A (X:EAN
Wm~ Ixm~mO HUMAN m=XLT}0
MOt. WATER ~ _CAROttOGEN~NON~...A.qCINOGEN A(~JATIC LIFE

CHEMICAL NAME: (n~/l.) u~lll(m) n~lll n~ll nl~/IOi’chlorodllluor omelhane 180
Chloromelhane ! 40
Vin~l Chloride 230 2 36.000
OrG,;’,~melhane 640
l_,l-D|chloroelhene 140 ~’ 7,100.000 ’ ’
Chlofoelhane 2 ! 0
1.1 -Oichloroelhane 170
Carbon DisuIlide | I 0
Mel.h.y!ene ChlorkJe 70 S -: 4.S00
Trans- 1.2-Dichloroelhone 120 ! 00 " -
_1.! - 01 c h I o.r._ol~r.o, p_a ne ?

2.2- D i c h I o ! op!_op_an .e____ ! 9 0
Cis- 1.2- Dichlor oelhone 270 70
2:Bulanone ?
Oromochloro;;;Glhane ! 60
Chloroform ! ! 0 100 THMs 130.000
I. f. !-Trlchloroolhlne 60 200 -- " 540.000.0__00
Carbon TolrachlorKIo 70 $- 900
Benzene 40 S S.900
f .2-Oichloroethano 4 0 S ! 30.000

OibromomGIhane 30
B~Ga;odichloromelhsne 60 100_ _T~-IMS ! 30_,.0.00
~2-__D.ic_h_10r_o. pr_o. p a ne4 0 S
CIs- ! .3- Olch_lo~ _opropene S 0
4_’M e!hyl_-2- Penlanone ! 20
Toluene $0       !000 8S.000.000" so__ . 0. o ....
,I.1.__.. 2-Trl’chlofoelhano ...... 60
Tolrachloroolhene SO S 99.000 43.000.000 |
2-Hexanone 90
f.3-Oich|o, op, op,ne .... [4o__ --I ----I- --1"tlh~nmn(:h!nrm~lh;ane 100 TI~ 130.000 ..........



"#able 3
MOLs ANO STANOARDS FOR ORRIKING WATER AND THE CALIFOR,~I1A OCEAN PLAN

TARGET, VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNOS BY THE UPGRAOEO EPA METtlC)D 524/624"

CALIFORNIA OCEAN PLAN
WMef ORINKIN~ HUMAN HEALTH MARINE
MDL WAIER MCL~ _CAIICINOGEN~NON.CARCINOGEN_ AQUATIC. LIF!

CHEMICAL NAME: (ng~l.) u1~llllo) nl~ll n~ll ngll
1.2. Oil)~o,~oel bane 4 0
C_h~.0~e_ n.Z~. _ne 40 100 S ?0.000
!.l.l.2.Telrachloroelhane S0 ~=
E~ Ih yl__B_ e ~n z__en_e 50 700 --’ 4. 100.000
(m__~p)-_X. y_lene 100 10.000 .(Tolal
o’__Xylen~e 40 Xyl_e__ne.s) ~ ~
SlY [_e_n.e 4 0 I O0
I]fomolorm 60 100_ _1~i~ -- 130:000
Isopfopylbenzene S0
I]fomobenzene 40 .....I:.1_ ;2.2 o T e i[ a chlo[_o~elh~a.ne___-

4 0 1.200.000
1.2.3: T_~!chto[op~opane SO
n-P~opylbenzene SO "" -
1_ :3,5- T~ime_l_h_ylbenzene S 0
2_C_h.! 0_r o_101 _u e n ¯ 40
4 .._Chlo~_ol01_u en_ e 4 0 ’"
TefI-BuI Ibenzene....... Y .... 60
1_ .2.4-T~imelhylbenz_ene 4 0
P’_lsop_~pPyl!01_ue_ne 6 0 " ’
1.4-Oichlorobenzene 40 lS 18 000

n__B_u !ylbe_n z~ e_ne 60 ’ ’
! .2- Dibfomo-3.Chlof_oj~___op~.e
He’~achlofobuladiene ~J0 ! 4000
Naplhalene 250’
1_ ~2_,3-T!ichlo~,~,ene 60
Tflchlo~ofluo~omelhane 1201.1.Oichl_o.!.op~opene____-

~0 ....
Isol~opylbenzene ?

1,3-Oichlorobenzene 4 0--...... S~OOOO0(c)l.g-O|chlo~obenzene --’-4 0 ~. ~00 -
~ ~S ~-~O000(c|-- -...... 0 .-. -_-_



Table 3 CONT.
1he EPA Melhod 5241624 was up~aded by use o~ ¯ (:apillary GC Columll

and more analyles were added Io the quantilicalion list.
a) USEPA O~lnking Waler Standam’s reporled by the AWWA Journal, Feb. 1993, p. 48.
(b) Calilmnla Ocean Plan, 1990, Sial¯ ot California, Slate Warm Resomces Conlrol

The Iowesl value Is mpmled. NI standards a~¯ 30 day av~age valu~



The syringe was a~tached to the syringe valve on the purging device and the
sample was injected into the sparger. The valve was closed and the sample was
purged with helium ¯t ¯ rate of 40 ml/min for 11 minules at ambient temperature. The
trap (Supelco, Carbol~aclVCarbosieve) was then dry purged for 11 minutes ¯t 4 mi/min
to remove water. At the completion of the purge cycle, the apparatus was Switched tO
the desorb mode. The cryogenic interface, located at the beginning of the capillary
column, was cooled to -150"C and the trap was rapidly heated to 220"C while it was

beck-flushed with helium at 4 ml/min for 4 minutes. At the end of the 4 minute
desorption cycle, the cryogenic trap was ballistically he¯ted for 11 seconds, the
temperature program of the gas chromatograph (Finnigan 9610) started and mlSl

spectrometer (Finnigan 4000) data acquisition was begun.

$.

Data were acquired (Superincos Data Syslem, Finnigan) and stored over the
mass range rn/z 35-300 with ¯ total scan cycle time of one second. Five or more spectra
were measured during the elution of each GC peak. The gas chromatograph used a 30

mater narrow bore (0.32 ram) DB-624 (J&W Scientific) fused silica capillary column. ,,~
The helium career gas flow rate was 40 crrVsac. The initial column temperature waS
10"C and helO for 5 minutes from the beginning of veperization from the cryogenic trap,
programmed at 6"C/rain to 70"C, then heated to 200"C at 15"C/rnin and held It thai .
temperature for 2 minutes. After deso~ing the sample, the trap was reconditioned by
returning it to the purge rhode and heating it to 260"C for 10 minutes. The heater was

turned off, the gas flow stopped, and the trap allowed to �ool. The sparging vessel was n
_ nnsed two times with 25 ml volumes of reagent water (4 canister Milli-C) unit, Millport U
" Coq~.) between each sample.

.~,~

Compounds ¯luting from the gas chromatographic column were identified bY

comparing their measured mass spectra and retention times to reference spectra and
retention times in ¯ data base compiled by the user from the measurement of authentic
standard compounds under the same �onditions used for samples. Calibration
standards were measured at six concentration levels (0.5.2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 i~g/I) and

response factor~ calculated for each compound quantitation ion using linear regression
analysis. The concentration of each identified compound was measured by relating lhe

mass spectral response of the quantitation ion produced by that compound to the mass

_ spectral response of the quantitation ion produced by a compound that was used ¯s an
, ¯ internal standard. Calculation of the target analy, te concentrations was made by the

Autocluan Software package (Finnigan Corporation) using a linear fit of the three
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V
closest points in the muMi-point response list for each analyle from the plot of area of
unknown/area of standard versus amount of standard. For a compound to be

quantitated, ils spectra must match the library spectra by exceeding the M threshold
value of 900 out of I000 and ~I must occur w~thin the Specified I0 second retention time

window. Surrogale analyles, whose concentrations were known, were measured w~th
the same internal standard calibration procedure.

Table 3 shows the Method detection Emits (MDLs) were compound dependent
and varied from 0.03-0.64 14g/I (ppb). The MDLs were determined based on the

seventeenth edition of Standan:l Methods of Water and Waste Water (American Public

Health Association, 1990). Analyles that were inefficiently purged from water Could not
be detected at low concentrations, but could be measured when present in sufficient

amounts. Coeluting compounds with very similar mass spectra, typically Itructural
isomers, were reported as a group. Trihalomethane concentrations were calculated
individually.

Table 3 compares the MDLs with the US EPA Dnnking Water Standards and the
California Ocean Plan Standards for human health carcinogens and non-carcinogens

|
Is well as for manne aquatic life. The MDL values for the Drinking Water Standards are
tess than the California Ocean Plan Standards.

Analysis of Suspended Sediment and Fillered Water Extracts n

Extraclable organics were analyzed by capillary gas chromatography/mass
spectrometry (GC/MS) fOllowing EPA 525/625" methodology as modified in USEPA
Contract Laboratory Program (CLP) August 1991 Statement of Work. Organic
compounds analyzed by this procedure are listed in Table 4. Table 4 shows the

n
- Method detection limits (MDLs) were compound dependent and varied. Analyles that U

were inefficiently extracted from waler or suspended sediment could not be detected at
low concentrations, but could be measured when present in sufficient amounts.

Coeluting compounds with very similar mass spectra, typically structural isomers, were
_ reported as a group.

Aliquots of 250 I~I for filtered water extracts and 500 I~I for suspended solids
exlracts were used for GC/MS analysis. All extracts were in methylene ¢hlodde and

delivered in 1.5 ml glass vials. While in the custody of the GC/MS facility, sample
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~IDLs AND STANDARDS FOR DRINKING WATER AND THE CALIFORI~IIA OCEAN PLAN -
- TARGET BASE NEUTRAL COMPOUNDS BY THE UPGRADED EPA L~.ETHOD 6081625"

CALIFOI~t|IA OCEAN PLAN

MI)L MOL WATER MCI.~ CAI~’~I/OGEN NON-CARCINOGEN AQUATIC LIFE

Phenol ! S ! 0 ! .5 ! I
2:_C_ h_l_o!ophenol ¯
_2-M et__hyll~.honol 443 0.443
4__-M elhylph__enol 491 0.491 I
2-N|lf__0Phenol 639 0.639
2.4- Olmelh ly_,ll)he nol 404 0.404
~.4-Oichlorophenol 608 0.608 ¯
Denzoic Acid 4000 4
4-Chlof o-3-melhy_lphenol 548 0.54 e ¯
2.4.6. Trlchlo~ophenol ,579 0.5.7.9 290 ¯
2.4.5-Tftchlo~oDhenoI 2 ! 00 2. ! ¯
2.4- Olnil~ophenol 4 ! O0 4. ! 4,000

2_* M__e I_ by.l-4.6, dlnil ~ ophenol 2700 2.7 220,000 I
Penlachlo~,ophenol 3100 3. ! ¯
N-N|lfo$odlmelhylamlne 828 0.828
Aniline 2 ! 00 2. !
0i_S~_2-¢hlo~oelhyl). elhel 345 0.345 45
!.3-Olchlo~obenzene 422 0.4.22 $.! 00,000{�)
1.4. O!chlorobonzene 84 0.084 7 $ 10:000
1.2.01chlo~ob~nzene 80 0.08 600 S.100.000|c) .....
Oe~nzyl Ik:ohol 808 0.808
D!s|2-chlo~olsopfopyl) elhel 63 0.003 1,200,000
He. x._achl~oelhane 167 O. 167 2~$00
N-Nil~osodl-n-p~opylamine 329 03_29
N!!f_0_t~_, nzene 666 0.666 4.9__00
Iso~h~_o_ne 123 0.123 I S0.000.000
Dis{2-chlofoelhoxy|methene 328 0.328 4.400
1,2.4- Trlchlorobenzen¯ 70
Naphlhalene 6 0 0.068
4-Chlo~oaniline 1270 1.27
I lexachlorobuladiene 791 0.79 I
;~-Melhylnaphlhllone t 25 0.125



"Table 4 CONT. CALIFORNIA OCEAN PLAN
WMof S.~. ORINKING HUMAN HEAL~                              MARINE
~L ~ WA~R~ ~~ ~R~EN AOUA~C LIfE

He = achlorocy~l~penladiene 2430 2.~3 SO 58~0

2-Nitroamline 1240 1.24
AFen~p~ylene 56 0.056
Di~t~y~phthalate 64 0.064 .... ~,000.000

3-Nilroaniline 943 0.943

Dibenzofuran 5 7 0.057

Flumene 62 0,062 e eLd) ,,
O~t~y~lhalal~ 60 0.06 ,33,000,000,~:.Ch~mphenyl ~e~l e~ 346 0.346
4-Nit~oaniline 1320 1.32 ’ ’
N-Nilfosodiphenyllmine 206 0 206 ... 2,500
Az~en~ 63 0,063

H~xa~robe~e~ 602 0~6~2 ’ I
~he~nl~,~ne 64 .. 0.~S4
Anlhracene 70 0.07 8.8(d) .

Oenzidine 51400 S 1 4 0.069
~ene e9 0.06~ e.e(d) ,.

Opn~acon~ 62 0.062
3.3"~Oichlo~obenzidine 134~ 1 .~4
~ys~. SO 0.068 ,,B~2-oihylhox~) ~%ihalale 48 0.048 ~ 3.500 "’
Oi-n-oc~l phlhalalo 64 0.064 ""
Be~(b) nu~r~nihene 137 0.137
Bonzo(k)lluoranthe~ 14 S 0.145
9e~T0(a)PY~~ ... 73 O.073 02
I nde .....~t~2~3~p]~ono_ _~ 374 0.3~74
~nzo(a.h)ant~ace~ 395 0.395 O.O(d)

~aebazolo



T~ 4 CONT.                             ’
~he EPA Molhod 6081625 was up~aded by use of ¯ cal~ary GC Colum~

and more enalylos were added to the quanllficolion list.                                                             "
8) USEPA Drinking Water Standards repmled by the AWWA Journal. Feb. I~J~. p. 48.

(b) California Ocean Plan, 1990. Slate of California, Slale Waler Rusom¢l~ Colzlml
Board, Resolollon No. 90-27. kdopled e~d Effecllv~ Ma~ch 22. 1990
The lowest value Is repoJled. AI standards ore 30 day average values.

(c) Sum of !.2 end !.3 dichlorobenzones
(.d) Sum of Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) including oil PANs Isled

and 1.2.benzanlhracono end 3.4-benzllourantheno. < 8.8 n04)
(o) Phenolic compounds, chlodnalod. 6 monlh median .! u94;

daily maximum. 4 ug4; InstaManoous maximum. 10 uO4.
(f) Phenolic compounds, nonchlodneted- 6 monlh median. 30 IJO4;



’
-

extracts were protected from light and stored in a refrigerator ¯t 4"C ¯way from potential
contaminants in a room acljacent to the laboratory. Standards were stored in ¯ sel:)arate
r~fr~gerator. Jusl pr~or to analysis the exlracl was allowec~ to warm to room temperature
ant| the aDpropriate volume of internal standard mixture ¯t 200 pg/ml ¯ddecl to the vial.
F, ve pl was used in the 250 pl extract and 10 pl was usecl for the 500 pl extract to g~ve a
final concentration in the vial of 40 ng/pl. Using a 10 pl synnge. 1-1.2 pl of extract was
iniecled spl~tless on the Finnigan 9610 gas chromatograph (GC) initiating the GC
temper~tura program and the data acquisition on the Finnigan 4000 mass spectrometer
(MS).

Data were ¯C¢luimd (Superincos Data System, Finnigan) lnd slored over the
mass range rniz 35-500 with ¯ total scan cycle time of one sa�ond. Five or more spectra
were measured dunng the elution of each GC peak. The gas chromatograph used ¯ 30
meter narrow bore (0.25 ram) DB-fMS (J&W Scientific) fused silica capillary �olUmn.~
The helium carner gas flow rate was 40 era/sac. The initial column temperature was

tt 30"C ¯nO held for 4 minutes, programmed ¯t 6"C/rain to 300"C, and held st that
" temperature for 30 minutes.

Compounds ¯luting from the GC column were i0entified by �omparing their
maasured mass spectra and retention times to reference spectra and retention times to

It reference spectra and retention times in ¯ data base compiled by the user from the
measurement of authentic slandard �ompounds un0er the same conditions used for
samples. Calibration standarOs were measured at five concentration levels (5, 10, 20,
50 and 80 ng/;~l) and response factors calculated for each compound quantitation ion
using linear regression analysis. The concentration of each idantified compound was
measured by relating the MS response of the quantitation ion produced by that
compound to the MS response of the quantitation ion produced by ¯ �ompound that was
used as an internal standan:l. Calculation of the target ¯nalyle �oncentrations was
made by the Autoquan Software package (Finnigan Corp.) using ¯ linear fit of the three
closest points in the multi-point response list for each an¯lyre from the plot of area of
unknown/area of standan:l versus amount of standard. For ¯ compound to be
o, uantitated, its spectra must match the library Spectra by exceeding the fit threshold
value of 900 out of 1000 and it must occur within the specified 10 second retention time
window. Surrogate ¯nalyles, whose concentrations were known, were measured with
the same internal standard calibration procedure.
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Table 4 compares the MDLs of water and suspended sediments with the US EPA
Drinking Waler Standards and the California Ocean Plan Standards for human health
carcinogens and non-carcinogens as well as for marine aquatic life. The MDL values
for water plus suspended segments or total concentration of a chemical in the sample
are about the same order of magnitude as the Dnnking Water Standards and the ,/
California Ocean Plan Standards when 3-8 liters of water and the associated
suspended sediments are extracted as were completed in the study. All quantitative
calculations for the total concentration of chemical present in the water and suspended
sediment phases were adjusted to a one liter water sample basis to enable a direct
companson to Drinking Water Standarcls and the California Ocean Plan Standards. All
tables of results for base-neural compounds ere presented to directly ~ompare the
Dnnking Water Standards and the California Ocean Plan Standards with the
concentration of the chemical in a water sample of one liter with its associated
suspended sediments.

Non-Target Compound Identification

Many of the compounds elucidated by GC/MS are not on either the volatile or
semi.volatile target enel~e list. These non-target an¯lyres ere tentatively identified         ~’.
using several techniques SUCh as a) matching the unknown spectra to spectra in the
40,000 compound EPA/NIH Mass Spectral Data Base and b) interpretation of mass U
spectra by the mass spectroscopist and finally confirmation by �oinjection of authentic
�ompoun0 standards. Determining Chromatographic peaks on which identifications r’~
will be attempted can either be selected manually by the operator or be selected by U
using a modified Biller-B~emann type peak detection algorithm to search for
compounds. The algorithm assumes that ¯ compound is present whenever it finds the
elution of more than three simultaneous masses which maximize within ¯ single scan.
Scans that ere flagged as peaks are then searched against the EPA/NIH Mass
Spectral Data Base and if the fit threshold is greather than 850 out of 1000, the spectra
and tentative identification are presented to the spectroscopist for evaluation. All
identifications am tentative until authentic compounds have been analyzed or
coinjected under the same analylical conditions as the unknown.
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Purge and Trap Analysis for Volatiles. Analylical Finish by EPA 5~$,/6~4°

Equivalent

Initially some 15 af~d 25 ml samples were analyzecl, however, foaming OCCurred
In these samples. Ashland samples had the heaviest foaming problem. These
analyses and the remaining analyses were completed wilh 5 ml samples. The Method
Detection Limit (MDL) is based upon 5 ml samples¯ All samples are filtered before

analysis. See Table E3a for the MDL’s that were determined for this study, All samples
initially run at 15 to 25 ml were repeated at 5 ml. The percent recovery of surrogate
standar0s are �ompleted by ¢ompahson to the internal standard flourobenzene It $

ug/I. Table 5 shows the percent recovery of surrogate standards.

Liquid-Liquid Extraction Method for Isolation of Ba~e Neutral Compounds from

Aqueous Phase Samples; Analylical FiniSh by EPA Method 608/625" Equivalent

A Coming Pyrex One-Step Continuous Extractor/concentrator

(Fowler,1991 ) was used for continuous exlraction of the base.neutral organic
compounds in the water phase. In Choosing glassware, a major consideration
was that the apparatus his no susceptible breaking points such as glass-to,.

tubing connections which am I recipe for disasler. The Coming one-step
apparatus was tested against others for practical utility.

1. Water:methylene ¢hlodde ratio (vol.h,’OI.): (1L : 450 ml)
2.Water bath temp.: 95 oC.

3. Final volume of extract: extract to 5-10ml in extractor, then
evaporate to 0.5 ml in concentrator tube with Kontes tube heater

4. Duration of extraction: 10 houri
5. Volume of sample for each extraction aRoaratus: 1 liter

6. Volume of sample needed for extraction to identify base-neutral
compounds: 3-8 liters

The liquid-liquid extraction of water from the storm drains was done using

a toddled version of the Fowler method. To each extractor body, 450 ml of
methylene chloride was poured in followed by one liter of water sample. It was

R0051



Percent Recoveries of Volatile Or(~anl¢ Comoound Surro_aati)

Selec~ecl Sample Dates
[(a)Bromoflouro~enzene an0 (~))1.2-D,chlorobenzene.D4]

Ashland Ballona Centinela Pico/Kenter Sepulveda

7/27/92 a) 81.9 80.8 82.9 81.2

b/ 119.1 98.3 94.5 102,6 103,1

8/24/92 a) 80.2 95.1 78.7 87.2 80.0

b! 96.9 102.2 90.8 I08.7 105.0

12J10/92    a) 98.7 102.0 102.0 101.1 99.6

b) 96.7 105.8 105.8 105.3 105.8

Mean of Table Values ¯ gS.g % with 11.0 % vMiltiOI1
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V
ascertained that as much as 450 ml of melhylene chloride was needed Io prevent

crossover of water flowing from the extraclt~r body to the side where th# extracted
sample is isolatecl since some solvent escapes from the system from evaporation
in spite of the condensor.              ,

To the wa:er phase, 5 ul of base.ne~Jtra~ surrogate 11000 ppm] was added.
Afler the two layers separated, the stopcock on the side-arm was opened Ind tht

melhylene chloride allowed to move over 1o the side containing the concentrator
tube. The concentrator tube was heated by’ water bath or heating block. (see
below). Dunng extraction, the methylene �blonde extraCt refluxes genlly with a
condensation rate of 6 drops per minule. A! this rate, the Snyl:ler balls chatter
gently leaving the sample in the concentralor tube and presumably only distilled
methylene chloride reaches the condensot and collects back in the e.~lractor

body. The duration of extraction was ten hours. Nler this, the stopcock on the
side-arm was closed and the sample in the concentrator tube �oncenlfated to
approximately 5 ml.

The 5 ml extracts from each site were combined and further concentrated
in ¯ Kontas tube heater to 0.5 ml. The sample was then dried (residual water

remove) in a column of sodium sulfate; (0,5 gram of sodium sulfate previously /,,,j
dned in the oven was put into a Pasteur ppatle with glass wool as plu0I). The
drying column was prewashed with three bed volumes of methylene ©hloride

before elating the sample. The column was then washed with three more bed n
volumes of methylene chloride. The extraCts ware evaporated with the Kontes U

tube heater w~th conclensers attached to the concentrator tubeS.

The samples were analyzed by GC, If the concentration of chemicals in

the samples was low and the chromatogrem only showed sun’ogate|, more
water was extracted and all the extracts combined and worked up again so that a
sufficient sample volume was extracted for GC/MS and quantitative analysis.

A water bath was used as a heatin0 source for all of the extractions exce~
the 12-10-92 samples. The disadvantage of the water bath is that it his to be
refilled every half hour or so in order to m~ntaJn the temperature. The
temperature of the water bath is lowered ihghtly at this time. ff the waler level           i~.~ .,~

was allowed to drop more than a liler or more and large volumes of water were
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, mc:;u;red to refill it, the lowered temperature cou~ have ¯llerad the rate of

extraction. This happenecl occasionally as il was impractical to always mantlet L
the exlraction continuoush/.

A water bath was not used as ¯ heating source for the extractions 12-10-92
samples. Instead, a Supelco heating block system, which is made of aluminum and is
Oesigned to hold one concentrator tube each was used. Four blocks were placed on ¯
hot plate and the heat conducted to the blocks. The temperature of the outside surface

of the concentrator tube was 110 oC ¯s measured w~th a thermometer through ¯ slot in
the block. The advantage of the heating block is that since there is no water bath to

have to fill, 11 is more likely that the temperature will remain constant throughout the
extraction. However, overheating can occur ¯t low volumes of methylene chloride in

the concentrator tube and bumping can occur.

The percent recovery of surrogate standan:ls ¯m completed by �omparison to ¯
standard solution of the sun’ogate standa~s. Table 6A shows the percent recovery of

surrogate standards. The.grand mean ¯v¯rage of 105 wet¯r samples was 56.2%,
which was within EPA gui0elines of EPA Method for surrogate analysis (33 ¯ >100%).

Suberchtical Fluid Extraction of Filtered Suspended Sediments;
Analylical Finish by EPA MothoO 6081/625 Equivalent O

nThe superoriticel fluid extraction (SFE) of suspended sediments from storm         ~,j
0rains was done by compacting the air-dried filter w~th sediment into a 10-ml sample
cartridge. Recovery standan:l solution (200 ppm mixture of 1-¢hlorodecane and 1- n
chlorooctadecane in methanol) was then spiked into the sample in the cartridge at ¯ O
ratio of 50 pl per 1.0 ml final volume of extract. In this case, the final volume of extract

was planned to be 0.5 ml, so the recovery standard spiked was 25 I~1. An ISCO

SFXTM 2-10 Supercritical Fluid Extractor, ( Lincoln Nebraska ) was used in this stucly.
The sediment was extracted under the following optimum conditions:

Pressure ,, 200 arm. Temper¯lure = 50 ~
Volume of CO2 = 25 ml Flow Rata ,, 1.2 to 1.4 ml/min

The extracts were collected in a 10-ml (initial volume) of methylene chlodde
�ontained in 30 ml round harlem cullure tubes w~th screw caps (ISCO SFXTM 2-10
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V
Oaccessory), During extraction, the bubbling of C02 into the collection Solvent caused

much of it to eva,got¯re to around 0.5 ml. A~ler extraction, the final volume was
acl;us~ecl to exactly 0.5 ml. followed by s~.’kJng of the internal slandard mixture (1000
ppm mixlure of 1.chlorotetradecane and 1-chlorohexadecane in methanol) at a ratio of
5 I~1 per 0.5 ml sample. The sample was prescreened by gas chromitogra,ohy and
then analyzecl by GC/MS. Table 7 shows the percent recovery of surrogate standar:ls
in Chflerent samples calculated by GC analysis with a flame ionization detector by a

2stanclarcl curve procedure. The grand mean ¯verage of 20 suspended sediment
samples was 87 % as shown in Table 6B.

Chlorinated Pesticides and PCB Analysis By EPA Method 608

Chlorinated Pesticides and PCB ware isolated by the lain¯ method for
suspended sed=ments and filtered water extracts as described above for EPA
Method 525/625". The methylene ¢hlonde extracts from the EPA Method
525/625" was solvent-exchanged v~h hexane. The hax¯ne extracts were
analyzed by EPA Method 6~8, with ¯ Varian 3500 GC equipped with I Dual
Electron Capture Detector (ECD). A ditector temperature of 330"C was used
with ¯ splitless injector at 280°C. The programming temperature used was 1 man ’~- "
It 60°C, 15°C/min to 150~C, 2~C/min to 200"C, 5"Clmin to 2eo’c hold 10 man. A
1 I~1 sample in hexane was injected into a single injector and then split using a 1
meter 0.32 mm fused silica retention gap and glass Y connector to two analytical
�olumns. Column 1 was connected to ¢t~nnel A Electron Capture Detector J&W
30 meter DB-5 0.032 mm diameter and Column 2 was connected to channel B
ECD J&W 30 meter DB-5 0.032 ram. diameter. A Varian Star Integrator/
Workstation Ver. A2 was used for data collection and processing. Ouantitation
from Channel A with confirmation from Channel B w~re used with an external
calibration:

Mx - MSTD x AxlASTD
Mx = amount compound in unknown run; Ax = area compound in unknown run
MSTD - amount �ompound in stanclard run; ASTD . area compound in Itancla~
run

Sample concentration was reported as ng/I o~ water sample. Table 8 shows the
chlonnated pestici0es and PCBs that were analyzed.                              P~"~
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Percent Recoveries of Surroeele Stan~arcl From
Secliments by Suoercrttlcal Flulcl Extraction For Selected

(1 -chloroOecane)

" 2,, Ashland Ballona Centinela Pico-Kenter Sepulveda

¯ ~ 7127/92 100 % 68 % 102 % 112 % 94 %

~! ~24/92 97 % 77 % 76 % 04 % "/5 %

~;,;~ 9/8/92 96 % 90 % 86% 81% 81

12/10/92 80 % 76 % 92 % 84 % 85 %

Grand Mean of all samples in this table ¯ 86.8%
Range ¯ 68% - 112% ¯
Number of samples ¯ 20

r’~
0

¯ n
U
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EPA 608° TARGET CHLORINF

, CHLORINATED PESTICIDES PCBS
Aid tin 2,4’. D ichlorobiphe nyl

’" Alpha-Chlordane (cis- 2.2’.5-Trichlorobiphenyl 2chlordane) 2.4.4’.Trichlorobiphenyl
,~ 2.4’-DDD (o.p’TDE) 2.2’.3.5’-Tetrachlorobiphenyl
. .. 4.4’-DDD (p.p’TDE) 2.2’.5.5’-Tetrachlorobiphenyl

2.4’-DDE 2.3’.4.4’-Tetrachlorobiphenyl
,-, 4.4-DDE 3.3’.4.4’.Tetrachlorobiphenyl
. .| 2.4’DDT 2.2’.4.5.$’-Pentachlorobiphe nyl

4.4’-DDT 2.3.3’4.4’.Pentachlorobiphenyl
’~ Dieldrin 2,3’,4,4’,5-Pentachlorobiphenyl", Heptachlor 3,3’,4,4’,5-Pentachlorobiphenyl
,.~ Heptachlor el)oxide 2,2",3,3’,4,4’.Hexachlorobiphenyl
,,, Hexachlorobenzene 2,2’,3,4,4’,5’.Hexachlorobiphenyl

Llindane (gamma-BHC) 2.2’,4,4’,5,5’-Hexachlorobiphenyl
Mirex 2.2’,3,3’,4,4’,5.Heptachlorobiphen¥1

.,, Trans-Nonachlor 2,2’,3.4.4’,5,’-Heptachlor0biphenyl I’.-- o -,~
Endrin 2,2’.3.4’.5,5’,6-Heptachlorobiphenyl’ ~ alpha--BHC 2,2’,3,3’,4~4’,5,6.0ctachlorobiphenyl"°l beta--BHC 2,2’,3,3’,4,4’,5,5’.6.

,, Delta--BHC Nonachlorobiphenyl
nEndosulfan I 2,2’.3,3’,4,4’,5,$’,6,6’."~" Endosulfan II Decachlorobiphenyl U

,, Endosulfan Sulfate
~ ’~i Endrin Aldehyde

Endrin Ketone .J
Methoxychlor
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All compounds that are on the volatile organic chemica~ and base neutral
analysis quantitative list. (’l’abmes 3 and 4) were analyzed by GC/M$. Some
compounds were analyzed by both methods, e.g. naphthalene. Volatile organic
analysis data is for Soluble compounds only. whereas base neutral data is for total

~̄, concentration (sOluble plus suspended sediment) to reflect the maximum load on lhe
environment as sample Uilution with the ocean will facilitated desorption from the

sediments phase. The data obtained is compared Io the drin~ng water standards
THMs (’T’rihalomethanes. the sum of Chloroform. dichlorobromomethane,

chlorodibromomethane and bromoform), whose sum must be less that 100 ug/l in the
final dnnking water. The base neutral analyses am also compared to the California
Ocean Plan’s 30-day average discharge standards, which are based upon the critoda

of human heallh, carcmogenic or noncercinogens. The use of the �oncept of
minimum initial dilution is used (the lowest average initial dilution within a single

month of the year). We could assume that the storm drain discharge is from one
discharger to the ocean. However, the initial dilution will vary with low (dry weather)
flow vs higher ( wet weather) flow. A set of possible dilution factors can be �omplred
e.g. a minimum of 5 to 10 vs. 100, 1,000 or even 10,000-fold dilutions can be
evaluated. No standard approach has been defined in the Ocean Plan, thus, It le up to

interpretation of the flow data and mixing in the ocean. I1 should be remembered that
the California Ocean Plan has no guidelines specifically for a storm drain.

~/olntite Orn~ni~ ChemiPmlq
I|

" Tables 8 - 12 show the soluble, targeted volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that

,, were quantified in storm drain samples from the $ storm drains under dry weather flow
" from 6/12/92 to 12/10/92. Field and lab blank data (Appendix II) and MDLs were used

,, to define the compounds that could be quantified. Tables 8 - 12 present the summary

,.- of the VOCs (b.p. <150 °C) that were quantified at the ug/1 (ppb) level to two significant

,0 figures. The tables list the minimum detectable level for each compound as

. 0etermined in our laboratory. ( See Table 3). The only compounds that are quantified
are those above the MDL. Appendix Tables IV.la ¯ 5a show the individual analyses o

by sample data in ng/I (Ppt).
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Table 8
_Volatile Organic Analysis - Ballona Creek ~6/12.12/10/92!

mLOS . ueen
LAB FOUND WATER

, CHEMICAl. NAME u~l
Hichlorod011uoromet har,~ 0.18 O. 15-0.20
Chloromethane 0.14 0.14-0.17 12 0.51 0.26 - 2.17Cart)on Oisulfide 0.11 0.11-0.14 15 0.20 0.14 - 0.29Methylene Chlodde (1) 0.07 0.11-0.14 13 ? 0.19.2,12 S"Trans- 1,2-Otchlomethene 0.12 1 0.13 I002-Bulanone ? 0,24-0,33 11 0.60 0.34 - 1.58 "
Bromochloromelhane 0.16 ! 0.52Chloroform 0.11 17 0.63 0.21 - 2.16 100 THIds1,1,1-Tdchloroethane 0.06 15 055 0.11 - 0.96 200Benzene 0.04 13 0.08 0.04 - 0.22 Scn Tdchloroelhene 0.04 ! 1 0.0S 0.05 - 0.08 5o)
Oibromomelhane 0.30 3 0.06 0.04.0.26Oromo~ichloromeihane 0.06 16" 0.23 0.11 - 0.57 100 THUs4-1dethyl-2-Penlanone 0.12 I0 0.27 0.15.0.59Toluene 0.05 13 0.I0 0.0S - 0.17 1000Telrachloroeihene 0.0S 16 0.24 0.07.0.41 52-Hexanone 0.09 2 0.14 0.07 - 0.20Dibromochlommethane 0.09 16 0.28 0. I 1 - 0.82 100 THMsStyrene 0.04 3 0.0S 0.04 - 0.07 1000Oromofonn 0.06 18 0.18 0.07.0.42 100 THMs1,2,4-Tdmelhylt~nzene 0.04 2 0.04 0.04Naptha~ne 0.25 I 0.26

_1,1 "oichloroFx’opene 0.06 1 0.1017 s;w, fi~s - E/12 Io 12/1o/92 (Dry we;;:-,,~ F’,~,~) MDL. Llinm~urn Deleclable Lm,l ’No. & Average a~e above MDL and Blank Values         Average. Values above MIX and Blank i NO. Found

O "Proposed c,~ THMs- Tnh~O (I) Nole" MolhylenocNo~le In Iho 6/12 and 9,,8 AM samples o1129.41 and 154.22 ugR. arespoc:li~ aro
--~ consklered adilacls and are hog included in Ihe data. Fillee, samples w~e cmnrk, led Im melhylene chlo0Kle

o



Table 9 ¯

.Volatile Organic Analysis - Plco/Kenter (6112-12rl0/92~

FIELD ¯ NUMBER DRINKING
LAB FOUND WATER

~ OLANK ABOVE AVERAGE RANGE

Chloromelhane 0.14 0.14-0.17 13 0.42 0.29- 0.94
Cad)onDisullide 0.1! 0.11-O.14 II ¯ 0.30 0.15-0.71Melhylene Chloride(l) 0.07 0.11.0.14 14 2.18 0.18- 12.82 5"2-Bulanone ? 0.24-0.33 8 0.61 0.33- 1.24Chlorolorm 0.11 IS 0.35 0.11 - 0.98 100 THUsBenzene 0.04 12 0.09 0 04 - 0 25 5Dibfomomelhane 0.03 5 0.0S 0103 - 007
Bromodichloromelhane 0.06 2 0 16 0 ! I - 0"22 100

.~o..~ene 0.0S 12 0.16 0.06- 0.35 1000z-,exanone 0.09 4 0.21 0 12 - 0 30
Dibromochlommelhane 0.09 2 0 21 0"19 - 0"23 100 THUsS,yre,,e 0.04 5 oios 0104- 0105 100Bromolorm 0.06 6 0.39 0.07 - 1.49 100 THUs1,2,4-Tdmelhylbenzene 0.04 ! 0.0S .
I Iloluene 0.06 3 0.07 0.06.0.08

t 5 Samples - WI2 Io 12/10/9 (I)~y Wealhe~ Fbw) MDL - U~w~um Oelectdde Lind

P̄ml)osed MDL only TI4Ms. TlWlabmem,l,WS



Table 10

_Volatile Organic Analysis. Sepulveda , 16/12.12/10FJ2 

FIELD ¯ NUMBER O!~HI(ING
LAB FOUNO WATEReuun( AeOV AV AG .A.GS

Chlommethane          0.14 0.14-0.17 14 0.58 0.20 . 2.90
Cad)on Disulfide 0.11 0.11-0.14 8 0.23 0.14.0.34
Methylene Chlodde (1) ¯ 0.07 "0.11-0.14 12 0.52 0.14 - 1.75 5"Trans- 1,2- Oichloroethene 0.12 I 0.19 0.19 1002-Sutanone ? 024.0.33 9 0.77 0.36.3. ! 5
Bromochloromelhane 0.16 I 0.31 0.3 !Chloroform 0.11 14 0.57 0.14 . 2.13 100 THIds1,1,1-Trtchloroethane 0.06 1 0.09 0.09 200~̄n Benzene 0.04 13 0. I0 0.04 - 0.25 5a) Dibromomethane 0.03 9 0.07 0.03 - 1.29
Oromodichk)romethane 0.06 4 0.82 0.06 . 1.54 100 THIds4-Methyl-2-Penlanone 0.12 $ 0.25 0.15 - 0.62Toluene 0.0S I ! 0.10 0.06 . 0.37 10002-Hexanone 0.09 2 0.13 0.11 - O. 14Dibromochloromelhane 0.09 4 1.18 0.18 - 2.14 100 THMs(m,p)-Xylene 0.10 I 0.!5 0.15 100,000 Io-Xylene 0.04 1 0.06 0.06 TOTALStyrene 0.04 3 0.0S 0.04.0.05 1000Bromoform 0.06 15 0.40 0.13 - 1.09 100 THUsNaphthalene 0.25 1 0.29 0.29
15 Samples - 6/12 to 12J10,’92 (O~y Wealhw Flow) MDL. Mimmum Oe~edable Uml

;:O N°" & Av~aoe 8m ab°ve MOL and Blank Vakaes Average - Values above IAOL and Bl,lnk i No. Found

�,n |I) N°~" ~ chlmk~ in Ihe ~#12 and 91~ AM S,l~ d 7~.11S and 4 ~96 u04. ~ am
~ cxmsidemd aflilacls ard am nol inckd~d b ihe dala.
C~



Table 11

.Volatile Organic Anal]~sis - Centlnela ~7/12-12/10/92~

FIELD ¯ NUMgER~
LAB FOUNO                    ORINKING

WATER
MDL BLA/~ ABOV~    AVERAGE RACI~FId~CAL NAME Ul~ ¯ -~1 san,. m .., _ NGE UCI.s

DIchlorod~lluoromelhane 0.18 0.15-0.20 2 0.22 0 21.0 23Chlommelhane 0.14 0 14-0 17 I 1 0 32 019Cart)on Disulfide 0 1 ! 0"**-a’*" ._ ¯ . - 0 47
Melhy~ne Ch~o,k~ 0"07 ..’:’~-:: :.0 0.21 0.16. O.29

. ¯ v.~:-u.,,, :: 1.90 0.20-8.19 5"2 Butanone ? 0.24-0.33 4 0 57 0 34 1.Bromochloromelhane 0 16 . . ¯ - 28
u, Chloroform 0"11 .~_ 0.16 .
~o. ¯ : I 0 78 0 23 2 01 100 THMsBenzene 0 04 8 " " * "" 0.09 0.0,1.0.19 5Bromodichlorometharm 0.06 S 0 ,~2 0 07 14_-Melhyt-2-P’enlanone 0.12 $ _ _ ¯ * s

016 4579Toluene 005 - " " " ¯¯ IS 0.10 0.06 - 0.17 10002-Hexanone 0.09 8 0 03 0 0 .?b,omoc, km,,.e,,m 0.o9 . _._ .9- 0
’~ uu8 011 224    IOO THMSStyrene 004 3 " " " "

Naplhalene           0.25               I      0.46       .            ,
11 S4~ples. 7112 I0 12~10~2 (O~y Wm I:10~    M(X. "Mmmmm Delectable Limil

0
0



¯ VolsIIle Or 8nlc An~ sis o AshlMid Ave. 6~12o12/10~

WATER
~MC~ NA~ ¯

~ ~ ~O~ A~A~ R~GE
~hlm~ifl~~ 0.18 0.1S-0.~ 2 0.27 0~- 0.~Chlm~e~a~ 0.14 0.14-0.17 14 0.42 0~ - 0.91
Ca~ ~su~ 0.II 0.11-0.14 ~4 I.I0 0.18. ~.~Meth~ C~ (I) 0.07 0.II�.14 13 ~1~ 0.24-65.74 5"2-Buta~ ? 02~ 9 I.~ 0~. 3.73¯ ~Im~~ 0.16 4 0.45 0.Chlorof~ 0.I I I I 4.01 0.13.19.11 I~ THMsBenze~ 0.~ 13 0.~ 0.~ - 0.~ 51,2-~I~~ 0.~ I 0 ~ 5T~hlor~ 0.~ 3 0.07 0.~ - 0.~ 5m ~rO~l~ 0.~ 9 0.74 0.I I - 2.~o B~~~ 0.~ S I.~ 0.I0.7.42 I~ T~s
Tol~ 0.~ I I 0.75 0.~ - 6.~2-Hexa~ 0.~ S 0.~ 0.15.0.41~~m~ 0.~ 4 4.~ 0.IEm~ ~ 0.~ ~ 0.~o-X~e~ 0.~ 2 0J5 0.~. 0.~ I~ (Tom~S~re~ 0.~ 5 0.~ 0.~ - 0.~Br~f~ 0.~ $ I0.~ 0.~. ~.52 I~ T~s
12,4-Tr~y~z~ 0.~ 8 0.~ 0.~. 0.17~~ 0.~ 6 0.69 ".0.~. 2.51n-B~z~ 0.~ I 0.~~t~ 0~ I 0.4012-D~Im~z~ 0.~ I 0.07

O
~ ~s - T~~



_ O~her compounds on the VOC quantifiable list (Table 3) were qualitatively
Oide~if;ed by mass spectromelry in the s~mples, bul am below the MDL and are not

_ quantified. Appendix IV, Tables IV.Ib - 5b shows the complete VOC analyses
L,ncluding clare of analyses, the concentration of the compouncls that were idt~ntifie¢|

above their MDLs in ng/l and the identif,ca~ion of the compounds found below their
MDLs presented as <MDL.

- Table 13 compare the average tabulated VOC data for each site and overall
~grand average for all sites based upon occurrence >MDL. Tables 8 * 12 compare the

VOC average da~a at each sites and the �lnnking water m~ximum contamination limits
0eveloped by the U.S. EPA (See Table 3). Only methylene chloride (a notorious
laboratory artifact) was found in the storm drains Of Pico/Kentar. Centinel~ and
AShland to exceed the MCL. Even assuming no diluJion and a one-month average
value represented by each sampling date. no California Ocean Plan standards are
exceeded as these standan:ls are much higher that the EPA drinking water standards
for VOCs (See Table 3).

~* Table 14 Shows the identification of non-targeted VOCs in soma samples. Non-
1- targeted VOCs were identified by the critena that was presented in the experimental

¯ - section. These compounds are not quantified and they are called "tentatively ~ ~,~
o. identified" compounds. Tentatively identified compounds are not compared with the

B
_ GC retention time of the true compound or the mass spectrum of the true compounds

obtained on the s~rna GC/MS system as the targeted compounds. The term "tentative"

means that further studies are needed to confirm their identification and to quantify           /
them by use of references standards. Tata! ion curt’ant chromatogrems from the mass
spectrometric determination results are presented in Appendix V. Fulure evaluation of       n

- the non-targeted tentatively identified compounds falls into the category of future
Uresearch.

Quality Assurance - VOC Laboratory Blanks, Field Blanks and Replicate Analysis ~,J

Appendix I1., Table I1.1 shows VOC samples suspected of methylene chlodde
_ contamination. Methylene chloride is a notorious laboratory artifact that can permeate

into water samples stored in a refrigerator for purge and trap volatile organic

_ compound analysis (Eichelberger and Budde, EPA Method 524.2, Revision 3, Section
~_,,~4.3, 1989, Appendix Methods Section 1). Methylene chloride was the solvent used in
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- .._._V~’;’;t:l~ Oraan]c~ Analysis. Grand Total (6t12-12;10/92)
A4hlancl PK:o,Xenter Se~ulve~a Ballorta Cent. GRAND GRAND NUMBER

- Ave~i)e AveraDe AvemDe Average Ave AVE. S.D. OF

.CHEMICAL nOq. ng.’L ng.’L nO’L I~¢LI. ~O/L n0~. ~.MDL
- Benzene 90 S 1 109 77 B 1 S 0 61 S 9

¯ Bromochloromethane 454 309 S 10 164 401 310
Bromo(~ichloromethane 1.683 160 7’7’2 293 420 554 1.307’ 32- Bromoform 10.555 390 401 179 337’ 1.351 7’.179 49. 2-Butanone, MEK 1.191 423 47’7’ 602 423 673 056 40n.Bulyl Benzene 00 80 0 1Carbon Disulfide 1.102 299 227’ 299 213 442 7’75 58’~ Chloroform 4.060 360 500 036 770 1.152 2.64?Chloromethane 41 $ 421 570 421 324 526 5802-Chlorotoluene |8 80 0 1

, 4-Chlorotoluene 140 148 0 1
Dibromochloromethane 4.077 20S 1.170 281 003 1.089 3.341 30Dil~romomethane 740 $0 74 SO 208 405 26, 1.2-Dichlorobenzene 74 74 0
Dichlorodifiuoromethane 267 210 200 210 221 221 30 121.1 .Dichloroethane 107’ 187 0 1¯ -. 1.2.Dichloroethane 83 83 0 I
Dichloromethane 6.298 2.177 525 2.163 1.905 2.325 8.422 63
1.1-Dichloropro~ne 102 102 0 1~’ Ethyl Benzene 87 80 S4 S2-Hexan~ne 225 213 127 213 135 193 84
p-iso~opyltoluene t87 ’ 72 72 482 834 9--’ 4.Methyl-2-Pentanone S73 295 232 295 S.478 1.422 I.~3S 43
Naphthalene 401 287 256 464 352 7~ 4.
Styrene $4 48 47 46 47 49 ~ 1

-’ Tetrachloroethene, PCE 242 242 S0 16
Toluene 747 1S8 107 14~ 104 126 78

_. Trans 1.2-Dichlor~the~ lsl 130 161 43
1.1.1-Trichloroelhlne 94 564 SS8 292 1S
Tr~chloroethene . TCE I~ $3 56 12 1S

-; 1.2.4-Trimethylbenzene 77 $2 S2 68 42 1
1.3.5-Trimethylbenzene 6?2 672 852
o-x~lene 71 59 67 21 3

--~ D~c~loromet~ane. methylene charge TCE. Tr~h~roet~ylene PCE. Perchlor~thylene
~te: O~ ~~st~ ~e ~ >M~ ~re m~
Gra~ A~rage. ~r~ ~ ~~s t~t ~ ~ >M~~ ~ ~

I
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ladle 14

Nontargoted Volatile Organic Chemicals Found in Selected Samples

D-to ............... ~. _O-Sop. _.12.Jun _2.Nov _7-Ju~_, _ 7:JuJ_ _7.J~_ ,-8S~P t2.Oci
,.~nlp~l ~ .... ;. 1:7972 7924 8143 8008 79:32 8009 7977 801:2

T~.o o~ 0~,£ PM m ~ ~m Au PU-~-~u-

Octanal ¯ X

C9 ~ane_Ltx-an~ed _ ,t .

¯

o ~13 Akane. Ixan~hed ¯ ¯
O ....... ¯
--~ ......... ~--,~. CS Nkene. Ixanched ..................

¢9 AI~, I~anched ......
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our studies for base neutral organic analysis and is present in the laboratory. The

methylene chloride Solvent extracts and water samples containing methylen.e chloride
L&r~ stored in different refngerators and processed as far away from each other in the

laboratory as Oescnbed in the Expenmental Section. The methylene chloride
contamination is so pervasive that ". ..... Clothing previously exposed 1o methylene ,’/
chloride 0unng common liqui(:l!liquid exlraction procedures can contribute to sample

contamination." In.the present Study, all initial VOC analyses from the 3 different sites P)
on 6/12/92 were found to be contaminated by methylene chloride at levels of 129, 33,
and 75 ppb, These analyses are noted as artifacts in our data evaluation. Quality

control procedures were carefully monitored attar this initial sampling period.
Only on one other occasion 9/8/92 in 3 of the 5 AM samples can we say with

assurance that contamination is suspected (See Appendix Table II. 1). The three
6/12/92 and three 9/8 AM samples are not included in the sample evaluations

because of suspected artifact values.

Appendix Table 11.2 shows that 5 compounds were present in the blanks above

their MDL. The range of �oncentrations for the analysis of 5 laboratory and field
blanks taken over the course of the study are Shown tO be within 0.1 ppb and within

0.03 ug/I of the MDLs. Only methylene chloride is as large as 0.07 ug/1 of the MDL.
Appendix Table 111.2 shows that replicate analysis of two independent volatile organic      ~’~
analysis samples collected on 10/12/92 at Ballona Creek were in excellent agreement. OAll the targeted compounds that were identified and quantified are presented. Even
compounds that were qualitatively identified and below their MDL are observed in
both samples. The difference between quantitative values are within a 0.1 ppb even

for the compounds identified by GC/MS below their MDLs; only bromomethane and nchloroethane were identified in one sample and not in the other, however both were at
Uextremely low concentrations, near their instrument detection limit at < 20% of their

_ MDL.

Ballona Creek - Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC$)

Table 8 shows that 23 targeted VOCs were present above their MDLI in 17
samples collected over a 6 month dry weather flow period 6/12-12/10/92. Methylene
chlorJcle is a notorious laboratory contaminant and the analysis of the samples for 6/12

and 9/8 AM do not include da~a for methylene chloride (See Appendix Table I1.1).
Table 8 shows that the range of concentrations for each targeted quantifiable
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V
compounc~s for 9 clays of sampling sometimes twice a day for 6 months were w~thin an
crc~er of magnitude at the 0.1 tO 1 ppb level including methylene chloride (afTer artifacts Ls-~l~les are removed from the 0at¯ base), Only chlo~omethane, 2-but¯none,

methylene chloride and Chloroform were �luant~f~ed to be ¯bore 1 ppb !n any of the 17
samples. The dnnking water MCLs are shown on Table 8 indicate-that no compound
exceected its standard. The compounds were greater than an order of magnitu0e less
than the MCL for any sample except for methylene chlOride. Even Issuming no
0ilution and a one-month average value represente0 by each sampling date, the data
are further below the proposed Ocean Plan Standards (California Slate Water

Resources Control Board,1990¯ and b) as these standards are usually 5 times higher
than drinking water standards.

The levels of VOCs present from targeted quantifiable compounds am from 2-6.5
ug!I in the 17 samples analyzed. Thhalomethanes (’T’HMs) or haloforms. ChlOroform,
diChlorobromomethane, 0ibromochloromethane and bromoform, are I significant
portion of the VOCs ¯s shown on Figure 16. (Please note that. the "C" after the
12/10/92 sample in Figure 16.indicates a composite of ¯ morning and aflernoon
sample.) Figure 16 shows that the tOtal haloforms account for > 25 % of the VOC$         .,L

present in 16 of the 17 samples. Five samples showed THMs to be ¯ 50 % of lhe

VOCs. Sources of THMs include any chlonnated water that contains natural organic
rnafter measured as organic carbon in mg C/1. This includes drinldng water sources
and cooling waters that Ire chlorinated for disinfection purposes. It is estimated by         _

NPDS permits that 10% of Ballona Creek water is from �ooling tower runoff

(Stenstrom, Phvate Communication, 1993).

Figure 17 shows that methylene chloride concentrations are < 2.2 ppb with 3
Usamples ¯ 0.75 ppb. Total aromatic hydrocarl)ons from fuel emissions e.g. benzene

and toluene were < 0.03 ug/I. Total ketones representing natural biota sources and
oxygenated solvents are below 1 ug/I for 16 of 17 samples. The three oxygena~e~
ketones, common names are 4-methyl-2.pentanona (methyl isobutyl ketone [MIBK’J), 2-

hexanone (methyl butyl ketone [MBK’]) and 2.bu~anona (methyl ethyl ketone[MEK]) are
industrial solvents and common products of ozonation of natural waters. Chlorinated

solvents as represented by tetrachloroethene from sources as d~ cleaning were also
low (below 0.S ug~l).                    .
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V
monthly samples are shown for total volatiles and THMs (Figure 16), methylene
chloncle (Figure 17) anti for 2 low molecular weight volatiles (chloromethane and
ca~on disulfide) found in many of the samples in ng/1 concentrations (Figure 18). The
AM/PM vanability for targete¢! quantifi&ble compouncls was observed to be 1.2 ppb for        1

total volatiles ancl the relative THMs/1otal volatiles concentration was consistent. THMs
van~cl within a ppb for all AM/PM samples. Two samples were tested that were
collectecl on 9/29 AM within 45 minules of each other. The total volatiles varied as the
Other AM/PM samples within a ppb, (See Appendix, Table 11.2). The weekly variability
for targetecl quantifiable compounds was observed to be 2-6 ppb for total volatiles.
The THMs concentration varied within 3 ppb for 9 weeks of sampling over 6 months,
Interestingly the largest vanability was between two July samples of 2 I~b.

In contrast to the low us/1 levels of VOCs, Figure 6 shows that tl~e dissolved
organic carbon levels are greater than 1,000 times this level at 7-12 ms/1 for the firlt six
samples collected and near 10,000 times for the last two samples collected.
Apparently, higher molecular weight chemicals are making up the bulk Of the             "~
chemicals present. Probably, humic materials, algal metabolites and oily materials are
associated with the DOC. A new study is needed to assess the type of DOC present.

Figure 15 Shows that the only significant rain that occurred" dudng the sampling
period was a half inch before the November 2 sample and almost 3 inches before the
the December 10 sample. The DOC of these samples were tan times higher than the        ~
rest of the samples, yet, the total VOCs were lower than the rest of the samples. This

higher concentrations of humic materials and
~

indicates that the r~n probably brought
oily matenals from the runoff of soil organic matter and petroleum produCtS on the

~,J
street into the slorm drains while aeration and dilulion decreased the VOCI
concentrations.

Pico/Kenter Drain . Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCI)

i Table 9 shows that 17 targete0 VOCs were present above their MDLs in 15
¯ samples collected over a 6 month dry weather flow period 6/12-12/10/92. Methylene

Jill chloride is a notorious laboratory contaminant and the analysis of the sample for 6/12

, do not include dale for methylene chloride (See Appendix, Table I1.1). Table 9 shows
, that the range of concentrations for each targeted quantifiable compounds for 9 days
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!,= of sampling sometimes twice a day for 6 months was within an order of magnitude
the 0.1 to 1.5 ppb level except for methylene Chloride (9/8 PM sample). Methylene
r..hloride was the only compound that averaged above a ppb even after a sample
conslderecl an artifact was removed from the data base. Besides methylene chloride,
only 2-butanone, 4-methyl-2-pentanone and bromoform were quantified to be above 1
ppb in any of the 15 samples. The dnnking water MCLs are shown on Table’9
indicate that only methylene chloride is with=n an order of magnitude of its proposed
standard. The remaining compounds were over an or0er Of magnitude less than the
MCL for any sample. The data is further below the proposed Ocean Plan Standards
(California State Water Resources Control Board, 1990a and b) ¯s these standards
¯ re usually 5 X higher than drinking water standards even assuming no dilution end
one-month average value represented by each sampling date.

~.- !
The levels of VOCs prosent from targeted quantifiable compounds am from 1 *

ug/I in the 17 samples analyzed. One sample ¯ 9/8/92 PM shows that much higher
levels of VOCs were present 14.27 ug/! due to a methylene chloride level of 12.81 ug/l.

~ The trihalometh¯nes portion o~ the VOCs ¯re shown on Figure 19. Figure 19 Shows

¯ that the total haloforms account for <25% of the VOCs present in any sample except for
~. the 7/7 AM sample (>50%). Lower relative THM/VOC levels ¯re present at Pico/Kenter

¯s compared to Ballon¯. Thus, ¯ lower proportion of the sources of THMs, which
include any chlorinated water, Such as drinking water and cooling waters that
chlorinated for disinfection puq:)osas ere present.

Figure 20 shows that methylene chloride was predominant in this sample
12.81 ug/I. There is no clear cut justification to eliminate this value from the data base
except that it is possibly an artifact. In all the samples, the aromatic hydrocart)ons from
fuel emissions e.g. benzene and toluene were low (c0.6 ppb), as were the chlorinated
solvents as represented by chloroethene (<1 ug/I). The targeted ketches representing
natural biota sources and oxygenated solvents were also low (<2 ppb). Also, some
non-targeted aldehydes were found at low levels in the Pico-Kenter samples (See
Talkie 14 and Appendix IV.

The variability of the data for AM vs PM samples as well as weekly and monthly
variability are ShOwn for total roe¯tiles and THMs ( Figure 19). methylene chloride
(Figure 20) and for 2 low molecular weight volatiles chloromethane and carl:x)n
disulfide found in many of the samples in ng/I concentrations ( Figure 21). The AM/PM
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vanability for targeted quantifiable compounds was observed to be 1-2 Ppb for total

volatiles except for the 8/24 and 9[8 with the high concentration of methylene chlonde
p:esent in the PM sample. The relative THMs/total volatiles concentration was not

,’~-~sislent for these 2 days. The weekly vanabi!ity for targeted quantifiable
compounds was observed to be 0.5°9 Ppb for total volatiles. The THMs concentration

varied within I ppb for 8 weeks of sampling over 5 months. Only the December sample
showed an increase to 3 ppb (See Appendix Table 11.2).

In contrast tO the low ug/1 levels of VOCs, Figure 6 shows that the dissolved

organic carbon levels are greater than 1,000 times this level at 11-18 mg,q for the firSt
Six samples collected and near 10,000 times for the last two samples collected.

Apparently, as for Ballona, a higher molecular weight chemicals such a humS�
materials, algal metabolites and oily materials are associated with the DOC. A new

study is needed to assess the type of DOC present.

Figure 15 shows that the only significant rain that ocourmd dudng the sampling
penod was a half inch before the November 2 sample and almost 3 inches before the
the December 10 sample. The DOC of these samples were ten times higher than the

"/
rest of the samples, however, the total VOC$ remained in the same concentration

range as the other samples. ~ .

Sepulveda - Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)

Table 10 shows 21 targeted VOCs were present above their MDLs in 15 samples

collected over e 6 month dry weather flow period 6/12-12/10/92. Two methylene
chloride analysis were eliminated due to suspected artifacts. 6/12 and 9/8 AM (See
Appendix Table II. 1). Only methylene chlohde, chloromethane, 2-butanone, and all 4
haloforms were quantified to be above 1 ppb in at least one of the 15 samples. The

drinking water MCLs are shown on Table 10 and indicate that only, methylene
U

chloride is within an order of magnitude of its proposed standard. The remaining
compounds were over an order of magnitude less than the MCL for any sample. The
data are further below the proposed Ocean Plan Standards (California State Water

Resources Control Board, 1990a and b) as these standards are usually 5 times higher

than drinking water standards even assuming no dilution and a one-month average
value represented by each sampling date.
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The range of concentrations for each targeted VOC compound for 9 clays of
sampling, sometimes twice a day for 6 months, vaned between 1 and 9 ug/1 in the 15
samples analyzed. This amount of targeted quantifiable VOCs is about the same as
that at Pico/Kenter and Ballona samples. Figure 22 shows that the total haloforms
account for > 30% of the total volatiles present in 8 of the 15 samples, including the
four samples of 7/27/92 AM and PM, 9.’8/92 AM and 12/10/92 which are over >50%.
However, a much smaller number of the samples at Sepulveda are over 30% THMs
than for samples from Ballona Creek (See Figure 16). This indicates that leSS drinking
water or cooling water effluent on a relative basis enters the Sepulveda storm drain
than Ballona except for the sample days noted.

Total aromatic hydrocarbons from fuel emissions e.g. benzene and toluene were
below 0.5 ug/1, as were ketones (below 0.8 ug/l) representing natural biota sources
and oxygenated solvents. The Sepulveda samples contained 8bout the same
magnitude.of aromatic hydrocarbons as the Pico/Konter storm drain, but this was Still
very low at <0.5 ppb. Total chlorinated solvents as represented by chloromethane
were also low (< 1 u~l). ¯

The vanability of the data for AM vs PM samples Is well as for weekly and
monthly samples ere shown for total volatiles and THMs (Figure 22, methylene
chlori0e (Figure 23) and for 2 low molecular weight volatiles (chloromethane and
carbon disulfide) found in many of the samples in ng/I concentrations (Figure 24). (The
true value for the 6/12/92 sample of chloromothane On Figure R9 is off-scale at 2,890
rig/1. The AM/PM variability for targeted quantifiable compounds was observed to be
within 1 ppb for total volatiles except for the 7/7 samples containing 70% THM$
the 11/2 sample that contains 5 ug/1. The weekly variability for targeted quantifiable
compcunds was observed to be 1 * 8 ug/l for total volatiles. The THMs concentration
varied within 8 ppb for 9 weeks of sampling over 6 months. Interestingly, the largest
weekly variability were for the two July 27 samples. The last two sai’nples had the
lowest VOCs levels probably because of rainfall before each sampling that aerated
and diluted the storm wetor.

In contrast to the low ug/l levels of VOCs, Figure 6 shows that the dissolved
organic carbon levels are greater than 1,000 times this level at 10-18 mg/I for the f~rst
six samples (dry weather flow) collected and near 10,000 times for the last two
samples collected after some rainfall. Apparently, higher molecular weight chemicals i~ .....--~
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such as, humic marshals, a;gal metaboi~tes and oily matenals are making up the bulk
of the chemicals present. A new s~ucly is neecled to assess the type of DC)C present.

Ce’~’~i,~e!a. Vm~m!i!e C)rmm,~ic Cmmmound~ ~’VOCsl

Table 11 shows 16 targetecl VOCs were present above their MDLs in 11 samples
collected over a 5 month dry weather flow penod 7/7-12/10/92. Methylene chloride, a

notorious laboratory contaminant and 4-methyl-2.pentanone averaged above a ppb.
Also, 2-butanone, and 4 haloforms were quantified to be above 1 ppb in some of
the in0ividual 11 samples. The concentration of 4-methyl-2-pentanone in the 9/8/92
PM sample was 45.79 ppb. This is the highest concentratiOn of a non-chlorinated

targeted Compound that was found in any of the samples.

The �lnnking water MCLs are shown On Table 11 and indicate that the average
value of the compound in these samples do not exceed their MCLs. One sample of
methylene chloride does exceed its proposed standard in the 7/7 PM sample. The
VOC compounds were over an order of magnitude less than the MCL. for all the VOCs
in each sample except for methylene chlofiOe in the 7/7 PM sample. The data are
also below the proposed Ocean Plan Standards (California State Water Resources

Control Board, 1990a and b) as these standards are usually 5 times higher than

dnnking water standards even assuming no dilution and a one-month average value
represented by each sampling date.

The levels of VOCs p.resent from targeted quantifiable compounds are from 3 - 10
ug/I in 10 of the 11 samples analyzed in 6 days of sampling sometimes twice ¯ day.
Only in the sample w~h the 45.71ug/I, 4-methyl-2-pentanone is it higher (49.38ugJl).
Figure 25 shows that the total haloforms account for > 50% of the targeted VOCs for 4

of the 11 samples. Sources of THMs include any chlorinated water that contains
natural organic ma~ler measured as organic carbon in mg C/I. This includes drinking

water sources and cooling waters that are chlorinated for disinfection purposes.
Haloform/Total VOC vanability was the largest in these sets of storm drain samples as
shown when comparing Figure 25 to Figures 16,19 and 22.

Figure 25 shows that the samples 7/7PM (high methylene c~lodda
concentration) and 9~8/92 PM (high 4-methyl-2-pentanone concentration) have the
highest levels of VOCs. Figure26 shows that methylene chlodde was predominant in
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the 7/’/PM sample at tl~e 8.2 ug!I level. Total ¯tom¯tic hydrocarbons from fuel
emissions l~ke benzene an(:l toluene were < 0.3 ug/1, less than Sepulveda and
equivalent to the Pico~Kenter and Ballona samples. Ketones were below 1 ug/1 for all

tr~e samples representing natural b;ota sources an0 oxygen¯ted solvents except
¯ where the high sere! of 4-methylo2:pentanone was present. Chlorinated solvents as
representecl by chloromethane were below 0.5 ug/I in all samples (Figure 27).

The van¯bility of the data for AM vs PM samples as well as for weekly
monthly samples are shown for total volatiles and THMs (Figure 25), methylene

chlonUe (Figure 26) and for 2 low molecular weight volatiles (chloromethane and
carbon disulficle) found in many of the samples in n~1 concentrations (Figure 27). The
AM/PM vanability for total targeted quantifiable compounds was observed to be within

¯ ppb for the 3 sample days that ~d not contain the high concentration of methylene
chlonde present (7/7) and 4-methyl-2-pentanone (11/2). THMs varied w~thin 1-2 ppb

for 811 AM/I’M samples even when it was >.50 % of the targeted VOCI (12/2). The
weekly variability for THMs was observed to be 3 - 6 ppb. The weekly variability for
methylene chlohde was 0.$ ¯ $ I~

shows some non-targeted VOCs tentatively identified in ¯ CentinelaTable 14
sample of 9/8/92. Figure 28 shows the unique GC/MS total ion cun’ent chromatogram

of the sample w~th the high �Oncentration of the ketone, 4-methyk2-pentlnOne
(common name ,- methyl, tsobutyl ketone [MIBK]). Also, note tha~ ¯ tentatively identified
GC/MS peak next to it is tentatively iOent~fied IS 4-methyl-2-pentanol In oxidation
product of the ketone. The internal standard (IS) in the sample is set at 5 ug/l. Thus,
the pentanol is estimated to be at least 120 ug/i in this sample. The source of these

compounds is not yet defined. MIBK is an industrial solvent. No drinking water or
California ocean standards Ire available for these compounds.

In contrast to the low ug/I levels of VOCs, Figure 6 shows that the dissolved
organic carbon levels am greater than 1,000 times. Apparently, higher molecular

weight chemicals such as, humic materials, algal metabolites and oily materials are
present. A neW study is needed to assess the type of DOC presenL
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The ~hian~ ~o~ d~ain ~as lhe only 6rain ~ba~ ind~ed high ~ai infiuen~

obse~e~ by measurements of ~l~nity an~ ~n~u~ivity. Figures 9 ~nd 5, ~s~ively
an~ ~w oxygen ~ntent of t~ water, Figure 9. This effe~s lhe ~l~on of the sample.
the ty~S of tnhalomethanes that are present in the sample and the ~mi~ls
~ low oxygen ~ntent. The salt con~ntration in the ~mples also e~les
efficient purge an~ tr~ analysis ~ich would increase the �on~ntrltion of ~tiles

foun~ by analysis of those ~mp~s. Also, Ashland was the on~ drain w~ch mull fill
s~i~ently ~fore it ~n flow to the ~an. The msiden~ time In the ~o~ drain and
~e asso~ated oxygen ~nlent of the water present effe~ed the ty~ of ~emi~l

present in the stO~ drain as ¢hemi~l and micro~ologi~l ma~ions ~n ~r.
~mpling ~uld only ~ ~mpleted when suffi~ent Mmple was present. Sampling

was not ~ssible on 9/8 a~ 6/lW 92. ~ was ~yond the ~ of this ~udy to devote

t~ man~wer and time to �~arly 0efine the f~w ~em, filling time, discha~e Ume,
anemb~osis or sea water tidal efle~ dudng this ~u~, ex~pt by measuremeN of
~sso~ed ~l~ds, ~ndu~iv~y ~nd disso~ed oxygen tn the Mmple ~eff ~en

~ken in the fie~. A ~mp~te study of these fa~om as ~ m~tes to ~emi~

suggested for ~her ~udy. A ~ntinuous f~w and cheryl ~rameter
~ation ~u~ ~ ~e0ed ~h S~iOent ~ntroI of t~ I~e to minim~e vln~lism
highly ~sible ~t~n.

Table 12 Iho~ 27 ~eted V~s ~re pm~nt ~ve t~ir MOLI in 14 ~mp~l
~l~e~ over 1 6 momh ~ ~at~r f~w ~o~ ~12-1~1~2, This ~pre~mS the

~ ~m~unds ident~ed in ~ ~o~ drain s~e. Methane ~de,
~to~ ~ntami~nt, was 1 of 8 ~m~nds that averaged a~ve a ppb. ThiReen

~m~unds in different ~mples were quantified to ~ ~ve 1 ppb; methylene
ChlO~de, ~n disuffi0e, t~ 3 keto~s, 7 aromatic h~m~ons, ~bro~methane,
anO the 4 halofo~s. The 0hn~ng water MCLs are shown on T~le 12 and indi~te
th~ only, methylene ~dde ex~eded its pm~sed ~anda~. However, ~m for the

~tential a~ifa~ methylene ~lohde shou~ ~ exer~sed ~fore ~n~usions
dra~ a~ methylene ~dde. Fu~her analy~s of of this s~fic ~m~und

hgomusly ~ntrol~d field and ~ ~nditions are ~nted in a s~dal ~u~ to
~nfi~ the~ findings. ~me of t~ remaining ~m~unds were ~hin
magn~u~e of the MCL for any ~mp~. The ~h~nd dr~n represents the
~ntaminate~ drain, yet the dr~n with the ~west flow rate. The quantitative ~ta are
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fu~1~er below the proposed Ocean Plan Standarcls (California State Water Resources
Conlrol Board, 1990a and b) as these standards are usually 5 times higher than
~nnV;ng water ~1,andards even assuming no dilution and a one-month ~rverage value
representeO by each sampling date.

Table 12 shows that the range of concentrations for each targeted quantihable
compounds for 8 clays of sampling earner=rues twice a day for 6 months was larger
than for the other Storm drains. The total volatiles varied from 3 to 11 ug/I for 7
sampling days of 6. The two 7/7/92 sample showed a much higher level (34 and 156
ug/I) of VOCs were present. Figure 29 shows that the total halof0rms account for >50
% for 6 samples of the 14 samples with 877 and 19 ug/! of THMs in the two 7/7/92
samples. Figure 30 shows that methylene ¢hlonde was predominant in the sample of
7/7 AM. The concentrations present was 66

¯ Total aromatic hydrocarbons from fuel emissions such as benzene end toluene

. : were the highest in any storm drain at ¯ 1 ug/~ with a higher level in the 9/8 AM sample
’ of 7 ppb (Figure 31) as were ketones which were 1 ug/1 for 10 of 14 Samples (See
, Figure 32) representing natural biota sources end oxygenated solvents. Chlorinated

’: solvents from sources as dry cleaning were also the higheSt levels present in the storm
.-. dr|inS.

;
The variability of the data for AM vs PM samples as well as for weekly and

monthly samples are shown for total volatiles end THMs (Figure 29), methylene
chloride (Figure 30) for total aromatic hydrocarbons (Figure 31), total ketones (Figure
32) and for 2 low molecular weight volatiles (chloromethane end cart)on disulfide)
found in many of the samples in ng/t concentrations (Figure 33). The AM/PM
variability for targeted quantifiable compounds was observed to be 1-6 ppb for total
volltiles (excluding sample 7/7), again the largest for any drain. The relative
THMs/total volatiles concentration and THMs varied more between AM and PM
samples than for any other drain especially for the samples of 7/7/92.

Figure 34 shows that the 7/7 AM sample containecl ¯60% bromoform and
the 11/2 PM sample contained >25% bromoform. It is hypothesized that this
end,cares that sea water reacted with haloforms and this may be the cause of
more bromoform in this sample. The source of the sea water can be as small as a
pool in the drain dudng low flow.
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¯ Ashland samples were selected for more complete analysis of non-targeted
Lcompounds to obtain an indication of what other compounds could be present. The

complex total ion chromatograms in Appendix V and Table 14 show that some
interesting 70 non-targeted compounds were tentatively .identified by GO/MS in these
samples. The pnmary type of compounds present were complex oily/petroleum .~.
hydrocarbon related alkanes and alkenes of straight chain, cyclic and aromatic             P~
nature. Also, sulfur compounds, dimethyl disulfide and 2-methyl furan were observed.
Dimethyl disulfi0e is an anoxic product of biological decay. Naphthalenes, from

potential street tar nJnoff and oclyl and nonyl phenols possibly from detergent break-
down were also observed. This suit of compounds indicates higher concentratad
materials than the other drains due to the configuration and flow pattern of the drain.

r.
Cemearison of All ~amr~le

Table 13 compares the average tabulated V0C data for each sit¯ and overall

grand average for all sites based upon occurranca >MDL. The drinking water MOL1
are Shown on Table 3 and indicate that only methylene ¢hlodde (dichloromethane)

axceeds its MCL standard
methylene chloride should be completed before �onclusions ira drawn about it. The
Ashland drain rapt¯santa the most contaminated drain, yat it is the drain with the

_ lowest flow rate. Some of VOCs present wera within an order of magnitude of the EPA
Dnnking Water MCl.s for

_ grand averages are below the proposed California Ocean Plan Standards (CA State

¯ - Water Resources Control Board, 1990 a and b) even assuming no dilution and a one-
month average value raprasented by each sampling date. This data indicates the

¯ targeted VOCs under dry weather flow are not ¯ major problem. Primary Interest

the further evaluation of nontarget compounds in other samples.

Ba~e Neutral Or_aani~ Chemical

Tables 15 - 20 present the Summary of the total concentrations of Base Neutral
_ (BN) Organic Compounds (b.p. >100 oC) that were quantified at the rig/1 level (ppt).

Appendix VI (Table Vl. 1-5) shows the complete data set for each sampling day at

_ each site. The total concentration is the soluble chemicals plus the Chemicals

; associated with the particulates that are present in the sample. Samples from the 5
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.BASE NEUTRALS ANALYSIS. PICO-KENTER SAMPLES (JULY 7 - OEC 10, 1992)

Found Above Water Ocean
MDL ¯ Blank Average Rm~e Slandards(a) Slendards(b)

Phenol 7 1,204 30-40732-Melhylphenol I 8
4-Melhylphenol 6 2.649 38-97492-Nllfophenol 8 45S 9-3451Benzoic Acid 6 920 196-17074- C hie to- 3- melhylphenol 0 J4X.
4.Nil~ophenol I 3.903 .
1.4-Olchlorobenzane(*) I 0 6 6 33- ! 27 75.000 ! 8.000(c)N- Nitrosodi.n.propylamino 0 ,ckDL
Nilrobenzene 2 3 0 ! S -46 4.900(d)Isophorone ! I IS0,000.000(d)Nephlhalene(’) I 0 98 37- ! 602-Melhylnaphlhalena ! 0 S ? 23- I 0Su) ¯

u~ Acenaphlhylene 0 .ckOL
8.8(c.f)OImelhyl phthalata 3 14 2-28 820.000.000(d)Acenaphlhena I 4 .

DIbenzofuran 4 S 4- 7Fluorene 7 4 2-8 8.8(c.t)Dlelhyl phihalMe(.) !0 187 76-236 33.000.000(d)4-Chlorophenyl phenyi ethel 8 37 14-82
N-Nll~osodiphenylamlne I 16 !

2.500(c)Azobenzene 9 2 S ! 2- 47Phenanlhfena 9 4 6 6-16 S 8.8(c.f)Anlhracena S 22 !-33 8.8(�.f)DI-n-buiyl phlhalale(’) I 0 1.046 445- !.90SFluoranthene 8 59 S- 32 ?
;0

Pyrene 8 69 6-211 8.8(c.f)o Bulyl beltzyl phlhelale(’) I! 962 265-1.006
r,n .Benz|a~anihracene ¯ 3 2 10- 75
,b,

.... -
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BASE NEUTRALS ANALYSIS - PICO-KENTI[R SAMPLES (JULY 7 - DEC 10, 1992)
14umt)4~ Otlnklng

Found Above Water
MOL ¯ Blink AvItI~ ~ Sllndlrdl(I) Sllndlrd$(b)

CHEMICAL NAME (11 $1mplel) (nglL) (nglL) (nglL) (ng~L)
Chrysene(’) 4 69 1-185 8.8(c.t)
BIs(2-elhylhexyl) phlhlllle|*| 11 6.800 .1,241-28.173 6.000 3.S00(c)
OI-n-octyl phihelele|*| I 0 4.249 I 1-39.206
Bonzo(b)fluoranlhene 2 3 7 10-64
Oenzo(k)fluoranlhene 3 14 2-30 8.8(c.l)
Benzola)pytone 4 41 4-128 200 8.8(c.l)
Indono(l.2.3.4-c.d)pytone I 7 8.8(c.l)
Oibenzo(a.h)antht~cone 0 dAX." . e.e(c.q
Benzo~1~.h.l~per),lene 0

(a) USEPA Odnkkql Wale~ Standwds repeated i~, Ihe AWWA Journal. Feb. 1993. p. 48.
(b) California Ocean Plan. 1990. Slate of CIllomll. Slate WMet Resowces Conlrol Boltd. Resolution No. 90-27

Adopted and ollec~ive Ma,:h 22.
(~:) California Ocean Plan. Cwcinogen
(d) Cailfomil Ocean Plan. Non-Cmcinogen
(e) Sum of 1.2 end 1.3-dichiotobenzanes
(f) Sum of polynude~ Itomalic hydmca4x)ns |PAHs) Inckxlno all PAles Isled and 1.2 be~anlh~m and

3.4-bonzoiJu(xonlhono . 0.8 nO4.



.BASE NEUTRALS ANALYSIS . CENTINELA SAMPLES (JULY 7 - DEC 10, 1992)

Nk~’ Drinking
FOund AbovO Wllor Oc~n
IIOL ¯ Blink Avlrlge ~ Sllndlrdl(l) Sllndlrdl(b)

CHEMICAL NAME (0 Samples) (nglL) |nglL) (nglL) (nglL~Phenol 3 83 6- 125
2-Nilfophenol S 30 ?-49
Benzoic Acid S 584 38-1194
4-Chlo~o-3-melhylphenol 0
1,4-Dlchlorobenzene(.) ? 4 4 2-7? 75.000 18.000(c)NIIrobenzene 1 29
Isophorone 2 S 2 37-68
BIs(2-chloroelhoxy)mllhlne 0 ~ 4.400(d)Naphlhalene(’) 7 90 6-130
2. ldelhylnaphihilene ? S 3 3- 73
2-Chloronaphlhilene 0

co Dlmelhyl phihalale 3 20 3-31 820.000.000(d])"J Acenaphihene 3 S 3-7
Oibenzofu~an 4 8 2-16
Fluo~ene 3 13 4- 24 8.8(¢.l)Dlelhyl phihlllle(’) 6 216 0- 730 33.000.000(d)4-Chlorophenyi phenyl libel 6 24 1-37
Azobenzene 6 14 I -
Phensnihrene S 23 1-65 8.8(c.f)Anlhracene 4 107 1-406 8.8(c,f)OI-n-bulyl phlhlllle(’) $ 816 70-1931 3,SO00.000(d)Fluoranlhene S 9 1 - 17 I S.000(d)Pyrene(’) S 14S 1-665 8.6(c.f)Butyl benzyl phlhaille(’) 8 708 02-1606 ’
8enz(I)anlhrlcene 3 22 10-38
Chry$ene(’) 4 181 11-654 6.6(c.t)Ols(2-elhylhexyl) phihlllle(’) $ 0240 807-32055 6.000 3.500(c)DI-n-ociyl phlhalale(’) 8 S 9 4-14 ?
,Bo.zo~blnuo~,nlhene               2        2      2-3

.



~.J~.Q_~CONllNUA110N
BASE NEUTRALS ANALYSIS - CENIINELA SAMPLES (JULY 7 - OEC 10, 1992)          "

Found Abov~ Water Oc~n
MOL ¯ Blank Average Range Standards(a) Standards(b)

CHEMICAL NAME ~8 Samples) ~nglL) (n~lL) (nglL) (ngfL)

-Benzo(k)tluolanlhene 2 2 I-3 8.8(c.I)

Benzola)pyrene 4 145 4-546 200

(a) USEPA Odnklng Wale~ Standards m~xxled bf ~e AWWA Journal. Feb. 1993. p. 48.
(b) Calilonda Ocean P~n: 1990. Stale ~1 Caglomio. Slate Waim Res4wces Conlrot Bawd, Resohdlon No,, 90

Adopted and effecilv~ Ma~ch 22. 1990.
(�) Calik~nta Ocean Plan, Casclnogen
(d) Calilonda Ocean Plan. Non-Carctno~m
(a) Sum of 12 ~d I~lxk~xotxmzanes
(q Sum o~ polyn.de~ wonmtc hyd.x~4xms (PAHs) Incledin0 al PAHs ~ and 12 banzann~acene

3.4.benzoflumanglane - e.e
(’) Values em �ompared versus blmk ktsleed d 1he MOL



BASE NEUTRALS ANALYSIS - SEPULVEDA SAMPLES (JULY ~i’- DEC 10, 1992)

Nt,,-~-,~,~ Of Inking -
Found Above Wlllr
MDL ¯ BIMIA AVerlgO ~ SllndMd$(I) SlIndIrdl(b)

II CHEMICAL NAME ~8 StmJ)|ej]) (nglL) (ng/L) (nglL) (ng/L~Phenol
2-Nilrophenol 5 .
8enzolc Acid 5

5508!
226- 8 ! 0

1,4-Olchlorobonzene(.) O 34. ! I 7 75.000 ! 8.000(c)Isophorone 1
li072

! $0.000.000(d)Nephthalene(.) 8 30. ! 53
2-MelhylnaphthMono 8

518
26- ! 002-ChloronaphihiIone

2-NIIroanillne 0

32~

Olmothyl phlhalato 2 23-30
¯

820.000.000(d)Acenaphlheno 2 8- 53Olbenzofuran 4 2- ! 2Fluoreno 5 473
8.8(c.I)o-.,.,.,., . :;::;o4-Chlorophenyl phenyl other 7 ! 5-34

Azobenzene 4 21 9- 29
Phenanthmno 7 28 8-43                    8.8(c.f)Anthracene 4 ! 04 8 2-4. ! 77 8.8(c.f)OI-n-bulyl phlhMMo(’) 8 1223 570-2,782Fluoranlheno 8 19 5- 33.                  15,000(d)Pyrene(’) 8

~915468
4-7.580 8.8(c.l)Butyl benl, yl phlhiIMe(’) 9 408-3.27!

Bonz(8)anlhraceno 4 ! 4 9- ! 7
Ch~y$one(’) ¯ 20 ! 8 3-8.032 8.8(c.f)Bl$(2-tlhylho:yl) pht,h.alale(’) 9

4339499
2.783-5.400 6.000 3500(c)Ol-n-octyl phlhMMe( ) 8 2-1.902

Benzo(b)lluoranlheno 2 20 !-38
Benzo(k)Suo~anlheno ! 39 8.8(c.f).Benzo(a)pyrene

, 3 18,03 3-S.398 200 8.8(c,f~



BASE NEUTRALS ANALYSIS - SEPULVEOA SAMPLES (JULY 1’ - DEC 10. 1992)
Number Orlnklflg

Fotmd Above Walar Ocean
MDL ¯ Bl~nk Averege Range Slandards(a) Slandardg(b)

, CHEMICAL NAME (9 Samples) (nglL) (nglL) (nglL) ~n~/L~
Indeno( ! .2.3.4.c.d)pyrene ! ? I 8.8(¢.1)
Oibenzo(a.h)anlhracene f 59 . 8.8(c.f)

_Benzo(o.h.i)pe~flene | 5 8 .

(a) USEPA Odnklng Walm slanda~s rq)o~ed bf Jim AWWA Jotmml. Feb. 1993. p. 48.
(b) California Ocean Plan. 1990. slele o! CMifonda. Slate WM~ Resowces Conlmi 8oa~d. Resobfion No. 90-27.

Ado~nd and elfocllve March 22. 1990.
(c) California Ocean Plan. Carcinogen

~" (o’) California Ocean Plan. Non-Carcinogen
o (e) Sum ol 1.2 end 1.3-dlchkxebenzenes

(9 Sum of polynuclear womalic hyckoca4xms (PAHs) ~ dl PAHs Isled Imd 1.2 benzanl~acene and
3.4-ben.-oflumanlhene ,. 8.8 no4.

(’) Values we compared v~raus blank Insteacl e~ me MIX..



_BASE NEUTRALS ANALYSIS - OALLON, A SAMPLES (JULY 7 - DEC 10.1992)

.... ,.m I)dnklng --
Found Above Wat-r

CHEMICAL NAu~       ..,..u~_~_ .m~. A.ver.l. _gO    HlngO Sllndlrdl(l) Sllndlrdl(b)

Phenol 7 I e6 29- 7492-Melhylphenol 0
4-Melhylphenol 0 25
2-Nllrophonol 7 4
Benzoic .Acid $ $43 | I 1-961
1,4-Dlchlorobonlono(’) 9 7 S 38-146 7S.000 18.000(�)Benzyl 8icohol I 459
H- Hll,o$odl- n-propyllmlnl I 3 "
Nllrobonzeno 2 24 7- 40 4.900 (d)Isophorono 2 3 3 19-¯7 I S0.000.000(d) ¯

2- UelhylnBphlhlllao 9 $ 3 3:3- 60-" A¢onBphlhyleno 0
~�~ Dimolhyl phlhllMo 4 2 7 4- 70 820.000.000{d)Acenaphlhone I 3

Olbenzofuron 3 7 6- ! 0Fluorone 4 S 3-6 8.8(c.f)Dlethyl phthalMe(’) ! 0 2 t 4 99-3 ?O 33.000,000(d)4-Chicrophenyl phenyl elhef ? 28 7-53Azobenzeno 7 I ? S- 26Phenanlhrene 9 ! 7 5-39 8.8(c.f)Anlhracene 2 23 6-39 8.8(c.t)OI-n-butyl phihaIMe(’) 10 1337 Q79-1.947 3.SO0.O00(d)Fluorenthene 6 9 3-21 ! 5.O00(d)Pyrene(’) 9 21 2-126 8.8(c.f)Butyl benzyl phihalole(’) ! 0 1248 217-2245
Benz(a)anlhracene S 22 9- 46Chrysene(.) 3~ BIs(2-elhylhexyl) phlhalale|-) 9 4S18 2.248-7.120 6.000 3.500 _



,BASE NEUTRALS ANALYS~ - BALLONA SAMPLES (JULY ¯ - DEC 10, 1~J2)
Number Orlnkln9 - "

Foum:l AI)Ov~ Wller
MDL & Blank AverlOe Range Sllndlldl(l) Slandlrds|b)

CHEMICAL. NAME (10 Samples), (nglL) |nglL) (nglL| |nglL|,
DI-n-oclyl phlhllllo|’| 9 1442 17-3.65S --
Benzo(b)lluo~anlhene 1 4
Benzo(k)lluoranlhene ! S 8.O(c.I)
Oenzo(n)pyrene 4 4 7 18- 106 200 O.O(c.f)
Indeno(!.2.3.4-c.d)pyrene 0 ~ . 8.8(c.I)Oibenzo(a.h)anth~aceno 0 ~ 8.8(�.1)
9enzo(o.h.t~per]flene 0 J~)L .

(a) USEPA Odnklng WMe~ Sl~nda~ ~ bf ~e AWWA Jownal. Feb. 1993. p. 48.
_, (b) CiMfofllla Ocean Plan. 1990. Stale of Cllilond~ Sllle Walm Resowces Conlml Bowd. Resoltdlon No. 90-27.
o Adopted and effecllve Ma~ch 22. 1990.

. I~ (c) California Oceln Plan. Carcinogen
(o’) Csliloml~ Ocean Plan. Non-Cl~cinoo~
(e) Sum of I,,2 and l,,3-dlchlo~ebenzeses
If) Sum ol polynudem, womMIc hydmcl4x)~ (PAHI) Includln0 Ill PAHs Isled w~d 1.2 t~anl~m and

3.4-benzog~lnlme ,- e.e ~



,BASE NEUTRALS ANALYSIS - ASHIJkND AVE SAMPLES (JULY ¯ - DEC 10, 1992)

Nun~ Drinking
Found Above Waler Ocean
MDL & Blank Averege Range Slandards(n) Slandards(b)

CHEMICAL NAME ($ Samples) (nglL| (nglL) (nglL) |nglL)
"Phenol S 162 65-3 IS
2-Melhylphenol 0
4- Idelhylphenol 3 1042 20- :2764
2-Nilrophenol S 3 8 21 - 74
2,4-Oimelhylphenol 2 365 238-492
Benzoic Acid 6 472 60- ! SI 8
4- Chloro- 3- melhylphenol I 9
2,4,6.Trichlo~ophenol 0 ~ 290(c)2,4,S.Tdchlorophenol 0
1,4.Olchlorobenzene(.) 6 68 32-107      75,000 I 8.000(c)! .2-Dichlorobenzene 0 ~ 600.000 S.100.000(e)Benzyl alcohol :2 896 $33-1258Nllrobenzene 2 230 204-257 4,900(d)Isophorone 3 4 2 I 0-75 I S0.000,000(d)NephlhMene(’) 7 85 48-126
2-1delhylnephlhalone 7 4 3 30- 57
2-Nilroanillne ! .463
Olmelhyl phlhMale 4 31 2-102 820,000,000(d)Acenaphlhene 2 6 5-6
Dlbenzofuran 4 I I S- I 6
Fluorene 3 13 6-18 8.8(c,f)Olelhyl phlhM~.le(.) 7 463 ! 24. I ! I 0 33,000,000(d)4-Chlo~ophenyl phenyt elher 7 34 19-44
Azobenzene 0 34 I 1-63
Phe n enthrone 7 62 20- I S 2                   8.8 ( c. f)Anlhracene 4 38 ¯- 125 8.8(c.f)Ol-n-buly.I phlhMale(’) 7 3050 $37-13,667 3.S00.000(d)FIuo~nlhm~ ¯ ¯ 9 I 0-94 I S.000(d)Pyrene|’) ¯ 07 14-295



~ CONTINUATION

BASE NEUTRALS ANALYSIS . ASHLAND AVE S.A..u.PLES (JULY ¯ - DEC 10, 1992)

N~,~,~ D~lnklng "’"--"
Found Above Walog’
MDL ¯ Blank Average Range    Standards(e) Slanderd$(b)

Butyl benzyl phlhelele(.) 7 1486 631-2.500Bonz(a)enlhfacono 3 3 2 21 -S I3.3’- Oich forobonzidino 0
Chfy$0no(’) 4 ! 26 I 1-391 8.Bla(2-elhylhoxyl) phihMMo(’) 5 14765 8.445-24.668 6.000 3.S00(c)DI-n-oclyl phlhalelo(’) 8 3054 406-15.488
Benzo(b)fluorenlhono 4 24 8- 49Benzo(k)lluo~enlhono 3 2 S I 0-46 0..., Benzo(e)pyfono 3 162 19- 393 200 8.8 (co Indono(I.2.3.4-c.d)pyfono o         3 40 S-95 8.8(c,,t)~ Oibenzo(e.h)anlhraceno 3 3 9 8-97

(e) USEPA Ddnkin9 Wate~ Standards mpmled IW the AWWA Journal. Feb. 1993. p. 48.
(b) California Ocean Plan. 1990. Slate o! Calilomia. Slam Walm Resmxces COnlml Bo~d. Resolution No. 90-27.

Adopted and elleclivo Ma~ch 22. IgcJO.
(c) California Ocean Plan. Carcinogen
(d) California Ocean Plan. Non-Ca~cinooen
(e) Sum M 1.2 end 1.3-dtchfombanxanes
(I) Sum of pobnudea~ a~oma~ hydmca4xms (PAHs) Indudln0 all PAHs isled and 1.2 benzann.acane and

3.4-benzoguo~anlhane . 1.8 n04.
(’) Vabos mo �om~ed voasus Idank insmd M Ihe MDL



Base Neutral Analysis - Grand Total (’6/12-12/10/92)
Ashland P,coKenter Se~ulve~a Ballona Gent. GRAND GRAND NUMBER
Average Average Average Average Ave AVE.    S.D. OF

Cone Gone Cone Conc Cone �one
CHEM:C&L ng’L n~’L n~1. ng.’L n~’L ng/L n~’L )MDL
Acenap~t~ene" 6 4 30 3 5 1 0 16 9
Antl~racene" 3e 22 1,046 23 107’ 25? 954 19

¯ Azobenzene 34 25 21 17 14 21 14 23
Benz(a)anthracene" 32 32 14 22 22 27 19 15
Benzo(b)fluoranthene" 24 37 20 4 2 20 21 1
Benzo(k)fluorenthene" 25 14 39 $ 2 1 8 18 ?
Benzoic acid 472 920 501 543 584 523 393 21
Benzo(g,h,i)perylena" 71 58 66 $$ 3
Benzo(e)pyrene" 162 41 1,803 4? 145 400 1,297
Benzyl Alcohol 896 459 ?$0 441 3
Bis(2.ethylhexyl)phthalate 14,765 6,800 4,349 4,518 6,240 6,627 ?.013 4;2
Butyl benzyl phthAIAte 1,486 962 1,148 1,248 ?08 1.088 730 44
4-Chloro.3-methylphenOI 8 B 0
2-ChloronaphthAlene 1 1 0 1
4-Chlorophenyl phenyl ethel 34 3? 22 28 24 30 18 34
Chrysene° 126 68 2,016 61 181 513 1,121 19
Dibenzo(Lh) anthracene" 38 58 44 43 4
D~benzofurAn" 11 5 ? ? 8 8 4 1
Di.n-butyl pththAlata 3,050 1,048 1,223 1,337 818 1,421 1,867 44
1,4.Dichlorobenzene 88 88 $8 75 44 83 31 40
Diethyl phthalAte 463 187 201 214 218 24? 208 43
2,4-DimelhylphenoI 365 365 180 2
Dimethyl phthalAte 31 14 26 2? 20 22 26 16
Di-n.octyl phthAlate 3,054 4,249 381 1,442 59 1,888 6,504 41
FluorAnthene" 49 58 18 8 8 31 B6 34
Fluorena" 13 4 43 S 13 ~2 49 27
Indeno(1,2.3,4-�.d)py~ene" 40 ? 71 38 41
Isophorone 42 1 1 ? 33 52 35 26
2-Methylnaphthelena" 43 S? 58 53 53 54 21 41
2-Methylphenol 8 8 0 1
4-MethylphenoI 1,042 2,648 25 1,905 3.31? 10
Naphthalene" 89 88 102 89 90 98 38 34
2.Nitroaniline 463 463 0 1
Nitrobenzene 230 24 29 51 70
2-NitrophenoI 38 455 27 42 30 147 624 30
4-NitrophenoI 3,903 3.803 0 1
N-Nitrosodiphenylamine 161 161 0 1
N-Nitroso0i-n-propylAmine 3 3 0 I
Phenanthrene" 62 46 26 1 ? 23 29 31 30
Phenol 162 1.204 100 166 83 465 1,145 22
P~,re.e" 8? 69 956 21 145 263 1.239 37

Grano Average. Concentrations of compounOs treat are round >MDL,/nurnCer of samples.
Note: Only compounds tl~a! were found >MDL were aver’aged               ¯. Polyaron’~i¢ ).lydrocart)on (PAH)
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T~e 2~

-,o              TARGET LIST OF BASE NEUTRAL COMPOUNDS
Base Neutral Target List Water i Water I Sus.Sed. I Sus.Sed.

MDL I Blink MDL Blank
L, CHEMICAL NAME: (n~’l.) t (n,,~’L! (n~l~) (~,~)

,, 2-C~loropl~enol ? ?
2-Methylpl~enol 443 0.443
4.Meth~Iphenol 491 0.491

’ !2-Nitrophenol 639 0.639
2.4.Dimetl~ylphenol 404 0.404

, = 2,4.:Dicl~lorophenol 608 0.608
Benzoic Acid 4000 4

j, 4-Chloro-3-math)dphenol 548 0.548
, 2.4.6.Trichlorophenol 579 0.579

2.4,5.Trichlo rophanol 2100 2.’I
~ * 2.4.Dinitrophenol 41 O0 4.’1

4.Nitrophenol 6200 , 6.2
~, 12oMeth)~l.4,6.0initrophenol 2700 2.7

Pentachlorophenol 3100 3.1.

I N.Nitroso~limetl~’lamine 828 0,828
j~. Aniline 2100 2.1

BisI2.cl~Ioroetl~yl] etl~er 345 0.345
" 1.3-Dichlorobenzena 422 0.422

1 ~4-Dlchlorobenzene 84 257 0.084 0.25?,. :o°’~ Benz),l alcohol
Bis(2-cl~loroisoprop),l) ether 83 0.083
Hexacl~loroethane 167 0.167
N-Nitroso~i.n.propylamtne 329 0.329

, !Nitrobenzene 666 0.666
’ ’ Isophorone 123 0.123

Bis (2.cl~loroetl~ox),,)methane 328 0.328
~= 1.2.4-Tricl~ Io rol:)e n ze ne ? ?

Naphthalene 68 252 0.068 0.252
’ 4-C1~ Io roe niline 1270 1.27

Hexachlorobutacliene 791 0.791
2-M e tl~lnapl~thalane 125 0.125

’~ Hexachlorocyclopentacliene 2430 2.43
2-CI~Io ronaphthale ne 126 O. 126
2-Nitroaniline 1240 1.24

Acenaohthylene 5 6 0.056
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sarnpte. Samples from the 5 storm drains un0er dry weather flow from 6/12/92 tO

12/10/92 were analyzed. Field and lab blank data (Appendix III) and MDLs (Table
21 ) we’e .... ~ t~ ,.~=fir~,., thin t’~mnn~ndq th;~t could Ib~ quantified.

The sohd phase and the water phase were separated by fiffration and
analyzed for Base Neutral Organic Compounds as descnbed in the experimental
sen,on. The Oata were then comb=ned to present total concentration, which was
necessary for quality control considerahons The total concentration values
obtained in this Study are presented as quahty assured data. Adsorption of
soluble compounds on the fi,lers dunng the filtrahon process is suspected. Other

research projeCtS that are not part of the scope of this Study are defining this
analytical chemistry problem. The best data to present are the total concentration

Oata since any compound adsorbed to the filter would be quantified as part of the
suspended matenal,

Table 21 lists the minimum detectable level for each compound as

determined in our laboratory. The only compounds that are quantified are those
aJ:)ove the MDL. Other compounds on the Base Neulral Organic Compound

quantifiable list (Table 4) were qualitatively identified by mass spectrometry in the          "~’"
below the MDL and are not quantified. Appendix Yl, Tables Vl.1samples, but are

¯ 5 shows the complete list of Base Neutral Organic Compounds analyze(:l U
including 0ate of analysis, the concentration of the compounds that were identified
aJ:)ove their MDLs in rig/1 and the iOentification of the compounds found below i
their MDLs presented as <MDL. q
Quality Assurance - Laboratory Blanks, an0 Field Blanks

Appendix III, Table II1.1 shows the GC/MS System Blanks for the targeted

Base Neutral Organic Compound including the rules used for quantitative
calculations. Di-n-butyl phthatate was the only targeted compound identified
aJ:)ove its MDL. Phthalates especially Di-n-butyl phthalate are laboratory a~lifacts
from plasticizers present in many laboratory productS. Appenclix III, Table 111-2
shows the targeted Base Neutral Organic Compounds found in the filters used to

isolate the suspended solids in the samples. The maximum value observed in the          ~._.j
total blank (system ÷ suspended solid blank) was used as the most conservative
(worst case) choice for a blank to compare to MDLs. Nine targeted Base Neutral
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 P_J:Jg_2.l Cont.
IT,  GET LIST OF BASE NEUTRAL COMPOUNDS
~Ba=~ Ne~t’rll Target List     Water I Water I Sus.Sed. t Sus.Sed.

MDL    Blank     MDL      Blink
CHEMICAl. NAME:

Dimetlnyl plntl~alate
2,6-Dinitrotoluene 1170 1.17
3-Nitroaniline 943 0.943
Acenap~tl~ene I 64 0.064
Dil:)enzofuran 57 0.057
2,4-Dinitrotoluene 1160 1.16
Fluorene 62 0.062
Dlethyl phthilste 60 623 0.06 0.623
4-C~lorophen~l phenyl etl’=er 346 0.346
4-Nitroaniline 1320 1.32
N.Nitrosocliphenylamine 206 0.206
Azol:)enzene 63 0,063
4-Bromophenyl p~enyl etl~er 619 0.619
Hexact~lorobenzene 602 0.602
Phenantl’trene , 64 0.064
Antl~racene 70 0.07
DI-n-butyl phthslate 60 3640 0.06 3.64
Fluoranthene 61 0.061
Benzi~ine ~ 1400 51.4
Pyrene 69 189 1 0.069 0.189
Butyl benzy phthnlate 300 646 0.3 0.646
Benz(a) anti, race ne 62 0.062
3,3’-Dichlorobenzidine 1340 1.34
Chrysene 68 124 0.068 0.124
BIs(2-ethylhexyl) phthnlnte 48 4803 0.048 4.803
DI-n-octyl phthalnte 6 4 112 0.064 0.112
Benzo(b)fluoranthene 137 0.137
Benzo Iklfluoranthe ne 145 0.145
Benzo(a)pyrene 73 0.073
Indeno(1 2,3,4-c,d)pyrene 374 0.374
Dil~e nzo (a ,h)anthrace ne 395 0.395
~Benzo(g,h,i)perylene 370 0.37
Carbazole ") I ?
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Organic Compounds (Table 21) were found in the system and suspended solids

blanks that were above their MDLs and the values of the blank are used instead of
the MDLs to complete ali quantitative analyses as was done for VOCs. These
nine compounds are always presented as bold chemical names on all data
tablesto indicate that the blank value is used for comparison for quantitation and
not the MDL. F,ve of the nine compounds are phthalate [diethyl, all-n-butyl,

butylbenzyl, bis(2-ethylhexyl) and d,-n-octyl] with the bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate
the highest at 4.8 ug/1. Three low level concentrations of polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) were also found in 1 of the 5 blanks studied. This could be
caused by adsorption of the PAH compounds from the air when a filter is left open

to the laboratory air for a time period. Quality control procedures were carefully
monitored throughout the Study.

Water blanks were studied as were water travel blanks as Ihown on
Appendix Tables 111.3 and 4. High concentration levels of the 5 common

phthalates described above were found in these samples. No Other targeted
compounds were identified. The Milli.Q water system tubing made of Tygon was
isolated as the source of the contarr, nation. The tubing was changed and an all-

glass activated carbon filter was installed to eliminate this problem.

Pico-Kenter - Base Neutral Organic Compounds

Table 15 shows thal 38 targeted Base Neutral Organic Compounds were

present above their MDLs in 11 samples collected over a 6 month dry weather
flow penod 6/12-12/10/92. The range of concentrations for each targeted
quantifi:~ble compound represents 9 days of sampling, sometimes twice a day for

6 months. Three phenols, benzoic acid, and 4 phthalates were quantified to be
above 1 ppb in some of the 11 samples. The drinldng water MCLs in Table 15
indicate that no compound exceeded the drinking water standard. Some samples
w~th bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate exceed the proposed Cal;fom.ia Odean Plan

Stanclards if no dilution is included (California State Water Resources Control
Board, 1990a and b). However, dilution is always considered in the California

Ocean Plan. The relationship between the PAHs in these samples and the
proposed California Ocean Plan Standards will be evaluated below. Other non-
targeted base neutral compounds were identifed in selected base neutral samples

(Table 22).
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Table 22
NON TARGET BASE NEUTRAL COMPOUNDS FOUND IN SELECTED SAMPLES

LOCATION .........

~L~ ~PE --~ S~ SS W~ Wel~ SS W~ef SS SS ~ SS Wall~
COmO~O

~I Ak~                                                 l                 u ......



NON TARGET BASE NEUTRAL COMPOUNDS FOUND IN SELECTED SAMPLES

LOCATION .........

SAMPLE~PE ~ SS ~ We~ ~etm -- SS ~ W~ SS-~ ~ 2~ SS

~ar S ,,,

Cafl~                                                                         , ,,

,



,
Centinela - Base Neutral Organic Compounds

Table 16 shows that 31 targetecl Base Neutral Organic Compounds were

. present above their I~DLs in 8 samples collected over a 6 month dry weather flow
¯ ’ penocl 6/12-12110/92. The range of concentrations for each targeted quantifiable

compound represents 8 day’s of sampling for 6 months. Benzoic acid, and 3
to be above I ppb in some of the 8 samples. Thlphthalates¯ were cluantif|ed

drinking water MCLs in Table 16 indicate that bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate

exceeded the dnnking water standard. Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate was found in
the distilled water and suspended sediment blanks, Table 21, at 4.8 ug/I.
Therefore, to assure that the levels ere over drinlung water standards, further

.I
verification is suggested. Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate also exceeds the proposed

California Ocean Plan Standards if no dilution is included (California State Water
Resources Control Board, 1990a and b). However, dilution is always �onsidered
in the California Ocean Plan. The relationship between the PAHI in these
samples and the proposed California Ocean Plan Standards w~ll be evaluated

below. Other base neutral compounds were idantifed in selectednon-targeted

base neutral samples, (Table 22).

Sepulveda - Base Neutral Organic Compoundl

Table 17 shows that 32 targeted Base Neutral Organic Compounds were
present above their MDLs in 9 samples collected over a 6 month dry weather flow

period 6/12-12J10/92. The range of concentrations for each targeted quantifiable
compound represents 8 days of sampling for 6 months. Four phthalates were
quantified to be above 1 ppb in some of the 9 samples. The drinking water MCLI
in Table 17 indicate that bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate exceeded the drink;rig water

standard and the proposed California Ocean Plan Standards if no dilution is
included (California State Water Resources Control Board, 1990a and b). Bis(2-
ethylhexyl) phthalate was found in the distilled water and suspended sediment

blanks, Table 21, at 4.8 ug/l. Therefore, to assure that the levels are over drinking
water standarOs, further verification iS suggested as at Centinela. Bis(2-
ethylhexyl) phthalate also exceeds the proposed California Ocean Plan

¯ .         Standards if no dilution is included. However, dilution is always considered in the
California Ocean Plan. The relationship between the PAHs in these samples and
the proposed California Ocean Plan StandarOs will be evaluated below. Other
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non-targeted base neutral compounds were identifed in selected base neutral
samples. (Table 22).

Ballona. Base Neutral Organic Compounds.

Table 18 shows that 36 targetecl Base Neutral Organic Compounds were
.o present above their MDLs in 10 samples collected over a 6 month dry weather

flow period 6/12-12/10/92. The range of concentrations for each targeted

quantifiable compound represents 8 clays of sampling, sometimes twice a day for
6 months. Four phthalates were quantified to be above 1 ppb in some of the 9

samples with bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate exceeded the dnnking water standard
and the proposed California Ocean Plan Standards if no dilution is included

~ ~ (California State Water Resources Control Boam, 1990a and b). Bis(2-ethylhexyl)
¯ ’ phthalate was found in the distilled water and suspended sediment blanks, Table

’ ’~ 21, at 4.8 ug/I. Therefore. to assure that the levels are over drinking water

, ¯ standards, further venfication is suggested as at Centinela and Sepulveda. Bis(2.
o ethylhexyl) phthalate also exceeds the proposed California Ocean Plan

Stan0ards if no dilution is included. However, dilution is always considered in the

California Ocean Plan. The relationship between the PAHs in these samples and
the proposed California Ocean Plan Standards will be evaluated below. Other

non-targeted base neutral compounds were idsntifed in selected base neutral
samples, (Table 22).

Ashland Avenue - Ba~e l~leutral Organic Compounds

~ Table 19 shows that 41 targeted Base Neutral Organic Compounds were

¯, present above their MDLs in 8 samples collected over a 6 month dry weather flow

¯ ., penod 6/12-12/10/92. The range of concentrations for each targeted quantifiable

,, compound represents 8 days of sampling. Benzoic acid, 4-methylphenols, benzyl

..." alcohol and 5 phthalates were quantified to be above 1 ppb in some of the 8

, samples with bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate exceeded the drinking water standard

¯ ., and the proposed California Ocean Pia,1 Standards if no dilution is included

¯ (California State Water Resources Control Board, 1990a and b) in all 8 samples.
’ " However, dilution is always considered in lhe California Ocean Plan. Bis(2-

ethylhexyl) phthalate was found in the distilled water and suspended sediments
blank. Table 21, at 4.8 ug/1. Therefore. to assure that the levels are over ddnking
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water standards, further verification is suggested as at Centinela, Sepulveda and

Bal;ona. Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate also exceeds the proposed California Ocean
L

::~,~. Standards if no dilution is included. However, dilution is always considered
in the California Ocean Plan. The relationship between the PAHs in these
samples and the proposed California Ocean Plan Standards will be evaluated ,’/
below. The PAHs were the highest in this StOrm drain. Over 120 compounds were
found at the Ashland Storm Drain as targeted (Table 19) and non-targeted Base P)
Neutrals Compounds (Table 22)¯

Com~:)arison of All Sampling Sites - Base Neutral Organic Compounds

Figures 35 - 38 compare the total targeted base neutral concentrations found
al each site during each sampling period from July 7 to Dec 10, 1992. F~gura 35

show that the total targetled base neutral concentration range from 2 ug~l tO 174
|jg/I with all but 2 of 36 samples between 2 ug/I to 42 ug/! and all but 5 of 36

samples between 2 ug/1 and 21 ugJ1. The primary type of base neutral found
were phthalates, Figure 36. Phthalates make up the most signif’,".,ant part of the "/
base neutral varying from 50to 97 % of the base neutrals found in any sample.
Figure 37 shows the total PAHs are from 0.017 ¯ 26 ug/I. The total PAHs Ire < 1.6 ~.
ug/1 except for 1 sample of 26 ug/I as Sepulveda on August 24, 1992. Figure 38

~
shows the total phenols are the lowest fraclion of the total base neutrals with only
one sample higher than 10 ug/k

In Figur~ 39, pyrene is highlightm:l as an exemplary PAH to help desuibe
how the PAHs vary in concentration from sample to sample. The August 24               ~"

samples from all locations show the highest concentrations of pyrene (0.12 - 7.56
ug/1). Figure 15 shows that a dry weather flow condition was prevalent in this
sampling panod, Samples from Ashland �ontain the highest level of pyrene              ~

concentration with 2 samples above 0.1 ug/l on July 27 during dry weather flow
and on Decemloer 10 after about 3 inches of rain a week before. The complete

PAH data presented in Appendix VI Show the vahation of the other PAHs with

sampling data.

¯ ~            Figure 40 shows the concentrations of the phthalate, butyl banzyl phthalate
that was not present as a phthalate in any blanks. The Aug. 24 sample Ilso
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V
shows that the highest concentrations were found the same clay as the highest

concentration of PAHs.

California Ocean Plan Standards

_          (California Sta~e Water Resources Control Board, 1990a and b)

Tables 15-20 compares the tabulated Base Neutral Organic Chemical data and

the dnnking water maximum contamination limits developed by the U.S. EPA and
the proposed California Ocean Plan Standards (California State Water Resources

Control Board, 1990a and b). Tables 15-20 shows that the total concentrations of
each chemical quantified does not exceed any of the EPA ddnkJng water standards
except for bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate at all but Pico-Kenter. Bis(2-ethylhexyl)
phthalate was found in the suspended sediment and distilled water blanks, Tibia

21, at 4.8 ugA. Therefore, to ~ssure that the levels are over ddnldng water
standards, further verification is suggested. This is a similar problem to the
ubiquitious VOC- methylene chlohde problem which also needs further verification.

Tables 15-20 indicate that most samples analyzed for Base Neutral Organic
Compounds exceed the proposed 30-day average California Ocean Plan              !.~

’-" Standards especially for total PAHs without consideration of dilution. The
-" proposed California Ocean Plan Standard for PAHs is a total PAH concentration

-̄-’ of 8.$ ng/l. The sum of the PAHs includes all PAHs analyze¢l plus 2 additional
¯. PAHs that were not analyzed in the present study.

i
The following facts must be considered when evaluating the data in this report

versus the California Ocean Plan. The CA Ocean Plan includes an J~D~L£~I~
clause (pp. 18-19 of CA Ocean Plan), which implies it is for point sources of

,.. municipal and industrial ohgin and not from storm water runoff which this work has n
considered a non-point pollution source. "The process which results in the rapid
and irreversible turbulent mixing of wastewater with ocean water around the point
O~scharge" is the initial dilution and this factor is applied to the standard. Permits
are developed around models which define the dilution at the ouffall. The State

Water Resources Control Board, Division of Water Quality, Ocean Plan Unit,
completed a California Ocean Plan Triennial Review 1991-4, (Doc 92-5WQ,
October 22, 1992). On page 37 the "staff concluded that the Ocean Plan
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ShoulU be amended to c~arify its applicability t0 Stormwater discharges. A
scheduleof compliance for dischargers similar to the schedule in the Inland ~’.
~,,;,"f, ace Waters and the Enclosed Bays and Estuary Plans should be considered."
.It is for this reason that the quantitative data presented in this report Cannot be

- �liroctly evaluated for �lilution and impact on heallh via the California Ocean Plan. ,,/
It is our opinion that the California Ocean Plan can be considered 8 state opinion

_. ~f what chemicals are important to evaluate, but, not as having a direct P)
quant~tat=ve relationship to the compounds that are present.

Non-Target Base Neutral Organic Compounds

Table 22 shows the identification of non-targeted Base Neutral
Chemicals in selected samples. Non-targeted Base Neutrals were identified by the
cr~tena that were presehted in the experimental section. These compounds am not
quantified and thoy are called "lontatively tdontified" compounds. Tontatively
identified compounds are not compared with the GC retention time of the true
�ompound or the mass spectrum of the true �ompounds obtained on the Mma
GC/MS system as the targeted compounds. The term "tentative" means that further
studies are needed to confirm their identification and to quantify them by use of
references standar0s. Total ion current ¢hromatograms from the mall
spectrometric determination results are presented in Appendix VII. Future
evaluation of the non-targeted tentatively identified compounds falls into the
category of future research. Selected n-alkanes and fatty acid methyl ostore
(FAMES), tds(2-butoxyethyl) phosphate, dia.zinon, dimethoate (organopholpahate
pesticides), and chlorinated pesticides and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) have
been confirmed by comparison to authentic standards.

Organophosphate Pesticides Analysis

Table 23 shows diazinon and dimethoate. 2 organophosphate pesticides.
were found in 6 of the base neutral samples that were analyzed. These two
compounds are part of the nontarget base neutral compounds that need further
investigation. They have not been included in Table 22 as they were found in
~ifferent samples. Further evaluation of the source of these compounds is
needed.
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Table ~
"ANALYSI~ OF ORGANOPHOSPHORUS PESTICIDES IN BASE
NEUTRAL SAMPLES FROM DIFFERENT LOCATIONS"

Cofnpolmd SompIo Type Sample No. Locallon I)llo    Colic

-" Water F8075 ¢enllnela 717192
co Waler F0104 Ashland 712 719 2

Wmler F8106 Cenlinela 7127192 ¯
Walet F8191 Ashland 9129192 I 135, Water F8196 PIco-Konlor 9129192 858WIIM F8200 Ashland 101 | 2192 18 SWaler F8213 Ashland 12110192 2S2

Oimethoale:

Walef F0192 BaEona 9129192 3197Water F|193 Ballona -9129192 1079



-

_ Chlorinated Pestic;des ancl PCBs Identificatio~

Table 24 shows ch~hnate~ ~stici~es an~ PCB analyses lhat werein lhe ~’8.~2 samples from fhe five O~;nS. The ~a~a from each d~n in~es the
Presence of chlodna~ed ~st~o~es an0 PCBs ~o ~ g~ater than t~ir MDLs of 0.5 n~.
Tables 25 an0 26 show b~ank analyses by GC~s a~ GC-E~n Capture Deletion
(ECD) w~h ~o GC ~lumns, ms~;voly. The bfank analyses for unex~sed
are O~re~ly analyzed by supe~nt~l flu~ e~ra~ion show fhat ~lonna~e0
an~ PCBs are presen~ a~ 1.2 ng~. On the Other hart0, the blank I~lyses for fi~e~ that
were analyze0 by SU~rcn~! flui~ e~ra~ion a~er eX~sum in lhe hooo for one
show an Order of magnitude in--ease of chlonnafe~ ~sti~des and PCB ~n~mination,
The ~vels of chlohnated ~¢~s and PCBs are Pmsen~ in these ~an~ at 1 ¯ 20
The SOur~ of ~he b~nk ~ntami~tion in the morn and h~o s~ It fhe n~ ~ve~
unknown, The ~sli~0e dieMdn ~s foun0 in ~ncenfra~ions ~ve ~g~unOsJfes, PJco Kenler and Cenl~ne~, A~ha~ne was eighf times lhe ~ground

AShland, The sfo~ drain ~fh ~nsisfen~ PCB ~n~n~rafions gmafer fhan the blank
level was Ashland. ~sumi~ a minimum ~grouno Mvel of 1 n~, ~
con~ntrations at ~lan~ were ~s high as 88 times greater ~han ~he b~nk ~ls~
PCBs were also iOentifle~ at Centine~ ~th ~he ~n~ntrations mnging from one to
times the background. 2,4,4,.th~mbiphenyl, 3’3"4’4"tetrach~m~P~nyl,

2’2"3,4,4’,5"hexachlorobiphenyl an~ 2~’,3,4,4,,5,5..he~ach~mbiphenyI
were

~os~vely iOentifie~ in ~he ~mp~s, ~n~ t~re was no quantifi~le ~ntamination in th~
blank. These ~m~unds were fou~ ~ ~ve~l of t~ s~es. Two de~chlom~P~nyls
were also iOentified, b~ at o~ ~te ea~ on~. T~ S~r~ of ~he 1-20

_ contamination of Ihe b~nks is ~ntly ~ing i~ve~igat~."-~

-
Hydrogen Cha~e~zation In U~n Ru~ff

D~ weather and ~o~ water m~ff ~m u~n areas S~h ~ the Los AngeMsBasin ~ntain hyOr~ns from ~ve~ ohgins su~ as ~reet and dyer ~noff,
atm0sphe~c fa~lo~, te~e~a~ ~, etc. Ye~. ~ral of ~he P~n~l ~u~s for
hy~ro~on input ~n ~ di~inguished, ~n~ fos~l fuels have a hydr~n ~gnature
O~fferent from those of biogenic ~ur~s. For example, ammatic h~~ns show
~i~in~ chara~e~sti~ in ~mbustion an~ ~tmleum-~se~ sour~s. ~m~ion PAHs
am Oominated by Paint ~m~unds, whereas the methy~ted homo~gs dominale in

_        petroleum (Youngblood an~ Blumer. 1975).
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Table 26
’_Blank Anel]fsls of PCBs ~nd Chlodnaled PeMIcldes b~ Duel Column ~E~ ~ EPA ~m~ ~.

(~ F~ ~:) 11 O~) II Day) (No
8ol A" ~ O ~1 A Sol A

2,2’,S-Tdchloroblpho.yl " ~ 13(m) I O

2.2’.S.S’-Tol~nchlo~obiphonyl 1 ~ 12In) t 0(e)
2.~.3.S’-Tot~achlo~obIphonyl - I 12(o)
2.3’.4.4’-Tolfachlo~obiphonyl 18(o) 1
2.~.4.S.S’- Ponlech~robiphonyl 1 2 20(0) 13(a)
~.2’.3.4.5’- Poniachlo~obiphon~ .
2.3’.4.4’.S-Poniachlofob~phonyl ¯ 0(~ 42.2’.3.3’.4.4’-Hox achlo~oblphon~ ¯
2.2".4.4’.S.S’-Hoxachlorobiphon~ 1 ¯ 7(e) 1 I
2.2’.3.4.4’.S’.Hoxshachlorob~ho~ (b)
2.2’.3.3’.4.4’.S- Hoplechlo~ob~hon~

S2.2’.3.4’.S.5’.~- Hoplachlmo~h~ I 8(e) S2.2’,3.4,4",S.S’-Hopimchlofob~h~ I 1 ~a)
2.2’,3.3’,4,4’,S.S.Oclachlo~ob~hen~ 1 ~ I

Chlodnet~
Hexachlor~enzene

" " ~ 0g~ma-B~ (L~) - 2 2Heptachlof I I "

cis-Chlofdane ~ 3Ifens-Nonechlor



Fossil fuel and petroleum hydrocarbons, complex mixtures of organic
compounds, also contain unique compounds often referred to as biomarkers. These
compounds are very stable structurally-specific molecules that usually can be related
to precursor compounds in a specific type of source material As the Source material
is converted to fossil fuel, the precursor molecules are chemically dilated to form
biomarkers. Two common types of biomarkers, often used to provide information on
source and matunty of crude o~ls and the existence of which indicates the presence
of fossil fuel or petroleum hydrocarbons, are steranes and tnterpanes (Philip, 1985).
Steranes are tetracyclic aliphatic hydrocarbons derived primarily from C27 to C29
sterols. Tnterpanes are pentacy¢lic aliphatic hydrocarbonS 0erived from cell wall
precursors in certain plants and microorganisms. One of the most ubiquitous groups
of pentacyclic mterpane biomarkors are those based on the hopane ~tmctum.

Sterane and hopane biomarker~ can be detected at very low concentrations
by using GCIM$ to monitor the molecular ion decompesition fragments m/z 217 and
rn/z 191 respectively. The distnbutions obtained can be used to confirm the
presence of fossil fuel and petroleum hydrocarbons and in some cases, e.g.. large
spills, their Source.

The biomarker fingerprints for an Ashland 07-27-92 filter extracl are shown in
Figures 41 and 42. The associated compounds are listed in Table 27. These data indicate
the presence of petroleum hydrocarbons in the Ashland sample. The abundance of both
C27 and C29 steranes indicates IXlth a mahne and tarmsthal rnatedal whila the
presence of 17a(H), 18a(H),21 8(H)-28,30-bisnorhopana suggests hydrocarbon
�ontnbution from California crude (Siefert et al., 1978). Both the lack of unsaturated
biomarkers (sterenes and tnterpenes) and the presence of rearranged =teranes
(diasteranes) and 20S and 20R epimers of extended hopanes is consistent with mature
petroleum. Little biodegradation has taken place as evidenced by the lack of 25-
norhopane homoIogs and the lack of removal of the 5a(H), 14a(H), 17a(H) 20R isomers
from the C27-C29 =teranes. The unusually high abundance of extended tdcycli¢
diterpanes may indicate again a termstnal contribution to the oil or Source rock but may
also indicate a source of hydrocarbons to the Ashland runoff from resins of higher plants
(Table 27). Further evaluation of the sample for petroleum hydrocarbon o¢lors is needed.
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Hydrocarbon Characterization In Urban Runoff.
TrlterDane Btomarkers From Ashland 07-27-92 FIl~er Extract

,= Scan Formula MW Assignment

2884 C28H52 388 C28 exten0e0 tncychc 0~terpane
2893 C28H52 388 C28 exten0e0 tricyclic cliterpanem 2928 C29H54 402 C29 exten0ed tncyclic aiterpanei’ 2939 C29H54 402 C29 extenOed tricyclic cliteq::)ane
2990 C27H46 370 17a(H), 18a(H), 218(H)-25,28.30.trisnorhopane

= 3012 C30H56 416 C30 extanclecl tricycliC Oiteq:)ane
3019 C27H46 370 178(H), 18a(H), 21a(H)-25,28-30-trismoretane!~: 3025 C30H56 416 C30 exten0e~ tncychc diterpane

I~ 3084 C28H48 384 17a(H), 18a(H), 218(H).28,30.bisnorhopaneIt. 3120 C29H50 398 17a(H), 218(H)-30-nomopane
’ 3181 C30H52 412 18a(H)-oleanane

kl 3195 C30H52 412 17a(H). 218(H)-hopane
I° 3235 C30H52 412 178(H), 21a(H)-momtane

3297 C31H54 426 22S-17a(H), 218(H)-30-homohopane
3309 C31H54 426 22R-17a(H), 218(H)-30-homohopane

N 3338 C31H54 426 171~(H). 21a(H)-homomomtane
3386 C32H56 440 22S-17a(H), 218(H)-30,31-bishomohopane
3407 C32H56 440 22R-17a(H). 218(H)-30.31-bishomohopane
3460 C32H56 440 171~(H), 21a(H)-30,31-bishomomoretano

¯ 3516 C33H58 454 22S-17a(H). 218(H)-30,31,32-trishomohoplne
3549 C33H58 454 22R-17a(H), 218(H)-30,31,32-trishOmOhOplne
3681 C34H60 468 22S-17a(H), 218(H).30,31,32,33.tetrakishomohopane
3727 C34H60 468 22R-17a(H), 218(H)-30,31,32,33.tetrakishomohopane

,
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V
Table 27 Cont. T

Hydrocarbon Characterization In Urban Runoff.
TrlterDl~r1~ l~Ioml~rkers From Ashland 07-27-92 Filter Extra~;!

STERANE REPORT

Scan Formula MW Ass=gnrnen~

2807 C27H48 372 138.17a-0|acholestane (20S) Z
2832 C27H48 372 138.17a-cl,acholestane (20R)
2853 C27H48 372 13a.17~-ctiacholestane (20S)
2867 C27H48 372 13a,178-cl=acholestane (20R)
2874 C28H50 386 24-Methyl-138,17a-diacholestane (20S)

Prob. 24 S&R isomers
2878 C28H50 386 24.Methyl-138,17a-diacholeslane (20S)
2904 C28H50 386 24.Methyl.131~,lTa-diacholestane (20R)

Prob. 24 S&R isomers
2928 C27H48 372 58(H)-Choleslane (58,14a,17a-ooprostane[20R])
2931 C29H52 400 24-Ethyl-138,17a-diacholeslane (20S)
2933 C27H48 372 5a,148,178-Cholestane (20R) (isocholestane)
2941 C27H48 372 5a,148,178-Cholestane (20S) (isocholestane)
2957 C27H4e 372 5a(H)-Cholestane (Sa,14a,17a-cholestane [20R])
2962 C28H50 386 C28 sterane
2979 C29H52 400 24-Ethyl-138,17a-diacholestane (20R)
2998 C29H52 400 24.Ethyl.13a,178-diacholestane (20R) ~’.
3001 C28H50 386 24.Melhyl.58,14a,17a-cholestane (20R) (58.ergostane 20R)
3007 C28H50 386 24.Methyl-148,178-cholestane (20R) (isoergostane 20R)
3013 C28H50 386 24..Methyl.148,178-cholestana (20S) (isoergostane 20S)
3034 C28H50 386 24.Methyl.Sa,14a,17a-cholestane (20R) (Sa-ergostane 20R)
3058 C29H52 400 24.Ethyk51~,14a,17a-cholestane (20R) (58-stigmastane 20R)
3069 C29H52 400 24.Ethyl-148,178-cholestane (20R) (isostigmastane 20R)
3075 C29H52 400 24.Ethyl-146,171Fcholestane (20S) (is,ostigmastane 20S)
3084 C30H54 414 C30 sterane
3103 C29H52 400 24.Ethyl-Sa-14a,17a-choles’tane (20R) (Sa-stigmastane20R) b
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In summary, Tables 15-20 compare the data that are greater than the minimal
detectable limit versus EPA Drinking Water Standards and the California Ocean Plan
Standards placing the quantitative data in perspective. Most samples analyzed for Base
Neutral Organic Compounds (See Tables 15-20) exceed the proposed California Ocean
Plan Standards for PAHs of 8 ng/I. A few samples exceed the EPA Drinking Water
Standards for methylene chloride and the California Ocean Plan for Bis(2.ethylhexyl)
phthalate; however both of these are notorious laboratory contaminants. The data          ,,,ff
presented Show that the phthalateS data are sufficiently quality assured as the
Concentrations are an or0er of magnitude greater than any of the blank values. However, ~,. . ",~
the methylene chloride data need further confirmation with discrete sampling for it alone
under meticulously controlled conditions. The CA Ocean Plan was not designed for
evaluation o! non-point source storm water runoff as discussed on page 121 of this report.
Therefore, the CA Ocean Plan Standards can only be used to guide which compounds are
considered to be important for future evaluations. The Ocean Plan should be amended to i
clarify its applicability to storm water discharge.

There are 64 storm drains that terminate in the Santa Monied Bay. During the
winter rainy season, the storm drains provide access to the Bay for large quantities
of rain water. During the dry reason, water from urban runoff, construction, illegal
dumping, and other sources results in a continuous influx of chemical contaminants
to the Santa Monica Bay. Unlike many other coastal areas ~’ound the United States
such as the San Francisco Bay area, the Chesapeake Bay, and New York-New "
Jersey area, there is no major source of river water into the Bay. The affluent from"
storm drains then represents a major contributor of potentially contaminated water to
the Santa Monica Bay.
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This pilot study is the most �omprahen~ve investigalion to da~e of chemical
releases from storm drains into the ,~anta Monica Bay. This is also ori# of the first
studies to consicier the relationship between chemicals in the wa~er anO those bound

J~ SeO~ment. The findings in this study Should form, the basis for follow-up studies to
further characlerize the chemical releases, address their imp¯c1 on the ecology of the

Bay, iOentity the sources of the conlamination, further characler~ze flow p¯tlerns into
the Bay, quantitatively assess health risk, and establish monitoring protocols

I~mits for chemical releases into the Santa Monica

This investigation must be viewed as ¯ pilot sludy since resource limitations

prevented us from determining the potential sources of the �ontarmnsttOn, examining
¯ larger number of slorm dr¯ins, investigating the concentration of metals, and

evaluating a w~der range of toxicants. Aclchtional atuclies are required 10 address ¯
number of unanswered questions. These will be discussed below.

The overall objective of this study was Io gather 0at¯ on the tdentlfy end quantity
of potential toxic �onslituents that Ire present in urban runoff storm drlJnl. These
data are to amplify our I~m~ted unclerstanding of the nature of chemical| that Ire
transporled from storm drains into Santa Monica Bay. The slorm dreJnl sludied were
"Pico/Kenter’, "Ballona’, "Sapulveda’, "Ashland" and "Centinela’. The analyses were

�ompleted over ¯ six month "d~y weathe~ flow period June 12 to December 10, 1992.
Before the November 2 and December 10 sampling days, 0.5 end 3 inches r~n fell,
respeclively. The �omplete data base is tabulated in Appendices IV and VI for

volatile organic chemicals and base neutral organic chemicals, mspec, lively.

A minimum of 50 trace organic compounds was identified in each ~orm drain
w~th over 120 COmpOunds found ¯t the Ashland Storm Drain. Included in this

evaluation are 16 - 27 targeted Volatile Organic Chemicals (VOCs), 31 ¯ 41 targeted
Base Neutral Organic Compounds (semi-rot¯tiles), over 65 non-targeted VOCs and
over 50 semi-volatiles. The individual concentrations ranged from ngA. Io ug/L in the

storm drain samples. Compounds with toxicologic s~gnificance were the phthalateS,

po.lycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), chlorinated hydrocarbons, phenols, and
other carcinogenic organic compounds. Some of these compounds were found in
small quantities. See discussion below.
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Special quantitative analysel~ were conducted for two organophosphate
pesticides, diazinon and dimetho;~Ve, as well as chlonnated pesticides, and PCBs.

Diazinon and dimethoate were found in some of the base neutra! sample extracts.

The chlonnated pesticides, alpha.chlordane and dieldrin and a number of PCBs were
identified in the storm drain samples. The greatest concentrations were found at
Ashland, but there was evidence for PCBs at other sites as well, Further work is
required to quantify the PCBs found in storm drain effluent with particular attention to
elimination of laboratory blank Contamination,

These results raise an important issue: wha! is the source of these compounds?
Perhaps the organophosl:)hates rmsticides are from readily available home gaKlen

woducts, but there is no obviou| point source that can be readily identified that
would account for the PCB relesJJes, alpha-chlordane end dieldrin. Presumably the
PCBs identified in this study, end the dioxins and chlorinated naphthalenes identified
by Fisher et el. (1993) are produclS of combustion from chlorine and carbon
containing compounds, PCBs can derive from settling of PCB-associated aerosols
from the ambient air environment into the open storm drains. Evaluation of ambient
air concentrations should be conducted to determine the potential for airborne PCBI

to enter storm drains. Studies to further characterize these compounds and their

origins should be ¯ high priority for state and local officials as some of these
�ompounds have the potential to b~oaccumulate and ere both toxic and/or
carcinogenic. Thus, such studiel would represent the most important �ontributor tO
any risk assessment carried out on the compounds identified in this study.

In contrast to the ng/i tO ug/t levels of Base Neutrals and VOCs, the dissolved organi~
cart)on (DEC) levels are greater than 1,000 times this level (mg/I) for the first six samples
collected and near 10 times more for the last two samples collected. Apparently, higher
molecular weight chemicals are making up the bulk of the chemicals present. Probably.

humic materials, algal metabolites, and oily materials are associated with the DeC. A new
study is needed to assess the type of DeC present and its interaction with the trace organic
chemicals present. There is no evidence on the toxicity of these currently uncharactedzed

organic compounds although concerns have been raised about the toxicity of products of
chlorination from the humic materials.

A recent study by the City of Santa Monica focused on an evaluation of the

use of ozone to reduce or mitigate the flow of chemical constituents into the Santa
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Monica Bay via the Pico-Kenter storm drain (Ozone Disinfection and Treatment of "r
Urban Storm Drain Dry-Weather Flows, Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project, June
1992). In addition there are two unpublished reports in the grey literature that have
investigatecl chemical contamination of storm clrain effluent. The first report by
Young anti Bocleen, EPA Report #600/X-91/030, April 1991. summar;ze¢l data from a ~ ’/
number of studies conclucte¢l between 1970 anti 1985. DDT, dieldrin, and PCBs
were observecl in storm drain effluent from Ballona Creek. ,,~ second study by
Schafer and Gossett, June 1988, entitled "Storm Runoff in Los Angeles and Ventura
County" conducle(~ for the California Regional Water Quality Control Board (LA
region.SCCWRP C292) ¯lag identified DDT, PCBs, PAHs, and ¯lkanes in storm
drain effluent from Ballona Creek. It appears that I~ttle attention has been given to
the End=ngs from these studies. More recently, Fisher et al., (1993 as per
Stentstrom, personal communication) in ¯ paper being prepared for publication,
have reported the presence of dioxins, furans, and polychlorinated naphthalene¯ in
storm drain effluent entering the Santa Monica Bay,

This latter study has direct relevance to the results reported here insofar as the
more complex Chlohnated products, e.g., dioxins, ¯ra ’generally associated with
PCBs. Further investigation of the concentration of both dioxins and PCBI is
necessary to determine if both classes of compounds can be detected and quantified
in the same storm drain effluent. Secondly, ¯ study of this nature may also provide ¯
basis to use one species of chlorinated hydrocarbon as ¯ surrogate to estimate the
concentration of other chlorinated compounds for purposes of exposure Ind risk ;assessment.

"1
Volatile Organic Compounds

In this study, 33 volatile organic compounds were found in the effluent from
the 5 storm drains. Five compounds, bromoform, chloroform, dibromochlorometh-
¯ he, dichloromethane(methylene chloride), and 4-methyk2-pentanone had overall
averages in the part per billion range (Table 13), whereas the �oncentration of the
remaining compounds was in the part per trillion range. The largest number of
compounds and the greatest concentrations were found at Ashland Avenue where
29 compounds were found. The concentrations of the trihalomethanes, bromoform,
chloroform, and dibromochloromethane, and of methylene chloride, were 10.6, 4.1,        P-’--"
4.9, and 6.3 ppb at this site. The site with the fewest identified volatiles was Pico-
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Kenter where 17 compounds were identified, of which only methylene chloride was
greater than one ppb. There was significant vahability befween r~tes in terms of the
concentrations of voLatiles identified. For example, the concentralions of bromoform
"rangec~ from 10.6 ppb at AshLand to 0.2 ppb ¯t Batlona.

These data are consistent v~th earlier work conducted by UCLA under
contract to the City of Santa Monica where samples were collected from the Pico.
Kenter storm drain. During a 1986 monitoring study conducted by Los Angeles

, ¯ County Public Works, the concentration of methylene chlodde ranged from 0.3 to 1.6
¯ I:~b, while the 1989-90 City of Santa Monica study found ¯ range of 0.03 to 18 ppb
, w~th an average of 1.4 ppb. This latest study found the concentration range to be 0.2

to 12.8 ppb v~th ¯n average of 2.2 ppb. There are similar results for the other
voLatiles collected in the C~y of Santa Monica study and this study.

The compounds bromodichlorometh¯ne, bromoform, chloroform, 1,2-
dichloroethane (ethylene dichloride), methylene Chloride, tdchloroethene
(tnchloroethylene.TCE). and tetrachloroethene (tetrachloroethylene or
perchloroethylene-PCE), all of which were identified in effluent, are �onlh~ered
probable human carcinogens by EPA,

, possible carcinogen. Benzene is recognized Is ¯ human carcinogen by EPA. The
,-o h:lentified compounds, benzene, bromochloromethane, bromodichlorometh-

~, bromoform, chloroform. 1,1~ichloroethane, 1,2-dichloroethane, methylene chloride,
, trichloroethylene and l~rchloroethylene are ¢lessified as chemicals known to cause

cancer under the State of California’s Proposition 65 (The Safe Drinking Water and
Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986). Carbon disulfide, chloroform, and toluene are listed
under Proposition 65 as reproductive toxicants. Styrene oxide,
styrene, is listed as a carcinogen under Proposition 65.

The trihalomethanes (bromodichloromethane. bromoform, chloroform) and the
solvent, methylene chloride were found at all 5 sites. The trihalomethene
concentrations identified in the study are well below those generally found in
chlorinated drinking water. For example, the range of bromoform in U.S. surface
waters ranges from 133 to 27,000 ng/L. and the level of chloroform ranges from 267
to 198,000 ng/L. The EPA National Organics Reconnaissance study (Preliminary
Assessment of Suspected Carcinogens in D~nk~ng Water, Reporl to Congress, U.S.
Environmental Proteclion Agency, 1975) found the median levels of bromoform and
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chloroform in finishecl water to be 5.000 and 21,000 ng/1. respectively. These values
"r

- can be compareU to the levels of bromoform (1,350 ng/L) and chloroform (1.150
ng,’L) found in this StuO’y, The risk of cance~ from ingestion of 2 liters of water/day
conta=ning 1.000 ng/L of bromoform has be~n estimated to be 5.6 x 10.8 and the
corresponding risk for Chloroform would be 4.3 x 10"8 (Froines at. el., t991; "/
"Evaluat=on of the Potential Heal~h Risks P~sented by Chemical Agents Associate(:l

’" ~th the San Diego Total Resource RecoveP/Program. Final Report’.-Prepared by
2the University of California. Los Angeles for the Western Consortium for Public

Health. June 1991). The cancer risk from dermal contact with storm drain effluent
containing tnhalomethanes would be well below these values.

The VOCs identified in thLs study are I~xic compounds, but they are not likely
to oxen their systemic or acute toxicffy at the levels found in this study. Whether they
would have adverse health effects in �omblnation with other contaminants is not
known. For example, it is not known whether trace quantities of organic solvents will
facilitate absorption of larger organic molecules through dermal contact.

The data indicate that a number of volatile organic compounds recognized as
being potential human carcinogens or reproductive toxicants were identified Is
being present in the effluent from the five storm drains. All the identified toxicants are
capable of absorption through dermal cont=Ct as well as via inhalation or ingestion.
The actual concentrations of the volatile organic compounds am relatively low l/
might be anticipated by the fact that these r,,,ompounds are volatile and likely tO
evac)orate from the storm drain effluent. Ip 0eneral these data and those dedved
from earlier studies demonstrate that small amounts of volatile organic compounds.
some wilh well reCOgnized toxicity/cercinogenicity, are routinely found in storm drain
effluent.

The actual risk associated with any One compound would be low. for example,
relative to Onnking water standarOs. However. a quar~Jtative risk assessment would
evaluate risk as the sum of the individual ~lsks, and the contribution of the volatile
organic compounds would then be evaluated in terms of their contribution to the
overall risk to the most highly exposed in~vidual, it is beyond the scope of this
project to conduct such a risk assessment, but it is likely that the dsk from the volatile
organic compounds would remain low relative to that derived from the phthalateS,
PAHs. PCBs. and chlorinated pesticides (f)ee below),

¯
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tnhalomethanes. PCE. TCE. rnethylene �~lonCle. benzene, and the C:l;chloroett~aneS
Shouk~ be inCJ~JOed as compounc~s of interesL

Base Neutral Coml:)ounds

The chemical �oml:>ouncfs ic~e~.t,f,ed as "base neural compounds" are organic
compounds of higher molecular we,ght than the volatile Organic compounds and as
a resull they generally have a lower va,cor pressure and are s~gnir~antly less
volat,le. They are often 0escnbed as "sem;-voiatile compounds’. The base neulral
anelys*s includes compounds such as polycycbc Momat~� hydrooar’oons (PAH$),
pNhalates, phenols, some chlonnated aromat;� compounds, and other

| nVsoellaneous compounds. T~ compounds ~ I:mrbcuisrly important insofar as
,., there is cons~erat)~e ewOence for their toxk:~y, Ond w~ armOpmed f~nding s~gnHk’.ant
.. �luant~es of a r,.~rnber of the r.~caJ cornixx~nds.

Phthalate$

; S~x phthalates wer~ identified as being present in the storm drain effluent

~ ~. f~om all five s~les. The most important compound identified and charactonzed was
¯ ., P~s(2-ethylhexyl)phtha~ate. Th~$ compound was found in the

~ the I:~thalatas. B~s(2-athylhexyl)l:)hthaJate (DEHP) iS
human carcinogen by U.S. EPA, the National ToxicolOgy Program, and the
Interr~t*onal Agency for Research on Cw~er (IARC). It has produced cancers in
IX)if rats and rnioe as a rasul~ of ora~ ~0ministration of DEHP. It is �las~fied as ¯
carcinogen and mpmd~.’tive toxicant under Propo~ion 65 in California. It Is
consJ0ered ¯ chemical teratogen and may damage the testes. Repeated exposure
may

’ ° of the eyes, nose, and throat. Exposure to DEHP can occur through inhalation,
: ingeSlion, or Oermal contact. The rnaximom contaminant level (MCL) estal:)lished for

,, DEHP in dnr~ng water by EPA ,s 4 I:~:). The Cahforr~a Ocean Water Plan limit is

The average concenlra~on found for DEHP in this study was 6.6 PI~. The
greatest concentration. 14.8 PI~ was found at AshLand and the low¯s1 concentration
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i~enlihed was at Sepulveda w~h e value of 4.3 ppb. In our view, these "r
�oncentrations of the suspected ca~nogen requ|re aUd~tional follow-up.
the COncentration Of DEHP and the O~her phtha|ates, phthalatas should be
�ons~Oerecl canal|elates if a mon~onng program is established.
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Furlher I~entJon to theSe compounds shoul~ be given in the �levelopmen! of any            O

monrtonng IXOtOCOI.

Po!ycy¢!~c Aromat�c Hydrocarbons
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compounds was onginally recognized as a msu!~ of stud,as which focused on ~ermal
con~ct.

The information on the toxicit),/caronogen|~ of the Other PAH$ is mo,’~

eclu,voc.al than for the 7 i¢le~ifie¢:l above, bul there is evidence that. these and other
PAHS hal sampleU in th,S Slu0y am carc=nogen,c. Of those not sampled for in the

Study. nitro.PAHs are found ,n importanl quantd,es in ambient air in Iouthem
Cal, fomia, anc~ they are �onsiclered more carcinogenic than PAHS. For example. 6-
nitrochrysene, a product of nrtrat,on of chrysene in the atmosphere, is �ons,clered an

_. or0er of magn,tucle more potent than benzo(a)pyrene. We ware hal able to simple
for these subSlituted PAHS nor Other more polar PAHS. The ~benzopyrenes were
also not lampled for in th,s stu0y, and they are �onsiclered I:)y the State of California

to be a.oproximalely ten limes more potent r.,Ironogen$ then benzo(a)l:)yrene. Thus.
ti is possible thal unsampled PAHI may be present in storm �lr~n effluent. Further
stuO*os 1o enlarge the scobe of the PAH ¢hlmctonzstion are necessary and
lm;)ortanL

The PAHs found in this study are partitioned between wirer and leOiment in
the water. The PAHS am usually a~ted wflh the ~ed,~nt phases. The amount 1
thal woul¢l pa available for Oermal adsorption Io I iwimmerlsurlar/wa~er is not well

__ unOersto0�l. There are very few studios that have characterized on I quantitative t ~

.-. basis the desorptlon of contaminants from suspanded 14�liments into ocean water j~
when a contaminated seclimant comes in contact with uncontaminmed ocean water.

-. Further stud,as are necessary to determine the kinetics Of the �lesorption or release

of PAHs from sediment in stOrm �lrlin affluent t~ ~ waler. ~

The following studies shoul¢l be conducted to improve our uncleretanding of
the processes influencing the transport aM late of Ipldngly Iolubla o~ani¢             O

pollutants such Is PAHI in f~:~ving surfacs wster~ and estuldne lysteml.

-- 1. Further stucl~es to �l~recter~ze the nature of the suspen0e0 solids (SS) and n

dissolved organic mailer (DAM) in each storm drain. U

_ 2. ImproveCl Olfinition of the equilibrium state of the storm drain systems.
3. Studies to determine the kinetics of soq:~tJon and desorpt~on using the
SS/DOM characteristic of each venue and cherlcter’~.ation of the dry

"" weather and raJntall runoff.
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There Ire a w~:h) range of s~urces of PAHs to the storm I::lra~ns and it was not
Surpnsing tO find them in significant concentrations. PAHs ~ no! denve from I i:~int
t,,ource~ They reDresen! prOClucts of an uri:kln safety wh@ch emphaSizes the uSe of
I~trOleum basecl transl:>ort. They am often prOd:luCtS of encamp!eta combuslion Ind
are ubiquitous in the enwronment. They may emanate from exhaust, liras, uSed             ’7
motor oil. or other transi:x:)rt-re[ated processes as well as from industhll sOurCes
wt~lch create products Of incomplete combustion. PAHs mpmSenl important loxic a~r
contaminants ~ Ire i:~arbc~e mooated. This study examined I relatively Imall

_- number of PAHs. In general. PAHs Ire w~dely recognized as being carcinogenic
and the finding of meaningful quentdles in storm dram affluent il I mailer for further
mnsideration. They have been found in other studies of storm dtlin affluent in the
0.S. and

_ The primary issue with PAHI il not whether they am going to be found, ~ the
’ degree of ~onlaminat~on. the necess,ty of monitonng kx lt~r presence, and
’ ullimalaly the control of their releaSes to the Bay. In a society wfth an emphasis on

betroleum based phi:lucks, the control of releases to the Bay may prove cliff;cull. I~I it

’. requires affent=on I~nce’ there am potanlial health and environmental consequences ’7
¯ . Itom the conlarr, natiOn by PAHs. The soope of any monitoring pn)gram will of

necessity follow a~:htionel �~raclenzalion of the number and Quantities of PAHI riot
semplod for in this I1udy. it w~ld be useful to determine if a I~lrrogafe PAH �~uld
established that would enable est~malion of a ~ range of PAHS based on the
~ssmant of = I~w.

Other Cirdnogen$ Identif~l

Azobenzane. 1,4-dichlorobenzane. N-nitrosOdiphenylamlna. and N-nitrosOdi-
n-propylamine were idenlifed in sOme storm dr~ine. There ~ompounde am
�at, dared 1o be cer~nogans under Proposition 65 by the Slate of Califomiao They
Ira not rigul~ted by U.S. EPA in the context Of drinking wller. W’~h the exception of
1.4<:l~chlorobenzane. EPA classifies these compounds II ixgblbla human

_" r, ircinogans. Azobenzene and 1.4-dichtorobenzene were identified It all $ l~las.
’ The ooncentrations of these compounds wart generally low; and their contril:,Jlion ~

the overall risk assocLated with storm dra~n affluent would probably be ineignif~lnt in

|
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~on~. and ~tentJal for ~oa~tion in the en~mnment. ~S
~u~ 0,~ not ~n~u~ the ovaluahon of the ~o~ O~n effluent for PCBs a~
~n~e~ ~ic~s. ~ ~ C~O~ tO in~s~,ga~e t~m. I~ in I pm~mi~
~nner. to ex~nd the s~ of Ihe instigation. El~er ~u~es of Ballona
~ntlf~e~ PCSs in lffJ,ent ~om that ~o~ 0ra, n. The ~u~ of t~ PCBs is not
~rent. but ~ ~ems hkely they Ire pro@~S Of ~m~On of ~m~nds
~n~,n,ng chlonne InO ~n or ~nve from t~ PCB-aS~lt~ lemsols from
~ent ~r env~ron~nt. ~r hndmgs cMa~y indi~te t~ ~d for ~llow.up Ij~0,es
to ~her ~enze t~ mmases of these ~m~undS to the ~nta Moni~

PCBs are ~nsidemd to ~ pr0~b~ ~r~nogens by EPA a~ IARC.
~ss~fie~ ~ 2A (’pm~e ~r~n~en’) ~ IARC on I~ ~s of E~led human
~n~ and s~ont animal e~n~. PCBs am ~od ~ ~o~ ~wn
~use ~n~r ~d mpr~u~ve I~x~y u~r Pm~s~on 65. In addition t~
a~s~s ~nt~fled t~ ch~nnsled ~st~S. Ch~ and ~el0~n. Ch~ne
~n~m0 ~ssib~ ~enl ~ IARC. Ch~ I~ ~e~dn im iltN II
~ron~ens under Pm~Mion 65 in ~fom~

"
was ~nO at ~h~nd. T~ ~n~ntrltions of IM PCBI ~ntified In t~ ~
~red to t~ Califom~ ~an P~n for ~MI of ~on. T~
~n P~n ~ ~r PCBI is 0.019 n~ ~ny ~ ~ PCBI ~mifi~ tn this
ox~ t~ ~ W a f~r grantor t~n a ~. For oxsm~. ~ t~81 p~B8
~nd in t~ ~hi~ drain ill ~1 ~ F~ 24). ~mi~ I ~g~
~mxi~te~ 125 ~. ~ ~n~on of ~ PCBI tl ~xi~e~

ime~mted ~ ~I~ ~u~ t~ ~I ~a~i~on of ~ PCBI il in~mp~te
es~al~ g~en t~ ~gmund ~rato~ ~ami~ion ~nti~d in the Stu~,

~ter is ~ ~o~. We ~nc~ i~ PCBs ~re ~nb~ed in t~ ~o~
effluem and the ~n~nlmlionl in ~ ll~ ~ ~o~ ~n ~S l ~er ~ui~
~l~p. PCBs Ire f~nd in lt~ls in the Im~l~ =r. and l~ ~ion I!

~ PCBs to the ~y and ~o~ d~nl ~iml ~r ~l~p ~el.
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CONCLUSION~

This pilot study has icle~ified and quant~fiecl the existence of
Of organ,c compounds in five Sierra drains. The s~udy has Oemonstrale¢~ that the
I:yo~tern of Chemical contan~na1~on iS not km~lecl to Iny single.storm drain Incl
suggests the neea to 0nves1~gate other storm Ora~n offluon! 10 the Santa Mon~ca Bay.

The stuOy lisa demonstraled 1hal many of the compounds identified are
w~aely recognized is being ptol:k~:~ or possible carcinogens, reproductiv~
toxicants, or having Other C~ronBc and ecull toxictties. In some cases, for example.
volatile organic cornl:x~Jnds, the concentrations at the rnosl tOxiC of the compounds.
namely the trttmlomethanes, benzene, methylene chlonde, perchlorOelhylene, and
Inchloroethylene werl very low, and reflected the high volalil~(y of the compounds
�areened wilh the high Surface area for evl,coration. In other ¢ls4s the

concentr~lions of the toxicants ~red to be more lubstantill. ,’;’he concentrations
Of cell¯in phthalalas, PAHs. �~lonnated pesticibes and PCBs ~o¢)elr to be

of �oncam.

We did not Itt,empt 1o �onducl I ql,~lntitative risk usessment, because there
were too many unca~lJ~m,eS in the av~li~le data to justify actual calc:ulalion$ of ril~
For example, we were iware that PAHI Ire M, soc~lted with sedirnenl in
dr~n affluent. Whether thOse PAHS Ire dasorbed from the ~ediment when the storm
¢’Jriin r~lCl~es the B~y is I question thst w~ll
ikely that the PAHs roll mm~n Idsorbed to Ildiment even wt~i lame plr~on to

lhl oclln Wltlr Ind become Ivlillbla for dermal contact with ¯ human Of Other Ill
rde. A 14ties of studies ¯re reCluirl~l to determine the delorption of �ontlminaml
from the suspencled sediment. Second, we did not hive In estimlte of the dilution
Dial would occur in going from the StOrm �lrein to the Bly. Finally, the permell~lity

cl~arectenstics of lame of the toxicants am inoompletaly undemood. The
development of mthodology to conduct I Quantitative risk assessment should be
Wionty in any follow-up studies. These smclies could mike use of EPA guidelines on
the estimation of dermal uptake, and it is possible to develop I number of dittarlnt
exposure scan¯has that would result in a range of risk estimates.
analysis would also need to include an astimaI~on of the urlcartlinty in the rlnge of

risk values.
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In aOditaon to the kmrtat,ons de$cnbec~ above the data are not available to
Oe$cnbe the rna.ss flux un0er dry anc~ w~t wealher flows and to use these findings aS
a model. We hero only sluO,ecl dry wea!P~or flows, and wet weather flows ape
..necessa.,’y !o b.,oa0en the sco~>e of the aa!a available to Characlonzo the pale¯see !o

the enwronment. We tack information on flow tales, cun~nl$, dikJlion In0 dilution
spa¯c: onto the Santa Monica Bay. Some of theso issues have been poinlocI out by
E~senberg. OItv,on. & Assoc:ales (EC)A) in their initial Oocumont t0 Am¯noah

ljjj Ind theso remarks and the others ra~sec:l by EOA doservo further I11ont~on.

Throughout this �li$cuss~0n seCli0n wo hey0 made nunler~u$
mcommon0at~on$ for adc:htional StuCI, os. and we have Itlompted 10 identify those

�oml:x:)unc:ls which would form tho basis for In ongoing re¯nil¯ring program. These

JJJ,,i

mcommondation$ should now be combnocl wilh thOse devolopec:l by EOA in their
~ prehminary ml)ort to devoloi:) ¯ more compmhensNo slrltagy k?.r Icldpess~ng the flow

of cttomical �ontaminants in1¯ the Santa Monies Bay. Previous studios in the grey

]J~, Iilaralupe identi~ed sirtfitar to those desmbedcompounds here, although
1hose ml:)Ons seem to hive been given litlis I11antion. I1 is Importlnl that the result¯
of ¯11 the stud0es I:le coml~ned Ind both ¯ long term and shorl tatm strategy be
Oevelopecl to ¯cldpess 1he �onsKiuenoes of storm d~jin runoff into the Santa Monica

Bay.

evidence for ~ronic toxicily ass¯dated with long lorm oxposut~ to the toxicants in
question. We have not i00mssed the issue of lout¯ toxic~y ass¯dated with then
same and other toxicants. There hive been numerous reports of

Iseoc~tid with contact w~h water in the Bay and whether these illustrlliOnl of

loxic+ly Ire derived from blctarlal �ommination or �l~emical toxicity or bOlh

~j It is not ~l:mrlm whether the concontrstions0f contaminants

identified in storm drain effluent in this and Other studies meet Or exceed
quality objectives develol:~l by the State of Califomil or local jurisdi¢lione. With the

1 ixc~ption of the CIlifomla O¢lan Plan guidelines, them sitar to be no define<l
objectives which we couk:l use for comparison purposes. If these values
could then detarmin¯ if the concemratJons ¯m greater than the wlllr

ol:)jectives, how much ¯rl they ¯xcleded, ¯nd how fpegjently they Irl being
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oxceeck~. The ~)proaches used by t~ various ~enoes in the N~ng of water
~at~ ~j~t~s ~d how 8~ they eval~te~, onfo~O, or ~io~ ~s a ~er of
im~n~ from the ~a~int of ~blic ~1~. The EOA m~ ~s~s these and
~her issues in greater 0e~ai]. ~ t~e ~n~menta~ ~e~;on is h~ government_.
~enoes are ad~ss~ng the m0n,tonng and ~ntrol 0f the flow of Iox~ ~emi~ls

the Santa Mon~ ~y and ~at a~O,t~ona~ st~d,es am m~vant to pm~0e an
~mp~ve~ 0ata ~se for ~1,~ ~os,ons ~n~m,ng the need to p~te~ the
heath and lhe en~mnmeN.

F~nally. the u~im~e issue is ~w am ~ going to pmt~ the ~nta Moni~ Bay from
~e~l �oexist,on? The~ are not ~s~ answered q~e~ions, ~ ~ is clear that we
~ed greater a~ention to ~nt,~ing the s~ a~ magnitude of the ~tenlial problems.

~fom us. a~ to ~vel~ t~ marts to mo~t~ and ~ntml t~ effluent into t~ ~y.
~ed ~ the o~Nt of th~l d,s~on.~m~Nlt~ ~o~ d~nltMt l~t em~M~ I~l~° t~ S~leffe~l~ni~hum~l

an i~nanl ~ of �~mi~ ~y on
u~ t~ ~y ~r m~ation. ~. and ~r ~s ~ ~, IS ~ng ~lti~

~n~quen~S for mn~ life In0 t~ ove~ll ~turll en~nmenL ~e ~n~ Mont~

~tu~l m~ume of ~nto~ ~a~ and ~ Io t~ ~tizens of ~hem California.
~lieve that ~nt~d effo~ is ~s~ to ~n this en~mn~N from t~
~n~uen~s of ~em~l ~ll~ion. T~ ~ltion of this ~tuml mlo~r~ Ih0~

hig~ phony for ~r ~ ~ ~nb~l. T~I ~ m~ned ~m ~pm~ntl ~ly
~ep in In effo~ to ~p I ~nes of t~ig~ionl t~t ~11 e~e S~te I~ ~1

~als to ~ p~i~ ~e~ in te~s of m~on~ a~ ~ml to im~ ~emi~l m~es tc
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Water Ouafltv Data Coflectacf at Each SamDllrlg Site

Ballona Creek @ Inglawood

P~co Ke~ter

Ashland

Centinela Creek @ Inglew~d                                   ~
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I/

Volatile Organic Chemical Analysis ¯ Samples with Suspected
Methylene Chloride Contamination.

i,

" 2! Ashl~d    Ballona Centine~a Pica/    Sepulve~a
Ke~ter

~2 33.4 ~ 1~.4 p~ 75.1 ~
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Table III- 1, GC/MS Systems Blanks-Base Neutral Analysis
(IncJu0~ng Rules for (~Jant~et|ve Calculalion)

Table III. 2. Sus~ende0 Solids B~anks-.Base Neutral Analysis (Fillers plus
Treated aS a Sample)

T~I~a III. 3. Water Blanks-Base Neutral Analys~s

Table III. 4. GC/IVlS Water and System BlankS-Base Neutral AnalySil
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Table II1.1
GClI IS SYSTEM BLANKS - BASE NEUTRAL ANALYSIS
SAMPLE NUMBER MDL FSI94B F8220 F8205 F8248 F82~6 F8279 AVG. RANGE
BLANK DATE .1/27/93 2/8/93 2/10/93 2/16/93
,CHE~,~.ICAL NAME no/L n~L n~/L ~o/L ng/L n~. n~. n04. ng/L
Naphthalene 6 8 < MOL < MDL < MDL <MOt.
OI-n-Bulyl Phlhmlmle 6 0 330 276 <MOL 593 607 401 130-607
Pymne 6 9 < MOL <MDL -
Benz(a)Anlh~’acene 6 2 < MOL <MOL <MDL .
Chqrsene 6 8 <MOL <MOt. -
_Benzo(k)FIm)ranthene 1 4 $ < MOL <MOL -
RULES FOR QUANI~ttATIVE CALCULATIONS,
1) ASSUME I(X)% EXTRACTION OF I L 0f WATER INTO 0.$ MI. SOLVENT FOR ALL BLANKS.

THIS IS ~~ TOTAL FOR MOL

2) IF BLN~S ARE >MIX. THEN ~NE ~I-IE AVERAGE BLN~ VN.UE AND RANGE OF BLANK VALUES.

REPORT SAMPLE VALUE IF SAMPLE VALUE IS >MAXIIAt~ BLA~ VALUE. 11115 IS THE CONSERVATWE APPROACH.

3) IF 11.1E SAMPLE VALUE IS >tdlX. THE VALUE ALSO MUST BE >MAXIMUM BLN~ VALUE TO BE REPORTEO.

4) IF 11.1E SAMPLE VALUE IS <MOL ANO THERE IS NONE F(XJ~ IN A B.AM(. ITIS REPORTED AS <MOL.

5) IF 11tE SAMPLE VALUE IS <MAXBdtJM BLANK VALUE. IT IS REPORTED AS <MOt. AS IT MAY BE IN THE SAMPLE.





Table III. $
¯

WATER BLANKS - BASE NEUTRAL ANALYSIS
SAMPLE NUIAGER ~ F8237 F822! AVG. RANGE

F’bld Blank H20,Tvl Bl~nk
DATE DATE ?? 12/10~J3
Volume of Solvenl Exlracl 0.S ~).S
Volume of Water 4 4
.,CHEI.’~CAL NA.E n~L n~/L .~},~L, n~!L n~L
Dlelhyl Phlhal.qe 60 16.5 122 143 122-165 -
DI-n-Bulyl Phlhilate 60 1958 1772 186S 1772-1958
Bulylbenzyl Phlhzlzle 300 1082 2775 1928 1082-2775
BIs(2-Elhylhexyl) Phlhlllale 48 5110 4496 4803 449@5110
,DI-n-Oct]rl, Phthalale 64 114 114 .
1) FIELD BLANK - LABORATORY IdlLLI-Q WATER IS POURED INTO A SAMPLIN(3 BUCKET
IN THE FIELD AND TREATED AS A REAL SAIdPLE.-
2) WATER BLANK - LABO~IATORY MILLI-Q WATER IS TAKEN TO THE FIELD AND RETURNED
TO THE LAB. THE SEALED WATER BOl"I1.E IS THEN RETURNED TO THE LAB FOR ANALYSIS.
3) THESE SAIdPLES WERE NOT FLTERED BEFORE EXTRACTR~ AND REPRESENT

::o THE COMPOUNDS F(XJHD IN THE LABORATORY OISTEIED WATER.

,.=&



TABLE 111-4

"GC/MS WATER AND SYSTEM BLANKS- BASE NEUTRAL ANALYSIS
MDL     AVG. RANGESYSTEM AND WATER BLANKS ¯ WATER WATER SYSTEM SYSTEM

BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK
MOt. AVG. RANGE AVG. RANGECHE~,ffCAL NAME

68                                       ~MDL
Dlelhyl Phlhalale ~0 143 122-165
OI-n-Bulyl Phlhillle 60 1865 1772-1958 401 130-607Pyrene 69 (MDL8ufyroenzyl PhlhmlMe 300 1928 1082-2775Benz(l)Anlhr~cene E2 (MDL
C~y~ne ~4
BIs(2-Ethylhexyf)PhlhMal~ 48 4803 4496-5110
OI-n.Ociyl PhihalMe 64 ! 14 o .
n~m~)F~o~mhe.e ~4S ~.
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1.O. VOLATILE OA(U/~ CHEUICALS IN OALLONA 6/12 TO 12110 1992



Table IV 1.b. Volatile Organic Chemlcala In Ballonl 6/12 to 12:10, 1092
V

" 2

"

,

:, -, " i:~ i ~
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C D E    F    G    H    I    J    K    L M N O P QFo~rn Foam
2S ml25 mlS nd S ml S nd S ~ 5 ~ S ~ S ~ S ~      S ml S ~ S ml S ml

~4 ~ F~7 ~ F~I ~6 ~ F~74 ~79 F~I FT~ ~14 F~I7 ~8143 FOI48

535      ~ ~ ~t ~ ~ .~ _~ ..... ~4 _~_.~_..~; _~

1235 ~S ~ ~ ~3 4~ ~2 4~ ._~4

4~ ~ 2~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .... 45 ....~-’--~-
43 ~ ~ ~ ~ .....................

22o
10S

225     ...            --~ ’                                    185
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T~)Io IV 1.~. VOt~TILE ORGANIC CHEMICALS IN SEPIA.VEDA WI2 TO I~/10 1~)2

A B C O E F O H I J K L M N O P O

14 LocaUon Foam S Foam S S,,, S S S. S S S S S S S

o 100 ~
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A B C O E F O X.,, I J K L
I00 lr2t/’J3 C C C C C C C C C C C

10] ~ "~ 845 1545 ~ 1555 11.~ 1625 1125
103 CHEIX~ ~E ~ ~7 F~ ~7 ~5 ~1 ~5 ~75 ~72 fOt~8 F814~ F81~

lOt ~~ 110 ~l ~3 ~ 1~ I~ 159 219 249 149

1 l0 ~ It0 Ill0 ~ 71i ~ ~7 ~7 1018 ~ 1151 ~ ~31
1 1 1 B~ ~ 4Y ~ 74 170 IN

1 1 3 4-~2-PM~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 4~1 175

111 ~ ~ N7 113
[117 ~ M M ~
111 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1~ ~ II17 ~1,





I I ! ! ! ! I I .’ ,. - : I : 1

TiMe IVS.c. VOLATILE ~ CHEMICALS IN ASHUI~IO 6/12 TO 12/10 1992

~ v4ol S02 ~09 ,415 416 28S-’~ 513 gO8 155 284 210 223 236-2:10

~.~ ~ i"_~ ...........................
~T~ ,,~I ~ -- -- "    ~ ~ .......

~ ~ ]’~ .......
" ..... ~- - "     44s -;ss

~-~ ~I ~- T~ ~s;-:A-     ,~ ~-3 .................
~~ ~ I ~ ~ ..........

~ n- ~- "~- -~ ..............

~=~ ,ss ~ .................
~; -- s~e--~]]~ ,~-,~,~~~ -- ]z,]~ ~_ _LL ...............

~ ~ ~; - ~~ ......I - -- ...........
l~.~~    ~a ] .... " ....... ; ........

.

..__       II a        g ..... ~ ..... I._         a ...... 11 i i
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V

Corn�fete Tarolted Base N,utrel A6alvsls for Each Storm Drlln bv Dot;        L

a. Long Form--ReDorle0 Concentrations of All Com~u~s Un0er Stu0y

~
b. Sho~ Fo~--ne~neO Con~ntrat,ons of Only Communal Oete~ea

~
T~le VI 1.a. anO b.-BN-I Bal~na.Base NaUtili

~ T~ Vl 2.1, an0 ~.-BN-2 P~Kenter ~mp~s-~N Neural ~
T~le VI 3,a. In0 ~.-BN-3 ~pulve~ ~mples-Bl~ Ne~mll

~
T~le VI 4.a. In0 ~.--BN-4 Centlne~ Samples-~se Ne~mll

T~le VI 5.l. an0 0.--BN,S Ashla~ A~. ~mp~I-BIN Ne~mll
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Appendix, Table VI 2.a.-BN-2

PICO,.KENTER SAMPLES- BASE NEUTRALS

Volume Of Wiler ILl--, I 4 J 4 t e ~ 4 ~ 4

l"~’"z"
J2.N~1~O~enoi

4-D,motm~pmono~ I

Be~zo,~ ~e,0 IS8 ~ tie ~ SAI I

~4.D~c~*orobenzene 6~    41 33    37 127
.2.O~c~loro~enzene

IN.N~lroso~*-n-prop~llmml                  ~ I

.2.4-Tr*chlorooenzene

,. .~...~,~,~.~,,,.."    -" "t", .. ,. .. ,.o~,,.
2-Ue~,n~.t.a~ene                38    4S ~ 23    2S    S3

2-N,troInlhne

2.6-O*ndrotOluene
3-Nd~oind~ne                 ~



k
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Appendix, Table VI 2.b. -BN-2
V

~_PICO.t’,ENTER SAMPLES- BASE NEUTRALS

~o~o~                      , ~ 3867 57 ,~073

~ ~o~ensene ! e~ J ~l J 33 37 1271 04 SO 4S

~.C~oro~enyl p~e~y~ eme~ ~6
!

Bm~l b,~l pmh~lste 0?3 ~ 479 3209 205

40~5

8O~tO~0)~Orl~t~O~O ~ 6,4

~o(e)(,~ene ~ 12 120 4
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TABLE BN
CENTINELA SAMPLES- BASE NEUTRALS

Volume Of Wller (L) --) 4 4 O 4 4 4

P~e~o~ ~ ~ 6 ~ 118 1~S

2-N~lrOp~e~ol ~ 33, 7 20 4t 49
2,4.D,mot~op~enol
2.4.D~c~loropnenol
Benzo,c ~ ~ ~94 3e ~73 ?49 466

2.4.6.Tt~C~lOrO~e~01
2~4~S. Tt,cnlOr0~he noI
2.4.Dm~trOpnenoI

Penllc~tofoD~enol
N-N~trosoa~metn~lamme
Anihne
ei={~-c~oo,oot~} omo, ’ -~ ~

t3-D,C~lOrO~inzene
Ll,~Dlchlorobenxene ~ 77 22 4 76 75 2 S ~

.2-D~c~loro~enzene --

O*S{2-�~loro,s0pr Op~l~ et~e~
Hexachloroethane
N-N=troso~,-n.prop~iam,ne
N,tro~enzene 29 ,, ~ ~
ISopnorone ~    68 37 ~ 0
B~s~2-cnoor0etnoxy)methane

.2.4.Tr=chloroOenzene
NIphthilene ~ 124    34 S9 126 110 6 130
4-C~loroAmhne
HoxachloroOuta0,ene
2.Mel~ylnlpntnelene 62 20 72 73 70 3
Ne=aC~loro~clope nti0~ene
2-Cnioronaontna~ene
~-Nil~oandine
~na~t~lene

R0051539
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Appen~ix, Table Vl 4.b. -BN-4

ICENTINELA SAMPLES- BASE NEUTRALS

I - ’ ~ I

’ . Be~::,� Ac,~ ~    I~4 I 38 473 749 466
4.C~loro.3-mel~lp~enol

Jl l~4.Dlchlorobenxene ~ 77 22 d 75 7S

" ~sop~o~o~e ’~ 68 37
B,s(2-chloroet~oxy}mel~l~e

I, 2-Uemymsp~tml~e~e 02 20 72     73 70       ~       72

F~uo~ene ~ 10 1 24 4

Dl-n.but~l phlhl~to Si4 1931 061 247    S45 002 70 1732

.~ ~ren, ~ .37 065 e
,6~1 ~n~l phlhe~te 451 058 962 916 292 520     62     ltO~

I~
BIs(2.ethylhezyl) phthsItto 1686 2868 4179 807 32055 2417    2908 29t7
Ot.n~�lyi p~lhalile 1 7 4 92 66 67 73

I~ Bo~Zo(k)fluorlnthlne ~ ~ 3 1
Be~ZO(I;oyrlne 20 10 $46 4
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Appenalx, Table Vl 5.a.--BN-5 "~’T
¥

ASHLAND AVE. SAMPLES- BASE NEUTRALS

" Volu~ Of W.ler (L) --. 3 ~
4 ’ . . 4 " " J ’

2
’~:Cmo,op~,~o~ , j

IS

2-N,t~op~e~ol 21 21 74 d?
2.4-D,memyl~o~ol 230 412

Be~zo,� AC,O Idd 121 1.511 ~ 103 10
4.C~loro-3-moth~lp~enol
2,4,6,Tt~¢~orop~e~o~ I ~
2.4.5. Tr,c~lorop~enol
2.4.D,~*troDhenOI

2.Met~yi-4,6-0,n,t~op~e~ol ~ ] I
PO at8 chlorop~e~01 I

-NflrOlO~Jmtl~llmmt
A~,l,n, ~ .-~
8,s(2~hloroom~l~ OthO~

.3-D,chtoro~e~zene
1,4*Dlchloro~en/ene ~ 6d ~3 32 ~ 80    107
.2-D~ch;otobenzene

Beryl Wcohol 533 1 ~258

’HOX,lC~loroet~Inl
-N~trOlOO~-n.pro~llmml

N~tro~enzene 204 ~S?

B~l (2.¢hlorOol~o=~mot~l~e
.2.4-Tt~ChlOtOOlhzene

q

~iliC~loro~utlO*lai
2-Mem~inapmtmilon, ~ 44 36    SO 30 S7 41

-C~loron~hl~llene

-N,troln,hne 463
~co~a~In~lon0

R0051542
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1
Appendix. Table Vl 5.m. -BN-S                                   1̄"7"

’ASHLAND AVE. SAMPLES- BASE NEUTRALS
O

24-O,~,t~OtOluene
~=uore~e ~ I S I 8

~-Cmorop~e~ p~en~l el~er 34 41 44 19 43
4-NttrOl~,hne

A~t~rlco~e ~ 17 t2S 4 ~ ~ 0
DI.n-~t~l phlhSInte ~ ~ t3.667 2.020 1.035 e37 ~.232
~luOrlnthl~e ~ ~ 82 91 3S 14 I0

_~rono ~ 10O 2gS 27 t0 14    20
,Butyl ~e~l phlhallle ~ I 2,500 2,089 65~ ~67 631 O
3,3’* ~mC~lOrOOe ~l~0~ne

l ~

Bim(2~thy)~exyl) p~thmlmte ~ 20.130 9.258 )i) 24.660 1.44) i0r72S
Dl~ctyl phthSlate ~ 406 $82 456 1S.488 903 493

;~e~o(1.2,3,4.�,d)p~ene 9S 21 S

~enzo(~.~.,)pe~lene 12S 16

I~K V&LUE &NO NOT ~E ~ W&S ~ED FOR COMP*RI~               I               I
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I
Appencllx, Table VI S.b,-BN-5

V
TABLE BN ’- ~-~
ASHLAND AVE SAMPLES- BASE NEUTRALS

~g’, w~
w.ss S~ w.~ ~ w.SS w~S

~,ne ~ lOe 27

1~4eno( 1 .l.3.4~.4)pyrono l I 11

O,~nzo(e,h)a~r~one I? 1 1 I

~K V~UI ~D NOT ~[ MDL W~ US~ FOR ~OMP~ON
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CNJUq’ER ONE ¯ TNE RESOURCES AND VALUE~ OF                         /~

~1T~ L4T
The L’rbun En~ounler: Human impa~ls ~ ~ ~; 16

~ntif~ ~’ten~al~. ~ B~s f~ A~ 16
Hum~ Imps: ~la~ ~ ~ U~ 16

Imps of O~th - ~lut~ i
~llul~l~ ~ ~

F~i~ I~ ~lul~ T~iI: ~lulanl ~’and hlhwl~l

Mun~i~ ~ ~u~ ~                          24

~ Heall5 ~ I~ ~

Habitat ~ 37
~enli~ Hu~n H~IE lm~ 42

if
A~ions for Bay Resloextkm

The Santa Monica Bay Resmr~ion Projecl 50
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Wherz Land I’~eels Sea
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More than 5,000species of plants, fish, birds
and other wildlife carl Santa Monica Bay and
its environs "home." Each bay habitat is

unique and can boast a variety of species~
including those listed above.

~ PUBLIC SUHHARY
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THE URBAN

ENCOUNTER: HUMAN

IMPACTS ON THE BAY
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Toxic Org:nic Compounds
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Urban ~,d ~t~rm

~’~. I I~’%" ~,.~’r~.

,,,n,,,,.,,.,>

,r,’atll.’nl i.,,,,,,’,.

~h~nn

muni~-i~l

~(mlml Bt~ in I~" xumnx.r of 1~12. T~" muni~’i~l ~il ~vi~’~ I ~W

digital M~’Iu~

~ximil). ~ ctlws a~ I~ o~erla~ing juri~-li~m over drainage f~’ilit~s.

U~n mmfff

Ihn~gh sl~ dr~in~ imo Santa Monica Bay eve~ ~). even in d~ weal~r.

~ Ihan t~-Ihi~ of !~" dail) I]o~- of

AA~s. I~ Su~n~ ~ !~ Willa~’tl~ve~ I~l flow in slal~ w~

sl~ ~alcr a~ u~n

~ as large as a 370

ha~ to ~l~l--imo ~ Mm~a Bay.

SI~ water ~)lUt~l

c~ble Io ef~uenl flo~ ~ f~ munici~l waqewaler I~at~l f~ilit~.

I~ qualily of

slo~ ~aler and u~ ~ff

crea~. Curtal).. is it eslimalcd ~hat ~-f~nh of t~ I~al ~llul~l in~ to

Bay a~ ali.~table Io ~llulanls cam~ by

I~ SMBRP sludy c~lu~d Ihal signific~l qu~lit~s ~y ~llut~
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Io ~ m+,j du~n~ mCl +’(~ili,m~. In F+~ I~J. ~vnm ~ ~ Jl

Mari,+~ ~s is ~ l~n jusl a lillcr ~: il kills ~ wiMlife.

~ma~e+ a~ Ba)"s ~sl~li~" qualili~ ~ is ex~nsive f~ �~ ~muml~
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~llilllll al~l ~) I1~" IId,il ~’)lll’. %% ¢lt,ilkl~ tk’lp IIIIIl~ilk" Illl~itl, hll~r i~

Ill’l il’~l~’nlill aikl l’~allni¢l~’i~l ~ii,~1�~; II" dililiiliI ill" l~llllkl~

nl,~ulh of MaliN (’~k. i~ ulw I

....              ~ ~; ~ r . j ~’l~ilill. Re~l~’l~d waist flow,

..~--- -~__ ~hi~’h ~’~ull~ in ~ ~ai~r lualilI
- ~. -- " # ~" " thigh Icl’�l~ ofnulflcnt~ ~1

im~’ls i~l~" I~ I~k of .,,hallow

~ aicr habitat, di~i~ of u~t~am

planl~ a~ ~imals. ~s ~

~ ~ella~s of Santa Mimica Ba) ~u~)~ a ravel)" of mafi~ ~ te~-

trial life: however, many oi" I~ s~ics ~’h~aci¢fislic o[ pfisli~ ~lt m~ ~

~lhCm Califitmia arc I~’Lin~. Ve$¢lali~ is often ~ ~ i~lu~s ~ is
~minal~ b) inlr~uc~d sWci¢~ ~hich often �~le with ~liv= s~. ~
~ll-ma~h bird% ~ la f~crall) - a~ siale-lisl~ en~g¢~ pl~l) is ~

longer found in I~ area. Bclding’~ ~v~nah ~o~ la ~lale-lisl~ ~.
ger~ ~cic~i i~ a )car-~und rc~i~.nl of ~lt ma~hc~, fo~gin£ ~ ~in£ in
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The revised monitoring program described herein addresses tasks
"a" through "e". Tasks "f- through "h" will be developed as
future amendments to the program. It should be noted, however,
that a number of concerns were presented to the RW~CB staff
regarding Tasks -f- through "h" as part of our-comments on
their secono-year compliance review.     Resolution of our
concerns will be needed prior to completion of these tasks.

The monitoring program described herein includes the
establishment of nine monitoring sites for both mass emissions
and individual land-use monitoring. Storm samples will be
collected for five storms per year. Dry-weather samples will
be collected bimonthly. Samples will be tested for a wide
range of constituents including Bacteria; GeneraZ Minerals;
Biochemical Oxygen Demand; Total Organic Carbon and total
Petroleum Hydrocarbons; Volatile Organic Compounds and
Suspended Solids; Volatile Suspended Solids; and Semi-volatile
Organic Compounds.

Automated refrigerated water samplers w111 be used for the
collection of flow-composite samples. These samplers w111 be
located on the ground surface In secure enclosures allowing
easy access for retrieval of samples. The samplers have large
(10 gallon) water collection capacity, and, thus, can be
programmed in advance to cover a wide range of storm sizes
without requiring one or more bottle change outs during a storm
event.

Data collected by the program wlll beuttllzedby water quality
modelling to estimate pollutant loads to receiving waters.
Also, questions concerning what types of pollutants emanate
from various land uses will be addressed.    Lastly, data
collected over the years under this program can be used in an
attempt to assess any long-term trends in water ~uslity.

l
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II. PROPOSED MONITORING SITES

SITE ~ELECTION CRITERI~

A. Monitoring Slte Selection Overview

f In order to characterize the quallty of runoff from the
Santa Monlca Bay Drainage Ba,;n, a comblnat~on of slngle

2
land-use sties and large water,beds representing
land uses ("mass emlss~ons" s~tes) have been selected.

For the Santa Monlca Eay Dra|nage Basin nine monltorlng
sites have been proposed. Fo,r of the nine sites will be
mass emissions stations. Fly- will be land-use
stations. The rema~nlng site ~111 function as both a mass
em~sslons and land-use sp~f~¢ monltorlng
Add~tlonal land-use speclf~c monitoring stations will be
proposed as par~ of ~he monltor~ng program to bedeveloped
for Phase III of the NPDES l~ermlt. As stated ~n our
thlrd-¥ear report, dated Ju~¥ I, 1993, we
submittal of the proposed monJ~orlng program Eor Phase II
to the RWQCB by February 28, |994.

¯                The proposed monitoring sites represen~ an effor~ ~o

select the most sultable locatlons based on our
establlshed crlterla for aam~)llng. Where feaslble, we
have Incorporated ~nto the |)to, ram those storm drains¯ which have water quality Issues which are of concern ~o

8~
the �ommunlE¥.

Mass emissions monitoring 81tes shall be located at the
outlet (or the furthest downstream position practicable)
o~ watersheds contributing thw largest relative Inputs to
the Santa Monlca Bay. These watersheds w111 ~¥plca11¥

¯ have ¯ complex multiple land-use �omposition    See

~ C. Spect~£� Criteria ~or ~snd-Use Specific Nonltorlng Sl~es

L~nd use-specific monitoring sites shall be located In
watersheds where the upstream Lrlbutaryerea £s �omprised
predominantly o~ one land use. Zt 18 Important that the
contributing watershed be at least 50 acres In slze~ In
order to produce effective runoff characte:ls~lce.
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¯ - Open Space / Agriculture
¯ - Low Density Residential
In. Single Family Residential

¯          ¯ Low Density Multi-Family
¯ - High Density Multi-Family / Institutional
¯ - Commercial

t          ~ - indus~
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Crlteri¯ for both Mass F~alsslons and Land-Use Specific
Sites

In selecting a specltlc sto~m drain for Inclusion as
either ¯ mass emlssl(,w~s or land-use specific site, the
following technical ~nd operational requirements were
addressed:

¯ What type of sampllnq equipment is to be usede and what
limitations exist?

¯ What are the hydraullcs of the underground sto~m drain,
open channel/n¯turaJ watercourse? What is the Design

a Is there past flow d~ta available for the given stream?

¯ What past hydrology studies have been Perfumed in the
watershed?. What is the hydrologic Q?

¯ If the stor~drain i~ underground, is It currently under
designed? Could It experience surcharge conditions?

¯ the watershed, ~he correspondingWithin what Is land
land use unl ~hrou~houtuse? Is for~ and homogenous the

useupperslte.trlbutary ares? I~ yes, ~hls Is a       posslble           land-

s Has previous sampling In the ~tentialwatershed
conducted In the pas~? Where? ~hen?

¯ Are tidal or bac~ater influences a concern?

¯ Is the location selected the only outfall point ~or the
upstream ~atershed~ or are there multiple outtall

¯ Is ~he sto~draln s~c~urally sound at present? Will
installation o~ s~mpllng equl~en~ compromise the
stability o: the stem drain?

¯ the monitoring equl~ent lm~deWill fl~ or r~uce
flo~ protection?

¯ For natural watercourses, is there an existing improv~
section where a rating curve can be easilF es~ablish~?

~at Is the practicable design distance from the
drain invert (low flow) to the location where the
sampler shall ~ placed?

Can electric ~wer ~ provide, In a cost- effective
manner, to the site?
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Will additional rlght-of-way be required?

Will the sampler installation interfere with projects
planned or in progress in the general vicinity?

If located in a residential neighborhood, will the
location of the automated sampler and its operation
result in any objections from the local residents?

8
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O
PROPOSED MASS EMISSIONS AND LAND-USE SPECIFI~ MONI~RING SITES

la
A. The following locations have been proposed as Mass

Emissions sites:

1. Ballona Creek at Los Angeles County Department of
Public Works Stream Gauge No. F38C-R in the City of
Los Angeles.

The Ballona Creek station will be located at the
ezlsting stream gauge station between Sawtelle
Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard.    This facility
currently measures stream flow and precipitation. At
this location, the upstream tributary watershed of
Ballona Creek is 88.7 square miles.    The entire
Ballona Creek watershed at its outlet to the ocean is
127.1 square miles, but because of tidal influences
the sampling site must be located upstream.
Therefore, the actual sampled watershed is less.

The land-use breakdown is as follows:

Open Space/agriculture
Low Density Residential It
Single Family Residential 25t
Low Density Multi-Family
High Density Multi-Family/Instltutlonal 32t
Commercial
Industrial                                   4t

The overall Impervious factor for this watershed Is
53t.

Ballona Creek, at the gaging station, Is an improved
(concrete lined) trapezoidal channel. The vertical
lift from the invert of the channel to the sampler
location ls approximately 30 feet. The horizontal
distance is approximately 100 feet.    Due to ~he
elevatlon difference, an auxllia~y pump will be
required. See Figure III-3 for the proposed sampler
installation.

This proposal replaces the existing County Department
of Public Works Surface Water Quality Monitoring
Station at the 5awtelle Boulevard bridge.

2. Mallbu Creek at County Stre~ Gauge No. FI30-R in
Unlncorporated County of Los Angeles.

The Mallbu Creek monitoring station will be located at
the existing stream gauge station, off of Mallbu
Canyon Road, sou~h of Piuma Road.    The existing             ~ ....
facility provides flow measurement only. Because of

?
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tidal influences and the lack of any downstream
improved section, the sampling site must be located
here. Constructing an improved section at a location
downstream would be costly, and would yield little
difference in results.     At this location, the
tributary watershed to Mallbu Creek is 104.9 square
miles.    The entire Mallbu Creek watershed at its
outlet to the ocean is 109.9 square mlles. Therefore
the actual sampled watershed

The land-use breakdown is as follows:

Open Space/Agrlculture 54t
Low Density Residential 29t
Single Family Residential
Low Density Multi-Family 4t
High Density Multi-Famlly/Instltutlonal
Commercial 4t
Industrial

The overall impervious factor for this watershed
134.

There are at least leven agencies, presently, that are
monitoring the quallty of surface water, sediment,
groundwater and/or the overall health of the ecosystem
(bioassessment and biomonitorlng) within the Malibu
Creek watershed. This proposed sampling location will
replace the existing County Department of Public Works
Surface Water Quality Sampling Station at Cross Creek
Road.

County of Los Angeles ~enter Canyon
City of S~a Monlca.

Ken~er Canyon S~o~Drain 18 an underground brick arch
drain. I~ outlets a~ ~he wes~ end of Ptco ~ulevard.
The ouEle~ s~c~ure is �o,only re~err~ Eo as Ehe
Ptco-Ken~er s~o~ drain.     This outle~ is ~he
co~ina~ion of three sto~ drains:    Kenter Canyon,
Cal~rans 10 Freeway S~o~Drain, and County ~nd Issue
Pro~ec~ No. 249, P~co Boulevard Dra~n, L~ne B. Only
flows fro~ the Ken~er Canyon Sto~ Drain will
s~pl~.

The loca~ion where sampling will
upstream of the outlet st~cture.    The trlbuta~
watershed area for Ken~er Canyon S~o~ Draln Is 6.4
square miles (~he ~rlbuta~area of ~he Cal~rans drain
and Pico ~ulevard Drain Is 0.8 square a11es).
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The land-use breakdown 18 as follows~

Open Space/Agrlculture 5tLow Density Residential 39t
Single Famlly Residential 22tLow Densl~y Multi-Family 8tHigh Density Multi-Family/Institutional
Commercial
Industrial 4t

The overall Impervious value for this watershed is
39t.

The Plco-Kenter Draln has been a focal polnt for Santa
Monlca Bay with regards to the quallt¥ of dry-weather
flows. The Clty of Santa Monlca ls currently pumplng
dry-weather flows to a City of Los Angeles sanitary
sewer 11he, exlsting below The Promenade.

The County Department of Public Works presently
samples the Plco-Kenter outlet structure.    Thls
proposed sampllng locatlon replaces the exlstlng
County Department of Publlc Works Surface Water
OualAty MonAtortng Statton at the PAco-Kenter outlet
structure.

4. County of L~s Angeles Bond Issue PtoJec~ No. 1105,
Line A, in ~e Cl~lem of He~osa ~d Redondo Beach.

Project No. 1105, Llne A
Herondo S~ree~ fro~ He~osa Avenue/Hater Drive ~o
Pacific Coast Hlghway. The proposed sampling location
Is near the intersection of Herondo S~ree~ and Valley
Drive. At this location, the tributa~watersh~area
As 4.23 square sales.

The land-use break do~

O~n Space/Agriculture
Low ~nsl~y Residential Ot
Single Famlly Residential 63t
Low Density Multi-Family
High Density Multl-Famlly/lnstl~utional 4t
Co~erclal
Industrlal                                   St

The overall Im~lous value for
50t.

It ~s pro~sed that the sampling station ~ plac~ in the
center median of Herondo Street. This £s due to the lack
of adequate s~dewalk clearance. T~dal Influences, depth
to s~o~draln Invert, and surcharge effects are the ~or
factors Impacting the selec~lon of this site.
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At the proposed monitoring locntlon, Project No. 5401
Is an underground box draln,    This storm drain
discharges to a pond in PolJlwog Park.    During a
storm, the pond serves as a detention basin for flood
control.     After reaching n certain elevation,
stormwater in the pond is puml,ed over a hill, under
Manhattan Beach Boulevard, to the west to Project No.
552. One potential location for placement of the
sampler appears to be in the l~ark, however, I~ecause
stormwater may back up into th- drain, an alternative
location tot sampting is at ~.dondo Avenue and ilth
Street. The tributa~ywatershed area is approximately
200 acres.

The land-use breakdown is as toliows:

Open Space/Agriculture 0t
Low Density Residential 0t
Single Family Residential 98t
Low Density Nultl-Famlly
High Density Multi-Family/Institutional 0t
Commercial 2t
Industrial 0t

?he overall impervious value for this watershed is
42t.

Homes and lots are generally :|mllar
throughout the tributa~y drainage area, providing an
ideal homogenous land use.

City of Los Angeles StOZl Drain No. D-2361 located in
downtown Los Angeles.

The City’s Sto:m Drain No. D-2)51 is proposed for the
monitoring of a commercial/Industrial land use.

¯ he proposed monitoring site
o: 21st Street and Grand Avenue. Sto~ Drain No. D-
2361 Is a 48" diameter FiFe. The trlbutarywatershed
area Is about 150 acres.

The land-use breakdown is as ~ollo~s:

Open Space/Agriculture 0t
Low Density Residential
Single Family Residential 0t
Low Density Multi-Family 0t
High Density Multi-Family/Institutional 0t
Commercial 49t
Industrial
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The overall impervious value for this watershed Is

It Is belleved wlth all certainty that thls storm
drain w111 experience, at some time, surcharge
conditions. The storm draln is more than 50 years old
and is undersized. Based on our research, however,
this would be the only location available In the Santa
Monlca Bay Drainage Basin for the monltorlng
slzeable lndustrlal area.

City of Santa Honlca Pier Storm Drain adjacent to the
Santa Honlca Hal1.

The City’s Pler Storm Drain Is proposed to be
:onlCorlng site for commerclal land use.

The monltorlng slte w111 be located at the
intersection of Second Street end Colorado Avenue.
The section o£ drain under �onslderatlon Is from Ocean
Avenue to 2nd Street In Colorado Avenue. Thls reach
of draln empties Into a manhole shaft oE ¯ deeper
storm drain whlch subsequently dlscharges below the
Santa Honlca Pier. The trlbutary watershed ares
approxlmately 50

The land-use breakdown Is as

Open Space/Agriculture 0t
Low Density Residential 0~
Single Family Residential 0t
Low Density Hultt-~e:tly 0t
High Density Multi-Family/Institutional4t
Commercial 96t
Zndus=:lsl 0t

The overall impervious value for thls watershed
92t

This watershed As dominated by the Santa MonAca Mall.
The remaining land-use elements are commercial office
buildings, small shops, restaurants and high density
apartments/hotels.

Count~ Bond Xssue Pro~ect No. 558, LAne A In the
~f Pales Verdes Estates.

The monitoring location proposed for Pro~ecE 558 wall
no~ only be utilized as a :ass emissions station,
also function as a single family residential land-use
sA~e.

12
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The monitoring site for this stoma drain will be In
the vicinity of the intersection of Paseo Lunado and
Palos Verdes Drive West. The tributarywatershed area
Is approximately 1.7 square miles.

The land-use breakdown

Open SpacelAgrlculture
Low Density Residential

0%Single Family Resldentlal
Low Denslty Multlfamily 3tHigh Denslty Multifamll¥1Instltutlonal

OtCommercial 2tIndustrial 0t
The overall impervious value for the watershed ts 40t.

It is anticipated that because of the size, impervious
value, soil types, and vegetation within the
watershed, little to no d~y-weather flows will exist.
This has been previously observed.

Monltorino Site Installatlo~

The monitoring sites have been prlorltlzed for
installation as follo~s:

Ballona Creek
Mallbu Creek
Trances Canyon (Private Drain 658)
Kenter Canyon
Herondo Drain (Bond Issue Project 1105)
Bond Issue Project 558
Bond Issue Project 5401
City of Santa Nonica Stor~ Drain
City of Los Angeles

Priority has been given to the open channel aitea~
which are the easiest to install plus serve as the
~ass emissions stations. The remaining sites involve
the underground drains. We are targeting to have as
many sl~es as possible operational by the onse~ of the
rainy season, wl~h the remainder to follow as soon as
possible during the rainy season.
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IIl. MONITORING EQUIPMENT

~" WATER OUALITY SAMPLERS

Refrigerated Water ~uallty Samplers

Stormwater sampling for this NPDES permit must Include a
technique for collecting flow composite samples for storms as
well as tlme composite samples for dry-weather appllcatlons.
The utilization of automatic refrigerated water quality
samplers (Figure 111-1) represent the best available
technology at present to meet the goals of the Permit.

The water quality samplers to be utilized at each of the nine
monitoring sites must be AC powered to carry the load needed
to provide refrigeration. All samples w111 be stored at 4"C.

Each sampler will Incorporate a peristaltic pump for sample
collection. Due to the Inability of the peristaltic pump to
effectively pump flows beyond a vertical lift of between 15-
20 feet, an explosion proof auxiliary pump will be required.
Most of our sites have vertical lifts In excess of 15 feet.
Auxiliary pumps will be needed. This factor will complicate
the Installation of our sampling equipment at many locations,
especially In the underground drains.

Each sampler will be securely stored In a steeZ box, similar ~ .~ ,
to a traffic signal �ontroller enclosure. Samplers wall be
located on the sidewalk or secured right-of-way for closed
conduits or along the banks of open channels and natural
watercourses.

FIX)W MONITORIN(]

Flow monitoring equipment Is a fundamental aspect of water
quality sampling. Because the Monitoring Program proposal
Includes flow composite sampling during storms and dry             ~_~
weather, flow monitoring equipment must be utilized wlth the
sampler. There are various makes and models of flow meters.
Some of the various flow meters available utilize pressure
transducers, ultrasonic sensors, bubblers, stalling wells,
etc.

The above-mentioned flow measuring devices are designed for
open-channel flow conditions. The water elevation In a stor~
drain As measured by the equipment and then, from either a
rating table prevlously established, or from an equatlon such
as Mannlng’s equation, the flow rate is determined. The
County’s Department of Public Works uses rating tables which
are generated from anaIysls of storm draln cross sections and
upstream/downstream flow characteristics. The rating tables
are modified If it is demonstrated In the field that the           ~"---
stream velocity measurements indicate a non-unlfor~

14
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relatlon,hip with the calculated table values. Past efforts
in storm~,ater flow measurement indicates that all of the
proposed ,rations will require time and multiple storm events
to gather necessary data needed for calibration of the
measurement devices.

The type of flow measurement device selected for use
pressure transducer. The maximum depth of flow for the
proposed nine sites approaches 22 feet. With the pressure
transducer fixed at the bottom of the drain, a depth range
from dry ,:ondltlon to 22 feet will have to be measured. The
flow met-r incorporating the pressure transducer wall be
compatlbJ- with the sampler.

Closed c~)nduits, however, present an additional problem.
Many closed conduits surcharge during storm conditions,
usually ~aused by the conduit being undersized for
tributary watershed.    The frequency of surcharging ls
dependent on the degree to which the storm drain
undersized. When surcharge conditions are reached, the dral~
now functions under pressure flow. The flow measurement
devices discussed above are only accurate under open channel
flow con~l/tAons. The measurement of flow under pressure
would require the use of veZocAty meters. These are very
costly d~vlce8 that would need to be located directly An the
flow stream. Therefore, efforts were made to 8eZect storm
drains that do not surcharge, or do so Infrequently to
extent that flow measurements are not
�ompromised.

For every monitoring station, ¯ mlnlmu~ o~ one autosmtlc
(intensity measuring) rain gauge w111 be placed within the
upper trJ~utarywatershed. Los Angeles County Departmen~ dE
Public Works operates various automatic rain gauges
throughou~ th~ Santa Monlca Drainage Basin. Existing gauges
An close proximity to the proposed monAtoredwa~ersheds wall
be utilized An calculating stormwater runoff and shall be
essential to developing runoff characteristics of these
watershedS.

Large watersheds such as Mallbu and Ballona Creeks w111
require multiple rain gauges to accurately characterize the
rainfall0 The number and location of these additional rein
gauges A~ currently being researched.

EOUIPMENT XNSTAL~TIO~

The appro#Ch taken for the Installation of sa~pIAngequtp~ent
As important to those who wall maintain At. Access, ease of
operation, safety, protection from the elements, etc., are

16
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typical design considerations. Each stations design must
_               take into account at least these basic elements.

Figures III-2, III-3, and III-4 are generic drawings which
ahow typical installations of sampling e~ulpment in ato~
drains utilized in the Honltorlng Program.

Selected site conditions will dictate the approach taken with
_ regards to installation of the monitoring equipment.

The automated samplers intake hose and the flow meter
pressure transducer cable must be protected from trash and
debris, vandalism, and the physicat force8
velocity during stoz~ events. It must also be Inatalled to
allow routine inspection and maintenance. In some instances,
the intake hose and pressure transducer cable w111 be placed
In a separate conduit casing (or in a small channel with
bolted cover) in a cored notch, a few inches below the
channel’s ~inished su~tace. In othe~ locations, the intake
lane and p~essu~e ~ansduce~ cable w111 be placed An
separate p~otective �ondui~ casin~, bolted An the sto~d~ain
pt~ o~ ~x conduit.

,_ The s~rainer and pressure transducer will 1ik~lse~loca~
wt~hLn a pro~ec~lve enclosure ~o shield ~hem from ~rash and
debris and ~o mtnlsLze vandaltsa.

~ auxilia~ ~i~taltlc pump will ~ needed a~ many ~ltel
due to the hydraulic 1i~ ~e~ui~ements. This will complicate
installation and maintenance. An auxilia~ pump ~111
placed In a wate~p~oo~ enclosure ~o~ mos~ applications. ~he
wate~p~oo~ enclosure w~11 ~a~ve the low-Elow,

¯ -, level to ensure that it w~11 not ~ �ontinuously
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IV. MONITORING EQUIPMENT PROGRAMMING

1. Storm Weather SamDlino

The automated sampler will need to be properlyprogrammed
in order to collect a representative flow-composlte sample.

To program the sampler, the followlng
needed: target storm size, flow rate to trigger sampllng,
estimate of runoff volumes, total sample volume required,
number of sample Intervals desired, sample volume
collected at each Interval, and flow rate to end sampllng.

2. Storm Size to be Samnled

The "Surface Drainage Water 0uallty Monltorlng Program"
report, prepared by Woodward-Clyde Consultants for the
Santa Monlca Bay Restoration Project, analyzed local
ralnfall data to determine the appropriate storm slze
targeted for monltorlng. Based on thelr analys~s, targeted
storm events should be between 6 and 25 hours ~n duratlon
and average rainfall of about 0.4 to I.? ~nches.

3. Nlnlmum Samnle Volume to be Collect_-~

The mlnlmum volume of sto~ater needed to perform the
necessary analyses ~s shown below, (for �omposite flo~-
weighted samples only)~

Semivolatlle O~san~¢ I L

_ Pestlcide~ and ~ I L
Herbicides 1 L
Soluble Netals 500
Other Con~tituent8 ~.325 m18

7.825 mls m 8 liters or
8pproxLmatel~ 2

The refrigeratedautomatedsempler has a tote1 capaclt¥
10 gallons. Subtracting the two gallons re<lulrod for
analysis, the sampler will have an eight-gallon reservo
capacity. Therefore, the 8ampler will be programmed to

_                collect two gallons of sto~mwater from a 0.4" storm. With
the eight-gallon excess capacity, the sampler would
theoreticallyhavo adequate capacity to handle storms up to
two inches in size (0.4" x 5 - 2.0").     Th~s
significantly reduce the need to change bottles during a
storm event.
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To program the sampler, the estimated runoff volume from a
minimum precipitation of a 0.4-1nch storm event over the
entire area of a watershed must be calculated.    The
procedure used to estimate the runoff volume of the above

.7
storm is taken from the Los Angeles County Department of
Public Works Hydrology Manual, which is generally accepted
by agencies within Los Angeles County for the performance
of hydrology studies.

The procedure to be used is briefly described below.

a) Calculate the Overall Runoff Coefficient for the
Watershed:

where s

IMP = Proportion impervious for the land use
comprising the watershed.

C. - Undeveloped area runoff coefficient (based
on soll t~pe and rainfall Intensity).

7
C: - Developed area runoff coefficient.

For watersheds with multiple land-use types, the overall C.
for the watershed Is the weighted average of the C: for
land-use type:

c, - =,. c,,.

b) Calculate the rainfall volume for the watersheds

The rainfall volu~e ls calculated by multiplying the
storm size, In inches, by the area of the watershed.

c} Calculate the runoff volume for the watersheds

The resultant runoff volume is determined fro~ the
following formula:

Runoff Volume - Ralnfall Volume x (C~)

(A detalled example of the above procedure can be found In
Appendix I}.
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5. Determinatjoq of ~ampl~nq parameteFm

As discussed previously, eight liters of stormwater runoff
will need to be collected by composite sampling. A minimum
of 20 aliquots will be collected from each storm to obtain
the eight-liter composite sample. Therefore, the volume of
sample to be collected at each aliquot

8 liters/20 allquots - 400 mls

The 20 aliquots will be spaced at equal runoff volume
intervals throughout the storm. Therefore, the size of the
runoff volume interval (a runoff volume) for ¯ specifi�

r watershed would be determined as followst

,| ¯ runoff volume - total rugoff volumv
20

where!

total runoff volume - total estimated runoff volu~e
for targeted storm.

The flow rate at whichstorm sampling would be Initiated at
each station would be dependent on whether the site has any

,| consAstent dry weather or base lime.
.| For stations that do not have any dry-weather flow, sampling

would be initiated upon detection of flow. For those having
dry-weather flow, sample collection would begin after
detecting a flow rate above the maximum-observed, yearly
dry-weather flow level. Sampling would halt when the flow
returns to 120 percent of pre-storm base flow. As the
monitoring program progresses, more specIfic operational
criteria for the samplers at each station can be developed
based on site-specIfi� flow Information.

6. DrY-Weather S~mnl/na

Dry-weather flow samples will be collected at aZ~ sites
exhibiting significant dry-weather flow. For those sites
with continuous dry-weather flow, a 24-hour composite sample
will be collected. For those with intermittent flow,
sample will be collected as flow Ls ava£1ab~e.
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~ 1. List of ~onstStuent$

The selection of the monitoring constituents was based on
an evaluation of the EPA final stormwater regulations and
the existing monitoring program of the LACDPW. Inltla11y,
the constituents monitoredduring d~y weather                          and under

same. As waterstorm conditions will be the quallt¥ data
~ revisionsis gathered over time and analyzed, to the llst

of constituents monitored for bothdz~      weather and under
storm conditions may be made as deemed appropriate.

’P" 2. Constituents and Sample Collectlon Methods

The sample collectlon methods proposed ~or use are
combination of gzab sampling and composite sampllng. The
Oetalls of each method will be elaborated in Part
Sampling Procedures. The definition of each type or sample

Grab Sample - a dlocrote, individual sample
, .| taken wlthln a short period o5

tlme, usually less ~han
minutes.

,d. com~slLe Sample - 8 mixed or co~lned sample that
Is fo~ed by co~lnlng a series
of Individual and discrete
samples (aliquots) of
volume, collected at
volume intervals.

~he time ~equi~ to �omplete the cycle o~ com~l~ing
sample �oye£a ¯ wide tangs, (tom a (ew hours to over t~
ove~ 24

H~evet, certain constituents have re. short holding tlme$
and $~cl(lc collection ot preservation ne~$.
existence o~ and concentration o~ the~e constituents cannot
be tested b~ composite samples and must ~ analy=~
g~ab samples.

~11 constituents listed In ~able V-1 will ~ test~ ~
co=~slte sampling. ~hose listed In ~able Y-2 aust ~
collected ~nually by grab

G~ab samples ate pte~et~ed ~ot certain water.silty tests
~cause (leld measurements such as pH and tem~tat~te
should be Instantaneous measurements o~ sto~atet;
~ctetia have a $hott holding time; oil and grease tends to
adhere on the surfaces that it contacts; volatile organic
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compounds (VOCs) have a tendency to volatilize when in
contact with air; and, cyanide Is very reactive and
unstable.

Chemical Analysis Meth~d~

analysis methods for each constituent isThe chemical
listed in Tables V-1 and V-2.    Also listed are the
associated detection Zimlts, sample volumes, preservation
needs, and holding times required of each analysla method.

Weather forecasting and estimation of storm size is an
inexact science. Therefore, rainstorms may occur where the
total sample volume collected via composite sampling is
insufficient to perform all the desired analyses. Table V-
3 presents a prioritized list of the water quallty tests to
be performed on the composite sample. For those stor~s
where an Insufficient total sample volume has been
collected, the tests to be performed w111 be in accordance
with the priority l~sted on Table V-3.



TABLE V-I

CONSTITUENTS TO BE TESTED FRON FL0tf-CMPOSITE SNIPLES p,.~ ~ o~ ~







fps/l|

A|drln             ~
e-SHe ........

Chlordane .... ---.~OJOJ~. |espies suit
4,4’-DDD

4,4’-ODY ~ extracted

Endoaulfen I ........ " -

Endoeultsn sultste
~                                 ~8~ndrtn

Endrin aldehyde. ~ ~L~Lc~ seat ~
Heptachlor -’~

HeLhoxFchlor

Aroclor IIII

Aroclor

Aroclor lll4 .......
Aroclor llSO                             ~





TABLE

CONSTITUENTS TO BE T(STED FItON GRAB

II~II I

l¢Iolel~ ..... --
A©r~lonltrlle

lronororm
t-|utnnone

Carbon totrechlorldo
Ch|orobenseno
Cl~lorodlbroeoueth,no
Ch|oroothene
|-Chloroethyl vln~l mike, :
Chiorotorn
Dtbromonethane
1,4-DlchJoro-~-but,fle
DlchlorobromomeLhone
Dlchio~odltluoronothnne ’ " -~’|-
J,I-Dlchloroethene -~,~l._
I,J°Di©hloroethmno

trenl-l,|-Dlchlorootkene .~.L1,2-O|chloropropnme
cJo-|,J-Ol@hloreprepeno
tranu-le)-PlchloroPro~
~thenol

[th~tene Oxide
lthrl methmcrrlete
2-Hexenone
lodouethene
Mothy/ Bromide. .
Neth71 Chloride ~.0_ l

4"Hethyl-l-pentenene

l~l,~,~-Tetraohlomt~.

Toluene
~rlch]orotlvoro~thene

J ~ TrJehlorop~o~
I,l,l-Yrleklor~tbe~
I,l,l’Trlehlo~ethaae

.~. i

Trlohloroethe~e

VI.ll gklerlde
Xrlene (To~ei)



TABLE V-2

CONSTITUENTS TO BE TESTED FIt01~ 6RA~ S~PLES

,,, LIST ~ (~l~x’x~.~ ~PA I~.;u..~ u~-~.-rxON LI~IT

1. Total Co~ilm’m ........ ollllli 41011F~/lOOol 100l. Fecal C01ieem ........... ellllC; (IONlSIItO0ol .
...

Oil Ind {~’llll .... 413,2 .... |plm _

Tol~lPhenoil ..... - _ _ _ 430,1 O.|plm ._ $0o

CveNd~ ................. 33|.| e.osp~m SOOn| _ 14 days!
Cool,

O.6gIeCld

FH             -- ........ IS0.1                 0-14~ _         _ --

............. ;~-~:~t~1~ _. ~o-,

¯ ltoidlri IktlUdl feV tie IIIlllsllot o! Villi till glltellter.
till, IVth Idltloll, Imblllkml ~lltly I1~ Re AWLS, I~d VPCr.

;0 --



FOOTNOTES (Tables V-1 and V-2)

Should be added to empty sample container to be used for
collection of sample 1£ residual chlorine is present in the
sample.

extracted within seven days and extract must beSamplesmust be
completely analyzed within 40 days.

Use NaOH or H.SO,, as needed, to adjust the pH. Volume of acid
of base must ~e noted.

If aldrin is one of the pesticides to be tested and the sample
is known to have residual chloripe present, then this
preservative should in the empty sample container to be used for
the coAlection of the sample.

s ~aximum holding time is 24 hours when sulfide is present.

Optionally, sample may be tested with lead acetate paper before
pH adjustment, to determine if sulfide is present. If sulfide
Is present, it can be removed with the addition of cadmium
nitrate powder until a negative spot is obtained. The sample
then should be faltered and NaOH added to adjust the pH to >12.

Should on1¥ be used in the presence of residual chlorine.

This is an arbitrary holding time selected. None is given in
£PA method 418.1 - the approved method to use for TPH testing.

According to 40 CFR 136.3 Table II Notes~ Note (2)~ "For
composite chemical samples, each aliquot should be preserved at
the time of collection. ~hen use of an automated sampler makes
it impossible to preserve each aliquot, then chemical samples
may be preserved by maintaining at 4"C until �ompositing and
sample splitting is �ompleted.-
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TAJ3LE V-3

MONITORING PROCP.~"f TEST PRIORITY

Order of Preference for Storavster Testin~

EPA S~ple

1, Hea~ Ne~als (dissolved and To~al) 200 Series 5002. To~81 Pe~role~ H~drocarbons (T~) &la.l
3. Senivola~ile Organic Conpoun~ 82~0 1000
&, Pesticides (PCB8) 8250 or 608
5. To~al Suspended Solids (TSS) I60.1
6. Volatile Suspen~d Solids (VSS) 160.1
7. Total lOrKani� Car~n (~) 415.1 25

9. Specific Cond~8~e 120.1
10. To�81 DissoIved Soll~ (~S) 160.1
11. Turbidl~ 180.1
12 Biocheuic81 ~ySen ~ (~D) ~05.1
13 Dissolved ~ospho~ 3~ S0

~S. Total ~nl8 NLcroson 330.~
16. To~al KJel~l Hicrosen 351.3
~7 NL~race . H£~rL~e ~11~

21. Sulfa~ ~11~                     SO
22. HerbLcL~8 8~ Spread£~ Gro~ 619

To~l 7825

1989. 17~h ~1�~on, published ~oin~ly b~ ~, A~k, ~

~ Volatile O:Kan1c ~npo~, ~c~e:1a, O~ & Grebe, To~l
~enols, C~anl~. pH, ~d Te~erat~e viii be ~es~ed fru
s~les ~o a ~o~al q~n~l~7 of 2,36~ nls.
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VI. SAMPLING PROCEDURES

This StormwaterlUrbsn Runoff Monitoring Program is divided
into two sub-programs, namely: the dry-weather flow monitoring
sub-program, and the storm flow monitoring sub-program. For
each of these sub programs, two types of samples wlll be
collected at each monltorlng location:    Grab samples and
composite samples. The constituents to be analyzed for either
a grab or composite sample are discussed in Section V, and the
automated sampling equipment to be used is described In
Section

Stor~ Sampling

Pre-storm Preparation

In preparing and mobilizing personnel and equipment for
a given sampling event, LACDPW will utllize the weather
forecasts from the National Weather Service and also
from Pacific Weather Analys~s, as well as o~her
Depar~men~ resources such as ~he ~CDPW Aler~ System.
The Aler~ System Is a system of rain end s~ream
gauges within ~he ~CDPW flo~ control system which
predicts/measures runoff amounts a~ key locations and
~ransmI~s ~he da~a via ~eleme~ ~o ~CDPW
headquarters. Im~r~an~ dectdtng factors In mobtl£zlng
for a s~om sampltng even~ include ~he pro~btlt~y
rainfall, t~s exacted amount, and l~s ln~ensi~y. When
a representative s~o~ is exacted, sampling ~rsonnel
wall prepare for collection of grab samples as well
veri~y that the automated samplers are ac~lva~ for

All a~emp~s w~11 ~ made ~o �ollec~ grab
during the ~glnnlng of the sto~ on the rising 11~ of
the hydrograph. Such timing Is ex~ct~ ~o provide
concentrations reflectlng the higher levels
con~amlnan~s which are exacted to ~ obse~
first part of a sto~ event as com~r~ to those
obse~ed during the remainder of the event.

Grab s~ples w111 no~ally ~ collect~ using ~nual
s~pllng equi~ent such as bucket with ro~, dlp~r,
funnel, e~c. For manual grab sampling, please refer to
Ap~ndlx 2 - "Surface Water Sampllng Inst~ctlon
Manual". Grab sample bottles, however, would have to
~ f~11ed using ~nual operation of the
samplers If sample points are Inaccesslble, such as the
closed conduit sampling stations
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c. Flow-~omposlte ~amp~e~

Flow-composlte storm ssmples will be obtained using an
automated sampler to collect samples at flow paced
intervals. Samples collected at each station will be
combined In the laboratory to create a single flow-
weighted sample from each station for analysis.

During a storm event, the sampler Is programaed to
activate automatically when the water level In the
channel or storm drain exceeds the maximum diurnal
water surface elevation. A sample will be collected
each time a set volume of water has passed the
monitoring point. The sample will be distributed into
glass containers within the refrigerated sampler. The
containers will need to accumulate a minimum of eight
liters of runoff during each storm, so as to ensure
sufflclent sample volume available to perform the
necessary laboratory analyses. The automated sampler
will deactivate when the water level In the channel or
storm draln falls to about 120 percent of the observed
maximum diurnal water surface elevatlon. For detailed
discussion on the automated sampler progra:mlng, please
see Section IV.

Upon conclusion of the storm event, samples will be
retrieved from the automated samplers. Samples will be
retrieved within the maximum allowable holding times
required of the various test :ethods.

At the same time samples are collected, rainfall and
runoff data collected by the sampler will be downloaded
for transfer to the office.

The frequency of dry-weather sampling is once every other
month.    This frequency was established based on the
assumption that the majority of the flow during
weather comes from discharges that are presently covered
by an NPDES permit. The deviation in test results fro~
time to time would therefore be expected to be minor.

As water quality data Is gathered under this program, it
may be necessary to increase the frequency of monltorlng
of some constituents, and likewise may be necessary to
decrease or eliminate the monitoring frequency,, of other
constituents, shown not to be of a concern.

Grab samples will normally be collected using ~anual
sampllng equipment such as bucket with rope, dipper,
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funnel, etc. For manual grab sampling, please refer to
Appendix 2 - "Surface Water Sampllng Instructlon
Manual". Grab sample bottles, however, would have to
be filled using automated samplers if sample points are
inaccessible, such as closed conduit sampllng stations.

Speclflc grab samples will b. collected each time
composite samples are retrieved.

b. Flow-ComDoslte Samples

During dry weather, an elght-l~ter composite sample
will be collected over a 24-hour period.

Samples will be retrieved and delivered to the
laboratory within the maximum allowable holding times
of all the various test methods.

Sample Transfer and Chain of Custady

The LACDPW contracts for laboratory services with the Los
Angeles County Agricultural CommlsslonLaboratory, located
at II012B Garfield Avenue, South Gate, CA 90280.

LACDPW maintains a sampling protocol involving appropriate
procedures for manually collectingsurface water samples
and transferring custody of samples.    This sampling
protocol is detailed in the attached Surface Water
Sampling Instruction Manual (Appendix 2). In addition
LACDPW maintains frequent contact with our contract
laboratory as to ~e proper containers and handling of
samples in order     effect appropriate analyses of the
constituents of interest. A chain of custody record
shown in the Instruction Manual will be �ompleted to allow
step-by-step accounting of the sampling path from origin
to analysis. Important information on the custody fom
includes:

¯ Name of Person(s) collecting the sample

¯ Sample Laboratory ID numberl

a Date and Time of Sample Collections

a Names and signatures of all persons handling the
samples in the field and in the laboratory.

Personnel Training

LACDPW’s Surface Water Sampling Instruction Manual
(Appendix 2) deals with procedures and equipment used in
surface water sampllng for both manual and autonmted
sampllng, grab samples and composite samples, chaln-of-
custody, and safety of the field personnel. A copy ofthis manual is Issued to all field personnel

"
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Prior to sampling, all water quallt7 field personnel are
provided training that includes familiarization with all
the sampling areas, procedures for proper labeling,
handling and storage of sample bottles, getting samples
from each monitoring site to the laboratory~ handling
chaln-of-custody,    p.rformlng manual sampling,    andoperating automatic sampling equipment.

Health and Safety

General health and safety issues and concerns when
performing water quality monitoring As also addressed In
the LACDPW Health & Safety Program for all Its employees.
The program requires each employee to complete a safety
matrix, which details hazards, that could be encountered
An performing his/her duties. Safety Directives covering
instructions on how to deal with said hazards are issued
each employee. Example of hazards on a field sampler’s
safety matrix lncludu~ hazardous weather conditions,
working An confined spacos, hazards associated with
chemicals, snakes, poison try, traffic, falling, drowning,
etCo

It Is also LACDPW policy to require flold sampling
personnel to undergo s minimum of 40 hours of Hazardous
Materials Awareness training, and subsequent required
revlew courses. This training Includes Instructions on
how to evaluate potentially hazardous situations end
safety
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VII. QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY CONTROL PI~N

F~eld Quality Assurance/Quality Contro~

1. Overview

Properly performed monitoring station set up, water
sample collection, transport, and laboratory analysis are
vital to the collection of accurate data.    Quality
Assurance / Quality Control is an essential component of
the Monitoring Program.

It is important to note that this Oualit¥
Assurance/Quality Control Plan is for the fixed sites
described in the Monitoring Plan, Section II, and not for
the planned Illegal/Illicit Discharge Investigation
Program which will have its own QA/QC plan.

Thls QA/QC Plan describes the procedures for bottle
labeling, chain-of-custody tracking~ field setup~ the
sampler equipment check and setup, sample �ollection, the
use of field blanks to assess field contamlnatlon~ the
use of fleld duplicate samples, end transportation to the
lab. The QA/QC Plan shall be in place and enforced at
all times.

An Important part of this OA/QC Plan ls the continued
learning process of all field personnel. Fleld personnel
must be adequately trained from the onset and must
continue to have new information about stor~ater
sampling techniques shared with them. During the early
stages of Implementation, field personnel will evaluate
the field activities and the possible effects on the
QA/OC Plan. Enhancement of the Plan~ if needed~ will be
implemented and an updated 0A/0C Plan submitted to the
Regional Hater Ouallty Control Board for their use.

2. Bottle P~epa~atien

Bottles will be grouped in sets. For each monitoring
station, a minimum of three sets will exlat in order to
guarantee a consistent rotation of bottles. All bottle
labels will be generic in appearance and will look
similar to the example on the following page.
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Figure VlZ-I

Bottles shall be cleaned at the laboratoz~. After the
bo~tles are returned, they w111 be labeled and stored
away as a set package. £ach station will have the name
number, aLze and types of bottles exLsting for each
rotat/on. Clean bottles ut/1/zed for composite lampltng
will be replaced Ln the sampler at the time of each
bottle collection, assuring a pre.-setup sampling routine.
All bottles not in use will be stored in plastic ice
chests used for transporting bottles.    The size of
composite sample bottZes has been limited to a maximum or ~-~" -
2t gallons each, to ensure ease of handling.

Chats-of-Custody Procedure

Chain-of-custody procedures and forms provide legal
evidence that a sample has not been tampered w/th.
18 achieved by establishing a written record tracing
possession of the sample from collection through its
final analysis. Primarily we are Interested In field
chain-of-custody procedures. The contract laboratory’s
own OA/~ Includes chain-of-custody procedures which are I
in agreement with the field procedures. (See attached
I~borato~QA/~<:plan.) The chain-of-custody forms w111
remain at all times with the corresponding samples.
Chain-of-custody re:ms shall be filled out and signed by
field staff before actual physical possessLon of water
samples has been turned over either to other staff or to
the laboratoz~.    A sample chain-of-custody form
presented as Figure VII-2.
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Field Setup Procedures

All field sampling locations are fixed sites, with the
sampler placed on public road rights of way or flood
control rights of way. One field staff can. conduct the
sampler setup and sample collection at each monitoring
station. After each sample collection, field staff will
prepare the sampler to collect samples either in stoz~
mode or in dry-weather mode. The staff member will also
inspect visible hoses and cables to ensure proper working
conditions     in    accordance    with    manufacturing
specifications. Inspection of the strainer, pressure
transducer and auxiliary pump can only occur during
daylight hours in non-storm conditions.

During a storm event, grab samples will be collected
during the initial portion of the stoz~, (on the rising
limb of the hydrograph) and subsequently taken directly
to the lab The automated sampler will be checked et the
time grab samples are collected to ensure proper worklng
conditions et the site (to see ~ flow composite
a~e bein~ collected). D~-weathe~ collection techniques
will be similar with a 24-hour composite sample and
subsequent grab samples being collectS.

After a sampling event, all bottles will be collected and
samples packed with ice and £oam Insulation inside
individually ma~ked ice chest(s). Field personnel w111
t=anspo~t these samples to the ~pa~tment o£ Public Ho~ks
headquarters. Chain-o~-custody ~o~s will ~ �omplet~
by field staff before relinquishing them to other staff
~rsonnel for ~ranspor~a~lon of ~he samples ~o
labora~o~.    Under no circumstance will semples
removed from the Ace chest during transportation froa the
f~eld to the laborato~. All samples transported to the

~nla~rat°~section ~111V. meet the holding t~me criteria descrl~

Potential f~eld contamination ~111 ~ assessed through
analysis of travel blanks and ~upl~cate com~s~te
s~ples.    The use of field travel blanks for each
Non,toting station during eve~ sampling event~
represents an attempt to quant~fy ~st s~pl~ng
cont~lnat~on. The Nonitor~n~ ~rogra~ ~11 also ~nclude
the use of field duplicates to assess the accuracy of lab
results. The collection of a field duplicate will ~cur
for each sampling event. The duplicate will ~ for one
s~pling station, unknown to the la~rato~. At the
p~esent time, this methodolo~ for assessing
s~pling contamination and the accuracy of la~rato~
testing procedures will provide adequate data to measure
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the accuracy o£ the results provlded to us from the
laboratory.

_LABORA~Ry QUALI~f A$$URANCEIOUALI~ CO~FROT,

The Los Angeles County Department of Publlc Works has
contracted wlth the Office of the County Agrlcultural
CommlsslonerlWelghts and Measures Envlronmental Toxlcology
Laboratory for all laboratory analyslS.forA part of this
Ouallty AssurancelOuallty Control Plan      the Monltorlng
Program Includes the OA/~<: for the Laboratory whlch
enclosed as two documents (see Appendices 3 and 4). The
Laboratory QA/~C Plan is a part o£ the Monltorlng Program.

!!
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The following categories of data are being collected as part
of the monitoring program:

¯ Ralnfall
¯ Runoff
¯ Water Quality Test Data
¯ Quality Assurance/Quallty Control Date

All of the data will be stored in electronlc format to allow
for ease of retrieval interpretation, and graphic
presentetlon.

Ralnfall and runoff data wlll be collected from each
monitoring station after each storm event and stored in ¯
central file. The data wlll be arranged by monitoring
station to show the total ralnfall amount end total runoff
volume, plus a hydrograph for each sampled ator~ event.

Water quality data for each monitoring station w111 be
stored In a PC database. The data w111 also b ¯ entered into
the EPA’s STOR£T database. QA/~ data will be stored in a
PC database.

For each sampled storm event, a report w111 be prepared
summarizing the rainfall, runoff, and water quellty date.
At the end of each storm season (July 1 to June 30}, ¯
yearly monitoring report will be prepared summarizing the
data collected.
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Implementation and overall coordination of the Monitoring
Program activities, Including evaluation of the contract
laborator7 services will be the responsibility of the Program
Manager.    The Program Manager will assign field sampling
personnel from a pool of technlcal staff    (10 currently
available) trained In sampling procedures and methods.

The Program Manager 18 responsible for evaluatlon of weather
forecasts as provided by our storm forecasting service, and
w111 decide on which storms warrant moblllzatlon for the
sampling activities. The Program Manager will assign one of
the Field Engineers as an Event Coordinator, who will
coordinate the sampling event with the designated field
personnel.

For storm sampling, the starless have been divided 1rite three
groups as shown below. The stations have been apportioned
based on anticipated difficulty of sampling as well as travel
to and from each station.

GROUP HONITORING STATIO~

1 /Trancas Canyon Station

~4alibu Creek Station

2 ,Ballona Creek Station

Kente: Drain Station

City of Santa Mon/ca Stor~ Dra/n Station

3 Herondo Drain Storm Drain Station

Palos Verdes Station

Manhattan Beach Station

Downtown L.A. Storm Drain Station

One individual will else be assigned to perform field sampling
for each group. Each individual will be responsible for 811
the sampling activities needed at each site within each grou~.
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ESTIMATION OF POLLUTANT LOADZNGS

- One of the objectives of the monitoring program is to assess
the annual pollutant loadlngs to Santa Monlca Bay. Knowing the
types and quantities of pollutants discharged into the Bay are
important in assessing the impacts of stormwater on the Bay.

Model Selection

The model to be utilized to calculate basin-wide mass pollutant
loadings is the Simple Method as described in the EPA’s
"Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part 2 of the NPDES
Permlt Applications for Discharges from Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer Systems." Due to the slze of the Santa Monlca Bay
Drainage Basin (411 square mlles), this method will provide a
good estimate of pollutant loadlngs, without requiring the
extensive amount of detailed hydrologic and hydraulic date
needed by more sophisticated models. Once pollutant loads have
been estimated basin wide, an Initlal assessment can be made as
to their potential lmpacts on the Bay. Subsequently, more
detailed, dynamlc modelling of select, representative
watersheds in the Bay can be performed to more accurately track
end assess pollutant impacts.

Calculation Procedure

Calculation of annual pollutant loadings will be performed as

1. Calculate annual pollutant loads for each drainage area.

Utilizing the formula below, calculate annual pollutant
loads for each drainage area:

Equatlon 1:
L: - (P)(CF)(Rv,) (C;)(A~)(2.72)

- where:                                                                     ’

L~ = Annual pollutant load (lb/dralnage area/yr)
P = Annual precipitation (ln/Fr)

’ ~ CF - Correction factor that adjusts for storms where
_ no runoff occurs

RvI = Weighted-average runoff coefficient for the
drainage area

Cl = Event mean concentration of pollutant (~g/L)
A~ = Drainage area (acres)

The numbers 12 and 2.72 are conversion factors that account
for unit conversions.

4?
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Each of the parameters in Equation 1 is defined below:

¯ Annual pollutant load is the total amount of a specific
pollutant discharged in pounds per time period (in this
case, per year) for the particular drainage area being
modeled.

¯ Annual precipitation is the total Inches of rainfall
occurring in a single year. Estimates of the annual
rainfall are calculated utilizing the historical rainfall
data compiled for Los Angeles County by the Los Angeles
County Flood Control District and, subsequently, the
LACDPW.

¯ Correction factor is an adjustment factor for the number
of storm events that do not actually produce any z~nof5
(i.e., the percentage of storm events that have a total
accumulation greater than a specific threshold value).

o-. This value will be calculated based on a revie~ o5
hLstoric rainfall data for Los Angeles County.

¯ Weighted-average rune55 cee551cient is a relative measure
of the percentage o5 ralnfall that becomes surface
runoff. Runoff coefficients wlll becalculatedutllizing
the procedure described in Section IV.

s Event aean concentration o5 pellutant ls the event aean
concentration value for the specific pollutant datelined
from an analysis of the flow-weighted �omposite ¯amplea
obtained by the monitoring prograa.

¯ Drainage area Is the |tze of the area being modeled.

2. Use the per-drainage area annual pollutant load¯ to
calculate per-watershed annual pollutant loads.

The 5ollo~lng e~uation will be used to calculate per-
watershed annual pollutant loads.

Equation 2     L. = ELs

wharel

_ L~ - Annual pollutant load for a partlcular watershed
EL~ - Summation of individual annual pollutant

loadlngs from all drainage area¯ within a
specific watershed

3. Use the per-watershed annual pollutant loadlngs to
calculate basln-wlde annual pollutant load¯.

The followlngequatlon will beusedto calculate basln-wlde
annual pollutant loads.
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Equatlon 3 L, - EL~

where:

L. - Annual ~ollutant load for entire basin
£L. - Summation of Indlvldual annual pollutant

loadlngs from all watersheds within the basin

The above procedure can also be utilized to estimate
seasonal pollutant loads and per storm event pollutant
loads as needed.

Constltuents to be Nodelea

annual pollutant loadlngs wlll be calculated for the following
constituents:

BOD~ Total Phosphor~s
-- COD Dissolved Phosphors

TSS " Cadmium
Dissolved Solids Copper
Total Nitrogen ~ead
Total ammonia plus organic nitrogen    Zinc

Development of knn~l Pollutant

" We are targeting installation of our monitoring station8 for
_ operation during the 1993-94 storm season. Upon �ompletion of

the storm season by the end of april 1994, and assuming
sufficient storms have occurred for sampling, event mean
concentrations w111 be calculated. We estlmate that the
pollutant loads for the Bay will be developed b~ august 1,
1994.
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LONG-TERNTRENDS IN STOR/4~ATER/URBANRUNOFF QUALITY

As discussed in Section II, nlne fixed-statlon monitoring
sites are proposed for the Santa Montca Bay Drainage Basin.
The locations of these sites have been chosen to be
representative of the various watersheds and land uses within
the Basin.

In addition to providing data necessary for calculation of the
event mean concentrations, long-te~mdata from these sites can
be evaluated for any trends. The objective of this evaluation
is to determine if there are any statistically significant
differences In pollutant concentrations and loadings which
could be related to the implementation of Best management
Practices (BMPs) as opposed to random variability In
hydrologic factors such as the frequency, Intensity, and
duration of stor~ events.

Complicating this evaluation is the fact that there is
location specific, baseline data available prior to the
Implementation of BNPs. monitoring at the nine stations w111
be commencing �oncurrently with Implementation of various
BMPs. Therefore, dependent on the number of storms available,
at least five or more years of data w111 be needed before
reasonable statistical analysis of trends could be performed
due to the large degree of natural variability. Therefore,
recommend that any statistical analysis of trends be perfo~KI
after the conclusion of the fifth year of monitoring.
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XZI. SOURCES OF S~ORMWATER POI~LUTANTS

It is suspected that different land uses contribute certain
types and amounts o£ pollutants to the stoz~n drain system.
There£ore, monitoring sites will be located to characterize
runo~£ ~rom individual land uses. As discussed in Section
II, the ~ollow/ng stations are being proposed for individual
land-use monitoring.

2
Private Drain No. 658 ONn SNc~
(Trancas Canyon)

Pro~ect No. 5401~ Lln~ A Single Fa~tly
(Manhattan Beach)

City o£ Los Angele~ Co~erctal/lndu~t~tal
Sto~ D~ain No. D-2361
(~wntown Los Angeles)

City of Santa Monlca Co~e~�lal
Ple~ Sto~ D~aln

P~o~ect ~o. 55~ Line A Slngle ~elly
(Palos Ve~des Estates)

Evaluating the quality of ~uno~f f~om highway surfaces Is           ~~
also important. ~e a~e working with Calt~ans to locate a
section of f~eeway where ~uno~f f~om the ~oad surface would
~ isolated ~om surrounding land uses and Is collected b~ a
ato~d~ain that meets the physical ~equl~ements fo~ location
o~ ~ sampling’ station.    Establis~ent o~ this site Is
estimated to occu~ around Fall oZ 1994 p~io~ to the

Up to five ato~samples ~ yea~ will ~ collect~ f~o~ each
site. D~-weathe~ ~low samples will ~collected bimonthly.
Both sto~ and d~-weathe~ samples will ~ tested ~o~ all
constituents listed, in Section V.

Section XI~ upon conclusion of the 1993-94discussed in
~ainy season~ event mean concentrations will ~ calculat~
fo~ s~pled constituents and mass ~llutant loads dete~in~
~o~ the specific constituents descried in the afo~emention~
section. This -ill p~ovide an initial assessment of the t~
and quantit~ o~ constituents p~esent In the~noff f~oa these
specific land uses.
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1. Calculate the Runoff Coefficient for a Study Area

Typical Example: The Study Area shown is comprised of two soil
types and three land-use types.

2

Upon examining the Study &reae there are six unique sol1 types -       "’~
land-use tyL:~ecoml:)lnation areas. The areas are nus~Der~ I ~h~ough

__ 1 0O~ CO~ .gS
2 002 SF .42 2
3 0O2 l~ .gO 3

- 4 O40 SF .42 3
5 040 l~ .90 2

In general, ~he runoff coefficient ~s f~rst calculated for each
Individual area. A ~e~ghted average calculat£on £s ~rfo~ed to
arrive at ~he overall ~noff �oeff£c~en~ for ~ho S~udy ~oa.

The detall~ procedures £s descr£b~ ~1~8

a) First the Undevelo~d Runoff Coefficient (C.) £s dete~£n~
for each area from ~he ~noff coefficient cu~e for the soil
E~e for the area. This Is done by first choosing the
rainfall in~ensl~y (tn/hr). With ~hls rainfall intensity
value go to the ~noff coefficient cu~e and saint ~.

1
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b) The developed Runoff Coefficient (Co] is then calculated for
each area based on the following formula:

CO = .glNP + Cu (lolNp)

The IMP is the imperviousness value assignedto the land use
wLthin each area.

c) After calculating C
average calculation is performed to come up with the average
Ce for the entire Study Area.

Now we will calculate C~ for the Study Area~

Select rainfall lntensit--

The rainfall intensity to be used will be 1.5 in/hr. If the
rainfall intensity Is not known or no specific value Is to be
used, then Cu automatically goes to the minimum or default value
of 0.1 which is the same for all soil types. The calculation
process should be established to use the default value unless ¯
user specified rainfall intensity la provided.

The Study Area is co~prlaed of two sol1 types.
types La ~

040 .75

Calculate C~ for eechar~

.79
3 .79 .90
4 .75

- 5 .75 .90
6 .?S

1) ~ for Area I - .9(.9S) + .79(1-.95) - 0.19

Therefore, C~ for the Study krea
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CD Study Area - CDz Area~ ÷ C~) Area) ÷ CD) Area)...
(Area~, ÷ Area~ ÷ Area)...)

- .89{6) ÷ .83(2) ÷ .79(3} + .81{3) ÷ .89(2) ÷ .89(3}
(6÷2÷3÷3÷2+3)

.86

" 2. Calculate Rainfall Volume Over the Study AEea

The Study Area is shown below and encompasses the indicated
laohyetal zones.

The total ar~a of th~ Study ~ea ~ 10 m~~. Th~ port,on of th~
Study ~ea encompass~ by each £sohFetal zone is l£8ted

The total rainfall vol~e de~slt~ on ~he study area

rainfall vol~e - {2(3) + 3(~) + 4(9)] (640 ~n~.) {1/12)

- 3360 Ac~f~t

or ~ 12 (~)    - 3.3" depth over the enttre stay
mile )
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3. Calculate the Runoff Volume for a Study Area

For the Study Area used In ~h~s example, the runoff
coefftctent (C~)-0.85.

runoff volume - Rainfall Volume (Co)

- 3350 Acreefeet (0.85)

- 2890 Acreefeet

4
,!
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_Iv
I!. C’OLLEL’~TiON OF SA, MPLF.S

Water samples will be collected in bottles supplied by the contract laboratory. All s~mple bo~tle~ except

bacteri~ bottles ba~ been add.wa~cd and thoroughly rinsed with distilled water to eliminate

�ontami~xatioo. Bacteria bottles contain ¯ de, chlorinating chemical. DO NOT RINSE ~ S~blPI !:

BOTTLES BEFORE FILLING,

~1 ~ ~ ~t© to tim+ off any comtminmcs k~ in tim tmckcl f~mu ptk~

DO NOT USE SOAP OR ANY OTHER DETERGENT~ TO CLEAN SAMPLING EOUIPMEN’r.

2
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"" F’dl prcscrvcd 250 ml plastic �~t~incr to w~thin 1" of ~ top. DO NOT RINSE our
¯ OR OVERFILL. Coot~ins Sulfuric Acid as ¯ p~csc~alivc. Tishtcn cap to prcvcm

b. Radioactivity/Gro~ al_n~xa & hetm_~.

D. Dim~h~i Ozv~n Met~
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.
.~ W. SAFETY

" Safct~ Retailers:

1. Safety it more import¯n! than the tamplcs. Never plac~ yotuicUr in ¯
~ tamptin8 tit uation.

Z Alway~ park your ~hiclc wherc it it safc. Pull into an accc~s road or park ymtr vghiclc mt ¯ tUggl .~.

where parking it pcrmittcd and walk to the silc. NEVER PARK ON A BRIDG

3. Wear your hard hat and ¯ high-visibility vcsl v, hen you kivc your vghide.

. 4. Wear watcrp(oo( boots with high-traction moles when walking or tlanding on wet sutfacr~ $11ppel~

tUr|Ket thottld be avoided.

¯ S. Never stand oc walk in moving wmte~.



- V
¥. L~I~ELI%G AND FIELD OBSERVATIONS

Each ssmplc b~llc ~ ~ly ~ ~-~d

~ 2
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COUNTY OF LOS &NGELES
Office of Agricu|tural Commissioner/Weights end Neasures

ENVIRONHENTAL TOXICOLOGY LABORATORY

0r~anizational Chert

Agricultural Commissioner

Chief Deputy

Deputy Director

Secretary I
Laborat y Chief

¯

I’"
Intermediate TypLst Clerk

Senior Toxicologist ,, I Senior Industrial Hy~Lene Chemist
/

ToxlcOlolist (4) Industrial Hyg!ene Chemist

/

Tech )logist Tox. Tech!ologistH/P

I

~ab. Support Supervisor I ~aboratory~Assistant.

I i j..



A. Minimum Fer~onnel Qualification and Background

I. Deputy Director Graduation from an accredited college vi~h
--pecializacion in chemistry, blo~hemis~ry, biology0 or agricultural
chemistry, and three years experience in analytical
bicx:hemlstry, pharmacology, or toxicology laboratory. An advanced
degree in chemistry or hio<:hemistry will be accepted fo~ the required
experience on the basis o~ one year ~or ~aster’$ degree and two years
for a

2. Chief-A Bachelor of Science degree and aC least three l~.ar$
experience in chemistry, biochemistry, pharmacology, biology,
or toxicology, one year of which mu~t have involved the chemical
analy--is o~ environmental samples. An advanced degree in
or biochemist./ will be accepted for the required experience on the
ba~is of one year ~or a h~Cer’s degree an~ ~vo years for a Ph.D.

3. Senior ~ox~colc~st-Gra~ua~ion from an accredited college vith
specialization in chemistry or ~iochem~stry, and ~uo years exper-
ience ~n analytical chemistry, b~ochem~stry, pharmacology, or
toxicology. An advanced degree in ch~stry or ~oche~stry vii1
be accepted for ~he required experience on ~he basis of one
for a ~aster’s degree end ~o years for ¯ Ph.D.

4. Senior Znch~r~¯l Hygiene Chemlst-Pkss~er o~ science ~egree virJ1 ¯
ms,or in ~eneral or ~ysical chemis~’y and five years experience
as a professional chemist conducting basic anallrcical resea~-~h in
chemistry, or four years experience as as Industrial ~;ygien~

5. Toxicologlst-Gradua~ion fr~, an accredited college with
zation in chemistry or biochemistry, and o~e year exI~rlen~ in
anal~cical chemistry, biochemistry, phamnacology, or toxicoi(x~.
Comple~i~ of one year Sraduata vor~ in an accredited college with
specialization in chemistry or biochemistry viii be accepted f~
the ~e~uired experience.

6. Industrial Sl~jiene Chemist-Bachelor of science degree with ma~or
in chemistry ¯ biochemistry, and either (1) ¯ "Master’s ~legree in
chemistry, biochemistry, or ¯ related field of environmenr~l
chemi--~ry and two ~ears experience as a professional
doing increasingly complex analla:ical procedures, or (2) fot~
years experience as ¯ professional chemist doing increasingly
complex anall~:Ical ~rocedure~.

7. Herbicide Pesticide Technologist-(;racluation from an
college with specialization in chemistry, biochemistz~, toxl-
cology, biological & natural sciences and six months experience
performing chemical analyses or completion of sixty semester
units o£ which 16 must have been in chemistr~ and two Imars
experience ~er£orming toxicological anallmes.
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-C~n~z-..s pad~logis:s, law ~nf:~rc~,en~ ,~ff’.e-_rs,
pharma~.is=s and n~hers :~ ~’::3"~n ~_nfm~-.~a:tr~n ~n (-~as=_s                _
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:~x;~l~;s:s, the FrsFara~n ~f r~gen~, a~ ~e ~r-

sol~n~, a~d/or s~rds

-Pr~esses ~les
~rsn~el by ~rfo~

, r~a~ra~rs, a~ pH

procures, by m~ ~onents

9all~s or ocher s~s~:~al

fnll~ S~Sps a~ ~r~ur~ pr~r~ ~ ~her leva~

v
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tlt. ~le ~.+++-m~

When a san~. le arrives, i~ should be log~ed in im~,dia~ely. The
lab~a~y ~ece~vzng pe~se~nel should Inok ac ~he sample ~ v~,r.Lfy:

-Is r.he p~ope~ ~’m~:azner
-Is r.he cnnr.aLne~ properly filled?
-Is t~e quantity su~£icient?
-Is the sampl~ seal in~ac~?
-Is the sample request Iorm ~illed

I~ r.he answer ~o a~y o~ the abrm~ q~es~.~on is no, ~he labo~a~ry
superviso~ ~sc be r~.L~led um~edla~eIy. Also, ~he receivu~g
nel ~s~ ve~fy i.e ~he ~mple had been aFp~op~a~el~ presarved. If
no~, i.f mu~ be p~eserved acco~du~g ~o ~ruc’.~ons in Table 1.
~r~t$ Table J.s i~$-~ed ~ ~-fe~ence in the ~ece~ving at~a.

All samples ~eceived ~s~ be logged in a leRtx~ok and a ~£qu~ labo~a-
tow-numbe~ mu~ be no~ed on the sample con~.ne~, sample analysis
~eques~ fn~m, and log-b~ok. In addition, ~ Ir~k m~s~ inc.lud~
~nlorma~on of labn~a~.oW sampl~ numbe~, sample iden~Lfi~a~
formation, ~ype and cond~r.i~n o~ sample, and analysis re(Nes~ad. Th~
le~ipien~ of ~ sample shnuld sign U~e chain of custody form (s~
below).

¯
Chain of Cus~d~ is a documentation of U~ sample hi.s~.or~ fo~m eoll~e-
~.ion bo da~a repo~tng, a sample is considered unde~ a
cuso~d~ i~ (]) i~ is in a person’s phl~cal possession0 {2) in view

so U~ac no ~rm ~ ~mpe~ wi~h ~ sample, o~ (4) secured by
pecson in an acea which is ~es~ic~ad ~ authorized

The chain of cusO~ fore records th~ his~or~ of sample p~ssesslon

p~inr.ad on U’m same shee_~ as 1:he s&~ple ~:e,:Nes~. fo~m. I~ mus~
party ~ sample upon delzve~3, ~.~ ~ labn~a~:ory. In£~ma~.inn on the
chain of cus-..od¥ form should include at: leas1: ~ fnllowir~=

Nan~ n~ d~e L~rSOn L~ p~ssessio~ o~ sampl~

Da:.~ in l:~ssess:~n

Once the sample has been lo~ed in and the laboratot3, assume
s~-bili~-y fnr it, 1:ha sample a~us~ be suored in a sacu~e lr~:at.inn.
kherJ~ec cha l~.a~ion shnuld t~ ce~:igecat~d oc r~: d~nds r~
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Pestzc.~des & Induscrzal Che~r~l Rep~s~.~ory

i~.search Tc2ar~le Pack, N~ 2T/11

Supel~o, Inc.
Supe lr~ Pack
Belle~ot’-’,.e, PA 16823-0048

AldcLch Chemicals
P.O. l~x 2060

National ~ureau of Standards
Ga~r.~ersbur~, Naryland 20899

All s~andards ace ~:aJ~wd f~ccm reliable s~urces t~o can

~ receipt, all neat sr~lards are entered Lncn an ~nventory
~.h ~r~.ludes ~he dace ce~.e~ved, ~ re~.e:ved ~1:, s~n~e
lot n~ber, o~nc./puri=y, exp~rar_~n date, da~e ot=ened, and who opened
r.he bo~le. The bo~le ~self cnnr~ainin~ rJ~e nea~ sl~lard Ls label-
led wir.h r~e da~e re~e~ved and itUr.~alled, ex~rar~.~n da~e, ard dar~

:- 2. P~eparar~on o£ Standards

~ Scandacds at-. prepared as -u-_l~.nc-~ ~n the la~ratory’s spe~.kfLe Stand-

’ ~ ~,’=-paca:~rn ~f :.~ s:andac~ acs en~eced ~n the laJ~r.ac.ry’s S~,ar~-
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the def~n~z,.en of calabratlon fac-.crs ICY:s)
of ~n~eres: a-. each s~andard

~ss ln3~
For ~ch ~l~e, g~ve ~s

~ less ~ 20~, i~ c~

~d of a cal~ratlon
~on of ~ ~l~e in r~l

~ a dally ~sis, a cal~rati~

£es~nse of ~ s~rds

~k for ~rr~ values). If

~~ ~ (~) W~

~£nr ~ any ~ ~l~ r~t~

s~ards ~ere ~er. To deters
of ~r~ ~j~ of all s~le ~l~e s~
~l~r~ ~1~ l~e chlo~e

a~l~e ~ eve~ ~j~.
~jor ~ fr~ ~ ~p of

absnlu:~ reU~n~ t~ for ~rh
~--~ ~ F~ 2. Fr~ the ~j~ ,f ~ne
of ~ a~l~e of ir, cer~=, de~ne
~t~ i= falls ~.~ ~ ~l~h~ "~.
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VT. Da=a ~c-du~--’:’,m,n, Va!’.da:~?,n ar~:~ Re.,:,’~r:.:.n~~

A. Da:a

All resul:s genera:ed by the la~ora=or~ ~s~ be validated thr,x~gh ~            ~
szmulr.anc-c~ analyses o~ recN:~ed qual’-:y control (~C) samples/s-.~lnd-
ards wz=h ~ ~ settle. These ~lude:

1. I~s:rument cal:~ra~_t~ vi=h ~hre~. ~en~ra~ le~ls

2. ~l~is ~f a ~ bla~ ev~ ~h o~ 20 ~les f~

or ~ o~ ~r~, ~ ever ~ ~ce

~les ~r dc~ ~:~c) nr ~.~ n~ ~�~ ~h ever

~ (s~ fo~ 4). ~%~ a~ ~~ ~1 ~ are

~r~:er, ~y are ~r~lly ~: ~ ~fl~ ~t

I: ~ ~ r~ns~ilt~ nf ~e ~I~ ~ de~ ~: al!

fa!l ~ ~ilsh~ IL~. If ~y of ~ r~Ir~ ~ ~ ~:
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if not, results ~f the analysis maybe released with
appropriate warnings on ~he nature of the contamination.

Bazardous waste - bianks must be ran once every analy-
tical batch of 20 samples or less or each type of
matrix whichever is more frequent. Since it is Impossl-
bie ~o obtain a universal matrix blank for non-aqueous/
solid samples, only reagent water is used.

Drinking water - blanks must be ran once every ¯naly~ic-
al batch of ten or less. Reagent grade water is used
as blank.

Duplicate samples are prepared by dividing ¯ sample
in ~vo and analyzing them se#aracexy. Duplicate sam-
pies serve ~he purpose of monitoring the precision
measuremen~ system. The results of the duplicate
analyses mus~ be within 20% of each other. ¯ If not
an error has occured and it must be determined and
corrected. The batch must then be re-analyzed. Xf
~he duplicate samples are negative for the an¯lyres
tested, ~hen ~he matrix spike (see.below) must be
ran in duplicate ~o measure ~he precision. Duplica~es
mus~ be ran once for every batch of 20 hazardous
samples or less or each matrix type whichever is more
frequent. Drinking va~er analysis requires duplicates
to be ran every lO samples.

A prede~ermined amoun~ of the analyte standard is
added to a sample matrix ~o prepare the matrix ¯pike
sample. If the unknown samples to be analyzed are
parted to be negative, then the sample matrix
spiking is first split into duplicates prior to the
addition of the s~andard. Both matrix spike and
matrix spike duplicate are analyzed simultaneously
the unknown samples. ~ecoveries of the an¯lyre
from the spike samples measure the accuracy of ~he
method and the percen~ difference between the matrix
spike and matrix spike duplicate assesses the precision
Gf ~he analysis. The Level of s~andard for spiking
must be a: ~he regulatory level or the me~hod
quantification limit. Samples with analyte concentration
greater ~han 0.1% do no~ require the analysis of
spikes¯ Matrix spike and matrix spike duplicates must
be ran for 5 % of the ~o~al analytical batch or each
matrix type of hazardous waste-       .    Drinking water requires
the analysis of MS/MSD for I0% of the analytical batch.
The accuracy and precision obuained from ~he MS/NSD mus~
fall within the established lower and upper control
limius of the laboratory. Continuing spike recoveries
are recorded in form 4

34
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3. Other QC Requirements

Periodically, samples ere re-analyzed by another
analyst. This is especially true in situations wherein
¯ seemingly valid result is obtained but does 9or agree

Good Laboratory Practices

Good Laboratory practices ere ~oZ/oved to assure continued pro-
duo¯ion o~ reliable results. These include not only topics
previously discussed, i.e., sample custody, calibration,
t~caL procedures, data handling, and internal quality �ontrol
procedures, but also glassy¯re cleaning, ver£fication that the
sample containers, reagents and laboratory rater ¯re free of

hoods ire routinely monitored, and hazardous vance ire disposed
of properly.

1. Glassy¯re cleaning - glassvsre used for metal
should be acid vashed. Refer to the published analyti-
cal methods for detailed procedures. Glissvare used
for organic analysis should be v¯shed each solvent used
in the analytical procedure. If trace ¯moun~ of ~he

.._ organic �ontamination Ls found, L~ maybe necessary toclean the glassy¯re Ln ¯ muffle furnace.

2. Only reagent grade chemicals ¯re used.

3. Type XX deionLzed rater As used An ~he analytical
me,hod and for meChod blanks.

4. Sample �on¯sAner¯ must be verified to be free of
contamination. To accomplish this, s �ontainer ~roa
every Lot received As rinsed vi~h eater or me~h¯noL,
vhichever As applicable, and analyzed.

S. Air fLov An the fume hoods ere monitored periodically
by qualified personnel. The maximum operating heighC
of ~he fume hood door £s marked accordingly.

6. Safety procedures are adhered to. The Laboratory has

It cove s topics on e~ergency procedures ¯s Ln �ases
of fire or chemical spills, labora:ory safety procedures
vith regards to handling dit~eren~ ~¥pes of
end executing certain Laboratory tasks end,required hazardous material commun£catLon procedures.

7. Local and s~ate safety codes are incorporated Ln the
laboratory sa~e~y manuel. As vi~h all other
procedures in the manual, ~hey must be adhered ~o.
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VTTI. P-~.rfor~-~.e and Sw:ee

~ ~ la~rato~. F~ ~rcent o~ ~ese are pl~t ~ss~
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X.._:.. A~e~=e~C of Accu:ac~ and Precision

Accuracy

Accuracy means the nearness of ¯ result or the averageef a
set of result to the true value. Accu:acy is represented by ~he
percent recovery (a) ~ an analy:e ~rom a given matrix using ¯
specific method. T~e percent recovery may be calculated as= 2

~ - A-~B X lOOt

vhere: A is the calculated concentration of the
~ ¯naiyte in the spiked matrix after analysis

i B is the background concentration of the
¯ naLyte in the matrix blank, if any.

T is the knovn vaiue o£ ~he 8nalyCe spiked
in =he matrix b~nk.

~o oet the accuracy ¯    control li~i~s o£ cn ~n~/yle in
given matrix using a specific me~hod, calc-.;a~e ~he average
o£ R values (~) and =he~ a~anda~d dev~a=~on (S~).

’̄. �ontrol ALml= as ~ecommende~ by =he EPA i8 ~hen defined

vhere: R~C~ is the accuracy lover �ontrol
RUCL is the accu~ac~ uppe[ �on~�o2

Precision

¯ ~eciston Is ~he me~su~eNen~ of ag~ee=en~ of a se~ of
results among ~hemselves vi~hou~ the assumption o~ any prior
information as ~o ~he ~rue value. Precision is measured using
replicate or duplicate sample analysis. Precision
percen~ dlffersnce ~PD) is calculated

Xl - X2 X

vhere: X1 and X2 are results of duplica~e analyses

X iS ~he average of X1 and X2

As recommended by [~A, ~he laboratory’s precision limi~
~20%.              .



Con~:ol Cha~s

~ Precision and accuracy control cha~s ace main~alned
¯ lea~ lot o~ ~he analy:e~ (min. 3 and max. I0) ~o~ a ~Iven

~ me~hod usin9 ~o~= 4. Con~:ol limits a~e ini~iall¥
i0 da~a points. Thereafter, limits are periodically
~e~lec~ cur:en~ performance.

5
2
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XZ. Co~rec:ive At:ion

Corrective action is inLtia~ed in ou~-o~-concrol situations.
A s~uacion is considered out-o£-�oncro~ i~ an~ o~ the Zabo-
ra~ocy’s Ln~ernai quaii~y control samples (see section VII) are
ou~side established limits, i.e.:

i. Method blanks a~e coming out positive for the anaiyte
o£ interest signifying that the analytical system is
contaminated.

2. Results o~ duplicate samples are outside the 20t

3. Spike recoveries fall outside the established labors-
tory’s accuracy control limits.

rot any of the above conditions, the senior personnel assigned
to the unit viii be notified immediately. It la his/her
responsibility to decide vh£ch of the follovLng
actions must be taken:

1. ~he analyst provides addltlonal information or
recaicula~lons.

2. Instrument calibration and operation are checked.
¯                    Calibration standards are checked and nev ones are

"s

3. ~ev reagents are used I£ needed.

4. The analyst repeats the analysis of spiked sampZes
using ~he same method.

S. ¯ different analyst repests the analysis o~ spi~ed
samples using the same me~hod.

using a modi£ied or hey method.

~o laborator~ result viii be sen~ until the problem is solved.
All cut-o£-con:roi situations and the corrective actions
are documented by the senior personnel and su~mitted to the
laboratory supervisor and/or c~ief for review.
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Xl! ~uali~ A~urance Report

On a mon:hly basis, senior personnel assigned to different units
submit ~ua±ity assu:ance reports for review by taborstory super-
visor/chief. ?he reports contain a summamy o~ the
activities during the period. The report inciudes the ~ollowlng
information:

i. Date o~ analysis

2. ~umber o~ aampies in the batch

3. Analytical batch number

4. ~ype o~ matriz

5. analyte tested

~. Number o~ method bianks and ~esuits.

7. Bumber o~ matrix spikes and

8. Number o~ duplicates and results
g. Detection limits

I0. ~ame o~ analyst

In additon a copy o~ reports on ou~-o~-control situation~ and
corrective actions taken during the period are attached. ~he
iabora~:ry supervisor and/or chie~ reviews the
~les approval by signing them, and the reports are ~iie~
accordingly.
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This i8 a supplemental manual to be used in con~unction         -
with the Labo~atot¥,s previous Oualit¥ Assurance Manual.        "     1

~

¯
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QA OBJECTIVES

I. Establish the laboratory,s ability to perform qualitative
and quantitative microbiology testing of drinking water
and wastewater by:

identifying the qualifications and responsibilitles of
laboratory personnel (in Previous QA Manual)l

enumerating the existing laboratory instrumentation
and equipment used in microbiology testing together
with the procedures for their service and maintenance
to assure PrOper operations

providing sources of snalytlcal methods accepted by
regulatory agencies for use in the laboratory.

2. Provide guidelines pertaining to sampling protocols,
chain-of custody, and storage of samples to maintain
sample integrity Prior to analyses.

3. Define the laboratory,s calibration procedures and
frequency of calibration.

4. Identify all the necessary steps to validate the labora-
tory’s results.

5. Define all the necessary quality control checks that
must be followed Prior to the analysis and/or in the
course of analyzing samples.

6. Identify all laboratory records and information needed
to document the quality of analyses performed in the
laboratory
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- SAMPLING PROCEDURES L

Containers

Approved container for bacteriological sampling are presterl-
lized Nasco whirl-Pak bag or 4 oz. sterilized Nalgene or glass
bottles. All samples containers must contain two drops of 10t
sodium thlosulfate. One sample bottle from each batch of bot-
tles prepared must be checked for sterility by adding several

_ sterile tubes of single strenght lauryl tryptose and incubat-
ing for 48 hours and checking for growth.

Collection

Samples must be representative of the potable water distribu-
tion system. Water taps used for sampling are free of
aerators, strainers, hose attachments, mixing type faucets,
and PUrification devices. Maintain s steady water flow for
at least 2 minutes to clear the service llne before sampling.
Collect at least a 100 mL sample volume, allow at least ~ inch
air space to facilitate mixing of sample by shaking. Do not
rinse sample conta£nef!

Holding/travel time between sampling and analysis is not to
exceed 30 hours for potable water samples. Zf laboratory Is

- required by State ~egulation to analyze samples after 30 hours
,o. and up to 48 hours, the laboratory is to indicate that the data

may be invalid because of excessive delay before sample pro-
cessing. No samples ~eceived after 48 hours ate to be analyzed.
Sample collectors who deliver samples d£rectly to the 1shora-n tory should ice samples immediately after sample collection.

~ All samples received in the laboratory aft to be analyzed on
the day of ~ecelp~.

Haste and surface water sample holding efme is not to exceed
6 hours.

Labelin~ and Zdenttfication

~mmediatel¥ after collection~ the sample bottle must be labeled
and the sample analysis reguest and report £o~m £illed out fo~
each sample.

~ , 1. Sample Labels

Samples labels are used for the specific ~dentification
of samples collected. Gummed paper labels affixed to
the containers are adequate, but it should not be ai-
fixed to ~he samRle lids. The labels should be f£11ed
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out at the time of collection and should include the
following information:

Sampling Site
Name of Collector
Date and Time of Collection

2. ~ample Analysis Request and Report Form

The sample analysis request and report form (exhibit
I) accompanies the sample when it is delivered to the
laboratory. The collector should complete the ~ield
portion of this form by providing information on
sample site location, sample type, purpose of the
sample, date and time of collection, free chlorine
residual, collector’s initial, and any remains.

Upon receipt of the sample the laboratory will log-in
the sample and at the minimum, the following In£orma-
tion will be stored and maintained:

Date o£ Collection, Receipt, and Analysis
Time of Collection, Receipt, and Analysis
Receiving personnel initial
Client and/or System name
Sample Site location andlor description
Purpose of the sample
Assigned individual laboratory identify number
Name Of the Analyst
Analysis Requested
Results of Analysis
Remarks on the sample (1£ any)
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EQUIPMENTTEMPERATURE AND USE RECORD

Incubator Temperature

The total coliform incubator are maintained at 352 0.5"� end
have a thermometer graduated in at least 0.5oc increments.
A daily log of the temperatures read to O,l"C are kept to-
gether with the date the entry was made and the initial
the person making the entry (see exhlolt 2).

Water Bath Temperature (For Fecal Coliform~

Similarly, the fecal coliform water bath are maintained at
44.5z 0.2"c and have a thermometer graduated in at least
0.2"c increments. A log of the temperatures when the water
bath is in use read to 0.1"� are kept together with the
date the entry is made and the initials of the person making
the entry (see exhibit

Sterilizin~ Oven Temperatur-

A thermometer immersed in a sand bath is kept inside the
sterilizing over to monitor the temperature. Records of all
items being sterilized, total sterilization time, and tempera-
ture are kept (see exhibit 4).

Autoclave

An autoclave/Sterilization log is maintained. The log
cludes the date, time in, time out, total elapsed time,
sterillzation time, items ~terillzed, sterility controls,
maximum temperature reached, and any maintenance performed
(see exhibit 5).

Certified Thermometer

All thermometers used in laboratory are crosschecked against
a certified thermometer annually. Records of calibrations
and corrections are maintained (see exhibit 6).
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Exhibit 5
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LABORATORY WATER QUALITY MONITORINg,

Bottled water is purchased from an outside source with an
accompanying certificate of suitability. This is the water
Used to prepare the media. The parameters in the certificate
include:

~ARAMETE~ LIMITS
FREQUENCY

Conductivity >0.5 megohms
Monthlyresistance or <2

mlcromhos/cm at 25"c
Pb, Cd, Cr, Cu, Not greater than

AnnuallyNi, and Zn
0.05 mg/L per
contaminant.
CoIlectlvel¥, no
greater than O.lmg/~

Total Chlorine
NondetectableResidual Monthly

Heterotrophic <$O0/~L Monthly

Reagent Annually

Copies o5 the certificates o~ suitability are kept and
maintained on ~lle.
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MEDIA PREPARATION

The attached exhibit 7 is completed for each batch Of media                    ~
prepared. The information included in the form are:

Data of preparation

2
Preparer’s initial
Media prepared
Weight of dehydrated media taken
pH of autoclaved media
Test of media with positivelnegative culturea
Sterility check

All completed media preparation [orms are kept in a binder
for easy reference.
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ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

Methods

The methods followed by the laboratory taken from Standard
Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 16th
edition, 1985 are:

Total Coliform by Multi-Tube Fermentation {MPN] Method 908A
Fecal Coliform by MPN Method 908C
Total Coliform by Membrane Filter (MF) Method 909A
Fecal Coliform by MF Method 909C

The outline forms of the above methods are attached as Appendix
of this supplemental manual.

Ouallt~ Control

i. For each bottle of media positive, negative, and sterile
checks will be performed and a log of the check results
will be maintained (see exhibit 8).

2. Positive and sterile checks will be performed for every
batch of prepared media and a log of the check results
will be maintained (see exhibit 9).

3.              batchP°sitiVeforandEc negatlVetest, controls are ran with each analytical

4. For each analytical batch tested by membrane filtratloa
technique, a sterile control is ran at the beginning and
end of the sample run, and a positive control is ran after
the last sample.

5. ~or each lot of membrane filters, sterile and positive
checks are ran.

6. The Completed Test must be done every three months or
every posltive confirmed potable water sample, which ever
applies. A log of all positive potable confirmed sample
is maintained.
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SUMMARY
OF

MULTIPLE-TUBE FERMENTATION TECHNIQUE
FOR THE COLIFORM GROUP

Presumptive Phase

Total Collform MPN Test

Negative       No Gas

Gas

Confirmed Pha8~

Fecal Colifora Test                Non-Fecal Colifora Test

Gas No Gas Gas No Gas

Positive Negative Positive Negative

-21-
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Effective Date: May 1991
Reference: Standard

Method 908A

Total Coliform Multiple Tube Test

~eagents: Presumptive phase fermentation tubes with lauryl
tryptose broth.

Ouality Control;

Perform duplicate analyses on 10t of samples or at least one
sample per test run.

Procedure;

I. Pipet ten 10 ml portions of the sample in a series of pre-
sumptlve phase fermentation tubes; mix thoroughly.

2. Incubate fermentation tubes at 35~ 0.5"�.

3. After 242 2h, shake the tubes and examine for gas formation
then take the following steps:

Gas Formation Step To Proceed

Ye, Positive Test - continue to te,t
for fecal and non-fecal coliforms.

No Continue to step 4 below.

4. Continue incubating up to 48t 3h then again reexamine for
gas formation.

Gas Formation Steps To Proceed,

Yes Positive Test - continue to test
for fecal and non-fecal coliform

No
Negative Test - procedure completed

NOTE: For drinking and recreational water samples with heav~
growth but no gas formation, continue on to test for
non-fecal coliforms.

Calculation: See Calculation: Estimation of Bacterial Density
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Effective Date: May 1991
Reference= Standard

OMethod 908 ~

Fecal Coliform Test                                      ,

Reagent: EC Medium Tubes

Ouality Control:

Run one each positive and negative controls for each analytical
batch.

Procedure:

Gently shake or rotate presumptive tube.

2. With s sterile 3 mm metal loop, transfer one loopful of
culture to EC medium tubes.

3. Incubate tubes in a water bath at 44.5t 0.2"c for 24! 2hr.
Be certain to Place all EC tubes in the water bath within
30 minutes after the transfer of the culture.

4. Periodically check the EC medium tube during the incubation
period for any ~as formation.

Gas Vormation ~teps To Proceed

Yes Positive - fecal coliforms present

No Coliforms present are of non-fecal
origin and next step will depend on
the result of the non-fecal coliform
test.

u~.~LC_~j~: See Calculation: Estimation of Bacterlsl Density
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Effe~’tive Date: May 1991
Reference: Standard

Method 908A

Non-Fecal Coliform Test

Reagent: Brilliant Green Lactose Bile B~uth (BGB) fermentation

Procedure:

Gently shake or rotate primary fermengation tube showing
gas.

2. With a sterile metal loop 3 mm in diameter, transfer one
loopful of culture to a BGB fermentatlon tube.

3. Incubate BGB tube for 48~ 3 hr. at 35!

4. Periodically check BGB tubes during the incubation
for any gas formation.

Gas Formation Steps To Procee~

Yes Positive Confirmed Test - proceed
tO completed Lest for I0~ of ~osi-
tlve sa~p1es or at least one posl-

No Negative,, Conf~rmed, Test - procedure
completed.

Calculations See Calculatlon: Estlmatlo~ of Bacterlal Density
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Effective Date: May 1991
Reference:        Standard

Method 9221D,
16th ed.

Calculation: Estimation of Bacterial Density

This method is used to calc~late the Most Probable Number (MPN)
of coliform/100 ml of sampl..

No. of Tubes 95t Confidence
Giving Positive MPN Limits
Reaction Out of Jhdex/ (Approximate)
I0 of I0 ml Each I,~_.~0 m____~1 Lower Upper

0 41.1 0 3.0
1 1.1 0.03 5.9
2 2.2 0.26 8.1
3 3.6 0.69 10.6
4 5.1 1.3 13.4
5 6.9 2.1 16.8
6 9.2 3.1 21.1
7 J2.0 4.3 27.1
8 J6.1 5.9 36.8
9 ;~3.0 8.1 59.5

10 ~23.0 13.5 Znfinite

No. of Tubes
Giving Positive MPN 95% Confidence
Reaction Out of |fldex/ Limits
5 of 10 ml each 1~0 m~_    1 Lover Upper

0 2.2 0 6.0
1 2.2 0.1 12.6
2 5.1 0.5 19.2
3 9.2 1.6 29.4
4 J6.0 3.3 52.9
5 J6.0 8.0 Infinite

For volumes other 5ml or |0ml, use the following equation to
solve for the MPN value=

MPN value (from table) X 10 " MPN/1OOml
Largest vol. tested

Note: MPN value is taken from table 9221:¥ of the Standard
Methods.
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Total Coliform Membrane Filter Procedur:,

~easent~: LES Endo Agar in |)~tri dishes

Quality Control:

Run a sterile control at the beginning and end of the analytical
batch and a positive control after the last sample.

Procedure~

AsSemble filtration apparatus according to manufacturer,s
instruction.

2. Filter I00 ml sample under partial vacuum.

3. Rinse filtration apparatus with filter still in place with
three 20 ml partlons of sterile dilution water.

4. Remove membrane filter with a sterile forcep and place it on
LES Endo Agar-filled petrl dishes With a rolling motion to
prevent entrapment of ai~,

5. Incubate dish for 22 to 24 hr. at 35t 0.Sec.

6. Count colonies that have pink to dark-red �olor with a
metallic green-gold surface sheen using low-powered dissect-
Ing microscope.

?- Confirm a11 sheen �olonlel counted or a minimum of five
colonies from drinking water samples by transfer
from ~ach                         tu~ ...... ring growth
brilliant colony to parallel (BGB) broth.green lactose bile ~=~ ~ ;auryz tryptose broth and

8. Incubate both tubes at 35t 0.5"c for 48 hr.

9. Formation of gas in the B~B tubes confirms the colony as
coliform. If only the lauryl tryptose broth showed any
gas production, then tran~£er to a second BGB tubes. This
second BGB tube must produce gas at 35! 0.5"c with 48 hr.
to verify the colony as �~liform.

-26-
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Calculation:

(Total) Coliform Colonies ¯ Coliform Colonies Counted XlO0 1100 ml
ml sample f~Itered

95t Confidence Limits Using I00 ml Sample.                             *’

2Number Of Coliform
95t Confidence Limit8~olonies Counted
Lower UpPer

2 0.025 3.0
3 0.35 4.?
4 0.81 6.3
5 1.4 7.7

10 1.6 11.7
4.8 18,4

For counts, c, greater than 20 organism, the above limit8
maybe calculated by~

Upper Limit. � * 12(2 ,,,r~"l|

"’ 1~ower Limit, � - 1211

,./
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Effective Date: May 1991
Reference: Standard

Method 909C

~’ecal Coliform Membrane Filter Procedure

 uallt  control:
Run a Sterile control at the beginning and end of the analytical
batch and a positive control after the last sample.

~rocedure~

I. Prepar,tlon of culture dish: Place a sterile absorbent pad
in each culture dish and pipet approximately 2 ml M-FC broth
to saturate the pad. carefully remove any excess liquid
from culture dish.

2. AsSemb|e filtration apparatus according to manufacturer,s
instruction.

3. filter 100 ml sample under partial vacuum.

4. Rinse filtration apparatus with filter still in place with
three 20 ml partlons of sterile dilution water.

prepared culture dish in a rolling motion to prevent entrap-
ment of air.

6. Seal petrl dishes, submerge in water bath, and incubate roe
242 2h at 44.5~ 0.2"c. Anchor dishes below water surface
to maintain critlcal temperature requirements. Make certain
that the petrl dishes are In the water bath wlthia 30

minutes after filtration.

7. Count co~onles In various shades of blue using ]ow powered
microscope. These are coionles produced ~y fecal collform
bacteria.

Calculation ~

(Total) Colltorm Colonles/100 ml . Collform Colonies Counted XI00

ml sample filtere~
95% Confidence Limits: The same as for Total Collform Me~rane
Filter Technique.

28
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Effective Da~e: September 1991
Reference:          Standard Method

14th Edition
Method 910A

Presumptive Test for Fecal Streptococcus Group
(Multiple-Tube Technique)

Reaqents: Presumptive Phase Tubes with Azide Dextrose Broth

~uality Control.

1. Perform duplicate analyses on lOt of samples or It
least one sample per test run.

2. Run Sterility Check and Positive Control ~ith e~ch
batch o~ sampAes,

Procedure:

phase tubes: m£x thoroughly.

2. Incubate tubes at 35 deg C ~ 0.5 deg C,

3. After 24~2 hours, shake ~nd examine tubes for
~hen take the folZowing

ūrb~..___.~d S~ep ~o Proceed

yes Positive Test - continue to test
fecal and non-fecal streptococcus.

no Continue to step 4 belov.

4. Continue Incubating up to 48±3 hours then sgsin
examine for ~urb£d£Cy.

ūrbi._~_~d Step to Proceed

yes Pos£tive ~est - continue to test
~or ~ecal and non-feca~ streptococcus.

no Negative - procedure comp2eted.
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EFfective Date: Septembec 1991
Re£ecence: Standard Method

14~h Edition
Method 910A

ConFirmed Test for ~ecal Strep~ococcu~

Reagent: Petri dishes with Enterococcesel (BBL trade name)

Ouality Control:

2Run one each oF positive and sterile controls with each
batch.

Procedure:

1. Gently shake or rotate presumptive tube.

2. With a stecile 3mm metal loop, streak a portion of the
gcovth ~�om each positive presumptive tube (with azide
dextrose broth) on a patti dish containin9 enteroccocosel
agar.

3. Incubate the dish inverted at 35~0.5 deg C ~or 24~2

4. Brownish-black colonies with brown halos confirm the
presence o~ ~ecal s~rep~ococcus.

Calculation: See CalcuZatlon= Estimation of Bacterial Density             ~’~" ,
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Confirmed Test for the Enterococcus Group

Rea@ent:6.5%    Brain Sodium Heart Chloride. Infusion Broth tubes containing

Procedures:

l. Transfer brownish-black colonies with brown halos tO a tube
o( brain heart ~ngus~on broth containing ~.5% Natl.

2. lncubate at 45 deg C (or 24 houra.

3. Periodically check the ~ubes during incubation for
~rovth.

4. Growth in 6.5t NaCl broth indicates that the colony
to the entecococcu~ group.

Calculation: See Calculation: Estimation o£ Bacterial Densi:~
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Effective Date: September 1991
Re£erence:          Standard Methods

14th edition
Method 910B

Membrane F~lter Procedure for Fecal Streptococcu~

" Reagents: KF Streptococcus Agar

.-
Qua!~t~ Control:

2Run a sterile control at the beginning and end og the analytical

Procedure:

A~emble g~Ztrat~on apparatus acco~dinq ~o manugactu~’~
~n~truct~ons.

2. ~iit~ 100ml o£ aampl~ unde~ partial vacuum.

, 3. Remove membrane £ilter with a ~terile £orcep and plac~
;

~
on directly to X~ Streptococcus agar med,um In pet~i dieh

~~ ~th a ~o~l~n~ ~ot~on to prevent entrapment og ~,

. 4. Inve~t culture plate~ and ~ncubate
48 hour~.

5. Count colonies that have dark red to p~nk color u~ng a                ~- ’ " ’
low power b~nocular, w~de £~etd d~ssect~ng m~croscope.

Calculation:

¯ otal ~olonie$ . ~olonie~ ~ounte~ X 100
iOOml             ml sample littered

~or 95% Congidence ~Imits using lOOml sample, check S~anda~d
Me~hod 909A. 6.

, ~
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INTRODUCTION

As roqui~d by Nalional Pollutant Discharge Elimi.~on System (NPDES) Permit No. CA0061654, ¯
proposed $lormwa~¢r/Urban Runoff Momtormg pr~:,~ta for Phase II and Ill of~he Permit. the Upper Los
Angeles River (IlL Upper San Gabriel River (ILl). I ,,wet Los Angeles River (IV). Lower .San Gabriel
River (V). and Santa Clara R~ver Drainage Basins t~ |lcr~by submRlcd to the Regional Water Quality
Conl~l Board, Los Angeles Regio~ (RWCQB). fo~ al~mval. Commems and concerns made by the
RWQCB in its IX’october 21. 1993 ietler to the [ ~,s Angeles Couray Depamnent of Pttblic Works
(LACDPW) ~lated Io our proposed Santa Momca ll~*Y Stormwa~er/Urban Runoff Monitoring Program.

incorporated this tx’porl.have been into

The monitoring program descri~-’d he~in inaudes I|m esh~blishmera of fifteen monltom!8 sites for
mass emissions and individual land use monitonng. I’~v¢ mass emissions sampling sites are Identified in
this repofl. One other mass emission sampling site wdi be located in the $anla Clarita Valley Basin
(Santa Clara River Watershed), ~ will be iden0ilrd laler this year in a supplemental repoR to the
RWQCB. Eight land use specific sites will iiltewi~e be identified in the ~pplemental ~’poR to be
submitted later this year to u~e RWQ4~.

Storm ~amples will be collected for five storms l*r year. Dry.weather samples will be mllected
bimonlhly. Samples will be tested for a wide range o! constituents including Bacteria; General Mlnecall;
Biochemical Oxygen Demand; To~l Organic ~ ~al total Pelroleum Hydrocartams; Volatile O~tnic
Compounds and Suspended Solids; Volatile Suspended Soli~l.,g and Semi.volatile Organic C.ompoundl.

Automaled ~efrigerated water samplen will be ulilized In the �ollection of flow-composite ~ample~. The~
samplers will be located on Ihe ground lauface in ae~ ttt¢ enclosmcs allowing easy access for retrieval of
samples. The r, amplers have large (10 gallon) waler collection capacity, and, Ihu& can be programmed
ia advance to cover ¯ wide raase of storm sizes witty,el requiring one or more boule chaage o~m durlal

Data collected by the program will be used for walor qualip/modelling to estimale pollutant loads Io
recc|vilzg wllZer~. Also, q~csz~oos ¢onccmiz~ ~ i~zcz of poIIghllzlS ¢zzz~’,aXe ~ v~l’[Og~ I~l~J ~ ~

Lastly. over the )cars andcr la~gram can an aZ~mla to ~

ROOS’t800
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The proposed moNtortng sit~ n~g
based on our est~is~cd criteria fm ........ ..,~,,v,a~=d into
t̄he program tirade mona drains which have water quality Issues which are of �oncern to

Specific (~te~a ~or Mass Em~sslom Mo~orin~ Sllea

Mass auissiom monitoring sites have been propmed aJong drainage systems covering tim
largest trilmt,tty w~rshed a~ea feasible within ~ drainage basin.
will typically haw I ~plex mullJple laird use

In telectin$ a tpecif~ ttotm dr~n for incision ~ eitl~r a mat,

¯ What are the hydmulic$ of the ~ ttomt drMlt.

¯ Lt ttmre pitt flow d~t awll~b~e f~r ttm givm retain?

homogenous ttmmglxmt the upper tributary area? If yes, ~ is a

When? Wh~.
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~ IL PROPO.~’~D MONITORING SITES

t

M A. ,SII’E SELECTION URIT’ERIA

!~

I, Monitermg Site Selection Ove, cview

) In order to ~erize the quality of runoff from tl~ Pl~se I! ~xl I11 ~ ¯
combination of large wate~/~ls representing multiple land t~es {’~ ~" site~)

2~ single latxl ~ sites ~te to be ~elected.

For Ihese Drainage B~sins fifteen monitomag sites ~t~ I~Oposed. Six of the fif~a sit~
will be mass emissions statmns (one to be submittcxl ~t a I~ter date). Nine I~posed
will be I~1 use ~x~:h’-~¢ ~tat~om (to I~ mabmJtlexl ~l ¯ I~l~ �l~e) whe~
homogenous land use w~ecsheds will b~ s~mpl~d.

The pmimsed monitoring sites t~’present ~n ell’on to ~elect the mo~t ~ult~i¢
based on o~ e~blished cnte~it for sampling. Whet~ fe, aslbl¢, w~ I~v~ ~qx:~led
the l~gram ~ ~t~nn anUns which have w~ter quality Issues which ~u~ of ¢xxx:~m

$1xxafl¢ Crlt~i~ fur M~s Emlsslo¢~ Monltm¢~ SI~

l~gest mbut~ w~-rshed ~tr, a feasible within ~ at~n~¢ ~ ~ ~          It, . ,.~

i will typically have a coml~¢x multiple land use

i spccif~ sire, the folio~n~ tcclmical and operational ~quircn~ms w~re add~saed:

I ¯ Is the~ ~ tlo~ data available for I~ gtve~

i
hydrologic Q?

¯ If t/le storm drain Js ~ is |t ctll.l~y under desiglle~. C~Dttldit~

surcha~e conditions7

homogenous ~mughoux ~� upper mbutary area? If yes, ~ Js ¯ possible land use

Has previous sampling in the potm~l watenhed been conducted in the pa=? Wlz~?
When? Why?                                                               [~
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multiple ouffall points7

¯ Is the slorm drtin strucatrally sotmd a! p~sent? Will installalio~ of ~pll~g
equ~pmem comprumi~e the sU~ibty of ~e storm drain?

¯ Will the monitoring equipmem impede flow or reduce flood pmtectlm~?                       2

! ¯ For naturtl watercourses, is there an ~ improved section whe~ ¯ rating ouve
be easily established?

I                   ¯ Wha~ is the practlcab~e linear dmmce fmm.~he storm dmn Invert 0ow flow) to

locttion whe~ ~e ~ampler shall be placed7

¯ Can elecui� power be provided, in ¯ cost-effectlve manner. Io lhe site?

~ ¯ Wi~l additlo~al dghl-of-way be

¯ general vicimty?

¯ If located in ¯ n~idenlial ne|~ will the Iocalton of Ihe automated tample~

Rio Hondo O~t~tel @ BeveHy
San Gabriel River @ San Gabriel Rive/. Pikway
Coyo~ Creek @ $P~8 Smm

I I.~ Ansete~ Rivm" @ T~junsa Aveme

~]
we pmp~e to have tlz~e lu~ operatioml by the reset of the 199~96 rlny ~

8

J
J

t
3
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PROPOSED MASS EMISSIONS MONYrORIN~; SITF_.~

I. LOS ANGELES RIVER downstream of Wardlow Road al Los Angeles County
Depar~men! of Public ~’ork$ Stream Gage No. F319-R in the City of Lon~ Beach.

The L~s Angeles River monitoring station will be Iocaled at the eai,q~g sire, am gage
stauon be~.’een Wallow Sueet and Wardlow Road, Th~ facility cunemly measures
sl~m flow arid pl~i~taLiorL At ttus Ioca~on. O~e total upslxeam ~butary drainage area
for Lt~ Angeles River is 815 square miles, This river is the lar~esl walershed outlettin8
to the Pacific Ocean in Los Angeles County. Tidal influences dictale the posilion for the
sampling site.

Los Angeles River, at Ore gaging station, is an impnTved (conc~te lined) u’apezoldsi
channel. The verucal lif~ from ~e raven of the low-flow c.ham~l to a sampler Iocatice
above the western levee is approximately 23 feet. Since the vertical lift exceeds 15 feet.

from the top of the river levee to fl~e low-flow channel exceeds 200 feet. The linear
chstance posses some concern. Pump wear and tear for ~verse and forwanl pump cycles
for this linear dislan~ would be excessive. Since it is typical to find dry weather flo,~
uniformly ~cmss the channel at ~ IocaUon (lhe low.flow channel can no longer carry
Ihe vol~ne of flow found in Ihe river), it maybe feasible to locate the ~trainer alon~ the
revert near th~ side of the nver ~ t~ p~fen~d design. Another opOon for placement of
the automated sampler invoiv~ lowering Ihe s~mplmg equipment ~djacent to Ihe Ice of
the levee slope, and jacking tbe neces,,m~ �ondu~ts through the levee. This design may
eliminate th~ need for an auxiliary pump i/th~ ~ is positioned near tl~ ~ of Ih~
river, however, it cannot �omprmai~ the kvee by silowin~ gtotm water to mlgrale

The ~ Angeles River samplin~ location below the Wardlow Road bridge (Old TO PO
70B-6/New TG PG 7~5C-I) has beea m ~¢~ive me~m ga~ng staflo~ ~tnce 1931.

Tujunga, Hansen, Devil’s Gate, Lopez DeUns Dam, as well as Whittier Narrows, Sam~
Anita, Sawpit, Eaton, Sierra Made. and Santa Fe Dams: Project No. 85 Divemm~ as well

effort in gau~ermg, coflec~ng and imeq~tmg ~ quality dam collected from fl~
sxation. Because these dams and spreading grounds serve as flood couu~! and ~
conservation fatuities, small storms may not produce significant nmoff from pmicular
meas within the watershed, and therefore not con~bme to the flow which is measured at
the WarOlow Road gaging station. Large storms which produce significant runoff maybe
detained, only to be released at a ~me when it is believed that potential flooding Imza~
conditions have subsided. There a~ numerous other scena~ which may occur, all
impacting our wmer quality monitoring effons at this site.

~ overwhelming majority of the flows found in the River during dry weather periods
a~ ~e r~ult of NPDES penniued poim disctm~es t~tlated by the California Regimal
Water Quality Cornel Bored.

4
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Various land uses exist within.the River’s tribu~ry wa~emhed area. Residential areas of T
various sizes and densities include single famdy, duplexes, condomimums / townhomes,
and apartments. Commercial strips of many uses, mall~ office buildings, etc., can be
found within the wa~er~hed. Industrial developments of all types ~d sizes a:~ identified
w~ttun the tributary wa~m’~ed. U:~developed or open space properties are typically found
in the foottull atom, but are nol limiu:d specil’~cally
bn:akdown for these land uses will be included in the suppiemen~l blonitofing
Report Io be submined later ms

This proposal will ~,place the existing Coumy ~enl of Pubi|� Worlds ~rfac¢ water
grab sampling silo ~1 Wanllow Roll

CROSS-SECTION

~~’-~ 400’

IS MILES

PACIFIC

LOS ANGELES RIVER AT WARDLOW ROAD

5
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COYOTE CREEK below Spring Street at Los Angeles County Department of Public
Works Stream Gage No. F35.I-R in the City of Long Beach.

The Coyote Creek s[a~on will be located at the existing ~’eam gage ~on below Spring
StreeL This facility currently measu~s stream flow and precipi~ion. At ~ ioc~io~              ,,~
the upstream tribut~-y arr~ is 185 squas~ miles (extending into Orange Cmmty). The
confluence with San Gabriel River dictates the position for the s~mpling

Coyote Creek. at the gaging station, is an improved (conc~te lined) tr~zoidal ch,umel.
The vemcal lilt horn the raven of the low-flow channel to ¯ sampler location above the
western levee is approximately 20 feet. Since the vertical lift exoeed~ 15 feet,
atuuita~ pump will be needed to pe~onn automated sampling. The linear dist~ge to the
low-flow channel is hearty 60 feet, ~xl does not appear to be ¯ problem. The strainer and
pressure uan~ucer can be mounted in the low.flow channel. Another o~on being
explored for placement of the ~utomaled sampling equipment involves lowering the
equipment along the b,w.kside of tl~ levee towards the toe of the levee ~lope, and j~ging
the necessary conduits Uuough the levee. This design may elimin¯te the need for m
atudlia~ pump, however, it cannot compromise the levee by allowing stonn water to
migrate though the conduits during a morro.

The C~yote CYeek ~tmplmg location below Ihe Spring Street (Old ’1~ ~ ?6P.! ~
New TO PO 796H-2) has been m active ~ gaging station sbge 1963.

Flows in ~ River are penally regulated by the following: Fullerton. Bre& ~nd
Canyon Dams. This f~�lor will ~ coordu~tion with Orange C.oun~ M gathering.
coUecting Ind inte~reung water quality data �ollecled from ~ ~ Because tbe~
dams. as well as other facilities sere as flood conffol structut~ small stonn~ may not
produce significant nmoff from particular areas within the watershed, and the~fo~ not
contribute to the flow which is measured at the Spring Street gaging ration. Large
storms which pmduoe significam runoff maybe det,~ned, only to be released st ¯ time
when it is believed ~ potential flooding hazard conditions haw md~sided. Them ~
numerous other scenarios which m¯y oocm’, all iml~-’tm8 our water quality monltori~
efforts at this site.

The ovenvlzlmin8 majority of the flows found in the L"n~k during dry weather periods
Uare the result of NPDES permitted point discharges regulated by the Califoml¯ Regional

Water Quality Conlrol Bom~

Various land uses exist within the C~ek’s ~ibutary watershed area. Residential areas of
various sizes and densities include single family, duplexes, condomi,-dums / townhomes,
and apanmems. Commercial strips of many uses, malls, office buildings, etc., can be
found within the watet~d. Industrial developmer~ of all types and sizes ate identified
within the tributary watershed. Undeveloped or open space properties a~ typically found
in the foolhiJl areas, but are not limited specifically to the~ areas. A perce~,~Se
brcakdown for these land uses will be included in the supplemental Monitoring Program

’l~is proposed sampling location wiU t~lace the existing LACDPW susface water qu,dity           ~" --
grab sampling stations al Orangethorpe Boulevard and at W’dlow Stz~t.

6
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CROSS-SECTION

~ DRAINAGE

II

COYOTE CREEK ~ELOW SPRING STREET
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LOS ANGELES RIVER al Tujun~a Avenue at Los Angeles County Departmm! of
Public ~orks Stream Gage No. FJ~O-R in the City of Los Angeles,

This Los Angeles River staUon will be located at the existing steam gage station above
Tujunua Avenue. This facihty ~y measures stream flow. At this location the
upstream u’ibutary ~a is 401 ~lUa~ miles (almos~ half of the enm~ Lo~ Angeles River
watersh~

Los Angeles River. at the gaging station, is an improved {concise lined) open box
channel. The verucal l~t~ fn)m t~ invert of the low-flow channel Io a sampler location
above the northerly wall of lhe chan~l is appm~malely 19 feet. Since the ve~ical li~
exceeds 15 leer. an auxili~ pump will be needed to perform atlloluated sampling. The
linear disu~’e to the low-flow chan~i is nearly 90 feet. and does no~ appear to pose ¯
l~3blem. The s-uainer and procure transducer can be mortared in the low.flow channel,
The auxiliary pump would have to be mounlod in a vault in the channels nord~em wall
between 10 and 1~ f~et above t~e invert.

The Los Angeles River proposed sampling location above the Tujunga Avenue bridge
(Old TG IN3 23D-4 / New TG PG 562J-6), and downstream of the Tujunga Wash outfall
has been an acUve sueam gaging station since 19~0,

Flows in the River ate partially ~egalated by the following: Sepolveda, Pacolm&
Tujunga. Han.~en. Low.z Debris Dams~ gso Project No. 85 Divenion: as well as ~everal
Sl~ea~hng grounds and debris basins. This will t~quite an immense coordination effogt
in gathering, collecting and Interpreting water quality data collected from ~ ~taflott.
Because these dams and spreading grounds serve as flood control and
[acil|ties, ~mall storms may not produce significant nmoff fn3m particular ate.as within the
wategshed, and the~fore not �ontnl~te to Oz flow which is measur~ at the TujunS8
Avenue gaging gtation. Large ~onns which l~Xluce rdgnificam nmoff mayl~
only to be geleased at ¯ time when it is bedieved ~ potential flooding haza~
have ~ubstded. The~ a:e numerous other u:enattos which may occur, all impacting
wa~r quality mm~totiag eflom ag u’gs site..

a:e the gesult of NPDES pertained point discharges regulated by the California Regicmal
Water Quality Cotaroi Boa~

Various land uses exist within the River’s tributary watershed area. Residential
various sO.es and densities include single family, duplexes, condominiums / townlx)mes,
and apartments. Commercial strips of many uses, mall~ office buildings, etc., ~ be
found within the walet~hed, lrdustrial developments of all types and sizes ire idenlified
within the tnlxttary watershed. Undeveloped or open space properties are typically found
in the footl~U treas, but age not Limited specifically to these areas. A
b~e.akdown for these land uses will be included in the supplemental Monitoring Program
Report to be sulx~tted later this year.

This pn~os~ ~ ~-place ~e exis~g LACDPW surface warm quality grab sampti~
~tafion at Tujunga Avenue.
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4.    RIO HONDO CIL~,NNEL. Above Beverly Boulevard, and downstream of Whittier
Narrows Dam, at U.S.G.S. - U.S. Army Coops of Engineers Stream Gage No.
11102300 or E327-1L

Rio Hondo Channel station will be located at the exJshng stream gage station above
Beverly Boulevard. This facility curr~tly measures s~am flow. At this iocaLkm the
upstream mbuta~ a~a is 124 squa~ miles (excluding the area above Santa Fe Dam).

Rio Hondo Channel. at the gaging s~ation, is an improved (cor, cmte lined) Irapezoidal
channel. The vemcal Eft from the raven of the low-flow ~1 t~ ¯ sampler location
above the we.stem levee is appmx.tmat~ly 19 feel Since the verUcal lift exceeds 15 feet.
art attxdiary pump will be needed Io pedorm automaled sampling. The linear ~ ~
the c "hannel’s raven (there is no low-flow channel) is nea~y 50 feet and does not appear
to be a problem. The strainer and pressure tran.ulucer can be mounted in the invert of
channel. Another option lot placement of the automaled sampler involve~ lowering the
eqmpment along the backside o! the levee mw~ts ~e toe of the levee slope, and jacking
the necessary conduits thn~gh the levee. This design may eliminate the need for an
tuxilia~ pump, however, il cannot compromise the levee by allowing sto~ water to
migrale through the conduits. The U.S,G.S. indic== that ~ below I00 �~ ~
poor for stream gtiia~

The Rio Hondo Charmel tampling location above the Beverly Boulevmd bridge (Old TO
PG 54F.! / New TG PG 676F- i) has been an active stream 8asing Itation ~ 1965 and
tt operated by Ihe U.S.G.S. and the U.S. Army Coq~ of Engineem.

Flows in the Channel are pa~ially gegulaled by the following: Skrra Mad~ S~ta A~i~,
Sawpit, Eaton. Santa Fe and Whittier Narrows Dams; as well as several si~.ading gt~md~
~d debris basins. This factor will RquiR an immense COOrdination effort in gathetil~

dams. as well as other facilities serve as flood control s~ructures, small storms may not
produce si~nifica~ ~off from p~icular a~as wi~n ~ wa~sh~ ~xl tbe~fo~ m~

~onns which wodoc~ si~nff~a~ ~noff maybe ~ only ~o be ~ie~sed -~ ¯ Ikne
wben it is helioed ~ po~n~al flooding hazasd co~i~or~ hav~ subsid~L ~ ~-~

effom at this ~ite.

The overwhelming majority of the flows found in the Cl~nnel during d~y wea~r perlod~
t~ I~e result of NPDES permitled point discharges regulated by the of California
Regional Water Q~it7 Control Some.

of various s~zes and densities include single family, duplexes, �o__n,~m_ inlnm~ /
townhomes, and apartment& Commercial strips of many uses, malls, office building~
etc., can he found within the water,I’lL ladusmal developments of all types and ~
a~ ideatified within the mbutar~ watershed. Undeveloped or open ~ Ixopet~ age
typically fouad in the foothill a~as, but are not limited specifically to tbe~ ~reas. A
percentage brea~own for these land uses will be included in I~ suppicm~ll Moniu~ing
Program Report to be suttnitte, d later th~ year.
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SAN GABRIEL RIVER. Downstream orSan Gabriel Rivet" Parkway, downstream
~Lof ~Vhittier Narrows Dam at Los Angeles County Department or Public Wock~

Stream Gage No. F263C.IL

The San Gal~iel River monilonng station will be located al the existing stJcam gage
su~ion, below San Gabriel River Parkway. This facility currently measures ~ flow.
At this location l~e upstream tributary area is 460 square mileS.                                "

San Gabriel River. at the gaging s~ation, is a grouted nxk-concrete stabilize~ along lhe
western levee, and a natural section on the eastern side. Flow measuremem and water
sampling will occur tn the grouted rock area along the western levee of the river. The
vemcal lift ~mm h~e invert of the concrete stabilizer ~o a sampler location above the
western levee is approximately 15 feel Since the vemcal lift [o the sampler would be in
excess of 15 feet. an attxiliary pump Io perform autommed sampling may be warranted.
The linear distance to the �o~crele stabilizer is nearly 70 feet. The linear dish, rice to the
concrete stabilizer does not appear to be a problem. The strainer and pcesstu¢
will be mounled ill Ih¢ ¢ol~lcte
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IlL MONTTORING EQUIPMENT                                                               ~

A. WATER QUALITY SAMPLER~

Refrigerated Water Quality Samplers

1
St~rmwater sampling for this NPDES permit must include ¯ technique for collect~g flow
composit~ samples for storms as well as time composite samples for d~ weather q~:~ications.

2The utilizaLion of automatic refngermed water quality samplers (Figu~ m-l) represent the best
~

awilable technology at present to meet the go~ls of the Permit.

The water quality somplers to be utilized at each of the monitoring siu~ will be AC powered to
carry the load needed to I~vide refrigeration. All samples will be aton;d at ~

Each sampler will incorporate ¯ perista|bc pump for sample collection. Due to th~ Inability of
the peristaltic pump to effectively pump beyond ¯ vestal lift of 1~ feet. It water dSht auxiliary
pump will be r~quiged at all station. The t~lson for the th~ auxiliary pump to be water fight
that it may become submerged gor pencils og time 0unng ¯ storm. For underground drains the
auziliary pump needs also m be rated explosion proof. The explosion proof truing is Ju~ulred for
t~ tu~iary pump because gases in ¯ cot~me~t space, such as an underground storm dr~ may
excite the pumps motor cansmg an explosion. Most of o~" sites trove vertical tots in exce~ of
IS feet. tu~ulrmg anxllia~ pumps.

Each sampler will be securely stored in t steel Ix)x. shnlt~ to ¯ traffic sipml o:~tr~ller e~cJoeure~
Samplers will be located on the sidewaJk or secured right-of-way for closed �onduits or ~ tl~
banks of open channels and natural waten:ouvses,

,, B. FLOW MONITORING

"� Flow monitoring equipment is ¯ fundamenm ~ of water quality sampling. Becm.se
~, Monitoring Program ptx~g~l include~ flow composite sampling during ~torms, flow

~4
equipment must be utilized with the .sampler. There are various makes sad models of flow
mete~ Some of the various flow meter~ available utilize pr~m~e transduce~, ultr*.sonk:

!

"* The above mentioned flow measuring device~ me designed for opm-cham~ flow conditions. Tbe
water elevation in ¯ storm drain Ls m~ by the flow monitoring equipment and then. from
either ¯ ta~ng table IXeViOUSly estabfished at the site, or ~ an equation such as ~’$ a
flow ra~ is determined. The County’s Deparunent of Public Works uses r~ing tables which age

characteristies. The r~iog tables ate reed/fled if it is demonstzated in the field that the
¯ ., velocity mea.~,~ments indicate a non-uniform relation.ship with the calculated ntble value. Past

efforts m s~ormwater flow measurement indicat~ that all of the proposed staticm will ~ time
and multiple storm events to ga~ber necessary da~ needed for calilxafion of the me.asun~em

, 0 The type of flow mea.su~mem device selected for use is a pressure trmsducer. "l’ne maximma
_ depth of flow for the proposed five si~s apwoaches 23 feel. Wi~h ~be l~SSUre wmsdu~r

at tl~ bosom of the drain, a del~ range from d~! condil~On [o 23 fee~ will bare to be
The flow meter incorporating the pressure tmusducer must be compatible with tl~

14
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Closed conduits, however, prtsent an additional problem (none of the Pml~OS~ five sampling sites
identified in Ibis report are mthin enclosed drams). NL~ny closed conduits s’u~ha~e ducing storln
co~l~tions, ~sually caused by ~ condui! being undersized for ils l~ilxRacy watershed. The
frequency of surcha,T.mg is d~pendem on ~ degree to which the swrm drain is undersized.
When surcha~e conditions ate reached, the dram now functions under pressure flow. The flow
measurement devices discussed above are only operable under open channel flow conditions. The
measarement of flow under pressure would require the use of velocity mete~. These ate vet~
costly devices that would need to be located directly in the flow streara. Therefore., efforts were
made to select s~orm drains that do not sun:ha~ge, or do so infnx/uently to an extent thal flow
measurements a~e nol significantly comprvmised.

For every monitoring station, a miaimum of one automatic (intensity measuring) rain £age will
be placed within the upper tributary watershed. Los Angeles County Department of Public
operates vanoas aumraatic ram gages thn~gtx~t the County. Existing £ages in close proximity
to t~ proposed momto~d watersheds will be utilized in cal,.~laling stormwater runoff and ~hali
be essential to developing runoff characteastW.s of ~ watersheds.

Large watetsiz~ such as those |denttfied in this Report will require multiple rata
¯ ;:Cut~tely characterize the rain/all. The number ~ IocaUoti of Ugs¢ a4diticma/~

I~OUIPMENT IN~’T~,! ~ ATION

¯ q,proach tara for instaaaaon or mapliag e ulrx .nt Js
those

¯ ur...~ ¢a~usm©raaons. e.ac.a st~on s �~sign must rage into account at le.ast these basic

~ o ~ in the Monitotin~ ~.

"I’m automat1 sampler intal~ hose and t~e flow meter im~ssm~ transducer cable m~t be
f’mm trash and debris, wndaltcm, and ~e i:~ysical forces of the flow velocity duzing ~
it must also be installed to allow n~utme im’pection and maintenance. Therefore. the image
and pr~.s’u~ transducer cable witl be placed in separate conduits below tl~ invert surface, ¯ few
~ below t~e channel’s fmi.st~

slaie.ld tiaem fi~m trash and debris and to minimize vandalism.

As stated before an auxiliary peristaltic pump will be aeeded at many sites due to t~ hydraali¢
lift i~luL, e.mems. This will complicale installation, mainh..nara~__ and Op~’d~Ol~. "~ ¯ll~[i¯~
pump will be placed above the low-flow, d~ we.a~er level to ensure Rtat it will not
conlinuously submerged. A seperat¢ conduit will be utilized to run power Io the auxilimy ixtmp.
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** MODIFIED LOS ANGELES COUNTY
~ BY: TJS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

DATE CONCEPTUAL DRAWIN~
, , 04/15/94 FOR

AUTOMATED SAMPLING SYSTEM
NOT     TO INSTALLATION

17 SCALE IN AN OPEN CHANNEL
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,. MODIFI~ ~S ~GELES CO~
BY: TJS DEP~~ OF ~LIC ~

~

’’ 04/15/94 FOR
. A~~ S~PL~ SYS~

~ ~ INST~TION
18    SC~E        IN A PIPE S~ D~N
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ImO’I~CTZ~

MODIFIED LOS ANGELES COUNTY
r~ov .~zrr ~o-t BY: TJS DEP~~ OF P~LIC ~

DA~ CONCE~ D~
04/15/94 FOR

A~~ S~PLING ~S~
NOT ~ INST~TION

19    SC~E IN A ~X S~ D~N
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IV. MONITORING EQUIPMENT PROGRAMMING

A. .Storm W~’ather Samp/irm

The automated sami’ier will i~e~! to be pct~dy progtammtxl in otter
flow-composite sarape.

To p~gram the sampler, the following irfformation is needed: target ~u)rm
trigger sampling, emma~e td runoff volume:i, total sample volmne tt~r~d, number of sample
inter~als dcsm:xL sample vol,,ne to be o:ilectcd g! each interval and ~w ~ to ctxl samp/ing,

~ B. Storm $i~e to be Sainted

The "Surface Drainage Water Quality Monitoring Program" txq~ort, pttps~d by Woodwtrd-Oyd~
Con~ltants for the Santa Monica Bay Resaoration Project, analy’ze~* local r~,ffall data to
determine tim appropriate tt.rm .~z¢ to be tapered for monitoring.
targ¢ted ttorm cvem~ .~otdd ~ between 6 and 25 htm~ in durmott and ~e.rag¢ rainfall of about
0.4 to i.7

C. Minimum Sam~l¢ Volume ~ be

The mlmmmn volume of tt~cmwater neoded to perform the necetm~ ~,aytes is shown below,
(~r ~mpo~ite flow-w,i~,hted r~ml~m

- $~mtv~letile Or~nlc I L

w Herbicides I L
.~luble 14e~a18 SO0 .a
O~h~r Constituents 4,325 :d

7. 825 m/ - g Liters or
spprox. 2 Gallons

The ~f~e~cd auuxn~ed ,mnp/er tuu ¯ u~l capaci~ of 10 ga//on~ S,~Sc~nZ ~e mo ~lJom
~luired for snalysL~ the mnpicr will have an ~ht gallon ~se~e ~cit~. Tbaefo~ the
sampl~ will be programmed to colloct two galiom of stonnws~r from

¯ __ eigh~ gaJJorl ~xc~qs ca/~cJty, t~ samp/er would tl~o~bcally have ~|uat~
~onns up m ~vo inches in s~z~ (0.4" x ~ = 2.(F). This will signi~Y n~luce ~ need m
charge boales dunn~ a swfl~ evemL

-
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Detennina~on of Samplin~

~ ~ ~vi~y, eig~ ~ of ~o~w~er
~plmg. A m~ of 20 ~qu~ will
~W ~ple. ~fo~, ~ vol~e

8 lite~O aliquo~

~ 20 ~i~ wi~ ~ ~d a~ ~u~ ~fl"

~~ ~ folio~:

~P~

I F. ~ W~r ~

I
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FOOTNOTES (Tabl~s V.l md V.2)                        L

Should be ~ ~ emp~ simple ~ Io ~ used for �oUec~i{m of simple if n~idu~ chlorine

Use NaOH or H;$O,. as needed, to idjus~ lhe pH. Volume of mid of brae must be ~ 2

If AIdrm is ,me of the pe~cides to be tes~l ind ~he s~mple is Imm~i to have lesidull chlod~
I~ese~ lhen th~$ pa~servi/~v¢ shoed in ~he empty r~mple cont,m~er to be used foi" lhe wlleclk~ of

Mu~um holding time is 24 hours when sullkle is I:~senL Ol~onaJly, eample may be lesled wilh
lead ~ paper before pH sdjusunenl, Io de~ennine If sultidc b U" red,de
cln be ~moved w~th lhe liddilion of Cidmium ma’lu~ powder tm~fl ¯
simple men shoed I~/il~d md NiOH idded Io idju~ tl~ pH IO ¯ 12.

Shoed mdy be used in lh~ ~ of ~ d~odn¢.

This is m sfoitr~/selected bold/rig thne.method lOU~ I=TPH les~tJ. Noae Is ilve~ in EPA meshod 418.1 . lh~ q~Im~          1

According Io40C~’R 136.$Tsbi¢ II Nines, Note ~): "F~composite chemica! saml2es, es,-h Jdiqu~
should be pa~se~ed ~/ me ~ of �ollec~ioa. When use of m smomm~l ¢.mpie~ ~ it
Impo~ibie Io p~se~e elci~ ~liq~x, l~m ~emicll slmpi~ may ~ Ixeserved by

.
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in p~-parmg and mobilizing l~m~nml an~ ~quipmem for a given samplin~ ~

fmon m ~lR~g for a ~ ~ing ev~ ~ ~ ~li~ of ~1, ~

~1 will ~ for ~1~ of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

of
~ rising ~b of ~ h~g~ S~ ~g ~ ex~ m ~ ~ U

~ ~ of a ~ ev~ m ~ m d~ of

O~~m~, ~1, ~. ~r ~ ~ ~mg, ~ ~f~ m ~x 2 -
"~ W~r ~ ~ ~’. G~ ~e ~ ~er, ~ ~

~m m flow ~ ~ S~ ~U~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

A ~ ~ ~ ~U~ ~ ~e a ~ vol~e of~ ~ ~ ~~

~, ~ ~ W e~ a ~ ~ple vol~e av~ w ~ ~ ~            ~
I~ ~s. ~ ~ ~er ~ ~v~ w~n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~1 or ~ ~ f~s w ~ut 120 ~ of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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Pn~erty performed mo~tor~g station set up. water sample coUection, ~ and la~omu~
~tlysis age vit&l to t~e �ollec’Uon of accurate ~ Quafity A~ I Quality O~M~t~l is an
essentiaJ compone~ of the Monitoring Program.

It is important to t’~e tl~ this Quality Assurance/~ality ~ot’~t~l Plan is for the tLxed sites
~scr~t~l in t~e M~t~tonng Pla~, ~ect~on II, ~ not for the plmmed Illegal/Illicit D~.hat~
invesl~gation Program which wall have its own Q~ plmt.

This QA/Q~ Ptan Oesc~bes the procedu~s for bottlelabeling,chain-of.custody
setup, the sampler equ, pment che~ and setup, sample collec~on, t~ use of field blangs to assets
f~eld �omaminauon. the use of field duplicme samples, ~ tmuponmion to the !~. TI~
~ shall be in place and enfow.cd at all timm.

An important part of this OA/QC Plan is the �omim~d ieami~ proc~s of all field pemmmeL
Field personnel must be adequately trained from the onset and must �ontltme to hav¢

lmplemenmtio~ field persmmel will evaluate k~e field activities and ge possible effects on
QA/Q~ Plan. ~mt of the Plan, if needed, w~ll be implemeracd and an ugglaled
Plan sublniued to tl~ Regional Water Quallt~ (~xuml Board for their use,,

Bottles ~11 be grouped in sets. For each monlm~ s~Jo~ ¯ minimum of ~ ms will ¢xlm
i~ on~r to 8~mmce ¯ �otu~u~ nxafio~ of boules. All bott~ islzls will be 8ene~� in

Botdes shall be cl~’~t at t~ iml~ora~ry. Afar the mumed, Will
sxored ¯way as a set pacgage. F..ach staten ~ have tbe same number, ~ze and types of

¯ pt~-setup s~mpling n:~m~. All boules nm in use will be stor~ in plas0c ice ~ used f~"
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COUNTY OF LOS ~GELES
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS ~ ~e ~
WASTEMAN~mENT ~ON F~ ~1 - 2
~ S~T. FRE~T A~.~. ~ ~gt~ ~A~-OF-CUSTODY ~~

PR~E~ N~S ~THODS COMMENTS/
c~*.y ~MZ DEPARTME~ OF PUBL[~ WORKS ~ CONTA~ER ~PE
~ZR~N~ WAST~ MANEM~NT DIVISION ~

8~E ID~ ~TE ~E L~ M~ ~
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D.

All field sampling Ioc~ons are fixed sites, with the sampler placed o~ public mad r~glus of wa~
or flood conuol nlzh~ of way. One field s~aff member c~n conduc~ I~e sampler setup, I~ two
s~aff members are ~ for sample cotlecuon al e~ch monitoring sta~oo. Al~ each sampl~              ,,~
~ollec~om field staff will prepare ~ sampler 1o collec~ .~mples eiU~er in slonn ~ o~ m d~
wea~ber mode. Staff mem~rs will also mslx~ visible hoses and cables ~o ~ Im~ee ~

au.~ii~ pump ¢~n ordy oc~r dunng daylighl ~ m I~o~-~ ¢x~dibo~.

During a slorm evem. grab samples will be �olle~ed du~ng ~ ~tia] po~io~ of If~ slorm (o~
~ rising limb of I~e hydmg~o~) and sul~equemly Men di~,c’tly m Ibe lab. "1~ aulomal~l

~ sampler will be checked m ~e ~me gr~ samples ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~

~O~TORY OU~ ~~U~ CO~ ~
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DATA STORAGE AND REPORTING

The folknvin8 ca~-gorics of data am bcinS collected as part of the mon~todn8 program:

¯ Wa~er Quality To=st Data

All of

RainfaJI and nu)off data will be collected
Ln a cmwa] ilk=. The data will I~ arnmgcxl by mo~tonng st,m<m to show the la~ ml~’all amouat ~
to~ nmof( volume,, plus a h~drogmph (or each sampled ssotm event.

Wat~ quality dm for e, ach moniSmS m~lon wiU I~ ssofed in a pC databa~. QA,q~ ln/otmat~a wUl

data. At the end ofr.a~ stonn seasofl (July I
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LIX. PROGRAM MANAGEM~qT

lmplement~on and overall coordination of tl~ Monitoring P~gmm activities, including evaluation of tt~,
corg~lct labor~tory sen~ices will be the w..spon.sibility of the Pt~gmm Manager. "1~ ~
will assign field samphng personnel fmrn ¯ pool of t~chn~cal St&ff (14 ~y m~il~) trained in

The Program lvlanager is t~sible for evaluation of weather fo~s:asts as pmvkk~! by our storm
fot~cas~g service, and will decide on wluch s~orms wan-~nt mobili,~xtion for tl~ s~mpling gOvities.
P~gmm Manager will assign one of tbe Field F.ngi~eegs ~s m~ Event C~x~xlinator. who will ~
the sampling ev~ wit~ the Oesignated field

below. The rations Imve been ~ppomot~d ~ on anticipated di/f~ulty of sampling as well as tmveJ

MONITORING STATION.q

Lo~ Angek~ River @ W~Olow ~

2 San O£x~el River @ San ~ IUv~r Pmk~
~ Ho~o (:~,~i @ Scver~y

n~stbte for all th~ mapimg act~vit~s ne~ak~ at each site within each gn~p. Ew~ mff
assign~l ~o ¯ Group of u.miorss will be respomit~e for:. F~Id ~quipmem maimenan~ and opm’atk~
pmpe.r �oU~m m~ um~uing of sarape.s; mm rseld QAn~C ma r~e~t sampUng protocol
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ESTIbLATION OF POLLUTANT LOADINGS

One of the objec~vcs of the monitoring p~grarn is to assess t/~ annual poUutam Ioadings born large
watersheds within these Drainage Basins. Knowing t~e types and quamaties of pollutants discharged from
these w~ershcds are importam in assessing the imp,~ts of s~ormwa~er on re~ivmg wa~.

Model Selection

The model to be utilized to ca/cul~ue basin-wide mass pollutant loadm~ is the Simple Melbod
described in the EPA’$ "Guidanc~ Manual for the Prcpantion of Pan 2 of the NPDF_,S Pcrmlt
Applica~ons for D~schargcs from Municipal Scpa~e Slorm Scw~r Systems." Do~ to lhc size
these Draa~ag¢ Basins, th~$ method will provide a good e~m~e of pollutant loadings,
requiring the extensive amounl of detailed hydrologic and hydranli¢ dala needed by morn
sophi~cated models. Or~� pollulan! loads have been estimaled basin wide, an initial
can be made as to their Ix~ntial impacts on receiving waters. Subsequently, more detailed,
dynamic modelling of sel~:t, represenlztive w~e~eds in thcs¢ Drainage Basins can bc perfoaned
to more accunaely track ~d ~ poflulant ~

F.,ach of the parameters in F, quabon 1 is de.fl~d b~:m:

¯ Annual poUutant load is the ~ amount of a sp~ific pollm discharg~ in pounds
per ~me period (m this ca~, per year) for~ panicu~ drainage mbei~ m(xld~L

¯ .~nnua] precipitation is the t~tal ~r.~cs of rainfall occuning in ¯ single
Estima~s of the annual r4infaU a~ calcula~l u~izing ~ historical rainfall

42
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Constituents to be Modeled

P,~u~aJ polluter loacLi~$ w~ll be caJcuJazed for I~ fo[lo~iz~ co~s~u~s:

ao~ To~ Vt:os~x)~
COD Dissolved Ptx)spho~ .~.

To~al Nim~sen Lead

To~al ammon~ plu~ otBanic nl~o~m Zinc

Development Of Annual PoIlutan~ Loadine~

We a~ l~rgelin8 Inslallat~n of our monitoring stations to commence May 1995. Ul~m �ompletloe of lhe
storm season, April 1996, and assuming sufficiem ~orms have occuned for sampll~,~ and thal r~mpllnl
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LONG-TERM "I’R~’~DS IN STORMWATER/UKEAN RUN{)I"F QUALITY
I,

As discussed in Section I]. ¯ total of fifteen fixed.station monitorm~ sites are proposed for the Upper and
Lo~r Los Angeles l~ver. Upper and Lower San Gabriel River. s~.l the San~ Claritn Valley (Santa
River) Dram~e Basins. The lo¢~ons of five of these sites have l,~en chose~ to be representative oftbe
various wa~erxbeds within the Basin. The locmons to be srlr~led and included in ¯ supplemental "~
sulxni~l, one ma~ er~.~ions sampling site in the Santa Clanta V,tlley Basin and nine ~
si~es, wi~l meet the same criteria as e~bhshed in this Moniton~ Program Report.

In addition to pt, ovidmg data necessary for calculation of the evr~! mean concentrations, lot,-tram
farm these sites can be evaluated for uends. The objective of t~, evaluation is to.determlne
any statistically stD’Ufieant d~lereflces in pollutant �oncentrations, ,u~d loadm~s which could be rela~:d Io
the implementation of Best M.masemenl Pr~1.iees (BMPs) as oB,,~d to random variability in hydrologic
factor~ ,inch as the freque~’y, imcn.~ty, and dur~on of s~orm evrnls.

Complicating this evalual~on is the fact that there is no. location q~:ifl¢, baselln~ data available prior
the implementation of BMI~ Monitoring at these selected ~jtes will commence �oncunentJy with
implementation of various BMPs. Therefore. dependenl on the !~,anber of storms available, at k:ast flv~
or more yean of data will be needed before [easor~e sla~s~ analysis of ts~nds could be ~erformed
du~ to the large degree of natural variability. Therefore. w~ le(~mme.nd that aft), statistical lr~lyzls of
Uends be l~edormed ¯flu the �o~cJusion of me fifth year of mo~,uxin~

q
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~ EX&~I~,E

L

TypicaJ Example:    The Sludy Area tho~’a is comprised of two toll types sad three Imul-ute ~" 1
/



V
, The I~4P i~ the hnizrv~ous~e~s value ass~ ~o the rand use =~hin each aura.

L~. �) A~ calculating ev i’m, each ind~.~dual area. a wc~,htcd average calcula~ is Ir.rformcd to �o~�

.Sclec~ rah~all

The ra~all
~ to ~
m~ ~ The ~t~

3

~) ~ ~or ~ea ~ - .9(.95) ¯ .79(~-.95) - 0.89

~erefore.

.89(6) + .83(2) + .79(3) + .81(3) + .89(2) + .89(3)
(6+2+3+3+2+3)

0.86
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The to~al area of the Study Area is 10 DL:. The portton of the S~dy Area
encompassed by esch isohye~al xo~ is listed

~ ~(mtt) I

~e to~l ral~all ~I~ ~sited ~ ~ s~ area is:

raise11 ~1~ - [2(3) + 3(7) + a(9)] (~0 ~)
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,-- All surface samp~ coll~scd manually by the Water Quality Ma~m~ml~ocm Watc~ Sectims

~. are of the typ~ kaowo as "pab uo, pies’. Uod~r thit la’OCtdure ¯ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~, ~ ~

’ " ~ ~ ~ ~y to ~t~ ~ AVO~ ~U~ ~ m~ ~ ~ ~
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�. To~ Petroleum Hwirocarbon (TPH m TPH.

F’dl un~ �omainer to within I" of the top. It is not neceMmy to rime out the

comaia~ with the tampk. Ti~htcatbe captowew~ leakage. This aattainet isjlatt

8rid, if IX36S~ dsouid I~ placcd imo a I~bble bq fo~ mmsportst~a to Wev~t be~.~

Fdl prem~ed �oatahgr to withia 1" og the top. DO NOT RINSE OUT OR OVERFILL.

Oil and GreL~ (O & G~ :

Ir’n IX’�~rved ¢oatainer to wkhin I" of the top. DO NOT RINSE OUT OR OVE.q~IIJ~

ComaimSuifurkAckJssa pt~scrvsth~ T’~htencspto pR’~t Je~.sSc. ThlsccmtaJn~

L P~-PC’B’t ~Pest.PL"B~:

Fill ulrese:ved cmtaiaer to withia Y of the top. It is net necem~ to rime out tire

To~1 Orang: Carbon fro~:

Fgl unpt~.n~J �omaincr to withi~ I" of the top. It is not a~a~.~7 to rin~ out the
ct:mt~r with the sampJ~ T’w, ht~n the cap to preyS-hi Je.akag~ This �ontainer is ~
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° V

A thermometer Ls provklcd because wat~ tcmpc’raturcs arc rcq~red 1"o~ each ump~ sJl¢

DL,.~olv~d Ox~,�_ a Meter

If you~ Ls.signmcnt requb’cs the mea.surcmcnt of di.sselvcd mygea, ¯ DO mcte~’ will be provided
2

with the nccr.~ssa~ h~ru~k)n.5 oa ~s use. ~.~bratlon o( the meter is essential prior to �och us~

Īnstruction ~ on the DO meter’s opcratk~ w~U be provided prior to ~

Bcfo~� kavi~ oa ¯ sampih~ ~,t~nm~nt, make sure that ~U pcrso~ equipment ncccsu~ to carr~

out the a.ssignmem packed and s~oted ia the vehicle. This wotdd include ¯ hard hat and what,

~ flaJhJisht if n~�~,/, Tboma Gu~., ~tc., thcrmoesaer, ~d Iocatioa dr~�l~ sbowin8 tim

various s~sce smpli~ st~ims sad s~xm pei~.                                1
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t V. LABELING A.~D FIELD OBSERVATION,~

LI:l Each sample bo~de will uormaUy be I~-labe.lcd by the Water Ou,di~ Unie h is impor~

that each ~mple be ideuti~ed as to the source, d~leo ~ud time o1"

¯ iazge body o/water, fo~ example, d~: kx~io~ sh, Juld ~ ~

nu
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T

II

m

t~
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The folksy/rig arc some frequently.used phoe¢

LOS ~GE~ ~U~ DEPAR~E~ OF P~UC WOR~

W~� M~mcat ~ (818) ~
Water ~ M~mc~ ~

~ Y~ (818) ~1

~ y~ (818) ~

~ Y~ ~10) ~1~16

~d ~ Y~ . ~B) ~10

~~ T~ ~ ~10) ~
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COUNT¥oFFIcEOF LOSoFANGELES
Agrlcu1=ural Commissloner/

Weights and Measures

ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY, LABORATORY

11012 Gargleld Avenue, Bldg. ~ South G~e, C~ 90280
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~A OBJECTIVES

. I. Es:ablish the laboratory’s ability to qualitatively
and quantitatively analyzed various types of envi-
ronmenUal samples for pollu~ants by:

iden:ifying the qualifications and responsibill-
_                        ties of laboratory personnel;

enumerating the exisuing laboratory Instrumentation
and equipment together vi~h the procedures for
Uheir sevice and maintenance to assure proper ope-"
ration;

providing sources of analytical me~hods accepted
by regulatory agencies for use in the laboratory.

~ 2. Provide guidelines pertaining ~o sampling protocols,
chain-of-custody, and s~ocage of samples ~o
sample integri~y prior ~o analyses.

r, 3. Define the labora:ory’s calibration procedures and
frequency of calibration.

4. Identify all the necessary steps ~o validate
~ laboratory’s results.

~. 5. Define all ~he necessary quall~y control checks

N
that must be folloved prior to the analysis and/or
in ~he course of analyzing samples.

6. Identify all laboratory records and informa~lon
needed ~o documen~ ~he quaii~y of analyses
in ~he laboratory.
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COUNTY OF I,OS ANGELES
Office Of Agricultural Commissioner/Weights and Neasure8

ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGy LADORATORY

Orqanlzakional Char~

Agricultural Comnlssioner

Chief Deputy

Deputy Director

Secretary I
L~boret y Chief

¯

I

Intermediate Typist Clerk

Senior Toxicologist
Senipr Industrial Hygiene Chemist

Toxlcololist (4)
Industrial Hygiene Chemist

H/P Tech Jologlat Tox. Tech!ologlst

Lab. Support Supervisor Z LaboratoryJAssistant



-
A. ~inim_m ~er~annel Qualification and

_                    i. Deputy Director Graduation from an accredited college wi~h
specialization in chemistry, bio~:hem~stry, biology, or agricu!tura!
chemistry, and three years experience in analy~ical chemistry,
bio(:hem~stry, pharTnacology, or toxicology laboratory. An advanced
degree in chem~istry or bio~hemiscry will ~e accepted for t~e required
experlence on the basis cf one year for Master’s degree an~ two years
for a Ph.D.

2. Chief-A Eachelor og Science ~egree an~ at least three
experience in chemistry, biochemistry, ~’k~nacology, biology,
or toxicology, one year of which must have involved the chemical
analysis of environmental m~mples. An advanced degree in chemistry
Or biochemistry will be accepte4 for the reguire~ experience o~
basis of one year for a Master’s degree and two years £or a Ph.D.

3. Senior Toxi¢ologist-~raduation from an accredited college with
specialization in che~uistry or blochemistry, an~ tw~ Fears

toxicology. An advanced (~egree in chemistry or bioe.hemistry will
be accepted for the require~ experience on the basis of one year
for a ~ter’s degree an~ two years for ¯ Ph.D.

ma~or in general or ~ysical chemistry an4 five years experience

chemistry, or four years experience as as Industrial Hygiene

5. Toxicologlst-Graduation from an accredited ~11ege with sp~=iall-
,1 zation in chemistry or biochemistry, and one year e~perience i~
~ analytical chemistry, biochemistry, ~harmacology, or toxicol~.

Cx~pletion of one year @raduate work in an accredited college with
specialization in e.hemistry or bio~hemistr~ will be ¯¢ce~ted f~
~he reguire~ experience.

6. I~strial Hygiene Chemist-~achelor of science degree with ma~:E
in chemistry a biochemistry, and either (I) ¯ Master’s ~]egree
(~emistry, biochemistry, or ¯ related field of envir~emtal
chemistry ar~ two years experience as ¯ professional chemist
doing increasingly complex analytical procedures, or (2) four
years experience as a profesaional chemist doing increa-ingl¥
complex analytical proce~k:res.

7. Herbicide Pesticide Technologist-Graduation from an
college with specialization in chemistry, biochemistry, toai-
cology, biological & natural sciences and six months experience
performing chemical analyses or completion of sixty semester
units of which 16 must have been in chemistry an~ two years
experience performing toxicological analyses.
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8. Toxicological Technologist-same ~s Herbicide/Pesticide
_ T~ol~ist.

9. ~nior ~rato~ ~is~t-Six ~n~ e~ri~ at ~
l~rato~ ~ist~t level.~.

I0. ~rato~ ~ist~t-Six ~n~ exNrience in l~rato~
~rk in a ~lic ~Ith, ~cal, ch~l, or biol~i~

-- l~rato~, oc ~le~ion o~ a c~r~e in l~rato~ ~i--
; 2such ~ ~eneral ~ist~ or ~cteriol~.

1. Deputy Director

-Directs, plans, a~aigrm, reviews ~ evaluates work
performed by laboratory per~nel.





-Orienr.s new ~loyees to the ~erall operati~s of the
sec-..~on and ~:ra~ns or suFervises their

-Serves as the co~sul~.~n~ to Publle Health Programs
on problems relar.,-ng r.o tox:e ar~ por~nr_ially dangerous

-Analyzes ~amples tha~ require the highes~ level of
r~l sk~ll, exper’-er~.e and knowled¢Je.

-Ins:ruc-.s env!rorm~nr~! health ~ers~nnel in
procedures for c~llec-..Lncj f’-eld Iambics.

-Calibrates all laboratory equ~n~ for the

~I.n~LW

-P~rf~orms ch~tca~ analyses ~f ~r, so~l, pl~t, ~1,
~ o~r ~I~ u~l~ s~ la~ra~
s~ as ~~~:~, chr~a~y ~ ~a~r~c

r~ul~.

-~o~r.a~.s ~ors, law ~nfor~.en~n: of£/~.ers, and ~s
~ ~ ~n~ ~ rases as n~sa~.

-~s~ ~ ~nr ~:~l~:s: ~ ~r~n~ ~1~ ~
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-Develops new and spec.lal me=hods, p~or.edures and equip-
ment ~ ~ used ~n~ ch~_~cal and physical
i~ labo~acory and ~ield s~ud’-es.

~:ondu~-..s ~esaarch on pro~l~s of o~icoloc]y and
~.hem~cal problems as necessar~ fo~ indus=r~, Co~nt’y and
o~er qovernm~nr~l

-MaLn~.aLns la~ora:ory re~rds ar~ prepares repo~’.s
res-al:s of stud’-es ar~ pr~,.-=s.

-(nr.erpre:s da:a and ~nn~ers wt-..h engineers, va~.~
sior~ of 1:~ Heal=h DeFar-~ern:, ar~ Lndus~r~.al managers
solve chen~.al pr~’~le~ c~cernu~g ir~us:rtal health and
hazards ~.n ~rkars.

-Cpe~a:es a varte:¥ ~f la~ra:~t-~, a~ field ~s~ng
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-Tn:erpre=s g,~s chr~a~.r, aphy �~’a.chS r.~ de~.e ~r,ttne
¯ s.=ec.L~en [’--~.s a~d su~’~=s ~n~rpre=ar~.ons t~ a
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-Pr~esses s~les f~[ s~s~= a~1~is ~ hi~er levtl

~r~nnel ~ ~r~o~ assi~n~ ~s~ s~h as pla~o~
ro~a~ra~rs, a~ pH

f~ll~-~ S~FS a~ p~ures pr~~ ~ ~qhsr q
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Suzndard solu=~nn bou:les are also labe!led, u~dzv~.dual!y wi-~h
the conce.n:rar2.on, snlven= used, da=a pre.oared, ~-xp’.ra=~on da=e
and ~nz-’.lals of r~e preparer.

3. S=~rage of. Standards

All degradable and vola:.tle org.anic c~s are ~red in a
£~eeze-~ a: below Ooc. This is true ~nr any conc~.n~.ra:~n:
or solution.

Trace me~.al s~ndards, ex~.ep= chromium V~, are s-.~red a: room
tempere:u~e. Chromium VI is refrigerated.

4. External Paference $~andards

Whenever pnssible, check standards ara ordered ~rcm the EPA or
NIST. T~ese are used to ver~_fy the accuracy o~ r.he
standards. I£ ur~va.~.ls.~le ~r~m EPA or N~ST, sr~w~ards from
another suF~ller or d’,i~eren= lot n~ber ~rcm the ~ama supplier
are used as check s~andards.

B. Calibrar_ion Prnc.e~ures and Frequano]

S~ecific calibration procedures are included in ~ anal~:£cal
method ar~ ~n 1:he operar.or manual of that ins~m~_n~. F.ach
anal~-~cal "~ns~r~menc is cal~brar.ed at leas= daily ~he.~ in use.

¯ ~he analys= ’.s response.hie E~r cal~.brati~. All ~ ca!~.bra-

~ t~on da:a are kept: :u~ spec.~..~ic CC boo~.

There are calibration ~uldellnes in the use oE qas chrnma~o-
! ~" graphs, ~I~’ s, and atomic absnrp~on spec~ropho=nm~*~rs.
;| These gu’-dellnes are applicable regardless o~ tha

make and rondel."
G: and S~I~ Calibration

I! i. Calibra*.ion Curve
I~

Ini~-ially b~--~or~- use, a 5-p~in: cal’_bra:!on cu~z~_ ~ be_ esr~b-
llshad £nr each analy:e o~ interes: in order t~ da~armtrm the
Itneari~y nf the concert:ra!!on range of in,~-_res: in tha GC sys-
tam to be usad. A ral~_bra:ton c~rve is ~-s=abltshed by Flotti~
th.=. sys:-~ c-:s~’nsa, as in peak he’igh: nr p--_ak a.~-_a, v=_rsus the
c~n~..en:~a:-_~n oE the s:andard a~li~ o~ :he ~_ ~-~ The con-
r.an:rac~-~n ,~f the standards usad ~ cnrres.=nnd :o th~ ~-xpec~ed
range of c~ncsn:ra~on in real sables, or ~s-_ d~-flne ~ ~rk-
ing range nf the dece_.or u~ed. One s:andard cn~:entra-.i;on that
mus: ~ ~-ncl,~ded should be n~ar bu~ ably=. ~ ma:h~d
l,_mz: (~.hack indi~.dual ma~.hod r~f-=r-cnc.es £nr ~e_~ulat_~ list of
MDI~). At, al~=rna:~ve tn es:ablishtn9 a ralibra:i~n curve_ is
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s~r~ a: ~fer~n= levels of

~rs~ ~e ~zn:ra~. ~s plot
for ~ ~y of ~ a~c

I!
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V

A11 the analy’~caI procedures u.~d are ~r~ published sources

I. Test Methods for Eval~ti/~ Solld Waste, K~-846, 3rd Edition,
¯ - Offlce of Solld Waste an~ E’~er~.ency Response, U.S. Environ--

manual Protec’_’on Agency, ~as~on, D.C. Novermber, 1986.

_ 2. Met.hods for Chemical Analysis of Water and Wasr.ewater, EPA-600/
4-79-020, 1984 U.S. Ln~m, ronme.nual Pro~ec-,ton Agency.

3. Standar~ Methods for the Examinarinn of Water and Wastewater,
15th ar~ 16uh Edition, APHA-A~WA-WI~F, Was~, D.C. (1980-

4. The DetemUmauion of Ir~rganic Anion., in Water by I~n
graph- Me:hod 300.0, EPA-600/4-84-017, March 1984, U.S. Environ-
men,a! ~o~cuinn Agency.

5. EPA P~inki~ Wa~r Methods, 500 Series.

If ap~lie~le; cer-.ain m~thods are w~.r-.en in cut line form for routine
u.~e ~n the lab~ra~nry. They are L~.lud_-4 ".n t~e laboratnry’s
Opera.rig Pr~=edure /SOP} Manual. For any analys= usLqg meuhods for
e~e f:rs: e.We, ~.t is recrmnended ,’c~: re~erences noted on the upper
right hand corner o£ the outlined ~orm be ~.horou~hl¥ sln~Led pr£or ~o
e~e useo£ the ourA~.

o,          2. Detection Limit

,, MeU~od detec-_~ lJ~it £s ~ lo~es~: c~.en~ra~.on level ~ete~.able ~’~
.. ~n the laborar.ory ~sr.marem: It correspo, nds ~:~ an analy~e

men~ in clean soluuion, i.e., reagen~ water or reagen~ grade ot~c
solvent. Typicmlly, the laboratory has ~he same MDL as those listed
under speclflc analy=!cal methods such as the EPA 500 series. The
labora:ory ver~..fi=_s r.ha= t~e l!.~=ed..M:Is are indeed applicable by
d~rec’..ly injec=lng or ~nurrx~uc.ing suar.4ards au ~.e ~DL level tm the
inszrumenu and o~aining a signal-Dn-n~.se rar.i~ of at least ~ from

-28-
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~a~l ~~on 1~= (~L) ~ ~ 1~ ~n~le le~l
~ ~ ~ rel~ly a~ev~ dur~ a r~ l~ra~ ~i~

4-82-057,

Fo~ ~ch a~l~l ~, all ~n~ ~ ~la~ ~ ~ ~I~

~entra~, ~1p~on of ~s~n~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I~
are ~r~
(dr~ ~r) ~h are ~il~ ~ ~nt r~ o~ ~ l~ra-
~.

for ~

l~s~ ~s ~ch ~l~es, ~r a~li~b]e, ~ foll~:

lO. ~ ~ s~~
11. ~e (de~ s~~)

S. ~~ .~=~t-~ (pr~t~ ~ a~)
C ¯
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VII. Internal Quality Control Procedures

In order to document the laboratory,s ability to test for the
analyse of interest, certain quality control procedures are
followed. These procedures are divided into two: (I-} pre-
analysis QC requirements and (2) daily or on-going QC requirements.

I. Pre-Analysis QC ’Requirements - QC Check Samples

The laboratory,s ability to generate results with
2acceptable accuracy and Precision Using a published

method mus~ first be verified before the analysis
of actual samples. This is done through the
of four QC check samples Prepared according to Sac.
8.6.2, Method 8000, SW-846. Briefly, QC check samples
are Prepared by spiking four aliquot¯ of reagent
with known amounts of the an¯lyres in the method to
be used. The average recovery (~) of the an¯lyres lm
ug/& and the standard deviation (s) In ug/L of the
recoveries are calculated and compared with those
under the OC Accep=ance Criteria Table found It the
end of each published method. If ~he ~ and ¯ va4ue¯
calculated fall within the limits deEIned in the table,
then the system Performance is acceptable and ¯nalys~¯
of ecru¯; samples can begin. Zf any ~ndividual analyte’s
~ or 8 fall outside the llmi~, then the system
mance in unacceptable for that an¯lyre. QC check ¯am-
pies must then be analyzed ~ust for the an¯lyre that
failed. If re-analysis produced results within
then the system Performance is acceptable. Repeated
failure signifies a general problem with the measure-
ment system. If this occurs, the source of the

’" must be located and ¢orrec:ed - then QC check samples
-- must again be ran for el,._!1 the an¯lyres.

.. 2. Dally ~C

- nOn ¯ dally basis or each time a sample or batch oE
,, samples is analyzed, certain quality control samples

U¯ must be ran: method, blanks, duplicates, and
-- spike/matrix spike duplica:es. From these quality ncontrol samples, control charts may then be generated

U
’’ which wc~ allow for the es:ab~ishment of accuracy

and precision limits for ~ae Laboratory.

Method Blank

The analytical result of the me~hod blank (or reagent
blank) mus~ be free of any an¯lyre contamination. If
contaminated, the source of �onuamination must be deter-
mined and correc£ed. Af:er correction, the batch must
then be re-analyzed if the sample quantity permits; or
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if not, results ~f the analysis maybe released vith
appropriate uarnings on the nature of the contamination

Sazardous vas~e - blanks must be ran once every analy-
tical batch of 20 sampans or less or each type of
matrix vhAchever is more frequent. Since At is impossl-
MAn to o~tain a universal matrix blank for non-aqueous/
solid samples, only reagent water is used.

Drinking water - blanks must be ran once every analytic-
al Match of ten or less. aeagen~ grade water As used
as blank.

DupIicate Samples

Duplicate samples are prepared by dividing ¯ sample
in two and analyzing them separately. Duplicate
ples serve the purpose of moni~orlng the precision
measuremen~ system. The results of the duplicate
analyses must be eithin 20~ of each other. Xf not
an error has occured an~ i~ mus~ be determi,ed and
corrected. The batch must then be re-analyzed.
the ~uplicate sampZes are negative for the an¯lyres
tested, then the matrix spike (see.below) must be
ran An dupllca~e to measure the precision. Dupticates

......... mus~ be ran once for every Match of 20 hazardous
... samples or tess or each matrix type vhichever As more

¯ frequent. Drinking rater analysis requires duplicates
~- ~o be ran every 10 samples.

A predetermined amount of the anatyte standard A~
"," " a~ded to ¯ sample matriz to prepare the matri~ ~plMe

sampan. Xf ~he unknown sampans to be analy~ed are ex-
pected to be negative, then ~he sampan matrix
spiking is firsm split into duplicates prior to the
addition of the standard. Both matrix spike ¯n~
matrix spike duplicate are analyzed simultaneously
the unknovn samples. Recoveries of the ¯naAyte
from the spike samples measure the accuracy of the
method and the percent difference between the matrix
spike and matrix spike duplicate assesses the precision
�£ the analysis. The level of standard for Spiking
must Me a: ~he regulatory level or the method
quantification limit. SampAns vi~h an¯lyre concentration
greater than O.It do not require ~he analysis of matrix
spikes. Matrix spike and maurix spike duplicates must
be ran for 5 % of ~he total analytical batch or each
mamrix type of hazardous waste. Drinking water requires
nhe analysis of MS/MSD for I0% of the analytical batch.
The ac:uracy and precision obtained from the MS/~SD mus~
ta!! w!=hin ~he es~ablishe~ lower and upper control
limi=s o~ the laboratory. Continuing spike ~ecoveries

¯ are ~ecorded in form 4.

34
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3. Other ~C Requirements

Periodically, samples are re-analyzed by another
analyst. This is especially true in situations wherein
a seemingly valid result is obtained but does ~ot agree
with the history of the sample.

Good Laboratory Practices

Good laboratory practices are followed to assure continued pro-
duction of reliable results. These include not only topics
previously discussed, i.e., sample custody, calibration, analy-
tical procedures, data handling, and internal quality control
procedures, but also glassware cleaning, verification that the
sample containers, reagents and laboratory water are free of
contamination, local and state safety codes are followed, fume
hoods are routinely monitored, and hazardous waste are disposed
of properly.

Glassware cleaning -glasswara used for metal enalysls
should be scid washed. Refer to the published analytl-
cal methods for detailed procedures. Glassware used
for organic analysis should be washed with solvent used
in the analytical procedure. If trace amount of the
oFganic contamination iS found, it maybe necessary
clean the glassware in a muffle furnace.

2. Only reagent grade chemicals are used.

Type II deionized water Is used in the analytical
_                   method and for method blanks.

4. Sample containers must be verified to be free of
contamination. To accomplish this, a container from
every lot received is rinsed with water or methanol,
whichever is applicable, and analyzed.

_ 5. Air flow in the fUNS hoods are monitored periodically
by qualified personnel. The maximum operating height
of the fume hood door is marked accordingly.

6. Safety procedures are adhered to. The laboratory has
a.-a’e. :.v manual the: is distributed to all personnel.
I: co~e"    :_- topics on emergency procedures as in cases
of fire or chemical spills, laboratory safety procedures
with rega:ds to handling differen~ types of chemicals
and executing certain laboratory ~asks, and state-

_ required hazardous material communication procedures.

7. Local and state safe~y codes are incorporated in the
laboratory safety manual. As wi:h all other safety
procedures in the manual, they must be adhered

35
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ae~ o£ resu~ ~o =he ~ue va~ue. ~ccu~acy is represen=e~ by
pe~cen= recovery (R) ~£ an anaiy~e £~om a g~ven ma~riz ~elng
speci£~c method. ~e pe=cenc ~ecovery may be calculs=ed

I R .~X lOOk

I
vhers: A is the calculated " theconcentration

B Is the background �oncentration      o£ the

i analyte in the matrix blank, i£ any.

T Ls the knovn value o£ the analyte spiked

I
in the matrix bAank.

given matrix using s 8pecifAc method, calculate the average
0£ R values (~) and =heAr standard deviation (St). The

i
: �ontrol A£mAt as recommended by the £PA Is then de££ned

RLCL = ~ - 2Sr
ROCL ¯ ~ + 25=

I vhere=    RLC; is the accuracy lover control

I P~ecision

Precision is the measurement o£ agreement o£ a set
results among themselves v~thout the assumption o£ any prior
in£ormation as to :he true value. Precision is measured using
rep±~cate o~ dun~ca~e sample snalysAs. Precision as relative
peccen~ dL:~e:enct ~?D) is calculated as:

vhere: XI and 12 are results of dup.icate analyses

i.- X is the average of     and X2X1

As recommended laboratory’s
±20%.
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Corrective action is initiated in.out-of-control situations.

i
A situation is considered out-of-control if any of ~he labo-
ratory’s internal quality control sampies (see section VII) ere
outside established limits, i.e.:

Method blanks a~e coming out positive for the anaiyte

contaminated.

2. Results of dupilcats samples are outside the 20% limit.
I 3. Spike recoveries fall outside ~he established labora-

tory’s accuracy control llmi~s.

For any of the above conditions, the senior personnel assigned
to the unit vii1 be notified immedia~ely. It As his/her
responsibiaity to decide vhich o5 the folloving
actions must be ~aken:

1. The analyst provides additional information or

| r,c,icul, lon,.
 nstru.ent �,AlbratAon o,d op,r, lo, ,r,
Calibration standards are checked and new ones are
prepared if necessary. Instrumen~ malfunctions are
corrected.

I "
3. Nov reagents are used if needed.

4. The analyst repeats the analysis of spiked samples

i using the same method.

5. a different analyst repeats the analysis of spiked

i samples using the same method.

6. ~he analys~ repeats the analysis o: spAYed samples
using a mo~i:ied or nov method.

"! ~o laboratory result viii be sent until the problem is solved.
Ali cut-o~-con:=oi situations and the correcmive actions

i are documented by the senior pe:sonnei an~ submit:ed to the
Aaboratory supervisor and/or chief ~o: reviev.

J
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XZZ. Ouali~y Assurance Repom~

On a monchiy basis, senior personneA assigned to different units
submit ~uality assumance reports £om reviev by iabomatom¥ super-
viso~/chie[. ?he
activities ~uring
in~omma~ion:

i. Date o~ anaiysis

2 Bumbem o~ sam~ies in the batch

S. analy~icai batch numbem

4. Type o~ ma~i~

5. analy~e ~es~e~

~. Mumbem o~ me~ho~ bianMa an~ ~esui~$.

?. Bumbem o~

8. ~umbem o~ ~upiica~e$

i0. Mame o~

In a~di~on a copy o~
¢omrective actions taken during the period are attache~. ~he
Zaborat:r¥ supervisor and/or chie~ ~evievs the
~ies approval by signin9 ~hem, an~ the ~eports are ~iZe~
accor~in~l¥.

"
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48.9 -0.10 0.01
51.3 2.3 5.29
51.3 2.3 - ....5.29
45 ¯ 9 -3 . 1 " 9.61
44 . 3 -4 . ? ¯ 22 ¯ 09
52.2 3.2 10.24
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47.6 -1.4 1.96
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1. Establish the laboratory’s ability to perform qualitative
and quantitative microbiology testing of drinking water
and wastewater by:

identifying the qualifications and responsibilltlea of
laboratory personnel {in previous QA Manual};

enumerating the existing laboratory instrumentation
and equipment used in microbiology testing together
with the procedures for their service and maintenance
to assure proper operation;

providing sources of analytlcal methods accepted by
regulatory agenclea for use in the laboratory.

I 2. Provide guidelines pertaining to sampling protocols,
chaln-of custody, and storage of samples to maintain
sample integrity prior to analyses.

I 3. Define the laboratory’s calibration procedures
frequency of calibration.

I 4. Identify all the necessary steps to validate the labora-
tory’s results.

i S. Define all the necessary quality control checks that
must be followed prior to the analysis and/or in the
course of analyzing samples.

i 6. Identify all laboratory records and information neede~
to document the gualit¥ of analyses performed in the

|               laboratory.

I

-3-
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iv

SAMPLING PROCEDURES L

Containers

Approved container for bacteriological sampling are presteri-
fired Nasco Whirl-Pak bag or 4 oz. sterilized Nalgene or glass
bottles. All samples containers must contain two drops of
sodium thiosulfate. One sample bottle from each batch of boto
tles prepared must be checked for sterility by adding several
sterile tubes of single strenght lauryl tryptose and incubat-
ing for 48 hours and checking for growth.

Collection

Samples must be representative of the potable water distribu-
tion system. Water taps used for sampling are free o~
aerators, strainers, hose attachments, mixing type faucets,
and purification devices. Maintain a steady water flow for
at least 2 minutes to clear the service llne before sampling.
Collect at least a I00 mL sample volume, allow at least ~ inch
air space to facilitate mixing of sample by shaking. Do not
rinse sample container!

Holding/travel time between sampling and analysis is not to                ~. ~
exceed 30 hours for potable water samples. If laboratory is
required by State regulation to analyze samples after 30 hours
and up to 48 hours, the laboratory is to indicate that the data            ~-~
may be invalid because o£ excessive delay before sample pro-
cessing. No samples received after 48 hours are to be analyzed.
Sample collectors who deliver samples directly to the labora-
tory should ice samples immediately after sample collection. bAll samples received in the laboratory are to be analyzed on
the day of receipt.

Waste and surface water sample holdln~ time is no~ to exce~
6 hours.

Labelin~ and Identification

Immediately after collection, the sample bottle must be labeled
and the sample analysis request and report form filled out for
each sample.

I. Sample ;.abels

Samples labels are used for the specific identification
of samples collected. Gummed paper labels affixed to
the containers are adequate, but it should not be af-
fixed to the sample lids. The labels should be filled
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out at the time of collection and should include the
following information:

Sampling Site
Name of Collector
Date and Time of Collection

2. Sample Anal~sis Request and Report Form

The sample analysis request and report form {exhibit
I) accompanies the sample when it is delivered to the
laboratory. The collector should complete the field
portion of this form by providing information on
sample site location, sample type, purpose of the

i sample, date and time of collection, free chlorine
residual, collector’s initial, and any remains.

Upon receipt of the sample the laboratory will log-in
I the sample and at the minimum, the following informa-

tion will be stored and maintained:

Date of Collection, Receipt, and analysis
Time of Collection, Receipt, and Analysis
Receiving personnel initial
Client and/or System name

¯ Sample Site location and/or description
Purpose of the 8ample
Assigned individual laboratory identify number

I Name of the Analyst
Analysis Requested
Results of Analysis

i Remarks on the sample (i~ any)

,

!
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Egr.icu~tu¢.al.C_on~n.lss.~oner_/W.eicjhts & Rea~uree
Date Time Lab NO.

l,n~v}~_on_ment~.ax "ro.x~coxogy baboratocy-vzzu uarr~eld ~ve., ~outh Gate0 ~a. 90280
SAMPLE FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION

Laboratory Use OnlyPurveyor and Address Cotmty

IDate/llour CollectedSa~@lln9 Point System Number 3ollected By

IBottle Cap Number
Type o£ DrLnk~ng    Sew~cje    Surface Send Report To:
Sample -- (Any SourS)

Other Name:-- Agency:AnalysLs Requested and Remarks:
Col i form Fecal Coll-- -- Phone Number:-- SPC Other

(To be ~illed in by l~_boratory only)
Tube/Portlon .unDer l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 11 12 13 14115 16 rl7 I18 19 201    Results
R>rtions in ml (hr.

Presumptive 24
Test 48
Co.~i~ed 24
Test 48
£. C. :;4

__ Leaked in tra~it
~u~ici~t ~am~le



EQUIPMENT TEMPERATURE AND USE RECORD

Incubator Temperatur~

The total coliform incubator are maintained at 35~ 0.5"c and
have a thermometer graduated in at least 0.5"c increments.
A daily log of the temperatures read to 0.1"c are kept to-
gether with the date the entry was made and the initial of
the person making the entry (see exhibit 2).

~ater Bath Temperature (For Feca! Collform~

Similarly, the fecal coliform water bath are maintained
44.5~ 0.2oc and have a thermometer graduated in at least
0.2°� increments. A log of the temperatures when the water
bath is in use read to 0.1"c are kept together with the
date the entry is made and the initials of the person making
the entry (see exhibit 3).

Sterilizln~ Oven Temperatur-

A thermometer immersed in a sand bath is kept inside the
sterilizing over to monitor the temperature. Record8 of
items being sterilized, total sterilization time, end tempera-
ture are kept (see exhibit 4).

Autoclave

An autoclave/Sterillzatlon log 18 maintained. The log in-
cludes the date, time in, time out, total elapsed time,
sterilization time, items sterilized, sterility controls,
maximum temperature reached, and any maintenance performed
(see exhibit 5).

Certified Thermometer

All thermometers used in laboratory are crosschecked against
a certified thermometer annually. Records of calibrations
and corrections are maintained (see exhibit 6).
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LABORATORY WATER OUALITY MONITORING

Bottled water is purchased from an outside source with an 1accompanying certificate of suitability. This is the water
used to prepare the media. The parameters in the certlZicate
include: 2
PARAMETER                 LIMITS                  ~REQUENC¥

Conductivity >0.5 megohms Monthly
resistance or <2
micromhos/¢m at 25"c

Pb, Cd, Cr, Cu, Not greater than Annually
Ni, and Zn 0.05 ~/L per

contaminant.
Collectively, no
greater than 0.1mg/L

Total Chlorine Nondetectable Monthly
Resldu.1

1
Heterotrophl¢ <500/~L Nonthl¥

Ouallty of Ratio 0.8 - 3.0 Annually
Reagent

8Copies of the certificates of suitability are kept and
maintained on ~ile.

~

q
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NEDIA PREPARATION

The attached exhibit 7 is completed for each batch of media                    ,~
prepared. The information included in the form are=

Data of preparation                                                       ~
Preparer’s initial
Media prepared
Weight of dehydrated media taken
pH of autoclaved media
Test of media with posltlve/negative cultures
Sterility check

A11 completed media preparation forms are kept in a binder
for easy reference.
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ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

Methods

methods followed by the laboratory’taken from StandardThe
Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater,
edition, 1985

Total Coliform by Multi-Tube Fermentation (MPN) Method 908A
Fecal Coliform by MPN Method 908C
Total Coliform by Membrane Filter (MF| Method 909A
Fecal Coliform by MF Method 909C

The outline forms of the above methods are attached as Appendix
of this supplemental manual.

Quality Control

I. For each bottle of media positive, negative, and sterile
checks will be performed and a log of the check results
will be maintained (see exhibit 8).

2. ~osltlve and sterile checks will be performed for every
batch of prepared media and a log of the check results
will be maintained (see exhibit 9).

3. Positive and negative controls are ran with each analytical
batch for EC test.

4. For each analytlcal batch tested by membrane filtration
technlgue, a sterile control Is ran at the beginning and
end of the sample run, and a positive control Is ran
the last sample.

5. ~Or each lot of membrane filters, sterile and ~sitlve
checks are ran.

6. The ~omple~ed Test must be done every three months or
every positive conf~rmed potable wa~er sample~ which ever
applies. A log of all positive potable confirmed sample
~s maintained.
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MULTIPLE-TUBE FERMENTATION TECHNIQUE
FOR THE COLIFORM GROUP

Presumptive Phase                                           ~

Total Coliform NPN Test

Negative No Gas

Confirmed Phas=

Fecal Coliform Teat Non-Fecal Colifor= Test
I

Gas No Gas
~

Gas

Positive Negative Positive Negative

t’                                                  -21-
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Effective Date: May 1991
Reference: Standard

Method 908A

Total Coliform Multiple Tube Tes~

Reagents: Presumptive phase fermentation tubes with lauryl
tryptose broth.

Qualltz Control..

Perform duplicate analyses on 10% of samples or at least one
sample per test run.

.Procedure I

I. Pipet ten I0 ml portions of the sample in a series of pre-
sumptive phase fermentation tubes; mix thoroughly.

2. Incubate fermentation tubes at 35t 0.Sec.

3. After 24.* 2h, shake the tubes and examine for gas formation
then take the following steps~

Gas Formation Step To Proceed

Poslttve Test - continue to test
for fecal and non-fecal colifozms.

No Continue to step 4 below.
4. Continue incubating up to 48t 3h then again reexamine for

gas formation.

Gas Formation Steps To Proceea

Yes Positive Test - continue to test
for fecal and non-fecal colifora.

No Negative Test - procedure completed

NOTE: For drinking and recreatlonal water samples with heart
growth but no gas formation, continue on to test for
non-fecal collforms.

Calculation: See Calculation: Estimation of Bacterial Density

-22-
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Effective Date: May 1991
Reference: Standard

Method 908

Fecal Coliform Tes~

R~eagent: EC Medium Tubes

Quality Controls

Run one each positive and negative controls for each ana1¥tlcal
batch.

Procedures

I. Gently shake or rotate presumptive tube.

2. with a sterile 3 mm metal loop, transfer one loopful of
culture to EC medium tubes.

3. Incubate tubes in a water bath at 44.5t 0.2"c for 24t 2hE.
Be certain to Place all EC tubes in the water bath within
30 minutes after the transfer of the culture.

4. Periodically check the EC medium tube during the incubation
perlo~ for any 9as formation.

Gas Formation Steps To Proceed

Yes Positive - fecal coliforms Present

NO Coliforms present are of non-fecal
origin and next step will depend on
the result of the non-fecal coliform
test.

a~~_~: See Calculation: Estimation of Bacterial Density
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Effective Date: May 1991
Reference: Standard

Method 908A

Non-Fecal Coliform Test

Reagent: Brilliant Green Lactose Bile Broth (BGB) fermentation
tube.

Procedure:

I. Gently shake or rotate primary fermentation tube showing
gas.

2. With a sterile metal loop 3 mm in diameter, transfer one
loopful of culture to a BGB fermentation tube.

3. Incubate BGB tube for 482 3 hr. at 35± 0.5"�.

4. Periodically check BGB tubes during the incubation period
for any gas formation.

Gas Formation Steps To Process

Positive Confirmed Test - proceed
to completed test for 10t of posl-
tive samples or at least one posi-
tive source water every quarter.

NO ~egative Confirmed Test - procedure

Calculation: See Calculation: Estimation of Bacterial Density
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E~fect~ve Date: Ma~ 199~
Reference:         Standard

Method 9~21D,
16th ed.

Calculation= Estimation of Bacterial Denstt~

This method is used to calculate the Most Probable Number
of coliform/100 ml of sample.

No. of Tubes 95t ConfidenceGiving Positive MPN LimitsReaction Out of Index/ (Approximate|10 of 10 mX Each 100 m! Lower Upper
0 ~1.1 0 3.01 1.1 0.03 5.92 2.2 0.26 8.13 3.6 0.69 10.64 5.1 1.3 13.45 6.9 2.1 16.86 9.2 3.1 21.17 12.0 4.3 27.18 16.2 5.9 36.89 23.0 e.x 59.510 >23.0 13.5 Infinite

No. of Tubes
Giving Positive NPN 95% Confidence
5 of 10 ml each 100 ml Lower Upper

0 2.2 0 6.01 2.2 0.1 12.62 5.1 0.5 19.23 9.2 1.6 29.44 16.0 3.3 52.95 16.0 8.0 Infinite

For volumes other 5ml or 10ml, use the following equation
solve for the ~PN value:

MPN value (from table) X I0 I NPN/IOOmlLarges~ vol. tea~ed

Note: MPN value is taken from table 9221:Y of the Standard
Me~hods.
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Total Coliform Membrane Filter Procedure

Reagents: LES Endo Agar in petri dishes

Quality Control:

Run a sterile control at the beginning and end of the ana1¥tlcal
batch and a positive control after the last sample.

Procedure:

I. Assemble filtration apparatus according to manufacturer,s
instruction.

2. Filter I00 ml sample under partial vacuua.

Rinse filtration apparatus with filter still in place with
three 20 ml partlons of sterile dilution water.

4. Remove membrane filter with a sterile forcep and place it on
LE$ £ndo Agar-filled petrl dishes with a rolling motion to
prevent entrapment of

5. Incubate dish for 22 to 24 hr. at 35±

6. Count colonies that have pink to dark-red color with a
metallic green-gold sur£ace sheen using low-powered dissect-
in9 microscope.

?. Confirm all sheen colonies counted or a minimum of five
colonies from drinking water samples by transferring growth
from each colony to parallel tubes of laur¥1 tryptose broth and
brilliant green lactose bile (BGB) broth.

8. Incubate both tubes at 35! 0.5"c for 48

9. Formation of gas in the BGB tubes confirms the colony as
coliform. If only the lauryl tryptose broth showed any
gas production, then transfer to a second BGB tubes. This
second BGB tube must produce gas at 35± 0.5"� with 48 hr.
to verify the colony as coliform.
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Calculation:

(Total] Coliform Colonie~ Coliform Colonies Counted XlO0i00 ml ¯
ml sample ~il~e~ed

2
95t Confidence Limits Usln3 100 ml Sample.

Numbe~ of Coliform 95t Confidence LimitsColonies Counted
Lower Upper

1 0.025 3.02 0.35 4.73 0.81 6.34 1.4 7,7S 1.6 11,?10 4 8" 18.4
For counts, c, greater than 20 organism, the above limits
maybe calculated by:

7Upper Limit- c * [2(2
Lower Limit¯ � - [211
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E~fective Date: May 1991
Reference: Standard

Method 909C

Fecal Coliform Membrane ~ilter Procedure

R_~@ents: M-FC Broth

Qj~ality Control~

R~n a Sterile control at the beginr,~ng and end of the analytical
batch and a positive control after the last sample.

procedure~

I. Preparation of culture dish= ~ace a sterile absorbent pad
in each culture dish and pipet approximately 2 ml M-FC broth
to saturate the pad. careful1/ remove any excess llquld
from culture dish.

2. Assemble filtration apparatus ~ccordin9 to manufacturer’s
instruction.

filter 100 ml sample under partial vacuum.

4. Rinse ~iltration apparatus witg filter still in place with
three 20 ml partlons of steri|~ dilution water.

5, Remove membrane filter with sterile forcep and place it on
prepared culture dish in a ro|~In~ motion to prevent entrap-
ment o~ air.

6. Seal petrl dishes, submer~e
24z 2h at 44.5! 0.2"c. Anchor dishes below water surface
to maintain critical temperature requirements. Make certain
that the petrl dishes are in the water bath within 30
minutes after filtration.

7. Count colonies in various shades of blue usin~ low powered
microscope. These are colonl~S produced by fecal coliform
bacteria.

(Total) Coliform Coloniesll00 ml ¯ Coliform Colonies Counted XI00
ml sample filtered

95% Confidence Limits: The same as for Total Coliform Membrane
Filter Technique.
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£ffective Date: September 1991
Reference:         Standard Method

14th Edition
Method 910A

Presumptive Test for Fecal Streptococcus Group
(Multiple-Tube Technique)

Reagents: Presumptive Phase Tubes with Azide Dextrose Broth

Qualit~ Control:

I. Perform duplicate analyses on 10% o~ samples or at
least one sample per test run.

2. Run Sterility Check and Positive Control with each
batch o£ samples.

Proce~ure~

¯ 1. Pipet ten 10ml sample in a series o~ Presumptive
~- phase tubes: mix thoroughly.

¯ 2. Incubate tubes at 35 deg C ~ 0.5 deg C.

3. After 24~2 hours, shake and examine tubes Zor turbidity
then take the ~ollowlng steps:

-- Turbl__...~ ~tep to Process

- yes Positive Teat - continue to test
-- ~ecal and non-~ecai streptococcus.

no                   Continue to step 4 below.

4. Continue incubating up to 48t3 hours then again re-
examine ~or turbidity.

J Turbid ~ep ~o Process

yes
Positive Test - continue to test

~ ~or Fecal and non-Zecal streptococcus.

no Negative - procedure completed.
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" £ffectAve Date: September 1991
Re£erence: Standard Method

14~h Edition
Me~hod 910A

Confirmed Test for Fecal Stre~tococcu~

Reagent: Patti dishes"with £nterococcesel (BBL trade name)

Quality Control:

Run one each of positive and sterile controls with each
batch.

Procedure:

I. Gently shake or rotate presumptive tube.

2. With a sterile Smm metal loop, streak a portion o5 the
growth ~rom each positive presumptive tube (with azide
dextrose broth) on a petri dish containing enteroccocosel
agar.

3. Xncubate the dish inverted at 35~0.$ deg ¢ for 24~2 hours.

4. Brownlsh-biack colonies with brown halos confirm the
presence o~ fecal streptococcus.

Calculation: See Calculation: Estimation of ~acteriai Density
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Re~e:ence: Standard Me:h~da
14th edition
Method 910A

Conflrmed Test for the Enterococcu$ Group

Reagent: Brain Hear~ Infusion Broth tubes conta~nlng 2
6.5% Sodium Chloride.

Procedures~

1. Transfer brownish-black colonies with brown halos to a
o~ brain heart infusion broth containing 6.5% Na¢l.

Incubate at 45 deg C ~or 24 hours.

3. Per.iod~caliy check the tubes during incubation ~o~
. growth.

~ 4. Growth in 6.5% NaCl broth indicates that the colony be~ong~
to the enterococcus group.

Calculation: See Calculation: Estima~ton o~ Bacterial Denlit~

¯
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E~ective Date: September 1991
Re£erence:         $~andard Methods

14~h edition
0Method 910B

L
Membrane Filter Procedure ~or Fecal Streptococcus

Rea=enzs: KF Streptococcus Agar

Oua~£:y Control:

2Run a sterile control at the begznning and end og the analytical
ba:ch and a positive control a(ter the last sample.

Prccedure:

Assemble filtration apparatus according to manufacturer’s
instructions.

2. Filter lOOml o~ sample under partial vacuum.

3. Remove membrane filter with a sterile forcep and place it
’- on directly to I(F Streptococcus agar medium in petri dish

vith a roilinq motion to prevent entrapment of air.

4.48 Invert hours, culture plates and incubate at 35.+0.S deg C for

5. Count colonies that have dark red to pink color usln~ a~ low power binocular, wide ~iei~ dissectin~ microscope.

Calculation:

Total Colonies = Colonies Counte~ X 100
iOOmi             ml sample ~iitere~

~or 95t Con£idence ~imit~ using lOOml sample, check Standard
Me~hod 909A.6.
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EXECUTIVE SUNNARY

As a part of the Basin Plan update all the waterbodies, under
the jurisdiction of the Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los
Angeles Region, uere evaluated for beneficial use designation. The
investigation combined record search, field investigations and
geographic information systems to recommend additions to the list
of waterbodies and to designate appropriate beneficial uses. The
study period, between summer 1991 and spring 1993, covered1~le last
two years of a six-year drought and a winter of above normal
precipitation and runoff in southern California.

The national Geographical Named Index System (GNIS) was
utilized to compare their lists with the current waterbody
inventory in the Basin Plans to produce a list of waterbodles to be
added. We recommend an addition of 126 rivers, 44 lakes and
reservoirs, 45 groundwater basins, 9 coastal features and 108
wetlands to the revised basin plan.

Wetlands are a new category of waterbodles as well as
beneficial uses for the Los Angeles Region. Using the information
in the National Wetland Xnventory maps, the California Department
of Fish and Game Natural Diversity Database we sul"veyed over 350
field sites for ecological and hydrological characteristics. We
recommend the designation of W~TLAND beneficial use for 15
estuarine and coastal wetlands, 14 lacustrine wetlands and 79
riparian wetlands.

During the last hundred years, as result of agrlcultursl and
urban development, the coastal plains of the LosAnqeles Basin have
experienced a loss of 90 % of the coastal marshes and 95-97 % of
the riparian wetlands. The remaining wetlands provide habitat for
rare and endangered species and sanctuaries for recreation for
dense urban population.

we recommend the expansion of the BXOL (A~eas of Special
Biological Si~nificance), WILD ( Wildlife Habitat) and
(Groundwater Recharge) designations as these apply to a highly
urban Region such as Los Angeles. The uniqueness of tlle several
remnant wilderness habitats in the waterbodies, especially with
Rare and Endangered Species of animals and plants, would further
protect water ~ualit¥ in ~hese areas from pressures
urbanization.

we have identified and listed all the major groundwater basins
and designated appropriate beneficial uses after consultations with
managers of the water basins. We also acknowledge that the
groundwater basins are recharged through influent streams and lakes
in areas of bedrock in the surrounding hills and mountains.
order to protect the quality of our groundwater resources, which
provide up to 70-80% of thr region’s water supplies, we recommend
that all those waterbodies in the recharge zones be designated as
GWR.
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1.    UPDATING THE WATER QUALITY BASIN PLAN

I.I.    INTRODUCTION

Federal and State laws establish the requirements for
adequate planning, implementation, management and enforcement for
control of water quality. T~o Federal laws that specifically
address the water quality management are the Water Pollution
Control Act of 1972, and the Clean water Act of 1977. ~le state
law that governs water quality in California is the Por~er-Cologne
Water Quality Act of 1969.

The Federal and State water quality planning requiresents
call for the development, and periodic update of, water Quality
Control Basin Plans. The Basin Plans for the Los Angeles Regional
Water Quality Control Board were last updated in 1978.

According to the section 13050 of the California Water
Code, a Basin Plan for an area consists of three �oeponentsz

1. Establishaent of Beneficial Uses that are to be
protected,

2. Water Ouality Objectives that protect those
3. Implementation Plan that achieves those objectives.

This project report deals with the flrst part ot the
process and evaluates the existlnq beneficial uses in the 1978
Basin Plans and recoaaends beneficial uses for additions1
waterbodies of the re~ion.

1.2. SCOPE A~ID OBJECTIV~z

The study covers the Los Angeles Hydrologic Basin
Plannlng Area, Reqlon 4, of the State Water Resources Control
Board. The region is roughly coterminous with Los Angeles and
venture Counties (Fig 1.1). The ob~ectlves of the study are to
evaluate all the waterbodies and ~heir beneflclsl uses in the
region and recoaaend additional waterbodies, designate and update
beneficial uses.

The various tasks performed to achieve these objectives
are as follows:

1. Comparison of Waterbody Inventories in the Basin Plans
with the U.S. Geological Survey Geographical Named Index Systse
(GNIS) and other available inventories, to produce a list of
additional surface waterbodies robe added. The surface waterbodies
consist of rivers, lakes, bays, harbors, estuaries and wetlands.
The groundwater basins were classified according tot he State Water
Resources Bulletin No. 118.

2. Identification and Field Survey of Wetlands~ as
identified in the National ~etland Inventory Maps and in reports
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of other agencies.

3. Selection of Waterbodies and reco~mendat:ions for
Wetlands, to be added to the 1993 Basin Plan.

4. Determination of lengths and areal extent of all
existing and recommended waterbodies.

5. Determination of Beneficial Use Designations
¯ (£xisting, Potent:is1, Intermittent) for each of the newly added

waterbody or se~ent, us~n~ f~eld su~eys and a~ency su~eys.

6. Re-evaluation o£ £xtst~n~ Beneficial Uses In the 1978
BasLn Plans, usLnq field surveys and agency su~eys.

7. Preliminary Assessmen~ of ~he ~r~lons of ~he ~s
Angeles and San Gabriel Rlvers~ to characterize ~he vegetation and
o~her biota rela~ed �o ~currence of fish in ~ese reaches.

2. ORCANIZATIO~ A~D

The fleldwork, data analysis and mapping of
waterbodies was carried out: from July, 1991 to March, 1993.
~ in~erd£sciplinary ~eam from ~he ~r~men~s of Biol~ical
Sciences, Ge~raphy and Geol~ical Sciences a~ California S~a~e
University, Fuller~on, ~rfo~ed mos~ of
of ~he various Rasks was as fo11~

Btol~y Rasks by Dr. T~

~raphic Intonation System and Ca~raphy tasks
Dr. BLll Lloyd,

Groundwater ~sln Bapplnq and assessBen¢ tasks by Dr.
Jo~ Foster, who also ac¢~ as the Co-Princ£~l Investigator, and

Surface Water Hydrol~ and Water ~altty tasks
Dr. Prem Saint, who also ac~ed as the Pr~nci~l InvestlgaRor.

~neficial Use ~signation and U~ate was a c~rattve
effo~ ~ween ae~rs of ~e various

Several graduate and undergraduate s~udents were tnvolv~
~n doin~ f~eld su~eys~ da~a assesseen~ and ca~raphic
l~st~nq on ~he inside front cover ~dentif~es all ~hose who
~ci~ in ~s proj~t.

2.0. ~~

A~ fro~ literature revi~ and data co11~tlon from
a~ency su~eys, most new ~nfo~a~on for d~sion ~ak~n~
f~eld su~eys and Ge~raph~c Info~ation System (GIS) ~alys~s.
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2. I.GIS Methodolo~_~

C~eation of GIS

Study Area:

The boundaries of the GIS study area was constructed by combining
the boundaries of the various hydrologic subdivisions that
comprise Region 4 of the Water Quality Control Board. The
boundaries of the individual Hydrologic Units, Hydrologic Areas
and Hydrologic Subareas were digitized from mylar reproductions
of U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute U.S.G.S. quadrangle maps provided by the
H.Q.C.B. Basin boundaries and basin identifiers were clearly
marked on the mylar maps for 811 areas except the Channel
Islands. Island boundaries were digitized from U.S.G.S. 1:100000

¯ scale topographic maps and assigned identifiers based on existing
reports from the W.Q.C.B. All basins with identifiers beginning
with the number "4" were included in a DRBASIN layer. These
individual basins were then collapsed into a SUBREGIONS layer
containing 10 groups of closely related basins, and a STUDY ARF~
layer containing all of the Region 4 basins.

Basin boundaries and all other geographic information in the
data base were projected into Universal Transverse Mercator (UT~)
Zone 11 coordinates where necessary.

STREAHS layers for each ~f the individual basins were created by
clipping out all of the stream features for each basin from the
U.S.G.S. 1:100000 digital line graphs. Stream secants were

¯ numbered in upstream order for each separate drainage contained
~ within a basin. & computer program was developed which perleltted

naming of the streams through reference to data contained in the
U.S.G.S. Geographic Names digital file. Names were cross-checked
by referring to the 7.5 minute U.S.G.S. topographic quadrangle
maps. Any named stream appearing on the 7.5 minute quad which
was not included in the 1:100000 digital line graph data was
added to the STRFJ~S layer by digitizing from the 7.5 minute
quads.

In many cases, the precise channel followed by a tributary when
it reaches a main stream cannot be determined and have not been
mapped by the U.S.G.S. Where the gap between tributary and main
stream was less than approximately 500 meters, the tributary was
extended to the nearest point on the main stream. In rare
instances where the gap was substantially larger than 500 metersw
the tributary was retained as a separate, unconnected drainage.

Information from the digital line graph data and from ~he 7.5
minute quads was used to classify each stream as either petlanent
or intermittent.
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A LAKES layer for each of the basins was created by digitizing
all lake and reservoir features for each basin from the U.$.C.S.
?.5 minute topographic quadrangle maps. Lake and reservoir
features from the U.S.G.S. I:I00000 digital llne graphs were
added to the data base in cases where the date of the DLG data
was later than that of the 7.5 minute quad. Lakes and ponds wlth
areas less than I acre were omitted from the LAKES coverage. All
features for each basin were assigned a unique number and
named features were also assigned their name baaed on the
U.S.G.S. Geographic Names file and the U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute
topographic maps.

Information from the digital line graph data and from the 7.5
minute quads was used to classify each feature as either
permanent or Intermittent, manmade or natural.

Coastal Features:

Coastal features were selected from a list of all named coastal
features contained in the U.S.G.S. Geographic Names file. The
locations of shoreline features were digitized into a COASTAL
layer from 7.5 minute U.S.G.S. topographic quadrangle maps.

Features were classified as either estuaries, oceans\bays or
harbors.

Wetlands:

Riparian wetlands were digitized from U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service 7.5 minute quadrangle naps Into a RIPT~IJ~ layer.
Coastal wetlands were outlined on 7.5 minute U.S.G.S. topographic
quadrangle naps and digitized into an AREA WETU~D layer in the
GIS data set. Inland lacustrine wetlands were copied Into the
AREA WETIJ~D layer from the LJ~K£S layer.

Water ~uallty Hon~tor~ng Stations:

The locations of water quality sampling and monitoring stations
were derived fro: latitude and longitude ~nfo~at~on conta~ned
a list of all stations vithin the study area. The latitude and
longitude values were projected into ~ Zone Ii coordinates in a
S~STN layer.

Field

The locations of field phot~raph sites were digitized directly
into an FSITES layer from site locations indicated on U.S.G.S.
7.5 minute top~raphic quadrangle maps.
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Identification of Included and Proposed Feature-

All streams and lakes were classified as either "included" or
"missing" based on whether or no~ they were identified by name in
the existing Beneficial Use plan of the Regional Water-Quallty
Control Board. Some streams which were indirectly included in
the existing plan by virtue of the tributary rule were given
designation "tributary." The classification was accomplished by
developing a computer program which compared the names oE all
features in each basin with a list of features that has been
assigned beneficial uses in the existing plan. Reportm were then
created listing all streams and tributaries in upstream order by
basin. Separate reports were prepared for all lakem. Theme
reports, cont&ining the feature name, lncluded/mimsing
designation, and a permanent/in~ermittent designation, worm then
used in the identification of candidate features tot lnclumion in
the revimed Beneficial Use plans.

A small number of the "missing" mtreams and lakes were changed to
"proposed" when a decision was made to include them in the new
Beneficial Use plans. .All "included" and "propomed" mtreamm and
lakes were then merged into m slngle BENEFICIAL USE GIS data bale
spanning all of Region 4.

"IncludedN and coamtal features were identified"proposed-
directly from the master list of all coastal featurem. Theme
features were then merged into the BENEFICIAL USE data base.

"Included" and "proposed" wetland featurem were almo ~erged into
the BENEFICIAL USE data base.

Finally, the SAMPSTN and FSITES layers were merged into the
BENEFICIAL USE data base.

A~tachlna Beneflclal Usen

Each "included" or "proposed" mtream, lake, coastal features and
wetland was assigned a unique GIS identifier. A data bame tale
was then created which contained the identifier, the feature
name, feature type and basin identifier. This data base file wam
then expanded to include existing and proposed beneflclal ume
designationm. After completion of the beneficial use tablem, the
data can then be joined back into the GIS using the unique GIS
identifier as a linking field.

5
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2.2 ¯ FIELD SURVEYS
During the summer of 1991, field survey forms were

designed (Appendix A.I.), and several field ecologists were trained
by Dr. Hanes to carry out field surveys. As part of the survey,
field stations were photographed and data collected on hydrological
and ecological characteristics of the site. USGS 7.5 minute
topographic maps were used in the field to record field sites. All
field forms and photo~]raphs are presented as Appendix 1 (bound
separately).

Hydrological observations included the presence of water,
depth, width and flow characteristics. Approximate discharge was
measured using float method, and in some cases, current meter
method. Channel characteristics, including degree of erosion were
also recorded. Occasionally water quality was measured for field
temperature and electrical conductivity.

£colo~ical observations included floral and faunal
information. For vegetation surveys sites were reconnoitered by
driving or hiking a large enough area to become familiar with the
communities present. Stands best representing each community were
chosen and sampled by quadrant- or belt-transect method, for
estimating species composition by percent cover. Techniques¯ described in the Federal Nanua] for Zdent~fyjng and DeW,nearing
Jurisd~c~ona~ Wetlands, 1989, was used ln tJle determination of the
presence of hydrophytes.

¯
Animal observations consisted of bird slghttnqs

(especially obligate vetland habitat birds, like Belted Kingfisher
end Osprey)~ and noting the presence of fish and amphibians.

After summer 1993, more Intensive surveys of beneficial
uses were carried out using form type Appendix A2. Over 350 sites
were surveyed as part of the field investigations.

2.3. AG~ICY AND l~ GROUP SORV~

A list of 50 agencies and interest groups was compiled in
cooperation with the Regional Water Quality Control Board staff.
Three surveys were conducted using the survey foils, Included in
Appendix B.1.

- (l) Existing Beneficial Use Survey for existin~
waterbodies,

(ii) Proposed Beneficial Use Survey for Coastal Waters~
(~i~) Proposed Beneficial Use Survey for Groundwater

Basins.

There were 27 responses and the summary of responses Is
included in Appendix B.2.There were follow-up telephone calls for
clarification of comments, as indicated in the summary of
responses. The comments were incorporated in planning future field

._ surveys for beneficial use investigations. Copies of the agency
survey responses are included in Appendix 2, bound separately.
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3. HYDROLOGIC AREAS AND SUB-AREAS OF THE LOS ANGELES REGION
SUB-REGIORS OF THE REGION 4

For the purposes of this investigation, the Region 4, Los
Angeles Region, was subdivided into ten subregions ( Fig 1.0).
The subregions are:

A. Pitas Polnt Venture

B. Sespe Creek

C. Piru Creek

D. Upper Santa Clara River

E. Oxnard Plain- Santa Paula- Calleuguas- ConeJo

F. San Fernando Valley

G. Raymond- San Gabriel- Spadra- Anaheim

H. Coastal Plain

I. Mallbu

J. Channel Islands

Each sub-region Is divided into a nu.d)er of Mydroloqlcal
Units(HUs), Hydrological Areas (Has) and Hydrological SubAreaa
(HSAs). The boundaries of these divisions for each sub-region are
shown in Fig 1.1- 1.10. The criteria for the division into the sub-
regions included uniformity of hydrological and landuse and water
use conditions as well as convenience of sizes for map reproduction
purposes. ~any of the subregions are similar to those identitled

_ and described in the 1978 Basin Plans (LARWQCB, 1978).

3.1. EXISTING AND PROPOSED WATERBOOXE~

Fig 1.1- 1.10 also identify the streams, lakes and reservoirs
that were listed in the 1978 Basin Plan and those that are propose~
for addition to the 1993 Basin Plan. The additional waterbodies,
listed as proposed, were agreed upon between the Regional Boar~
staff and California State University, Fullerton investigation
team. The criteria used for proposed waterbodiee were:

(a) perennial flows,
(b) size of the tributary,
(c) areas of special biological significance,
(d) areas with wilderness and wetland habitats,
(e) areas with reported rare and endangered species,
(f) waterbodies with stream gaging and water ~uallty

monitoring stations,
(g) waterbodies with significant landuse or wateruse.
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Table 1.0 lists all the named surface waterbodies of the
Region 4, by Hydrologic Units, and indicates whether a given
waterbody is included in the 1978 Plan, or is proposed for the 1993
Plan. The table also indicates the type of water~ody, according to
the following scheme:

stream, includes rivers and streams, without significant
riparian wetlands.

riparian stream, includes rivers and streams, with
riparian wetlands (riverine and palustrine), proposed £or inclusion
in the wetland category.

lake, includes lakes and reservoirs, without slqniflcant
lacustrine wetlands.

inland wetland, includes mostly lakes, reservoirs and
swamps, with lacustrine and palustrine wetlands, proposed for
inclusion in the wetland category.

beach/bay, estuary, Include coastal features, without
significant coastal wetlands. These also include tidal prisms of
the 1978 Plan.

coastal wetland, includes estuarine and paluatrine
wetlands, proposed for inclusion in the coastal wetland category.

islands, includes waterbodies of the Channel Zslende,
with no significant streams, lakes and reservoirs.

biolsig refers to areas of special biological
significance, as approved by the Regional Water Quality Control
Soard.

3.2. ~ATERBODY DINENSZONS AND lr[J3N ~ZS’Z’ZC~

Table 2.1. lists all the named rivers and streams, included or
proposed, and with measures of stream length and channelized
streams, in miles. Channeltzed streams include Portions with
concrete sides and/or bottoms.
The table also lists streams that are intermittent (Z), or
permanent (perm), identified by interpretation of USGS 7.5 minute
maps, and several verified through field inspections. The table
also identifies streams with significant riparian wetlands,
proposed for inclusion in the wetland category.

Table 2.2 lists all the lakes and reservoirs, included or
proposed, with areal extent, in acres. It also lists lakes and
reservoirs that are intermittent or Permanent, as identified by map
interpretation and several verified through field inspections. The
table also identifies lacustrine wetlands, proposed £or inclusion
the wetland category.

Other tables include: Table 2.3 Groundwater Basins
Table 2.4 Wetlands

The computer aided measures of lengths and areas were checked
for accuracy, using manual instruments like planimeter and

_ stadiometer. The calculations were found to be within the domai8 of

reasonable accuracy.
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TABLE 1.0 NA~ED WATERBODIES OF REGION 4
,.~ By Hydrologi� UnLC

INCLUDED/ I~ETL~DH.U.    TYPE NAME PROPOSED DESIGN.

*" PITAS POINT HU
401.00 RIP. ST/~EAH JAVON CANYON PROPOSED401.00 STREA~ LOS SAUCES CRE~R PRO~SED401.00 STRE~ ~D~NIO CANYON " PRO~SED401.00 STRE~ PADRE JUAN CANY~ PRO~SED401.00 STRE~ ~VERTY C~YON PRO~S~D401.00 BEACH/BAY NEARSHORE a INCLUDED401.00 BEACH/BAY OTHER NEARSHO~ ~g

PRO~SED40Z.O0 BEACH/BAY RZN~N B~ACH

e~ CHINO HSA
401.21 STRE~ ~NO
40;.21 STRE~ S~ ~NIO C~EK ~N~L INC~D~D

*e C~RENONT HEIGHTSHSA
401.23 STRE~ a~
401.23 ST~ CAT
401.23 STRE~ DRY ~
401.23 STH£~ ~VEY CANYON
401.23 STRE~ $~ ~TONIO ~NYON ~K ;N~UD~D401.23 STR[~ SAN ~NZO CR~K
40;.23 STRK~ SPRUC~
401.23 STRE~ WEST FORK Bt~
401.23 ~ S~ ~lO R~S~RVOIR

402.10 STRE~ ~N~ Dt ~
402.10 STRE~ CANADA DE R~RIOUtS
402.10 STRE~ ~N~A DEL
402.10 STRE~ ~A D~L DIAB~
402.10 STRE~ CANADA DEL
402.10 STRE~ ~A ~GA �~gK

ZN~D402.10 STRE~ ~N~A
402. I0 STRE~ ~H~
402.10 STRE~ EAST ~ORK ~ ~ PRO~S~D402.10 STRE~ ~LL C~Y~ PRO~S~D402. i0 STRE~ ~D ~
402.10 STRE~ ~ON
402.10 ST~ ~UE~
402.10 STRE~ SAN~N ~~
402.10 ST~ SULPHUR
402.10 RIP. ST~ ~NTU~ RIVER
402.10 ST~ ~L~N
402.~0 BEACH/BAY NEARSHO~ ~ IN~UD~402.10 ~AST~ ~T~D VENTU~ RI~R TID~

.e UPPER ~N~ RI~R ~
402.20 ST~ AYERS ~EK p~402.20 ST~ CHIS~ C~K p~402.20 ST~ ~PER
402.20 RIP. ST~ ~Y~E C~EK p~402.20 STRE~ ~ZY DELL
402.20 RIP. ST~ EAST FO~ ~Y~E
402.20 ST~ F~SNO
402.20 ST~ ~NNEDY ~
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402.20 STRE~J4 LINE CANYON
402.20 STREAH LION CANYON
402.20 RIP. STREAH HATZLIJA CREEK
402.20 STRE~ HCDONALD CANYON
402.20 RIP. ST~ MURIE~A CAN~ON PRO~S£D
402.20 STRE~ NORTH FORK ~TILZJA CR~K ~RO~SED
402.20 STRE~ NORTH FORK SANTA ANA
402.20 RIP. ST~ OLD ~ CAN~ PRO~S~D
402.20 STRE~ ~PLIN CREEK
402.20 ST~ RICE CANYON
402.20 RIP. STRE~ SAN AN~NIO CREEK
402.20 RIP. STRE~ S~TA ANA C~EK PRO~S~D402.20 STRE~ UPPER NORTH ~ ~T~L~JA
402.20 RIP. STR£~ VENTU~ RIVER ~ TRIBUT~I~S INCLUDED
402.20 STRE~ ~EST FORK ~Y~ CRt~K
402.20 RIP. STR£~ ~EST PORK SANTA ~A
402.20 STR£~ HILL~ CREEK
402.20 STRE~ ~ILLS
402.20 ~KE ~t CASIT~ INCLUDED402.20 IN~ND NET~ND ~TZLIJA RESER~IR INCLUDED402.20 INLAND HET~D HIRROR ~ PRO~SED
402.20 IN~D ~ET~D ~AI ~T~ND PRO~SED

** UPPER ~AI NBA
402.31 STRE~ BIG ~NY~
402.31 STRE~ LZON ~NY~ PRO~
402.31 STRE~ SYC~ C~lX

e~ ~I VALLtX
402.32 STR£~ GRIDL~
402.32 STR~ HORN ¢AN~ ~RO~S~D
402.32 STR£~ Rt~VtS CREEK
402.32 STRE~ S~N RN~NIO ~K INCLUDED402.32 ST~ STEW~T

*~ OXN~ HSA
403.11 ST~ ~
403.11 ST~ ~LEGUAS ~X INkeD
403.11 ST~ ~H
403. ;1 ST~ ~KE
403.11 STRE~ ~VOLON S~H
403.11 RIP. ST~ S~TA C~ RZ~R IHCLUDKD
403.11 STRE~ SEX~H ~Y~ PRO~SED
403.11 L~K~ H~TH ~ INCLUDED
403.11 Z~ARY HUGU ~N INCLUDED
403.11 HAR~R CHANNEL IS~DS ~IHA INCLUDED
403.11 H~BOR ~ND~Y BAY (~XNA) INCLUDED
403.11 HARBOR ~RT HUEN~ (~R) INCLUDED
403.11 HARBOR ~NTU~ Kt~S (~ZNA) INCL~D
403.11 ~BOR ~NTU~ ~INA ZNCLUD~D
403.11 BEACH/BA~ ~D~Y BEACH ~RO~S~D
403.11 BEACH/BA~ NEARSHO~ ZONE (TIDAL ~RZSN) INCL~D
403.11 £STU~Y C~LEGUAS CREEK (TIDAL ~RZSN) INCLUDED
¯ 03.11 ESTU~Y EDISON C~ (TZD~ PRISN)
403.11 ~AST~ ~T~D HCG~TH ~ (TZD~
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403.11 COASTAL k~’I’LAHD MUGU LAGOON (TIDAL F~ZSM)
~INCCUDED403.11 ~ASTAL ~T~ND O~OND BEACH
PRO~SED403.11 ~ST~ ~T~ND S~TA C~ RI~R

¯ e PLEASANT V~LEY HSA
403.12 STR£~ ~OYO ~S ~SAS
403.12 STR£~ CALLEGUAS C~EK INCLUDED403.12 STRE~ ~NEJO C~EK

INCLUDED403.12 STRE~ ~NO G~E

403.21 STRE~ ~S CANY~
403.21 ST~ ALISO
403.21 STRE~ AN~UP CANYON
403.2~ STHE~ ~AST FORK SANTA PAU~
403.21 STHE~ ECHO FALLS
403.21 STRE~ FAG~ C~YON
403.21 ST~ H~N CANY~
403.2i STRE~ ~ BR~Ht
403.21 STRE~ ~NO C~YON
403.21 STRE~ HORGAN CANY~
403.21 ST~ HUD CREEK
403.21 STRE~ O’~ C~YON
403.21 STR~ P~PPERTR~E
403.21 STR~ RICHARDSON
403.21 ST~ S~T~RSH
403.21 RIP. ST~ S~TA C~ RX~R XMCL~D403.21 ST~ SANTA PAU~ �~K INCLUDED403.21 RIP. $T~ SISAR C~BK INCLUDED403.21 STRE~ WHEELER

403.22 ST~ BE~
403.22 RIP. ST~ SX8~ �~BK

403.31 ST~ ~L~
403.31 ST~ ~ULDtR C~
403.31 STRE~ GRIMES
403.31 ST~ ~US
403.31 ST~ ORC~
403.31 ST~ ~LE CRE~K
403.31 RIP. STRE~ S~TA C~ MZ~R IN~ED403.31 RIP. ST~ SESPE �~EK IN~ED403.31 ST~ SN~
403.31 ST~ TIMBER
403.31 ST~ Wl~ ~

~PA ~PA HSA
403.32 ST~ A~Z
403.32 S~ ~B~
403.32 ST~ ~DER C~K
403.32RIP. ST~ BE~ ~Y~ PRO~S~403.32 ST~ BE~ C~EK
403.32 ST~ BURRO
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TABLE 1.0 NN’J~D WAT£RDODI£S OF REGION 4 ~ )
~ By Hydrol~ic Uni~

INCLUDED/ ~
~H.U.    ~YP~ N~ PRO~SED DESIGN.

403.32 STRENq CENTENNIAl. CREEK
403.32 STREAH CH~rRR¥ CR~EK
403.32 STRE~ CHO~O G~ND£
403.32 RIP. ST~ ~LD~ATER C~ON ~S~D
403.32 STRE~ COLD~A~ER FO~
403.32 ST~ DERRYDAL~ C~EK
403.32 STRE~ EAST FORK ALDER C~K
403.32 STRE~ E~ C~EK
403.32 STRE~ FOUR~ C~K
403.32 STRE~ GODHIN C~YON
403.32 STR~ HOT SPRINGS �~ PRO~S~D
403.32 ST~ H~D C~K
403.32 ST~ ~YBUG
403.32 ST~ LION ~YON PRO~gD
403.32 STRE~ ~I~L~ SESP~
403.32 STRE~ ~P~E CREEK
403.32 ST~ HUNSON CRE~K
403.32 STRE~ NORTH ~RK PIED~
403.32 STRE~ PARK CREEK
403.32 RIP. ST~ PIED~ B~ �~R P~SgD
403.32 RIP. STRE~ PINE ~Y~ PRO~SED ¯
403.32 STRE~ ~P~R C~EK PRO~SgD
403.32 RIP. ST~ ~TRERO JOHN C~EK PRO~SgD
403.32 STRE~ RED REEP
403.32 RIP. ST~ REDR~K C~EK PRO~SED
403.32 RIP. STR£~ ROSE V~Y CR~R PRO~SgD
403.32 RIP. ST~ SESPE CREEK & TRIB~Ig8 INCLUDgD
403.32 ST~ SPR~NG C~YON
403,32 STRE~ S~NE ~
403.32 ST~ SYC~O~
403.32 ST~ T~ CRE~K
403.32 RIP. ST~ TIHBER ~gK P~S~D
403.32 R~P. STRE~ TROUT ~EK PRO~SED
403.32 RIP. ST~ TULE CREEK PRO~SED
403.32 RIP. ST~ ~ST FO~ SESPK C~K P~ED

403.41 ST~ B~C~ C~Y~
403.41 ST~ C~U~T ~Y~
403.41 ST~ DEVIL ~YON P~ED
403.41 STRE~ ~MINGUEZ ~
403.41 STRE~ EDWA~S
403.41 STRE~ EU~
403.41 ST~ ~AIRVI~ ~
403.41 STRE~ F~Y C~Y~
403.41 ST~ HOLSER C~Y~
403.41 STRE~ HOPPER C~EK
403.41 ST~ LECHER ~Y~ P~S~
403.41 ST~ LI~ ~YON
403.41 ST~ ~PLE
403.41 ST~ MODE~ C~Y~
403.41 ST~ NUEVO
403.41 ST~ OAK
403.41 RIP. ST~ PZRU C~EK & TRIB~Z~S
403.41 S?~ ~ONA ~
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403.41 STREN4 REAL WASH
..... 403.4! STR£A~t REASONER CANYON

403.41 RIP. STR£A/q SANTA CLAHA RIVER INCLUDED
403.41 STREAN S~NTA FELICIA CANYON PROPOSED
403.41 STREkM SHIELLS CANYON

4 403.41 STR£id4 SMITH CANYON
403.41 STREFd4 TAPO CANYON PROPOSED

, 403.41 STRE~U4 TOMS CANYON
403.41 STREAK TORREY CANYON
403.41 STREAK WARRING CANYON
403.41 STREAK WILEY CANYON

¯ 403.41 LAKE LAKE PIRU INCLUDED

UPPER PIRU NSA
4 403.42 STREA/4 AGUA SLANCA �/L~EK PROPOS|D

o 403.42 STREAK AI.J~O CREEK
403,42 STREAK SEAR GULCH
403 ¯ 42 STREAK SEARTRAP CANYON PROPO~qED

"" 403.42 STREAK SIG CEDAR
~ 403.42 STREAK SUCK CREEK PROPOSED

403 ¯ 42 STREAK CANTON CANYON
403.42 STREAK CARLOS CANYON

~ 403.42 STREAN CEDAR CREEK
~ 403.42 STREAK CliERKY CANYON

403.42 STREAN DEJU) HORSE CREEK
403.42 STREAM DRY CREEK

"~ 403.42 STREAH FISH CREEK PROPOSED
4 403.42 STREAN FRAZIER CREEK PROPOSED

403.42 STREAK LACOSCA CREEK
403.42 STREAJ4 LIEBRE GULCH

’ * 403.42 STREAK LITTLE MUTAU
403.42 STREAK LOCKtK)OO CREEK PROPOI~D

"~ 403.42 STREAN LONG DAV~
403.42 STREAK HICIM~L

~ 403.42 STREAN NUTAU CRESK PROPOS~
403.42 STREAK NORTH FORK FISH CIq~K~4
403.42 STREAK OSITO CAN~q)N
403.42 RIP. STREAN PERU CREEK

o 403.42 STREAK POSEY OJi¥ON
403.42 STREAK ROCK CREEK~,e
403.42 STREAK ROSE CREEK
403.42 STREAK RUBY CANYON

’ 403.42 STREAK SHARPS CANYON
403.42 STREAN SHEEP CREEK,,.e
403.42 STREAK SHITH FORK
403.42 STREAK SNOMY CREEK PROposrJ)

, , 403.42 STREAK SOUTH IN)RE PERU CI~EK FROPO$~D
403.42 STREAN SULPHUR CREEKm~ 403.42 STREAM TRAIL CANYON
403.42 STREAM TURTLE CANYON

, 403.42 STREAN WEST FORE LZEBRE GULCIf
403.42 LAKE ~ PERU INCLUDED

"" 403.42 LAY~ PYRAMID LAF~ INCLUDED

.
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TABLE 1.0 NA.KED WATERBODIES OF R~GIO~ 4
- By Hyd~olo~.� Unit

INCLUDED/ ~D
H,U.    ~YP~ N~ PRO~SED DESIGN.
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** ESCONDZDO CANYON HSA
404.34 STR£~J~ ESCONDIDO CANYON CREEK ZNC/.UDED
404.34 BEACH/BAY ESCONDIDO BEACH ffROPOSED

e* RANERA CANYON
404.35 STREN4 RAJ4IRA CANYON CRIER ZNC~UDBD
404.35 STRENq WALNUT CANYON
404.35 BIOLSIG POINT HUGU TO LATIGO POINT

** ZUlCA CANYON HSA
404.36 STREAM DUNE CREEK |ZUHA CJUe/ON) INCLUDBD
404.36 STREN4 NEWTON CANYON
404.36 BEACH/BAY POINT DUNE BEACH PROPOSED
404.36 BEACH/BAY WESTWARD BEACH PROPOSED
404.36 BEACH/BAY ZUHA COUHTY BBACH PROPOSED
404.36 COASTAL WETLAND DUNE I.AGOON PROPOSED

** TRANCAS CANYON HBA
404.3? STREAN STEEP HILL CANYON
404.3? BTREAN TI~NCAE CANYON �I~tK INCLUDED
404.37 BEACH/BAY TRANCAB BEACH PROPOS,D

ee ENCINAL CANYON HBA
404.41STR£AN ,NCXNA~ CANYON �lt~R INClUDeD

** LOS ALISOS CANYON HBA
404.42 STREAN IJ~CHUBA CANYON �I~ER INClUDeD
404.42 8T~ ~S ~ISOS

ee H~CHO~S C~Y~ HSA
404.43 ST~ SAN NICHOLS
¯ 04.¯3 BEACH/~Y NI~O~S

ee ~OYO BEFIT H~
404.44 RIP. ST~ ~ROYO S~ZT ZN~ED *
404.44 ST~ EAST ~RK ARROYO BEFIT P~gD
404.44 ST~ NEST ~
404.44 ST~ WI~ CU~K

~ LI~E SYC~ ~Y~ HSA
404.4S ST~               LI~LE

** DEER ~YON HSA
404.46 ST~ DEER ~Y~ p~
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TABLE 1.0 NAJ<ED WATERBODIES OP ~GION 4
By Hydrolo~Lc

INCLUDED/ WL~I’LAHD
H.U. TYP~ N~ PRO~SED DESIGN,

** P~S VEXES HSA
405.11 ~T~ AGUA ~RG~ C~YON PRO~SED
405.11ST~ ~LT~ C~YON PRO~SED
405.11STRE~ ~ONDZKE CANY~ PRO~SED
405.11 STRE~ ~GA CANYON PRO~SED
405.~1STRE~ PORTUGUESE C~Y~ PRO~SED
405.11 BEACH/B~Y ~BALOHE PRO~SED
405.11 BEECH/BEY ~ZNT VZCENTE BEA~ PRO~SED
4~5.11 BEECH/B~Y ROYAL PA~S BEACH PRO~SED
405.11 BEACH/~Y ~ZTES ~ENT BEACH PRO~SED

~ WEST ~ST
405.12 ST~ ~GUA ~GN~ C~NY~ P~SED
405.12 STRE~ AVERZL~ CANVON PRO~S~D
405.12 STRE~ BENT SPRING CANYON PRO~SED
405.;2 STRE~ ~HZNGUEZ CH~N[~ ~ TZD~ PRISM ~NC~UD~D
405.12 STRE~ GEORGE CANYON PRO~SED
405.12 STRE~ ¯ ~OS ANGELES RI~R INCLUDED
405.~2 STRE~ MI~LESTE CANY~ PRO~SED
405.12 ST~ SAN PEDRO CANY~ PRO~S~D
405.12 STRE~ SEPUbVEDA C~Y~ PRO~SED
405.12 *.~D ~T~D BZXBY S~G. AND H~R ~ ZNCLUDtD "

405.12 IN~ND ~T~D ~DRONA ~RSH PRO~S~D ¯
405.~2 ~ PALOS VERD~S
405.12 H~R KING ~RBOR-RE~N~
405.~2 ~R L.A./L.B. ALL ~H~R INH~R ~ ZHCLUD~D
405.12 ~R L ¯ A ¯/L. B. OUTER ~R~R ;NCL~D
405 ¯ 12 ~R L.A./L. B./~R~R, ~RINAS IHCLUD~D
405.12 ~R~R L.B. ~RINA - ALL ~H~R AR~AS INCLUDED
405.~2 ~R L.B. ~RINA~ ST~IUH~ & ~I~S ~Y INCLUDED
405.12 BEACH/BAY CABRILLO BEACH PRO~S~D
405.12 B[ACH/BAY ~KW~ZL~R B~A~ P~S~D
405.;2 B~ACH/BAY H~OSA B~ACH PRO~S~D
405.12 BEACH/~Y L.A./L.B. HARBOR/PUBLIC B£A~ ~ INCLUDED
405.12 BEACH/BAY L.B. ~RINA - PUBLIC B~ACH ~ ZNCL~D
405.12 B~ACH/BAY ~NG BEA~ PRO~S~
405.12 BEACH/BAY ~N~ B~A~
405.12 BEACH/BAY ~H~R H£ARS~
405.12 BEACH/BAY REDOH~ B~A~ PRO~S~D
405.12 B~ACH/BAY ~~ B~A~
405.12 ESTUARY ~HINGUEZ CHANNEL (TID~ PRISM) INCLUD~
405.12 ESTUARY ~S ANGELES RIVER
405.12 ~STU~Y ~S CERRI~S C~N~L (TID~ PRISM) PRO~S~D
405.12 ~AST~ ~T~D ~I~S BAY PRO~D

405.13 ST~ B~N~ CREEK ~ TZD~ PRISM *N~
405.13 ST~ CENT*NE~ C~** ~N*~ P~*D
4OS.13 ST~

,

405.13 ST~ ~N,ER C~YON
405.13 ST~ ~NDEVILLE ~Y~ ~.
405.13 ST~ PULGA C~*ON





TABLE 1.0 NA.4ED
By Hydrolo<~Lc Unit

ZNCLUD~D/H . U , TYP~ N~ PRO~S ~D DESIGN

40S. 15 ST~ SYC~O~E C~ON
405.15 ST~ TA~8I CREEK
405.15 STR~ ~BULL
405.15 STRE~ ~RSH~
405.15 ~KE ~S~ RESERVOIR

BOURN
405.15 IN~ND ~T~D £~ ~ ~S
405.15 ~ ELYSIAN RESERVOIR PRO~SED405.15 ~KE IVANHO£ RESERVOIR PRO~SED405.15 ~ HORNZNGSZDE PARK .PRO~SED405.15 ~KE SILVER ~ ~SERVOZR PRO~SED405.15 ZN~D ~T~D SZHS ~ND PRO~SED405.15 ES~ARY SAN GABRZ~ RIVER (TID~ PRZSN) INClUDeD40S.15 ~ASTA~ ~T~ND ~S CERRZ~S ~G~ PRO~SED40S.15 COASTA~ WET~ND ~S C[RRI~S ~ET~D$ PRO~S~D

405.21 STRE~ ~SO CRE~K ~NC~UDED405.21 STRE~ ARROYO CA~ INCLUDED405.21 STRE~ BEE ~Y~
40S.21 STR,~ B*~L CRggK INCLUDgD40S.21 ,TR,, BERRY �~Y~
40S.21 ST~ B~ZHD
40S.2~ S?R[~ B~C[
40S.21 ST~ B~ND
40S.2~ ST~ BR~N
405.21 STRE~ BR~S C~gK ZNC~UDgD405.21 ST~ BUlL CREEK :HC~UDED405.21 ST~ BURBANK ~ESTE~ ~NEL INCLUDED

ZN~UDgD405.2; ST~ ~BRINZ C~YON
405.21 STRE~ ~NT~ B~NCH TUJU~A~H
405.21 ST~ C~DLER ~Y~
405.21 STRE~ CHATS~ PRO~S~D405.21 ST~ CHX~S
405.21 STRE~ C~XG
405.21 STRE~ DA~
405.21 ST~ D~ ¢~Y~ ZN~UD~405.21 ST~ DE~ HORSE
405.21 ST~ DEER
405,21 ST~ DEVIL C~Y~
40~.21 STRE~ DRY ~N~ON C~EK
405.21 ST~ EAST ~NYON C~NKL
405.21 STRE~ E~D
405.21 ST~ ENCINO C~EK
405.21 ST~ F~ C~K
405.21 ST~ FE~
405.21 STRE~ FISHER
405.21 STRE~ G~PEVZNE
405.21 S?~ H~SEN HEIGHTS
405.21 STRE~ HZLLCREST
40S.21 ST~ ID~
405.21 ST~ IHDI~
4OS.21 ST~ I~DE~ ~
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, Y
TABLE 1.0 NAHED NATERBODZES OF REGION 4 ( )

By Hydrologic UnLt

INCLUDED/ WZ~’IJU(D
LH.U. ~"~PE NAHE PROPOSED     DESIGN.

405.21 STREW4 JEFFRIES CANYON
405.21 STRE/~4 LJ~ TUNA CANYON CREEK INClUdED
405.21 ST~ ~ TUNA CANYON ~TE~
405.21 STRE~ LIHEKILH CREEK ~UD~D
405.21 STRE~ ~PEZ CANYON �~EK
405.21 RIP. STRE~ ~S ANGELES RIVER I~UDED405.21 ST~ ~D CANYON
405.21 ST~ HCC~URE CANYON
405.21 ST~ HC~Y CANYON C~EK INCLUDED
405.21 STRE~ HCDONA~D

HO~ON CANYON405.21 STRE~
405.21 ST~ PA~X~ DXVERSX~
405.21 ST~ PA~I~ WASH XN~D~D40S.21 STRE~ ~EROY
40S.21 STRE~ SANTA SUSAHA HASH
40S. 21 STR£~ SEHNET C~YON
40S.21 STRE~ SHERER CAHY~
40S.21 STRE~ SOUTH B~N~ B~
40S.21 ST~ S~RY CAHY~
40S. 21 STRE~ S~UGH
405.21 STRE~ SUNSET CANY~
40s.21 ST~ SYC~ONt C~
~os. 21 ST~Z~ ~UJUNOA ~
40S.21 STRE~ VERDU~ WASH
40S.21 STR~ ~N

40S.21 STRE~ HZ~D ~Y~
40S.21 ST~ ~LSEY
40S.21 ST~ YB~
40S.21 ~ C~TS~RTH RESER~ZR
40S.21 ~ ENC/~ RESERVER PRO~S~D40S.21 ~ GZ~ RES~R~IR P~KD40S.21 ~ GREEN VERD~
40S.21 ~ ~HS~N SP~ZNG
40S.21 ~ L~ES ~ P~D405.21 ~ ~S A~E~S ~SER~IR INClUDeD40S.21 ~ ~R VAN HO~
40S.21 ~ HOHT~RZA ~ PRO~S~D405.21 ~ PA~I~ SPREADZ~ GR~S
40S.21 ~ SEPU~VEDA FLeD ~RO~ ~SER~ZR
40S.21 ~ SOlO ~SERVOZR PRO~SED405.21 ~ ~LU~ ~

405.22 S~ ~
405.22 S~ ~
405 . 22 S~ B~
405.22 S~ BUCK
40S.22 ST~ CHI~EY ~Y~
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TABLE 1.0 NN,~D WATERBODIES OF R~GZON 4
By Hydrolog,i.� UnJ, t

INCLUDED/ ICET~
N.U.    TYPE NJ~14E PROPOSED DESIGN.

405.43 STREW4 SOUTH FORK IRON POIU~ PROPOSED
405.43 STREAN STR~YNS
405.43 STREA.H SUSANNA CANYON
405.43 STI~AM TRAIL FORK
405.43 STREJU4 TUNBLER CANYON
405.43 STRE~q VALLEY FORGE CANYON
405.43 STREJU4 VN/ TASSEL CN/YON INCLUDED
405.43 STREAH VENEDO CANYON
405.43 STRE~d4 VINCENT GULCH PROPOSED
405.43 STREAM WATER CANYON
405,43 STREAM WEST FORK BEAR CREEK PROPOSED
405,43 RIP, STREAN WEST FORK SAN GABRIEL RIVER INCLUDED     ¯
405.43 STREJU4 WILLIJU4S CANYON
405.43 I~E COGSWELL RESERVOIR ZNCLUD’D
405.43 LAKE CRYSTAL LAKE INCLUDED
40S.43 LAKE WORRIS RESERVOIR INCI,UDED
40S.43 LJ~ SJ~N GABRIEL RESERVOIR INCLUDED

405.44 STRE/~q EAST PORK SMi DIHAS
405.44 RIP. STRI:JU4 FERN CANYON PROPOIED ¯
405 ¯ 44 STREAM HJU4 CANYON
40S.44 STRE/U4 HUHHINGBIRD CREEK
40S.44 STREJU4 LODZ CANYON
40S.44 RIP. STREId4 SAN DI.~S CMIYON CP~EK INCLUDED ¯
405.44 STREJU4 SAN DIHP, S WASH (UPPER) *HCLUD,
405.44 STRE~J4 SYCN4ORE CANYON
40S. 44 STREW4 TANBARK CREEK
40S.44 STRBJ~I WEST FORK SAN DIH~I CAHYON PROPO,SED
40S.44 RIP. BTREJU4 WOLFSKILI, CANYON PROPOSED ¯
40S.44 IJU~ SAN DZI4~S DJOI AND USERVOIIt ZNCLUD,D

¯ e 8AN JOSE HSA
405. $1 STREAM SAN JOB, CRE,K INCLUDED
40S.S1 STR~ SOUTH SAN JOSE CREEK

¯ ¯ POHONA NSA
40S.S2 STREAN l.ZV~ OJUr, NJ~SH PROPOBteD
40S.$2 STRE~Id4 THONPSON WASH PROPOSED
405.$2 ~ PUDDZNGSTONE D/U4 AND RESERVOIR INCLUDED

¯ * I, IV~ OAF, NSA
405. $3 STRE~tJ4 BURBANK CJU~IYON
405 ¯ 53 STREAN Ci4xclr~N CJUiYON
405.53 STREAN COB;~ CANYON
40S.$3 STREAN EMERALD CREEK AND WASH XMC~UD~I)
405.53 STREkM GAIL
405.$3 STRE)J4 LIVE OJ~ CREEK ~D WASH
405.$3 RIP. STREAN 14ARSHI~,L CREEK AND WASH IHCLUDKD ¯
405. $3 STRE;~4 PAIJ4ER C~iYON
40S. $3 STREAN THOHPSON CRE~K
405. $3 STREAN TNONPSON W~qH
40S. 53 STREAN WEBB CANYON
40S.$3 STREAN WEST FORK P~.J4ER cJUqYON
405.53 STREJU4 WII.LZ/OtS
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401 ¯ 00 JAVON CANYON PROPOSED 2.
401.00 LOS SAUCES CREEK PROPOSED 4.7
401 ¯ 00 MADRAHIO CANYON PROPOSED 3,401.00 PADRE JU~q CANYON PROPOSED401. O0 POVeRTy CANYON PROPOSED
401.21 CHINO CREEK 2.0
401.21 SAN ANTONIO CI~EK CHANNEL INCLUDED
401.23 BEAR CANYON
401.23 CAT CANYON
401.23 DRY LAY~ CANYON
401.23 KVE¥ CANYON
401.23 SAN ANTONIO CANYON �I~EK INCLUDED     6.2
401.23 SAN ANTONIO CREEK CHANNEL
401.23 SPRUCE CANYON
401.23 WEST PORK BEJ~q CANYON
402.10 CANADA DE LAS ZNCINA.q 1.2
402. lO CANADA D~ RODRIGUEI
402.10 CANADA DEL ALI$O
402.~0 CANADA DEL DIABLO S.O
402.10 CANADA DEL SAN JOAQUIN
402.10 CANADA LARGA �It~EK INCLUDED
402.10 CANADA SECA
402.10 COCHE CANYON 3.S402.10 EAST PORK HALL CANYON PROPOSED 3.~
402.10 HALL CANYON PROPOSED 4. ?
402.10 14AKNOND CANYON 4.$
402.10 LEON CANYON
402.10 MANUEL CANYON
402.10 SANLON BARRANCA
402.10 SULPHUR CANYON 3.1
402.10 V~NTUHA RIVER & TRIBUTARIES INCLUDE:D S.9
402.10 k~LDON CANYON 3.2
402.20 AYERS CI~E:K PROPOSE:D402.20 CHISIqN4OO CR~K PROPOSED 2.0
402.20 COOPER CANYON 1.3
402.20 CO¥OT~ Ci~E:K PROPOSED 14.1
402.20 COZY DELL CANYON 4.2
402.20 EAST PORK COYOTE r..Ul:l¢ PROPOS~:D 2.S
402.20 FRESNO CANYON 2.8
402.20 I~NNED¥ CANYON 2.
402.20 LIF~ CANYON 1. ?
402.20 LION CANYON 4.6
402.20 HATILI3A CI~K PROPOSED 15.9
402.20 MCDONALD CANYON 4.9
402.20 MURIETTA CANYON PROPOSED 4.1
402.20 NORTH PORK HATILI3A CREEK PROPOSED ?.7
402.20 NORTH PORK S~JITA ANA CREEK 2.?
402.20 OLD ~ CANYON PROPOSED 3.2
402.20 POPLIN CI~EK 2.9
402.20 RICE CANYON 1. $
402.20 SAN ANTONIO CREEK & TRIBUTARIES INCLUDED 5.4402.20 SANTA ANA CP.~EK PROPOSED $.~
402.20 UPPER NORTH PORK HATILI.TA CREEK PROPOSED ?.O

~



TAB[~ 2.1 N~J4ED WATERBOOIES OF i~GZON ¯
By Wa~e~’body Type

RLvo~o

’~NCLUDE/ L~NGTH LENGTH XNTERHZT/ I,r~LNDH.U. NA.q~ PROPOSED MI~.ES CHHNLZD PER.~ANE~/’ DESIGN

402.20 ~NTU~ RX~R & TRZB~ZES INCLUDED 10.4 PE~402.20 WEST rO~ ~Y~£ C~EK PHO~S~D 2.S
402.20 WEST ~ 5~TA ~A C~K PRO~SED 3.5
402.20 WlL~ CREEK PRO~SED 2.3
402.20 WIL~ ~YON 2.4

402.31 LION ~ON P~S~D 4.8
402.31 SYC~O~ C~EK 2.1
402.32 GRIDLEY �~Y~ 4.1
402.32 HORN ~YON PRO~SED 6.S
402,32 ~E~S C~EK PRO~S~D $.S
402.32 S~ ~NIO C~K INClUDeD ~.0
402.32 STEW~T C~Y~ 3. I
403.11 S~ �~YON 3.6
403.11 ~GUAS C~K INClUDeD 2.2

¯03.11 ~VO~N S~H INCLUDED 8.9 p~

403.11 S~X~N ~Y~ PRO~S~D 8.2

403.12 C~GUAS C~K ZNC~UD~D ;0.9
403.12 ~H[~O C~K ZNC~UD~D S.S
403.12 ~HG G~ ~Y~ 4.3

403.21 ~UF ~Y~ 2.1
403.21 EAST ~RK S~TA PA~ ~Y~ 3.3
¯03.21 ECHO r~ ~Y~ 2.T l
403.21 FAG~ ~Y~ 4.9

403.21 ~NG ~Y~ 4,S p~

403.21 ~UD ~EK ~ 3.7 l403.21 O’~ ~Y~ 6.2
403.21 P~PPER?~R ~ 6.S

403.21 S~T~H ~y~ 3.S Z403.21 S~TA C~ RI~R INClUDeD 6.?
403.21 S~TA PAU~ ~K INCLUDED 16.S p~
403.21 SZS~ ~ INCLUDED 1.2 p~

403.22 SIS~ C~EK IN~UD~ 6.4

403.31 ~R C~ 6.S
403.31 GRI~S ~ S.O
403.31 ~US ~Y~ 0.8

403.31 ~LE ~EK 9.2
403.31 S~TA ~ RZ~ IN~UDED 9.7 P~
403.31 SESP£ ~EK ZN~ 6.0
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TABLE 2.1 NNqED WATERBODIES OF REGION ¯ ( )
~.~ By wa~.e~’body Typ~

R~.ver8

ZNCLUDE/ L£NGTH LENGTH
.~ H.U. N~ PRO~S£D H~LES CHNN~ZD PE~ENT DESZGN

40J.4~ ~PL~ ~YON 0.8
403.41 HOD£~ C~XON 2.8
403.41 NU£VO C~YON
403.41 O~ CANYON 2.~
403.41 PZRU C~£K
403.41 ~ONA CANXON 0.8
403.41 RE~ W~SH
403.41 R~RSONER C~ON
403.41 SANTA C~ RXVER XNCLUD£D
403.41 S~TA rE~ZCZA
403.41 SHIE~S C~ON
403.41 SNZTH ~Y~
403.41 ~A~ �~YON PRO~S£D 4.0

403.41 ~R~Y
403.41 ~lHO ~Y~ 3.6

403.42 ~GU~ B~NCA ~K PRO~S~D ;?. ;
403.42 ~O ¢R~K S.~
403.42 B~ GUSH ~.;

403.42 BUCK �~K PRO~S~D S ¯ 4
403.42 ~N

403.42 C~D~ ~X 1.9
403.42 CHE~Y
403.42 D£~ HORSE C~K 1.9
¯ 03.42 DRY ~X 6.9
403.42 ~ZSH C~K PRO~S~D
403.42 P~ZRR
403.42 ~S~ C~K 2.8

403.42 ~X~ HU~AU ~K S.3
403.42 ~K~D
¯03.42 ~NG DA~
403.42 ~Z~L
403.42 MUTAU C~EK P~SED    10.8
403.42 NORTH ~ FISH
403.42 OSI~ ~Y~ 3.5
403.42 PIRU CREEK & TRIB~Z~ IHCLUDED     60.0
403.42 ~SEY ~Y~
¯ 03.42 R~K C~EK 2.6
403.¯2 ROS~ ~EK 1.~
403.42 RUBY ~YON 3.1
403.42 S~PS ~Y~ 2.8
403.42 SH££P ~K 3.S
403.42 SHZ~ ~ 2.S
403.42 SN~ C~£K PRO~S~D 7.8
403.42 SOU?H ~ PZRU ~K PRO~SED 4.2
403.42 SULPHUR C~EK 3.0
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403.$1 LION CANYON
403.51 ~S PIHE~S ~YON 1.4
403.51 LUCKY CANYON 0.8
403.51 LYON ~NYON 3.2
403.51 ~PL[ CANY~
403.Sl MINT CANYON & TRIB~I~S INCLUDRD 8.2
403.51 MUNZ C~YON 1.7
403.51 HYSTIC CANY~ 2.4
403.51 NECKTIZ C~Y~ 4.2
403.51 NEW~ C~EK 4.4
403.$1 NORTH ~RK 1.7
403.51 O~X SPRING C~Y~ S.~
403.$10~KD~ CANYON
403.$10RO rINO C~Y~
403.S~ ORR 8PRING �~
403.51 P~O~S ~Y~ 2.4
403.$1 PE~INGER C~ 2.7
403.51 PI~ �~
403.51 PINZ ~ON ~.0
403.51 P~CZRIT~ ~Z~
403.51 PLUM ~
403.S1 ~LE C~YON 3.6
403.51 ~RO C~Y~ 4.7
403.S1 PROSPE~ C~Y~
403.51 QUIGLEY CAN~
403.51 ~LISNAKE ~ 3.3
403.$1 ~D Fox ~NY~ 1.6
403.$1 ~DR~K ~Y~ 3.S
403.S~ ~[YNZER CANY~
403.S1 ~ICE C~YON
403.51 ~RO ~Y~ 3.0
403.S~ RUBY ~Y~ " 4.3

403.S1 S~T C~EK 7.8
403.$1 SAN F~CISQUZ~
403.$1 SAN ~RTINEZ CHIQUI~
403.S~ S~ ~RTINEZ G~D~ ~Y~ 3.8
403.51 SAND C~YON 8.S
403.$1 S~NT~ C~ RI~R
403.51 SHA~E ~YON ~.8
403.51 S~N ~YON 3.S
403.51 SOUTH ~RT~ ~ P~S~D 1.3
403.51 SO~H TULE ~Y~ 2.6
403.$1 SPRING ~Y~ 3.3
403.$1 SPRUCE D~W 0.4
403.51 STEZNER ~Y~ 0.8
403.$1 TAPZ~ ~NY~ 4.2
403.$1 TAPZE ~YON 2.4
403.51 TE~S C~Y~ 8.0
403.51 TICK ~Y~ S.S
403.$1 ~SLEY ~Y~ 4.T
403.$1 TROUGH ~Y~ 4.0



TABLE 2.1 NImED WATERBODIES OF I~GION 4

~ By Water~¥ Type

INCLUDE/ LENGTH LENGTH     INTER/4IT/ W~TLND
.    H.~ N~ PRO~SED ~ILES CHNNLZD PE~NENT DESIGN

403.51 TUL~ CANYON 4.8
403.51 TURKEY CANYON 3.0
403.51 VASQUEZ CJ~YON 4,8
403.$1 VIL~ C~NYON 2.0
403.51 VIOLIN CANYON 7.~

403.S~ WIC~ ~Y~ ~,S
403.$1 WILEY C~YON 1.3
403.52 ~UQUET CREEK ~ TRIBUT~IES INCLUDED S.3
403.52 ~TINDAL~ C~ 4.6
403.52 SPUNKY CANYON 3. ~
403.$3 NI~ ~YON ~ TRIB~I~I INCLUDgD 7.4
403.$3 R~ER ~Y~ 4.3
403.53 SP~E ~YON 2.8
403.53 SP~E SPRING ~Y~ 4.6
403.$4 AGU~ DULCE C~YON & TRIB~I~E INCLUD~ 6.6
403. $4 ~USER C~Y~ 3 ¯ 4
403.$4 LE~EAU CANY~ ~.6
403.$4 WZL~ SPRINGS ~NY~ 1.7
403.SS A~N ~YON 3.9
403.SS AGUA DULCE ~Y~ & TRIB~I~S INCLUDED ~.9
403. SS ALISO ~Y~ P~SED 9.4
403.SS AR~STRE �~Y~ 4.9 I ~" "

403.SS ~B~T ~Y~ ~.0

403.SS ~BIN ~Y~ 1,1
403.SS IS~NOI~ ~ i.?
403. SS FRYtR ~Y~ 1.1
403.SS GL~SON C~Y~ $,9
403.SS H~HES ~Y~ 2.9
403.SS ZHDZ~ C~Y~ 3.3
403.5S J~ES ~Y~ 1.9 Z
403.SS ~S~ ~Y~ ~.0
403. SS ~UCKY SPRIGS ~Y~ 7.1
403.SS ~G ~Y~ 2.0 Z
403.55 ~ER ~Y~ 3.1
403.$5 ~X C~Y~ ~.6
403.55 HZ~ ~Y~ S.7
403.SS H~DY ~ 3.8
403.SS HE~LUS ~Y~ 1.S
403.55 HE’OH ~Y~ ~.O
403.SS S~NT~ C~ RZ~R G TRZB~ZES ZHCLUD~ 21.S
403.SS TIE ~YON 1.3
403.SS Y~HG ~Y~ 3.1
403.61 ~OYO ~~ 4.4
403.61 HOND~ B~ 4.9
403.61 HI~IGAN B~ 4.7
403.6~ ~VO~N SLOU~H (B~S~Y W~H) INCLUDED 6.2     2,6 l
403.62 ~S ~*. 6.1

¯ . 403.62 --OYO SIN* INCLUD, 7.6 Z
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TABLE 2.1 NAJ~ED ~ATERBODIES OF REGXON 4 ~ f )
By ~e~body Type ,

RLve~s

Z~CLUD£/ LENGTH LENCTH ZNTER,H~T/ ~"1%,ND
PRO~SED HILES CHNNLZD PE~ENT DESZGN



TABLE 2.1 NAH£D WATERBODXES OF It~GlO~

~NCLUD[/ L~NG~
H.~ N~ PRO~SED H~L~S

405,21 S~RY ~NY~ O,4
405.21 S~UGH C~YON
405.21 SU~SET C~YON 0,9
405.21 SY~ORE C~Y~
405.21 ~L~ C~Y~ 0,2405.2; ~UJUNG~ W~SH ZNC~UDED ~,?405.2~ VE~UGO WASH 3,4405.21 WE~N C~NY~
405,21 WZ~BUR W~SH 3,0405,21 ~Z~D~D C~Y~ 1,3405,21 ~SEY CANY~ l,&405,21 VB~R~ CANY~
405.2~ ~T C~Y~ .O,6
405,22 BEK ~NY~ O,6
405,2~ BUCK CANVON 0,9405,2~ CHIHN~ C~V~ ~,3
405,22 ~UGAR CANYON 0,9405.22 DAGGER F~T ~
405,22 ~R~HY �~Y~
405.22 G~SEBERRY ~Y~ 1.2405.22 GOR~N CANY~
405.22 H~ ~Y~ ~.O40S.22 ZR~ �~Y~ 1.8

405,22 LI~KILN CANY~
405,22 ~NETREE �~
405.22 ~P C~YON
405.22 ~P~ ~y~ 1.0
405.22 ~ C~YON �~ IN~ ~.2
405.22 ~OEL �~YON 0.9405,22 NORTH ~RK PA~Z~ ~ 2.0
405,22 ~£SN~K£ ~Y~ 2,04OS,22 SCH~HOUSE ~Y~
405.22 SOlD C~YOH 0,9405.22 SOUTH ~RK PA~Z~
405,22 SPRING CREEK
405.22 STETSON CAHY~
405,22 WEST FORK S~B~RO ~ 1,3
405.22 WHZTEWATER C~Y~ O,405.22 WZ~SON CANY~
405,23 ~ENS CANY~ 1,2
405.23 ~ER C~EK PRO~SED 3.6405.23 ~D~R C~RK
405.23 B~THOLO~US ~Y~ 1.3
405.23 BZG CZENEGA 0.?405.23 BZG TU~UNGA ~
405.23 B~UEGUH C~Y~
405.23 BOULDER ~N~
405.23 B~ECK ~ 0.9405.23 BRY~T C~V~ 2.0405.23 BUCK ~ 2.~405.23 ~S~ ~ 0.8



405.23 CENTER CREEK 1.2 Z "~
405.23 CItlLAO CREEK 3.7
405.23 CLEAR CREEK PROPOSED 3.7 PERJ4 *
405.23 COLDWATER CANYON 1.2
405.23 CONDOR CANYON 1.2
405.23 C’O~i,~OOD CANYON 1.:
405.23 DELTA CANYON 2. Z
405,23 DOANE CANYON 2. Z
405.23 EAST FORK ALDER �:UKK 4.,
405.23 EBEY CANYON 3.4 Z
405.23 FALL CREKX PROPOSED 3.
40S. 23 Fox CUER PROPOSED 7. i PEIU4
40S.23 FUSIER CANYOII 2.8
405.23 GOLD CREEK 6o~
405.23 GROTTO CRs’EK 1.S
405.23 HAINES CANYOH CRg~R INCt, UD~O ,/. i
405.23 NANSEN CAHYON I.Q
405.23 JOSEPHIN~ CRUDER 1.4
405.23 I~G£L CANYON CREF, K XNCLUDED 3. |
405,23 LIHEROCK CAH¥ON l.g
405,23 LITTLE TUJUNGA CANYON �I~EK INCLUDED "/.2
405.23 LOPEZ CANYON PROPOSED 1. $
405.23 LOVELL CANYON 1.0
405.23 LUCAS CREEK 2.3
405.23 LYNX GULCH 3.2 Z | "
40S.23 HAREK CANYON 2.2 Z J~. " ""~,
405.23 HCKINLEY CANYON 1.4
40S.23 HIDDLE FORK A~D~’I~ CR~u’K PROPOSED ~.E
405.23 HIDDLE FORK HZI~ (~t~KK 4.3
405.23 HILL CREEK INCLUDED 8 ¯ 3 PEIU4 *
405.23 HONTE CRISTO (~.KEK 3.4
405.23 HULE FORK 2.1
405.23 NEHR CANYON 1.4 I !40S.23 NORTH FORK ALDER ~ 2.1
40S.23 NORTH FORK HILL CltI:KK S.?
405.23 NORTH F~ORK TRAIl. CANYON 1.2
405.23 OJU~ SPRING CANYON 2.0
40S.23 OLIVER CANYON 0.7 Z
40S.23 PINE CANYON 0.6
405.23 PIPE CANYON 1.S Z
405.23 ROW~KY CJdfYON 1.S
405.23 SCHWARTZ CJUIYON 0.8
405.23 SILVER CREEK 1.1
405.23 SLAUGHTER �/UIYON !.0
405.23 STONE CANYON 1.2
405.23 TRAIL CAHYON S.1
405.23 UPPER BIG TUJUNGA CJd4YON CRJ~KK PROPOSED 6.4 PKIU’I ¯
405.23 VAS~}UEZ CREEK PROPOSED 1.2 PERJ4 ¯
405.23 VOGEL CANYON 3.0
405.23 WEST FORK ALDER cRr, EK PROPOSED 3.1
405.23 WEST FORK POX CREEK PROPOSED 3.2 PKIU4
405.23 WHITE OAX CAR¥ON PROPOSED 1.2 PK/U4
4OS. 23 WICKIUP CANYON PROPOSKD 3.3
405.23 WILDCAT GULC~ 2.1
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TABLE 2.1 HAMED WATERBODIES OF REGION 4

INCLUDE/ LENGTH LENGTH INTEPJ4IT/ WETLND
H.U~", NAME PROPOSED MILES CHNNLZD PER/%A~ENT DESIGN

405,23 YBARRA CANYON 2,9 Z
405.23 ZACHAU CANYON 1.? Z
405.24 AYARS CANYON 0.8 Z
405.24 BLANCHARD CANYON 2,8 Z
405.24 COOKS CANYON 3,0
405.24 CUNNINGHAN CANYON 0.8
405.24 DEER CREEK I.O Z
405.24 DUNSHORE CANYON CREEK INCLUDED 3.4 1.8 Z
405.24 EAGLE CANYON 2.9 Z
405.24 ENGLEHEARD CANYON 1.4 Z
405.24 GOSS CANYON 0.8 Z
40S,24 HALLS CANYON CHANNEL 1.2
405.24 HENDERSON CANYON 1.4
405.24 LAS BARRAS CANYON 0,8
405.24 HULLALLY CANYON 1.2 Z
405.24 PICKENS CANYON - BEFORE SHOVER GYM INCLUDED 2.~
405.24 PZCRENS CANYON CHANNEL BELOW IrOOTNZLL INCLUDED 1.0
405.24 PICKENS CANYON-SHOVER CYN. TO FOOTHILL INCLUDED 1.0
405.24 SHIELDS CANYON INCLUDED 1.4
405.24 SU’I~ON CANYON 1.2
405.24 VERDUGO WASH INCLUDED S.S     S.S I
405.24 WAND CAHYON 0.4
405.31 /~,HN4BHAWASH O.1
405.31 ARCADIA WASH 0.S
405.31 INCLUDEDARROYO SECO S. OF DEVIL’S GATE I~S. (U) 2.S
405.31 BAILEY CANYON 1.S
405.31 CASTLE CANYON O.S
405.31 DEER PARK BHANCH 1.1
405.31 EATON CANYON CREEK INCLUDED 4.S P~PJI ¯
405.31 EATON WASH (BELO~DJU4) INCLUDED 6.S
405.311’~,RVARD BI~NCH 1.O Z
405.31 HASTINGS CANYON 1.1
405.31 PASADENA GLEN I.S
405.31 RUBZO CANYON INCLUDED 3.S Z ¯
405.31RUBZO WASH O.1
405.32 AGUA CANYON 0.8
405.32 ARROYO SECO CRRYON INCLUDED 14.4 PERJ4 ¯
405.32 BEAR CANYON 3.S Z
405.32 BROWN CANYON 1.0
405.32 CHIQUITA CANYON 1.3
405.32 CLOUDBURST CANYON 0.? Z
405.32 COLBY CANYON 1.7
405,32 DAISY CANYON 1.1 I
405.32 DARK CANYOfl 1.? PERN
405.32 EL PRIETO CANYON CREEK INCLUDED 2.8
405.32 FALLS CANYOM 1.O
405.32 FERN CANYON 2.2
405.32 GOULD CANYON 2.1
405.32 GRAND CANYON ;.4
405.32 HALL BECKLEY CANYON 2.S
405.32 HAY CANYON 1.S
405.32 LADYBUG CANYON 1. S
405.32 LAS FLORES CANYON 1.1
405.32 LITTLE BEAR CREEK INCLUDED 1.9 PERM ¯
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TABLE 2.1 NAMED WATERBODIES OF REGION 4
-- By Water~ody Type

R~ve=s

INCLUDE/ LENGTH LENO’~M IN~ER/4IT/
N.U~-. H~ PRO~S~D HILES CHNNLZD PE~ENT DESIGN

_ 405.32 LONG CANYON 1.2
405.32 MILLARD CANYON CREEK INCLUDED
405.32 PICKENS CANYON O.B
405.32 PINE CANYON 1.2
405.32 SAUCER BRANCH 1.0
405.32 SHOVER CANYON INCLUDED 0.9
405.32 TWIN CANYON 0.?
405.32 WEBBER CANYON 0.?
40S.32 WEST RAVINE O.B
405.32 WINERY CANYON
40S.32 WOODWARDIA CANYON 0.?
40S.33 ARCADIA WASH (UPPER) INCLUDED
40S.33 BIG SANTA ANITA CANYON CREEK INCLUDED     4.8
405.33 CLAHSH£LL CANYON
405.33 EAST BRANCH ARCADIA WASH
405.33 EAST FORK SANTA ANITA CANYON PROPOSED     3,1
405.33 LITTLE SANTA ANITA CANYON CREEK INCLUDED
40S.33 NORTH FORK SANTA ANITA CANYON 1.4
405.33 SAN OLENE CANYON
405.33 SANTA ANITA WASH (UPPER) INCLUDED 3.3
40S.33 WINTER CREEK INCLUDED 3.2
405.41 ALHAMBRA WASH INCLUDED G.?
405.41 ARCADIA WASH (l, Ok~R) INCLUDED
40S.41 AVOCADO CREEK
405.41 BELL CANYON INCLUDED
405.41 BIG DALTON CANYON CI~EK INCLUDED
405.41 BIG DAI,~ON WASH INCLUDED    IO.4
405.41 BLISS CANYON
405.41BRADBURY CANYON CI~EK INCLUDED     1.0
405.41 CHARTER OAK CREEK
405.41 DIAMOND BAR CREEK
405.41 EAST BI~NCH BIG DALTON WASH 2.?
405.41 EATON WASH PROPOSED $.0
405.41ENGL£WlLD CANYON 1.2
40S.41 GORDON CANYON
405.41 HACIENDA CHANNEL
405.41HARRON CANYON ¯ O.T
405.41KERIL CANYON O.B
405.41 LEMON CREEK 3.4
405.41 LEWIS PAUL CANYON 1.4
405.41 LITTLE DALTON CANYON CREEK INCLUDED 4.0
405.41 LITTLE DALTON WASH INCLUDED ?.1
40S.41LUGUNA CHANNEL O.~

~ 405.41 MAPLE CANYON 1.O
405.41 MARSHALL CREEK PROPOSED
405.41 MISSION CREEK 1.4
405.41 MONROE CANYON 2.3

-- 405.41NONROVIA CANYON CREEK INCLUDED
405.41 MORGAN CANYON 1.8
40S.41 MULL CANYON 1.O
405.41 MYSTIC CANYON INCLUDED 1.S

~ 405.41 PINE CANYON O.S
405.41 POWDER CANYON 4.?
405.41PUDDINGSTONE WASH INCLUDED O.S

_

"
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V
TABLE 2.1 NAMED WATERBODIES OF REGION 4

By Waterbody Type
Rivers                                                          L

INCLUDE/ LENGTH LENGTH INTERMIT/ WETLRD
NAME PROPOSED MILES CHNNLZD PE~EMT DESIGN



TABLE 2.1 N~ED WATERBODIES Or REGION ¯

ZNCLUDE/ LENGTH LENGTH
H.U~ N~ PROPOSED MILES CHNN~ZD

405.43 WXLLX~S CANYON
405.44 EAST ~ORK SAN DX~S ~VON 5.8
405.44 FER~ ~NYON PRO~SED 2.8
405.44 H~ CANYON 2.2
405.44 HU~ZNGBZRD C~EK 0.8
405.44 LODZ CANYON 2.2
405.44 S~ DZ~S CANYON CREEK :NC~UDED &.7
405.44 SAN DZ~S WASH (UPPER) INCLUDED 3.3
405.44 SYC~ORE CANYON 1.6
405.44 TANBARK CREEK 2.4
405.44 ~EST FORK SAN DZ~S ~NY~ PRO~SED 3.1
405,44 WOLPSKXLL CANYON PRO~SED 4,1
405.51 SAN JOSE CREEK INCLUDED 4.9 4.9
40S.Sl SOUTH SAN JOSE ~EK 2.6
40S,S2 LZVE OAK WASH PRO~SED 4.S     4.S
405.S2 TH~PSON WASH PRO~S[O 2.9 2,9
4OS,S3 BURB~K CANY~ 2.1
405.53 CHICKEN CANV~ 2.0
405,$3 ~BA~ C~Y~
405.S3 [HE~LD CREEK ~D ~N INCLUDED 1.1
405.S3 GAI~ C~NVON 0.8
405.S3 LIVE OAK CREEK ~D WASH INCLUDED 4.4
405.53 ~RSHAL~ CREEK ~D ~H INCLUDED 3.8
405.$3 PA~ER CANYON
40S.53 TH~PS~ ¢RE~K INClUDeD 2.4
405,S3 THOMPSON WASH 2,2
40S.53 ~[BB CANY~
40S.S3 ~EST ~RK PA~R ~
405.$3 WZ~I~S C~V~ 1.O
¯ 05.62 BREA ~NYON
4OS.62 DZ~OHD ~R �~EK ~.2
40S.62 ~NNER C~Y~ 3.3
40S.63 ~;ONS ~NYON 0.4
40S.63 SON~ CANY~ 0.8
406.20 SURFACE WATER~RS~S XNCLUD~D 43.&
406.40 BZG SPRZNGS ~Y~ 2.9
406.40 ~PE C~Y~
406.40 ~N~D C~ S.S
406.40 ~LE SPR;NGS ~Y~ 3.9
406.40 HZDD~E CANYON �~ P~S~D ?.9
406.40 SZ~V~R CANY~ 3.1
481.21S~N AN~NZO C~£K ~N~ PRO~S~D 1.O    1.0
481.23 SAN ~TONIO C~Y~ C~EK INCLUDED 6.4
481.23 S~ AN~HIO C~EK ~N~L P~SED 2.8
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V
TABL~ 2.2

XNCLUD£/
,, H.~ N~ PRO~SED AC~S PE~ENT DESIGN

401.23 SAN ANTOHXO RESERVOZR INCLUDED    48.0 Z 7402.20 LAKE CAST?AS INCLUDED I729,4 I~RN
402.20 KAT%LXJA RESERVOXB INCLUDED 126.9 I~RN ¯
402.20 NIRROR LAKE PROPOSED 7.6
402.20 OJAZ UETLAND PROPOSED 7.$     Z ¯
403.11 HCGRJ~TH I,kKE INCLUDED 10.3 PERJ4
403.41L)J~E PZRU INCLUDED 922.1
403.42 ~ PXRU INCLUDED 144.9
403.42 PY/U~HZD LAKE INCLUDED 1234.? PEI~I
403.51CASTAZC 1,t, GOON PROPOSED 182.$
403.S1CASTAZC LAKE & ELDERBERRY rOREBA¥ ;NCLUDED 2632.6 PERJ4
403.51 DRINKWATER RESERVOIR PROPOSED 3.O PERJ¢
403.51 DRY CANYON RESERVO;R XNCLUDED 47tl
403,51 ELDERBERRY FOREBA¥ ;NCLUDED 386,2403.51 LAKE ELZgABETH INCLUDED 71.O
403.51 LAKE HUGHES INCLUDED 21.0
403.51 HUNT LAKES PROPOSED ?.6
403.52 BOUQUET RESERVOIR INCLUDED ?72.2
403.67 LAKE BARD (WOOD RANCH RESERVOIR) ;NCLUDED 205.4
403.67 RUNKLE RESERVOIR PROPOSED 3.8 PER/4
404.21 CENTURY RESERVOIR PROPOSED 6.0 PBIU4 ¯
404.24 LAKE EHCHANTO PROPOSED 3.3 PER.q ~’~
404.24 HA~XBU LAKE ~NCLUDED 44.4 PERJ/ ¯
404.25 LAKE ELEANOR PROPOSED ?.l ; ¯
404.25 LAB VXRGENES RESERVOIR (WEST LAKE I~SERVOIR) INCLUDED 123.0
404.25 WESTLAKE LAKE ~NCLUDED 118.8
404.26 LAKE SHERHOOD INCLUDED 136.6 PERN ¯
405.12 BZXB¥ SLOUGH AND H~.RBOR ~ INCLUDED 44.? PEIU4 ¯
405.12 COLORADO LAGOON PROPOSED 13.2 PKIU~
4OS.12 14~DRONA HARSH PROPOSED 6.9 Z ¯
405.~2 PALOS V~RDES R~SERVOZR 14.6
405.13 DEL I~Y LAGOON S.3
405.13 SANTA YNEZ LAKE (IJU~ BHRZN~) PROPOSED 1.O PER.q
405.13 STONE CANYON I~SERVOZR PROPOSED 135.S
405.13 UPPER STONE CANYOH R~SERVOIR PROPOSED 13.2
405.14 HOLLYWOOD RESERVOIR PROPOSED ?S.2 P~RN
405.14 LO~ER FRANKLIN CANYON I~SERVOZR PROPOSED 2?.4
405.14 UPPER YRANI~ZN CJU/¥ON P~SERVOXR PROPOSED S.8 PER~N ¯
405.15 ASCOT RESERVOIR ?.1
405.15 BOUTON LAKE IO.6 PBi~H
405.15 EL DOHADO IJ~ES PROPOSED 36.S Z ¯
405.15 ELYSIAN RESERVOXR PROPOSED 1.1
405.15 ZVANHO£ RESERVOIR PROPOSED ?.3
405.15 HORNZNGSZD£ P~qX RESERVOIR PROPOSED 2.6
40S.15 SILVER LAKE R~SERVOZR PROPOSED 73.9 P~iU~
405.15 SZNS POND PROPOSED 2.? Z ¯
405.21 CH~TS~ORTN RESBRVOZR INCLUDED $43.1
405.21ENCXNO RESERVOIR PROPOSED 133.8    PRR.q
405.21GZRItJ~D RESERVOIR PROPOSED 2.0
405.21 GREEN V£RDUGO RESERVOIR 3.4
405.21 i"J~SEN SPREADING GROUNDS IlS.B
405.21 LEES LAKE PROPOSED 4.S
405.21 lOS ANGELES RESERVOXR INCLUDED 164.3
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V
O

~ATERBODIES O~ REGION 4 ITABLE 2.3 NAJ~ED
By ~rbody Type
Groundw&~er BIs~nl

INCLUDED/ AREAH.U.                 NAME PROPOSED ACRES

401.00 PITAS POINT HU

LOWER VEN’I’URA GW BASIN                      PROPOSED     4843.2

402.10 LOWER VENTURA RIVER MA

LOWER VENTURA GW BASIN                                                        PROPOSED             4843.2

402.20 UPPER VENTURA RIVER MA

UPPER VENTURA GW BASIN                                                        PROPOSED 69B,~

t4 402.31 UPPER �)JA! HSA

UPPER OJAI WES? GH BASIN PROPOSED 2619.3UPPER OJAI EAST GH BASIN PROPOSED 1383.8"4

402.32 OJAI VALLEY HSA

¯- OJAI WEST GW BASIN PROPOSED 10921.8
~# OJAI EAST GW BASIN PROPOSED 4077,2

~ 4o3.110XNARD NSA
14

OXNARD PLAIN GW BASIN INCLUDED S4510.3MOUND GW BASIN                             PROPOSED    1660S.1

I~1
403.12 PLEASANT VALLEY HSA

If PLEASANT VALLEY G.W. BASIN PROPOSED 232?6.8

403.21 SULPHUR SPRINGS HSA

M SANTA PAULA GW BASIN PROPOSED 27106.9

II 403.31 FILLMORE HSA

~ FILLMORE GW BASIN PROPOSED 19768.0

403.41 SANTA FELICIA NSA

PIRU GW BASIN                                                                                PROPOSED             9291.O
"

403.43 HUNGRY VALLEY HSA
o o

HUNGRY VALLEY GW BASIN INCLUDED 5460.9PEACE VALLEY GWBASIN PROPOSED 5683.3
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~ TABLE 2.3 N~ED WATERBODIES OF REGION 4
By ~a~erbody Type T

,,~ ~ INCLUDED/ AREA
H.U. NN4£ PROPOSED ACRtS

403.65 TIERRA REJADA VALLEY HSA
" ~I

TIERRA REJADA GW BASIN PROPOS[D 1556,7

403.66 GILLIBRAND HSA                                                                                                            d~

GILLIBRAND GW BASIN PROPOSED 4472.S

403.67 SIHI VALLEY HSA

SIHI VALLEY GW BASIN PROPOSED 12132.6

403.68 THOUSAND OAKS HSA

THOUSAND OAKS O~ BASIN PROPOSED 7338,9

404.21 HONT~ NZDO HBA

I~,LIBU CRBtK G~ BASIN PROPOSED 815.4

404.25 RUSSRLL VALLtY HSA

RUSSELL VALLBY GW BASIN PROPOSED S806.~

404,26 SHERHOOD HSA

HIDDEN VALLBY OH BASIN PROPOSED ~43g.3

405.12 WEST COAST HSA

tf~ST COAST GH BASIN PROPOSED 90043.2

405.~3 SANTA HONICA HSA

SANTA iqONICA GW BASIN PROPOSED 25401.9

405.14 HOLLYI4OOD HSA

HOLLYifOOD O~ BASIN ~ROPOSED 13022,~

405.15 CENTRAL HSA

CENTRAL GN BASIN INCLUDED 177541.4

405.21 BULL CANYON HSA

SAN VERNANDO VALLEY GW BASIN PROPOSED 1217gS.6
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~ TABLE 2.3 NAY.ED WATERBODIES OP REGION 4

Ground~&~e~

~ INCLUDED/ A.q~A
N . U ¯ NAHE PROPOSED ACRES

-
40~.22 SY~R HSA

SYLHAR G~ BASIN PRO~S£D 6301,~

4OS,24 VERDUGO HSA

~ VERDUGO G~ BASIN PRO~S~D

40~,2~ &AGLE R~K HSA

EAGLE R~K G~ BASIN PRO~S~D

40S.31 PASADENA HSA

RAYMOND-PASADENA GH BASIN PROPOSED |6S06.3

40S.32 MONK HIL./,. HSA

~VMOND-HONK HZ~ OW BASIN PRO~S~D 4?93,7 ~

40S.33 SANTA ANITA HSA

~YMOND-SANTA ANITA GH ~SZN PRO~S~D 2767.S

40S.41 ~IN SAN GABRZ~ HSA                                                                                      ~

~ZN S~N G~BRI~ G~ ~SIN INCLUDED 90142.1
PUENT[ G~ BASIN INCLUDED 99S8.1

40S.S1 SAN JOSE HSA

SPAD~ GH ~SIN INCLUDED 3830.1 ~

40S.$2 ~HONA HSA ~

~HA GW BASIN PRO~SED S782.1

40S.$3 LIVE O~ HSA

LIVE OAK GW BASIN PRO~S~D 323?.0

481.21 CHINO HSA _~ . ~

CHINO G~ BASIN P~SED 6350.S

481.23 CLAREMOHT HEIGHTS HSA

C~HEMOHT HEIGH?~ G~ BASIN PRO~SED 42?4.8
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TABI.E 2o~ COAST~. WETI.~/DS OF ~I~ 4

INCLUDE/
H.U.    N~ PRO~S£D ACRES

~AST~ ~T~D
402.10 VENTU~ RIVER TID~ PRISM INCLUDED 35.6
403.11 H~TH ~ (TID~ PRISM) INCLUDED 19.S
403.1~ MUGU ~G~ (TID~ PRISM) INCLUDED 323.3
403.11 O~OND BEACH PRO~SED
403.11 S~TA C~ RI~R (TID~ PRISM) INCLUDED
404.11 ~PANGA ~G~N PRO~SED
404.21 ~IBU ~G~N (TID~ FRESH) INCLUDED
404.36 DU~ ~G~N PROPOSED 17.4
405.12 ~I~S BA~ PRO~SED 320.0
40S. 13 B~ONA ~G~N PRO~SED 13.2
40S. 13 BALLONA ~E~DS PRO~SED 3SS.~
40S.13 DE~ RE~ ~G~ PRO~S~D
40S.13 VENICE CAHALS - BAL~NA C~EK (TID~ PRISM) INCLUDED 17.7
40S.lS ~S CE~I~S ~G~N PRO~S~D 22.2
40S.lS ~S CE~I~S ~T~DS PRO~S~D 226.0

TABLE 2.4b LACUSTRINE b’~TLANDS OP

PRO~SED ACRES

402.20 ~TZLZJA RESER~IR
INCLUDED    126.9402.20 HI,OR ~ PRO~SED402.20 ~AZ WET~ND PRO~SED

404.2; ~N~RY RESER~ZR PRO~SED 6.0404.24 ~LIBU ~KE INCLUDED 44.4404.25 ~ E~E~OR PRO~SED
404.26 ~ SH~R~D ZNCLUDED 136.6405.12 BZXB~ S~OUGH ~D H~R
405.12 ~RONA ~RSH

PRO~S~D 640S.~4 UPPER F~NK~ZN CANYON ~ESER~ZR PRO~SED
405.15 ~ ~ ~S PRO~SED 36.5405.15 SZHS ~ND PRO~SED405.41 L£~ ~KE ZNCLUDED 8.2405.41 S~TA ~E F~D ~NTRO~

#Zncluded means ~hac ~he va~eFbody vas ~ncluded in ~he 1978 ~ln
of ~he Los ~aeles Regional Wa~er Quality Control ~ard.

~ ~e area includes the areal extent of the whole lake, rese~otr
no~ all o~ which has yealand vegetation.

� In[e~i[¢en~ means ~ha¢ ~he l~e or rese~o~r has seasonal ~a~er
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u TABLE ~.~C RIPARZ,~N WETLANDS OF REG;ON 4

XNCLUD£/ LENGTH LENGTH
N.U.        NN~E PROPOSED MILES CHNNLZD

405.41 BIG DAL~N CANYON CREEK XNCLUDED
405.41LX~LE DALTON CANYON C~EK INCLUDED 4.0

405.41 RIO HON~ INCLUDED 12.1
40S.41 ~ALNU~ CREEK ~ASH INCLUDED 13.~    8.~
40S.43 ~ZSON GULCH PRO~SED
40S.43 B~A~ CREEK PRO~S£D

,40S.43 C~ CR£~K INClUDeD
40S.43 ~DHA~R C~Y~ ¢~K INClUDeD ?.4
40S.43 ~ CRE~K ZHC~UD~D S.O
40S.43 D~VZLS CANYOH CR~K INCLUDED 10.8

,40S.43 EAST FORK SAN GABRIEL RI~R ~NC~UDED
40S.43 FISH C~Y~ INCLUDED 6.9
40S.43 PZSH ~RK PRO~SED 7.3
4OS.43 IRON rO~X PRO~S~D

.,40S.43 NORTH ~RK S~ GABRZE~ RZ~ INCLUDED 4.~
40S.43 P~ZRZE ~RK PRO~SED 6.2
405.43 ~OB~RTS CANY~ ~NC~UD~D
40S.43 SAN GABRZ~ R;~R - ~:N S~ INCLUDED    1~.S    0.3
40S.43 ~S? ~RK SAN GABR;~ RZV~R ZHC~UD£D     20,0
40S.44 FERN CANYON PRO~S~D
40S.44 SAN DZ~S CAHY~ ~K INClUDeD
40S.44 ~YSKZ~L CANY~ PRO~S~D 4.~
40S.S3 ~RSHA~ �~EK AND WASH INCLUDED
48~.23 S~ ~HZO C~YON C~EK INCLUDED 6,4

I ;ncl~ed ~ans ChaC the vacerbod~ van Lncluded Ln the 1978
of the ~s ~seles Water ~l/cy C~crol ~8rd,

# ~e lenKch includes the �oc81 lensch of the flyer. Vecl~d cond/cL~
ex/sC Ln ~rCLons o~ the flyer,

, (
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3.3.CO~’TA~

The coastal features, shown in Pig. 2.1- 2.5, and listed in
Table 2.5. include beaches, bays, harbors, estuaries, and coastal
wetlands of the mainland and islands o£ the Channel Islands.

The names of these features are obtained
1978 Basin Plan
USGS Naps
L.A. Department of Beaches and Harbors ~aps.

Also shown on the saps are features called *nearshore zones*
*other nearshora zones*, and Areas o£ Special Biological
Significance (ASBS).

The *nearshore zone*, aa defined in the 197B Basin Plan
(LARW0CB, 1978), la " bounded by the ahoreline and a line 1,000
feet froe the shoreline or the 30-foot depth contour, whichever is
further from the shoreline." The "other nearshore zone* would be
the nearahore area other than the coastal features nesed on
saps.

An estuary is a semi-enclosed coastal feature, with s tree
connection with the open sea, and within which seawater is slxed
with freshwater, derived from land. Estuarine conditions exist st
the mouths of the Venture River(Fig 2.1), the Santa Clara River end
the Calleuquas Creek (Fig 2.2), Zuma Creek and Nalibu Creek
(Fig 2.3), Ballona Creek, Domlnguez Channel, Los Angeles River and
San Gabriel River (Fig 2.4). The *tldal prise* feature, listed in
the 1978 Basin Plan, is the salt water wedge along the
the river mouth, due to density differential, and is s par~� of the
estuary. We recouend that the *tidal prism* be correctly referred
to as the *estuary*, and that an eatuarine (~ST) beneficial use be
assigned accordingly.

The Areas of Special Bioloqical Significance (ASBS), shown on
the coastal ~eature maps~ were selected by the Regional Water
0uality Control Board. These ASBS contain ~biological com~unities
of such extraordinary, even though unquantlflable, value that no
acceptable risk of change in their environment as a result organ’s
activities can be enterl:ained.- (SWRCB, 1972) The waterbodles
contained in the ASBS would quallfy for BIOL as a beneficial use.

The Coastal Wetlands, listed in Table 2.4a Include es~uarlne
and palustrine (and not marine} wetlands and are described,
detail in the Volu~e 2 of the report subtitled: Wetlands and their
Beneficial Uses.
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3.4. GEOLOGY AND GROUNDWATER RESOURCES I.

Geology plays an important role in defining the physiography,
surface water and groundwater hydrology and water quality in the
region. There may also be some correlation between the occurrence
of various riparian vegetation wetland habitats (Fig 6.0-6.9) and               I
physiography and geology. The general geology of the Region 4 is
depicted in Fig 3.0-3.9 and the associated groundwater basins are              ~
shown in Fig 4.0-4.9.

The pre-Cretaceous Pelona Schist and igneous and metamorphic
rocks for~ the basement complex, are exposed in the San Gabriel
Mountains, Sierra Pelona, Liebre and Alamo Mountains. These
mountains are the source areas and upper reaches of San Gabriel
River, Santa Clara River and Piru Creek. Surface water and
groundwater associated with these rocks has low total dissolved
solids and are largely calcium-bicarbonate type waters. Groundwater
occurs and moves through fractures, and becomes part of deep
percolation, with recharge from precipitation and stream
infiltration. Most of the streams in these areas would qualify for
groundwater recharge (GWR) as their beneficial use.

Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments consist larqely of ~arine
shales, siltstones, sandstones and conglomerates, exposed in
Puente Hills, Palos Verdes Hills, Santa Monics Mountains,
Valley, Tops Tops and Sulphur Mountains and in the upper reaches of
the Venture River and Sespe Creek. The waters are largely calcltm-
sulphate and calcium-bicarbonate types. The Tertiary volcanica,
exposed in the Santa Mortice and Conejo Mountains, are sources of
local groundwater in these regions.

Most of the usable groundwater occurs in the Quaternary non-
marine and alluvial sediments, which occur in the alluvial filled
valleys and coastal basins. The groundwater basins, shown in
4.0-4.9, ere named after California Department of Water Resources
(DWR) Bulletin 118. The bedrock, with dark shading, surrounding the
groundwater basins, with light shading, has been labeled as ’Non-
water bearing’ in most DWR bulletins. This is a reflection of the
1950s thinking when resource hydrogeoloqy was of major concern.
Major solid waste disposal landfills (Puente Hills, BKK,
StringfellowQuarry, and others) were sited on the bedrock and some
have become sources of groundwater pollution through fracture flow
in connection with the alluvial filled valleysiand basins, tie
recommend the use of the term ’mostly bedrock"n     preference to
’non-water bearing’ in the groundwater maps.

In the Ventura and Santa Clara River 4.0-4.4),valleys, (Fig
groundwater basins form a string of alluvial filled basins, where
groundwater movement is largely from the upper basin to the lower
basin. The basins of the Venture River (Fig 4.1) are: Upper OJai,
Ojai, Upper Venture and Lower Venture. In the Santa Clara River,
from upstream to downstream, these include Acton Valley, Bouquet,
Placerita and Castaic Canyons (Fig 4.4), Piru, Filmore and Santa
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Paula, Hound Basin and Oxnard Plain (Fig 4.5). In the Colleguas-
Cone~o valleys, the tributary groundwater basins to the Oxnard

~ Plain are Simi, /~as Posas and Pleasant Valleys. In l~e upper
valleys the aquifer thickness is shallow, (100-300 ft.), with
mostly unconfined aquifers. There are several reaches of rising
groundwater in the Santa Clara River, giving rise to a oorridor of

I continuous r~parian vegetation (Fig 6.O).

In the coastal Oxnard Plain groundwater basin, site
agricultural, industrial and urban development, there are iultiple
aquifers and most o£ the qroundwater is under confined conditions.
Groundwater formations within the basin, from top to bottom, are
the semi-perched zone, the Oxnard, Hugu, Hueneme, Fox Canyon and

J Grimes Canyon aquifers. This is one of the few areas in Region 4
’ where hydro~eologic info~ation Is available to allocate distinct

beneficial uses to each aquifer.

The ma~or groundwater basins, in the eastern part of the
Anqeles county, belong to t~o inland valleys, San Fernando Valley
and San Gabriel VaLley, and a coastal plain, ~lth Centra1~
Coast and Santa Honics Basins (Fig 4,0),

The San Fernando subregion, consists of Upper ~os
River Area(Uf~ARA), ~lth four distinct groundwater basins: ths
Sylmar, Verdugo, Eagle Rock end San Fernando Valley (Fig 4.6).
Sylmar and Verdugo are tributary groundwater basins to the San
Fernando ValLey. Groundwater occurs under unconflnedcondltions
the alluvium end confined conditions in the bedrock, San Fernando
VaLley is a labor groundwater basin, supplying ~ater for

and recharged through a number of             recharge
Pocoima

rising groundwater resulting from shallow bedrock. Yhe ar@a
supports riparian wetland vegetation in the unlined channel
of the Los ~ngeles ~Iver.

~he ~aln San Gabriel Basin ( ~Ig 4.?), with its tributary
~ay~ond, Chino, Spadra and Puente Basins, is s major groundwater
producer for municipal, industrial, processing and agrlcultura!
uses. Groundwater movement is towards pumping well £~elds, and

~ south towards Whittier Narrows, an area o£ rising groundwater, dus
. to shallow badrock. The area supports riparian and lacus~rlne

wetland vegetation.

~ The Coasts! Plain subregion has four basins=groundwater
Central0 Nest Coast, Santa ~onica and Hollywood Basins ( ~g 4.$).
¯ he Central Basin, separated from the West Coast Basin by Newport-
~nglewood Fault, is recharged by percolating waters £ro~ ~he San
Gabriel Rive~, the Rio Hondo and the Los ~ngeles R~ver ~n

.. Hontebello and.Los Angeles Forebay areas. Beyond the forebays, ~he
¯ ~roundwater is under confined conditions and flows towards p~pirKj
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well fields and towards the Nest Coast Basin. As in the Central
groundwater occurs £n aBasin, number of deep aquifers. Rising

from shallow aquigroundwater                      fers were responsible for extensive
historicat coastal and inland wetlands. Ballona Estuary and
Wetlands are fed by groundwater flows from Santa Mortice Groundwater
Basin.

Groundwater in the Malibu subregion (Fig 4.9) occu~ in the
thin alluvial fill valleys of the coastal streams, in the vulcanite
and in fractures of the Topanga and Modelo bedrock fo~ations.
Groundwater resources are limited. They are recharged from
precipitation and urban runoff, and flow south, along the stream
gradient, towards the ocean.                                            .

3.5. STREAM CHAJ~IELI~ATIOII

As a result of urbanization of the region, flood control
measures resulted in the construction of several dams and concrete
channels. Figures 5.0-5.9 depict the location of the channelized
and natural stretches of the streams. Channelized streams Include
river sections, with or without concrete llnininq. The information
for these maps was obtained from Los Angeles County and Venture
County Flood Control District offices, U.S. Geological Survey~ape,
and verified through field surveys,

The stretches of maximum channelization are in Oxnard Plain
(Fig 5.5), San Fernando Valley (Fiq 5.6), San Gabriel Valley(Fig 5.7) and the Coastaluse Plain (Fig 5.8).

.The beneficial effects of channelization ere.

(a) Loss of qroundwater recharqe capabilities, as In
foothills in San Gabriel and San Fernando Valleys,

(b) Loss of Riparian Wetlands, as in the middle reaches
of San Gabriel and Los Angeles Rivers,

(c) Loss of Recreation (REC-1 and REC-2) facilities in
fenced off, concrete-lined channels, wi~h precipitous side slopes.

4.0 OTHER NAPSRELATEDTOBENEFICIALUSE DETERN~NATIOM

4.1. RAR~ FII~) ~

Figures 6.0-6.9 are depiction of riparian and other wetlan~
vegetation and sitings of rare and endangered species of animals,
as database. The Rare Find computercontained the Rare Find
database is a part of the California Deparl:ment of Fish and Game

1:100,Natural Diversity Database. It contains 000 basemaps,
computer printouts, containing                    on endangered,
threatened and rare plants and animals, and vegetation communities
considered to be of special concern. The database is updated on an
annual basis; the one used for this study covered the period of
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June 1991 to 3une, 1992.

The species represented on the map are: birds, insects, fish,
reptiles, mammals and plants. The vegetation communities of concern
represented are varieties of marsh, scrub, forest and woodland.
Some of these communities are described in detail in the wetland
volume the report. Since the Rare Find database is limited to the
sitings reported by various investigators, inaccessible areas, like
the Condor Sanctuary, the Piru and Sespe Creek Basins have major
data gaps. Similar gaps may exist in the Santa Mortice Mountains end
the San Gabriel Mountains.

The Rare Find database was used to allocate RARE, WILD and BIO
beneficial uses to waterbodies, covered by these maps. These could
also be used to demarcate stretches of streams that may contain
riparian wetlands.

As described in the wetland section of this report, a number
of waterbodies are recommended for allocation of wetland
beneficial use. Three types of wetlands depicted on these mapl
are: Riparian Wetlands, Lacustrine Wetlands and Coastal Wetlands.
Figures 7.0-7.9 sho~ the location of recommended wetlands. Since
the coastal and lacustrine wetlands have a limited areal extent,
their location is accurate on these maps. For riparian wetlands,
the maps show the whole stream or tributary containing significant
wetland stretches. The approximate location of the stretches can be
determined by comparing the information on Rare Find maps ( Figure
6.0-6.9). Table 2.4 gives a list of recommended wetlands and their
acreage or mileage.

Water Quality Sampling is performed on a regular basis by the
LA Regional Water Quality Control Board. This is e part of ~he
water quality assessment program, under the California Clean Water
Strategy and the Federal Clean Water Ac~.

Figure 9.0 shows ~he location of Water ~uality Sampling
Stations in Region 4.

4.4. WATER ~JALIT~ ASS~SSN~rt NAPS

Figures I0.0 to 10.9 show ~he water quality assessment
designation for various waterbodies in Region 4. The
classifications are defined as follows:

Good: Water supports and enhances the designated water use,
Intermediate: Water generally supports beneficial use, with

occasional degradation in water quality,
Impaired:Waterbodies cannot reasonablybeexpected to attain

or mainta£n applicable water quality standards.
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ESTUARIES IN REGION 4

A. River and Canal Mouth~l

402.10 Venture River Estuary

403.11 Calleguas Creek Tidal PrlsB
403.11 Santa Clara River Estuary
403.11 Edison Canal Tidal Pria~

404.21 Malibu Creek Estuary

405.12 Los Angeles River Estuary
405.12 East Channel Tidal Prism
405.12 Dominquez Channel Tidal
405.12 Los
405.12 Main Channel
405.13 Ballona Creek Tidal
405.13 Marina de1 Rey
405.15 5an Gabriel River Estuary

406.40 Middle Canyon Mouth
406.40 Biq Sprinq Canyon Mouth
406.40 Avalon Creek MoutJt

E. COASTAL LACOON~

403.11 MC Grath Lake
403.11 Mu~u Lagoon

404.11 Topanqa Laqoon
404.36 Duae Laqoon

405.12 Slm’e Pond
4o5.1~ Ballona

TIDAL WETLAME~

405.12 Ballona Wetlands
405.12 Los Cerritos
405.13 Venice Canals
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401.00 JAVON CANYON
PROPOSED RIP. STREAM402.10 VENTURA RIVER & TRIBUTARIES
ZNCLUDED RIP. STREAM402.10 V£NTURA RIVER TIDAL PRISM
INCLUDED COASTAL. WETLAND402.20 COYOTE CREEK
PROPOSED RIP. STREAM402.20 EAST FORK COYOTE CREEK
PROPOSED RIP. STREAM402.20 HATILIJA CREEK
PROPOSED RIP. STREAM402.20 HATILZJA RESERVOIR

402.20 HZRHOR ~K~ INClUDeD ZN~ND
402.20 HURZ£~A CAN~ON ~ROPOS£D ZN~ND
402.20 OJAZ ~£~ND PRO~S£D RIP,
402,20 OLD ~N CAN~ON PRO~S£D ZN~D

PRO~S£D RIP.402.20 SAN RN~NZO CR~K & ~RXBU~AR~S
~NCLUD[D R~P. STR~402.20 SANTA ANR CREEK
PROPOSED RIP. ST~402.20 V£NTU~ RIVER ~ TRIBUTARIES
INCLUDED R~P.402.20 ~£ST FORK SANTA ANA CR£EK
PROPOSED RZP.403.11HCG~TH LAKE (TIDAL PRISM)
INCLUDED ~ASTAL WETLAND403.11HUGU LAGER (TIDAL PRISM)
INCLUDED ~AST~403.110~ONO
PROPOSED ~ASTAL403.1; SANTA C~ RIVER
INCLUDED RIP.403.11 SANTA CLA~ RIVER (TIDAL PRISN)
INCLUDED ~ASTAL WET~ND403.21 S~TA CLA~ RIVER
INCLUDED RIP.403.21 SISAR CREEK
INCLUDED RIP.403.22 SISAR CREEK
INCLUDED RIP.403.31 SANTA C~ RI~R
INCLUDED RIP. STRE~403.31 SESPE CREEK
INCLUDED RIP.403.32 BEAR CANY~
PRO~SED RIP.403.32 ~LDWATER C~Y~
PRO~SED RIP.403.32 PIED~ B~NCA �~K
PRO~SED RIP.403.32 PINE CANYON
PRO~SED RIP.403.32 ~RERO JOHN �~K
PROPOSED RIP.403.32 REDR~K CREEK
PRO~SED RIP. ST~403.32 ROSE VALLE~ CREEK
PRO~SED RIP.403.32 SESPE CREEK & TRIB~I~8
INCLUDED RZP.403.32 TIHBER C~EK
PRO~SED RIP.403.32 TROUT CREEK
PRO~SED RIP.403.32 TULE C~EK
PRO~SED RIP.403.32 W~ST FO~ SESP~ C~K
PRO~SED RIP.403.41PXRU CREEK ~ TRZBUT~Z~S
INCLUDED RIP.403.41 SANTA C~ RI~R
INCLUDED RIP. STR~403.42 PIRU CREEK 8 TRIBUTARIES
INCLUDED RIP.403.$1 BOUQUET CREEK ~ TR/BUT~IES
INCLUDED RIP. S~403.5; SAN F~NCZS~UX~ CANXON 8 TRXB.
INCLUDED RIP.403.55 ALISO ~ON
PRO~SED RIP.404.11 ~PANGA ~
PRO~SED404.21 CENTURY ~SER~IR
PHO~SED ZN~D404.21 COLD CREEK
PRO~SED RIP.404.21 ~IBU C~ER
INCLUDED RIP.404.21 ~LIBU ~G~N (TXD~ PRISM)
INCLUDED ~AST~404.23 MEDEA C~EK
PRO~SED RIP.404.24 ~IBU ~
INCLUDED ZN~D404.25 ~ ~L~OR
PRO~SED ZN~D404.26 ~E SH~R~
INCLUDED IN~D404.36 DU~ ~
PRO~SED ~AST~~D404.44 ~OYO SE~I~
INCLUDED RIP.
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CHAI:~fER § : BENEFICIAL

Beneficial uses, simply put, are the many ways water can be used by
the people and/or by the wildlife. In the Statewide Policy of Water
Ouality (1967), the State Water Resources Control Board defined
beneficial uses of water as "that use of water that is in general
productive of public benefit and which promotes peace, health,
safety and welfare of the people of the State." Section 13020 et
seq of the California Water Code identified uses of water as
follows:

" ’Beneficial uses’ of waters of the state may be protected
against quality degradation include, but are not necessarily
limited to, municipal, agricultural and industrial supply; power
generation: recreation; aesthetic enjoyment; navigation; and
preservation and enhancement of fish, wildlife and other aquatic
resourcea or preservesoe

Section 303 of the Clean Water Act (PL 92-500, as amended) defines
water quality standards as consisting of both the uses of the
waters involved and the water quality criteria which are applied to
protect those uses. Under the ~orter Cologne Water Ouality Control
Act (California ~ater Code, Division 7), these concepts ere
separately considered as beneficial uses and water quality
objectives.

For the Basin Planning effort, the State Board adopted, in 1972, a
uniform list of description of beneficial uses to be applied to all
waters. The complete list and definitions are contained in ~able
4.0. To the original 21 beneficial uses three more were
subsequently added and include Aquaculture (AQUA), wetland
(WET) and Estuarlne (EST). For the purposes of this report ~he 24
beneflclal uses are considered tot a11ocatton to the various
waterbodles in the region.

5.1. DECISIOM CRITERIA FOR BEMEFICIAL USE DESIGNATION

The various elements in the decision process for the designation
beneficial uses is summarized in Fi~urs 8.

Llterature re~e~ consists of a survey of publlcatlons,
regulations, consultlng and research reports.

Reqlonal WaEerOuallt¥Cont.roIBoar~Basin Plans include those from
the Los Angeles Basin as well as the Santa An8 Region(tow
comparison).

The Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board 1975 Water
Quality Control Plans 4A (Santa Clara Basin) and 4B (Los Angeles
Basin) contain beneficial use tables 4, 5 and 6. According to our
guidelines, beneficial use could only be added or upgraded (not
removed), except in extremely rare instances where it can be
documented ~hat a gross error was made in assignin~ these uses ~n
197~. Beneficial uses could not be de-designated because of water
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quality impairment.

T~e Management Memorandum No. 20 (MM-20) lists four steps in ~he
planning strategy for water quality management. These are:

I. Establishment of beneficial uses
2. Establishment of water quality objectives
3. Classification o~ water~y se~ents ~or water ~alit~ and

effluent limitation al1~ation
4. Development of alternative water quality management plans.

The ~-20 also includes tables ~or evaluating quality of water
required for the following ~neficial use categories:

Municipal (~N)
Water contact recreation (REC-I)
Non contact recreatio~ (REC-2)
Fresh water habitats (W~, COLD, S~, MZGR,
Saltwater habitats (CO~, ~, S~, SHE~, S~N, MIGR)
Agrlcul~ure (AGR), incZuding irrigation and Zivest~k

~e Mat~al DIversity~se of the Callfornia~partaent ot Fish
and Game, covering the ~ri~ of ~une 1991 to 3une 1992 was us~
all,ate ~E, WI~ and SlO and W~ categories of ~neficial uses.

N~e~, including the ~ o[ ~ncrete ~~llz~ rl~r
reaches ( Figs 5.0- 5.9) ~ere used to evaluate the com~lbllity ot
~e vartous ~ne~lctal use destqna¢tons ~o landuses.

~ ~el~ R~onal Wa~er ~l~y ~nt~l ~ ~lu~
No 89-03 was used �o de~e~tne Ehe ~ designs�ton ot all
wa~er~ies. Accordin~ to ~is resolution all water,lea not
l~sCed in ~e 1978 basin plan ~ne~tc~al use Cables 4, 5 a~
~e~e given a ~N designs�ion. The S~a~e WaEer Resources Con~w01
~ard Resolu~1on No 88-63, ~htch ts ~he ~sts ~or ¢he ~ R~tonal
resolution, fu~her states

" All surface and greed waters of the State are conslde~to
~ sult~le, or ~tentially suitable, for municipaZ and do~stic
water supply ~d should ~ so desolated by R~ional
The exceptions are waters with total dissolved solids of more
3000~/I, or untreatable contaminated waters or groundwaters which
are not ca~ble of pr~ucing ’an average, sustain~ yleld of 200
gallons ~r day’.

Field s~e~were conduct~to d~ent the existing conditions ot
habitats, erosion, diversions and usage of ~he existing
pro~s~ wa~er~es ~n ~e ~s~n. The me~ol~ ~s descr~
section 2.2 and ~e field s~ey fo~ are ~nclud~ in Ap~lx 2.

~1tc ~~ ~ In~ ~p ~e~ were condu~ ~o s~
~e co~ents to our pro~s~ desi~a~ions of ~nef~cial ~es. The
me~ol~ ~s descried in section 2.3 and ~e s~a~of ~ents
is includ~ in Ap~ndix 3. The f~no~es in the ~net~clal use
~bles (Table 4.1, 4.2) include ~e lis~s of agencies and ~n~eres~
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groups whose conents were incorporated in our beneficial use
recommendations.

5.2. BENEFICIAL USE RECOMMENDATIONS

Our recommended beneflcial uses are presented as follo~s:

Table 4.1. Groundwater Resources

Table 4.2. Surface Water Resources

The groundwater resources include the groundwaters contained in
designated groundwater basins (Fig 4.0-4.9) and ’other’
groundwaters contained in the fractures and pore spaces of basin
tributary valleys and bedrock. The occurrence and distribution o5
groundwater resources is described In section 4.7.

The surface water resources include rivers, lakes and reservoirs,
coastal features and wetlands.The occurrence and distribution
the surface waters are descri~l in sections 4.3 (rivers), 4.4
(lakes end reservoirs), 4.5     (�oastal features), and 4.6
(wetlands).

5.2.1. Groundwater Resources (T~ble 4.1)

We recomnd that the groundwater beneficial uses be desiqnated
according to the various basins as contained in Table 4.1. In the
case of Oxnard and Pleasant Valley HSA’s where enough Information
is available, beneficial use designation for the individual
aquifers be included. This Is consistent with the existing 1975
Basin Plans. An ettespt was made to explore the feasibility at
scheme for ~he well defined aquifers in the West Coast Basin
(HSA 405.12), and Central Basin (HSA 405.15). The multiple aquifer
source of water in many wells in ~hesebasins ~akes the beneficial
use desl~nstion by aquifers, quite

We recommend ~hat ’all other groundwater, designation apply to all
waters not included in ~he basins, to protect the qroundwaters An
~he bedrock and trihutar¥ creeks. There are small supply wells in
these areas which also for~ tJle recharge zones for ~.he uJor

5.2.2. Surface Water Resources (Table 4.2 and

We recommend that the Munlclpa1(MUM) desi~natlon be added to
the waterbodies that qualify for such designation, accordlng to
State Water Resources Control Board Resolut£on 88-63 and I~-Rk~F~B
Resolution 89-03. The wsterbodies ere identified in ~able 4.2.

We recommend that Groundwater Recharge (GWR) desi~nation be added
to all the rivers, lakes and reservoirs, located in the recharge
zones of the var£ous basins. In these areas, listed in Table 4.2,
recharge occurs naturally through infiltration of precipi~tion,
s~ream and lake waters through fractures and order pores.
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We recommend that the designatlon BXOL be expanded to include
waterbodies other than those legally declared as Areas of Special
Biological Significance (ASBS). Several waterbodies with rare and
endangered species and those with wetlands, as identified in table
4.2, have unique ecological features to make them biologically
significant. Some individual field observations andagency survey
responses give further details.

We recommend that all the waterbodies included in the California
Department of Fish and Game Rareflnd and Natural Diversity
Database, as sho~n in Table 4.2, be designated under RARE
bene£1cial use category. The footnotes of the table 4.2. give
details of the individual anlmal and plant llsttnga.

We recommend that all the river mouths and tidal prises, displaying
estuarine conditions, and so identified in Table 4.2, be designated
as EST.

We recommend that all the rivers, lakes and estuaries, displaying
wetland hydrology, soll and veqetatlon conditions, and so
identified in Table 4.2. be designated as WL~r category.

5.3. Comments on individual waterbodies and hydrological areas

extensive footnotes for table 4.2. identify the sources of
agency comments and the identity of the animals, rare plants and
vegetation communities of Interest, contained in the Rarefind
Database. The following are excerpts from field observations,
literature review and agency responses.

The Pi~asPointllUconsists of mountainous terrain, withe any small
canyons, with ~nter~tttent streams. Javon Creek, however, has
several sections of perennial flow. According to the response from
the Friends of Venture River, this water provides existing wildlife
habitats supporting regionally restricted plants, riparian wetland
plants end spawning grounds for native Rainbow trout. The lo~er
reaches provide habitat for cold water species such as native
Rainbow trout and warm water species such am Threeeplned
stickleback.

The Venture River Estuary, apar~ from providing wetland habitat,
is an existing spawning habitat for cold water species of fish such
as Prickly sculpin; habitat for federally classified or candidate
rare and endangered species such as Tidewater Goby, Least Tern and
Brown Pelican. Lower Venture l~iver provides existing and t he Canada
Larqa provides intermittent migration and spawning habitat for
native war. and cold wate~ species including Steelhead, Threespined
Stickleback and Prickly sculpin.
The NearshoreZone provides existing spawning habitat for e variety
of marine fishr the cobble tidepools provide habitat for shellfish,
including Chione and L~ttleneck clams which are exl:ensively
harvested by sportf~shers.

l&l
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Upper Ventura River HA
The mainstem of the Ventura River is an interrupted stream, with
perennial flow below the confluence with San Antonio Creek, due to
rising groundwater and discharge effluent from Ojai Valley
Sanitation District. In the upper reaches, water from Ventura River
is diverted to Lake Casitas.
Murietta Canyon, East Fork and West Fork Coyote Creek, NatillJa
Creek, West Fork Santa Ann Creek are existing spawning habitat for
Steelhead rainbow trout. Lake Casitas and MatiliJs Reeervolrs,
operated by Casitas Municipal Water District (CMWD) control the
flows of their tributary streams and have existing municipal,
recreational and fisheries beneficial uses.
Horn Canyon, in the Ojai Valley, was found to be flowing in the
upper mountainous reaches, after five years of drought. It i8 a
source of municipal and irrigation water supply for the local
Thatcher School, and hiking trails along the creek attest to its
use for recreational and fisheries use. Reeves Creek, a tributary
to the San Antonio Creek, provides migratory and spawning habitat
for Steelhead rainbow trout.
Santa Clara-Cslleguas HU
The Santa Clara River is the largest unurbanized river system, with
extensive riparian habitat, in Southern California and includes
significant tributaries llke the Santa Paula, the Scape and the
Piru Creeks.
The SantaClsra River ~tuary is an important wetland habitat for
numerous bird species including the endangered Least Bell’s vireo
and California least tern, and for Tidewater goby, a Federal
candidate species. Other coastal wetlands in this area include
NcGrath Lake, Ormond Beach Mugu Lagoon. l~uqu Lagoon is the prime
coastal wetland in Region 4, with rich vertebrate and invertebrate
fauns. The most common fish found are arrow gobles, topsmelt,
ataghorn sculpin and shiner surfperch. Threatened and endangered
species of birds using the Nugu Wetlands include llght-footed
clapper rail, Belding’s savannah sparrow, brown pelican and least
tern.
The Scape anSi he Pit, Creeks, in their upper reaches, flow through
the    Las Padres National Forest(LPNF) the    newly created
"Wilderness and Scenic Area", and the Condor Sanctuary. According
to the response from the LPNF District Ranger, the beneficial uses
in the National Forest are consistent with their Land Resources
Nanagement Plan. Sespe Creek provides habitat for spawning and
migration of Steelhead rainbow trout, endangered birds includln~
California condor and least Bell’s vireo, and for candidate species
including arroyo southwestern toad and southwestern pond turtle.
Pine Canyon, Coldwater Canyon and Redrock Canyon are in wilderness
areas, within Condor Sanctuary and there is no public access. West
Fork Sespe Creek, Trout Creek, Piedra Blanca Creek and Potrero 3ohn
Creek are important wildlife habitat, with spawning areas for
anadromous fish.
Pyramid Lake and Castaic Lakes are parts of the State Water
Project, with significant existing municipal, recreational,
fisheries and hydropower usage. Lake Pirualso provides habitat for
threatened and endangered species of southwestern pond turtle and
Santa Ann sucker.
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Pyramid Lake and Castalc are pa~ts of the State WaterU~kes
Project, with significant existing municipal, recreational,
fisheries and hydropower usage. Lake Pil’ualso provides habitat for
threatened and endangered species of southwestern pond.turtle and
Santa Aria sucker. The release of water from DrlnJo~ater Reservoir,
in San Francisquito Canyon provides habitat for Threespine
stickleback.

M~LIBU HYDROLOGICAL UNIT
The Malibu Region is drained by Mallbu Creek and its tributaries,
and a number o£ small creeks, all draining the Santa Monica
Mountains, directly into the Pacific Ocean. It also has some
reservoirs (Lake Sher~o~, Westlake Lake, Lake Eleanor, Msllbu
Lake), and three coastal wetlands ( Duma Lagoon, Mallbu Lagoon and
Topanga Lagoon). The beneficial uses are partially affected by the
Santa Monies Mountain Recreation Area (SMMNRA). The WZI~)
designation
for the Cold Creek, Medea Creek, East Fork Arroyo Sequit, are due
to their location within the SMM]/RA.

According to the responses from L.A. County Natural History Museum
(Camm Swift) and California Trout (Jim Edmondson), there are
historical and potential anadromous migration, spawning and rearing
habitats in Zuaa Canyon Creek, Las VirqenesCreek, Solstice Canyon
Creek, Medea Creek, Triunfo Canyon. There are existlnq such
habitats in ~he Mallbu Creek, Topanqa Canyon Creek, Arroyo
Creek and upper reaches of Big Sycamore Creek.

Nallbu Laqoon is an important stopover and wintering ares tar
migrating birds and a spawning and migratory route for Steelhead
rainbow trout. It also provides habitat for California least tern,
a state and federal listed endangered bird, and Tidewater Goby,
federal candidate for listing.

LOS ~GELES-SPJ( G~BRIF.L HYDROLOGIC

This includes ~he highly urbanized coastal plain, San Fernando
Valley and San Gabriel Valley, where the rivers are largely
channeltzed for flood control, and t~he headwaters of these s~ream~
in the rugged San Gabriel Mountains. The beneficial uses in the
mountainous areas are affected by the Angeles National Forest
Land Resources Mangement Plan and the SMMMMRA. The accessible
rivers and lakes in the mountains have heavy recreational usage.

There are stretches of si@nificant riparian wetlands in t~e soft
bottomed channels of the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers. Also,
behind Whittier Narrows flood control dam there are lecust~ine
~etlands, with a high diversity of animal and plant llfe. These
wetlands are also areas of heavy human usage, for recreational
purpose~. The wetlands in the urban coastal plain have undez~jone
drastic reduction in size and distribution, as a result of flood
control and agricultural practices. Overpumping of groundwater has
lowered water table and diverted water supply from wetland areas.
Should groundwater basins also have a WILD as a beneficial use?
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TABLE ~.0 Continued

Provisional Definitions for N~w Be,efiglal Use ~ateqories

Aquaculture AOUA All beneficial uses associated with
’ waters used for the propaqation,

cultivation, maintenance, and harvestin
of aquatic plants and animals for huma~
consumption or bait purposes. These
operations include fish hatcheries, an,
other aquaculture or maricultura
operations.

Wetland Habitat ~ All beneficial uses associated with
waters or contiquous areas which provid,
wetland habitat in marine, estuarlne
and freshwater areas. These uses
Include, but are not limited to the
preservation and enhancement of wetlan,
ecosystems (balanced communities of fish
shellflsh, vegetation, waterfowl, shot.
birds, and o~Jler wetland wildlife),
flood and erosion control, filtratlo~~
and purification of naturally occurrin,
contaminants in water, stream-bank
stabilizatlon end control of siltation
Examples of ~/leee communities includ,
tldal salt marshes, mudflats,            ~--~
brackish marshes, freshwater marshes oswamps, wet meadows, bogs, bottomlan~
hardwoods, seasonal wetlands, and verna’ r~

Estuarine EST All beneficial uses associated with
waters used to provide an essential an,
unique habitat for estuarine organism:
that serves to acclimate anadromous
fishes which migrate between fresh an(
marine waters and provides for
propagation and sustenance of a varlet,
of fish and shellflsh, vegetation,
waterfowl, shore birds, and marine
mammals.
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T~J~LE 4.1. BENEFICIAL USE DESIGNATION TABLES
GROUNDWATER RESOURCES

~ I .
BASIN MUM IND PROC AGR

401.00 PITAS POINT HU
7

p LOWER VENTURA GW BASIN E
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

402.10 LOWER VENTURA RIVER HA

p LOWER VENTURA GW BASIN E E E
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER E P p p

402.20 UPPER VENTURA RIVER HA

p UPPER VENTURA GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER E P P p

402.31 UPPER O3AI HSA

p UPPER OJAI WEST GW BASIN
p UPPER OJAI EAST GW BASIN

~ ~4
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

~ ~’* 402.32 OJAI VALLEY NSA

p OJAI WEST GW BASIN
p OJAI EAST GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.11 OXNARD HSA

OXNARD PLAIN GW BASIN
SEMI-PERCHED AQUIFER
OXNARD AQUIFER
MUGU AQUIFER
HEUNEME AQUIFER
FOX CANYON AQUIFER
GRIMES CANYON AQUIFER

p MOUND GW BASIN
ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER
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BASIN

403.12 PLEASANT VALLEY HSA

PLEASANT VALLEY G.W. BASIN
p SEMI-PERCHED AQUIFER
p FOX CANYON AQUIFER
p GRIMES CANYON AQUIFER
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.21 SULPHUR SPRINGS HSA

p SANTA PAULA GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.22 SISAR HSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER

403.31 FILLMORE HSA

p FILLMORE GW BASIN
ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.32 TOPA TOPA HSA

ALL GROUND.ATER

403.41 SANTA FELICIA HSA

p PIRU GW BASIN
ALLOTHER GROUNDWATER

403.42 UPPER PIRU HSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER

403.43 HUNGRY VALLEY NSA

HUNGRY VALLEY GW BASIN
p~PEACE VALLEY GW BASIN

ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER



BASIN

403.44 STAUFFER HSA

LOCKWOOD VALLEY GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.51 EASTERN HSA

p SANTA CLARA-CASTAIC GW BASIN
p SANTA CLARA EAST GW BASIN
p SANTA CLARA SOUTH FORK GW BASIN
p GREEN VALLEY GW BASIN

ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.52 BOUQUET HSA

BOUOUET CANYON GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.53 MINT CANYON HSA

p MINT CANYON GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.54 SIERRA PELONA HSA

p SIERRA PELONA GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.55 ACTON MSA

p ACTON VALLEY GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.61 WEST LAS POSAS HSA

p NORTH LAS POSAS VALLEY GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.62 EAST LAS POSAS HSA

p SOUTH LAS POSAS VALLLEY GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER
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_ V

BASIN NUN IND PROC AGR

403.63 ARROYO SANTA ROSA HSA

p ARROYO SANTA ROSA GW BASIN                          E                    E                    E                    E                                  I
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER                                        E                    P                    p                    E

2
403.64 CONF~O VALLEY HSA

-̄, p CONEJO VALLEY GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.65 TIERRA REJADA VALLEY

p TIERRA REJADA GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.66 GILLIBRAND MSA

p GILLIBRAND GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.67 SINI VALLEY NSA

p SINI VALLEY GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

403.68 THOUSAND OAKS HSA

p THOUSAND OAKS GW BASIN
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

404.11 TOPANGA CANYON HSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER

404.12 TUNA CANYON HSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER

p ALL GROUNDWATER



V
O

BASIN                                                NUN       XND     PROC       AGR

404.14 PIERDO GORDA CANYONHSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER p
P

404.15 LAS FLORES CANYON HSA
2

p ALL GROUNDWATER p p

404.16 CARBON CANYON HSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER p

404.21 MONTE NIDO HSA

p MALIBU CREEK GW BASIN Ep ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

404.22 LAS VIRGENES CANYON HSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER p

404.23 LINDERO CANYON NSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER p

P
404.24 TRIUNFO CANYON NSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER p p

404.25 RUSSELL VALLEY HSA

p RUSSELL VALLEY GW BASIN E E
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER p p

404.26 SHERWOOD HSA

p HIDDEN VALLEY GW BASIN E Ep ALL GROUNDWATER p p
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- V
_ O

~SIN MUN INP PRO(: AGR

404.31 CORRAL CANYON HSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER p P 7

~ 404.32 SOLSTICE CANYON HSA 2
p ALL GROUNDWATER p

.. 404.33 LATIGO CANYON HSA

° ~ p ALL GROUNDWATER p p

P 404.34 ESCONDIDO CANYON HSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER p

_. 404.36 ZUMA CANYON ~SA
~ p ALL GROUNDWATER p p

-- 404.37 TRANCAS CANYON HSA

.... p ALL GROUNDWATER p p

404.41 ENCINAL C~YON NSA

-- p ALL GROUNDWATER P p

_ 404.42 LOS ALISOS CANYON HSA

¯ . p ALL GROUNDWATER P p

404.43 NICHOLAS CANYON HSA

p AL~ GROU.DWATER
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V

BASIN MUN IND PROC AGR

404.44 ARROYO SEQUIT HSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER

404.45 LITTLE SYCAMORECANYON HSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER p

404.46 DEER CANYON HSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER p p

404.47 BIG SYCAMORE CANYONHSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER p

404.48 LA JOLLA VALLEYHSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER p p

405.11 PALOS VERDES NSA

p ALL GROUNDWATER p p

405.12 WEST COAST HSA

p WEST COAST GW BASIN E E
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER P p p p

405.13 SANTA NONICA HSA

p SANTA MONICA GW BASIN E E E
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER P P p p

405.14 HOLLYWOOD NSA

p HOLLYWOOD GW BASIN E E E
p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER
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iV
BASIN HUN IND PROC AGR L

405.15 CENTRAL HSA

CENTRAL GW BASIN E E E Ep ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER p p p p

405.21 BULL CANYON HSA                                                                                                                                                       Z

p SAN VERNANDO VALLEY GW BASIN E E E Ep ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER E P p E

405.22 SYLHAR HSA

p SYLMAR GW BASIN
- p ALL OTHERGROUNDWATER

405.23 TUJUNGA HSA

p EAGLE ROCK GW BASIN E Ep ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER p
P t

405.31 PASADENA HSA

p RAYMOND-PASADENA GW BASIN E E E E ~p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER p p

405.32 MONK HILL HSA

p RAYMOND-HONK HILL GW BASIN E E E E
p.. ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER p p
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V
0

BASIN MUN IND PROC AGR

4o5.~3 SANTA ANITA NSA
p ~AYMOND-SANTA ANITA GW BASIN E E E

~E

2~

p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER p

40S.44 F~HZLL HSA

p ALL GRO~DWAT~ P P

405.5~ SAN JOSE HSA

SPAD~ G~ BASIN

405.52 ~MONA HSA

p ALL ~HER GRO~DWAT~

405.53 LIVE O~ HSA

~ ALL LIVEoTHEO RAK GWGRo~DWATB ~ASIN~ ~ ~ ~

406.10 ANACAPA ISLAND HA

p ALL GROUNDWATER P P

�
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V
0~°
LBASIN MUN IND     PROC AGR

406.20 SAN NICOLAS ISLAND HA

p ALL GROUNDWATER                                                       p

406,40 SANTA CATALINA ISLAND MA

p ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

481.23 CLAREMONT HEIGHTS HSA

p CLARENONT HEIGHTS GW BASIN E E E Z r~
ALL OTHER GROUNDWATER

’
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Table 4.2. Surface Waters
06109193

p UZ L~S [ E K

~03.53 MaNE CANY~ flSA

SlEtli PEL~A
~ ~C[ CANY~

~03.55     ACI~ ~SA
A~A ~LC[ CANY~

&03.61
R[~ SL~N (~DSL(V

[ASI LAS
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Teble 4.2. Surface

LAKE [LEAN~ CREEK PIRIUNFO CREEK P I

S~ER~ X~
.lOOEN VALLE* CREEK                I

~[RCO CANY~
ALL O1H[~ NiARSG[

~.32     SOLSI IC[ CANY~

LAII~ CA~Y~ N~

ESC~I~ lEACH

z~ CAIV~ ~

~Sl~O lEACH
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~.10    ANA~APA ISL~
NEAISH~[

S~AC[
O[ GG-~K kE AASH~[

~.&O     SANIA CAIALI~ J~
MILLE CANY~ CREEK p
BIG SPRINGS RESER~Ji p I
BUFFALO SPII NGS
CAPE CANY~ I[SEi~li p
DiEP YAN( I£~VOli p
[CHO tAKE p
HAYPR{ SS RESEI~II p
L~i ~ALO C~IAL I[~1~11
PATRICK I[SER~IR
S~11 RESER~Ii p
TH~PS~ O~ p
~P[R ~fFALO C~RAL I[KI~II p
~IGL[Y n[SEi~ll
AVAL~ CiiY~ CREEl p
BIG SPRIGS CAiY~ p
~IIA ~TALI~

~81.Zl    CMl~ ~11
~ ~10 ~[[K ~L                               I              P I       I              I
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Los Angeles Rexlonal ~a~er QualJty Control Board
elm

T,\BL~ 5 WATERQUALITY SAMPLING STATIONS

~DE WAT~ BODY ~CATION

401MV00500 LOS SAUCES CK OLD HWY 101~ 401MVOIO00 DULAH-WEST CK OLD HWY 101402VE00500 VENTURA R MOUTH SPRR BRIDGE
402VE01000 VENTURA R N/O MAIN ST BR

_ 402VE03000 VENTURA R N/O STANLEY AV
402VE03500 CANADA LARGA CANADA LARGA RD’ 402VE05000 COYOTE CK SANTA ANA RD
402VE06000 SAN ANTONIO CK OLD CREEK RD402VE06500       LION CK                    HWY 150
402VE07000 VENTURA R CAMINO CIELO RD
402VE07500 MATILIJA CK GAGE STN/BLW DN¯ - 402VE08000 MATILIJA CK ABOVE DAM

,. 402VE08500 MATILIJA CK NF HWY 33 BRIDGE
403SC03000 SANTA CLARA R SATICOY DIV

~ 403SC05500 SISAR CK HWY IS0
403SC06000 SISAR CK KOENIGSTEIN RD’- 403SC06500 SANTA PAULA CK HWY 150
403SC08000 SESPECK HWY 126~ 403SC08500 SESPE CK OLD TELEGRAPH RD

.. 403SC09500 SESPE CK LION CYN CHPGRT
403SCl1000 HOPPER CK HWY 126

~. 403SC12500 PIRU CE CENTER ST
403SC13000 PIRU CK BLUEPOINT CMPGRD~ 403SC13500 PIRU CK FRENCHMANS FLAT

,~ 403SC14000 GORMAN CK PONDED AREA
403SC14500 CANADA D L ALAMOS

~ 403SC16500 PIRU CK ~OLD HILL RD
403SC17000 LOCKWOOD C~ CAMP BLW/SNFJ)DEM
403SC18000 TAPO CYN CK NEWHALL RNCRD

__ 403SC19000 SANTA CLARAR NEWIfALLRCHRD
403SC20500 SANTA CLARAR CASTAIC CK
403SC21500 SANTA CLARA R HW~ 99
403SC22500 SAN FRANCISQTO BRDG N/0 PWR~SE~ 403SC24500 BOUQUET CYN CK FALLS CAMP
403SC27500 SANTA CLARA R BOOTLEGGERS
404CA00500 DUCK POND AG DRN HEUNEME RD

-- 404CA01000 CALLEGUAS CK PAC CSTIIlf~
404CA01500 REVOLON SLOUGH WOOD RD
404CA02000 REVOLON SLOUGH E 5TH STREET

~ 404CA03000 BEARDSLEY WASH CENTHAL AVCE
404CA04000 CAI.LEGUA~ CX HUENEME-LEWIS BR
404CA04500 CONEJO CK CEMETR~Ry 1%B
405MA00500 MALIBU CK CROSS CK RD

-- 405MA01000 MALIBU CK SALVATION A CAMP
.~05~A01500 MAOEA CK KANAN RD
405MA02000 TRIUNFO CYN (3[ KANAN RD

-- 406BA01000 BALLONA CK INGLEWOOD BLVD
406BA01500 SEPULVEDA CHNL BALLONA CK
407ML01500 PICO-KENTER DRN OCEAN FRONT
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CODE WATER BODY LOCATION

408DO01500 DOMINGUEZ CHNL VERMOh"F AVE
409LA01000 COMPTON CK LA RIVER
409LA02500 LOS ANGELES R DEL ANO BRDG~ 409LA04000 RIO HONDO RH SPREADING GRM
409LA08500 RIO HONDO VALLEY BLVD BDG
409LAl1500 SAWPIT WASH PECK RD

~ 409LA15000 LOS ANGELES R DOWNEY RD
409LA19500 ARROYO SECO SAN FERNANDO
409LA20500 LOS ANGELES R PASADENA

.- 409LA21500 LOS ANGELES R FLETCHER Dit
409LA22000 LOS ANGELES R LOS FELIZ BLVD
409LA23500 VERDUGO WASH CH SAN FERNANDO RD
409LA25000 LOS ANGELES R RIVERSIDE DR

- 409LA25500 BURBANK WESTER~ LOS ANGELES R409LA29000 TUNJUNGA WASH LAUREL CYN BLVD
409LA29500 PACOIMA WASH WOODMAN

~ 409LA34500 LOS ANGELES R STANSBURY AVE
409LA35000 LOS ANGELES R BURBANK BLVD
409LA35500 BULL CK VICTORY BLVD
409LA38100 LOS ANGELES R RESEDA’- 409LA38500 ALISO CYN CK LOS ANGELES R

- 40gLA40500 LOS ANGELES R WINNETKA AVE
409LA41500 BROWNS CK LOS ANGELES R

, 409LA43000 LOS ANGELES It DE SOTO AVE
,_ 409LA44500 LOS ANGELES It CANOGA AVE

410SG00500 SAN GABRIEL TIDAL PRISM
.. 410SG01000 SAN GABRIEL It CY SD LW FLW-END

410SG01500 SAN GABRIEL R SO SD LW FLW END~ 410SG02000 COYOTE CREEK WILLOW STREET
410SG02001 SAN GABRIEL WILLOW STREET
410SG09000 SAN GABRIEL BEVERLY BLVD

_ 410SG10000 SAN JOSE CREEK WORKMAN MILL
410SG14000 WALNUT CREEK BALDWIN PK BLD
410SG15000 BIG DALTON WASH AZUSA CYN RD
410SG20000 SAN GABItIEL It GOOTHILL BLVD

" 410SG21000 SAN GABRIEL MORRIS DAM
410SG21500 SAN GABRIEL EF CAMP OAK GROV~
410SG22000 CATTLE CYN CK SAN GABRIEL R

-- 410SG22500 SAN GABRIEL EF CATTLE CYN
410SG23000 SAN GABRIEL NF 800’ FROM W FORK
410SG23500 CEDAR CK NR CRYSTAL LK

._ 410SG24000 SAN GABRIEL WF HWY 39 BRIDGE
412LK00500 BOUQUET RESVR SE END OF DAM
412LK01000 CASTAIC LAKE BOAT RAMP
412LK01500 ELIZABETH LK WEST END

-- 412LK02000 ELIZABETH LK EAST
412LK02500 LAKE HUGHES SOUTH SHORE

412LK04000 PIRU LAKE WEST END DAM
412LK04500 PYRAMID LAKE AT DAM

177
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BENEFICIALUSESOF IDENTIFIEDWATERBODIES

Site #

~ Wazerbody Name
Date

Locz[ion Description Evaluator.~
fl Associated Wa~erbodies (e~. spring/welland: river/lake)

W~erbody TyI~ (#) RIV LAKE: ~AY IIAR~OR EST WET OCEAN

I~1 Habit,q Tvne(,O ¯

I# Deschption COW MR! VR! DRI FEW SEW RIV [.AC EST AQ MAR ART PAl..

Hydrologic Area & Subarea,

EPA River Reach No. (when available) ....

USGS Q,,a. su., N,me

County,

I,,o~atioa M~p: ~omu Oui~ ~te #

i~ludint hearst hearst cm~ ~�ts ~d ~ ~ce~if ~ninent

# U.S. R~ ~d Wildlife Se~ice ~mificati~
MAR ~ R! V LAC PAL =

~bhd ~bdd ~ lem~
~ze~d ~zenid ~w ~r liu~

* C~i~omi~ Nsh ~d Gme
COW = ~A~ O~ W~~ MRI - ~~ ~. ~-- ~ "
VRI . V~y ~~ ~, DRI = D~T R~,
~W = ~H ~G~ ~, SEW = S~ ~G~

AQ =AQUA~ MAR =~ART ~~
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LARWQCBICSUF BENEFICIAL USE UPDATE
FIELD SURVEY FORM

A. WATERBODY IX)CATION
1. Waterbody Name

2.Observer 3.Date.._..._4.Location Description
5. Waterbody type RIV LAKE RESER WET EST BAY HARB BEACH
6. USGS 7.5 rain Quad 7 T--...SR._.._9Sec_.10.QtrI I.Hydmlogic Area and Sub Area

12. Photo Nos.

B. HYDROLOGICAL FACTORS

21,Surrounding Area AGRI COMMERC RF..SID GRASS SCRUB CHAP FOR

STREAMS 22. Wate~Present YES NO
23. Approx. Dep~h_._.__ft 24.Width      t~ 25. Velo~ity.....__ft/~e~
26. Discharge cfs
STANDING WATER 27. Approximate Area
29. Temp         30.. EC         31..pH_.___32.Ol~er
32.. Most Probable murce of water BASEFLOW STORM RUNOFF w.w’ri~

AG. RUNOFF INDUSTRIAl..EFFLUENT

General Conditiona

C. ECOLOGICAL FACTOltS

33. Bottom Subsu’ate: mud sand gravel eobblm

35. Bank Famion: none some mmiderable

36 Bank Vegetation: cattailrdrushes/sedgea saub    w~x~dtand forest

37. Riparian Habitat MULEFAT SCUB WILLOW SCRUB WILLOW FOR

38. Dominant wetland plants: Indicator Smam: OBL FAC FACW’
39 Stratum: Bryo Herb Siub Sapi Tree

(a)_ _(b)(c)_ _(d).,(e) (f) -
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~ OBSERVATIONS AND LO~AL INTERV/EWS
68 Actual Uses HIKING BIKING WADING SWIMMING FISHING
Other Comments
69. Evidence of Use TRASH FOOTPP, JNTS VEHICLE TRACKS ~

1
TRACKS ANI~ DROPPINGS FEATHERS BIRDS FISH bIA~AL~

70 Access BRIDGE TRAILS HOLES-IN-THE-FENCE OPEN GATES 2

71. DIVERSIONS MODIFICATIONS DREDGING$
72. Degree of Degradation HIGH MODERATE LOW

R0052~ ~8



BASIN & SITE I.D.

California State University, Fullerton
RWQCB WATERBODY & BENEFICIAL USE PROJECT

Photo Identification

Waterbody Name USGS 7.5 min Quad
T,R. Sec. No

Location

Photo Description(habitat type and condition, vegetation community,
waterquality,streamflow,etc.)

Source(s) of water

Beneficial    uses(Insert    existinq(E)    Intermittent(l)    and
Potential(P)

Date Observer. 1
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California State Unive~ity, Fulle~on
Fu~;enon. ~a~,torn~ 92634-9480

~4) 7~                                    (714) 773-3267

July 6, 1992

Request for Comnts on Beneficial Use Designations tot Neter-
I~dies In Los Angeles end Venture Counties

The CallfornAa ReqAonal Water Quality Control Board, Los Anqeles
Region, An conjunction ~l~h California S~a~e UnAversAty, Pullerton,
is conducting a survey of exAstAng, po~entAal and An~ermtttent
bene~cAal uses for all va~e~bodAes In the Region (mos~ of Los
Angeles and Venture countAes).    Zn order to obtaAn curren~
An£orsation, ~e a~e surveying resource agencAes and Anterest
~oups, and askAnq ~or assAstance vAth thAs study. Zhe results ot
thAs study vAll be used by ~he Re~Aonal Board to prepare theAr
updates to ~he BasAn Plans An 1993. Hopefully, your A~ency uAll
benefi~ free your partAcApatAon An the BasAn PlannAn~ process.

£nclosed you rill land ~ables 1, 2, and 3 vhich 1As~ ell re, tonal
va~erbodAes and theAr desA~nated uses, as publAshed An the 1978
BasAn Plans. ~e also have enclosed a regional map (FI~. 1) vll~h
~he hydrologAcal bes~ns labeled for your reference. A last of
benef~cAal uses and ~heAr defAnAtions As also a~tached (Yable 4).
Please revAew ~he ~a~erbodAes An your qeographAc area and co~en~
on ~he tables as necessary. Please keep An s~nd the follo~tn~
criteria when rev~e~Anq ~hAs Anfor~atton:

1. ExAs~Anq benefAcAal uses have previously, or ere
presently ~n existence, and associated ~t~h ~Jle
waterbody. 1£ a beneficial use has been, or is presently
in existence (E), it cannot be re~oved.

2. ln~er~itten~ uses (I) are designatedunderthe assu~ption
that they mAgh~ only be presen~ on a seasonal basts
(based on presence of rater).

3. Po~en~Aal benefAc~al uses (P) are ~hose vh~ch are desired
on a vaterbody, have a probability of occurrence, but say
or ray no~ exist.



Page ~o

L
4.    Beneficial uses can ~ added at any time, if they have

~en attained.

A su~ey form (Table 5) also has ~en includ~ for your use In 7summarizing your comments. Please designate a contact ~rson for
your agency for further corres~ndence on these issues.

2
I would ~ grateful if you would send your couents to the a~ve
address by Monday, July 24, 1992.    If you have any questions,
please call me or Mr. Kwan lhn at [714) 773-3267.

Thank you for your c~ratlon. We l~k fo~ard to working with
your agency or your group, and hope to make this study 8 valuable
resource for all of us.

Prem K. Saint, Ph.D.

7PROFESSOR & PRINCIP~ II(VESTI~R
CSUF/LARW~B Waterbody l~’~J~t                                             k
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Hydrology Laboratory, NH-52
Department of Geological Sciences

California State University, Fullerton
Fullerton, California 92634-9480

Phone (714) 773-3267
Fax (714) 449-7266

REEVALUATIOH OF BEHEFICIAL USES IN THE 1978 BASIN PLANS

The objective of this survey is to review and update beneficial
uses designated to waterbodies in the Regional Water Quality
Control Board’s (CRWQCB-LA) 1978 Basin Plans (most of Los Angeles
and Venture counties). The data f~o~ this survey will aid the
CR~QCB ~n updating its Water Quality Control Plans (Basin Plans).
As co~ents are received, we will make field verifications end
review pertinent data to determine the validity and applicability
of the recommendations. Please complete the following:

1. Review the beneficial uses listed in Tables 1, 2, and 3.
Based on your best ~udgement, either add any additional
beneficial use(s) and/or upgrade any existing beneficial
use(s) (i.e., from potential to intermittent or
intermittent to exis~ing) for waterbodies under your
jurisdic~ion or of interest to your group.* Do this
directly on the tables, as shown in the example on t31e
last page. Table 4 contains definitions for the 21
established bene~ic~al uses.     Flqure 1 shows tJle
locations of the hydrological areas listed in tJle left
column ot Tables 1, 2~ end 3.

2. Sn Table 5, provide rationale for any reco~ended
addition(s) or up~rade(s) made In Tables 1, 2, and 3.
Horeover, ~f any gross errors are identified in these
tables regarding beneficial use deslqnation~ indicate
this and thoroughly explain why. Attach additional
sheets as necessary..

3. If possible, provide references and/or enclose
supplemental documents to support your reco~endatlons.

4. If there are no comnts, then ~ndicate "no co~ents" In
Table 5.

5. Please fill out the correspondence fo~on the following
page and return it to t21e above address w~ll l~he
appropriate ~aterisls by July 24, 1992.

We appreciate your cooperation in our effort. If you have any
questions, please contact me~ Dr. Prem K. Saint, or l(r. Kwan lhn at
(714) 773-3267.

* According to federal and s~ate regulations, beneflc~al uses
can only be added or upgraded (not removed), except in
extremely rare instances where it can be documented that a
gross error was made in assigning these uses in 1975.
Eeneficial uses cannot be de-designated because of water
quality impairment.



California State University, Fullerton
Fui~r~on. CaMorn~l g2634-9480

0e~emem ~ Ge~o2~ Sc~w~ Hydrology Laboratory
FAX (714)44~7266 (714) 773-3267

Hatch 1, 1993

I,

R~UP..ST POR CON]~I~r~s ON BENEFICIAL USE DESIGNATIONS IN)R
i~SINS IN LOS ANGEI.ES ,~ID ~ COUI~IgS

The California Reqlonal ~a~er Quality Control Board, ~s ~qele~
Region, In con~unc¢ton w1~h CalifornIa S~ase Unlversl~y~ Fuller~on,
Is conducting a survey of existing, ~tent!al and inte~lttent
~neftcial uses for all water~les Including groundwater~sina
the Region (most of ~s ~geles and Vensura coun¢ies). In order ~o
obtain curren~ in~o~ation, ~e are su~eying resource a~encie$ and

,_ asktn~ ~or ass~sSance ~l~ ~hls s~udy. The results of shts
~11 ~ used by ~he Reqtonal ~ard �o prepare ~elr u~ases
Basin Plans In 1993. Hopefully, your A~ency ~/ll~nef/¢ troa yo~
~/c~pa~Lon In ~e Basin Plann~n~

~closed you ~11 ftnd Table 1 ~hLch ltsts all r~lonal
~s~ns and~e~r des/qna~ed uses. Ne also have enclos~ a r~tonal
aap (Flq. 1) ~ she qroundwa~er ~sLns ladled for yo~
re~erence. A 1~s� of ~neflclal uses and ~elr deftn/¢lons ts also
a~ached (Table 2). A su~ey fo~ (Table 3) also has ~en lnclud~

_ for your use in s~arizing your coteries. Please des1~a~e
consac¢~rson for yo~aqency for f~er corres~ndence on~ese
Issues.

Please review ~e qro~dwa~er ~stns Ln your qe~raphLc area and
covens on ~he sables as necessaw. Please keep In alnd
follow~n~ criteria when rev~ew~n~ ~s Lnfo~atLon:

1. ~ist~nq (E) ~neflcLal uses have previously, or are
presen¢ly ~n existence, and ass~a~ed wL~
~a~er~y. If a ~nef~c~al use has ~en, or ts presently
~n ex~s~ence~ ~ ca~o~ ~ r~v~.

2. ln~e~en~ (l) uses are des~a~der~e ass~p~ton
~a~ ~ey =~h~ only ~ presen~ on a seasonal
(~sed on presence of wa~er).

_ ~, ~ s~,~ ~ R0052164
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3.    Potential (P) beneficial uses are those which are desired
on a water~ody, have a probability occurrence,of but
or may not exist.

4. Beneficial uses can be added at any time, if ~he¥ have
been attained.

5.    If, possible, provide references and/or enclose
supplemental reports to support your recommendations.

6. If there are no comments, then indicate "no coements" in
Table 3.

7. In so~e basins, various aquifers are identified.
In those that ere not identified, please specify the
names of aquifers or aquifer systems (upper, lower, etc.)
currently under your agency’s jurisdiction. If posslble,
please allocate beneflclal uses according to aquifers or
aquifer syatamm.

I would be qrateful if you would send your comments to the above
address by Monday, March 15, 1993. In case of a delay in ~eetlnq
~.~Is deadllne, we will welcome a response anytime thereafter. It
you have any questions, please call me, Dr. Prem K. Saint, or
Kwen lhn at (714) 773-3267.

Thank you for your cooperation. We look forward to workinq with
your agency, and hope to make this study a valuable resource for "
ell of us.

Prem K. Saint, Ph.D.PROFESSO. P.I.CZ  csuF/u w cS .aterbody Pro1 

Enclosures

PKS:k~t

cc: Gerhardt Hubner, Contract Manager, LARWQCB i
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I California State Universily, Fulle~on ~
Fui~e~on, C4~,fom,a 92634-9480

m ~l~e.wm ol ~ ~ Hydro 1 ~ ~rato~
I F~ (714)~6 (714) 773-3267

Hatch 3~ 1993                                                                                  ~

REQUEST FOR COM]qI~ITS ON BENEFICIAL USE DESIGNATIONS FOR L~%STAL
FEATURES (BAYS, BEACHES, HARBORS, LAGOONS, ETC.) IN LOS AMGELES ARD

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles
Region, in conjunction with California State University, Fullerton,
is conducting a survey of existing, potential and intermittent
beneficial uses for all waterbodies including coastal features In
Region 4 (most o5 Los Angeles and Ventura counties). In order to
obtain current information, we are surveying resource agencles end
asking for assistance with this study. The results of this study
will be used by the Regional Board to prepare their updates to the
Basin Plans in 1993. Hopefully, your Agency will benefit frol your
participation in the Basin Planning process.

Enclosed you will find Table 1 which lists all coastal features
and their designated uses. We also have enclosed a regions1 sap
(Fig. 1) delineating the hydrological areas and a coastal map (Fig.
2) wlth all coastal features proposed for Inclusion In the Basin
Plans. A 1let of beneficial and their definitions Is alsouses
attached (Table 2). A survey form.(Table 3) also has been Included
for your use in summarizing your comments. Please designate a
contact person for your agency for further correspondence on these
issues

Please review ~he coastal features in your geographic area and
comment on the tables as necessary.    Please keep In Rind tJ1e
following criteria when reviewing this information:

I. Existing (E) beneficial uses have previously, or are
presently in existence, and associated with the

~ . waterbody.

2. Intermittent (I) uses are designated under the assu~ptlon
that they might only be present on a seasonal basis
(based on presence of water).
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3. Potential (P] beneficial uses are those which are desired
on a waterbody, have a probability of occurrence, but may
or may not exist.

4. Beneficial uses can be added at any time, if they have
been attained.

5.    1£, possible, provide references andlor enclose
supplemental reports to support your recommendations.

6. If there are no comments, then indicate "no comments" in
Table 3.

7. Please add other bays, beaches harbors, lagoons, etc.
which are not listed and suggest appropriate beneficial
uses for them. In addition, please label their locations
directly on the coastal feature sap (Fig. 2).

X would be grateful If you ~ould send your comments to the above
address by Wednesday, March 17, 199].    In case o£ a delay in
meeting this deadline, we will welcome a response anytime
thereafter. Xf youhaveanyquestiona0 pleaseca11 me, Dr. PrelK.
Saint, or Mr. Kwan Ihn at (714) 773-3267.

Thank you for your cooperation. We look forward to ~orklng with
your agency, and hope to sake this study a valuable resource for
a12 of us.

P=es K. Saint, Ph.D.
PROFESSOR i PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
CSUF/LARWQCB Waterbod¥ ProJe~-t

~nclosures

cc: Gerhardt Hubner, Contract Manager, LARWQCB





Donna Sinclair
Land Planning Division, Room 1012 ~ .
Southern California Edison Company
P.O. Box 410
Long Beach, CA 90801

Stephen Johnson "/
S~e~son Engineers, Inc.
3104 East Garvey Ave. ~
West Covlna, CA 91791 z
Patrick Kelly
Director, Public Works Depart~enE
City of Manhattan Beach
1400 Highland Ave.
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

Bob Hattoy
Los Angeles Chapter
Sierra Club
3550 West 6th Street, Suite 323
Los Angeles, CA 90020

Nor~ Wilkinson                                                                  I
Public Works Director
city of Santa Psuls
P.O. Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93061

John Turner
Senior Hydroqeoloq~st
Water Resources Division
Ventura County Public Works Agency
BOO Sou~h Victoria Ave.
Ventura, CA 9300%

Mark Cspelll
Friends of ~e Venturs R~ve~
62 Sou~h Olive Street
San Buenaventura, CA 93001

League of Woaen Voters
9028 Monte War Drive
Los CA 90035Angeles,

Robert Gallagher
Environmental Heal~.h DeparTment
County of Vent~Lra
800 Sou1:h Victoria Ave.
Ventura, CA 93009
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Lisa Anderson
Metropolitan Water District
P.O. Box 54153
Los Angeles, CA 90054

Frederick Gientke
United Water Conservation District
P.O. BOX 432
Santa Paula, CA 93060
Joe Gonzales
U.S. Forest Service
701 North Santa Anita
Arcadia, CA 91006

California Coastal Co.mission
245 West Broadway, Suite 380
Long Beach, CA 90802

Water Quality Branch, W-3
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Jack Petralla
Departaent ot Health Services
County ot Los Angeles
2525 Corporate Place
Monterey Park, CA 91754

City of Fi11~re
P.O. Box 487
Fill~ore, CA gJOIS

Stan ~oore
Public Worka VArector
City of OJal
P.O. Box 1570
OJai, CA 9~0~4

City of Oxnard
305 West Third
Oxnard, CA 93030

City of Port Mueneme
250 North Ventura Road
Port Hueneae, CA 93041

City of San Buenaventura
P.O. Box 99
Ventura, CA 93002



City of Avalon/Catalina Island
P.O. Box 707
Avalon, CA 90704

City of Long Beach
333 West Ocean Blvd.
Long Beach, CA 90802
City of Los Angeles
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

City of Palos Verdes Estates
340 Palos Verdes
Palos Verdes, CA 90274

City of Rancho Palos Verdes
30940 Hawthorne Blvd.
Rancho PaZos Verdes, CA 90274

City ot Redondo Beech
P.O. Box 270
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
City of Rolling Hills
2 Portuguese Bend Road
Rolling Hills, CA 90274

City of Rolling Hills Estates
4045 Palos Verdes Drive NortJ1
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 902?4

City of Santa Non,ca
1685 Main Street
Santa Honics, CA 90401

City of South E1 Hon~e
1415 Nor1:h Santa Anita Ave.
Sou~h E1 Monte, CA 91733

Frank BroBenshenkal
General Manager
Santa Paula Water Works, L~.
117 North Tenth/P.O. Box 230
Santa Paula, CA 93060

Ane Deister
Director, Resource Conservation
Las Virgenes Municipal Water
4232 Las Virgenes Road
Calabasas, CA 91302



Paul Hatanaka
SouthernCalifornia Association o5 Govern=ents
818 West 7th Street, 12r.h Floor
Los Anqeles, CA 90017

Geraldine Knatz
Director o5 Plannin~
Port o5 Lonq Beach
P.O. Box 570
Lonq Beach, CA 90801

Theodore Auqerinos
Director, £nviron=ental Protection Division

Naval Shipyard, 140
Lon~ Beach, CA 90~22

Dale Woodward
Hanaqer, Land Plannlnq
Southern Callfornla ~dlaon Coapan¥
P.O. Box 410
Lonq Beach, CA 90801

Anthony Xoch~hua
Southern Callforn~a Gas Coapan¥
3249 Taralnal ~nnex
LOS Angeles, CA ,OOSt

Cy~hla Leake

Sierra Club
60 Cale~a Drive
Ca~ar~llo, CA 93012

Richard AEwa~er
General Manaqer
Central and West Basin MunAcApal Water
17140 Sou~.J1 Avalon Blvd., SuAte 210
Carson, CA 90746-1218

Bob S~a111nqs
General Manaqer
San Gabriel Valley MunAcApal WaEer
P.O. BOx 1299
Azusa, CA 91702-1299

J~a Danza
Friends o5 1~he L.A. Itlver
P.O..Box 292134
LOs-Angales, CA 90029
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Up~r San Gabriel Valley Water District
739 East Rowland
Covina, CA 91723

Me1Blevlns
Ulara Watermaster
111 North Mope Street, Room 1455
Los Angeles, CA 90051
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(9) Jack Petralia
Dept. of Health Services
County of Los Anqeles
2525 Corporate Place
Honterey Park, CA 91754
(818) 308-5367

(10) Virginia Johnson
California Dept. of Parka and Recreation
10 Rufuglo Beach Road
Goleta, CA 93117

(11) Neil Moyer
Ventura County Environmental Coalition
4875 Aurora Drive
Ventura, CA 93003

(12) Larry Manaon
Surfriders Foundation
3700 Dean Drive, #908
Ventura, CA 93003

(13) Klm Hswkinq
County of Ventura
Resource Manaqement Aqen¢-/
800 Sou~h Victoria Ave.
Ventura, CA 93009

(14) Dr. Jeffrey L’ross
Southern California Coastal Water Research
646 Wast Pacific Coast Highway
Lonq Beach, CA 90806
(310) 426-5951

(15) Greq Wodell
Chief
Dept. of Beaches and Harbor~
County of Los Angeles
13837
Marina De1 Rey, CA 90292

R0052175
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APPENDIXINTEREST GROUPS3" SUH]d~J~y, ETC. OF RESPONSES AND COM~fUNICATION WITH AGENCIES,

1. ~alifol’nia Coastal ~onservar~,
1330 Broadway, Suite 1100,
Oakland, Ca 94612-2530         Tel (510) 286-1015
Reed Holderman, Manager, Resource Enhancement Progra,

I.I. Response on Narch 19, 1993

1.2. Suggested addition of Venice Canals to Ballona
Lagoon and added beneficial
Also added beneficial uses to:

Ventura River Estuary402.10
403.11    Santa Clara River Estuary.

1.3. Informed us of the following studies and
(a) Ballona Lagoon/ Venice Canals:
Resource Enhancement Plan, 1992.
Hydrology, water Quality Report by Phil
Biology Report by Wetland Research!
(Contact Person: I¥1ene Weiss, Ballona Lagoon

Narine Reserve).

(b) 3oaselyn, Nichael, 1993. Wetland Inventory and
Restoration Potential: Santa Nonica Bay Restoration
Project Report.
(Contact Person: Paul Nichel- (213) 286-7516.

(c) Santa Clara River Estuary: DPR Report
(Contacts: Steve Trainer or Vi~Jinia Johnaon

(805) 654-4611)

2. Calltornta Department ot Boatlnq and
1629 South Street,
SACRAmEnTO, Ca 95814-7291 Tel (916) 445-6281
Bill S. Satow, Interia Director.

2.1. Response to Naterbod¥ and Beneficial Use
Survey (dated July 15, 1992)=
"No CO.lent"

3. California Department ot Fish an~ Game,
1416 Ninth Street, P.O. Box 44209,
SACRAMENTO, CA 94244-2090     Tel (916) 653-7664
Boyd Gibbons, Director

3.1. Response to Existing Waterbody and Beneficial Use
Survey. (Response dated August 12, 1992).

3.2. Suggested additions of BU’s to:
405.12     Long Beach Harine,

Alaaitos Bey,
403.11    Mearshore ~one
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3.3. Suggested further contact with Kris Lal, Richard
Nitsos, Department Environmental Specialists, Long
Beach

California Trout,
Region 5 Office, 9770 Sombre Terrace,s.A w .IL . ca ,10,0 Te*
Jim Edmondson, Regional Manager

4.1. Response to Zxlstlng water~x~y and Beneficial Use
Survey. (Response da~ed July 27, 1992).
4.2. Suggested modi~icatlons to Bene~iclal Uses for:

404.3~    Zuma Canyon Creek
Calleguas Creek403.11

404.1~ Topanga Canyon Creek
404.22 Las Vlrgenes Creek
404.44 Arroyo Sequit Creek
404.47 Big Sycamore Creek
404.32 Solstice Canyon Creek

4.3. Also provided references end coptes ot some reports.

Crescenta Valley Cotmty Na~ew
2700 Foothill Boulevard,
I.A CR£SC~TA~ Ca 912~4. TeI (~)

5.~. Responae to G~oundwate~ ~astn Survey.
dated 4~

405.24    Verdu@o Ground~eter

Tectmtcel Advlaory
P.O. Box 292134,
LOS ANGELES, CA 90029     ~el (213) 223-0585
31m Danza, Cheir~ Technical Advisory Board

6.1. Response to Beneficial Use Sur~ey. (Response
dated July 29, 1992.

6.2. Suggested changes and Included ~usttflcatton for
~he followin~ waterbodies:

405.12 Los Angeles River Tidal Prism
405.15 Arroyo Seco soutll of Devtl*e Gate

Reservoir
405.15 Compton Creek
405.15 Los Angeles River to tidal prlsa
405.21 Los Angeles R~ver
405.21 Sepulveda Floed Control Basin
405.20 San Fernando Valley Groundwater Basin
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8.3. Provided ~hea map giving location and nanes of
beaches, in use by the L.A. Departnent of Beaches
and Harriers.

use changes suggested.8.4. No beneficial

9.0 I~s Angeles County Department of
2525 Corporate Place, # 150,
Monterey Park, ca 91754-7631 Tel (213) 881-4011
Jack Petralia, Director of Environnental

9.1. Response dated 3u1¥ 23, 1992~
~ No co~l|ents~o

HlatorF~
900 Exposition Boulevard~
~os Angeles, Ca 90007

9.1. Responses dated October 30, 1992 and
1993.

9.2. Suggeste~ changes and provided Juat~tlcetlon for
the ~ollo~ing
402.10 Venture River Tidal J~’~ll
402.12 Arroyo r.am Poses
402.20 venture River and
403.11 Calleguas Creek Tidal Prtsn

Santa Clara River
Nearshore Zone

403.12    Calle~j~aaC~eek
Cone~o Creek

Santa Pauls Creek403.21
403.32 Pine, Coldwater~ Bear~ Poz~ero

Tule Creeks
403.41 Santa Fellcta Canyon
403.43 German C~eek
403.51 Drinkwater Reservoir

San Franclsqulto Canyon
Santa Clara River

403.54 Ague Dulce Canyon
403.62 Arroyo La8 POsam
404.11 Topanqa Canyon C~e~k
404.21 Cold Creek
404.23 NedeaCreek
404.25 T~iunfo Canyon
404.44 Arroyo

East Fork Arroyo Sequ£~
404.47 Wood Canyon

Lebrand Canyon
Big Sycanore Canyon C~eek

405.12 klalttos Bay

405.1~ Ballona Wetland
405.15 Ballona C~eek
405.22 Pacoina Canyon C~eek
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405.23    Blq Tujunqa canyon Creek LUpper Big Tujun~a Canyon
Fox Creek

405.27 Hansen Lake
405.41 Whittier Narrous Flood Control Basin
405.43 Bichota                                              Cattle, Canyon

1Colduater, Coy Creek
East and North Forks San Gabriel
River, Devil’s Canyon Creek                        ~

10.3. Also included re~erences

County Depaz~aent of Publiollorks11. ArweZes
P.O. ~ox 1460,
A~BR~, Ca 91802-1460 Tel (818) 458-5948
Gary Hildebrand, Sups=vising Civil Engineer

11.1 Response dated 3anua~y 13, 1993.
11.2 Suggested changes and gave Justitication tot ~hese

vaterl:x)die8:

405.13    Cet/nella Creek Channel
Sepulveda Channel                                1

12. Los Angeles Department ot Nal~r~nd potm~e
111 North Hope Street,
~os Angeles, Ca 90051-0100     Tel (213) 481-8701
Dennis C. WAlliaas, Engineer in Charge, Aqueduct Division            ~

12.1. Response dated Noveaber 30, 1992
12.2. Suggested changes ~or ~hese vats:bodies:

403.51 Dry Canyon Reservoir: out ot service
H403.52 Bouquet Reservoir

405.13 Stone Canyon Reservoir
405.14 Holl~=od Res.l~oi= ~

Upper ~ranklin Resez~oiw
ILo~er ~ranklin Rese~roiw

Zvanhoe Reservoir
Silverlakes ReservoL:                             ~
¯ lysian ~eservo/=                                 ~
EncLno Reservoi:
Los Angeles Reservoir
Solado ReservoL:

405.20 San Fernsndo Valley Groundwate: Basin
405.25 ~agle Rock Reservoi:

13. Las Vineries NunicLpal Na~Dist~Lct
4232 Las V~rgenes Road,
CALABASAS, Ca 91302       Tel (818) 880-4110
Ane D. De~s~er, D~recto: ot Resource Conservation

|t
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13.1 Response July 23 1992 and January 4, 1993dated                                                                                                                               ,
13.2 Gave status of beneficial uses for:

404.21 Malibu Creek
404.22 Las Virgenes Creek

13.3. Provided reports and documentation on water quallty
and groundwater.

13.4. Met with Ane Delster and other representatives, at
the LVMWD offices to clarify locations and hales of
water~odies in theLr district.

14. NOAA National ItarAne Fisheries Service
501 West Ocean Blvd., Suite 4200,
Long Beach, Ca 90802-4213      Tel (310) 980-4001
Gary Matlock, ActLng Reqlonel Director

14.1. Responses dated July 28, 1992 and January 21, 1993
14.2. Coamented on general organization of BU tables/
suggested addition of several additional BUs for
groundwater basins, since groundwater withdrawaZ has
eltlinated several surface water habitats for fish. Also
suggested addition of Estuaries and Wetlands to
waterbodies, and expansion of definition of "nearshore
zone," BIOL, WILD.
14..3. Specific suggestions on      the follo~in~
waterbodies:

403.11    Santa Clara RAver
405.12 Los Angeles River Tidal

Colorado LaqO~nwetlends
Ale~itos Bay
Lee Cerritoe

405.13 Ballona Wetlanda
406.00 Channel Ialanda

lS. Santa Clarita Water ~,
P.O. BOX 903,

c ZTA, ca 91 8o ( os) 2s9-2   
Williaa J. Nanetta

15.1. Response dated March 15, 1993
15.2 No Comments on ~he following groundwater basins:

403.51 Eastern HSA Groundwater Basins
403.52 Bouquet Canyon Groundwater Basin

16. Sou~.bern California Coastal Water Resea1~J) Pro~e~,
646 West Pacific Coast Hwy.,
Long Beach, Ca 90806 Tel (310) 435-7071
Jeffrey Cross, D~rect;or

16.1. Response dated July 16, 1992
16.2. Comments and justlficat~on for the follo~Ing

waterbod~es:

405.12    K~ng Harbor/Redondo Beach
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L.A./L.B. Outer Harbor
405.13 Narina del Rey Entrance Channel
406.01 Pacific Ocean Nearshore and Offshore Zone
406.10 Anacapa Islands Nearshore Zone
406.20 San Nicolas Island and Begg-RockNearshore

Zone
406.30 Santa Barbara Island
406.50 San Clemente Island

16.3. Gave a reference of the following publication~
Dailey, Reish, Anderson, Editors
Ecology of Southern California Bight,
University of Cali~ornla Press, (UCLA Office)
IN PRESS    (Dr. Cross is the author of the chapter

on fishes).

17. Sant~ Nonlcs Nounta/n National Recreation
30401Agoura Road, Suite 100,
Agoure Hills, Ca 91301 Tel (818) 597-1036
David Gackenbach, Superintendent

17.1. Response dated 3anuary 14, 1993.
17.2. Suqqested modifications and Justification for
boneficisl uses tot these waterbodiee:

404.21 Cold Creek
Century Reservoir

404.24    Medea Creek
Lake Bnchan~o

404.25    Lake Eleanor
Las Virgenee Reservoir

404.44 East Fork, Arroyo Sequit
405.13 Santa Ynez Canyon
405.14 Franklin Canyon Reservoir
405.21 Enoino Reservoir

17.3. Provided s map of the SNNNRA

18. National
¯ ducation Division,
Los Angeles. Tel (213) 574-2797
DanAel Kahane, Environmental Education Specialiet

18.1. Response dated January 15, 1993.
18.2. Commen~e on ~he following waterbodAes:

405.13. Ballona Wetlands
Ballone Creek

19.    Three Valleys iqunicipal Water
P.O. Box 1300,
CLAREMONT, Ca 91711
Rick Hansen, General Manager
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19.1. Response approximately Hatch 4, 1993.
19.2. Co,ants on the followinq Groundwater Basins

405.41 ~ributarybasins to Main San Gabriel Basin
Foothill GW Basin
San Dimas GW Basin
Way Hill GW Basin
Glendora GW Basin
Upper San Gabriel Canyon G~ Basin
Lower San Gabriel Canyon Groundwater Basin

405.52 Pomona GW Basin
405.53 Live Oak GW Basin
481.23 San Antonio Canyon Basin

Upper Claremont Helqhts Basin
Lower Clsremont Heiqhtm Basin
All other Groundwater

20. U.S. Forest Servl~e,
Anqeles National Fores~
701 North Santa Anita Ave.~
ARCADIA, Ca 91006-2799 ~el. (818) 574-1613
Joe Gonzales, Physical Science ~echnlclsn

20.1. Response dated August 10~ 19S2

20.2. Suqqested MUN~ HYDRO~ RZC-I~ RZC-2~ MZLD~ RAR~e
SPANN~ am beneficial uses tot several waterbodlss.

20.3. Provided a copy of ~he Anqeles National Forest
Area.

20.4. Follo~-up telephone clarification ~l~h Hr.
Gonzales.

21. U.S.
Las Padres National Forest,
1190 East OJal Ave.,
GJAI, Ca 93023        Tel (805) 646-4348
Ron Bassett, DIstrlc~ aan~er

21.1. Response dated Januaz-~ 20, 1993
21.3. Comaented on 1~he waterbodles lylnq within ~he

boundaries of’.-heLas Padres National Forest (LPNF),
and ~he beneficial uses to be consistent wi~h
LPNF Land and Resource Management Plan.

21.4. Sugqested t_hat since 402.20 Wes~ Fork NattliJa
does not exist on Forest Service asps, it should be
depicted as Old Nan Canyon.

21.5. Provided naps qivin~boundarles and explanation for
Los Padres Condor Ranqe and Rtver Protec’cion Act (PL
102-301: June 19, 1992),

21.6. Follow-up telephone conversations to clarify
consents.

22. USDASoil Conserva~onServlce~
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~.0. Box 260,
SEMIS, Ca 93066 Tel (80~) 386-4489
Sheri Klittich

22.1. Response dated July 2~, 1992, with "No Cements".
23. United Water Conservation District,

725 East Main Street, Suite ]01,
SANTA PAUI~, Ca 93061     Tel (805) 525-4431
Jim Gross, Groundwater Resource Hanager

23.1. Response dated July 24, 1992
23.2. Co::ents on the £ollowing Water, lee:

403.42 ~ramid
403.51 Castaic ~ke and Fore~

23.3. Foll~-up telephone cumments on other ~roundwater
~sins.

24. D.S. Fish a~ Wildlife
2140 Eastman Avenue, Suite i00,
VEH~, Ca 9300     Tel (80~) 644-1766

24.1. Res~nse dat~ ~to~r 5, 1992
24.2. Provld~ lnfo~ation ,n
sensitive 8~ies In ~e fojlowing

402.10    Venture River Tidal ~lsa
Venture River and ~ibutarles

403.11 Santa Clara ~lver Tidal
~nta Clara ~lver

403.31 ~nta Clara
Ses~

403.41 PI~ ~eek and
~nta Clara ~lver

403.51    ~n Francisq~lto Canyon
Santa Clara ~iver an~ ~i~:i~

403.54    ~ ~lce ~nyon

25. V~t~a ~ty ~~~1 Heal~
800 Sou~ Victoria A~.,
V~, Ca 93009.
Ro~ ~lla~her

25.1. Res~nse wl~ no date~ pro~bly after ~IF 7, 1992
25.2. Co~en~ on:

402.20    ~e

26. V~t~a ~ ~llc~r~
800 Sou~ Victoria Avenue,

. V~, Ca 9~009 Tel (80~) 654-2907
~well ~eston, Manager, ~a~er Resou~es Division

26.1. Res~nse dat~ Feb~arY 10, 1993
26.2. ~ovid~ co~n~ on ~he followin~ water--lee:
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402.32 Horn Canyon T
Reeves Canyon

403.62 Arroyo Las Poses
403.66 Tapo Canyon
403.67 Tapo Canyon
403.67 Wood Ranch (Bard) Rese~olr
404.25 Lake Eleanor Creek

26.3. Follow-up telephone conversations with l~r. LaVern
Hoftman, of their office, tot lnforaatlon on
qroundwater basins.

27. Nest Basin Municipal Meter
17140 S. Avalon Blvd., Suite 210,
CARSON, CA 90746-1218    Tel (310) 217-2411
Llnda Palmquist, Mater Resources

27.1. Response dated March 10, 1993
27.2. Provided intonation

405.12    Nest Coast Groundvater Basin
27.3. Enclosed Oases Montqoaery ~lnsl
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In order to prepare a wetland inventory for the Regional water
Quality Control Board, Region 4, a literature review and field
surveys of rivers, lakes, reservoirs and estuaries of the coastal
region of the Los Angeles and Ventura Counties were conducted from
July, 1991 to January, 1993. Our study indicated the existence of
at least 15 estuarine and coastal wetlands, 14 lacustrine ~mtlands
and 79 rivers with stretches of riparian wetlands. The study period
included the last two years of s six-year drought, and yet ~ost of
the rivers in the mountain reaches were flowing end supporting
wetland vegetation. During the heav~ rains of winter, 1993, several
of the river mouth estuaries were breached by flood waters,
allowing migrationpassage for anadromous fish like steelhead trout
(Oncorhynchus

Our study has concentrated on the estuarine, lacustrine,
riverine and palustrlne wetlands of the region, integrating these
into estuarine, lacustrine end riparian categories. This is in
agreement with the California Department of Fish end Game policy of
placing riparian forests, woodlands end scrub~ into riparian

;n southern California, agricultural practices, followed by
rapid urbanization had led to estimated losses of 90t of the
coastal salt marsh. As ¯ result of channelization end concrete
lining of rivers, riparian habitats in the coastal floodplain has
been reduced by 95 to 97t. Urbanization has not siqnifieently
affected the rtparlan wetlands in the mountainous regions, and has
provided a net qain in lacustrine wetlands behind the flood control
reservoirs. Nany of the urban lakes, such as the Whittier Narro~
Recreation Area, serve as "ecological Islands" for many species of
birds and fish. Several threatened and endangered species and
species of special concern found in these artificial wetlands
include: southwestern pond turtle (C2eHys maraorata pa2~da), at
Lake Plru, Lake Sherwood, Lake Nalibu, and Lake Casitas!
Santa Ana sucker (Ca~os~oaus san~aanae), at Lake Piru and San
Gabriel Reservoir; and California least tern (Sterne
brOv~Li), at Lake Nachado and Harbor Lake.

The remalnlnq riparian wetlands in the coastal region provide
wildlife corridors. Mallbu Creek, for example links various
portions of ~he Santa Monlcs Mountains and the Santa Clara Rlver
provides a significant corridor for the rainbow and steelhead trout
to migrate between the lower reaches of the river and spawning and
rear~ng habitat in tributaries such as Sespe and Piru Creeks.

Our ranking system, using various wetland function crlterla,
has attempted to rank ~he coastal and riparian wetlands.
recommend a WETIJ~D designation for most of the waterbodles
~ncluded in l~e Wetland report.
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llrl1~ODtE~IO~l

Wetlands have been important to people in California since
prehistoric times, Archeological middens indicate that coastal
wetlands were important sites for foo~-gathering a~ong soae
aboriginal groups. Riverine habitats, which were the source of
fish (salmon in partlcular), also provided acorns, the secon~lost
Important dietary staple for these groups.    Lakes were also
exploited for fish, waterfowl, and other food sources along with
bulrush or rule which provided fiber for clothing and housing
(Seals and Heater 1971).

Reduction of wetland acreage began with European settlement. Salt
marshes were reclaimed for salt ponds, agriculture, and
urbanization (Macdonald 1988). The great riparian forests of the
central valley were cleared for flood control and agriculture
(Katibah 1984). Hydroelectric projects and strsas channelizstton
further contributed to the loss of wetlands throughout the stats.

In southern California, sqricultural practices during the late
1800e, followed by rapid urbanization after ~orld ~ar
dramatic reduction of wetland. Regulatory aqencias such as the
California Coastal Co~lssion have estimated losses of coasts1
marsh to be as high as 90t (Fatten 1990). Riparian habitat ~n
southern California floodplain areas has been reduced by 95 to
(Faber et el. 1989).

Lands whAch were once thought to be worthless swamps~ marshes~ o~
aires are now being apprecAated as areas which s~ual tropical
rainforests for productivity (Williams 1990). These sa~e biotic
co~unit~es are also being recognized as areas impo~csnt to
numerous types of vegetation and wildlife. Southern California
salt marshes are home to numerous threatened or endsngere~ species
including the light-footed clapper rail (Ra~lu~ ~ongirostr~s
levipes), Belding’s savannah sparrow (Passerculus sar~vichermis
beldlngi), California least tern (Sterna antillaru~ brownl), salt
marsh harvest mouse (Rei~hrodontoays raviventrls), and salt ~arsh
blrd’s-beak (Cordylanthus aaritlaus sap. mariti~us).    Inlan~
coastal freshwater wetlands provide habitat for other threatene~or
endangered specles. These are~heunarmored threeapine stlcklebeck
(Gasterosteus aculeatus williaasoni), bank swallo~ (R/parle
riparia), and the slender-horned aplneflower (Centrostegle
leptoceras). Many o~her plants and animals which depend on salt or
fresh water wetlands are candidates for llstlng as endangere~ or
threatened. The protection and enhancement of all types of wetland
habitats in California requires an accurate Inventory of the
wetland resources within t.he s~ate.

The purpose of ~hls study was to provide the Los Angeles Wate~
Quality Control Board, with an update of the surface water
resources over which it has regulatory responsibilltles and po~ers.
A significantportion of the study involved the identification end
ranking of the significant wetlands within Region 4. These wetland
resources are areas of increasing importance to humans and wildllfe
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V

as urban practices increasingly have negative impact on the surface Lwater resources of the Region.

Description of Wetland Systems

Although wetlands traditionally have been thuught of as areas of
standing water, such as ponds, marshes, and swamps; drier wetlands
are now included in the designation. The inclusion of the drier
wetlands habitats Is based on their unique and crucial ecological
role. In these areas, the soil may only ~e saturated for s brief
period during the growing season and water only flows occasionally
on the surface.

Classification of the vegetation associated with the surface
hydrologic features within Region 4 Is based in part on criteria
used to define wetlands. For wetlands, the definition by Co~ardin
et el. (1979) was used:

"Wetlands are lands transitional between terrestrial
aquatic systems where the water table is usually st or near
the surface or the land is covered by shallo~water. For the
purpose of this classification, wetlands have one or more of
the following attributes: (1) at least periodically, the
sup~x)rts predomlnately hydrophy~es; (2) the substrata
predomtnately undrained hydric sol1; (3) th~ substrata
nonsoil and is saturated with water or covered with shs11~
wa~er a~ some time durin~ the ~r~ln~ season of each year.

By means of aerial photo interpretation, the U.S. Fish and
Se~ice (1976) has develo~d a detall~ hierarchical system
�lassifyin~ national wetlands and has created sets of U.S.
Geol~lcal ~aps showtn~ ~he f~ve classifications and
habitats. These Include nueerous tn~er~tdal and non~dal
and ve~e~ated and nonve~etated ~y~s. Sub~tdal dee~a~er habl~a~
~cur In ~he nearshore wa~ers ad~acen~ ~o Intertidal wetlands.
wetlands and dee~a~er habitats are ~rou~d tn~o five pr~ncl~l
system.

~rlne ~t~. ~hls t~ ~curs seaward of coastal
dune ¯wales, sandy ~aches~ and estuaries.    I~ Includes
nearshore subtidal dee~ater habitats and inte~ldal ~tlan~
on ~e shallow continental shelf and coastline where
salinities usually exceed 30 o/~.    Wetlands alon~
intertidal cobble and sand margin of river deltas and
adjacent nearshore subtidal de¯prater habitats are domlnat~
by marine algae and angios~s. The distribution of plant~
and animals in the marine system primarily reflects
differences in four factors: (1) degree of ex~sure of
site to waves; (2) texture and physic~heatcal nature of
s~strate; (3) amplitude of ~e tides; and (4) latitude,
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governs water temperature, the intensity and duration of solar
radiation, and the presence or absence of ice.    Marine
wetlands are coaaon along the entire coastline of Re<Jion 4.

Estuarine System.    This type Includes habitats comonly
referred to as coastal salt marshes, bays, tidal channels and
lagoons, and consists of sub~ldal deepwater habitats end
intertidal wetlands usually confined to coastal eabay~enta or
other physio~raphic features that are open to the ocean at
some time during the year. They also receive freshwater
runoff, and are flooded by water with an annual low-flow
salinity greater than 0.5 o/oo from ocean derived malta. Wave
action Is minimal. £stuarine wetlands and associated subtidal
deep-star habitats occur at the Venture and Santa Clara
Rivers, Point Muqu, Malibu and Ballona Creeks.    Foiler
estuarine vetlands habitats associated with the mou~hs ot the
Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers have been greatly reduced
or eliminated by channelization and dredqin~.

IUverlne System.    This type occurs in river and stream
channels.    It includes deei~ater habitats and wetlsnd~
(submerged by leas than 2 a or 6.6 feet of water) that are
characterized by non persistent annual plants, vhen vegetated,
and are flooded by water with an average annual low-flow
salinity of leas than 0.5 o/oo from ocean derived salts. The
exposed channel margins and permanently flooded channels ot
the Ventura, Santa Clara, Los Anqelea and San Gabriel Riven
belong to thla aystea and occur upriver from eatuarine wetlam
habitat.

Pelustri~e ~ystea. This type includes wetlands that
California are called "rlparlan~ or ~floodplaln" veqetatlon
and are characterized by persistent plant types (perennial
emergents, scrubs, shrubs, and trees) when vegetated end that
are flooded by water with an average annual salinity of less
than 0.5 o/oo from ocean derived salts. If non persistent
(abeve-qround annual) veqetatlon occurs, the habitat is not
riverbed or strea~bed. Palustrlne wetlands are the
common type Inthe Inland portlon of Reqlon 4 and include dune
swales, freshwater marsh, scrub/shrub, and wooded or forested
wetlands.

LacustrlneSystea. This type Includes wetlands and deepea~er
habitats such as per~anently flooded lakes and reservoirs with
all of the following characteristics: (1) situated in ¯
topo~raphic depression or a da~ed river channel, (2) lacktn~
trees, shrubs, persistent emergenta, emergent ~osaes or
lichens with greater than 30t areal coverage, and (3) total
area exceeds 8 ha (20 acres). Similar habitats totalin~ less

bedrockthan 8 hashorelineare also included if an active wave-formed orfeature makes up all or par~ of the
boundary, or if the deepest water exceeds 2 m at low water.
This system is well represented in Re~ion 4 by aan-made lakes
and reservoirs.
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Region 4 contains all five wetland systems. This study, however
has concentrated on only the Estuarine, Rivertne, Palustrine and
Lacustrine systems. Riverine, which is not well represented in
Region 4 and Palustrine have been combined under the classiflcstion
of Riparian. This is in agreement with Orme (1990) who places
riparian forests, woodlands and scrubs and associated floo~plalns
into the Riverlne category. All wetlands in Region 4 therefore
fall into one of three classifications: Estuarine wetlands,
Lacustrine wetlands, and Riparian wetlands.

Net.hods and Approache~

For purposes of the study, wetland habitats were defined,
delineated, and described by application of s modified version of
the definition and classification of wetlands by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (Cowsrdin et sl. 1979). The major criteria
identification were plants and hydrology. Soils were not used in
wetland delineation. /mother departure from the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service system was that three, instead of live, wetland
categories were used. Our three categories are:

1. Coastal: including estuarine and coastal palustrl~e,
2. Lacustrine: including lacustrine end palustrine,
3. Riparian: including r/ver/ne and palustr/ne.

A multifacetedapproach was employed In deterain/nq location, areal
extent, and quality of �oastal, lacustrine and riparian wetlan~
within Region 4.

Znforaat/on from the following sources was used in a hierarchical
schema which generally followed the order An which they are
explained:

on wetlands An southern California including scientifio
literature (Journal articles, proceedinqs of symposia, etc.),
environments1 impact reports (£ZRs), documents by public
agencies, and per~inent field q~ldes for both floral
faunal wetland components.

National Wetland Inventory Naps. U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service ?.S min National Wetlands Inventory maps were used as
a primary source for location and areal extent of wetlands.
These maps were consulted throughout the study.    Before
visiting a site, the Wetlands lnventory mapswereconsultedso
~hat field proofing could be accomplished.

Field Visits. Hydrological, floral, and faunal components of
candidate sites were observed and recorded during field visits
conducted between July 1991 and November 1992.

~L~~J~. Presence of water, depth~ width, velocity, and
approximate discharge were recorded for each site. This
information was au~ented by data from strea~gaging stations
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Channel characteristics and de~ree of erosion was also
recorded.

Floral. Vegetation was saNpled using a modified fom of the
releve approach of Hueller-Do:bois (1974).    Sites were
reconnoitered by driving or hiking a large enouqh porl~lon to
familiarize the field investigator with the co¯¯unity or
co::unities present. Stands best representing each co¯¯unity
were then chosen and sampled. Sampling was by quadrat or belt
transect for species co=position by percent cover.
Deter:lnation of species co=position is a key element in
wetland deter~ination. The indicator status of various plant
species is given in the ~a~iona2 L~st o£ P2ant Species
Occur in ~et~ands: ~88 California (Re~ion 0)~ (Reed 1988).
The for:uls used in deter~ining the presence of hydrophyl:i�
vegetation is provided In the redera~ Nanua~ for
and Delineating ~urisd~c~iona~ Web,ands (Federal Intera~ency
Comities for ~etland Delineation 1989). Photographs ~ere
taken of representative stands alonq vlth o~her significant
features such as waterfalls and w~ldlife. ?.S sin USGS
were used ~n ~he field to record saaplln~ sl~es.

Faunal.     ~ml~al observation consisted mostly of bird
sightings, which ~ere recorded by species. Nany species of
birds are obligately tied to wetland habitats such as BeZted
Kingfisher (¢ery~e a~cyon) observed at San Antonio Creek near
O~al and Osprey (Pandion ha~iae~us) diving for f~sh at Lake
£1eanor In Thousand Oaks. Presence of fish and
also recorded.

Pare Find and Pacific Co~mt ~oloqlcal lneentoWNal~. It¯re
Find is the name of a coaputar database and accompenyln~ape
(I:I00,000 scale) available from the Callforn~a Department ot
F~sh and Game, Natural D~versity Database. These were used to
locate endangered, ~hreatened, and rare plants; endangered and
~hreatened animals; and veqetstion �o~aunAtAes considered by
biolo~lsts to be of specie1 concern. Rare Find Is updated on
an annual basis. The database for ~he Period of 3une, 1991
3une, 1992 was used In this study. The U.S. Fish and Wlldllte
Service, 1:125,000 scale, Pacific Coast Ecological Inventory
Hap (1981) was used as ¯ complement to Rare F~nd.

Color Infrared Aerial Photograph Interpretation. Infrared
photos were used to conf~ra ~he accuracy of National Netlan4
Inventory maps in conjunction with f~eld v~s~ts. They were
also consulted to ~ake deter~ination of areal exten~ of
r~par~an wetlands where access was not possible. Infrared
photos were also used to determine extent of vegetation zones
around lakes.

~uesttonnalre Responses. Questionnaires were sent to various
agencies (U.S. Forest Service, California F~sh and Game, etc.)
and local ~nterest ~roups. Info~at~on from questionnaires
end letters received fro: such groups provided
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Wetland Selection and Rankln~ Process

Waterbodles which met the conditions for wetland designation, were
also ranked ~ased on a number of criteria. The ranking of wetlands
provides the Board with information regarding the relative quality
of wetlands over which they have jurisdiction. The criteria, nine
in all, included six habitat related criteria and three related to
function.

(1) Disturbance - consists of two components~ physical and
biological. Physical disturbance includes such thinqa as the
dredging of channels (Santa Clara River), sand and gravel
mining operations (lower Venture River), presence of debris
dams or basins (Santa Anita Canyon and Winter Creek), end oft
road vehicle use (North Fork, San Gabriel River). Biological
disturbance is characterized by the invasion of allen plants
or animals whose presence is deleterious to native species.
For animals, a typical example is the introduction of Large-
mouthed Bass (Nicrop~erus salmoides) and Carp (Cyprlnus
carpio) in the lower Venture River where they now compete with
native species for resources. For plants, giant reed (Arundo
donax) end Eupatory (Agera~lna adenophora) represent the most
lnvasive plant species. Often, physical disturbance, such as
dredging significantly alters habitat such that invasion by
exotic species becomes possible.

(2) Discharge reqlme - considers the year round hydrological
conditions for a given wetland.    Perennial waterbodles
typically are more valuable as habitat end as wildllfe
corridors than those which have water only during the rainy
season. Nany streams within Region 4 are "interrupted" meanln~
that portions contain water year round while other sections do
not. San Franciquito Canyon Creek, due to year round water
below Drinkwater Reservoir, maintains a siqnificantpopulation
of the Unarmored Threesplne Stickleback (Gestero~eus
aculea~us

(3) Botanical Diversity - considers the plant species richness
for a particular wetland. The botanical diversity is usually
the function of a number of interrelated features: size,
diversity of habitat types, and lack of disturbance. Size is
typically measured as coverage in acres for coastal and
lacustrine wetlands and as length for riparian wetlands. Nugu
Lagoon and its associated salt marsh supports a much larger
diversity of plants than does the Ballona wetlands due to
larger size, more diversity of habitat and less disturbance.
In a similar way, Eaton Canyon Creek which includes canyon
live oak ravine forest, white alder riparian forest, southern
mixed riparian forest, southern arroyo willow riparian forest,
southern sycamore alluvial woodland and alluvial scrub has
higher diversity of plants than does Medea Creek which is
composed almost entirely of southern arroyo willow riparian
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~orest.

(4) Wildlife Babitat - is an extension of the ~hree previous
criteria: ~otanical diversity, hydrological regime, end
disturbance. High ~otanical diversity supporl:s high wildlife
diversi~y as does year round water supply. The presence of
invasive exotic plants, such as~o don~, displaces native
~lllows which are i~rtant habitat for numerous bird s~les
including ~e endangered ~as~ Bell’s Vir~ (V~ ~
~s~Z4us).

(S) Uniqueness - consists of two components. The flrst Is the
relative rarity of the vegetation type or couunlty. Walnut
riparian woodland Is restricted to only a few sites in all of
region 4 whereas mulefat scrub is very coa~on. The second
aspect considered when evaluating uniqueness concerns features
which make s given wetland unique. Designation of certain
reaches of streams in Region 4 as wild trout streams ~ould be
an example of ~his aspect.

(6) Wildlife Corridors - considers the value to wildlife in
providing corridors for migration. This is particularly
isportant in maintaining gene flo~ between disJunct
populations, thereby increasing genetic diversity. These
corridors are most important where urbanization is encroachin~
upon and frs~entIng habitat.

(71 Flood Control - considers the value of wetland vegetation
and associated riparianvegetation in attenuating floo~s. By
holding back flood waters end slowly releasing it to the
environment, wetlands decrease potentlal dammge from aaJor
flood even~.

(8) ~t~r Recharge - considers the role of wetlands in
providing s zone for the replenish~ent of groundwater
supplies. The mouth of San Dtaas Canyon, for exaaple~ is a
significant recharge zone.

(9) Water Quality- considers the role which wetlands play in
removlngpollutants, sediments, and biochemical oxygen de.and
from water which is to be used for various beneficial tmes.

The infor~ation on l~he wetlands of the Los Angeles Region has been
tabulated as follows:

Table W 1.1 Coastal Wetlands
Table W 1.2 Lacustrine Wetlands
Table W 1.3 RiparIan Wetlands
Table W 2.0 Beneficial Uses of L.A. Wetlands
Table W 3.1 Coastal Wetland Ranking
Table W 3.2 l~iparian ~etland Ranking



402.20 NZ~OR ~                 ~                      PRO~SED

404.2~ CENTURY ~SER~R
PRO~SED 6.0404.24 ~ZBU ~ ZNCLUD~D 44.4404.25 ~
PRO~S~D ? ¯ 8404.26 ~ SHER~ INCLUDED 136.6405.Z2 BZXBY S~H ~D ~R ~ ZNCLUDED 44.7405.Z2 ~RONA ~H
PRO~S~D 6.9405.~4 UPPER F~IN ~ ~S£R~ZR PAO~S~D S.8405.35 ~L ~ ~
PRO~S~D 36.S405.~5 SIHS ~ P~O~SZD 2.?405.4Z ~ ~ ZNCLUD~D405.41 ~TA FZ ~ ~L ~IN ZN~ZD 3020.9

Included means that the vaterbody yes Lncluded Ln the 1978 BasLn Plan
of the Los Angeles Regional Water ~ual/ty Control Board.

The area Lncludes the areaZ extent of the vhoZe 18ke, reservoir or estuary,
not a11 of vhLch has wetland vesetat/on.

Zntez’n~ttent means that the lake or reservoir has seasonal rater mupp17.
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405.41 BIG DAL~N C~YON C~[K INCLUD[D 3.8405.41LI~L~ DALTON CANYON CRE~K INCLUDED 4.040S.41 HO~ROVIA C~YON CREEK INCLUDED40S.41 RIO HOH~ I~CLUD[D    12.1 12.1405.41 ~NU? CREEK ~ASH I~CLUDED    13.9405.43 ~LISOH GULCH PRO~SED
4OS.43 BE~ CREEK PROPOSED405.43 C~LE CREEK ;HCLUDED405.43 ~WATER �~YON C~KK INCLUDED 7.4405.43 ~ CREEK INClUDeD S.O405.43 DEVILS CANYON CRR~K INCLUDED IO.8405.43 EAST FORK SAN GABRIEL RIVER INCLUDED 16.S405.43 FZSH C~YON INCLUDED405.43 PZSH ~RK P~O~SED 7.3405.43 ~RON ~RK P~O~SED 6.240S.43 NORTH ~RK S~ GABRIEL RZ~R ~NC~UDED 4.6405.43 P~ZRIE ~RK PRO~SED 6.2405.43 ROBERTS CANYON ~NC~UD~D 6.6405.43 S~N G~BR~ RIVtR - ~H ST~ ~HCLUDED ~1.6    0.3405.43 ~ST FORK SAN GABRIEL R~VtR INCLUDtD 20.0405.44 FERN CANYON PRO~S~D40S.44 SAN DX~S CANYON �~K INCLUDED 6.740S.44 ~LrSKZ~L CANYON P~O~S~D 4.140S.S3 ~RSHA~ CR~K ~D HASH INClUDeD 3.8481.~3 S~ ~TONIO ~YON C~K INC~D 6.4

# Included ~ans tha~ ~he va~erbody vas ~ncludedin ~he 1978
of the ~8 ~gele8 Water ~l/t~ Control ~ard.

~ ~e length ~ncludes the total length of the r~ver. Wetl~d
extst ~n ~rtLon8 of the flyers.
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TABLE M3.1. RANKING OP COASTAL METZatJIDS

The criteria employed in the process of ranking the coastal
vetlands of Region 4 is discussed in the section on WHethoda and
Approaches" in the general introduction to this wetlands report.

{~ ran~ represents hi~,t q~al|ty|

, ~o~I k~t1~I hnk l)ist.rb EJotlc ~abit~t Oni~pe- flood ~ter

i ~ Diversity Q~L|ty ~ ~ontrol ~lit~ Cootrol

~ I,~:joo~ 1 A Z A i ~l i A

~llo~ Uetl~d 2 B A A A A A A
Los C~rr|to~ k~tl~Is ) B D A A S D O

~l|bu t,o<e:~n 4 A B X X A D B

Vent~a |Aver htu~ry S A A B A | S

~ ~ I D D l S C C �

~ ~ B B B D � D �

hll~ ~ 10 C C C C i � �
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Coastal Wetlands
Coastal wetlands are the most heavily impacted type of uetland in
Region 4.    Dennis (1984) reports that Los Angeles and Orange
Counties have lost 90~ of their coastal wetlands. Historically,
there were seven ma~or coastal wetlands totalling 17,300 acres.
The coastline betueen Newport Beach and Long Beach ~as considered
to be one of the best habitats for game birds in the ~orld.

In Los Angeles County no major coastal wetland remains. Ballona
Creek Marsh was originally I,SSO acres, today 182 acres remain.
Los Cerritos Lagoon totalled 2,400 acres and has been reduced by
piecemeal filling for residential uses to 155 acres. Wilmington
Lagoon was situated between the mouths of the San Gabriel and Los
Angeles Rivers and covered 3,4S0 acres. Today, $-6 acres of
wetland are left. Alamitos Bay, a coastal ~etland of 2,400 acres
has been reduced to SO acres of degraded marsh along ~eu River
Slough.

In Ventura County, wetlands historically ~ere located st the mouths
of the Ventura and Santa Clara Rivers. The ~etlands st the mouth
of the Ventura river have been filled such that only 10 acres
remain. During the late 1800s, Mugu Lagoon covered approximately
3,000 acres, paralleling the coast for 4 miles. Yhe U.S. Navy
gained control of the area in the 1940s and through dredging has
reduced the total to about 1,400 acres some of ~hich are degraded.

Coastal ~etlands serve many important hydrological and biological
functions:

Plood Protection - coastal uetlands serve as spreading basins
~hich can accommodate both upland and tidal flooding.

Water Purification - coastal wetlands have the ability to
"treat" municipal wastewater and storm runoff. The broad,
flat surface in a saturated condition provides a substrata for
physical, chemical, and biological transformations. Sediments
carried into the marsh from storm drains will settle out,
adhesive forces can bind heavy metals, hydrocarbons and other
constituents to the sediments. Microorganisms in the sediment
can then degrade and recycle various chemical (organic and
inorganic) compounds. Marsh vegetation can remove pollutants
directly by taking up nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus etc.)
and heavy metals.

Shoreline and Bank Protection - marsh vegetation interrupts
and absorbs the energy of ocean waves. In doing so, bank and
shoreline erosion is reduced, providing protection for
shoreline structures.

Primary Productivity - the primary productivity of an
ecosystem is measured by the amount of plant m~terial and
algae wh£oh gro~ over an area of ground £n a given amount of
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time. Because of exposure to full sunlight for photosynthesis
and a plentiful supply of water, salt marshes have levels of
primary productivity equaling tropical rainforests (Hilliams
1990). This productivity supports complex food chains and            ~
webs. Much of this productivity is "exported" by shorabirds
when they move into other ecosystems.

2~ildlife Habitat Numerous organisms are dependant upon the
productivity and shelter provided by coastal salt marshes and
associated subtidal habitats.

Dense �o--unities of invertebrates inhabit the shallow depths
of the tide flats, tidal creeks and brackish marshes. These
include worms, clams, crabs, shrimp, amphipods and insects.
Some invertebrates undergo larval stages in the sheltered
habitat provided withtn the salt marsh.

Coastal wetlands containing tidal creeks or other types of
open water support fish populations. Staghorn sculpin, three-
spine stickleback, California killifish, and topsmelt are some
of the more co.on components of tidal estuaries (Dennis
1984). The nutrient rich water of many lagoons and tidal ~
creeks attracts many transient offshore species. E~ght foot
blue sharks have been recorded in Mugu Lagoon at high tide
(Macdonald 1976). Anadromous fish such as ateelhead trout and ~
salmon spend up to several months in river estuaries before
migrating upstream to spawn

~
Birds are the most conspicuous form of ~ldltfe ~n coastal
~etlands ~n Region 4. Those re~ant coastal wetlands ehich ~remain provide ~mportant lanks along the Pacific FIFeay for
species migrating between nesting grounds in Alaska and
~ntering grounds in California and Central and South ~erica.
at Hugu Lagoon £t £~ co.on to have up to 10,000 mud hens Jpresent at one time during periods of migration (Macdonald
1976).

Salt marsh and river mouth habitats are ~mportant to various            ¯
endangered and threatened species ~nclud~ng California clapper
rail (~allus long~rostr~s obsoletus), L~ght-footed clapper
rsil (Rallus /ong~rostr~s lev~pes), Californ~a least tern
(Sterna ant~llsrum bro~n~), Belding’s savannah sparrov
(Passerculus sand~chens~s beld~ng~), Salt-~arsh harvest mouse
(~e~throdontom~s rav~ventr~s), and Salt-marsh bird’s-beak
(~ord~lanthus msr~t~mus ssp. mar~t~mus). Candidate species
such as tidewater goby (Euc~�logob~us he-berry,) also depend
on estuaries.

Aesthetic and Educational Values - Coastal ~etlands provide ~
refuge to many people living ~n the crowded urban enviro~ent
of Region 4. Hiking, bird~atching, and photogrsphy, are ~ust
a fe~ of the activities afforded b~ these areas so r~ch ~n
b~olog~cal diversity. They also are excellent educational
resourses because of their ~rox~ity to many urban centers.
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Classification of Coastal Wetlands in Region 4
Coastal wetlands can be classified in various ways: (I) according
to vegetation type and zonation, (2) freshwater versus saline, and
(3) according to their physical attributes. In many cases the

_ distinctions between types is clear cut; however in many other
cases there is a cont~nu~ of types that suggests an inter-
relatedness among estuaries and their associated biota.

Vegetation - Salt marsh vegetation in California has been
divided into three types: San Francisco Bay ares marshes,
northern California coastal marshes and southern California
coastal marshes (Macdonald 1988)

In San Francisco Bay, Mahall and Park (1976) found Spartins
~oliosa as the primary colonist on broad tidal mudflata and
nearly pure stands of Spartina dominate the low marsh.
dense cover of Salicorn~a v~rginica replaces the Spart~na at
about Mean High Water (MHW) and dominates the high marsh. The
Spartina-Sa|icornia ecotone is abrupt with an elevation change
of as little as ? cm sufficient for pure stands of
to replace pure stands of Spart~na.

florthern California coastal marshes also have Spart~na as the
primary colonist of the tidal mudflats. Sa|icornia
shares dominance with Spartina in the lower marsh and in some
instances Salicornia may act as the primary colonist. In the
high marsh, Salicorn~a shares dominance wxth D~stichlis
spicata, and Jaumea carnosa.

Southern Californi~ coastal marshes begin at Mugu Lagoon and
are found southward into Baja California. Spartina remains
the primary colonizer of t~dal mudflats and dominates the low
marsh environment. Instead of Salicornia virginica succeeding
the Spartina, however, a narrow zone dominated by
bige|ovii and saris maritima exists.    Saris becomes more
prevalent in winter when S. bige|ov~ (an annual) dies down.

The Physical Characteristics of estuaries recently have been
classified by Ferren (1990) into four types, reflecting their
origin, type of watershed, and relation to the marine
environment. These types are: (1) river mouth estuaries with
brackish lagoons; (2) canyon mouth estuaries with brackish or
euryhaline (fluctuating salinity) lagoons; (3) bay estuaries
with extensive deepwater habitats and intertidal basins; and
(4) structural basin estuaries with steep watersheds, much
sedimentation, and hypersaline conditions.

River Mouth Estuaries typically have some or all of the
following features:    (1) year-round freshwater runoff
(sometimes consisting of treated wastewater) and occasional
catastrophic flooding and flushing due to winter and spring
storms; (2) sand bars which separate the lagoon from the open
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ocean excep~ during periods of flushing following storms; (3)
brackish water conditions throughout the estuary when the
mouth is open. but w~th a freshwater to slightly brackish
layer on the lagoon surface when the mouth is closed. The
Ventura River Estuary is the best example of this type of
estuary in Region 4. Other river mouth estuaries inc|ude the

_ Santa Clara River. HcGrath Lake. and Ballona Netland and
related complex.

Canyon Houth £stuarie~ are quite variable in nature. Portions
of California coastline are characteristically deeply cut.
parallel canyons and arroyos which drain watersheds of the
coastal foothills and mountains. These canyons empty into the
ocean through small estuaries that vary in size, frequency of
tidal flushing, salinity regimes and associated biota. Malihu
Lagoon is the best example of this type of estuary in Region
4. Du~e Creek Lagoon and Topanga Lagoon are also canyon mouth
estuaries.

~                                   have large areas of subtldal habitat                                         (bays) and
usually extensive, low elevation salt marsh on the bay
margins. The subtidal habitats often support beds of eel
grass (Zostera marina).    ;ntertidal mudflats adjacent
subtidal areas support a high diversity of invertebrate
species. The margins of the intertidal mudflats are dominated
by �ordgrass (SpartAna folzosa) as As the lo~er marsh ~here
Salicorni~ v~rginica becomes i~portant. Selicorni~
and n~erous o~her species (see above ~der southern
California coastal marsh) share the middle and upper marsh
habitats.    Alami~os Bay and Los Cerritos Wetlands
~storicall~ sites of extensive ba~ and salt ~rsh habitats
t2,400 ac~es each).

Structural Basin Estuari~ occur ~here considerable tectoni�
activity has caused do-n-faulting or do-n-folding along the
coast. The basins formed support small estuaries. There are
no structural basin estuaries An Region 4.

_                Intermediate Estuarie~ are estuaries ~hich exhibit
characteristics of more than one of the above categories.
Hugu Lagoon is an intermediate estuary ~hAch historically had
a small .~atershed and received little runoff from the
surrounding Oxnard Plain. The tidal prism ~as sufficient to
keep the mouth of the lagoon open to the ocean (Onuf 1987).
In 1884, Huge Lagoon became an estuary, ~hen Calleguas Creek

_ ~as channelized, and directed into the lagoon ~hich
effectively expanded the ~atershed of the lagoon by 250 times
over ~hat At had been.

The type of vegetation present An coastal ~etlands is determined by
the hydrological regime, substrata, and fre;uency of disturbance
~or a given site.    Region 4 contains three types of coastal
~etlands.
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Coastal Uetla d Pla t C0munities
Southern Coastal Salt Harsh (Annual). Estuarine nonpersistent
emergent wetlands generally lack aboveground persistent parts
and are dominated by annual plants that regularly colonize
seasonally exposed surfaces.      Typically occurring in
intertidal wetlands on exposed lagoonal bars and flats and
also in the beds of shallow channels, These are not �on~on
southern California most often associated with river mouth
estuaries because of the presence of brackish or fresh water
which is required for seed germination.    Characteristic
species include spear-leaved saltbush (Atrip/ex patula), coast
goosefoot (Chenopodium macrospermum), salt marsh sand spurr~
(Spergu]arla marina), brass buttons (CotuJa �oronopifolia),
and rabb~tsfoot grass (Polypogon monspeliensls). The best
example in Region 4 is at the Venture R~ver Estuary.

Southern Coastal Salt Marsh (Herbaceous Perennial).
composed o~ persistent e~rgent, herbaceous vegetation which
occurs on narrow to broad plains adjacent ~o bays or estuaries
where tidal ~n~luences provide ~or typically saline or
hypersaline conditions.      Freshwater ~lushing occurs
in~requen~ly only ~ollo~£ng major win~er or spring
The vegetation consists o~ succulent and su~rutescent
perennials ~ncluding pickleweed ($alicornie virginica), alkali
heath (Franken~a grandifoIia), ~leshy ~a~es (Js~ea
saltgrass (nZstich~s spicata), sea lavender (Limoni~
caJ~forn~�~), saltwort (Satis maritime) and arrowgrass
(Tr~g/och~n app.). Southern Coastal Salt Harsh also contains
one annual species, Salicornia bigelovii. Hugu Lagoon is the
best example of Southern Coastal Salt Harsh ~n Region 4 and
fact is the northernmost representative of th~s vegetation
type. Other occurrences are at Anaheim Bay and at the Ballona
Wetlands �o, lax.

Coastal Brackish Marsh. Is dominated by perennial, emergent,
herbaceous monocots to 2 m tall. Cover ~s o~ten complete and
dense. Similar to salt marshes and to ~reshwater ~rshes w~th
some plants characteristic of both.     Salinity varies
considerably depending on ~nterplay between tidal regimes and
freshwater r~off.    Most co~on along interior edges
coastal bays and estuaries where influx of freshwater
somewhat regular. In Region 4 characteristic species include
narrowleaf cattail (Typha domingens~s), broadleaf cattail (~.
latifolia), california bulrush (~cirpus ¢alifornicus), alkali
bulrush (~. maritimus), and saltgrass (Distich/is spicata).
Th~s marsh type not ~despread £n Region 4.    Localized
occurrences are fo~d at the Venture River Estuary, Santa
Clara River Estuary and Point D~e Creek.

Opposite Page Top: Coastal Salt Marsh at Nugu Lagoon, Venture Co.

Opposite Page Bottom: Coastal Brackish Marsh, Point D~e, L.A. Co.
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Coastal Preshwater Narsh. Is dominated by perennial, emergent
monocots to 4-5 m tall. Cover is denseto complete.                   This
type is similar to coastal brackish marshes. Scirpus and
Typha are typically dominant. The sites are quiet, lacking
s~gn~ficant current and permanently flooded by fresh water
(rather than brackish, alkaline or variable).    Prolonged
saturation allows accumulation of deep, peaty soils.
Characteristic species are wooly sedge (Carex lanuginosa)o
rough carex (C. santa), chufa (Cyperus esculentus), umbrella
sedge (C. eragrostis), spikerush (Eleochsris spp.), whorled
penny-weft (Hydrocoty! vertic~llata), northern mudwort
(Limosella aquatics), common reed (Phragmites sustrslls),
bulrushes (Scirpus acutus, S. americanus, $. csli~ornlcus),
and cattails (Typha domingens~so T. sngustilolimn, y.
lati~o|~a). Uncommon in Region 4, best example at NcOrath
Lake in Ventura Co.

Coastal Saltbush Scrub. This type of scrub is transitional
between saline influenced wetland types and upland habitats.
Cover varies from sparse to dense. Understory is composed of
grasses and forbs. Soils are typically saline clay soils
which drain slowly and accumulate high concentrations of salt
due to evaporation. Characteristic species include four-wing
saltbush (Atriplex canescens), Lenscale (A. lentiformis sap.
bre~eri), Australian saltbush (A. semibsccata), sandbar willow
(Salix hindsiana), arroyo willow ($. lasiolepis). Vnderstory
consists of various annual grasses such as Sromus rubens, salt
grass (Distichl~s spicsta), and brass buttons (Cotuls
coronop~tol~s).

Opposite Page Top: Coastal Freshwater Narsh, NcOrath Lake,
Venture County.

Opposite Page Bottom: Coastal Saltb~h 8cr~, ventura River
StateE~tu~ry - ~ Wood Park, Ventura Co~ty. Do~nant

lent~to~ss r~ ~s ~trJplex ss~. bre~ert. Orass in the
toregro~d is saltgrass (D~st~cblJs

k
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Coastal RankingWetlands:

The criteria employed in the process of ranking the coastal
wetlands of Region 4 zs discussed in the section on "Hethods and
Approaches" in the general introduction to this vetlands report.

LoS Ct~rlto! Met]i:~S | J J | | J I J

tilt~. Lsgoon 4 l J l, I | J |

Like I .. I I I I I �~+~rlti

Otto+4 len:k I I I I I � �
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The Brackish lagoonal conditions along with a diversity of              L

sub~trate~ and toFography support a number of wetland co~munxty
types which form a complex mosalc. The mosaic consists of southern
coastal salt marsh dominated by pickleweed ($alZcornla virginica)
fleshy ]aumea (Jaumea carnosa), and alkali heath (FIankenla
granJ~fo~ia). At slightly higher elevations and intergrading with

1
the salt marsh is a comb~natlon of dune swale wetland composed of
$alicornia    virgln~ca,    spiny    rush    (Juncus    acutu$    vat.
~[haerccar~us), a~d bulrush ($cir~us): and scrub/shrub wetlands

2
dominated by lenscale (Atrzp}ex lenti~ormzs), coastal go|denbush
(Zsoccma veneta ssp. vernono~des), and scrub
Along the west side of the estuary, between the railroad tracks and

¯ the beach is wetland dominated by nonpersistent emergent (annual)
vegetation composed of coast goosefoot (Chenopodlum macrospermum
vat. farinosum), spear-leaved saltbush (Atrzp|ex patula ssp.
hastata), and salt marsh sand spurrey ($pergu|aria marina). This

° Is the only site for this vegetation type w~thin Region 4. Other
wetland types include southern arroyo w~llow riparian fores~
alluvial scrub, and southern r~parian scrub.

Salient features of Ventura River Estuary and vicinity include: 10)
,, ~JSecond Mouth Coastal Lagoon (see below); 11) Ventura River Estuary;

5) Ventura River Floodplain covered with dense forested riparian
vegetation.

31
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Photo: Santa Clara River Mouth, looking west at the sandbar at the
mouth.      Emergent vegetation in cPnte~ of picture.      Large
monocultura! stands of invasive exotic Arundo donax on both banks
growing light to waters edge. Resto[ation of :iver mol~th to native
vegetatioI~ would entail e[adication of ~undo which is an
aggressive colo~izer of d~sturbed [ipa~an and wetl~d habitats.
Flooding legimes favor Arundo over the ~ative willows
because of extremely high qrowth [atPs a~,! the ability to propagate
vegetatively,
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L.A.Regional gater Quality Control Board
Coastal Wetlands: McOrath Lake

McGrath Lake (403.11) a 10.3 acre lake vith surrounding marsh is
the best example of a coastal freshvater marsh in Region 4. The
Santa Clara Rxver has migrated during the last 200 years and the
location of HcGrath Lake is at a former site of the rivermouth
estuary. The source of ~ater for HcGrath Lake is from groundwater
derived from the persistent hLgh ~ater table. The vegetation is
not highly diverse ~ith stands of hard-stemmed bulrush ($cirpus
¯ tutus) con~on along the bank. Saltgrass (Distichlis spicsta) is
the dominant ground cover often forming dense mats. Hillovs ($slis
ap.) are present and provide habitat for bird species. Invsslvo
exotic giant reed (Arundo donas) has become estsbllshed and poses
a threat to other native vegetation. Coastal strand elements such
as sea rockets (Cak/le maritima and sliver beachhead (Ambrosia
chamLssonis) ¯re common on the coastal strand betueen HcGrath Laken̄d th. P,�, ic

I!
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L.A. Regional Hater Ouality Control Board
Coastal Hetlands: Ormond Beach

Ormand Beach (403.11) is coastal strand-coastal siltmarsh complex
in the c~ty of Oxnard which covers approximately IS acres. The
complex ~ncludes coastal dunes which form a barrier enclosing two
lagoons and interconnecting channels. The low, central portion of
the complex is subject to t~dal inundation and is dominated by salt
marsh vegetation w~th fleshy 3aumea (Jaumes csrnosa) and salt grass
(D~stichlis sp~cats) co-dominant.      Pickleweed (Salicorn~s
virginica) is present but not abundant. The margins of the marsh
contain lenscale (Atriplex lentiformis) and Atriplex patula. The
lagoon margins support small stands of bulrush (Sripus). The dune
vegetation is h~ghly d~varse containing sea rockets (Cakile
msritims), silver beachweed (Ambrosia chamissonis), dune evening
primrose (Camissonia chieranthifolia), ice plant (MesembrTsnthemum
crystallnum), and sea fig (Csrpobrotus aequi|aterus) which covers
the back side of the dunes along the inlet (back) channel. The
overall habitat is somewhat disturbed with many weedy species
common including ripgut grass (Bromus diandrus), red brome (B.
madritensis rubens), yellow sweetclover (Meli|otus lndicus),
ragweed (Ambrosia psilostschTa), annual barley (Hordeum glauca),
and two particularly invasive plants giant reed (Arundo donas) and
kikuyu grass (Pennis¯rum clandestinum) o a particularly troublesome
Invasive grass in the Morro Bay area and other coastal dune/marsh
areas.

Nap: Ormond beach in the City of Osnsrd. From Oxnard UaOS 7.5 attn
~uadrangle.

Photo:    Upper (southern end) Lagoon at Ormond Beach showing
bulrush, fleshy ~aumea and saltgrsss. Dune barrier in background
and channel connecting upper and lower lagoons.
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Above: Sketch Oimolid Bea~’h dunelw#tland compl,-x    Hatched area ts
coastal dunes contalnln9 healthy popul~t~on~ of t’o~stal dune pl~nts

eh~etanth~ol~a. ?he centgal ~ort~on o[ the complex ~ salt marsh

vlg~i~Ica unco~on.

Below: Jat~met ~’sznosa and DzstJchl~ s~cata,
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N~:t~zt=~’’,y tL- L~9"::, an,~ s’::~eun~:n7 w~tl~n,~r pat~llele~ the

pozticn ef the. .’~,tz ~’ ~agoon~ whlch w~s s~,a~lu~ t~d- flatJ wa~
d:-dged tca de~th of ~" ~-t t" pz ’.’z~- f:]l for ,’oz~stru,zt~o~ on
th, b~e. Th- dte.~tr, g a;~d cc~st~urt~.r, d~stzo~~d oyez half of the
wet:ar, d sc that tod~y ’ ,4} a~le~ tema:n. ~e,:auce ¢~ the need ~ot"
m~lltazy se:uzzty, the a~ea was~.e~....,~.-~ ~:u~ttt~g In ~otectzcn for"

Mugu Lagoon, fzom Hzghway I01, show,ng hzgh marsh, salt pans, and
some dlstu~bud o~en spac~ in the [oz~glound.    Tht:~ x:: ~ shallow
ware, table at the mouth of Calleguas Creek to the Zzgh’t, offszte.
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The Vegetation - studies suggest that at the Hugu complex there are
four zones or types of vegetation (Hacdonald and Barbour 1974).
the lowest zone, dominated by cordgrass ($part~na fol~osl), annual
pickleweed, (Salicornia bzgelovii) and perennial pickleweed ($.
v~rglnica). Host of this has been eliminated by dredging. The
ma3ority of the marsh is now occupied by lower and upper vegetation
types that are usually separated abruptly by physiographic ~atures
(sharp change of slope, etc.) at Hean High Niter (H)M).    The
species composition of the higher marsh changes with elevation as
the marsh grades into barren salt ~|ats interspersed with Jtripa
sinuous vegetation. Observations concerning the florist~cs at Hugu
are extrapolated from studies perfo[med in the eastern arm o~ the
wetland.

The Lower Harsh is dominated by Sa~�ornia v~rg~n~ca forming large
monocultura] stands. Scattered occurrances o~ S.bJfelov~,
Carnosa, alkali heath (Franken~a grandi~ol~a) and Honanthochloe
littoralis are found in this zone. Following ma~or storms in 1978
and 1981 there ~as an ~ncrease ~n b~omass o~ S. vir~inica w~thin
th~s zone. ~ccord~ng to Onu~ (1987) the ~ncrease ~s due to
stimulation of growth by the lowering of so~l sal~n~t~es due to
~lush~ng and also due to increased nutrients made available
deposition o~ ~ne sediments from surrounding ~ate~shed, much
~h~ch ~s agricultural and theodore h~gh ~n

The Upper Harsh ~s dom£nated by SaW,�ornea v~rg~n~ca, but unlike
the lower marsh, other species contribute sign£ficantly to the
biomass o~ the upper marsh.    Onuf (1987) ~ound the ~ollo~Ing
compos£t£on based on 10 samples: S.virginica accounted for 44t
the total biomass; sea lavender (Limoni~ ca]ifornic~),
alkali heath (Franken~a granditol~a), 15~; fleshy ~s~ea (Ja~ea
carnosa) 14t, saltwort (Bat~ maritima), 5~; and arrow grass
(TrigJochin maritima), 2t. Along the uppermost portion o~ thls
zone Atrip]ex app., seablight (Suaeda caIi~ornica) and Sa]i�ornIa
sub~erminal~s become more prevalent.

Yhe S~ttda] Zone historically contained large beds of eelgrass
(Zostera marina). Yhe ~ntense storm of February of 1978 bur~ed the
beds and suffocated the plants.    The eelgrass beds have not
recovered since, ~th only a ~e~ small patches rema~ning, these
identified by means of aerial photographs (Onuf 1987).

The Papa ~s extreemly rich for both invertebrates and vertebrates.
The t~dal mud~lats contain nurmerous species at high densities.
Densities of 30.000 organisms per square meter have been report~
(Onuf 1987). Yh~rty-n~ne species of f~sh have been identified
Hugu Lagoon o~ ~h~ch the most co,on are arro~ gob~es (CleveIandia
ios), topsmelt (~ther~nops af~n~s), sta~horn sculpin (Leptocottus
armatus), and shiner sur~perch (Cymatogaster aggregata). Cens~
data for b~rds at Hugu Lagoon has not been published; however
l~st compiled by the Natural Resources Hanagement Office ~or the
Naval ~r Station sho~s 198 species. Threatened and ~dangered
species ~h~ch use the ~etland are the l~ght-footed c]apper rail,
Eeld~n~’s savannah sparrow, brown pelican, and least tern.
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The ~atershed drained by Halibu Creek is the largest in the Santa
Honica Hountains comprising 67.000 acres. Halibu Lagoon forms at
the terminus of Halibu Creek as a result of the fluvial processes
of erosion, transportation and deposxtion of sediments. The uinter
and spring floods, typxcal of southern California, erode and carry
the majority of sediment load to the lagoon. The historicyearly
annual hydrologic cycles are currently disrupted by excessive non-
seasonal domestic (tertiary treated) uater most of ~hich is from
the Tapia ~ater Reclamation Facility of the Las Virgenes Hunicipal
~ater District. Tap~a releases 8-~0 millxon gallon per day into
Nalibu Creek.

The high influx of fresh ~ater has a significant impact on the
biota ~ithin the lagoon. Seawater salinity is typically 34-36 ppt.
Heasurements in the lagoon at various times and in various
locations found salinities ranging from 2-35 ppt. There is often
significant layering (saltwater lens formatxon) tied to the tidal
cycles. As sediments flo~ into the lagoon, the mouth is closed,
interrupting ~he ~nflux of seauater To mitigate the effects Los
Angeles County Department of Parks and Recreation periodically
(once or t~ice a month) opens the mouth of the lagoon by
bulldozing. D~ring the rainy season, high flo~s associated
s~orms naturally breach the sedi~en~ at ~he mouth of the lagoon.

Infrared Aerial Photo: Halibu Lagoon and ~djacent ~atershed
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i
gal!,-n~ Lagoo~. looking north, from parkil~ lot, nea~ inlet

.~;:t,+.~ so~,-- t~tt~n and ~ome c~ve~ed by
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Ballona Lagoon (405.13) is located to the north and Del Rey Lagoon
the south of channelized Ballona . Lto the Creek B,I l on, ~!

!ii!!~

acres ton.nd. ~ associated with it . ’ ¯
veget y

The Hydrology: The ma~or source of rater ~s marine vateri*~rLved
fro~ Marina Del ReF harbor entrance through the t~o
There is also some fresh ~ater derived from urban runoff,~rom a
drainage are of about 290 acres which include the Venice Grand
Canals to the north. At the site o~ seawater entrance fro~ the
south the ~ater is saline.

the salt~nu marsh s~apper ~ave Dee~ reported.

~.
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Photo: Ballona Wetland looking south from Baltona Creek.
Pi’rk I ew<+e~ (Sali~-,+.+rnia vitgini~’a) ~ th~ domi I~a~t herbaceous
~e~enn:,~: WII]o~’~ (Sa:ix Sp.) can be seer, in the background.
7..c:~:~ +    the z.~+.e - limited ~y a fen.-._..
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(froa Josselyu and Chaaberleln, 1~93)

The Site consists of 182 acres of non*tidal coastal wetland and 50
acres of flood control h channel. The wetland ate¯ lies belov 10
feet Mean Sea Level vit ¯ 2 to S percent slope. The surrounding
soils are in the Ore¯no association and the soils within the
vetland are alluvial and tidal marsh ,oils with high clay content.

Considerations for the site are as folJovs: (1) The Ballon¯ wetland
is the single largest coastal wetls~d system remaining in Los
Angeles County and therefore represent, an important resource. (2)
Although there are various proposals f~r enhancement or restoration
to both fresh and tidal wetlands there are �ontraints such as the
need for flood control, the presence of underground gas storage
facilities within wetland ¯re¯, and the presence of underground
pipelines ~hich ~ould need rerou~,g should tidal action be
restored. Desp~e ~hese constraints, the curren~ landowner Haguire
Thomas Partners is ~ocking ~L~h ~he :ia~onal Audubon Society in
developing restoration plans ~hLch ~ould restore some level of
~dal action ~o ~he ~e~land.
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Los Cerfltoa weliand Restoration Altemativoe.
|proposed by |eranaen and Asaoeiatea)

THE 8IT| b. "ONE CONCENTRATION"
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Aia ito
¯ ~ , tCrding

Wetland Complex: High quality �ordgrsss/pickleweed salt marsh
separated from rest of complex by intertidal creek (in blue shove;I and A below). Freshwater pond(s) (also in blue) support extensive

|| stands of bulrush end cattail, and provide habitat for numerous
birds.

II
~ Photo Opposite Top: Shows intermittent freshwater ponds on the

southern portion of the complex which support large stands of
li California bulrush and cattail.
el

Photo Opposite Bottom:     Intertidal Channel with stands of
Pickleweed.

The complex is habitat for many bird species. Those observed
during field visits were: great blue heron (Ardea herodias)0 green-
backed heron (Butorides str~atus), great egret (Cssmerodius slbus),
willet (Catoptrophorus sem~paJmatus), k~ngfisher (Cer¥1e
and whimbrel (Numenius phaeopus). The complex is also potential
habitat for Belding’s savannah sparrow (Pssserculus ssndwichens£s
beld~ng~) and California least tern (Sterna ant~llarum
californ~cu~), both endangered spec£es.
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Lakes, and their -;
two physical situations: topoqraph/c lows and areas underlain by
impermeable substrates. Topographic lows are created by a variety
of erosional and depositional processes (Orme 1990). Southern
California does not contain a large number of naturally occurring
lakes. Another situation, namely the artificial Impot~dment of
water behind dams, for purposes of flood control and wat~ storage,
provides for the formation of the majority of lakes Im.~egion 4.
Although artificial, many of the lakes and reservoirs have
associated habitats which have the hydrology, soils, and ve~etation
which meet the criteria for wetland designation.

Yhe rapid urban development in southern California since ~he 2930s
has led to enormous losses, particularly of coastal wetlands and
riparian wetlands of the coastal plain. During tJle same period,
because of concerns regarding flood �ontrol and water storage,
numerous reservoirs have been created, increasing ~he acreage of
lacustrine wetlands. Many of these serve am mecologlcal islandsm
for many species of fish, birds and other vertebrates as well
¯any invertebrates. Large �omplexes, such as at the
Narro~sRecreatLonArea, provides habitat for numerous resident and
migratory birds and waterfowl. Also significant Is that many of
~hese lacustrine wetlands occur along existing wildlife
corridors, enhancing the habitat and corridor value.    Many
threatened, endangered species and species of special concern
utilize artificial lacustrine habitats.     ~xsmples Lncludex
southwestern pond turtle (C~eaw/~ ~ar~ore~a pe11~da), which is
found at Lake Ptru, Lake Shert~od, Lake ~alibu, and Lake
Santa ~na sucker (¢a~os~o~us ean~aa~ae) is found at Lake Piru and
at San Gabriel Reservoir. ~he threesptne stickleback
aculea~us vJ~a~so..Li) is dependant on release of water iron
Drinkwater Reser~oir in San Franctsquito Canyon to provide tlo~s
required for maintenance of populations of this State and Federally
listed fish. Bank swallows (R~par~a rlpar~a) utilize Lake Shel~ood
and occurrences of the California least tern ($~erna
brovr~ ) have been recorded for Lake Machado and Harbor Lake.

As urbanization continues to exer~ pressure on the �oastal and
riparian wetland resources throughout the region, the importance of
lacustrine wetlands can only become more significant. A thorough
understanding oft he hydrological and biological dynamics of lakes
and reservoirs and their assoclatedwetlands is necessary fort he
continued health of the habitat, for the maintenance of tmter
quality (surface and groundwater), and the protecl:ion of the
coastal areas from potential catastrophic flood events.
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Stands of Cattai; (Typha} and Bul[usl, {Scirpuz) at Lake Eleanor.             ~ -"J
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F.~,-t~on~] Va|ues

I~c~=~t~ ~,~ w~t]ahd~. The ~’.~ a~,,~ a~¢¢,3~e~ v=getated vetland~

,=tl11:e{ I,’~ ~a~.tet~,] blt~
£ .-r,~ ch~In      A~ dl ~’rusre.i

Water Storage In ,h~ arld southw-st ~s a way of Itf~, l[, Reg,,,n 4.

f=om tL~ Owens Valley, Sauta::,..nt~. D-It~
Pr.fently. neaL]~’ al~ of the l~k~s In F.eglol~ 4

Groundwater Reehar@e ~on~s at- often L,elow majo[ tes-rvolts so that
w~ter can b* released at a t~t~ whleh allows ~ot mxnlmal losses O~

mouth of San Oa~,rl~l Canyon ~ d:t~cted to spr~a,~ng gtaun4 In the

Irw,ndale.

Plood Control ~s also ~rov~ed h~ man~ =eservoirs.    lu ~he late
1930S dxsasttous floods occurred providing th~ impetus
construction of numetous dams thtouuhout th~ re@ion. Many of these
reservoirs now serve a dual
storag~ capacity. Th~ stotag~ of a permanent wate~ supply has
c~eated wetlands xn the form of f~eshwate~ marshes.
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_           Century Reservoir w!th dense stands of Typha domingens~s flanked by ....
South.=rn Arroyo WJ i low Riparian Forest dominated by Salix
] asi oJ epis.

-
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HADRONNA HARSH I~STORATIOIq PLA,M
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Riparian  e land Plan  Comuni ies L

Vegetation ecologists have described various vegetation t~pes or
com~unities whxch are associated with riparian habitats.
such as white sider riparian forest or various willow forests are
normally indicative of wetland conditions, others, such aS coast
live oak riparian forest, are indicators of wetland conditions in
some instances. Some riparian types, such as scalebroom scrub
Magney 1992), do not meet the conditions required by the Army Corps
of Engineers to be protected under 404 permitting requirements.
The initial descriptions of these vegetation types was by Holland
(1986). California Department of Fish and Game has utilised (and
modified as more detailed information becomes available) the
original descriptions which have been centrali|ed in the California
Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB). The CNDDB is a atatewide
manual and computerized inventory of information on the location of
threatened,endangered, and rare plants; threatened and endangered
animals; and biotic communities which are considered sensitive or
endangered by the scientific community. Taxa which are not listed
as threatened, endangered, or rare, but are considered sensitive or
limited in their distribution are also included ($hevock and
Hennessy 1987). Region 4 contains thirteen recognized riparian
plant communities. Descriptions generally follow Holland (1956)
with modifications where repeated field observations warrant.
kdditional sources include Sowler (1990) for white alder riparian
forest: Mullally (1992) and Quinn (1990) for walnut riparian
woodland; Pavlik etal. for coas~ l~ve oak riparian forest and
canyon live oak ravine forest; Hagney (1992) Jot scalebroom scrub;
and Raven etal. (1986) for intermittent stresmbed.

Ripari  Scr 
Southern Riparian Scrub. Typically dense stands of riparian
~hicke~s found along s~reams or ~ashes dominated by mule fat
(Saccharin salici~olia), and or shrub ~illo~s (~alix); varies
~n height from 4 to ~2 feet. Usually without understory.
Substrata is loose, sandy or gravelly alluv~deposited near
s~ream channels during floods. Some stands of mule fat may
sparse over broad alluvial surfaces as In the lo~er Santa
Clara River, Ven~ura Co. and ~n drainages belo~ 2,000 feet
~hroughout Region 4.

Mule Pat Scrub. A depauperate to sometimes dense, tall,
herbaceous riparian scrub dominated by B~¢charis
This early seral co~uni~y is maintained by frequent flooding.
When flooding £s absent, sycamore or cottonwood ~oodland
become established. It £s the most co,on scrub type
Region 4 belo~ 2,000 ~ee~.    Fo~d along and In most
intermittent strea~eds. Associated species include arroyo
~illo~ (~alix lasiolep~s), sandbar ~illo~ (S. hindsiana),
g~ant ne~tle (Urt~ca holoser~cea), and cud~eed (Gnaph~li~).
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- Open standsAlluvial Scrub of evergreen and drought-
deciduous ¯hrubsassociated, with alluvial fans or riverine
terr¯ces. Vegetation      adapted to frequent flooding and

1~o¯r~ ¯1 u~ial soils. Scale-broom (Lepidosp¯rtumsquam¯tum)
~s ~ne indicator species.     Associated specie¯ include
California sagebrush (Artemisis c¯liforni�¯), California
buckwheat (Eriogonum fssciculstum) 0 laurel sun~¯¢
laurina), lemon¯deberry (Rhus in~egrifolia), sugsrb~mh
ovata) and holly-leaved cherry (Prunus ilicifolt¯). This type
is poorly represented on the Sant, Clar¯ River in the Fillmore
area, Ventura County. It is well represented in Big Tujung¯
W¯sh and the upper San O¯briel River, Lo¯ Ang¯les County.

Sc¯lebroom Scrub - A sub-classific¯tion of alluvl¯l scrub
which has been proposed for ¯ddition to the California
Diversity Datab¯se Inventory of sensitive biotic ¢onu~unities
(N¯gney 1992). Sc¯lebroom scrub i¯ ¯n e¯rly seral st¯ge of
alluvi¯l scrub which develops after flooding.

species and ¯ssoci¯ted spociossquamatum the indic¯tot
include burweed (Ambrosi¯ ¯�¯nthic¯rp¯). western ragweed (A.
psilost¯chy,), Sromus ¯p., C¯liforni¯ bricklebush
californic¯), Nevin’¯ bricklebush (S. nevinii), h¯lry golden
a¯ter (Heterothec¯ villos¯), wooly ¯star (Corethrogyne
fil¯ngifolia)0 wooly ¯t¯r (Eriastrum densifolium), yerbs
(Eriodictyon craasifoltum ¯rid E. trichoc¯lyx)o California
buckwhs¯t (Eriogonum fasciculatum), Cudweed (Onaph¯liumsp.),
¯ nd ¯hrubby butterweed (Senecio dougl¯sii). This somewhat
herbaceous community is interspersed with California syc¯more
(P~at¯nus rscemos¯), Fremont’s cottonwood (Populus fremontii)0
aria mule fat (Sacch¯ria~s¯licifoli¯). ~hen flooding does not
occur on ¯ five to ten year. cycle, woody upland species
typical of ¯lluvi¯l scrub become est¯blished. Ventura County
occurrences are along the Ventura River, MatlliJ¯ Creek, upper
¯ nd middl¯ reaches of Sespe Creek and the lower half of Plru
Creek. In Los Angeles County acalebroom scrub occurs st San
Francisquito g¯sh, Big Tujung¯ g¯sh, Topang¯ Canyon (Raven
¯ 1. ~986), E¯ton Canyon ~ash, S¯n Oabriel River, and San
Antonio Creek. According to Msgney (~992) this vegetation

not f¯lltype does within the U.S Army Corps of Engineers
~urisdictionwetlands ¯rid is therefore often ignored as

valuable h¯bit¯t. More ¯ttention should be given to these and
other simil¯r h¯bitats in environmental documents. Many
of scalebroom scrub have alre¯dy been lost to urb¯nixation,
recreational facilities, off road vehicle use, sand and gravel
qu¯rries, and flood control projects.

Previous Page Top: Southern Riparian Scrub, Las Virgenea
Canyon, Los Angeles County.
Previous Page Bottom: Mule Pat Scrub, Lodi Cyn., L.& Co.

Opposite Page Top: Alluvial Scrub in the Santa Clara River,
Soledad Can~on, Los Angeles County.
Opposite Page Bottom: Scalebroom Scrub in Eaton Wash, Los
Angeles County.
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Riparian Woodlands and Forests

Southern Arroyo Willow Riparian Forest - Dense, low, closed
canopy broadleafed vinter deciduous forests do~inated by Salix
las~olepis. This plant grows as a tree or as ¯ largo t~eelike
shrub. The typically dense stands have little underatory.
Substrata is moist to saturated sandy or gravo||~ soil.
Associated species include yellow willow (S. |asiendra), red
willow (S. laev~gata)o mugwort (Artemisia douglasiana), giant
nettle (Urtica holosericea)o red top (Agrostis elba), smilo
(Piptatherumm~liaceum). This type is widespread in Region 4.

Southern Cottonwood-Willow Riparian Forost - Tall, opem0
broadleafed waster deciduous riparian forests dominated by
cottonwood (Populus) and several tree willows ($aliz). Sub-
irrigated and frequently overflowed lands along rivers and
streams. This is provided after flood ~aters recede, leading
to uniform-aged stands, but ~Ith vigorous vegetation
reproduction from the roots, root-cro~ns, end fallen treks.
Characteristic species are mugwort (Artemisia dougl~slan~),
mule ~et (Saccharis salicifolia), u~ld cuc~er (~arah
macrocarpus), California sycamore (Plateaus
Fremont’s cottonwood (Populus fremontii), black �otton,ood (p.
trichocarpa), black w~llo~ (~alix gooddingll), arroyo ~lllow
(S. lasiolepis), and giant nettle (Urttca holosertcea).
D~stributed along perennially wet stres~snd rivers of Region
4. A good example occurs on the Santa Clara River
from Soledad Canyon Road, Los ~ngeles Co.iF.

Southern Miz~Riparian Forest - Yell, open, sister-deciduous
and evergreen riparian forest composed of various �o~Inattons
o~ tree ~£11o~s (Salix) California syca~re (Plateaus
racemose), coast live oak (Ouercus agri~olie), and cottonwood
(Populus). Understory o~ scattered shrubs or introduced
grasses and forbs. Associated vith lov velocity flovs, flood
plaIns, and gentle topography~ith deep alluvial soils and a
high ~ate table. Best example on the Venture R~ver at
Park and Casitas Springs, Venture Cowry.

Opposite Page Top: Southern Arroyo Ntll~ ~parl~ Forest,
B~g Tuj~ga Canyon, Los ~geles

Opposite Page Botts: Southern Cottonw~lllo~
Forest, Piru Creek, Venture Co~t~.

Following Page Top: Southern Mixed Ripari~ Forest, Bichota
Can~on, Los ~geles Cowry.

Following Page Botts: Southern Miz~ Riffian Forest,
Matilija Creek, Ventura Co~t~.
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Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest - Open to locally dense
evergreen sclerophyllous (hard-leaved) riparian uoodlands
dominated by coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). This type
appears to be richer in herbs and poorer in understory shrubs
than other riparian convnunities. Found in bottomlsnds and
outer floodplains along larger streams, on fine-grained, rich
alluvium. Characteristic species include big leaf .ml)le (Acer
macrophy|lum), muguort    (Artemisia doug|asiana)._ toyon
(Heteromeles arbuti~olia), honeysuckle (Lonicera hispidula),
California rose (Rosa californica), blackberry (Rubua
ursinus), elderberry (Sambucux mexicans)0 and poison oak
(Toxicodendron diversilobum). Common in canyons and valleys
throughout Region 4. Good examples are found in Harshall and
Little Dalton Canyons above Olendora in Los Angeles County.

Canyon Live Oak Ravine Forest - Dense evergreen sclerophylloua
riparian ~oodlands dominated by canyon llve oak (Quercu~
chrysolepis). Understory is typically sparse. Found in
narro~ canyons and ravines between 2,500 and 9,000 feet
(Pavlik et al. 1991). Trees often ~ith multiple trunks,
probably from croun-sprouting after fires. Characteristic
species vary ~ith altitude and include incense cedar
(Calocedrus decurrens), California bay laurel
californica), bigcone douglas fir (also called bigcone spruce)
(Pseudotsuga macrocarpa), coffeeberry (Rhamnus californtca),
deer brush (Ceanothus ~ntegerrimus), and bitter gooseberry
(Ribes amarum). Important community at head~ater settings due
to the provision of coarse particulate organic matter ~hich
supports the predominately heterotrophic community in
headeater reaches (Knight end Bottorf 1984).     Common
throughout the San Gabriel Hountains above 2,500 feet.

~alnut Riparian ~oodland - Typically similar to and
intergrading ~ith coast live oak ~oodland but locally
dominated by California black ualnut (Juglans callfornica).
Hullally (1992) reports that in the Santa Susans Hountalna,
density of ~alnut ~ood]ands increases alon~ intermittent
streams and in canyons ~hich channeli~e rainwater during rain
storms. In many of the canyon bottoms ualnut is dominant or
sometimes shares dominance ~ith elderberry (Sambucus
mexicans).    Host commonly, ~alnuts occurring in riparian
settings are in easterly flowing drainages.    Associated
species are coast live oak (Quercus agri~olia), flo~ering ash
(Fraxinus dipetala)0 and California bay laurel (Umbel|u|aria
cali~ornica). Because o~ the open canopy the understory is
dominated by introduced annual grasses, Yhe best examples
occur throughout the Santa Susana Hountains and st ~alnut
Creek in San Dimas in Los ~ngeles County.

Fo]louing Page Top: Canyon Live Oak Ravine Forest, ~aton
Canyon Los Angeles County.
Following Page Bottom: Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest,
Harshall Canyon, Los Angeles County.
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Bigcone Douglas Fir-Canyon Live ..o..~,
.’- ~     .."r-. .............

a dense subcanopy of canyon
live oak (~uetcu~ ~hzlsolepis).
Herk, a=eous layer Is sparse to

(though not ~est~cted to)
canyon sides where it inte~-
grade~ with various ~ipatian
forests.       Not a wetland
~ndioator as a eommunlty
o~ten ~rovid~n9 signifl=an~
canopy fo~ riparian vegetation.
Ecological importance is i~
providing shad~ al~d nutrients ~,,
to the headwaters portions of               ~,.
numerous streams throughout
Eegion 4. Associated species
Include ~ leaf ma~le (Ace~
mac~ophy~um), incense cedar"

mountain mahogany (~ercocarpus
betu~oides), coast live oak
(Quercus ag~fo~ia) poison oak     "~         -
(To~ic~endron divers~l~Iobum),
and California bay laurel

Found along u~per reaches and

and als~ atthe head o~ various       ."
canyons in the Santa Susana ~

.Mountains. ~-, "

Southern Sycamore Alluvial Woodland - Tall, open winte~ deciduous
woodland of streamsxdes and alIu~ial [ans dominated by PIatanus
~acemosa. This type seldom forms closed canopy forests, and may
even appear as scattered trees ~n a shrubby thicket of evergreen
and deciduous s~ecies.    Lianas (spra~ling vines) of ~ild ~rape
(Vitis g~rdzana), blackberry (Rubus ursinus), and ~oison oak
(Toxicodendron d:versi~obum), are co--on. Found in ~o:ky, boulder
strewn streambeds sub~ect to seasonal high-intensity flooding. The
flooding is at times quite violent, dama~in~ or u~rootin~ trees.
Sycamores have well developed vegetative reproduction, ~ivin~ the
woodland a clumped appearance.    Cc~on species include mu@wort
~temisia dou~lasiana), sm~lo (Pi~tatherum mi]iaceum), mule fat
(~accharis sa~icifolia), coast live oak (~uercus ag~i~o]~),
elderberry (Sa~ucus mexicana), and g~ant nettle (Urtica
holosericea).    This type interg~ades into white alder riparian
forest where cantons narrow or where there ~s pezmenan: water.
East example is in Bi~ S~camore Jan~Dn in Los Angeles Count~.
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L.A. Regional Water Ouality Control Board
Riparian We~laz~ds near Pitas Point:

_ Rincon Creek and Javon Canyon Creek

Rineon Creek and 3avon Canyon Creek are the westernmost riparian
wetlands in Regzon 4. They are located betueen Pitas Point and
Carpenteria. Rincon Creek demarcates the boundary between Ventura
and Santa Barbara Countxes.

.~

Topographic Map: 30 X 60 ain, Santa Barbara Quadrangle
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L.A. Regional Water Quality Control Board
Riparian Wetlands: Lower ~nd Upper Venture River

The Venture River (402.10 and 402.20) is the northernmost major
river in Region 4, extending 21 miles north from the Pacific Ocean
and draining approximately 226 square miles. The main stem, which
is about 15 miles long, originates at the confluence of //atiliJa
and North Fork Matilija Creeks. Upland portions of the watershed,
which reach 6,000 feet in elevation, consist of narr~ steep
canyons while the main stem flows through a broad valley. Major
tributaries are Matilija Creek, North Fork MatiliJa Creek, San
Antonio Creek, and Coyote Creek. The river terminates in s small
river mouth estuary which is closed to tidal action by s sandbar
during times of low flow. During periods of storm runoff in winter
and spring the sandbar is breached and the estuary is subject to
tidal influence.

The main stem of the Venture River is an interrupted stream,
consisting o.f perennial reaches with interven~i intermittent

reaches (Hunt 1991). Water is diverted to the      tas Reservoir
for use by industrial, agricultural and municipal use {Yerren et
el. 19g0). Perennial flow from below the confluence with San
¯ ntonlo Creek is due to high groundwater in the vicinity of Casltas
SFrlngs, base flow from San Antonio Creek, and d~scharged effluent
from the 0~a~ Valley Sanlta~ District

’tom
Santa Barbara 30 X 60 m~n Quadrangle.
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Southern Pacific Milling Company currently maintain~
gravel mining operation near the junction of Highway~ 101 and 33.
The site occupies 152.8 acres and stretches for about 1.6 miles
along the floodplain.      Hunt (1991) has determined that
modifications to the habitat resulting from the operation have tha
following adverse impacts: 1) Reduction of wildlife habitat dua to
loss of vegetative cover; 2) Siltation of river bottom and estuary;
3) Increased water temperatures due to removal of
vegetation which provides shade and cover to river
Reduction of aquatic and terrestrial due to r~ova! ofinsects
riparian and adjacent vegetation, thus diminishing and l~portsnt
food resource for fishes and other vertebrates; 5) Removal of
spawning gravels utilized by anadromous fishes. Nu,t (1991) has
also found that the diversion of approximately 240,000 gallons of
water per day for use in the mining process, which is accomplished
by the use of a diversion dam and channel impacts the ataelhead
fishery resources by: 1) reducing the magnituda and duration of
peak discharges; 2) reducing the duration and magnitude of
storm discharge; 3) increasing the duration and ¯¯tent of
desiccation of stream sections; 4) blocking or inhibiting tha
passage of adult ateelhead to historically important spawning end
rearing habitat in the major tributaries of the riverJ 5) reduction
of freshwater inflows to the estuary and lagoon at the ~outh of the
river which may have negativa impacts on the ability of tha astuary
to serve aa fish nursery and spawning habitat, particularly for
juvenile steelhead and adult tidewater

The gravel mining operation has ao~e indirect beneficial effect~ on
wildlife resources. The constant disturbance of the habitat
the disturbance ~hich £s typical of flood events. This maintains
the habitat in a n~er of successional stages ehich ~ncreases the
d~versity of small ~ls (rodents) and therefore provides
resources for predatory ma~als and raptorial birds, Yhese early
successional stages tend to support higher n~er~ of browsing
mas~als such as rabb~ts and deer. The ponds ehicb ere used for
sedimentation settling also provide habitat for some species of

Desp~t~ the beneficial ~acts, th~ overall tnfluenc~ of the 9r~v~l
mining operations £n the Ventura R~ver Floodplain and the diversion
and impoundment of ~ater for the mining operations, is negative.
The destruction                                mod~ficstion of theof r~parian vegetation,
channel, and reduction of discharge rates severel~ impacts the
vertebrate resources on the s~te and also downstream ¢ont£nuing to
the estuary.
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upstream (northerly) view of the Ventura R~vel from Hzqhway 150.
This is helow diversion point. Notice
with photo taken ~bov~ diverszon point    Photos taken 2-6-93.
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L.A. Regional Water Quality Control Board
Riparian Wetlands: Ventura River Tributaries

San ~-ntonio Creek, Santa ~Lua Creek, Coyote Creek
Nest Fork Santa ~na Creek, Ojai Netland

The Ventura River is an interrupted stream. One of the reaches of
which has a perennial flow is between Casitas Sprin9l and the
Estuary. This area is important to many vertebrate speCl4~ (lee
Ventura River section). Discharge from San Antonio Creek and Coyote
Creek provide a significant portion of water to thil reach of the
Ventura Raver. The Santa Ana Creek complex drains into Lake Caa~tal
and is therefore also part of the Lower Ventura River lyatem.

I

.

Tributaries of the Lower Ventura River:
Santa Barbara 30 X 60 min Quadrangle

R0052296
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L.A. Regional Water Quality Control Board
Riparian Wetlands: Ventura River Tributaries

Hurietta Canyon Creek, Hatilija Creek. Upper I;orth
Fork Hatilija Creek. and Old Nan Canyon Creek

Upper tributaries of the Ventura River frm                       . ~
Santa Barbara and Cuyanm 30 X 60 rain ~uadrangl~s
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~bove: sm~ta Clara Rive~ nea~ L.A./Vvntu~a c~mt¥ line.
~ott~n~-xl-Wiilo~ PaI~ria~ FogP.z~t l~)rdt~l b]f Alluvial

Opp~it.e page: S,~nta Clara River [rob Los ?tr~el~ 30 X 60
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.
L.I. Regions| ~ater Quality Board

The Lower Santa Clara River (403.11, 403.21) extends 16.$ miles
from the coast to ~ust ahoy, the confluence point with Santa Paula
Creek.    Near the coast the habitat is southern arroyo willow
riparian forest. Huch of the willow habitat which I~ important to
species such as least Bell’~ vireo has been invaded by giant reed
(arundo donax) which has invaded large stretches of t|~Is section of
the river. The Arundo bec(,,,es established after flpod events and
reproduces very rapidly by ,,.ans of vegetative growth, The willows
are outcompeted and valuab;e habitat is lost. Other vegetation
types found along this portlon of the river include mulefat scrub

,! and some southern �ottonwoo,i-willow riparian forest~

Lower Santa Clara River: ~ants Barbara 30 X 60 mtfl Quadrangle
Opposite Page: Lower Santa Clara River near Hwy ~01 showing
extensive stands of giaOt reed (&rundo donax) a~ dominant.
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L.a. Regional gater Quality Control Board
Riparian garlands: Santa Clara River

The Santa Clara River (403.31, 403.41) extends 20.9 miles from
Santa Paula to the Los Angeles/Ventura county line. Two of the
river’s major tributaries, Scape and Piru Creeks empty into the
river w~thin about 4 m~les of each other. The habitat consists
primarily of southern cottonwood-willow riparian forest dominated
by Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremont~i), yellow willow (Sal~x
|asiandra), and arroyo willow ($. ~asiolep~s). Alluvial scrub,
dominated by scalebroom (Lepidosparttun squamatUm) o borders the
cottonwood-willow forest in most areas. This entire section of the
river Is wetland and provides a significant corridor for rainbow
and steelhead trout to migrate between the lower reaches of the
river and spawning and rearing habitat In tributaries such as Sespe
and Plru Creeks.     The threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus
aculeatus w~lliamsonii), an endangered fish, ranges from 8an
Francis~uito Canyon (which is upstream) to this section of the
river. The fish requ;res clean, ~ree-flowing perennial streams and
ponds surrounded by native vegetation.
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L.A. Regional Water Quality Control Board
Riparian Wetlands: Santa Paul and Sisar Creeks

Santa     Paula     Creek ~ ..~.(403.21) is a major
tributary of the Santa
Clara River originating
In    the    Los    Padres
National Forest at 5,000
feet. The topography of "~
Santa Paula Canyon is
quite severe and the
canyon is    generally
narrow. The wetland
begins at near the 4,000
foot level and extends "
nearly 15 miles to the
Santa Clara River. Yhe
vegetation is a mixed
rzparian forest with the
following species found
during    botanical
surveys:    red willow
($alix l¯evigets), mule

salJcifolZa), Fremont
cottonwood (Populus
fremontii), vh~te alder
(alnus    rhombifolia),
sycamore (Platanus
racemosa), and    coast
l~ve    oak (Ouercus
agrifo]ia). Understory
hydr ophytes ~ncl ude
-atercress (Ror~ppa
nasturtium-aquaticum) ,
cattails (~ypha
lati~ol~a), and
v~llovherb
app.).

Sisar Creek 1403.21
403.22) ~s a tributary
of Santa Paula Creek
which originates in the
Los Padres National Forest at 4,500 feet. The wetland extends for 5.0
miles to the confluence with Santa Paula Creek. The vegetation
southern sycamore-alder riparian forest with white alder (~nus
rhomblfo~ia) as dominant. Other species include coast live oak (Ouercus
agrifol;a), sycamore (Platanus racemosa), California bay laurel
(Um~ellular~a ca1~forn~ca), and knotweed (Polygon~ app.) The habita~
for both Santa Paula and Sisar Creeks is ~enerally undisturbed.

Hap: Santa Paula and Sisar riparian wetlands
~rom Santa Barbara 30 X 60 ~n 0uadrangle
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L.a. Regional Water Quality Control Board
Riparian Wetlands: Sespe Creek

Scape Creek (403.31 & 403.32) is a major tributary of the Santa
Clara Raver which extends for 58.9 miles mostly on Na-tional Forest
Lands. On June 19, 1992 President Bush signed into law the "Los
Padres Range and River Protection Act" (PL-102-301) establishing
400,450 acres of new wilderness and 84 miles of "Nald and Scenic
Ravers" in Los Padres National Forest. A significant part of Scape
Creek and its ad~oining watershed was included with the new

.... Wilderness" and "Scenic Ravers" area. The following paragraph was
added to and amended the Nild and Scenic Rivers Act (16 U.$.C.
1274(a)):

"() SESPE CREEK, CALIFORNIA. --The 4-mile segment of the main
stem of the creek from its confluence with Rock Creek and
Howard Creek downstream to its confluence with Trout Creek,.to
be administered by the Secretary of Agriculture as a scenic
river; and the 2?.5 mile segment of the main stem of the creek
extending from its confluence with Trout Creek downstream to
where it leaves section 26, township 5 north, range 20 west,
to be administered by the Secretary of Agriculture as a wild
river"

~lso added was part of Scape Creek as a "Study River~:
"() SESPE CREEK, CALIFORNIA. -The segment from Chorro
Canyon downstream to its confluence with Rock Creek and Howard
Creek, a distance of about 10.5 miles"

The wetland begins at Chorro Orande Canyon and extends the full
length of the creek to the Santa Clara River. The vegetation is
diverse along the length of the Scape and includes most of the
major riparian forest/woodland types found in Region 4. The area
below Scape Gorge is a mixed riparian forest with w~llows
lasiandra and $. |asio|epis) being dominant, also present is white
elder (Alnus rhombifolia), and Fremont cottonwood (Popu]us
fremontii). Hydrophytes Typha and $¢irpus are also present. The
area near the confluence with Piedra Blanca is cottonwood-willow
riparian woodland dominated by Populus fremont~i. The willows form
a scrub understory to the cottonwoods. Lower Sespe Creek, north of
Fillmore, ~s southern sycamore-alder riparian forest including
white alder, sycamore (Platanus racemosa), willows and coast live
oak (~uercus agrifolia).    The broad alluvial floodplain below
Little Scape Creek is dominated by alluvial scrub vegetation
including scalebroom (Lepidospartum squamatum), great basin sage
~artem~sia tridentata), wild tarragon (A. dracunculus), yerba santa
(Eriodict~on crassi~olium), and California buckwheat (£riogonum
fascicuJatum).

Sespe Creek provides unique habitat for anadromous fish including
steelhead trout which historically used the Scape and many of its
tributaries as spawning and rearing grounds. Endangered animals
include the California condor (Gymnogyps californianus) and least
Bell’s vireo (V~reo bellii pusillus). Candidate species include
arroyo southwestern toad (Bufo microscaphus ¢a]ifornicus), and
southwestern pond turtle (C]e~ys marmorata pa~1ida).
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Upper Sespe Creek and tributaries Tule Creek and
Potrero John Creek. Prom Cuyama 30 X 60 ntin Quadrangle
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Sespe Creek and tributaries designated as riparian wetlands: Pine
Canyon Creek, Coldwater Canyon Creek, Bear Creek, Redrock Creek.
West Fork Sespe Creek, Rose Valley Creek, Timber Creek, Howard
Creek. Trout Creek, and Piedra Blanca Creek. From Los kngeles,
Santa Barbara, Lancaster and Cuyama 30 X 60 min Quadrangles.
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L.a. Regional Water Quality Control Board
Riparian Wetlands: Sespe Creek Tributaries

Scape Creek (403.31 & 403.32) has nu~nerous tributaries draining the
ne~ly designated Sespe Nilderness of the Los Padres National
Forest. Based on comments by the District Ranger from the O~ai
Ranger District of the Los Padres National Forest, the following
wa~erbodies have been included as riparian wetlands:

Pine Canyon (403.32) Ni]derness area within Condor Sanctuary,
no publac access.

Coldwater Canyon (403.32) Same as Pine Canyon

Bear Canyon (403.32) Wilderneas area with emphasis on
recreation, fish and wildlife.

Redrock Canyon (403.32) Wilderness area end Condor habitat, no
public acceas.

Neat Fork Sespe Creek (403.32) Wilderness area and Condor
habitat. Also an important anadromous stream.

Rose Valley Creek (403.32) Management emphasis is on
recreation and v~sual resources. F~sh and wildlife habitat.

Tin~er Creek (403.32) Recreation emphasis.    An important
anadromous stream.

Lion Canyon (403.32) Management emphasis is wildlife,
watershed, recreation, visual resources and ~ilderneas.
Importand anadromous spawning habitat.

Howard Creek (403.32) Management emphasis is recreation and
visual resources.    Includes important sensitive species
habitat.

Trout Creek (403.321 Wilderness area with emphasis on
wildlife. Anadromous spawning habitat.

Piedra Blanc8 (403.32) Same as Trout Creek.

Potrero Jo~ Creek (403.32) Same as Trout Creek.

Tule Creek (403.32) Hanagement emphas~s is on Water Y~eld
enhancement. Non-motorized recreation and w~ldl~fe. Includes
sensitive species habitat.
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~ L.A. Regional Water Quality Control Board L
- Riparian Wetlands: Piru Creek

Piru Creek (403.41 & 403.42) is a major tributary of the Santa
Clara R~ver. The headwaters originate at over 5,000 feet in the
Los Padres National Forest. The wetland begins near the headwater
areas and extends nearly 60 miles to the Santa Clara River making
it one of the longest riparian wetlands in Region 4. Because of

" its length there are a wide variety of riparian habitats associated
.. with P~ru Creek including southern coast live oak riparian forest,

southern arroyo willow rxparian forest, southern willow scrub¯
southern sycamore sider riparian woodland, and southern mixed
riparian forest. Botanical surveys performed below Lake Piru found
a mixed riparian habitat containing sycamore (Platanus racemosa),
Fremont cottonwood (Populus racemosa), arroyo willow (Salix
lasiolepis), with cattails (Typha latifolia), and mulefat
(Baccharis nalicifolia) in the understory. A large portion Piru
Creek has been extended the status of "Study River" for purposes of
inclusion in the "Wild and Scenic Rivers" legislation:

"() PIRU CREEK CRLIFORN;A-- The segment of the main stem of
the creek from its source downstream to the maximum pool of
Pyramid Lake and the segment of the main stem of the creek
beginning 300 feet below the dam at Pyramid Lake downstream to

’ the maximum pool at Lake Piru, for ¯ total distance of
approximately 49 miles.

.0 California Department of Fish and Game has designated 1.3 miles of
Piru Creek as a "Wild Trout Stream" in California. Endangered or
candidate species associated with Piru Creek include the California

.Jcondor (Gymnogyps californ~anus), southwestern pond turtle (C/emmys
marmorata pa~l~da), and Santa Aria sucker (Catostomus santaanae).

U

Upper Piru Creek from Cuya~ 30 X 60 ~n ~uadr~gle.
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P~ru Creek belov Lake P~ru shoving Mule Pat scrub dominated by
Baccha~is salic~folia and Arroyo HLIlo~ (Sal~x las~olep~s).
Sycamores (Platanus racemosa) can be seen in upper left of photo.

’



L.A. Regional Hater QualitF Control Board
Riparian Hetlands: Santa Clara River

The Santa Clara River (403.51) extends 23.8 miles from the Los
Angeles/Ventura county line to Soledad Canyon. This section of the
raver is an interuppted stream with perennial water in portions
only. Los Angeles county has designated the river, beginning at
the county lane and extending north to Arrastre Canyon, as
Ecologically Significant Area No. 23 for Los Angeles County. This
designation is primarily due to the presence of the threespine
stickleback (Gasterosteus acu|eatus u~aamson~) which is an
endangered species. The f~sh occurs only in this section of the
Santa Clara river and in San Franc~squito Canyon, ¯ ma~or
tributary. The stickleback has survived due to a minimal ¯mount of
disturbance an these areas.    The vegetation varies greatly
depending on availability of water. Southern cottonwood-willou
r~parian forest as dominant where water is present or where the
water table is h~gh. Botanical surveys ~n the Valencia area found
the following species in the cottonwoodowil|ow forest: Fremont.
cottonwood (Popu|us ~remont~l), sycamore (PJatanus racemo$a),
Hexican elderberry ($ambucus mexicans), yellow
Jas~andra), arroyo uillow ($. las~olep~s), sandbar uillou ($.
h~ndsiana), mule fat (Saccharis sa~�~fol~a), and giant reed
(arundo donax).    Other areas support little vegetation uith onlF
individuals of mule fat (Saccharzs sa~cifol~a) and salt bush
(Atr~p~ex sp.) well represented.
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San Francisquito and Bouquet Canyons: L.&. 30 X 60 min Ouadrang|e.            ~ J
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L.A. Reqiona i
R*p~]rian ~at.e~bodics:    AI ~o Canyon Creek

A I, so     Canyon     Cteek
(403.55) I~ a [Ipa~lan
wetland which ct~Q~nates
at A] ~so S~n~ n~ar
M~ll Cleek Su~t at
th~ 4000 ~ooL elevation.
The wetland extends for
heatly 5 m~les to the

Alamo Canyon ~s ~outhern
I/p~rlar, sclub dom,nated
by narrow,ear    wl ] low
(Sa]zx exagua) , arroyo
w~llow (S. la~aol~p,z~, 1
~osa     ~oods,a va~ . 1
u2 tz amontana and 1
dee~ g~ass (MuhJenbergla
[lgens.        Where the
st reamcou~ se     w~dens
california     sycamore

(PlaZanus~ racemosm) Is
riparian scrub.     The

assoclat ion int ergrades
~nto    southern    mixed
riparian     forest.
Spec,es Fresent were ~,’~(;"~ ~"."
Fremont s    cottonwood "" .~’~~~

yellow wzllow (Sal,x
/as~andra), and white ~.~
a l d ¯ r ( a I n u s ~, -~ "’"

h m ) ;" ~k ~ ~ "     ’r o b~fo~la . under-
story elements *,c]~ded
varxous sed e,
and we~te(n 9oldenrod .~-~." .~. ~’~

Alzso Creek zs a ma3or ~ ,~.~-~ "~X "~.-~ ~

the Santa Clara River.

Photo: Narrowleaf Wi low along ~liso Canyon Creek. B~chgrass
lower right is Deergrass (Muhlenbergia rigens), which has
wetland indicator status of Facultative Wet.

Photo (Opposite Page): Southern Wate~M~xed Riparian Forest.
i Nove~erpresent n 1991.
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Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest alonq Cold Creek,
Los Angeles C~unty. California Bay Laurel

(Umbellularia caljfornica): foreground, right.
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Riparian Netland of the central Santa Monica Mountains
From Los Angeles 30 X 60 min Quadrangle
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~Iroyo Sequi~ l~-.ok~ng tS~augh Plafanus racemosa                          ~
which is beg~nnin~ to |eat out in early Spring.
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Sycamore Woodland dominated by
Platanu_~ racem,~sa in Hugu State Park.
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Riparian wetland associated with Pacoima Canyon
Creek from Los ~ngeles 30 X 60 min Ouadrangle
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L.A. Regional Water QualitF Control Board
Riparian Wetlands: San Gabriel River SFstem

The San Gabriel River, including all of the major forks, is the
longest river system in Region 4 covering 108 linear miles. The
uatershed contains the highest point in Region 4 which is Mount San
Antonio (: Mr. Baldy) at 100080 feet and is highlighted by some of
the most spectacular scenery and pristine habitat in the region.
All of the upper uatershed drains National Forest lands and
~ncludes t~o wilderness areas, the San Gabriel and Mountain Sheep
Wilderness Areas which provide habitat for Nelson’s bighorn sheep.

The perennial nature of the streams, that make up the headwaters of
the San Gabriel River, is due to tug major factors: 1) geological
substrata and 2) precipitation regime. The uatershed is underlain
by Igneous rock which has been extensively fractured by tectonic
forces through geologic time. Unlike most metamorphic rock, this
highly fractured rock can store large quantxties of water. The
~ater enters the hydrologic cycle as precipitation, most of which
falls between November and April, ~hen the moisture laden air from
Pacific storms pushes across the mountain barrier and drops
moisture due to adiabatic cooling. The ~ater percolates quicklF
due to the porous nature of montane soils.    The water flows
underground until is forced to the surface forming the many springs
found throughout the mountains. The area around Crystal Lake has
many such springs.

Examples of all of the major biotic zones within Region 4 are
represented along the San Gabriel River beginning at the headwater
areas and flowing ultimately into the Pacific Ocean. The top of
Mount San Antonio is a mixture of talus and stunted limber pine
forest (P~nus flexilis). Much of the precipitation that falls on
such areas percolates into the coarse soils and run downhill.
Belo~ this zone, often where the water emerges in the form of
springs, is lodgepole pine forest dominated bF Pinos contorts.
Belo~ this zone ~here streams ere more developed is the white fir-
sugar pine forest ~£th Ables �oncolor and Pinus lambertiana

_          dominants.     Pinus ponderosa and P. Jef/re~i are the
components of yello~ pine ~orest ~hich can be found at the upper
reaches of the North, Iron and Prairie Forks. Mixed conifer forest

.eith Pseudotsuga macrocarpa, Pinu~ ponderosa, Calocedrus decurren~
and also Q~ercus kellogii and ~. cbr~soIepis are belo~ the yelloe
pine ~orest and can be ~ound at the headwaters of the ~est Fork.
Belo~ these zones the riparian corridor is most typically dominated

_ by ~hite alder (Alnus rho~ifoli~). This is dominant on the East,
~est and North Forks above San Gabriel Reservoir. Below Norris
Reservoir, mule fat scrub and southern arroyo ~11o~ r~parian
forest are ~idespread. Upon enterin~ the coastal plain, alluvial
scrub is dominant to the Santa Fe Reservoir complex. Below this
the river is a ~ixture of ~illo~s interspersed with giant reed
(Arundo donax) and annual ~eedy vegetation. This annual vegetation
is dominant to where channelization begins between Firestone Blvd
and Florence Ave in Do~ne~. H~drophytes such as Scirpus olne~i and
J~cus acutus are found in the soft-bottomed tidal
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L.A. Regional Water Quality Control Board
Riparian Wetlands: L.A. County Parks,

San Divas Vicinit,

The Los Angeles County Park System has established numerous parks
in natural areas for purposes of horseback ridzng, hikxng, mountain
bike riding° bird uatchzng etc. Tuo such parks are located in the
San D~mas ViCinity and each is unique ~n ~ts o~n uay. Walnut Creek
park begins at the 57 Freeway in San Dimas and extends into Covina.
Marshall Canyon Regzonal Park ~s north of Baselsne Avenue and
includes an extensive trail system as ~ell as a golf courae. The
streams associated ~ith both parks have uater year round.

~alnut Creek and Marshall Canyon Creeks fro~
San Bernardino 30 X 60 min Quadrangle
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L.^. Regional ~a~er Quali~ Control Board
Riparian Wetlands Above Monrovia:

Honrcvia Canyon, Fish Canyon, and Roberts Canyon Creeks

~est of the San Gabriel River drainage and east of the BiQ and
L~ttle Santa Anita Canyon complex of streams, a number of sm~ller
streams drain the front country canyons of the San oahriel
Hounta~ns. These canyons are steep V-shaped canyons characterized
by highly fractured rock uhich stores larqe amounts of ~ater d~ring
the rainy season uhich is typically from ~ovember to ~pril, The
headwater areas for these canyons receive between 30 and 40 l~ches
of precipitation annually. This ~ater is then released slowly to
the environment, making it available to plants and animals through
the dr~ sum~er and fall.
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L.A. Regional Water Ouality Control Board
Riparian Wetlax~ds: San Dimas Experimental Forest

East Fork San Dimas Canyon Creek, ~olfskill Canyon Creek
Big Dalton Canyon Creek, Little Dalton Canyon Creek

The San Dimas Experimental Forest lies above San Dimas and Olendora
in the Foothill HSA (405.44). The topography consists of steep V-
shaped canycns typical of the front range of the San Gabriel
Mountains. Rainfall at the headwater areas of the ma~or drainages
is between 34-35 inches annually with the greatest (38 inches)
occurring st the headwaters of ~olfskill Canyon. The geological
history of the San Gabriels has been one of continuous upheaval
leaving much of the underlying fork highly fractured.    This
fracturing allows for infiltration of large amounts of water. This
water is slowly released back into the stream courses where it is
available for use by vegetation and animals.

All of the Experimental Forest lies within the Angelus National
Forest. San Dimas Canyon has been designated as a Los kngeles
County $)gnificsnt Ecological Area.

,

,,

Map: Riparian Wetlands of the San Dimas Experimental Forest
From San Bernardino 30 X 60 min ~uadrangle
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Regional Water Quality Control Board

Riparian Wetlands above Pasadena:

Big Santa Anita Canyon Creek. Winter Creek
Eaton Canyon Creek and Rubio Canyon Creek

Steep V-shaped canyons are typical of the frontal range of the San

¯ Gabriel Hounta~ns. The canyons above Pasadena offer some of the most
severe topography in the entire range. Eaton and Rubio Canyons are the
most severe. Historically. these areas have been subject to heavy human
use. Today they are still heavily used by hikers, mountain b~kera, and
backpackers. During a field visit to Big Santa Anita Canyon a group
baptism was observed In the pool below Sturtevant Falls!

The perennial source of water in these �anyons is due to highly
fractured rock which stores large quantities of water. This water is
released slowly, thereby providing a �onstant supply even during
drought.    The constant supply of water insures rich vegetation,
typacally white alder r~parlan forest. The rich vegetation provides
habitat to numerous bird species as well as mammals, reptales, and fish.

¯

Map: Riparian Wetlands of Big Santa Anita Canyon Creek,
Winter Creek, Eaton Canyon Creek, and Rubio Canyon Creek.
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L.A. Regional Water Qualit7 Control Board
Riparian Wetlands: Pasadena Area

Arroyo Seco and Hillard Canyon Creek

The Arroyo Seco and Hillard Canyon are typical of most canyons of
the front country of the San Gabriel Hountains. The canyons are
steep and V-shaped. The highly fractured granite of this portion
of the range is able to store large quantzties of water which falls
as rain and snow between November and April. The water is released
slowly to the environment so that even during the dry summer and
fall, or after years of drought, there is still sufficient water to
support d~verse plant �ommunities. These plant communities provide
important habitat for numerous vertebrates. This part of the range
has historically received heavy human use. Fifty years ago the
Arroyo Seco was one of the favorite vacation in thespots
(Robinson 1990). Today the area is used by hikers, runnera~ and
mountain bikers.

Arroyo Seco and Millard Canyon Creek
from Los Angeles 30 X 60 min Quadrangle
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L.~. Regional Water Quality Control Board
Riparian Wetlands: Rio Hondo

Rio Hondo (405.41) is a river of the coastal plain of Los Angeles
county. The headwaters originate high in the San Gabriel Mountains
and the Rio Hondo begins at the confluence of two major drainages
of the central portion of the range: Santa Anita and Eaton Washes.
The river is concrete lined over most of its II.I miles. The
notable exception to this Is where the river flows through the
Whittier Narrows Recreation Area. Here the river has remained in
its natural state supporting a high diversity of native riparian
vegetation along with a number of invasive exotic species as well
as numerous weedy species.    The wetland is 3.1 miles long,
beginning south of Garvey Ave and extending to the Whittier Narrows
Dam. The native riparian vegetation includes Sycamore (Plstanus
racemosa), Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii), black cottonwood
(P. tr~chocarpa)0 arroyo willow ($a|~x lasiolepis)0 red willow ($.
|aev~gata), yellow willow (S. lasiandra), California black wslnut
(Juglans californzca), elderberry (Sambucus mexicans), and coast
live oak (Quercus agrifolia). Understory species include mule fat
(Baccharis salicifolia), cattails (Typha app.), knotweed (Po|ygonum
app.), and cocklebur (Xanthium strumarium). Wild grape (Vitis
californica) which is a vine , forms dense mats as it grows up into
the canopy. Weedy species include various annual grasses (e.g.
Bromus sp.), castor bean (R~cinus communis), tree tobacco
(Nicotiana glauca), horehound (Harrubium vulgare), and most
importantly giant reed (Arundo donax). Arundo has virtually taken
over large portions of the Whittier Narrows Recreation Area. It
forms dense monocultura] stands, reproducing by underground
rhitomes and excluding most native vegetation. This exclusion
results in a loss of significant amounts of quality habitat upon
which numerous native birds depend.

The area is used heavil~ fo~ s~i~ing and ~ading during those times
when water is plentiful. The channel is heavily littered with
various sorts of trash much of which ~s most probably washed from
upstream areas which receive the same types of use.

The wetlands (both r~par~an and lacustrine) within the ~hitt~er
Narrows Recreation ~rea provide ~mportant habitat to n~erous
b~rds, both resident and ml~ratory. It ~s an ecological ~sland
within a highly urbanized region and as such is indispensible in
the mainta~nance of n~erous bird and other vertebrate species
throughout Region 4.
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L.A. Regional Hater Quality Control Board
Riparian Wetlands: Cattle Canyon and Tributaries

Cattle Canyon Creek (405.43) is a major tributary of the East Fork
of the San Gabriel River. The headwaters originate at the $,000
foot level of the south-west slope of Mount San Antonio and from
Big Horn Ridge. The wetland extends 8.0 miles from.about 5.400
feet to the East Fork of the San Gabriel River. The headwater
areas consist of canyon live oak-big cone Douglas fir forest with
wzllow scrub as understory. The lower portions are white alder
riparian forest interspersed wzth southern arroyo willow riparian
forest. Alluvial scrub occurs in those areas where the canyon
broadens. Botanical surveys found a h~gh diversity of trees in the
riparian forests including Alnus rhombafolia, ~cer macroph~llum,
Umbel|ularia californica, Fraxinus velutinao Quercus agrifolia and
various species of willow (Salix app.). Cattle Canyon is habitat
for the Santa Ana sucker (Catostemos aanteenae), and Nelson’s
bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelaoni).

Co]dwater Creek (405.43) is a tributary of Cattle Canyon Creek
originating from a number of branches draining the San antonio
Ridge. The wetland begins at 4,600 feet and extends nearly 6 miles
to Cattle Canyon. Canyon live oak-big cone Douglas fir is dominant
in the upper reaches end white alder riparian forest becomes
dominant at lower elevations.    Nelson’s bighorn sheep (Ovls
canadensis nelson,) occurs here.

Cow Canyon Creek (405.43) is a tributary of Cattle Canyon Creek
originating below Lookout Mountain at about 5,000 feet.    The
wetland extends 2.2 miles from the 3,600 foot level to Cattle
Canyon. Big cone Douglas fir forest is overstory to willow scrub
at the headwater areas end white alder riparian forest end southern
arroyo willow riparian forest are dominant in the lower port~ona.
Nelson’s bighorn sheep (Ov~s canadens~s ne|son~) is present here.

allison Gulch (405.43) is ¯ tributary of the East Fork, San Gabriel
River. The headwaters originate below Iron Mountain at 6,600 feet.
The wetland extends 1.5 miles from above the allison Tra~l to The
East Fork, San Gabriel River. The canyon is steep and narrow and
is dominated by bay laurel (Umbe~lularia cal~forn~ca), and b~g leaf
maple (Acer macrophyllum). The upper part of the canyon ~s canyon
live oak-b~g cone Douglas fir forest, allison Gulch ~s ~thin the
Sheep Mountain ~lderness and ~s habitat for Nelson’s bighorn sheep
(Ovis canadens~s nelson,).
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San Anton£o Canyon Creek: San Bernardino 30 X 60 min Quadrangle
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¯ EXECUTIVE SU~II~.RY

Marina de1 Ray, is the largest manmade martna in the world,

�onta~nln9 5,800 boat s11ps, ¯nO a terrestrial resident population of

¯            almost 11,000 people. There are 28 restaurants many shops, four hotels end              2

two motels which draw patrons to the dock area, in addition to the

boat operators who use the launching ramps.

The Harlna ts ¯ surprisingly good hablt¯t �onsidering the imp¯Ca¯ it

receives, which largely originate In the urban ¯re¯ virtually surrounding

tt. Since about ntnety percent of the natural ~etl¯n~!s of the Los Angeles

¯re¯ h¯ve been lost, protecting the modified wetlands such¯

harbors, including the Marina, ts crttlcal to the health end productivity

of adjacent shallov rater �o¯sial habit¯re. Continuing efforts ¯re

ease¯tie1 to maintain end Improve �ondition¯ in the N¯rJne in order for it

to serve ¯s ¯ fish nursery end ¯ productive benthic ca~muntty.

WATER QUALITY

The rater Quality of Nsrtn¯ de1 Ray is influenced by ¯ number of¯

factors: these include potential t~p~cts of recreation¯l and residential

u.ge such is oll mpage, t11eg¯1 dtspos¯l of vast., trash end ceusttc

¯
subst¯nces, use of bJlfoulin9 compounds, and boat scr¯ptngs. Impacts

originating outside the Nartn¯ al~eer to h¯ve the larger effects; these

Include the meteorologic and oceanographic conditions affecting the

¯ Southern California Bight, and the impacts of urban runoff.

The period of October 1989 to September 1990 ~es strongly Influenced

by the lack of significant rainfall over the past several years. Small

¯ storms serve to transport refuse and sediments, to vhtch trace metals and

pesticides are attached, into the Narlna via stom drains and flood �ontrol           ~
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TEMPERATURE, RAINFALL AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN

Water temperatures during the monitoring period were sub3ect to

extremes; October ancl November were colder than usual, followed by I wan~er
1

¯
per;od, then colo in February, and an unusually long, warn sum~r. The

P)
h~ghest record dur~n9 monitorin9 was 25.3°C.

The combination of lo~ ratnfa11 and high temperatures may have bean

¯           responsible for the large number of low dissolved oxygen (DO) values

recorded during the year. Regulatory agencies regard 5.0 p~ IX) as the

mlntmum level for the protection Of fish spectes, although BOlt can survive

¯
wtth less. and many invertebrate species require fir Iis$. No iptlodea of

Zero iX) were recorded, which wou~d cause production of toxic hydrogen

Pe~agtc ftsh tend to ~eave the warn waters for goo|er ¢oasta~
I

sulfide.

waterI during the au,mer, but very warm temperatures and low O0 �ould            I: " :’~

impact resident fish such es those tn the shallow sea grass beds tn Basin            ~m~

D. Lo~ OOs also were widespread in the inner Narlna in Noveaber and

¯ O~ce~ber 1989, tn Apt11 1990 following e ratnstom, at the Nartna entrance n
in Nay, end at scattered Inn~r stations in the sumser of Ig90. U

NUTRZENT$

~;¯ Nutrients support, a h~h level of phytol~lankton production, at times

creating bloo~ �onditions, but providing oxygen and food for so~e flah
#m~

species. Zn general, �oncentrations of a~onla, nitrate and nttrtte,

¯ phosphate and silicate follo~ a pattern of being lo~ near the ocean and

higher In the Inner Nartna. They also tend to be htgher In winter ~

phyl:op~ankton densities are reduced by cooler temperatures and lo~er 119h~

¯ Intensities. However, high levels of ammonia whtch persisted during the __~

sumer of 1990 were unusual and correlated with low dissolved oxygen

v                                                        l

¯
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channels bu~. are insufficient, t.o flush accumulated contamlnat,ed sediment,s

tnto Sant,a NonJca Bay.

Dry weather flo~ In Oxford Flood Control Basin carries a large burden

of pollut,ant,s and bact,eria for t.he volume of wat,er Involved. This i~y have

been t,he source of polychlorlnat.ed btphenyls (PCBs) t.hlt, ant.areal t.he Nartns

tn 1988-1989, perhaps due t,o excavat,tons of highly cont,emlnat.ed sedtment.s

during const,ruct,ton on propert,y near t.he ICartna. Sedtment,s may have

dratned tnt,o Oxford Basin and been flushed tnt.o t.he Nertne,

Bsllona Creek Flood Cont,rol Channel flow mtxes wtt.h t.tdal wet.er$

upst,ream, snd on e falling t.lde carrtes t.rash, part.tculsrly plast,t¢ refuser

0 t.o t.he ~out.h of t.he st.ream. On artstng t.tde, some of t.hat, mat.erie1 wtll

¯ ( be drawn tnt.o t.he Ent,rance Channel of t.he Nartne whet1 tt, may accumulet.e tn

an eddy. Ftguref shows t,rash accumulat.tng Inside t,he breakwater, end
! Ftgurs ff sho~s debris �ollect.ed along t.he out.at end of t.he south .letty

aft.st s 0.S 1rich rstnfall In Apt11, 1990. I~htle e ~ has been Installed

upst,ream on Ballone Creek, It does not. cst.ch s11 of the trash and 111egslly

dumped mat.ertals. Zt.s efficiency depends tn part. on frequent cleaning.

Nett.her can It. solve t,he problem when htgher ttdes sweep t, he ,lett, y rocks

of t.rssh and organic ~t.ertal from flshoraen who spend long ho~rs there

wit.hour, santt.ery or trash dtsposal factllt, tes and organtc wast.es from dogs

t,ha~ are exerctsecl ~here.

ttet. west.her flow of" large volume ~ends t.o cleanse t.he sedl~ent,s

depostt,ed tn t.he Creek bed, but t,he t.rash barrter ts opened durtng Isa~Jor

st,ores so t,hat, tt. v111 not, tmpede st.ora flo~s or be t,orn loose to cause

dalmge o
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TEHPERATURE, RAZNFALL AND DISSOLVE0 OXYGEN

water t.emperat.ures during t.he monitoring Per~oO ~ere su~3ec~ to

extremes; Octo~r and Novem~r were coloer than usual, fo11~e~ by I wa~r

~r~, then cola In February, ~nO an unusually long~ w~m ~r. T~

hig~s~ record during ~nltorJng ~$ 25.3Oc.

The c~b~na~lon of 1~ r~inf~11 ~n~ high ~em~re~ures ~y ~ve ~n

responsible for ~he large number of Io~ dissolved oxygen (~) viluel

recorded during ~ year. Regulatory agencleS regard ~.0 ~ ~ as ~

mtnlm~ level for ~ pro~ec~ton of fish s~cles, all.ugh ~s~ can survtve

~l~h less, and ~ny ~nver~ebra~e ~cle~ requtre far less. ~ e~t~ of

zero ~ ~ere recorded, ~htch ~ould cause production of toxic hydrogen

sulftde. Pelagtc fish ~end to leave t~ ~am ~a~ers for �~ler �~s~al

~e~ers durtng ~he su~er, but very ~erm ~empera~ures end Io~ ~ �ould

tmpac~ restden~ ftsh such is ~se tn ~ Ih111~ see Iriss ~s tn ~ltn

O. Lo~ ~s also ~ere ~tdespread tn the tnner ~irtne tn Nov~r end

~c~r 1989, tn April 1990 fo11~lng I rltns~om, I~ t~ ~rl~ entrin~

tn Nay, end at sca[~er~ tn~r s~t~s tn ~ s~r of 19~.

N~RXE~$

crea~lng bl~ �onditions, but providing oxygen end fo~ for s~ ftsh

specles. Zn general, �oncentrations of a~onta, nttrate and nttrtte,

phosphate and silicate fo11~ a pa~ern of ~tng 1~ ~ar t~ ~an i~

htg~r In ~ tn~r Nartna. T~y also te~ to ~ hlg~r tn utnter ~n

phy~oplank~on densities are ~uc~ by �~ler t~ratu~s ~ l~r 1t~

InSensibles. ~ever, htgh levels of ~nta ~htch ~rstst~ durtng t~

su~er of 1990 ~ere unusual and correlated ~l~h lo~ dissolved oxygen

v
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SEDII4ENT CHARACTERISTICS AND CONTAMINANTS

Sediment grain size changed Crew, the previous year. in particular et

Station 2, at the sntrance to the Marina, with ¯ larg~ Increase in very

¯            fine sediment) that have accumulated at the sandbar. These fine Sediments
carry a large proportion of the pollutant trace metals end pesticides

adsorbed on or co~lexed to the.

Stations 9. 10 and 11 in the Marina. and 12 In Ballona Creek scored

as the most contaminated by tote1 trace metals. Based on crtterte newly

developed by the National Oceanographic end Atmospheric Administration

¯
(NOAA), sediments at most stations ~itored are lUfflclently �ontmlneted

r with copper, lead, mercury and zinc to pose e low renM level of effects

(ER-L) on fish and/or invertebrates, especially larval or ~uvenile

¯ Several ststlons are sufflclently �ontmlneted to fell in the median range

: of effects (ER-M) from lead end zinc, end m few stettons er~ in the range

called the apparent effects threshold (AET). Felltng in the AET for copper

¯ was Station 10 in Basin (, encl for zinc, Stations

,-;" Channel end 9, 10 end I1 in the inner Marine; Station 12 was in the AET

i group for zinc, end Station 13 in Oxford Basin was in the AET for lead

¯ zinc. Regulatory agency standlrds are not yet in place for sediment

contaminants, except for dredge dtsposel Pemlts issued on ¯ case by case

~ basis by the U.$. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) and the Environmental

¯ Protection Agency (EPA).

)
There is no dtrect correlation between any single trace metal or

pesticide parameter for which analysts is conducted with the benthic or

¯ fish populations. The synergistic effects of contaminants are difficult to

:

evaluate, and previous bioassays conducted have shown chronic Inhibitory

v((
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V

found to be more wldely distrIOuted, wlth Peaks at the AOministratJon d~k

and in Oxford Basin. This suggests separate Introductions. Soils lnland

of Admiralty Way near the head of the Nain Channel are known to be heavtly

contamtnate~ w~th PCBs. Including Aro¢lor 1260, at levels more than 1000

tlmes htgher than those in the ~ar~na. Extensive grading and excavation

tnland o? ~arina de1 Ray appears to have been �ontaminating the Narine by

runoff that Is potentially hlghly toxic to ftsh end Invertebrates.

FZSH TX$SUE BODY BURDENS

Concern for the levels of PCBs end DOTs tn the Nsrlne led to e

special study to determine whether the fJlh caught tn the NsrJne,

esl)ectslly st the fishing pier, might be hazardous to human health.

ttseues from 22 fish, representing 12 sPecies, end 3 sets of 11ver/goneds

¯ were sampled end analyzed. Results Indicated that the fish muscle

were well below Pub11� Health Itmtts for h~n �onsull~tloll.

Concentrations vsrted greatly, with the htgh levels under 300 PI~ of

¯           PCB tn California hallbut, California barracuda, whtte croaker and ahtner

surfperch. The same apectes tended to have the highest levels of DOTs and

the effects ere probably cumulative. Liver and gonads, whtch are gutted

before human �onsumption, had much htgher levels tn some
¯

Indicating possible lmpatment of liver and reproductive functions. The

California 11zerd?lsh, whtch had very low levels tn body ttssue, had

¯            extremely htgh levels tn the 11vet. Widely rengtng fish may tngest these

pollutants durtng feeding elsewhere tn the Bight or tn the Nartna. Ftsh

from off Whites Point and the south stde of Palos Verdes Peninsula may

¯ contatn much higher levels than those found tn the Nartna, and therefore

white croaker are banned from commercial catch there. Content vertes

~x
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seasonally s~nce chlorinated co~Douncls are comDlexed to fats, whtch are

transported fr~ muscle and liver to eggs that are s~d, l~ering the ~y

burden. T~se s~cJal s~udies are continuing Jn 1989-1990.

BENTHIC FAUNA

The ben~htc fauna consists ~rlmartly of ~olychea~e annelld wo~s,

~h~ch prefer ~he fine grained sediments and can ~oler~e �ontaminants.

~olluscs, crustaceans and echJn~ems thaL mtgh[

envtro~n~ are scarce, ~rhaPS reduced or eliminated by t~ high levels of

�ontaminants tn

and ~uvent le

T~ long

31, but t~ ~ans have ~en ~1~ ~ha~ Jn ~ last thr~ years. Statlarly

[~ ~an n~r

In 1986. This ~y reflect

~y ~ needed to

T~re have ~en no

Of pa~lcullr �~cern are ~nthtc �o~tttonl

uhtch had by far ~tr l~est ~lltlons ever, l~r than ~ld have ~n

exacted due to

FISH FA~

In all over nifty s~ctes or taxa of ftsh have ~en ~r~

~artna durtng t~ ~ttortng su~eys. Of t~se, 12 s~ctes have ~cur~

In all spring surveys stnce 1984, one of ~htch, the

unc~n tn t~ sout~rn California Bight, maktng t~ Nartna an t~ant

habttat for that spectes. The ~an number of spectes fr~ all surveys

since t~ 1970s ts 40, ~tth a ran~ of vartatt~
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The Marina appeared to be relatively in stable condition tn the

O<:tober lg8g and Hay lgg0 surveys, recognizing that t.he larger numbers of

individuals are more likely to occur In Nay than In October~ The larger              1

e numbers represent ~It, pelagic fish that move In and Out Of the Nartna.
~

and thus greatly influence the total numbers by their movements. The

numbers of species caught by gill net has been reduced in surveys since Nay

¯            lg88 and the numbers of Jchthyoplankton have been reduced follo~Ing the

October 1988 survey. These mtght be related to the PCBs Sl~lllege or

drltnage that occurred Into the Nartnl Iomettme after the sedlllent

¯ Chemistry survey of October 1988.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

I~arina as1 Ray, California ~s the largest- man~acle s~all craft, harbor

In the worlcl, cons~.ructea on Oegraclecl wetlanos of the foneer Bsllona Creak

Est.usry in Ig60-Ig62. B811ona wet18ncls his~.orlcelly extended Inlsncl

through the Venice ares to the north, to the San Olego Freewsy area on the

east, nort-hesst t-owsrd downtown Los Angeles and sout-hesst- srouncl

Wast-chest-st bluffs and t, he Palos Verdes Penlnsuls, t-o 3oln the wst-lencls of

the Los Angeles River.    At- t-IMes when the Los Angeles River changed

course, It exJt-ecl at- Bsllona Lagoon [Bancroft-, 1884; Bee�her, Igi$).

¯ LS Bsllons ares was several tJa~s seriously consJclerecl ss the

for the Port. Los Angeles but. was fJnelly re3ected In favor of 1~orovlng Los

Angeles Harbor, tn l~art because Ballons was poorly protected frol

prsvsJ|Jng wtnd and wave

%n the 1920s and 1930s the flyers and creeks of the Los Angeles

concrete tn efforts to �ontro| thewere channel I zeal and 11ned wlt.h

floodtng and destruction that occurred durtng mm~)or winter stonms. Thus

Bsllone Creek bec~me part of the Los Angeles County FIoed Control

~/hen the ICartna was constructed, large areas of the Ballona Creek

wetlands had already been drained, cut off fro~ ttdal Inundation, and

ftlled to create faro lands, gas ftelds, salt pannes and tnformml trash

disposal landfills (Ftgur~ 1). Public health �ontrol of ~osctutt.oes and

bla�k f11es was also an ohm)active for draining "useless awe~os’.

Channeling Bellona Creek cut off access, ex�ept through ttde gates,

to Ballone Lagoon on the north, which had been the ma~or drainage channel

of the wetlands and source to the Venice Canals, as well as De1 Ray Lagoon

and the re~alnlng wetlands on the south side. These lagoons lay tnlend of
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F~gure 1. Ballona wet.lanas area f~rJor to const.ruct.ton of NarJna ael Rey .~
c 1 rca 1960. ~- ~

2
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the hlstortc barrier beach. Design of the Nar~na placed the drainage Ix)nO

known as Lake Los Angeles at the end of Basin D, no~ Narina Beach. T~

history of t~ ~etlands and construction of the Narlna ~ere discussed and

illustrated ~l~h photograDh~ In ~etatl tn Soule and Ogurl, 1~90,

ENVZRONNENTAL STUDZES

No environmental tnventorles ~ere undertaken before or after

construction of ~ Narlna and of the breakwater. Zn July 1976 ~hrough

June 1979, beseltne surveys ~ere undertaken by t~ University of Sou~rn

California Haters EnvJro~ntal Pro3ects under fundlng fr~ ~ Sea

Progr~ and t~ Los An~les County ~par¢~nt of ~ail Craft Haters

�~1cal and biological s~ltng a~ 13 s~a~Jons (S~le a~ OgurJ, 1980)

provided a de~sJled picture of t~ Nartna, ~ only as e recroatJ~al st~e

but Is s nature1 resource providing habtcat tn I regton depleted of

protected sha11~ water envfr~nts.

Llatced surveys ~ere res~d In 1984 In t~ sprtng a~ fall

wtth s~pllng tha~ tncl~ ~hly ws~er quality ~lsurmnts of water

qua11�y, biannual surveys of bentht¢ organisms, ftsh and annually of

sedl~n~ �on¢~tnancs. Surveys ~re t~n r~uc~ Lo ~ ~rt~ I year,

~¢~r, ~v~r and ~r (~ule a~ Ogurt, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988).

In 1988, year r~ ~nthly water quality surveys ~re ~s~ and

four ~re s~atlons were added (Soule a~ Ogurt, 1990). S~ctI1 states

have also been undertaken of the effects of trtbutyltln, bloassays of

contaminated Nartna bottom sediments, the Incidence o£ collfora-

en~er~cus ~11u~lon, and �~ DOT and PC8 ~y ~r~ns of fish caught

t~ Nartna as ~y might affect ~bllc ~al~h a~ fish repr~uctl~.

1989, one ~re station was ad~ at t~ site for a ~tenttal entr~ ~ a

3
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ne~ marlna bastn. Ftgure 2 illustrates the western LOS Angeles area where

Narlna de1 Ray ts l~ated, and F~gure 3 gives t~ water quallty

pattern tn the ~ar~na. Station ~escrt~t~s are as fo11~s:

STATI~ L~ATIONS AND DESCRIPTZONS

NDR-1. Located m~d~ay ~een t~ break~8~er ~ ~ e~S~ entrance
~he Narlna and ~he beach, a~ ~he mouth Of B811on~ Creek FI~
Control Channel. T~ ~re~ ~s sub3ec~ed to dtsCh~r~s fr~
creek, ~o severe 1mDac~s from s~orm ~te~ flo~ ~nd to
deDosttlon or erosion from s~orm ~ve ~c~ton.

At ~ entrance of t~ N~Ftn~, mJd~y ~een t~ t~o
3e~ttes. The are~ ls Dro~ec~ed fr~ mos~ stoFm ~ves but
sub3ect ~o ~e~k coast~l currents. Sands h~ve ~en
fro~ s~orms ~nd blown fr~ the ~d3~cent ~ch resulttn~
severe, irregular deDos~ton. Heavy flo~ tn B~llon~ C~eek
fl~ control channel elso c~rr~es sedt~n~ ~nd deb~t$ Into
~uth of ~ Nartn~. Dredging ~s undertaken tn Febru~ry
~O reestablish ~ ¢han~l. ~p~hs 4-6

~-3. ~ t~ north (~es~) stde of t~ entrance channel, tn fr~
~ ~lde ga~es ~o Ballona La~n and ~ Ventce Cane1
Pro~ec~ed fro~ all bu~ severe s~orm ~aves, ~he site
subjected ~o dlschar~ of ~a~ers fr~ ~ canal syst~. S~!1
mounds presen~ during ~he 1976-t979 surveys dlsap~ered,
replaced flrs~ ~l~h ft~ sedl~n~ and t~n send. ~p~

Seaward of ~ A~lntstratt~/ C~s~ Guard d~k ~ ~
(eas~) stde of ~he entrance channel e~ ~unctton ~l~h
channel. SubJec~ ~o heavy boa~ use. Pro~ec~ed fr~
sur~, t~ area ~as ~avtly d~ged by 1983 s~oms e~
~ere rebut lt In 19e5. ~p~hs 3-6

N~-25 Be~en ~ A~tnts~ra~t~ - Life Guard ~ks a~ t~ ~11� .
fishing ~k.

N~-5. In the cen~er of ~he ~aln Channel, sub~ec~ ~o heavy
~rafft¢. ~p~h 3-6

N~-6. A~ ~ lnne~s~ end of Basln B; pro~ec~ed fr~ ~s~er]y
by sea~a~, circulation reduce. ~p~h 3-5

N~-7. A~ ~he end of Basin H near ~he ~ork yard dock. Large
dratn present; ex~d ~o af~er~ ~s~erly ~t~s. ~pth
~ers.

N~-8. Off t~ s~tmtng ~ach in Basin O ~ar ftrst sltps. Ex~
algernon ~Jnds. ~p~h 3-4 ~ers.
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MDR-9. At t,he innermost, end of Basin F. Large store drain present;
protect.ed by slips and sea wall. Depth 2-4 met.ers.

MD~-10. Innermost end of Basin E; sub.ject, to dally flushing from the
Oxford Flood Control Basin t,hrough tide gates and t,o st.or~
water runoff. Depth 3-4 met,ers.

MD~-11. At end of Main Channel; sub3ect.ed to storm drain flo~ end
influx from Station 10; lmaacted by reduced flushing due
Increased slip CaDaclty. Depth 3-5 meters.

NOR-12. Ballona Creek, sam;)led from beneath the Pacific Avenue foot,
bridge. Subject t.o tidal flushing and continuing freshwater
d~scharge into the flood cone,to1 channel; also sub3ected to
illegal cluml~ng of trash upstream and to sewage overflow.
DePths 1-4 meters.

NOR-13. Znslde t.Jde ga~e$ of Oxford Flood Control Basin; sub,jeer to
minimal dally t,idal flushing, StOm water runoff and drainage,
surface only. Znacces$1ble st times.

NI)R-18. Twenty meters off wheelchair ramp in ba$tn O perimeter of
swlmmlng aria. Depths 1-3 Jeters

NOR-11. At end of wheal chatr r~l~, surface ~nly.

NOR-20. At innermost end of 8sstn E where Oxford Bastn flow enters
Narina. Depths 1-4 Iletars; flo~ partially obstructed by large
vassal docked there.

NOR-22. Znner end of Oxford Basin at t~eshtngton Blvd. culvert, surface
only.

0apt.ha vary according to a number of factors Including ttdal

trrlgulart~les in the substrata due to atom deposition or eroston of sand,

runoff, ttde gate flo~, and propeller

SANTA MONX~A BAY RESTORATZO#

Concern for water �luallty In Ssnta Nonlca Bay° and federal fundtng

for restorat.ton of t.he B~y, are focused heavily on controlling pollut.ton

froe non-Dotnt, sources, to whtch Ballona Creek contrtbut.es heavtly.

Document.at.ton of condtt.tons tn t.he Nartna, as t.hey are Influenced by t.he

Ballona Creek and the Oxford Flood Control Bastn, provtdes¯

contribution t.o understanding t.he tlpacts of urban �lralnage on shallo~
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V
II. PHYSICAL WATER ~UALITY CHARACTERISTICS

INTRODUCTION

Physical factors affecting water quality and the b)o~a of

~n8~ are ~asure~ ~n~hly Include ~ra~ure, salinity, dissolveO oxy~n.

hydrogen ~on concentration (DH), and llg~ ~ransmi~ance; ~a~er ~urbJdtty

and color, tlde, w~nd and weather are also recorded. T~ 1989-19~

was t~ second year stnce t~ 1970s studies by USC that t~ full yelr was

~nttored monthly rather than ~ samara1 saint.

Biochemical Oxygen Demand Is Oetermtned fr~ wltlr II1~1tl tlkln

along wtth nutrient end collform samples. BOOS 1l I~ Indicator of the

oxJdtzed by microbial a¢~1~ v~n t~y are released into t~ rater ~!~,

¯ process that reaoves dissolved oxygen fr~ the va~er~ ~¢enttllly

depriving t~ blotl of adequate oxy~n su~ltes.

t~rltu~, salinity, dissolved oxy~n~nthly ~asur~nts o~

ere ~de using t Ne~ek ~e p~, a~ light trsn~ltta~e ts ~ssu~

~tth a tran~tss~ter havtng a ~If �~et~ 11gh~ ~h. ~rvltt~s of

11ght ~ratl~ are ~ ~tth ¯ ~cht dtlk a~ color tl ~emt~

’the Forel-Ule (FU) stile. Otochemtc~l Oxygen Oemlnd ts determined

according to Standard Ne~h~s (APHA, leaS), aodtfled for sea

dtlu~l~ of s~les and tncuba~l~ tn Itr ~tght ~les for ftve ~ys

20°C. ~lete ~ysJcal ~a~er qua11~y da~a are ~o~ Jn ~Jx

T~PE~T~E

T~ ~st extensive c~para~Jve t~ra~ure data ~se In ~ ~arl~

for t~ ~n~hs of ~o~r, Nov~r a~ ~r. As s~n Jn Ft~ 4,

t~ 1989 ~o~r su~ace to 2 a tmra~u~s ~re �~ler a~
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Creek and Entrance stations and at the inner ~4arina stations than tn any

year measured except 1986. The E1 N~flo event of 1982-83 extended ~nto

October of 1984 in southern California, making te~nperatures higher than

usual. The temperature range was wider tn the 1980s than tn the 1970s,

fro~ 18.1°c to 21.5°c, es shown In F~gure $.

The November 1989 surface to 2 m temperatures were %ower then tn

rest of the 1980s surveys (Ftgure 6) and also lower then In the 1970s

surveys (Figure ?). Comparison shows that 1985 end 1976 were the wamest

of the Novembers surveyed. %n sptte of the coo% water tn October end

November 1989, the warmer water In the Inner Marine In September 1989

(Soule end Ogurl, 1990) gave the autumn 1989 period m wider range

temperatures, fro~ 15.4 to 23.4°C, than In the previous year, wtth the

warmest value 2.0°C htgher (Table 1, below). September 1990 wee even

wef3ter.

Table 1. Tem~)ereture Ranges (°C) by Season end Year tn 14ertna de% Days

Spr I ng Summer Autumn Wtnter
14ar, AI)r, Hay Jun, Jul, Aug Sap, Oct, Nov Dec, Jan, Feb

1976 20.3-23.0 19.2-20.g 16.0--18.3
1977 lS.7-18.3 19.8o22.0 16.1-19.7 15.0-15.9
1978 17.1-20.7 18.9-22.6 18.2-19.7 12.8-14.1
1979 16.4-18.4 19.3-20.9

1984 17.7-20.21 19.4-23.32 16.8-2S.5
1985 18.0-21.82 12.4-14.31.
1986 16.5-20.82 14.5-16. $1.
1987 17.2-21.4_2 15.3-16.61
1988 15.9-21.42 11.2-14.3
1989 14.1-22.9 15.6-24.0 15.4-23.4 11.8-16.2
1990 14.0-20.8 17.4-25.3 16.6-23.61

1 : one ~onth only
2 : two months only
s     : excluding Station 22, inner Oxford Basin

lo
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there and the evaDoration due to insolation. I~here l~he higher .~altnities

occurred in the out.at Entrance Channel they were in bottom water~ but were

generally mlxed in the Inner Entrance Channel and l~ain Channel, as Is seen

in January, February, April end June 1990. when highest salinltles are in

the ~ain Channel, couoled wlth the basins, it may reDresent mi~Ing with

basin waters or Incursion of bay waters farther into the Harlne, del:encllng

on tide stage and runoff.

Table 2. SallnJty Ranges tn Parts per Thousand (PPth) tn Nonthly ~urveys,
¯ October 1gag-September 1990

Honth Lo~ Station Hlgh Station Tide Phste

October 24.? 12 32.1 3 rtsln~
November 21.0 22 32.3 ? high, fe||tng
I)ece~ber 16.4 12 32.0 ? fellln~
January 31.2 22 32.6 1,2,3,4,25 falling
February 30.7 12 32.6 1,2,3 fe111n~
Hatch 31.2 12 32.6 3,4,5,6,9 fa111~l
Aprils 4.6 22 32.2 1,2 fa111n|

9.3 13
24.4 12

Hay 29.~ " 12 31.S 2,3,5,?,9 lov, rtltn|
June 30.6 22 32.3 1,2 fallln|
July 28.1 12 32.0 7 rtslng
August 32.0 1 33.0 1,7,8 htgh, falltn|
September 31.9 22 32.S 2 htgh, fal|lng

s one day after ratnfa11

Seltnlttes tn Aprtl at Station 12 tn Ballona Creek end 8tattons 13

and 22 In Oxford Bestn reflected runoff after about 0.$ Inches Of retn

the Los Angeles Basin the Drevtous day,

High tide had been about two hours prtor to the s~ar~ of ~ont[ortng

S~etlon 12. Lowest Harine sallnltles ~ere on the surface at ~tatto~s 1

~hrough 5, probably reflecting the earller Incursion of BallOna Creek

runoff ~aters durtng the rtslng tide, and at Ste~tons 7, 9 end 11, ~here
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store dratns enter the Hartna. At the Same ttme, the htghest sallni1;tes

were at the bottom at star.ions 1 end 2.

Zn August, on a fa111ng tide, sallntties at Statton 12 ~ere higher

than at the surface of Station 1, but bottom water at Station 1 was

unusually colcl and of htgh salinity, whlch suggests upwe111ng tn Senti

I4on t ca 61y.

Ftgure 23 Illustrates the maximum, mtnttaum, and average sallntt.tel

for the ant.Ira Flartna durtng each monthly survey. The maxtilm dtd not vlry

greatly, but the mtntma vatted �onslderat)ly. The mtntmum tn December wal

most. Influenced by Stat.ton 12, end represented a large frlshwlt.lr flo~ tn

Ballona Creek during dry weather from an unknown source. The April mtntmal

was tn Oxford Basin and followed t.he day after I 0.5 tnch ri~nf111.

DISSOLVED OXYOEII

Dissolved oxygen (DO) along the open coast usually ranges frel 6.0

p~ 1;o 8.S ppm, depending on ~he1;her waters hive become supersa1;urated due

1;o t.urt)ulence or 1;o phy1;oplankt.on bloo~l. Regulal;ory egenctes $1;at.e 1;hat.

Pl). t$ 1;he mtnlmum level of DO for survtvll of ftsh ipectee, II1;hou6h

tnver~ebra1~el ~ay exts1; on very lo~ levels of DO, and ao~e spe¢tee have

¯        i11;.erna1;lve anaerobic met.abollc pel;h~a/s for survlvel (wt11;hou1; ~xygen).

I~aters In 1;he Narlna In 1989-1990 had DO values rangtng from 12

�lown 1;o 1.6 ppm. Satura1;ton vartes according 1;o II11n11;y and

decreasing as 1;emperature Increases. The 1;endency of Nartna waters 1;o sho~

a 1;her~ocltne during 1;he summer mon1;hs, res1;rtc1;tng mtxtng, end

elevated tempera1;ures tn t.he basins lead to deple1;ed oxygen levels I1; 1;tm

In bottom wa1;ers. Also, when phy~oplank1;on (stngle celled plan1;) blooms

are expanding, DO Increases rapidly due 1;o photosyn1;he$te.

Deplet.ton of" DO can occur at. ntght ~hen a large blo~ con1;tnues to

14
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by month in 1989-1990 are shown. The hlghest DO values were usually at

Ststtons 1, 2 or 3, OecressJng t~ard tl~ Innermost stations. Otsregardin9

the Oxford Bastn Stations 13 and 22, outside the Narina, there were a

during 1989-1990, primarily in the inner basins.number of lo~ episodes

These occurred In November and December 1989, and during Nay through

September. The effect on the shallow ares In Bastn O during the s~er may

make the area unacceptable for the fish that coe.nonly lnhabtt the

grasses there, caustng t.he~ to taove out of the msrtne tnto deeper water, e

home1 phenomenon tn Shallow �oastal waters.    As the thermocllne

more pronounced In July, lower 0Os occurred tn the outer Nertne but values

did not fell belo~ $

RAZNFALL EFFECTS

modest rstnetom of about 0.$ tnches tn the Los Angeles Bestn the

day before monitoring tn April 1990 Illustrates the effects on DO values;

Ststtone 1 had ¯ DO I~xtmum st the bottom of 10.5 p~m wtth htgh slltnttles,

probsbly reflecting ocean storm turbulence. BOOs were very htghet

Stetlons 1 through $, reflecting Ballone Creek runoff. There were

values between 4.0 and $.0 ppm layered it the surface end/or on the

wtth htgher values between ¯t Stattons $, 2S, 9, 10, and 11, end lo~ valuel

tn the mid-water �olumm at Ststtons T and $. BOOs it those statton$ were

not high, mostly belo~ 2.0 rag/l, Indicating this the oxygen demand fr~J

runoff had ¯l ready been exerted.

Wsters tn Oxford Bastn had DOs below 2 ppm and very htgh BOOs of 15

rag/1 (: ppm) or above, at Stettons 13 and 22. Wht19 Oxford Bastn recetves

waters from a smaller dratnage area than Ballon¯ Creek, tt emptles tnto

such a smell area, whtch nomally has low flushing, that tt ~ay exert ¯

disproportionate Influence on the Narlna. Ballona Creek waters ere mtxed
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near the mouth an~ ~n the bay, but BOI)s ranged up to 12.0 D~xa at. Stations 1

through 4, without, however, depleting the DO because of the high levels

aue to ocean turbulence.

BZOCHEHZCAL OXYGEN DENAND

The Interaction between dlssolvecl oxygen (DO) and

Demand during a rainfall runoff event wss a~scussed above. The lowest BOOs

ara ususlly below 1.0 I~1~ ~n tha Narlna, and these occur most

arees of lo~ runoff, such as Station 6, and Statton

has lo~ BOOs at t~s, aoss~bly for a a~fferent reason t,hat may be

t,o t.ox~ctt,y of secll~ents and ~he very low benthic I~roductlv~t,y t,hereo

Zn general BODs were belo~ 2.0 I~lx~ In the wtnter ~nd above 2.0 ppe

~n summer, I~robably reflecting ~ater t,eml~rature, and In the absence of t,he

Naxt~u~ BOOs ranged fro~ ~,4 PI~ tn January t,o

m~nmu~ values ranged fro~ 0.3 al~ to ~,0 I~pe. The I~Ont,h|y

~11ust,rated tn Ftgures 48 t,o Sg, and t.he dat~ are present,ed ~n Al~end|x B,

¯                 Zn Oct.ob~r lg89 through Al~r~l 1~0 t,here ~re

PI:~, at, St,at,tons 5, 7, lnd g. Zn Noveml~r, other th~n

I~ ~n Oxford B~s~n, ~ost, stat,~ons ~re belo~ 2.0 Pl~. The I~ce~ber high

of 2.4 PI~ was ~n 8allona Creek, wlt,h most, values below 1.0 ~1~, The

January hlgh ~as also In Ballona Creek, at 1.4 Pl:m.

The February proflle (Figure 52) sho~ed a relatlvely large peak of

4.9 ~I~ at, St,atlon 3, the entrance to Ballona Lagoon and may reflec~,

act,lvlt,les assoclated ~Ith constructlon In t,he Lagoon. Narch (Figure 53)

may have reflected earller ralnfa11 In mld-February or sosm other event, In

heving a peak of 10.1 ppm In Ballona Creek and 9 ppm

assocla~ed wlth Ballona Creek. The Apr~1 raln event, dlscussed above
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c~evia~ed s~.rongly fro~ the pat.t.ern of relat~ively lo~ BOOs.

Nay and June 1990 sho~ec~ ev~�lence of BOO originating ~n Ballona Creek

or Oxfor~ Basin, ~hJch may have ~en associated ~J~h earlt~r r~nfa11 tn

ADr~I and ~ay, or ~h ~ry ~ea~r fl~. There ~ere ~ n~r of

~J~h values above 2.0 p~, bu~ ~ maximum values ~ere only 4.1

resDec~tvely. July’s pe~k of 6.2 D~ ~as Jn Oxfor~ B~stn, ~s

Augus~ ~ak of 4.9 D~, T~ SeDUcer ~ak of 5.1 D~ ~lt I~ S[I~J~ 19~

¯ ~ ~he ~el chatr ramD, sug~sttng ~ h~an ass~ta~ed ortgtn, ~s

by the hlgh en~erococcus v~l~e ~here a~ ~hat tl~ (see Ntcroblology

section).

T~ DH of t~ o~n ~esn ~rllly rsngts fr~ ~.5 to 8.4

e~ ~1., 1946). T~ r~n~ Jn ~ ~arJn~ In 1989-1990 ~s fr~ ?.0 to ~.4~

bu~ all ~ 1~ valuel occurred tn Oxford B~sJn, except tn July 1990 ~n

t~ 1~ of 7.9 ~curred a~ t~ ~t~ tn S~atl~ 10, �~curren~ ~t~h

~ o~ 3.5 p~. a~ a ~D of 4.8 ~. A stm11~ ~stble �~11ng

~, ~ and elevated BOO occurred In June and September, both In Oxford

Basin. Thts ~as ~ al~ays ~ ca~, ~ver.

Higher DH values can resul~ from stgntftc;nt phy~opllnk~on

~osyn~sls, ~sulttng In uptake of car~n dtoxtde end ~ shtf~ tn

car~a~e ~u111br1~. Thls Ic~Ivlty ~y serve ~o buffer I~ of t~ 1~r

~ ~en~lal d~ ~o c~Icals tn~r~uce~ In~o ~arlna ~a~ers In ru~ff.

AS 111us~ra~ed In Figure 60, ~he maxlmum values and ~ avere~

va1~s for ~ en~Ire Narlna by ~h ~ ~ very grea~ly ~ ~ aln1~

value do. In each case In ~hls proflle ~ 1~es~ values In ~r

Apr11 reflec~ ~ effect of S~a~1~s 13 a~ 22 In Oxford

None of ~ ~ levels ~ere I~ enough ~o ~ hamful tO or~Im,
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The lat.t.er met.hod ts t.radit.lonal but. can vary great.ly according t.o t.he

observer so t.hat, it. is best. If t.he same I)erson always I)erforms t.hls.

The t.wo ~et.hods pro¢~ucea somewhat clifferent, proftles of t.he

anO average values In t.he Marina in 1989-1990. While t, he lowest.mJnlma

values ob~alned by transm~ssometer (Figure 62) an~ Secchl dlsk (Figure 63)

were In Apr11 after t.he raln and In Nay, t.he curves for the mlnlma and

maxima were qulte different,    One mlght, axl)ect. 11ght. ~ransmlt.tance t.o be

inversely relate~ to t.he �oior values, but. t.hat, was

that.antes. In Oct.ober, the maximum Secchl dlsk value ~as relate~ to the

mlnlmum FU color value of $, and on 5 Al~r11 1990 the mlnlmum trensl~srency

by both meU~K~s ~es related to ~he maximum color of 19 In 9allons Creek

due to t.urb1~It.y assoclat.ed ~Ith ralnfa11 runoff. Other~Ise �oior end

tur~1~Ity ~ere not necesssrlly ~e11 relete~.

The ~Ide range of teml~eratures In 1989-1990, ~Ith

December and January and �old Narch, #as folloeed by i very ~arm s~mer.

Thls, cou~led ~1~h very Io~ seasonal rslnfs11 ~hlch

#arlns but served only to carry organic ~ter and trash Into It, ~r~bly

I~ to t~ ~re ex~enslve I~ oxy~n e~Is~es (~I~

t~ recent ~est. T~ ~re ~ zero oxy~n levels recordS, ~ever;

1~es~ ~ In t~ #arlna ~ro~r ~as ¯ 1.6 ~ at Sts~1~

~ra~u~s and reduc~ oxy~n levels ~robably cause f~sh

Inner #arlna for deeper, �ooler ~aters, bu~ ~ould probably not affect

~n~hlc fauna. Zero ~s ~ould chan~ ~ ~tt~ sed1~nt c~Istry,

pr~uce hydrogen sulf1~, ~hlch Is toxlc.
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Figure lO. Average wile emperllure

Figure ~. A~ra~ wate~ ~m~rature 1"~, oud~

II

Ngure 21. Avora~ water Iom~rature (o~, oud~ to 2m ~d ~g~, 6 ~p~m~r I~.
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III.     NUTRIENTS

SOURCES AND FATES                                                                              ,,~

Harine ralcroscoDic Dlant.s, the Dl~yt.oDlank~.on, are ~ ~t ~ndan~

fo~ of ~lan~s ~n many a~uatic sys~s. T~se planktonic Dl~n~s ~ on               ~

~ suPDly of Inorganic nutrients and energy fr~ sunltght for gr~th. T~

ma3or Inorgani� nutrients lnclu~e nl~rogen (usually tn ~ fom of nitrate,

nttr~e or ~n~e), P~sDha~e, stllca~e (for d~a~s ~htch hive a silicon

s~11 or frustule), and car~n fr~ car~n dioxlde. Trace ~als are ~lso

necessary, but non~11y In ~ch smaller Quantities.

In the oceantc envlronamnt, nitrogen Js often the nutrtent that Ja Jn

least supply end therefore most likely to regulate the grovt.h of the

phytoDlenkton, but. tn bays end estuaries the rate of SuI:~Iy of nutrients Is

less ltkely to ltmtt phytoDlankton growth due to input fro~ terrestrial

encl/or anthropogentc sources. Often the phytoplenkton tn bays end

estuaries ere more 11kely to be 11mtted by the 11ght availability that ts

strongly affected by the turbidity tn the rater column (Ktrk, 1983).

~/tthtn the ocean the nutrtent supply Drtamrtly derives from nature1

processes of recycling. The organic nttrogen found tn plenta end entm~ls

ts recycled by antmels and microorganisms whtch break down the organic

matter generetecl by the I)hytoplenkton, releasing nitrogenous COmpOUnds.

A~monla nttrogen may be taken up dtrectly by the plants to synthesize nay

organtc matter or tt may be oxidized first to nttrlte, then to the more

stable fom of nitrate. Plants may take up nttrogen tn any of these rome,

but ammonta ts often more readtly taken up than the oxtdlzed forms of                ,~
nttrogen because tt can be dtrectly Incorporated Into amtno acids.            F"
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shallow water depth at Station 12. OOservat~ons suggest that mater~al

be carries outside the breakwater on a falling tide end carried Into the

marina on the next rlslng ttde.

Nonthly profiles are shown ~n Ftgures 64 to 75, st the end of thts

sect.ion. Ourtng the October 1989 - September lggO s~plin9 bertod there

were two periods when the average concentration of 8mmontl was relst.tvely

high wJthln the NarJne, excluding the s~eples fro~ Oxford Basin and 8ellone

Creek (Table 3).

Table 3. AJmonte, Ranges tn ¢oncentretlon, October 1989-Sel)t.e~ber 19e0

Honth N1n. Sis. Nex. Sis. Average Avere~*

O¢t-$9 2,1 $ 13.0 12 3.1 3.4
NOv-89 $. 1 8 45.0 13 9.9 8.1 ~-~
Dec-89 2.8 2 19.4 22 9.8 9.3
Jan-90 2.4 1 26.0 22 6.S
Feb-90 2.9 11 16.3 22 4.? 4.1
Her-90 2.7 $ 22.0 22 4.4 3.9
Apr-90 2.9 6 99.3 22 9.1 4.3
Nay-90 2.7 3 16.5 13 4.4 4.1
Jun-90 3.8 4 17.3 13 6.3 6.9
Jul-90 3.3 ? 74.3 13 7.0 S.1
Aug-gO 2.7 1 59.0 11 8.3 8.2
Sep-90 2.6 25 20.0 13 5.2 4.6

* Excluding Oxford 8~stn end Ballonl Creek: Stl 12, 13, 22. ~J~

The first pertod was during thelet.e fell end wtnter of October 1989

through January 1990 (Figure 76). The second pertod of htgher average

ammonte concentrations occurred durtng thesummer, June - August. 1990.

This contrasts with the observations from the prevtous twelve month period
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(Soule and Ogurl, 1990), when concentratlons were relatlvely Io~ durlng the

summer perlod exceDt after the 4 July 1990 weekend. The ceuse of the

elevated concentratlons during summer is unknown but might heve resulted

fro~ increased recreational use of t~ Narina. Freshwater inf1~ ~sulting

fr~ ralnfa11, whlch would tncrease t~ �oncentrations, was ~t ~

an~ high ~u~er ~a~er ~e~pera~ures ~ould result Jn ~o~entJslly h19her

phyto~lankton growth rates and higher ~n~a oxJdatlon r~tes, ~htch ~ld

nomally mlntmtze ~nla concentrations durlng t~ s~r ~rt~.

Naxt~ �oncentrations occurred tn Nov~r 1989, and tn Apt11, July

and August 1990. T~ Nov~r, Aprtl and July ~xima ~curred tn Oxford

Basin. T~ Augus~ maxtm~ ~as observed a~ Station 11 at ~ nort~rn

of ~ main chen~l. T~o of t~se ~xtma, In Apt11 (99.3 u~a~/1) and July

(74.3 u~at/7), exceeded ~ ~xtm~ of 61 ug-at/7 observed tn ~ prevt~s

year. T~se ~o ~xt~ also exc~d ell o~r ~xt~ �oncen~ratt~s ~l~htn

~ USC da~a se~ fr~ 1984-1990. T~ April ~xtm~ ~es Probably due ~o

stgntftcan~ fres~a~er tnfl~ resulting fr~ approxt~ely 0.S tnchs of

ratn on Apt11 4, ~ day preceding ~ s~pllng. T~ seasonal ratnfe11 was

lo~ and ~herefore e stngle rainfall even~ would carry htgh nu~rten~

�~cen~ra~t~s fr~ ~ s~om dratns a~ ru~ff.

Zn c~parls~ ~o prevl~s years (1984-1988), ~ ~o~r 1989 ~nte

concentrations were on average ~he lo~es~ observed and also showed

leas~ amoun~ of variability beL~een ~he sampling sties. The November

observations ~ere stmtlar ~o ~hose of previous years, excep~ for auch

htgher monta concentrations observed In Oxford Bastn tn 1989. For

~c~r ~ ~la c~n~ra~t~s ~ere c~rable ~o ~ obse~ In

~c~r 1988 and hlg~r ~han ~ �~cen~ra~tons ~se~ durtng ~ thr~
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years preceding 1988.

NITRATE PLUS NITRITE-NITROGEN

Nitrate (NO3) ~s usually the most abundant form of ~norgan~c n~trogen

In the ocean. Most of the NO3 ~n the ocean ~s found below the upper layer,

where it Is present at Concentratlons uP to more than 40 ug-a{/#. In the

San Pedro-Santa Monica Basln, NO3 concentrations reach 35 ug-at/l at Qepths

of 600 m (W111iams, 1986). Surface concentratlons are often much less than

I ug-at/1 due to the uptake by phytoplankton and a 11mired supply rate fro~

below. However, surface concentrations may reach values of 5-30 u~-a¢/1 in

coastal upwe111ng regions such as occur along much of the Californla coast.

Coastal upwelllng Is not a domlnant process wlthln Santa MonIca Bay but

occurs predlctably off Polnt Dume an~ Point Fermin when winds are favorable

for upwe111ng. W1thln Santa Monlca Bay, concentratlons may be 10-20 u~

a~/1 at 20 meters ~epth and can b~ brought to the surface either by wJn~

induced mixing or by Iocallzed upwelling. The concentratlon of nitrate

plus nltrlte in sewage wastewater and sludge are two to three orders of

magnitude less than t~ concentratlon of ~nia (Morel and Scblff, 1983).

The impact of ocean outfall effluents on the coastal ocean nitrate plus

nitrite concentrations Is therefore much less than for ~onJa (e.g. Jones

et al., 1991, in press).

The measure~nt technique for nitrate requlres that the nitrate first

~ converted to nitrlte (NO2) which ~s then measured colorJmetrlcally

(Wh~tleOge et at., 1981). The NO3 concentration Is derived fr~ this by

correcting for the efficiency and of converting NO3 to ~2 and correcting

for the ~bient NO2 concentration. Since NO2 concentrations are generally
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much less than 1 ug-a~/l the correction lS generally not large. Zn the

text that follo~s, nitrate will be used In place of nitrate plus nitritl

for brevity,
I

The general spatial pattern is that the nitrate concentration is              9

lowest at Station 2 at the breakwater and increases toward the inner Marina

basin and into Ballona Creek (figures 71-889. The low values at Station 2

(and s~ti~s Station I) may reflect the Influencl of coastal Santa Monl¢a

Bay where the nitrate concentration is lo~ except during mixing or coastal

uowellin9 periods, When the average concentrations within the b~ain ara

less than 2 upa(/l, as during May through Septe(~ber (Table 4), the nitrate

Table 4. Nitrate plus Nitrite Ranges in Concentration O¢tol~r 1989 to
September 1990o

Month Mln. sea. Max. sea. Average

OCt-SO 0.2 S 28.0 13 1.8 1.1
Nov-89 0.2 2 98.0 22 7.1 4.7
08c-89 1.0 2 63.? 22 9.8 I.S
Jan-90 0.7 1 14.8 22 6.9 6.7
Feb-90 3.2 8 12.1 22 4.9 4.7
Mar-90 0.2 2 5.6 22 1.2 1.1
Apt-90 0.S 2 107.8 13 8.7 4.8
May-90 0.4 7 8.5 20 1.8
Jun-90 0.2 8 9.7 20 1.0 0.9
Jul-90 O.S 8 5.4 20 1.3 1.3
Aug-90 0.4 1 4.8 9 1.7 1.6
Sap-90 0.1 S 3.S 13 1.4 1.3

Excluding Oxford Bastn and 8allona Cre~k: Sta 12, 13, 22.

concentrations within the Entrance Channel and outer Main Channel (Stations

3, 4, S, and 25) generally are less then 1 ug-at/1. Higher concentrations

$1
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of nttrate are often observec~ at the encl of the basins, simtler to the

I~atterns observed in a~nonJe.

The h~ghest NO3 concentrations usually occur tn Oxford Bastn end/or

Ballone Creek. The highest concentrations In Nay, June end July 1990

occurred at Station 20 within the Nartna next to Oxford Basln at the tide

gate rater then tn Oxford Basin or Ballona Creek. A llr~, ltve-a~ard

vessel is docked t~re, partially obstructing fl~ fr~ Oxford Basin.

The htghes~ seasonal average concentrations of nitrate occurred

~lthtn t~ Narlna during Nov~r, ~cem~r, and January (Flgure 89). A

nitrate peak occurred ~gatn in April, aS observed in the ammonil

�oncentration. T~ Aprtl ~ak ~as probably due to the ratnf111 ~ Aprtl 4.

T~ highest �oncentration observed during t~ year (exceeding 100 u~a~l)

~curred In Oxford Bastn durtng ~ April s~pltng. Thts ts far tn excess

of ~he nl~urel �oncentrations observed outside of ~he ~artna In Santa

~ntca Bay, or In ~st of t~ ~n ~e~n.

High ~tn~er �oncentrations �ould resul~ fr~ Increased fl~ tn ~

s~om dralns, ~ashtng d~n slgnlflcan~ ~un~s of organic ~as~e ~htch a~

oxtdtzed as ~hey are ~rans~r~ed. However, ~he ~tn~er ratnfa11 during

198~1990 ~as very 1~. T~ htg~r concentrations mlgh~ also ~ effec~

by r~u¢~ phy~oplank~on graph and nu~rlen~ up~ake ra~es resulting f~

lo~er ~emDera~ures and lo~er available 11gh~ levels. The lo~ N03

c~cen~ra~lons durlng ~ay ~hr~gh ~P~r probably reflec~ ~ r~uc~

tnfl~ fr~ s~om dratn sources and high phy~oplank~ pr~uc[tvt~y ~l~htn

t~ Narlna resulting fr~ tnc~ased ltghg availability and ~sstbly hlg~r

t~ratures. T~ difference in uptake of NO3 c~par~ to t~t of ~ta,
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Lwhich Is usually lo~ in sum,at, may be due to the ~hytoolankton s~ectes

tha~ d~tnated during the unusually ~am s~r. During ~hts ~rJ~ t~

concentrations in ~h Ballona Creek and ~he Oxford Basin also ~re much 1
lo~er ~han ~y uere during ~tn~er.

In comparison ~o ~he prevtous ftve years of observations, ~he 2
concentrations ~urtng Oc~o~r lgSg ~ere 1~, #s ~y ~ere tn lg84 #rid

T~ Novem~r 1~8~ observations are very s~mtlar to t~ ob~rvstton~ fr~

~ preceding ftve years. Nltrate �oncentrations ~ere ~ner~lly 1~ St

S~a~Jon 2 ((5ug-a~/1) a~ Jncrease~ ~lrd 10 ~1~/! Jn t~ inner basins

of t~ ~arlna. T~ Billonl Creek �oncentrations Jn Nov~r 1989 ~ere very

1~ (<2 u~a~/1) Creek durJng t~ prevto~s ftve years ~n

ren~d fr~ S ~o 24 u~a~/1. T~ ~c~r obse~atlons are very �~sts~en~

~t~h preening flve yelrl of @servl~Jonl. C~cen~rl~j~l ~ ht~ tn

~re high tn Oxford ~stn.

~J~ra~e �oncentrations ~ere, on average, less ~hen ~he e~onJe

�~¢en~ra~Jons obse~ for each s~ple ~rJ~. T~ Apt11 ~se~e~J~s e~

t~ ~able excep~J~ to ~hJs ~n nJ~ra~e ¢~cen~re~t~s ~re ~re ~han 10

u~a~/1 ~J~hJn ~ ~Jn �~n~l e~ ~nll c~cen~ra~J~s ~re ~nerelly

TOTAL DZ~LVED Z~NZC NZT~

To~al dissolved inorganic nJ~ro~n (DZN) Js ¢llc, liLed Is ~ s~ of

~ ~asur~ concentrations of nJtr~te, nt~rJ~e a~ ~1~ ra~r

~asur~ directly. T~ concentration of DZN Js Jm~an~ for ,l~er qu~11~y

~c~use 1~ represents necessary nutrients for Phy~oplink~on gro~h and

pr~uc~JvJ~y, and 1~ Js an J~1ca~or of ~ Jn~ Jn~o or ~rl~J~ of
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nltrogen in the ~arlna. The ~onthly profiles ere sho.n in Figures 90-101.

The seasonal Pattern of ~lssolved ~norganlc nitrogen Is gtven In               ~

Table 5 and shown in F~gure 102. Ammontum concentrations were hlgh durlng

wtnter ~nths O? November through February, as were the concentretlons
2

o? nttrete end emmontum, The DIN concentration also shows the Apt11 peek

following the Aprll 4 rain?ell. Durtng the summer Period (Nay-September)

the DZN concentrations were generally low, but reflected the lncrease from

June to August observed Jn emmontl,

Table $. Tote1 Dissolved Znorgenic Nitrogen, October t989 tO
September 1990.

Nonth Nln. Sty. N~x. Ste. Averege Averliges

0Ct-89 2.8 $ 37.8 13 5.$ 4.4
Nov-e9 6.$ 2 120. t 22 17.0 12.?
De~-e9 4.1 2 82.8 22 19.6
Jen-90 $.6 i 40.7 22 13.3 12.3Feb-gO 6.? 8 24.6 12 9.8
Her-90 3.6 I 27.6 22 6.6       4.9
Apt-g0 3.8 3 174.5 13 18.0 9.0Nay-90 3.2 ? ¯ 22.2 13 6.2Jun-gO 4.1 4 20.0 13 ?.4 6.9
Jul-90 3.9 6 ?6.9 13 8.0 6.1Aug-90 3.1 1 61.8 11 9.7 9.6Sep-90 3.6 8 23.0 13 6.4

s Ex¢ludtn9 Oxford Basin enci 8allone Creek: Ste 12, 13, 22.

The range of DZN concentrations observedclurin9 October i989 through

September 199i yes statler to the concentration range observed durtn9 the

previous year. The maxtmum concentration ofDZN durtn9 this pertod yes
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~he basin (exclu~Ing Ballona Creek and Oxford Basin) ranged fro~ 0.6 t,o 1.4

ug-st/1 (Figure 11~). Th~s was much less than the relative-range of the

Table 6. Phosphate-P, Ranges in Concentration October 1989 t,o
September 1990.

Nont,h N1n.     St,a.     Hax.    eta.    Average Averages

0ct,-$9 0.2 1 2.2 12 0.? 0.?
NOv-S9 0.4 2 4.1 22 1. ! 1.0
Dec’89 0.6 2 6. I 12 1 .? 1.4
Jan-90 0.4 1 2.2 22 I. ! 1.0
Feb-g0 0.8 2 2.0 12 I. 1 1.0
Nit-90 0.3 7 3.3 22 O. 7 0.6
Apr-90 0.6 6 11.9 13 1.6 1.0
141y-90 0.4 I 1.7 10 0.9 O.e
Jun-90 0.3 1 3. $ 22 0.8 O. 8
Jul-90 0.3 1 1.9 22 0.9 0.8
Aug-90 0.3 I 2.6 13 1.
$el)- 90 0.3 1 1.8 13 0.8 0.8

~ Excludlng Oxford Basln and B~11ona Creek, St,at,lons 12, 13, 22.

average �ontent,rat,Ions for air,her nit,rat,e or Itllcat,a, Average phosphat,e

concent,rat,tons ~ere higher durln9 vtnt,ar (November 1989 - February 1990)

t,hln dur~n9 summer (Nay - Sell)t,lmber 1990), The ItntmuI averaIa

concent,raJ;ton occurred in Harch, and t,he maximum occurred in Aprtl,

slmul~;aneous ~Jt,h h~gh average content,rat,tons of nlt,rat,e and Imonte.

Zn CO~l)arJson t,o t;he previous ftve years of observer,tons, t,he

1989 concent,rat,ions ~era lo~er t,han In any of t,he preceding years. The

OCt,abet 1989 observations ~ere also the 1o~est, overall concent,rat,lons

observed wtt,hin t,he Oct,abet 1989 - September 1990
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concentrations in November 1989 were co~Darable to the concentrations in

previous years, anO the December 1989 observations were low for the six

year range.

SILICATE

Stllcate concentrations In the ocean surrounding Los Angeles are

often relatively low at the surface, ranging from nearly unmeasurable

concentrations to several microgram-atoms Per liter. In the deep

silicate concentrations may approach 100 ug-at/1 at depths of 800°900

meters (Williams, 1986). Lo~ stltcate �oncentrations tn the UlX)er layer

resul~ primarily fr~ uDtake by dtat~s ~hen nitrate and phosphlte Ire

sufficient tO pr~e ~tr gr~gh (e.g. Bracket ena Pang, lg82).

In t~ ~eantc eup~ttc zone to find restdual silicate �oncen~ratl~s of 2-

S ug-a~/l after phy~oplenk~on have reduced ~he available nitrogen tO

nailer (nanogra~at~s ~r liter) �oncen~ratl~s. St11cate �oncentra-

tions are usually high tn fres~a~er tnfl~s tn~o t~ �oastal envtro~nt.

T~ sparta1 pa~erns for stllca~e (Figures 116-127) ~ere slatler

t~ ~neral sparta1 ~erns for ~ o~r nu~rten~ variables. C~centra-

tl~s ~e~ htgh tn t~ Oxford Bastn a~ at ~ surface a~ S~I~I~ 12 In

Ballona Cr~k. Stllca~e concentrations ~tthtn t~ ~artna were ~nerally

lo~ ~ Station 2, near the breakwater, and increased toward the inner

~stns.

The ~verage sJllc~e concentrations ~lthJn ~he ~artnl ~aked tn

~c~r lg8g and declln~ ~hrough April, despJ~e ~ rainfall ~ April 4,

~ day preceding ~ April s~lJng (Table 7; Figure 128). T~
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Table 7. Silicate, Ranges in Concentration October 1989 to
September 1990.

Honth Nin. Sta, Hax. Sta. Average Average*

Oct-8g 4.0 1 48.2 13 13.8 12.2
Nov-89 5.4 2 57.9 22 16.6 14.2
Dec-89 8.5 2 71.3 12 23.8 20.9
Jan-90 1.1 1 27.1 22 13.6 12.7
Feb-90 ?.0 2 39.2 12 10.4 9.6
Nat-90 5.9 7 24.8 22 9.6 8.8
Apt-90 0.3 18 31.9 13 6.3 4.4
Nay-90 6.8 1 33.1 1 16.5 16,0
Jun-90 0.9 I 23.9 20 4.1 4.1
Jul-90 6.0 1 29.3 12 17.6 11.0
Aug-g0 3.1 1 42.8 12 12.9 11.4
SoIPgO 4.5 1 19.7 13 12.6 12.5

* Excludtn9 Oxford 8astn end 8allona Creek, Stations 12, 13, 22.

average stllcete �oncentration, excluding 8allone Creek and Oxford 8astn

yes 4.1 ug-at/1, �omparableto the mtntmum average �oncentrations

ammonia. Ho~ever, the ~axtmum average (20.9 ug-at/1) vii more than tvtce

the maximum average for a~monta. Sunvner concentrations averaged between

and 17 ug-a¢/1, except for June. These high sunvnertlme �oncentrations

paralleled the high ammonia concentrations most of the summer, but

contrasted wtth lo~ phosphate and nttrete concentrations. Thts difference

may result from the phytoplankton species that dominated the community

during the summer. The wam, stratified conditions that characterized the

Narlna during the summer are conducive to dtnoflagellate blooms.

Olnoflagellates do not require s111con and therefore, If they domlnate the

phytoplankton communlty, could deplete the available dlssolved Inor9anlc

nitrogen and phosphorus with little depletion of the available silicate.
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relat~onshlp, except in August 1990 when an average phosi~hate concentration

of more titan I ug-a~/l occurrecl at an average temperature above 23°C.

A~onia and U~ssolve~ oxygen ap~ar to ~ correlated. H~gh avera~

~onta concentrations occurred at the lowest average oxy~n concentrations

and Oecreased as ~ssolved oxygen concentrations tncrelsld, Lo~

oxygen/high ammonia conOttlons are consistent ~ith ~lter that has

ex~rtenced significant breakdown of organic material. Bacterial oxtdatt~

of the organic matter ~ould consume oxygen and release I~onta In the

process of breaking d~n nttro~nous organl¢ matter. Thus, In tM ~nths

~re t~ dissolved oxy~n Is 1~ and t~ ~nll �~centrltl~s Ire high

there has probably been a significant input of organ1� ~lste into the

Nirtnl or tnto t~ ~ltlrs flying tnto t~ Nit{hi, I~¢h Is In April ~n

there ~as significant rainfall runoff and during nor~el ~lnter ~nthl

(Nov~r end ~�~r). A stmtlar pattern ts ~serv~ tn t~ ~latt~shtp

~t~een p~sphate a~ dtssolv~ oxy~n, ~htch ts to ~ exactS. ~ver,

the phosphate pattern ~as more scattered than the ellonti pattern.

Corres~lngly, t~ avere~ p~sphate �oncentratl~s are ~lettvely ~11

correlat~ ~tth t~ avera~ ~ta �~centratt~l.

T~re are several ~nerallzatl~s that s~artze tM ~t~r 1989-

Septem~r 1990 nutrfent data tn Narlna de1 Rey. These �onclusions ire

separat~ tnto t~ thr~ cate~rles of sparta1 patterns, seas~l ~tternl,

and ~neral relatt~sht~.

T~ sparta1 patterns of nutrient distribution ~tthtn Nartna ~1 Rey

tend to sho~ similar patterns for each of the nutrients. T~ lowest

concentrations are generally observed at Station 2 near t~ entran~ of tM

6O
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~ar~na. Th~s probably reflects the m~x~ng ~th Santa Non,ca Bay ~hich

often has low nutrient concentrations in the surface layer. Concentrations

in the ~ain Channel may increase fro~ the values observed at Station ~, but                "~-

are usually lower concentrations observed within the inner basins.
2

than the

Thls gradtent may result fro~ the tidally induced mlxing between the water

of the tnner basln stations and the lo~ nutrient water from Santa Hontce

Bay. The inner basin stations generally have the highest nutrient

concentrations wlthln the Hartna ltself. However, the highest nutrient

concentrations are nearly elweys observed Jn Oxford Basin and Ballona

Creek.

The seasonal patterns $ho~ that the hlghest average concentrations

occurred In the winter period of November 1989 to February lggO. These

high �oncentrations may result from lo~er rates of phytoplenkton growth due

to cooler temperatures end lower 1ntegrated 11ght available for

photosynthesis. The ratnfe11 event on April 4, one day prlor to the /~rll

$~,pllng, demonstrates the i~q:~¢t of raJnfe11 on nutrient concentrations.

Each of the measured nutrients $ho~ed a maximum on April $. This

Jn nutrient concentretJons no doubt resulted from the runoff fr~J stom

dra|ns and the surrounding land. Summertime nutrient concentrations tended

except for nitrate which was lo~ throughout the aUmlller,
h

variable

Examtnetion of the relettonshlps between nutrien~ concen~retJon$ end

other measured variables sho~ed t~o distinct reletJonshlps. The JOnthly

averages of ammonlum and phosphate were negatively correleted

dissolved oxygen, consistent ~ith the coupling of their variability with

the oxidation of organic matter, end hence the input of organic ma~ter
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the Narina. This Input cen be from dlrect sources within the NarJna, from

runoff through Ballona Creek and Oxforo Basin. and from rain-derived runoff

Nitrate varlab111ty a~pears ~o be coupled wlth ~emperlture 2
variability, uhtch may stmply be a seasonal phenomena. Nitrate

concentrations are less than 2 ug-a{/1 durlng the summer months (May-

September 1990) when Nartns temperatures exceed 18oC.

Nutrtent variability wJthtn the Marina Is relatively uncoupled from

nutrient variability within Slntl Nonlcl Bay. The �oncentretlon$ of

nutrients thlt Irl found wtthln the NerJne generally exceed the

concentrations expected tn the near-surface ietlrl of the Bey. In

1I~dJtlon, the nutrient/temPerature (or nutrient/salinity) relationships

thlt ere observed wlthtn the ~erJna do not correspond with the typ|¢ll            J~ ’~

patterns observed wtthtn $lnte Mo~t�1 ~ly.                                              9
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Figure 105. Pho~phate-P (ug--atJl), ? December lgeg.
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115. Averege Phosl~hete excluding Oxford Basin end
eel|one Creek, October 1989 - Sep~;e~ber 1990.
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IV.     SEDINENT CO~POSITION AND CONTANINATION

GRAIN SIZE

The sediment, grain slze of Nartna de1 Rey ~as originally dictated by

develoPment~ of the Narina in a degraded war, lands, with the consequent

Perturbation of historic beach sands and the accumulation of eroded

terrestrial sedt~en~s overlaying the~. In lo~ energy envlronment;s such as

marinas, fine sedt~ents are deposited as they drop out of the wa~er �olumn,

whereas tn high energy environments fines are carried out; to sea to become

suspended tn turbidity currents end carried ul~l~at;ely to other areas of

lo~ energy environment. Thus the Nartne tnner basins tend to be �o~x)sed

of much higher percentages of fine gralned sediments than one ~ould expect

tn t;he out;sr Nsrine, ~here flushing ta great;at.

There ts an except;tee t;o this tn t;he Nartns. ~here t;he dePosttlee of

sand st Station 2, at t;he Entrance Channel, created a send bar. This area

was partially dredged tn 1957. reducing t;he barrier I~t; leaving sufficient;

deposit;ton t;o cause t;he accumulation of ¢onta~tnet;ed, very fine greened

sedtaent;s In t;he area. end great;ly changing 1;he cheract;er of the habit;at;.

The lack of heavy rainfall tn t;he past; fe~ years has also redm-~�l

flushing; runoff from le~ retnfa11 or dry ~eather flo~ see~s 1;o have moved

m of t;he ftnest seclt~ent;s from t;he tnner basins out; as far as t;ha Math

Channel (e.g.. St;at;ton 5) but has not carried t;he~ out; of t;ha Marina.

PROCEIXIRES

Gratn stze ts ¯ rela1;tve stze deteretnat;lon made by stevtng sedtmant;s

through ¯sertes of screens wt1;h various mesh stzes. The great;at the

screen stze number. 1;he ftner 1;he sedtment;s are t;ha1; pass t;hrough

Sedlman1; samples for grain s~ze de1;emtne1;ton ~ere taken from Campbell grab

samples that were used to dee;amine ben1;htc faun¯ and sediment chemistry.
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8. Percent Sediment Grain Size tn Marina de1 Ray, 20 October 1988
(Particle size decreasea with lncreasln9 mesh size)

Screen Size 25 35 60 100 200 <200
Station

1 3.46 5.31 29.44 28.62 22.09 11.02
2 1.11 1.23 5.21 10.88 42.81 38.70
3 3,01 13.32 61.94 9.40 1.24 11.09
4 0.18 0.31 0,64 2.95 15.96 7g.96
5 0.04 0.30 0.65 0.66 1.52 96.83
6 0.15 0.86 3.93 20.04 21.01 54.01
1 0.28 0.28 0.34 1.51 1.14 96.85
8 0.31 0.93 2.21 6.84 14.83 14.88
9 0.10 0.48 0.78 1.94 4.68 91.62

10 0.35 0.45 0.66 1.55 5.79 91.20
11 0.00 0.12 0.10 0.13 0.40 99.28
12 Due to heavy botto~ debris no sample �ollected
13 9.42     5.24     12.61     10.28     8.86 33.53

9. Percent Grain Size in Marina del Ray, 12 October 1989

Station 25 35 80 100 200 <200

1 12.82 11.88 35.66 19.45 12.64 1.SS
2 2.31 0.85 2.17 4.02 19.79 70.86
3 14.32 29.05 46.30 2.15 0.12 7.46
4 0.14 0.26 1.34 12.18 53.78 32.30
5 0.02 0.10 0.20 0.58 1.45 97.65
6 0.40 0.26 1.15 10.74 37.11 50.34
7 0,20 0.24 0.37 1.49 10.42 87.27
8 0.06 O.SO 2.75 4.55 10.03 62.11
9 0.05 O. 15 0.20 O. 47 0.40 98.73

10 0.16 0.29 0.87 1.90 4.96 91.82
11 0.05 0.05 0.12 0.24 0.28 99.26
12 7.24 1.96 4.48 11.29 25.13 49.54
13 33.93 6.54 15.64 8.75 7,25 27.89
25 O.SO 0.37 1.63 4.60 23.04 69.86
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RESULTS AND DzSCUSSZON

Results of grain size tests show that there have been a number of

changes In the last year. Tables 8 and 9 shO~ the grain size for October

1988 ancl Octot~r 1989 for Comparison.

At Station 2, the bulldup of the finest size Particles (less than

200) has increased dramatically, rising from 38.7 Percent to ?0.86 Percent

tn one year, ,bile the medlu~ sized particles (60) Increased at ad3scent

Station 1 and fines decreased a~. Stab.tons 1 end 3. Thts ~s, no doubt, the

reason for the increase Jn contaminant burden at Station 2, because

pollutants adsorb end complex more with finer particles, since they have e

larger surface to volume rs~;Jo, than wJth large particles. The Statton 2

area ts due to be dredged Jn the fall of 1991.

At Station 4, which last year showed stgns of havln9 formed I

depression which �ollected fJnes, the size has shJfted to slightly larger

particles from 79.96 Percent particles of <200 to 32.3 Percent 200 Itze.

sediments showed decreases In the larger particles (35 and 60 mesh) and In

the finest stza, wtth an tnorease tn the 200 mesh stze, as dld sediments

(25 and 35 mesh) at Statton 7. At Stattons 8 and 9, the already htgh

Percent of the ftnest sediments tnoreased, and at Stattons 10 and 11 there

was 11ttle change from the already very high levels of the ftnest gratned

sediment.

Statton$ sho~ed a sllght shift downward tn all stzes except for the

finest, whtch Increased slightly. That station see~s ~o accumulate ftne

sedments and contaminants tn the mtddle of the Math Channel when retnfall

and dry weather flow Is lo~ tnto the Inner bastns.

Station 13, Inside the Oxford Flood Control Bastn, shoed decreases
tn f~ne sediments and increases tn the larger gratn sizes. The reasons for
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this are not clear; the finest materials may have been ttclally flushed away

following erosion control efforts, but the water exchange is generally not

of sufficient velocity to ~ove the larger Darticles, resulting in sorting

that was further influenced by low ratnfa11 runoff.

SEDZNENT CONTANZNANT$

SOURCES

Contaminants attached to fine particulates enter the Nartna fro~

number of sources: dry and wet weather drainage from parking lots and

facilities in the Narlna; the Ballona Creek Flood Control Chennel;

Lagoon, which enters the Nartna el; St.et.lon 3; and the Oxford Flood Cone.to1

Bastn, which drains an urban Industrial and residential area tnto the end

of Bastn E. gallona Lagoon ts 11nked ttdally to the Ventca

Eel lone Creek dretna much of the western end

area, brtnging nomal runoff but also carrytng a I~rden of garden debris,

trash, plesttc food wrappings and grocery bags, all testifying to the

I~ount of illegal dumping that occurs into the channol. A new screen bool

tn the channel, near Culver Blvd. traps trash durtng dry ~eather flo~, but

the booets released prior to expected rainstorms, when the largest

quanttty of trash ts brought downstream. Zn the past., overflows fro~ Los

Angeles City sewage processing sometimes overflowed tnto Bellone Creek, but

measures t.o oont.rol that have apparently been successful. 0tl end grease

from streets, discarded motor otl end trefftc accident sptlls are

sometimes carrted into the creek channel. High tides also sweep the

.Jetties, carrying trash left by those who ftsh from the rocks, along

feces from humans end dogs, tnto the waters. Channol flo~ ts per~tally

reflected off the breakwater and ts carried back into the Nartna on

1noosing tides. Conversely, if Ballona Creek levels are
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posslble for materlal originatlng In the Narlna to move up the creek end be

deposlted as far inland as the sand bar near Culver B1vd, Inland fr~

S~ati~ 12.

STANDARDS

2There are presently no Federal or State crlterls or standards for

sedlment content of pollutants such as trace metals and ~stlcldes but

research has ~en dlrect~ t~ard developing t~. Bulk analyses were not

e~fectlve In detemlnlng Impacts so bloassey detemlnet1~s of sed1~nt

effects fr~ a glven slte ~re substltuted a~ �~pmr~ wlth t~se fr~

sedl~nts �~ld ~ ~een d~ or had to ~ landf~11~ (EPA, leee).
T~ pr~l~s of ~velopln9 stewards or cr~er~a are �~lex,

data derived fro~ d~fferen~ research laboratories, u~ng dtffer~n~

prot~ols, or~ntm, ex~sure t~s a~ ~t~s of ~sln8 ~dt~nts ~ve

~en dtffScul~ to Integrate Into ¯ �ollation of reasoneb}y predictive

~lsurmn~s. Re~n~]y ~ Ninths1 ~anlc ~ A~s~rSc A~nts~ratt~

(~) his lssu~ s Teen,ca1 ~rend~ c~11~ng ~tt~

ustn, ,.v.r.1 .p~ro.c.,: ¢--p.rt,on of b.ckground 1.v.1. ,n pr,.~,n.

areas; s~l~n~i~er ~utllbrt~ ~Stt~tng; splk~s~nt btoessays

(addtng known a~un~s of �~alcals ~o prts~tne sedt~nt); and severs]

~h~s of correlating field da~a for organSsms ~t~h �~¢urrences of

c~lnan~s tn s~t~nt (L~g a~ ~rgan. 19~). T~ da~a ~re ~n

develo~ Into: Ran~s f~ thres~ld ~o ~ ~en~h ~r~ntt]e for Elf.s

Ran~L~ (ER-L); in Eff~s Ran~lan (ER-~); a~ an Ap~rent

Thres~ld (A~) to t~tca~e sites ~lth htgh ~tenttsl of ~ustng eff~ts

on btota. T~ National Research C~nctl (NRC, 1989) al~ ~bl~s~ a stay
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on threshold values developed by EPA, the US G~ological Survey and others.

According to Long and Morgan (1990), it has been assumed that water

quality criteria were sufficient to protect lnfeuna when applle,! to

Interstitial water of sedln~nts. Physical/choice1 principles ere n~

to predict ¢~tc~1 concentrations that ~ould ~cur In Interstitial ~ater

In equilibrium with concentrations sorbed on sedl~nt

recognizing thlt the distribution between the two phases Is hiehlY

Influenced by the e~unt of totll oriintc cir~n or acid volltlle

present. Past studies have indicated thlt the bulk Inllylts (Iti for

sedt~nt concentrations Irl ~r predictors of t~ btoavallabtltty of

BZOAVAZLAB~L~TV

Nest ~etlls ~tt~ched to ~rtne sediments ~re nol bto~mpllfted ~Y

passm~ thr~gh t~ f~ chain to top �~s~rs (Cer~nter e~ Hubert,

1~84; Jenktn~ ~nd 8torn, 1984; Peddtcord, 1984). ~tolc¢~ulltton~ the

sequestering of ~tels e~/or ~stlcl~s tn certeln ~y ttss~s,

may ~t ~ detrt~ntal to t~ organt~ Itself. Of pe~tculer ~cer~

~se c~mtcals such as chlorinated hydr~ar~s (~sttcldes ~ ~Bs)

are sequester~ is ltplds (fats) tn Itver a~ repr~ucttve organs or ~ggs,

vhJch can cause liver pa~logJes or repr~uc~Jve fatlu~ tnm

Synergism ~veen certain me~als species may suppress or eflhance

~tr ~oxtct~les. Nartna ~t~n~ bl~ssay ~es~s tn 1987 (S~le a~ O~urt,

1988) Indicated ~ha~ ~re ~re ~ acute ~oxtct~les to ~p~sen~a~tve

organics, ~ ~re yes evtdence of long tern s~ress f~ s~tmn~

~s~ con~tnated s~a~l~s. A~ tha~ ~1~, S~a~t~ 2 had ~n ~r~tally

dred~d, and ~nce t~ yes no~ ~g ~ h~ghly c~lnat~

~E~ES

Sedimen~ samples were ~aken for chemical analysis fr~ be~thlc
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0
Campbell grabs on 12 October I(389. Subsamples for met.als ~ere t, aken ~Jt, h

plast.J¢ conf, aJners fro~ an area of t.he sar~l~le that. had not b~en tn contact

wJ~h ~he s~aJnless s~eel grab, and Pesticide subsamples were similarly

taken with glass con1:aJners. These were frozen with dry 1ca tn th~ fleld

2and kept frozen tn the laboratory unttl analyzed by Associated Laboratories

of Orange, California. Analyl:lcal techniques were those sDectfted by the

Environmental Pro!:ectlon Agencf or Standard Ne~hods (APHA, leaS).

RESULTS AND DZSCUSSZON

NETAL$

Based on the analytical d/tl0 the 14 stattons swnpled ~ere ranked tn

order of the amount of each parameter fro~ 1, the lowest, to 14, the

htghest. These scores ~ere summed for each statton and a relative ranktng

91ven to each atatton. Thts Is only an approximation, stnce the actual

toxtclty of each parameter ts not definitively known. AS tn the peat

(e.g., ~oule end Oeurt, 1989, 1988), Statton 10, where the Oxford Flood

Control Baste Is flushed ttdally tnto the Nertna, was the aost polluted

(Table 10, bel~).

Table 10. Ranktng of Sea,tons by Sedt~ent Contaminants and Trace ~etala. n
U

High Group ~edJum High Oroup ~o~erate 0ooo0 L. nStation Score Station Score Station Score Statton Score
U

10 208 2 158 8 !16 6
9 180 5 148 13 119 4 SO

11 172 25 146 1 33
12 16S ? 143 3 28

9S
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Data fro~ contaminants and heavy metals are presented in Table 11,

and the distributions of the tndivlc~ual metals in the Marina on 12 October

198g are Illustrated in Figures 130 to 148, a~ the en~ of this seC~l~.

S~8~ton 12, In Ballon8 Creek, and S~a~ion 2, a~ ~ entrance of ~

Nar~na, tended ~tth some exceD~lons to be the htghes~ tn the non-lets1

~arameters such as oll and grease, volatile solids and organtc nttro~n,

~reas S[attons 10, g, and 11 ~ended ~o ~ hlghes~ In ~als, but fo11~

closely In ranktngs of non-~als.

Exam|nation of the data of Long and Norgsn (IggO) Qtves s~ tnslght

tnto the relattve effects of trace metals, based on Integration of results

from a vartety of fteld and laboratory tests. Table 12 gives the ranges

R0052507



of low effects (ER-L), ~ealan range of effects (ER-N), apDarent effects

threshold (AET) (Long anO Norgan, 1990), and threshold effects given In NRC

(1989). These values are compared with ranges tn concentrations found tn

the Martna, end stations ~hat fall within and above the various ranges are

11sted In Increasing order of concentration.

NOAA and NRC did not lnclude trlbutyltln (TBT) In their studies of ER-L

and £R-~ values because of Inconclusive data. Soule and Ogurl (1988)

reported extensively on the effects of TBT and on bio~ssays ustng ~artna

organisms and sediments.

the Hartna, TBT tn aedtment was down considerably from the October

1988 sama1|ng; levels at that tlme were recalculated and ranged from b~lo~

the 11mlt| of detection to S.$7 PI:~ (reported ln Souls end Ogurt, 1990,

page 102 ea being In pl:)t tn sedlaent, whereas I:~t levels occurred only tn

the water samples teated). Zn 1988, TBT was below the 11111s of detection

at Statlona 2 and 3; Statlon 12 was not s~mpled. Stetlon 11 h~d the

h|ghest level, an~ the ~een of 10 Statlona where TBT occurred w~s 1.11

Zn October 1989, TBT sedJffient levels were below the |JffiJt$ of

detection at Stattons 1, 3, 8 end 13, and the range was fr~ 0.1 to a htgh

of 0.4 PI~ at Statton 10. The mean of 10 stations ~here TBT was found

0.22 ppm. This Indicates that there has been an order of magnitude

reduction at the highest stations In that highly toxtc fom of ttn used Jn

8nttfoullng paints, Indicating the success of the State ban tn September

1987. Ftgures 148 and 149 compare the 1989 TBT concentrations with the

1988 concentrations, respectively.

Comparison of the renktngs of stations by ~otal contaatnant levels tn

Table 10 wtth the stations that exceed the apparent affects threshold (AET)
!
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limits in Table 12 show that there is agreement on classification of

Stations g, 10, 11 and 12 as the highest contaminated group. However,

based on the AET limits, Stattons 2 and 13 should be added to that group

because of their hlgh levels of zinc and copper, respectively.

Table 13 compares the ranges of contaminants end trace ~etels for

various years. The 1989 ranges were more stmJlar to those tn 1985,.betn9

hlgher than Jn the intervening years for most Parameters. This May be due

to the lack of slgn|flcant rainfall, prior to the s~pltng. Exceptions

~re the peak sulftde at Statton 12, e statton not sa~oled Jn 1988.

NETALS CONCLUSZON$

Stnce the data tndlcate that most $tsttons would fall wtthln the

effects range (ER-L) for scx~e species, this may ac�ount for the absence of

more sensitive spectes; hence the ftndtnge of low diversity Jn the )!ertna.

The medtan effects range (ER-N) indicates that Populations are

rtsk fr~ �oncentrations of �op~r, lead and zinc. Copper has ~en

historically us~ tn anttfoullng �~s, a~ all th~ ~als ~cur

street runoff fr~ industrial areas end fr~ highways. $tatton 12,

~11~a Cr~k, and S~a~ 13 Jn Oxfo~ B~stn JndSca~e t~ ~or ~r~s of

t~ ~11utants; StstJ~ 2 Js at t~ sa~r ~ar Ba11~e Cr~k t~t tr~s

�~t~tnants, s~ Statt~ 10 ts ~ar Oxford ~stn. Statics e ~ 11

are ~ar s~om drains a~, wtth Ststt~ 10, are ~rly flush. T~ data

~ ~ august why S~atJ~s 9 a~ 11 s~ld have s~h ~r ~nthJc fau~ as

diversity J~x Jn t~ ~r~na, In k~pJng w~th t~ ~l~nt quality t~.

As Jn the past, ~here Js no direct correlation ~tween ~n~hJ¢

n~rs a~ ~race ~als, al~gh t~ inner NarJna statics a~ t~ ~t

~11ut~, have t~ ~res~ flushing, a~ have t~ l~es~ ~n~hJc quality.
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Figure 134. 0il and grease tn mg/kg dry vt (p~) in sediment;.
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F~gure 140. Chror.i~ In mg/k9 dry yr. (plxa) In sedlaent,.
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Ftgure 142. Iron tn mg/kg dry wt (ppm) tn sediment.
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Figure 1~. Trtbutyltln in rag/k9 dry ~ (~) in ~i~nt, 12 ~t. 1989.
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PESTZCZDES AND CHLORZNATED HYDROCARBONS

Data for chlorinated hydrocarbons, including the Dolychlorlnated

blDhenyls (PCBs) and pesticides, have been used to rank the stations, based

on station scoreb as was done for metals. Hovever, scores are 1over s~nce

levels below the limits of detection were not counted. The following

ranklngs of stations (Table 15) can be made:

Table 15. Ranktng of Stations by Total Chlorinated Pesticides.

~ Htgh Group Medium H~gh Group Hoderate Group Lov Group
~ Station Score Station Score Station Score Station Score

i 2 62 ? 38 4 16 I12 Sl 9 36 6 lS 811 43 S 3S 3     110 43 2S 30

e The Pesticide data (Table 14, ol~oslte) tndlcete that the levels

; SedlMnt tn the Hartna are excessive end ere cause for concern, according

,
to the ER-L end ER-N values and the NRC values (Table 16, next 1~ge).

~e
ts not possible to �orrelate the excessive levels of pesticides at Station

2 with the htgh benthtc faunal diversity and numbers found there.

;
quite possible, hovever, that Station 2 vould have e �ompletely different

¯ fauna tf tt did not contain the burden of contaminants tt presently has.

Zf tt returns to a primarily sandy substrata after dredging, there may be a

return of some molluscs, echtnodems and crustaceans.

¯ CHLORdAnE

Chlordane, whtch Is at least as toxic as DOTs, Increased I~srkedly it

Statton 2, from 238 ppb tn lg88 to 630 ppb ~n 198g; also the mean for the
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entlre Marlna rose fro~ 78.33 p~b to 148.17 p~b. Since this substance Is
L

banned for most uses, its sources are of concern. S~stton 12 (Figure 150) "~

the next highest level, suggestlng that it ts being transl)orted lnto the
~arina from Ballona Creek and deposited st Station 2. Lesser ~eeka               1

occurred st Station 25 where parkln9 1o~s o~ ~ A~lnls~ra~ Bu~Idln9              ~

and a res~auran~ ~raln In~o ~ Narina, and e~ S~e~Jon I0, ~hJch probably

represents de~sJ~1on fr~ Oxford Basin.
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Chlordane concentrations at all stations exceed tl~e ER-L and ER-N

values except at Stations 6 and 9, where it was below th~ ltmlts of

detection. Only Station 3. with 17 pl~b, was slightly belo~ the ~C value

for thres~ld effects.                                                                      2

Ranges tn ~ost of the �~lorlnated hydrocarbons increased In 1989

after decreasln9 over the years of monitoring; Dieldrin, however, hid

dtsap~ared by 1987 (Table 17). Total DOTs ~asurN In 1978 rln~d

none detect~ to 589 ~b. Total DOTs were �~st~rably l~r In 1985

1987, with total Nlk VII~I Of 146.7 I~ 197 p~, res~ctlvely, but

1988 tests t~ Nlk ~d increased to 284.8 ~b (~le i~ ~.rl 1990)

317 p~ In 1989. T~ ~ek ~989 p.D’DDT val~ ~es 2~ ~b a~ S~e~I~ 12.
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in 8allona Creek. suggesting a terres~rlal or~g~n, but a s~gnifJcant

increase over U~e 1985-1988 range. F~gures 151 to 153, at the end

section, show dlstr~buttons of the DOTED

TERRESTRZAL DOT

Some terrestrial sotl analyses in February 1990 from the hotel site

on Admiralty Way and from butld~ng sttes on Ballona Lagoon showed peak

values for total OOT$ of 488 and 220 ppbs respectively. It is disturbing

to see an increased influx of total DDTs; since DOT has been banned for

about two decades° but It 15 either st111 betng obtalned or has been butted

In ftlled land, to be eroded after excavation at ¯ liter

Although well belo~ the ER-L gtven by NOAA, the ¯cute toxicity of DOT

In seaweter listed In the C¯11fornta Ocean Plan ($t~RCB, lgSg) t$ 0,011 ppbo

DOT ~$ btoconcentr¯ted and 3 to 4 mg/g In fllh ovart¯n tissue 15 known to

tnhlblt reproduction (Cross Ind HOle, 1Q$~),

According tO Pollock et ¯I. (1990) of the Caltfornt¯ Oepirt~ent of

Health Services, who quoted EPA~ currently available eptdemtologtcal

on the cerclnogentctty of DOTs 15 Inadequate for CodDler¯ evaluation. A

human carcinogenic potency factor of 0.34 mg/kg per day (340 ppb)

calculated based on roden~ studtes.

POLYCHLORZNATED B;PHENYLS (PCBs)

~n general, the htgher the las~ t~o dlgt~s of ARoclor, the htgher

percent chlortne It has (fro~ 16 to 60), and ~he greater the toxicity,

although there Is so~e question about Aroclor 1260, according ~o the

A:erlcan Conference of Governmental Zndustrtel Hygienfs~s (ACGZH, 1986).

PCBs, as Aroclors, ~ere produced from 1920s untt1 1977 for use In

electrical systems, pumps and compressors, tn hydraulic flutds and

plasttcizers. They are stable, ~ith ~he appearance of 11ght otl.

According to ~he Agency for Toxic Substances end Disease Registry of
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the US Public Health Services (USPHS, 1987) few tests have been Performed

on Aroclor 1260, as 1242 and 1254 were more co~,only used. These tests

Indlcate carcinogenlclty In humans at an intake of mg/k9 body welght Per

clay, conslclerably above any normal oral tntake. Acute toxicity tn rats was

tn the 1.3 to 10 g/kg range, a level reacheci only under test �onditions.

Pollock et el. (1990) Indicate that the EPA (1990) gave 7.7 mg/kg/day as

the carcinogenic level basecl on rat dtets of 100 pP-/day for 16 me, S0

pea/day for 8 me end 10 ppm/day for 5 me. Female rats surviving for 18

months had a 91 percent lnclclence of bepetlc carctr~na. The USPHS gives

cerclnogenlclty tn humans, based on rat studtes, at. 1.3 to 10 mg/kg/day,

far above hemal human �onsumctton levels.

Although Long and 14organ (1990) tndtcstea moderate level of

�onfidence tn the ER-L end ER-I4 data for P¢Es, vhtch are not dtscrlmtnat.ed

by chlorine numbers, there are very large differences tn the field toxtctty

data by several orders of magnitude. They state that PCBs tn field-

�ollected sediments may be htghly parttcla bound end not bloavatlable

and/or they may have a relatively rather role tn caustng biological effects

such es acute mortality relative to other �o-occurrln9 �ontaminants.

The occurrence of PCBs tn the Nsrtns yes thought to have ceased

between the 1970s surveys and the 1980s surveys, although the detection

limits were greatly 1reproved by 1986; In 1978 the peak value of Tote1 PCBs

was 1,247 ppb. None was detected agatn until October 1989, when they ver~

found at all stattons except Stattons 1 and 3, both of vhJch era cleaned by

ttdal actton (Ftgure 154).

Aroclor 1260 occurred tn October 1989 at Statton 25 at. 200 ppb and at

Statton 12 at 130 ppb; this suggested etther an ortgtn near Star.ton 25 or

st~ply deposition tn a 1or spot on the Main Channel. None was detected at.
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Figure 156. Aroclor 1254 (c~rcle) and 1260 (box) 18 October 1990

In sediment (ppb).
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V.      FISH-TISSUE ANALYSES FOR PCBS AND DOTs
LPOTENTIAL CONTANINATIOfl

Because ftshtng dock and jetties ere used to catch fish for human

consumDt ion, DeDartment of Beaches end Harbors wasthe Los Angles County

concerned about aotent~al Dubllc health exposure to the PCBs identified as

present In sediments for the ftrst time tn recent years.

TO determine body burdens of PCB 1260, fish were obtstned on 25

January - 2 February 1990 by trawl and by purchase or donatton of ftsh frc~

recreational anglers on the publlc dock. Samples were frozen with dry

In the field and Muscle tissue was dissected tn the laboratory

preparation for chemical analysis by Associated Laboratories, Orange,

Ca11 fornta.

had not previously been examined,Because DOT body burden

~ere also analyzed for DDT, ODD and ODE. Liver end gonads of several

specimens ~ere analyzed separately.

RESULTS AND I)ZSCUSS;ON

Nuscla tissue fro~ 12 sPectes, represented by 32 specimens of ftsh,

~e~e analyzed and 3 liver/gonad tissues ~ere analyzed separately. Table 18

presents the results of U~e analyses.

Body burdens varied considerably among individuals of the sm

saectes or between spectes, Indicating variation tn exposure and

btoaccumulatton. Lee (1984) noted the great differences between sPectes,

wtt.h some able to metabolize DOTs and others stortng tt. The ftsh used for

analysts heretn were all m11, young specimens.

Stnce 11ver and gonads are discarded when ftsh are cleaned for

¯ �onsumption, levels tn those ttssues are not usually relevant to huian

health. They are IMportant. however, relevant to the health of the lo¢al
[

fish population Jf they tMpatr the liver and reproductive capacity.
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The range in muscle tissue for Aroclor 1260 were 15 to 298 DPb while

l~ver/gonaa samoles snowed a range of 548 to 4,270 ~¢b. The PCB in edible

muscle IDOr~lOnS d~d not aDOrOaCh the 2 DI;)t!l level for action under Dubllc

health regulations.

There is a seasonal varlStlon In the chlorinated hydrocarbons Jn

muscle tissue and In liver and gonads, Cross (1t86) demonstrated that 00T

and PCBs are concentrated In the 11~ldS tn 11vet and gonads of whtte

croaker in the months prior to spawning, and after $pawntng the body

burdens are much lo~er (Ftgure 157).
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Table 18, cont.

Sample/                                       ug/kg wet weight (iX)b)
Numbers    S~Dle Zden~lficatton      PC8 1260    DOE     DDO    DOT

026-027 P~euron~ch~hys r~erf 1,100 1,268 167 140 2(sDo~ted ~urbo~ |Iver and
gonad)

02e Parat~ch~hys catfFornfcu$ 117 84 33 30(California halibut)
029 Paraltch~¥s caltforntcus 1~7 84 33 32¯

(Callfornta
030 Ct~ar~ch~hys $t~gmaeus $9 52 2? 20(speckled
031 Syno~us ieucoceDs 32 41 25 20(California 11zardflsh)
032 Parat~�h~hys calffornfcus 195 132 45 42(California halibut)
033 Paral~chthys calfforn~cus 2e8 317 66(California hallbut)
034 Paralabrax nebul~fer 178 333 23     20(send bass)
03S Synodus loucocolM

4,270 6,806 311    l?e
(California 11zardflah
liver of sPectaen 031)

UD : Undetemtnable

Group 1. Fish ttasue Sa~l)les were �ollected by purchase of ftah froa~
anglers at publlc fish dock at Flsheramn’s Village.

01/25/90: Numbers OO1 - 015
02/02/90: Numbers 017 - 018

Group 2. Ftsh �ollected by otter trawl tn Entrance Channel

~ 01/25/90: Numbers 020, 024+025 (liver and gonad of 020), 028 - 030, 034

Group 3. Ftsh �ollected by otter trawl near publlc ftsh dock
01/25/90: Numbers O21, 022, 023, 026+027 (liver end gonad of 023), 031 -

033, 035 (11ver and gonad of 031)
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Contaminant Concen~re~lon and Risk Assessmen~ for ConsumDttonTable Ig.
Of Soutt~ern Cal~fornta FiSh at Average U.S, Consuml:tlon

Concentration Risk

White Poin~

mg/kg vet v~

White Croakers DOTs 7.6 3.4/10,000
PCBs 0.38 2.2/20.000

Total 8.0 5.6110.000

Rockftsh DOTs 0.44 2.0/100,000
PCBs O.OS? 3.3/100.00Q

Total 0.$0 $.3/100,000

P. Hackerel DOTs 0.051 2.311,000,000
PBCs 0014 0.0/1.000.000

Total O.06S 2.0/1000,000

Santa Iqontca Bay
Whlte Croakers DOTs O.$t 2.6/1000,000

PCBs 0.20 1.1/10.000

To~el 0.77 1,4/10,000

RockftSh DOTs 0.22 9.9/1,000,000
PCBs 0.12 6.9/!.000.0Qo

Tote1 0.34 7"~/1~*0~

P. Nackerel OOTs 0.057 2.6/1,000,000
PCBa 0.015 8.6/2.000.000

Tote1 0.072 1,1/100,000

NOTE: 89.3 b/day consumption of domes~tc estuarlne and marine fish.
SOURCE; Brown, 1985 In NRC, 1989.
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VI. NICROBIOLOGY

PUBLIC HEALTH CONCERNS

Nartna de1 Ray ts not ortmarily a body contact water area, but does

contain one beach, variously known Is Narlna Beach, Baby Belch and Noth~rs’

Belch, located In Bastn 0. Following ma3or sewage s1~1115 into adjacent

waters in 1987, extensive monitoring of bacterial counts was undertaken by

¯ the Los Angeles Del)artment of Health Servtces to detemtne when beaches

�ould be reopened. However, counts did not recede Is expected end en

extensive study was undertaken by the Del)artment of Belches and Harbors to

detemtne the sources. The belch was �|osed from October 19B7 for Imre

than a year. Ourlng thls time ¯ number of Possible sources such es 14v~r

or store dratn leaks ~re ruled out.

The major contributor to �ollfor~ �ontamination was Identified el the

seagull POl~ulatton that rested on the beach, especially during the �ool

v~ather monthl when there ere few beech vtIttorl to disturb the~. The

Solutton was Similar to that u~�l locally in Iome of the sanitary landfills

to fend off hordes of 9u119. Honoftlamnt line0 end later bolypropylene

l the, was strung between ¯ few Poles at strategic locations. Thts seems to

Interfere with their fltght Pattern and keeps the 9u119 away but does not

Interfere with the s~aller numbers of wading birds (Soule end 09url, 1989;

Charness and S~tth, 1990).

Another significant source of collfoms 19 rainfall, ~hich carrtes

fecal matertal from transients, discarded dtapers, do9s runs, end tnm

localities, drainage from horses, Into the store drains end flood control

channels. Ratnfa11 carries these materials Into ombey~ents and �oastal

waters, where the fecal bacteria perstst for several days. Swlmmlng after
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a rain sho~Id t.herefore be avoided for t~o t.o t.hree ~ays.

STANDARDS

To~81 coliform b~c~erJ~ counts have For

~asure ~he presence offec~1 ma~er~al in ~a~er suaalles. They ~ere

~11eved to ~ ha~less, and are eas~er ~o cu1~ure In

~re dangerous pathogenic bacteria. Fecal collfo~ counts ~ere Idded

la~er, as being a more accurate ~asure of enteric contamination, and

flnally en~erococcus �~n~s ~ere de~em~ned ~o ~ s~111 ~re effective.

T~ probl~ of tden~1fy~ng h~an �on~am~na~l~ fr~ 11legal ~as~e dls~sal~

leaktng se~rs, vessel ~ldlng L~nks and t~ like ts ~hat col~fom bac~erta

also ~cur naturally ~n lo11, and fecal �ollfoms ~cur tn ~am bl~

ant~l feces, t~reby �~fuslng ~

En~er~cul are really par~ of a group of

S~repL~cus s~ratns f~ ca~le, ~rses a~ f~l,

~ ~ ts ~t exclusive to h~ans. ~cause en~e~cus do

su~tve l~g ~tst~ t~Ir ~sts, t~y a~ sup~sed to

very ~cen~ �~Ina~t~. ~ of t~ ~s

a~vt~ t~tca~ors of risk to ~ubllc ~al~h; ~11fom tests have

use for ~ ~ny years ~ ~y rea~sen~ t~ ~st hlstorlcal data base for

c~aaratlve evalua~1~s. Research for ~er 1~Ics[ors

~Jec~Ive of publlc ~a1~h a~tes.

Federal (EPA), Sta~e and Los Angeles County standards for ~otal

~11fo~s In recreational ~a~ers stipulate ~ha~ no slngle

verified by a sample reaeated ~l~htn 48 hours, shall exceed 10,000 NPN

(~s~ P~bable n~r) ~r 100 ml (S~RCB, 1989).
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BASZN O

Statton 8, located at the innemost boat s11D off t.he beach basin

the oldest of the survey statlons In Basin D. Stations 18 and t9 ~ere added

tn 1987 at the Perimeter rope for the sw~mmtn9 area and at the end of the

wheelchair ramp respectively. The only violations at Station B occurred

for total and fecal �ollforms after ratnfa11 tn April 1990. There were no

violations at Statton 18 throughout the year, whtle at Statlon 19 there

was a very high entaro¢occus value on 10 Nay 1990. This ~ly represent a

human eDtsode, perhaps of dia~er �ontamination.
A htgh fecal �ollfonl

September eay have been fro~ birds.

OXFOR0

Stltlon 13, lnstde the bastn at the tide gate, le frequently in

v1olatlon of �O11forl Itandlrd$; thil II not i Ix)dy �ontact lles end thtlI

II not a threat In itself, but waters fro~ Oxford Basin, tidally flushed,

can affect Station 20, on the Nerlna aide of the tide gate, endlor Station

10, at the end of the flret boat sllp, Station 22 Is et the inland end

Oxford Basin and receives drainage from a Io~ grassy area which il uIed for

recreation such as soccer but does not hive sanltery fecllltlei,

At Statton 13, violations of fecal �oltfom Itandards occurred on $

October 1989, 11 January 1990, 8 February, 8 Narch, 10 Nay, 2 August, end

September; total and fecal collfoms were In violation on 9 November 1989,

$ April, and ? June 1990. The only enterococcus violation was after the

rain, on $ April 1990. The total and fecal collform contamination Jay

represent the neighborhood dog, wild rabbit and bird populations but ~he

enterococcus violation may well represent human

At Station 22, violations of total and fecal collfor~ standards
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occurred on 9 November 1989; violations in fecal collforms only occurred on

7 December 1989, 2 August 1990 and 6 Seatember lggO. Enterococcus

vloIstions occurred on I Oece~ber, 8 Hatch0 5 April. and 7 Ju~. Water was

too low to be accessible for simpllng on 50ctobor I989 and 10 Nay le~0,

Station 20, vhere a large vessel is docked near the tide gate, has

been a I)roblem ares In t.he past for bacterta and also ammonia levels. I1;

was tn violation of fecal ¢oltfom and enterococcus s1;andards in October

and Dece~her 1989, with both parameters exceeding 1;hose at S1;a1;ton 13 by an

order of aagnl1;uda. All 1;hree standards were violated In April 1990,

thts also occurred In most of 1;he Narlna following 1;he rainfall. To1;al and

fecal �ollfoms were in violation in Nay and June, when S1;a1;lon 13 levels

were also high. The proble~ of probable human wa$1;s con1;~tnat.lon at. the

dock was no1; evident as frequen1;ly as in previous years.

CONCLUSXOI~

The only $1;al;ton$ tn t.he Narlna proper not. affe¢1;ed great.ly by

rainfall runoff are St.el;ton 6, tn Basin B, and the Basin O beach $t.atton$,

S1;a1~ton$ 18 and 19. Zf furt.her evidence were needed of l~he effects of

ratnfa11 on bact.ertal �onl;a~tnetton ~r~ runoff, l~he profile (Figure 164)

and da1;a (Table 23) for $ Apt11 1990, the day after a O.S Inch rata, ~ould

be Illustrative.

Causes of o1;her episodes of standards violations are not clear, as

for example on ? December 1989, when there were vtolel:lons tn Bellone

Creek and Oxford Basin. Ratnfa11 had occurred about t~o weeks eerller, end

enterococcua should not have been able 1;o persist for the1; long en

exposure. Violations in Oxford Basin tn Nay and June ~ere also 1~o ~eeks

or more after rainfall. Recreational use of ~he area Ny be conl;rtbul;ory
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V
0
Lto the I)roble~. Viol~tlons f’ro~ vessels does not. seem t.o be ~ I~roble~,

other 1;hart t.he Ix)ssible conl;am~natlon at. $~al;lon 20 in O¢1;ober 1989.
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Figure 1M. Total ~d te~ ~if~m ~PNIl~ml) ~d Enter~ (~lT~m~

.̄.~o..~’" ; ~ ? .,. .                            ..,..        ...~_~%,...

~o

Figure 1~. To~

. ....o.. ,~ ,."        ,~ ,"., ," ..,~,    ..~,~.;~..~.

Figure 1~. To~ ~d f~ ~if~m ~ll~m~ ~d Enforce
7 ~mber 1~9. ~bl~ heath limi~ ~o ind~t~ by

IS6                                       i
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glguro 161. Tot~ ~d fo~ ~lf~m (MPNII~ml) ~d Efltor~ul (~111~

8 M~ 1~. Publ~ ho~th limilo wo tfld~tod ~ g~ ~.
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.,

FiguFe 164. Tot,,I and tecaJ ~il~m (MP~T~m~ ~d Enter~
8 ~rll 1~. ~bl~ he~ limits ~ md~l~ ~ ~vefee Ii~.

Figure 166. Total and fecaJ �otitorm (MPN/100ml) and Enterococcut (~)lon~s/100ml).             ’
7June 1990. Public hoaJth limits a~o indicated by tranoverSe linee.                  ~
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Sl~ecies were ranked according to the most. numerous taxa for each

station, so that results can be compared with DrevJous Years (Soul¯ end

Oguri. 1977, 1980, 1985. 1986. 1987, 1988. and lggO). The species

diversity tndex (SDZ), a measure of ho~ varied the fauna

by two methods, the Shannon-I~lener

was used during the 19709 and Shannon-Welner SOt was added In 1984.

Gleason’s tndex 19 more Influenced by large numbers of Individuals of ¯

glven species ¯.hen t$ the Shennon-~letner Zndex,

RESULTS AND DZSCUSSZON

Co~plet.e bent.htc data ere presented In Appendix O, The followln9

dlscusslons summarize the results,

POPULAT ZON DENSZTY

The mean number of tndtvtdu¯l$ per

t.hat, tn 1988, ale.hough ¯.he neaP)era do not. approach those found tn 1988 or

earlier, tn 1977 (Table 28). Numbers were Increased tn 1989 It. St.¯¯.ton

prt~rtly ofthere¯s¯consisted

disturbed environment. Number¯ decreased by ibout. SO percent it Stitton

by $? percent at St.etton 11,

The total number of tndtvtduels was 1S1,190, up from 124,480 tn 1988 due to

the large number of nematodes and ¯19o to the eddttton of t.vo st.Jttons.

The stet.ton, Stetlon 2S, located between the Admlntstret.ton bulldtn$

docks and the flshtng pter, sho~ed a surprisingly good bent.htc Populatlo~

even though tt 19 located where tt. might, be affected by the dally

operat.tons of the Ltfe Guard’s end Sheriff’s

far greater ect.tvtt.y it. that locat.ton than there would be ¯t ¯ retreat.tote1

dock tn terns of posstble otl and gas cont.a~lnatton, end also there are

Imny birds rest.tng end feeding
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Table 26. Numbers of Benthtc Taxa or Species/Individuals Per Square I~et.er

Station 16 Sept 25 Oct 18 Oct 23 OCt 22 OCt 20 Oct. 12 OCt1977 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

1 31/29.2t0 60/ 6.800 38/ 5.490 55/2~5,520 39/ 6,530 31/11,550 25/ 1,6402 41/75.060 48/12,260 43/ 6,190 ND 39/ 3,840 74/56,510 34/76,1003 25/23.920 52/12.270 51/ 9,690 79/36.830 50/42,160 56/ 9,195 72/24,2304 67/28,700 43/ 9,750 321 5,820 37/ 4,820 44/ 5,980 331 3,040 37/ 2,760$ 31115,740 37/ 7,800 211 1,960 301 2,750 221 2,840 191 1,200 161 2,3506 25/ 8,480 23/ 9,290 25/ 4,710 33/11,060 29111,510 24112,940 251 6,3807 32/32,740 31/12,700 271 6,130 39118,870 201 4,700 16114,740 261 4,5908 91 5,390 19/ 4,090 291 7,240 35/14.950 211 3,040 161 1,990 131 2,7409 241 8,220 211 2,420 221 7,220 18/11,150 121 1,890 151 2,460 12/ 78010 111 2,540 211 6,870 36/15,280 33/14,280 241 4,150 301 9,810 171 2,41011 28120,060 201 3,450 201 5,180 221 6,120 161 2,6S0 111 630 101 380
(11) 29122,733 341 7,972 311 6,811 38!34,638 291 8,117 30111,260 28111,304
12
28 21/18,320

43/ 8,830
(13)

27111,630 "/
N~ln ttthou& I~IIII&(XIeI 37/20,480 28/ 6,241

Table 27. Shannofl-~lner (SWI)and Gleeson (GI) Species 0tverstty Indtce$
q

25 OC¢ ’64 18 Oct ’88 23 Oct ’86 22 Oct ’87 20OCt ’88 12 Oct ’89
Station $W! GI $W! Ol S~l 0! $W! G! S~! G! SWl G!

1 3.09 6.30 1.71 4.30 1.49 4.38 2.41 4.33 0.88 3.21 1.76 3.24
2 2.25 4.02 2.19 4.81     ND     2.40 4.60 2.02 6.67 0.$8 2.94 03 2.44 4.35 2.78 5.45 1.86 7.42 1.46 4.60 2.95 6.03 2.84 7.03
4 2.20 3.66 2.10 3.58 2.48 4.25 2.76 4.94 2.55 3.99 2.99 4.$4
S 2.25 3.20 2.13 2.64 1.90 3.66 2.04 2.64 2.23 2.54 1.42 1.936 1.96 1.92 2.29 2.84 2.27 3.44 1.22 2.99 1.43 2.43 1.60 2.747 1.87 2.58 1.67 2.98 2.12 3.86 1.96 2.25 0.76 1.$6 2.18 2.97 O8 1.81 1.70 1.89 3.15 2.30 3.54 1.76 2.49 1.61 1.97 1.10 1.529 1.83 1.98 1.06 2.36 1.50 1.82 1.19 1.46 1.70 1.79 1.88 1.6510 1.82 1.80 2.19 3.36 2.24 3.34 2.10 2.76 2.22 3.16 1.$8 2.0~11 2.04 1.82 1.39 2.22 1.91 2.41 1.39 1.90 1.90 1.56 1.99 1.53

(11) 2.14 2.93 1.94 3.42 2.00 3.81 1.88 2.90 1.88 3.17 1.81 2.92

12 0.55 2.0425 2.37 4.64

(13) 1.76 2.99
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water from Dirking IOT.S drains lnt~o t.he area. However, it- ~s not. iocat.e(~

~n a aeaclena I:asln, ana t.herefore water circulation ts better.

Station 12, Jn Ballona Creek, has been sa~nl:)lecl In so~e years but. tn

ot.her years ~t has not been possible to saml:)le (lue t.o debrts accumulation

or t.o low t.lcJe$ which make t-he st-atlon inaccessible for bent-htc samDlJng.

St.at.Ion 12 hacl t.l~e highest- levels of volatile sollas, t-ot-al organtc carbon,

chemical oxygen aemana, oll and grease and organ1� nJt.rogen of ell It.at.ions

semi)led.

NU~.BERS OF SPECZES

The mean number of spectes for t-he eleven It-at.tons previously

surveyed drol)l:ed s11ght-ly, from 30 I)er m2 tn October 1988 t.o 28 tn 1989

(Table 26). If t-he new st.at.ton, St.et.ton 25, end t-he Bsllona Creek

St-it.Ion 12, ere added, t.he mean nomber Increases ~o 27/m2, The de�raise

_              due In I)art- ~o I decrelse from 74 spe¢tes t.o 34 Ipe¢tes/~2 it. St.et-tot~

and t.o decreases tn t-he tnner bestns, i)art.lcullrly In Bastn E It. St.It-loll

10. There ~ere subst-lnt-tel Increases at. St-at.ion 3 end ?.

Reasons for t-he decllnes It. St-at.tons 2, 9 end 10 ere not. reedtly

apparent-, but. ~ay be linked t.o t-he lack of heavy enough retnfell runoff tn

recent- years ~o leense t-he l~erlna end Ballone Creek by cerrytng the ftnell;

sediment-s, t-o i,htch pollut-ent-s complex or adhere,

Sand deposit.Ion end uneven dredgtng at. St-el;ton 2 has led t-o a butldup

of pollut.ed sedi~ent.s at- t.he ant-fence t-o the I~artne. St-at-Ion 10 has had ¯

htst-ory of htgh met-els cont-a~lnat-ton end St-at-tons 2 end 10 have had h|gh

pest-l¢tde levels (Soule end Ogurl, 1988; 1990). Po~ulet.tons at- St.et-ton 11

had already decreased great-ly bet-wean t.he 1987 end 1988 surveys, following

const-ruct.ton of" new docks tn a formerly open area t-here. St-at-Ions 10, 9,

11, and 2 ere ~he most. pollut-ed in descending order, wtt-hln t-he ltarlne.
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a number of mont.hs. The fauna yes ag=in dominated byanchored nearby for

At’mand~a b~oculata, alt’.hough It, had decreased from 84 I:>ercent of t.he fauna

t.o 50 I:)ercent-. Nemat.oda, vhlch rel~resent-ed 5 percent of t.he fauna In 1988

sampling, vere no~. found at. the site. For t.he ftrst time, tvo crustaceans,

the cumacean Leptocuma forsmanf and t.he am~hil:)od Synchelid~um showMkerl

eel)eared In the most numerous taxi at this location. The domtnant tlXl are

as follows:

Arrnand~a b~oculata $0.00
A~)oDr~onosp io pygmaea 24.39
LeDtocuBa forsmanf 6.10
$ynche 1 ldlu~ shoemakerf 2,44
# Icrosp lo macu la te 1.83

Located at the entrance of the Narina between the north end sout;h

faunally tn recent years due to lthll has deter 1orated

bulldup of organlc latter at, the sandbar Inslde t.he entrance end alon9 the

south ~ett, y. Lack of slgnlflcant, ralnfa11 has kept. the flnee frm belng

tattled out. Into the ocean, as vould nornmlly occur durlng at, ore Perlodl.

The 9raln $1ze has shlft, ed t,o )70 percent flne s11t. approachln9 �ondltlonl

In the Inner baslns, and these have hlgh levels of Tot, el Volatlle Sollda,

Tot, el Organlc Carbon. ]mmedlat, e Oxygen O~mand. Chealcel Oxygen Demand. 011

and Grease. Lead, and Orgenlc N1t.rogen.

The domtnant spectes er~ el follows:

Nematode, untd. 85.41
Oifgochae~.a, untd. 11.17
$chfsf:omerlngos ionglcornfs 0.99
#ean~hes ac~wfnaf:a 0.57
Armandfa bfoculata 0.39
Cap~e l la captCata 0.25

In October 1988, t.he fauna yes dominated by 35.53 percent OlJgocMet.a
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but. fay ~e~atoda. Zn Oct.ober 1989. nematodes had increased t.o for~ 96.56

percent of the POl3Ulation, and the three clam sl)ecJes found Jn 1988 (gould

encl Oguri, I989) hacl virtually d~sal~peared.

Located at the ttde gate buoy marking the entrance to 8allonl Lagoon,
¯

Station 3 has a cotnperattvely large gratn size end is the cleanest station

based on trace ~et.el end pest.told¯ concent.rat.lon$. Flushing through t.he

t.tde gate no doubt helDs t.o reduce bu110uD of flee mat.lrlll$ end organics.
¯

Zn 1987 nematodes domtnit.ed thl$ $t.ltlon durtng excevltton tn

Lagoon for ¢onst.ru¢tlon, roman9 63.3 percent, of t.he flunl, but Jn 1988 ¯

¯ore diverse flun$ wis found. The number of spectes JncrelsecI tn 1989 enci

t.ha Dopulit.ton more t.han clouble~ Crcm t.ha I~revtous yesr, but.

number has not. rtsen t.o t.hose found tn 1986 snd 1987. Two crust.eceens, t.he

corol:)htld Rudll~bofdes sCenGorooodus end the ~Dhllxx:l Ney¯rella banks,¯

vere found. The ciomtnent spectes Ire el follovl:

Pseudolx)tydora ~ucfbranchfat¯ 33.31
Rudf/ea~of~es sCe~o~oodus 7.06
£xo~one sp. A 6.91Saccoc ~rrus sp. 6.36
01 tgocheet.I, tmtd. 4.37
Hayer¯ t ; e blnks f e 4. O0
Pr lonosD ~o tte~erobranch f& 3.92

L(x:at.ed off t.he e~i:~nkJtent, rtpr~l) tn front, of apartment, houses end

~est. of t.he Coast. Guard dock, thts st, at.ton �ont.lnued to sho~ lo~er numbers

1;han It. dtd tn t.he 1977, vhen tt. had 67 species lind 28,700 tndlvtduel$/i2.

or tn 1984, vhen lt. had 43 spectes end 9,750 tndtvtduals/m2. Zn October

1988, t.hts st.et.ton had ~he highest. Chlordane and DOT levels In the Hartna.

By 1989, t.he sediment, carrying t.hts burden had aoved down ~o Station 2,
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a mixture of DOT, DOD and DDE were present there, with the result that

Station 4 was among t~ cleaner s~at1~s.

T~re ~as 11~Ie change Jfl ~ faunal n~rs, ~h a s11gh~ Incre~

Jn ~ n~r of s~cies and a s11gh~ decrease in n~r of Jndtvldu~Is.

~fgrapsus ore~nens~s, found Jn 1988, had dJSa~a~ byT~ crustacean

Oc~o~r 1989, le~vtng a d~Jnant fauna of ~lychaetes, as fo11~s:

Hlnuspfo c~rrefera 12.~
~d~as~us ~b~se~a 10.81
L~brl~r~s ? CeCraurl 9.78
Cossura ca~fd& 8.33
Euc~e li~fcola 7.61
Pse~ l y~ra ~uc ~ br~h f4~4 6.88

S~a~t~ 2S

S~et~on 2S ts a ne~ s~atton, added between the Ltfe Guard end

~rktng lots, a~ ts sub3~ed ~o ~en~tsl oll

~ ~ Ch]orda~ ~eve~ ~as ~g ~ htg~s~, sug~s~ng ~er~str~sl

f~ sd3acen~ ~ ~tld~ngs or ornmn~s~

Benthi� fauna ~as moderately good, ~t~h 43 spectes and 8,530

lndtvtduals/a2. T~ nua~r of s~ctes ~as h~gher ~hen a~ t~

S~a~ton 4 and a~ S~s~lon S. O~nan~ fauna ~ere po~ychse~es and

~l~s:us ~ ~se:a 28.3T
Pseudo~ l y~ra ~uc ~ branch f a ~ 23.09
L~br~ris lagunae 11.25
Nlnusplo cfrrtfera 6.~
Euc~ limf~la 4.5?
OlJ~hae~a, unJd. 4.57
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$1~at 1on $

Station 5 ts located In the m~ddle of the Natn Channel between the

entrance of Basins B and H at a buoy. When storm ratnfall is

sedt~n~s ~ha~ are flushed fr~ ~ bastns may ~ carrt~ only as far

¯ Jdchannel and no~ ~ve far~r down channel. S~atJ~ S Js a de~sJtl~al

area, ranked ~hird In the amount o~ ~he ftnest grained sedt~nts,

97.65 ~rcen~.    T~ 1989 levels of Chlordane dro~d fr~ 151 Ppb ~o 93

Dab bu~ DOT Increased fr~ 17.8 ppb to 80 Dpb. ;n theory, DOT tn the

Nartna s~uld have long 8~ ~n degraded ~o DDD or ~E foll~tng t~ ban

on tts use ~n t~ U~, bu~ el~r fresh aapllcatt~s have ~en made ~ lend

or de.sits t~t have ~t ~en degrad~ ere ~tng uncover~ end ~s~ Into

t~ Narlna. ~ver, ttts ~zzllng that ~letlons ~re ~t~er tn

1970s u~n t~se �~lcals ~ere tn wt~spreed u~.

The fauna In 1989 uas typical of the polychaete spe¢tes found

else.~re In t~ Nartne, ~t Pse~lydora ~uc~ra~h~a¢a tncre~s~

33.33 ~rcen~ tn 1988 to 61.7 ~rcent tn 1989, decreasing the

dtversl~M t~t~s substan~lallM (Table 27). T~ ~tnan~ s~cles

fe11~:

Cirr~fomfa s~lrabranc~ 17.~
L~r~r~s lagun~ S. 11
Le~¢oscoi~tos el~tus 2.55
Le~tosynapta sp. 2. SS
~stus ~f~ta 2.13

t~n ~s~ of t~ ~slns s~l~, pro~bly ~cause tt ~s a l~r ~r~n~

of t~ first gratn stze s~l~nts or ~ce~ves less ~t~tnat~
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V
$~ation 11

L
¯ Station 11 has ~he highest Dercentage. 99.26. of the finest seOments

~n the Marina. Located at the inner end of the Ma~n Chennel. this area yes

oDen water until the tns~alla~ion of new floating docks tn 1987. It iS                1

¯
hlgh In DDT, DDE, TBT and ~s~ metals.

2
Since 1986, benthic fauna has decreased at Station 11 from 22 species

and 6,120 Jn~IvJOu~Is/ffi2 to I0 s~ecles ~nd 360 tndlvJdui1~/~2,
The

e d~J~afl~ s~�~es are as fo11~s:

Euchone I l~n ~cola 21.18
C#rriformia sDtrabrenclM 18.61
Lumbr~ner~s lagunee 16.61
t~d~omas~us a~b~seta 13.89
Cy1~chnella fncu1~8 8.33

Sta~ton 12 does not 11e tn the ~lrlnl, but

Creek e~ t~ f~tbrtd~. Zn I~ years tt his ~t ~n ~sstble to ~le

due to debrl~ In the creek bed or to tnsufftclen~

Iccess vl~h I IIr~ e~ugh vessel to oNrl~e t~ grab s~lor. T~

size at t~ ~t~ of s~11n9 In ~t~r 1989 had 49.$4 ~rcent very

sedl~n~, l~er than ~s~ Hartna s~a~l~s excep~ Stilt.s 1, 3 a~ 4.

T~ n~r of s~cles was fatrly hl~, a~ ~ n~r of l~tvtduals

exc~ ~ at ~artna s~a~1ons excep~ at Sta~l~s 2 a~ 3. Thts ~ld

have ~n ~creased substantially had t~re ~n a ~avy rainfall prtor

s~ltn9.    A shrlmpllke crustacean c~ ~o s~11~ c~s~li

~fla~s, Ne~Ifa Pu~t~ensfs, ~Jna~ ~ fauna,

~ fres~a~er f1~ Is no~ suffJcJen~ ~o ~Ina~e ~

provJd~ 89.3 ~rcen~ of ~ f~una, gJvlng ~ I~ S-~ SOZ va1~ of O.SS;
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other a~n~nt, species ~ere DO1yc~aetes, as sl~c~n as follo~s:

Neba 1 ia Puget:tens ~s 89.30
Nean~hes ac~ ~nata 3.44
Scn~s~rfngos long~cornis 3.06

O~n ~r~us puge~ ~ens ~s O. 87

LONG TERN TRENDS

Previous monitoring records ~ere examined to de~ermJne long term

~rends. Zn ~he curren~ s~ud~es. ~nthJc sDec~es ~ere ranked according

the to~al number of individuals per square me~er throughout the

Narlna (Table 28). and tn Table 29 ~hey ~ere ~anked according ~o the

number of stations at ~htch ~hey appeared 1n October 1989. Records of

~nJ~oFtng Jn ~�o~ 1976 and Jn SeDUcer 197~ and 1978 ~e ~n

and �~pered ~Jth t~se 1n Oc~o~r of 1984-1988 to ~e t~ ~l� n~r~l

speclel for each year for the nJne years of fall sampling. The n~r

foll~Jng t~ cote1 �ount Jn Table 29 tl t~ n~r of years surveyed

surveys, of which t~ ire fine ledt~nt ~l~uscs; t~ ot~rl ~ere ~t~e,

Olt~haeta a~ ot~r ~lychaete ~ms. Etght ot~r s~ctes ~ present

et~t out of nt~ years, of which t~ were ~11uscs, t~ crustaceans

t~ rest ~. This Indicates that t~re ts a restdent ~ of s~ctel

characteristic of the soft ~tt~ marina environment. T~re were mn

a~ttt~al 143 s~tes present tn at least 50 ~rcent of t~ tt~ ~rt~s

T~ tax~y of ~at~s a~ olt~haetes has ~t ~n a~ua~ly

e~ugh advanc~ tn t~ i tterature to ~mlt ~re precise t~nttflcatt~ of

t~ grips a~ each Is ~tst~ as a single entity, which ~y ~su~t
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underestimat.ton of species diverslt.y. Nematodes appear tn large numbers

~nt.er~it.t.ent.ly, as not.ed In Table 30, being slgnif~cant In 1977, 1986 erKl

1989 at. astngle statlon each time.

In 1976-1978, 96 specles ¯0Peered one or more of the three autumn

surveys whlch ~ere not. recorded in the 1980s; 62 of ~se occurrences ~re

tn one Period only. There ~ere 364 species present In one or Iore of the

stx aut.umn surveys tn 1984-1989, 126 of which were not identified as

present tn the 1970s; 125 taxa were recorded only tn one period.

Of the total of 460 t¯xe reported tn all autumn surveys, 187 specles~

or about. 41 percent of the texe, were recorded only one time; some of these

were unusual for the area. ¯ome vere Juveniles untdenttfleble to species,

or o~hervtse unrecogniZed texe. A few represented bottom fish IIot usually

caught or freshly depostted fauna from boat scraping¯. Some of these

may be artifacts of Identifying more recently describedrecords ¯1so

sgectes, whereas each revision of ¯ t¯xon Is ~ncluded under ¯stngle name

to svotd dupltcetton.

The benthi� fauna Is thus about $0 percent ¯ stable group of ¯Pectes

or tsxs and ¯lx~t 50 percent lnctcient¯l. The numbers of Individuals vartes

gristly tn response to ¯ nuIber of factors Including localized lI~CtS end

nature1 succession. The opportunistic species, ~hose that reproduce year

around, can usually outcompete others vtth seasonal reproductive periods,

and may dominate the fauna for short or long pertods.

There was ¯ decrease tn the so-called pollution Indicator sPectes

Cepfteile cepftet¯ tn the 1980s, but other spectes of statler hebttet

preferences, though perhaps not as pollution tolerant, domtnate the present

benthos. The htghest mean n~d=er of species In the 1970s autumn sempltng

occurred tn 1978, when 37 spectes/m2 were found, but only 9,040

tndtvlduals/m2 were counted (Souls and Ogurt. 1980). Zn contrast;, tn
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1986, when 38 sDecies were found, �ounl;s vere 34,63S/a2.

CONCLUS(ONS

The bent.hic fauna are influenced by many factors, lnc|uding nor~l

water temperature changes, the ~lming and magnitude of rain events.

~11utant burden, accidental sp~11s, localized disturbances IKh

propeller ~ash excavations, dumping of household �leaning pr~uctl ~nd

~ldJng ~lnk

There ~s a large natural variation Jn the presence and popul~tt~

numbers of the domJnan~ species, end a greater varJ~tJon Jn ~he

presence/absence of non-d~tnan~ s~ctel.

No single parmter of ~11u~ant ~asured �orrelates d~c~ly ~Jth

~ 1~ incidence of s~c~es e~ ~la~J~s ~n t~ ~n~s~

~ever, the large and �ontinuing decreases at Stations g, 10 a~ 11

august that t~acts are d~ ~o o~r factors as ~tt. ~

~uc~l~ tn f~ushtn9 e~o~, or ~o �~tcels p~sent such as t~ u~

�~struc~t~ e~/or ves~ sn~tf~71ng. Zt ts �~ear, ~ver: ~

11 ~s ~en ~svt]y t~�~ by t~ ~n~.

T~ ~re~ t~ard Increased ~rlngs a~ dec~as~ ~n ~a~er sug~s~s

~ha~ ben~htc fauna ~t1~ �on~tnue ~o dec~tne especially tn years

]t~e ~avy ratnfsT] or ~antc s~om.
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Table 28. Oornlnant benlhio species In Ma~ina Oel Rm/, 12 Oclober lge9. Species we rank o~dered by to~aJ count per square centimeter In the
entire Marina, with ooun~s of IndividuaM given ~ each oUdlon. 8taflone a~e listed In ruder �~ d~slance from Ihe breakwater, with Station 12
located In BaJlona C~eek and 8tallo~ 1 off Ihe mounm of BaJkma C~eet.

Tmm~tstlon 12 1 ~ 3    4 2S    ~    7    6 11 g e ~0 TOTAL

N,m,tods. unld. ~.500
Neballa puge ~leneM 1~,~0

1
P~eudopo~ydora 8.070 180 1.970 1,480 700 gGo 10 260 140 170 13.920paucibranchMM
OIIgochletS, unld. 8,~d~) 1,0GO 3go 10 g.g¢:~
Thar~x ep. ~0 30 320 3.780 20 10 10 4.240C/rrlformlaBplrabrancha 340 410 20 20 60 110 1.960 1,250 4.170
Medlomastus ambise~a 140 E30 300 2.420 80 250 250 EO 40 30 40 4.100
Lumbrlnerl~ lagunae 80 g50 120 350 90 60 200 ~0 60
Schlsromerlngoe/ong/oomM 8~ 7SO 220 140 220 10 I.~0Exogone sp. ,4 1.egO 20 10 10 1.730P, udllemboldes eMnopropodu~ 1,710 1.710I’lydroldes eleganB 1,~go 1.6g0
Euchone Ilmnlcola 210 380 40 360 310 100 20 80 120 1.6308accoclrru: up. 1,E40
Prlonospio heterobr~ohM 130 950 ~) 2go GO 10 1.610/Vmandla bloculaM 10 ~ :380 240 1.430Phoronb ep. SO 40 40 150 10 360 6~0 1.210NeantheB acumina~a ~30 430 10 10 30 I. 110MayerelM banksM 40 870 50 1Mlnuspto cirrifera 50 ~0 650 10 ~40Tagelul lubterel EO 640 20 150 20 780HeBioflura �oineaul diffictl~

750 750C~cum callfornicum
750 7SOLol(o~ooloplo~ o~nge~o 180 150 eO 30 190 40 20 40 720

Prolocl~vlllea grac~ 670 670

Total spG¢;~ in eu~;;~ 28 30 34 77 42 40 21 31 30 IS 17 18 22 164
Totalindividualiineurvey 18~320 1,e40 78.100 34._97~___2.?eO 8.S_qg_ 9_,t~__ 4.-~-°0- 6.380 3~0 780 2.?40 2.410 ISl~lgO
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.
V(Z(.     FISH FAUNA

INTRODUCTION

The fish fauna of Marina dal Ray were surveyed by Harbors

Envlronmental Pro3ects of the University of Southern CallfornJa five times

during 1977-1979 (Soule and O9uri, 1980), providing the first baseline

sI:u~ies of the area. Various techniques were test.ed to determine the most

effective methods of sampling. Surveys were resumed, most~ly on

semlannua| basis, in 1984 with the Van~una Research Group Of Occldentsl

Collega under the direction of Or, Johrt S. Stephens, Jr. end his staff.

During t.he 15 periods surveyed, a t.otal of 95 species or taxa of fish

has been identified fro~ fish trawls, Ichthyoplankt.on trawls, g111

beach seines and diver surveys, with an aver|ge of about 40 species

at any one time.

The Jm~rtance of the Narina Is I local shallo~ water habitat cannot

be overlooked [Soule end OgurJ, 1990), since about; gO percent of the

wetlands in Los Angeles County have been lost (U.S. Fish and ~fildlJfa

Service, 1972). The Nartne has hosted 15 taportant backbay wetlands

species, ~ost of which ere rare in the open coast, shallow water. So~e

species have been present only as young-of-the-year (YOY) end not. as

adults, end some ~ere found only as eggs or larvae. Larvae of ¯ deep water

Ntct.ophtdae ~re found once Jn 1984.

PROCEDURES

Fish surveys reported herein ~ere perfon~ed on 11 October 1989 end
¯ 17-18 Nay 1990. The techniques and equipment, were the sm as those used

since 1984. Th~ otter trawl 19 a 15 ft se~tballoon trawl which Is to~md

for ten mtnutes at three locations (Figure 174). A 100 ft multl~esh g111

¯           net ts deployed at three locations for 45 minutes each, and a 100 ft beach
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F~gure 174. Fish Sampltng Stations for Nartna de1Rey
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selne ts deployed tn 8 ft. of wat.er about. 30 yds from t’he beach in Bastn D

near St.at.ton 8 and fished t.o t.he beach. Diver surveys are performed at

ent.rance breakwat.er end alcn9 t.he entrance 3et.t’ies. ICht’hyoplankt’on (eggs

and larvae) are col lect.ed by t’owtng a 333~ ~esh I~lankt.on net. at, 1 m

for t.~o mJnut.es and on t’he bot’tom for three mtnut’es.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

11 October !989

A total of 35 species were Idant|fJed In t’he October 1989 survey: 22

from dlver observat’1ons, 7 from beach selnes. 8 from otter t’ra~Is, 2 from

g~11 nets and 3 from Jcht.hyoplankt, on smples of eggs and larvae. Thls

five less than the rot’el of 39 species In the October 1988 collection| and

the lowest total for an autumn ¢olla¢tton (Table 31); there ~ere only 33

saectes In the Nay 1988 survey, the lowest tote| of all surveys.

Otver surveys In October 1989 Identified the ~ost sbectes of all the

saapltng techniques, as has been usual In past surveys. The number of

spectes In bot’h t’he 9tll nets end tcht’hyoplankton �ollections ~re |ow, as

t.hey were In Nay 1989. Similarly the yield of these t~o techniques ~r~

the lowest levels of all autumn collections.

Once again the total nt~bers of fish collected were predominantly due

to the A~herlnops afffnfs �ollected tn the beach aetna (Table 32). October

~chthyoplankton results ere Presented tn Table 33. Numbers of

lcht’hyoplankton ~ere very lo~, totaltng 151, which was slm|lar to the

tn 1986.

The gobles ¢leveland~a ~os and Oufe~ula y-cauda ret’urned to the beach

aetna st’at’Ion, but not tn large numbers (Table 34). Those species

absent In October surveys ~n 1978 and 1988, and Qu~e~:ule was also alsstng

In Nay 1989. Bot’h were m~ssing tn October of 1984 and 1985 as ~|1, end
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these v~re ill periods of warner raters (See Physical ~ster Qualtty).

The October 1989 reduction tn total number of species, especially

those fro~ gill net and lchthyoplenkton samples, suggests ¯ decline |n

conditions vlthln Inner Hartne de1 Rey. This might be linked to the PCB

Aroc|or 1260 drelnege tnto the Inner end of the Hlrlne, possibly from lind

development to the north tn the City of Los Angeles, sometime berries

October 1988 end October 1989.

Convereely, the dtver surveys shoved s healthy ftsh populst.ton It the

mouth of the harbor with many Juvenile fish present. Also, the to~ smelt

population from the Inner harbor contained many young of the year.

17-18 May 1990

In the sprtn9 survey conducted on 17-18 Hay, 1990, 38 species vere

Identified: 13 from diver observations, 8 from beach seines, 12 from otter

trawls, 2 from 9tll nets and 14 from lchthyoplankton samples of eggs and
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Jn Nay 1989 may have been a reflection of tl~e collapse of ~he blo~.a In ~.hls

area o~ ~arina del Rey ~ue ~o disruption of ~ sea grass habi~a~ ~n

bubbler ~as used in an a~emD~ ~o reduce s~im beach colifor~ counts.

:ly~nus and Ou~e~ula ~ere absen~ Jn October surveys in 1985, 1981 and 1988.

Typhlogobius caltForniensis reaD~ared in ~he S~a~ion 2 ~ch~hyo~llnkt~

sample a~er ~Jng 8bsen~ since Hay 1986.

The Nay 1990 ftsh abundance da~8 are su~artzed Jn Tlble 35 for

~ach selne, gill ne~ an~ o~ter ~ra~l ~h~le lch~hyoDllnkton abundance

are presented In Table 36. Gill ne~ results ~ere considerably ~ter than

tn any prevtous year, lndJcatlng recovtry of t~ ~ach art~. A lurvty of

~ so8 grlss ~d of Ru~fa mar~ma Jn Bastn D ~n Narch 1990 vie made by

~ntc Gregorlo ~htch s~ed a vary patchy ~d ~ ~an l~er ~

~stde t~ s~t~tng ~ach slfe~y line fr~ t~ south end to ~y~

handicapped ramp, This ts good habtta¢ for smat~ forage fish and

~uvent lee.

L~G TE~ RE~

;n a11, 95 s~ctes or taxe have ~en re.reed tn ¢~.toCal

�~ucCed stnce 1977, as ts t11usCre~ed In Table 37 by s~11ng ~rt~.

T~re ~re Chree addt¢t~s �o t~ 11s� tn Nay 1990, all levee: C11ntd~

A, Oxy~ebfus p1�¢us, a~ Sclaentdae c~plex 2. Oxy~eb~us pJc¢us ts a ~ld

~a~er s~cles and tts ¢~rature preference ts ~1~ �~� ~rally f~

tn Nartnl de1 Rey. T~ ~e Oxy~ebJus pfctus ~as �ollect~ It SCatt~

al~ugh 1� ts ~sstble Chat 1� ~as spa~ned els~re.

T~elve s~cles have ~curred tn all of �~ sprtng su~eys stnce 1984.

Of �~, Nugff ce~alus (strt~ ~11et) r~atns unc~ tn �~

California Btght. This makes It an lmpor"Lant restdent of the martna. Only
one ftsh, Nallchoeres semfclnct;us (rock193 wrasse) whtch has appeared In all

R0052604
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Although otter trawl catch since 1984 has not approached the numbers

caught In the 1970s, It peaked in the 1988 surveys and has since sho~n

¯ oderately stable levels. Marina del Rey does not appear to have

deteriorated since 1984, recognizing the cyclic nature of the l~OPU~atlon,

which Is influenced by natural and nononatural factors

I
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CRUZSE: NDR89-90 Date: 50ctol=er 1989 Type: Water Quallty

¯          VESSEL & PERSONNEL:                                TZDE:
Low 0441 2.8 ft

Bay Wa~qh High 1156 5.1 ftD. Soule, P.Z.
H. Oluri, USe T. Estlo~
R. Baster, USC T. Bond

¯ T. Orothues USC

SAHPLXNG STAT(ONS: WEATHER : W(ND Hartek, NH3, Nutrients
Transmisso~ter, TBT, Sal.

Left 0ock    0840 Clear, Warm, S~ggy Secchi Disk, iX), pH, ~,
E-SW - ~?k Collfom

12 0890 Call
1 0900 Ntld San~e Ana,

o, o
3 0921

4 0931

6

18 I021

19 1025 Hand san~led from beach

8 1035 Water very call, dark
¯ Sre~n

10 1052 Water cloudy, dark green

20 1059 White scum floal;tn9

¯ 11 1113 Water soapy, �ompletely calm

9 1124

¯ 13 1200 Water st111 Hand sampled from shore

22 Area locked - no sample

R0052619
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CRUISE HDR 89-90 Da~e: 9 Novemper 1989 Type: Wa~er Quallty

VESSEL & PERSONNEL TIDE:
LO~ 1219 0.8 ft

Bay Watch High 0554 5.5 ft
O. Soule, P.].
H. Ogurl, USC S. Butler
R. Bes~er, USC H. Frazer
D. Reynoso, USC

SAHPLZNG STATIONS: WEATHER : WIND Martek, NH3, Nutrients
Transmtsso~etar, TBT,

Left Dock 0808 Sunny,wam, slight Seccht Disk, DO, I)H, FU,
Santa Ana. NE,W,SW Collfom

St~tlon Time ~ Comments

12 0825 Water te~D. has
drol~ed thll week
16 degrees

! 0834

2 0842     Water sudsy

3 0855 Water gushing out ofB~llona
Lagoon on falling tide

4 0905

25 0918

5 0925 Water green, ~ay be dytn9
bloc~. Oxygen lmmr ttmn
it has been previously

6 0938

18 0958

19 0956 Hand sampled fro~ beach

8 1004

10 1018

11 1037

9 1o48
7 1058

13 1133 Hand sa~oled fr~ shore

22 1140 Hand sampled fro~ shore

A8                                                        _
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CRUISE: NDR 89-90 Date: 7 December 1989 Type: Water Qusllty

VESSEL & PERSONNEL: TIDE:¯
Low 0431 5.2 ft

Boy Watch High 1114 1.2 ft
0. Soule, PI,
M. Ogurt, USC
R. 8ester, USC S. Butler
0. Reynoso, USC             M. Frszer

SAHPLZNG STATIONS: WEATHER : WIND HartSk, NH3, Nutrients
Trsnsmissow~ter, TBT, Sal.

Left Dock    0808 Crisp, sunny, clear Seccht Disk, DO, pH, FU,
E-W - 0-13k Collform

SLaL1on    ~ O~servatlons Comments

1 0830 Smntm Ane condition

2 0838 Wind 9ettlng stronger

, 3 0848 Tide gmte up, heavy flo~
~ of water ee~otying out

; 4 0858 Water very green

: 25 0908 Plug inserted in drain from Shenghet Red Restaurant

~ $ 0918

~,o 8 0928 Water lighter green

( 18 0947
~

19 0947 Hand san~)led from beech

; 8 0988 Water 91essy end so~py

i
I0 1009

¯
20 1016

too
11 1026

¯ 9 1035

’ 7 IOSO

~o 13 1123 Water still Hand sampled frm shore

22 1137

A7

Hand sampled from shore
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CRUISE: NDR 88-89 DaLe: 11 January 1990 Type: gaLer Qua11~y

VESSEL & PERSONNEL: TIDE:
Lo~ 1551 -1.5 f~

B4y*8~¢h High 0836    6.8 fL
D. Soule, PI
N, Ogurt, use
R. Bes~er, USC S. Bu~ler
T. GroLhues, USC T. Es~lo~

S~(PLING STATIONS: WEATHER : WIND Nar~ek, NH30 Nutrients
Transmlssome~er, TBT, Sal.

LefL Dock 0846 Clear and yam Secchl Disk, DO, I)H, FU,
E-$E, S-SN - 2-8k Collfom

12 0900 Dobrls very ~htck Extra htgh ~tde

1 O910

2 0918 Kelp appearing

3 0930 Helvy otl film, may be
from rocks, kelp &
se.age, Gobs of o11,
plait1� ball & Cups

4 0940

25 0949 WaLer very calm

$ 0959

6 1014

18 1035

19 1036 Hand sampled from beach

$ 1040

10 1058

22 1226 Hand samDle~ from shor~

R0052624
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8RUZSE: H~ 8~90        Date: 8 February 1990        Ty~: Water Quality               T

¯ VESSEL & PERSONNEL: TZDE:
L~ 1452 1.3 ft

Bay WatCh Htgh 0749- 8.4 ft
O. Soule, P!
H. Ogurl, USC T. /
R. Baster, USC J Heclu~n

¯ T. Grothue$, ~C

SANPLZNG STATZONS: WEATHER : MZNO Nartek. NH3, Nutrients
Transmtssometar, TBT. Sal.

Left Dock 0810 Cold and wtndy Secchl Dlsk, IX), pH, FU,
e N-HE - 2-10k Collfom

12 0826 Oebrl$ floattn9 on water

e I 0837 water choky

2 084S

$ 085? Wirer sudsy

e 4 0~0~

26 091S Hany bards er~ fJshtn9 dock

8 0921

¯ 8 093S Abundant numbtre of
la~al ftsh tn refer

10     1~1

e 8 1008 Lo~ ~ ls~al fl~

10 1028

e 11     10S1

9 1100 Filamentous AI~

7 1115

13 1145 Hand sampled from shor~
I~--"~’~

¯
22       11S8                               Hand sampled from shor~          i

A9
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CRUZSE: NDR 89-90 Date: 8 Nsrch 1990 TyPe: Niter Gusllty

VESSEL & PERSONNEL: Bay~at.ch TZDE:
Low 1352 0.8 ft

D. Soule. PZ S. Butler Htgh 0702 5.7 ft
N. OgurJ, USC
R, Bester, USC
8. Jones, USC
O. Reyno$o, U$C

SAHPLING STATZONS: NEATHER : ~/IND Nartek, NH3, Nutrlents
Trensmlsso~eter, TBT, Sal.

Left Dock 0805 Overcast. and cool Seccht D~sk, DO, kH, FU,
NE, S-SN- 3-7k Collfom

S~a~ t on T~me Observat 1 ons Comments

12 0818

1 0828 Gross amount of debrts Plctures taken for
floattng on water documentatlofl

2 0840 Pfctures taken

3 0~02

4 0914

28 0924 Great amount of debrtl

8 0934 Sun �o~tn9 out

8 0947 Wtnd �omtn9 up

18 1010

19 1010 Hand la~l)led from beach

8 1018

10 1032

20 1038 Docked boat ts occupted

11 1049

9 1059

? 1112

13 1145 Hend sampled from shore

22 1158 Hend saapled from shore

A10
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V
OCRUISE: HDR 89-90 Date: $ ADr11 1990 TyPe: Water Quality

VESSEL & PERSONNEL: Ba~atch TIDE:
Lo~ 1243 0.3

O. Soule, USC S. Bu~ler Htgh 0601- 4.9
H. Ogurt, USC T. Es~lov Reln ~asurlng
R. Bes~er, USC ~ed. April 4, 1990
S. Jones, USC
T. Gro~h~s

S~PLZNG STATZONS: NEATHER : WZND Nar~ek, NH3, Nutrients
Tran~lss~er, TBT, Sal.

Lef~ ~k     0800     Very clear, sunny          SecchJ D1sk, ~, ~, FU,
NE-NW, 2-7k - N-SW, 5-8k. Collfom

~ ~ Observatlo~ C~ntl

12 0815 M~er very �llm, Ind Ptc~ure ~ken ~ entrance
very grin near Jetty.

1 0824 Lar~ n~r of baby ~11cens on

4 0856 0tl sllck ~8tor

25 090S Soapy fl~ �~tng
fr~ dratn it ShenSI1
reds. Ftsh

6 OglS

6 0927

18 O~

8 OeSt

10 1OIS

13 1129 water flying tn~o H~ Hand s~l~ fr~ s~

All
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CRUISE: NDR 89-90 DaLe: 17 Nay 1990 Type: Weter Quallty

VESSEL & PERSONNEL: TZDE:
Bay~atch Htgh 0233 4.0

LO~ 1007 0.4 ft
0. Soule, USe PI S. Butler Ht~h 1728 3.S
N. Ogurt, USC J. Whtte
R. Bester, USC
8. Jones, use
P. Hentschke, USC ,

SANPLING STATIONS: WEATHER : WIND Nartek, NH3, Nutrlents
Transm]ssometer, TBT, Sel.

Lef~ Dock 0803 Very calm, overcast Secchl Dtsk, IX), pH, FU,
Collfom

S~8~ton ~ Observations Commnta

1 0811 Water very vim

2 082~

3 0830 Gate from 8ellone Le~on
opened. Organic lUbl~ln~.,I

"1floatlngonveter

, 08,7

8 0904

10 0937 Hand s~led from ~ech

10 OgS8

20 1008 Anchored boat occupted

11 1018

9 1029 Sun maktng a~earance

7 1043 Sun out full

12 1201 Hand sampled from brtd~,
ttde too lo~ for boat -IF --

A12
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¯
CRUZSE: 17 ~ay 1990, ¢on~.

S~a~Jgn ~ ~bserva~toq~

13 1238 Hsnd sampled from shore

22 1246 Too shallov ~o ~ole¯

¯
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O
CRUISE: 14DR 89-90 Dat.e: 7 June 1990 Type: Water Ouallt.y

L

VESSEL & PERSONNEL: TIDE:
Low 1441 2.4 ft

8aywat.¢h High 1033 3.4 ft.

I¢. Ogurl, USC S. But.let Late start. Lifeguards
R. Best.er,USC j. Mhit.e called out o~ emergency.
B. Jones, USC 1~at.er rough. St.art.ed by
P. Hent.schke, USC �1oln9 Oxford flood cont.rol
A. 8rterton, USC area.

SA~IPLING STATZONS: tiEATHER : t~ZND Hart.ek, NH3, Nut.rtent.s
Transmlssomet.er, TBT, Sal.

Left Dock 0853 Sunny and yam Seccht Disk, DO, pH, FU,
$I~ 3-? Collfom

S~s~on Ttae Observations C~menta

13 081S Hand s~pled from shore,
vht19 vatt.ln9 for Ixmt.

22 0830 Hind s~led fral shore

2S 0854 Vast ~llOUnt.s Of plalttc
bags, cups and o!~her
debris flo~t.lng tn vat.er

S 0908

8 0818

18 og3g

19 0939 Hind smled fr~l beach,

8 0943 Sea grass floettn$ on t~et.er

10 t002

20 1009 Anchored boat occupted

11 1020

9 1030

? 1047

12 1112

1 1120

2 1128 Hany pelicans on breakvater

A14
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CRUISE; 7 June 1990, ¢on~.                                                                    L

¯                   S~a~on    ~      Observatlon$                   ~en~s

3 1140

4 1151
1

2

’D

R00~2631



CRUISE: NDR 89-90 Da~e:    12 July 1990 Type: Wa~er Qua11~y

VESSEL & PERSONNEL: TIDE:
Lo~ 0647 0.1 ft

Ba~a~ch High 1332 4.5

O. Soule, USC PZ T. Es~1o~
~. Ogurl, USC F. Boy~eus
B. Jones, USC
A. Brter~on, USC
P. Hen~schke, USC

SAHPL~NG STATZONS: WEATHER : WIND Nsrtek, NH3, Nu~rlen~s
Trsnsmtsso~ter, TBT, Sal.

Lef~ Dock 0809 Ho~, su1~ry, par~ly Secchl Disk,
overcast. Troplcal Collfom
s~om ~O sou~h. 90°
tn to~n a~
(2-W,SW 9

S~atton ~ ~ C~nts

12 0821

I 0838 Wa~er clean of debrts,
very dark green

2 0846

$ 0866

4 0~05

091226

6 0921

6 0936 Sun out, very hot

18 0986

19 0986     Wa~er very 1or Hand sampled from beach

8 1002

20 1020     Wht~tsh grease 1the 2"
wtde at htgh water 1tn~
on surrounding wall
by Edtes dlner

10     1026

A16
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CRUISE: 12 July 1990 cont..

¯ ~ ~ Observa~.1on~ Coe~ent.s

9 1049

1’ 1101

¯ 13 1138 Hand saddled fro~ shore

22 1148 Algal ~st. on vat.er

A17
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CPUZSE: MDR 89-90 Date:    August 1990 Type: Water Quallty U

V[~SEL & PERSONNEL:                                 TIDE:
Low 0219 0.2 ft

Bay~h High 0912 3.6 ftH. Ogurl, USC Lo~ 1306 " 2.9 ftR, Bester, USC E. Atkisofl
A. 8rterton, USC F. Boyteus
P. Hentschke, USC

SANPLING STATIONS: WEATHER : MIND Hartek. NH3, Nutrients
Transmtsso~eter, TBT, Sal.

Left Dock 0940 Overcast, �ool Seccht O~sk, 00, pH, FU,
w - ?-13k Collform

~ Time Observatto~ Comments

12 0955 Sun �omtng out

1 1005 Ttde going out,.htrd

2 1015
keep on

3 1025 Tide gate open, rater so~py

4 103e

Svtft current, hard1048

$ 1068

~ 1110

18 1131

13 1310 Hand saapled from shor~

22 1322 Hand sampled from shor~

A18
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OCRUZSE: IqDR 89-90 Oat.e: 6 SeDt.ember 1990 Type: Wat.er Quallt.y
T

VESSEL & PERSONNEL: TZDE:
Lo~ 0325 0.4

BaY~at.ch High 0940 5.6 ft.
D. Soule, P! Lo~ 1549 0.8N. Ogurl, USC T. Est.lov
R. Best.at, USC F. Boyt.eu$
B. Jones, USC
A. Zellers, USC

S~IPLZNG STATIONS: WEATHER : ~ND ~artek, NH3, Nutrients
Tran~Jss~er, TBT, ~1.

Lef~ ~k    0812 Sunny, ~, �llm Secchl Disk,
<2k ~o M 4-7k, ~ Collfom
2-4k, S~ 4-6k

12 0830 ~avy I~111, ~h debrtl,
~a~er foamy fr~ hl~
httttn9 breakv~ter

0939

8 1023

I0

20     1051

1112

1128

R0052635



CRUISE: 6 Sel)~e~ber 1990, ¢ont,

S~a~1on TI~ Observa~; Ions Commen~s

13 1206 Hand s~mpled fr~ s~re

22 1214

2
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Table B1. Physical N~ter (~allty Datm. 50~to~er lg8g

CRUISE: HDR 89-90 Vessel: Boy Witch T%DE TIHE HEIGHT (ft) ~
WEATHER: Overcast, very c~lm Lov 0441 2.8

High 1156 5.1

2Time/ Statlon Death Ten~. Sal. iX) I~l tT FU Secchl ~
~tnd k ¯ C    o/~q/I ~1/1

0850 12 0 18.4 24,7 8.2 8.2 88 8 3.0 1.?
0 1 18.1 31.4 8.8 8.2

2 18.1 31,7 8.8 8.2 90 1.2

~ 0900 1 0 18.3 31.5 8.4 8.3 90 8 6.6 1.3
; E4 1 18.3 31.8 8.4 8.3 91
, 2 18.3 31.8 8.4 8.3 91 1.1¯ ¯

3 18.3 31.8 8.4 8.3 91

i 4 18.3 31.8 8.9 8.3 88 1.0
S 18.3 31.8 12.0 8.3 90
6 18.2 31.9 12.0 8.3 90 0.9                1

~ 0910 2 0 18.8 31.? 10.9 8.3 88 10 4.0 1.3 |_¯ E4-$ 1 18.8 31.t 11.0 0.3 06
2 18.7 31.8 11.2 8.3 86 1.1
3 18.3 31.8 11.2 8.3 88
4 18.2 31.8 11.S 8.3 89 1.1
6 18.2 31.9 11.8 8.3 90

0921 3 0 19.3 32.1 10.0 8.3 82 10 2.6 1.1
~            E6 1 19.3 31.8 11.3 6.3 82

2 19.3 31.8 11.3 8.3 82 0.9
3 19.3 31.8 11.6 8.3 82
4 19.3 31.9 11.2 6.3 82 1.0

¯ 6 18.3 32.0 10.9 8.3 el

0931 4 0 lg.s 31.9 11.2 8.2 81 12 2.6 1.2 ~.J
1 19.4 31.8 10.7 8.3 81
2 18.8 31.9 11.0 8.3 83 1.4
3 18.7 31.8 11.2 8.3 84

¯ 4 18.S 31.8 11.3 8.3 85 1.4
S 18.4 31.8 11.3 8.3 85

¯                          4    18.6 31.9 11.0 8.3 83               1.3
6 18.5 31.9 11.0 8.3 82
6 18.4 31.9 11.8 8.2 78 1.3

R0052639
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Tabla 81. 50ctol~r Ig8g co~t.

CRUISE: NDR 89-90 Vassal: Bay WatCh TIDE TIHE HEIGHT (ft) ~
~EATHER: Overcast, vary �~1~ L~ 0441    2,8

High 1156    5.1

TI~/ S~a~Jon ~D~h T~D. Sal. ~ ~ ~T ~ Seccht ~D ~

~ k m C o/~ ag/1 ~1

0951 S 0 19.8 31.8 10.1 8.2 79 12 2.S 1.0
E7 1 19.8 31.8 10.7 8.2 81

2 19.7 31.8 10.8 8.2 79 2.4
3 19.4 31.9 10.6 8.2 73
4 18.6 31.8 10.4 8.2 77 2.2
S 18.4 31.9 10.S 8.2 7S

1003 8 0 19.7 31.8 9.2 8.2 80 12 2.8 0.8
SS 1 19.7 31.8 9.2 8.2 80

2 19.? 31.8 9.0 8.2 61 0.8
3 19.6 31.8 9.1 8.2 81
4 19.8 31.8 9.1 8.2 80              0.6

102S 18 0 20.2 31.8 8.0 8.1 79 12 2.0 1.0
S~S 1 20.0 31.8 8.9 8.2 78

2 19.9 31.8 8.9 8.2 78 1.0

1025 19 0 Beech Stilt ton 0.8

1035 8 0 20.0 31.8 9.1 $.2 78 12 2.0 0.8
8ffS 1 19.9 31.8 9.3 8.2 77

2 19.8 31.8 9.4 8.2 78 1.4
3 19.8 31.8 9.4 8.2 76
4 19.7 31.9 9.5 8.2 78 1.3

1052 10     0 20.2 31.7 9.0 8.1 75 15 1.0 0.7
0 1 20.1 31.8 8.3 8.1 68

2 20.0 31.8 7.4 8.1 69 3.6
3 19.9 31.8 6.8 8.1 71
4 19.8 31.9 6.5 8.1 68 1.6

1059 20 0 20.7 31.5 7.8 8.1 79 15 1.5 1.4
0 1 20.3 31.6 10.5 0.1 82

2 20.2 31.7 7.6 8.1 65 1.73
3 19.9 31.9 $.8 8.1 72

R0052640



Table 81. 5 October lg89 cont.

CRUZSE: HDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TZHE HEIGHT
WEATHER: Overcast, very calm Lo~ 0441

High 1158    5.1

Ttme/ S~atton Depth TemD. Sal. ~ ~    ZT    FU Secch~
Wlnd k            m      C o/~ m9/I                             ~/I

1113 11 0 20.0 31.8 9.4 8.1 78 12 2.0 0.7
0 1 20.0 31.8 9.4 8.1 78

2    19.8 31,8 9.4 8.1    7S                1.8
3 19.6 31.9 8.4 8,1 73
4 19.4 32.0 7,6 8.1 68 1.1

1124 9     0 20.4 31.6 11,4 8.2 72 16 1.0 2.1
1 20,2 31,5 11,5 8.2 72
2 19.9 31.7 8,$ 8,1 73               1.9
3 19.8 31.7 7,8 8,1 68
4 19.4 31.8 7.9 8.1 64 O.g

1139 7 0 20,3 31.8 10.8 8.2 71 16 1.6 2,6
$~8 I 20,1 31.9 10.7 8,2 69

¯                                 2    19.7 31.9 8.8 8,1    69                   2.6
3 19.4 32.0 g,0 8.1 66
4 19.1 32.1 9.0 8.1 68 1.0

1210 13 0 21.0 30.4 6.1 8.0 81 1.6

¯ 22 0 Gs~e locked - not accessible

Average 19,3 31,7 9.7 8,2 79.3 11.9 2.8 1.3
Ste. Oev. 0.7 0,8 1,5 0.1 7.0 3.0 1,3 0.6
Naxlmum 21.0 32.1 12.0 8.3 91.0 16.0 6.5 3.6
Mlnimum 18.1 24.7 5.8 8.0 64.0 $.0 1.0 0.5

B$
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Table B2. Phystcal wa~er Quall~y Da~a.                 g November 1989

CRUISE: NDR 8g-g0 Vessel: Bay Watch TZDE TZ~E HEZGHT
WEATHER: Sunny end war~, slight Santa Ana Htgh 0554

Lov 1219    0.8
7,..i,.

Time/ S~atton Depth TemD. Sal. DO I~1 ~T FU Seccht BOO
Wind k m C o/oo 19/1 l~’1

0825 12 0 15.4 28.2 8.? 8.0 85 14 3.0 2.2
NE2 1 15.8 31.3 8.4 8.0

2 15.9 31.9 6.2 8.0 88 1.0

0834      1     0 15.6 31.0 6.6 8.1 70 10 3.5 2.3
HE6 1 15.7 31.8 6.1 8.1 87

2 15.9 32.0 8.? 8.1 81 1.1
3 15.9 32.1 6.6 8.1
4 15.9 32.2 6.6 8.t 81 1.0
S 15.8 32.2 6.6 8.1 86

0842 2 0 16.0 32.0 8.7 6.1 66    ? 3.s 2.2
HE6 1 16.0 32.0 6.8 8.1 86

2 lS.9 32.0 6.6 6.1 a6 2.1
3 15.9 32.0 7.0 8.1 86
, 15., 32.o ,., ,.1 ,6 ,..
S ,S., 32., ... e.,.,
, 1,., 32., ,.1 e., .,             ,.,

0868      3     0 16.3 32.0 6.9 8.0 86 6 3.0 0.0
NE2 1 16.3 32.1 8.9 8.0 86

2 16.3 32.1 6.0 8.0 84 0.9
3 16.3 32.1 6.1 8.0 84
4 16.3 32.0 6.2 8.0 64 1.4

0906 4 0 16.6 32.1 8.6 8.0 76 10 2.6    1.0

4 18.6 32.1 $.3 8.0 78 1.0
$ 16.6 32.1 5.3 8.0 76

B6
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Table B2. 9 Nov~r 1989 cont.

CRUZSE: NDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay watch TZOE TZNE HEZGHT (re)
WEATHER: Sunny and wam, slight Santa Ana High 0554 5-.5

L~ 1219 0.8
1

TI~/ Statlon ~Dth T~D. ~1. ~ ~ XT FU ~cchl BOO 2Wind k m C o/~ m9/1 ~/1

092S S     0 16.8 32.0 4.8 ?.9 83 ? 2.S 0.?
0 1 16.1’ 32.1 4.8 1’.9 82

2 16.7 32.1 4.6 7.9 62 0.8
3 16.7 32.1 4.8 7.9 82
4 16.7 32.1 4.9 7.9 80 0.7
S t6.6 32.1 5.1 7.9 77

0936      6     0 16.832.2 4.8 7.9 78 10 2.0 0.6
Sk~3 1 16.7 32.2 4.8 7.9 79

3 16.632.2 4.9 7.9 80

OgS6 18 0 17.0 32.2 S.1 7.9 83 10 2.S 0.7
1 17.0 32.2 S.2 7.9 83
2 16.8 32.2 5.4 8.0 83 1.0

SW40958
19 0 Beach 8t, at;to~l 1.1

~ .
1004 8 0 17.0 32.2 5.1 7.9 79 10 2.5 0.8iV6 1 16.7 32.2 S.S 7.9 81

2 16.932.2 S.6 7.9 81 1.8
3 16.632.2 5.7 7.9 80

1018 10    0 16.931.8 4.0 7.8 * 81 10 3.0 0.8
0 1 16.831.7 4.0 7.9 82

2 16.7 31.8 4.2 7.9 82 1.0
3 16.9 32.0 4.3 7.9 79

1024 20 0 17.1 31.7 3.9 7.8 76 10 1.5 0.9
0 1 16.8 31.8 3.9 7.8 77

2 16.9 32.0 3.9 7.8 80 0.9

1024 11 0 17.1 32.2 4.5 7.8 80 ? 2.0 0.$
kf3 1 11’.0 32.2 4.7 7.8 79

2 16.9 32.2 4.5 7.8 77 0.8
3 16.9 32.2 4.5 7.8 76

1046 g 0 17.3 32.2 4.4 7.8 69 10 2.0 0.6
~SIV6 1 17.2 32.2 4. S 7. ~ 72

2 17.0 32.1 4.4 7.8 74 0.7
3 16.9 32.2 4.5 7.8 74
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Table B2. 9 November 1989 �onL

CRUZSE: NDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay t~at.ch        TZOE TZNE HEZ~ (ft)
WEATHER: Sunny and wam, sl19h~ San~l Ana      High 0554    S~S

L~ 1219 0.8
~

WI~ k m C o/~ ag/1

1058 ? 0 17.1 32.2 4.2 7.8 76 10 2.5 0.6
S~V4 1 17.0 32.3 4.3 7.8 81

2 16.9 32.2 4.4 7.8 81 0.6
3 16.9 32.2 4.S 7.8

1133       13    0 17.0 31.7 3.6 7.2 3.1

1140 22 0 18.0 27.0 3.4 7.2 10.2

Average 16.6 31.9 6.3 ?.g 80.7 9.4 2.6 1.4
St.. Oev. O.S 0.8 ,.0 0.2 4.6 1., 0.6 1.$
Naxtu 18.0 32.3 ?.0 8.1 e8.o 14.0 3.6 10.2
141nt~m 15.4 27.0 3.4 7.2 68.0 6.0 1.6 0.6
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Table B3. Physical Water Quality O~a.
7 ~c~r 1989

CRUZSE: NDR 89-g0 Vessel: Bay Watch TZDE TZHE HEZG~WEATHER: Clear and sunny Hlgh 0431 5.2
L~ 1114 1.2

Tt~/ S~a~ton ~�~h T~D, Sal, ~ ~ ~T FU $eccht GODW tn~ k m C o/~ mS/I I~ 1

0825 12    0 13.3 16.4 7.3 8.0 79 12 2.6 2.4E? 1 IS.g 28.6 $.0 7.9 85
2 16.2 30.7 8.6 8.0 87 1.2

0830      I     0 15.7 29.9 8.6 8.0 87 7 3.6 2.1(13 1 15.7 30.4 9.0 8.0 87
2 15.? 30.9 9.4 8.0 87 2.23 16.0 31,2 9.4 8.1 87
4 16.0 31.3 9.3 8.1 87 1.8

0838 2 0 15.8 31.5 9.4 8.0 85 8 3.0 1.7

1
E7 1 15.8 31.8 9.4 8.1 86

2 15.8 31.5 9.2 8.1 86 1.8
3 15.8 31.5 9.9 8.1 86 |__ .~_
4 15.8 31.6 9.9 8.1 86 1.6
6 15.8 31.$ 9.9 8.1 84

~0848      3     0 1S.3 31.5 8.9 8.0 82 10 2.6 0.|[6 1 16.2 31.6 7.1 8.0 82
2 15.4 31.5 7.0 8.0 82 0.8

3
3 16.4 31.6 6.9 8.0 82
4 16.3 31.5 6.9 8.0 80 0.8

oese      4     0 15.4 31.6 6.1 7.9 81 10 2.6 0.6

~i~
0 1 15.4 31.8 6.0 7.9 81

2 15.4 31.6 5.9 7.9 80 0.6
3 15.4 31.6 5.9 7.9 80
, 15.4 31.6 6.7 7.9 80 0.8 ~
5 15.4 31.7 5.7 7.9 78

U
0906       25     0 15.4 31.7 S.7 7.9 80 10 1.S O.S0 1 15.4 31.7 5.7 7.9 80

2 15.4 31.7 5.6 7.9 79 0.3
3 15.3 31.7 5.7 7.9 78
4 15.3 31.7 5.7 7.9 77 0.8
S 1S.3 31.7 5.6 7.9 77
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Table B3. 7 December 1989 cont..

CRUZSE: NDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Wat.ch
TZDE TZHE H£]GHT (ft.)hEATHER: Clear ancl sunny High 0431    5.2
Lov 1114    1.2

Tln~e/ St.at.ton Deat.h Te~a. Sal. CO DH ~,T FU Se¢chl O00
2v/lncl k ¯ ¢ o/oo rag/1 rag/1

0915 S 0 15.2 31.7 5.6 7.9 78 7 2.S 0.$ES I 15.2 3!.7 5.4 7.9 78
2 15.2 31.7 5.5 7.9 80 0.53 15.2 31.7 5.6 7.9 79
4 15.2 31.7 5.? 7.9 79 0.8

0926 6 0 15.1 31.7 5.0 7.9 72 12 1.5 0.9E3 1 15.1 31.7 4.9 7.9 71’
2 15.1 31.7 4.8 7.9 78 0.93 15.1 31.7 4.9 7.9 73

0941’ 18 0 15.1 31.7 5.8 7.9 84 7 2.0 1.20 1 15.0 31.7 6.0 7.9 84

0947 19 0 Beach St, et;lort (, | "
0 1.8

0954 8 0 15.1 31.70 5.7 7.9 81     8 2.5 0.70 1 15.0 31.80 5.6 7.9 81
2 14.9 31.80 5.9 7.8 82 0.73 14.9 31.80 8.0 7.8 81

1009 10 0 15. I 30.8 4.3 7.8 82 7 2.5 0.90 1 15.0 31.2 4.3 7.8 82
2 15.4 31.5 4.1 7.8 82 0.83 15.4 31.7 4.1 7.8 70

1015 20 0 15.1 30.6 4.4 7.8 79 10 2.0 O.g0 1 15.1 31.3 4.3 7.8 82

1026 11 0 15.2 31.6 5.4 7.8 75 8 2.5 0.80 1 15.1 31.7 5.4 7.8 80
2 15.1 31.7 S.4 7.8 79 0.93 15.3 31.7 5.3 7.8 75

1035 9 0 15.6 31.7 5.0 7.8 72          10 1.5 O.S0 1 15.4 31.9 4.9 7.8 75
2 15.4 31.9 4.9 7.8 75 0.43 15.3 31.9 5.0 7.8 76

810
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Table 83. 7 December 1989 cont.

CRUISE: MDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TIME HEIGHT
WEATHER: Clear and sunny High 0431    5.2

Lo~ 1114    1.2

2Ttme/ Station 0eDth Teml=. Sal. DO I)H    ~lT    FU $ec�h1 800
Wind k m C o/oo m9/1

1050 7 0 15.4 31,9 4,? 7.8 62 8 2.5 0.3t~4 1 15.4 32.0 4.7 7.8 79
2 15.4 32.0 4.7 7.8 ?9 0.33 15.3 32.0 4.7 7.8 19

1123       13    0 IS.1 30.4 3.9 ?.0 84 1.3
1134 22     0 16.4 27.0 4.3 7.2 1.8

Average 15.4 31.2 8.2 1.9 80.1 8.9 2.4 1.0Sta. Oev. 0.4 2.0 1.1 0.2 4.5 1.1 O.S 0.8Maximum 16.4 32.0 9.9 8.1 87.0 12.0 3.6 2.4 "~
141n lma~ 13.3 16.4 3.9 7.0 62.0 ?.0 I.S 0.3

:J
q
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Table B4. Physical Water Quality Data. 11 January 1990

CRUISE: MD~ 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch        TIDE TIME HEZGHT (ft)
WEATHER: Clear and sunny                        Htgh 0836    8.8

Lo~ 1551 !.5

Wind k m C o/~ mg/l Wl

0900 12 0 14.7 31.2 7.6 7.9 88 10 3.0 1.4
E2 1 14.8 31.8 8.0 87

2 14.8 32.3 8.4 8.0 89 0.9
3 14.8 32.$ 8.1 89

0910 1       0 14.9 32.S 8.9 8.1 67 6 4.$ 1.0
SE3 1 15.0 32.5 8.1 88

2 15.0 32.5 8 8 8.1 88 0.9.
3 14.9 32.6 8.1 88
4 14.9 32.6 8.8 8.1 88 0.8
8 14.8 32.6 8.1 $6

14.8 32.4 8.5 8.1 84       6 3.S 0.80918 2 0
$E3 1 14.8 32.8 8.1 88

2 14.8 32.6 8.6 6.1 66 1.0 �’~-
3 14.8 32.6 8.1 66 !

4 14.8 32.6 8.6 8.2 86 0.6
8 14.8 32.6 6.2 66
6 14.0 32.6 8.4 8.2 66 0.?

0930 3 0 14.9 32.6 8.3 8.1 88 7 3.5 0.8 ~-~
$4 1 14.9 32.6 8.1 88

2 14.9 32.6 8.2 $.1 85 0.6
3 14.9 32.6 8.1 85
4 14.9 32.6 8.4 8.1 88 0.1

0940 4 0 14.9 32.6 8.0 8.1 82 10 2.0 0.6
0 1 14.9 32.6 8.1 82

2 14.9 32.6 8.0 8,1 82 0.6
3 14,9 32.6 8.1 61
4 14.9 32.6 8.1 61
$ 14.9 32.6 8.1 81

0949 28 0 14.8 32.$ 7.4 8.1 81 10 2.0 0.4
E2 1 14.8 32.5 8.1 80

2 14.8 32.6 7.5 8.1 80 0.6
3 14.8 32.6 8.1 80
4 14.8 32.6 7.6 8.1 80 0.7
$ 14.8 32.6 8.1 79
6 14.8 32.6 7.9 8.1 79 0.$
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Table B4. 11 January 1990 cont..

CRUZSE: MDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TIME HEIGHT (ft)
WEATHER: Clear and sunny High 0836 6.8

LOv 1551 1.5

" Ttme/ Station Depth Te~p. Sal. O0 I)H ~T FU Seccht BOO 2Wtnd k m C o/oo m9/1 rag/1

0959 $ 0 14.0 32.6 7.4 8.1 81 7 2.5 0.?
., SW3.5 1 14.0 32.5 8.1 81

2 14.8 32.5 7.5 8.1 80 0.?
3 14.8 32.5 8.1 80
4 14.8 32.5 7.6 8.1 78 0.8
S 14.8 32.5 8.1

t014 6 O 14.5 32.5 7.0 8.1 80 10 2.6 0.$
Skit 1 14.4 32. S 8.1 80

I 2 14.4 32.6 8.| 8.1 80 0.7
i 3 14.4 32.8 8.1 78

4 14.3 32.5 6.9 8.1 79 0.$

1038 18 0 14.S 32.3 7.0 8.1 81 10 2.0 0.4~
SV/8 1 14.5 32.4 8.1 81

1035 19 0 Beach Stiittofl 0.8 ~i~
St~8

1040 8 0 14.5 32.3 6.9 8.1 76 10 2.8 0.4"* 81!l8 1 14.3 32.4 8.0
2 14.3 32.4 7.0 8.0 77 0.8
3 14.3 32.4 8.0 1’8
4 14.3 32.4 7.1 8.0 79 0.7

1058 10 0 14.4 32.3 6.6 8.0 1’9 10 2.S 0.1,¯ S1V6 1 14.4 32.3 8.0 79
2 14.4 32.3 6.6 8.0 77 0.8
3 14.3 32.3 8.0 77
4 14.3 32.3 6.6 8.0 77 0.8
5 14.3 32.3 8.0 74

~ 1105 20     0 14.4 32.2 6.4 8.0 84 10 2.0 0.$
$t~S 1 14.3 32.3 8.0 84

2 14.3 32.3 6.1 8.0 79 0.8
3 t4.3 32.3 8.0 76

1115 11 0 14.6 32.3 6.7 8.0 79 10 2.5 0.3¯ StY4 1 14.5 32.3 8.0 80
2 14.5 32.3 6.S 8.0 76 0.4
3 14.5 32.4 8.0 74
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Table B4. 11 January 1990 cont.

CRUISE: H~ 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TIHE HEIGHT
~[ATHER: Clear and sunny High 0838 .6.8

L~ 1551 1 .$

TI~/ Statlon ~pth T~p. Sal. ~ ~ ~T FU ~c~1
Wind k m C o/~ m9/1 ag/1

1125 9     0 14.7 32.4 8.6 8.0 ?S 12 2.0 0.S
S~v5 1 14.8 32.4 8.0 74

2 14.5 32.5 6.8 8.0 77 0.6
3 14.5 32.5 8.01 77
4 14,$ 32.6 8,01 77

1140 7     0 14,8 32,4 6.5 8,0 82 10 2,~
1 14,7 32,4 8,0 81
2 !4,7 32,6 8,3 8,0 80 0,4
3 14.1 32,6 8,0 79
4 14,6 32,6 4,29 8,0 77 O,S

1214 13    0 14.3 31,8 6,0 7,4 83 0,8

Average 14,7 32,4 7,3 8,0 81,2 9,2 2,6 7,1
Sta, Oev, 0,2 0.3 0.9 0,1 3,9 1,7 0,7 2,2
Haxlmum 15.0 32.6 8.g 8.2 8g.O 12.0 4.5 1.4
Htnlmum 14,3 31,2 S.S 7,4 74,0 6,0 2,0 0,3 .

q
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¯ Tsble BS. Physic81Wster Ou811ty Date. 8 Februsry 1990

CRUISE: MDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Ws~ch TIDE TZME HEIGHT
WEATHER: Sunny, warm, very clesr High 0749 6.4

Ssnt8 An8 condition Lo~ 1452 -1.3

Time/ 518~1on Depth Te~p. 581. DO pH XT .oo 2Nlnd k m C o/oo mg/1 mg/1

0825 12 0 11.8 30.7 7.2 7.9 81 10 2.5 1.8
¯ NE6 1 12.1 32.2 7.1 7.9 81

2 12.3 32.6 7.0 7.9 81 1.2
3 12,4 32.6 6.8 8.0 1,9

0837 1 0 12.0 31.1, 1,.3 7.9 80 10 2.5 1,3
NE8 1 12.3 32.4 7.1’ 7.9 80

~ 2 12.4 32.6 8.1 7.9 80 1.8
3 12.5 32.6 8.1 7.9 80
4 12.5 32.6 8.1 7.9 80 2.2
5 12.S 32.6 8.3 1,.9 80
6 12.4 32.6 7.4 1,.9 80

+.            084S 2 0 12.S 32.6 8.1 7.9 79 10 2.5 2.0 ~, . .,,,,,
NE8 1 12.5 32.6 8.0 8.0 80

2 12.5 32.5 8.1 8.0 1,9 2.0
3 12.6 32.6 8.3 8.0 70
4 12.6 32.6 8.3 8.0 1,9 1.8
5 12.6 32.6 8.6 8.0 79

0857 3 O 12.6 32.6 8.5 8.0 80 12 2.6 4.6
NE7 1 12.6 32.4 8.3 8.0 1,9

2 12.6 32.4 8.4 8.0 1,9 4.9
3 12.6 32.5 8.3 8.0 79
4 12.8 32.S 8.2 8.0 81 3.9
5    12.8 32.5 8.1 8.0 82

0908 4 0 12.9 32.4 8.0 7.9 83 8 3.0 0.8
N9 1 12.9 32.5 7.8 7.9 82 02 12.9 32.5 7.9 8.0 82 0.8

3 12.8 32.5 8.0 8.0 82
4 12.8 32.S 7.8 8.0 81 0.7

"* S 12.8 32.S 7.9 8.0 82

0915 25     0 12.9 32.5 1,.9 8.0 83 10 2.5 1.2
1 12.9 32.4 7.8 8.0 83
2 12.9 32.4 7.8 8.0 84 1.2
3 12.9 32.4 7.8 8.0 84
4    12.9 32.4 7.8 8.0 84                 0.9
S 12.9 32.4 7.8 8.0 81
6 12.9 32.5 8.0 8.0 80
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Table BS. 8 February 1990 con~.

CRUISE: NDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay ~atch TIDE TINE HEIGHT (ft)
WEATHER: Sunny, wam0 very clear High 0749 6.4

Santa Ana condition Lo~ 1452 1.3

Temp. Sal. DO pH ~T FU Secchl BOOStatlon ~p~h
~Ind ¯ C    o/~ ~/I a911

0927 $ 0 13.1 32.2 7.7 ’I.9 86 10 4.0    0.6
N7 1 13.0 32.3 7.7 7.9 85

2 13.1 32.3 7.8 8.0 84
3 13.0 32.3 7.8 8,0 84
4 13.0 32.3 7..� 6.0 84 0.6
5 13.0 22.3 7.~’ 8.0 84

0938 6 0 13.5 32.3 7.4 7.9 83    10 3.5    0.$
NE2 1 13.4 32.3 7.2 8.0 83

2 13.4 32.3 7.1 8.0 83 0.6
3 13.4 32.3 7.2 8.0 83
4 13.4 32.3 7.3 8.0 83                 0.5

1001 18 0 13.4 32.2 7.4 7.9 80    10    3.0    0.9
1 13.4 32.2 7.4 7.9 82
2 13.4 32.2 7.5 8.0 83 0.9

1001 19 0 Beach St, l~; 1on 1.0

1007 8 0 13.3 32.1 7.6 8.0 85 10 3.0 0.7
1 13.3 32.1 7.7 8.0 85
2 13.3 32.1 7.7 8.0 84 0.7
3 13.3 32.1 7.7 8.0 8S
4 13.0 32.2 7.8 ~8.0 84 0.8

1028 10 0 13.8 32.2 6.7 7.9 79    10 4.0 0.$
1 13.7 32.2 6.8 7.9 80
2 13.7 32.2 6.8 7.9 80 0.$
3 13.7 32.2 7.0 7.9 81
4 13.7 32.2 7.3 7.9 79 0.6 ¯

1038 20    0 13.8 32.1 6.8 7.9 78 10 3.0 0.6
1 13.8 32.2 6.7 7.9 80
2 13.7 32.1 6.7 7.9 80 0.6
3 13.7 32.1 6.6 7.9 79

1051 11 0 13.6 32.3 7.2 7.9 74 10 3.$ 0.7
1 13.5 32.2 7.2 7.9 79
2 13.5 32.2 7.2 7.9 80 0.7 ~’-
3 13.4 32.3 7.4 7.9 80
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Table 85. 8 February 1990 c~.

CRUZSE: NOR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TINE HEIGHT (ft) ~WEATHER: Sunny, wam, very clear High 0749 6.4Santa Ana COndltl~ L~ 1452 1,3 ~                           1

T1N/ Statton ~Dth Total). Sal. ~ DN ~T ~ ~c�hl ~
2WI~ k m C o/~ a~l ag/1

1100 9 0 13.6 32.3 7.3 7.9 80 10 4.0 0.8N6 1 13.5 32.2 7.2 7.9 80
2 13.3 32.3 1.4 7.9 79 0.83 13.3 32.3 7.8 7.9 79

111S      ?     0 13.4 32.3 6.8 7.9 81 10 4.0 0.5N10 1 13.3 32.3 6.9 7.9 81
2 13.3 32.3 7.~ 7.9 80 0.6
3 13.2 32.3 1.8 7.9

1145       13     0 13.6 32.0 6.8 ?.3 81 0.9
1158 22 0 13.3 31.~ 6.2 7.4 1.2

Average 13.0 32.3 1.6 1.9 81.1 10.0 3.2 1.2St.a. Oev. 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.1 2.1 0.7 0.6 1.0 {~ aims
Nextmum 13.8 32.6 8.6 8.0 86.0 12.0 4.0 4.9Hlntm~m 11.8 30.7 5.2 7.3 74.0 0.0 2.6 0.6

q
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Table 86. Physical Water Ouallty Oata. 8 March lg90 i

CRUISE: MDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TIME HEIGHT (ft) (
WEATHER: Overcast., chilly ancl windy H~gh 0702 5.7

L~ 1352 -0.8
~ ~

Tt~/ 5~a~1~ ~P~h T~D. Sal. ~ ~ ~T FU Seccht ~O ’ ~~in~ k m C    o/~ ag/1 ag/I

0818 12    0 14.3 31.2 10.1 ?.g 78 15 2.0 10.1
1 14.3 31.6 10.1 7.9 77
2 14.3 32.2 10.1 7.9 81 ?.5
3 14.3 32.3 10.1 7.9 83

0828 1 0 14.3 32.0 10.4 8.0 80 12 2.0 4.3
1 14.2 32.3 10.2 8.0 00
2 14.1 32.3 10.2 8.0 00 5.0
3 14.1 32.3 10.2 8.0

14.1 32.4 10.4 8.0 80 4.54
5 14.1 32.4 10.5 8.0 80
6 14.1 32.4 10.5 8.0 80 4.4

0840 2 0 14.1 32.5 9.8 8.1 80 14 2.5 9.0
1 14.1 32.5 10.1 8.1 78
2 14.1 32.S 10.1 8.1
3 14.1 32.5 t0.4 8.1 78
4 14.1 32.S 10.6 0.1 78 7.3
5 14.1 32.5 10.4 8.1 79
6 14.0 32.5 10.5 8.1

0902 3 0 14.5 32.6 9.3 8.0 74 10 2.0 3.2
1 14.5 32.4 9.5 0.0 77
2 14.4 32.S 10.2 8.0 71 2.3
3 14.2 32.5 10.9 8.0 ??
4 14.0 32.5 11.3 8.0 71’ 2.5
S 14.0 32.6 11.9 8.0

0914 4 0 14.8 32.4 8.3 8.0 80 10 2.0 2.3
1 14.6 32.S 8.8 8.0 81
2 14.4 32.5 8.9 8.0 80 2.4
3 14.3 32.5 8.8 8.0 80
4 14.2 32.5 9.0 8.0 78 1.8
5 14.1 32.6 9.0 8.0 76
6 14.0 32.6 9.2 8.0 76 1.8

0934 5 0 15.4 32.3 8.0 8.0 75 10 3.0 1.0
1 15.4 32.3 8.3 8.0 80
2 15.1 32.4 8.3 8.0 82 1.5
3 14.6 32.4 8.5 8.0 81
4 14.2 32.5 8.7 8.0 81 1.8
5 14.1 32.6 9.0 8.0 81
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¯ Table 86. 8 ~arch 1990 cont.

CRUISE: NDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TZDE TZNE HEZGHT
~EATHER: Overcast, chilly and wtndy Hlgh 0702 5.7

Low 1352 -0.8

~
Time/ Station Oep~h Te~np. Sal. DO pH ~T FU Secchl 600 2Win~ k m ¢    o/oo =9/1 =9/1

0924 25 0 15.0 32.4 7.9 8.0 81 12 2.5 1.4
~ 1 15.0 32.4 8.1 8.0 82

2 14,7 32.4 8.3 8.0 82 1.4
3 14.7 32.4 8.2 8.0 82
4 14.4 32.5 8.6 8.0 80 1.4
S 14.2 32.5 8.4 8.0
8 14.1 32.8 8.9 8.0

094? 8 0 15.1 32.4 7.7 8.0 80 10 3.0 0.7
1 15.1 32.4 7.9 8.0 85
2 15.0 32.4 7.9 8.0 05 0.7
3 14.8 32.5 8.1 8.0 81 ’~/
4 14.6 32.6 8.0 8.0 81 0.8

’~ 1010 18 0 15.6 32.5 8.1 8.0 86    10 3.0 0.? ~’ ~’~ :
1 15.6 32.4 9.1 8,0 85

1010 19 0 Beach St,~t, tofl 1.2

.~ 1016 8 0 15.6 32.3 8.0 e.o 86 0 4.0 0.0
1 16.5 32.3 8.2 8.0
2 15.S 32.4 8.4 8.0 85 0.9
3 15.4 32.4 8.6 8.6 84

1032 10 0 1S.7 31.9 7.1 8.0 74    10 3.0 1.1
1 15.7 32.1 7.3 8.0 84

"~ 2 15.6 32.3 7.S 8.0 82 1.0
3 15.6 32.4 7.7 8.0 82

1038 20 0 15.8 31.5 6.9 8.0 83 10 3.0 1.0 U
1 15.7 32.0 7.0 8.0 83

~ 2 15.7 32.2 7.1 8.0 84

1049 11     0 15.8 32.3 ?.3 8.0 86 10 3.5 0.8
1 15.8 32.3 7.6 8.0 86
2 15.6 32.3 7.7 8.0 85 1.0
3 15.0 32.6 7.5 8.0 82

1059      9     0 16.0 32.4 7.5 8.0 78    10 2.0 1.2
1 15.9 32.4 7.7 8.0 80
2 15.1 32.6 7.6 8.0 81 1.2
3 14.8 32.6 7.9 8.0 82
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Ta~e 86. 8 ~arch 1990 co~t.

CRUISE: NDR 89-90 vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TZNE HEIGHT (ft)
WEATHER: Overcast, chllly ano windy High 0702

Low 1352 -0.8

Time/ Sta~ton Depth TemD. Sal. DO DH ~T FU Secchf BOO
2Wind m C o/oo mg/I a9/1

1112 7 0 15.5 32.4 7,1 8.0 83 10 3,0 1,0
1 15.3 32.4 7.3 8.0 84
2 14.8 32,5 7.6 8.0 84 0.9

1145 13     0 16.2 32.0 8.8 7.4 85 1.1

1158 22     0 15.9 31.2 4.5 ?.4 2.4

Average 14.8 32.4 8.1 8.0 80.6 10.7 2,? 2.7
S~;a. Dev. 0.? 0.3 1.3 0.1 3.1 1.7 0.6 2.8
Naxtmum 16.2 32.6 11.9 8.1 86.0 15.0 4.0 10.1
Ntnlmum 14.0 31.2 4.5 7.4 74.0 8.0 2.0
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Table B?. Physical )¢at.er- Quallt;y Dat.a.                    5 Apt11 lg90

CRUZSE: ~DR 89-90 Vessel: Bay t~atch
TZDE T~HE HEZGHT (ft)I~.ATHER: Overcast.. cht 11y ancl windy
Htgh 0601 4.9
Lov 1243 -0.3

w’~nd k m C o/oo rag/1

06,S 12 0 15.0 24.4 ,.1 ?.8 5’ 19 O.S 8.,

, ,,., ~,., ,., o.o ,o ,.o
o., , o ,,.o,,.o,.,,., ,, , ,.o,,.o~ , ,,.o ,,.o o.,o.o,3 14.7 32.0 8.4 8.0 14, ,,.~ ,.o o.,,.o,, ,., t,,.,, ,,., ,., ,.o,.oo,

, ,,.o ,,., ,., o.o,, ,.,, ,,., ,., ,., ,.o,, J
$ 14.3 32,1 8,1 8,0 14

~ 0858 4 0 IS.4 30.3 8.3 8.0 73 18 1.0 7.8INS 1 1S.8 30.6 8.2 8.0 112 lS.8 31.8 8.8 8.0 1S 8.43 14.9 32.0 8.9 8.0 784 14.7 32.0 6,9 8.0 80 3.0S 14.4 32.0 8.1 8.0 79
0908 28 0 18. ’/’ 30.7 4.S 8.0 78 14 1.S 4.3IN2 1 15.7 30.8 8.4 8.0 1’52 15.5 31.6 6.5 8.0 77 3.23 15.0 31.9 6.9 8.0 77

4 14.7 32.0 6.8 8.0 71 2.3 ¯$    14.$ 32.1 6.2 8.0     76                                                   .
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Table B?. 5 ADrtl 1990 con~.                                                           L

CRUZSE: NO~ 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TZDE TZME HEZGHT (ft)
WEATHER: Overcast. chtlly and vlndy Hlgh 0601 4.9

Lov 1243 -0.3

1
Ttme/ Station OeD~h Te~p. Sal. DO pH XT FU $eccht ~X)

2Wind k m C    o/oo mg/l m9/1

0915 5 0 16.0 30.6 4.3 6.0 73 14 1.6 4.?
WS 1 16.5 31.4 6.4 8.0

2 16.2 31.8 6.2 8.0 78 3.2
3 15.5 32.1 6.1 8.0 78
4 15.0 32.1 6.2 0.0 79 1.?
5 14.? 32.1 4.6 8.0 79

092? 6 0 16.5 31.6 6.0 8.0 82 10 3.0 1.2
SW$ 1 16.6 31.7 6.4 8.0 84

2 16.6 31.7 6.6 8.0 82 1.2
3 15.7 32.1 6.3 8.0 82
4 15.S 32.0 6.6 8.0 79 0.9

0948 16 0 16.9 31.6 6.9 6.0 82 10 2.0 1.4
tit 1 16.9 31.7 6.0 8.0 82

0948 19 0 Beach 8tetton 1.9

OeSe | 0 16.8 31.4 $.t 8.0 79 12 2.0 2.0
1~6 1 16.6 31.6 4.9 8.0 80

2 16.7 31.$ 5.2 8.0 81 1.6
3 16.1 32.0 $.$ 7.9 78

101S 10 0 16.9 31.4 5.4 8.0 80 12 2.0 1.9
M8 1 16.9 31.S S.4 8.0 80

2 16.6 31.7 4.8 8.0 80 1.3
3 16.3 32.0 4.3 8.0 76

1022 20 0 17.4 30.5 5.1 8.0 75 12 2.0 1.9
I 17.1 31.0 5.4 8.0 70
2 16.7 31.7 3.8 8.0 79

1032 11 0 16.7 30.8 6.3 8.0 74 12 1.$ 2.8
k~6 1 16.7 31.1 6.4 8.0 76

2 16.6 31.6 5.2 8.0 77 t.8
3 15.8 31.8 4.9 8.0 77

1042 g 0 16.5 30.9 5.6 8.0 76 14 1.5 3.5
SM6 1 16.6 31.2 5.8 8.0 76

2 16.0 31.8 4.8 7.9 79 1.5
3 15.8 31.9 4.7 7.9 78

B22
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Table B?. 5 ADrll 1990 cont.
¯

CRUISE: NOR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch        TIDE TZNE HEIGHT (ft)
WEATHER: Overcast, chilly and wlndy            HtghLow 06011243 -0.34"9

1

Wlnl k m C oloo mg/l mg/|

1056 7 0 18.8 30.7 5.2 8.0    80 14 1.5 2.6
¯ W8 1 16,4 31.2 S.S 8.0

2 15.9 31.7 4.8 7.9 78 1.8
3 15.6 31.9 6.2 8.0 76

1129 13     0 20.2 9.3 1.4 0.0 16.0

¯ 1140 22     0 18.0 4.8 1.9 6.9 15.6

Avera~e 16.7 30.8 6.2 8.0 76.8 13.? 1.8 4.8
Staadard 1.1 4.2 1.6 0.2 4.7 23.6 0.8
Maximum 20.2 32.2 10.$ 8.1 85.0 19.0 3.0 18.6
Minimum 14.1 4.6 1.4 8.9 52.0 10.0

¯                                823
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Table 88. Physical Wa~er Quallty Data. 17 Hay 1990

CRUISE: NOR 89°90 Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TINE HEIGHT
WEATHER: Sunny, clear and vlndy Lo~ 1007 0.4

High 1726 2.$

Ttme/ S~a~lon OeD~h TemD. Sal. DO pH ~T FU Se¢chl BOO
Wlnd k m C o/oo ~9/1 m9/I

0817 1 0 19.0 29.8 7.5 8.1 81 12 2.0 2.8
1 18.0 30.5 7.,I 8.1 83
2 17.7 30.9 7.6 8.1 88 1.8
3 17.4 31.0 7.7 8.2 88
4 17.2 31.1 7.8 8.2 89 1.2
5 18.9 31.1 7.7 8.2 80

0826 2 0 19.6 30.8 7.8 8.2 79 10 2.0 1.8
1 19.8 30.9 7.9 8.3 78
2 19.5 31.0 7.5 8.3 77 1.7
3 19.0 31.1 7.4 8.3 1’7 ’I
4 17.7 31.S 7.3 8.3 1’9 1.8

0838 3 0 19.8 31.0 7.9 8.3 78 14 1.8 1.4
1 19.7 31.1 7.6 8.3 1’8
2 19.7 31.1 7.6 8.3 76 1.5
3 19.5 31.1 7.2 8.3
4 17.6 31.5 6.7 8.3 71                                     1.4

084? 4 0 20.0 31.1 7.5 8.3 78 12 2.0 1.4
INS 1 19.8 31.1 7.4 8.3 78

¯ 2 18.8 31.1 7.2 8.3 78 1.4
3 18.3 31.3 7.1 8.3 1,1,’!
4 17.9 31.3 7.0 8.3 74                                     1.3

;

0855 25 0 20.2 30.’P 7.7 8.3 71’ 10 1.0 1.8
IN3 1 20.1 31 . 1 7.5 8.3 78

2 20.1 31.1 7.3 6.3 79 1.3
3 19.8 31.1 6.8 8.3 80
4 18.1 31.2 6.7 8.3 69 1.1
$ 17.8 31.2 6.8 8.3 $4

0904 S 0 20.4 31.2 7.3 8.3 71 12 1.8 1.7
StVS 1 20.4 31.1 7.1 8.3 1’4

2 20.1 31.1 6.9 8.3 74 1.6
3 19.1 31.5 6.8 8.3 1’4
4 17.9 31.5 7.0 8.3 68 1.6
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¯ Table 8~. 17 Nay 1990 �on~.

CRUZSE: NDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch
TZDE TZME HEZGh’T (ft)WEATHER: Sunny, clear and windy Low 1001    0.4
Hlgh 1126

~
Ttme/ SLa~ton Depth Te~p. Sel. 00 pH ~T FU Se��hl BOO 2Wind k m C    o/oo mg/I ms/1

0916 6 0 20.0 31.2 8.8 8.3 82 10 2.0 1.6NW8 1 20.0 31.2 6.7 8.3 82
2 19.8 31.2 6,6 8.3 81 1,5
3 19,0 31,3 4,3 8.2 74

0937      18    0 20.3 31,3 6,7 8,2 77 14 1,5 1,8SW5 1 20,3 31,3 6.6 8,2 77
2 20.3 31.3 6.5 8.2 74 2.4

0937 19    0 ~each stir.Ion 2,2

0944 8,2 78 14 2,0 1,2 ~’~8 0 20,3 31,3 6,5
1 20,4 31,3 6,6 6,2 78
2 20.4 31,3 6,6 8,2 ?? 1,3 ~. .~
3 20,2 31,3 6,5 8,2 72

0959 10 0 20.7 30.8 5.3 8.2 81 12 2.0 1.3 ~
1 20.6 31.2 4.6 8.2 77
2 20.6 31.2 4,3 8,1 72 1,3
3 20,6 31,2 4,5 8,1 65 ~

1008 20 0 20.6 30,6 5,2 8,2 76 14 1,0 1,08W5 I 20, 7 30, g 4.8 8,2 76’ 51018 11 0 20. S 31.3 6.4 8.2 64 12 1.5 1.1WS I 20.6 31.3 6.3 8.2 74
2 20,2 31,4 5,5 8,2 66 1,2

1029 9 0 20.6 31.2 7.3 8.2 68 14 1.S 1.? jl~
WS 1 20.6 31,2 6.8 8.2 71

2 20.4 31.3 6,2 8.2 68 1,9
3 19.4 31.S 5.4 8.2 66

1043 ? 0 20.3 31.4 7.7 8,3 61 12 2.0 1.3
1 20.3 31,4 7.6 8,3 77
2 20.0 31.5 6.$ 8,2 74 1.3
3 19.2 31,5 5,4 8.2 69

1138 13    0 20.8 31,1 4,7 7,6 2.9

1148 22     Water too shallow to measure

B2S
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Table BS. 17 May 1990 �~.

CRUZSE: M~ 8g-go Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TIME HEZGHT (ft) ~
WEATHER: Sunny, clear ana utnay L~ 1007 0.4

Hlgh 1726 2.5

~lnd k ¯ ¢ o/~ ~1 ag/I

1201 12 0 19.8 2g.6 6.8 7.9 79 3.3
I 19.2 30.9 6.2 7.g 73
2 18.4 31.3 5.3 7.9 73 4.1

Average 19.6 31.1 6.7 8.2 75.3 12.3 1.7 1.?
S~. 0ev. 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.1 6.3 1.5 0.4 0.~
Nax ~mum 20.8 31.5 7.9 8.3 89.0 14.0 2.0 4.1
Nlnlmu~ 16.9 29.6 4.3 7.6 54.0 10.0 1.0 1.0

1.
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¯ Table 89. Physical Water Quallty Date. ? June 1990

CRUISE: NOR 89-g0 Vessel: Bay Watch        TIDE TINE HEIGHT (ft)
WEATHER: Sunny, clear anO windyLowHlgh 09331341 2.42"4                             1

Win~ k m C o/oo m9/I m9/I

0815 13 0 20.3 31.1’ 6.3 8.1 4.1

0830 22 0 21.1 30.6 3.3 7.8 5.3

0854 2S 0 19.6 32.2 8.1 8.3 83 10 2.0 1.S
1V5 1 19.3 32.3 7.7 8.3 82

2 18.9 32.3 7.7 8.3 81 1.4
3 18.9 32.3 7.7 8.3 79
4 18.8 32.3 7.8 8.3 71 1.3
$ 18.7 32.3 7.9 8.3 73

0906 S      0 19.8 32.0 7.9 8.3 92 10 2.0 1.2
tlS.5 1 19.8 32.0 8.1 8.3 83

3 19.2 32.0 ?.9 8.3 78 ’
4 18.8 32.0 7.9 8.3 77 1.7
8 18.3 32.2 7.6 8.3

0919       6      0 19.8 31.9 8.8 8.3 85    10 3.0 1.4
StY6 1 19.8 31.9 8.S 8.3 86

2 19.7 31.9 8.6 8.3 8S 1.4
3 19.1 31.9 7.0 8.2 84

0939 18 0 20.8 31.9 8.1 8.2 .8 10 2.0 1..
1 20.3 31.8 8.2 8.2 8S

0939      19    0 Beech St, a~; ton                              2.3

00943 8 0 20.2 31.8 8.3 8.2 81 8 2.6 1.4
S~6 1 20.0 31.8 8.3 8.2 82

2 20.0 31.8 8.2 8.2 80 2.2
3 19.5 31.9 4.6 8.1 77
4 18.7 31.8 1.6 7.8 68 3.1

1002 10 0 20.7 31.7 7.3 8.2 84 12 2.6 1.8
1 20.5 31.7 7.6 8.2 84
2 20.0 31.8 5.6 8.3 83 2.3 _,~

4 18.8 31.9 3.1 7.9 71 2.8

827
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Table Bg. 7 June 1990 cont.

CRUZSE: ~DR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TIHE HEIGHT
WEATHER: Sunny, clear and windy High 0933 2.4

Lo~ 1341 2.4 ! "/

Time/ S~atlon Oepth Temp. Sal. DO pH ~T FU Secchl BOO
Wind k m C    o/oo m9/1 m9/1

1009 20 0 20.9 31.2 5.8 8.0 79 14 1.$ 1.5
1 20.5 31.$ 8.1 8.2 85
2 20.1 31.7 8.4 8.2 74 2.8

1020 11 0 20.4 31.2 7.2 8.2 82 10 2.0 1.1
SW$ 1 20.0 31.5 7.2 8.2 83

2 19.8 31.8 7.2 8.2 78 1.7
’ 3 19.2 31.8 6.4 8.1 74

¯ 1030 0 0 20.6 31.7 7.3 8.1 80 10 2.0 1.1
StVS 1 20.5 31.7 ?.3 8.1 79

3 19.1 31.9 8.8 8.1 74
4 18.8 32.0 4.3 8.0 66 1.2

1048 ? 0 20.4 31.9 7.3 8.2 81 10 2.0 1.1
¯ 1 20.2 31.9 7.4 8.2 80

~
2 19.6 31.8 7.2 8.2 73 1.0

¯ 3 19.2 31.8 7.6 8.2 71

~ 1112 12 0 19.1 32.0 8.3 8.3 86 6 3.0 1.1
~ Stl8 1 19.0 32.2 8.4 8.3 86
v 2 18.9 32.2 8.4 8.3 88 1.0

1120 1 0 18.9 32.3 9.$ 8.3 89 8 4.$ 1.4
$1~7 1 18.9 32.3 9.9 8.3 89

~ 2 18.8 32.3 9.7 8.3 86 1.4
~ 3 18.6 32.3 9.4 8.3 88
~ 4 18.6 32.3 9.S 8.3 83 1.4

1128 2 0 19.0 32.2 9.2 8.3 82 7 2.8 1.2
1 18.9 32.2 9.0 8.3 84
2 18.8 32.2 9.3 8.3 83 1.2
3 18.8 32.2 9.2 8.3 82
4 18.7 32.3 9.1 8.3 83 1.3
S 18.6 32.3 9.1 8.3 82
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Table 89. ? June 1990 cont.

CRUISE: HDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TIHE HEIGHT (ft)
WEATHER: Sunny, clear and wlndy High 0933 2.4

Lov 1341 2.4
1

¯ Tlme/ S~a~lon Oep~h TemD. SA1. DO I:)H ~T FU Seccht BOO 2wine k m C o/oo m9/l ms/!

1140 3 0 19.8 32.0 8.5 8.2 80 7 2.5 1.1
Skf7 1 19.7 32.0 8.4 8.2 79

2 18.7 32.2 8.4 8.2 76 1.1
3 18.5 32.3 8.5 8.2 75
4 18.5 32.2 8.? 8.2 ?$ 0.9
$ 18.4 32.2 8.4 8.2

¯ 1151 4 0 20.2 32.0 8.9 8.2 77 12 2.S 1.2
1 20.2 31.9 8.8 8.2 80
2 20.1 31.9 8.7 8.2 80 1.2
3 18.8 32.1 8.6 8.2 7~
4 18.5 32.2 8.8 8.2 81 !.1
S 18.4 32.2 8.6 8.2 70

Avera~e 19.4 32.0 7.6 8.2 79.7 g.$ 2.4 1.6
St.e. Oev. 0.7 0.3 1.7 0.1 S.4 2.2 0.7 0.9
Nexlu 21.1 32.3 0.9 8.3 92.0 14.0 1.$ 5.$
Htnlmum 18.2 30.6 1.6 7.8 65.0 6.0 1.5

829
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Table BI0. Physlcal Water Quality Data. 12 July 1990 i

CRUISE: HDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TZHE HEZGHT (ft) (
WEATHER: Hot, sultry, partly cloudy Lov 0647 0.1 -J

High 1332 4.$

2Time/ Station Depth Te~D. Sal. 00 I)H hi FU Seccht 800
wind k m C o/oo mg/1 m9/I

0829 12    0 22.7 28.1 7.4 8.4 78 12 2.0 2.4
1 21.$ 30.1 7.9 8.3
2 21.2 31.4 ?.? 8.3 1.8

0838 1 0 21.2 31.6 8.0 8.3 86 8 3.$ 1.9
1 21.1 31.6 8.3 8,3 87
2 21.0 31.7 8.8 8.3 88 1.$
3 20.9 31.7 8.S 8.3 88
4 20.8 31.7 8.8 8.3 87 1.3

0848 2 0 21.1 31.4 8.6 8.3 8S 8 3.0 1.8 ~
Ski4 1 20.9 31.6 8.3 8.3 ¯

2 20.7 31.7 8.3 8.3 1.3 ).
3 20.3 31.7 8.3 8.3
4 20.1 31.8 8.3 8.3 1.3 ~ ~

0855 3     0 22.8 31.7 7.0 8.2 82 10 2.0 1.2

2 22.8 31.7 8.? 8.2 "13 21.8 31.? 8.8 8.2 t?
0904         4        0 22.$ 31.7 7.0 8.2 10 2.5 1.$
St~S t 21.4 31.8 6.6 8.2 r

2 21.0 31.7 6.9 8.2 1.9
3 20.9 31.8 7.6 8.3
4 20.8 31.8 7.9 8.3 2.2
S 20.6 31.8 7.3 6.2

I
6 20.4 31.. 8.8 ..2

0913 25    0 22.8 31.7 7.0 8.2 8 2.0 1.4
S~2 1 22.4 31.8 6.6 8.2

2 21.1 31.8 6.S 8.2 1.8
3 21.0 31.8 6.6 8.2 ~
4 20.7 31.8 6.5 8.2 1.1

0921 8     0 23.1 31.8 7.0 8.2 12 2.0 1.$
SES 1 22.8 31.8 7.0 8.2

2 22.0 31.8 6.5 8.2 1.8
3 21.1 31.8 5.9 8.1 ~-
4 20.9 31.8 S.6 8.1 1.5

s Tran~tss~ter ~lfun¢~l(~                                                           :
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Table B10. 12 July 1990 cont.
¯

CRU;SE: NDR 89-90 Vessel: Say Watch TIOE TINE HEIGHT (f~)
WEATHER: ~, sultry, partly cloudy L~ 0647 0.1

Hlgh 1332 4.5

T1N/ S~atlon ~p~h TND. Sal. ~ ~    ~T    FU See�h1¯

wi~ k m ¢ o/~ m~l m9/1

093S 6 0 23.1 31.8 7.3 8.1 8 3.S 1.0
StY7 1 23.1 31.8 6.8 8.1¯ 2 22.9 31.7 7.0 8.2 1.2

3 21.9 31.? 4.8 8.1

0954 18 0 23.9 32.0 7.9 8.2 12 2.0 1.7
~ 1 23.7 31.9 8.7 8.2,,

¯ 0955      19    0 0each St.at. 1 oft                             2.8

1002 8 0 23.8 31.9 7.1 8.1 12 1.5 1.8
SVI4 1 23.6 31.9 7’.2 8.1

2 23.6 31.9 6.1 8.1 3.8
3 22.6 31.9 3.3 7.9

1020 20 0 24.1 31.2 S.3 8.0 14 1.$ 3.2
S~3 1 23.8 31.? 6.9 8.1

¯ 1025 10 0 24.0 31.8 6.’/ 8.0 14 1.8 2.1
it4 1 23.6 31.’/ 6.8 8.1

,? 2 23.S 31.1 S.8 8.0 4.8
, 3 22.3 31.7 3.6 ’/.8

~ 1039 11 0 23.6 31.9 6.4 8.1                      10 2.$ 1.8
StY6 1 23.2 31.8 6.$ 8.1¯

2 23.0 31.8 6.4 8.1 2.7
3 22.5 32.0 5.$ 8.1

1049 9 0 23.8 31.8 8.’/ 8.1 10 2.$ 1.3
tf7 1 23.’/ 31.8 6.9 8.1

2 23.4 31.8 5.6 8.1 1.6
¯                           3 22.2 31.8 3.8 7.9

1106 7 0 23.6 31.9 6.4 8.1         10 2.0 1.4
it9 1 23.5 32.0 6.5 8.1

2 22.8 32.0 6.2 8.1 1.3
3 22.5 32.0 6.7 8.1

1138 13 0 24.4 31.7 5.3 8.0 4.1
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Table 810. 12 July 1990 cont.                                                         _

CRUISE: NDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TINE HEIGHT (f~)
WEATHER: Ho~, sultry, Dartly clou0y Low 0647 0.1 ~

High 1332 4.$

Time/ Statlon Depth Temp. Sal. DO pH ~T FU SecchJ BOO 2
Wlnd k           m C    o/oo mg/l mg/1

1148 .     22 0 27.2 31.4 10.1 8.2 8.2

Average 22.4 31.7 6.9 8.2 83.8 10.3 2.3 2.1
Sta. Oev. 1.4 0.5 1.2 0.1 4.0 2.4 0.6 1.2
Naxtmum 27.2 32.0 10,1 8.4 88.0 14.0 3.5 6.2
141nlmum 20.0 28.1 3.3 7.9 77.0 6.0 1.6 1.0

832
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Table 811. Physical Water ~uallty Oa~a. 2 Augus~ I990

CRUISE: NDR 89-g0 Vessel: Bay Watch T~DE TZNE HEIGHT (ft)
WEATHER: Overcast. COO1 and windy Lo~ 0219 0.2H~gh 0912 3.6                        I

Time/ Sta~lon �)ep~h Te~p. $81. DO DH ~T FU Secchl ~                  2
wind k m C    o/oo mg/1 mg/1

09SS 12 0 22.2 32.2 7.6 8.3 86 8 3.0 3.4
W4 1 22.1 32.2 7.6 8.3 86

2 21.9 32.4 6.8 8.3 89 1.6

1005 1 0 22.3 32.0 7.3 8.3 91 8 4.S 1.6
tV9 1 22.3 32.8 ?.7 8.3 91

2 22.2 32.8 8.1 8.3 89 1.7
3 22.0 32.8 7.9 8.3 89
4 21.$ 32.9 8.1 8.3 89 1.7
S 20.0 32.9 7.8 8.3 90
8 17.4 33.0 ?.$ 8.2 88 2.8

1016 2 0 21.9 32.8 1.4 8.3 87 7’ 3.S 1./’ ..L
tv7 1 21.9 32.8 7.8 8.3 87

2 21.8 32.8 7.7 8.3 87 I.?
3 21.8 32.8 7.8 8.3 87
4 21.8 32.8 ?.7 8.3 81 1.7
~ 21.8 32.8 ?.$ 8.3 87

1025      3     0 23.2 32.8 6.1 8.1 88 8 3.6 1.7
tvs.6 1 23.1 32.8 8.2 8.1 66

2 23.1 32.8 6.$ 8.1 85 1.4
3 23.0 32.8 8.$ 8.~ 88
4 22.8 32.8 8.4 8.1 84 1.2

1036      4     0 23.7 32.8 8.7 8.1 86 12 2.5 2.1
tv7 1 23.7 32.8 6.9 8.1 85

2 23.6 32.8 8.7 8.2 84 1.9
3 23.6 32.8 8.7 8.2 84

1045      25    0 23.6 32.7 6.6 8.1 86 12 3.0 1.8
tVS.S 1 23.6 32.8 6.S 8.1 86

2 23.6 32.8 8.S 8.1 88 1.8
3 23.2 32.9 8.0 8.1 86
4 22.4 32.8 6.2 8.1 82 1.S
5 21.8 32.9 8.7 8.1 77

833
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Tabla Bll. 2 August 1990 con~.

CRUISE: NOR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TIHE HEIGHT (ft)
WEATHER: Ovarcast, cool an0 windy Lo~ 0219 0,2

High 0912 3.6

2Time/ Station O~pth Te~D. Sal. 00 I)H    ~T    FU Seccht
Win k           m    C o/oo m9/1                           m~l

1058 $ 0 24.0 32.8 6.3 8.1 88 12 2.0 2.0
WIO 1 23.9 32.8 5.9 8.1 85

2 23.8 32.6 $.9 8. t 84 2.0
3 23.7 32.8 6.3 8.1 84
4 22.8 32.9 5.8 8.1 81 1.4
$ 22.4 32.8 6.4 8.1 78

1110 6 0 23.9 32.8 4.5 8.0 86    10 3.6 1.1
W7.6 I 23.9 32.8 4.6 8.0 87

2 23.9 32.8 4.5 8.0 87 1.1
3 23.8 32.6 4.2 8.0 87

1131 18 0 24.4 33.0 S,2 8.0 86 12 2,0 1.0
10 I 24.4 33.0 5.4 8.0 88 ~,

1010 19 0 Beach Station 3.0

113S 8 0 24.5 33.0 4.9 8.0 90 12 3.8 1.2
7 1 24.3 32.9 4.4 7.9 90

2 24.3 32.9 4.3 7.9 87 1.2
3 24.2 33.0 4.3 8.0 87
4 24.2. 33.0 8.0 8.0 87 1.4

1154 10 0 24.7 32.9 3.1 7.9 92 12 2.8 1.1
7 1 24.5 32.9 3.4 7.9 84

2 24.4 32.9 3.4 7.9 80 1.2
3 24.4 32.9 3.3 7.9 76

1201 20 0 24.9 33.0 3.3 7.9 92 14 2.0 1.3
8.$ 1 24.7 32.9 3.1 7.9 88

1208 11 0 24.7 33.0 4.6 7.9 90 14 2.0 1.0
8 1 24.6 32.9 4.4 7.9 87

2 24.6 32.9 4.4 7.9 84 1.2
3 24.0 33.0 5.1 8.0 82

1222 9 0 24.9 32.9 5.3 8.0 88 12 2.5 1.2
5 1 24.8 32.9 5.3 8.0 88 r

2 24.5 32.9 5.3 8.0 87 1.4
3 24.5 32.9 4.3 8.0 82
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Table 811, 2 August 1990 cont,

CRUISE: MDR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TIME HEIGHT (f~)
hEATHER: Overcast, cool and vlnOy Lo~ 0219 0.2

High 0912 3.6

Ttme/ Statton De~h Te~D. $al. IX) I~H ~T FU Se¢cht BOO
2wind k m C    o/oo mg/I m9/1

1235 7 0 24,3 33.0 5.1 8.0 78 14 2.0 1.4
5 1 24.2 33.0 5.2 8.0 80

2 24.2 33.0 5.1 8.0 77 1.4
3 24.2 33.0 5.1 8.0 75

1310 13 0 25.3 33.0 3.8 7.8 3,4

1322 22 0 26.4 32.8 7.2 8.1 4.9

Avora94 23.4 32.8 5.8 8.1 85.8 11.0 2.8 1.?
St, a. Oev. 1.4 0.2 1.4 0.1 3.8 2.5 0.8 0.8
Na~(tmum 26.4 33.0 8.1 8.3 92.0 14.0 4.5 4.9 "/
Nlnlmum 17.4 32.0 3.1 7.8 75.0 4.0 2.0 1.0
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Table B12. Phystcal t~8~er Qua11~y D~1~. 6 SeD~ember 1990

CRUISE: I~DR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Wat.ch TZDE TZHE HEIGHT (ft.)
WEATHER: Sunny, hot. and calm Lov 0325 0.4

Hlgh 0940 5.4
Lov 1549 0.6

Time/ St.atlon Oept.h Te~l~. Sal. O0 ~1 XT FU Se¢cht 800
tilnd k In ¢ o/oo mill mill

0830 12 0 19.8 32.3 8.8 8.4 84 10 2.S 1.3
<2 1 19.7 32.1 8.4 8.4 84

2 18.9 32.0 9.1 6,4 83                  1.3
3 18.9 32.2 8.7 8.4 82

0842      1     0 20.2 32.1 8.4 8.4 02    ? 2.0    I. 2
NtV2 1 19.8 32.1 8.7 8.4 83

2 17.8 32.3 8.9 8.4 85               1.1
3 17.4 32.3 9.0 8.4 06
4 17.0 32.3 6.9 8.3 02 1.0
S 18.8 32.3 8.7 8.3 ??

08S1      2     0 19.4 32.S 8.6 8.4 82 10 2.6    1.0
Nil4 1 19.0 32.2 8.8 0.4 84

2 18.3 32.3 8.9 8.4 83 0.1
3 17.9 32.2 9.0 8.4 83
4 18.0 32.2 8.9 8.3 83 0.9

t~7 1 22.0 32.0 7.7 8.3 8S
2 20.9 32.1 7.9 8.3 8S 1.0
3 20.7 32.0 8.0 8.3 81
4 20.2 32.0 8.2 8.3 81 1.1
S 20.0 32.1 8.2 8.3 79
6 19.8 32.1 8.0 8.3 79 1.1

0927 25 0 21.9 32.0 6.7 8.2 84 10 3.0 1.0
#6 1 21.9 32.0 7.6 8.2 85

2 21.2 32.0 7.6 8.2 84 1.1
3 20.6 32.0 8.0 8.3 83
4 20.2 32.0 7.6 8.3 81 0.9
S 20.1 32.0 7.9 8.3 79
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Table B12. 6 SeDte~ber 1990 cont.¯

CRUISE: ~DR 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TZDE TZNE HEIGHT
W£ATHER: Sunny, hot and calm Low 0325 0.4

High 0940 $,4
LOW 1549 0.6

2Time/ Station Depth T~. Sal. ~ ~    ~T ~ ~¢chJ
W~nd k           m    C    o/~ mg/1                            mg/I

¯ 0939 5 0 22.6 32.1 6.5 8.2 82 10 3.0 1,5tV6 1 22.5 32.0 7.3 8.2 83
2 22.4 32.0 7.5 8.2 83 1.S
3 22.1 32.0 7.3 8.2 82

~ 4 21.2 31.9 8.1 8.3 82 1.4
$ 20.0 32.1 8.2 8.3 81

. ¯ 6 19.7 32.1 7.8 0.3 79

09S3 6 0 22.S 32.1 S.4 8.1 85 7 3.S 0.7
~ W9 1 22.$ 32.1 6.1 8.1 87 ,,~
:~¯ 2 22.4 32.0 6.S 8.1 88 1.4
~ 3 22.2 32.1 S.7 8.1 88
¯ 4 21.2 32.1 S.1 8.1 74 1.0

t 1015 18 0 23.1 32.1 5.9 8.1 85 10 3.0 1.0
~, St~6 1 23.0 32.1 6.9 8.1 88
; 2 22.9 32.1 6.5 8.1 01 1.9

¯ 1018 19 0 Beach Stilt, ton

~ 1023 8 0 23.1 32.1 5.8 8.1 83 12 2.0 1.0~ Sk/4 1 23.0 32.1 6.S 8.1 84

!
2 22.9 32.0 8.3 6.1 .2 1.6
3 22.8 32.1 8.0 ..1 80

~. 4 22.$ 32.0 4.9 8.0 78 2.6

~
$ 22.4 32.0 4.2 8.0 67

~ 1042 10 0 23.1 32.0 4.7 8.0 86 12 2.0 1.0 O~. StY4 1 23.1 32.0 5.4 8.0 81
~ 2 23.0 32.0 5.2 8.0 79 2.6
~ ¯ 3 22.8 32.0 4.9 8.0 78

4 22.6 32.0 4.5 8.0 78 1.1

¯ 1051 20 0 23.S 32.0 4.S 8.0 8S 10 3.0 0.7~ 1 23.2 32.0 4.9 8.0 87
~ 2 23.0 32.0 4.9 8.0 85 1.0
¯ 3 22.8 32.0 4.6 8.0 80

B37
¯
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Table B12. 6 SeDteeber 1990 cont..

CRUISE: 140R 89-90 Vessel: Bay Watch TIDE TIME HEIGHT (ft)
tWEATHER: Sunny, l~ot And calm Lov 0325 0.4

High 0940 5.4
LOV 1549 0.6

~m~

Time/ StAtlon 0epth Ten~p. SA1. 00 pH    ~T    FU Secchl
Wind k           m    C oloo m9/I                           m~/l

1102 11 0 23.2 32.0 5.5 8.0 85 10 2.5 0.6
1 23.3 32.0 6.0 8.0 85
2 23.1 32.0 6.0 8.1 84 1.3
3 22.6 32.0 5.9 8.1 80
4 21.9 32.0 5.9 e.1 I$ 1.$

1112 9 0 23.2 32.0 S.$ 8.1 79 12 2.5 1.0
I 22.8 32.0 $.9 8.1 77
2 22.5 32.0 6.2 8.0 76 1.6
3 21.6 32.0 6.4 8.0 72 "~
4 20.9 32.0 6.0 8.1 72 1.0

1128 7 0 22.9 32.0 6.3 8.0 84 10 2.’6 1.1 ~ "-~
W6 1 22.9 32.0 S. 8 $. 0 86 ~

2 22.6 32.0 S.6 8.0 85 1.2
3 22.3 32.0 6.9 8.1 80
4 21.3 32.0 6.2 8.0 76 0.9
6 20.7 32.0 6.7 8.1 71

,mmm~
1206 13    0 23.6 32.2 4.2 7.9 2.6 "-

1214 22     0 24.7 31.9 6.9 8.1 3.0

0AvmrA~ 21.3 32.1 6.8 8.2 81.6 10.0 2.6 1.3
StA. Oev. 1.9 0.1 1.5 0.1 4.0 1.4 0.4 0.8
Maximum 24.7 32.6 9.1 8.4 88.0 12.0 3.6 6.1
Minimum 16.6 31.9 4.2 7.9 67.0 7.0 2.0 0.6

B38                                                                    :
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Table CI. HDR Hut.r~ent C~stry 0ata (In u~-at/L) 5 October 1989

STA DEPTH (m) PO4 $IO4 NO3*NO2 NO2 NO3 NH3÷NH4
7

12 0 2.18 46.38 5.33 0.91 4.41 13.00¯ 2 0,55 11.47 1.01 0.20 0.81 4.13

1 0 0.48 12.69 0.84 0.20 0.64 3.19
2 0.25 5.04 0.58 0.08 0.49 2.30
4 0.22 4.01 0.37 0.08 0.29 2.59
6 0.22 3.98 0.42 0.08 0.34 2.78

¯
2 0 0.45 8.39 0.$3 0.10 0.43 2.73

2 0.37 7.05 0.43 0.08 0.35 2.44
" 4 0.40 7.46 O.Sg 0.16 0.45 4.30

3 0 0.56 10.68 0.79 0.18 0.61 3,20¯ ¯ 2 0.54 10.69 0.26 0.14 0.13 2.80
~ 4 0.$4 10.73 3.22 O. 13 3.09 2.90

4 0 0.62 11.23 0.49 0.14 0.35 4.30
2 0.S4 9.27 0.46 0.12 0.34 3.20
4 0.41 6.91 0.38 0.16 0.22 2.90 !;~ -¯

¯ 25 0 0.83 11.66 1.01 0.27 0.73 :.~ n
~ 2 0.66 9.34 0.66 0.15 0.60 4.30
~, 4 O.SO 7.40 0.53 0.19 0.34 3.70t
~ 8 0.48 7.31 0.60 0.22 0.38 3.10

: ¯ $ 0 0.69 12.$$ 0.28 0.12 0. t4 2.20
~ 2 0.72 12.06 0.19 0.10 0.0. 2.80

|
, 0.41 6.$4 0.48 0.05 0.43 2.10

~              8 0 0.73 13.11 1.07 0.21 0.86 3.60~ 2 0.97 13.41 1.93 0.22 1.70 3.70
: ¯ 4 0.76 13.28 1.41 0,21 1.19 5.70
~ 18 0 1.10 16.49 1.33 0.26 1.06 4.90
: 2 0.96 15.45 1.47 0.20 1.26 3.80

19            0                       0.88       14.60         1.15        0.20        0.95      $.10
¯

~ 8 0 0.80 15.27 0.80 O. 16 0.65 2.80
¯ ’ 2 0.92 15.27 1.43 0.20 1.22 2.90
~, 4 0.88 15.25 0.89 0.17 0.72 2.80

10 0 1.09 21.69 3.84 0.28 3.56 $.00
¯ 2 1.11 18.81 1.60 0.20 1.40 4.30

4 1.03 16.54 0.66 0.22 0.43 3.00

¢3

¯
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Table A1. cont., HDR Nut.rlent. Cl~emist.ry Oat.a (In ug-at./L) 50ct.ober 1989

STA DEPTH (m) P04 $t04 NO3+N02 NO2 NO3 NH3+NH4

20 0 1.10 21.61 4.49 0.27 4.21 5.30
2 0.99 17.93 1.22 0.22 0.99 5.70

11 0 0.72 15.84 1.18 0.19 0.99 2,40
2 0.74 14.64 0.67 0.16 0.51 2.10
4 0.74 12.79 1.40 0.15 1.25 3.60

9 0 0.78 14.99 1.21 0.20 1.01 3.00
2 0.78 14.53 1.17 0.17 1.00 3.30
4 O.SO 12.91 1.78 0.16 1.62 3.00

7 0 0.61 13.04 O.SS 0.14 0.41 2.80
2 0.78 13.10 0.44 0.35 0.09 2.70
4 0.77 11.62 1.13 0.90 0.83 2,60

13 0 1.89 48.17 28.01 0.94 27.06 9.90

22 0 Area uneccesstble due to locked gete

Average 0.74 13.77 1.76 0.22 1.63 3.71
Number 46 46 46 46 46 46
St.enderd 0.36 8.22 4.06 O. 19 3.93 1.92
Haxlaum 2.18 48.17 28.01 0.94 27.06 13
Nlntu 0.22 3.98 0.19 0.06 0.09 2.10
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Table C2. I~DR Nutrient Chemlstry Data (In ug-at/L) g November 1989

STA DEPTH (I) PO4 $104 NO3+NO2 NO2 NO3 NH3÷NH4
7

12 0 1.54 51.54 1.45 0.31 1.07 31.20 ~
¯ 2 0.71 15.34 0.78 0.33 0.38 9.22

1 0 0.92 24.47 0.64 0.15 0.46 6.37
2 0.70 14.33 0.68 0.17 0.48 6.16
4 0.49 6.40 0.37 0.07 0.28 5.18

¯ 2      0          0.58    7.26 0.22 0.07    0.12 5.13
2 0.57 6.88 0.24 0.13 0.08 6.00
4 0.53 5.07 0.18 0.10 0.06 $.23

~ 6 0.42 S.38 0.32 0.14 0.1S 7.28

3 0 0.69 9.53 1.97 0.27 1.64 7.12¯ ¯ 2 0.79 9.60 2.88 0.31 2.50 6.03
~ 4 0,76 9.19 1.79 0.24 1.50 5.65

4 0 0.89 10.60 2.82 0.33 2.43 5.31
2 0.84 10.06 2.48 0.24 2.19 6.24
4 0.84 9.42 3.19 0.29 2.84 7.30 ~"" ~,~

~ 25 0 1.00 11.43 3.45 0.3S 3.02 7.84 r~
~ 2 1.03 11.59 3.35 0.33 2.95 8.09
"~ 4 0.99 11,33 3.48 0.32 3.09 9,81

:. ¯
5 0 1.12 13.97 S.23 0.44 4.69 8.18

2 1.19 14.44 $.25 0.43 4.72 7.82
~ 4 1.16 14.38 S.44 0.51 4.83 7.45

~ ¯ 18 0 1.10 14.36 6.19 0.59 5.48 5.52 a 4

~ 2 1.06 14.20 5.95 0.51 5.34 5.07

! 19 0 1.05 11.90 4.49 0.53 3.86 5.97

8 0 1.17 14.85 6.27 0.70 5.43 6.17
¯ 2           1.08 13.37    5.89    0.58    5.20 5.07

10 0 1.63 41.44 23.13 0.79 22.19 11.75
2 1.45 21.27 8.79 0.64 8.02 10.48

20              0                           1.59       28.00       12.32         0.74       11.44     14.00                                                      ~¯ 2 1.51 20.75 8.01 0.64 7.23     13.00
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Table C2. cont. l~t:)R Nutrient Chemlstry Data (In us-at/L) 9 Novemiper 1989

STA DEPTH (m) P04 SI04 NO3÷N02 NO2 NO3 NH3~NH4
7

11 0 1.3~ 18.28 7.56 0.66 6.78 10.00
2 1.30 16.95 6.90 0.60 6.19 9.60

9 0 1.22 15.84 6.35 0.58 5.66 18.00
2 1.23 15.51 5.95 0.51. 5.35 13.00

7 0 1.22 14.79 6.02 0.67 5.21 11.00
2 1.25 14.84 $.$0 0.$$ 4.84 11.00

13 0 1.81 27.65 10.76 0.80 9.79 45.00

? 22 "0 4.6? 57.90 97.97 I.$4 96.10 22.44

~ Average 1.14 16.58 7.13 3.69 3.35 9.94
Number 40 40 40 40 40 40

, Standard 0.65 11.04 15.12 14.97 3.95 7.56 "~
Haxlu 4.67 57.90 97.97 96.10 22.19 4S.00
Hlnleum 0.42 S.38 0.18 0.07 0.06 6.07

C6                                  ~
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Table C3. HDR Nu~.rlent Che~is~.ry Data (In ug-a~./L) 70ece~ber 1989

STA DEPTH (m) 1:’O4 $iO4 NO3+NO2 NO2 NO3 NH3÷NH4
1

¯
12 0 6.11 71.28 24.93 2.93 21.44 7.36

2 0.95 14.96 1.76 0.24 1.47 4.33

¯ ¯ I 0 2.96 56.75 11.00 1.31 9.44 6.80
2 1.09 21.51 2.73 0.45 2.19 3.39
4 0.79 13.04 1.62 0.32 1.23 3.00

¯ 2      0          0.64    8.48    1.51    0.20    1.20 2.60
2 0.62 8.45 1.02 0.23 0.74 3.80
4 0.66 8.$3 1.18 0.16 1.00 3.82�

~ 3 0 1.14 14.87 3.39 0.40 2.92 7.26
¯ ¯

2 1.15 t4.47 3.85 0.43 3.34 8.41
~ 4 1.12 14.47 3.65 0.41 3.16 7.06

4 0 1.36 16.52 5.11 0.48 4.56 9.26 ,’/
2 1.32 16.65 5.78 0.49 5.20 10.14
4 1.37 18.75 5.31 0.52 4.70 9.15

~¯ 26 0 1.42 18.99 6.76 0.48 5.19 10.00
~

2 1.40 17.08 8.15 0.81 5.43 12.05

i 4 1.46 17.17 6.57 0.57 5.90 11.09

,, 6 0 1.56 19.69 8.37 0.64 7.8) 11.14
~ ¯ 2 1.S2 20.S0 8.53 0.70 7.7) 11.19
~ 4 1.53 20.11 8.12 0.69 7.34 10.21

~ 8 0 1.56 21.65 10.12 0.95 9.06 10.11
; 2 1.53 20.89 9.82 0.88 8.83 10.17

10 0 1.98 36.97 17.43 1.03 18.27 15.34
i 2 1.79 28.54 11.24 0.82 10.32 11.31

20              0                          1.97       40.48        19.46          1.08       18.26     15.51

¯ 11 0 1.69 25.15 11.67 0.82 10.76 10.40 ....~
2 1.64 23.98 10.75 0.94 9.?0 14.00

C7
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Table C3. cont. NOR Nutrlent Chemistry Data (In ug-at/L) 7 December 1989

STA DEPTH (m) I~)~ SiO4 NO3+NO2 NO2 NO3 NH3÷NH4

9 0 1.62 33.46 9.80 0.73 8.98 13.00
2 1.63 21.81 9.30 0.77 8.44 12.00

? 0 1.60 20.08 8.49 0.80 7.59 13.00
2 1.62 20.21 8.38 0.79 7.50 13.00

13 0 2.29 41.94 20.57 1.01 19.37 19.00

22 0 3.62 55.69 63.68 1.20 62.25 19.35

Average 1.65 23.78 9.81 1.45 8.24 9.75
Number 37 37 37 37 37 37
S~8ndard 0.93 13.$7 10.4S 3.29 10.14 4.03
Maxtmum 6.11 71.28 63.68 19.37 62.25 19.35
Nlnlmum 0.62 8.45 1.02 0.16 0.74 2.~0
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¯           Table C4. I~0R Nutrlent Chemistry Data (in ug-at/L) 11 January 1990

STA DEPTH (m) P04 $104 NO3+N02 NO2 NO3 NH3÷NH4
1

@ 12 0 2.15 24.83 5.59 0.88 4.59 14.00
2 0.96 9.30 2.27 0.46 1.75 4.50

1 0 0.40 6.99 0.70 0.14 0.54 3.30
2 0.39 1.12 1.22 0.14 1.06 2.40
4 0.41 1.87 1.03 O. 16 0.84 4.60

2 0 0.47 1.69 1.65 0.23 1.38 S.60
2 0.44 5.46 1.63 0.31 1.28 2.90
4 0.47 1.88 1.61 0.32 1.25 3.10
6 0.48 1.92 1.53 0.31 1.17 6.20

Q 3 0 0.90 3.11 1.58 0.31 1.23 4.60
2 0.62 3.58 1.87 0.37 1.45 6.61
4 O.SS 2.69 1.50 0.24 1.22 7.62

4 0 0.71 7.14 2.80 0.2S 2.25 3.21 ~..
2 O. 72 S. 98 2.98 O. 24 2 ¯ 24 2.82

0                       0.92        9.32        4.62        0.36        4.22      6.64
2 0.93 7.84 4.30 0.31 3.95 8.2?
4 0.86 8.01 3.43 0.32 3.07 6.66
6 0.80 7.27 3.13 0.19 2.91 8.10

@ 6 0 1.00 14.22 6.34 0,47 5.80 S.30 ._~
2 0.97 12.51 5.17 0.41 4.70 4.60
4 0.96 9.84 4.51 0.41 4.04 4.40

6 0 1.26 15.50 8.98 0.54 8.37 5.30
2 1.29 16.47 8.89 0.52 8.30 5.90

¯ 4 1.28 17.16 8.86 0.51 8.28 5.80

18 0 1.33 20.86 10.94 0.70 10.14 5.50

19 0 1.19 19.08 8.43 0.64 7.70 3.40

~ 8 0 1.30 17.84 10.15 0.60 9.47 5.61
2 1.31 23.97 12.24 0.71 11.44 4.21
4 1.30 21.12 10.,54 0.62 9.84 4.82

10 0 1.47 22.09 12.29 0.65 11.,55 6.74
2 1.53 21.84 12.29 0.74 11.45 7.76

9 4 1.49 20.45 11.33 0.59 10.66 6.15

C9
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Table C4. cont, M~ Nutrient C~e~lstry Data (in ug-at/k) 11 January 1990

STA DEPTH (m) PO4 5104 NO3+NO2 NO2 NO3 NH3+NH4

20 0 1.54 22.02 13.09 0.85 12.12 6.87

2 1.54 20.20 11.$0 0.70 10.71 7.70

11 0 1.44 19.75 11.95 0.62 11.24 8.54

2 1.48 19.50 11.45 0,84 10.72 5.87

9 0 1,31 18.86 9.97 0.65 9.24 5.70

2 1.40 20.40 10.21 0.59 9.54 8.34

7 0 1.40 17.18 10.38 0.74 9.54 6.48

" 2 1.38 t5.67 9.08 0.81 8.39 8.41

~ 4 1.42 15.41 9.54 0.68 8.79 15.60

13 0 1.82 23.36 12.10 0.63 11.16 11.00

22 0 2.24 27.13 14.82 1.09 13.58 26.00

~ Average 1.t0 13.56 6.90 0.80 8.05 6,40

-- Nund~r 43 43 43 43 43 43

Stmndmrd 0.48 7.73 4.30 1.98 4.01 3.9S

’ Haxlu 2.24 27.13 14.82 13.58 12.12 26.00

Minimma 0.39 1.12 0.70 0.14 0.S4 2.40

L_                                           CI0
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¯ Table C5. .DR Nutrient Chemistry Data (in u~-at/L) 8 February 1990

STA DEPTH (m) 1:)04 S104 NO3,~N02 NO2 NO3 NH3÷NH4
1

12 0 2.02 39.15 12.12 1.09 11.08 12.38
2 1.44 22.41 8.93 0.67 8.30 6.28

. 1 0 1.28 17.59 8.46 0.71 7.77 5.95
2 1.07 11.13 6.49 0.65 5.87 4.53
4 0.98 8.86 5.59 0.54 5.08 3.94

¯ 6 0.92 7.86 5.32 0.47 4.81 3.22

~ 2 0 0.90 7.58 4.83 0.44 4.40 4.60
~ 2 0.83 6.99 4.36 0.44 3.94 3.44
~ 4 0.84 6.95 4.33 0.44 3.90 3.$9

.¯ 3 0 1.00 7.77 4.$6 0.61 3.98 4.99
2 0.99 7.80 4.19 0.59 3.63 6.,

’ 4 0.97 7.74 4.30 0.72 3.62 4.(4

i
4 0 0.90 7.58 3.84 0.47 3.39 4.$2 1

2 0.81 7.66 5.81 0.88 5.22 3.82
~ ¯ 4 0.91 7.58 4.42 0.71 3.75 4.80

l 5 0 1.02 8.60 4.82 0.88 4.19 4.35
2 1.01 8.34 4.74 0.56 4.21 &.11

I 4 1.01 8.23 4.57 0.61 3.99 4.~9

~ ¯ 25 0 0.91 7.74 4.33 0.60 3.7S 3.83

I 2 0.92 7.68 4.52 0.35 3.99 4.26
4 0.98 7.80 5.60 0.71 4.92 3.17
6 1.00 7.73 4.26 0.53 3.76 3.60

! 8 0 1.01 7.96 4.10 0.55 3.57 5.40
’¯ 2 1.03 7.99 4.09 0.50 3.61 3.70

4 1.00 7.95 4.72 0.61 4.13 4.20 gi~

0 1.01 8.32 3.88 0.65 3.25 4.10 U18
2 1.07 8.26 3.78 0.84 3.17 3.50

¯ 19 0 1.07 37.97 3.58 0.59 3.01 4.90

8 0 0.97 8.20 3.27 0.39 2.90 4.50
2 1.03 8.10 3.23 0.44 2.81 3.40
4 1.02 8.08 3.25 0.38 2.89 4.10

¯ 10 0 1.18 8.69 4.18 0.43 3.77 4.53
2 1.17 8.73 4.41 0.40 4.03 4.35

Cll
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Table C5. con~. ~DR Nu~rien~ C~Js~ry Data (In u~a~/L) 8 February 1990

STA DEPTH (m) I)O4 S104 NO3+NO2 NO2 NO3 NH3÷NH4

20 0 1.13 8.88 4.00 0.38 3.64 3.89
2 1.15 8.68 4.71 0.46 4.26 3.39

11 0 1.09 8.52 4.39 0.40 4.01 2.90
2 Data missing 3.12

9 0 1.04 8.46 4.62 0.43 4.21 4.10
2 Data alsslng 3.51

? 0 1.14 8.48 4.80 0.45 4.37 4.Y3
~ 2 Data alsslng 4.14

~ 13 0 1.20 8.81 4.15 0.52 3.65 7.30

i 22 0 1.59 11.24 5.02 0.79 4.27 16.25

Average 1.06 10.39 4.88 0.56 4.38 4.74
N~sber 39 39 39 39 39 44
Standard 0.21 7.11 1.64 0.14 1.55 2.32
Maximum 2.02 39.1S 12.12 1.09 11.08 16.26
Hlntmum 0.83 8.95 3.23 0.38 2.81 2.90

C12
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Table C6. MDR Nutrient Chemistry Data (~n ug-at/L) 8 March 1990
¯

STA DEPTH (m) PO4 $IO4 NO3+N02 NO2 NO3 NH3÷NH4

12 0 0.73 23.72 1.39 0.24 1.15 3.90¯
2 0.44 8.11 0.30 0.11 0.19 4,00

1 0 0.42 8.64 0.30 0.10 0.20 3.80
2 0.56 6.73 0.25 0.08 0.17 3.50
4 0.41 7.03 0.25 0.09 0.16 6.60
6 0.61 6.80 0.37 0.14 0.23 3.10

2 0 0.62 7.69 0.35 0.13 0.21 4.60
2 0.53 7.44 0.41 0.21 0.20 3.20

, 4 0.48 7.36 0.24 0.17 0.07 4.30

3 0 0.68 8.84 0.S4 O. 14 0.40 3.20
i

2 0.63 8.53 0.54 0.14 0.40 4.00
~ 4 0.60 7.94 0.43 0.16 0.26 4.80

0 0.6S 8.74 0.41 0.12 0.29 3.60 ’74
2 0.71 8.71 0.46 0.20 0.26 3.80
4 0.68 8.84 0.2S 0.0g 0.18 3.30

~
6 0.69 8.58 0.49 0.13 0.36 3.93

~ 25 0 0.53 8.98 0.88 0.25 0.62 3.36
t 2 0.60 0.88 0.72 0.21 0.S0 3.27
~ 4 0.47 8.72 0.48 0.18 0.29 3.29

~ $ 6 0 0.57 9.$3 1.S4 0.28 1.26 3.63
i 2 0.$8 9.08 1.17 0.27 0.89 2.82
t

4 O.SO 8.62 0.75 0.24 0.$1 2.73

i 6 0 0.63 8.40 2.11 0.33 1.77 4.S0
2 0.$2 8.SS 1.41 0.18 1.23 3.84

$                   4         0.67 8.84 0.96 0.16 0.80 S.44

18 0 0.56 8.30 0.84 0.14 0.70 4.71

19 0 0.62 7.06 0.98 0.20 0.78 6.84
~’o

8 0 0.62 8.34 1.14 0.17 0.97 3.16
2 0.60 8.24 1.26 0.09 1.10 3.20

10 0 0.78 12.80 3.20 0.27 2.92 2.79
2 0.68 10.06 1.78 0.28 1..50 4.20

20 0 0.87 16.96 8.07 0.26 4.81 3.83

C13
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Table C6. con~., NDR Nur.r)en~, Chem~sY.ry Oa~a (~n ug-a~./L) 8 Narch 1990

STA DEPTH (m) PO4 $104 NO3+NO2 NO2 NO3 NH3÷NH4

0 0.62 10.20 1.g2 0.20 1.71 3.7811
2 0.67 10.5g 1.78 0.27 1.50 4.11

g 0 O. 5g g. 58 2.49 O. 22 2.28 3. $2
2 0.56 8.91 1.40 0.22 1.18 3.34

7 0 0.31 5.92 0.65 0.13 0.51 4.20
2 0.46 7.69 0.84 O. 16 0.68 3.60

13 0 1.30 12.27 2.51 0.22 2.29 4.80

22 0 3.30 24.83 $. 63 O. 54 5.08 22. O0

,- Averege 0.67 9.62 1.21 0.26 0.98 4.37
Number 40 40 40 40 40 41
Standard 0.45 3.83 1.19 0.32 1.13 2.89

¯ ~ Max 1mum 3.30 24.63 5.63 1.71 $.08 22.00
Hlntmum 0.31 5.92 0.24 0.08 0.07 2.79 , L ..;

C14                                 ’
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Table C7. NDR Nutrient Chemistry Data (in ug-at/L) 5 April 1990

STA DEPTH (m)    1>O4    5iO4 NO3+HO2 NO2    NO3 NH3÷NH4                      1

¯
12 0 4.46 27.00 34.05 4.90 27.87 27.69 2

2 1.00 6.72 1.91 2.25 0.00 4.47

1 0 1.6g 9.65 g.?O 1.40 7.88 6.$2
2 1.01 S.33 1.88 0.$1 1.21 3.94

¯ 4 0.86 4.69 0.68 0.10 0.5S 3.34

2 0 1.25 6.99 $.53 1.22 3.88 4.91
’ 2 0.95 3.47 1.22 0.42 0.64 6.10

4 0.71 3.$5 0.$3 0.08 0.42 4.11

~ ¯ 3 0 1.27 5.62 7.66 0.42 7.07 4.71
2 1.11 4.58 3.75 0.17 3.51 3.72

1 , 0.76 $.93 0.$3 0.00 0.S3 3.22

! 4 0 ,.70 9.09 ,S.37 0.7914.233.63
~ 2 1.37 $.54 8.1S 0.45 7.49 3.63
~¯ 4 0.68 3.80 1.15 0.21 0.84 3.03

’ 2S 0 1.12 4.67 7.87 0.19 7.69 6.70
2 1.23 4.88 4.62 0.01 4.61 $.23
4 1.02 5.71 1.72 0.53 0.93 4.26

¯ 5 0 1.50 6.S8 12.$8 0.17 12.33 5.59
2 1.10 2.$2 $.43 0.07 5.33 4.60
4 0.97 3.33 1.99 0.06 1.90 4.S3

6 0 0.72 0.42 1.SS 0.OO 1.SS 3.62
2 0.61 0.41 1.03 0.05 .0.96 2.91

¯ 0.69 2.82 0.79 0.04 0.72 5.80

18 0 0.65 0.32 1.03 0.08 0.91 3.70

19 0 0.76 0.74 1.92 0.06 1.83 3.90

¯ 8 0 0.68 0.96 3.09 0.10 2.94 3.10
2 0.95 0.93 1.40 0.09 1.28 3.00

10 0 0.82 1.44 1.89 0.15 1.67 3.00
2 1.11 3.16 1.44 0.00 1.44 5.00

¯ 20 0 1.48 12.27 10.34 0.03 10.30 4.40

~._~__.,,~
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Table ¢7. cont., NDR Nu~.rlent C~ernls’~ry ()8t.a (in ug-at./L) 5 Al:r11 1990

STA DEPTH (m) PO4 $104 N03*N02 NO2 NO3 NH3*NH4

11 0 1.27 4.19 10.72 0.02 10.69 4.30
2 0.78 1.39 3.45 0.00 3.45 3.65

9 0 1.19 5.76 14.62 0.00 14.82 4,18

7 0 1.26 5.39 10.68 0.87 9.35 3.02
2 1.14 5.15 5.42 0.46 4.71 6.31

13 0 9.82 31.91 107.58 8.92 95.59 Gg.00

22 0 11.81 27.85 21.44 17.27 18.20 99.26

, Avers94 1.62 6.33 8.68 1.43 7.43 9.12
Number 38 38 38 38 38 38

~ S~andar4 2.27 7.20 17.59 3.$4 15.78 18.43
Naxlmum 11.81 31.91 107.58 18.20 96.59 99.25
Ntntmum 0.11 0.32 0.53 0.00 0.00 2.91
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¯ Table C8. MDR Nutrient Chemlstry Data (In ug-at/L) 17 Nay 1990

STA DEPTH (m) I>O4 SiO4 NO3÷NO2 NO2 NO3 NH3+NH4

¯ I 0 1.01 33.10 1.23 0.39 0.77 3.24
2 0.52 12.18 0.69 0.30 0.33 3.70
4 0.40 6.79 0.99 0.51 0.38 3.60

2 0 0.51 14.22 0.43 0.29 0.08 3.00
2 0.49 12.39 0.69 0.39 0.23 3.10

¯ 4 0.$0 7.47 0.54 0.26 0.23 3.60

~             3 0 0.52 13.30 0.54 0.44 0.02 3.00
2 0.64 13.73 O.?S 0,42 0.26 2.70~ 4 0.82 10.30 1.0S 0.38 0.80 6.10

¯ ¯
4 0 0.57 13.39 0.62 0.35 0.21 4.00

~ 2 O.S? 12.76 1.17 0.36 0.74 3.91~ 4 0.63 10.81 0.82 0.84 0.18 3.32

2S 0 0.S8 14.00 0.6S 0.38 0.13 2.92
2 O. 60 13. $4 O. 69 O. 34 O. 28 2.93

i¯ 4 0.69 12.83 0.99 0.45 0.47 3.04

l 2 0.75 16.34 1.40 0.48 0.84 3.47
4 0.70 11.22 1.04 0.47 0.49 5.60

¯ 6 0 0.73 15.19 2.30 0.$1 1.?0 4.11
2 0.86 15.14 1.S? 0.40 1.10 4.71

18 0 0.94 17.94 2.46 0.68 1.86 3.72
2 1.00 17.63 2.29 0.56 1.84 3.12

¯ 19 0 1.10 18.67 1.81 0.43 1.30 2.92

8 0 0.95 17.60 2.55 0.53 1.93 3.43
2 1.08 18.43 2.48 0.59 1.79 3.13

~
10 0 1.57 26.18 8.55 0.59 5.87 7.10

¯ 2 1.72 22.45 3.84 0.62 3.11 11.00

+, 20 0 1.66 30. O0 8.49 O. 77 7.59 7.90
|

: 11 0 1.00 18.62 2.48 0.39 2.03 4.00
2 1.00 18.54) 2.06 0.37 1.64 3.80

¯
9 0 0.96 20.45 3.94 0.38 3.49 4.00

2 0.97 17.21 1.31 0.33 0.94 3.70

C17
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Table ca. cont. MD~ Nutrient Chemistry Data (In ug-at/L) 17 Nay 1990

STA DEPTH (m) PO4    S(04 NO3+NO2 NO2 NO3 NH3+NH4

13.63 0.36 0.18 0.1S 2.907 0 0.65
2 0.67 13,92 0.47 0,26 0.17 4.20

13 0 1.61 24.43 5.85 0.ST $.18 18.48

22 Water t~ shallov to measurl

~ 12 0 1.2S 23.16 1.17 0.36 0.?S 4.SS
2 1.59 15.06 0.59 0.31 0.24 6.32

~ Average 0.88 16.45 1.83 0.43 1.32 4.43
Number 37 37 37 37 37 37

, Standard 0.36 S.S$ 1.79 0.12 1.89 ~.$9
¯ Maximum 1.72 33.10 8.49 0.77 7.59 !8,48

Mlnlm~m 0.40 8.79 0.36 0.18 0.02 2.70

C18
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Table C9. IqDR Nu~rlent. Cr~mlstry Data (In ug-atlL) 7 June Ir~90

STA DEPTH (m) PO4 StO4 NO3÷N02 NO2 NO3 NH3÷NH4

o 13 0 1.33 9.06 2.70 0.18 2.48 17.30

22 0 3.27 22.20 3.S8 1.08 2.33 12.67

25 0 0.68 2.57 1.13 0.21 2.89 S.$4
2 O. 76 2.93 1.06 O. 22 O. 80 8.23

¯ 4 0.82 3.36 0.77 0.22 0.51 9.97

? $ 0 0.61 2.35 0.80 0.23 0.54 7.48
2 0.68 2.60 0.34 0.17 0.14 7.02" 4 0.79 3.25 0.38 0.17 0.19 9.41

¯ 6 0 0.64 2.20 0.82 0.23 0.35 10.40
2 0.54 2.19 0.21 0.11 0.08 8.38
4 0.90 7.46 0.61 0.28 0.18 9.19

18 0 0.67 3.08 0.32 0.16 0.14 7.32

¯ 19 0 0.$9 3.31 0.46 0.19 0.24 7.19

O 0 0.58 2.89 0.74 0.22 0.49 8.97
2 0.60 3.40 0.26 0.14 0.09 9.70
4 1 . 16 10.16 O. 54 0.22 0.29 6.97

¯ 10 0 0.91 8.81 0.74 0.21 0.49 7.34
2 0.78 6.33 O.$g 0.19 0.37 6.28
4 1.07 9.20 0.32 0.22 0.07 6.22

20 0 1.42 23.92 9.70 0.52 9.11 7.04
2 0.88 7.34 0.98 0.24 0.68 5.07

¯
11              0                          0.72         4.62         0.47         0.24         0.20       4.45

2 0.92 5.22 0.54 0.20 0.31 4.60
4 2.17 6.71 0.87 0.38 0.44 6.29

9 0 0.89 4.12 1.44 0.24 1.18 5.65
¯ 2 0.91 4.26 0.84 0.22 0.60 5.27

4 1 . 17 5.63 0.86 0.29 0.53 5.28

7 0 0.77 2.38 0.30 0.15 0.14 4.65
2 0.84 2.46 0.27 0.18 0.07 S.01
4 1.02 3.85 0.53 0.24 0.27 S.08

¯
12 0 0.60 3.98 0.77 0.23 0.51 4.82

2 0.50 2.53 1.49 0.21 1.27 5.26

C19



Table C9. cont.. H0R Nut.rlent. Cr~e~istry Oat.a (In ug-’at.Ik) 7 June 1990

STA DEPTH (m) 1:’O4 $104 NO3+NO2 NO2 NO3 NH3÷NH4

1 0 0.34 1.30 0.80 0.21 0.54) 4.44
2 0.36 0.91 0.49 0.02 0.48 4.27
4 0.37 1.03 0.77 0.00 0.66 4,25

2 0 0.50 1.66 0.80 0,13 0.61 4.08
2 0.49 1.59 0.54 0.1S 0.33 3.86

; 4 O.SO 1.49 0.31 0.09 0.17 4.33

; 3 0 1.65 2.31 0.94 0.13 0.?$ 3.88
2 0.69 3.49 0.48 O. 14 0.28 4.2S

~ 4 0.67 2.32 0.53 0.15 0.32 6.91

! 4 0 0.66 1.91 2.60 O. 15 2.38 4.83
’ 2 0.65 1.64 0.22 0.05 0.14 3.93
~ 4 0.65 1.98 0.30 0.10 0.18 3.81

Average 0.83 4.66 1.01 0.21 0.74 6.31
Number 44 44 44 44 44 44
St.andard 0.49 4.66 1.48 0.16 1,40 2.61
Nax tmu~ 3.27 23,92 9.?0 1,08 9.11 17,30
Minimum 0.34 0.91 0.21 0.02 0.07 3.81

c2o
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Table CI0. NOR Nutrlent Chemistry Data (in ug-at/L) 12 July 1990

STA DEPTH (m) PO4 SIO4 NO3+NO2 NO2 NO3 NH3*NH4
7

12 0 0.90 29.25 1.39 0.26 0.90 4.21e 2 0.69 17.73 1.21 0.27 0.71 3.96

1 0 0.68 24.53 1.67 0.41 0.91 9.68
2 0.34 8.25 0.62 0.18 0.31 5.53
4 0.31 6.04 0.47 0.16 0.17 5.56

¯ 2 0 0.38 9.08 0.68 0.14 0.41 5.78
2 0.37 8.04 2.07 0.87 0.41 4.14
4         0.37 7.42 0.$8 0.16 0.27 3.95

i 3 0 0.79 17.86 0.97 0.29 0.41 4.54
: 2 0.79 18.82 0.63 0.16 0.32 3.99

~ 4 0 0.69 16.12 0.63 0.14 0.35 4.91
2 0.69 13.96 0.72 0.24 0.25 4.85 "/
4 0.57 10.77 0.61 0.29 0.03 4.34

¯
2S     0         0.73 16.24 1.00 0.31 0.39 3.76

2 0.70 14.70 0.87 0.43 0.02 4.10 ’
4 0.80 13.2S 0.87 0.28 0.30 3.64

.J5 0 0.80 17.63 0.67 0.23 0.21 3.09
2 0.79 17.57 0.79 0.31 0.17 3.41

~ ¯
4 0.92 17.02 0.89 0.22 0.45 4.2

4
J8 0 0.77 17.25 1.17 0.3S 0.46 4.32

2 0.78 16.78 0.92 0.22 0.47 4.11

, 18 0 0.90 18.68 0.59 0.19 0.21 8.2S

~ 19 0 1.05 18.32 0.6S 0.18 0.28 19.30

8 0 0.89 18.98 0.45 0.12 0.21 4.10
, 2 1.07 19.20 0.67 0.20 0.27 4.54

’ 10 0 1.48 26.51 4.94 0.43 4.10 5.44¯ 2 1.41 24.18 2.03 0.25 1.54 4.18

’ 20 0 1.27 27.19 5.37 0.26 4.86 4.24
; 2 1.47 24.21 2.24 0.26 1.71 4.86

11 0 1.02 21.94 1.62 0.20 1.24 4.12e 2 0.95 18.25 0.61 0.16 0.30 3.81

~’~"
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Table CI0. cont. NDR Nutrlent Chemlstry Data (In ug-at/k) 12 July 1990

STA DEPTH (m) 1:)O4 StO4 NO3+N02 NO2 NO3 NH3+N~

9 0 0.92 20.90 2.79 0.17 2.47 3.97
2 0.90 19.12 1.28 0,18 0.90 3.19

¯ 7 0 0.83 16.07 0.66 0.20 0.27 7.70
2 0.87 16.02 0.76 0.15 0.49 3.34

13 0 1.79 24.08 3.01 0.47 2,15 74.30

, 22 0 1.8S 19,41 1,42 0.31 0.8S 8.43

~ Avera~ 0.88 17.55 1.09 0.28 0.83 8.98
Number 37 37 37 37 37 37

¯ Standard 0.37 S.48 1.14 0.13 1.11 11.64
, Nix~mua 1.85 29.25 5.29 0.87 4.86 74.30

;
HIntu O. 17 6.04 0.32 O. 12 0.02 3.34

C22
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Table C11. HDR Nut.rient. Chemistry Dat.s (In ug-a~/L) 2 August. 1990
¯

$TA DEPTH (m) PO4 $I04 NO3+N02 NO2 NO3 NH3÷NH4

12 0 0.74 42.80 3.94 1.06 2.42 5.39¯ 2 0.43 9.33 O.a8 0.21 0.57 3.21

1 0 0.30 4.9? 0.74 0.20 0.44 3.01
2 0.31 3.07 0.37 0.10 0.23 2.73
4 0.31 3.65 0.41 0.09 0.27 3.00
8 0.43 4.S0 0.37 0.07 0.27 3.16

2 0 0.36 4.$2 O.SO 0.12 0.31 3.20
, 2 0.35 4.43 0.44 0.13 0.25 2.9S~ 4 0.40 $.90 0.41 0.10 0.25 2.90

: 3 0 0.74 10.38 0.99 0.2S 0.60 3.38

i
2 0.76,0.22 0.84 0.18 0.$$ 4.08

. 4 0.74 9.38 0.95 0.20 0.623.81

2 0.64 10.51 0.48 O. 10 0.31 9.83
¯ 25 0 0.74 10.85 0.58 0.13 0.35 4.70

2 0.74 10.96 0.80 0.25 0.38 6.01
4 0.80 10.97 0.72 O. 15 0.48 4.61

8 0 0.74 12.10 0.73 0.24 0.32 2.91
¯ 2 0.79 11.77 0.76 0.22 0.38 3.32

4 0.82 11.11 0.70 0.18 0.39 3.73

6 0 1.15 13.40 2.37 0.31 1.82 7.48
2 1.11 13.28 2.18 0.29 1.88 7.37

18 0 1.66 13.94 2.30 0.27 1.81 9.60

19 0 1.86 13.53 2.45 0.41 1.73 11.00

8 0 1.81 14.69 2.39 0.30 1.8S 10.00
2 1.77 14.67 2.56 0.44 1.76 10.00
4 1.74 14.28 2.47 0.42 1.71 8.40¯

;
10 0 2.24 17.7S 3.02 0.$2 2.08 16.00

2 2.16 18.30 3.17 0.53 2.19 17.00

20 0 2.27 17.77 2.95 0.46 2.11 18.00
¯ 11 0 1.58 16.41 3.18 0.46 2.34 11.00

2 1.55 16.11 3.29 0.54 2.30 ,59.00

C23
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LTable Cll. cont. NOR Nutrient Chemistry Data (in ug-at/L) 2 August lg90

STA DEPTH (m) PO4 $tO4 NO3+NO2 NO2 NO3 NH3+NH4

g 0 1.14 15.41 4.55 0.43 3.76 7.60
2 1.10 14.60 3.22 0.44 2.42 7.20

7 0 0.97 13.11 1.22 0.31 0.66 5.$0
2 0.99 13.59 1.26 0.29 0.72 6.10

13 0 2.57 19.76 3.73 0.76 2.66 18.00

22 0 2.53 25.57 1.01 0.34 0.62 $.$0

Averag~ 1.11 12.85 1.46 0.31 1.15 8.27
Numb4r 36 38 38 38 38 38
S~andard 0.66 6.87 1.09 0.20 0.93 9.40
Naxlmum 2.57 42.80 4.19 1.06 3.76 59.00
Ntntm~m 0.30 3.07 0.33 0.07 0.23 2.13

C24                                   i
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Table C12. I~DR Nu~.rient. Chemistry Data (In ug-at./L) 8 SeDt.en~er 1990

STA DEPTH (m) PO4 SIO4 NO3÷NO2 NO2 NO3 NH3~NH4

o 12 0 0.39 5.51 0.85 0.22 0.43 6.60
2 0.36 5.45 0.58 0.13 0.32 5.52

1 0 0.30 5.18 0.47 0.18 0.13 11.09
2 0.31 4.51 0.62 0.21 0.21 S.874 0.43 4.83 0.73 0.25 0.25 5.29

2 0 0.31 5.02 0.81 0.21 0.41 4.492 0.32 4.85 0.70 0.17 0.36 5.13
¯ ’ 4 0.34 4.85 0.79 0.21 0.38 3.91
~

5 0.47 5.01 1.05 0.18 0.?0 S.30

.’e 3 0 0.$4 !1.78 0.97 0.21 O.S8 4.70
i

2 0.45 9.02 0.68 0.14 0.40 5.10
4 0 0.52 12.09 1.17 0.28 0.81 3.702 0.52 9.79 1.12 0.23 0.68 3.604 0.44 7.39 1.13 0.25 0.63 2.90

¯ 8 0.46 7.03 0.93 0.18 0.62 3,20
25 0 0.58 11.03 1.34 0.32 0.71 2.~02 0.61 9.44 0.25 0.09 0.42 4.~04 0.50 7.62 0.14 0.12 0.24 3.38

¯ 6 0 0.65 13.18 0.09 0.12 0.17 8.81
2 0.67 12.94 0.08 0.07 0.21 3.9~4 0.53 10.18 0.54 0.17 0.49 3.01

5 0 0.85 14,44 2.01 0.46 1.38
2 0.90 14.66 1.51 0.35 1.07 3.61

¯ 4 1.05 15.30 1.57 0.45 0.93 3.22
18 0 0.93 17.24 1.35 0.31 0.93 3.622 1.00 17.21 1.02 0.32 0.57 3.23
19 0 1.47 18.11 1.05 0.30 0.66

8 0 0.90 16.70 1.28 0.28 0.89 3.04
2 0.91 16.69 1.11 0.28 0.64 3.0S4 1.10 17.71 1.05 0.37 0.41 2.76

10     0 1.33 19.39 2.56 0.42 1.80 6.13
w 2 1.40 19.01 2.53 0.57 1.50 4.02

1.33 18.58 1.85 0.44 1.03 7.60

C25
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Table C12. con~. NDR N,~trlent. Chemistry Oat.a (In ug-~t./L) 8 Sep~.ee~er 1990

STA DEPTH (m) P04 $~04 NO3+N02 NO2 NO3 NH3+NH4
1

20 0 1.39 19.52 3.01 0.52 2.02 8.3~
2 1.39 19.17 2.93 0.46 2.05 7.97

11 0 1.02 17.35 2.32 0.37 1.58 4.$9
2 0.97 16.76 2.13 0.53 1.10 3.87
4 0.87 14.25 1.62 0.44 0.72 3.25

9 0 0.86 15.95 3.08 0.32 2.37 4.11
~ 2 0.93 15.37 1.97 0.52 0.90 3.33

4          0.81 12.41    1.57 0.42 0.67 5.10
:

~ 7 0 0.75 13.53 1.68 0.32 0.92 6.20
~ 2 0.77 14.28 1.88 0.64 0.74 4.20
~. 4 0.97 13.52 1.64 0.38 0.66 6.20

13 0 1.76 19.70 3.46 0.49 2.S0 19.98

22     0          1.49 18.72 2.$1 0.47    1.61 15.94)
¯

Average 0.79 12.64 t.15 0.31 0.84 5.23
Number 46 46 46 46 46 46
S~.anda~d 0.38 4.98 0.68 O. 14 0.59 3.20
Haxtemm 1.49 19.62 2.99 0.67 2.60 19.98
Hlnlmum 0.30 4.61 0.28 0.07 0.13 2.60
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CHEMICAL CONU’A.ML~TANT RELEASES ~0 S~A MO~I~ BAY

I. ~ NEED FOR ~ ADV~ACY MODEL B~ED ~N E~,IP~CAL
~I~C ~S~CH

M~em lif~tyles are replete ~ and have ~n de~ndent u~n Iha ~ o[ to~�
chemicals h~ to ~th ~e environment and hum~ ~fe. ~ the U~ Stat~
~one, ~oleum products, s~thetic f~ additives, p~cid~, plasli~ ~d o~
chemicals ~e m~ket~ at a rate ~ently ~timat~ at a tho~nd now ~~
com~unds a year.~ ~d~, ~n 1950 ~d 1985 the a~u~ p~lon o~
s~etic, org~ic chemicals ~ the U~t~ Stat~ in~ea~ ~efold ~rom 24 billion
to ~ billion ~unds.~ To~nts are ubiq~tous and have ~ ~le~rat~ ~to o~
~iety’s ~nomy and en~m~en~

~eHc~ ~s Campal~ ~liev~ ~at ~c ~nta~flon of tha m~
env~ent ~ a ~Ho~ ~reat to ~th ~e ~system ~d ~ hum~ healt~ It
is estimat~ that approximately ~ milton g~lo~ of ~eat~ ~(,H flows ~to
S~ta Mo~ca Bay eve~ day. ~e flow of ~noff ~a~ to ~n billion g~lo~ ¯
day du~ng a r~nsto~.~ However, ~e~ has ~n rela~vely line e~npiH~l ~
and m~eling done to develop applicable st~dards to a.~s ~ risk whi~ ~
~m~unds ~ to ~ h~ heath ~d ~e ~yst~

~is pilot s~dy, ~d~ by ~~ent Now, ~e ~ of ~ta M(,~c~ ~e ~ta
Moni~ Bay ~toration ~o~, ~d ~edc~ ~ C~p~, ~d ~ out ~
pr~nent r~ ~ts f~m ~e U~ ~I o~ Pubic HeaJlh,4 ~P~
not only a ~que public/pdva~ p~e~p but a m~el for ~e ~u~, p~ly
~levant to ~Iving en~~t~ problem. A~ t~ often, en~o~ent~ ~
~d ~lides ~e p~m~gat~ ~ a ~c~ va~ ~ ~out sOen~ ~
~thout using ~en~fic data s~c~y develo~ ~ relafio~p tO ~e ~H~ ~
qu~tion. 5u~ ~ ~ app~ach mutely avoids ~g ad~us~a
env~onment~ ~des, r~atio~ ~d ~de~ ~ u~n ~dc~ ~enflflc
evident.

~is s~dy f~ on ~e ~e~ ~m~i~on of h~do~ efflu#nt ~ ~
Moni~ Bay ~ough ~e sto~ ~ s~t~ ~ ~ ~g~ Co~ A p~
s~dy w~ ad~ ~e aqua~c ~dW s~dy of ~ w~ flo~ w~ ~o~
at ~e s~e ~e ~th ~n~g f~m ~e S~ Mo~ca Bay ~raOon ~
~e~ re~ ~1 ~n ~ ava~able. By r~e~g ~e r~ts of ~ s~dy, ~~
~s ~p~ ho~ to ~eate a d~sion m~ng p~s capable of ~n~g ~
environment~ threats by giving ~ake~ ~piHc~ ~en~c evid~ ~at
defin~ the nacre of ~e en~o~en~ ~at ~d ~at~ a b~ for ~~
pra~c~ ~lu~o~.
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H. TOXIC CHEMICALS ROUTINELY ENTER SANTA MONICA BAY TFEROUGH "r

STOR.M DRAL~ Kb~OFF, WHICH IS CAUSE FOR CONCERN.

There are approximately sixty storm drains wlxich flow into Santa Monica Bay.
The vast majority of these storm drains are artificially created, with the exception of
Malibu and Topanga Creeks which are natura21y flowing discharge channels into the
Bay. These natu~ral creeks, act like rivers flowing into estuaries or other receiving
waters.

-2A wide variety of chemical substances, as well as heavy metalss and pathogens
(bacteria and viruses),s enter the Bay through the storm drain system. Lira/ted
studies have begun to identify those toxic chemicals which routinely enter Santa
Monica Bay through storm drain runoff.~

This study, designed to become a part of existing literature identifying pollutant~
entering the Bay sampled effluent from the following five storm drains: Ptco-
Kenter, Ashland, Sepulveda Channel, Ballona Creek, and Cenfinela. These storm
drains were specifically chosen because they were examples of highest flow areas,
previously studied areas with existing background data and good comparisons o/~
small and large drains. Water samples from all five drains were collected over ¯ six
month period. An ~nalysis of these samples identified a soup of approximately 160
toxic chemicals entering the Bay through the storm drains. Some of these chemicals
bioaccumulate (b~ld up in the bodies of living organisms). Some of these
chemicals are carcinogens, some are reproductive toxicants, and others are knowno" ,~-~
or suspected to have acute or chronic toxicity. While this is obviously cause lot
concern, and while these findings unequivocally suggest that swimmers, waders,
and people fishing in the Bay stay out of the storm drains themselves and ¯way
from the mouth of drains which discharge into the Bay, it was beyond the scope ot
this study to actually quantify the risks to either human health or the ecolosy of the
Bay. Additional studies therefore will be needed to assess these risks.

.To date, the bulk of pollution control efforts throughout the Santa Monlca Bay
region have focused on point source reduction from industrial and sewage
wastewater treatment plants. Efforts to control storm drain runoff have not been           "
given adequate attention both due to. the diffuse nature of the problem and the
expense associated with toxic testing. Yet, as this study shows, there are very real
stormwater risks to both users of the Bay and the ecoleg’y itsel/which must be
evaluated and quantified if we are to properly inform our citizens and protect Santa
Monica Bay.
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III. TOXICANTS ID-~’TIFIED BY THE STUDY

Because of the limited scope of this study, a protocol was designed to eva.]uate L
some of the most serious chemical compounds.-cardnogens, reproductive toxicants,
and other acute toxicants. The study demonstrated that many of the compounds
identified are in fact cardnogens, probable cardnogens, possible cardnogens,
reproductive toxicants and compounds having ch.ronic and acute toxicity that are
capable of absorption through dermal contact as well as by inhalation or ingestion.

¯ Chemical contamination was found in samples from all five storm drains in this
study.

A minimum of 50 trace organic compounds were identified in each storm drain
tested (with over 120 compounds found at the Ashland storm drain). Compounds
found with toxicologic significance were polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAILs),
phthalates, polychiorinated biphenyls (PCBs), chlorinated pestiddes, chlorinated
hydrocarbons, phenols, and other carcinogenic organic compounds and
organophosphate pesticides. In addition, 33 volatile organic compounds were found
in the effluent from all five storm drains.

In this study references are made to the (~aliforhia Ocean Plan and to Drinking
Water Standards promulgated by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
These references are used for comparison’s ~ke as indicators of potential problem
pollutants. The study found sig’nificant levels of toxicants in excess of Cali/ornla

,, Ocean Plan Standards in all five storm drains sampled. The study also found levels $ .,.~of methylene chloride, bis(2-ethyLhexyl)phthalate and benzo(a)pyrene in exce~ of
EPA Drinking Water Standards.

The chemicals identified by this study enter the body through two pathways:
dermal absorption (through the skin) and bioaccumulation (through the food chain,
i.e. eating fish and shellfish).

The California Ocean Plan was designed to provide water quality standards Io
protect human health and enjoyment and preserve aquatic ecosystems in ocean

.~ waters. Because many of our storm drains dischm’ge directly aa’oss our beaches and
people swim or wade in this nanoff, the California Ocean Plan should be applied to
storm drain effluent as well as point source discharges.

A. POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS (PAl-Is) ~’~

Seventeen PAILs in excess of California Ocean Plan standards~ were identified in
all five storm drains studied..Seven of the PAHs, five of which were found in ail
five storm drains,9 are identified as carcinogens under California’s Proposition 65Io
and are listed as possible carcinogens by EPA.
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PAHs are not derived from point sources. They represent products of an urban
society which emphasizes the use of petroleum-based t~an.sport. They are often
products of incomplete combustion and are found ffu’oughout the environment.
They may emanate from exhaust, tires, used motor oil, or other transport-related
processes, as well as from industrial sources, and outdoor barbecues, atl of wl~ch
create products of incomplete combustion.

The greatest concentration of PAHs found at Sepulveda were the ben2,o(a)py~ene,
chrysene, and pyrene concentrations (all 3 of which are carcinogenic), which were
1,803 ng/l, 2,016 ng/l and 956 ng/I, respectively. These numbers can be compared to
California Ocean Plan standards which seek to limit PAH concentrations to
8.8 ng/l.

The primary health risk associated with PAHs in the water would probably derive
from dermal coRtact. The carcinogenicity of this class of compounds was originally
recog~zed as a result of studies which focused on dermal contact. Although the
scope of PAl-ls sampled in this study was limited, it is reasonable to believe that
other more potent PAHs (6-nitrochrysene an order of magnitude more potent than
benzo(a)py~’ene, dibenzopyrenes approximately I0 times more potent carclnosens
than benzo(a)pyrene) may also be present in Santa Monica Bay storm drains.
Because PAlls are potent toxicants, their presence in all five storm drains is cause
for significant concern.

B. POLYCH’LOR~AT£D BII~HENYLS (PCBI)

PCBs were identified in all the storm drains studied, although the highest
concentrations were found at the Ash/and site. PCBs are found in aerosols and the
ambient air. They are used for insulation purposes (in transformers) and they are
virtually indestructible in the enviromnent. They also bioaccumulate in living
systems. The California Ocean Plan standard for l~Bs is 0.019 ng/l. Many oi~ the
I~Bs identified in this study exceed that value by a factor greater than 1000. ~e
total PCBs found in the Ashland drain were 451 ng/l; assuming a background ol
approximately 125 ng/l, the concentration of identified PCBs is approximately 325
ng/l, which is 17,000 times the CaLifornia Ocean Plan limih)

I~Bs are listed as chemicals known to cause cancer and reproductive toxidty
under Proposition 65. PCBs are considered probable carcinogens by £PAs I and the
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC). PCBs can enter the body
through dermal contact. PCBs also bioaccumulate in the environment.
Bioaccumulation through the food chain may represent the most
important route of exposure to humans of PCBs. PCBs will concentrate in fish and
other sea life and the risk associated with ingestion will increase as bioaccumuJation
occurs. The existence of PCBs in the studied storm drains is one of the most
important discoveries of the study and is a serious concern to both humans and the
ecology of Santa Monica Bay.

4
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The finding of pesticides in the storm drains represents an important element of
the study. Chlorinated pesticides, l~ke l~Bs, are very to~ic, persistent and
bioaccumulate in the environment.

The organophosphate pesticide diazinon was identified in water from C~entinela,
Ashland, and Pico-Kenter0 while dimethoate was found at Ballona. (These are
commort/y used pestiddes, and it is not surprising that they were identified.) Their
persistence in the environment is a matter of concern and an area for further study.

The finding of alpha-chlordane, (at all five sites) and dieldrin (Pico-Kenter)
represents an important finding in this study. These substances are of particular
sign,ificance because of their potential toxicity, Persistence, and potential for
bioaccumulation in the environment. Chiordane is considered a possible
carcinogen by IARC.12 Chlordane and dieldrin are listed as carcinogens under
Proposition 65 in CalJ.fornia.

D. OTHER TOXICANTS IDE2%rI’IF~D BY ~ STUDY

1. Phthalatea

Six Phthalates13 were present in the storm drain effluent from all five s/tea.
Phthalates are widely used in industrial applications. They exist wherever plastic3
are found. They ~re genera/ly considered ubiquitous contam/nants, and are
recognized to be laboratory contaminants as well. The phthalates present as
laboratory contaminants were accounted for by analyzing appropriate �ontrols.14

The most important compound identified was bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DI~I-[P).
DEHP is classified as a carcinogen and reproductive toxicant under California
Proposition 65. It is also classified as a probable human carcinogen by the U.S. ]~PA
and IARC. It is considered a chemical teratogen and may damage the testes.
Repeated exposure may also result in neurological consequences. It has acute
toxicity and produces irritation of the eyes, nose and throat. Exposure to DEI-W can
occur through inhalation, ingestion or dermal contact. The maximum contaminate
level (MCL) established for DEHP in drinking water by EPA is 4 parts per billion
(ppb). The Califorr~a Ocean Plan limit is 3.5 ppb. The average concentration found
for DEI-[P in tl~s study was 6.6 ppb. The greatest concentration, 14.8 ppb, was found
at Ashland, and the lowest concentration was found at Sepulveda. Because of theh’
toxicity and potential impac~ to humans through dermal absorption, the presence of
phthalates found in all five storm drains is significant.
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2. Phenols

Seven phenols were identified as being present in the storm drain effluent in this
study. Phenols are benzene derivatives wl~¢h possess acute toxicity and. there is
evidence of some having chronic effects. Phenol and 2-nitrophenol were found at
all five sites, 4-methyl phenyl was found at tt~ree sites. 4-chloro-3-methyl phenol, 2-
methyl phenol, 4-nitrophenol, and 2,4-dLmethyl phenol were found at one site.

2-methyl phenol is classified as a possible human carcinogen by F.PA. There is
evidence from animal studies of reproductive toxicity associated with exposure to
phenols, and phenol is classified as a reproductive toxicant under Proposition 65.
The presence of these compounds in Santa Mort/ca Bay storm drains is a matter
requirLng further evaluation to assess the impact on both the ecology of the Bay ~nd
human health.

3. Other Ca~-inoKens Identified

Two probable human carcinogens, ~zobenene, and 1,4-dichlorobenzene
identified at all five sites. N-nitrosodiphenylamine and N-nitrosodin-propylamine
were present at three sites. These compounds are considered to be
carcinogens under Proposition 65 and are classified by EPA ~s probable human
carcinogens They were found in trace quantities and further study will be required
to evaluate their continued presence.

Organic Compounds (VOCs}4.Volatile

Thirty-three volatile organic compounds were/round in the e/rfluent from the flv~
sampled storm drains.ls VOCs are low molecular weight hydrocarbons, aromatics
and chlorinated hydrocarbons. VOCs were included in the study because they ~r~
found in solvents routinely used in dry cleaning and common household
functions. A number of VOCs recognized as being potential human carcinogens or
reproductive toxicants were identified in all five storm drains. All these are capable
of absorption through dermal contact, as well as by inhalation or ingestion. The
identified compounds; benzene, bromochloromethane, bromodichloromethane,
bromoform, chloroform, l,l-dichloroethane, 1,2-dichloroethane, methylene
chloride16 , trichloroethylene, and perchloroethylene are classified as chemicals
known to cause cancer under Proposition 65. The concentration of VOWs,
however, was low in relation to the other identified toxic contaminants, thereby
failing to indicate evidence of illicit dumping.
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S. The Chemical Soup

¯ A myriad of other, yet to be analyzed, chemicals were present in the water samples
studied.17 Preliminary research indicates that some of the compounds in this
chemical soup may be traceable to illegal dumping.IS These chemicals need to be
quantified and evaluated for toxicity before the risk to human health and the "~
ecology can be properly assessed.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 2

A. THE NEED FOR FOLLOW UP STUDIES

¯ This study evaluated dry weather flow of organic toxicants. In order to provide ¯
basis to assess the potential health and ecologic risks associated with urban runoff
into the Santa Monica Bay several other stuaies must be conducted.

1. Expanding the Scope M this Study to Include Wet Weather and Dry Weather"
~O Flows

This research o~y studied dry weather flows. Wet weather flows are essential
to broaden the scope of the data to the point where risk assessment models and
standards can be developed. A study of the aquatic toxicity of wet weather flows will
begin later this year conducted by the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project.
Additional studies during wet weather flows must also be conducted to assess the
human health risk from exposure to toxicants present in storm drain effluent. To
date, data on flow rates, current dilution, and dilution speed into the Bay ar~
for both dry and wet weather flows. Such studies, when combined with the result~
of this study, will allow evaluation of the importance of the compounds present and
their mass loadin810 to the Bay.

2. Development of a Quantitative Risk Assessment for Human Health and the
Ecology of the Bay

A quantitative risk assessment methodology combinin8 the health risks from the
chlorinated pesticides, l~Bs, PAHs, volatile organic compounds, phthalates, and
other identified carcinogens and toxicants, should be developed to investigat~ the
risk to swimmers, surfers, and waders, as well as to address the consequences of th~
bioaccumulation of toxicants in fish and other sea li~e. To date, there are Limited
models or standards by which we can assess the risk to health, through dermal
absorption and bioaccumulation. More sophisticated models can and should be

hdeVeloped, thereby allowing us to create standards capable of assessing the risks touman health posed by chernicals entering the Bay tlu’ough stormwater effluent. In
addition, toxicity studies that examine the impact of the releases of toxicants on sea
life and the ecology of the Bay are clearly desirable.
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V3. Polychiorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)

The finding of a/pha-chlordane, dieldrin, and PCBs-the latter especially in the
Ashland drain-represents a major finding in tl’ds study. These s,bstances are of
particular significance because of their potenl:ial toxidty, persiste~ce and potential
for bioaccumulation in the environment. Follow-up studies to ldenti~y the sources
of these compounds are clearly indicated.

1
4. Assess Whether PAHs Attached To Sediment Desorb Into the Ocean

PAl-Is, one of the most potent chemicals identified in the study, are associated with
sediment in the storm drain effluent (i.e., they are attached to particulates).
Whether these PAHs are desorbed from the sediment when the ,,form drain reaches
the Bay, thereby exposing living organisms, including humans, to acute toxicity, is
an essential question which must be addressed in order to properly determ/ne risk
assessment. A series of studies is therefore required to determino the desorption of
contaminants from the suspended sediment.

S. Heavy Metals

The scope of this study did not provide for an artalysis and ldenflflcatien of heavy
metaJs entering the Bay. However, preliminary work on metals indicates that ,,~
heavy metals from stormwater runoff rivals, and in some cases surpasses, sewage
plant discharges as a source of Santa Monica Bay pollution.~0 Th/s prel/mina~ ~ ..
evidence, when combined with the fact that heavy metals bioac~-umulate, and
thereby threaten both the ecology of the Bay and humans who eat food from the
Bay, makes a study identifying the kinds and quantities of metaJs ente.,-i~ the Bay
essenthtl.

6. C~ompilation and Analysi~ of A/l Existing Literature on Slormwater Effluent
Enterin$ Santa Monica Bay

Much of the research done on stormwater effluent entering the 13ay is unpublished
or u~’eleased by state and |ocal agencies and therefore known as "~ey" ~itetature. ~
researchers are to avoid duplicating efforts already undert~e~ |i is essentia~ that
t~is "~-ey" ~terat~re be compiled and

B. NEEDED GOV~iENT A~tION

1. Keep Swimmers, Waders, SuPers and People Fish~g Out o~/rid Away ~zom~ the

Based upon the significant results of this study, coupled with existing evidence of

s
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V
Opathogens and heavy metals discharged into Santa Monica Bay through the storm "r

drain system the California State Department of Health Services should
¯ immediately take the necessary action to post bilingual warnings telling people not

to swim or wade in storm drains, or around the mouth of storm drains which enter
receiving waters. Surfers, swimmers, and waders should be explicitly warned that
there is a chemical contaminant risk to being in the water, or around the mouth of
storm drains, especially after rainfalls. This is particularly true for the season’s first
rainfall, which flushes a toxic cocktail of compounds tl’trough the storm drains and¯ into the Bay.

2
This warning should not be limited to Santa Monica Bay. It is reasonable to
believe that similar compounds to those/round in tl’tis study are entering other bays
and estuaries throughout the State, thereby requizhng the warning on a statewide

2. The California Ocean Plan Should be Applied to Storm Drain Effluent and
Dischm3e

Stricter standards should be adopted l~ the present thsee year review of the Plan does
not protect public health and preservation of the marine ecosystem from both storm
drain effluent and point source discharge into ocean waters. The Ocean Plan should
be amended to clarify its applicability to stormwater d~.

3. The State of California Must Develop a Coherent Manasement StrateST for
Storm Drains

California urban stormwater regulations are simi/ar to Federal EPA regulat/ons
outlined in Section 319 of the Federal Clean Water Act. Section 319 emphasizes ¯
weak, voluntary, approach to control/inS stormwater runoff (non-point source
pollution). Because toxicants represent a serious threat to both the
vitality of coastal ecosystems and human health, the State should establlsh
mandatory st:ringent controls for stormwater pollution. While several non-point
source programs are seeking to assess the environmental impacts of polluted run~f
contamination, including the Los Angeles County PubLic Works Department in its
proposed NPDES monitoring proKram, few cities have adequately brought about the
implementation of pollution control measures.

Such a management strate~T must be concerned with both treatment measures as
applied to storm drains and source reduction, and recTcling of toxicants which enter
the Bay through storm drain effluent,

The problem of chemical contamination of the Bay is, of course, ultimately ¯
question of huge economic and social proportions which, to date, society, has been

9
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V
reluctant to address. While there are technical "remedial" techniques which can ~ .=,.
and should be used like filter strips and infdtration devices, as weL! as careful land Luse planrdng, the issue of toxic contamination can onJy be solved by a commitment
to source reduction and recycling.                                                        -.

Source reduction, recycling, and the creation of non-toxic alternatives are issues
which can, in the current economic climate, be used to argue against the
establishment of mandatory controls for storm drain toxic pollution. Such
arguments, however, must be weighed against the ultimate cost to health, the
ecology, and that part of the economy (tourism, fishing, coastal real estate)
dependent on a healthy coastal ecosystem. Policymalers must address the fact
that the creation of non-toxic alternatives would create an entire new economic base
for the State of California. In addition, frees21 can be charged to those *impervious
properties" which generate stormwater runoff, and which in turn can be used to
subsidize the recycling of toxins, the reduction of toxit~ at the source, and the
creation of non-toxic alternatives.

C The Role of Local Governmenl~

Local governments can use the state non-polnt ~)urce management plan to help
identify the degraded local waters and stormwater pollution sources. Therea/ter
local governments can impose initial "remedial" solutions through implementing
land use ordinances which may contain some of the following.

I. Catch basins-boxes placed underneath gutters which ~tch solids and allow
liquid to flow over the edge--used at the mouth of storm drain openings can act
the first point of sediment settling, thereby reducing the flow of toxicants into the
Bay.

2. The placement of vegetation on the sides ole storm drain chsa~nels I~) ~ ¯

demonstrated to significantly reduce the amount of pollutants in stormwater. ~
is accomplished by slowing the velodty of the water, thereby allowing toxicants to
attach to the vegetation.

3. Placing gravel and small stones in storm drain channels This will attract the
PAHs, chlorinated hydrocarbons, and heavy metals in the flow of effluent, thereby
further reducing the envy of toxicants into the Bay.

A more sophisticated yet still palliative technology involves placing mini-chemical
pre-treatment facilities in storm drains. Mini pre-treatment fil~ation plants, while
effective at decreasing the amount of toxics which flow into the Bay, alone cannot
solve the problem.
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D. The Role of Individual Citizens

¯ Individual citizens represent an army of people who can successfuJly wage wa~"
against toxic pollut~on in stormwater runoff. There are a number of actions
individuals can take to help.

I. Recyde Used Motor 0~.                                     -~-

Yearly, the equivalent of 35 Exxon Valdez oil spills enter coastal waters tIu’ough
storm drain runoff, most of which comes from dumping by people who change
their o~rn motor oil. Used motor oil should be recycled, or taken to ¯ toxic waste
facility. The cessation of this ldnd of iJle~al dumping by/ndividuais can aid
immeasurably in keeping toxicants out of the storm drain system.

2. Purchase Non-toxlc Household Products.

An array of non-toxic household cleaners and products are available in today’s
market place. Toxic household cleaners and products often ~nd their way into
storm drains. These products should be replaced with non-toxic alternatives.

3. Proper Storage and Clean-up of Household Chemicals.

Individuals can insure that substances such as pesticides, fertilizers, paints,
i preservatives, strippers and solvents are stored in dry places ¯way from water ~ ""

sources. Once used, these substances should not be disposed of in the local storm
drain. They should be either recycled or brought to local toxic or hazardous
metals disposal sites.

4. Increase Vegetation Around the Home.

By increasing the amount of vegetated area around ¯ home, ¯ homeowner¯
increases the porosity of the soil and reduces soiJ erosion, which lessens the amount._~
of stormwater runoff. (The vegetated areas act as ¯ natural ~ter, slowing the
movement of stormwater runoff which allows many contaminants to settle out.)

5. Educate Politicians to Enact Laws and Policies Which WLll Stop Chemical
Contamination of the Bay.

Ultimately removing chemical contaminants from storm drains and the Bay is ¯
question of political wi/l. We have the technology and the alternatives to solve the
problem. We do not at the present time have the will to do so. Politicians respond
to constituent pressure. Concerned individuals should, therefore, educate their
elected representatives to the importance of removing toxic chemicals from the

~ storm drain system.
~---~

I!
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CONCLUSION

tLSanta Monica Bay represents a natural resource of untold beauty and benefit to the
citizens of Southern California. Its economic value in terms of coastal tourism and
real estate is in the 40 billion dollar range. Its sport and commercial fishing value is
in the 2.2 billion dollar range. It is a focal point for the region and a recreational and
esthetic treasure. For many it is also a source of food.

It is dear from this study that chemical contamination is a threat to both the
vitality of the Bay and to those humans who use the Bay. Given that our life styles
are dependent upon toxic chemicals, it is a certainty that toxicants will continue to
enter Santa Monica Bay through the storm drain system. Each of us therefore must
make a choice either to phase out toxics from our Lifestyles and pressure elected
officials to enact laws and policies which will remove toxins from the environment,
or to pass on to our children and their chiJdren a Santa Monica Bay polluted by toxic
chemicals.

t Ehrltch and Ehrllch: Healinn the Planet (1991), pp.140-42.

2 IbkL

3 Dr. Michael Stenstrom and Eric: W. Strecker, UCLA Department of Civil and Environmelltal
Engineering, Asse,~sment of Storm Drain Sources of C~:)ntaminants to S~’~ta Monlca I~ay, VoL 1,
1993.                                                       -

4 Principal researchers for the study were: Dr. I.H. (Mel) Suffer and Dr. John Froines; In
�ollaboration with Dr. Michael K. Stenstrom.

s ~: Natural Resources Defense Council (1991) ~From January through December
1989, NRDC estimates that roughly tw~e as much zinc and cadmium were discharged via storm
drains runoff into Santa Monica Bay, as were discharged by the Hyperion Plant and the Joint
Water Pollution Control Plant for the ye~ 1988, p.1]; also see The IJ. ~. I:PA Ann.~l Tnxk~
~ (initiated 1987) [’...1989 poison runoff from the greater Los Angeles area
contributed one and one*half times as much lead, one-half as much copper, an¢l one.third as
much chromium as did the two sewage plants in 1988." p.1]

6 Gold, M., eL al. (1990) An Assessment of Inputs of Fecal Indic,ator Om~nlsms end Hummn
I=nteric Viruses From Two Santa Monica Bay Storm Drains. A document prepared f¢~ the Santa
Mon~ca Bay Restoration Project.

7 Studies conducted under the auspices of the City of Santa Monica have identified a number of
chemical agents in the effluent from the Pico-Kenter storm drain. Chlorinated hydrocarbon
solvents and suspected carcinogens were detected dudng 1985 and 1986. Between 1989-90
bromoform, chloroform, toluene, xylene, perchloroethylene, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, nitroaromatics, bromedichloromethane and others in the Pico-Kenter storm
drain. A study by, Schager and Gossett (June 1988) identified DDT, PCBs, PAHs, and alkalines
in Ballona Creek. In addition, Heal the Bay, in conjunction with the City of Los Angeles, the LOs
Angeles County Sanitation Districts, and the Santa Monioa Bay’ Restoration Project has studied
the problem of human fecal matter discharged from storm drains. Engineering Science under
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contract with the City of Los Angeles. has monitored runoff from different land use types in los
¯ Angeles. Dr. M~chael K. Stenstrom (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering,

UCLA), also in conjunction witt~ the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project, is monitoring
toxicity in marine organisms in the Bay. More recently. Fisher at. al. (1993), in ¯ paper
being prepared for publica’.ion, have reported the presence of d;oxins, furans, and "
polychlorinated naphthalenes In storm drain effluent entering the Bay.

¯ e Acenaphthene, anthracene, benz(a)anthracene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, benzo~)fluoranthene, ~’~
benzo(g.h.I)perylene, benzo(a)pypene, chn/sene, dibenzo(a.h)anthracene, dibenzofuran,
fluoranthene, fluorf~ne, Indeno(l,2,3,4-c.d)pyrena, 2-methyl apthalene, naphlhalene,
l~enanthrene, and pyrene.

g Benz(a)anthracene, benzo(b)fluorenthene, benzo(k]fluoranthene, benzo(e)pyrene,
¯ chrysene, dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, and indeno(1,2,3,4-c,d)pyrene.

10 Calllornla’s Proposltlon 65 classifies chemicals es camlnogen$ when they are known to cause
Cancer In animals. This classification is nol used by U.S. EPA.

12 Ibid.

13 The six I~thsiates that were found in the storm drain effluent ere
bls(2.ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP). butyl benzyl phthalate, dimethyl phlhelate, dlethyl
phthalate, di.n.butyl phthalale, di-n-octyl phthalate.

14 *Appropriate �o~trol" In this �ontext means In extensive quality ~sluranca/quelity �onltol
program.

The 33 volatile organic compounds found were dichlorodifluoromethane, ¢hlorometl~e,15
carl)on disulfide, methlyene chloride (1), Irans-l,2-dtchloroethane, 2-butanone,
bromochloromethane, chloroform, 1,1,1-trichloroelhane, benzene, trlohloroethene,
dibromomethane, bromodichloromelhane. 4-methyl-2-pantanone. toluene, telrachloroethene.
2-henanone. dibromochloromethane, styrene, bromoform. 1.2.4-tdmethylbenzene.
naplhalene. 1.1-dichloropropene. p-isopropyltoluene. (m+p)-xylene. o-xylene. 1.1-
dichloroelhane, 1,2-Oichlorobenzene. Five compounds, bromoform, chloroform,
dibromochloromethane, dichloromethane(methylene chloride), and 4-methyl.2-pantanone,
had over all averages in the ppb range. The largest number of compounds and ~e greatesl
concentrations of the tdhalomethanes, bromoform, chloroform, and dibromo¢l’do~’omethene. ~nd
9 methylene chlonde, were 10.6, 4.1.4.9. 6.3 ppb at this site.

lg The carcinogen methylene chloride after analyzing appropriate controls was found In excess U
of EPA Drinking Water Standards.

17 The actual chemicals identified can be found In the Report on Tables 14 (paOe 63). and 22
(page 110-11).

I$ Styrene is associated with point discharges, thereby Inoicating that it may have been
illegally dumped.

19 Mass loading is defined as the amount of chemicals released into the receiving water from I            ~---- ")

storm drain over a specified time period.
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2t Innovative tools for tun(ling storm water management exist and should be investigated by
those in Slate and local governments who wish tO free storm drains from toxic nJnoff. One
innovative t=nancing tool now being implemented by Ihe City of Los Angeles, is �ommonly known
as "storm water utility." These are local government entities that fund storm water
management services through "user Charges" which1 pass on storm wafer management costs to
the *generators" of the runoff. Z

1
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NOTE ON CONSOLIDATION

This report contains hydrologic data for the 1987-88 water year. On January
1985, the Los Angeles County Flood Control D|str|ct consolidated, with the
Los Angeles County Road Department and portions of the Los Angeles County
Engineer to become the Los Angeles County Department of Public NorkSo The
hyOrologic data processing and reportinI functions fo~rly carried out by the
Flood Control Olstr|ct have now been assumed by the Depart~nent of

ABOUT THIS REPORT

The lg87-88 Hydrologic Report represents a significant departure tn tams of
dati content and format fr~ reports pu~l|shed previously by the Department of
Public ~orks and its predecessor, the Los Angeles County Flood Control O|strtct°
The changes primarily anti|! the reporting of less data|led hydrologic diti than
were previously published, such as n~nthly and annual s~n~nartes Instead of dally
data, We apologize for any Inconvenience this may cause our userS, but It waS
felt necessary to make these changes to be current In our datl publishing,

Wtth the rapid development of �omputing technology, there appears to be less
demand for hydrologic data tn wrttten fom, and
future t|me to phase out the published book reports and make the data ava||able
on computer diskettes, in the meantime, any user who desires more detat|ed
Information about any of the t~l)es of hydrologic data which ~e manage can write
the Custodian of Hydrologic Records at:

Los Angeles County
of Public Works

Hydraulfc/Idater Conservation 01vfston
P.O. Box 1460
Alhambra, CA9180Z-1460

or telephone: (818) 4Sa-611Z
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;NTRODUCT~ON

Thts report conta|ns hydrologic data wtthln Los Angeles County for the pertod
beginning October 1, 1987 and endtng Iepte~er 30, 1988. The data are presented
In seven sections.

1. Precipitation - 1tsts 385 active ralnfa11 statlons and presents
corresponding seasonal rainfall amounts.

2. Evaporation - lists all locations for which evaporation data ts on file and
provtdes monthly evaporation amounts at 14 |ocatiOnSo

3. Runoff - presents the maxtm~, minimum, and moan of the dally f10v rates for
each month end the monthly volumes for 53 streamflov stations and three
Netropolttan Water 01strict outlets.

4. 0am Operation - presents the mxtmum and m~ntm~ of the dally inflow and
outflo~ rates for each month, the Instantaneous peak |nflov and outflow
rates and storage volumes for 14 da~s and reservoirs.

$. Erosion, Control - 11st debris basins and debris production ~unts and
displays maps ofmJor v~tershed burns.

6. Water Quality Honltoring . presents mps ofsurface and groundwater sampling 7
locations, and 4ate at selected locations.

7. Conservation and Groundwater - presents reco~s of water conserved at
various facilities, water Injected at seawater barrter projects, veil
hydrographs, and groundwater basins.

~here practical, data whlch would satisfy ln~nedlate needs and serve as useful
reference are published tn these reports. Several tables appear Its|trig         ~_~
locations where unpublished data are available, k:ldltlona,I lnfomatton may be
obtatned by wrlttng to:

Los Angeles County Department
of Public Works

HydraultclWater Conservation Olvlston
P.O. Box 1460
Alhamra. CA 91802-1460

or telephone: (818) 4S8-6112
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THE    LOS    ANGELES    COUNTY

TOPOGRAPHY

The County of Los Angeles covers an area of 4.083 square mtles and measures
approxln~tely 65 miles In the east - west and 73 miles In the north - south
directions.

The terrain vtthln the County can be classlfted In broad tams as betng 26
percent mountainous, 12 percent coastal platn; and 62 percent hills, valleys, or
deserts. Relief of the terrain ranges from sea level to a maxtmum elevation of
10,000 feet. The coastal plain Is generally of mild slope and �ontains
relatively few depressions or natural pond|n9 areas. The slopes of ma|n river
systoms crossing the COaStal plain, such as the San Gabrtel River, Los Angeles
River, and 8aliona Creek, range from 4 to 14 feet per mlle.

Topography In the meuntalnous area ts generally rugged vtth deep, Y-shaped
canyons separated by sharp dtvldtng ridges. Steepwalled canyons vtth side
slopes of 70 percent or more are con~n. The gradlent of principal canyons In
the San Gabriel Nountalns ranges from 150 to 8SO feet per mlle. Nountaln ranges
are altgned In a general east-west direction, the major range being the
San Gabriel Mountains.     The mJortty of mountain rtdges lie below
Elevation 5.000, the total area above this level being approximately 210 squ~re
mlles.

GEOLOGY - SO~LS

Xgneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rock groups are all represented wlthtn the
County. The San Gabriel Hountalns and Yerdugo HtIIS are composed primarily of
highly fractured Igneous rock, with large areas of grantt~� rock fomatlon being
exposed above solls whtch are coarse and porous. Faulttng and deep weathering
have produced porous zones tn the rock formation; hoverer, rock n~sses have
produced a �omcaratlvely shallov soll m~ntle due to the steepness of slopes
whtch accelerates erosion of the fine mterlal.

~ USE

The principal vegetative cover of upper mountatn areas �onststs of vartous
species of brush and shrubs known as chaparral. Host trees found on mountain
slopes are Oak, vtth alder, vtllov, and sycamore found along streambeds at lover
elevations. Ptne, cedar, and Juniper are found In ravtnes at hlgher elevations
and along high mountatn sunmlts.

The chaparral Is extremely flam~ble, and extensive burns of the mountatn
vegetation frequently occur during dry, lay-humidity weather accompanied by high
winds. Chaparral has the ablllty to sprout following ftres and grays rapidly to
re-establish the watershed cover wlthtn a pertod of S to 10 years.
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Grasses are the principal natural vegetation on the hills. MuCh of the
]and and nearly all of the valley land in the densely populated portion of the
County SOUth of the San Gabriel Mountains has been converted to urban and
suburban use. Development of the Santa Ciarita Valley and desert areas to the
north of the San Gabriel Mountains is sparse at present but iS proceeding at an
accelerated rate.

Other mountains and hilly reaches within the Department are composed primarily
of folOed and faulted sedimentary rocks, including shale, sandstone, and
conglomerate. RestOual soils in these areas are shallo~ and are generally less
pervious than those of the San Gabriel Mountain range,

Valley and desert sotls are alluvial and vary fro~ coarse sand and gravel near
canyon mouths to silty clay and gravel or clay in lower valleys and the coastal
plain. The alluvial fill has been built up by repeated deposition of debris to
depths as great as 2,000 feet in places. This fill is quite porous in areas of
relatively low clay content, Impervious layers and irregularities in the
underlying bedrock divide the alluvium into several County groundwater basins,
Valley soils are generally ~11 drained and relatively fe~ perched water or
artesian areas are present.

CLI~TE

The climate within the County varies between subtropical on the Pacific Ocean
side of the San Gabriel mountain range to arid in the MoJave Desert. Nearly all
precipitation occurs during the months of Oecember through March. PrecipitatiOn
during SU~,er months iS infrequent, and rainless periods of several months are
common. Snowfall at elevations above S.O00 feet is frequently experienced
during the winter Storms, but the snow melts rapidly except on higher peaks and
the northern slopes. Snow Is rarely experienced on the coastal plain.

January and July are the coldest and warmest months of the year, respectively.
At Los Angeles, the 30-year average daily minimum temperature for January is 48
degrees above zero. The average daily maximum temperature for July is 84
degrees. At Mount ~tlson (Elevation 5,8S0 feet), the 30-year iverage daily
minimum temperature for January is 36 degrees above zero and the average dally
maximum temperature for July is 81 degrees.

HYD~OMETEOROLOGZC CHARACTERgSTECS

Coastal and Mountatn Ar~aS

Prec|pttatto~ in the Los Angeles area occurs primarily tn the fom of winter
orographtc ratnfal| associated with extratroptcal c~clones of Morth Pacific
origin. Major StOrmS �onststs of one or more frontal systems and occasionally
last four da~s or longer. Atr masses and frontal systems associated with major
storms comonly extend for SO0 to 1,000 miles in length and produce ratnfal|
simultaneously throughout the County. Major storms approach Southern California
from the west or southwest with southerly winds which continue until frontal
passage. The mountain ranges lle directly across the path of the inflow of
warm, moist air, and orographic effects cause precipitation to be greatly

8
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The effect of sno~elt upon flood runoCf is of significance in the few cases
when warm spring rains from SOutherly S;ormS fall on a snowpack. Ouring major
storms, temperatures throughout the Counly ~Y re~aln above freezing.

Average Indlvldual storm rainfall ~mou.ls and intensities �onfor~ to a fairly
definite aerial pattern .hich refl~~ts general effects of topographic
~fferences.

Oesert Areas

S~er convective ratnf~ll ts prtnctpa!ly experienced tn the ,pper San Gabrtel
Hountatns and the HoJave Oesert regions. In many desert areas~ the ~st serious
f~ooding occurs as t resu]t of s~e~ convective

RUNOFF

~unta$n Areas

in ~untaln Ireas. the steep canon sh, Pes and channel gradients are conducive
to rapid concentration of stom runoff quantities. Depression storage end
detention storage effects are minor tn tt~e rugged terrain. 5oll mlsture durtng
i stom has I pronounced effect on rum~ff fr~ the porous soils supporting
good growth of deeprooted vegetation such as chaparrtl.    Sotl mtsture
deficiency ts greitest it the beginning of I rainy season, hiving been depleted
by evapotransptratton process durtng the dry s~er mnths. Precipltltlon
~urlng periods of soil mtsture deficiency ts nearl~ enttrely absorbed by soils,
and except for ~rtods of extr~ly intense rainfall, significant runoff
not occur untt~ soils are ~tted to rtei~ ~tsture capacity. Oue to
~nftltrat~on rates and porostty of ~u,~i$n so, is, runoff occurs pr~mar$1~
subsurface flo~ or tnterfl~ rather tha, is direct runoff. Spr~ng or base fl~
~s essentially I~mtted to portions of the Sin Gabriel muntatn range,
stre~s ~n the ~par~nt Mtng Sntemltient.

Runoff fr~ I munti~n vatershed ~centlY denuded b~ f~re exceeds that for the
unburned state due to greatl~ ~ncreased quanttt~es of ~norgan~c ~brts present
~n the flo~ and lo,flo,s fr~ a denudnd ~atershed. ~brts product$on fr~
major stom has a~unted to as ~ch as 120.~O cubi� ~ards ~r square mtle of
~atershed. Boulders up to etght fee~ in dJa~ter have been deposited In
valley Irea a �onsiderable dtstince fr~ their source.

Oebrls quantities equal in vol~ to st~m runoff, or in other ~rds 1~ percent
bulking of runoff fr~ I ~jor stom. ,ave been recorded. Where debris-laden
f]o~ traverses in a]luvla] fill unconfined by f]ood control ~rks. fl~d
dSscharges foil~ an unpredictable patti across the debris cone fo~ at the
canon ~uth.

Htll and Va]le~ Areas

Zn ht~1 areas, runoff concentrates rs#td~Y fr~ the generally steep slo~s;
hoover, runoff rates fr~ undeveloped hill areas are no~ll~ ~11er
those fr~ ~untain areas of the sa~ s~e. In those hill areas ~hich have ~n
developed for residentiaX use. concentra£ion ti~s bec~ considerab1~ decreased
due to drainage improv~ents, and runoff vo~es and rates bec~ tncreas~ due
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to increased imperviousness. On the other hand, eroston tS control|ed and
debris content Of storm flow tS practically eliminated. Oebr|s production rates
fr~ undeveloped hill areas are no~all~ smaller than those fr~ ~unta|n areas
of th2 S~me size.

[n highly developed val|ey areas, local runoff vol~es have |ncreased Is the
soil surface has beco~ covered by tmDervtous materials. Peak runoff rites for
valley areas have also increased due to elimination of natural ~ndtng Irels and
improved h~rau]tc efficienc~ of water carriers Such as streets Ind stomdrltn
s~st~s.
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FLO00      CONTROL AND

h~ATER CONSERVATION

FLO00S...AN OLD STORY

Floods tn Los Angeles County have been recorded as far back as the days of the
Ntsslon Padres, For centuries waters have swept out of the San Gabrtel
~ounCalns causing extensive properC~ d~ge and ~aklng a 9~eat toll of Ilves,

Such a f~ood occurred In 1914 causing ove~ $10 mtllton In p~ope~t~ dmge end
~aktn9 ~ny 11yes. As a result, ~he S~aCe legislature Passed an ace crea~lng
~he Los Angeles Count~ F~ood Control District.

The Oepar~nt yes asstgned ~o taskS...control the floods and conserve
watmr.

~ONTROLL~ TH~ ~T~S

Success~u~ early bond Issues ftnanced �onstruction of the 14 d~s whtch the
Depar~ent built htgh In the San Gabriel Nountatns to l~ound stom waters eat]!
the~ could be released In an oraeri~ fashton. OebrtS basins were constructed to
trap eroded mterlals ~htch had caused terrl~le dmge In the past. F~o~
channe~ tmrov~ents were undertaken to �onfine the

Oepar~ent engineers prepared a C~rehenstve P~an $n the early 1930’s whtch
provtded for the control of flooding and the saving of
practlcaOle. ~ltfl mtnor ~dlflcattons. It Is still the plan today,

Federal legislation In 1936 brought the Untted States Amy Co~s of [nglnee~
Into the local flood control ~tcture. Stnce that tt~, the two agenc$es have
been Jolntl~ persulng �onstruction of the C~rehenslve Plan. The Oepar~nt
also cooperates with the Untted States So11 Conservation Service
Servlce !n erosion �ontrol and debris reduction progrms.

CONSERV~ ~E

Its flood control progr~, the Oepar~nt has the equall~in addttton to
l~ortant task of �onserv$ng as ~ch of the store and other waste
practicable. The use of water conservation facilities adjacent to rtver
channels and their tributaries pemlts water to
reservoirs for later p~tng b~ cons~ers. These water conservation facilities
are located In areas where the underlying sotls are �~osed of porous sands and
grave~ fo~ttons. S~ res~ie rlce paddles, while others are dee~ ~stns
~htch vere once gravel ptts.

The tmortance of thts acttvtty ts apparent when It ts reallzed that about 3S to
40 percent of the water used In the County IS p~ed fr~ ground supplies. The
growth of the County, c~tned wtth periodic droughts, serlous]~ depleted these
supp]tes on n~erous occasions down ~hrough the ~ears.

Other mJor conse~atton efforts by the Oepar~ent tnclude c~atttng the
serious Intrusion by salt water to underground fresh we~] suppites along the
Pactflc Ocean and the utilization of reclaimed sewage waters In spreadl~
operations.

8
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OR~N~ZEO TO DO THE JOB

Day-to-day a~ntnlstratlon of Department a~falrs Is vested In the 01rector of
Public Works who |s aPpo|nted by and responsible to the Los Angeles County Board
of IuDervlsors. a part of the Oepartment’s activities Involve the construction
of flood control and water conservation facilities, and the operat|on and
maintenance of da;ns, debris basins, spreading grounds, channels, and stom
dra$ns.
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PRECIPITATION

This section contains annual precipitation data collected by the Department for
the perlod beginning October 1. 1987 and endlng iepte~r~er 30, 1988. Although
the Oepar~ent operates and maintains 385 ralnfall stations, including standard
an~ aut~tlc gages whlch recor~ a~ounts for CuratIons ranglng from

to 24 hours, only annual ~unts for the report perIo~ are llsted hereln.Additlonal data can be obtaine~ by contacting the custodian of hydrologic
recorOs at the location shown In the front Of the report.

ALERT IYIT£N (AUTOKATIC LOCAL EVALUATION IN REAL TINE)

The Oepar~ent of Public Works has Installed a State-of-the-art ALERT �oml)uter
system to monitor meteorlogtcal �onditions In the Count~ and SOuthern California
In real time, 1.e., as the~ occur. The s~stem Includes I network of field
sensors that ~nltor precipitation ~unts, river stages, and reservoir levels,
and which forecast peak fill ~n the Los Angeles River and the Rio Hondo.

Ouring the report per$od, the,Oepar~nt has continued to tnstall and expand Its
ALERT S~stm. The Oepar~nt I ALERT s~stm ls also n~ aut~t$Clll~ recllvl~
rltnflll data frm thl Corps of Engineers, Los ~glllS Tllmtr~

The �ooperit]on of observers tn furnishing ralnrl]l
Publi� service Is ePprec]~te~. The effort or the ~n~
~ho have so ~reel~ �ooper4te~ vlLh us In the collection or this datl hive
resulted In the large n~lr of �~lete records for the Period covered
report.
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1128 IRIt]dlI(XX) FIR[ I:~]LIATI~ g~ $.8.C0. 34-21-34 117-37-57 5960 16.0
1128 B NICHOLAS CANYI~ S 110 03 34-02-$2 118-,~4-57 340 14.8
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4~7 Ct,NILrM~.,,~NjQ41~ 8.11 01 AI 34-07-3S ll7-43,.M I~0 ~O.P490 O,~AK CYN TP, AIL..AN~($ CR(ST HIY A ii C3 ~I-1~-21 I18-II-.4S ~800 ~/.0517 I L(IIS IL4J~ A (!~) 34-~,~.12 117-53-11 4~1S ~l,TeS~ ( irill~NT gi, (14S) 34-42-15 II&-2S-40 3050 14.4SOO X LA ~ ~1041’S S 90 (2 34-00-40 117-4S-~ 13’10

591 | $~TA ANITA II(S~AVOIR $P 20 (S 34,..11,,,00 !16-06,.10 120~ ’39.4596 C NLTN~)4-,OtSTaO S (143) ~2~ II0.-35.-~ 3062 I9.P590 0 I~i4A~:H,-~H(CI( 43-CaLIF~P.NI~ O.l.R. ~P AP (143) 34-,47,-40 110-,1~-I$ ~

610 | P~ITY HNJ, ~ 27 A4 34,-0~-54 II0-00-3~ 0~4 1’2.4611 � ~TaD(NA GO,,.F OXJtS~-O(ORl$ BASIN 6.01 20 �8 34-10-40 110-07-01 I1~612 | P~ORIN( PLANT ~ 19 tr3 34-12,,.04 110-4)9-49 1100 32.|613 C Pk,,~K)(NA-iU~t.D4Jf triP.( 5’TAI"I~N ~ 27 05 34-07-I$ II0,-0~,..~6 7’79619 S~ ANTONIO CYH-$II:~.AA Pt]i(R ~A P F5 34-12-29 117-.40,-20 3110 27.6

627 ~ GIBRI(L ~ HOt,J&~ ¯ A 06 03 34-0S-20 117-54-20 744634 C S~J4TA HONICA $ 49 AI 34-,00-43 116-:2S-27 94 I$.0¯
662 0 LONG 0(.401 AIRPt~T-I.S.O. ~ 71 M 33-49,.- 116,-.09- 34 8.0690 | 1~..,$~ - U.�.L.A. SP 41 [I 34-04,-10 11~-28-,,10 430683 8 SI~S~T RIOGE S ko 19 [4 34-12-53 110-00-47 2110 30.0
694 G BiG TUJLI~ ~ 15 A II 06 34-17-22 110-17-17 I~ 32.0695 8 ~ CA~YC~-Vt~G~ FLAT S II 62 34-17-12 116-13-32 1850 29.3716 LOS A/~L~S-~UCt)MM ST. ~ A 44 £3 34-03-~ 118-14-13 306 15.4
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~CTI~ R~ll4r~l. ST~TII~cS 1287 -

STA.~. STATI~ ~ GAGE PAG~ LATITLI~ LC]NGITI,/~ GN~ TOTN,
--

2t0 O OKU4} PXi~ A 16 65 34-11-18 110.-16-20 1250 ~0.S¯
213 G LOS A~;L’L[S-HAtCO~ PXP, X X 42 FI 34-03-52 118-21o17 300 17.0¯
2re e GL~t, Ll:,.~tJ4~ S 25 02 ~54 116-lS,-0l 615 II.l
Z22 C NORTH HOLI.YNI~0 IqJ4~lN6 PL~ SP 16 Ci 34-11-39 110..23-17 712 21.0¯
223 � OlG 0A.i’t~ 0Jdd $ i |~ F2 34.-10,~8 1It-4&.30 15it 3~.|

224 � LCNS ~aD~IITI~ L6~ ~ $ ?S CS 3346-01 118-11-40 239
225 MONTANA IUJ~H $ 71 C3 33-50-35 118-07-00 47
226 $ OiJIBA~4rlR( STATION $     17 !$ 34.-I0-M I!&-~6-23 080 17.7
227 0 S~ G~SAI~L-ORUINGTON-CRTON S 37 I)2 344)4-18 111-4)0-32 472 15.?
~ C O~rVOU.¥ HILLS CITY HALL $ ¯ 33 CO 34-4M- 118-23-

235 � 1~4i1~ FLATS i I.II ~0 F4 34-11-31 118-~.12 3~0 29.0~
237 � ST~ CA/~N ~SOIVOIR SP 32 02 34-C4-21 11&-27-11 185 21.0¯ ,,~
238 HOLLYI~O lull ¯ 34 CI 34-07-04 118-19-M 750 ll.Oe
250 0 aCT~ C~ A 189 (S 34-27~2 118-11-M 202S IS.~e
251 C LA CII~;�(~A I II OI 34-13-20 118-14-40 1440 21.8

252 ¢ CASTAI¢ OMI ~ AP (17~) 34-29-$3 I18-3~-$3 1150 14.0¯
255 Ir biT. S~N MTONIO COLLLrI~ S 93 C4 34-~-41 117-50-15 720 14.0
2M � POOU,-FIR[ STATION S 94 [3 34-03-18 117-4~-I0 044 IS.~¯
2S7 GRIIrFi114 PJAX IUtS~Y S 35 A! :34-07ol5 118-1704 8~0 I$.0e
330 0 ~lH-1111N Lkl~S $ A IA IM 34-1S-43 118-3~41 127S IS.Se

261 F ~4CTI)I-(SCCI~IO0 CUf~N A 111 NO 34-29-42 118-10-3~ 2~0 I~.3
209 00laaOO BAR FIR( STATICN 5P ~ 97 Ir~ 33-~- 11)’-48- 870 11.8¯
~72 Ir ~ NJTRY ~ ¯ 2S A4 34-08- 118-18- 17.0¯
274 | #CT(/~BOAAO SP 182 85 34-31-31 IlO-I~-M 3490 II.0¯
277 SAmlLL IOJNTAIN S (156) 34-43-1S 118-,15.~0 37C0 30.$

278 | LOS N~LrI~S,4~APJ( i~Id)RIAL LID S 43 OS 34-02-00 118-18-40 303 I:~.0¯
280 C FLINTRII~-SACR~ ~.ART A 19 06 34-10-54 118-11-00 1000 23.8
283 C CRYSTN. LA~-T,~ST Pl~ FLAT A P Ol 34-19-02 !17-~d)-28 $370 39.8
:287 8 GL[14:)OR~CITY ~ 8.81 87 OS ~ 117o51=$2 78S
299 ~-S.C.(. CO. SUBSI’ATI~I ~ $4 AS 33-54-37 110-00-40 140 I0.|
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¯ ,~ 178 ALTK)(NA-RWI0 CAHTt)I IP 20 H 34-,10,-~5 !10-06-15 Ills 18.7

178 C Ad~JSA VN.,LI’Y iU, l’(It CO. A 68 It1 34..4)6-38 117-53-53 920 17.0
¯ 191 C N.C.IZAR - R,OI,.ICI IIOU(S ~ i 46 Ol 34-03- 110-.11.- II.P

192 � 8~,,I,,-FIR( S’I’ATI~II I.ll 53 C~ ~ 111-11-78 14~ I0.t

Ig3 B COVIK4-113dSL[               S     88 FS 34-04-57 117-53-~S ~0 ll.I
._~.,-_

196 ¢ LA V[l~-lrlP~ STATi~II S g0 03 34-06-W 117-4&-20 IWO 17.7
~ 1go 0 HJ~TINGT~I4 PA/U[ S 52 £S 33-$9-W 118-1342 17S II.~

200 SAJt~US*S.(:.[. CO. St~TATION S 1:2:3 H8 34-2S-21 118-34-:38 1098
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EVAPORATZON

Oata for 14 active evaporation stations were reported to the Department durlng
the 1987-88 water year. Oai]y records of active and inactive Department
stat|ons, as well as some stations of other agencies, ire available in the
Oeoart~nt’s files. ~onthly and seasonal evaporation has beenpub1~shed In the
Oeoart~nt’s Annual or Biennial Reports on Hydrologic Oati since the 1931-32
season.

C~PE~TION

The Oepar~nt recelves evaooratlon data fr~ the Los Angeles City Oe~art~nt of
Water and Po,er, The Netropo~tan Water Otstrlct, Southern Ca]~fornll Edlson
C~oany. United States Forest Servlce, County Oepar~nts, California Oepart~nt
of Nater Resources, and varlous Indlvldul~s.

LENGTH OF RECTO

The first land pan Installed by thts ~pir~nt ~ls ~t Slntl Antti OIm In Ninth
of 1929. There are 30 eviporatlon stations ~tch have r~ords oF 15 seasons or
~re In the Depir~nt’s files,

’ ! 1071 O Olcanlo ~ 2~3B $ 13Z5 lS 03 34-12,,,07 110-12-40
lib
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RUNOFF

The De~art~.ent o~erated or recelved data from 8B water-stage recordlng stations
durlng the 1987-~B water year. Oata from 56 of those statlons are sun~rized
and publls~e~ in this volume.

- RECORDS OF STREAMFLOW

Records published give the following tnfor~tion:

1. Statlon descrlptlon which presents Iocatlon, drainage area. type of channel,
control, regulations, diversions, and available records.

2. Olscharge tabulatlon which sun~arlzes the ~xlm~, mInlm~, and ~an of the
~alIy f;ow rates tn secon~-feet for each mont~ and t~e total monthIy vol~S
In acre-feet.

ALERT SYSTEM (AUTO.TIC LOCAL EVALUATION IN R~L TINE)

The Oepar~ent of Publlc Works has Installed a state-of-the-~rt ALERT
s~stem to monitor meteorlog$cal conditions In the County and Southern
California In real time. i.e., as they occur. The systm includes a net~rk of
fteld sensors that monitor precipitation ~ounts, rlver stages, and reservoir
levels, and whtch forecast peak flo~s tn the Los Angeles Rtver and the
Rio Hondo.

Ourlng the report pertod, the Oepar~ent has continued to install and expand Its
ALERT 5ystm. The Oepartment’s ALERT systm $s also now aut~tlcally receiving

¯ - rainfall data fr~ the Corps of Engineers’ Los Angeles Tel~et~ S~stm.

’~ C~PE~TI~

The Oe~ar~ent receives strea~f]ow data fr~ other agencies and publ$shes, or
has access to. the records for local stations. Oepar~ent hyOrographers also
~ke pertod$� stre~flow measur~ents and observations at $nstal]at$ons

~ belonging to these organizations. Oata fr~ 25 of the Oepar~nt’s stations are

..
revtewed and publ$shed $n the Geo]og$cai Surve~’s annual water suppl~

. Agencles w]th which the Oepar~nt exchanges data are:

.. Untied States Geological Survey. Mater Resources O$v$slon

" United States Corps of Engineers

’ State Oepar~nt of Water Resources

The Metropolitan Water D~str$ct

San Gabrte] R$ver Mater C~tttee
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LEGEND

Statlons are ~es~gnated ~y letters and nu~ers ~hJch lndtcate
an~ type of statlon. The letters used have the fol1~Ing

connotations:

Prefix F -[netcates a station ~ned and operated by the Los Angeles county
Oepar~ent of PuO]$� Works.

Prefix E - Indicates a station ~ned and operated by the Co~s of EngtneerSo
Oepar~ent of the Ar~y but operated and ~lnta$ned by the Untted StJtes
Geological Sunny.
Preftx U - Zndtcates a statlon originally constructed and operated b~ the Ufltted
States Geological Sunny. ~ter Resources Division. no~ operated b~ the
Oepar~ent.

Preflx P - %ndtcates a statton ~ned and operated by the Oepar~nent fomirly,
operated ~y the Pasadena ~ter Oepartmen~.

Preftx L - Indicates a statton ~ned and operated by the
operated In �ooperatlon with the Little Rock - Pal~le Irrtg~t$on

Suff$x R - Indicates a recover

Sufflx B - 1nd$cates that the station has been mved.
location, C ~ thlrd io~tton,
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’
!’ LITTLE ROCK CREEK

above L~le Rock Dam
iI STATION NO. L1-R

I

i
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V
BROWNS CREEK 0

Lat Variel Avenue

’ "~ ~]iSTATION NO. F2B-R "~,    "-
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SAN GABRIEL RIVER

STATION NO. P3-R

(01~

I~.~I I~.0 I~.01 $~.0, ~.0, ~.0, ~.I, I~.0, ~.~I ~.I
~.1 : ~.7    24.9
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V

LOS ANGELES RIVER ~ .... . ~.~. O
below Firestone Boulevard

~ .... "- ,~,~" ]r~
STATION NO, F34D-R ~ .~ ..... ..



68LZ;~O0~I -= = _

0~:)
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SAN GABRIEL RIVER
,~,. ~~"~n" Street ~: ~ ""    ~ -above

STATION NO. F42B-R

2

C12
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at Pacific Coast Highway



TOPANGA CREEK
above Mouth af Canyon
STATION NO. F54~R



C16                                                          :
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ALHAMBI:~ WASH
near Klingerman Street
STATION NO. FS~I~-R
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V
MISSION CREEK
at San Gabriel Boulevard

’ ...." "~!i~ LSTATION NO. F83-R



SANTA CLARA RIVER

STATION NO. F92-R

2
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PALLET[ CREEK
at Valyerrno Highway
STATION NO. Ft22-R
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SANTIAGO CREEK
above Little Rock Creek
STATION NO. F125*R

o~

C22
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. MALIBU CREEK

- STATION NO. F130-R :,

II

m    ,
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V
’° SAN GABRIEL RIVER

O, Foothill Bou,evard , ,~
" STATION NO. F190-R ’~, ,

~~ 2



C26
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SANTA ANITA WASH .... O

STATION NO. Ft 93B-R ~ ,,,,,,.. _

:--:--: .... __ ....., ,--, . : : : : :
~ : ~ : 3.1 : 2.0 : 1.1 : 3.0 : 3.1 : 1.7 : 2.1 : 0.11 : 0.~ : 0.51 : 0.~
~M : ~. : ~.1 : 31.9 : ~.4 : ~.0 : ?4.3 : G.3 : ~.3 : 0.~ : t.O : 1.0 : 0.~

IT-M : MiX. : 0.~ : 0.10 : 0.0: 0.0: 0.0: 0,I0: 0,0: 0.0: 0.10: 0.~: 0.0
: : : : : : : : : : : :
:~ ~ : 191.0 : 1~.0 : 112.0 : 1~.0 : 217.0 : 1~.0 : 1~.0 : 6.5 : ~.0 : ~.0 : 15.0

c2~
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SAWPIT WASH 0
below Live Oak Avenue "~ ’~""    ~’~     "
STATION NO. F194B-R             :

C28                                                  :
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809~00~



609Z;S00~

~



-
SAN GABRIEL RIVER

STATION NO. F261C-R



STATION NO. F262B-R ,’,,    " ’

C32
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V
SAN GABRIEL RIVER
below San Gabriel River Parkway
STATION NO. F263C-R

d

,--,--,--,--,--, , :--I--I I--I--I--I
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-
DALTON WASH

’    at Merced Avenue
STATION NO. F274B-R

~274B.R , ’~. ’ .........

~ATI~ ~. :     F~                                                      ~1~ ~ : ~.~ ~. HI.
ot

l--:--:--:--l--l--l--l--I    ,i :, ’ I--I--I--I
21.3 i     ~.S I     ~.3 I     19.2

~ : ~. I 418.0 : 214.0 I 311.0 : ~1.0
87-~ ~ BIN. ~ 1.0 ~ 1.9 ] 1,6 ~ 2,7

~ :TOT~ ~ : 1310.0 ~ ~.0 : ~.0 : 11~.0

m C35
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V
LOS CERRITOS CHANNEL
at Steams Street ~ .,..
STATION NO. F279C-R "

(01~ IN ~1

~A~ : ~ : 15.4 : 6.0 : 13.1 : 16.1 : 8.8 : 2.2 : 11.6 : 1.0 I 1.2 : 1.3 : 2.4 I ~1~ : ~. : ~7.0 : ~.3 : I~.0 : 412.0 : 167.0 I 10.8 : 1~.0 I 1.5 : 1.7 : 1.5 : 7.6 ~ 4.487~ : HIN. : l.O : 0.~ : 0,10 : 0.~ : 0.~ : 0.~ : 0.~ : 0.~ : 0.~ : 1.1 : 1.5 : !.3 :, , ,--,--,--, . :. . 1~1~:~,~, , ,

C3O
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BURBANK-WESTERN ST. DR.
at Riverside Drive
STATION NO. E 285-R                                  :; ,, ......

C38
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EATON WASH
at Loffus Drive
STATION NO. F31

C44
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LIMEKILN CREEK

STATION NO. F350-R

C50                                                ’,
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~ DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL
~O
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RESERVOIRS                            L

Following the damaging flood of 1914 and creation of the Los Angeles County
Flood Control Olstrlct In 1915, it Initiated a program of flood control and
water conservation Including the construction of 14 dams. These dams were

operated by the Department during the perlod covered by this report. In          ]aOdltlon, flve Corps of Engineers’ dams and Morris Dam owned by The Metropolitan
Water Olstrlct were utilized to achieve flood control and water conservation.
The Corps of Engineers’ dams are: Hansen Dam on TuJunga Wash, Sepulveda Dam on          ~
the Los Angeles River, Santa Fe Dam on the San Gabriel River, Whlttler Narrows
Dam serving both the Rto Hondo and San Gabriel River, and San Antonto Dam on San
Antonio Creek.

OPERATION

The reservoirs are operated to control flood waters during storm periods. Post
storm release~ are made, when feasible, tn amounts whtch can be-conserved In
downstream spreading grounds and by channel percolation.

SAN GABRIEL DAN HYDROELECTRZC PLANT

In December 1987. construction of t~o hydroelectric generator unlt$ at
San Gabriel Dam was �ompleted by San Gabrtel Hydroelectric Partnership, a Joint
venture between prlvate Investors and the County of Los Angeles. The generator
untts are operated by Department personnel and the power generated Is Purchased
by Southern California Edison Company. Ourtng December 1987 to July 1988. over
two mlllton kilowatt-hours of energy have been generated resulting In revenues
of over $1S0,000.00. Recently an optimization �on~uter was Installed on Untt 1
to schedule power production during hours of peak energy demand.

RECORDS

The storage and flow records at the 14 OepartJ,ent reservoirs are sun.flied on         C
the Dam Operation Record Sheets. The sheets show:

1. Reservoir water surface elevations based on the sptllway datum. Elevations
are obtained from water stage recorder graphs or Interpolation from staff
gage readtngs and recorded as of mldnlght of each day. Only maxt~ and
mlntmum water surface elevations for each year are shown. .J

2. Storage In acre-feet based on the most recent topographic surveys. Annual         r~
storage volumes are shown.

3. Inflow tn cublc feet per second. Thts Is usually calculated from storage
change and known outflow. When outflo~ ts not known, the tnflow may be
determined from gagtng statton records or Interpolated between measurements.
Only the maximum and mlnlmum of the dally flow rates for the year and the
instantaneous peak flo~ rate are sho~n.

4. Outflow tn cubtc feet per second. These values are determined from gaging
station records, known valve openings and rattng curves, or from storage
change and known lnflo~. Only the maximum and mtntmum of the dally outflo~
rates for the year and the Instantaneous peak outflo~ rate are sho~n.
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Discrepancies between outflow and storage losses at certain d~s are
attributable to percolation and/or evaporation losses. Total monthly
evaporation losses are detem~ne~ fr~ the measur~ents ~de on floattng or
]and evaporatlon pans, In those cases where no allowances were ~de for
evaporatlon, the ~ounts are necessarlly $nc~uded In the f1~ values.
Accuracy of the flow records c~uted fr~ storage records tS dependent on
the frequency wtth ~h|ch storage data are revtsed to keep In step w~th the
physlca! change In reservoirs.
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EROSXON    CONTROL

Each year eroded materta! tn vartous forms (trees, rock, sand, etc.) flows out
of the mountain watersheds of Los Anoeles County. In an effort to control this
potentlaIly dlsruptlve force, the Oepartment malntalns a serles of debris basins
in canyon mouths and upstream stablilzatlon structures in selected watersheds.

PURPOSE

The purpose of a debrls basln Is to entrap the debris flows emanatlng from the
canyon and let the relatively desllted water pass Into flood control channels.

From 1987 to 1988, the nun~er of debrts bastns Increased from 129 to 131
y|e!d|ng a total maximum capaclt¥ of 7.648,700 cublc yards.

¯ Records of sedtment tnflow at Ind$vtdual debrts basins and anmunts excavated and
removed are avai!able $n the H~draullc/Water Conservation Division.

STABXLZZATION STRUCTURES

Stabilization structures are constructed to control eros$on $n natural canyons.
They serve to prevent downcuttlng by stabiltz$ng alluvlum deposits. In
addition, they store debris generated by the watershed and serve to stabll$ze
stde banks, reducing side slope sloughing and bank erosion.

The 0epartment maintains 225 stabilization structures In 47 major watersheds.
No structures have been constructed since the 1973-74 ~ter year.

’ DdERGENCY STRUCTURES

Emergency structures (rail and timber, and crib t~pe) have been constructed to
entrap the debrts |nflow from burned watersheds. They serve tO protect the
extsttng structures (road. channel, residence, etc.) located Immediately
downstream of the watersheds. Currently, 38 emergency structures exlst wtth
total maxtm~ capaclty of 341,600 cubic yards.

iEDINENT REJdOVAL FRONRESERVO%R$

$edlment depos$tlon tn reservoirs reduces the storage capacities and adversely
affects flood control and water conservation efforts. Sediment removal
periodically necessary and is generally an expensive effort due to large
quantities, the need to deal wtth water Inflows, and In several cases, remote
locations and limited accessibility for equipment.

Where practical, the Department encourages sedtment remova! by permlttees at no
cost to the Department such as at Eaton ~ash and Oev|l’s Gate Dams.

The Oepartment presently Is studying the feastbll]ty of vartous methods for the
removal and long-term management of sediment tn the three reservoirs
San Gabriel Canyon. These three currently contain about 36 millton cublc yards
- about three-quarters of the cumulative volume of sediment currently behind all
dams under the 0epartment’s control.
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WATER QUALITY

Since its conception, the Flood Control Oistrtc! (now Department o? Public
Works) has actively engaged in operations which have proven indispensable tn
preserving the integrity of our water resources, both quantity and quality, and
has aided in the establishment of regulations or controlling criteria by those
agencies so empowered.

Prior to March 1986, monitoring activities in the field of water quallty control
were conducted by the Water Quality Section of Hydraulic/Water Conservation
Division. In March Ig86, the responslbillties ~r conducting such activities
were transferred to Waste Management Division ~ a result of the consolldatlon.
These activities include, among others, the collection of water quality samples,
their analyses, and the interpretation and repof’tlng of the resultlng data.

Areas of involvement include the monitoring of II1 groundwater basins through
the sampling of numerous wells, the monitoring ~)f storm and low water flows at
various strategic locations on the major stream~ or channels, and an assumed or
obligated responsibility to monitor the quality effects and subsurface travel of
recharge areas, specifically the Whittler Narrows Spreading Grounds area.

The Water Quality Section, ~ogether with personnel of other Depart~ntal
divisions, also conducts Investigations into polluttonal problems relative to
our facilities, particularly those from tndustrlal discharges, veht¢le
accidents, ruptured ptpel|nes, or the indiscriminate dumping of various waste
products.

The principal objectives of these investigations are to determine the degree and
apparent source or origin of the pollution and ~o take the necessary action that
will tnmedtate]y abate the existing problem and possibly provide a ~ans to
prevent or limit recurrence.

SURFACE WATER QUA& |Tt

The Surface Water QuaItty Nonttortng Program involves the sand)ling of dry
weather flows of a number of the principal ware? conveyance systems withtn the
County prior to July 1984, samples were collected at 31 stations located on the
Los Angeles River, San Gabriel River, Santa Clara River, Rio Hondo Channel,
Coyote Creek, Dominguez Channel, 8allona Creek, Centtnela Creek, San Jose Creek,
Topanga Canyon Channel, Malibu Creek, and Kenter Avenue Drain. Samples were
collected monthly at each station and analyzed by the Department’s Water Quality
Laboratory for major minerals, total dissolved {oltds (TDS), total hardness,
specific conductance, pH, dissolvea oxygen demand, coliform, fecal coliform, and
enterococct. In addition to these constituent1, residual chlorine, total
organic carbon (TOC), and chlorinated pestictde{ were also determined at
selective locations as well as an annual analysis for trace metals such as
barium, copper, chronium, lead, mercury, nickel~ selenium, silver, zinc,
iron, and manganese.

In July 1984, the monitoring program was reduc#d in terms of sampling location
and monitoring frequency as well as number of ~onstituents analyzed. The
modified program involves collection of monthly/quarterly sanq)les from
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ZI monitoring Stations for ph. total dissolved solids, specific conductance, and
dissolved oxygen anaTyses. In addition, an annual sample is collected from each
of the 21 Stations for more extensive analyses. Since July 1984. this
Oe~artm~nt closed its laboratory and has utilized a contract laboratory to
perform all the above analyses.

A seIectlve list of total dissolved solids is shown for some of the sampling
locations on the streams and chan,els monitored under the Surface Water Quallty
Program. For a conception of the analysls performed on surface flows, a ~early
compi]atlon of constituent determination is shown for one (Los Angeles River at
Ward]ow) of the sampllng Stations in the program.

This program has been expanded, effective January 1, 1988, to approximate the
pre-1984 monthly program with the addition of various organic constituents.
Implementation of the modlfled program started May 1, IgSa.

STORM WATER QUALITY

The annual Storm Water Oualtty Program is a comprehensive sampllng of major
storm flows at many locations throughout the County. The samples are analyzed
for major minerals, spectfic conductance, suspended solids, pH, dissolved
oxygen, biochemical oxygen demand, total coliform, fecal coliform, entero¢occl,
total organic carbon, and nutrients level.

In 1984, the number of sampling stations for this program was reduced to
15 including San Gabrtel River and Rio Hondo Spreading Grounds where samples
were collected up to four times annually for extensive analyses including
purgeable and non-purgeable organics.

In addition, storm samples are taken at vartous gaging stations and spreading
grounds. The flow data is recorded at the ti~ each sample is taken and these
samples are analyzed for specific conductance.

GROUNOWATER QUALITY

The annual sampling of water wells, under a selected scheduling, in f|ve
basins in Los Angeles County comprtse the Groundwater Quality Program. The
program, initiated tn 1970, is coordinated with the State of California
Department of Water Resources and the City of Los Angeles I)eparbment of Water
and Power.

These agencies participate in the obtainment and analysis of sa~)les. Al| the
water wells samples are acttve production wells used either for municipal supply
irrigation, or for industrial purposes and are selected to represent a general
portrayal of basin water quality conditions. The samples taken under th]s
program are analyzed for major mineral, total dissolved solids, electr|ca|
conductivity, ph and, in specific cases, phosphate, iron, manganese, fluor|de,
or boron.

WATER QUALITY DATA ACCESSIBILITY

Data acquired from the various programs are on ftle in the Water QuaIIt~
Section. In addition, all data is accessible to any user through STORET, an
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WATER    CON§ERVATZON

~nforrnation presented tn this section ~,cludes a~nounts of local, imported, and
reclaimed water conserved In spreaOlng ireas, and Information on the seawater
barrier projects which prevent salt watt° intrusion to grounawater zones in the
coastal areas. Pertinent data are p~’esented regaralng the locations and
descrlOtlons of Oepartment conservation t~cllttleSo as well as facilities owned
by others. Also Included are groundwat.r maps delineating elevations recorded
during the report period and hydrographs of selected key wells,

CONSERVING f~E ~ATER$

In addltlon to Its flood control prp9r~, the Oepar~ent has the equally
Im~ortant task Of conservlng as much of the stom and other waste waters as
practlca~le. The use of water spreadln~ ~ac111tles adjacent to rlver channels
an~ In soft-Uott~ channels pemlts water to percolate Into underground
reservolrs for liter p~o1ng. These w~~r sprea~Ing fac111tles ire lOCated In
areas w~ere t~e un~erlylng solls ire ¢~,ose~ of sand and gravel fo~tlons in~
s~e ire aeep ~aslns wh$�~ were once gra~il plt~.

The varlous ty~e$ of water ~onserved~ Io¢ai, 1~orted, and reclaimS, irl
construed to ~ave the followlng me/nlPIs In thls sectlon: Local water I~
pr1~rlly runoff due to ralnfa11 on th~ mountaln and valley watershed~ wlthln
the County. I~orted water Is water orlglnitlng outslde the County which IS
transported to and ~e~Ivered wlthln the ~ounty, Reclilmed water Is the effluent
pro~uce~ ~y t~e Nhlttler Narrows Water Nec1~tlon Plant, the Sin Jose Creek
Water Renovation Plant, and the P~ona ~ecl~tlon Plant. ill operated b~ the
Los Angeles County Sanltatlon 01~tr1¢tm~

The 1~ortance of thls ictlvlty Is apparent when It I~ ~eallzed that a~out 35 t~
40 percent of the water usedln the County Is p~ed fr~ ground supplies. The
growth of the County c~blned wt~h perfodtc droughts sertousl~ depleted these
supplies on n~erous occasions d~n throngh the ~ears.

The Oepar~ent’s poltcy ts to conserve the ~xtm~ ~unt of stom water
posstble consistent with �onsidering runoff quantlt~ and quality, capacities of
the spreading facilities, and groun~ate~ cendltlons.

SeR~;~ ~ROUNOS

The total gross area of spreading area# ~ned and operated b~ the Oepir~nt
during thls report ~ounted to 2,369 act#s" The Oepar~ent also asslsted tn the
operation and ~tn~enance o~ 679 acres oF spreading grounds ~ned b~ others. ~
~dltlonal 246 acres o~ spreading gr~unds ~re controlled, ~tntalned, and
operated by other ~gencles. The total gKOSs acreage of spreading grounds In the
Count~ ts 3,294 acres.
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GROUNDWATER BASINS ANO GROUNDWATER RECHARGE

Groundwater in Los Angeles County is stored in basins underlylng five major
geographic areas. These groundwater basins are separated by geologlc features
which impede grounc~water movement or sornetlmes by arbitrary polltlcal
boundaries.    Followlng Is a background and sur~r~ry of the Department’s
groundwater recharge actlvltles within each Of these areas.

The Oepar~ent operates 2,369 acres of spreading grounds and basins and soft-
bott~ channel spreaOlng areas for replenls~ent of loca] aqu$fers to lncrease
water supplies.. Ourtng the report period, the Oepar~ent conserved more than
124,000 acre-feet of stom runoff.

The conservation of local runoff is su~pI~ented by spreading t~orted water and
reclaimed water purchased by water agencies. Outing the pertod, 72,150 acre-
feet of i~orted water and 40,200 acre-feet of recia$med water were spread.

S~ ~BRIEL VALLEY

The Oepar~ent operates 20 spreading grounds $n the San Gabriel Valley
receive direct valley runoff and fiow~ fr~ the San Gabrtel Mountains, s~
a]so receive l~orted water. Ourtng the report period, the Oepar~nt add~
approxt~teiy 47,900 acre-feet of local water and 47,200 acre-feet of
water to the groun~ater stored in the basins underlying the San Gabriel

~$n San ~briel ~sln

Th~s ts the 1argest basin underlying the San GabrteI Vailey with an estlmted
storage capactty of 9.5 mtllton acre-feet. It reacts qu~ckl~ to artificial
spreading In Santa Fe Reservoir Spread$ng Grounds and to percolation In the
Gabrtel River downstre~ of Santa Fe 0~. Cttrus Spreading Grounds whtch was
do~nt for 17 years, was reactivated tn eart~ 1985. The bastns were
reconftgured by pem$ttee and contract work to lncrease the surface storage
capactty fr~ 25 acre-feet to 85 acre-feet and a 35-50 cfs Intake fr~
Dalton Wash was constructed. Ourtng this pertod, �onstruction of a n~ intake
structure wlth a capactty of 200 cfs was started.

Ourtng the report pertod, the Oeparment replenished the ~ln San Gabrtel ~stn
with 18,700 acre-feet of local water and 23,400 acre-feet of l~orted water.

Upper San ~brtel ~nyon

Approxt~tel~ 16,500 acre-feet of local water and a~proxl~tely 22,B00 acre-feet
of Imported water were recharged by the Oepar~ent through its San ~brlel
Canyon Spreading Grounds and by percoIatlon In the adjacent San Gabrlel River.
Also, 6,000 acre-feet of water were routed to Fish Canyon Spreadlng Grounds
which Is operated by the C~Ittee of Nine. A contract for an intake
with a capaclty of ZOO cfs for San Gabriel ~nyon Spreading Grounds was under
way during the report perl~.
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L~er Canyon Basin

The basin Is located south of the Upper San Gabrle! Canyon Basin and
separated fr~ it by the underground Loh,~on Olke. Groundwater cascades over
Loh~on Otke from the Upper San Ga~rte! Canyon Basin and recharges the Lower
Gabriel Canyon Basin. The Oepar~ent spread 610 acre-feet of local water
Sawplt Spreadln~ Grounds whiCh IS wlthJn the Lower Canyon Basin.

Wa~htl ] 8asln

A contract was awarded to l~rove the storage capactty and construct a
lntake at For~es Spread~ng Grounds,

The Oepar~ent spread 370 acre-?eat o? local water and 1,000 acre-?eet
l~orte~ water In the Wayh$11

Footh$ ] ]

The Depar~ent spread 770 mcre-?eet of ]~cal water at ]tm San Dl~m ~nyon
Spreading Grounds facility in the Foothill ~sln.

Glendora ~stn

The Oepar~ent spread 470 acre-feet of local water $n$ts Dalton
w$thtn the Glendora Bas$n.

Clar~nt Hetghts Bastn

Ten acre-feet of local water were diverted to the P~na Valley Protect$ve
Assoctaton’s Th~son Creek Spreading Grounds wh$ch benefits the groun~ater
the Clar~nt Heights Bas$n.

The Oepar~en~ has no spreading facilities tn the Ltve ~k ~stn.

Chtno ~sIn

The basin ts located tn the rest eastern part of the County. No Oepar~nt
recharge facilities are located wlthln the Chlno Bas$n.

San Dt~s ~sln

The basin Is north of the San ~se Hl]]s, east of khe ~ln Bastn, and south
the Wa~h$]] ~sln. The Oepar~nt spread 70 acre-feet of ]o~i water In Its
Ltve ~k Spreading Grounds to recharge the basln.

P~na ~s~n

The bastn ts located south of C]ar~nL. Live Oak, and San Dtms Bastns, and
north of ~he Chtno Bastn and norLheas~ of ~he San Jose HIlls. The Oepar~nt
has no water spreading facilities wlthtn thts basin.

G4
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Puente, Spadra, and Walnut Baslns

No spreading occurs In thts area,

Ra.~nOnd Basin

The basin covering approximately 40 square miles is located in the northwest
corner of the San G~brlel Valley and ls separated from the Main San Gabriel
Basin by the Raymond Fault. The Rayr~ond Basin contains the Monk Hill Basln and
the Pasadena and Santa Anita subareas. The Oepartment recharged Z,8%0 acre-Feet
of loca~ water by 1is spreading facilities in the Ra~tnond 8asln and dlverted
1,590 acre-feet to the City of Sierra Hadre’s spreading factllty during the
report perlOdo

The groundwater basins underlylng the Coastal Plaln are dlvlded by geologlcal
~eatures into the Central (includes the Montebello and Los Angeles Forebays),
West Coast, Santa Honlca, and Holl~nvood Basins. Ourtng the ~erto~ October
%~87 to Septe~er 30, %~88. the Oepar~ent recharge~ SO,%00 acre-feet
water. ZS.O00 acre-feet of 1~orte~ water, in~ 10.ZO0 acre-feet of
water to the Uaslns un~er1~Ing t~e Coastal P1aln. Most of t~m watmr was sprli~
tn the Nonte~ello Fore~iy.

The Oepar~ent Is �ontinuing with t~rovments In the Nontebello Forebay to
~xtmlze water conserve~ Ind to sl~llf~ the spreading operations.

Central Bistn

The Cen~ri1 8astn has ~he ~s~ s~orage capacity of ~he blstns tn ~he ~ols~ll
P1aln. ~n a~dltlon to the waters recharged In the Oepar~ent’s spre~dlng
fac111tles, water Injected In the A1~Itos Barrler ProJect also ¢ontrlbutls to
the replenls~ent of the groundwater stored In the Central Basln. The
NonteUello ForeUay Is the groundwater recharge Intake for the pressure iqulfers
under1~Ing the Central Basln.

Rio Hondo Coastal Basln Spreadlng ;rounds

On the east slde of the Rio Hondo Spreadlng Grounds, 31 baslns have ~een
~eepened and �~Ined Into I0 ~aslns, Increaslng ¢onservitlon storage capaclty
fr~ I,~00 acre-feet to 4,SO0 acre-feet. Also, a I,O00 cfs gravlty-f1~-t~e
tntake structure his been constructed to provide a larger tnfl~ to the n~
bastns. A Phase ~ contract for construction of lnterbastn structures to handle
higher flus for that part of the Rto Hondo Spreading Grounds east side
spreading facilities belo~ ~ashtngton Boulevard has been c~leted. A Phase
contract for construction of tnter~astn structures In the Rto Hondo Spreadt~
Grounds east stde upstre~ of ~ashtngton Boulevard started on June 18,
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San (;abrle! River

A1r-lnflataU1e ruUber d~J~S have ueen Installed on stab11$zers In the
rlver at ~as~In~ton 8ou~evar~ ~n~ u~stre~ o~ Te~egrap~ Roa~ to provide
aO~Itlonal surface storage ~or v~er conservatlon and to e~1~$n~te the nee~ to
use sand levees whlc~ wash out wlt~ hlgh rlver flows.

A contract was ~e~un on June 6, I~88 ~or the lnstal]atlon ot three a~Itlonal
rubber ~s tn the San Gabriel River: upstre~ o~ Slauson Avenue, upstrem of
Florence Avenue. and upstre~ of Firestone 8oulevard.

~est Coast Basin

The ~est Coast Bastn ls the second largest basln underlying the Coastal Plain
and Is separated fr~ the Centr41 Bastn b~ the Ne~oort-Zngl~ood Fault zone.
Groundwater ts prl~rtly recharued by Central Basin subsurface flows and by
,ater ln~ected by the OeD~r~en~ In the ~est Coast 8astn and O~lnguez
Barrier Projects. Grouna~ater elevations In the ~est Co~st 8asln are bel~ set
level except tn the area of the ~est Coas~ 8asln 8~rrler InJection ~und.

~ FER~O0 Y~LEY

The San Feranando Valley Is lllO called the Upper Los ~geles River A~
(U~). Nost of the runoff fr~ the surrounding ~untalns flus to the Valley.

San Fernando ~ln ~stn

The basln ts the largest bastn underlying the San Fernando Valley. Ourlng the
report patton. 23.200 acre-feel of Iota1 water sprea~ by the Oepar~nt
recharged this basln. Pa¢ol~ Spreading Grounds were l~roved beginning
and continuing Into thts pertod D~ c~lnlng and excavating 36 basins Into
basins and replacing the flashbOird structures wtth sptiiway type
1~rovments to the lntske were also

Sylmr ~stn

A ~ch ~iler basln underlying t~e San Fernando Valley ts the $ylmr ~sln; the
Oepsr~ent has no spreading faclltty wlthtn thts ~sln.

Verdugo and Eagle Rock ~slns

The ~11 Verdugo and Eagle Rock Oaslns c~rtse the r~tntng ~stns underlying
the San Fernando Valley. The Oepar~ent has no spreading facilities vtthln
etther bastn.

~TA C~ZTA Y~Y

The Oepar~en~ has no spreading facilities tn the area. ~st of the Valley
Is famland, peml~tng su~s~antt41 n~ural percolation.

The Upper San~ Cla~t~a subunt~ c~rtses five baslns. The groun~ater tn
s~orage tn ~hls subunl~ Increased considerably after the heavy ratns In 1969.
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A~TELOPE VALLEY                                                                         L

There are several groun~ater baslns underlying the Antelope Valley, flve of
thegn are located within Los Angeles County.

During this report period, the Department recharged over 2,900 acre-feet of

Pearlandl°¢al watersasin,ln its spreading facllity in the Big ROCk area to groundwater In the

The grouno~vater level in the Lancaster Baslno has declined steadlly since IgZS
2and reached a new historic lol during the report period,
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WELL HYOROG~APHS INCLUDED IN THIS REPORT

BASIN NO. APPROX[HATE LOCATION NO.
WEST COAST 13460 11305 TRURO AVE., 250 FT. N. OF IMPERIAL HWY., CONPTON

760C 99 FT. S.W. OF INTERSECTION OF CONPTON BLVD. GZ8
& OOTY AVE., I,.AWNOALE

2,600 FT. N.E. OF THE INTERSECTION OF L.a, KEI~I~O0 BLVO. G15460K
& PACIFIC COAST HWY., LONG BEACH

CENTRAL 160~T ~,000 FT. S. OF THE INTERSECTION OF WASHINGTON BLVO. G17BASIN & ROSENEAO BLVD., NONTEBELLO
g06O 1,300 FT. N.W. OF THE ~NTERSECTION OF LONG BEACH G17

& SAN ANTONIO OR., LONG BEACH

MAIN 3030F 600 FT. N.W. OF THE INTERSECTION OF LOS ANGELES ST. 618SAN & MAINE AVE., BALDWIN PARK
GABRIEL 2955X TYLER AVE. & CENTRAL AVE., S. EL MONTE G19

SAN 4284A 5,600 FT. N.W, OF THE INTERSECTION OF SIERRA NAORE AVE
GABRIEL & SAN GABRIEL CYN. RO., AZUSA
CANYON 4285 2,700 FT. N.g. OF SAN GABRIEL CANYON RD. & SIERRA

NAORE AVE.

32512 2,200 FT. N. OF THE INTERSECTION OF 5AN BERNARDZNO FUY.
POMONA & TOWNE AVE.. POMONA G203241J 725 FT. S.W. OF LA VERNE AVE.. 400 FTo $oE, OF

No GAREY AVE.

45088 800 FT. S.E. OF THE INTERSECTION OF BASELINE RD.
CLARENONT & PAOUA AVE., CLAREMONT G20HEIGHTS 4508A 270 FT. N.g. OF NELL 45088

RAYMOND          4057H    LOS ROBLES & GLENARM STREETS, PAS,~ENA                                          G21
&

SANTA 7048A S.E. OF THE INTERSECTION OF NEMHALL AVE. G21CLARA & MAGIC MOUNTAIN PKgY, SAUGUS

9974 8,976 FT. $. OF AVE K & ZOO FT. g. OF SIERRA H~Y.,
ANTELOPE LANCASTER GZZ
VALLEY 8825 25 FT. N. OF AVE T & 45 FT. E. OF 90TH ST.,

LITTLE ROCK

MAIN SAN 3872H CLARK AVE & GRIFFITH PARK DR., BURBANK G23
FERNANO0 4709 SHERMAN WAY & DEERING AVE., CANOGA PARK G23

G14
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ABOUT ’rills REPORT
L

The 19SS-89 Hydrologic Report represents a significant departure in terms of data content
and format from reports published previously by the Department of Public Works and its
prcdecessor, the Los An~:eles County Flood Control District. The changes primarily entail
the reporting of less d~tailed h)’dr~alogic data than were previously published, such as
monthly and annual summaries instead of daily data. We apologize for any inconvenience
this may cause our users.

2
With the rapid development of computing technolog),, there appears to be less demand for
hydrologic data in written form, and it is our intention at some future time to phase out the
published book reports and make the data available on computer diskettes. In the
meantime, any user who desires more detailed information about any of the typ~s of
hydrologic data which we manage can write the Custodian of Hydrologic Records at:

~- Los Angeles (~ount), Deparlment of Publtc Works "-
ll.vdraulic/Water Conservation Divlsioa

" P.O. Box 1460
! Alhambra. CA 91802,.1460 .

or telephone: (818) 4.~-6112

_

2
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INTRODUCTION

This repon contain.~ hydrologic data within Los Angeles Coun .w for the period beginning
October 1,198~ and ending S~ptemher 30. l~89. The data are presented in seven sections.

Precipitalion - lists 383 active rainfall stations and presents corresponding seasonal rainfall
amounts.

Evaporation. lists all locations for which evaporation data is on file and pr~’ides monthly
evaporation amounts at 14 locations.

RunolT. presents the maximum, minimum, and mean of the daily flow rates for each monlh
and the monthly volumes for 50 strcamflow stations and three Metropolitan Water District
outl¢~

Dam Operation. presents the maximum and minimum of the daily inflow and outflow rates
for each month, the instantaneous peak inflow and outflow rates and storage volumes for 14
dams and reservoi~

Erosion Control. list debris basins and debris production amounts and displays maps of
major water~hed burns,

Water Quality Monitoring - presents maps of surface and groundwater sampling locations,
and data at selected Iocation.~"

Conservation and Groundwater - presents records of water conserved at various facilities,
water injected at seawater barrier projects, well hydrographs" and groundwater basins.

Where practical, data which would satisfy immediate needs and serve as useful reference m’e
published in these reports. Several tables appear listing locations where unpublished data
are available. Additional information may be obtained by writing to:

Los Angeles County Department or Public Wor~
Hydraulic/Water Conservation Divisiom
P.O. Box 1460
Alhambra, CA 91802-1460

or telephone: (818) 458-6112
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY L
TOPOGRAPHY

The County of Los Angeles covers an area of 4.083 square miles and measure approximately
66 miles in the east - west and 73 miles in the north - south directions.

The terrain within the County can be classified in broad terms as being 26 percent
mountainous, 12 percent coastal plain; and 62 percent hills, valley.~ or deserts. Relief of the
terrain ranges from sea level to a maximum elevation of 10.000 feet. The coastal plain is
generally of mild slope and contains relatively few depressions or natural ponding areas.
The slopes of main river systems crossing the coastal plain, such as the San Gabriel River,
Los Angeles River, and Ballona Creek, range from 4 to 14 feet per mile.

Topography in the mountainous area is generally rugged with deep, V-shaped canyons
separated by sharp dividing ridges. Steepwalled canyons with side slopes of 70 percent or
more are common. The gradient of principal canyons in the San Gabriel Mountains ranges
from 150 to 850 feet per mile. Mountain ranges are aligned in a general east-west direction,
the major range being the San Gabriel Mountains. The majority of mountain ridges lie
below Elevation 5,000, the total area above this level being approximately 210 square miles.

GEOLOGY - SOII~

Igneous, sedimenta~,, and metamorphic rock groups are all represented within the Count.
The San Gabriel Mountains and Verdugo Hills are composed primarily of highly fractured
igneous rock, with large areas of granitic rock formation being exposed above soils which
are coarse and porous. Faulting and deep weathering have produced porous zones in the
rock formation; however, rock masses have produced a comparatively shallow soil mantle
due to the steepness of slopes which accelerates erosion of the fine material.

The principal vegetative cover of upper mountain areas consists of various species of brush
and shrubs known as chaparral. Most trees found on mountain slopes are oak, with alder,
willow, and sycamore found along streambeds at lower elevations. Pine, cedar, and juniper
are found in ravines at higher elevations and along high mountain summits.

The chaparral is extremely flammable, and extensive bums of the mountain vegetation
frequently occur during dry, low-humidity weather accompanied by high winds. Chaparral
has the ability to sprout following fire and grows rapidly to re-establish the watershed cover
within a period of 5 to 10 years.

Grasses are the principal natural vegetation on the hills. Much of the hill land and nearly all
of the valley land in the densely populated portion of the County south of the San Gabriel
Mountains has been convened to urban and suburban use. Development of tim Santa

4
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Clarita Valley and desen areas to the north of the San Gabriel Mountains is sparse at Lpresent but is proceeding at an accelerated rate.

Other mountains and hilly reaches within the Department are composed primarily of folded
and faulted sedimentary =:ocks. including shale, sandstone, and conglomerate. Residual soils
in these areas are shallow and are generally less per,’ious than those of the San Gabriel
Moumain range.

2Valley and desert soils are alluvial and vary from coarse sand and gravel near canyon
mouths to silty clay and gravel or clay in lower valleys and the coastal plain. The alluvial fill
has been buil~" up ~y repeated deposition of debris t~ depths as great as 2.000 feet in placer
This fill is quite porous in areas of relatively low clay content. Impervious layers and
irregularities in the underlying bedrock divide the alluvium into several County
groundwater basins. Valley soils are generally well drained and relatively few perched water
or artesian areas are present.

The climate within the County varies between subtropical on Ihe Pacific Ocean side ot’ the
San Gabriel mountain range to arid in the Mojave Desert. Nearly all precipitation occurs
during the months of December through March. Precipitation during summer month~ is
infrequent, and rainless periods of several months are common. Snowfall at elevations
above 53)00 feet is frequently experienced during the winter storms, but the snow melts
rapidly except on higher peaks and the northern slopes. Snow is rarely experienced on the
coastal plain¯

January and July are the coldest and warmest months of the year, respectively. At Lo~
Angeles, the 30-year average daily zninimum temperature for January is 47 degrees above
zero. The average daily maximum temperature for July is 83 degree. At Mount Wilson
(Elevation 5.850 feet), the 30-year average daily minimum temperature for January is 35
degrees above zero and the average daily maximum temperature for July is 80 degrees.

HYDROML:’TI~OROLOG IC ClIARAC’rl~RISTlC~

Coastal and Mountain Area,~

Precipitation in the Los Angeles area occurs primarily in the form of winter orographi¢
rainfall associated with extratropical cyclones of Noah Pacific origin. Major storms consists
of one or more frontal systems and occasionally last four days or longer. Air masses and
frontal systems associated with major storms commonly extend for 500 to 1,000 miles in
length and produce rainfall simultaneously throughout the County. Major storms approach
Southern California from the west or southwest with southerly winds which continue until
frontal passage. The mountain ranges lie directly across the path of the inflow of warm,
moist air, and orographic effects cause precipitation to be greatly intensified.
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The effect of snowmelt upon flood runoff is of significance in the few cases when warm

Lspring rains from southerly storms fall on a sno~pack. During major storms, temperatures
throughout the County ma~ remain above freezing.

Average indMdual storm rainfall amounts and intensities conform to a fairly definite aerial
pattern which reflects general effects of topographic difference~                                     1

2
Summer convective rainfall is principally experienced in the upper San Gabriel Mountaim
and the Mojave Desert regions. In many desert areas, the most serious flooding occurs as a
result of summer convective storms

Mntmmin Area~

In mountain areas, the steep canyon slopes and channel gradients are conducive to nlpid
concentration of storm runoff quantities. Depression storage and detention storage effects
are minor in the rugged terrain. Soil moisture during a storm has a pronounced effect on
runoff from the porous soils supporting a good growth of deeprooted vegetation such as
chaparral. Soil moisture deficiency is greatest at the beginning of a rainy season, having
been depleted by evapotranspiration process during the dry summer months. Precipitation
during periods of soil moisture deficiency is nearly entirely absorbed by soils, and except for
periods of extremely intense rainfall, significant runoff does not occur until soils are wetted
to field moisture capacity. Due to high infiltration rates and porosity of mountain toils,
runoff occurs primarily as subsurface flow or interflow rather than as direct runoff. Spring
or base flow is essentially limited to portions of the San Gabriel mountain range, mo~t
streams in the Department being intermittent.

Runoff from a mountain watershed recently denuded by fire exceeds that for the unburned
state due to greatly increased quantities of inorganic debris present in the flow and Iowflowt
from a denuded watershed. Debris production from a major storm has amounted to ~
much as 223,000 cubic yards per square mile of water~hed. Boulder~ up to eight feet in
diameter have been deposited in a valley area a considerable distance from their tource.

Debris quantities equal in volume to storm runoff, or in other words 100 percent bulking of
runoff from a major storm, have been recorded. Where debris-laden flow traver~s ~m
alluvial fill unconfined by flood control works, flood discharges follow an unpredictable path
across the debris cone formed at the canyon mouth.

Hill and Valley Area~

In hill areas, runoff concentrates rapidly from the generally steep slopes: however, runoff"
rates from undeveloped hill areas are normally smaller than those from mountain areas of
the same size. In those hill areas which have been developed for residential use,

6
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concentration times become considcrablv de~’eased due to drainage improvements, andL¯. runoff volumes and rates become increased due to increased imperviousness. On the other
hand, erosion is controlled and debris content of storm flow is practically eliminated.
Debris production rates from undeveloped hill areas are normally smaller than those from
mountain areas of the same size.

In highly developed valley areas, local runoff volumes have increased as the soil surface has
,, become covered bv impervious materials. Peak runoff rates for valley areas have also

2increased due to elimination of natural ponding areas and improved hydraulic efficiency of
water carriers such as streets and storm drain systems.
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WATER CONSERVATION                                                                     ~

i"LOODS...AN OLD STORY

Floods in Los Angeles County have bee n recorded as far back as the days of the Mission Padres.[ 1For centuries waters have swept out of the San Gabriel Mountains causing extensive property
damage and taking a great toll of lives.

[ 2
Such a flood occurred in 1914 causing over $10 million in property damage and takingmany
lives. As a result, the State legislature passed an act creating the Los Angeles County Flood[Control District.

The Department was assigned two tasks...control the floods and conserve the water.

CONTROLLING TIlE WATEI~

Successful early bond issues financed construction of the 14 dams which the Department built
in the San Gabriel Mountains and foothills to impound storm waters until they could be
released in an orderly fashion. Debris basins were constructed to trap eroded materials which
had caused terrible damage in the past. Flood channel improvements were undertaken to             ~
confine the waters,

Department engineers prepared a Comprehensive Plan in the early 1930’s which provided for ~
the control of flooding and the saving of as much of the water as practicable.

~
Federal legislation in 1936 brought the United States Army Corps of Engineers into the local
flood control picture. Since that time, the two agencies have been jointly persuing construction

~’of the Comprehensive Plan. The Department also cooperates with the United States Soil
Conservation Service and Forestry Service in erosion control,

CONSERVING THE WATEIL~
~

In addition to its flood control program, the Department has the equally important task of
conserving as much of the storm and other waste waters as practicable. The use of water

~_ ,a~conservation facilities in or adjacent to river channels and their tributaries permits water to be
~percolated into ground reservoirs for later pumping and supply to consumers. These water

conservation facilities are located in areas where the underlying soils are composed of porous o_sands and gravel formations. Some resemble rice paddies, while others are deep basins which
were once gravel pits.

The importance of this activity is apparent when it is realized that about 35 to 40 percent of
the water used in the County is pumped from ground supplies. The growth of the County,
combined with periodic droughts, seriously depleted these supplies on numerous occasions        ,...
down through the years.
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Other major conser~’ation efforts by the Department include combatting the serious intrusion
bv s~h ,.rater to underground fresh well supplies inland from the Pacific Ocean and the
utilization of imported water and reclaimed sewage waters in spreading operations.

-̄. ORGA.NIZI~D 1"(I I)(I Tlllr’ .10~

Day-to-day administration of Department affairs is vested in the Director of Public Works who
, ~s appointed by and responsible to the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors. A part of

, the Department’s activities involve the construction of flood control and v,’ater conservation
facilities, and the operation and maintenance of dams, debris basins, spreading grounds,

¯, channels, and storm drains.

1.41
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PRECIPITATION

This section contains annual precipitation data collected by the Department for the period
beginning October I, 1988 and ending September 30, I~$9. Although the Department
operates and maintains 358 rainfall stations, including standard and automalic gages which                ’1
record amounts for durations ranging from 15 minutes to 2a hours, only annual amounts for
the report period are listed herein. Additional data can be obtained by contacting the
custodian of hydrologic records at the location shown in the front of the report.

ALERT S~.’STEM (AU"IX)MATIC LO~AL EVALUATION IN REAL TIME}

The Department of Public Wor -ks has installed a state-of-the-an ALERT computer system to
monitor meterological conditions in the County. and Southern California in real time, i.e., as
they occur. The system includes a network of field sensors that monitor precipitation amounts,
river stages, and reservoir levels. The system can forecast peak flows in the Los Angeles, Rio
Hondo, and San Gabriel Rivers.

During the report period, the Department has continued to install and expand i~s ALERT
System. The Department’s ALERT system is also now automatically receiving rainfall data

- from the Corps of Engineers’ Los Angeles Telemetry System.
~

COOPERATION

_, The cooperation of observers in furnishing rainfall data to the Department as a public service !
is appreciated. The effort of the many agencies and indi viduals who have so freely cooperated
with us in the collection of this data have resulted in the large number of complete records for
the period covered by this report.

A1
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ACTIVE RAINFALL STATIONS 1988 - 1989
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ACTIVE RAINFALL STATIONS 1988 - 1989
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ACTIVE RAINFALL STATIONS      1988 - 1989
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EVAPORATION                                            L

Data for 14 active evaporati|)n ,~tations ~ere reported to the Department during the 19~.89
~ater .’,ear. Daily records of active and inactive Department station, as well ~ some statio~
of o~her agencies, are available in the Departmem’s files. Monthly and seasonal eva~ration             ~ ~
has been published in ~h~ Dcpar~mem’s ~nual or Biennial Reports on Hydrologic Data sin~
lhe lg31-32 se~on.

C~PE~ON

~e Depar~menl receives evaporation da~a from ~e Melro~)lilan Waler Dis~ri~. Palmdale
Wa~er Dis~ricL California Depar~menl of Waler Resources, and Desean~ Garde~

~GTII OF RECORD

~e firs~ land pan inslalled by Ibis Deparlmem was al Sanla Anila Dam in March of 1929.
Ther~ are 30 evaporation ~ations which hav~ r~cords of 15 s~a~ns or mor~ in the
Department’s file~

I~VA’PORATION STATION UST J!ll - I~

STA. NO. ~rATION NAJ~I£ EQUIPMENT OF PAN GUIDE LATITUDE LONGITUDE
33 A Pacx~ima Dam 24X36 S 1500 ft. 145 1:9 34.19.48 11&23-~946 D Big Tujuflga Dam 24X36 S 2315 h. F C’2 34-17-40 118-11-1463 C3 Santa Anita Dam 24X36 S 1400 ft. 99 F"2 34-11-03 !!801-1289 B San Dimas Dam 24X36 S 13.50 ft. 95A C3 3409-10 117-46-1796 C Puddingstone Dam 24X36 $ 1030 ft. 89 F4 34-05-31 117-48-24223 B Big Dalton Dam 24X36 S 1587 ft. 87 FI 34-10-06 117-48-36252 C Castaic Reservoir’ 48X10 S 1150 ft. (178) 34-29-53 118-36-53334 B Cogsw~ll Dam 24X36 S 2303 ft. G i)4 34-14-37 117-57.35390 B Morris Dam 72X36 US 1210 ft. 86 FI 34-10-53 117-$243409 B Pyramid Reservoir 48X10 S 2505 ft. (154) 3440-34 118-46-474~ B San Gabriel Dam 24X36 S 1481 ft. H .A5 34-12.19 117-51-381014 F RioHondoS. G. 24X36 S 170 fl, 54 D3 33-59-57 118-4)6-O41058 B Palmdale 24X36 S 2595 ft. 172 F7 34-35-17 118-05-311071 B ~nsoGardent 24X,36 S 1325 ft. 19 B3 34-124)7 118-12-46

24X36 S = ~eencd land pan, 24 inches in diameter by 36 inches deep.
48X10 S - S~eened land pan, 48 inches in diameter by 10 inches deep.
72X36 US = Unscreened land pan, 72 inches in diameter by 36 inches deep.

)    - Thomas Guide future pase assignment.
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V
O

RUNOFF L
The Department operated or received data from 81 water-stage recording stations during the
1988-89 water year. Data from 51 of those stations are summarized and published in this
volume.

1RECORDS OF STREAM~Z,OW

Records published give the following information: 2

1. Station description which presents location, drainage area, type of channel, control,
regulations, diversions, and available records.

2. Discharge tabulation which summarizes lhe maximum, minimum, and mean of the daily
flow rates in second-feet for each month and the total monthly volumes in acre-feel.

ALERT SYS’TEM (AUTOMATIC’ LO~AL ~3,’ALUATION IN REAL TIM~--)

The Department of Public Works has installed a state-of-the.art ALERT computer system to
monitor meteorological conditions at 27 locations in the County. The system includes a

_ network of field sensors that monitor precipitation amounts, river stages, and reservoir levels,
1and which forecast peak flows in the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers and the Rio Hondo

Channel.

-- " During the report period, the Department has continued to install and expand its ALERT

9
System. The Department’s ALERT system is aim now automatically receiving rainfall data

_ from the Corps of Engineers’ Los Angeles Telemetry System.

COOl~l~TiON

6- The Department receives streamflow data from other agencies, or has access to the records
for local stations. Department hydrographers also make periodic streamflow measurements

8
_ and observations at installations belonging to these organizations. Data from 25 of the

Department’s stations are reviewed and published in the Geological Survey’s annual water
supply papers.

Agencies with which the Department exchanges data are:

United States Geological Survey, Water Resources Division
United States Corps of Engineers
State Department of Water Resources
The Metropolitan Water District
San Gabriel River Water Committee

R0052986



IV

LEGEND -" L
Stations are designated by letters and numbers which indicate ownership, operation agency,
and r,.’pe of station. The letters used have the following connotations:

Prefix F. Indicates a station owned and operated by the Los Angeles County Department of " 1
Public Works.

2Prefix E - Indicates a station owned and operated by the Corps of Engineers, Department of
the Army but operated and maintained by the United States Geological Survey.

Prefix U . Indicates a station originally constructed and operated by the United States
Geological Survey, Water Resources Division, now operated by the Department.

Prefix P. Indicates a station owned and operated by the Department formerly, operated by
the Pasadena Water Department. ¯ ¯

Prefix L. Indicates a station owned and operated by the Department formerly, operated in
cooperation with the Little Rock. Palmdale Irrigation District.                              " ’

Suffix R - Indicates a recorder ttation.

Suffix B. Indicates that the station has been moved. B represents second location. C a third           !-
location, etc.
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INDEX OF ,~TREAM GAGING STATIONS
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SAN GABRIEL RIVER

STATION NO. P3 R

OI~NAGE AREA



SAN GABRIEL RIVER
East Fork above Forks
STATION NO. P4B-R

DRAINAGE AREA

REG~ ~.

CONTR.. �~o. ~o~ ~ O ~.~ ~ ~ ~h

WA~R
( DI~~

~A~ON N’O. :

R0052995



~FISH CREEK
l~above Mouth of Canyon "~\ ’-"
-STATION NO. U7-R

CRO~Cn~

R0052996



SAN GABRIEL RIVER
below Morris Dam ’~, " " "~ 0
STATION NO.U8-R

ClO

R0052997



II LOS ANGELES RIVER
below Firestone Boulevard \

~ STATION NO. F34D-R

(DISCI~G£ IN S~.~)

O~TO~£R ,NvYEN:.R,OECENBER,JANUAR :FEBRUARY: ~R~ :A~IL : ~Y ~ J~£ : JULY :AUGUST ~S£PT£NB£~

Cll
ROOS2888



COMPTON CREEK
near Greenleaf Drive

R0052999



BALLONA CREEK

STATION NO. F38C-R

ON~. �~ ~ �~



SAN GABRIEL RIVER
above Spring Street
STATION NO. F42B-R

D~GE ~ 23t.0 ~ ~ (exc~ ~

CONTROL. =~ ~
~NG~ ~ R£COR~ ~~.R ~ 1~

13i.O :    150.0 :    iO(.O :    151.0 :    231.0 :    196.0 ~    13r. O :    lOO.O :    143.0 ~    13L0 ~    14+.O :      141.0

C14

R005300~



I’ RIO HONDO

STATION NO. F45B-R
DRAINAGE

o
A~O

~A~ONNO. D~NAGE

ClS



c].6 R0053003



TOPANGA CREEK
above Mouth of Canyon "~ "~.’.. : 0

CRO~C~

(DJ~GE LN S~.~)

~ ~A~ON NO. F$414                                  D~NAGE

KATER NEAN 0.~ 0.3

~8-~S NI~.     O.l 0.1 O.l 0.1 0.2 0.I O.l 0.1 O.f ¯ O,f O.f    0.1I

C17
R0053004



RIO HONDO

STATION NO. F64-R

.- ~ ~

C18

R0053005





RUBIO WASH
at Glendon Wash ~ ~’" "" -~ O
STATION NO. F82CoR

2

RECORO~Ro

DRNNAGE ARF.A-

C~L- ~~

WA~R
(DISC~GE

~A~ON NO.

Y[~l Itl. O.i : i~.O : 123.0 : 40.1
88-89 ~:1. O.Z : O.l : O.Z : O.Z

R0053007



MISSION CREEK

STATIONat San GabrieINo. F83-RBOUlevard

k

k C21

R0053008



SANTA CLARA RIVER 0below Highway ,.-5
STATION NO. F92C-R

2

c~. ~

~A~ON

R0053009



PALLEn CREEK

STATION NO. F122-R

R0053010



R0053011





R0053013





R0053015
,!



SANTA ANITA WASH ~, ..- .- O
STATION NO. FI93B-R !, ,. .... .

C~NEL - �~e ~ ~

~ II I I ..... IIIII;

r .............
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. V
SAN GABRIEL-AZUSA CONDUIT ,,: . .:. O" at 25 ~t. Weir below San Gabriel Dam "
STATION NO, F250-R "~. ~..

¯
.~ ~ ..-..    . -,~.,7 ,~

WA~~ : ~.~

,

R0053018



VERDUGO WASH
at Estelle Avenue
STATION NO. F252-R

¯
RICOROt~. �o~,nuou~ wa~ ~loge.

DRNNAG| A, ~:.A- 26~ ~lUO~ ~

WA~R
( DISC~GE

~A~ON NO. : ~2~-~

~i-~ ~:I,     1.1 : I.I : l.O :

~32
R0053019



SAN GABRIEL RIVER
below Valley Boulevard
STATION NO. F261C-R

F 26~ C - R

I
~ ~33

R0053020



V
SAN GABRIEL RIVER ’~ "" ";~ Oabove Florence Avenue .,
STATION NO. F262B-R ’:, ..... ii j~,

-

WA~R
(DISC~G~ ~ S~-~)

V~TEt l~tl 0.0 : 0.0 ’, t.t : 4.1 ’, I.~
?~At ~AZ. 0.0 : 0.0 ’, ]48.0 ’, ~S.O

~-~ w:~. o.o : o.o : o.o ’, o.o : o.o : o.o : o.o : o.o ’, o.o ’, ¯ o.o : o.� : ~.o

r
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SAN GABRIEL RIVER
’°STATION below SanNO.GabrielF263C.R River Parkway

,.
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I
V

SIERRA MADRE WASH
STATION NO. F267B-R

~ ’ CRO~NC~
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!
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iV
SANTA FE CHANNEL

.~ ,~ _ =_
iO

., below Santa Fe Dam
STATION NO. F280-R

,. ~ 2

,,

C~* ~~.

(DISC~GE IN S~-~)

VATEE N[AN 0.0 : O.O ’, 0.0 : 0.0 : 0.0 ’, O.O : O.O : 3,Z : 1.1 ’, 0.0 :’ O.O ~ 1.0
~ ~[AX NAt. 0.0 ~ O.O ~ 0.0 ~ O.O ~ O.O ~ O.O ’, O.O ~ ~.1 ~ ~.O ~ 0.0 ~ O.O ~ I.O

~ ~8-~ ~t~. 0.0 ~ 0.0 : 0.0 ~ O.O : 0.0 : 0.0 : O.O : 0.0 : O,O : ¯ 0.0 : O.O ’, O.O
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Jv
BURBANK-WESTERN ST, DR, .--. Oat Riverside Drive ~
STATION NO. E 285-R

WA~R
( DISC~GE

EATON NO. : ~85-I D~NAGE

~-8~ ~:l. 10.~ ~ ll.l : 11.3 :

J
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V
EATON WASH Oat Loftus Drive ~ - "~"

STATION NO. F318-R                                    ~ .,, ,.

, ~2
I

!,... ~, CROSS.S~CnO~
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V
LOS ANGELES RIVER
below Wardlow Road
STATION NO. Fa19..R

R0053034



MINT CANYON CREEK
at Finch Avenue
STATION NO. F328-R

’_____.__.~_______~

CROSS.NcnoN

M~ ~ M~EM~ ~~ ~

.
(D/SC~GE IN S~-~)

~f-8~ ~t~.     0.0 : 0.0 : 0.0 : 0.0 : 0.0 : 0.0 : O.O : O.O : 0.0 : ¯ o.o : 0.0 : 1.0
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RUBIO DIVERSION CHANNEL

STATION NO. F338-R

F 33e-R

DRNNAG[ A~F.A. ~.t oQuam ~

CHA.qN|L. mctong~ot �ontrail. !211el wlcle Qno tt ~

(DISC~GE IN S~.~)
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.
BRANFORD STREET CHANNEL

" below Sharp Avenue
STATION NO. F342-R



~2
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COYOTE CREEK
.. below Spring Street

STATION NO. F354-R

CO~- ~~~

~-~ N[I, 3.] : LO : ~,Z :
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BOUQUET CANYON CREEK
at Urbandale Avenue
STATION NO. F377-R

(DISC~.GE IN S~.~)

~A~ON NO.

R0053041
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RESERVOIRS

Following the damaging flood of 1914 and creation of the Los Angeles County Flood Control
District in 1915. it initiated a program of flood control and water conservation including the
construction of 14 dams. These dams were operated by the Department during the period
covered by this report. In addition, five Corps of Engineers’ dams and Morris Dam owned by
The Metropolitan \Valet District were utilized to achieve flood control and water ¢onserva.
lion. The Corps of Engineers’ dams are: ilansen Dam on Tujunga Wash. Sepulveda Dam on
the Los Angeles River, Santa Fe Dam on the San Gabriel River, \Vhittier Narrows Dam retying
both the Rio itond. ~nd San Gabriel River. and San Antonio Dam on San Antonio Creek.

OPERA’IION

The reservoirs are operated to control flood waters during storm periods. Post storm releases
are made, when feasible, in amounts which can be conserved in downstream spreading grounds
and by channel percolation.

SAN GABRIEL DAM ilYDROELEUTRIC PLANT

In December 1987, construction of two hydroelectric generator units at San Gabriel Dam was
completed by San Gabriel Hydroelectric Partnership, a joint venture between private investors
and the County of Los Angeles. The generator units are operated by Department personnel
and the power generated is purchased by Southern California Edison Company. During the
report period, over four and one-half million kilowatt-hours of energy have been generated

. resulting in revenues of over $330,000. Recently an optimization computer was installed on
Unit I to schedule power production during hours of peak energy demand.

The storage and flow records at the 14 Department reservoirs are summarized on the Dam
Operation Record Sheets. The sheets sho~.

1. Reservoir water surface elevations based on the spillway datum. Elevations are obtained
from water stage recorder graphs or interpolation from staff gage readings and recorded as of
midnight of each day. Only maximum and minimum water surface elevations for each year
are shown.

2. Storage in acre-feet based on the most recent topographic surveys. Annual storage volumes
are shown.

3. Inflow in cubic feet per second. This is usually calculated from storage change and known
outflow. When outflow is not known, the inflow may be determined from gaging station
records or interpolated between measurements. Only the maximum and minimum of the daily
flow rates for the year and the instantaneous peak flow rate are shown.

-

D}.
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4. Outflow in cubic feet per second. These values are dete � mined from gaging station records,
known valve openings and rating cur~es, or from storage t hange and known inflow, Only the
maximum and minimum of the daily outflow rates for the )’ear and the instantaneous peak
outflow rate are shown.

5, Diso’epancies between outflow and storage losses al certain darns are attributable to
percolation and/or evaporation losses. Total monthly evalu~ration losses are determined from
the measurements made on floating or land eval:~rati.~l pans. In those cases where no
allowances were made for evaporation, the amounts are ne~essarily included in the flowvalues.
Accuracy of the flow records computed from storage rec.rds is dependent on the frequency
with which storage data are revised to keep in step with Ib¢ physical change in reservoirs.
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JV
PACOIMA DAM
AND ~ESE~VOI~ 0

"---’--"~

DAM OPERATION

R0053048

!!
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0
BIG    TUJUNGA    DAM    OPERATION    RECORD    SUMMARY

L
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IV
]~ DEVIL’S GATE DAM

O
1’ "~ ~sss~vo~.

~ f

C~- ~CnON

DAM OPERATION    RECORD    SUMMARY

PU! [liftS! 54.40 C111f~ot 0300 ol If-l|-|! ~ O|llO    o! I~-I|-||

PUt OOllr1,01 tl.30 Clrl fro, 1100 ol Ol-Ol-II ~o Ills oa Ol-tt-I!

i I~. I1.|. gl, gVi?[OI IOILTO fee~ on ll-ll-lt $~UG! 51.10 ACU-i~R

R0053052
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VAYD| YU| l|ll-|| r|BIUAIy IAI~O APIIL lAY

~YAL lONeLY llY~OI (AI~) 38.Y1 O,O0 O.O0 O.O0

~YAL lONeLY O~l (l~) 3l.YO O.O0 0.00 0.00

I~. Ibi DAILY lieu (~l) IO.ll Log Log O.O0 ~

~r~ uon~r ~ss, (~f) ..I o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo ~ .....~
nil, I~1 OlX~t ll~V (CrlJ O,OO 0,00 O,O0 0,00

~
io~r s~t ~t (ArJ o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo

IATll YUI I~18-11 J~l JOLt AOGO$~ S~l~ ~

~t~ lOl~t tlr~V (if) 1,00 1,00 0,00 0.00
~

~t~ IOIHLT Ot~l (+l o.oo o.oo o,oo o.oo

I~, I~ o£t~r tl~l 1~1 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo ~
~+~ uom~r mssn (u) O.OO I.O0 O.OO O.O0

I[I. I~ DAILY li~l (~j O,H O.OO O.OO O,Ol

IOIHLT ~U~I ~I (It) I,II 1,01 I,O0 1,01
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DIO
RO0~O~



DAM    OPERATION    RECORD    SUMMARY

IlL V.S. I~lYiflOI llil.lO £ee~ on OZ-O|-I| $f014~1 34S.40

Ill. I.L K~ZflOl 123f.30 tee= on 01-13-85
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I1~. I[AI ~AILY II~L~V (~S) O,!O $.~0 11.~0 |.SO
2

TOTAL I~THLY LOSSES (i~) 1.10 1.30 1.t0 1.~0

Ill. I[AI DA:L! I,FLOI (Cr$) 0.30 O.SO 0.|0 1.00

I¢~THLY S.’O~[ ~H~! (i~)! 30.20 12.|0 -~S.~O ll.lO
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SAWPIT DAM
AND RESERVOIR 0

L

:.: f:

20~~~

DAM OPERATION    RECORD    SUMMARY

,~ IU. P~,U. Zll1,0! ll.l! C~ t~8 0100 on ll-ll-81 ~ OlO0 on ll-Xl-18

ILl, PIU OU?P’I, OI ll,lO (:~ l’~ 011| ot II-IL-II t,o Olll on LI-II-II



V

SAWPIT    DAM    OPERATION    RECORD    SUHMARY                                                                      L

m. m ,t+t tnmv Ira) o.+o o., o.oo o., +
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CROS~ ¯ S~ClION

L~ON ¯ ~.0~~ ~

~ ~ 6’ ~ 6’ I~I~

~ DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

~ D~ R0053060



UA?KI Ylil l|ll-ll flBlll~il! ee lil~l ifllL llt

~?iL IOi~LT IIr~V (if) IS44,40 IS].lO llf,40 141,iO

~?iL 101TILT Og~l (if) litl.lO 311.40 l/I.lO

Ill. I~l OllLt ll~g (¢~1 O.O0 1.00

~?IL IOI~LT [If~l (~1 IS.lO S?.lO 33.10 IS,SO

~?~ IOI~LY ogTt~l (~] I51JO lll,lO ISLIO lll,lO

~. I~ DAIL~ [IF~I (C~) LSO 1.40 1.60 1,00

II1. I~ DALLY ll~ (C~) 1,40 0.40 O,ll O,IO .

IOIEL~ $~01 ~ (U} -ILIt -130JO -140.60 -131.30

s8 : VALU~ ~?I~ -

D16 --

R0053061
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¯ V
BIG DALTON DAM 0

- AND RESERVOIR
L
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!



V
BIG    DALTON DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

~,

III. IIAI Oi~Lt llrLOI (~$) 0.00 O,OO 0.00 0.30

R0053065

|





tOTAL |Os,"HLT O~LOV (A~) qlt,~O I!,10 11,30

R0053067
!
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PUDDINGSTONE DIVERSION DAM V
AND RESERVOIR 0

L

CRO~. ~CnON

~ C~O- ~ ~ 1927. C~

~ ~. ~7~ ~ (~~1                                                      .

~WAY ~A~ ¯ 1.t~0~

DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY



PUDDINGSTONE    DIVERSION DAM OPERATION    RECORD SUMMARY

u

l~. IUI DI[LT lIPS/ (~K] l. O0 l,lO LI,ZO t~.~O

Itl, I[£I DAILY tIP,Or (C~J 0,~0 0.00 0,00 0.00

m. ,., .m .m, tm~ ... uo ~.. ..~o ,

,o,m, mm, .m, (,. ..,o .,.oo .,,.oo

~TAL ION~Lt [IP~I (IF} 0.00" 0.00 0,00 l,O0

~AL lONelY 0~1 (~1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

IU, l~ DAILY [l~l {~1 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.lO

~t~ IOl~t ~8~, In] O.O0 O.OO 0.00 3.00

Nil. l~ OItLT [l~l (~1 l.O0 0.00 0,00 0.00

IO~t S~UCl ~+1 (Ul O.O0 O.O0 O.O0 t.00
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V
PUDDINGSTONE DAM
AND RESERVOIR 0

L

~R~. ~C~~
~~~o

~ IU. tlU OlTln, OI 41.10 III l,i llll    e~ Ol-ll-81 to 1111 oi Ol-ll-II

’ Ill. l.l. IIII11101 141.1t feet     oe I1-11-11 lllllll illi.OI IClI-Illl

III. I.I. IliflllOI t11.1t feet Ii II-ll-It

R0053070
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PUDDINGSTONE DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

’I"D?IL i~WTH;! IIT;:¥ (IF} 114.10 14S.|} I~Sl.20 14S.20

I~X. l[~l DALLY II~LOI (CF|J |,00 15.20 |4,?0 31.60

?O?IL IOX?gLT LOSSK$ (At) lO?.SO 121.10 ll.40 81.30

III. Ibl DIILT II~LO¥ (~FS) 0,|0 0.00 0,00 0.00

NOI,*ILY SI~LI~! CHAI~E CAW) -8.30 4.ZO 143.80 -242.50

UAYSI TLll I!88-81 Itslgll! |Xt~l APRIL NAT

?I)?~L IOi?HS! IN!LOW (l~) |11.10 IS?.lO O.lO ILL?|

l~lil IOill[i Og?!LOI lill ili.O0 SO.SO llolO ll,IO

IU. liil lllll llrl~i IIlll II?.lO ll.lO O.OO 44.00

?O?ll IOllll! ~}llts (ill It.ll ll.?I lll,lO 141.10

I11, llil lilly INitial (CFi}

NOITIL! I~12GI ¢illII (ill -lii.lO IT.tO -lit.tO ll.8O

IiTll TUI 1|||-8| Jill J~LT

?Olil IOITiLI I1!I~1 (ill ill.3O 111.30 IO,IO llO.lO

I~?15 IOiTIl! og?ll (ill IS,tO 11.40 ll,tO It,IT

IU, Ill lllll II!%01 Illll II,ll 1,10 130 ll,ll

1~?i5 IOllll! IS|Is (Ul Ill.SO l!|,lI 181.00 Ill,ll

Ill. II lilll II!%01 (�nil o.io o.oo o.oo o.|o

IOl?lL! l~llll CIUGI Ill IIl.ll -118.00 -Ill.IT -ll.!i

15 i ILl, ItS
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~’: DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY ~

’ I[~. Pill 111%01 I0.I! CF$ [~oa 1300    Ol    O~’O|’l| P,O 1400 el Ol-14-1|

ILK. fll[ og?YSOl l.O0 CFS trot 1115    om    OZ-14-1l t,o Z300om it-ll-ll

Id. I.L li, Plt[Ol 141~.00 fee~ oi 0t-14-8~ sTomaG| 44.50 ICU-ItlIT

I[!. l.S. l~,Plt[OI 1440.00 feet,
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V
LIVE OAK    DAM    OPERATION    RECORD    SUMMARY

L

~L I~I~HL! ~OS~[~ (l~) 0.00 O.#O O.OO O.OO

I11. IEAI ~AIL~ II~LO! (~$) 0,00 O.O0
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THOMPSON CREEK DAM
,. AND RESERVOIR 0

,



THOMPSON    CREEK DAM OPERATIONRECORD    SUMMARY
T

I~. I~ ~AZLY lir~l (C~) 0.00 0.00 0,30 0.00

IOf~H~r $~;1 CIAI~K (At] 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00

rAdII YIA! Iill-ll ~BI~AIY IAE~ APIIL lAY

~YAL I~I~LY llr~g (A~) 1,10 O.OO 0,00 O,OO ._

~?AL IOI~L~ O~?FLOV (Af) l.lO O,OO O.OO 0,00

I~. IW 0AILt llr~l (C~] 0.30 0.00 0.00 0,00

~A~ vos~y ~SStS (At) O.H O,O0 o.0o O.OO

Ill. IIAI DAILY lieu (C~) 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00

NOI~T S~UGI ~IAN~I (A;) 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

~?AL SOleLY ll~l (A~I 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00

~AL iOl~Lt OOT~l (if) O.OO 0,00 0.00 O,O0

I~. IUI DAILY INFer (C~) 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 -

~?AL IONYKLf ~SS~ (~) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ill, i~ DAILT [l~l (~) O.O0 0,00 0,00 0,00

IOI~LT S~UGi ~GK (~) 0.00 O.O0 0.00 0,00
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EROSION CONTROL

Each year eroded material in various forms (trees, rock, sand, etc.) flo~,~ out of the mountain
watersheds of Los Anceles County. In an effort to control this potentially disruptive force, the
Department maintains a series oi debris basins in canyon mouths and upstream stabilization

in selected wate~he~

~e pu~e of a debris basin is to entrap the debris flo~ emanating from the ~nyon and let
the relatively desihed water pass into fl~ ~ntrol channel~

From 1~$8 to 198q, Ihe humor of debris basins was chan~¢d from 131 to 114 by do.grading
20 to inlet~ then adding 3 new basins. ~is gives a total cupacity of 7,~61,6~ ~bi¢ yards.

Re~rds of sediment inflow at indi~dual debris basins and amounts excavated and removed
are available in the Hydrauli~ater Conse~ation Di~siom

Stabili~tion statures are ~nst~med to ~ntrol er~ion in natural onyons. ~ey ~ to
prevent do~tting by stabilizing alluvium de~its, in additio~ they store debris gene~ted
by the wate~hed and ~� to stabilize side ban~ reducing side slo~ sloughing and bank

~e ~panment maintai~ ~ stabili~tion st~mures in 47 major wate~hed~. No st~ur~
have ~en ~t~cted sin~ the 197~74 ~t~r y~.

EMERG~

Emergen~ st~u~ (rail and timer, and ~b ~) have ~en co~t~ed to entrap
debris inflow from burned wate~hed~ ~ey ~e to prote~ improvemen~ (road,
resident, etc.) l~ted immediately do~tream of the wate~heds. ~ently, 39
statures ~t ~th a total m~imum ~paci~ of ~9~ ~bic yards. Five major fire~ (th~
over ~ a~es~ burned 1 l~ a~es in ~is ~ter year and are sho~ on page P~
statures wer~ built ~1~ one of ~

SE~M~ ~OV~ ~O~ ~~!~

~diment de~sidon ~ r~oi~ redu~ the storage ~padties and adve~ely affe~
~n~ol and water ~e~don effo~ ~dim¢nt remo~l E ~d~i~lly ne~
generally ~ e~e~ive effort due to large quantitie~ the need to deal Mth ~ter i~ ~d
~ ~ver~ ~ remote l~do~ ~d li~ted a~ibili~ for equipmenL

~ere pm~ ~e Dep~ent en~umg~ ~diment remo~ by ~ttees at no ~t to
¯ e ~p~ent such ~ at ~ton ~h ~d ~l’s Gate D~
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The Department presently is studying the feasibility of various methods for the removal and L

long-term management of sediment in the three reser~’oirs in San Gabriel Canyon. These
three currently contain abou~ 30 million cuhic yards - about three-quarters ~,~ the cumulative
volume of sediment currently behind all dams under the Department’s control.

: 1
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WATER QUALITY L
Since its conception, the Flood Control District (now Department of Public Works) has
actively eng:Jgcd in operations which have proven indispensable in preserving the integrity
of our water resources¯ both quantity and quality, and has aided in the establishment of
regulations or controlling criteria by those agencies so empov.’ered.

Prior to March 1986, monitoring activities in the field of water quality control were
conducted by the Water Ouality Section of HydraulicAVater Conservation Division. in
March 1’~86, the responsibilities of conducting such activities were transferred to Waste
Managemcnt Division as a result of the consolidation. These activities include, among
others, the collection of water quality ~mples, their analyses, and the interpretation and
reporting of the resulting data.

Areas of involvement include the monitoring of all groundwater basins through the
sampling of numerous wells, the monitoring of storm and low water flows at various
strategic locations on the major streams or channels, and an assumed or obligated
responsibility to monitor the quality effects and subsurface travel of recharge areas,
specifically the Whittier Narrows Spreading Grounds area.

The Water Quality Section. together with personnel of other Departmental divisions,
conducts investigations into pollution problems relative to our facilities, particularly those
from industrial discharges, vehicle accidents, ruptured pipelines, or the indiscriminate
dumping of various waste produc~

The principal objectives of these investigations are to determine the degree and apparent
source or origin of the pollution and to take the necessary action that will immediately abate
the existing problem and possibly provide a means to prevent or limit recurrence.

The above-mentioned activities of the Water Ouality Section have recently been intensified.
particularly in the areas of interfacing with other counties, cities, environmental
organizations, as well as Federal and State agencies, in response to and in voicing the
Department’s concerns over the proposed require ments of the 1987 Amendments to the
Federal Clean Water Act. It is anticipated that the Act will be implemented by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) with final regulations during the second
half of 1990. The said Amendments require National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permits on discharges of municipal storm sewers into the waters of
United States. Although the NPDES permit requirements are still being developed by the
EPA. the final requirements are expected to require a more thorough water quality
monitoring within the storm drain system; adoption by municipalities/cities of ordinances
prohibiting illegal storm drain hook.ups; and responding to and containing spills of
hazardous materials in the storm drains. These Amendments recognize that land drainage
flows are the last major discharges currently unregulated.
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SURFACE WATER QUALrrY                                                                       L

Prior to 19S4, dry weather samples were collected from 30 sampling stations on a monthly
basis for analysis such as general minerals, bacteria, pesticide~, and heavy metals, In
addition, storm samples were also collected and analyzed at least lhree times annually from               r~
the same 30 stations during storm season.

From I~)84 to 1987, as a result of reorganization, the number of ~.rface water monitoring               Z
:;:ations was reduced to 21, while the parameters analyzed were reduced to include only
total dissolved solids, pH, and dissolved oxygen. Storm samldmg activities were also
significantly curtailed.

In ]9~, recognizing the inadequacy of the then existing monit¢)rit~g program to meet the
Department’s need in dealing with all the important issues in the ~,.:as of water quality, the
Department Administration approved and implemented an expattdcd monitoring program
effective May 1, 1988.

There are 28 monitoring statiohs in the Department’s curren! Surface Water Quality
Monitoring Program, from which dry weather samples are collected and analyzed on a .,~
monthly basis. These sampling stations are strategically b~cated throughout the
Department’s major storm drains and water �onsentation facilllies where the flows are
representative of typical land uses as well as areas of significant w~,ler quality concerns. Of t ....-’~
the 28 monitoring stations in the program, six are located at the ~utlets to Santa Monica ~
Bay, while on is located in the mountain area where the flow is �ott~idered to be natural and
uncontaminated with the various pollutants associated with urh#nization and developed
land uses.

~,~
Monthly dry weather samples, thus collected, are analyzed for general minerals, (pH, ~
specific conductance, total dissolved solids, total hardness, i~dassium sulfate, calcium.
magnesium, chloride, fluoride, nitrate-nitrogen, nitrite- nitrog~=n, ammonium-nitrogen,
phosphate-P, boron, iron. and manganese) bacteria, pesticides, heavy metals (silver arsenic.,-
barium, cadmium, chromium, mercury, lead, selenium, copper, nlgkel, zinc, and chromium
[VI]), oil and grease, total organic carbon, total petroleu~ hydrocarbons, PCB’s, ~J
biochemical oxygen demand, and volatile organic compounds (T(:E. carbon tetrachloride.- Ovinyl chloride, 1,2 dichlorethene, benzene, 1,1 dichloroethylerv’, 1,1,I trichioroethane,
p-dichlo robenzene). In addition, storm samples are collected for three to four storms
annually from 21 stations, including San Gabriel Coastal and Rio Hondo Spreading-
Grounds for extensive analysis similar to those for dry weather samples, with additional
testing of total suspended solids and volatile suspended solids to be included. For storm
samples collected at San Gabriel Coastal and Rio Hondo Sprttading Grounds. priority-
pollutant constituents are aLso analyzed under an agreement wilh the Central and West
Basin Water Replenishment District. _ ~
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A selective list of total dissolved solids is shown for some of the sampling locations on the
streams and channels monitored under the Surface \Vater Quality Program. For a
conception of the analysis performed on surface flov,.x, a yearly compilation of constituent
determination is shown for one (Los Angeles River at \Vardlow) of the sampling stations in                ,,~
the program.

G ROUN DVCATER QUAM’r¥ 2

The annual sampling of water wells, under a selected scheduling, in five major basins in Los
Angeles County comprise the Groundwater Quality Program. The program, initiated in
1970, is coordinated with the State of California Department of Water Resources and the
City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power. These agencies participate in the

_ obtainment and analysis of samples.

All the water wells samples are active production wells used either for municipal supply,
- irrigation, or for industrial purposes and are selected to represent a general portrayal of
¯ basin water quality conditions. The samples taken under this program are analyzed for

major mineral, total dissolved solids, electrical conductivity, pH, and in specific cases,
phosphate, iron, manganese, fluoride, or boron.

WATI~R QUALITY DATA ACC-g.SSIBII./’rY

Data acquired from the various programs are on file in the Water Quality Section. In
addition, all data is accessible to any user through STORE’I’, an Environmental Protection
Agency computer system that stores, retrieves, and manipulates data using agency code

- 21CALAFDo

_
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WATER CONSERVATION L

Information presented in thi~ section includes amounts of local, imported, and reclaimed water
conserved in spreading areas, information on the sea~ater harrier projects which prevent
saltwater intrusion to groundwater zones in the coastal areas. Pertinent data are presented
regarding the locations and descriptions of Department water conservation facilities, as well
as facilities owned by others. Also included are groundwater maps delineating static
groundwater elevations recorded during the report period and hydrographs of selected key
wells.

CONSERVING "DIE WA’rEI~

In addition to its flood control program, the Department has the equally important task of
. o conserving as much of the storm and other waste waters as practicable. The use of water
, ~ conservation facilities adjacent to river channels, and in soft-bottom channels permits water

to percolate into groundwater reservoirs for later pumping. These water spreading facilities
are located in areas where the underlying soils are composed of pervious formations.

The various types of water conserved, local, imported, and reclaimed, are construed to have
¯. the following meanings in this section: Local water is primarily runoff due to rainfall on the
. mountain and valley watershedm dam releases, and rising water within the County. Imported ./.water is water originating outside the County either from Northern California or from the

~ ¯ Colorado River, commonly blended from both sources which is transported to and delivered
0. within the County. Reclaimed water is the effluent produced by the Whittier Narrows Water

Reclamation Plant, the San Jose Creek Water Reclamation Plant, and the Pomona Reclama-
tion Plant, all operated by the Los Angeles County Sanitation Districts,

The importance of this activity is apparent when it is realized that about 35 to 45 percent of              ~’~
the water used in the County is pumped from ground supplies. The growth of the County,
combined with periodic droughts, seriously depleted these supplies on numerous occasions
down through the years.

" The Department’s policy is to conserve the maximum amount of storm water possible
consistent with considering runoff quantity and quality, capacities of the spreading facilities,
and groundwater conditions.

" SPREADING

The total gross area of spreading grounds owned and operated by the Department during this
report period amounted to 2,369 acres. The Department also assisted in the operation and
maintenance of 679 acres of spreading grounds owned by others. An additional 246 acres of
spreading grounds are controlled, maintained, and operated by other agencies. The total gross
acreage of spreading grounds in the County is 3,294 acres.
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IMPORTED WATER

During this report period, imported Colorado River and State Project water for spreading was
obtained from the Metropolitan \\’ater District. Also imported State Project \Vater for "/
spreading ~as obtained from the San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District. Imported
water for ground~ater recharge in the Coastal Plain was spread in the Department’s facilities
in the Rio tlondo and San Gabriel Coastal Basin Spreading Grounds and San Gabriel River
systems sou~h of \Vhmier Narro~..’s Dam on behalf of the Central and West Basin Water
Replenishment District. Imported water for groundwater recharge in the San Gabriel Valley
was spread in Santa Fe Spreading Grounds. in the San Gabriel River be~’een Morris Dam
and the spreading grounds, in Ir~’indale Spreading Basin and in Forbes Spreading Grounds
on behalf of MWD. the Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster, and the San Gabriel Valley
Municipal Water Distri~

RECI,AIM£D WATE~R

The County Sanitation Districts’ Whittier Narrows Water Reclamation Plant effluent, pur- ¯
chased by the Central and West Basin Water Replenishment District, was transported to the
Rio Hondo and San Gabriel Coastal Basin Spreading Grounds and San Gabriel River System
for groundwater replenishment.

The County Sanitation Districts’ San Jose Creek Water Reclamation Plant, activated in May
1972, made its first delivery of effluent in November 1972. The portion of the effluent that is
spread is also purchased by the Central and West Basin Water Replenishment District.

" ’ O
The maximum amount of reclaimed water allowed for spreading annually in the Montebello
Forebay was increased from 32,700 acre-feet to 37,700 acre-feet in the 1986-87 water year, to
42,700 acre-feet in July 1988. and to 50,000 acre-feet effective July 1989.

SEAWATI~R BARRIER PROJEC’I~

The Department operates three barrier projects to protect the groundwater in the West CO~¢I
and Central Basins against seawater intrusion by creating freshwater pressure ridges along the        .-.
coastline. The pressure ridges are created by injecting fresh water through a series of injection
wells. During the report period, 22,735 acre-feet of water were injected at the West Coast iBasin Barrier Project, 5,223 acre-feet at the Dominguez Gap Barrier Project, and 3,901        --.
acre-feet at the Los Angeles pan of the Alamitos Barrier Project. On behalf of the Orange
County Water District, 1,675 acre-feet of water were injected at the Orange County portion
of the Alarnitos Barrier Project.

SEASONAL, DATA AND ~

During this report period, monthly and semi-annual measurements of groundwater levels in
observation wells located throughout the groundwater basins in Los Angeles County were ~---
made and processed. .-
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Hydrographs of selected key wells are included in this report. L

GROt’ND\\’ATER B.-k,~;INS AND GR()UNOWATER RECllARG£

Ground~’ater in Los Angeles County is stored in basins underlying five major geographic areas.
These groundwater basins are separated by geologic features which impede groundwater
movement or sometimes by arbitrary, political boundaries. Following is a background and
summary of the Department’s groundwater recharge activities within each of these areas.

The Department operates 2,369 acres of spreading grounds and basins and soft-bottom
channel spreading area,~ for replenishment of local aquifers to increase water supplies. During
the report period, the Department conserved more than 59.9(X)acre-feet of storm runoff.

The conservation of local runoff is supplemented by spreading imported water and reclaimed
water purchased by water agencies. During the period. 107.442 acre-feet of imported water
and 52.374 acre-feet of reclaimed water were spread.

The Department is continuing its efforts to improve its water spreading facilities in order to
maximize the amounts of water conserved and to simplify the spreading operations.

SAN GABRIEL V.,~LLI=~’                                                                           ~_

The Department operates 20 spreading grounds in the San Gabriel Valley to receive direct
! ......"~valley runoff and flows from the San Gabriel Mountains, some can also receive imported water.

During the report period, the Department added approximately 29.870 acre-feet of local water
and ~ 1.440 acre-feet of imported water to the groundwater stored in the basins underlying the
San Gabriel Valley.

The following construction projects were performed in San Gabriel Valley during the report
period:

1. Forbes Spreading Grounds:

The existing basins were deepened and the flashboard structures were replaced with
concrete spillways. A new intake was constructed to deliver 100 cfs.                                 ._~

2. Citrus Spreading Grounds:

The existing basins were combined into two basins. A new intake system was constructed
to deliver 200 cfs and the existing intake capacity was increased from 25 to 85 cfs.

A contract was awarded to construct the "Granado Drain" to direct excess Covina Irrigation
Company water to Big Dalton Wash for spreading in Citrus Spreading Grounds.
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3. Santa Fe Spreading Grounds:

The existing Z’~ ~est basins were combined into four basins averaging 7.5 feet deep. Six
fla~,hhoard structures and 14,500 linear feet of levee were eliminated resulting in the removal
of ~00.0~)0 cubic yards of soil. The storage capacity was increased by 5"77 acre-feet.

4. San Gabriel Canyon Spreading Grounds:

The Department constructed a 250 cfs intake from the river to basin 2.

5. Irwindale Spreading Basin:

The Department acquired the adjacent Manning Pit and is evaluating its long-term filling
and an overflow �onnection from lrwindale Basin.

6. Eaton Wash Spreading Grounds and Eaton Basin:

A contract was awarded to install motor operators on the intake gates at Eaton Wash
Spreading Grounds (Raymond Basin) and to install new gates with electric motor operators
at Eaton Basin (Main San Gabriel Basin).

Main San Gabriel Basin

This is the largest basin underlying the San Gabriel Valley with an estimated storage opacity
of 9.5 million acre-feet. It reacts quickly to artificial spreading in Santa F¢ Reservoir Spreading
Grounds and to infiltration in the San Gabriel River downstream of Santa F¢ Dam.

During the report period, the Department replenished the Main San Gabriel Basin with 16,610
acre-feet of local water and 38,700 acre-feet of imported water.

UpI~r San Gabriel Canyon Basin

Approximately 6,175 acre-feet of local water and approximately 21,440 acre-feet of imported
water were recharged by the Department through its San Gabriel Canyon Spreading Grounds
and by percolation in the adjacent San Gabriel River. Also, 5,375 acre-feet of water were
routed to Fish Canyon Spreading Grounds which is operated by the Committee of Nine.

Lower Canyon Basin

The basin is located south of the Upper San Gabriel Canyon Basin and is separated from it by
the underground Lohmon Dike. Groundwater cascades over the Lohmon Dike from the
Upper San Gabriel Canyon Basin and recharges the Lower San Gabriel Canyon Basin. The
Depanment spread 605 acre-feet of local water in Sawpit Spreading Grounds which is within
the Lower Canyon Basin.
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The Department spread 30 acre-feet of local v.ater and I~00 acre-feet of imported water in
the v,ayhill bacin.

Foothill Basin

The Department spread 690 acre-feet of local water at its San Dimas Canyon Spreading
Grounds facility in the Foothill Basin.

Glendora Basin

The Department spread 345 acre-feet of local water in its Dalton facilities within the Glendora

Claremont lleights Basin

Approximately l0 acre-feet of local water were diverted to the Pomona Valley Protective
Association’s Thompson Creek Spreading Grounds which benefits the groundwater in the
Claremont Heights Basin.

Live Oak Basin

The Department has no spreading facilities in the Live Oak

Chino Basin

The basin is located in the most eastern pan of the County. No Department recharge facilitie~
are located within the Chino Basin.

San Dimas Basin

The basin is north of the San Jose Hills, east of the Main Basin, and south of the Wayhill Basin.
The Depanrnent spread 30 acre-feet of local water in its Live Oak Spreading Grounds to
recharge the basin.

Pomona Basin

The basin is located south of claremont, Live Oak, and San Dimas Basins, and north of the
Chino Basin and northeast of the San Jose Hills. The Department has no water spreading
facilities within this basin.

Puente. Sapdra, and Walnut Basin~

No spreading occurs in this area.
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Ra.~mond Basin

The basin covering approximately 40 square miles is located in the northwest corner of the
San Gabriel Valley and is separated from the Main San Gabriel Basin by the Raymond Fault.
The Raymond Basin con:ains the Monk t fill Basin and the Pasadena and Santa Anita Subareas.
]he Department recharged 1.0o0 acre-feet of local water by its spreading facilities in the
Raymond Basin and diverted 1.200 acre-feet to the City of Sierra Madre’s spreading facility
during the report period.

The groundwater basins underlying the Coastal Plain are divided hy geological features into
the Central (includes the Montebello and Los Angeles Forebays), West Coast, Santa Monica,
and iiolly~,’ood Basins. During the period October 1. 19,~8 to September 30, 1989, the
Department recharged 15,5(X) acre-feet of local water, 46.0(X) acre-feet of imported water,
52.375 acre-feet of reclaimed u,’ater to the groundwater basins underlying the Coastal Plain.
Most of the water was spread in the Montebello Forebay.

During the report period, the first phase of the Groundwater Recharge Telemetry System
(GRTS 1) was being installed. GRTS i will provide computerized remote monitoring of flows
in Montebello Forebay tributary to our Rio Hondo and San Gabriel Coastal Basin Spreading
Grounds, and remote monitoring and control of San Gabriel Coastal Basin Spreading Grounds
operations. Central computer stations will be located at the Rio Hondo Headworks and our
Fremont headquarters Operation Center. The system will be used in conjunction with our
ALERT (Automatic Local Evaluation in Real Time) System.

The next phase for GRTS I! will provide remote control for the Rio Hondo Spreading Grounds
and the five rubber dams in the San Gabriel River.

Central Basin

The Central Basin has the most storage capacity of the basins in the Coastal Plain. In addition
to the water recharged in the Department’s spreading facilities, water injected in the Alamitos
Barrier Project also contributes to the replenishment of the pressure aquifers underlying the
Central Basin.

Rio Hondo S~4em

A. Rio Hondo Coastal Basin Spreading Grounds

1. Extensive modification of the east side grounds combined 31 basins into 10 large basins,
added 2,900 acre-feet of storage capacity making the total storage 4,500 acre-feet.

Z A 1,000 cfs gravity flow type intake structure was installed.
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Approximalely 4.5 miles of levees writ removed and 350,0(X) square feet of roadways I.3.
were paved.

4. One thousand eight hundred flashbo;~,ls ~,ere eliminated.

B. Whittier Narrows Dam - Rio ttondo Sid=

A concept plan was devised to increa.~e tt,e conservation pool from 2.500 acre-feet to 3,700
acre-feet. This enlargement plan is presenlly under negotiation with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.

San Gabriel System

A. San Gabriel Coastal Basin Spreading Ot,~unds

1. The existing basins were combined inl~ four large basins adding 300 acre-feet of storage.

2. A structure was installed in the intake canal to divert flows into basin 1, in order to
increase the intake capacity.

B. San Gabriel River

1. The Department has completed the i~lallation of five air inflated rubber dams each 200
feet long. six to seven feet high on the stai,lizers in the soft bottom river from Washington             ~’
Boulevard to Florence Avenue, adding 50(I ~cre-feet of storage.

2. The Department had a contract to ~xtend the storm drain (C’hoiser Drain) outlet to
downstream of the rubber dam in the San (i~hriel River in Washington Boulevard to prevent
backflow in the drain due to the potential for water levels in back of the dam.

West Coast Basin

The West Coast Basin is the second largest basin underlying the Coastal Plain and is separated
from the Central Basin by the Newport-h~glewood Fault zone. Groundwater is primarily
recharged by Central Basin subsurface flow~ and by water injected by the Department in the

- West Coast Basin and Dominguez Gap Barrier Projects. Groundwater elevations in the West bCoast Basin are below sea level except in the area of the West Coast Basin Barrier injection
mound.

Dominguez Spreading Grounds

_ Approximately 25,000 cubic yard of silt wet~ removed from the west side basin of Dominguez
Spreading Grounds.
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The San Fernando Valley is also called the Upper Los Angeles River Area (ULARA). Most
of the runoff from the surrounding mountains flows to the Valley.

Pacoima Spreading Grounds

The 36 existing basins were combined and excavated into 12 basins and a portion of the
interbasin hydraulic system was constructed. This modification added 200 acre-feet of storage
capacity.

San Fernando Main Basin

The basin is the largest basin underlying the San Fernando Valley. During the report period,
I I, I(XI acre-feet of local water spread by the Department recharged this basin.

Sylmar Basin

A much smaller basin underlying the San Fernando Valley is the Sylmar Basin; the Department
has no spreading facility within this basin.

Verdugo and Eagle Rock Basins

The small Verdugo and Eagle Rock Basins comprise the remaining basins underlying the San
Fernando Valley. The Department has no spreading facilities within either basin.

~rA C~A~rrA VA,_,~V

The Department has no spreading facilities in the area. Most of the Valley are is farmland,
permitting substantial natural percolation,

Upper Santa Clarita subunit comprises five basins.The

There are several groundwater basins underlying the Antelope Valley, five of them are located
within Los Angeles County.

During this report period, the Department recharged over 1,100 acre-feet of local water in its
spreading facility in the Big Rock area to groundwater in the Pearland Basin.

The groundwater level in the Lancaster Basin, has declined steadily since 1925 and reached a
new historic low during the report period.
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INTRODUCTION                             L

Thi.,, report contain.,, h.vdroh~gic data rclati,,’c to Los Angeles County for the period beginning
October 1, i~90 and ending ~’ptembcr 30, 1991, The data are presented in seven sections.

Precipitation - li.~ts 294 active rainfall stations and presents corresponding seasonal rainfall
amounts.

E~aporation - li.,,ts all location.,, fi~r ~hich evaporation data is on file and provides monthly
eva|~rati~n amounL,~ at 14 locations.

Runoff- prc.,,ents the maximum, minimum, and mean of the daily flow rates for each month
and the monthly volumes for 48 strcamflow stations.

Dam Operation - pre~nt.,, the maximum and minimum of the daily inflow and outflow rates
for each month, the instantaneous peak inflow and outflow rates and storage volumes for
14 dams and reservoirs.

Erosion Control - lists debris basins and debris production amoun~

andWaterdataQUalitYat selectedM°nit°rlnglocations." presents maps of surface and groundwater .sampling locations,

Conservation and Groundwater - presents records of water conserved at various facilities,
water injected at seawater barrier projects, well hydrographs, and static groundwater contour
fflaps.

Where practical, data which would satisfy immediate needs and serve as useful reference
are published in these reports. Several tables appear listing locations for which unpublished
data are available. Additional information may be obtained by writing to:

Los Angeles County Department of Public Work~
Hydraulic/Water Conservation Division
P.O. Box 1460                                                          ~’
Alhambra, CA 91802-1460

or telephone: (818)
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY                                  L
TOPOGRAPHY

The County of Lo.~ Angeles cover.,, an area of 4,083 square miles and measures
approximately 00 miles in the east - v,e~t and 73 mile.,, in the north - south directions.

The terrain ~,ithin the County can be clas~,ificd in broad terms as being 25 percent
mountainous; 10 percent coa.,,tal plain; and 05 percent hilb,, valleys, or dc.,,crts. Relief of the
lerrain ranges from sea level to a nl.’,\imum elevation of 10.000 feet. The coastal plain is
generally of mild slope and contain.,, relatively few depres.,,hms or natural l~mding areas.
The slopes of main river system.,, cro.,,~,ing the coastal plain, such a.,, the San Gabriel River,
Los Angeles River, and Ballona Creek, range from 4 to 14 feet per mile.

Topography in the mountainous area is generally rugged with deep, V-shaped canyons
~parated by sharp dividing ridges. Steepv,.allcd canyon.,, with side slopes of 70 percent or
more are common. The gradient of principal canyons in tile San Gabriel Mountains ranges
from 150 to ~50 feet per mile. Mountain ranges are aligned in a general ea,,t-west direction
with the major range being the San Gabriel Mountains. The majority of mountain ridges
lie below Elevation 5,000 feet. The total area ai’a~ve this level is approximately 210 ~uar©
miles.

Igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rock groups are all represented within the County.
The San Gabriel Mountains and Verdugo ililis are composed primarily of highly fractured
igneous rock, with large areas of granitic rock formation being ex~sed above soils that are
coarse and porous. Faulting and deep weathering have produced porous zones in the rock
formation; however, rock masses have produced a comparatively shallow soil mantle due to
the steepness of slopes which accelerates erosion of the fine material.

LAND USE

The principal vegetative cover of upper mountain areas consists of various species of brush
and shrubs known as chaparral. Most trees found on mountain slopes are oak, with alder,
willow, and sycamore found along streambeds at lower elevations. Pine, cedar, and juniper
are found in ravines at higher elevations and along high mountain summits.

The chaparral is extremely flammable, and extensive burns of the mountain vegetation
frequently occur during dry, low-humidity weather accompanied by high winds. Chaparral
has the ability to sprout following fire and grows rapidly to re-establish the watershed cover
within a period of 5 to 10 years.

Grasses are the principal natural vegetation on the hills. Much of the hill land and nearly
all of the valley land in the densely populated portion of the County south of the San
Gabriel Mountains has been converted to urban and suburban use. Development of the

3
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Santa Clarita Valley and desert area.,, to the north of the San Gahriel Mountains is ,,,parse
at pre,,ent but is proceeding rapidly.

Other mountain.~ and hilly reaches are ~m~)sed primarily of ridded and faulted
sediment,s, r~ck, includin~ shale. ~and~hme. and con~h)merate. ~e~idual soil~ in Ihe~

area~rang¢.arc ~halh~ and are ~¢nerally le~ p¢~iou~ than lho~¢ of the Sun Gabriel ~ountain

Valley and de~erl soil~ are alluvial and va~’ from omr~¢ ~and and 8ravel near canyon
moulh~ Io ~ihy clay and ~rav¢l or clay, in lo~r vallcy~ and lhe coaxial plain. ~e alluvial
fill ha~ been huih up hy r¢pealcd depo~ili~m of debris Io dcplh~ a~ ~real as 2,(~ feel in
places. Thi~ fill is quil¢ porous in areas of rclaliv¢Iv low clay ~)nlenl. hnpe~ious laye~
and irre~ularilies in lh¢ underlying bedrock divide Ibe alluvium inlo s~v~ral County
gruund~aler basins. Valley soil~ are g~nerally ~¢II drained hul lher¢ ar~ a few areas having
~rched waler.

L’LIM4~

The climate within the County varies between subtropical on the Pacific Ocean .~ide of the
San Gabriel Mountain range to arid in the Mojave Desert. Nearly all precipitation o~¢urs
during the monlh,~ of December lhrough March. Precipitation during summer monlhs is
infrequent, and rainless peri~l.~ of several month,,, are common. Snowfall at elevations
al~we 5,(X~) feel i.,, frequently experienced during the winter storms, bul the snow mells
rapidly except on higher peaks and the northern ,,,lopes. Snow is rarely experienced on the
�oastal plain.

January and July are the coldest and warmest months of the year. respectively. At Los
Angeles, the 30-year average daily minimum temperature fi~r January is 48 degrees alxwe
zero. The average daily maximum temperature for July is 84 degrees. At Mounl Wilson
(Elevation 5,850 feet), Ihe 30-year average daily minimum lemperalure for January is 35
degrees above zero and lhe average daily maximum temperature for July is 80 degrees,

HYDROMETEOROIA)GIC CHARAC’TE RIS’ilC’S

Coastal and Mountain Areas

Precipitation in the Los Angeles area occurs primarily in the form of winter orographic
rainfall associated with extratropical cyclones of North Pacific origin. Major storms consist
of one or more frontal systems and occasionally last four days or longer. Air masses and
frontal systems associated with major storms commonly extend for 500 to 1,000 miles in
length and produce rainfall simultaneously throughout the County. Major storms approach
Southern California from the west or southwest with southerly winds which continue until
frontal passage. The mountain ranges lie directly across the path of the inflow of warm,
moist air, and orographic effects greatly intensify precipitation.

The effects of snowmelt upon flood runoff is of significance in the few cases when warm

4
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spring rains from southerly storms fall on a sno~pack. During major storm.,,, temperatures
Tthroughout the County may remain aho~,e freezing. Average indb, idual ,,,torm rainfall

amount.~ and inten,,ilies conform to a fairly definite aerial pattern ~hich refl¢ct.~ general
ell¢cL~ of to[~gral)hic ditferences.

De~ert Areps

Summer convective rainfall is principally experienced in the upper San Gahriel Mountains
and the Moja~c Dc~,ert region.~, in many dc.,,ert area~ the mo.,,t serious flooding occurs as
a re.,,ult of summer convective storms.

RIIN()F’F’

In mountain area,,,, the steep canyon slopc.~ and channel gradient.,, promote a rapid
concentration of storm runoff quantities. [)cprc~ion ~toragc and detention ~toragc effects
are minor in the ruled terrain. Soil moisture during a ~torm h~ a pronounced cffccl on
runoff from the porou~ ~oii~ ~upporting a ~ growth of deepr~x~ed vegetation ~uch ~
chaparral. Soil moisture d¢ficicn~ is greatest at the ~ginning of a rainy ~eason, having
~cn depleted hy the eva~)tran~piration pr(~’c~ during the d~ ~ummcr month~
Precipitation during ~ri,~ of soil moi~lure deficien~ is nearly enlirely ah~or~d by ~)il~
and except for ~ri(~s of extremely inlcn~c rainfall, ~ignificanl runoff d,~ not ~cur until
soih are wetted to field m~i~turc capacity. Due to high infillration rates and ~)ro~ily of
mountain soils, runoff ~curs primarily ~ ~ub~urfac¢ flow or inte~ow rather lhan ~s dire~
runoff. Spring or base Row is essentially limited to ~)rtions of the San Gabriel Mountain
range. Consequently, mosl s~reams in the County arc intcrmillem.

Runoff from a mountain wate~hed recemly denuded by fire ex~eds that for the unburned
state due to greatly increased quantilies of inorganic debris prescnl in the flow and
increased direct runoff resulting from lowered infiltration rates. ~hris prt~uction from a
major storm has amounted to as much as ~,~ cubic yards ~r ~uare mile of wate~hed.
~ulde~ up to eight feet in diameter have ~en de,stied in valley are~ a considerable
distance from their ~ur~.

~bfis quantities equal in volume to storm runoff, or in other words !~ ~r~nt bulking
of runoff from a major storm, have ~en recorded. Where debris-laden flow travels an
alluvial fill unconfined by fl~ ~ntrol wor~, fl~ discharges follow an unpredictable palh
across the debris ~ne formed at the ~nyon mouth.

Hill and Vidley Ar¢~

In hill areas, runoff concentrates rapidly from the generally steep slopes; however, runoff
rates from undeveloped hill areas are normally smaller than those from mountain areas of
the same size. In those hill areas which have been developed for residential u~,            I~’~
concentration times become considerably decreased due to drainage improvement, and

S
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runoff volumes and rates become increased due to increased imperviousness. On the other            L

hand, erosion is controlled and debris is practically eliminated from storm riows. Debris
production rates from unde,.eloped hill areas are normally smaller than those from
mountain areas of the same size.

in highly developed valley area.,,, local runoff volumes have increased as the soil surface has
become covered by impervious materials. Peak runoff rates for valley areas have also
increased due to elimination of natural ponding areas and improved hydraulic efficiency of

2~,atcr carriers such as streets and storm drain systems.
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FLOOD CONTROL AND "r
~VATER CONSERVATION

FL(X)DS...AN OLD STORY

F’h~d~ in la)s Angeles County have been recorded as far back as the days of the Minion
Padres. For centuries ~atcrs have s~cpt oul of the San Gabriel Mountains causing
extensive property damage and taking a great toll of lives.

Such a fl(u~d occurred in 1914 causing over $10 million in property damage and taking many
lives. As a result, the State legislature emitted the statute creating the [.a)s Angeles County
Flood Control District. ]’he rc,’,ponsibilitics and aulh(~ritv vested in the i:l()~d Conlrol
District are now part of the l.a)s Angeles County l)cpartm~m of Public Works.

The Department has two tasks...control the floods and �onserve the water.

CONTROLLING TIlE

Successful early I~md issues financed construction of the 14 dams which the Department
built in the San Gabriel Mountains and fi~othills to impound storm waters until they could
he safely released. Debris basins wcrc constructed to trap eroded materials which had
caused terrible damage in the past. Fl(md channel improvements were undertaken Io
confine the waters,

¯

Department engineers prepared a Comprehensive Plan in the early 1930’s which would
control flooding and ~ve as much of the water as practicable when fully implemented,                q

Federal legislation in 1930 brough! the United States Army Corps of Engineers into the
local flood control picture. Since that time, the two agencies have been jointly pursuing
implementation of the Comprehensive Plan. The Department al~ cooperates with the
United States Soil Conservation Service and Forestry Service in erosion control.

"CONSERVING THE WATERS

In addition to its flood control program, the Department has the equally important task of
conserving as much of the storm and other waste waters as practicable. The use of water
conservation facilities in or adjacent to river channels and their tributaries permits water to
be percolated into underground reservoirs for later pumping and supply to consumers.
These water conservation facilities are located in areas where the underlying soils are
composed of porous sands and gravel formations. Some resemble rice paddies, while others
are deep basins which were once gravel pits.

The importance of this activity is apparent when it is realized that about 35 to 40 percent
of the water used in the County is pumped from ground supplies. The growth of the
County, combined with periodic droughts, seriously depleted these supplies on numerous               --
occasions throughout the history of the County.

7
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V

’ Other major conservation efforts by the Department include combatting the ~rious saltL
water intrusion into underground fresh water supplies inland from the Pacific Ocean and
utilizing imported water and reclaimed sewage ~,aters in spreading operations.

Day-to-day administration of Department affairs is vested in the Director of Public Wor "ks          ~
~’ho is appointed by and responsible to the Los Angeles County Board of Supcrvi.,~rs. A
part of the Department’s activities involve the planning, design and construction of flood
control and water conservation facilities, and the operation and maintenance of dams, debris
basizts, spreading grounds, channels, and storm drains.

1
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PRECIPITATION
L

This section contain.,, annual precipitation data collected by the Department for the period
b~ginning October I. l~0 and ending Scptcm~r 30, I~I. Although the Department
o~ralcs and mainlain~ 2~4 rainfall stalion~, including ~tandard and aulomali¢ gages which
record amounl~ for durations ran~ing from 5 minutc~ to 24 hours, only annual amounts for
the report ~riod are li~tcd herein. Additional dala can ~- obtained by contacting lhe
cu~t~ian of hydrologic rccord~ at the I~ation ~ho~n in the front of the ~e~

~RT NYN~M (AU~)MATIC LI~’~ LV~UATION IN R~L ~ME)

~� Department of Public Works h~ installed a state-of-the-art ALI~RT computer system
to monitor meteorological condition~ in the County and ~uthcrn Califi~rnia in real time,
i.e., as they ~cur. 3%~ system includes a network o{ field sensors that monitor precipitation
amount~ river stage~ and resemoir levels.

During the re~rt ~riod, the Department hm~ ~mtinued to install and expand its ALERT
System. ~e ~partmcnt’s ALERT system is al~ now automatically receiving rainfall data
from the Co~s of Engineer’ ~ Angeles Telemet~ S~te~

~e ~ration of ob~e~ in furnishing rainfall data to the Department m~ a public
~ice is appreciated. The effort of the many agencies and individuals who have ~ freely
~rated with us in the ~ilection of this data have resulted in the lerge humor of
~mplete te~rds for the ~ri~ ~vered by this

AI
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ACTIV[ 1AIIIFALL SYATIOliS 1990-1991

STATION STATION ~ OF GUIDE llOt T li I~$1 ELEV. TOTAL
I10. GAr~ PAG~ LATITUDE LONGI TUI){

IEGIC~AL AIIP~T S 17~ F6 34-37-~0 1!8-05-00PALNDAL|
fill PACIFIC FALISA~ES-IIVIEIA $     40 f] 3~-03-03 118-29-58    $1S    !1.2
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DEPARTMENT C’F PUBLIC WORKS

RAINFALL STATION LOCATIONS

UPDATED FEBRUARY 12,1992





V
EVAPORATION O

Data for 14 active evaporation +stations ~cre reported to the Department during the I~91               L
~alcr )ear. Daily records of active and inactive l)cparlmcnt stations, as well ~ some
station~ of other a" "£¢n¢~¢s, are available in the Dcl)arlmenl’s files. Monthly and seasonal
evaporation has been put)lished in the Departmcnl’s Annual or Biennial Re~r~ on
li)drolo~ic Data since lh¢ 1931-32 scion.

~ 1
C(~)PE ~TION

2~e Department receives ¢vaporalion data from 1%¢ Metropolitan Water Districl, Palmdal¢
Water District, Califl)rnia Department of Water Resources, and Descanso Gardens.

~GTIi OF

~¢ first land pan installed by Ihis Deparlmenl was at Santa Anita Dam in March 1929.
"I~¢re ar¢ 30 evaporation stations which have records of 15 sea~ns or more in Ihe
~partm¢nl’s

EVAI~)I~TION STATION Ll~r I~J~ ¯ ~1

~ N~ ~TATION N~M~ ~QUIPM~ ~’P~ GUIDE ~TI~

33 A Pa~ima D~ ~ S I~ h. 145 ~ ~i9~ ll&~
~ D BigTujungaDm 24~ S ~15 ~. F C2 ~17~ 11&ll-14

~ B San Dimas Dm 24~ S 13~ h. 95A C3 ~-I0 117~i7
~ C Puddin~onc D~ 24~ S 10~ h. ~ F4 ~31 i!7~

~ B Big Daton D~ 24~ S 1~7 h. ~ FI ~1~ 117~
~2 C ~l~� Rc~ ~XI0 S 11~ h. (1~) ~-53 11&~53
3M B C~wcll Dm 24~ S ~ h. G ~
3~ B Morrh Dm ~ US 1210 h. ~ F! ~1~53 117-5243
~ B ~amid R¢~ ~XI0 S ~5 h. (1~) ~M 118-~47
4~ B S~GabrklDm 24~ S !~! ~ H ~ ~12-19 117-51-~
1014 F RioHondoS. G. 24~ S I~ ~ ~ D3 3~-57 118~
10~ B Palmd~� 24~ S ~ h. I~ ~ ~3~17 i1~31
1~1 B ~G~ 24~ S 13~ h. 19 ~ ~12~ ll&12~

L£G£ND
2,4X.!6 S = S~’¢cncd land pan, 2.4 inches in diamctcr by 36 inches dcq).
48X10 S = ,~r¢cncd land ~ 4~ inches ;- diam¢~¢r by 10 inches �l~p.
72X36 US = Unscreened land pan, 72 inches in diamcler by 36 inches deep.
( )    = Thomas Gmd~ future page assignment
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~OUNT~ OF Los ANGELES
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
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O
RUNOFF L

The Department oF,~ratcd or received data from ~1 tater-stage recording stations during
the 1990-91 v.ater )ear. Data from 48 of tho.,,e .,,tati~ms are summarized and published in
this volume.

REL’()RI)N O1" NTREAMI"LOW ./.

Records published give the following information: 2

1. Station description ~hich presents h~:ation, drainage area, type of channel, control,
regulations, diversion~ and available records.

2. Discharge tabulation which summarizes the ma.,~imum, minimum, and mean of the
daily flow rates in ~cond-feet for each month and the total monthly volumes in
acre-feet.

ALLRT SYSTEM tAU~IX)MATI~.’ L~’AL I"VALUATION IN RLAL TIMEJ

The Department of Public Works ha.,~ installed a state-of-the-art ALERT computer system
to monitor meteorological conditions at 27 h~utions in Ih~ County. l~e system includes a
network of field ~nsors that monitor precipitation amounts, river stages, and rese~oir
levei~

During the re~rt ~ri~, the ~partment has continued to install and expand its ALERT
System. ~e ~partment’s ALERT system is also now automatically receiving rainfall data
from the Co~ of Engineers’ ~s Angeles Telemetw System.

C~~ON

~� ~partment r¢~ivcs strcamBow data from other ag~nci¢~ or h~ a~e~ to the r¢~rds
for l~al stations. Data from 7 of the ~panment’s stations are published in the United
States Geological Su~ey’s annual water supply pa~.

~encies with which the ~panment exch~ges data are:

United States Geologi~l Su~ey, Water Re~ur~ Division
United States Co~s of Enginee~
State ~panment of Water Re~ur~
~e Metro~litan Water DistH~
S~ Gabriel River Water Committee

C!
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DEPAR~ENT OF PUBLIC WO~S
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INDEX OF STRF.AM GAGING STATIONS

~.R ~OYO %1+~ BI-IDW DI~’II~ GA~ D~M I~ I O - $

I-~x.R IILRIL.X%K~I.~IIK% SIt)KMI)~I%AI RJ~I~Mi)I I)K ~IE.~

ILI~.R ~ IIOM~) HI lJ)W G~VI~Y AVE.~UE 471 1 ¯ ~

~R U~ o~ ~K ~.J ~W IJ~ OAK D~ ~lF-I
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V
LITTLE ROCK CREEK ’~, . ~- .- 0
above Little Rock Dam k, , ,.... ~i gSTATION NO. Lq-R ’

2

90-91     ~I~. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6     I~.2 9.2 3.6 2.~ 0.2 0.0 0.0
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BROWNS CREEK
at Variel Avenue ~ " ":-

0
STATION NO. F2B-R ~- "
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SAN GABRIEL RIVER
West Fork above Forks
STATION NO. P3-R
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FISH CREEK
above Mouth of Canyon ’~’~ ~"
STATION NO. U7-R ~:: ,. T,,,.,~

V~ ~ 0.0 0.0 0.3 1.3 ~.4 12.0 0.3 1.~ 0.9 0.4 0.1 0.1~ ~- 0.0 O.O 0.? 3.? ?O.S 81.4 ~.~ 6.3 1.1 1.1 0.390-91 HZg. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.~ 1.5 1.0 ~.~ O.O 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.0

~ ~ 0.0 0.0 15.? 81.1 2~.0 739.0
~

4~.0
~

117.0 55.3 26,0 9.1
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VSAN GABRIEL RIVER
below Morris Dam
STATION NO.U8-R

2
c~cn~

YEAR 19~0- 91 nWATER
(DISCHARGEIN SEC-FT,)

U

STATION NO. ue-~ DRAINAGE AREA : zl~.~o

tUGI~ ~ 112.6 0.0 0,O 55.1 0.2 187,0 65.9 ~.3 34.9 116.0 423.0 2~8.0
~ I~X. 149.0 0.0 0.0 149.0 6.0 206.0 202.0 63.9 292.0 ?IS.0 6?9.0 327.0

90- ~11 R~J~. 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ";’1.2 1.6 2.1 0.6 0.1 227.0 134.0

~ AF 6926.0 0.0 0.0 3430.0 12.9     11485.0 3922.0 326.0 20?9.0 11449.0 26011.0
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V
COMPTON CREEK
near Greenleaf Drive
STATION NO. F37B-R

L’_J" 1
2
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BALLONA CREEK
above Sawtelle Boulevard "~ " ~- O
STATION NO. F38C:-R ";, i

.r~     (

CI.L~JqNEt.

WATER Y~R
(DI~HARGE IN ~.~.)

D~INAGE AR~: *o.~~A~ON NO.

~ ~ 10,4 2e.4 1 I.? 47.4 llS.O 187.0 10.1 g.9 i.] 10.5 ~.7 I.l
~ ~. 14.0 491.0 14.3 443.0 21S0.0 1150.0 14.7 ll.? 10.4 SI.S ll.I 31.e

90-91 ~IN. 8.7 7.0 6.6 !,~ ?.6 I.? 8.? 8.2 8.2 7.0 1.2 3.0

~ ~ 640.0 1692.0 533.0 2917,0 ~07.0 11522.0 ~ S~.O ~7.0 4~2.0 ~4.0 S~.O

C12
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RIO HONDO              0
above Stewart and Gray Road
STATION NO. F45B-R

V~ITA

ff )IT W~
~ ~ PiT I.i~

F4SB" R
’0

WA~R ~ 1~- 91

~A~ON NO. : ~.s~-. D~INAGE AR~

’ I 17S.0 226.0 0.6 0.~ 0.; ; 0,6 0.3 0.?
~ ~. 1.0 124.0 ~ 2.2 1~.0 ~.0 2~0.0 S.? 0.7 O.S 16.1

~-91 ~. 0.~ 0.~ 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 ~ 0,: ~,: 0.1

~14
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RIO HONDO.
above M~ss~on Bndge

DRAJNAGE AREA ~
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JV
ALHAMBRA WASH Onear Klingerman Street ~: ’ ""
STATION NO. F8tD-R                                  ~ ~ ....

2.
"

~ ....

WA~R Y~ 1~- 91
(DI~GE ~

J~

V~ ~ 1.1 2.~ 1.1 g.2 30.9 3~.1 1.1 1.2 2.4 1.7 1.1
~ ~. 1.3 30.~ 2.~ 13~.0 tS2.O 243.0 3.4 I.S 4.~ 10.2 1.~                  ~.0

~-91 NI~. 1.0 0.9 0.~ 0.~ 1.1 0.~ 0.8 0.~ 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.~

~ A~" 70.6 14g. O 65..~ $68.0 1714.0 2345.0 68.2 73.4 143.0 107.0 70.6
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V
MISSION CREEK
at San Gabriel Boulevard

2

WA~ ~ 1~.91

~A~ON NO. ~e~-~                                                 D~INAGE AR~: ~.~o

~ ~ 0.0 o.0 0.0 0.0
~ ~. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~ ~ A~

~-Sl HZ~. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

~ 0.0 0.0 ~     0.0 ~

CI8
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PALLET[ CREEK
at Valyermo Highway
STATION NO. F122-R



SANTIAGO CREEK

I j/~,,-~ -’--’"

[LIV ~4

C~t.
C~.

WATER Y~R
(DISCHARGEIN S~-~.)

~A~ON NO. : r~-~ DRAINAGE AR~ : ~.~o ~. m.
U

W~ ~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.~ 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
~ ~. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Ig.7 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

90-gl HZ~. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.O 0.0 0.0 0.0

~ ~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 48.8 ~.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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MALiBU CREEK V
below Cold Creek ~:~ "" "::

0
STATION NO. F130-R :..,; ..,~ ~ /~

CONTIEX. �oncme

WATER YEAR lggO.
(DISCHARGE ~ S~-~.) "                                          .

~A~ON NO, ~ ~z+o-~ D~INAGE

V~            ~ 1.4 3.~ ~.I 11.~ 30.1

90-91 NZ~. O.I 1.~ 4.1 ~.9 3,2 11.? 9.9 4.4 3.8 2.S 1.9 1.7

~ ~ ~.S 212.0 384.0 713.0 16~4.0 9424.0 ~1S2.0
~

5S4.0 246.0 175.0 114.0
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MONTEBELLO STORM DRAIN
above Rio Hondo
STATION NO. F181-R

(DIRGE IN SE-~.)

NO. : ~e~-n~A~ON

~-91 ~IN. 0.0 0.0 { 0.1 0. I 0.1 0.0 0.1 ~ 0.1 0.1 0. I 0.1 0.1
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SAN GABRIEL RIVER
at Foothill Boulevard "~ "" "~:- 0
STATION NO. Fq 9D-R

WATER YEAR 19go- 91

(DISCHARGE IN SEC-FT.)

STATION NO. : v~eo-~                                                  DRAINAGE AREA : ~3o.oe ~. ~z.

90-91 MZN. 0.0 0.0 O.g 0.0 0.0 77.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0    46.$ 10.6

27~.0 0.0 0.0 ~ 204.0 ~.9 0184.0 3341.0 0.0 ~ 1032.0 Tg2e.O 18173.0 11216.0
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SAWPIT WASH
below Live Oak Avenue ’~: ~ --    ":~ 0

2

i$~

WA~.R ~ lgg0- 91
(o~5~G~ ~ SE~.~r.)

~A~ON NO. : r~@-t D~INAGE AR~ : ~.

W~ ~ 0.1 0.4 0.0 1.3 10.] 16.1 0.5 0.7 0.? ~
~ ~. 0.2 7.0 0.5 27.4 147.0 1S0.0 2.0 1.5 1.3 ~      331.0          ~.0~-gl ~. 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.4 ~ 0.3 0.1 0.1

~ ~ 6.3 20.0 J 1.2 79.? 572.0 ~.0 ~.4 41.5 40.9,
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SAN GAB.RIELoAZUSA CONDUIT ~,~,.. ~_~.
~O

at 25 ft. We~r below San Gabriel Dam
~’;

~ ~- ~
STATION NO. F250-R              ~i .-,.~ ~

WA~R Y~R 1~- 91
(DI~HARGEIN

~A~ON NO. ~ ~s~                                                D~NAGE ~ ~

~ ~ ~4.7 4.9 T.1 ~.3 T,~ ~.4 ~O,~ 42.7 4~.~ 44.g 4g.~~ ~. 17.4 10.~ T.~ 10.8 7.3 7~.2 ~.2 44.~ ~.~ 46.7 70.890-gl NI~. 7.9 3.7 3.7 6.~ 7.3 3.0 9.6 )~-g 2g.3 42.6 ~.9

~ ~ go3.0 28g.0
43g.0 ~ 574.0

~
405.0    ~ 824.0 ~721.0 26~7.0 ~477.0 275g.0 30~7.0 ~35.0
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VERDUGO WASH ~\- -- Oat Estelle Avenue ~’ -"
STATION NO. F252-R            \~

I o. 2
CROSS.S~CnON

~ "~L t’$                                                                          86~

F 2S?. R ~                                   Ir

C~t~’~.L¯

COh’~CX. chan~o~ 8om~ ©ommt

WATER YE~.R lg~0- 91
(DI~.~HAR(;E~ IN SEC-FT.)

wk,~-~:~ ~ 1..! 8.S 1.5      8.1 38.0 70.I 1.3 1.4 1.1 1.0 0.6 1.2 i
fl~dq NAX. 2.0 140.0 2.5    114.0 511.0 $44.0 6.0 ~.0 1.5 2.0 1.0

90-91 HTH. 0.7 1.1 0.8 ~    1.2 1.4 2.3 1.0 0.? 0.8 0.S 0.2 0.~

~ ~ 81.5 S03.0 89.7~    4~7.0 21~.0 4311.0 136.0 87.1 ~.T ~.1 38.7
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V
SAN GABRIEL RIVER

~ ~ o ~ O
below Valley Boulevard - "~
STATION NO. F261C-R
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SAN GABRIEL RIVER " -above Florence Avenue ’~!’" "" ~"

STATION NO. F262B-R ~,~

(DISCHARGE IN $EC-FT.)

STATION NO. : ~-~ DRAINAGE AREA :

~      ~ 0.0       0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 10.0 0.~ ~.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

~0-~1 Hill. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

~ W 0.0 ~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~?.~ ~1~.0 ~.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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V
SAN GABRIEL RIWR
below San Gabriel River Parkway
STATION NO. F263C-R :~ .... ..

(DIVERGE IN SEC-~.)

.-.    .:.. o.o o.o     o.o     o.o     o.o     o.o     o.o     o.o     o.o     o.o     o.o     o.o

35~0.0

(:32
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JV
SANTA FE CHANNEL "’ O
below Santa Fe Dam
STATION NO. F28D-R
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BURBANK-WESTERN ST. DR. ~, ._ 0at Riverside Drive
STATION NO. E 285-R

L_/"    2
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LOS ANGELES RIVER
at Tujunga Avenue
STATION NO. F300-R

F3OO-R     .

~A~ONNO.

~ ~- 67.2I          3e5.0 ~.3~          ~0.0 3130.0 2540.0 ~.2 72.2 ?0.0 7~.7 ~.e ~.0
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SAWTELLE-WESTWOOD CHANNEL ’k" ¯ ’~ (~
above Culver Boulevard

’~ ~""~ ~"~i I_~STATION NO. F301-R ’~.

WA~ y~ ~. 9~      ~

~ATION NO. t~-~ D~INAGE AR~ ]~.~ ~. m.

gO-gt ,tl. 4,~ 4.0 Z.6 ~. ~ ~.6 3.1

~ ~ 27S.0 512.0 188.0
~

~g~.o 1673,0 2253.0

..-.
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WALNUT CREEK
above PuenteAvenue \ ’" "
STATION NO. F304-R "

"WATER YEAR l~O- 91
(DISCHARGE IN SEC-FT.)

STATION NO. : r)o4-~                                                  DRAINAGE AREA :

t~A~:Z~ ~ 0.0 1.$ 0.2 10.9 40.~ 77.? ~.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
1rFJ~ P.&-~ ¯ 0.1 11.6 2.6 203.0 724.0 721.0 23.~ 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.~

90-91 NZII, 0,0 0.1

!
0.1 O.0 0.0

,
0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

~ ~ 0.2 e~.7 I 14.S 671.0 2232.0 [ 4780.0 1~0.0 1.0 0.0 0.4 3.4 2.2

(~40
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EATON WASH .... Oat Loftus Drive
STATION NO. F318-R                                  ,,             .

~ CI~O~CflON

~.s’
~’1 /

(DISC~GE

v~ ~ o.~ ~., o.a ~.~ ~o.,    ~.~ o.~ o.o o.~ o.a o.~ o.a~ -. o., ~., ,.o ~o.o,o-,~~,. o., o.o o.~ o.o o., o.o o.o o.o o.~ o., o.~ o.o

(:43

R0053247
;
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MINT CANYON CREEK "
~---_at Finch Avenue --

STATION NO. F328-R               i~ o

DI~INAGE AREA ~ " , ’ ,. T-.

MN OF Mf.A3UR|M|NfS. w~Kgn~ O~ ~:~1 ~
DRNNAGE Ntf.A.

WATER YEAR 1990- 91
(DISCHARGEIN SEC-FT.)

STATION NO. ; ~"~:~s-m                                                   DRAINAGE AREA :

!
~A.T’~               ~ i 0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0

90-91 N~II. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

~’~0TA~, AM 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

C4S
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RUBIO DIVERSION CHANNEL
below Goosebury Inlet
STATION NO. F338-R

qWA~R Y~R 1~- 9~

~A~ON NO. : ~-~ D~INAGE AR~

~ ~ 0.0 0.~ 0.0 0.~ 0.? 2.4 0.3 0.0 0.~ 0.~ 0,0 0.~

~ ~. 0.2 0.8 0.2 4.0 ~.i Zi.] ~.7 0.0 0.4 ~.0 0.~ 0.)
* ~. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

~ ~ 0.2 5.0 2.0 19.0 40.g 14g.0 16.1 0.0 6.~ ~ ~.8 ~.0 4.0

C47
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BRANFORD STREET CHANNEL
below Sharp Avenue ’~, ".
STATION NO. F342-R

WATER YEAR 19~). 91
(DISC~RGE IN SEC-~.)

w~    ~ o.o     o.5     o.o     x.+     3.+ ~.~     o.o     o.o     o.o     o.o o.o o.o
~gz    .x.. o.o     o.o     o.o     o.o     o.o o.o     o.o     o.o     o.o     o.o o.o o.o
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LIMEKILN CREEK
above Aliso Creek ’~’ ~" "~ ~’~
STATION NO. F350-R ~:~,    "’ ,"1 ,,~

j~ ) ’~ ..... 2

-
I1.1’

t~v ~                                                                                                                                  ~

WATER YEAR 1990-91u

(DISCHARGE IN SEC-FT.)

STATION NO. v3so-m DRAINAGE AREA:~o.3o

lrF~Jt ~X.        4.1 X0.4 1.0 10.4    201.0 100.0 1.0 0.7 DFJ~TI VATS3)
9~91     N~. 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2

~ ~ 56.3 92.2 30.3 36.3 I 678.0 984.0 19.6 22.0
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COYOTE CREEK ~<;-~ ~._below Spdng Street ’" "’"STATION NO. F354-R :i ,-.~,..~

q
(DISC~ROg IN SEC-~.)

~A~ON NO. : ~]s,-~ D~NAGE AR~ : z~s.~

~ ~ 337,0 l~l.O 450.0 3?98.0 ~76.0 ;t097,0 ~.0 lSe,O 5~.0 430.0
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V
BOUQUET CANYON CREEK
at Urbandale Avenue
STATION NO. F377-R

DRAJNAGE AREA ~ " ¯ ’ ~ ’~" "~" "’7

2

DIIAJNAGt AIItA- ~1.9 IQuOm mll~ |

WATER YEAR 1990-91
(DISCHARGE IN SEC*I~T.)

STATION NO. : ~,3~’~-~ DRAINAGE AREA:

WA~"I~ ~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~ 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.l 0,0 0.0
YI.AJI I¢AX. 0.0 0.0 0.0 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ©.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0

90-~ HZll. 0.0 0.0 0.0 ] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1’02M, A.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 j 0.0 [ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 e.S 0.0 0.0
|
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DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL ’~ - -:~" Oat Vermont Avenue ,

2
CROSS-~CflON

(DISC~RGE IN

105.0

R0053256





V
RESERVOIRS O

Follov,ing the damaging flood of 1914 and creation of the Los Angeles County Flood
~.LControl Dt~trict in 1915, a program of flood control and ~atcr conservation was initiated.

Part of this program included the con.slrucfion of 14 dams. "]hc.se dams were o|mrated by
the Department during the peri~J covered by this rcp~)rt, in addition, t~,o Corps of
Engineers" dams, Santa i:e Dam and \Vhittier Narrows Dam, and Morris Dam owned by
The Metropolitan Water District were operated in conjunction with the Department dams
to achie~re l’lood control and/or water conservation.

OPERATION 2

The reser~,oirs are operated to control fl~d waters during storm periods. Post storm
releases arc made, when feasible, in amounts which can ~ conse~ed in downstream
spreadin8 ~rounds and hy channel percolation. Clcanouzs are done to regain storage
capacity in reservoirs (~¢¢ Erosion Control for ¢lcanout data). Cogswc]l Rc~e~oir had valve
~iinders replaced Ihis water year during a d~ clcanout.

RECO~

~� storage and flow records a~ ~he 14 Depar~mcnl resc~oirs arc summarized on (he Dam
O~ration Re~rd Shecls. The sheets show:

1. R¢~’oir wa~er surface elevations. Elevations are obtained from waler stage reorder
graphs or inte~olation from staff gage readings and recorded ~ of midnight of each
day. Only m~imum and minimum wa~er surface elevations for each year are shown.

Storage in acre-feet b~ed on the most recenl to,graphic su~cys. Annual storage
volumes are sho~.

3. Infix" in ~bic fee~ ~r se~nd. ~is is usually calculated from storage change and
kno~ outflow. Only the m~imum and minimum of the daily flow rates for the year
and ~e instantaneous ~ak flow rate ~e sho~.

4. Outflow in ~bic feet ~r second. ~e~ values are determined from gaging station
re~rd~ or when these are not available, from valve and spillway rating cu~es. Only
the m~imum and minimum of the daily outflow rates for the year and t~
inst~taneous ~ak outflow rate ~e sho~

5. Di~epancies ~tween outflow and storage loses at ~nain da~ ~e attributable to
eva~ration and/or per~lation losses. Total momhly eva~rafion lo~s ~
de~e~ined from the me~urements made on land eva~ration pare. In tho~ ~
where no allowances were made for eva~ratio~ the amounts are nece~rily included
in ~he flow values. Ac~ra~ of flow records ~mputed from storage re~rds ~
de~ndent on the frequen~ with which storage data ~e revival ~o keep in step with
~he p~)~i~ ch~g¢ in re~oi~

DI
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BIG DALTON DAM
AND ~ESE~VOI~ 0

DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

D3
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~ ~Y ~ {~) 0,~ 1~.?0 0.00 1.20

~. ~ ~ILY I~F~ I~S) 0.;0 0.20 O,lO 0.?0

~)g ~Y ~U (~1 l,?O 1,~ O.lO 0.40

RI~. ~ ~ILY ;~ (~S) 0.~ 0.00 0.00 0.00

~Y ~ ~ (M) 0.~ -11,90 0,10 ~ ~,~
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D$
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COGSWELL DAM
AND RESERVOIR                                                                          O

C~. ~Cll~ ~~ .--

DAM    OPERATION RECORD    SUMMARY

Id. Pill [IP~I
[ 1013.ll C~S t~

OS0l    ol    If-Of-l]    to 0100 oi 03-01-II

Id. PUt ~tP~ 411.00 CPS fm IS31    ot 04-O+-ll    ~o 1100 0~ ~-13-II

D7

R0053264



~ ~Y IN~ I~1 10.~0 17.10 25.50 42.10

~ ~Y ~ (~) e.~0 S.10 2.60 2.00

HI~. ~ ~ILY INr~ (CFS) 0.~ 0.10 0.10 0,40

~Y ~1 ~ (~) -11~,20 -;10.t0 -~1.~0 -~0.~
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~ ~Y ~ (~) O,O0 4.20 0.~ 20.20

~. ~ ~Z~ Z~F~ (~) 0.00 1.60 0.00 e.60

~ ~ ~ (~) 0.00 0.00 0.~

~ZX. ~ ~ZLY Z~F~ (~) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

~Y ~1 ~ (~) 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00

DIO l ~
’
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EATON WASH DAM
AND RESERVOIR

L~I~. E~~~                    ~0

DAN    OPERATION    RECORD    SUMMARY,
I~. PU[ O~P~I ~50.00 ~FS

Ill, I,S, g~l~[OI 846.00 feet

DI!
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DI2                                                I ....
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DI3
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~ ~Y ~ ~ (~) ~.40 1040.10 -1010.00 -078.80

~ ~Y I~ (~) ~,10 43.~ 33.10 26.20

~ ~ ~Y ~ (~) 0.~ 4.40 0.20 0.00

~N. ~ ~LY $~ (~8) 0.70 0.50 O.JO 0.10

~Y ~K ~ (~) 49.20 25.80 16.80 9.00

DI6
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PUDDINGSTONE DAM
AND RESERVOIR

~Y l~ - 9~0 ~

DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

D17
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DI8
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DI9
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D20
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V
SAN DIMAS DAM

0AND RESERVOII~

L

DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

1451.50 f~t os 03-3L-51 $~GI 120~.40

D21
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~ ~Y ~ (~) 10.40 ll.SO ~0.~0

~ ~Y ~U (~) 0.40 6.10

~Ig. ~ ~ILY INF~ (~8)
0.00 0,~ O.~O 0.30

~Y ~[ ~ (~) -~0.~ -4.60 2~.~ 69.70

~ ~ ~ (~) S~,SO 37.70 ~0.~ 13.30

~ ~Y ~ (~) 4~,10 139.S0 20.~ 13.30

~. ~ ~ILT ~ (~8) ~.~ 1.30 0.40

~ ~T ~ (~) ?.30 2.50 0.~ 0.~

~. ~ ~LT ~ (~8)~ 0.10 0.10 0.20 0.~

~T ~ ~ (~) -3~.~ -~.~ 0.~ 0.~

J
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SAN GABRIEL DAM
AND RESERVOIR O

L

....~.

.

DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY
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D24
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!



SANTA ANITA DAM
OAND ~ESERVOI~

L
I~1~ ~ ....

DAM    OPERATIONRECORD    SUMMARY

416.t0 OrS f~ 0500    om 03-Ol*Sl

163.00 CFS f~t 01ZS on 03-01-91    ~o 022S on 03-01-~1

1240.Z3 feet     oROl-li-!l S~QI lSl.i4
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~ ~ Z~ (~) ~.40 7.~ 17,]0 6~.~

~. ~ ~l~ I~ (~8) 0.10 0.20 0.~0 3.00

~ ~Y ~ (~) ~.60 2.S0 2.10 1.20

~ ~ ~ (~) 0.e0 4.60 IS.)0 -2T.10

D26
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D27
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THOMPSON CREEK DAM
AND RESERVOIR
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EROSION CONTROL

Each )’ear eroded material in various forms (tree~ n~:k, sand, etc.) flo~ out of the mountain
watershed~ of Los Angeles County. In an effort to control this IX~tentially disruptive force, the
Department maintains a series of debris ba.,,ins in canyon mouths and upstream stabilization
structures in selected watersheds.

DEBRIS B..k~i I NS

The purpose of a debris basin is to entrap the debris flows emanating from the canyon and let
the relatively dcsihed water pass into flood control channels.

From 1990 to 1991. the number of debris basins was changed from 115 to i 14 by declassifying
an existing debris basin to a drain inlet. This gives a total capacity of approximately 7,603,723
cubic yards.

Records of sediment inflow at individual debris basins and amounts excavated and removed
are available in the ilydraulic/Water Conservation Division.

STABILIZATION STIIUIY~U IIE~

structures are constructed to control erosion in natural canyons. They serve toStabilization
prevent downcutting by stabilizing alluvial deposits, in addition, they store debris generated
by the watershed and serve to stabilize side banks, reducing side slope sloughing and bank

. erosion.

The Department maintains 225 stabilization structures in 47 major watersheds. No structures
have been constructed since the 1973-74 water year.

EM F-RG£N~’Y STRUf~’U I~q

Emergency structures (rail and timber) have been constructed to entrap the debris inflow from
burned watersheds. They serve to protect’improvements (road, channel, residence, etc.)
located immediately downstream of the watersheds. Currently 36 emergency structures exist
with a total maximum capacity of 272,215 cubic yards. No major fires (those over 500 acres)
occurred in this water year.

SEDIMENT REMOVAL FROM RF~ERVOIRS

Sediment deposition in reservoirs reduces the storage capacities and adversely affects flood
control and water conservation efforts. Sediment removal is periodically necessary and i~
generally an expensive effort due to large quantities, the need to deal with water inflows, and
in several cases, remote locations and limited accessibility for equipment.

Where practical, the Department encourages sediment removal by permittees at no cost to
the Department such as at Eaton Wash and Devil’s Gate Dams.

E1
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O
During the 199(b91 water year the Department initiated cleanouts in Cogswell Re~rvoir and "rMorris Reservoir. These are two of three reservoirs in San Gabriel Canyon which collectively
contain 3~ million cubic yards (~’). about three-quarters of the cumulative volume of sediment
currently behind all dams under the Department’s control.

Cogswell Reservoir was cleaned out mechanically and the removed material was placed in a
canyon sediment placement site (SPS) upstream of the dam. (The location of the SPS was
mandated by the US l:orest Service because of acces,~ibility, aesthetics and safety reasons.)
About 450,(~ cy of material was removed with this year’s �leanout.

Morris reservoir’s cleanout consisted of a Pilot Sluicing Project. This is the first debris
removed from Morris Reservoir in its 57 year history. About 4350(~) cy of material was
removed with this year’s �ieanout.

S
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FIIODUCTZ OI

~2

(13)

(I) (I)

S,~ 197~ ~?S (0) 0 (14)
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r~U~I~

IO0,Obl

142,311

;N (l)
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WATER QUALITY

Since its conception, the Fh~d Control Oi,,trict (now Department of Public Works) h~
act~cl) engaged in opcration~ ~hich ha~� pro~cn indi~i~n~able in prcse~,ing the integri~
of our ~atcr resources, ~th quantity and qualhy, and ha~ aided in the establishment of
rcgulation~ or controlling criteria by those agencies so ¢mi~wered.

Prior to March I~¢L n~onitoring acti~hics in the field of ~ater quality ~ntrol were
conducted by the XVatcr Quality ~’cthm of II~draulic/Water Uon~c~ation Division. In
March I~¢L the responsibilities of conducting such activities were transferred to W~te
Management l)i~ishm as a result of the consolidathm. 3~cse activities include, among
others, the collection of water quality samples, their analy~cs, and the interpretation and
reporting of the resulting data.

Areas of involvement include the monhoring of all groundwater basins through the ~mpling
of numerous ~cils, the monitoring of storm and low ~atcr flo~s at various strategic h~atiom
on the major streams or channels, and an assumed or obligated resl~msibility to monhor the
quality effects and subsurface travel of recharge area.,,, s[~cifically the Whittier Narrtm
Spreading Grounds area.

~e Water Quality ~ction, together with ~onnel of other Departmental division~ al~
omducts investigations into ~fliution problems relative to our facilitie~ particularly tho~
from industrial discharges, vehicle accidents, raptured pi~line~ or the indi~riminat,
dumping of various waste pr~u~

~e principal objectives of the~ investigations are to determine the degree and apparent
murce or origin of the ~fllution and to take the neccs~ action that will immediately abate
the existing problem and ~ssibly provide a means to prevent or limit re~rren~.

Since 198~. the Water Quality ~oion also h~s ~en ~nducting the mreening of proud
o~nnections to County storm drain~ and developments over County right~f-wa~ for the
pur~se of minimizing/eliminating ~tential of ~llutants to the storm drain watch an~
thereby, to the environment.

~e a~ve-mentioned a~ivities of the Water Quality Section have recently ~en intensifie~
parti~larly in the are~ of inte~acing and ~rdinating with other municipalities/citi~
environmental organi~tio~, ~s well &~ Federal and State agencies, in an effoo to ~mply
with the regulatio~ and requirements mandated under the 1987 Clean Water A~, wher¢~
the Department’s storm drain system is under the National Pollutant Discharge Eii~nafion
System (NPDES) permitting regulations of the California Regional Water Quali~ Control
~ard (CRW~B).

~e NPDES Permit (CA~l~54) i~ued for the storm drain s~tem in ~ ~geles Coun~
requires the development of progra~ to improve the quali~ of sto~water/ur~ ~n~
discharges into the storm drain system. ~s ~geles Count, repre~nt~ ~ the
~partment of ~blic Wor~, is the Principal Permittee and the cities within the CounU ~e

R0053302



Co-Permittees. The drainage area covered bv the Permit ,~ill become active in three phases,¯
~ith Pha.%e 1, the Santa Monica Bay Drainage Ba~,in, having begun July 1. 1990.

The Permit requires the County. together v, ith the cities in the County, to (a.) develop and
implement a storm~ater/urban runoff monitoring program it) gather data on the type and
source of pollutants v,ithin the drainage ba.,,in, and (b.) develop and implement Best
ManagementPractices(BMPs) to reduce the amount of pollutants that find their way into
the storm drain system.

SItRFACI_" ~’AI"ER QUALITY

Prior to It/84, dry ~’eather samples were collected from 30 sampling stations on a monthly
basis for analysis such as general minerals, bacteria, pesticides, and heavy metals, in
additit)n, storm samples ~er¢ also collected and analyzed at leaM three limes annually from
the ~n1¢ 30 stations during storms season.

From !q84 to 1t~87, a.,, a result of reorganization, the number of surface water monitoring
stations v,as reduced to 21. while the parameters analyzed v,’crc reduced to include only total
dissoh,,ed solids, pii, and dissolved oxygen. Storm sampling activities were also significantly
curtailed.

in 1988, recognizing the inadequacy of the then existing monitoring program to mce! the
Department’s nccd in dealing with the important issues in the areas of water quality, the
Department Administration approved and implemented an expanded moniloring program
effective May 1, 1988.

There are 28 monitoring stations in the Department’s current Surface Water duality
Monitoring Program, from which dry weather samples are collected and analyzed on a
monthly basis. The~ ~mpling stations are strategically located throughout the
Department’s major storm drains and water conservation facilities where the flows ar~
repre~ntative of typical land uses as well as areas of significant water quality concerns. Of
the 28 monitoring stations in the program, six are located at the outlets to Santa Monica
Bay, while one is located in the mountain area v.’here flow is considered to be natural and
uncontaminated with the various pollutants associated with urbanization and developed land

dry weather samples, thus collected, are analyzed for general minerals (pH, specificMonthly
conductance, total dissolved solids, total hardness, potassium sulfate, calcium, magnesium,
chloride, fluoride, nitrate-nitrogen, nitrite-nitrogen, ammonium-nitrogen, phosphate-P, boron,
iron, and manganese), bacteria, pesticides, heavy metals (silver arsenic, barium, cadmium,
chromium, mercury, lead, selenium, copper, nickel, zinc, and chromium [Vii), oil and grease,
total organic carbon, total petroleum hydrocarbons, PCB’s, biochemical oxygen demand, and
volatile organic compounds (TCE, carbon tetrachloride, vinyl chloride, 1,2 dichlorethene,
benzene. 1.1 dichioroethylene, I, 1,1 trichloroethane, p-dichlorobenzene). In addition, storm
samples are collected for three to four storms annually from 21 stations, including San
Gabriel Coastal and Rio Hondo Spreading Grounds for extensive analysis similar to those
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for dry. weather samples, with additional testing of total suspended solids and volatile
suspended solids to b¢ included. For storm ~mples collected at San Gabriel Coastal and
Rio l londo Spreading Grounds, priority pollutant constituents are also analyzed under an
agreement ~,ith the Central and West Basin Water Replenishment District.

A selective list of total dissolved solids is shown fi)r some of the sampling locations on the
streams and channels monitored under the Surface Water Quality Program. For a
conception of the anal)sis performed on the surface flows, a yearly compilation of
constituent determination is shown for one (Los Angeles River at Wardlow) of the sampling
stations in the program.

GROUNDWATER QUALITY

The annual ~mpling of water wells, under a selected scheduling, in five major basins in Los
Angeles County comprise the Groundwater Quality Program. The program, initiated in
1970, is coordinated with the State of Califi~rnia Department of Water Resources and the
City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power. The~ agencies participate in the
obtainment and analysis of samples.

All the water well samples are from active pr~luction wells used either fi~r municipal supply,
irrigation, or for industrial purposes and are selected m represent a general portrayal of
basin water quality conditions. 1"he ~mples taken under this program are analyzed for
major minerals, total dissolved solid~ electrical conductivity, pH, and in specific cases,
phosphate, iron, manganese, fluoride, or boron.

WATER QUALITY DATA ACCESSIBILITY

Data acquired from the various programs are on file in the Water Quality Section. in
addition, all data is accessible to any user through STORET, an Environmental Protection
Agency computer system that stores, retrieves, and manipulates data using agency code
21CALAFD.

R0053304
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Surface Water Quality Monitoring Selected Surface Station
Table 1    Total Dissolved Solids - mg/l

1990-91 Season (DrFWeather Flow)

~.~. ~ov. De(:. Jan. YM). l~4r. ~pr. Iqy Jun. Jul. Aug. 5~. Aver~Sa~11~ Location lg~ 1~ lg~ 1~! 1~! I~l l~l i~; 1991 1991 1991 19~1 Value
Ba]lona Cr~k at

Coyote Creek at
0ra~et~vpe Ave~e 5~4 974 853 1014 ~ 1128 1026 1043 e, e~ ,e e. 950

~1 ~oez Chan~i
~ve Ve~nt Ave~e 5gg ~7 597 ~ ~2 742

Los A~eles River 8t
Wardl~ Road 716 694 652 ~5 624 ~ M) 763 *0 0* 0. ..F~resto~ 6~levard ~7 ~6 637 ~ S~ S~ ~ ~5 ** ** ., ** 677

633

Los Cerr~tos C~n~l at
Stearns Stree~ 770 719 ~1 ~ ~ ~

708

R~o ~n~ R1ver at
~uthern Ave~e 937 ~S ~ MI ~2 * 8~~readl~ Gr~s S~ S~ 613 ~ ~ 615 ~ 593 ** ** *e .. 779

Santa ~nSca Cyn. Ch. 8~
5~rt Street ~1 ~ ~9 ~ 9~ 1~1 I~ 1059 ** 00 0o ,, 1007

San ~br~el River at
Spreadt~ Gr~s * * * * 6~ ~7 * ~7 ** ** ** **

San Jose Cr~k at

871

~n~r~t I~ra~r~ J~vlces ~e ~t ovaJl~le f~ J~ ~ ~



Surface Water Ouality ~nalysis (Partial Data}
Monthly Monitoring 1990-91 Season (Dry Veather)

Los Angeles River at Vardlow Road
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SUR ACE STATIONS

BALLONA CREEK AT FAIRFAX AVENU~
BALLOHA CREEK ATSAWTELLE                    BOULEVARO
CENTINELA CREEK AT CENTINELA BOULEVARO          "
DO4INGUEZ CHANNEl. o 1,000 FEET UPSTREAN VEI~4ONT AVENU~

HALIBU CREEK AT CROSS CREEK ROAD
SANTA CLARA RIVER OO~NSTREAH THE OLD ROAD
SANTA 14ON[CA CANYON CHANNEL AT SHO~T $’~REET
SEPULVEDA CHANNEL AT CULVER BOULEVARO
TOPANGA CANYON CREF~ AT PCH
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V
WATER CONSERVATION                                         O

Informalion prc~cnted in thi,,, section include,,, amounts of local, imported, and reclaimed              L
~,atcr c~)n~,cr~cd in ,,prcading areas and information on the seawater harrier projecls which
prc~,cnt saltu, atcr intrw, ion t~ groundv.ater zones in the ¢oa,’,tal areas. Pertinent data is
l’,re’,entcd regarding the locations and descriptions of Department ~,ater conservation
facilities, a Nell a,s facilities o~ned by others. Also included are groundu.ater maps1.delineating static groundwater elevations recorded during the report pcritud and hydrographs
of selected key v.ells.                                                                              Z

C{}NNER\ING TIlE WATER.~

In addition to its fl~)d control program, the Department has the equally important ta.~k of
consoling a.,, much of the storm and other waters as practicable. The use of water
conscr,,.ation facilitie~ adjacent to river channel.,,, and in soft-bottom channels permits water
to percolate into groundv, ater basins fl)r later pumping. These water spreading facilities are
located in areas where the underlying soils are composed of pervious formations.

The various type,,, of water conserved, local, imported, and reclaimed, are construed to have
the h)llowing meanings in this section: l_a~:al water is primarily runoff due to rainfall on th~
mountain and valley watersheds, dam releases, and rising water within the County.
Imported water is water originating outside the County either from Northern California or Zfrom the Colorado River. Reclaimed water is the effluent produced by the Whittier
Narrows Water Reclamation Plant, the San Jose Creek Water Reclamation Plant, and the           [, ...,,
Pomona Reclamation Plant, all operated by the Los Angeles County Sanitation District.

The importance of this activity is apparent when it is realized that about 30 to 40 percent
Uof the water used in the County is pumped from ground supplies. The growth of the

County. combined with periodic droughL~, has seriously depleted these supplies on numerous
occasions.

The Department’s policy is to conserve the maximum amount of storm water possible
consistent with considering runoff quantity and quality, capacities of the spreading facilities,
and groundwater conditions.

IMPORTED WATER

During this report period, imported Colorado River and State Project water for spreading
was received from the Metropolitan Water District. Imported water for groundwater
recharge in the Coastal Plain was spread at the Department’s facilities in the Rio Hondo
and San Gabriel Coastal Basin Spreading Grounds on behalf of the Central and West Basin
Water Replenishment District. Imported water for groundwater recharge in the San Gabriel
Valley was spread in Santa Fe Spreading Grounds, in the San Gabriel River between Morris
and Santa Fe Dams, in lrwindale Spreading Basin and in Citrus and Forbes Spreading
Grounds on behalf of MWD, the Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster, Three Valleys
Municipal Water District. and the San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District.                   I!’-~"~
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RECLAIMED ~4’ATE R

The County Sanitation District’s Whittier Narro~ Water Reclamation Plant effluenl,
purcha:,cd bv the Central and West Ba_,,in Water Replenishment District, ~,as transported
Io the Rio itondo and San Gabriel Coastal Basin Spreading Grounds for groundwater
replenishment.

~e County Sanitation District’s San Jose Creek Wa~er Reclamation Plant, acridareal in May
1972, made its first dcli~eU of effluent in November 1972.
is spread is also purchased by the Central and West Basin Water Replenishment District.

Water from the Pomona Reclamation Plant is released down Ih¢ ~n Jo~ Creek - San
Gabriel River System to the ~partmenl’s recharge facilities in
Gabriel Co~lal B~in spreading grounds.

~e m~imum amount of reclaimed water allowed for spreading in Ihe Mont¢~llo Forebay,
effective July 1991, is ~,~ acre-feet ~r year, but not to exceed 150,~
three year ~ri~.

S~WA~R ~RRIER PR~

~e Department o~rates three barrier project~ to protect the groundwater in t~ West
Co~sl and Central B~i~s against seawater int~sion by creating freshwater pre~re ridges
along the co~tlin¢. ~� pressure ridges are created by injecting fresh water lhrough a
~ries of injection wells. During the re~rt ~ri~, 1b,037 acre-feet of water w~ injected
at the Wesl Co~st Basin Barrier Project, 7,757 acre-feel at the ~minguez Gap ~rrier
Projeck and 4,~ acre-feet at the ~s Angeles pan of the ~amit~ Barrier ~j¢~. On
~half of the Orange County Water Districk 1,818 acre-feet of waler w~ injected at the
Or~g¢ Counu ~rlion of the ~t~ B~ier Proj¢~

%� following ~awater ~r~er improvemen~ were completed during
ye~:

1. ~t~ B~er

Four multi-zone inj¢~ion wells were ~mt~ed along the ~uthe~terly ~ach of the
b~er. ~is ~m~cdon proje~ w~ m~aged by the Orange Coun~ Water Distd~
~d our ~p~ment sh~ed in ~e ~pi~ ~mt~ion

Z ~n~ez Gap ~¢r ~o~

A geologic investigation w~ ~n to dete~ne the ~u~ of suffa~ i~e
the b~er ~i~¢nL ~ included ~e ~t~ction of 17 sh~i~ piezomele~
~e dam ~11�~¢d from this proje~ ~11 ~ u~d ~o ev~uale ~e liquefa~on
~tenti~ ~d ~e inte~iU of the co~ng cap. We ~11 ~ ~ ~ dam to
dete~ne ~e m~mum water surface �levatiom and the inje~ion pr~ for
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optimum operations of the barrier.

3. \~,’c~t C~.,~t Ba.~in Barrier Project

Fivc ~inglc zone injection ~cll~ ~cr~ constructed in the n~rthcrly ~)rtion of ~wer
San Pedro Aquifer in the barrier.

NE.~()N.~L DAT,8 AND

During thi~ report period, ~cckly, monthly, and semi-annual measurements of groundwater
Icvcl~ in t~bsc~ation~ ~clls h~catcd throughout the groundwater basins in
Ct~unty ~crc made and processed.

ttydrographs of selected key wells are included in this

GROUNDWATER B&~iNN AND GROUNDWA~gR

Groundwater in U~s Angeles County is stored in basins underlying five major geographic
areas. "i~cse groundwater basins arc separated by geologic features which im~de
groundwater movement or sometimes by arbitra~ ~litical ~undarics. ~e following is a
background summa~ of the Department’s groundwater recharge activities within each of
these

~e Department o~rates 2,436 acres of spreading grounds and soft-~ttom channel
spreading areas for replenishment of I~al aquifc~ to incre~ water supplie~
Department also assisted in the o~ration and maintenance of 269 acres of spreading
grounds owned by others. ~ additional 05~ acres of spreading grounds are ~ntroile~
maintained, and o~ratcd by other agencies. ~� total grok~ acreage of spreading gr~n~
in the county is 3~bl acres. During the rc~rt ~ri~, the ~partment ~ed
approximately 1~7,5~ acre-feet of storm runoff.

~e conse~ation of I~al runoff is supplemented by spreading im~ned water ~d
reclaimed w~ter purch~cd by ~atcr agencies. During the ~ri~ 113~! acr~fect of
im~cd water and 53,8~ acre-feet of recl~med water were spread.

~� ~p~mcnt is ~ntinuing iu effous to impr~e iu water spreading facilities in order
to m~im~e the amoun~ of water ~ed ~d to simpli~ the spreading o~rado~

~ GABRIEL V~

~e ~p~ment o~rates 20 spreading grounds in the ~ ~abriel Valley that re~ive ~re~
v~ley ~noff and flo~ from the ~ ~abriei Mountaim. ~me of the~ spreading ~oun~
~ ~m receive im~ed water. Du~ng the re~ ~ri~, the ~p~ment add~
approximately 9~7~ acre-feet of !~ water ~d 6~697 acre-feet of im~ned water to
groundwater stored in the b~im underlying the ~n ~abriel Valley and dive~ed
feet of 1~ water to ~oun~ owned by o~e~
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O

The following projects v, ere con.,,trueted in the San Gabriel Valley during lhe re~)rt ~ri¢~:           L

I. i~indale Spreading B~in:

Construction of the inle~ ~t~ctur¢ to Manning Pit w~ completed.                         ~

2. Eaton W~sh Spreading Grounds:

Mt~ification and ¢arth~~rk in ha~in~, c~n~truction of a drainage ~)~tem and           ~
¢tm~truction of intake weir ~tructurc~ with motorized gate~ were completed.

Main San Gabriel B~sin

This i.,, the large~,t ha.,,in underlying the San Gabriel Valley with an estimated storage
capacity of 9.5 million acre-feet. !! react.,, quickly to artificial .,,prcading in Santa
Reservoir Spreading Ground,, and to infiltration in the San Gabriel River I~wnstream of
Santa Fe Dam.

During the report period, the Department replcni.~hed the Main San Gabriel Ha,sin with
72,781) acre-feet of local water and 34.5t~7 acre-feet of iml~rtcd water. Also, a new historic
low for the groundwater elevation in the ~n Gabriel Main Basin w~ recorded. Well 3030F
in Baldwin Park recorded a new historic low groundwater �levation of i~.7 ft on March ~

Up~r San Gabriel Can~on Blsln

Approximately 13,~7 acre-~eet o£ I~al wa~er and approximately 27,2~ acre-~e¢~ of
im~rted water were recharged by the ~partmem through its San Gabriel Canyon
Spreading Grounds and by ~r~lation in the adjacent San Gabriel River. Al~o, 2,~8 acr~
feet o~ local water w~ routed ~o Fish Canyon Spreading Grounds which is o~ra~ed ~ the
Commiue¢ of Nine.

~r San Gabriel ~nyon Basle

~e b~in is l~ted ~uth o~ the Up~r ~n Gabriel Canyon B~in and is separated from
it by the underground ~hmon Dike. Groundwater c~cades over the ~hmon Dike from
the Up~r ~ Gabriel Canyon B~in and recharges the ~wer San Gabriel ~nyon ~i~
~e ~panmem spread ~2 acre-feet of l~I wa~er in Sa~i~ Spreading Groun~ which b
within the ~wer ~nyon B~i~

Waybill Basi~

~e ~p~ment spread 281 a~e-£eet o~ I~ water and ~ acre-feet o£ im~ned ~ter
at For~s spreading £acili~ i~ the Waybill ~i~
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Foothill Basin

The Department spread 2,(~kS acre-feet of hn~al ~atcr al its San Dimas Canyon Spreading
Ground~ facility in the F’~thill B~in.

Glendo~ Basin

~e Department ~pread 4~7 acre-feet of I~al ~atcr in it~ Dalton facilitie~ ~ithin the
Glcndora B~sin.

Clarcmont lleights Basin

Approximately ~7 acre-feet of local water were diverted to the Pomona Valley Protective
A.,,.,,ociation’.~ "lhomp~,on Creek Spreading Ground.~ which benefits the groundwater in the
Claremont l leights Ba:~in.

Uve Oak Basin

The Department ha~ no spreading facilities in the Live Oak l~sin.

Chino Basin                                                                         2

The basin is located in the most eastern part of the County. No Department recharge
facilities are located within the Chino Basin. ’~,

San Dimas Basin
U

The basin is north of the San Jose Hills, east of the Main Basin, and south of the Wayhill
Basin. The Department spread 186 acre-feet of local water in its Live Oak Spreading
Grounds to recharge the basin. ~,~

Pomona Basin

The basin is located south of Claremont, Live Oak, and San Dimas Basins, and north of the
Chino Basin and northeast of the San Jose Hills. The Department has no water spreading
facilities within this basin.

Puente ud Spadra Basins

No spreading occurs in this area.

Baymond B~si~

The basin covering approximately 40 square miles is located in the northwest corner of the
San Gabriel Valley and is separated from the Main San Gabriel Basin by the Raymond
Fault. The Raymond Basin contains the Monk Hill Basin and the Pasadena and Santa

G$
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V
Anita Suharea.,~. The Departmenl recharged 2,874 acre-feet of local v,ater by its spreading
l’acditic~, in the Ra~,mond Ba.,,in and diverted 1.309 acre-feet to the City of Sierra Madre’s
.,,preading facility during the rep~rt p~ri(~l.

The groundwater ba,,in~, underlying the Coastal Plain are divided by geoh)gical features into
the (’cntral (.includcr, the Montcbclh) and la~, Angeles, |:orebay.,,), \Ve.,,t Coast, Santa
Monica, and lloll.~,ood l’Iar, in~,. During the period of ()ctober i, lt~O to September 30,
ITS’0 I, the l)cpartmcnt recharged 4 I,t?~,~8 acre-feet of h~:al ~,ater, 52,t~37 acre-feet of imported
v,ater, and 50,111~1 acre-feet of reclaimed u,’ater to tile groundv, ater ba.,,ins underlying the
Coa.,,tal Plain. Mo~,t of the water ~,a.~ spread in the Montebcllo Forebay.

The fl~llowing projects were constructed in the Coastal Plain during the report period:

1. Rio llondo Coastal Basin Spreading Ground West Side:

Construction of about 5 miles of chain link fence with electric roller gates operated
by loop sen.~ors were completed ahmg with conslruction of a bike trail under the AT
and SF Rail Road.

2. West Coast Basin Saline Water Plume Mitigation Study:                                 ~--"

James M. Montgomery Consulting Engineers and Camp, Dresser and McKc©, Inc.,
continue the development of the groundwater model for this study.

These consultants have completed Task 4, which de~ribes selected alternatives for
plume mitigation. Also completed is Task 5 of the study, which evaluates and ranks
the plume mitigation and basin management alternatives.

Central Basin

The Central Basin has the most storage capacity of the basins in the Coastal Plain. In
addition to the water recharged in the Department’s spreading facilities, water injected in
the Alamitos Barrier Project also contributes to the replenishment of the pressure aquifers         ._~
underlying the Central Basin.

West Coast Basin

The West Coast Basin is the second largest basin underlying the Coastal Plain and is
separated from the Central Basin by the Newport-lnglewood Fault zone. Groundwater is
primarily recharged by Central Basin subsurface flows and by water injected by the
Department in the West Coast Basin and Dorninguez Gap Barrier Projects. Groundwater
elevations in the West Coast Basin are below sea level except in the area of the West Coast
Basin Barrier injection mound.

G~
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The Department spread qO acre-feet of v,ater in the Domiilguez Spreading Grotilids. L
Santa Monica and Hollywood Basins

The Department has no spreading facilities in either the Santa Monica or l l~tllT"’ood
groundwater basins.

SAN i.’l.:l, lx.,l~t)ll VA~.Io~:Y
2

The San Fernando Valley is also called the Upper l~s Angeles River Area (Itla\RA).
Most of the runoff from the surrounding mountains flows to the Valley.

San Fernando Main Basin

The basin is the largest basin underlying the San Ferni, lldo Valley. During Itle report
period, 18,102 acre-feet of local water and 504 acre-feet ol imported water were ,pread by
the Department. The County entered into an agreemen! with the City of Los Angeles to
spread water at the newly renovated Tujunga Wash Spremling Grounds which I~ located
approximately two miles downstream of ilansen Spreadi,g Grounds. The City installed a
rubber dam diversion and appurtenant facilities for Cou**ty Spreading operations which
started in March 1990.

Sylmar Basin

A much smaller basin underlying the San Fernando Valley is the Sylmar Itasin; the
Department has no spreading facility within this basin.

Verdugo and Eagle Rock Basins

The small Verdugo and Eagle Rock Basins comprise the remaining basins undt~rlying the
San Fernando Valley. The Department has no spreading facilities within either basin.

~AN’rA ~LAaggX

The Department has no spreading facilities in the area. Most of the Valley is farmland.
permitting substantial natural percolation.

The Upper Santa Clarita subunit comprises five basins.

ANTELOPE VALL~

There are several groundwater basins underlying the At|~elope Valley, five ot ghem are
located within Los Angeles County.

During this report period a private water company under contract with the Department
recharged over 489 acr~feet of local water in its spreadink~ facility in the Big Rock area to
groundwater in the Pearland Basin.

G7
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The ground~,’ater level in the L,anca_,,ter Ba_~in has declined ~tcadil)’ ~,ince 1~2.~ and reached
a new historic I~)~, during ).he report periu~l.
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V
DEF ~E~ OF PUBLIC WO~ ~                                                                                           --

CONSERVATION DIVISION ( )

ON SPREADING FACILITIES "r
BY ~E DEPAR~E~ LDUGH SEPTE~ER 1991

]l,O IAll ~ VUU.LI’Y. ~ LOI AIIOII.II ClTY*I ~ PIItOII ’lqO 1131

~A,~VLI~Do Cst~IrPIIOL’ilD     U+LIAIIIL     ~                    ~ H~T~T    fIDE
l, AJlllll    DMI,                                                          I+&VlD    II

LTIIATICII IIA’I’II VlIICll NAT B~ I:X~�’LID ~0    OCCUll
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WATER CONSERVED
WATER YEAR

0.4 26.8 2.~ ~.)
44.0 266.0 ~0.0 141.0
0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 ?64.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

44.4 ls~.e ~,~ 987. ] t.024. ~

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.~

~.S 4.~ 6.6 ~6,0 ~7.�

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

$9.0 0.0 0.0 O0.O

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 494.0 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.S

~,~0.0 0.0 0.0 ~.0 ~4.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 ~,~ 1J4.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 44,0

6,484.0 2,~4.0 4,113.2 9,248.0

],SI).2 2,727.0 2,031.2 4,710.4      S, lOS.~
4.5 I~.S 17.3 12.7 14.C

11,258.7 7,974.5 7,2~S.S 14,~0.1

0.0 4.1 1. I l.l 1.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 70.0 11.0
0.0 O.O 0.0 0.4 2S.O

114.~ 43.1 54.3 94.2 17.4

114.~ 43.~ 54.3 1~.~ 47.~

2),~.~ 12,423.9 9,812.1
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V
ED FACILITIES

O~R : 199~1991

L

0.0 1,0 ~).0 17.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~1.0
0,0

2

~,O $S).0 20).0 0,0 0.0 ~S.0 O. ] 0,0

O,O IJe.O ISt,O 0.0 ~,? 0,0 0,0 0.0

1?,0 140.0 ii.O 2S.0 0.0 1.i 4.3 0.3
)20.0 ])i.0 ~l.0 t? .0 ~).0 ~1.0 ~).0 11.0 1,0e4.0

0.0 ~.0 400.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 I,S]T.0

?].0 40.0 0.0 0.0 ~+.0 IS.0 0.0 ~+l.0 ~,~1~.0

0.0 ~)0.0 i0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~0.0

].e ~4~.0 2~.0 0.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~es.e

2~.0 ~4).0 ~4~.e 21.2 41.5 2,16).0 0.0 3.10~.4

)4,0 3,040.0 ~4.0 0.0 0.0 ~20.0 1,~00.0 9,~.0

)e,0 ~41.0 104.0 0.0 0.0 0.e 34.0 0.0

?62.0 1,012,0 1.932,0 l,])~,e 3,27~, ~ 4,1~9,B55.0

)5.6 7,11~.? 1,69e.4 ~,~0.3 4,652.5 2,033.0 2,537.2 3,371.0

~5.S 30,~S.2 4,593.0 8,220.8 ~,241.3 10,594.4 13,~9.4 15,430.1

1.0 1~.7 310.9 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4~.4

1.0 534.0 45g.0 119.0 03.0 0.0 93.0 0.O ~,3~.0

2.O 67.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 87.4
7.4 37.g 23.4 $39.7 511.S 516. S 197.3 497.2

7.4 639.7 482 ¯ O 658 ¯ 7 594 ¯ S S 16 ¯ 6 2~ ¯ 3 497.2 4

GI4
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TOTAL WATER DELLS’L\~’ATER YEA|
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\VELL liYI)ROGR.\PtlS INCLUI)ED IN Tills REPORT

(;R()I,ND ~,An~R ~AELL APPR(}XIMATE LOCATION PAGI
BA.~IN NO. NO.

AVE.. 2~) 1-3", N, ()i,’ INII’L~RIAL ItWY., C()M~()NI.~,D I I
~%T ~ ()A~T 7~’ ,~ l’F. ~.W. ()F INIER~E(’I’I()N ()F L’()M~()N BLVD. GIN

& D()TY AVE., ~WNDALE

,k PA~’II.K’ (’()A~T II~’Y,, I.()NG BEACll
CENTRAL If~)IT I,~ t.T. ~, ()f I!1l~ INTERSE(’rI()N ()F WA~ilINGTON BLVD,

BASIN ,k R()hI;MEAD I~iNI)., M()NTEBELL()
I,~1Vi’. N.W. ()F TtlE INTERSE(’rI()N OF LONG B~CH
~ ~AN ANI()NI() DR,, L()NG B~L’H

MAIN .~I.~F f~l I~L N.W. ()F Tile INTERSE(~I()N OF ~)~ ANGE~ ST.
~AN ~ MAINE AVE., BALDWIN PARK

GABRIEL ~lS~X TYLER AVE, & CENTRAL AVE., S. EL M()~E

SAN 4~A = ~,~) ~, N,W. ()F THE INTERSE~I()N ()F ~IERRA MADRE
GABRIEL AVE. ~ ~AN GABRIEL (’ANY()N RD., AZU~A (J~l
CANYON 4~ ~) I.~. N.W. OF~AN GABRIEL CANYON RD.~

MADRE AV~

3~Sl E ’ ~l ~. N. OF TltE INTERSEL~ION OF ~AN BERNADINO
~Y. ~ TOWNE AVE., ~)M()NA

~)MONA 3241J 4~ ~. S.W, OF ~ VERNE AVE., ~. S.E. OF N, GAREY W

~ ~9 ~. W. OF MOU~AIN AVE. 1,0~ ~. N. OF HARRi~N
AV~                                                                            U

C~REMO~ 4~B ~ ~. S.E. OY THE I~ERSEC~ION OY BASELINE RD. ~
HEIGH~ PADUA AV~ C~REMO~ G~ U

4~ 2~ ~. N.W. oF WE~ 4~B

~YMOND ~5~H ~ ~)S ROBL~ ~ GLENARM STREE~ P~ENA

~ S.E. OF THE IN~ERSE~iON OF NEW~ AV~ ~ MAGIC
SA~A MOU~AIN PARKWAY, $AUGUS G~
C~ ~ ~ ~. W. OF W. CURB OF VALENCIA BL~ ~ ~. S. OF

MAGIC MOU~AIN PARKWAY, V~NC~

~PE ~4 8.976 ~. S. OF AVE. K ~ ~ ~. W. OF SI~ H~,
V~Y ~NCASTER

~ ~.N. OFAV~T&45~.~OF~HST~ ~R~

M~N ~H C~RK AVE. & GRIFFITH PARK DR, BURB~K G~

~RN~ 4~ SHER~N WAY & D~RING A~ ~A P~K G~
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INTRODUCTION

LThis report contains hydrologic data relative to Los Angeles Coumy for the period beginning
October 1. 1991 and ending September 30, 1992. The data are presented in seven sections.

amounts.Precipitati°n - lists 294 active rainfall stations and presents corresponding seasonal rainfall

Evaporation - lists all locations for which evaporation data is on file and provides monthly 2evaporation amounts at 14 locations.

Runoff- presents the maximum, minimum, and mean of the daily flow rates for each month
and the monthly volumes for 40 streamflow stations.

Dam Operation - presents the maximum and minimum of the daily inflow and outflow rates
for each month, the instantaneous peak inflow and outflow rates and storage volumes for
14 dams and reservoirs.

Erosion Control - lists debris basins and debris production amounts.

Water Quality Monitoring - presents maps of surface and groundwater sampling locations,
and data at selected locations.

Conservation and Groundwater - presents records of water conserved at various facilities,
water injected at seawater barrier projects, well hydrographs, and static groundwater contour
maps.

Where practical, data which would satisfy immediate needs and serve as useful reference
are published in these reports. Several tables appear listing locations for which unpublished
data are available. Additional information may be obtained by writing to:

Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
Hydraulic/Water Conservation Division
P.O. Box 1460 -
Alhambra, CA 91802-1460

or telephone: (818) 458-6112
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY

TOPOGRAPHY

The County of Los Angeles covers an area of 4,083 square miles and measures
approximately 66 miles in the east - west and 73 miles in the north - south directions.

The terrain within the County can be classified in broad terms as being 25 percent
mountainous; 10 percent coastal plain; and 65 percent hills, valleys, or deserts. Relief of the
terrain ranges from sea level to a maximum elevation of 10,000 feet. The coastal plain is
g~.nerally of mild slope and contains relatively few depressions or natural ponding areas.
The slopes of main river systems crossing the coastal plain, such as the San Gabriel River,
Los Angeles River, aad Ballona Creek, range from 4 to 14 feet per mile.

Topography in the mountainous area is generally rugged with deep, V-shaped canyons
separated by sharp dividing ridges. Steepwalled canyons with side slopes of 70 percent or
more are common. The gradient of principal canyons in the San Gabriel Mountains ranges
from 150 to 850 feet per mile. Mountain ranges are aligned in a general east-west direction
with the major range being the San Gabriel Mountains. The majority of mountain ridges
lie below Elevation 5,000 feet. The total area above this level is approximately 210 square
miles.

GEOLOGY - SOILS

Igneous, sedimemary, and metamorphic rock groups are all represented within the County.
The San Gabriel Mountains and Verdugo Hills are composed primarily of highly fractured
igneous rock, with large areas of granitic rock formation being exposed above soils that are
coarse and porous. Faulting and deep weathering have produced porous zones in the rock
formation; however, rock masses have produced a comparatively shallow soil mantle due to
the steepness of slopes which accelerates erosion of the fine material.

IAND USE

"l~e principal vegetative cover of upper mountain areas consists of various species of brush
and shrubs known as chaparral. Most trees found on mountain slopes are oak, with alder,
willow, and sycamore found along streambeds at lower elevations. Pine, cedar, and juniper
are found in ravines at higher elevations and along high mountain summits.

The chaparral is extremely flammable, and extensive burns of the mountain vegetation
frequently occur during dry, low-humidity weather accompanied by high winds. Chaparral
has the ability to sprout follo~ing fire and grows rapidly to re-establish the watershed cover
within a period of 5 to I0 years.

Grasses are the principal natural vegetation on the hills. Much of the hill land and nearly
:~II of the valley land in the densely populated portion of the County south of the San
Gabriel Mountains has been con~erted to urban and suburban use. Development of the
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Santa Clarita Valley and desert areas to the north of the San Gabriel Mountains is sparse
at present but is proceeding rapidly.

Other mountains and hilly reaches are composed primarily of folded and faulted
sedimentary rock, including shale, sandstone, and conglomerate. Residual soils in these
areas are shallow and are generally less pervious than those of the San Gabriel Mountain
range.

Valley and desert soils are alluvial and vary from coarse sand and gravel near canyon
mouths to silty clay and gravel or clay in lower valleys and the coastal plain. The alluvial
fill has been built up by repeated deposition of debris io depths as great as 2,000 feet in
places. This fill is quite porous in areas of relatively low clay content. Impervious layers
and irregularities in the underlying bedrock divide the alluvium into several County
groundwater basins. Valley soils are generally well drained but there are a few areas having
perched water.

CLIMATE

The climate within the County varies between subtropical on the Pacific Ocean side of the
San Gabriel Mountain range to arid in the Mojave Desert. Nearly all precipitation occurs
during the months of December through March. Precipitation during summer months is

of several months are common. Snowfall at elevationsinfrequent,and rainlessperiods
above 5,000 feet is frequently experienced during the winter storms, but the snow melts
rapidly except on higher peaks and the northern slopes. Snow is rarely experienced on the
coastal plain.

January and July are the coldest and warmest months of the year, respectively. At Los
Angeles, the 30-year average daily minimum temperature for January is 48 degrees above
zero. The average daily maximum temperature for July is 84 degrees. At Mount Wilson
(Elevation 5,850 feet), the 30-year average daily minimum temperature for January is 35
degrees above zero and the average daily maximum temperature for July is 80 degrees.

HYDROMETEOROLOGIC CHARAL’TERISTICS

Coastal and Mountain Areas

Precipitation in the Los Angeles area occurs primarily in the form of winter orographic
rainfall associated with extratropica! cyclones of North Pacific origin. Major storms consist
of one or more frontal systems and occasionally last four days or longer. Air masses and
frontal svstems associated with major storms commonly extend for 500 to 1,000 miles in
length arid produce rainfall simultaneously throughout the County. Major storms approach
Southern Califoraia from the west or southwest with southerly winds which continue until
frontal passage. The mountain ranges lie directly across the path of the inflow of warm,
moist air, and orographic effects greatly intensify precipitation.

The effects of snov,melt upon flood runoff is of significance in the few cases when warm

4
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spring rains from southerly storms fall on a sno~,pack. During major storms, temperatures            L

throughout the County may remain above freezing. Average individual storm rainfall
amounts and intensities conform to a fairly definite aerial pattern which reflects general
effects of topographic differences.

Summer convective rainfall is principally experienced in the upper San Gabriel Mountains

2
and the Mojave Desert regions. In many desert areas, the most serious flooding occurs as
a result of summer convective storms.

RUNOFF CHARA(~rERI~rlCS

In mountain areas, the steep canyon slopes and channel gradients promote a rapid
concentration of storm runoff quantities. Depression storage and detention storage effects
are minor in the rugged terrain. Soil moisture during a storm has a pronounced effect on
runoff from the porous soils supporting a good growth of deeprooted vegetation such as
chaparral. Soil moisture deficiency is greatest at the beginning of a rainy season, having
been depleted by the evapotranspiration process during the dry summer months.
Precipitation during periods of soil moisture deficiency is nearly entirely absorbed by soils,

2and except for periods of extremely intense rainfall, significant runoff does not occur until
soils are welted to field moisture capacity. Due to high infiltration rates and porosity of          ~" "
mountain soils, runoff occurs primarily as subsurface flow or interflow rather than as direct
runoff. Spring or base flow is essentially limited to portions of the San Gabriel Mountain
range. Consequently, most streams in the County are intermittent.                               ~,j

Runoff from a mountain watershed recently denuded by fire exceeds that for the unburned
state due to greatly increased quantities of inorganic debris present in the flow and
increased direct runoff resulting from lowered infiltration rates. Debris production from a
major storm has amounted to as much as 223,000 cubic yards per square mile of watershed.
Boulders up to eight feet in diameter have been deposited in valley areas a considerable
distance from their source.

Debris quantities equal in volume to storm runoff, or in other words 100 percent bulking
of runoff from a major storm, have been recorded. Where debris-laden flow traverses an
alluvial fil! unconfined by flood control works, flood discharges follow an unpredictable path
across the debris cone formed at the canyon mouth.

_Hill and Valley Area~

In hill areas, runoff concentrates rapidly from the generally steep slopes; however, runoff
rates from undeveloped hill areas are normally smaller than those from mountain areas of
the same size, In those hill areas ~hich have been developed for residential use,
concentration times become considerably decreased due to drainage improvement, and
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runoff volumes and rates become increased due to increased imperviousness. On the other
hand, erosion is controlled and debris is practically eliminated from storm flows. Debris
production rates from undeveloped hill areas are normally smaller than those from
mountain areas of the same size.

In highly developed valley areas, local runoff volumes have increased as the soil surface has
become covered by impervious materials. Peak runoff rates for valley areas have also
increased due to elimination of natural ponding areas and improved hydraulic efficiency of
water carriers such as streets and storm drain systems.

2
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FLOOD CONTROL AND
WATER CONSERVATION

FLOODS...AN OLD STOI~Y

Floods in Los Angeles County have been recorded as far back as the days of the Mission
Padres. For centuries waters have swept out of the San Gabriel Mountains causing
extensive property damage and taking a great toll of lives.

Such a flood occurred in 1914 causing over $10 million in property damage and taking many
lives. As a result, the State legislature enacted the statute creating the Los Angeles County
Flood Control District. The responsibilities and authority vested in the Flood Control
District are now part of the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works.

The Department has two tasks...control the floods and conserve the water.

CONTROLLING THE WATERS

Successful early bond issues financed construction of the 14 dams which the Department
built in the San Gabriel Mountains and foothills to impound storm waters until they could
be safely released. Debris basins were constructed to trap eroded materials which had
caused terrible damage in the past. Flood channel improve.menus were undertaken to
confine the waters.

Department engineers prepared a Comprehensive Plan in the early 1930’s which would
control flooding and save as much of the water as practicable when fully implemented.

Federal legislation in 1936 brought the United States Army Corps of Engineers into the
local flood control picture. Since that time, the two agencies have been jointly pursuing
implementation of the Comprehensive Plan. The Department also cooperates with the
United States Soil Conservation Service and Forestry Service in erosion control.

CONSERVING THE WATERS

In addition to its flood control program, the Department has the equally important task of
conserving as much of the storm and other waste waters as practicable. The use of water
conservation facilities in or adjacent to river channels and their tributaries permits water to
be percolated into underground reservoirs for later pumping and supply to consumers.
These water conservation facilities are located in areas where the underlying soils are
composed of porous sands and gravel formations. Some resemble rice paddies, while others
are deep basins which were once gravel pits.

The importance of this activity is apparent when it is realized that about 30 to 40 percent
of the water used in the County is pumped from ground supplies. The growth of the
County, combined with periodic droughts, seriously depleted these supplies on numerous
occasions throughout the history of the County.
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Other major conservation efforts by the Depanment include combatting the serious salt              1~,
water intrusion into underground fresh water supplies inland from the Pacific Ocean and
utilizing imported water and reclaimed sewage waters in spreading operations.

ORGANIZED TO DO THE JOB

Day-to-day administration of Department affairs is vested in the Director of Public Works
who is appointed by and responsible to the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors. A

activities involve the planning, design and construction of flood 9partof the Department’s
control and water conservation facilities, and the operation and maintenance of darns, debris
basins, spreading grounds, channels, and storm drains.
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PRECIPITATION

This section contains annual precipitation data collected by the Department for the period
beginning October I, 1991 and ending September 30, 1992. Although the Department
operates and maintains 293 rainfall stations, including standard and automatic gages which
record amounts for durations ranging from 5 minutes to 24 hours, only annual amounts for
the report period are listed herein. Additional data can be obtained by contacting the
custodian of hydrologic records at the location shown in the front of the report.

RAINFALL AMOUNTS

For the year, rainfall recorded at the downtown Los Angeles station (No. 716) reached 23.26
inches, or 150 percent of the long-term average of 15.51 inches. The Cogswell Dam station
(No. 334B) recorded 52.35 inches for the year which is 159 percent of the long-term average
of 32.88 inches. The County received the greatest amount of rainfall during the month of
February, with the San Fernando Valley in the vicinity of the Sepulveda Basin being among
the hardest-hit areas. The above two stations recorded rainfall of 9.02 inches and 23.22
inches, resp,-.ctively, during that month.

ALERT SYSTEM (AUTOMATIC LOCAL EVALUATION IN REAL TIME)

The Department of Public Works has installed a state-of-the-art ALERT computer system
to monitor meteorological conditions in the County and Southern California in real time,
i.e., as they occur. The system includes a network of field sensors that monitor precipitation
amounts, river stages, and reservoir levels.

During the report period, the Department has continued to install and expand its ALERT
System. The Department’s ALERT system is also now automatically receiving rainfall data
from the Corps of Engineers’ Los Angeles Telemetry System.

COOPERATION

The cooperation of observers in furnishing rainfall data to the Department as a public
service is appreciated. The effort of the many agencies and individuals who have so freely
cooperated with us in the collection of this data have resulted in the large number of
complete records for the period covered by this report.
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ACTIV~ RAINFALL STAT|OilS 1991-199~

TYPE THC~AS GAGE SEASONAL
STATION STATION IIANE OF GUIDE NORTH VEST ELEV. TOTAL

NO. GAGE PAGE LATITUOE LONGI TUOE (fee~) (inches)

20 ESCONOIDO CANYON S 112 E3 3&-02-55 118-L~6-2S 1050 19.00¯
$| CALAOASAS S TOO F3 34-09-24 118-M-16 924 33.67
6 TO~ANGA PATROL STATION A 109 C5 34-05-03 118-35-57 745 33.00
99 SEPUt.VEDA ANO ~YEH s 8 c6 3&-~3-52 t18-28-0~ ~28 32.93

IOA DEL AiR HOTEL A 32 E5 3&-05-11 t18-26-45 5&O 26.07
11o UPPER FRAm(Li# Cyu EES. SP 33 Ol 3&-07-10 118-24-35 867 2S.T~
13C NO~TH I~OLLYkQOO-LAJCES|DE S 23 F4 3&-OB-&6 118-21-13 550 31.51
l&� EOSOO~-NEEB! LL S 9 F5 )~-l&- 19 118-21-32 1050 29.05*

1SA VAIl IIUYS S 15 06 3~-10-&8 118-27-03 695 28.27
17 SEPULV~OA CYN AT I~JLNOLLANO A 22 A5 3&-07-51 118-29-26 1625 37.10
2OO GIILARD RESERVOIR S 13 13 3&*09-07 118-36-36 986 36.55
211 UOCOLANO HILLS S 13 Cl 3&-10-14 118-35-33 8~ 28.11

231 C#ATSIKNtTN RESERVOIR SP AP 6 A6 3&-13-44 118-37-18 990 26.35
25C I~ONTHR IDG~- L.A.O.V.P. S,o ? ~6 3&- 13-52 118-32-28 810 27.9?
32C aEUHALL-SOLEDAO OIV. BOOTHS AP S 127 C3 3&-23-07 118-31-5~ 12/.3 31.61
33A PACOIMA DAM S A 128 F9 3~-19-48 118-23-59 1500 31.66

&2C REDONDO BEACH-CITY IMLL S 67 D3 33-50-43 118-23-20 70 15.&8
430 PALOS V~RDES ESTATES S 72 C2 33-4?-58 118-23-29 216 19.05
44A POINT VICENTE LIGHTHOUSE A ?7 l) 33-~.-30 118-24-28 12S 14.30
~ BIG TUJUNGA OAM S A 14 C2 3X,-17-&O 118-11-1& 2315 41.09

4713 CLEAR CREEIC-CITY SCNOCX. A N D3 34-16-38 118-1’0-12 3150 41.90
530 COLBY’S A X F2 ~-18-05 118-06-39 3620 38.20
54C L(X)qlS RANCH-ALDER CHEEIC S A (197) 3&-20-55 118-02-54 4325 24.62
570 CN~O N! HILL (OPIDS) A X F3 34-15-18 118-05-41 4250 62.93

63C SANTA ANITA DAM S A 20A F2 3~-11-03 118-01-12 1400
67G MONROV|A-NOUNTAIN AV~NU~ S 29 C~, 3~,-08-&6 117-S9-0S 602 23.91
68C SA~IT DAM S A 200 C6 34-10-30 117-59-07 13~ 34.30
82F TABLE MOUNTAIN S (2013 34-22-56 117-40-39 ?420 32.60

031 leg PINES RECREATiON PANK A (2013 3~,’22"44 117-41-20 6860 30.OO
89~ SAN DIKAS OAR S A 95A C3 34-09-10 117-~6-17 1350 28.21
91 CLAREMO~T-IHOIAN RiLL S 91 I1 ~,-07-22 117-4]-11 1403
92 CLARENO~T-P~K)~IA CO£LEGE S 91 C4 ~-05-48 117o42-33 1185 Z3.SO*

93C CLARE~T-POLICE STATiON 8.81 91 S4 ~-OS-4S 117-43-18 1170 23.28
95 SAN DIKeS-FIRE VARDER 89 F3 ~,-06-26 117-48-19 9SS 20.02
96C ~ODINGSTONE DAN A 89 F4 34-05-31 117-~.8-24 1030 24.2?
1021:) UALNUT-N.I. INDUSTRIES 97 B2 ~,-00-11 117-52-10 5OO 17.91

106F VHITTiER CITY YARD SS D4 33-S8-57 118-02-S0 300 17.14
1071) DOI~EY-FIRE DEPARTMENT 60 AS 33-55-48 118-08-47 110 16.07
I08D EL. MONTE FIRE STATION 38 D6 34-0~-30 118-0~-30 27~ 18.0~
1090 I, RST ARCADIA 28 A6 34-0?-42 118-0&-22 547 24.19
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ACTIVE RAIltFALL STATIONS 1991-1~92

TYPE TMOIqAS GAGE SEASONAL

STATION STATION NN4[ OF GUIDE NONTH UEST ELEV. TOTAL

NO. GAGE PAGE LAT ITUOE LONGI TUOE (feet) (inches)

110o AL HA/~RA S 3? 15 34- 0~-/.0 118-07-&1 553

117F COl4PTON FIRE STATION S 6& F3 33-$3-42 118-13-34 1’8 18.00.

119~ SA~TELLE-SOLOI[RS m S 41 02 34-03-21 118-27-29 345 23.50*

120 VINCENT PATNOL STATion S 183 A9 34-29-11’ 118-08-27 3135 14.10

122G LEONA VALLEY-RACK|TT IL4IICH    S 171 G3 3/,-37-52 118-19-22 3~0 16.40.

12SB SAN FRANCISQUITO CYN P.#. 1 SP (1693 34-55-~5 118-27-15 2105 ~S.02

1288 EL I Z~BETN LAK| A (1683 34-~6-~8 118-33-&0 ~O?S 29.10

134c P’.JOOINGSTONE DIV[RSlON 8.81 9SA CS 34-07-$2 117-/d~-55 1160 24.40

1/.30 AZUSA-CITY PARK S 86 D§ 34-08-03 117-5&-17 610 23.79

1568 LA NIRADA-STAW)AND OIL CO. A 83 A& 33-$2-59 118-01-00 ?~ 16.29

151’C EL SEGUNDO-CHEVltON OIL CO. AP S $6 46 33-34-$7 118-~5-0~ 150 14.60"

158 TANIARK FLATS AP A P D5 34-12-20 117-45-&0 2750 35.90

167C ARCJ2)IA PUNPING PLANT il S 28 |2 34-09-31 118-02-02 611

169 SIERRA NADRE PUMPING PLANT SP 28 02 34-09-47 116-07.-21 700 29.96

170F POTRERO HEIGHTS S /.? A4 34-02-32 118-04-44 285 18.42

1728 DUARTE S 29 E/. 34-08-26 117-58-02 S&8 22.95

11’/.I GL[NDONA S 87 E6 34-07-/.3 111’-/.9-08 930 2S.56

17~| LA �~NADA INRIGATION DIS. S 19 A1 3/.-13-39 118-12-40 2020 41.53

176 ALTAD[NA-ItUIIO CANYO~ SP 20 B6 34-10-55 118-08-15 1125 35.22

191C L.A.C.O.P.V, -UAR[I~USE A /.S 81 34-03-48 118-11-58 400

192C BELL-FINE STATION 6.61 5] C5 33-56-/.5 118-11-16 145 16.00"

193C CO~INA-NIGG S 89 AS 34-04-55 117-$2-Z5 S?~ 23.76

196C LA VERNE-FINE STATION S 90 03 34-06-06 111’-46-29 1050

200 GAUGUS-S. C. EDISON CO. S 123 H8 34-25-21 118-34-26 1096 22.40

201D HACIENDA NEIGHTS A 85 C3 53-59-/.0 117-59-28 875

210C BNANO PARK A 18 SS 34-11-18 118-16-20 1250 50.00*

2168 GLENDALE- ANDItEE S 25 D2 34-09-5/, 118-15-01 615 29.$8

NORTH HOLLT~(XX) P. P, SP 16 C/. 34-11-59 118-22-17 717 28.80e
222C
2Z3C BIG DALTON DAJ~ S A 87 F2 34-10-06 117-/8-36 1587 32.59

22/.0 LONG BEACH-ALAMITO$ LAND CO. S 76 B3 34-47- 118-08- 45

225 MOI~TAJ4A RANCN S 71 C3 33-50-55 118-07-09 /.7 15.77

22&B B~ItBANK-FIRE STATION S 17 E6 34-10-58 118-18-23 680

22~) SAN GABRIEL-SRUIHGTON-O~T(~ S 37 D2 34-06-18 118-06-32 /.72 2~.02

228C BEVERLY HILLS CITY HALL AP S 33 C6 34-06-00 118-25-&0 245 Z2.39

235C NEIINIGER FLATS A 8.81 20 F& 34-11-38 118-0~-17 2550 44.88

237C STONE CANYON RESERVOIR SP 32 02 34-06-21 116-27-15 865 28.10

256 HOLLYb/OCO Dk~ SP 3~ C1 5~,-07o0~, 118-19-55 750 27.06

2500 ACTON CAMP A 189 ES 34-27-02 118-11-55 2625 16.00

251¢ LA CRESCENTA S 18 D1 34-13-50 118-14,-&0 14~,0 36.76
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ACTIVE RAINFALL STATIONS 1991-1992

TYPE       TIIOMS                              GAGE    SEASONAL
STATION STATION ~ OF GUIDE NORTH NEST ELEV. TOTALNO.

GAGE PAGE LATITUOE LONGI TUOE (f~t)

Z52C CASTAIC OAN SP AP (130) 34-~9-53 118-36-53 1150 21.79L~SSF NT. SAIl ANTONIO COLLEGE S 93 D~ 34-02-41 11?-50-19 ~ 21.7~256C I~IW~-FIRE STATION S 96 E3 34-03-16 117-45-10 86~257 G~IFFIFN PAAI~ RUIISEI¥ S 35 A1 34-07-18 118-17-04 850

261F ACTON-ESCONOlDO CAKYON A 181 N9 34-~9-&2 t18-16-22 2960 15.76*2690 Oi~OIID ~AR FIRE STATION SP AP 97 F2 33-59-50 117-48-55 870 19.452TZ GAkNI LL NCUNTAI II S (1553 34-&3-15 118-35-00 3700:3788 L.A. CLARK NENONIAL LI~IAR¥ S /,3 05 34-02-00 118-18-46 ~03

ZROC FLINTRIDGE-GACIIEO HEART A 19 06 34-10-$4 118-11-0~ 1600283C CRYSTAL LAKE-EAST PINE FLAT A P 11 36-19-02 117-50-28 53?0 53.10287~ GLENOORA-CITY RALL 8.81 87 IS 34-08-09 117-51-52 785 27.27289 LAGUIM-BELL-S.C.E. CO. SP 34 AS 33-58-37 118-08-48 140 15.20

~ NC~TEREY PARK-FIRE STATION S 46 86 36-02-27 110-07-42 30~ 21.46291 LOS ANGELES-96th AND CENTRAL A $8 C3 33-56-56 118-15-17 121 19.30~92g ENCINO RESERVOIR S A 21 03 34-08-56 118-30-57 1075 35.53~93| LAKE LOS ANGELES SP 2 A~ 34-17-18 118-28-54 1150 31.15

29~.S SIERRA nADRE-NIRA ~ONTE P.P. SP 28 C1 34-10-11 118-02-51 985 33.97~ GORKAH ~ SHERIFF A (1413 34-47-47 118-51-27 3835 17.00299F LITTLE ROC~ - SCHtMS S 1~d, FS 34-32-12 117-58-43 2800 12.85303F PASADENA - CALTECH A 27 CS 34-08-14 118-07-23 800

306H ZUNA lEACH S 111 F6 34-01-15 118-49-&2 15321 PINE CANTOII PATROL STATION A 157 07 34-40-24 118-25-45 3286 23.)0322 UZ VALLEY RARCH S 150 A2 34-42-50 110-21-15 2600 10.07334| COGb’k~LL DAN S A H 04 34-14-37 117-57-35 2300 52.35

336 SILVER LAKE RESERVOIR S~ 35 03 34-06-08 118-15-54 4~5 ES.SS338~ NT. ~/ILSO~-OSSERVATORy SP 20A C1 34-14-0~’ 118-04-28 5709 47.83341 ALISO CANYON-|LUN RANCH S 189 J4 34-27-33 110-09-20 ~900 18.00342C UPLAND- CHAPPEL AP 96 E6 34-07-33 117-40-52 1610

352S LECHUZA PATROL STATION AP S 105 16 34-04-38 118-52-47 1620 ~9.533SSS LOS ANGELES CITY COLLEGE AP S 34 F4 34-05-14 110-17-28 310 24.6~356C SPADRA-LAHTERNAN ~OSPITAL S A 93 It4 34-02-31 117-48-35 690 ~0.96372 SAN FRANCISQUITO p. N. 110.2 SPA (17~) 3&-32-02 118-31.27 1580 20.91

3~C |RIGGS TERRACE S A 11 FS 3~-1&-17 110-13-27 2200377F LAKE S~£Rb~D ESTATES SP AP IO~A C4 34-08-26 118-$2-31 96037~ SAN GABRIEL-EAST FORK A P C& 34-14-09 117-48-18 1600 32.303873 COVINA CZTY YARJ) SP 88 E~ 34-0~-02 117-53-57 508 22.42
3880 PARAJ4OJ~T-COUIITy FIRE DEPT. 8.81 65 E3 33-53-50 118-10-02 ~0 17.Z5¯390S IqO~RIS DAN SP P A6 36-10-53 117-S2-~,3 1210 31.12391C MO~TEBELLO-FIRE OEPARTNENT 8.81 S~, El 3&-01-0~ 118-06-15 25039/, HIGHLAND PARK S 36 01 3~-07-06 118-10-39 6~0
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ACTIVE RAINFALL STATIONS 1991o1992

TYPE THOMAS GAGE SEASONAL

OF GUIDE IIONTH VEST ELEV. TOTAL
STATION STAT ICii

NO. GAG[ PAGE LATITUDE LONG~ TUOE (fet~) (inches)

395S OLIVE VlEV SA#1TAItlUN A 2 01 ~&-19-29 118-~6-5S 1&25 35.51

&O2F CEDAS Slq~ I NGS A (199) ~,-21-21 117-52-3& 6?80 ~0. OO*

&O5| SOL[DAD CAXYON S 188 F6 ]J,-26-2.3 118-17-33 2150 23.?6

/*06C VEST AZUSA S 88 C2 ]&-06-53 117-5&-56 54)5 21.07

/*Ogl PYRAflIO RESERVOIR SP AP (15k) )&-&O-3& 118-&6-/.7 2S05 ~8.61

&IS SIGNAL HILL-CITY ~AL~ S A 75 [2 33-/*?-&9 118-10-03 160

&Z)C ANGELES FOREST-ALISO CYN A (190A) 36-2/*-57 118-0S-26 3920 30.69

/*25| SAN rJ~NIEL DMq S A P AS 3&-12-19 117-51-38 1&81

/*3& AGOUU A IOOA AS 3J,-M- M 118-/.5-08 800 28.80

/.35 NONTE #1DO A 108 A6 ~,-O&-&l 118-/.1-35 ~00 3S.10

&3~C I~NSEN DNq AP 9 C2 3&-16-M 118-23-59 1110 30.10

t,/*2C NESCAL CREEl( S (1943 34*29*05 117-&&*lO 35?0 13.26

/*/.38 LATIGO CANYOIi-|[ACH tANCN S 106 I& 36-05-35 118-/.8-52 1700 19.50"

/*&6 ALISO CANYON-OAT NOUNTAIN A 1 A2 34-16-$3 118-33-~ ?J67

&&TO CARSON CANYON S 11/* E& 3&-02-18 118-38-$6 SO 16,37

/*&98 EATON t~ASH D~I S A 27 E1 3&-10-06 118-05-33 880 30.62

/*S~) DEVILS GATE O~J~ A 19 06 3~-10-53 116-10-27 980

&SIS LANCASTER-I~Y ;~AINTE~UICE S 160 16 )&-/*O-S? 118-08-02 2395 13.87

&62S NILLCREST COUNTRY CLU~ S &2 13 3&-02-S/* 118-2/**06 185 2~.27

SEPUt.VEDA ONI              AP        22 S1 ~,-10-06 118-26-11    683 29./*$

&?8 VALYERNO-U.S.F.S. SP 192 H5 3&* 26-/*/* 117-51-10 37’10 18.00*

&80| TENPLE CITY FINE STATION S 38 C2 3~,-06.31 118-03-25 &04 21.08

/.82 LOS ANGELES-U.S.C. S 63 F6 3&-Ol-l& 118-17-15 208 21.95

/.88~ KAGEL CANYON PATNOt. STATION S 3 E/* 3&-17-/.5 118-22-30 1/*$0 30.10

/,910 PACIFIC PALISADES S &O c& 34-02-22 118-31-43 293 21.03

&92A CHILAO-NVY MAINTENANCE ETA. A N Cl 3~,-19-05 118-00-30 52?5 31.21"

&930 SAND CANyON-NACNILLAN RANCH A 128 O) 3/,-23-17 118-2/*-50 1805

497’ CLAREIgXIT- SLAUGHTER 8.81 91 A1 34-07*35 117-&3-55 1350

517~ LEVIS RANCH A (192A) )&- 25-12 117-53-11 &615 19.~6

5&2 FAIRI4OIIT $p (I&53 3&-&2-15 118-25-/*0 3050

560A LA VSRN[ #EIGHTS S 90 E2 3/*-06-/.8 117-&5-02 1210 2~.90

56&C LLANO $ 185 J9 3/*-29-13 117-50-02 3390

$911 SANTA ANITA RESERVOIR SP 20 E5 36-11-08 118-06-16 1205 22.62

598C NEENACH-ERSTAD S (143) ~-&6-28 118-35-55 3062 20.16

5980 N[[HACH-CH[CK &3-D.~/.H. SP (1A3) 3&*A7-40 118-33’-15 2965 19.26

610B PASADENA-CITY ~ALL SP 27 A4 3&-08-S& 118-08-36 86& 30.61

6128 PASADENA-CHLONIN[ PLANT SP 19 E3 ~,,-12-0/, 118-09-&9 1160 35.16

613(: PASADENA FiRE STATIO# SP 27 N5 3~-07-15 110-08.05 779 26.96

6!9 SAN ANTC~tO CYN-SIERRA P.H. A P F5 3~,-12-29 117-/*0"26 3110

627 SAN GABRIEL CANYO#-P. H. $PA 86 03 3~,-09"20 117-5&-28 7~-& 27.0?
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ACTIVE RAINFALL STATIONS 1991-1992

TYPE TI~qAS GAGE SEASONAL
STATION STATION ~ OF GUIDE NOi~TM UEST [LEV. TOTAL

NO. GAGE PAGE LATITUOE LONGITUOE (feet) (Itches)

11711 CANULO$ RANC# SP A~ V.CO. 3&-24-22 118-65-21 725 27.M
117’21 PIRU CANYON ABe’[ PIRU LA[E AP "(177) 3&-30-&8 118-63-2& 1120
11T31 TAPO CANYON AP V.CO. 34-19-S6 118-62-$9 IS23 27,$6
11791 IA~D RESERVOIR AP V.CO. 34-14-32 118-69-41 1010 26.27

LA NAERA FIRE STATION 3*P 8& F6 33-3S-53 117-57-17 $1S 19.70"
11831
1190 PACOI~A CYN-NORTN FONR $ (1953 3&-23-17 118-I$-06 6180
1191 lEAN DIVIDE S 128 F6 3&-21-33 118-23-37 2?00
1192 CARSON FIRE STATION 8.81 6& C6 33°32-~ 118-15-63 92 18o00"

1193 ~STLAJ([ VILLAGE S 102 AS 34-06-19 118-49-05 88S 33.60
119& SANTA YNEZ RESERVOIR $ 109 F6 3&*O&-23 118o33-39 733 29.80*
119~ CHINO FIRE STATION NO. 2 SP S.S.CO. 33-39-00 117-63-20 633 20.17
1196 IqoNTCLAIR FIRE DEPA~TH[NT SP 95 E2 34-03-41 117-&1-16 965 22.36

1197 CAJON VEST SUmlT $P S.|.CO. 34-23-30 117-34-35 &838
1198 PNELAN FIRE CONTROl. S~ S.S.CO, 34-25-30 117-34-00 4160 16.69
1211 ’HACIENDA GOlF CLUI S 9b~, A1 33-37-40 117-56~$7 7~0 20.00"
1212 LANCASTER FSS/FGA SP 167 C9 34-46*00 118-13-00 2.~0 12.60

S T7 Cl 33-45-10 118-23-32 ?80 16.95
1216 RANCHO PALOS
1217 LOS ANGELES COUNTRY CLU~ $ 42 A1 3&-O&-lO 118-23-17 380 23.69
1222 NORTNRIDGE-GARLANO 8.81 7 [3 34-14-17 118-30-59 911
1223 hlOCOLAND HILLS-SNERIqAN 8.81 100 E1 3&-10-06 110-38-S7 1033 32.10

1238 ACTON-NEARNS $ 189 G2 34-27-05 118-12-50 277~ 16.00"
1239 IAALIOU-IIG ROCK NES~ A 115 A4 34-02-36 118-37-16 ~ 21.00
1240 PEARRLOSSC~-CALIF.D.U.R. SP AP 185 07 34-30-32 117-55-15 3050 12.31
1242 ROCKY IUTTE$ A (162) 34"39-00 117-$1-~8 2560 10.60"

1263 RED,AN A (150) 3~-45-52 117-55-30 2360 9.60*
1244 LANCASTER-ROPER A 161 C6 3~-40-27 118-00-37 2650 11.00*
1243 OUARTZ HILL-HALL A 159 R7 34-40-28 118-14-40 2395 14.10
12~6 SCOTT ~ANC# A (145) 3/.-46-59 118-28-10 2710 19.70"

1247 NORTH LANCAST[R A 148 D6 34-&5-41 118-07-30 2310 11.30
1248 I~SCAL-S~ITN A (194) 34-28-03 117-42-60 3810 14.20
1249 RELAY A (150) 3&-45-43 117-47-5S 3140 8.80
1250 AVE[ A 185 |5 34-32-21 117-55-23 2825 11.50

1251 PALOS VERDES-UNITES POINT SP 78 D6 33-62-50 118-19-02 100 13.47
1252 PALOS VERDES LANDFILL SP ?3 A4 33-45-40 118-20-03 600 18.85
1253 CARSON-COUNTY SANITATION $P 74 A2 33-48-07 118-16-58 40 16.91
1254 LONG REACM RECLAMATION PLANT SP 76 F1 33-&8-11 118-05-20 20 14.38

1253 LOS COYOTES RECLAMATiON SP 6~ E4 33-53-05 118-06-24 ?0 15.99
!256 SC~JTH G~TE TRANSFER STATIO~d SP S~ E3 33.56-40 118-09-56 100 15.43
1257 SAN JOSE CREEK REC~AMATIOel SP 47 F4 34-01-55 118-01-16 275 20.7~
12~8 PUENTE ~IL~S LANOFILL SP ~? E5 36-01-35 !18-01-49 300 20.09
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ACTIVE RAIIIFALL STATIOIIS 1991-1992

TYPE THONAS GAGE SEASOIiAL

STATION STATION liMIE OF GUIDE liOll T # bRST [LEV. TOTAL T
NO. GAGE PAGE LATITUOE LOiIGi T~E (feet) (inches)

1~$9 ~ITTIER liANItChr$ ItECLNqATION SP 47 |1 36-03-$9 118-03-54 2~ 16.39

~60 SPADItA LANDFILL S~ 93 E4 34-02-36 117-~,9-50 ?00 20.48

1~61 LA CANADA RECLANATION PLANT SP 19 D~ ~-13-00 1~8-~|o1~ 1800

1262 SAUGUS It[CLNMTION PLUT SP 124 19 36-2~-~8 118-32-Z.3 1150 2~.T7
7

1263 VALEIICIA RECL~L4TION PLANT SP 123 D? 36"~’$S 118"37"15 1000 22.5?

126~, CALA~ASAS LANOFILL SP IOOA E3 36-08-~S 118"&2"$S 800 3.3.3?. r~
1265 SCNOt.L CANYON LANDFILL SP 26 C4 36-08-38 118-11-07 1000

1266 nlSSlON CAJIYON LANDFILL S~ 22 16 36-08-~0 118-28-~*S 11S0

~:)67 LAIICASTER RECLNMTION PUUIT SP 147 I~ 36-66-38 118-09-11 2302 11.45

1268 PALNDALE RECLNqATION PLANT SP 172 GA 36-35-30 118-0S-I0 2S65 10.9~

1271 pc]lqO~ VAST[ nECUm~TION S~ 94 13 36-03-18 11?-t,?-36 ?86 21.78
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EVAPORATION

Data for 14 active evaporation stations were reported to the Department during the 1991-92
water year. Daily records of active and inactive Department stations, as well as some
stations of other agencies, are available in the Department’s files. Monthly and seasonal
evaporation has been published in the Department’s Annual or Biennial Reports on
Hydrologic Data since the 1931-32 season.

COOPERATION

The Department receives evaporation data from The Metropolitan Water District, Palmdale
Water District, California Department of Water Resources, and Descanso Gardens.

LENGTH OF RECORD

The first land pan installed by this Department was at Santa Anita Dam in March 1929,
There are 30 evaporation station.s which have records of 15 seasons or more in the
Department’s files.

STA. NO. STATION NAME EQUIPME.VT OF PAN GUIDE LATITUDE LONGITUDE

33 A Pacoima Dam 24X36S 1500 ft. 145 F’9 34-19-48 118-23-5946 D Big Tujunga Dam 24X36 S 2315 ft. F (.,’2 34-17-40 118-11-14
63 C3 Santa Anita Dam 24X36 S 1400 ft. 99 F2 34-11-03 118-01-12
89 B San Dimas Dam 24X.36 S 1350 ft. 95A C3 34-O9-10 117-46-17
96 C Puddingstone Dam 24X36 S 1030 ft. 89 F4 34-05-31 117-48-242~ B Big Dalton Dam 24X36 S 1587 ft. 87 F1 34-10-06 117-48-3632 C Castaic Reservoir 48X10S 1150 ft. (178) 34-29-53 118-36-,~3334 B Cogswell Dam 24X36S 2300 ft. G D4 34-14-37 117-57-35390 B Morris Dam 72X36 US 1210 ft. 86 FI 34-10-53 117-52-43409 B Pyramid Reservoir 48XIOS 2.505 ft. (154) 34-40-34 118-46-47

425 B San Gabriel Dam 24X36 S 1481 ft. H A5 34-12-19 117-51-38
1014 F Rio Hondo S.G. 24X36 S 170 ft. 54 D3 33-59-57 118-O6-04
1058 B Palmdale 24X36 S 2595 ft. 172 F7 34-35-17 118-0.9311071 B Descanso Gardens 24X36 S 1325 ft. 19 B3 34-12-07 118-12-46

LEGEND
24X36 S = Screened land pan, 24 inches in diameter by 36 inches deep.
48X10 S = Screened land pan, 48 inches in diameter by 10 inches deep.
72X.36 US = Unscrccncd land pan, 72 inches in diameter by 36 inches deep.

( ) = Thomas Guide future page assignment.
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MONTHLY EVAPORATION SUMMARY FOR WATER YEAR 1991-92 (inches) "r

[STA. No STATION ~A.ME OCT..NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB..MAR. APR. .MAY J!~N. J~L AI.;G. SEP. TOTAL

33 A Pa~xma Dam 10.35 9.33 ~.M 7,X5 4.~ 2.46 7.44 $.03 7.29 7.88 I0,69 10.52

46 D B,| Tujun~a Dam 9.30 6.89 4.99 4.66 4.08 3.31 6.06 5.95 7.91 9.10 1 i.20 9.86 83.29

63 D ~atl/t~itl D~ 6.51 5.17 3_58 3.31 2.4? 1.~ 3.3? 3.51 4.8? 5.05 6.77 6.M 53.09 ,~

89 J~ v*.~n DJ~ Dam 4.6? 2.89 It~ 2.03 1.8~ 1.88 4.16 4.75 6.2"7 60~ 8.13 6.Q6 51.11

c)6 C Puddm~ston¢ Dam 6.’~J 4.81 3.33 3.07 2.90 2.42 5.71 6.~ 8.~0 8.51 10.9~ 859 71.46

223 B BI8 DaJtoa Dam 519 3.00 1.74 1.84 I.~’7 1.51 3.~ 4.60 611 6.02 8.10 6~8 49~6

2~2 C ~,~|J~� Rr.serv~r ?.15 5.48 6.00 3.2~ ?.45 4.14 4.?8 4.g0 7.~6 7.38 92? 8.14

334 B ~..o~Jl Dam 5.18 2.71 1.50 1.28 i.64 1.48 3.89 5.54 7.15 7.57 8.69 6..50 53.11

3~0 B Morns Darn ?.99 ?.!4 4.08 3.~ 3.55 3.08 ?.46 ?.15 9.05 9.43 12-~ 10.48

409 B Pyramid Rcsc~n~r 6.20 5.44 6.43 5.69 9.59 7.55 $.1~ 6.71 8.9? 8.03 9.’~2 10,88 g0.36

4~ B ha Glbficl Dam 8.38 6.26 3.~ 3.~0 308 2,66 6.0? 5.~9 7~0 8.05 9,~ 9~ ’74,61

1014 F R~o HoncJo S.G. 4.44 3.62 2.21 1.80 3.20 2.27 4,?.6 4J8 6-52 6.66 ?.69 5.~9 53.13

1058 B PalradaJ¢ 6.01 2.88 2.19 i.30 i.56 2.82 8.88 13.53 16.10 15.49 L5.6~ 11.5,5 98.21

i0?l B Dcscanso Gardens 4.9~ 2.?B 2.08 1.63 1.77 1.58 3.~.4 3.88 4.?I 5,44 ?.07 5.69 44.83

2
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The Department operated or received data from 65 water-stage recording stations during
the 1991-92 water year. Data from 40 of those stations are summarized and published in
this volume.

1The above normal rainfall during this report period and especially the heavy storm activity
during February have resulted in heavy runoff in the rivers, channels, and streams. The Los
Angeles River in particular during February 10th, experienced flow rates at near-channel
capacity at some locations.

RECORDS OF 5TREAMFLOW

Records published give the following information:

I. Station description which presents location, drainage area, type of channel, control,
regulations, diversions, and available records.

2. Discharge tabulation which summarizes the maximum, minimum, and mean of the
daily flow rates in second-feet for each month and the total monthly volumes in
acre-feet. 2

ALERT SYSTEM (AUTOMATIC LOCAL EVALUATIOI~ IN REAL TIME)                                 !~ . --~

The Department of Public Works has installed a state-of-the-art ALERT computer system
to monitor meteorological conditions at 57 locations in the County. The system includes a
network of field sensors that monitor precipitation amounts, river stages, and reservoir
levels.

During the report period, the Department has continued to install and expand its ALERT i
System. The Department’s ALERT system is also now automatically receiving rainfall data
from the Corps of Engineers’ Los Angeles Telemetry System.

COOPERATION U

other agencies, or has access to the recordsTheDepartmentreceivesstreamflowdatafrom
for local stations. Data from 7 of the Department’s stations are published in the United
States Geological Survey’s annual water supply papers.

Agencies with which the Department exchanges data are:

United States Geological Survey, Water Resource Division
Urtited States Corps of Engineers
State Department of Water Resources
The Metropolitan Water District
San Gabriel River Water Committee

C1
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LEGEND 0

Stations are designated by letters and numbers which indicate ownership, operation agency,            L
and type of station. The letters used have the following connotations:

Prefix F - Indicates a station owned and operated by the Los Angeles County Department
of Public Works.

Prefix E - Indicates a station owned by the Corps of Engineers, Department of the Army,            ~’~
but operated and maintained by the United States Geological Survey.

Prefix U - Indicates a station originally constructed and operated by the United States
Geological Survey, Water Resources Division, now operated by the Department.

Prefix P - Indicates a station owned and operated by the Department, formerly operated by
the Pasadena Water Department.

Prefix L - Indicates a station owned and operated by the Department, formerly owned by
Little Rock Water District.

Suffix R - Indicates a recorder station.

Suffix B - Indicates that the station has been moved. B represents second location, C a 2
third location, etc.
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INDEX OF STREAM GAGING STATIONS

~ GUIDE ~ NO, I~’I~BD ~m~A

LI-R LITI’LE ROCK CREEK ABOVE UTTLE ROCK DAM J NO 49,~0
F’2WG BROWNS CREE~ AT VARIEL AVE.NUE 6 / D-2 NO
U?-R FISH CREEK ABOVE MOUTH OF CAN’YON ~6 / B-2 NO 6.36Ug-R SAN GABRIEL RIVER BELOW MORIUS DAM B6 / P-I 415 ~ 212.40
UIa-R BIG ROCK CP..r=EK ABOVE MOUTH OF CANYON J NO 23.00

AAS(015) VALYERMO S.G,, BIG ROCK CK. D/S VALYERMO RD. 192/!1-5
F32B-R THOMPSON CREEK BELOW THOMPSON CREEK DAM 96 / C-$ 433 ~ ~.~0
F’MD-R LOS ANGELE~ RIVER BELOW FIRESTONE BLVD. 59 / E-$ 315 YES
F37B-R COMPTON CREEK NEAR GRF.~N’LF~AF DRIVE 64 1 F4 NO 22.60
F38C-R BALLONA CREE~ ABOVE SAW’TTrJ..LE BLVD. 50 / B-$ 369 ~

F40-R PUDDINGSTONE CREEK BELOW PUDDINS’rON’E DAM ~9 / F.4 42/ YES 33,20
F42B-R SAN GABRIEL RIVER ABOVE SPRING STREET ’76 / F-I 435 ’YES 231.00
F45B-R RIO HONDO ABOVE STUART AN’D GRAY ROAD 59 / E-3 307 ’YES 140.00
F57C-R LOS ANGELES RIVER ABOVE ARROYO $E, CO 3~ / F-5 YE,$ 511.00
FM-R RIO HONDO ALCOVE MISSION BRIDGE 47 / I)-$ YES 115.00

I~ID-R ALHAMBRA WASH NEAR KJJNGERMAN b’TREET 4~ / F-2 34? NO 15.20
F’82C-R RUBIO WASH AT GLF_N’DON WAY 3~ / A,~ ~53 YE~ 10.~0
F’83 MISSION CREEX AT SAN GABRIEL BLVD. YES 4.2
F92C-R SA.N’I’A CLARA RJVER A’I OLD ROAD BRIDGE 123 / G-? YES 410.40
P93 SA,N’TA CLARA RIVER AT I,.ANG RAILROAD BP.JDGE 123 / J-? NO 15730

F118B-R PACOIMA CREEK FLUME BELOW PACOIMA DAM 3 / C-I 330 YES 28,20
FIIgC-R SANTA ANTRA CREEK BELOW SAN’I’A A.NITA DAM 20A / F-2 345 YES 10,80
FI20B-R BIG DALTON CREEK BELOW BIG DALTON DAM $? / F-2 418 YES 4,~0

~ F122-R PALLETT CREEK AT VALYERMO HIGHWAY 199 / G-4 NO
FI~-R SA.N’TIAGO CREEK ABOVE LJTI’LE ROCK CREF~ J NO 11~0

F130B-R MALIBU CREEK BELOW COLD CREEK 107 / !:-6 YES 104.96
F168-R BIG TUSUNGA CREEK BELOW BIG TUJ]J,NGA DAM M / C-2 333 YES ~..30
FIE1-R MONTEBELLO STORM DRAIN OUTLET TO RIO HONDO M / E-3 NO 9.60
FIg0-R SAN GABRIEL RIVER AT FOOTHILL BLVD, 86 / A-5 YES 230.00
FI92B-R RIO HONDO BELOW LOWER AZUSA ROAD 28 / E4 YES 40.~)

FI93B-R SA.N’TA ANTTA WASH AT LONGDEN AVENUE 38 / F-I YES
F]~4B-R SAWPIT WASH BELOW LIVE OAK AVENUE )9 / A-2 YES 16,10
F209-R SAN GABRIEL RIVER - W, FORK BELOW COGSWELL DAM N / D-4 410 yES 41.00
F218-R SAN DIMAS WASH BELOW PUDD. DIVER.~ION DAM 95A / C-5 424 YES 19.90
F220B-R SA.N GABRIEL - AZUSA CONDUIT 10FT WEIR BELOW DAM P / A-5 YES . 0.00

F?.50- R SA.N GABRIEL - AZUSA CONDUIT 25FT W~JR BELOW DAM P / A-5 YES 202.70
1~,.51-R SAN GABRIEL W. FORK AT TOE OF COGSWELL DAM N / D-4 YES 39.20
F?.52-R VERDUGO WASH AT ESTELLE AVENUE 25 / B-3 ’YES 26.~0
F200C-R SANTA ANTRA WASH BELOW FOOTHILL BLVD. 28 / E-3 YES 17.20
F’26IC-R SAN GABRIEL RIVER BELOW VALLEY BLVD, 4~ / A-2 ~! YES

F262B-R SA.N GABRIEL RIVER ABOVE FLORF_NCE AVE. 60 E4 YES 215,80
F’2o3C-R SAN GABRJEL RIVER BELOW S.G. PJVER PKV,~ 55 ~ C-I YES 206.30
F~,~TWG SIEKR.A MADR, E WASH AT HIGHLAN~D OAI~ AVE.N~’E 28 ~ E-3 YES
F2.?I-R EATON WASH BELOW EATON WASH DAM ~7 F-I :M~ yES IZ~O
F2?4B-R DALTON WASH AT MERCED AVENUE ~ F-I YES

F~-R ARROYO SECO BELOW DEVIL’S GATE DAM 19 D-$ B~6 YES
~78-R SA~PIT CREEK BELOW SAWPIT DAM 29 C-I 3:)9 YES ~30
F28~-R S~N’IA FE DI~’~RSION CHANN~EL BELOW ~A.VTA FIE DAM 39 D-2 YES CON’FROLLED
~-R BLR.BANK WES~rER.N STORM DRAIN AT RP/ER~IDE DR. 2~ E-2 YES ~.00
F~O-R LOS ANGELES RP,’ER AT TUJI.’NGA AVE. ~ ’ D~ YES ~01.00
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INDEX OF STREAM GAGING STATIONS

~rAT! TIIOMA~ ALEItT II.F,~U- DRAINAGBON ~ GUIDE I"G. NO. LATED AitE.A

F303-R SAN DIMAS CP,,EEK BELOW SA.’~ DIMAS DAM 95A / C-3 421 YES 16.20I-’30~-R WALN’L’T CREEK ABOVE PUE.N’TE AVENUE .IS / D-! YESF305-R PACOIM,~. DIVERSION AT BR.ANFORD STI~EE’T 9 / A-$ YESF312-R SAN JOSE CHA,NNEL ABOVE WORI~M.AN MILL ROAD 47 / F-$ 324 YES S3.401.313B-R RIO HONDO BYPA.,~S CHANNEL ABOVE WHI’I’TIER NAI~ 47 / B-$ YES CON’I’ROLLED

F31"~-R ARCADIA WASH BELOW GRAND AVENUE 3S / E-3 355 YESF’318-R EATON WASi! AT LOF’TU’S DItJVE M / C-6 YES 22.~0
F319-R LOS ANGELES RIVER BELOW WARDLOW PJVER P.D. ~0 / B-S .113 YESF328-R MINT CA.N’YON CREEK AT FrTCH AVENUE 125 / C-$ NO
F329.R BRADBURY CHANNEL BELOW CEX’I’R,.~.L AVENUE 29 / F-$ YES .130

F338-R RUBIO DIV. C~IANNEL BEL GOOSEBERRY C’YN INLET 20 / C4 YES 2.10F3~2-R BRANFORD .~I’R~ET CHANNEL BELOW SHARP AVE. 9 / B-$ YES $.01F’35.I-R CO~’O’I"E CREEK BELOW SPRJNG STREET 76 / F-I 437 yES 185.~0
F35~-R LIVE OAK C’REEK BELOW LIVE OAK DAM 95A / F-~ 4~0 YES
F377-R BOUQUET CAN~ON CREEK AT UR~ANDALE AVENUE 124 / F-,~ YES $1.90

F3"~WG DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL BELOW WE,bWERN AVENUE 63 / F-$ NO .17.10
F393-R LTrTLE ROCK AT HIGHWAY 138 184 / D-~ YES 70.00
1"3~’~-R BIG ROCK CREEK UPSTREAM FROM PALLE-I’I" CREEK 192 / J4 NO 34.~0FY75-R MI~C.AL CREEK AT MOUTH J NO $.71C~4B-R SAN GABRIEL RIVER ABOVE. WHI’]’I’IER NAR. DAM 47 / C-6 NO

¯ NOTE: All draifla~: are.a~ ifl ~quare

C4
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V
COMPTON CREEK
near Greenleaf Drive

~li,!~I,~. ~...~.STATION NO. F37B-R



BALLONA CREEK
above Sawtelle Boulevard ’ .... O
STATION NO, F38C-R

DRNNAGE AREA

~ C:IK:)~-SECIION

M ETHOO OF MF,,~f~ M| hr~
DRNNAGE ARF,~ M6 ~lUam rnll~
LOCATION. S,IG0 tl~ a~v~ Sowtele Bouleva~, I.S rrdle~ souff~v~t of Culvm C~IY.
REGUt,A11ON. Slone .Conyon ReseNolr ~ to Jonu~y, t95t. Upl~w oncl Loww Fmnldln Canyon ReseNoV, ~ Rotoh, CW, ond

L£NGTH OF RECORD. at Slatton F38-R FeOn~y 27,192~ to A~I 27, 193~ at laltcm F3~-R. May 14. 1936 to A~ I0, 1967. a~ ~lalton
F38C-R AU~J~ ~ 0. 1967. tO �lare.

(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STAT!ON NO. : F38C-R . DRAINAGE AREA : 88,60 SQ. MI.

MONTH OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG

MEAN 17.3 9.5 119.0 92.8 309.0 125.0 22.8 12.5 13.7 12.7 11.2 12.2

MAX. 253.0 13.5 ! 1,600.0 1240.0 2,4.900 1,5~0.0 29A0 13.0 51.3 54.7 12.4 16.6

MIN. 7.0! 8.2 12 4! 8.2 7.6 67 10.6 114 11.1 87 10.9 9.9

T~TAL AF 10~70 5~7.0 73~90 57050 1775~ 0 76550 13,580 76~0 8!70 T780 ~)00 72"70

ClO
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SAN GABRIEL RIVER

WATER YEAR 1
(DISCH~GE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO :

TOTAL ,~G ~4~    47~0    7~    7.~70 ~59790 ~ ~24~0
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ALHAMBRA WASH
near Klingerman Street
STATION NO. F81D-R

DR/gNA~| ARF.A

12i7’
V OID*R

M~THOO OF M~MENT~- ~ of ~ I~.
DRAINAGE AREA- I~.2 m~ ~.

WATER YEAR 1 ~1 - 1992
(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO. : F81D-R D~INAGE AREA : 15.~ SQ. MI.
MO~ ~ ~V O~ JAN FEB MAR ~R ~Y ~N ~L

TOTALAR:    I~0 ~9 1.1310 ~501 4~20 26190 2760 I~0 1130 2140 1810 1~0
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RUBIO WASH
at Glendon Wash
STATION NO. F82C*R

C15
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SANTA CLARA RIVER
below Highway 5

0STATION NO. F92C-R
/-.

2

. ~ ,..,~,, ~

RECORDER. ~om ~ ~ge.

DR~NAGE ~ 4q~ ~ ~.

19~tO ~ ~ I~

WATER YEAR 1 ~1 - 1992
(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO : F92C-R D~INAGE AREA : 410,~ SQ. MI.

M~ 4.1 1.1

~ S.s ~2 NO ~CORDS D~ TO M~SING ~CO~R

TOTAL AF,, ~0 67 4 ¯

C16
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V
PALLETT CREEK
at Valyermo Highway

~illll~ ,!~
L

STATION NO: F122-R
~I !~!."

DRAINAGE ARIA

RECI:~t’D~R. ¢o4’tP~u, oul vl,oltt’ ~                                                               ~

~ ~ EOR~ ~ ~ F122-S ~ ~, 19~ ~ ~o~ 3~, 1961. ~ i~ ~-R, ~ 31, ~I ~ ~,

WATER YEAR 1 ~1 - 1992 ~
(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

~

STA~N NO, : FI~-R                                            D~tNAGE AREA : 15.80 SQ. MI.

MOtH ~T ~V D~ ~ FEB M~ APR MAY ~N ~L ~G S@

M~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.~ ~.~ 3.7 +3.~ ~.4 4.S 3.3 z+ o.o

~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 2~.0 ~.0 ~.7 12.8 8.1 5.4 3.1 0.0

MINr __     O0 0.0 0.0 O0 00      0.~ 2.7 33 3.5 1.9 1.2 00

T~TAL AF 00 00 00 , 55 1~0 ~0 ~0 3~0 2~0 ~0 1~0 0.0

CI?                               ~
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SANTIAGO CREEK
above Little Rock Creek
STATION NO. F125-R

DRAJNAGE AREA

DAM

RECORDER- �onflnuolA ~ l~Og~,
ME’IHOD O1: MF.~qIJREM|NT~
DRAINAGE AREA. 11,2 ~Quam ~
LOCAtIOn- t.000 ~ above IJ~e C~ ond 4.S mie~ ~ou~ o~ Ul~e Ro¢~

CO~- ~e ~ ~ ~
~NG~ ~ R~ ~~, I~,

(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO. : ~125-R D~INAGE AREA" 11.~ SQ. MI.

MO~ ~ ~T ~V DEC ~ FEB M~ ~R ~Y ~N ~L AUG S~

M~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~.0 Z7 ~.3 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~.~ ~ ~ 2 3,~ t.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

~1~ 0.0 O0 0.0 0.0 00 01 0.3 O. 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

TOT~AF O0 O0 O0 O0 ~5 1~6 ~2 ~9 0.0 00; 00~ 0.0

C18
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MALIBU CREEK          .~.,+.
below Cold Creek ~"~’ ~"
STATION NO. F130B-R +:....,,,,+,,, ..,,, ,,++~.~-..~)0

C~~

M~OD ~ M~ME~ ~ ~ ~ ~.
D~GE ~ IO4.~e e~re ~ "
L~ON- 0.2= ~ ~m ~ ~ ~ 6.0 ~ ~ ~ C~.
REGU~ L~ ~ ~m. ~ ~n~ ~m, ~ Lake ~m, on~ C~’~ ~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

WATER YEAR I ~1 - 1992
(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO. : FI~B-R D~INAGE AREA I~.~ SQ MI.
MOtH ~T    ~V D~ ~ FEB M~ APR    MAY ~N ~L AUG
M~ 2.5 3.3 ~.8 ~.9 ~.0 2~.0 ~.7 25.9 ~.2 8.5 31 5.5
~ 38 4.2 6160 ~.0 5,~.0 I ,~.0 11 ~0 ~.9 ~.0 187 38 163
MIN 20 2.S 4.0 130 +4~ ~ S ~ 9 ~.0 IS S 47 31 40

TOTAL Arj: 1~0 197.0 2.~0 2~50                                              m ~4~0154740 34950 1 5920 17370                                                          I     52301~0 ~50

r
(319
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MONTEBELLO STORM DRAIN
above Rio Hondo
STATION NO. F181-R

2

MEn.tO0 Or: MF.ASURfMENTS. wactk~ o~ t~

WATER YEAR 1~1 - 1992
(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO, : F18~ -R                                          D~INAGE AREA : 9.~ SQ, MI,
MOtH ~T ~V D~ ~ FEB MAR APR MAY ~N ~L AUG
M~ 0.4 O~ 32 1.e 13.0 6.0 0.5 02 02 0.4 02 02
~ 9.0 0.3 61.6 21.6 I~.0 ~.5 S.O 02 0.4 3.0 0.3 02
MIN. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.~ 0.2 0.2~ 02 02 02 02 02

C20
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SAN GABRIEL RIVER ~T
at Foothill Boulevard 0
STATION NO. F190-R

~,
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Road "’’’~ ’’~’> "’~’~" ......
below Lower Azusa , ~ .........|

STATION NO. I:’192B-R ~’:~i’~i’i" """’" O

R0053432



SANTA ANITA WASH
at Longden Avenue ,~,,,... ~,~..~,,.,,
STATION NO. F193B-R ~ii~’~;;’ "~’’"’" ’~: ":" ....

I
’,, " ,~ ~ ":,’;t’, ;1~~ ’ ~ ~. ~.

~ MILES B-R

R~OR~R ¯ ~ ~ ~.

M~OD ~ M~RE~ ~ ~ ~
D~GE ~ I&8 ~ ~.
L~TION. ~.0 ~ o~ ~ A~. ~.5 ~ ~ ~ ~.

WATER YEAR 1 ~1 - 1992
(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO : F193B-R D~INAGE AREA : 18.80 SQ. MI.

MO~ ~T    ~V    D~ ~N ~B M~ APR MAY ~ ~N JUL ~G

M~ 0.3 0.1 2.3 15.7 ~.3 1~0 21.5 6.8 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.0

~ 9.9 0.4 ~.4 4~.0 ~.0 ~.0 ~.5 13.2 0.3 I~3 0.1 0.0

MIN 0 0 01 01 0.0 01 ~3 132 03 03 0.0 O0 O0
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below Live Oak Avenue
~ ~:ISTATION NO. F194B-R i~:~:~,~ 0

DIUdNAGE AREA                                       "’~

RECORDER* continuous wat~’
METHOD ~ MF.A.gJREMENTS. wodlng of llom
DRNNAGE AREA- 16.1 ~:luOm m4es.
LOCATION- 1 ,~O0 leer bek:,w Anow HSg~vay,

CONTROL- ~ ~ c~.

(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO. : F194B-R D~INAGE AREA : 16.10 SQ. MI.

MO~ H ~T    ~V O~ ~     FEB    MAR APR MAY    ~N ~L     ~G S~

U~ ~5.g 02 8~ ~4.0 ~.5 9.5 8.0 ~.9    ~.0 ~8.0 02 0.~

~. 0,0 0.0 0.~ oo o2 0.~ 0 ~ 20     7e.~ 0.2 0.~ 0.~ :
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SAN GABRIEL-AZUSA CONDUIT
at 25 ft. Weir below San Gabriel Dam
STATION NO. F250-R ~,,,- ,,. ..............~ .....

R~-CORD~R- ©ordV~ous waSw ~ge,

2

WATER YEAR 1 ~1 - 1992
(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA~ON N~: F250-R
)~INAGE AREA :NONE SO.

uo~ ~ ~v o~    ~    rES MA~
~R    ~Y    ~N    ~L    ~O S~ U

~0053&35



VERDUGO WASH
at Estelle Avenue
STATION NO. F252-R

DRAINAGE AREA

C26
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MEI1.IOD O~ MF..4~JREMENI~ ~
DRAINAGE AREA- 11&0 ~ ~ (~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~).

(DISCHARGE IN CFS)                                                                       ~]

MO~ ~T ~V D~ J~ FEB MAR APR MAY ~N ~L AUG S~

MIN, 00 00 0,0 J 0,0 00 0.0 OO 00 0 0 00 0.0 0.0
T~TA~ AF~ ~ 0 690 21~0~ 22~0 133740 7413~ 3740 2~0 494 ~80 04 169
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WATER YEAR 1991 - 1992
(DISCHARGE IN CF$)

STATION NO. : F2"74B-R DRAINAGE AREA : 3600 SQ. MI.
MONTH OCT    NOV    DEC JAN    FEB MAR APR    MAY JUN    JUL AUG

MEAN 3.6 6.7 18.3 8.3 38.8 18.1 1.0 0.$ 8.3 12.2 1.2 4.5

MAX, 80.2 38.0 427.0: 190.0 529.0 12~,0 3.9 3.9 36.7 ~.9 e.e 14.’7

MIN. 0.3 01 0.1 05 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 1.2 0.3 0.3

TOTAL AF 2190 4.0~0 1.1230 5100 22190 1.111.0 5"}’ .9 303 49,40 7490 734 265.0
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SANTA FE CHANNEL
below Santa Fe Dam
STATION NO. F280-R

METHOD O~ MF.A~UREMENT~ w~ of ~ ~

r

C~NEL-
C~. ~ ~.
¯ ~ ~ ~ ~ F2~ ~ I, 19~ to ~ I~ 19~. ~ ~ F2~R ~ 1~ I~ ~

(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO. F280-R D~INAGE AREA :CO~O~D

MO~ ~T ~V E ~ FEB MAR APR ~Y ~N ~L AUG

M~ 21.7 0.0 0.0 ~1 ti.O O0 97 1~.0 ~.0 1~.0 0.0 0.0

~. 75.2 0.0 02 1180 ~6.0 0.0 ~2 ~1.0 ~.0 ~.0 0.0 ~0

MIN. 0.0 0.0 0.0 O0 0.0 O0 O0 09 ~.9 01 0.0 0.0

TOTALAF’~ 1 ~0 00~ O~ , 1~0 1~0 O0 ~0 7~0 12~0 11~0 O0 O0

t
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WATER YEAR 1991 - 1992
(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STATION NO. : E285-R ~ . DRAINAGE AREA : 25.00 SQ. MI.
MONTH OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP
MEAN 13.0 11.6 41.0 56.1 185.0 72.7 13.9 7.4 5,5 7.9 7.61 11.6
MAX. 19.5 14.9 3~4.0 305.0 778.0 212.0 ~.6 17.5 6.0 11.4 10.3 14.1
MIN 9.6 66 9.0 12.8 6 9 6 7 4 1 3.0 4.6 4.6 62. 7.2/

TOTAL ~!1 8020 6880 25220! 344901 ~06~60 I 4,1700 82’90 4530 3~40, 4~70 4"/90

C.32
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LOS ANGELES RIVER
at Tujunga Avenue

"

RECOrDeR. �orlrwiuou~ v~w
METHO0 0t: MEA,SUREMEN~. w~ of Ifom ¢QIDle �~.

(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO. : F~-R                                           D~INAGE AREA :
MO~ ~T    ~V    D~    ~    FEB    M~    APR    MAY    ~N    ~L    ~G

TOTAL ~rt~. 47~0 2~I0 177~0 14~10 ~310 ~0 7~0 4.2~0 4~0 31470 36130 3,~0~
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ARCADIA WASH ~
below Grand Avenue O
STATION NO. F 317-R /~

DRAJNAGE AREA

2
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MINT CANYON CREEK
at Finch Avenue

~|l;fi,~l:l.~~ii! ~,~i~,,~    .,C. ’~~i, , ~’ i!I’~        ’:;STATION NO. F32~R

,
2
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BRADBURY CHANNEL o " ~
below Central Avenue ’:’~

~
STATION NO. F329-R

’~:~::’:

CRO~4~’gON

II

2

WATER YEAR 1~1 - 1992

~(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

D~INAGE AREA : 3.~ SQ, MI.
STA~ON NO : F3~-R

C40
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RUBIO DIVERSION CHANNEL 0
below Goosebury Inlet ~i:i,..,.~,, ,,., ..~ /~

2

~1 ~’-                         ~~’
2

~O~ ~ Ca~n L~ ~d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C~ "
C~N~L. ~~. ~2~~ ~ ~

WATER YEAR 1~1 - 1992
(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO. : F~-R                                           D~INAGE AREA : 2,10 SQ MI.
MO~ ~T ~V D~ ~N FEB M~ APR MAY ~N ~L
M~ 0.2 0~ 05 1,3 7.9 6.0 52 1.0 1.3; 1.4 1.1 0.7~ 2.1 0.5 52 6.5 ~.4 9.4 8.5 1.6 ~3 4.0 ! .4 1.0MIN. 0,0 0.0 0.0 02 1.4 1.7 1,5 0.6 02 0.9 08 0.5TOTAL AK 11.0 90 3~0 780~ 4~0 ~90 : 3~00 ~0 790 ~ ~

**" r
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I~CORD~R. ~ $ m~nule l~’~ed ta~e.

2

WATER YEAR 1 ~1 - 1992
(DISCH~GE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO. : F~2-R D~INAGE AREA : 5.01 SO. MI.
MO~ ~T    ~V D~ J~ ~B    ~ APR    MAY ~N ~L ~O

M~ 0.S 0.0 ~.~ Z3 ~=.9 7.S 0~ 0~ 0.0 0.~ 0.0 0.0

MIN. O0 O0 0.0 O0 O0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0

TOTAL AF~ ~1 00 2~0 !~0 1.~0 ~20 11.9 105 02 81 00 0.0

C42
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COYOTE CREEK - Vbelow Spring Street
STATION NO. F354-R

~ ~=~~ 1
~ 2

C43
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| MIL !:$

ML~HOD OF MF, A.,~I~MEI~$, woclr~ ~ ~ ~

2

WATER YEAR 1~1 - 1992

~(DISCH~GE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO. : F3~-R D~INAGE AREA : 51.~ SQ. MI.
~

~ ~T ~V D~ ~ FEB M~ ~R ~y ~N ~L ~G $~
M~ 3.0 0.0 1.3 3~ 32 0.0 02 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0,0~ ~.3 0.0 ~.0 ~,3 ~.5 1.3 02 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0,0M}N. O0 O0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0TOTA~A�~r I~I O0 ~5 1~8 1~1 26 ~ 119 O0 O0 89 n~ ~

~
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V
O

RESERVOIRS L
Following the damaging flood of 1914 and creation of the Los Angeles County Flood
Control District in 1915, a program of flood control and water conservation was initiated.
Part of this program included the construction of 14 dams which were completed between
1920 and 1939. These dams were operated by the Department during the period covered
by this report. In addition, five Corps of Engineers’ dams, Lopez, Hansen, S~nta
Sepulveda and Whittier Narrows Dams, and Morris Dam owned by The Metropolitan Water
District were operated in conjunction with the Department dams to achieve flood control
and/or water conservation.

OPERATION

The reservoirs are operated to control flood waters during storm periods. Post storm
releases are made, when feasible, in amounts which can be conserved in downstream
spreading grounds and by channel percolation. Cleanouts are done to regain storage
capacity in reservoirs (see Erosion Control for cleanout data).

RECORDS

The storage and flow records at the 14 Department reservoirs are summarized on the Dam
Operation Record Sheets. The sheets show:

I. Daily reservoir water surface elevations. Elevations are obtained from water stage
recorder graphs or interpolation from staff gage readings and recorded as of midnight
of each day. Only maximum and minimum water surface elevations for each year are
shown.

2. Available storage in acre-feet based on the most recent topographic surveys. Annual
storage volumes are shown.

Stream inflow rates in cubic feet per second. This is usually calculated from storage
change and known outflow.

4. Outflow in cubic feet per second. These values are determined from gaging station
records, or when these are not available, from valve and spillway rating curves. Only
the maximum and minimum of the daily outflow rates for the year and the
instantaneous peak outflow rate are shown.

5. Discrepancies between outflow and storage losses at certain dams are attributable to
evaporation and/or percolation losses. Total monthly evaporation losses are
determined from the measurements made on land evaporation pans. In those cases
where no allowances were made for evaporation, the amounts are necessarily included
in the flow values. Accuracy. of flow records computed from storage records is
dependent on the frequency. ~ith which storage data are revised to keep in step with
the physical change in reservoirs due to sediment deposition, accumulation and
removal.
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BIG DALTON DAM V
AND RESERVOIR O
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V
BIG DALTON DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

~

WATER YEAR 1991-92 OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBERJANUARY L

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 2.80 4.60 3.50 6.20

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 0.00 20.60 0.00 1.20
1

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.30 0.50 0.30 0.50 2
TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 1.70 0.80 0.40 0.50

M_IN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) 1.10 - 16.80 3.10 4.50

WATER YEAR 1991-92 FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 323.30 454.10 205.30 102.20

TOTAL MONrTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 327.30 424.30 235.20 110.50
~--’

. MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 31.40 36.50 8.70 3.50

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.60 0.50 1.10 1.30

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.10 2.20 1.10 0.50

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) -4.60 29.30 -31.00 -9.60

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 94.50 44.50 II.00 7.00
b

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 81.70 42.40 0.00 0.00

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 2.30 2.30 0.30 0.20

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 1.80 1.60 2.40 2.0O

MIN. MEAN DAILY IN’FLOW (CFS)        0.50       0.20       0.10~       0.10
r

MONTH1.Y STORAGE CFLA.\’GE (AF)       11.00,       0.50       8.60 !       5,00
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BIG TUJUNGA DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 56.90 64.40 347.30 1,377.50

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 11.50 92.40 337.40 1,384.10

(CFS) 3.20 2.20 35.70 171.20MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (A.F) 20.70 15.50 11.00 10.301

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.10 0.20 1.40 5.30

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (A.F} 24.70 -43.50 - 1. l0 - 16.90

WATER YEAR 1991-92 FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 13,859.40 8,978.90 4,252.50 1,306.10

TOTAL MONTI-[LY OUTFLOW (AF) 13.561.00 8,756.40 3,936.80 1,266.00

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 1,248.50 588.00 147.20 48.50

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 11.90 8.70 17.90 19.60

M:IN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 6.20 48.20 42.10 0.70

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) 286.50 213.80 297.80 20.50

WATER YEAR 1991-92 JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 674.60 551.30 157.70[ 140.40

TOTAL MONTHLY OLrI’FLOW (AF) 1,328.30 549.20 122.20 68.40

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 21.60 12.80 5.20 4.70

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (A.F) 19.70 19.60: 25.80 22.80

MIN. MEAN DAILY IN2~-LOW (CFS) 1.70 6.00 0.30 1.80

9 70.~ONTHLY STOP, AGE CHANGE (AF) I -673 40 -17.50 49.20¯
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COGSWELL DAM ~V~
AND RESERVOIR

0

2
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"!’7
COGSWELL DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY ~/

0
WATER YEAR 1991-92 OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY

T

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 75.50 37.60 162.40 1,370.50

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 75.40 29.00 137.50 1,370.40

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 1.60 1.00 30.30 248.40 .~

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.20 2

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CPS) 0.70 0.30 0.20 5.90!

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) 0.10 8.50 24.70 -0. I0

WATER YEAR 1991-92 FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 18,646.30 10,908.30 4,972.20 2,107.40i

TOTAL MONTI-iLY OUTFLOW (AF) 17,692.20 8,895.10 7,439.60 2,345.101

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 2,351.60 696.90 162.50 70.20

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (A.F) 2.30 5.30 15.50 6.90

M~N. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.20 52.10 41.90 20.40

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (At") 951.80 2,007.90 -2,482.90 -244.60

WATER YEAR 1991-92 JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 814.50 522.20 201.40 104.10

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 814.20 518.30 195.40 110.70

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 17.70 11.70 5.70 2.20

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 5.40 7.10 9.10 6.30

MIN MEA.N DAILY INqzLOW (CFS) 10.30 5.60 1.90 0.90

.XIONTI-U_Y STORAGE CHA.NGE (AF) -5 101 -3.20 -3.10 -12.90!
’
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DEVIL’S GATE DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY V

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 0.00 0.00 343.40 74.60
TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 0.00 0.00 342.90 74’90~ 1MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00 0.00 133.40 8.00 2

Ō~L~O~o~LO~ --~.,o,.,,,7o~.~,.,o".’o
ō~,O~L~o~,~ o.~ o.~ o.ooo.~

M~N. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00 20.70 2.00 0.50
MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF

, 0.00 69.80 -69.80 0.00

WATER YEAR 1991-92 JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 7.90 0.001 0.00 0.00

To~AL Mot,,r~,,, OUTFLOW ~A~ 7.9O 0.00 0.00 0.00
MAX. ME~ DAIL’,’ IN~LOW (C~) 0.50: 0.00 0.00 0.001

TOTAL MO,NV’F’rlLY LOSSES (AF) 000 0.00 0.00 0.00

MIN. MEA~ DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00 0.00 0.00i 0.00
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EATON WASH DAM
AND RESERVOIR                                                                    O

L

,

CROSS. SECTION



V
EATON WASH DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

O

L

~o~o~.,_~o~ow~ o.~ oo~,~.~oo~.~o     /

WATER YEAR 1991-92 FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 1,723.90 2,537.60 911.70 213.70

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 1,573.90 2,471.40[ 1,138.50 160.70

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 295.40 197.80’ 31.90 8.50

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

IV[IN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00 6.30 3.00 0.60

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF)                 150.00                  66.20              -226.80                   53.00

,5
WATER YEAR 1991-92 /LINE .IUL¥ AUGUST SEPTEMBER

--~TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 120.10’ 5.70 5.40 0.00

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF") 183.10 35.50 5.40 0.00

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 9.90 4.60 0.30 ~ 0.00

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MIN. MEAN DAILY INrF’LOW (CFS) 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00

MONTHLY STORAGE CFLA_NGE (A.F’) -6300 -29.80 0.00 0.00
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LIVE OAK DAM
AND RESERVOIR

1

CROSS. SECTION

¯
,Im~e                        DAM

PURPOSE - ROO¢I Confm40nCl Conservation.
DATE CONSTRUCTED. S~one~l August 1921. Con’~o~te~                                                        r~
LO~..ATION ¯ 2.5 miles r~ost o~ Lo V~me.                          ~
DRNNAGE AREA ¯ 2.3 ~�lu~m n’~et
CAPACITY. 2&00~re 4~t. --.,,
,~ILLWAY ELEVATION. 1,496.0..

~d’~" --~:.~

n

DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY
5

MAX. PEAK INFLOW 111..92 CFS from 1300 on 02-12-92 to 1,~0 on 02-12-92 !
MAX. PF_AK OUTFLOW 35.90 CFS from 1300 on 02-13-92 to 1315 on 02-13-92
MAX. W.S. ELEVATION 1477.80 feet on 02-13-92 STORAGE 88.90 ACRE-FEET
M1N. V~’.S. ELEVATION l,g~0.00 feet on s-aries STORAGE 0.(30 ACRE-FEET

R0053470



WATER YEAR 1991-92 FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 108.30 107.50 30.10 19.40

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 108.30 107.50 30.10 19.40

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 25.50 11.20 1.30 0.80

TOTAL MONTH’LY LOSSES (A.F) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

IV[IN. MEAN DALLY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.I0

MON-I’HLY STORAGE CHANGE (A.F) ,, 0.00, 0.00 0.00 0.00

WATER YEAR 1991-92 JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

TOTAL MONTHLY ENWLOW (AF) 3.00 1.80 0.00 0.00

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 3.00 1.80 0.00 0.00

MAX. MEAN DALLY INFLOW (CFS) 0.I0 0.40 0.00 0.00

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
#

.MONTI’~,Y STOR.~GE CI-L~NGE (A-F’) I 000 0.00 0.00 0.00
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PACOIMA DAM
AND RESERVOIR

DIS
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V
PACOIMA DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY O

L
TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 27.70 24.20 56.90 204.801

1
TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 4.40 0.00 176.50 239.80

2
MAX. Ivl:EAN DAILY INFLOW (CI~) 1.30 0.80 7.10 17.60

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (A.r") 21.30 19.20 10.50 14.40

M.IN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CF~) 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.I0

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (A.F) 2.00 5.00 - 130.10 -49.40

WATER YEAR 1991-92 FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 6,878.30 5,155.90 3,523.10 1,037.20
2

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (At’) 5,211.60 4,055.00 3,539.50 2.218.10 ---,,

MAX. MEAN DALLY INFLOW (CFS) 708.40 207.10 101.90! 26.90

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 15.601 9.70 36.90 21.90 U

MIN. M]EAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 1.40 36.20 15.60 12.30

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) 1,651.10 1,091.20 1 -53.30 -1,202.80

8
TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 532.70 INC 79.70 56.30

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 2,059.40 INC 0.00 0.00

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 16.50 INC 1.90 1.10

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 18.80 INC 18.00 18.90

MIN. MEA~N DAILY I.Nq:ZOW (CFS) 480 INC 0.80 0.70

.MONTHLY STOI:L-~GE CHANGE {AF! - 1,545.50 ! INC I 61.70 37.40
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PUDDINGSTONE DAM V
AND RESERVOIR O

, L

~ 9~9.0 - CIIf.Sl Oi~ ~qLLWAY
PURPOS~ ¯ ~ Con~ a~ R~.                                                                      ~o
DA~ CONSTRUED. ~o~ ~ 192S. C~ ~n~W 1928
L~TION - 1.0 mi~ ~ ~ ~ ~.

~LLWAY E~A~ ¯ 9~.0 ~.

D~ OPE~TION RECORD SUMM~Y                                                       ~

M~.PE~ I~OW 9~9.41 CFS from 15~ on 02-12-~ to l~ on ~-12-~
M~.PE~ O~OW 5~ CFS from 1130 on ~-12-~ ~o 12~ on ~-12-~
M~. W.S. ~A~ON ~5~ feet on 03-~-92 STOOGE ~439.~ ACRE-~
MIN.W.S. ~EVATION

,      9~.16 fee~ on ~s STOOGE 6108.~ ACRE-~
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PUDDINGSTONEDAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

WATER YEAR 1991-92 1 OCTOBER I NOVEMBER I DECEMBER JANUARY
L

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 118.70 61.20 494.00 i 508.40

(AF) 14.50 11.50 13.50 708.90
TOTALMONTHLYOUTFLOW

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 17.80 2.80 146.50 110.90 .,~

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 138.90 99.30 68.80 62.40

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.10

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (A]: -34.70 -49.60 411.70 -262.90

-92 FEBRUARY MARCH I APRIL MAY
WATERYEAR1991

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 2,448.80 2,527.40 160.30 44.60

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 2,076.50 2,103.30 143.40 192.60
~--"

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CPS) 407.00 279.10 9.20 2.00

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 59.70 51.30 : 122.70 139.20

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.30 0.80 0.40 0.00

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) 312.60 372.80 -105.80 -287.20

WATER YEAR 1991-92 JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 81.90 106.90 125.30 103.40

TOTAL MONTHLY OLrVFLOW (AF) 23.40 14.30 15.30 15.30

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 2.90 3.00 4.40 3.10

TOTAL MON"1"HLY LOSSES (AF) 171.50 177.90 227.10 177.40

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.30 0.50 0.20 0.30    [

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AFI -11300 -8530 -117.10 -89.30
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,
PUDDINGSTONEDIVERSION DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY O

I
WATER YEAR 1991-92 OCTOBER NOVEMBER I DECEMBER JANUARY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF’) 0.00 0.00 12.70 5.30
’1

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 0.00 0.00 2.40 14.70

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00 0.00 6.30 8.30

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) 0.00 0.00! 10.30 -9.40

WATER YEAR 1991-92 FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 482.80 1,169.80 498.30 493.30
2

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 435.80 1,176.80 494.10 516.10

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 54.00 162.70 16.60 12.40

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 U

INFLOW (CFS) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1MIN. DAILY

MON’THLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF’) 47.00 , -7.00 4.20 -22.80

WATER YEAR 1991-92 !UNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 158.40 338.40 128.60 1.40

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 139.60 341.20 154.70 1.40

NL~.X. NfEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 11.40 6.80 6.90 0.20

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 11.70 0.00

D:-’dLY INF’LOW (CFS) 0.00 3.70 0.00 0.00MIN. MEAN

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (A_F),I 1880, -280, -37.80 0.00
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PURPOSE - RooO Con~ol Ond Conse~:~on.
DATE CONSTRUCTED. S~o~ecl
LOCATION- 3.0 n’Ules r~o~heost Of Son {~.
DRAINAGE AREA ¯ 16.2 ScIuom miles,
CAPACITY. 1,515 or.~ - leer.
SPILLWAY ELEVATION ¯ 1,&62.0Met.

DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

MAX, PEAK INFLOW 403.17 CFS from 1500 on 02-12-92 to 1600 on 02-12-92
NL,~,X. PEAK oLrrF’LOW 150.00 CFS from 0900 on 03-24-92 to 0945 on 03-24-92
MAX. W.S. ELEVATION 1462.40 feet on 64-14-92 STORAGE 1574.60 ACRE-FEET
MLN. W.S. ELEVATION 1374.03 feet on ~nes STORAGE 0.00 ACRE-FEET
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V
SAN DIMAS DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

~

WATER YEAR 1991-92 OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER [ JANUARY L
TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 24.40 23.80 70.40 131,40

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 24.40 23.80 39.30 5.60 1

WATER YEAR 1991-92 ’FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 1,099.50 1,279.401 692.80 382.50

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 233.70 994.70 652.20 720.60

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 143.301 108.00 20.50 9.10

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (A.F) 3.70 6.50 12.30 12.00

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.80 3.20 8.20 3.40

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) 862.10 278.20 28.30 -350.10

WATER YEAR 1991-92 JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

TOTAL MONTHLY iNFLOW (AF) 133.70 111.50[ 64.30 23.30

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 299.70 604.20 284.60 55.30

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 3.60 3.60 2.60 I.I0

TOTAL MON’THLY LOSSES (AF) 15.00 12.80 6.80 2.70

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CF’S)        1.20       0.40        0.00       0.!0
II
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SAN GABRIEL DAM
AND RESERVOIR O

2
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SAN GABRIEL DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

L
WATER YEAR 1991-92                  OCTOBER      NOVEMBER     DECEMBER      JANUARY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 1,376.10 982.90 2,081.80 5,752.80

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 5,049.70 7,034.00 9,708.70 4,670.10i

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 58.60 39.80 154.40 586.80
2

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 246.90 164.20 75.10 70.20

IV[IN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 11.90 0.80 13.80 31.50

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) -3.920.50 -6.215.30 -7,702.00 1.012.50

WATER YEAR 1991-92 FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AT’) 52,178.10 42,440.00 32,198.10 16,024.80

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 36.284.00 27,628.20 26,557.10 18,649.20

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 5,795.80 2,489.90 678.60 367.10

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 81.80 90.00 259.90 254.40

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 41.70 306.70 288.30 178.20

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) . 15.812.30’ 14,721.80! 5.381.10 -2,878.80

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 296.10 211.90 10.90 0.00

M1.~. ME~ D~L~ ~,~ow (CFS) 92.50 50.50 0.00 24.90!
MONT!-ILY STORAGE CHANGE (AFt! -9,763.00 , -2438630 -5,364.20 0.00
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V
SANTA ANITA DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

~

WATER YEAR 1991-92 OCTOBER I NOVEMBER DECEMBER I JANUARY L

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 27.30 39.90 ~ 75.10 183.90

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 0.00 94.00 0.00 280.70 1

|
WATER YEAR 1991-92 [ FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 2,891.50 3,052.50 1,596.30 576.70

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 2,694.00 3,048.00 1,566.10 737.90

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 389.80 155.40 49.30 12,70

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 1.70 1.50 2.30 2.30

IV[IN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 1.20 13.60 14.10 5.50

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) , 195.80 3.00 27.90 - 163.50

WATER YEAR 1991-92 JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

(AF) 363.40 301.90 136.10 9’.10TOTAL MONTHLYINFLOW

TOTAL MONTHLY OU’TFLOW (AF) 421.00 245.20 107.10 97.80

~L~.X. lVlT=AN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 9.70 8.50 3.30 2.10

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 2.50 2.’0 3.40 3.10

MIN, MEA.N DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 3.90 3.20 0.80 0.80

MONTHI.Y S’IORAGE CFL~NGE (,zff’) ! -60.10 54.30, 25.60 -6.80
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SAWPIT DAM
AND RESERVOIR

PURPOSE - Roo~l Control aria Cons~v~tion.
DATE CONSTrUCTeD. Sto~fe<:l Marcfl 1926. Coml:)lete~l June 1927.

DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

MAX. PEAK INFLOW 12.322 CFS from 1300 on 02-12-92 to I400 on 02-12-92
MAX. PEAK OUIt.LOW 58.70 CFS from 0445 on 02-11-92 to 0500 on 02-11-92
MAX. W.$. I~LEVATION 1316.10 feet on 02-I2-92 STORAGE liB.10 ACRE-FEET
MIN. W.S. ELEVATION 1310.00 feet on I0-24-91 STORAGE 94.80 ACRE-FEET

D27
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SAWPIT DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

L

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 49.80 61.70 80.30 103.90

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 1.50 1.30 2.60 3.80 ~--

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00! 0.00

Iv[IN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.40! 0.80 1.00 1.20

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) 0.10 -0.10 0.20 0.00

WATER YEAR 1991-92 FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 375.40 394.80 258.60 187"40~ 2
TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 375.30 394.40 259.00 187.40

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CI~) 41.20 24.40 5.80 3.80

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 U

IV[IN. IV[EAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 1.40 2.60 3.30 2.60

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) 0.10 0.40, -0.40 0.00

O

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (A-F’) 144.60 104.20 77.70 71.70 U

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 144.80 104.10 77.80 71.80

MIN. MEAN DALLY IN’FLOW (CFS) 1.60 1.40 1.10 0.80

L~ONTHIY STORAGE CFL~NGE (A_F)
-0.20 0.10 -0. I0 -0, I0

D28
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V
THOMPSON CREEK DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

WATER YEAR 1991-92 t OCTOBER I NOVEMBER i DECEMBER [ JANUARY L
TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTALMONTHLY OUTFLOW

MAX. MILAN DALLY INFLOW (CF~) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7
TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

M~N. MEAN DALLY I~£)W (CPS) 0.00 0.00 0.001 0.00

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

WATER YEAR 1991-92 FEBRUARY [ MARCH APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 85.20 93.10 11.60 0.00

TOTAL MONTHJ~Y OUTFLOW (AF) 51.20 59.70 70.60 8.10

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 14.80 15.60 0.60 0.00

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CF’~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00,

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE (AF) 34.00 33.40 -59.00 -8.10

MONTHLY INFLOW (~F) 0.0t? 0.00 0.00 0.0t?TOTAL

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CI~) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MIN. MEAN DAILY INq=LOW (CF5) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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EROSION CONTROL LEach year eroded material in various forms (trees, rock. sand, etc.) flows out of the
mountain watersheds of Los Angeles County. In an effort to control this potentially
disruptive force, the Department maintains a series of debris basins in canyon mouths and
upstream stabilization structures in selected watersheds.                                       1

DEBRIS BASINS

The purpose of a debris basin is to entrap the debris flows emanating from the canyon and           ~--"
let the relatively desired water pass into the flood control channels.

In the 1991-1992 water year, there were 114 debris basins. The total maximum capacity of
the basins is approximately 7,573,050 cubic yards.

The Department cleaned out fifty debris basins and removed approximately 434,200 cubic
yards of sediment.

Records of sediment inflow at individual debris basins and amounts excavated and removed
are available in the Hydraulic/Water Conservation Division.

STABILIZATION STRUCTUIW~S 2
Stabilization structures are constructed to control erosion in natural canyons. They serve
to prevent downcutting by stabilizing alluvium deposits. In addition, they store debris
generated by the watershed.and serve to stabilize side banks, reducing side slope sloughing ~"~
and bank erosion.

The Department maintains 225 stabilization structures in 47 major watersheds. No
structures have been constructed since the 1973-74 water year.

EMERGENCY STRUCTURES

Emergency structures (rail and timber, and crib type) have been constructed to entrap the
debris inflow from burned watersheds. They serve to protect improvements (road, channel,
residence, etc.) located irnmediately downstream of the watersheds. Currently, 34
emergency structures exist with a total maximum capacity of 269,600 cubic yards. One major
fire (over 500 acres) burned 1323 acres in this water year and is shown on the Burned Area
Location Map on page PE2.

SEDIMENT REMOVAL FROM RESERVOIRS

Sediment deposition in reservoirs reduces the storage capacities and adversely affects flood
control and water conservation efforts. Sediment removal is periodically necessary and is
generally an expensive effort due to large quantities, the need to deal with water inflows,
and in several cases, remote locations and limited accessibility for equipment.
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Where practical, the Department encourages sediment removal by permittees at no cost to
the Department such as at Eaton Wash and Devil’s Gate Dams.

During the 1991-92 water year the Department completed cleanouts in Cogswell Reservoir
and Morris Reservoir. These are two of three reservoirs in San Gabriel Canyon which
collectively contain 36 w/Ilion cubic yards (cy), about three-quarters of the cumulative
volume of sediment currently bel~nd all dams under the Department’s control

Morris reservoir’s cleanout consisted of a Pilot Sluicing Project. This is the first debris 2
removed from Morris Reservoir in its 57 year history. About 435,000 cy of material was
removed with this year’s cleanout.

T~e Department has also developed a Sediment Management Plan (SMP) with the goal of
maintaining current flood control and water conservation capacities at the San Gabriel
Canyon Reservoirs. The SMP identifies feasible alternatives for the removal, transport, and
disposal of sediment from Cogswell, San Gabriel, and Morris Reservoirs. Sediment removal
alternatives identified in the SMP include sluicing, flow assisted sediment transport,
dredging, trucking, use of conveyor belts, and construction of a slurry pipeline. The
Department is currently preparing an environmental document to evaluate the impacts of
the various sediment removal concepts.

2
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

OATASHErrA DEBRIS BASIN- DESIGN DATA

ihdv4k.e 1~91-1992 Storm $e~o~ Compiled by: Hy~c ~ WMM C~

O~e; O~ 31. 1~92

UNC~T~ED 80~ ~ ~. ~’
FI~T O~AGE ~ ~. AT ~RT ~WAY ~D~ C~ST. M~, DEE.

DEBTS ABOVE ~S~ ~ C~. ~VERT C~ST ~WAY OF O~

1970- 71 2.77 1108 11084 11~.0 ~.0 1134.0

D~               1971- 72 Oll 898.7 8984 9130 22.~ 9~9.6 12.~

~ 1954 ¯ 66 0.19 1203.9 1203.0 12760 ~.0 1203.0

1945- 46 0.~ 1123 11)3 1 1155.0 ~.0 1166.0           1~,~

1970 - 71 0.27 8~ 8~.0 ~7.0 32.0 815.6 43,~

1071. 72 002 1Oil.3 18960 19100 140 19109

~O~ 1958- ~ 2.94 1102 1101.9(3) 1131.6 1160 1148.7

W~ch~ 1988 - 69 0.47 2028 202A0 ~53.S ~.0 ~650

G~ 1908 - 69 019 20~ ~.0 ~42.0 25.0 ~53.O 39.~

1971- 72 029 1189.1 !1~97 11946 ~.0 1~3.3 ~7,~

~              1971 ¯ 72 0.01 11~ 11~.0 11455 8.0 1148.0 7~

~_~ 1954 - 66 0.60 912.6 913.1 9~.0 ~9.0 928 0 09,~

1935 ¯ 36 1 04 8~ 8~.0 8~.0 ~O ~30

~a V~te 1985- 96 0.10 9787 978.7 992.2 39.0 997.7

C~e ~ 1970 - 71 003 13~ 3 13~O 1362.~ I~.0 1366.8

C~ 1954 - 56 0.12 1222 1223.2 12382 ~.0 1245.0

C~s~e 1976 ¯ 77 O.21 1271.5 1271.5 1291.7 co0 1295.4 36.~

Ch~,~ 1974- 76 0.04 1094 6 1004 0 I0~76 ~.0 1101.3 4,~

C~ 1~3. 04 0.~ 1022 10220 10588 23.0 1071.O ~.4~

Cr~ 1972- 73 0.01 2350.5 23~ $ 23~ 0 i5) 23620

~ 1973- 74 021 3139 315 0 329 6 30 0 329.5 34.7~

C~ 1961 ¯ 62 0.58 2058 20S9 0 20829 48,0 ~92.0

CoPUlA 1976- 76 113) 21200 I10) 21424 I1OI I10) 33.7~

C~ew 1983- 84 003 864 4 004 0 8802 ~.0 891.7

C~ 1983- 84 0.67 10842 10042 10098 300 1077.0

Dmvene 1970 ¯ 77 0.18 1471 1471 0 1479.3 400 14833 8.2~

Dev~wo~ 1981- 82 0,03 1099 18990 19158 220 1~21.6

C~Von-~ F~k 1978 - 78 1.05 1002 8 1082 5 1074 8 32 0 1079.3        7,~

Du~ 1935- 3B 084 2228 22277 22572 600 22722 I02.7~

E~ie 193~- 37 0,48 Ie4e 3 1848 3 1880 2 ~.0 1895.2

~wo~ 1964. 65 0.31 912 911 5 9380 220 9520

E~r~d.E~t 1964 - 05 0 32 1185 I I~81 1 1192 0 ~0 12040 13.2~

E~ew~ 1901 - 62 044 1274 9 1275 0 12970 ~.0 13~0 40,~

O~e 1935 - 30 0.21 1544 1544 0 1501 ~ ~6) 1560 5 23.8~ f14~

1935 - 36 031 1438 7 1462 4 11) 1470 2 25 0 1480.5 ~,~

F;eld~o~ 1974- 75 035 7127 7130 7180 280 722 3 2,8~

Club Dnv* 1930 - 71 0.32 880 7 880 7 ~2 0 38 7 915 0 14.7~

G~d~ 1973 - 74 0 18 1075 7 1075 0 1088 0 220 109~ 0 188~
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

OATAS~EeXA DEBRIS BASIN- DESIGN DATA

letdudmg 1991-1992 $4o~ Se~o~ Compaed by: Hy~¢ ~ W~M C~

O~e. O~ 31. 1992
FLE;

UNCONTR~LED ~0~ ~ ~" ~"
F~T O~AG~ A~ EL~. AT ~M ~WAY ~ C~ST.
DEB~ ABOVE ~S~ M~ C~. WVEM C~ST ~LWAY OF O~ C~.

DEBTS BAS~ S~ (~ MI.) (~j (~.). (~J I~.1 (~.~ ICU. YDS.)

~ 1947. 48 030 IS29 6 15~.2 1~80 $6.0 16~.0 62.~

~ ~) 1970- 77 0.18 18039 1863.9 1897.7 32.0 1~!.0

H~ 1036- 30 0.06 1641.0 1041.0 1~1.3 131.0 1004,0

H~ 1060. 69 0.43 1254 0 1266 0 1269.0 ~.0 1277.8

H~ Ww
1991 ¯ 02 0.13 1323 1323.0 13~.0 ~.0 1336.0      61,7~

HW 1936 - 37 0.~ 1876.t 1~1.0 1~6.0 36.0 1916.0 34,~

¯ ~,~,~ 1942- 83 036 8036 863.6 0860 18,0 ~1.0

H~ 1969- 70 033 15~ 1 16~.0 IS36.0 32.0 1647.0

~ Em 1968 ¯ 09 0.18 1197.6 11980 1210.9 370 1216.0 22,~

H~W~ 1970- 71 0.17 11448 114S.0 1158.9 ~.0 1107.0

1982- 83 003 1303 1252.9 12SO.? ~.0 1201.0 3,~

,%.~ ~ve 1974- 75 003 ~S 8 ~5.0 910,3 12.0 9~.0 1.~

K~ 1964 - 60 0 ~ 1370 1370.0 1388.0 ~ 0 1390.0 14,1~

~. W~ 1966- 67 0.16 13849 1390.0 1~.0 220 1408 S

L~ 1954 - 65 0.2~ 1018.0 I0100 103S8 14.0 10430      41,~

LoT~e 1955- 50 6.34 11090 1110.0 11~.0 7S.0 11S7.0 402,~

~ L~ 1835, 36 0.45 10851 r~l 1715.6 ~.0 17~04

Lm L~ 1983 ¯ 84 007 89$ 4 8~.0 ~0.6 24.0 9110

~ 1903 ¯ 64 3.72 992 0 9920 1~3.0 770 1019.0 171.~

~ 193S- 30 0.~ 12758 1274.0 1~40 600 1322S 38,4~

~aV~e 1970- 71 0.37 9795 979.S 9898 ~.0 9957 3,2~

~eO~ 1959- ~ 3.31 11~0 11395 11800 840 12~.2 6~.~

~ 1954- SS 026 0880 091.8 ~10 36.0 ~40

M~~ 1988 - 89 0.20 14~5 6 1455 6 14~0 ~.0 14860

M~ No. 1 1953 - 54 0.?0 1665 9 ~eee 0 1084.0 ~.0 10925

M~ No, 2 1953- 64 O.OS 1003 4 1403 S 122 1609.5 ~.0 10740 10.~

M~.~ 1981- 82 0,11 9438 9423 9~.0 120 9540

M~Om 1984- 65 O~ 113S0 11350 11580 45.0 1107.0 47,7~

M~ 1983. 84 0.01 11362 1135,5 11~.9 ~.0 1141.0 1,~

M~ 1973- 74 015 1146~ 11470 11540 ~.0 11650 12.~

Mu,~y {!1J 1974 - 75 034 24~0 24~0 2435 4 42.0 2439 6 9.4~

N~ 1937 ¯ 38 035 4~5 4810 485 1 ~0 4950 14.1~

O~ 1975 - 76 0 05 2145 4 2145 7 2151.8 500 2156 2

O~l~e 1974- 75 OOO 12740 12~0 12900 20,0 12900 7,2~

O~t View Or~ve 1984 - 85 002 13155 1315 5 13275 20,0 1327.S 3.4~

O~v~ 1989- ~ 0 18 12580 12580 12783 41.0 12833 32,1~

p)~ 1935 ¯ 38 1 ~ 1503 8 1504 0 1~ 0 1230 18130 125,1~

~a~ 1973 ¯ 74 0 02 2431 0 24~ S 2443 0 {7) 2448 S 3.~

F_4
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

DATASHI:~’rA DEBRIS BASIN- DESIGN DATA
Indvdm0 1991.1982 S~o~’m 84-,,~ Comp~ed ~: HV~ ~ W~ C~

Dine: D~ 31, 19~2

~CONT~LLE0 80~ ~ ~. ~"
FI~T O~AGE AR~ ~. AT ~RT ~LWAY ~ C~. ~. DEE.
0EBNS A9OVE ~ M~ C~. ~VERT C~ST ~WAY ~ O~ C~.

DEBTS BAS~ ~ I~. MI,I (~.) I~.) (~.) 1~.1 ~.) 1~. YDS.}

~;~ 1853- S4 0.21 1703 8 1~3.e 1714,0 ~.0 17~2.0 43.1~

~wl~ IU~-~ 1070 - 77 0.31 1~28 0 1920.0 1940.0 4~.0 10s1.3

b 1143 ¯ 44 1.28 1582.1 lSl21 1~e.~ ~t.0 le~S.S

~y ~ow~) 11~i- ~ 0.28 8108 ~1.8 1280 4~O 133.O      ~.~

~e 1981- 82 1.11 1073.9 1073.8 1077.7 Se.2 tOI~.S te.t~

T~ 1988 89 004 17790 17793 17~.0 (10) 17960

S~t~ ~e 1959 ~ 1.70 748.6 ?~S 13) 774.7 1~.0 790.0 394.~

~;w~ 1954 6S 2.8~ 9~.3 0~3 982.0 110.0 1~.0

~ 1045 46 0.10 e~O 9~ 0 12) 9560 ?e.O Ne.O

~e 1902 63 0.28 14590 14~ 0 1478.5 ~.0 1491,0

~w~ 1976 77 0.25 1294.7 1294.7 1313.2 35.0 1319.0

~ 1937 38 O.Oe ~.0 20~0 2058.1 ~.0 ~70,~ 34.~

~ra M~e 0~ (12) 1927 ~ 239 11190 1119.5 11725 62.5 11760 130.~

1957 S0 1.46 10692 10092 1088 9 48.0 1102.5 ~2.7~

~ovm 1930 37 0.21 18020 1862.7 10790 ~.0 1893.7 24.~

~- ~o 1969 70 1.00 1539.0 15~0 1564.8 45,0 1580.0

~ 1958- 59 0.42 750.0 7~0 761.S ~.0 765.9

St~ 1973 ¯ 74 0.13 2428 0 2428.0 2441.5 ~,0 2448.S 14.~

Stets~ 19~9 - 70 02S 15560 lS550 1570.0 32.0 1570.0 41.~

~h 19~- 41 1.eS 1~80 1~5 8 1031 S (4 1~.0 1043,5 1~.~

S~ 1987- 88 0.03 9750 971 0 983.8 8.0 9~,0

~vm 1970 ¯ 71 238 570.0 5700 587.0 ~.0 S99,3

~n~e 1970 - 71 0,02 12~.0 12~ 0 1299 5 15,0 1~3.8 3.~

~heM C~y~.De~ 1982- 83 0.21 13824 13~ S I~1,8 240 1~9.t

~t~ ILow~) 1963 - 84 045 1~30 994 5 10~ 0 ~.0 1056 0 I~.~

~em IU~I 1920 - 29 044 1574.2 1574 0 1603.7 75 0 1610.1

Turn~ 1952 - S3 099 470 1 47S 6 492 0 400 ~3 0 21.~

U~;~Illl 1976- 77 0.20 2505 25020 25188 29.5 25240

V~d~o 1935- 30 ~ 11095 11100 11197 1450 11310 131.~

W~ 1950 - 57 0 12 2021 8 2022 0 2043 0 58.0 ~35.3

W~t ~vme 1935 - 30 0 25 1468 8 1469 O (1) 1~1 9 200 1~5,5 44.~

W~e 1974 - 75 0 02 894 894 0 ~1,0 10.7 ~60 1.~

~;dw~ 19~7 - 68 0 65 1342.9 1342 9 1354 0 ~.0 1360.0 ~.7~

~lh~S H~P~ 1983. 84 009 12825 12900 12~0 190 1293.0 2.~

W,~ 1902 - 63 2 58 1493 3 1493 0 1520 0 60.0 15430 313.1~

~n~ 1908 - 09 0 18 1920 1920 0 1935 0 ~0 19450 29.~

Z~h~ 1956. 57 0 35 1803 4 1803 I 1820 5 440 18230 48.~

114 DE~ B~ 74
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OATA~EETA DEBRIS BASIN-DESIGN DATA

Jnciud~n0 1 ~91 o1992 Storm SeCeDe Comp~led by: Hydr~l~� ~d W~ter
D~ie~ - S~teti~ M~ao~t
D~te: D~be~ 31, 1992
FILE:OS~92.WK4

11 ) LOWEST CLE~ WATER O~L~, ~T S~LLWAY.
{2) EL~ATION OF S~WAY NOT~.

(3) FLOW LINE OF SLUICEWAY.

14) ELEVATION OF SPILLWAY I~O OUTL~ CH~NEL. E~ATION OF
OVERFLOW SPILLWAY 1036.~ FE~.

(5) ONE 30-INCH ~INFORCE0 CONC~E
(6) FOUR 36-INCH CORRUGATED MET~ ~S.

(7) ONE 3B-INCH REINFORCED CONCRETE ~PE. (EL~ATE0
(8) DEBRIS C~ACITY AVN~ ~THIN NGHT OF WAY U~T$.
19) ~T-TY~ B~N.

(10) INFORMATION UNAVN~LE.

(11) SPECIAL CLE~OUT REQUIREO DUE TO LIMITEO STOOGE.
12) CLE~OUT REQUIRED WHEN DEBRIS REACHES OR EXCEEOS

AG~NST FACE OF

(13) VALUES ~E COMBINED ~TH COOKS DEBRIS B~IN
(14) V~UES ~E BASED ON RECENTLY ~PROVED CUT--S OR NEW M~. C~ACI~

115) REDUCED C~ACITY B~ED ON S% M~ CONE SLO~
(16) C~ACITY BASED ON "F" D~NGS ~0 IT ~

REVISEO BASED ON A NEW TO~ M~.

(17) BASIN BEING RE~CED WITH NEW DEBRIS BASIN DOWNSTR~.
(18) SPILLWAY LEVEL STOOGE C~ACITY.
(19) M~IMUM C~ACITY MAY BE MORE TH~ SHOWN ~D WILL BE REVIEWED.
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

DATASHEETS DEBRIS BASIN-DEBRIS PRODUCTION HISTORY

Inchxlmo 1991 ¯ 1992 Slom~ Saleon Coml~iled by+, Hydrluli© II~:I Wllat Conllr~ll~on
D~v~oion ¯ Sedimentation Management

Date: December 31. 1992
FILE: DSB92.WK4

MAXIMUM SEASONAL DEBRIS ESTIMATED CONDITIONS
PRODUCTION

NUMBER TOTAL DEBRIS DEBRIS ICAPACITY AVAILABLE
OF DEPOSITED STORED ~--- ............

DEBRIS BASIN SEASONS ICU. YDS.| (1) (CU. YDS.) SEASON (CU. YDS.) I(CU. YDS.) PER CENT

Aliso (11) 22 170.5?5 30.700 1112-13 -1483 43.113 104 (S)

Ad)or Dell I112 21 1.929 100 1171-10 400 13.OOO

Auburn 31 14.9i9 20.100 1961-S2 1923 30.077 9S

Ba~ley 47 239,231 11,000 1979-10 1577 120.223 13

~at~ 22 13,920 ?,600 1171-10 3859 39,141 91

B~t)da~ 21 3o014 623 1917-11 .244 2ol44 109

B~g Dalton 33 333.003 296.700 1963-69 6200 $13.600 IS

Blonch~J 24 ?0.991 36.600 1977-70 2011 71.689 96

Blue Gum 24 39,346 19,100 1977-71 -2913 42,513 107

Brace 21 39.855 12.000 1977-71 97 27.403 100

Br~em~r 21 664 17) 213 1980-11 -200 900

BrMb,J~ 31 268.262 70.200 1968-69 2098 87.702 IS

Brand 57 " 266.632 53.100 1977-78 4951 161.049 97

B~ena V~sta 7 44) 4~ 1987-98 40 21.360 100

Carhmse House 22 4°742 3.400 1979-90 200 S,S00 17

Carter 38 37.143 12.600 1979-90 1152 13,448 S 2

Caesars 19 29.795 I S.SOO 1977-79 16 t 1 35.089 96

Chambed-~n (1 I) 11 $58 300 1974-79 -IOO 4.800 102

29 45.220 10.700 1980-91 202 50.198 1Ch~ldl

Cio~I Creek 20 3.322 1.900 1977-79 -610 5,710 112

Ctoudcroh 19 12.290 6.100 1973-74 1363 33°332 96

Cooke 41 175.472 (3) 81.200 13) 1977-79 24.51 (3) 13.149 97 132

Cooks M-1A 17 1132 {132 (132 {132 (13) 1132

Cral~ew 9 (6) {6) (B) S 5.995 100

Crocker 9 9.745 9745 1991.92 4046 15.254 79

Deer 38 161,857 44.200 1968-69 -251 56.851 100

Denivelle I 6 9.626 5.$OO 1977-78 349 7.851 99

11 626 400 1991-92 200 .5.500 96Oevonwood

Dry CenyorPSouth Fork 14 8.348 5.300 1979-80 400 7.500 99

Dunsmu~r 57 361.512 86.200 1977-78 +3416 106.116 103

Eagle .56 194.910 41.700 1937-38 5447 56.953

Elmwood I11) 29 53.433 16.100 1980-91 22 61.978 100

Emerald-East (112 28 10.$61 1.8OO 1985-86 45 13.155

En.__glewild 31 89.640 (2) 60.200 (2) 1968-69 570 40.030 99

FIle Oaks 57 109.020 15.700 1935-36 -2462 26,262 110

Fern 57 164. 359 23 .gOD 1968.69 - 1340 31.940 ! 04

F, eldbrook 1 $ 1.405 500 1977-78 408 2.392 85

Golf Club Drive 22 33 r ~0 I I ,600 1979"80 642 14,058 96

Gordon 19 4.485 3,800 1977-78 -119 16.919 101

E7
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

DATASHEE’TB DEBRIS BASIN-DEBRIS PRODUCTION HISTORY

Inclmlin9 1991 - 1992 Storm Season Compiled by: Hyt:lreuli¢ ehd WeBer Conserve~on
Dovioion ¯ Sedimontotmn Msnegomont

Osto: December 31. 1992
FILE: DSB92.WK4

MAXIMUM SEASONAL DEBRIS ESTIMATED CONDITIONS
PRODUCTION

NUM,ER TOTAL OE,RIS
DEBRIS ICAPAC’TY AVAILABL’OF DEPOSITED STORED ............

~-E’~TDEBRIS BAS,N SEASONS (CU. YDS.) (1) (CU. YDS.) SEASON (CU. YDS.) |lCU. YDS.) PER

4S 121,394 11.000 1865-56 521 52.279 99

Gould (Upper) 16 36.621 11.177 1991.92 1108 51.192 98

Halts 67 $97.981 102,100 1937-38 -1249 90,649 101

;-;e~;~w 34 76.257 (2) 53.400 (21 1966-69 -5561 73.561 IO8

,-,-- ~ n Ww
1 18) (O) I|) (9) S 1.700 1 O0

Hey $0 72,463 10.200 1937-30 S24B 29,1S !

Hillcrae! 30 52,349 11,700 1664-65 4462 53,338 92

Ha9
23 6.500 3.900 1977-78 BB 39.534 100

.~k East 24 45.709 (2) 40°200 (2) 1968-65 0 22.300 100

Hook West 22 ?,139 3,600 1979.80 301 21,299 BB

inverness 10 291 262 1982-83 483 2.817 85

;;-,~r,~ Ohv* 18 1.584 600 1980-81 38 1,162 57

Kinneloa 28 64.484 (2) 17.6OO (2) 1968.69 528 13.S72 BB

Kinneloe West 26 69.340 (2) 22.200 (2) 1968-69 976 13.224 93

L;.";n;n 38 84.067 19.200 1969.70 0 41.400 100

Le Tune 37 632.474 172.100 1977-76 2611S 456.185 95

L~s Rores B7 214,754 36,000 1937-36 0 55,600

~’~ L~e L~,,~,; -- B (S) (B) (6) 35 5.365 S5

L;.T.~In 29 308.861 42.300 1665.55 3013 167,967

U~.~.:n (11) 57 131.S4S 28.400 1968-69 688 37.712       98

Undo V~ste (11) 22 12.546 3.400 1677-78 -240 3.440 106

LJt’.Je Dalton 33 905.170 337.900 1966-69 16037 644.463

Meddock 38 56.979 16.200 1980-81 2045 42.955 95

M;:--ton/Pere~on 4 (6) (9) (6) (9) 5.000 100

May No. 1 (I I) 39 220.149 45.600 1968.69 562 63.438 99

"..;--y No. 2 35 27.937 6.200 1966.67 579 9.422 94

Monument 11 3.009 2.600 1981 - 92 292 6.506 95

MorBen 28 30.292 12.900 1968-69 651 47.049 99

Mountbertsn 5 95 (5) (6) 95 1.305 93

IVI~(I 19 2.040 1.100 1979-80 146 12.354 59

Mullsliy (10) 18 62.990 (4) 24.400 (4) 1977-78 1309 8.091 86 (16)

Nichols 55 128.067 21.800 1951-52 471 13.629 97

Oak 17 13.256 6.900 1977-78 785 7.91S 91

Oekgiede 18 1.455 1.200 1977-76 538 6.712 93

Oskmon! V~ew Dr,re 6 221 221 1991.92 221 3.179 94

Oliver 3 30380 (14) ¯ 16255 (14) 1977-78 0 32.100 100

P~cksr~s 57 729,000 140.6OO 1977-78 .107 125.207 100

Ptrtelew~ 19 5.258 1,200 1976-77 79 3,121 96
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

DATASSEETe        DEBRIS BASIN-DEBRIS PRODUCTION HISTORY
’1"

Includin~ 19B I - 1992 Slon’n SellOfl Canalled by: Hydraulic a~d Water Censers/arian I .
Div~eion ¯ Sedimentation Management

Date: December 31. 1992
FILE: DSB92.WK4

MAXIMUM SEASONAL DEBRIS ESTIMATED CONOITIONS
PRODUCTION~

NUMBER TOTAL DEBRIS DEBRIS ICAPACITY AVAILABLE
OF DEPOSITED STORED

OEBRIS BASIN SEASONS (CU, YDS.) (13 (CU. YDS.) SEASON (CU. YDS.) I(CU. YOS.) PER CENT A

Rowloy 39 77,618 (43 13,000 (4) 1B??-?B 1383 41.717 97
Rowley (Upper) 15 ~0,306 (4) 31,900 143 1977-7l -2073 30.873 107
Rub*o 49 285.870 133,000 1979-80 -1172 128,372 101
Ruby (Lower) 37 20.448 8,300 1968-89 1018 27,584 88
Rye 11 13,577 10,000 1981-82 -771 19.071 104

S~(Idlabeck 4 SO0 (83 (B) 600 26.500 88

Sense An~te 33 701,789 (2.3) 132,000 (2,3) 1961-82 17842 378,658 8B
Sewpit 38 688,846 (2.33 232,200 (2,33 1968-69 1849 633.851 100
SchoOl 47 18,164 800 1968-69 670 8.630 83

Schoolhouse 30 34,331 21,600 1962-63 5076 62.624 83

Schwartz 16 49,165 21.600 1977-78 4106 41,284 B 1
Sh~¢ide 55 173.612 (3) 7,800 1937-39 1800 33,000

Sierra M~lre Dam (123 66 365.888 (2) 95.200 (2) 1968-69 1015 135,385 98

Sierra Medre Villa 35 508,701 118,600 1961.62 -38674 441,374 110

Shover 55 109,280 19,300 1938- 39 4883 19.917 80
Sombrero 23 6,030 3,300 1977-78 175 87.725 100

Slinks 34 67.086 1 S, 600 1968-69 700 65.300 99
19 29,030 14,200 1977-78 1857 13.043 68Ster~=JI

Stetson (11) 23 19,196 1.500 1977-78 1962 39,339 95

Stou~h 52 162,766 44,100 1984- 65 3447 177,153 98

S~rlevant 25 1.321 500 1977-78 120 1,280 91

Sullivan 22 93,952 35.300 1979-90 S 179" 45.822
Sunnyeide 22 1,764 800 1978-79 35 3,365 99
Sunset Canyon-Deer 10 4.075 3.400 1982-83 100 4.900 SO

Sunset (Lower) 29 144,350 20,200 1980-81 2581 158.019 98
Sunset (Upper) 64 146,427 27,000 1964-65 ¯ 1123 17.023 107

Turnbull (11) 40 54.372 (2) 16,900 (2) 1968-69 -957 22.557 104 (5)

Upper Shields (153 16 43,217 (4) 16,900 (4) 1977-78 (153 (153 (153 J’~"

Verdugo 57 827.992 105.400 1937-38 13334 117.686 90

Ward 36 51.668 17.800 1977-78 230 26.170 99

West Rewne 57 149.160 29.900 1937- 38 -463 45, 363 101
Westndge 18 200 (6) (6) 187 1,213 87

Wildwood 25 81,546 18,700 1977-78 171 20,529 99
W)ll*em S. Her1 Perk 9 809 600 1983-84 -97 2.497 104

Wirson 30 2 t 5.634 55,500 1968-69 14871 298.429 95

’,~nery 24 27,215 9.400 1968.69 1659 27,541 94

Zecheu 36 107,185 (4) 48,100 (4) 1977.78 1100 47,300 98

114 DEBRIS BASINS 13,621,280 7.429,662
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D~ASHErrS         DEBRIS BASIN-DEBRIS PRODUCTION HISTORY

Dine: D~ 31. 1992
FLE: DS892.~4.

tl) VOI.UM[ OF DEBRIS DEPOSITED IN ~4SINS DOES NOT INCLUO| ~1
D[SRIS SLUICED THROUGH OPEN PORTS OR NOTCH.

I~1 VOt.UM[ OF 0EBRIS O[POS;TED DOES NOT INCLUDE D|IRi~ WH~H
PASSED OVER SPILLWAY DUNNO THE STONVIS IN 19e~SS ~ON, "p

13) INCLUDING DEBNS FROM UPSTREJ4M BASIN OR DAM.

14) VOLUME OF DEBRIS DEPOSlTEO ODES NOT INCLUDE oE~ql~ V~IICH

PASSED OVER SPILLWAY DUNNG THE STORMS IN 1177.?| Ir~SON.
($) DEBRIS CAPACITY AVAI.J~L[ WTTHIN RIGHT OF WAY LIltS.

III NO SIGNIFICANT DEBRIS INFLOWS RECO~OE0.

171 NO DEBRIS I~CORDS EXIST FOR THE FIRST 0 8~SONS.

181 INFORMATION UNAVAILABLE.

19) MAXIMUM CAPACITY MAY B~ MORE THAN SHOWN AND ~ ~[ I~rVIEWIO.

|101 8J~CIAL CLEANOUT REQUIRED OUE TO LlvilTED STOI~41~E

ll 1) SPECIAL CLEANOUT REQUIRED DUE TO BUI~IEO WATEI~HED

112l CLEANOUT REQUIRED WHEN DEBRIS I~.ACHES OR EXCEEDS EL[~. 11~1.S
AGAINST FACE OF DAM.

113! VALUES ARE COMBINED WITH COOKS DEBN$ BASIN.

(14) INCLU01NG DEBRIS DATA FROM IN~’VIOUS BASIN. ~
(15) BASIN BEING REPt.ACED WITH NEW OEB.~S ~,A.SIN 00~9~STR[AM

lie) BASIN TO BE CL[ANEO.
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WATER QUALITY

Since its conception, the Flood Control District (now Department of Public Works) has
actively engaged in operations which have proven indispensable in preserving the integrity
of our water resources, both quantity and quality, and has aided in the establishment of
regulations or controlling criteria by those agencies so empowered.

Prior to March 1986, monitoring activities in the field of water quality control were
conducted by the Water Quality Section of Hydraulic/Water Conservation Division. In
March 1986, the responsibilities of conducting such activities were transferred to Waste
Management Division as a result of the consolidation. These activities include, among
others, the collection of water quality samples, their analyses, and the interpretation and
reporting of the resulting data.

Areas of involvement include the monitoring of all groundwater basins through the sampling
of numerous wells, the monitoring of storm and low water flows at various strategic locations
on the major streams or channels, and an assumed or obligated responsibility to monitor the
quality effects and subsurface travel of recharge areas, specifically the Whittier Narrows
Spreading Grounds area.

The Water Quality Section, together with personnel of other Departmental divisions, also
conducts investigations into pollution problems relative to our facilities, particularly those
from industrial discharges, vehicle accidents, ruptured pipelines, or the indiscriminate
dumping of various waste products.

The principal objectives of these investigations are to determine the degree and apparent
source or origin of the pollution and to take the necessary action that will immediately abate
the existing problem and possibly provide a means to prevent or limit recurrence.

Since 1986, the Water Quality Section also has been conducting the screening of proposed
connections to County storm drains, and developments over County right-of-ways, for the
purpose of minimizing/eliminating potential of pollutants to the storm drain waters and,
thereby, to the environment.

The above-mentioned activities of the Water Quality Section have recently been intensified,
particularly in the areas of interfacing and coordinating with other municipalities/cities,
environmental organizations, as v,ell as Federal and State agencies, in an effort to comply
~ith the regulations and requirements mandated under the 1987 Clean Water Act, whereby
the Department’s storm drain system is under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permitting regulations of the California Regional Water Quality Control
Board (CRWQCB).

The NPDES Permit (CA0061654) issued for the storm drain system in Los Angeles County
requires the development of programs to improve the quality of stormwater/urban runoff
discharges into the storm drain system. Los Angeles County, represented by the
Department of Public Works, is the Principal Permittee and the cities within the County are
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Co-Permittees. The drainage area covered by the Permit will become active in three phases,
with Phase I, the Santa Monica Bay Drainage Basin, having begun July 1, 1990.

Phase 1I, which involves San Fernando and San Gabriel Drainage Basins, has begun in July
1992.

The Permit requires the County, together with the cities in the County, to (a.) develop and
implement a stormwater/urban runoff monitoring program to gather data on the type and
source of pollutants within the drainage basin, and (b.) develop and implement Best
Management Practices (BMPs) to reduce the amount of pollutants that find their way into
the storm drain system.

SURFACE WATER QUALITY

Prior to 1984, dry weather samples were collected from 30 sampling stations on a monthly
basis for analysis such as general minerals, bacteria, pesticides, and heavy metals. In
addition, storm samples were also collected and analyzed at least three times annually from
the same 30 stations during storms season.

From 1984 to 1987, as a result of reorganization, the number of surface water monitoring
stations was reduced to 21, while the parameters analyzed were reduced to include only total
dissolved solids, pH, and dissolved oxygen. Storm sampling activities were also significantly
curtailed.

In 1988, recognizing the inadequacy, of the then existing monitoring program to meet the
Department’s need in dealing with the important issues in the areas of water quality, the
Department Administration approved and implemented an expanded monitoring program
effective May 1, 1988.

There are 28 monitoring stations in the Department’s current Surface Water Ouality
Monitoring Program, from which dry weather samples are collected and analyzed on a
monthly basis. These sampling stations are strategically located throughout the
Department’s major storm drains and water conservation facilities where the flows are
representative of typical land uses as well as areas of significant water quality concerns. Of
the 28 monitoring stations in the program, six are located at the outlets to Santa Monica
Bay, while one is located in the mountain area where flow is considered to be natural and
uncontaminated with the various pollutants associated with urbanization and developed land
uses.

Monthly dry weather samples, thus collected, are analyzed for general minerals (pH, specific
conductance, total dissolved solids, total hardness, potassium sulfate, calcium, magnesium,
chloride, fluoride, nitrate-nitrogen, nitrite-nitrogen, ammonium-nitrogen" phosphate-P, boron,
iron, and manganese), bacteria, pesticides, hea~,~,’ metals (silver arsenic, barium, cadmium,
chromium, mercury, lead, selenium, copper, nickel, zinc, and chromium IV1]), oil and grease,
total organic carbon, total petroleum hydrocarbons, PCB’s, biochemical oxygen demand, and
volatile organic compounds (TCE, carbon tetrachloride, vinyl chloride, 1,2 dichlorethene,
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benzene, I, 1 dichloroethylene, I,I,I trichloroethane, p-dichlorobenzene). In addition, storm L
samples are collected for three to four storms annually from 21 stations, including San
Gabriel Coastal and Rio Hondo Spreading Grounds for extensive analysis similar to those
for dry weather samples, with additional testing of total suspended solids and volatile
suspended solids to be included. For storm samples collected at San Gabriel Coastal and
Rio Hondo Spreading Grounds, priority pollutant constituents are also analyzed under an
agreement with the Central and West Basin Water Replenishment District.

A selective list of total dissolved solids is shown for some of the sampling locations on the
streams and channels monitored under the Surface Water Quality Program. For a
conception of the analysis performed on the surface flows, a yearly compilation of
constituent determination is shown for one (Los Angeles River at Wardlow) of the sampling
stations in the program.

GROUNDWATER QUALITY

The annual sampling of water wells, under a selected scheduling, in five major basins in Los
Angeles County comprise the Groundwater Quality Program. The program, initiated in
1970, is coordinated with the State of California Department of Water Resources and the

.. City of LOs Angeles Department of Water and Power. These agencies participate in the
obtainment and analysis of samples.

~- All the water well samples are from active production wells used either for municipal supply, ~; - ~+.,~
irrigation, or for industrial purposes and are selected to represent a general portrayal of
basin water quality conditions. The samples taken under this program are analyzed for
major minerals, total dissolved solids, electrical conductivity, pH, and in specific cases,
phosphate, iron, manganese, fluoride, or boron.

WATER QUALITY DATA ACCESSIBILITY

Data acquired from the various programs are on file in the Water Quality Section. In
addition, all data is accessible to any user through STORET, an Environmental Protection
Agency computer system that stores, retrieves, and manipulates data using agency code
21CALAFD.
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Surface Water Quality Monitoring Selected Surface Station
Table 1    Total Dissolved Solids - mg/l

1991-92 Season (Dry Weather Flow)

Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. &or. Nay Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Average
Sampl ln~ Location 1991 1991 1991 1992 199Z 199Z 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 Value

Ballona Creek at
5awtel le BIvd¯ ~ 77Z 952 972 8~ ~ ~ 5~ ~ ~ ~52 638 777

Coyote Creek at
Oran~et~rpe Avenue 1028 10~ 676 1070 1144 1164 1110 1150 10~ ll~ 926 ~6 1033~1 I Io~ Street ~6 7~ 6~ ~ 676 920 7~ 1030 7~ 1140 818 698 ~5

Ooml ~uez Channel
~ove Ver~nt Ave~e ~9 748 564 736 47~ 7~ - ~ 630 170 838 649

Los Angeles River at
~ardlow Road                ~ 776 ~ 694 7~ 852 796 74Z 78Z 854 7~8 764 761Firestone Boulevard ~ ~4 ~ 610 3~ 832 ~4 666 7~ 652 610 694 ~7

Los Cerrltos Chan~l at
Stearns Street 559 424 3~ S~ ~ 4~ 740 ~6 9~ ~ 916 6Z3

Rio ~n~ River at
Southern Avenue             ~5 692 352 ~0 932 1214 2020 6~ - ~Spreadt ~ Grounds 6~ ~4 4~ 4~ 648 54~ ~46 352 2~ - ~8 4~

Santa ~ntca Cyn. Ch. at
S~rt Street ~9 7~ ~ 1096 ’ 7~ ~ ~4 ~4 8~ ~ 7~ 948 ~

San Gabrtel Rtver at
Spreadl ~ Grounds 655 ~4 640 ~ 562 ~ ~4

San Jose Cr~k at
~rmn NI I I R~d 6~ ~ 596 ~ 912 ~ ~ ~ ~ 874 874 ~ ~2



Surface Water 0uality Analysis (Partial Data)
Nonthl¥ Nonttorlng 1991-92 Season (Dry Weather)

Los Angeles River at Wardlow Road
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1. BALL~ CRE~ AT FAIRF~ AVE~
2. BALL~ CRE~ AT SAMTELLE B~LEV~D
3. CEHTIHELA CREEK AT CENTIHELA B~LEVARO
4. ~IHGUEZ ~HHEL - 1,000 FEET UPSTR~
S. KENTER ~HY~ DRAIN AT PICO B~L~D
6. ~LISU CREEK AT CROSS CREEK ~0
7. SAHTA CLARA RIVER ~HSTR~ T~
8. SAH~A ~NICA CANYON ~HNEL AT S~T STREET
9, SEPULVEDA ~NHEL AT CULVER B~LEVARD
]0. TOPAH~ CANYON CREEK AT
11. TOREAHCE LATERAL AT ~]N STREET
12. ~ILMINGTOH DRAIN AT PACIFIC C~ST HI~y
[~, CO~AL CAH~ON CgEEK AT PACIFIC COA~ HI~AY
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WATER CONSERVATION

Information presented in this section includes amounts of local, imported, and reclaimed
water conserved in spreading areas and information on the seawater barrier projects which
prevent saltwater intrusion to groundwater zones in the coastal areas. Pertinent data is
presented regarding the locations and descriptions of Department water conservation
facilities, a well as facilities owned by others. Also included are groundwater maps
delineating static groundwater elevations recorded during the report period and hydrographs
of selected key wells.

CONSERVING THE WATgR$

In addition to the flood control program, the Department has the equally important task of
conserving as much of the storm and o:her waters as practicable. The use of water
conservation facilities adjacent to river channels, and in soft-bottom channels permits water
to percolate into groundwater basins for later pumping. These water spreading facilities are
located in areas where the underlying soils are composed of permeable formations.

The various types of water conserved, local, imported, and reclaimed, are construed to have
the following meanings in this section: Local water is primarily runoff due to rainfall on the
mountain and valley watersheds, dam releases, and rising water within the County.
Imported water is water originating outside the County either from Northern California or
from the Colorado River. Reclaimed water is the effluent produced by the Whittier
Narrows Water Reclamation Plant, the San Jose Creek Water Reclamation Plant, and the
Pomona Reclamation Plant, all operated by the Los Angeles County Sanitation DistricL

The importance of this activity is apparent when it is realized that about 30 to 40 percent
of the water used in the County is pumped from ground supplies. The growth of the
County, combined with periodic droughts, has seriously depleted these supplies on numerous
occasions.

The Department’s policy is to conserve the maximum amount of storm water possible
consistent with considering runoff quantity and quality, capacities of the spreading facilities,
and groundwater conditiong

IMPORTED WATER

During this report period, imported Colorado River and State Project water for spreading
was received from the Metropolitan Water District (MWD). Imported water for
groundwater recharge in the Coastal Plain was spread at the Department’s facilities in the
Rio Hondo and San Gabriel Coastal Basin Spreading Grounds on behalf of the Water
Replenishment District of Southern California. Imported water for groundwater recharge
in the San Gabriel Valley was spread in Santa Fe Spreading Grounds, in the San Gabriel
River, in lrwindale Spreading Basin/Manning Pit, and in Forbes Spreading Grounds on
behalf of MWD, the Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster, Three Valleys Municipal Water
District, and the San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District.
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RECLAIMED WATER

T~e County Sanitation District’s Whittier Narrows Water Reclamation Plant effluent,
purchased by the Water Replenisl~ment District of Southern California, was transported to
the Rio Hondo and San Gabriel Coastal Basin Spreading Grounds for groundwater
replenishment.

The County Sanitation District’s San Jose Creek Water Reclamation Plant, activated in May
1972, made its first delivery of effluent in November 1972. The portion of the effluent that
is spread is also purchased by the Water Replenishment District of Southern California.

Water from the Pomona Reclamation Plant is released down the San Jose Creek - San
Gabriel River System to the Department’s recharge facilities in the Rio Hondo and San
Gabriel Coastal Basin spreading ground.

The maximum amount of reclaimed water allowed for spreading in the Montebello Forebay,
effective July 1991, is 60,000 acre-feet per year, but not to exceed 150,000 acre-feet over a
three year period.

SEAWATER BARIUER PROJECTS

The Department operates three barrier projects to protect the groundwater in the West
Coast and Central Basins against seawater intrusion by creating freshwater pressure ridges
along the coastline. The pressure ridges are created by injecting fresh water through a
series of injection wells. During the report period, 22,180 acre-feet of water was injected
at the West Coast Basin Barrier Project, 6,893 acre-feet at the Dominguez Gap Barrier
Project, and 4,172 acre-feet at the Los Angeles part of the Alamitos Barrier Project. On
behalf of the Orange County Water District, 1,553 acre-feet of water was injected at the
Orange County portion of the Alamitos Barrier Project.

The following seawater barrier improvements were completed during the 1991-92 water
year:

1. Alamitos Barrier Project:

No construction activity occurred during this period.

2. Domlnguez Gap Barrier Project

Construction began on ten multizone observation wells. The geohydrologic
information gathered from this drilling contract will be used for determination of the
required remedial improvements for mitigating intrusion around the North-South leg
of the barrier.
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3. West Coast Basin Barrier Project                                                     L

During this period the construction of three injection wells and two observation wells
was completed. In addition, construction commenced for three injection wells and            ,’~
two observation wells. J.
These wells were constructed as part of the Department’s consultant study 2recommendations to mitigate barrier deficiencies in the Silverado and Lower San
Pedro aquifers.

SEASONAL DATA AND MAPS

During this report period, weekly, monthly, and semi-annual measurements of groundwater
levels in observation wells located throughout the groundwater basins in Los Angeles County
were made and processed.

Hydrographs of selected key wells are included in this report.

GROUNDWATER BASINS AND GROUNDWATER RECHARGE                                         ~

Groundwater in Los Angeles County is stored in basins underlying five major geographic
areas. These groundwater basins are separated by geologic features which impede
groundwater movement or sometimes by arbitrary political boundaries. The following is a          I ~’~
background summary of the Department’s groundwater recharge activities within each of          r~
these areas:                                                                     ~=j

The Department operates 2,436 acres of spreading grounds and soft-bottom channel           ~
spreading areas for replenishment of local groundwater supplies. The Department also
assisted in the operation and maintenance of 269 acres of spreading grounds owned by
others. An additional 656 acres of spreading grounds are controlled, maintained, and
operated by other agencies. The total gross acreage of spreading grounds in the county is           3
3,361 acres. During the report period, above normal rainfall allowed the Department to t.-conserve approximately 389,270 acre-feet of storm runoff.

The conservation of local runoff is supplemented by spreading imported water and           %
reclaimed water purchased by water agencies. During the period, 102,505 acre-feet of
imported water and 46,900 acre-feet of reclaimed water were spread.

The Department is continuing its efforts to improve its water spreading facilities in order
to maximize the amounts of water conserved and to simplify the spreading operations.

~AN GABRIEL VALLEY

The Department operates 20 spreading grounds in the San Gabriel Valley that receive direct               J
valley runoff and flows from the San Gabriel Mountains. Some of these spreading grounds
can also receive imported water. During the report period, the Department added
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approximately 214,275 acre-feet of local water and 59,100 acre-feet of imported water to the L
groundwater stored in the basins underlying the San Gabriel Valley and diverted 4,9,33 acre-
feet of local water to grounds owned by others.

Main San Gabriel Basin 1
This is the largest basin underlying the San Gabriel Valley with an estimated storage’~
capacity of 9.5 million acre-feet. It reacts quickly to artificial spreading in Santa Fe
Reservoir Spreading Grounds and to infiltration in the San Gabriel River Downstream of
Santa Fe Dam.

During the report period, the Department replenished the Main San Gabriel Basin with
178,533 acre-feet of local water and 53,573 acre-feet of imported water. Well 3030F in
Baldwin Park recorded a high groundwater elevation for the report period of ~8.7 ft on
July 29, 1992.

Upper San Gabriel Canyon Basin

Approximately 25,718 acre-feet of local water and approximately 4,727 acre-feet of imported
water were recharged by the Department through its San Gabriel Canyon Spreading            "p
Grounds and by percolation in the adjacent San Gabriel River. Also, 2,617 acre-feet of
local water was routed to Fish Canyon Spreading Grounds which is operated by the
Committee of Nine.

Lower San Gabriel Canyon Basin                                                       ~.~

The basin is located south of the Upper San Gabriel Canyon Basin and is separated from           ,-~
it by the underground Lohmon Dike. Groundwater cascades over the Lohmon Dike from
the Upper San Gabriel Canyon Basin and recharges the Lower San Gabriel Canyon Basin.
The Department spread 1,217 acre-feet of local water in Sawpit Spreading Grounds which
is within the Lower Canyon Basin.                                                          i,m~

Wayhill Basin

The Department spread 175 acre-feet of local water and 800 acre-feet of imported water           I--]
at Forbes spreading facility in the Wayhill Basin.

FoothlU Basin

The Department spread 2,375 acre-feet of local water at its San Dimas Canyon Spreading
Grounds facility in the Foothill Basin.

Glendora Basin

The Department spread 977 acre-feet of local water in its Big and Little Dalton facilities
within the Glendora Basin.
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Claremont Heights Basin

The Department has no spreading facilities in the Claremont Heights Basin.

Live Oak Basin

The Department has no spreading facilities in the Live Oak Basin.

Chino Basin

The basin is located in the most eastern pan of the County. No Department recharge
facilities are located within the Chino Basin.

San Damns Basin

The basin is north of the San Jose Hills, east of the Main Basin, and south of the Wayhill
Basin. The Department spread 13 acre-feet of local water in its Live Oak Spreading
Grounds to recharge the basin.

Pomona Basin

The basin is located south of Claremont, Live Oak, and San Dimas Basins, and north of the
Chino Basin and northeast of the San Jose Hills. The Department has no water spreading
facilities within this basin.

Puente and Spadra Basins

No spreading occurs in this area.

Raymond Basin

The basin covering approximately 40 square miles is located in the northwest corner of the
San Gabriel Valley and is separated from the Main San Gabriel Basin by the Raymond
Fault. The Raymond Basin contains the Monk Hill Basin and the Pasadena and Santa
Anita Subareas. The Depanment recharged 5,266 acre-feet of local water by its spreading
facilities in the Raymond Basin and diverted 2,315 acre-feet to the City of Sierra Madre’s
spreading facility during the report period.

The groundwater basins underlying the Coastai Plain are divided by geological features into
the Central (includes the Montebello and Los Angeles Forebays), West Coast, Santa
Monica~ and Hollywood Basins. During the period of October 1, 1991 to September 30,
1992, the Department recharged 136,608 acre-feet of local water, 42,900 acre-feet of
imported water, and 46,900 acre-feet of reclaimed water to the groundwater basins
underlying the Coastal Plain. Most of the water was spread in the Montebello Forebay.
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Central Basin

LThe Central Basin has the most storage capacity of the basins in the Coastal Plain. In
addition to the water recharged in the Department’s spreading facilities, water injected in
the Alamitos Barrier Project also contributes to the replenishment of the pressure aquifers
underlying the Central Basin.

West Coast Basin

The West Coast Basin is the second largest basin underlying the Coastal Plain and is            ~---
separated from the Central Basin by the Newpon-lnglewood Fault zone. Groundwater is
primarily recharged by Central Basin subsurface flows and by water injected by the
Department in the West Coast Basin and Dominguez Gap Barrier Projects. Groundwater
elevations in the West Coast Basin are below sea level except in the area of the West Coast
Basin Barrier injection mound.

James M. Montgomery Consulting Engineers and Camp, Dresser and McKee, Inc.,
completed the West Coast Basin Saline Water Plume Mitigation Study and their final report
has been accepted.

The Department spread 46 acre-feet of water in the Dominguez Spreading Grounds.

Santa Monica and Hollywood Basins

The Department has no spreading facilities in either the Santa Monica or Hollywood ....
groundwater basins.

SAN FERNANIDO VALLEY

San Fernando Valley is also called the Upper Los Angeles River Area (ULARA).The
Most of the runoff from the surrounding mountains flows to the Valley.

San Fernando Main Basin

The basin is the largest basin underlying the San Fernando Valley. During the report
period, 38,386 acre-feet of local water and 505 acre-feet of imported water were spread by
the Department. The County entered into an agreement with the City of Los Angeles to
spread water at the newly renovated Tujunga Wash Spreading Grounds which is located
approximately two miles downstream of Hansen Spreading Grounds. The City installed a
rubber dam diversion and appurtenant facilities for County Spreading operations which
started in March 1990.

Sylmar Basin

A much smaller basin underlying the San Fernando Valley is the Sylmar Basin; the
Department has no spreading facility within this basin.
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Verdugo and Eagle Rock Basins

The small Verdugo and Eagle Rock Basins comprise the remaining basins underlying the
San Fernando Valley. The Department has no spreading facilities within either basin.

S#d~’A CLARITA VALLEY

The Department has no spreading facilities in the area. Most of the Valley is farmland,
permitting substantial natural percolation.

The Upper Santa Clarita suburtit comprises five basins.

ANTELOPE VALLEY

There are several groundwater subbasins underlying the Antelope Valley. Five of them are
located within Los Angeles County.

The Department operates no spreading facilities in the Antelope Valley.

The hydrographs for well Nos. 9974 and 8825 are shown on page G25. They are located in
the Lancaster and Little Rock subbasins respectively.
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UPDATED THROUGH
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Los Angel~ Cold,W, Oepllmen! of Pubic W~
WATER CONSERVED A~ FA~UT

BASINS ~ SPREADING FACI~IES OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB
SAN FER~N~ B~NFORD 32.1 0.0 103.7 482

VAL~ ~ 2~.1 1~.1 398.7 1,110.9

L~ 0.0 0.0 83.0 1 ~.0

PAC~ 27~ 4~.3 444.3 37S.e 2,~
TU~N~ 0.0 0.0 179.5 367.8 2,~

SU~OTAL 269.0 661.4 I ,~92 2,~0.5 8,~3
SAN ~BRIEL AR~YO SECO 2.9 6J 101.0 168.0

VA~ BEN LOM~D 52~ ~ 480 I ~.0 2M
BIG ~LTON 0.0 0,0 o.0 0.0

B~ ~TA 61 ~ 37J ~ 42~
C~ 12~ 6.5 ~ 42~

~TON B~IN ~ ~ 252.0 1 ~.0 4~

~TON ORO~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~
FORE8 18.0 1 ~.0 93~ 76~
I~IN~ 8~.0 4,910.0 4,~.0 2,1~.0
~ ~LT~ 0.0 0.7 0.1 0.S
~ O~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
M~RIS TO STA. FI~ ~1.0 37S.~ ~.7 2,101.0
STA. FI~ TO ~A FE ~ 0.0 ~ 2.0 4~e.O     4,~�
PE~ R~D ~9.7 162 ~.1 I,~7.0 4,411

~N DI~9 ~ON 0.0 0.0 2.4 9.3
~ ~BRIEL ~ 417.0 ~2.0 ~.0 1 ,~ 0.0

~A ANnA 0.0 ~7~ 0.0 73~
Sk~k FE 8PRD. OR~N~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 2,~.0 6.~

~A FE ~ $T~ F~I 2,~.0 3.0 ~O 3,~.0 10~
~A ~ ~N ~.0 0.0 0.0 4~.0

~ 0.0 0,0 27D aSD
WA~ ~ 6.~ 6.9 $7~.0

SUBTOTAL I ~.~.~ ~,194.~ 14324.0 23~I,7
COASTAL P~IN R~ HON~ ~ST F~E 6,~,0 4,~.0 4,~,0 2.~.0

R~ HON~ 8YS~M , ~.0 2,~2.0 10~,0 10~.0

 ,Nou oA, o.o o.o o.o o.o
SUBTOTAL 17.1396 12.617,1 23~440 I~91.7    26~

OTHER FACIUTIE= SIER. ~O~ 0.0 .D 0.0 191.0

TOTAL OF A~ WATER SPREAO ~OR OIVER~D    33,339 3     21,787.0     39~74 6     44~54.1      70.67
NOTES: ": SUB~CT TO A~TME~.
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of pubr-- Work=. Hydraulic I W~er Conservation Division
L FACIUTIES FOR WATER YEAR 1991-1992

FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP     ACC. TOT
2 140.0 300.1 11 ‘0 10,5 0.2 6.1 0‘0 0.0 652.8 ~’~
9 3,219.7 2,~04.0 2,733.1 1,120.9 1,709.1 1,217.9 732‘0 28.7 15.461,2

.0 15A0 109.0 233.0 126.0 219.0 0‘0 0.0 0.0 1,084.0

.8 2,577.7 3,570. I 2,233.4 ! ,7’75.2 767.2 150.1 5.7 0.0 12,411.4 Z6 2,700.0 2,677.0 1,222.0 1,038.0 610.0 0.0 900 38e.0 9,272.3

5 8,7~3.4 9.4~0.2 6,433.4 4,070.6 3.305.5 1,374.1 827.7 418.7 38.891.7

0 550.0 734.0 744.0 355.0 34.0 170 0.0 2.0 2,714.0

0 258.0 473.0 476.0 473.0 588.0 465.0 318.0 83‘0 3,444.0

0 225.0 115.0 2~‘0 47,0 0‘0 0‘0 0.0 0‘0 416.0

0 68‘0 86‘0 2.0 18,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 393.1

0 68,0 92.0 143.0 14 ,0 0.0 5.4 0‘0 0.0 413.9

.0 42~.0 775.0 294.0 34,0 49‘0 61,0 7.4 0.0 2,133.4

0 577.0 553.0 483.0 75~ 111.0 31,0 0.0 0‘0 1,8r2.0
O M‘0 63,0 81 ‘0 80‘0 118,0 10~ 142.0 61 ‘0 975.C

0 1,730.0 2,~0.0 3,~0.0 3.T/0.0 3,290.0 3,230.0 3,680.0 1,7"/0.0 41,110.0
8 1 68.0 195.0 150.0 400 e.$ 0‘0 0.0 0.0

0 13,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0‘0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13~

0 1,811.0 3,047.0 I ,~2.0 1,247.0 1 ,$I 1.0 1,586,0 783.4 2,282.0 17,810.0

0 4,010,0 6,304.0 4,510.0 1,11~.0 0‘0 0.0 0.0 07‘0 20,328.0

0 ~’~.0 8,474.0 1,831.$ 2,~4.0 3,425.9 547.5 0.0 2.0 22,2~0.8

3 . A.0 4~2.0 45~.0 512.0 134.0 341.0 151.0 1.4 2,375.1 ~ ..... ~’~
0 ~0.0 I ‘830.0 1,870.0 1,4~0.0 1,170.0 1,380‘0 1,1~0.0 ~39.0 12‘82~.0

0 1 68.0 117.0 72‘0 38‘0 82,0 23‘0 5.5 17‘0 151.5

0 0,730.0 10,790.0 13,310.0 0,000‘0 4,710.0 3,150‘0 0.0 2,100.0 40,4~0,0

0 10~70.0 5,720.0 5,040.0 4,410‘0 8,IB0.0 3,370.0 0.0 3,~0.0 48,318.0 ~lJ
0 200.0 0.0 220.0 2,870‘0 2,986.0 4,745.0 0‘0 0.0 11,753.0

0 22t.0 316.0 331.0 99,0 48,0 ~5,0 28‘0 0.0 1,217.0

0 53,0 282.0 176.0 189.0 1 ! 5.0 112.0 86‘0 46 ,0 1,671.7

9 1,~X).0 1 ,~00.0 1,203.9 981.5 1,131.2 2.68~.2 1,512,4 1.268.0 30,714.4

7 35,148.0 42,378.0 36,946.4 26,588.5 28,181.6 21,773.1 8,069.7 12269.0 273,373.6

0 5,310.0 6,130.0 759.0 2,810,0 4 ,~60.0 3,700.0 2,M0,0 3,870.0 47,999.0

0 688.0 837,0 131.0 599.0 1 ~30.0 1,210‘0 583.0 45,0 9,0~‘0

0 468.0 499.0 64‘0 2.1 153.0 264.0 393.0 275,0 3,216.1

0 3,026.0 3,295.0 ~37.0 1,2~.0 1 ,SSe.0 773.0 0‘0 5~9.0 19,8t 4.0

0 9,000.0 50,120.0 2,038.3 2,171.4 3,4~2.3 4,838.6 4~73.1 2,256.6 102,610.3 ;7 7,401,0 8,785.0 8G3.0 4,730,3 3.257.0 3,410.0 478.0 670.1 43~.2

0 19.1 19.4 0.9 0,1 0.0 0‘0 0.0 0.0 45-~

7’ 26.092.1 67,893.4 4,400.0 11.597.9 14,316.9 14,22596 8,167.1 7,685.7 226,407.1

) 428 0 536.0 813.0 912.0 799.0 711.0 192.0 10 $ .0 4,521.2

0 142.0 243.0 480.0 ~01.0 293,0 186.0 86,0 9.4 2.315.4

2 71 2 110.8 184.1 252.7 226.8 277,8 238.4 40,8 2,617.4

2 213.2 359.8 644.1 653.7 519.8 4636 324.4 502 4,g~32.8

! 70674.7 120,427.4 492369 44.0227 47,124.8 38.581.4 17~0.9 20.5226 548,128.4

G14
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Los Angeles County,
Hydraulic Water

TOTAL WATER DEL
WATER ¥

IMPOR’~I~D WATER OUTLET RELEASES

MONTH 6AN rHOMPSON SAN OA~ AU.IAMBRA OLDEN ST U~O $ BE.ATrY SAN CIMAS MONI~

CIMAS CREEK FIVER CANYON WH TOT~

CB - 4~ C8 - 28 C8 - 37 CB - 3~ LA. ~ USGMWD 8GVMWD SGVMWD SPRE

OCT 5,335.4 8,85t A 0.0 5,320.3 0.0 2,$34.4 0.0 212.3 20~

NOV 4,580~ 3,430& 0.0 5,7432 484.0 0.0 0.0 1,484,1

JAN t ,3523 0.0 0.0 704.2 0.0 4,~57.~ 0.0 0.0

FEB 785.1 0.0 0.0 501.8 21.3 0.0 0.0 0,0

MAR m.0 0.0 0.0 ~.e 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~40.~

JUL 3.~0e= 0.0 0.0 t,~002 0,0 0.0 0.0

AUa ~.~Sa~ 0.0 0.0 Ze~2 0.0 0.0      0.0 ~.07~O ~ U

TOTALS 34~80.7 14,40e.0 0.0 25,695.3 505.3 14,127.0 799,7 5,592.7 I02~_

NOTES: - I~ Am~un~ of R~:~ak~ecl W, tm from P<mmm Print ~re e~Imm~l.
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County, Department of Public Works
lic Water Conservation Division

ER DELIVERED IN ACRE-FEET
~ATER YEAR ¯ 1991 - 1992

RECLAIMED WATER DE’LIVEI:I~D

CIMAS MOf,~TIILY WHII"TIERNARROWSPLANT SAN JOSE Pt.4J~ff POMONA !MONTHLY

WH TOTAL DEUV~RED WASTED MONTHLY DEUV~R~D WASTED MONTHLY I TOTAL

/MWO SPI:F.AD R.HONOO S.GABREL SPREAD P,.HONDO S.GABREL SPREAD PLANT SPREAD

212.3 20253.8 1,385.5 0.0 0.0 1,38S3 0.0 S,010.8 0.0 5,010.6 130.6

1,4~4.3 15,7"J2J 1,2Se.O 0.0 0.0 1,29~.0 1.072.1 1,7SS.S 0.0 2.8,12.0 23~.$    4,3~7.J

96.0 14,170.4 SOO.S 927.0 0.0 !,434.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 200.7    I,~37.1

0.( T,Ot 42 334.7 1.089.0 0.0 1.423.7 0.0 ~44.7 0.0 ~4~.7 235.8

0.0 r- 1.30~/~ 9ge.I 0.0 154.3 ~B44 .8 0.0 848.8 110.0 73~.8 383.1 1 ,~37.0

e~.o.3 2,7SS.1 SSS.8 S~4.8 210.S S4S,.7 0.0 37.1 0.2 ~ 8 ~40.~

1.021~ S, t73~ 4~.3 S?2.0 4S~.3 S72.e 0.0 ~.8 0.0 ee.8 ~3:~.8 ss4.4

1,4s7.0 ~87~0 100.8 s20.? 0.0 721.e 0.0 4,~01 ’~ 0.0 4,3013 200.8 S,~J

1,103,0 s, s782 1,218.1 0.0 0.0 1.2183 0.0 3,24~3 0.0 3.246.1 1s4.7 4,818.3

1,228.0 6.2362 m.9 112.0 0.0 ~9.7 0.0 4,311J 0.0 4,311.81 286.8

1.079.0 6A51.~ 62~.1 0.0 0.0 82~.1 4.416.,5 415.8 0.0 $,032.31 24~.1 8,103.S

1.121.0 10.7~4.4 1.244.6 O0 0.0 1,244.0 4.10~..9 ,670.1 0.0 4.780.01 251.1 8,277.7

,892.T 102,,,.~)8.7 9,557.3 3,806.9 824.1 12,620.11 Sl,SSO.S 21,837.4 110.2 31,325.? 2,854.4 4~,900. I

GI5
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WELL HYDROGRAPHS INCLUDED IN THIS REPORT

GROUNDWATER WELL APPROXIMATE LOCATION [ PAGE
BASIN NO.

I
NO.

134~D i 11305 TRURO AVE., 250FT. N. OF IMPERI~L HWY., COMPTON
WEST COAST 7bOC 99 FT. S.W. OF INTERSECTION OF COMPTON BLVD. G18

& DOTY AVE., LAWNDALE

460K 2,b00 FT. N.E. OF THE INTERSECTION OF LAKEWOOD BLVD. G18
& PACIFIC COAST HWY., LONG BEACH

CENTRAL 1601T 1,0O0 IT. S. OF THE INTERSECTION OF WASHINGTON BLVD. G19
BASIN & ROSEMEAD BLVD., MONTEBELLO

906D 1,303 FT. N.W. OF THE INTERSECTION OF LONG BEACH G19
& SAN ANTONIO DR., LONG BEACH

MAIN 3030F b00 FT. N.W. OF THE INTERSECTION OF LOS ANGELES ST. G20
SAN & MAINE AVE., BALDWlN PARK

GABRIEL 2965C 100 F’I’. S.W. OF THIENES AVE. & 180 F’r. N.W. OF G21
DURFEE AVE. (NOW PECK ROAD)

SAN 4284A 5,600 FT. N.W. OF THE INTERSECTION OF SIERRA MADRE
GABRIEL AVE. & SAN GABRIEL CANYON ROAD., AZUSA G21
CANYON 4285 2,700 FT. N.W. OF SAN GABRIEL CANYON RD. & SIERRA

MADRE AVE.

3~IE 2,200 FT. N. OF THE INTERSECTION OF SAN BERNARDINO
F’WY. & TOWNE AVE., POMONA

POMONA 3261P 630 FT. N.E‘ FROM INTERSECTION OF LA VERNE AVE. G22
& 50 FT. S.E. OF CENTERLINE OF TOWNE AVE.

4469A i739 FT. W. OF MOUNTAIN AVE., 1,025 FT. N. OF HARRISON
AVE,

CLAREMONT 4508B 800 FT. S.E. OF THE INTERSECTION OF BASELINE RD. &
HEIGHTS PADUA AVE., CLAREMONT G23

4508A 270 FT. N.W. OF WELL 4508

RAYMOND 4~57H LOS ROBLES & GLENARM STREETS, PASADENA G23

7048A S.E‘ OF THE INTERSECTION OF NEWHALL AVE. & MAGIC
SANTA MOUNTAIN PARKWAY, SAUGUS G24
CLARA 7048C 54-1 FT. W. OF W. CURB OF VALENCIA BLVD, 56 FT. S. OF

MAGIC MOUNTAIN PARKWAY, VALENCIA

ANTELOPE 9974 8,976 F’T. S. OF AVE. K & 2130 FT. W. OF SIERRA I-tW~’~ G25
VALLEY LANCASTER

8825 !25 FT. N. OF AVE. T & 45 FT. E. OF 90TH ST, LITTLE ROCK G25

MAIN 3872H CLARK AVE. & GRIFFITH PARK DR., BURBANK G26
SAN

FERNANDO 4709 SHERMAN WAY & DEERING AVE., CANOGA PARK G26

G16
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{B) RIO HONDO COASTAL BASIN
[~Cj SAN GABRIEL COASTAL BAS,,

I~DI SAN GABRIEL RIVER (LOWER"
.~21 CHINO SASIN
L3t CLAflEMONT HEIGHTS SASIN

[E~] POMONA S G

[] SAN ANTONIO S G
(Ih~s lacddy of owne~J and ooe,~. I

2

Ihe Pomona Valley Prolecl~ve

[] THOMPSON CK S G     ’
tthlS facd~ly of ow~e~ and

~ EAGLE ROCK BASIN
[] FOOTHILL BASIN

[] SAN DIMAS CYN S G

[] GLENOORA BASIN
[] BIG DALTON S G
[] LITTLE DALTON S G ~] SANTA MONICA BASIN

[] HOU.VWOOO BASIN [~] SPAORA SASIN
[] LA HASRA BASIN [~ SYLMAR BASIN
[] LIVE OAK BASIN [~ UPPER SAN GABRIEL CANYON BASIN

[~ LOWER SAN GABRIEL CANYO! ~ FISH CYN S G
[] SAW~T S G (m*s f~c,l,w ~s own~ *nd ol~at~ I~,

~ MAIN SAN GABRIEL BASIN Cal Ameer.an Wat~ Co )

[] BEN LOMOND S G [~ SAN GABRIEL CANYON SG.
1~ BUENA VISTA S O ~] VEROUGO BASIN
[] CITRUS S G ~-~ WAY HILL BASIN

[] ~TON S B I~l FORSES S G
[] IRVVINDALE S B MANNING P ~] WEST COAST BASIN
[] P~CK RD S B
~ SAN GABRIEL RIVER IUPP~R)
[] SANTA FE RESERVOIR S G ¯ SGVMWO

[] WALNUT S B ¯ - OWENS VALLEY (LA)

~U~ WHITTIER NARROWS W C OP ¯ - MWD OUTLLrTS
CANAL IZONE 1 DITCHI
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SANTA CLARITA VALLEY

FALL 1991
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COVER PHOTO: SAN GABRIEL DAM SPILLWAY

The Department of’Public Works owns and maintains 14 operating dams for flood control and water
conservation purposes The largest of‘these is the San Gabriel Dam located in San Gabriel Canyon
north of‘the City of‘ Azusa The dam was completed in 1939, drains 1635 square miles oflhe San
Gabriel Mountains and had an original capacity ot"53,343 arce-f‘eet From August through December
1992, San Gabriel Reservoir, and while the dam was empty, the valve outlet lower was modified to
bnng up to current seismic slandards San Gabriel’s sluice gate was closed on December 23, 1992
and it took abou! Four monlhs for lhe reservoir to fill and reach spillway flow in 1993. The cover
photo shows the San Gabriel Dam at spillway flow of" approximately 990 cf‘s. Snow-cappe,.d
mountains in the background of’the photo represent the source of the water collected by the reservoir.
(Photo taken by Jim Camp, 3/24/95)
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Summary of Monthly Discharge Records at Selected Stations (’cont.)
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F318-R EATON WASH at Lo~us Drive ........................ C37

F319-R LOS ANGELES RIVER below Wardiow Road ................C38

F328-R MINT CANYON CREEK at Fitch Avenue ................... C39

F329-R BRADBURY CHANNEL below Central Avenue ................ C40

F338-R RUBIO DIVERSION CHANNEL below Gooseberry Canyon Inlet .......C41

F342-R BRANFORD STREET CHANNEL below Sharp Avenue ...........C42
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INTRODUCTION

LThis report contains hydrologic data relative to Los Angeles County for the period beginning October
I, 1993 and ending September 30, ! 994. The data are presented in seven sections.

Precipitation - lists 284 active rainfal! stations and presents corresponding seasonal rainfall mnotmt~.
1

Evaporation - lists all locations for which evaporation data is on file and provides monthly /’~
evaporation amounts at 14 locations.

Runoff’- presents the maximum, minimum, and mean of’the daily flow rates for each month and the
monthly volumes for 40 stresmflow s~ations.

Dam Operation - presents the maximum and minimum ofthe daily inflow and outflow rates for each
month, the instantaneous peak inflow and outflow rates and storage volumes for 14 dams and
re~-rvoirs.

Erosion Control - lists debris basins and debris production amounts.

Water Quality Monitoring - presents maps of surface and groundwater sampling locations, and data
at selected locations.

Conservation and Groundwater - presents records of water conserved at various facilities, water
injected at seawater barrier projects, well hydrographs, and Fall, 1993 static groundwater contour
maps.

Where practical, data which would satisfy immediate needs and serve as useful reference are
published in these reports. Several tables appear listing locations for which unpublished data are
available. Additional information may be obtained by writing to:

Los Angeles County Department of Public Worla
’ Hydraulic/Water Conservation Divisioa "~

P.O. Box 1460
Alhambra, CA 91~02-1460

or telephone: 1815) 458-6112
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY

TOPOGRAPHY

The County of Los Angeles covers an area of 4,083 square miles and measures approximately 66
miles in the east - west and 73 miles in the north - south directiom.

The terrain within the County can be classified in broad terms as being 25 percent mountaino~; 10
coastal plain; and 65 percent hills, valleys, or deserts. Relief of the terrain ranges from ~eapercent

level to a maximum elevation of I 0,000 feet. The coastal plain is generally of mild slope and remains
relatively few depressions or natural ponding areas. The slopes of main river systems crossing the
coastal plain, such as the San Gabriel River, Los Angeles River, and Ballona Creek, range from 4 to
14 feet per mile.

Topography in the mountainous area is generally rugged with deep, V-shaped canyons separated by
sharp dividing ridges. Steepwa]led canyons with side slopes of 70 percent or more are common. The
gradient of principal canyons in the San Gabriel Mountains ranges from ] 50 to 850 feet per mile.
Mountain ranges are aligned in a general east-west direction with the major range being the San
Gabriel Mountains. The majority of mountain ridges lie below Elevation 5,000 feet. The total area
above this level is approximately 210 square miles.

GEOLOGY - ~OI!.,8

Igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rock groups are all presented within the County. The San
Gabriel Mountains and Verdugo Hills are composed primarily of highly fractured igneous rock, with
large areas of granitic rock formation being exposed. Faulting and deep weathering have produc~ed
porous zones in the rock formation; however, rock masses have produced a comparatively shallow
soil mantle due to the steepness of slopes which accelerates erosion of the fine material.

Other mountains and hilly reaches are composed primarily of folded and faulted sedimentary rocks,
including shale, sandstone, and conglomerate. Residual soils in these areas are shallow and are
generally less pervious than those of the San Gabriel Mountain range.

Valley and desert soils are alluvial and vary from coarse sand and gravel near canyon mouths to silty
clay, clay and sand and gravel in lower valleys and the coastal plain. The alluvial fill has been built
up by repeated deposition of debris to depths as great as several thousand feet. This fill is quite
porous in areas of’relatively low clay content Geologic s~ructures and irregularities in the underlying
bedrock divide the alluvium into several groundwater basins. Valley soils are generally well drained
but there are a few areas having perched water.

LAND USE

The principal vegetative cover of upper mountain areas consists of various species of brush and
shrubs known as chaparral Most trees found on mountain slopes are oak, with alder, willow, and
sycamore found along streambeds at lower elevations. Pine. cedar, and juniper are found in ravines
at higher elevations and along high mountain summits.
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GF, OL(XIY. SOILS

Igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rock groups are all presented within the County. The San
Gabriel Mountains and Verdugo Hills are composed primarily of highly fractured igneous rock, with
large areas of granitic rock formation being exposed. Faulting and deep weathering have produced
porous zones in the rock formation; however, rock masses have produced a comparatively shallow
soil mantle due to the steepness of slopes which accelerates erosion of the fine material.

Other mountains and hilly reaches are composed primarily of folded and faulted sedimentary rocks,
including shale, sandstone, and conglomerate. Residual soils in these areas are shallow and
generally less pervious than those of the San Gabriel Mountain range.

Valley and desert soils are alluvial and vary from coarse sand and gravel near canyon mouths to silty
clay, clay and sand and gravel in lower valleys and the coastal plain. The alluvial fill has been built
up by repeated deposition of debris to depths as great as several thousand feet. This fill is quite
porous in areas of relatively low clay content. Geologic structures and in’egularities in the underlying
bedrock divide the alluvium into several groundwater basins. Valley soils are generally well drained
but there are a few areas having perched water.

LAND USE

The principal vegetative cover of upper mountain areas consists of various species of brush and
shrubs known as chaparral. Most trees found on mountain slopes are oak, with alder, willow, and
sycamore found along streambeds at lower elevations. Pine. cedar, and juniper are found in ravines
at higher elevations and along high mountain summits.                                                  :,~
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The chaparral is extremely flammable, and extensive burns of the mountain vegetation frequently
occur during dry, low-humidity weather accompanied by high winds. Chaparral has the ability to
sprout following fire and grows rapidly to re-establish the watershed cover within a period of" 5 to
I0 yeJu’s.

Grasses are the principal natural vegetation on the hills. Much of the hill land and nearly all of’the
valley land in the densely populated portion of the County south of the San Gabriel Mountains has
been convened to urban and suburban use. Development ofthe Santa Ciarita Valley and deaen areas
to the north of the San Gabriel Mountains is sparse at present but is ~ rapidly.

CLIMATE

The climate within the Count3’ varies hetween subtropical on the Pacific Ocean side of’the San Gabriel
Mountain range to arid in the Mojave Desert. Nearly all precipitation occurs during the month= of’
December through March. Precipitation during summer months is infrequent, and raJn]eas periods
of several months are common. Snowfall at elevations above 5,000 feet is frequ~tly experieaced
during the winter storms, but the snow melts rapidly except on higher peaks and the northern slopes.
Snow is rarely experienced on the coastal plain.

January and July are the coldest and warmest months of’the year, respectively. At Los Angeles, the
30-year average daily minimum temperature for January is 48 degrees above zero. The average daily
maximum temperature for July is 84 degrees. At Mount Wilson (Elevation 5,850 feet), the 30-year
average daily minimum temperature for January is 35 degrees above zero and the average daily
maximum temperature for July is 80 de/Fees.

HYDROMETEOROLOGIC ~L4,RACTERISTIC~

Coastal and Mountain Are~

Precipitation in the Los Angeles area occurs primarily in the form of winter orographic rainfall
associated with extratropical cyclones of North Pacific origin. Major storms consist of one or more
frontal systems and occasionally last four days or longer. Air masses and frontal systems associated
with major storms commonly extend for 500 to l,O00 miles in length and produce rainfall
simultaneously throughout the County. Major storms approach Southern California from the west
or southwest with southerly winds which continue until frontal passage. The mountain ranges lie
directly across the path of the inflow of warm, moist air, and orographic effects greatly intensify
precipitation.

The seasonal normal rainfall in Los Angeles County ranges from 27.50 inches in San Gabriel
Mountains to 783 inches in the desert. The annual County average for the annual rainfall for Los

Angeles County is ! 5.65 inches.

The effects of snowmeh upon flood runoff’is of significance in the few cases when warm spring rains
fi’om southerly storms fall on a snowpack Dunng major storms, temperatures throughout the County
may remain above freezing Averat.,e individual storm rainfall amounts and intensities conform to a
fairly definite aerial pattern which ~eflects general effects of topographic differences.

4
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Summer convective rainfall is principally experienced in the upper San Gabdel Mountains and the
Mojave Desert regions. In many desert areas, the most serious flooding occurs as a result of.summer

convective storms. 1
RUNOFF CHARACT£RISTIC~ 2
In mountain areas, the steep canyon slopes and channel gradients promote a rapid concentration of
storm runoff quantities., Depression storage and detention storage effects are minor in the rugged

¯ , " " ure durin= a storm has a pronounced effect on runoff from the porous soils
terrain. Sod tool,st _L _~’., ......ted v~etation such as chaparral. Sod mo=sture deiic~ency t$
supporting a gooo grow~n o= u~F,w
~eatest at the beginning of a rainy season, having been depleted by the evapotranspiration process
during the dry summer months, precipitation during periods of. soil moisture deficiency is nearly
entirely absorbed by soils, and except for periods of extremely intense rainf.all, significant runoff’does
not occur until soils are wetted to field moisture capacity. Due to high infiltration rates and porosity
of mountain soils, runoff’occurs primari!y as subsurface flow or interflow in addition to direct runoff.
Spring or base flow is essentially limited to portions of the San Gabriel Mountain range.

2Consequently, most streams in the County are intermittent.

Runofffi’om a mountain watershed recently denuded by fire exceeds that for the unburned state due
to greatly increased quantities of inorganic debris present in the flow and increased direct runoff
resulting fi’om lowered infiltration rates. Debris production from a major storm has amounted to as
much as 223,000 cubic yards per square mile ot" watershed. Boulders up to eight feet in diameter
have been deposited in valley areas a considerable distance fi’om their source.

U

Debris quantities equal in volume to storm runoff, or in other words 100 percent bulking of" runoff
~rom a major storm, have been recorded. Where debris-laden flow traverses an alluvial fill unconfined
by flood control works, flood discharges follow an unpredictable path across the debris cone formed

at the canyon mouth.

Hill and Valley Area~ rates raoidlv ~rom the generally steep slopes; however, runoff rates fi’om

6hill areas runoffconcent r ,. ........... ,; ....,� the same size. In those|n , , .......... .,.,-,se tTOm muu..u,, ,= ~..o ofundeveloped hill areas are norrn~y srna~J=~ ,,,=
hill areas which have been developed for residential use, concentration times become considerably
decreased due to drainage improvement, and runoff volumes and rates become increased due to
increased imperviousness On the other hand, erosion is controlled and debris is minimized from
storm flows Debris production rates fi’om undeveloped hill areas are normally smaller than those
~rom mountain areas of the same size.

In highly develop~ valley a~¢as, local runoff" volumes have increased as the soil surface has become
covered by impervious materials Peak runoff‘ rates for valley areas have also increased due to
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FLOOD CONTROL AND                                           f~

WATER CONSERVATION

FLOOD&..AN OLD STORY                                                                  L

Floods in Los Angeles County have been recorded as far back as the days of the Mission Padrea. Fo¢
centuries waters have swept out of the San Gabriel Mountains causing extensive property damage
and taking a great toll of lives.

7_i_

Such a flood occurred in 1914 causing over $10 million in property damage and taking many livea.               ~’~
As a result, the State legislature in 1915 enacted the statute creating the Los Angeles County Flood
Control District. The responsibilities and authority vested in the Flood Control District in 1985 were
transferred to, and are now pan of the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works.

The Department, under the Flood Control Act, has two tasks...control the floods and conserve the
water.

CONTROLLING THE WATERS

Successful early bond issues financed construction of the 14 dams which the D~artment built in the
San Gabriel Mountains and foothills to impound storm waters until they could be safely rck~ed.
Debris basins were constructed to trap eroded materials which had caused terrible damage in the past.
Flood channel improvements w~� undertaken to confine the waters and convey th~n safely through               ~
the urbanized areas to the ocean.

Department engineers prepared a Comprehensive Plan in the early 1930’s which would control              ’- ~
flooding and save as much of the water as practicable when fully implemented.                              ~

Federal legislation in 1936 brought the United States Army Corps of Engineers into the local flood             ~m~
control picture Since that time, the two agencies have been jointly pursuing implementation of the
Comprehensive Plan. The Department also cooperates with the United States Natural Resources             ,,~
Conservation Service and Forestry Service in erosion control.

CONSERVING THE WATERS
O

In addition to its flood control program, the Department has the equally important task of conserving
as much of the storm and other waste waters as practicable. The use of water conservation facilitiesaWa
in or adjacent to fiver channels and their tributaries permits water to be percolated into groundwater
reservoirs for later pumping and supply to consumers. These water conservation facilities are located
in areas where the underlying soils are composed of porous sands and gravel formations. Some
resemble rice paddies, while others are deep basins which were once gravel pits.

The importance of this activity is apparent when it is realized that about 30 to 40 percent of the water
used in the County is pumped from ground supplies. The growth of the County, combined with
periodic droughts, seriously depleted these supplies on numerous occasions throughout the history
of the County.                                                                                        ~;
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OOther major conservation efforts by the Department include combatting the serious salt water

intrusion into ~roundwater supplies inland fi’om the Pacific Ocean and utilizing imported water and             L

reclaimed waters in groundwater recharge operations.

ORGANIZED TO DO THE .lOB

Day-to-day administration of Department affairs is vested in the Director of Public Work~ who is
1appointed by and responsible to the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors. A ~ of the

Department’s activities involve the planning, design and construction of flood control ~KI wa~er
2conservation facilities, and the operation and maintenance of’dams, debris basins, spreadin~ Brotmds,

channels, and storm drain~.

2
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PRECIPITATION

This section contains annual precipitation data collected by the Department for the period be~nning
October l, 1993 and ending September 30, 1994 Although the Department operates and maintains
271 rainfall stations, including 199 standard and 72 automatic gages which record amounts for
durations ranging from 5 minutes to 24 hours, only annual amounts for the report period are listed
herein. Additional data can be obtained by contacting the custodian of hydrologic records at the
location shown in the front of the report.

RAINFALL AMOUNTS

For the year, rainfall recorded at the downtown Los Angeles station (’No. 716) reached 9.07 inches,
or 58 percent of the long-term average of 15.51 inches. The CoBswell Dam station (No. 334B)
recorded ]8.92 inches for the year which is 58 percent of the long-term average of 32.88 inches.

ALERT SYSTEM (AUTOMATIC LO~AL EVALUATION IN REAL TIME)

The Department of Public Works has ins~led a state-of-the-art ALERT computer system to monitor
meteorological conditions in the Counw and Southern California in red time, i.e., as they occur. The
system includes a network of field sensors that monitor precipitation amounts, fiver stages, and
reservoir levels.

During the report period, the Department has continued to install and expand its ALERT System,
The Department’s ALERT system is also now automatically receiving rainfall da~ from the Corps
of Engineers’ Los Angeles Telemetry System.

COOPERATION

The cooperation of observers in ~urnishing rainfall data to the Department as a public service is
appreciated. The eft’on ofthe many agencies and individuals who have so freely cooperated with us
in the collection of this data have resulted in the large number of complete records for the period
covered by this report.

A]
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

RAINFALL STATION LOCATIONS

UPDATED APRIL 21.1994
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Active Rainfall Stations 1993.94

SB CALABASAS S 100 F3 34-09-24 118-38-14 924 12.306 TOPANGA PATROL STATION A 109 C5 34-05-03 110.35-57 745 15.90"96 SEPULVEDA AND RAYEN S 8 C6 34-13-52 118-28-04 828 10.9710A SEL AIR HOTEL A 32 E$ 34-06-11 118-26-45 540 10.80110 UPPER FRANKLIN CYN RES. SP 33 B1 34-07-10 !18-24-35 867 11.64"13C NORTH HOLLYWOOD-LAKESIDE S 23 F4 34-08-46 118-21-13 880 11.8314C ROSCOE-MERRILL S g FS 34-14-19 118-21-32 1~0 6.19¯15A VAN NUYS S 15 06 34-10-48 118-27.O3 U 9.4717 SEPULVEOA CYN AT MULHOLLAND A 22 AS 34-07,~I 118-29.28 142S t3.00"208 GIRARO RESERVOIR S 13 B3 34-08-07 118-36-38 B85 12.3221B WOODLAND HILLS S 13C1 34-10-14 118.36~33 8"~ 11.2023B CHATSWORTH RESERVOIR SP AP 6 A6 34-13-44 118-37-18 ~0025C NORTHRIDGE-LA.D.W.p. SP 7 B6 34-13-52 118-,32-28 810 6.~832C NEWI’IALL-$OLEDAO DIV. HDQTRS AP S 127 C3 34-23-07 118-31-64 1243 10.3833A PACOIMA DAM S A 128 F9 34-19-48 110.23.6~ 1500 11.5642C REDONDO BEACH-CITY HALL S 67 D3 33-50-43 110.23-20 70 8.81430 PALOS VERDES ESTATES S 72 C2 33-47-58 110.23-20 216 7.1344A POINT VICENTE UGHTHOUSE A 77 B3 33-44-30 110.24.,38 125 7.40480 BIG TUJUNGA DAM SA MC2 34-17-40 118-11-14 2315 15.5047D CLEAR CREEK.CITY SCHOOL A M D3 34-16-38 110.10.12 3t~0 18.10530 COLBY’S A M F2 34-18-05 118.05.3~ 3820 13 7054C LOOMIS RANCH-ALDER CREEK S A (197) 34-20-55 118.O2-54 4325 12.t057B CAMP HI HILL (OPIOS) A M F3 34-15-18 118.05-41 4250 23.0863C SANTA ANITA DAM SA 20AF2 34.11-~3 118-01-12 1400 17.3867G MONROVtA.MOUNTAIN AVENUE S 29 C4 34-08.46 117.5~05 602 12.85~C SAWPIT DAM S A 208 C6 34-10-30 117.5~07 1375 16.31&2F TABLE MOUNTNN S (201) 34-22-56 117-40-,39 7420 13.9483B BIG PINES RECREATION PARK A (201) 34-22-44 117-41.20 6880 15.9089B SAN DIMAS DAM S A 95A C3 3409-10 117,46.17 1350 15.13~1 CLAREMONT4NDIAN HILL S 91 B1 34-07-22 117-43-11 1403 12.8593C CLAREMONT.POLICE STATION 8.81 91 B4 34-05-45 117-43-18 11 70 11.63~5 SAN DIMAS-FIRE WARDEN S 89 F3 34-06-26 117-48-19 ~55 13.81~)C PUDDINGSTONE DAM S A 89 F4 34-~>,31 117-48-24 1030 12.44102D WALNUT-N.I. INDUSTRIES S 97B2 34-00.11 117-52-10 500 11.80106F WHITI’IER CITY YARD S 55 D4 33.58.57 118-02-50 300 8.82107D DOWNEY.FIRE DEPARTMENT S 80AS :33-55.48 118-06.47 110 9~61080 EL MONTE FIRE STATION $ 38 D6 34-04-30 118-02-30 275 9.91109£) WEST ARCADIA S 28 A6 34-07-42 11 5.O4-22 547 10.91110B ALHAMBRA S 37 B3 34-05-40 118-07.41 533 10.47120 VtNCENT PATROL STATION S 183 AS 34-29-17 118-06.27 3135 5.52125B SAN FRANCISQUITO CYN P.H I SP (169) 34-35-25 118-27-15 2105 I0.65128B ELIZABETH LAKE A (168) 34-36-28 118-33-40 2075 11.10134C PUODINGSTONE DIVERSION 8.81 BSA C5 34-07-52 117.46-55 1160 11.~i~143B AZUSA-CITY PARK S 86 D5 34.08-03 117-54-17 610 12.73t44 SIERRA MADRE DAM S 20A 03 34-10.34 118-02-32 1100 16.771,56B LA M|RADA-STANDARD OIL CO. A 83 A4 33-52-59 118-01-00 75 9.80158 TANBARK FLATS AP A P D5 34-12-20 117~ 2750 17.00167C ARCADIA PUMPING PLANT I~1 S 28 E2 34-09-31 118-O2-O2 611 13.,54169 SIERRA MADRE PUMPING PLANT SP 28 D2 34-09-47 118-02.21 700 15.4~170F POTRERO HEIGHTS S 47 A4 3,4-O~-32 11 ~O4-44 2~ 10.28172B DUARTE S 29 E4 34-08-26 117-56-02 548 9,51174B GLENDORA S 87 E6 34-07-43 117.49-08 930 1076~75B LA CANADA IRRIGATION INS S 19 AI 34-13-39 118-12-40 2020 14.71176 ALTADENA-RUBIO CANYON SP 20 B6 34-10-55 118-O8-15 1125 13.80191C L.A C,D P,W,-WAREHOUSE A 45 B1 34-03-48 118-11-58 400 10 40192C BELL-FIRE STATION 8 C1 53 C5 33-58-45 118-11-16 145 9,87"193C CO~,INA-NIGG S 89 AS 34-64-55 1 ! 7-52-25 575 10.80
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Active Rainfall Stations 1993-94

196C LA VERNE.FIRE STATION S 90 D3 34-06-06 1t7-46.20 1050 11.78

200 SAUGUS-S. C. EDISON CO. S 123 H8 34-25-21 118.34-26 10e6 8.00"

201D HACIENDA HEIGHTS A 85 C3 33.5~-40 117-,r~-26 875 11.80

210C BRAND PARK A 18 BS 34-11.18 118-16.20 1250 10.00

2166 GLENDALE-ANDREE S 25 D2 34.09-54 116.1S-01 618 10.70

222C NORTH HOLLYWOOD P.P. SP 16 C4 34-11-,~ 116.23-17 7~7 8.20"

223C BIG OALTON DAM S A 87 F2 34-10-08 t 17-48-36 1587 t7.18

2240 LONG BEACH-ALAMITOS LAND CO. S 76 63 33-48-42 t18.08-04 45 8.82’

225 MONTANA RANCHA.AKEWOOD S 71 C3 33-60-35 1 t6.07,~8 47 10.57

2266 BURBANK-FIRE STATION S 17 E6 34-10-~ 1 t6.16.23 ~0

2270 BAN GABRIEL-BRUINGTON-ORTON S 37 D2 34-06.18 118-06-32 472 11.37

228C BEVERLY HILLS CITY HALL AP S 33 C8 3406-00 116.23-40 245 9.61

235C HENNIGER FLATS A 8.81 20 F4 34-11-,3~ 116.06.|7 2550 16.89

237C STONE CANYON RESERVOIR SP 32 D2 34-06.21 116.27-13 8~5 11~9"

238 HOLLYWOO0 DAM SP 34 C1 34-07.04 116.19-5~ 750 8.27

2~00 ACTON CAMP A 189 E5 34.27.02 116.11.5~ 2825 6.90

251C LA CRESCENTA S t8 D1 34-13-20 116.14.40 1440 t2.21

252C CASTAIC OAM SP AP (178) 34.29-53 118-36-53 1150 9.52

255F MT, BAN ANTONIO COLLEGE S 93 D4 34-02-41 117-50.19 720 6,86

256C POMONA-FIRE STATION S 94 E3 34,O3.16 11T:45-10 844 11.77"

261F ACTON-ESCONDIDO CANYON A 181 H9 34-29-42 116.16-22 26~0 7.70

269D DIAMOND BAR FIRE STATION SP AP 97 F2 33.5~50 117.48-55 870 12.65

277 SAWMILL MOUNTAIN S (155) 34-43-1,5 118-,35-00 3700 14.81

200C FLINTRIOGE-SACRED HEART A 19 D6 34-10.54 116.11-08 1800 13.89

263C CRYSTAL LAKE-EAST PINE FLAT A P 61 34-19.,02 117.50-28 5370 23.60

2~76 GLENDORA-CITY HALL 8.81 87 65 34-06.~ 117-51-52 7~5 13.01
¯

2906 MONTEREY PARK.FIRE STATION S 46 64 34-02.27 118-07-42 306 11.30

291 LOS ANGELES-gEth AND CENTRAL A 58 C3 33-56-56 118-15-17 121 9.90

262D ENCINO RESERVOIR SA 21 03 34-08-56 118-30-57 1075 11~3

2~B LAKE LOS ANGELES SP 2 A4 34-17.18 116.2854 1150 11.32

2948 SIERRA MADRE-MIRA MONTE P.P. SP 28 CI 34-10.11 11802-51 985 16.27

268C GORMAN - SHERIFF A (141) 34-47-47 118-51-27 3~35 11.20

209F LITTLE ROCK- SCHWAB S 184 FS 34-32-12 t17-58.43 2800 4.64

303F PASADENA - CALTECH S 27 C5 34-06-14 118-07-26 800 11.47"

306H ZUMA BEACH S 111 F6 34-01-15 118-48-42 15 11.28

321 PINE CANYON PATROL STATION A 157 D7 34.40-24 116.25-45 3286 11

322 MUNZ VALLEY RANCH S 158A2 34-42-50 118-21-15 2~00 7.57

3345 COGSWELL DAM S A N D4 34-14-37 117-57-,35 2300 18.92

336 SILVER LAKE RESERVOIR SP 35 63 34-06.06 118-t5-,54 445 6.70

338C MT. WILSON-OBSERVATORY SP 2OA C1 34.14.07 118-04-26 5709 20.03

342C UPLAND-CHAPPEL AP 96 E6 3407.33 117.40-52 1610 12.44

3~26 LECHUZA PATROL STATION AP S 105 66 34-04-38 118-52-47 1620 13.24

3556 LOS ANGELES CITY COLLEGE AP S 34 F4 34-05-14 118-17-28 310

356C SPADRA-L.ANTERMAN HOSPITAL S A 93 F4 34-02-31 117-48-35 890 10,89

372 SAN FRANCISQUITO P. H. NO.2 SP A (179) 34-32-02 118-31-27 1580 9.01

373C BRIGGS TERRACE SA 11 F5 34-14-17 118-13-27 2200 1,5.89

377F LAKE SHERWOOD ESTATES SP AP 102A C4 34.-0~-26 118-52-31 960 13.36

3796 SAN GABRIEL-EAST FORK A P Ca, 34.14.09 117-48-18 1600 14.60

3876 COVINA CITY YARD SP 88 E5 34.0~-02 117-53-57 508 10.99

38~D PARAMOUNT-COUNTY FIRE DEPT 881 65 E3 33-53-,50 11~-10-02 80 11.97

3,908 MORRIS DAM SP P A5 34-I(~53 117-52-43 1210 14.38

391C MONTEBELLO-FIRE DEPARTMENT 881 54 E1 34-01-O8 118-06-15 250 9.54

3~4 HIGHLAND PARK S 36 DI 34.07..06 118-10.39 620 949

3958 OLWF.. ViEW SANITARIUM A 2 D1 34.19-29 118-2~.55 1425 12.20

402F CEDAR SPRINGS A (1997 34-21-21 117.52-34 6780 2150

,=K~B SOLEDAD CANYON S 188 F6 34-26-23 113-17.33 2150 8.38

406C WEST AZUSA S 88 C2 34.06-53 117-54-56 505
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Active Rainfall Stations 1993-94

409B PYRAMID RESERVOIR                SP AP 1154) 34-4~.34 118.46-47 2505 11.22
415 SIGNAL HILL-CITY HALL S A 75 E2 33-47-49 118-10-03 140 9.61
423C ANGELES FOREST-ALISO CYN A (190A) 34-24-57 118-05-26 3920 12.10
425B SAN GABRIEL DAM S A P A5 34-12-19 117-51-~8 t45t 17.55
434 AGOURA A 100A A5 34-06-06 11~45-08 ~00 1t,50
435 MONTE NIDO A 106 A6 34.O4-41 I16-4I-3~ ~00
436(3 HANSEN DAM AP 9 C2 34-16-06 118-23-59 1110 9.64
442C MESCAL CREEK S (194) 34-29~5 117-44-t0 3570
443B LATIGO CANYON-BEACH RANCH S 106 B4 3405-35 118~16-52 1700 15o06
446 ALISO CANYON~AT MOUNTAIN A 1 A2 34-18-53 ! 18-33-25 2367 13.70
447C CARBON CANYON S 114 E4 34-02ol B 118-38-56 50 9.63
449B EATON WASH DAM S A 27 El 34-104)6 11~)5-33 880 12.00
453D DEV]LS GATE DAM A 19 06 34-10~3 118-10-27 9~0 9.70
455B LANCASTER-HWY MAINTENANCE S 160 86 34-40.57 116-0~-02 2395 4~3
452B HILLCREST COUNTRY CLUB S 42 B3 34-02.54 116-24~6 1~ 9.50
465C SEPULVEDA OAM AP 22 B1 3~10-06 118-28-11 683 9~9
4805 TEMPLE CITY FIRE STATION S 38 C2 34-06~1 116-03-25 404 9.70
482 LOS ANGELES-U.soC, S 43 F6 34-01.14 118-17-15 206 B.lg
458B KAGEL CANYON PATROL STAllON $ 3 E4 34-17-45 116-22-~0 t450 10.53
4~1D PACIFIC PALISADES S 40 C4 34-02.2~ 11831-43 ~ t0.13
492A CHILAO.HV~’ MAINTENANCE STA. A N CI 34-19-05 116-00.38 5275 tS.g0
493D SAND CANYONJ~CMILLAN RANCH A 128 D3 34-23-17 116-24-50 1~05 1ZM"
497 CL~REMONT-SLAUGHTER 8,81 91 A1 34-07-35 117-43-55 1350 13.71

, 517B LEWIS RANCH A (197.A) 34-25-12 117-53-11 4615
~._~ 542 FAIRMONT SP (145) 34-42.15 11 6-25-40 3050 9.~

560A , LA VERNE HEIGHTS S g0 E2 ~ 1t7.45.02 1210 13.17
564C LLANO S 185J9 34-29-13 117~ 3390 3,78
591B SANTA ANITA RESERVOIR SP 20 E5 34-I 1,08 118.06-16 1205 14.87
~ NEENACH-ERSTAD S (143) 34-46-28 11 6-~5,.55 3062 6.t8
5980 NEENACH-CNECK 43-D.W.R. SP (143) 34-47,.40 118-37-15 2965 9.30
610B PASADENA-CITY HALL SP 27 A4 34-08-54 118-08-36 864

,6128 PASADENA-CHLORINE PLANT SP 19E3 34-12-04 116-09-4~ 1160      15.66
613C PASADENA FIRE STATION SP 27 B5 34-07-15 118-08-05 77~ 10.~4
619 SAN ANTONIO CYN-SIERRA P. H, A P F5 34-12-~9 117..40-20 3110
627 SAN GABRIEL CANYON-P. H. SP A 86 D3 34-09-20 117-54-28 744      13.77
634C SANTA MONICA S 49 A1 34-.00-43 116-29-27 ~4 8.81
662D LONG BEACH AIRPORT SP 71 A6 33-4,9.00 118-09-00 ~4
6~0B WES’t~NOOD (U.C.LA.) SP 41 E1 34.04-10 116-26-30 430 9.73
683B SUNSET RIDGE SA 19E4 34-12-53 118-0~47 2110 1S.64
694G BIG TUJUNGA CANYON-CAMP 15 A M D6 34-17-22 118-17-17 1525 11.50
6~5B TUJUNGA CANYON-VOGEL FLAT S M B2 34-17-12 118-13-32 1850 15.71
716 LOS ANGELES-DUCOMMUN ST. SP A AP 44 E3 34-03~9 116-14-13 306 9.07
722C BELLEViEW S 171 B3 34-37-23 116-13-55 2880
726C ANGELES CREST GUARD STATION $ M D4 34-14-01 116-11-04 2300 t7,16
734C L A, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT SP AP 56 C3 33-56-25 118-23-44 105 8.21
738H BELL CANYON A 5D4 34-11-40 118-3~23 8~5 11.60
7405 SAN DIMAS CANYON-FERN NO.2 AP P F6 34-11-48 117-41-45 5200 19.30"
741 SAN DIMAS CYN AP P E6 34-11-41 117-44-2~ 2675 15.50"
742C SAN GABRIEL FIRE DEPARTMENT SP 37 E3 34-06-1 t 118-O~56 445 10.55
747 SANE)BERG-AIRWAYS STATION SP AP (142) 34-JA-47 118,-43-29 4517 8,50"
749B BURBANK VALLEY PUMP PLANT SP AP 17 A5 34.11-11 118-20-54 655 9.24
750B PALMDALE REGIONAL AIRPORT S 172 F6 34-37-20 118-05-00 2528 4,35
771B PACIFIC PALISADES.RIVIERA S 40 F3 34-03-03 118-29-56 315 9,79"
794 LOWER FRANKLIN RESERVOIR SP 33 B4 34-05,-43 118-24-40 ~ 9,3~
795 PASADENA-JOURDAN SP 27 F4 34-(38-52 1 I8-05-14 705 11 41
797 DE SOTO RESERVOIR SP 6 D1 34-16-17 118-35-12 1127 11.92
801B MAGIC MOUNTAIN AP (195) 34-23-18 118-19-27 4720 14.02
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Active Rainfall Stations 1993.94

40eB PYRAMID RESERVOIR                                               SP AP (154) 34-40.34 118.,48-47 2505 11.22415 SIGNAL HILL-CITY HALL S A 75 E2 33-4~-49 11~-10-03 140 9.61423C ANGELES FOREST-AUSO CYN A (190A) 34-24.57 118.05-26 3~20 12.10425B SAN GABRIEL DAM S A P A5 3,k12-19 117-51-3~ 1M1 17.55434 AGOURA A 100A A5 34.0~00 11~154~ 500 11.50435 MONTE NIDO A 10~ A6 34.04.41 11~41-3~ ~0 14.00436C HANSEN DAM AP 9 C2 34-16-0~ t18-23-58 1tt0 9.64442C MESCAL CREEK S (194) 34-29.05 117.44.10 3E’R) 3.504438 LATIGO CANYON-BF.ACN RANCH S 106 B4 34-05-35 11~4~-52 1790 1B.06446 ALISO CANYON-OAT MOUNTAIN A 1 A2 34-18-~3 110-33.25 2367 13.70447C CARBON CANYON S 114 E4 34-02-18 11~-,~-86 S0 9.6344,9B EATON WASH DAM S A 27 E1 34-10-06 118-00-33 880 12.00
453D DEVtLS GATE DAM A 19 06 34-10-53 118-10-27 g~0 9.7045~B LANCASTER-HWY MAINTENANCE S 1~0 B6 34-40-57 118-(~-~2 2385 4,23462B HILLCREST COUNTRY CLUB S 42 B3 34-02-54 118-24-06 186 9.50465C SEPULVEDA DAM AP 22 B1 34.10.06 118-28-11 ~3 9.504806 TEMPLE CITY FIRE STATION S 3~ C2 34-08.31 11~03.25 404 0.70482 LOS ANGELES4J.S.C. S 43F6 34.01-14 110-17-15 20~ 8.19488B KAGEL CANYON PATROL STATION S 3 E4 34-17,45 110-22-30 1450 10.$3491D PACIFIC PALISADES S 40 C4 34-02-22 118-31-43 293 10.t3~ CHILAO-HWY MAINTENANCE STA. A N CI 34.,19-05 118-00-30 5275 16.g0
493D SAND CANYON-MACMILLAN RANCH A 128 D3 34-23-17 118-24-50 1505 12.~r497 CLAREMONT-SLAUGHTER 8.01 91 A1 34-07.35 117,43-55 1350 13,71517B LEWIS RANCH A (192A) 34-25-12 117-53-11 4615 10,80S42 FAIRMONT SP (145) 34-42.15 118-25-40 3050
560A LA VERNE HEIGHTS S gO E2 34-06-48 117,.4~-02 1210 13.17564C LLANO S 185,19 34.29-I 3 117-50-02 3~0 3.78
5~1B SANTA ANITA RESERVOIR SP 20 E5 34-11<)8 118-06-16 120~ 14.87558C NEENACH-ERSTAD S (143) 34.46-2~ 118-35-55 3062 6.18
5~O NE ENAC H-C HECK 43-D.W.R. SP (143) 34-47-40 11837-15 2965 9.30
610R PASADENA-CITY HALL SP 27 A4 34-08-54 1184~-36 864 10.85
612B PASADENA-CHLORINE PLANT SP 19 E3 34-12-04 118-09.4~ 1160 15.68613C PASAOENA FIRE STATION SP 27 BB 34-07-15 118-00.,05 779 10.84619 SAN ANTONIO CYN-SIERRA P.N. A P F5 34-12-29 117-40-26 3110 19.50627 SAN GABRIEL CANYON-P. H. SP A 86 D3 34-09-20 117-54-28 744 13.77
634C SANTA MONICA S 49 A1 34-0O.43 118-29-27 ~4 0.81
~ LONG BEACH AIRPORT SP 71 A6 33-49-00 118-0~00 34 8.98
680B WESTWOOD (U.C.LA.) SP 41 E1 34-04-10 110-25-30 430 9.736838 SUNSET RIDGE S A 19 E4 34-12,-53 118-00.-47 2110 18,646~)4G BIG TUJUNGA CANYON-CAMP 15 A M D6 34-17-22 118-17-17 1525 11.50
695B TUJUNGA CANYON-VOGEL FLAT S M B2 34-17-12 118-13-32 1850 15.71716 LOS ANGELES-DUCOMMUN ST. SP A AP 44 E3 3403-09 118-14-13 306 9.07
722C BELLEV1EW S 171 B3 34-37-23 118-13-55 2880 6.04726C ANGELES CREST GUARD STATION S M D4 34-14-01 118-11-04 2300 17.16
734C L.A. INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT SP AP 56 C3 33-56-25 118-23..44 105 8.21TJSH BELL CANYON A 5D4 34-11-40 118-39-23 ~5 11.60740B SAN DIMAS CANYON-FERN NO.2 AP P F6 34-11-48 117,.41-45 5200 19.30"
741 SAN DIMAS CYN AP P E6 34-1 !-41 117-44-26 2675 15.50’742C SAN GABRIEL FIRE DEPARTMENT SP 37 E3 34-06-11 118-05-~ 445 10.55
747 SANDBERG-AIRWAYS STATION SP AP (142) 34-44-47 118-43-29 4517 8.,50"
749B BURBANK VALLEY PUMP PLANT SPAP 17A5 34-11-11 116-20-~4 655 9.24750B PALMDALE REGIONAL AIRPORT S 172 F6 34-37.20 I ~ 2~2~ 435
771B PACIFIC PALISADES-RIVIERA S 40 F3 34-03-03 118-29-58 315 9 79"
7~4 LOWER FRANKLIN RESERVOIR SP 33 B4 34-05-43 118-24-40 5~5 932"
79~ PASADENA-JOURDAN SP 27 F4 34-08-52 118-05-14 705 1141
797 DE SOTO RESERVOIR SP 6D1 34-16.17 116.35-12 1127 11.92
801B MAGIC MOUNTAIN AP (195) 34-23-18 118-19-27 4720 14.02
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Active Rainfall Stations 1993-94

802C EAGLE ROCK RESERVOIR SP 26 C4 34-08-47 118-11-29 970

807 ASCOT RESERVOIR SP AP 36 CS 34.04-46 1 t8-1 t-14 620 8.98

1005B MINT CANYON FIRE STATION S (180) 34-30-35 1t8-21-40 2300 7.45

1006 SAN PEDRO-CITY RESERVOIR SP A 78 F2 3~44.37 118-17-47 150 9,36

1011B PALOS VERDES FIRE STATION S 78A1 33-4~-26 118-21-11 1275 9.96

1012B CASTAIC JUNCTION S A 123 E6 34-28-18 118-36-43 1005 8~0

1017B UI"rLE ROCK CREEK ABOV~ DAM A (191) 34-28-41 t18-01-24 3280

1029B PADUA HILLS PATROL STATION S 96 D4 34-08-52 117-41-55 1800 14.47

1025 MALIBU BEACH-DUNNE S 113 E5 34-024)0 118-42-42 1~0 8.54

1029C TUJUNGA-MILL CREEK SUMMIT AP S (197) 34-23-22 118-0&4g 4gg0 13.t2

1037 ARCADIA-ARBORETUM s 26C4 34.0~48 | 18432~g ~ 12.67

1041B SANTA FE DAM AP 39 01 344)7-04 117~8-24 427

t046B SANTA ANITA CYN-CH~NTRY FLAT S 29A F1 34.11-48 1184)1-29 2175 19.36

1050F OLD TOPANGA CANYON S 108 F3 34-0~24 118-37-43 1000 15~1

I051B CANOGA PARK-PIERCE COLLEGE SP 12 E5 34.10.51 118-34-23 800 I0~0

1058~ PALMDALE SP AP 172 E7 34-35-17 118-05-31 25~5 A34

1080B UTTLE ROCK-SYCAMORE CAMP A (191) 34-25-02 117-58-13 4000 9.t0

1062 BUCKHORN FLAT A (Ig9) 34-20-44 117~S-08 67~0 19.80

1063 SOLEDAD PASS S 183 E9 34-29-35 1184]~-23 3S20

1088 RATTLESNAKE CANYON S 105 C5 34.054)0 118.51~5 12g0 13.84"

1070 MANHATTAN BEACH S 62 D4 33-534X) 118-23.19 182 7.67

1071B OESCANSO GAROENS S 19 E2 34-12~7 118-12-48 1325 12.74

1072B LITTLE TUJUNGA RANGER STk SP A 3 F5 34-17-37 118-21~8 1275 11.82

1074 LITTLE GLEASON A (197) 34.22~3 118-06.57 5E00 13~9

1075 UPPER WOLFSK]LL AP 96 B2 3~10-13 117-43-16 3625 18,78"

1076B MONTE CRISTO RANGER STATION SP M E1 34-19-42 118-07-29 3380 11.62

10778 MONROVIA-FWE POINTS S 29 B1 34-0~58 1 t7~g.37 g62 t5o70

1.081B GLENDALE-GREGG SP 18 D4 34.11-45 118-14~0 1350 12.07

1087 GREEN-VEROUGO PUMPING PLANT S 10 B3 34-15-25 118-20-11 1340

1088B LA HABRA HEIGHTS S A 84 F.2 33.56~5 117-57.51 445      10,40

1080 LOS ALAMITOS SP 81 B6 33-4&35 1184:~35 25 9.50"

10g2B BUENA PARK 3"P OC10 CI 33-51.28 117~g-29 80

1095 ORANGE COUNTY RESERVOIR SP AP OC 2 F4 33-56-07 117-52-98 GO0 10.00

1104 BOUOUET CANYON AT TEXAS CYN S (180) 34-30-35 118-27-00 1760 9.68"

1107D LA TUNA DEBRIS SASIN A IOC5 34-I~-13 115-19-37 1160 8.50

1111C DE~ILS PUNCNBOWL S (192A) 34-24-48 117-51-25 4760 10.70"

1113 DOMiNGUEZ WATER CO. A 6~F4 33-4~-54 118-13-30 30 9,80

11148 wHiTTIER hL~RROWS DAM AP 47A6 3401-29 116.05.02 23~ I0,53

1115 SAN ANTONIO DAM AP SP 96 F3 34-09-24 117.40-20 2129 15,4~

1126A LOS ANGELES-EAST VALLEY 8.81 16 B3 34.12-30 118-24-35 780 g.61

1126 WRIGHTWOOD FiRE DEPARTMENT SP S.BCO. 34-21-34 117-37-57 $960 9.20

1129B NICHOLAS CANYON S 110 D3 3~k.02-52 118-54-57 340 10.86

1132 OAK FLAT GUARD STATION S (166) 34-35.5~ 118-43-15 2800 15.00"

1140 ROSEMEAD 8.81 38 B5 34-0~-53 118.03-55 306 12.01

1147 EL CABALLERO COUNTRY CLUB S 21 C4 34-08-52 118-31-,53 1000 11.06"

1152 CLEAR CREEK R~NGER STATION S M D3 34-16-15 118.O9-11 36"25 16.20"

1158 TORRANCE MUNICIPAL AIRPORT S 73 82 33-47-59 118-294~ 102 9.01

116~B MILE HiGH RANCH S (193) 34.24.40 117-46-15 5280 7.82

t 169B PtRU-TEMESCAL GUARD STATION SP V CO. 34-2~22 116.4~21 1150 11.92

1170B THOUSAND OAKS WEATHER STA. AP V.CO 34-10-44 116-51-01 805 10.59

1171B CAMULO$ RANCH SPAP VCO 34-2~22 118-4~21 725 1t.37

1172B PIRU CANYON ABOVE PiRU LAKE AP (177) 3~30-48 118-45-24 1129 11.54

1173B TAPO CANYON AP VCO 34-19-54 118-42~9 1525 1074

1177B BARD RESERVOIR AP VCO 34-14-32 118-49-41 1010 10.38

~1~3B LA HABRA FIRE STATION
3"P 84 F4 33-55-53 117-57-t7 315 10.20"

~J~ PACOIMA CYN-NORTH FORK S (195) 3~L~-17 118-1~4:16 4180 1581

~\ BEAR DIVIDE S 128F6 ~21.35 118-23-37 2700 17.11
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Active Rainfall Stations 1993.94

1192 CARSON FIRE STATION 8.81 64 C6 33-52.04 118-15-45 92 9.151193 WESTLAKE VILLAGE S 102 AS 34-08.19 118-4~O5 885 7.96"11 94 SANTA YNF, Z RESERVOIR S 109 F6 34.04-23 11~ 735 9.78"1195 CHINO FIRE STATION NO. 2 SP S.BCO. 3:~,q9-00 117-43-20 ~ 6.481196 MONTCLAIR FIRE DEPARTMENT SP 95 E2 3403.41 117,41-191197 CAJON WEST SUMMIT SP S.B.CO. 3@23-30 117-34~.~ 4838 ~ 4,30"1198 PHELAN FIRE CONTROL SP S.BCO. 34.25.30 117.,,34.00 4180 4.161211 HACIENDA GOLF CLUB S 98A A1 33-57-40 117-$6-57 "~0 11.00"1212 LANCASTER FSS/FAA SP 147 C9 34-44-00 118-13-00 2340 4.141216 RANCHO PALOS VERDES S "r7 Cl 33-46-10 118.23..~ "~0 8,151217 LOS ANGELES COUNTRY CLUB S 42 A1 34-O4.10 118.25-17 380 9.721222 NORTHRIOGE-GARLAND 8.81 7 E3 34-14-17 118-30.~ 911 10.141223 WOODLAND HILLS-SHERMAN 8.81 100 E1 34-10.06 11~.~-$7 1035 10.8~1239 MALIBU-BIG ROCK MESA A 115A4 34.02-34 11~-37-16 72~ 11.501240 PEARBLOSSOM-CAUF.O.W.R. SP AP 185 87 34-30-32 117-5~-15 3050 4.131242 ROCKY BUTTES A (162) 34.3~00 117-51-45 2540 3.~0"1243 REDMAN A (1SO) 34.4~52 117-~30 23~0 2.701244 LANCASTER-ROPER A 161 C6 34-40-27 118-00-37 2450 3,801245 QUARTZ HILL-HALL A 150 B7 34.40-~ 118-14,401246 SCOTT RANCH A (145) ~ 118-28,10 ~10 5.101247 NORTH LANCASTER A 14~ 06 34.46.41 11~4T/’-30 2310 3.101245 MESCAL-SMITH A (194) 34-28.03 117-42.40 3810 3.801248 RELAY A (150) 34-45-43 117-47-55 3140 4.101250 AVEK A 1~5 B5 34-32-21 117-55-23 2825 3.501251 PALOS VERDES.WHITES POINT SP 78 D6 33-42-50 118-19-02 100 8.271252 PALOS VERDES LANDFILL SP 73 A4 33-45-40 118-20-03 400 9,791253 CAR SON-C OUN TY SANITATION SP 74A2 33-48.07 118-16.5~ 401254 LONG BEACH RECLAMATION PLANT SP 76 FI 33.48.11 11~.4X’>-20 20 10.~01255 LOS COYOTES RECLAMATION SP 66 E4 33-53.05 11806-24 70 9.481256 SOUTH GATE TRANSFER STATION SP 50 E3 33-56-40 118-0~.~6 100 7.861257 SAN JOSE CREEK RECLAMATION SP 47 F4 34-01.55 118-01-16 275 10.45125~ PUENTE HILLS LANOFILL SP 47 E5 34-01-35 118-01‘4~ 300 10.8~1259 WHITTIER NARROWS RECLAMATION SP 47 B1 34.03-5~ 118-03.54 225 10.531260 SPADRA LANDFILL SP 93 E4 34-02-36 117‘48-50 700 10.471261 LA CANADA RECLAMATION pLANT SP 19 D2 34.13.00 118-11-14 1800 13.191262 SAUGUS RECLAMATION PLANT SP 124 89 34-24-48 118-32-23 1150 9.031263 VALENCIA RECLAMATION PLANT SP 123 D7 34-25-,55 118-37-13 1000 8.001264 CALABASAS LANDFILL SP 100A E3 34-08-25 118-42-35 800 10.701265 SCHOLL CANYON LANDFILL SP 26C4 3408-38 118-11,O7 1000 11.5~1266 MISSION CANYON LANDFILL SP 22 B6 34-0~40 118-28-45 1150 10.3812~7 LANCASTER RECLAMATION PLANT SP 147 H4 34-46-38 118-09-11 2302 3.351268 PALMDALE RECLAMATION PLANT SP 172 G6 34-35-30 118-05-10 2565 3.491271 POMONA WASTE RECLAMATION SP 94 B3 34-03-18 117,47-34 786 10.561093 FULLERTON AIRPORT SP AP 83 D5 33-52-23 117-58-24 100 9.80"
LEGEND:

S Standard 8 irtch ~iarneter no~-~e<:or~,ng gege ovmed by the Depm~,e~ of PIJ~iC W0tt~,
881 8 81 inch cl~ameter no~ecording gage owned by the Department of Pub~:
A Automatic recorcl=ng gage owned by trte Department of Pub~ Works
ST Storage type gage owne<:l by the D, epartme~ of Put~c Wot’Ks
SP StanOarcl ~ =nct~ O=ameter non-recorchng gage owned by outside ~
AP Automatic reco*’0=ng gage owned by outs,de interest

) Thor~as Guide future ~
O CO Orange County Thomas Gu=de page
V.CO Ventura County Thomas GuK:le page
SB CO, San Bernarcl~no Co~nly Thotnas Guile page
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V
EVAPORATION O

Da~a for 14 active evaporation stations were reported to the Department during the 1993-94 wate~              L
year. Daily records of active and inactive Department stations, as well as some stations of other
agencies, are available in the Department’s files. Monthly and seasonal evaporation has beta
published in the Department’s Annual or Biennial Reports on Hydrologic Data since the 1931-32

The Department receives evaporation data f~om The Metropolitan Wat~ Distrit~-t, Palmdale Water
District, California Department of Water Resources, and Descaaso Oardem.

The first land pan installed by this Department was at Santa Anita Dam in March 1929. TIm’e are
30 evaporation stations which have records of 15 seasons or more in the Department’s files.

EVAPORATION STATION llST

STA. NO. STATION NAME E~UIPMENT OFPAN GUIDE LATITUDE LONGITUDE

33 A Pacoima Dam 24X36 S 1500
D Big TujtmRa Dam 24X36 S 2315 ft.

63 C Santa Anita Dam 24X36 S 1400
89 B San Dimas Dam

24X36S 1350 ft. 470 F2    34-09-10 117-46-17
96 C Puddmg~.oneDam 24X36S 1030 ft.    600 A4    34-05-31 11748-24

223 B Big Dalton Dam 24X36 S 1587
252 C Castro�Reservoir 48X10S 1150 ft. 4369 H6 34-29-53 118-36-53
334 B Cogswell Dam 24X36 S 2300 ft. ix 34-14-37 117-57-35
390 B MomsDam 72X36US 1210 ft. ix 34-10-53 117-52.43
409 B Pyramid Reservoir 48X10 S 2505
425 B San Gabriel Dam 24X36 S 1481

1014 F Rio Hondo S.G 24X36S 170 ft    676 D4    33-59-57    118-06.04
1058 B Palmdale 24X36 S 2595
1071 13 DescansoGardeas 24X36S 1325 ft.    535 134 34-12-07 i18-12-46

LEGEND
24X36 S = Screened land pan, 24 inches in diameter by 36 inches deep.
48X10 S = Screenedland pan, 48 mchesm diameter by I0 mchesd~p,
72X~6 US = Unscre~zned land pa~, 72 inches m diarl~ter by 36 inches deep,
( ) = Thomas GLude ~uture pas¢ as~ignme~L

Bi
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RUNOFF
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LThe Department operated 64 water-stage recording stations and 3 witness gages during the 1993-94
water year. Data from 40 of those stations are summarized and published in this volume.

RECORDS OF STREAMFLOW

Records published give the following information:

l. Station description which presents location, drainage area, type of channel, control, regulatiom,             ~1~
diversions, and available records.

2. Discharge tabulation which summarizes the maximum, minimum, and mean ofthe daily flow
rates in second-feet for each month and the total monthly volumes in acre-feet.

ALERT SYSTEM (AUTOMATIC LOCAL EVALUATION IN REAL TIME)

The Depanrnent o/~Public Works has installed a state-of-the-an ALERT computer system to monitor
meteorological conditions at 59 locations in the County. The system includes a network of field
sensors that monitor precipitation amounts, river stages, and reservoir leveh.

During the report period, the Depanment has continued to install and expand its ALERT System.
The Department’s ALERT system also receives rainfall, streamflow, and reservoir data fi’om the
Corps of’Engineers’ Los Angeles Telemetry System.

COOPER~TiON n
The Department receives or has access to streamflow data from other agencies. Data from 5 ofthe
Department’s stations are published in the United States Geological Survey’s annual water supply
papers.

Agencies with which the Department exchanges data are:

United States Geological Survey, Water Resource Division
UUnited States Corps of Engineers

State Department of Water Resources
The Metropolitan Water District
San Gabriel River Water Committee

C!
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LEGEND

LStations are designated by letters and numhe~ which indicate ownership, operation asency, and type
of" station. The letters used have the following connotations:

Prefix F - Indicates a station owned and operated by the Los Angeles County Department of Public
Works.

Prefix E - Indicates a station owned by the Corps of Engineers, Department of the Army, but 2
operated and maintained by the United States Geological Survey.

Prefix U - Indicates a station originally constructed and operated by the United States Geological
Survey, Water Resources Division, now operated by the Department.

Prefix P - Indicates a station owned and operated by the Department, formerly operated by the
Pasadena Water Department.

Prefix L - Indicates a station owned and operated by the Department, formerly owned by Little Rock
Water District.

Suffix R - Indicates a recorder station.

Suffix B - Indicates that the station has been moved. B represents second location, C a third
rlocation, etc.

C2
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INDEX OF STREAM GAGING STATIONS

[ST TilOMA~ M’~RT I~U" D~AINAG~IATION NA~ ~IDE ~

F]O~R SAN DIM~ CREEK BELOW S~ ~M~ D~ 95A / C.3 421 ~ 16.~
F~R W~ .NI ~ CREEK AliVE ~ :EN~ A~ ~ / ~1
F~O~-R PACOlMA DIVKRSIO~ AT DR~FO~ ~ 9 ~ A-9
F312J~R SAN ~)SE CI I~NNI.:I. IIEI ~W SEVE~ A~. 471 F-J 324 Y~ ~.~
F3131~R RIO II()N~ BYP,~ CII,~NEL ~VE WH~ER N~. 471 ~$

~ 17-R ARCAI)IA W~ll IIEI IJW GR~D AV~ 3R I ~$ 3J$ ~ I.~
F31~-R ENF()N W~II AT ID~ DRI~ MIC~

F32t-R MI~T C~YON CREEK AT F~CI! A~ 12~ I C-$ ~ ~.~
F329.R B~)~Y CH~N~ DE~W C~ A~ ~ I F-$

F33~R R~IO DIV. CH~NEL BEU ~E~Y C~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ZIO
F342.R IIR~FORD ~EET Cl I~NEL ~W $~ A~ 91 ~$ ~ J.Ol
F3~ COYO~ ~REEK BELOW ~PRI~ ~ ~ / F-I 43~ ~ I~.~
F3~R IJVE OAK ~REEK BELOW IJ~ O~ D~ 95A / F~

F39~R IlK; R(~’K �’REEK U~TRF~ ~OM P~CR~ 192 /~
~95-R MF~AI. CREEK AT M~i J ~ ~.~1

C4
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WATER YEAR 1 ~3-1994
(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA~ON ~O. ¯ L1-R                                            D~INAGE AREA : 49.20 SQ. MI.
MOtH OCT NOV ~ D~ J~ I FEB MAR ~ APR MAY    ~N ~L ~ AUG    SEP
M~N O~ 2.8 5.0 ~.5 14.4 25.1 19.6 O~

~ OF 4.2 6.5 6.6 ~.9 41.9 ~.3 OF OF 0.0 0.0 0,0
MrN,,SERVICE 1.3 39 48, 66 173 94 SERVICE SER~CE 0.0 ~ 00 00

R0053616
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LOS ANGELES RIVER
below Firestone Boulevard
STATION NO. F34D-R

STATION NO. ’ F34D-’R                                            DP, AINAGE AREA : 596.00 SO. MI.

I MONTH i!~OCT I NOV.i DEC           ,t JAN       ) FEB ] MAF~    APR    MAY i JUN     JUL     AUG    SE~

MEAN I 1520 177.0 1920 1490 5020 317.0 1680 160.0 130.0 139.0 128.0 111.0

MAX. , ~J,42.0 1.200.0 1.720.0 727.0 3,870.0 2,800.0 451.0 219.0 150.0 147.0 136.0 120.0
MINI 1110 I0~0 i 936 92.6] 1~20 124.0 :    1240 1480 119.0 1240 121.0 103.0

C8
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COMPTON CREEK ....
near Greenleaf Drive
STATION NO. F37B-R

2

-R
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BALLONA CREEK
above Sawtelle Boulevard
STATION NO. F38C-R

~t~

2
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SAN GABRIEL RIVER
above Spring Street
STATION NO. F42B-R

CII
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RIO HONDO 0above Stewart and Gray Road
STATION NO. F45B-R /’~

CI2
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RIO HONDO ’ V
";:"~"’

0above Mission Bridge
STATION NO. F6~R

~ 200" ~ .

’ 2
D~GE ~ tt5 ~u~ ~ (ex~ ~ o~ ~ ~ ~m).

CO~L- ~.

WATER YEAR 1 ~3-1994                                                                              I~1
(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

MOtH ~L OOT ! NOV. ~EO I JAN FEB MAB ~ APR l MAY JUN

M~N 4.7       20.3 ~.2 i 15.5 " ’ ¯ 187 ~.7I 160 4.7 ~.~
~ - 10.0 171.0 ~2.0 182.0 * " " ~ ~.9 ~.9 256 7.5 ~.8
MiN 0.0 ~      0,0 52 5.8    " " ¯ 127 118 92 34 2.2

TOTALAF 2S70 ~ 12090 , 21670 9530 " " 1.1520

LEGENO " - Da= inaccurate oue to back water cond[~n.

CI3
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RUBIO WASH
at Glendon Wash 0
STATION NO. F82C-R

L
DRAINAGE AREA

(::ROS~-CIION

S

RECORDER. 15 mlr~ute l)unched k:l~e.
2

C~EL- ~ ~.

(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

, STA~ON NO. : F82C-R                                         D~INAGEAREA 10.90 SQ. MI.
MOtH OCT j NOV O~ ~ JAN FEB    MAR APR MAY JUN JUL ~G SEP
M~N 0.3 2.1      3.2 1.5 10.7     6.2 2.4 1,0      0.5      0.0 0.0 0.0

~N 0.~ O~ 0.~ O~ O~ 0.~ 0.0 O~ O0 O0 0.0 0.0
TOTALAF~ 180, ~0 I 1.980’, 920 5920 I ~0; 14~0 620
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SANTA CLARA RIVER
below Highway G
STATION NO. F92C-R

R0053627



PALLEn CREEK
at Valyermo Highway
STATION NO. F122-R



STAT1ON NO. : F125-R DRAINAGE AREA : "11.20 SQ. MI.

~, o., o.~ o.~ o.~, ,.o ,.~ o.~, o., o.o o.o o.o o.o
M~ 0.2 04 1.2

0.6051.5

1.5 1.5~ 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

MIN. ;~ 01 01 0.5 ~2 07 ~ 01 00 0.0 00 00 00

~ ~r:~ sol ~oo~ ~oi ~ol s~o~ ~o’. ~o~ ~o, oo~ ~i oo oo ,

R0053629
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RIO HONDO
below Lower .~.usa Road
STATION NO. F192B-R

~

C22
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SANTA ANITA WASH

i~O
at Longden Avenue ~
STATION NO. FI93B-R

C23
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VSAN GABRIELoAZUSA CONDUIT
at 25 ft. Weir below San Gabriel Dam
STATION NO. F250-R                        /’~



VE R D UGO WASH.~,,!,I ,..                        ""’ ~,,,
at Estelle Avenue
STATION NO. F252-R

RECORDER* �onflnuo~ ~ Itoge.

MEn.IOD OF MEASUREMENTS- ~
DRAINAGE AREA. 2~8 ~luam inlet.

LOCATION- 800.0 M, et e~st of Son Feman~o Roo~. 2.0 ml~ ~ ~I’ ~le~3ale.

(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA33ON NO. : F252-R DRAINAGE AREA : 26.80 SQ. MI,"

MEAN 2.4 10.4 10.8 7,8 34.1 27.8 9.1 9.9I 12.7 j 1.1 0.5 0.5
MAX. 92 130.0 163 0 836 265.0 225.0 47.4 744 18.7t 4.7 0.5 0.5

MIN. 2.0 {     1.9 20 23 I 7 17 23 2.0 5.1 00 05 05

¢26
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SAN GABRIEL RIVER
below Valley Boulevar~
STATION NO. F261C-R

DRNNAGE ARE~

2
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SAN GABRIEL RIVER Oabove Florence Avenue

" ~"!,tlSTATION NO. F262C-R L

DRAINAGE AREA

CROSS-S~ON

REK:ORDER. �on~uous walo~ s~ogo.                                                                             2

METHOD OF MEA.~UREMENTS- v4xll~g of from �oblo
DRAINAGE AREA- 2t5.8 s~uo~ ~ (excJude~ o~o obo~ SonJo Fe D(lm).
LO~.ATION- 4,400 ~oet above l:Iomnco Avenue, 2.0 m~ oos~ of DOw~oy.
R̄EGULATION. Ix)~olly mgu~o~e(:l b~ Cogswo~l. Son G~l~o~, Mof~. Santo Fe, B~g Dalton, Son Dlmos, Pud(::llr~sto~e 13~v~u~k~. Pu~l~Hngsto~e, IJvo
Ook. Thoml~on Crook ona Wt~ffie~ Nonows Dams, sovwal ~Iol~s basins, MWD outlets, ana serial komoalng ~
CHANNEL- sor~ boflom vdffl g~o-fop s4ol~s, #Ol:)OZOi(lai ~
CONTROL- concrete slabSlzo~.
LENGTH OF RECORD. at Slo~Ioa F267-R ~ 27, 1937 to $o~ombo~ 30, 1967. at ~allon F262~R August 6. 1968 to Oolo.
REMARKS- no ~ @u~ng 1967-’196~ sooson clue to chonno4

WATER YEAR 1993-1994
(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA’T1ON NO. " F262C-R DRAINAGE AREA : 215.8 SQ. MI.

MEAN 0.0 0~ 0.0 o.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

MAX. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0

v,~ o.o o.o oo oo o.o oo o o o.o o.o oo o o ~ o.o
’ oo ooi oo oo oo o.o

C28
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V
SAN GABRIEL RIVER
below San Gabriel River Parkway

/’~

DRNNAGE AREA

2

C29
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STATION NO, : F274B-R DRAINAGE AREA : 36.00 SQ. MI.
MONT_.__._.~H, OCT NOV DEC     JAN FEB I MAR APR MAY JUN JUt I AUG, SEP

MEAN 5.6 10.1 10.6 7.4     10.2 12.3 8,7 29 2,4 0,8 2,1 1,3

MAX. 16,9 50.2 162.0 I 35,7 79,2 169.0 131,0 11.5 11.0 2,5 8.1 2~4 ’!

MIN, 3,5 1,3 1.7 i 1.5 I     0.2 0 1 1,1 0.3 0,1 0,2 0,2 ;     0.2

¯ ~-,~L~II ~.o 60~,o ~ss,o ,s~    =..~o! 757o ~7ol ~79o 1--o 5oo ~27o~    7~o ~    ~

R0053641



SANTA FE CHANNEL
below Santa Fe Dam
STATION NO. F280-R

RECORDER- ~ ~ ~
METHOD OF MEASUREMENIrS- wo~ O~tom ~
D~ ~ ~ ....
L~ ~O~~~~m~a~ t~~~~

C~- ~o ~.
~ ~R~ ~F~S ~1,19~ to~l~. ~F2~ ~1~19M ~

WATER YEAR 1~3-1994
(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO. : F280-R                                          D~INAGE AREA ~ CO~OLLF~

MOtH ,~ OCT j NOV OEC I JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG

M~N 0.0 17.3 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.1 0.0

M~ 0.0 720 57.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 64 0.0 0.6 150 ~.7 ~ 0.0

MIN ,, 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 = 0.0

C31
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LOS ANGELES RIVER
at Tujunga Avenue
STATION NO. F300-R                                                 /~

DRAINAGE AREA                     I

DAM

F 300- R

C33
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VSAN JOSE CHANNEL
above Workman Mill Road ~I!i~,i~i ~"~’~"II~"~’ 0

.:; ..STATION NO. F312-R

C35
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LOS ANGELES RIVER

I[PULV[ D~ DAM

PACIFIC

�~n~

WATER YEAR 1993-1994
(DISCHARGE IN CFS)

STA~ON NO.: F3~9-~                                         D~AINAGEA~EA: 815.~ SQ. MI.

MOTH’; OCT    NOV    DE [ JAN I FEB I MAB I APR { MAY { JUN ~ JUL    AUG

M~ .6~.0 1 ,~O0 1,720.0 1,370,0 4.~.0 2,~0.0 ~0,0 ~60 1~.0 189.0 1~.0 1750

MIN 1520 1~30 151 0 1!30~ 1820 1350 1~,0, 1530! 1~0 I~2.0 1290 119.0

C38
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BRADBURY CHANNEL 0below Central Avenue
STATION NO. F329..R L,

C40
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RUBIO DIVERSION CHANNEL
below Goosebury Inlet
STATION NO. F338-R
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COYOTE CREEK
below Spring Street
STATION NO. F354-R

R0053654



BOUQUET CANYON CREEK "’
at Urbandale Avenue O
STATION NO. F377-R

./_.,
DRAINAGE AREA

LE.NG~’H. OF E~-CORD. 0�~01~ 1 t. 1967 to d~l~.

WATER YEAR 1993-1994
(mSCH~GE IN CFS) I’/

STATION NO. : F377-R DRAINAGE AREA : 51.90 SQ. MI. U

MONTH OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP

MEAN 0.1 0,2 * " 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 OUT

MAX. 1.0 0.g; * " 0,2 0.8 0.6 5.0 0.0 0.0 OF "

MIN 0.0 0.0 ° ° 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; 0.0 0.0 SERVICE ¯ /

J

TOTALA~!i    601    ’0.0 ! "       ¯ I     , o }    4 o t    3o     ,~ o     ~o      o o’
LEGEND" - Recorder mulhJnct=oned dunng pert of month. P~"==I ~ata S

C44
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RESERVOIRS

Following the damaging flood of 1914 and creation of the Los Angeles Coumy Flood Control District
in 1915. a program of flood control and water conservation was initiated. Part of this program
included the construction of 14 dams which were completed between 1920 and 1939. ~ dan~
were operated by the Department during the period covered by this report. In addition, ~Cocps
of Engineers’ dams, Lopez, Hansen, Santa Fe, Sepulveda and Whittier Narrows Dams, and Mort’is
Dam owned by The Metropolitan Water District were operated in conjunction with the 12~ms~nmst
dams to achieve flood control and/or water conservation.

OPERATION

The reservoirs are operated to control flood waters during storm periods. Post storm releases are
made, when feasible, in amounts which can be conserved in downstream spreading grounds and by
channel percolation. Cleanouts are done to regain storage capacity in rm~rvoirs (see Erosion Control
for cleanout data).

The storage and flow records at the 14 Departm~t reservoirs are summarized on the Dam Operation
Record Sheets. The sheets show:

1. Daily reservoir water surface elevations. Elevations are obtained from water stage recorder
graphs or interpolation from staiTgage readings and recorded as of’midnight of each day. Only
maximum and minimum water surfac,~ elevations for each year are shown.

2. Available storage in acre-feet based on the most recent topographic surveys. Annual storage
volumes are shown.

3. Stream inflow rates in cubic feet per second. This is usually calculated from storage change and
known outflow.

4. Outflow in cubic feet per second. These values are determined from gaging station records, or
when these are not available, from valve and spillway rating curves. Only the maximum and
minimum of’the daily outflow rates for the year and the instantaneous peak outflow rate are
shown.

5 Discrepancies between outflow and storage losses at certain dams are attributable to
evaporation and/or percolation losses. Total monthly evaporation losses are determined fi’om
the measurements made on land evaporation pans. In those cases where no allowances were
made for evaporation, the amounts are necessarily included in the flow values. Accuracy of
flow records computed from storage records is dependent on the frequency with which storage
data are revised to keep in step v, ith the physical change in reservoirs due to sediment
deposition, accumulation and removal.

D!
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RESERVOIR CLEANOUTS

The periodical removal of Sediment is necessary in our reservoirs in order to maintain ~toraBe
capacity. Sediment deposition adversely affects flood control and water conservation md ston~e
activities in our reservoirs.

Between June 1993 and June 1994 the l:)epanment completed seven cleanouts. These cleanouts
removed a total of" 847,534 cyds of"sediment fi’om our reservoirs at the cost of’$5.2 million. Eaton
Wash Reservoir cleanout removed 314,000 CY of"sediment. San Dimas Reservoir cleanout removed
87,400 CY of"sediment. Santa Anita Reservoir cleanout removed 72,:t00 CY of"sediment that was
disposed of" at Santa Anita SPS. Puddingstone Reservoir cleanout removed 113,600 CY of’
sediment. Big Dalton Sediment cleanout removed 43,000 CY of"sediment that was disposed of at
Dalton SPS. Live Oak removed 24,234 CY of"sediment that was disposed of at Webb School. The
Devil’s Gate cleanout removed 193,000 CY of" sediment that was disposed of at Scholl Canyon..
Since the ! 992 and 1993 storms were declared disaster events by the state and the federal govermnont
a portion of the total sediment inflow for these two seasons is eligible for Fema reimbursement.
Currently, there are ongoing sediment removal projects at Big Tujunga, Cogsweli (phase2). and
Whittier Narrows. These cleanouts should restore an additional 4.9 racy of capacity at the~
reservoirs at a cost of $23.2 million.

MORRIS RES£RVOIR SEDIMENT TES’TING

During the public review period for the San Gabriel Canyon Sediment Management Plan (SMP)
Environmental Impact Statement Report/Environmental Impact Statement a concern was raised
about the possibility that the sediment within Morris Reservoir may have been contaminated by past
naval activities at the facility. As a result, the Department hired a consultant to conduct a sediment
testing program.

Our consultant Fugro-West, Inc. completed the Morris Reservoir sediment sampling program in
October 1994. A total of 225 soil samples were collected throughout the reservoir for analytical
chemistry analysis from 65 locations. Results of the analytical test data do not indicate the presence
of any constituent that may be an environmental hazard. Fugro’s report concludes that the sediments
in the reservoir do not pose a threat to the groundwater and can be disposed of at an inert landfill.

D2
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COUNTY OF Los ANGELES
DEPARTMENT    OF PUBLIC    WORKS

RESERVOIR LOCATIONS
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BIG DALTON DAM OAND RESERVOIR
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BIG DALTON DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 OUTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER ]ANUARY

INFLOW (AF) 18.50 13.10 18.50 19.70TOTALMONTI~Y

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 10.90 0.00 4.00 1.80

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.50 0.80 0.40 0.6~

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.30 2.30 0.30 0.6~

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0. I0 0.I0 0. I0 0.10

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 7.30 10.’0 14.20 17.30

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 [FEBRUARY MARL"~I APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) ,5.20 ,6.40 54.80 38.29

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 62.10 42.,0 122.40 22.00

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 3.00 2.30 2.00 1.70

To~AL ~o~.v ~.ossES ~ 1.2o 1.4o 1.3o 1.3~
~rr~. ~ D~’ rm~.ow ~c~s) 0.30 0.90 O.lO 0.20
MON-rHLY STORAGE CHANGE 21.90 42.20 "68.90 14.90

WATER YEMd~ 1993o1994 [ JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

TOTAL Mo~,’r~v r~l.OW CAn 15.90 8.20 6.40 3.60
r̄o’rAL,om’~.," OU’~LOW ~ 34.,0 0.00 0.00 0.00
~.x. MEA~ ~,A~LV ~OW ~CFS) 0.50 0.30 0.30 0.20

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 2.20 2.70] 3.00 2.50

MIN. MEAN DMLY ~FLOW (CFS) 0.10 0.00. 0.00 0.0~

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE -20 40 5.501 340 1.1(~

R0053661



Max. Peak IraClow 169.85 CFS from 0100 on 02-08-94 to 0200 on 02-08-94
Max. Peak Outflow 159.00CFS from 1515 on 02-08-94 to 1530 on 02-08-94
Max. Water Surface Elev. 2,215.30 feet on 02-08-94 STORAGE 1,343.60 Acre-feet
Min. Water Surface Elev. 2,140.00 feet on varies STORAGE 0.20 Acre-feet

D5
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BIG TUJUNGA DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

WATERYEAR1993-1994 OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 728.20 896.00 942.~0 1,012.5~"

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 827.30 755.90 1,100.00 950.9~

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 14.10 23.90 22.00 26.9~

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 17.70 13.60 8.30 11.6~
MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 10.00 11.40 9.80 13.00
MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE -I 16.80 126.50 -165.60 50.00

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 [ FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AI0 2,186.30 1,364.00 1,159.00 110,5(

.TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 2,166.70 1,452.50 1,638.00 115.0(

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 79.80 39.70[ 44.00 5.~

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 15.20 11.80 12.10 0. IC

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 17.00 3.50 4.80 0.0~
MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 4.40 -100.30 -490.20 -4.60

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 125.10 32.10 42.40 35.30

TOTAL MONTI-ILY OUTFLOW (AF) 125.00 32.10] 42.40 35.30

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 2.10 0.90 1.00 1.0~

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 2.10 0.30 0.40 0.4(~

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 0.00! 0001 0.00, 0,0~
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COGSWELL DAM V
AND RESERVOIR O

Max. Peak Inflow 161.85 CFS from 0700 on 02-08-94 to 0800 on 02-08-94 ]
Max. Peak Outflow t 85.50 CFS from 0145 on 12-02-93 to 0200 on 12-02-93
Max. Water Surfac~ Elev. 2,345.73 feet on 10-01-93 STORAGE4,372.10 Acre-feet
Min Water Surface Eiev. 2.23058 feet on 09-30-94- STORAGE 53.80 Acre-feet
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COGSWELL DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 1,249.70 1,604.30 904.90 529.51]

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 859.00 2,817.10 1,235.50 552.8fl

MAX MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 105.10 56.90 29.50 13.0~

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 5.50 4.40 3.00 1.9~

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 7.60 16.20 6.50 2.40

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 385.20 - 1,217.20 -333.60 -25.20

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 /UNE ! JULY AUGUST SEi:rI’EMBER

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 198.10 146.10 64.80 40.30

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 186.40 156.70 78.701 63.10

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 5.90 4.50 1.90 1.30

5.10,TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF)
i

5.90 5.60 3.40

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 1.70~ 1.10 0.50 0.20,

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 6.60’ -16.50 -19.50 -26.20[
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DEVIL’S GATE DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY’~

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 [ OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY 1

TOTAL MONTI~Y rS~LO’~ (A~ 82.90 93.20 1,2.,0 140.60 Z

o.oo o.oo o.ooo. o

TOTAL MONTHLY INlzLOW (AF) 264.20 222.00 165.20 122.2C

TOTAL MONTI-ILY OUTFLOW (AF) 263.60 222.00 165.20 122.6~

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 20.00 12.00 10.30 4.4C ~_~

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04

MIN. MT..AN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 2.10 1.90 0.00 1.8C

MONTFILY STORAGE CHANGE 0.60 0.00 0.00 -0.40

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 ~ JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

(AF) 126.10 46.8( 12.20 8.10TOTAL MoN’rHLYINFLOW

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 126.10 47.00 12.30 8.10

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 5.30 1.90 0.20 0.20

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00[ 0.00 0.00 0.00

~UN. Nff_.AN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.001 0.10 0.10 0.00

~,to~.,.-r~’,’ STORAGE C.~NGE o 00 -0 20! -01o! o.oo

DI0
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EATON WASH DAM V
AND ~ESE~VOI~ 0

L

CROSS - SECTION

Max. Peak Inflow t 50.58 CFS from 0600 on 02-08-94 to 0700 on 02-08-94

Max. Peak Outflow 17.00 CFS from 1300 on 03-07-94 to 1445 on 03-07-94

Max Water Surface Elev. ! 873.16 feet on 03-27-94 STOP.AGE384.90Acre-feet
Min. Water Surface Elev. t 842 O0 feet on    varies STORAGE 000 Acre-feet
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EATON WASH DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 I OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY 1
TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 61.50l 75.80 139.30 155.50 2

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 [[ FEBRUARY MARL’M APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 264.00 176.40 127.00 75.3~]
~-"

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 68.40 136.30 310.80 89.~
v

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 25.90 17.90 10.60 3.7(

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 3.20 45.20

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.10 4
MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 195.60 40.10 - 187.00 -59.80

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 25.60] 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 17.90 0.00 0.00 0.00

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 68.40 0.00 0.00 0.00

MTN. ME.~dq DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.o0 0.00 0.00 0.0C

MONTHLY STORAGE CFL~NGE -60 70’ 000 0.00 00(

DI2
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Flax. Pe~k inflow ! ]?.20CFS ~rom ]500 on 03-]9-94 to ]600 on 03-|9-94
M~x Pe~k Outflow l 6.30CFS fiom 0500 on 05-]0-94 to 05|5 on 05-]0-94
Max. Water Surface Elev. i 1,479.00 feet on 05-10.94 STORAGE92.00 Acre-feet
Min Water Surface Elev. ; 1,44300 feet on varies STORAGE 000 Acre-feet
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LIVE OAK DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 ~ OCTOBER,NOVEMBER [DECEMBER JANUARY 1

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 24.40 17.80 19.20 16.10 Z

TOTAL MONTHLY OLrrFLOW (AF) 23.80 7.9O 0.O0 0.00

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.80 0.70 O.60 0.40

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.20!

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 0.60 9.90 19.20 16.10

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 I FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL[ MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 27.90 37.00 27.80 29.20

TOTAL MONTHLY OLrlVLOW (AF) 0.00 33.30 17.90 120.4~

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 1.70 2.80 1.20 1.70

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.00

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 27.90 3.70 9.90 -91.20

WATER "/’EAR 1993-1994 JUNE i JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 23.90 [ 3.80 3.20 0.00

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 24.40 3.80 3.20 0.00

MAX, MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.60 0.20 0.10 0.00

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 t 0.00

MIN. glEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0. I0 0.00 0.00 0.00

MONTHLY STORAGE CFL,L~qGE -0.50 0 00 I 0.00 0.00

DI4
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PACOIMA DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY~"

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 ~ OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY 1
TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 164.101 88.20 185.60 201.20

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.90 1.00 0.90 1.10

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE -449.20 73.50 -162. lO -2.70

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 FEBRUARY MARCH APRII, MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 550.40 448.00 268.70 171.90

’TOTAL MONTI~¥ OUTFLOW (AF) 674.40 275.10 253.70 155.30 !’

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 26.70] 14.50 16.00 6.00

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 8.60 9.40 16.30 7.5C

(CFS) 0.70 2.40 0.00 0.3C qMIN. DAILY INFLOW

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE - 132.60 163.50 - 1.30 9.10

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 ! JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 170.001 9720 68.70 51.10

TOTAL MONTHLY OLrI’FLOW (AF) 728.30 57.70 40.70 45.40

MAX, MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 13.90 4.70 6.20 2.10

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 12.501 ! 0.70! 14.60 12.10
I

020M1N. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00~~ 0.30’, . , 0.50

MONTHLY STOIL~,GE CFL~NGE -570 801 28 80! 13.40i -6 40[
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PACOIMA DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY’["

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 [ OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY 1
TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 164.10 88.20 185.60 201.20 2

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 550.40 448.00 268.70 171.90

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 674.401 275.10 253.70 155.30 ! ~

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 26.70 14.50 16.00 6.00 ~
TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 8.60 9.40 16.30 7.50

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 070 2.40 0.00 0.3(~ q

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE - 132.60 163.50 - 1.30 9.1(~

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 ~ FUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 170.00 97,201 68.70 51. IC ~_~

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 728.30 57.70[ 40.70 45.4(

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 13.90 4.70 6.20 2.10

TOTAL MOFTTHLY LOSSES (AF) 12.50 10.70! 14.60 12.10

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00i 0.301 02O 0.50

MON’THLY STORAGE CHANGE -570.80 28.80! -6 40

DI6
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PUDDINGSTONE DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY L
|

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 ]~ OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBERJANUARY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 84.80 119.30 278.30 136.3(

¯ o~.~ ~o~,..~.,,, o~.o.w ~,.~ ,~.,o ~.-,o ,~:,..,o

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 [FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL I MAY

TOTAL ]~IONTHL’Y INFI..O~.V ,AF) 64,.70 .~67.20 43.5.,0 160.70

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW ((~FS) 77.60 60.70 63.40 13.70

¯ o..,~,,,o~..I-~..,, i.os~,~ ,,,.lO ,~.3ol.,.,o
,~.,~~~o~,~,~, o.oo o.~ o.,o o.,o
MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 586.70 379.50 74.80 -135.70

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (A.F) 11 I. 10 I 15.70! 115.30 l 13.70

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 24.80 28.20 31.10 26.6(

~. MEAN DALLY INFLOW (CFS) 3 60 4.10 4.10 5.20

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 190.40i 196.30 214.70 165.20

~’~,. ~’~EAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.20 0’70 0.50 0.40

MO.’CTI-ILY STORAGE CHAN~GE 104 ~0i -108 S0i" -130.50 -78.10

DiS
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Max. Peak Inflow
li 23.41 CFS from 1300 on 02-07-94 to 1400 on 02-07-94 |

Max. Peak Outflow i I5.00CFS from 1300 on 02-22-94 to 1400 on 02-07-94
Max. Water Surface Elev. ~

1,140.80 feet on 11-02-93 STORAGE 54.50 Acre-feet
Mm Water Surface Elev. i 1,]3300 feet on varies STORAGE 0 00 Acre-feet

D19
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PUDD. DIVERSION DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 i OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

JANUARY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 22.60 125.10 157.90 46.20
TOTAL MONTHLY OLr1~LOW (AF) 0.00 171.$01 167.00 24~$0
MAX MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 2.60 7.20 10.50 2.7(~’OT*~O~i.o~,~ o.oo o.oo o.~o~.~o~~o,,v,~,~s, o.oo o.oo o.~o o.~0

"~o’~o~~ow,~ ,~o.oo,~.,,o ~,.,o lO.O,¯ o’~.~O~OU~LOW~ --~.~o,,,.,,o ,,,o ~.~0
TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0. l0 0.00 0.40 4.40

MIN. MEAN DAILY INI~OW (CFS) 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.0~
MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 0.80 -6.40 -5.60 -67~

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 365.20 123.60 13.80 1.80
TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 343. l0 133. l 0 14.30 1.8~
MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) I 1.90 13. l0 0.60 0.70

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (A.F) 0.00 I 1.9( 0.00 0.0~
MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.80[ 0. l0 0.00i O00

~ I
-O.50

MONTHLY STORAGE CI-LA~NGE 22 l0~ -21 40~ 0 00
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SAN DIMAS DAM V
AND RESERVOIR O

L

Max. Peak Inflow 30.58 CFS from 1600 on 02-0%94 to 1700 on 02-07-94
Max. Peak Outflow 130.00 CFS from 0800 on 10-27-93 to 0815 on 10-27-93
Max Water Surface Elev. 1,444.10 feet on 05-31-94 STORAGE 961.90 Acre-feet
Min Water SuffaceElev 1,418 50 feet on 09-30-94 STORAGE 318.80 Acre-feet
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SAN DIMAS DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY                                          L

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 [ OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 199.60 199. I0! 242.60 224.40

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 151.50 229.70 241.20 ,, 95.40

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 4.40 4.60 7.90 6.00

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 7.70 4.20! 3.30 4.40

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS)                            2.10                     1.90                     1.60                     2.80
!

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 40.40[ -34.80 -1.90 124.60

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 332.301 312.60 250.80i 212.50

TOTAL MOhrI~.,, Y OUTFLOW (,A.F) 469.901 159.50 79.50’ 87.50

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 17.30 10.30 7.70 4.60

TOTAL MoN’rHLY LOSSES (AF) 3.201 5.70 8.00 7.80

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 2.80 3.60 ... 3.20 2.20

MONTFILY STORAGE CHANGE -140.80 147.40 163.30 117.20

~N. MEAN DAILY INFLOW.,(CFS) 1.10! 0.20 0.20 0.3(2

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE -368.60) -156 70[ -g4,60 -32.3(~
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SAN GABRIEL DAM V"
AND RESERVOIR O

L

2

Max. Peak lnflow [ 433.41 CFS from 0500 on 02-08-94 to 0600 on 02-08-94|
Max Peak Outflow

] 387.30 CFS from 0800 on 12-01-93 to 1500 on 12-01-93
Max. Water Surface Elev. ] 1,391.67 feet on 05-29-94 STORAGE19,389.00 Acre-feet
Min Water Surface Elev. ! 1,336.54 feet on 09-30-94 STORAGE5,083 00 Acre-feet

D23
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SAN GABRIEL DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY L

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 I OCTOBER NOVEMBER IDECEMBER JANUARY      1

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 4,989. I0 3,450.20 4,892.20 3,238.10 P~

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 9,418.70 3,526.60 4,710.70 3,281.30

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 101.10 73.30 147.00 73.70

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AID 135. ! 0 97.40 70.60 86.20

~ MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 54.90 7.10 49.70 44.50

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE -4,564.70 -173.80 110.90 -129.4(

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 [ FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 6,421.90 8,052.50 5,206.90 3,729.20 2
TOTAL

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 2,125.50 4,131.201 2,700.90 2,877.60 _~,

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 312.30 173.10 144.60 96.90
~

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 52.50 109.60 122.60 84.70 U

MIN MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 54.60 88.20 62.20 38.40 ~
MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 4,243.90 3,811.70 2,383.40 766.9~

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AD 1,872.801 1,18150 617.70 6t6.~ ~’~

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 4,87120! 4,897.20 4,886.90 3,012.9(3

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 45.20 25.30 18 501 16.20l 1
190 10TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 235.20 202.401 , 150.80

M]N~ MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 20.10l, 14.201 0.60! 5.40

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE -3.233 60[ -3.918 10] -4.459 30! -2,546.80
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SANTA ANITA DAM
! V

AND RESERVOIR
O

~ -,~> 2
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SANTA ANITA DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY L

WATER YEAR 1993.1994 [ OCTOBER NOVEMBERDECEMBER JANUARY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 125.30 130.50 150.70 146.30

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW ,AF) 191.40 23.20 297.70 17.30

MAX. MF-AN DAILY INFLDW (CFS) 3.20 3.2O 4.3O 4.0~

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 2.$0 2.20 1.70 1.$0

WATER YEAR 1993-1994 [ FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 283.80 232.90 143.20 172.09

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 301.90 149.00 156.30 315.20

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 15.10 8.20 4.10 5.10!

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 1.00 1.70 1.90 6.2(~

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.80 2.10 1.60 1.6(

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE -19.10! 82.20. -15.00 -149.40

MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00
I

22 60Mo,~rm¥ s’ro~oE CH~E I I.SO 440’ .
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SAWPIT DAM
AND RESERVOIR                                                                      V

O

2

, ~-UNCONII~O~4~O ’ I/ "\

DATE CONS/RUC~ED ¯ ~l’oft~(I Mo~h 1926. Co¢~ June 1927.
Loc~’nc~. 2.0,,~ ,~.~ ~ Mo,~o,~o.

S~LLWAY ELEVAIION * 1,3~141,0 I~. ’I~’--’-~ _’16" UNCO#~,O~ ~.---Jl; ...........:.._.L

n
U

DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

Max. Peak lntl~w
i 6.’/7 CF$ fi’om 0500 on 02-08-94 to 0600 ~n 02-08-94

Max. Peak Outflow j 29.70CFS from 0815 on 06-22-94 to 0830 on 06-22-94
Max. Water Surface Elev.

,i 1,310.54 feet on 02-08-94 STORAGE 96.70 Acre-feet
Min Water Surface Elev. ~ 1,310.30 feet on varies STORAGE 95.90 Acre-feet
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SAWPIT DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY L
WATER YEAR 1993-1994 I OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARv

TOTAL MONTHLY 1NFLOW ,AF) 149.00 142.70 147.80 145.20

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 149.00 142.60 147.80 145.2~

MAX MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 2.60 3.001 2.90 3.1e

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 144.80 149.60 133.30 130.$~

MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 4.10 3.40 2.60 2.60

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0~

MIN. ME.a~ DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 2.30 2.10 2.10 1.9~

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 0.01~ 0.00! 0.00 0.10

WATERYEAR 1993-1994 JUNE JULY AUGUST I SEPTEMBER

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 108.401 108. l0 97.40 98.20

TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 108.70i 108.10 97.40 98.20

MA~. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 2.20! 1.80 1.70 1.80

TOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00! 0.00 0.00: 0.01

MIN MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) I. : 1.70 1.50 1.40

MONTHL’Y STORAGE CHANGE -030 0.001 0.00! 0.00
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THOMPSON CREEK DAM ~/
AND RESERVOIR 0

2

CAPACflY- 447.5o=m.I~I. "    --- ~ ’ .......
~WAY ~ ¯ !~. n

U

D~ OPE~TION ~CO~ S~Y                         ~

M~. P~k I~ow ] 1.20 CFS ~om 1300 on 03-19-94to 1400 on 03-19-94
M~. Pe~ Outflow 1.20CFS ~om 14~ on 03-19-94 to 1415 on 03-19-94
M~. Water Suffa~ Elev. 1,600.00 f~t on varies STOOGE 0.00 Acre-f~ ~
b~n Water Surface Elev. 1,600.00 fee~ on varies STOOGE 0.00 Acre-feet
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THOMPSON CREEK DAM OPERATION RECORD SUMMARY

WAI ~K YEAR 1993-1994 ~ OCTOBEK NOVEMBER DECEMBEK JANUARY 1

¯ o~Mo~,~.~Low~ o.oo! o.oo o.oo o.oo2ŌT~ MO~-~V o~Low (~ o.oo o.oo o.oo o.~~L,.x. ~ D~’~ n,~-~ow (cFs) o.oo o.oo o.oo o.,~"ro~’AL Mo~,’n~y Loss= (~ o.oo o.oo o.oo o.®
MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 0.00 0.001 0.00 n nnl

TOTAL MONTHLY INFLOW (AF) 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.0~ ~
TOTAL MONTHLY OUTFLOW (AF) 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.0~

r~MAx. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.10i 0. l0 0.00 0.(E UTOTAL MONTHLY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MIN. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3MONTHLY STORAGE CHANGE 0.00 0.00 0.00 n an

WAI t:K YEAR 1993-1994 ! JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER
TOTAL MONTHLy INFLOW (AF) 0.00 0.00i 0.00 0.0~ 3

TOTAL MONTHI.,Y OUTFLOW (AF) 0.001 O00 0.00 0.0~
MAX. MEAN DAILY INFLOW (CFS) 0.00 0.00! 0.00 0.00

TOTAL MON’ITILY LOSSES (AF) 0.00 0.00! O00 0.0~
~flN. MEAN DALLY I’NFLOW (CFS) O00 0.00 O00 0.0~

MON’IHLY STORAGE CHAJ~GE 0.00! 0 001 000 O on ~ "
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EROSION CONTROL

Each year eroded material in various forms (trees, rock, sand, etc.) flows out of the mountain
watersheds of Los Angeles County. In an effort to control this potentially disruptive force, the
Department maintains a series of debris basins in canyon mouths and upstream stabilization structures
in selected watersheds.

DEBRIS BASINS

The purpose of a debris basin is to entrap the sediment flows emanating from the canyon and let the
relatively desilted water pass into the flood control channels.

in the 1003o1~F)4 water year, the Department maintained 114 debris basins. The total maximum
capacity of the basins is approximately 7,549,350 cubic yards.

The Department cleaned out 13 debris basins (,auburn, Bailey, Carriage House, Carter, Devonwood,
F~r Oaks, Fern, ginneloa West, Rubio, Sierra Madre Villa, Sunnyside, and West Ravine). The total
amount of sediment removed was approximately 371,050 cubic yards.

Records of,sediment inflow at individual debris basins and amounts removed from the debris basins
are available in the Hydraulic/Water Conservation Division.

STA BI LIZ, ATION STRUCTURgS

Stabilization structures are constructed to control erosion in natural canyons. They serve to prevent
downcutting by stabilizing alluvium deposits. In addition, they store debris generated by the
watershed and serve to stabilize side banks, reducing side slope sloughing and bank erosion.

~ Department maintains 2 ] 8 stabilization structures in 47 major watersheds. No structures have
been constructed since the 1073-74 water year.

EMERGENCY STRUCTURES

Emergency structures (rail and timber, crib structures are not) have been constructed to entrap the
debris inflow from burned watersheds. They serve to protect improvements (road, channel.
residence, etc.) located immediately downstream of the watersheds Currently, 33 emergency
structures exist with a total maximum capacity of 266,400 cubic yards. Eight major fires (over 500
acres) burned 31,331 acres in this water year and are shown on the Burned Area Location Map on
page PE2
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DEBRIS BASIN LOCATIONS
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

DEBRIS BASIN- DESIGN DATA

DATA ~HEET A

1974 ?S 0 ~ 1274 6 12~ 0 12~ 0 ~.0 1~.0 7~~ 1~ ~ 0.02 13155 13~S S 13275 ~0 1327 S 3,~
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLICWORKS

DEBRIS BASIN- DESIGN DATA

UNCONTI~4J.L~ 801~’�~i4 EI.EVATI~I ~A~ ~A~

~ 19~ 74 0.13 2428.0 2428.0 2~1~ ~0 2~.5

~ Sh~s 1976 ~ 021 2~.0 24~O ~.0 ~3 ~0
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS                 L

DEBRIS BASIN - DESIGN DATA
Including 1993-1994 Storm Season

DATA SHEET A DIt4sW~ - Sedlmmnla~ Mana~m~l

FILE: DSAR94.~w                    2

(1) LOWEST CLEAR WATER OUTLET. NOT SPILLWAY.
(2) ELEVATION OF SPILLWAY NOTCH.
(3) FLOW LINE OF SLUICEWAY.
(4) ELEVATION OF SPILLWAY INTO OUTLET CHANNELELEVATION OF OVERFLOW SPILLWAY 1036.9 FEET.
(5) ONE 30-INCH REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPF_
(6) FOUR 36-INCH CORRUGATED METAL PIPES.
(7) ONE 36-INCH REINFORCE~ CONCRETE PIPE. (ELEVATED INLET)
(8) DEBRIS CAPACITY AVAILABLE WITHIN RIGHT OF WAY UMITS.
(9) PIT-TYPE BASIN.
(10) INFORMATION UNAVAILABLE.
(11) SPECIAL CLEANOUT REQUIRED TO UMrTED STORAGE.
(12) CLEANOUT REQUIRED WHEN DEBRIS REACHES OR EXCEEDS ELEV. 1128.9 FEET AGAINST FACE OF DAM.
(13) VALUES ARE COMBINED WITH COOKS DEBRIS BASIN.
(14) SPILLWAY LEVEL STORAGE CAPACITY.
(15) DATA TAKEN FROM DESIGN DRAWINGS USED FOR ENLARGING THE BASIN CAPACrrY.
(16) DATA BASED ON AS-BUILT DRAWINGS ......
(~17) BASED ON AS-BUILT TOPOGRAPHIC MAP FOLLOWING ENLARGEMENT CONSTRUCTION.
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

DEBRIS BASIN.DEBRIS PRODUCTION HISTORY

DATA ~ S

~ 4 21 I~ ~ e.~ 1~74 I,~ ~,~

~ 2 18 t.~ ~ ~-~ ~.76 ~ 7,~
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

DEBRIS BASIN-DEBRIS PRODUCTION HIBTORY                                                                                     L

D~TA SHEET S

~ ~~
2
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

DEBRIS BASIN-DEBRIS PRODUCTION HISTORY

DATA SHEET I
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

DEBR’rS B~.SIN-DEBRIS PRODUC’I’ZON HI~’I~ORY
Including 1993-1994 Storm Season

DATA SHEET B ~ by:. PI~ ~ed Wt ~

D~e: No.tuber ~0,1~1

(1) VOLUME OF DEBRIS DEPOSITED IN B~SINS ODES NOT INCLUDE DEBRIS SLUICED THROUOH Olin PORTS OR NOTP~,.I.
(2) VOLUME OF DEBRIS DEPOSITED IN B~SINS DOES NOT INCLUDE DEBRIS WHICH P.~.D O~R ~LLWAY

DURING THE STORMS IN 19~-~
(3) INCLUDING DEBRIS FROM uPSTREaM B~SIN OR
(4) VOLUME OF DEBRIS DEPOSITED IN BASINS DOES NOT INCLUDE DEBRIS WHICH P.~.D OV~R ~olLLWAY

DURING THE STORMS IN 1977-78 SE~)N.
(5) DEBRIS CAPACITY AVAIL^BLE WITHIN RIGHT OF WAY
(B) NO SIGNIFICANT DEBRIS INFLOWS RECORDED.
(7) NO DEBRIS RECORDS EXIST FOR THE FIRST B ~
(B) INFORMATION UN~’tVAII.~BL~.
(9) IvI~JMUM CAPACITY M~Y BE MORE TH~N SHOWN AND WILL
(10) SPECIAL CL~,NOUT REQUIRED DUE TO UMITED
(11) SPECIAL CL~,NOUT REQUIRED DUE TO BURNED WATERSHED.
(12) CLE~NOUT REQUIRED WHEN DEBRIS RE~CHES OR EXCEEDS ELEV. 112~.9
(13) VALUES ARE COMBINED WITH COOK~ DEBRIS BASIN.
(14) INCLUDING DEBRIS DATA FROM PREVIOUS BASIN.
(I 5) CALCULATED BASED ON THE TOTAL DEBRIS DEPOSITED IN THE BASIN DWIDED BY THE NUMBER OF SEA$ON~.
(16) BASED ON DESIGN DRAWINGS USED FOR ENLARGING THE BASIN CAPACITY, THE DATA WILL BE REVISED BASED

ON UPDATED TOPOGRAPHIC MAP,
(17) DEBRIS IN STORAGE DETERMINED BASED ON TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY MAP OR FROM FIELD E$TIMATEB.
(I 8) BASED ON AS-BUILT TOPOGRAPHIC MAP FOLLOWING ENLARGEMENT CONSTRUCTION.

El0
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBUC WOldS

OCT. 1. 1993 THRU
SEPT. 30, 1994 FIRE5

OVER 500 ACRES IN AREA

BURNED AREA LOCATIONS
PE2
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WATER QUALITY

Since its conception, the Flood Control District (now Department of Public Works) has actively
engaged in operations which have proven indispensable in preserving the integrity of our watt"
resources, both quantity and quality, and has aided in the establishment of regulations or controlling
criteria by those agencies so empowered.

Prior to March 1986, monitoring activities in the field of water quality control were conducted by the
Water Quality Section of Hydraulic/Water Conservation Division. In March 1986, the responsibilities
of conducting such activities were transferred to Waste Management Division as a result of th~
consolidation. These activities include, among others, the collection of water quality samples, their
analyses, and the interpretation and reporting ofthe resulting data.

Areas of involvement include the monitoring of all groundwater basins through the sampling of
numerous wells, the monitoring of storm and low water flows at various strategic locations on the
major streams or channels, and an assumed or obligated responsibility to monitor the quality �ffects
and subsurface travel of recharge areas, specifically the Whittier Narrows Spreading Grounds

The Water Quality Section, together with personnel of other Departmental divisions, also conducts
investigations into pollution problems relative to our facilities, particularly those fi’om industrial
discharges, vehicle accidents, ruptured pipelines, or the indiscriminate dumping of various waste
products.

The principal objectives ofthese investigations are to determine the degree and apparent source or
origin of the pollution and to take the necessary action that will immediately abate the existing
problem and possibly provide a means to prevent or limit recurrence.

Since 1986, the Water Quality Section also has been conducting the screening of proposed
connections to County storm drains, and developments over County right-of-ways, for the purpose
of minimizing/eliminating potential of pollutants to the storm drain waters and, thereby, to the
environment.

The above-mentioned activities of the Water Quality Section have recently been expanded,
particularly in the areas of interfacing and coordinating with other municipalities/cities, environmental
organizations, as well as Federal and State agencies. In compliance with mandates under the 1987
Clean Water Act, the Department is implementing tasks required by the Nation~ Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) municipal stormwater permit.

The NPDES Permit (CA0061654) issued for the storm drain system in Los Angeles County requires
the development and implementation of programs to improve the quality of stormwater/urban runoff
discharges into the storm drain system. Los Angeles County, represented by the Department of
Public Works, is the Principal Permittee and the cities within the County are Co-Permittees. The
drainage area covered by the Permit is divided into three phases~ with Phase I, the Santa Monica Bay
Drainage Basin. having begun July I, 1990, Phase II, which involves the Upper L.A River and Upper
San Gabriel River Drainage Basins, having begun in July 1992, and Phase IIl, which includes the

FI
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Lower L.A. River, Lower San Gabriel River, and Santa Clarita River Drainage Basins, initia~ed in
July 1993.

The Permit requires the County, together with the cities to develop and implement a
stormwater/urban runoff monitoring program to gather data on the type and source of pollutants
within the drainage basins. The permit also requires the development and implementation of Best
Management Practices (BMPs) to reduced the amount ofpoilutants that find their way into the storm
drain system and to implement procedures to detect and eliminate illegal disc~.

SURFACE WATER QUALITY

Prior to 1984, dry weather samples were collected from 30 sampling stations on a monthly basis for
analysis such as general minerals, bacteria, pesticides, and heavy metals. In addition, storm samples
were also collected and analyzed at least three times annually from the same 30 stations during storms
seasorl.

From 1984 to 1987, as a result of reorganization, the number of surface water monitoring stations
was reduced to 21, while the parameters analyzed were reduced to include only total dissolved sofids,
pH, and dissolved oxygen. Storm sampling activities were also significantly curtailed.

In 1988, recognizing the inadequacy of the then existing monitoring program to meet the
Department’s need in dealing with the important issues in the areas of water quality, the Department
Administration approved and implemented an expanded monitoring program effective May 1, 1988.

There are 28 monitoring stations in the Department’s current Surface Water Quality Monitoring
Program, from which dry weather grab samples are collected and analyzed on a monthly basis. These
sampling stations are strategically located throughout the Department’s major storm drains and water
conservation facilities where the flows are representative of typical land uses as well as areas of
significant water quality concerns. Of the 28 monitoring stations in the program, six are located at
the outlets to Santa Monica Bay, while one is located in the mountain area where flow is considered
to be natural and uncontaminated with the various pollutants associated with urbanization and
developed land uses.

Monthly dry weather grab samples, thus collected, are analyzed for general minerals (pH, Specific
Conductance, Total Dissolved Solids, total Hardness, Potassium Sulfate, Calcium, Magnesium,
Chloride, Fluoride, Nitrate-Nitrogen, Nitrite-Nitrogen, Ammonium-Nitrogen, Phosphate-P, Boron,
Iron, and Manganese), bacteria, pesticides, heavy metals (Silver Arsenic, Barium, Cadmium,
Chromium, Mercury, Lead, Selenium, Copper, Nickel, Zinc, and Chromium [VI]), Oil and Grease,
Total Organic Carbon, Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons, PCB’s, Biochemical Oxygen Demand, and
Volatile Organic Compounds (TCE, Carbon Tetrachloride, Vinyl Chloride, 1,2 Dichloroethene,
Benzene, 1,1 Dichloroethylene, 1,1,1 Trichloroethane, p-Dichlorohenzene). In addition, storm
samples (also grab) are collected for three to four storms annually from 21 stations, incl,,ding San
Gabriel Coastal and P6o Hondo Spreading Grounds for extensive analysis similar to those for dry
weather samples, with additional testing oF Total suspended Solids and Volatile Suspended Solids to
be includ~ For storm samples collecz~ at San G~ricl Coastal and P6o Hondo Spreading Grounds,
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priority pollutant constituents are also analyzed under an agreement with the Central and West Basin
Water Replenishment District.

A selective list of total dissolved solids is shown for some of the sampling locations on the streams
and channels monitored under the Surface Water Quality Program. For a conception of the analysis
performed on the surface flows, a yearly compilation of constituent determination is shown for one
(Los Angeles River at Wardlow) of the sampling stations in the program.

Beginning in early 1994, a more extensive Stormwater/Urban runoffMonitoring program utilizing
automated sampling was established as required by the National Pollutant Discharge E "lunination
System (NPDES) Municipal Stormwater Permit. This program calls for installation of automated
sample~s within all major drainage basins, beginning with the Santa Monica Bay Drainage Basin, to
collect flow-composite samples to better characterize sampling events, hrme (9) automated
monitoring stations within the Santa Monica Bay Drainage Basin have been constructed from which
data collection began in the 1994-95 storm season. While this new monitoring program is
developing, the existing monitoring program will be maintained.

GROUNDWATER QUALITY

The Department’s Groundwater Monitoring Program, which was initiated in the 1970’s underwent
thorough reevaluation in September 1993, and January 1994, to eliminate duplication of analyses

participating agencies. It was determined that the n~ajority ofthe 314 wells in the programamong
were already being sampled by the various watermasters within the County. The Department has
discontinued its annual sampling activities for the program. However, we maintain the existing
groundwater quality records and, upon request, provide the data to the public. U

WATER, QUALITY DATA ACCESSIBILITY

Data acquired from the various programs are on file in the Water Quality Section. In addition, all             __~
data is accessible to any user through STORET, an Environmental Protection Agency computer
system that stores, retrieves, and manipulates data using agency code 21CALAFD.
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Surface Water Ouality Monitoring Selected Surface Stations
Table ! Total Dissolved Solids - ppm

1993-94 Season (Dry Weather Flow)

Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep.
S oampJ_i_n!~ !:ocat ions 1993 1993 1993 1994 1994 1994 1994 1994 1994 1994 1994 1994 ~vcragc

I!allona (:reck at
5awtcllc IIIvd. 758 750 754 710 588 700 644 764 696 700 796 7SO 718

(?.yore (:reck at
()rangcthorpc Avenue ! 108 1196 902 320 982 1050 1102 1334 848 1030 1102 1088 1005
Willow Street 832 884 1446 - 1278 916 734 758 824 820 992 734 929

I)omingucz Channel
/%boy� Vcrmont Avenue 456 786 736 1068 1120 3081 . 890 622 780 894 1012 900 798

~ I.os Angeles River at
’ ~Vardlow I~oad 718 786 678 - 802 744 820 652 726 692 672 630 720
I;ircst one IJoulcvard 712 792 680 - 764 720 800 702 680 688 622 724 717

I.os (?crrilos Channel at
,’,;t car ns Strect 802 422 1272 - 680 528 846 638 800 790 772 648 745

Kin Ilondo Rivcr at
Southcrn Avenue              1150- - 138 848 1006 760i 948 1800 1212 692 554 911
Spreading (;rounds 648 616 - 220 472 434 - 642 - 606 624 582 538

Santa Monica Cyn. Ch. at
Short Strcct - 8.90 952 988 1000 1020 954 1052 1030 900 920 820 957

San (;abricl River at
Spreading (-;rounds 594 672 564 230 724 654 696 700 704 - - - 615~
Willow Slrcct 774 856 652 - 746 764 1456 680 734 .754 724 722 806

San Jose Creek at
Worlunan Mill Road 874 794 856 - 868 882 1120 730 7341 910 800 984 868



Molttblyblonilorln~ 1993-94 ~ason ~ W~tber}
L~ AB~I RWer II Wardlow Rold

~st--~ Oct. Nov. Dc~. Jan. Feb. " Ma~.- Apr. May .... Jua~ ..........~ ":- ~_ _ ~vcragc .....Fpm ....... 93. 93 93 94 94 94 94 94 94
la~dn~ss us ~ ~3 297 317 2~ - 3~ 3~0 350 2~ 315 270 ~ 28(

~
2947.8 5.i 6.3 - 6.3 6.9 4.4 0.3 ~0.1 0.4 ~ 0.1 3.8~lcium 75.3 83.3 79.4 - 92.2 84.2 80.2 76.2 72. I 72. ! J ~. I ~ r7.4ncsium 26.4 26.5 24. ] - 34.0 29.2 36.5 7.3 33.0 21.8 ~ 24.3 7.~ ~4.610.2 10.5 11.9 - 6.6 6.3 9.7 I0.0 7.0 8.1 ~ 9.~ 9.~ 9.0~odium 93.5 ! 13.0 115.0 - 58.~ 77.5 91.0 I~.0 ~.0 9~ ~. 113.� 114.( ~7.2

’ as CO3 152 134 I~ - I~ I~ 172 104 I~

~~~ ~~~--~

7~ 147136.0 151.0 116.0 - I~.0 I~.0 158.0 1~.4 121.~ I~.( ~.2I:louride 0.4 0.4 0.3 - 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4215.0 238.0 2~.0 - 233.0 227.0 ~2.0 ~!.2 1~.3 182.( 1.68.1 5.1 3.5 - 6.4 3.7 9.6 ~0.~ 3.0 4.1 4.60.6 I.I 0.7 - 0.7 2.0 ¢0.03 I.I ¢0.03 0.~ 1.3
~ ~hale _ _ 1.9 i.I !.5 - 1.8 1.4 1.3 �0.05 0.8 0.3 1.0

I~tal Dissolved ~o~ _ _ ~ 7~ 678 - ~ 7~ 8~ 652 7~ 630
IlOI) _ ~__. 8~.2 <1 59.3 - 121.2 43.~ ~.0 NA 59.4 ~2 _ ~.2 24.7    4.6
Ibtal Organic CarOm         9.0 9.7 11.6 - 13.8 3.6 14.7 HA 12.0 � I 14.1 12.6 1.2

~11 7.6 8.9 7.8 - 7~ 8.8 7.8 9.5 8~ 93 9.6 9.7

65.0 70.0 58.0 - 58.0 65.0 ~.0 8~0 75.0 ~.0 82.0 74.0 L9’100ml ’

Ib~l (~oliform I~ 17~ 2~ - I1~ ~1~,~ ~ ~ ~1~,~ ~ ~i:e~l ~lilom 5~ I~ I~ -
I1~

~1~,~
~

g~ ~1~,~ (~

r~ntero~us ....... 270 2~ I~ - ~ ~ ~ <~ ~
H~I

~ < ~ I~ than > ~ G~ater t~n NA - Not a~d~ ~ P~rm~ ~-~m~rb~n



Surfa=e Water Oualily Analysis Pal= 2 of
Monthly Monitoring 1993-94 Season (Dry Weall~r)

[~)s A~seles River at Wardlow Road

....... (:onstltuents Oct. Nov. L~c. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug.
(ppb) 93 93 9~ 94 94 94 94 94      94 94 94 94 A~ragc

I~oron 685 622 49~ -- 640 64:$ 440 4:~6 <230 660 5~0 600 :$75.3
Ilcavy M¢lals:

^rscni¢ <10 <10 !1 -- <10 <10 <10 <!0 <10 <10 <10 <!0 <10llarium <100 <100 1"/8 -- <100 <!00 !10 106 <!00 <100 <I00 <lflO <109
(:admium <!0 <!0 <10 -- <10 <!0 <i0 <!0 <10 <10 <i0 <!0 <10(’hromium <10 <10 <10 -- <10 <10 <10 <10 <lO <10 <10 <10 <10
(~hromium (6) <!0 <10 <10 - <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <!0 <10 <10 <10
(:,)pp~r 24 <!0 <10 - !1 <|0 40 <10 <10 <10 18 <lO <15
i~:ad <10 <10 <10 - <10 <10 <!0 <10 <10 <i0 <10 <10 <10
Mercury <1 <1 <1 -- <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1Nickel <10 <!0 <10 -- <10 <10 <!0 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10
Selenium <~ <5 <~ - <5 <5 <:$ <$ <:$ <~ <5 <~ <~
Silver <I0 <I0 <I0 - <I0 <I0 <I0 <I0 <I0 <I0 <I0 <10 <IOZinc <~$0 <50 <50 -- <50 <50 <:50 <:50 <:50 <:50 <:50 <:50 <50Ir,m <I00 <I00 <leo -- <I00 100 <I00 <I00 <I00 <I00 200 <I00 <lOg
_M.a_~ga ncsc <30 <30 <30 -- <30 62 <30 <30 <30 <30 <30 <30 <33(:hl()rinated P¢llicidcl:

AId~in <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 -- <0.05 <0.05 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05
I.indanc <0.05 <0.0:5 <0.05 -- <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0~$ <0.05 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.05
AIpha-IIIl(: <0.05 <0.05 <0.0:5 -- <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.05 <0.05Ilcla- III1(: <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 -- <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.05 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.05
I)clla-IIIIC <0.O~5 <0.05 <0.05 -- <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5(:hh)rdan© <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 - <0.05 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 <0.0:$ <0.0:$ <0.0:5 <0.05
pp’l)i)l) <O.!0 <0.10 <0.10 - <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <O.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10pp’l)l)l’: <O.IO <0.10 <0.10 - <O.10 <0.10 <0.|0 <0.10 <0.|0 <0.10 <0.10 <O.10 <0.10
pp’l)l)T <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 - <0.10 <O.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <O.10
l)icldrin <0.10 <O.10 <0.10 - <O.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10F.ndosulfan I <0.10 <0.10 <O.10 - <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <O.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10
F.ndosulfanll <0.I0 <O.10 <0.10 - <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <O.10; <0.10 <0.10 <0.10I~ndusulfan Sulfal~ <0.10 <0.10 <O.10 - <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10F.ndrin <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 - <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.|0 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10II©ptachlor <0.03 <0.0:5 <0.0:5 - <0.0:$ <0.0:5 <0.05 <0.05 <0.0:$ <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05Ilcptachlor Epo~ide <0.0:$ <0.0:5 <0.05 - <0.05 <0.0:$ <0.05 <0.05 <0.0:$ <0.0.$ <0.05 <0.05
Toxaphcne <1.0 <I.0 <1.0 - ,,<1.0 <1.0 <1.0 <1.0 <1.0 <1.0 <1,0 <1.0 <1.0

~ < = l.~$s Chart > = G~aler lhan NA = Not analyzed ppm - Pare l~r milio, ppb - Pare l~r
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WATER CONSERVATION

Information presented in this section includes amounts of" local, imported, and reclaimed water
conserved in spreading areas and information on the seawater bamer projects which prevent saltwater
intrusion into groundwater zones in the coastal areas. Pertinent data is presented regarding the
locations and descriptions ofthe Department’s water conservation facilities, a well as facilities owned
by others Also included are groundwater maps delineating static groundwater elevations recorded
during the report period and hydrographs of selected key wells,

CONSERVING THE WATERS

In addition to the flood control prow’am, the Department has the equally important task of conserving
as much of the storm and other waters as practicable. The use of water conservation facilities
adjacent to river channels, and in soft-bottom channels permits water to percolate into groundwater
basins for later pumping. These water spreading facilities are located in areas where the underlying
soils are composed ofpermeable formations.

The various types of water conserved, IocaJ, imported, and reclaimed, are construed to have the
following meanings in this section: Local water is primarily runoff‘due to rainfall on the mountain
and valley watersheds, dam releases, and rising water within the County. Imported water is water
originating outside the County either from Northern California or from the Colorado River.
Reclaimed water is the effluent produced by the Whittier Narrows Water Reclamation Plant, the San
Jose Creek Water Reclamation Plant, and the Pomona Reclamation Plant, all operated by the Los
Angeles County Sanitation District.

The importanc~ of this activity is apparent when it is reaEz~ that about 30 to 40 percent of the water
used in the County is pumped from groundwater-supplies. The ~’owth of the County, combined with
periodic droughts, has seriously depleted these supplies on numerous occasions.

The Department’s poiicy is to conserve the maximum possible amount of storm water consistent with
runoffquantity and quality, capacities of the spreading facilities, and groundwater conditions.

I MPORTED WATER

During this report period, imported Colorado River and State Project water for spreading was
received from the Metropolitan Water District (MWD) for spreading-imported water in the Coastal
Plain was spread at the Department’s facilities in the Rio Hondo and San Gabriel Coastal Basin
Spreading Grounds on behalfofthe Water Replenishment District of Southern California. Imported
water in the San Gabriel Valles’ was spread in Santa Fe Spreading Grounds, in the San Gabriel River,
in Irwindale Spreading Basia/Manning Pit, and in Forbes Spreading Grounds on behalf of the Upper
San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District, and the San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District.

RECLAIMED WATER

The County Sanitation District’s Whittier Narrows Water Reclamation Plant e~uent, purchased by
the Water Replenishment District of Southern California, is transported to the Rio Hondo and San
Gabriel Coastal Basin Spreading Grounds for groundwater replenishment
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C
The County Sanitazion District’s San Jose Creek Water Reclamation Plant, made its first delivery of "r
effluent in November 197:2. The portion of’the effluent that is spread is also purchased by the Water L
Replenishment District of Southern California.

Water from the Pomona Reclamation Plant is released down the San Jose Creek - San Gabriel River
System to the Department’s recharge facilities in the Rio Hondo and San Gabriel Coastal Basin ’/
spreading grounds.

The maximum amount of reclaimed water allowed for spreading in the Montebello Forebay, effective
July 1991, is 60,000 acre-feet per year, but not to exceed 150,000 acre-feet over a three year period.

SEAWATER BARRIER PRO~IECTS

The Department operates three barrier projects to protect the groundwater in the West Coa,~ and
Central Basins against seawater intrusion by creating freshwater pressure ridges along the coastline.
The pressure mound are created by injecting fresh water through a series of injection wells. During
the report period, 15,482 acre-feet of water was injected at the West Coast Basin Barrier ProjecL
5,527 acre-feet at the Dominguez Gap Barrier Project, and :3,677 acre-feet at the Los Angeles part
of the Alamitos Barrier Project. On behalf of the Orange County Water District, I,:309 acre-feet of
water was injected at the Orange County portion of the Alamitos Barrier Project.

The following seawater barrier improvements were completed during the 1993-94 water year: 2

!. Alamitus Barrier Project:

Orange County Water District drilled 4 new injection wells.

U
Two injection wells were pressure-grouted to mitigate surface leakage problems.

41 observation well manholes were modified by retrofitting them with 9-inch watertight          ~’~
vaults.

2. Domingucz Gap Barrier Project

Construction was completed on ten multizone observation wells. The 8eohydroloBic
information gathered from th~s drilling contract will be used for determination of’the required
remedial improvements for mitigating intrusion around the North-South leg of the barrier.

A consultant study based on strontium isotopes 86/87 ratios was conducted to eliminate oil
f~eld brines and other salt sources as contaminants. The study also identified and better
defined seawater intrusion paths.

:3 West Coast Basin Barrier Project

Durin~ this period the construction of’three injection wells and thirteen observation wells was
completed
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These wells were constructed as part of the Department’s consultant study recommendations
to mitigate barrier deficiencies in the Silverado and Lower San Pedro aquifers.

SEASONAL DATA AND MAPS

During this report period, weekly, monthly, and semi-annual measurements of groundwater levels in
observation wells located throughout the groundwater basins in Los Angeles County were made and
processed

Hydrographs of selected key wells a~e included in this report.

GROUNDWATER BASINS AND GROUNDWATER

Groundwater in Los Angeles County is stored in basins underlying five major geographic are~.
These groundwater basins are separated by geologic features which impede groundwater movement
or by political boundaries. The following is a background summary of the Department’s groundwater
recharge activities within each of these areas:

The Department operates 2,436 acres of spreading grounds and soft-bottom channel spreading areas
for replenishment of local groundwater supplies. The Department also assisted in the operation and
maintenance of 269 acres of spreading grounds owned by others An additional 656 acres of
spreading grounds are controlled, maintained, and operated by other agencies. The total gross
acreage of spreading grounds in the County is 3,361 acres. During the report period, below normal
rainfall allowed the Department to conserve approximately 117,260 acre-feet of’storm runoff.

The conservation of local runoff’is supplemented by spreading imported water and reclaimed water
purchased by water agencies. During the report period, 56,041 acre-feet of imported water and
53,982 acre-feet of reclaimed water were spread.

The Department is continuing its �fforts to improve its water spreading facilities in order to maximize
the amounts of water conserved and to simpli~ the spreading operations.

SAN GABRIEL VALI,,,[:y

The Department operates 20 spreading facilities in the San Gabriel Valley that receive direct valley
runoffand flows fi’om the San Gabriel Mountains. Some of these spreading facilities can also receive
imported water. During the report period, the Department added approximately 51,200 acre-feet of
local water and 36,541 acre-feet of imported water to the groundwater stored in the basins underlying
the San Gabriel Valley and dive~ed 2,618 acre-feet of local water to grounds owned by others.

Main San Gabriel Basin

This is the largest basin underlying the San Gabriel Valley with an cstimaled storage capacity of 9.5
million acre-feet, it reacts quickly to artificial spreading in Santa Fe Reservoir Spreading Grounds
and to infiltration in lhe San Gabriel P-dyer downstream of Santa Fe Dam.

During the report period, the Department replenished the Main San Gabriel Basin with 37,883 acre-
feet of local water and 30,981 acre-feet ofimported water Well 3030F in Baldwin Park recorded
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a high groundwater elevation for the report period of2~9.6 fl on O~tober 20, 1993.

The following improv=ments w~re constructed in the Upper San Gabriel Canyon Basin dudnB 1993-
94 water year:

San Gabriel Canyon Spreading C-~unds - Improvements completed consisted ofgrndinB and
lining of portions of the inlet canal, construction of an interbasin ~uctur=, a canal
diversion structure into Basin I, and the extension of the Basin 2 intake ~l~ucture.
These improvements increase flow capacity, reduced weed growth ~ ~rosion,
minimized maintenance reqirem~nts, and eliminated debris plugging the tras]lrack and
the resulting washout,~ that have previously occurred.

Upper San Gabriel Canyon l~sin

Approximately 6,931 acre-feet of local water and approximately 4,660 acre-feet of imported watt"
were recharged by the Department through its San Gabriel Canyon Spreadin8 C-rounds and by
percolation in th~ ad.iac=nt San Gabriel River. Also, 1,744 acre-feet oflocal water was routed to FL~h
Canyon Spreading Grounds, which is operated by the Committee of Nine.

Lower San Gabriel Canyon Basin

The basin is located south of’the Upper San Gabriel Canyon Basin and is separated from it by the
underground Lohmon Dike. Groundwater cascades over the Lohmon Dike from the Upw San
Gabriel Canyon Basin and r~harges the Lower San Gabriel Canyon Basin. The D¢pa~mont spr~u~�l
995 acre-feet of local wa~er in Sawpit Spreading Grounds which is within the Lower Canyon Basin.

Waybill Basin

The Department spread 461 acre-feet of’local water and 900 acre-feet of imported water at Forbes
spreading facility in the Waybill Basin.

Foothill Basin

The Department spread 3,034 acre-feet of’local water at its San Dimas Canyon Spreading Grounds
facility in the Foothill Basin.

Glendora B~sin

The Department spread 198 acre-feet of local water in its Big and Little Dalton facilities within the
Glendora Basin.

Claremont Heights Basin

The Department has no spreading facilities in the Claremont Heights Basin.
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Live Oak Basin                                                                             ~-

The Department has no spreading facilities in the Live Oak Basin.

Chino Basin

The basin is located in the most eastern part ofthe County. No Department recharge facilitie~ are               1

located within the Chino Basin.                                                               /~

San Dimas Basin

The basin is north of the San Jose Hills, east of the Main Basin, and south of the Waybill Basin. The
Department spread 136 acre-feet oflocal water in its Live Oak Spreading Grounds to recharge the
basin.

Pomona Basin

The basin is located south of Claremont, Live Oak, and San Dimas Basins, and north of the Chino
Basin and northeast of the San Jose Hills. The Department has no water spreading facilities within
this basin.

Puente and Spadra B~sina

No spreading occurs in this aret

Raymond Basin

The basin covering approximately 40 square miles is located in the northwest corner of the San
Gabriel Valley and is separated from the Main San Gabriel Basin by the Raymond Fault. The
Raymond Basin contains the Monk Hill Basin and the Pasadena and Santa Anita Subareas. The
Department recharged 2,634 acre-feet of local water by its spreading facilities in the Raymond Basin
and diverted 874 acre-feet to the City of Sierra Madre’s spreading facility during the report period.

(~OASTA Ie PLAIN

The groundwater basins underlying the Coastal Plain are divided by geological features into the
Central (includes the Montebello and Los Angeles Forebays), West Coast, Santa Monica, and
Hollywood Basins. During this report period, the Department recharged 43,463 acre-feet ofJoc, al
water, 19,500 acre-feet of imported water, and 53,982 acre-feet of reclaimed water to the
groundwater basins underlying the Coastal Plain. Most of the water was spread in the Montebello
Forebay.

Central Basin

The Central Basin has the most storage capacity of the basins in the Coastal Plain. In addition to the
water recharged in the Department’s spreading facilities, water injected in the Alamitos Barrier Project
also contributes to the replenishment of the pressure aquifers underlying the Central Basin.
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The following project was constructed in the Central Basin during 1993-94 water year:

Rio HondQ (;:~;)astal Basin Spreadin~ Grounds - Replaced approximately 3,600 feet ofope~
drainage ditch, which previously experienced severe erosion and seepage problems,
with a 72-inch reinforced concrete pipe.

West Coast Basin

The West Coast Basin is the second largest basin underlyin8 the Coastal Plain and is separated from
the Central Basin by the Newpon-lnglewood Fault zone. Groundwater is primarily recharged by
Central Basin subsurface flows and by water injected by the Department in the West Coast Basin and
Dominguez Gap Barrier Projects. Groundwater elevations in the West Coast Basin are I~ow
level except in the area of’the West Coast Basin Barrier inj~tion mound.

Santa Monica and Hollywood

The Department has no spreading facilities in either the Santa Monica or Hollywood 8~roundw~er
basins.

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY

The San Femando Valley is also called the Upper Los Angeles River Area (ULARA). Most of the
runoff from the surrounding mountains flows to the Valley.

San Fernando Main Basin

The basin is the largest basin underlying the San Fernando Valley. During the report period, ]9,980
a~e-feet of local water and no imported water were spread by the Department. The County entered
into an agreement with the City of l.,os Angeles to spread water at the newly renovated Tujunga Wash
Spreading Grounds which is located approximately two miles downstream of Hansen Spreadin8
Grounds The City installed a rubber dam diversion and appurtenant facilities for County Spreading
operations which started in March 1990.

Sylmar Basin
A much smaller basin underlying the San Fernando Valley is the Sylmar Basin; the Department has
no spreading facility within this ~asin.

Verdugo and Eagle Rock Basins

The small Verdugo and Eagle Rock Basins comprise the remaining basins underlying the San
Fernando Valley. The Department has no spreading facilities within either basin,

SANTA CLARITA VALLEY

The Department has no spreading facilities in the area Most of the Valley is farmland, permitting
substantial natural percolation.

The Upper Santa Clarita subunit comprises five basins.
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There are several groundwater subbasins underlying the Antelope Valley. Five ofthern are located
within Los Angeles County.

The Department operates no spreading facilities in the Antelope Valley.

The hydrographs for well Nos. 9974 ~nd 8825 are shown on pages G4I and G43. They ire located              .Z
in the Lancaster and Little Rock subbasins respectively.
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SPREADING FACIUTY TYP~ SF.~I~SON FIRST US~) ..~ATER

-- GR~ARROYO SECO SHALLOW 1948-49 2~SADENA SPREADING GROUNDS ARE HELD UNDER
BASINS 3 AND THE ALTADENA EASEMENT FROM THE ClIY OF PASADENA.

~EN LOMOND SHALLOW 1958-59 2 ~PREADING GROUNDS UTILIZED TO
BASINS CONSERVE EXCESS COVINA IRRIGATION

~COMPANY WATER RELEASED FROM tHE
COMMITTEE OF NINE.

~IG DALTON SHALLOW 1930.31 2;ON DAM AND BIG DIVIDED BASINS 2, 3. 4. AND 5, ANDBA~NS NOTCHED LEVEES TO ENABLE GROUNDS TO
BE RUN IN BATTERY SYSTEM

BRANFORD DEEP BASIN 1956-57 t:ORD STREET DRAIN. INSTREAM SPREADING FACILITY. OUTLET
CAPACITY 1,540 CFS TO PACOIMA

2DIVERSION CHANNEL.

BUENA VISTA DEEP BASIl’ 1954-55 IDAM AND INSTREAM SPREADING FACILITY. TOTAL ~,~
VISTA CHANNEL. OUTLET CAPACITY OF 270 CF~

n
~ITRuS MEDIUM |960~I I,ON DAM AND LITTLE THERE ARE 2 INTAKES. ONE IS A DROP INLET, U

DEPTH .ED FLOWS FROM BIG THE OTHER AN AIR INFLATED RUBBER DAM.BASINS

~DOMINGUEZ GAP DEEP 1957.58 5~’LES RIVER LOW FLOW EAST SIDE BASIN USED FOR FLOOD
BASINS ,VS FROM STORM DRAINS REGULATION WITH SOME CONSERVATION

STORAGE. INTAKE CAPACITY IS 20 CFS FOR         2
LOW FLOW DIVERSION FROM THE LOS
ANGELES RIVER. THE WEST SIDE BASIN IS FED
BY A 24-1NCH CONCRETE PIPE FROM THE
EAST SIDE BASIN.                             ~

THE CAPACITIES LISTED ARE ESTIMATES OF INFILTRATION RI
NUMBERS DO NOT REFLECT IONG TERM SPREADING OPER

DESIGN CAPACITY OF MAIN CONCRETE CHANNEL

INCLUDES RUBBER DAMS STORAGE
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DI~
HYDRAULIC/WATER

SUMMARY OF DATA C
OWNED AND OPERA’I

UPDATED THRO!

CHANNEL" INTAKE ~I’CNLAGE I~COLA’IIONe

GROSS | WETTED (CFS) (CFS) (A.F.) (CF~

ARROYO SECO SHALLOW 1948-49 24 |5, I 75 30 18 EASTERLY !

BASINS GATE DAb

BEN LOMOND SHALLOW 195~59 24 17.0 2~ 2~ 18 BOTH NOR
CHANNELBASINS iNTERSECT
~,VENUE.

~IG DALTON SHALLOW 1930-31 24 7.7 45 1:2 12 WESTERLY

|ASINS ABOVE SI~

BRANFORD DEEP BASIN! 19~-57 12 7.0 1.540 1.540 137 I SOUTHWE’,
CONFLUEI
)IVERS~

BUENA VISTA DEEP BASIN 1954-~5 10 6.0 2,900 2.900 177 6 1.0 MILE I:
NORTHERI
MERIDIAN

~ITRUS MEDIUM 1960-61 19 14.6 200 80 28 SOUTH SIE

DEPTH AND CERI

BASINS

DOMINGUEZ GAP DEEP 1957-58 54 23.8 20 234 SOUTH OF

IASINS EASTERN ~
RIVER

* THE CAPACITIES LISTED ARE ESTIMATES OF INFILTRATION RATES.
NUMBERS DO NOT REFLECT LONG TERM SPREADING OPERATIONS.

- DESIGN CAPACITY OF MAIN CONCRETE CHANNEL

--" INCLUDES RUBBER DAMS STORAGE
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LOCATION $OURC~ OF WATE~ REMARKB

:ASTERLY SIDE OF ARROYO SECO. 0.5 ABOVE DEVILS CONTROLLED FLOW FROM C~Y OF PASADENA. SPREADING GROUNDS ARE HELD UNDER
GATE DAM. UNCONTROLLED FROM ARROYO SECO AND THE ALTADENA EASEMENT FROM THE CITY OF PASADENA.

STORM DRAIN.

BOTH NORTH AND SOUTH SIDES OF SAN DIMAS WASH COVINA IRRIGATING COMPANY. SPREADING GROUNDS UTILIZED TO
CHANNEL AT SOUTHWESTERLY CORNER OF CONSERVE EXCESS COVINA IRRIGATION
INTERSECTION OF ARROW HIGHWAY AND BARRANCA COMPANY WATER RELEASED FROM THE
AVENUE. COMMITTEE OF NINE.

WESTERLY SIDE OF BIG DALTON WASH. ONE HALF MILE CONTROLLED FLOWS FROM GIG DALTON DAM AND BIG DIVIDED BASINS 2. 3, 4. AND 5. AND
ABOVE SIERRA MADRE AVENUE. DALTON DEBRIS BASIN. NOTCHED LEVEES TO ENABLE GROUNDS TO

BE RUN IN BATTERY SYSTEM

SOUT :.RLY OF ARLETA AVENUE ABOVE UNCONTROLLED FLOWS FROM BRANFORD STREET DRAIN. INSTREAM SPREADING FACILITY. OUII, ET
CONF, oCE OFTUJUNGA WASH AND PACOIMA CAPACITY ’,"O C~S ’O "C~"~
~)IVERSlON CHANNEL DIVERSION CHANNEl,.

1.0 MILE EASTERLY OF SAWPn" WASH. 0.5 MILE CONTROLLED FLOW FROM SANTA FE DAM AND INSTREAM SPREADING FACILITY. TOTAL
NORTHERLY OF ARROW HIGHWAY, Bk’TWEEN UNCONTROLLED P,.OW FROM BUENA vISTA CHANNEL OUTLET CAPACrI’Y OF 270 CFS.
MERIDIAN STREET AND BUENA VISTA CHANNEL

~)UTH SIDE OF BIG DALTON WASH BETWEEN CITRUS CONTROLLED FLOWS FROM BIG DALTON DAM AND LITTLE THERE ARE 2 INTAKES. ONE IS A DROP INLET,
AND CERRITOS AVENUES. DALTON DEBRIS DAMS. UNCONTROLLED FLOWS FROM BIG THE OTHER AN AIR INFLATED RUBBER DAM.

OALTON WASH.

SOUTH OF DEL AMO BOULEVARD AND BORDERS THE CONTROLLED FLOW FROM LOS ANGELES RIVER LOW FLOW EAST SIDE BASIN USED FOR FLOOD
EASTERN AND WESTERN SIDES OF THE LOS ANGELES CHANNEL AND UNCONTROLLED FLOWS FROM STORM DRAINS. REGULATION WITH SOME CONSERVATION
RIVER STORAGE. INTAKE CAPACITY IS 20 CFS FOR

.OW FLOW DIVERSION FROM THE LOS
ANGELES RIVER. THE WEST SIDE BASIN 15 FED
BY A 24-1NCH CONCRETE PIPE FROM THE
EAST SIDE BASIN.
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEI
HYDRAULIC/WATER C

SUMMARY OF DATA O]
OWNED AND OPERAT!

UPDATED THROU~

SI~EADING FACflJTY    TYPE     SEASON FIRST USED    AREA (AC~ES}                CAPACmES

CHANNEL-’ INTAKE STORAGE PERCOLATION~
GROSS WETTED (CFS) (CFS) (A.F.)

EATON BASIN DEEP BASIN 19~6-57 16 10.5 9,600 400 284 I0 EAST SIDE OF
ROAD, 0.6 MI

EATON WASH DEEP & 1947~8 28 25.4 6,600 200 525 14 EASTERLY SIi~
SHALLOW DAM TO FOOT
BASINS

FORBES MEDIUM 1964.6,$ 21 10 100 87 5 SOUTH SIDE (~
DEPTH AVENUE ANI)
BASINS

HANSEN SHALLOW 1944-45 156 105.3 22.0(]0 400 279 150 NORTHWESTB~
BASINS ABOVE GLEII~

SAN FERNAMX

IRWINDALE \MANNING DEEP 1958-59 62 30 20.0(]0 400 ! 134 60 NORTH EASTI~~
PIT BASINS CHANNEL All)

FEET EAST OFE’

DALTON SHALLOW 193|-32 14 4.7 20 5 15 WESTERLY OFGLITTLE

BASINS                                                                       DALTON

LIVE OAK SHALLOW 1961-62 5 1,2 15 2 13 WESTERLY SIDerBASilS
LINE ROAD

LOPEZ SHALLOW 1956-57 18 I | .9 25 23.6 15 iSOUTHEASTERi~BASINS NORTHEASTERL!

THE CAPACITIES LISTED ARE ESTIMATES OF INFILTRATION RATES,
NUMBERS DO NOT REFLECT LONG TERM SPREADING OPERATIONS.

DESIGN CAPACITY OF MAIN CONCRETE CHANNEL

INCLUDES RUBBER DAMS STORAGE
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V
TY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

[;~O~TER CONSERVATION DIVISION

LATA ON SPREADING FACILITIES
’ERATED BY THE DEPARTMENT
tHROUGH SEPTEMBER 1994

LOCATION SOURC~ Of: WAIT~ REMARKS Z

ST S;DE OF EATON WASH. NORTH OF DUARTE CONTROLLED FLOW ROM EATON WASH DAM AND
AD. 0.6 MILES SOUTH OF HUNTINGTON DRIVE. UNCONTROLLED FLOWS BETWEEN DAM AND SPREADING

BASIN.

;TERL¥ SIDE OF EATON WASH FROM BELOW EATON CONTROLLED FLOW FROM EATON WASH DAM.
M TO FOOTHILL BOULEVARD.

JTH SIDE OF SAN DIMAS WASH BETWEEN LONE HILL CONTROLLED RELEASES FROM PUDDfNGSTONE DIVERSION
ENUE AND VALLEY CENTER AVENUE.           DAM. AND UNCONTROLLED FLOWS FROM SAN DIMAS WASH;

ALSO IMPORTED RELEASES FROM SGVMWD.

RTHWESTERLY SIDE OF TUJUNGA WASH FROM !CONTROLLED FLOWS FROM HANSEN DAM AND GIG TUJUNGA
)VE GLENOAKS BOULEVARD SOUTHWESTERLY TO DAM.
| FERNANDO ROAD. /~

~THEA~ OF INTERSECTION OF BIG DALTON BIG DALTON CHANNEL CONTROLLED FLOWS FROM BIG AND
~.NNEL tWINDALE AVENUE; CONTINUES 1,300 LII"TLE DALTON DEBRI~ DAMS AND PUDDINGSTONE DNERSION

~r " "~’~’ EAST OF ~WINDALE VENUE DAM: UNCONTROLLED FLOWS: ALSO IMPORTED RELEASES
FROM SGVMWD.                                                                 ~ ~

;TERLY OF GLENDORA MT. ROAD FROM LITTLE CONTROLLED FLOW FROM LIITLE DALTON DEBRIS BARN.
TON DEBR/S 8AS~I SOUTH TO FAST PALM DRWE.

U

TERLY SIOE OF LIVE OAK WASH. NORTH OF BASE CONTROLLED FLOW FROM LIVE OAK DAM AND LIVE OAK D I
ROAD (PROJECTED). DEBRIS BASIN.

THEASTERL¥ SIDE OF PACOIMA WASH, CONTROLLED FLOW FROM PACOIMA DAM AND LOPEZ FLOO0
?THEASTERLY OF FOOTHILL BOULEVARD. CONTROL BASIN.
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DE[

HYDRAULIC~VATER C,
L

SUMMARY OF DATA ON
O\~ED AND OPERATEI

UPDATED THROU~

SPREADING FACIL,’TY TYPE    SEASON FIRST USED    AREA {ACRES)             CAPACmES                     L
CHANNB.~ INTAKE STORAGE PERCOLATIOI~’

GROSS WETTED (CFS) (CFS) (A.F.) (CFS)
PACOIMA          MEDIUM 1932-33 Ib9 107.3 17,000 600 440 65 BOTH SLOES 01

DEPTH ARLETA AVEN~
8ASE~4S AVENUE.

PECK ROAD DEEP BASIN 1959-60 157 105 30.I(X) 30,100 3.347 25 CONFLUENC~

~IO HONDO COASTAL MEDIUM 1937-38 570 430. I 4C],0(X] 1,950 3,694 400 EASTERLY SlOE
DEPTH R.R. (SOUTHC
BAS~S AVENUE; WE~

0.2 M~.E ABO,.
rOSTER BRID~

SAN DIMAS CANYON SHALLOW 196,$-66 22 10.8 25 22 12 SOUTHEAST
BASINS PUDDINGST~

CANYON R~

SAN GABRIEL CANYON DEEP 1917 165 60 8170 35 EASTERLY Sl{
~A~INS OF SAN GAI

AZUSA.

iSAN GABRIEL COASTAL MEDIUM 1938-39 128 95.9 350 575 75 WESTERLY S!
DEPTH FROM WHnlJ
BA~q~ BOULEVARD~

* THE CAPACITIES LISTED ARE ESTIMATES OF INFILTRATION RATES.
NUMBERS DO NOT REFLECT LONG TERM SPREADING OPERATIONS.

- DESIGN CAPACITY OF MAIN CONCRETE CHANNEL ,i

~ iNCLUDES RUBBER DAMS STORAGE

|
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V
JNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
WATER CONSERVATION DIVISION

¯ DATA ON SPREADING FACILITIES L

OPERATED BY THE DEPARTMENT
) THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1994

LOCATION SOUR~ Of WAI~E                                                                        REMARK~
2

BOTH SIDES OF OLD PACOIMA WASH CHANNEL FROM COtJTROLLED FLOW FROM PACO{MA DAM. PARTIALLY
ARLETA AVENUE SOUTHWESTERLY TO WOODMAN    CONTROLLED FLOW FROM LOPEZ FLOOD CONTROL BASlEI,
AVENUE.                                  UNCONTROLLED FLOW FROM EAST CANYOt~ AND PACOIMA

WASH. IMPORTED WATER FROM OWENS VALLEY DELIVERED BY
CI~" OF LOS ANGELES.

CONFLUENCE OF BAWPIT AND SANTA ANITA WASHES. CONIROLLED RELEASES FROM SANTA ANITA AND SAWPIT INSTREAM SPREADING FACILITY.
DEBRIS BASINS AND UNCONTROLLED FLOWS FROM LO~AL
RUNOFF VIA SAWPIT AND SANTA ANITA WASHES.

EASTERLY SIDE OF RIO HONDO SOUTHERLY FROM S. P. CONTROLLED RELEASES FROM SAN GABRIEl. CANYON DAMS, IN COOPERATION WITH THE CORPS OF
R. R. (SOUTH OF WHITTIER BLVD.) TO 5LAUSON SANTA FE AND WHR’iieR NARROWS DAMS. UNCONTROLLED ENGINEERS. THE DISTRICT OPERATES 2.500
AVENUE: WEST SIDE OF RIO HONDO CHANNEL FROM RUNOFF VIA SAN GABRIEL RIVER, RIO HONDO CHANNEL AND ACRE-FOOT POOL AT WHITrlER NARROWS
0.2 MILE ABOVE WHITTLER BOULEVARD SOUTH TO THEIR TRIBUTARIES: ALSO IMPORTED AND RECLAIMED WATER. DAM FOR RETENTION OF STORM WATER.
’FOSTER It~IDGE BOULEVARD.

SOUTh SIDE OF SAN DIMAS WASH BETWEEN CONTROLLED RELEASES FROM PUDDINGSTONE DIVERSION
ipUDDINGSTONE DIVERSION AND SAN DIMAS DAM: UNCONTROLLED FLOW FROM LOCAL STORM RUNOFF. ~--
CANYON ROAD.

n
EASTERLY SIDE OF SAN GABRIEL RIVER. BELOW MOUTH SAN GABRIEL RIVER CONTROLLED RELEASES FROM COGSWELL

OF SAN GABRIEL CANYON. NORTH OF THE CITY OF DAM, SAN GABRIEL DAM, AND MORRIS DAM. COMMITTEE OF
AZUSA. NINE SURPLUS FLOWS.

OF SAN GABRIEL RIVER, SOUTHERLY CONTROLLED RELEASES FROM SAN GABRIEL CANYON OAMS.WESTERLY SIDE
FROM WHII"fieR SOULEVARO TO WASHINGTON SANTA FE AND WHI1TI~R NARROWS DAMS. ALSO IMPORTED
BOULEVARD, AND RECLAIMEO WATER¯
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V
LOS ANGELES COUNTY DI

HYDRAULIC/WATER

SUMMARY OF DATA~
OWNED AND OPERA’

UPDATED THR{

SPI~AD4NG FACILITY     TYI~      SEASON FIRS7 USED     AREA (ACRES~                  ~.APA~I~IES
CHANNEL** INTAKE STO~,A~ P~RCOL.AIION*

~oss W~TED fC~ (�~’S) (A.F.)
SAN GABRIEL RIVER    MEDIUM 1954-55 156 156 20.000 ,5,50 1.462"~ 75 HEADWOR~
(MONTEBELLO FOREBAY) DEPTH BEHIND THI

SAN GABRIEL RIVER (SAN, TEMPORAR       1965-66          196 196                               I~0     SAN GA~RI
GABRIEL VALLEY)     Y CHECK

LEV~’~

SANTA ANITA SHALLOW 1944-45 20 8.5 20 25 5 WESTERLY
BA,~NS ABOVE FO~

THE CAPACITIES LISTED ARE ESTIMATES OF IN~:ILTRATION RATES.
NUMBERS DO NOT REFLECT LONG TERM SPREADING OPERATIONS.

DESIGN CAPACITy OF MAiN CONCRETE CHANNEL

INCLUDES RUBBER DAMS STORAGE
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V
,~TY DI~PARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

OrATER CONSERVATION DIVISION

DATA ON SPREADING FACILITIES                                                                                                                                                             L
)PERATED BY THE DEPARTMENT
~ THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1994

1
~EADWORKS TO FIRESTONE AVE. ONLY. STORAGE SAME AS UPPER PORTION. ALSO RECLAIMED WATER. FIVE RUBBER DAMS INSTALLED ON DROP
~EHIND THE RUBBER DAMS. STRUCTURES. WHEN INFLATED. CONVERTS

RIVER AND TO SPREADING AREAS.

,AN GABRIEL RIVER FROM SANTA FE DAM. CONTROLLED FLOW FROM DAMS IN SAN GABRIEL CANYON,
SANTA FE DAM AND UNCONTROLLED VALLEY RUNOFF ~ELOW
SANTA FE DAM: ALSO IMPORTEO WATER.

YESTERLY SlOE OF SANTA ANITA WASH 1.25 MILES CONTROLLED FLOW FROM SANTA ANITA DAM AND SANTA THE HEADWORKS LOCATED UPSTREAM OF
~BOVE FOOTHILL BOULEVARD. ~NITA DEBRIS BASIN. THE DEBRIS BASIN DIVERTS WATER TO SANTA

ANITA SPREADING GROUNDS AND CITY OF
SIERRA MADRE SPREADING GROUNDS

¢ITHIN SANTA FE DAM RESERVOIR AND SPILLWAY CONTROLLED FLOWS ~;ROM SAN GABRIEL CANYON I
.REAS. RESERVOIRS. UNCONTROLLED FLOWS FROM SAN GABRIEL

RIVER BELOW MORRIS RESERVOIR; ALSO IMPORTED WAteR
FROM SGVMWO AND uSG-3                                                               r .... ~

OF SAWPff WASH BELOW MOUTH OF CONTROLLED FLOWS FROM SAWPIT DAM AND SAWPIT DEBRIS n
IESTERLY SIDE
:ANTON NEAR NORUMBEGA DRIVE. MONROVLA. BASIN.

B m

/EST SIDE OF WALNUT WASH, NORTH OF SAN CONTROLLED FLOW FROM PUODINGSTONE DAM AND
==RNARDINO FREEWAY. UNCONTROLLED FLOWS FROM WALNU] WASH CHANNEL.

q
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY DE
HYDRAULIC/WATER (

SUMMARY OF DATA O
NOT OWNED BY

UPDATED THRO!

SPREADING FACIUI~ TYPE SEASON FIRST USED AREA CAPACmE$

IACRES’ CHANNEL--,NTAKE
I

STORAGE I PERCOLATION~
GROSS / WETTED (CFS) (CFS) (A.F.) (CFS)

SIERRA MADRE (CITY OF SHALLOW ABOUT 1933 22 9.0 25 47 15 CiTY OF
SIERRA MADRE) BASINS AVENU|

AVENU|

~ISH CANYON (COMMII3’EE SHALLOW ABOUT 1917 6 4.0 7 WESTERI
DF NINE) BASINS OF FISH

THOMPSON CREEK ~ DITCHES ABOUT 1928 $3 37.0 35 15 SOUTHE
POMONA VALLEY CHECKS CREEK
PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION ANO DEEP

BArN

TUJUNGA (L.A. CITY DEPT. SHALLOW ABOUT 1931-32 188 83.2 22,0C0 400 1CO 120 SAN FER
OF WATER AND POWER) ~ BASl~S WASH A

rOTALS: 269 133.2 147 157

¯ THE CAPACITIES LISTED ARE ESTIMATES OF INFILTRATION RATES.

-- DESIGN CAPACITY OF MAIN CONCRETE CHANNEL
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V
)NTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
WATER CONSERVATION DIVISION

¯ DATA ON SPREADING FACILITIES
~’NED BY THE DEPARTMENT
) THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1994

1
2LOCA~ION                                       $OUBC~ O~ WA~I~                                   I~EMAI~IC~

CITY OF SIERRA MADRE. SOUTH SIDE OF GRANDVIEW LITTLE SANTA ANITA CREEK AND STREET RUNOFF ALSO THE DEPARTMENT DIVERTS WATER TO THISAVENUE. ONE HALF MILE WEST OF SANTA ANITA CONTROLLED FLOWS FROM SANI’A ANITA DAM. FACILITY,AVENUE

WESTERLY SIDE OF SAN GABRIEL RIVER BELOW MOUTH THE ’COMMITTEE OF NINE’. OWNED AND OPERATED BYOF FISH CANYON AND NORTH OF THE CiTY OF AZUSA.
CAL-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY.

SOUTHERLY FROM, AND ADJACENT TO THOMPSON COBAL WILLIAMS, PALMER, AND PADUA CREEKS. ALSO OPERATED BY POMONA VALLEY PROTECTIVECREEK DAM, EAST SIDE OF CREEK. ELEVATION 1,625. THOMPSON CREEK. WHEN RESERVOIR ABOVE ASSOCIATION. THE DEPARTMENT DIVERTS
WATER TO THIS FACI.ITY.

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY, EAST SIDE OF TLUUNGA LOS ANGELES CITY’S OWENS VALLEY AQUEDUCT AND THE DEPARTMENT ENTERED INTO ANWASH AT ROSCOE BOULEVARD CONTROLLED RELEASES FROM HANSEN DAM. AGREEMENT WITH THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES
TO OPERATE THIS

GI3
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Los Angeles County
Hydraulic/Watel

TOTAL MONTHLY WATER CONS

AREA SPREADING FACILITIES OCT NOV DEC JAN F:~
SAN FERNANDO BRANFORD 21 32 ~ 22VALLEY HANSEN 1,300 842 1,130 1.210

LOPEZ 0 0 0 0
PACOIMA 143 33 432 230

’ TUJUNGA 0 321 634 672
SUBTOTAL 1.464 1.228 2,265 2,134

SAN G.~.BRIEL ARROYO SECO 7 141 204 233 -VALLEY BEN LOMOND 562 498 725 539
BIG DALTON 0 0 0 0BUENA VISTA 0 39 33 9
CIRRUS 471 294 413 407
EATON BASIN 4 55 119 34EATON GROUNOS 23 12 59 2
FORBES 21 145 147 1~0IRW~NDALE 1 1,500 951 555
LII"rLE DALTON 0 0 0 3LIVE OAK 0 0 0 0MORRIS TO STA. F190 2,003 1,072 865 290
ST~ F190 TO S.F. DAM OUTFLOW 1,837 1,036 562 226PECK ROAD 121 417 527 168
SAN DIMAS CANYON 0 200 233 31SAN GABRIEL CANYON 0 0 0 0SANTA ANITA 51 97 161 78SANTA FE SPRD. GROUNDS 7,110 0 0 0SANTA FE TO ST~ F261 423 425 1,328 501SANTA FE DIVERSION 0 600 370 0SAWPIT 61 153 143 150WALNUT 55 65 160 0WALNUT, S.JOSE CRK TO 263 456 650 597 510SUBTOTAL 13,206 7,399 7,397 3,925COASTAL PLAIN RIO HONDO EAST FLUME             1.940        4.370        3.190        2,790

WEST FLUME 1.260 1.660 1.480 903R/W FLUME 155 166 345 221102" INTAKE 1,162 161 1,037 2.045WHITTIER NARROWS(Rio Hondo Sidel 1.680 587 582 1.014 ~.e~=SAN GABRIEL SYSTEM 2.700 4.729 5.892 2.529DOMINGUEZ GAP 2 5 19 30 U
i SUBTOTAL 8.900 11.677 12.545 9,532 1

0 0 72 15FACILITIES
~ FISH CREEK

~ 294 104
SUBTOTAL 294 104 199---"                        127138J 123

TOTAL OF ALL WATER SPREAD &]OR DIVERTED 23.863 20.408 " 22 an’;, i =~ 7~o ~Numbers include water ,nfiltrated in the R=o Hondo S=de of Wh=tl~,
Narrows Reservo=r, water infiltrated to the R~ Hondo v=a the cross-o~
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Los Angeles County, D
Hydraulic Water

Imported and Reclaimed
WATER YE

IMPORTED    WATER     OUTLET     RELEASES

MONTH SAN THOMPSOI~ SAN GAB. ALHAMBRA OLDEN ST USG 3 BEATTY SAN DIMAS MONTHL’I

DIMAS CREEK RIVER CANYON WH TOTAL

CB - 48 CB - 28 CB. 37 CB - 36 L.A. 699 USGMWD ’ SGVMWD SGVMWD SPREAD

OCT 0 0 0i 745 0 0 0 59 80~

NOV 0 0 0 1,899 0 0 0 1~992 3’89~ Z

DEC 0 0 0 1,348 0 0 0 1~242 2~5g(

JAN 0 0 , 0 859 0 0 0 929 1178~

FEB 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 U
MAR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 793 79~

-/APR 0 0 0 0 0 388 1,147 303 1,83

MAY 0 6,424 0 0 0 13,820 1,854 0 22.09~,

JUN 0 7,132 0 1,574 0 5,340 0 1,828 15,87

JUL 0 0 0 1,088 0 0 0 1,520 2.601

OAUG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,873 1

SEP 0 0 0 84 0 0 0 1,798 1.88;

TOTALS 0 13,556 0 7,599 0 19,548 3,001 12,337 56,04~,’
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~ty, Department of Public Works
~ter Conservation Division                          ~
~ed Water Delivered in Acre-Feet                     2

YEAR : 1993-1994

RECLAIMED WATER DELIVERED

AONTHLY WHITTIER NARROW~S PLANT SAN JOSE PLANT POMONA MONTHLY

TOTAL DELIVERED WASTED MONTHLY DELIVERED WASTED MONTHLY TOTAL

SPREAD R.HONDO S.GABRIEL SPREAD R.HONDO S.GABRIEI SPREAD PLANT SPREAD

804 997 0 0 997 4,318 2,393 0 6.711 426 8v134

3~891 1,190 0 6 1.184 3.239 3.453 0 6.692 534 8v410

:; 606 01 0 606 2,144 3.470 0 5.614 389 6,609

1,788 1,020 0 0 1,020 3,176 , 1,679 0 41855 155 6.029

3 811 0 7 804 474 1.618 0 2,092 311 3~207

,"93 1,151 0 19 1,132 554 3,263 0 3,817 357 5~306

1,838 863 0 1 862 446 3,699 0 4.146 103 5~110

22,099 1,146 0 0 1~146 536 1,792 0 2.328 312 3.785

15,874 1.010 i 0 0 1,0101 0 2.631 0 2,631 86 3,727

2,608 630 0 0 630 683 153 0 836 113 1,579

1,873 60 0 0 60 103 241 0 344 19 423

1,882 798 0 0 798 701 2 01 703 160 1,661

S6,042 10~81 0 33 10,249 16,373 24,395 i O! 40,768 2,966
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WELL HYDROGRAPHS INCLUDED IN THIS REPORT

GROUNDWATER WELL APPROXIMATE LO~ATION PAGI~
BASIN NO. NO.

1346D I 1305 TRURO AVE., 25OFT N. OF IMPliRIAL HWY., COMPTON
WEST COAST 76(R: 99 FT SW. OF INTERSF.CTION O1. COMPTON BLVD. OI9

& IX)I"Y AVE., LAWNDAI.E

46OK 2,6OO FT. N.E OF TIlE INTERSECTION O!," LAKEWOOD BLVD. O21
& PACIFIC COAST HWY., I.ONG BEAC! !

CI!NTRAI, 160IT 1.000 FT. S. OF THE INTERSECTION OF WASI ilNGTON BLVD. O2,t
BASIN & ROSEME.AD BLVD.. MONTEI]F, IJ,O

9(~’d) 1.3(x) FT. N.W. OF TI [E INTI~RSI~CTION OF I,ON(| BEACH G25
& ,SAN ANTONIO DR., I,ONG

MAIN 3030F 600 FT. N.W. OF THE IN’FERSI~CTION OF I,OS ANGELES ST. 027
SAN & MAINE AV~., BALDWIN PARK

(iABRIEI, 2965C I00 F-r. ‘s.w. OF THIENES AVE. & I1~) I.’1". N.W. OF 029
DURI-]~E AVE. (NOW PECK ROAD)

‘SAN 4284A : 5,600 FT. NW. OF TIlE INTER‘SECTION OF SIERRA MADRE
(;AIIRll..’I. AVE. & SAN GABRIEL CANYON ROAI)., AZUSA
CANYON 4285 2,7{X) FT. N.W. OF SAN GABRIEl. CANYON RE). & SIERR~

MAI)RE AVE.

3251E 2,2(X) I.’T. N. OF THE INTERSECTION OF SAN BERNARDINO
FWY. & TOWNE AVE., POMONA

POMONA 3261P 630 FT. N.E. FROM INTERSECTION OF I,A VERNE AVE. 033
& 50 FT S.E. OF CENTERI,INE OF TOWNE AVE.

?]9 I"I’. W OF MOUNTAIN AVE., 1,025 I,-r. N. OF HAI~ISON
AVE.

CI.AREMONT 4508B 800 FT. S.E OF THE INTERSI~CTION OF I~ASELINE RD.
I IEI(;I ITS PADUA AVE., CLAREMONT 035

4508A 270 FT. N.W. OF WELL 4S08

RAYMOND 4o5711 I,O.’S ROIH.F.S & GLENARM S’I’RliI!I,S, PASAI)F, NA 037

7048A S.E. OF TIlE INTERSECTION OF NEWI IAI,L AVE.
~̄ANTA MOUNTAIN PARKWAY, SAUGUS 039
CI.ARA 7048L’ 544 ]:T W OF W. CURB OF" VAI,ENCIA HI.VD.,

MAGIC MOUNTAIN PARKWAY. VAI.ENCIA

ANH.;I.()PI~ 9974 8,976 FT. S. OF AVE. K & 2(X~ FT. W ()F .SIERRA l IWY., O41
VAI.I.I!Y I.ANCASTER

8825 25 FT N OF AVE. T & 45 F-I" E. OF ’XYII I ,~r, I,IT’FI,L," ROCK G43

MAIN 387211 CLARK AVE. & GRIFFITI I PARK I)R, IHJRHANK 045
.SAN

FliRNANDO 4709 NI II!RMAN WAY & DEERIN(; AVE. CANO(iA PARK 047

GI7
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBL|C WORKS

KEYWELL LOCATIONS

’ ~i ::1 __ _
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GROUNDWATER FLUCTUATIONS FOR WELL NOS. 2955X & 2965C
MAIN SAN GABRIEL BASIN

230 , i , i , i , | , i , i , i , i , i , | , I , I , I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’

GROIJNO SURFACE ELEVATION (IN FEET) FOR WELL NO. ~X - :llt~;, ~ "~

0                                                                                                                                                                                                                               II I I I I I I I I I I I ~
,i ,i,i ,I , I , I,I,I,I ,I,I, l,l,l,l,l,l,l ’I ’I’_ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’

170
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GROUNDWATER FLUCTUATIONS FOR WELL NOS. 7048A & 7048C
NEAR CASTAIC JUNCTION, SANTA CLARITA VALLEY

1200 , i , i , i , 1 , I , I , I , I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’

1160 --                                                                                       " ....
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GROUNDWATER FLUCTUATIONS FOR WELL NO. 8825
SOUTH OF PALMDALE, LITTLE ROCK

2700 , 1,1,1,1,1,1,1o1,1, 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1OlO1,1,1,1,1,1o1,1o1,1,1o1,1,1,1,1o1,1,1,1,

GROUNO SURFACE ELEVATION (IN FEET) FOR WELL NO. II~l - IT~’.I

2680 .......
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GROUNDWATER FLUCTUATIONS FOR WELL NO. 4709
CANOGA PARK, SAN FERNANDO VALLEY

’ 1 ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ 1 ’ I ’1’ I ’ I ’ I’ I ’ I’ I ’1’ I’ I ’ I’ I ’1 ’ I’ I,i , i, i , i , i , i, i ,i ,i, i , i, i,
GROUND SURFACE EI.EWtTION (IN FELrI~ FOR WELL NO. 41’lt ¯

"~ 700

uJ 770 ~ r ~.

uJ 76o -
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[] CENTRAL BASIN \ LOS
[~] DOMINGUEZ GAP S G DE PARTM
~B] RIO HONDO COASTAL BASIN S G
~_] SAN GABRIEL COASTAL BASIN S G " -’~’~’~ ~ ,. GROUNDWATER BA,~
[] SAN GABRIEL RIVER (LO~R)

~ CHINO BASIN
~ C~REMONT HEIGHTS BASIN

(Ibis I~ehty of ~ a~ ~ral~ ~                                                                     ~lsi~vom
I~ P~a Valley Pr3t~l~ Assn )

~ SAN ANTONIO S G
(th~s facdaty of own~ a~
I~ Po~na Valley P~ol~ Assn

~ THOMSON CK S G

the Po~na Valley PrOI~D~ ~sn )                                                                           ,/.~,
~ EAGLE ROCK BASIN
~ FOOTHILL BASIN                                                                        .

"~ . --

P ,4 (" I F I

~ GLENDORA BASIN ~ POMONA BASIN
~ BIG DALTON S G ~ PUENTE BASIN~ LI~LE DALTON S G ~ RAYMOND BASIN

~ HOLLYWOOD BASIN ~ ARROYO SECO S G~ ~ HABRA BASIN ~ EATON S G~ LIVE OAK BASIN
~ SANTA ANITA S G:~0~ ~WER SAN GABRIEL CANYON BASIN ~ SIERRA MADRE S G~ SAWPIT S G (th~S faohty IS OWn~ and

~i~ MAIN SAN GABRIEL BASIN the Ctty ui S~efra Madre)
~ BEN LOMOND S G ~ SAN DIMAS BASIN
~ BUENA VISTASB ~Z~ L~E OAK SG
;~ CITRUS S G ~i~ SAN FERNANOO BASIN
~O~ EATON S B [~ BRANFORD S B
~P~ IRWINDALE S B MANNING PII ~BB~ HANSEN S G
~O~ PECK RD SB ~cc~ HEADWORKS SG
"R SAN GABRIEL RIVER (UPPERI Hh,s fac,hty ,S own~
~S. SANTA FE R~SERVOIR S G lhe C,Iy of Los Angeles
T~ WALNUT S B ~bO~ LOPEZ S G
.U~ ~’H~TIlER hARROWS W C D~VERS~Oh ~EE] PACOIMA S G

CABAL {ZOh~ I D~TCM~ ~FF~ IUJUNGA SG
(own~ by lhe Ctly ol
Los Angeles ~ W P)
~o~ra{eU by the CounIy

Los A~PI~s L A C D
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---
.OS ANGELES COUNTY
P, TMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

BASINS AND RECHARGE FACILITIES

sc~

~ST CO~ST e~. ~ SPADRA B~IN
e~nnte~ ~o~ec~ ~ SYLMAR BASIN
~ ~ uPPER SAN GABRIEL CANYON BASIN

~ ~lS~CYN SG

Cal American WalM C0 )
~ SAN ~BRIEL ~NYON S

~ vERDUGO BASIN

~ WEST COAST ~SIN

e " oWENS VALLEY
e " MWD OUTLETS

PG2
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[] CENTRAL BASIN
~ OOM~NGUEZ GAP S G

~C] SAN GABRIEL COASTAL BASIN
~D~ SAN GABRIEL RIVER ILOWER)

[] CHINO BASIN
[] CL~REMONT HEIGHTS BASIN

(th~s faohty of owned and ooerated
the Pomona Valley Prote~h~ ASsn

[] SAN ANTONIO S G

the Pomona Valley Prote~hve Assn
~ THOMSON CK S G

~he Pomona Valley Prol~me ~sn
~ EAGLE ROCK BASIN
~ FOOTHILL

U

[] GLENDORA BASIN
[] SIG OALTON S G
[] LITTLE {)ALTON S G I~ SANTA MONICA BASIN

[] HOLL~D ~SIN ~ $PAORA BASIN
~ ~ HABRA ~SlN ~ SYLMAR BASIN
~ LIVE OAK BASIN ~ UPPER SAN GABRIEL CANYON ~IN

~ LOWER SAN GABRIEL CANYON 8ASI~ ~ FISH CYN S G

~ MAIN SAN GABRIEL BASIN Cal Amm~an Wat~ ~ )
~ BEN LOMOND S G ~ SAN GABRIEL ~NYON S G
~ BUENA ~;A S 8 ~ VERDUGO BASIN
~ CITRUS S G ~ WAY HILL BASIN
~ EATON S B ~ FORBES S G
~ IRWINOALE S B /MANNING ~; ~ WEST COAST BASIN
~ ~CK RD S 8
~ RAN GABRIEL RIVER (UP.R)
~ SANTA FE RESERVOIR S G ~ - SGV~

~ WHIrleR NARROWS W C DIV~RSIO~ ~ - MWD OU~L~
CANAL iZON~ 1 DITCH)

PG2
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~
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~ Bu~vm~a
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District
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Illicit Discharge Investigations L

Program Element Illicit Discharge Investigations in Priority Area
1

Program Goal An effective illicit discharge investigation program should detect the presence,

identify the source, and plan the control of illicit discharges to co-permittee
storm drain systems and/or receiving waters. Co-permittee programs that
follow this Countywide approach to illicit discharge investigations should
achieve the following objectives:

¯ Investigate locations where illicit discharges are commonly found.
¯ ThoroughJy inspect these areas for evidence of illidt discharges.
¯ Accurately record observations and conduct sampling.
¯ Use appropriate efforts to identify sources of illicit discharges.
¯ Plan appropriate follow-up actions.

Background Why Implement This Program? 2Illicit discharges, as defined by the federal regulations are any discharge to a
municipal separate storm sewer that is not composed entirely of stormwater except
discharges pursuant to a NPDES permit (other than the NPDES permit for discharges
from the municipal separate storm sewer) and discharges relating to fire,fighting              r~
activities. Illicit discharges are caused by activities ranging from car washing
and lawn watering to practices such as illicit connections of sanitary sewers to
storm drains and dumping used oil into storm drains.

Under the Ventura County stormwater NPDES permit,
Illicit discharges are flows certain discharges are prohibited outright, while others are
not composed entirely of prohibited if, in the judgment of the Regional Board or the
storm water, municipality, they cause specific receiving water limit

violations or constitute a significant pollutant discharge. The
permit requires municipalities to detect, identify, and

manage significant illicit discharges to thei~ municipal storm drain systems.

The 1981 Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP), an extensive survey of
the nation’s municipal storm drain systems, concluded that illicit discharges
have the potential to adversely affect the quality of urban runoff. Since that

into illicit discharges have shown that largetime, furtherinvestigations
amounts of wastes are improperly discarded into storm drains. Recent field
inspection results verify that illicit discharges are not uncommon in Ventura

~’entura Count~’wide Stormwawr Quality Management Program~ Programs for ]llicit Discharge Control14.
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Illicit Discharge Investigations

What Discharges are Illicit or Unacceptable?
The majority of observations of illicit discharges are found

Table 1
Common Sources Of’Illicit Dischargesin older residential areas and areas used for industrial or

commercial activities. Recent EPA guidance on illicit
¯ Sanitary wastewater discharge investigations (1993), the California Storm Water
¯ Septic tank effluent BMP Handbook (1993) and the pilot illicit discharge
¯ Household chemicals control program conducted by Sind Valley have identified¯ Gasoline filling station.~
¯ Vehicle maintenance/repair potential inappropriate entries into storm drainage
¯ Laundry wastewater systems from residential, conunercial, and industrial areas.
¯ Carpet cleaning wastewater Table 1 sununarizes common sources of illicit discharges.
¯ Acid wash water
¯ Leaking tanks and pipes What Illicit Discharges Are Conditionally¯ Miscellaneous process waters
¯ Loading docks Acceptable?
¯ Motor oil
¯ Wet sanding operation runoff In general, illicit discharges are prohibited from entering

¯ Solvents storm drainage systems without an NPDES permit. Th~
¯ Steam cleaning runoff prohibition does not apply to the illicit discharges
¯ Outside storage identified in the Ventura County permit (Table 2), unless
¯ Landscape runoff the Regional Board determines that these discharges cause
¯ Leaking air compressors

specific receiving water limit violations.

Table 2
Condigonally Aoceptabie llliclt DischaRleS

¯ water iina flushing ¯ water from crawl space pumps
¯ landscape irrigation ¯ footing drains
¯ diverted stream flows ¯ lawn watering
¯ rising groundwater ¯ individual residential car washing
¯ uncontaminated ground water infiltration to ¯ riparian habitat/wetland flows

storm drains ¯ dechlorinated swimming pool discharges
¯ uncontaminated pumped groundwater ¯ discharges or flows from emergency fire
¯ discharges from potable water sources fighting activities
¯ foundation drains ¯ other types of illicit discharges identified in
¯ air conditioning condensation annual reports by the Countywide
¯ irrigation water Program, as approved by the Regional
¯ natural spdngs Board

~ Ventura Count~m’ide Stormwater Quality Management Program
r~,~ ,,, 1~ Programs for illicit Discharge Control
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Illicit Discharge Investigations

I Who Is the Program
TeUe 3 Audience?

Target Businesses for Illicit Discharge Investkjatlons While investigations into illicit
¯ gas stations ¯ pool cleaning discharges must address the entire
¯ automobile service operations drainage system, initial

facilities ¯ salvage yards investigations should target older
¯ commercial laundries ¯ recycling facilities residential areas and certa~
¯ carpet cleaners ¯ restaurants businesses where illicit discharges¯ painting contractors ¯ machine shops
¯ metal finishing ¯ facilities with outside corRrnordy o~cur. Illicit dJsch~ge

facilities storage investigations by Sinai Valley and
other communities found that the
business categories listed in Table 3

are often sources of illicit discharges and should be targeted by an illldt
discharge control program.

Countywide
Program Approach

This section describes the suggested Countywide approach for the Illicit
Discharge Investigation Program. The approach draws from USEPA’s User’s

Guide; previous illicit discharge investigations by the Cities of
Stockton, Oxnard, and Salinas; and the pilot Illicit Discharge

~ a.a Eva,-=t. Exl=~.~ c=~,lo.~
this approach appears next. followed by a detailed discussion
of each step of the approach.

K=3. The figure on the ]eft illustrates the Countywide Approach to

I
s.,=:~ c~nt~o=

~
illicit discharge investigations. This approach involves five
steps:

-- - ’ ~- " an illicit discharge inspection program involves
E~ua~. ;~ro~�~ En,~uv,~

R
obtaining and reviewing available data about storm

........... drains, land uses, and pollutant sources, and
coordinating with other agencies responsible for
investigating and regulating pollution.

2. Set Priorities. Activities most likely to cause illicit discharges should be
investigated first, and investigation and sampling procedures should be
appr~Friate for these activities.

3. Select Controls. Illicit discharge control will begin with distribution of
educational flyers to parties most likely to cause illicit discharges, with
followup action based on field observations.

~ Femura Countywide S~ormwa¢er Quality ).lanagem~m Program
~ ~ ,,. ,~, Programs.[or illicit Discharge Control
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Illicit Discharge Investigations

L
4. Conduct Invest~’gations. Illicit discharge investigations involve field -

inspections, field testing, record keeping, tracking discharge sources, field
data analysis, followup investigations, and control verification.

5. Evaluate Program Effect~venes~ Evaluation and reporting of program -~-
effectiveness demonstrates permit compliance and improves future /’~
investigations.

Each co-permittee has already completed the first two steps of this approach
and has selected priority targets for illicit discharge investigations during 1995.
Volume ! of the Ventura Countywide NPDES Stormwater Permit Application
describes the selection process and priority targets. Findings are summarized
below. Each co-permittee should follow the remaining steps to complete illicit
discharge investigations within priority areas during 1995. The entire
approach should then be repeated in subsequent years.

Identify and Evaluate Existing Conditions
This section describes information that should be reviewed
before starting illicit discharge investigations. Much of this             /’~

s.t~.~.
~ information is found in Volume 1 of the Countywide permit¯ application. This volume contains information on established

~ public agency programs, pollutant types and possiblec~r~
_. sources, business groups, land use, drainage patterns, and

3- receiving waters. Volume 1 also identifies locations that the
co~-tln~.~g.n~.

_ ~ co-permittees will investigate for illicit discharges during FY
,~=:- 1994/95. The co-permittees should review and revise this

~,,o~,~m En~-~.~ information as needed to establish investigation priorities in
subsequent years of the perzrut term.

Evaluation of Available Data
Illicit discharge investigations begin with review of available information about
the drainage system and potential sources of pollution. The perr~t application
contains maps of storm drains, land use, and sigrdficar, t known pollutant
sources, lists of industries, and other types of information about storrnwater
pollution. Table 4 lists additional types of information that should be
reviewed before field investigations begin. Using inadequate information may
result in the inspection of areas less likely to produce illicit discharges or the
omission of areas from inspection which have a high likelihood of illicit
discharges. Some of the information in Table 4 may not be pertinent to a
particular storm drain system or may be unavailable. Additional sources or
types of information may be identified by each co-permittee.

The initial data collection effort should produce adequate information to
perform an informed analysis and prioritization of areas most likely to contain
illicit discharges.

Ventura Count~ide Stormwater Quality Management Program
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Coordination with Established Programs
L

Several public agencies The public agencies listed in Table 4 often have jurisdiction

have jurisdiction over the over possible sources of illicit discharges and should be

dischargers that will be of contacted during the initial data collection effort. For

concern to the co- example, the Environmental Health Department may have 1permittees and should be data concerning spill control p.]ans and hazardous materials
inventories for local businesses. Local Fire Departments may

2contacted during the initial
also be a source of inforrnation on spill management anddata collection effort.
hazardous materials storage at local businesses. Wastewater
industrial pretreatment programs will have wastewat~
monitoring data and information on facility operations f~om

their industrial inspection program. They may also have information on
smaller commercial businesses from their pollution prevention programs or
their industrial user surveys. The Air Quality Management Control District
conducts inspections of businesses looking for sources of air pollution and may
have information that would be useful for identifying sources of illicit

Table 4
Potential Data Requirements for Illicit Discharge Control Program

Informant1 Soul¢~ Type o~ Infr.a’malkm

Venture County List of landfills
Environmental Health L~st of hazardous waste TSDR fecilit~l
Department Hazardous Material Inventories for local

Local Fire Departments Fire Department chemical storage inspection records
Spill reports

Pretreatment/Source Existing receiving water quality and urban runoff data
Control Programs Lisl of industries, locations, and contacts

Spill reports and spill prevention plans
Process and chemical storage information

Air Pollution Control District List of industries, locations, and contacts
Water Conservation Storm drain maintenance records
Programs Water use records

Existing receiving water quality and urban runoff data
Public Works Department Storm drain maintenance records

Land use maps
Slorm drain system maps (including detention basins, if any)
Topographic maps
Maps of existing septic systems
Current business licenses

Regional Water Quality List of NPDES perm/ttees discharging to the storm drain
Control Board

[’etffurcl Cozolt;~ride Slormwaicr ~ud/iI.V ~[anagemenl Program
Programs for Illicit Discharge Control
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discharges. Water conservation programs may be able to provide water usage
records and may be helpful in identifying and preventing discharges to the
storm drains. Public Works Departments may be able to provide maintenance ¯
records that may describe evidence of illidt discharges.

There .are distinct reasons to coordinate illidt discharge investigations and
related activities of other agencies. Most businesses are inspected by several
public agencies, each with its own set of requirements and regulations. As a
result there are often contradictions between the various agencies’
requirements that can make compliance difficult and confusing for a business.
This issue was pointed out by several businesses that were inspected during
the pilot program. There may be opportunities to work with other agencies to
combine inspections or minimize any apparent inconsistencies between
programs. Working with other agencies may also optimize the use of limited
resources and allow a more unified message to be delivered to the community.

Set Priorities
L

and Evaluate ExlsUn9
q

To be most effective, initial investigations should be
conducted ia locations where illicit discharges are most likely
to occur. This section describes how the data collected in the

-k first step can be used to define priority locations, for illicit
s~,~-t c~o,-

h
discharge investigations. This approach was used by most co-
permittees to define locations for illicit discharge’

-’~" ~’ investigations during 1995, as discussed in the permit
con~,.~t,~.u,~o,

_~ application. Each year, the co-permittees should review and¯
~ > - revise program priorities to select locations for subsequent

E,.,,,,~,_o p,og,= E,~.~- I
illicit discharge investigations.

The prioritization process prescribed for Ventura County
begins with organization of the data collected during the evaluation of existing
conditions. The data are first organized by drainage basin (drainage basins are
subunits of each city’s watershed). Then basins are compared according to
criteria about illicit discharges selected from available data and previous field
experience. Basins are ranked from highest to lowest probability of containing
illicit discharges using a matrix like the following one.

Basin Criteria Overall Score Rank

Criteria based on actual observations are given higher scores. Once scores are       "
given, overall scores are tabulated for each basin. The basins are then ranked

Ventura Count~ride Stormwater Quality Management Program
Programs for illicit Discharge Control 6
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in order of highest overall score (sum of individual characteristics scores) to L
the lowest overall score. The highest ranked drainage basins are the first areas
investigated for illicit discharges. This method is described in more detail in
Attachment 1.

Ranking of drainage basins was conducted by the co-permittees at the end of 1
1993 using, for the most part, the matrix approach. The following criteria were

2used to rank basins:

¯ Industrial area fraction
¯ Commercial area fraction
¯ Density of residential areas
¯ Types of industry/commercial business (e.g., automotive related)
¯ Older areas (base date on changes to plumbing code, other factors)
¯ Areas with hazardous material storage
¯ Number of previously-observed illicit discharges
¯ Frequency of spill reports
¯ Density of septic system~

Table 5 lists locations selected by each co-permittee for illicit discharge
investigations using this approach. In some cases, the co-permittees included 2additional criteria based on personal knowledge of activities undertaken in the
watershed, or excluded some criteria, such as number of spills reported, due to
lack of information. The City of Camarillo based their prioritization almost
exclusively on land use and age of facilities, since no information was available
on hazardous materials storage, illicit discharges, or spills. The City of Santa
Paula had more information but decided to conduct illicit discharge U
investigations at certain high priority businesses (e.g., automotive businesses,
transportation businesses, and hazardous materials handlers) regardless of
location.

It is interesting to note which basin characteristics weighed prominently in
determJrdng the high priority drainage basins. Fraction of industrial area, age

of facilities and infrastructure, and hazardous materials
storage appear to be the common determining factors.

~,~;
Select Controls

s.,..or.,m
I] Once the high-priority basins have been identified, potential

.    or existing sources of illicit discharges can be targeted for
control. Some of the potential sources were listed earlier as’....... ~ the "target audience" and include automobile service facilities,

" painting contractors, carpet cleaners and pool cleaning
mv.s,g.uon.

I!
operations. Appropriate best management practices (BMPs)

.~-- are required to effectively control on-site pollutant generating

It
Venlura Count~t’ide SIormwaler Quality Management Program
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Table S L
Characteristics of the High Priority Drainage Basina

Cama~lo Older facilities andinfrastnJctUra, large 2number of automotive-related busine~as --
County of Venture Older facilities and presence of septic ~y~tems ~ C~nyo~

Fillmore O~der facilities and infrastructure Between Venture St,
and Railroad

! Moorpad~ Large industrial area, large number of Barn F
businesses of concern, known hazardoul
mate~Js storage

O~aJ Large number of businesses of concern, Basin I
~)resence of older facilities and bus~nesaes,                         -
known hszardous materials storage

Oxnard Citywide illicit discharge investigations All Basins
Port Hueneme Larger industrial area located near watedront Basin 5

2San Buanavantura :Larger industrial area. concentration of older Auto Center, older
facilities industrial areas

Santa Paula Presence of older facilities end infrastructure, All areas "-
known hazardous materials storage

Simi Valley Frequent spill reports, stored hazardous N. Stml, Tapo Umaterials, many businesses of concern

Thousand Oaks High number of spill reports, large number of Basin 10
businesses of concern

~ Rating matrices and maps locating priority basins can be found in Attachment 2.

activities at the targeted industries. ]:or example, BMPs were developed for
automobile service facilities for use du~ing the pilot program.

The controls are selected with input from the business commurdty in order to
ensure compatibility with local practices and thus lacerate Lmplementat~on.
Developing a "Clean Business Program" may be one approach to implemenl~ng
con~’ols. Other controls are being developed as part of the countywide
program and will be available to the co-permittees as they become available.
In the interim, an initial set of BMPs for common activities generic to most
residents and businesses may be appropriate. Handouts Listing these BMPs
that can be distributed during illicit discharge investigations are found in
Attachment 3.

l~’entura Count~,’ide Stormwater Quality Management Program
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L
{~.,,,~.,~E..,,,=.=.,...,c=,,,~=,,.]~ Conduct Investigations

~
-- The Countywide approach to illicit discharge investigations

involves three types of investigations: field inspection and
testing, illicit discharger identification, and followup planning. 1co~

~

This section describes each type of investigations in detail.

-- ’ Field Inspection and Testing 2Field inspection involves visual observation of the storm drain
system and visual observation of activities on the surface that

E,="=t.,~gr=m ~’t~,~ ~ may cause illicit discharges. A two to three person field
inspection crew should thoroughly investigate the entire
surface and subsurface drainage system for evidence of illicit

discharge. On the surface, the inspection crew investigates accessible areas
around residences and businesses, as well as nearby catch basins, for evidence
of illegal dumping and other activities that could result in stormwater
pollution. The surface inspections were shown during the pilot program to be
the most successful in identifying illicit discharges. The crew should also
inspect open channels near known and previously unidentified points of
discharge, as well as manholes at strategic locations within the storm drain
system. The crew may conduct field testing with probes, test kits, and water 2sample collection/analysis. Field testing helps detect illicit discharges and
identify their sources, not quantify pollutants. Surface/storm drain field
inspection and testing procedures follow.

Adwmce Planning. An effective field inspection program requires good advance

Uplanning. First, at least 4 people should be trained to conduct inspections so
that qualified staff are available each day for the 2 to 3 person inspection
crews. Inspections must be conducted during dry weather, usually in the
summer when groundwater seepage is low. Before entering the field, the
inspection crew should locate an initial set of inspection sites on a storm
drain/street map:

¯ All known or suspected pollutant-generating activities
¯ Priority businesses
¯ Other locations representative of activities within the drainage basin.
¯ All locations where drains enter open channels
¯ Represen:ative catch basins and storm drain manholes

In the field, other sites should also be inspected if suspicious conditions are
observed. Finally when inspections are about to begin, obtain the equipment
and store it in the vel~icle used by the inspection crew. Table 6 lists equipment
required for field inspections.

[/entura Couma’wide Stormwater Quality Management Program
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Table 6
Field Equipment for Illicit Disc~rge Inves~atlon=

Field Insoection I::auiomerl| Field Testina Eauiomeq! 1¯ Storm drain system map ¯ Graduated container, stopwatch to measure
¯ Field data log book flow

2¯ Inspection checklists (Attachment 3) ¯ Temperature/pH/conductivity (EC) probe¯ Tape measure ¯ Field test kits (e.g., Lamotte test kit)
¯ First Aid kit ¯ 12-1 liter amber glass sample bottles
¯ Camera and film ¯ 12-1 liter HDPE sample boffies
¯ BMP Handouts ¯ Cooler with ice for sample preservation

¯ Gloves
¯ Splash goggles/safsty glasses

Visual Observation. Evidence of illicit discharges may only consist of visual
observations because most illicit discharges are intermittent end will probably
not be flowing when inspected. Table 7 lists the types of visual observations
that should be recorded using the inspection checklists for drainage systems
and business facilities located in Attachment 3. Also, take photos of visual
observations to aid subsequent data analysis and followup planning.

Field Tests. If flow is observed at either surface or storm drain inspection sites,
the. field inspection crew should collect a sample, measure flow, and attempt to
trace the flow to its source. This effort is coordinated between the storm drain
crew and the surface crew. First, the storm dra~n crew uses the probe to
measure the pH, temperature and conductivity (EC). If any of these
parameters are abnormal or strong odors or flow discoloration are detected,
the sample is analyzed with the field test kit. The test kit detects the presence
of copper, phenols, detergents, and chlorine. Findings are recorded on the
inspection checklist.

Table 7
Recommended Types of Visual Observation=

All Insoection Locatioq,~ Business Insoection Location~¯ General site description ¯ Vehicle and equipment fueling¯ Amount, appearance, odor of debris ¯ Vehicle and equipment washing and steam¯ Stains cleaning¯ Structural cracking and corrosion ¯ Outdoor loading/unloading areas¯ Vegetative growth ¯ Outdoor container storage of liquids¯ Poor outside housekeeping practices ¯ Outdoor process equipment¯ Pipes/hoses directed toward drainage ¯ Outdoor storage areassystem ¯ Waste handling and disposal

Ventura Countywide Stormwaler Qua/il), ,~[anagernenl Program
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Valley field tested two types of field kits: DREL 2000 and Lamotte. "I’heSimi
DREL 2000 is a portable spectrophotometer which yields very conclusive
analytical results, but requires more time and auxiliary equipment to operate
than the Lamotte system. The Lamotte system consists of field test kits which
are simple to operate and yield quick results. However, the results are useful
only for establishing an order of magnitude number.

detect high concentrations of any constituent, the field crew should collect
samples for laboratory analysis. Two types of one liter containers are used:
amber glass bottles to collect samples for organic, oil and grease, and "I’PH
analysis, and plastic (HDPE) bottles to collect samples for metals analysis. If
there is enough flow, the field crew should fill 2 amber glass sample bottles
and 2 HDPE sample bottles to obtain enough sample volume for analysis of
metals, organic and conventional pollutants. If there is a limited quantity or
sampling is difficult, the field crew should collect as much sample as possible
so that the laboratory can run a limited set of analyses. The samples are
placed in a cooler filled with ice and transported to the lab(s) on the same day.
Arrangements should be made prior to the field inspection with analytical
laboratory(s) capable of performing the required analyses. Also, the laboratory
can usually supply properly cleaned sample bottles.

S~npl~ Analysis. The laboratory analyses run on each sample should be
determined using the results of the field testing and visual observations.
Given the potential high cost for laboratory work, it is prudent to limit the
number of analytical parameters (or analytes) tested for each sample. First,
general indicator analyses (e.g., total organic carbon (TOC), total organic
halogens (TOX), oil and grease, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), fecal
coliform, and ammonia) should be run. Additional tests may be selected based
on the findings of indicator analyses, visual observations, field tests, and
information collected in Step 1 on the types of chemicals stored (and/or
spilled) within each basin.

Illicit Discharger Identification
Typical illicit discharges Many illicit dischargers will be identified by the field
are intermittent and may inspection procedures described above. Additional
not be detected during the techrdques may be needed to identify other sources of iLLicit
initial field inspection, discharges. These techeJques include analysis of the field
Follow.up inspections may inspection data, and follow-up inspections of businesses,
be warranted, residences, and drainage systems.

Analysis of FieM Inspection Dat,, When field inspections and
sample analysis are complete, data analysis is performed to identify the most
probable sources of illicit discharges. In some cases, field inspection crews
may be able to conduct data analysis in the field, with immediate followup by

Ventura Count~,’ide Stormwater Quality Management Program~,~,~ t4. ~s Programs for illicit Discharge Control 11
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the crew. In other cases, the discharge source may not be obvious and it may
be more productive to analyze the data at the office. There, analytical results
from field sampling can be compared with typical stormwater quality values
(as defined by EPA’s Nationwide Urban Runoff Program, NURP) to determine
if the discharge is a concern. If the discharge poses a threat then records of
chemical storage, use and spills should be reviewed for potential illidt
dischargers. This data can be used to determine which businesses to
investigate and to guide facility inspections. For example, if high levels of oll
and grease are found (greater than 5.0 rag/L) in the discharge then restaurants
or vehicle service facilities are likely candidates for followup inspections.
Likewise, if the discharge has high BOD (greater than 20 rag/L) or fecal
coliform counts greater than 100,000 MPN/100 mL then follow up inspections
should focus on sanitary sewer cross connection.

Follauaap Investigations of Businesses and Residences. When evidence of illicit
discharges is tracked to a source on private property, there are three
approaches that can be taken depending on the experience and legal authority
of the inspection team, the conclusiveness of the field inspection data, and the
availability of background data on pollutant sources and drainage patterns:

approach is to refer the name and location of the business orThefirst
resident suspected of illicit discharge to a program with the appropriate

authority for follow-up. This may be the Storrnwater
Industrial/Commercial Business program, the Industrial

Followup investigations Pretreatment Program, or the Environmental Health

may be referred to an Department. The programs that should conduct this follow-

agency with authority to up should be designated prior to conducting the illicit
discharge investigations. Copies of the inspection reportsenter the business or
should be sent to the appropriate program with a request forresidence, deferred to a
follow-up. Special attention should be given by thosefuture date, or conducted
inspectors to the problems indicated by the field storm drainimmediately by the field
inspections. Examples of such special consideration includeinspection crew.
visual inspection of storm drains, roads, and ditches in each
facility near or around chemical storage areas or areas in
which these chemicals are used. Furthermore, these inspectors

should record the results of all investigations prompted by field
inspection data regardless of outcome. Businesses/residents should be
notified of the impending inspection according to standard procedures of
the agency conducting the followup.

¯ For the second approach, the illicit discharge inspection crew may have
the authority to conduct the business investigation but may prefer to do
this at a later date. In this case, a letter can be sent to the business
describing the nature of the problem and advising them that an
i~pection will be conducted in the near future. The Business Inspection
Checklist can be mailed along with this notification if desired.

Ventura Count~vide Stormwater Quality Management Program
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¯ A third approach is to conduct the inspection at the time the illicit Ldischarge is discovered. In this case, the storm drain crew is called to the
surface for assistance in documenting the discharge and approaching the
resident or owner/manager of the facility(s) under suspicion. One
member of the crew meets with the resident or facility personnel and

1explains the potential stormwater contamination problem. Next, the
inspection crew inspects the grounds for other sources of potential
contamination and document the discharge by taking pictures, sampling 2and running the appropriate tests. These initial inspections should be
viewed as opporturdties to educate the public about the overall
stormwater program and to provide the resident or business with
irfformation on how to eliminate illidt discharges.

Folloump Storm Drain Investigatians. Sources of remaining unexplained flows
(after field inspection and followup investigation of residences and businesses)

may be identified thl’ough the following alternative detection
methods:

Followup storm drain
investigations involving

¯ Dye Tests. Dye tests in areas where storm drain flows

dye tests, smoke tests, are unexplained may reveal illicit structural
connections. Typical dye tests consist of the addition

2and TV inspections are
of fluorescent dye to a floor drain or waste line from aexpensive and time.
domestic, commercial or industrial process, followed

~ ~
consuming, and thus will

by monitoring for the dye in downstream storm drains.be used as a last resort.
Dye testing proceeds facility by facility (in each area

Dwhere unexplained flow exists) until all facilities in the
area are tested. U

¯ Sraai~ Tests. Smoke testing in problem areas is another method of illicit

~
discharge identification. Storm drains are sealed via sand bags or other
sealing devices (plugs, etc.) and smoking incendiary devices are ignitedupstream of the seal. Simultaneous inspections inside area facilities               9

should reveal illicit connections even in the absence of flow. Since illicit
discharges are intermittent, smoke tests offer real advantages over other
types of illicit discharge source identification methods. However, since            ~3

many legitimate connections to a storm drain may exist (roof drains,
street drains, etc.) smoke may be observed extensively and some illicit
connections may be missed.

¯ T.V. lnspectians. Robotized or otherwise mobile television cameras allow
visual inspection of storm drains (pipes) too small or dangerous for
personnel to enter. Although an excellent method of identifying and
documenting illicit connections, T.V. inspections have high costs. Some
¢o-permittees may currently have T.V. equipment at their disposal.

entura Countvw~de Stormwater Qualit), ,~Ianagernent Program
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Since these methods are expensive and time consuming, their implementation
is a last resort and will probably only be used once the more easily identifiable
discharges are eliminated. A detailed description of these methods can be
found in the California Stormwater BMP Handbook - Municipal.

Illicit Discharge Control Planning

Once illicit dischargers are identified, actions to eliminate the discharges are
initiated. The suggested strategy is to focus initial efforts on education, public
outreach and technical assistance. These methods encourage voluntary
compliance. Enforcement mechanisms are used only when voluntary
techniques have been unsuccessful. Illicit discharge control programs are part

of the Programs for Industrial and Commercial Businesses
and Programs for Residents. These programs are

Voluntary compliance is summarized here and described in detail in sepaxate
encouraged by focussing Countywide program approaches developed for these
initial efforts on education, programs.
public outreach and
technical assistance. Community EducationlOutreoch Methods. Methods of
Enforcement mechanisms communicating with businesses or residents with illicit
are used only when discharges must be devised to ensure understanding of the
voluntary techniques have program and proper implementation of the required BMPs.

been unsuccessful. For retail businesses, a "Clean Business" outreach program
¯ was begun in 1995 for automobile service businesses and

scheduled to be extended to restaurants and other
businesses in subsequent years. The "Clean Business" concept merges facility
inspections by municipalities, education of business owners and employees
about appropriate controls, solicitation of their comments on the ability to
implement the controls, and "awards" for implementing controls. Other types
of business outreach ( e.g., presentations to trade organizations, distribution of
handouts/brochures with business license applications and renewals) may also
be examined. For residents, the Countywide program has developed an inlet
stenciling program, brochures about illicit discharges and proper refuse
disposal, a display for community events, and presentation materials for
speaking engagements. This material is being incorporated into residential
outreach programs being implemented by each co-permittee.

Regulatary Procedures. If education and technical assistance efforts do not result
in a business or resident eliminating its sources of illicit discharges, then
enforcement may be necessary. During the initial implementation phase, the
co-permittees will enforce illicit discharge control as allowed by existing
ordinances. During the full implementation phase, additional
ordinances/enforcement programs will be developed to supplement control
achievable under voluntary programs and/or existing ordinances. In the event
that an illicit discharger is uncooperative, legal authority must be in place and
used to enforce stormwater ordinances. Recourse against uncooperative

~ t’entura Count~ide Stormwater Quality Management Program
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pretreatment program authority with the Ldischargersis similar toPOTW
exception of discharge permitting. Fines, compliance schedules, cease and
desist orders, and legal action are all avenues available to co-permittees to
require companies to comply. Ordinances should be reviewed to coiffirm that

adequate legal authority is in place to carry out necessary
enforcement actions.

.%p. - Evaluate Program Effectiveness ~_.
~,.o,.~.

~
Methods of data collection and record keeping are necessary

~ > to periodically assess program effectiveness and report results
c.oatna.

~
to the Ventura County Flood Control District and the

.~.;. -- Regional Board. Table 8 lists the type of information that can
~,.su¢ano=

~
be tracked and how it can be used to assess program

.....4~ .’" effectiveness. Included in Attachment 5 is a spreadsheet that
may be used to compile the program results. By July 15, each

....... ..q co-permittee should complete the spreadsheet and submit it to
the VCFCD for evaluation and compilation into the annual
report to the Regional Board due September 1. At that time,

an assessment of the Countywide program approach will be made.

Table 8
Possible Program Assessments                               -.

Type of ,~a~ation Program Results Po~,ible A~ment=
Inspection Results Number of facilities inspected ¯ Inspector productivity U

¯ Number of problem fa¢ilitie=

Number of illicit discharges    ¯ Stormwater quality from the
detected applicable jurisdiction

= Inspector effectiveness
¯ Program effectivene=

nNumber of illicit dischargers ¯ Inspector effectiveness
identified ¯ Program effectiveness U
Number of illicit discharges ¯ Success of inspection/education
abated efforts

Type of illicit discharges ¯ Stormwater quality risks
¯ Refocus of target effotls

Program Economics Number of inspector-hrs per ¯ Inspector efficiency
identified illicit discharger ¯ Effective staffing levels
Number of personnel-hrs per ¯ Effective staffing levels
identified illicit discharger ¯ Staffing projections
’~ost per identified illicit ¯ Cosl per desired benefit
discharger ¯ Budget projections
Cost per illicit d,scharge ¯ Cost per desired benefit

f
--

abated ¯ Budget projections

Ventura Count~at’ide Stormwater Quality A[anagemenl Program
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LPeriodically, it will be necessary to reassess the work effort including
~

modi/ying the priority areas/analytes, determining effectiveness of outreach
efforts, quantifying the removal of illicit discharges, and redirecting staff
resources. The assessments listed in Table 8 are intended to define cost- ’~
effective approaches to future illicit discharge investigations. Some specific
items to consider when conducting long range planning are:

p~

¯ Follow-up inspections in priority drainage basins where outreach has
been conducted

¯ Targeting new activities in the priority drainage basins

¯ Targeting additional drainage basins for inspections

¯ Modification of inspection program with regard to number of
inspectors and tasks during inspections

¯ Frequency of inspections in one drainage basin to effectively identify

¯ Modification of existing handouts or development of new handouts

Program
Administration Noeds Estimates of staff time, staffing levels, and other operating expenses were

Uprepared as part of the pilot illicit discharge program conducted by
Valley. These estimates are discussed below and may be used as the basis for           ~’

determining program staffing and budgets. Other factors to be considered in
program development include the frequency with which field investigations
are conducted and how much follow-up can be coordinated with other
programs.. The pilot program concluded that field screening should be
conducted more often than once per year due to the intermittent nature of
many illicit discharges. As discussed earlier, there are other municipal
programs that could aid in illicit discharge investigations.

The cost estimates were based on actual expenses incurred during the pilot
program to conduct investigations of 33 separate occurrences of illicit
discharges and contact 20 businesses regarding the source of the illicit
discharges. To facilitate program preparation and budgeting by other co-
permittees, the Simi Valley estimates were converted to convenient multipliers     "~
(amount per occurrence of illicit discharge and amount per business
investigated) and are presented in Table 9.
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Table 9

LLevel-of-Effort Muitipliera

Budget Category Total Amount for Amount per Ouffall Amoun! per
Drainage Basin7

Investigated
Bustneea 1

Staff Hours:
Inspector~ 167 4.8 hm 8.8 hm
Lab Technician~ 67 1.9 hm 3.2 hrs
Supemsor~ 84 2.4 hm 4.2 hm
Manager~

8 0.2 hm 0.4 hm
Total Hours 326 9 17
Vehicless $1,300 $37 $65
Field Analyses (by DREL 2000)6 $6,800 $194 $340

!Field Analyses (by Lamotte)6 $830 $24 $42
Total Cost (DREL 2000) $16,906 $482 $654

(Lamotte) $10,936 $312 $556Total Cost

2
~ 1 laboratory tedmician per invesfi~atio~ ¯
~ suFervUor ¯ ~,&~llu’

s 2 vehicles @ S650/hr. 1 vehicle @ S7.50/hr
’ analyses include temperature, di.~olved oxysen, ph~1ol, pH, ddorine, topper, detergents
~ drainage basin consists of 763 acres. 43"/o residential, 23~ commemal. 9"/, industrial. The~ are 35

Uo~tlalk in the drainage basin. 33 site~ were investigated, 4 in channt,4, 29 on

The multipliers can be used to proiect staffing and equipment budgel~ by a
particular co-permittee. However, the amounts are based on initial
implementation of the program when the more obvious discharges are
identified and when more time is spent with each discharger in explaining the U
program requirements. Amounts may decrease or increase in subsequent
years as education yields widespread awareness or enforcement actions
become necessary.

Estimated staff hours were based on using two inspectors and one lab
technician to inspect outfalls within drainage channels and inspect fadlities
and residential areas, perform laboratory analyses, and document all activities.
During inspections, approximately 70% of the staff time was spent
investigating surface locations and 30% of the time was spent investigating the
outfalls. For safety reasons, two persons were assigned to the channel
investigations at all times. Although ordy one person was assigned to perform

Ventura Coum~’icle S¢orra~s’aler Qua/il, v Manageraent Program
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using two persons at the surface ~ I.
surfaceinvestigations,it wasdeterminedthat
would greatly increase investigation efficiency. When businesses were
contacted regarding a potential problem, an average of 45 minutes to an hour
was spent describing the program requirements, explaining identified
problems, and prescribing corrective actions. Hours spent by the program
manager were estimated based on any necessary enforcement actions. The two
different costs for field analyses were based on the two types of analytical -- /,~
equipment used during the pilot program.

Implementation
Schedule

The implementation schedule shown in Table 10 includes a period of initial
implementation to test the program on priority businesses or areas and then a
date for assessment and possible refocus of efforts. Additional dates and
deliverables to be incorporated in the schedule will consist of a semiannual
submittal to the county on program effectiveness.

Table 10
Proposed Implementation Schedule

Program Task Annual IIl~t Discharge Investigation

Identify and Evaluate Existing Conditions September 1 - December 31

Set Pdortties January 1 - February 28 n
Select Controls January 1 - February 28 U

Field Investigations Apdl 15 - July 15

Program Effectiveness Evaluation and July 15 ¯ September 1
Reporting

Field Experience In the fall of 1993, the City of Simi Valley conducted a pilot illicit discharge U
control program. It was designed to satisfy the requests of the Regional Board
to begin early implementation of certain programs, and to evaluate the
program work plan that was included in the permit application.

The North Simi Drain was chosen as the targeted high priority basin for the       -
pilot program. The North Simi Drain is composed of 35 outfall/screening
points within the drainage channel. During dry weather field screening in
1992. four of these screening points were identified with measurable flow and
four additional screening points had unmeasurable flow and the remaining
screening points had no flow. One discharge was clearly oil/petroleum
product wastes. Surface inspection revealed 78% (15 of 19) of the pollution

~ Fentura Count~vide Stormwater Qualit), Management Program
~ ~,~=~ l~. ~ Programs for illicit Discharge Control 18
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Illicit Oischarge lnvestigations

sources. The remaining 22% were identified from the channel, either with flow
or by visual observation of stains. Onl)" 10% (2 of 19) of all the idenlified
pollution sources had actual flow at the time of the inspection whether found
on the surface or in the channel. A total of 75% of the discharges identified
during the pilot program were new since the previous year°s dry weather field
characterization which consisted of visual observation within the channel only.

assigned two inspectors and one lab technician to theTheCityofSimiValley
pilot program. The project was completed in approximately two weeks,
including canvassing the North Simi Drain, inspection of facilities and
residential areas, laboratory analyses and documentation.

Preparation and development of the pilot program field inspection presented
many challenges and resulted in many interesting observations.

The handouts used in the pilot program were a key element in achieving the
goal of voluntary compliance. The handouts were developed based on
materials used in other jurisdictions and tailored to the Sirni Valley project.
The initial format chosen was a three-fold information sheet describing general
housekeeping practices that reduce discharges. Separate, more detailed BMPs
specific to the automotive industry were prepared for insertion into the three-
fold depending on the specific issues identified at a facility. This proved
cumbersome in the field and the BMPs were combined with the three-fold
resulting in a booklet that was distributed as appropriate. If a facility had any
potential to discharge or was on a common lot where discharge was an issue,
the handouts were distributed. Businesses which had no evidence of
discharge or potential to discharge did not receive handouts.

Organizing the inspection crew was a challenge initially. The initial format of
two staff members in the channel and one staff member on the surface proved
to be less efficient. The system was modified to emphasize surface inspections
as discussed above in the section on inspection programs.

Personnel at the inspected facilities revealed a surprising appreciation for the
advance notice of impending regulations. One service manager indicated that
the handouts and BMP materials would be incorporated into safety meetings
and copies would be distributed to all service personnel. The pilot program
found that the solution to illicit discharges at most facilities involved
improving housekeeping procedures. The most feasible BMPs included
berming, covering and cleaning.

Based on the experiences during the pilot program, recommendations for
future inspection programs included the following:

|~entura Countvwidc Stormwater Quality Management Program
Programs for illicit Discharge Control 19
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Illicit Discharge Investigations

¯ Develop industry specific BMP handouts and technical assistance
brochures to be used by all co-permittees.

¯ Provide English and Spanish translations of all handouts and
brochures.

¯ Direct the drafting of a model ordinance to ensure consistent language
and enforcement county wide.

¯ Define enforcement tools to be used to abate illicit discharges. Focus
primarily on public education/outreach and voluntary compliance.

¯ Emphasize visual observation at the surface with observation in the
channel as a support during the field inspection program.

References ¯ California Storm Water Best Management Practices (BMP) Handbook,
March, 1993.

¯ Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Management Program,
Ventura Countywide NPDES Stormwater Permit Application, Volume
1, January 1994, Volume 2, April 1994.

¯ Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Management Program, Pilot
Illicit Discharge Control Subcommittee memorandum dated November
18, 1993.

¯ USEPA, Investigation of Inappropriate Pollutant Entries into Storm
Drainage Systems: A User’s Guide, Office of Research and
Development, Washington, DC, January, 1993.

Attachments The following materials are attached to assist with program implementation:

1. Prioritization Process for Detection of nlicit Discharges
2. Locations of 1995 Co-permittee Illicit Discharge Investigations
3. Rlicit discharge inspection checklists
4. Sample countywide BMP handout
5. Spreadsheet for compiling inspection results

~ Ventura Count~3vide Stormwater Quality Management Program

~ r~,~ ~,. ,~ Programs for Illicit Discharge Control 20
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Illicit Oischarge lnvestigations

sources. The remaining 22% were identified from the channel, either with flow
or by visual observation of stains. Only 10% (2 of 19) of all the identified
pollution sources had actual flow at the time of the inspection whether found
on the surface or in the channel. A total of 75% of the discharges identified
during the pilot program were new since the previous year’s dry weather field
characterization which consisted of visual observation within the channel only.

The City of Simi Valley assigned two inspectors and one lab technician to the
pilot program. The project was completed in approximately two weeks,
including canvassing the North Simi Drain, inspection of facilities and
residential areas, laboratory analyses and documentation.

Preparation and development of the pilot program field inspection presented
many challenges and resulted in many interesting observations.

The handouts used in the pilot program were a key element in achieving the
goal of voluntary compliance. The handouts were developed based on
materials used in other jurisdictions and tailored to the SimJ Valley project.
The initial format chosen was a three-fold information sheet describing general
housekeeping practices that reduce discharges. Separate, more detailed BMPs
specific to the automotive industry were prepared for insertion into the three-
fold depending on the specific issues identified at a facility. This proved
cumbersome in the field and the BMPs were combined with the three-fold
resulting in a booklet that was distributed as appropriate. If a facility had any
potential to discharge or was on a common lot where discharge was an issue,
the handouts were distributed. Businesses which had no evidence of
discharge or potential to discharge did not receive handouts.

Organizing the inspection crew was a challenge initially. The initial format of
two staff members in the channel and one staff member on the surface proved
to be less efficient. The system was modified to emphasize surface inspections
as discussed above in the section on inspection programs.

Personnel at the inspected facilities revealed a surprising appreciation for the
advance notice of impending regulations. One service manager indicated that
the handouts and BMP materials would be incorporated into safety meetings
and copies would be distributed to all service personnel. The pilot program
found that the solution to illicit discharges at most facilities involved
improving housekeeping procedures. The most feasible BMPs included
berming, covering and cleaning.

Based on the experiences during the pilot program, recommendations for
future inspection programs included the following:

l’entura Count~’ide Stormwatcr Quality Management Program
Programs for ]/licit Discharge Control° 19
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Illicit Discharge Investigations

¯ Develop industry specific BMP handouts and technical assistance
brochures to be used by all co-permittees.

Provide English and Spanish translations of all handouts and
brochures.

¯ Direct the drafting of a model ordinance to ensure consistent language
and enforcement county wide.

¯ Define enforcement tools to be used to abate illicit discharges. Focus
primarily on public education/outreach and voluntary compliance.

¯ Emphasize visual observation at the surface with observation in the
channel as a support during the field inspection program.

References ¯ California Storm Water Best Management Practices (BMP) Handbook,
March, 1993.

¯ Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Management Program,
Ventura Countywide NPDES Stormwater Permit Application, Volume
1, January 1994, Volume 2, April 1994.

¯ Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Management Program, Pilot
Illicit Discharge Control Subcommittee memorandum dated November
18, 1993.

¯ USEPA, Investigation of Inappropriate Pollutant Entries into Storm
Drainage Systems: A User’s Guide, Office of Research and
Development, Washington, DC, January, 1993.

Attachments The following materials are attached to assist with program implementation:

1. Prioritization Process for Detection of Illicit Discharges
2. Locations of 1995 Co-permittee Illicit Discharge Investigations
3. Illicit discharge inspection checklists
4. Sample countywide BMP handout
5. Spreadsheet for compiling inspection results

:t

~ Ventura Count~’~t’ide Stormwater Quality’ Management Program
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V
ATTACHMENT 1

OPRIORITIZATION PROCESS FOR DETECTION OF ILLICIT DISCHARGES

L
Prioritization of potential illicit discharge~ areas is essential to effective illicit discharge
detection and control programs. Past experience has shown the majority of observations of
illicit discharges to occur in areas with characteristic land uses, age, history, and demography.

1The relationship between basin characteristics and frequency of illicit discharge detection
allows the design of a more effective inspection program by focusing inspection efforts in
priority areas. Prioritization of potential illicit discharge program basins will allow more

2efficient detection of illicit discharges.

Workplans developed by each co-permittee for detection and control of illicit discharge.~
should include specific methods of prioritization of areas which select subject areas on the
basis of past experience. Following a uniform priofitization process will enhance
documentation of the area selection process and program reporting. This memo details a
decision making method for basin priodtization known as the matrix method. This method
basically consists of assigning numeric values (scores) to certain basin characteristics and
summing the values to arrive at a ranking or pdodtizafion of basins for further illicit
discharge inspection.

Generic basin characteristics have been identified which signify greater risk of illicit
discharge. The those characteristics are listed as follows:

2
Industrial area fraction
Commercial area fraction                                                             ~- ",
Types of industry/commercial business (automotive related?)
Density of residential areas
Older areas (base date on changes to plumbing code, other factors)
Areas with hazardous material storage
Number of observed illicit discharges (maintenance personnel knowledge)
Frequency of spill reports
Density of septic systems

It is not expected that information will be available for all of these characteristics. Also, this
list is not meant to be exclusive. Other characteristics which can be shown to indicate the
existence of illicit discharges may be defined locally. The matrix technique works best when
a relatively large number (> 3) of characteristics are used and the effects of the characteristics
are weighted in proportion to the magnitude of the effect. The list presented above is meant
to be a tool for beginning the data collection and prioritization process.

Basins are ranked from highest to lowest "probability" of containing illicit connections or
illegal dumping in the matrix approach. Each basin is given a score with regard to each

Tot ore" purposes, illicit discharges include both illicit connecUons (e.g. cross connections) and illegal dumping
(e.g. oil dumping).
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characteristic. Overall scores are then tabulated for each basin. The basins are then ranked in
Vorder of highest overall score (sum of individual characteristics scores) to lowest overall

score. If the score or group of scores for a given characteristic seems to be disproportionately

-- O
high or low when compared to the remaining characteristic scores, then the scoring system for
that characteristic should be adjusted. Characteristics based on actual observations of illicit

’- L
disch~ges should be given higher scores. The following table is an example of the matrix to
be used in ranking the basins:

Table I: Example Matrix of Basin Comparison

Basin [ Characteristic I ’Overall Score Rank -

, 2
B

C

Methods of Scoring Basins on the Basis of Watershed Characteristics

Methods of scoring must be developed for each specific characteristic. The scoring should be
consistent between characteristics so as not to bias the overall score toward a single or group
of characteristics. A simple "1 to 5" approach usually works well and can be modified up or
down for characteristics with extreme effects. Although the approach to developing
characteristic scores is subjective, the matrix approach will work well even though the scores
do not exactly reflect the actual probabilities of the basin containing illicit discharges.
Scoring methods for each of the generic list of characteristics presented in the table above are

. developed using the "1 to 5" approach with a few of the characte~stics slightly higher or
lower. Some characteristics identified above exist only over a fraction of a basin area. In
that case the scores are multiplied by the fractional area covered by the characteristic.
Characteristics identified in addition to those presented here should be scored in a manner
consistent with this technique (i.e. 1 to 5 and based on fractional coverage (area)).

Industrial Area Fraction

Since the prot~ability of containing illicit discharges is directly proportional to the fraction of
industrial area fraction, the scoring of this characteristic is fairly simple. The following
scoring scale may be used:

Industrial Area Fraction Score
0-20% 1

20-40% 2
40-60% 3
60-80% 4

8O- 100% 5
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.Commercial Area Fraction

Commercial areas are nearly as likely to contain illicit discharges as indusu’ial areas.
Therefore. the scoring should be nearly the same as for indus~al areas.

Commercial Area Fraction Score
0-20% 1

40-60% 3

80-100% ’ 5

.Type of Business (Automotive)

Recently, observations of illicit discharges have correlated (subjectively) frequency of illicit
discharge with certain types of industries, primarily automotive related. Recommended
scoring for basins with automotive related industries is as follows:

Score = Major Automotive Related Business          5
Average Automotive Related Business 3
Minor Automotive Related Businesses - I
No Automotive Related Businesses - 0

Density of Residential Areas

Residential density is most often expressed in relative terms such as low, medium, and high.
Some municipalities describe residential density based on the types of structures in the area,
such as "multiple - single" family or the "detached - attached" designations or a combination
of both. The recommended scoring methods to use are Low = I, Medium = 2, and High = 3.
In the case where information is available on the types of housing structures, the following
scoring method is recommended:

Residential Density Fraction of Area Score
Low p p*l

Medium p p*2
High p p*3

Non-residential area p p*0
Characteristic Ranking ~ = 1 -- ~Score = Sum of Scores

Muhiplying the density by the fraction of area occupied by the various residential densities
allows for more than one type of housing within a given watershed area.
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- V
Older Ar~a~

_0The age of an urban development within an area is probably as important as any other
characteristics. When assessing the age of a development, care should be taken to determine
whether or not improvements have been made to the storm drain system since the
development was built since recent improvements may have disconnected many illegal              --
connections. The recommended approach to scoring development age is as follows:

Age of Area Fraction of Basin Area Score - 2

30+ p p*4 ..,
20-30 p p*3
10-20 p p*2
0-10 p p*! -

Undeveloped area p p*O
Characteristic Ranking ~p -- l ~ ScoresScore = Sum of Scores

Areas with Hazardous Material Storage,
2

Although areas with hazardous material storage are no more likely to have illicit connections ~" -"~than areas without hazardous material storage, extra points should be given due to the serious"
nature of illicit discharge if one occurs. The recommended scoring methods for the hazardous n
material storage characteristic is as follows:

~ U
Score = 5 - Known Hazardous Material Storage

3 - Unknown Hazardous Material Storage
0 - No known Hazardous Material Storage

Number of Observed Illicit Discharge~

Maintenance personnel may be the best source available of illicit discharge information.             _
However, this information may be qualitative and not well documented or collected in a
random manner which makes scoring areas based on this characteristics difficult. Therefore a
general sense of the frequencies if illicit discharges to the storm drain system in each is
probably the best type information to obtain from such observations. Observations should be
given a high weighting factor values including negative observations (i.e. Low frequencies of
illicit discharges) The recommended scoring for this type of information is as follows:
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Illicit Discharge Frequency
I Score

Moderately Frequent

Low Frequency I

These scores may bebasinWeightedcharacteristics.tO account Suchf°r the fact that this chaxactedstiCconsist of is the mostth~
important of all the weighting may multiplying
scores by two or three depending on the accuracy and comprehensive nature of the available
information.

Spill Report Freouencv

Similarly, the frequency of spill reporting is an observation based measure of illicit
discharging and should be given high weighting factor values. The recommended scoring for
spill repor~ frequency information is as follows:

Score = # of Spills Reported Within Basin * 10
Total #’s of Spill Reports

Density of Septic Systems

Septic system density is an indicator of potential illicit connections to storm drain sys~ms
through infilwation or direct connection. Septic system density is usually expressed as a
fraction of the total area served by septic systems. The recommended scoring for the septic
system density characteristic is as follows:

Score = Sepdc System Density * 5

EXAMPLE

In the following example, two basins are compared using fictitious basin data. One basin is
residential and commercial area and one is a heavy industrial area. The resulting score, s
indicate that the industrial area is more likely to have evidence of illicit discharges.
Therefore, the basin would be a higher priority for illicit discharge detection and control.

J

.I

J
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B 4 I                     3                     0 3.6 5 5 2 0 23.6

Basin A Characteristics:

* 5% Industrial Area
* 25% Commercial
* Minor Automobile related activities
* Residential Area 30% low, 30% medium, 10% high, 30% non-residential
* 20% of the area built before 1965, 30% of the area built between 1965 and 1975. 20% built between 1975 and

1985, 10% built from 1985 to date, 20% undeveloped
* No Hazardous Material storage
* Poor records show occasional reports of illicit discharges
* No spills reported
* No septic systems in operation

Basin B Characteristics:

* 80% Industrial Area
* 20% Commercial Area
* Average number of automobile related activities
* No residential area
* 60% of the area built before 1965. 40% built between 1965 and 1975
* Known hazardous materia storage area
* High frequency of observed illicit discharges
* Of the 10 recent spill reports, 2 were from this basin
* No septic systems in operation
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CITY OF CAMARILLO
¯ Potential Pollutant Source Rating Matrix

Area Area I Business [ Density Material Dischari~es Reports Density, Score
12 1 2 5 2,1 3.5 13.6
16 5 1 1 0.0 3.0 1 11.0
4 1 1 2 3.2 2.9 10.1
11 1 3 3 0.3 2.2 9.5
15 1 1 2 1.5 4.0 9.5
9 1 1 2 1.9 3.2 9.1

14 1 1 2,0 3.9 7.8
2?. 1 1 2 2.2 1.6 7.7
18 ,3 1 2 0.0 1.1 7.1
13 1 1 1.8 :3.3 7.1
3 1 1 2.8 2.:3 7.16 2 1 2 0.6 1,5 7.117 1 1 3 0.9 1.0 6.924 1 1 1.8 3.0 6.88 3 1 0.0 2.0 6.025 1 1 1 0.8 2.0 5.820 1 1 2.0 1.7 5.77 2 1 0.0 2.5 5.521 1 1 0.7 1.2 3,95 1 1 1.0 0.8 3.823 1 1 0.8 0.5 3.31 1 1 1.0 0.1 3.119 1 1 0.6 0.5 3.010 1 1 0.2 0.4 2.52 1 1 0.0 0,0 ’ 2.0
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V
ILLICIT DISCHARGE CONTROL FOR THE

UNINCORPORATED URBAN AREAS OF VENTURA COUNTY
L

There are eight distinct unincorporated urban areas of Ventura County. These areas have been
rated in terms of their potential for illicit discharges to the storm drain system using the
methodology described in Section 2.3.3 of the NPDES storm water permit application. These
areas are shown on the enclosed Potential Pollutant Source Map. The prioritization of potential
illicit discharge areas is instrumental in the detection of illicit discharges and implementation of
control programs.

A prioritization process assigns numeric values based on area characteristics. The total of these
values by area is used in a matrix format to rank areas for future illicit discharge monitoring and
inspection. The rating matrix and ranking for each area is attached. The rating factors were
evaluated based on physical characteristics, observations, and events that have occurred over the
past five years. The following matrix was prepared in accordance with "Guidance on
Prioritization Process for Detection of Illicit Discharges," by Larry Wa.lker Associates, dated
October 20, 1993.

The scores for the eight areas ranges from 2.2 to 8.3. The higher score means there is a greater
potential for illicit discharges. The area with the highest score is the Black Canyon area near
Sinai Valley. This area rated the highest because of the age of the area and the number of septic
systems there. The next higher rated areas, Ventura Avenue and E! Rio, scored high because
of their age and because they contain some commercial and industrial areas.

The two major land uses in the urbanized areas of the county are residential and agricultural.
Residential land use comprises about 50% of the urbanized county and agricultural 39%.
Industrial land use is about 5% and commercial land use is less than 1%. The remaining areas
are divided among undeveloped and public open land. A rating of 1 in the industrial or
commercial area fraction means that the area is 0-20% industrial or commercial.

There are no hazardous waste storage facilities in any of these areas. Spill reports are managed
by numerous fire departments and the data was not readily available. To date, no programs
have been implemented to report illicit discharges, therefore this category in the matrix was
given a zero score for each area and was not considered to be a grading factor.
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. V
The County of Ventura is proposing to conduct an illicit discharge detection and inspection~Lprogram, as outlined by the Management Committ.ee. Illicit discharge activities will begin in
(1) Black Canyon, as identified on the enclosed map.                                        --

Training will be given to personnel who will be participating in the illicit discharge detection and
- 1product control programs, and will include detection of potential violations and the r~porting

process and format. _ 2
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RATING MATRIX FOR UNINCORPORATED URBAN AREAS OF VENTURA COUNTY

Commercial

Area
Industrial Area Type of Residential Older HazMat Observed Spill Septic
Fraction Fraction Business Density Areas Storage Illicit Reports Systems Rank TOTAL

I. Black Canyon 1 1 0 0.7 2.1 0 0 NA 3.5 1 8.3
2. ttome Acres 1 1 0 0.4 1.1 0 0 NA 1.8 4 5.3
3. Somis 1 1 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 HA 0.0 8 2.2
4. Camarillo Hills ! 1 0 0.7 0.7 0 0 NA 0.4 6 3.8
5. Nyeland Acres 1 1 0 0.6 !.0 0 0 HA 0.5 5 4.1
6. El Rio 1 1 1 !.4 2.1 0 0 HA 0.0 3 6.5
7. Saticoy 1 ! 0 0.1 0.2 0 0 NA 0.2 7 2.5
8. Ventura Avenue 2 1 0 0.8 2.3 0 0 HA 1.4 2 7.5

NA - Not Available



DRAINAGE AREA RATING BACKUP FOR
URBAN AREAS OF VENTURA COUNTY

POTENTIAL POLLUTANT SOURCES

Total ’ Industrial Commercial Residential    Residential Densih/ Aulo Residential Septic Systems
~,rea Area Area FractionI Rating Area Fraction Rating Area Fraction H M L Business Age Fraclion of

(acre) (acre) I (acre) ~acre~) (years~] Residences
. Black Canyon 306.3 0.0 0.00 I 6.6 0.02 I 212.7 0.6(~ 100~ 0 20-30 1.0

2. Home Acres 619.6 0.0 0.00 I 0.0 0.00 I 225.4 0.3~ 10(~ 0 20-30 1.0

3. Somis 600.0 13.0 0.03 I 10.0 0.02 I 37.0 0.0~ 100~ 0 0-10 0.1

~. Carnorillo Hills 2,425.0 0.0 0.0( I 10.0 0.00 I 1.768.0 0.7~ 100~ 0 0-10 0.1

5. Nyeland Acres 558.7 18.8 0.03 I 3.3 0.01 I 120.6 ’0.2~ I00~ 0 30+ 0.5

5. El Rio 925.5 6.8 0.01 I 51.6 0.06 I 434.4 0.47 100~ I 30+ 0.0

7. Saticoy 764.0 95.3 0.12 I 3.3 0.00 I 63.9 0.0~ 50~ 50~ 0 0-10 0.5

8. Ventura Avenue 414.0 157.8 0.38 2 0.0 0.00 I 226.6 0.5~ 50~ 50~ 0 10-20120-30 0.5



DRAINAGE AREA RATING BACKUP cont.

Residential Density Rating Age Rating Septic System Rating
~,reo Fraction x Score = Rating Fraction x Score = Rating ~esFr x SepFr x 5 =Rating

[I 81ack C~]nyon 0.69 I 0.7 0.72 3 2.1 0.69 1,0 3.5

2 Home Acres 0.36 I 0.4 0.36 3 1.1 0.36 1.0 1.8

], Somis 0.07 1 O. i O. 12 I O. 1 0.07 O. I 0.0

4 Comarillo Hills 0.73 1 0.7 0.73 I 0.7 0,73 0.1 0.4

~5 Nyeland Acres 0,22 3 0.6 0.26 4 1.0 0.22 0.5 0.5

6. El Rio 0,47 3 1,4 0.53 4 2.1 0.47 0.0 0.0

7. Saticoy 0.04 2 0.1 0.21 I 0.2 0.08 0.5 0.2
0.04 I o.o

0.1

~,. Ventura Avenue 0.27 2     0.5 0.46 2 0.9 0.55 0.5 1.4
0.27 I 0.3 0.46 3 1.4

0.8 2.3
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November 11, 1993
CITY OF MOORPARK

PRIORITIZATION OF POTENTIAL ILLICIT DISCHARGE AREAS

A l 2 1 2 4 3 I 0 0 14B 1 1 I 2.5 4 3 1 0 0 13.5 4C 1 1 3 2 4 3 1 0 0 15 2D 1 1 0 2 4 0 I 0 0 9 8E 1 1 0 3 2 3 1 0 0 11 6F 5 1 3 0 1 5 1 0 0 16 1G 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 12H 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 4 11I 1 1 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 6 10J 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 14K 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 13L 1 -- -’--’--~------"--------1 0 1 2
~ 1 0 0 6 9M 1         1

2 li 1 0 10 7N 5 1 0 1 1

* Basin locations are shown on Potent~[al Pollutant Source Map.
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November ii, 1993

CITY OF OJAI
PRIORITIZATION OF POTENTIAL ILLICIT DISCHARGE AREAS

A I i 0 1.5 3 3 I 0 0 10.5
B 1 1 0 2 3 0 1 0 0 8 9
C 1 1 1 1 4 3 1 0 1 13 4
D 1 1 1 1 4 3 1 0 1., 13 5

_. E 1 1 0 1 4 0 1 0 0 8 I0
F 1 1 1 2 4 0 1 0 0 10 8
G 1 2 1 2 4 3 1 0 0 14 3
H 1 1 1 2 4 3 i 0 0 13 6
I 3 1 5 2 4 5 . 1 0 0 21 1
J 5 1 1 0 2 5 1 0 0 15 2
K 1 1 1 2 2 0 1 0 0 8 11

* Basin locations are shown on Potential Pollutant Source Map.
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LIllicit Discharge Control for Port Hueneme

Using the guidelines prepared by the Storm Water Task Force, the City of Port Hueneme has
been divided into five drainage areas. Each drainage area has been rated in terms of its priority
for potential illicit discharges. The prioritization of potential illicit discharge areas is
instrumental in the detection of illicit discharges and implementation of control programs. A
prioritization process was developed which assigns numeric value to specific basin characteristics
and sums the values. The total value is used to rank basins for future illicit discharge
monitoring and inspection. This is known as the matrix method. The rating matrix and nmki~
for each basin is attached. Prioritized drainage areas are indicated on the land use map. The
rating factors were evaluated based on experience and events that have occurred over the past
five years. The following matrix was prepared in accordance with "Guidance on Prioritization
Process for Detection of Illicit Discharges", by Larry Walker Associates, dated October 20,
1993.

The scores for the five drainage basins that were evaluated range from 4.5 to 6.7. In reviewing
the existing land use map for Port Hueneme, it was determined that the majority of the drainage
areas (approximately 80 percent) are residential. The remaining drainage areas are equally
divided among commercial, industrial and undeveloped land. Drainage basin Nos. 1, 2 and 3
are mainly residential, with a very low concentration of commercial establishments. Basin Nos.

94 and 5 are mixed, with higher concentrations of industrial and commercial land uses.

To date, no programs have been implemented to report illicit discharges, therefore this category
in the matrix was given a zero score for each basin and was not considered to be a grading
factor. The city is proposing to conduct an illicit discharge detection and inspection program,
as outlined by the Ventura County Storm Water Task Force. Illicit discharge activities willU
begin with the known locations and highest priority businesses located in Basin No. 5, as shown
in the enclosed map.

All Port Hueneme wastewater flows are treated at the Oxnard Wastewater Treatment Facility.
The City of Port Hueneme contracts with the City of Oxnard for the maintenance and operation
of this facility. The Oxnard facility also conducts all source control operations. The City of
Port Hueneme intends to extend the source control program to include illicit discharge detection
and correction.

Training will be given to engineering personnel who will be participating in the illicit discharge
detection and product control programs. The field personnel will be trained in the detection of
potential violations and the reporting process and format.

G WCFCD ~,25 ~,- I 12,,REPORT~\MATRIX. ED

|
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DRAINAGE AREA RATING MATRIX FOR PORT HUENEME

CommercialIndustrial Area Type of Residential Older HazMat Observed Spill Septic No.    TOTALArea Fraction Fraction Business Density Areas Storage Illicit Reports Systems Rank

1 0 1 0 2.3 1.2 0 0 0 0 5 4.5
2 0 1 1 2.8 1.8 0 0 0 0 2 6.6
3 0 1 1 1.7 1.7 0 0 0 0 3 5.4
4 1 1 0 1.3 1.8 0 0 0 0 4 5.1
5 1 1 0 2.0 2.7 0 0 0 0 1 6.7

G:\VCFCD~Z$3~- I
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POLLUTANT SOURCE AREA BOUNDARY
( POTENTIAL )
HIGHEST PRIORITY FOR iLLICIT OISCHARGE
PROGRAM
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CITY of PORT HUENEME
~S ~ 8TO~ WA~ ~

POTENTIAL POLLUTANT 801JRCE
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V
ILLICIT DISCHARGE CONTROL FOR THE

CITY OF SAN BUENAVENTURA L

Guidelines have been prepared by the Ventura County Storm Water Management Committee.
The purpose of these guidelines is to assist the co-permittee is selecting an area of their
jurisdiction to look for illicit discharges to the storm drain system. These areas are shown on
the enclosed Potential Pollutant Source Maps.

The prioritization of potential illicit discharge areas is instrumental in the detection of illicit
discharges and implementation of control programs. The rating factors were evaluated based
on physical characteristics, observations, and events that have occurred over the past five years.
The areas identified in San Buenaventura for the initial illicit discharge detection program axe
shown on the enclosed maps. These areas were selected using personal knowledge Of the city.
As such the rating matrix method was not used in the prioritization. Selection was based on the
age of development and types of businesses. Older industrial areas and the Auto Center were
selected as priority potential illicit discharge areas. These areas are currently involved in the
city’s pretreatment program. The illicit discharge detection program will be conducted in
conjunction with the pretreatment program.
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Illicit Discharge Control

Using the guidelines prepared by the Storm Water Task Force, the
City of Santa Paula has rated the sixteen drainage areas. The rating
matrix and resulting prioritization is attached. The rating factors
were developed by City staff based upon experience and events that
have occurred over the past ten years.

The priorltization of the drainage areas has mixed results.
Most of the results were anticipated; however, there are some factors
that have clouded the results. In reviewing the existing land use
map, staff has noted that most of the drainage areas have a varied
mix of land uses. Commercial, industrial, and residential areas are
intertwined to the extent that concentration on one top priority area
will not be sufficient to achieve the level of inspection and
enforcement that is needed.

The City is proposing to conduct illicit discharge activities in
all areas at the same time. Illicit discharge activities will begin
with the known locations and highest priority businesses. Activities
will then proceed to the lower priority businesses.

Currently, the City of Santa Paula contracts with the Ventura
Regional Sanitation District (VRSD) for the maintenance and operation
of the Santa Paula Treatment Plant. VRSD also conducts all source
control operations. The City proposes to use VRSD to extend the
source control program to include i111cit discharge detection and
correction. The Santa Paula Fire Department will provide inspection
and technical assistance at hazardous materials locations.

The illicit discharge program will implement using the business
activity priorltlzatlon listed below:

I. Automotive & Transportation (experience indicates the most
violations)

2. Hazardous Materials (extension of existing hazardous
materials inspections)

3. General Industrial
4. Food Service
5. General Commercial

estimate 6 - 9 months per category

In addition to the VRSD, SPFD, and Public Works inspectors, all
related field personnel will be trained to be aware of potential
violation and the reporting format. This training will be given to
building inspectors, fire personnel, public works maintenance, and
refuse personnel.
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CITY OF SANTA PAULA

POTENTIAL POLLUTANT SOURCE RATING MATRIX

Observed
Drainage Industrial Commercial Type of Residential Haz Mat     Illicit Spill Septic

Basin Fraction Fraction Business Density Older Areas Storage Discharges Reports Systems    TOTALS
AI 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 0
A2 2 2 1 1 2 3 1 0 0 1~
A3 1 I I 2 3 5 1 0 1 15
A4 1 1 0 I 3 0 I 0 0 7
A5 1 I 1 2 3 0 I 0 0 9
A6 2 2 3 2 3 3 1 1 0 17
~7 1 1 1 2 1 3 3 1 0 13
’AS 1 1 1 1 4 5 1 1 0 15
A9 1 2 1 2 4 3 1 1 0 15

A10 1 2 3 2 4 3 3 0 0 18
~,11 2 1 3 2 41 5! 3 1 1 22
~,12 2 1 1 1 3 5 1 0 0
A13 4 1 1 0 1 5 11 0 0 13
B1 1 1 0 1 2 0 I {] 0
B2 1 1 0 1 3 0 1 (] 01 7
B3 1 1 0 1 3 0 1 (] 01 7



CITY OF SIMI VALLEY PRIORITIZATION OF DRAINAGE BASINS
FOR ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION

Dry Weather Number
Population Illicit of Spill Density

Industrial Commercial Type of Density by Hazmat Discharges Reports of Septic Total Final PriorityWatershed Basin Area* Area Business Basin Storage Observed** *** Systems Score Rank ***

ALAMOS 4 1 5 0 5 5 1 0 21 4/14 3
BREA 5 1 3 0 5 1 0 0 15 9/14 3
N. SIMI 2 3 5 1 5 5 5 5 31 1/14 5
DRY ! 2 3 5 3 3 0 0 17 6/14 3
TAPO 2 2 5 3 5 3 5 5 30 2/14 5
CItlVO I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 14/14 1
LAS LLAJAS 1 i 1 3 5 5 3 1 15 8/14 3
WHITE OAK ! 1 I ! 5 3 0 3 12 10/14 I
SANTA SUSANA ! I 3 1 5 5 0 5 2l 5/14 3
MEIER 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 13/14 1
RUNKLE 1 1 0 ! , 0 0 0 1 4 12/14 i
ERRINGER 1 1 1 1 5 3 1 1 12 1 !/14 !
BUS 1 1 3 1 5 5 1 3 15 7/14 3
SYCAMORE ! I 5 ! 5 :5 1 :~ 24 3/14 3

*Scale revised to reflect all drainage basins that �ontain le.~ than 40~5 indastrial or commercial. City of Simi VaUey scak:1 - less titan 5%; 2. ~.15%; 3 .16..25~; 4 26-35~:5 w greater than 35%

**Scale reflects priority discharges identified in the Dp/Weather Field Chanc~rizatinn. pages 4-21 lind 4-24 ofq~itv of Simi Valley lqiq)F~ ~ Wa~a" Pennk Atmlicati -~-----, July 1993
Draft Report by Camp Dresser & McKee: 0 - 0: I - 1-2:3 - 3-5; :5 - 6 or g~eater

***Scale reflects storm water related complaints and ~ receivnd fi’om 12/92 through 10/93.
****Priority scale (based on ¯ possible total of40 p~j.): I - Low (!-12 ptL) 3 - Medium (13-26 pts.) ~ - High ("~/-40 pal.)



Drainage Basin for 1995 Illicit Discharge Investigations - City of Simi Valley



CITY OF THOUSAND OAKS
Potential Pollutant Source Rating Matrix

Ba~n [ Industrial Commercial ] Business Residential Age Hazardous Illicit Spill Septic Tank TotalArea Area Type Density Material Discharges Repo~ls Density Score
I I

10 5 1.40 1.90 0 0 7.14 0 17.4423 2 3 1.20 2.25 0 0 1.43 0 10.886 I 1.90 3.00 0 0 0 0 7.9026 I 2 I 1.60 1.95 0 0 0 0.25 7.8014 I I 0 0.30 2.50~ 0 0 1.43 0 6.2324 I 1 O; 1.50 2.55 0 0 0 0 6.0525 I I O 1.40 2.20 0 O~ 0 0 5.603 I I 0 1.10 2.50 0 0 0 0 5.6021 3 I 0 0.00 1.50 0 0 0 0 5.508 I I 0 1.00 1.90 0 0 0 0 4.9027 I I 0 1.20 1.55 0 0 0 0 4.754 I I 0 0.60 1.95 0 0 0 0 4.55-- I I 0 0.60 1.50 0 0 0 0 4. I0I I I I 0 0.90 I. I0 0 0 0 O .~ r~l~’~ 0 0.05 I 0 0 3.850 0 00 0.7 0 0 0 3.450 0 0 3.300.10 0 3.250.30 0
0 0 2.100 0.00 0 0 0 0 2. I 00 0.00 0 0 0 2.OO0.0~ 0 0 0 2.000 0.00 0 0 0 2.OO0 0.0o 0 0 0 0 2.000 0 0 0I 0 0 0 2.00I 0 0

I 0 0
I

0 2.000.00 0 0 1.00I 0 0 0 0.00

TOMATRIX.WK I



Drainage Basin for 1995 Illicit Discharge Investigations - City of Thousand Oaks







Storm Water O~schar~es to Irece~vin(:j water or channel name):
IS~te Area lacresl: I Map o~ storm water collection available
Number of Drop Inlets and Catch Basins:

los, how much flow
If "~es" check:

Odor: None Musty Sewage Rotten Sour Oily Oth~
I~1 I:~ ~ Eggs I~ Milk I~1

Color:     Clear Rod Yellow Brown Gtoon Grey Other

Turbidity: Clear Cloudy Opaque Suspended Other

"~es" or "no" check:
Depo=lt~Staln=: Nono Sediment= Oily Gad)ago Other

Structurtl Condition: Normal Concreto I~t=l ~--o(rosion Other
[;;]1 (:::racking [~ ~1

Vegetation Condltlon~: None Mosquito Algae Other

Picture Taken: Yes/No Roll No. Photo No.

Flow (yes/No)
If "~es" check:,

Odor: None Muaty Sewage Rotten Sour Oily Other

Color: Clear Yellow Brown Green y Other

Turbidity: Clear Cloudy Opaque Suspended Other
~ I~1 I~l So~i~ I~1

if "~es" or ’no’ check:.
Deposits/Steins: None Sediment.$ Oily Garbage Other

Structural Condition: Normal Concrete Metal Corrosion Other
[~ Cracking [~1 I~ [~1

Vegetation Conditions: None Mosquito Algae Other

Picture Taken: Yes/No Roll No. Photo No.

Yes, No BMPs D~scussed:
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floor drains, waste segregation, and other pertinent observations.)
VehK:le and Equipment Fueling:

C~rcle Items Present:    Berm      Slope      Sumps     Roof Vents      Process Lines

Vehicle and Equipment Washing and Steam Cleaning:

Cirtce Items Present:    Berm      Slope      Sumps     Roof Vents      Process Lines

Outdoor Loading and Unloading of Materials:

Circle Items Present:    Berm Slope Sumps Roof Vents Process Lines
Outdoor Container Storage of Liquids:

Circle Items Present:    Berm      Slope      Sumps     Roof Vents      Process Lines

Outdoor Process Equipment Operations and Maintenance:

Circle Items Present:    Berm      Slope      Sumps     Roof Vents      Process Lines

Dutdoor Sto~’age of Raw Materials, Products. and By-Products:

Circle Items Present:    Berm Slope Sumps Roof Vents Process Lines
Waste Handling and Disposal:

Circle Items Present: Berm Slope Sumps Roof Vents Process Lines ~. "’~’
Other:. n
Circle Items Present: E~erm Slope Sumps Roof Ven~s Process Lines U

Location (nearest cross streets):

Closed Conduit Open Channel Manhole Other Size
Out’fall Type: Major Minor

Dominant Watershed Land Uses:

Industrial Commercial Institutional Residential
Aaricu!tural Open S~ce Un kno...;n

PH:                                                                                (m9/1-)

Comments:

Possible Abatement:

~.3 Sh- -! fd’ed out by ~’S,~naturel:                                                                                        ~/
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Locahon (nearest cross streets):

Closed Conduit Open Channel Manhole Other                Size
Out/all Type: Major Minor
Dominant Watershed Land Uses:

Industrial Commercial Institutional Residential
AGricultural Open Space Unknown

2Pheno~ (total):
PH:

3omments:

Possible Abatement:

Surface I,D. Cr~annel i.D.
Flow (Yes/No) (if yes, how much flow

"~es’ check:
Odor: None Musty Sewage Rotten Sour Oily Other

E(:j~ls Milk

2Color: Clear Red Yellow Brown Green Grey Other

Turbidity: Clear Cloudy Opaque Suspended Other ’ ~ ......"~,
Solids _

"~/es" or "no’ check:
Deposits/Stains: None Sediments Oily Garbage Other U

Structural Condition: Normal Concrete Metal Corrosion Other
Crackin~l

Vegetation Conditions: None Mosquito Algae Other
Larvae

Picture Taken: Yes/No Roll No. Photo No.

Data Sheet filled out b}~ ISi~lnature):
Oate:

IAssoc=ated Surface (Business) Inspector:
Inspector:

J(names of business’ inspected)
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V
Company: jContact Person:
Address:

I Phone:
J Business Catego~/(IndustJComm.}City: IS~C Co~e:

Storm Water Discharges to (rece~vin~ water or channel name): .L.,/
Site Area (acres): I Map of storm wate,- collection available {Y/N)
Number of Oroo Inlets and Catch Basins:

=Sudace I.D.

Flow (Yes/No) Volume l~lal) Time to fill
Odor: None Musty Sewage Rotten Sour Oily Other

[~1 r-ll i-’11 Eggs (~1 Milk ~ I’II
Color: Clear Red Yellow Brown Green Grey Other Z
Turbidity: Clear Cloudy Opaque Suspended C~har

I-~ I-~ [~1 Solids ~1
Deposits/Stains: None Sediments Oily Gmge Other

Structural Condition: No~mal Concrete Metal Corrosio~ Other
[-’11 Cracking [~1 r-’l r-i

Vegetation Conditions: None Mosquito Algae Other
r-i Larvae i"l r’i

Picture Taken: Yes/No Roll No. Photo No.

Surface I.D. IChannel LD.
Flow/Yes/No) Volume (~lal) Time to fill ISec)

Odor: None Musty Sewage Rotten Sour Oily Other
C"l ~ ~ Eggs ~ Milk [3

Color:     Clear Red Yellow Brown Green Grey Other ~ ..... --~

Turbidity: Clear Cloudy Opaque Suspended Other " nF"I /~1 ~ Solids
Deposits/Stains: None Sediments Oily Garbage Other U

Structural Condition: Normal Concrete Metal Corrosion Other
[3 Cracking ~’1 ~]1

--Vegetation Conditions: None Mosquito Algae Other
C’I Larvae [~1

Picture Taken: Yes/No Roll No. Photo No.

Surface I,D. JChannel I.D,
Flow (Yes/No) Volume (c~al) T~me to fill (sec)

Odor: None Musty Sewage Rotten Sour Oily Other
[~1 ~ r-il Eggs [~1 Milk [~1

Color: Clear Red Yellow Brown Green Grey Other

Turbidity: Clear Cloudy Opaque Suspended Other
C) E) [~1 Solids ~

Deposits/Stains: None Sediments Ody Garbage Other

Structural Condition: Normal Concrete Metal Corrosion Other
[~1 Cracking [~1 [~1

Vegetation Conditions: None Mosquito Algae Other ~/
~1 Lar~a~ ~ ~1 I["

Picture Taken:        Yes/No    Roll No.              Photo No. ~
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floor drains, waste segregation, and other oertinent observations.)

Vehx:le and Equipment Fu.ling:

C~rcle Items Present: Berm     Slope     Sumps     Roof Vents     Process Lines

Vehicle and Equipment Washing and Steam Cleaning:

C=rlce Items Present: Berm     Slope     Sumps     Roof Vents     Process Lines

Outdoor Loading and Unloading of Materials:

Circle Items Present: Berm Slope Sumps Roof Vents Process Lines
Outdoor Container Storage of Liquids:

Circle Items Present:    Berm      Slope      Sumps     Roof Vents      Process Lines

Outdoor Process Equipment Operat=ons and Maintenance:

Circle Items Present: Berm     Slope     Sumps     Roof Vents     Process Lines

Outdoor Storage of Raw Materials, Products, and By-Products:

Circle Items Present: Berm Slope Sumps Roof Vents Process Lines
Waste Handling and Disposal:

Circle Items Present:    Berm Slope Sumps Roof Vents Process Lines
Other:

Circle Items Present: Berm SIo0e Sumos Roof Vents Process Lines

Yes [~1 No [~1

BMPs Oiscus_~ed:

;refer to a~)ro~riate Fteld Investigation Form)
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ATTACHEMENT 4
"~HANDOUTS FOR BUSINESSES AND RESIDENTS

ON ILLICIT DISCHARGE CONTROL       ~1

~ Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Afanagement Program
~,~.-~ ~ t~ Program~ for Illicit Discharge Control
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IS YOUR BUSINESS POLLUTING STORMWATER?

Even though you live miles from the ocean, you may be polluting waterways and the ocean
without knowing it.

Storm drains and sanitary sewers are two separate systems that discharge to creeks, rivers,
waterways, and the Pacific Ocean. Sanitary sewers are designed to collect most (but not all)
liquid wastes and safely remove waste materials at treatment facilities. Storm drain
channels that are located in neighborhoods, commercial developments, and industrial sites
also receive wastes from clean-up activities that are washed down day after day into
gutters, catch basins, and channels. Materials collected by storm drains receive no
treatment, however! These materials collect until rainfall flushes pollutant materials to the
nearest river or creek where they may harm wildlife, the environment, and recreational
areas. The pollutants originating from our homes, businesses and a variety of sources
contribute to stormwater pollution, a growing problem. This brochure briefly explains how
you can the amounts of oil and grease, toxic materials, vegetation, floating materials,
cleaning materials, and other substances you discharge into the storm drains.

Understanding and using this brochure will help you comply with local stormwater pollution
requirements and wastewater discharge restrictions.

The Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Management Program has developed a seven step
process for the selection of Best Management Practices (BMPs) to help you determine the
best way to reduce potential stormwater pollutants. Please join us in our effort to protect
the local waterways.

I~’HAT ARE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES?

"Best Management Practices" is a term that embraces a variety of techniques used to reduce
or eliminate potential stormwater pollutants at the source. Many BMPs are just good
housekeeping. There are basically two types of BMPs: Source Control and Treatment Control.
Source Control BMPs are operational practices, that prevent pollution by reducing potential
pollutants at the source. Treatment Control BMPs are methods of treatment to remove
pollutants from stormwater.



V

Even though you live miles from the ocean, you may be polluting wate~ays and the ocean
without knowing it.

I

Storm drains and sanitary sewers are two separate systems that discharge to creeks, rivers,
2waterways, and the Pacific Ocean, Sanitary sewers are designed to collect most (but not all)

liquid wastes and safely remove waste materials at treatment facilities. Storm drain
channels that are located in neighborhoods, commercial developments, and industrial sites
also receive wastes from clean-up activities that are washed down day after day into
gutters, catch basins, and channels. Materials collected by storm drains receive no
treatment, however! These materials collect until rainfall flushes pollutant materials to the
nearest river or creek where they may harm wildlife, the environment, and recreational
areas. The pollutants originating from our homes, businesses and a variety of sources
contribute to stormwater pollution, a growing problem. This brochure briefly explains how
you can the amounts of oil and grease, toxic materials, vegetation, floating materials,
cleaning materials, and other substances you discharge into the storm drains.

Understanding and using this brochure will help you comply with local stormwater pollution
requirements and wastewater discharge restrictions.                                        ’

The Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Management Program has developed a seven step
process for the selection of Best Management Practices (BMPs) to help you determine the
best way to reduce potential stormwater pollutants. Please join us in our effort to protect
the local waterways. q
WHAT ARE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES?

"I~est Management Practices" is a term that embraces a variety of techniques used to reduce
or eliminate potential stormwater pollutants at the source. Many BMPs are just good
housekeeping. There are basically two types of BMPs: Source Control and Treatment Control.
Source Control BMPs are operational practices, that prevent pollution by reducing potential
pollutants at the source Treatment Control BMPs are methods of treatment to remove
pollutants from stormwater.
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Most BMPs target a specific activity that could add pollutants to stormwater. This pamphlet ~=
concentrates on a seven-step process allowing you to select BMPs based on the activities at
your facility. -

SEVEN STEPS FOR BHP SELEC~ON

I.    Identify activities by type and location

Look around your facility and identify areas where waste liquids, operation rinse water and
other non-domestic wastewater could reach a storm drain or floor drain. Look for activities
that discharge water such as vehicle and equipment washing, repair, mopping or hosing down
floors and pavement, and outdoor storage. Look for outdoor areas where rain water could
wash pollutants into the storm drain.

2. Identify BMPs already in place and evaluate                                       -

It is possible that you will already have BMPs in place, but some may need "tightening up" to
achieve their full effectiveness. Some examples include:

Plans to prevent or contain spills.
Separation of wastes to allow recycling.
Preventive maintenance procedures.
Vacuuming or sweeping before or instead of mopping.

3. Identify solutions to non-stormwater discharges.

Once you have identified pollutant generating activities, you can come up with ways to stop
the discharge or move the activity inside or under a roof. Another possibility is to treat the
wastewater and discharge it to the sanitary sewer.

4. Start with low cost, simple Source Control BMPs.

Begin by looking for ideas for reducing ~r eliminating discharges that are easy to implement
and are inexpensive. Often improved housekeeping or a procedural change can go a long
way to reducing the generation of wastes. The axiom of "80Y~ of the problem can be solved
with 20% of the effort" probably is true for most businesses.
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5.    Consider other Source Control BMPs.

L
You may still have areas where the amount of pollution will be significant. The solution may
involve a strategy that requires more effort. This could involve a change in equipment or

largematerial’exposedSealingactivityfl°°r area.drains’ finding a vendor who recycles spent materials, or covering a
1

26.    Consider Treatment Control BMPs.

In a situation where a discharge can not be eliminated, the discharge should be treated.
Treatment controls include oil/water separators, catch basin sumps, in-line treatment
systems, filtration, or installing a diversion pipe to the sanitary sewer.

7. Prepare BMP list and priorities.

Decide which BMPs to implement first. Make sure the BMP list will meet the objective to
reduce or eliminate the pollutant discharge.

2

Another critical element to having a successful BMP program is training employees who will             ~,~
implement the BMPs. Training should be an integral part of your effort to reduce pollutants
in stormwater. The Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Management Program is
developing materials for various types of businesses that can be used in a training program.
Materials for automotive service businesses will be ready soon, followed by materials for
restaurants and other types of businesses,

STATE GENERAL PERMIT FOR INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES

If you are involved in certain industrial activities, you may be subject to a State General
NPDES permit. Your community’s stormwater program coordinator, listed below, local
Ventura County representative can help you determine if you are subject to this permit.

For more information on developing and implementing BMPs, please call [include a list of
contacts here].                                                                      I
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Handout for Residents on Illicit Discharge Control (Front)

IDON,T DUMPI
DRAINS TO OCEAN

you seen this signHave
painted on the curb?

/~n~ inio ~ ~m. -

Storm~ter will ca~ (~ su~n~ t~ ~ ~m ~in
di~ to ~r ~te~ a~ ~ ~n.

St~ ~i~ are intend~ to ~ o~y =~(er.
~[eda~ dumped into sm~ ~i~ ~y ~ ~1 1o
ani~, bird, ~ wil~i~ a~ U~

You’re the ~olutlon.
STOP STORMWATER POLL~ION!

¯ Never dis~e o[ any~in8 into ¯ Db~ ~ ~in[
gut~ or down ~t~ basi~, h~h~d ha~rd~ w~

¯ Re~cle ~d motor ~1. zz I~1 coll~ e~n~
¯ K~p ~r ~hi~ in 8~ * U~ envi~nzzlly

I=kin8 og. ami[~ze a~ ~er * C~ or m~ y=rd
flui~ lan~ clipping.

¯ ~t ~sh in iu proof pl=ce. ¯ Ird@te y~r
Don’~ ii~ter, e~iendy to avoid m~R.

For more ways to help p~tect the en~nm~
contact one of the pa~tcipaHng

Participating Agencies: Camarillo ¯ County of
~ogpa~k ¯ ~jai ¯ ~nard * Pogt HuenemeFillmore

¯ Sama P=ula ¯ Simi Valley = Thous=nd Oaks ¯ Venturt
¯ Vemura County Flood Control District

~,~’~. ~ Ventura Countywide

~ Stormwater Quality
Management Program
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Handout for Residents on Illicit Discharge Control (Back)

0

IDON’TDUMP
DRAINS TO OCEAN I        2

E ste aviso en la I~nqueta le prohibe tirar b~sura, =ceite de motor,
pintura, detergentes, limpiador~, desechos de animale~,                   "-
materialcs y substancias toxic~s a ia ~uneta y = Ioe ak~nl~illadc=,

E! agu~ de la Iluvla transpo~a~ara esta.s subs~nct~ ~ Io~ alc=n~’fllado~~ directamenle a nuesu’os rios y oct=no. -
La in=ension de los systernas de alc’an=arillaclo es espedficamente p=ra
~ransponar agua de Iluvia. Subtancias o materiales desechados en el
alc’an~arillado pueden .~r peligrosos p=ra los seres hum=no.s, I~ fuana
marina, ayes y toda vida saivaje.

Usted es la soluci6n.
¯ COOPERE Y EVITE LA CONTAMINACI6N

DE EL AGUA DE LAS LLUVIAS. 2
¯ Nunca [ire basura a la cuneta ¯ Deshacerse de pintura= o

o alcantarillados, productos case~ [oxicos en
¯ Recicl=r el aceite de motores eventos de coleccibn kx:=l.

usado en el lugar adecuado. ¯ Usar metodos de ~rdineria que
¯ Mantener el vehiculo en buen    protejan el =mbieme.

estado par= prevenJr E~gas de ¯ Recidar o de~hace~.~ propiamer=e
aceite, anti-congelantes u ouos de rebab~ de pasto y cone de
fluidos, ramas de arboles y arbusto=.

¯Poner las basura en el si:io ¯ Riegue su jatdin eficientemente
apropiado, para evitar que corr= el

SI necesitn mas tnformactdn para ayudar a proteger el
medio ambtente, com~niq~ese con l~s sl~utentes agencta$.

Participating Agencies: Camarillo ¯ County of Ventura
¯ Fillmore ¯ Moorpark ¯ Ojai ¯ Oxnard ¯ Port Hueneme
¯ Santa Paula ¯ Simi Valley ¯ Thousand Oaks ¯ Vemura
¯ Ventura County Flood Control District

~~"~ Ventura Countywide                     "
I~ Stormwater Quality

Management Program
Imprimir #n pal~l re~Iclado
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Door Hanger for Residents on Illicit Discharge Control

DON’T DUMP -~ STOP STORMWATER I~LLlY~ION!

~’ DRAINS TO LAKE ¯ ~ d=p=o of =y~=s ~o

This sign on the curb is a ¯ ltecYdeuse~momroa..
reminder not to dispose of trash, motor ¯ Keep youx vehicle in good working conditkmoil, paint, cleaners, ~ wastes, or

to prevent leaking oil, mti?reeze and otherother materials and substances into fluids.
gutters, curb inlets or catch basins.

¯ Put trash in its proper place. Don~ titter.

Stormwater will carry these ¯ Dispose of paint and other householdsubstances through the storm d.rain hazardous ~==, l~=system directly to our waterways and
, t he ocean. ¯ Us~ envimnmenu~ sound ganieeing

Storm drains are intended to carry ¯ ¢omp~ or r~yde y~d ~lonly stormwat~-.    Substances or
materials dumped into storm drains may
be ~ tO fish, mar~e al~nals, ¯ Irrigate your landscape efl~cie~ly to avoid
birds, other wildlife and US! runofl~

For more ways to help protect the

~\~’~
Ventura Countywide
Stormwater Quality
Management Program

You’re the solution.
STOP STORMWATER POLLUTION!

county or vmtura

~ Ventura Countywide o~
. i StormwaterQuality

Snntn Panda
~ Maaa~emeat Program s=~ v,,,~
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ATTACHMENT 5
ILLICIT DISCHARGE INVESTIGATION SUMMARY

"

,

|

~
Ventura Cotantvwide Stormwater Quality Management Program

~

~’~’~ ~’. ~ Programs for Illicit Discharge Control

1
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 OAROO,’~U.UC,,O~ CITY OF Los ANGELES

M $’MIIERS CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF’
~ PUBLIC WORKS

CHARL~ [ ~K~ III BUREAU

~ RICHARD J. RIORDAN

Xavi{r Swa~kannu ~1
CRWQCB. L& Region
Stormwater ¯ . -
lOt Centre PI~ Drive
Monterey P~k, CA 91754-2156 _. "

S~A MONICA BAY STO~A~R POLL~ ~DU~ION S~DY ~- " "

Enclosed is Volume I and Volume !1 (Data Appends) of the final repo~ for the ~n~
Monica Bay Stormwater Pollutant Reduction Study. ~is report, and the implementation
of the recommended projects herein, is a result of an agreement the City of ~s ~geles
with the EPA and the State of ~lifornia (~ended Cogent Decree).

~e study ~sesses the nature and extent of discharges of pollutants from stormwater ~noff.
A large scale map of the "Drainage B~sins and Sub-B~ins
"~nd Use Distribution Within the Study Area", Exhibit 2 are included ~th this re~
(maps are located in rear pockets of Volume I of the report).
towards development of recommended pilot-size projec~ for control of stormwater ~noff
pollutants. A prima~ objective of the evaluation of such projec~ was to recommend
projects that would be compatible with the long-term stormwater management plan ~ing
developed by the Cir.

Potential ~noff pollution control measures that could be implemented
were identified. Potential pollution control measures were categorized ~ st~ural
(physical facilities) and non-structural (management approaches for controlling the discharge
of pollutants). ~e prim~ criteria used to ev~lu~te alternative runoff pollution control
measures were costs, efficient, community and environmental impacts, and regulato~ and
i~stitutio~al aspects. Costs were defined
Grebe removal per thousand dollars of investment.

~e four approved projects and their current status are:

Enhanced Catch B~sin Cleanin~

Enhanced catch basin cleaning was targeted for an area of about 17,~0 catch basins. ~e
debris is being assessed as an indication of the source of pollutants, first flush versus total
runoff pollution discharge characteristics, and pollutant Ioadirtgs from debris "stored" in the

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY- AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
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catch basins versus those pollutants resulting from "pass through" debris during a rainfallL
event.

Visual inspections and data recording, and debris accumulation are now in the 23rd month.
Data is continuously being entered into the information management system and

1adjustments to the program are continuing as the need arises.

Both dry and wet weather water quality sampling and analysis have been completed for the
2purposes of this study. A draft report will then be prepared describing the monitoring

results, the data on debris accumulation, and the general effectiveness of the program.

Parking Lot Strip Filters

This project constructed a rapid sand stormwater filter in a typical small parking lot. All
of the runoff from the lot passes through the sand filter media prior to discharge into the
stoi’m drain system. A report describing the design and construction of this project is
scheduled to be completed in September, 1994.

As part of the City’s long term commitment to continually evaluate the effectiveness of Best
Management Practices, this rapid sand filter is being mor~itored and refined as needed. The
City has entered into an agreement with Loyola Marvmount Universitv to assist the City in
studying the long term effectiveness of the rapid sa~d filter. This study will include wet
weather monitoring,effectiveness evaluation and improvement/refinement ~-’--~
recommendations.

r~
The objective of the study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the strip filter design in
removing the pollutants typically associated with urban parking lot runoff. Specific
recommendations are to be made for any modifications, if necessary,, to the design to
enhance its performance, reliability, operation and maintenance. The ~lesign may become
a typical design standard to be used at other locations.

Public Education Program

The status of the various programs within the Public Education Program is as follows:

The General Outreach Program

This program included the television, billboard and media outreach campaigns. The Ocean
Safe Coalition was formed to bring the media in as partners to work on stormwater
pollution problems. Appointments with television stations started in June 1994 with the goal
of having a Public Service Announcement (PSA) on the air. Marketing the PSA
television is unde~vav. The City is makin~ appointment~, \vith each local media outlet to
ask them to air the PSA and join the Ocean Safe Coalition. The PSA should be on the air
in October, 1994.
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The Grass Roots Community Outreach Program

The main component is the catch basin stencil program. Over 14,000 catch basins have
been stenciled around the City by the Los Angeles Conservation Corps and the Gutter               ~
Patrol volunteer program being administered by Heal the Bay. The second major .1.
component of the Grass Roots Program is the Ocean Safe Coalition (OSC) which is a forum                ~
for clean water issues. OSC is asking business, media, government, community and
environmental groups to join together around the issue of stormwater pollution abatement
as it relates to federal and state regulations as well as the quality of life in the community.
Over 2,000 invitations to join the OSC have been sent and the first OSC event is planned
to be held before the end of 1994.

The School Education Program

A classroom curriculum pilot program ended in August, 1994. in the pilot phase, the
curriculum was presented to a dozen classrooms and approximately 400 students. Revisions
are underway for the final draft of the curriculum. A report describing the highlights of the
Program activities will be completed in September, 1994.

Household Hazardous Waste Collection                                                           Z

A total of four round-up events have been completed. This completes our Consent Decree .... ~
obligation for this project. Data collected from these events is being assessed. This
information will be used to extrapolate the amounts of various hazardous waste materials~
prevented from contributing to the pollution stream affecting the Santa Monica Bay, amongU
other things.

In conclusion, if you desire additional inform:ttion about any of the four stormwater projects, ,~
please call Mr. Wing Tam, Storm\~’ater Management Division, Bureau of Engineering, at
213-847-5225. Calls regarding the study it.~elf should be directed to Robert LaFrance, ~
Wastewater Program Management Division, Bureau of Engineering, at 213-847-9576.

Sincerely, 2
Robert S. Horii
City Engineer

RSH/WMS:mdb/stormwtr.bay

Enclosure
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This Santa Monica Bay Stormwater Pollutant Reduction Study (Study) was
conducted for the City of Los Angeles (City) as a requirement of the Amended
Consent Decree settlement regarding protection of water quality in Santa Monlca
Bay. The Study describes approaches and methods for development of pilot
projects for reducing pollutants transported to Santa Monica Bay in runoff flows
from rainfall and in unregulated anthropogenic flows during the dry season. The
Study recommends pollutant control measures to be approved by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and implemented by the City with a cost
up to $3 million. Runoff sampling techniques and analysis procedures, development
of loading models for targeted runoff pollutants, identification of feasible runoff
pollutant control strategies, and recommendations for pilot control projects were
discussed throughout the study with City staff, interested State agencies, EPA, and
concerned public environmental groups.

The evaluations of potential runoff pollutant control projects were to be used to
satisfy requirements of the Consent Decree and provide guidance for development
of long-term control strategies. This Study can also be used to provide performance
estimates and monitoring data to a stormwater runoff management plan by the City.
Additional data would be needed to develop statistical information on stormwater
runoff pollutant occurrence, levels, or distributions. Conclusions regarding the
assimilative capacity of the receiving waters, and the extent of impact on the
receiving waters from stormwater pollutant loading, would also require additiothal
study.

The area included in this study represents the region of the Los Angeles Basin
that drains into Santa Monica Bay and is served by the City’s Hyperion Treatment
Plant (HTP). This drainage area comprises 52,600 hectares (ha) (130,000 acres) of
southwestern Los Angeles County, bounded on the north by the crest of the Santa
Monica Mountains, on the southwest by the Pacific Ocean, and on the east by the
downtown Los Angeles area. The highly-urbanized study area includes the cities of
Los Angeles, Santa Monica, Beverly Hills, Culver City, and much of E1 Segundo, as
well as portions of unincorporated Los Angeles County. Major land uses within the
study area include residential, industrial, commercial, transportation, and dedicated
open space.

The study area is served by an extensive network of stormwater drains separate
from the sanitary sewer system. A total of 26 major storm drainage basins, some
with distinct sub-basins, enter Santa Monica Bay from the study area (Exhibit 1).
Runoff pollutants enter the Bay in the storm drain system both as a result of wet
weather flows following rainfall events and in dry weather flows from a variety of
primarily anthropogenic sources.

S-I
t
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EXISTING POLLUTANT SOURCES O

Existing pollutant discharges to Santa Monica Bay have a variety of both
1,regulated point sources and unregulated nonpoint sources. Regulated discharges

include municipal wastewater treatment plants, electric power generating stations,
an oil refinery, and numerous other smaller permitted discharges. Nonpoint sources
include drainage channels, ocean dump,.’ng, marine vessels, and other sources.
Municipal wastewater treatment plants and drainage channel runoff are the most
significant sources of pollutant input.

Point source discharges to Santa Monica Bay are regulated through the National 9Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit program administered by
the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region. These
discharges must meet the water quality objectives established to preserve the
benefidal uses of Santa Monica Bay as set forth in the Water Quality Control Plan-
Los Angeles River Basin (revised 11/27/78 and as amended 1992). Pollutant
loading fi’om drainage channels is partially controlled by structural (physical
facilities) and non-structural (management approaches for controlling the discharge
of pollutants) runoff control measures, including debris basins, settling basing
stormdrain system maintenance, streetsweeping, catch basin cleanings, and
collection of household hazardous wastes. While design and operations of the
drainage system is primarily designed for flood control, some components of the
system, as well as some sanitation activities, indirectly provide a degree of runoff
pollution control.

2
DETERMINATION OF RUNOFF POLLUTANT LOADING r -~,~ .

The methodology used to determine runoff-assodated pollutant loading into
Santa Monica Bay included:

1. Identification of drainage basins and major land uses

2. Selection of important runoff pollution constituents
3. Selection of detailed land-use study areas
4. Runoff sample collection and constituent analysis
5. Analysis of rainfall records
6. Typical storm study
7. Calculation of estimated pollutant loads for a typical storm and a typical

rainfall year
For each major storm drain outlet, drainage areas and sub-areas were developed

using topographic and stormdrain network information Land use was mapped for
five major uses that are common over the entire study area: residential,
commercial, light industrial, transportation, and dedicated open space (Exhibit 2).
The distribution of land uses by drainage basin was then calculated.

$°2
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Pollutants were selected for detailed study based on several criteria: their
potential impact on beneficial uses of Santa Monica Bay, identification with adverse
effects on human health through water contact activities, identification with adverse
biological effects in Santa Monica Bay, identification with adverse aesthetic effects
in Santa Monica Bay and on beaches, public concern, contribution of stormwater
runoff pollutant loading versus total pollutant loading in Santa Monica Bay, and
implementability of pollutant controls. The most persistent, nonvolatile constituents
that accumulate in the environment were selected, including metals and inorganics
(arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, silver, and zinc) and
certain pesticides and herbicides.

Selection of areas for detailed study was based on the need to characterizz
stormwater runoff on homogeneous land-use types that could be isolated for
purposes of monitoring without interference from other activities. Candidate areas ’
were identified for light industrial, commercial, residential, and transportation land
uses. In addition, a monitoring location thatprovidedintegratedinformation
chosen. All of the areas were located within the Ballona Creek watershed.

Stormwater runoff samples were collected at each of the five chosen locations
using automatic water collection pump samplers. Each sampler was coupled with a -
flow-monitoring device programmed to activate the sampler based on a
preprogrammed increase in flow rate within the storm drain resulting from rainfallthose
runoff. Dry-season flow samples were collected in the same land-use areas as
for which stormwater runoff flows were collected. For dry-season samples, a
24-hour composite sample was collected at each site by combining 24 discrete
hourly samples collected over a 24-hour period. The volume of samples collected
was suffident to satisfy requirements of the analyzing laboratory to complete
constituent testing.

Information from flowmeter data at the sampled study sites, data from rainfall
recording stations, and historical storm data was used to develop runoff hydrographs
for the sampling sites and the study area. Separate hydrographs were developed for
coastal and mountain regions of the study area, and for storms occurring during the
dry season and the wet season.

Estimates of pollutant loading into Santa Monica Bay from the study area were
developed by calculating pollutant runoff from each land use type in each drainage
area, and summing the contribution of each drainage basin. Dry weather runoff
pollutant input was determined by calculating the volume of dry weather runoff
flows from the study area and the concentrations of target pollutants in low-flow
samples collected in Ballona Creek. Pollutant concentrations in both wet-weather
and dry-weather runoff frequently exceeded California Ocean Plan instantaneous
maximum concentration standards. While concentrations of target pollutants were
frequently higher in stormwater runoff than those in municipal wastewater
treatment plant discharges, the annual mass loading of runoff pollutants was
approximately 25 percent of treatment plant loading#.

PSRI~9
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The analyses indicated that the control of total suspended solids (TSS) can
effectively control the discharge of most toxic metals into Santa Monica Bay.
Alternative measures, primarily based on controlling the sources, would be required
for reducing the load of cadmium, silver, herbicides, and pesticides. Control
measures suitable for removing oil and grease (O&G) from the runoff stream would’
also be effective in reducing herbicides and pesticides.

EVALUATION OF RUNOFF POLLUTANT CONTROL MEASURES
Potential runoff pollution control measures that could be implemented in the

study area were identified to satisfy the requirements of the Consent Decree.
~ot.le~.ti~ pom!ution.control ~easures were categorized as structural (physical
lacmues) ano nonstructural (management approaches for controlling the discharge.
of pollutants). The primary criteria used to evaluate alternative runoff pollution
control measures were costs, efficiency, community and environmental impacts, and
regulatory and institutional aspects. Costs were defined in terms of TSS and O&G
removal per thousand dollar,s of investment.

The structural runoff pollution control measures that might be implemented in
the study area were divided into four major groups: detention settling, treatment,
transport, and infiltration pilot programs. The non-structural runoff pollution
control measures that might be implemented in the study area were divided into
three major groups: improved storm drain system maintenance practices, collection
of household and other waste materials, and public awareness programs.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In summary, the requirements of the Consent Decree can best be met by the

following control practices:

1. infiltration pilot programs
2. collect household hazardous waste materials
3. "enhanced" catch basin cleaning program
4. public education program
A detailed analysis identifies specific areas within the Santa Monica Bay drainage

area where implementation of the recommended measures would be most effective.
The implementation of all of the above recommended pollution control measures at
all of the recommended locations within the study area are estimated to reduce the
annual TSS (and associated target metals) loading by approximately 8 percent, and
the annual O&G (and associated herbicides and pesticides) loading by
approximately 4 percent to Santa Monica Bay.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

This report is the result of the Santa Monica Bay Stormwater Pollutant
Reduction Study (Study), conducted for the City of Los Angeles (City) by
Engineering-Science. The Study describes approaches and methods for
development of pilot projects for reducing pollutants transported to Santa Monica
Bay, a semi-enclosed coastal embayment included in the United States
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) National Estuary Program, by storm
runoff from urbanized areas served by the Hyperion Treatment Plant (HI’P).

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

On February 19, 1987, the City entered into an agreement with the EPA and the
State of California in settlement of a lawsuit regarding alleged violations by the City
of its National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit for
wastewater discharges from the HTP. This agreement, as amended, was termed the
Consent Decree (USA and State of California vs. City of Los Angeles, 1987). It
placed several obligations on the City regarding wastewater treatment and waste
disposal. One of the terms of the Consent Decree was Item XIV, Stormwater
Control Project, which required that funds be obligated for a stormwater discharge
control project. Specifications and schedules were set forth in Appendix C of the
Consent Decree.

The City was directed to perform a study to "assess the nature and extent of
discharges of pollutants from stormwater runoff from the HTP service area into
Santa Monica Bay." The results of the study were to include recommended projects
"to reduce effectively the discharge of such pollutants" into the Bay. The Consent
Decree mandates that the City spend $3 million to implement control measures
based on Study recommendations and EPA approval.

The study was structured to lead to the recommendation of pilot-size projects for
control of stormwater runoff pollutants. In-place pilot projects were also to be
evaluated for their effectiveness in reducing loading of such pollutants into Santa
Monica Bay. The ultimate objective of evaluating such projects was to recommend
projects that would be compatible with the long-term stormwater management plan
being developed by the City to deal with pollutant runoff and loading.

RELATIONSHIP TO EPA STORMWATER REGULATIONS

On November 16, 1990, the EPA issued the final rule regarding discharge
permitting procedures for stormwater runoff from certain industrial sites and from
large and medium municipalities. The EPA authorized the California State Water
Resources Control Board (SWRCB) to issue general or individual stormwater
discharge permits. The new rules target individual cities and facilities, and allow
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stormwater pollutants to be controlled by several municipalities acting in                        V
conjunction within a watershed. The rules are directed at improving runoff water
quality in separate storm sewer systems; they ban illicit connections between
sanitary sewers and storm sewers and create new requirements for collection
systems receiving stormwater separate from domestic sewage. One of these
requirements is an extensive monitoring program, which requires permit holders to                "~
develop discharge characterization data for five to ten "representative" storm sewer
outfalls, monitor facilities which contribute "substantial" pollutant loading to the
system, and detect illicit discharges. Other requirements include a stormwater
management plan which utilizes best management practices to reduce pollutant
loadings, a demonstration of legal authority, and a fiscal and performance
evaluation of controls proposed as part of the management plan.

The EPA also issued new rules for certain industrial facilities and for
construction sites. As interpreted by the California State Water Resources Control
Board, these rules require each facility or site to conduct a monitoring program to
identify and monitor activities which contribute to pollutant loading to the
stormwater system (especially illicit connections or disposals) and to determine the
effectiveness of pollutant loading reduction efforts. A Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan must also be prepared. This plan must include best management
practices to reduce pollutant loading. In addition, worker training programs and
spill prevention and response programs are required for industrial facilities. (As of
this writing, the general construction activity stormwater permit applies only to sites
larger than five acres, but this permit may be reopened as a result of a court case).

The City and County of Los Angeles both maintain separate stormwater control
systems and are both significantly affected by the implications of the rule. This
study addresses stormwater pollutant runoff control on a land-use and watershed
basis, without regard to municipal boundary. Many of the recommendations
contained in this report, although designed to reduce stormwater pollutant loading
from targeted land-use areas and locations, would be applicable on a large scale to
reduce stormwater pollutant loading from entire cities. In evaluating projects to
reduce runoff pollutant loading, this study addresses one area considered by EPA to
be a significant problem in attaining improved water query in receiving water
bodies: improper disposal of wastes. Information gathered from implementation of
recommended runoff pollution control technologies in Section 5 of this study will
help guide compliance by the City with the EPA regulations.

The new rules are of great concern to cities because of the increased
responsibility for controlling stormwater pollutants, the complexity of the sampling
and application requirements, and the potential financial burden imposed on
affected cities. Many affected cities lack the authority to control discharges or raise
revenue to conduct required programs. In addition, for most pollutants, the new
regulations do not set numerical Limits, but rather mandate (but do not define) best
management practices.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROGRAM                                                 i ~
The results of this study, and subsequent cleanup and restoration activities in and

around Santa Monica Bay, affect a large cross-section of interested public
organizations. Consequently, a public participation program was developed to
include public input and dissemination of information during each phase of the
study.

The primary focus of the public participation program was to provide the
interested agencies, environmental groups, and general public with information on
the Study. The program provided information about the approaches, conduct,
results, and recommendations of the Study to the Inter-Agency Storm Drain Task
Force (IASDTF). Formerly known as the Pico-Kenter Task Force, this latter
group was originally formed to deal with aesthetic and potential public health
problems associated with dry weather runoff from the Pico-Kenter storm drain
system, which discharges across a heavily-used public beach in Santa Monlea.

Active participants in the IASDTF included the City of Santa Monica, the City of
Los Angeles, the County of Los Angeles, the California Department of Fish and
Game, the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board, the Sierra Club,
Heal the Bay, UCLA, and representatives from several state and federal legislators’
offices.

Primarily because of its experience and familiarity with stormwater technical and
environmental issues, the IASDTF was chosen to act in an advisory role for the                   ~’
conduct of the Study. Monthly meetings (between 1988 and 1989) with the IASDTF
were used to disseminate the information and recommendations resulting from the                  ~
monitoring and evaluation phases of the Study. These meetings were open to any
interested parties, and were used as a public forum to solicit and receive input from
individuals and not directly affiliated with the IASDTF. The IASDTF wasgroups
fully informed as to the scope and purpose of the study, the proposed sampling
regime for the study, the proposed analytical procedures to be used, and the manner
in which runoff loading and control projects would be evaluated. Additional public
contacts and meetings were used to convey information regarding the study to
interested City groups, environmental groups, and other interested panics. A

the Preliminary Draft Report was made at the special AMICIpresentation on
briefing held on 11 May 1989. Additional meetings were held for the City Council
staff, former Board of Public Works Commissioner Ed Avila, Heal the Bay, the
Regional Water Quality Control Board, and the Santa Monica Bay Restoration
Project.

CONTENT OF THIS DOCUMENT

Section 2 of this study reviews the current conditions in the study area and
adjacent coastal waters relating to pollutant runoff and loading. Characteristics of
the drainage area from which runoff enters Santa Morfica Bay are discussed.
Existing pollutant inputs into the Bay are identified and quantified in terms of
annual loading. Stormwater and dry-weather runoff control practices in the study
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area are discussed with regard to their effectiveness on controlling pollutant loading
to Santa Monica Bay.

Section 3 details the approach and methodology used in determining
concentrations and total loading of runoff pollutants from the study area into Santa
Monica Bay. Determination of drainage basin boundaries, land use distribution,
and rainfall event characteristics in the study area are discussed. Descriptions of
wet and dry weather runoff sample collections at selected land use sites are
presented. A calculation of runoff loading is presented based on land use
distribution and rainfall characteristics for each individual drainage basin.

Section 4 presents evaluations of the suitability of several structural and
nonstructural runoff pollutant control measures in reducing pollutant loading to
Santa Monica Bay. The evaluation of each measure includes consideration of cost,.
efficiency, environmental impact, and regulatory aspects in determining its
suitability in relation to runoff characteristics described in Section 3. A final listing
of implementable technologies that satisfy study requirements are developed.

Section 5 includes recommendations for runoff pollution control measures to
reduce pollutant loading into Santa Monica Bay, and specifies areas in the drainage
basin where the recommended measures would be most effective.

Section 6 provides references and personal communications used in the
preparation of this Study.

Use of measurement units in this document will be mixed. In referring to
locations of discharges and distances between points of interest, English units have
been used to allow the public and other interested parties to easily refer to known
locations (e.g., the 5-mile outfall of the Hyperion Treatment Plant). For consistency
with scientific literature and comparison with other runoff pollutant studies, metric
units have been used for measurements of area (hectare [ha]), flow (liter per second
[L/s]), constituent concentrations (milligrams per liter [mg/L]), pollutant loading
(kilograms [kg]), and associated quantities.

A data appendix, provided under separate cover (Volume II), includes complete
descriptions and analytical results for studies conducted for this project, including
analyses of areal rainfall variation during sampled storms in 1988, analysis of typical
storms for use in calculation of runoff pollutant loading, and analytical results of
runoff sample collections by land use.
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SECTION 2 L
STUDY APPROACH AND PRESENT CONDITIONS

1CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SANTA MONICA BAY DRAINAGE ARF, A
The area included in this study comprises 52,600 ha (130,000 acres) of 2southwestern Los Angeles County. The curve of the southern California coast

results in a roughly triangular-shaped region with fairly well-def’med physical
boundaries. The study area is bounded on the north by the crest of the Santa
Monica Mountains, on the southwest by the Pacific Ocean, and on the east by the
downtown area, the majority of which is not part of the drainage basin. This area
represents the region of the Los Angeles Basin that drains into Santa Monica Bay
and is served by the HTP (Exhibit 1).

The majority of the study area is highly urbanized. Most of the area lies in the
City of Los Angeles; however, the area also includes the Cities of Santa Monlca,
Beverly Hills, Culver City, and much of El Segundo. These cities contract with the
City of Los Angeles to provide sewage treatment services. They are, therefore,
appropriate for inclusion in this investigation. Major land uses within the study area
include residential, industrial, commercial, transportation, and dedicated open

2space. A more complete discussion of land-use distribution within the study area is
included in Section 3.

The highly urbanized portions of the study area contain a high percentage of
impervious surface: most of the rain falling on these surfaces quickly runs off to the
storm-drain system. The northwestern portion of the study area includes the
southern slopes of the Santa Moaica Mountains. These slopes are primarily
dedicated open space; existing residential sites generally include large lots. Some

5
parts of this mountain area are classified residential-agricultural, and include lots
zoned for equestrian use. These uses include locations with one or more animals.
Areas zoned for dedicated open space generally have a very small percentage of
impervious area; only a small fraction of rain falling on these surfaces escapes as
runoff.

The study area is served by an extensive network of stormwater drains, separate
from the sanitary sewer system. A total of 26 major storm drainage basins, some
with distinct sub-basins, enter Santa Monica Bay from the study area (Exhibit 1;
Table 2-1). Methodology for determining the extent of each drainage basin and
sub-basins is described in Section 3. The storm-drain system was designed and
constructed as a flood-control system, and acts to convey storm runoff to the ocean
as quickly as possible. During the dry weather season, a significant percentage of
the observed flows consist of regulated discharges, including cooling system
blowdown waters, dewatering effluent, decorative fountain and pool backwash,
water softener waste, commercial and industrial process water, and other effluents.

2-1
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r Major Storm Drain Discharges Entering Santa Monlca Baya

Basin Number               Discharge Point

1 Chevron RefinmT

3 NotCh We~t~

~ Ballona C~eek
6 Mari~ de~
? Veake
8 Venice Pavilim
9 Brooim Aveaue
10 Thornton Av~mte
11 Rose

14 Santa Monka Pier

16 Montana Aveaue
17 Santa Monica ~

Pali~de, Park
19 Teme..~

21 Balboa Bay Club
22 Marquez Avenue
23 Santa Yaez Canyon (Sum~ Boulevard)
24 Parker Canyon

26 Topanga Canyoa

Source: Engineering-S~eace
a Numbering corresponds to ba.tlm ia ~ 1

Various parts of the storm system draining to Santa Mordca Bay are owned and
managed by a number ot local government agencies, including the City of Los
Angeles, the County of Los Angeles, a~d other cities. Each of these agencies has
programs for safety and maintenance of the dr~n system, and most are also
concerned with the qu~ity of water within and passing through their juri.~ctions.
is a peculiarity of the system that agencies frequently have no control over water
quality entering their jurisdictions, but may be responsible for acid/eying certain
water quality objectives as flows exit their jurisdictions. These agencies, although
respo~ible for m~.intenance within the system, often have no authority to regulate
discharges to the system, nor to raise funds to conduct en£orcement, monitoring, and
cleanup actions.
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EXISTING POLLUTANT INPUTS INTO SANTA MONICA BAY
To provide perspective, an area much larger than the area addressed in this

runoff study is included in the following description of pollutant inputs into Santa
Monica Bay. Santa Monica Bay is defined for this study as extending from Point
Dume to Point Fermin" rather than from Point Dume to Palos Verdes Point (the
usual definition), because discharges on the Palos Verdes Shelf between Palos
Verdes Point and Point Pertain affect the Bay (MBC, 1988). This wider definition
reflects the impossibility of attempting to separate the Bay into distinct areas
affected by pollutant inputs from adjacent land areas, as might be possible for land.
based drainage systems. Data are provided for 1987, the baseline analysis year for
this study.

Pollutants enter Santa Monlca Bay through regulated discharge points and
through unregulated nonpoint sources.

Regulated Dlscharge~

Six facilities have NPDES permits to discharge directly into the Santa Men/ca
Bay: two wastewater treatment plants, three power generating stations, and one oil
refinery.

Wastewater Treatment Plants

Two municipal wastewater treatment plants discharge directly into Santa Monlca
Bay. These are the HTP of the City of Los Angeles and the Joint Water Pollution
Control Plant (JXVPCP) of the County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County.
The two treatment plants treat most of the municipal sewage from the Los Angeles
Basin portion of Los Angeles County.

Location. HTP is located on the coast of Santa Monica Bay at Playa del Rey. It
routinely discharges wastewater undergoing primary treatment and partially
secondary treatment (70 percent and 30 percent, respectively, in 1987) through an
8-kilometer (km) (5-mile) outfall, which discharges west of Playa del Rey at a
depth of 60 meters (m) (Figure 2-1). A 1.6-kin (I-mile) outfall, discharging at a
depth of 15 m, is used during emergencies; the wastewater is required to receive
secondary treatment and disinfection. HTP expects to provide a level of treatment
so that the total plant’s discharge meets secondary standards by 1998. From 1957 to
1987, sludge was discharged from an 11-kin (7-mile) outfall (which terminated at the
head of Santa Monica Canyon) at a depth of I00 m (MBC, 1988). Tiffs ouffail was
abandoned I December 1487

JWPCP, located in Carson, discharges wastewater undergoing advanced primary
and partial secondary treatment through either of two outfalls that terminate about
3 km offshore at depths of 60 m (Figure 2-1). Two shorter outfalls, terminating at
depths of 35 and 50 m, respectively, are sometimes used in addition to the two main
outfalls (MBC, 1988).

Mean Annual Discharge Volume. The annual discharge volume of HTP and
JWPCP was similar from 1974 to 1987. The mean annual discharge volume of the
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Figure 2.1 Major Discharges into
Santa Monica Bay
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SOURCE: MBC, 1988
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5-mile outfali of HTP was 507 x 10~ liters. During the same period, the mean annual
discharge volume of the 7-mile sludge outfall was 6 x 109 liters. Discharge from the
7-mile outfall was terminated late in 1987. The l-mile outfall is used only in
emergencies, with only a few periods of discharge per year. Hence, HTP had a
mean annual discharge volume of about 513 x 10* liters. The discharge volume of
the 5-mile pipe in 1987 was 518 x 10~ liters. The mean annual discharge volume of
the JWPCP outfalls from 1974 to 1987 was 492 x 10~ liters. The discharge volume
in 1987 was 507 x 109 liters (MBC, 1988).

Levels of Constituents of Concern. Levels of most constituents of concern have
decreased in the effluent of HTP and JWPCP since 1974 because of improved
treatment and source control; hence, recent levels arc more representative than are
mean levels (Table 2-2).

Several trends occurred at HTP during this period, l-rI’P effluent concentrations
and mass emissions of total suspended solids increased from 1974 to 1985 before
decreasing to lower levels in 1987; a peak in 1985 resulted from construction at
HTP, which temporarily reduced the number of holding tanks. Off and grease levels
remained relatively constant during this period. The levels of most metals was
lower in 1987 than in 1974, but lead was higher; although most metals showed a
relatively smooth decrease, levels of zinc and lead fluctuated greatly. In 1987,
effluent from the 5-mile ouffall had the highest concentrations of oil and grease and
silver of the major regulated discharges to the Bay (Table 2-2). It had the lowest
concentrationof chromium. Because of the large flow volume, however, I-ITP was
not only the major contributor (in terms of mass emissions) of oil and grease to the
Bay but also of arsenic (along with JWPCP), cadmium, copper, nickel, and zinc.
Total DDT was not detectable (MBC, 1988).

Most constituents at JWPCP showed a strong decreasing trend since 1974;
however, silver and mercury were relatively constant. In 1987, the JWPCP effluent
had the highest concentration of total suspended solids of the major discharges to
the Bay (Table 2-2); however, suspended solids levels was not directly measured in
storm water. The JWPCP effluent was the major contributor (excluding storm
runoff) of total suspended solids to the Bay and also of arsenic (along with HTP),
chromium, lead, silver, and mercury (MBC, 1988).

Regions Affected. The region most affected by the HTP and JWPCP outfalls lies
offshore. In Santa Monlca Bay proper, effects of the HTP outfalls occur near the
ends of the outfalls, about 5 miles and 7 miles offshore and at depths of about
60 and 90 m, respectively. The disturbed area near the HTP 7-mile outfall has
decreased in size since the termination of sludge discharge. The region most
affected by the JWPCP outfall lies along the Palos Verdes Shelf at 60 m.
Contaminants from this discharge are carried into Santa Monica Bay proper with
greatest concentrations in the southern pan of the Bay. The distribution of
contaminated sediments and the effects on the benthic invertebrate and fish
assemblages were extensive near the JWPCP outfall and somewhat less so near the
HTP outfalls in the early 1970s. The affected area has decreased in both areas since
then, however, apparently because of improved effluent quality (MBC, 1988).
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Table 2.2

Concentrations and Mass Emissions of Constituents From
IV’ Existing Point and Nonpoint Sources to Santa Monica Bays

MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER
W’ TREATMENT PLANTS GENERATING STATIONSb REFINERY DRAINAGE~ A1~I’RIBLrIT.S ~ JWI~P Scattzrgood El Segundo RedoadoEJ Segundo CHANNELS

~
Flow (L/yr x 109) 518.1 506.6 0.2 0.2 1.6 8.4 212.8

Concent rationa
Constituents (rag/l)

TSS 58 73 15.6 5.9 1,8 12_5
O&G 15 11 1.2 4.1 6.6 7.~ 3.1

Me Arsenic 0.008 0.007 0.018 ND 0£02 0~4
[ Cadmium 0.008 0.002 0.001 0.009 0.006 ND <0.001

Chromium 0.017 0.052 0.060 0.136 0.121 0.040 0.031
Copper 0.058 0.042 0.120 0.136 0.120 0.005 0.028~ 0.001 0.045 0~0 ND 0.120Lead 0.043 0.050
Nickel 0.056 0.051 0.120 0.090 0.060 0.010 0.054
Silver 0~)10 0.008 ND ND 0.002 0.001 0.002

~ Zinc 0.174 0.120 0.018 0.018 0.181 0.100 0.068

Trace Constituents

~ Mercu,-y 0.I0 0~30 ND - 1.67 < 1.03
Total DDT ND 0.06 ND - ND 0,22

Mass Emissions

Teas      29982 36900 2.6      13      3.0     105
O&G ~ 5560 0.2 0.9 11.0 63 66,lo.o 
Cadmium 3 1 0.0002 0.002 0.01 ND < 0.2
Chromium 10 26 0.01 0.03 0.2 0.3 7

LeadCopper 22        30 25        21
0.02 0.03 0.2 0.04 6

t, O.0002 0.01 O.I ND 25
Nickel 29 26 0.02 0.02 0.1 0.1 11
Saver 5 < 10 ND ND 0.003 0.01 0.4
Zinc       91      61       0.003    0.004    03      1      14

Trace Constituents (ks)
Mercury 52 150 ND 14 < 213
Total DDT ND 30 ND ND 47

Sources: HTP 1988; MBC 1988; Stull 1988, personal communication
a lt)S7 values exc~pt for ~’ainage charmeL~ which are the mean of 1983 and 1984 values.
b These flows do not include once-through, noncontact cooling water flow~, which was 419 ¯ 109, 437 ¯ 109, tad

898 x 109 L/yr at Scattergood, El Segtmdo, and Redondo Generating Statioes, respectively.
c 5-mile outfall; although 7-mile ouffall waz i. operation during most of 1987, it is no longer me.d.

Not reported
HTP = Hyperion Treatment Plant; JWPCP = Joint Water Pollution Control plant
ND = below detectable limits or no deteclable difference between inlet and outlet samples (at generating statiom).
TSS = Total suspended solids
O&G = Od and Grease
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Industrial Discharges
LThe El Segundo Refinery of Chevron USA is the only industrial discharger with

an outfall in the Bay. It manufactures various petroleum products from crude and
refined oil.

Location. The El Segundo Refinery discharges wa.stewater undergoing primary
and secondary treatment from a 0.2-kin-long outfaii at a depth of 6 m; all process
water (about a third of the total volume) receives secondary treatment (Judson, 21989, personal communication). Surface runoff is also discharged through the
outfall. The outfall lies between the intake and discharge conduits of the
Scattergood and El Segundo Generating Stations at El Segundo (Figure 2-1).

Mean Annual Discharge Volume. The refinery generally discharges about 8.9 x
10~ liters/year. In 1987, the discharge volume was 8.4 x 109 liters (MBC, 1988).

Levels of Constituents of Concern. Levels of most constituents in the effluent of
the El Segundo Refinery have decreased since 1983 because of improved treatment;
hence, recent levels are more representative than are mean levels. In 1987, the
average concentration of copper was the lowest of any of the major discharges to the
Bay and mercury was the highest (Table 2-2). Because of the relatively low
discharge volume of the effluent, however, the refinery was not a major contributor
of mercury to the Bay. Cadmium, lead, and DDT were not detected in the effluent

2(MBC, 1988).
Region ARected. The region affected by the El Segundo Refinery discharge is

small, lying close to shore at El Segundo. Higher ph3noplankton abundance
associated with a plume of ammonia (possibly from the outfall) near the sea surface             r~
in the area before 1977 is the only known effect (Eppley, 1986; MBC, 1988).

Generating Statioa.~

Three electrical power-generating stations circulate seawater from the Bay
through their systems to cool condensers. These stations are the Scattergood
Generating Station of the Department of Water and Power, City of Los Angeles.
and the El Segundo and Redondo Generating Stations of the Southern California

8
Edison Company.

Location. The Scattergood and El Segundo stations are near the City of El
Segundo and the Redondo station is in the City of Redondo Beach (Figure 2-I).
Intake and discharge conduits generally extend about 0.3 to 0.8 km offshore and
have openings at depths of 5 to 6 m (MBC, 1988).

glean Annual Discharge Volume. The volume of water circulated through the
cooling system of the power-generating stations annually is very large (i.e., 444 x 109,
511 x 109, and 1,046 x I09 liters for Scattergood, El Segundo, and Redondo
Generating Stations, respectively). In 1987, these volumes were 419 x 109, 437 x l(P,
and 898 x 109 liters. Because this cooling water is unfiltered seawater (with the
contaminant levels of the sea offshore), it is unreasonable to use these flows in
calculations of annual loadings. Wastes produced within the stations and surface
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Orunoff are held in settling basins before being discharged through the circulating

seawater to the ocean. The mean volume of water discharged from the retention
basins in 1987 was 166 x 10~, 221 x l(h, and 1,658 x 106 liters, or about 1,000 times
less than cooling system flow volumes; these discharges contain most of the plant.
generated contaminants (MBC, 1988).

Levels of Constituents of Concern. Levels of constituents for 1987 at the three                 "~
generating stations were generally comparable to other discharges to the Bay in
concentration, but were lower (because of lower flow volumes) in mass emissions .
(Table 2-2). The lowest concentrations of total suspended solids and oil and grease
were found in the effluents of the Redondo and Scattergood Generating Station&
respectively. Copper concentrations were generally higher in these effluents than in
other discharges to the Bay, with the highest concentration in the El $~gundo
Generating Station effluent. The highest concentration of nickel was found at
Scattergood and the highest zinc concentration was found at Redondo.

Because of the low retention basin flow, mass emissions of all constituents were
low (Table 2-2). The lowest emissions of oil and grease, chromium, copper, and
zinc were those of Scattergood; the lowest emission of suspended solids occurred at
El Segundo; and the lowest engssion of nickel occurred at both Scattergood and El
Seguado.

Silver was not detected at Scattergood and El $egundo; arsenic was not detected
at El Segundo; and mercury and DDT were not detected at $cattergood.

Region Affected. The region affected by discharge from the three power-
generating stations lies close to shore approximately from Playa del Rey to King
Harbor. Effects have been studied in connection with NPDES permits, and appear
to be mi~’dmal (EQA/MBC, 1973; IRC, 1979, 1981; MBC., 1982, 1986, 1988).               r~

Nonpoint Sources

Nonpoint sources of contamination to Santa Monica Bay consist of unregulated
and largely uncontrolled sources that are distributed broadly in the area. These
include drainage channels, ocean dumping, marine vessels, aerial fallout, sediment
reservoirs, seeps, and advection.

Drainage Channel~

Drainage channels include the streams and stormdrains that discharge into the
Bay. These have a low-volume flow throughout most of the year, but discharge high ~___.--~
volumes during and following storms.

Location. At least 68 major storm drains are along the coast between Malibu and
Point Fennin" with many additional smaller drains along the Malibu and Palos
Verdes Coasts; four major channels (Santa Mortica Canyon, Pico-Kenter
Stormdrain, Ballona Creek, and Centinela Creek) are in the study area (Figure 2-1).
The major streams in the area are Malibu Creek and Ballona Creek, with smaller
streams reaching the ocean along the Malibu coast. Ballona Creek and Malibu
Creek drain the largest areas (more than 250 km2 each). The drainage of Malibu
Creek includes a large segment of the Santa Monica Mountains, whereas the
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Ballona Creek drainage includes much of Los Angeles and communities to the west;
the natural drainage to Santa Monica Bay that lies south of Ballona Creek usually
extends less than 2 km inland from the shore (MBC, 1988).

Mean Annual Discharge Volume. The mean annual discharge volume of surface
runoff from the 68 drainage channels reaching Santa Monica Bay is about
213 x 109 liters (NRC/COWT, 1984; MBC, 1988); however, the daily average varies
greatly with season and year. The annual flow of Ballona Creek ranges from about
27 x 10~ liters in a dry year (1984) to 112 x 109 liters in a wet year (1983). In general,
the flow from Ballona Creek is 2 to I0 times greater than that from Malibu Creek,
but in 1969 (a wet year) the flow from Malibu Creek was 1.5 times greater than the
Ballona flow (MBC, 1988). During a storm in 1986, the peak flow in Ballona Creek
was 275 times the dry weather flow (Schafer and Gossett, 1988). Part of the flow in
Ballona Creek is from regulated discharges; during dry-weather flow, this discharge
may make up a signiflcam percentage of the total flow (Mitchell, 1988, persomd
communication).

Levels of Constituents of Concern. The mean concentrations of constituents of
concern for the calendar years 1983-1984 (the last years of frequent periodic
sampling) were generally within the range of those of the point-source discharges to
the Bay in 1987 (Table 2-2). Lead and total DDT concentrations, however, were
higher in surface runoff than in the point-source discharges. Total suspended solids
and arsenic were not reported for drainage channels; however, suspended solids are
high during storms (MBC, 1988). Compared to other drainage channels in Southern
California, Ballona Creek storm water had the highest levels of oil and grease,
DDT, and trace metals in 1986 (Schafer and Gossett, 1988).

The mean annual loading (mass emissions) of the constituents of concern for the
years 1983-1984 was generally within the range of the point-source discharges in
1987 (Table 2-2). Drainage chmmels, however, contributed more mercury and total
DDT to the Bay than did the point sources (MBC, 1988). Annual loading of total
pesticides in surface runoff was about 117 kg during this period.

Surface runoff from drainage channels is greatest during and following storms;
hence, it is generally greater in the winter. Because of the large area drained, there
is a lag time between the start of the storm and the discharge of runoff to the s~a.
During a storm in 1986, peak flows in Ballona Creek occurred 24 hours after the
rainfall began, but concentrations of most constituents were greatest at 13 hours
after the beginning of the storm (when flow was 40 percent of the peak flow).
Maximum concentrations of the constituents (at 13 hours) were greater than the
minimum levels (generally occurring at 24 to 42 hours after the storm began) by the
following multipliers: DDT, 1360; lead, 261; total suspended solids, 192; total
pesticides, 162; chromium, 110; copper, 31; cadmium, 29; zinc, 26; nickel, 19; and oil
and grease, 17 (Schafer and Gossett, 1988).

Region Affected. The effects of surface runoff occur along the beach and inshore
waters, throughout the Bay, but primarily off Malibu and from Pacific Palisades to
Playa del Rey. The effects have not been well described.
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Ocean Dumping

Refuse, garbage, dredge spoils, drilling muds and cuttings, military explosives,
and radioactive wastes have been dumped off Southern California in the past. At
present, several EPA-regulated dumpsites are active in the area, and all limit
dumping to certain materials within a prescribed region. Illegal dumping occurs, but
is not well documented.

Location. All ocean dumpsites are outside Santa Monica Bay. The two nearest
dumpsites with continuing or recent use include the LA-2 site and the THUMS
dumpsite (Figure 2-I). Another (the LA-I) site was also used before 1973.
Pollution from these sources enters the Bay by prevailing water currents. The LA-2
site is located about 10 km south of Point Fermin at 180 m depth, the THUMS site
at 20 km southwest of Point Fermin at 900 m, and the LA-1 site at 30 km southwest.
of Long Point at 760 m (MBC, 1988).

Mean Annual Discharge Volume. A mean of 138,000 m3 of dredged sediments
from the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbors is dumped at the LA-2 site each year
(MBC, 1988; USEPA, 1988). The THUMS dumpsite was used during 1986-1987 to
dump 10,378 m3 of drilling muds and cuttings, but dumping there has been
discontinued (MBC, 1988).

Levels of Constituents of Concern. Sediments dumped at the LA-2 site are
required to be nontoxic (as determined by bioassay tests) (MBC, 1988). Drilling
muds dumped at the THUMS site are required to be water-based and chromium-
free; soybean oil must be used as a lubricant. Between 1947 and 1972, a mean of
19.4 x 106 liters/year of caustic and acid wastes from oil refineries and 3.45 x 10~
liters/year of acid sludge from the Montrose Chemical Company were dumped at
the LA-1 site. Between 348 and 696 metric tons of DDT were dumped at the site
during these years (Char!rand, et ",ft., 1985; MBC, 1988).

Region Affected. Advection of dumpsite materials to Santa Monica Bay may
occur, but this has not been studied (MBC, 1988). Effects would most likely occur
at the southwest corner of the Bay and off Palos Verdes Peninsula.

Marine Vessels
Recreational, commercial, and naval vessels using the Bay represent a nonpoint

source of pollution. Contaminants enter the Bay as wastewater from toilets, wash
water, and accidental (or unregulated) spills and leakages. Because recreational
vessels concentrate in marinas, marine vessel contaminants also concentrate there.

Location. The two marinas in the Bay are Marina del Rey and King Harbor.
Commercial and naval shipping lanes lie about 5.5 km offshore of the seaward
boundary of Santa Monica Bay. Oil tankers enroute to moorings offshore of the El
Segundo Refinery cross the Bay periodically each year (MBC, 1988).

Mean Annual Discharge Volume. Most discharges by marine vessels are
undocumented, but some are documented. Of these, a mean of 505 liters/year of
petroleum products were spilled into the Bay from 1973 to 1987. These spills
consisted largely of fuel oil and crude oil (MBC, 1988).
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Levels of Constituents of Concern. Levels of most constituents of concern to this Lstudy resulting from marine vessel contamination are not well described. Hig.h

leveis of tributyl tin (TBT), used as an antifouling agent in boat paints, occur tn
Marina del Rey (MBC, 1988). Sacrificial zinc anodes discarded by sail and power
craft contribute about 30 to 38 metric tons of zinc to the Bay each year. The use of
leaded fuel by recreational vessels contributes about 0.55 metric ton/year of lead.
The amount of mercury contributed to the Southern California Bight in 1971 by
marine vessels (primarily bottom paint) was greater than that from municipal
wastewater discharge and surface runoff combined. Similarly, the amount of PCBs

2and copper emissions was about half the combined input of those sources
(SCCWRP, 1973; MBC, 1988); however, the input of mercury and copper from
marine vessels to Santa Monica Bay is unknown.

Region Affected. Most of the spills occurred in Marina del Rey, off El Segundo,
or along the shipping lanes. TBT and zinc contamination occur primarily in Marina
del Rey, although also to some extent in King Harbor (MBC., 1988). The effects of
contaminants from these sources have not been described for the Bay.

Other Source~
Other sources of contamination to Santa Monica Bay include aerial fallout,

sediment reservoirs, seeps, and advection. These sources introduce contaminants to
the Bay through the air, sediments, and water currents, respectively.

2Location. Aerial fallout occurs throughout the Bay; the distribution of fallout is
poorly described, particularly over the open waters of the Bay. The accumulation of
contaminants in sediments from past discharges provides a continuing source of
contaminants through both natural and biological processes. Major sediment
reservoirs of contaminants occur on the Palos Verdes Shelf near the JWPCP ouffalls
(DDT, PCBs, metals), in Santa Monica Canyon near the HTP sludge outfall
(metals, chlorinated hydrocarbons), and in Marina del Rey (TBT). Natural oil
seeps occur at the heads of Redondo Canyon offshore of Hermosa Beach.
Advection of contaminants into the area through water currents occurs throughout
the outer boundary of Santa Monica Bay (as defined). Currents transport
contaminants into the area from the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbors, the Santa
Barbara Channel, and possibly from offshore dumpsites (MBC, 1988).

Tar from the natural oil seeps may drift to shore between Malibu and Redondo
Beach (Marconsult, 1971; MBC, 1988); however, much of the tar reaching the beach
may be advected in from the Santa Barbara Channel (Hanman and Hammond,
1981; MBC, 1988). Tar from Coal Oil Point (near Santa Barbara) probably travels
west, south, and east from the Santa Barbara Channel in surface currents during the
spring and summer. Drift tar takes about 10 to 14 days to reach Santa Monica Bay,
but is retained in the Bay circulation for 1 to 3 weeks (Hartman and Hammond,
1981).

Mean Annual Discharge Volume. Gross discharge volumes for aerial fallout and
sediment reservoirs are undescribed. The volume of water advected through the
Bay is very large, but otherwise undescribed. The circulation patterns of the
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currents are variable and have yet to be adequately described. The residency time
of the water mass in Santa Mortica Bay is estimated to be about 3 to 4 days (Hickey,
1988, personal communication). The mean annual discharge from the natural oil
seeps is about 670,000 liters/year (MBC, 1988).

Levels of Constituents of Concern. The importance of aerial fallout as a source
of contaminants to Santa Monica Bay is not known; however, for the Southern
California Bight as a whole, the amount of lead and mercury entering the sea from
aerial fallout was greater than from discrete sources during the early 1970s. Copper,
zinc, and nickel are also important in fallout (SCCWRP, 1973; MBC, 1988). During
1973-1974, about 113 kg/year of DDT entered Santa Monlca Bay through aerial
fallout (MBC., 1988).

Sediments in the vicinity of the I-ITP and JWPCP ouffalls have accttmulated
contaminants for years. These sediments are reservoirs for many metals and
chlorinated hydrocarbons, which arc released into the Bay as the sediments are re-
exposed by biological activities (e.g., burrowing and erosion). Near the ~
outfalls, levels of DDT in sediments 0.3 m below the surface reach 375 mg/kg
(MBC, 1988; SDWG, 1988). Surface sediments with levels of 1 mg/kg occur over
about 100 kmZ of bottom on the Palos Verdes Shelf (Word and Mearns, 1979; MBC,
1988). Sediments in this area and near the I-ITP outfalls (particularly the 11-lma
sludge outfall) also have high levels of all trace metals. Surface levels have
generally decreased since the early 1970s because of the improved quality of the
effluent (MBC, 1988).

Sediments near the JWI’CP outfall had off and grease levels up to 6,900 mg/kg in
1983 (Swartz, et al., 1986; MBC, 1988). Sediments in Marina del Rey have high
levels of TBT, mercury, and oil and grease, presumably from marine vessel activity
(M C, 1988).

Region Affected. The effects of sediment reservoirs occur primarily in Marina del
Rey and at the discharge depths of the HTP and JWPCP outfalls. The effects of
aerial fallout occur at the sea surface and along the intertidal zone where the sea
surface microlayer intersects with the land. Advection effects would occur
throughout the Bay, but drifting tar accumulates along the beaches. Only the effects
of the offshore sediment reservoirs have been well studied.

EXISTING STORMWATER RUNOFF CONTROL PRACTICES IN
THE LOS ANGELES AREA

Until recently, stormwater runoff control was viewed strictly from the standpoint
of flood control. During the past few years, however, national policies have been
shifting away from the traditional approaches, and nonpoint-source (NPS) pollution
control is becoming a major concern. The Clean Water Act Reauthorization of
1987 for the first time specifically addressed NPS pollution.

Historically, municipalities have not developed and implemented comprehensive
stormwater management programs that included pollution control. Some structural
components of the City’s stormwater system, as well as some sanitation activities,
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indirectly provide a certain degree of runoff pollution control. Several stormwater
control structures are being planned or constructed that will include some measures
of stormwater runoff pollution control. In the study area, several nonstructm’al
projects have been developed, or are under development, with the specific goal of
controlling the discharge of pollutants into the stormwater system. Another
important component of the existing stormwater runoff control program is the
County’s water quality monitoring system.                                                "~

Structural Facllltle~
The structural facilities providing stormwater runoff pollution control in the study

area are existing debris basins, several settling basins under construction, and the
Pico-Kenter low flow diversion.

Existing Debris Basins

The existing debris basins are the most common structures in the stormwater
system that have indirectly contributed to runoff pollution control. The main
purpose of these structures is to control the entry of debris materials from
undeveloped land into the stormwater system. Debris basins are generally built at
the uppermost section of the system, thereby providing basically no conu’ol of
materials originating in urbanized areas.

The City of Los Angeles operates and maintains about 70 debris basins. About
30 out of the 70 basins are in the foothills on the northern side of the study area.
They are categorized as improved or unimproved, depending on whether they are
built of concrete or earth surfaces.

The capacity of the debris basins varies widely, depending on the size of th¢
catchment area. In general, debris basins are designed to catch runoff from the
50-year-magnitude storm. The design of the outlet works is such that, while debris
is retained in the basin, water is discharged into the system as efficiently as possible.

Los Angeles County also operates a number of these debris structures; however,
none of these are located in the study area.

Settling Basins Under Construction

Several settling basins are currently being developed in the study area. The
proposed Stone Canyon project consists of converting an existing reservoir site to a
runoff detention basin. In addition to providing pollution control for the area
adjacent to Stone Canyon Road north of Sunset Boulevard, this project will also
relieve the existing storm drain going into UCLA.

A 1.8-million-gallon settling facility was constructed at the Los Angeles
International Airport in 1989. This basin collects stormwater flows from the central
terminal area. The impounded stormwater is then discharged through a three-stage
clarifier for additional solids removal, and oil and grease removal before it is sent
for treatment at HTP (Wilson, 1991, personal communication).
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The Potrero Canyon basin, under construction along the Pacific Palisades, is a
small project operated by the Los Angeles Parks and Recreation Department.
Although not specifically designed as a settling facility, it will provide some
stormwater pollution control benefits in the adjacent area.

Nonstructural Measures

The nonstructural practices in the area that can have an effect on stormwater
runoff pollution control are stormwater system maintenance practices,
streetsweeping, and household hazardous waste collection programs.

Stormwater System Maintenance Practicel

In general, the maintenance of the stormwater system in the study area i~ the
responsibility of the various cities and Los Angeles County. The City of Lm
Angeles provides for the maintenance of the majority of the system in the study
area. Maintenance practices are generally performed on an as-needed basis. The
installation of a computerized system to help coordinate these activities i~
considered of primary importance by Bureau of Sanitation per~onnd.

In addition to the as-needed approach, the portion of the stormwater system
maintained by the Los Angeles County Deparunent of Public Worl~ receive~
regular annual catch-basin cleaning. Pipe inspection routines ate conducted once
every 3 yeats to determine whether cleanups are ne~.

Str~etsweeping Programs
Streetsweeping is one of the maintenance activities that ha~ an indirect effect on

the removal of stormwater runoff pollutants. The City of Los Angeles schedules
street cleanings once every 3 to 4 weeks. In general, the impact of street sweeping
on pollution removal is proportional to the accumulation period and the sweeping
technique. According to Sartor and Boyd (1972), the rate of pollutant accumulation
is most rapid during the first 2 or 3 days after a significant storm, and decreases after
that period.

Solids loading cur~es fi’om urban streets indicate that accumulated loadings in
commercial and industrial areas peak after about I0 or 12 days. As explained in
Section 3 of this report, the inter-event time of typical storms in the study area is
about I0 days. Streetsweeping activities are, therefore, likely to have a minor
impact on the removal of pollutants in the area, since accumulated materials are
more likely to be removed by rainfall than by streetsweeping.

Household Hazardous Waste Collection Pro~ams
The City of Los Angeles and Los Angeles County are currently engaged in the

collection of household hazardous wastes. The main purpose of these programs is
to prevent dumping of those materials into the stormwater system.

The previous program carried out by the City consisted of eight collection sites,
distributed throughout the study area and beyond. During every roundup, only one
site was operated. All kinds of substances considered to be hazardous wastes were
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received at each site, except ammunition and explosives. Up to 600 drums of a
variety of wastes were collected per roundup and about 6,100 gallons of recyclable
material (paint and oil) was collected and sent to recycling facilities. Other
materials were disposed of at a Class 1 landfill.

The number of different types of wastes as well as the significant amounts
collected during each roundup make hazardous waste collection programs quite
expensive. The average cost of each roundup was about $250,000. Nevertheless, it
was estimated that only a small portion of the actual volume of waste generated per
household was collected through this program.

In addition to the hazardous waste roundups, the City conducted a pilot program
by which hazardous materials were collected directly from households on a by-
request basis from October 1988 to April 1989. The results of this program was that
the cost per household was too high. A total of 313 drums of hazardous materials,
and 9,100 gallons of recyclable material was collected at a cost of $485,000. The
main problem with this proyam was the lack of publi� relations and public
awareness associated with it. Only 1,435 households participated in this program.
Future hazardous materials collection programs will include both mobile and
permanent sites (Mofidi, 1991, personal communication).

Staring February, 1994, the City initiated a new mobile household hazardous
waste collection program called HAZMOBILE, which replaces the single site
Hazardous Waste Roundup program (David, 1994, personal communication). The
HAZMOBILE program is a miniature hazardous waste roundup on wheels. It
consists of several trailers and trucks that will move around to a total of 24 different
geographic areas throughout the City each year. The trailers remain on-site for a
period of two weeks and receive hazardous waste during the latter part of each
week, usually Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. Hazardous waste is accepted on an
appointment only basis. The HAZMOBILE program is advertised in local
newspapers along with the appointment telephone number 1-800-98"roxIc.
Operating costs for this program are not available at this time.

Wa:er Quality Monitoring Programs
An important aspect of the control of stormwater runoff pollution is the water

quality monitoring program carried out by the Water Quality Division of the Los
Angeles County Department of Public Works. The program has been in operation
for several years, but it was considerably expanded in 1988. Monthly samples from
28 sampling stations throughout the County’s jurisdiction are analyzed for several
constituents. Most stations collect both dry- and wet-weather samples; however,
only one sample per storm event is collected. Seven stations axe located within the
area of interest of this study. Both dry- and wet-weather samples are collected in
five of these seven stations. Results of this program was published by the County’s
staff, and were used on a comparative basis in evaluating the water quality results of
this study.
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SECTION 3

L
DETERMINATION OF RUNOFF POLLUTANT LOADS

In order to determine runoff-associated pollutant loading into Santa Monica Bay,
and to identify and prioritize pollutant sources, a methodology was developed to
determine the magnitude of pollutant discharges by land-use category.

The methodology consisted of the following steps:
I. Identification of drainage basins and major land uses in the study area
2. Selection of important runoff pollution constituents

3. Selection of detailed land-use study areas for runoff sample collections
4. Collection of runoff samples and analysis of constituents
5. Analysis of rainfall records for the study area

6. Study of typical storm
7. Calculation of estimated pollutant loads for a typical storm and a typical

rainfall year in the study area
The first three steps provided the framework for identifying the constituents of

concern in the pollutant runoff study and the corresponding land uses where those
substances originate. The concentrations of each pollutant by land-use category
were determined by sampling identified areas with known land-use characteristics.
The analysis of rainfall records was necessary to supplement the information
provided by the sampling program.

The calculations leading to estimated pollutant loads were then based on the
sampling results, estimates of runoff provided by the typical storm study, and flow
information obtained from historical records. The step-wise process used for
calculation of pollutant loading is illustrated in Figure 3-1. The following sections
describe the methodology used to develop the data required for the calculation

DRAINAGE BASINS AND MAJOR LAND USES IN THE STUDY AREA
Formulation of recommendations of selected control projects to achieve the

objectives of this study were based on the approach of determining stormwater
runoff pollutant loadings on a land-use basis. An initial step in this approach was to
investigate drainage patterns within the study area in order to subdivide the area
draining into Santa Monica Bay into smaller subareas. Individual control projects
could then be more easily applied to these smaller areas. By determining the mix of
land uses within these subareas, and relating loading ratios for each land-use type to
the rnix, pollutant loading for each subarea was estimated.

Twenty-six major storm-drain outlets were identified in the study area (Exhibit 1,
Table 2-1). For each outlet, a drainage area was developed using topographic and
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Develop Data Analysis

LMethodology

Characteristics of Study Area Develop Stor Pollutographs

Develop Storm Hydrographs

Calculate Event Mean I

2Concentrations

Calculate Expected Mean
Concentrations                                ~Jof Pollutants During Storm Events                      ~,~

Determine Expected Pollutant
Load During Typical Wet Season and

Dry Season Storms

Determine Expected Total Annual Pollution Load
(Storm Pollutant Load x Expected Annual Number of Storms)

Figure3.1 Data Analysis and Loading
Calculation Methodology

SOURCE: Engineering-Science
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storm-drain network information from the City of Los Angeles and the Los Angeles
County Department of Public Works, along with other information on local runoff
conditions. In drainage areas of substantial size, or where appropriate information
was available, the drainage area for one outlet was subdivided into smaller units in
order to permit the potential implementation of control projects at or within one or
more of the smaller areas. As an example, the drainage area for Ballona Creek
(Area 5) comprises more than 62 percent of the study area; drainage Area 5 was
subdivided into 26 smaller areas that had the potential for applying individual
control projects to each. This information on drainage areas and subareas was
developed using a computerized geographic information system (GIS) to evaluate
the spatial relationships between the storm drain system and area topography.

Land use was mapped for five major uses that are common over the entire study.
area: residential, commercial, light industrial, transportation, and dedicated open
space (Exhibit 2). A description of these five major land uses are summarized in
Appendix A. Information sources used for the development of the land-use map
included:

¯ Los Angeles District Plan maps

¯Los Angeles City zoning maps
¯ Los Angeles zoning consistency maps

¯ Culver City zoniag and land-use maps

¯ Santa Monica zoning maps

, t ¯ Beverly Hills zoning and land-use maps ~t .......~

., ¯ Thomas Guide Aerial Atlas
,, This land-use mapping information was also stored in the computerized GIS.

When the two sets of mapped information (drainage area boundaries and land-use
, distribution) were combined, the resulting database provided an estimate of the

,-, percent occurrence of each land-use type within each drainage area and subarea.
Table 3-1 shows the distributions of land uses by drainage basin. This information
was used to develop information on potential target areas for applying stormwater

,, runoff pollutant control projects, based on the results of the constituent sampling at ~’~
each land-use collection site and models of runoff pollutant loading developed for
the study area.

IDENTIFICATION OF IMPORTANT RUNOFF CONSTITUENTS

Selection Criteria
Development of criteria for the selection of pollutants for detailed study were

based on a range of issues and concerns. The prima~ concern, resulting in the
litigation between the City and the EPA, with active participation by a variety of
citizen and environmental organizations, was that beneficial uses of Santa Monica
Bay were threatened by pollutant input from stormwater and dry-season runoff
flows. These uses included water-contact recreation (swimming, surfing, diving),
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Table 3-1

Land Use Distribution By Drainage Basin

Residential Commerdal lndu~lr~J ~ ~
Bssin Asui Basin Basin Areai Basin Area/ Basin Area/

Total Toe-I Total Total Total
Drainage Area Residential Area Commercial Area Industrial Area Transportation Ar~ Open Space
Basin (ha) (%) (ira) (%) (]~) (%) Out) (%) (ha) (%)

Area 1 28 0.11 0 0.00 404 14A5 18 0.57 6 0.04
Area IA 53 0.20 16 0.37 160 5.72 10 0.31 7 0.05
Arca 2 236 0.89 33 0.79 49 1.76 719 23.20 266 1.74
Area 3 418 1.58 32 0.76 3 0.12 8 0.25 186 1.22
Area 4 80 0.30 0 0.00 0 0.00 18 0.58 65 0.43

Area 5000 207 0.79 9 0.21 51 1.84 13 0.43 183 1.20
Area 5001 462 1.75 45 1.06 31 1.12 59 1.89 80 0.53
Area 5002 321 1.22 37 0.87 1 0.03 22 0.71 7 0.05
Arca 5003 225 0.85 29 0.69 193 6.90 25 0.80 29 0.19
Arca 5004 37 0.14 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 0.02
Arca 5005 224 0.85 32 0.74 69 2.48 17 0.54 13 0.09
Area 5006 15 0.06 0 0.00 4 0.14 2 0.06 5 0.03
Area 5007 310 1.17 36 0.84 30 1.07 43 1.40 8 0.05
Area 5008 235 0.89 41 0.96 4 0.13 8 0.27 12 0.0~
Area 5009 3025 11.45 895 21.04 82 2.92 288 9.29 630 4.13

Area 5-1-1 287 .09 6 0.14 41 1.46 25 0.80 3 0.02
Area 5-1-2 933 .53 91 2.13 208 7.45 137 4.42 99 0.52
Area 5100 352 .33 91 2.14 210 7.51 73 2.35 189 1.24
Total Area 5-1 1572 5.95 188 4.42 459 16.42 235 7.57 271 1.78
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Table 3-1 (Continued)

Land Use Distribution By Drainage Basin

~,esldmtini ~ ~ ~

Ba~in Areal I~sin Ar~/ ~asin Arml ~asin A~a/ ~asin Area/
Total Total Total Total Total

Drainage Area i~14eatlal Area Commercial Arm ladustziai Area Tr~portatl~e A~ea Open Sp~c~

Ihsla (ha) (,~) (Ira) (~) 0~) (’~) 0~) (’~) 0m)

Area 5-2-1 2406 9.10 ~4 9.04 46 1.64 195 6..~0 L,~2 10.10

Area 5-2-2 668 2~3 1"16 4.13 113 4.04 82 2.66 36 0.24

Area 5200 26"] 1.01 2 0.05 0 0.00 25 0.80 6 0.04

Total Area 5-2 3340 12.64 562 13.23 159 5.68 ~3 9.76 1584 10.38

Area 5-3 263 0.99 32 0.74 25 0.89 8 0.26 28 0.18

Area 5-4-1 55 1.72 "/8 1.84 18 0.65 27 0.88 18 0.11

Area 5-4-2 525 1.99 0 0.00 0 0.00 35 1.12 399 2.62

Area 5-4-3 7"/5 2.93 0 0.00 0 0.00 11 035 320 2.09

Area 5400 .508 1.92 99 232 28 1.00 33 1.05 186 1.22

Total Area 5-4 2264 8_57 1-]-] 4.16 46 1.66 105 3.40 922 6.04

Area 5-5 2988 11.31 548 12.89 231 8.26 240 7.’]4 111 0.72

Area 5-6 1295 4.90 3"/9 8.9 3401 1433 181 5.84 83 0.54

Area 5-’/ 1150 435 185 4_36 8 0.28 B2 2.63 42 0.28

Area 5-8 2446 9.26 466 10.96 L~ 4.93 188 6.06 63g 4.18

Area 5-9 394 1.49 94 2.21 0 0.01 41 134 23 0.15

Total Area 5 20772 ~.61 ~55 8832 1933 69.0~ ~ 59.9~ 4673

Area 6 399 131 19 0.44 66 234 29 0.94 "/7 0.51

Area ’] 60 0.23 0 0.00 0 0.00 "/ 0.22 18 0.12

Area 8 35 0.13 4 0.10 1 0.03 "/ 0.24 18 0.12

Area 9 10l 0~8 7 0.16 4 0.13 5 0.1-] 6 0.04



Table 3.1 (~ontinued)

Land Use Distribution By Drainage Basin

Residential Commercial JJU~ ~ ~
Basin Are8/ .Basin A~8/ Basin Are8/ Basin Ar~/ Basin Area/Total Total To~l Total TotalDrainage Area Residential Area Commercial An~ Indust~d A~a Trusportaliou An~ Open SpaceBasin (ha) (%) (]Jl) (5) (Ill) (5) (11~) (%) (hi) (5)

Area 10 71 0.27 1.5 0.36 ? 0.26 8 0.25 6 0.04Area 11 636 2.41 93 2.18 16 0_57 74 2.40 38 0.25Area 12 50 0.19 26 0.61 1 0.02 7 0.24 23 0.15At’ca 13 965 3.65 126 Z9.7 1.54 5_50 81 2.60 353 2.31At’ca 14 1 0.00 31 0.T2, 5 0.17 2 0.01Area 1_5 218 0.82 80 1.89 33 1.05 45 0.29At’ca 16 254 0.96 15 0.34 35 1.12 31 0.20

Area 1700 376 1.42 34 1.09 74 0.48Area 17-1 268 1.01 18 0.57 1639 10.74Area 17-2 242 0.92 0 0.00 723 4.73Area 17-3 !17 0.44 0 0.00 618 4.05Total Arc, a 17 1003 3.79 52 1.66 3054 20.00
Area 18 131 0.50 7 0.24 25 0.17Area 19 109 0.41 8 0.7,5 555 3.63A~ca 20 212 0.80 7 0.24 276 1.80Area 21 49 0.19 ’7 0.24 3 0.02At’ca 22 13 0.05 4 0.13 2 0.01A~ca 23 389 1.47 13 0,411 374 9.00A~ca 24 50 0.19 2 0.06 62 0.41A~ca 25 25 0.10 3 0.09 1 0.01A~ca 26 69 0.26 ’74 2.38 4098 26.83

TOTAL 26424 100.00 4252 100.00 2798 100.00 3101 100.00 L5270 100.00
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fishing, boating, and consumption of fish and shellfish. Concern for the future of the
Bay as a viable habitat for marine flora and fauna was also a factor.

Criteria used for the final selection of pollutants to be addressed by the Study
included:

¯ Identification with adverse effects on human health through water contact
activities

_ ¯ Identification with adverse biological effects in Santa Monica Bay 9
¯ Identification with adverse aesthetic effects in Santa Monica Bay and on

beaches
¯ Public concern
¯ Contribution of stormwater runoff pollutant loading versus total pollutant

loading in Santa Monica Bay

¯ lmplementability of pollutant �ontrols

Recommendations were taken from evaluation of the historical literature, input
from meetings with the City staff and other interested groups, and discussions with
the project’s toxicologist, Dr. James Dahlgren, regarding exposure to potentially
toxic materials through direct water contact,

Potential Pollutants of Concern 2
In previous studies in the Los Angeles area and elsewhere (Rimer, et al., 1978;

Shelley and Gaboury, 1986; LACDPW, unpublished data), stormwater runoff
samples have been analyzed for many conventional water quality parameters, as

, well as those known to be important in municipal wastewater treatment. In
,., addition, other constituents have been suggested as being important; ultimately, a

complete list of EPA priority pollutants could be examined. These include such
. major classes of pollutants as metals and inorganics, pesticides, PCBs and related ~’~

., compounds, halogenated aliphatics, ethers, monocyclic aromatics, phenols and
cresols, phthalate esters, polycyclic (polynuclear) aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH-
derived from petroleum and other chemical processes), nitrosamines, and other
miscellaneous compounds.

All of these compounds are potentially present in runoff waters from heavily
urbanized areas with diverse land uses and a wide variety of commercial and
industrial practices and processes. These pollutants are highly compartmentalized
between the water (suspended solids or dissolved), sediments (organic or inorganic
fractions), and biota (phytoplankton, zooplankton, macrophytes, benthos, fish, birds,
and mammals [Chapman, et al., 1982]). Some heavy metals and PAHs accumulate
in the sea surface microlayer (i.e., upper 0.05 to 0.10 millimeter (mm) [Cross, et al.,
1988]). PAHs are readily absorbed by panicles and can be transported by
stormwater runoff to receiving waters. PAlls can also accumulate in bottom
sediments and they have the ability to bioaccumulate in marine organisms. Many
PAHs are classified as carcinogens. Hence, different fractions of the stormwater
runoff may need to be examined to obtain the greatest concentrations of these
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constituents. In addition, many of these pollutants vary in their volatility, ability to
_             accumulate in the environment, and persistence (Chapman, et al., 1982).

Based on chemical properties and behavior, the most persistent, nonvolatile
constituents that accumulate in the environment would be of most concern, and
hence should be targeted in monitoring studies. These include many of the metals
and inorganics (arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, silver,
and zinc). Certain pesticides and PCB arochlors and PAils also fall into ti~
category. From the marine-life standpoint, those constituents that occur at acutely
toxic concentrations would be of greater concern than those that caus~ sublethal
effects, although these could also affect future generations of a species. From the
human-health standpoint, human disease organisms and disease indicators, along
with potential carcinogens, are important.

Human Disease Indicators
Human disease indicators - such as total coliform, fecal coliform, and

enterococcus - are frequently examined in water quality samples. Coliform and
fecal streptococcus (i.e., enterococcus) are common in fecal material and sewage,
and are generally not pathogenic. These organisms are also frequently found at low
levels in nonpoint-source runoff. Most bacteria causing infectiom and enteric
human diseases would be expected to enter the sea in municipal wastewater.
Disease-causing enteric viruses (e.g., poliovirus, coxsackie virus, echovirns, and the
virus that causes infectious hepatitis) have been found in sewage effluent, and these
have been discovered in mussels in Marina del Rey and Ballona Creek. Recently,
(1990) enteric virtues were demonstrated to exist in low-flow runoff entering Santa
Monica Bay.

’ The nature of these indicators makes collections of samples difficult and
¯ rigorous. For example, such samples are not suitable for collection by automatic

sampling devices left unattended for long periods. Also, collections need to be
followed by almost immediate processing and analysis.

Carcinogens
Compounds considered carcinogens included dioxins, furam, and chlorophenois

(Dahlgren, 1987, personal communication). Dioxins are produced as a byproduct of
defoliants, by incineration of PCBs, and may occur in some waste oil (Dahlgren,
1987, personal communication; Sims, 1987, personal communication). Dioxins
occur at parts per trillion levels in human fatty tissue. Other important
contaminants are the organic compounds of mercury and other metals, as well as
organophosphate, pyrethrate, and carbamate pesticides, phthalate esters (associated
with plastics), and tetrachlorethane (a dry-cleaning solvent). Some of these
compounds are highly volatile; the mechanical processes associated with stormwater
runoff transport to locations where humans can be exposed are sufficiently severe to
cause rapid volatilization in a very short time. The sampling method chosen for this
study, although appropriate for addressing the requirements of the Consent Decree,
was not suitable for collecting volatile organic materials; the unsealed head space in

-
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the collection device used would allow volatilization of these materials before the Lsample could be analyzed.

Selection of Target Pollutants for This Study

_ Target pollutants chosen for closer examination in storm-runoff and dry-season
flows were selected by applying the criteria listed above to the range of potential
pollutants. As discussed previously, effects on human health, whether through

9._ direct exposure or exposure to contaminated seafood, were the primary criteria.
Pollutants chosen for more extensive analysis are presented on Table 3-2.

Several candidate constituents, examined in other stormwater studies, were not
included in the analysis for this study. Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and
chemical oxygen demand (COD) were not considered health hazards in open Bay
waters. The exposure paths of humans to phthalate esters and purgable organics are
not through contact with marine waters. Chlorinated hydrocarbons are commonly
found in soot, which is prevalent over wide areas, not lending towed
straightforward determination of source. Also, total coliform and fecal coliform
bacteria are common in runoff from a variety of sources, which does not lend toward
straightforward determination of source.

Runoff pollutant reduction recommendations developed in this report may
contain measures that will be effective in reducing the loading of chosen pollutants 9and cover additional pollutants not specifically sampled for this study. Limitations
in the scope and purpose of this study, as defined previously, preclude a complete ~. -~,analytical treatment of runoff constituents. Additionally, control measures :
recommended for those constituents that were included on the maalysis list will aho
be effective in controlling many of the substances not tested for, as many of the

’ latter are contained in the same water-column pollutant fractions (particulate or
-- lipid-soluble) that the control technologies recommended in this study are designed

to reduce.
8

- SELECTION OF DETAILED STUDY AREAS

Selection of areas for detailed study was based on the need to characterize
stormwater runoff traits and identify candidate areas for control of key pollutants.
The methodology developed anticipated the need to identify runoff pollutant loads
by land-use types occurring within the study region, and to prescribe pollutant-
reduction techniques that were specific to different land-use types.

The methodology for selection of areas for detailed study included development
of information on land use, drainage patterns, and availability of access to drains to
collect stormwater data. Selection of candidate areas for detailed study was based
on the need to collect information on homogeneous land-use types that could be
isolated for purposes of monitoring without interference from other activities.
Characteristics included the need to identify a single location draining an area
representative of the single land-use type to monitor runoff volumes and stormwater
pollutant values. Land-use and drainage maps and aerial photographs of areas were             I    -
analyzed for candidate sites satisfying the above criteria.
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- Table 3-2

_ Pollutants Analyzed for Runoff Study

Pollutan~ Selectod Analytical Method Uted Sellrcl

Enteroco¢.~ml bacteria 910 Standard Method~ 19~!5 [APHA]
Suspended solid~ 209C Standard Method& 1985 [APHA]-- Oil and Gre.aae 413.2 EPA~ 1979

Metala
- ’ .~’~: ~3 RP~ 1979
~ Chromium 218.1 EPA, 1979

I~.ad 239.1 EPA, 1979
-, Merctu7 245~ ~PA, 1979Nickel 249.1 EPA, 1979’~ Silver 272.1 EPA, 19"/9
¯ ~ Zinc 289.1 EPA, 1979

Dioxins 613 EPA, 1982~. Polynuclear Aromatic 610 EPA. 1982

IApid Soluble-Associated Pollutaat~

-- Pesticides and PCBs 608 EPA, 1982Chlorophenoxy Acid Herbicides 8150 EPA, 1982

_ Source: Engineering-Science

Criteria used in choosing specific areas for study included:

¯ Land uses composing a significant percentage of the study area

¯ Land uses deemed to contribute significant pollutant loading based on
historical information

Candidate areas were identified for each of the four land-use t3~pes to be
evaluated by runoff sample collections (light industrial, commercial, residential, and
transportation). In addition, a monitoring location that provided integrated
information on the above land-use types was chosen. All of the areas were located

_ within ;he Ballona Creek watershed. Each area was inspected to verify the land-use
types within the area drained, to identify monitoring locations, and to isolate any

PSRD9
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in data collection not apparent from the evaluation of land-usepotentialproblems
and drainage maps and aerial photographs. The location of the monitoring station
was ve:’ified in the field for each candidate area.

¯ Location of a land-use area of sufficient size to extrapolate to the overall
study area

¯ Area "representative" of citywide land us~

_               ¯ Ability to sample a single land use from a single drain
¯ Location within the Santa Monica Bay drainage area
¯ Location within the City of Los Angeles, ff possible
The candidate areas were screened against the selection criteria. Several of the

candidate sites were deleted because of land-use types that were not representative
of the mapped classification, drainage patterns that did not correspond with mapped
information, and problems in gaining access for field monitoring. The field
inspection also identified potential problems in collecting representative samples of
areas upstream because of incomplete mixing or in monitoring flow volumes at the
confluence of several flow streams where backwater conditions may interfere with
the accuracy of flow readings.

To increase the effectiveness of any proposed pollutant-reduction measures or
project, the monitoring program focused on data collection, analysis, and control
strategies that correlated these factors to specific land-use types that produce the
highest loadings, and concentrations of key pollutants. For instance, studies have
demonstrated that transportation facilities (e.g., highways) contribute high
concentrations and a significant percentage of the loading of PAHs (Hoffman, et al.,
1984). By evaluating areas used for transportation for both the percent contribution
to this loading and for potential control strategies, .the most effective control
projects for this pollutant are likely to be identified.

The locations of study sampling locations are listed on Table 3-3. Detailed
hydrographs of the areas are included as Appendix A-1.

RUNOFF SAMPLE COLLECTION AND CONSTITUENT ANALYSIS
Both stormwater runoff and dry weather runoff weresampled to develop

estimates of pollutant concentrations during both wet and dry season runoff flows.

Stormwater Samples
Stormwater runoff samples were collected at each of the five chosen locations

(Table 3-3) using automatic water collection pump samplers (ISCO Model 2700) to
collect discrete samples at specified intervals. In examining stormwater runoff
studies in the literature, the curve of runoff pollutant concentration versus time
indicated that man3’ of the major pollutants are mobilized early in the storm event
(e.g. Hoffman, et al., 1984). Because a rainfall event could occur in the middle of
the night or on very short notice, automated samplers left in place for extended_
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Table 3-3 L
- Locations of Land Use Sampling Stations

Drainage Area             Area
Lend Uses (N-E-S-W Boundaries) (ha) Sampiin8 Acee~

-- Residential We.~t Admm 38 Maahole oa
(25th-Sah~t Aadrew~- C’m~aaroa Street
J effe, ru~o-Al’llngt oa)

(ob~p~43~ad ~ s~

Transportatioa We~t Adana 11 1~ oa
--, (I-10 Freeway betweea Broasoa Aveaae

Weuera-Crear, haw)

- Centinella Avenue

¯ Usiag City of ~,~ngele~ Ltad Ute Criteria
b Location Collects from Several Land U~e Type,

periods were the only feasible means of capturing the leading edge of the runoff
event. As discussed previously, this collection scheme restricted the number and
type of runoff constituents that could be successfully sampled.

Each sampler was coupled with a flow-monitoring device programmed to activate
the sampler based on a preprogrammed increase in flow rate within the storm drain
resulting from rainfall runoff. The samplers themselves were time-programmable,
allowing a fixed or variable time interval between sample collections. The sampling
interval was determined by examining historical duration and intensity data for
rainfall events in the study area. A 15- to 30-minute interval was used for
collections during the first events sampled. A 1-hour interval was used during later
events to provide a picture of runoff loading over more extended periods.

Collection of water samples from storm drains was initiated soon after the
beginning of the rainfall event, as the flow meters monitoring runoff levels were

_ triggered by the increase in flow and activated the samplers. Sample collection
continued until runoff flows dropped to their pre-event levels, or until all sample
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bottles were filled. Bottles were replaced as necessary to collect samples over the ’ Lduration of elevated flows.
The volume of samples collected was sufficient to satisfy requirements of the

analyzing laboratory to complete testing, using EPA or APHA methodology
(Table 3-2). Filling of multiple bottles was frequently necessary for each sample to
satisfy analysis requirements. Strict adherence to preservation techniques, handling,
holding times, and other analysis protocols was observed.

Collection and analysis of water samples for enterococcus group bacteria was
complicated by the need for sterile equipment and methods during sampling. It was,
therefore, impractical to collect enterococcus samples using the automatic samplers
deployed in the study area. Bacterial samples were collected by hand, using
appropriate sterile techniques, by technicians while servidng the samplers during
the rainfall event. This restricted the number of samples at each location, and did
not allow for time-synchronous collections. As a result of these factors, bacterial
samples were considered less important than other constituents because of their
frequent occurrence in runoff samples and their lower potential for effective
control, and were not a significant factor in the eventual evaluation and
development of runoff pollutant control measures.

Dry-Weather FIow~ 2For the collection of dry-season flow samples, automated samplers equipped with
recording flowmeters were deployed in the same land-use areas as those for which
stormwater runoff flows were collected. A 24-hour composite sample was collected ’~ ....."~
at each site by combining 24 discrete hourly samples collected over a 24-hour

r~period. Analytical methods for constituent analyses were identical to those used for
storm runoff samples. ~m~

Water Sample Analysis Methodology                                                 £
Standard analytical methods from EFA and APHA Methods (Table 3-2) were

used for constituent analysis. These methods were used to allow comparability with             D,m~
previous and future stormwater runoff constituent studies. All chemical analyses,
except dioxin and enterococcus group bacteria, were performed by Global                     ~,m~
Geochemistry Consultants in Canoga Park. Dioxin analyses were performed by
California Analytical Laboratories in Sacramento. Bacteria analyses were                     ~
performed by Brown & Caldwell Laboratories in Pasadena.

ANALYSIS OF RAINFALL RECORDS

Determining the runoff flows associated with storm events is of particular
importance in estimating total pollutant loads. The sampling program in this study
included runoff flow measurements in the field in conjunction with water sampling
for runoff pollutants (using ISCO Model 2870 flowmeters). The intermittent nature
and wide variability of volume of runoff flows adversely affects flowmeter
performance. The range of flows to be monitored requires the flowmeter record to             ~
be fairly coarse. To supplement the field information, an analysis of the areal and              ,,
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temporal distribution of the storm events sampled as part of this study was also
performed. The objective of this analysis was to estimate more completely the
actual rainfall causing the runoff from which water samples were taken for
laboratory analysis. Four storm events occurring in 1988 were analyzed.
Continuous rainfall data were obtained from recording stations within the drainage
area. Rainfall records were provided by the City of Los Angeles and the Los
Angeles County Department of Public Works. These agencies manage separate
rainfall-monitoring networks that span the entire Los Angeles Basin. The recording
stations used in the analysis are indicated on Table 3-4. Ordy automatic recording
stations were selected, as continuous records of rainfall are required for temporal
analysis. The Kriging interpolation technique (Tables and Salas, 1985) was used to
define regression equations representing rainfall estimates at each site based on the
recording stations’ data (Appendix B-l-l).

The total rainfall estimates for the detailed study areas during each of the storm
events analyzed are indicated on Table 3-5. Except for the unusually heavy storm
of 27 February through 2 March, rainfall was quite constant for all storms at all
locations. ,am example of one of the rainfall hyetographs is shown in Figure 3-2. A
complete description of the data and methodology used to develop these rainfall
estimates is included in Appendix B-I-I.

TYPICAL STORM STUDY

Determination of the total wet-weather pollutant load into Santa Monica Bay
was based on storm runoff flows and pollutant concentrations estimated from
sample flowmeter records, analysis of areal rainfall data, and constituent analysis of
collected samples. Pollutant concentrations were obtained from the sampling
program results. Runoff flows, on the other hand, involved conducting an analysis
of rainfall records.

Conventional hydrologic methods have been established to estimate intensity-
duration-frequency relationships for infrequent events because of the emphasis
placed in the past on rainfall studies aimed at flood-control practices. From the
standpoint of pollution control, however, low-return-period storms are significantly
more important because of their considerably higher pollution load per unit volume
and the economic considerations regarding the design of structural pollution control
facilities.

The concept of the "typical" storm was used to develop rainfall runoff and
subsequent runoff pollutant loading estimates. Unlike the long-return-period case,
for which data are selected to form a panial duration series for the analysis, the
typical storm study required analyzing an entire period of record. Hourly rainfall
records at the Los Angeles Airport National Weather Service station (No. 045114)
for the years 1949 through 1987 were used in the analysis. The statistical analysis
was carried out by using the Synoptic Rainfall Data Analysis Program
(SYNOP)(EPA, n.d.). Table 3-6 is a summary of SYNOP statistics for the LOs
Angeles Airport data. Modifications of these results were made to represent the
characteristics of the whole study area, based on annual average rainfall and 1-hour
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Automatic Rainfall Recording Stations

ID Number Eievatlo~ ~
Location Coun~ City (Feet) Coordlaam

Hancock Park 2DG 200 34°~3’52"N
118021,1’~V

Little Canyon 7~$5 IA 9~0 34e07’32"N
118016,~8,W

Feradell 757 6A 750 34e07"t2"N
118o18.20.W

Silver Lake 5IA 445 34e06’08"N

Elysian Heights School 772 28A 475 34e05’02~
IISOl$’II’NV

96th and Central Avenue II8°IYlT"W

Source: City of Los Angeles, Los Aa~eles County DeparUnent of Public Work& 1988
~

peak-intensity contours at two identified geographical regions in the study area; the
coastal plain and the mountain area. Figure 3-3 shows the geographical regions in              [~’~
the study area. The coastal plain comprises about two-thirds of the whole area. The
peak intensity of the 50-year storm is relatively constant throughout this area and               [m[
averages 34 ram/hour. The average annual rairffall varies between 305 and 460 ram.
Events in the mountain area have widely varying peak intensities that range between
34 and 50 ram/hour. The annual rairffall varies between 430 and 610 ram.

Separate rainfall hyetograph patterns were developed for the wet (November
through April) and dry seasons (May through October) for the two geographical
regions. Figure 3-4, shows typical distributions of rainfall in the coastal plain of

~-L5
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Table 3-$

Total Rainfall by Detailed Study Area

Rainfall (millimeter)

Event (1988) ResidentlaJ CommerclaJ Industrial Truapeetatlo~Storm

February 27 through Ma~ch 2 65 53 47 64
April 14 and !.5 12 13 I3 11
November 13 and 14 17 14 16 17
November 23 through 25 10 11 10 9

Sour,---: Eugine~ring-S~u~

the study area during a 24-hour period for a wet season and a dry season storm,
respectively. From examination of the two hyetographs, it is reasonable to assume
that the storm pattern is the same during both the wet-weather and the dry-weather
stortlI~.

POLLUTANT LOADING ANALYSIS

This section of the report includes an estimation of the magnitude of wet- and
dry-weather runoff pollutant discharges from the study area into Santa Monica Bay.
The large runoff volumes resulting from periodic rainfall events in the area are
associated with large pollutant loads entering the Bay over a short time period.
Lower-volume dry-weather runoff produces relatively small pollutant loads over
equivalent time scales, but these discharges extend throughout the year. Because of
the obvious hydrologic differences, wet- and dry-weather loading estimates are
calculated separately.

For this study, wet weather is defined as any storm event occurring during the
year. The commonly.accepted terms of wet season (November through April) and
dry season (May through October) are used here in the same context. As displayed
on Table 3-6, most storms occur during the wet season (an average of 12.2 per
year), but some occur during the dry season (average of 1.3 per year). Wet weather
loading is the result of these storm events during both wet and dry seasons. Dry
weather loading occurs year-round (during both seasons) on days when storm events
do not occur.

Discussions of the assimilative capacity of the receiving waters, and the extent of
impact on the receiving environment by this loading, are beyond the scope of this
study. The comparative loading rates for wet- and dry-weather runoffs developed in
this study, however, will be an integral pan of any such environmental or biological
evaluation of pollutant inputs to Santa Monica Bay.

PSRIJ9
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Figure 3-2 27 February - 2 March 1988 Storm - Rainfall lniensity in Transportation Area

SOURCE: Cily of Los Angeles and Los Angeles County Department of Public Works Rainfall Ost~, 1988
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Table 3-6

Summary Table of SYNOP Statistics for
Los Angeles International Airport

(1949 to 1987)

No. of T~tol Volume Average C’V* Average CV Average CV Average CV

Month Storms (inches) (laches) (hours) (lafltrs) Oleurs)

We! Scason

Nov~ mber 1.54 1.578 1.03 1.0"/ 22.28 0.83 0.06 0.81 161 0.54

December 2.03 1.559 0.77 1.00 21.70 0.86 0.04 0.72 218 i .00
January 2.59 2.806 1.08 1.10 27.97 1.05 0.05 0.70 258 1.06
February 2.05 2.623 128 1_37 33.72 1.13 0.05 1.17 237 0.94

March 2_~4 1.656 0.65 1.04 19.65 1.05 0.05 0.86 204 0.89
April 1.46 0.809 0.55 0.91 18.91 1.03 0.04 0.78 306 ! .00

wet Season

Novcmber-Aprll 12.21 11.032 0.90 1.24 24.36 1.07 0.05 0.87 234 ! .00

Summary

Dry Season

M ay 0.26 0.116 0.45 1.53 51.60 0.88 0.02 1.23 232 0.62
J u n e 0.08 0.020 0.26 0.14 16 .00 0.44 0.02 0.54 1.00
July 0.03 0.004 0.15 8.00 0.01 1768

August 0.15 0.111 0.72 128 26.17 1.~2 0.08 1.01 1224 0.62
S~ptemb~r 038 0.245 0.64 1.14 41.87 1.52 0.03 1.02 816 1.14
October 0.44 0.204 0.47 1.07 23.12 1.14 0.06 1.31 1132 !.07

May-October 133 0.701 0.53 1.22 33.65 L32 0.04 136 967 0.98
Summary

Source: City of Los Angeles, 1988
* CV - Coefficient of variation = standard devintloa / mesa
0" Delta = Time betwe~a storm midpoints
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Wet.Weather Pollutant Loading Analysis I,
The expected stormwater-related annual pollutant load for the entire study area

was developed by summing the contributions of runoff pollutants from each land.
use category and drainage basin.

Data Analysis Methodology
The methodology for determining expected mean stormwater runoff pollutant

concentrations was based primarily on the findings and recommendations indicated
in the Final Report of the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) conducted
by EPA between 1977 and 1982 (EPA, 1983). The process takes into account the
relationship between pollutant concentrations and the corresponding runoff
volumes at several points in time during a given rainfall event. It permits the
assessment of pollutant load from spatial and temporal points of view. In tiffs study,
the spatial analysis was used to determine the runoff quality from different land-use
types and drainage basins within the study area. The objective of the temporal
analysis was to determine the significance of the time response of pollutant washoff
as compared to runoff occurrence.

A basic assumption incorporated into the NURP methodology is that urban
runoff flow and urban runoff pollutant concentration can be treated as independent
random variables. Pollutant concentrations are characterized by a parameter
known as the event mean concentration (EMC). EPA defines EMC as the total
mass of pollutant discharged during a storm event divided by the corresponding
runoff volume. The calculation of the EMC value for a particular storm at a given
site, therefore, requires correlating a storm’s hydrograph and the corresponding
pollutograph. ~’~

Storm Hydrographs. In the present study, runoff hydrographs were determined
primarily by flow measurements in the field. When that information was not
available, rainfall data were used to develop synthetic hydrographs for the particularL
sites and storms by using the SCS unit hydrograph method (McC"ueth 1984). The
1988 rainfall events for which hydrographs were available for analysis occurred on
14 and 15 April, 13 November, and 25 November. As an example, Figure 3-5
shows plots of the hydrographs obtained at the commercial land-use study area. iPlots of all other hydrographs developed from flow measurements in the field are
included in Appendix A-1.

Synthetic storm hydrographs (a hydrograph for an entire storm) were obtained by
aggregating unit hydrographs (a hydrograph for a specific area over a short period of
time) over the storm duration. The values of the calculation variables were
calibrated by using flow data from the study area collections. The SCS unit
hydrograph method is particularly suited for local conditions because, as indicated
above, the duration of a typical precipitation event in the study area is 24 hours.
This method is based on the following main relationships:
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Figure 3-4
Coastal Plain Hyelographs for Typical Wet and Dry Season Storms in the Study/~rea

SOURCE: Lo~ Angeles County Department o! Public W~’ks, 1988
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KAR (P- 0.2 $) 1,000
Op. ~ ; R ............ ; S ..... 10

Tc (P + 0.8 S) CN

where:

QK    =
Peak unit hydrograph dischargep

= Constant
A = Drainage area
R = Depth of excess precipitation (runoff)
Tc = Time of concentration
p = Depth of precipitation
S = Potential maximum retention
CN = SCS curve number

The calibration procedure was also used for defining runoff:rainfall relationships
for the typical storms for each land-use category, as shown on Table 3-7. Because
no data were available for the agricultural land use, a CN value of 80 was assumed,
based on literature information (Coiston, 1974).

Pollutant Concentrations. Data on runoff pollutant concentrations at each
detailed study area site were obtained from analyses of samples collected during
rainfall events. As an example, total suspended solids pollutographs for the
commercial area are also shown in Figure 3-5 for two sampled storms.
Concentrations at the beginning and end of each event were assumed to b¢ zero .......
TSS pollutographs at the other sites sampled are included in Appendix A-1.

In some cases, pollutant concentrations in collected samples (if present at all) fell
below laboratory detection limits for the analysis method used (i.e. they were
reported as "not detected"). The detection limit is the minimum concentration of a
substance that can be measured by the laboratory procedure used in the analysis of
the samples. Consistent with EPA criteria, the pollution discharge analysis was
carried out by assuming that the "notdetected" concentration values were equal to
one-half the detection limits. The mass load of a given pollutant (mass load =
flow x concentration) discharged in the period between two successive samples
during a storm was assumed to be equal to the product of the samples’ average
pollutant concentration times the corresponding runoff volume passing the sampling
station during that particular sampling period. The storm’s total pollutant mass load
was then calculated as the sum of the partial mass loads over the storm duration.
The storm’s EMC is equal to the storm’s total pollutant load divided by the total
runoff volume. An EMC was developed for each land use designation for each
pollutant constituent.

In cases when only one pollutant concentration datum was obtained during the
storm, it was assumed that this value represented the storm’s mean concentration.
This procedure was used in a total of five cases at three different land uses. Lack of
pollutant concentration data are due to insufficient runoff flows during the time of
sampling and sampler malfunctions.
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Table 3-’/

Rainfall and Runoff" Characteristics
During Typical Wet-Season and Dry-Season Storms

Rainfall Runoff’ Runoff’ as

Season        Region           Land Use (cm) (era) % of Rainfall

Wet Coa~al Residential 2.87 0.78 0.27
Commercial 1.29 0.45
Indu,~rial 0.86 0.30
Transportation 2.32 0.81
Open Space 0,S~5 0,19

Mountain Residential 3.99 1.48 0.37
Commercial 2.19 0.55

Indtmu’ial 1.60 0.40
Transportation 3.43 0~6

Open Space 1.16 0.29

Dry Cc~tal Residential 1.68 0.18 0.11
Commercial 0.44 0.26

lndust~al 0.22 0.13
Transportation 1.19 0.71
Open Space 0.08 0~5

Mountain Residential 2.34 0.47
Commercial 0.54 0.23

Industrial 0.86 037
Transportation 1.8~ 0.78
Open Space 030 0.13

Source: Engineering-Science

In previous studies, including NURP, the log-normal distribution has been found
to adequately represent the underlying probability density function of EMC values
of all sampled storms for a given area, both from physical considerations (e.g.,
pollutant concentrations can never be negative) and through the multiplicative
effects involved in stormwater runoff pollution processes. The small number of data
points obtained in this study does not allow for the computation of all the statistical
parameters of the underlying EMC probability density function. The most likely
estimator of the concentration of a given pollutant per event can, however, be
assumed equal to the geometric mean of the EMCs (EPA, 1983). The EMCs for
measured constituents for each storm sampled during the study are shown on Tables
3-8 through 3-11. The geometric mean of the EMCs is expressed as the estimated
mean concentration.
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Table 3-11 shows two values of EMC geometric means for the transportation
area. This resulted from the use of stormwater runoff pollution data collected by
the Federal Highway Administration (FHwA). In 1981, the FHwA conducted
several research programs throughout the United States to characterize stormwater
runoff from highways. One of the sites analyzed was a 950-ft stretch of road surface
on theSanDiegoFreeway, miles from the Los Angeles Airport (DriscolL et al.,two
1988). Table 3-12 shows the results from the FHwA study in terms of EMC values
for several pollutants. The results from the FHwA research program have been
included in the data analysis for this study because they represent information based
on very similar land use designation and sampling methods. Inclusion of the FHwA
information made the analysis more consistent with values reported in the
literature, especially those resulting from the nationwide FHwA program. Table
3-11 shows the values obtained with the current data as well as those resulting from
combining the FHwA and the current data. While the impact of the inclusion of this
"outside" information on study results is significant, inclusion is reasonable since the
sampling site and techniques meet all criteria set out for this study.

Significance of Pollutant Estimated Mean Concentrations. To identify
stormwater pollutants exceeding water quality criteria established for California
coastal waters, the estimated mean concentrations of pollutants shown on Tables
3-8 through 3-11 were compared with the instantaneous maximum concentration
standards established in the California Ocean Plan (SWRCB, 1990). The results
indicate that standards for many of the pollutants are often exceeded. T$S
standards are exceeded at an average of approximately 3:1 for all land uses, with
highest exceedance ratios in the commercial and transportation land uses. Lead is
the heavy metal with highest ratios (average 12:1) in the residential, transportation,
and commercial land uses. Its exceedance ratio in the light industrial land use is
about 3:1. Concentrations of pesticides also exceeded standards in the residential
and light industrial areas. The transportation area also shows high ratios for
pesticides, possibly resulting from contamination from nearby residential areas. On
an areawide basis, oil and grease in storm runoff appear not to pose significant
pollution problems in the study area when compared to Ocean Plan standards.

Importance of Total Suspended Solids in Runoff. The objective of this study
was to identify approaches for control of pollutants in stormwater runoff. Because
many control measures concentrate on the removal of TSS, two relationships were
investigated using information gathered during this study: the ratio of dissolved to
total metals in the sampled runoff, and the correlation between TSS and the other
target pollutants.

Table 3-13 shows the ratios of dissolved to total metals by land-use category.
These ratios were obtained exclusively for those storms showing actual measured
dissolved metal concentrations; that is, the two storms at the residential land-use
site and one storm at each of the other three sites. The overall average ratio equals
38 percent. Because of the numerous nondetected values in the samples, the real
value of the overall average ratio is probably lower than 38 percent.
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Table 3-8

Residential Land-Use Runoff Pollutant Concentrations

Event Mean ~i~ Miss Octal ~ Eitiitid ~ Comparable

Constituent Coacentratiol ~mceatrathm Stmtdartha Stmtdm’~ Studi~

Event Date
4/15/88 11/14/88 II/~/aQ

O&G mg/L 12.5 57.7 0.9 8.8 75 0.12

T~S mg/L 69 1839 17 130 60 ZI7 128-180 b

Arsenic (tot)    mg/L 0.0030 0.0390 0.0036 0.0075 0.0800 0.09

Cadmium (tot) mg/L 0.0200 0.0484 0.0113 0.0222 0.01130 2.22 0.01

Chromium (tot) mg/L 0.0110 0.t233 0.0022 0.0145 0.0200 0.72 0.02

Coppeg (tot) mg/L 0.0430 0.8950 0.0801 0.1456 0.0300 4.85 0.023 - 0.09 b;

Lead (tot) mg/L 0.2400 2.7780 0.0200 0.2371 0.0200 11.86 0.09 - 0.53 b~

Nickel (tot) mg/L 0.0250 0.1808 0.0025 0.0224 0.0500 0.45 0.02 - 0.03

Z~nc (tot) mg/L 0.5700 5.5547 0.7795 1.3514 0.2000 6.76 OAt - 1.23 t,,�

Silver (tot) mg/L 0.0002 0.0023 0.0017 0.0009 0.0070 0.13

Mercury (tot) mg/L 0.0003 0.0044 0.0005 0.0008 0.0004 2.12 0.0002

ltcrblcidcs ug/L 2..5000 4.4609 7..5000 3.0323 10.0000 0.30

Pesticides ug/L 0.4700 0.4514 0.016"/ 0.1524 0.0090 16.94

Entcrococcus #/100ml 8300

Source: Engineering-Science
¯ instantaneous maximum �oa~ntratiom, or" 30-day avexage~ as appikabk (SWRU"B, 1990)
b EPA, 1983
� Weeks, 1982
TSS - total SUSlgndcd solids
O&G = oil and grease
tot - total
mg/L - milligrams per lltex
ug/L - micrograms per liter
ml - milEfiters
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Table 3-9

Commercial Land Use Runoff Pollutant Concentrations

Evemt Memm F.~timmt~d Mesa

E~ D~
4/~/~

O&G mg/L 5.6 4.8 5~ 75 0.~
~S mg/L 1~ 517 ~

Arsenic (lot) mg/L 0.~ 0.~ 0.~2 0.~ 0.05
Odmium (Io~) mg/L 0.0101 0.~ 0.~ 0.01~
Chromium (~) mg/L 0.0211 0.~14 0.~ 0.~ 1.~
Cop~r (tot) mg/L 0.0~7 0.1~ 0.~33 0.0~ ZII 0.019 - 0.~5
~ad 0~) mg/L 0.1710 0~27 0~21 0.~ IZI0 0~5 - 0.~
Nickel (tot) mg/L 0.0~ 0.~ 0.~ 0~ 0~3
~nc (tot) mg/L 0.4324 1.6119 0~ 0~ 4.17 0.~ - 0.335
Silver (tot) mg/L 0.~2 0~ 0.~ 0.~ 0.10
Merc~ (~o~) mg/L 0.~5 0.~ 0.~ 0~ 1.~

Herbiddcs ug/L 2.~18 3.7~5 ~ 10~
P¢sliddes ug/L 0.~ 0~ 0.~

Sours: En~ncerhg-Sden~

b ~A (t~3)

O&G - ~ ~d

~L = mio~ ~r ~ter
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Table 3-10

Light Industrial Land Use Runoff Pollutant Concentrations

Event Memm gatlmmted Me~ Ocean Plato g.~lmmted Me~ Comparable
Constituents Concentrmtlom CoocemtrmtJom Standards8 Standards Studies

Eve.at Date
4/~/ss

O&~            mg/L 11_~ 6.2 8.~ ?5 0.11
TSS mg/L 98 101 99 60 1.66

Arsc.ic (~o[) mg/L 0.0043 0.00"70 0.005~ 0.0800
Cadmium (tot) mg/L 0.0222 0.0200 0.0211 0.0100 2.11 0 - 0.013 b.�
Chromium (lot) mg/L 0.0142 0.0380 0.0232 0.0200 1.16 0 - 0..58
Coppcr (|o0 mg/L 0.0858 0.1230 0.1027’ 0.0300 3.42 0.019 - 0.48 b.c
Lead (tot) mg/L 0.2109 0.0200 0.0650 0.0200 3.2~
Lead (diss) mg/L 0.03"/4 0.0200 0.0273 0.075 - 0.49
Nickcl (tot) mg/L 0.0369 0.02.50 0.0304 0.0.500 0.61
Zinc (tot) mg/L 1.0287 L 1400 i.0829 0.2000 5.41 0.02
Zinc (di~s) mg/L 0.6287 0.00.50 0.0561 0.15 - 5.8 bs
Silver (tot) mgiL 0.0014 0.0064 0.0830 0.0070 0.43
Mercury (tot) mg/L 0.0001 0.0018 0.0004 0.0004 1.06 0.0001
M~’rcury (diss) mg/L 0.0O01 0.0001 0.0O01

Herbicides ug/L 4.2977 7.2700 5..~96 10.0000 0..~6
Pesticides ug/L 0.1811 0.1800 0.1~06 0.0090 ~0.06

Source: Engineering-Scienc~
¯ Instantaneous maximum concentrations, or 30-day avexageq as applictl~ (SWRCB, 1990)
t~ Weeks, 1982
� Randall, tt al., 1982
TSS - total suspended muds
O&G - oil and grease
tot ,= total
mg/L - milligrams per liter
ug]L = micrograms per liter
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Table 3-11

Transportation Land Use Runoff Pollutant Concentrations

[stlmte4
Event Mean ~ Oce~ Plan F~thnated M~ Comparal~

Constituents Ce,~___,~,t_r~tioo C~__,~ent Study + FI~& Stud~ Sl~sdards& Slmsdard~ Studk~

Event Date
4/15/88

O&G       mg/L 10.5 13 4.2 75 0.06

T~S mg/L 312 15.8 70.2 219 60 3.64 172 d

A~scnic (tot)    mg/L 0.0090 0.0031 0.0053 0.0800 0.07

Cadmium (tot) mg/L 0.0200 0.0050 0.0100 0.0064 0.0100 0.64 0.02 �

Chromium (toQ rag/I- 0.0300 0.0042 0.0112 0.0200 0.56 0.01 �

Copper (tot) mg/L 0.1110 0.0156 0.0416 0.0300 1_39 0.12 �

Lead (tot) mg/L 0.4600 0.0200 0.0959 0.4883 0.0200 24.41 0.69-0.99

Nickel (tot) mg/L 0.0500 0.0250 0.0354 0.0500 0.?1 0.03 �

7Anc (tot) mg/L 1.2700 0.0946 0.3466 0.Y75"1 0.2000 7_88 0.65-1.10

S~lvcr (tot) mg/L 0.0005 0.0007 0.0006 0.0070 0.08

Mercury (tot) mg/L 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0004 0.25 0.0002 �

Herbicides ug/L 2..50(}0 2_5000 2-5000 I0.0000 0.?.~

Pcsdcidcs ug/L 0.7800 0.0509 0.1993 0.0090 22.14

Entctococcus #/100ml 11000

Source: Engincer[ng-Sclencc
¯ includes data from Santa Monlca Bay Study and Driscoli, nt aL, 1988 (sr.� Tabi~ 3-12)
b Instanlancous maximum com~ntcafion& o¢ 30-day avera~,e~ as applk.ab~ (SWRCB, 1990)
� Weeks, 1982
,~ Shelley and Gaboury, 1986
TSS - total suspended solids
O&G = oi~ and greas~
to/ = total
mg~L = milligrams per liter
~g/L = micrograms per liter
ml - mi|lilitcrs
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Table 3-12

Federal Highway Administration Study.
Runoff Pollutant Concentration Data

Event Mean Concentration (~L)
Sample Dat~     TSS           Cadmium            Lead                Zlae

.- 1/11/81 166 0.020 0.710 2.2~01/23/81 20O 0.OO3 0.~I0 0.9~0I/2’7/81 88~4 0.009 1.890 0.~02/08/81 1630 0.010 1.780 LOgO~ 2/25/81 70 0.003 1.930 0.380¯, 3/04/81 81 0.002 1.020 0.2203/19/81 85 0.000 0380 0.310.~. E~tlmated 302 0.006 0.987 0.6~6Meaa

Sowce: Dri,ve~il, et ~ 19~8
TSS - total suspended ug;d~
mg/L - milligrams per liter

The correlation between TSS and the other pollutants included in this study was tested
by application of Spearman’s rank correlation test. Table 3-14 shows the values of the
Spearman r, coefficients as well as the Z scores and the corresponding level of significance.
The Z values were calculated as suggested by Champion (1980). The results indicate that
significant correlations exist between TSS and all metals except cadmium and.silver. Poor
correlations are shown between TSS and herbicides and pesticides, which are lipid-soluble
and associated with the oil and grease (O&G) fraction of runoff. Tbe analysis results
indicate that the control of TSS can effectively control the discharge of most toxic metals
into Santa Mordca Bay. Alternative measures, primarily based on controlling the sources,
would be required for reducing the load of cadmium, silver, herbicides and pestiddes. For
the latter, control measures suitable for removing O&G from the runoff stream would also¯ be effective in reducing herbicides and pesticides. Control measures for runoff pollutants,
directed toward control of TSS and O&G, are evaluated in Section 4.

For purposes of comparison, Tables 3-8 through 3-11 also show the mean
concentration of several stormwater EMCs as found in the literature. Some differences
were found between the reported values for most pollutants and those reported herein_
Specific conclusions cannot be derived because of the size of the data set; however, TSS,
zinc, and lead concentrations in the commercial land use for this study appear to be
consistently higher than the values reported in the literature.

The concentrations of copper, lead, and zinc in runoff from the residential and
commercial sites in the study area appear to be higher than the reported values in the died
literature. Additionally, the average concentration of mercury from the residential area is
higher than that found in the literature. The values of the estimated mean concentrations
of pollutants for the residential site were strongly influenced by the result of the samples
obtained during the 14 November 1988 storm. As indicated later in this sectiorg these
values appear to be a result of first-flush seasonal effects.
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Pollutant Loading Estimates

The wet weather runoff pollution load from the study area was calculated by assuming
that the estimated mean concentrations of pollutants obtained from the analysis described
above are associated with the occurrence of typical storms. The spatial distribution of
pollutant loads was developed by applying calculated runoff volumes and the pollutant
loads associated with individual land uses to each drainage basin and sub-basin.

The pollutant loading calculation emphasized TSS and O&G control. O&G were
included as runoff pollutants to be controlled in spite of the fact that they appear not to be
present in significant concentrations on an areawide basis (comparison of estimated mean
concentrations and Ocean Plan Standards; see Tables 3-8 through 3-11). O&G is likely
to be important on a site-specific basis, such as runoff from parking lots. Also, control of
the O&G fraction of runoff is the most direct technique of removing lipid-soluble
pollutants from the runoff stream. Appendixes A-2 through A-5 show calculatlo~ of the
TSS and O&G runoff load from a single wet season or dry season storm. These
appendixes indicate land use area, estimated typical stormwater runoff volume, pollutant
concentration, and total expected loads for each drainage area in both the coastal plain and
mountain regions for the dry and wet seasons. TSS concentration vaiues for open space
and residential/agriculturai land uses were obtained from the literature (EPA, 1974).

Research has shown that the pollution load from open space areas is negligible when
compared to the load from other land uses, especially urban areas (Pitt, 1986).
Furthermore, as suggested by Stenstrom, et al. (1985), the source and characteristics of any
given hydrocarbon substance needs to be analyzed before it can be cataloged as a
contaminant. For exaraple, O&G from nonurbanized areas are likely to be the result of
plant lea~ degradation and microbial secretions. These products should not be subject to
the same control approaches as O&O resulting from materials such as motor oil and diesel
f~el discharges. Based on these considerations, it was determined appropriate not to
include runoff ~rom open space as a source of stormwater pollution.

Agricultural land uses, on the other hand, are often important sources of runoff
pollution in terms of organic materials and nutrients. In the study area, however,
agricultural land uses represent only 1.6 percent of the total area and are concentrated
exclusively in the Topanga Canyon drainage basin (Basin 26, Exhibit 2). In addition, solids
carried from undeveloped terrain present different characteristics from those carried from
urbanized areas in terms of adsorbed materials. These solids are also an important source
of replenishment material for area beaches. In this study it was determined that pollution
load estimates from the agricultural land use could be excluded from the analysis, and that
pollution control recommendations should be targeted to TSS and O&G from the
residential, commercial, industrial, and transportation land uses in urbanized drainage
basins (Basins 1 through 16, Exhibit 2).
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Table 3.13
Ratio of Dissolved to Total Metals

in Runoff Pollutant Sample Collections (%)

Land Uses

~ A~ 2

Meta~ Residential Commercial Indostrial Transportation Smnples

-- Arsenic 18 50 58 56 45Cadmium 44 50 30 25 37
C~omium 51 22 49 97 55¯ -. Copper .50 4.5 48 52 49
Lead 21 11 18 28 19

-- Zinc 41 34 61 64 50
Silv~ 9 85 14 40 37
Mercury 34 36 ND 18 29

" OVERALL AVERAGE: 38~t
Source: Engincedag.Sdence
ND - no data available

Pollutant Loading Estimates by Drainage Basin. Tables 3-15 and 3-16 present¯ ~ summaries of wet-weather TSS and O&G annual pollution loads by drainage basin
for the study area. Only estimated loads from the residential, commercial, light
industrial, and transportation land-use areas are included; loading from open space

"" areas is not included, as discussed previously. Annual loads were calculated by B" |
multiplying the wet- and dry-season storm loads by the number of expected rainfall
events during each period, as obtained from the typical rainfall analysis:
12.21 events during the wet season and 1.33 events during the dry season, each event
lasting an average of 24 hours. The loading ratios for each area are equal to the
ratio of two partial ratios: basin load to total watershed load and basin area to total
watershed area. Loading ratios, particularly the annual loading ratio, provide
guidance for recommendation of pollutant removal strategies for each drainage and               "~
subdrainage basin; for example, O&G control would be more effective in reducing
total load in drainage basin 1 (loading ratio = 1.42) than in drainage basin 4
(loading ratio = 0.87).

On Tables 3-17 and 3-18, the drainage basins in the study area are ranked
based on the TSS and O&G loading ratios, respectively. All drainage basins were
then ranked for total pollutant loading by summing the ranldng numbers for TSS
and O&G, with results as indicated on Table 3-19. In this case, equal weight was
given to TSS and O&G. When considering the implementation of pollution
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Table 3-14

L- Correlation Results Between TSS and Other Pollutants -
Spearman’s Rank Test

(~onstituent rs Z P

Mm’At.S (tot~
.~u’s~nic 0.70 1.97 < 0.0~
Cadmium 0-~ 0.98 < 0..~
Chromium 0.93 2,63 < 0.01
Coppu 0.78 2.21 < 0.02
Lead 0.78 2.21 < 0.02
Nickel 0.75 2.12 < 0.02

-- Z~� 0.S2 2.31 < 0.02
Sib~ 0.31 0.88 < 0.40
Mercury 0..~ l.q.q < 0.10

BIOC’IDES
-. Herbicid~ 0.25 0.71 < 0..q0

Pesbcides 0.32 0.92 < 0.40

TSS - Total suspended sol;ds
r. - Sped-man coefficient

P - Probability of sigaificaace

control measures, the relative significance of the TSS and O&O weighting for a
drainage basin would depend on the characteristics of the proposed control measure
to be applied: TSS removal would be the predominant factor in the design of
settling facilities, whereas O&O removal would be important if oH.recycling
programs are implemented. Appropriate basins would be selected based on their
ranking for loading of each pollutant. Tables 3-17 and 3-18 also show the
relationship between the accumulated percent area and the accumulated percent                ._~

- TSS and O&O loads. As an example, the Ballona Creek drainage basin (Basin 5) L-accounts for 63 percent of the total study area and 74 percent of the total wet-

_            weather pollution load entering Santa Monica Bay from the study areas.
Table 3-20 shows the expected annual pollutant load of heavy metals,

herbicides, and pesticides. The wet-weather estimates were calculated by averaging
the weighted estimated mean concentration values from Tables 3-8 through 3-11,
and multiplying by the expected annual runoff flow from the typical storms in the
area.

Pollutant Loading Estimates by Land-use Category. Table 3-21 shows the
ratios of total TSS and O&G loads to total area for all land-use categories. This
table indicates that control measures should be directed primarily to the commercial
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Table 3-15

Summary of Wet Weather Runoff Pollutant Loading - Total Suspended Solids

Drainage Area Total Ar~m Load To~l Load Load To~l IAmd Lomd Total Lind IAmdlng Patios

Basin (ha) (%) (kg) (%) (kg) (%) (kg) (%) Dry Wet Amnua|

Area 1 457 0.87 1409 0.68 4649 0.77 5~63~ 0.76 0.79 0.88 0.88
Area IA 246 0.47 903 0.44 2921 0.48 36~66 0.48 0.94 1.03 1.03
Arca 2 1305 2.48 19952 9.67 41112 6.77 $2~!4 6.88 3.91 2.74 2.78
Area 3 647 1.23 1645 0~0 6112 1.01 76815 1.00 0.65 0.82 0.~1
Area 4 163 0.31 664 0.32 1721 0.28 21897 0.28 1.04 0.92 0.92

Area 5000 464 0.88 1057 0.51 3495 0.58 44080 0.57 0..58 0.65 0.65
Area 5tN)l 677 1.29 3220 1.56 9400 1.55 119057 1.55 1.21 1.20 1.21
Arca 50�}2 388 0.74 1770 0.86 5596 0.92 70681 0.92 1.16 1.25 125
Area 5(~)3 501 0.95 1943 0.94 6157 1.01 77761 1.01 0.99 1.07
A~ca 5O04 40 0.08 89 0.04 373 0.06 4673 0.06 0.57 0.82 0.81
Arca 5~35 355 0.67 1482 0.72 4751 0.78 $9981 0.78 !.06 1.16 1.16
Area 50(~ 26 0.05 96 0.05 ¯ 287 0.05 363~’ 0.05 0.95 0.97 0.97
Area 5007 427 0.81 2351 1.14 67"/7 1.12 8~874 1.12 1.41 1.38 1.38
Area 5008 300 0.57 1252 0.61 4179 0.69 52691 0.69 1.06 1.21 120
Axca 5009 4919 9.33 25080 IZ15 75597 12.45 9M~96 17..44 1.30 1.33 i.33

Area 5-1-1 361 0.69 1500 0.73 4°t07 0.78 $9467 0.77 1.06 1.13 1.13
A~ca 5-1-2 1448 2.75 7307 3.54 21171 3.49 268216 3.49 1.29 1.27 1.27
A~ca 5100 916 1.74 4232 2.05 12076 1.99 !~077 1.99 1.18 1.14 1.15
To~al 5-1 2725 5.17 13038 6.32 37952 6.25 480734 6.25 1.22 1.21 1.21

Area 5-2-1 4573 8.68 15336 7.43 47353 7.80 $9~577 7.79 0.86 0.~0 0.90
Asea 5-2-2 1075 2.04 5990 2.90 17734 2.92 224499 2.92 1.42 1.43 1.43
Area ~200 300 0.57 I319 0.64 4025 0.66 ~900 0.66 1.12 1.17 !.16
Total 5-2 5949 11.29 22645 10.97 69115 11.38 ~’/4012 11.37 0.97 1.01 1.01



Table 3-15 (Continued)

Summary of Wet Weather Runoff Pollutant Loading - Total Suspended Solids

Area 5~2 959 !.82 21~ 1.05 ~53 1.16 ~ 1.16 0~ 0.~ 0.~

Total 54 35~ 6.67 10~7 4.~ ~51 5.67 ~5~ 5.~ 0.75 0.85 0~5

Area 5~ ~39 4.~ 1~)8 6~ ~5 631 ~i 631 1.42 1.42 1.42

Area 5-7 1~ 2.78 7~ 3.39 219~ 3.62 27742~ 3.61 1.~ 1~ 130

A[ca 5-8 ~76 735 16~3 7.93 ~ 8~ ~7 837 I.~ 1.14 1.14



Table 3-15 (Continued)

Summary of Wet Weather Runoff Pollutant Loading - Total Suspended Solids

Area 1700 4~3 0.92 1787 0.87 5498 0.91 69S07 0.90 0.94 0.99 0.99
Area 17-1 192.5 3.65 2338 1.13 584.5 0.96 74477 0.97 0.31 0.26 0.27
Area 17-2 965 !.83 1470 0.71 4640 0.76 ~610 0.76 0.39 0.42 0.42
Area 17-3 735 1_39 714 0.35 2254 0.37 2~471 0-37 0.25 0.27 0.27
Total A~ea 17 4108 7.79 6302 3.03 18237 3.66 231055 3.64 0-39 0.47 0.47

Area 18 164 0_31 507 0.25 1694 0.28 213~ 0.28 0.79 0.90 0~9
Afca 19 672 1.27 973 0.47 2675 0.44 33956 0.44 0.37 0.35 0.35
Arca 20 494 0.94 1578 0.76 4608 0.76 ~&362 0.76 0.81 0.81 0.81
Area 21 60 0.11 592 0.29 1494 0.25 19029 0.25 2.53 2.17 2.19
Afca 22 19 0.04 243 0.12 555 0.09 7100 0.09 3-31 2.57 2.59
Arca 23 1776 3_37 2873 1.39 8421 1.39 106642 1.39 0.41 0.41 0.41
Arca 24 114 0.22 381 0.18 1102 0.18 13962 0.18 0,85 0.84 0.&l
Arca 25 30 0.06 271 0.13 705 0.12 ~ 0.12 234 2.01 2.08
Arca 26 5106 9.69 3367 1.63 6863 1.13 la~/$ 1.15 0.17 0.12 0.12
BASIN
TOTAL 52709 100.00 206432 103.00 607073 100.00 7(~1~1~ 100.00

Source: Engjn~rlng-Scieace
ha - hec~’e
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Table 3-16

Summary of Wet Weather Runoff Pollutant Loading - Oil and Grease

Dry S~son Load       Wet S~so~ Load          Ann~ai L~d
Basin Area/ Basin Lood[ Basin Load/ Basin Load[

Drainage Area Total An~ Load Total Load Load Total ~ Load Total Load iamding Ratios

Basin (ha) (%) (kg) (%) (kg) (%) (kg) (%) Dry Wet Annual

Area 1 457 0.87 89 1.15 332 1.23 4172 1.23 1.32 1.42 1.42
Area IA 246 0.47 47 0.60 173 0.64 2175 0.64 1.30 1.38 1.38
Area 2 1305 2.48 416 5.35 922 3.42 11811 3.48 2.16 1.38 i.41
Area 3 647 1.23 80 1.03 317 1.18 3977 1.17 0.84 0.96 0.96
A~ca 4 163 0.31 22 0.28 72 0.27 90~ 0.27 0.92 0.87 0.87

Area ~ 464 0.88 53 0.68 198 0.73 24~ 0.73 0.78 0.84 0.83
Arca 5001 677 1.29 120 1.54 425 1.58 $349 1.58 1.20 1.23 1.23Arca 5(g)2 388 0.74 71 0.91 266 0.99 3342 0.98 1.24 1-34 I-!4
Area 5003 501 0.95 92 1.18 338 13.5 4249 13.5 1.25 1.32 1-32
Area 5004 40 0.08 6 0.08 25 0.09 313 0.09 1.03 1.23 173
A~ca 5005 355 0.67 65 0.84 241 0J~9 3029 0~9 1.24 1.33 1.32
Arca 5006 26 0.05 4 0.05 ’ 15 0.06 18~ 0.06 1.06 1.14 1.14Arca 5007 427 0.81 87 1.12 299 1.11 376? 1.11 1.38 1.37 1.37
Area 5008 300 0.57 52 0.67 198 0.73 2487 0.73 1.18 1.29 129
Arca 5009 4919 9_33 856 11.02 3003 11.14 37~0~ 11.14 1.18 1.19 1.19

Area 5-1-1 361 0.69 68 0.88 254 0.94 3192 0.94 1.28 1.38 !.37Area 5-1-2 1448 2.75 281 3.62 984 3.65 ~ 3.65 1.32 1.33 133Area 5100 916 1.74 154 1.98 526 1.95 6627 1.95 1.14 1.12 1.12To~al 5-1 2725 5.17 503 6.47 1763 6.54 2219~$ 6,~4 1.25 1.27 !.27

Area 5-2-1 4573 8.68 587 7.56 2123 7.88 26703 7,8"/ 0.87 0.91 0.91Area 5-2-2 1075 2.04 211 2.72 736 2.73 9267 2.73 1.33 1,34 1.34Area 5200 300 0,57 56 0.72 207 0.77 2602 0.77 1.27 1_35 1.35Total 5-2 5949 11.29 855 11.01 3065 11.38 3~61 11.36 0.98 1.01 1.01

Arc, a 5-3 355 0.67 59 0.76 226 0.84 ~ 0.84 1.13 1.24 1.24

PSRI59
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Table 3-16 (Continued)

Summary of Wet Weather Runoff’ Pollutant Loading - Oil and Grease

Dry Seasoa Load      Wet Seasen Load         Annual Lead
Basin Area] Basin Load/ Baslu Load/ Basin Load/

Drainage Area Total Area Load Total Load Load Total Load Load Total Load Loading Ratlo~

Basin (ha) (%) (kg) (%) (kg) (%) (kg) (%) Dry Wet    Annual

Area 5-4-1 597 1.13 109 1.40 403 1.50 ~066 1.49 1.24 1.32 1.32

Area 5-4-2 959 1.82 103 1.33 392 1.45 4923 1.45 0.73 0.80 0.80

Area 5-4-3 1106 2.10 132 1.70 539 2.00 6757 1.99 0.81 0.95 0.95

Area 5400 853 1.62 126 1.62 465 1.73 ~ 1.72 1.00 1.07 1.06

Total 5-4 3515 6.67 471 6.06 1799 6.68 22592 6.66 0.91 1.08 1.00

Arca 5-5 4118 7.81 776 9.99 280~ 10.42 35318 10.41 1.28 1.33 1.33

Arca 5-6 2339 4.44 462 5.95 1608 :5.97 20248 5.97 1.34 1.34 1.34

Arca 5-7 1466 2.78 272 3.50 994 3.69 12499 3.68 1.26 1.33 l_q2

Area 5-8 38"/6 7.35 625 8.04 2265 8.41 28487 8.40 1.09 1.14 1.14

Area 5-9 552 1.05 106 1.36 372 1.38 4683 1.38 1.30 1.32 1.32

Total Axea 5 32993 62.59 5534 71.23 19911 73.89 250474 73.81 1.14 1.18 lag

Area 6 589 1.12 96 1.24 362 134 4.~48 134 1.11 1.20 1.2"0

Area 7 84 0.16 13 0.17 48 0.18 603 0.18 1.05 1.12 I.II

AJca 8 65 0.12 11 0.14 35 0.13 442 0.13 1.15 1.06 1.06

Area 9 123 0.23 23 0_30 81 0.30 1020 0_30 1.27 1.29 1.29

At’ca 10 108 0.20 21 0.27 71 0.26 895 0.26 1.32 1.29 1.29

Area I1 857 1.63 165 2.12 581 2.16 7313 2.16 1.31 1.33 1.33

Area 12 107 0.20 18 0.23 58 0.22 732 0.22 1.14 1.06 1.06

Area 13 1679 3.19 255 3.28 935 3.47 117~6 3.46 1.03 1.09 1.09

Area 14 38 0.07 10 0.13 25 0.09 319 0.09 1.77 1.28 1.29

Area 15 375 0.71 69 0.89 234 0,87 2949 0,87 1.25 1.22 1.22

Area 16 334 0.63 61 0.79 217 0.81 2731 0.80 1.24 1.27 1.27



Table 3-16 (Continued)

Summary of Wet Weather Runoff Pollutant Loading - Oil and Grease

Dry Scion Load       Wet ~ goad          Knnmd IAmd
h$1n Area/ , Basin IAmd/ Basin IA~I/ ~Im IA~d/

Drainage Area Total At~t Load Total ~ i,o~d Total ~ Lo~d Total IA~d Lo~dlng R~Um

Basin (ha) (%) (kg) (%} (kg) (%) (kg) (%) Dry Wet Annual

Area 1700 483 0.92 78 1.00 289 1.07 3632 1.07 1.10 1.17 1.1"/

Area 17-1 1925 3.65 124 1.60 36"/ 1.34 4646 1_35 0.44 0.37 0.57

Area 1%2 965 1~3 99 1.27 317 1.17 4002 1.1"/ 0.70 0.64 0.64

Area 1%3 7~5 1.39 48 0.62 155 0.5"/ 19~6 0.57 0.44 0.41 0.41

Total Ax~a 17 4108 7.79 349 4.47 1128 5.05 14237 5.03 0.57 0.65 0.65

Area 18 164 0.31 25 0.32 96 0.36 1205 0.36 1.04 1.15 1.14

Area 19 672 1.27 51 0.66 152 0.56 1924 0.57 0.52 0.44 0.44

Area 20 494 0.94 93 1.20 286 1.06 3616 1.07 1.28 1.13 1.14

Area 21 60 0.11 26 0.33 75 0.28 9~0 0.28 2.95 2.46 2.47

Area 22 19 0.04 8 0.10 22 0.08 2?9 0.08 2.89 2.29 2.51

Area 23 1776 3.37 170 2.19 523 1.94 6612 1.95 0.65 0.58 0.58

Area 24 114 0.22 21 0.2"/ ’ 68 0.25 ~ 0.25 1.25 1.17 1.17

Area 25 30 0.06 I2 0.15 37 0.14 468 0.14 2.76 2.45 2.46

Area 26 5106 9.69 85 1.09 196 0.73 ~ 0.74 0.11 0AJB 0.08

BASIN
TOTAl. 52713 108.00 7769 I00.00 26956 100.00 3394~ 100.00



Table 3-17

Ranking of Drainage Basins by Annual Wet.Weather Total Suspended Solids Runoff Loading Ratio

~nnu-t Basin P.~um. Basin ~ccum. Kccum.

~mm~,~ I,.~oadiq ~ ~ Load Load Load

Rank Basin Ratios Out) (%) (k~) (k~ (%)

1 14 2.94 38 0.1 16445 16445 0.2

2 2 2.78 1305 2_5 528514 5449.58 7.1

3 22 2.59 19 2.6 7100 552058 7.2

4 21 2.19 60 2.7 19029 571087 7.4

5 25 2.08 30 2.8 8968 58~056 7_5

6 15 1_51 375 3_5 82681 662737 8.6

7 5-9 1.45 552 4.5 116519 779256 10.1

8 5-2-2 1.43 1075 6.6 224499 1003754 13.1

9 5-6 1.42 2339 11.0 484991 14~746 19.4

10 12 1.41 107 11.2 2.2.049 1510795 19.7

11 .~07 I._~ 427 12.0 85874 159~69 20,8

12 11 1 .~6 857 13.6 169"/96 1766464 23.0

13 10 ! .36 108 13.8 21362 1787826 23.3

14 5009 1.33 4919 23.2 956396 2744222 35.7

15 5-5 1.32 4118 31.0 790278 3534500 46.0

16 5-7 1.30 1466 33.8 277425 3811925 49.6

17 5-1-2 1.27 1448 36__5 268216 4080142 53.1

18 5-4-1 1.27 597 37.6 110314 4190455 54.5

19 16 1.25 334 38.3 60918 4251374 55.3

20 5002 13.5 388 39.0 70681 4322055 56.2

21 5001 1.21 677 40.3 119057 4441111 57.8

22 5008 1.20 300 40.9 52691 4493802 58.5

23 8 1.17 65 41.0 11092 4504894 58.6

24 5200 1.16 300 41.6 50900 4555793 59.3

25 5005 1.16 355 42.2 59981 4615774 60.0

26 5100 1.15 916 44.0 153077 4768851 62.0

27 5-8 1.14 3876 51.3 643227 5412ff’/8 70.4

28 5 - 1 - 1 1.13 361 52.0 59467 5471545 71.2

29 9 1.09 123 52.2 19536 5491081 71.4

30 5003 1.06 501 53.2 77761 5568842 72.4

PSR159
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Table 3-17 (Continued)

Ranking of Drainage Basins by Annual Wet-Weather Total Suspended Solids Runoff Loading Ratio

Annual Basin Accum. Basin Accum. Accum.
Dr~iuqe Lo~dinl Ar~ Ar~ Load Lo~d Lo~dRank Basin Ration (ha) (%) (k~) (i~ (%)

31 5-3 1.05 355 53.9 54441 5623283 73.232 54~0 1.05 853 55_5 130163 5753446 74.833 LA . 1.03 246 55.9 36866 5790312 75-334 13 1.00 1679 59.1 244411 (~)34723 78_535 1700 0.99 483 60.1 69507 6104230 79.436 6 0.98 589 61.2 84365 6188595 80.537 7 0.98 84 61.3 12017 6200612 80.738 5006 0.97 26 61.4 3632 6204244 80.739 4 0.92 163 61.7 21897 6226140 81.040 5-2* 1 0.90 4573 70.4 598577 6824717 88.841 18 0.89 164 70.7 21358 6846075 89.142 1 0.88 457 71-5 58638 6904713 89.843 24 0.84 114 71.8 13962 6918676 90.044 3 0.81 647 73.0 768 15 6995491 91.045 20 0.81 494 73.9 58362 7053853 91.846 5004 0.81 40 74.0 4673 7058526 91.847 5(]00 0.65 464 74.9 44080 7102606 92.448 5-4-3 0.65 1106 77.0 104874 7207480 93.849 5-4-2 0.64 959 78.8 89006 7296486 94.950 17-2 0.42 965 80.6 58610 7355095 95.751 23 0.41 1776 84.0 106642 7461737 97.152 19 0-35 672 85.3 33956 7495693 97_q53 17-3 0.27 735 86.7 28471 7524164 97.954 17-1 0.27 1925 90.3 74477 7598641 98.955 26 0.12 5106 100.0 88275 7686916 100.0

Engineering-Science
3-15

accumulative
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Table 3-18

Ranking of Drainage Basins by Annual Wet Weather Oil and Grease Runoff Loading Ratio

Annual Basin Accum, Basin Accum. Accum.

Drainage Loading Area Ar~ Load Load Load

Rank Basin Ration (ha) (%) (k~) ~ (%)

1 21 2.47 60 0.1 950 950 0_3
2 25 2.46 30 0.2 468 1418 0.4
3 22 ,2.31 19 0.2 279 1697 0.5
4 1 1.42 457 1.1 4172 5869 1.7
5 2 1.41 1305 3.5 11811 17680 5.2
6 1A 1.38 246 4.0 2175 19855 5.9
7 5-1-1 1.37 361 4.7 3192 23047 6.8
8 5007 1.37 427 5.5 3767 26813 7.9
9 5208 1.35 300 6.1 2602 29415 8.7
10 5-6 1.34 2339 10.5 20248 49664 14.6
11 5-2-2 1.34 1075 12.6 9267 58931 17.4
12 5002 !.34 388 13.3 3342 62273 18.4
13 5-5 1.33 4118 21.1 35318 97591 28.8
14 5-1-2 1.33 1448 23.9 12388 109979 32.4
15 11 1.33 857 25.5 7313 117293 34.6
16 5-7 1.32 .1466 28.3 12499 129791 38.2
17 5005 1.32 ’ 355 28.9 3029 132820 39.1
18 5-4-1 1.32 597 30.1 5066 137886 40.6
19 5003 1.32 501 31.0 4249 142135 41.9
20 5-9 1.32 552 32.1 4683 146818 43.3
21 14 1.29 38 32.1 319 147137 43.4
22 !0 1.29 108 32.3 895 148032 43.6
23 9 1.29 123 32.6 1020 14~051 43.9
24 5008 i.29 300 33.1 2487 151538 44.7
25 16 1.27 334 33.8 2731 154269 45.5
26 5-3 1.24 355 34.4 2838 157107 46-3
27 5001 1.23 67"7 35.7 5349 162455 47.9
28 5004 1.23 40 35.8 313 162769 48.0
29 15 1.22 375 36.5 2949 165718 48.8
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Table 3-18 (Continued)

Ranking of Drainage Basins by Annual Wet Weather Oil and Grease Runoff Loading Ratio

P.nnual Basin Accum. Basin Accum. Accum.
Drainage Idmding Aria Area l~oad Load Load

Rank Basin Ration Ota) (%) (kg) (kg) (%)

30 6 1.20 589 37.6 4548 170265 50.2
31 5009 1.19 4919 47.0 37805 208070 61.3
32 24 1.17 114 47.2 858 208929 61.6
33 1700 1.17 483 48.1 3632 212561 62.6
34 18 1.14 164 48.4 1205 213766 63.0
35 5-8 1.14 3876 55.8 28487 242253 71.4
36 5006 1.14 26 55.8 188 242442 71.4
37 20 1.14 494 56.8 3616 246058 72.5
38 5100 1.12 916 58.5 6627 252685 74.5
39 7 1.11 84 58.7 603 253288 74.6
40 13 1.09 1679 61.8 11756 265044 78.1
41 12 !.06 107 62.0 732 2657"/6 78.3
42 5400 1.06 853 63.7 5845 271621 80.0
43 8 ! .06 65 63.8 442 272063 80.2
44 3 0.96 647 65.0 3977 276~0 81.3
45 5-4-3 0.95 1106 67.1 6757 282797 83.3
46 5-2-1 0.91 14573 75.8 26703 309499 91.2
47 4 0.87 163 "/6.1 908 310408 91.5
48 5000 0.83 464 77.0 2488 312896 92.2
49 5-4-2 0.80 959 78.8 4923 317819 93.7
50 17-2 0.64 965 80.6 3966 321785 94.8
51 23 0.58 1776 84.0 6612 328397 9.8
52 19 0.44 672 85.3 1924 330320 97.3
53 17-3 0.41 735 86./ 1932 332252 97.9
54 17-1 0.37 1925 90.3 4573 336825 99.3
55 26 0.08 5106 100.0 2506 3~9331 100.0

Engincering-Sdenc~
3-16

accumulative
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Table 3-19

Ranking of Drainage Basins by Annual TSS and O&G Runoff’ Loading Ratio

Basin Accum. TSS
Overall Drainage Area Area Load Load Load Load Lo~d Lead
l~.k ksl. (1~) (%) (kg) (k~) (’~) ~ (~j (,~)

! 21 60 0.1 19029 19029 0.2 950 950 0.3
2 22 19 0.1 7100 26129 0.3 279 1230 0.4
3 2 1305 2.6 528514 554643 7.2 11811 13040 3.8
4 25 30 2.7 8968 563611 7.3 468 13508 4.0
5 5007 427 3.5 85874 649485 8.4 3767 17275 5.1
6 5-2-2 1075 5.5 224499 873984 11.4 9267 26542 7.8
7 5-6 2339 10.0 484991 1358975 17.7 20248 46790 13.8
8 14 38 10.0 16445 1375420 17.9 319 47109 13.9
9 11 857 11.7 169796 1545216 20.1 7313 54422 16.0
10 5-9 552 12.7 116519 1661735 21.6 4683 59105 17.4
II 5-5 4118 20.5 790278 2452013 31.9 35318 94423 27.8
12 5-1-2 1448 23.3 268216 2720229 35.4 12388 106811 31.5
13 5002 388 24.0 70681 2790910 36.3 3342 110154 32.5
14 $-7 1466 26.8 277425 3068336 39.9 12499 122652 36.1
15 10 108 27.0 21362 3089697 40.2 895 123547 36.4
16 5200 300 27.6 50900 3140597 40.9 2602 126149 37.2
17 15 375 28.3 82681 3223278 41.9 2949 129098 38.0
18 $-4-1 597 29.4 110314 3333592 43.4 5066 134163 39.5
19 5-1-1 361 30.1 59467 3393059 44.1 3192 137355 40.5
20 IA 246 30.6 36866 3429925 44.6 2175 139530 41.1
21 16 334 31.2 60918 3490844 45.4 2731 142261 41.9
22 $005 355 31.9 59981 3550825 46.2 3029 145290 42.8
23 5009 4919 41.2 956396 4507220 58.6 37805 183095 54.0
24 $00~ 300 41.8 52691 4559911 59.3 2487 185582 54.7
25 I 457 42.6 58638 4618549 60.1 4172 189754 55.9
26 5001 677 43.9 119057 4737606 61.6 5"349 195103 57.5
27 $003 501 44.9 77761 481536"/ 62.6 4249 199352 58.7
2$ 12 107 45.1 22049 4837416 62.9 732 200384 59.0
29 9 123 45.3 19536 4856951 63.2 1020 201104 59.3



Table 3-19 (Continued)

Ranking of Drainage Basins by Annual TSS and O&G Runoff Loading Ratio

Basin Accum. TSS TSS Act’am. O&G O&G Accum.
Overall Drainage Area Area Load Load Load Load Load Lead
Rank Basin (ha) (%) (k~) Otg) (%) (k~) (k~ (%)

30 5-3 355 46.0 54441 4911392 63.9 2838 203942 60.1
31 5-8 3876 53.3 643227 55~4620 72.3 28487 232428 68.5
32 $100 916 55.1 153077 5707696 74.3 6627 239056 70.4
33 $ 65 55.2 11092 5718788 74.4 442 239498 70.6
34 6 589 56.3 84365 5803152 75.5 4548 244045 71.9
35 1700 483 57.2 69507 5872660 76.4 3632 247678 73.0
36 $400 853 58.8 130163 6002822 78.1 5845 253523 74.7
37 13 1679 62.0 244411 6247233 81.3 11756 265279 787
38 $004 40 62.1 4673 6251906 81.3 313 265592 78.3
39 $006 26 62.2 3632 6255538 81.4 188 265780 78.3
40 I$ 164 62.5 21358 6276896 81.7 1205 266986 78.7
41 Z4 114 62.7 13962 6290858 81.8 858 267844 78.9
42 7 84 62.8 12017 6302875 82.0 603 26.9447 79.1
43 ZO 494 63.8 58362 6361237 82.8 3616 272063 80.2
44 4 163 64.1 21897 6383134 83.0 908 272971 80.4
45 5-2-1 4573 72.8 598577 6981711 90.8 26703 299674 88.3
46 3 647 74.0 76815 7058526 91.8 3977 303651 89.5
47 $4-3 1106 76.1 104874 7163400 93.2 6757 310408 91.5
48 $000 464 77.0 44080 7207480 93.8 2488 312896 92.2
49 $-4-2 959 78.8 89006 7296486 94.9 4923 317819 93.7
50 17-2 965 80.6 58610 7355095 95.’/ 3966 321785 94.8
51 23 1776 84.0 106642 7461737 97.1 6612 328397 96.8
52 19 672 85.3 33956 7495693 97.5 1924 330320 97-3
53 17-3 735 86.7 28471 7524164 97.9 1932 332252 97.9
54 17-1 1925 90.3 74477 7598641 98.9 4573 336825 99.3

SS 26 5106 100.0 88275 7686916 100.0 2506 339331 100.0

Source: Eaginc~riag-Sclence
- total suspcndrAI soUds
- oil and grease

Accnm - accumulative
hcctace
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Table 3.20 "r

Estimated Annual Runoff Pollutant Loading of Heavy Metals, Herbicides, and Pesticides
into Santa Monica Bay from the Study Area

PoHutut Wet Weather ~ W~ To~

~c (t~ ~ ~ ~

~p~r (~ 7~ ~

2Nckel (t~ 1~ N~
~el (~ ~617 ~ 1,617

Merc~ (t~ ~ N~ 32

Merc~ (~ 7 ~ 7 U
Herbi&d~ ~ ~ 270

P~&d~ I0 0~ I0

N/D = BeI~ ~b~
~ = N~ m~

l~R~9
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Table 3-21

Estimated Annual Wet Weather Runorr Pollutant Loading by Land Use Category -
Total Suspended Solids and Oil and Grease

Land Area Percent TSS Percent Loading

Us~ ~aa) Area Lond (k~ Load Rstioa

Total Sn~peaded Selld~

Re~deutial 26,424 50.13 3,518,854 45.78 031

Commercial 4,252 8.07 1,794,903 23~35 2.~

ladtatrial 2,798 5-~1 299,732 3.90

Tra=portatioa 3,101 5~8 2,073,437 26.97

Open Space 16,138 30.61 a ~

Total 52,713 1~.00 7,686,925 100~0

Oil aad Grea~

Residential 26,424 50.13 237,891 70.08 1.40

Commercial 4,252 8.07 36,119 10.64 1..~

Industrial 2,798 5.31 25,746 7.58 1.43

Transportation 3,101 5.88 39,722 11.70 1.99

Open Space 16,1.38 30.61 t~ b

Total 52,713 100.00 339,479 100.00

~ L~adi~g rati~ = (per~-~ l~ad/pe~ce-t
b TSS load from open space (primarily Santa Mo-lca Mounta~s) taken as beneficial loading, not a pollution

i-put (see text). O&G load from open space (primarily Santa Mo~ica Motmta~s) uncategori~d, but
assumed not significant a.s a poUution input.

TSS = total suspended solids
ha - hectare
kg = kilogram

R0053947
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and transportation land uses for most effective application of pollutant control
measures. Again, TSS and O&G from the open space and residential/agricultural
land uses have not been considered in the analysis.

Dry.Weather Pollution Analysis
Dry-weather contributions to total pollution loads into Santa Monica Bay may

result primarily from effluents from permitted discharges within the drainage area
(J. Mitchell, LACDPW, personal communication). Pollutant concentrations for dry.
weather flow for this study were obtained by analyzing samples taken at a location
on Ballona Creek near the discharge into the Bay. The sampling results are
tabulated on Table 3-22. Additionally, this table shows a 6-month mean
concentration of several target pollutants, as reported by the Waste Management
Division of the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works. Those results
were obtained from May through October 1988 as part of the County’s ongoing
sampling program.

As was displayed on Tables 3-8 through 3-11 for the wet-weather flow analysis,
the dry-weather flow concentrations of target constituents were compared to
effluent limitation values set by the California Ocean Plan standards (SWRCB,
1990). It was considered that the 6-month median value detailed in the Plan
reflected adequately the relatively constant value of the discharged flows. For
herbicides and pesticides, the 30-day average standard was used. Results indicate
that, although the TSS and O&G concentration values are below those
recommended by the standards, the 6-month median standards are exceeded by                    ---~
the concentration of several heavy metals, particularly lead, as well as pestiddes.
Table 3-22 indicates that the mean values obtained in this study are higher than
those obtained by the County during the same period.

The calculation of expected dry-weather pollutant loads required estimating the
corresponding flows. These were obtained from the analysis of 3 years of low-flow
data at Ballona, Topanga, and Sawtelle-Westwood Creeks gauging stations (Los
Angeles County, Depa.rtment of Public works; unpublished data). A proportional
relationship was found between drainage area and flow. Because the main interest
of this study resides in the 16 drainage basin discharges from the urbanized portion ,../of the study area, dry-weather flows for only those drainage basin discharges were
estimated. The calculations were based on the assumption of a constant value
throughout the study area of the flow-to-area ratio found for Ballona Creek.

Table 3-23 shows estimated flows and expected annual TSS and O&G loads
from each drainage basin, based on a 365-day discharge. The dry-weather discharge
at Ballona Creek represents more than 80 percent of the total estimated dry-
weather flow in the 16-drainage-basin area. The expected dry-weather load of heavy
metals, herbicides, and pesticides, as well as their total expected annual loads are
indicated on Table 3-20.

PSR159
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Table 3-22

Dry Weather Runoff Pollutant Concentrations in the Study Area

Sample Date Estimated Mean (ken Plan
8/24/88 9/27/88 Concent~tlon StandardJa F~thnnted Meu
(m~L) (m~L) (ms]L) (m~L) Standards

Data From This Study

O&G          ~ 0.5 2.5 ~ 0.10
TSS 29.0 31.0 30.0 60 0.50

Arsenic (tot) 0.011 0.019 0.014 0.0~ 1.81
Cadmium (tot) ND ND ND 0.001
Chromium (tot) 0~32 0.004 0.011 0.002 5.66
Copper (tot) 0.184 0.005 0.030 0.003 10.11
Lead (tot) 0.020 0.240 0.069 ~ 34.64
Nickel (tot) ND ND ND 0.005
Zinc (tot) 0.760 0.040 0.174 0.020 &’/2

Herbicides 0.00643 0.lX)2.5 0.004 0.001 4.00
Pesticides 0.0001 ND 0.00002 0.000003 3.33

Urlmnlzed Noaurtmm Ocean l~m Urbaaised
Basins Basins Standardsa Concentratioas
(mr/L) (m~/L) (meJL)

Los Angeles County, Departmeut of PubJ.ic Works

O&O 0.5"73 0.6~ 2.5                   0.02

Arsenic (tot) 0.005 0.004 0.0~ 0.59
Cadmium (tot) ND ND 0~01
Chromium (tot) 0.007 ND 0.002 3.47
Copper (tot) 0.010 0.008 0.003 3.41
L~ad (tot) 0.015 0.007 0.002 7.28
Nickel (tot) ND ND 0.005 -
7;-c (tot) 0.053 0.024 0.020 266

Herbicides ND ND 0.001 -
Pesticides ND ND 0.000003

Source: Engineering-Science’, LACDPW Waste Management Division, 1988
a SLx-month median toxic material [imitations; 30-day average Imitations for herbicides and pe.~ticides.
b Study performed by Waste Management Division of the LACDPW between May & October, 1988.
TSS - total suspended solids
O&G - oil and grease
ND - Not detected

- Not me~ured
mg/L - milligrams per liter"
tot - total

PSP.159
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Table 3-23
L

Dry Weather Runoff Flows by Drainage Basin

Runoff Annual TSS Annual O&G

Area ~- 0ta) (L/.) 0~

1 4~ 3.9 ~

2 ~ 11~ 10~
3 ~ 5.6 5~               ~2
4 1~ 1.4 1~ 110

6 ~ 5.1 4,~
7 ~ 0.7 ~
8 ~ 0~ ~
9 ~ 1.1 ~
10 lm 05 ~
11 ~ llj 10,~
~ 1~ 0.9 ~
D ~6~ 14.4 D~
14 ~ 03 311

17 4,1~ ad nd nd
18 1~ nd nd
19 6~ nd nd nd
~ 4~ nd ad
21 ~ nd nd

~ ~6 nd ~ nd
~ 114 nd nd
~ ~ nd nd nd
~ 5,1~ nd nd nd

w~ 5Z7~ ~9 3~,~

~ - t~ s~n~ ~

nd= n~ ~te~ed (~ ~)
ha = h~e
L/s =fiten ~r ~nd
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Temporal Analysis of Runoff" Pollutant Discharges 1.
" As indica:ed previously, the temporal analysis of the data refers to determining

the significance of pollutant washoff as compared to runoff occurrence. In
stormwater runoff pollution studies, the main temporal processes are the so-called
"first-flush" effects. For a given storm event, the first-flush effect is described by
Colston (1974) as "an initially high pollutant concentration followed by decreasing
concentrations as the storm proceeds." A similar effect is possible on a season-wide
basis. The first storm occurring after a relatively long dry period could carry a larger
pollutant concentration than a storm occurring after a short inter-event time. This
condition is referred to as seasonal first-flush.

First-flush storm-related effects are usually important in stormwater pollution
studies when considering small areas of study, on the order of a few acres. In the
present study, this type of condition was difficult to identify because of the size of
the areas where water samples were collected. In general, for regions such as the
study area, routing processes are expected to take precedence over first-flush
conditions; that is, the extensive storm drain system combines flows from many
areas located far apart. The resulting mixture of runoff pollutants a~d volumes have
varying concentrations and travel times, making identification of first-flush flows
difficult on any basin larger than a few acres.

Seasonal first-flush effects, on the other hand, are likely to be important in the
study area because of the frequent long periods with no rainfall that permit
pollutant accumulation in the streets and structures such as catchment facilities.
The wet season normally lasts from November through April, and the dry season
lasts from May through October. During this study’s sampling program, samples

’ ’ were taken at the residential site during the storm of November 13, 1988. This was
, ¯ the first storm after a 7-month dry period that affected Southern California in 1988.

As shown on Table 3-8, the data show significantly larger concentrations of all
’ ¯ pollutants during this storm than during the other two storms sampled at that site.
,, This could be interpreted as a result of the presence of a seasonal first-flush.

Additional sampling is necessary to conclusively demonstrate this phenomenon.
Another aspect usually considered in the estimation of stormwater pollution

loads is that of upper threshold values. This threshold value is defined as a vol~tme
above which complete pollutant washoff occurs and contaminant loads e~erience
dilution effects (Louks, et al., 1984). The direct relationship between runoff volume             I’m
and contaminant load is lost. Dilution effects appear during high-intensity storms,
with average intensities higher than 1.25 cm/hour (0.:5 in/hour). From the 38 years
of rainfall records at Los Angeles Airport, it can be seen that only about 8 percent
of the recorded storms have intensities higher than 1.25 cm/hour (0.5 in/hour).
Based on these data, upper threshold runoff effects are unlikely to have a
significance in determining average pollution loads for the study area.

3-51
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TOTAL ESTIMATED ANNUAL RUNOFF POLLUTANT LOAD
Table 3-24 is a summary of total annual wet- and dry-weather TS$ and O&G

loads into Santa Monica Bay. The results indicate that dry-weather contributions of
TSS and O&G represent only about 4 and 8 percent, respectively, of the estimated
total annual runoff pollution load being discharged into the Bay. Table 3-20
displayed the total estimated annual load of heavy metals, herbicides, and pesticides
into Santa Moaica Bay. More than 96 percent of the total load of these substances
are caused by wet-weather discharges. Table 3-25 shows comparative percent
ratios of the concentrations and total annual loads of several constituents as
estimated in this study versus the 1988 discharge from the HTP. For most
substances - particularly lead, zinc, and mercury - wet-weather pollutant

" concentrations exceed the HTP discharge concentrations. Concentrations of
¯, chromium and zinc from dry-weather flows also exceed those from the HTP

discharge. In terms of total annual load, however, the HTP discharges exceed the
runoff pollution load for all constituents.

2

,’
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Table 3-24

Total Estimated Annual Loads of Totals Suspended Solids and Oil and Grease

TSS LOAD O&G LOAD

Drainage Area Wet Weather Dry Weather Total Wet Weather Dry Wearier Total

I~$in (hi) (k~) (k~ (k~) (kl)

! 457 58.638 3.690 62.328 4.172 308 4.480

~ 246 36866 1,987 38,853 2,175 166 2,34t
2 1,305 528,514 10,596 539.110 11,811 883 12,694
3 647 -/6,815 5,298 82,113 3,977 442 4,419
4 163 21.897 1,323 23.220 908 110 1.019

5 32,993 5.630.818 268.153 5.898.9-/1 250.474 22.346 272.820

6 589 84.365 4.789 89.153 4.548 399 4.947

7 84 12.017 684 12,701 603 5"/ 660

8 65 I 1.092 527 11.619 442 44 486

9 123 19,536 1,000 20.536 1,020 83
10 108 21.362 877 22.239 895 73 968

I 1 857 169.796 10.726 180.522 7.313 894 8.207

12 107 22.049 869 22’917 732 72 805

13 1.679 244.41 ! 13.645 258.056 11.756 1.137 12.893

14 38 16.445 311 16.756 319 26 345

15 375 82.681 3.050 85.73 1 2,949 254 3.203

16 334 60.918 2,712 63.631 2,731 226 2.957

i 7 4.108 231.055 279.808 14.237 17.067 nd nd

18 1(,4 21,358 21,358 1.205 1.205 nd nd

19 672 33.956 33.956 1.924 1.924 nd nd

20 494 58.362 58.362 3.616 3.616 nd nd

21 60 19.029 19.029 950 950 nd nd

22 19 7.100 7.100 279 279 nd nd

23 1.776 106.642 106.642 6,612 6,612 nd nd

24 114 13.962 13.962 858 858 nd nd

25 30 8.968 8.968 468 468 nd nd

26 5.106 88.275 88.275 2.506 7.506 nd nd

52,713 7.686"925 330.238 8.017.163 3~),479 27~20 366,999

Engineering-Science
determine.d; dgy-weather ioadin~ fro" drainage area# 1-16 only (ace

~otal suspended mlids
oil and grease

hectare
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Table 3-25

Comparative Annual Runoff Pollutant Concentration and Loading -
Runoff from the Study Area Versus HTP Discharge

’~ Concentration Aimmd
, , Wet-Weather Dry-Weather Mm Load

R~Uo R~tio

Constituents Runoff:wrP JWPCP Runoff:HTP JWI~P Runo~.HTP JWPCP

TSS 2.0.5 1.06 0.52 0.Z3 037 0.]2
’~’ O&G 0.3.5 0.03 0.16 0.10 0.05 0.03

Arsenic (total) 0.70 030 0.17 0.70 0.D 0.07
-. ~admium (toU/) 1.82 1..50 0.52 ND 0.31 0.23

Chromium (total) 1.29 0..31 1.81 0.16 0.1.5 0.04
’ ’ Copper (to~) 1.52 0.88 ND 0.30 0.20 0.12

L~d (total) 6.00 1.78 0.67 0.77 0.79 037
Nickel (tots/) 0.51 03.6 0..52 ND 0.06 0.03

’ ¯ Zinc (tota0 5.52 3.12 1-31 0.60 0.70 0.42

$ilvc: (total) 0.1.3 0.07 ND ND 0.02 0~2
-" Mercury (tota~ 4~8 1.2~ 1~0 ND 0.48 0.~

HTP = Hyperion Treatment Plant
TSS - total suspended solids
O&~ = oil and grease
ND - no data

-
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SECTION 4

EVALUATION OF RUNOFF POLLUTANT CONTROL MEASURES

The purpose of the analysis in this section is to identify the potential runoff
pollution control measures that could be implemented in the study area. Measures
selected as a result of this evaluation will be used to satisfy the requirements of the
Consent Decree. Potential pollution control measures are categorized as structural
and nonstructural. Structural controls are associated with the construction of
physical facilities; e.g., the construction of settling basins. Nonstructural measures
are primarily based on management approaches for controlling the dischaxge of
pollutants, and include maintenance practices, such as streetsweeping (Table 4-1).

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF CANDIDATE MEASURF~
The alternative measures are described and analyzed in terms of their design

¯ " characteristics as well as their efficiencies and effectiveness. Efficiency is defined as
. the ability of a given control measure to remove pollutants from the site (or flows)

being treated. Effectiveness is the overall pollutant removal expected from the
implementation of any given measure in the entire study area. For example,
pollution-removal efficiencies of treatment of dry-weather flows are close to
100 percent, but because dry-weather flows represent only about 4 percent of the
total expected load from the study area into Santa Mor~ca Bay, the effectiveness of
treating 50 percent of the dry-weather flows would be only about 2 percent.

The primary criteria included in this analysis to evaluate alternative runoff
pollution control measures are costs, efficiency, effectiveness, community and
environmental impacts, and regulatory and institutional aspects. Technical
feasibility and time required for implementation are also addressed as evaluation
criteria. Costs are defined in terr~ of TSS and O&G removal per thousand dollars
of investment.

As was discussed in Section 3, control measures were evaluated based on removal
of TSS and O&G from runoff loads. The percent removal of TSS and O&G is
directly proportional to percent removal of metals, herbicides, and pestiddes.
Annual loading for these constituents was discussed on Table 3-20.

STRUCTURAL POLLUTION CONTROL MEASURES
The structural runoff pollution control measures that might be implemented in

the study area were divided into four major groups: detention settling, treatment,
transport, and infiltration pilot programs. Table 4-I lists potential structural
controls. Analytical and cost estimating procedures for structural measures were
developed according to EPA recommendations (EPA, 1986; Weigand, et at., 1986).

4-1
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Table 4-1                                          L

Potential Runoff Pollution Control Options

-- Control Strategy Control

Detention Use North Outfall Sew~
Construct surface detention basins

¯ - Con.~’uct underground detention

Treatment Treat dry-weather flows at drainage discbarg~
Divert dry-weather drainage into HTP interceptor
Treat wet-weather flows
Develop wedands for runoff treatment

Infiltration Build porous pavements
Pilot program~ Build green strip rdten

Bul/d permeable inlet basim

Noaslructural Centreh

Waste collection CoUect household hazardous waste materiah
and Recyclh~ Recycle waste oil

..., Maintenance Practices Increase streetsweepin~ frequency
Upgrade streetsweeping methods
Increase catch basin cleaning

Public Education Inform public of rtmoff pollutant problem
Introduce concepts of pollutant runoff and control
Emphasize need to implement solutlo~

Source: F.ngineeri~-Science

Detention Settling Facilities

_ Detention facilities a~ly2ed in this study are the use of the North outfall sewer
structure, the co~truction of surface detention ba~i~ in public l~xnds (such a.s pa~ks
a~d highway media~,s), and the corxstruction of underground detention systems.

-
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North Outfall Sewer Structure Line Storage and Settling
Project Description. The North Outfall Sewer (NOS) was used by the City of Los

Angeles to collect sewer flows from the northern part of the study area and cany them
to HTP. The North Outfall Replacement Sewer has allowed the NOS to be taken Out
of service and rehabilitated. Dry-weather flows from an area of approximately 13,000
ha could be diverted to the NOS for temporary storage. The settling process associated
with this storage would remove TSS from incoming flows. Subsequently, tho.~ flows
would be pumped through the HTP ocean outfall.

Costs. The costs of implementing this alternative were not specifically determined
because they are far greater than the requirements stated in the Consent l~crce.
There would be advantages in project implementation, however, becaus~ of the u.~ of
an existing structure for runoff pollution control.

Efficiency. The pollution-removal efficiency of this project would be on the order of
90 percent (for TSS). The effectiveness in total nonpoint-source pollution removal
would be about 3 percent because of the low pollution load carried by tbe dry-weather
flows, as compared to that resulting from wet-weather conditions.

Community and Environmental Impacts. The implementation of this alt©rnativ¢
would have a very high community acceptance and a low environmental impact.

Regulatory Institutional Aspects. Regulatory institutional aspects axe not expected
to preclude project implementability. The NOS is not expected to be refurbished and
available for this type of project until 1996.

Construction of Surface Detention Settling Basins
Project Description. Surface settling basins are common runoff pollution control

facilities. Their main purpose is the removal of suspended solids. Their efficiency
varies directly with the time that flows are detained within the basin Detention time is
a function of total volume; therefore, a direct relationship exists between removal
efficiency and a basin’s total area. The area of the basin, of course, translates into costs.

In general, detention times in basins designed for stormwater pollution control ax¢
relatively long because many of the pollutants are associated with very small particle
sizes. For instance, Cobb (1982) reports that USGS studies have found that about half
of the total recoverable lead is associated v.~th particle sizes finer than 0.0039 mm. A
detention time of more than 6 hours, however, would be required to remove particles of
this size. Designing a detention-settling facility with a detention time of 6 hours would
allow for collection of about 70 percent of the runoff resulting from a typical storm
during peak-intensity periods.

In this study, estimated size of the settling facilities was based on the design
procedure proposed by EPA (1986), assuming an 80 percent reduction in TSS
concentration. Some reduction of oil and grease and pesticides would also be expected
in these facilities. Other assumed design parameters were an average rainfall intensity
of 1.27 mm/hour (0.05 in/hour) in the study area, an expected typical total rainfall of
28.70 mm (1.13 in) during a 24-hour rainfall, and an average runoff/rainfall ratio
equal to 0.35 (see Table 3-7). The 1.27-mm/hour intensity is the average wet-season
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rainfall intensity, estimated from 38 years of rainfall analysis (EPA, n.d., and SYNOP
historical data, Table 3-6). The 28.70-mm figure is the rainfall volume expected during
a typical storm.

Settling basins would be on-line facilities. They would operate as dry ponds and the
retention volume would be drawn down within 72 hours of the storm occurrence to
reduce odor and insect problems. Although the basins could be designed to include
percolation into the ground, this analysis considered that all flows would be returned to
the stormwater system.

Costs. Although the characteristics of detention facilities are site-specific, Table 4-2
shows general basin characteristics associated with the 55 drainage basins in the study
area. The drainage basins are ranked by TSS loading ratio as indicated on Table 3-17.
Construction and O&M cost estimates were obtained from Weigand, et al. (1986).
These costs were doubled in the calculations to account for 1989 costs, local cost
conditions, and engineering plus contingencies. Capital costs include an estimated
$750,000 per hectare of land.

Land availability is probably the main problem facing the development of settling
basins in the study area. The O&M costs could increase significantly ff the
concentration of pesticides in the sediment makes frequent removal of accumulated
sediments necessa~. Estimation of total annual costs was based on a 20-year life and a
10 percent discount rate.

Efficiency. As indicated previously, these facilities were designed for a removal
efficiency of about 80 percent TSS. The TSS removal-to-investment ratio varies from
488 kg/$1,000 at drainage basin 2 to 29 kg/$1,000 at drainage basin 26.

Community and Environmental Impacts. The construction of settling basins would
have implications regarding public safety. Additionally, this type of project would not
be acceptable if the facilities are built in public parks and recreation activities are
disrupted. Environmental impacts caused by the presence and disposal of sediments
would be moderate.

Regulatory Institutional Aspects. Some regulatory institutional issues are expected
to arise if this alternative is implemented because of the required approvals by the City
departments, the Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region
(RWQCB), and EPA.
During this study, it was not possible to identify an appropriate site for the construction

_ of a detention basin within the study area because of the numerous factors associated
with land acquisition that would have to be resolved. Provided that a construction site
is determined, the expected implementation time is estimated to be between 1 and 2

_ years.

Construction of Underground Detention Settling Facilities
Project Description. Underground settling facilities operate in a fashion similar to

surface settling basins. Runoff flows are detained over a certain time period to
accomplish pollutant removal by allowing suspended solids to settle under quiescent

PSRI~9
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Table 4-2

Detention Settling Basins: Sizing and ~ost Esthutes

Basin Average Pond ~.apital Annual OBu~ Tot. Annual ~ Removal

Overall Drainage Area Flow Area Costs (’..oats Cost(SO00) Removal F, Wectivenosa

I~nkj Basin (Ira) (m~/hr)b (mZ) ($000)� (SO00) (iff~, 207r) (i~$000) (%)

] 14 38 222 1,456 157 8 z6 4gs o~

2 2 1305 8692 57,020 4997 250 134 488 5.3

3 22 19 147 964 107 5 18 305 0.1

4 21 60 423 2,775 285 14 48 30S 0.2

5 25 30 204 1,338 145 7 ?,4 211S 0.1

6 15 375 1552 10,181 966 48 161 395 0.8

T 5-9 552 2231 14,635 1362 68 227 394 1.2

8 5-2-2 1075 4387 28,779 2594 130 433 3~9 2.2

9 5-6 2339 9600 62,976 5498 275 918 40"/ 4.9

10 12 107 426 2,795 287 14 48 3~4 0.2

I 1 500"7 427 1738 11,401 1075 54 179 368 0.9

! 2 11 857 3414 22,396 2042 102 34 1 383 1.7

13 10 108 428 2,808 288 14 48 342 0.2

14 5009 4919 20696 135,766 11542 577 1~928 382 9.6

15 5-5 4118 15997 104,940 8997 450 I,~02 405 7.9

16 5-7 1466 5619 36,86t 3287 164 ~ 389 2.8

17 5-1-2 1448 5754 37,746 3363 168 f~ 368 2.7

18 54-1 597 2305 15,121 1405 70 235 362 1.1

19 16 334 1303 8,548 819 41 137 343 0.6

2~ 5002 388 1469 9,637 917 46 !~3 356 0.7

21 5001 677 2596 17,030 1573 79 2~ 349 12

22 5008 300 1100 7,216 698 35 117 348 0-5

23 8 65 249 1,633 174 9 29 293 0.1

24 5200 300 1127 7,393 714 36 119 329 0.5

25 5005 355 1335 8,758 837 42 148 330 0.6

26 5100 916 3517 23,072 2100 105 3~1 336 1.5

27 54 3876 15796 103,622 8888 444 1,484 334 6.4

28 5-1-1 361 1352 8,869 848 42 I,l~ 324 0.6

29 9 123 442 2900 297 15 f~ 303 02

31 5-3 355 I2a9 8,193 786 39 131 319 0.5
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Table 4-2 (Continued)

Detention Settling Basins: Sizing and Cost Estimates

Basin Average Pond Capital Amual O~M Tot. Aauual TSS RemovalOverall Drainage Area Flow Area Costs Costs Cost(S000) Removal F.M~’Uvem~sRank" Basin (ha) (m~/lu’)l’ (m~) ($000)� (SO00) (10% 20,~’) (k~JSO00) (%)

32 5400 853 3011 19,752 1811 91 302 331 1.333 LA 246 939 6,160 601 ~0 I0~ 283 0.434 13 1679 5930 38,901 3461 173 $78 326 2.435 1700 483 1707 11,198 1057 53 176 303 0.736 6 589 2081 13,651 1275 64 213 305 0.837 7 84 299 1,961 207 10 34 268 0.138 5006 26 93 610 71 4 12 237 0.039 4 163 580 3,805 383 19 64 264 0.240 5-2-1 4573 19330 126,805 10804 540 IA94 255 6.04 ! 18 164 552 3,621 365 18 61 270 0.242 1 457 1728 11,336 1069 53 179 253 0.643 24 114 634 4,159 416 21 69 155 0.144 3 647 2031 13,323 1246 62 268 284 0.845 20 494 2735 17,942 1653 83 276 163 0.646 5004 40 126 827 93 5 16 231 0.047 5000 464 1446 9,486 903 45 151 225 0.448 5-4-3 1106 4149 27,217 2459 123 411 197 !.149 5-4-2 959 3958 25,964 2351 118 393 175 0.950 17-2 965 2405 15,7"T7 ’ 1463 73 244 18~ 0.651 23 1776 9207 60,398 5281 264 ~82 93 1.152 19 672 3459 22,691 2067 103 34~ 76 0353 17-3 735 1.520 9,971 947 47 I~ 139 0354 17-1 1925 3863 25,341 2297 115 384 149 0.755 26 5106 25430 166,821 14092 705 2,353 29 0.9
Source: Engineering Science
O&M - operation and maintenance
TSS ,, total suspeudcd solids

uasea on basra area ants tTpscal storm (Table 3-6); average rainfall inteuuty ! - 0.13 mm/hr (0AI5 in./hr); nmoff/raint~. 0.3.5; depth - 1.2 m
Cost estimates include land acquisition at $’750,000 pex lw.ctare

,, hectare
m3/itr - cubic meter per hour



conditions. The design characteristics of these structures are indicated on Table 4-3.
Design parameters used for sizing these structures were equal to those used for
sizing surface settling basins. Removal efficiencies are expected to be about
80 percent.                                                                          1

Costs. The main advantage of underground detention facilities over settling
basins is the availability of construction sites, which makes this alternative less site-               ~
specific. Underground settling facilities are generally more expensive than surface
settling facilities in terms of capital and O&M costs. In this study, construction cost
estimates were obtained from Weigand, et al. (1986). These costs were doubled in
the calculations to account for 1989 costs, local cost conditions, and engineering and
contingencies.

Efficiency. The main disadvantage of this alternative is the lower pollution
removal-to-investment ratio as compared to surface settling basins. As shown on
Table 4-3, the artnual kilograms of TSS removal per $1,000 investment range from
361 at drainage basin 2 to 25 at drainage basin 26.

Community and Environmental Impacts. This type of facility would be more
easily accepted by the community than surface settling basins. The environmental
impact would probably be moderate because of the presence of sediments requiring ~removal and the perceived risk of groundwater contamination. Construction would
result in extensive disruption of existing activities. :

Regulatory Institutional Aslx~CtS. Some institutional regulatory issues are b ....."~
expected to arise because of O&M considerations. The estimated implementation

... time is between 3 and 5 yeats. ~’~

Treatment Facilities ~d

Two main runoff pollution-control treatment alternatives were considered for ~
analysis: treatment of dry-weather flows at drainage discharges and collection of
dry-weather flows at drainage discharges for subsequent treatment at HTP.
Additionally, facility site considerations are given for providing storage of wet- t"-
weather flows at the discharge sites for subsequent treatment in a Wastewater
Treatment Plant, and development of wetland areas for runoff treatment is
discussed.

Treatment of Dry.Weather Flows at Drainage Discharges                                 i3

Project Description. Treatment of dry-weather flows consisting of primary
sedimentation would be conducted at the discharge point of the receiving storm
drain into the Bay. The addition of chemicals to the primary settling facilities may
be necessary to remove heavy metals. The implementation of this alternative would
require pumping the flows from the discharge site to the primary sedimentation
units, which should be located in a site with adequate flood protection and as close
to the discharge of the storm drain as possible.

Assuming that most dry-weather flows result from regulated discharges, removal              ~
of contaminants would be most effective if treatment takes place at the point of
discharge. To be implemented, this measure would have to be added to existing
NPDES permits by the RWQCB.

PSRI~9
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Table 4-3

Underground Detention Storage: Sizing and Cost Estimates

Average Pond Capital Annual O&M Tot. Annual TSS       Rcmov,d
Overall Drainage Area Flow Area Cost~ Cost~ Cost(S000) Removal EffectJvcne~
Rank" ~stu (b~) (m3/hr)~’ (~) (~00)� (~000) (10~ :UM’) (ke/U~eO)

1 14 38 222 1,4.56 384 12 56 224 0.2
2 2 1305 8692 57,020 7,663 230 1,126 361 5.3
3 22 19 147 964 275 8 40 135 0.1
4 21 60 423 2,775 6.50 20 96 153 0.2
5 25 30 204 1,338 359 11 53 131 0.1
6 15 375 1552 10,181 1,879 56 276 231 0.8 "
7 5-9 552 2231 14,635 2,526 76 371 242 1.2
8 5-2-2 1075 4.’~7 28,779 4386 132 645 268 2.2
9 5-6 2339 96~0 62,976 8,310 249 1,122 306 4.9
10 12 107 426 2,795 6.54 20 96 177 0.2
11 5007 427 1738 11,401 2,060 62 303 218 0.9
12 I1 857 ~14 22,396 3,.575 107 $25 249 1.7
13 10 108 428 2,808 657 20 97 170 0.2
14 ~ 4919 2t~,’)6 135,766 15,554 467 2,286 322 9.6
15 5-5 4118 15~)7 104,940 12,606 378 1,853 328 7.9
16 5-7 1466 5619 36,861 5,368 161 789 271 2.8
17 5-I-2 1448 57~4 37,746 5,473 164 805 257 2.7
18 5-4-1 597 2305 15,121 2,594 78 381 223 1.1
19 16 334 1303 8,548 1,629 49 239 196 0.6
20 5002 388 1469 9,637 1,796 54 264 206 0.7
21 5001 677 2596 17,030 2,859 86 420 218 1.2
22 5008 300 1100 7216 1,429 43 209 195 0.5
23 8 65 249 1,633 422 13 62 138 0.1
24 5200 300 1127 7,393 1,447 43 213 184 0.5
25 5005 355 1335 8,758 1,661 50 244 189 0.6
26 5100 916 3517 23,072 3,662 110 53~ 219 1.5
27 5-8 3876 15796 103,622 12,477 374 1~4 270 6.4
28 5-1-1 361 1352 8,869 1,679 50 247 1~6 0.6
29 9 123 442 2,900 674 20 99 152 0.2
30 5~03 501 1883 12,352 2~0 66 323 1~ 0.8
31 .%3 355 1249 8,193 1,574 47 231 181 0.5
32 54~0 853 3011 19~752 3~226 97 474 211 1.3



Table 4-3 (Continued)

~r

Underground Detention Storage: Sizing and Cost Estimates

Average Pond ~pital A~ual O&M ToL Annual TSS Removal

OveraU I~’ainage Ar~ Flow Area Cost~ Cost~ COst(S000) Removal FAgec~lveneas

Ranks Basin (ha) (m3~hr)b (m~) ($000)� (~d)00) (10%, 20,jr) 0WJ$000) (%)

33 1A 246 939 6,160 1,24"/ 37 !~3 I$$ 0.4

34 13 1679 5930 38,901 5,609 168 ~25 22~ 2.4

35 1700 483 170-] 11,198 2030 61 29~ 179 0.7

36 6 589 2081 13,651 2,387 "/2 351 185 0.8

3"/ 7 84 299 1,961 490 15 72 12~ 0.1

38 5006 26 93 610 189 6 2~ !01 0.0

39 4 163 580 3,805 841 25 124 136 0.2

40 5-2-1 4573 19330 126,805 14,711 441 ~163 213 6.0

41 18 164 552 3,621 808 24 !!9 13~ 0.2

42 1 45"I 1728 11,336 2,051 62 301 150 0.6

43 24 114 634 4,159 905 21 133 81 0.1

44 3 647 2031 13,323 2,340 70 344 1"]2 0.8

45 20 494 2735 17,942 2,983 89 438 102 0.6

46 .5004 40 126 827 242 7 36 101 0.0

4"/ 5000 464 1446 9,486 1,773 53 261 130 0A

48 5-4-3 1106 4149 2"/,217 4,191 126 616 131 1.1

49 5-4-2 959 3958 25,964 4,033 121 $93 116 0.9

.50 17-2 965 2405 " 15,’]’/’/ 2,686 81 39~ 114 0.6

51 23 17"/6 9"207 60,398 8,032 241 1,181 ?0 1.I

52 19 672 3459 22,691 3,613 108 ~.~1 49 03

53 17-3 735 1520 9,9"/1 1,84"/ 55 271 81 0.3

54 1"]-1 1925 3863 25,341 3,954 11.9 ~1 99 0.7

55 26 5106 25430 166,821 18,401 ~2 ~ 2~ 0.9

Source: Engineering-Science
O&M - operation and maint©nanc~
TSS - total suspended solids
¯ Rank based on annual pollutant loading ratio (Appendix A-2 thro~ A-~)
b Based on bafin acea and typical florin (Tabi~ ~-6); Ave.rage gainf-n inle.~uity i - 0.13 mm/kr (0.0~ ia./hg); nma~/ralafd - 0..~; Depth - 1.2 m
� Cost ©slimatc.s indud¢ land acquisition at ~’/50,008 per hectare
m3/hr - cubic meter per hour
k8 - kiloffam
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Costs. The removal costs associated with this alternative are indicated on Table
4-4. Costs were estimated by using factors developed by the U.S. Army, Corps of
Engineers (1978), corrected for time, local conditions, and engineering and
contingencies. The estimate of annual costs is based on a 20-year life and a
10 percent discount rate. A disadvantage of this alternative is the land requirements
for construction of the facilities. This factor was not included in the cost estimates.

Efficiency. Treatment facilities are very efficient for removing a number of
contaminants, including TSS and O&G. The annual TSS removal in kilograms per

from 226 Ballona Creek and to 2 at drainage$1,00o investedisexpectedtovRry at
basin 14. The kilograms of O&G removed per $1,000 investment would v~y from
18.8 to 1.3 in those same drainage basins. Removal effectivene~ for low-flow

fadlities would be low because of the small dry-weather to wet-treatment quite very

weather pollution ratio.

Community and Environmental Impacts. The environmental impact of
developing this alternative would be high because of the presence of the treatment
facilities in environmentally-sensitive areas. The community acceptance factor
would be low because of the negative aesthetic impacts of the treatment plants and
the perceived environmental risk.

Regulatory Institut|onal Aspects. Regulatory institutional issues are likely to be
important because the treatment facilities would have to be operated under federal
and state regulations. The period required for project implementation would be
between 3 and 5 years.

Divert Dry.Weather Drainage into HTP Interceptor

Project Description. This alternative consists of constructing low-flow diversions
from the drainage channels to the coastal sewer interceptor so that dry-weather
flows could be treated at the HTP. Flow diversions would take place only during
the dry season, which represents low-flow conditions at the treatment plant, and
during periods between rainfall events when daily flows were at levels common
during the dry season, and thus represents only "treatment by opportunity’. The
HTP has a treatment capacity of about 5.5 x 10n liters per year (400 mgd). The
average dry-weather flow for the urbanized basins (Basins 1-16) in the study area is
about 349 L/s (8 mgd), which represents only about 2 percent of I-ITP capadty.
From the standpoint of efficiency, diversion of Ballona Creek low flows alone would
capture approximately 80 percent of the runoff from urbanized basins with the
construction of a single diversion structure. Because of the small flows diverted, no
major effects on the plant’s capacity or performance would be expected.

The project would require constructing a diversion structure in the low-flow
section of the Ballona Creek drainage channel. Automatic electrical operators
would regulate flow diversion through a sluice gate valve so that no flow would be
diverted during rainfall conditions or peak inflows at the treatment plant. The pip,
carrying flows to the coastal interceptor is expected to operate entirely by gravity.
The automatic operators could also be controlled by a flow-monitoring system
installed at HTP.

PSRL59
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Table 4-4

Alternative: Treat Dry-Weather Runoff Flows at Drainage Discharges

Annual Annual Capital Amiiml O&M Total Anmm|l TSS O&G EITectlveness
Drainage Area Flow TSS Load O&G ~ Costs Costs Cost($000)a I~emoval l~moval TSS Rent. O&G Rein.
~.-, (,~ ~/,~ (xs~ (xr,) ~sooo). 0ooo~ 0o% zo~ ~ls00o~ (~/sooo~ (,~) ~,~

1 457 3.9 3,690 308 1,393 12 17S 21 I~t 0.05 008
IA 246 2.1 1,987 166 1,380 7 16~ 12 1.0 0.02 0.05
2 1,305 11.2 10596 883 1,444 34 203 $2 4.4 0.13 0.24
3 647 5.6 5,298 442 1,406 17 122 29 2.4 0.07 0.12
4 163 1.4 1,323 110 1,374 4 16~ 8 0.7 0.02 0.03
5 32,993 283.4 268,153 ~ 3,011 834 I,I~/ 226 I8-q 3.34 6.09
6 58~ 5.1 4,789 399 1,~02 15 179 2"/ 2.2 0.06 0.11
7 84 0.7 684 57 1,368 2 162 4 0.4 0.01 0.02
8 65 0.6 527 44 1~67 2 162 3 0.3 0.01 0.01
9 123 1.1 1,000 83 1,371 3 164 6 0-~ 0.01 0.02
l0 108 0.9 877 73 t,37o 3 103 S 0.4 0.01 0.02
11 857 11_3 10,726 894 1,445 34 203 ~3 4.4 0.13 0.24
12 107 0.9 869 72 !,370 3 163 S 0.4 0.01 0.02
13 1,679 14.4 13,645 1,137 1,465 43 2iS ~4 $3 0.17 0_31
14 38 0_3 311 26 1,,365 1 161 2 0.2 0.00 0.0I
15 375 3.2 3050 254 1,388 10 172 18 I.~ 0.04 0.07
16 334 2.9 2~?~2 226 tr.~86 9 17l IS 13 0~)3 0.06

Source: Engineering-Science
¯ Cost does not include land acquisitioa
TSS - total suspeud~l solids
O&G - oil and grease
O&M - operations aad maintenance



Costs. The cost factors associated with this alternative are indicated on
Table 4-5. They include an estimated $100 per year per liter/second of flow
volume. This value was obtained from Engineering-Science data for operation of
wastewater treatment facilities. These estimates indicate a present-worth cost for
diversion and treatment of Ballona Creek low flows to HTP of $536,000. The City
Bureau of Sanitation has indicated that these costs may be substantially higher.

Efficiency. Comparison of effluent water quality at H~ (Table 2-2) and Ballona
Creek low-flow runoff (Table 3-22) indicate that TSS and O&G concentrations in
Ballona Creek runoff average 2 and 5 times lower, respectively, than in HTP
effluent. Concentrations of metals in both systems are approximately equal. In
terms of TSS and O&G removal, treatment would probably have no effects on the
water quality of the incoming runoff flows to HTP. TSS and O&G would simply be
discharged through HTP’s outfall instead of draining directly onto the nearshor¢
zone. On the other hand, some heavy metals would be removed from the
discharged flows and incorporated into the excess sludge. Because of their relatively
low loads and concentrations, no effects are expected on the plant’s performance,
specifically in the sludge treatment and disposal processes. A best-case estimate of
the average annual kilograms of TSS removed from the drainage discharge per
$1,000 investment would vary between 4285 and 31 (Table 4-5) at Ballona Creek
and Santa Monica Pier drainage basins, respectively. Since the Ballona Creek flow

80 percent of the low-flow TSS and O&G entering the bay, removalrepresents
effectiveness of treating this single outflow is much higher than treating any other
drainage area.

Community and Environmental Impacts. The main advantage of this alternative
is the increased public perception that the responsible agencies are taking steps
toward solving the perceived pollution problem in the area. The negative
environmental impacts of project implementation would be minimal, since Ballona
Creek does not drain into the wetlands. Fresh water flows through the wetland area
via Jefferson drain and the Centinela drain and into Ballona Creek.

Regulatory Institutional Aspects. Concern exists regarding the impact of
implementing this alternative on the regulatory and financial requirements of the
HTP. These will need to be resolved, including EPA approval to accept runoff
flows other than domestic sewage. The Sewer Limitation Ordinance adopted by the
City in 1988 regulates new sewer connections by both the City and contract agendes.
Any diversion of low flows would need to be evaluated against criteria used for
other connections.

Storage and Treatment of Wet.Weather Flows
This alternative would consist of collecting and storing stormwater runoff flows

for treatment at a treatment facility. In terms of plant capacity, this alternative
cannot be implemented because the expected volume resulting from a typical storm
during the wet season would be about three times the existing treatment capacity at
HTP. The size of storage requirements, flow conveyance facilities, and treatment
units makes this alternative noaimplcmentable at this time or in the near future.
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Tnble 4-$

Alternative: Divert Dry-Weather Drainage into HTP Interceptor

1 457 3.9 3,690 308 60 10 17 218 18.2 0.05 0.08

LA 246 2.1 1,987 166 48 7 13 159 13.2 0.02 0.05

2 1,305 11.2 10,596 883 68 18 26 410 34.~ 0.13 0.24

3 647 5.6 5,298 442 63 12 19 27S 2Z.9 0.07 0.12

4 163 1.4 1,323 1 I0 50 6 12 109 9.1 0.02 0.03

5 32,993 283.4 268,153 22,.346 204 39 63 4,2~S 357 3.34 6.09

6 589 5.1 4,789 3’,"7 63 11 19 ~ 213 0.06 0. ! !

7 84 0.7 (,84 57 48 6 11 61 S.I 0.01 0.02

8 65 0.6 527 44 48 5 11 48 4.0 0.01 0.01

9 ! 23 1. I I ,(ItlO 83 47 6 I I 90 7-q 0.01 0.02

10 108 0.9 877 73 48 6 I 1 77 6.4 0.0l 0.02

I 1 857 11.3 10,726 894 68 18 26 413 34.4 0.13 0.24

12 107 0.9 869 72 48 6 11 77 6.4 0.01 0.02

13 1,679 14.4 13,645 1,137 72 22 30 4~4 37t 0.17 0.31

14 38 0.3 311 26 45 5 10 31 2.8 0.00 0.01

15 375 3.2 3,050 254 60 9 16 1~ IS.6 0.04 0.07

16 334 2.9 2,712 226 57 9 IS 178 14.8 0.03 0.06

Source: Engineeging-Scienc~
¯ lndudcs trcatmcnt costs estimated at $100/yr.~r per troll flO~.
TSS - total suspended solids
O&G = oil and g~case
O&M = operations and malnteaaace
ha = hcctagc

L/s = liter per second
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A pollutant control technology that has been used widely in the Southeast is the
detention of some first-flush volume of stormwater. After settling to remove
pollutants, this volume is slowly released to the receiving body. In this way it
operates in a similar manner to the settling basins discussed previously. This control
technique may have applications in the Santa Monica Bay drainage areas in the
City’s long-term runoff management plan. ES estimates that capital costs required
to implement this technology would be similar to those for detention basins.

Development of Wetlands for Runoff Treatment
Project Description. Treatment of stormwater runoff by routing the flows

through wetland areas has proven effective in removing pollutant loads. Most
studies reporting the results of the use of wetlands as a control measure indicate
that they are most appropriate for removing nutrients and low levels of dissolved
toxics (metals, etc.). They thereby function best as a "polishing" step at the end of a

series that other technologies to remove solids and some pollutantstreatment uses
prior tO reaching the wetlands. Because wetlands provide mostly nutrient and
metals removal through biological uptake, careful studies are necessary to
determine the effects of stormwaters in ecologically sensitive areas.

This study made an evaluation of the impact of using the Ballona Creek wetlands
for treating stormwater runoff. A water quality objective for the Ballona Wetlands
is to provide both storage and outflow for stormwater flow capacRy for the 50-year
storm event (Friends of Ballona Wetlands, 1990). By using wetlands only as a
"polishing" step, pollutant removal efficiencies for this measure would be very low
compared to other technologies. By treating the runoff flows before discharge,
adequate uses of the water would be made; however, the purpose of using the
wetlands as treatment units would be lost. Additionally, the treatment and flow
conveyance costs would make this alternative not implementable at this time.
Because of the high cost of land, the development of new wetlands in the area has
also been considered infeasible.

Transport Facilities

The main alternative included under this category is the construction of dry
weather outfalls. Additionally, some information is given regarding the construction
of wet-weather outfafls. The outfalls would discharge into Santa Monica Bay at an
undetermined distance from the beach, where dilution would decrease pollutant
concentration below Ocean Plan Standards (SWRCB, 1990).

Construction of Dry.Weather Outfalls

Project Description. This alternative would consist of constructing outfalis
similar to the proposed Pico-Kenter outfall system that would carry dry-weather
flows for discharge at a certain distance from the beach. One problem with project
implementation is the absence of pollutant-removal capabilities, which may not
conform to the requirements of the Consent Decree.

I~R~9
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Costs. The cost figures shown on Table 4-6 were developed at each discharge
site using the estimated cost of the Pico-Kenter outfall as a basis point and sizing up
or down as applicable. The cost estimate of the Pico-Kenter project was provided
by the engineering staff of the Department of Public Works of Los Angeles County.

Efficiency. An important characteristic of this alternative is that pollutants are
not actually removed from the Bay, but it is assumed that dilution effects would
reduce pollutant concentrations to more acceptable levels.

Community and Environmental impacts. The community acceptance factor of
implementing this alternative is likely to be mixed. Some strong opposition would
be expected from environmental groups. The actual environmental impacts are
likely to be moderate. There may be a need to model the behavior and
characteristics of the receiving water under the new discharge conditions.

Regulatory lnstRutional Aspects. Several regulatory institutional issues are
expected from the development of this project because of the number of agencies
and community groups involved in the decision-making process. The time period
required for constructing an outfall similar to the Pico-Kenter system is estimated at
about 5 years.

Construction of Wet.Weather Outfalls

indicated previously, the expected volume resulting from a typical storm
during the wet season is about three times the treatment capacity at HTP. The
required size of the outfalls would, therefore, be substantially larger than the
existing domestic sewage ocean outfall. Because of its high costs, it has been
considered that this alternative cannot be implemented at this time.

Infiltration Pilot Programs

Project Description. Small pilot programs are recommended to assess the
effectiveness of implementing site-specific runoff pollution-control measures in
areas such as parking lots. Three examples of such programs are evaluated here:
installation of small storrnwater filters in parking lot green strips, use of porous
pavements in low-traffic areas, and installation of permeable catch basins.

The proposed stormwater filters would be designed as slow sand filtration units
with a filtration rate of about 4,000 L/m2" d (100 gal/ftz" d). Figures 4-1 and 4-.2 are
schematic representations of one of these units, which would be installed as part of
an existing green strip divider in a parking lot. During storms, runoff would be
carried to these units by sloping the catchment surface toward the filter inlet. The
filtered effluent would discharge into the stormwater system. Sampling and
monitoring capabilities should be provided to test actual pollutant removal
efficiencies. The only normal O&M procedure applied to this unit would be to
replace the upper 1-inch layer of sand when water-head losses become excessive.

Porous pavement areas would consist of a coarse graded surface layer, containing
at least 25 percent voids, laid on an impermeable underlayer. Colyer (1982)
indicates that about 4 mm of rainfall could be retained in the voids. The retention
time and the contacting surface would result in pollution reduction. The effluent
from the porous pavement areas would be discharged into the stormwater system.
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Table 4-6

Alteruativ~. Construct Dry.Weather RunoffOutfalls

Annual TSS Anmual ~G ~.~plt~l ~mmwal ~ Total Anmml TSS O&G

Drainage Area Flow Load Load Cmti ~1~ Co~t ($000) Relocated Relocated

~asiu the) (LI.) 0~) O~ (Seoo) {Seeo) (to~, ~o~.) O~/sooo) O~/sooo)

Area ! 457a 184 15

Area IA 246 6.0 5,707 4/6 185 9 31

Area 2 1,305 6J; 6,448 53"/ 198 10 33 195 16

Area 3 647 9.9 9,413 784 243 12 41 230 19

Area 4 163 1.4 1,323 110 83 4 14 95 8

Area 5 32,993 283.4 268,153 22,346 1,539 77 258 1,039 87

A~ca 6 589 5.1 4,789 399 169 8 28 171 14

Arca 7 84 0.7 684 57 57 3 10 68 6

Area 8 65 0.6 527 44 52 3 9 59 5

Area 9 123 1.1 1,000 83 73 4 13 77 6

Arca 10 108 0.9 877 73 65 3 11 80 7

Area 11 857 11_3 10,726 894 262 13 44 244 20

AJca 12 107 0.9 869 72 65 3 11 79 7

A~ca 13 1,679 14.4 13,645 1,137 299 15 ~ 273 23

Axca 14 38 0_3 311 26 36 2 6 52 4

Axca 15 375 33. 3,050 254 131 ? 22 139 12

/~ca 16 334 2.9 2,712 226 124 6 2I 129 11

Source: Engineering-Science
¯ Chevron El Scgundo Ref’me~ nmo~ milected, treated, mad dischar~ thgough am ~ e~eam mltfa~
TSS = total suspended solids
O&G - oil and grease
O&M - operations and maintenance
ha - he~arc
L/s = ~,crs per second
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Problemsencounteredwith systems, as compared to regular asphaltthese
pavement, are a faster wearing of the pavement surface and the need to apply
special construction techniques. Control of construction would need to be more
stringent than for normal road surfacings, and the costs are usually higher.

Permeable catch basins would be designed in a similar fashion to regular catch
basins, except that the bottom would allow for the infiltration of runoff into the
natural soil. These units could retain volumes of runoff from about 35 liters in a
300-ram chamber to 125 liters in a deep 450-nun chamber. Additional flows would
be bypassed to the storm drain system. Installation of this type of catch basin should
be considered as existing basins are repaired or replaced.

Pilot programs would require constant monitoring during an estimated three-year
research period for determining actual pollutant-removal efficiencies. Porous
pavements and green-strip filters allow easier access for these monitoring
requirements than do permeable catch basins.

Costs. The construction cost of a green-strip filter collecting stormwater flows
from an area of about 0.15 ha is approximately $14,000. The corresponding cost for
a porous pavement area is approximately $24,000. The cost of a permeable catch
basin is approximately $10,000.

Efficiency. The pollutant-removal efficiency of the filters and the porous
pavement units would be about 80 percent for TSS and O&G removal. Because
most of the soil in the study area is formed of clays or sandy Ioams with relatively
low infiltration rates, the efficiency of permeable catch basins would be only about
10 percent during a typical storm event. Effectiveness of widespread
implementation of these techniques has not been included in final project
evaluations.

Community and Environmental Impacts. The implementation of the infiltration
pilot program would result in positive community acceptance. No negative
environmental impacts are expected from a pilot program or on areawide
implementation of these control measures.

Regulatory Institutional Aspects. No regulatory institutional issues are expected
from the implementation of a pilot program. Regulations would be necessary for
implementing these measures on an areawide basis.

NONSTRUCTURAL POLLUTION CONTROL MEASURES

Modification to Existing Control Practices

Modifications to existing nonstructural control practices may be employed to
reduce pollutant loadings. This can occur through changes in stormwater
management techniques. As with structural controls, any changes in existing
management practices must be carefully considered to ensure that meaningful
pollutant-loading reductions are achieved within a reasonable cost when compared
to other available control strategies.

Nonstructurai controls may be either generally applicable throughout the study
area or may be focused to a particular land-use or drainage area that has been
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identified as a source of high levels of pollutant loading. Four existing practices
have been identified as feasible stormwater runoff pollution-control methods:
household hazardous waste collection programs, improved street sweeping.
sweeping of target areas, and increased frequency of catch basin cleaning.

Household Hazardous Waste MaterialsCollect

Project Description. Improper handling and disposal of hazardous waste
materials can result in those materials reaching storm drains and being discharged
to Santa Monica Bay and beach areas. Metals, pesticides, and oil and grease may be
discharged through a variety of paths. Support of community dforts to periodically
pick up household hazardous materials for proper disposal at approved sites is one
way to reduce this potential contamination.

The most common method used by munidpalities is to finandally support a
community-based pickup program of household hazardous waste materials and to
publicize the availability and locations of these services. Continuing public
education is required to ensure that the benefits of the program are continuous and
not one-time. As indicated in Section 2, the City of Los Angeles and Los Angeles
County are currently engaged in implementing this type of program in the study

Costs. The costs associated with the implementation of household hazardous
waste collection programs vary widely, depending mainly on the amount and variety
of wastes collected and the cost of waste disposal. According to City of Los Angeles
estimates the cost per roundup event per year is about $250,000 (Table 4-7).

Efllclency. Experience from past roundups carried out by the City of Los
Angeles indicate that the public response to this program varies widely from area to
area. Similar programs in other pans of the nation have shown that the amount of
hazardous waste collected is quite small as compared to the estimated availability.
In terms of oil and grease removed, this program’s efficiency has been estimated at
5 kilograms per $1,000 spent. Major assumptions are indicated on Table 4-7.

A recent program titled "Mobile Household Hazardous Waste Collection
Program (HAZMOBILE)" was begun in February 1994. Operation details and
costs have not been noted as yet. A brief description of this program is included in
Section 2.

Community and Environmental Impacts. Hazardous waste pickup programs
require safeguards for handling, transportation, and disposal of the material. The
availability of hazardous material disposal areas must be assessed.

Regulatory Institutional Aspects. Coordination is necessary among the solid-
waste handling agencies at the City and County level to gain an increased level of
effectiveness of the program within the Santa Monica Bay drainage area.

Improved Streetsweeping
Project Description. This control strategy falls within the area of improved

maintenance practices designed to reduce the level of TSS available to storm runoff.
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Household Hazardous Waste Collection Programs

Radius of i~flucnce of �olle.ctlo-, site (kin) ~ 2
A~ea �,~.red with on~ site (ha) 2.000

Number o~ additional ~o~ per yr.at 1

Propam r, He.~ivr.n~

Colle,~on �or~ p~r s~te (C~ ~formafion)

Annual a~ount of O&G removed: (kg)/$1,000 ~nve~mcnt

So=c=: F..~iaeeri~-S~=:=
O&G - oil =~1 =teas=

Improved stree~weep~g pra~ices ~clude acquisition of more e~dent s~ee~eep~g
equipment ~d schedu~g operatiom to ~incide ~th the end of the d~ ~
Equipment ~cludes va~um stree~weepers capable of remo~ng ~e p~i~ates from
~em d~lt to reach ~th conventional equipment.

No~ s~ee~weeping pra~ices ~e designed to colle~ l~ger p~i~late matter ~at
gener~ly less of a pollution problem than fine p~ticles. Metes ~d other compo~
result~g &ore t~e ~d brae we~ deposited on stree~ ~d ~ghways, ~ we~ ~ po~u~
~om o~er sources, tend to be strongly ~sociated ~th fine p~at~.

A pilot pro~ to demomtrate the e~cien~ of the equipment md ~equen~ ~te~
necess~ to achieve opt~um system peffo~ance is reco~ended before pr~eed~g
~th any large-sc~e implementation of this strat~. ~is could be implemented ~t~
~o-ye~ pe~od, ~clud~g ~ ~sessment of the effectiveness of the pro~ ~d
~s~ssment of the benefi~ of a ~der-scal¢ application. ~ pilot pro~ shoed ev~uate
th~ qu~tiW ~d ~e of mate~ removed ~ well ~ the particle size d[st~bution of the
mat~ to dete~ne whether the go~ of incre~ing the collection of fine panicles ~d
~sociated me~ ~ sat~fied.

Costs. To be ~ effe~ive pollution control me~ure, streetcle~ng ffequen~ h~ to
related to polluter ac~mulation ~d int~rsto~ event times. S~or ~d Boyd (1972)
estimate that the sofids loading ac~mulation ~ in a co~erci~ ~ea tapers off ~er
a~out 7 days ~t~r the pre~ous clea~ng. ~e inter-event time estimated from the ~i~
sto~ study d~sc~bed in Section 3 of this repo~ is about 10 days (13 wee~). Ten da~,
therefore, should be the opt~um stree~weeping frequen~ for the ~e~
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The City of Los Angeles operates 164 sweepers to cover a total of about 7,650 street
miles. The cleaning frequency averages about once every 3.5 weeks; at that frequency, a
sweeper would cover 18 miles of streets every 1.3 weeks (10 days). A total of 430 sweepers
would be required to sweep 7,650 street miles every 10 days.

Assuming a similar efficiency for vacuum sweepers, a pilot program coveting an                  1
impervious area of approximately 2,200 hectares could be accomplished in a high-density
transportation area with eight streetsweepers. The annual cost of the pilot program would            P~
be approximately $900,000, including amortization of capital, labor, and operation and
maintenance costs (Table 4-8).

E~ciency. One of the objectives of the NURP program was to establish the effects of
streetsweeping on the loadings and concentrations of pollutants. The results indicated that
pollutant-reduction efficiencies with conventional roller sweepers are very low - on the
order of 10 percent. Occasionally, the street load after sweeping was greater than before.
Novotny, et al. (1986) indicate that pollutant removal using high-efficiency equipment
could be at most 25 percent. As shown on Table 4-8, in this study the efficiency of
improved streetsweeping programs has been estimated at 20 percent with improved
equipment such as vacuum streetsweepers. A removal rate of 70 kilograms total suspended
solids per $1,000 invested has been estimated.

Community and Environmental Impacts. The increased frequency and intensity of ~
improved streetsweeping may increase air emissions of fine particulate matter and would ~
have associated noise impacts. The use of more efficient vacuum streetsweepers over
conventional units, however, may compensate for the effect on air quality. If the operation |..
is focused in a high-intensity transportation land use, the noise effects would be lessened. " " "’~
The material collected would require handling, transponatiort, and disposal in an r~
appropriate landfill. Appropriate tests would have to be performed to determine the
suitability of the material for disposal.                                                   ~=~

Regulatory Institutional Aslx~CtS. Coordination within City departments is desirable if           ~=~
the program is expanded beyond the pilot-scale demonstration. The effectiveness of
improved streetsweeping may be increased if targeted areas are coordinated with cleaning
of catch basins,                                                                      m~

Sweep Target Areas
Project Description. Sweeping target areas with existing equipment to reduce                     t

particulate accumulation is another potential measure to reduce TSS loadings on storm-
drainage systems. This measure is distinguished from improved streetsweeping because it
does not supplement existing equipment.

Sweeping target areas entails improved scheduling designed according to criteria that
consider the accumulation of material during the dry season (before the first seasonal
storm) and between storm events. Target areas can be identified by identifying areas with
higher poLlutant loading ratios.

Costs. Assuming that a pilot program uses already programmed expenditures and
existing equipment, there would be no increase in expenditures to focus streetsweeping
activities in a target area, with the exception of monitoring the success of the project.              ~    ~
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Table 4-8

Improved Street Cleaning

Ma~n a.~umptiot~: The City of Los Angeles operates 164 sweepen to cover a total of abeut
7,650 street miles. The cleaning frequency is about once every 3-~ w~eks. A
vacuum truck having a similar efficiency would cover about 18 mileg o~
~areets if the frequency is reduced to 13 weeks (recurrenc~ interval
typical storm). In terms of area, 18 street mile~ i.~ about 270 ha. The average
load of TSS/ha is 145 kg. A total of 7,900 kg of TSS could be removed with ¯
sweeper if the efficiency is a~umed equal to 20

Annu~d co~ (10%, 6 ye.~) 111,600

removed: 0~g)/$000

Sou~e:
- total suspended solids

O&M - operstkms and maintenance

E~ciency. Any improvement in removal efficiency under this strategy is
principally associated with choosing areas that have higher pollutant loading ratios.
Assuming that the ar~as now swept have an average TSS annual loading of
145 kg/ha, sweeping target areas would reduce the pollutant load to about
130 kg/ha in those areas. Considering the annual cost of operating a streetsweeper
equal to $100,000, and the same assumptions indicated on Table 4-8 (except for the
lower efficiency), this would imply the additional removal of approximately
40 kilogralrts TSS/$1,000 invested. By reprogramming 40 (equivalent to 25 percent)
of the existing streetsweepers to high pollutant-loading areas, the overall removal
effectiveness would be less than I percent.

The a~ual effectiveness of this program could be determined by a pilot pro~
that would compare conditions with and without the scheduling program in a target
area. Because of the practical difficulties of isolating truly high-pollutant-loading
areas, scheduling operations between storms, the high cost of operating and
maintaining equipment, and the low marginal removal efficiency of improved
scheduling using conventional streetsweeping equipment, the project would
probably have an actual cost efficiency lo~er than that stated. Also, because
existing equipment does little to remove the small panicle fraction associated with
high pollutant loads, the actual pollutant load reduction for metals and oil and
grease may be much less than is implied by the TSS load reductions.

Community and Environmental Impacts. Sweeping target areas would have few
if any environmental effects, except for changing the areas and frequency of
street.sweeping activities.

A
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RegulatoryInstitutional Aspects. There are no known regulatory or institutional
problems in implementing this approach. The effectiveness of sweeping target areas
may be severely limited because of practical considerations, such as the ability to
operate between storra events during the rainy season. The intervals between
storms are too short to allow a complete pattern of sweeping between runoff events.              ,,~
Furthermore, the use of existing equipment in target areas would require extending
the cleaning frequency in other areas beyond the average 3.5 weeks. This might
result in creating nuisance problems in some parts of the study area.

Catch Basin Cleaning

Project Description. Stormwater catch basins and debris basins provide the most
practical opportunity for removal of accumulated particulates and debri~ from the
storm drainage system as now configured. Increased frequency of maintenance of
existing catch basins can remove accumulated material that would otherwise be
uncontrolled without additional structures or treatment. Other existing storm-
drainage components, such as storm drains and channels, provide sufficient
velocities to keep particles suspended during all but the lowest flow conditions and
do not provide for a convenient location for collection.

Periodic catch basin cleaning is currently being performed by the City. The
present catch basin cleaning effort could be improved by:.

¯ increasing the frequency of cleaning

¯ review of cleaning techniques and equipment efficiency

¯ modification of the present monitoring and tracking system to better direct
cleaning routes and timing of cleaning

The scheduling of catch basin cleaning should consider the seasonality of
hydrologic events in order to attempt a reduction in loading from the first seasonal
flush. A pilot program should be initiated to determine the optimum scheduling
and frequency of cleaning to gain the maximum advantage from these existing
structures.

Costs. Assuming a schedule that permits a field crew to clean 10 catch basins per
day at a daily cost of $500 provides an estimated unit cost of approximately $50 per
catch basin cleaned (Table 4-9). Cost savings per unit may be able to be realized
using modified or specialized equipment, and through scheduling practices that
minimize on-site time by optimizing the servicing interval.

Efficiency. As indicated on Table 4-9, a removal ratio of about 600 kg TSS per
$1,000 invested has been estimated for comparing the efficiency of this alternative
vdth other pollution-removal methods. This assumes a 20 percent removal
efficiency of TSS for an average of 1 ha drainage area per catch basin, using a
cleaning interval sufficient to catch the first storm of the rainy season.

Community and Environmental Impacts. Increased cleaning of catch basins
would generate additional solid waste, which would have to be transported for
disposal or land reclamation. The effort would have a very positive aesthetic impact
on areas where catch basins experience heavy debris and trash loading.
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Table 4-9

Catch Basin Maintenance and Cie~nlnj

Ma~a A&tumpfio~ Catch basias ha identified drainage basin~ with annual loading ratim > 1
would be cleaned before the ~tart of the rainy setson. This is in additloa to
regular maintenance

Eatimated amber of catch baglm ha the ~tudy area

F~timated number of catch ba.~m per ~e 1

Eatimated mual ~ of maiatemm~ pet ba~a ($)
(City tad County

Total annual co~t of maintenance

A~umed imllutaat-removal effi~ate/ 0.2

Aamud mount of TSS remos~,d (k~/SlJ3G0 61.5

Annual amount of OkG removed 0~/51,000 Z7 ¯

Source: Eaow~t~g-S~iea~ ~. ....
TSS = total suspended solids
O&G - oil -,,d grease

Regulatory Institutional Aspects. Several entities have responsibility for
maintaining existing catch basins. Coordination of the cleaning schedules for the
various maintenance personnel and equipment may be necessary to implement this
program on a pilot- or full-scale basis.

A disadvantage of this program is that, without design consideration for TSS
removal in existing inlet structures, high stormwater velocities that occur during
storm flows may allow only the larger particles to settle out. This means that
smaller particles, which are more closely associated with the pollutants of concern in
this study, may be readily transmitted through existing structures. If this occurs, the
effectiveness of cleaning existing structures, in terms of pollutant removal, would be
greatly reduced. The pilot program recommended with this type of project should
include an assessment of the pax~icle size distribution and association with other
pollutant categories for the material removed from existing inlet structures. ~
would be conducted through measurement of the mass, panicle size distribution,
and distribution of types of material collected in catch basins.

This pilot program could also be combined with the construction of other types of
inlet structures, such as permeable catch basins, as indicated previously in the
description of structural pilot programs. Modifications to existing inlet structures
would reduce velocities and would increase the removal effectiveness for smaller
particles. This would have the same effect as constructing small area settling basins.

PSRI~9
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proposal could be implemented on a pilot scale with a voluntary recycling effort to
demonstrate the recycling center concept, and document that proper controls for
transport, handling, and disposal of waste oil are feasible. Currently, the hazardous
waste collection programs in the area include oil collection and recycling.

Costs. Estimated costs for a pilot program, including a public education element,
are in the range of $200,000 to S400,000 and could be implemented within a one-
year period. If the pilot program proves successful, it would be possible to expand
the program to include regulatory elements or as an expanded voluntary program
within a three-year period.

Efficiency. The expected efficiency of this program is 65 kg O&G removed per
$1,000 invested. This is based on an annual program cost of $400,000 and a
10 percent reduction in the amount of waste oil that enters the storm drainage
system. This would result in the removal of approximately 26,000 kg of oil and
grease per year.

Community and Environmental Impacts. Enviroamental constraints associated
with air emissions and concerns over disposal of hazardous materials in waste oil
products have limited existing recycling efforts,

Regulatory Institutional Aspects. If a regulatory approach were adopted, one
possible method is to regulate the sale of motor-oil products to facilities that
participate in a waste oil recycling program. This would require verification that a
minimum percentage (for instance, 50 percent) of the oil product volume sold at the
installation is accounted for through a recycling effort.

To be successful, a regulatory effort would need to be applicable to an area at
least the scale of the study area and possibly to an even larger area. A voluntary
program of waste-oil recovery could be conducted over a smaller geographic area,
and would require a substantial public education effort as well as the potential need
to financially support collection stations and waste-oil recycling centers.

Institutional considerations associated with this alternative are significant. The
problems confronting the oil-recycling industry are both economic and regulatory.
As additional regulations are imposed on these facilities because of air quality
concerns and limitations on the transport and disposal of hazardous materials
sometimes present in waste oil, many facilities have chosen to shut down.

To be successful, the program must have the svpport of regulatory agencies that
have authority over these facilities with assurances that adequate environmental
safeguards will be included at the recycling facilities in order to ensure that the
recycled oil does not become an air quality or toxic waste disposal problem. The
regulatory program envisioned by this alternative would require the adoption of
similar local ordinances and the establishment of recycling centers involving
cooperation with a number of local jurisdictions.

Public Education and Awareness
Project Description. Visible beach and ocean pollution discharged from storm

drain outfalls is primarily due to the waste disposal practices of the average person-
Most of the public are not aware that materials casually disposed of on the street
(used motor oil, trash, animal waste, etc.) go directly into the ocean without
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treatment. An effective public education program must address this lack of
awareness.

While some public education programs in other areas of the country with runoff
pollutant problems have achieved highly productive, efficient, and positive results,
any proposed public education program for the Santa Monica Bay Stormwater
Pollutant Reduction Study must compete with other recommendations for the
limited funding set aside for the implementation of control measures. A public
education program should therefore complement other proposed control measures,
and be structured in a manner that will promote the reduction of runoff pollutants
while providing quantitative estimates of the effectiveness of both the control
measures and the education program itself.

In the specific areas targeted for implementation of other runoff pollutant control
measure pilot projects, a public education program should:

¯heighten public awareness of the runoff pollutant problem
¯ introduce easily-understood technical concepts of pollutant runoff and

control
¯ emphasize the need to expeditiously implement solutions

Constituent monitoring of runoff pollutant concentrations in an area where
public education programs are conducted, and comparison to pollutant
concentrations in an area where control measures were implemented without the
benefit of a public education program, will provide a quantitative measure of the
effectiveness of the education program in reducing runoff pollutants.

In the long term, this type of public education program will:
¯ encourage public participation in the evaluation and decision-making

process
¯ solidify public support of solutions selected by public officials

Costs. The cost of this program can be flexible based on the Consent Decree
funds available after the remaining pollutant control pilot projects are finalized.
However, sufficient funding must be available to allow the program to be effective.

Efficiency. The efficiency of this t?.pe of pollutant control measure is uncertain;
while there is general agreement that public education measures increase awareness
of pollution control alternatives, quantification of this effectiveness is not always
pursued. This type of control measure is difficult to evaluate against more
traditional methods on a cost-benefit basis. A measure of the efficiency of this type
of program is envisioned as pan of the implementation of this measure.

Communit7 and Environmental Impacts. This program should have only
positive impacts on community awareness of the runoff pollutant problem.

Regulatory Institutional Aspects. This program will be closely coordinated with
other runoff pollutant reduction techniques to maximize both the effectiveness of
the entire reduction program and the awareness of the public of what is being
accomplished. Similar to the efforts of the City’s public awareness program
regarding wastewater treatment, the stormwater runoff public awareness program
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The success of design standards for stormwater pollutant load reduction is

dependent on the rate of retrofitting and replacement of existing structures. Capital
programming must consider whether the objective is to incorporate these measures
only when upgrading storm-drainage facilities or to accelerate replacement.

Construction Standards. Improperly managed construction sites" are known
contributors to stormwater pollutant loading, especially TSS. Requiring temporary
drainage and erosion control plans for construction activities, along with adequate
enforcement of these measures, is a demonstrated control technique.

The primary elements of a control plan for runoff from �onstruction sites include
provisions for routing drainage away from graded and disturbed areas, providing
measures to control soil loss on slopes, and eliminating soil tracking onto paved
surfaces by construction vehicles. Long-term erosion controls include adequate soil
cover materials and may require structural stabilization of erodible slopes with
structural measures. Implementation of this measure requires inspection staff who
have expertise in runoff control techniques and monitoring of construction sites for
compliance. It could best be implemented along with the land-use controls discussed
above.

Pesticides Use Control. The use of pesticides is subject to numerous federal and
state regulations. From the standpoint of stormwater pollutant reduction in an
urbanized area, however, the main concern is the regulation of pesticides used for
lawn maintenance, primarily in residential neighborhoods. The extent of �ontrol
regulations may range from prohibiting the use of certain types of pesticides to a
total ban on the use of these substances.                                                 .~:.. -,,,,

The most common pesticides observed in sample collections during this study
included DDT and benzene hexochlorides (BHCs), including lindane. DDT is
illegal for use in any application (already prohibited) and BHCs cannot be sold for
domestic use. DDT frequently appears in water samples due to extensive historical
use and its persistence in the environment. The problem in controlling runoff of
BHC materials is in controlling use. Given that the concentrations of pestiddes in o
stormwater runoff from the local area appear to be on the average about 16 times
higher than the recommended Ocean Plan standards, stringent pestidde control
regulations are recommended in the study area, especially during the dry season
when beach recreation use is high.

Product Restrictions. Among the materials runoff carries into the stormwater
system are certain products that do not constitute sources of pollution, but rather
create nuisance conditions at the points of discharge of the drainage channels. Most
of these products are made of nonbiodegradable materials, such as Styrofoam
containers.

Regulating the use of these products in the study area would result in significant
economic as well as aesthetic benefits to the local area. Benefits would include
reduced trash collection and disposal costs and more attractive beaches.

Solid.Waste Recycling. Economic incentives have resulted in extensive collection
and recycling of aluminum cans, beverage bottles, and some plastics. Some of the
components of household and everyday trash that find their way into stormwater               It
drainage systems may be reusable, and are candidates for targeted recycling
programs that could reduce the amount of improperly disposed solid waste in the
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Table 4-10

Summary of Preliminary Evaluation of Alternatives

Altenmflve Evaluation Results

Stru~ur~l Me.~r~

U~ Nort~ Ouff~l S~r m~mu~ Elim~mt~ ~

Construct under, round ~ facgifi~ F.llminat~l ba~d on

cnvirmzme.,~l impacts

Trea~ w~A-w~.be.r flo~ FAimia~e.d baaed

¯ ,_, Dc~lop ~tl~ds for s~onnwatcr Ueatm~mt ~s;,,,;..,~A ble~l

" Construct wet-weather outfalls EILminatcd based on cc~s

NONSTRUCFURAL Mr=ASLrR.~

CoUeet household hazardous wast~ tutorials

, , Swe.cp targe~ areas Eliminated bex.aur~ the project would
negatively affect current

~" pracfice.s

¯ , Improve stre.ctswe.cping EI;mLuatcd duc to high initial capital
,~ costs and unccru~ re~’d~ debts

removal
~ Improve catch basin deaninZ ¢fl~.l~ncy Re~ommznded

" RccTd¢ w~s~� oU El~ninatcd becau~ of rcs~latory
complcxit~s

Public educstion pro~am l~ommend~d
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determine if water should be allowed to infiltrate beneath the filter, rather than
being diverted to the storm drain. The buildup of filtered constituents at the surface
of the filter and requirements for maintenance will also be monitored.

Collect Household Hazardous Waste Materials

The City and the County of Los Angeles have previously conducted household
hazardous waste materials collection programs. The City completed eight
"roundups" in 1989 at eight different locations. The funding set aside for collection
activities for this program is $550,000, which is estimated to fund four roundups
encompassing slightly smaller areas than those conducted previously.

Information from similar programs carried out in other areas of the country (e.g.
cities in Florida and Texas) indicate that there is enthusiastic public response for
programs such as this. With well-designed and implemented programs, there is the
possibility of even greater participation and effectiveness in these kinds of programs
in the furore.

Specifically, there is a need to better determine the variables that t~gger public
participation in these collection programs. Additionally, as pan of the pubfic
education and awareness program described below, it is important to assess changes
in public awareness resulting from these collection activities.

The City has a unique opportunity to help determine the triggering mechanisms¯ and effectiveness of the collection programs simply because there are identifiable
¯. areas where collection activities have been performed and other areas where they

have not. The recommended project will be designed to help assess the impact of
three major variables on public response:

¯ location of the collection site (proximity to users, travel time, etc.)
¯ frequency of publicity needed to stimulate participation
¯ effectiveness of specific roundups versus permanent collection sites

There are several ways to test the importance of these variables, and the program
will be designed to complement past and current collection activities. The before,
during, and after surveys will provide pertinent information regarding changes in
public awareness and attitudes toward participation in these types of programs. The
present value of a two-year targeted collection program has been estimated at
$550,000. The amount of oil and grease removed per $1,000 invested has been
estimated at about 80 kg.

Enhanced Catch Basin Cleaning
The recommended catch basin cleaning program is designed to begin with the

existing program and significantly enhance its effectiveness, while simultaneously
gathering data to be used in establishing modified ongoing programs in the future.
The objective of the pilot study will be to evaluate and recommend changes to the
existing program that can be expanded to the remainder of the City if successful.
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Table $-1
L

-- Areas Included in Recommended Catch Basin Cleaning Program

Baslm Numbe~ Wa~ersl,e,!

-, , $.9 Ballona Cre©k (W’d~hlr¢ Distri~)
$-2-2 Ballona Creek (Bei Air Distz~)

-. 5-6 Ballona Creek (Southwest, Southeast Dkt~kts)
t2 Asldaud Avenue
11 Rose Avenue

-- 10 Thornton

, , $-5 Ballona Creek (Southwest Dktria)
$-7 BaJloua Creek (W’dshire Dktzkt)

-. $-1-2 Ballona Creek (laglewood)
5-4-1 Ballona Creek (Beverly Hills)
16 Montana Av~aue

¯ - 8 Venice Paviliom
5-8 Ballona Creek (W’dshLre, West Hollywood Districts)
$-I-1 BaJloua Creek (Westchester Dktzkt)

~ 9 Brooks Aveaue

,.. City, and be comparable to other city tracking and routing programs, such as the ~"~
City’s sewer maintenance management program. This activity wig result in
immediate, measurable benefits for the City’s targeted catch basin clea~ing areas
and will also provide a comparison of the "enhanced" versus existing cleaning efforts.

Funbermor¢, the computerized scheduling and routing program will increase the
City’s responsiveness and effectiveness in the overall stormwater management
program. This computerized program will also enable inclusion of several technical
factors such as pollutant loadings and water quality data into the management and
scheduling activities.

Public Education Program

Based on the success of public information programs conducted in conjunction
with the City’s upgrading of wastewater treatment facilities, public education and
awareness activities are necessary and vital components to the City of Los Angeles’
Stormwater Management program. Specific public education and awareness
activities will not be determined until the other pollutant reduction actions are
officially decided upon. If the mix of projects detailed above are selected, a total of
$500,000 is available for public education projects. This will allow the public
education and awareness activities to be specifically tailored to support and enhance
the other pilot project activities. For exa~nple, there will be "before" and "after"
surveys conducted in association with the placement of strip filters, catch basin
clearfing, and household hazardous waste collection activities. Once these activities
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are determined acceptable, the public education and awareness program will be
finalized.

It is anticipated that the public education activities may include the actions listed
below. These activities will be conducted in the same areas where the other runoff
pollutant reduction activities are planned. They will complement the construction.
clean up, and collection activities, including:

¯ before and after survey for awareness of runoff pollutant control measures
¯public school campaign within the targeted implementation areas for

runoff pollutant control measures
_ ¯ business, civic, environmental, and industry campaign for the targeted

implementation areas
¯ specific neighborhood or community event(s) to accompany the collection

programs

RECOMMENDED RUNOFF POLLUTANT CONTROL PRO~ECTS
Table 5-2 provides a summary description of the pollution-control measures

described above. This group of pollution-control measures was structured so that
the total cost of the package amounts to approximately $3 million. Costs were
calculated in terms of present worth of the equivalent annual cost of each pollutant-
control measure. In general, the proposed programs would be implemented by
departments within the Bureau of Sanitation and the Bureau of Engineering of the
City of Los Angeles. The City, through its Stormwater Management Program, is
also planning additional stormwater related projects.

Calculation of the removal effectiveness of each proposed measure was based on
the actual amount of TSS and oil and grease loading in the drainage basins
recommended for treatment and the total estimated amount of these pollutants in
the study area. Efficiencies were assumed to be equal to those indicated in
Section 4. For example, the annual amount of TSS load in the drainage basins
recommended for catch basin cleaning can be calculated from the data on
Table 3-17, and is equal to 3.3 million kg. The efficiency of implementing this
measure has been assumed to be equal to 20 percent. The total annual estimated
load of TSS discharged from the study area is about 8 million

The estimated effectiveness in TSS removal for catch basin cleaning in the
specified basins would be equal to:

3.3 million x (0.2 TSS removal efficiency) x 100 " 8 percent
_ 8.0 million

A very valuable benefit that should be derived from the implementation of the
proposed programs will be the collection of information that can be used for later
development of permanent runoff pollution-control measures. The recommended
packages, therefore, contain several individual measures that will be implemented
on a pilot basis, instead of single-measure approaches that would be more effective
for controlling pollution loads in the short term. An example of an effective single-
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_ Table ~2 L

Detailed Description of Recommended Alternatives

-- F~Omtt~l Cmt -
L ’ Removal Emeleaev Present

_ ,4Jteruative Recommended Action $1,(X)0a
($)

2

Con.struc~ stormwater filtm           Co~ruct one unit in each o~ two             �           �      120,000
large parking atens (shoppiq
centers) in the Ve-ice and Hollywood
districts drayage basins 5-2-2
5007; �on.~ruct two additional

Nonsm~-m~l Memm~

Collect household Set up additional 2-year colleetion b 77hazardous w~te materi~a program at the West Lus Aagele,

Enhanced catch bahia denning laifinte program to upgrade denning 774 b I~30,000efficiency ia catch basi.~ ia the
~ iden~ed drainage a~eas with TSS ~ ~ .... "-~
_. ratio > I (Table 3-17, Table 5-I)

_ Public education program Initiate pubfic awareness program to � � 500,000 Uenhance performance of other recommended
actions, and to generate data on efficiency
of public education programs in reducin~
runoff pollutant loading

Som’ce: Engineering-Science
’ Indicates $1,000 equivalent annual �o~
b Benefit not calculated
� Benefit to be determined
TSS = total suspended muds
O&G = all and greate
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measure approach is the cleaning of catch basins. This measure alone could cost L_ more than $3 million per year if implemented on an areawide basis; however, the
information obtained after the program is finished would be minimal. This
approach, therefore, has not been included as one of the actions recommended for

_ implementation.
Table 5-3 displays the effectiveness of the recommended control projects in

1removing pollutants from runoff into Santa Monica Bay. The total removal
- effectiveness for TSS of the group of measures recommended is 8 percent. Based

2on annual loading estimates of 8 million kg/year of TSS loading to Santa Monica
Bay (see Section 3), the group of measures is estimated to remove 656,000 kg of TSS
from runoff flows. This calculation presumes no benefit from strip filter pilot
projects, which affect very small areas on an individual basis.

The estimate of oil and grease removal effectiveness of 4.5 percent results in a
calculation of more than 16,000 kg O&G removed from runoff flows on an annual
basis. Estimates of reduction in runoff pollutant loading of target constituents are

._            also included on Table 5-3. For paniculate-associated pollutants, removal estimates
are based on TSS removal effectiveness of the recommended control projects and
annual paniculate loading of target constituents. For lipid soluble-associated
pollutants, removal estimates are based on O&G removal effectiveness of the
recommended control projects and annual tota] loading of target constituents.

Pollutant removal effectiveness of strip filters and public awareness programs will
2be determined as part of the conduct of the pilot projects themselve~
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Table $.3 L

Reductions 1- Annual Pollutant Loading to Santa Moalca Bay
from Recomme.ded Coatroi Project|

- Prol~sed (:oatroi Mmsum 151 1~) I%)

Catch basia rJe.aai~ 1,830,000 8.2 3.9
_ Collect household hazardous waate materials 550,000 ~ 0.6

PubE¢ education program .500,000 -- --
Construction of stormwater flitch l~.(3G0 ~ ~_

_ TOTAL 3,O00,O00 8.2 4.5

C~timem~                                   (i~

Total Suspended Solids 656,000
Oil and Grease 16,000

ParticuJate4sso~:~ted Poilutant~

.a~,enlc 3.5

Nidml 19
Zinc
Mercury 2

IApid Soluble4sseclated Pollutants

Herbicid~ 12
Pe~id~ 0.5

Pollutants Requiring Source Controls

Silver

Source: Engineering-Science
1% TSS Removal - 80,000 kg; 8.2% RemovaJ - 656,000 kg;
1% O&G RemovaJ - 3,700 kg;, 4.5% RemovaJ -16,(~0 k8
see Section 3
see Section 3; loading reductions for these constituents were not estimated

TSS - tot,~l suspended
O&G ,, oil and grease
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Director’s
Perspective

T I~ past two years at S~ we will emphasize the elementsdischarge. And we continue withhave been eventful. Our Com- that have made SCCWRP suc- our survey of contaminant inputsmission has expanded to nine cessful throughout its history: to the coastal ocean. One salientmembers. It now includes, in quality interdisciplinary research,aspect of several reports is theaddition to representatives fromregional scientific expertise, attempt to distinguish betweenthe City of Los Angeles, County large-scale perspective, technicalnatural and anthropogenic pertur-Sanitation Districts of Los Ange-innovation, and effective commu-bations.les County, County Sanitation nication. This is an important time forDistricts of Orange County, and There have been other changesSCCWRP. Approximately 15the City of San Diego, represen- in staffing as. well. Old and new million people live in Southerntatives from the U.S. Environ- staff alike are rising to the chal- California and their impact on themental Protection Agency Regionlenge to make SCCWRP the shoreline and coastal marineIX, California State Water Re- premier problem-solving agencyenvironment has been profound.sources Control Board, and the working on the fate and effects ofWith each passing year, ourLos Angeles, Santa Ana, and Sananthropogenic wastes in the research becomes more importantDiego Regional Water Quality coastal marine environment off to the well being of the coastalControl Boards. This unique Southern California. marine environment. As we headforum is bound by a common This report features the resultsinto our third decade, our mission,purpose -- to better understand of projects conducted over the -- to understand the effects ofman’s effects on the coastal past two years. These projects urban wastes on the marinemarine environment, increase our understanding of theenvironment -- gives us purposeWe also have a new director, sources, fates, and effects of and direction.After 10 years on staff and one anthropogenic contaminants that
year as Assistant Director, I was find their way intentionally orgiven the opportunity to becomeunintentionally into the coastal ~.~Director. My goal is to continue marine environment. We continue
the successful tradition that has to report on the biological
made SCCWRP a leader in changes in Santa Monica Bay Jeffrey N. Crosscoastal marine environmental following termination of sludge Directorresearch since 1969. To do this, November 1992
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Executive Summary

detection limits in 1991. Declines load of contaminanB delivered to
SOURCES in constituent concentrations and the ocean for the Santa Clara, Los
Characteristics of mass emissions were the result of Angeles, San Gabriel, Santa Ann,
effluents from large improved source control, ha- San Diego, and Tijuana rivers,
municipal wastewater proved primary treatment, and and Callcguas and Ballona creeks.
treatment facilities in increased secondary ueatmenL Most of the flows resulted from
1990 and 1991. The combined flow from the winter rains and discharge varied

four largest facilities increased from year to year. The Santa
We summarize the con- 27% from 1971 to 1990 as a Clara and Santa Ann rivers had no

ccntrations of effluent result of population increases, measurable flow during most of
constituents and estimates of During that time, the volume of the study.
effluent mass emissions for wastewater discharged by The eight channels sampled
Hyperion Wastewater Treatment CSDOC and Point Loma doubled contributed about 80% of the total
Plant, Joint Water Pollution while the volume discharged by gauged runoff to the Southern
Control Plant (JWPCP, County JWPCP and Hyperion increased California Bight. Annual dis-
Sanitation Districts of LOs Ange- only slighdy. Population growth charges were, on average, 61%
les County), County Sanitation patterns, water reclamation, and below their long-term means
Districts of Orange County inland discharge accounted for during 1986-87 and 31% below
(CSDOC) Wastewater Treatment differences among the districts, their long-term means in 1987-88.
Plants l and 2, and Point Loma Despite increases in the volume River discharge was a ¢ombina-
Sewage Treatment Plant for 1990 of wastewater discharged, the tion of surface and groundwater
and 1991. The trends in the mass mass emissions of most effluent runoff, releases from control
emission of contaminants to the constituents have declined. Thefacilities, and inputs of domestic
Southern California Bight over combined annual mass emission and industrial wastes.
the past two decades are also of suspended solids decreased The concentrations of trac.�
examined. 73%, BOD decreased 51%, and metals and chlorinated hydrocar-

The volume of effluent dis- oil and grease decreased 69%. bons were generally correlated
charged from the four municipal The combined mass emission of with suspended sediment and, to a
wastewater treatment facilities trace metals declined 94% and thelesser extent, with river discharge.
declined by 12% from 1989 to combined emissions of chlori- The Tijuana River had the highest
1991, perhaps as a result of water nated hydrocarbons declined concentrations for most of the
conservation efforts during the more than 99% from 1971 to constituents measured. The Santa
recent drought. The amount of 1991. Clara River, a predominantly
effluent receiving secondary agricultural watershed, had the
treatment increased from 43% of highest concentration of total
combined emissions in 1989 to Surface Runoff to the DDT. The San Diego River,
47% in 1991, while the concen- which drains a less developed
trations of most effluent constitu- Southern California basin, had the lowest concentra-
cnts declined. The combined Bight tions for most of the constituents
emissions of suspended solids The concentrations of selected measured.
declined 5%. BOD declined 14%, constituents were measured in dry The Los Angeles, San Gabriel,
and oil and grease declined 15%. and wet weather samples col- and Tijuana rivers had the highest
The combined emissions of lead, letted from the eight largest mass emissions, and the Santa
cadmium, chromium, and met- channels in Southern California Clara and San Diego rivers had
cury declined by more than 50%. between 19~6 and 1988. We the lowest. The mass emission of
Efllucnt concentrations of DDT present estimates of the annual suspended sediment, trace metals,
and PCB were below method
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and chlorinated hydrocarbons U.S. Navy and towboats. 2,354,000 yd3; more than 80% of "r
increased from 1986-87 to 1987: About 8(1% of the vessel spills the material was dumped at LA-5
88 in proportion to the increase inand 51)% of the facility spills and LA-3. Most of the projects
volume discharged. Most river occurred in harbors and bays. Los dumped small quantities of
discharge and contaminant Angeles and Long Beach harbors materials. The smallest projects
transport in Southern California were the site of more facility and dredged sand from private docks ,,~
took place during winter storms vessel spills than any other and marinas. Six projects de-
that occur intermittently and waterbody, counted for 58% of all dredge
unpredictably, materials dumped. The largest

project was the deepening of
Newport Harbor Back Bay corn-

Hazardous Spills in i,.~ plcted in 1987. It contributed 70%

the Southern of the material dumped at LA-3
and 22% of the volume dumped

California Bight at all sit~s during the study.
The existing data on hazard- Chemistry data were reported

ous material spills in the South- for 37 dredge projects that repre-
ern California Bight were col- sented about 90% of the total
leered and are summarized in this =~." .,,,¢m~, .. volume dumped in the bight

~ ~ -, ... ~’~= "-.-,, during the study. Dredge materi-report. The data were obtained .~., ,_. ~,. .......-- .~
from the U.S. Coast Guard’s ’--    ’ ,,-- als from the large industrialized
Pollution Response Branch in--~’-’~ ~-~- 7 - -- harbors had the highest concert- 2

Washington, D.C. From 1985 trations and largest concentration
through 1989, 327,115 L of --

_ ranges. The annual mass input of
__ _ _ ~ :: - most constituents to the bight washazardous materials were spilled ~ ":’ ~ ~ ,_

in 1,102 separate incidents. The correlated with the annual mass
amount of hazardous material input of solids.

- spilled varied by about an order
Estimates of Oceanofmagnitude from year to year.

The majority of spills in- Disposal Inputs to the Total Organic Carbon
volved petroleum products, Southern California and Total Nitrogen in
andprimarily kerosene, diesel, The fuel volume oil, jet of fuel,Bight Marine Sediments,
individual spills was generally Currently, only approved Sediment Trap
small; the median spill was 15 L dredged materials can be dumped Particles, Municipal ~’~
for facilities and 19 L for vessels, at ocean disposal sites off Los Effluents, and Surface

Spills from facilities ac- Angeles (LA-2), Newport Beach Runoff
counted for 40% of the total (LA-3), and San Diego (LA-5).
number of spills and 60% of the We estimated the total mass of We report on a method
total volume of material spilled, dredge material and contaminants adopted in our laboratory for the
Most of the facility spills origi- dumped at these sites between analysis of total organic carbon
hated on land; a smaller propor- 1984 and 1991. The data were (TOC) and total nitrogen (TN) in
tion originated at offshore oil obtained from dredge permit files marine sediments, effluent par-
platforms and pipelines, of the U.S. Army Corps of Engi- ticles, and similar matrices.

Spills from vessels accounted neers, U.S. Environmental Protec- Effluents were collected from the
for 60% of the total number of tion Agency Region IX, and local Joint Water Pollution Convol
spills and 40% of the total vol- port authorities. Plant (JWPCP, County Sanitation
ume of matcrial spilled. Most of Fifty-three projects disposed Districts of Los Angeles County),
the vessel spills originated with nearly 6,(X~),(IO0 yd~ of dredge the County Sanitation Districts of
recreational boats, freighters, and materials in the bight between Orange County Wastewater
tankers, although the largest 1984 and 1991. The total annual Treatment Plant (CSDOC), and
volume of spills came from the volume of dredge materials the City of San Diego Point Loma

dumped ranged from 72,000 to
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Treatment Plant (PLTP). Sedi- I interaction of a wastefield and
ment trap particles were collected Sediment Model natural waters, and the localized
near each of their ocean ouffalls, effects on sedimentation from the
Surface sediments were collected Verification discharge of wastewater effluents.
near the CSDOC and PLTP We examined the ability of
outfalis, two models (DECAL and

There were no significant SED2D) to simulate the charac- Potential Extension ofdifferences in concentrations of teristics of sediments around the Point LomaTOC (25-40%) and TN (2.5- ocean outfalls off Point Loma
6.0’7o) among effluent samples (City of San Diego), Huntington Outfall
from the wastewater treatment Beach (County Santitation Dis- The application of body
plants. The C/N ratios of effluent triers of Orange County), and the contact standards for bacterial
particles (7.1-8.4) were compa- Palos Verdes Peninsula (County concentrations to kelp beds in
ruble to C/N ratios of effluents Santitation Districts of Los 1983 doubled the depth of the
from other treaunent plants. The Angeles County). The study prow.~ted waters off Point Loma,
concentrations of organic carbon investigated the sensitivity of and decreased the distance
and nitrogen on effluent panicles model predictions to the input tween the outer boundary of the
have not changed in nearly two data and the consistency of the protected at~a and the outfali
decades, while the concentrations predictions. It also provided site diffuser. These changes substan-
of suspended solids have declinedspecific predictions based on the tially reduced the isolation of the
60-70% since 1978. consequences of particle aggrega- wastefield from areas where body

The organic content of sedi- lion. contact standards must be met and
ment trap particles was about 5- Both models predicted areas of resulted in violations of the
10% of the organic content of high sedimentation rates near the standard. An extension of the
effluent particles from the con’e- ocean outfalls; these zones were existing ouffall into deeper water
sponding sites. The CJN ratios of surrounded by areas of lower offshore is one way to meet
sediment trap particles (9. I-10.3) rates of sedimentation. There bacterial standards in the kelp
were higher than the CJN ratios of were, however, substantial uncer- bed.
effluent particles. The lower TOC tainties in the predictions of the We examined the characteris-
and TN concentrations, and fates of wastewater particles, tics of water column density
higher C/N ratios, of sediment Interestingly, the models also stratification and the properties of
trap material suggest that effluent predicted an increase in the currents with current meter and
particles undergo rapid biodegra- sedimentation of natural particles thermistor data collected by
dation, and perhaps dilution with as a result of particulate-free Engineering Science, Inc. be-
plankton and terrestrial particles, discharges, tween March and September 1990
upon discharge to the marine Uncertainties in the predic- near the Point Loma ouffall. The
environment, tions came from questions about results were incorporated into

The organic content of surface the aggregation of particles in the time-dependent models of initial
sediments off Orange County and water column, the lack of data on dilution and transport of wastewa-
Point Loma was 1-2% of the vertical mixing within the ter by ocean currents.
organic content of effluent par- wasteficld, a poor understanding In simulations based only on
ticles from the same site. The of sediment resuspension pro- density stratification of the water
organic content of sediments at cesses, and the lack of estimates column, potential intrusions of the
both sites was at or below levels of the decay rate of organic wastefield into the kelp beds were
of TOC and TN in surface sedi- material in the water column and predicted for 18-38% of the time
ments at the 60-m Reference sediments. Until these uncertain- for an ouffall in 83 m, and for 4-
Survey stations. However, the ties are addressed, it will be 12% of the time for an ouffall in
TOC and TN concentrations in difficult to assess the validity of 95 m. When ocean currents were
surficial sediments were generally the predictions of the two models added to the model, wastewater
higher at stations close to the and the process representations intrusions into the kelp bed
outfall and lower at stations contained within them. However, peaked at 15% of the time 1-2 km
farther away. the models provide qualitative upcoast from an outfall in 83 m of

insight into the dynamics of the
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water; actual intrusions were dance is prohahly related to the important to organisms living in
predicted for about 40% of decreased organic content and Santa Monica Bay.
potential intrusions. Wastewatcr prey abundance in the sediments. Changes in the concentration
intrusions peaked at 7.5ch, of the The organic content of surface of hydrogen sulfide, total organic
time 4 km upeoast from an ouffall sediment was significantly higher carbon, and total nitrogen were
in 95 m of water;, actual intrusions near the outfall and declined after related to the changes in toxicity.
were predicted for about 60% of termination of waste discharge. Low molecular weight petroleum
potential intrusions. The in- Sediments with high organic aromatic hydrocarbons may have
creased upcoast displacement for content support large populations also played a role in the reduc-
the deeper discharge is the result of deposit feeders such as tions in toxicity of sediments
of increased wastefield transport polychacuzs, which are the pri- collected close to the 7-mile
time from the diffuser to the kelp mary prey items of Dover sole. ouffall.
bed. By 1989, sediment quality at

100 m in the contaminated zones
was similar to sediment quality in

t the reference zone. However,Response of Dover assemblages of benthic
Sole to Termination of
Sludge Discharge in

�
�~-,~..~

macrofauna in the contaminated

~ zones were still adversely af-
fected in 1990. Sediment toxicity

Santa Monica Bay.,                     / tests with G. japonica were a less
We examined the response of sensitive indicator of sediment

Dover sole, a common deepwater ’ quality in Santa Monica Bay than
flatfish, to the termination of the composition of the benthic
sludge discharge by the Hyperion ..... macrofauna in the field.
municipal wastewater treatment
plant. The discharge of solid
waste into the outer part of Santa

..., Monica Bay ceased in November Long-Term Trends In
1987 and resulted in changes in Temporal and Spatial Trawl-Caught Fishes
the biology of the macrofauna Changes in Sediment Off Point Loma, San
near the 7-mile sludge outfall. Toxicity in Santa Diego

Dover sole were most abun-
dant in the contaminated zone Monica Bay Information on long-term
near the outfall, and declined in We describe the temporal trends in demersal fish popula-
abundance with increasing dis- changes in sediment toxicity in tions on the mainland shelf off
tance from the sludge outfali. The the outer part of Santa Monica Southern California is uncom-
incidence of epidermal tumors Bay following termination of mort. This study examined tempo-
and fin erosion decreased with sludge discharge by Hyperion ral and spatial changes in trawl-
distance from the outfall. There wastewater treatment plant in caught fishes at six stations along
was little or no disease among 1987. The toxicity of sediments the 60 m isobath off Point Loma
fish collected in the reference was tested in the laboratory with from 1982 to 1991. Nearly 27,000
area. The abundance of Dover the amphipod, Grandidierella individuals from 57 species (28
sole and the incidence of disease japonica, families) were collected during a
in the contaminated zone declined The laboratory tests indicated decade of semi-annual trawling.
after the termination of sludge that the toxicity of sediments in The composition and abun-
discharge, the sludge field decreased during dance of trawl-caught fishes were

The decrease in Dover sole a period of marked changes in similar among the six stations,
abundance and disease incidence animal species composition and although catches were lowest at
after termination of solid v,’a~te abundance in the field. This the control station. Plainfin
di~hargc indicates that benthic suggests that the laboratory midshipman, longspine combfish,
conditions were improving near toxicity tests included the relevant ycllowchin sculpin, California
the outfall. The decline in abun- sediment qualities that were tongucfish, and Iongfin sanddab
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occurred in over 90% of the increaxing watcr depth. Trace
trawls and accountcd for 55% of metal concentrations were low at Toxicity’ of Dry’ ~’.the individuals collected. The 10 all stations and wcrc similar
most abundant species accounted among depths. Sediment concen- Weather Flow in
for 83% of the fish captured, trations of DDT, PCB, and Ballona Creek

There were seasonal and long- polynuclear aromatic hydrecar- Ballona Creek is one of theterm differences in trawl catches boris were higher at the northern few flood control channels thatthat were correlated with water stations, flows throughout the year into J.temperature. Longfin sanddab, The macrobenthic (>1 ram) Santa Monica Bay. During dryCalifornia iizardfish, and organisms collected in grab weather, it receives dischargeshornyhead turbot were more samples were variations of the from a variety of sources includ-abundant in the winter, while Amphiodia urtica-Spiophanes ing groundwater pumping andDover sole, Pacific sanddab, and missionensis assemblage that decontamination, swimming poolrockfish were more abundant in inhabits the Southern California drainage, and dehumidifierthe summer. The number of mainland shelf. Amphipods condensate. We determined thespecies, individuals, and biomass (Amphideutopus oculatus and toxicity of dry weather flow indeclined following the 1982-83 ElAmpelisca brevisirrmlata) domi- Ballona Creek to purple seaNiho. In general, more species of hated the samples from 30 m. The urchin gametes (fertilization) andfish were collected when bottom brittlestar, Amphiodia urtica, and embryos (development) andwater temperatures were lower, the polychaete, Myriochele sp. M., examined the variability in toxic-The similarity of trawl fish dominated samples collected at 60 ity over different time scales.abundance and composition m. The 150 m stations were domi- Dilutions of Ballona Creekamong the six stations, and the hated by polychaetes (Spiophanes samples collected in winter 1990similarity in abundance and fimbriata and Myriochele sp. M)
composition between this study and Amphiodia urtica, and winter 1991 were toxic to sea

urchin sperm and embryos,and the 1990 Reference Survey, Trawl catches of large, motile although the fertilization test was _suggest that the effects of waste- invertebrates (megabenthos) and more strongly affected than the "’
water discharge on the structure fish increased with increasing development test. There was littleof the fish assemblage off Point depth. The asteroid, Astropecten variability in toxicity amongLoma are minimal, verrilli, dominated collections at samples collected on the same30 m. The sea urchin, Lytechinus day, but the 1991 samples werepictus, and the prawn, Sicyonia slightly more toxic than the 1990
1990 Reference Survey ingentis dominated collections at samples. Most of the receiving60 m. The sea urchins, water samples collected at the

We recently completed the Allocentrotusfragilis and mouth of Ballona Creek were alsothird survey of chemical and Lytechinus pictus, dominated the toxic to sea urchin sperm.biological conditions in reference 150 m stations. Fish catches at 30 Elevated pH was responsibleareas on the mainland shell" off m were dominated by speckled for much of the toxicity, althoughSouthern California in the last 15 sanddab and longfin sanddab, other constituents could not beyears. Seven stations along the Pacific sanddab and longfin ruled out. The spatial pattern of
30, 60, and 150 m isobaths were sanddab dominated trawl catches toxicity suggested that there weresampled in summer 1990. We at the 60 m stations. Slender soleupstream (dry weather flow) andreport estimates of sediment and plainfin midshipman domi- downstream (Santa Monica Bay)
characteristics, contaminant nated trawl catches at the 150 m sources. Sources contributing toconcentrations, and biological stations, the toxicity of the receiving water
conditions from the least ira- The assemblages of macro- may be contamination from
patted areas on the mainland benthos, megabenthos, and Marina del Rey or the release of
shelf, demersal fishes collected in 1990 toxicants from Ballona Creek

Shelf sediments were prcdomi- were similar to the assemblages sediments. ¯nantly sandy silt. The sand con- collected in the 1977 and 1985
tent decreased, and the clay and reference surveys.
organic content increased, with
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Characteristics of Effluents
from Large Municipal Wastewater
Treatment Facilities in 1990 and 1991

I n this rcpo+t, wc summarize
uoncentrations of effluent

constituents and estimates of |
effluent mass emissions for
Hyperion Wastewater Treatment
Plant (City of Los Angeles), Joint _
Water Pollution Control Plant +~.~.~’,        ,..,, _++_..~____=...~+-=.__-.=.~_ _.-~-.~ +_-~.,___--
(JWPCP, County Sanitation

County Sanitation Districts of ~.._.: ............
Orange County Wastewater ,,,,,~ /-’~- "~ ~ ’ .,~,1.~1 .... ~ JILl " + " <~ "~,

(CSDOC) Treatment Plants 1 and
2, and Point Loma Sewage Treat- ’-"+’Ill "" +-" |" " ":~-’ " . .........
mcnt Plant (City of San Diego)
for 1990 and 1991 (Figure I).
Effluents from these facilities ,.,,
composed 90% of municipal
effluents discharged directly to
the Southern California Bight.

The discharge agencies have ¯
measured the constituents fen- ’
lured in this report for at least two -
decades. Long-term trends in the "."
mass emission of contaminants to -
the Southern California Bight
(SCB) are also discussed.

Materials and
Methods County Sanitation Districts of Orange County Plant No.!

We obtained the effluent data
that are reported monthly and
annually by each discharge
agency under National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System in month i. and the number of constituent concentration (e.g.,
permits from the Los Angeles, days in the month; thc~ were SCCWRP 1990). Estimates by the
Santa Ann, and San Diego Re- summed over all months to obtaintwo methods differed by <1%
gional Water Quality Control the annual estimate (Appendix I). (Appendix I), so the historic mass
Boards. This method differs from that emission data have not been

Annual contaminant mass used in previous SCCWRP rccak’ulatcd. Constituent concen-
emissions were estimated from reports ~hcrc wc estimated mass trations below detection limits
the product of mean dally flow in emissions by the product of total ~’crc treated as zeros in both
month i, constituent concentration annual flow and mean annual c.~timation methods.
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Results Figure 1.
Map of the Southern California Bight showing the IoclUon of the four largest

The combined daily vo~um~ of municipal wastawater dischargers: Hyperion Wastewater Treatment Flan
|City of Los Angeles|. Joint Water PolluUon �ontrol Plant (JWPCP; Courtly

ef~u~n[ discha~cd from th~ four sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County,, County Sonltetio~ Dlslricts of
]ar~.~st murlicil~al w~wa~r Orar~ge County |CSDOC|, ~ Point Loma Sewage Treatment Plant (City of
treatment facili[ies in Southern Son Dl~jo).
California declined by 12% from~
1989 to 1991 (Table 1; Figure 2); ....~, N
d~clines at individual treatment ,~. ~-,~,~

~

facilities ranged from 10-14%. ’ . ~
Most of the declines occurred
from 1990 to 1991. The amount ’-         -~ ~ .~,.I~.,L ~ ...... ’-
of effluent receiving secondary ~"~-~ ~’~"~
treatment increased from 43% of

~~

the combined emissions in 1989
~

to 47% in 1991 (Table 1). The
greatest increase occurred at
Hyperion where 48% of the flow ~, ~....c.~.. L
received secondary treatment in "" ~ ~
1989 and 58% received secondary ,~1~
treatment in 1991.

The concentrations of effluent ~"
constituents generally varied by
about a factor of two among the
four municipal wastewater treat- ~. ,...,, s..,,,,= ,i**.~,.~.,~, t-.o "% ~..
ment plants; a few constituents, 4. ~. u~,,. ~.,~.,.u, T,..,.,~ ~

such as selenium, varied by an
magnitude (Tables 2a,b).orderof

Table 1.
Volume of municipal wastewater discharged to th~ ocean from 1~ to 1~1 from th~ largest l~eatm~nt
in Southern California. Secondary I$ th~ volume of efflt~mnt receiving lecondary l~’eatm~nt.

1989              1990 1991
Distanc~ of

Sec~nda~ To~ Secondary Total S:condary Tota~ Discharge Del~ of
Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow from Sho~ Discharge
(mgd’) (mgd) (mgd) (mgd) (mgd) (mgd) (m) (m)

Hyperion’ 177 365 185 354 182 315 8,300 57
JWPCP* 208 382 204 372 193 330 2,400/3,660 60
CSDOC* 134 26! 128 266 116 235 7~25~ 60
l~int Loma" 0 191 0 186 0 173 3.6~0 60

To~ 519 1199 517 1178 491 1053

’mgd=miih~n gallons per day~ I mgd = 3,78~.0~0 l~day
~City of l~s A~g¢l~
’,l~in| Waist p~llution Control Plant. County Sanitat~n ~istricts of L~s Angeles County
¯ Coumy S~t~t~n Dis~ct~ of Orange County
°City ~f Sa~ Diego
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The differences among the and degree of treatment (ad- Nearly one-quarter of the mean
effluents are due to the type of vanced primary or secondary), monthly constituent concentra-
wastes (domestic and industrial), The concentrations of some tions had coefficients of variation
source control, volume of water constituents varied substantially greater than 50%. Coefficients of
removed for reclamation and among months at individual variation higher than 100%
inland discharge, and efficiency treatment plants (Tables 2a,b). generally were due to a high

Mean annual �onstituent concentrations In effluents from the largest municipal wmstewmter tr~Mment facilities In
Southern California in 1990. CVzcoefflclent of vairliUon.

ti yp~’i~" /WPCP CSI)OC~ Point Lena’
M~a~ CV(%) Mere CV(%) Mean CV(%) M~m    L"V(%)

Flow (mgd)" 354 2 372 2 266 1 186
Suspended solids (rag/L) 30 ! ! 63 8 44 5 65 14
Settlable solids (ml/L) 0.3 32 0.1 36 0.43 27 03 59
BOD (nag/L) 93 9 106 6 70 6 129 7
Oil and gnmse (nag/L) 11 12 !1.8 6 13.’/ 10 19.2 11
NO,-N (rag/L) 0.28 34 0.15 87
NO,-N (mg/L) 0.56 I ~4
NH,-N (nag/L) 22 9 36.6 7 24 5 28.3 6
Organic N (rag/L) 5.4 17 7.4 12
PO,-I~ (nagfL) 3.8 44
To~l phosphorus (nag/L) 5.0 13 7.2 13
MBAS= (nag/L) 3.9 14 5.8 19
Cyanide (mg/L) 0.013 79 0.01 80 <0.02 0.003 19 "~"~

Noa-chlo¢ina~d 4.0 116 4 92 5.8 25
Chloana~l ~ 37 84 2.1 346 <2.7-<3.6

Ttu’bidity NTU~ 31 9 43 7 30 9 69 13
Toxicity TIP 0.88 57 !.41 21 0.57 49 1.25 17
Silver (j, tg/L) 6 39 8 13 7 18 <10

4 19 9 79 1.9 9 3.7 30Arsenic
Cadmium ~g/L) 0.7 185 1 50 1.1 32 <5
Chromium (ps/L) 6 60 18 37 6.5 14 <50
Copper (big/L) 38 25 31 14 45 8 32 17
Mercury (I.tg/L) 0.2 57 0.3 79 0.12 89 <0.5
Nickel (I.tg/L) 16 35 43 20 23 19 3.8 346
Lead (lag/L) 3 55 8 190 3.3 35 6.5 346
Selenium (lag/L) nd 13 21 0.9 33 1.2 53
Zinc ~g/L) 69 15 87 22 55 18 67 26
Total DDT ~g/L) <0.01-<0.05 0.02 57 <0.004-<0.05 0.021 275
Total PCBJ ~g/L) <0.02 <0.1-<0.9 <0.3-<0.5 nd

’City of Los Angeles
~’Jotnt Water Pollution Control Plant. County Sanitation Dist~ct~ of ~ Angelei~ County
’Plants I and 2, County Sanitation Districts of Onmge County
*City of S~ Diego
*regal=million gallons pet" day; I mgd=3.785.0(lO L/day
fsoluble PO,-P
=MBAS=rnethylene blue active substmc~
~NTU=nephelometric turbidity units
"l’U=tt, xictty units acute = 100/(96 ht LC

~Total PCB=Aroclors 1016+1221+1232+1242+1248+1254+1260. J~’PCP: Total PCB=Axt~lors 1242+254+1260
tnd=n~t detect.able anti detection Ir~tt not reported
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propoction of monthly contami- the average rank correlation (r.) constituent mass emissions. It was
nant concentrations below detec- among constituent mass emis- followed by Hyperion, County "~"
tion limits, sions for the four treatment plants Sanitation Districts of Orange

Effluent mass emissions from was 0.62 in 1990 and 0.44 in County, and Point Loma.
the four dischargers were gener- 1991. The JWPCP had the highestFrom 1989 to 1991, the tom-
ally related to flow (Tables 3a,b); flow and generally the highest bined emissions of suspended

, 1
Table 2b.
Mean em~ual �oflsUtueflt concentrations In effluents from the largest municipal wastewater treatment faclllUes In
Southern California in 1991, CVzcoefflclent of varlaUon.

Hyperion"             J3~aCP’             CSDOC"          Point Loma’
Mean CV(%)      Mean    CV(%)     Mean    CV(%) Mean    CV(%)

Flow (mgdY’ 315 5 330 4 235 10 173
Suspended solids (mg/L) 33 10 70 9 44 5 8 ! 8
Settlable solids (ml/L) 0.3 23 0.2 42 0.5 18 0.6 50
BOD (rag/L) 83 12 103 8 71 5 140 8
Oil and grease (rag/L) 10 17 13.4 7 13.8 15 18.4 12
NO,-N (mg/L) 0.328 63 022 51
NO,-N (rag/L) 0.25 47
NH,-N (rag/L) 25.8 6 37.8 8 25 4 30.0 9
Organic N (rag/L) 5.5 I0 7.87 I0
PO,-P (mg/L)t 4.3 50
Total phosphorus (mg/L) 4.75 12 7.87 13
MBAS. (rag/L) 4.4 25 6.5 22
Cyanide (nag/L) 0.022 76 0.01 62 <0.02 0.006 59
Pro.nots tugtL) "
Non-chiodnated 2.11 151 6.0 67 4.6 55
Chlorinated <I-<3 24 99 <0.2-<3 <2.7-<3.6

Turbidity ~ 37 26 43 9 37 8 80        15
Toxicity TU* 1.40 23 1.58 15 0.61 48 1.38 10
Silver ~g/L) 5.7 53 8 18 6 29 <10
Arsenic (lag/L) 5 17 4 11 2 21 33.     31
Cadmium (lag/L) <I <I 1.2 71 <5
Chromium ~g/L) 4 57 15 44 6 34 <50
Copper (lag/L) 31 24 29 22 38 18 30 17
Mercury ~g/L) 0.2 74 <0.5 0.3 216 <0.5
Nickel ~g/L) 17 42 38 17 24 10 <40
Lead ~g/L) 2 83 <8 2 35 <50
Selenium (p.g/L) <1 14.2 15 <1 1.4      21
Zinc (lag/L) 113 110 92 26 48 22 79 35
Total DDT (p.g/L) <0.03 - <0.01-<0.03 <0.02 <0.02-<0.04
Total PCB, (p.g/L) <0.02 <0.01-<0.9 <0.5 no*

’City of Los Angele~
’Joint Water Pollution ConU~l Plank County Sanitatmn Dtstricts of Los Aagele~ County
’County Sanitation Dismcts of Orange Coenty
’City of San Diego
’mgd=million gallons per day; I mgd=3.785.0¢O L/day
~soluble PO,-P
’MBAS=metbylene blue active substan¢~
’NTU=nephelomeU’ic turbidity units
’TU=toxicity umts acute = 100/(96 bt LC 50%)
~Total PCB=At~clors 1016÷1221÷1232÷1242÷1248÷1254+1260~ JWPCP Total PCB=/h’a~lors 1242+254÷1260
~nd=not detectable and detecuon ha’nit nol repot,~ed
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solids declined 5%, BOD de- discharge of oil and grease de- mium declined 55%. and mercury
clincd 14%. and oil and grease creased by 33% at Hyperion, 10% declined 50%. The combined
declined 15% (Table 4). The at Point Loma, 6% at CSDOC, emissions of nickel declined 39%,
discharge of suspended solids and 5% at JWPCP. [Data for 1989copper declined 31%, and silver
decreased 15% at Hyperion and are from SCCWRP (1990).1 and arsenic declined 27%. The
CSDOC. and 8% at JWPCP, but From 1989 to 1991, their were combined emissions of zinc
it increased 22% at Point Loma. substantial declines in the corn-declined 14% and selenium
The discharge of BOD decreasedbined emissions of several trace declined 11%. [Data for 1989 are ./.
21% at Hyperion. 19% at JWPCP, metals (Table 4). The combined from SCCWRP (1990).]
and 14% at CSDOC, but it in- emissions of lead declined 95%, Effluent concentrations of Zcreased 7% at Point Loma. The cadmium declined 79%, chro- DDT and PCB were below

Table 3a.
Estimated mass emissions f~om the largest municipal wastewater treatment fa~lllUes In Southern California In 1990.

Flow (L x 10’) 489 513 367 256
Suspended ,q~lids (raP) 14.435 32.578 16,001 16,700
BOD (m0 45,520 54,434 25,616 33,147
Oil and ~ (mr) 5,418 6,076 5,027 4,937
NO~-N (m0 i 37 76
NO~-N (m0 288
NIt~-N (mr) 10,911 18,799 8,71 ! 7,264
Ot, gaaic N (m0 2,635 3,773

(at) 962PO,-P
Total phesptmt’u~ (mr) 2,456 3,706
MBASr (too 2,017 1,485
Cyanide (m0 6.6 6.0 0.84
Phenols (mr)
Non-chlorina~d 1.9 1.6 1.5
Chlorinated 19 0.75

Silver (m0 3.0 3.9 2.5
Arsenic (mr) 2.0 4.6 0.66         0.94
Cadmium (m0 0.34 0.64 0.41
Chromium (mr) 3.1 9.0 2.4
Copper (mr) 19 16 16 8.2
Mercury (mr) 0.077 0. i 3 0.043
Nickel (nat) 8.0 22 8.5 1.1
Lead (nat) 1.2 4.0 1.2 1.6
Selenium (nat) 6.6 0.34 0.32
Zinc (mr) 34 44 20 ! 7
Total DDT 0cg) 12 5.4
To~al PCB~ (kg)

~City of los Angeles
~’Joint Water Pollution Control Plant. County Sanitation Disa’icts of Los Angeles County
"County Sanitation Dismcts ot Orange County
~Ctty of San [hego
’mr=metric
~MBAS=meth) lene blue active substances
JTot~l pcB--At~�lors 1016+1221+1232+1242÷1248÷12.54.*.1260;/WPCP Total PCB=Aroclors 1242+1254÷1260
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method detection limits in 1991. (Table 4). The lower volumes are the result of improved primary
Ba~d on detectable concentra- discharged in 1990 and 1991 maytreatment, increased secondary
tions, the estimated mass emis- be the result of water conscrva- treatment, and improved source
sion of DDT declined 40% from tion efforts during the drought, control (the most important
1989 to 1990. The concentrations of most factor). As a consequence, the

effluent constituents declined number of reported analyses with
from 1989 to 1991. The greatest masses below detection limits

Discussion change was in lead m effluent (BDL) continues to increase.
concentrations declined 92% at Some contaminant measurements

The annual combined volume Hyperion and 86% at CSDOC. are consistently below detection
of effluent discharged has de- Declines in constituent con- limits. If detection limits of the
clined only five times since 1971 centrations and mass emissions recommended techniques are

Table 3b.
Estimated mass emissions from the largest municipal wa~tewatef l~eatment fa~lllUes Ifl S~uthem California In 1991 ¯

Hypexion" JWI~P CSDOC" Point Loma’

Flow (L x 10D 435 455 325 239
Suspended solids (mr) 14,170 31,715 14,120 19,353
BOD (mr) 36,037 46,683 23,090 33,464
Oil and grease (mr) 4,390 6,076 4.48 i 4,393
NO,-N (nat) 144 99 -
NO,-N (mr) - 113
NIq,-N (m0 11.229 17,190 8,025 7,189
Organic N (m0 2.394 3,578
PO,-P (m0 1,025
Total phosph~us (mt) 2,065 3,585
MBAS’ (nat) 1,991 1,546
Cyanide (na0 9.4 5.0 1.43
Phenols (nat)
Non-chlorinated 0.95 2.0 1.1
Chlodnatlxl 1 I

Silver (m0 2.5 3,6 1.8
Arsenic (nat) 2.0 1.8 0.79 0.77
Cadmium (nat) 0.40
Chronaium (nat) 1.8 6.6 2.0
Copper (nat) 13 13 13 7.3
Mercury (mr) 0.076" 0.082
Nickel (mr) 7.6 17 7.7
~ (mt) 0.70 0.68
Sek:nium (nat) 6.5 0.33
Zinc (nat) 49 42 16 19
Tota~ DDT (kg)
Total PCB’ 0tg)

~City of 1~$ Angeles
b Joint Wate~ Pollution ConUol Plant, County Sanitation Dislricl~ of Los Angeles County
’County Sanitation Districts of Orange County
’City of San Diego
’mr=metric Ions

’MBAS=methylene blue active substances
’Total PCB=/kroclors 1016+1221÷1232+1242+1248+1254+1260;/WPCP: Tot,d PCB=~u’oclors 1242+1254+1260
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below discharge permit re.quire-
Figure 2. mcnts, then BDL r~sults are in
Combined effluent flow and individual effluent flows from the four largest compliance. However, BDL
municipal wastewater treatment faclllUes in Southern California |MGD a

reSU]l~ comDlicab~ m&s$ emissionsmillions of gallons per day, L ¯ liters|.
estimates. We reported detection

o ~ ~ ~ limits in the table of concentra-
~, ~ o ~ tau~ ¯ c.~am,~ lions (Tables 2a,b) and treated

~oo ~6oo .,.., BDL results as zeros for the
~oo o estimates of mass emissions

v )ooo
v~.e.~.~.~. _..w’- -

v )~oo "; The combined flow from the

~ ~oo four largest facilities increased
27% between 1971 and 1990 as aO~

GO0’" 40o ~ result of population increases
~ 3oo 40o ~ (Figure 2). This is a mean annual
~ 2oo increase of 1.3% (sd=2.5, n=19).

ioo _~ During this time, the volume of
o o ~ wastewater discharged by
Z070 72 74 7e 78 ~0 e2 $4 e6 Sa ~0 !~92 CSDOC and Point Loma doubled

~ while the volume discharged by

Table 4.
Combined mass emissions from City of Los Angeles Hypedon Treatment Plant, County Sanitation Districts of Los
Angeles County Joint Water Pbi:uUon Control Plant, County SanltaUon Districts of Orange County Wast¯water
Treatment Plants 1 and 2, and City of San Diego Point Loma Sewage Treatment Plant from 1971 Uwough 1991.

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Flow (L x I0~ 1,284
Flow (mg~P) 93{) 922 954 967 975 1.015 955 1.001 1.041
Suspended solid.~(me) 294.000 286,500 291,700 270,900 284.900 286,4~0 241,800 253.800 243,900
BOD (rm) 283,100 250.300 226.800 233,900 233.500 255.900 241,500 234,200 241,~00
Oil and gr~ (rot) 62,312 60,700 60,700 54.800 56..500 58,800 49,200 48,500 45,400
NH)-N (mr) 54 ,.500 40,100 45,9(~0 38,900 36.300 37,000 40,000 38,900 41,100
Total l~(n~) 33.500 36,300 39,200 37.700 ! 1.000 22,800 10,600 10,100 10,000
MBAS’ (mr) 6,500 6.300 5,900 6.800 6.100 6.100 5,400 5,800 6.300
Cyanide (n~) 188 238 244 303 251 401 213 176 145
Silv~ (rot) 15 22 29 22 25 20 34 32 43
Arsenic (mr) 3
Cadmium (mr) 52 34 49 55 51 44 41 44 43
Chronuum (rot) 667 675 694 690 579 592 36~ 279 239
Copper (rm) 535 486 50~ 576 510 506 402 416 361
Mercury (nat) 2.9 2.6 3.1 1.8 2.2 2-5 2-6 !.9 2.6
Nickel (mr) 326 262 318 315 282 302 262 318 2.56
L~ad (ml) 2 26 252 180 199 198 189 150 216 224
Selenium (rnl) 12 1 i 16 18 1 ! 22 22 23 7.9
Zinc (nat) 1,834 1,201 1,189 1,324 l,(~g7 1,061 834 833 728
DDT* (kg) 21,527 6,558 3.818 1,562 I, 158 1,633 855 1,121 839
PCB~ (kg) 8,730 9,830 3,389 5,421 3,065 3.492 2,183 2,.540 1,170

"mgd=mdlion gallons per day; I mgd=3,785.000 L/day
%cd~ds fo~ llypenon 7-nule ou~fall ar~ loCal ~ofid~
~nl=m~tr~� long

’*Ctty of San Diego measures only mluNe
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W¢I~P and Hyperion increased
only slighlly (Figure 2). Popula- Figure 3. ~r"
[ion gr0w[h paUcITiS, wa[cr Com~ned sus~nd~ solids emlss~ns a~ I~l~d~l sus~nd~ ~llds fr~
r~l~3tion, ~d inl~d disch~gc ~ four largest mu~cl~l wa~ewat~

account for diffe~nc~ ~ong
¯ e d~mcu. ~ge ~d S~
Diego counfi~ have grown f~mr ~o O¯ ~ ~s ~geles County. ~s ~
~geles County ~d ~e City of

a

~s ~gel~ expanded ~eir ~ ~
ups~ ~a~ent ~d ~l~a-
fion facilid~. ~e County m- ~ ~o
clMmed 155 mgd of wa~r ~
19~ -- double ~e ~ount
r~lMmed 10 ye~ ago. ~ ~               z ~
volume of effluent di~h~ged to
¯ e ~s ~$el~ River by ~e ~s ~ o
~geles-Glend~e ~d Don~d C. )s~o
Tillm~ wamr ~l~afion pi~

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 " 1988 1989 1990 1991

1,493 1,492 1.511 1.549 1,565 1.579 1,623 1,629 1,632 1,656 1,627 1.455
1,078 1,080 1,094 1,122 1,129 1,143 1.175 1.179 1,178 1.199 1,178 1.053

232,100 224,900 226,800 244,600 197.700 204,500 18~,900 149.100 97,000 83,400 79,700 79,400
255,100 260,900 266,100 251,800 230,100 253,500 181.900 166.500 168,800 161,100 159,000 139,300

38,400 36,700 37.300 35.700 30.000 34.300 29.000 25,8(X) 25.300 22,600 21,500 19.300
41.200 40.500 41 ~ 39.800 40.400 42,500 45.000 44.300 44.300 45, I00 45.700 43.6430
10.000 9..500 9.000 9,000 9.200 8,500 10.900 9.000 7,100 6,900 7.100 6.700

6,4(X) 5,600 5.700 5,200 4,600 4,300 4,800 4,600 3.4(X) 3,300 3,500 3.500
116 98 77 46 39 26 22 27 26 i0 13 16
30 28 25 26 24 26 22 15 11 11 9 8

! 1 12 8 10 18 16 12 12 8.9 7.4 8.2 5.4
39 32 21 23 16 ! 6 14 9.0 3.4 1.9 1.0 O.

275 187 203 163 140 I I0 88 57 29 22 14 I0
335 337 284 272 251 239 202 125 76 68 59 47

1.8 1.8 1.2 1. i 0.9 0.9 03 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2
224 167 168 163 133 118 127 76 63 54 40 33
175 130 122 98 87 118 105 61 50 27 6.4 1.4

I 1 15 6.4 6.5 6.5 5.8 8.2 7.2 6.7 7.6 7.3 6.8
729 538 545 497 369 375 336 261 151 146 115 125
671 480 290 223 310 48 51 53 26 20 12 J’

1,127 !,252 785 628 1,209 46 37 5

’lly~-non 7-rode out fall not induded
~onJy I I)pe~on data were availal~e
~stt.~a~es for 1971-75 ~ based on SCC3VRP a~lyses o¢" effluems~ tmtlm~ esttrn,~e* for 1976-91 ~’~ based o~
~o¢~ccntratitms were below d~ectlofl hmitt
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increased from 25 mgd in 1985 to for 65% of the reduction. Termi- n=10). The greatest reductions
55 mgd in 1990. nation of sludge discharge from were for chromium (99%), cad-

Despite increases in popula- the Hyperion 7-mile outfall mium (99%), lead (99%), zinc
tion and the volume of wastewa- (October 19871 accounts for a (93%), mercury (93%), copper
ter discharged over the past two 40% reduction in combined (91%), nickel (90%), and sele-
decades, the mass emissions of emissions from 1987 to 1988. nium (43%). From 1972 to 1990,
most effluent constituents have Most of the decline in BOD arsenic declined 70% and silver
declined (Table 4). The combined occurred after 1985. Reductions declined 64%. The combined
annual mass emission of sus- by JWPCP account for about 75% mass emissions of trace metals
pended solids has decreased 73%,of the decline in oil and grease, declined 36% from 1987 to 1988;
BOD has decreased 51%, and oil The combined mass emission termination of sludge discharge
and grease has decreased 69% of trace metals declined 94% from the Hyperion 7-mile ouffall
(Figures 3, 4, and 5). The decline from 1971 to 1991 (Table 4; accounted for about 60% of ~
in JWPCP solids emissions Figure 6). Declines of individual decline.
between 1971 and 1989 accounts metals averaged 84% (sd=19%, The combined emissions of

chlorinated hydrocarbons de-
clined more than 99% from 1971
to 1990 (Table 4; Figure 7).

Figure 4. Monvose Chemical Corporation,
Combined mass emisslorl of biological oxygen demand from th~ four largest the largest manufacturer of DDT
municipal wastewater treatment facilities (MT a metric tons), in the world and the only manu-

~. facturer in California, discharged
~ nee DDT wastes into the Los Angeles
"o~ County sewer system from 1947
~ to 1971. Residual waste in the
~ 2so sanitation system was the princi-

pal source of DDT in/WPCP
effluent after that time. Concen-

2O0 trations of DDT in JWPCP
o~ effluent are now below detection

~ ~
limits (tens of pg/i).

o The interpretation of long-term
,,,,,,, : : : : : : : : ’, : : : : : : vends is hindered somewhat by

~
197072 74 76 78 80 e2 e4 86 8e 90 1992 the reliability of vace contami-m

nant analyses, especially trace
organic analyses, in early moni-
toring programs. Analytical

Figure $. methods for quantifying chlori-
Combined oll and grease omissions and Individual oll end grease from the
four largest municipal wastewater treatment faclllUes (MT ¯ metric tons|,

hated hydrocarbons evolved
during the 1970s and techniques

o ~ were not standardized among
.!~o - v’~%~v~ .~ ~,c~ laboratories. The older data
_ t~ ~ ~,, reported herein are the best

-~’v,
¯ ~ available for past discharges, but

~ the old methods are unacceptable~ ~o . ~_~..
~’~’v’v- ¯ today. The accuracy and precision

~ of contaminant analyses have
~ 20 __~ ~^ ~.t.~ - improved over the years because
~ _ ~,-, of advancements in mcthods and
~ ~-~--~-" - -. " instruments, and because of inter-
a o ~ : : : : : ~’ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ calibration among laboratories.0 1970 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 88 88 go 1992
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Figure 6.
LCombined mass emissions of trace metals from the four largest municipal wastewatar treatment facilities.
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Conclusions             Figure 7.
Combined mass emissions of chlorinated hydraca~t~ons from the fou~ largest

The quality of municipal municipal wastawatar treatment faclliUes (BDL ¯ I~low deletion limit.I).

wastewaters discharged to the

9
Southern California Bight t~tay
is significantly better than the to,ooo ¯ oor
quality of wastewaters discharged o
in 1971. Decreases incontami- ~ 1,ooonant mass emissions are due to
increased source control and land
disposal of sludge, improved o~ too
sludge and primary treatment, and o,_
increased secondary treatment. "    ~o
Further reductions in mass emis-
sions on a comparable scale are
not possible. Nominalrcductions 197o 72 74 76 78 8o e2 e~ 86 ee 90
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will occur duc to planned in- where: -3.11~,) and the median difference was
creases in the w~lumc of waste- F = mean daily Ilow in monlh i;
walcr rcccivin~ scconda~ trcal- C’, = conMiltlcnl conccnt~a~on in Mcth~ (2) was sli~hlly, hul sig~fi-
mcnL increased inland rcclama- month i; ~d can0y. D~si[ivcly bi~sc~. Nc~ly 70%
tion of wa~cr, and more cffcc0vc D, = hUmOr of days in mon~ i, of g~c I~) cstimalcs were ~ghcr by
source control ¯ (2)

Hislorically. m~ss emissions werecx~clcd by ch~ alone (~
cstimalcd from: approximation to binomialUterature ~it¢d

ME =~ F, C=
¯ SCCWRP. I~. (I) were more accurale.

Characteristics of effluents from where: less bi~ed. ~ (2). Me~ (I) ~so
I~gc municipal w~tewa~er ~F, = u,l~ annu~ flow. and ~low~ us ~o ex~ine mon~ly
~rcatmenl pl~ts in 1989. pp. 8-15, C= = mean momhly constilucnl v~iabilily m cons0tuem ~ncen~a-
In.. Sou~ern Cfliforma Co~t~ conccn~aOon. Oom (Tabl~ 2~b).
Walcr Rcse~ch ~oj~t. Annufl
Rc~n 1989-90. J.N. Cross (~.). We es0mated m~s enassions for Acknowledgements
~ou~ern ~alffor~a ~o~ Waler I~) an~ 1991 ~y ~[~ m~s.
Resc~ch Projccl. l~ng Beach. Eslimalcs by (2) were simil~ Io Aulhots Jeffrey Cross and Valcfie

cs0ma~cs by ( I); Ihc mean differenceRaco ~a~ ~c l.os Angeles, Santa

Appendix 1. in 1990 was -().(~ (sd=l.55. n=7l. Ann, a~ San Diego Region~ Water
min=O~~. m~=-10.5%) and ~e Quality Conlrol Bo~; Hy~fion

Annufl m~s emissions (ME) of median diffcre~e w~ 0.08~. ~e Waslcwatct Treatment Plant; County
contaminan~ were estimated from: maximum difference ~currc~ for Sanitation Districts of Los Angel~

estimates of ~ckcl emissions from County; County Sanitation Dis~ic~ of
~ ()range Counly; and Point ~maME=~ (F~ C, D,) (!) Point I.oma. Without t~s dalum,
,,~ mc~ difference w~s 0.~%           ~wage Treatment PI~I for ~eir

(sd=0.61, n=70, mi~0%, m~=       c~rafion.

.... ~ ~: ~ 7~ , ~ ... ......

County .$an=t.~t=on D=str=(t$ of Orange (~ounty PI,int I’~o.i
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Surface Runoff to              L
the Southern California Bight

T wenty creeks and rivers drain
the coastal mountains, valleys Figure 1.

and plains between Point Concep-
tion and the U.SJMexican border discharge to the ocean off Southern CiIIforrd-,.

and discharge into the Southern
California Bight (SCB). A large

runoff. Although a significant ........
amount of data have been col-
lected on contaminant concentra-         ~.~
tions in surface runoff, there are
few published estimates of the
mass of contaminants delivered to
the ocean (e.g., SCCWRP 1973,
Eganhouse and Kaplan 1982,
SCAG 1988).

The objective of this study was
to measure the concentration of
selected constituents in runoff
samples from the largest channels
in Southern California and to
estimate the mass carried to the study. The sampling device and Analytical Methods.
ocean. We collected samples from sampling method are described in The samples were analyzed for
eight channels during storms and SCCWRP (1990). The sampling suspended solids, selected trace
low flows, and estimated the locations were (Figure 1): metals, and selected trace organ-
annual load of contaminants ics. Sampling handling and
delivered to the ocean.

8 km from the ocean, in SCCWRP (1990).
¯ Callegta~s Creek: above the tidal

prism at Highway 1. Load estimates.Materials and Methods ¯ Ballona Creek: Inglewood Boule- The load of a particular constitu-
Sampling Method and Locations. vatd 4 km from the ocean, ent in a river is the total mass of
Samples were collected between
September 1986 and April 1988 prism at the Willow Street bridge the constituent passing the point

in Long Beach. of measurement over some period
with a sampling device patterned ¯ San Gabriel River." College Park of time. We estimated the load of
after the U.~. Geological Survey Drive bridge 4 km above the tidal selected constituents transported
suspended sediment pint sampler prism and below confluence of the by the eight rivers with a flow-
that has been in use in Southern San Gabriel P, iver and Coyote weighted ratio estimator. Where
California for two decades Creek. sufficient contaminant data
(Young and Bodcen 1991 ). About ¯ Santa Ana River: Hamillon Stroet existed, we stratified the estimates
10 samples were collected during on the border between Huntington into low and high flows. The
each storm and were distributed Beach and Costa Mesa. inflcxion point on the flow dura-
over rising and declining flows. ¯ San Diego River: 4 km abawe the tion curve was the cutoff between
Samples were collected in the tidal prism east of Faghion Valley
middle of each channel at the Road in San Diego. low and high flow days

same location throughout the ¯ Tij,an~. River." 6 km above the (SCCWRP, unpublished data).
ocean al Dairy Ma~t Road. Contaminant data from the two
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IV
years were pooled to increase where L is the load of the con- method and its assumptions and
sample sizes, stituent, Q is the mean period shortcomings are described in T

The flow-weighted ratio flow, T is the total time in the more detail in SCCWRP (1990).

estimator is based on the relation period, c, is the ith concentration, River flow data were obtained
between flows and loads: and q~ is the corresponding flow from the U.S. Geological Survey,

rate. The method assumes that the Ventura and Los Angeles
~.c~ q, flows are continuously monitored,County Departments of Public

mean flow can be determined Works, and the International
L - Q T~ accurately, concentrations are Boundary Water Commission.¯ 2I: q~ related to flows, and the underly- Flow data are reported by water

., ing distributions are approxi- year (October l to the following
mately normal. The estimation September 30). We modified the

Table 1.
Flow-weighted moan constituent ¢oncefltraUofls for runoff samples �ollected betwee~ 1986 ~ 1981 h’om
and cr~ks ~at dl~harge into ~ ~u~rn California Bight. SSasus~ NIIds In d~

SS Cd ~ Cu Ni ~ ~ ~D~ ~

(m~) ~) (n~)

S~ C~ ~v~ ~5 1.4 ~ 55 ~ ~ ~ ~ 51
~kg~ ~ ~7 3.0 111 ~ 62 ~ 1~ 176

tti~ ~w ~ 3.3 38 1~ 39 ~ 7~ 183

~w ~w 1~ 1.3 12 ~ 19 52 ~ ~ 75

Hi~ ~w 1 !~ 3.3 43 1~ 49 ~2 618 155

~w ~w 71 4.2 11 17 13 23 81 8 21

S~ GaVel ~v~ 8~ 3.6 ~ 87 ~ I~ ~ ~ 133

S~m ~ ~v~ 3~8 2.6 ~ 141 91 1~ 719 57 78
S~ ~ego ~ ~3 0.~ 10 15 2.4 27 85 ~
~j~v~ 4,313 5.1 !~ 416 116 9~ 1.1~ ~3 6~

to.p’-DDT + p.p’-DDT+ o.p’-DDE + p,p’.DDE+ o,p’-DDD + p.p’-DDD
a~lor 1242 + ~r 1~

S~ C~ ~v~ C~leg~ ~k B~I~ C~

Table 2.
~ow SS ~ow SS ~ow SS

S~ar~n ra~ �o~ela~on cm~ SS .732**tlent~ (r.) among ~eruUtuent
(en(entratlons and Ins~nta~ Cd .637* .782** .855**
eeus flow In runoff samples Cr .~* .976** .~** .722**
(elletted ~tween Septembe~ Cu .653* .~8"* .~2"* .~**
1986 and Janu~y 1~8~ Item Ni .578* .~2’* .~**
rlver~ and (reeks that dlsth~ge .~8"* ~**into the ~outhern California ~ .639* . .793**

Bight. Only r, slgnlfltant at ~ .615’ .939** .~2"* .5~* .~2"*

p<O.OS 1") and p<O.01 1"1 are DD~ .834** .~4’* .821"* .~5"*
s~wn. 5S=SUI~ solids, ~B: .638* ,~*"
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water year to run from September 146.2 x 10~ m~). The flow gauge Calleguas Creek.
1 to August 31 because the first on the lower river registered flow Callcguas Creek drains 837
storm of the study occurred in on only 18 days in 1987 and 22 km2, including the rapidly
September 1986 after five monthsdays in 1988. Runoff from one growing Simi Valley, Thousand
of no precipitation, storm in February 1988 was 72% Oaks, and Camarillo, and

of the gauged flow for that year. empties into the ocean through
Most of the discharge from the Mugu Lagoon. The channel is

Results river occurred from January moderately developed due to
Santa Clara River through March. levees, agriculture, and urban

Eleven runoff samples were and suburban development.The Santa Clara River is 155 km    collected from storms that oc- Five municipal wastewaterlong, drains an area of 4,219 km~,
and empties into the ocean south curred in September 1986 and treatment plants discharged

January 1987. The flow increase 87,000 m3/day (23 mgd) intoof Ventura. The drainage basin is during the September 1986 storm the creek during the study.moderately developed with large was small and not recorded by the Discharge from Calleguasreservoirs, extensive levees, and flow gauge. Discharge during the Creek during the 1987 wateragricultural diversions along the January 1987 storm (3.6 x 10~ m3)year (21.7 x 10~ ms) and thecoastal plain. In the last 50 km, was 13% of the annual discharge. 1988 water year (31.3 x 10~ m3)
the river flows over a permeable, One non-storm sample was was 5% of the total gaugedsandy, alluvial plain and flow
rarely reaches the ocean except collected in October 1986. Eleven runoff to the SCB. Discharge

during storms. Annual rainfall samples were analyzed for sus- during the 2-year study was
pended solids and chlorinated 59% and 93% of the long-termranges from 35 cm at the mouth hydrocarbons and 10 samples annual mean (1969-89:35.2 xof the river to 90 cm in the moun- were analyzed for trace metals 10~ m~). High flows (:>0.8 m~/s)tains (Brownlie and Taylor 1981). (Table 1). Most constituents were occurred 12% of the daysDischarge from the Santa

Clara River during the 1987 water correlated with flow and sus- during 1987 and 17% of the

year (0.9 x 10~ m3) was 0.2% of pended solids (Table 2). The days during 1988, and ac-
volume of discharge from the counted for 29% and 51% ofthe total gaugedrunoff to the Santa Clara River increased by the the annual discharge. MostSCB; discharge(28.4during10~ m~)the 1988 nearly 3200% from the first study of the discharge from Calleguaswater year x was

4.2% of the total discharge to the year to the second. Estimates of Creek occurred from December
constituent mass emissions through March.SCB. Dischargeduringthe 2-year increased by a similar amount Nine runoff samples werestudy was <1% and 19% of the

long-term annual mean (1950-88: (Tables 3a,b). collected from Calleguas Creek

Los Angeles River        San Gabriel River      Santa Ana River       Saa Diego River        Tijuana River
Flow        SS        Flow      SS        Flow      SS       Flow         SS      Flow       SS

.720** .797’* .830"* .656"* .600"*
.604** .730** .761"* .547**

.507** .787** .514’ .787"* .872** .891"* .811"* .560"* .642**

.659** .829** .934** .910"* .730** .664** .606**

.481"* .813"* .872** .926** .508"* .544** .652**

.691"* .736** .905** .883** .734** .509** .428*

.671"* .845** .908** .914"* .648** .572** .471"*

.764"* .697"* .673"* .533" .527’ .690"* .674** .692"* .557’* .397*

.492** .408** .61 i** .407*
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V
during storms in September 1986through Ballona Wetlands. The Fifteen runoff samples were
and January 1987. These storms creek was once the outlet of the collected from Bailona Creek
accounted for 1.4% of the dis- Los Angeles River. The channel during storms in September 1986, Lcharge volume in 1986-87 and is extensively developed as a January 1987, and March 1987.
1.8% of the discharge volume in result of urbanization and con- Discharge during the storms
1987-88. One non-storm sample crete channeli:,ation, averaged 2.4 x 10~ ms (range: 0.7-
was taken in October 1986. Ten Discharge from Ballona Creek 4.5 x 10~ m~). The three storms
runoff samples were analyzed for during the 1987 water year (21.8 accounted for 3.4%, 9.1%, and
suspended solids and chlorinatedx 106 m~) was 4% of the total 20.5% of the total annual dis-
hydrocarbons, and nine samples guaged runoff to the SCB; dis- charge volume. Two non-storm
were analyzed for trace metals charge during the 1988 water year samples were collected in Octo-
(Table 1). The concentrations of (51.5 x 10" m3) was 8% of the bet 1986 and September 1987.
most constituents were correlated total guaged runoff to the SCB. Seventeen samples were analyzed
with suspended solids, but not Ballona Creek contributed 58% of for suspended solids, 16 samples
with flow (Table 2). The total the total runoff to Santa Monica were analyzed for trace metals,
volume discharged from Bay in 1987 and 71% in 1988. and 15 samples were analyzed for
Calleguas Creek increased 44% Discharge during the 2-year study chlorinated hydrocarbons (Table
from 1987 to 1988 and so did the was 48% and 133% of the long- 1). The concentrations of most
mass emission estimates (Tables term annual mean (1928-89:38.7 constituents were correlated with
3a, b). x 106 mS). High flows (>0.06 mS/ suspended solids, but not with

s) occurred 5% of the days during flow (Table 2). Flow-weighted
Ballona Creek. 1987 and 11% of the days during mean concentrations at high flow
Ballona Creek drains 232 kin’ of 1988, and accounted for 54% and were two to seven times greater
urbanized, predominantly residen-82% of the annual discharge, than flow-weighted mean concen-
tial, Los Angeles. The creek Most of the discharge from the trations at low flow (Table 1).
originates northeast of Baldwin creek occurred from November High flow discharge accounted
Hills and empties into the ocean through March. ._~

Table 3a
Estimates of the mass emission of selected contaminants from rivers and creeks that discharged Into the Southern
California Bight between September 1, ! 986 and August 31, 1987. VOLzannual dlschau, ge volume; SSmsuspended
solids In dry weight.                                                                                                        ~m~

VOL SS Cd Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn T.,DD’P ’ri~B~

(x l(Pm~) (x l(Pkg) (kg)
13

Santa Clara River 0.87 862 1 52 48 29 78 227 0.2 0.04
Calleguas Creek 21.7 14,452 65 2,407 1,735 1,344 607 4,228 3.8 4.1
Ballona Creek

High Flow 11.8 4,708 39 440 1,632 462 3,354 8,976 2.1 2.0
Low Flow 10.0 1,390 13 117 604 194 518 2,067 0.3 0.7

Los Angeles Rivet
tligh Flow 61.0 72,437 202 2,609 8,372 2,973 14,682 37,492 9.7 18.8
Low Flow 95.4 6,799 402 1,053 ! ,628 1,245 2,202 7,756 1.0 1.9

San Gab¢iel River 139.2 114,127 501 7,516 12,109 5,010 17,258 56,785 7.0 18.5
Santa Aria Rivet 17.6 58,060 46 !,742 2.481 1,601 1,812 12,650 1.0 !.4
San Diego River 20.0 5,667 <i 192 300 48 541 1,702 1.8 0.5
Tijuana River 10.2 43,883 52 1,870 4,231 i,178 10,051 1 i,706 2.5 6.4

~o. p’-DDT ÷ p.p’-DDT ÷ o. p’-DDE + p. p’-DDE ÷ o, p’-DDD ÷ p. p’-DDD
2Ato<:lor 1242 ÷ Ato~lor 1254
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for 70-97% of the estimated the San Gabriel River (Brownlie of the discharge occurred fromannual constituent loads (Tablcs and Taylor 1981). November through March.
3a,b). Total runoff volume in- The Los Angeles River drains Fifty-three runoff samplescreased 137% from 1987 to 1988 2,155 km: and, for its size, is onewere collected from the Los
and high flow runoff volume of the most extensively controlledAngeles River during six storms
increased 259%. Mass emissions rivers in the world. All of the that occurred in September 1986,
estimates increased 100% to 3(D%. river has been channelizcd below January 1987, March 1987,Low flow volume and estimates of the upland catchments (Brownlie October 1987, December 1987,the constituent mass emissions and Taylor 1981 ). In 1982, nearly and January 1988. Mean dis-were similar in both years. 60% of the river basin was urban charge during the storms was 12.9

and suburban, 40% was native x I(P m~ (range: 2.9-21.3 xLos Angeles River. vegetation, and ! % was agricul- m~) was 6-8% of the annualThe Los Angeles River is the ture (Department of Water Re- discharge. One non-storm samplelargest single source of gauged sources 1982). was collected in October 1986.
runoff to the SCB. It originates in Discharge from the Los Ange- Fifty-four samples were analyzed
the Santa Susana and Santa ies River during the 1987 (156.4 xfor suspended solids, trace metals,
Monica mountains in the western 10e m~) and 1988 (217.3 x 10~ m~)and chlorinated hydrocarbons
part of the San Fernando Valley water years was 33% of the total (Table 1). The concentrations ofand also receives runoff from the gauged runoff to the SCB. Dis- all constituents except cadmium
western San Gabriel Mountains charge during the 2-year study were correlated with flow and
and the Santa Monica Mountains. was 83% and 115% of the long- suspended solids (Table 2).
The river enters the ocean in San term annual mean (1929-88:189 Concentrations at high flow were
Pedro Bay, but historically it has x 1~ m~). High flows (>5 m~/s) three to 17 times greater than
changed course several times andoccurred 8% of the days during concentrations at low flow for all
entered the ocean as far north as 1987 and 9% of the days during constituents except cadmium
Ballona Creek and as far south as 1988, and accounted for 39% and (Table l).

57% of the annual discharge.Most

Table 3b,
Estimates of the mass emission ot selected contaminants from rivers and creeks that discharged Into the Southern
California Bight between September 1, 1987 and August 31 1988. VOL~annual discharge volume; SSssuspended
solids in dry weight.                                       "

VOL SS Cd Cr Cu Ni Pb Za XDDT~ £pCB

(x I(P m~) (x I(P kg) (kg)

Santa Clara River 28.4 28,236 40 1,702 1,560 965 2,554 7,490 7.0 1.4Calleguas Creek 31.3 20,893 94 3,408 2,508 1,944 878 6,113 5.5 5.9Ba/Ioea Creek
High Flow 42.2 16,971 140 1,584 5,850 1,667 12,093 32,356 7.7 7.0Low Flow 9.3 1,305 12 110 567 182 486 1,940 0.2 0.7Los Angeles River
High Flow 123.9 148.01 ! 409 5,330 17,107 6,074 29,998 76,609 19.8 38.4Low Flow 93.4 6,628 392 1,027 !,587 1,213 2,147 7,560 0.9 1.9San Gabriel River 138.6 113,671 499 7,486 12,060 4,990 17,189 56,558 6.9 18.4Santa Aria River 25.8 85,294 67 2,559 3,644 2,352 2,662 18,584 1.5 2.0San Diego River 30.5 8,620 <1 292 457 73 822 2,589 2.7 0.8Tijuana River 40.2 173,270 205 7.385 16,706 4,653 39,684 46,221 9.8 25.5

~o,p’-DDT + p.p’-DDT + o.p’-DDE + p,p’-DDE * o,p’-DDD ÷ p,p’-DDD
~Aroclor 1242 + Asoclor 1254
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V
Di~harge from the San

Gabriel River was 30% of the

I~~~Itotal gauged runoff to the SCB
during the 1987 water year (139.2 L

~ r~t’~q"~"~ : x 10~ m3) and 21% of the total

. .Jl,~ .~,,;
gauged runoff to the SCB in 1988,~ ’t

.~ (138.6x 10" m’). In both years,~
",’..

~~~, discharge was 115% of the long-
’- -~ term mean annual (1964-88:

t20.9 x 10~ m’). Most ofthe
discharge occurred from Novem-

!, ~ ~ ~:" bet through March. High flows
~ ~" (>5 m3/s) occurred 10% of the

¯ ’~" ¯ -" days during 1987 and 11% of the
days during 1988, and accounted
for 31% and 39% of the annual

- _ discharge.
~ ,,,-- ..... ~ : A. --_ ~ ~ ~ ...................... ........ Sixteen runoff samples were

Mouth of the Los Angeles hirer in Oueensway Bay, Long Beach collected from the San Gabriel
river during storms in September
1986 and January 1987. These
storms accounted for 5% and 9%
of the flow for the year. Two non-

Except for cadmium, 66-95% mass emissions from the three storm samples were collected in
of the estimated annual constitu- water reclamation plants accounted October and November 1986.
ent loads was discharged during for less than 30% of the estimated Sixteen samples were analyzed
high flow days (Tables 3a,b). loads delivered to the SCB by the for suspended solids and chiori-
One third to one half of the Los Angeles River. hated hydrocarbons, and 13
estimated annual load of cad- samples were analyzed for trace
mium went out during high flow San Gabriel River. metals (Table 1). The concentra-

Total high flow volume The San Gabriel River drains tions of few constituents weredays.
increased 104% from 1987 to 1,663 km: between the San correlated with flow or suspended
1988. Consequently, the mass of Gabriel Mountains and the ocean solids (Table 2).
solids and contaminants dis- and is the second largest single The San Gabriel River was the
charged during high flow days source of gauged runoff to the only channel where discharge did
more than doubled (Tables 3a,b). SCB. The river travels nearly 90not increase from 1987 to 1988.
Low flow volume and constituent km from the junction of the East Mass emission estimates for all
mass emission estimates were and West forks in the San Gabriel nine constituents in 1988 declined
similar in both years. Valley to its mouth east of Long by an amount proportional to the

The Los Angeles-Glendale, Beach. Annual rainfall ranges decline in discharge (Tables 3a, b). ~"~
Tillman, and Burbank water from 35 to 50 cm in the valleys
reclamation plants discharge and coastal plain, to 50 to 120 cmSanta Aria River.
tertiary effluent (disinfected) into in the mountains (Brownlie and The Santa Ana River drains 4,406
the Los Angeles River. Their Taylor 1981). The San Gabriel kin: and receives runoff from the
effluents constituted 69% of low River basin is extensively dcvel- San Bcrnardino, San Jacinto, and
flow, 9~ of high flow, and 45% opcd and the river is the second San Gabriel mountains. The river
of total nvcr discharge in the most controlled river in Southern travels over 250 km before it
1987 water year and 85% of low California. Most of the river empties into the ocean north of
flow, 6~ of high flow, and 39% below the upland catchments has Newport Bay. Annual rainfall
of total nvcr discharge in 1988 bccn channclizcd (Brownlic and ranges from 30 to 45 cm in the
(SCCWRP 1990). Except for Taylor 1981 ). The river receives plains and valleys to 50 to 120 cm
cadmium and oi,~kcl, the combined tertiary treated wastcwatcr from in the mountains (Brownlie and

four water reclamation plants.
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Taylor 1981). The Santa Ann from the river occurred from last few kilometers of the channel
River basin is extensively devel- January through April. are lined with concrete. Annual "~"
opcd with water diversions for Nineteen runoff samples were rainfall varies from 23 cm on the
municipal and agricultural uses, collected from two storms in coastal plain to 81 cm in the
flood control, and hydroelectric January and April 1988. The mountains (Brownlie and Taylor
plants. Inputs from four municipal January storm was 17%, and the 1981). Approximately 21% oftbe
wastewater treatment plants (5.7 x April storm was 2%, of the annual basin is urban and suburban, 2%
10~ mVday, 150 mgd) augment flow. One non-storm sample was is agriculture, and the remaining J.
the flow. Approximately 33% of collected in December 1987. 77% is native vegetation (Depart-
the basin is urban and suburban, Twenty samples were analyzed merit of Water Resources 1987).
10% is agriculture, and 57% is for suspended solids and trace Discharge from the San Diego
native vegetation (Department of metals, and 19 samples were River during the 1987 water year
Water Resources 1982, 1985). analyzed for total DDT and total (20.0 x I(P m~) and the 1988

Discharge from the Santa Ana PCB (Table 1). The concentra- water year (30.5 x 10~ m3) was
River was 3% of the total gauged tions of all constituents except 4% of total gauged runoff to the
runoff to the SCB during the 1987 total PCB were correlated with SCB. Discharge during the 2-year
water year (17.6 x 10~ m3) and 4%flow and suspended solids (Table study was 48% and 23% of the
of the total gauged runoff in 1988 2). Total runoff volume increased annual mean (1982-86:36.5 x 10~
(25.8 x IlY’ m~). Discharge during nearly 50% from 1987 to 1988; m~). Most of the discharge from
the 2-year study was 36% and annual mass emission estimates the river occurred from Novem-
63% of the long-term annual increased by a proportional bet through April. Unlike the
mean (1924-88:40.7 x 10~ m~). amount (Tables 3a,b). other seven channels, the flow
Control facilities, spreading duration curve had no inflexion
grounds, and the sandy river San Diego River point so flows were not stratified.
channel prevent everything but The San Diego River drains 1,119 Twenty-nine runoff samples
storm flow from reaching the km2 extending from the Laguna were collected from storms that
ocean. There were no low flow Mountains in east San Diego occurred in October 1987, Janu- "’’~
days during the 2-year study; all County to the ocean near Mission ary 1988, and April 1988. Dis-
of the flow went out in about 30% Bay. The San Diego River is charge during the storms aver-
of the year. Most of the discharge moderately developed. Only the aged 1.1 x 10~ m~ (range: 0.04-2.4

Table 4a
Constltuefll mass emissions as p~ceflt of total foe channels that discharged Into th~ $outhm~ California Bight
between September I, 1986 and August 31, 1987. Volsvolume of discharge, SSasuspeflded solids In dry weight.
Total is the volume (m~) discharged and the estimated mess emission |kg|.

Voi SS Cd Cr C. Ni Pb Zn EDD’P EPCB~

Santa Clara River 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.7 <0.1
Calleguas Creek 5.6 2.4 4.9 13.4 5.2 9.5 1.2 2.9 12.9 7.6
Ballo~a Creek 5.6 14.8 3.9 3.1 6.7 4.7 7.6 7.7 8.2 5.0
Los Angeles River 40.3 23.4 45.6 20.3 30,2 29.9 33.0 31.5 36.4 38.1
San Gabriel Rive~ 35.9 45.0 38.0 41.8 36.5 35.6 33.8 39.5 23.8 34.1
Santa Aria River 4.5 2.9 3.5 9.7 7.5 ! 1.4 3.5 8.8 3.4 2.6
San Diego River 5.2 1.8 <0.1 I.I 0.9 0.3 1.1 1.2 6.1 0.9
Tijuana River 2.6 9.6 3.9 10.4 12.8 8.4 19.7 8.2 8.5 11.8
Total 3878xl(P i.33x1~ 1,319 17,997 33,131 14.084 51,103 143,590 29.4 54.3

~o. p’-DDT ÷ p. p’-DDT ÷ o. p’-DDE * p, p’-DDE ÷ o, p’-DDD ÷ p. p’-DDD
2Ato~lor 1242 ÷ Aroclor 1254
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V
x 10~ m~). The three storms channel is moderately developed m~). Discharge during high flows

Laccounted for 0.1%, 2.6%, and and water is diverted to San (>0.5 m~/s) occurred 7% of the7.9% of the tolal annual dis- Diego and Tijuana on its way to days in 1987 and 24% of the dayscharge. Two low-flow samplcs the ocean through Tijuana in 1988, and accounted for 48%wcrc collected in Scptemher and Slough. On the U.S. side, 3% of and 82% of the annual river
December 1987. Thirty-one the land is urban and suburban, discharge. Most of the dischargesamples were analyzed for sus- 2% is agriculture, and 95% is from the river occurred from

1~ndcd solids, 30 samples for native vegetation (Brownlie and January through April.trace melals, and 29 samples for Taylor 1981). Twenty-seven runoff samples

2
chlorinated hydrocarbons (Table Approximately 16.6 x los mS/ were collected from storms inl ). The concentrations of most yr (l 2 mgd) of raw sewage and October 1987, January 1998, and
constituents were correlated with industrial and agricultural wastes April 1988. Discharge duringsuspended solids, but not with are discharged into the Tijuana these storms was 1-15% (0.4-6.0flow (Table 2). Concentrations of River south of the International x lOs ms) of the annual discharge
cadmium, nickel, and total PCB Border (International Boundary volume. Two non-storm samples
were especially low because of and Water Commission, personal were collected in September andthe high proportion of non- communication, October 16, December 1987. Twenty-nine
detectable measurements. Runoff 1990). This was 163% of the totalsamples were analyzed for sus-volume increased by 53% in 1988discharge from the river in 1987 pended solids, 28 samples forand mass emission estimates and 41% of the tolal discharge in trace metals, and 27 samples for
increased by a proportional 1988. chlorinated hydrocarbons (Table
amount (Tables 3a;b). Discharge from the Tijuana 1). The concentrations of all

River was 2% of total gauged constituents were positively

2
Tijuana River. runoff to the SCB during the 1987correlated with flow and sus-The Tijuana River straddles the water year (10.2 x lOs ms) and 6%pended solids (Table 2). Tbe ¯
border between the United Slates of total gauged runoff during the volume of discharge from tbe ~t ~-~
and Mexico. Twenty-seven 1988 water year (40.2 x lOs m~).Tijuana River increased by 300%

_ percent of the drainage basin Discharge during the 2-year study from 1987 to 1988; mass emis-
(4,483 km~) lies in Mexico and was 24% and 94% of long-term sion estimates increased by the

U73% lies in the United States. The annual mean (1950-88:42.9 x lOssame amount (Tables 3a, b).¯

Table 4b
ConsUtuent mass emissions as percent of total for ¢honnels that discharged Ir~to the Southern California B~ght
between September 1, 1987 and August 31, 1988. Vol=volume of discharge, $Szsuspended solids In dry weight. Total
is the volume (mj) discharged and the osUmated moss emission (kg).

Yoi SS Cd Cr Cu Ni lab Zn
T’DDT~ £PCB~ 8

Santa Clara River 5.0 1.5 2.2 5.5 2.5 4.0 2.4 2.9 I 1.3 1.4Calleguas Crce..k 5.6 2.0 5.1 i 1,2 4.0 8.1 0.8 2.4 8.9 5.8Ballona Creek 9.1 25.3 8.2 5.5 10.3 7.7 11.6 13.4 12.7 7.5Los Angeles River 38.6 21.8 43.1 20.5 30.2 30.2 29.6 32.9 33.5 39.5San Gabriel River 24.6 24.7 26.8 24.2 19.4 20.7 15.8 22.1 l I.I 18.0Santa Ann River 4.6 2.4 3.6 8.3 5.9 9.8 2.5 7.3 2.4 2.0San Diego River 5.4 1.5 <0.I 0.9 0.7 0.3 0.8 1.0 4.3 0.8Tijuana River 7.1 20.8 1 !.0 23.9 26.9 19.3 36.6 18.1 15.8 25.0Toud 563.6xllY’ 241x10’ 1,859 30,955 62,046 24,144 108,514 256,020 62.1 102.0

~o. p’-DDT + p, p’-DDT ÷ o. p’-DDE + p, p’-DDE + o. p’-DDD + p. p’-DDD
~Atoclor 1242 + Atoclor 1254
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collected during storms and 12 The concentrations of most
samples were collected during constituents were correlated withDiscussion non-storm periods. Constituent suspended sediment, and to attydrography.

The rivers in this study occupy concentrations varied from one to lesser extent with river discharge
two orders of magnitude among (Table 2). The average rankbasins that arc either moderately

dcvclopcd (Santa Clara, San the channels (Table 1). correlation among constituent

and The Tijuana River, which is concentrations was 0.53. TheDiego,andTijuanarivers
Calleguas Creek) or extensively dominated by raw sewage, had average rank correlation among

the highest concentrations for constituent mass emissions wasdeveloped (Los Angeles, San
Gabriel, and Santa Ann rivers andeight of the nine constituents, and 0.86 in 1987 and 0.80 in 1988

Ballona Creek) (Brownlie and the second highest concentration indicating that within a channel,

Taylor 1981). In the most devel- for the remaining constituent. The conditions that result in high
concentrations and mass emis-opcd and manipulated basins, sions for one constituent hold forriver discharge was extremely the other constituents. As rivervariable. The Santa Clara and "" discharge rises, sediment mobili-Santa Ann rivers had no measur- -~ :

able flow for most of the year. -, -, zation increases. Suspended

River discharge was a combina- ~m,,,,,, sediment, usually the constituent
present in the greatest amount,tion of surface and groundwater

runoff, releases from control ~
/’---~ ~

comes from soil erosion and, in
urban areas, particles produced byfacilities, and inputs of domestic

and industrial wastes. Most of the .. -," _ automobiles, industry, and corn-

flows resulted from winter rains;
storms are short and intense, and concentrations and mass emis-

sions increase with increasingdischarge is variable from year to sediment loads because theyear. surface area available for adsorp-The eight channels sampled
_            during this 2-year study contrib-     -.                              tion increases (Williams et al.

uted about 80% of the total Storm ¢hannel In Orange Count,/ 1966, Bradley and Lewin 1982).

gauged runoff to the SCB. Annual Constituent Mass Emissions.river discharge during the study
ranged from 0.9 x 10~ m~ for the Mass emissions varied from one

Santa Clara River to 217 x 10~ m3 Santa Clara River, a predomi- to three orders of magnitude

for the Los Angeles River. An- nantly agricultural watershed, had among the channels (Tables 4a,b).

nual discharges were, on average,the highest concentration of total The Los Angeles, San Gabriel,

61% below their long-term means DDT. The San Diego River, and Tijuana rivers had the highest

during the 1987 water year which drains a less developed mass emissions, and the Santa

(range: 17-99% below), and 31% basin, had the lowest concentra-Clara and San Diego rivers had

below their long-term means in tions for four of the nine constitu- the lowest. Mass emission esti-

1988 (range: 75% below to 33% ents, and the second lowest mates generally increased from

above). Rainfall in Los Angeles concentrations for three of the 1987 to 1988 in proportion to the

was 48% below its long-term remaining constituents. Low flow increase in volume discharged.

average (1877-1988:37.5 cm) in the Los Angeles River had the For Ballona Creek and the Los

during 1987 and 15% below lowest concentrations for five Angeles River, most of the in-

average during 1988. constituents and the second crcaxe was associatcd with the
lowest concentrations for three of increased frequency of high

Constituent Concentrations. the remaining constituents, flows; low flow volumes and

Between September 1986 and Interestingly, most of the water in constituent mass emissions

April 1988, 191 runoff samples the Los Angeles River at low estimates wcrc similar between

were collected from eight than- flow is tcrtiar3,’ effluent from years.

ntis and analyzed for nine con- water reclamation plants. Not all of the channels

stituents; 179 samples were sampled discharge directly into
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the ocean. Several channels ~uthcrn California mountains, Research Project, [] Segundo.
discharge into harbors and la- coastal plains and shoreline. Part 531 pp.
goons; it is possible to calculate C. Coastal sediment delivery by ° SCCWRP. 1990.
the load delivered by the river to major rivcrs in Southern Califo¢- Mass emission estimates tot
the harbor or lagoon, but because nia. Envir. Qual. l.ab. Rcpt. No. 17 selected constituents from the Los
of modifications due to processes C. Califorma Institute of Technol- Angeles River. pp. 25-36, in:
in the receiving body of water, ogy, Pasadena. 1989-90 Annual Report, J.N. Cross
this is not necessarily the load ¯ Department of Water Resources. (ed.). Southern California Coastal
delivered to the ocean. Harbors 1982. Orange County land use Water Research Project, Long

study, 198 i. State of California Beach.and lagoons can be a partial trap Department of Water Resources, ° Young, D.R. and C.A. Bode~n.for many substances, especially Southern District. 17 pp. 1991.sedimenL * Department of Water Resources. Los Angeles River Ioadings of
1985. Upper Santa Aria River trace metals and synthetic organ-

I drainage area land use survey, ics. U.S. EPA Report No. 600/X-
Conclusions 1984. State of California Depatl- 911030. 106 pp.

ment of Water Resources, South. ° Williams, L.G., J.F. Kopp, and
Urbanization has had a dra- ern District. 22 pp. C.M. Tatzell. 1966.

matic impact on the landscape of ° Department of Water Resources. Effects of hydrographic changes
southern California during the 1987. San Diego County land use on contaminants in the Ohio River.

survey, 1986. State of California J. Amer. Water Works Assoc.past century. Rivers and streams Department of Water Resources, 58:333-339.have been extensively modified to Southern District. 25 pp.
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Hazardous Spills in the         L
Southern California Bight

p ollution of the marine
environment occurs through                                                                           j..

inadvertent loses of hazardous
materials during production,
transportation, refining, and
utilization. In the past 25 years,
there have been several signifi-
cant hazardous material spills in
the Southern California Bight
(SCB). The blowout of Platform
A in the Santa Barbara Channel in
January 1969 released an esti-

7g[~I’,
mated 12.3x I{P L(3.25 x 10~

\’rgal) of oil in the first 100 days.

exploded and burned in Decem-

~ f~’~ " ’" ~.~~-tbcr 1976 while it was docked in
. ,’

Los Angclcs Harbor releasing [ ~!,t."
~

"~’~"~
’ 2about 5.1 x l,~’ L (32,000 bbl) of

Bunker C fuel oil. In January " "

199(I, the tanker American Trader ¯ . ,~_.~_ . ._-:~ ~
ran aground and was punctured
by its anchor spilling about 1.5 x -- "~ -’"
1(~ L (400,(X~ gal) of crude oil
off Huntington Beach.

In this report, we summarize
the existing data on hazardous
material spills in the Southern

and 1991). The objective of this
effort was to develop baseline
information to provide insight
into inadvertent spills in the SCB.

Methods

Data on hazardous material
spills wcrc obtained from the U.S.
Coast Guard (Pollution Response
Branch, Washington, D.C.) for
1985 through 1989. The Coast - "
Guard catcgori~’cs the data by ....
source (facility or vc.sscl), type ofFuel dock in Los ,O~r~eles Harl:~or
material, and watcrbody. They
report the net amount spilled
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(amount spilled minus amount Figure I ). About 60% by number for 60% of the total number of
recovered). The number of mate- and 80% by volume of the classi- spills and 40% of the total volume
rial and source categories were ficd facility spills originated on of material spilled. The greatest
reduced for the tables and figures land (Table 2; Figure 2). About number and volume of vessel
,n this report. A complete list is 40% of the classified facility spills involved fuel oil (Table 1;
provided in Appendix A and spills by number and 20% by Figure 1). About 60% of the
category definitions are provided volume originated with offshore classified vessel spills by number
in Appendix B. oil pipelines and platforms, were evenly divided among

We made several modifica- Spills from vessels accounted recreational boats, freighters, and
tions to the classifications pre-
sented in the original data. We
reclassified small harbors to Table I
"Pacific coastal harbors" and Number end size of hazardous materiel spills from fKIIItlez

~uthern California Bight~ from 1
removed them from coastal and literz except where noted.
unclassified categories. Bays
were reclassified with harbors. Maternal N Median Mean Min Max Total
Turning basins in Los Angeles
and Long Beach harbors were
reclassified as Los Angeles/Long FACILITY SPILL~
Beach Harbor. From 1986 on, Petroleum Products
inland spills were removed from Gas oil: cracked 4 13 15 4 30 61

the unclassified category and Gasoline: othe, 4 6 6 4 8 23
placed in an inland category. All Gasoline: automotive 16 28 i,040 4 15,140 16,646

U.S. ship spills were reclassified Gasoline: aviation 8 87 !,061 4 7,949 8,48~
Jet fuel/ken’ozone 4 66 76 11 159 303

as "Navy vessels." Naptha 6 38 50 11 114 299
Oil: ~ 138 19 840 4 33,459 115,885

III Oil: diesel 79 19 161 4 7,002 12,706
Results and Discussion Oit: fuel 77 8 465 4 23,054 35,783

Oil: lub~cating 31 4 11 4 76 344
From 1985 through 1989, Oil: mineral 12 6 23 4 159 273

327,115 L (86,424 gas or 2,058 Oil: miscellaneous 10 13 27 4 79 273
bbl) of hazardous materials were Oil: mot~ 16 6 9 4 19 144

spilled in 1,102 separate incidents Oil: stray 8 28 307 4 1,893 2,453
in the SCB. The majority of spills Oil: waste/lubcicam~ 10 i I 30 4 189 303

(99% by volume and 96% by Tolal 423 193,982

number) involved petroleum Non-Petroleum Produclsproducts (Table 1; Figure 1). Chromic anhydride 1 341 341 341 341 341
Middle distillate fuels (diesel, fuel DichlommeOaa~e 1 34 34 34 34 34
oil, jet fuel, and kerosene) were Ethylene glycol I 4 4 4 4 4
the largest class of materials Hydrochlo~c acid 1 38 38 38 38 38
spilled (50% by volume). The Hydtoflu~cicacid 1 19 19 19 19 19
volume of individual spills was latex 1 4 4 4 4 4
generally small; the median spill Phosphoric acid 1 19 19 19 19 19

for all facilities was 15 L and the Sodium hypochlorite (kg) 2 537 537 53 1,020 1,073
median spill for all vessels was 19 Sodium hypochlonte (soln) 1 38 38 38 38 38

L (Table 1). Solvent.s: mixed waste 8 11 108 4 757 867

Spills from facilifes accounted Trichloroethylene 1 ! 1 11 11 ! i 11

for 40% of the total number of
o-Xytene _1 4 4 4 4 .__4

Total 18 1,379
spills and 60% of the total volume Total dt’y (kg) 2 1,073
of material spilled. The gw.mtest
number and volume of facility Grand total 441 195.361
spills involved crude oil (Table 1; Grand total dry (kg) 2 !.073
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tankers (Table 2). Most of the Angeles and Long Beach harbors distillate fuels from Navy and O
classified vessel spills by volume received more facility spills (45% freight vessels (Figure 4). "r
originated with the U.S. Navy and by volume) and vessel spills (29% The amount of hazardous Ltowboats (Table 2; Figure 2). by volume) than any other classi- material spilled varied from year to

About 80% of the classified fled waterbody (Table 3). Within year (Figures 5, 6, and 7). Annual
spills from vessels and 50% of theLos Angeles and Long Beach volumes spilled by facilities varied
classified spills from facilities harbors, facilities spilled prima- by a factor of 21 and annual
occurred in harbors and bays in rily crude oil from land facilities volumes spilled by vessels varied "~
the SCB (Figure 3; Table 3). Los and vessels spilled mainly middleby a factor of nine. Spills from

land facilities varied by a factor of     p~
33 and spills from vessels varied
by a factor of 16. Annual volumes
spilled in Los Angeles and Long
Beach harbors varied by a a factor
of 43 for facility spills and 9 for

Material N Median Mean Min Max Total vessel spills (Figure 8).

v~s~. SPn.LS Conclusions
Petroleum Product~

Gas oil: cracked 3 8 130 4 379 3~0 Petroleum products accounted
Gasoline: o~her 6 19 20 4 38 121 for the majority of unintentional
Gasoline: antomotive 41 11 83 4 1,908 3.391 releases of pollutants to the South-
Gasoline: aviatio~ 3 95 208 57 473 625 ern California Bight. Petroleum
Jet fu¢l 4 814 2,011 57 6,359 8,043 products also accounted for the
Naptfla 2 28 28 4 53 57 majority of the volume of poilut-
Oil: chide 42 9 174 4 1,590 7,313 ants spilled, even in yeats without
Oil: diese! 179 19 206 4 18,925 36,862
Oil: furl 225 19 301 4 11.355 67,646 major accidents.

Thevolumeof mostspillswas
Oil: lubricating 46 6 64 4 2,385 2.922
Oil: mineral 5 4 51 4 189 257 relatively small; a few spills, even
Oil: miscellaneous 9 76 204 4 757 1,832 in a period lacking a major spill,
oil: moux" 33 8 19 4 83 628 accounted for most of the inadvert-
Oil: sl~ay 2 4 4 4 4 8 ent discharge. Since a few Ioca-
Oil: wasteJiubrk’an~ 37 8 23 4 189 ~ tions and facility types accounted

Total 637 130.954 for the majority of reported spills.
the data assembled in this report

Non-Petroleum Produa$ may provide the basis for prioritiz-
Cumene 1 4 4 4 4 4      ing and targeting improvements in
Solvents: mixed waste 19 15 35 4 358 791 oil spill prevention.1
Styrene 1 4 4 4 4 4
Tallow -l. 4 4 4 4 ._~

Total 22 8O3
Acknowledgements
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I Appendix A--
Figure 1 Category Constituents
Types of hazardous material spilled In the Southern California Bight from AI * MATERIAL (classi~cations refcr to

facilities and B) vessels from 1985 throt~Jh 1989. Proportion is by volume, figures)

Middle distillate fuel: Diesel off,
fuel oil, jet fuel, kerosene.¯ . FAc,.rr~ SplU.S                                          Gasoline: Alkylates, automobile,

~~0~t:
aviation, casinghead, polymer,o~t. reformates, straight’run.
Non Petrolet~n: see Table 1.
Other oil: Absorption oil, clarified

l~ ~ NO~-P~TROLEUU I% oil. cracked gas oil, lubricating oil,

~lJl 7°’m~ °~L 2~

mineral oil. motor oil, naptha,
penetration oil, range oil, spindle
oil, s~ay oil, turbine oil, waste oil.

"~11 I / MIDDLE DIS"~lt.LAI’E FUEL ¯ SOURCE--Facility (classifications
CwISOUNE ",.tJ.=.._..,.~ 25St

13~ refer to figures)
Miscellaneous and lmclassifwd:

B. VESSEL SPtLLS Aircraft, railroad tank car, unclassi-

~ fled spills.
¯ SOURCE--Vessel (classificationsC,~OUNE ~ refer to figures)

[ ~ CRUDE OIL ~ Miscellaneous and unclassified:
[ ~ NON-PETROLEUM III

Commercial. government owned,
DIS’nLLAr~ \ "~-X.’X~ Omt~ OiL Sit industrial, mobile offshore drilling

cut:t.

~

unit. offshore supply vessel, passen-a5~ get, recreation, research, unclassi-
fied spills.

¯ WATERBODY(classifications refer
to figures)

Figure 2 Harbors: Alamitos Bay, Channel
Source of hazardous material spilled In the Southern California Bight from A) Islands Harbor, Huntington Harbor,
facilities and B) vessels from 1985 through 1989. Proportion Is by volume.

Los Angeles]L0ng Beach harbors,
Marina Del Rey, Newlxxl Bay, Pon

A. FACILITY SPILLS Hucneme. San Diego Harbor/

~
Mission Bay. Santa Barbara Harbor

I.~O,:;C,.m Ventura Marina.
Inland: Inland spills, rivers (facility
spills).

v~cLE Miscellaneous and unclassified:
12X

~ ~ UNCLAS~nED 711
Rivers (vessel spills), unclassified
spills.

~ PLATFORM 2,~ .MaTERIAL(classificationsrefertotables)

PIPLeLJNE 35~ Gasoline: Alkylates. casinghead,
polymer, reformates, straight run.

O. VESSEL SPILLS Jet fuel: JP-I, JP-4, JP-5.

Fuel oil." No. i. I-D, 2, 2-D. 4.5, 6.

~ Miscellaneous oil," Absorption oil,
FISHING I lX clarified oil, penetration oil, range

oil. spindle oil, turbine oil.TANK 1,3X ~0~ 1 ~

~
.SOURCEStables) (classifications refer to

~ Unclassified spdls: Known source,
NCLASSIFIED

TOWB l~OI clscv, hcr¢ classified, unknown
15~ source.
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Appendix ~ moltx:ulcs with lower boiling points, cyclic and aromatic compounds
Definitions Str, ight run." Pr(~lucts from C 15 to C25 hydrocarbons. Used to
¯ PETROLEUM REFINING distillation rather than the cracking make distillate-type fuel oils and

Catalytic cracking: Cracking process, diesel fuels.
process in the presence of a ¯ PETROLEUM MATERIALS Gas oil cracked: Gas oil in which
catalyst. Gas oil: I.iquid l~troleum distillate the large molecules have been
Cracking." Process by which large with vi~osity and boiling range broken into smaller, lower-boiling
molecules are broken into smaller between kerosene and lubricating hydr(~:arbon molecules.

oil. A mixture of straight chain,

Table 2
Number end size of hazardous material spills from faclllUes and vessels In the Southern California Blght" from 1985
through 1989. Measurements are in liters except where noted.

Facili~ Spill~
Aircr~ 3 114 486 19 1,325 1,457
Designated waterfront facility~ 29 19 920 4 23,S4~ 26,680
Land facility 56 23 886 4 33,459 49,599

DU¢ (kg) 2 537 537 53 1,020 !,073
Land vehicle 18 28 i.192 4 15.140 21,453
Not’~h offshore oil platform’ 85 4 37 4 636 3,179
South offshore oil plarfot’m’ 32 8 48 4 636 1.525
Offshore pipeline 13 8 2,302 4 23.054 29.932
Onshore pipeline 22 17 i,713 4 15,897 37,691
Onshore marine fa~51ity 30 19 273 4 3.179 8.183
Railmad tank car 1 379 379 379 379 379
Tank m~:k I 1 19 233 4 1,136 2,562
Undassified 141 I

Tolal 441 195,358
Total a~ (’k~ 2 1,073

V¢ssel Spills

Commercial, industrial, research 10 8 16 4 76 163
Fishing (conmaercial) 36 19 392 4 11,355 14.099
Freight 88 19 139 4 3,179 12.203
Government owned 8 15 317 4 2,385 2,540
Mobile offshore drilling unit I 76 76 76 76 76
Offshore supply 12 8 26 4 95 307
Passeng~ 34 ! I 56 4 757 1,908
Reta~ation 91 15 54 4 1,325 4,943
Tank 67 8 257 4 6,359 17,241
Towboat/tugboat 17 19 1,160 4 18.925 19,716
Unclassified 243 19 112 4 11,~’55

Total 659 i 31,757

’Between 32°30’N and 34"28’N, 117~O’W and 120"30"W
’Meet federal requirements to handle dangerous cargo
’Noah = oft~l~rc platforms above 34" N latitude; South = b~low 34" N latatude
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Gasoline: C7 to C I 1 hydrocar-

Figure 3 bons; 10-60% straight chain
Location of waterbody receiving hazardous materiel spilled In the Southern p3/’afl’in content. Aromatics vary
California Bight from A) facilities and BI vessels from 1985 through 1989, from 5-30% by weight 0fgasoline
Proportion I: by volume, fraction; branched paraffins are 13-

32% and cycloparaffins are 8-14%.
K FACILITY Spill S Suitable for fuel in internal- 1combustion engines.

Pb/gal): Gasoline with a research
octane number approximately 90

,~BORS |        ~ UNCt.mSlntO ~              used in automobiles.

number of 100 or more used In
~ piston - engined aircraft.

COAST

Gasoline. Casinghead: Gasoline
B. VESSEL SPILLS obtained by recovering butane,

~meoes pentane, and hexane hydrocarbons
present in small amounts in certain
natural gases. Used in blending to
produce a finished gasoline with

UNCLASSlnED ll~ adjusted volatility but low octane
oco, l 5~ number.

Gasoline. Polymer: Gasoline
produced by polymerization of low

corer eONnt;UOOS molecular weight hydrocarbons

Source of hazardous material spilled from A| facilities and B) vessels and type of hazardous material spilled from C|
’adlitle$ and D) vessels in Los Angeles and Long Bea(h harbors from f 98S through f 989. Proportion Is by volume.

Facility Spills Vessel Spills

UNCLASSIFIED ~ ~

P

TANK 21~K TO~OAT

CRUDE OIL~ I)

GAS~

OUNE
UIDDL.E

~ GASOUNE 9~
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such as ethylene, propene, and G~tsoline blending stocks, Refor- affins than in gasoline. ~
butenes. Used in small amounts mates: High octane product Mineral spirits: A grade of naptha.
for blending with other gasolines obtained from tow octane gasoline Naphtha solvent: General texm
to imlxovc octane number, by heating vapors to high tempera- applied to refined, partly refined,
Gasoline, Straight r.n: Gasoline lure or by passing vapors through or unrefined petroleum products
produced by distillation without catalyst. Blended into regular and and liquid products of natural gas.
cracking or other chemical conver- premium gasoline. Used as solvents, dry-cleaning ’~
sion processes; contains high Jet fuel: Material in kerosene agents, and charge stocks to .i.
percentage of straight chain boiling range used in gas-turbine reforming (mild thermal cracking
paraffins. Octane number is low. jet engines, or catalytic conversion) units to ~
Gasoline blending stocks. Alky- Kerosene: Straight run fraction make high octane gasoline.
lares: High-octane product pro- from crude oil; boiling range 150 Oil. Clarified: Heavy oil i:roduct
duced by petroleum refining and to 250’~C; aromatics range from 10- from catalytic cracking process from
blended into premium motor 40%. More condensed naphtheno- which catalyst has been removed.
gasoline and aviation gasoline, aromatics and multi-ring cyciopat- Oil, Crude: Liquid hydrocarbon

Figure S
Amount of hazardous material spilled In the Southern Callforrda Bight from A) faclllUes and B) vessels from 195S
through 1959.
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Figure 6
3Sourte of hazardous material spilled In the Southern California Bight from A| facilities and B) vessels from | 985

through 1989.
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Table 3
Number and size of hazardous material spills from facilities and vessels In the Southern California Bight~ from 1985
through 1989. Measurements are in liters except where noted.

Waterbody N    Median M~an Min Max To~al

Facility Spills
Contiguous zone (3-12 mi) 91 4 63 4 2,385 5,727
Coaslal zone (0-3 mi) 72 8 433 4 23.054 31,143

D~, (kgp i 53 53 53 53 53
Los Angeles/Long B~ach harbo~ 138 I I 645 4 33,459 89,053
San Diego Bay/Mission Bay 56 1 i 75 4 1,325 4,220
Small harbor’ 29 19 294 4 7,002 8,512
Rivers 4 38 43 19 76 170
Inland’ 36 114 1.518 4 15,897 54,640

Dry (kg)’ 1 1,020 i,020 1,020 1,020 i.020
Unclassified 1~ 19 126 4 795 1~893

Total 441 195,358
Toud d~y (kD 2 1,073

Vessel Spites
Ocean (12-200 mi) 8 189 765 4 4.164 6,117
Contiguous zone (3-12 mi) 43 19 603 4 18,925 25,912
Coastal zone (0-3 mi) 72 19 367 4 11,355 26,393
Los Angeles/Long Beach harbors 273 19 141 4 7,570 38,418
San Diego Bay/Mission Bay 131 15 129 4 9,463 16,892
Small had)ors" 106 ! 1 161 4 11,355 17,112
Rivers 3 76 66 8 114 197
Unclassified 23 19 31 4 144

Total 659 131,’/56

’Between 32" 30’N and 34’ 28’N. i 17" 00’W and 120" 30’W
’Sodium hypochloritz
’Alamitos Bay, Channel Islands Harbor, HuntingWn Harbour, Marina del Rey. Newport Bay, Port Hueneme. Santa Barbara
H~oor, and Venture Marina
dSpills washed into sU’eet gutters that lead into storm drains and channels

Figure 7
Location of waterbody receiving hazardous material spilled In the Southern California Bight from
vessels from 1985 through 1989.
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mixture ~curring naturally in the
earth; may b~ trcalcd to render il
suitable for uansporlation. In-
cludes crude oil from which
ccrlain distillate fractions have
been removed and crude oil Io

Od, Dwsel." Composed chiefly of
unbranched paraffins; volatility is
similar to that of gas oil. No. 2 fuel
oil with additives.
Oil, Fuel No. l: Straight run
distillate, heavier than kerosene.
used almos, exchisively fordomestic.eati.g                       J.
Oil. Fuel No. I-D: Type of die..~l
fuel oil. Used in engines with low ,~" ~. "    ~’- .... "~.;"-"~
fuel temparatures and in high-
speed engines that have frequent
and wide variations in loads and -
speeds.
Oil, Fuel No. 2: Straight-run or ’ .,~
cracked distillates used as general "~’_~ t_ i " ’
purpose domestic or commercial
fuel in atomizing-type burners.
Oil, Fuel No. 2-D: Type of diesel
fuel oil. Used in high-speed
engines with relatively high loads
and uniform speeds.
Oil, Fuel No. 4: Heavier straight
run or cracked distillales used in
commercial or industrial burner Boats unloading In LOS A~gele$ Harbor
installations not equipped with
preheating facilities.
Oil, Fuel No. 5: B~nk~ fuel used
in furnaces and boilers of utility
power plants, ships, locomotives, viscosity index and detergency. ¯ WATERBODYS
metallurgical operations, and Oil, Miscelhmeous mtneral: Oil hdand: Spills washed into street
industrial power plants, derived from mineral substances, gutters that lead into storm drains
Oil. Fuel No. 6." Bunker fuel (see Oil, Miscellaneous motor: Oils and channels.
Fuel Oil No. 5.). used to lubricate automotive, Coastal: 0-3 mi from shore.
Oil, Miscellaneous absorption: aircraft, and diesel engines. Contiguous: 3- ! 2 mi from shore.
Miscellaneous hydrocarbon Od, Miscellaneous penetrating." Ocean: 12-200 mi from shore.
mixture; oil that extracts heavier Used to aid a hath or liquid pen- ¯ SOURCES--Facility Spills
enr!llments from a vapor mixture, etrate a material. Designated water facility: Land
Od. Mtscelltvteous lubricating." Oil, Ahscelhmeotts range. Type of facility that n~ets federal require-
C2() to C50 compounds that kerosene used for space hcaUng, ments to handle dangerous cargo.
include straight chain, branched. Oil. Miscelhmeous spindle. l.ow Gmdfacdtty: l.and facility other
cych)paraffins, and aron~atics viscosity lubricating oil for textile than a designated water facility or
similm to those in gas oil. but with anti other high speed machinery, onshore marine facility.
a higher molecular weight. Usually Od, Miscelhuwous spray: I.ow Onshore rnarinefacili~.,: Any
have small amounts of additives to viscosity oil used as a I’X:sticide for facility that deals with marine
impart special properties StlCh as trees and shrubbery. ~clalcd transportation.

Oil, Mt.~celhtncotts tttrbme." Oil
u~,cd In lubricate, ct~fl, and inhibit
rusting of turbines.
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1
Figure 8

LSource of hazardous material spilled from AI f~llltles and B) vessels and type of hazardous material spilled from �)
facilities and O) vessels in Los Angeles and Long Beach harbors from 1985 through 1959.
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1986 1987’ 19~    1989 198~ 1987    1988    i98919U5

¯ SOURCES--Vessel Spills of a foreign country and not Recreation: Vessel manufactured
Combatant." U.S. Navy. engaged in commercial service, or operated primarily for pleasure
Commercial." Any trade or business ¯ SOURCES--industrial or leased, rented, or chartered to
involving transportation of goods Mobile offshore drilling unit: another for pleasure.
or individuals, except service Vessel capable of drilling for the Research: Vessel that is employed
performed by a combatant vessel, exploration or exploitation of in instruction of or research in
Fishing," Vessel that commercially subsea resources, oceanography or limnology.
engages in catching, taking, or Offshore s.pply: Motor vessel of Tank. Vessel of the barge or motor
h~rvesting fish or activity expected more than 15 gross tons, bul less vessel that carries oil or hazardous
to result in catching, taking, or than 5(30 gross tons, that regularly material in bulk as cargo or cargo
harvesting fish. carries goods, supplies, or equip- residue.
Fretgfit." Barge or motor vessel of mcnt in support of exploration, Towboat/t.gboat: Commercial
more than 15 gross tons that carries exploitation, or production of vessel engaged in, or inlending to
freight for hire. except an oceano- offshore mincr:.d or energy engage in. service of pulling along
graphic research vessel or an resources and is not a small side, or any combination of
oftshore supply vessel, passenger vessel, pulling, pushing, pushing, or
Gov(,r~tment own(’d." Vessel owned Passenger. Vessel of at lea.st 100 hauling along side.

t~r demise charlcrcd and operat~.xl gross tons carrying at least one

by U.S. Gtwcrnmcnt or government pa.sscngcr for hire.
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Estimates of Ocean Disposal Inputs Lto the Southern California Bight

F ourtcen designated ocean dis-
posal sites have been used in Figure 1.

the Southern California Bight t.ocauon of me dr~lge m~tea~l disposal slt~= In ~ ",~
(SCB) since 1931 for disposal of Southern California Bight.
refinery wastes, chemical wastes, LOS ANGELES "filter cake, oil drilling wastes,
refuse and garbage, radioactive
wastes, military explosives, and
miscellaneous wastes (SCCWRP
1973, Chartrand et al. 1985). ’~"

L̄A-2 .LA-3 ~_~oCurrently, only approved dredged
1HUMS ¯materials can be released at two

designated ocean disposal sites
off Los Angeles (LA-2) and San
Diego (LA-5), and one interim
ocean disposal site off Newport CATAI.I~ t
Beach (LA-3) (Figure 1).

SANMillions of cubic yards of
sediments have been removed
from harbors and bays to expand p’                                                                   -’~’~
coastal areas and improve navi- PAc~c ~
gable waters in the last decade. L&-5-
These harbors and bays receive Uinputs of stormwater runoff, and
suppon industrial and military
activities. Because they are We collected data on dredging
generally poorly flushed, the Materials and Methods location, disposal site, completion !
sediments often have high con- Permit Data date, volume of material dis-
centrations of contaminants posed, and contaminant concert-
(Anderson et al. 1988, National All permit applications for trations. Sediment chemistry data -’!Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin- projects that disposed any mate- were obtained from technical
istration 1991). Much of the rial at sea in the SCB from Janu- reports, environmental impact
material dredged from harbors ary 1984 to June 1991 were statements, and reports for each
and bays is dumped at offshore examined. We obtained data from permitted project. The trace
sites in the SCB, yet little has the dredge permit files of the U.S. metals included Ag, As, Cd, Cr,
been published on the magnitudeArmy Corps of Engineers (ACOE) Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, and Zn. The
of dredge inputs for the region. Los Angclcs District Office, the pesticides included DDT, DDE,
The objective of this study was to Dredge Material Tracking System total DDT, total identifiable
estimate the total mass of dredge (DMATS) of the U.S. Environ- chlorinated hydrocarbons filCH),
material and associated contami- mental Protection Agency Region chlorinated hydrocarbons (CHC),
nants dumped in the SCB be- IX, dredge permit "tees and local and total organic halogens (TOH).
twccn 1984 and 1991. port authorities. The PCBs included individual

Aroclors and total PCBs (sum of
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Aroclor mixtures). There were too where: mean concentration of that con-
fcw measurements of organotins, M = mass of constituent, stitucnt for all projects in the
oil and grease, and polycyclic C, = mean constituent con- same harbor was used to estimate
aromatic hydrocarbons to esti- ccntration for i’~ permit, mass emissions. Constituent
mate ma.~s inputs. V, = volume of material concentrations for sand and

The start and completion dredged for i" permit, concentrations below detection ’/
dates, and the actual volume of D = density convcrsion factor limits were set to zero to estimate
material dredged, were not avail- from cubic yards to mass emissions.
able for all projects. When metric tons (mE), and
completion dates were not re- n = number of permits StatisUcal ,emalyses
ported, the year the permit was
issued was assumed to be the year The density conversion factor Dredge material constituent

concentrations were tested forof completion. When actual varied with the type of material
dredge volumes were not re- dredged (i.e., sand, silt, clay), differences among harbors by
ported, the maximum’volume Density measurements for nonparametric analysis of veal-
estimated for the permit applica- dredged materials were obtained ance (KruskaI-Wallis test; Zar
tion was assumed to be the actual for 17 projects in Southern Call- 1984). Data from Los Angeles
volume dredged, unless other fornia bays and harbors from and Long Beach harbors, Hun-
documentation (individual dredg- 1976 to 1978 (U.S. Army Corps tington Harbor and Anaheim Bay,

and northern and southern Saning reports or communication of Engineers 1977, 1978, 1979). Diego Bay were pooled to in-with port authorities, permittees, Densities ranged from 0.969 to
and dredging engineers) was 1.361 mdyd3; the mean density crease sample size. The relation
available. ( 1.087 mt/yd3; sd = 0.140) was between dredge mass and con-

used as the conversion factor, taminant mass was determined by

Mass Emission Estimates Not all constituents were Spearman rank correlation (Zar

Constituent mass emissions measured for each project. 1984).

were estimated from: Chemical analyses and biological
~’~testing were not required for

= dredge material that was predomi-ResultsM ~ (C~ Vi D)
nantly sand. When concentration
data were missing for a constitu- Fifty-three projects disposed

5,971,197 yd~ (4,565,577 m~) ofent for a particular project, the

,
Los Angcl~s Harb(x Long Beach Ha,rlxx

Mean    SD    N        Mean    SD    NTable
Constituent concentrations (dry
wel(~ht) from sediment chemistry Ag(pg/g) 0.75 0.24 4 0.52 0.12 15
analyses from 37 dredging permits AS (pg/g) 2.3 0.38 4 0.81 3.47 23
In Southern California bays end Cd (pg/g) 1.68 3.20 27 1.07 0.21 23
harbors from 1984 through 1991. Cr(pg]g) 38 14 4 32 7 23YPCS=total PCB, YPest=total Cu (pg/g) 44 57 27 47 39 23pesticides, N=number samples,
SD--one standard deviation. ]|g (pg/g) 0.32 0.34 27 0.09 0.06 23

Ni (lag/g) 17 7.1 4 13 1.6 22
Pb (pg/g) 42 38 27 27 16 23
Zn (pg/g) 75 38 4 27 41 23
YPCB (nglg) 107 129 3 22 103 21 ~"
’r Pcst (ng/g) 44 47 7 582 389 22

incltMcs Iluntington Ilarbor
Ōnly 4 Of 42 Sa~T~ples had detectable mass ( I- 11 ng/g); del=ction limiL~ ranged from <1 to <.50 rig/I
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dredged materials in the Southern "~"
California Bight bctv, een January Figure l.
1984 and June 1991. Thirty-seven Th. number of permits (above) and the volume of dredge materials dlsp<lsed
permits reported constituent Ibelow! by site in the Southern California Bight between January 1984 and
concentrations for 120 dredge ’~"~ ~ ~ I.
material samples.

Dredging Volumes

The total anrlua] volume of : 2 ~ ~ ’ ~ ¯ ’ ¯ ; ;
materials dumped at the disposal ~-    t
3ites ranged from 72,000 to ~"
2,353,800 yd~ (55,000-1,800,000
m~) (Figure 2); the average annual u.
volume was 746,400 yd~ (570,700
m)). Most of the material was
dumped at LA-5 (51%) and LA-3
(32%); lesser amounts were z

0dumped at LA-2 (16%) and
THUMS (<1%). The number of
permitted projects varied from ~ 2000
year to year and dumpsite to
dumpsite (Figure 2); 21 projects ~>
dumped at LA-5, 18 projects :~
dumped at LA-3, 13 projects ~: ~
dumped at LA-2, and one project ~ ~- ~ooo

dumped at THUMS. The total ~ ,,x |

number of projects per year ~ ~ ~oo
ranged from two to 11 (mean =
6.6; sd = 2.8). ~ 0Disposal sites LA-2 and LA-5 ~ ~4 ~ 9~7 ~were closed from 1/89 to 2/91,

Anaheim Bay’ Newixxl Bay Dana Point Harbo¢ San Diego Bay

Mean SD N Mean SD N Mean SD N Mean SD N

1.0 0.14 2 1.15 0.92 8 0.43 0.14 9 0.71 1.00 30
4.7 0.35 2 <0.1 0.2 10 7.0 3.4 9 9.0 13 25
1.1 0.85 6 0.40 0.88 11 0.38 0.24 10 1.5 2.3 43

34 2.8 2 33 10 10 34 10 9 67 93 43
24 19 6 24 5 10 42 54 9 90 74 43

0.11 0.11 6 0.38 0.43 11 0.044 0.034 10 0.55 1.00 43
35 2.1 2 14 4.5 9 14 3.2 4
43 32 6 38 19 11 26 33 9 47 42 25
145 6 2 117 65 11 61 32 9 175 199 25
!1 18 6 <100 10 <50 9 75 !13 43
61 6 63 18 8 <20 10 " 42 r
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although projects with sand
Figure 3. waivers continued to dump. LA-5
Frequency dlstrlb~Uon of the volume of material dredged by permit InsS]). received material from the largest

number of projects in one year
(six in 1985). The THUMS
Company of Long Beach was the
only company permitted to dump
at the THUMS disposal site
northwest of Catalina Island.
They dumped a relatively small
amount of drilling muds and
cuttings from oil and gas explora-

u.t~ don at the site in 1985, which is
~. no longer in use.

~ I o Most of the dredging projects
~ dumped small quantities ofz dredge materials (Figure 3). The

5 smallest projects were predomi-
nantly sand removed from private

o docks and marinas in Newport
o o o o o o o o o o o o Harbor. These projects rangedo ~o o ~ o o o o o o o from 195 to 1,200 yd~ (149

t)f~Et)GE k!ArER)AL VOLUk!E (k!n 10~) m~) and disposed of their mated-x als at LA-3 in 1989 and 1990. Six
projects dumped volumes greater
than 200,000 yd~ (153,000 m~)

Table 2. and composed 58% of all dredge
Estimated mass loads of selected constituents In materials disposed In the materials dumped (four at LA-5$outhe~nCallfornla Bight from 1984through 1991.mtzmet~ictons;bdlzbelow

and two at LA-3). The largestdetection limits; Z;PCB:totalPCB: YPesUcldesztotal Pesticides.
project was the deepening of

DUMPSITE Newport Harbor Back Bay that
was completed in 1987. More

LA-2 LA.3 LA-5 TtIUMS Total than 1,313,000 yd~ (1,004,000 m~)
were dumped at LA-3, which
represented 70% of the total

Solids volume dumped at that site and
(mr x IO)) 1,035.8 2,099.1 3,338.8 16.6 6,490.7 22% of the total volume dumped

Ag (mr) 0.6 0.5 3.6 bdl 4.7 at all sites.
As (mr) 1.6 2.1 22.7 ball 26.4
Cd (nat) 4.2 3.5 2.7 0.01 10.4 ContaminanlCr (mr) 34.0 43.4 ! 60.9 0.26 238.5 ConcentrationsCu (nat) 63.2 45.6 309.5 0.17 418.1
Hg (mt) 0.2 1.4 1.0 bdl 2.6 Chemistry data were reported
Ni (nat) 14.0 9.8 45.4 0.16 69.4 for 70% of the dredge projects
Pb (mr) 46.7 93.7 142.7 0.13 283.2 representing about 90% of theZn (nat) 38.6 340.7 473.6 1.62 854.5 total volume dumped in the SCBI:PCB (kg) 90.4 9.2 102.3 ball 201.9 during the study. SeventeenYPesticides (kg) 341.6 33.4 7.1 0.96 383.1 percent of the projects dredged

sand for which chemical analyses
were not required; these projects
accounted for less than 0.1% of
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the total volume disposed. Thir-
teen percent of the projects did Figure 4.
not repo~ chemistry data, al- Box plots of the �oncentrations of cadmium, copper, and total PCBs In dredge
though the dredge material was materials by harbor. LA~I-I ¯ Inner Los Angeles Harbor; L,o~t-O ¯ Outer Los

Angeles Harbor: LBH ¯ Long Beath Harbor: AB/HH ¯ Anaheim Eay and
submitted for biological testing; Huntington Harbor: NPH ¯ Newport Harbor; DPH ¯ Dana Point Harbor; $DB-
these projects repres~nted ] 1% o~" N ¯ North San Diego Bay: SDB-S ¯ South San Diego Bay.

the to~! volume disDo~:d.
The number of chemical

analyses ranged from 41 for                "~ 1~
nickel to 120 for cadmium and

rials from the larger, more ind~-
trialized harbors had the highest 7o
concen~ations and largest ¢ono ~centration range (Figure 4). There

~ -0- ~ ~ ~" ’were no significant differences ~ o
among the harbors in the con~n- ,-, ........ o tn
trations of Ag, As, Cd, Cr, Cu, ~ ~oo ~o

o 7S

The concentrations of pesticides "~=
were significantly higher

~(Kruskal-Wallis test, H=23.35, r~ "sv=o.ooi). ,3
0 ~o

"~" ’ ’ ~ ’ ~ ~ ’ ’ ’ ’ O
Mass Emissions EsUmates ~ ~00 o

Nearly 6.~ x 10~ mt ofs01ids -~ 300 ~
were dumped in the SCB during T ~
the study (Table 2). Most of this ~-material was dumped at LA-5 and --" ~oe
LA-3; lesser amounts were ~
dumped at LA-2 and THUMS ~ ~ ~. t:~ -.e- ~

(Table2).TheLA-Ssiu~recei~ed ~ ~ ~ ~ [ [ ~
86% of the arsenic, 77% of ~ ~ ~

x ~"
silver, and 74% of the copper. ~ ~         ~ ~"
The LA-3 site received 55% of
the mercury. The LA-2 site
received 89% of the pesticides,
45% of the total I:~B, and 40% of
the cadmium.

The annual mass input of tively correlated with the annual the Southern California Bight
dredge materials varied two mass inputs of solids (Spearman from 1984 to 1991. Over 70% of
orders of magnitude and the r,, p<0.05), the dredge projects were small
annual mass input of contami- and disposed less than
nants varied from one to three yd~ (109,0130 mr) of material. The
orders of magnitude (Table 3). ~|$¢U$$~O~ disposal sites off San Diego (LA-
The mass input of solids and 5) and Newport Beach (LA-3)
seven of the I 1 constituents was On average, 746,400 yd~ received more than 80% of the
highest in 1987. The annual mass(811,300 mt) of sediments were material.
inputs of all constituents except removed from harbors and bays Constituent inputs to each
Ag and total PCBs were posi- and dumped at offshore sites in disposal site were not always
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proportional Io the mass of solids material from Newport Harbor surer by Nalional Oceanic and
received. Proportionally more and Newport Back Bay composed AUnospheri¢ Administration
ar.~nic, silver and copper was 77% of the material dumped at (NOAA) Mussel Watch and
dumped at LA-5, proportionally LA-3 and accounted for 54% of Benthic Surveillance Program
more mercury was dumped at the mercury dumped in the SCB. (National Oceanic and Auno-
LA-3, and proportionally more The disproportionate share of spheric Administration 1991) and
cadmium, total PCB, and pesti- pesticides dumped at LA-2 can be by SCCWRP (Anderson et al.
Odes were dumped at LA-2. The traced to Dominguez channel, 1988). Mean Cu concentrations
disproportionate share of con- which empties into Consolidated varied by about a factor of three
taminant mass dumped at these Slip in Los Angeles Harbor. in both harbors (Figure 5). The
sites is due to sources of contami- Dominguez Channel received differences were not significant in
nants peculiar to the harbors and runoff from the Montrose Chemi- San Diego Bay (Kmskal-Wallis
bays from which the sediment cal Corporation, the largest test, H=8.83, p=0.066), but they
was removed, manufacturer of DDT in the were significant in Los Angeles

For example, copper has been world and the only manufacturer and Long Beach harbors
used ,as an antifouling agent in in California (Chartrand et al. (H=17.67, p=0.001).
bottom paints of Navy ships. 1985). Dredge material from Los Mean total PCB concentra-
Dredge materials from Navy Angeles and Long Beach harbors tions varied by about a factor of
berths in San Diego Bay com- composed all of the material five in both harbors (Figure 6).
posed 73% of the material dis- dumped at LA-2 and accounted The differences were significant
posed at LA-5 and accounted for for 89% of the pesticides dumped in San Diego Bay (H=26.25,
74% of the copper dumped in the in the SCB. p<0.001) and in Los Angeles and
SCB. In the past, mercury mines The concentrations of Cu and Long Beach harbors (H=22.76,
were located along San Diego total PCB in dredge materials p<0.001). In Los Angeles and
Creek just above Newport Back removed from Los Angeles and Long Beach harbors, NOAA
Bay (Orange County Environ- Long Beach harbors and San Mussel Watch, NOAA Benthic
mental Management Agency, Diego Bay were compared to Surveillance, and SCCWRP data
personal communication). Dredge sediment concentrations mea- were not significantly different. In

Table 3.
EsUmated annual mass emissions of material dumped in the Southern California Bight from 1984 through 1
mr=metric tons: bdl--concentraUons below detecUon limit: YPCBztotal PCB: YPesUcldesztotal pesticides.

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Solids (mr x 10~) 824.7 1,083.1 352.8 2,557.8 539.5 175.6 879.0 78.3Ag (mr)** 0.52 0.63 0.26 0.67 0.32 0.11 2.1 0.03As (m0 7.1 4.8 1.6 10.2 i.4 0.22 0.35 0.66Cd (ml)* 3.6 0.96 0.44 4.1 0.90 0.09 0.29 0.03Cr (rat)** 27.1 80.7 13.7 67.0 12.5 4.1 29.7 3.7Cu (rat)** 76.2 77.1 16.6 126.4 41.2 3.6 70.1 7.0itg (mr)** 0.25 0.24 0.09 1.6 0.07 0.02 0.27 0,04
Ni (rat)** 11.2 12.9 3.9 15.5 10.5 2.4 12.0 1.2
Pb (m0** 36.1 57.2 14.3 113.1 33.7 2.3 22.9 3.6
Zn (rat)** 99.4 122.2 42,4 449.1 45.2 9.6 67.0 19.6
£PCB (kg) 64.2 40.3 I 1.6 61.0 9.2 1.3 ball 14.4
YPesticides (kg)* 24.7 235.4 27.7 72.3 21.7 IxU 0.79 0.55

* consUtuent load �,~rr~la~d (r.) ~ annua soltd~ mass emissions al p.h"O 05.
"" �onsmucnt load cort~:lat~d (r,) to annual sohd.s mass em~ss*ons al pgO 01.

’t
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San Diego Harbor, NOAA
Benthic Surveillance and Figure 5.
SCCWRP data were not sign|f|- Box plots of the �oncentraUon of copper In dredge material and sediments
cantly different. Differences in Cu in Los A~geles and Long Beach harbors and In San Diego Bay. Data Me

the dredging permits, the Mussel Watch Program (NOA#,-MW; NOAA I S91 |,and PCB concentrations could be the Benthic Surveillance Procjram (NOAA-BS: NOAA 199||, ~ $CCWItP
due to differences in sampling |Anderson and Gossett 1987). NOA,~-B$ sampled two staUons In San Diego
methods, analytical techniques, or Harbor.
methods of quantification. For
example, each group differs in the
number and type of Aroclors ~0 ........

tiai he~rogeneity in the distribu-
tion of PCBs within harbor sedi-
ments (SCCWRP 1990).               ,

from dredge material dislx~l
presented in this study suffer from ,:
missing data, lack of standardized
chemical characterization, and u 0 , . .

inputs were calculated for each
permit, although some permits
lacked chemical data. Chemical
characterization was not consistent
among permits and detection Fig-re 6.
limits varied widely. Information Box idots of the concent,~tlon of total PCBs in dredge m=terial and sediments
on projex~t start and completion in Los #d~geles
dates, dredge material density, a~id

the Bent~dc SurveUlance Program |NO.4L,~.-BS; NO#~4, 199t|. and SCCWItP
the toka] volume dumped was |Anderson and Gossett t 987|. NO~.B5 sampled two statJons In S~n Diego
often missing from Army Corps of
Engineers permit files and wa~ not
included in the Dredged Material
Tracking System. ~..,oo .........

Inconsistent analytical tech-
niques and reporting are illustrated
by the trace organic hydrocarbon
data. Various projects reported

DDT, chlorinated hydrocarbons,
total identifiable chlorinated cT. Too
hydrocarbons, and total organic ~ t I ~s,,
halogens. Different projects

mixtures, and some projects
summed the different Aroclor
mixtures and reported only total
PCBs. There were too few mea-
surements of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons to estimate mass
inputs, although harbor and bay
sediments are often significantly
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fled Port Districts), Mark
Shcmaria (THUMS Company,
Long Beach), and Karen
Engclhardt, Valerie Raco, and
Henry Schafer (Southern Califor-
nia Coastal Water Research
Project). This project could not _L
have been completed without
their assistance.I Z
Appendices
Appendix 1:
Permit Process

The Marine Protection, Re-
search, and Sanctuaries Act
(MPRSA) of 1972, also known as
the Ocean Dumping Act, regu-
latcs ocean dumping and phased

~ out the disposal of certain types
l! ~., ¯ ¯ ¯ of wastes at sea (e.g., industrial

"t,~ _.-                                    wastes, sludges, etc.). This act
established a permit process for

L), _ ,~q-,-. ocean disposal that evaluates the
¯ -~’~lllllllll~l’’’.’i’~i’’~ P ii"----~ ¯ .....

~ ~ iii~ , .... ~,,.-- ~ environmental impacts of materS-
.... ‘.’~~~r -~’ "~ ¯ ~. als dumped at sea, allows en-

forcement of permit conditions,
and establishes a process to
designate and manage ocean
disposal sites. Dredge material
disposal in the SCB requires a

"- - "- .......................’ ..........."- ............. , , federal permit from the ArmyCommercial operations In Los ~"~9eles Harl:~r
Corps of Engineers (ACOE).

Ocean dumping permits are
evaluated on a project-by-project
basis. The Army Corps of Engi-
nccrs administers all permits

contaminated (Anderson and (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, under the Dredged Material
Gossctt 1987). Improved charac- Los Angeles District), Shelley Disposal permit process of the
tcrization of dredge materials is Clarke and Patrick Cotter (U.S. MPRSA, Section 103. Permit
nccdcd before we will bc able to Environmental Protection approval is contingent upon
accurately estimate the mass Agency, Rcgion IX), Michael guidelines established by the U.S.
emissions from dredge material Salazar (Naval Ocean Systems Environmental Protection Agency
disposal. Center, San Diego), Tom (EPA) Ocean Dumping Regula-

Rossmillcr I()rangc County Dept. tions (40 CFR 220-229). In the
of Harbors, Parks, and Beaches), SCB, all permit applications are

A¢l(nowledgements Robert Kantcr (Port of Long submitted to the ACOE Los
Beach), Larry Smith and Bob Angeles District Office and

Authors Kenneth Schiff and Smuda (Porl of Los Angeles), reviewed by EPA Region IX, San
Jeffrey Cross would like to thank Christine Stein ¢San Diego Uni- Francisco. The ACOE releases
Mo Chang and Sherry Stevens
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each application for public com-
ment and solicits opinions from
federal, state, and local govern-
mcnt agencies. The California
Coastal Commission must also
approve the dredging permit
under a Coastal Consistency
Determination.

The EPA criteria for disposal
of dredged materials are based on
environmental acceptability,
chemical analyses, and biological
tests. Permits to dredge rock,
gravel, shell fragments, or sand
are generally approved without
extensive chemical or biological "
testing. Coarse grained materials, -. t
characteristic of high energy "
environments, generally have low
organic content and low contami-
nant concentrations. They are
used for beach replenishment if
grain size is compatible with the
receiving environment.

If the dredge material does not
meet the exclusion criterion [40
CFR 227.13 (b)], it is submitted
for chemical analyses, liquid/
suspended particulate and solid
phase bioassays, and bioaccu-
mulation tests with approved ~-.
species (U.S. EPA/U.S. Army Early morning In Newport Bay
Corps of Engineers 1991). Test-
ing determines the potential for
adverse biological effects result-
ing from disposal. If contaminant
concentrations are low and bioas- Appendix ~: radius of 915 m and averages 457
say and bioaccumulation results Designated Dumpsites m deep (U.S. Army Corps of
are not significant, then a permit The LA-2 disposal site is Engineers, Los Angeles District,
for ocean disposal may be issued, located 6.7 nm south of the personal communication). The

Dredge material that does not breakwater at San Pedro; it has a THUMS site, which is not cur-
mcct the chemical, toxicity, or radius of 915 m and ranges from rently in use, was designated in
bioaccumulation standards may 118 to 320 m in depth (U.S. 1985 for the disposal of drilling
still be dredged. Alternative Environmental Protection Agency muds and cuttings from oil and
disposal sites, such as sanitary 1988). The LA-5 disposal site isgas dcvclopment in Long Beach
landfills or diked disposal areas, located 10 nm southwest of San Harbor. It is located 16 nm
must bc found. Diked disposal Diego: it has a radius of 915 m southwest of the Long Beach
areas, where dredge material is and ranges from 145 to 200 m in Harbor breakwater; it has a radius
used for fill, arc planned for the depth (U.S. Environmental of 2.8 km and is approximately
2020 Los Angclc,VLong Beach Prt~tcction Agency 1987). The 890 m dccp (U.S. Environmental
llarhor Expansion Project. LA-3 disposal site is located 9 nm Protection A~cncy 1985).

south of Newport Harbor; it has a
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iv
Total Organic Carbon and Total

LNitrogen in Marine Sediments,
Sediment Trap Particles, Municipal
Effluents, and Surface Runoff -

E Icmcntal carbon and nitrogen

~,~

arc the basic components of - :. 2
organic matter entering the
marine environment. Their mea- ,,,.. ?surcment may provide a gross

I~as~ssment of the origin and
accumulation of organic material _,.,....,~r’. ~
in marine sedimcnL~, and possibly

[ ~~=~ ~,.FF ,the transport and fate of contami- ~,~,.’=,,~
nants. The ratio of carbon to         ~.                    ~.             "’"
nitrogen (CIN) is used to identify

~t

the source of organic material.
~Humic substances originating

~ "-’-" "from marine organisms are rich in

- " ¯ "-------’2nitrogen, hence their C/N ratios -,,,,_arc lower than those derived from .-
terrestrial vegetation. Typical C/N
ratio of marine humic material ~ranges from 10 to 15, although
ratios of 5 to 10 are not unusual,
especially for compounds origi- "~’~,
nating from algal sources. Coastal - -
environments also have high C/N

.~
~. ~’zL...,...,,, ,,,,~ratios as a result of microbial ’

mineralization of organic nitro- " " "
gcn. Terrestrial material5 gcncr- Runn|nc3 samples on the CHN analyzer

ally have C/N ratios between 10
and 35 (Rashid 1985).

Organic carbon and nitrogen
can be measured in sediments by the C/N ratio for distinguishing Treatment Plant (CSDOC), and thewet chemistry or instrumental among sources of organic mate- City of San Diego Point Lomamethods. The latter is the more rial in the marine environment. Treatment Plant (PLTP). Sedimentprevalent technique because of
hotter accuracy and precision, and trap panicles were collected near

each of the three ocean outfalls.shorter analy,,~is time. The obicc-
Materials and Methods Surface sediments were collectedtires ol+ this stud), were: I) to

near the CSDOC and PLTP oceandevelop instt+umcntal methods to Elt’lucnts wcrc co!lector from outfalls. Sample collection andmca.surc organic carbon and the County Sanitatit~n DlsLricts or analysis was conducted over a 12-nitrogen in wastcwatcr cft’lucnt, Lo~ Angclc.~ County J~int Water month period. Water samples weremartnc sediment, sediment trap Ptdluti~n Ct~ntrol Plant IJWPCP). c~llcctcd from the Los Angelespartlclcx, and surface rumdf, and the C’t~tmty Sanitarium Di.,,tricLs of River in Long Beach during a2) It) examine the u.velulnc.ss of ()range Ct~unty Wastc~;atcr winter storm.
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V
Effluents 0

Final effluents were collected Figure 1.
Lfrom JWPCP, CSDOC, and Surface sediment sarnpllr~j sites near the County ~anltatlor~ Districts of

PLTP every other month from Orar~je County municipal wastawater outfaJl.

January to November 1990.
187 ~’~.Twenty-four- hour composite

.._., "~,~. // B=achsamples were collected by treat-
ment plant personnel in two -. ,.. ,
bottles: 1) an amber glass bottle """--,. . ...... ":

’. / ~’--\
,-, ¯ ,..pended solids), and 2) an acid- ....-,

rinsed 2 L polyethylene bottle __91~ cl ’              ..F" ,,- ....sealed with Teflon-lined cap (for ",.o ’° / ’i’~" ...."
determination of TOC and TN). u ’~. ~,:, ¯ .z.,~ ,-/

,.,/f -’~
The samples were placed on ice,

...,-_.,returned to the laboratory within ",~ ’~. -"
12 hr of collection, and analyzed
immediately.

About 100 ml of the effluent
from the glass bottle was mea-
sured using a graduated cylinder, ,0. 1    ~ ~ ~ort~
and filtered in an all-glass filtra- ,,,,~,~ ~
tion assembly using pre..com-
busted, pre-weighed 25 mm or 47

2mm Whatman GF/C glass fiber
filter. The filter was washed with Sediment Trap Particles Cahn 31 microbalance, placed in
distilled water and transferred to a Sediment traps were deployed a Teflon plate, exposed to acid for -’~
previously kilned Petri dish and off the Palos Verdes Peninsula, 18 hr, and dried as described

. dried in a vacuum desiccator for Orange County (Huntington above. The silver boat was
two days. Total suspended solids Beach), and Point Loma from crimped and loaded in a fin
were determined by reweighing October 1989 to November 1990 combustion boat for analysis.
the dry filter on a Cahn 31 mi- at elevations of 0.5, 2.0, and 5.0
crobalance, m above the sea floor in 60 m of Sediments

About 100 ml of the effluent water and 1 km downcurrent from Surficiai sediments werewere removed from the polyethyl- each of the outfalls (JWPCP, collected near the CSDOC outfallene bottle, filtered, dried as CSDOC, PLTP). The traps were in May 1989 (Figure 1) and neardescribed above, and exposed to retrieved monthly, although some the Point Loma outfall (Figure 2)hydrochloric acid vapor for 18 hr moorings were lost. Panicles in April 1989 by Van Veen grabto remove inorganic carbon. This were collected in glass centrifuge (Stubbs et al. 1987). Subsarnplesis a modification of the acid bottles in the trap. The bottles of the upper 2 cm of the sedi- ,,~vaporization technique described were transported to the laboratory ments were collected inby Hedges and Stern (1984). The and storcd at -20"C until the precombusted glass jars coveredfihcr was then dried in an oven at particles were analyzed, with Teflon-lined caps, trans-60"C for 4-6 hr to remove excess The frozen sediment trap ported on ice to the laboratory,acid and water, crimped in a tin particles were thawed at room and stored at -20°C until ana-combustion boat (Carlo Erba), temperature and homogenized lyzed.and analyzed for TOC and TN. with a glass rod. The wet sample Thc fro;,~cn sediments wereWc calculated particulate organic was transferred in an acid-nnscd thawed at room temperature andcarbon (POC) and particulate glass jar and dried at 60"C ovcr- homogcniz~:d with a glass rod.nitrogen (PN) bascd on the night. A 20-30 mg aliquot of the The wet s~dimcnt sample wasamount of total suspended solids dry sample was weighed into a dried in an aluminum pan at 6()°Cmeasured in the effluent, silver boat (Carlo Erba) using a overnight and stored in a glass
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vial. An aliquot of the dry sample min intervals for 6 hr. Flow way as effluent samples and the
was weighed and the carbonate measurements at the time of carbonate was removed as de-
removed as described for the sampling were obtained from the scribed for sediment trap samples.
sediment trap samples. Los Angeles Department of

Public Works. The sampler and Instrumental Analysis
River Runoff sampling method are described in Carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen

Water samples were collected SCCWRP (1990a). Water
samples were stored in polyethyl- (CHN) were determined by flash

from the Los Angeles River at                                     combustion on a Carlo Erba EAene bottles and refrigerated at 5’13Willow Street in Long Beach until analyzed. Subsamples of 15- 1108 CHN Elemental Analyzer
during a storm in January 1990.

25 mi were filtered in the same equipped with an AS/23 auto-
Samples were collected at 15-30 sampler, Porapak QS column, and

a thermal conductivity detector.
The sample was crimped in a tin

Figure 2. combustion boat, placed in a
Su~ace s~Ument sampling sites ~m’ ti~ Point I~ma Treat~m~t Pl~t quartz combustion tube packed
munlcll~l wattewat~r outf~ll, with chromium oxide and silvered

cobaltous-cobaltic oxide catalyst,
and combusted at 1050"(2 with

~ oxygen as the oxidizing agent.
as. ~ 0 1 2 3, ~ t ~ "Ihe oxides pass through a reduc-\                Nautical Miles\ tion tube filled with copper to

~ convert nitrogen oxides to el-
\ emental nitrogen. The resulting
~\ compounds are separated and
\ ~ eluted as CO2, Nz, and H=O by gas

~ NORTH chromatography. Helium was
\ used as a carrier gas at a flow rate
\ of I00 ml/min. Total analysis

,, t time was 10 min per sample.
\ i The instrument was calibrated
x I daily with standard acetanilide

\ m" San Diego using a three-point calibrationI
’~ I curve. The same standard was
I\ t also processed daily as a sample
x I to determine TOC and TN recov-
~ ~ ery. Data were acquired and
t \ processed with a DP i 10 integra-\ 18m\ tor and later with a Carlo Erba

91m I 100 data system that uses an
~\ I :.:~ IBM-compatible computer.
\ \ Quality control and quality
I ~ assurance data are presented in
t * ~ the Appendix.
~ Ags

\    ×4
\ " ,A~SI I
I xs \ ResultsI t Effluent ParticlesI ~2s I

\ ""\ There were no significant
"") " r differences in TO(: concentra-

~..~
... ..: tions (ANOVA, Fz,t~=0.346,

~ p=0.71) and TN concentrations
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Table 1
Elemental ¢omposlUon of effluent parllcles from Courtly SanltaUon Districts of Los Angeles Counly Join~ Water

LPollution Control Plant (JWPcP), County Sanitation Districts of Orange County (CSDOC), and City of San Diego Point
Loma Treatment Plant (PLTP). TOC ¯ total organic carbon0 TN ¯ total nitrogen, TS$ ¯ total susl:mnded solids,
¯ p.vtlculata o~g~i¢ carbon, PN ¯ i:NirlJculata r~t~ogan" SD ¯ standard devlaUon, and CV ¯ �oefficient of v~ll~&-~-~rl

Collection TO~ "IN C2N TSS’ POC PhlDale (%) (%) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L)

JWPCP 1/17/90 30.7 3.29 9.33 82.9 25.4 2.73 23/17D0 28.7 4.02 7.]4 76,1 2].8 3.064/I 2/90 3 i .6 4.16 7.6 70.7 22.3 2.947/6,90 35.0 4.32 8.10 61.8 21.6 2.6710/I/90 39.4 4.68 8.42 49.4 19.5 2.321 i/I,’90 37.2 3.90 9.54 71.6 26.6 2.79!1/21/90 25.____3 2.96 8.55 89.7 22.7 2.66Mean 32.6 3.--~ 8.3--~ 71.---~ 22.--~ 2.74SD 4.9 0.59 0.86 13.3 2.4 0.UCV(%) 15 15 10 18 11 9

CSDOC 1/17/90 30.1 3.80 7.92 56.0 16.8 2.133/9,’90 28.7 4.04 7. i ! 60.8b 17.4 2.465/17/90 38.5 5.79 6.65 49.8b 19.2 2.887/5/90 39.9 5.75 6.94 54.5 21.7 3.13
2

9/24/90 41.4 5.47 7.57 42.4 17.6 2.32I 1/21/90 22.2 3.3~8 6.5"/ 79.0 17.5 2.6___7Mean 33.5 4.7l 7.12 57.---] 18.4 2.60SD 7.6 i.08 0.53 12.4 1.8 0.37CV (%) 23 23 7 22 10 14

PLTP 1/18/90 24.8 3.19 7.77 81,7 20.3 2.613/12/90 32.9 5.06 6.5 94.8b 31.2 4.85/24/90 35.3 3.55 9.94 100.9b 35.6 3.587/6/90 32.3 5.13 6.3 101.9 32.9 5.239/17/90 35.5 4.07 8.72 117.2 41.6 4.7711/19/90 23.0 2.45 9.39 120.3b 27.7 2.95Mean 30.-’-~ 3.9---] 8. l----~ 102.----~- 31.--’~ 3.---~SD 5.4 1.06 i.51 14.3 7.2 i.09CV (%) 18 27 19 14 23 27

’TSS measurtd on 47 nun Whaunan GF/C glass fibe~ f’dter
~TSS measured on 25 mm Whatman GFiC giaas tibet’ Idler

(ANOVA, F2 ~6=1 540, p=0.25) Total suspended solids were concentration, and hence theamong effluent samples from the significantly different among the highest concentrations of POCthree municipal wastewater three effluents (ANOVA on log- and PN. The average POC con-treatment plants (Table 1). The transformed data, F2.~6=15.94, ccntration in the PLTP effluentvariability of TOC and TN p<0.(lO1). The CSDOC effluent was about 40% greater than themeasurements was moderate; had the lowest concentration; JWPCP effluent and 70% highercoefficients of variation (CV) PLTP effluent had the highest than the CSDOC effluent.ranged from 15 to 30%.
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Sediment Trap Particles tions, than particles collected 0.5 ticles collected off Palos Verdes

A

The conccntrations of TOC m off the bottom. (CVroc=5-8%, CV~=8-9%) "r
and TN in sediment trap particles Sediment trap panicles col- (Figure 3). The coefficients of /.,gcncrally increased with trap letted 5 m above the bottom off variation were about twice as
elevation above the sea floor Palos Verdcs had a 70% higher large for the 5 m traps compared
(Figure 3). Particles collected 5 m average TOC concentration, and to the 0.5 m traps at Orange
above the bottom had 5-20% a 60% higher average TN concert- County and Point Loma.
higher average TOC concentra- tration, than particles collected 5 The C/N ratios were consistent
tions, and 4-30% higher average m above the bottom off Orange (CV range 1-3%) across all trap
"IN concentrations, than particles County and Point Loma. elevations at the three sites
collected 0.5 m above the bottom. The variability of TOC and (Figure 3).
Particles collected 2 m above the TN concentrations was greater for
bottom had 1-12% higher average particles collected off Orange Sediments
TOC concentrations, and 0-10% County and Point Loma (CVroc=
higher average TN concentra- 9-34%, CVr~=I0-53%) than par- Off Orange County, TOC and

TN concentrations in surfieiai
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~diments were highesl at the
station closest to the end of the Table 2
outfall and lowest at the station Concentration of total organic carbon (TO(:) and total nitrogen (TNI, end the
farthest downcoast (Table 2, r.JN ratio In surflclal sediments (O-2 crn) near the County Sanitation Districts

of Orange County (Figure I) and Point Loma Treatment Plant (FigureFigure l). The C/N ratio had a
outfalls.substantial range (4.7), but the

variability was low (CV=] ]%). $1alion TOC (%) TN (%) 12/NThe TOC and TN concentra-
tions in surficial sediments off
Point Loma were about twice Orange O12-0 0.54 0.058 9.3those off Orange County (Table 12ounty O12-1 0.33 0.031 10.62). The concentrations were O12.2 0.31 0.033 9.4
highest at several stations OC.3 0.32 0.033 9.7
upcoast and downcoast from the OC-5 0.37 0.041 9.0
ouffall, and lowest at two sta- OI2.7 0.34 0.036 9.4
tions farthest upcoast (Figure 2). O12.9 0.26 0.026 10.0

O12-10 0.38 0.039 9.7The C/N ratio had a narrow
O12- ! i 0.29 0.027 10.7range (1.9) and low variability
O12.13 0.33 0.034 9.7(CV=6%). O C- 17.5 0.32 0.031 10.3
O12-37 0.17 0.013 13.1River Runoff O12-ZB 0.32 0.031 10.3

The organic content of OI2-ZB2 0.38 0.045 g.4
suspended particles collected in O 12-control 0.3 ! 0.033 9.4
the Los Angeles River declined Point Loma SD A-2 0.70 0.100 7.0as the storm progressed (Figure

SD A.5 0.70 0.0834). River flow was inversely SD A.9 0.60 0.070correlated with the concentra- SD A-12.5 0.54 0.065 8.3tions of Toe (Spearman r,= SD A-15 0.63 0.072 8.8-0.83, p<0.002) and TN (r,= SD A-16 0.57 0.066 8.6-0.85, p<0.001), but was not SD A-17 0.54 0.061 8.8correlated with the C/N ratio. SD B-3 0.46 0.058 7.9
During the early part of the SD B-5 0.48 0.057
storm when flows were less than SD X-I 0.55 0.067 8.2
10 m~/s, the Toe concentration SD X-2 0.65 0.073 8.9SD X-3 0.65 0.079 8.2averaged 12%, the TN concen-

SD X-4 0.57 0.067 8.5tration averaged 1.2%, and the
SD X-5 0.57 0.067 8.5C/N ratio was 10.8. During the SD X-6 0.62 0.076 8.2storm when flows were greater

than 20 m3/s, the Toe concen-
tration averaged 6%, the TN
concentration averaged 0.5%,
and the C/N ratio was 12.1. of treatment, TSS (and POC and reported by CSDOC (Mann-

PN) concentrations were signifi- Whitney U test, p<0.02) and
cantly different. Efflucnt at PLTP PLTP (U test, p<0.001), but not
rcccivcd advanced primary by JWPCP (U test, p>0.10) (seeDiscussion treatment and had the highest TSSCharacteristics of Effluents fromEffluents concentration. More than 50% of Large Municipal Wastewater

Effluent panicles from the the effluents from J~VPCP and Treatment Plants in 1990 in this
three municipal wastewater CSDOC receive secondary repots). This may be a function of
treatment plants had similar treatment (SCCWRP 1990b). differences in fihcr pore sizes
TOC and TN concentrations, but Our measurements of effluent used by the laboratories.
because of differences in level TSS wcrc significantly higher SCCWRP and JWPCP use

than effluent TSS measurements Whatman GF/C filters with a
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particle retention siz~ of !.2 lam; particles (7.1-8.4) from the three 1974, Eganhouse and KaplanCSDOC and PLTP use Whatman municipal wastewater treatment 1988), and perhaps dilution with934-AH filters with a particle plants arc comparable to the C/N plankton and terrestrial lithogenicretention size of !.5 lam. Filters ratios of cfflucnt (8.3) from South panicles transporled into the areawith smaller pore diameter may Essex District in Massachusetts The higher TOC and TN concen-rctain more of the suspended (Eganhouse 1986) and the corn- trations of panicles at the higherpanicles and have higher TSS bincd sewer overflow effluent (6.5- trap elevations suggest accumula-concentrations’. 8.9) discharged to Boston Harbor tion of sinking sewage materialBecause of improved waste- (Eganhouse and Sherblom 1991). The TOC concentrations ofwater treatment practices and
sediment trap particles collectedincreased source control, effluent Sediment Traps off the Palos Verdes Peninsulaconcentrations of suspended during the present study (3.0-solids are 60-70% lower today The organic content of sediment
4.1%) are comparable to TOCthan in 1978 (Schafer 1980, trap particles collected off Palos

SCCWRP 1990b). Effluent Verdes, Orange County, and Pointconcentrations of floeculent
panicle concentrations of organic Loma was substantially less than material collected in shallow

carbon and nitrogen, however, the organic content of effluent water off Palos Verdes by Myers

have not changed in nearly two particles from the corresponding (1974; 1.8-3.2%) and Sweeney

decades. The concentration of sites. Sediment trap particles had 6-and Kaplan (1980; 0.8-5.2%). The

TOC in present-day JWPCP 11% of the TOC concentration, andC/N ratios of their samples (8-12)

effluent particles (25-39%) is 4-9% of the TN concentration, of are comparable with present data.
effluent particles. The C/N ratios ofsimilar to concentrations mea- Sedimentssured by Myers (1974; 28-42%), sediment trap particles (9.1-10.3)

Sweeney and Kaplan (1980; 31- were 13-34% higher than the C/N The concentrations of TOC
32%), and Venkatesan and ratios of effluent particles (7.1-8.4) and TN in surface sediments off
Kaplan (1990; 25%). The range from the corresponding sites. Or,znge County and Point Loma
of TN concentrations measured in The lower TOC and TN concen-were at or below levels of TOC

trations, and higher C./N ratios, of (mean=0.72% dry weight,the present study (2.5-5.8%) was
higher than concentrations men- sediment trap material suggest thatsd=0.22, n=l 1) and TN
sured by Sweeney and Kaplan effluent panicles undergo rapid (mean=0.04% dry weight,
(1980; 2.4%). biodegradation upon discharge to sd=0.02, n=l 1) in surface sedi-

The C/N ratios of effluent the marine environment (Myers ments at the 60 m Reference
Survey stations (SCCWRP 1992).
There was some evidence, how-

Table 3 ever, for the effect of effluent
The average concentration of total organic carbon (TOC) and total nitrogen di~harge on sediments near the
(TN), and the overage C/N ratio of municipal wastewater effluents, surface outfalls. Sediment concentrationsrunoff, sediment trap particulates, and sediments,

of TOC and TN near the CSDOC
Effluent" Runoff’ Sediment Sediments’ outfali were 200-300% higher

trap’ than concentrations at the most
distant stations. Sediment concen-
trations of TOC and TN near the

TOC (%) 32 8.4 2.7 0.46 PLTP outfall were about 50%TN (%) 4 0.75 0.28 0.05 higher than concentrations at theC/N 8 11 I0 9 most distant stations.
The organic content of sedi-

’from County San~tataon Dtstrtcts of Los Angeles County Joint Water PoUution ments collected off Orange
Control Plant (IWPCp), County Sanitation Dissects of Orange County Wast~water
Tream~ent Plant {CSDOC). and City of San Dtego Point Loma Treatment Plant
(PLTP) ~ C(~nty S*nJt+bon D~rl~ o( ~

*from the Los Angeles River Co,tint y cornpa~ the GFiC and 934A]1 fiher~ m
19+32 and found no sJgPafic~ dJfl’erem:e ta’i+rt+m sedtrnent traps deployed near JWPCp. CSDOC. and PLTP outfalls
esuma~es o1" TSS conceratauoas (.I Stall. Coumy’from sed~tnent samples collected neat CSD(~" and PL’I-P ouU’atls S~,la~m D~b’,c~ d ~ Angeles Courtly.

~ personal comnmn~cauolt Seplem/oer 1992).
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V
County and Point Loma was to dilution of the sedim~n! with organic material and its removal by 0substantially less than the organic tcrrigcnous debris low in nitrogen, scouring, is probably not consistent

L
content of eflluent panicles from No curr~nt TOC data by this throughout a storm. At low flow,the con’cspondmg sites. Sediments method are available for sediments sand-filtered, secondary effluentsoff Orange County had 10-30% of off Palos Vcrdes. A decade ago, from three water reclamation plantsthe TOC and TN concentration of the TO C concentration in the make up 80-90% of stream flowsediment trap particles and <1-2% upper 1 cm of sediment was 6.8- (SCCWRP 1990a). The decline inof the TOC and TN concentration 8.7% (Kettenring 1981). Back- the organic content and the increaseof effluent patlicles from the same ground levels for sediments near in C/N ratio as river dischargesite. Sediments off Point Loma had the JWPCP outfalls are about 1% increased suggests that the munici-

2
20-30% of the TOC and "IN con- TOC and 0.1% TN (Eganhoase pal effluents were being diluted bycentration of sediment trap particles and Kaplan 1988). surface runoff.and 1-2% of the TOC and TN

Particles collected in the ~concen~tion of effluent particles River Runoff Angeles River during low flow had,from the same sit~.
The patmms of CJN ratios of The concentrations of TOC and on average, about 40% of the TOC

sediments around the ouffalls were TN in panicles collected from the concentration and 30% of the "IN
not consistent between the two Los Angeles River during a storm concentration of effluent particles.
sites. The high C/N ratio at station declined as flow increased. The C/ Particles collected in the river
(3(2-37, which is located near N ratio was variable and did not during high flow had, on average,
Newport Canyon, is probably due correlat~ with flow. This was not about 20% of the TOC and 10% of

unexpected since the source of the TN concentration of effluent

Figure 4. 2Total organic carbon |A), total nitrogen (El, end C/N ratios (C) of surface runoff particles collected in ~ Los
River |D),

0 I I I I I 0.0 I I I I
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VTable 4 particles. The average C/N ratio
Oof particles in runoff was about

Precision and accuracy of elemental analyses of effluent particles, sediments,    30% higher than effluent at low Land sludge. CV ¯ coefficient of varlaUon.

flow and 40% higher than effluent
at high flow.Carbon (%) Nitrogen (%) Hydrogen (%)

N     mean CV    mean CV     mean CV

Conclusions
Effluent" 5 41.2 4 4.79 2 7.31 3 We compared the organic

material associated with effluent, 2Sediment-l’ 10 ! !.4 2 0.42 29 1.85 2 sediment, sediment trap, andSedimem-2" 10 1.I 4 0.37 i0 surface runoff particles by el-
emental analysis of organicSludge-l* 5 35.0 1 3.09 3 carbon a~d nitrogen. EffluentsSludge-2 5 40.0 3 3.62 2 7.38 2 had the highest organic carbon

PACS-la" 5 3.59 1 0.28 1 0.88 3
and nitrogen content and sedi.

PACS-Ib 3 3.48 1 merits had the lowest (Table 3).
PACS-Ic 3 3.61 ! The results for sediment trap
Certified val~ 3.69 3.0 material and sediments suggest

that effluent particles undergo
rapid biodegradation, and perhaps

"from County Saml, tUon DisllSct~ of I~s Aageles County Joint Wat,-r Pollution Control dilution with plankton and terres-Plant
’from Station liR 51-1 in Santa Monica Bay trial particles, in the marine

2
’from Station HR 6-1 m Santa Monica Bay environment.
’from County Samtatlon Di.sUlcLs of Los Angeles County Joint Water Pollution Conl~ol The C/N ratio data collected in

Plant this study were not very helpful
°sedmaent referonee material from Canadian Resea:r,h Council for differentiating soumes of the -’~

panicles, but offered some insight
Table 5. into areas enriched by municipal
Recovery of standard~, wastewater discharge. Marine

organic matter is rich in N and
Recovery (%) has a C/N ratio of 5-9; terrestrial

organic matter is poor in N and
N Carbon Nia’ogen tlydrogen has a C!N ratio of at least five or

six times that of terrestrial organic
matter (e.g., Macdonald et al.

b
AcetaaiEde- 1 3 100 99 103 1991). Other indicators such asAcetanilide-2         3      101       98      1GO         stable isotopes or molecular

markers need to be examined toCyclohexanone- 1. 3 101 100 96
draw more def’midve conclusions.MCyclohexaaone-2 6 101 101 103

Phenanthmne- 1 3 101 100 References
Phenamhrene-2 6 100 99 ¯ Eganhouse, R. P. 1986.
PACS-Ia" 3 98 Baseline assessment of Salem

Harbor-Salem Sound and adjacentPACS - I b 3 95 ~,aters. Final report to the New
England Aquarium. 28pp.

’cyclohexanone-2.4*dinittoph~nylhyd.razone " Egan.house, R.P. and I.R. Kaplatt
%~dtmen! r~terence matenaJ from Canadia~ Research Council 1988.

Depositional history of recent
sediments from San Ptxlro Shelf,
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V
California: Reconstruction using large municipal wastewater ¯ Vcnkatesan, MT and I.R. Kaplan. Oclcmenlal abundance, isolopic trcatmcn! plains in 1989. pp. 8-15, 1990.composition and molecular mak- in: Somhcrn California Coastal Sedimentary coprostanol as an

Lers. Mar. Chem. 24:163-191. Wa~cr Research Projecl Annual index of sewage addition in Santa¯ Eganhouse, R.P. and P.M. Report 1989-1990. J.N. Cross Monica Basin, Southern Califor-Sherblom. 1991. ted.). Southern California Coastal nia. Environ. Sci. Technol. 24:208-Assessment of the chemical Water Research Project, Long 214.composition of the Fox Point CSO Beach.
effluent and associated subtidal ¯ SCCWRP. 1992. Acknowledgementtand intertidal environments: 1990 Reference Site Survey.
Organic chemistry of CSO emu- Technical Report, Southern Authors Marilyn Castillo and

2
ant. surficial sediments and California Coastal Water Research Azra Khan thank Pat Hershelman,
receiving waters. Final report to Project, Long Beach. In press. Valerie Raco, and Bob Eganhous¢
the Massachusetts Department of ¯ Schafer, H.A. 1980. for contributing to this report. This
Environmental Protection. 127pp. Characteristics of municipal work was funded in part by the

¯ Hedges, J.l. and J.H. Stern. 1984. wastewater, pp.235-240, In: California State Water Resources
Carbon and nitrogen determination Southern California Coastal Water Control Board.
of carbonate-containing solids. Research Project Biennial Report
lAmnol. Oceanogr. 29:657-663. 1979-1980. W. Bascom ted.). Appendix:¯ Kettenting, K.N. 1981. Southern California Coastal Water
The u’ace metal stratigraphy and Research Project, Long Beach. Quality Control/Qualityrecent sedimentary history of * Stubbs, H.H., D.W. Die.M, Assurance
anthtopogenic particulates on the and G.P. Hershelman. 1987.
San Pedro Shelf. California. Ph.D. A Van Vecn grab sampling Samples of final effluent par-
Dissertation, University of Califor- method. Tech. Rpt. No. 276, ticles, sediments, and raw sludge

were used to bring the methodnia, Los Angeles. 156pp.
Southern California Coastal Water online. Analytical standards used

2
¯ Macdonald, R.W., D.M. Research ProjecL Long Beach.

Macdonald, M.C. O’Brien, and C. 4pp. were acetanilide, cyclohexanone,
Gobeil. 1991. ¯ Sweeney, R.E. and I.R. Kaplan. phenanthrene, and a sediment
Accumulation of heavy metals (Pb, 1980. reference material (PACS-I) oh- --~

talned from the Canadian ResearchZn, Cu, Cd), carbon and nitrogen Tracing flocculent industrial and
Council.in sediments from Strait of Geor- domestic sewage transport on San

The final effluent sample was agin, B.C., Canada. Mar. Chem. Pedro Shelf, Southern California.
24-hr composite obtalued from34:109-135. by nitrogen and sulphur isotope
JWPCP. A I00 mi subsample was¯ Myers, E.P. 1974. ratios. Mar. Environ. Res. 3:215,

The concentration and isotopic 224. homogenized and filtered on a 25
composition of carbon in marine
sediments affected by a sewage
discharge. Ph.D. Dissertation,
California Institute of Technology, Figure 5.
Pasadena, CA. 179pp. Response factors for carbon and nitrogen based on calibration data.

¯ Rashid, M.A. 1985.
Geochemistry of marine humic
compounds. Springer-Verlag Inc., a.o
Berlin. 300pp.                          Ti ’L5
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Mass emission estimates for - 4.s
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mm Whatman GFIC glass fiber into a tin boat. Five replicate samples processed as blanks for the sed~. 0filler: suspended pamicles on the were prepared ments and sediment trap particles.liltcr we’re transferred to a gla~s Petri Surface sediment samples were Duplicate analyses were run every Ldish and O’ied under vacuum for two collected from Station HR 5 i- I and 10 samples.days. The filter was then exposed to HR 6- I in Santa Monica Bay. A 50 g The precision of TOC and TNhydrochloric acid vapor for 18 ht in wet subsample was dried and pulver- measurements was high for alla dcsiccator to remove inorganic izcd, and an aliquot was ground in ansample types (Table 4). Carbon arrlcarbon, dried, crimped in a tin boat, agate mortar and pestle, and stored innitrogen recove~es were consistentlyand loaded in the CHN analyzer, glass vials. The optimum sample sizehigh for standards and sedimentFive replicate subsamples were required for TOC and TN analysis reference material (Table 5) Theanalyzed to determine the variability was determined from I0 replicate respons~ factors, calculated daily

2of TOC and TN measurements, analyses of sediments ( 1-50 mr) from the standard data, was constantPrimary sludge was also obtained from each station, over time for carbon and nitrogenfrom JWPCP. The sample was The glass fiber filters used to (Figure 5) The minimum sample sizethoroughly nfixed in a polylron filter effluents and surface runoff required to quaatitate total hia’ogeahomogenizer. A 75 lai subsample samples were kilned at 425"C fo¢ 4 and carbon simultaneously Inwas pipetted directly into a silver ht and stored in glass jars sealed withsediments varied with TOC content.boat, dried at 60"C, and weighed to Teflon-lined caps. For effluent For sediment from HR 51-1 withobtain 2-3 mg of sample. The boat particle analysis, blanks of kilned TOC of 11%, optimum s~napi~ str~was placed in a Teflon plate a~ filter paper were ix’ocessed as was 10-15 rag; for sedimentacid-exposed in a desiccator for 24- samples at a rate of two per eight HR 6-1 with a TOC of 1%, optimum48 ttr, dried at 60"C, and crimped samples. Empty silver boats were sample size was 35-40 mg (Hgur~ 6).

Figure 6.

2
Effect of sample size on carbon (A.C) end n~t~ogen (B,D) �oncentraUons In sediment samples collected I1~ Santa Monic~
Bay.
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Sediment Model Verification             L
T he characteristics of ~di-

men~s surrounding an ocean
outfall can be altered by the
accumulation of organically

1enriched particles from municipal - -
wastewatcr discharge. The corn-

~- ._:.~:,..posilion and abundance of ani- ..

!.~

t~ "= ~"~"� :’"
mals that live in and on the ~ . ..:-,_---:2
scdiments can also be affected.

- / ,!~: :. _Several numerical models have ’ = -~ ._ ¯ -’: .....
been developed to relate changes

.....- ~.~ ~ +~.~ .~.: " ’ --v---:.:--f- )~... -in sediments and bottom-dwelling ~ :.,5
organisms to the characteristics of "~ ’ ~ .....

~
-’~

was.tewater discharge and the ~’~
receiving environment. .

Prior efforts by SCCWRP
to model the fates of particles Re¢overln~ sediment traps
discharged from ocean outfalls
focused on transport and sedi-
mentation of discrete effluent
panicles, and their subsequent would require two months or Control Board, we examined the 2resuspension, transport, more to settle 15 m from a ability of two models (DECAL
redeposition, and accumulation wastefieid to the bottom. Fast- and SED2D) to simulate the
in the sediments. Sedimentation settling particles contribute the characteristics of sediments ’"
patterns predicted by these rood- most to sedimentation predicted around ocean outfalls off Point
els correspond reasonably well by early SCCWRP deposition Loma (San Diego), Huntington
with observed patterns (e.g., simulation models--about 90% Beach (Orange County), and the
Hendricks 1984, 1987). However, of the panicle mass is predicted Palos Verdes Peninsula (Los
predicted rates of sediment to be carried beyond the outfali Angeles County) (Hendricks and ~’~accumulation are less than ob- area before reaching the bottom. Eganhouse 1992). The model
served rates. Particles entering the ocean DECAL was developed by Dr.

Settling column measurements may not remain as individual Kevin Farley of Clemson Univer-
on County Sanitation Districts of particles, but may coalesce amongsity and the set of submodels
Los Angeles and County Sanita- themselves or with natural par- SED2D were developed by Dr.
tion Districts of Orange County ticles to form larger "aggregate" Tareah Hendricks of SCCWRP.
final effluents in the early 1970s particles with higher settling

3

suggested that most of the particlespeeds. If the smaller particles
mass was associated with very aggregate after discharge, the

Methodssmall, slow-settling particles, sedimentation rate in the ocean
Only about 10% of the mass of will be greater than the sedimen- The modeling study: I) exam-
suspended solids was associated tation rate predicted from settling ined the sensitivity of model
with particles with settling speeds column measurements. The predictions to input data and the
>13 m/day; approximately one- aggregation of natural particles self-consistency of the predic-
hall of the particle mass was has been observed in the ocean tions, and 2) provided site spe-
associated with settling SF, ccds and the aggregation of effluent cific predictions based on the
<0.25 m/day (Myers 1974, Her- particles is suggested by labora- consequences of particle aggrega-
ting and Abati 1978, Hcndricks tory and theoretical studies, tion at the three outfall sites. The
19,~3). The slow-settling particles As part of a contract from the DECAL and SED2D models had

California State Water Resources to bc modified and expanded to
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accomplish this. The modeling Thc.~ results were incorpo-
study was supporled by field and rated into a new version of the Results and Discussionlaboratory studies that provided DECAL model by Dr. Farley and
input data for the simulations and into a new set of SED2D "l’he sensitivity and self-
charactcrizcd the sediments for submodcls by Dr. Hcndricks. The consistency studies brought out
comparison with model predic- revised models were used for several fundamental problems in
tions, sensitivity and self-consistency assessing the importance of

The simulation of the studies, and for site-specific particle aggregation to the fate of
wasteficld in the water column in simulations, particles discharged from ouffalls.
DECAL (ODES Tool #61; Tetra A large number of complex These uncertainties fall into four
Tcch 1987) was not representa- processes determine the fate of categories: 1) assumptions used to
tive of the discharge and receiv- natural and effluent particles in develop the aggregation rate and
ing waters in Southern California the ocean (Figure 1). The follow- particle settling speed equations,
(i.e., distinct subsurface ing processes, which are only a 2) aggregation characteristics of
wastefield isolated from the subset of all the processes in- natural suspended solids, 3) dexay
bottom by an underlying layer of volved, were represented in the rates or fluxes of effluent and
receiving water). We subeon- two simulation models: natural particles in Southern
tracted with Dr. Farley to conduct California coastal waters and
new studies of the aggregation I | initial dilution (initial concentra- sediments, and 4) quantitativ~
process under receiving water tion of effluent particles in the representation of re.suspension,
conditions present in Southern wastefieid), transport, and redeposition of
California. A generalization of the 2| concentration, flux, and produc- sediment particles. We discuss
results for a wastefield of arbi- tion rate of natural particles in

the water column, some of the predicted conse-
trary thickness is found in

31 aggregation of particles into quences and implications of
Hendricks and Eganhouse (1990). larger particles with faster particle aggregation for wastewa-

The most important conclu- settling speeds, ter discharge, and the sensitivity
sions of the aggregation process 4| senling of aggregate particles as of the predictions to those uneer-
studies by Castro (1990, Farley they are transported by ocean tainties.
and Castro 1990) are: currents,
1 } differenUal particle settling was 5| decay oforganic material in the Effects of Naturalthe dominant aggregation mecha- water column and in the sedi- Suspended Solids in

nism for typical ocean and ments, the O¢eandischarge conditions (i.e., larger, 6) mobilization and demobilization
faster settling particles falling of trace constituents on the Natural and effluent particles
through smaller, slower settling patlicles (DECAL), can aggregate in the simulations
particles resulted in collisions 71 resus~nsion (DECAL and generated by DECAL and
and aggregation); SED2D), transport, and redeposi- SED2D. The aggregation of

2} the rate of production of aggre- tion (SED2D) of sediment part- phytoplankton cells produced in
gate particles was approximately icles, and the surface waters above theproportional to the square of the 81 accumulation rate and concentra- wastefield can generate particlesconcentration of suspended solids tion ef organic material (DECAL that settle into the wastefield.(2.3-power) and to the thickness and SED2D) and t~ace constitu- Natural suspended solids en-of the wastefield (l.2-power); ents (DECAL) in the sediments, trained into the wastefield during31 the settling speed of aggregate
parucles was approximately Although the two models had initial dilution are another source
proi×~rtional to the squares of the similar goals and generally of particles.

Both models included sedi-sus~ndcd solids concentration incorporated representations of mentation of aggregate phyto-(1.8-powcr) and wasteficld the same processes, the assump-thickness (l.7-powcr); and plankton cells from the overlying
41 the production of aggregate tions, representations, and ap- watcr. The DECAL simulations

particles in the layer of receiving proaches for some of the pro- assumed that the concentration of
water beneath the wastcficld tests were substantially different natural suspended solids in thecould be neglected. (e.g., |tcndricks and Eganhousc layer of receiving water beneath1992). the wastcficld (i.e., entrainment
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Figure 1 0
Processes that determine the fate of natural end wastewatef effluent parUcles in the ocean,
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region during initial dilution) was at 60 m near the outfalls on the peak sedimentation rate near thenegligible (Farley and Castro Palos Vcrdcs Shelf (Stuli et al. outfall diffuser by about one-
199~1). The SED2D simulations 1986) provide support for aggm- third. The remaining flux ofused measurements of natural gation of wa.stcfield and natural natural particles from thesuspended solids in the water particles. The background natural wastefield was predicted, how-column as the concentration of flux was about 200 mg/cm2/yr, ever, to remain roughly an order-natural suspended solids entrainedand each unit mass of effluent of-magnitude greater than the fluxinto the wastefield. Concentra- particles that accumulated in the of natural particles in the absence
tions measured off Whim Point, sediments was accompanied by of the discharge.Dana Point (Myers 1974), approximately one unit mass of Why did the model predict
Encinitas (Kinnetic Laboratories, natural particles over and above such a large enhancement of theInc. 1989), and San Diego (Point the background flux (Figure 2). sedimentation rate of naturalLoma Laboratory, City of San The magnitude of the back- particles in the presence of aDiego, unpublished data) were ground flux, and the ratio be- particle-free discharge? Oneabout 2 mg/L at representative tween the additional flux of possibility is that most of tl~entrainment depths, natural panicles and effluent natural particle mass was associ-

The two models estimated particles, depend on assumptions ated with particles that did notinitial dilution and the initial about the effects of bioturbation aggregate. The concentration
concentration of suspended solidson the distribution of effluent associated with this mass shouldin the water column by different panicles in the core horizon not be included in the particlemethods. Dilutions predicted by influenced by effluent discharge, aggregation computations. How-
SED2D simulations were substan-Background fluxes ranged from ever, we do not know if cohesivetially greater than those predicted about 100 to 300 mg/cm2/yr in and non-cohesive natural particlesby DECAL simulations. For limiting cases, and the ratio of exist, or what partitioning mayexample, SED2D simulations for natural flux to effluent flux occur. An alternate explanation is
the Point Loma outfall (San ranged between 1 and 3. A back- that enhanced vertical mixing
Diego) predicted an average ground natural flux of 200 nag/ within the wastefield increased
initial dilution of 281:1, while cm~/yr is 7 to 20 times greater the flux of particle.DECAL predicted an initial than published estimates for
dilution of 116:1. If we assume an natural particle accumulation in Vertical Mixing
initial dilution of 150:1 and an this region (Emery 1960, within the Wastefleld
effluent suspended solids concert- Schwalbach and Gorsline 1985).
tration of 70 mg/L (1988 efflu- We examined the predicted The development of the
ent), the initial concentration of change in peak sedimentation of aggregation equations assumed

that all size classes of aggregateeffluent suspended solids in the wastefield particulates if treat-
particles were uniformly distrib-wastefield will be about 0.5 rag/L, merit removed all suspended uted throughout a fully mixedor about 25% of the initial con- solids from the effluent. The
wastefield. Particles undergoingcentration of natural suspended initial concentration of total
aggregation by settling throughsolids in the wastefield, suspended solids in the San Diegothe wastefield could be recycledIf all natural particles can wastefield example would de-

aggregate, their predominance in crease from 2.5 mg/L (2.0 mg/L to the top of the wastefield by
mixing, allowing them to fallwastefield total suspended solids natural + 0.5 mg/L effluent) to 2.0
through the wastefield manyhas important consequences for mg/L. For discharges into South-
times. During each fall, theywastewater discharge. In the ern California coastal waters, the
could collide with smaller, slowerpresence of effluent-natural and peak sedimentation rate of

natural-natural particle aggrega- waxtefield suspended solids on settling panicles, thus increasing
aggregate particle mass andtion in our example above, 80% the bottom varies roughly with
settling speed. As particle settlingof the mass of wastefield particles the square of the initial wastcficld speed increased, the likelihood ofthat settled to the bottom were concentration (Hendricks and
the particle settling from thenatural particles and 20% were Eganhou~ 1990). Total removal
wastcfield increased. Ultimately,effluent particles. Analyses of of suspended solids from the San
the settling speed of aggregatesediment cores collected in 1981 Diego effluent (i.e., discharge of

[]
distilled water) only reduced the particles became so large that
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turbulence could not carry them vertical mixing occurred within and their settling speeds.

upward in the wasteficld and they the wa.stcficld may be inappropri- The effective mixing layer

~tdcd to the bottom. In the ate. Temperature, salinity, dis- thickness in the absence of dis-

absence of discharge, the reduced solved oxygen, and light trans- charge provides a lower bound for

turbulence in the water column missivity are generally not uni- the effective mixing layer thick-

did not permit vertical recycling form between the upper and lower ness within a wastefield. Simula-

of large, fast-settling particles, so boundaries within wastefields tions based on this assumption

the rate of particle production and (Hendricks and Harding 1974, predicted a substantial increase in

settling speed decreased. Hendricks 1977, 1987, Thompsonthe time I~:tween particle dis-

We assumed that the 2 mg/L 1992). Laboratory studies of charge from the ouffall and

ambient concentration of natural vertical mixing for conditions particle arrival on the sediments

particles in the water column was analogous to was~water dis- (from about one hour to about six

the steady-state condition in the charge into a stratified water days; Hendricks and Eganhouse

absence of discharge. The flux of column indicate a rapid dissipa- 1992). The reduced production

aggregate phytoplankton cells tion of vertical turbulence (Lin rate of aggregate panicles, and

settling from the surface layer and Pao 1979). Stratification in the dispersion of settling panicles

into the "wastefieid" region of the these studies, however, was by currents during longer water

water column matched the loss of greater than in the ocean, column residence times, greatly

particles from the wastefieid We also compared the density reduced the sedimentation flux to

region due to aggregation and structure within the wastefield to the bottom. It also minimized or

sed:~mentation. We did not assumethe structure in the surrounding eliminated the normal local

that the wastefield region was ambient water. Despite uncertain- enhancement of sedimentation

fully mixed. Instead, we esti- ties introduced by internal waves rate near ouffalls.

mated the thickness of the mixing and tides, density gradients

layer in the aggregation equationsexisted within the wastefield that
that would produce the steady- may be comparable to the density Once particles settle to the
state, gradient in the ambient water, bottom, they can be mixed with

The results depended on the This suggests that using the full sediments, buried, and resus-
rate of production of phytoplank- thickness of the wastefield in the pended; the organic material can
ton mass in the surface layer. We aggregation equations may decay; a,d trace constituents can
used 600 mg/m2/day as the typicalsubstantially overestimate the ratebe mobilized. Both models pro-
production rate, and 2400 mg/m21 of aggregate particle production
day as the maximum production
rate, for Southern California
coastal waters (Tetra Tech 1987).
The "effective" mixing layer

Figure
The relation between natural particle flux IF.I end wastefleld parUcle flux

thickness for the aggregation (Fwl estimated from sediment cores collected el 60 m from the Palos Verde|

equations was 0.4 m for the Shelf In 1981.
typical rate and 1.9 m for the
maximum rate. These values ate
an order of magnitude smaller

¯

than normal wasteficld thickness
(15-30 m). Because aggregate
particle production rate varied as ~oo

the 1.2-power of wastefield
thickness (i.e., effective mixing

"~ 200 r. ,- 2~$ ÷ 0.~$’~
~i ¯ r - 0.~4

layer thickness) and particle o
~ttling speeds varied as the 1.7-
power, greatly enhanced produc-
tion rates and increased settling o So ~ oo ~ sO 200

speeds were predicted in the ~ W~s’rEnF_.t.~-~SSOCIATr-D rt Ux (~C/C~/"~)
prc~ncc of di~harge, z

The assumption that complete []
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turbulence could not carry them vertical mixing occurred within and their settling speeds.
upward in the wasteficld and they the wa~tcficld may be inappropri- The effective mixing layer
settled to the bottom. In the ate. Temperature, salinity, dis- thickness in the absence of dis-
absence of discharge, the reduced solved oxygen, and light trans- charge provides a lower bound for
turbulence in the water column missivity are generally not uni- the effective mixing layer thick-
did not permit vertical recycling form between the upper and lower hess within a wastefield. Simula-
of large, fast-settling panicles, so boundaries within wastefields tions based on this assumptionthe rate of particle production and (Hendricks and Harding 1974, predicted a substantial increase in
settling speed decreased. Hcndricks 1977, 1987, Thompsonthe time between particle dis-

We assumed that the 2 mg/L 1992). Laboratory studies of charge from the outfall and
ambient concentration of natural vertical mixing for conditions particle arrival on the sediments
particles in the water column was analogous to was,.ewater dis- (from about one hour to about six
the steady-state condition in the charge into a stratified water days; Hendricks and Eganhouse
absence of discharge. The flux of column indicate a rapid dissipa- 1992). The reduced production
aggregate phytoplankton cells tion of vertical turbulence (Lin rate of aggregate particles, and
settling from the surface layer and Pat 1979). Stratification in the dispersion of settling particles
into the "wastefield" region of the these studies, however, was by currents during longer water
water column matched the loss of greater than in the ocean, column residence times, greatly
particles from the wastefield We also compared the density reduced the sedimentation flux to
region due to aggregation and structure within the wastefield to the bottom. It also minimized or
sedimentation. We did not assumethe structure in the surrounding eliminated the normal local
that the wastefield region was ambient water. Despite uncertain- enhancement of sedimentation
fully mixed. Instead, we esti- ties introduced by internal waves rate near ouffalls.
mated the thickness of the mixing and tides, density gradients
layer in the aggregation equationsexisted within the wastefield that Sediment Resuspension
that would produce the steady- may be comparable to the density

Once particles settle to thestate, gradient in the ambient water.
The results depended on the This suggests that using the full bottom, they can be mixed with

sediments, buried, and resus-rate of production of phytoplank- thickness of the wastefield in the pended; the organic material canton mass in the surface layer. We aggregation equations may
used 600 mg/m~/day as the typicalsubstantially overestimate the ratedecay; and trace constituents can
production rate, and 2400 mg/mV of aggregate particle production be mobilized. Both models pro-
day as the maximum production
rate, for Southern California
coastal waters (Tetra Tech 1987).
The "effective" mixing layer Figure 2

The relation between natural particle flux (F.| and wastefleld parUcle fluxthickness for the aggregation
equations was 0.4 m for the Shelf in 1981.
typical rate and 1.9 m for the
maximum rate. These values are
an order of magnitude smaller
than normal wastefield thickness
(15-30 m). Because aggregate ""
particle production rate varied as
the 1.2-power of wastefield
thickness (i.e., effective mixing
layer thickness) and particle
settling speeds varied as the 1.7- = loo
power, greatly enhanced produc-
tion rates and increased settling
speeds were predicted in the ~ 0 SO 100 1.50 200
presencc of discharge. z̄ WASTEFIELI)-ASSOCLATED FLUX (I~G/CI~/’YR)

The assumption that complete
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V
vided only primitive representa- the conceptual framework of the Resuspension begins at current
tions of these processes. The resuspension submodels, speeds of about 10 cm/sec and no
processes were combined into The material collected in material is resuspended at current
two first-order rate equations in sediment traps is primarily speeds of a few cm/sec.
DECAL (one for organic material rcsuspcndcd sediments (Rcsuspension also occurs under
and one for a trace constituent). (Hcndricks and Eganhouse 1992, the combined stress of waves and
Under steady-state conditions, theunpublishcd data). Most of the currents.) We used a threshold
rate of loss (or gain) of these resuspcnded material is found resuspension speed of 9 cm/stm
processes was proportional to the within 3 m of the bottom and is and a threshold deposition speed
mass of organic material (or trace transported out of the immediate of 4.5 cnffsec for the simulations.
constituent) deposited on the area by near-bottom ocean cur- The other required piece of
sediment surface. The magnitude rents (Hendricks 1987). In the information for SED2D is the
of this parameter was determined absence of discharge, fluxes of average number of resuspensions
either by choosing a value that resuspended sediments into the a particle undergoes before it is
minimized the difference between sedilnent traps are one to two buried in the sediments. In the
the predicted and observed sedi- orders of magnitude greater than absence of wastewater discharge,
ment characteristics, or a value the rate of accumulation of this is approximately equal to the
estimated from previous simula- particle mass in the sediments deposition flux of mass into a
tions for similar ocean environ- (SCCWRP 1986, 1987, Hendricksnear-bottom sediment trap ali-
ments. 1987, Hendricks and Eganhouse vided by the accumulation flux of

The SED2D simulations used 1992). mass into the sediments (approxi-
a different representation for Knowledge of the ocean mately 10 to 100 re, suspensions).
sediment decay processes and didconditions leading to sediment However, changes in the compo-
not simulate trace constituent resuspension and redeposition aresition of the sediments associated
concentrations. The simulations required to conduct SED2D with wastewater discharge, or
estimated fluxes of material into simulations of sediment alterations of the sediments by
and out of the sediments as a resuspension, transport, and benthic and epibenthic biota, may
result of resuspension, transport redeposition. These conditions areaffect this number in a way that ~" °"~
by near-bottom currents, and not well known for the three test cannot now be determined a
redeposition. Observations with sites. However, studies by priori. For example, SED2D
sediment traps deployed off Washburn et al. (1991) near the simulations suggested that the
Southern California at 0.5, 2.0, outfalls on the Palos Verdes Shelf average number of re, suspensions
5.0 m above the bouom formed provide some empirical data. was lower in the area affected by

the Los Angeles County dis-
charge than in the other two test

Figure 3 areas. (This could explain the #,,,,,
The relation between the organic content of sediments and the reUo of the high rate of accumulation of
deposition flux to the limiting decay flux for particles with an Initial organic natural particles estimated from
fraction of O.&5 and inorganic fraction of 0.35. the Palos Verdes Shelf cores.)

We used sensitivity simula-

lt~
tions to examine the ratio between
the peak sedimentation flux of

o o.1 wasteficld particles to the bottom

~ and the net deposition of
o.o~ wastefield particles in sediments

_,.2 at that location after resuspension.
~ As used herein, "sedimentation"
o" 0.ool ~- is the initial deposition of par-

1 ticlcs from the water column;
0.0o01 ~      ~ I ~ ~ ~ "deposition" is the deposition of

o.oo~ o.o~ o.~ ~ ~o 1oo particles after rcsuspcnsion. This
DEPOSIT)ON FLUX/DECAY FLUX ratio was approximately inversely

proportional to the average
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number of resuspensions exl~.’ri-
cnced by a parlicle--providcd that

k- - -  --II - -- -the number of resus~nsions was ~ -~ ~. ~. .- ~ ~ ~ ~ .... .-~
in excess of about 10. Estimates of
lhe ~ accumulation rale of
~dimen~ we~ ~nsilive 1o e~ors ,

of rcsus~nsions of ~dimenting
par,icles. Sensitivity varies away
from the area of ~ ~dimen~a-

tion of sedimen~ resus~aded
from adjacent ~ ~e more ~~~, ~ ~ ’
impo~ant.

Other simulations suggested Collecting ;edlment uap material

that the average distance a
resus~nded panicle traveled
~fom redeposition w~ ~nsitive
to threshold resus~nsion and water column reduces the organic incre~ed the w~field concen-redeposition s~eds. Changes in content, total mass, and deposi, tration and pamicle ~ttlingtransport distance had only minor tion flux of mate~al to surface s~eds, thus reducing ~iden~efl~c~ on ~ deposition ~tes ~dimen~. ~ss of m~s reduces time in the water column. S~ond,
around outfalls, but influenced particle settling s~ed, incre~s panicles consist of inorganic asdeposition fluxes in are~ on the residence time in the water wellfringes of w~tefield ~dimenm- column, and magnifies the effec~ the p~icle m~s w~ not subj~ttion. Uncertainties in the effec~ of decay. ~e decay of organic to decay ~d the ch~ge in par-of sediment resus~nsion in a~asmaterial has the potential to ticle settling s~d was le~
most heavily impacted by dis- produce large changes in p~icle in similar DECAL simulations.charge were more sensitive to the composition and sedimentation Decay can continue afteraverage num~r of resus~nsions fluxes if ~ttling time ~comes particles ~ttle to the ~e~
and le~ sensitive to the th~shold comparable to, or g~ater than, thebottom. In the SED2D model,
s~d. characteristic decay time (inverse decay w~ a~umed to

of the decay rate). Unfortuna~ly, fined to a layer of surface ~di-
~t~ ~ O~nit ~I~H~I the decay rate of organic material ments. Hence there is a limit to

The di~ussion so far has in the ~ean is not well known, the rate of loss of organic material
implicitly ~sumed that panicle Estimates based on treatment (per unit area)~ven if the
m~s is inert. If the particle con- plant obse~ations a~ about 0.1/ ~dimen~ consist entirely of
tains labile organic material, loss day (Tetra Tech 1987). Labo~- organic matter. For scdimen~
due to decay can affect the initial tory and in situ studies suggest with reduced concentrations of
deposition flux to the bottom, the 0.52/day (Myers 1974). Simula- organic material, the ra~ of loss
rate of accumulation of particle tions were tamed out for values was correspondingly ~duced
mass in the sediment, and ~di- of 0. I and 0.52/day. bclow the limiting value. ~e
mcnt composition. Approximately When the decay ~te was decay flux can de~ine the rate
70~ of effluent particle mass is reduced from 0.52 to 0. l/day in of accumulation of m~ in
organic material (Hcndricks and DECAL, ~e predicted ~ ~dimcn~, the organic content of
Eganhousc 1992); efl~c~s of decayfluxes of total suspended solids to sediment, and the rate at which
may alter par~clc fate predictions, the scdimcn~ increased by about sediment composition changes in
Wc examined the ~nsitivity of the two (Los Angeles County) to four response to changes in treatment
results to uncc~aintics in the decay(Orange County). The dl’l~c~ method or changes in the ~ean
rate of organic ma~al in ~e water wcrc smaller in the SED2D environment. No estimates of the
column and in ~e ~dimcn~s. simulations for two reasons First. "limiting" decay flux wc~ avail-

The decay of organic material entrainment of natural suspended able for ~dimcnts at ~c three ~st
as a particle settles through the st~lid.~ during initial dilulion sites. E.stimatcs from offshore
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basins and other geographical tion flux (because little decay and 4) the average number ofareas vary over several orders of occurred before the particles were resuspensions of a particle set-magnitude, buried below the decay layer), tling to the bottom. Similarly, theThe organic content of sedi- Conversely, if the limiting decay limiting decay flux of organic
ments was related to the ratio of flux was ten or more times greater material in the sediments isthe deposition flux to the limiting than the deposition flux (F~,~,,,,/ unknown. These uncertaintiesdccay flux (Figure 3). Once the Fd,¢,y< O. 1), nearly all of the magnify the potential for error indeposition flux exceeded the organic material was lost to decay estimates of the c6mposition of
limiting decay flux (F,~,=/ and accumulation was due prima- sediments and their rate of accu-F~:,y> 1), the composition of the rily to particle inorganic material, mulation (i.e., burial).sediments became nearly the At intermediate deposition fluxes,
same as the settling particles the ratio between accumulation
(because particles only spent a flux and deposition flux varied

Conclusionshort time in the sediment layer between these limits. Our best
where decay occurred). At lower estimate for the decay flux was There are substantial uncer-deposition rates however, the 180 mg/cm~/yr, so the region of tainties in the predictions of theorganic fraction of the sediments variability in the accumulation- fates of wastewater effluentwas proportional to the depositiondeposition flux ratio correspondedparticles based on the DECAL
flux. to deposition fluxes of 18 to 1800 and SED2D simulation models.

The material remaining after mg/cm:/yr. This roughly corre- Both models predicted areas ofdecay contributed to the accumu- sponds to the range of aecumula- high rates of sedimentation nearlation of particle mass in the tion rates (natural + effluent) outfalls that were surrounded by
sediments and to sediment burial,estimated from cores taken on the areas of lower rates of sedimenta-
The ratio of accumulation flux to Palos Verdes Shelf (Figure 2). don. The models predicted andeposition flux was less than Large uncertainties in esti- increase in sedimentation of
unity (F,,~,,/F,m,o,< 1) and de- mates of deposition flux were due natural particles as a result of a
pcnded on the ratio of the deposi- to uncertainties in: 1) the contri- discharge lacking particulate
tion flux to the limiting decay bution of natural particles to the matter.flux (Figure 4). For deposition aggregation process, 2) the Uncertainties in the predic-
fluxes that were ten or more times effective mixing layer thickness tions arise from: I) questions
the limiting decay flux (F,~,~/ for particle aggregation, 3) the about the validity of aggregation
Fa~.,r> 10), the accumulation flux rate of loss of organic material in equation assumptions, 2) lack ofwas virtually equal to the deposi- the water column due to decay, data on vertical mixing within the

wastefield, 3) lack of knowledge
about the aggregation characteds-Figure 4 tics of natural suspended solids,The relation between the ratio of accumulation flux to deposition flux and    4) poor understanding of sedi-

the ratio of deposition flux to the limiting decay flux for particles with an
initial organic fraction of 0.65 and Inorganic fracUon of 0.35. merit resuspension processes, and

5) lack of estimates of the decay
1.0 rate of organic material in the

~
water column and sediments.

~o.a Until these uncertainties are
~ addressed, it will be difficult to
~ 0.6 assess the validity of the predic-
uu tions of the two models and the
¯ o.,~ process representations contained
o in them. However, the models

~~ o.~ provide qualitative insight into
the dynamics of the interaction of

o.o ~ ~ i ~ i ~ a wasteficld and natural waters0.0o~ 0.0a ~ o.~ ~ ~0 ~o0 and the localized effects onDEPOSITION FLUX/DECAY FLUX
sedimentation from the discharge
of wa.stcwater effluent. ¯
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V
E I’ENSION OF POINT LOMA OUTFALL

I n 1983, the State revised the
California Ocean Plan and

applied body contact standards
for bacterial concentrations to
beds of giant kelp (Macrocystis ~,o~r ~.,~
pyrifera). This doubled the depth f~ 9of protected inshore waters from /
35 ft (10.7 m) to 70 ft (21.3 m) /near the Point Loma ocean outfall
(City of San Diego). At the same
time, the distance between the
outer boundary of the protected
area (historical extent of the kelp
bed) and the outfall diffuser was
reduced from 2.6 km to 1.6 kin. ,~,o,,,~,,~s

These changes substantially ? " ;
reduced the isolation of the
wastefield from areas where the
body contact standard must be
met and resulted in violations of
the standard. An extension of the
existing outfall offshore and into
deeper water (85-105 m) is a *~

~..potential way of meeting the
bacterial standards in the kelp ~ ~,
bed:Increased isolation is r’’"’
achieved by the greater depth of
the wastefield in the water col-
umn, and by the increased dis-
tance between the outfall diffuser
and the kelp beds.

Engineering Science, Inc. Figure I
L~atlon of current meter and thermlllor m~rln~js 1C1~;71 off Point L~masub¢0ntr,~t~cl with SCCWRP 1o
(adapted from Engineering Science, Int. 1991I. Dashed line Is p~tenUalstudy the feasibility of the pro- outfall extension.

pond extension. We examined
the characteristics of water col-
umn density stratification and the
properties of currents with current moorings and 51 thermistors on 5data and formulation of the
meter and thcrmistor data col- moorings (Figure 2; Appendix 1). simulation models are discus.~d
letted by Engineering Science. The results were incorporated into in Hcndricks (1990) and Engi-
The data were collected between time-dependent models of initial netting Science (1991).
March and September 1990 near dilution and transport of wastcwa- Two approaches were used in ,~ -
the Point Loma outfall (Figure 1) tcr by ocean currents (Appendix the simulations. The first ap-
by 17 current meters on seven 2). Analyses of the oceanographic proach considered isolation
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provided solely by density strati- that dam from individual moor-
fication of the water column.

Results and Discussion ings could be used to estimate
Density stratification suppresses intrusions at locations between, or
vc~cal diffusion and advection, The fraction of time that a offshore from, current meter and
and "traps" the diluted wastewa- "density window" was "open" for thermistor moorings. This as-ter in the water column. If the potential intrusions was simulatedsumption is supported by thesubmerged wastefield is formed for seven periods for discharge similarity of the curves for thesufficiently deep so that its upper from a line source (0.05 mgd/ft, fraction of time the density
boundary always lies below the or 0.{107 m~/sec-m, of diffuser) in window was open as a function ofbottom of the outer edge of the 83 and 95 m of
kelp bed, the wastefield will not sumed that only wastewater The actual occurrence of anintrude into the kelp bed. How- discharged within the preceding intrusion during an open densityever, because the ocean is a five days could result in potential window also depends on ocean
dynamic environment, it is not intrusions and that wastewater currents. During the second phase
sufficient to simply ensure that discharged earlier had been of the modeling effort, we added
the top of the wastefield lies carried out of the area. time-series measurements ofbelow the kelp bed depth at the The density window was open ocean currents and water tern-
time of formation. Internal tides, from 18 to 38% of the time in 83 perature to a dam-driven, time-
internal waves, and slowly vary. m, and from 4 to 12% of the time dependent, three-dimensional
ing changes in density structure ofin 95 m (Figure 3). We assumed model of wastewater u’ansport.
the water column can change the
depth of the wastefield after its
formation. For example, during Figure 2
simulations of a discharge in deep Locetion of current meters and thermistors on the moorings (adapted from
water, vertical excursions of the [ngin~ring ~lel~e, I1~. 19911. $~e figure ! fol’ steUon I~eUon$.
wastefieid of 10 m were common
and occasional excursions of 30

water at the top of the wastefield - 20.
at the time of formation was used
as a surrogate indicator of water
density. This temperature was
compared with water temperature
measured at the bottom of the
outer edge of the kelp bed at later

’ ’ ’ ’ ’times. If the kelp bed temperature
was warmer than the waste field
indicator temperature, the
wastefield would not intrude into
the kelp bed. If the kelp bed
temperature was colder than the
wastefield indicator temperature,
density stratification of the water
column would not prevent an
intrusion. The occurrence of an -
actual intrusion, however, de-
pended on ocean currents be- -
tween the time the wastewater
was discharged and when the - ~o~,

~ ~ ~IND OF PROPOSED OUTFALL

potential intrusion could occur. , , , ,
70OOm $OOOm 3000m lO00m
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The model predicled that waste- bed. Actual intrusions were pre. an increase in onshore transportwater intrusions into the kelp bed dick.,d ,"or about 60% of potential by ocean cun’ents at deeperwould peak al 15% of the time I intrusions, depths (Appendix I). However,to 2 km upcoast from an oulfall in The probability of a potential despite increased onshore trans-83 m of water (Figure 5a). Actual intrusion leading to an actual port, extending the ouffall fartherintrusions were predicted for intrusion was 50% greater for the offshore into deeper waterabout 40% of potential intrusions,deeper discharge, i.e., the effe¢, duced the number of actualThe peak probability was reduced tivcness of transport alone in intrusions.to 7.5% of the time 4 km upcoast isolating the wastefield from the Intrusion probabilities are notfrom an outfall in 95 m of water kelp bed was reduced by extend- directly convertible into prob..(Figure 5b). The increased ing the outfall farther offshore abilities of regulatory violations.upeoast displacement for the and into deeper water. This Bathing water standards for totaldeeper discharge is the result of somewhat surprising result is coliform (TC) bacteria requir~increased wastefield transport probably due to the formation of a that concentrations not exceedtime from the diffuser to the kelp deeper wastefieid, which leads to 1000 TC/100 ml more than 20%
of the time within a 30-day
period. The probability of exc.,ee, d-

Figure 3 ing the standard depends on ti~
intrusion probability, the distribu.Percent of Ume the density window was open fo~ discharges Irl lal IIm .rid
tion of infusions in a 30-day(b) 95 m of water from March to September |SgO.

period, the concentration of TC
A ~o within the wastefield, and I~

[ ~
number of samples collected~ ~s

~ during the period. For example,
~ \\ x~ ~ let us assume that intrusions occuro zs - ,,\ randomly with a probability of
o° z0 . ~ 0.05 in a 30-day period, and that
~ Is ,~ TC concentrations exceed 1000

~ ~o ~ .\ .’." TC/100 ml when the wastefield is
~ ~ ~ present. If only four samples are

~ ,~ ~
~ ~ collected during a 30-day period,

o ~-" -
~ ~ ~ t the probability of exeeeding theo- regu atorys da,disO. S7 ~ 7

~
~

(roughly one out of every five 30-
a day periods). f Osamplesm

CSa.~OA~ ~y~ collected, the probability falls to
~ about 0.01 (one out of every I00

~o 30-day periods).
~ ns These probability estimates

~ may possess considerable uncer-
tainty, particularly for predictions

~ ~s based on the combination of
~ ~o density stratification and waste-
i ~s water transport. Results of simu-
t: lo latcd transport were sensitive to
z s the details of cross-shore trans-
" port during upwelling and0

downwclling, including the
~ ~, ~, ~o o ~ ~ details associated with internal
,.

7 7 7g
o~ ,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tides. These processes are not
.... ’~ v,’cll understood. For example, a

~No~ ox~ shallower isotherm (an indicator
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of upwelling) was not always References ¯ Roberts, P.J.W., W.H. Snyder, and
accompanied by onshore flow in

¯ Amen, R. and T. lVlaxworthy. D.J. Baumgarmer. 1989b.
waters below that isotherm. This

1980. Ocean Oulfalls. !: Submerged
suggcsts more complex flow The gravitational collapse of a wastefield formation. J. ityd Eng.
patterns for ocean currents than mixed region into a linearly ! 15: i-25.
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ing initial dilution.mate of the intrusion probability.
Estimates based on density

considerations are more straight
forward and provide an upper Figure 4

Percent of time the density window was open IS 11 function of the dischargebound for intrusion probabilities,
depth for the period of greatest potential for Intrusions (3/8/90 to 4/8/901.

The primary uncertainties associ- M4 Is the prediction for 83 m IStaUon C4; Figure 11; M5 is the predicUon for
ated with estimates of potential ~$ m ISt~tlon csl,
intrusion probabilities are: 1)
changes in the height-of-rise ,.-, ,1o
during initial dilution associated ~ 3s u,~ ~
with differences between the zua 30
simulated line-source and the o 25
final configuration of the outfall
diffuser, 2) lack of oceanographic ~ 2o
data for late fall and winter ~: Is
conditions, 3) interannual vari- ~ to
ability in the oceanographic
environment, and 4) neglect of
the opposing mechanisms of o I I I tgravitational collapse of the ~o ~s ~o ~s i o0
wasteficld and vertical mixing.i DEPTH
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Appendix magnetic. Transport associated with cm/sec). Within a few meters of the
Receiving Water Characteristics Udal fluctualions was roughly boltom, net cross-shore movement

isotropic (independent of direcUon), was offshore (-0. i 1o -l. 1 cm/sec).
Currcn~ meter and thermistor databu! with a small longshore enhance. Although dam were collected

were collccled at 30 rain inlervals mont. Transporl distances character- from a large number of current
between March and October 1990. izing Udal fluctuaUons were 1-3 kin; meters and thermistors, the tn~ro-
Huctuath,ns in the currents and distances characterizing suhUdal ments covered only a fraction of the
temperature structure of the water fluctuations were tens of kilometers area ~round the Point Loma ouffall.column were separated by their in the longshore direction. Previous measurements off San
temporal properties. A 24.7:5 hr Net flows at deplKs greate)- than Diego (Hendricks 1977) and 36.80
running-average filter was used to 40 m were upeoast and ranged from km upcoast (Winant 1983) indicale
divide the time-series into: I) net 1.3 to 4.0 cm/sec depending on the coherence length-scales of 30-50 km
current a,d current fluctuations that distance offshore. The net flow al 20 for the subtidal longshore component
vary more slowly than tidal changes m had weaker upcoast transport and of the currents, in this study, the
("subtidal" component) and 2) tidal ranged from 1.4 to 2.4 cm/sec. Net coefficient of detennination (rz) fo~
and higher frequency fluctuations flows in the cross-shore direction the subtidal longshore component
("tidal" componen0. Flows associ- were weakly onshore at a depth of 20moorings 2 km apart ranged from
ated with subtidal fluctuations were m (-0. I to 0.8 cm/sec). The tendency0.42 Io 0. 85 (increasing offshore).
predominantly longshore; the for onshore flow increased with For vertical separations of 20 m on
principal axis averaged 351-359" depth and peaked at 60 m (0.7 to i.9one mooring, r’ ranged from 0.35 to

0.79 (increasing offshore). For
longshore component of tidal
fluctuations, rz ranged from 0.14 to

Figure 5 0.72 for horizon~l separations of 2
Probablllly of intrusion as a fun(tlon of distance away f~om an outfall kin, and O. ! I to 0.42 for ve~lcal
discharging In (a) 83 m of water and (b) 95 m of water. PoslUve distance| are separations of 20 m on one mooring;
ul~oast and negaUve distances are downcoa~l,

r2 generally increased offshore. The
A dominant pattern for fluctuations in

both frequency ranges was a mode in
which changes occun’ed in the
direction at all depths (baroltopic

.-. IS mode).
~ CorrelaUon length-scales for
m cross-shore motions were shor~l"
~o to than for longshore motions. In the
= tidal band. r: for horizon~ separa-
z~ tions of about 2 km typically ranged
- s from 0.16 to 0.66, but fell to 0.003

between the innermost pair of
o                                                  moorings (Figure 1). Cross-shore
-20 -~s -~o -s o ~ ~o ~s 20 motions are dominated bytopand

LON~SUO~[ (KM) bottom currents in the opposite
a 20 direction (baroclinic mode). Coeffi-

cients of determination between
currents at 20 m and currents near

~, ~s the bottom ranged from 0.07 to 0.23.
~ For fluctuations in the subtidal band,
[ r ~ ranged between 0.13 and 0.62 for
o to
~

cross-shore moUons at horizontal

~ ~ separations of about 2 kin. For the
_z s

~~~! ~ ~ ~X~

tidal band, r~ between the innermost
two moorings was 0.03. Coefficients
of determination between suhtidal

o , ; i t fluctuations for a vcrtica/separation
-2o -~5 -~o -~ o ~ ~o ~s ~o of 20mwcreO.01m0.14andthe

LONGSHORE 0<U) flOW tended to be harolxopic. Th~
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short correlation length-scales for temperature-depth) data collected on In pracUce, the comparison was
cross-shore motions illustrate the monthly hydiocast surveys, limited to segments formed within
dilliculty and uncoaainty in estimat- Once the equilibrium depth of the the preceding 5 days (earlier seg-
ing cross-shore transport from the wastcficld wa~ determined, the mcnts were assumed to have been
current meter data, especially in viewan~hieni water temperature at the topcarried out of the area). Since the
of verUcal wastefield excursions of the wastefield ("wastefield wastefield was either present or
associated with internal tides lind temperature") was computed from absent at a given time, the compari-
internal waves, the average temperature gradient, son with wastefield segments for a

I’]uctuations in water tempera- The depth of the top of the specific time during the simulation
tures had longer correlation length- wasiefield was estimated using was terminated as soon as a potential
scales than did currents, especially relations in Roberts et al. (1989a,b,c) intrusion was detected. The probabii.
for ve~cal .separations (Figure 6). for a line source discharge. In ~ ity of a potential inu’usion occurring
As a result, we could estimate the presence of an increasing tempera- within the simulation area was
position of a segment of the ture gradient with decreasing water tom number of potential |ntrusion~
wastefield in the water column from depth, the approximations tended to during the simul~on period div|ded
temperature data better than we overestimate height-of-rise of the by ~ number of time steps during
could estimate the cross-shore plume, but may have underestimated the period.
transport of the same segment fTom wastefield temperature, in the second stage of modeling,
current measurements. Ambient water temperature was the transport of each segment of

used as a surrogate indicator of the wastefield was simulated as It moved
~opendix 2: location of the top of the wastefield away from the diffuser. The first

in the intrusion analysis and was was to establish the position of each
Model Formulation stored in a time-series (along with segment in the water column. The

other wastefield indicators such as cross-shore position at each time stepThe first stage of modeling length of each wastefield segment), was used to determine the pair otsimulated formation of a wastefield The wastefield was represented by a thermistor moorings that bracketedin the water column after initial collection of individual segments, the position. Water temperaturesdilution. Simultaneous measure- each of which had a temperature, andrecorded at the two closest ther-ments of water column temperature hence a position in the water column,mistor moorings were examined tostructure and ocean currents in the At each ~ime step during the poten- find the depths that corresponded toentrainment region were used to tial intrusion simulations, the tern- wastefield temperature. These depthscompute characteristics of the perature at the bottom of the kelp were used to determine the pair ofwastefield at 30 rain intervals. Of bed was compared with the tempera-current meters on each of the twoparticular significance for the intru- lure of each wastefield segment closest moorings that bracketed thesion analysis was estimation of formed earlier during the simulation, depth associated with the wastefieldambient water temperature at the
depth of the top of the wastefield.

The initial dilution model
(TSLINE) was developed from
physical model studies by Roberts et Figure &

Temp~raturt fluetuaUons I~ tho subUdal frequency mode from Junoal. (1989a,b,c), which used a con- ~agust 1990 at three depths on moorings M2 |Station C2; Flgurel ) and M6
staff[ density gradient (*’linear Oensity Station C6).
profile") in the receiving water. The
density gradient in the ocean,
however, generally increased with
decreasing depth until reaching the ~.~ u [ ’     ’     , --’~o     ,    -~_ , ,,

~ v~ - /~.- Z_ ~-~..~pycnocline, The equilibrium depth of
~ ...._~..-,~- ~ ~the wasl¢fidd in the water column

was calculated ileratively by assure- ~.~ ~ ~’ .... ~ ~’~ ~ " -

diffuser porl depth and equilil~ium [A ~ ~depth. The density at each depth was 5,.0 u : :,~, . ,frr-~’ Vlx~ .]~-X~x~ ~ ~_t"
estimated by interpolation from
thermistor measurements. Tempera- ~

.~...ture wa_s converted into density using :::::::;:::::: .........::::::::::::::::::::4::::::::::: .......
tcmpcrature-salinit y-density relation- ~ao 200 220 240

ships lrom CTD (conductivity- CALENDAR DAY
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Response of Dover Sole to
Termination of $1u  e Discharge
in Santa Monica Bay

pacificus) commonly occur
on the upper slope off Southern
California at depths to about 1000
m (Allen and Meatus 1976). Most
of the fish migrate into shallow
water in summer related to feed-
ing and back into deep water in
the winter for reproduction
(Hagerman 1952).

Dover sole are more abundant
near municipal wastewater

~ ._~
outfalls and the incidence of fin
erosion and epidermal tumors is

Doveralso higher in these areas (Cross
1985, 1986). Fish in contaminated
areas may be more susceptible to
these diseases due to elevated examine changes in the abun- Raw abundance data were not
body burdens of contaminants, dance of Dover sole as a result of normally distributed and vari-
which may interfere with the termination of sludge discharge, ances increased with increased
immune system of the fish. means. Log transformation of

A major dietary component ef abundance produced a normal
Dover sole is polychaetes, espe- Materials and Methods distribution with homogeneous
cially Capitella spp. (Pearcy and variances. The transformed data
Hancock 1978). The high levels Biologists from the Environ- were analyzed by analysis of
of total organic carbon (TOC) in mental Monitoring Division (City variance for effects of depth (100
the sediments near the Joint of Los Angeles) and SCCWRP and 200 m), season (winter and
Water Pollution Control Plant collected fish at 12 stations in summer), location relative to the
(Los Angeles County) outfall Santa Monica Bay from July 1986 outfall (reference, transition, and
support high abundances of to August 1990. Fish were col- contaminated zones), and pre- and
deposit feeding I~olychaetes like leered by dragging a 7.6 m otter post-sludge discharge. Disease
Capitella, and this probably trawl for 10 min along a dcpth incidence and sediment TOC data
suppor’,s the higher abundance of isobath at approximately 2 knots, were transformed with the arcsin.
Dover sole in these areas (Cross Trawls were made during the The transformed TOC data were
et al. 1985). summer (Jul-Aug) and winter analyzed by analysis of variance

The Hyperion sewage treat- (Jan-Feb) at two stations at 100 m for effects of depth, season,
mcnt plant terminated discharge and two stations at 2(~) rn in each location relative to the outfall,
of solid waste into the Santa of three zones; there were no and pro- and post-sludge dis-
Monica Bay in November 1987. trawl collections in winter 1987. charge.
Termination of sludge discharge Fish wcrc counted, measured Three zones differing in the
caused chan~’cs, in the biology of (standard length) to the nearest effect                                                            of sludge         discharge were
the macmfauna in the area near centimeter, and examined ft~r identified by benthic macrofauna
the ~utlall (Th~mpson 1991 ). The diseases (fin crt~si~n and tumors), as.~cmhla~cs: contaminated,
t~bjc¢tivc of this study ~’as tt~ The catch was weighed t~ the transition, and reference. Scdi-

nearest O. 1 kg by species, mcnt and inl’auna samples were
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collected using a modified Van Hunter et al. 1990). The higher high organic content support largeVccn grab with an area of 0.1 m2 abundance of Dovcr sole, and the populations of deposit feedersalong the 100 m and 200 m increased prevalence of fin such as polychaetcs, which are
isobaths; two stations at each erosion and epidermal tumors, in the main prey item of Dover soledepth were located in each zone the contaminated zone near the (Gabriel and Pearcy 1981, Cross(Thompson 1991). sludge outfall is similar to the et al. 1985).

pattern observed among fish Further evidence for the link
collected near the municipal between Dover sole abundance,

Results wastcwatcr outfalls on the Palos sediment organic content, and
Verdcs Shelf (Cross 1985, 1986). polychaete abundance was ob-

The abundance of Dover sole Of the nearly 60 species collected served during an anomalous
in the trawls was significantly on the Palos Verdes Shelf, Dover incident. During the summer of
affected by season, distance of sole were the most susceptible to 1989, the abundance of fish at the
collection from the outfall (zone), tumors and fin erosion (Cross contaminated stations declined
and termination of sludge dis- 1985). well below abundances recordedcharge (Table 1). Dover sole were The decrease in Dover sole in previous summers. By the
generally more abundant in the abundance and disease prevalencesummer of 1990, abundances hadsummer (Table 2). Dover sole after termination of solid waste returned to pre- 1989 levels. In the
were most abundant in the con- discharge indicates that benthic summer of 1989, sediment TOC
taminated zone near the outfall, conditions are improving near the levels and polychaete abundances
least abundant in the reference outfall. The decline in fish abun- decreased, and the sand content of
zone, and intermediate in abun- dance may be related to decreasedthe sediments increased, at can-
dance in the transition zone. The organic content and prey abun- yon stations close to the sludge
abundance of Dover sole declineddance in the sediments. The outfall. High down-canyon
after the termination of sludge abundance of Dover sole was currents were also measured
discharge. There was no signifi- correlated with the organic carbon during this period. These currents
cant difference in abundance of content of the sediments. The may have been responsible for
fish at 100 m and 200 m. concentrations of TOC in surface increased levels of sand andEpidermal tumors and fin sediment was significantly higher decreased levels of TOC in theerosion occurred in 5% of all near the outfall and declined contaminated zone. Burial of the
Dover sole collected and the somewhat after termination of high organic sediments by shelfproportion of disease decreased solid waste discharge (Table 4). sediments entrained in the highwith distance from the sludge The abundance of polychaetes in currents, or resuspension of the
outfall (Table 3). The highest grab samples was also correlated organic material, may have in-
incidence of disease occurred with TOC (r=-0.214, n=95, creased the amount of sand and
among fish collected on the 100 0.02<p<0.05). Sediments with decreased the number of
m isobath in the contaminated
zone. There was little of no
disea~ among fish collected in
the reference and transition zones,Table 1
although they were significantly ~nalysls of variance of Dover sole abundance (log transformed number per

10 rain trawl). Main effects are before and after termination of sludgedifferent from each other, discharge (pre/post), season (winter and summer), zone (contaminated,
transition, and reference1, and depth of collection (100 and 200 mI.
Interactions were not significant (p>0.05): N = 108, R~ -- 0.585. $S ¯ sum of
squares, DF = degrees of freedom. MS -- mean square, F = MS main effect/MS

Discussion ,trot. P -- probability.

The seasonal patterns of Dover Source SS DF MS F p
sole abundance observed in this
study are consistent with the Prc/Po.,,t 0.676 I 0.676 4.108 0.046
seasonal migration patterns of Se,x, am 0.773 I 0.773 4.696 0.033
Dover sole reported by others Zone 11.373 2 5.686 34.552 0,000
(Hagcrman 1952, Cross 1985, Dcp~ 0.241 I 0.241 1.466 0229

lh’ror 13.824 84 0 165
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polychaetes. Reduced prey avail- I I conditions. This ~rend of improve- "r
merit will likely continue in theability may account for the Conclusionsdecline in the number of Dover future. ¯

sole collected. By the winter of Termination of sludge discharge
1990, the characteristics of the has significantly changed the References
sediments had returned to pre- marine environment in the area of ¯ Allen. M.J. and A.J. Mearns. 1976,
1989 conditions and the relative the sludge outfall in Santa Mortice Life history of the Dove~ sole. pp. ./.abundances of Dover sole and Bay. The decreased incidence of 223-228, In: Southern California
their prey species increased to disease in the Dover sole popula- Coastal Wate~ Research Project
former levels, tion is a positive sign of improving Annual Report, [] Segundo.

¯ Cross, J.N. 1985.
Fin erosion among fishes collected

I I II I near a Southern California municipal
Table 2 wastewater outfall (1971-1982). U,5.
Dover sole abundance (numbar/IO rain trawtl In the �ontaminated, transl- Fish. Btdl. 83:195-206.
Zion, and reference zones In winter end summer collections before and aftel, ¯ Cross. ].N. 1986.
sludge discharge termination (pre and post) In Santa Monlca Bay. Data from Epidernlal U~m01~ lfl Micro$lonlll3
the 100 and 200 m stations combined. N = number of trawls in each zone, paCifiCu$ (PleurolR~ti0at~) coll~ctl~
SD z standard devlaUon, near a municipal Wasl~Waler outfal|

in the coastal waters off Los Angeles
Contaminated Transition Reference (1971-1983) Cali.£ Fish Game

N Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 72:68-77
¯ Cross, J.N., J. Roney, and G.S,

Pre    Winter 4 62.5 70.1 48.3 40.4 10.8 1 !.8 Kleppel. 1985.
Summer 8 101.6 66.7 41.1 31.5 6.3 4.6 Fish food habits along a pollution r

Post Winter 12 36.2 29.0 21.2 23.4 4.8 5.1 gradient. Calif.. Fish Gam~ 71:28-39
Summer 12 83.7 74.6 25.8 24.6 13.3 10.8 ¯ Gabriel, W.L. and W.G. Pearey.

198 i. . ~..,~

Table 3 Feeding selectivity of Dover Sole,
of Incidence of epidermal tumors and fin erosion In the �ontaml- Microstomuspacificus, off Oregon.Summary

noted, transition, and reference zones, during winter a~:l summer, before U.S. Fish. Bull’ 79:4-28
(pre) and after (post) termination of sludge discharge In Santa Monlca Bay. * Hagerman, F.B. 1952.
Data from the 1 O0 and 200 m stations combined. N a number of trawls In TI~ biology of Dover s01e,
each zone, SD ¯ standard davlaUon. Microstomuspacificus. Calif. DepL

Contaminated Transition Reference Fish Game, Fish Bull. 85, 48pp.
¯ Hunter, J.R., J.L Butler, (2.

N Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Kimbrell, and E.A. Lym’L 1990.
Bathymetric patterns in size, age,
sexual maturity, water content, andPre Winte~ 4 12.8 20.9 0.5 1.0 0 caloric density of Dover sole,

Summer 8 10.1 9.0 0.3 0.7 0 Microstornuspacificus. Calif. Coop.
Post Winter 12 2.5 3.6 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3       Ocean. FislL Invest. Rept. 31:132-

Summer 12 2.4 3.7 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.6 144.
¯ Peafcy, W.R. and D. Hancock.

Table 4 1978.
Summary of sediment total organic carbon WoTO¢) content In the �ontains. Feeding habits of Dover sole,
noted, transition, and reference zones, during winter and summer, before
(pre) and after (post) termination of sludge discharge in Santa Monica Bay. ~icroslornltspacificu$; rgx So|e.

Data from the 1 O0 and 200 m stations combined. N = number of trawls in Glyptocephalus zachirus; slender

each zone, SD = standard deviation. SOle, Lyopsetta exili$; and Pacific
sanddab, Citharichthys sordidus, in

Contaminated Transition Reference a region of diverse sediments and
bathymetry off Oregon. U.S. Fish.

N Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Bull. 76:3-14.
¯ Thompson. B.T. 1991.

Pre    Winter 4 2.9 1.4 1.9 1.1 1.2 0.3 Recovery of Santa Monica Bay from
Surmner 8 2.7 1.1 1.9 1.2 1.2 0.2 sludge di.~h~ge. Technical Report

Post Winter 12 2.8 1.4 1.8 1.1 1.1 0.4 #.L19, Southern California Coastal
Sunm~er 12 2.2 1.2 1.7 1.2 1.2 0.2 Water Re.~arch lh’oject, Long

Beach. 83pp.
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Temporal and Spatial Changes in
LSediment Toxicity in Santa Monica Bay

T he City of Los Angeles
stopped discharging sludge Figure 1,

into Santa Monica Bay in Novem- t.,.uons of :ampling stations and the Hype~ofl sludge oul/all In Santa Monlca Bay.
bet 1987. As a result, the mass
emissions of solids and contami- " ;"~ PRE-TERIdlNATION
nants into the bay have declined ....... aENTH,¢ MACaOFAUNAt ASSEMBt.XGE$
substantially (SCCWRP 1989).

¯

The effect of this event on the
sediment quality and marine life
in Santa Monica Bay was exam-
ined by SCCWRP from 1986 to ~.~
1990 (Thompson 1991), 1

This report describes the
results of one component of the
study, sediment toxicity in Sanla
Monica Bay. The objectives were ~**
to document temporal changes in
sediment toxicity at the sludge
discharge site, and to compare the
relative sediment toxicity with the
chemical characteristics of the
sediments.

Methods
Sediment samples were col- times between November 1987 (1989). Survival was measured inlected from eight stations in Santaand August 1990. Spatial changesthe short-term test, while survivalMonica Bay (Figure 1). A pair of in toxicity among the four zones and growth (change in bodystations was located in each of were investigated by laboratory length per 28 days) were mea-four zones characterized by tests with sediments collected in sured in the long-term test Sedi-different benthic macrofaunal August 1989 and August 1990. ment from the amphipod coilec-assemblages: reference (Stations Surface sediment (upper 2 cm) tion site in Newport Bay was5 and 6), transition (3 and 4), was removed from the Van Veen included in each test as a labora-contaminated (1 and 2), and grab sample, placed in a plastic tory control.canyon (sludge field; 50 and 51) jar, and stored refrigerated for up The stations sampled and the(Thompson 1991). All stations, to two weeks before the toxicity number of replicates variedexcept those in the canyon, were tests. Short-term ( 10 days) and between collections because oflocated at a depth of 100 m. long-term (28 days) tests were sampling difficulties and limitedTemporal changes in the conducted with the amphipod, availability of amphipods. Threetoxicity of canyon zone sedimentsGramlidierellajaponica, using replicates of one compositewere determined by laboratory methods described in Nipper et aL sediment sample from station 50tests on samples collected five were tested in 1987 and 1988.
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Single grab samples (not repli- Nonionic hydrocarbon concentra- Survival was expressed as percent
cared) from Stations 1, 2.4, 5, 6, tion data arc more highly con’e- of the laboratory control to
5(I. and 51 were tested in August laced with biological effects when compensate for variability in
1989. Replicate grab samples normalized to organic carbon thancontrol survival. The adjusted
from stations 50 and 51 were when expressed on a dry weight survival of G. japonica doubled
tested in Fcbruary 1990. Repli- basis (Di Toro et al. 1991). Trace between 1988 and 1989 suggest-
care grab samples from stations 1,metal concentrations, grain size, ing a dramatic reduction in the
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 50, and 51 were TOC, and TN were expressed on toxicity of canyon zone sediment
tested in August 1990. a dry weight basis. (Table 1). Survival in canyon

The sediment samples were The data were tested for sediment remained high in subse-
analyzed for grain size (sand, silt,differences among zones and the quent experiments, although
and clay), total organic carbon laboratory control by single factor survival in the August 1990
(TOC), total nitrogen fiN), analysis of variance and experiment was significantly less
dissolved sulfides, cadmium, Dunnett’s multiple comparison than the laboratory control
copper, zinc, silver, DDT, DDE, test. The relations between
DDD, Arocior 1242, Aroclor changes in sediment characteris. Spatial Changes in
1254, hexachlorobenzene, and 22tics and toxicity were examined Toxicity
polynuclear aromatic hydrocar- with Spearman rank correlation Amphipod growth rates werebons (PAHs). Sediment analyses coefficients.
and toxicity tests were conducted similar between the 28-day
on subsamples of sediment from exposures in 1989 and 1990

(Table 2) and were not signifi-the same grab sample. The Results candy different among the zoneschemistry data and analytical
methods are found in Anderson etTemporal Changes in (ANOVA, p>0.05). Growth rates
al. (1988) for the 1987-88 Toxicity in 1990 were less variable among
samples and Thompson (1991) zones than growth rates in 1989.
for the 1989-90 samples. The 10-day survival of amphi- Growth rates were expressed as

Data for chlorinated hydrocar- pods in laboratory control sedi- percent of the laboratory conltol
bons and polynuclear aromatic ment (Newport Bay) varied to compensate for variations
hydrocarbons were normalized to between experiments, especially between experiments.
sediment organic carbon content in February 1990 (Table 1). Amphipod survival during the
prior to statistical analyses. 28-day tests was variable and not

significantly different among the
zones (Table 2). Animals exposed
to reference zone sediment in

Table I. 1990 had the lowest survival,
Survival of Grandldlerella Japonica following 1 O-day exposure to sediments while amphipods exposed to
from the Canyon Zone (Stations 50 and Sl I In ~anta Mortice Bay. Data are contaminated zone sediment had
mean and one standard deviation |In parenthesesI. Three samples from each the highest survival.
station were analyzed in 1987 and ! 988, two samples were analyzed In
1989, end four samples were analyzed in 1990.

Toxicity and Sediment
10-Day Survival (%) Characteristics

Adjusted survival The relation between toxicityCanyon Zon(: Lab Conu’oi % of co~uol
and sediment characteristics was

Nov. 1987 35 (35)* 92 (7) 38 examined with the data from five
Apr. 1988 8 (14)* 88 (7) 9 experiments with canyon zone
Aug. 1989 90 (0) 98 (4) 92 sediments. Correlations and post
Feb. 1990 53 (10) 65 (6) 82 hoc hypotheses were used to
Aug, 1990 72 (21)* 94 (6) 76 identify which of the measured

sediment variab!es corresponded
"Mean~ s~gn~fi,:anlly d~ffct,:nl from lab conlro~ (ANOVA ,;rod Dunn~ll’! Iesl;
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with reductions in toxicity during group (hydrocarbons were TOC the high and low toxicity groups
the course of the study, normalized). We assumed that was the reduction in sulfide

Spearman rank correlations only contaminants with a substan-conc.entration (Table 3). Concert-were calculated between amphi- tial concentration reduction from trations of anthracene, C2 and C3
pod toxicity and sediment charac- 1987/88 to 1989/~) would have substituled phenanthrenes, and
tcristics (Table 3). We assumed played a role in temporal toxicity perylene declined by morn than
that sediment constituents exert- changes. 50%. Concentrations of 29 of theing toxic effects would have The greatest change between 36 measured constituents declined
negative coefficients; a correla-
tion of - 1.0 is the strongest pos-
sible relation (i.e., reduced con-
centration accompanied by
increased survival). Organic Figure 2.
carbon, organic nitrogen, naph- $(att~rpIot of Spearman ra~k conalatlonz and relative co~ent~aUon ~

for canyon zone sediments In the ! O-day arnphlpod survival test. Thethai¯he, C 1 substituted naphtha- tions were calculated b~twearl toalclty and sediment chemistry. The �once~t-
lenes, and sulfide had high nega- tratlon change compared sediments collected in 1989/90 to sedimeflts col.
tive correlations. Hexachlor0- lacteal in 1987/88. Labelled points In the lower left quadrant are the sedlmen~

characteristics that had the greatest relation to temporal toxicity chaltges.benzene was the only chlorinated CINAPH ¯ C1 substituted naphthalenes, CI-C3PHEN ¯ CI-C3 substituted
hydrocarbon that was negatively phenanthrenes, HCB a hexechlorobenzene, NAPH ¯ naphthalene, PCB42 ¯
correlated with survival. Correla- Aroclor 1242, PCB54 ¯ Aroclor 1254, PERY ¯ porylene, PPDDD ¯ p,p’DDD, S ¯

ti0n c0~fficients for DDT$ and dissolved sulfide, TN ¯ tetai nitrogen, TOC ¯ total organic caM.bolt.

PCBs were positive, indicating
that amphip0ds had highersur- ~ t.0vival at higher concentrations.
Zinc had the largest negative
correlation among the trace ~ 0.~

In the second analysis, sedi- 0.0    ...*_ .ee ~ ¯.......... . .......-merit data for the canyon zone :,,.~ ¯ g .
were divided into low toxicity ~e .... Iti ¯.
samples (1989 and 1990tests) ~ -0.5 D, ¯and high toxicity samples (1987 ,,~ ,,- o,,,,..
and 1988 tests) (Table 3). Mean a. ,,e ¯
chemical concentrations in the w -1.o t I t t
low toxicity group were com- -100 -$0 0 50 100
pared to those in the high toxicity PERCENT CHANGE IN CONCENTRATION

Table 2
Mean growth (mm/28 days ) and survival (percent| of Grandldlerella Japonica following 28-day exposure to sediments
from Santa Monlca Bay and Newport Bay (laboratory control). N : 2 for each zone In 1989; N -- 4 for each zone In
1990 (except transition where N ¯ 2), Data are mean and one standard deviation (in parentheses).

Growth Survival

ram/28 day % of control Percent % of control
1989 1990 1989 1990 1989 i~)0      1989 1990

Lab control 3.4 (0.1) 2.8 (0,3) 100 1130 42.(12) 74.(6) 100 100Reference 2.2 (0.5) 2.0 (0.8) 65 71 50.(8) 26.(21 ) 119 35Transition 2.3 (0,7) 1.6 (0.4) 68 57 20(19) 31~(29) 48 42Contaminatcd 2.9 (0.2) 1.8 (0.4) 85 68 22.(8) 47.(13) 52 6.1Canyon 1.8 (0.3) 1.8 (0.4) 53 64 25.(4) 4-I.(50) 60 59
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Iv
’ 9hy less than 25%. The mean

CI substituted naphthalenes, change in TN was similar to thatconcenLrations of 16 contami-
phcnanthrene. C2 and C3 of TOC (data not shown). The L

nants, including DDTs. PCBs.
suhstilu~d phenanthrenes, andand silver, increased, concentrations of theperylenc (Figure 2). The pat- hexachlorobenzene, naphtha-Ten contaminants had the
terns of change in sulfide and lcnes, phcnanthrenes, andgreatest expected responses
organic enrichment (TOC) at peryicne declined between 1987(negative correlation and reduced
Station 50 matched the temporal and 1988, a period during which

1
concentration): sulfide, TOC, TN,

change in toxicity (mortality) amphipod toxicity remained highhcxachlorobenzcne, naphthalene,
most closely (Figure 3). The (Figures 4.0,). 2

Figure 3. Discussion
TemporaJ changes In ! O-day amphipocl (Grandldlerella Japonica) mortallly,

Laboratory tests withdissolved sulfide, and sediment TOC for Station 50 (canyon zone).

Grandidierellajaponica d(x:u-
,0o mented: I) a decrease in the

~ ¯ .o~.~ ~0o - )2 toxicity of sediments in the

io,./ \\
~ ~o. ~ ~ 1989, and 2) sediment quality at

I00 m in the transition, contami-nated, and canyon zones in 1989

2o 20o ~o and 1990 was similar to sedi-
ment quality in the reference6 zone. The reduction in toxicity

r "of sediments in the sludge field "~o ) t ) ~ o 4 occurred during a period of~" ~ ~ ~ ~ marked changes in animal
species composition and abun-
dance (Thompson 1991). This
indicates that laboratory toxicityFigure 4. tests with G. japonica includedTemporal change,,, In lO-aey omphlpod (Grandldlerella Japontca) mortallt~ relevant sediment qualities that

and the TOC-normallzed
and phenanthrenes    sediment concentrations for naphthalenes (naphsum) were important to organisms
~ (phensum) for Station $0 (canyon Zone).

living in Santa Monied Bay.
Changes in the concentration

)0o .-. ~ of hydrogen sulfide, TOC, and
¯ .o~r~m )oo (~ [- so m~ TN (sediment characteristics

~,~~o. o ~ ~ - �o ~
associated with organic enrich-¯ ~ 80 mcnt) were strongly related to

~ so. - the changes in toxicity (Table 3).

~
6o ~ . ao Sea urchins exposed to sulfide at

= �o, o concentrations comparable to~o ,*o ~ 20 those measured in canyon zone
2o. ,3 ~ sediments suffer reduced growth

2o ~ ~o. and incrcascd mortality (Thomp-
z son etal. 1991).

~ g o ~ o Naphthalcnes, phcnanthrenes,
= ~" ~ ~ ~ pcrylcne, and hcxachlorobcnzene -

13AT~" were identified as potential
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Table 3
Chancje| In Santa Monlce Bay canyon sediment characteristics and 1heir correlation ISpearman rank �orrelation
coefficient, r ) to 1 O-day amphlpod survival,¯ Percent charge in sediment cor~,ntraUon Is the difference between moans
of the high toxicity group (Station S0 In 1987 an¢l 1988) and the low toxicity group (S1aUon 50 In 1989 and 1990).
NegaUva change indicates a reducUon In �or)centratlon from the high to the low toxicity group, Reference
concentrations are means for StaUons 5 and 6 between 1987 and 1990. Hydrocarbon concenl~atlons are expressed
relative to the organic carbon |ocJ content of the sediment; remaining sediment �onsUtuents are expressed on ¯ dry
weight basis.

r, % Change 1987/88 1988/89 Reference

"IN (%)                           -0.85 -39 1.16 0.70 0.01TO~ (%) -0.80 -27 10.99 8.02 0.95C l-Naphthalenes (ttg/g,) -0.56 -3 7.24 7.05 0.28Naphthalene (,ugi8,) -0.53 -33 2.72 1.83 0.24Sulfide (rag/L) -0.5 i .94 293.75 16.07 0.06Benzo(b)fiuonmthene Q.tg/8,) -0.39 17 4.39 5.14 1. ! 2Benzo(e)pyrene (lag/g,) -0.36 .6 1.96 1.85 0.49Benzo(a)pyrene (lagig,) -0.36 - 13 2.42 2.12 0.43Hexachlorobenzene ~g/8-) -O.3~ -42 0.04 0.02 0.03Clay (%) -0.29 - 18 9.45 7.71 7.36C l-Phenamh~ne~ (pg/g,,) -0.26 -47 6.78 3.60 0.36Perylene Q.tgig,,) -0.26 .56 !.99 0.88 0.98Benz(a)anlhracene (ttg/g.) -0.24 -5 2.4 ! 2.29 0.26Chrysene ~g/8,,,) -0.24 - 15 3.13 2.66 0.54Zinc (mgJkg) -0.22 - 18 49 i .00 ,103.33 60.70C3-Phenanthr~nes ~gig.) -0.22 -54 15.94 7.35 0.26Biphenyl (~tg/g,) -0.17 -33 15.32 10.24 0.53C3-Naphtha~ene~ Q.tgig,,) -0.14 - 12 2.59 2.28 O. 16Copper (mgAg) -0.09 -12 389.95 341.83 22.53Benzo(ghi)perylene (I.lgig~ -0.09 - i 2 1.24 1.09 0.39C2-Phenanthrenes (ttg/g,,) -0.04 -65 9.66 3.43 0.27Sand (%) 0.02 39 35.75 49.73 42.44Silt (%) 0.04 -22 54.75 42.53 50.12Silver (mg/kg) 0.04 29 24.78 32.01 1.18Cadmium (mg/kg) O.G9 -16 22.07 18.60 0.27Aroclor 1254 Q.tgig,,) 0.09 76 4.55 7.99 5.85Anutwacen¢ (lag/g~) 0.12 -72 0.88 0.25 0.069, I 0-Diphenylan~wacene (.ug/8,D 0.12 290 0.03 0.14 0.06p,p’-DDT Q.tg/g~ 0.17 327 0.03 0.14 0.09C2-Naphthalenes (I.tgig~ 0.17 38 4.72 6.52 0.35Dibenz(ah)anthracene (l.tg/g~ 0. I 7 25 0.37 0.46 0.08Axoclor 1242 (~g/g.,.) 0.19 74 1.59 2.78 1.03Pyrene (,ug/g,) 0.19 I07 3.58 7.42 1.37Fluor-~nthen¢ Qjgig.,.) 0.24 20 3.80 4.57 0.74Benzo(k)fluoranthene (.ug/g ,,) 0.26 648 0.03 0.24 0.07p,p’-DDE ~g/g,,) 0.29 26 1.63 2.07 7.88p,p’-DDD (lag/g~) 0.29 97 0.22 0.43 0.98Phenanthrene (Jagig.) 0.34 -23 2.24 i.72 0.4 io,p’-DDE (,ug/g~,) 0.39 24 O. 13 O. 17 1.30o.p’-DDT (p.g,’g,) 0.53 334 0.06 0.28 0.122,3-Benzofluorenc (lag/g~) 0.56 100 0.44 0.89 0.74
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~:~mtrihutors to reductions in the in the high toxicity group was 52 indicate that the effects oft~xicity of canyon zone s~di- P~/g,., approximately half of the sludge di.~harge had disap-mcnts. Itcxachlorobenzcnc draft E.P.A. criterion, pearcd in Santa Monica Bay.¢~mccntrations, however, wcrc It is unlikely that the low The assemblages of benthicsimilar in all four zones (Table molecular weight PAH corn- macrofauna in the canyon,31 and were unlikely to have a pounds wcrc thc principal factor contaminated, and transitionsignificant influence on toxicity, in the temporal toxicity changes zones were still adverselyDraft ~dimcnt quality in Santa Monica Bay sediments, affected in 1990 (Thompsoncriteria have been proposed h~r Thc.~ compounds may have 19911 and the concentrations ofphcnanthrcnc ba.~d on cquilib- contributed to the reductions, but many contaminants in therium partitioning theory. Con- additional aboratory testing with canyon zone were 5-10 timesccntrations lcss than 12(I lag/g pure chemicals is needed before higher than in reference areasorganic carbon (95% confidence conclusions can be drawn. (Table 3). We do not know if thelimiLs: 74-340 la ,g/g,~) are "pro- Insufficient data were available differences in composition oftcctive" of marine benthic to evaluate the influence of macrofauna among the zonesorganisms. Phenanthrcne con- pcrylcnc on toxicity in this study, were caused by toxic sediments,ccntrations in excess of 3,0~X) The lack of negative correla- or if they were the product ofpg/g,,~ produce 50% amphipod tions between toxicity and DDT variables not represented in themortality in spiked sediment and PCB concentrations was not toxicity test (e.g., sedimentexperiments (U.S.E.P.A. 1992). surprising; TOC-normalized preferences, interactions amongThe mean phenanthrene sedi- concentrations in the canyon zone species, etc.). In any case,mcnt concentration in the high were similar to concentrations in sediment toxicity tests with G.toxicity group in this study was the reference area (Table 3). japonica were a less sensitive2.2 lag/go,, three orders of
indicator of sediment quality inmagnitude below the toxic ~ Santa Monica Bay than thelevels in spiked sediment tests.

The combined concentrations of ~on¢lu~|orl$ composition of the benthic
macrofauna.naphthalcnes and phenanthrenes The reductions in sediment Results based on chemical

toxicity in 1989 and 1990 did not analyses of field sediments are
not definitive, but can guide the
.~lcction of contaminants for

Fi~r~ ~. laboratory research. Additional
laboratory tests with sedimentsTemporal changes in I O-day amphllx)d (Grandldlerella Japonica) mortality
from Santa Monica Bay areand the TOC-normall zed sediment �oncentratlons of heaachlorobenzene and

perylene for Station SO (canyon zone), planned to complement the data
reported herein. We will use

o. ~ o ~ ~ o ~
longer exposures to examine,oo T

°~ --r,,~.m

z
I m~

effects on reproduction of G.
.t~:~_o~o~a, zt,~t = ~ japonica and we will examine80÷ ~’~ o.o8~

¯ ~ u _~ the effects of organic enrichment
~ u ~ and grain size on benthic organ-~ ~0÷ 0.o~- ,’," isms. This research will provide

oz some of the data needed to~ 40 ÷ 0.0,1. o -4o o ~ determine the relative influence:~ "" .5 of the various sediment charac-20 4- 0.02 ,~ z tcristics on the benthic
’-’ macrofauna in Santa Monicao ,~ : ~ I I ~ ~ ~ ~ I o.ooZ ~o " Bay. ¯

DATE
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~Ong:Te;m Trends in Trawl-Caught
Fishes Off Point Loma, San Diego
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longspine combfish were the most and roughly 0.7 km were lrawled lab and identified to genus andahundam fishes collected off at each station, species whenever possible. FishPoint Loma in the early 1970s All fish in the trawl were length data were converted to 1/Voglin 1975). Pacific sanddab, identified, counted, measured to cm size classes for the analyses.English sole, and Dover sole the nearest millimeter, and Temperature data were aver-occurred at most stations. Pacific weighed aboard ship. If more than aged from four to five Pointsanddab, white croaker. Iongfin 20 fish of ore species were Loma water quality stations alongsanddab, and calico rockfish werecollected, all fish were measured the 60 m contour. From Januarythe most abundant species at two to the nearest centimeter. Un- 1980 to July 1987, water tempera-reference sites near San Diego in known fish were returned to the lure was measured with a Martec1985 and 1990 (Thompson et al.
1987, 1992).

Information on long-term
u’ends in demersal fish popula- Figure 1.lions on the mainland shelf off Lo~ation of trawl ~tlons off Point Logo I~ Mission by, ~ DI~
Southern California is uncom- \
mon. Most studies last less then
three years (Cross and Allen
1992). The objective of this study
was to examine temporal and
spatial changes in trawl-caught tA aot~.A
fishes on the 60 m isobath off
Point Loma over a lO.year pe-

/

riod. Fish catches were examined
in relation to water temperatures.

Materials and
Methods

Biologists from the Point ""
Loma Wastewater Treatment
Laboratory and SCCWRP col-
lected fishes by otter trawl at six
stations off Point Loma near the
municipal wastewater outfall for
the city of San Diego (Figure 1).
Station depths ranged from 55 to
70 m. Sampling began in the
summer of 1982 and usually
occurred in January (winter) and ’
June (summer). From 1982 and
1992, 120 trawls were made.

One 10-min tow using a 7.6 m
(headrope length) otter trawl was
made at each station at a scope
ratio (towing cable length versus
water depth) of 3:1 (Word and
Meatus 1979). When more then
one trawl was made, the first one
w~ used in the analyses. Vessel
speed was approximately 2 knots
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XMS Mark 7. From 1988 on, the standardized to Z-scores. Species est neighbor) (Wilkinson 1990).water column was profiled with a occurring in less than 10% of the The similarity in species lists wasSeabird CTD (conductivity, collections were eliminated. The examined with average ranktemperature, and depth), similarity measure was Euclidean correlations (Mosteller andThe similarity of trawl catches distance and the clustering Rourke 1973) and the relationamong stations was examined by method was single linkage (near- between trawl catch parameterscluster analysis of abundances and temperature was examined
with Spearman rank correlations
(Zar 1974).

Figure 2.
Mean monthly surface water temperature for 1980 to 1992, and annual Resultsdeviations from the mean. along the 60 m Isobeth off Point Low, a.

Water temperature

Surface water temperatures
s,, were warm during the summer

,_, 2~ months (June to September) and
~ z0 cool during the winter months
t~ II (December to February) (Figure

~1~ 2). During some years, cool
~ temperatures that occurred in

ta le May and June were related ton. upweiling. The water column was
I~ weakly stratified in the winter and!,~ strongly stratified in the summer.

Average bottom temperatures
~z J F U A u d d A $ o N O declined after 1984 (Figure3).

IdONTH The difference between surface
and bottom temperatures in-
creased from 1980-84 (0-6.5"C)
to 1985-92 (1-11"I2).

Figure 3.
Mean monthly bottom water temperature for 1980 to 1992, and annual Trawl catch
deviations from the mean, along the 60 m Isobath off Point Loma.

Ten years of semi-annual
trawling at six stations off Point
Loma produced 57 species from20 28 families and 26,839 individu-t~ als (Table I). Plainfin midship-.._, t l~ man, longspine combfish,

0~.~ t7 i~~ 1~~ ~~ yellowchin sculpin, California

occurred in over 90% of the
~ ~ 4 trawls and accounted for 55% of
~ 13 the individuals collected. The I0
~ ~ 2 ,, most abundant species accounted

1~ for 83% of the fish captured. Two
I O . rare fishes were collected in
9 January 1988: spotted batfish andJ ~- u ~ u J j ~, s o ~ r, slcndcr snipcfish (Miller and LeaUONTH 1972).
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Table 1
List or fish species and numbers collected and p~rcent o~cu~rence (poI in 120 trawls off Point Lomao San Diego
between 1982 and 1992.

Fan~ly Common N~n~ Sciemific N~rn~ Number
Myxmidae Pacific bagfisb Ep~mrenu ~otaii I < ISqualidae spiny dogfish Squalu~ aca~kim 6 3Toq~edinida~ Pacific electric rey Torpedo califom~ca 2 2Rajid=~. big skat= Roja bivto~ 2 2California *kat~ Rata momam 23 17Iongnose ska~ ~a~ rhina 3 < Iunidentified rlal~ ~a~a q~p. I < lMyfiobatididae hal ray Myliobalm cali, l’omica I < IChLmaendec ratfir~ Hydrologm colli~i 15 7Engraulididae nor~ern anchovy Engraulil movdal 4 3Argentinidae Pacific argentine Ar/lentina sialb 647 34Synodontidae California lizardfisb Synod,a l~i~’eil~ [,012llatrachoid~ae speckJefin midshil~nan Ponchtlrys myria.Uer 6 2

p]ainfin midshipman Ponck:ky: r~tmm 3,962 92Ophidiidae spotted cuskeel ehila~a taylor~ 44 14Merhicclldae Pacific hake (whiting) Meduccitu prn~luc~m I < [Ogcocephalidae spotted ba~fish Zatie~te: elmer
I < ICentnscidae slender snipefisb Macrodumepkosm ~r~i/U I < ISyngnathidae kelp pipefir, b Sygnathus cal~l’ormemi~ I < IScorpaenidae scorpionfi~h $corpae~ ,g~/a~ 274 48bocaecio Seba~tes pa~ci~p~aie
I < Icalico rockfish Se&mes .t~llii I, I I 8 63cowcod Sebaue~ l~b
I < Igreenblotched rockfish Sebas t e ~ ruse nl~att i

i 0 6g~enspolted rockfish Sebaltes chlorostict~t I < I
hail’banded roclrdi~ .~ebOJle$ temicincnu 42 gunidentified rockfish Sebaste: app. ~0

17splimose rockfish Sebalte.g dlplopro~
I < Istripetail rockfish Sebaste: ~azicola

!,444vermilion rockfith Sebaltes miniatat 24 13Zaniolepididan longspinc ¢ombfi~h Z~niolepis latipinnil 2.701 93short.spine �ombfish Zam’olepis frenata ! ¯ IHexagrammidae fingcod Ophiodon elongatttt 1 < ICottidae rnughback iculpin Chilonott~ pugelem~ 106 31
yellowchin ~culpm icelmtu quodr~eru~ta 2.829 93Agonidae pigmy pother Odo~lopyj~$ tr~piaom 48 ! 5Sctaenidae queenfish Seriphu~ pol~lu: 62 5
white croaker Genyonemu~ li~ea:~ 803 33Embiotocidae pile surfperch Damalichthy~ vacca I < Ipink soffperch Z~l~mbiu.s ro$o~etu 2,267 74shiner surf perch Cymo~oga~ter aggrega:a 4 3Uranoscopidae smooth stargazer Katheto~toma averruncus 8 6Gobiidae bay goby l~pidogobi~ lepidus 354 5 Iblackeye goby Co~. phoplerus nicholsii 1unidentified goby Gobiidae spp. ! < ISU’omateidae Pacific butterfish PepriluJ $imillimus 2 2Cynoglossidae Calt fornia b3nguefish $)~nphyrus atricauda 1,670 93Bothtdae bigmouth sole tt~ppoglossina stomata 341 76fantail sole Xystreurys liolepu " 54 26gulf sanddab C~tharichthysfragilu 63 14)ongfin sanddab C~tharichthy~ xanthostigma 3,687 97Pacific sanddab C~tharichlh).~ sordidu~ 1,489 64unidentified sandd,~b C, tharichlhy~ spp, 341 8Plcuronect~dae             Dover sole                      Mlcro~tom~ pacificus                     845          7 I

Enghsh sole Pleuronecte~ [ = Parophry~) velu/u.t" 149 43hornyhead turbot Pleuromch/hy~ ver~wohs 313 78sic rider sole Eop~etta (= Lyopsetta) exilu 9 4

26,839
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Figure 4. The composition and rank
order of abundance of trawl-Tree dlacjram of relations among trawl stations off Point Loma ISDf to SO61 caught fishes were similar among

based on the composition and abundance of fishes In trawl catches between
1982 and 1992. Distance is a relative measure of dissimilarity,

the six suctions (Table 2). "]"he
~ averagc rank correlation among

the s~ics in Talkie 2 was 0.64
0.0 DIST~ICE (p<O.Ol) indicating that the

STATION 1o0 conditions that resu]~d in their
SO 1 dominance were similar among

the stations. The control station
- (SDI) was the most dissimilar of

SD2 -- all the stations, while tbe
downcoast stations (SD5 and
SD6) were the most similarSO3 --                                                (Figure 4). Eliminating SDI from

~_ the calculations only raised the
S04 -- average rank correlation to 0.69.

Trawl catches were the small-est at SDI (Figure 5). The meanSO5 --                                                number of species per trawl was

~ 12% lower, the mean number of
SD6 individuals was 39% lower, and

the mean biomass was 60% lower
at SDI compared to the mean for
the five remaining stations. The
abundance of yellowchin sculpin,

Table 2.
Rank order of the 10 most abundant species caught In trawls (20 per station) off Point Loma (staUons SD1 to SO6)
from 1982 to 1992, and the most abundant species for the periods 198~..84 (30 trawls) and 1985-92 (90 trawls).

1982-92                        All Stations
SDI     SD2    SD3     SIM     SD5    SD6       82-84     85-92

Long/ha sanddab 1 2 2 7 l 3 6 2
Pink surfpercb 2 3 6 5 6 5 9 5Pacific saaddab 3 13 I 1 6 4 8 l I 6Longspine combfish 4 5 3 4 5 2 4 4California tonguefish 5 8 7 8 8 4 I 9Plainfin midshipman 6 l l l 2 6 3 !Yellowchin sculpin 7 4 4 3 3 1 5 3California lizardfish 8 9 l0 11 l0 12 7 l0Bigmouth sole 9 17 16 18 17 13 16 15

Su’ip¢~l rockfish 10 11 12 2 7 9 l0 7Dover sole 11 10 9 10 14 i I 8 1 !While crookes I2 12 5 12 15 10 2 16Calico rockfish 13 7 8 9 9 7 12 8Pacific m’gen fine 15 6 13 15 ! 2 ] 6 30 12
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Table 1
Ust of fish species and numbers collected and percent occurrence (PO) In 120 trawls off Point Loma, San Diego
between 1982 and 1992.

Farmly Common Name Scientific Nan~ Number PCMyxmkl~_ Pacific hag fish Eptalrelu: #toutii
I < ISqualidac spiny dogfish gqua/u~ ac~uhim 6 3Torpedinidan Pacific electric rmy Torpedo califomica
2 2Rajidac big skate Raja binoculala
2 2California skate Raja moma~

23 1h3ngnose skate ~a~a rhi. 3
< ’

unidentified shmte Raja tpp.Myfiohefididae bat ray 1 < IMyliob~u~ califomica 1 < 1Chtmacrida~ fairish Hydrolagu~ colliei IS 7Engranlididan nccthem anchovy Engrauid mordox 4 3A~gentinidae Pacific argeWine Arlemina ~iali~ 647 34Syn~dontid~,. California lizardfish Synodua luciacep~ 1.012 68BaUachoididae specUefin midshipman Po~chlhys my~auer
6 2plamfin midshipman Porichlhy: r~t~m 3.962 92Ophidiidac spotted cuskeel Chilara taylori 44 ! 4Merlucciidac Pacific hake (whiting) Meducciu.s productttt I < IOgcocepbalidan spotted batfish Zalieute: elater
I < ICentxiscidac slender anipefish Macroduamphogus lrc~ilit I < ISyngnathidac kelp pipefish Sy~na~h~tt californi~nti~ I < ISoorpacnidan scorpionfith $corpaena gut~ata 274boceccio

5eba~tes pauci~pini, i < 1calico rockfish Seba~te~ dallii 1.11g 63�owcod
Sebas:e: levi~ I < Ig~enblotched rockfish Seba~tes ro~nlRa~li 10 6greenspotted rockfish geba~le$ chloroJtic~

I < ihal(banded rockfish geba~tes :emicmctm
42unidentified rockfish Sebasles ~pp.

splimose rockfish Seba~le$ diploprm 40 1
1 <1stripetaH rockfish Sebattes ~z~ico/~

!,444 48vermilion rockfish geba~tej miniatm
24. 13Zaniolepididan longspine �ornbfish Zaniolep~s latipmni~ 2,701 93shortspine �ombfish Zaniolepis frenata I < !Hexagrammidae lingood Ophiodon elongalat
I < 1Cottidac mughback sculpin ~h~tonott’* pugetemi~ 106 31yellowchin sculpin              /celinu.~ qu~driseriatus                  2,829         93Agonidac pigmy poacher Odontopyxis trispmosa 48 15Sciaenidac queenfish geriphu~ politu~

62 5white croaker Genyonemus lineatu~ 803 33Embiotocidae pile surfperch Damol(Chlhy$ vacca ! <pink suH’perch Zolembiu~ rOs~eu.� 2.267 74shiner surfpcrch Cvmaloga~ter aggregata 4 3Uranoscopidac smooth stargazer [~alhetogtoma averruncus
g 6Gobiidae bay goby

Lepid~gobiuz lepidu~ 354 5 Iblackeye goby Coryphopteru~ nichol$ii 1 <unidentified goby Gobiidae spp.
I < 1Strornateidae Pacific butterfish Peprilu~ simillimu~ 2 2Cynoglossidae California tongue fish Symphyru~ atricauda

1,670 93Bothidae bigmouth sole H~ppoglossma stomala
341 76fantail sole Xystreury$ liolepi~ ’ 54 26gulf sanddab

Citharichlhysfragili~ 63 14long fin sanddab C~lh~rich#t),s x~alhoslignu~ 3,68"/ 97Pacific sanddab Cilharichlhy~ sord*du~ 1,489 64unidcntifi~d sa~ddab C.harichlhyJ spp. 341 8Pleuronectidae             [~ver sole                      Microstomu.t pacificu~                     845          7 I
English sole Pleuronecte$ (=Parophrys) velulu~ 149 43hornyhead turbot Pleuronichthy~ ven~cal~ 313 78slender sole EopJetro ¢=Lyop~ella) exili~ 9 4

26,839
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in the 1985 Reference Survey, but
common thereafter; 3) English Figure 7
sole, which were abundant in Relation between the mean number of species caught by trawl at all station|
1975, were rare in both Referenceon one sampling date In=6 trawls/date| and Ix~ttom water temperature, r, is

Surveys and the present study; Spearman rank �orrelaUon.

and 4) Pacific argentine were not
collected before 1985. 20

Changes in dominance among ¯ Otrawl-caught fishes are not un- ..a ¯ ¯common in the Southern Califor-
~ 15

QD
nia Bight Stripetail rockfish Odominated rockfish catches on the ~ OO Omainland shelf throughout the ~ I0
SCB from 1971 to 1975. Signifi- a.
cant recruitment occurred in 1971, O--R,,,1973, and 1975 when average
annual water temperatures were ¯
16°C or less. Significant recruit-
ment of calico rockfish occurred 0
in 1975 and 1977 when average g 10 11 12
annual water temperatures were TEIdPER~R/RE (’C)17°C or higher. Calico rockfish
dominated rockfish catches from
1975 to 1978 (Mearns etal. Figur~ 8
1980). The ranges of both speciesRelation between the mean number of Individuals caught by trawl at Ill
extend south to central Baja stations on one sampling date #nz6 trawls/dateI and b~ttom water tempera.

California, but calico rockfish are
ture. r, Is Spearman rank �orrelaUon.

rare north of Santa Barbara and
sripetail rockfish occur as far
north as Alaska (Eschmeyer et al.
1983). The switch in dominance ¯ ~:uuut~
from stripetaii rockfish to calico
rockfish spanned 100 km of coast 350 rm- -o.aT, p>o.zo

south of Point Dume and was 300 ¯ (5)
linked to changing oceanographic 2,50conditions.

Bottom water temperatures off
San Diego were above the 12 year _ 15o
mean (13.1°C) from 1980 to the O
end of 1984. The greatest devia-

~
loo ¯ O

tions occurred in summer of 1983 SO ¯
coincident with the 1982-1983 El 0
Nifio. Trawl catches declined g 10
during the El Nifio. The mean
number of species per trawl TEUPERAI’URE (’C)
declined 16-32% and the mean
number of individuals and mean
catch weight declined 57-65%
over the periods immediately yellowchin sculpin, Dover sole, rockfish, and stripetail rockfishbefore and after the El Nifio California lizardfish, and plainfin increased by 80-99%. More(Cross and Allen 1992). lmmcdi- midshipman incrca.~d by 50- species of fish were collectedatcly following the El Nifio, 75c/,,, while catches of longspinc when bottom water temperaturescatches of longfin sanddab, combtish, pink surfpcrch, calico wcrc lower. Meatus (1978),
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~,P ~ ~ ~----~’-~-    ~’ ’~-~-- -"- properties, particularly increases
~- ; ~ ._. _ in organic content, lead to alter-

~ ,,..._. _ -~- ation in benthic invertebrate
as.~mblagcs. As the infauna
changes, so does the assemblage
of dcmcrsal fishes that prey on
them (Cross et al. 1985).

Conclusions
"\

~~
The abundance and composi-

: tion of the trawl catches, as well
as the sediment organic content,

..~_.~,1                         at stations close to the PointLoma outfall were similar to the
values obtained for the 60 m
stations in the 1990 Reference
Survey (Thompson et al. 1992).
The control station (SDI) had the

’~i~
lowest trawl catches and sediment

~ ~’~ ’ ; organic content. Either the control
station is located in an area that is
not typical of mainland shelf
conditions, or the shelf off San
Diego is similar to SDI and thereCod end of otter trawl containing the catch
are not enough data to verify iL
The similarity of trawl fish
abundance and composition
among the six stations, and the
similarity in abundance andusing surface water temperature, carbon) is lower than the organic composition between this studyfound a similar correlation be- content of sediments close to the and the 1990 Reference Survey,twecn trawl catches and water Point Loma outfall (0.54-0.65%) suggest that the effects of waste-

temperature. Many demersal (see Total Organic Carbon and water discharge on the fishspecies had poor recruitment Total Nitrogen in Marine Sedi- as~mblage off Point Loma areduring the warm-water years of merits, Sediment Trap Particles, minimal.1957 to 1959 (Carlisle 1969) andM,nicipal Effluents, andSurface It is not surprising that the fish1974 to 1975 (Allen and Voglin Runoff in this report). The organic as~mblage off Point Loma1976). content of sediments close to the responds to oceanographic eventsCluster analysis separated the outfall was similar to the organic such as El Nifio. The coupling ofcontrol station (SDI) from the content of ~’dimcnts collected at environmental changes andremaining stations based on the 6~1 m in the 1990 Reference biological responses underscorescomposition and abundance of the Survey (1~.57U. Thompson et al. the importance of long-term datatrawl catches. The control station 1992). collection (Wolfe et al. 1987).had the lowest catches of the six Changes in ~hc composition of The data generated by monitoringstations and lower catches than fish assemblages around some programs should be adcqual~ tothe 6(I m stations in the 1990 outlall.~ may bc the result ~I differentiate between the naturalReference Survey (Figure 5). The alterations in the ~’diment.s variability of the biota and anthro-t~rganic content of sediments off cau~,~d by the discharge ~1 v,astc- pogcnic impacts on the biota
~lis~,ion Bay ((1.457, total organic water .~did~. Changc.~ in sediment(e.g., Stull et al. 1987). ¯
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 ef-=erence Survey 0
L

2

Wc rc~:entb/completed the and 19~.~ RelL’rencc ~Sur,.cy h.’:,st impacted areas on the main-third sur~cy of chemical (’~,~mp~on ~,t a/. 19~7) ~erc land ~hclf. A detailed account ofand biological c~ndition~ in ~amplcd in July and August It)t) . ~a~npling prot~ct+l~, analyticalreference areas on the mainland The ohlecti~e k~ a.s [o pro~ idc method~, and the results arc~hclf olt Southern Ca]Honud. cq m. [c~ tfl .~cdilncnI ~hardcteri~- available as a ECCWRP Tcchni-

gurxc) {W~rd and Mcam~ l~)?t)~ b~,~l~g~cal ~t,lldillt~ax fn,m the 1992).
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III ticles, Municipal Effluents, and chemistry Corp. of Canoga Park,
M~terials and Surface Runoff in this report). California. Wet sediment was

digested in nitric acid and hydro-Methods Sand, Silt, Clay. gen peroxide. The digestate wasField Collections Sediment samples were ho- then refluxed with either nitricSediments, invertebrates, and mogcni~,~d, organic material was acid or hydrochloric acid and thenfish were sampled at 30, 60, and digested with 10% hydrogen diluted to a volume orS0 ml150 m at each of the seven sta- peroxide, and the sample was wet (EPA procedure SW 846 3050).tions; however, one 30 m station sieved through a 63 lain stainless Percent moisture was determined(R61 off La Jolla) had to be steel sieve. The sand fraction on a separate sample. Digestatesabandoned due to the presence of retained on the screen was dried were analyzed on an inductivelykelp. Water column salinity, and the sieving repeated. Particlescoupled plasma emission spec-temperature, and dissolved oxy- that passed through the sieve weretrometer (Baird simultaneousgen were measured at each station dried and added to the silt frac- PST installed with 27 elementby hydrocast with a SeaBird tion. The sand fraction was channels). Concentrations wereCTD. weighed, determined by comparison withSediment samples were col- The silt/clay fraction that standards. Samples were spikedleered with a 0.10 m2 chain-riggedpassed through the sieve was after digestion and recoveriesVan Veen grab sampler, transferred to a 1000 ml gradu- were used to correct data affectedSubsamples from the top 2 cm of ated cylinder. After 24 hr, the by the sample matrix.the grab sample were taken with a water was decanted into 500 ml
26 mm diameter syringe and polypropylene bottles and centri- Trace Organics.immediately frozen for laboratory fuged for 20 rain at 1000 RPM. Polynuclear aromatic hydro-analyses. Macrobenthic infauna The water was siphoned from the carbons (PAHs) and chlorinatedwere collected from a separate centrifuge bottles and the residue hydrocarbons (CHCs) wereVan Veen grab sample sieved was washed back into the gradu- analyzed by Global Geochemistrythrough a 1.0 mm screen. The ated cylinder. Twenty-five ml of Corp. Extraction and clean up ofanimals and debris were fixed in 1% Calgon solution were added sediment samples were conducted10% borax buffered formalin in to the silt/clay fraction to prevent according to modified SCCWRPseawater, returned to the lab, and flocculates and the sample was methods (Eganhouse et aL 1990).transferred to 70% ethanol. The adjusted to 1000 ml with distilled Wet sediment was extracted threesamples were sorted to major taxaH,O and vigorously mixed. A 25 times with methylene chloride byand identified to the lowest taxon mi sample was drawn 20 cm from sonication for 30 min. The corn-practical. Megafaunal inverte- the top 20 see after mixing (=silt bined extracts were concentratedbrates and fish were collected at fraction). The sample and pipet and cleaned up on a silica geleach station with a 7.6 m otter were rinsed with distilled water column. The PAHs were analyzedtrawl towed for 10 min along an into an aluminum dish. A 25 ml on an lncos 50 GC-MS by aisobath at approximately 2 knots, sample was taken from a depth of modified EPA 8270 method. The
Laboratory Agtalyses 5 cm at the times tabulated by CHCs were analyzed on a Varian

Plumb ( 1981 ) and transferred to 3700 GC with an ECD. The DDTTotal Organic Carbon
and Nitrogen. an aluminum dish (=clay frac- compounds (o, p’-DDE, p,p’-

Sediments were analyzed for tion). The samples were dried and DDE, o. p’-DDT, and p, p’-DDT)
total organic carbon (TOC) and weighed, and the weights were and the Arochlors (1242 and
total nitrogen (TN) by high corrected for the addition of 1254) were quantified by the
temperature (flash) combustion Caigon. internal standard method with

PCB congener 207 (Ballschmiterusing a Carlo Erba EA1108 Trace Metals. and Zell 1980). One peak waselemental analyzer (methods are Sediments were analyzed for used for quantitation of 1242 anddetailed in Total Organic Carbon silver, cadmium, chromium, two peaks for 1254 (Eganhouseaml Total Nitrogen in Marine copper, nickel, lead, zinc, iron, and Gossett 1991).Sediments, Sediment Trap Par- and manganese by Global Geo-
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Statistical Analyses of variance (ANOVA) and the data were arcsine transformed
The contaminant concentra- HSD multiple comparisons test abundance data were iOgjo trans-

tions and biological variables (Tukey 1951). The patterns in formed. A value of 0.5 times the
(species, individuals, and bio- species composition among the detection limit was used to calcu-
mass) were tested for differences stations were examined using late sample statistics for contami-
among groups of stations, depths,classification analysis of species nants with masses below detec-
and surveys by one-way analysis abundance data (Clifford and tion limit.

Stephenson 1975). Proportion

Table 1.
Means and 95% confidence Intervals |CI| of nea~-bottom water and sed|m~lt parameters by depth at the fefevente
sites In July-August 1990.

30 m (n=6)             60m (n=7)             150m
mean Cl mean Cl mean CI

Near-bottom watt’
Tem~rature (’L’)             13.2 (0.5) 11.8 (0.6) 10. l (0.2)
Salinity (o/m) 33.4 (0.1) 33.4 (0.1) 33.7 (03)
Dissolved oxygen (rag/L) 7.4 (! 9) 6.2 (1.6) 4A (1.2)Sediment (% d~ weight)’

Sand 65 (30) 48 (32) 38 (23)
Silt 32 (29) 47 (30) 52 (19)
Clay 3 (2) 6 (2) I0 (5)
Dry weight 69 (3) 65 (6) 60 (7)
Total organic carbon 0.47 (0.19) 0.57 (0.24) 0.82 (0.44)
Total nitrogen 0.04 (0.01) 0.04 (0.02) 0.07 (0.04)

Trace metals (ppm)
Siiv~ 0.10 (0.I0) 0.25 (0.43) 0.05 (0.00)
Cadmium 0.26 (0.23) 0.24 (0.27) 0.37 (0.23)
Chromimn 17 (4) 26 (14) 31 (10)
Coppe~ 5.3 (2.3) 9.2 (5.5) 14 (5.6)
Nickel 8.0 (4.0) 11 (8.2) 14 (5.9)
Lead 4.4 (1.4) 6.9 (3.3) 8.2 (3.6)
Zinc 29 (11) 45 (21) 55 (18)
Iron 10,998 (3,667) 17,964 (7,746) 21,311 (6,037)
Manganese 99 (44) 133 (63) 156 (58)

Trace organics (ppb)
Total PCBt 7 (4) 12 (I1) 12 (10)
Total DDT= 5 (5) 13 (13) 15 (14)
Total PAH~ 24 (20) 26 (14) 39 (20)

tAtoclor 1254 + Atoclor 1260
ao,p’-DDE + p,p’-DDE ÷ p,p’-DDT 4. ~,p’-DDT
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Results Figure 1,
Water column and Distribution of benthic macrofaunal assemblages (site groups) determined by

classification analysis of Invertebl’ates collected In Van Veen grab samples.sediments
Temperatures near the bottom

ranged between 9.9’ and 13.8°C. "- ’~ H I~F~:REI~CE .~TES

Salinities ranged between 33.2
and 33.8 ppt. The lowest salinities
were measured at the head of the
La Jolla submarine canyon.
Dissolved oxygen concentrations
ranged between 3.1 and 9.0 mg/L.
Temperature and dissolved
oxygen were generally lowest at
the 150 m stations and highest at
the 30 m stations, s2 "~

Shelf sediments were predomi-
nantly sandy-silt. As water depth     -,~’
increased, the amount of sand in
the sediments decreased and the
amount of clay increased, except
off Imperial Beach where sand
increased in deep water. Total                 ,! ~.,.
organic carbon (TOC) ranged
from 0.15% to 1.52% and was
highly correlated with clay con-
tent (r = 0.786).

Sediment trace metal concen- urtica-Spiophanes missionensis Beach (R71) was dominated by
trations were generally low at all assemblage (Group 4) that inhab- the gastropod, Micranellum
stations (Table 1) and were not its the entire Southern California crebricinctum, and the ostracod,significantly different among mainland shelf. The benthos at Euphilomedes carcharodonta.
depths. Total DDT ranged be- station R71-60 formed a distinct
tween <0.5 to 39 ppb; concentra- assemblage. The number of Megabenthostions were highest at the northern species, number of individuals,
60 and 150 m sites. Total PCBs and biomass were not signifi- Classification analysis of the
ranged from <5 to 31 ppb; con- cantly different among depths large, motile invertebrates
centrations were highest off Point (Table 2). (megabenthos) in otter trawl
Dume and Dana Point. Total Two species of amphipods, samples identified four groups of
PAHs ranged from <0.09 to 69 Amphideutopus oculatus and stations (Figure 2; Table 3). The
ppb; concentrations were highest Ampelisca brevisimulata, dotal- asteroid, Astropecten verrilli,
off Oxnard. The mean concentra- hated most of the grab samples dominated trawl collections at 30
tions of trace organic contami- collected at the 30 m stations, m, but decreased in abundance
nants were not significantly Amphiodia urtica, and to a lesser with increasing depth. The sea
different among depths, extent the polychaete, Myriochele urchin, Lytechinuspictus, and the

sp. M., dominated samples col- prawn, Sicyonia ingentis domi-
Macrobenthos lcctcd at 60 m. The 150 m sta- natcd collections at 60 m. The sea

Classification analysis of the     tions wcrc dominated by the urchins, AIIocentrotusfragilis, a
polychactes, Spiophanes common slope species, and

macrobcnthos (>1 mm) identified
fimhriata and Myriochele sp. M, Lvtechinus pictus dominated the

five groups of stations (Figure 1 ; and Amphiodia urtica. The station 1 ~0 m stations.Table 2). Groups 1, 2, and 5 were The number of species, indi-variatk~ns of the Amphiodia in 60 m of water off Imperial
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V
viduals, and biomass per trawl wcre Demersal Fishes sordidus) and Iongfin sanddab O
significantly higher at the 60 and dominated trawl catches at the 60

L
150 m stations compared to the 30 Cla.ssification analysis of the
ra stations (Table 3). The 60 m dcmersal fishes identified three m stations. Slender sole (Eopsetta

stations (Group 2) were inhabited groups of stations (Figure 3; exilis) and plainfin midshipman

by typical southern California Table 4). The speckled sanddab (Porichthys notatus) dominated

mainland shelf megabcnthos. The (Citharichthys stigmaeus) and trawl catches at the 150 m sta-

number of species was similar Iongfin sanddab (Citharichthy$ tions.

1among the sites. Group 4a resultedxanthostigma) dominated trawl The number of fish species,

from a small trawl catch at Station catches at the 30 m stations, individuals, and biomass in-

R.52-30. Pacific sanddab (Citharichthys creased with increasing depth
2

Table 2.
Mean abundance per 0.1 mz grab of the five most ab4~ndence macrofauna In each site group (deterlltlned
�lassification analysis) end the ten most common species. FOzfrequency of occurrence (Nz20|; Papolychaete;
Oszostracod; Op=ophlurold; Pe~pelecypod: Gagastropod; Azamphlpod; Ph~phoronid.

Mean number/grab by site group

! 2 3 4 5

150m 60-150m R71-60 30-60m 30mSpecies Taxon FO n=5 n,,4 nffil n-6 n-4

Euphilomedes producta Os
9 8.4 20.8 0 1.2 .0Spiophanesflmbriata P 12 29.6 6.5 0 3.0 2.0Maldane sarJ’i

P 15 11.8 1.0 1 ! 3 1.5Peainaria californiensis P 18 10.4 25.0 5 7.5 1.2Amphiodia urtica Op 16 19.4 120.2 0 77.3 4.2Spiophanes berkt/ej~rum P 16 6.8 2.5 0 6.0 1.8Tellina carpenttri Pe i 7 2.0 2.2 0 5.7 2.0Myriochele sp. M P 6 0 386.5 1 6.8 0Mediomastu~ sp. P 19 9.2 5.2 4 7.0 2.8Parvilucina tenuisculpta Pe 19 13.2 !.2 8 5.2 2.8Spiophanes missionensis P 20 5.0 13.2 24 32.7 11.5Rhepoxynius bicuspida:us A 15 1.6 5.0 0 5.7 8.5Prionospio sp. A P 16 2.4 1.5 12 10.5 7.8Paraprionospio ~’nnata P i I 0.6 2.2 0 2.3 8.5Chloeia pinnata P 7 0.2 1.0 24 2.5 0Micranellum crebricinctum G 1 0 0 40 0 0Euclymeninae sp. A P i I 0.2 0.2 6 73. 5.0Euphilom~des carcharodonta Os 13 0.2 2.8 40 4.8 5.2Phoroni.~ sp. Ph 10 0 0.5 28 3.8 3.0Ampelisca brevi$imulata A 11 0 1.5 0 3.8 12.5Amphideutopus ocula:us A 7 0 0.2 O 0.3 16.8Spiophan~s bombyx P 7 0 0 10 0.3 9.5

Mean number species/grab 62.2 58,8 76.0 90.3 78Mean number individivids/grab 247 691.5 356.0 375 273Mean biomass (wet g)/grab 8,9 7.9 4,1 15 6,3
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(Table 4). However, due to the
variability among stations, there Figure 2.wcre no significant differences in

Olstributl°n of banthlcmagafaunal assemblages (site groups) determlnedbys~cies of biom~ among th~ classification analysis of Inve~ebratel �ollated In trawl samples.
depths. ~e humor of individuals ~,~
was significantly grea[er at t~
150 m stations comp~ed to th¢ ~
30 m si~.

Discussion                                                         ~
~e mainl~d shelf (30-1~ m)

w~ composed primely of
sandy-silt ~dimen~ with ~
average T~ content of a~ut
0.6%. The ~nthic inve~bm~s
and demer~l fishes collared at .,~
¯ e 20 stations were typical of
Southern California mfe~nce , ~wt ~vtart,a~rt, "~ *’~are~. ~dimen~ at S~fion R71.
60 confined about 94% ~d ~d ~ ~ m
the macrofauna w~ distinct from
the remaining stations (Table 2).
Water depth and ~diment ty~
contfibum to the differences Figu~ ~.
among ~e as~mblages identified~l~ri~ti~n ~ aemetsal fish assem~ages
by classification analysis. �las/Iflcation ~alysl/of fls~/¢oll~t~ in trawl ~mplel.

The dam from t~ 1977 ~ m ~~
Su~ey (Word ~d Me~s 1979),

~ompson et al. 1987), ~d ~e
p~nt study provide info~afion -,.
about long-~ mmpor~ varia-
tion at ~ference si~s. ~e chemi-              ~’~
c~ methods (sediment extraction
~d instmment~ an~ysis) dif-                    "
fered ~ong ~e su~eys. ~e
humor of DDT isome~ and PAH
compounds qu~tified ch~ged
~tween su~eys. Neve~ele~,
silver was the only ~diment
characteristic me~umd that was
significantly different ~ong the

The same g~b and trawl ge~ ~,,.~.,.,,,, m " ’ .......
and methods were used in the
1977, 1985, and 19~ su~eys.
The ~mblages of macro~n~ic
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and mcgabcnthic invertebrates most frcqucntly occurring species Survey (Thompson et a/. 1987).
V

sampled in 1990 were similar to were common to all three surveys. The seven reference areas (20
O

the assemblages sampled in 1977 In contrast to the invertebrate stations) sampled in 1990 wereand 1985. The macrobenthic grab data, fish trawl statistics were comparable to the major shelf Land mcgabcnthic trawl statistics significantly lower in 1985 (Table habitats off Southern Californiawcrc highest in 1990. but there 5). This may have resulted from and bracketed the major oceanwcre no significant difference ahcred environmental conditions municipal wastewater discharges.among surveys (Table 5). fi)llowing the 1982-83 El Nifio This is probably the minimumMegabenthic individuals were and the severe storms in the number of stations needed totwo orders of magnitude lower in winter of 1983. describe reference conditions on
11985 than in 1977 and 1990.

the mainland shelf. With theHowever, due to the large varia- - renewed interest in bight-wide 2tion within years, the difference
was not significant. Conclusions monitoring (National Research

Council 1990), these referenceThe assemblage of demersal The data collected during this stations could be incorporatedfishes sampled in 1990 was survey complement the 1977 60 into a regional monitoring pro-similar to assemblages sampled in m Survey (Word and Mearns gram for the Southern California1977 and 1985; seven of the ten 1979) and the 1985 Reference Bight. ¯

Table 3.
Mean abundance of the meg;~benthos pe~ I O-minute trawl In each site group (determined by �lasslflcaUon analysis)
and the ten most common species. FOzfrequency of occurrence (Nz20); Cacrustaceam; Esechlnoderm;

Mean number/trawl by site group

1 2a 21) 3 4a 4b

60-150m 60m 60m 150m R52-30 30mSpecies Taxon FO n--4 n=2 n=4 n--4 n=l n=5

Pandalus platyceros C 3 29.8 0 0 0 0 0Pleurobranchaea californica M 7 2.8 0 0.2 1.4 0 0Parastichopus californicu~ E ! 1 25.11 13.0 1Sicyonia ingenti$ 12 12 64.0 !.5 45.0 1.6 0 0Luidiafoliolata E ! 5 29.8 4.0 2.2 13.4 0 2.8Brissopsis pac~ca E 4 0.5 0 0 41.0 0 0AIIocentrotusfragili$ E 6 29.8 0 0 303.6 0 0Octopus rube$ceas M 6 0.2 3.0 0.5 1.2 0 0Lytechinus pictus E 13 23.2 11391.5 350.2 212.2 8 1.0l..uidia asthcnosoma E 1 0 6.0 0 0 0 0Ophiothri.t spiculata E 7 0 6.0 3.0 0 0 0.2Crangon alaskensis C 3 0 0 6.5 0 0 0Loxorhynchus grandis C 8 0.5 0 2.2 0 0 0.2Astropecten verrilli E 17 0.8 40.0 11.2 8.8 9 110.4bovenia cord#formis E 4 0 0 0 0.6 2 3.0Heterocrypta occidentalis C 3 0 0 0.2 0 0 1.0
Mean numb¢~ species/trawl

16.8 14.5 10.8 11.0 5.0 7.2Mean humor individuals/trawl
249.5 1 i,478.0 4.40.0 739.3 21.0 122.L Mean bio~ass (wea kgX,/ttawI 17.4 21.1 8.4 17.0 0.2 ! .2
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Table 4.
Mean abundance of five most abundant species of demersel fish per 1 O-minute trawl In ea¢h site group (determined
by classification analysis) end the ten most common species. FO=frequency of occurrence IN--20).

Mean numberltrawl by site group

1 2 3a 3b
30m 60m 150m 150m

Species FO n~6 n=7 n=3 n=4

Speckled sanddab 6 52.2 !.7 0 0Hornyhead turbot 13 9.7 6. I 0 0California lizardfish 14 4.7 2.4 0.3 0.8Longfm ~anddab 13 32.7 73.0 0 0.2California tongucfish 10 0.7 12.6 0 0.2Yellowchin sculpin 10 0.3 46.6 0.3 0.2Longspine combfish 6 0.3 19.7 0.3 0Bigmouth sole 16 6.0 3.3 0.3 4.2Pink suffperch 9 0 4.0 0 4.8Pacific sanddab 16 10.2 91.0 99.3 40.5Slender sole 7 0 0 18.7 188.2i~vm" sole 9 0 1.1 8.7 57.0Sttipctail ro~klish 9 0 1.7 41.7 38.2Plainfin mid.shipman 10 0 1.0 40.7 115.8Gulf sanddab 7 0 0.4 81.0 16.5

Mean number species/trawl 11.2 14.1 10.7 18.8Mean number individuals/trawl 129.7 278.9 296.7 553.8Mean biomass (wet kg)/trawl 8.0 8.2 10.9 18.7
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Table 5.
Sediment and biological variables measured In the 60 m Survey (Word and Mearns 1977), the I S85 Reference Survey
(Thompson et el. 1986), and the 1990 Reference Survey (Thompson et el. 1992). Means and confidence limits
Cl (in parentheses) were calculated from the seven 60 m sites common-to each survey. Total DDT end total PCB were
only measured at three sites In ! 977 common to the 1985 and 1990 surveys. Total PAH was not measured in 1977.
ANOVA a one-way analysis of variance; P ¯ probability.

1977 1985 1990 ANOVA

mean 95% CI    mean 95% CI mean 95% CI P

Sediments
TOC (%) 0.53’ (0.15) 0.57 (0.36) 0.57 (0.24) 0.982TVS (%) 2.7 (0.8) 3.3 (I.8) 2.9’ (I.3) 0.888
Saad (%) 46.4 (26. I) 49.7 (38~2) 47.8 (32.4) 0.984
Silver (ppm) 0.30 (0.25) 0.04 (0.05) 0.25 (0.43) 0.001"*
Cadium (ppm) 0.30 (0.2 I) 0.13 (0.1 I) 0.24 (0.27) 0.165Chromium (ppm) 19.8 (9.4) 21.8 (I i.!) 25.6 (13.8) 0.753
Copper (ppm) 6.3 (2.9) 1 i.0 (6.4) 9.2 (5.5) 0.538
Nickle (ppm) 10.1 (8.4) 1 !.6 (8.7) I 1.4 (8.2) 0.870
~ (ppm) 6.3 (i.9) 5.4 (3.4) 6.9 (3.3) 0.412Zinc (ppm) 36.1 (12.2) 44.5 (25.7) 45.1 (21.2) 0.913£PCB (ppb) 9.7 (13.6) 18.9 (! 1.3) 10.6 (i 1.0) 0.235£DDT (ppb) 28.0 (63.2) 23.5 (35.5) 12.6 (12.7)
~PAH (i~b) -- 26,3 (44.7) 25.9 (14.0) NT~

Biology
Infaunal species (no/grab) 68 (23) 56 (19) 83 (21) 0.070lnfaunal individuals (no/grab) 418 (88) 332 (138) 626 (573) 0.136
Infaunal biomass (no/grab) 6.7 (3.1) 10.0 (6.4) 15.2 (15,4) 0.354Megafaunal species~ (no/trawl) 10.7 (5.0) ! i.8 (6.0) 13,3 (4.0) 0.495Meg~aunal individuals (no/u-awl) 1043 (1490) 85 (45) 3556 (5627) 0.0784
Megafaunal biomass (no/trawl) 7 0 (6.1) 3.5 (4.4) 12.4 (10.2) 0.075’Fish species’ (no/trawl) ! 5.6 (3.2) 1 !.4 (3.8) 14. I (3.0) 0.087Fish individuals (no/u-awl) 375 (246) 146 (73) 279 (i 18) 0.026*F]sh biomass (no/u’awl) 8.4 (7.1) 3.9 (1.5) 8.2 (3.9) 0.029*

**slgoitrw, aal ~ 0.01
tValue �~¢ul~ed irom regres, sm~ of TO~ o~ TVS
~No~ tested becau.~ d~fferen! com~oeeau were metm~ed in di/fereal yea~.
~Narne~ of ocgtnksw= am ~tadat’dize.d tum~g m,a"veys
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Toxcity of Dry Weather Flow 0
in Ballona Creel( L
B allona Creek is one of the

few flood control channels
that llows throughout the year
into Santa Monica Bay. In addi-
tion to receiving surface runoff
from streets and commercial and

storms, Ballona Creek receives

..~._;+" -.,- -"discharges from a variety of
sources throughout the year (e.g.,
groundwater pumping and de.con-

,,~ "
-tamination, swimming pool

drainage, and dehumidifier z~ .- +77"~ "" 7 ...... :."---: - .....condensate). | ~ ..........
Previous studies by SCCWRP

measured the chemical composi- ’ ...... I " + -"
tion and toxicity of samples :~.~+’,~,.,~ :...~
collected from Ballona Creek ~ ...... -.--- ~ -"            .: - ~
during storms. The concentrations ’"
of oil and grease, cadmium, ¯ - " "’_ " .....,_ ..
chromium, copper, and nickel in
stormwater samples from Baiiona .....
Creek are higher than concentra- -
tions in stormwa,er samples from
several other channels in southern
California (Schafer and Gossett
1988), and are comparable to ~--’~: .+ ............ +. ~_ ~ +~-__ "__---~ ~ ~, ~,~ ~.;)-.,,,.,.~.._
concentrations in sewage efflu- Storm drain warning
ents discharged into Santa
Monica Bay. The concentrations
of lead, zinc, total DDT, and total
PCB in stormwater samples from

but we have not measured the intertidal areas of Santa MonicaBallona Creek are greater than
concentrations in sewage efflu- toxicity of dry weather discharge Bay and their larvae are found in

to marine animals. The object of the water column.ents dischargedinto thebay. The this study was to determine thetoxicity of Ballona Creek
toxicity of dry weather flow in Istormwater samples is similar to

the toxicity of stormwater Ballona Creek to sea urchin
Materials andgametes and embryos. We corn-samples from the Los Angeles pared the sensitivity of the two Methods SamplingRiver, the largest source of toxicity tests and examined the Three water samples weregauged runoff in Southcrn Cali- variability in toxicity over differ- collected at hourly intervals onfomia (SCCWRP 1989). ent temporal scales (hours and the afternoon of December 10,Elevated levels of contami- months), Sea urchin toxicity tests 1991) below the lnglcwood Streetnants are also present in Ballona provide data useful for assessing overpass of Ballona Creek (Fig-Crock dry weather flow impacts in the environment urc !). Samples were collected(SCCWRP, unpublished data), because
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from the center of the channel
with a glass bottle. The collection Figure 1
site was above the tidal prism and    Lo~atlon of water sampling sites In

Ballon~ Creek.contained undiluted dry weather
flow; samples from this site had a
salinity of 0 mg/g. Two additional
water samples were collected
from this location on February 25,
1991. Sampling in December was
preceded by 21 days of dry
weather, while sampling in
February was preceded by 47 ~:~ii.:..days of dry weather.

~~J.~~: LOS ,N(3e)..e$

Surface water samples from
six areas near the mouth of
Ballona Creek were also collected               ~
on February 25 (Figure 1). These                     ~
stations were within the mixing
zone of Ballona Creek discharge
with ocean water. Conductivity
measurements indicated that the                           ..
water samples contained 0-22%
creek water.

Sample preparation II fertilization is an indicator of toxic
The water samples were stored Test procedures effects.

at 5°C and tested for toxicity The embryo development test
within 24 h. Each of the Purple sea urchins (Strongylo- consisted of a 48 h exposure and
Inglewood Street samples was centrotus purpuratus) were collect- followed the procedures described
diluted with filtered natural ed from the intertidal near Point in Long et al. (1990). Preserved
seawater (34 ppt salinity) to Dume in nortbem Santa Monica embryo samples were examined
produce concentrations of 2-32% Bay. The urchins were held in under a microscope to detect
dry weather flow. Dilutions of recirculating seawater aquaria at developmental abnormalities,
distilled water with natural sea- 13-15°C until the tests were per- indicators of toxic effects. Normal
water were used to test the effects formed, embryos have a pyramid shape,
of variable salinities. Receiving Three or four replicates of each differentiated gut, and well-
water samples from the mouth of sample were tested for toxicity at developed skeletal rods. Abnor-
Ballona Creek were tested at full 15°C. All samples were tested with real embryos exhibit either a
strength, the sea urchin fertilization test; one delayed rate of development, or

Seawater controls were used to sample from December was also pathological conditions such as
document the health of the test tested with the embryo develop- aberrant cleavage and cell death.
organisms and to provide a ment test The fertilization test Statistical significance was
reference for identifying toxic followed the procedures of Dinnel determined by analysis of vari-
effects. We also used a series of et al. (1987) and consisted of a 60 ance and Dunnett’s multiple
reference toxicant dilutions rain exposure of sperm to the test comparison test of the toxicity
(CuCI:.2 H~O in seawater) in samples. Eggs were then added to data (relative to controls). Raw
each toxicity test to document the samples and allowed 20 rain for proportion data were transformed
relative sensitivity between test fertihzation to occur. Preserved by the arcsine for the analyses.
dates. The pH of some Ballona samples were examined under a The concentration of sample
Creek samples was adjusted by micro~opc and the percent of eggs producing the median toxic
adding either 0.1 N ltCl or 0.1 N fertilized was determined. Reduced response (EC50) was estimated
NaOH. using probit analysis.
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I and embryos (Figure 2). The February sea urchin sperm tests
Rexults fertilization test was more (95-98%; Table I). There was
Relative sensitivity strongly affected than the devel- little variability in toxicity among

opment test by sample concentra- the Inglewood Street samples, or
Dilutions of the December tions of 10% and greater, among samples collected on the

1990 Ballona Creek sample were Control percent fertilization same day (Table 1). The Febru-
toxic to both sea urchin sperm was high in the December and ary Ballona Creek samples were

slightly more toxic (EC50 = 6%)
than the December samples

Figure 2 (EC50 : 10%).
Response of sea urchin sperm (fertllllatlon test) and embryos Idevelopment Results of the copper reference
testj to various concentrations of Bailona Creek dry weather flow collected toxicant were similar between
in December 1990. Data are mean ± ! standard error, experiments (Table 1). The fertili-

zation test in February was slight-
ly more sensitive to copper (EC50

too ~ = 13 lag/L) than the fertilization
¯ sm~ (s m~uz~0) test in December (EC50 = 19 lag/L).

no ¯ O tango (- aomaa.) The fertilization test results
~ were unaffected by salinity
tu ~ changes over the range of 28-34
m mg/g (Table 1). Large reductions
o in fertilization were produced by
o~ Ballona Creek dry weather flowhJa,. dilutions with salinities of 30-322o mg/g, well within the range

tolerated by the sperm.
o                   - ,          ’ I The pH of undiluted dry

0 5 10    15    20 25    50 35 weather flow was unexpectedly
SAMPLE CONCENTRATION (g) high in both sets of samples (pH

10.1). Consequently, the pH of
test samples containing more than
5% Bailona Creek effluent wasFigure 3 greater than the control (pH = 8.1;

Influence of pH on fertilization test results of a February ! 991 dry weather
Table 1). The effect of pH onflow sample~. Data are mean ± 1 standard error,
fertilization was tested on dilu-
tions of a dry weather flow
sample collected in February.loo

~ _ ¯ ~ ~ (e.,-a.g) The sample pH was adjusted to
¯ 8.1, the pH of the dilution sea-

~,
80 water. Both the pH-adjusted and

:,, non-adjusted samples were toxic
_o so (Figure 3). However, the non-
~ adjustt~ sample produced stronger
~ 40 effects on the sperm. At a concen-
~ tration of 5.6%, fertilization in the
hJt,. 20 non-adjusted sample was 53%.

Fertilization in the adjusted sample
was 89%, which was not signifi-o ) I )     ~     : ~. ~1         candy different from the control

0 5 lO 15 20 25 30 35
(Dunnctt’s test, p>O.05).

SAUPLE CONCENTRATION (~)
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t
Most of the nw.eiving water ary samples may have been the toxicity in the samples. The

0samples from the mouth of result of variations in test sensi- difl~crences in sperm sensitivityBallona Creek were toxic to sea tivity, rather than changes in dry to copper in this study wereurchin sperm (Table 2). High weather flow toxicity. This relatively small in comparison
Ltoxicity was present in samples conclusion is supported by the to other data (SCCWRP 1990)from the upstream and down. reference toxicant and salinity and unlikely to have had a largestream ends of the mixing zone. control data; tests conducted in influence on the results for theSamples from the middle of the February were more sensitive Ballona Creek water samples.mixing zone were the least toxic, than tests conducted in December. Sea urchin fertilization wasThe pattern of toxicity in Ballona Variation in sensitivity among more sensitive to Ballona CreekCreek did not correspond to the tests is an inherent characteristic water samples than embryo dev- 2amount of creek water in the of most biological test methods, elopment. The relative sensitivitysample; the greatest effects were The acceptability of test results is of these toxicity tests depends onproduced by water samples based on the magnitude of sensi- the toxicant(s) present. In this

containing no dry weather flow. tivity changes measured by study, elevated pH was responsi-
reference toxicants. Results of ble for much of the toxicity. Sea
reference toxicant tests should be urchin sperm are sensiUve to pH;

Discussion interpreted cautiously, however, fluctuations as small as 0.2 units
Variations in sensitivity to one (e.g., pH 8.2 to 8.4) produceBaliona Creek dry weather reference toxicant may not be an declines in percent fertilizationflow was toxic to sea urchin accurate indicator of overall test (Bay et al. 1992). The embryosperm and embryos at low con- performance, unless the reference development test is similar incentrations. The level of toxicity material possesses the same modesensitivity to the fertilization testwas similar among samples taken of toxic action and chemical for other toxicants (e.g., copper)the same day and among samplescharacteristics (e.g., changes in and is more sensitive in some

2
taken several months apart. The speciation with pH) as the un- cases (e.g., ammonia; Bay et al.greater toxic effects of the Febru- known material(s) exerting 1992).

..-~

Table !
Water quality characterlstlcl and relultl of lea urchin fertilization lestl of dry weather flow from Ballona Cl~ek at
Inglewood Street. Results are also presented for diluted seawater (salinity control) and dissolved copper (reference
toxicant) tests. Fertilization (Fert) Is mean ± 1SE (N z 3-4), Conc= percent of dry weather flow or distilled water in
test sample; Sal ¯ salinity; Rep ¯ replicate sample.

Baliona Creek Salinity comrol Reference toxicant

Cone Sai pH Fertilizatitm (%) Cone Sal Fe~l Copper Fe~t(%) (rag/g) Repl Rep2 Rep3 (%) (mg/g) (%) ~g/I) (%)

3.2 99~-_ 1
5.6 32 8.2 97+1 97+1 97+! 5.6 32 97+1 5.6 98:tl10 30 8.3 50*__2 10 30 97+ 1 10 97-I- 118 28 8.6 1+! 18 28 95±1 18 56+732 24 9.0 0’x’-O O±0 O",L’O 32 23 73:1:1 32 2:t:l

Feb 1991
2 32 8.1 93:t:3 3.2 95::1:35.6 32 8.2 53:!:1 61±7 5.6 88±410 30 8.4 17_.+327+5 10 30 88±2 10 70±518 28 8.5 7+1 14+__2 18 28 84+3 18 20~-! 132 24 8.9 0"L--O 32 23 27:1:5 32 0±0
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toxicily detected in This is the first of our efforts References
Ballona Crock dry weather flow isto understand the biological

¯ Bay, S., R. Burgess, and D. Naecl.the result of toxic constituents in effects of nonpoint source pollut- 1992.addition to altered pH. Salinity ants on the marine environment. Status and applications ofechladidvariations of 28-34 mg/g did not The toxicity of Ballona Creek dry (phylum EchJnodermata) toxicityexert a major influence on lest weather flow and the receiving test methods. Proceedings of first
results, water was comparable to the ASTM symposium oa

The cause of high pH in loxicily of Southern California environmental toxicology and risk
Ballona Creek is unknown. None sewage effluents (SCCWRP assessment. Inpr¢~.
of the NPDES-permitted dis- 1990), yet much less effort has ¯ Dim,el, P.A., J.M. Link, and Q.J.
charges to the creek has a high pHbeen expended to study the Stober. 1987.
(S. Birosik, Los Angeles Regionalcomposition and toxicity of this lmprovod methodology for = sea
Water Quality Control Board, and other urban drainages. In the urchin sperm cell bloassay for
personal communication). Altered future, more intensive studies of marine water~. Arch. gay/ran.

Contant Taxicol. 16:23-32.pH may be the result of the the potential effects of discharge ¯ Lee, G.F. ~md R.A. Jones-lze.normal metabolic activity of algaefrom channels like Ballona Creek 1991.(uptake of dissolved CO~ during will be conducted by agencies Effects of ¢utropidcatlon onphotosynthesis) lining the con- such as the Santa Monica Bay fisheries. Rev. Aquat. $ci. 5:287-
crete channels of the Ballona Restoration Project. ¯ 305.
Creek drainage system. Algal ¯ Long, E.R., M.F, Buchmaa, S.M.
metabolism raises pH in other /~knowl~:lgjemenl$ Bay, R.J. Breleler, R.S. Can’, P.M.

Chapman, I.E. Hose, A.L LISsn~,waterbodies (Lee and Jones-Lee
Authors Steven Bay and Carolyn J, Scott, and D.A. Wolfe. 1990.1991 ). Gri frith wish to thank Darrin Comparative evaluation of flv~The results of the receiving Greenstein and Jeffrey Brown for

toxicity tests with sediments fromwater tests indicated that water their assistance in this study. They San Francisco Bay and Tomalesquality was reduced near the are also grateful to Shirley Birosik Bay, California. Environ. ToxicoLmouth of Ballona Creek. The (Los Angeles Regional Water Chem. 9:1193-1214.spatial pattern of toxicity results Quality Control Board) for providing ¯ SCCWRP, 1989.suggested that there were up- background information, and to the
Toxicity of stotmwater runoff Instream (dry weather flow) and Southern California Edison Marine Los Angeles County. pp. 66-71, In:downstream (Santa Monica Bay) Laboratory in Redondo Beach for the Southern California Coastal Water

sources of toxicity. Sources" conductivity analyses. This work Research Project Annual Report
contributing to the toxicity of the was partially funded by the National 1988-89. P.M. Kontad (ed.).
receiving water may be contami- Science Foundation Young Scholars

Southern California Coastal WaterProgram (Grant No. RCD-8955516)     Research Project, Long Beach.nation from nearby Marina del to Carolyn Griffith, currently a
* SCCWRP. 1990.Rey or the release of toxicants student at the University of Califor-

from Ballona Creek sediments nia, lrvine. Wastewater toxicity studies, pp.
into the water. 75.81, In: Southern California

Coastal Water Research Project
Annual Report 1989-90. J.N. Cross
(ed.). Southel n California Coastal

Table 2 Water Research Project, Long
Toxicity test results for samples of Ballona Creek dry weather flow and Santa Beach.
Monica Bay re(elvlng water (bay) in tl~ sea urchin fertilization tost. Tho * Sch~er, H.A. and R.W. Gossett.
amount of dry weather flow in each ~ample was based on conductivity 1988.
measurements. Report to the California State

Water Resources Control Board -
Distance from Santa Monica Bay (kin)           Los Angeles Region, Contract No.

6- i 57-140-0. Southern California
Bay 0.5 3.3 3.8 4.3 5.3           Coastal Water Research Project,

Fcrtilizatio~ (%) 16 16 54 90 62 21 Long Beach.
Dry weather flow (~h) 0 0 4 6 9 22
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Additional Activities
ContributionsSampling at Sea in 1990.91
in 1990.91 and 1991.92

July 1990
¯ Bay, S.M., and R. Burgess. 1990.I I ~ Se.uael ~ ~d ,~d,m,- ~ p-~ v~d. Status and application of echin~|d13 Mmme S~’vey~’ Sedimem tot~’-~y Saa~ Mo~tca Bay17 Motor m Sed~m~m to~y Sa D~o (Phylum Echin~lermata) toxicity

""*,edimem ~ test methods, in: Environmental25 Eachamter IV CTD aad ~dimeal aamp~ Oraage co~y Toxicology and Risk Assessment.27 Eachmle~ IV ~’D ud ctmeat mete~ Oruge Cou~y W.G. Landis, J.S. Hughes, and30-31 Momle~ ill I~fe~emce mm’vey muth Sm Diego
Augusl ~990 M.A. Lewis, Eds. Amerlcai~

Society for Testing and Materials,! M~ m P.e~e*e~ a~,¢y mm S- Dtet~ Philadelphia, PA.2-3 Maftae Surveyor Referemce ~wvey ~ Vealura6-7 Oceu Sentinel Refm’emce survey middte ~ule Coua~y ° Cross. J.N., D. Diehl, ~ H.8-14 M~iae Sur,,ey~ aypmm recow~ Sama Mo~., ~,y Stubbs. 199 I.17 Momzc~ I!1 Tox~*y grabs. CTD, Sam Diego
,̄,d,edin~., ~ Santa Monica Bay sealood

21 Oceaa S~nbnel CTD-.- ,~Um~m ump~ e-,,. v~. contamination study. Report to29 Ea~,me~ ~V C~ ud,eam~-, umV~a Omse ~y Santa Monica Bay Restoration3o FJd~m~ IV ~ ud ,:~m~m mare omv ceum3, Project, Monterey Park. CA.September 1990
1791~,4-10 F_~y Bill ~ white c~ek~ S~,~ Hoeuca Bsy ¯ F~RJ~US~, R.~., T.~. Dors~y,

13-14 Ma~iae Surve),ee HYT~no~ reco~. ~ltmeat ~ Sama Mo~ca Bay,̄,d ~,~em ~ Detemfination of C6-C 10 aromatic19-21 Mariae S~wveym M~otaye~ Smta Momca Bay hydrocarbons in wate~ by purge-26 O~e.aa Seunmel Sedimemt **mptea -," ~ e"m Vee,tu an~-trap capillary gas27-2~ Eactmme~ IV LTD. ~limem stmpie~ Ot~a|¢ Coumyud ~u~e- mmm chromatography. Journal ofo~tot~ se~o Chromatography, in Wess.
4 MmaeS~e~ C~.~r~.a~.~m~.~u SW-M~Ih~ " Eganhouse, R.P., and R. GosseR.
5 Ph.e. CTD ~ad ~ed~mea ~mple~ Pare Ve~a-- 199 !.10- I I Me.mr II! Sedtmem ~mple~, Io~cey, aad C’rDSm Diego Sour~ and magnitude of bias25 ~e~ SeaUael Gr~- Pare vm~-. associated with determination of2~-29 We~twi~d ~ Ogu|e Cmmty

Novemtm~ ~O pol .ychlorinated biphenyis in
t.2 ~.at~ w C’rD, ~Um~-, ~ only co~,y

envtronmental samples. Analytical
,a~ ~ m r,~m Chemistry 63:2130-2137.8 Mm’iaeSurve~. Sed~meat to~Jcity gzah~ Smla Mop, ca S,y ¯ Hardy. J.T. and J.N. Cross. 1991.13 ocean SenuueJ Se~hmem model �~nn| a~d pd~ Palm Ve*du Contanfination and ~xicity of the14 Mo~tor III Sediment tox~clty ud ~ Sam Diego
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SCCWRP Presentations in 1990o91 and 1991-92

Steven M. ~ay Seasonality and Relative Sensitivity Contaminant Levels In Fishes in theEffects of H2S in Sediment on the of the Purple Sea Urchin Sperm Test.Southern California Bight. PacificUrchin Lytechintt~ pict~. 1 lth 12th Annual Meeting of the Society Fisheries Legislative Task Face,Annual Meeting of the Society of of Environmental Toxicology and Los Angeles, CA. March 1992.Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry. Seattle. WA. November
Chermsu’y, Arlington. VA. Novem- 1991. Earth Day. Cabrillo Marine Museum,bet 1990.

San Pedro. CA. April 1992.
Priorities for Improvement of

Status and Applications of Echino- Aquatic Toxicity Assessment mn~, E.dcrm Toxicity Test Methods. 1st Methods. 2rid Annual Meeting of theUnderstanding Sediment Toxicity offASTM symposium on Environmen. Northern California Regional Southern California. 17th Annual
tal Toxicology and Risk Assessment. Chapter of the Society of Environ- Aquatic Toxicity Workshop.
Atlantic City, NJ. April 1991. mental Toxicology and Chemislry, Vancouver. B.C.. Canada. Novembe~

Oakland, CA. May 1992. 1990.
Assessment of Sediment Toxicity
near Sewage Ouffalls. Annual ~ffs.,y N. cross Understanding Sediment Toxicity off
Conference of the California Water Estimates of Contaminant Inputs to Southern California. Scripps lnstitu-
Pollution Control Association, the Southern California Bight from tion of Oceanography, Marine
Pasadena, CA. April 1991. surface runoff. 1 lth Annual Meeting Biology Seminar, La Jolla, CA.

of the Society of Environmental 1991.
The Toxicity of Ballona Creek Toxicology and Chemistry, Arilng-
Runoff to Marine Animals. Annual ton, VA. November 1990. Assessment of Monitoring and Data
Meeting of the Southern California Management Needs in Santa Monica
Academy of Sciences, Los Angeles, Urban Wastes in the Marine Envi- Bay. U.S. Environmental Protection
CA. May 1991. ronment. Young Scholars Ocean Agency, 3rd National Coastal

Science Institute, California State Programs Conference, San Diego,
Evaluation of Chronic Sediment University, Long Beach, CA. July CA. May 1991.
Toxicology Test Methods Using the 1991.
Brittlestax. Amphiodia urtica. 12th Recovery of Santa Monica Bay from
Annual Meeting of the Society of Sources and Fates of Anthropogenic Sludge Discharge. Civil Engineering
Environmental Toxicology and Wastes in the Coastal Marine Department Seminar, University of
Chemistry. Seattle, WA. November Ecosystem. Graduate Center for California, Irvine, CA. October1991. Public Policy and Administration, 1991.

Califorma State University, Long
Beach, CA.
October 1991.
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Financial Statements

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1991
~)-’-

Favombk
(Unfavo~ble)

Member contributions 1,032,5~0 1,500,660 467.500
Conwacts and grants 447.(~30 15&~04 (288.996)
Use of mouey and property 28.000 12,659 (15.341)

Total RevenueJ 1,507.500 1.670,663 163.163

Expenditul~,:
Salaries and employee benefits 945,400 830.190 i 15.210
Contract services 129,M8 235,408 (106,060)
Materials and supplies 144,500 126.514 17.986
Re~t 77,852 108,494 (30,642)
1~ 36,000 30,558 5,442
Office expenses 85.800 73.667 12.133
Capital outlay 20.060 6.179 13,821

22.151 46.449

To~! Expenditm’e,s 1.507,560 !,433.161 74.339

Excess of Revenue~
Over Expenditu~s 237,502

Fund balance at beginning of year (338,132)

balance at end of year (100,630)Fund
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Financial Statements 0

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1992

Bndge~ AcmaJ (Un£avorabte)

Revenues:
Member cnnu’ibutions 1 ~00,000 1 ~’00,000 0Cnnwacts and grants 285,280 92.208 (193,072)
Use of mouey and ;m31x-ny 13,190 31,028 17.838

Total Revenues 1.498.470 !.323,236 (175.234)

SaJaries and employee benefits882,850 709.288 173,562
Operatiom 100.980 71.614 29,366Office Supplies 56.250 39.162 17.088Lab u:pplies 60,000 39.921 23.079
Rent 63,600 63.222 378
Lease obligalious 84.400 70,956 13,444
Capital outlay 26,270 14,460 1 !.810
Transportation/travel 28,800 14.955 13.845
Professional Sendces 37.690 19,576 18. ! ! 4
Sub-contract 143,230 33.359 109,871
Miscellaneous 14,400 4.304 10,096

Total Expenditm~s 1,498.470 1,077,817 420.653

Excess of Revenues
Ove~ Expenditta, e.s 245,419

Fund balance at beginning of year (100.630)

Fund balance at end of yea" 144.789
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State of California

CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

Resolution No. 89-002

Regional Board Acceptance of Storm Runoff Report

WHEREAS:

I. The Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board and the
Southern California Coastal Water Research Project conducted
a cooperative study of storm runoff in Los Angeles and Ventura
Counties.

2. Pursuant to terms of the cooperative agreement, the Southern
California Water Research Project has completed and submitted
a final report entitled Storm Runoff in LOs Anaeles and
V_entura Counties,

3. The study provides new information on the contaminant load
that enters the coastal waters off Los Angeles and Ventura
Counties.

4. A significant reduction in pollutant discharge to coastal
waters can be achieved through better management and control
of urban runoff.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED:

i. That the Regional Board accepts the report, Storm Runoff i~
Los Anqeles and Ventura Countie~; and

2. That the report be distributed to all affected agencies and
interested parties; and

3. That staff be directed to work with all appropriate agencies
to develop an urban runoff management strategy to control
pollutant discharges to coastal waters.

I, Robert p. Ghirelli, Executive Officer, do hereby certify that
the foregoing is a full, true and correct copy of a resolution
adopted by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board,
Los Angeles Region, on February 27, 1989.

ROBERT P. GHIRELLI, D.Env.
Executive Officer
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Forty-nine samples of runoff were collected from eight sites in Los Angelesand Ventura Counties on Seotember 23-25, 1986, during the first rain after the dry
season. Six sites were near the mouths of major storm channels and three were

~..fead along the Los Angeles River, the largest source of gaged runoff in Southern
lifornia. Suspended solids, oil and grease, total extractable organics (’lEO), trac¢.metals. DDT, polychlorinated biphenyl compounds (PCBs), ! - chc aro

hydrocarbons PAHs and . pO y.,.,.cy "    marie( ),    _n-alkanes were measured. F~fteen-mlnute flow datawere obtained for most sites from the county flood control districts. Because the
storm was unpredicted and so early in the rain season, samples were not taken =
regularly as planned, but low-flow, high-flow, and post high-flow samples were taken
at each site.

In general the highest contaminant concentrations occurred near the peak
flows and not at the first increase in flow. With few exceptions the highest
concentrations appeared at the channels with the greatest flows also making them
the greatest sources of contaminant mass emissions.

The two Ventura sites showed minimal increases in flows, orobablv due to a
limited amount of impermeable surface area and the dry status ol~the soil’s. The
Santa Clara River samples had the highest suspended solids concentrations and
DDT levels of any site, but the low volumes produced very low mass emissions.

o ....._A, ccu,rat, e fl~w..meas...urem, eats.a! the. four Los Angeles County site.s welto.,,neu omy ~or tsallona ~-reeK ano the three sites on the Los An
"gelesThere was no gage on the Dominguez Channel and one of two gages required to

determine the total flow for the San Gabriel River failed during the storm.

Flows from the Los Angeles River, Ballona Creek and the San Gabriel River
were large; each exceeded the daily flow of the largest municipal wastewater
treatment plant in the county. The runoff of the Los Angeles River at Willow Street
and Ballona Creek had the highest mean concentrations of almost all contaminants.
Concentrations of oii and .~rease, cadmium, chromium, co er, and nickel w esimilar to Hyperion 1985 five-mile effluent values, while I~a~, zinc, DDT,
concentrations were higher.

Within the Los Angeles River system, runoff contaminant concentrations
increased from the headwaters at Tujunga Wash through the mid-fiver site at the
San Fernando Valley to the mouth near Long Beach. Most contaminants were
below detectable limits at Tujunga Wash above any land development.           .

Downtown Los Angeles and the commercial and industrial area of south Los
Angeles County added less than one-half the flow of the upstream drainage but
three to five times the mass of contaminants.

Petroleum hydrocarbon characteristics in runoff were not very consistent
within or between channels. However gas chromatograms for most sam

nta~ned unresolved complex m~xtures (UCMs) humps characteristic o~cTankcas¢
oil in~u~s. The relative abundances of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in
runoff samples at several sites indicated the input of unweathered petroleum and
combustion by-products wilh the latter in greater amounts.
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Previous studies found lhat the mean conccntralions of conlaminants in theL~s Angeles River did not change much between 1971/72 and 1979/80. exce t for
Llead and PCBs. Our preliminary results for the I~s Angeles River do not in~Picate

much change since 1979 with the exception of a fourfold decrease in DDT
concentrattoas.

INTRODUCTION

This report is the result of a cooperative study with the Los Angeles Regional
Water Ouality Control Board to measure runoff contaminant concentrations and to
estimate mass emissions during storm flow conditions at several important channels
in L~s Angeles and Ventura Counties. Three to ten samnles were t~ken at ea
~,e~n_sj.~cs £49 samples t,o,!al) during a 48-h period in order to samD{e ~ak a~h of
~.,~,ng..i~ow 9,tage,s. we measured concentrations of susnended.,,di~
VOlallle SOIIOS, oil anti ~reas," "r~,-~ ~..o,~: .... ,._ ". " "--,.,-.,,,,u,,,, carom~um, copper, nickel, lead, zinc,DDT, DDD, DDE, PCBs, n-alkanes and PAlls in whole water samples. A subset
of samples was analyzed fo~ triterpanes and sterancs by UCLA. Rainfall and flow
data were obtained from the County Flood Control Districts.

Results from a second storm sampled in January 1987 at these sites are not
included in this report but will be reported when complete data become available.
This study is part of a long-term Southern California Coastal Water Research
Project (SCCWRP) program to update and improve past estimates of contaminant
inputs to the Southern California Bight. By the summer of 1988 we will have
sampled storm runoff from the largest storm channels in four of the coastal counties
of Southern California.

Background Sludie~

Southern California Bight

Beach closures, pelican reproduction failures, fin rot, contaminated fish
seizures, and kelp bed disappearances off the Southern California coast have
stimulated interest in anthropogenic inputs of contaminants to Southern California
coastal waters since the 1960’s. Extenswe monitoring of trace metals and
chlorinated organics in municipal wastewater effluents, the ~rincipai source of most
anthropogenic contaminants to the Southern California Big[u (’~0, 26), began
around1970 and has expanded through the 1970’s and 1980’s. ~v 1985, source
control, improved sludge handling, and increased treatment (additional advanced
primary and secondary treatment) combined to reduce wastewater emissions
significantly. Silver, cadmium, chromium, copper, mercury, nickel, lead, and zinc
discharges were an average of 65% lower than peak (mid-1970’s) emissions. DDT
and PCB discharges were 99 and 90% lower, respectively. These reductions
occurred despite increases in population and effluent flows (21). Recently,
completed and planned municipal wastewater effluent improvements should
continue to reduce outfall inputs while continued population growth and land
development have made and will continue to make runoff a more important
pollutant source of contaminants than it was I0 years ago.

Studies of contaminants in Southern California runoff are scarce comparedwith tho~e available for municipal wastewater outfalls. Amone possible reasons are
(1) no agency, has been responsible for storm drain water quality; (2) storm flow
(which is responsible for most runoff voh~mc and contaminant emissions) is
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unpredictable, highly variable and limited to a few months of the year; and (3)
representative samples of storm flow are not easily obtained.

One of the first studies to measure runoff im act
conducted h,, Chen in th .............. , p s in Southern Califo "
sa . ~ ~ ~,-,y ~ vm s at Marina oel Re ..n’ua was¯ spies were taken from the ....; ......... y (4). Water and sediment..... ,-., .car [wo slorm arains and Ballona Creek overseveral stormy periods, it was determined that storm runoff had little direct effect
on trace metal and pesticide levels in the water column within the marina. In
contra:~t, sediments near the runoff channels were hi hly contaminated; sediments
near the storm drains with DDE levels up to 5.5 mg~;~ kg were 60 times more
contaminated than sediments near the Hyperion five-mile outfall.

The most detailed and complete study of runoff emissions was conducted by
SCCWRP during 1971/72. an unusually dry ear 43%
Wet and dry weather flows w ......., ....Y- ( . of. average annual runo ..... ,~,,,y,=u at tour major nvers, and dry flow ~.sfO
sampled at an additional 11 streams m Southern California (~0). Based on this
limited survey it was concluded that the contribution of contaminants via runoff was

!x~c..e.p.SStha.n 10% of.that discharged by munici al outfalls " ¯ ,t,ons t,o th,is generalization included ~soend~-,,I ol..n~..~o.ut_h...e_rn. C.a!!forma.
,̄.~anese Icau, and cobalt "r ............:_" ’-. ’-7- ou.m,, nRrate, mtroge iro~l,....... ’ . ¯ swu ~-umamlrlan[s O! note wer ,

n,~z/~,~ metric tons, 99% of effl ........... ¯ suspended solids¯ u=m emissions) ano lead (90 metric tons, 43% ofeffluent emissions)~ DDT (0.12 metric tons) and PCB (0.25 metric tons) emissions
were about 1 and 3 ~, respectively, of the combined outfall values.

Using the same sampling technique, Youn et al      "     .
study of three storms,, ,h,. ~ ........... g . _. (2~.) repeated a similar¯a ......=,~;~.’,~ ~ource or runoff ~n bOuthern California, the LosAngeles River (30% of the total average annual gaged flow from Southern
California) in 1979/80. in that year low flow was responsible for only 5% of the
annual discharge, and low-flow contaminant concentrations were approximately
one-h.alf of the storm concentrations. This indicates !ha
~.o..stoLm~.p..o_r.[a.,nt sou.rye 9f mass emissions. The 1970/~0 to.s.!o~.r.m__r~n.,off.w__as_b.,~ far the.... ~,,uw~u ~nat w~ta the exception of nickel uo an-g,~_"~:~uuy anu !ne 1.~71/72 stud

...... , ,~o-.~,-/o or ~ne trace metal and Ychlorinated hydrocarbons were associated with particulates (> 0.4 m). A
comparison of flow-proportioned mean concentrations of 10 trace metals, DDT, and
PCBs between two storms in 1971/72 and three storms in 1979/80 showed that the
standard error of 10 of the 12 contaminants was less t

o, ¯were less than 20%) This ~,oo~o~ ,h .... han 50~ (su( of the twelve
at mere was not a large difference in meanconcentration values between years. Differences in lead and PCB concentrations

were much larger than those of the other contaminants, and mean concentrations
(between 1971/72 and 1979/80) showed a six- and eightfold reduction, res ectively.
These reductions were most likely due to legal restrictions on the industriSa~use of
both compounds.

The Los Angeles County Flood Control District (now called the Department
of Public Works) has conducted detailed monitoring of storm channel contaminants
since the late 1960’s. Monthly samples from 30 channel ’
1967 throu h 19 ¯ ¯ s~tes were collected fro
re.

g. 84 (5). Bmchem~cal oxygen demand B . mg. ase, nutrients, trace mesa s. oesti,-i,t,~ .......(OD) and levels ofod and
toe rnonthl,~ monitorin, ~,-,,,~-’.~ .........? -au, nac..ter~a were measured 5 . In .
s~ations monitore,~ ~;~.~.(~" m was reo.ucea to / stations Plus 14 adtliH~n~, 1985.

,.a ~’~lltlll~ or uar                       ¯       -           -7 ...... -’dur~ne storm flows + ~ ,~ -.Y-....,~q .... t.erly and 15 stations sampled twice annu~ . ,6, .......,~;,, ,,L,, ~s the largest storm channel data base ~;~llySouthern California and may reveal trends in low flow concentrations, it was not
designed for the estimation’of mass emissions because corresponding flows have
not been recorded. In addition, runoff was rarely sampled during peak flows when
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concentrations are most variable and emissions are most si nificant. Despite
limitations of this data set, Gather (12) has made some preliminary estimates of
long-term emissions rates to Santa Monica Bay. tie used the annual average
concentrations from Flood Control contaminant data and annual flow
measurements from four gaged channels and assumed individual storm drains
contribute about 40% of the gaged runoff. The single greatest cause of variation in
annual emissions is variation in annual water discharge volume.

Fi~ures 1 and 2 show the annual flow and lead emissions between 1967 and
1982 for me Los Angeles River, the total runoff to Santa Monica Bay, and the
Hyperion corrlbined ouffalls. From the available data, Garber (12) estimated that
Santa Monica Bay runoff inputs (1967-1982) of lead, selenium, nickel, cop r,
mercury, chromium, and total identifiable hydrocarbons to h,. ,in%, 17%, ~4O~o, 6%,
52%, 9%, and 7%, respectively, of the 1987 ~missions f~’om H"~v~’~rion’s two o
These estimates are probably low beca.,,~. ......... ",- .. ~..        utfalls.

...... a~u~m ~:~)nOl[IOnS (WhiCh normally ead tomuch higher contaminant concentrations) were not proportionally sampled. ~ of
the end of 1987 the sludge outfall discharges have becn terminatcd reducin= ma
ouffaii contaminant inputs by 50% and further increasing the importance o~run~n~f
as a source of contaminants.

The Pico-Kenter storm drain in Santa Monica delivered a small but regular
flow that accumulated on the beach. This site has been the fi~us of attention
because of petroleum-like discharges that have closed the beach and because of
high incidences of cancer in lifeguards who have worked in the area (7). The
linkage of storm drain constituents to the incidences of cancer has been investigated
(and discounted) and chemical values (nutrients, BOD. chemical ox’veen demand
(COD), oil and grease, phenols, cyanide, and 14 metals) have been ~’i~orted (7).
Estimates of mass emissions have been made by using Pico-Kenter contaminant
data and County Flood Control flow data for all of Santa Moni~c~ Bay (18). These
calculations estimate that runoff to the bay is responsible for l0 ~ of the oil and
grease and 10-50% of the trace metals that the seven-mile sludge line discharged in
1981.

Studies of water and sediment quality in Marina del Rey, the adjacent mouth
of Ballona Creek, and storm drains entering the harbor (13) have shown hi~her
levels of contaminants at sites near the storm drains and creek mouth than m the
harbor. Elevated contaminant concentrations and reduced dissolved oxygen were
detected at most stations after storm runoff. Interestingly, measurements of oil and
grease in runoff to Marina del Rey showed no decrease in the concentration ranges
through three consecutive storms indicating a large reserve.

Eganhouse and Kaplan (9-11) characterized organics in Los Angeles Riverwater from an early season storm in 1978 and compared constituents and masses of
runoff inputs v, ith mumcl al emissions The found h~

¯
’" ’ ’P ’ -’ -.    y t at 00-~ of the extractableswere petroleum derived, whereas [he non-hydrocarbons were mostly bid enic.

AJthou[gh runoff inputs of hydrocarbons were estimated to be one-half o~municipal
outfall inputs to Southern California, they were estimated to represent 2% of the
global inputs from all sources to the ocean¯

In 1986 Anderson and Gossett (l) reported on PAils in marine sediments
from the outfall and harbor areas between San Dicg~ and Los Angeles¯ They found
some of the highest levels near the mouths of the Lc, s Angeles River. and the
Dominguez Channel and near storm drains in San Diego Bay.
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Background Outside Southern California

In comparison to Southern California runoff, the east coast of the United
States has been extensively studied (2. 15, 16, 17, 23). There is also considerably
more infl~rmation about sources of contaminants. However, these studies were
carried out in areas that receive much more frequent rain than Southern California
does, and in most cases rainfall occurs throughout the year with short intervals
between runoff events.

in a three-year study of contaminant sources and mass emissions to
Narragansett Bay, Hoffman and Quinn (15) determined that runoffwas the largest
s~t~rce of petroleum hydrocarbons, high molecular weight PAHs, lead, and zin~to
the ha),. Municipal ~mtfalls were the major source of low-molecular.weight PAHs.
AIthou,g,h highways and industrial areas occupied a relatively small portion of thedrainage basin they were important sources because of their very high
concenirations, l tighways and industrial runoff contained, respectively, 40 and 80
times the petroleum hydrocarbons, 40 and 12 times the copper, I00 and 7 times the
lead, and 160 and 15 times the zinc as residential runoffconcentratiom.

in Richmond, California, Stenstrom et al. (22) measured oil and grease
emissions from five different land use areas in a basin that drains into San Francisco
Bay. The authors concluded that runoff emissions were an important and growing
problem and that 50% of the oil and grease emissions from the studied basin could
he eliminated if emissions from industrial and parking facilities (11% of land in the
basin) were controlled.

Ehhert and Wagner (8) examined 35 collection sites from eight urban areas
throughout the United States, compared rain concentrations of contaminants with
runoffconcentrations, and fl~und that rain could be a significant source of
c~ntaminants. The mean contributions of rain to runoffemissions were 74% for
mtrate plus nitrite, 12% for COD, 12% for copper, 6% for lead, and 2% for
suspended solids.

Richards and I-Iolloway (19) used Monte Carlo techniques to evaluate the
accuracy and precision of triht~tary load estimates using a 4000 data point sampling
set. Hypothetical annual sampling programs with 12 to 600 samples were examined.
The rdsults showed that the bias and precision of loading estimates were influenced
not only by the frequency and pattern of the sampling plan but also by the size of the
drainage basin (smaller channels need more frequent sampling) and the behavior of
the constituent measured. Stratified sampling with the bulk of the samples taken
dr,ring the highest flow will produce the most accurate estimates. Estimates within
20% accuracy are suggested with only a few low flow measurements and careful
concentratedsampling during the 2 or 3 greatest flows of the year (24).

OBJ EC’I’iVES

The primary ~bjective ~f this study was to determine the concentrations of
contaminants from major runoff sources and m estimate their mass emission rates
~ the ocean. These data are compared to past estimates of runoff emissions as well
:~ other sources of contamination to the Southern California Bight.
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We also determined how the concentration and mass of contaminants varied
throughout the storm events to see if significant portions of the mass emissions were
concentrated in a small part of the flow. We sampled sites to see how contaminant
levels varied with land use. In addition, we measured polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH) concentrations for the first time for several channels to
determine which compounds were present in Southern California runoff.

METHODS

Six large runoff sources in Venture and Los Angeles Counties were sampled
(Figure 3). Each channel has a unique drainage basin, and most of the charme[s
(San.ta Clara River, Calleguas Creek, Los Angeles River, and San Gabriel River)
receive wastewater effluent from one or more municipal wastewater treatment
plants. This contributes significantly to dry weather flows.

Sampling locations on each channel were selected for the following reasons:
(1) to provide safe sampling; (2) to be used under adverse weather conditions; (3) to
pro.vide access to the center channel of the flow; and (4) to be downstream from the
major sources of runoff contaminants, in an attempt t~ sample downstream from
potential major sources we located three of our stations (Calleguas Creel
D.ominguez Channel, and San Gabriel River) in the upper reaches of the tidal
prism.

Santa Clara River

Thq Santa Clara River drains the second largest basin in Southern California
(4,200 km=) and has produced some of the largest peak flows ( 165,000 cfs) in
Southern California’s history. However, the flow near the mouth is poorly
correlated with natural weather conditions because water is imported from the
California Water Project and flow in the upper and middle river is regulated b~,
releases from the dams at Lake Piru, Lake Pyramid, and Lake Casitas. Diversions
and groundwater recharge prevent upstream flows from reaching the ocean except
during large storms. Even t~elow the last water diversion the dry sandy riverbed m
capable of absorbing most of the flow from early sea.son and small storms.

We sampled on the north side of the channel where Highway 101 crosses the
river (H on Figure 3). This site is located about 8 km above the mouth of the river,
which is at McGrath State Beach. Our site is the last accessible, safe location to
sample moderate or high flow conditions. The channel is over 300 ft wide, and the
bed is unlined.

Calleguas Creek

Calleguas Creek drains 650 km2, including the southern part of the
Hueneme Plain, and receives secondar2,, effluent discharge from several treatment
plants. This sampling site on Highway I is in the middle of the tidal prism and
above Mugu Lagoon (! on Figure 3). We decided to sample here because it would
allow us to obtain runoff from Calleguas Creek as well as Revlon Slough, which also
drains a large i~ortion of the Hueneme Plain that is used intensively to grow
vegetables anuother cash crops. Unfortunately, between the time we selected this
site and when it was sampled, the channels were separated and the junction point
moved below our site location. Therefore we collected separate samples from only
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Calleguas Creek. Flow data ~’ere obtained from the Ventura Department of Public._ Works from their station at Camarillo, which is about 6 km above the sampling site.

Ballona Creek

Ballona Creek drains 232 km2 of highly urbanized land in West Los Angeles.
The main channel is concrete lined. Oil and tar lines on the banks of the channel
are evidence of the occasiona discharge of petroleum from freeway tanker spills
and ~ther sources. Our sampling station (D on Figure 3) is located’4 km above the
mouth of the creek, between the entrance to Marina del Rey and the beach at Playa
del Rey. The station on the inglewood Avenue bridge is above tidal influence
except during the hi~hest t des; however, we saw no visual or chemical evidence of
saltwater intrusion t~uring any sampling period. Flow data were obtained from the
.Los Angeles County Department of Public Works recording I[auge F 38C-R, which
~s located near Sawtelle Avenue about 1 km above the samphng site.

Dominguez Channel

The Dominguez Channel drains about 100 km2 of industrial and urban land
in south Los Angeles. In the past, the upper reaches received runoff from the
Montrose Chemical Plant. This plant was the source of most of the DDT
discharged from municipal outfalls or dumped into Southern California marine
waters between the late 1940’s and mid-19"~0’s (3). The sides of the Domin ez
Channel are covered with riprap, and the lower 10 miles are within the tidna~rism
and continuously, filled with water. There is no recordin~ flow gage in the lower
reaches of the channel. The sampling site (C on Figure ~) is located o,n_ the railroad
bridge just south of Anaheim Street, which was as close to the channel s termination
in Los Ang,.eles/Long Beach Harbor as possible. Although this ~mplin~ site lacked
adequate now data and was in the lowest section of the t~dai prism, we decided to
~ample here because the 5-6 km of channel immediately above this site is lined with
oil refineries. In addition, the harbor sediment just below our sampling site has
been shown to have very high levels of petroleum hydrocarbons and pesticides (1).
Justification for selecting this site comes from its high potential for producing
environmentally significant concentrations of contaminants under rapid flow-
conditions.

Los Angeles River

The Los Angeles river was sampled because it is responsible for about 30%
of ~he total annual gaged runoff from Southern California and it has been studied
twice before by using similar techniques. Three sites were selected in an attempt to
separate sources of contaminants to the river. The upper river ba,~in is slightl
dev.e.loped, the middle portion drains the San Fernando V.all,-u ntn,4 ~ I .... I. y
res~uent~al, whnle the lower half of the rtver drainage ns more commercial~and
industrial. The three sites sampled were Big Tujunga Wash (F on Figure 3),
Fletcher Avenue Bridge (E on Figure 3), and the Willow Street Bridge (B on Figure
3).

Big Tujun~a Wash is one of three major tributaries draininu the foothills
above Los Angcl~s. Our sampling s te was located below the Big ~ujunga Dam
which collects runoff from undeveloped steep-sloped hills. Although the flow in this
area is small, we decided to sample here because anthropogenic contaminants in
this area could only have been deposited by aerial fallout.
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The Flelcher Avenue Bridge crosses the Los Angeles River about hal~aybetween the headwaters and the mouth. Drainage above this site is mostly from the
suburban San Fernando Valley and the less developed foothills. The Los Angeles
County Public Works Department maintains a recording gage that records flow al
15-sin intervals at this site.

Th.e Willow Street sampling site is located in Long Beach at the end of the

+c~n_c.r_e!~:l,ne.d. c, ha.nne,l about 2. .km.ab.ove.th¢ river mou.lh in Long Beach Harbor., ,� total area orameo aoove tms rote ~s at+out 3200 km+. Past flows at this site have
reached over 100,000 cfs. This section of the channel receives runoff from
downtown Los Angeles and the commercial/industrial developments of east and
southeast Los Angeles. The Rio Hondo Channel is approximately 16 km above this
site and is capable of transferring water from the San Gabriel River to the Los
Angeles River at the discretion of the Public Works Department.

Flow data for the three sites were obtained from the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works for stations FI68-R, F57C-R, and F319-R (Figure 3),
These are within I km of their respective sampling sites.

San Gabriel River

The San. Gabriel River drains approximately 1600 km2, but its discharge to
me oce.an is relatively small. During low flow and small storm flows much of the
upper r~ver water is retained for groundwater recharge. Most of the dry weather
flow in the lower river is from advanced wastewaler effluents.

We intended to sample two sites on the San Gabriel River; however, the first
storm occurred so early in tl+e season that we missed sampling the upper station at
San Gabriel Parkway.

The lower San Gabriel River was sampled at College Park, (A on Figure 3),
which is about 3 km above the river mouth in Long Beach Harbor. Unfortunately,
this site was also located about 1 km below the upper end of the tidal prism. The
site was selected because it was the nearest point of access below the confluence of
the San Gabriel River and Coyote Creek. Storm flows from Coyote Creek to the
San Gabriel River can constitute more than one-half of the total flow. We selected
this site under the assumption that any significant flow would flush saltwater out
even at the highest tides. However, salinity measurements of a few low flow
samples taken at high tide indicated the presence of marine water¯ Consecjuently,
trace metals were not measured for those samples nor were they included m
emission estimates. Two Los Angeles County Department of Public Works flow
gages were required to measure the total flow from both channels for our site.
Gage F428-R on the San Gabriel River malfunctioned during the storm and no data
were collected. Gage F354-R, below Spring Street, measured Coyote Creek flow
about 3 km above the sampling site. Mass emission estimates are based only on the
Coyote Creek flow.

Samples were collected from the center of flow for each channel by lowering
an acid-washed kilned l-gallon bottle in an epoxy covered metal sampler that was
equipped with a horizontal and vertical tail stabi’lizer that kept the bottle ot~ening
facing upstream. The bottles passed through the surface layer uncapped. "the
sampler was submerged about 0.5 meter below the surface, and was filled in about
90 seconds. The sampler was deployed twice for each sam ~ling per od, and the
sample was proportionally divided ihto the samp e contuincrs fi>r organics (4 liters),
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trace metals (1 liter), suspended solids (1 liter), oil and grease (1 liter), and toxicity
(20 ml).

C’~mu~!~ti~ ~, rairffall da~a ~rom 17 ~i~ (Tuhle I) located wilhin [he drainage
h~sins ~t~a~ we wcrc s~udying wcrc collected from ~s Angeles County Department
of Public Wor~ files.

River Flow Data

B-II ~ F~ure, 3 ~ho~’s ga~ing,sta~ons for ~s Aageles County. ~e gages ona ~ na t~rce~, me ~s ~n~e~es ~iver, the San Gabriel River, and Coyote Creek
can provide flow data at 15~min laterals. Continuous flow data for ~ile~
Creek were provided by the Vemura County Department of Public Works. Data for
the Santa Clara Riser ~ow are b~ed on field crews obse~ations, which we ~lieve
to be acceptable since the flow was low and did not change much during the sto~.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A complete listing of flow rates, flow volume, inte~al volume, contaminantconcentrations, and mmss emissions for each sample is listed in Ap~nd~ ~

Differences ~lw~n Sites

Mean concentrations

Flow-proportioned mean contaminant concentrations and ranges for eight
sites are summarized in Table 2. Histograms of mean concentratio~ at the
sampling sites are shown in Figure 4, A-N.

Suspended solid~ mean concentrations for seven sites are shown in Fibre 4,
C. The highest (1250 rag/liter at the Santa Clara River) and lowest (30 mg/hter at
Calle~uas Creek) concentrations were found in Ventura County. ~e sites in ~s
Angetes County ranged between 2~ and 750 rag/liter.

~e ~s Angeles River at the Willow Street site (Fisure 4; B, D-H).
generally ha~ the h~ghcst concentrations of hydrophobic (ml and grebe, total
extractable org~nics. PAH, ~-alkanes, PCBs, and DDT) contaminants. Exceptio~
occurred at Ballona Creek, which had 50% more oil andgrease and a DDT
concentration ~ 6rues that of the Willow Street site, and ~anta Clar~ which had a
DDT concemration 11 times that of the Willow Street site.

The trace metals concentrations (cadmium, chromium, copper, nickel, lead,
and zinc) were all highest at Ballona Creek followed by the ~ River at Willow
(Figure g. I-N). Concentrations at Tujunga Wash were consistently below detection,
~hile the other sil~ h;td roughly equal levels.

Within the I.A ~ivcr system contaminants increased between upper and
lower stallions. The Willow runoff had about twice the amount of suspended solids
as the upper t~o xt~ttit~ns did. Oil and grease and TEO c~mcentrations quadruoled
het~vecn Tpjunga and i’letcher and again between Flelcher and Willow. Metal
t’oncentranons xvcre heh~w detection mits at Tujunga, but metal ¢oncentrat o~ at
Willow were tx~o to four times higher than those at Fletcher (Figure 4, I-N).
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Mean concentrations per gram of suspended solid

Past studies have shown that m(,st of the contaminants are associated with
suspended particulates (9, 21). We have calculated contaminant concentrations per
gram of suspended solid in Table 3 assuming [ha~ all of ~he contaminants
particulate bound. This could he ~ ~slcadin~ sm,n,~,;,:--~ :~ .....~r~ .
ve~ ~ow and dissolved contaminants cons,;, ......t.._:~: ..... t ICV~l~ are. ,,~u~ a ~mHCanl percenl ol the totalconcentration. However, with this caution in mind’able 3 (and Figure 5, A-L)
gwes an indication of quality of particulates that may accumulate in sedimen~ or
spread in near-shore waters.

Oil and grease measurements at Tujun~a and Santa Clara were an order of
magnitude less than at the other sites (Figure ~ A). The four sites with m~er
high flows (Willow, Fletcher Ballona and San ~.."-~-~ ---, ....... ate to

~,~,~1 uau similar vai~s ~n10.5 and 23.6 mg/g. ~e ve~ high concenlrations at Calleguas Creek were a result
of the ve~ low concentrations of suspended solids.

DDT and PCBs had ~o different patterns (Figure 5, E-F). Santa Clara
River and Ballona Creek particulates were more contaminated with DDT than were
parti~lates at the other s~tes, while PCBs were more uniformly distributed at all
sites except Tujunga W~sh.

~e ~s Angeles River and Ballona Creek had much higher concentratiom
of PAHs and ~-alkanes than the other sites.

~e trace metals concentrations on suspended solids (Fieure 5, G-L) were
reasonably uniform at four stations (Willow, Fletcher, Ballona, ~nd San Gabriel),
while concentratio~ of metals at Tujunga and the Santa Clara River were much

~s ~gel~s River S~tem

Within the ~s Angeles River stations, the Tujunga samp es had the lowest
contaminant concentrations but moderate y high suspended sohds levels. ~is
resulted in ve~ low concentrations per gram of suspended solid. The trace metals,
pesticides, PCBs and PAHs were below detection l~mits while oil and grease and
~-alkanes were 4 and 9 times higher than at mid-river. Concentrations of metes,
pesticides and PCB on suspended solids are similar for samples from mid-river
(Fletcher) and lower river (Willow). However, the lower river samples are 2 to 9
times high in TEO, P~s and ~-alkanes.

Mass

Cal~lated flow-proportioned mass emissions are listed in Table 4 and shown
in Fibre 6, A-N.

~e ~s Angeles River is the largest source of runoff to the Southern
California Bight. The highest flows combined with the high concentrations caused
the Willow Street site to have the highest mass emissions of all constituen~ except
DDT.

For all constituents except DDT there is a consistent pattern of greatest
emissions coming from
Fletcher and San Gabriel. The remaining stations have minimal inputs.

I0
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Within the LA River staff(ms, Tujunga emits a miniscule volume of runoff
and contaminants. The flow at the Willow site is about 30% greater than lhal
Flelcher, hut contaminanl emissions are 3 to ]0 times greater, indicating a much
greater source, in the lower basin.

The Ballona Creek drainage is only aboulal0% of the Los Angeles drainage
basin, but during this ~lorm its flow was about 40~ of the LA River ~ow. The
emissions of most contaminants were approximately 40% of the LA
em!ss!ons. Exceptions were lead and z~fic, which wire about eoual to

eemm=i~Ji~)nn~i and DDT and _n-alkanes which were twice and one-s~xth of the Willow

We have underestimated the emissions from the San Gabriel River because
we only have flow data from Coyote Creek, so our estimates could be low by a factor
of 2 or more. The measured flow is three-fourths the size of the Ballona Creek flow,
hut emissions of oil and suspended solids, oil and grease, TEO, trace metals, and
chlorinated hydrocarbons are between 3 and 20% of Ballona’s emissinn~
AH and n-alkane emissions are 1 and 3%, respectively.

Trends in flow and contaminant ¢oneentralions will= lime

Fi~.re 7, A-H, shows the flow and concentrations of suspended solids, oil and
~.r.ease,,T .EO, !ead.,..t~)tal. PAHs,, total PCBs, and volatile solids for the Los Angeles
K~ver outing me ~-n o~ sampling.

There were two peaks in flow about 6 h apart; the first peak exceeded 10,000
cfs, whereas the second peak returned to 9,000 cfs after dropping to 5,000

The peak contaminant concentrations (except percent volatile solids)
occurred in either sample 6 or 7 before the first peak ,n flow. Although sample 8
had the highest flow, the concentrations of all contaminants dropped. This may be
due to a washout of contaminants.

Trends in Cumulalive Emissions

As an example of when contaminant emissions occur, Figure 8, A-D, shows
the cumulative percent flow with cumulative percent emissions of suspended solids,
oil a.nd grease, combined trace metals, and chlorinated hydrocarbons for the Willow
station, and Figure 9, A-D. shows that approximately 80% of the flow and
suspended solids were discharged within a 10-h period. Contaminant emissions
lagged during the first 5% of flow but rapidly increased after 10% of the flow
occurred. In general the first 25% of flow produced 50% of the contaminant
emissions, and when 50% of the flow had occurred, 75% of the contaminant
emissions had occurred. This pattern is representative of the other sites studied.

Petroleum hydrocarbon characterization

Aliphatic hydrocarbons

Figure 10a represent.,, a typical chron~atogram of the aliphatic fraction fromour stormwater runoff samples. "Generally, most of the samples contained a single
hump of varying size (known as the unres~dved complex mixture-UCM) and
numerous resolved peaks which represent simple alkanes containing from I0 to 30

!!
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carbons. The presence ofa UCM maximizing at n-C21-C35 is indicative of
crankcase oil in the runoff. The n-alkanes, which are the resolved peaks labelled
w~th their respective number of carhon.~, showed maxima at n-Cl7 as well as the
higher molecular weight n-alkanes with odd numbers of carbons (i.e., n-C27, C’29
and C31). The odd-even carbon chain length predominance of these higher
molecular weight species indicates the presence of waxes characteristically
associated with the cuticles of higher plants.

There were two notable exceptions to the pattern illustrated in Figure 10a.
First, samples taken from Ballona Creek at 6 and 47 hours contained two UCM
humps, the first hump being larger and maximizing at n-Cl8 (Figure 10b). it has
been suggested by some researchers that this pattern may be representative of
bacterial degradation products. Second, the 31 hour sample taken from the Los
Angeles River at Willow Street contained no UCM at all. It did, however, exhibit
the highest concentrations of n-alkanes (mostly from the C23-C39 range) with little
apparent odd-even predominance. This sample was taken during the second peak in
flow at approximately 8500 cubic feet/second(Figure 7a). The distribution we
observed is not consistent with a recent biogenic origin, but may be related to
dewaxing of petroleum. Similar distributions were not observed in samples taken
before or after this one. Therefore, it is unclear whether these results are
anomalous, representing the inclusion of a small particle of pure wax, or an
indication of a short-term input to the river.

Aromatic hydrocarbons

Figure 11 presents a relative abundance plot for the 26 PAHs measured in
this study (see AP.e..endix A for a list of the compounds and their individual
concentrations). I his sample was taken from the Los Angeles River at Willow
Street after 30.8 hours and is indicative of the most common distributional pattern.
Most of the samples contained some naphthalenes (compounds 1-4) and
phenanthrenes !.compounds 9-12) which are the dominant PAHs in unweathered
petroleum. However, the compounds with four or more rin~s (fluoranthene through
benzo[g, hi,i]perylene; compound 14-26), which are combustion products, were
frequently present at higher concentrations. Therefore, results of this study showed
a m~xture of both types of hydrocarbons being discharged during this storm with a
larger amount of combustion products present.

The PAH composition was variable throughout the storm at a single point on
the channel and in samples taken contemporaneously during a storm at different
sites in the channel. However, the plot from the Los Angeles River station at
Willow Street (Figure 8) is comparable to those obtained by Anderson and Gossett
(1) for bottom sediments collected at the mouth of the Los Angeles River as well as
those for sediments from the vicinity of Los Angeles County’s outfall, suggestin~ that
stormwater runoff and municipal effluent may contain PAils of similar composition.

CONCLUSION

As the emissions of contaminants from outfalls continue to decrease, runoff
emissions become a more important source of marine inputs. Outfall emissions
have been steadily reduced over the last l0 years (21), but little has been done to
reduce con.taminants. Young et al. (25) concluded that variations in runoff
concentra.ons were not sigmficantlv different in the Los Angeles River between
1971 and 1979 except for lead and PCBs, which were reduced by factors of 6 and 8,
respectively. There do not appear to be many major changes in concentration since
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V
1979. Table 5 shows concentrations for lhe five storms measured in 1971 and 1979 Oand the present 1986 rcsulls. Between 1979 and 1986 copper and lead

Lconcentrations increascd by ahoul a factor of 2, while suspended solids and
chromium were reduced by two-thirds and one-half, resoectively. The rest of the
trace metals and PCBs varied by less than one-third. DIDT had the largest change
and was reduced by a factor of 4.

How the volume of runoff affects contaminant emissions is not clear. Los

1
Angeles River runoff in 1971/72 was about one-half of normal runoff, while
1979/80 produced runoff five times the 15-year average: yet Youn~and his
co-workers found most contaminant concentrations to be similar. ~Five of the twelve

2
highest concentrations in the year did not occur in the first storm of 1979, and the
third storm had cadmium andlead concentrations higher than those of the first
storm. Data from the storm we sampled in January 1987 should allow us to
determine the changes between storms within a year.

We did have some indication of a washout of contaminants in the Los
Angeles River in this year’s study because almost all of the contaminant
concentrations peaked before our highest flow sample was taken. If the distribution
of rain on land use areas did not change significantly there may have been a
reduction in available contaminants, tloffman et al. (14) found that residential,
highway, commercial, and industrial areas had different rates of washout during a
storm with residential concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbon approaching zero
after less than 2 cm of rain, while industrial sites showed no reductions in
concentrations after 2 cm of rain.

Large flows from Ballona Creek, Los Angeles River ~’~j’illow, Los Angeles
2River Fletcher, and the San Gabriel River exceeded 3.5 x 190 liters (920 minion

gallons! during the storm, while flows of less than 0.32 x l0 liters (84 million
gallons) occurred at the Santa Clara, Tujunga, and Calleguas sites.                            ~" - "~

During the storm, flows changed very little at Big Tujunga Wash, the Santa                " ~
~!.a,,ra River, and Dominguez Channel, while a~ Ballona Creek, Los Angeles River               U
wmow, and San Gabriel flows varied by about 100x.

The highest concentrations of contaminants are associated with peak flows.                8

Because we sampled the two Ventura sites while they had relatively low flow, this
data may be less representative annual emissions of contaminants.

The two channels with the highest flows, Los Angeles River Willow and                    ~
Ballona Creek, had the highest mean contaminant concentrations and consequently
had the highest emissions of ¢fil and grease, TEOs, cadmium, chromium, copper,
nickel, lead, zinc, PCI3s, PA! Is, resolved hydrocarbons, and _n-alkanes.

A~nual estimate of runoff should be viewed with the awareness of certain
Ilimitations, some relevant to all runoff studies anti others relevant only to this study.

Factors that need further examination include annual variations in total rainfall
within a drainage basin, the intentional retention of runoff for groundwater
recharge, and diversions between drainage basins. The factors can combine to
make each storm and year difficult to compare with other storms and years.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEAEOH F’ROJECT

SAMPLELOS ANGELES/VENTURADATA SHEET RUNOFF SURVEY

Channel: Los Angeles R~ver Flow (M**31Se~): 2°67
Location: Willow Street Time Interval: 00:00-0~:~0

Date: 23 Sep 8b Inte~vaIVol(M~3):
Time: 17:55 Storm #:

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

Susoended Solids 46mG/L 1.753 T Naphthalene <21nG/L 0
TVS 65% ~ CI-Naphthalenes <21nG/L 0
Total Sol~ds 627mG/L ~_~.89 T C2-Naohthalenes <21nG/L 0
Dissolved Sol~ds 581mG/LI 22.14 T C3-Na~h~halenes ~45nG/L 0
O~l ~ Grease .7mG/L °0267 T Biphenyl ..~21nG/L 0
Chloroform E~tr. i.4mG/L .0533 T Acenaphth~lene <21nG/L 0

iSal~nity ,5ppt ~ Acenaphthene ~45nG/L 0
pH I 7 *~ Fluorene <20nG/L 0

Phenanthrene ~¢20n~/L 0
Cadmium 3uG/LI .ll~3kS CI-Phenanthrenes {20nG/L 0
Chromium 3uG/LI OkG C2-Phenan~hrenes ~,~nG/L°~
Coppe~ 12uG/Li .4572kGI C3-F~henenth~enes .~20nG/L 0
Nickel 16uG/L i ,609~kG Anthracene ~20nG/L
Lead 55uG/LI 2.096kG Fluoranthene ~I6nG/L 0
Zinc 21uG/L .8001kS Pyrene ~,’16nG/L 0
Silver .iluG/Li OkG 2,3-Ben~o~luorene .~48nG/L 0

Benz(a)anthracene ~I17nG/L 0
’~-~o,p~-DDE lnG/L .0381G Chrysene <17nG/L 0

p,p~-DDE 5nG/L .1905 G Ben~o(b)÷luoranth .~I~nG/L 0
o,p~-DDD ~ilnG/L 0 G Benzo(k)~uoranth <I4nG/L 0
p,p°-~DD "InG/L 0 G Benzo<e)ovrene ~14nG/L 0
o,p’-DDT :.InG/L 0 G Ben:o(a)pyrene .~14nG/L
~,~’-DDT ~InG/U 0 GI Perylene .,~il4nG/L 0 ~
TOTAL OPT 6nG/L .228bGI      9,10-Diphenylanth .(14n~/L

Diben=(a,h)anth~a :II2nG/L
Aroclor 1242 44nG/L 1.676 G Benzo(g,h,i)peryl " 12nG/L
Aroclor 125~ ’InG/L 0 G TOTAL PAH On~/L
TOTAL PCB 44nG/L I.b76 G

SURROGATE RECOVERY
He:.:achloroben~ene 4nG/L .1524 G: dS-Nao~thalene 41%
Lindane ~InG/L 0 G diO-Acenaphthene 71%

~lO-Phenant~rene 84%
To:~icity ;NoTest *** dl2-Chrysene I18%

dl2-Perylene 122% ~**

Nesolved HCs OnG/L’ 0
n-alkanes ci0-c39 2234nG/L 85.12
Pr~stane ;48nG/L 13.2b
Phystane 420nG/L Ib. O0

R0054147
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY
SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Los Angeles River Flo~ (M~*3/Sec):     .b7

Location: Willow Street Time Interval:

Date: 23 Sep 8b IntervalVol(M~3):

Time: 17:55 Storm #:

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

Susoended Solids 4bmG/L 1.753 T Naphthalene <21nG/L

TVS b5% $~$ CI-Nap~thalenes <21nG/L 0 G

Total Solids 627mG/L 2~.89 T C2-Naohthalenes <21nG/L 0 G

581mG/L 22.14 T C3-Na~thalenes ,~45nG/L 0 G
Dissolved Sollds

10ii ~( Grease .7mG/L .0267 T Biphenyl
i

<21nG/L 0

;Chloro÷orm Exit. 1.4m~/L .0533 T Acena~th~lene <21nG/L 0 G

ISal~nity 5~t ~ Acenap~t~ene ! <45nG/L 0

pH 7 ~$$ Fluorene
Phenanthrene :~20nG/L 0

Cadmium 3uG/L .1143kGI CI-Phenant~enes <20nG/L 0

Chromium ~uG/L OkG C2-P~enant~renes <20nG/L

Cooper t2uG/L .4572kG C3-F’henent~renes :I20nG/L 0

Nickel IbuG/L .~096kG Anthracene ~20nG/L

iLeaa 55uG/L 2.0qbkG Fluorant~ene <16nG/L 0

~ 21uG/L .8001kG Pyrene ,~16nG/L 0

Silver IuG/L OkG 2,3-Benzo÷luorene
Benz(a)anthracene <17nG/L 0

¯ o,p~_DDE InG/L .0381G Chrysene <I7nG/L 0

p,p~-DDE 5nG/L .1905 G Ben~o(b)fluo~anth ~I14nG/L 0

o,~_DDD :IInG/L 0 G Benzo(k)fluoranth ~14nG/L

"InG/L 0 G! Ben~o(e)0vrene .~I4nG/L 0
p, p ’ -DDD
o,p ’-DDT .. InG/L 0 G Benzo (a) myrene .: I ~nG/L

D,o’-DDT -:IlnG/L 0 G Perylene It4nG/L 0

TOTAL DDT ~nG/L .228b G 9,lO-Diohen~lanth ~14nG/L

Dibenz(a,h)anthra 12nG/L!

A~oclor ~242 44nG/L 1.b76 G Benzo(g,h,~)Peryl ; 12nG/L

Aroclor 1254 ~InG/L 0 G TOTAL PAH J OnG/L

ITOTAL PCB 44nG/L. 1.676 G
SURROGATE ~ECOVE

Hexachlo~oben~ene 4nG/L .1524 G d8-Naphthalene 41%

lnGIL (, ~ dlO-Acenap~thene 71%
L~ndane

dlO-Phenan~ene 84%

iToxicit~ NoTest :~$ d12-Chrysene 118%

d12-Perylene 122%

Resolved HCs OnG/L 0

I n-al kanes c i0-c39 22~4nG/L 85.12

I Prls~ane 3~SnG/L 13.2b

F’hystane ~20nG/L Ib. O0

R0054148
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY
SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Los Angeles R~ver Flow (Mll3/Sec): ~.78
Location: Willow Street T~me Interval: 03:30-05:45

Date:
Ti me: 21 : 05 Storm #:

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS ~    CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

Suspended Sol ~ds ~5m~/L
TVS
-oral Sol~s bb2mG/L lb.95 T C2-Naohthalenes <15nG/L 0
D:~solve~ SoliOs b27mG/~ 1~.05 T C3-Napnt~alenes <32nG/L 0
~:I ~ Grease 2.~mG/L .0589 T~ Bip~enyl ".15nG/L 0
~ni oroform E::tr. I. 7mG/L .0435
Salinlty ppt !~     ~ Acenapht~ene <32nS/L 0
~H

P~enanth~ erie .~ 14nG/L 0
2aQmium 2uG/L
~omium <~uG/L
_ ~oe’ 15uG/.
",.~, e~ 13uG,_ .T~S’ 3~ An~’a=er,~ I~nG/L~ 0

,
~,:’-DDE

~,p "-DDD lnG/.
o,o’-DDD InG/L
Q,D’-DDT lnG/L C)
c, ,D ’-DDT .: lnG/L
TOTAL DDT OnG/L

Di ben: (a,h)anth~ {gnG/L
A~oclo~ 1242 ~ lnG/L
A~oclo~ 1254 11nG/L .281b G TOTAL PAH OnG/L 0
T~TAL PCB 11nG/L .281b G

SURROGATE RECOVERY
~ex ac~l oFobenzene ~lnG/L
Lzn~ane ~InG/L

To’.: ~ city NoTes~

Resolved HCs OnG/L 0 G
n-alkanes cI0-c~9 750nG/L 19.2 G
F’r~stane 375nG/L 9.6 G
Phytane OnG/L 0 G

R0054149
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY
SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Los Angeles River I Flow (M=~3/Sec): 5.21
Locatzon: Willow Street I Tzme Interval: 12:15-18:45

Date: 24 Sep 86

IIntervaIV°l(M=$3):
Time: 09:30 Storm #: 1

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS[ CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

SusoenOeO Solzds 10b mG/L lb.75 T Naphthalene ~18 nG/L 0
55 % $$$ CI-Napht~alenes ~18 nG/L 0

~a~ Sol~s bb~ mG/L 105.7 T C2-Naphthalenes ~i18 nG/L 0
l,~solve~ Solids 563 mG/L 88.95 T C3-NaDhthalenes ~138 nG/L 0

~ Grease 3.5 mG/L .55~ T B~phenyl 18 nG/L 0
~-,~oro÷orm Evtr. 5.1 mG/L .805~ T Acenaphthylene ’18 nG/L 0
~l~n~ty 0 opt ~ Acena~thene .i~8 nS/L 0

5.5 ~ Fluo~ene 17 nG/L 0
Phenanth~ene 17 nG/L 0

3admium ~ uG/L .474kG CI-Phenanthrenes 17 nG/L 0
Chromium 9 uS/L 1.422kG C2-Phenanthrenes 17 nG/L 0
~o~per 40 uG/L b.3~kG C~-Phenenthrenes 17 nG/L 0

~3 uG/L 5. D14kG Anthracene 17 nG/L
_e~d 42 uG/L b.636kG Fluo~anthene 14 nG/L 0
"~c 157 uG/L 24.81kS F’yrene 14 nG/L 0

!~-~ver <I uG/L OkG ~,~-Ben:o~luorene 41 nG/L 0
Ben~(a~anth~acene 14 nG/L 0

c,o’-DDE 2 nG/L .31b G Chrysene 14 nG/L 0
~,p’-DDE ~ nG/L .474 G Ben~o(b)~luoranth 12 nG/L 0
o,o’-DDD ql nG/L 0 S Benzo(~ )~luoranth .i~ nG/L 0
~,~’-DDD 2 nG/L .~Ib G Benzo(e)pyrene 12 nG/L 0
c,o’-DDT I nG/L .158 G Benzo(a)pyrene ~;112 nG/L
~,0’-DDT 2 nG/L .31b G Perylene ..12    nG/L 0
T~TAL DDT 10 nG/L 1.58 G 9,10-Diphenylanth ’i2 nG/L 0

D~benz(a,h)antnra ¯ 1(, nG/L
~c~o~ ~242 5 nG/L .7~ G Benzo(g,h,~,.oeryl I0 nG/L
A-~cior 1254 24 nG/L 3.792 G TOTAL F’AH (3 nG/L
T-TAL F’CB 29 nG/L 4.582 G

SURROGATE RECOVERY
~-e~:achloroben~ene I nG/L .158 G d8-Na~hthalene 8~ %
I,~n~ane 4 nG/L .b3~ G d10-Acenaphthene i0~ %

dlO-Phenanthrene 114 %
~o.:zcity NoTest If= d12-Chrysene 157 %

d12-Perylene 141 %

Resolved HCs 15844 nG/L 2503.
n-alkanes ci0-c39 12410 nG/L 1961.
Pristane 1292 nG/LI 204.1
F’hytane 1495 nG/L! 23b.2

R0054150



SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY
SAMPLE DATA SHEET

~-~ Channel: Los Angeles R~ver I Flow (M~3/Sec): 2.87
Location: Willow Street

II

Time Interval: Ob:O0-12:00
Date: 23 Sep 8b Inte~valVol (M~):
Time: 22:40 Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT
i

CONC. MASS

Susoen0e~ Sol~Os 31mG/L 4.96 TI Naphthalene ~18nG/L 0
TVS 39% :~ I CI-Naphthalenes .~18nG/L 0
Total Solids bblmG/L 105.8 TI C2-Naphthalenes ~18nG/L 0
D~ssolve~ Sol~s 630mG/L 100.8 TI C3-Naphthalenes ~38nG/L 0
~l & G~ease 1.7mG/L .272 TI B~Ohenyl <18nG/L 0
Chloro÷o~m E:~tr. 4.1mG/L .b56

TI Acenaphthylene ~18nG/L 0
Sallnity ppt ~ Acenaphthene <38nG/L
pH ~ Fluorene ~17nG/L 0

Phenanthrene ~17nG/L 0
Cadmium 3uG/L .48kG C1-Phenanthrenes <17nG/L 0
Chromium .~3uG/L OkG C2-Phenanth~enes ~I17nG/L 0
Copper lbuG/L 2.56kG C3-Phenenthrenes .~17nG/L 0
Nickel 18uG/L 2.88kG Anthracene ~17nG/L 0
Lead <10uG/L OkG Fluoranthene <I~nG/L 0
Zinc 46uG/L 7.36kG Py~ene <14nG/L 0
-~Ive~ .~IluG/L OkG 2,3-Benzo÷luorene <41nG/L 0

~.~ Benz(a~anthracene ~14nG/L 0
o,p~-DDE .~lnG/L 0 G Chrysene ~14nG/L 0
0,p~-DDE ~InG/L 0 GI Benzo(b)÷luoranth ~I12nG/L 0
o,p~-DDD ~.IlnG/L 0 GI Ben~o(k)÷luoranth ~II2nG/L 0
0,p’-DDD GI.~ InG/L Ben~o(e)pyrene ~II2nG/L 0
o,p’-DDT lnG/L 0 GI Ben~o(a)pyrene 12nG/L 0
p,p~-DDT ~lnG/L 0 GI Pe~ylene ~12nG/L 0
TOTAL DDT OnG/L 0 GI 9,10 ~-uiphenylanth ~IIOnG/L 0

Diben~(a,h)anth~a .~IIOnG/L 0
Aroclor 1242 <lnG/L 0 GI Benzo(g,h,i>peryl .IIIOnG/L 0
Aroclor 1254 7riG/L. 1.12 GI TOTAL PAH OnG/L
TOTAL PCB 7nG/LI 1.12

G
SURROGATE RECOVERY

He~ac~loroben~ene ~InG/L! 0 dS-Naphthalene 82%
LinOane ~IInG/L 0 G dlO-Acenaphthene 112%

dlO-Phenanthrene 99%
To~:~cit~ NoTest ~ d12-Ch~ysene 102%

d12-Perylene 127%

Resolved HCs OnG/L 0 G
n-alkanes c10-c~ 901nG/L 14~.2 GI
Pristane 38bnG/Li bl.7b G
Phytane

R0054151



SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

~.~,
SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Los Angeles River Flow (M~i3/Sec) : 240
Locat,on: W, llow Street Time Interval: 28: 3000-35:Date: 24 Se0 86 In~e~vaIVol(M~:3):

T~me: ~2:50 S~o~m #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS
~

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

SuspenOeO Soli~s 458mG/L 2290 T~ Naohthalene 10bnG/L~ 530TVS 25% ~m: ~~ C 1-Naohthal enes 10bnG/L 530Total Sol i ~s b92mG/L 3~bO T C2-Naohthal enes b~nG/L 320~ D~ ssol ve~ Sol iOs ~34mG/L 1170 C~-Na~hthal enes bOnG/L 300~O~l & G~ease ~mG/L ~0 B~Dhenyl ~15nG/L 0~Chloro~o~m E::tr. b. ImG/L 30.5 Acena~tn~lene .:~15nG/L 0~5allnlty
pH

Op~t ~     ~ Acena~hthene < 3~nG/L 0
~ :~

~ F1 uo~ene
< 14nG/L 0

Phenanthrene 274nG/L 1370Cadmium 3uG/L 15~. G~ C 1-Phenant~renes 230nG/L 1150Chromium 18uG/L 90kGl C2-=’henanthrenes 217nG/L I085, CoDpe~ 144uG/L 720k G C~-F’henent h~enes 80nG/L 400Nickel 2buG/L 130kG Ant mr acene < 15nG/L 0’Lea~ I~guG/L b95kG Fl uoranthene 301nG/L 1505Zinc 348uG/L 1740kG F’yrene 253nG/L 1265~ilver .:~IuG/L OkG 2,~-Ben=o~luo~ene ~Z34nG/L 0 ~
Ben~ la)anthracene 71nG/L 355u,p’-DDE 12nG/L 60 G Chrvsene 163nG/L 815~,p’-DDE I~nG/L 90 G ~en~o (D) ~luo~anth I bgnG/L 845o~’-DD[. InG!L 0 ~ 6en~o(~ >~luoranth 39nG/L 195~,~ "-ODD 6n~.~, 40 G 6enzo ~e~ ovrene 90nG/L ~50

c.’<.-Dloner, vlanZr, .        "~.,nG,’~

c-~-" -- T,zZ -" ~" ~ ’ Bemzo.,¢,,- .... z.e~, " IZnG ’ 575Aroclor 1254 70riG.," iS.’ i -?-~- =- --~ --TOTAL P’CB :3BnG/~ e~,. 6: "

SU~C:OGATE
Hex acnl or~eenzene 2nG/L 10 G dG-Na#hthal erie ~9%~ Lindane 17nG/L 85 G ~ i <,-Acenapnt~ene 136%

~ 10-Phenant hrene 122%Tox i city NoTest :~: d 12-Chrysene 147%
~12-Pervl ene 116%

Resolved HCs 1.bebnG/L 7.8e6 G
n-al~ anes cI0-c_-.9 1.0ebnG/L 5.0eb G
Prlstane 9328nG/L 4bb40 G
Phytane 113.--.3nG/L 56665 G

R0054152



SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOF~ SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

~i Channel: Los Angeles River Flow (M¢¢~/Sec): 146

~ Locatlon: Willow Street Time Interval: 2~:45-27:45

Date: 24 Sep 86 Inte~valVol (M$$3): Z.~3~ ~

Time: 17:00 Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS i CONSTITUENT i CON NASS ~!

SLtspenOeO Solids 927mG/L 2781 T NaO~thalene 598nG/L 1794

TVS 21% ~=: C1-Naphthalenes 1460nG/L 4380

Total Solids 1220mG/L ~bbO T C2-Nao~thalenes 2270nG/L 6810

D~ssolved Solids 293mG/L 879 T C~-Na~ht~alenes 6570nG/L 19710

Oil ~ G~ease 14mG/L 42 T Bi~en~l 84nG/L 252

Chloroform E::tr. 103mG/L 309 T Acenapht~ylene 104nG/L 312

Salin~t~ Oppt ��~ Acena~nthene 141nG/L 423

pH 5.5 $$� Fluorene 255nG/L 765

Phenant~rene 5230nG/L 15690

Cadmium IOuG/L ~OkG CI-Phenant~renes 5200nG/L 15600

Chromium 88uG/L 2b~|G C2-Phenanth~enes 5280nG/L 15840

Coope~ 27~uG/L 819|1:G CC-Phenent~renes 4550nG/L 13650

’N~ckel 75uG/L 225kG Anthracene 999nG/L 2997

Lead 531uG/L 1593kG Fluoranthene 16900nG/L 50700

Zinc I~OOuG/LI 4200kG F’v~ene 15100nG/L 45300

�ilve~ luG/L OkGI 2,~-Benzo÷luorene 2580nG/L 7140

Ben:(a)anth~acene b310nG/L 18930

~,p’-DDE G9nG/L 117 G Chrysene 23900nG/L 7170(,

~,p’-DDE 42nG/L 12b GI ~en~o(b)÷luoranth I0200nG/L 30600
18450

o,p’-DDD :lnG/U 0 ~I Ben=o(k)~luoranth bI5OnG/L

p,p~-DDD ~OnG/L 90 Ber~o(e)~y~ene 4980nG/L 14940

o,p~_DDT ~lnG/L 9~ GI Ben:o(a)pyrene 1740nG/L 5220

p,p~-DDT 27nGiL 81 G Perylene 582nG/L 174b

TOTAL DDT 169nG/L 507 G 9,10-D1ohenylanth 53nG/L 159

Di~en:(a,h)ant~ra 2blnG/L 783

A~oclor 1242 2b7nG/L 801 G ~en:o(g,h,~)pe~yl 984nG/L

Aroclor 1254 428nG/L 1284 G TOTAL PAH 1.2e5nG/L

TOTAL PCB b95nG/L 2085 G
SURROGATE RECOVERY

Hexac~lo~oOen~ene 9nG/L 27 G dS-Naphthalene 8b%

Lindane 25nG/L 75 G d10-Acenapht~ene 140%
dlo-Phenanth~ene 134%

To::icity Notest =~ dl2-Chrysene 184%

dl2-F’e~¥1ene 190%

Resolved HCs b. Oe~nG/L 1.8e7 G

n-all, anes c10-c~ ~.7eSnG/L l.le6 G

F’~stane ~7119nG/L l.le5 GI

F’hytane 48~95nG/L 1.5e5 Gl

R0054153
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel:        Domlnguez Channel     I    Flow (Mm$3/Sec):

~ L ocation: Ford Street I Time Interval:2b:30-~4:15

i
Date: ~4 SeO 86 IntervaIVol (M~$~):
Time: 20:~=~ Storm #: 1

Sus~enaed Sol~ds 4~ mG/L 0 T Naphthalene <~ nSIL 0 G
TVS 35 % :m: CI-Naohthalenes {9 nG/L 0
Total Sollds 14400 mG/L 0 T C2-Naphthalenes <~9 nG/L 0
Dzssolved Solzds 14400 mG/L 0 T C~-Nap~thalenes .~19 nG/L 0 S
011 & Grease 2.9 mG/L 0 T BiDhenyl {9 nG/L 0
Chloroform Ext.. l.b mGIL 0 T Acenaphthylene ~ nG/L 0
Salinity ppt ~: Acenaphthene <19 nG/L 0

pH S~ Fluorene <9 nG/L 0 S
Phenanthrene 30 nG/L 0

Cadmium Salty uG/L O;.~G C1-Phenanthrenes 23 nG/L 0
Chromium Salty uG/L Ok~G C2-Phenanthrenes ~-- nS/L 0 G
CoD~e~ Salty uGIL OkG C~-F’henenthrenes <~ nG/L 0
Nickel Salty uG/L OkG Anthracene <9 nG/Li 0
Lead salty uG/L OkGl Fluoranthene 72 nG/LI 0 S
Z;nc Salty uS/L. OkGi Pyrene 79 nG/LI 0 G
Silver Salty uS/L; OkG 2,3-Benzo;luorene .~120 nG/L 0

Benz(a)anthracene ~:17 nS/L 0
~p’-DDE I nGILI 0 G Chrysene 33 nS/L 0 G
p,p’-DDE 4 nG/L 0 G Ben=o(O)~luoranth :~ nG/L 0 So,p’-DDD .~11 nG/L 0 G Benzo(;.)~luoranth ~b nG/L 0p,p’-DDD 2 nG/L 0 G Benzo(e)pyrene 22 nG/L 0o,p’-DDT :11 nG/L 0 G Benzo(a)pyrene .16 nG/L 0
p,p’-DDT 2 nGIL 0 G F’erylene ~b nG/L 0 G
TOTAL DDT ~ nG/L 0 G ~,10-D~phenylanth ~ nG/L 0 G, I~I

Dibenz(a,h)anthra ~5 nG/L 0 0A~oclor 1242 13 nG/L 0 G Benzo(g,h,i)peryl <15 nG/L 0A~oclor 1254 21 nG/L 0 G TOTAL PAH 282 nG/L 0
TOTAL PCB 34 nG/L 0 G

SURROGATE RECOV.
Hexachloroben~ene I nG/L 0 G dS-Naohthalene 51 %
Lindane 4 nG/L 0 G dlO-AcenaDhthene 85 %

d10-Phenanthrene 92 %
Toxlcity NoTest ~: d12-Chrysene 11~ %

d12-Perylene 111%

Resolved HCs I~400 nG/L 0 G
n-alkanes cI0-c39 8538 nG/L 0 G
Pr;stane 1867 nG/L 0 G
Phytane 204b nG/L 0 G

R0054154
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PRO~]ECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

~
SAMPLE DATASHEET

Channel: Dominguez Channel Flo~ (M$¢3/Sec) !
Locat:on: Ford Street Time Interval :34:15-56:(:0

Date: ~         ~5 Sep 8b IntervalVol
Time: 07:50 Storm #: I

CONST I TUENT CONC. MASS
I

CONST I TUENT CONC. MASS

I Naphthal erieSuspenOe~ Solids 76 mG/L 0 T 137 nG/L 0
TVS ?8 % II:    I CI-Naphthalenes 220 nG/L 0
Total Sol10s 1360 mG/L 0 ~ C2-Na~hthalenes

i~6 nG/LDissolved Sol~Os 1280 mG/L 0 TI C3-Naphthalenes .~---.~ ~ nG/L 0
Oil & Grease 2.8 mG/L 0     Bipl~enyl .I~ nG/L 0
Chloro÷orm Exit. I.~ mG/L 0TI     Acenal~hthylene <16 nG/L 0

~3~,~ nG/LSalinity pl~t

~OkG

Acenal~ht hene 0
=H === Fl uorene .~15 nG/L 0

P~enanthrene 7b nG/L 0
Cadmium Salty uG/L CI-Phenanthrenes <15 nG/L 0
Chromium Salty uG/L OkG C2-Phenant~rene$ <15 nG/L 0
Copper Salty uG/L O|:G C3-Phenenthrenes ~15 nG/L~ 0
Nickel Salty uG/L OkG Anthracene ,:15 nG/L 0
LeaO Salty uG/L OkG Fluoranthene 22 nG/L 0
Zinc Salty uG/L OkG Pyrene :112 nG/L 0
S~ver Salty uG/L C)kG 2,3-Ben--o~luorene <36 nG/L 0

Ben: (a) anthracene ~12 nG/L 0
o,p’-DDE ~iI nG/L 0 G Ch~ysene ~12 nG/L 0
p,p’-DDE 2 nG/L 0 G Benzo(b)÷luoranth :110 nG/L 0
o,p’-DDD <I nG/L 0 G ~en--o<l )~luorantff :110 nG/L 0
~,p’-DDD .’.. nS/L 0 G Ben-~o(e)pvrene <10 nG/L 0
o,p"-DDT I nG/L 0 G Ben~o(a)pyrene I0 nG/L 0
I~,p’-DDT 2 nG/L 0 G Perylene .10 nG/L

9,10-Diphen’¢lanthTOTAL DDT 8 nG/L 0 G
Dibenz<a,h)anth~a! 110..~ nG/LnG/L O0

A~oclo~ 1242 14 nG/L 0 G Benzo(g,h,~)peryl � nG/L

A~oclor 1254 14 nG/L 0 G TOTAL PAH 455 nG/L 0
TOTAL PCB 28 nG/L () G

SURROGATE RECOV.
Hexachlo~o~enzene : nG/L 0 G dG-Naphthalene 5~

Lindane 5 nG/L 0 G d10-Acenaohthene 101

~ d 10-F’henanth~ene 10~

To:.: i city NoTest ~�� ~ 12-Chrysene i I--.
c~ 12-Per vl ene               ~

Resol ve~ HCs 5.5e5 nG/L 0 G I
n-alkanes clO-c3F 2.4e5 nG/L 0 GI
Prlstane _-.3E nG/L (’ GI
F’hytane 4~9 nG/L ~Z GI

1
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH F’ROOECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

~W~
Channel: Domlnquez Channel Flow (M@*~/Sec):

~ Location: Ford Street T~me Interval:O0:O0-22:00

I Date: 24 Seo 8b IntervaIVol(M**~):
T~me: 11:45 Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

Suspen~e~ Solids 3~ mG/L (’~. T Naohthalene <18 nG/L 0
TVS 5r % **~ CI-Naphthalenes {18 nG/L 0
Total Soll~s 35900 mG/L 0 T C2--Na~hthalenes <~18 nG/L 0
D~ssolve~ Solids ~5900 mG/L 0 T C3-Na~hthalenes ~38 nG/L 0
~I ~, Grease .2 mG/L 0 T Biphenyl .,~18 nG/L 0
Chloroform E×tr. .73 mG/L 0 T Acenaohthylene ..~18 nG/L 0
Salinity 32 ppt ~ Acenao~thene ~38 nG/L 0

pH 6.5 **~ Fluorene <17 nG/L 0
Phenanthrene <17 nG/L 0

Cadmium Salty uG/L OkG C1-Phenanthrenes {17 nG/L 0
Chromium Salty uG/L OkG C2-Phenanthrenes {17 nG/L 0
Copper Salty uGIL OkG C~-Phenenthrenes ~17 nG/L 0
N~ckel Salty uGIL OkG Anthracene ~17 nG/L 0

I
Lead Salty uG/L OkG Fluoranthene :11~ nG/L 0
Zinc Salty uG/L OkG F’yrene 14 nG/L 0
~Iver Salty uGIL OkG 2,3-Ben~ofluorene 41 nG/L 0

Benz(a)anthracene 14 nG/L 0
I~,p’-DDE ~:11 nGIL 0 G Chrysene 14 nG/L 0
p,p~-DDE .~I nGIL 0 G Benzo(~)fluoranth ~:~12 nG/L
o,p~-DDD .;11 nG/L 0 G Benzo(k)÷luoranth ~112 nG/L 0
p,p~-DDD .~:11 nG/L 0 G Benzo(e)pyrene .112 nG/L 0
o,p’-DDT :I nG/L 0 G Benzo(a)pyrene .~12 nG/L 0
p,p~-DDT ~i nGIL 0 G Perylene ~112 nG/L 0
TOTAL DDT 0 nGIL 0 G 9,10-D1phenylanth ::112 nG/L 0

D1ben~ (a,h)anthra ~i0 nGIL 0
Aroclo~ 1242 ,11 nG/L 0 G Ben~o(g,h,1)~eryl ~110 nG/L 0
Aroclo~ 1254 15 nGIL 0 G TOTAL PAH 0 nG/L 0
TOTAL PC~ 15 nG/L 0 G

SURROGATE RECOV.
Hexachlo~o~enzene .i nGIL 0 G dS-Na~hthalene 38 %
Lin~ane 2 nGIL 0 G dlO-Acena~hthene 77 %

d10-F’~enanthrene ?~ %
To:-:icit~ Notest ~* ~12-Chrysene 112 %

dl2-F’erylene I~._ %

Resolved HCs 0 nG/L 0 G
n-alKanes cI0-c39 C’ nG/L’ 0 G
#’rlstane 0 nG/L 0 G
Phytane 0 nG/L 0 G

R0054156
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V

Channel: Dom~ngue= Channel Flow (M*13/Sec) :
Location: For~ Street Tim~ Interval ~ 00-2b:30

Date: 24 Sep 86 Inte~vaIVol (M~)
T~me: Ib:35 ~ Storm #:

1
2~Sus~en~ed Soll~s II mG/L (, T Naphthalene 14

TVS 54 % ::: CI-Naohthalenes .~ nG/L
~Total Sol~Os 30b00 m~/L (, T C2-NaD~thalenes :~14 nG/L 0
~D~ssolved Solids 3~bOA mG/L 0 T CC-Na#~thalenes ~28 nG/L 0
~O~l 8, Grease 1.8 mG/L 0 T Biohenyl :;14 nG/L 0
Chloroform E::tr. 5. I mG/L 0 T Acenao~thylene 14 nG/L 0

~Sal~ni~y 28 ppt ~: Acenapht~ene ~28 nG/L

~dmium

5.5 ~*= Fluo~ene ~ nG/L 0 ~
Phenanth~ene 75 nG/L

Salty uG/L OkG C~-Phenanth~enes 31 nG/L 0
Chromium Salty uG/L O;G C2-Phenan~h~enes ~ ~13 n~/L

~Co~er Salty uG/L OkG C~-P~enenthrene~ ~
~IC nG/L 0

Nickel Salty uG/L O~ G Anthracene
~ ~ nG/L~Lead Salty uG/L~ OkG Fluo~anthene
~

i~T nG/L 0
Zinc Salty uG/L O~.G Pyrene ~ 8~ nG/L~ 0
~iver Salty uGIL OIG 2,C-Ben~o~luorene~ ..~I nG/c~

~Ben= (a)anthracene[ .:.II nG/L~ 0 GI
~ p’-DDE I nG/L 0 G Ch~ysene 70 nG/L~ 0
~ p’-DDE <1 nG/L 0 G~ Ben=o(~luo~anth 9 nG/L~ 0
o p’-DDD ~I nG/L 0 G~ Ben=o(;:~luo~an~ 9 nG/L
0 p’-D~D ~ nG/L 0 G~ Ben=o(e~py~ene ~ nG/L~ 0
o p’-DDT ~:.I nGIL. 0 6~ Benzo(a~pyrene ~ nGIL~ 0 G
m p’-DDT I nG/L~ 0 G F’e~ylene .~9 nG/L
TOTAL DDT 4 nG/L ~ G 9,10-D1#henylanth ~ nG/L~

~ D~oen= (a,h) ant~ra ~8 nG/L~ 0 b’Aroclor 1242 1 nG/LJ 0 G Bencolg,h,i)peryl <8 nG/L~ 0
Aroclor 1254 I nG/L~ 0 G TOTAL F’AH 442 nG/L 0
TOTAL PCB 1 ~/~ 0 ~

SURNO~ATE ~ECOV.
He;:achlo~oben=ene 1 nG/L~ 0 G dS-Namhthalene 69 %
Lin~ane .~I nG/Li 0 G d10-Acenaoht~ene 102 %

d lO-~’henantnrene 101 %
To:~icity NoTest ~ d 12-Ch~ysene 135

~ 12-F’eryl ene 12~ %

ResolveC HCs
I 88051 nG/L 0

n-alkanes c10-c39, 7517 nG/L 0
F’rl stane 1 1 ~’~7~ nG/L=-

1170 nG/L 0
1

Phy~ane

R0054157
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

~
Channel: San Gabriel River Flow (M$*3/Sec) : 10.a

Location: Col lege Pk Bridge Time Interval :34:45-43:15
Date: 25 Seo 8b IntervaiVol (M**3):
Time: 07:00 Storm #: I

CONST I TUENT CONC.     I MASS CONST I TUENT CONC. MASS

Susoenc~ed Solids 1080 mG/L 0 T Naphthalene 94 nG/L 0
TVS b.5 % ~== C1-Naphthalenes 69 nG/L 0
Total Soli~s 1_-.00 mG/L 0 T C2-Naphthalenes 46 nG/L 0
D~ssolved Solids 220 mG/L 0 T C~-Na~ht~alenes <14 nG/L 0
Oil & Grease 2.8 mG/L 0 T B~phenyl <7 nB/L 0
Chloroform Exit. 11.9 mG/L 0 T Acenaphthylene <17 nG/L 0
Salinity 0 ppt ~$* Acenapht~ene :.14 nG/L 0
pH 6 $=~ F1 uorene <7 nG/L 0

Phenanthrene 167 nG/L 0
Ca(~mium 4 uG/U OkGi CI-Phenanthrenes 3~. nG/L 0
Chromium b8 uG/L OkGf C2-Phenanthrenes ~5 nG/L 0
Copper 14~. uG/U OkG C3-Phenenthrenes g7 nG/L
N~ckel ~7 uG/L OkG Anthracene .17 nG/LJ 0
Lea(~ 200 uG/L OkG Fluoranthene 218 nG/LI 0
Zinc 385 uG/L OkG Pyrene 214 n~/Ll 0
~ Iver <I uG/L ~’~I::G 2,3-Ben~o~luorene ~16 nG/LI
I~ Benz (a) anthracene 54 nG/L
Io,o~-DDE ~:~1 nG/L 0 G Ch~ysene 17~ nG/L
p,p~-DDE 3 nG/L 0 G Benzo(b)~luoranth 27~ nG/L
o,p"-DDD <I nG/LI 0 G Benzo(k)~luoranth ~4 nG/L 0
p,p"-DDD <11 nG/L 0 G Ben=o(e)pyrene 90 nG/L 0
o,p~-DDT <~i nG/L 0 G Ben~o(a)pyrene 73 nG/L 0
p,p’-DDT

I

4 nG/L[ 0 G F’erylene 12 nG/L
TOTAL DDT 7 nG/L 0 G 9,10-Diphenylanth .~14 nG/L 0

D~benz(a,h)anthra 7 nG/L 0
Aroclo~ 1242 ~ .,,’I nG/L 0 G Benzo(g,h,i)peryl 106 nG/L 0
Aroclor 1254 I 68 nG/L 0 G TOTAL PAH lb17 nG/L 0

He:.:achl orobenzene ’ 2 nG/L 0 dS-Naphthal ene 7~
Lin~ane 9 nG/L 0 G d10-Acenaohthene 138 %

d 10-Phenanthrene 122 % ***
To::~city Notest ~*$ dl2-Chrysene 124 %

d 12-F’eryl ene 102

Resolved HCs 60992 nG/L 0
n-al~.anes ciC.-cT.9. 35793 nG/L 0
F’r i stane 3483 nG/L 0
Phytane 4149 nG/L 0

R0054158
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATASHEET

Channel: San Gabriel River Flow (M~I~/Sec): 2.11
Location: College Pk Bridge Time Interval:43:15-5b:O0

Date: 25 Sep 86 IntervaIVol (M$$3):
Time: 15:30 Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC.     1 MASS

Suspended Solids 158 mG/L 0 TI Naphthalene 152 nS/L 0
TVS 17 % Il!I      Ci-Naphthalenes <17 nG/L 0
Total Solids 462 mG/L 0 T C2-Na~hthalenes (~17 nG/L 0
D~ssolved Solids 304 mG/L 0 T C~-Naphthalenes ~35 nG/L 0
Oil & G~ease 1.5 mG/L 0 T Biphenyl <17 nG/L 0
Chloroform Extr. 2.5 mG/L 0 T Acenaphthylene <17 n~/L 0
Salinity 0 ppt If! AcenaDhthene ~:~35 nG/L 0
pH 6 Ill Fluorene ~16 nG/L 0

P~enanthrene .~16 nG/L 0
Cadmium <I uG/L OkG C1-Phenanthrenes :~16 nG/L 0
Chromium 6 uG/L OkG C2-Phenanthrenes ~:lb nG/L 0
Copper 17 uG/L OkG C~-Phenenthrenes :::16 nG/L 0
Nickel I~ uG/L OkG Anthracene <16 nG/L 0
Lead 23 uG/L OkG Fluoranthene <13 nG/L 0
Zinc 80 uG/L OkG Pyrene .~I~ nG/L 0
~ilver -:~I uG/L OkG 2,3-Benzo~luorene ~37 nG/L 0

Ben:(a)anthracene -:~13 nG/L 0
o,p’-DDE 4 nG/L 0 G Chrysene .:.1~ nG/L 0
p,p’-DDE 12 nGIL 0 GI Ben=o(b)fluoranth .::11 nGIi 0
o,p’-DDD <1 nG/L 0 G Benzo(L)~luoranth <11 nG/L 0
p,p’-DDD 7 nG/L 0 G Benzo(e)py~ene :11~ nG/L 0
o,p’-DDT ~ nG/L! 0 G Benzo(a)pyrene .~11 nG/L 0
~,p’-DDT 9 nG/L (, GI Perylene ~:11 nG/L 0
TOTAL DDT 35 nG/L 0 GI 9,10-D~phenylanth ~11 nG/L 0

Diben=(a,~)anthra ~9 nG/L
A~oclo~ 1242 8 nG/L. 0 G Ben=o(g,~i)peFyl ~9 nG/L 0
A~oclo~ 1254 ~0 nG/L 0 G TOTAL PAH 152 nG/L 0
TOTAL PCB 38 nG/L 0 G

SURROGATE RECOV.
He:.:achlo~obenzene I nG/L 0 G dS-Naohthalene 83 %
Lindane Ib nG/L 0 GI dlO-Acenaohthene 105 %     I SISI dlO-Phenanth~ene 11~ %
To>:icit~ Notest ~ dl2-Ch~ysene 144 %

d12-F’evylene 113 % Ill

Resolved HCs 3727 nG/L 0 G
n-aILanes cI0-c~.9 8830 nG/L 0 G
F’~stane 127~ nG/L 0 G
Phytane 1167 nG/L 0 G

R0054159
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i
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT

LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY
SAMPLE DATA SHEET

~i~

~.~ Channel: San Gabriel Rive~ Flow (M~3/Sec): 40.5 I LI Location: College Par| Bring Time Interval:24:15-28:00
I Date: 24 Sep 8b IntervalVol (M~3): ~o~
I Time: 17:45 Storm #: 1

1
Suspended Solids 484 mG/L 0 T Naphthalene 51 nG/L 0
TVS 30 % :~: C1-Naphthalenes ~21 nG/L 0
Total Solids 534 mG/L 0 T C2-Naphthalenes <21 nG/L 0
Dissolved Solids 50 mG/L 0 T C3-Naphthalenes <;45 nG/L 0
Oil ~. Grease 7.B mG/L 0 T Biphenyl :~21 nG/L 0
Chloroform Extr. 5 mG/L 0 T Acenaphthylene -:~21 nG/L 0
Salinity 0 p~t ~ Acenaphthene ~45 nG/L 0
~H 5.5 $~ Fluorene :~20 nG/L 0

Phenanth~ene 127 nG/L 0 G
Cadmium 4 uG/L OkG C1-Phenanthrenes .2~ nG/L 0
Chromium 40 uG/L Ok~ C2-Phenanth~enes ’20 nG/L 0

ICo~pe~ 158 uGIL OkG C3-Phenenthrenes .~20 nG/L 0
Nickel 61 uG/L OkG Anthracene ..~i~0 nG/L

0G~IGI

2

Lead 201 uG/L OkG Fluoranthene 176 nG/L 0
Zinc 744 uG/L OkG Pyrene 110 nG/L 0
~ilver ..~1 uG/L OkG 2,~-Benzo÷luorene ~48 nG/L 0

Ben~(a)anthracene ~17 nG/L 0
o,p’-DDE 6 nG/L 0 G Chrysene 64 nG/L 0
p,p~-DDE b nG/L 0 G Benzo(~)~luoranth ~7 nG/L 0
o,p’-DDD ~11 nG/L 0 G Benzo(k)~luoranth ~1~ nG/L 0 G ~i~
p,p’-DDD 2 nG/L 0 G Benzo(e)Oy~ene .<14 nG/L 0 G
o,p’-DDT 4 nG/L 0 G Benzo(a)pyrene ~14 nG/L 0
p,p~-DDT ~I nG/L 0 G Perylene ~14 nG/L 0 G
TOTAL DDT 18 nG/L 0 G 9,10-Diphenylanth ~14 nG/L 0 G ~i~

Diben~(a,h)anth~a .~12 nG/L 0 G
A~oclo~ 1242 .~I nG/L 0 G Ben~o(g,h,i)pe~yl 12
Aroclor 1254 ~ nG/L 0 G TOTAL PAH 565 nG/L 0
TOTAL PCB 22 nGIL 0 G

SURROGATE RECOV.
Hex achl o~obenzene I I nG/L 0 G dS-Naphthalene 6~
Lindane -~i nG/L 0 G d10-AcenaDhthene 126 %

d10-Phenanth~ene 125 %
Toxicity Notest ~ d12-Chrysene 101 %

d12-Pe~ylene 81%

ResolveO HCs 7211~ nG/L 0 G
n-alI~anes cI0-c3~ ~2489 nG/L 0 G
Pristane $925 nG/L 0 G
F’hytane 4072 nG/L 0 G

R0054160

!



~..
SAMPLE DATA SHEET

~.anne~: San GaD~el R;ve~ ~low (M=t3/Sec): ~22

~ON~.-:’_~:- ~
~Or~. i

MASS I CONSTITUEF;’i : ~Ok~.’ , i , MASS

ISus~en~e~ Solids mG/L 0 T Naphthalene 62 nG/L
ITVS 18 % tit Ci-NaDhthalenes 35 nG/L 0iTotal SoliOs 11~0 mG/L 0 T C2-Naohtnalenes ~113 nG/L 0iD~ssolve~ Solids mG/L 0 T C3-Naohthalenes .<~7 nG/LI 0foil ~< Grease 5 mG/L 0 T Biphenyl ~13 nG/L 0ICnlo~o~orm E:.:tr. 1.8 mG/L 0 T Acenaphthylene .~13 nB/L 0ISalinit~ ppt tl= Acenapht~ene :Z27 nG/L 0

~Omium tit F1uorene -.~I= nG/L 0
Phenanth~ene 130 nG/L 0

2 uG/L: OkGi CI-Phenanthrenes ~1 nG/L 0Chromium 30 uG/LI OF:G C2-Phenanthrenes 42 nG/L 0CoDper 78 uG/L OkG C3-Phenenthrenes <12 nG/L 0Nickel 2b uG/L OkG Anthracene :~12 nG/Li 0Lea~ 111 uG/L OkG Fluo~anthene 247 nG/LI 0 G
IZinc 477 uG/L OkG Pyrene

-.3~3 n8/Li 0~lver <I uG/L OkG 2,3-Ben=o~luorene .,~29 nG/Ll 0
Benz(a)anthracene 42 nG/Lo,p’-DDE b nG/L 0 G Chrysene 149 nG/LI 0

I~,~’-DDE
6 nG/U 0 G Benzo(b)~luoranth 114 nG/LI 0o,p’-DDD ~;1 nG/L 0 G Benzo($ )~luoranthI 74 nG/L 0D,~’-DDL~ 2 nG/L ~’ GI Benzo(e)pyrene I 80 nG/L

p’-DDT i nG/L 0 G F’erylene

I
<8 nB/Li 0TOTAL DDT 19 nG/L 0 G 9,10-D~phenylanth, <8 nG/L 0

Dibenz(a~h)anthraI
~7 nG/L

Aroclor 1242 42 nG/L 0 G Benzo(g,h,i)peryl~ B9 nG/L 0

TOTALAr°cl°rPCB1254 7533 nG/LnG/L O0 GG
TOTAL F’AH 1389 nG/L 0

SURROGATE RECOV.
~e::achloro~enzene

~ nG/L
0 GI dS-Na~hthalene 63 % ItSL~n~ane nG/LI 0 GI dlO-Acenaphthene 120 %

dlO-F’henanthrene ~ 119 %

dl2-F’erylene 100 X

ResolveO HCs 5278b nG/L 0
n-alLanes cI0-c~91 28740 nG/L 0
F’rlstane 2348 nG/L 0 G
P~y~ane 3~5b nG/L 0 G

R0054161
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: San Gabriel River I Flow <M~3/Sec): .564 ~-~
~ Location: College F’~, Bridge I Time Interval:O0:O0-11:00

Date: 23 Sep 86
llntervaiV°l(M~3):Time: 19:45 Storm #: 1

’
Suspended Sol~ds 16 mG/L 0 T Naphthalene <10 n~/L 0
TVS 31% ~ Ci-Naphthalenes <10 nG/L 0 G
Total Solids biB0 mG/L 0 T C2-Naphthalenes <10 nG/L 0
Dissolved Solids blbO mG/L 0 TI C3-Naphthalenes <22 nS/L 0
Oil & Grease 3.2 mG/L 0 T! Blphenyl ~10 nG/U 0
Chloroform E×tr. 1.43 mG/L 0 T Acenaphthylene <10 nG/L 0
Salinity ~ ppt ~ Acenaphthene <22 nG/L 0
pH 5.5 $~ Fluorene <10 nG/L 0

Phenanthrene <10 nG/L 0
Cadmium salty uG/L OkG CI-Phenanthrenes <10 nG/L 0
iChromium salty uG/L OkG C2-Phenanthrenes ~10 nS/L 0
ICopper salty uG/L OkG C3-Phenenthrenes <10 nG/L 0
INickel salty u~/LI OkG Anthracene ,.’ii0 nG/L 0
Lead salty uG/L OkG Fluoranthene <8 nG/L 0
Zinc salty uS/L OkG Pyrene ,~G nG/L 0

ISilver salty uG/LI OkG 2,~-Ben~ofluorene <24
Ben~(a)anthracene <8 nG/Li 0 G

I nG/Li 0 G Chrysene <8 nG/Li 0
p’-DDE I nS/Ul 0 G Ben:o(b)fluoranth <7 nG/L 0 G
p’-DDD ",~I nG/L 0 G Ben=o(k)fluoranth <7 nG/L: 0
p’-DDD ~.1 nG/L 0 G Ben~o(e)pvrene <7 nG/L~ 0 G
p’-DDT "~I nG/LI 0 GI Ben:o(a)pyrene <7 nG/L 0 G
p’-DDT ~11 nG/LI 0 G! Perylene ,~7 nG/L 0
TAL DDT 2 nS/L~ 0 GI 9,10-Diphenylanth ~{7 nG/L 0 G

I D~ben=(a,h)anthra <6 nG/L 0 G
Aroclor 1242 <1 nG/L 0 GI Ben~o(g,h,i)peryl .~16 nG/LI 0
Aroclor 1254 13 nG/L 0 S! TOTAL PAH 0 nG/L 0 G
TOTAL PCB I~ nG/L 0 Sl

1SURROGATE RECOV"
He:,:achlorobenzene 16 nG/L 0 G dS-Naphthalene 0 %
Lindane ~I nS/L 0 GI dlO-Acenaphthene 0 %

d10-Phenanthrene 0 %
To>:icity Notest ~ d12-Chrysene 7 %

d12-Perylene 6 %

Resolved HCs 0 nS/L 0 G
n-alkanes c10-c39 993 nG/L 0 G
Prlstane 0 nG/L 0 G
P~ytane 0 nG/L 0 G~

R0054162



i
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCHPROJECT

I
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

C~annel: San Gabriel R~ver I Flow (M=1~/Sec): 26.2
Location: College Par~ Bring

I
Time Interval:21:45-24:15

Date: 24 Sep 86 IntervaIVol (M~3):
T~me: 14:50

I
Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC.     I MASS CONSTITUENT
I

CONC. MASS

Suspended Sollds 2~ mG/LI 0 T Naphthalene~" I 214 n~/L 0

.Total Solids 9060 mG/L 0 T C2-Napht~alenes 35 nG/Li 0,Dissolved Solids 8840 mG/LI 0 TI C~-Naphthalenes -.:~=~ n~/L 0~iI ~ Grease O.2 mG/L 0 TI Biohenyl ~116 nG/L 0Chloro÷orm E~-~tr. 8.1 mG/L 0 T; Acenaohthylene <16 n~/L 0Salinity ppt ~: AcenaDhthene ..~..~ nG/L 0oH :~: F1 uo~ene <15 nG/L 0
Phenanthrene I~~’- nG/L 0I Cadmium 3 uG/L OkG C I-Phenanthrenes ~115 nG/L 0Chromium 15 uG/L OkG C2-Phenanthrenes ~115 nG/L 0Co~er 65 uG/L OkG C3-Phenenthrenes <15 nG/LI 0Nickel ~9 ~G/Li OkG Anthracene 15 nG/Ll 0Lea~ I0~ uG/LI OkG~ Fluoranthene 177 nG/LZln~ ~64 u~/LI OkG Py~ene 163 nG/L 0I-r-~lver ,;11 uG/LI OkG 2,~-Ben~o~luorene ~5 nG/L 0
Ben~(a)ant~racene ~12 nG/L 0o,p~-DDE 6 nG/LI 0 G C~rysene 155 nG/L 0~,p’-DDE 7 nG/L~ 0 G Ben~o(b)÷luoranth 89 nG/L

o~D -DDD ::11 nG/L 0 G Ben~olLl÷luoranth :iI0 nGIL 0D,~’-DDD 4 nG/L 0 G Ben~o(e)pyrene 130 nG/L 0o,P~-DDT 7 nG/L 0 GI Benzo(a)pyrene 7e nG/L 0
O,P~-DDT <1 nG/Li 0 GI Pervlene .110 nG/L 0TOTAL DDT 24 nG/L 0 GI ~,10-Diphenylanth ~I0 nG/L 0

D1ben~(a,h)anthra <9 nG/L 0Aroclor 1242 .~11 nG/L 0 G Ben~o<g,h,i)pe~yl 109 nG/L 0

A~oclOrToTAt. PCB1254 57              57 nG/LnG/LO0 GG
TOTAL PAH 1531 nG/L 0

SURROGATE RECOV.
IHe~achloroben~ene 2 nG/LI 0 G dS-Na~hthalene 71 %Lin~ane ~2 nG/LI 0 G dlO-Acenaohthene 104 %

d 10-Phenant~rene 105 %Toxicity Notest ~ d1~-Chrysene 163 %
dID-F’erylene 157 %

Resolved HCs 56412 nG/L 0 G
n-al~anes cI0-c39 37536 nG/L 0 G
F’rlstane ._-.846 nG/L 0 G
Phytane 4683 nG/L 0 G

R0054163

!
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATEE RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: San Gabriel River ~ Flow (Ml~3/Sec) : 4.92

i Location: College P~ ~r~Oge ~ T~me Int:erval: 11:00-19:30
Date: 24 Sep 8b

i
IntervaiVol (MI~3): ~

I Time: 10:00 Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC. {MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS
Suspenclec~ Solicls 5 mG/L 0 T Naohthalene <22 nG/L 0TVS 100 % $~ CI-Naphthalenes <~2 nG/L 0~otal Solids 27300 mG/L 0 T C2-Na~hthalenes ¯ ~ nG/L 0~.~ssolved Solids 27300 mG/L 0 TI C~-Naphthalene$ :.4b nG/L 0~zl & G~ease .2 mG/L 0 TI

BIo~eny! ~22 nG/L 0~loro~orm E>,’tr. 1.83 mG/L 0 TI Acenaphthylene \~~ nG/L 0’Salinity ppt ~$ Acenaphthene <46 nG/L 0pH Iris/ Fl uoFene ::21 nG/L 0
Phenanthrene .<21 nG/L 0:Caclmium Salty uG/L O~GI CI-Phenanthrenes .~21 nG/l 0Chromium Salty uG/L OkG C2-Phenan~renes <21 nG/L 0Copper Salty uG/L OkG C.~-Phenenthrenes <21 nG/L 0Nickel Salty uG/L OkG Anthracene <21 nG/L 0ueacl Salty uG/L O~,;G Fluoranthene ~17 nG/L 0Zinc Salty uG/L O|::G F’yrene ::.17 ne/L 0

~iver
Salty uG/L: O|::G 2,~-Ben=o~luorene .<50 nG/L 0

B~n=(a)anthracene <17 nG/L
~,~’-DDE ,’:I nG/L ¢, G Chrysene <17 nG/L 0o~p’-DDE <11 nG/L 0 G Ben=o(b)~luoranthl ;~114 nG/L 0o,p’--DDD ..:11 nG/L 0 GI Benzo(k)~luorant~ <14 nG/L. 00,p’-DDD ~I nG/L 0 GI Benzo(e)pyrene <14 nG/LI 0o,{~’-DDT <i nG/L 0 GI Benzo(a)l~yrene ~14 nG/LI
0,p’-DDT <1 nG/L 0 GI Perylene 14 nG/L 0TOTAL DDT 0 nG/L 0 GI 9,10-Dip~enylantl~ 14 nG/L 0

Dibenz (a,l~) anth~a 12 nG/L 0IAFoclor 1242 ::11 nG/L 0 G Benzo(g,h,i)peryl 12 nG/L 0!A~oclo~ 1254 7 nG/L (:’ G TOTAL F’AH 0 nG/L 0I TGTAL PCB 7 nG/L 0 G
SURROGATE RECOV.

;~e,’:achlorobenzene <1 nG/L 0 G dS-Naohthalene 6? % SISLindane :11 nG/L 0 G dlO-Acenaphthene 111 %
d lO-Phenanthrene 9~ %

~ -. o,~: i ci ~Y NoTest lSt d 12-Chrysene 120 %
d 12-F’er yl ene

Resolved HCs 0 nG/L
n-al~:anes cI0-c~9I 921 nG/L’
F’r I stane 0 nG/L 0
Phyt ane I 0 nG/L 0

R0054165
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I~ Benz (a,anthracene~ = ’~,p ~-DDE I nG/L C, :Z nG/L ~        ¢D,p ~-DD£ 2 nGlE
°,P~-DDD I nGIL 0 G Benzo(~.:)fluoranth~
D,p’-DDD 1 nG/L
o, p ’ -DDT

JD,p’-DDT
~I nGIL 0

]TOTAL DDT 5 nSIL 0

Aroclor 1242 <1 nG/L 0

~A~oclor 1254
11 nG/L 0

TOTAL PCB 11 nG/L 0 G~ "

[ SURROGATE mECOV.~Hexacnl oro~enzene .<1 nG/L 0
LI ndane 1 nG/L 0

~ I O-PhenanthreneToxicity              NoTest

d 12-Peryl ene 33 %

Resolved HCs 0 nG/L 0n-alkanes cI0-c39 24 nG/L 0 GPrlstane 0 nG/L 0 GPhytane 0 nG/L 0 G

R0054166
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V
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PRO.~ECT

LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY
SAMF’LE DATA SHEET

Channel: Callequas Cree~ Flow (M==~./Sec): 2.41
I     Location: H~ghway i T~me Interval:34:15-~,_-:O0I Date: ~5 SeD 86 Inte~vaIVol (M**3):

Time: i~:~2 S~o~m #: 1 1
~SusDenOe~ Solids 85 mG/L 0 T Na~thalen~ .;14
TVS 2B % ~ CI-Na~hthalenes ~14 nG/L 0
To~al Solids ~31 mG/L 0 T C2-Naphthalenes ~ ::14
Dissolve~ Soli~s 84b mGIL 0 T C3-Naohthalene~ :~30 nG/L 0
O~l ~ Grease 1.7 mG/L 0 T BiDnenyl ~1~ nG/L 0
Chloroform Ext.. l.b mG/L 0 T ~cena0ht~ylene ~14 nG/L 0
Salinity ~ O0~ :~ Acenaon~hen~ ~30 nG/L 0
pH 5.5 :~: Fl uorene 13 nG/L~ 0

F’nenant~ene ~I~ nG/L 0
Cadmium .I uG/L OkG CI-P~enantn~enes ~.13 nG/L~ 0
Chromium 5 uGIL OkG C2-F’henant~enes .:I~ nG/L
Coope~ 4~ uG/L OkG C3-~henen~enes ~I~ nG/L 0
N1 ckel 2 uG/L OkG Anthracene .~ I~ nG/L
Lead 9 uG/L O~.~G Fluo~an~hene ~11 nG/L
Zinc 4 uG/L~ OKG Py~ene .11 nG/L 0

’Silver 1 uG/L O~G 2,3-Benzo~luo~ene .:~= nG/L 0_.,.._.......,.,..,.......1,
_,p’-DDE i nG/L 0 G Ch~sene 11 n~/L 0 G
p,p’-DDE 5 nG/L 0 G Ben=o(b~luo~anth ~~ nG/L

I nG/L 0 G Benzo(~. )~luoranth :~9 nG/LI 0
p,p’-DDD 3 nG/L 0 G Benzo(e)~yrene ~;� nG/L]

o,D’-DDT I nG/L 0 G Benzo(a)pyrene ~9 nG/L 0
p,p’-DDT I nG/U 0 G F’erylene ZF’ nG/L
TOTAL DDT I0 nGIL 0 G ~,lO-D~henvlan~ ~ n~ZLI 0

D~benz (a,b~antbra ~::8 nG/L~
~AFoclo~ 1242 ~;I nG/L 0 G Ben=o(g,~,,z~oervl :;B nG/L 0
Aroclor 1254 19 nG/L 0 G TOTAL PAH 0 nG/L
TOTAL PCB 19 nG/L 0 G

L

He;:achlorobenzene                                SURROGATE RECOV.
U

I nG/L 0 G dB-Naohthalene "~ %
~L~nOane O nG/L 0 G d10-Acenapntnen~ I~

d 10-F’henant ~ene 5B
To:.: i c i t ~" Notest ~= ~ 12-Chr ysene 101

~ d 12-F’er ~l erie 104

~ Resolved HCs 0 0oG/LI

n-alt anes clC,-c~@ (;, nG/L~ 0 G
F’~stane 0 n~/L 0 G

I Phytane (’, nG/L "~ G

R0054167
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCHPROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

~ I Channel: Santa Clara River

[ Flo~ (M~3/SecI: 0,~÷

Location: H~ghway 101 Time Interval:34:15-~ :00
Date: 25 Sep 8b

iIntervalVol(M$*3): II ~0
Time: 12:15 Storm #: I ’

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

Suspended Solids lb mG/L 0 T Naohthalmne <2b nE/L
TVS 88 % mm~ CI-Naphthalmnes <26 nE/L
Total Solids 2780 mG/L 0 T C2-Naphthalenes <26 nE/L
D~ssolve~ Solids 27~0 mG/L 0 T C3-Na~hthalenes <54 nE/L
Oil & G~ease I mG/L 0 T Bi~henyl <26 nE/L
Chloro÷orm Extr. 2.1 mG/L

,=,0 T
Acena~hthylene <26 nE/L

Salinity ~ ppt Acenaphthene <54 nE/L
pH 6 ~ Fluo~ene <24 nE/L

Phenanthrene ,~24 nE/L
Cadmium .,~11 uE/L OkE~ CI-Phenant~enes <24 nE/L
Chromium <2 uE/L OkEI C2-Phenanthrenes <24 nE/L
Copper <2 uE/L OkGI C3-Phenenthrenes .~24 nG/L
Nickel 4 uE/L OkEl Anthracene <25 nE/L
Lead <18 uE/L OkGI Fluoranthene :~20 nE/L
Zinc 7 uE/L OkE F’~ene <20 nE/L

l~ilve~ <I uE/L OkE 2,3-Benzo~luorene <58 nE/L
Benz(a)anthracene -~20 nE/L~,p’-DDE I nE/L 0 G’ Ch~ysene ~20 nE/L

p,p~-DDE ~ nE/L 0 G Ben=o(b)÷luoranth ~17 nE/L
o,p’-DDD <1 nG/L 0 E Benzo(~::)÷luoranth <17 nE/L
p,p’-DDD ~ nG/L 0 E Benzo(e)pyrene ~17 nE/L
o,p’-DDT ~2 nE/L 0 E Ben=o(a)oy~ene -~:~17 nE/L
~,p’-DDT 1 nE/L 0 E Pe~ylene ~17 nE/Li
TOTAL DDT 8 nG/L 0 EJ 9,10-Di~henylanth :~17 nE/Li

Dibenz(a,h)anthra <14 nE/L
Aroclor 1242 <1 nG/L 0 El Ben~o(g,h,i)pe~yl ~14 nE/L
A~oclo~ 1254 12 nE/L 0 Ei TOTAL PAH 0 nE/L
TOTAL PCB 12 nG/L. 0 EI~

. SURROEATE RECOV.
He~achlo~obenzene <1 nE/L 0 EI dS-Naohthalene 67 %
L1n~ane 2 nE/L 0 GI dlO-Acenaphthene 111%

dlO-Phenanthrene 97 %
To~icity Notest ~ dl2-Chrysene 127 %

d12-Perylene 117 %

Resolved HCs 0 nG/L
n-al~anes cI0-c39 0 nG/L
P~istane 0 nE/L
Phytane 0 nG/L

R0054168
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Callequas Creek Flow (M**~/Sec): .82
! Location: Highway 1 T~me Interval:O0:O0-21:45

I Date: 24 Sep 8b
Time: 12:20

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

Suspended Solids
TVS 60 %
Total Solids 1251 mG/L 0 T C2-Naohthalenes <11 nG/L 0
D~ssolved Solids 1249 mG/L 0 T C~-Naphthalenes
J~l & G~ease
Chloroform Extr. 1.1 mG/L 0 T Acenaphthylene <11 nG/L 0
Salin~t~ .5 ppt

pH ~.5
Phenanth~ene <10 nG/L 0

Cadmium
Chromium <3 uG/L O~G C2-Phenanth~enes <10 nG/L 0
Copper
Nickel 9 uG/LI OkG Anthracene <I0 nG/L 0

.Lead
’Zinc
~ Iver

Ben~(a)anth~acenei
u,p’-DDE <1 nG/L 0 G Chrysene 112 nG/L 0
~,p’-DDE

’o,p°-DDD <1 nG/L 0 G Benzo(k)~luo~anth :~7 nG/L 0
<1 nO/L 0 G Benzo(e)pyrene .~7 nG/L 0

~o,p’-DDT <1 nGILI 0 G Benzo(a)pyrene <7 nG/L 0
ip,p~-DDT I nG/L 0

ITOTAL DDT 1 nG/L 0
Dibenz(a,h)anthra <& nG/L 0

!Aroclor 1242 <1 nG/L 0 G Benzo(g,h,i)peryl <6 nG/L 0
.Aroclor 1254 13 nGIL’ 0 G TOTAL PAH 135 nG/L 0
ITOTAL PCB               13 nG/LI      0

SURROGATERECOV.
Hexachlorobenzene

.Lindane
d10-Phenanthrene 82 %

Toxicity             Notest
dl2-Perylene             87 %

Resolved HCs 0 nG/L 0
n-alkanes c10-c39 0 nGIL 0
Pristane 0 nG/L 0
Phytane 0 nG/L 0

R0054169
II



SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL wATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

~ Channel: Santa Clara River Flow (M:Z3/Sec): 0.15
~ocatlon: Highway 101 Time Interval:O0:O0-21:45

Date: 24 Sep 86 IntervaiVol(MZZ3): ~9 ~

Time: 13:10 Storm #! 1

C~NSTITUENT i CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT OONC. MASS

Sus~en~e~ SoliOs i 10~0 ~a/al o TI Naohthalene lob nG/L 0
TVS IZ X I Ii$ CI-Naohthalenes 78 nGIL 0
Total Solids 142(, mGILI 0 T C2-Naphthalenes 124 nG/L 0
Dissolved Soli~s 330 mG/LI 0 T C3-Naoht~alenes <31 nG/L 0
Oil b Grease b.8 mG/L 0 T Biphenyl ..15 nG/L 0
Chloroform E::tr. i. I mGIL 0 T Acenaphthylene ¯ 15 nGIL 0
Sal~nlty 0 Dpt ~$$ Acenaphthene ~I nG/L 0
oH 5.~ :~Z Fluo~ene ~:14 nG/L 0

, Phenanth~ene 193 nG/L 0
Cadmium 2 uGIL! O~ G CI-F’henant~renes 28b nGIL 0
C~o~lum b8 uGILI OkG C2-Phenanth~enes 22b nG/L 0
Copper 74 uGILI OkG C3-Phenenthrenes 50 n~/L 0
Nickel ~8 uG/LI OkG Anthracene ~I~ nG/L 0
Lead 134 uG/L OkGI Fluorant~ene 178 nG/L 0
Zinc ~91 uG/L

OkGI Pyrene
214 nG/L 0

~Iver <I uG/L OkG 2,~-Benzo~luorene {3~ nG/L 0
I Benz(a)ant~racenel <12 nG/L 0

~,p’~-DDE I~ nG/L 0 GI C~ysene 232 nG/L 0
p,~-DDE 177 nG/LI 0 Gl Benzo(b)~luorant~ 66 nG/L 0
o,~-DDD <I nG/LI 0 GI Ben~o(k)~luo~ant~ ~0 nG/L 0

~,p’-DDD 25 nG/L! 0 GI Ben~o(e)pyrene 7b nG/L 0
o,p’-DDT 21 nG/L 0 GI Benzo(a)pyrene 25 nG/L 0
D,p~-DDT bO nG/L 0 GI Pe~¥1ene 10 nG/L 0
TOTAL DDT 296 nG/L 0 GI 9,1"~-Dip~enylanth ~I"~ nG/L 0

1 D1~enz(a,h)anth~a ~8 nGIL 0
A~oclo~ 1242 70nG/L 0 G Ben~o(g,~,i>pe~yl 67 nG/L 0
A~oclor 1254 86 nG/L 0 G TOTAL PAH 1951 nG/L 0
TOTAL PCB 15b nG/LI 0 GI

SURROGATE RECOV.
Hexacmloro~enzene I nGIL 0 G dS-Nap~thalene 62 % ~Z~
LinOane 7 nG/LI °~ G dlO-Acenaphthene 125 % ~

dlO-F’henanthrene 131 % ~
Toxicity NoTest ~Z dl2-Chrysene 157 % ZZS

dlZ-Perylene 134 % ~Z~

Resolved HCs i.?e5 nG/L 0 G
n-alkanes ci0-c39 51516 nG/L 0 G
Frlstane 3blbO nG/L 0 G
Phytane 4516 nGIL 0 S

R0054170
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Santa Clara R~ver Flow (M=~./Sec):
Location: Highway 101 T~me Interval:21:45-34:15

Date: 24 Sep 8b
IntervaIVol (M~3):

Time: 14:30 Storm #: 1

CONST I TUENT CONC. MASS CONST I TUENT CONC. MASS
Suspended Solids 1920 mG/L 0 Naphthalene 125 nG/L 0TVS 8.4 % ~ CI-Naphthalenes 45 nG/L 0Total Solids 2470 mG/L 0 T C2-Na~hthalenes 22 nG/L 0D~ssolved Solids 550 mG/L 0 T C3-Naohthalenes ~25 nG/L 0Oil & Grease 3 mG/L 0 T B~Dhenyl <12 nG/L 0Chloroform E:~tr. 7.5 mG/L 0 T Acena~hthylene .~:112 nG/L 0Sal inity ppt ~ Acenaphthene 112 nG/L 0OH ~ Fl uorene 44 nG/L 0

Phenanthrene 375 nG/L 0’Cadmium 1 uG/L OkG CI-Phenanthrenes 62 nG/L. 0Chromium 80 uG/L OkG C2-Phenanthrenes 4b nG/LCopper lob uG/L OkG C3-Phenenthrenes 111 nS/L 0Nicl~el 18 uG/L~ OkG Anthracene ::11 nG/L 0Lead 124 uG/L OkG Fluoranthene 2~.7 nG/L 0Zinc 337 uG/L OkG Py.~ene 182 nG/L 0G~Ive~ <I uG/L OkG 2,~-Ben.-o÷luorene ~27 nG/L 0
Ben.- ia) anthracene I <9 nG/L 0o,p’-DDE 22 nG/L 0 G Chrysene 150 nG/L 0p,p’-DDE 879 nG/L 0 G Benzo(b)~luoranth ~4 nG/L 0o,p’-DDD <11 nG/L 0 G Benzo(~)÷luoranth. 21 nB/L 0P,p’-DDD 151 nG/L 0 G Ben-’o(e)Dyrene I 37 nG/L 0o,p’-DDT 103 nG/L 0 G Ben=o(a)pyrene :.’8 nG/L 0P,~)’-DDT 417 nG/L 0 G F’erylene ~.8 nG/L 0TOTAL DDT 1572 nG/L 0 G 9,10-Diphen~lanth, ~8 nG/L 0
Diben.- (a,h)anthra’ ~17 nG/L 0Aroclo~ 1242 47 nG/L 0 GI Ben=o(g,h,i)pe~yl -= nG/L 0A~oclo~ 1254 203 nG/L 0 G TOTAL PAH 1557 nG/L 0TOTAL F’CB 250 nG/L 0 G
SURROGATE RECOV.

He>:achlorobenzene i nG/L 0 G dS-Naphthalene 74Lindane 38 nG/L 0 G dlO-AcenaDhthene 12.~~. %
d 10-Phenanthrene 126 %To::icity Notest $~ dl2-Chrysene I00 %
d 12-Peryl ene 74 %

Resolved HCs ’ 70900 nG/L 0
n-al~anes cI0-c391 33965 nG/L 0 G
Pri stane 2349 nG/L 0
Phytane 324~ nG/L 0

R0054171
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

v Channel: Ballona Cree~i ] i Flow (M¢¢3/Sec): .538
i Location: InglewooO Avenue ! Time Interval:43:45-~:O0

Date: 25 Sep 8b IntervalVol (M:�3):
Time: 15:15 Storm #: 1

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

ISus~ended Solids 184 mG/L 4.250 T Naohthalene <14 nG/L 0TVS 18 % ��� CI-Naohthalenes ~:14 nG/L 0ITotal Solids 17b0 mG/L ~O.b6 T CD-Naphthalenes ~14 nG/L 0D~ssolved Solids 1580 mG/L 3b.50 T C3-Na~hthalenes <28 nG/L 00ii & Grease 2.9 mG/L .0670 T B~p~enyl {14 nG/LChloroform Ext,. 2.4 mG/L .0554 T Acenaphthylene <14 nG/L 0Salinity 2 ppt ��~ Acenaph~ene ~28 nG/L 0pH b
I ��~ Fluorene {13 nG/L 0

Phenanthrene 156 nG/LCadmium . uG/L .0462kG C1-Phenanthrenes <13 nG/L 0Chromium 19 uG/L~ .4389k8 C2-P~enanthrenes 29 nG/LCoppe~ ~ uG/LI 1.016kG C3-Phenenthrenes ~13 nG/L 0Nickel 19 uG/L .4389~::G Anthracene -~13 nG/L 0Lead 27 uG/L .62~7kG Fluoranthene 138 nG/L 3.188Zinc 172 uG/L 3.973kG Pyrene 81 nG/L 1.871~ilver .~i uG/L Ok8 2,3-Benzo~luorene ~31 nG/L 0
Ben~(a)anthracen~ ~.111 nG/L 0~,p’-DDE 6 nG/L .138b G Ch~ysene 79 nG/Li 1.825p,p~-DDE 8 nG/L .1848 8 Ben~o(b)÷luoranth ~:9 nG/L 0

o,P~-DD~ .~i nG/L 0 GI Ben~o<k)~luoranth ~9 nG/L 0~,p’-DDD 2 nG/U .0462 ~I Ben~o(e)py~ene
~ nG/L

o,P~-DDT 5 nG/LI 1155     Ben~o(a)py~ene ~19 nG/L 0~,p’-DDT 3 nG/LI .0693 GI Pe~ylene ~19 nG/L 0TOTAL DDT 24 nG/L .55~4 GI 9.10-D~Dhenylanthl ~19 nG/L 0I D:ben~ (a,h)anth~a :18 nGIL 0Aroclor 1242 22 nG/L .5082 G Ben~o(g,h,i)De~yl ~18 nG/L 0IAroclor 1254 45 nGIL 1.040 GI TOTAL PAH 483 nG/L ll.lbTOTAL PCB b7 nG/L 1.548 GI

ISURROGATE RE~OV.
He>:achlorobenzene I nG/L .02~1G dS-Nao~thalene b8 %

ILin~ane 5 nG/L 1155 G d10-Acenaohthene 99 %
d10-Phenanthrene 111 %Toxicity Notest ��� dl2-Ch~ysene 121%
d12-Perylene 92 %

Resolved HCs 93659 nG/L 2164.
n-al~anes ci0-c39 42711 nG/L 986.6
P~Istane 5341 nG/L 123.4
P~y~ane 4300 nG/L 99.33

R0054172



LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY
SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Santa Clara River Flow (M~3/Sec): 0.~
Location: H~ghway I01 Time Interval:O0:O0-21:45

Date: 24 Se~ 8b IntervaIVol (M~$3):
Time: 13:10 Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONCo MASS

.SusoenOed SoliOs 1090 mG/L 0 T Naphthalene 106 nG/L
¯ VS 12 %

~    I CI-Na~hthalenes 78 nGIL
~otal Solids 1420 mG/L. 0 T~ C2-Naohthalenes 124 nG/L
~D~ssolved Solids 330 mG/L 0 TI C~-Naphtnalenes ~31 nG/L
~i ~, Grease o.8 mG/L 0 T1 ~i~henyi ~°15 nG/L

~Chloro~orm E~:tr. 1.I mG/L 0 T Acenaphthylene :115
iSallnity 0 ppt :~ Acenaghthene :~31 nG/L’pH 5.5 ~*$ Fluorene ~114 nG/L

Phenanthrene             193
Cadmium 2 uG/L OkG CI-Phenanthrenes 28b nG/L

!Chromium b8 uG/L OkG C2-Phenanthrenes 22b nG/L
ICopper 74 uG/L OKG C3-Phenenthrenes 50 nG/LI
INickel 48 uG/L OkGl Anthracene .~14 nGIL
iLead 134 uG/L OkG Fluoranthene 178 nG/L
IZinc 391 uG/L OkG F’yrene 214 nG/L
~C~ilver <1 uG/L O|:G 2~-Benzo~luorene ~3~ nG/L

Benz(a)ant~racene <12 nGIL
Io,~"-DDE 13 nG/L 0 G Chr~sene ..~ ~3~ nG/L
~0,~’-DDE 177 nG/L 0 G~ Ben~o(b)~luorant~ bb nG/L
o,p’-DDD ~1 nG/L 0 GI Ben~o(k)~luoranth 30 nG/L
O,P~-DDD ~                 ~5 nG/L0 GI Ben~o(e)pyrene 7b nG/L
o,p’-DDT 21 nG/L 0 GI Benzo(a)pyrene 25 nG/L

~0,~’-DDT bO nG/L 0 GI Perylene ~I0 nG/L
TOTAL DDT 29b nG/L 0GI      9,10-Diphenylanth ~110 nG/L

Diben~ (a,h)anthra <8 nG/L
A~oclor 1242 70 nG/L 0 G. Ben~o(g,h,i)peryl b7 nG/LI
Aroclo~ 1254 86 nG/L 0 G! TOTAL PAH 1951 nG/LI
TOTAL PCB 156 nG/L 0 G

SURROGATE RECOV.
~e~,ac~loro~enzene 1 nG/L 0 G dS-Naphthalene 62 %
Lindane 7 nG/L 0 GI dlO-Acenaphthene 125 %

d10-Phenant~rene 131%
Toxicity NoTest ~ , dl2-Chrysene 157 %

d12-Perylene 134 %

Resolved HCs 1.2e5 nG/L
n-aILanes cI0-c39 51516 nG/L
Pristane 36160 nG/L
Phytane 4516 nG/L

R0054173
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH FROJECT

LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY
SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Location: Ingle~ood Avenue Time Interval:27:15-34:45
Date: 24 Sep 86 IntervalVol(M$13): I.~ ~lO

[ [

Time: 21:30 Storm #: 1

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

ISuspenOeO SoliOs 112 mG/L 180.3 T Naphthalene <15 nG/L 0TVS 17 % I~ CI-Naphthalenes <15 nG/L 0Total SoliOs 165 mG/L! 265.7 T C2-Naphthalenes <15 nG/L 0D~ssolved Sol~Os 53 mG/L 85.33 T C3-Naphthalenes <32 nG/L 0Oil & Grease 6.3 mG/L 10.1~ T Biphenyl <15 nG/L
Chloro÷orm E×tr. 1.6 mG/L ~.576 T Acenaphthylene <15 nG/L 0Salinity 0 ppt ~I Acenaphthene <32 nG/L 0pH 5.5 **$ Fluorene <15 nG/L 0

Phenanthrene 79 nG/L 1~7.~Cadmium <1 uG/L OkG C1-Phenanthrene$ <15 nG/L 0Chromium 5 uG/L 8.05kS C2-Phenanthrene$ <15 nG/L 0Copper 43 uG/L 69.23kG C3-Phenenth~enes <15 nG/L 0Nickel 14 uG/L 22.54kG~ Anthracene <15 nG/L 0Lead 68 uG/L 109.5kG Fluoranthene 203 nG/L
Zlnc 237 uG/L 381.6kG Pyrene 179 nG/L 288.2~lver <1 uG/L OkG 2,3-Benzofluorene ~35 nG/L 0

o~,
Benz(a)anthracene 21 nG/L 33.81p°-DDE 6 nG/LI 9.66 G Chrysene 101 nG/LiIp,p’-DDE 6 nG/L 9.66 G Benzo(b)fluoranth 55 nG/L 88.55o,p’-DDD <I nG/L 0 G Benzo(k)fluoranth <10 nS/L 0p,~’-DDD 1 nG/L 1.61G Ben~o(e)pyrene 34 nG/L 54.74o,p’-DDT 5 nG/L 8.05 G Benzo(a)pyrene (10 nG/L 0p,p’-DDT 7 nG/L 11.27 G Perylene ~.10 nG/L 0TOTAL DDT ~5 nG/L 40.~5~ G 9,10-Diphenylanth -<10 nG/L 0
Dibenz (a,h)anthra .<9 nG/L 0Aroclor 1242 44 nG/L 70.84 GI Benzo(g,h,i)peryl <9 nG/L

Aroclor 1254 31 nG/L 49.91G TOTAL PAH 672 nG/L 108~.TOTAL PCB 75 nG/L 120.8 G
SURROGATE RECOV.

HexachloroOenzene 1 nG/L’ 1.61G dS-Naphthalene 0 %
~Lindane 8 nG/L 12.88 G d10-Acenaphthene 57 % ~

d10-Phenant~rene 98 %To×icity NoTest *~ d12-Chrysene 142 %
dl2-Perylene 128 %

ResolveO HCs 7.8e5 nG/L 1.3e6 G|
n-alkanes cI0-c39 2.6e5 nG/L 4.1e5
Pri stane 15381 nG/U
Phytane 29166 nG/L.

R0054174
I
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCHPROJECT

LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY
SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Ballona Creek Flow (M$*3/Sec): 1.09
Location: Inglewooe Avenue Time Interval:36:o~-43:30

Date: 25 SeD 86 IntervalVol (M~S3): 5~
T~me: 08:Oh Storm #: 1

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS I CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

Susoended Sollds 13 mG/L .7059 T Naphthalene 140 nG/L 7.~ODTVS 46 % $$~ CI-Naohthalenes 80 nG/L 4.344Total Solids 284 mG/L 15.42 T C2-NaDhthalenes ~15 nG/L 0D~ssolved Solids ~71 mG/L 14.72 T: C3-Nap~thalenes <3~ nG/L 0O~l ~, Grease
~.~ mG/LI .1195 T ~ip~en~l ~15 nG/L 0C~loroform E~.:tr. ¯ mG/LI .3095 T Acena~hthylene <15 nG/L 0

ISalinity ~pt I ~ AcenaDhthene <3~ nG/L 0

I
pH ~$~ Fluorene <14 nG/L 0I Phenanthrene 120 nG/L 6.516Cadmium <I uG/L~ OkG C1-Phenanthrenes .{14 nG/L 0|Chromium .~ uG/~ | OkG C2-Phenant~renes <14

ICoDper 28 uG/L 1.520kG C3-Phenenthrenes <14 nG/L 0
INickel 7 uG/L .3801kG Anthracene ~15 nG/L 0~Lead 23 uG/L 1.249kG Fluorant~ene 33 nG/L 1.792

~(Zinc 187 uG/L 10.15kG Pyrene 27 nG/L 1.466
I~~Iver .~1 uG/L OkG 2,~-Benzo~luorene ~34 nG/L 0

Ben~(a)anthracene ~12 nG/L 0,p~-DDE .~11 nO/L, 0 G Chrysene 1~ nG/L 0~,p~-DDE I nG/L~ ~’ ~ ~en~c,(b)~i~oranth 10 nG/L 0~.~’-DDD : r,G/L 0 G Ben:o(i >~iuorant~, ~’"p,p~-DDD i nG/L .0543 GI 6en:o~e~my-ene 10 nG/L 0

~,o’-DDT : nG/L 0 G! ~’e~,.’~-, 10 nG/~ 0’TOTAL D~- ~ " ~ ’

Aroclor 1254 18 nG/L .~77~ G TOTAL ;’Ab; ~00 nG/L
TOTAL PCB 18 nG/L .977~ G

SURROSATE RECOV.
He×achloroDen~ene ~:~1 nG/L 0 G ~S-NaDhthalene 71
~i~dane 7 n6/~ ,~801 G d10-Ace~aphthene 10~

~10-Phenanthrene 105
To×Jolty NoTe~t ~ ~12-Chrysene 114

d12-Perylene 100 %

Resolved HCs 17727 nG/L 962.b
n-al~anes cI0-c39 8910 nG/L 483.8
Pr~stane 1689 nG/L 102.6
Phytane 2033 nG/L 110.4

R0054175
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

¯ Channel: Ballona Cree~ Flow (M$13/Sec): 56.6

I
Location: Inglewood Avenue T~me Interval:f2:30-21:45

Date: 24 Sep 86 IntervalVol(M1$3): ,,l,I~ ~;0
T~me: 10:50 Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

SusDenOed Solids 2500 mG/L 17.58 T Naphthalene 815 nG/L 5.729
TVS 20 % m~: C1-Nao~thalenes 1298 nG/L 9.125
Total Soli~s 5250 mG/L 36.91T C2-Naohthalenes 1451 nS/L 10.20
Dissolved Solids 2750 mG/L 19.3~. T C~-Na~hthalenes 4447 nG/L 31                                                                  .
Oil & Grease 36.4 mG/L .2559 T Bi~henyl 86 nG/L
Chloroform Extr. 76.6 mG/L .5385 T Acenaohthylene ~115 nG/L 0
Salinity .25 p~t ~I Acenaphthene 195 nG/L 1.371
pH 5.5 :~$ Fluorene 352 nG/L 2.475

Phenanth~ene 4635 nG/L " .~2 58
Cadmium 22 uG/L .1547kG CI-Phenanth~enes 4426 nG/L 31.11
Chromium 248 uG/L 1.743kS C2-Phenanth~enes 6754 nG/L 47.48
Coppe~ 860 uG/L 6.046kG C3-Phenenthrenes 7675 nG/L
Nickel 261 uG/L 1.835kG Anthracene 765 nG/L 5.378
Lead 1829 uG/L 12.86kG Fluoranthene 7731 nG/L 54.35
Zinc 4398 uG/L 30.92k6 Pyrene 8064 nG/L 56.69
~ilver <I uG/L OkG 2,3-Benzo÷luorene 2596 nG/L 18.25

Benz(a)anthracene 3768 nG/L, 26.49
~,p’-DDE 346 nG/L 2.432 G Chrysene 6671 nG/LI 46.90
p,p’-DDE I ~54 nG/L 2.489 G Benzo(b)~luo~anth <9 nG/L 0
o,p~-DDD ..~1 nG/L 0 G Benzo(k)~luoranth 8375 nG/L 58.88
p,p.’~DDD 151 nG/L 1.062 G Benzo(e)pyrene ~,~9 nG/L 0
o,p’-DDT 330 nG/L 2.320 G Benzo(a)py~ene 4088 nG/L 28.74
p,p~-DDT 179 nG/L 1.258 G Perylene 70 nG/L .4921
TOTAL DDT 1360 nG/L 9.561 S 9,10-Diphenylanth 248 nG/L 1.743

Dibenz(a,h)ant~a 395 nG/L 2.777
Aroclor 124~ 4 nG/L .0281 G Benzo(g,h,i)peryl 789 nG/L 5.547
Aroclo~ 1254 628 nG/L 4.415 G TOTAL PAH 75694 nG/L 532.1
TOTAL PCB 632 nG/L 4.443 G

SURROGATE RECOV.
Hexachloro~enzene 9 nG/L .06~ S d8-Naphthalene 77 %
Lindane 49 nG/L .~445 G d10-Acenaphthene 126 %

d10-Phenanthrene 126 %
Toxicity NoTest ~I dl2-Chrysene 201%

d12-Perylene 164 %

Resolved HCs 7.7e6 nG/L 54123
n-alkanes c10-c391 4.4e5 nG/L 3104.
Pr~stane 39421 nG/L 277.1
Phytane 47000 nG/L 330.4

R0054176



~
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT

LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY
SAMPLE DATASHEET

Channel: Ballona C~ee|. Flow (M¢$3/Sec): 63.7

i Location: Inglewood Avenue Time Interval:22:00-27:15
Date: 24 Sep 86 Inte~valVol (M$~3): ~0&7 ~0
Time: Ib:55 Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

ISusoended Solids 234 mG/L 395.5 T Naphthalene 264 riG/!!
TVS 15 % $== C1-Naphthalenes 748 nG/Li
~otal Solids 306 mG/L 517.1T C2-Naphthalenes 659 nG/L 1114.

!D~ssolved Solids 72 mG/L 121.7 T C3-Naphthalenes 738 nG/LI 1247.
lO~l & G~ease 9.~ mG/L 15.72 T Biphenyl <21 nG/L~ 0
~ioro~orm Exit. 16.5 mG/L 27.89 T Acenaphthylene <21 nG/L 0
Salinity ppt =~$ Acenaphthene <43 n~/L 0
oH ~$ Fluorene 46 nG/L 77.74

Phenanthrene 857 nG/L
Cadmium ~ uG/L 5.07kG CI-P~enanthrenes 1160 nG/L 1960.
Chromium 13 uG/L 21.97kG C2-Phenant~renes 1326 nG/L 2241.
Copper 86 uG/L 145.3kG C3-Phenenth~enes 741 nG/L 1252.
Nickel ~                      ~3 uG/L~8.87kG Anthracene .~20 nG/L 0
Lead 96 uG/L 162.2kG Fluoranthene 980 nG/L 1656.
Zinc 61~ uG/L I036. kG Pyrene 991 nG/L 1675.

,S~lver <1 uG/L OkG 2,3-Ben~o÷luorene 227 nG/L 383.6
Ben~(a)anthracene 314 nG/L 5~0.7

o,p’-DDE {I nG/L 0 G Ch~ysene 673 nG/L 11~7.
O,p’-DDE 1~ nG/L 21.97 G Benzo(b)~luoranth. 636 nG/L 1075.
o,p’-DDD <1 nG/L 0 G Benzo(k)41uoranthl ~13 nG/L 0

9 nG/L 15.21G Benzo(e)pfrene 354 nG/L 598.3D~p’-DDD
~,p’-DDT <1 nG/L 0 G Benzo(a)py~ene 174 nG/L 294.1
~,p’-DDT 22 nG/L 37.18 G F’er~lene .~i13 nG/L 0
TOTAL DDT 44 nG/L 74.36 G 9,10-Diphenylant~l f13 nG/L 0

Dibenz(a,h)ant~a 41 nG/L 69.29
A~oclor 1242 ~1 nG/L 0 G Benzo(g,h,i)pe~yll 443 nG/L 748.7
A~oclo~ 1254 220 nG/L ~71.8 G TOTAL F’AH 11372 nG/L 19219
TOTAL PCB 220 nG/L 371.8 G

SURROGATE RECOV.
He:.:achlo~o~enzene 2 nG/L ~.38 G d8-Naphthalene 46 %

ILindane 10 nG/L 16.9 G dlO-Acenaphthene I~7 %
dlO-Phenanthrene 125 %

Toxicity NoTest ~*$ dl2-Ch~ysene 148 %
d12-Perylene 124 %

Resolved HCs 3.1e5 nG/L 5.2e5
n-alkanes c10-c~9 1.2e5 nG/L 2.1e5
F’r~s~ane 11238 nG/L 18992
Phytane 12621 nG/L 21~29

R0054177
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT                   0
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

I Channel: Los Angeles River Flow (M~/Sec):
1 Location: Big Tujunga Wash Time Interval:34:30-.!~.:O0
1 Date: 25 Sep 8b IntervaIVol (M~3):
I Time: 08:30 Storm #: I

°

Suspended SoI*ds 826 mG/C1 ’ TII Naphthalene <~ n~/LTVS 9 %    I ~{      C1-Naphthalenes <Z3 nG/L
Total Solids ~45 mS/L 0 T C2-Naphthalenes <33 nG/L

ID1ssolve~ Solids -481 mG/L 0 T C~-Naghthalenes .<a9 nG/L
iOii & GFease .I mG/L 0 T BIphenyl <33 nG/L
Chlo~o&o~m E×tr. 2.12 mG/L ~*. T Acenaphthylene ..~ nG/LSalln~ty ppt ==~ Acenaphthene <69 nG/L
~H *~ Fluorene <~1 nG/L

Phenanth~ene ~[31 nG/L~admium <11 uS/L O~:G CI-Phenanth~enes ~31 nG/L.Chromium 8 uG/L Ok81 C2-Phenanthrenes ~131 nG/L
Coppe~ 28 uG/L OkG C3-Phenent~renes ~I nG/LNickel 5 uG/L O~:G Anthracene "U~... ~ nG/LLead :7 uG/L OkG Fluoranthene <25 nG/L

inc 47 uG/LI Ok8 Py~ene <~5~ nG/L
~ilver <11 uG/L OkG 2,3-Benzo~luo~ene ~75 nS/L

Benz(a)anthracene ~26 nG/L
o,p’-DDE 1 nG/L 0 G Ch~ysene -~2b nG/L ":p,p’-DDE 2 nS/L 0 G Benzo(b)~luoranth ~[21 nG/Lo,~’-DDD ~I nG/L 0 G Benzo(k)~luo~anth ~21 nG/Lp,p’-DDD I nG/L 0 G! Benzo(e)pyrene ’121 nG/Li U
o,p’-DDT I nG/L 0 G Ben:o(a)pyrene ~121 nG/Lp,p’-DDT 2 nG/L 0 GI Ferylene ~21 nG/L
TOTAL DDT 5 nG/L 0 Gl ~,lO-Diphenylantn 21 nG/L

~ D~benz~a,h)anthra 19 nG/LAroclor 1242 12 nG/L 0 GI Ben:o(g,h,i~per~] 19 nS/L[ Aroclor 1254 23 nG/L 0 i] TOTAL pAH 0 nG/LTOTAL FCB 35 nG/L 0
SURROGATE RECOV.

He:~ach]orobenzene         I nG!L         ~"      dS-Naphthalene
3~ %L1ndane 2 nG/L 0 SI d10-Acenaphthene
7~ %

dlO-Phenanth~ene 96 %To~:icit¥ Notest ~ diZ-Chrysene
dl2-F’eryleme 163 %

Resolved HCs 53:0 nG/L
n-alLanes ci0-c39 1442 nG/L
Prlstane 0 nG/L
Phytane , nS/L

R0054178
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Ballona Cree~ 1 Flow (M=$3/Sec): .51
Location: Inglewood Avenue

I

Time Interval:O0:O0-12:15
Date: 23 Sep 8b IntervaIVol(M=$3): t~ 40~
T~me: 21:55 Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

So iO mS L .2=7  T Naphthalene
30 % $$: CI-Na~hthalenes 48 nG/L .0330

~o~al Solids 6070 mG/L 4.170 T C2-Na~hthalenes 125 nG/L .0859
L’~ssolve~ Sol~Os 5741 mG/L 3.944 T C3-Na~hthalene$ 632 nG/L .4342C,~l & Grease 4.5 mG/L .0031 T B~onenyl <b nG/L 0~loroform Extr. 59.b mGIL .0409 T Acenao~thylene {6 nG/L 0~al~nity b ppt ~:~ Acena~hthene <112 nS/L 0
oH b [ ~=~ Fluorene 58 nG/L .0398

Phenanth~ene 228 nG/L .1566
Cadmium

~ uG/L .O014kGi C1-Phenanthrenes 1222 nG/L .8395Chromium 1 uG/LI .00821.:G] C2-Phenanthrenes 1411 nG/L .9694Copper
11~ uGIL~ .0769kG( C3-Phenenthrenes 1480 nG/L 1.017

N~ckel 3~ uG/LI .0227kG Anthracene 34 nG/L .0234
ILead 113 uS/L| 077bkG Fluo~anthene b2~ nG/L .4301

~Sinc
37~ uG/L 2583kGI

I

¯ Py~ene 685 nG/L .470~
~lve~ <1 uG/L OkGI 2,3-Benzo÷luorene 273 nG/L .187a

Ben~(a)anthracenel 177 nG/L .121a~,p~-DDE 14 nG/L .0096 G Chrysene
I 387 nG/L .2~59Ip,p’-DDE 11 nG/L .0076 GI Benzo(b>~luoranthl 419 nG/L .2879

Io,P~-DDD ~I nG/L 0 G Ben~o(k>~luorant~ ::14 nG/L 0p,o’-DDD b nGIL .0041 G Benzo(e)pyrene
I

2~9 nG/L .1642
o,~-DDT 10 nG/L .0069 G Ben~o(a)p~rene 100 nG/L .0687

Io,P~-DDT <I nG/L 0 G Perylene
I

65 nG/L .0447
TOTAL DDT 41 nG/L .0282 G ~,lO-Diphenylanth 17 nGILI .0117

Diben~(a,h)ant~ra 41 nG/L .0282
IAroclor 1242 ~11 nG/L 0 G Benzo(g,~,~)pervl 303 nG/L .2082IA~oclor 1254 11b nG/U .0797 ~I TOTAL PAH 8~3~ nG/L 5.930 G
ITOTAL F’CB 11b nG/L 0797

~exachloroben=ene 5 nG/L .00~4 G dS-Naphthalene 8b %
Lin~ane ~11 nG/L 0 GI d10-Acenaphthene 125 %

d10-F’henanthrene 114 % ===
Toxlcitv NoTest ~ d12-Chrysene 99 %

R0054179
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMF’LE DATA SHEET

~     Channel: Los Angeles R:ver Flow (Mii~/Sec):
Locatlon: Big Tu3unga Wash Time Interval:24:15-27:45

Date: 24 Seo 8b IntervalVol (M$~3): ~.~
Time: 18:30 Storm #: 1

CONSTITUENT I CONC.    I MASS I    CONSTITUENT CONC.

Suspended Sol1~s ! 4 mG/L 0 T Naphthalene
TVS % ~ C1-Nap~thalenes
Total Sollds 300 mG/L (. T C2-Naphthalenes
Dissolved Sol~ds Dgb mG/L 0 T C3-Na~hthalenes
Oil ~ Grease ~i.! mG/L 0 T B~henyl
~hloro~orm E>:tr. 1.85 mG/L ", T Acena~hthylene

ISalinity ppt $I~ AcenaDhthene

IpH ~: Fluorene ~31 nG/L
Phenanthrene

Cadmium ¯ 1 uG/L O|G CI-Phenanth~enes -~I nG/LIChromium ~ ~IG/L O|:G C2-Phenanthrenes ~I nGl~ 0Copper 4 uG/L O~G C3-Phenenth~enes
Nickel D uG/L OIGI Anthracene ~t nG/L 0Lead 7 uG/L O~.G Fl uoranthene
Zinc 4 uG/L OkG Py~ene ~25 nG/L 0~ilver -~;I uG/L Oi~:G 2,~-Benzogluorene :.73 nGIL 0

Ben~(a)anthracene ~5 nG/L 0~,p’-DDE i nG/L 0 G Chrysene <;25 mS/L 0p,p~-DDE 2 nG/L! 0 G Ben~o(b)~luoranthl ~21 nS/Lo,p’-DDD .... 1 nG/L 11, S Ben~o(i,:)÷luoranth :~1 nO/L.p,~’-DDD
~I nG/LI

0 G Ben~o(e)~y~ene ~21 nG/L 0
°’P~-DDT - nG/LI 0 !I Ben~o(a>py~ene ~21 nG/LI 0p,p’-DDT nG/LI ~’~ Perylene
TOTAL DDT 7 nG!L ~" ~,10-Dlphenylanth

Di~enz(a,h)anth~a .18 nGILI 0Aroclor 1242 & nG/L ~°~ Ben~o(g,h,i)pe~yl I~ nG/~i 0A~oclor 1254 ib nG/L 0 G TOTAL PAH 0 nG/LI ~~TOTAL PCB 22 nG/L 0 O 1 ¯

SURROGATE RECOV.
He>~achloroben~enel .... I nG/L 0 G dS-Na~hthalene

’Lin~ane 2 nG/L 0 GI ~10-Acenaohthene
d10-Phenanthrene

To>~icity NoTest i~ dl2-Chrysene
d12-Pe~ylene

Resol vec~ HCs 3045 nGILI 0 G
n-all, ames clO-c~gl -~30~ mGIL 0 G
F’~istane 0 nG/L 0 G~
Phytane 0 nGIL 0 G I

R0054180
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATE~ RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMFLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Los Angeles R~ver Flow (M*~Z/SecI:
Location: B~g Tu3unga Wash T~me Inte~val:27:45-34:~O

Date: 2~ Sep 8~ Interval~ol <M:~:
T~me: 20:45 Storm #:

:,~.spenOe~ Solids 7 mG/L 0 T Naphthalene I
41 n~/Ll

~’S 50 % ~ CI-Naohthalenes 41 nG/L~ 0 G
~al SoliOs 1260 mG/L 0 T C2-Nao~thalenes ~41 nG/L~ 0

ssolved Sollos 1250 mG/L 0 T C~-Nao~thalene~ 8~ nG!L~
~ ~ Grease <.I mG/L 0 T Bio~enyl 41 nG/L~ 0 G
~’~ioro~orm Extr. 3.87 mG/L 0 T Acenao~thvlene ~I nG~L~ 0
3aiinltv ppt ~:     ~ Acenaphthene 8b nG~L~
P~ :~:

~       Fluorene

~39 nG/u~
P~enanthrene 139 nG/L~ 0 G

Cadmium <I uG/L OkG CI-Phenant~rene~ ~39 nG/L~ 0 G
-nromlum ~. uG/L OkG~ C2-Pnenan~hrenes ; 39 nG/L~
~oope~ 4 uG/L O~G~ C3-F’henent~renes .~3~ n~/L~
~ic~.~el 2 uG/L O~G~ Anthracene ~9 nGXL 0
_~a~ <8 uG/L OkG~ Fluoranthene ~ n~,’L
Zinc ~ uG/L OkG~ Pyrene 31 nGiL
~iver I uG/L O~ G~ 2,3-Benzo41uorene 9S. nG/L ~’

I Benz(a)anthracene ~2 nG/L ~ G
~,0’-DDE <I nG/L 0 G~ Chrysene 32 nG/L
~p’-DDE 1 nG/L ~.~ G Benzo(b)~luorantn ~26 nG/L

c,p~-DDD .:I nG/L 0 G~ Ben~o(e~py~ene .~2~ n~,’L
~,p’-DDT I nG/L 0 G~ Ben~o(a)oyrene .~DO nG/L

I~,~’-DDT 2 nG/L ~.,G~ Fervlene ~27 nG/L 0 G
’TOTAL DDT 3 nG/L 0 G~ 9,10-Diohenvlantn ~27 nG/L

Dibenz (a,h) anthra 2.~ nG/L 0~oclor 1242 ;2 nG/L 0 G Benzo(g,h,i)pervl 2_~ nG!L
oclor 1254 2 nG/L "~ G TOTAL PAH ~;’ nG,’L

7Z, TAL F’CB 2 nG/L ,;, G
SURROGATE RECOV.

-exachloro~enzene~ 1 nG/L 0 G dS-N~onthalene ~ %
._inoane 2 nG/L 0 G dlO-AcenaD~thene =, %

I_ ~ I O-F’henanthrene ~2, %
~ oxicltv Notest ~:~ d12-Chrvsene ~, %

Resolveo HCs 4587 n~/L; 0 G
n-al~ anes cI0-c39 427K, nG/L~ 0 G~.
F’ristane K, nG/L~ ,i, G
F’hy~ane 0 nG/L ~ G

R0054181

I



SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH FROOECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Los Angeles River Flow (M~$31Sec): 0,0~i
~ Location: Big Tujunga Wash Time Interval:00:00-21:00

Date: 24 Se0 86 IntervaIVol (M~3):
Time: 11:30 Storm #: I

CONC.I CONSTITUENT MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

Suspended Solids 3 mG/L~ 0 T Naphthalene <~3 nG/L. 0TVS % ~: C1-Naphthalenes <33 nG/L 0Total Solids 398 mG/L 0 T C2-Nap~thalenes <33 nG/L 0Dissolve~ Solids 395 mG/L 0 TI C3-Nap~thalenes <68 nG/L 0~ I & Grease I.~ mG/L 0 T Bip~enyl <33 nG/U 0Ioro~orm Extr. 05 mG/L 0 T~ Acenaphthylene ~3 0
¯ °’.3 nG/LiSallnltv 2 ppt ~:m    : Acenapht~ene (68 nG/L 0!DH 5.5 ~ Fluorene .:.31 nG/L 0

Phenanthrene <31 nG/L 0Cadmium <I uG/L OkG C1-Phenanthrenes <31 nG/L 0Chromium <2 uG/L OkG C2-Phenanthrenes <31 nG/L 0Cop~er 3 uG/L OkG C3-Phenenthrenes <31 nG/L 0Nickel <2 uG/L. OkG Anthracene (31 nG/L 0Lead ~b uG/L OkG Fluorant~ene ~25 nG/L 0Zinc ~ uG/L OkG Pyrene <25 nG/L 0Silver <I uG/L OkG 2,3-Benzo÷luorene <74 nG/L 0
Benz(a)anthraceneI (25 nG/Li 0I~,p’-DDE I nG/L 0 G Chrysene ~5 nG/L 0p,p’-DDE 4 nG/L O G Benzo(~)÷luoranth

°,P~-DDD <1 nG/U 0 GI
(21 nG/L 0

Benzo(k)fluoranthI <21 nG/L 0!P,P’-DDD I nG/L 0 GI Benzo(e)pyrene
I (21 nG/L 0io,p’-DDT <I nG/L 0 GI Benzo(a)pyrene [ ~21 nG/L 0~,~’-DDT ~11 nG/L 0 GI Perylene I <21 nG/L 0TOTAL’ DDT 6 nG/L 0 GI 9,10-Diphenylanth~ <21 nG/L 0

Dibenz(a,~)anthral ~18 nG/L 0Aroclor 1242 16 nG/L 0 GI Benzo(g,h,i)peryll <18 nG/L 0Aroclor 1254 15 nG/L 0 G TOTAL F’AH 0 nG/L 0TOTAL PCB 31 nG/Li 0 G

SURROGATE RECOV.
Hexachloro~enzene <1 nG/LI 0 G dS-Naphthalene 49 %ILindane 4 nG/LI 0 GI d10-Acenap~thene

92 %
d10-Phenanthrene I 102 %Toxicity Notest ~m~ d12-Chrysene 115 %
d12-F’erylene ] 116 %

Resolved HCs 7990 n~IL 0
n-all, anes cI0-c39 6349 nG/L 0 G
Pristane . 0 nG/L 0
Phytane 0 nG/L 0 G

R0054182

!



SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Los An~.ele~ River Flow
Location: B~g Tujunga Wash Time interval:21:00-24:15

Da~e: 24 Sep 8o IntervaIVol
T~me: 14:45 Storm #: I

CONST I TUENT ~ON~ . MASS ~ONST I TUENT ~ON~. MASS

l~us~en~e~ Soli~s ~ mG/L 0 T Naphthalene
TVS Ib % ~ CI-Naph~hal enes
~o~al Solids 350 mG/L 0 T C2-Naphtl~alenes ~4~ nG/L 0
~"~ssolved Solids 34b mG/L 0 T C3-Naphthalenes {88 nG/L 0
C~I & G~ease .7 mG/L 0 T B~phenyl
~-hloro~orm Ext,. 0 mG/L 0 T Acenapl~thylene
~allnity 0 ppt ~ Acenaphthene
oH 6 ~ Fluorene -:~40 nG/L 0

F’henanthrene
Cadmium ~I uG/L OkG C 1-Phenanthrenes
Chromium ~. uG/L OkG C2-Phenan th~enes
Copper 3 uG/L OkG C~-Phenenthrenes -~40 nG/L 0
Nickel ~2 uG/L OkG Anthracene ’ ~40 nG/L 0
Lead <8 uG/L OkG Fl uo~ant~ene
Zinc ~ uG/L OkG F’y~ene .~
~Ive~ ~I uG/L OkG 2,3-Ben=o÷luo~ene ~195 nG/L 0

Ben= (a) anthracene...
o,p’-DDE I nG/L 0 G Ch~ysene
~,p’-DDE 5 nG/L 0 G Ben=o(~)~luo~ant~ ~127 nG/L 0
o,~’-DDD -~11 nG/L 0 G Ben-~o(k)~luo~anth ..127 nG/L 0
O,p.~-DDD 4 nGIL 0 G Benzo(e)~y~ene ~27 nG/L 0
~,p~-DDT ~I nG/L 0 G Ben=o(a)py~ene -~~27 nG/L 0
0,~’-DDT 2 nG/L 0 GI Perylene
TOTAL DDT 12 nG/L 0G~      ~,lO-D~ohenylanth ~27 nG/L 0

Dzben~ (a,h) anth~a I
~oclor 1242 22 nG/L 0 GI

n~//
Benzo(g,h,i)Deryl I ~:24 nG/L 0

TOTAL~°cI°~pc~1254
41             19 nG/LnG/LO0GG

TOTAL PAH

G SURROGATE RECOV.
~e::achlo~obenzene .:11 nG/L 0 dS-Naphthalene           54 %
_inSane ~11 nG/L 0 GI dlO-Acenaphthene .

I 010-Phenanthrene
toxicity Notest ~ dl2-Chrysene 85 %

d 12-Pe~yl ene

Resolve~ HCs 3474 nG/L 0
n-al~:anes cI0-c~.9 ~92 nG/L 0
F’r i stane 0 nG/L 0
P~ytane 0 nG/L 0

R0054183
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTU~A RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Los Angeles River Flow (M$~3/Sec): 58.3
~ Location: Fletcher Avenue T~me Interval : 26:d 6-35: 00

I Date: 24 Seo 86 IntervalVol (M~3):
Time: 20:00 Storm #: I

~ CONSTITUENT CONC.     i MASS

I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

SusDende~ Solids 257 mG/L 616.8 T Naohthalene ~9 nG/L 0TVS 22 % mm~ CI-NaDhthalenes <39 nG/LI 0Total Sol~s ~98 mG/L 955.2 T C2-Na~hthalenes <39 nG/L 0D~ssolve~ Sol1~s 141 mG/L 338.4 T C~-Nap~thalenes <~I nG/LI 00ii ~ Grease 3.8 mG/L 9.1~ T Biphenyl <39 nG/L 0Chlo~o÷orm E×tr. 7.8 mG/L 18.72 T Acena~hthylene .13~ nG/L 0Salinity ppt ~ Acenaphthene <81 nG/L 0pH ~$~ Fluo~ene <37 nG/L 0
Phenanthrene 127 nG/L 304.8CaOmlum I uG/L 2.4kG CI-Phenanth~enes <37 nG/L 0Chromium 12 uG/LI 28.8kG C2-Phenanth~enes .~37 nG/L 0Copper 84 uG/L 201.6kGi C3-Phenenth~enes L37 nG/L 0Nickel 21 uG/L    50.4kG; Anthracene ~7 nG/L 0Lea~ 80 uG/LI     192kG Fluo~anthene 265 nG/L 636Zinc 302 uG/L 724.8kG Pyrene 198 nG/L 475.2Silver <I uG/L OkG 3-Ben~o~luorene <87 nG/L r,

I Ben~(a)anthracene <30 nG/L 0Io~’-DDE 18 nG/L 43.2 G Chrysene 12~ nGIL 295.2p,p~-DDE 2S nG/L 55.2 GI Benzo(b)~luoranth 41 nG/L 98.4o,p’-DDD ~11 nG/L 0 G Benzo(k)~luoranth .~25 nG/L~ 0P,p~-DDD 11 nG/L 26.4 G Benzo(e)oyrene --
o,p~_DDT ~... nG/LI 79.213 nG/L ~1.2 G Ben~o(a)pyrene <25 nG/L 0D,P~-DDT 10 nG/L 24 G Perylene i~5 nG/LTOTAL DDT 75 nG/L 180 G ~,10-D~henylanth 125 nG/L 0

Diben~a,h)anthra .:122 nG/L 0Aroclor 1242 ~:12 nG/L 0 G Benzo(g,h,i)peryl ~22 nG/L ~"Aroclor 1254 9~ nG/L ~ ~ "--3.~ G TOTAL PAH 787 nG/L 1889.TOTAL PCB 93 nG/L ~’3.~ G
SURROGATE RECOV.

Hexac~loro~enzene 2 nG!L 4.8 G 08-Naphthalene 7~ %Lindane 38 nG/LI 91.2 G Q10-Acenaohthene 107 %

J
d 10-Phenanthrene 105 %ITo:.:icity Notest ~ ~12-Ch~ysene i~6 %
d12-Pe~ylene 112 %

~esolveO HCs 1.2e5 nGIL 3.0e5
n-al~ anes c10-c39 581~9 nG/L 1.4e5
P~i s~ane 6210 nG/L !4904
F’~ vt ane ~2?Z nG,/L 15053

R0054184



SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Los Angeles River Flow (M~3/Sec): 4.44
Location: Fletcher Avenue Time Interval:35:t~O0

Date: 25 Sep 86 Inte~valVol(M~3): ~D-H~Time: 10:00 Storm #: 1

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

~uspen~e~ Sol1~s I 126 mG/L 89.96 TI Naphthalene
~S I 29 %

~: T
C1-Naphthalenes

~20~20~20 nG/LnS/LnG/L
O0~al Sol~s I 313 mG/L 223.5 C2-Naphthalenes

ssolve~ Sol~s I 187 mG/L 133.5 TI C3-Nao~thalenes <42 nG/L 0         0~i & G~ease I 1.2 mG/L .8568 TI Biohenyl ~20 nG/L 0.-~lo~o~orm E~tr. I 2.6 mG/L 1.856 TI Acena~hthylene ~20 nG/L 0~l~n~ty I ~t ~,~     I Acenaphthene
<142 nG/L 0~H **~ Fluorene ~19 nS/L 0

Phenanthrene .~19 nG/L~ 0’~admium {1 uG/L OkG CI-Phenanthrenes <19 nG/L 0~h~om~um 4 uG/L 2.856kG C2-Phenanthrenes ~19 nG/L 0ō~per 26 uG/L 18.56kG C3-Phenenth~enes <19 nG/L 0~ckel 12 uG/L 8.568kG Anthracene ~19 nG/L 0.ead , 24 uS/L. 17.14kG Fluo~anthene 25 nG/L 17.85~nc i 116 uG/LI 82.82;.:G Pyrene <15 nG/L 0~ive~ <1 uG/L OkG 2,3-Ben~o÷luo~ene~ ~146 nG/L 0

~Ii
Ben~(a)anthracene! -~16 nG/L 0

’,0‘-DDE ~ nG/L 2.856 Ch~ysene ~16 nG/L 0~,o’-DDE 8 nG/L 5.71~ Ben~o(b)~luoranth ~13 nG/L 0:~,o’-DDD ~1 nS/L 0 G( Benzo(k)~luoranth :~13 nG/L 0~,o~-DDD 3 nG/L 2.142 G Ben~o(e)py~ene <13 nG/L~ 0-,o~-DDT 2 nG/L 1.428 GI Ben~o(a)pyrene -~13 nG/L 0~,p’-DDT I 4 nG/L 2.856 G( Perylene L13 nG/L~OTAL DDT
I 21 nG/L~ 14.99 G 9,10-Diphenylanth 0
I D1ben~(a,~)anth~a~ :~11 nG/L

roclor 1242 38 n~/L 27.1~ GI Ben~o(g,h,~>peryll ~i11 nG/L
~oclor 1254 i 32 nG/L 22.85 G1 TOTAL PAH
~TAL F’CB 70 nG/L 49.98 G(

-~ nG/L 17.85

i SURROGATE RECOV.
~:achloro~enzene 1 nG/L .714 G dS-Na0hthalene lb %
n~ane 21 nG/L 14.9~ G( d10-Acenaohthene 60 %

d10-Phenanthrene 94 %
)>~icity NoTest ~ dl2-Chrysene 126 %

dlD-Perylene 117 %

ResolveO HCs 896~ nG/L 6400.
I n-alkanes cI0-c~9 1093~ nG/L 7805.I Fmristane 1775 nG/L 1267.

Phytane 1882 nG/L 13~.

R0054185
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL    WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Los Angeles R~ver Flow (M1t3/Sec): 64.6
Location: Fletc~e~ Avenue Time Interval:2~:’~-~4 ~ ~ :15

Date: 24 Sep 8b Inte~valVol(Mt~3):
T~me: 15:30 Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CC. I MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

Suspen~e~ Sol1~s 55~ mG/L 199.1 T NaDhthalene 91 nG/L
TVS 30 % ~$~ CI-Naphthalenes 142 nG/L 51.12
Total Solids ~35 mG/L 33b.6 T C2-Naphthalenes 213 nG/L 76.b8
D~ssolved Sol~s 382 mG/L 137.5 T C3-Na~hthalenes 778 nG/Li 280.1
Oil ~ G~ease 7.5 mG/L ~.~ 7 T Bi~henyl <14 nG/LI 0
Chloro÷or~ E~tr. 18.7 mG/L 6.7~2 T Acenap~th~lene <14 riG/!! 0
Sal~n~t~ 0 ppt ~ Acenap~thene ~29 nG/L 0
oH 5.5 I~ Fluorene 23 nG/L 8.28

Phenanth~ene b81 nG/L 245.2
Cadmium 7 uG/L 2.52~G CI-Phenanth~enes 7~4 nG/L 267.8
Chromium 3~ uG/L 12.24kG C2-Phenanthrenes 9~1 nG/L 338.8
Coppe~ 17@ uGIL 64.4~kG C~-Phenenthrenes 574 nGIL 20b.6
Nickel 56 uG/L 20.16~:G Anthracene <I~ nG/L
Lea~ 2~8 uG/L 89.28kG Fluo~anthene 678 nG/L 2~.I
Zinc 73~ uG/L 26~.gk:G F’yrene 710 nG/L 255.b
~ilver 11 uG/L O~G. 2,3-Benzo~luo~ene 224 nG/U 80.64

Benz(a)anthracene 160 nG/L 57.6

~ p’-DDE 2~ nG/L 6.28     C~rysene 432 nG/L 155.5
p’-DDE 24 nG/L 8.64 GI Benzo(#)÷luorant~ 467 nG/L 168.1

IO,p’-DDD ~:11 nG/U 0 G Ben~o(k)÷luoranth ~9 nG/L 0
IO,p’-DDD I0 nG/L 3.6 Benzo(e)~y~ene I 260 nG/L
o,p~DDT 2.~ nG/LI

8.28 GI Benzo(a)pyrene
I 143 nG/i 51.48

0,p’-DDT 10 nG/LI 3. b G Pe~ylene
I <9 nG/L 0

TOTAL DDT 90 nG/LI
~2.4 G 9,10-Diphenylanth~ ~9 nG/L 0

D1benz(a,h)anthra! ~8 nG/L 0
Aroclor 1242 108 nG/L~ 38.88 G Ben~o(g,h,i)peryl 292 nG/L I0~.I
A~oclor 1254 190 nG/LI 68.4 G TOTAL PAH 755~ nG/L 2719.
TOTAL P~B 298 nG/U1 107.3 G

SURROGATE RECOV.
He~ac~loro~enzene ~ nG/L~ 1.08 G dS-Nao~thalene 72 %
L~n~ane 2.~ nG/L| 8.28 G ~10-AcenaDhthene 124 %

dlO-P~enanthrene 129 %
To~clty Notest t~$ d12-Chrysene 115 %

d12-Perylene 89 % ~

Resolved HCs 2.be5 n~/L 95325
n-al~.anes cI0-c3~ 1.3e5 nG/L 46450
F’rlstane 10979 nG/L 3952.
Phytane 14529 nG/L 5230.

R0054186



SOUTHERN C~LIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/UENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Los Angeles River Flow (M¢¢3/Sec): 76.5
Location: Fletcher avenue Time Interval:24:oj-26:30

Date: 24 Sep 86 Intervai Vol (M��3):
Time: 17:00 Storm #: I

CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS CONSTITUENT CONC. MASS

Sus~en~e~ 1190 mG/L 761.b T Naphthalene 152 nG/L 97.28
Sol 1~s

TVS 22 % ~ CI-Naphthalenes 413 nG/L 264.3T~tal Soli~s 823 mG/LI 526.7 T C2-Napht~alenes 375 nG/LI 240D~ssolved Solids -367 mG/L -~5. T C~-Naphthalenes 1956 nG/Li 1252.0~ ~ G~ease 10.9 mG/L 6.976 T B~phenyl <37 nG/L 0C~loroform Extr. 29 mG/L 18.56 T Acenaphthylene <37 nG/L 0Salinity 0 opt ~�$ Acenaphthene <78 nG/L 0OH 5.5 �$~ Fluo~ene <35. ¯ nG/L 0
Phenanthrene 1259 nG/L 805.8Cadmium 9 uG/L 5.76kG CI-Phenanthrenes 1703 nG/L 1090.C~rom~um 46 uG/L 29.44kG C2-Phenanthrenes 1528 nG/L 977.9Cooper 667 uG/L 426.9kG C3-Phenent~renes 1189 nG/L 761.0N~ckel 67 uG/L 42.88kG Anthracene <36 nG/L 0Lead 347 uG/L 222.1kG Fluoranthene 1720 nG/L 1101.2~nc 1365 uG/L 873.6kG F’yrene 1727 nG/L 1105.Silver <i uG/L OkG ~ ~-Benzo÷luo~ene 304 nG/L 194.6

I Ben~(a)anthracene 572 nG/L 366.1
~,o~-DDE 60 nG/L

38.~ G
Chrysene 1316 nG/L 842.2

~,o~-DDE 78 nG/L 49.9~ G Ben~o(b)~luoranth 1513 nG/L
o,0~-DDD <I nG/L 0 GI Benzo(k)~luoranth <24 nG/L 0p,p’-DDD 33 nG/L 21.12 G, Ben:o(e)pyrene 810 nG/L 518.4
~,o’-DDT 59 nG/L 37.76 G! Ben~o(a)pyrene 458 nG/L 293.1p,p’-DDT 1~ nG/L 12.16 GI Ferylene 78 nG/L 49.92TOTAL DDT 249 nG/LI 159.4 G 9,10-Dzp~enylanth ~24 nG/L 0

D*benz(a,h)anth~a 87 nG/L 55.68
A~oclor 1242 <2 nG/L 0 G’ Benzo(g,h,~)peryl 1108 nG/L 709.1

Aroclo~TOTAL PCB1254 3"7=25~~ nG/LnG/L 2~5225"3~ .3 G’ G~ TOTAL PAH
18~68 nG/L 11692

SURROGATE RECOV.
He~achlorobenzeneI 9 nG/L 5.76 G dS-Naphthalene 79 %
Lindane 29 nG/L 18.56 G d10-Acenaphthene 109 %

d10-Phenanthrene 130 %
To~:icity Notest �~ d12-Chrysene 142 %

dl2-F’erylene 135 %

Resolved HCs 5.7e5 nG/L 3.6e5
n-alkanes c10-c39 2o8e5 nG/L 1.8e5
Prlstane 24090 nG/L 15418
Phytane 32347 nG/L 20702

SOU~HERN CALIFORNIA ~OASTAL    WATER FESEARCH F~0JECT

R0054187
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,
SOW~HERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT

LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY
SAMPLE DATA SHEET

Channel: Los Angeles River Flow (Ml~3/Sec): 13.4

iLocation: Fletcher Avenue Time Interval: ~ :~0-20:45
Date: 24 Sep 8b IntervaIVol (M~IO):
Time: 11:50 Storm #: I

C~NSTITUENT I CONC.      MASS CONSTITUENT       CONC. 1 MASS

Sus0enOe~ Sol1~s 469 mG/L 52.0b T Naohthalene 175 nG/LI 19.~3
TVS 31%
Total Solids 79b mG/L 88.3b T C2-Na~hthalenes
D~ssolve~ Solids 327 mG/L 3b.30 T C~-Naphthalenes <60 nG/LI 0

loll & G~ease 7.1 mG/L .7881 T ~phenyl <2e nG/LI 0
IChloro$orm Exit. 0 mG/L 0 T Acenaohthylene :129 nGIL 0
Salinity 2 ppt
~H 5.5

Phenanthrene
Cadmium 10 uG/L    1.11kG C1-Phenanthrenes       205 nG/L 22.76
Chromium 55 uGIL b. lO5kG C2-Whenanthrenes 2~7 nGIL

iCooper 213 uG/L
INickel 46 uG/L 5.10~kG Anthracene ~.27 nG/L 0

I~. 791 uG/U 87.80kG Pvrene 542 nG/L 60.1b
!Silver ~11 uG/L OkG ~,3-Benzo÷luorene .,.65 nG/L 0

Ben=(a)anth~acene! 237 nG/L 26.31
~,o~-DDE 22 nG/L 2.442 G Ch~ysene 470 nG/L 52.17
D,o~-DDE 26 nG/L 2.886 G Ben=o(b)~luoranth 309 nG/L ~4.30
o,0"-DDD :~i nG/L
D,p~-DDD 8 nG/L    .888 G Ben~o(e)pyrene 237 nG/L 26.31
o,D’-DDT
o,D~-DDT 14 nG/L 1.554
TOTAL DDT 8~ nG/L ~.213 G 9,10-Dip~enylanth 19 nG/L 0

Diben~ (a,h~antnra 16 nG/L
~-oc~o~ 1242 74 nGiL 6.~14
~-o~’o,- "25~ 18~ riG’_ 2.>.~- G TZ~TA, F’A~ 38o7 nGiL 429.2
-Z.TA~ ~CE, 2~2 riG’_ 2~.OE. G

SURROGATE ~ESO’V.

’=~

dl2-~’er~iene

Resol~e~ HCs ~5179 nGiL 7235.
n-al~ anes cI0-c~9 21524 nG/L 2389.
Prlstane 131~ nG/L 145.7
Phytane 1985 nG/L 220.3

R0054188
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COPSTAL    WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
LOS ANGELES/VENTURA RUNOFF SURVEY

SAMPLE    DATA SHEET

Channel: Los Angeles River Flow (M1=~/Sec): 2~’8"
Locatlon: Fletcher Avenue Time Interval:21:0C)-22:45

Date: 24 Sep 8b IntervalVol (M$~3):    ~.C~o
T~me: 14:00 Storm #: 1

~VS 24 % 11=     I CI-Naphthalenes l’2~l nG/Ll 0
-oral Sol~ds 536 mG/L @4.34 TI C2-Naphthalenes ~123 nGILI 0
~:ssolve~ Sol10s ~4~ mG/L bO.~7 T C~-Naphthalenes ~47 nG/L 0
[~I ~, Grease 5.7 mG/L 1 003 T ~phenyl ~3 nG/L 0
~nloro~orm Extr Lost mG/L 0 T~ Acenaphthylene ~3 nG/L 0
~al~nlty ppt ~I     . Acenaphthene <147 nG/L 0
~H ~: Fluorene {21 nG/L 0

I Phenanthrene 123 nG/L 21.a5
Ea~m~um 5 uG/L .88kGi CI-Phenanthrenes {21 nG/L 0
~nrom~um 18 uG/L 3.168kG~ C2-Phenanthrenes ~121 nG/L 0
~opDer 14b uG/L 25.70kG! C~-Phenenthrenes <21 nG/L 0
~c~el 49 uG/L 8.624kGI Anthracene ~22 nG/LI 0
~ea~ 144 uG/L 25.34kG Fluoranthene 161 nG/L 28.34
Z~nc 1358 uG/L 239.0kGI Pyrene Ia2 nG/L 28.51

r~ilver ~I uG/L OkG! 2,~-Ben:o~luorene ,~51 nG/L 0

,I Ben:(a~anthracene 44 nG/L 7.744
~,p’-DDE Lost nG/L 0 GI Chrysene 200 nG/L 35.2

G~
p,o’-DDE Lost nG/L 0. ~enzo(b)~luoranth 44 nG/L 7.744
~,~-DDD Lost nG/L 0 GI ~enzo(; )~luoranth ~114 nG/LI 0

0 GI Benzo(e)pyrene 34 nGILI 5.~84~,p’-ODg Lost n~IL

o,p’-DDT Lost nG/L 0 GI Benzo(a)~vrene 14 nGILI 0
~,p’-DDT Lost nG/L 0 G Pe~ylene ~115 nG/L 0
TOTAL DDT Lost nG/L 0 G 9,10-D~ohenylanth :115 nG/L 0

Dibenz(a,h)anthra :~1~ nG/L 0
~roclor 1242 Lost nG/L 0 G Benzoig,h,i)Deryl :113 nG/L 0
A~oclor 1254 Lost nG/L 0 GI TOTAL PAH 844 nG/L 148.5
TOTAL PCB Lost nG/L 0 GI

SURROGATE RECOV.
~exachloroben~ene Lost nG/L 0G      dS-Naphthalene 7~ %
_inSane Lost nG/L 0 GI ~10-Acenaphthene 103 %

dlO-Phenanthrene 108 %
TO;-:icitY NoTest ~$I dl2-Chrysene 99 %

~12-Perylene 8~ %

Resolved HCs 9890b nG/L 17407
n-aiI, anes cI0-c39 41550 nG/L 7313.
Pr~stane ~.~55~- nG/L b25.~-

Phytane 4099 nG/L 721.4
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~esolveo NCs 0 nGIL 0 G
n-aikanes c:O-c~ :bbT nGIL 0 G
F’ristane 0 nG/L (’ G
F’hytane 0 nG/L 0 G
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Table i. Rainfall total for selected stations during the
storm of September 24, 1986.

Station Rain in Centimeters

1 La Mirada- Standard Oil 2.9
2 Signal Hill 2.9
3 San Pedro - City Reservoir 2.9
4 Inglewood Fire Station 4.8
5 Baldwin Park Station 2.9*

, 6 Cloudcroft Debris Station 5.7
7. Encino Reservoir 1.9
8. Chatsworth- Twin Lakes 2.0

i 9. La Tuna Canyon 2.2*
i 10. Big Tujuga canyon ---
~ ii. Big Tujunga Dam 3.3

12. Brand Park 3.3
13. Los Angeles, Alcazar 3.6

¯ 14. Rio Hondo Spreading Grounds 3.7*
15. San Gabriel Canyon 7.3*
16. La Fresa 3.7
17. Crystal Lake 5.1

All data are from the Los Angeles Department of Public
Works.
* measurable rain fell the following day.
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,ble 5. Flow weighted mean concentrations of trace metals and chlorinate
drocarbons in Los Angeles River storm runoff.

Constituent           1971/72                        ~79/~Q             1986/87
Storm 1 Storm 2    Storm 1     storm 2 Storm 3 Storm 1

(ug/liter)
Silver 1.9 2.6 1.3 0.7 0.4 --
Cadmium 16 9.3 1.6 8.7 1.8 5.8
Chromium 86 80 140 120 52 45.4
Copper 120 140 110 110 44 182
Mercury - - 1.8 0.4 0.2 -
Nickel 83 72 73 77 34 47.3
Lead 910 980 74 210 180 164
Zinc 940 1100 760 450 230 718
Iron mg/l i0 25 68 57 28 -
Maganese 450 500 640 860 450 -

DDT - 0.93    -             0.51          0.38        0.i0       0.08
PCB - 2.6     -             0.35          0.47         0.12       0.29

Volume 109 liters 1.4        7.2          2.8         21.8       14.5      11
Sus Solids mg/l       -           -       2700         1900       1500       645

~rom Young, et al (25)                                                                           2
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Tnhle .1. (.’nkwlnted cm~engrnllmo.~ aW (~,lnmlnnnl.q I~r dry Rrm, d .qw.qpe~A.d ~dhl~ n.qinR Ihe I1.w-w~lllhg~d m~nn dngn I’r~m TnMe 2

(’()NSTIlllF.NT I,A RIVER I,A RIVI~.R I,A RIVER RAI,IA)NA NANTA (’AIJ.,E(;UAN ,~AN II¥1~ERION ()XN~RD
WII~i)W IrU~. T(~IF, R T~JI,~N(;A ~RKKK ~I,ARA (~REEK (;AIIRIEI. S-Mile PLANT

ToInl ~olld~ 1410 I~q0 20qO 20.~0 1950 47400 11670
(m(;/(;)

()11 & (;ren~e 15_q II1_~ 2.11 19.7 2.Z 76.1 1.1.6 IRI 130

I’FA )e 53.5 2.1.2 5.6 .’iS ,q 4.0 45.4 I R.O

( "ndm lure .f109 .Off7 * .IN19 O 0 .011 .fl67 .!9 I

(’hr~mlum .070 .046 ¯ .flO.11 .045 .(15:~ .I.~.1[ .170 _~411

( "n p ~ r .2RZ .WI9 ¯ .~5,q AI.~S _~gfl .417 I ,~Z 1.74

Nlrkel .07.q .(~4 ¯ .1(~ .(115 .?27 .167 _�04 1.74

I .+~d .4011 .2119 * .Tfl~ .070 0 .5[1 .546 .1170

Zinc’ I .I I 1.21 ¯ I .l~q .19 ,!2 2.22 ! .72 2.17

ToIml I)l)T.q .131 .1114 ¯ _~110 .750 .21~ .t1711 .I 26 ¯
(,,(;/(;)

lnl.l l)(:fl~ .4.~I .437 ¯ .153 .I.WI .464 .2711 .630 ¯

I1( "11 .tiff6 .IN~ ¯ .flO4 It .OIO .fl011 ¯

I,lndnne .OZ.~ .~114 ¯ .OZ5 .0211 .OIIZ .O.ql ¯ ¯

Inle| PAII~ 5K_l 7.9 ¯ .12_1 .9 .6 5.6 ¯ ¯

(.(;/(;)
n-AIk~nrq RR7 1611 I11 324 2(~ < I 139 ¯

* Daily emissions based on 1985 monitoring data
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Figure 4. a-n Flow weighted mean concentrations of contaminants at the
LA River at Willow (LAWIL) , FLETCHER (LAFLT) , TUNJUNGA Wash (LATUJ),
Ballona Creek (BCING) ,Santa Clara River (SCI0I),Calleguas Creek (CCHW1)
and the San Gabriel River (SGCPB).
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Figure i. Annual flows from the Los Angeles ,",iver, storm channels
around Santa Monica Bay (ass~es ungaged flows are equal to 40% of
gaged flows) and the combined Hyperion outfalls (from Gather ~12l,.

2

LFEAD EMISSIONS

~ S~ta ~d~ica Bay : ~-3~

,

,

Figure 2. Average daily emissions of lead from the Los Angeles ~iver,
storm drains around Santa Monica Bay and combined Hyperion outfalls          ~
(from Garber (12)).
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Figure 6. continued
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Figure 7. A-H Flow and contaminant concentrations at the ~s ~geles River at Willow Street"
during the September 23-25, 1986 storm.
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Figure 7 continued



Figure 8 A-D Cumulative percentage of f]ow and contaminants for the Willow station
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STORM FLOW SUSPENDED SOLIDS

OIL AND GREASE PAHs
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STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD
P. O. Box 100, Sacramento, CA 95801
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Oaktand, CA 94607 Los Angeles, CA 90012 15428 Civic Drive, Suite 100
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3443 Routier Road COLORADO RIVER BASIN
Sacramento, CA 95827-3098 REGION (7)

""" ¯ i (916) 361-5600 73-271 Highway 111, Ste. 21
Fresno Branch Office Palm Desert, CA 92260
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San Diego, CA 92124
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TASK ~0~ ~.03
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

NEWPORT BAY WATERSHED:
2CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES BEST

MANAGEMENT PRACTICES PLAN      ~
FOR SEDIMENT CONTROL     !~

PREPARED FOR THE
CITY OF IRVINE AND THE

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS                     ~

NOVEMBER 1981
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7333 Rot~u~, Ro.d

D,’~’go C~hfu,~:~ 921 I l         ~
714/268-~II

I III ~ =,a~ I I I II

Attention Ed ~ore                                    ~v~er 6, 198~
P.O. Box ]9575
I.tne. CA 92713

Newport Bay Watershed: Construction Activities Best
Hanaqement Practices Plan for Sedimentation Control

Enclosed is the Ftnal Technical Hemorandum for Task 8015.03, Ne~l~Ort Bay
Watershed: Construction Activities Best Hanaoement Practices Plan for
Sediment Control.                           ’

Thts technical memorandum describes the best management practices that are
suitable for construction sites within the watershed. The report also
compares the aradtnq ordinances, and administrative and enforcement practices
of five jurisdictions in the watershed. The study concludes that
the present system is working effectively to reduce erosion and sediment
construction sites, but recon~nends some modifications in the ordinances and
their administration.

We appreciate your cooperation during the course of this project.

BOYLE ENGINEERING CORPORATION
Water Re~ourc~s~4~i on

..     ager Project Engineer -

WR-ll2-100-50
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SUMMARY

The raptd sedimentation of Upper Ne~ort Bay has become the concern of many

agenctes and individuals. The bay ts currently the focus for a sertes of

studtes to develop sedimentation control plans. Thts study Investigates the

reduction of sediment produced at construction sites by the appllcat|on of

best management practices (BMPs). These BHPs consist of structural measures

used at the site and nonstructural measures Involving admtn|strattve and

regulatory processes.

Construction stte BMFs are described tn section 3.0 of the report. Twenty-seven

of the practices are found to be appropriate for occasional-to-frequent use wtth|n

the watershed. No single set of measures ts recommended because selection

must be site specific.

Section 4.0 of the report describes the procedures used by local governments

to promote erosion and sediment control measures at construction sites.

Five jurisdictions in the watershed ~ere studied: Znvtne, Newport Beach,

Orange, Tusttn, and Orange County. The five grading ordinances were compared

with each other and with model ordinances The administrative and enforcement

procedures used by Irvine were studied in detail and compared with those of

Newport Beach and Orange County. The study concludes that generally the present

system is working effectively to reduce erosion and sediment produced from

construction sites. Nevertheless, some modifications in the ordinances and

in administration are recommended.

R0054222
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_0Sectton S.O describes the Institutional arrangements used to achteve water                L

qualtty goals relattng to construction sttes. The emphasts ts on land use

regulation by local governments, ,tth supervisory revtew by the Reg|onal

Water Quallty Control Board.                                                          1

2The conclusions and reco~mnendattons of the study appear tn detatl in sections

3.0, 4.0 and 5.0. and are su~ar|zed in sectton 2.0. Sections 1.O and 2.0

will serve as the basts for the 208 plan amendment.

2
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I, 1.0 INTRODUCTION.
i,

Sedlment that Is eroded from a watershe~ and deposlted downstream reduces

water quallty and Impalrs the beneflclal use of natural habitats and man-

made facilities. All watersheds produce sedtment under natural conditions.

Hoover, s~iment production may increase tomporartly by several thousand

tlmes tf the natural vegetation Is dlsturbed and the sol] exposed. This

temporary tncrease tn sedtment may have serious, longtem Impacts tf tt tS

deposited tn sensitive areas such as Upper Newport Bay.

1.2 Study Objective and Scope

The objective of this study ts to develop a sedimentation control plan for

construction actlvitles In the Upper Newport Bay watershed employlng best

management practices. This plan defines and recommends spectftc practices

to be used on construction sttes, suggests changes tn exlsttng gradtng

ordinances and adminlstratlve procedures, and descrlbes the framework for

regulatlng the erosion and sedimentation aspects of construction actlvltles.

The report Is to be used In conjunction with current studies of other

sediment sources In the watershed.

The information presented in the study is based on published materials and

personal interviews. The grading ordinances and administrative procedures

of five juisdictions within the watershed were studied: Irvlne, Newport

Beach, Orange, Tustin, and Orange County. Construction site best management

-l -
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practices applied throughout the country were examined, and those appro-

prlate to conditions in the watershed were rec~ended.

Thts study updates and expands earlter work conducted as part of the area-

wide 208 planning process. (See Pomeroy, Johnston & Bailey, July 1978: and

J.B. Gilbert & Assocs., Aug. lg7~.)
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2.0 FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Publlc offlclals, developers and contractors in the Upper Newport Bay water-

shed are well aware of the problems caused by increased sediment runoff

from construction stteso This concern for sed|mentatton tn Upper Newport

Bay has led to regulation of construction sites that ts among the most strtct

in the state. Based on conversations with knowledgeable people in the publlc

and private sectors, tt appears that the present system ts working effec-

tively. Major reasons are the close communication between local governments

and developers/contractors, and the voluntary cooperation sho~ by local de-

velopers such as The Irvlne ~pany.

Conclusions

1. Erosion control plans specifying appropriate best management practices

can lead to a reduction tn accelerated sediment production from construc-

tion stteso

2. The three major jurisdictions in the watershed--Irvtne, Newport Beach

and Orange County--maintain relatively uniform ordinances, standards

and procedures.

3. The city of Tustin currently does not have an erosion/sedimentation con-

trol policy,

4. The city of Orange is applying an extensive set of standards in its

approach to erosion/sedimentation control. The success or failure of

this approach will have little effect on Upper Newport Bay because the

drainage area within the city is small co~pared to the total watershed.

5. None of the jurisdictions studied specifies water quality protection as

a goal of its grading ordinance.

- 3-
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Recommendations

1. Best Hana~ement Practices. Twenty-seven BHPs are recommended as appropriate

for occasional-to-frequent use in the watershed (Table 2). Four of these prac-

tices are now rarely used.

2. Gradtnq Ordinances. It is recon~nended that the Jurisdictions in the water-

shed adopt water quality protection as a goal of thelr grading ordinances.

Additional changes in the ordinances are not recommended because it appears

that changes can be more easily Incorporated into extsttng administrative

standards and procedures,

3. Admfntstrattve Standards and Procedures. The following actions are recom-

mended:

- that the present uniformity in standards be maintained among Irvlne,

Newport Beach and Orange County;

- that the present positive working relationship with developers and

contractors be maintained;

- that the Jurisdictions actively promote and participate in erosion

control tralninq programs for their staff;

- that efforts be made to improve con~nunicatton between plan checkers

and site inspectors;

- that Irvine and Orange County institute collection of a debrls deposit

similar to that of Newport Beach, and

- that the city of Tustin begin developing an erosion/sediment control

program at the earliest possible time.

4. Reaulatory Process. It is recommended that the local governments continue

to take the lead responsibility for erosion and sediment control at construction

sites. The Regional Water Quality Control Board should maintain an active super-

visory role by performing periodic site inspections and by requesting annual re-

ports from local governments when water quality goals are not being met.

R0054227
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-
3.0 BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

3.1 Definition

Best management practices (BRPs) are deftned broadly tn the Code of Federal

Regulations.

- BHPs are those methods, measure;, or practices to prevent or re-
duce water pollution and Include but are not 11mlted to structural
and nonstructural controls, and operation and maintenance procedures.
BHPs can be applied before, during, and after pollution-producing
activities to reduce or eliminate the Introduction of pollutants
tnto receiving waters. (40 CFR 35.1521-4(c))

BMPs therefore tnclude many responses to erosion and sedimentation rangtng

_ from regulations and enforcement (section 4.0 of thts report), to spectftc

¯ measures applied at construction sites as part of a sedtment control plan.

-̄ This section discusses the latter category of BNPs.

-
BHPs that reduce sediment produced from construction sites can be dtvtded

generally between temporary and permanent measures. The expected life of

temporary measures can vary from one day to elghteen months. After that

time, substantial maintenance or reconstruction is required to retatn the

efficiency of most temporary measures, Permanent measures have a longer

expected ]1re, usually dependent on construction materials. Both temporary

and permanent measures requtre some degree of destgn and construction exper-

_ tise. Even placing gravel bags on a graded roadway requires an estimate of

flow rate to determine optimum placement.

The goal of BMPs should be to obtain a significant reduction of sediment at

a reasonable cost. The definition of "significant" and "reasonable" will

_ vary depending on the source--public agency or private developer. However,

disagreements may be reduced by keeping in mind the following principles.

I. Use land according to its capability and treat it according to
its needs.
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2. Leave sotl bare for the shortest time poss|ble,                                   ~

3. Reduce the veloctty and control the flow of runoff.

4. ~tatn runoff at the stte to trap sediment.

5. Release runoff safely to downstream areas.                                        .~
(John Muir Institute, June lg7g, p. 27)

These prlnclples 111ustrate the need to develop control measures on a slte-                 ~

by-slte basls, There is no slngle BHP or combination of BNPs that d11 al-

ways be eff~tlve.

Even the best planned erosion and sediment control measures wtll not totally

eliminate the temporary tncrease in sediment runoff from construction sttes.

Nevertheless, those measures that reduce erosion, such as diversions or veg-

etation, are important in preventlng s11ts and clays from enterlng the stream

system. These fine-grained particles are the most difficult to trap in do~n-

stream sediment-control devices. Therefore, any site plan should concentrate

first on erosion control within the site, and then second on trapping sediment

before it leaves the site.

3.2 Description of Practices

This section describes 36 best management practices that could be applied

to the Newport Bay watershed. Sources for the information are cited in

the text. When no page number appears, the previous citation applles.

Sample drawings and specifications are included for information only, and

are not intended for use in formal design.

-6-
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Best Mana~lement Practtce Page
-- Road Stabilization

1. Temporary gravel construction entrance               9

- 2. Construction site ~oad stab|l|zatton II
_. Sedtment Ftlters

3. Sandbag, gravel bag, or straw bale barrters 12
- 4. Stlt fence 16

5. Ftlter betas 19
6. Brush barrter 21
7. Ftlter tnlet

Diversions and Ottches

B. Interceptor dttch

9. Diversion dtkes                                  28

_
10. Acttve ftll diversion 30

_ 11. Permanent diversion 32
_ 12. Perimeter bern or swale 34

13. Right-of-way diversions 36
14. Roadstde dttches 38
15. Stor~vater channels 39
16. Infiltration trenches 42

_ 17. Slope dratn 44
18. Chutes and flumes 46
Stream and Outlet Protection

19. Outlet protection 48
20. Level spreader 50

_ 21. Rlprap 52
22. Streambank stabilization 54
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OBest Managen~nt Practlce Page

23. Grade control structures 58

24. Stream crossings 62
Veqetattve Neasures

25. Vegetatlon protectlon 65

26. Vegetation establishment 66 Z
27, Hulches 67

28. Topsoflfng 68

29. $1o~ preparation--scarifying 69
30. Slope preparation--stair stepping 70

Sedln~nt Trap

31, ~dtment traps 72
32. Temporary sediment basin 75

33, ~rmanent debrfs bas|ns 80

Htscellaneous ~~

34~ Subsurface dratns 8~
~- U

35. Dust control 84
36. Stockp~le stabilization 85 -
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TEMPORARY GRAVEL CONSTRUCTION ENTRANCE

Definition. A stabilized pad of crushed stone located at any point where
~ll be entering or leaving a construction site to or from a public
right-of-way, street, alley, sidewalk or parking area. (USDA, SCS, July 1975,          ’

Purpose. To reduce or elimlnate mud and sediment transported onto pub1|c               --
r-l-~h-t’~-of-way by vehlcles or runoff. (USDA, SOS, July 1975, p. 16.01)

-2Conditions Where Practice Applle~. Wherever traffic wlll be leavlng a con-            .,
structlon site and moving directly onto a paved surface. Should be used in
conjunction with other practices to stabilize construction site roadways, and          --
prevent offsite movement of sedlment. Standard applies where the entrance
will be removed or paved within 12 months after construction. (ABAG, Aug, 1980,        ’’
p. I-I07)

Design and Maintenance Considerations.

1. Two to three-lnch stone, at least 6 inches thick (Virginia 1980, p. III-2),
or                                                                  ’

I-I/2 to 2-1/2-inch stone at least 8 inches thick (ABAG, Aug. 1980, p. 1-I07;
also USDA, SCS, July 1975).

’ 22. The width shall extend the full width of a11 points of ingress and egress.
(ABAG, Aug. 1980, and Virginia, 1980)                                           ,-,

3. The length of the pad shall be as required, but not less than 50 feet.
(ABAG, Aug. 1980¯ and Virginia, 1980) , n

4, The entrance shall be maintained in a condition which will prevent tracking
or flowing of sediment onto public rights-of-way. This may require perl-
odic top dressing with additional stone as conditions demand and repair
and/or cleanout of any measures used to trap sediment. A11 sediment
spilled, dropped, washed or tracked onto public rights-of-way must be
removed i~nediately. (ABAG, Aug. 1980)

5. When necessary, wheels must be cleaned to remove sediment prior to en-
trance onto public rights-of-way. When washing is required, it shall
be done on an area stabilized with crushed stone which drains into an
approved sediment trap or sediment basin. All sediment shall be pre-
vented from entering any storm drain, ditch or watercourse through use of
sand bags, gravel, or other approved methods. (ABAG, Aug. 1980)
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FIGURE I. A temporary gravel construction entrance with
filter berm in place when entrance is not being used.
(Courtesy The Irvine Company)
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CONSTRUCTION SITE ROAD STABILIZATION

Definition. The temporary stabilization of access roads, subdivision roads,
’~rking areas, and other on-site vehicle transportation routes with stone or
asphalt immediately after grading. (Virginia, lgBO, p. Ill-5)

Purposes.

1. To reduce the erosion of temporary roadbeds by construction traffic during
wet weather, and to reduce dust during dry weather.

2. To reduce the erosion and therefore regradlng of permanent roadbeds
between the time of initial grading and final stabillzatlon. (Vlrglnla,
1980, p. Ill-S)

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Wherever stone-base roads or parking
areas are constructed, whether permanent or temporary, for use by construction
traffic. Associated practices are vegetation establishment and protection,
and dust control.

Paved areas should be constructed Immediately after completion of bulldtng
foundations and all subsequent motorized travel on the stte should be 11mtted
to these areas except for completion of roadwork. Materlals dellvery should
also be conducted on these stabilized areas. (Panhandle Area Counctl Apt11
1978, p. I-4)                                                                               ,

Design Considerations.

I. Temporary roads and parking areas shall follow the contour of the natural
terrain to the extent possible. A 6-inch course of 2-to-3-1nch aggregate
shall be applied immediately after grading or completion of utility instal-
lation within the right-of-way. Filter fabric may be applied to the
roadbed for additional stability in accordance with fabric manufacturer’s
specifications. (Virginia, 1980, p. III-6)

2. Permanent roads and parking areas shall be designed and constructed in
accordance with applicable standards. If areas are not paved immediately
after grading, additional gravel base may be required. (Virginia, Ig80)

Maintenance. Both temporary and permanent roads and parking areas may require
~eriodic top dressing with new gravel. (Virginia, IgSO, p. Ill-l)

-ll -
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SANDBAG, GRAVEL BAG, OR STRAW BALE BARRIERS

Definition. A temporary sediment barrier consisting of a row of entrenched
and anchored straw bales, or stable, interlocking sand- or gravel-filled
bags. (Virginia, 1980, p. Ill-9; and Panhandle, Apr. 1978, p. VI-7)

Purpose. To intercept and detain small amounts of sediment from disturbed
areas ~f limlted extent, and to decrease the velocity of sheet flow and low-
to-moderate channel flows (bags only). (Virginia, 1980)

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Below disturbed areas subject to sheet
and r111 eroslon where slze ot ~ralnage is no greater than one-half acre.
(ABAG, Aug. 1980, p. I-I09; and USDA SCS, Dec. 1970, p. 13.01) Straw bale
barriers can be used on slopes that do not exceed 50 percent (2:1) or around
drainage inlets. Filtering capabilities are improved when used in conjunc-
tion with filter fabric. Sandbags or gravel bags can be used on slopes (not
exceeding 50 percent), around drainage inlets, and in small swales or ditches
subject to low-to-moderate-level flows. Sandbags do not provide sediment
filtration, but cause deposition by detaining and diverting flows. (Panhandle,
April 1978, p. Vl-7) Gravel bags provide some filtration, and also detain
flows.

The maximum life expectancy of bale or bag barriers is one rainy season.
Because maintenance can be a problem, this measure should not be used
where other sediment control practices are feaslble. (ABAG, Aug. 1980, p.
~-IO91

Oeslgn Considerations.

I. Dikes of bags or bales constructed across a right-of-way or In~nediately
below the site of construction activities should have a low spillway-
embankment section of sand and gravel that serves as a filter
outlet. (Amimoto, May 1978, p. 151)

2. The gravel bags should contain 1/4-inch aggregate, or pea gravel.

3. The barriers must be installed so that runoff cannot escape freely under
the straw bales or sand/gravel bags. (Amimoto, May 1978)

4. Straw bales bound with nylon or wire are more durable than twlne-bound
bales. (Amimoto, May 1978)

5. Straw bales should be anchored to the ground with steel rods, fence posts,
rebars, or wood pickets. Two anchors per bale are required. (Amimoto,
May 1978)

6. The barrier shall be entrenched and backfilled. A trench shall be
excavated the width of a bale and the length of the proposed barrier to a
minimum depth of 4 inches. After the bales are staked, the excavated
soil shall be backfilled against the barrier. Backfill soil shall conform
to the ground level on the downhill side and shall be built up to 4 inches
against the uphill side of the barrier. (Virginia, 1980, p. Ill-12)

-12-
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7. Sandbags exceeding two bags in hetght must be pyramided and may require
anchoring with steel rods, rebars, or s|mtlar supports. (Amtmoto, Hay
lq78, p. 152)

Hatntenance Considerations.

1. Straw bale barriers shall be inspected tn~,edtately after each rainfall            --
and at ]east daily during prolonged rainfall. (¥1rglnia, ]980, po %II-]2)

2. Close shall be pald to the repalr of damaged bales, end runs
-

attention
and undercuttlng beneath bales. (Vlrglnla, Ig80)

3. Sedtment deposits should be removed after each major rainfall. (Virgin|a,         .-
1980, p. 111-15; also Panhandle, April 1978, p. V%-7)
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FIGURE 2. A filter berm of grave] bags showing sediment
deposition on the upstream (right) side. (Courtesy The
Irvine Company)

FIGURE 3. ~ filter berq of straw bales at construction
entrance. ~) ~)rew~t ~sh.~’~s. b~les should be entrenched
and sec.~reH ~y s?,;es or r~hdr. ’~’20,]rtesy The Irvine
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FIGURE 4. A series of gravel-bag filter berms on graded
right-of-way. Note berm used for slope protection and
berms at base of gradient to reduce runoff velocity.
(Courtesy The Irvine Company)
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FIGURE 4. A series of gravel-bag filter berms on graded
right-of-way. Note berm used for slope protection and
berms at base of gradient to reduce runoff velocity,
(Courtesy The Irvine Company)
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SILT FENCE

Definition. A temporary sediment barrier consisting of a filter fabric
(either burlap or synthetic filter fabric) stretched across and attached to
supporting posts and entrenched.

Purpose. To intercept and detain small amounts of sediment from disturbed
areas ~urlng construction operations in order to prevent sediment from leaving
the site; and to decrease the velocity of sheet flows, and low-to-~derate
channel flows.

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Below disturbed areas where erosion would
occur in the form of sheet and rill erosion, and where the size of drainage
area is no more than one-half acre. (ABAG, Aug. 1980, p. 1-112) Maximum
slope above the barrier should not exceed 50 percent (2:1). (Virginia, 1980,
p. III-18) Barriers should not be used where flow rate is expected to exceed
one cubic foot per second (I cfs). (Virginia, 1980) Maximum life expectancy
is six months. (Virginia, 1980, Ill-19) This measure should be used only
where no other practices, except a straw bale dike, are feaslble. (ABAG,
Aug. 1980, p. 1-112)

Design Considerations.

FLOW RATES AND FILTERING EFFICIENCIES OF
VARIOUS SEDIMENT FILTER MATERIALS

Material             Flow Rate (gal ./sq. ft./mln. )       Fll ter Efficiency

Straw 5.6 67Burlap (I0 oz. fabric) 2.4 84Synthetic Fabric 0.3 (Avg.) 97 (Avg.)-

Source: Virginia, 1980, p. Ill-18.

I. The fence posts shall be spaced a maximum distance of I0 feet center-to-
center.

be fastened securely to the upstream side of the2. Woven wire fence shall
fence posts by staples or wire ties.

3. A trench at least 6 inches deep shall be excavated on the upstream side
of the fence.

4. The filter cloth shall be stapled or securely fastened to the upstream
side of the woven wire. Sufficient filter cloth shall be allowed to
extend to the bottom of the trench and back up to the upstream side of
trench.
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5. The trench shall be backfllled with soil and compacted to the original
ground level. (ABAG, Aug. 1980, p. 1-114)

Maintenance Considerations.

I. The fence shall be inspected during each storm and the filter cloth
shall be replaced promptly as needed if it is torn.

2. Sllt shall be removed periodically to keep the silt level from reaching
halfway to the top of the fence. (ABAG, Aug. 1980, p 1-114)

-17-
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SAMPLE DRAWING: SILT FENCE                                      L

I. Set posts and excavate a 4"x4" 2. Staple wire fencing to
trench upslope along the line the posts.
of posts.

1

4"

., 3. Attach the filter fabric to 4. Backfill and compact the
the wire fence and extend it excavated soil.
into the trench.

2

Extension of fabric and
wire into the trench.

Filter Fabric

~ource: Virginia, 1980.
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FILTER BERMS

Definition. A temporary sediment trap consisting of a ridge of gravel or
crushed rock placed across a graded right-of-way, or at the point of discharge
from a perimeter berm or other diversion device. (A~imoto, May 1978, p. 151)

Purpose. To retain sediment on-site by retarding and filtering runoff while
at t-ITe same time allowing construction traffic to proceed along the rlght-of-
way. (Amimoto, May 1978)

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Any graded rlght-of-way with slope greater
~han two percent; or an outlet from a diversion device with drainage area less
than five acres. (Amimoto, May 197~, p. 157, and USDA SCS, July 1975, p. 17.01)
Filtering capabilities can be enhanced by using a sand core or filter fabric.
(White and Franks, 1978, p. 161) Maximum design life, with continuous mainte-
nance, is one rainy season. (White and Franks, 197R, p. 148)

~esiqn and Maintenance Considerations. Sample design standards (A~Imoto, May
1’9/~, p. 151):

I. Height: 1.5 - 2.0 feet;

2. Top width: 3 - 5 feet;

3. Side slopes: 3:1 or flatter;

4. Spacing: maximum distance 200 - 300 feet apart (when placed on
right-of-way);

5. Material: 3/4 - 3-inch, well-graded gravel or crushed rock.

Where berm will he subjected to concentrated flows, gravel should be embedded
at least four inches in the ground. (USDA SCS, July 1975, p. 17.03)

After each storm remove trapped sediment and clean out or replace clogged fil-
ter material. During dry weather inspect regularly and repair as needed when
berm is damaged by vehicular traffic. (Panhandle, Apr. 1978, p. VI-9)

-19-
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SAMPLE DRAWING: FILTER BERMS
2

CLEAN GRAVEL
OVER CLEAN
SAND CORE

PERVIOUS
SAND CORE FILTER BERM
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BRUSH BARRIER

Definition. A temporary sediment barrier constructed at the perimeter of a
~-disturbed area from the residue materials available from clearing and grub-

bing the site.

IPurpose. To intercept and retain sediment from disturbed areas of limited
ex-~, preventing sediment from leaving the site.

2
Conditions Where Practice Applies. ~elow disturbed areas subject to sheet

--~nd rill erosion, where enough resioue material is available for construction
of such a barrier.

Construction and Maintenance Considerations.

I. The height of a brush barrier shall be a minimum of 3 feet.                        _

2. The width of a brush barrier shall be a minimum of 5 feet at its base.
(The sizes of brush barriers may vary considerably based upon the anw)unt
of material available and the judgment of the design engineer).                    -"

3. The barrier shall be constructed by piling brush, stone, root mat and
other material from the clearing process into a mounded row on the con-

" 2tour.

4. The mound slab shall be completely covered by filter fabric entrenched on I ~
the uphill side and secured with stakes on the downhill side.

.. ~
5. Brush harriers shall be inspected after each rainfall and necessary re-

Upairs shall be made promptly.

6. Sediment deposits must be removed when they reach approximately one-half

-- 9
the height of the barrier. (Virqinia, 1980, pp. III-25-27)

- 21 -
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SAMPLE DRAWING: BRUSH BARRIERS

¯ I. Excavate a 4" x 4" trench along 2. Drape filter fabric over
the uphill edge of the brush the brush barrier and int¢

., barrier, the trench. Fabric should
be secured in the trench
with stakes set approxi-
mately 36" o.c.

-

’qll

, 3. Backfill and compact the exca- 4. Set stakes along the
_ vated soil. downhill edge of the

brush barrier, and
¯ anchor by tying twine

_ from the fabric to the
stakes.

- Source: Virginia, 1980. FIGURE 7
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FILTER INLET

Definition. A temporary sediment filter or an impounding area around a stor~o
drain drop inlet or curb inlet. (Virginia, 1980, p. IIIoZg)

~ . TO prevent sediment from entertnq stormdratnage systems prior to per-
stabilization of the disturbed area. (Virginia, 1980)

Conditions Where Where stormdraln inlets are operating beforePractice Applies.
permanent stabilization of drainage ~rea. The actual type of structure will
vary with site conditions. (Virginia, 1980)

Desiqn Considerations.

i. The contributing drainage area shall not exceed one acre.

2. Desiqn should facilitate inspection and cleaning of filter material.

3. Do not use in streets where impounded water will create a safety hazard
or endanger fill slopes.

4. Types of filter inlet designs:

drop inlet structure -- bales must be anchored and staked;a. straw bale
filtering abl]ity enhanced by using filter fabric.

b. burlap drop inlet sediment filter -- use lO-ounce-per-square-yard
fabric; attach to stakes spaced a maximum of 3 feet apart, and en-
trench lower edge of fabric.

c. qravel-and-wire-mesh drop inlet (or curb inlet) sediment filter --
place coarse gravel 12 inches deep over wire mesh covering Inlet
structure.

d. block-and-gravel drop inlet (or curb inlet) sediment filter -- sur-
round inlet with concrete block covered by wire mesh; pile gravel
against wire mesh on the outside of the block barrier.

e. excavated drop inlet sediment trap -- size to provide sufficient stor-
age capacity and prevent overflow into inlet. (See Sediment Traps.)

f. sod drop inlet sediment filter -- place sod to cover soil for a dis-
tance of four feet an each side of the inlet. (Virginia 1980, pp.
II-30-38)                                ’

Maintenance Considerations. Trapped sediment should be removed and the
Clogged tilter material cleaned out or replaced after each storm. (Amlmoto,
r~ay 1978, D. 152; also Panhandle, Apr. 1978, p. VI-13)

- 23 -
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SAMPLE DRAWING: DROP INLET PROTECTION L

Wire Screen Concrete Block

-- 1

Gravel Filter

Wire Screen
2

Filtered Water ~ ......~

Overflow
Runoff ~
Water wi’ D~
Sediment

Sediment il "" ’ with         Drop Grate Inlet 9

Specific Application                                      U

This method of inlet protection is applicable where heavy flows             -
are expected and where an overflow capacity is necessary to prevent
excessive ponding around the structure.

Source: Virginia, 1980. FIGURE 9
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INTERCEPTOR DITCH

Definition. A pe~anent structure located at the top of a cut slope. Also
known as a brow ditch.

Pur_~. To divert water away from a cut slope.

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Wherever a cut slope Is to be part of the
final project design.

J

Dest~n Considerations.

I. The interceptor ditches should be designed to convey the design flood
from the contributing area above the cut.

_ 2. The interceptor ditches should be protected aga|nst erosion by 11n|ng and
also protected against clogglng by vegetative debr|s.

3. The discharge area should be non-erodible or have energy disslpatlng
structures.

4. The interceptor ditch should be completed before the cut ts made to the
_ final grade.

- Maintenance Considerations. A permanent inspection and maintenance program

_ should be established and followed. (~nimoto, May 1978, p. 90) .... ..~

-

o 26 -
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DIVERSION DIKES

Definition. A ridge designed to redirect sheet flow, especlally away from a
slope. A temporary diversion dike is usually composed of compacted so11,
whereas a permanent diversion dike is made of eroslon-reslstant materlal such
as asphalt. (Virginia, 1980, p. Ill-39; and Amimoto, May 1978, p. 89)

Purpose. To divert storm runoff from higher drainage areas away from slopes
~ablltzed outlet; or to divert sediment-laden runoff from a disturbed
area to a sediment-trapplng facility. (Virginia, 1980)

~!~i~ns Where_Practlce Applies. Wherever stormwater runoff must be dl-~ ~eu co protect slopes or to retain sediments on site during construction.
Temporary structures have a 11fe expectancy of 18 ~w)nths. (Vlrglnla, 1980)
Permanent diversions are used in rural areas where curbs and gutters are ~t
required. A~ alternative measure may be an interceptor ditch or swale.

Dest~n Considerations.

I. Sample design standards (Virginia, 1980, pp. III-40 & 41):

-dratnage area: less than ftve acres

- minimum height: 18 inches

- side slopes: 1.5:1 or flatter

- grade: area upslope of dike must have positive grade to stab111zed
outlet. If slope is greater than two percent, stab111zatlon of the
drainage path with grouted rock or asphalt may be required.

J outlet: diverted runoff, if free from sediment, must be released
through a stabilized outlet; or if sediment laden, must be released
through a sediment trapping facility.

2. Whenever feasible, the dike should be built before construction begins
on the project.

3. The dike should be adequately compacted to prevent fallure.

4. Temporary or permanent seeding and mulch shall be appIled to the dike
within 15 days of construction.

5. The dike should be located to minimize damages by construction opera-
tions and traffic. (Virginia, 1980, p. III-41)

Maintenance Considerations. The measure shall be inspected after every storm
and repairs made to the dike, flow channel and outlet, as necessary. Approx-
imately once every week, whether a storm has occurred or not, the measure shall
be inspected and repairs made if needed. Damages caused by construction traffic
or other activity must be repaired before the end of each working day. (Virginia
1980, p. III-42)
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SAMPLE DRAWING: TEMPORARY DIVERSION DIKE
2

Compacted Soi 1

2-~.---- Flow

Source: Virginia, 1980.
~r~FIGURE 11

q
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ACTIVE FILL DIVERSION

Definition. A temporary channel with a supporting ridge on the downhill
side, cut along the top of an active earth fill.

Purpose. To divert storm runoff away from the unprotected slope Of an active
~a stabilized outlet or sediment-trapping facility.

Conditions Where Practice Applies.

Where the drainage area at the top of an active earth fill slopes toward the
exposed slope and where continuous fill operations make the use of a diversion
dike unfeaslble. This temporary structure should remain in place for less
than one week.

pesign Considerations.

I. Drainage area: less than five acres.

2. Height: minimum height of ridge will be nine inches.

3. Grade: the channel will have a posltive grade to a stab111ze~ outlet
or sediment-trapping device, if needed.

4. The diversion shall be constructed at the top of the f111 at the end of
each work day as needed.

5. The diversion shall be located at least ? feet inside the top edge of the
fill.

6. The supporting ridge of the lower side shall be constructed Wlth a uniform
height along its entire length.

Maintenance Considerations. Because the practice is temporary and under most
situations will he covere~ the next work day, the maintenance required should
be low. If the practice is to remain in use for more than one day, an inspec-
tion. will be made at the end of each work day and repairs made ta the measure
if needed. The contractor should avoid the placement of any material over the
structure while it is in use. Construction traffic should not be permitted
to cross the diversion. (Virginia, 1980, pp. III-43 - 45)
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SAMPLE DRAWING: ACTIVE FILL DIVERSIONS

Source: Virginia, 1980.
FIGURE 12 9
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PERMANENT DIVERSION

Definition. A channel constructed across a slope with a supporting ridge on
~T~-I~’~7-side. (Virqlnia, 1980, p. III-5l)

Purpose. To reduce slope length and to intercept and divert stormwater runoff
~ilized outlets at non-erosive veloclties. (Virginia, 1980)

Conditions Where Practice Applle$.

I. Where runoff from hi~her areas may damage property, cause erosion, or
interfere with the establishment of vegetation on lower areas.

2. Where surface and/or shallow subsurface flow is damaging sloping upland.

3. Where the slope length needs to be reduced to minimize sol| lOSS.
(Virginia, 1980)

Design Considerations.

I. Diversion location shall be determined by considering outlet conditions,
topography, land use, soll type, length of slope, seepage planes (where
seepage is a problem) and the development layout.

2. The channel may be parabolic, trapezoidal or vee-shaped, but must be able
to carry the design storm with 0.3 feet of freeboard.

3. The supporting ridge shall incorporate the followlng deslgn features:

a. the side slopes shall be no steeper than 2:1;

b. the width at the design water elevation shall be a minimum of 4 feet;

c. the minimum freeboard shall be 0.3 foot; and

d. the design shall include a I0 percent settlement factor.

4. Diversions shall have adequate outlets which will convey concentrated
runoff without erosion.

5. Unless otherwise stahilized, the ridge and channel shall be mulched and
seeded within 15 days of installation.

6. Disturbed areas draining into the diversion shall be mulched and seeded
before or at the time the diversion is constructed. (Virginia, IgSO, Ill
52 & 54)                                             -

Maintenance Considerations.

Before final stabilization, the diversion should be inspected after every
rainfall. Sediment shall he removed from the ditchline and repairs made as
necessary. Seeded areas which fail to establish a vegetative cover shall be
reseeded as necessary. Thereafter, a permanent inspection and maintenance
program should be followed. (Virginia, 1980)
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SAMPLE DRAWING: PERMANENT DIVERSIONS

2
1 ,o Settlement ~ Z:~_.
0.3’ Freeboard

Typical Parabolic Diversion

10~ Settlement         -~.      _                                         Z
0.3’ Freeboard

ign Flow Depth

Typical Trapezoidal Diversion

102 Settlement

~ _0.3’ Freeboard I ~

Typical Vee-Shaped Diversion

Source: Virginia, 1980. FIGURE 13
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PERIMETER BERM OR SWALE

Definition. A temporary dike (berm) or excavated dralnageway (swale) along
the perimeter of a construction site or disturbed area. (USDA SCS, July
1975, p. 15.01; and Tahoe, Jan. 1978, p. VII-20)

prevent offslte stormwater runoff from entering disturbed areas,Purpose. To
an--~to direct runoff from the sites to sediment-trapping devices. (USDA S~$,
,]~ily 1975; and Tahoe, Jan. IO78)

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Throuqhout the entire construction period,
from rough grading through permanent stabilization. (USDA S~S, July 1g75)

Design Considerations.

1. Berms (Tahoe, Jan. 1978, pp. VII-20 &

a. .75 - 1.S-inch qravel, covered by plastic sheeting, 6 mils thtck;

b. stde slopes not to exceed 2:1 (horizontal to vertical).

2. Swales (USDA ~S, July 1975, pp. 15.01 & 15.02)

a. drainage area less than five acres.

b. bottom width: seven feet minimum.

c. side slopes: 2:1 (horizontal to vertical) or flatter.

d. stabilization may be required when grade exceeds two percent or where
regular traffic crossings occur.

3. Experlence in Colorado has shown that hand-dug diversion ditches have
less neqative impacts on soil stability than machine-dug ditches, and
that they are easier to maintain than berms. (Johnson ~ Fifer, undated,
p. 41)

~laintenance Considerations. Periodic inspections should be made and repairs
made as needed. Hore frequent inspections should occur during the wet season.
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SAMPLE DRAWING: PERIMETER BERMS

PLASTIC "~

( GRAVEL//    ~/////"~. GROUND

EARTH SECTION A-A

Source: White and Franks 1978.
’ FIGURE 14



RIGHT-OF-WAY DIVERSIONS

Definition. Temporary berms or swales located across disturbed areas or
graded rights-of-way.

Purposes. To shorten the length of exposed slope~, thereby reducing the
potential for erosion, by intercepting stormwater runoff and diverting It
to a stablllzed outlet or sediment-trapping device. (USDA SCS, July
p. 14.01)

Conditions Where Practice Applles. Across disturbed rlghts-of-way, such
for roads or pipelines, or disturbed areas such as graded parklng lots or
earth fills. Drainage swales, or dips, are not recommended when the slope
exceeds 10 percent (1:I0). (Amimoto, May 1978, p. 108) The berms, also
known as interceptor dikes or water bars, may be composed of compacted so11
and stabilized with asphalt. (Amlmoto, May 1978, pp. 105 & 106) An
native measure is a filter berm.

Design Considerations.

1. Berms (Amtmoto, May lg78, p. 105):

a. minimum height: 1.5 feet;

b. minimum top width: ? feet;

c. maximum side slopes: 2:1 (horizontal to vertlcal); and

d. spacing: to vary with erosion hazard and uphill slope (White &
Franks, 1978, p. 170).

2. Swales (USDA, July 1975, p. 14.01):

a. minimum bottom width: 7 feet;

h. minimum depth: 1 foot;

c. maximum side slopes: 2:1; and

d. stabilization: gravel or grass may be required.

3. All measures shall have a positive grade to a stabilized outlet or to
sediment-trapping device.

Maintenance Considerations. Periodic inspection shall be made as needed.
Hore frequent inspections should be made during the rainy season.
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SAMPLE DRAWING: INTERCEPTOR DIKE
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SAMPLE DRAWING: INTERCEPTOR SWALE
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Source: USDA SCS, July 1975.
FIGURE 15
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ROADSIDE DITCHES

Definition. A permanent side ditch adjoining the shoul,ler of a road.

Purpose. To carry excess road runoff and to prevent erosion from uncontrolled
~ flows along roa~ay.

Conditions Where Practice Applies. To be used only in limited locations
where surface runoff from the adjacent roadway surface exceeds the gutter
capacity or where gutters are inappropriate or not required. This method of
drainage control is not be used as a major drainage channel. Associated
practices are right-of-way diversions, and check da~$.

Design Considerations. Ditch sections should he designed in conformance with
applicable standards. ~pendinq on expected velocity of flow, the ditch can
he unlined (less than 2 cfs) or lined (greater than 2 cfs) with r|prap,
qrouted stone, asphalt, concrete or vegetation, as appropriate.

f~aintenance Considerations. Periodic inspections should be made as needed.

k
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STORMWATER CHANNELS

Definition. A permanent, destqned waterway, shaped and lined with appropriate
vegetation or structural material to safely convey excess stormwater runoff
away from a developing area. (Virginia, 1980, p. III-lOl)

Purpose. To provide for the disposal of concentrated surface runoff without
~from erosion. (Virginia, 1980)

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Generally applicable to man-made channels,
including roadside ditches, and intermittent natural cha.nels that are modified
to accomodate increased flows generated by land development. This practice
is not generally appllcahle to major natural streams. (Virginia, 1980)

Planning Considerations. The design of a channel cross section and 11nlng Is
base~ primarily upon the volume and velocity of flow expected in the channel,
If conditions are appropriate, grass, other vegetative Iinlngs or rlprap channels
may be used. Where high velocities cannot be avoided, structural stabilization
with concrete will be required.

Besides the primary design considerations of capacity and velocity, a nu~)er
of other important factors should be taken into account when selecting a
cross section and lining. These factors include land availability, compatl-
bility with land use and surrounding environment, safety, maintenance
requirements, and outlet conditions.

1. Vee-shaped ditches are generally used where the quantity of water to be
handled is relatively sma11, such as along roadsides. A grass or sod
lining will suffice where velocities in the ditch are low. For steeper
slopes where high velocities are encountered, a concrete or asphaltlc
concrete lining may be appropriate.

2. Parabolic channels are often used where the quantity of water to be
handled iS larner and where space is available for a wide, shallow
channel with low velocity flow. Riprap should be used where higher
velocities are expected and where some dissipation of energy (velocity)
is desired. Combinations of grass and riprap are also useful where there
is a continuous low flow in the channel.

3. Trapezoidal channels are often used where the quantity of water to be
carried is large and conditions require that it be carried at a relatively
high velocity. Trapezoidal ditches are generally lined with concrete or
riprap.

4. Outlet conditions for all channels should be considered. This is parti-
cularly important for the transition from a man-made lining such as
concrete to a veoetative lining. Appropriate measures must be taken to
dissipate the energy of the flow to prevent scour of the receiving channel.
(Virginia, lq80, p. III-ID2) (See Outlet Protection.)
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Maintenance Considerations.

Grass-lined Channels

Ourlng the Inltial establishment, qrass-llned channels should be repaired
t~edtately and grass re-established if necessary. After grass has
become established, the channel should he checked periodically to deter-
mine if the qrass is staying in place. If the channel (s to be mowed,
it should be done in a manner that will not damage the grass.

Rlprap-llned Channels

Riprap-lined channels should be checked periodically to ensure that
scour does not occur beneath the riprap layer. The channel should also
be checked to determine that the stones are not dislodged by the flow.

Concrete-lined Channels

Concrete-lined channels should be checked periodically to ensure that
there is no undermining of the channel or erosion a~acent to the side
walls. Particular attention should be paid to the outlet of the channel,
If scour is occurring at the outlet, appropriate energy dissipation mea-
sures should be taken.

Sediment Deposition

If the channel is below a high sediment-produclng area, sediment should
be trapped before it enters the channel. If sediment is deposited in
grass-lined channels, it should be removed promptly to prevent damage to
the grass. Sediment deposited in riprap and concrete-llned channels
should be removed when it reduces the capacity of the channel. (Virginia
1980, pp. lll-lOg ~ 110)                                                          "      ’
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SAMPLE DRAWING: STORMWATER CHANNELS
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Source: Virginia, 1980. FIGURE 16
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INFILTRATION TRENCHES

Definition. A permanent ditch ftlled with gravel and rock used to tncrease            -
(nfiltration of runoff fr~ impervious surfaces.

~ . Increases infiltration and thereby r~uces runoff volme and velocity
ervtous surfaces.                                                         -

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Here any extensive area of Iml~rVlOUS

~°urfaces is used’ SuCh as 2
paved parkinq lots. The trench should be designed -operate as part of a total stor~water management system on a project.

)lot recommended for sediment trapping alone.

Desi.~n and e4alntenance Considerations,                                             r~

I. Provlslon should be made for overflow Into a stomdraln system in case of
failure of the trench because of clogginq by deposited sediments, or               --
storm intensities .~reater than the design stonm.

2. Use of sediment traps upstream can increase life expectancy of the trench.         -

3. Provision should be made for periodic re~oval of 9ravel-~ock backft11 and
sediment. (White and Franks, 1978, pp. 170 & 171)
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SAMPLE DRAWING: INFILTRATION TRENCH
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Source:     White and Franks, 1978.                                                                          FIGURE 17
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SLOPE DRAIN

Definition. A temporary installation of conduit or flexible tubing extending           --
from the top to the bottom of a cut or fill slo~. (Virginia, IgSO, III-89)

Purpose. To conduct concentrated stormwater runoff safely ~wn the face of a           --
~ithout causing erosion problems on or below the slo~. (Virginia,
198o)

Conditions Where Practice Applies. On cut or flll slopes before pemanent -
stormwater drainage structures are installed. Can be used in as$~iation
with diversion dikes above the slope, and outlet protection at the base.
(Virginia, 1980) _

Oestqn and Maintenance Considerations.

I. It is important that these temporary structures he Installed pro~rly and           -
maintained since their failure will often result in severe gully erosion.
The entrance section must he securely entrenched, all connections must be
watertight, and the conduit must he staked s~urely. (Vl~Inla, 1980,              --
p. lll-gO)

2. De outlet of the slope drain must be protected from erosion. Often an .    ~’~
ener~ dissipating device is required. (The I~i~ C~pany, 1975, p. 19)

3. Slope drains can be made of flexible tubing or corruqated metal pipe.
The flexihle tuhtng must be s~urely anchored to the slope at regular
intervals not to exceed 10 feet, and must be inspected regularly to ensure
that it has not been torn or twisted. (Virginia, 1980, III-~)
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CHUTES AND FLUNES

Definition. A temporary or permanent open, 11ned channel constructed on a
slope. (Virginia, lg80, p. III-95)

Purpose. To conduct concentrated storn~vater runoff safely down the face of a
~ op’l~-~ithout caustng eroston problems on or below the slope. (Virginia,
1980)

Conditions ghere Practtce Appltes. ghere flow must be conveyed down a cut or
fill slope. The maximum recon~aended dratnaqe area ts 36 acres. (USDA SOS,
July 1975, p. 18.01)

Destgn Considerations.

l. The width and depth of the chute or flume w111 depend on the contributing
drainage a~a. (USDA ~S, July ]q7s, p. 18.02)

2. The outlet must be protected and an energy dissipating device installed
if necessary to prevent downstream erosion. (USDA SCS, July 1975)

3. The channel must be 11ned wtth non-erosive material such as concrete.
(USDA SOS, July 1975)

4. The structure shall be placed on a firm foundation such as undisturbed
soil or compacted f111. It must be tied in with the appropriate diversion
and outlet facilities. (USDA SCS, July 1975)

Naintenance Considerations. A permanent schedule for inspection and main-
tenance should he required for a permanent structure. Periodic inspections
of temporary structures is also necessary.
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FIGURE 19. Concrete chute. Proper design and maintenance
of diversion facilities at chute entrance reduces the chance
of unde~ining the structure. (Courtesy ~pt. of Fish and
~me)
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O~LETPROTECTION

Definition. T~porary or pemanent structurally lined aprons or other accep-
~b]e ener~ dissipating devices placed at the outlets of pipes or paved
channel sections. (Virginia, 1980, II1-127)

~n" T° prevent sc°ur at st°r~ater outlets and tomin1,1ze the ~nti,1
stream eroston by reducin--        . J ~ ~-= ,=,~1~ or concentra~ea stonmwaterflows. (Virginia, 19~)

Conditions Where Practtce Applies. ~pltcable to the outlets of all pt~s
~n~ paveo channel sectlons where the vel~t~ of flow at ~stgn capact~ of
the outlet wtll exceed the pemtsstble veloct~ of the r~etvtng channel or
area. (Virginia, 19~)

Pl anntn9 ConstderatJ ons.

1. ~e most c~nly used devtce for outlet protection
11ned ap~n. These aprons are generally 11ned w]th riprap, g~ut~
rtprap, or concre~. ~ey are constructed at a zero grade for a distance
which ts related to the outlet flow rate and the ~tlwater level
(Virginia, 1980, I11-128)                                  "

2. Ex~rience tn Colorado has sho~ that straw bales and silt fences were
adequate p~tection below 8-inch pipes, but r~k riprap was requtred even
for temporary outlet protection below larger diameter culverts. (Johnson
and Flfer. undated, p. 46)

3.
If the outlet dfscharges Into a we11-deflned channel, the slde slo~s ofthe channel should not be steeper than 2:1. (Virginia, 1980, III-130)

4. ~e apron should be l~ated so that there are no bends tn the horizontal
a11g~ent. (Virginia, 1980)

Maintenance Considerations. Inspection and repair requlr~ents wlll va~
oepenolng on constructlon eaterlal.
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SAMPLE DRAWING: ROCK APRON OUTLET                                                                                               O
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LEVEL SPREADER

Definition. A temporary or permanent Stable outlet for dikes and diversions
consisting of an excavated depression constructed at zero grade across a
slope. (Virginia, 1980, p. III-161)

Purpose¯ To convert concentrated runoff to sheet flow and release it onto
areas ~tabllized by existing vegetation, (Virginia, 1900)

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Whe+.e sediment-free storm runoff is Int~r-
cepte~ and diverte~ away from qraded arnas onto undisturbed stabilized areas,
This practice applies only in those sittJations where the spreader can be
constructed on undistur-B-6~soil and the area below the level lip is stabilized
by natural vegetation. The water should not be allowed to reconcentrate
after release. (Virginia, 1980) Usually used in association with a temporary
diversion dike or a ~emporary right-of-way diversion. Can also be used at
outlet of stabilized area such as a paved parking area. Can be used in
conjunction with stormwater management practices to increase Infiltratlon,
thereby reducing runoff volume and velo{Ity.

~esign Considerations.

1. Length is determined on the basis of expected flow (in cfs) from the
design storm. (Virginia, 19RO, III-162)

2. Minimum width is six feet, and minimum depth is six inches. (Virginia,
1980)

3. The grade of the channel entering tile spreader shall be less than or
equal to l percent for the last 20 feet before discharge. (Virginia,
1980 )

4. The spreader should not be constructed on fill material. (Virginia,
1980, p. Ill-163; also USDA SCS, July 1975, p. 37.02)

5. Runoff should not be allowed to reconcentrate below the spreader.
(Virginia, 1980, p. III-164)

6. Spreaders should not be constructed on slopes exceeding 3:1 (horizontal
to vertical). (Tahoe, Jan. 1978, p, VIII-6)

Maintenance Considerations.

The measure shall be inspected after ewry rainfall and repairs made if re-
quired. The contractor should avoid th~ placement of any material on and
prevent construction traffic across the structure. If the measure is damaged
by construction traffic, it shall be rei~aired in~nediately. (Virginia 1980,
p. III-164)                                                                                        ,
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SAMPLE DRAWING: LEVEL SPREADER
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RIPRAP

Definition. A permanent, eroslon-reslstant ground cover of large, loose,
angular stone. (Virglnla, 1980, p. 111-137)                  "

Purposes.

1. To protect the soil surface from the erosive forces of concentrated
runoff.

2. To slow the velocity of concentrated runoff while enhancing the potential
for infiltration.

3. To stahlllze slopes with seepage problems and/or non-cohesive soils.
(Virginia, 1980)

Conditions ghere Practice Applies.

To soil-water interfaces where the soil conditions, water turbulence and
velocity, or expected vegetative cover are such that the soil may erode under
the design flow conditions. Riprap may be used, as appropriate, at stormdraln
outlets, on channel banks and/or bottoms, roadside ditches, drop structures,
and at the toe of slopes. (Virginia, 1980)

Design Considerations.

1. Graded vs. Uniform Riprap. Riprap is classified as either graded or
uniform. A sample of graded rlprap would contain a mixture of stones
which vary in size from small to large. A sample of uniform riprap would
contain stones which are all fairly close in size.

For most applications, araded riprap is preferred to uniform rlprap.
Graded riprap forms a flexible self-healing cover, while uniform rlprap
is more rigid and cannot withstand movement of the stones. Graded riprap
is cheaper to install, requiring only that the stones be dumped so that
they remain in a well-graded mass. Hand or mechanical placement of
individual stones is limited to that necessary to achieve the proper
thickness and line. Uniform riprap requires placement in a more or less
uniform pattern, requirinq more hand or mechanical labor. (Virginia,
lqRO, p. III-138)

2. Sequence. Since riprap is used where erosion potential is high, construc-
tion must be sequenced so that the riprap is put in place with the minimum
possible delay. Disturbance of areas where riprap is to be placed should
be undertaken only when final preparation and placement of the rlprap can
follow immediately behind the initial disturbance. Where riprap is used
for outlet protection, the riprap should be placed before or in conjunc-
tion with the construction of the pipe or channel so that it is in place
when the pipe or channel begins to operate. (Virginia, 1980, p. III-139)

3. Filter Blankets. A filter blanket is a layer of material placed between
the riprap and the underlying soil surface to prevent soil movement into
or throuoh the riprap. A filter blanket can be of two general forms:
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a gravel layer or a plastic fllter cloth. No f11ter blanket is necessary
for rlprap used as stor~draln outlet protection. (Virginia Ig80, pp.
lll-141 & 142)                                           ’

Halntenance Considerations. Properly installed rlprap should require very
little maintenance. It should be inspected periodically, and repaired if                   I

needed. (Virginia, 1980, p. III-143)

2

2
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STREAb4BANK STABILIZATION

Definition. Methods of stabillzlng the banks of streams using structural or
~egetative measures, or a comblnation of both. (Virginia, 1980, p. Ill-If5)

~. To protect streamhanks from erosion. (Vlrglnla, 1980)

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Use in streamhank sections that are
subject to erosion because of disturbance during construction or increased
flows after construction. (Virginia, 1980)

Destqn Considerations. 2

1. Types of structural measures:

Rtprap - heavy, angular stone placed or dumped onto the streambank to
pro-F6T~e armor protection against erosion.

Gablons - these rectangular rock-filled wire baskets are pervious, se~i-
TI~TBTe building blocks which can he used to armor the bed and/or banks            --
of channels or to divert flow away from eroding channel sectlons.

Deflectors (groins or jetties) - Structural barriers which project into
the stream to divert flow away from eroding streambank sections.

Reinforced Concrete - may he used to armor eroding sections of the stream- i 2
Bank by constructing retaining walls or bulk heads. Positive drainage
behind these structures must be provided. Reinforced concrete may also

-. ~-.be used as a channel 11nlng.

Log Cribbing - a retalninq structure huilt of logs to protect stream-
banks from erosion. Log cribbing is normally built on the outside of

Ustream bends to protect the streambank from the impinolng flow of the
stream.                                       ¯

Grid Pavers - modular concrete units with interspersed void areas ~Ich
~an he used to armor the streambank while maintaining porosity and
allowing the establishment of vegetation. These structures may be ob-
tained in precast blocks or mats, or they may be formed and poured in
place. Design and installation should be in accordance with manufacturer’s
instructions. (Virginia, 1980, Ill-Ill)

Revetn~nts - a wall of stone or concrete, or a fence of flexible material,
9such as wire mesh, along the outside of stream bends; used to protect the

hank from high velocity flows.                                                       _

2. Types of vegetative measures:

Sod Walls - sod blocks are piled, tilting slightly toward bank, and                  -
backfiIled with soil. Used to stabilize terraces.

Woven Willow (Wattling) - live willow branches are interwoven with anchored
willow poles and sticks, forming short fences along the bank parallel ix)
the streambed.
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B~sh Layers - live branches are planted in ditches dug parallel to stream.
~Tourbter & Westmacott, Apr. 1974, pp. 107 and 108)

Sprigging - planting runners of mat-type grass, such as bermuda grass.

Maintenance Considerations. All structures should be maintained in an "as-
bullt" conoltlon. Structural damage caused by storm events should be repaired
as soon as possible to prevent further damage to the structure or erosion of
the streambank. Vegetation should be re-established if damaged during h~gh
flows or by other causes. (Virginia, 1980, p. IIio177)
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FIGURE 22. An unstabilized stormwater channel. Note over-
steepened banks. (Courtesy Dept. of Fish and ~me)
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SAMPLE DRAWING: GRID PAVERS                                                                                                                   O
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Source: Virginia, 1980.                                            FIGURE 24
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GRADE CONTROL STRICTURES

Definition. Structures which reduce and maintain the channel qradient.
Examples include drop structures, check dams and erosion checks. (Amlmoto,
May 1978, p. 125)                       ’

reducing the channel gradient, the runoff velocities decrease,Purpose. By
~eventing erosion at higher flows. (Amimoto, May IglR)

Conditions Where Practice Applies.

I. Drop Structures - In man-made channels which must traverse long, relatlvely
steep slopes without large increases in the flow velocity. In natural
channels which have long or relatively steep sections and which, as a
result of construction activities, are expected to experience channel
erosion problems. (Virginia, 1980, p. III-IS5)

2. Check Dams - This practice is limited to use in small open channels which
drain 10 acres or less. It should not be used in a llve stream. Some
specific applications are i11ustrated by the following examples.

a. Temporary ditches or swales which, because of their short length
of service, cannot receive a nonerodible linlng but still need so~
protection to reduce erosion.

b. Permanent ditches or swales which for some reason cannot receive a
permanent nonerodible linlng for an extended period of time.

c. Either temporary or permanent ditches or swales ~ich need protection
durinq the establishment of grass linings. (Virginia 1980, pp. III-
151 and 152)               "                       ’

Alternative measures in small drainageways are silt fences and sediment
barriers such as sand or aravel bags.

3. Erosion Checks - Used in areas that are susceptible to rill erosion, such
as swales or shallow ditches, or on critical slopes subject to severe
sheetflow. They are generally located at stress joints in swales and
ditches where the gradient changes or tributary inflow occurs. (The
Irvine Company, 1975, pp. 20 & 21)

Design and Maintenance Considerations.

I. Drop Structures - Waterway drop structures are expensive, permanent
structures and consequently should be designed by a qualified engineer.
When locatinQ the structure, attention should be aiven to changed water
elevations which will result and their effect upo~ adjacent areas.
Waterway drop structures of this type are most cost effective where the
design flow is lO0 cfs or greater and the drop in elevation across the
structure is less than lO feet. (Virginia, 1980, p. Ill-156)

Once the drop structure is built and the area around it stabilized, main-
tenance should be minimal. Immediately after construction, the channel
should he checked for scour above and below the structure. Periodic
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Inspections should be made to check for cracktng of the concrete, uneven
settlement, and piping around the structure. (Virginia, 1980, p. III-160)               L

Check Dams - Check dams can be constructed of either stone or logs.
Stone generally must be purchased, but is cheaper to tnsta11 because tt
requires little hand labor, Stones should be a minimum 2 - 3-tnch diameter.The cross section of the ditch or swale should be covered completely,                    1
with the center of the dam lower than the edges. (Virginia, 1980, p.

Provision must be made for removal of the dam tf it is used as a temporary 2structure. Regular inspections should be made of the dams during the
rainy season, and sediment removed when it reaches half the height of the
dam. (Virginia, 1980, p. III-154)

Erosion Checks - Composed of flexible, porous, long-lived mats of
fiberglass, plastic or Jute buried in vertical slit trenches. A cap
strip should extend two feet upstream and downstream of the eroston check.
They should be Installed tn~edtately after final grading and before
seeding. The checks should be inspected for erosion, and replaced or
repaired as necessary. (Amlmoto, May 1978, p. 1Z8; also The Irvtne
Company, 1975, pp. 20 & 21)
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FIGURE 25. Grade control structures composed of gravel
~m~bags and plastic pipe. (Courtesy The Irvine Company)
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STREAN CROSSINGS

Definition. Temporary, nonerodtble road crossings used by construction
traffic. Structures may include bridges, culverts, pipe arches or paved
fords. (Virginia, 1980, p. III-183; Amtmoto, May 1978, p. 146)

~ . To provide a means for construction traffic to cross flowing streams
damagtng the channel or banks; and to keep sediment generated by

construction traffic out of a stream. (Virginia, 1980)

.~ondtttons Where Practice Applies. Bridges, culverts and spans are generally
applicable to small, flowing streams. (Virginia, 1980). Paved fords are
frequently used at crossings subject to flash floods, seasonal storm runoff
peaks, or frequent heavy passage of debris. This type of structure is less
expensive than raising the grade of the road and Installing a brldge or
culvert. (Amtmoto, May 1978, p. 146) However if a permanent brtdge wtll be
part of the completed project, it should be constructed as soon as possible,
avoiding the need for a temporary stream crossing.

Destgn and Maintenance Considerations.

1. Bridges and culverts are channel constrictions which can cause flow
temporarybackups or nature washouts of stream during periods of is high flow. For this reason, the

crossings stressed. They should be planned
to be in servtce for the shortest practical pertod of ttme and to be
removed as soon as their function is completed. The structures should be
designed by a qualified civil engineer based on best available estimates
of hydrology and sediment or debris hazaro, and on adequate geotechnlcal
information. (Virginia, 1980, p. III-184) Structures should be inspected
after every ralnfall and at least once a week, whether it has rained or
not, and all damages repaired immediately. (Virginia, 1980, III-186)

2. A paved ford may cause less disturbance of stream flow regime, but it
cannot be removed easily after construction. Because the roadbed is not
raised above the channel, care must be taken to avoid the tracking or
washing of sediment onto the paved ford. Associated practices could
include gravelled approaches and filter berms. After construction, little
maintenance of the ford should be required.

3. Permits to install stream crossings may be required by the Corps of
Engineers and California Fish and Game.
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Source: Amimoto, May 1978.
FIGURE 28
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FIGURE 29. A temporary stream crossing using conduit and                      D~==~
fill. Fill slopes should be stabilized with rlprap,                           eJ
(Courtesy Dept. of Fish and Game)
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VEGETATION PROTECTION

LDefinition. Temporary methods of preventing disruption by construction
activities of natural or planted vegetation.

~ . To minimize the extent of land disturbance and retain natural                     I

t control.

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Any area where construction actlv|ty

2
~isturbs the ]and to the extent of reducing protective vegetation, co~q}actlng
soil, or otherwise causing deterioration of the environment. (Tahoe, Jan.
1978, p. I-2]) Vegetation protection can be especially important along
streamcourses and drainage ways.

Design Considerations,

1. Trees can be protected from traffic with temporary measures such as
fences. They can be protected from cut and fill activities by using dry
wells, retaining walls or drain tiles as appropriate. (USDA SCS, July
1975, pp. 58.04 & 58.05)

2. Buffer strips, or vegetative filter strips, can act as a natural sediment
trap. Filter strips can he either natural or planted. Ta11, dense stands
of grass are the most effective sediment traps. Minimum width of strips

2
should he 15 feet plus I/2 of channel width above diversions, and lO0
feet along flowing streams. (Amhnoto, May 1978, p. 152)

3. Traffic control is the restriction of constructlon traffic to predeter-
mined routes according to types and numbers of vehicles anticipated.

~Associated practices are road stabilization and stream crossings. (Tahoe,
Jan. 1978, p. 1-21) U

9
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VEGETATION ESTABLISHMENT

Definition. The selection and use of appropriate plants as a temporary or
-- Lpermanent erosion control measure.

~. To provide protection to slopes, drainageways or other disturbed
areas that are subject to sheetflows or low-velocity flows.

-- ~
~onditions Where Practice Applles.

I. Temporary plantings are used where grading operations are not completed
~

2and wlll be resumed within five years, or where grading operatlons are
complete hut a rapid-growing ground cover iS needed before permanent                -.
vegetation can be established. (The Irvlne Company, lg75, p. 32)

2. Permanent plantings are general|y made after construction Is completed.
Irrigation may be required for estabIlshing and sustaining vegetation.

--

3. If used alone, vegetative erosion control methods can be expected to
achieve a considerable degree of success on less than severe slopes (less           ~
than 2:1) where drainage control is not a problem. However, on steeper
slopes (greater than 2:1) or areas with drainage problems, permanent vege-
tative erosion control must he combined with drainage control and mechan-
ical stabilization techniques. (White and Franks, 1978, pp. 148 & 149)

4. The associated practices of mulching, fertilizing, and slope preparation
~are usually necessary to establish successful plantings. At some sites,

irrigation may also be required. _ ~ ~-~

Design and Maintenance Considerations.
n

I. Selection of appropriate plants should be made by an experienced Drofes- - Usignal who is knowledgeable in vegetative erosion control measure~.
Periodic inspections should be made by the designer to ensure that

qplantings are installed, maintained, and are operating as conceived. .-

2. Guidelines for selection of appropriate plant materials are contained in
Tahoe, Jan. 1978, Chapter XI and in Chan ~ Burgess, Jan. 1981. Advice on

. C~local plantinq conditions may also be available from the Soil Conservation
Service and Caltrans district offices.

3. Methods of revegetation include: -
~

a. manual broadcasting,
b. drilling, _.
c. hydroseeding,
d. spot seeding of shrubs,
e. wattling (see also Streambank Stabilization),
f. sodding, and
~. sprigging.

~Amimoto, May 1978, pp. 47-51, Virginia, 19BO, pp. III-231-233)                       ~    ~
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MULCHES                                                      L

Definition. A temporary medium used to cover exposed soil in order to
conserve soil moisture and reduce the erosive force of raindrops.

Purpose. To improve seed germination and plant establishment.                              I

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Any construction area where temporary or
permanent plantinos will he made. It should he noted that a light application              ~
of mulch does not reduce erosion. (U.S. EPA, Dec. 1976, p. 17) Therefore,
~Jlchinq should he looked on as an associated practice of vegetation establish-
ment, not necessarily as an erosion control measure In itself.

Design and Maintenance Considerations.

I. Types of Mulches

a. hydromulching (usually done at same time as hydroseedlng],

b. wood chips,

c. fiberglass roving,

d. straw,
2

e. crushed stone or gravel,

~ ’-~f. jute mattin%

ng. wood excelsior matting
U

h. plastic netting.
(Tahoe, Jan. 1978, pp. V-i & ii; Amlmoto, May 1978, p. 66) q

Chemicals and tackifiers are often considered mulches although they may
inhibit plant growth hy reducing soil porosity.

0
2. Mulches may have to be reapplied or repaired if vegetation Is not

successfully established.
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TOPSOILING

Definition. Methods of preserving and using topsoil to enhance final site
stabilization with vegetation.

~g. To provide a suitable growth medium for final site stabilization
etatlon.

Conditions Where Practice Applles.

I. Where the preservation or importation of topsoil is determined to be the
most effectlv~ method of providing a suitable growth medium.

2. Where the suhsoll or existing soll presents the following problems:

a. the texture, pH, or nutrient balance of the available soll cannot
be modified by reasonable means to provide an adequate growth ~dlum.

h. the soll material is too shallow to provide an adequate root zone and
to supply necessary moisture and nutrients .for plant gro~h.

c. the soll contains substances potentially toxic to plant growth.

3. Where high-quality turf is desirable to withstand intense use or meet
aesthetic requirements.

4. Where ornamental plants wlll be established.

5. Only on slopes that are 2:1 or flatter.

6. Topsolllng, like mulching, should be viewed as an associated practice of
vegetation establishment, not as a sedimen~ control measure by itself.

~esiqn Considerations. Topsoil is the surface layer of the soll profile,
generally characterized as being darker than the subsoil due to the presence
of organic matter. It is the major zone of root development, carrying much
of the nutrients available to plants, and supplying a large share of the
water used by plants.

Although topsoil provides an excellent growth medium, there are disadvantages
to its use. Stripping, stockpiling, and reapplying topsoil, or importing
topsoil, may not always he cost-effective. Topsoiling can delay seeding or
soddino operations, increasing the exposure time of denuded areas. Most
topsoil contains weed seeds, and weeds may compete with desirable species.

Advantaoes of topsoil include its high organic matter content and friable
consistence, water-holding capacity, and nutrient content. (Virginia 1980,
pp. III-207 & 208)                                                      ’
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SLOPE PREPARATION--SCARIFYING

Definition. Providing a rouqh sotl surface with horizontal depressions
created by operating a tillage or other suitable Implement on the contour.
(Virginia, 1980, p. ]II-201) Also known as "grooving." (Virginia, 1980,
p. III-204)

Purposes. To aid in establishment of vegetative cover with seed, and to
red,ace runoff velocity and increase infiltration. (Virginia, 1980)

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Slopes with grades less than 2:1 that are
’to he mulched and/or seeded. {Tahoe, Jan. ]g7g, p. VI-24) Scarifying alone
does not siqnificantly reduce erosion, and if improperly done, can even
increase it. (U.S. EPA, Dec. 1976, p. 17) To be successful, the measure
must he used in conjunction with other practlces such as mulching, seeding
and brow ditches or he~s.

Deslgn Considerations.

I. Scarifylng shall he applied on cuts in cohenslve soil or in soft rock
which can be excavated without ripping. (Ami~to, May 1978, p. 53)

2. The steps shall be approximately square with horizontal dimensions of
8-10 inches. (Amlmoto, May 1978)

3. Steps should be approximately horizontal, with a gradient not to exceed
two percent. (Amimoto, May 1978)

4. Excavation of each step shall be in the opposite direction from the
~| preceding one to minimize bulld-up of loose material at ends of steps.
|| (Amimoto, May lq78)

1! 5. Loose material w~ich collects at the ends of steps shall be removed and
|| ends blended into the natural ground. (Amimoto, May 1978)

6. Scarifying shall not be allowed in the lowest zone of the slope because
loose material tends to slough onto toe. (Amimoto, May 1978)

"
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SLOPE PREPARATION -STA[R STEPP]NG                                    L

Definition. Construction of a continuous series of large horlzontal steps on
slooes by operating a tillage or other suitable implement on the contour.
(Amlmoto, May 1978, p. 54, and Virginia, 1980, p. III-201). Also known as

1"serratlng." (Amimoto, May 1978, p. 54)

Purposes. To aid in establishment of vegetation, and to reduce runoff velo-
2city and increase infiltration. (Virginia, 1980)

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Stair stepping applies to slopes greater
than 2:I (h6rizontal to vertical) composed of soft, rlppable rock. (kmlmoto,
Hay 1978, p. 54) It creates benches partially filled with loose material              -
(colluvium) which can support vegetation. To be successful, the measure must
be used in conjunction with other practices such as mulching, seeding, and
brow dttches or berms.                                            -

Design Considerations.

1. The steps may vary from 2-4 feet vertically, with the horizontal dl~nslons        -
being a function of the staked slope ratio. (Amlmoto, May 1978, p. 54)
In no case should the percentaqe slope of the steps exceed the natural
angle of repose for the colluvtal material.

2. Steps shall be approximately horlzontall with a gradient not to exceed             -
two percent. (Aml~to, May 1978)

3. Excavation of each step shall be in the opposite direction from the pre-
ceding one to minimize build-up of loose material at the ends of steps                 U
(Amimoto, May 197B)                                                 "

4. Loose material which collects at the ends of steps shall be removed and
the ends blended into the natural ground. (Amlmoto, May 1978)
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SAMPLE DRAWING: STAIR-STEPPED SLOPE 2
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SEDIHENT TRAPS

Definition. A small temporary pondtng area, formed by constructing an earthen
embankment with a qravel outlet, across a drainage swale.

~t " To detain sediment-laden runoff from small disturbed areas long
o allow the majority of the coarse sediment to settle out.

Conditions Where Practice AEplies.

I. Below drainage areas of 5 acres or less.

2. Where the sediment trap will he used no longer than 18 months. (The
maximum useful life is 18 months.)

3. The sediment trap may be constructed either independently or in con-
junction with a temporary diversion dike.

Design and Maintenance Considerations.

I. Sediment traps should be used only for small drainage areas. If the
contributing drainage area is greater than five acres, then a sedl~ent
basin should be used.

2. Sediment must he periodically removed from the trap. Plans should detail
how this sediment is to be disposed of, such as by use in fill areas on
site or removal to an approved off-slte dump.

3. Sediment traps, along with perimeter controls, should be installed
before any land disturbance takes place in the drainage area.

4. If excavation is necessary to attain the required storage volu~e, side
slopes should be no steeper than 2:1,

5. The outlet for the sediment trap should consist of a crushed stone section
of the embankment located at the low point in the basin. The crest of
the outlet should be at least one foot below the top of the embankment.

6, The structure should be checked regularly to ensure that it ts structurally
sound. Sediment shall be removed and the trap restored to its origtnal
dimensions when the sediment has accumulated to half the design volume of
the trap.

7. Sediment traps must he removed after the contributing drainage area is
stabilized. Erosion control plans should show how the site of the trap
iS to be graded and stabilized after removal.

(Virginia, 1980, pp. III-55-58; also USDA SCS, July 1975, pp. 20.01 - 20.00)
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TEMPORARY SEDIMENT BASIN

Definition. A temporary basin with a controlled stormwater release structure,
formed by constructing an embankment of compacted soil across a drainageway.
(Virginia, 19B0, p. III-Sg; also USDA SCS, July 1975, p. 19.01)

Purpose. To detain sediment-laden runoff from disturbed areas long enough
or~majority of the sediment to settle out. A sediment basin wI1l ~ot
necessarily reduce the peak rate of runoff. (Virginia, 1980)

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Below disturbed areas greater than S
acres but less than l~O acres. There must he sufflclent space and appro-
priate topography for the construction of a temporary Impoundment. These
structures are limited to a useful llfe of 18 months; otherwise they ~st be
designed as permanent debris basins. (V1rglnla, 1980)

Destqn Considerations.

I. Effectiveness. Sediment basins are at best only 70-80 percent effectlve
in trapping sediment which flows into them. Therefore, they should be
used in conjunction with erosion control practices such as temporary
seeding, mulching, diversion dikes, to reduce the amount of sediment
flowing into the basin. (Virginia, 1980, p. 111-60)

2. Location. To improve the effectiveness of the basin, it should be located
so as to intercept the largest possible amount of runoff from the disturbed
area. The best locations are generally low areas and natural draJnageways
below disturbed areas. Drainage into the basin can be improved by the
use of diversion dikes and ditches¯ The basin should not be located
where its failure would result in the loss of life or interruption of the
use or service of public utilities or roads. (Virginia, 1980)

3. Design Elemonts.

a. design capacity,

b. embankment and/or excavation specifications,

c. principal spillway,

d. emergency spillway,

e. soil erodibility and trap efficiency, and

f. controlled access for safety. (ABAG, Aug. I~80, pp. 1-87)

4. Stabilization. Stabilize emhankment and emerqency spillway using struc-
tural and vegetative stabilization, as appropriate. Stabilize inlet to
the basin if velocities are high¯ (Tahoe, Jan. 1978, p IX-43)

5. Permits should be obtained as necessary from the Army Corps of Engineers,
California Department of Fish and Game, and California Department of
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Water Resources (OWR). Oams wlthtn the Jurisdiction of DWR are those
havtnq a height greater than 6 feet and storaqe exceeding SO acre-feet,
and those having a storaqe exceeding 15 acre-~eet if the dam height ts
greater than 25 feet. (Dept. of Water Resources, Dec. 1979, p. xvll)

6. Hethods of basin removal and site stabilization should be specified t~
the destqn plans.

Hatntenance Considerations. Cleanout Intervals should be specified tn the
initial plans. Sediment dlsposal shall not create a potentlal addltlonal
sediment source. All-weather access to the basin must be provided,
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SCHEMATIC DRAWING: SEDIMENT/DEBRIS BASIN

1!     ,

I|
ANTI-VORTEX PLATE

ii

NATURA GROUND
ENERGY DISSIPATOR ANTI-SEEP COLLAR GRAVEL CONE

Source: Am~moto, Nay 1978.                                                     FIGURE 33
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FIGURES 34 AND 35. Two sediment basins snowing perforated
riser and gravel filter. (Courtesy The Irvine Company)
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FIGURE 36. Temporary sedi~enL b~sin a~er deposl~lon o~
sedimen[. No~e vege~iw side slope pro~ec~ion.
stabilized outlet at discharge point. (Courtesy The
Irvine C~pany)

U
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PERMANENT DEBRIS BASINS

Definition. A pemanent earth dam destgned for Impounding and controlled
~]ease of water.

~. To detain sediment-laden runoff from disturbed a~as long enough for
most or the sedtment to settle out. A debris bastn may also cause some flood-
peak reductlon.

Conditions Where Practice Applies. In disturbed watersheds, below a~as
greater than 150 acres, and wherever pemanent sediment control is necessa~
and a major structure is economically feasible.

Design Considerations. Design elements are the same as those l|sted for
temporary sediment bastns. Hoover, the level of destgn effort ts greater.
Safety considerations are of primary importance. Therefor, detailed analyses
of hydrology and geolo~ are necessa~ to ensure a properly designed structure.
An exa~le of design criteria appears in USDA SCS, June 1976.

Maintenance Considerations. Methods of and responstbtlt~ for maintenance
sou]d be detemined during tnltIal destgn, The question of public safe~
will generally require some degree of public agency participation,

’
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FIGURE 37. Permanent debrts basin. Vegetation should be
removed tnmnedtately prtor to the rainy season as a part
of regular maintenance. (Courtesy Dept. of Fish and ~me)
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SUBSURFACE DRAINS

~eftnttton. A perforated condutt such as ptpe, tubtng or ttle Installed
beneath the ground to intercept and convey groundwater.

Purposes.

1. To prevent sloping soils from becoming excessively wet and subject to
sloughlng.

2. To improve the qualtty of the growth medium in excessively wet areas by
lowering the water table.

3. To dratn stomwater detention areas or structures.

Conditions Where Practtce Applles. gherever excess water must be removed from
the soil. The soll must be deep and pemeable enough to allow an effective
system to be Installed. Etther a qravtty outlet must be available or pumptng
must be provided. These standards do not apply to foundation dratns.

Design Considerations. Subsurface dratnage systems are of two types, reltef
drains and Interceptor drains. Relief drains are used either to lower the
water table in order to tmprove the growth of vegetation, or to remove surface
water. They are Installed along a slope and drain in the direction of the
slope. They can be installed in a gridiron pattern, a herringbone pattern,
or a random pattern.

Interceptor dratns are used to remove water as tt seeps down a slope, to
prevent the sot1 from becomtnq saturated and subject to slippage. They are
installed across a slope and drain to the side of the slope. They usually
consist of a single pipe or series of single ptpes Instead of a patterned
layout. (Virginia, 1980, pp. I11-187 & 188; also USDA SCS, July 1975, pp.
40.01 - A40.14)
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SAMPLE DRAWING: SUBSURFACE DRAIN AND INLET

Maintain area around inlet
Beehive or truncate ofin sod - 5’ minimum radius

for sod a ~cone grate to fit bell of

Pipe

2

Pipe ~ ’ T. Branch

Source: USDA SCS, July 1975.
FIGURE 38

,|
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DUST CONTROL

Definition, Reducinq surface and air movement of dust during land disturbing,
demolition and construction activities,

Purpose. To prevent surface and air movement of dust from exposed soil
~u-~’FTaces and reduce the presence of airborne substances which may be harmful
or injurious to human health, welfare, or safety, or to animal or plant life,

Conditions Where Practice Applies, In areas subject to surface and air
movement of dust where on-site and off-slte damage is likely to (w:cur if
preventive measures are not taken.

Design Considerations. Construction activities inevitably result in the
exposure and disturbance of sot1. Fuqitive dust is emitted both during the
activities (i.e., excavation, demolition, vehicle traffic, human activity)
and as a result of wind erosion over the exposed earth surfaces. Large
q~antlties of dust are typically generated in "heavy" construction activities,
such as road and street construction and subdivision, con~nerclal or industrial
development, which involve disturbance of significant areas of so11 surface.
Research at construction sites has estahllshed an average dust emission rate
of 1.2 tons/acre/month for active construction. Earth-movlng activities
comnrise the major source of construction dust emissions, but traffic and
general disturbance of the soil also generate significant dust emissions.
Most of this dust will be redeposited and eventually washed into the storm-
drain or stream system.

Hethods to reduce dust include:

1~ Temporary measures:

- mulches, especlally tacklfiers,

- vegetative cover,

- Irrlqatlon,

- harriers, and

- calcium chloride.

2. Permanent measures:

- permanent veaetation,

- topsoilinq, and

- stone.
(Viroinia, 1980, pp. III-299-301)

Haintenance Considerations. Dust control measures should be reapplied or re-
pa~red, as needed.
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STOCKPILE STABILIZATION

Definition. Temporary methods to prevent erosion of materials that are being
stored at a construction site.

Purpose. To reduce sediment and dust that may be produced by temporary
st~-’~les.

Conditions Where Practice Applies. Whenever loose, unconsolidated material
such as topsoil, sang, or sediment that has removed from traps or basins, i~
being stored at a construction site. Associated practices are temporary
diversion dikes, traffic control and dust control

Design and Maintenance Considerations. Stockpiles should not be placed on
slopinq ground, drainaqe ways, or areas subject to rapid sheetflow. Stock-
piles should he placed on level terrain away from areas subject to pondlng
from sediment control or other devices. Temporary diversions made of compacted
soil herms or sandbags may be required around the stockpile. Traffic should
he diverted away from stockpiles. Stockpiles should not he disturbed unneces-
sarily after placement. Plastic netting or tackifiers may be required to
stabilize fine materials. Stockpiles should be inspected frequently during
the rainy season to ensure stability.

’I
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t 3.3 Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations LN Table 1 shows the frequency of BHPs used in the watershed. The table was

compiled from six responses to a questionnaire. The respondents were

" 1II - Irvlne,

1 - Newport Beach,

2lJ - Orange,

- Oranqe County,

- Soil Conservation Service, and

~m " The Irvlne Company.
It

In written and verbal co~nents, all respondents stressed the need for proper

design, installation and maintenance. They pointed out that even a well-

~ conceived practice will be ineffective, or actually worsen erosion, if not

:" installed or maintained properly. They also stressed that good design and
2

~
placement is required for even the most simple or temporary measure. Clearly

there is a need for a continuing erosion control training program to educate

. everyone involved--designers, builders, plan-checkers, and inspectors--

,, about BMPs. The program recently instituted by the Soil Conservation Service

" is a good beginning in this education process. It should be supported and U

~
supplemented by the jurisdictions within the watershed.

-
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USE OF BMPs IN THE NEgPORT BAY WATERSHED - : L

Practice Frequent Occasional     Rare

Temporary gravel constructJon entrance X

Construction site road stabilization x
Sandhago gravel hag or straw bale harriers     X

Silt fence X
Ftlter be~s                                              X

Brush barriers X

Filter inlet X

Interceptor ditch X

Ofverston dikes X

Active fill diversion X

Permanent diversion X

Perimeter hem or swale X

Rtqht-of-way diversions X

Roadside ditches X

Stormwater channels X
Slope drains X

Chutes and flumes X
Outlet protection X

Level spreader X

Rtprap X

Streambank stabi]tzatton X

Gra~e control structures X
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED)
L

Practice                                Frequent    Occasional    Rare

Stream crossings
X

2Vegetative protection
X

Veqetat|on establishment
X

Nulches X

Topsoiltng
X

Slope preparation--scarffylng
X

Slope preparatlon--stalr stepping
X

Subsurface drain

Dust control X 2
St~kplle stab111zatlon

Sedi~nt traps X

Sediment basins X

Permanent debris hasins
r~X
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Based on a review of applicable BMPs and their present use, the following prac-

tlces are recommended for occaslonal-to-frequent use:

I. temporary ~ravel construction entrance,
2. sandbag, gravel bag or straw bale barriers,
3. silt fences,
4. filter bems,
5. ftlter tnlets,

2
6. interceptor ditches, ._
7. diversion dikes,
8. acttve fill diversions,
g. nemanent diversions,

I0. perimeter hems or swales,                                                  -
II. rioht-of-way diversions,
12. storn~water channels,
13. slope drains,                                                            -
14. outlet protection.
1E. level spreader,
16. rlprap,
17. streambank stabilization,
IB. grade control structures,
19. vegetation protection,
20. vegetation establishment,

2
21. mulches,
22. temporary sediment traps,
23. temporary sediment basins,
24. permanent debris basins,
25. topsotling,                                                                -
26. dust control, and
27. stockpile stablllzatlon.

Four of the practices are now used only rarely in the watershed: silt fences,

level spreaders, veqetation protection, and topsoillng. The Soll Conservation
- U

Service also recommends that the use of veqetatlon protection and topsoiling

be encouraged. .-

It is difficult to recommend more frequent use of practices now used only

occasionally because of the site-specific nature of erosion and sediment con-           --

trol plans. However, a review of the responses to our questionnaire indicates

that diversion structures may be underused at present. These structures include        -
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diversions, pe~anent diversions, perimeter hemsdiversion dtkes, actlve ftll

or swales, and right-of-way diversions.

The lands currently under development in the cities of Orange and Tusttn gen-

erally have gentle slopes. Future development In Tusttn is expected to extend

tnto the foothills a~ recently annexed land ts urbanized. Lands under devel-

opment In Newport Beach, Irvtne and the areas under county Jurisdiction vary

tn topography from gentle slopes to htlly areas. The I~IPs recoemended above

can be used tn all Jurisdictions for those projects that have the conditions

where the practice appltes. These conditions are specified for each I~tP tn

sectton 3.2. Table 2 sun~artzes the recon~ended best management practices

and the control obJectlves to whlch they are applled.

The remaining BHPs not ltsted above may be useful under spectal circumstances.

The following BHPs may he used rarely, but effectively, at appropriate sites:

I. constructlon site road stabillzatlono
2. brush barriers,
3. roadside dttches,
4. infiltration trenches,
5. chutes and flumes,
6. temporary stream crossings,
7. scarifying,
8. stair stepping, and
g. subsurface drains.
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TABLE 2

RECOMHENDED BEST HANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Hanagement Objective

Level of Destgn Effort.

Description                    ~oderate      Extensive
O m O O

1. Temporary gray- A ~ravel pad, located at
el construction en- points of vehicular extt
trance from a construction site,

to reduce mud and sediment
tracked onto public roads. X X X X

2. Sandbag, gravel A sediment barrier to inter-
bao or straw bale cept and detatn small a-
barriers mounts of sediment fro~ dis-

turbed areas of limtted
extent. X X X X X

3. Stlt fence A sediment barrier of ftlter
fabric to Intercept and de-
tain small amounts of sedt-
~nt from disturbed areas
of ltmtted extent. X X X X X

4. Filter Be~s A sediment trap that retards
and ftlters runoff whtle al-
lowing passage of constructtor -
traffic X X X X X



TABLE 2

RECOI~4ENDED BEST HANAGEMENT PRACT]CES

Level oF Dest~ln Effort

~escrfpt~ Low to HoderateNa~e on Modera~ Extensive

5. ~ilter tnle~ A sed~ment barrter around
stormdratn drop or curb
let                               X

6. Interceptor A ditch located at top of
ditch Cut slope to divert water

from slope                         X

7. Diversion A ridpe used to divert
dikes water fro~ a slope, or

to direct sediment-laden
water to a sediment-trap-
pin9 facilft~                     X

8. Active f~11 A channel with supportfn9
diversion ridge to divert water fr~

a fill slope that is under
construction                      X

9. Pe~anent A channel with supporting
diversion ridge constructed across a

slope to reduce slope length
aod ~ive~t runoff to stabt-
¯~ zea ou~.e~s X



TABLE 2

RECOHMENDED BEST HANAGEHENT PRACT[CES

l~ana~nent Objective

(I) ""0 U ~ ~ 0 0
Level 0� Design Effort

Lo~ to Moderate to
~Jame Oescr    on Hodera~ [xtenslve

10. Perimeter he~ A dike or drainageway around
or s~aTe the perimeter of a disturbed

area that prevents runoff
from the site to a sediment-
trapping devlce X X X X

If. R19ht-of~ay Dikes or drafna~e~ays 1ocat-
diversions ed across disturbed rights-

of-~ay to shorten length of
exposed slopes, and dlrect-
~n9 runoff to stabl]ized
outlet or sedfment-trapplng
device X X X X

12. Sto~ater A drafnage~ay to convey ex-
channel cess runoff away from deve]-

oplng area X X X X
13. Slope drain Condult or tublng to conduct

concentrated runoff fr~ top
to bottom of cut or f111
slope X X X X



TABLE 2

RECOHMENDED BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Level of Design Effort

LOW tO ~derate~ame Description ~dera~ Extensive

14. Outlet Structural devices at out-
protection lets of pipes or paved

channels to prevent scour
by reducing velocity of
runoff                                             X

15. Level spreader An outlet for dikes or
diversions to transfom
concentrated runoff to
sheetfl o~                                        X

16. Riprap Erosion-reslstant ground
cover of
gular stone                                      X

17. Strea~bank Vegetative or structural
stabilization ~asures used to protect

streaes froe erosion X

18. Grade control Methods to reduce and
structures ealntain channel gradient, .

preventing erosion at high-
er f]o~ X



TABLE 2

RECOI~4ENDED BEST FIANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Level of Design Effort

Name Descr, pt,on ~dera~ Extensive

1~. Vegetation Measures such as buffer
protection strips and traffic control

used to minimize extent of
land disturbance                 X

20. Vegetation The selection and use of
establlshment appropriate plants to pro-

tect slopes, drainageways
or other disturbed areas
fr~ lo~-velocity flows                          X

21. Mulches A medium for covering expos-
ed soil and improving seed
gemination and plant
establ i shunt                    X

22. Topsoillng Methods to preserve and use
topsoil to enhance final
site stabilization with
vegetation                       X

23. Dust control Methods to reduce dust mve-
~nt X



TABLE 2

RECOI~4ENDED BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Level of Oest~ln Effort

Low to ~derateNa~ Oescri pt~ on Modera~ Extens~ ve

~4, Stockpile t4ethods to prevent erosion
stabilization of materials being stored on

a construction site X
?5, Sediment traps Ponding areas fomed b.y an

earthen embankment with a
gravel outlet to detain
runoff fr~ disturbed areas
less than 5 acres                               X

~6, Temporary sedt- A basin with controlled fe-
int basin lease to detain runoff fr~

disturbed areas up to 150
acres                                          X

7, Debris basin An earth dam designed to
detain runoff from large
areas                                          X

(1) Varies dependtnq, on site characteristics. Expertise in erosion control is assu~ed.



4.0 GRADING ORDINANCE 

4.! Comparison of Ordinances

Five grading ordinances currently applled in the Newport Bay dralnage area

were compared. The five Jurlsdlctlons considered were Irvlne, Ne~ort Beach,

Orange, Tustln and Orange County. In importance of effect on sedlmentatlon

of the Upper Bay, the titles of Irvlne and Newport Beach rank highest. Irvlne

Is crltlcal because the clty covers nearly 30 percent of the watersh~. ~oprox-

Imately I0 to IS percent of the city’s area is dlsturbed by constructlon every

year {persona] c~unlcatlon, Bob Storchhelm, clty of Irvlne, July ZT, 1981).

]~Is figure w11l probably remaln high for some tlme as De Irv1~ Company

continues to develop Its ]and. Newport Beach Is Important to the Upper Bay

because the clty surrounds it. Sediment is transported from construction

sites almost directly Into the bay. De remaining jurisdictions produce less

sediment from construction sltes largely because there Is less contlnulng

construction activity within their boundarles. 0nly a small portlon of the

city of Orange lles within the watershed. The topography of the city of

Tustin is relatively flat and construction sites are less susceptlb]e to

erosion. The intensity of development actlvites within the area under the

jurisdiction of Orange County is much less than that within the cltles of

Irvine and Newport Beach. Nevertheless, erosion rates from Orange County

sites may be high when construction occurs in the foothills.

Table 3 is a matrix comparing the grading ordinances of the five jurisdictions.

Three ordinances are nearly identlca] in their major provisions: Irvine,

Newport Beach, and Orange County. These three ordinances are based on the

model grading ordinance in the Uniform Building Code (UBC) (Int’l Conf. of Bldg.

Officials, 1979), but with an added emphasis on erosion and sediment control.
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TABLE 3

OCOHPAR I SON OF GRADING ORDINANCES

L

1. O~dtnance iesslppllcable rhea:net
Cut is     than

Quantity, cu ~d SO *~d SO a~l SO Ind SO orO~pth, ft 2 or 2 or Z or ~ 3
Height. ft S and S S "_ A~ea~ sq ft 4 and

FII| IS |ess then - ZOO
O~lntity, CU .yd SO and SO and 50 am:l SODepth, ft 3" 3 or 3* 3 3 3Slope, N:¥ S:!Area sq ft

Gradtng ts tn tsolated areas ¯
~00 ..

~. Responsible ~genc), ~,)* r~lulre:
So|ls engineer report

+ ~ + ¯ + + i

2
Engineering geologist r~rt ÷ + * +     * ÷ ~--

...
3. Bo~ or stmllar suret.v requital                   ÷              ,                +         +

8erich tf depths ft >S or s]a~s>5:~5 & slo~es)5:) ~#me pS >~ & slopes>5:)
6. Runoff diversion

Oratnage of cuts a~d fill
slopes required + , ÷ , ** ÷ ÷Protected discharge areas

Urequired + , ~ + +Terraces/benches for vertica|
dtstance~ ft >30 >30 >30 >30 > 25

7. Erosion control
Vegetative slope stabilization ÷ + ÷
Other BMPs required + + + + : : +
Omit if erosion resistant ÷ + +
Spectal conditions durtng

rainy season + + ÷ + +

O, Exoliclt purpose - water
qua I i t,v protect ion                                                                                              +

g, Construction schedule speclfled
÷ --

]0, E~slon and sedi~nt control plan
required unless expllcttl,v waived + + + +

ll. Sizing criteria for desilttng
basins specified +

+ ordinance contatn$ provision
- ordinance does not contain prOviSion
¯or less than 1 ft deep on natural s]ope <5:1
¯ * no arbitrary limits estab]lshed; decided for each site based on the natura~ topography, good engineering practices, and the

recO~m~endations of a geo)ogist and Soils engineer.
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Tustln has adopted the UBC ordinance directly, without any ~dlflcatlons.

The URC ordinance as written does not address erosion/sediment control

construction sltes. Rather, it is directed at reducing hazards of cut

fill operations to adjacent property and to the public. However, mall), Juris-

dictions use the ordinance as the authority to require eroston/sedtmeflt con-

trol measures when they appear necessary. Other Jurtsd(ct(ons, ~¢h Is

Ne~port Beach and Orange County, a~nd the ordinance to refl~t 1~al ~ds

and concerns. In elther case however, the authority of the ord1~e is

sufficient to regulate erosion/sediment control practices at constructt~

sites.

A detailed c~parlson of the ordinances for Irvtne, Nev~ort Be~ch, Or~

County and Tustin reveals that the Tusttn ordinance does not con~(n s~tfIc

requirements for eroslon control ~asures. Historically such cont~ls

not required because the city occuptes flat terrain which ts not ~bJect to

severe eroston, even ~hen disturbed. However, Tusttn has recently ~nnexed

land ~htch ts o~ned by ~e Irvtne Co~pany and extends Into the foothills.

This land is tn a~icultural reserve. However, the city exacts that tt wtll

be developed eventually. ~hen The Irvtne Company begins conceptual plenntng

of its development, the city will revte~ the need for ~equlrlng eroston

control measures (personal co~untcatlon, Alan ~arren, ctty of Tusttn, July

31, 1981). The absence of other ma~or developments in the meantt~ and

present staffing shortages may delay this revtew for a considerable perl~.

Comparison of the ordinances of Irvine Newport Beach and Orange County tnd(

cates unifo~ity in their requirements. This untfo~fty ts desirable f~

the develooers’ vie~noint because it facilitates preparation of grading
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and eroston control plans. The thresholds of the ordinances are described

T
in item 1 of the matrtx (Table 3). These thresholds, which detemtne the

projects that are exempt from the ordinance requirements, are a~ong the lowest

in the state (Fitting, Nov. 1979; J.B. G|lhert & Assocs., Aug. 1978) This
- "/

means that nearly all cleartng or grading operations are subject to eroston

control standards.

Item 2 of the matrix compares the authority of the agenctes to requtre reports

by a sotls engtneer and/or an engineering geologist. These reports may be

required at the discretion of the responsible agency tn every Jurisdiction

reviewed. However. such reports are not required for every gradtng project.

In the case of the Ne~ort Beach ordlnance, a11 projects wlthln the Ne~ort

2Bay watershed must submtt an eroston control plan, even tf a soils or engineer-
’- ’

tng report ts not required. - ~ --~

All the ordinances require a bond or stmtlar surety to cover the cost of re-

pairing the contractor’s grading work (item 3). In the cases of Irvlne and

Newport Beach, this bond ts usually not released until the project site is ~ U

ready for occupance and final landscaplng is established. Retention of the

bond for this entlre perlod is deslrable because eroslon problems can occur

at all staqes of constructlon, not only during gradlng.

Items 5 and 6 show the final slope requirements for cuts and fills. The re- ~ |
quirements are important for erosion control because certain practices, such

as slope vegetation, are not effective on gradients steeper than 50 percent

(2:1) (White and Franks, 1978).
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All three ordinances require that runoff be diverted before reaching cut or

fill slopes (item 6). Diversion swales must be paved to prevent erosion,

have a mtnt~um gradient of six percent, and drain an area not exceeding

one-thlrd acre. All dlvers(on outlets must be protected f~ erosion by

resistant materlal such as riprap,

Item 7 of the matrix 11sts the provisions for on-stte erosion/sediment control.

The three ordinances require vegetative slope stabilization and other best

management practices (BHPs) where appropriate. The BMPs to be employed are

chosen on a site-by-site basis, and are specified In an erosion and sediment

control plan. No stngle BHP or group of BMPs ts appropriate tn all situations.

Therefore, eroston and sediment control plans wtll vary among sttes. The

ordinances also spectfy that additional BMPs may be required durtng the

rainy season. This provision improves the effectiveness of eroston control

measures, and encourages land developers to perform a detalled project revlew

prior to grading during the rainy season.

None of the exlstlng ordinances specifically states that water quallty proteco

tion ts a purpose (item 8). However Irvtne, Newport Beach and Orange County

use their ordinances to implement 208 planning goals. Section

86 Stat. 841, requires this plannin~ process to "set forth procedures and

methods (including land use requirements) to control to the extent feasible"

water pollution related to construction activity. The existing gradlng

ordinances have been a convenient way to require and enforce installation of

best management practices. This reality could be reflected in the present

grading ordinances by a minor amendment: "It is the intent of this code to

safeguard life, limb, property, water resources, and the public welfare by
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regulating gradlng .... . (City of Irvtne Grading Regulatlons) Although

not necessary for enforcement, more elaborate wording could be borrowed from

ordlnances such as ~lano ~unty’s.

The purpose of thls ordinance is to provlde the means for con-
tro|llng soll eroslon, sedlmentation, Increased rates of surface
runoff and related environmental damage by estab]ishlng mln|mum
standards and providlng regula:lons for the constructlon and main-
tenance of fills, excavatlons, cuts and clearing of vegetatlo~1,
revegetatlon of cleared areas, drainage control, and the prora-
tion of exposed sol! surfaces in order to protect downstream
waterways and wetlands and to promote the safety, public health,
convenience and general welfare of the co~unlty.

~ None of the three ordlnances speclflcally requires a constructlon schedule

¯
(Item 9). ~wever, as a matter of practice a11 project schedules are filed

: with the reviewing agency so that those expected to extend Into the ralny

season can be closely monltored. Sites that are graded during the dry sea-

son, but left exposed during the rainy season, are thereby subject to the

additional ralny-season requirements noted in item 7.

Item I0 Indicates that the Newport Beach ordinance speciflcally requires an

erosion and sediment control plan for projects subject to the ordinance. As

a matter of policy, however, !trine and Orange County also require erosion and

sediment control plans for any proposed construction during the rainy season.

The format of erosion and sediment control plans is similar in the three Jurls-

dictions. Appendix C is a copy of Orange County’s requirements for an erosion

control plan. A typical plan would include:

I. a 24-hour telephone number of someone responsible for the con-
struction site;

2. paved areas and drainage devices that will be completed by
October 15 (the beginning of the rainy season);

3. type and placement of on-site erosion contro! devices; and

4. location of and access to desilting basins, if any.
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As noted above, the speclfic best management practices Included In the plan

would vary depending on the site and the extent of grading.

Item II shows that only Newport Beach includes slzing criteria for desllting

basins in its ordinance. De criteria used by Irvine and Oran~ County a~

speclfled in their standard plans, not In their ordinances. De advantage

of omitting design criteria from the ordinance is that they can be easlly

modlfled and updated as conditions change, or technology and new Informatlon

develop. A discussion of the design criterta for desilttng basins and other

BHPs appears tnsectton 3.2.

Hethods of enforcement are specified in the three ordinances. These methods

include warntngs by inspectors, stop-work orders, or withholding of bulldtng

permits. However, the goal of all jurisdictions ts to obtatn voluntary

cooperatlon from contractors wlthout resorting to compulsory alternatlves.

The admlnlstratlve and enforcement procedures used by Irvlne, Ne~ort Beach

and Orange County are discussed in sectton 4°2.

The city of Orange is in the process of adopting a grading ordinance which

contrasts sharply with those of the other four jurisdictions. The proposed

ordinance is a series of brief resolutions which define the general scope and

purpose of gradlnq regulatlons. In addition to minimizing hazards to 11fe

and property, the purpose is to

assure the proper development of the City tn level and htllstde
terrain so as not to destroy the natural character and amenities
of such land or deplete the scenic resources of the City. (Undated
draft, Proposed Grading Ordinance, City of Orange.)

The resolutions refer to "Standards for Grading." The standards are contalned

in a 75-page document that is similar to other cities’ grading ordinances.
.
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The advantage of this arrange~ent is flexibility: old standards can be

fled and new ones adopted quickly in response to chanqlng condltlons and

technolooles. City Council approval is not required for these revisions.

A Design Review Board ts responsible for ensuring that the principles of the

grading ordinances are applied to specific projects. The Board, ~htch has

heen operating for three years, consists of representatives from various city

agencies and private ftr~s. The Board works wtth developers at the conceptual

planntng stage, leaving ftnal plan checktnq and approval to qualified ctty

staff. As with the other Jurisdictions reviewed, the effectiveness of.thls

approach depends on how the standards are applied to and enforced for specific

proJ ec ts ¯

An additional comparison was made among the five ordinances and two model

ordinances (SCAG. Aprtl 1979; Amtmotoo May 1978). Table 3 includes the major

provisions of the ~uth Coast 208-plan model ordinance and of the California

Department of Conservation (CDC) model ordinance. The most notable differences

hetween the existing ordinances (except Tustin’s) and the CDC model ordinance

are that the model does not require 1.) special rainy-season control measures

and 2.) outlet protection where diverted runoff is discharged. Both are key

elements in reductnq erosion and sedimentation at construction sites, and

should be retained in the existing ordinances. On the other hand, the CDC

model calls for a construction schedule to be filed with a grading pennlt

application. Although this is done for projects in the jurisdictions reviewed,

except Tustln, it is not specifically required by the existing grading ordi-

nances.

The 20B-plan model ordinance is similar to the existing ordinances in Irvlne,

Newport Beach and Orange County in its erosion control elements. The exception
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is that the model ordinance does not specifically exempt erosion-resistant

tareas. Another difference is that the model ordinance specif|es slztng crl-

ter|a for destlting basins. As discussed above, a grading ordinance may not

be the best place to specify design criteria because the require~ent ltmtts
1

the agency’s response to unique situations or new technologies.

2

Comparison was also made with the modifications of the UBC model code suggest-

ed by Pomeroy, Johnston & Bailey (July Z8, 1978). These changes include:

1. adding the purpose of protecting water resources;

2, extending the scope of the ordinance to erosion control;

3. maktng erosion/sediment control plans mandatory unless

specifically waived by the responsible agency;

4. adding special requlrements for rainy-season operations; and

5. deleting the exemption from erosion control measures for erosion-

resistant cut slopes.

Except for items I and 5, Irvlne, Newport Beach and Orange ~unty have made

these changes, either in their ordinances or in administrative policy. It is

suggested that these modifications would be appropriate for Tustin to consider.

The jurisdications in the Upper Newport Bay watershed have approached erosion

and sediment problems through their grading ordinances and permit process.

Some jurisdictions elsewhere in California have chosen to adopt a separate

erosion control ordinance. Resource conservation districts in California are

proposing county erosion and sediment control ordinances that address the

problems of accelerated erosion on al] categories of land use, including

construction areas.
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One example of this type ef ordinance is the one amending the Santa Cruz

County Code. The purpose of this ordinance "is to eliminate and prevent

conditions of accelerated ÷rosion that have led to. or could lead to, @grada-

tlon of water quality, loss of fish habitat, damage to property, loss of

topsoll and vegetation cover, disruption of water supply, and increased

danqer from flooding." It includes provisions that no person shall cause or

allow to be continued a condition on any site that is causing or is likely

to cause accelerated erosion as determined by the Planning Director. Such a

condition shall he controlled and/or prevented by using appropriate measures

as outlined in the code or by additional measures as specified by the Planning

Director. Property owners will be given a reasonable amount of time, as

determined by the Planning Director, to control the specified erosion problems,

.The ordinance reo~mlres the development of erosion control plans; provides for

the setting of fees for p]an checking, inspection, violations, variance requests

and for land clearlng permits; provides for inspection and compliance; and

provides for determination of violations, work stoppage, and the assessment and

enforcement of penalties.

4.2 Administration and Enforcement

The followin~ discussion concentrates on the city of Irvlne. As noted in

section 4.1, Irvine contai,~s the larqest area of land that will be developed

in the near future, and has the potential to increase sediment from the

watershed durinq the construction phase of development. The regulatory

procedures used by Newport Beach and Orange County are discussed in relation

to Irvine. Omitted from the report are Tustin, which does not currently

have an erosion control program, and Orange, which has insignificant Jurisdic-

tional authority in the watershed (less than one-half square mile). Sources
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of Informatlon for this section Include state and local government personnel

and local developers.

In the city of Irvlne, an eroslon control plan Is requ1~d for every grading

project covered by a gradlng permlt if that project w111 extend into ~.

rainy season (Octoher 15 to April 15). ~ grading permit w111 be Issued un-

less an erosion control plan has been approved, or the requirement specifically

waived by the ctty. The permtt ts valid for one year, and a new plan must be

sut~nttted and approved if gradtng operations extend into subsequent ratny

~easons. Every plan submitted to Con~nuntty Development ts checked for suffi-

ciency by st~ff at the Reglonal Hater Ouality Control Board In Rlvers1~.

Review by city staff is minimal. The Regtonal Board M~y ask the city to

have a speclfJc control plan modified, or the clty may ~qulre ~dJficatlon

on tts o~n.

After a permit is issued and grading begins, site inspectlons are made by

city staff. At minimum, the following inspections occur:

1. pregrading inspection,

2. toe inspectlon,

3. excavation Inspectlon,

4. fill inspection,

5. drainage device inspection,

6. rough grading, and

7. final grading.

~one of these relates directly to the erosion control plan, but the condition

of the site with respect to erosion control measures is checked on each visit.

In addition, all sites are inspected for adequacy of erosion control during the

month immediately preceding the rainy season. Spot checks are made during
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0periods of heavy rain ~henever they occur, Enforcement action ts taken by the

Lcity to correct any deficiencies or inadequate maintenance observed on contlnu-
--

Ing basis during the rainy season. Yearly on August 15 and ~pt~er 15,

the city advises contractors with active qrading permits about ralny-season

-- Irequirements for eroslon control. Heasures and enforc~nt pollcles aM

dlscussed at open meetlngs held quarterly for contracto,.

The same Inspector follows a project through a11 grading stages. If the

Inspector finds the ereslon control measuresto be inadequate, then a
-

24-hour notice Is Issued. If the contractor does not make an effort to so)ve

the problem In that time, then a stop-work order is issued by the city. The

order can be enforced by city pollceo but such enforcement has not been

necessary in the past. Another alternatlve open to the clty Is to do ~dlal
2

xork on a site and recover the cost from the bond a11 contractors must post. "

This alternatlve Is used only In extreme emergencies because of time Involved
.

tn recovering the cost, Nevertheless, the existence of the bonds is Impor-

tant in asslstlng enforcement of erosion control even after grading Is

completed, The bond ts held until ftnal project improvements are made, The
"- U

period between final grading and project completion a11ows additional time

to dete~Ine whether all required erosion control measures are operating as

designed.

Finally, the city has a Standards Con~ittee which regularly reviews city

requlations and standards, including the grading ordinance and erosion

controls. The con~nlttee consists of the manalers of Inspection, Final Engl-

neerinq, and )laintenance Services. This procedure indicates effective con~nun-

Icatinn, and allows for the updating of standards and requirements, making
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the~ more responsive to actual fte]d conditions. Standard reviews are tnttt-

Lated regularly by committee ~ers, and addltlonal reviews are made upon the

request of developers and contractors.

The Newport Beach and Orange County systems are slmilar ~ I~vlne’s. Plan

2checklng and Inspectlons are divided between departments. However, Ne~ort

Beach and Orange County do not request r~utlne plan checking f~ the Reglonal

Board. Instead, only major projects are sent to the Board for review.

Newport Beach has an addlt|onal enforc~aent tool--the debrls deposit. Thls

deposlt, usually ~de In cash, Is requlred from a contractor befo~ any

building or gradlng permit Is fssued. The amount may range from $100 ~

$15,000o depending on elther the value of proposed construction or the amount
~ 2

of proposed gradlng. If constructlon does not conform to permit requlrements
~ ..... ~

or the erosion control plan, the city issues a notice to the contractor giving

/a tlme 11mlt for correction. If the problem Is not corrected within the specl-

fled ti~e, the deposit is forfeited and the permit is ~:~pended until the prob-
r~

lem ts corrected and a new deposit ts made. When the city issues its final U

project approval, the full remaining deposit is refunded to the contractor.

~

The major land developer in the Irvine-Newport Beach area is The Irvlne

~Company (TIC). The company produces an annual erosion control program that

complies with the cities’ ordinances. The program serves to advise contractors

on TIC projects about their erosion-control responsibilities during the rainy

season. TIC takes an active part in site inspections, emergency service, and

clty-contractor liaison during the rainy season. Part of the success of erosion

~
,~

control in the Upper Newport Bay watershed is due to this active interest by TIC.
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4.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclustons

1. The jurisdictions of Irvtne, Newport Beach and Orange County cover ~ost

of the area within the Newport Bay watershed.

2. These three Jurisdictions matntatn an excellent untfomtty tn the requtre-             ~’~

merits of their grading ordinances, standards and procedures.

3. These requirements equal or exceed the model ordinances studied tn terns

of erosion control,

4. The city of Tusttn has not Incorporated erosion control requirements

Into Its gradtng ordinance or administrative policy.

5. The clty of Orange Is approaching erosion control by uslng ex1~nslve

standards that are separate from the grading ordinance. The success or

fa!lure of this new approach will have ltttle effect on Upper Newport

Bay because the drainage area within the city of Orange is small

c~npared to the rest of the basin.

6. None of the Jurisdictions specifies water quallty protection as a goal of

their gradlng ordinances. However, all but Tustln apply their ordinances
n

to 208-plannlng goals. ~ U

7. Voluntary cooperation by developers and contractors is preferred. However,

compulsory compliance is enforced when needed.

8. Irvine, Newport Beach and Orange County generally have good con~unlcatlon

with developers. Notices sent to contractor) prior to the ralny season help

them comply with special erosion control requirements. Quarterly meetings,

such as those held by Irvine, also improve contractors’ understanding of city

requirements.
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9. According to developers’ comments¯ lack of communlcatlon among the depart-

ments and staff w|thln the Jurlsdlctlons appears to be an occasional prob-

lem. The source of the problem Is generally a dlfference in Interpreta-

tlon between the plan checker and the slte Inspector.

I0. here is an occaslonal shortage of quallfled personnel for plan c~klng

or site inspections because of the cyclical nature.of eroslon control mea-

sures. All plans must be approved and sttes Inspected during the month

preceding October 15. During the winter, inspections must be made when-

ever there is significant rainfall. This shortage can be acute for Orange

County because its j,rlsdlctlon is fragmented and scattered over a large

area.

II. Enforcement measures avallable to Irvlne, Ne~ort Beach and Orange County

are stop-work orders and contractor’s bonds. In addition, Newport Beach

requtres a debt1 s depostt.

~ Recommendations

’I I. That Irvlne. Newport Beach and Orange County contlnue to maintain unl-

form ordinances¯ standards, and procedures. Regtonal tratntng classes

and occasional meetings of field supervisors from each jurisdiction

would probably accomplish the necessary coordination.

2. That Tusttn begin reviewing its grading ordinance and developing erosion

control standards at the earliest possihle time, but not later than pro-

posed development of foothill land.

3. That the existing ordinances of Irvine, Newport Beach Orange County and

Orange be modified to include water quality protection as a goal.

4. That all jurisdictions continue to maintain positive working relation-

ships with developers and contractors to encourage voluntary compliance

with erosion control standards.

- III -
m
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5. That regular meetings be held wtth plan checkers and Inspectors tn

attendance to improve communication and to ensure that standards remain

consistent. Feedback on field conditions and actual effectiveness of

BHPs would he especlally useful for the plan checkers, Another way to

increase com~unlcatlon is slmply to place plan checkers and Ins~tors

In adjacent or nearby offlces, as Is currently done in Irv1~.

6. That temporary staff be partly offset by tralnlng other inspection person-

nel, such as buildlng Insoectors, In erosion control methods. These Inspec-

tots would supplement the regular staff during ~ak periods, as Is cur~tly

done in Irvlne. An added benefit is that the inspectors are then able

recognize and report eroslon problems on any site they vlslt ~11e ~rfonm-¯

Inn their normal dutles.

7. That, in order to Increase knowledge among agency personnel, all Jurlsdlc-

tlons support and participate in the Soll Conservation Servlce’s I~aI

erosion control training program. Each jursldictlon my also decide to

organize supplementary in-house training, emphasizing field applications.

8. That the filing time for complete erosion control plans be modified in

some cases. For example, a grading application may be filed in April or

Hay, with the operation planned to extend into the rainy season.

initial erosion control plan should be required for permanent measures,

or measures such as sediment basins, that will be constructed before or

during rough grading. However. rainy-weather measures should not be filed

with the agency until August or September. At that time, the contractor

will have a more precise construction schedule and can make his erosion

control plan more specific.

9. That permanent erosion control measures he carefully inspected before the

release of the grading bond. A permanent maintenance sched{.~e should be

established and the responsible party should be designated. In addition,
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all temporary ~easu~es and sedtment should be re~ved and stabilized tn

accordance wtth the e~os|on control plan.

10. That Irvtne and Orange County collect a debrts depostt s|mtlar to that

of Newport Beach.

2
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5.0 REGULATORY PROCESS

5.! Present A~enc~ Responsibilities

¯ The Federal Water Pol|utl0n Control Act is administered by the Environmental

_ Protection Agency. Sectton 208 of the act appltes to nonpotnt sources of

pollution, such as sediment. EPA has designated the State Water Resources

Control Board as the state planning agency under section Z08. Callfornla’s

Porter-Cologne Water Ouallty Control Act enables the board to carry out Its

designated functions. These functions Include guiding the statewtde planntng

process to identify nonpotnt sources of pollution and methods of control.

In addition, the Porter-Cologne Act authorizes the board to establish water

qualtty policy for the state.

The state board acts through the Regional Water Ouality Control Boards.

.. These regional boards are directly involved in applying statewlde water

quality goals through the development of water quality plans and the use of

waste discharge requirements. These requirements set water quallty stan-

dards. For example, land use activities cannot reduce water quality beyond

the established limits. However the regional boards cannot specify the

methods by which the standards are to be met. It, therefore, falls to

cities and counties to regulate land use activities and promote best manage-

ment practices that reduce sediment production. However, if local govern-

ments fail to regulate land use activities, the regional boards may step

in and take necessary enforcement actions to prevent pollution For instance,

regional boards may order remedial work to be done directly, and then

recover the cost from the polluter. (John Muir Institute, 1979, pp. 83-93.)
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5.2 Revtsed Implemntatton Frame~ork

The attached flowchart shows recommended changes tn the 208 Co~lstruct|on

BMPs ]mplementatton Frame~ork. ~e orJgtnal fra~

Appendix A. The chart ~phasJzes ~he role of the ~sponstb~e

and sho,s the Mater ~a]Jty Roa~d as havJng ~vtew responsibility.

rec~ended that the ~gJona] board not bec~e tnvo]ved tn tn~v~dual plafl

Drepara~Jon and approval, but ~hat Jt concern Jtse]f

coordJnatJon a~ng local a~encJes, and enforc~ent p~bl~s ~n they ~cur.

The monJtortng of agency perfomance would be by report f~ ~e Jurisdictions,

and/or by Jndependent verJfJcatton by board staff. SJte tfls~ct~ons are t~

best ~ay to ensure that the manage~nt agencies are

It ts reco~ended, however, that a]] Jurisdictions continue to advtse

~egtona~ boa~d and other appropriate agencies of major grading p~J~ts b~

sending them a cow of the proposed e~oston control plans.

Thts change tn ~phasts ts most ]tke]y to affect the present ~orktng re]atton-

sh~p between Irvlne and the reglona] hoard. The board cur~ntly reviews a11

eroslon contro~ plans submitted to the clty. Ha,ever, exacted state budget

cuts ,I]] likely prevent the reglonal board from malntalnlng this hlgh level

of involvement. ~erefore, Irvlne eventually ,I]] need to ~duce its rellance

on the regional hoard for revie~ of a]] erosion control plans. The resu]tlng

increased costs to the c~ty may have to be partially offset by additlona~

charges to developers.

The regional board should also take an active part in the erosion control

training program. The board’s guidance would he helpful in developing a                -- ~ "

program consistent with water quality goals, and one which encourages unlform

enforcement among jurisdictions.                                                         --

- 115 -
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In the revised implementation framework, the board may request pertodtc re-

ports from the management agencles In accordance with the Porter-Cologne

Act, section 13225(c). One such report may be requested In October and

would 11st the 1ocatlons of qradlng operatlons, divided between regular

_ gradtnq and engineered grading (greater than S,O00 cubic yards). This ltst

would asstst the board in making site Inspections during the winter. Another

report may be requested by the board in May or June. assessing the agency’s

enforcement procedures durtng the precedtnq ratny season. The following

ttems may be tncluded in the report:

I. type and 1ocatlon of regulated grading projects, dlvlded between

._. regular and engineered gradlng;

-- 2. types and design standards of eroston and sediment control measures;

-- 3, number of Inspections for each stte;and

4. any enforcement actions taken by agency.

The board may wish to forego this detailed report If independent site Inspec-

tions during the winter indicate that the management agency is rigorously

enforclnq its grading ordinance.
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FIGURE 39

REVISED IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK

SUPIrRVl SORY R(SPONIIIL( ~I{~IIIC~L AR[VI(~ AG(~Irs

%
STATr WAT[R I~SOURCES / flANAG(M(IIT

CONTROL ~O J AK~I[S -- J NIL
I CITY ~

I
FI~

i C~TYR[GIO~L WAT[R Q~ITY ~V[R~NTSC~TR~

(~slon ~t~l Pl~

Site Ins~tlons Sl~ las~ttoas 5t~

Re~ues~ (nfo~nt ~ r~e~il actto~. ~ Retest

~ ReQuest[nforc~en~, tf requested ~ tf Ige~]
~7 ~anag~ent agency;

or If agency fails to act    ~ Request [nforc~t
Assista~e, if n~ded

[valuation ~ Final Prol~t ~provil;
Release of Bond
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.V

30 December 1995

Bay Restoration Project
2

SantaMonica
101 Centre Plaza Drive
Monterey Park, CA 91754

Anention: Ms. Stephanie McDonald
Contract Manager

Subject: BRASH Industries PIE 94-015

Dear Ms. McDonald:

It is with a sense of sadness that I compose this last Official corms~ndence on the BRASH PIE
Project. The project and all of its relevant forms Exhibit E, Dellverables, text, and general outline
information is included. Much useful stonnwater information was gathered from the various Santa
Monica Watershed cities and cities in other states.

In summary, the program was finished on time and delivered a good product. Our hope is that the
information presented at the workshops will be useable for subsequent programs and that we all have
had an opportunity to make positive steps in storm(.)water pollution prevention.

This program evolved to a "Grander~ reality then was originally anticipated in its conception. This was
made possible through the efforts of those who supported this project: Liz Allen-PS Enterprises,
Donna Toy-Chen, HTM Office, EAD City of LA, and of course Stephanie McDonald of SMBRP.
Stephanie, I enjoyed working with you and appreciate your timely assistance and support. There are
numerous agency representative, trade associations, and professional people whose assistance also
made our workshops successful.

I hope this project will be regarded by those who judge progress and success as a worthwhile model for
supporting industry efforts to implement pollution prevention programs, in a business friendly
environment.

Sincerely,

;achse, P.E.
President

/2

Eric: ~ ~

P.O. BOX 957 " VENICE, CALIFORNIA 90294 " TELEPHONE: 310-305-8637
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STORMWATER 2000
EDUCATION BEFORE REGULATION

15 NOVEMBER 1~

WORK,~!O~ I

INDUSTRIAL FACILITY COST EFFECTIVE NPDES COMPLIANCE
9:.00 - s:15 Opening

Marvin Sach~e, P.F_ BRASH IndusM~

9:15 - 9:35 The Real Results of Stormwater Pollullon

impact on #)a communi~. The cost of clean.~p plus quali~E~/e and
information d/~ma#ce/~ am~ #)e need for Storrnw~tar ~

9:35 - 10:05 Trends, Techniques, and Facity Trouble Spots
Dan Radule,~cu, Santa Monica Bay Restoration

Proie=
This section tocussad on a~e regulatory #spec~ of S~ormw~ter Mar~gemen~ It also
placed a human face on Me regu/alors. It provided insights into ~e
process, established #~at every-body is in #~e process together, ~d Me Meir ere
some very #ad operatom Met make ~ ~i#icu# for ll~se who era st/fW~ for
compliance.

10:05 - 10:20 Stormwaler Management Assistance Source~
Donna Toy-Chen, R.E.A., Hazardous and Toxic

Materi~ Program, City of LA. Environmental Affairs Dept.

The aveilabi/#y of free or low cost ~sistance is an encouraging sign for indust~
lets industry know #~st their tax do#am are b~hg uN~zed for #~eir assistanc~ not just
#~eir regulation.

10:20- 10:50 Do It Yourseff Compllance-NOI, SWPPP, Reports,
Sampling: Marvin Sachse, P~E. BRASH Industries

A b~fef explanation of ~e NO~SH/PPP process, providing self help intormation on the
comple#on of the SWM papanvo~# and sampling. Forms were Presented
SWPPP and Annual Report completion. Belween.~e-/ines insigh/s on sampling and
how 1o reduce its cos/were presented Local/tins and sources of test/’n~s labs were
offered along witt~ pdcing and sample collection and preservation guidelines.
Information on Annual reporl completion was aJso prasante~

10:50 - 11:00 Questions and Answers
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WORKSHOP II

COMMERCIAL/RETAIL STORMWATER COMPLIANCE

2:00 - 2:15 Openlng
Honorable Ruth Oalanter:. City of ~ Angeles Council Distdct Six

2:15 - 2:35 Stormwaler Pollution Impacts
Dr. James F~wcett, Los Angeles County Department of

This sac#on addressed the Incontrovertible evidence of pollution and Its
impact on the commune. The cost of dean-up plus quai#athe and quant/lat/ve
information dmma#ce#y emphasized #~e need for Stonnwatar Management Prog/wns.

2:35 - 2:50 Santa Monlca Bay Progress
Madanne Yemagucff!, Santa Montca Bay Restoralk:)n

The ovenYew of the $ M 8 R P provided pempec~es on the magnitude of the l)ay
pollution chai/enge, and more/mporlanffy, indication t~at progress was being made -
in a rsasona~e time frame.

2:50 - 3:10 Restaurant Pempectives
Geny Brattish, Caiifomia Restaurant AssociaEon

The/mpotlance of pmpe~ restaurant training and l~’ocedures to reduce stonnwatar
pollution. Specific areas of concern were paridng log maintenance, proper fac~T#’e~
maintenance procedures, floor mat washir~ Points were brought up ~t much

_ pollua’on offginatas from the purchaser not a~e foodprovider.

3:10 - 3:30 Fast Food Industry Compliance Experiences
Dan MiloJevlch, In-N-Out Burger

FTrst-hand expe/~ence in working ~Yth o~ferent munic~’pa/i#es and rerjulatory agencie~
The d/fffcu#J’es that were encountered as well as some of the cost effecUve solutions
found in the wortong wfh regulators. Th~ importance of stakeholder involvement
cannot be overlooked

3:30 - 3:50 Auto Sen/ices Comprzance
Ron Wllknlss, Westem States Petroleum Association

The automofve service industry has o~stinct stormwater concerns. This .presentation
was to assist gasoline and servk:e station operators understand the regulatory
environment as well as pollution prevenffon a#ema#’ves. Data was presented
indicating that se/wce stations contamination levels were at, or near. background
levels.

3:50 - 4:00 Self Regulation and Education Before Mandatory Regulation
Marvin Sachse, P.E., BRASH Industries

The importance of se# insl~ections and networkT"ng within an industry was emphasized
as a means of reducing regulatory scrutiny. A present da~, busines,9 sen$i#ve,
atOtude exists wdh many regulatory agencies and municipa/fies. The im[~ortance o/
dialog was stressed.
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V

DEUVERABLE CHECK UST

1) Summary report of water~=:l city ~ewlew~ and copy of =uwey form:

submits,. July lm co~ Av=ll~ ulxm mque~=

2) Technical Informetion Package: Copies of applicable wod~hop tnfonnation

3) Module-Script of general present.ion, in presenla~on form.
2

To achieve maximum audience interest regulatory experts, indusW spokesl~,
and coral:tony representatives with first hand compliance experience, were ubT~,ed m.

- fe~umd speakers. They were all ~sked to provide ~ copy of their pres~ for our

~
records. One did, it is enclosed. A detailed agenda is enclosed to define the sul~

U3a) Text of press release for module user to submit to media.

See 3b].
S

3b) Text of two, one minute pubFx~ service radio announcements for module use~ to nsubmit to radio stations.
~J

Stephanle M©Donald h. same In her poe~e.lon. The Mine Item m u~ed for
PSA ~ well Prlnt medla.

4) Two Work shops, llst of ~endees:

Encloeed.

P O. BOX 957 ° VENICE. CALIFORNIA 90294 ° TELEPHONE: 3t0-305-8637
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1) Work shop evaJuation and copy of survey
Reviewed by Stephanle McDonald, SMB Project Manager, M wod( shop. Blank

2) Sumrna~ of test C~/’$ readions to using the module.
2

Culver City, Hawthorne*, Loe Angeles*, ~ Manhattan Beech*, Santa Monk:~
(Many more cities were invited to =tend, but were unable to paniC.)
The summary of three polled cities (*) ~

* The mix of mere.

2* The Infonna~on preeented.
* first hand experlence~ =m rel~ed to storm water �ontpllanee.
* Repreeentatlon by the differmtt Impacted Indu~rle~.

* The total number of Indu~ repre~entatlve~ In attendmtce.                    ~J
* How does one ~ecure ~ttendance by the key audience?

The three cities polled expressed an interest in utilizing the module for their city’s
Stormwater program.
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DISTRIBUTION OF FLYERS
1

t~ORKSHOI~ 2
GrouD/Agancy NPDES COMMERCIAL/RETAIL

Restaurant AsInI: 1,500

Auto ReDair 1,000
City of L.A. 1,900

El Ssgundo 10 72

." Santa Monica 60 600

¯ Manhattan Beach 110
~ 2¯ Culvar City

250
Hawthorne

250 ~" "~

Various Stormwater Agencies 50

U
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DELIVERABLE: ITEM 4

A’I-rENDEE LIST - INDUSTRIAL WORKSHOP

Name Title Company

Dick Anderson Owner Anderson Yacht Maintan~nce
Jim Lee Captain Sapphire Sea II
George M Payba Inspector City of LA, Stormwatar
Ching W. Pang Inspector City of LA, Stormwatar
Tri N. Tran Inspector City of LA, Stormwatar
Dean Smith Chief Admin. Sews. Beaches and Harbors, LA County
Don Light President Uberty Metal Co.
David Conlin President Breakthrough Environmental Technologlea
Hadan Christiansofl Consultant Breakthrough Envlronmen=l Technologloa

AI-I’ENDEE LIST - COMMERCIAL/RETAIL INDUSTRIAL WORKSHOP

Tami Davidson Service Admin. Wl Simonson, Mercedea Benz
Dale W. Ma Franchisee Burger King
Michael Kissel Enviro. Specialist Cad’s Jr.
Steve A. Heinze President Vallen Enterprises
Lee Guenveur Owner Lee’$ Unocal Sewice
Mort Farberow Owner Mort’e Palisades Dell
Carrie Hayashida Enviro. Intern City of Manhattan Beach
Dina Khadavi Enviro. Inspector City of Santa Monic~
M31ok Taweil Asst. Engineer City of Ha+.wthorne
Jeff S. Ross Shop Foreman Sheddan Toyota
Bill Thomborough Vice President Sheddan Toyota
Ron W~lkniss South Coast Issue~ Western States Petroleum
Chades D. HeCoertson Pub. Works Director City of Hawthorne
Pamela Keyes Civil Engineer City of Culver City
Billi Romain Environmental City Of Santa Monica
Mark Sands Owner Overland Cafe
J(,hn Owner Johnny’s Auto Repalr
Mike Madan Owner Golden St~t~ Fuels

~, ,



Appenaices
V

¯ L

Santa Clara Valley~
Nonpoint Source Study 2

Volume I: Loads Assessment Repo~

Santa Clara Valley Water Ois~¢t

F~a~

Woodward-Clyde Consultants

8720 ~ ~ SA
Kinnetic Laborato~, Inc.
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Appendices
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Santa Clara Valley
’ Nonpoint Source Study 2

,~.~ Volume I: Loads Assessment Report ’
~

Submitted Io l

Santa Clara Valley Water District n¯ U

Feb~ua~ 22, 1991
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APP[NDIX A
FIELD NONITORIN6 PROGRAN

A.I   r oouc  o.

The fteld monitoring program was designed to provide da              -
tze runoff concentrations and to estimate nonpotnt source pollutant loads

entering the Lower South Bay from Santa Clara County. Non|tortng during

storm events was conducted to provide data to calibrate and verify the
hydrologic and pollutant simulation ~odel. Hydrological and water �lualtt¥
data associated wtth base dry-weather streamflows were also �ollected to
esttmate dry-weather annual pollutant loads. A secondary objective was to
obtain tnttlal Information on the toxtctty of both storm-related and dry-

weather flows in streams entering the Bay.

The fleld monitoring program utlllzed three t~es of si:atlons, as follows:

¯ Land use stations - Small, relatively homogenous ’land use catch-
ments were selected to represent major land use categories.
from these catchments were used as input to the loading mo~el.

¯ Stream stations - Stations that were located tn
of watersheds and which received a composite of storm, runoff

waters from multlgle land use categories. Stream stations were
monitored to provide data to verify the loading model.

¯ Reservoir Stations - Stations located ir~edlately below the water

supply reser~at,’s. These were utlltzed to provide data to
establish upstrea~ background water quality conditions and to

estimate loads associated with reservoir releases.

R0054359
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The field progra~ can be conven|entl¥ desa’tbed tn term of the                   L

fol lo~tng elements:                                                       -

¯ gater quallty ~onttortng ,as conducted tn ~ree Imxjr~eleaents:
vet .either, dry weather, ind reservoir r~letse, tlet-~eather

.ater qualtt~ monitoring �onsfst~l of ~nftArtng mter qulllty It
land use and strea~ stlttons for seven ster~e~e~ts. Storm c~-
postte sables were collected. The I)Uflmse~f this saapllng

to p~ovtde a bests fr- estimating po1111tent l~ldS ~urtng
ston, events. Zn orGer to esttalte loMs durtmj ~lnter base flo~

pertnds and su~e~ dry-weather pe~t~ds, dr].~eethm-weter auellty
monttortn~ .as conducted by obtetn|n~ Feb sl~p|es et the strell

stattons etght ttmes through the progrm. To pt~tde tnfometton
on the ~ater queltty of .eter released froe rese~t~s, one round

of rese~vot~ ~eleese .ate~ quelft~ monttorln~.i~ conducted et
stattons t,~,edtate]y do,nstre~ of reservoirs.

"
¯ Bottom sedtment sa~pllnq ,es conducted It the fc~lr StrelB

stations. Thts sampling *~$ conducted qulrl:erly throughout

ftrst yee~ of the study. The pu~ose of t~ts ~gmttorfng was to

evaluate the role of bottom sediments is both e source end stnk of
pollutants as$o¢lated ,tth nonpotnt source rgl1Otrf.

¯ The b!oass~ ~esttn~ program .as destgned as In tn|~tal screening
o~ ~oxtct~ exerted by .e~o.eethe~ sa~]es obta’lned f~o~ land use
and s~rea~ stations and dry-~eethe~ sables £~, st~ea~

A-3
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In addttlon to the lbove, i number of spec|l] studfes were conducted to

address spectffc concerns. These stud|IS exalltned: (1) dissolved oxygen

concentrlttons durtng storm events It selected strem stltfons, (2) dts-
¯

solved metal concentrlttons |n runoff, (3) settling rites of Suspended

par~tculltes tn stor~ater collected fr~ streea stlt|ons, and (4) con-
¯ centrattons of fecal st~eptococcf bacterta |n stom~aters.

¯ A.2 SAHPLZNG STATZONS

¯ The selection of approprfate sttes fo~ the fteld ~onftortng progrm was
crttfcal to characterize sto~ater runoff pollutants; The following

| sections dtscuss the selection crftertl ~d the chlractertsttcs of the

selected catchments and

A.Z.~ Se]ectlon Crttertl
Spectflc stte selectfon crtter|l fo|~o~ed the gen~rl| guide|tries

¯ p~ovtded by Shelley (1979). Crltertl used to select spectftc aonttortng
sttes ,ere (1) catchme,t chlrlctertstlcs. (2) hydraulic factors, and

(3) accesslbl]l~y and safety.

¯ Ca~chme~ characteristics of prtmar~ concern tn se]ec¢lon
sta~tons were representativeness o~ ]and use, overl]] stze of the cI~ch-

¯ men~, and uniformity of ]and use. In practice, the ~ltter t,o concerns

tend to operate tn In oppost~e fashton, thus constraining the

of many catchments for s~ttng o~ monitoring sca¢lons. Nl~h Increasing stze¯
of ~he catchment, ft becomes more unlikely ~hst the requtremen¢ for unt-
fom1~y of land use can be me~. [n the case of strea~ sta~t.ons, tt ~as de-

J strable ~ha~ ~he s~attons be located as far do~ns~re~ tn ~h.e ~atershed as
possible, 3e~ ups~rea~ of any ~tdll ~nfluences cha~ ~ould adversely affect

¯ ~he ~a~ng curve.

¯ H~d~aullc factors ~ere ~m~or~an~ considerations tn selec~ton of bo~h
lan~ use and s~eam s~a~ons. Zn ~he case of open-channel s~a~lons, t~ was

A-4
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necessary that each be located at a site with an extst|ng stage-discharge
rating or at a stte ,here adequate stage-discharge ratings could be estab-
lished. Similarly. It was essential that manhole stations have suttable

hydraulic characteristics for Installation (and calibration) of the
~eirs. Thus. the fol|o~tng hydraulic factors wre tlllortlnt considerations

fn the stte selection process:

¯Locatton at a stte with an ex|sttng stage-discharge rattng or at a
site having a suttable control ~here a reliable rattng curve could
be developed

¯ Uniform and stable channel conditions for ¯ dtstlnce equal to at
least six channel ,idths upstream of the stltton

¯ Lack of ttdal influence or backwater effects caused by do~nstrem

obstructions

¯ No evtdence of surcharging or submergence over the normal range of
precipitation (manhole installations)

¯ Adequate distance from major tributaries tn order to allow for

complete mtxfng

Safety and accessibility were Important considerations, primarily to
avold accidents and injury, but also to ensure that field ~’ews felt

sufficiently safe so they exercised due care in conducting the field

effort. Considerations included avoiding heavily trafficked areas or areas

where light and/or visibility created conditions conducive to an accident
with passlng cars or t~cks. Cholce of statlon locatlons was also

influenced by accessibility and secur(ty, and wherever posslDleo stations

*ere located on SCVWO rlght-of-way ~hlch was secured,

R0054362
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A.2.2 Catchment and Station Characteristics

The following describes the catr.J~ent and statton charlcter’lsttcs for
land use and stream stat|ons. F~r reference, Table A-Z su~rtzes ge~ra~

tnfomatton a~ T~]e A-2 gt~s estt~s of the ]1~ use mix o~ each

catc.nt.

A.2.2.1 Land Use Catc~.ts. ~ I~ use c~tc~nts ~ ~]~ to
~Present the fo]~t~ ~ ]~ use ~tegortes: ]tght ~ heav~

Statton L1 was a]tght Industrial site located on Junctton Avenue. The
catchment dra|ns ¯ 22-ac~e tndustr|a] plrk bordered by Charcot Avenue. Dado

Avenue. and Coyote Creek (tn S~n Jose). The statton was located tn a

~nhole on Junction Avenue near the Southern Pactftc Railroad (SPRR)
]tnes. The storm drain dt~aete~ ~es 30 |nches. and a sharp-c~ested ~etr
was p~aced In the ~nhote to f~ll|l~te flow~easurea~nts. Truck traff|c

on Junct|on Avenue was often beav~ ~rd on one occas|on was sufftictent to
create vibrations that broke the lO-|tter glass bottle tn the automatic
s~mpler suspended below the m~nhole.

Station L2 was a heavy-Industrial site on a catchment that ¢~ratns Ualsh

Avenue between the SPRR 11nes and Lafayette Street (tn Santa Clara). Thts
28-acre catchment tncluded w~re~ouse distribution centers Involving heav~

truck traffic, a used-car parts distributor, a co~nerctal carpet cleantng
service, a printing shop, and small miscellaneous manufacturing and office
facilities. Initially there was an open drum storage area that was

associated with a carpet cleaning facility; however, the drums were found
to have been removed on afteld reconr~tssance conducted on December 5,
1988. The station was located in the right-of-way east of the SPRR 1tries
in a manhole with a 20-inch-diameter storm drain. A weir was Installed tn

the manhole for flow measurements. There was evidence of an i~ltctt
discharge at this station in August 1988 that was analyzed and shown to be

strongly caustic.

R0054363
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Tabt~ A-I. STAIION ~S~qIP|ION

|

type el Principal Drainage Aree

O~si~nal~on Stition    Locitio~ retaliate Jurlsdlcll~    Land Use (acres)     ~veyance ~arks

tt tlnd Use Junction Avenue, San Jose .See Jose industrial 23 ~0" R.C.P. Manhole stltlon, with weir

between Cheroot park Inst~l led

neer S~ t industry instal led

~er streets, Insta I led

n~th el Sunny-

veto Coltrons
~ ststl~

resi~ntlal
(hi I Iside)

LS Lend Use Sunnyvale East $unnyv0lo SCV~ singlo-f~lly 2~ chonneliled Highly-or~lo chin~l~ rating

~hannol, no4r rosi~ntlal " ~vol~4

Fre~nt Avon~ (vii lay)

L6 Lend U~ Pmsettl and Sinai CIIrl Sante ~ltl-llllI 15 )}" R.C.P. In~ll little, iith ~lr

HI I t l~s, heir CI~4 resl~nt Ill Instil led

Sen T~es
[ epressuay and

~t 4~.



ldble A-I. StAll Ol’4 I~S(~IPflON (continued)

~,~gnatlt)n Side.on    t ocet;on to(:ation Jurlsdict/o*~     t~nd Use (acres)     Conveyance R~arks

t 7 tend Use Stevens Creek, Santa Clara SCVtlO 0pen 8,410 natural Retina developed but not
above Stevens COunty (forest) �OnSidered reliable because of
Cree~ Reservoir b0cklater effects

I fl t and Use Peckwcx)d Creek, Santa Clare SCVtdO open 6,464 nalurdl SCVIdO
at Jacks~ Rsn(h ~nty (rgnchlg~d)

(easI of Ander-
son Reser~lr)

Sch~I

Chonnel~ at
Bayshore

frontage
(A.P. See 21

S) Stre~ Guedalupe River, Sefl ~se ~V~ mixed IS,~ aetna1 ~ gaging stotl~ ~. 16~
at San Jose

S4 Stre~ ~yote Creek,     Sen ~ ~V~ ai.ed ~9,5S3 ~at~l ~ hl~-fl~ gaging

RI ReservOir ~1~ Stevens .    Senti Clare ~ ~n IO,924 natural ~ g~l~ stati~ ~. 44
Releoso Creek ~ser~Ir ~nty

(~.P. Sis



Table &-l. SIR|ION D[SCRIPI’i(3~ |concluded)

type OI Prlnclpll &linigo Arol

R2 Reservoir Belly Lexington Santa Clare SCVilO open 2|.859 natvral SCVVO gaging station No. 61

Release Reservoir ~unly

R) Reservoir Gel’o. Guadalvpe Senti Clara SCVliO open ),608 natural SCV14) glglng station No. 17

Release Reservoir Countv

R4 Reservoir Gall. Almaden Santa Clara SCViiO ogen 7,661 natural SCVIdO gaging station No. 16

Release Reservoir County

RS Reservoir ~elov Calero Santa Clara SCvtlO o~en 4,421 natural SCVIIO gaging laotian No. I)

Release Reservoir Cl~nty

R6 Reservoir Gelow Ancler~ Santa Clare SCVIIO opell 134,?17 natvral SCViIO lailn9 station No. 9
, ReI¢Is ¯ Reservoir Co~nty~)



51.11 i(,,, Arel ReSident lalc Industrleld Rv~arks
(Acres) ODin lay ;4edi ~ High Comnorc III L~ght ~ovy Ot~r

II Junction ~ve. 2

I ~ ~r^.(es ^nd 6ea~er 76S SO 47 resld, density
° 6-7 d.u./lcre

|4 Hale Cre~k 16)) ~0 80 resld, density

" I-? d.u./icre
LS Sunnyvele [est,

e! fremont Ave. ?.080 6 49

L6 Passetta and

" 6-7 d.u./ecre, other
lind v~ I~lu~s
chgrch

K~I (9 ~res)

at ~mp ~ostonoen 0,410

L6 Pe(k~d Creek 6~464

52 Sunnyvole (ass
at 8oyshore 3,437b 41

54    ~yote Creek 79.~5~b 64 4 24

Ra’,ed on county and �~ty generel lend use plans as compiled by SCVIdO (proJections 9enerilly ringed ~tmn I~ ~d ~)~ field r~neissonces
aerial photos.
not Include 4re0s ~vo upland rosor~lrs.

~nltion of I~-, ~dl~-, end high-density resldentlol differed ~gst ~nlclpolitles, ht ~Nrolly vet el fillets L~--I to 5 ~lling

un,ts/acre; ~dl~--6 tO l? dwelling units per Icrl; High--greater th~ 12 Mlllq units W xre.
Ll~ht-industrl41 lend use refers to Industrial perks ~d hJ~ tech~l~y ~vfKt~l~. ~ I~stry refers to we tr~ltl~l muf0ct~lng
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Statton L3 was a manhole statton located at the Intersection of Frances
and 8eamer Streets, north of the Sunnyvale Ca]trans Statton. The 300-acre

catchment represented commercial and stngle-fmtly resldenttall land use and
tncluded the Sunnyvale Town Center and the Caltrans statton. The dralnage

area was approximately bounded by the SPRR 11nes (north), Mathtlde Avenue
(west). Sayvlew Avenue (east), ~nd O]tve Avenue (south). A weir was also

Installed at thts statton.

Statton L4 was located on Hale Creek near Magdalena Road. It dratn$ a

1633-acre, low-density (1o2 dwe111ng units/acre), single-family residential

area tn Los Altos Htlls. The station corresponded to SCVWO gagtng statton

No. 33, whtch e~loys a sloptng concrete weir as a hydraulic cont,1 for

flow measurament.

Land use Statton LS was |ocated on Sunnyvale East Channel at Frmnt

Avenue. It drains a 2080-acre p~domtnantly sing|e-family residential

area. The monitoring station, located in a short earthen reach between
Fremont Avenue and Ashbourne Drive, was Just upstream of a concrete apron

and box culvert whtch pass under Fremont Avenue. The channel ’was subject

to extensive bank and bottom erosion, espe¢ta]l~ In the area downstream of

the box culvert below Ashbourne Drive.

Station L6 was a 85-acre catc~unent consisting of a ~ltl-famtly
resldentlal area bounded by Passetta, W111Ia~s, and Monroe streets, and

Deborah Drive, and a slngle-family residential area located along Sheraton
Drive and El Capltan Avenue. This catchment also included a church and

school. The station was 1o~ated in a manhole near the San Tomas Expressway

and the SPRR. The second manhole upstream of the station was l~ocated at

the Junction of Passetta and W1111ams streets. The storm drain in the

¯ anhole was 33 inches in diameter. A weir was ins:~11ed at this station to

better estimate flows.

A-11
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Station L7 was on Stevens Creek, Just upstream of C~n~ Castanoan
8rtdge, above Stevens Creek Reservoir. The 8410-acre dratnage area                    L

consisted primarily of steep, heavtly forested land tn the Santa Cruz

Nountalns.

Statton L8 was a second open land use catchment (6464 acres tn area) .L
located tn the Dt~blo Range and dratntng primarily open ranchla41do The ~’~
statton �orresponded to the SC1ND gagtng statton No. 57 on Pacb~xxl Creek,
upstream of Anderson Reservoir.

A.2.2.2 Stream Stations. Four stream stations ~ere selected at locations
near the Bay, but above the zone of ttdal Influence. The purpose of the

stre~ stattons was to provide a means of maktng loadtng estimates fro~
large catchments solely wtth measured flow and water quallt~ data. Such
estimates could then be used as a check by comparing ftndtngs wtth the

model predictions (based on the upstream land use characteristics). The
follow|rig is a description of the stream stations.                                 , ~’~

Station $1 was located at the SCVWO gaging statton No. 26A, located on
Calabazas Creek near Wilcox school. The drainage area Is 14 square m11es
and consists of approxlmately 80 percent resldential/comerclal and 20

percent open (Table A-Z), the latter of which Is located ~ostly In the
upland portions of the catchment In the foothills of the Santa Cruz n
Mountains. The control is a sloping concrete ~elr. U

Station S2 was located on Sunnyvale East Channel. Just upstream of

Awhanee Avenue (a frontage road along Bayshore Freeway). Th,s catchment

9

has an area of 5.2 square miles and is wholly urbanized, consisting of
residential (68 percent) and co~ercial (32 percent) land use on the valley

floor. The station corresponds to the SCVWD gaging station NO. 74. The

control is a sloptng con-rate weir.

A-12
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O

These two stattons vere selected to be representatfve of the smaller
L

more urbanized wltersheds on the west sfde of the Study Area. ~

Statton $3 vas the USG~ statton No. 1119000 on the Guadalupe Rtver,

located downstream of the confluence vtth Los Gatos Creek. Thts statton
has a total dratnage area of 146 square mtles and fncludes Los Gatos Creek
and Lexington Reservoir, Guadalupe Creek and ~uadalupe Reservoir, Ross

Creek, Alamttos Creek ~nd Almaden Reservoir, and C~lero Creek ~d C41ee9
Reservoir. Thts statlon was selected because tt dratns a large urbanized-

area that fs accurately gaged. The area of the catchment below the
reservofrs ts approxtaately 85 square sfles. The land use fn this area ts

30 percent open. 61 percent residential. S percent cume~ctal, and 4
percent fndustrfal (T~ble A-2).

Statton $4 ~as located on Coyote Creek at Montague (xpressw~y at the

SCVWD high-flow gagtng station No. 2060. Thts catchment tncludes Upper Z
Penttencta and Sflver and Thompson creeks, and Anderson and Coyote

reservoirs. The catchment area below Anderson Reservo|r ts approximately !- -~

120 square m11es, 64 percent of whfch fs open ranch l~nd located fn the - /
foothills of the 01ablo Range. The remaining ~and use �ons|sts of 30
percent resldentfal, 1 percent co~erctal, and 5 percent Industrial 4~
(Table A-2). The SCVWD gagtng sta¢ton at this locatton was destgned to

Urecord only flood stages, so thts station had to be rated for more typ|cal

lo, er stom-event flo~s. ~

A.Z.2.3 Reservoir Statlons. The reservoJr stattons ,ere located at SCYI~O        "
9aQ1ng s~at~ons belo, Stevens Creek, Lexington, Guadalupe. Aleaden, Calero,

and Anderson Reservoirs (Table A-l)..                                             ~’J

R0054370
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A.3 SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM

A.3.1 Hydro 1 o(Iy

The fteld study was designed to collect accurate ltydrologtcal
Information at each statton to quantify discharges throughoul: the

to collect flow-weighted �omposite samples. Thus, mmnttor1~| OF stage
(water depth) was performed �ontinuously throughout the year,, It

stattons that had year-round flow.

The maJortty of open-channel Stations were located at s11:es whtch had
previously-established stage-discharge curves. Two of the olin-channel

stattons (L5 and LT) requtred establishment of new stage-discharge
curves. A third statton ($4) requtred establishment of the !low-flow

portton of the rattng curve.

Flow rattngs at al1 four manhole Installations were 1nit’lilly
ted using a standard weir-rating formula. These rattngs were. later cali-

brated at manhole installations L2o L3, and L6 ustng dye-dilution methods.

A.3.2 Water quality

Water quality constituents included In the field monitoring program

were selected based on the following

¯ Constituents previously identified to be a major concern In Lower

South Bay and its tributaries

¯ Constltuents prevlously identified as prevalent in urban runoff
studies conducted as part of EPA’s National Urban Runoff Program

¯ Pollutants expected to be present in surface runoff waters from
the Study Area. based upon industrial sources, or other sDectflc

local knowledge

A-14
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¯ Pollutants Identified historically tn ~npotnt s~rce ~noff

samples collect~ within the Study ARe

The overall ~pro~ch of the water qualtty studies was to exmtne a wide
range (or "full sut~e) of potential pollutants in t~ earl:f phases of the

study end then develop a mre refined 11st (or "reduced sut~e’) of ~11u-
tents based upon ~sults of the tnlttal su~eys (Table A-3).. One analysts,

o~a~phosphate ~sttctdes, was added to the reduc~ sut~ Imt was later

eliminated, because ~ ~re detected.

A.3.3 Sedtment I~uellty .
The overall lpproach ~d 11st of sedtsent ~uellty constiFtuents "-

(Table A-4) ~ere stmllar to those deserted for the water que11~ tes~tng
..

progr~. The prt~ difference tn ~he sedt~n~ ~elt~ p~ was ~het ’-
the reduced suite of constituents was ortgtne11~ ex~ ~ ~atn the

"
b~der scan of o~tc �ont~tnan~s provtded b~ the s~l-vol~tle (EPA

.- ’
625) GC~ analysts. 1~ ~as ortgtnall~ expected ~h~= ~ ~er o~ prtort~

. ~ ~pollutan~ �~ou~s ~14 be de~ec~ed tn sedt~nts, ~e ~o thetr 1~

solubilities and ~t~ ~endenc~ ~o associate ~t~h fl~ particles. Oue ~o            ~- -~
lo~ levels o~ ~hese c~pounds de~ec~ed, ~he ~tnal sut~e of constituents

focused ~re dtrectl~ on pol~nucle~r aromatic h~drocar~ns (P~) tha~ are

~produced as b~-produc~s o~ tn~e~nal c~bus~ton engtnes. -

Organophosphate pesticides were analyzed tn ~he sedt~n~s on onl~ one             ~

occasion. Stnce no~ were deLec~ed tn ~he s~ples, ~hls g~up oF co~ounds

~as no~ tncluded tn la~er enel~ses.                                           _    ~

A.4 SCHEDULE                                                                     ~

The fteld monitoring p~ogr~ *as tn~ta~ed tn Feb~uar~ 1~88 end
cc~ple~ed ~n Ap~11 1989. Ftgure A-1 sho,S ~he schedule end Table A-5 g~ves

spectftc s~pltng da~es. A s~ngle survey ~as conducted ~o assess ~he                    ~
qua11~ o~ ,~e~ discharged ~om stx ma~o~ ,ese~votrs tn ~he Sen~a Cla~e

A-15
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L

~rable A-3.
SUITES FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF gATER QUALITY SAMPLES .

3as.___s Co~lete Sutte Reduced Sutte

rganlcs Total Organtc Halogens Total Organtc H~’l~ens
TOC TOC

2
Semi-roll, ties PgA (~0)

Org~nochlo~tne pesticides O~g~nochlo~t~
608) (~o8) (~)

Chlorinated herbicides
(s~so)

le~als, Total A~senf¢ A~sent¢
Cl~fum Cl~
Ch~tum (total) Chr~ (totll)

Ch~omtum (hex~valent)
CoD~e~ CoDper
Lead Le.d

2
Mercury Mercury
N~cke] N~cke]
Selenium Se~en~
Silver Silver ~ ....~ ,
Zt~ Zinc

~ utrients TKN TKN
NH3-N
NOz and NO3
Tot,~ Phosphate U

3ac~er~a Total and Fecal Total and
coltfo~ coltfom

~her BOOS BOOs
Temperature Tempe~l~ure

Total hardness
Tur~td~t~

k A-I6
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Table A-4. SUITES FOR CHEHICAL ANALYS~S OF SEDIMENT QUALITY SAMPLE!~ -

Class Complete Suite Reduced Sufte

Organtcs TOC
- 2Volattle$ (8240-GC/MS)

Semt-volattles PNA (83~.)
(82~’0-GCII~) -Organochlortne pesticides Organochlor~ne pesticides .(8o8o) (8oeo)Chlorinated herblcfdes

(8zso) -
Metals, Total Arsentc ArsentcCadmtu~ Cadmtu~Chromium (total) Chromtum (total) ’

Chromtu~ (hexavalent)Copper CopperLead Lead
2Mercury MercuryNtckel NtckelSelentum SelentumSilver SilverZtnc Ztnc

Nutrients TKN
NH3.N

--

Other n
Sediment particle stze .. U

A-17
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4. Wel.Wealher Tox~ly

S. Dry-Wealher Toxic#y

6. Sedimen~ Sampling

7. D,ssolvod Oxygen 11|

e. D,sso,vod Me,al,

9. So.ling Column Tests

Fecal Sir ¯pie¯¯oct
¯

Figure A-I. SAMPUNG SCHEDULE
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Table A-5. SAHPLING DATES

Sampllnq OateaProgr~ Element Round Honth Oay Year

(1) Reservoir Mater Qualtty 1 February 26 1988
(2) Dry-Weather Mater Quality 1 February 26 1988

2 Narch 30 1988
3 May 11 1988
4 August 22 1988
5 Oecember IZ 1988
6 February 1 1989
7 April 6 1989

(3) Wet-Weather Mater Quality 1 April 20 1988
Z November 23 1988
3 January 23 191PJ
4 February 4 1989
5 February 9 1989
G March Z 1989
7 March 25 1989

(4) Wet-Weather Toxicity 1 February 9 1989
2 March 2 1989
3 March 25 1989

(G) Ory-Weather Toxtctty I December 12 1988
2 February 1 1989
3 Aprt] 6 1989

(6) Sediment Sampltng 1 March 30 1988
2 May 11 1988

. 3 August IZ2 1988
4 December 12 1988

(7) Dissolved Oxygen 1 February 9 1989
(8) Dissolved Metals 1 March 25 1989

Z Apt11 6 1989
(9) Settling Column Tests 1 March ;!5 1989

(10) Fecal Streptococci Bacteria 1 ~a~ar~ ~!3 1989

e ~t~a~ date on~y; sampling often cont|eued for one or two
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Valley. The reservoir water quality survey was conducted on February

1988, concurrently with the first dry-weather water quality sur~ey.

A total of seven dry-weather water quality sur~ey$ e conducted

during the 1S-~onth field progrma. Four of these studies were �~ucted
durtng winter ~onths. two during the spring, |rid ~ne in the

following a lengthy dry parted.

Seven wet-weather (i.e., storm) events were sampled to obtain water
q~allty data. The first and only storm event s~led in the 1987-88 wet-

weather season occurred on April 20. 1988. The six remaining storm events
that were sampled occurred in the 1988-89 wet-weather season. The first
significant rainfall of the 1988-89 wet-weather season was s~led on

Xove~ber Z3, 1988. The red, thing ftve storm events monitored were In
J~nuary, February, and I¢~rch 1989,

Three wet-weather toxicity tests were conducted in February and March

1989. Dry-weather toxicity testing was coordinated with the December

IgO0, and the February I and April 6, Igag, dry-weather water quality

surveys.

The sediment sampling was fully co~pleted during the ftrst year of the
study. The final quarterly sediment survey was co~pleted on IOece~ber 12, 1988.

A number of other progra~ elements classified as "special studies" were

completed in association wtth storm events sampled in early 1989. Detailed

monitoring of dissolved-oxygen levels was perfo~d at the four stream
stations on February 9. Concentrations of dissolved metals were added to
the suite of constituents measured tn storm runoff during the March 25 and

April 5 storm events. Experiments on settling rates of suspended parttcu-
laL=~ were conducted on samples collected on Hay 25. A special survey of
concentrations of fecal streptococci bacteria was conducted in association

with the January 23 storm event.
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A.5 EQUXP~ENT

A.5.1 Statton Oeslgn
T,o generalized statton destgns ~e~e employed tn the fteld s~udy. The

most co,on destgn was for monitoring flow and water qua]try tn open

channels. Thts configuration v~r|ed sltghtly among the several stations.        -

depending upon spectflc s|te charectertsttCSo The second t~pe of statton
was destgned for monitoring flo~ and water quality w|thtn stom se~ers.          -

The following destgn considerations were comon to both station _
configurations:

*[ntakes must be protected from large objects transported by the
stor~ater runoff.

¯ Xntakes must be located tn ¯ well mtxed area not subject to burtal

or emergence.

¯Water veloctty tn the ~ntake ho~e during s~mpl~ng must be
maximized to maintain particulate maCer~al tn suspension.

¯ Intake hose m~tertal must be appropriate to avoid metals and

organic contamination of samples.

¯ Sample container matertal must be compatible wtth holdlng s&mples

to be analyzed for both trace metals and organtc compounds.

¯ The peristaltic pum~s must be capable of delivering conslstent

s~mple volumes, regardless of tntake hose length and changes tn
hea~ associated with the rise an~ fall of stage tn the water body

betn9 sa~pled,
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¯ Automatic samplers should not exceed a head difference of 20 feet

above the water in order to prevent deterioration in water

velocities wtthln the intake and decreasing precision tn sample

vo]ume.

All intakes were placed in cages constructed of quarter-inch stainless
~od. These cages w~re destgned to deflect moderate-$|zed objects around

the Intakes and the pressure sensors. Coarse ste|nless steel tntake
screens were used to reduce the likelihood of blockage wtthtn the sample ’

tubtng.

In most Installations, intakes were positioned ~etween 2 and 4 inches
above the bottom, as recmmended by Shelley (1979). Thl$ range was

believed to be a reasonable compromise between avoidance of bed~oad
transport and keeping the tntake submerged. When b~se f~ow condtt|ons

allowed, the intake was positioned higher tn the water �olumn. For
example, the base stage tn Coyote Creek was typically around 3 feet, so the

tntake at thts statton was positioned 1.5 feet off the bottom.

The JIB-inch (i.d.) intake hose was constructed of polyethylene on the
outside and Teflon on the inside. The polyethylene provtded the requtred

physical strength whtle the Teflon provided a suttaJ)le material for
handling samples whtch would be analyzed for etther metals or organic
compounds. The bore diameter of the tntake hose was selected to maxlmtze

the velocity of flow wtthtn the hose (in order to prevent settling of
suspended solids). An tnternal diameter of 3/8 inch was calculated to
maintain the minimum velocities of 1 to 2 fps at head differences of up to

Consistent sample volumes were obtained over a wide range of head

differences by devele~-~t and use of an algorlth~ which could compensate

for changes in head pressures. This algorithm was part of the specialized

so~ware developed to control the automatic samplers. The number of pump
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rotations necessary to obtatn a sable volume of 500ml was calculated as a - ~ V
functton of tntake hose lerKJth and an Instantaneous ~easure of head
pressure between the pu~p and surface of the ,ater. Thts value could be

calibrated fn the fteld to compensate for spec~ffc statton �onftguratfons.

The composite $~ple containers provtded co~,erctally by I$C0 ~ere .
|napproprlate for �ollectfon of water for analysts of both trace ~etll$ and Z
organtc ¢oa~ounds. ~o~os|11cate glass p~ovfded the best alternative f~
collection o£ water to be submitted for metals and o~janl¢$. Thus 10-

liter, borostlJcate ~edta bottles ~ere used to replace the standard

containers. ~

Although the open-channel ~d mnhole |nstallattons shared �~mon

destgn c~tterla, the aanhole ~nstallat|ons
~u~ed Installation of ¯ prt~y con¢~o~ devtce to t~se accuracy of

f]o~ me~su~en~s, p4r~t~l~r]7 ~ l~er f]o~s.
~etrs ~e~ used~ because they ~e f~nd to be ~he ~st �ost-effec¢lve

A.S.2 Metr~
A~] we~rs utt~tz~ In the manhole fns~]]~ttons were

=ade ~rom qu~er-t~h sCee~ pieCe. The hefghts

generally l~u~ one-h~]f �he df~eCer of e~ch ptpe. A
wtth a ~tdth equal to one-qu~ter o£ the pipe dt~eCe~ and
one-sixth of ~he df~ter wls placed fn the center top

to fact~t¢lte lc~rlte selsur~n~ of ]o,er f~o,s (see F~gure A-2).

Each wetr was seared by stainless stee] c~ble ~o eyebolts se~ In ~he
~all of the manhole. This both prevented the ~etrs f~m becomtng lodged tn

~he pipe Jf ~hey ~e~e to b~e~k loose du~fng I s~om even~, and J~ ~11~ed
fo~ qutck re~val of the ~eJ~s, ff ups~e~ floodtng were to occur. Hoses

were a~tached to the b~ck of ~he ~et~s to
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A.S.3 Automatlc Samplers and Staqe Recorder~

Automatic samplers and stage recorders .ere deployed ~n all of the
open*channel and ~nhole Installations. [ach system consisted of an

Node1 2700 composite samplero a Campbell Sctent|f|c ~del CR-IO Data L~ger

and Cont~ ~le. ~ ~ pressure sensor. GeoKon ~el A~-I Vlbratt~
~lre pressu~/tmrature sensors ~re Initially Installed at

stations. T~se sensors ~ selected ~or the study on the b~sts of thelr
extrm durability ~ ~�~racy. Neve~he]ess. a ~r of these sensors
~ere obse~ed to drt~t ~t of specifications tn t~ e~r~y stages of the

study. These sensors ~ then replaced ~th the ~ly available O~ck
~e] POCR-8~ t~t~ntum pressure sensors. These O~ck sensors p~v~ to
have both excellent accuracy a~ st~tltty characteristics under ~ variety

of fte]d co~tt~.

The ISCO c~stte s~lers ~re us~ to ~, cool, snd s~ore
s~les durtng s~m events. The standard P~gr~able read-only

(PRO~) untts ~ch contatn the tnst~ctton set for the s~lers .ere
specially ~dlfted to a11o. ~ull external �ont.1 vta the s~ler~s

fl~eter ~nput data ~r~. A~]. pu~ ~unc~tons could then be cont~lled
externally by the C~pbel~ Scientific

C~pbell ~cten~ftc CR-ZOs ,e~ used at esch station to provtde overall

storage ~dule. T~ ~es o~ d~t8. htgh-~esolutlon stom datl and

continuous (dr~- a~ ~e~-,eather) hydrology da~4, ,ere recorded b~ the
logge~. D~ta ~re ~ndes~c~lvely retrieved by use of a standard,

portable ~ape deck. The tapes were ~hen ~ead by an

mtcroc~uter ~tth a C~bell Scientific PC-201 card. 1~ l~he d~ta du~
de~ec~tve, ~he s~ton could be revisited 4nd ~he dats ~e~rteved agatn.

The s~om dst~ ~mo~y regls~er s~ored detat~ed tn~o~al:ton on ~he
events. Including ~he ~me ~he s~om mode wss tn~a~ed, ~he ~tme
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sample was taken, and the stor~ ~unoff volume represented by each sample.

After �ompletely ftl]lng a lO-]tter s~]e container, IS-~tnute-~ve~lged
values for t~er~ture, stage, a~ fly.re stored tn the atom

~tster untt] the st~tton ~s vtstt~ b~ the fte~d ~s to cha~e
contat~s.

The �ontt~s hydro]~ ~ry ~tster m~tnt~t~

t~e~ature and stage data. These data ~re contt~s~ ~co~ed durt~
s~om events and base ~]~ ~lttons.

A.5.5 Soft.are to Intttate and Temlnate F3o. C~oslte
Software Installed tn each CR-IO ~as destgned to contt~s~y ~n~tor

s~age at each ~nltort~ sta~ton ~ t~n automatically tnttl~te

~Ighted �~ostte s~]t~. P~ssu~ sensors ~ere Interbred ever~
seconds to detemtne stage. Ftft~n~t~te averages of the stage data

then stored and ~ater used to evaluate ~hether s~om s~]t~ s~d
Initiate.

The soft~l~e enabled sto~ s~lt~ to be tn!~t~ted, b~sed ~ ~th
re~atlve and absolute crlteria. At the end of ever~ IS-mlnute Inte~a~,

stage or f~ow data (using stage-discharge equatlons) were c~pared to those

obtained during the prior IS-ml~te interval. Sto~ s~11ng

Inltlated, if percentage 1~eases In one of these par~ters exceeded

given criterion, t~plcal]~ 20 percent. This criterion could be modlfled to

adjust sensl~Ivlty of the "trlgger," based upon the specific hydrologlca]

characterlstlcs of each station.

In addltion to co~arlng relatlve increases In either stage or flow,

stom s~pllng couId be automatically initiated If the IS-minute ~verage

stage measuremen~ exceeded a set value. This trigger was particularly

useful for stations that, under certain conditions, did not increase

rapidly enough in stage to exceed the re]ative criteria or wl~ere no base

flow, s were present.
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Flo~-wetghted composite s~mpllng could also be terminated by software
control of the system. The data loggers were

stom s~p11~ ~e once the stage d~pped ~1~
th~n the stom Initiation or trtgger s~age.

au~a~tc~11y wtthout ftrs~ ft111ng

A.S.6 ~qutpmnt and ~nstalla~ton
[ns~rumenta~ton open channel Installations ~s �ontained tn’

~s~-but1~ 2-~ x 4-f~ x 30-1rich s~eel enclosures ~unted on concrete
pads. ]n natural channels, condut~s for ~nt~t~n~ of p~essure sensor
le~ds and ~a~er tn~ake ~ubtng .ere ~s~=11ed ~hrough ~he �onc-~’~e pad

led underg~u~ ~o ~he channel. ]n S~ cases~ ~ short �ondut~ (app~x-
t=a=ely 0.5 ~o 1.0 ~ee~) ~as Installed be~en ~he tns~n~ enclosu~

ad~acen~ s~t111ng ~ells. The pressure sensor could ~hen be Installed tn
~he s~tlltng ~11 ~ere t~ .as .e11 p~ected from potential vandalism.

For Installations ~here both stl~
bo~h ~he pressure transducer and tntike hose ~re ~n tnto the stt111ng

well. The lntike tubtng was then ftshed thr~gh the lower co~ntcatton
po~ ~nd mounted a~ the bottom of the ch~el.

Each s~om sewer Installation wes c~pletely contained wt~htn ~he

exts~lng manhole ch~e~s. All equtp~n~ was suspended
slings ~om eyebolts Installed tn the cohere wall ~ust under the m~nhole
cove~. A ~-pe~son fteld c~ew ~as ~equtred

Involving ~e~val of the s~pltng equtpmen~ ~ the manhole. [la~a dumps
end ~ou~tne ~nt~or~ng of s~a~!on operation could be pe~omed by one

person, since the systems co~un~cat~on port was located l~edta~tel~ bel~
~he m~nhole cover.
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A.6    SAHPLING METHOOS

A.6.1 Ffeld Procedures and Tra|nfnq
A detatled set of Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) vere developed

for al| phases of the fte]d eonftorlng progrm. The SOP �ontained the

following procedural |nstructtons:

¯ Standard Observations
¯Intttal setup of the composite samplers
¯Stom monitoring station software Initiation
¯ Battery replacement
¯ Data retrieval
¯ $~ple re.ova! and handlfng

¯ Sample transfer and trackfng

F~e~d tratntng sesstons ~ere held prtor to each stom season for

perso.nel expected to participate tn stom monitoring. The tratntng
sesstons tnvolved revtew of the SOP and hands-on experience tn

~nterrogatlng a model storm monitoring statton.

Additional training was ~rovtded In the fteld durlng station
tenance v~slts. Less experienced f~eld personnel were routfnel¥ deployed

w~th key pro~ect personnel. Th|s enabled greater dlssemtnat~on of
Important station-specific knowledge (e.g., locatton and special handllng

needs) and provt~ed an opportunity to prac¢tce station Interrogation sktlls
that would be needed durtng the Intensive storm monitoring events.

A.6.2 Grab Samples
Grab samples .were taken for all water samples that were not approprlate

for analy$1s from the pumpe~ composite sample. Grab samples ~ere necessary

for blcterla, vo]atlle organics, pH, and dlssolved oxygen.
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T.o methods were used to obtain grab s~mples of water. The primary U

method Involved dtrect collection of the water sample fn the s~nple T.
container. The open container was attached to a stafnless steel rod. Thfs

enabled the open container to be fully fmersed as near as posstble to the
centrotd of flo~ ~ e11Btnated potential �ontaalnatton of the $~01e. ,~
Thts method was applled to samples collected for bacteria, volatfle

organics, and pH. Van Oorn (1.5-11tar) bottle s~nplers were used for P~)
collectfon of s~ples for measurement of dissolved oxygen.

The guldellnes followed by Ktnnettc Laboratories fteld personnel for
grab s~pllng durtng storm events ca115 for collectfon of s;a~ples tn the

early phase of the stom, certafnly durfng the rtstrKj 11mb of the               -
hydrograph. Host of the grab samples collected tn thf$ progrlllwer~

performed ~n the’early phase of the stom.                                   "

Sedtment grab s~les were collected efther by use of c:lean stainless
steel scoops or by scraptng the sedt~eflts dtrectly fnto the s~ple

containers. Four to £1ve different scrapes were taken to �:omprtse a st~le
s~le. A conscious effort ~ls ~de ~ s~ple ffner-gretned Sediments In
depositions1 e~eas o~ the s~em ~d. Zn seve~l cases, appropriate

sediments were dtfff~lt ~o loca~e. Zn such cases, p~ofesstonel Judge~nt iwas used ~o ~oc~te ~he ~st app~p~tate sedt~nts along a gtven reach.

A.6.3 Automatic S~lers
S~]tng o~ s~o~ter ~no~ was accomplished primarily by use of

~dt~e4 ZSCO composite s~plers. T~.eutom~tc s~le~s were destgned to       -
~ake 500-ml altquots of ~nof~ water ~ ttme lntervlls corresponding to

gtven vo]ume o~ wa~e~ flowtng by the ~n~to~tng s~a~ton. The volu~
~noff ~Dresented by each 500-ml s~le w~s a user-specified value. The

def~ul~ se~lng ~or each stte was 1/20 o£ the expected ~uno£~ volume ~o~

0.25-Inch s~o~. The samDl~ng ~e~e a~ 8 gtven station c~ul.d be el~e~ed

~he ~leld by Increasing or decreasing ~hfs value. [t was necessity to
edJus~ thts ve~table based upon bo~h s~le volume ~e~ut~emen~s (e.g.,
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additional analytical and bloassay water requirements) and anticipated

rainfall in excess of O.2S inches.

The percentage of the total stom represented by each composite sa~ple
varied widely among ston, events and stations (Table A-6). The precipita-
tion, runoff, and required sample volumes were important factors In

detemtntng the percentage of the storm from vhtch flow-veight .ed composites

were attained. After depositing 19 samples (9.5 liters) into the composite
s~ple container, the monitoring system would go Into standby mode unttl
visited by the field crew. High sampling rates or brtef, tnte,se pertods
of rainfall occasionally caused the composite samplers to flll too reptdly

and enter the st~ymode. This would cause loss of storm coverage until
the statton was revisited by the field c~. Low s~mol|ng rates or lower

than anticipated rainfall would result tn good storm coverage but
inadequate sample ~olumes.

A.6.4 Effects of Partial Storm Capture on Load Estimates
In the field monitoring efforts, it Was not always Possible to secure

samples over the entire runoff period, for use in the flow-welghted

composites that were analyzed. In some cases, this was due to the

inability of field crews to reach all stations before runoff began. In

most cases, it resulted from the sample collection container filling before

runoff from the event had terminated. A record was maintained of the
fraction of the total runoff volume that was sampled and incorporated in

the samples for water quality analysis. This information Is su,mnarlzed in

Table A-6 which lists, for each event at each station, the ratio of the
sampled volume to the total volume of runoff.

As the listing indicates, the storm fraction sampled varled from event

to event at any si~e, and the pattern was not consistent from site to site

for a specific storm event. Fifty-seven (57) of a possible 70 station-

events produced composite samples that were analyzed for water quality.

Four station-events were missed due to equipment malfunction (SM). The
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Table A-6. PERCENT OF STORH EVENT RUNOFF SAHPLEDa
T.

Stationsb

Oate of                                                       -
Sto~

Event No. Event    L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 $1 $2 $3 $4

2
1 4-20-88 21 95 98 NS SIC 33 SN 40 57 100.

2 11-23-88 100 90 97 N$ 75 95 17 33 61 50

3 1-23-89 NS N$ NS NS 73 N$ 3� 50 57 N$

4 2-1-89 35 3c 85 70 73 SI4 40* 29* 66 40

5 2-8-89 33 56 100 100 58 36 40 53 46* 63

6 3-2-89 32 79 100 50 100 100 51 99 65 74

7 3-23-89 N$ N$ 78 60 100 95 36 50 SM 67

" 2
a The ratto of the volume sampled to the total volume of runoff ts the

percentage of the runoff sampled. -b Samples were not obta|ned at Station L8 because of lack of runoff;
samples were obtained at SLat|on LT, but the rsttng curve was affected
by downstream activities.

c The percent sampled was considered too small for the data to be
considered representative. U

NS Not sampled (often because of lack of runoff). ~-~
SM Sampling equipment malfunctioned.

* Volume sampled did not tnclude the Storm peak.
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0remaining nine iNS) produced no water quality samples, often due to lack of

runoff.                                                                        L

An evaluation of the potential effect of the percentage of an event
s~mpled on the esttmate of the site median concentration ($HC) whtch was

used tn developing pollutant load estimates was structured’on the basis of
the following considerations.

2

¯ The data set as a whole covers a wide range of sampled fractions;

and a significant spread tn percent sampled also ~pp|tes generally
to Individual stations.

¯ The qualtty data exhtbtt significant variability, wtth each

station having a different mean or median.

- Concentrations of different pollutants have different orders of

magnl~de.
2

¯ Working separately with individual pollutants at individual sites               ~.

provides too small a sample for reliable analysis.                             ~

To evaluate the effect of the fraction of the storm s~mpled, each [MC
(event mean concentration for the site-event for each pollutant) was first n
normalized by computing the ratio of the Individual concentration value to U

the SMC for the corresponding pollutant and site. Individual ~MCs are lwl
tabulated in the Volume I Appendix document. The $MC values used are those

presented in report Tables 6-2 and 6-3. Pollutants used in tl~is analysis

were those for which nearly all measurements were above detection limits. ~,,,,.E
This set included six metals (Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, Ni and Zn), plus TSS, BOO and

Total Mardness (TH), to have several different basic pollutant types

represented. The normalization procedure reduced all the data to a co,~non

basis, and provides a sample size of about SOO values for analysis.
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A comparison of the normalized pollutant concentrations in relation to
the percentage of the storm event that was sampled is dtspIay,ed by Figure

A-3 for the Land Use Sites, and by Figure A-4 for the Stream Stations,

Pollutant concentrations for the Land Use Sites provided the primary
basis for the load estimates. A good basts for compartsonextsts here.

because 42 percent of the site-events c~,otured 90 to 100 percent of the
runoff (65 percent captured more than 70 percent). The dtspl~y indicates
that the variability tn measured concentrations of the ntne different
pollutants is unrelated to the fraction of total runoff volume captured,

There are a small number of individual values that deviate substantially
from the median, but the bulk of the results (all pollutants, all sites.

all percent captures) fall lnto a relatively narrow band etthe~ stde of the

stte medtan (Ratto - 1). Note that each SMC reflects a series-of events
wtth an appreciable range of percent ca~tu~es.

On thts basis, we conclude that the pollutant site medtan

concentrations, which provtded the principal basis for load estimates, are
not distorted by the lower percentages of total runoff that ~re sampled

for some events. This situation, therefore, has not influenced the load
estimates that were developed.

Results for the Stream Stations are generally stmtlar, but with the
difference that less than 10 percent of the values apply to events where
more than 90 percent of the runoff was captured. For these stations, 8S

percent of the values apply to events which captured between 30 and 70
percent of the storm flow. There is no trend indicated either" within this

range, or compared with the limited data at 100 percent runoff: capture.
The single set at 3 percent capture (event 3 at station Sol) would be

appropriate to exclude, although thts single set of values will not have a
significant ~2.~ect on the overall stud) r~sults.
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The strea~ concentrations were uttltzed in the study for coeparlson

wtth projected tn-stre~ concentrations c~t~ f~ the la~ use               -
~ff. The dtffere~es (~asu~d co~entratt~s ~ ~nststently g~ater

than p~Jecttons b~sed on la~ ~ff) p~t~ ~ b~sts for a co~tton
f~c~or. The v~t~ton In pe~en~ capture of event ~ff ts ~ t~tcat~

to Influence estt~tes of st~ co~ent~attons. ~ver, ~ause ~e

of this dat~ ts b~s~ on ~ to 70 ~ent c~ ~ ~ ~1 ev~
values, there Is a s~at g~ter u~e~itnty tn ~

estimates for the S~re~ S~8~tons, ~han ts t~ ~ for the ~a~ Use Sttes.

A.6.5 F~o.-Ratln~
Oevelo~n~ of ~ s~age~tscharge ~latl~lps ~ ~tred at th~

open channel sts~tons ~nd thee m~nhole statt~s. In ~le s~a~tons,           -

~tan~]ar ~tch~ ~t~s ~ Installed. FI~ ~ ~n estt~ted bas~ on
the theo~ttc~] sha~-~st~ conCra~ ~lr ~att~ (ZSCO 1979):

Q - 3.33 (L - O.ZH)H2.5
2

L =wtdth of the weJrc~est (ft)
. - stage (feet) - I!

Thts equatton was vertf|ed by performing low-flo~dye dilution measurements       _

at the ~anhole stations. ~ese tests t~tca~ ~h~ s~ calibration of
Lhe wet~ equa~ton was requt~d for flow wtthtn the ~etr ~ch ~ sta~tons

~ and L3. As ~ ~esu]~, the fo]1~t~ r~t~ ~es~used fo~ ]~
flus tn these wetrs:

Q - 1.73H"’85 (SLa~ton ~)

Q - 1.83H1"79 (SLatton L3)                                         -
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Rating curves for stattons L5, LT, and $4 were developed from discharge
measurements. Rating curves were developed only for low flows at station

$4, since a htgh flow rattng curve had previously been developed by the

SCV~D. Figures A-5, A-6, ~d A-7 show the rating curves for these three
stations. Oischarge masurements for these stations ~ere generel|y good.

For station $4. the rattng curve was developed from 10 flow measurements,
~nd a good ftt was obtatned to these data. However, the rattng c~s for

stations LS and L7 are at best of fair qualtty, given the l~ nu~
(three) of discharge ~easu~nts used at each station.

Cu~ent-meter surveys ~ere conducted to develop sta~e-dtschlr~e data at

the three open-channel stations. Discharge methods ~ere Bide

standard USGS methods (US~ 1970). It was desired that at ]mt six
discharge measurements be taken over a full range of st~Jes |n order to

obtain re~tab]e rating tnfomation at each stte.

Dye-dt]ution methods ~ere used to verify wetr equations at three of the

four manhole stations. (At these stations, provisions for a ~ter supply
could be a~anged wtth the local water supplier.) Intra-actd Rhodmtne
was used as the tracer. Rhod~tne ~rr ts a nontoxic, fluorescent tracer dye

that is co~only used tn applications such as this. This dye tls stable and

is not eastly adsorbed to particulates.

Flow was established at each statton by use of upstreaa fire
hydrants. Dye of a known concentration was ln~ected tnto the t~lrbulent
flow at an upstrea~ manhole by use of FH[ constant disp]ace~nt piston
pumps. Stage, temoerature, and dye concentration ~ere then ~easured Just

upstre~ of the wetr at the subject statton. Periodic water sa~|es
obtatned for later laboratory verification of dye concentrations tn order

to provtde backup ~o the field fluorometer and to make certain that
concentrations were tn the ]1near response range of the f]uo~ometer. Oue

~o the ]tmtted flow capactty of f~re hydrants, verification of the
theoretical ~etr equations was only posslb]e fo~ ]o~-f]ow condttt~s.
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, 0
A ~odtftcatton of the channel occu~ed at one statton, L7 (Stevens !.

Creek at Ca~p Castanoan Bridge), mtd.~y through the study. That alteration
requtred establishment of a second rat|ng cur~e. A mll rock des wu

~ constructed Just belo~ the station in order to enhance the water supply ~
system for Ca~ Castanoan. This ~a was breached durtng a.stom tn earl~

~ l~arch, at which time the Inltiml flow rat|~g w~ re|sl~ted.
2

t( A.6.6 Special Studies - Dissolved Oxj~jea
Hany of the previous studtes involving nonpolnt source water qualtt~y

have been conceded a~)ut depression of dissolved oxygen levels |n the

receiving waters. A stngle Intensive study was conducted at each of the
four stream stattons to measure dissolved oxygen concefltrattons durtng end

after slumberer discharges.

i)tssolved oxygen was measured for a pertod of ~pi~tmetel¥ 35 hours
using duplicate Wlnkler tltratlons In 11eu of polarogrephlc memJ}rane probe

techniques. The tltratlons provide m much more mccurmte estimate of dis-

solved oxygen, particularly in the presence of otl ~ grease. Polare-

graphic oxygen probes can become raptdly desensitized tf conteminated with
ot 1 and grease.

Otssolved oxygen results did not show any signs of depression for

four stations studted. The O0 results are summ.artzed here ~nd sho~n tn
Appendix 0.8. For station S-1. O0 ranged fro~ 8.9 to 11.8 m~J/L, and O0

levels ranged from 8.6 to 12.2 for statton S-2. The IX) concentrations ~ere
stmtlar for stations S-3 (9.7 to 10.4 m~j/L) and S-4 (8.5 to 9.6 .~J/L).

A.6.7 Special Studies - Otssolved Metals
Two s~npltng .rounds .ere conducted to evaluate the relattve

contributions of dissolved metals and particulate-associated ~etals tn

storn~water runoff. Both dissolved and total metal concentrations were

¯ easured in all stormwater s=ples obtained during each storm event.
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O|ssolved metal samples were subsa~pled fro~ the composite storm
samples tn the same ~nner as the total ~tal s~les. Prtor to fixation,
the dtssolv~ ~t~l s~les ~ ftlte~ thigh 0.45~t~n pol~r~n~te

ftl~ers. The filtrate ,as subsequently ActdlFt~ wtth HNO3 to a pH of less

than 2.

2
A.6.8 ~peclal ~tudles - ~ett11~ Colu~

A pre11~Inar~ scree~1~ o~ the sett11~

p~sent tn’the ~P~ d~scha~es f~ the smd$

set~]t~ tests on s~les t~en f~ e~chof the strem stattons (S-1, S-2,       -

S-3, a~ S-4) durt~ the stom ~ff event tn ~ 19~.

Thts effort was destgned to provtde tnfomat|on on sett]e~bt]tty, for
reference and potential use tn the consideration of tssues such as

detention bastn controls, sedt~ent accm~latton and scour tn strea~ beds,
end pollutant accm~Jlatlons In bty sed|lents.

Because of the nature of the test procedure ~d the variability
expected of parttc]e size distributions tn stor~ater runoff, the results
obtatned should only be considered to provide a general approximation of

the settling.characteristics of particulates that are Introduced
South San Francisco S~y by nonpotnt sources tn the study

The tests ~ere performed using a settltng co|umn constructed from an 8-
Inch In dt~neter by 5-foot, Z-|nch-]ong lucite tube. Four s~ple ports are

located at l-foot Intervals.

The column ts ftl]ed to the top with a sample of the water to be

tested, and then.stirred to distribute the settleab]e solids unlfom]y
t~’~’lghout the column.
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V,
; A s~ple at ttme zero ts analyzed to establ|sh tn|tfa] conditions.

11 Total suspended sollds (TSS) was selected as the pollutant analyzed for
L, these tests¯

W Samp]es are then withdrawn from each port at selected ttme Intervals
after the start of the test. They are ~a]yzed to dete~fne the

concentration of T$$ that remafns at the sample locatfon after the elapsed

tfme Interval.

The difference between each such concentratfon and the amount, present
Initially ts used to compute a percent remva].

$tnce each comb|nation of depth to a sa~p|e port; and e|lpsed t|me to

the sample reflects a spectftc dlstence settled |n a spectftc tnterva| of

ttme. each sample corresponds to a settling ve|oc|ty (feet per hour). Each
such value corresponds to a percent removed value computed from the
measured concentrat|on.

T̄he results can be Interpreted as the percentage of the T~S tn the

s~ple that have settltng velocities equal to or greater than the value
represented by the port depth and s~ple ttme. The results are then

plotted to p~ovtde an Indication of the frequenc~ distribution of pollutant
settllng veloc|ttes tn the s~Bple.

Test results are su~artzed In Table A-7. Thts table 11sts ~th the
measured concentratfon and also the percentage of the tnfttal co~Jcentratton
that each value represents. Zt also lists the set of settling velocities
(fn feet per hour) that are computed fro~ the varfous combinations of depth

and s~mple ttme. Note that the combinations e~ployed result In eultfple
measurements for some settling velocltles. [n the table, the set.tllng

, velocities are 11sted Jn increasing rank order, and for each of t.hese the
~ corresponding removal percentage ts tabulated for each of the fount samples.
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Table A-7. Settling Column Test Results

MEASURED TSS CONCENTRATIONS               PERCENT TSS REMOVED
STA sellling lime

sample 2    6 12 24 48 <--hours-> 2 6 12 24 48

leel

S-1 85 mort = inilial TSS
1 53 34 25 6 14 1 38 60 71 gl 84 Vs % Greater Ihan2 59 40 30 13 9 2 31 53 65 85 89
3 53 39 23 13 10 3 26 54 73 65 88 WIv S-1 S-2 S-3 S-44 76 43 26 25 23 4 11 49 69 71 73

0.021 84 64 45 86
0.042 91 68 45 $9S-2 28 mg/I. iNllal TSS m dlsl FT 0.042 89 71 82 77:>, 1 12 9 14 9 10 1 57 68 50 68 64 0.063 88 54 77 68"" 2 15 16 19 9 8 2 46 43 32 68 71 0.083 71 50 64 543 30 24 14 $ 13 3 -7 14 50 82 54 0.083 85 68 77 674 31 22 17 12 3 4 -11 21 39 57 89 0.083 73 89 86 76
0.125 85 82 59 64
0.167 60 68 77 38S-3 22 mg/I . initial TSS
0.167 65 32 59 541 19 5 8 12 12 I 14 77 64 45 45 0.167 71 57 68 682 24 9 9 5 4 2 -9 59 59 77 82 0.250 73 SO 18 553 17 15 18 9 S 3 23 32 18 59 77 0.333 53 43 59 464 19 17 9 7 3 4 14 23 59 68 86 0.333 69 39 59 55
0.500 38 57 14 16
0.500 54 14 32 23S-4 69 mg/I . ildlial TSS
0.667 49 21 23 201 58 43 32 26 10 1 16 38 54 59 86 1.000 31 46 -9 132 60 37 32 23 16 2 13 46 54 67 77 .1.500 26 -7 23 -63 73 53 3! 25 22 3 -6 23 55 64 68 2.000 11 -11 14 0

7J 4 69 55 31 22 17 4 0 20 55 68 75



Table A-8. Distribution of Settling Velocities - Pooled Test Results

SETr VELOC % Greater Than Average Average SETT VELOC
Vs ’ % Removal % Removal VI
WIv S-1 S-2 S-3 S-4 4Mes k~ Vs

0.021 84 64 45 86 70 70 0.021
0.042 91 68 45 59 66 0.042
0.042 89 71 ~2. 77 80 73 0.042

0.063 88 54 77 68 72 72 0.0~3
0.083 71 59 64 54 59 0.083
0.083 85 68 77 67 74 0.083
0.083 73 89 86 75 81 72 0.083
0.125 85 82 59 64 72 72 0.125
0.167 60 68 77 38 61 0.167
0.167 65 32 59 54 52 0.167
0.167 71 5"7 68 68 66 60 0.167
0.250 73 ,50 18 $5 49 49 0.250

0.333 53 43 59 46 59 0.333
0.333 69 39 59 56 56 53 0.333
0.500 38 57 14 16 31 0.500
0.500 54 14 32 23 31 31 0.500
0.667 49 21 23 20 28 2B 0.667
1.000 31. 46 -9 13 20 20 1.000
1.500 26 -7 23 -6 9 9 1.500
Z000 11 -11 14 0 $ 3 2.000
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Each of the samples shows

the median settling velocities for the test, which range between 0.15 and
0.45 ft/hr. Because of the variability and the nature of the test, tt

would be inappropriate at this point to simply observe that the stream

samples tested indicate a median settling ve]octty on the order of
approximately 0.25 ft/hr, and having

by Figure

"These results are �~ared with the results of similar tests repo~ted.
In other studtes in Ftgure A-lO. The principal Indication is that the
particulates tn the Santa Clara wet weather stream samples are ~pprectably

smaller in stze (lower settltng velocities) than those measured in direct
runoff from urban or htghw~y sites. Thts type of relationship can be

expected tf one coflstders that most of the bigger particles wtll have
settled out raptdly tn the stroam, and ~s a result do not show up tn these
samples.

A.6.9 Spectal Studies - Fecal Streptococci
Analysts of fecal streptococci, together with fecal coliform, provide

lnslght on possible sources of fecal contamination. Rattos of fecal
coliform to fecal streptococci provlde some indication as to whether the

contamination was of human or nonhuman origin. Ratios tn excess of 4.1 are
sometimes considered to be primarily of human ortgtn, whereas rattos less

than 0.7 are considered to be of nonhuman ortgtn. Rattos between 0.7 and
4.1 m~y be indicative of mixed human and nonhuman fecal contamination

(Standard Methods 1980).

A survey of fecal streptococci And coliform bacteria was conducted at
the four stream sites tn order to Assess possible sources of fecal

contamination in nonpotnt source runoff during storm events. (;rab samples
were taken at stream sites S1 through $4 during the third Wet-Weather Water
Qualtty event in January 23, 1989. The analyses for both types of bacteria

were conducted in accordance with Standard Methods for the Examination of

Water and Wastewater
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Results of the fecal streptococc| are presented In Appendtx 0.2-1.

Rattos of fecal collfom to fecal streptococci sho~ values rang|ng from

about 1 (53 and $4) to 10 ($1 and $2).

A.6.10 Subs~11mj Procedures~ S~ple Containers: and Preservatives 7
The 10-11ter composite samples co11~t~ f~ the ~tos~le~ ~rt~ -

s~om events ~ se~l~ ~tth Teflon-11~ ~l~thyle~ ~s, p~ck~ tn                ~
tce, a~ transported to Ktn~tlc Laboratories. ~., tn S~nts C~z for

fu~her p~cesst~. ~en ~lttple lO-11ter ~ttles~ ~11~ for a
stngle statton, It ~as first n~esssry to t~ghly bleM the s~les.           -

Blendt~ of the c~stte s~les ~ss acc~11sh~ by u~ of a peristaltic
pu~ a~ Teflon ~se.

The peristaltic pu~was also used to drw samples for each set of
analyses. $~ples for each analyses were placed tn prelabeled containers

wtth appropriate preservatives (see Table A-9). ~henever possible,

analyses requiring co~mn containers and preservation ~ere p’laced tn the
sa~e container tn order to mtntmtze sample handling.

Gr~b sables for analysts of sedtment ~ere placed dlrect’ly tnto              -

appropriate sample containers (see Table A-ZO). Inmost situations, comon
containers ~re used for collection and holdtng of sedtmonts to be anal:rzed

for (1) trace metals and tnorgantcs and (2) volattle and se~t-volattle iorganics. Stngle containers were utlltzed for organochlortne pesticides,

chlorinated herbicides, and polynuclear a~o~sttc hydrocarbons.

U
A.6.11 Fteld QA/QC

Several external or fteld qualtty control procedures were used to
evaluate potentt~l errors whtch could have been tntr..~ced dur|ng sample
collection ~r,d ;ubsequent analytical procedures. These external quallty
control checks were perfonued by b11nd submission of blanks ~nd duplicates.
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r(,le A-9. COHTAINEI~, PRESERVATIVES, AND HOLDING TIMES FOR AQUEOUS SAMPLES                   U

m Htn. Volume
~ tss Uttllzed (ml) Container Preservation Holdlng Ttme

:tal Organlc Halogen (TOX) 250 G (amber) Cool, 4"C    7
~. Teflon cap H2SO4 to pH<2

3tel Organtc Carbon (TOC) 12S G (amber) Cool, 4"C    Ze dtys
w Teflon cap HzSO4 to pH<~

:lattles. GC/HS 125 G (aJaber) Cool, 4"C    1.4 d~ys

~ Teflon

~ emt-vola~tles. GC/t~ 1000 G (amber) Cool. 4"C    7 d(extr~ct)
CH3C1 rtnse 40 d(anal.)

, x~janochlortne pesticides .1000 G (amber) Cool, 4"C    7.d(extract)
CH3C1 rinse 40 d(anal.)

.hlorlnated herbicides I000 G (amber) Cool. 4"C    7 d(~trlct)
’~ CH3Cl rinse 40 d(anal.)

,~ I000 G (a~llber) Cool, 4"C 7 d(~tract)
~ CH3Cl rinse 40 d(anal.)

"rganophosphate pesticides 1000 G (amber) Cool, 4"C    7 d(extract)
. CH3Cl rinse 40 d(anal.)

" otal ~ P Cool, 4"C    6 ~nths

r! HNO3 to pH<2 r~
~,.. Chromium, hexevalent ZOO P Cool, 4°C " 24 hours U

1; . Mercury 100 P Cool, 4"C 28 d~ys
~. HNO3 to pH<2
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Table A-9. CONTAINERS, PRESERVATIVES, AND HOLDING TIHES FOR AQUEOUS SAHPLES
(concluded)

Nln. Volu~e
Class U~tllzed (sl) Container P~ese~va[lon Holdtng Tt~e " 1

Netals (�ontinued)
. 2

0tssolved S~ P C~1, 4"C    6 ~ths -
Filter, HNO3
to ~<2

¯ Ch~l~, H~lv~lent 2~ P Cool, 4"C    24 ~

¯ ~ 1~ P Cool, 4"C    28 d~s ~
HNO3 to phi2

~trfents                                                                         -

Total KJeldahl Ntt~gen (~N) 2~ P Cool, 4"C 28 dws
~nfl (NH3-N) 2~ P H2SO4 to pH<2 . ~Nttrfte (NO2-N) 15 P
Nt~r~te (NO~-N) 15 P
ToL~I PhospA~te ~ p "~. ~

~cterta
._~

~Total and feca~ �o]tfom 1~ ~ Coo~, 4"C 6 h~ -
Feca] st~ptoc~cu~ 1~ P Coo], 4"C 6 ~

~he~
~

~OcooS 3001~ Gp Cool. 4"C 6 hours
I~H2SO4 ~o pH<2 7 d~sTot~l Suspended Sollds (TSS) 1~ P Coo~, 4"C 7 d~s - UToL~I h~dness 100 P HNO3 to pH<2 6 ~nths

P -Plasttc l~bo~to~ contat~r - ~G = Glass laboratory contatnar
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0
ble A-lO.    CONTAINERS, PRESERVATIVES, AND HOLDING TIMES FOR SEDIMENT SAHPLES

T

Mtn. Volume
ass U~t1~zed (ml) Container Preservation Holding T|me

total O~jantc Carbon (TOC) 125 G (a~e~) Cool, 4"C    28 d~ys
Teflon H2504 tO pH<2
septum

~olaLtles. GC/MS 500 G (a~ber) Cool. 4"1: 14 d(extract)
,1de-mouth 40 d(anal.)
Teflon 11d

Se~t-vola~les. GC/14S SO0 G (a~ber) Cool, 4"1~ 14 d(ex~ract
~tde-eou~h 40 d(an~l.)
Teflon l|d

Organochlor~ne pesticides 12S G (a~ber) Cool. 4"~C 14 d(ex~ract)
Teflon sep~u~ 40 d(an~l.)

~hlortn~ted herbicides 370 G (~mbe~) ~ool. 4",C 14 d(extrac~)
wide-mouth 40

PNA 250 G (Amber) Cool.
,1de-mouth 40 i

O~ganophosphate pesticides 250 G (a~ber) Cool, 4"C    7 d(extract)
wide-mouth 40 d(anal.)
Teflon 1td

ToLal                          250       P           Cool, 4"C ¯ 6months            ~J
HNO3 to pH<2

;utrtents
ITotal K~eldahl N~Lrogen.(TKN) 200 P Cool, 4"C    28 d~ys

Anoonta (NH3oN) ZOO P Cool, 4"~    28 days
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L
Table A-IO. CONTAINERS, PRESERVATIVES, AND HOLDING TIHES FOR SEDIHENT SAHPLE$ -

(concluded)

Htn. Volume 1
Class Utilized (ml) Container Preservatllon Holding T~me

2

Other_...._~s

BOO 300 G Cool, 4"C -
COO5 100 P H~$O4 to pH<Z 7 d~ys
Gra|n stze distribution 50 P CEol, 4"C

P - Plasttc labor~tor¥ container
G - Glass laborator~ �ontainer
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Blanks used In the field QA/QC procedures consisted of both field

blanks and trtp blanks. Fteld blanks were used to assess errors due to
bottle contamination and fteld sampling procedures. Field blanks were

obtatned by sampllng contaminant-free waters (furnished by the laborltor~)
using procedures Identical to those used for collect|on of field samples.

The fteld blanks for sables taken froa the �~tte stumplets w~re
obtatned by pumping contaminant-free waters tm sample �~tners. This
sa~e procedure was used to extract fteld samples from the �~stte
sable. Fteld blanks for grab samles were obtained by pouring blink wirer

tnto a sample container. Trtp blanks were uti|tzed to Issess potentt&l
contamination fro= both sable containers and coolers used for simple
transportation. These blanks consisted of contaminant-free water provided
tn a standard samle container by the laboratory. These blinks rematned

unopened in the coolers and were returned to the lllx}ratory for In~lT$ts.

Field duplicates were uttltzed to evaluate d~ta precision. Analysts of
these types of control sacples provide a measure of the variability due to
natural factors in the water body, s~ll~ p~ures ~ ~al~Ical

collected in ~ same m~nner ms theprocedures. Field duplicates were

prtmary sables and submitted bllnd to the laboratory.

A third qualtty control check conducted ~s part of the fteld program
of external sptke samples. ~mples containingWAS quarterly analysts

certified levels of contaminants were purchased from ERA laboratories tn
Colorado and the Nattonal Bureau of Standards (PNAs only). These slmples

were received by the project QA/QC officer. The QA/QC officer then removed
certification tnfor=atton and submitted the samples to each laboratory

under chal n-of-custody.
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A. 7 LABORATORY ANALYSIS

A.7.1 Constituents and Nethed~
All analytical methods ~ere etther EPA or Standard Methods approved.

All constituents and analytical methodologies used tn thts study are listed
tn Tables A-11 (water) and A-12 (sediments). All anal~rtt~l method numbers
ctted tn these tables refer to the follovdng standard laboreto~ references:

¯

APHA-AINA-klPCF. 198S. Standard Methods for the Exmtnetton of
Water and ~lste~lter - 16th Edttton.

¯ "Plulb’:
Plmnb, Jr., R.H. 1981. Procedures for Handllng a_M_ Chea|cal ,
Analysts of Sedt~nt and ~ater S~le~. ~p~ by EnvironS1
Prote~ton Agency/~s of E~l~rs T~ntcal ~t~ on

2CH~erla for O~g~ a~ Ftll Material 81-4. (~t~tal
L~oratory U.S. A~ E~t~er ~a~e~s ~rt~t S~tlon.

Vlcksbu~. Mississippi.

¯ ,EPA~:                                                                     ,

U.S, Envt~ntal ~tectton Agency. 19~ (~t~ ~).

~thods ~or the Chmtcal Analysts oF ~ater a~ ~ast~s. (EPA

eoo/ 79-o20).

U.S. Envt~ntal ~tectlon Agency. 1986. Test ~t~s for

Evaluatl~ Solld Waste, U.S. EPA ~-846, Septet 1986.

U.S. Envt~mental ~tectlon Agency. 1982. Methods For Orqant~

Chemical Anal@sls for Municipal and Industrial Waste.ata,, (EPA

~/4-82-057).
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Table A-11. MATER QUALITY CONSTITUENTS AND TEST METHODS

Class ConsttLuent Test Method

Ot~jantcs To~al Organtc Halogen (TOX) EPAgO20
To~al O~gantc Carbon (TOC) EPAg060
Volattles (Purgeables). GC/14S EPA 624
Semt-vola~lles (Base/Neutrals), GC/H$ EPA 625
Org~nochlortne pesticides EPA 608
Ch]ortnated herbicides ~ EPA 8150
Polynuclear Aroeattc Hydrocarbons (PNA) EPA 8100/610
Organophosphate pesticides EPA 614

Hetals Arsenic EPA206.2
Ced~tus EPA 213.2
Chrmt~,,. total EPA 218.2
Chromium, hexavalent EPA 218.5
Copper EPA 220.2
Lead EPA 239.2
14ercury EPA 245.1
Ntckel EPA 249.2
Selentmu EPA 270.3
Stlver EPA 272.2
Zinc EPA 289.2

Nutrients    Total KJeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) SM 420A
SM 4170A~onta (NH3-N)

Nitrite (NOr-N) SH 419
Nttrate (NO~-N) SM 41SC
Total Phosp~ate SM 424F

Bacteria     Tota~ co]tfom ~4 908A
Fecal collfom ~4 908C
Fecal streptococcus SM gZOA

Others Ftve-day Biochemical
Oxygen Demand (BOO~) ~� 507
Chemtcal Oxygen 0eiand SR S08A
T~tal Suspended Sollds (TSS) SM 209C
Total hardness EPA 130.2

A-S6
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0
Table A-1Z. SEDIHENT QUALITY CONSTITUENTS AND TEST HETHODS

Class Constituent Test Method

O~Jantcs Total O~jantc Carbon (TOC) EPA 9060
Volatlles (Purgeables), GC/lqS EPA 8240
Semt-volal:tles (BeselNeutrels), GC/MS EPA 8270
Organochlortne pesticides EPA 8080
Chlortneted herbicides EPA 8150
Pol~muc]ear Aro~att¢ Hydrocarbons (PNA) EPA 8100/610
0rganophosphete pest|ctdes EPA 8140

Metals Arsentc EPA 506.2
Cad~tu~ EPA 213.2
Chr~tu~, tote] EPA 218.2
Chroml~o hexevalent EPA 218.5
Copper EPA 220.2
Lead EPA 239.2
Mercur~ EPA 245.1
Ntcke] EPA 245.1
Selentum EPA 270.3
Stlver EPA 272.2
Z]nc EPA 289.2

Nut.~-tents Tote] KJeldahl Nttrogen (TKN) SM 417D
Ameonte (NH3-N) SI4 4170

Others F]ve-�la.y Biochemical
Ox~ygen Demand (BOOs) SM 507
Chemlcel Oxygen Demand SM SOSA
Sediment 9ratn stze distribution Plumb

A-57
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A.7.2 Laboratory

L~o~atory p~edu~s used to ~nttor btas and precision In an~l~tc~l
~surmnts tnclud~ ~e fo11~t~:

Use of full-range tnter~l clllbrat|on standards

Analysts of l~re~ bl~ va~r for eve~ 10 stoles ml~M

~1~ of ~ l~r~to~ spt~e for eve~ ~0 $~1~

L~r~to~ ~11ts ~ 10 ~t of the fleld s~les su~ttt~
the

$p~kes ~ere ~ntended to ev~lu4te the overall accuracy of the, dora
set. Although sptktng of etther f|eld samples or contmtnant-free blank
water was permitted by the project QA/QC plan, all sptkes ~ere perfomed

2k. ustn~ fteld s~ples |n order to account for posstble eatrtx Interferences.

~’ The laboratory b]anks were conducted as part of each participating
laboratories quality assurance plans. These blanks provtded a measure of

~potential sources of contamination to the san~]es.

Laboratory splits ~ere utt~tzed to evaluate the precision of the
analytical ~easurements. The dup31¢ate data ,ere used to calculate
re]attve percent difference (RPO) values for each constituent. I~pper end

lower control ]tmtts based upon 95 percent confidence 11mtts of historical

- l~boratory spltts ,ere used to evaluate ana]~r~tca] precision and

3
acceptability of the data.

A-S8
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A.8 0ATA HANAGEHENT
t

Hardcoptes of analytical chem|stry results recetved from each contract

laboratory were entered tnto a spreadsheet database ustng Lotus 1-2-3.
Separate spreadsheets were ma|ntatned for each major chem]ca| analysts

(e.g., PNAs, organoch]or|ne pesticides) or c|lss of In~|:f~es (e.g.,              -
ph~tsfcal data-TSS, pH).

Each spreadsheet conl:afned fnfo~t|on on the type of sample (e.g.,

dry-weather, wet-weather), statton tdent|ffcatton, a sequentta| event _-
number, date of Sa~p]trKJ, ana]~rttca] ~aboratory smuple Identifier, and
target detection ]fmftsfor each ana]yte. Reported values end

detection ]tmtt on the laboratory report were recorded for each

Cop|as of the Individual l~borat’..o~j, reports (hardcopy), chltn-of-
custody documents, and the complete Lotus 1-2-3 datablse ~ere provtded to

goochvard-Clyde Consultants by Klnnetfc Labor~toHes, Inc.
-~-~

A-59
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APPENDIX B
HYOROLOGIC NODEL CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION

Sto~ater quality lo~ds for 11 watersheds were est|l~ted by first

determining the loads from each land use tn each watershed, ~nd then
sumtn9 loads from all land uses to produce loads to the b~y. Becluse l~d

use loads werecalculated as the product of flow volumeand �oncentrstton,

thts eethodology requtred estt~tes of 1) the volu~eofrunoff fro~each
land use category. &rid 2) the average concentration of pollutants from each

land use category.

This Appendtx describes the procedures used to esttl~te f]o~ volumes.
Section 8.1 provtdes an overvtew of the Stor~wa~er Nan~gement 14ode|

the rainfall-runoff lodel used to estimate f|ow volumes. Section 8.2
describes the model setup for the Santa Clara Valley, Section B.3 discusses

model calibration and verification, and Section S.4 presents estimates of
sto~mwater runoff volumes for the Santa Clara Va|ley.

The review of hydrologic data presented in Sectton 5.0 provides lnstght
into the historical magnitude and variability of rainfall and mJnoff tn the

Santa Clara Valley. However, to estimate nonpolnt source loads,, knowledge
of the sources of stom runoff is required. Runoff f~o~ undeveloped areas

will differ tn tens of water quality from ~unoff tn urban areas on the
valley floor, and little can be ]earned about the apportionment of runoff

between developed and undeveloped areas through analysis of existing
streamflow records alone. Unless one is willing to install and operate
many more stream gages for several years, the prefer-red way to estimate
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runoff from individual land uses and from ungaged areas is by using a

ralnfal l-runoff ~xlel,

1Ratnfall-~noff medals use physical and land use tnfomat|on about a

catchaent to calculate store runoff fr~ll a given ratnfa11 record.

Rainfall-runoff models vary in coq)lextty fru~ relat.~vely st~ple m)dels
such as the Rattonal Hethod (Ltnsley et el. 1982), to aodels which attempt

to represent tn detatl the physical mechanisms through ~htch ratnfall ts
converted to runoff.

]n thts s~udy, the U.$. EPA Stom~ater Hanage~ent Node1 Verston ZV

(Huber et 81. 1988) was used to esttaate runoff volumes fro~ land use areas      -
for loads calculations. This Bode1, refe~ed to as Sk~l, cont, llns a
detatled mathematical description of the hydrologic cycle, Including runoff
from Impervious and pervious areas, infiltration, percolation to the water

Z
table, groundwater flow into channels, losses due to evapotransplratlon, ._
interception, and depression storage, and routing of runoff down stream

channels. The medal also has water quality and treatment components which
are useful in evaluating the effects of control measures. Thus, $kt91 is

sufficiently detailed and general in scope to medal the processes which are
relevant to the estimation of nonpotnt source loads.

Sk~ represents a watershed as a set of hydrologic units referred to as

subcatchments. Each subcatchment is assumed to have a unique set of runoff
properties, Including rainfall, area, width, slope, Infiltration

characteristics, and percent of lapervtous areas. The model simulates [~’~
runoff over time using time steps detemtned by the tnterval at which

rainfall data are available. For accurate simulation of stor~ hydrographs,
this time step is typically ^n the order of 15 to 60 ~tnutes. At each time

step, the model performs a water balance on all subcatchments, as
illustrated in Figure 8-1. The volume of water available for surface
runoff is determined by first subtracting losses for depression storage,

_    .
infiltration, and evaporation from rainfall. The remaining water is routed

R0054418
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as runoff from the subcatchments into channels using a non-llnear reservoir
T_

routing scheme, with the outflow rate determined by Mannlng’s equation. -
Each subcatchment contains both pervious and impervious areas; runoff is ..
more rapid from impervious areas because rainfall on these areas is not -
subject to infiltration losses. Water in depression storage, used to .~
simulate storage in depressions on the ground surface, may either _ ~
I nf I I trate or evaporate.

The subsurface component of the hydrologic cycle is represented in Skim

by two storage reservoirs, one for the unsaturated zone ~nd one for the
saturated zone. The volu~ of infiltration is determined u~tng either a

Horton or a Green-Ampt infiltration model. Infiltrated w~ter th~ moves

into the unsaturated zone, where it may either remain in $tor~e,

evapotransplrate, or percolate into the saturated zone. Water in the

saturated zone may either remain in storage, flow into chmnnels, or

percolate out of the system. Flow from the saturated zone to channels is

determined based on the difference in elevation between the water table and

the channel water surface; the water table elevation ts recalcu|ated each
time step based on the current volu~ of water in the saturated zone and

the porosity of the saturated zone.

8.2 MODEL SETUP FOR TitE SAIfrA CLAIU& VALLEY

The goal of this study was to estimate total nonpotnt source loads from
the Santa Clara Valley. Thus, SWIft was used to model runoff from the

entire valley. For data management and calibration purposes, the valley
was subdivided into the 11 major watersheds shown in Figure

Streamflow data for calibration w~re available at the downstream ends of

six of these watersheds; runoff from the remaining watersheds was estlmated
using SWMM without calibration.

Prior to using SWMM, a conceptual model of the important runoff

processes occurring in the valley was developed. Based on the analysis of               j

B-5
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AREA" % of
WATERSHED (sq miles) TOTAL

Q Coyote ’ -124 33

Q San Tomas Aquinas 28 7

Q Saratoga ~17 4

Q Sunnyva~ East Channel 7 2
Q Sunnyvale West Channel 5 2

(~ Ste~ns Creek
12 3

Pennanente Cte~ 17 4

100

at~ reservoir~

~ Study area bounda~

.... Watershed boundaries

~ Stream channels

~ Reservoirs and other water bodies

Figure B-2. WATERSHEDS IN STUDY AREA
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0measured flow and precipitation data presented tn Section S.O, the         .

¯ following concepts were used to gutde the application of Sk~ to the study I,
area:

1) Orographic effects on rainfall are strong, especially tn the Santa

Cruz Nountatns.

2) Runoff on the valley floor occurs prfmartl~ from |l~ervfous areas                  Z
¯ associated with urban development.

¯ 3) Runoff from pervtous areas occurs primarily tn the Santa I:ruz
Hountains where ratnfa11 Intensities are sufficient to exceed sotl

¯ Infiltration capacities.

¯ 4) Runoff from pervious areas has a seasonal �o~ponent, with the

strongest runoff response occurring tn the late wet season when
antecedent soil moisture levels are highest.

¯

S) Storm hydrographs typically have a 2- to 3-day recession component

derived from subsurface flow rather than from surface runoff. Thls

subsurface flow is probably interflow through te~q~orarfly saturated
I areas and perched groundwater in the unsaturated zone.

! These concepts were used in determining how the SWle4 runoff,

infiltration, and groundwater algorithm~ were configured for this study,

and will be referred to in tams of specific model patterers In the

following sections. ~ectlon B.2.1 discusses how watersheds were subdivided

into SWMM subcatchments and Section B.2.Z describes procedures used to
I

estimate mode~ input parameters,

B.Z.I Watershed Dlscretlzatlon
The number and size of subcatchments used by SWI~M should be Oetermlned

by (1) the level of detail required in the model results, and (2) the level

R0054424
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of detail at which data are available, for this study, complete data were

avall~le for relatively small subcatchment$ used by the Santa Clara Valley

$Vater Oistrlct (SCVSVO) for their flood hydrograph modeling. However, this

level of detail, while l~ortant for @l~d ~eli~, is ~t ~cessary for

estimating annual-scale ~noff and water quality loads. ~r ~

Olckenson (1988) present d~t8 and exiles shying that mll su~ltChment$

can be lumped into larger S~ subcatch~nt$ with little I~$~ ~f

Info~atlon, as long ($ input patterers ~ $cal~ ~p~rlately.

Because orographlc effects on rainfall are so l~port~nt In the Study

Area, the first step in setting up sul~:atchments for this study was to

divide each watershed into subareas over which rainfall was assumed to be

unlfor~ly distributed. The number of subareas were selected such that the

variability of rainfall within watersheds was adequately represented.
Figure ~-3 illustrates the subarea breakdo.n for the Cal~$ Cnek

,atershed. The subareas sho~n are typicil of those us~ tn the miler

~atersheds In the ~estern p~rt of the valley~ ~ith three sub~rels

representing ralnfall on I) the lower v~lley floor, Z) the upper v(lley

floor, and )} the Santa C~z Hountaln foothills, fable l-I iu~¢rizes the
rain gages used to ~del runoff for all of the .atershed$ In the ~tudy

Are~.

S~ perfo~S water balance calculations and estimates flows for areas

represented by sub(atch~ent$. (hus, to estl((ta flows f~ individual land

uses each rain gage subare( was divided into sub(atch.ent$ for up to six

land use categories {open, low density nsldentlal, ~adlu~ density

residential, high den%Ity residential, co~e~lal, and industrIM), fhese

land use subcatch~ents represented "lumped areas" In that all of the areas

of a given land use wer~ ~odaled as a single contiguous subc(tcaent. In

the exile shown In Figure l-3, rain gage sub(tea i00 *a$ $u)divided into

an open su~catch~ent, a low residential subcatch~ant, and � (edlum

rasldentlal subcatch~ent. Because the land u~e breakdown for the area wa~

(3 percent open, the open subcatch~ent had an area equal to 43 percent of

8-8
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¯ Table B-1. RAIN G~GES USED TO NODEL RUNOFF IN EACH MATERSHED
L

~ Rein

~

Metershed 6a9ese Ce~tbreted?

Coyote Creek NWS. 37. 123. Z3. 99 yes
2~ Guede]upe Rtver NW$. 1. 36. 1Z3. 128 yes

Sen Tomes Aquinas Creek NWS. 79. 108
~ Saratoga Creek 77, 108 yes

Celabazos Creek 100, 108, 121 yes

Sunnyvale East 48 yes

Sunnyvele West              lzl                           no

Stevens Creek 48. 100. 121 yes
m Per~enente Creek 48. 53. 100. 1ZI no 2

Adobe - Hatedero - Berro, 24. 48. 53 no

¯

San Frenctsqu~to Creek 24, 53 no

e Rain gage numbers are based on the SCVWO .umbering system. NWS refers to
the San Jose Na:ional Weather Service gage

B-9
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F;(:jure B-3. SUBCATCHk~ENT BREAKDOWN FOR CALABAZAS CREEK
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Lthe total area represented by rain gage 100. Zn general, physfC:al

properties such as rainfall, subcatch~ent width, and sotl Inftltrltfon
Parameters were Identical for all ]and use subcatchments tn I gfven rile                 1

gage subarea. Land use propertles such as Impervious area ~ere a]lo~ed to

v8~ bet,een ]and use subcatch~nts to ref]ec¢ different ~e~]s .of                       ~

develo~nt.

B.2.2 Hodel Parameter Estfmatlon

Sk~ requires a number of par~neters descrtbfng me~ro~, catc~nt
geo~tr~, and ~noff characteristics. The accuracy It ~h~ch Nr~ters can

be estimated ,fthout ~de] ca]fb~atton rifles. Thus. Permters can
grouped as

I) Parameters ,hfch can be ~ccur~te]y estimated ~fth ~ calfbrltfon
(t.e.. catc~nt

2) Patterers ~hfch can be estimated ,lth reasonable acCUracy, ~t ~st

be reftned ~hrough Calibration (f.e., ~nfl]trat~on Par~ters)

3) Parameters whfch can be estimated on]y through mode]

(I.e., fnterff]o~ outf]o~ coefftcfents)

Table 8-2 su~arlzes the important ~del Input Patterers Ind the

corresponding estimation procedures; these are discussed In detal~( In the

following paragraphs.

B.2.2.1 Ralnfal]. Rainfall I~ the driving force In the model, a~ Is by
far the most l~portant input parameter. ~ In this case wa~ run

continuously for multiple-year simulations, and required continuous record;

"" 15-minute or hourly ralr~a!l. Therefore, the contlnuou~ rainfall

record; available for SCVWD and NWS gages In the valley were used {$ inputs

to the model. The SCVWD gages are weighing gages which record at IS-mlnute

intervals with a precision of 0.I inch. The one NWS gage, located In
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3ose, ts an hourly gage ,tth a precision of 0.01 ~nch. A detailed

description of these data ts provtded tn Sectton S.l.

The ratnfa11 record for each subcatchment *as selected by ftrst

Identifying the ratn gage located nearesZ to the centrotd o~ the

subcatchment area. The record for thts ratn gage then bec~e the base
ratnfa~l record for the subca~ctment. In selecting a b~se ratnf~11 record,
~e also compared the elevation of the eatn gage to that of the subca~c~nt

(t.e., tf the nearest gage ~re on a htgh ridge above the
another gage at ~n elevation clout to that of the subcatc~nt

sometimes selected as a ~re ~sen~a~tve ~�ord).

Once a base record ,as est~ltshed for the subc~tc~nt, the
record ~as adjusted for the average difference between ~atn~a11 vol~es tn
the subcatchment and at the ~tln gage. To acc~pltsh ~hls.

~ecords ~ere multiplied b~ court, ton factors based on the rat’lo
4nnual precipitation ~n Zhe subca~c~nt to average annual Precipitation

the ratn gage:

,here

Rsc - 15-m~nute ratn~a;~ values used tn modeling the
catchment

Rg - the corresponding 15-minute ralnfa~ tn the ratn gage (tn)

Psc " �he mean annua; retnfa~ ~n the subcatchment (~n)
Pg - ~he mean annua~ raln~a~ ~n ~he rain gage

The mean annua~ ratnfa]~ for ~he catchment ~as estimated from a~enua~
average ra~nfa~ tsohye~s. Rain~a]~ lsohyets ,cre derived from ~sohye~a~

maps provt~ed ~y the SCV~D.

I

B-13
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S~o~ patterns ~fthtn I yeir cin be hfghly varfable, Ind this

correction of rlfnf111 records blsed ~ lon~-tem annual
totals w111 certlfnly not clpture ill of the spltfll varfibfllty

fndlvtdull storm. However, the ~ethod does ensure thlt, on Iverage, the

rafnfa11 record used fn modellng runoff wtli hive the correct cumolltfve

2volume. Thts ~ethod should therefore be sufficiently Iccurltl for
estimating lnnuil flo~ volua~s Ind

B-14
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B.2.2.5 Impervious Area. Thts parameter is defined as the percentage of
an area that has no Infiltration, t.e., paved areas, rooftops, etc.
Zmpervtous areas must also be connected, and paved areas that dratn onto

pervtous areas should not be �onsidered Impervious. Thts parmter could

conceivably be measured dtrect]y from aertal photos, but thts vould be
extremely cost~ and of questionable accuracy for an area as ~arge as the
Santa Clara Valley.

The approach used here was to determine representative Impervious areas

for each land use by calibrating $~ on storm data at the stngle land use

catchments sampled in thts study. These values were then adjusted durtng
calibration of the larger watersheds to match observed runoff volumes.

B.2.2.6 Surface Rouqhness Coefficients and Oepresston Stora~eq. These
were estimated for pervious and Impervious areas using values tabulated in
the Skl/~user’s manual for vardous types of surfaces. Values tabulated for

either paved, grassy, or forested surfaces were selected based on land
use. Depression storages were.also calibrated in forested areas to

represent Interception on vegetation.

8.2.2.7 Inflltratlon Parameters. For this study, the Green-Ampt option in

SWMM was selected for modeling Inflltratlon during storm events. The

Green-Ampt Inflltratlon model, while certalnly Idea11Ied, Is mechanlstlcal-

ly rather than empirlcally based and has Input parameters that can easlly

be related to known soll propertles. For Inflltratlon durlng storms, the

model uses three parameters: I) the saturated hydraullc conductlvlty, 2) a

suctlon par~eter, and 3) the maxlmum soll moisture deflclt. The saturated

hydraulic conductlvlty represents the Inflltratlon rate at saturation. The

suctlon parameter Is used to model the effects of capillary suCtlon In the

soil. ]he maximum molsture deficit Is analogous to poroslty and determines

the storage capacity of the soil la~er that controls Infiltratlon. Values

of t~ese parameters are tabulated for each of the four $o11Conservatlon

Service (SCS) hiOrologlc sol1 groups In the SWP~ User’s ManualS. Therefore,
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values for thts study were detemtned by overlaying $C$ soll survey maps
(SC$ 1941) onto maps of the Skl~1 subcatphunts. The area of sotls In each

$~ hydrologic group were measured, and the average patterers for the

watershed were detemtned by area welghtJ~. The fo11~tng calculation

Illustrates the method for the saturated hydraulic �o~uctJvtty:

where:

K o the average saturated hydraulic conductivity for

subcatchment
A, B, C, O ¯ the four $C$ hydrologic sotl groups .

XA ¯ the percentage of the total area that are A sotls
KA ¯ the value of saturated hydraulic conductivity for

A sotls

In general, so11s In the area ranged from

the lowest |nftltratlon rates.

Between storms, Sk?et uses a simple empirical algorithm !:o de~em|ne ho~
dry sotls are at the start of the next

4n~eceden~ sotl ~Js~ure level ts an Jmpor~sn~

response Jn ~he S~udy Area, es~ectllly tn
season. 1nJ~Ja1 calibration of S~ tndlc~ed ~h4~ ~he empirical S~ sotl

~ts~u~e depletion algorithm ~as no~ edequ4~ely reproducing
of so11 mots~ure levels; sotls ~ere generally sl~uri~Jng dur’Jng every s~om
and ~hen drytng ou~ ~o ~he mext~m mols~u~e deftcJ~ ~J~htn a fe~ days.

~us, ~he ~del predicted ~hl[ s~o~s ~n February responded ~he s~e ~o
: ~nfs11 as s~oms tn ~oveJ,.~e~. The S~ sotl mots~ure deple[ton algorithm

*~s ~he~efore ~dlfted so ~hl~ ~he deDle~ton r~e end s~orege c~sct~y of
~he soll 1Aye~ controlling Jnft1~s~Jon could

�~11brs~lon. The de,lePton rA~e ~es ~efJned

B-IO
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Rt " (Fd)(PET|) (B-3)

 here:
Ri - the sot] moisture depletion rate for aonth t

P£Tt - the potential evapotransptratton rate for lionth ’1
Fd - the sotl motsture depletion factor

This modification allowed depletion rates to vary seasonally, and Fd
was added as a calibration parameter for the model. To control the storage

capacity of the sotl, the thickness of the sot1 layer controlling
lnftltrat10n was also added as a calibration patterer. Thts storage
patterer could then be ~d~us~ed ~long ~t~h ~he depletion ~acl:or

the observed season~11~ tn ~nof~.

~del ~he tnCerflo~ recession observedE.2.2,8 Interflo, Par~eters.
In ~any sto~ hy~rograp~s In the Study Are~, the S~ groundwater

configured as shown tn Ftgure B-4. The bottos of the saturated zone was

set at ~ re~ttve~ shallo, ~epth (10 to 15 feet) so that the
zone rose raptdl~ during sto~ events and re~e~sed stored ~ater tnto
chan,e~s ,tthtn 1 to 7 da~s. Thts lnterflo, system was modeled only

steep areas wtth htgh r~tnfa11 volumes; tnterflow was general~ not

o~serve~ tn v81]e~ floor catchments.

Model input parameters In the unsaturated zone Include storage

par~eters such as fleld capacity and wlltlng point, and par~eters
descrlblng hydraulic conductlvlty as a function of Sol] moisture. These

were generall~ estlmated from tables of t~plcal values for the approprlate

SCS sol] types. Similarly, the saturated zone Is Oeflned by storage

pace:tars such as porosity and rate parameters such the saturated zone

outflow coefficients. Flow from t~e saturate~ zone Into the channel was

calculated using the following moOel based on head differences between the

channel and the saturated zone:

B-17
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QZ " C(Hwt " He) (B-4)

where:

Ol " Interflow rate into the chan~1 (cfs)
~- elevation of the water t~le eft)

2Hc ¯ elevation of water in the channel eft)
C - tnterflow cr~efftctent (ft2/sec)

The tnterflow coefficient C is a calibration parameter which was

primarily used to detemlne the magnitude of Interflow into the channel.

An additional calibration parameter, representing deep percolation out of

the saturated zone, was used to steepen predicted hydrograph recesslon$ to

match observed recession curves.

S.2.2.g Channel Data. Runoff and Interflow from $$V)~ subcatc)a, ents we~

routed down channels using the SkOe~ non-linear routing algorithm. For this

study, one channel was deftned for each rain g~ge subarea, and input data
were required specifying the slope, Manntng’s roughness coefficient, and

cross sectton of each channel reach. Cross-sectional data for all streams

were provided by the SCVSVD tn the for~of,£C.2 input files used in flood
modeling. From these. ~epresentattve cross sections were selected and
approximated as trapezoids for S~ (defined by a bottom width and t,o stde

slopes). N~nntng’s roughness coefficients I~ slopes were averaged for
e~ch channel resch modeled.

8.3 S~ CALIBRATION A~O VERIFI~T(ON

Although S~ ts e state of the art model of rainfall-runoff processes,
ft. ltke all runoff ~odels, represents an Idealization of the actual

processes occurring tn 8 Cstchment. (n addition, the
of ~del input parameters is difficult to account for tn large .catChments

~tth m~ny types of geoloty end l~nd uses. Therefore. the moael must be
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0
Lcallbrated against measured streamf]ow data to produce reliable results,

The callbratton consists of runntng the model, compart~ ~:~ei prediction
to measured streamflows, and adjusting the m~del calibration P~ters

be~te~ match the observed flows. The process ts repe{t~ un~tl the
comparison between ~sured and predicted flus ts demd ~de~te.

Calibration Is then foIl~ by verification, tn whtch the c~]tbrated
ts ~n and c~red to s~re~f]ow records for 4 perl~ ~t t~Iuded tn.~he

c~]lbra~ton perth.

The following secttons describe 1) calibration criteria, 2) selection
of caItbratton per|ods, 3) calibration parameters, and 4) results for

Individual watersheds°

B.3.[ Calibration Goals and Criteria

To capture the ~ear to year varlab111ty of runoff, ~ was run
2continuously over several years during calibration and vertffcatton. Since

.the emI:hasts of this study was on annual loads from storm runoff, the

prtmary goal of calibration was to match measured wet-season total runoff

volumes. The runoff volu~ for a season consists primarily of runoff from

relatively few storm events (typically less than 15), and matching we~-
seasQn runoff volumes required accurate simulation of tndtvtdqJal storm

events.

For calibration purposes, predicted flows were co~ared to measured

flows at SCVWO and USGS stream gages. Ss~ Section 5.2 for a dtscusslon of
~’~ ’

strea~ gages tn the Study Area. A number of Parameters were calculated to

measure the qualtty of calibration. For comparing predicted versus

measured wet-season totals, the following statistics were calc:ulated:

n

t -
RMSE - M

B~AS - IO0(P - M)/N                              (B-~)
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Pt " predicted wet-season runoff volume for year t (in.)
Mt ¯ measured wet-season runoff volu~e for year t (tn.)

n ¯ the number of years tn the calibration period.

N ¯ the mean measured ~et-season runoff volume (tn.)
P - the ~ean predicted ~et-season runoff volume (tn.)

The RHSE. or root mean square e~-or, is a measure of the absolute

magnltude of calibration errors expressed as a percentage of mean runoff.
The BIAS Indicates whether the ~odel is on average over- or under-

predicting runoff volumes, and ts also expressed as a percentage of the
mean wet-season runoff volume. The go~l of calibration was to mtntmtze

both the RHSE and the B(AS.

Results of callbratlons perfomed for co~parable studtes were consulted
to dertve speclftc calibration acceptance criteria. Alley (1986)

sun~arlzes calibration results from the USG$ rainfall-runoff model DR3H for
37 catchments nationwide. In this study, calibration errors were measured

by the mean absolute deviation (HAD) between predicted and observed flow

volumes. On average, the HAD was on the order of 20 percent for the 37

simulated catchments. In a modellng study of three small urban catchments,
Guay and Smith (1988) calibrated the USG$ model DR3H to runoff data for 10

to 13 sto~s in one season. Prediction errors tn total annual runoff
volume for these three stngle lano use catchments ranged from 10 to 25

percent. In a study parroted on Pemanente Creek in Santa Clara County,

Nolan and Hill (1989) obtained calibration e~"rors in total annual flow
volume of 3 to 33 percent.

These studies Inolc~te that calibration errors are generally on the

order of 20 percent, but may range as high aS 30 or 40 percent, The

studies cited above generally focused on small (less than 100 acre) urban

catchments with a single well-defined land use. None of these studies
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0
callbrated using more than 3 years of flow data. Thus, one would expect

that the calibration errors obtained in modeling the large watersheds tn
the Santa Clara Valley for up to 10 years of flow data wouId be somewhat

higher. Monetheless, for this study a relatively aml}Itlous calibration

goal of IS percent RM$[ was used for annual flow predictions. Given the              ~’~

difficulties inherent in simulating large open areas, this goal was often

not achieved. However, the RM$($ sun~arlzed in Table 8-) range from

40 percent, and are consistent with calibration errors obtained in other

studies. Hore importantly, the biases in the model predictions are small,

and range from I to 16 percent.

Oatly predicted flo~s were compared to measured flows tn t~o ways.
First, daily predicted flows and measured flo~s ~ere plotted together over

time and visually compared. These plots .ere used for detatled analyses of

the souses of calibration errors, particularly in terms of matching
seasonal runoff patterns and hydrograph recesslons. Finally, a Kolmogorov-

Smlrnov hypothesis test was used to compare the frequency distributions of

measured and predicted daily flows. This test first calculates the maximum
difference between measured and predicted cumulative probabilities. This

difference is then compared to a test statistic based on the number of
datly flows and the confidence level. If the maximum difference ts less
than the test statistic, the hypothesls teat the predicted and measured

flows are from the same population is accepted. This test, w~lle it does

not check that the flow on a given day Is accurately predicted, does

measure how *ell the m~del is reproducing the day to day variability of

flows.

B.).2 Selection of Calibratlon and Verification Per!odl
Runoff in the Study Area varies greatly from year to year., and the

annual r~noff volume for a wet year can be ten times greater than In a dry

year. A calibration based on only one dry year would therefore not

accurately represent r~noff in wet years. Therefore, SWF~ was callbrated

and verified against as many years of strea~nflow data as were available,
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w|th approxlmately two thlrds of the record used for callbratfon and one

thlrd for verlflcatlon, AS dlscussed In Section 5,0, concurrent
and ralnfa11 data ere generally avallable for the perlod ;g74 through
with occasional gaps due to gagtng errors, data storage problems, and.

damage to s~e~ gages. Tible 8-3 su~artzes the calibre=ton ~

verification pertods for ~he vartous ~a~ersheds; calibration pert~s
~ptca11~ 4 ~o 9 ~ears tn length, whtle verification pertods~ 3

~ears long. 8o~h calibre=ton a~ ve~tftc~ton pertods ,e~e sel~
con~stn ~ mtx of we~, d~, &nd ave~age ~e~rs. No~e ~ha~ ~he~e was onl~
~eer of ds~a avail=hie ~or calibration of ~he Coyote Cr~k ~e~ershed.

8.3.3 Calibration Parameters
Table 8-4 sun~artzes the values of par~geters derlved Fr~

of SWNN for each ,atershed. For adjustment of r~noff volumes ~n

a~eas, ~he mos~ tmpo~an~ p~e~ers ~e~e ~he pe~cen~ of ~mpe~t~s

~nd depression s~orages. These pir~e~ers were espec1111y Important In dry
~eers when ll~st 111 runoff wls ~r~ Impervious ereis; ~he percent

~m~ervtous arei for each of ~he vartous la~ uses was ~herefore de~emt~
p~tmart1~ ~hrough calibration on dry ~el~s. [n open and lo~-restden~lal

e~eas. ~he mos~ Jmpor~in~ Pir~e~ers *ere ~he Green-Amp~ lnfJ1~i~ton I~
sotl depletion ptr~e~e~s. The saturated h~d~ulJc conduc~JvJ~ ~as us~

~o de,amine ~he overall rl~e of Jnft1~a~lon (and ~he~efore ~duc~Jon tn
~unoff). The soll ~ls~u~e depletion Pa~e~e~s L and Fd ,e~e used ~o

~del ~e seasona11~ of tnft1~ton (and ~noff) b~ adjusting ~he rl~e I~
~h~ch sotls d~ted ou~ between s~oms. The tn~e~flo~ coefflcJen~ AI I~

deep percolation factor OF ~ere used ~o ma~ch h~d~og~aph recessions, ~htle
CET, POR, and GRELEV deftned ~he s~orlge cha~lc~e~ts~Jcs of ~he sa~uret~

zone.

B.3.3.1 Calibration of the Percent Imperv(o.s,,es~. One of the most
sensitive model Parameters |n urban areas is the percent Impervlousness.

Runoff volumes are often directly proportional to the value of the percent

imperviousness, meaning that If thls parameter is doubled, runoff volumes
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V
0,Ill nearly double. This is especially true in urban areas with low

rainfall intensities.
- L

[stlmatton of the percent lmpervlousness can conceivably be perfomed
by direct measurement fro~ areal photographs. However, this is usually

impractical for large areas such as the Santa Clara Valley. The usual

practice t$ therefore to dertve general values of this parameter for each

land use category. However° even values tabulated in the iltereture fop

individual land uses may vary by as ~uch as I00 percent. For instance,

Table B-S compares values tabulated for Santa Clara County by (I) the

SCVWO, and {() the U.S. Ge~logical Survey (Ig77). In general, the

values are considerably lo~er than the SCVWO values. The USG~ data also

indicate considerable varlcblllty within land use cate~orles, with values

ranging from 6 percent in hillside residential areas to I0 percent in

valley floor lo~-denslty residential areas. An important conclusion that

can be drawn from this I$ that no one value can be realistlcally used to

represent all lo~-denslty residential areas, since not all areas within the

low-density category are paved or developed to the sa~e extent.

For our calibration of ~, we initially used the percent

imperviousness values developed by the SCYWO (sho~n in Table

However, use of these values resulted in consistent overestimation of
runoff. That this overestimation *as derived fro~ the i~pervlousnes$

estimate became apparent ,hen ex=inlng predicted runoff from small early

season stor~s. Runoff fro~ these stoms comes primarily fro~ paved areas,

and the ~odel consistently overpredlcted runoff from th~se storms even when

infiltration par~eters were adjusted to prevent any pervious area runoff

from occurring. We therefore adjusted the percent impervious values
do*n~ard to match storm volumes for these types of events.

Clearly, percent imperviousness is a very sensitive calibration

patterer, and should not be adjusted to account for processes that may be

better represented by the pervious area infiltration patterers. To ensure
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Table B-5. COMPARISON OF CALIBRATED PERCENT IMPERVIOUSNESS VALUES TO A
VALUES SUPPLIED BY SCVWO ()

SCV~D USGS (1977) Calibrated
Percent Percent Percent

Land Use I~pervtousness Imperviousness* Imperviousness

Open 0 2 0

L~ 35 6, Hillsides 3-10, Hillsides
Restdentttl 10, Valley Floor 8-10. Valley Floor

10-15. Eastern Valley Fl~r

Medlum 65 20 15-25
Resldentlel

High 75 3(
Resldentlml

C~rcl~l gO SO SO-SO

Industrial 90 40-S0 ~,-70

¯ Values tabluated for Santa Clara ~unty.
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that we were not adjusting percent imperviousness when calibration of

Infiltration par~ters would have been more appropriate, caI|brat|on of
this parameter was performed only to match runoff volu~$ from small storms

where little runoff was occurring from pervtous areas. The
calibrated percent Imperviousness values are shown In Table 8-4 for each

watershed, and are su~,artzed in Table 8-S. As shc~ tn T~ble 8-S, the
callbrated values are much lower than tl~ ortgtnal $C~10 values, but are
consistent wtth percent Imperviousness values tabulated by the USG$ for

Santa Clara County.

8.3.3.Z Sensitivity of the Node1 to Green-Ampt
Parameters. An important component of the SWIVel rainfall-runoff calibration

was the calibration of the Green-Ampt Infiltration parmters. These

parameters control tnftltratlon of water on pervious surfaces, and thus

play a crtt|cal role tn predicting runoff from open areas. The Green-Am~t
infiltration algorithm has three parameters: the saturated hydraulic

conductlvtty, a capillary suction parameter, and the m~xtmum sot1 moisture

deftctt. Sensitivity analyses of the model Indicated that the controlling
Infiltration parameter was the saturated hydraulic conductivity, deftned as

the Infiltration rate at saturation. Our calibration efforts therefore

focused on this Parameter, while leavtng the values of the
parameter and sotl motsture deftctt constant. As a result, ~¢castonally
the ftnal calibrated value of the hydraulic conductivity was not consistent

with the values of the suction Parameter and m~ximum sotl moisture deficit.

To test whether thts Inconsistency had a significant effect on the
model results, a model run for Cll~baZiS Creek was performed ~o demonstrate

SWMM’s Insensitivity to the suctton patterer and maximum soll motsture
deficit. In this run, the values of these two par~meters (which formerly

corresponded to a moderately permeable ’C" sot1) were forced ~o be
consistent with the calibrated hydraulic conductivity value (which

corresponded to a low ~ermeabtltty "0" sol1). Table 8-6 su~rtzes the
results of this analysts. In general, annual flow volumes were Insensitive
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Table B-6. SENSITIVITY OF ANNUAL LOADINGS TO THE SUCTION AND INITIAL
MOISTURE DEFICIT PARAMETERS

Percent Olfference from Orlglnal Model Results

Year Mixed Open Total

77-78 -3.29 -0.87 -3.00
78-79 -4.55 -2.Z! o4.Z4
79-80 o4.14 -2.6! °3.93
80-8! -1.O0 -0.65 -0.95
8!-8Z -Z.17 -0.8! o~.99
8Z-8] -3.70 -~.~0 -3.~
83-8~ -3.70 -Z.9! -~.6!
84-85 -1.54 -n.33 -),67
85-86 -2.09 -1.76 -~.0686-87 -1,10 -2,80 -1,15
87-88 -0.98 -0.65 -0.96
88-89 0.00 -8.39 -0.0~

Total -Z.93 -I.~ -~.78
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to these parameters. Annual loading results between the new ~n and the
ortgtnal run dtffered by as ltttle as .02 percent in 1988-89, and by as

much as 4 percent tn 1978-79. Total loadtngs for the 1977-1989 pertod

change by about 3 percent.

8.3.3.3 Sensitivity of the Rode1 to Time Sertes Potential
Evapotransptratlon Data. Potential evapotransptratton (PE) .as represented
In the model by average pan evaporation rates for each month of the year.

Evaporation data are used tn the model to simulate (1) changes tn

depression storage between stor~s and (2) seasonal changes in sot1 motstu~
storages. These processes prta~rtly affect the antecedent sollmotstu~
levels before stoms, and therefore are ~ost Important tn nonurban Irels.

$oil moisture levels change on a monthly or seasonal ttme scale, tndtcatt~
that predicted annual ~noff volu~es are not sensitive to day to day

changes tn evaporation rates.

Table 8-7 sun~artzes the mean month]¥ evaporation rates used in the
model and also shows the standard devtatlon and range of observed monthly
values for the period 1976 to 1988. Note that the standard deviation

monthly values is on the order of 20 percent or less of the mean,

indicating that monthly evaporation sho~s little year to year variation.

To test the sensitivity of the annual loading predictions to the use of
monthly average PE data, a model simulation was perfon, ed for

Creek using tlme sertes PE data. Table 8-8 compares the resuItt~
predictions to those obtained ustng monthly average evaporation data.
Annual loads predicted from the two data sets differed by
while the mean annual load differed by only 1.6 percent. Thus,

reasonable to conclude that monthly average PE da~a are adequate For annual
loads predict|on.

8.3.4 Ca~fbratfon and Ver~flcat~on Result~

T~Dle 8-3 su~artzes the caltbratlon and verification statistics for

all of ~he watersheds for which flow data were avallable. Figures B-5                   ._~
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V
Table B-7. NONTHLY AVEAAGE POTENTIAL EVAPOTILANSPIRATION VALUES USED IN

FLOe/ CALIBRATION
0

Standard
Mean Evaporation Oevtatton Range

(tn.) 1t..1

.30 2.,4- 3.4October 2.93
Noveeber 1.36 .26 0.8- 1.$
Oecember O. 79 .17 0.6 - 1.1
January 0.79 .13 0.6- 1.0
February 1.45 .27 1.0- 1.$
Merch 2.35 .53 1.9 - 3.3
April 3.95 .51 3.1Z - 4.3
Hay 5.25 .73 4.:| 6.7
June 6.69 .65 5.8 - 8.0
July 7.02 .88 6.0 - 9.0
August. 5.96 .53 4.8 - 6.8
September 4.48 .83 3.0 - 6.1 ~’~
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Table 8-8. SENSITIVITY OF ANNUAL FLOW PREDICTIONS TO THE USE OF AVERAGE
VS TIME SERIES POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION OATA

% 0tfference In Annual Flow Volum-

Year MIxed Open TotalLand Use Land Use

77.78 I.S 0.9 1.478-79 3.9 7.0 4.379-80 0.6 2.6 0.980-81 O.S 0.7 O.S81-82 1.6 1.6 1.682-83 0.7 -0.5 0.683-84 2.6 4.8 2.984-85 4.6 23.785-86 2.1 3.1 2.286-87 1.1 2.8 1.1
TOTAL 1.6 2.0 1.6

" I
I

5
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through B-11 plot predicted wet-season volumes agatnst measured volumes.
These statistics and plots measure how well the model was able to predtct

total wet-season runoff volumes. Durtng calibration, RN~Es ranged from 1

to 38 percent, and the BIA3 ranged from !1 to 112 percent. Durtng

verification, RM~Es ranged from 3 to 45 percent, and the BIk~ ranged from
!1 to ±16 percent. For the �ombtned period, RM~Es ranged fr~ 1 to 40
percent of mean wet-season runoff, while the SI~ ranged from ~).1 to t6
percent. The flow-weighted average RM~Es for the Study Area w~re 2S, 22,
and 25 percent for the calibration, verification, and �obb|ned pertods,

respectively. Average BIASes were -4, 5, and -I percent for these three
periods. Details on the calibration and verification p~ocess for

Individual watersheds are presented below.

B.3.4.1 Calabazas Creek. Calabazas Creek originates in the foothills of
the Santa Cruz Mountains and drains Into ~adalupe Slough. Nean annual

rainfall ranges from 12 tnches near the Bay to 32 ~nches tn the
foothills. For $W~M, the catchment was divided into three retn gage

subareas corresponding to $CVWO rain gages 100, ;08, and 121. Model
calibration was performed prlmarlly against streamflow data for $CVWO

streamgage 26a, located on the valley floor and representing about three-

fourths of the total watershed area. In addition, streamflow data at $CVWD

stre~mgage 31 were used to refine estimates of pervious runoff parameters
in the upper portion of the watershed.

Calibration and verification results for Calabazas Creek, in terms of

wet-season runoff, are illustrated in Figure B-S. The calibration for

Calabazas Creek was generally accurate and unbiased, with a RMS~ for the

combined calibration/veriflcation period of 11 percent of the mean volume

and a BIAS of I percent. The predicted daily flow distribution passed the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov distribution test at the g5 percent ~nfidence level.

The most important calibration parameters were the Green-~mpt infiltratlon

parameters, used to mo~el seasonal runoff. Matching t~e seasonal patterns

of runoff re~ire~ an infiltration la~er with a thickness of B to 10
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1riches so that the sof] dtd not saturate untt1 after the ftrst or second

’major stor~ of the selson.

8.3.4.2 Stevens Creek. Stevens Creek ts tn the vestern part of the
valley, and extends from the county boundary tn ~e S~nta C~.z ~untatns

d~ to the B~. ~s~ of the undeveloped ~rtton of the ~ltershed
tnto Stevens Creek lese~otr. Thts rese~ofr, ~tle destg~d to sto~

flows fn the wtnter for ~]ease tn the s~er, d~s �~n~y

sto~lter du~tng ~t yea~s. Mean ~nnua] ralnfa]] ra~es f~ 12 t~hes

near the B~y to 24 fnches Just hero, the reservofr, aM tS Is htgh

f~hes above Stevens C~k ~servotr.

C~11br~ton of ~ ~s perfo~d only for the ~rtfon of the ~ltershed
below Stevens Creek Rese~olr; £~ows out of the ~servotr ~ represented

by ~he record for SC~ gege 44. Rltn gage sub~s ~ desfgn~ted for
SCV~D ratn geges 100,~, a~ 121. The ~de~ was cl~fbrated Igafnst

~sured f]o,s a~ SC~ gage 35, Jus~ north o£ ~he Central Expresswly. To

dete~tne ~he ~unt of ~no£~ occurring bel~ the reservoir, flus
gage 44 (t~edtate~y ~I~ the reservoir) were subtracted f~ flus

gage 35. Also subtracted from the gage 35 record ~re diversion flo, s
Pe~anen~e C~eek fnto Stevens Creek (melsured by the dtffere~e between
SCV~D gages 32a and 37). Calibration was ]fmtted to the ~r~od 1975

1983, when the dfverslon gage 37 was dtscontt~ed.

Ftgu~e B-~ sho~s the clltb~tton results ~or S~evens Creek (Irels

downs~re~ of Stevens Creek Reservoir). The ~SE ~or the �~btned
calibration/verification pertod was 34 percent of the ~an annual flow, and
the BIAS ,~s 1 percent. The ~del generally perfo~ed well, except tn ~he
19~1-82 season. ~hen ~he ~de~ ove~predtcted runoff by abou[ 60 percent.

Th~ ~r~dic~ed dally f]~ dfs~rtbut.~on passed ~he
dls~rlbu~ton ~es~ at the g5 percent confidence level. Because ~he

do,ns:ream of ~he reservoir ts mostly u~banlzed, the percent 1�pervious
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V
0Infl Itration parameters were also important In modeling seasonal effects on

runoff o                                                                       L

8.3.4.3 Sunn),vale East Channel. Thts watershed fs a small urban area
extending from the Ctty of Cupertino down to the B~y. Mean annual ratnfa11

"     1In the basin ranges from 12 to 16 |nche~. The entire area was modeled

using SCVWO ratn gage ~. Cal|bration ~ verification were performed for
- 2the 1977 to 1989 record at SCVWO streiJ~age 74.

Calibration results are shown fn Ftgure B-7. The RMSE in this case was
9 percent of the mean wet-season volume, whtle the BIAS was -1 percent.

The predicted dally flow distribution I~ssed the Kolmogorov distribution
test at the 95 percent �onfidence level. The most important calibration

parameters In this mostly urban, low ralnfa11 catchment was the percent Of
impervious area; little or no seasonallty was observed in runoff response

to rainfall.

8.3.4.4 Saratola Creek. Saratogl Cret~ extends from the county boundary

in the Santa Cruz Mountains to its confluence with San Tomes Aqulni$

Creek. Mean annual rainfall ranges from SO inches in the uplands to 12

inches near the Bay. For Skff~ modeling, SCVWO rain gage 77 was used to
represent the undeveloped upland areas, whtle rain gage lOB was used in the
urban valley floor areas. Calibration and verification were perfomed on

the record for SCWD gage 25. The 1984-8S season was not tncluded tn the
calibration or verification perleds be¢ause the measured flow data for this

year indicated an annual runoff coefficient of O.gS, which is unreasonable
for a watershed whtch includes slgnlftcant open and low*density residential

areas.

Calibration and verification r~sults for Saratoga Creek are shown in
Figure 8-8. The RMSE for the combined calibration/verification period was

22 percent of the mean wet-season volume, whtle the BIAS was .I percent.
The calibration of this watershed was compllcated due to 1) the strong
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infiltration parameters were also Important in modeling seasonal effects on

runoff.

8.3.4.3 ~unn~vale East Channel. This watershed ts a small urban.area
extending from the City of Cupertino down to the B~. Mean annual rainfall
in the basin ranges from IZ to 16 inches. The entire area was modeled

using SCVWO rain gage 4B. Calibration ~ed verification were performed for

the 1977 to IgBg record at $CYWO strean,Iage 74.

Calibration results are shown In Figure B-I. The RMSE in this case was

9 percent of the mean wet-season volume, while the BIAS was -I percent.

The predicted dally flow distribution passed the Kolmogorov distribution
test at the 95 percent confidence level. The mos~ important calibration

parameters In this mostly urban, low rainfall catchment was the percent of

impervious area; little or no seasonalIty was observed In runoff response

to rainfall, i.

B.3.4.4 Saratoga Creek. Saratoga Creek extends from the county boundary
in the Santa Cruz Mountains to its confluence with San Tom. Aquinas

Creek. Mean annual rainfall ranges from 50 inches in the uplands to IZ
._

inches near the Bay, For SWV~I modeling, SCVWO rain gage 77 was used to

represent the undeveloped upland areas, while rain gage I08 was used in the

urban valley floor areas. Calibration and verification were performed on

the record for SCVWO gage ZS. The IgB4-BS season was not included in the U
calibration or verification periods because the measured flow data for this

year indicated an annual runoff coefficient of O.gS, which Is unreasonable

for a watershed which includes significant open and Iow-denslty residential

areas.

Calibration and verlflcatlon results for Saratoga CreeW are shown in
Figure B-@. The RMSE for the combined calibration/verification period was

22 percent of the mean wet-season volume, while the BIAS was .I percent.

The calibration of this watershed was complicated due to I) the strong
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Llnterflow recession component observed tn many stones, and 2) the extremely

strong response to runoff tn ~t years. To match observed storm response,
tt was necessary at ttmes to force the model to shut off tnf||trat|on

through saturation of the sotl profile from below. Thus, the
model pera~eters were 1) t~ tnterf~ recession constants, I~ 2) the

and groundwater storage

B.3.4.5 San Tomes Aquinas Creek. This watershed ts adjacent to Saratoga
Creek and extends from the Santa Cruz Nountatn foothills to tts discharge
point Into Guadalupe Slough. Rainfall ranges from 12 to 40 inches per year

on average. $CV1~ rain gage 79 was used to represent the foothills and

upper valley, gage 108 was used off the central valley floor, and the San
Jose Nattonal Weather Se~vtce gage was used tn the lo~er valley floor.

Calibration was performed prt~rlly at $CVWO stre~gage 24, although date
at $CWD stre~jage 29 were used to refine estimates of parameters tn the
upper portion of the catchment.

Calibration and verification results are sho~m tn Ftgure B-9. The RHSE
for wet-season volumes was 21 percent, ~htle the BZAS was -2 percent. San

Tomes Aquinas Creek was very stmtler to Saratoga Creek tn ~erss of runoff,
with storm hydrographs exhibiting e very Strong tnterflo~ recession

component end unusually Strong ~esponse to rainfall. Again, the most
important parameters were (1) tnterflow recession constants, and (2) sot1

and ground,ater storage coefficients. A~ additional problem encountered
here was ~he very different behavior of runoff between post*1983 and pre*

1983 data. Heasured flow data at gage 24 generally Indicated less response
to rainfall (I.e., lo.er runof~ coefficients) a~ter 1983, and we were
unable to arrive at a calibration ~hich could match both periods. One

possible explanation for this is a change ~n the rating curve at gage 24
after the fCu~us of the 1982-83 season.

B 3.4.6 Co~ote Creek. This is the largest ~atershed in the valley, and
drains the entire eastern side of the valley. Included are large
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undeveloped areas above Anderson Reservoir, Sliver-Thompson Creek, Upper

Pentten¢te Creek, and Serryessa C~eek. For Sk~14, Coyote Creek was ~odeled
only between $CVWD stre~age 58 (~l~ A~erson Rese~ofr) ~ ~he

most of ~he a~e~ ups~re~ o~ gage ~ efther d~atn fnto reservofrs or

undeveloped ~reas. Stom ~ff f~ t~se ~re~s ~ls therefore ~epresented
by the aCtut] record ~or stre~age ~. The drlfnage ~rea be~ thts ~tnt

fs mtxed u~n ~nd ~n-urbln, ~tth ~st of the non-urban areas ~oc~t~ tn
�he uppe~ po~¢t~ns of S~ver-T~s~ I~ Upper Pen/tenct~ Creek.

The only stre~ge on Co~te C~k be~ gage 58 ts ~ hfgh-f~ g~ge
whtch records only when s~age fs ~ve 8.5 ~ee¢; the record here ts

consequen¢ly of 11mtted useful~ss. ~ver, I con¢lnuous stage ~ecorder
.as fnscalled 4� chts loc4�1~ f~ ~ 1988-89 s~pllng pe~fod 4s p4~�
~hJs scudy. Thus, Coyote C~ .as �~lfbr~ed For one yelr only (1988-

89). Thts Period .~s ~el~fvely ~, ~ use of ~he ~del for .e¢~er

s~ould be less ~ellable ~h~n Jf I~ had been cllfbrated over I v~rte~y of
h~d~ologfc conditions. The predfcted ~-se~son volu~ for thfs pe~fod

¯ 1 ~e~cen~ lo,e~ ~h~n ~lsured. B~ause of ~he d~yness of ~he calfb~a~ton

period, ~he ~s~ Jmpo~n~ c~11b~ton ~l~er ,Is ~he percen¢ of
~mpervJous Irel.

8.3.4.7 Be~r~ess~ Creek The 8e~essl Creek ~e~shed fs located on the
eastern side of the v~lle~ on ~he slopes oF ~he Of~blo Range, ~nd flows
tn~o Coyote Creek near ~he B~y. R~fnf~11 fn ~hfs ~el fs ~ch lo~er ~h~n

fn ~he ~ntl C~Z ~untatns, and ~l~es. fro~ 14 to 20 tnches on ~ve~age pep

~e~. SCV~O rafn gage 23 ~s used ~o ~el ~he upper p~rcs of the
c~chmen~, ~nd Lhe S~n Jose Nl~tonal ~e~he~ Se~vtce g~ge ~s used

~he ]o.er ~o~lons of ~he cltchment. C~]tb~lon ~,d ve~t~fca~ton
pe~fo~ed ~ SCV~O s~re~age 64.

Figure B-IO show the callbratlon and verification result.s for thls

watershed. The overall RMSE was Z9 percent of the mean annual flow, and

the BIAS was 6 ~ercent. The calibration was adequate In most years, with
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most of the i~MSE resulting from the 2-tnch overpredtctton of runoff in

1982-83.

8.3.4.8 Guadalupe River. The Guadalupe River ts the second largest
watershed in the valley, and extends from the Santa Cruz Mountains to the

Bay. Major tributaries lnclude Los Gatos Creek, Ross Cre~k, Calero Creek.
Alamttos Creek, and Canoes Creek. Mean annual ralnfall tn the bastn ranges
from 12 Inches near the B~y to about 50 inches on the Santa Cruz Meuntatn
rldgeltne. Rain gages used to model the watershed are sh~ t, Table 8-1.

The SCVWD operates an extensive reservoir and recharge syste~ on the
Guadalupe River. Most of the areas tn the Santa Cruz Mountains dratn tnto

Lexington, Guadalupe. Almaden, and Calero reservoirs. Water released fro~

Lexington Reservoir ts also stored tn Vasona Reservoir. For the most
these reservoirs are destgned to store runoff tn the wtnter and release tn

the sumer for groundwater recharge. However, durtng wet years the
reservoirs do release stgnlflcant volumes of ,tnter storm runoff. Outflows

from each reservoir are measured by stream gages located 1mediately belo~
the reservoir s~lllways. Much of the water released by reservoirs during

dr~ weather is diverted ~ownstream into groundwater recharge ponds. Water
can a~so be diverted ~nto the ~atershed from Coyote Creek through the
Coyote-Alamltos Canal.

Calibration and verification of SWI~4 on the Guadalupe River was
performed using the f~ow record for the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) gage

immediately below the confluence with Los Gatos Creek. This gage Is

downstream of the recharge ponds, and represents all of the major Guadalupe

tributaries. It does not measure runoff from much of the urban 5an Jose
portion of the watershed. Calibration was performed for runoff from areas
downstream of re;e:;:irs; runoff above the reservoirs was represented in

loads calculations b~ the actual reservoir release records. To determine

the volume of runoff occurring downstream of reservoirs, reservoir releases
were sub:rac:e~ from the USGS gage record using the following rules:
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1) Ourtng stoma, all of the water released fro~ reservofrs reaches the

USG$ gage.

2) Between storms, al! of the flo~ recorded by ~he U~ gage

of rese~ot~ releases mt~s dive.tons to r~ha~e ~s.
2

These ~les basically ass~ that ~leased water ts ~t dtve~

sto~s, and tha~ dry-weather ~servolr ~leases are ~ch la~er than

naturil basef1~.                                                        -

Calibration efforts on the GuadaIupe Rtver were less successful than at
other watersheds, primarily because the Guedalupe Rtver watershed is ¯
highly managed system with numerous storage reservoirs and diversions.

Because there were insufficient data to account for all of the stored and

diverted water In the watershed, it was difficult to differentiate between
storm runoff and water released from other sources. In several years,

these data Indicated storm runoff coefficients (runoff/rainfall) greater
than 1.0 in February and March. As a results, SWI~M was calibrated only

durtng pertods in whtch the measured flow data appeared to be reasonable

(t.e., had reasonable runoff coefficients). Even focustn~ on these
pertods, the callbratlon/vertftcatton resulted tn a wet-season RMSE of 40
percent and a BIAS of -2 percent. Calibration and verification results are

plotted on Figure 8-11. The predicted daily flow distribution passed the

Kol~gorov-Smtrnov test at the 95 percent confidence level. Thts

calibration could have been Improved by using parameter values which ~ere
completely Inconsistent wtth those used in other basins. For instance, to

match observed dry year totals (when a11 runoff is from Im~ervlous areas),

the model would require percent Impervlous areas ranging from I to 20

percent In urban areas. In other slmi;ar oaslns, this parameter generally

ranged from 10 to BO percent. Given the mass balance problems observed In

the measured flow data, the flna! calibration was determined using the best

combination of parameters that was consistent with values used on

Calabazas, Saratoga, San Tomas Aquinas, and Stevens Creek.
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B.3.4.9 Comoarisons of Predictions wtth Observed Flovs for Selected
Sto~s. An Important �o~ponent of any calibration fs vtsual comparison of

predicted hydrographs wtth ~easured hydrographs. Analysts of calibration

stattstlcs alone ts not sufficient; vlsu81 c~a~tson ~st also be made to
ensure tha~ ~he ~del predictions a~e consfsten~ ~lth ~r understanding of
the relevant phystcll p~esses. Zn thts section, selected predicted

~lsu~ed hydrographs are presented to gtve the ~lder s~ idel of h~we11
we were able to st~late stom hydr~hs.

Ftgures B-12, B-13, a~ B-14 ~e exiles of the tinge o~ h~drog~lph
c~partsons ~e were lble to obtain. Figure 8-12 Sh~s the melsured

p~edtcted d~tly average flows fo~ February Ig~ stores in CIl~b~ls Creek,
8nd ts an ex~ple of an excellen~ ms~ch bergen the ~del end the observed
flo~s. Bo~h the peak Ind stom recession ~e ac~rately predicted b~ the

~de]. Ftgu~e 8-13 t]]ust~ltes i p~ ~8tch ~t~en predicted and observed
f]o~s fo~ ~ Oecembe~ 1977 sto~ on San T~as Aqufnls Creek. Zn thts case,

the ~de] stgnlffc8nt~y ove~p~edlcted the peak f]~ rate lnd total

volume. Ftgu~e B-14 sho~s ~ perhaps mo~e typtca] hyd~og~aph comparison for
I Harch 1979 StO~ on S~n Tomas Aquinas Creek. Here, the model

overpredtcts the pelk flo~ rite by about 20 percent, but Is Cble
accurately simulate the total stom vol~.

B.4 ~ATERSHED RUNOFF PREDZCTIONS

The goal of the S~ callbrat~on discussed tn the previous section was

to produce a ~de] ~htch could 1) esttmate runoff tn ungaged areas, and

esttmate the contributions of vartous land uses to runoff. This sectton
su~rtzes sto~ runoff predfcttons for the Santa Clara Valley. These

p~edtcttons ~ere made for all watersheds for ~a~er years 1977-78 through
1988-89, the pertod for ~htch ratnfa]l data are available for

catchments.
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Figure B-12. C~liparison of Predicted and Heasured
Hydrographs for Calabazas Creel{,
February 1980



Figure 8-13. Comparison of Predicted and Measured
Ilydrographs for San [omas Aquinas CreelS,
December 1977
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Figure B-14. £el,parison of Predicted and Neasured
Ilydrographs for San Tma$ Aquinas Creek,
14arch 1979
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Sk1~ was used to predict runoff tn three t~es of areas:

’ 1) Areas for whtch the soda1 was calibrated against MaSuMd

~ data

~ 2) Areas tn calibrated watersh~s that aM do~nstMm of the
, calibration gage Z

3) Watersheds for whtch no fl~ data aM available for calfbrat|~

For areas tn whtch the mode] was calibrated, flow predictions ~eM m~de

by simply running the ca]|brated Yerston of the ~xle| for the pro~-tton

period. To account for ~odel errors |n callbratton/verlffcattonyel~s,
predicted flows for each land use ~ere then multiplied by the ratto of ~t-
season measured runoff to predicted runoff for that year. Thts �orrection

scaled the predicted f~ows to match ~eaSuMd totals exactly, and assu~ed
that the correction factor was the same for a~] ]and uses.

For watersheds wtth streamflo~ data for calibration, theM ~eM
uncalibrated urban areas in the ]o~r portions of the watersheds. This

applies to the following watersheds: Coyote Creek, Guada]upe Rtver,

Calabazas Creek, Saratoga Creek, San Tomes Aqutnas Creek, Sunnyvale East
Channel, and Stevens Creek. Because Sunnyvale East Channel best repMsents

typical northern valley urban areas, parameters calibrated for this
watershed were used in other uncallbrat~d urban areas. Soils parameters

were estimated based on soil type and calibration in areas with

soils.

Host of the western portion of the valley has little or no flow data

for calibration. This includes Permanente Creek, Adobe, ~atadero, and
Barton creeks, and Sunnyvale West Channel. In addition, as only the

portion of the San franclsqulto Creek watershed in Santa Clara County was

modeled, flow data could not be used for calibration. In these areas,
parameters were estimated from similar calibrated watersheds. In urban
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areas on the lower valley floor, par~,eters~ere estimated based on Lhe

calibration for Sunnyvale East Channel. In arels on the upper valley             -
floor, patterers were estlmated from the ctIfbrattons for Scevens C~ek

and C41abazas C~eek. Ftn~11y, fn upla~ =~ls ~11br~ton results for

S[evens, Clleb~zes, end S~ Tomes Aquinas ~ks ~re used ~o

Table 8-g sumartzes the predicted annual stom runoff volumes for each

*atershed tn the valley. As would be expected Msed on the relative -
drainage areas, 50 percent of stom runoff on average comes fronl Coyote
Creek and the Guadalupe River. The highest runoff volume occurred during

_
the 1982-83 season, while the lowes~ occurred tn �he 1988-89 season.

B.5 DZTERHIN|STIC HATER QUALITY HODELING OF CALABAZAS CREEK
2

As described tn Sectlon 8, loads tn this study were dertved as the
!~"

product of annual runoff volume (from S~l~ ~:<lellng) and annual mean

concentration for each constituent and land use. These mean concentrations i
were obtained From statistical analysis of the water quality data collected

at the land use and stre~ s~pltng stations. An alternative approach to
estimate loads is to use the semi-empirical bulldup-washoff models Included
in SW~Iq to predtct runoff water quality. While these models are highly

empirical and largely unverified, they do attest to represent a number of

the physical processes that are thought to detemtne runoff water
quality. To compare this approach to the statistical mean concentration
approach used in thts stud~, the S~l~q buildup washoff model was applted to
estimate annual load from the Calabazas Creek watershed. A description of ""
the model, calibration results, and predicted loads are provtded in thls

|
section, as well as a comparison rf the butldup-washoff lc~ predictions to

those derived from the statistical mean concentration model.

8.5.1 ~odel 0ascription
The S;h~4 runoff ~ater quallty model is based on the concept of

pollutant buildup and was~off. The concept behind this model is that a
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1able B-9, SIo~m I~unolf Prodi~lions Io~ Ihe Sludy Area

TOTAL WET WEATHER FLOWS (ac.fl)
Sunnyvale Sunnyvale                                        San

Year Coyote ~ldalupe San Tomes Saealo~a Calabazas Ea$1 Wesl Slevens Pefm~nanle ~ Froflclsqullo Tolal

77.78 15255 47156 14145 5110 9652 2192 1746 1632 $966 9357 1834 114066
78-79 11374 7431 5058 1630 3800 1160 I011 1204 1443 4082 755 39008
79 00 22384 26979 12414 6922 8136 2191 ISI0 1979 6685 9352 1973 100523
80-61 6089 6946 3646 1408 2297 925 694 619 962 2967 330 26960
81.62 16827 46421 14022 10786 9539 2526 2038 1645 9066 11845 2634 127348
82-83 42636 97976 20866 21360 ISSS7 3698 2874 4787 17934 17617 3801 249125
83-84 8054 6372 4893 3483 4282 1190 1003 896 832 4441 992 36439
84-85 6609 8927 2539 814 2044 1383 1011 845 1176 3407 665 2941t
85-86 18857 78009 12902 13197 8308 2792 1980 2167 8972 11679 1599 160462
86.87 5400 5709 1584 704 1856 689 $77 445 452 3303 1521 22238
07-88 6799 8625 2141 977 2130 820 783 652 722 2317 366 26348
8889 3507 1267 1077 506 1154 553 613 456 347 1293 200 11792

Average 13649 28492 8007 5577 $730 1677 1320 1449 4550 6805 1388 78643

TOTAL WI~ WEA’n-IEfl FLOWS (%)
Sunnyvale Sunnyvale                                      San

Ye~ ~Guadal~J San Tomes Sarelo a Calabazas Eosl West Stevens Pecma~ante NM4 Fflmcisquilo Total

77.78 13.4 41.3 12.4 4.S 8.6 1.9 1.6 1.4 5+2 8.5) 1.6 100
78-79 29.2 19.2 13.0 4.2 9.7 3.0 2.6 3,1 3.7 1O.S 1.9 100
7980 22.3 268 12.3 6.9 8,1 2.2 1.6 2.0 6.6 9.3 2.0 100
00-01 22.6 25.8 13.5 5.2 0.$ 3.4 2.6 2.6 3.9 11.0 1.2 100
el.02 13.2 36.5 11.0 85 75 2.0 1.6 1.3 7.1 9.3 2.1 100
82-83 17.1 39.3 8.4 8.6 6.2 1.6 1.2 |,6 7.2 7.1 1.S 100
83-84 22.1 17.5 13.4 9.6 11.8 3.3 2.8 2.6 2.3 12.2 2.7 i00
84-95 22.S 30,4 0.6 2.8 6.9 4.7 3.4 2.6 4.0 11.6 2.2 t00
05.86 11.8 486 80 8.2 5.2 1.7 1.2 1.4 5.6 7,3 1.0 I00
86-87 24.3 25.7 7.1 3.2 8.3 3.1 2.6 2.0 2.0 14.6 6.9 100
87.88 258 32.7 8.1 3.7 8.1 3.1 3.0 2.S 2.7 6.8 1.4 100
88-89 29.7 10.9 15.9 4.3 98 4.7 S.2 3.9 2.9 II.0 1.7 100

Avelago (%) 21.2 29.6 11.0 5.8 8.2 2.9 2.4 2,3 4.4 |0.1 2.2 100



su~pl~ of constituents builds up on the la~ suffice during dry periods l~

is subsequently washed off during I storlg. Pollutan~ butldup ts assumed to
occur as a function of time between storms. Outing a store, washoff is
assumed to occur as a function of the available ~ss of pollut&nts on the

land surface and the rate of runoff, ghtle t~e butldup-washoff concept

does explain some of t~e ~chan~sms ~hough~ ~o p~uce ~ff
quality, the~del itself Is highly e~Irlcal ~ ~i~s

calibration to produce re~son¢)le

Hany studies have been conducted to ~temine rmte$ of buildup on city

streets. Sartor a~ 8oyd {ig71), mng ot~rs, f~thit buildup

to )e non-linear, developing rapldl) at first ~nd then levell~ off to i
limit. This fom of buildup Is l~l~nt~ In ~ using In exponentl~l

buildup function:

PSh(d " Plim*(I’exP(’K)*t))

where

PShed " .ass of constituent In .¢tershed it tl~ t (Ibs/icre)
Plls " upper ll.lt on �~stltuent~SS that �~

accu~lat~ {Ibs/acre)
K~ - buildup r~te �onstmnt {d~"I)

t - time between stoms (dUS)

~ashoff Is the process that ~)lllzes the accu~latad constituents into

runoff and stre~flow. In stre~ channels and other (rams of slgnlflcsnt

flow, this process Is described ~ sedl~nt transport theory, where flow

rate and bottos shear stress are l~Ortmnt factors, for thin overland
flo.s {sheet flo*s) co~n durlng sto~s In urban envlron~(nts, rainfall

energy can also ~billze particles. Therefore, more intense sto~S are

to ,ashoff ~ore of a constituent than a less intense stom. ghatever

~echanls~s are involved. It Is obvious that as ralnfall and
continue the ~ount of constttuen, re~atntng tn the watershed diminishes.
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supply of constituents bu|]ds up on the ]and surface dur|ng dry pertods and
ts subsequently washed off dur|ng a stom. Pollutant buildup Is assumed to

occur as a functton of time between storms. During a storm, washoff Is
assumed to occur as a functton of the available sass of po’llutants on the

1land surface and the rate of runoff. ~h|le the butldup-washoff concept
_does explain some of the ~echantsms thought to pnxluce runoff water

2quality, the model Itself ts highly empirical and r~lUtr~s substantial.
cal|bratton to produce r~asonable results.

Hany studtes have been conducted to detemtne rates of butldup on

streets. Sartor and 8oyd (1972), a~ong others, found that butldup appears

to be non-linear, develop|ng raptdly at ftrst and then 1eveltng off to

buildup function:

PShed " P]tm*(Z-ex~(-K~*~)) (S-7)

PShed ¯ mass of constttuen~ tn ~atershed at time t (lbs/ac~e)
P11m ¯ upper ltmJt on constituent mass that can

accumulate (lbs/acre)
Kb ¯ buildup rate constant (days-[)

t ¯ time between stoms (d~ys)

~ashoff IS the process that mobilizes the accumulated co~stJtuents
~unoff and st~e~mflow. In st~e~J~ chinnels and other areas o~ stgn|ffcan~

flo~. ~hts p~ocess Js described b~ sediment t~lnS~Ort theory, where
rate and bottom sheer stress are Important ~ctors. For thin overland

~lo,s (sheet Flows) con~non durtng stoms Jn u~ban environments, rainfall

ener!~ can also mob|ltze Particles. Therefore. more tntense s~on~s a~e able
to ~eshofF rno~e of a constituent than a less Intense s~om.

mechanisms a~e |nvolved, Jt Is obvtous that as ~lJnfa11 and
continue ~he ~ount of cons~1~uen, remaining Jn Lhe *e~e~shed dlmtntshes.
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0Thts observation, comblned wtth the results of several e~plrlcal studtes

leads to the ,ashoff fomula used tnSl~4q:
L

Poll(t) - I~* rc * Pshed (8-8)

~ere I

2Poff- Imount washed off at ttaet (lbs/acr~)
I~ ¯ washoff coefficient
r - ~Jnoff rate (tn/hr)
c - empirical washoff exponent

Thus, the mode] has four fnput par~meters: the 11mftlng but]dup rate

(Pltm), the buildup rate constant (Kb). the washoff coefftcfent (Kv). and
the washoff exponent (c). The I)uf~dup llmtt sets an upper |tmft on the

availability of the constituents, and has a ]1near effect on the total mass
load. The butldup rate constant sets the ttme scale of bul|dup between
stor~ns and thus attempts to capture the effects of "antecedent

conditions." Xt can therefore be used to match observed water quallty
variations between sequential storm events. The washoff coefficient has a

ltnear effect on the total mass that washes off durtng a storm. The

washoff exponent primarily Controls how load vartes wtth tl~e durtng a
storm.

B.5.2 Hodel Calibration
None of the bulldup-washoff model parameters can be measured directly,

and all must be estimated by calibrating the mode] against measured water
quality data. Few data on fn~tta] estimates of the buildup parameters
available tn the literature for the types of constituents of concern |n

this study, a]thcugh there a~e data on buildup rates of ’dust and dirt" on

parktng lots an~ streets. The $~1~ manual suggests an tnttta] estimate of

the washoff coefficient )~ of 4.6 tn.1. a~though other studfes have used
values ranging from .052 to 6.5 1n.I. The ,ashoff exponent ts sugges:ed
range from 1.0 to 2.0, with a medtan va~ue of 1.5.
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8.5.2.10ata Used for Callbratton. The buildup washoff ~odel was
calibrated against ,ater quality d&ta collected at the Calabazas Creek

monttorlng station {Sl) for ftve stoms in the 1988-89 season. The

available water qualtt¥ data conststeeof
dertved from composite s~les;

concen~rl~tons ~t~htn ~ s~om ~
Suspended Sollds (TSS), copper a~ le~. ~ ~sen for ~hts ~es~ of ~he

,i~er qu111~y ~del por~ton of S~.~

11s~ed tn T~ble B-ZO.

8.S.2.2 Calibration ~e~hods. The g~l of ~11br~ton ~es ~o ma~ch ~o ~he
ex~en~ possible ~he observed ~s for ~e ftve s~oms for each constituent.

Clllbra~ton ,as parroted by sys~m~tcllly

butldup ,ashoff p~e~e~s ~o mtntmt~
and observed EHCs. A numbe~ of pa~e~used ~o measure ~he

accuracy of the calibration. The
p~edlc~ed vs. observed EHCs ~es u~ ~ ~tfy ~he magnitude of ~el

clllbra~ton e~o~s. Thts ~as ~eport~

concentration. The BZAS. or sum of e~rs, ~as used ~o tndtcs~e tf ~he
~del ,~s systematically under or ove~redtcttng EHCs. To vertfy
~del ,as reproducing ~he stitts~lc$~ t~asured dl~l~ ~he predicted

mean and coefftcten~ of vlrtitton of the

come,red to the mean lnd coefficient of vitiation of the observed dial.
Ftnelly, the dial for e~ch stom ~e~ ~l~llt~ In4 plotted es I function

of ttme to vertfy ~he~her or not the~el

t~ends tn the dial.

B.~.2~3 Calibration Results. Table B-IO compares the calibrated model to

the measured data, and lists the calibration statistics for each .

constituent. Final calibrated values of the model input parameters are

shown in Table B-11. RMSEs for the calibrations ranged from 19 percent for
copper to 25 percent for TSS, and were relatively unbiased. The model was ~ j

able to accurately reproduce the means of the observed data, but

¢onsistentl~ underestimated the coefffclen~ of variation of the data.
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Table B-10. MEASURED AND CALIBRATED EMC$"
TSS                Copper             Lead

STORM Measured Calib. Measured Callb. Measured Callb.

,~ 11123189 360 2~0 95 67 99 92

’ 2/3/90 34 170 30 50 60 68
~ 2/8/90 63 186 31 55 36 74

3/2/90 180 192 44 56 5 ??

3/23/90 205 116 58 34 80 47

¯ Mean 195 180 $3 53 80 72~ CV 1.22 0.26 0.51 0.26 1.80 0.26
% RMSE 25 19 22

’’ % BIAS 18 9 28

CV - Coefficient of Variation

o’~

-
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Table B-11. CALIBRATED VALUES OF WATER QUALITY                                L
MODEL INPUT PARAMETERS

Cons~i~uen~ Pllm Kb Kw a

~
TSS 82000 0.04 2.3 1.3

Copper 24 0.04 2.3 1.3
Lead 33 0.04 2.3 1.3
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Ftgure B-15 compares the predicted and observed EMCs as a function of
time for Copper. The model was able to reproduce the relatively high

concentrations observed tn the ftrst November storm, but was unable to
simulate the low concentrations found tn the 3onuary and February storms.

Nuch of the ratnfall tn 1988-89 occurred tn the |as¯ week of Oecember 1988,
and the low concentrations observed tn January may lie ¯ result of heavy

washoff of constituents from street surfaces t8 December. However, the
model dtd not reproduce thts effect. The model also c~|d not r~produce

the rapid drop tn concentraZton that was measured tn the second of the two
March storms. Overall, although the model was on avertge ~b|e to match

observed concentrations wtth an RMSE of about ZO percent, tt w~s not
partlcularly successful It matching the observed sequence and ttatng of

storm concentrations.

8.5.3 Comparison of Annual Load Estimates for Oeterm|ntsttc and Constant

Concentration Mater qualit~ Hodels
The calibrated water quality model was used to esttm~te annual loads

for the 12 year simulation period (water years 1977-78 to 1988-89). Table

B-1Z compares these results to the annual load predictions obtalned from
the statistical mean concentration model. In dry years such as the 1988-89

calibration period the two models give comparable estimates of annual
load. However, the deterministic water qualtty model predicts loads that

are 2-3 times lower in wet years such as 1982-83. Overall, the
deterministic water quallty model predicts significantly lower

concentrations than does the mean concentration model.

The reasons behind this difference between the t~o methods lie
primarily in the assumptions behind the buildup-washoff model. During

~’-a~s, the butldup-washoff model assumes that the increased number of
storms will reduce the mass of pollutant available on the street surfaces

for washoff. Thus, although flow volumes may be an order of magnitude

higher in wet years than in dry years, predicted concentrations in runoff

are lower due to this source limitation effect. On the other hand, the
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Table B-12. COMI~ARISON OF ESTIMATED LOADS FOR CALABAZAS CREEK

-
LOAD IN POUNDS

TSS COPPER LEADWATER Buildup- Mean    Buildup- Mean Buildup- Mean
YEAR Washoff Cone. Washoff Cone. Washoff Cone.

1978 2,000 000 7,400.000 559 1,79~ 798 1,7%11979 1,210,000 2,900.000 338 700 483 6961980 1,980.000 6,200.000 555 1,485 793 1,4751981 1,180.000 1,800. 000 330 422 472 4201982 2,860.000 7,300.000 800 1,760 1,140 1,7511983 2,980.000 Ii,900 000 834 2,850 1,190 2,8311984 1,460 000 3,300 000 407 797 582 7941985 1,260 000 1,600 000 352 405 503 4071986 1,980 000 6,300 000 554 1,601 791 1,6041987 724 000 1,400 000 203 375 289 3781988 1,060 000 1,600 000 296 426 423 4281989 580 000 870 000 162 238 232 240
Mean 1,630 000 4,380.833 457 1,071 652 1,068

Mean w/o 1,481,273 3,697,273 414 910 591 9081982-83
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mean concentration ~ethod assumes no difference tn average water
bet,can ,at and dry years. There fs of course no dfrect evfdence that the

"dt lutfon" effect p~edfcted by the but ldup-~ashoff ~odel actually occurs.
In th~s study. ]ttt]e or no correlatfon ,as found between the tt~e between

stoma 4nd ~Jnoff concenl;ra~;fon, fmplytng Chit t~ ~r of stoma fn ~

year should have little eff~ on ~ater qualft~ ~entratt~.

In sun~,ary, the detemtnfs~tc ~ater quality amdel pr~dfcts
sfgnfftcantly ]o~er lo~ls ~nd concentr~¢tons fn ~� ~e~. ~ ~del does

acc~n¢ For a ~r ~ ~h~nfsms �h~� one ~]d fnCufCfve~y ~teve �o

occur du~f~ and ~ s~oms. H~ever, ~he ~e~ ~lres substsnCftl
ca]fbra~ton, and ,as ~ ~le ~o ac~a~e~y sf~lCe ob~rv~ pl~¢e~ns tn

mode] used fn ~oads estt~¢ton fn the remainder of ~hfs study ~es dfrect

use of ~he observed water qullf~y dd~a. and requfres 11ttle Cllfbratfon.

The ~an concentra~f~ ~el. however. Is unable to Icc~,t for ~ss~bll

differences fn ~l~e~ ~lfty durtng ~e~ and dry years. Cu~ntly, the~

bes~ able ~o sf~I4te ~ter qu~If~y tn ~e¢ yelrs.
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APPENOIX Cm
SUGARY OF LABORATORY OA/QC

2
Evaluation of the qualtty of"the ~nalyttcal da~ Included:

|
1) Precision of laboratory duplicates (Table C.1)

I 2) duplicates (Table C.2)Precision Of field
3) Precision of matrix spike and aatrtx spike duplicate recoveries

I
(Table C.3)

4) Potential contamination of field and laboratory (method or

i reagent) blanks (Table C.4)
¯ 5) Laboratories performance on Environmental Resources Associates

(IRA) quality control samples (Table

I Laboratory duplicates were routinely performed the forby laboratory
reduced suite of parameters. The only exception was for dry-weather ) (May

I 12, IgBg) and wet-weather I sampling events (May 5, 1989), where laboratory

duplicate analyses were not generated. Results of laboratory duplicate

I analyses are presented in Tables C.I-I ~o C.I-12. lhe precision of the

laboratory duplicates is an indication of the variability in the extraction

and analytical procedures in the laboratory. This precision is co,~nonly
I expressed as a relative percent difference {RPD). The RPD was calculated

by the following equation:

!
lConc (A) - Cone (B)l/{[Conc (A) +Conc (B))/21

!
!
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0
where                                                                              L

Conc (A) - Concentration of primary duplicate sample

Conc (B) - Concentration of secondary duplicate sample
IConc (A) -Conc (8)1 - 0tfference between concentrations of prtmary              1

and secondary duplicates expressed as absolute
" 2values

For the dry-weather sampllng events 1, Z, 4, S, 6, and 7, the RPO

ranged from 0 to 29%, with a mean value of 6~. The RPOs for all wet-

weather sampltng events (2 to 7) were between 0 to 40~ (mean of 15%), with
the exception of two elevated RPOs for lead (55~) and mercury

analyses for wet-weather 2 duplicate samples. Thus the reported RPOs for
both dry and wet-weather samples are considered to be wtthtn laboratory

acceptable 11mlts.

C.~.~ Field Duplicates
Results of field duplicate samples are an Indication of overall fteld

variability, precision of fteld sampling and laboratory analyses. As SUCh,
the results of fteld duplicates have more variability than laboratory

duplicates, which measure only laborator)’ :erformance. Fteld duplicate
samples were collected and analyzed for a reduced parameter suite for all

dry and wet-weather sampltng events, with the exception of wet-weather
(May 5, 1989). The results of field duplicate analyses are presented tn

Tables C.2-1 to C.2-13. For all dry-weather field duplicate samples, the

RPO ranged from 0 to 100%, wtth a mean of 23%. The RPO ranged from 0 to
94% for a11 wet-weather field dupllcate samples; the mean value was

These mean field dupllcate RPOs are higher than the laboratory dupllcate

RPDs by about a factor of two to three, and 11ke]¥ represent the additlonal

variability from field sampling.

C.I.3 Matrix Spike and Matrix Spike Duplicates

Ma1:rix spike (MS) and matrix spike duplicate (MSD) recover), data are

perforated to evaluate accuracy and precision of each Indlvldual analytical

R0054489
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method. The results of MS and I~D recoveries and also the RPO of these
matrix sptkes are su~znar|zed in Tables C.3-1 to C.3-10. I~tr~x sptke

recoveries for spectftc co~pounds analyzed unde~ each m~ eveluat~ tn

~hts
gutdance for labor8~o~ IMl~ses (EPA. Tes~ He,hods fo~ [val~tt~ ~1td

~8s~e. S~846. Third Edition). The RPD be~,een ~ e~ ~D ~o~les ~re
gener811~ less than 30S. ~ therefore considered to ~ ~t~1n [PA
acceptable 11atts.

C.I.4 Laborator7 (Meth~ or Res(ent) and Field Blanks
The pu~ose of Imboratory a~ field blank analy$1$ I$ to ~t

potential cont~Inatlon f~ the laboratory a~/or field $~II~. All
laboratory method blanks m~ field blanks ~re generally f~ ~f ~nt~-

Inants, with the exception of the detectlon$ of $~e organic ~~s and

~tmls.

C.I.4.1 Metals. It Is l~rtant to note that the collectl~ of field

blanks In thl$ s~pllng p~ram was different for the dry- iN ~t-~ather

sa~pllng events. Field blanks ~re obtal~d using p~e~s l~ntlcal to

those for collection of field $~ples. Dry-,eather s~les ~ collected

by dipping sample contal~rs In the sa~pllng strea,. Cor~s~l~ly,

field blanks were collect~ by pouring laboratory reagent water (Mllll-Q

purified) into sample containers at each $a, pllng station. W~t~ather

co~poslte samples ,ere collected In the ISC0 samplers In 10-1((ter ~roslll-

cate bottles, which were then taken to the laboratory.’ In the Imboratory,

a peristaltic pu~p ,Ith Teflon hose ,as used to fill Indlvldu~l s~le

bottles required for the various analyses {e.g., ,etals, pest!iclde$,

,to.>. The Teflon hose was flushed with laboratory reagent water every

tl~e a he, 10-11tar sample bottle fro~ each of the sampling Stations was to

be drained. At the end of this process, the Teflon h~,- was i~lushed and

then laboratory reagent water was used to fill sample bottles for the blank

analysis. This ~ethod of blank collection Is co,only known as an

R0054490
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equipment blank. Hereinafter, all "field blanks" collected in the wet-

weather period will be referred to as equipment blanks.

For the dry-weather s~mples, fteld blanks showed low levels of ztnc

contamination tn dry-weather 4 (0.011 mg/L), dry-weather 5 (0.014 n~/L),
dry-weather 6 (0.010 mg/L), ~nd dry-weather 7 (0.006 ~J/L). These levels
of zinc were generally equal to or lower ~han ~he tc~u~l zinc levels f~

tn t~e stre~ s~ples (Stations S1 ~o 54). No ztnc �ont~tna~ton wls

tn ~he method blank Analyses for th~above-ltsted dry-web,her s~1t~

~ounds. Because the method blanks were free of con~tna~ton~ ~he s~rce
of the ztnc con~tnatlon tn ~he ftel4 blank ts no~ ~he laboratory reAgen~
water or the actd-preservA~tve.

In addition, mercury and lead were data:ted at C.0003 ~/L an 0.003

mg/L in dry-weather 4 and 6, respectively. The impact of mercury and lead

contamination on the actual concentrations found in water samples ts
minimal because of the following reasons:

1) Mercury and lead were not detected tn method blanks.

Mercury and lead concentrations in the field blank are close to the2)
detection ltmtt of 0.0001 mg/L and 0.001 mg/L, respectively.

3) Mercury levels detected in actual water samples are about 10 times

higher than those found in the fteld blank.

4) Lead was not detected in actual water samples except for a lead

concentration of 0.004 mg/L detected in one strew sample.

For the wet-weather samples, low levels of some metals were detected in

the equipment blanks from wet-weather 2 (Table C.4-8), wet-weather 3

(Table C.4-10), wet-weather S (Table C.4-12), and wet-weather 7
(Table C.4-14). The source of contamination is potentially from carryover
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of restdual metals found in the hose used with the perlstaltlc pump. The

concentrations found in the actual water samples were not corrected for
these metal contaminants because all method blanks were generally free of

metal contamination for the above-listed wet-weather smpltng events with
the exception of wet-weather 2, in which cadmium was detected in the method

blank at the detection 11mtt of 0.0002 Ig/L.

For wet-weather 6, f|vemetals--chromtum (O.OSZlg/L), cq}per       "
(0.011 mg/L), lead (O.O01mg/L), ntckel (O.06mg/L), end ztnc (O,018mg/L)--

were detected in the equipment blank. The source of these elevated metals
is probably from the laboratory water. Because the N|11t-q purification

system was broken during this sampling event, laboratory water was obtained
from the solar still, which probably contained the elevated

Although the equipment blank was contaminated, the metals results for the
actual water samples should not be affected because the samples did not

come in contact with the solar still water except perh@s for a very small

volume that may have adhered to the tubing from the flush|rig operation.
The method blank analysts generally did not detect ~nymetal$ concentra-
tions that were comparable to those found in the equipment blank. For wet-

weather 6, the only metal detected above the detection ltmtt in the method
blank was chromium. Chromium was detected at 0.002 mg/L tn the first

method blank and at a lower level of O.O01mg/L tn the second method blank.

C.1.4.2 Organics. Two volatile organics, methylene chloride and acetone,
were detected In method blanks. Methylene chloride was detected at 6, 11,

and 7 ~g/L in method blanks for dry-weather 1 and 2, and wet-weather 1,
respectively. Acetone was detected twice at 27 and 20 uglL for dry-weather

2 and wet-weather I, respectively. These volatile organics are commonly

used solvents in the laboratory for sample extractions. Therefore, the

detections of methylene chloride and acetone in storm ~noff samples

dry-weather I and 2, and wet-weather 2, are suspect and most probably due

to laboratory contamination.
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A semi-volatile organic, bts(2-eth¥1hexyl)phthalate (BEHP), was

detected in method blanks from dry-weather 1 and 2, and wet-weather I and

2. The concentrations of B[HP ranged from 11 to 800 ,g/L. The presence of -
BEHP ts cobb,on In plasttc material such as gloves and tubtng. According to
the current guidance from EPA on evaluation of phthalate data (EPA 1988),

phthalates are co~on laboratory contaminants at levels of less than
100 ug/L. Based on evidence of BEHP contamination in the l~boratory ~nd _
EPA’s current position on phthalate compounds, the detections of 8EHP tn
storm runoff samples from L1, LZ, and L6 are therefore suspect and ~ost

probably due to laboratory cont~|n~tton.

A detection of 4,4’-ODE at 0.077 ug/L was found in a field blank from

wet-weather 3. Since this organochlortne compound, 4,4’-00[, was not

detected tn any of the storm runoff s~m~les for wet-weather 3, thts one-
time detection of 4,4’-00[ in afteld blank Is likely due to fleld or

laboratory contamination, and does not impact the results of organochlortne
analyses of water samples collected from wet-weather 3.

C.Z S[DIM[NT SAMPLES

Results of QC analyses for sediment samples are presented in Tables

C.I-13, C.Z-14 to C.Z-16, and C.3-11 to C.3-14. Generally, the RPOs for

laboratory and fleld dupllcates were similar to those reported for the

water samples. Matrix spike recoverles and RPOs of these matrix spike

recoveries were also wlthln acceptable limlts.

As with the water samples, B£HP was detected in method blanks in the

second and third sam~llng rounds. B{MP concentratlons ranged from g40 to

2400 ~g/kg The ubiquitous presence of B{M~ in buth laboratory and field

environments is discussed earlier in Section C.I.4. Detections of 8EH~ in

actual sediment samples from s~npling events 2 and 3 are therefore suspect

and likely due to laboratory artifacts.
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C.3 EXTERNAL REFERENCE SAMPLES

External reference s~mples were submitted to the laboratories by the

Project QualILy Control Offtcer. These simples ~ere supplled by

Envtro~n~al Resource Associates (E~). Arvlde. ~lorido, wt~h certified
analyses o~ ~8rge~ pa~e~e~s. External refere~e s~les ~re selected b~

the p~o~ecL quelt~y control o~ftcer ~o m~ch s~ctftc ~hod
expected concentration ranges, and s~le ~trtces as closel~ as
ble. The analytical results supplted ~l~h t~ ~fere~e s~les

disclosed to ~he Individual leborl~ortes. S~les ~ su~ttted
of ftve ~tmes on ~ quarterly b~s~s thr~ghout t~ s~ud~. A $~8r~ of
results of comparisons be~,een laboratory pe~o~nce end E~ results for
selected constituents Is presented tn Table C.5.1. Results of each quarter

are presented tn Tables C.5.2 through C.5.6.

C.3.1 Ftrs~ ~,srLer ERA ~ualtt~ Contro~ S~lese 1988
All laboratory reported concentrations ~re ~tthtn ~he edvtsory

of ~he external ~e~erence samp]es excep~ for e~senlc, semt-volatlles

(1.2,3-~tchlorobenzene), and pesticides (g~a-~C e~ PCBs, Ar~lor

1242). The ~dvtsory range ts ~he range o~ values ~ha~ an experienced
18bo~a~o~y can expec~ ~o a~a~n using ~he ~s~ precise me~hods and equtp-

men~. In de~e~ntng advisory ranges. E~ considers bo~h the patterer
~he mos~ co~onl~ used me~hod o~ analysts for ~he pa~e~e~. The

value ~as ou~stde ~he adv~sor~ ~ange, bu~ ~as datelined ~o be an accep-
table level of perfo~ance by ~he individual 1~ratory. True and advtsory

values for ERA organic ~uallt~ control samples (volatiles, semi-volatiles,

pesticides and ROBs, and herbicides) are base~ on ana1~%Ical results fr~

a~plicable ERA reference methods. True values ~present ~00% recoveries

for the analyses. ~ince many organic analytical methods do not ~ield

recoveries, ERA advisory ranges reflec% typical recoveries from wa~er

samples for the applicable Eg," ..... :hodologies. The semi-v.~a:ile

pesticides and PCBs values were within an acceptable level of perfo~ance

by the laboratory.
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C.3.2 Second quarter ERA quallt~ Control S~1~le~J

Laboratory reported values were within the advlsory rmn~es except for

the conventional constituents (BOO and TKN), ~nd or~l~tc qulltty cont~l

s~ples such as volltlles (chlorofom) aM smi-~Imtlles (gce~phthene,

benzo(a)pyrene, Z-chlo.~phthalene. 1.3-dlchl~~ {~ hexachlo~-

butadlene). The ~nventlo~l constituent v{l~$ ~ wlBin l¢�(pt¢ll

levels of perfoma~e. The oqanlc s~le v{l~ ~m I~ ~e to

laboratory �ont~In~tlon p~bl~$ experle~fl lri~ $~I( preparation.

C.3.3 Third quarter ERA 0ualit( Control S~le$
Laboratory reported values outside the cvls~ry r~n~e$ were for

conventional constituents (TKN, an~onla, and phosphate) and organic quality

control s~ples i~ludl~=

I) Ieml-volltiles (hexachlo~ethane, l.Z,~trl~lorobenzene,
2-chloronaphthaleR. acenaphthyle~)

2) Pestlcldes (~Idrln and heptachlor e~xlde)

3) PCBs (Aroclor 1141)

The pesticides and PCBs t~e values were near or bel~ the detection ll]itS

for t~e laboratory, w~Ich caused recovery values to

la~ratory.

C.).4 Fourth ~uarter ERA ~u(llt( Control

Laboratory reported values .ere within the mdvlsory ranges except for

trace ~etals (arsenic, .ercury, selenium, and silver), conventional

constituents (a~onla, nltrata, phosphate), and organic quality control

s~ples i~cludfng se~t-vol~tiles (I,4-dtchlorobenze~e ~ bts(2-

chlorotscpropyl)ether), PCBs (Aroclor 1221), ~d herbicides (2,4-D

2,4,5-TP), The true v~lues for PCSs a~d herbicides ~ere belo~ the
detectlo~ lt¢its for the laboratory and recovery v~lues were un(ttain-

able. The herbicides E~ sacple ~as no longer analyzed because the
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concentration levels of the analyte were always below laboratory detection

limits. Due to complications s~mple preparation for the metalsduring
analysis, low recoveries were reported by the laboratory, the conventlonal

constituent values were acceptable levels of performance.

C.3.5 First quarter {RA quality Control Samplesm Igag
Laboratory reported values were within the advisory ranges except for

trace metals (lead and cadmium), and the o~Jantc quality �ontrol s~mples:

pesticides (endrtn aldehyde) and PCBs (Aro(:lor 1221)..The concentration of
endrin aldehyde and Aroclor 1221 were below the laboratory detection

limits. The conventional constituent values and the trace metal values
were acceptable levels of performance.

C.4 CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the QA/QC data are of acceptable qualtty according to the
current EPA guidelines for laboratory analyses. Based on this QA/QC

evaluation, the chemical data (water and sediment) collected ’in this
program are therefore considered of good and rellable quallty,,

The precision of the data, represented by the relatlve percent

difference (RPD), was evaluated for both fleld and laboratory duplicates.

For field duplicates collected during wet and dry weather periods, the RPO

ranged from 0 to 100 percent with associated of Z7 Foran mean percent.
laboratory duplicates, the RPD ranged from 0 to 29 percent (mean of 6

percent) for dry weather samples, and 0 to 40 percent (mean of 16 percent)

for wet weather samples. Results of field duplicate samples are an

indication of overall field variability, and precision of field sampling

techniques and laboratory analyses. As such, the results of field

duplicates show more var’a~l;Ity than laboratory duplicates, which measure

only the precision of laboratory methods.

|

C-IO
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The accuracy of the data is represented by the results of (1) metrtx

spike recoveries, and (2) externa| reference standards. Matrix sptke
recoveries for all constituents were within acceptable ltmtts. Based on

the results of five rounds of external reference standards,
metals concentrations (arsenic, cadmlum, chromium, copper, lead, mercury,

nickel, and zinc) and other conventional pollutants (TKII,
phosphate, 800, and tote| suspended solids) were wtthtn the "true"

concentrations, therefore indicating that they &re relt~ble values. It is

important to note that cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, ntckel, and ztnc
are the five metals used for estimates of metals loads to the 8ay. For

selenium and silver, however, the actual measured concentrations appear to

u,deres~tmate the "true" concentrations by about 10 to 30 percent. These
two metals were not used in the loadtng estimates, and were conslstently

found at low levels with a few values above the detection

C-11
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MB Method Blank

t TB Trip Blank

~ FB Field Blank I

~ EB Equipment Blank - �ollected only during the wet weather
2sampling rounds; see QA/QC discussion

on blank contamination for details
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CHEMICAl. ANALYSIS SAUCING SAMPLE/ ~AMPLING
GROUP METHOD EVENT    IONo ANALYTES    CONC~ UNITS    DATE    R~RKS

2
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L
CHEMICAL ANkLYSIS SkMPLING SAMPLE/ ~MPUNG

GROU~ METHOD EVEN~ ONo ANALYTES CONC UNITS    DATE REMkRKS

~ ~ EPA ~ ~ MB    B~ 410

2
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Table C.4.3, O~y Weather

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS SAMI~IN~ SAMPLE/ SAMPLING
~ ~ EV’PJ~ 10 No. ANALY’rEs ~ UNITS DATE

F~ Chlor. Her~cidee I~} ugll 23.Au -05Chlor. HITOiCI¢IIS OW14

~ +020 DWe4 ~ ~ ~ mglL 23-Au, -II

Chirr. He~icidel SWllS0 OWN ~ Ch~r. Her~cidll

~ 9020 OW~ ~ ~ ~      mg/L 23.Au, .88

Total Cohform 909C OWe4 ~ T~tal C~lif~rm ~ MPN/100 ml 1-Se~.e8

F~cal Coliform 90~A OWe4 ~ Fecal C¢lilorm

Metals SW6010 OWe4 FBI Mercu~ 0.0003 m~/L 2~-Au~-e8
T88.2797 Zinc 0.011 mg/L

Metals SW6010 OWe4 ~ Metals

N~trite 354.1 0W�4 FBI Nitrite ~ mg/L    26-Aug.68
T81-2797

N~ra~e 353.2 DW#4 FB/ Nitrate
T88-27~7

~N 351.2 DW#4 FB/ ~ ~ ~gtL 26-Aug.88
T~.27~7

TSS 160.3 DW~4 FBI    T~ 2.S mg/L    26-Aug-8~
T8~-2797

~ 405.1 DW#4 FB/    ~
T88-2797

Potynuciear Aroma~i EPA 610 DW#4 FB/ PAH Compel
HyOrocarOons {PAH) S~-0~-211

-04A
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T=bie O.k.4. Dry Weaiher S

SAMPLING
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS SAMPLING SAMPLEI

~ k~’THC:D EVENT ID No. ANALYTES CCNC. UNIIS DATE

Polynu¢lear Aromatic EPA 910 OWl5 I~B PAPI I~D ugll{.

Hyclrocal1~r~$ (PAH)

Polynu¢laar Aromatic EPA $10 DW#$ I~ PAH I~D ug/L 13-0e�-18

Hydrocartmns (PAH)

9020 DW¢S FB/ ~ 0.03 mg~’L
12.322-S

9020    OW~5 MB/    ~ ~ mgrL ~3.Dec.e8

~2.322-~2

Chlor. HerOici0es SW8150 DW~5 FBI Ch~r. He~des ~ ug/L 13-Dec.88

12-322-5

C~lor. Hem~Oes SW8150 DW~5 MB/ Ch~. Hemi~des ~ ug’L 13-Dec.88

12-322-1~

Total Coliform 909C DW~5 ~ l~tal Coliform ~ MPN/100 ml 24.Dec-88

Fecal Coliform 909A OWeS ~ Fecal Coliform ~ MPN/100 ml

Pes~c~Oes & PCBs E608 DW~S FB/ Pest. & PCBs ~ ~r’L 24-Dec.88
T88.3340

Melals SW6010 DW~5 FB/ Z~nc 0.014 m;;~L 24.Dec.e8
T88-3340

Metals Sw6010 OW~S ~ Metals ~ mg/L 24.Dec.88

~N 3S~ .2 DW~5 FBI ~N ~ mg:L 24-Dec-88
T88.3340

TSS 160.3 DW~5 FB/    TSS ~ mg/L 24-Dec.88
T88-3340

~ 405.1 OWeS FBI ~ ~ m~/L 24-Dec.88
T88.3340

Har0eess 200.7 OWeS FB/ Hlr0ness ~ m,~’L 24.Dec.aS
T88.3340

Tur¢~0~ty 180.1 DW¢S FB/ Turbidity ~ N~ 24.Dec-88

TB8-3340

HyO’C:arbons (PAH)                        44880-MB

II

R0054549
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Tal:)ls C.4.$.    0~/ Weather Q

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS SAI~IPLING SAMPLE/ SAMPLING~ , ~ Lc’VE~ff , 1O NO. ANALY’rEs ~:. UNITS DATE

Total Coliform 909C OW~ k’B Tolll Coliform I~D MPN/100 ml

Focal C¢liform 90iA DW#I FB FI¢II Coliform I~) MPN/100 ml 14-Flb-tl

Pea~i¢{lee I PCSI E601 OW#~ F81 PellJctdes I PCBI N:) uglL 14-Feb.el
T-3631

Metals SW6010 OWl~ FS/ Lead 0.003 mg/L 14.Feb.89
T.3631 Zin¢ 0.010

Metals SW6010 OWI~ li~ MIIIII

TKN 351.2 C)We~ FB/ ~ N:) mg/L 14.Feb.S1
T-3S31

TSS 160.3 DWS0 FBI ~ PO mg/L 14.1=eb. 8~
T.3531

8CO 40S.1 I:)Wee FBI B:X) I~D mg/L 14.Fe1~.69
T-3S31

T-3$31

Turbidity 180.1 OWe0 FS/ Turl~idity PO N’I’U 14-Feb-89
T-3531

Potynucleer Aromat*� EPA 610 DWs6 MS/ PAH Compounds
Hy~rocart~ne (PAH) 4S$$9-0006SA

Polynuclelr Aromatic EPA 610 OWe6 MS1 PAH C~ml:x~lndl I~)HyOrocarbons (PAH) 46559-0006SA

R0054550
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T~, ¢ 4.7 W,~ W,~ 1 V

0
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS SAMI~.ING SAMPLE/ SAMPLING

GROUP METHOD EVENT IONo ANALYTES CONC, UNITS    OATE R~ARKS

Vo~ ~g~ EPA ~4 ~ MB    M~ ~ ~ ug~
1.~.1.~~ ~ W~L

2

I

S
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Tzble C.4-I0 Wet Wealher 3

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS SAMPLING SAMPLE/ SAMPLING
G~OUP M;~THOD E~NT ID No ANAL~ES ~NC. UN~S DATE

Polynu~e~ ~om~� EPA~I0 ~#3 MB P~ ~= ND 2-Feb-~9
HyOr~s (PAH)

Poly~e~ ~tic EPA610 ~3 EB P~ ~s ND
Hy~ro~s (PAH)

TOX 9020 ~3 EB ~X ND

Met=s SW6010 ~3 EB Ce~m 0.0019
T.~97 ~ 0.01

Me~;s SW60~ 0 ~w3 M8 M~s NO

TKN 351.2 ~e3 EB ~N NO
T.~97

TSS ~S0.3 ~W3 EB TSS NO
T.~97

T-3497

Har0ness 200.7 ~3 EB Hardness NO

Turb:0=ty 180.1 ~s3 E~ Turb~ NO ~U 14.~.el

Poly~uc~.a~ ~r:m~,= EPA 610 ~3 EB PAH C~n~s ND ~ 2.Feb.~
Hyaro~Dons (PAH) 4$$Sg-00~SA

Polynuclea" koma:,c EPA 610 ~3 MB P~ C~nOs ND
HyOrO~OOnS (PA~) 4$S59.MB

TOm~ Col;fOrm 909C ~s3 EB T~I C~dorm ND MP~100

Fe~ Colifor~ 909A ~13 EB F~I COI~I0~ ND MPN,’I~ ml 2-Feb.BE

Fe~l Strep ~w3 EB F~I Suep NO MP~100 ~ 2.Feb.88

Pest,o~es ~ PCB s EPA 6~ ~3 EB 4.4’-DOE 0.077
T.~97

R0054555



Table C.4-11 Wet Weather 4

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS SAMPLING    SAMPLE/ SAMPLING
GROUP METHO0 EVENT ID NO. ANAL~ES CONC. UN~S

EB ~X NOTOX 9020

Met~ SW~010 ~e4

Ue~s 5W6010 ~ Me Mm~s NO ~    tl.~4g

TKN               351.2    ~e4
T.3S~

TSS 160,3 ~e4 E8 TSS NO
T-3S~

BOO 40S.1 ~e4 E8 ~O NO m;~ ~8.~.8g
T.3S~

Hardness 200.7 ~e4 EB H~dnlll NO m~ ! 8.A~r.89

Tu~d=~             180.1     ~4
T.3S~

Polynucle~ ~om~i¢ EPA 610 ~4 EB P~ C~ds N0 u~’L    17.Feb-09
HyQrO~OOnS (PAH) 455~-0012

Polynu~e~ ~omab¢ EPA 610 ~e4 M8 P~ C~dl NO ~L 17.Fe0.19
HydrO~OOnS (PAH)

Pes~c~es & PCB’s EP~ 6~ ~ E8
T.3S~

R0054556
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~ Table C.~14 W~ Wea~ ?

-
.,~ CHEMICAL ANALYSIS SAMPLING SAMPLE/ SAMPLING

GROUP METHOD EVENT ID No ANALYTES CONC. UN~S DATE
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Ta01e C.4-1S Sediment 2

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS SAMPLING SAMPLE/ SAMPLING
GROU~ METHO0 EVENT 10 No. ANALY’rES CONC. U N IT.~; DATE

Vo~at, le Or~ar~cs EPA 624 Sed/2 M8 VclialJle �:~rgan~s NO ug/kg 3.Jun.S8

Semivoi~ile Organics EPA 62S Secl~2 MO BEHP" 940 ug/k9 3-Jun.48

¯ 0i$ (2.emym exyl)l~hmalate

R0054560



Table C,4-16 Sediment 3

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS SAMPLING SAMPLE!/ SAMPLING
G=~U;> METHOD EVENT    ID No. ANAL~ES ~NC. UN~S DATE

~ Sem~vo~a~ile Organics EPA 625 Sede3 MB BENP" 2400 ug~.g 13.Sep-$B

1
Semi~ile ~gani~ EPA 62S 80~13 M8 DEHP" 1400 ~g 13-SIp-S8

~ " ~s(2~e~)~lto
2

ml

R0054561
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Talkie C.4-17 S~hm~t 4

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS SAMPLING SAMPLe/ -
METHOD EVENT    10 N~     ANAL~FS~_ SAMPLING

CONC~ UNtiL

Poly~¢e~ ~oma~ EPA 610 Sed#4

Poly~¢e~ ~m~ ~A 610 Sed#4 M~ P~ C~I N0

C~lonnat~ HerbiOd~ SW81S0 Side4 MB Ch~nlt~
12.322.12

2

2

2

R0054562
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Table C~.2 First Quarter ERA Qu~titT Contzol S~nple$ for 1988

Re~orted ERA ERA
Ana~e Concentration Certified Value Target Rathe. Comments

Oil and Grease 30 mg/bo~e 35 rag/bottle 28-42 n~l~ll,e

TRACE MrrAI.,S (ug/t,)

Arsenic 165 133 133-160 Cone. out of target range.
Cadium 78 78 62-94
Chromium 87 91 73..10~

Copp~ 70 r~ 53-79
Lead 95 89 71-10/’
Me~ury 10

Nickel 74 77
Selenium 72 78 63-98
S;Ive~ 75 79 63-95
Zinc 160 134 107-161

Conventional Constituents

pH Value not reported. 9.1 8,9-9.3

BOD(S day) Value not rel:)orted. ~S 49-81
TOC Value not reported. 43 34-52
Kjel~artl mtrogen as N $ $.0 3.9-6.1

(rr~.)

Ammonia as N 6.6 6.. 5.7-7.3
Nitrate as N 6.4
Phospl~ate as P 7.4 7.4 6.6-8.2
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Table C.5.2 FLrst (~u~ter £1L~ QuaIit’y Control Samples for 1988

~ I:tm:~ed E;:~ ERA

YO~TI~S (G~S) (~) (~) (~)

~ ~~e~ 74 ~.I ~.I~

, ch~mlo~ IS 13.9 I~17

1.2~~ 46 46.3 31~

m~hylene ~e 1 I0 112 ~0

.... I ,I ,I .t~h~t~ne 140 I~ 74-~

SEMIVO~TI~ (GC/MS) (u;~) (u~) (~)

ace~hene ~ 65.1 21-~

bis(2.c~hy~)emer ~ 136 I~212

4.ch~hen~ ~en~ ether S5 ~.8 ~I02

Oie1~yl phthalale 70 70.5 17~

~na~ene I00 173 ~0

, . ~n~i.n~a~ne 14 ~.8

1,2,4-tr~~ene 24 ~.9 ~9 Co~. ~t of target range.

~a-BHC 0.76 0.M 0.31-1.3

, . gamma-BHC (Li~ane) 0.~ 0.39 0.21-0.56 ~:. ~1 ot targm ~.

~ptcb~ 2.7 2.85 1.~3.8

e~rin 1.0 1.~ 0.~2.2

PCB’S

’ ’ ~r 1242 0.35 0.219 0.~0.33 ~m:. ~ ~! ta~ ~e.

Toxaphene 0.47 0,2~ 0.11-0.33 ~:. ~ Of la~m ra~e.

R0054566
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Table C.5.2 Fint Quarter £RA Quality Control Samples for 19~S L

/
Rel~:~ed ERA ERA

2Anal~e Concentration Cerlified Value Ta~et Ran<je Comments _

2,4.D 0.31 0.540 0.1~0.~

2.4.~TP 0.35 0.3~ 0.11~.45 _

R0054567
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V
Table C.5.3 Second Quarter ERA Quality Control Samples for 1988

O

L
Reporte~ ERA ERA

Anal~,le Cor~entration Ce~li~ed Value Ta~e~ Range CornineSs

Oi] and Grease 35 m~t:x~ttle 45 m~F~(lle 35-55 rng/tx~tle
2

TRACE METALS (u~/l.) (ugh.) (~t.)

Arsenic 130 152 122-182

Cad~m 105 102 82-122

Chromium 175 161 129-193

Mer~ry 11.2 9.6 7.7-12.0

Nickel 87 83 66-100

Selen~m 134 137 110-164

2Silver Cone, not reported 80 64.96
132        163      134-202

C~nventional C~nstituent$

(n’~’t.) (m~t.) (rr~’t.)

BOD(5 day) 58 41 31.51 Cor~:. out ot target range.

TOC Cone. not reported 27 21-33 ¯

Kieldar~ nitrogen as N 4.6 3 2.4.3.6 Co~:. out of tar~e~ range.

To~al Suspended Soilds 65 71 ,,~-~

(m,,~.) (r~L)

Ammonia as I’,; 5.7 5.7 5.0-6.4

Nilrate as N 4.4 4.5 4.0-5.0

Pf~ospha~e as P 4.1 3.9 3.5-4.3

R0054568
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Table C.5.3 Second Quarter EKA Quality Control Samples ~o~ 1958 L

Reported ERA Ella
2Anal~le Concentration Certified Value Tarcjet RaGe Commen1$ -

VOLATILES (GC,’MS) tug/L) tug/1.) (ug/l.)

chlorofoml 3S " 23.7 16-29    Conc. ou! o| t~’get ~
1.2-dichloroethane 92 78.8 39-108
bromodichioromethane 11 8.9 4-12

trans-1.3-dicl~loro~ro~ene 42 26.3 10-43
toluene 180 150 75.214
ethylbenzene 101 96.5 36-129

SEMIVOLATILE (GC,’MS) (ug/t.) tug/L) (ug/l,)

acenai:hthene 31 75.1 35-109 Conc. out of t~’get range.
benzo(b)fluoranthene 23 45.5 11-72
benzo(a)pyrene Not detect, ed 15.g 3-26 Conc. out of target r~ge.

bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 43 102 29-161
2-chloronapthalene Not detected 21.1 13-25 Conc. out o! target range.
1.3<lic~iotol=enzene 24 g8 25-169 Conc. out o! target range.

2,4<linitn~oluene 54 130 51-181
hexact~loml~utacliene 12 62.9 1 5-73 Conc. out of target range,
nilrobenzene 49 08 31-15~

HERBIClOES (GC) (rag/L) (rag/L) (rag/L)

2,4-0 , 0.11 0.111 0.030-0.135
2,4,5-TP 0.185 0.065-0.259

R0054569
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Table C.5.4 Third Quarter ERA Quality Control Samples for 1988

’
Reported     EPA      ERA

¯ -          Ana!~e         Concentration Certified Value Target Rathe       Comments

~ O, andGrease 15mg/botlle 20m~ocXtle 16.24mg/bo, le Cor~:.outoita~etrar~e.

TRACE METALS

~ Arsenic 55 75.8 SS-gS
Cadium 96 97.9 73-122

~ Chro~um 100 99 74-124

Copper 13.5 110 ~3-138
- Lead 175 169 127-211
,, Mercury 4.6 3.8 2.8-4.8

.. Nickel , 140 141 106-176
¯ . Selenium 60 68

Zinc 185 183 137-229

, . Conventional C~nstituent$

pH 9.2 8.8 8.6-9.0

(rr~,L) (mg/L)

~. BOD(5 clay) S0 ~3 40-66
TOC 30 3S 27-43
Kjelc~ahl nitrogen as N 2.8 4 3.2-4.8    Cor~:. out o! target range.
Total Susper~e<l SolK:Is         36.8          35         29-41

Amm~, "a as N
Nitrate as N 7 6.5 5.8-7.2
Phosphate aS P 4.8 4.4 3.6-5.2
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Table C.S.4 Third Quarter ERA Quality Control Samples for 1985

Recxxted EPA ERA
Analyle Concentration Ce~ified Value Targ~ Range Comments

VOLATILES (GC~MS) (ug/l.) (ug/1,.) (ug/L)

Methylene Chloride 85 77 27-1~01,1-13iohloroethane 25 23.3 11-33
Carbon Tetrac~londe 1 $ 12.3 8.8-76

Benzene 70 S8.3 22-76Chlorobenzene 19 1S.$ $.7-21I, 1,2,2-Tet rachlomethane 140 132 ~0-179

SEMI-VOLATILE (GC,MS) (ug/L) (ug/L) (ug/L)

1,4-Dichlo robenzene Not detected 9.65 4.1 - t 2
Hexacr~oroetr~ane Not def.’ted 24.2 9.7-27 Cor~. out of target range.1,2,4-Tr~chlorobenzene 14 62.6 27-89 (::;one. out of target range.

2-Chloronapr~thalene Not detecled 13 7.8-15 Co~nc. out of target range.Acenaphthylene Not detected 44.8 15-65 Co~,c. out of target range.Acenphthene 20 Not reported Nol: in ERA sample.

2,4-dinitrotoluene 91 143 S6-199Bury:benZTll:)r~thalite 63 93.7 14-142
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)prtthalate 33 79.3 22-I 25

PEST1CIOES (GC) (ug/L) (ug/1.) (ug/I.)

Ak:lrin 0.11 1.42 0.62-1.7 Cone. out of target range.
Hel:)tachlor ef:~xide NO 0.385 0.17-0.55 Cone. below liberator/4,4’.01:)D 0.095 0.135 0.06..-0.16 " detection limit.
4,4’.C)0£ 0.06 0.26 0,08--0.374.4’-DDT 0.23 ~ rel:Orted Not ;q FR,’~ sample.I::)iek:lnn 0.063 Not reported Not in ERA sample.Er~lrin 0,06 No( repo4’ted Not in ERA

PCa’S (GO) (ug/L) (ugh.)

Aroclor 1242 NO 0,219 0.085-0,33 Cone. below laborites/
~etectK)n limiL

R0054571
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Table C.5.4 Tb2rd Quarter ERA Quality Control Samples for 1988

0,
L

Rel:)orted EPA ERA
,,- Anal~te Concentration Certi~ed Value Targe~ Range Gommer~s

Toxaphene ND 0263 0.11-0.33 Cone. below [aboratcW .~.

HERBICIDES (GC) (rag/L) (rag/L) (n~,.)

,.- 2,4-0 0.3 0.$40 0.14..0.~
~    2,4,5-TP 0.33 0.320 0.11-0.4S

R0054572
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Table C.S.S Fou~.h Qua~er ERA Quality Control Samples for 1988 - L

Rel)o~led ERA ERA
Analyle Concentfalion Certified Value Tar~e~ Rathe COMMENTS

O~ a~ ~e~e ~ ~ 37 ~e ~S.~ ’

TRACE METALS (~) (~)

Arsen~ 70 ~.6 ~-~ ~.
Cad~m ~ ~0 1~-~
Chm~um ~ 1~ 1~21S

~ ~0 200
Lead 2~ 1~ 121
Me~ 4.5 3.4 2.~.2 ~. ~ ~ ~ r~.

N~kel ~ 74.1
Selen~m 26 49.1 37-61 ~. ~t of ta~ ~.
S~lv~ ~ 170 110-210
~ 3~ 2~ 19~3~

~nventional ~nstit~nts

pH 9.17 9 8.~9.2

(~)

BOO(S day) 80.2 62 4~78
TOC .
Kje~ahl n~r~en ~ N 3.7 4.6 3.7-5.5

(~)

A~nia as N 3.65 5.3 4~6.0    ~.
N~ra~e as N 3.72 5.6 S0-6.~ Co~. ~t of ~argm ~ge.
P~sphate as P 6.14 7.1 5.~.4

R0054573
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Table C.5.5 Fourth Quarter £RA Quality Control Samples for 1988

~ E~
Anal~e ~entrat~on Ce~i~ Va,ue Ta~et Ra~e      COMME~S

VO~TI~S (G~MS) 1~) 1~1 1~)

1.1~~ 130 112 21-~
Methylene ch~e 87 85.5 3~1~

Trans-l.2~h~r~thene 16 15.3 1

To~e~ 19 13.5 ~-~

1,1,2-t~h~thane ~ 1~ ~-140
Tetrach~thene ~ ~.1 1~

SEMI.VO~TILE (GC/MS) (u~) (~) (~)

1,4~ich~ene 31 ~7 60-3~    ~:. ~ ~ ta~
bis(2-¢~mi~r~yl)Ether 14 ~.7 2~110
D~t~y~hthalate 2q 59.4

P~enanthrene 12 ~.6 12-~

Fluoram~ene 28 ~.7
Butylbe~halate 41 139 21-210

PESTICIDES (GC) (u~) (u~) (~)

A~rin 0.12 0.1~ 0.0~-0.17
Dieldrin 0.52 0.874 0.~.81

E~rin 0.26. 0.3~7 0.11~.~

PCB’S (GC) (u~) (u;~) (~)

A~lor 1~1 X Det~ed 0.1~ 0.035-0.26 Conc. be~w la~rato~
dets~n lim~.

HERBICIDES (GC) (~) (~) (~)

2,4-D Not DelVed 0.625 C.17-0.79 ~nc. be~w la~rat~
detain lim~.

2,4,~TP Not D~ed 0.173 0.061~.24 ~nc. be~w la~ratoq
detrain lim~.

R0054574



Table C.5.6 First Quarter ERA Quality Control Samples for 1989

TRACE M~ALS (uglL) (ug/L)

~ 80 S4.1 40.~8C~ 300 2S7 I g2.321

C~ 90 98.S 74.~ 140
M~ 4.4 3.4 2.1-4,2 ~~ ~.
~ 80 131 98-I~4

S~ 20 40~ 220 111 141-23l

Conventional �onlUtuontl

CH 9.1 I.I 8.7-9.1

B~O(S ~y) 32 43 30-IS~ 23 28 22-34KjeI~N ni~g~ as N 3.7
To~ S~ S~s 78 I S 71-99

PESTICIOES (GC) (ug/L)

gamml-SHC (lind~e) O. 1
~ieldrin 0.0~4 0.073 0.029-0. IEn~rin - 0.1 0.12 0.037.0.18E~nn aM~e

PCB’S (GC) (ug/L)

Aro~or 1221
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APPENDIX
SANTA CLARA NONPOINT SCURCE WAT[R

AND SEDIME~aT QUALITY OATA

llowlna section presetts the water and sedlme~t quality
The ~o. .7 ..... rlj,~ ’JA’lev NOn=tint Source study. The =ata

collected for tee }a~u= ~--- ...... . .    .       - .... ¯ -,- ~ J,!~ are

. throu h 0.?. Under each para~et(r tyoe t~e ~ata a "

metals include subgroups ~or total and d~ssolv:~ nen

war " Column. Following iS a list of the para e     YP

correSocn~Ing a)pendi~ Section:

D.I Heta!S

D.I-~ Total metals in wate- column

~ 1-2 OisscIved metals in ~ater column

C.I-3 Total metals in sediment

D.2 C~nventional )at ~{te’s
C.2-: C~n~e.t~ora~ ~a~a~etees in ware? COlUmn

~.2-2 Conve~t~orai oa,a~te~s in sediment

0.3 Crganochlorine pesticides

D.3-1 Orga~ocnlcrine pesticides in water column

D.3-2 Organochlorine pesticides in sediment

D.4 Chlorinated herbicides

D.4-I Chlorinated herbicides and TOX in water column

~.4-2 Chlorinated herbic~es in sediment

D.50rgancpnosphate pesticides

D.5-~ Orgato)hos~nate pesticides in water column

~.~-2 ~r@a,c~os~nate ~esticides in sediment

R0054578
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0.6 Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons

0.6-1 Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons In water �olumn

D.6-2 Polynuclear aromattc hydrocarbons tn sedtment

0.7 Volattles and samt-volatlles

0.7-1 Volattles and se~t-volattles tn water �olumn

0.7-2 Volattles and semt-volattles in sedtment

0.8 Dissolved oxygen deta from stream s~at’:ns and settltng data

Wtthtn each par~ter subgroup, the data are further organized by

sample I.O. along rows and with the parameters sanq}led along columns. The

sample I.O. corresponds to the sa~q~l|ng station Identification number
(e.g., LZ through L7 for land use stations, S1 through 54 ’for stream

stations, and RZ through R6 for reservoir release stations). Under each

sample I.D. the data are again subdivided into s~es collected durtng dry

(DRY) and wet (WET) weather, when appropriate. AlSo shown under sample

I.D. are field duplicate (FO), lab replicates (LR), and fteld blanks (FB).

Under each parameter type are the measured concentrations (or NO tf
non-detected) and the value of the detection limit for the sample

collected. Blanks in the data set mean that an analysts was not performed
for certain parameters (such as hexavalent chromium) durt,g a particular

sampling event.
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Abbreviated Name

6CL-CHX-A Alpha-BHC (hexachlorocyclohexane
6CL-CHX-B Beta-BHC (hexachlorocyclohexan, e)
6CL-CHX-D Delta-BHC (hexachlorocyclohexa~ne)
6CL-CHX-G Gamma-BHC (hexachlorocyclohexane)
G-CHLORDANE Gamma-chlordane .
ENDOSULFAN-A Endosulfan I
ENDOSULFAN-B Endosulfan II
ENDOSULFAN-S Endosulfan sulfate
ENDRIN-ALD Enclrin ak:lehyde
HEPCL EPOX Heptachior epoxide
METHOXYCL Methoxychlor
tPCB Total polychlorinated biphenyls
DDD 4,4’-DDD

,2~DDE 4.4’-DDE
DDT 4~4’-DDT

.
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POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS

Abbreviated Name

ACENAPE Acenaphthene
ACENAPTYLE Acenapthylene
BAA Benzo( a) anthracerte
BAP Benzo(a)pyrene
BBF Benzo(b)fluoranthene
BGHIP Benzo(ghi)perylene
BKF Benzo(k)fluoranthene
DBAHA Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene
FLUORANTHN Fluoranthene
ICDP Incleno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene
PHENANTHRN Phenanthrene

R0054657
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VOLATILES AND ~;EMI-VOLATILES
tJil!

Abbreviated Name ~

~ 3CLETHENE Trichlorethene 1
METHYLECL Methylene Chloride

2~ B2ETHXPHTH Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate
2NOCTP Di-n-octylphthalate

R0054673
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CHEMICAL GROUP STATION SAMPLING CONCENTRATION
LDATE (uglkg)

Toluene Volatile $3 3130188

Acetone Volatile $3 3/30/88 63

BEHP Semi-Volatile $3 3/30/88 2700 2
$3 5/11/88 970
$4 Sll 1/88 4400

S4.dupllcate 5/11188 1400

Butylbenzyl- Semi-Volatile     $3      3/30/88        490
plltllalate

Fluoranthene Semi.Volatile $3 3130188 330
S4 5/11/88 400

Pyrene Semi.Volatile $3 3130188 330

R0054678
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ANCHOR, AGE. AK ¯ S~,NTA CRUZ. CA ¯ C~RL~BAD. CA ¯ KIHEI. HI ¯

R0054680
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ANCI,.~)RAGE, AK ¯ SANTA CRUZ. CA

R0054681
I



R0054682
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"rIME                      STANDARD .....
STATION LOCATION DATE ~ x (mKtL) CONCENTRATIQN ~ "

S.~ Coyote 10FEBg~ 01: l~ 9.~ N/A*
" 2S-4 Coyom IOFEB89 03:I0 8.’/0 0.042

S-4 Coyote 10FEBE9 08:57 9.03 0.049

S-4 Coyote 10FEB89 16:05 8.47 0.021

S-4 Coyom 10FEB89 21:30 8.89 0.071

S-4 Coyote 1 IFEB89 03:00 8.84 0.057

S-4 Coyote 1 IF£B89 08:00 8.83 0.049

S-4 Coyote I IFEB89 14:05 9.57 0.134

*Only one sample was collected at d~i$ sire.

I ..~,...A

Dane D. Hardin
Region:t M~r.ager

R0054683
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~A~I.~ 2                                  C~IO~AP~IAIZP~ODUC~IO~ AlfD SURVIVAL

P Santa Clara Valley ~?S Salple #333~

lepli©ate Total # Li~t
1

r sample Dsy # ¯ b � d ¯ f $ h i j Younj Adults

~ 5 0 6 3 0 0 0 8 0 8 28 10

Control 6 0 8 5 8 10 8 6 0 8 0 53 10.

~
7 12 10 11 12 12 12 10 10 12 12 113 10

~ X X X X X X X X X X X 0

~ S ...... . .... 0
S-I ~ ...... . .... 0

~ ~ ~ ~ 5 0 0 3 3 2 ~ 29 ~0

~ 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ ? ~0 31 10

~~ S-2 6 8 10 8 12 10 10 0 1 0 0 ~9 10

7 S 0 0 0 0 0 12 12 10 2 ~1 10

~ 5 0 0 0 10 8 12 9 10 10 10 69 10

~ S-3 b 12 10 12 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 ~3 10

7 1~ 2 8 2 16 16 18 1~ 18 X 112 9

" ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10

~- ~ 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 X 0 8

~
~ L-I 6 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 8

" ~ 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 " 0 B

- 5 10 8 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 38 10

L-2 6 1~ 0 0 0 12 10 12 8 10 13 79 10

~: 7 0 10 10 12 6 IG 17 18 18 18 123 10

I,

R0054684
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~1~ 2 -¢o~t. C~O~AP~A IZ~RO~UC~IO~ AND SURVIVAl,

S~n~ Cl~r~ V~lle¥ ~?S S~ple

Simple Dly ~ ¯ b � d ¯ f $ h i j Yo~n~ Adul~l

& ~ & 0 6 5 ~ ~ 2 6 2 36 10
S 5 0 4 3 0 0 0 8 0 8 28 10

Control 6 0 8 5 8 10 8 6 0 8 0 53 "10
? 12 10 II 12 12 12 10 10 12 12 113 10

4 5 ~ 4 X 5 5 4 5 ~ 4 40 9
~ ~0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

L-3 6 0 12 0 - 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 16 9
7 X X X - X X X X X X 0 0

4 0 0 6 5 6 5 4 2 0 X 28 9 ¯
5 ~ $ 0 0 0 0 0 8 $ - 29 9

L-4 6 0 10 10 11 10 12 $ 0 8 - 69 9
7 0 2 12 0 12 8 8 3 0 o 4~ 9

~ 2 - 6 6 8 0 0 0 0 9 29 9 !L-~ 6 $ - 0 3 0 ~ 8 9 6 0 36 9
~ 10 - 12 10 12 1~ 1 16 6

~ 4 4 5 ~ 6 2 S 6 6 6 69 I0
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~0

L-6 6 7 11 9 lO 8 10 12 8 10 ¯ 13 98 10
7 18 1~ 18 20 20 18 16 18 14 20 180 10

4 6 4 6 $ 4 5 3 6 ~ 6 50 10
$ 9 6 0 0 0 8 0 0 9 12 ~ 10

~-7 6 0 0 8 8 10 3 10 11 0 0 SO 10
7 1~ 1~ 16 12 16 17 16 1~ 16

R0054685
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C£RIODAJ~HNT.A - [NYZF, OH~’~I~AJ.. MOH1~TOITNG
Santa Clara Valley HPS Sample t3334

D~ssolved Oxyten

f

Control 8.2 6.6 8.2 7.2 8.2 7.& 8.2 7.9 8.1 7.8 8.1: ?.8 8.1 7.8

S-1 9.4 6.4 8.7 7.3 9.0 7.1 8.5 7.6 8.8 7.7 8.~ 7.8 8.6 7.7

S-2 9.0 6.4 8.9 7.7 9.0 7.0 8.1 8.0 9.0 7.9 8.S 7.8 8.7 7.8

S-3 8.3 6.5 8.0 7.3 8.5 7.4 8.S 8.0 8.2 7.8 8.2 7.8 8’.0 7.8

L-1 9.4 6.~ 9.6 7.0 10.0 6.7 10.2 7.8 9.8 7.8 9.2 7.8 10.0 7.8

L-2 9.0 6.~ 8.8 7.7 9.0 7.2 9.2 7.9 8.6 7.9 8.6 7.8 8.5 7.8

L-3 g.O 6.3 9.2 7.3 9.0 7.3 10.0 7.9 9.~ 7.8 9.~ 7.7 8.0 7.8

L-4 g.4 6.8 9.2 7.4 9.4 7.5 9.A 8.0 9.~ 7.9 9.~ 7.7 9.4 7.8

~-~ 9,0 6.6 9,0 7.4 9.0 7.7 7.9 7.9 8.6 7.8 8.2 7.g 8,0 7,8

L*6 9.1 6.7 8.6 7.~ 9.1 7.~ 9.2 7.9 8.5 7.8 8.0 7.8 8.0 7.9

L-? 9.2 6.7 9.0 7.3 9.2 7.4 10.3 8.0 9.0 7.8 9.~ 7.8 9.4 7.6

~ - ~inal (just before reneval)

~H Vllue (u~i~s)

Control S.O 8.1 ~.9 7.7 8.0 7.9 7.9

S-I 6.6 7.1 6.7 7.0 6.9 6.6 6.5

L-2 7.3 7.1 6.8 6.5 6.7 6.~’ 6.7

L-3 ?.3 7.~ 7.0 6.6 6.8 6.7’ 6.7
L-~ 8.0 8.0 7.6 7.8 7.6 7.6 7.6
L-~ 7.4 7,4 6.9 7.1 7.0 6.~ 6.9

L-6 7.4 7.~ 7.3 7.1 7.1 7.1~ 7.0
L-7 8.2 8.3 8.0 8.~ 8.0 7.8 7.9

R0054686



S~nt~ Clare V~lley NPS S~uple t333~

ConducCivit~ (u~ho9/cm)

Control 270 270 270 270 270 27G 270

S-1 11~ 1~0 120 1~0 120 120 120
165 16~ 165 16~ 16~ 165168

S-3 29~ 290 290 290 290 290 290

L-I 7~0 775 775 775 775 77~ 775
L-2 78 80 80 80 80 80
L*3 ~8 70 70 70 ?0 70

L-4 1100 1100 1100 1~00 1100 1100 1100
L-5 17~ 180 180 180 1~ 180 ~80
L-6 60 75 75 75 75 7~ 75
L- ? 600 600 600 600 ~0 600 ~0

Temperature (’C)

Con~ro 1 2~.0 25.~ 2~ .5 2~.0 25.0 2~ .0 2~.0

S-I 2S.0 2~.~ 2S.S 23.9 2S.S 2S.0 2~.0
S*2 2~.0 2~.5 2~.~ 2~.0 25.5 2~.0 2~.0
S-3 2~.0 2~.S 2~.~ 2~.0 25.S 2~.0 2~.0

L-1 2~.0 25.5 25.5 23.9 2~.~ 2~.0 2S.O
L-2 25,0 2S.~ 2~.5 2~.0 2~.~ 2~.0 2~.0
L-3 2~.0 25.5 2~.~ 2~.0 25.~ 2~.0 25.0

L-~ 2~.0 2~.~ 2~.~ 2~.0 2~.~ 2~.0 2~.0
L-~ 2~.0 25.~ 2~.5 2~.1 2~.5 2~.0 2S.0

_ L-6 25.0 2~.~ 2~.5 2~.3 25.~ 2~.0 25.0
L-~ 2b.O 2~.5 25.~ 2~.~ 25.~ 2~.0

Control 6S/l~ 68/1~ 68/1~ 68/1~ 68/1~ 68/1~ 681104

s-I ~/~6 ~/36 ~/~6 ~/36 ~/36 ~/36 ~/36
s-2 62/6~ 62/68 62/68 62/68 62/68 62/68 62/68
S-3 129/136 129/136 129/136 1291136 129/136 12~/136 129/136

~-1 2~8/]2 2~8/32 2~8/32 2~8/32 2~8/~2 2S8/32 2~8/32
L-2 ~/28 ~/28 ~/28 ~/28 ~/28 ~/28 ~/28
L-~ 2~/2~ 26126 26/26 26/26 26126 26/26 26/26

L-~ 210/~0 210/~0 210/~0 210/~0 210/&&O 210/&~0 210/~0

L-6 38/32 38/32 38/32 38/32 38132 3~/32 38/32
L-7 2~2/230 212/230 212/230 2~21230 2~21230 212/230 212/230

R0054687
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-
FATHKAI) MIICNOW LAIWA~

lqZ~ P~XC~ SUgVIV~ (n-~O) ~ ~ ~V~ D~Y ~I~T

Ssnts Clsr~ Vslle~ ~S S~ple

-- Control 100 IO0 IO0 ~7 97 93 93 0.:~07

-- S-I 100 100 100 100 100 97 97 0.3570

S-2 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0.~200

L-I 37 33 29 0 0 0 0 ....

L-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

L-~ 100 100 97 97 97 97 97

~ L-5 100 100 100 100 100 100 100       0.~100

L-7 100 100 100 100 97 97 97 0.~700

For Lsrval ~eis~t~t8 (excludes L1 ~nd L2)

~ Bartlett,s ~ (calculated) - 22.~2 ~OVA F (caXc~laced) - 6.13
Tabled X2 value (p-O.01, ~ d~)- 1~.09 ~OVA F (~8bled) " 3.11
Bartlett’s ~ (square roo~ transfo~ed data) - 17.6~

f

R0054688
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~ 10 10 9 9 9 9 0.522210 10
Concro~ 2 10 10 10 ~0 10 10 9 9 O.S~O

3 10 10 10 :0 10 ~0 10 10 0.~0

l I0 I0 I0 lO I0 I0 9 9 O.~lll

3 I0 I0 lO lO lO I0 lO lO 0.3~0

I0 I0 lO 0.~00
S-2 2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10             0.3800

3 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.~

1 10 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

L-I 2 I0 4 2 2 ’ 0 0 0
3 I0 6 6 S 0 0 0

I I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

L=2 2 I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3. lO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 0.4700

L-4 2 10 10 10 9 9 9 9 9 0.6333

~ 10 10 10 10 10 20 10 10 0.~200

l I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 10 lO 0.~300

L-5 2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.~100

3 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.3900

I I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 lO I0 I0 0,~700

L-7 2 I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 0.~700

3 10 10 lO 10 I0 o     9     9 0.~700

R0054689
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FAT’~£AD RIN~O~ L.~VAZ - [N’VZROI~ZNT&L NONITOR~NG

Conduct~vit~ (~hos/cm)

Control 270 2~0 270 ~70 270 270

S-I 115 120 120 120 120 120
S-2 168 16~ 165 155 165 16~
L-I 7SO 77~ 77~ 77S 775 775

~-2 18 80 ~ 80 SO ~
L-~ 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 11~
~-5 ~75 lSO 180 180 180 leO
L-7 600 600 ~0 600 ~0 ~0

Temperatute (’C)

Control 25.0 ~5.~ 25.5 2~.0 25.0 ~5.0 25.0

S-I 25.0 25.5 25.5 23.9 25.5 25.0 25.0
S-2 25.0 25.5 25.5 25,0 25.5 25.0 25.0’ L-1        25.0     2S.5     2~.5    23.9    25.5    25.0    25.0
L-2 2~,0 2~,5 2~,~ 2~,0 25.5 25,,0 ~.0

L-~ 25.0 23.5 25.5 2~.0 25.~ 25.0 2~.0
~ L-5 25.0 25.5 25.5 2~.1 25.5 25.0 ~.0

L-7 25.0 25.~ 25.5 2~.~ 2~.5 2j.O

A1ka1~n~tvlHardnes~(as m8/lCaC03)

68/10~ 68/1~ 68/1~ 68/10~ 68/10~ 68/1~Control 6S/10~

S-2 62168 62/68 62/68 62/68 62/68 62/6~ 62/~

L-) 2~8/32 258~32 258/32 2~8/32 2S8/32 258/32 ~8/32
L-2 3~/28 ~/28 ~/28 ~/28 ~/28 ~/28
L-~ 2~0/~0 2~0/~0 210/~0 210/~0 2~0/~0 2~0/;~0 210/~0

L-7 2~2/230 212/230 212/230 212/230 212/230 212/230 212/230

R0054691



TA~I.~ 7

Cell~/ul

~ le~ctte 1 le~cste 2    leplicate 3

Control 3.17 3.17

L-3 3.39 3.22 ~.43 3.35

L-& 3.13 3.20 3.63 3.25

L-S 1.22 1.28 1.15 1.22

L-6 2.73 2.21 2.39 2.66

L-7 1.92 2.30 2.23 2.15

)artlet~’_s ) (calculated) - 3.6S3 ~OVA Y (calculated) - 76.98
~lb~td X~ Va~t (p’O.O~, d~’~)

Te~pera:ure (’el

Control 23.8 2~.2 2~.0     2~.7
~-3 23.8 2~.2 2~.0
L-~ 2~. 8 2~. 2 2~. 0 2~. 7
L°S 23.8 2~. 2 2~. 0 2~. 7
L-b 23.8 2~.2 2~.0 2~.7
L-7 23.8 2~.2 2~.0 2~.7

Z~t~81 ~X Va~ue and Conductiv~t

~ pH value Conduc~ivit7 (~ho.lc~)

Control 8.0 270
L-3 7.3
;-~ 8.0 1100

L-~ 7.~ 175

L-7 8.2 600

R0054692
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S£LEHASTRL~ CKPRI COIU4UTU14
G~ ~ E~IRO~ ~O~iTORI~ DATA

Santa Clara V~lle~ HPS S~ple ~33~ - Ruo t2

Cello/ul X 106 after 96 ~urs

~ le~ca~e 1 lepl~ca~e 2 lepl~ce~e 3 ~8~

Con~ro 1 3.66 3.76 3.63 3.68

S-1 2.09 2.~ 3.3? 3.~

S-2 2.38 3.02 3.10 2.83

S-3 &.03 3.60 3.79 3.81

L-I 0.033 0.0~3 0.038 0.038

L-2 0.0022 0 0.010 0.00~I

~artle~t’~s B (cllculated) - 31.221~. A~IOVA F (c:lcul:ted) - 121.~
Tabled X2 value (p-0.Ol, drop) .01 AHOVA F (tsbled) - 3.11
Bartlett’s ~ (squ~re root tt~nsfo~ed data) e I~.88

Temperature (’C)

Control 2~.3 2~.~ 2~.8 2~.5 _
S- 1 2~. 3 2~. ~ 2~. 8 2~. 5
S- 2 2~ ¯ 3 2~. ~ 2~. 8 2~ ¯ 5

L-~ 2~.3 2~.~ 2~.8 2~.5
L-2 2~.3 2~.~ 2~.8

1n~a~ ~H Value and Conduct~v~t~

~ p~ v~lue Co.~ct~v~7 (~ho~/cu)

Control 8.0 270
s-1 7.1 120
s-2 7.k 1~

s-3 7.7 290
L-I 10.~ 77~
L-2 7.1

R0054693
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square root transfor=ed ~eisht data. There yes no significant decrease
¯ ean larval ve~ght ~n as=plea L-~ and L-7 vhen �o~pared vith the ~e~$ht of
laboratory rater controls. There yes si|nificantly decreased
vei|ht in samples SI, $2 and L~.

EnvlronuenC8! uonitori~| data for flthead sinner ll.rvel
summarized in Table 6.

Selenastrum

Grovth and environmental uon/torin~ dltl lit s~rLsed in Tabtt

Because o~ the large n~ber of saup~ea, the test ~8 ~n
batches. Xun tl LncZuded IlUp~el L3, L~, LS, L6 and ~7. Eun t2 &ncZuded
san~e8 S1, S2, S3, LI and L2. ~,ch 8~np~e sac had ~te ~ �ontro~.

~L~kes) 8nd h~ogeneous (SiTt~ettl ~ e 3.653 vs tebZed X" value 8t pnO.Ol
and S d.[. o 15.09). ANOVA lad Dut.netts 8nilyles vere done on the
un~rans~oraed dace. There yes no sign~[~csn~ decrease in main
nunbers in sauples L3 and L~ vhen �~pared vlCh grovth in lab
�ontrols. There ~re 8LgnL~csnt~y decreased ce~l n~bets in sample
L6 and L?.

For Run t2, cel~ ~ber data ~re notably d~Jtr~buted (Shap~ro-
W~lkes), but vere not h~ogeneous. Square root transfo~at~on �orrected
the homogeneity (Bartlett’s B e 1~.86 vs tabled critical value lot p=O.Ol
and df-~ of 1~.09). ~VA and Dunnett’s tests vere done on the square
roo~-trsnsfo~ed data. There yes no significant decrease in nean cell
numbers in samples SI, $2 a~d $3 vhen �o~pared vith jrov~h in lab rater
controls. There ~re siK~i~cantly decreased cell nunbers in sauples
and L2.

} !
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0
L

SI.~C]~R¥ OF IZ?RODUC~ZON AHD SU~VZVk~ 70~ ~ZOD~ZA "~

- 2
TOtSl Young ~uced/~plLcste g k~lv81

Control 22 22 20 27 27 2h 20 20 26 22 100

~*$02 17 lh 12 17 IS lO 19 21 19 16 100

**S-3 32 15 24 18 29 32 33 ~ 32 22 100

L-1 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 O* 80 _

**~-2 18 23 33 2~ 23 28 ~ 32 33 37 100 ~

~ **L-h 5 2~ 28 16 28 2~ 20 13 22 O* 90

e~’5 15 O* 22 2~ 25 19 14 29 18 20 90 _ ~

**L-6 29 33 32 35 ~ 30 33 32 30 39 100

L-7 30 2~ 30 2~ 30 33 29 32 30 32 100

~ Adul~ d~ed . ~
** Sample was tested at 10~ dilution

Fo~ Reproductive ~a~t(exclude~ SlILI and L3)

~8~led 1 " h8 SCee~’o ~nk S~, Ssuple L3 - 55
Steel’8 ~nk S~, Ali others - >73

Data vere not homogeneous 8rid could not be corrected by
tta~s~or~at~on. DIta ve~e analyzed by Steel’s Many-One Rank Test.
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V
All algal counts vere made manually vith ¯ heuacytoueter end                 U

microscope. Treatment groups and �ontrols vere let up vith ¯ mlnieun of                  ~
three replLceces. TeetLng vJs conducted in 8n enviro~entaZ chamber vith

densLt~e8 to determine ECSO �oncenttat~one using the ?rob~t He,hod.
B~rtle~t’e test ~o used to �on~ h~ogene~t~ o~ varLance 8~ter ~Lch

Dunnett’e teat ~e u~d.                                                                                         ~

R0054697
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Results and Conclusions

Ceriodsphnia

O~ 1~ February, remain8 vie LnLtiated on all couples.    Vith/n 8
hOUri, all daphnLds in e~nples Sl, $2, $3, L2, L3, L~ LS and L6 had died.
Ten percent dilutions of those samples yore prepared Ulin8 laboratory
rater, and the entire teat vie reoatarted on 15 February. The
reproduction and survival data summarized in Tables

�oncent~at~o~, o~ the samples ILeted ebove.     Data
tna2yzed uJLnj the 28boratory voter �ontrol, 80 the �~peretLve dial.

AnilysLs of survival date by Fisher’8 Exact Test eh~ed that
SI, L~ and L3 produced e~aC~etice~ly signi[~csnt mortality vhen �~pered
vith laboratory rater controls. Folloving protocol guidtlints~
reproduction dens for those samples yes excluded from subsequen~

Reprodu:t~on data ~re found to be non-homogeneous, v~th 8 Bartlett’s
B value of ~9.86 (cabled Bartlett8 value at P o 0.01 Jar 7 dg - 18.~8).
~is non-homo~eneity �ould not be corrected by data transmutation (equate
root, lo8, arcein), and eubseq~nc analys~s vas done

P=0.05 is 73. Rank s~s for samples S-2 (55) and L3 (55) veto less than

tha~ ~n the lsboratory control vstet.

Env~ro~entaI man,toting data are t~b~lated and presented

Fathead ~nnov Larvae

Survival and growth (dry ~ght) data are su~ar~zed ~n Table h, and
data Jar ~nd~v~dual tep~Lcate test �ontainers are presented

~orta~ty ~n samples LI and L2 vas significantly higher chin

La~v81 ~ight data ~re uo~lly d~stributed (Shap~ro-Vilkes) but
vere not homogeneous ($srt~etts S - 22.42). Dies ttJns[o~tion (square
root, ~Og, 8YCI~D) did not correct the non-homogeneity. ?totoco~ guidlnce
suggests that Stee~’s ~ny~ne R~nk Test be used to sna~yze
bu~ $tee~’s �snnot be used vhen there Its less thsn ~ tep~�#ces.
Te~ephone g~id#nce ~rom t~, Cincinnati d~rected us *o t~sns£o~ the date
to produce ~he ~irt~etts B venue closest to the cti~ic#~ n~mber~ and use
th#: trsns~otmed d~e set to per[arm Dunnett’s test. Squ~te root
t:~ns~o~#tion produced i ~Jrt~e~t’s ~ virus of ~7.6~ ~psred
~r~c#~ ~ it O.OS vith S d[ o[ IS.09. D~anett’s inslysis ~#s done on the

R0054698
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Introduction 0

As port of the Santa Clots Valley ~on-?olnt Source ?rogrom, toxicit7 y
testing lust be carried out on rater samples collected during both dr7
veather (four tines) and vet veather (three times). Dry ~eother tests
require daily collection of voter samples ¯t the four stre¯u stations (SI-
S~). Wet veather tries ere conducted usLng ¯ lingZt �ospos~te seupZe of
runoff voter for the dolly renevals. This test is the first of three ~et ~
veather tests. Three toxicity tests are conducted~ utiligLng Cer~odsphnla

-- 2
8re eCat’xc-renev81 protocolo~ ttquLtLng de~17 repZocement of test
,~ut~ons. ColleccLons of runoff voter ore ~de by ~BL pereonneT and
Jested 8t &*C. Aliquot8 o[ th~s stored vstet 8~e used ~or d~ly renev~Zs.

~e three b~oasssys yore perished concurrently. Daphn~d8 and f£sh
vere run on 1~-21Yebrutry, 1989. A~tse ~te tested ~ tvo batChes, 14-18
Yebrusry end ~-19 February, 1989. Hethods, ~esu2ts and dst8 8re
presented ~n the ~ol~ov~n~ pages.

Laboratories Znc. personnel. The exper~ment~l design ¢8~ed testing o~ly
undiluted ~O~Z) J~ream rater. A lab ~a~er control (EPA mode~Jtely-hJrd)                  ~
~as run to provide qu8lity assurance da~a. The lab ~8ter reo~ts yore
a~s~ used 8s the ~o=parsc~ve data ~or sttt~8t~8~ �~plr~sons.

~ost o[ the tuno~[ samples proved to be 8~utely toxic to ~ .... ~

Those acutely toxi� s~mples vere S~ $2, $3, ~2~ ~3~ ~ Z~ ~ ~6. Alter
�onsultation v~ch ou~ �~enc~ ve prepl~ed 1:10 d~lut~ons o[ each of those
samples and s~rted the Cer~odaphni8 test again using 10~ �oncen~r~�~ons.

Fl~head

R0054699
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Methods

Cerlodtphni8

Test organisms vere neonates derived from £n-houae cultures.
Original broodstock vts from EP& Dulutht received
cultured in EPA moderately herd rater prepared vith ~i~li-~ rater.
Samples of stream test rater ~ere collected daily during the test, and
�ontrol vtter yea EPA moderttely herd

The test yes init£oted vith &uS hour old neonates derived from third
broods of individually m~inteined brc~dstock.
10 ~ndiv~dus~s per trestment~ etch ~n ~ndividusl plasti� cups
1~ m~ st test eoIut~on. Test temperature yes 25 ¯ 1°C and ~toperi~ yes
16 hour Iight:8 hour dark. Test solutions ~re ~en~d ~1~ concurrent

reproduction. At each da~ly trsns[er, nay ~d~a ~re ~n~ulsted v~th ~o~
(2 drops st Ce:~odaphn~t chov sod I drop st Selenastv~ culture, density
approximately 2.5 X 106 ceils/el). Follou~nj the 7-day ~est pe~od~
survival data vat 8~at~stic~lly evaluated using the probit method to
calculate the 9b-hour LC~O. Reproductive da~a yes evaluated using ~OVA
sod Dunnet~’s Tes~ e~ter �onfi~    data homogeneity by Barcle~�’s Tes:.
Tes~ �onditions and organism da~a .re sugar,gad ~n Ap~nd~x Table A-1.

Fa~head N~nnov ~rvae

Test organisms ~re larvae, less than 2~ hours old, obtained [~ou ~n-
house :u1~u~e, ~11 larvae vere fro= the same
probably from multiple spa~s, Original broodstock
Thomas Y~sh Farms, San Rafael, C81ifornia, approximately ~rch of 1988.
Stream ~esc ~a~er samples vere �o~le~ed fresh each day. Control ~a~r
vat EPA moderately hard (Hilli-Q). Ten larvae ~re used ~n each test
�ontainer and ~here vere three replicate �ontainers per �oncentration.
Each larval �ontainer was ~ed three ~mes da~ly ~th 750-1000 newly-
hatched A~e=~a naupl~. Test ~empera~,re ~as 25
vas 1~:8. Da~ly renewal of 80~ o~ the test volu~ �o~nc~ded v~h da~ly
env~ro~en~al =on~tor~ng and assessment
exposure, the ttlc vat terminated by addition of formalin to each
�ontainer. Sullying larvae vere dried and ~eighed, and
statistically evaluated using Bartlett’s
~unne~t’8 Test. Prob~ analya~s of survival data yes used to calculate
the 96-hou~ LC1. Test �oad~tions and organism date are 8~ariztd
appendix Table A-2.

Selenaocru~

A~g8~ lll~yl vere condu~.~ ~n 8~er~le 250 el Erlenneyer f~llkl.
Preparation o£ the nutr~en~ us. ~m fo~oved guidelines le~ ~or~h ~ ~PA-
6~0/9-78-0~8.
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Sanla Clara Settling Column Tesl Resulls

MEA~UF :0 T,~S ~,ONCF.NTF~TIONS PER~EHT T~ ~D

~TA sell lime

~P 2 hr 6 hr 12 hr 24 hr 48 hr <-~urs-> 2 6 12 24 48 Oislr~ul~n of Seltling velocilies

sell disl Vs % Grealer Than

S-I 85 mg~ - Inilial TSS (leel) fi/hr S-I S-2 S-3 S-4

1 53 34 25 8 14 I 38 60 71 91 84

2 59 40 30 13 9 2 31 53 65 85 89 0.021 84 64 45 86

3 63 39 23 13 10 3 26 54 73 85 88 0.042 91 68 45 59

4 76 43 26 25 23 4 11 49 69 71 73 0.042 89 71 82 77
0.063 88 54 77 68
0.083 71 50 64 54

S-2 28 rag4 - Inillal TSS
0,083 85 68 77 67

1 12 9 14 9 10 1 86 89 84 89 88 0.083 73 89 86 75

2 15 16 19 9 8 2 82 81 78 89 91 0,125 85 82 59 64

3 30 24 14 5 13 3 65 72 84 94 85 0,167 60 68 77 38

4 3 ~ 22 17 12 3 4 64 74 80 86 96 0.167 65 32 59 54
0.167 71 57 68 68
0,250 73 50 18 55

S-3 22 rag4 - inillal T:
0.333 53 43 59 46

I 19 5 8 12 12 1 78 94 91 86 86 0.333 69 39 59 55

2 24 9 9 5 4 2 72 89 89 94 95 ,0.500 38 57 14

3 17 15 1~ 9 5 3 80 e2 79 89 94 0.500 54 14 32 23

4 19 17 " 3 4 78 80 89 92 96 0.667 49 21 23 20
1.000 31 46 - 9 13
1.500 26 - 7 23 - 6

S-4      69 m~ - Inlllal TSS                                                2.000 . 11 -11 14 0
I 58 43 32 28 10 I 32 49 62 67 88

2 60 37 32 23 16 2 29 56 62 73

3 73 53 31 25 22 3 14 38 64 71 74

4 69 55 31 22 17 4 19 35 64 74

o



Distribution of Settling Velocities - Pooled Test Results

Avg Avg
Vs % Greater Than % Remov ’% Remov V$
~ S-1 5-2 5-3 5.4    4 tests for V$

0.021 84 64 45 . 70 70 0.021     - 2
0.042 .91 68 45

57~90.042 8g
,~ ~.~

~3 0.042 _
0.063 e6

~
72 72 0.063

0.083 71 50
~

59
0.083 85 66 67 74
0.083 73 e9 66

~
81 72 0.083

0.125 85 82
~

72 72 0.125
0.167 60 68

~4
61

0.~67 65 ~2 5~ 52
0.157 71 57 66

:
6S ~0 0.157

0.250 73 50 18 49 49 0.250

r~,,~

0.333 53 43 59
~5

so
0.333 69 39 59 56 53 0.3~3
0.~0 3e s? ~ ~ ~

~2 2a 3~ 3~ o.~oO.5O0 54 14
0.667 49 21

2~
20 28 28 0.667

,.~o ~ . ~ ~ ,.~o~.ooo,, .,, ,,.o ~ ~ ~.ooo

U
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Cerio+ephnis |ioasslp

Test Types Scstic Daily lenevml
Test Endpoints: Surv/val~ Reproduction

Teuperstur,, 25 ¯
Photoper~od: 16 ~J 8 D
Stlrtt l& February, 1989~ 11:00 hours
7in~lh$ 2~ February, 1989, lifO0 hours

Test Coetsiners: I o8 plsst£� cups
Test Volume: 15 u!

Test Concentrstion8: 100~, controls
t Replicates: 10

Test SpecLes: Cer~odephn~s dubLa
Source: in-house culture
Age: 4-8 hours
Accl~uet/on/Culture Water: EP~ Moderately Hard (~illi-Q)
Diet:                          Selene::rum, Ceriodaphnia chov

R0054707
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TA~I.Z A-2                                                                                         L

Test Endpoints: Surv~val~ Grovth
Test Duration: 7 days - 168 hours
Temperature: 25 ÷ 1"�
Photoperiod: 16 ~: 8 D
Start: 14 Febru~ryj 1989~ 12:30 hours
Finish: 21Wehru~ry~ 1989~ 12:30 hours

Test Volume: 500 el
D~lution Water: Not Applicable

Test Concentrations: IOOZ~ �ontroZ

Or&snLsms per replicate: 10

Test Species: PLmepheles promelas (Fsthted minnov)
Source: ~nohouse culture
Age: <24 hours
C~lture Water: Dechlorineted Tap

R0054708
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.Selenastr~m

Te,t Endpo*n*,: Grov*h. (cell nUlb.r)
Test DuraCiofl: 6 dlyl~ 96 hours

?hotoparLod:

7~n~ih:

Test Contl~ners: 2$0
Test Volume: 100
D~lu~on Water: ~t kpp1Lcsble

Tes~ Concentrations: 100=, Control
t Kepl~cttei: 3
OrianLsms per replicate: lO,O00/mt innoculated

Tes~ Species: Selen,s~r~ c,~,icornu,~
Source: 1n-house culture

Culture ~a~et: E~A ~oderately Hard

R0054709
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Zotroduct£on

tastin$ u~s~ be carried out o= rater eaplee collected dories both dr7
veether (four times) end vet vesther (three tines). DrY7 reacher tests
require dell7 cellarets= o5 voter samples 8� the four e~re~n etotLo~
S4). Vec veether ~eets 8re conducted u~i~ 8 oLnSt* �~eLCe
~uno~ racer ~o: ~he dJLl~ renev8~o. ~Le ~eo~ Lo ~he second o~
vea~he: ceo,s. ~:ee ~oz~cL~7 cee~e ere ~oducced,
dubS8 (Lnvertebrece)j p~uepheTee ~e~ee (~Leh) end

e~ored 8~ 40C. ~Lquo~e o~ ~hLe eco~ed ~cer 8re used for ~Lly

~r~h 8rid 12o16 ~r~h, I~8~. ~e ~eul~e 8rid ds~e 8re ~eenced
~he gollo~inK pases.

The esmple8 vere �ollec~ed 8ed delivered ~o ~SL by
Lsboz8~o~ie8 lug. ~reou~l. The ~ri~n~81 deeiJ~ celled ~o~
only undiluted (1001) e~ream ve~e:, a ltb ve~er �ontrol (EPa ~ere~elT-
hard) yes ~n to p~ovide q~lit~ 8soutane data. ~e let rater results
veto else used e* the �~perative data for statistical �omparisons.

Sons o~ the runoff esuplee proved to be scot.ely toxic to
Ce~ioda~hni8~ producing IOOZ uotttlity vithin 8 hours o~ test initiation.
~ose 8cutely toxic 88uples ~e Sl, $2, LS sad L6. ~e prepared dilutions
o~ each o~ those e~plee and started the Ceriodaphni.~ test ~SJin uei~
o: SO: �oncentrations.

Yathead uinn~ and ~t~lJ~ bi~se8~8 yore done vith ~diluted
ru~o~f 8~p~tJ.

R0054711
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Nethods

Teot ordanisme vere neonates derived from is-house cultures.
Ori|inel hroodatock yea from |PA DuluthB received 11Ntyj 1t88 and
cultured in EPA moderately herd rater prepared vith NLIItoQ verst.
S~nples of arran test rater v ere collected daily durin8 the testa and
�ontrol rater vae r~Au~derately h~rd

~e ~ee~ gas tui~l~ed ~h 608 hour old neo~ee derived fr~ ~hird

16 hour ~iJht:8 bur dark. Test solut~on, ~re ~e~d ~Lly, concurrent

reproduction. &t each daily trsnsfer, nev oedL8 ~re inoculated vLth food
(2 drops of CerL~sphnLa �~v and I drop of Se~enastr~ cuZture, density
~pproxLuateZ7 2.5 Z 10~ ceZ~J/uZ). FoZ~ovLng the 7ode7 test perLod~

calculate the 960~ur LCS0. Reproductive dd~a yam evd~ted using
and Dunnett’e Tee~ after �on[/~ing data homogeneity by ~rtZettes Tier.

Teec organisms ~re larvae, le0e thin 2~ hours o~d~ obtained fro~

Stret~ test rater samples vere �ollected ~rtlh each dly. Cont~o~ rater
yes EPA uoderetel7 hard (H~II~-~). Ten ~8~vie vere used ~u each
�on~a~ner and there ~re three replicate �ontainers per �oncentration.
Each larval�ontainer yes fed three tines da~l~ v~th 75001000 naris-
ha~ched Artemis nauplL~. Test temperature yes 2~ * I’C, and photoper~od
yes 16:8. DaL~~ renevel o[ 8~Z of the test vol~ �oincided vLch d8~l~

env~ro~en~al monitoring and asseds:en~ o[ eurvLva~. After ee~n dt~8 o~
exposure, the test vie terminated b~ addition of fo~ilin �o each
�ontainer. Su~ivLng larvae vere dried and ve[jhed, and veLght data vere

8t8c[o~ct~7 evd~uaced us~n~ Bartlett’s Teat ~oZ~oved b~ ~0VA and
Ounne~’, Teat. Prob~� enalys~s of *u~va~ dace via used to calculate
the 96-hour LCI. Teec �ond~�~ons and organism date are 8~r~zed
appendix Tibia

R0054712
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seleoe.tr~

assays yore conducted
o5 tht nutrLent?~eparatioo folloved 8uidel~nes set forth

600/9o78o018.

counts yore made&1~ 81881 menus117 v~th a hemecTtoneter and
groups andmicroscope. Trest~ent �ontrols ~re set up v~th a u~n~ o~

three rep~LcateJ. Test~u8yes     conducted ~n 8n env~ro~ent81 �~bet
�ontLnuous L~l~net~on o~ ~00 ft/cand~ee at 2~ 2°� .for 96 b~rs.

Dunnett’s test yes used.
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|esulto end ConcluoLone

V~thin 8 hours, nil daphnLde in e~-plee Sl~ $2~ L~ end L6 hid died.
Dilutions of Choir sauples veto prepared using 18borator7 vnter~ and the
entire test vae reoetarted on lh hbru~ry. The reproduction and survival
data suumarised Ln Tables I and 2 are the results of ~esttn8 IOOZ
concentrations of samples LI, L3, Lh and iT, SOZ "oncentrations of samples
$1 and L5 and ~X �°ucentrati°nSe°fth samples £: and L6.     Data vure

statistically analysed using laboratory rater �ontroZs as the
cauparative data.

knaZysis of surv£vel data by F~s~r’s Ezsct Test eho~d
8sup~es except L7 produced statistically s~jni~icsnt no:~8~Lty vhen
�~psred vith 18botato~ vista �o~ro~l. ~O~O~nJ ptotoco~ 8uidelines~
reproduction data ~ot those sauplee yes excluded ~rou

~e#n youn8 production ~ot SanF ~ L7 yes hilher (25.8 pet 8d~t) than
laboratory voter �ontro~s (17.3 per adult). He s~stisticsl analysis via
necessary to dete~ine that Sample L7 did not inhibit reproduction vhen
�~pered v~th �ontrols.

Enviro~encal non,toting dial are tabulated and presented

Fachead ~nnov Larvae

Survival ~nd g~th (dry veighc) d~:a ~re s~arized i~ Table ~, and
data fo~ ~nd~v~dual ~epl~cate test �ontainers are presented

~or~a1~ty ~n 8aople LI va8 81gnifican~ly ~gher than
racer, and these da~a ~re excluded fr~ further 8~at~stical analys~s.

Larval ve~ghc date vere no.ally d~scr~buced (Shap~ro-W~Ikes) and
h~ogeneoue (Bartlett8 B - 7.32~). Dunnet~’e anelys~s vaJ done on the
untranslated ~8ht ~ta. There va8 no J~gn~fLcanc decrease Ln mean
18rye1 ve~sht ~n e~ple, $I, $2, iS, and Z7 vhen �~,:ed vL:h the veLsht
of laborstor7 voter �ontrols.

e~a~zed ~n Table 6.

R0054714
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|ecause lerse number og emplee~ the test was run inof the
batches. Eun included e--pies SI, $2, S3~ S~ and L1. lun t2 included

cells
excluded

decreased
jr~h in ~8b va~er

For lun t2, cell n~ber distributed (Shspir~
(BsrClecc’e ~ 9.736 vsWilkes) and homogeneous. " tabled critical value

df-~ of 15.09). ~OVA and Dunnett’8 testsfor p-0.01 and                                               ~re done on the
data There yes no s~gnLf~caut decrease

" limpets L3 L6 end L7 vhen �~p.red v~Ch
There ~e eiluif~csn~ly decreased cell
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S-I(50~) O* O* O* O* O* O* O* O* O*
S-2(2S~) O~ O*

L-1 O* O* O* O* O* O* O* O* O* (~ 0
Lo3 O* O* O* O* O* O* O* O* O* �)* 0        _

L06(25~) 4* 2* 2* O* O* 4* 5" O* 2* 4* 0
LoT 25 26 21 18 31 2? 25 27 29 29 100

~m~

* Orsmnitm died prior

R0054716
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X" Or~auis= died prior to test
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Tb~BLE 3 - continued

Santa Clara Valley ~S S~pl, t3658
Couduccivi~F (~o8~)

Coa~ro~ 27~ 275. 275 275 275 275 275

I-I 1~0 140 140 1~0 1~0 ~0 l&O

I-2 140 1~0 1~0 1~0 1~0 ~0 1~0

L-I 2700 2700 27 ~0 2700 27~

L-3 110 110 110 110 110 llO 110

L-~ 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 llO0 1100

L-6 100 100 100 100 100 ~00 100

L-7 600 600 600 600 600 600 600

Temperscure (oC)

Control 25.0 25.0 25.5 25.5     25.2     23.2     25.0

S-I 2~.0 25.0 25.5 ....

S-2 25.0 25.0 25.5 2~.0 -

L-3 2~.0 25.0

L-5 2~.0 2~.0 2~.5 2~.0 26.0 - -

L-6 25.0 25.0 25.5 25.0 25.5 -

L-7 2~.0 2~.0 2~.S 2~.0 2~.S 25.2 2~.0
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78/102 78/102 78/102 78/102 78/~02 78/102 78/102
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V
0
L

8anta Clara Vall,7 ~S SQpl, t3658

2

Control 100 100 1~ 1~ 100 1~ 100 0.2566

S-I 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0.3666          -

$02 100 100 200 100 200 200 97 0.2907

L-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

L-5 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0.3533 -

L-7 100 100 100 93 90 90 90 0.4214

For Larval ~ei~ht ~ata

Bsttlett~s ~ o 7.32h ~OVA F (~al~u~a~ed) = 8.6h8
Tab~ed X2 va~ue (po0.05, h dr) = 13.28 ~OVA F (tabled) o 3.h8
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V
T~BL[ 6

0
S,nC8 Clef8 V811*7 ~S S~ple ~3658

Dissolved ~Zen

D*7 I De7 2 De7 3 D*7 t ~7 5 D*7 6      ~7 7      -

�ontrol 7,8 7,1 7,8 6,9 7,6 6,5 7,7 6,7 7,7 7,0 8,1. 6,8 8,1 6,6 -

S-I 7,7 6,1 8,5 5,S 8,3 3,8 - 6,1 - 6,5 - 6,0

S-2 8.7 6,~ 10,0 S,~ 9,1 5,9 9,8 6,~ 9,~ 6,5 - 6,1

L-I 6,5 7.0 7,7 - 7,7

L-5 9.2 6.4 9.2 5,6 9.6 5.7 10.1    6,3 10.3 7,0 - 6,5 - 6,1

L-7 9.6 6.~ 10,2 6,1 9,8 6.1 10.0 6,6 10,~ 7,0 10.2    6,5 10.1 6,1 -

*i o initi,l
f "fin, l (~ust before ren~v~l)

Control 7,8 8,0 7.9 7,9 7,8 7,8 7.9

S-I 6,5 6,5 6.6 ....

S-2 6.7 6.8 6,9 6,8 6,9 -

5,6      5,7      5,9 .... -

L°S 6.~ 6.5 6.7 6.7 6.~ - -

L-7 7.8 7.9 7.9 7.8 7.8 7.9 7.8

R0054724
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I ,-1 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0

2

I     *"         ,o     ,o     ,o     ,o     .     ,o     ,o
I

Temperature (eC)

:o~�~ol 25.0 25.0 25.~ 25.5 25.2 23.2 25.0
2

S-I 2~ .0 2~.0 25.5 ....

R0054725
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T~LZ 6 - �ontinued
CE~IOD~PHNIA - ENVIIONI~NTALIqONITORXNG

S~u~a Clara Valley l;?S S~mple t3658

Alk~llnltT/Hardnese (as u~/l Cat03)

Control 78/102 78/102 78/102 78/102 78/102 78/102 78/~02
$ol 57/56 57/56 57/56 57/56 57/56 57/56 57/56
8°2 58/66 58/66 58/66 58/66 58/66 $8/66 58/66
L-! 274/88 274/88 274/88 274/88 274/88 274/88 274/88
LoS 32/44 32/44 32/~ 32/44 32/44 32/4& 32/44
L-7 222/272 222/272 222/272 222/272 222/272 222/272 222/272
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�;~,OUT~I A/K) [l~Tt~Ol~K[h’TAl. I’[OHZTO~,ZNG DA~A

Cel~s/u~ X ~06 after 96 hours

L-3 2 ¯ 06 2.28 2.09 2.16

L-4 0.4~ 0.~8 0.53 O.&8

L-6 2.72 2.82 2.92 2.82

L*7 2.04 2.19 2.13 2.12

Se:r.lect_*s B (cslculeted) - 9.736        ~NOVA F (calculated) " 80.66
Tabled Xz value (p-O.OS, dreW) = 15.09 ~OVa F

24.2 24.0 23.8     2~.&
L*3 2~. 2 24.0 23.8 24.&
L-k 2~. 2 2~.0 23.8
L-5 2k.2 2~.0 23.8     24.4
L-6 2~.2 2~.0 23.8 2~.4
L-7 24.2 24.0 23.8

l~s~ FR Value and

Control 7.5 275
L-3 6.9 110
L-4 8.0 1100
L-~ 6.9 90
L-6 7.0 100
L- 7 8.2 600
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Test ZndpoLncit Suz’vivsl~ |eprodu©tLon
Te,t ~rac~on: 7 d,T, - 168 hours

S~arc: lh ~rch, 1989, 13:00 hour,
~n~sht 21 ~rch~ 1989~ 13:00 hours

Ttlc Concentrate,nit 100~

Source. ~nohouee
A~e:

~lenaa~r~, ~er~oda~hn~a �~v

3

R0054730
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Test Type: Static Daily leueval
Test Endpoiate:

Survive1: Grov~hTest Duration: 7 days - 168 hours
Teupereture: 25 ¯ 1°� _
Photoperiod: 16 ~: 8 D
Start: 14 lq~rcht 1989j lOtOOhours

2

Test Containers: I 1Leer 81ass
Test Volume: 500ul

Test ~teriel: Santa Clara Valley I~PS - Wet Weather
Test Concentrations: 100~ �ontrolt Replicates: 3
Or|anisu per replicate: 10 *

Test Species: Piuephales promele8 (Fathead uinnov)
Source: ~nohouee culture
~e: c2~ hours

2
Culture Water: Dechlorinsted Tap

I

R0054731
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TeoC Duret~on: Grovth, (cell ntmber)
Teuperetures & deye~ 96 ~ure
Photostat: 2& , 2"C

F~nLsh~ 11 6~2 ~rcb~ 1989, lhsO0

Test Coaca~aerss
15 6 16 ~rcb, 1989~ l~s00 h~rs

Test Vol~,: ~0 mI Zrlemeyer ~las~
D~lut~oa W~Cer: 100 uI

Noc APPlLc~ble
Test ~aterL,l:

t tepl~caces:
Or~snLsas ~r replLcate:    lO~O00/ul

Test SpecLeo:
Source:
Aze: In-house culture
Culture ~4~er: ~ day8

EP~ ~oderately
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MARINE BIOASSAY LABORATORIES

V1234 HIGHWAY ONE
WATSONVILLE, CA 95071

(408) 724,4522
0

S~J~LES UCEI~ED 28 .CR, 1989 ~lqn TKEI~AFTE1 2

!
i

Prepsred ~or

EII~qETI¢ L~OI~TORIES~ INC.

Prepared b7

BIOASSAY ~TORIZS DIVISION
TOXSC~, IHC.

~at~onv~lle, Califoru~8

~Y~ 19~9

[ ~ M BL , !~
A DIViSiON OF TOX.~.,AN. tNC.

I
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~n~rodu:tion

As pert of the Santa Clefs Yells7 Non-Point Source Protrem~ toxicLty
testing u~s~ be carried out on rater s~nples �ollected during both dry
vesther (four times) end vet vesther (three t~uea). Dry veether teltl
require daily �ollection of rater s~uples it the four strewn stations
(SI-S~). Uet veether tests are conducted usLn$ ¯ single co-polite
of runoff voter for the daily renevals. This test is the third of three

solutions. ColleccLoa8 of runoff vster ere ~de b7 ~L personal end

re~evi~e.

~e ~hree b~osJla~o ~re ~rfo~ed �oncurrenclT. Daphr~d8 end f~sh
vere run on 28 ~ch - ~ ~pr~, 1989. ~Sae ~re

8re presented

The samples vere �ollected end delLvered to HBL
Laboratories Inc. personnel. The experimental demise called
only undiluted (100~) etresm va~er. A lab v~cer �ontro1 (EPA
ha~d) vie run to provide quality assurence date. The lab rater results
vere 818o used as the �~para~ve da~a for 8tat*a~Lc8~ �omparLson8.

Bssed upon previous vet ~8~her test rtlu~tl~ ~ expected

Ceriod~phnia tests. After one dly Of exposure in thai
mos~ Cer~od~p~n£a ~re Jt~ll silva, so ve d~d not prepare d~ut~ont
8my of the test samples. All species vere tested v~th undiluted runof~

R0054734
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Hethods

Teat or|seSame vera neonates derLved from Ln-houee cultures.
Or~|~nsl hroodatock yes from EPA Dututh, receLved II ~e7, 1988 and
cultured in EPA moderately hard rater prepared vith NillioQ rater.
Samples of stream teat ~ster ~ere collected deil7 duriN| the teet~
lab control rater vsa EPAmoderstel7 hard

The teat yes ~n~t~attd ~th 6°8 hour old nestle detL~ fr~ thLrd
broods o~ ~ndLv~duJ~Z7 ~£~e~d broodoCock. Teet£ng ~e �~ducted ~th

vse 16 hour l~ght:8 hour dark. Teat JolutLons~ere reueved
�oncurren~ v~th transfers, veter qual~�7 ~eeureuents e~d eeeee~ot of
lU:V~Vl~ and reproduction. At each dail~ transfer, nay uedLa vere
~noculated vLth ~ood (2 drops o~ Cer~ods~hn~8 chov at~d I drop o~
Se~enasCruu culture, deneLt7 apptoz~uateZ7 2.5 X 10~

FoX,orang the Today test pet£od, sutvivaZ data yes
evs~ua:ed uJ~g the ptob~t method to c8~cuZace the 96-hour LCS0.
Reproductive da~a yes eve~ted using ~OYA end D~nett’s Teat after
�o~ ~£ng data h~ogeneLt7 by ~tt~ett’s Teat. Test �~Lt*ons
orS. sm d~ta ate s~r~zed LnAppend~x Table A-l.

Fac~ead H~nnov

Tes~ organisms vere ~a~ae, ~ees ~han 2G hours o~d, obcaLned
~n-house culture. A~ ~atvae ~re fro: the same spaniel; substrata, but
probabty ~ mutt~p~e opens. Ot~g~nat btoodstock vas ~tchsoed

Vii" ~P~ uode~ace~ ha~d (K~). T~. ~8~vte vert used ~u each
�on~a~ne~ ted the~e ~re three replicate �ontainers per �oncentration.
£ach ~arva~ �onta~ne~ yes fed three t~mes da~y v~h 7500~000
hatched A~em~a n8up~. Test temperature yes 2~ * 1oC~ and photoper~od
yes 16:8. D8~ renevt~ of 80Z of the test voZ~ �o/nc~dec ~th

of exposure, the test yes te~nated by idd~t~oo o~ fo~n to each
container. Su~v~nt Z8rvae vere dried and ve~ghed~ and ~m~sht data

D~nne~tOs Tes~. Prob~� 8~lys~s of sutural dace vii used to calculate
the 96-hour LCI. Teat �ond~t~o~8 ,nd organism data ar,t 8~ar~ged
appendix T~,
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600/9-78o018.

&11 el|a1
m~croscope. T~ea~nenc wre set up ¯

�oucLnuoue LII~o~Loo o~ ~00 fc/condleo

dl~ old 8~ock culture. Cultures
�onclusLon o~ Sea,inS, I~l~l~Cl~ analyses gets nsde o~

BJTtZettJl test vii used to

! 2
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V
Results and Conclusions

Date vie statistical17 enilTeed usin$ the liboretor7 vicar is the
couparLtive dic~t

vheu �oups~ed v~ch 2JboreCor7 racer �oucro~o. Foll~£nj pro~oco2
Su~de2Lne8, reproduction dJcl ~or Chose esup~ee vie ezcluded

no~ly d~i~r~buced (Shsp~ro-~ke8 Cent) ~nd ho~o~eneou~ (~r~e~*8 I
- 2.760). Subsequent ~OYA ~nd Dunne~’e ~tl~l shoed ~� ~he~e
8LJnL~cancly decreased 7suns production ~n s~pl, L-2 ~en �~p~red vLch

3.

Su~v~vel and ~rovch (dr~ ve~zhC) da~a are a~ar~zed ~:t Table 4, anddata for ~nd~v~dual replicate ce8~ �ontainers are presented ~n Table J,

Larval veighc data ~re ao~ally distributed (Shaplro-Vilke8) and
homogeneous (BarClett~ B - 11.89). Duane~c’e analysis va~, done on
un~rano~o~ed vei~ht data. ~ean larval ~i~hc in all sample8 ~eeted vie        -
8~;n~icanCly decreased in �~parieon rich larval veijht of laboratory
�ontrols. For this date sac, the nin~u= *isnificsnC d:~fferenc, vas
0.1~ 8r*~8, repreoencin~ a 17.9~ reduction in larva1 ~i~ht fr~ the

s~ar~zed ~n Table 6.
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Selenostrum
0

Grovth and environments1 monitoring data are o~rised la Table

~ecauoe of the large number o~ s~plee~ the toot vas ~a ~a
botches, lun tl Lnc~uded s~p~es ~ ~ L6 and LT. 1~ t2 Lac~uded

8nd ~ d.f. = 13.28). ~ere ~rt JLg~[~cintly decreJeed ¢e~.~ n~ber,
samples L~j LSj L6 8nd L7 vhen �ompared vLth grovth ~n ~ab vster
�O~tTO~l,

For lun #2, cell ~ber dot8 ~re ~o~ly d~ltributed
~L~kes) but yore no~ hougeneoue (Be~tZetto I o 16.8~). Dot8
~tJnJ[oruat~on (squire root~ lot, 8rce~n) dLd not �orrect, the
honogen~ty. Protocol guidance eu~eete thet Steel’o ~n~oe ~nk Test
be used to enilyze grovch dets~ bu~ Steel’s cin~� be used ~ten there 8re
~ell thl~ ~ replLcsces. Telephone Ju~dlnct ~ EPA CLncLm~�£ d~rected
~s to CrJnsfo~ ~he dat8 �o produce the Battletts B v81ue closest to the
cr~ca~ u~bet~ Bud use thJt trans[o~ed dot8 set to per~om
test. Squire root ttsns~o~st~ou produced ~ ~tt~ettos B va~ o[
�~pJted v~th ~ ct~t~�a~ B at 0.0~ v~ch 8 Sd[ o~ 1~.09,. ~nnett’s
enilTs~s vss done on the square root trss[o~ed data. ~ere vss no
I~gn~[~clnt de,reals number oenples $1, $2, end L3 vhen
�o=p~red v~th laboratory voter �ontrols. There yore
decreased cell n~bers in s~up~es S~ Ind L2.

q

i
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| V
0

I                         laura Clat8 Valley lIPS Saaple 03?7#

Icplicace Total 0 L". 1
I Sanple D~y t ¯ b � d ¯ f ¯ h l ] Toun8 &dul~e

~ 6 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 & ’ 2 12 lO 2Co.t:o! ~ 0 3 0 2 ? ~ 6 0 0 0 ]| 96 5 6 7 6 ~ - 6 6 6 6 Sl tt 7 7 7 9 10 7 o 7 10 10 8 75 J

i ~ ! 0 ¯ 0 0 2 2 3 0 1 9I.-2 5 0 2 - 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 66 10 0 * 1 4 0 0 5 1 & 26t 7 6 0 - & 8 4 4" 3 $ S 39

i ~* 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 ! :2 2 22L-7 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 8 6 16 106 8 S S 9 ? 9 S 8 0 , .1 10 2? 9 3 9 10 8 9 10 10 10 2 80 10!
Organism died prior to tes~ �ompletion

I
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V

Diseol,ed ~tee

Day I D87 2 ~7 3     ~7 6      Day 5      Day 6     ~7 7    -

Control 7.6 7.6 7.& 7.7 7.5 7.9 7.5 ?.6 7.6 7.5 7.7 7.6 7.6 7.1 -

s-I 9.1 7.5 8.6 7,6 ..........

8-2 8.9 7.~ 8.2 ?.6 7.9 ~.i

S-4 8.6 7.5 7.5 7.6 8.0 ?.7 9.1 7.6 ......

L-2 8.7 7.4 8.0 7,4 7.~ 7.7 8.7 7,6 8.~ 7.5 7.4 7.7 8.0 7.0

L-3 8.4 7.4 8.0 7.4 8.3 7.6 9.0 7.6 ...... --

L-A 8.7 7.5 8.6 7.5 8.7 7.8 ~.7 7.5 ......

L-5 9.7 7.~ 18.8 7.5 8.9 7.7 g.~ 7.6 ......

L-6 7.4 7.4 .............

~ L-7 9.8 7.4 9.3 7.4 9.6 7.9 9.4 7.6 9.4 7.5 9.8 7.7 9.8 6.7

*i- initial
~" ~i~a~ (j~s~ before renev81)                                                           _
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CERIOD~d~I~ - Eh’YIION~’~HTA2. lqONITOIIN~

Tee~e~acure (*C)

8-1 26 26 .....

8-2 26 26 26 ....

8~ 26 26 26.5

L- 2 26 26 26

L-3 26 26 26.5

L-& 26 26 26 25 -

L-5 26 26 26.5

L-6 26

L-7 26 26 26.5 2~

Alkelinit~/Hardness (as m~/1CeC03)

Control 87/120 87/120 87/120 87/120 87/120 87/120 87/120

S-I ~8/~6 ~8/~6 ~8/~6 ~/~6 ~8/~6 ~8/~6 ~8/~6

S-2 52/60 ~2/60 52/60 50/60 52/60 52/60 52/60

S-~ 2~0/165 200/165 200/165 200/165 200/165200/162; 200/165

L-2 35/~0 35/~0 3~/~0 35/;0

L-3 35/24 35/24 35/24 35/26 35/2~ 35/2~ 35/26

L-~ 295/583 295/583 29~/583 295/583 29~/~83 295/583 295/583

L-5 h2/32 h2/32 42/32 h2/32 42132 r>2/32 42/32

L-6 ~7/28 ~7/28 ~7/28 &7/28 ~7/28 ~7/26 ~7/28

L=7 155/176 1~5/176 1~5/176 i~/176 1~/176
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0

Test Dure~Lonz
? dsYs - 168 hours

-- 2PhotoperLodj 16 it 8 D
Jtert: 12 ~ceubet, 1988j lltO0 bouts

Test Conccntrctio~:
100~, �ontrol

Orsen~,~ ~r replace:e810

Source:

R0054746
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V
0

¯ L
S*leniatr~n |iols,ly

Teat gndpoiata: Grovth, (cell amber)

~hotoperLod= �o~iauoue llaht
L~Sht Xnten~ty= 600 * 60 FC

TeoC Vo~e~ 100 u2
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~ber o~ Su~vore

Control     2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.46~
~3

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.3~

1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.23~
S-I 2 10 10 10 10 10 iO 9 9 0.26~3 10 lO 10 lO 10 lO 10 lO 0.290

1 10 lO 10 10 lO 10 10 10 0.27S
S-2 2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.23~

~
3 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.310

-1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10L-2      2 iO 10 10 10 10 I0 10 10 0.16~3 10 10 10 8 8 ? ~, 7 O.18S

1 10 10 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.2?0
L-3 2 10 10 I0 10 10 lO 10 10 0.27~3 iO 10 iO 10 10 10 iO 10 0.230

1 10 10 10 10 10 lO 10 10 0.2~L-~ 2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.3303 10 10 10 lO lO 9 9 9 0.230

L-6
;

10 10 10 10 1 i 10 10 0.26010 10 10 10 lO 10 iO iO 0.260

1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.3~0
L-7 ~ ~0 ~0 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.3~3 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.300
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V

Con~ro~ 330 300 300 30~ 3~ 310

L-2 80 ~ 80 82 80 80

L-3 55 55 58 58 57 55 ~8

L-5 90 90 ~ 80 85 ~ 85

L-6 70 70 72 73 70 72 70

L-7 360 360 350 360 ~0 360

Temper,tu~e (°C)

Contro~ 2~. ~ 26 ~6 26 26 2~

S- 1 26 26 26 2~ 2~. S 2~       2~.

S-2 26 26 26 2~.8 2~.~ 2S 25.~

~-2 26 26 26 2~.8 2S.5 ~

L-3 26 26 26.5 ~ 25.5 ~ 25.5

L-5 26 26 26.5 ~ 25.5 ~

L-6 26 26 26.5 2~. S ~. S 25

L-? 26 26 26.5 2~ 25.5 ~
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V
T~BLZ ?

0

¢ellm/~1% 206 8~t~ 6 ~r,

Con~ro2 2.&6 2.59 2.~ 2.~6
~m~ 1.~3 1.59 1.67 2.S6

~

L-5 1.17 1.07 0.15 1.06 ~

L-6 0.0066 0.0178 0.~89 0.0111
L-7 2.12 2.23 2.17 2.17 +

Tsb2ed X~ value (pc0.01, df*4) o 13.28 ~OVA F (Csbled) ,J 3.~8

.Tempertture (’C)

Control 24.4 24.8 24.6 23.9
_. L-4 24.4 24.8 24.6 23.9

L*~ 24.4 24.8 24,6 23.9
L-6 24.4 24.8 24.6 23.9

L-6 6.9 70
L-7 8.0 360
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Test Yy~: Static Daily |a~sl

Test Duration: 7 days - |68 bouts
Temperature: 25 ¯ leg
Photoperiod: 16 ~8 8 D
Start: 28 ~rch~ 1989, 11:~

Test Vol~e: 500 ul
Dilution Water: ~t &pp~cable

Test ~terisl: ~nt8 Clara V#lle~
TtJt Concentrations: 100~ control~ Repli~ates:

3
Otjsn~sm8 ~t rep%/cate: 10

Test Species: P~uephales pr~la8
Source: in-house ~u~ture
~e: ~2~ houro
Culture ~atet: ~chlorineted Tap
Diet: Artemi~ ~upli£

~t
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MARINE BIOASSAY LABORATORIES
,2:),

WAT$ONVtLLlr CA
~)4) ?24.4522
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Zntroduct~on

&a part of the Santa Clara Volley Ilou-Poi~t Source Ftogreu, toxicity
teotLuS uust be carried out ou vate~ 8~pleo collected du~l~S both
veJther (~our t~s) and ~t ~sther (tv~ct). Dr~ ~sthe~ trial require
dale7 coZlect~on o~ viter e~p~es 8t the fou: otrem star,one

d~bi8 (ievertebtett)~ ?ieep~elte ptoeelee (fish) 8~d ~elenJet~u~
Ct~t~O~Ut~ (p~Snt).

~e Cer£oda~h~ 8~d ~£~hsle8 tecta s~e o~ea dsys ~e d~st~

oo~utLons v~th nev~oco~ected test verst e~pZeo. ~L17 ~LlectL~e

~e three bLoseeeye ~re ~r~o~ed �oncurreet17. Dephn~de end fLeh
yore run on 13o20 Dectnber~1988 vhL~e eZgae ~re tested on 1~17

~e o~p~e8 ~re �o~lected and delivered to ~L b~ ~L
~e ez~er~euts~ deoi~ cs~ed ttet~uJ o~y undLluted (100~) atree8 vste~.
& lab vater �ontro~ (E?~ uoderstel~-hJrd) yes rue to p~o~,Lde qusZLt7
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~ethods

Test or|asians yore neonates derived from in-house cultures.
Or~$ine~ broodltock vii frol EPA Duluth, received 11Nly, ]988 end
cultured in EPA uodernte]y herd voter prepared vLth Hi]]ioQ rater.
Samples of screen test rater yore collected dei~y duri~ the test, nod
�ootro~ voter via ZPA~o~erate~y hard

The test vas initiated vith 4-8 hour old neonates derived tram thirdbroods of individually maintained broodstock. Ttstin$ vos conducted vith

16 hour linht:8 hour dark. Test solutions ~re t~u~e~ daily, uocotteotv~th trensfers~ voter quality ~8sur~euts sad IootJoN~ of lU~vl~ ~d

~product~o~. At each diily trmnsfer, o~ued~e ~re inoculated rich food
drops o~ ~eti~#~hnia chov and ~ drop o~ ~elensstt~ culture, de~ity

aPproxLa#tely 2.S X ~0~ cells/al). ~ollovins the 7-diy test period,
8urv~v~l da~8 yes statistically evaluated us/u~ the probLt method to
calculate the 96-hour LCS0. EeproductLve data vns eval~l:ed usL~ ~OVA
and Duunet~’s TESt after �onfL~nS data ~ojtueLty by krtlett’s Test.

Yathead ~nn~ ~tvse

probably from uu~�~ple spa~s. Or~j~nal br~dsCock vas ~rchased

1988.Scre~ ~est rater s~p~ee yore �o~ected ~teoh e~ch d87. Control verst
v88 EP~ aoderste~ bard (~i~). Ten larvae ~re used Ln each test
�ontainer and there ~te three replicate .      "

�ontemners ~r �oncentration.

yes 16:8~~ ren~8~ o~ 80~ o~ ~he ~ee~ vo~ �oincided vL~b

exposure, the test vas terminated by addition of ~otna~La to each
conta~ne~. Su~iv~uj la~ae vote dried and ~/8hed, and ~t~sht data ~re
ecac~ac~call~ eva~uaced ueLn8 Ba:~lecc’s TeeC fo~loved b~ ~OVA and
Do,nest’s Test. ProM~� ~a~ys~s o~ surv~va~ data vii used to ulculate
the 96-hour LCI. Teec �ondAc~o~ and orsaaLsn data are e~rLsed
ap~ud~z Table A-2.                                    .

~eleuastr~

A~Ia~ assays ~re conducted Ln sterile 250 u~ Ztte~yer
Preparation o~ ~he nucrLen~ nedL~ ~ol~ed 8uLde~nes oe~ forth Ln
6~0/9-78-0~8.
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Cer~odaphn~a                                                                               L

8na~ysed ue~nJ the laboratory rater ms the �~parat~ dac~

hours exposure. The 96shout L~SO for Cer~odaphn~8 LJ :*100~ ~or
s~p~es ¯

leptoduct~ou dJt8 ~re datelined ~o ~ ~8eue~s by ~rtlett’o
teat, v~th i I va~ue of 0.~76. TabledZ"    value for h d.f.
9.~88. &HOVA end Dunnett’e ttl~ vere performed on the
reproduction data. For these data, the u~u~ s~guLf£caut dLffere~e
8.15 yunna per adult, tepreeeut~ut 8 ~S.3Z reduction of

yunna produced be~en any ecre~ vJ~er 8nd ~he lab velar �ontrols.

Crovth and enviro~ent]l uonitori~ data are elrLaed in Table 7.

The lab rater 8forth (cell number) data vere set equal to IOOZ
8rovth, and ctl! numbers in each stream sample vats transformed to

R0054765
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~ >100% of all atreau aauplaa.
T

Cell number dita v~re houo|eaeoue (|artletta | ¯ 0.9276 va tabled X2 .~
value st poO.O5 and & d.f. - 9.688). ~OVA end Duanetta 8aalTate v~ra
done on the untransfo~ued data. ~ere vas no 8~8nfLcent decrease Ln uean
cell n~bers in 8n~ of the o~rean s~ples ~ea �~pared vith I;t~th ~n lab

2
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S,n~, CI,:a Vslle7 ~?S Ssup~, t33~

�ontrol ~0 333 320 350 ~5 ~0 330

S-I 7~0 ?75 800 SO0 ?90 7~)0 790

802 1100 1150 1100 1100 1100 1:~0 1~0

8-3 800 800 100 800 800 900 ~0

8-3 1~25 1~00 1~00 1a50 1a50 la~

Tenl~erscure (*C)

CouCrol :2S.O 25.S 24.5

S- 1 2~. 0 25 ¯ 5 24 . S 2&. S 24.0 :~S. 0 24.0

~-" S-2 25.0 25.5 24.5
~

8-3 2~.0 2~.5 24.5 24.5 2~.0 2~.0 24.0

- S-4 2~.0 2~. 5 2~. 5 24.5 2~. 0 ~.0 2&.O

~ntrol 82/114 80/110 7~/110 68/105 70/1~ 1’0/110 72/110

~ S-3 ~8/3~0 ~0/3~0 210/30~ 27S/328 2~0/33~ :~0/320 ~0/338

R0054770
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0

PAI’t~ NXIOIOW LNtV,~

S~t8 �lara Valle~ ~S Sample t33~

I-1 10~ 100 100 100 100 100 ~7
802 100 100 100 ~0 87 83 83 O. 3606
S03 100 100 100 100 100 100 97 0.~022
S-~ 100 100 100 17 93 13 90 0.~28

2

Pot

~rtlett~e I - &.674 ~OV4 I (calcuIs~ed) - 4.9S~TsbXed Z va~ue (~0,0~, & dr) ~,488 ~OVA F (~sbled) * 3.&8
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SUIVlV~ ~ ~V~ D~Y ~I~

~ple leplicit, Day 0 De7 I De7 2 D8~ 3 D87 & Day 5 D*7 6 Day 7 Vei~ht (~)

I                 1 10 10 10 10 10 10 I0 10 0.~1~
Coo~rol 2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.~1~

~ ¯ 3 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 O.&O00

1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.~00
~~

S*I 2 10 10 10 10 i0 10 10 10 0.6200
3 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 0.~111

1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 ~~ .-~ ~ ~o ,o ~o ,o ~o ~o ~o ~o o..oo
I - ~ ~o ~o~o ~o~o ~o ~o ~o o..oo

~ ~ ~o ~o ~o ~o ~o ~o ~o ~o o.~
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Disoolved_.~yte~

�ontrol 8.1 6.8 8.2 ?,2 8.0 6.5 8.3 6,? 8,~ 6,8 ~8,2 6,2 8,6 6,8
8-1 ~.~ ?,~ 9,3 ?,1 8,6 6.6 9.* 6.5 ~,5 ~,0 9,0 5,1 ~,J 6,5
S-2 ~,6 7,3 ~,7 7,2 8,8 6,6 J,4 7.1 ~,6 7,3 ~,5 6.~ ~,6 7,1    -
8-3 8.6 7,2 9.0 7,0 8.6 6.7 9,2 6,9 9,3 7,0 ~,S 6,3 9.3 7.1
S~ 8.5 7.0 9.1 7.1 8.6 6.6 9,0 6,9 9,3 7,1 8,5 i,O I,t 6,6 .

R0054773
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8°1     9.4 7.1 9.3 7.1 8.6 6.6 9.4 6.S 9.S 7.0 ~.0 5.8 ~.8 6.5

’ ( ° (i~al (~umc before re~81)

~     2
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continued
0

7~0 77, 800 800 7,0 7,0 7,0

25.0 23.5 ~4.5 ~6.5 ~4.0 25.0

3921572 390/52S 3~0/528 3601320 350/$20 355152S ~0/518

3081290 ~0/350 2101305 2751328 2901335 ~01320 ~0/338
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V

Cells/el ¯ 106

Co==~ol 1.?03 2.013          2.277       1.998
- 28o! 3.530 3.6~5 3.275 3,683

8-2 6.260 6.180

8-3 2.510 2.950 2,880       2,780
8-6 2.195 1.970 1.910 2.02,5 ,

¯srclett~s | (calculated) ¯ 0.92?6 £~OVA F (calculated) ¯ 57.08Tabled X" value (p¯O.OS, dreW) ¯ 9.688 ~OVA F (tabled) o 3.68

Teaperetur, (*C)

Control 2~.0 ~.5 26~3 26.5S-I ~.0 25.5 24.3 2~.58-2 25.0 25.5 26.3 26.5

~ ~ value ~nductivit7 ~o./~)
~ntrol 8.1 ~0S-I 8.6 750S-2 8.6 1100S-3 8.6 ~0S-6 8.3 1625

R0054776
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MARINE BIOASSAY LABORATORIES

WATSONV~LLF. CA 9~7~

3 S~£CI~S BIO~SAT ~S~TS:

DRAFT

Prepared for

_ KINh’£TIC 1.~ORATORZ£S~ INC.
Santa Cruz, C81ifornia

HARIR[ BIOASSAY ~BO~TORIES DIVISION
TOXSC~, INC.

MBL

A DIViSiON OF TOXSCAN. INC
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All el|el counts vere usde usnuelly vLth ¯ heuJcytoueter and

0microscope. Treatment Stoup, end �ontrols vere set up vith ¯ miniu~m of
three replicates. Testing yes conducted in an env~roe--ent¯l (:h~uber vlth
continuous ill~in~t~ou o£ 400 ft/candles at 24 * 20C .for 96 bouts. All                   ~
test ~8JkS ~rt i~culated rich 8pproz£~te17 ~Z lO~ cells/ml ~r~ a 4
dsy old stock culture. Cultures ~:e ohJken t~ce da~17 by ~nd. g~n

densities to deteruLne ECSG �oncentritLons ueLn8 the Prok,£t Nethod.
Be~ett’8 ttl~ vii used to �ouf~ ~uojenelty o~ vtr~ance I~ter vh~ch                   ~

L
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Results end Conclusions

Ceriodaphnta

nnalyzed using the laboratory rater us the ©omparstive dgttmt ("control").

Analyolj of mortality data by Yisher’s Exact Test shoved thac
S-2 produced statistically significant uor~alLcy vhen ©~pared vith
laboratory rater controls (Yishers b value o 3). Fo~lovin$ prate©el
guidance, reproduction date ~rom S-2 vere ~ot included in subsequent
a~etietica~ analysts.

|eproduction data vere found co be no~ meresT17 distributed
(D’Agostino’a D value - 0.239?). Critical D values ere 0.21655 to 0.287~.
Da~a �ould mac be normalized by any transformation (Square root, log~ or
arcsinVrZ-’), and subsequent analysis yes done by the non-parametric Steel’s
Hany-One Rink Test. The tabulated critical rank s~m value for eel0 end
km~ is 76. Rank sums ~or S-l, S-3, S-~ and S°S all exceeded 76~
indicating that reproduction in Chess staples was not significantly lover
than ~n the laboratory control rater.

Environmental monitoring data ere tabulated end presented in Table 3.

Yathead Hinnov Larvae

Survival sad sro~th (dry veisht) data ere summarized ~n Table ~, end
date for individual replicate CesC �ontainers are presented in Table
There vas not enough sample from S-S to do the fa~head m~nno~ b~oassay~
and only $-! through S-6 vere included ....

Larva! veizht data vere determined to be normally d~sCributed
(Shpiro-Wilk~s test), and homogeneous, vith s Bartlett’s B value of 0.979.
The tabled X" value for & d.f. at p=0.01 is 13.28. Subsequent ANOVA and
Dunnetca analyses vere done on the untransformed ~eisht date. There
no significant decrease in mean larval veisht in s~mples S-1, S-2, S-3 and
S-~ vhen compared rich the veight o~ d~lut~on rater �ootrols.

Environmental monitorial data ~or ~athead mlnnov Iarvae ere
s~ariaed in Table 6.

Selenastr~

Grovch and enviroc=meutal monitoring date ere s~marlzed ~n Table 7.

Cell number data ~ere normatl~ distributed (Shapiro-~ilkes) and       -
homogeneous (Lartletts ~ o 0.927~ vs tabled X value at paC,.O! and 5 d.f.
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;ntroduction

As p~rt of the Sents Clefs Valley l~on-Point Source Program, toxicity
testing suet be carried out on meter semples ~ollected du:ing ~th dry
vesther (four times) ~nd ~t ~sther (tv~ce). Dry ~ther tests require
da~ly cotlection of vster e~ptee a~ stre~ 8tatLo~. Her ~8ther tests
v~11 ~ conducted using ~ Jingle ¢mpoeLte e~ple o~ runoff rater ~or the
dally reuev8ls. ~ie test is the Jec~d o~ ~our dry ~ather tests.
tozLc~ty tests are conducted, utLlLging Ceri~aphn[s dubis (L~ertebrste),

~e Cer/odsphnle end P~uephalee tests are s~en dsys Ln duration, and
are etat~�-reneval protocols, requiting dally replacement of test
solutions vith nevl~-�ollected test rater 8~pleo. D8~1~ cc)~lecti~s of
etre~ vate~ ~e ~de onl~ du~ng the flint ~o ~ya o~ the test ~.
On the second day It become cleat that an unexpected ~a~noto~
L~inent, end the inclusion of eto~ runoff in our "dry ~sther"
vas not sppropriete in te~s of the study objectives. ~e decision
agde, ~here[ore, to �ollect enough s~ple on Dsy 2 (our last dry day) to
perfo~ dl~l~ renevsls ~or the r~J~nder o[ the ?~gy test ~rL~. Zn
s~gry~ va~er �o~ectLons ~re ~de onZy on Days I and 2 o~ the teat
period. ~8ter �ollected on Dey 2 yes stored it 60C for the r~£nder
the ?-dty teO~ per~od, 8nd dgL~ renev81s on diys 2-7 vere do~e using
stored rater.

The ~hree bLossoays ~re ~rfo~ed concurrently. DgphnLds 8nd
vere run on 3-10 February, 1989 vh~e elgee vere tested on 3-7 Febr~ry,
198~. ~e~hods, results and data ire presented ~n the folZ~nK

The samples ~re �ollected and delivered to ~L by ~L personnel.
The experimental design called testing only ~d~luted (100~)~ltream rater.
A lab rater �ontrol (EPA moderately-hard) yam run to provide qualLty
¯ sgurgnce da~s. The lab va~er results vere also used as the

R0054780
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Hethods

Ceriodaphnie

Test organisms vere neonates derived from in-house cultures.
Oriainal broodstock yam from EPA Duluth, received 11 Nay~ 1988 and
cultured in EPA moderntcl7 hard rater prepared vith MillL-q rater.
Samples of strcn test valet vere collected doily during that tests mud Zmb
�ontrol rater yam EP~ uoderntel~ hard (~11~-q).

The test vss initiated v~th 6-8 hour old neonates derived frau third
broods of ind~viduall7 wintc~ned broodstock. Testing van conducted vith

16 hour l~8hc~8 hour dark. Te,~ 8olu~o~ ~re ~en~ed deJ+~7~ �oncurren~
v~h ~ranefere~ ve~er quality meaeurmeu~e and 8oeee~en~ of survival end
reproduction. AC each dl~7 Crans~er~ nay ued~8 vere i~cultCed vi~h
(2 drops of Ceri~sphni~ ch~ and 1 drop of SelenaoCr~ cuZture~ density
approximately 2.5 X 10" ceZ~e/uZ). FoZlovLnS the 7-day test per~od~

circuit,s the 96-hour LCS0. Reproductive date van evaZ~ted using
and Dunnett’e Test 8fret �on[i~ng data homogeneity by BartIett’o Test.

Fathead ~nnov ~rvse

house culture. All larvae ~re from the ease epa~nl eubstrtte, but
probabI~ fr~ multiple operas. Orizins2 broodeCock vas ~rchased fr~
Thomas Y~sh Fa~s, San ~,fael, C,~iforn~8, ,pprozi~cely ~arch of 1988.
Scre~ ~esc vJ~tr 88mpIee ~ere �o~ecced ~resh each day. ConcroI
yam EP~ eoders~eIy hard (~i-~). Ten ~arvae ~ere used ~n each
�on~l~ner and ~here ~re three replicate �ontainers ~r concentration.

hatched Artemis naup~. TtIC temperature v88 25 * 10C. end photo~r~od
~as 16:8. Ds~y teneval of 80~ of the test vo1~ �o~nc:~ded ~ith
env~ro~en~st monitoring ~nd assessment of survival. After seven days of
exposure, the test w8J teru~n8ted by addition o~ ~orma~n to
~onta~ner. Surv~v~n& 18rv8e vere dried and ~ei&hed~ 8~d ~e~sht d8ts ~ere
sts~8t~a~7 evaluated us~nE Bsrtlett’J Test ~ol~o~ed by ANOVA and
Dunnett’J Test. Prober 8nslys~s o~ surv~vsl data vs8 used to �Jlcul8te
the 96-hour LCI. Test ~ond~t~ons and orKan~su data are s~r~zed
ap~nd~x Table

Selenastr~

A~Eal ~ss~ys ~re �~-a,scted ~n 8ter~e 2~0 m~ 7t~e~eyer flasks.
Preparation of the nutrient ned~ [o~ed ~de~ineJ let forth ~n EPA-
600/9-78-0~8.

R0054781
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C£R~ODA~qZA - £1~’VIROI~I~AL MONITOitlNG
SauCa Clara Valle~ ~S S~pll ~3

ni*~olved ~len

2"2 2’2 2"2
CoaCrol 7.7 7.5 8.S 7.9 8.3 8.0 8.0 7.8 S.8 8.2 8.0 8.1 8.8 7.2

S*I 9.3 7.4 9.4 7.8 7.2 7.9 9.4 7.8 9.1 .8 9.9 7.1 9.9 6.7
~-2 10.0 7.4 10.4 7.9 9.8 7.9 10.I 7.8 10.2 8.0 10.6 7.4 10.8 6.4
8-3 8.2 7.4 10.4 7.8 10.0 7.9 9.6 7.7 9.6 7.9 10.6 7.5 10.6 6.8
S~ 7.8 7.4 8.9 7.8 8.8 7,9 8.9 7,6 9.4 7.9 10.2 7.4 ZO,2 7.2
S-5 8.~ 7,4 10.4 7.8 10,0 7.9 9.6 7,7 9.6 7.9 10.6 7.5 10,6 6,8

2
Control 7.8 7.4 7.9 ¯ 99 8.0 7.9 8.0 _

S-I 9.0 8.6 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.6 8.4
S-2 8.5 8.5 1~.4 8.2 -8.3 8.3 8.~

S-3 8.2 8.3 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 8. J

8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.0 7.7

S-5 8.2 8.3 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.1
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data. There vas oo eignficant decrease in scan cell n~mbers in any of the
0stres~ ss~pXes when �~pared v~th growth ~n Xab va~er �ontroXs, There

2

2

q
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S’u’t~l~ OP I~PIODUCTZON AJTO SU’RVZVA~, ~01
SsnCs Clara ~sl~ey ~S S~ple #3~33

Toga1Yo~n8 Ptoduced/lepl~�l~e g Surveys1
~ ¯ b � d ¯ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (n

Control 18 17 23 19 18 19 18 20 12 1~ ’100

S-I 35 ~ 39 ~ ~ ~1 39 ~ 28 33 100

S-3 29 29 30 32 12 32 29 32 28 25 100

S-~ 37 ~ 28 35 3 29 32 32 27 33 100

S-S 29 16 28 16 26 ~9 25 28 26 27 100

¯ - ~ulc died prior �o cee~ �~pIe~ 2For Survival D8~8

Fisher’8 Ex~�~ Test - Critical b vllue = 6

Fo~ ReF~oduc:~ve

O’Agos~no’s O (c81culs~ed) - 0.2397¯             Steel’s Cr~�~.ctl Rink Su~
CtLt~c81D interv81 (tsbled) o 0.26~5-0.287~    S~eel’s R~nk Sum £ot ~11 s~mples ~ -

~ ~t~ vere ~ot uo~lly d~strlbu~ed 8nd could not be ~o~lliged b7
t:ane[o~,�~on. Dsta vere 8nslyzed by Steel’s Hsny~e ~nk Test.

,1
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1 lO 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 0.~000
I~ Control 2 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 9 O.~kO
~ 3 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.4000

~ 1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 0.3770

S-I 2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.35~0
3 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.330~

1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.3900
~ S-2 2 10 10 10 10 9 9 8 8 0.4370
~ 3 10 10 10 10 8 8 8 8 0.3500

1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 0.4110
S-3 2 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 9 0.45S0

-~ ~ 10 10 10 10 10 10 7 7 0.4000

1 10 10 10 10 10 10 I0 9 0.4770
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D~ssolved ~Seu (mr/l)

Control 7,7 7,~ 8.~ 7,5 8,3 7,6 8,0 7,0 8,8 7,0 8.0 6,7 8,8 6,6

S-I 9,3 7,3 9,4 7,3 7,2 7,2 9,4 6,7 9,1 7,1 ~,9 7,3 9,9 6,8

S-2 10,0 7,6 10.4 7,5 ~,8 7,~ 10,1 7,1 10,2 7,5 10,,6 7,0 10,8 7,1

S-3 8.2 7.5 10,4 7,3 10,0 7,2 9.6 6.4 9,6 7,1 10.,6 6,9 10,6 7,0

S~ 7.8 7.2 8.9 7,2 8,8 7.0 8.9 6.4 9.4 7.0 10.2 6.6 10.2 6,5

i~Iti~

p~ Vslue (units) ._ ;

Control 7.8 ?,4 7,9 ,99 8.0 7,9 8.0

S-I 9.0 8.6 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.6 8.4 |~

S-2 8.3 8,3 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.4 8.2

S-3 8.2 8.3 8.4 8.4 8.4 8,4 8.1 ~

S-4 8,0 8,0 8.0 8,0 8.1 8.0 7,7 E

$-5 8,2 8.3 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.1 -

R0054787
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~ TkSL£ 3 o �ontinued V

Control 280 ~ ......

~ S-I 530 1180

$-2 1090 1060 ......

S-S 7~0 79S .........

Temperature (’C)

J~ Control 25.0 2~.0 2~.0 2~.0 2~.0 2~.0 2~.0

S-2 2~. 0 2~. 5

~.
S-3 2~.0 2~.5           2~.5 2~.5 25.0 25.0 2~.0

S-4 2~. 0 2~. ~ 2&.

~ Control 76/102 76/102

S-I IB0/22~ .............

J S-3 280/370 .............

~ S-~ 280/370

L
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S~u~a Clara V~lley~S ~ple t3~33

~sn Larval

Control 100 1~ 1~ 100 100 97 93 0.~1~7
S-I 100 100 100 100 100 100 97 0.3537
S-2 100 100 100 97 97 87 87 0.3923
S-3 100 100 100 100 100 87 83 0.~220
S-~ 100 100 100 100 100 97 90 0.~77

For Larval ~e~ht Data

3mrtlett~s ~ - 0.979 ANOVA F (¢mlc:ulmted) ,, ~.08Tabled X value (p’0.01, 4 dr) - 13.28
~OVA F (tabled) - 3.48

R0054789
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Cold’cedric7 (~ho8/~)    S~�8 C18r8 V, lle7 ~S S~ple P3~33

Control 280 2~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ S-I 530 1180 ~

S-2 1090 1060 ~

~ ~*~ ~320 1100 ....
t~ S*5 7~0 79~ ....

i~ Control 2S.0 2~.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 2~.0 2~.0
~ S-1 2~.0 2~.S 24.~ 2~.5 25.0 2~.0 25.0
)~ S-2 2;.0 2~.S 2~.S 24.S 25.0 25.0 25.0
~r S-3 2~.0 24.5 2~.~ 24.~ 2~.0 2~.0 2S.0

~ 25.0
~ S-~ 2~.0 24.5 2~.5 24.5 2~.0 2~.0 2~.0
~, Alka~n~�~/Ha~dness (as m~/1CaCO3)

~ Control 76/102 76/102 -~

[ s-~ -~/.o ...... _. _. _.

280/370 ............

L
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GF.O~’I4 A.~ £h~IROh~Eh~A~ I~OHITOi~INO DA~A
Clara

Cello/ul X 106 ~ft~r 96

Cootrol 2 ¯ 59 2 ¯ 66 2.61

8-~ 2.~1 ~.67 2.66 :t.58

8-2 5.06 5.04 5.40 ~. 17

S-3 2 ¯ 90 3.33 3.68 3 ¯ 30

S-4 2.13 2.17 2.08 2.

S-S 3.20 3.58 ~.~0 3.73

~r~lect~o 9 (celculaced) - 1~.83        ~OVA
T~bled XZ value (p-0.Oi~ d[-~) e 15.09 ~OVA F (~sbled) - 3.11

Tempereture (’C)

Control 25.6 25.1 25.0
S-1 25.6 2~.1 2~.0 2~.8
S-2 25,6 2~.1 2~.0 2~.8
S-3 25.6 25.1 25.0 :~.8
S-~ 25.6 25.1 2~.0 2~.8
S-3 25.6 2~.1 25.0 2~.8

Zn~al ~H Yalue and

Control 7.9 280
S- 1 8.8 48O
S-2 8.5 1060
S-3 8.4
So4 8.0 1100
S-5 8.5
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Test £ndpo~ats: Crovth, (cell ~unber)
Test ~rac~on: & da~s~ 96 hours
T~rature: 2~

Start: 3 ~e~r~ry, 1989, 13:00 hours
~n~sh: 7

Test Containers: 2~0
Test Vo~e: 100
D~Iution Water: Noc AppILcsbIe

Talc Concentrations: 100~, Control
~ ~ep~cstes: 3
Orli~Sul per repl~cate: I0,000/:1

Test Species: Selenas~r~
Source: Zn-houae culture

Culture Water:               EP~ ~oder#teIy Bard

2
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TA~LZ A-!

Test Type: Stst~e Dslly liners!
Test Endpoints: Survive1, |eproduction
Test Duration: ? days - 168 hours
Teupereture: 25 *
PhotopetLod: 16 ~: 8 D
Start: 3 Febr~ry~ 1989, 10:00 hours
Finish: 10 Febr~ry~ 1989j 10:00 hours

Tilt CoutlLner,: Ios pllstLc cups
Test Vol~e: 15 ul
D~lut~on ~ittr: Hot Applicable

Test ~Ceria1: Santa C~Irl ValIey~S - Dry Veather t2
Test Concentrations: 100~, controls
# Replica~ee~ 10
Orjan~sus per replicate:

Test Species: Cer~odaphn~s dubS8
Source: in-house culture
Age: 6-8 hours
Acclamation/Culture ~a~er: [PA ~oderately Hard (~lli~)

Selenas=r~, Ceri~aphnia

2

q
L
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V
T~.DLY. A-2 O

Test TFpe: StatLc Daily
Test Endpoints: Survival. Grovth _
Test DuratLon: 7 days - 168 hours
Teuperature: 25 ¯
PhotoperLod: 16 ~j 8 D
8tart: 3 february, 1989~ 12:00 houtll

- 2

Test Volune: 500 nl
Dilution Waters ~ot Applicable

Test )t~terial: Santa Clara Valley NPS - Dry Weather t2
Test Concentrations: 100Z, �ontrol
t Eeplicates: 3
Orsanisns per replicate: 10

Test Species: P~mephales Frouelas (Fathead u/nnov)
Source: in-house culture
ASs: <2~ hours ~

2
Culture Waterz DechlorLnated Tap
D~et: Arteui._.__~ nauplii -

--

I
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testinZ must be carried out on rater samples �ollected du]~n& bach dry
vesther (four tines) 8rid vet veether (trice). Dry veather tests require
dally �ollection of voter samples et stres= 8titions. Uet veJther tests
rill be conducted using s sinzle �oupos~te as=ple o[ runof[ voter ~or the
daily renevsls. This test is the thLrd o[ four dry veether tests. Three
toxicity tests ire conducted, util~glng Ceriodaphnie dub~a (|.nvertebrste)j
P~ueFhsles Fro~elas (fish) and Selensstrun cspricornutmn ~plant).

The Cer~odsphn~a and P~ee~hale8 tests ere seven days ~n duration, and
are stati�-tansy81 protocols, requiring da~ly teplaceuent of ttlt
solutions v~th nevly-collected trot rater samples. DeLl? �ollectio~ of
stream voter vere ~de by ~Lnnet~� ~boratorLes (~Z)

The three bLoasoays vere perfo~ed �oncurrently. DsphnLds end ~Leh
ve~e run on 9-~6 AptLY, 1989 vhL2e 8~gie ~re tested on 8-12 Apr~j 1969.

The exper~uen~a~ design called ~or testing only undL~uted (100~) 8trt~
va~er. A 18b rater �ontrol (EPA moder8te~y-hatd) vJs run to prov£de
qua~:y assurance dial. The lab voter results vere also used as the
�~para~ve data ~or i~Jt~8~c4~ �~par~sons.

2

q
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Methods

~eriodaphn~a

Test organisms were neonates derived from in-house cultures.
Original broodotock van from £PA Duluth, received II Nay, 1988 and
cultured in EFA moderately hard water prepared with Hilli-Q water.
Samples of stream test water were collected daily during the trig, and lab
control water van ~PA moderately hard (~illi.-~).

The test vie initiated vith &-8 hour old neonates derived from third
broods of individually maintained broodstock. Testing yes conducted with
1O individuals per treatment, each in individual plastic cups �ontsinLng
15 ml of test solution. Test temperature van 25 ¯ 1°C and photoperiod
16 hour light:8 hour dark. Test solutions were r--shewed daily, concurrent
with transfers, water quality measurements and assessment of survivs! and
reproduction. At each daily transfer, new media were inoculated with food
(2 drops of Ceriodaphn~ chow and I drop of Selenastru~ culture, density
approximately 2.5 X l0v cells/m1). Follov~ng the ?~day test period~
survival data van statistically evaluated using the probit method to
calculate the 96-hour L¢50. Reproductive eta was eve’.aged using AHOVA
and Dunnett’s Test after confirming date homogeneity ~ Bartlett’s Test.
Test conditions and organism data are 8~arized in Appendix Table

Fethead M~nnov Larvae

Test organisms were larvae~ less than 2~ hours old~ obtsined from
house culture. All larvae were from the same spawning substrata, but
probably from multiple spawns. Original broodstock was purchased from
Thomas Fish Far~s, San Rafael, California, approximately March of 1988.
Stream test we..r samples were colin:ted fresh each day. Control wa~er
was EPA moderately hard (~illi-Q). Ten larvae were used ~n each test
�ontainer and there were three replicate containers per concentration.
Each larval �onts~ner was fed three times daily with 750-1000 newly-
hatched Artemis nauplii. Test ~empersture was 25 ÷ 1"C~ and photoperiod
was 16:8. Daily renewal of 80Z of the test volum~ coincided with daily
env~rortmentsl monitoring and assessment of survival. After seven days of
exposure, the test was terminated by addition of formalin to each
�ontemner. Surviving larvae were dried and weighed, and weight data were
statistically evaluated using Bartlett’s Test folloved by AHOVA and
Dunnett’s Test, Probit analysis of survival data was used to
the 96-hour LCI, Test conditions and organism data are ,s~ariaed in
appendix Table A-2,

Selenaatrum

Algal assays ~re conducted in sterile 250 ml Erlem, eyer flasks.
?reparation of the nutrient medium followed guidelines set forth in EPA-
~0~/9-78-018.

R0054797
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DRAFT

P~epared

KINNET~C ~ABOP.ATORIES, INC.
S~nt~ Cru~, California

P~epared by

~,RIN£ 8IOASSAY ~ABORATORIES DIVISION
TOXSCA~ I~C.

W~tsonville, Californi~

A?RIL, 1989

MBL

A DIVISION O~ TOXS~A~
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All alga! counts vere made manually vith 8 hemacytometer and
microscope. Treatment groups and controls vere set up vith s minimum of
three replicates. Testing yes conducted in an env~ro~ental chamber vith
continuous illumination of &O0 re/candles at 2& * 2*C.for 96 hours.

day old stock culture. Cultures vere shaken t~ice daily by hand. Upon
conclusion of testing, statistical analyses vere made of final cell
densities to determine ECS0 concentrations using the Probit Method.
Bartlett’s test yam used to �ouf~ru homogeneity of variance after vh£ch
Dunnett’s test yam used.

R0054799



mLc:oscope. Treatsent Stoups and controls vere set up vLth ¯ s~nis~ o~
three replicates. Testing yes conducted in en enviromental chuber vith "r
�ontinuous illumination of ~00 re/candles at 24 ¯ 2°C.for 96 houri. All
test flasks ~e innoculated vith epproxisstely ~X 104 cells/s1 frm’a 4 -
day old stock culture. Cultures ~re i~ken trice dilly by hand. U~n

densities to detersine ECSO concentrations usinS the Prob|.t Hethod. - ,4
Sirtlett’l test vii used to oonfi~ hosogsnelty of verience slier vhich
Dunnett’s tilt vii used.

2
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V
AS! st|s! counts vere made menu¯fly vith ¯ hemecytoueter

microscope. Treatment Stoups and �ontrols vere ¯at up vith ¯ minimum of
three replicates. Testing yes conducted in In enviro~entel chamber vlth
continuous illunin¯tion of ~00 ft/�¯ndles It 2~ ~ 2"C .for 96 hours. All

Ltest [lasks ~ere inn¯col¯ted with approximately X 104 ¢ell.s/ml fro~’¯
day old stock culture. Cultures ~ere shaken trice daily by hand. Upon
conclusion of testing, ¯tetlsticel analyses vere n¯de el [inel cell
densities to determine ECSO �oncentritions using the Probit He¯hod.
Bartlett’s test vss used to confirm homogeneity of variance after vhich
Dunnett’8 test vas ultd.
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Resultl and

Ceriodsphnie

leproduction end survive! data for Ceriodephnle are eu~narised in
Table 1, and 8re presented in full in Table 2. Date vere statistically
anslTzed ulin| the leboretor7 rater 88 the ©o~peretive datum ("�ontrol").

~elyais of mortality dee8 by Fisher’s Exact Test shmred thee sample
S°4 produced stetistic811~ signi[~csnt mortality vhen �ompared vith
laboratory rater �ontrols (FLshera b value o 3). Fol~ovlnj protoco!
8uidence~ reproduction date from So4 vere not incZuded in subsequent

Reproduction date vere found to be norue~l~ distributed
(D’~gost~no~s D test) end homogeneous (Bartlett’s B e 9.81)..

None of the samples produced I~nifiCl~t~y decreased young production
vhen compared v~th laborecory rater controls.

Env~ror~ental monitoring data are tabulated and presen~:ed in Table 3.

Fathead H~nnov Larvae

Survive1 and Sro~th (dry ve{ght) data are sm~sr~sed ~n Table 4, led
data for ~nd~v~dual repl~¢ete test �onts~ners ere p~esented ~n Table
The~e yes not enough simple from S-5 to do the fathesd uinnov
end only S-1 through S-4 ~ere included.

Larval ve~ght data ~ere determined to be norusl~y d~str~buted
($hap~ro-;~l~e$ teat), and homogeneous, v~th 8 Bartlett’s I value of 3.85.
The tabled X" value for ~ d.~. at p’0.0! ~s 13.28. Subsequent A]qOVA end
Dunnetts analyses vere done on the untrans~or~ed veight dJl:e. There
~o s~gn~f~cant decrease ~n mean larval ve~iht ~n J~mples S01, S-2, and S-~
vhen �ompared ~th the ve{&h¢ o~ d~lut{on vatec �ontrols.    There
s~&n~f~cantly decreased 18rye1 ve~&ht ~n sample

Environmental mona�orang data for fltheld u~nno~ larvae
8~ar~xed ~n Table 6.

Selenastr~

Grovth end env~ro~ental man,taring data are e~r~ged ~n Table 7.

Cell number data vere norma11~ d~sC~buced (Shap~rooV~lkes) and
homogeneous (Bartleccs B ~ 5.86 vs tabled X" value at p’0.01 and 4 d.f.
13.28). ~OVA and Dunneccs analyses vere do~e on the un~rat~sfo~ed
There yes no *~gnf~cent decrea,e ~n seen cell u~bers ~n samples $1, S2
and S3 vhen compared v~ch gtovCh ~n lab vi~er contrail.    There vere
*~gn~f~¢sn:ly decreased cell n~be~s ~n sample S-4.

R0054802
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Control 25,0 25.5 25.0 26.0 23.0 25.5 26.0

8-I 25.0 25.5 25.0 26.0 24.0 :LS,0 26,0

S02 25.0 2~.5 25.0 26.0 24.0 :~.S 26.0

S-3 25.0 25 5 25.0 26.0 23.5 24.5 26.0

8-& 25.0 25.5 2~.0 26.0 2~.0 2~.0 24.0

Alk~li~t~/Esrdness(as ~/1 CsC03)

~.trol 60/100 65/~0 67/100 67/1~ 65/100 67/102

~-1

~-2 275/~7~ 300/~85 359/5~0 366/590 352/625 3~;2/5~

I-3 200/320 210/320 27~/330    252/~ 350/3~ 27~/336

J~ 390/42~ 390/435 ~/~50 512/~32 ~2/~0 ~25/~60 550/~0

R0054804
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0
L

S~"tARY OF I~£PRODUCTXOHA~ SURVXVALFOR

Total Yount Produced/lep~/ca~e                  ~ Survival

ConcroX    ~6    1~    20    1~    2~    15    14    17    18    17        100

S-3       29     31     25     28    26     31     ~0     1~     29     19         100

For

Bartlett’s B (calculated) - 9.81 ~OVA F (calculJ~ed) ~ 9.9J
~abled x~ vaJ~e (p-0.0~, dF-3) - 11.35 ~OVA F (Tabled) - 2.86
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~ta Clef8 V*IIe7 ~S ~ple t3838

6 3 & 3 0 3 & 4 0 ~ 2 27 105 0 0 2 5 6 0 1 & 0 6 20 10C~cro2 6 6 6 6 6 7 3 A 2 S 3 ~ 107 ~ 9 9 10 8 8 5 12 9 8 86 10

4 3 3 4 4 5 5 4 4 3 4 39 10         -S ! XO 0 7 8 11 13 S 11 0 66 10S°l 6 9 0 10 ¯ 0 0 0 0 0 13 32 97 25 IS 25 - 16 18 17 lS 14 13 138 9 -

S 0 - 8 5 0 1! lO 7 6 0 47 9$-2 6 ? - 0 0 4 0 0 0 ¯ 6 17 8 -? 3 - 6 2 6 lO 9 8 - 4 48 8

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 3 3 4 39~ 0 II 0 12 10 12 lO 0 0 0 ~$°~ 6 lO 0 lO 0 0 0 lO I! 12 10 6~7 I~ 16 11 12 12 1~ 15 0 14 1~ 120      10

4 2 5 3 5 ~ 3 4 4 4 4 39 I0
$°4 ~ ~ 0 ¯ 0 0 13 0 ¯ ¯ IS 437 ¯ 3 o .Z ¯ ¯ ¯ . . ¯ 3

¯ = Adult Died
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IOAN PERCERT SUltVIVAJ. (n-30) ~ ~ ~V~ DIY ~I~

Santa Clara Valley ~S Sample #3838

Control I00 100 100 97 97 97 ~7       0.5200

S-I 100 97 97 97 97 97 97 0.~833
S-2 100 97 97 97 97 97 97
S-3 lO0 100 97 97 97 97 97 0.~00

100     100     100     100     100     100     100       0.~00

For Larval ~e~� Data

Tabled X2 value (p’O.Ol, h dr) - 13.28            ~OVA F (tabled)

R0054807
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FATKEA~ MlNlqOg LARVAE
SUIVIVAL ~ LARVAL DRY ~IGHT DATA

Santa Clara Valle7 NPS S~ple t3838

N~ber o~ Survivors                  ~an Larval

Control 2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 C.3 10 10 10 10 9 9 9 9 0..~00

1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.~600S-I 2 10 10 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.~003 IO 10 10 10 10 10 I0 10 0.5~00

1 10 10 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.~:30S-2 2 ~0 ~0 20 ]0 ~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 0.48003 20 20 ~0 20 20 20 ~0 20 0.~300

2 ~0 ~0 ~0 9 9 9 9 9S*3 2 10 lO 20 10 ~0 lO ~0 20 0.49003 ~0 10 lO ~0 ~0 20 ~0 20 0.~900

~ ~0 lO ]0 20 ~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 0,~900S-4 2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.~500
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Tk~LE 7
S£L£~L~STR~ CAPRI COR/41ffUH

GRO~ ~ ~IRO~ ~NITOKIN~ DATA
Santa Clara Valle~ ~S S~ple 03838

Cell~/nl I 106 ~er ~6 houro
~ ieplice~e 1 replicate

Control 3.10 3.02 3.11 3.08

S-I 3.13 3.~7 3.10 3.23

S-3 3.03 2.96 3.97 2.99

~artlett~s ~ (�~lcul~ted) - ~ 8~ ~OVA F (calculated) - 181.6
Tabled 12 value (p-0.Ol, df-~ 13.28 ~OVA F (tabled) - 3.h8

Te~perat ~re (*C)

Control 26.2 2~.3 2~.8     2~.~

S-2 26.2 25.3 2~. 8

S-~ 26.2 25.3 2~.8

I~t~al ~X Value and Conduc~ivit~

~ pH value Conducc£v~t

Control 8.0 27~

S-3 8.1 780
S-~ 8.0 1~00

R0054809
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Test EndpoLnts: SurvLva~ |eproducc~on
~ Test Duration: 7 days - 168 houri
I Teuperature: 2S +

Photoperiod: 16 ~s 8 D
Start: 9 April, 1989, 11:00 houri~d
Finish: 16 April, 1989, 11:00 houri

2
" Test Voluue: IS ul
~, Dilution ~ater: Not Applicable

¯ -. Test ~aterial: Santa Clara Valley HPS - Dry Weal:her t3
,, Test Concentrations: IOOZ~ controll

# replicates: 10
~ Orjanis~| per repllcate: 1

’’ Test Species: Ceriodaphnla dubil
Source: in-house culture

,-. Acclinstion/Culture Wirer: EPA Hoderate~y Bird

.,
D~ec: Se~enJscr~, CerLodaphn~a

R0054813
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-- Telt £ndpoLnts: Grovth, (cell Bumbar)

_ PhocoperLod: ConTinuous ~Lsht
Lishc 2ntensity: 400 ¯ 40 FC
Start: 8 Ap~’L~. 1989, 13:00 hours
Y£n~sh: 12 April, 1989, 13:00 hours

Test Containers: 250 u! ~rlenmeTer ~188k~
Test Volune: 100 uZ

Test Concencroc~on8: 100~, Control
t Replicates: 3
OrjsnLsus per replicate: 10,000/m1 ~nnoculaCed

Test Species: Se~enascr~ capr~cornuC~
SouTce: In-house culture
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l B720115A-F CON-2

V,,’
I USGS STATION NO. 11168800

LOS GATOS CREEK AT
I LINCOLN AVENUE AT SAN JOSE, CA

1
I,’

!
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i

t t t ~nn~o ¯ LOS GATOS C AT LINCOLN AVE AT SAN JOSE C/~_IF

Flow ~ Temp ~ Tutbidil¥ rl~ 0~) (~anic C ~ Alkallnily
DATF: {CIS) (llmohs) ~ (d~ C) ( mgll ) (NT(I} (m~ll) (% s~l) Im~ as C) (~ as CaCO3) (~ as CaCO3}

0111~11980 II0 0 315.0 7.1 14 0 190.0 34,0 9.8 6.7 130.0 94.0
0112911981 39 0 256 0 7 5 I1 5 150.0 44,0 104 96 6.9 99.0 78,0
0110511982 41.0 204.0 7.8 I! 0 1~0.0 180.0 10.5 95 6.2 67.0 74.0
0112111982 1.7 225.0 7.9 7.5 120.0 8 O 11.3 95 4.3 Ol.0 72.0
0111911893 9.7 245,0 8,2 9 5 140.0 5.7 11.3 99 4 0 100,0 84.0
0112711983 400.0 109 0 7,8 11.5 120,0 440.0 10.6 9~ 5.~ 60.0 72.0
02~2011980 202.0 192,0 7.0 12.0 120.0 500,0 10.4 6.2 79.0 67.0
0211711982 9.4 3210 0,6 140 190.0 9.2 10.7 103 5.5 140.0 110.0
0210611983 561.0 2360 ~.0 11.0 140.0 130.0 11.2 102 4.2 100.0 90.0
0212811984 5.0 3590 9,1 14.0 200.0 1.9 12.6 123 2.5 150.0 124.0
02/1311986 45.0 420.0 ~.2 12,0 260.0 190 10.5 97 190.0 137.0
0212411986 59.0 160,0 ~.1 13,0 120.0 500.0 10.7 101 05.0 6~.0
0310611980 32.0 272.0 7.0 12.5 160.0 99.0 10.3 6.1 110.0 99.0
03/3011902 251.0 296.0 0.2 11.0 160.0 32.0 11.2 102 3.4 1300 108,0
0310111983 2600,0 217.0 O 0 12,0 140.0 460,0 II.0 4.~ 96.0 84.0
0311711984 3.4 307,0 ~.6 14,0 1O0.0 3,0 12.1 116 4.1 140,0 113,0
0311011985 128 ) ~6.0 ~.2 14.0 49.0 55.0 10,0 ~7 31.0 25,0
0311111966 551.1 2200 ~,2 14,0 140.0 130.0 10.7 104 97.0 03.0
0411211983 10.~ 317.0 9,6 14.5 180.0 2.2 I~.~ 163 2.3 130.0 ll0,0
05106~1980 1.0 323,0 ~.2 15.0 190,0 !.3 10.1 100 4.2 110.0 73.0
05117119~3 52.0 275.0 O.O 1~,5 170.0 ~.7 12.5 120 1.~ 130.0 110.0
0813011903 1.6 206,0 ~.5 230 I~0.0 0.O 11.4 13~ 2.0 130.0 II0,0
0910011902 1.0 295.0 7.~ 23.5 100,0 I.S ~.3 ~ 2.0 130.0 104.0
1112011979 0.7 407.0 ~.2 I1.~ 240,0 ’ 6.G I1.I ].~ 150,0 110.0
t 111711901 2.2 25~.0 7,~ 1~.~ 150.0 2.2 ~.0 ~ 14.0 73.0
12130119~1 3.~ 400,0 ~,4 14.5 240.0 1.0 11,2 110 3,5 120.0



LOS GATOS C AT LINCOLN AVE AT SAN JOSE CALIF

Flow ~ Temp 1T~ Tu,bidil¥ m (l~ O~g,~nic C 11..I Alkalintly
Pe,od {cls} {llmOhs) pH [de~j C) { m.qll ) {Nit)) |mqll) (% saZ| |mq/I as C] {~as CaCO3} {~ as CaCO3~

All
Mean 197.3 273.0 8.1 13.6 163.4 106 0 II,0 107 4.9 111.5 89.8
CV 2.62 0,29 0.07 0.26 0.28 1.67 0.13 0.16 0.53 0.29 0.26
n 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 2t 22 26 26

~nlh

~ 1.5 333.0 8.0 13.5 IgS.0 4.4 10.1 89 10.3 lll.S 84.0

Jan 86.5 263.0 7.8 I 1.4 154.? 101.9 10.7 99 5.3 99.6 80.0

F~ 146.9 281.3 8.2 12.7 171.7 206.7 II.0 10S 4,~ 124.0 99.5

Ma~ch 511.9 246.1 8.4 ~3.1 ~47.0 111.6 11.7 116 4.2 104.9 87,4

May 26.5 299.0 8.5 15.8 180.0 S.0 11.3 114 3.0 120,0 91.5

~ 1,3 2905 8.1 23.3 180.0 1.2 9.9 116 2.S 130.0 107.0

Wlnler
Nov-April 230.6 269.0 8.1 12.5 160.4 124.7 I1.1 105.4 $.4 109.0 00.0

n 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 17 10 22 22

Summer
May-Sopl 13.9 294,$ 0.3 19.5 180.0 3.1 10.9 114.8 2.0 12S.0 99.3

n 4 4 4 4 4 ¯ ¯ 4 4 4 4



! t t 60800 - LOS GATOS C AT LINCOLN AVE: AT ,~AN JOSE CAtlF

Tol.~l        Di.~ N,If~lnn [)is. Total Tolal To1.11

Flow Phosr)hofOuS O,tho P Iloron Iron NO;~.NO3 Ammonia, Organic N ORG,NH3 Nitrogen
DATI~ [cl~,) |m~lll as P) {m~lll as P) (m~.ll as I1) |mq/1 as re| |m_qll as N| |m~l as N) |m~/I as I~ |m~j/I as N) (mq~l as N|.

0 /12/t900 1100 0 14 0 OR 70 0 4000 0.85 0.07 1.20 1.30 2.20

0 12911901 39 0 0.12 0 06 40.0. 40.00 081 0.10

0 10511902 41.0 0.16 0 09 40.0 59.00 1,20 0.11 0.65 0.78 2.00

0 12111982 1.7 0.08 0 06 60.0 52.00 0,60 0.13 0.55 0.73 1.30

0 11911093 9,7 0.05 0 01 50 0 30.00 0.33 0.06 1.10 1.40

0 12711903 400 0 0.75 0.08 40,0 150.00 0.67 0.06 1.10 1.30 2.00

0212011900 202.0 0.50 0.06 SO.O 160.00 1.10 0,04 !.50 1.70 2.60

0211711902 9 4 004 0.02 60,0 75.00 0.65 009 0.58 0.67 1.30

0210911903 561.0 0.16 007 4’~,0 19,00 0..12 0.10 0.92 1.00 1.30

02/2011904 5,0 001 00I 70.0 33,00 0.10 0.04 0.35 0.40

0211311996 45,0 0.12 0.07 O0.O 49.00 0.12 0.59 0.70 1.60

02/24/1986 59.0 0.24 0.02 30.0 84.00 0.05 1,10 1.20 2.00

03106/1900 32.0 0.12 0.04 60.0 20.00 0.51 0.01 0.70 0.77 1.30

03/3011902 251.0 0.02 0.03 60.0 10.00 0.40 0.12 0.42 0.$2 0.92
03101/1963 2600.0 0.66 0.03 40 0 130.00 0.30 0.12 1.70 1.80 2.10

03/1711904 3.4 004 0.04 50 0 14.00 0.14 0.02 0.26 0,30 O.SO
0311011985 129,0 0.38 0.18 20.0 44.00 0.34 0.15 1.40 1.60 1.90

0311111906 551.0 0.23 0.02 50.0 96.00 0.02 0.43 0.50 1.20
041121190," 18.0 0.03 0.02 70.0 17.00 0.10 0.06 0,61 0.70

051061198(: 1.0 0.01 0,00 160.0 10.00 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.93 0.97

0511711983 52.0 0.04 0.01 50.0 16.00 0.10 0.07 0.19 0.30
0813011983 1,6 0.01 0.01 SO.O 7.00 0.10 0.03 0.20
09108/1902 1.0 0.03 0.01 70.0 10.00 O. 13 O. 14 0.70 1.00 1. I0

1112011979 0.7 0.02 0.02 1 I0.0 10.00 0.33 0.97 0.34 0.43 0.76
1111711981 2,2 O.OO 0.06 60.0 4900 0.40 0.15 0,46 0.57 1.00

1213011981 3.9 0.07 0.05 130.0 I0.00 0.90 0.07 0.54 0.66 1.70



1116~800 - LOS GATOS C AT LINCOLN AVE AT SAN JOSI:: CALIF

Total        0is. Ntlt( .x~len ~i$. Total Total TotalFlow Phosphorous Oflho P Boron Iron NO2,NO3 Ammonia Organic N OFIG,~M-13 NilroflenPeriod (cls) (m.q/I as P) (mq/I as P} (mf!/I as R) |m,(l/I as Fe) (m_q/I as N)(m(I/I as N) (m(]/I as N) f _mfl/I as N) (m,(]/I as N|
All

Moan 197.3 0.16 0.05 6!.9 47.46 0.46 0.08 0.75 0.85 1.49CV 2.62 !.26 0.86 0.49 0.93 0.?$ 0.54 0.55 0.52 0.38n 26 26 26 26 26 23 26 23 25 21
Monlh

Nov 1.5 0.05 0.0S 85.0 29.50 0.40 0. ! 1 0.40 0.50 0.88
Jan 86.5 0.20 0.06 (:1.4 54.43 0.78 0.09 0.81 0.98 1.77
Feb 146.9 0.18 0.04 55.0 70.00 0.54 0.07 0.84 0.95 1.80

March 511.9 0.21 0.05 500 47.29 0.30 0.07 0.79 0.80 ! .32
May 26.5 0.03 0.01 !0S.0 13.00 0.06 0.0S 0.5! 0.62 0.97
Se~ 1.3 0.02 0.01 60.0 8.50 0.12 0.09 0.76 0.60 1.10

Wlnlel’
Nov-April 230.6 0.18 0.0S 58.2 54.1 0.54 0.08 0.77 0.09 1.54n 22 22 22 22 22 19 22 20 21 19Summer
May-Sepl 13.9 0.02 0.01 82.S 10.0 0.09 0.07 0.60 0.01 1.04

n 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 2

C V ,, Coeffk:enl ol Vadallon
n . Sample numbe~



.~lntion # ! ! tG8800 - LOS GATOS CREEK AT LINCOLN AVE. AT SAN JOSE CALIF

Zn Zn Pb Pb OJ Cu As As
Flow Dissolved Sodimenl Dissolved Sedimonl Dissolved Sediment Dissolved Sedimenl

DATE (cfs) (1~ .q/I) (liglgm) (Izg/I) (llglgm) (11 .qll) (l=glgm) (llgll) (llglgm)

01/05/ 982 41 10 80 6 60 2 20 ! 5
01/271 983 400 4 60 I 50 3 10 1 4
021201 980 202 20 100 6 150 2 30 1 5
02/131 986 45 18 2 2 1
02/24/ 986 59 10 1 1 1
081301 983 1.6 6 30 I 20 2 10 1 3
09108/ 982 I I0 30 1 . 20 2 9 1 15

All
M~an 107.1 11.1 60.0 2.6 60.0 2.0 15.8 1.0 6.4
CV 1.36 0.53 0.51 0.92 0.89 0.29 0.58 0.00 0.76
n 7 7 5 7 5 7 5 7 5

Winler
Mean      149.4 12,4 80.0 3.2 86.7 2.0 20.0 1.0 4.7

n 5 5 3 5 3 5 3 5 3

Summer
Mean 1.3 8.0 30.0 1.0 20.0 2.0 9.5 1.0 9.0

n 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2



Slalion # I I 68800 - LOS GATOS CREEK AT LINCOLN AVE. AT SAN JOSE CALIF

Fe Mn Mn AI AI CbFlow Sedimenl Dissolved Sodimenl Dissolved Sedimenl Sediment
DATE (cls) (pgll) (pgll) (pglgm) (pgll) (pglgm) (pglgm)

01/0511982 41 13000 10 270 30 6500 100112711983 400 8500 11 200 130 50000212011980 202 6200 0 240 170 60 2002113/1986 45 6 20
0212411986 59 10 3008130/19~:3 1.6 5500 I 170 10 3200 100910811932 1 3200 10 110 10 1900 10

All
Mean 107.1 7280.0 6.9 ! 98.0 57. I 3332.0 12.0CV 1.36 0.51 0.68 0.31 1.14 0.76 0.37n 7 5 7 5 7 5 5

Winler

Mean       149.4 9233.3 7.4 236.7 76.0 3853.3 13.3n 5 3 5 3 5 3 3
Summer

Moan 1.3 4350.0 5.5 ! 40.0 I 0.0 2550.0 l 0.0n 2 2 2 2 2 2 2



Station # 1116880~, - LOS GATOS CREEK AT LINCOLN AVE. AT SAN JOSE CALIF

(U Q:I Cr Cr Hg Fig Ni ~
Flow Dissolved Sedimenl Dissolvod Sodimenl Dissolved S~limenl AS NI) Sediment

DATE (cls) (pq/I) (ll.q/gm) (p .q/I) (pglgm) (pgll) (pglgm) (0106,5) (pg/gm)

01/0511982 41 l I <tO 30 <0.1 0.07 <tO0 <l
01127/1983 400 <l <t <tO 20 <0.1 0.06 <100 <1
02120/1980 202 0 I 0 20 0.1 0.03 0 0
0211311986 45 <1 <10 <0.1 <100
0212411986 59 <1 <10 <0.1 <100
0813011983 1.6 <l <1 <10 10 <0.1 0.04 <tO0 <1
0910811982 1 <1 <1 <tO 6 <0.! 0.03 <100 <!



t ! ! 68n00 - LOS GATOS C AT LINCOLN AVE AT SAN JOSE CAt.IF

Total Total Total Total Total Tolal Total Tolal Tolal Tolal
Dlazlnon 2.4-0. Lindane Malalhion Chlo~d.-me DOO DOE DOT Oleld~in Heplachlo~

DATE (pgll) (poll) (pgll) (pgll) (p011) (pgll) (pgll) (l~gll) (pgll) (pgll)

o2/2o/198o 0.02 o.ol o o o o o.ol o o
0|10511982 0.03 0.02 0.0! 0.13 0 0 0 0 0 00910811 982 xO.OI 0.02 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <O.OlO
0112711983 0.03 0.0| 0,02 0.01 0.! <0.010 0.0! <O.OlO <0.010 <0,010
0411211983 0.01 0.03 <0.010 <0.01 <0.| <0.0|0 <0.010 <0,0|0 <0.010 <0.0100813011983 0.01 0.02 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <O.OlO <0.010 <0.0|0 <0.0100211311986 0.1 0.03 <0.010 0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.0|0 <0.0|0 <0.0|0 <0.010



LOS GATOS C AT LINCOLN AVE AT SAN ,lOSE CAI_IF

N~phth.’dPoe$ Total Tot.~l Tol,’~l Tot.d Tot,~l Tolnl Total Tol~tl

Polychloi’ ~ Ald~’,n End~’-,,,l~n End.n Elh, on Chlo~’ Fpo~,id~, Olychlor Melh~,l Pal’alhion

13AIE (p911) (pg/I) (I,gII) |l’.qII) (pq/I) (pq/I) |ligll) (l~gll) (pgll)

0;)/20/t 980 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0110511982 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0

0910~I1982 <0. I0 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01

0112711983 <O. tO <0.1 <0.010 <O.OlO <O.OlO <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01

0411 211 98::) <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 ,�0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01

0813011 983 <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0 010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01

0211311986 <O. lO <O.I <0.010 <0.010 <O.OlO <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01



1 t t 611~oo - LOS GATOS C AT LINCOLN AVE AT SAN JOSE CALIF

ToI-"I Total Total Total Total Total Total
Uethyl Trilhlon Mttex Perlhane To.aph~,ne Tiilhion 2.4.5-T Silvel

E)ATE (~g/t) (l~g/I) (l~g/I) (l~g/I) (~gli| (pg/I) (l~g/t)

02120/1980 0 0 0 0 0
0110511982 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0910811 982 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
0112711983 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
0411211983 <0.01 <0.0| <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0,01 <0.01
0813011983 <0.01 <0.0! <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
0211311986 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01





11 ! r, Rr, r,O - LOS GATOS C AT LAFIK A AT LOS (_’;ATO,~ ¢ALIF

Flow Cox/ Temp ~ Tu~hidily 130 []D O~ani¢ C 11! Alkalinily
D^1~ (cfs) (i, moh,;) p!! (dnc] C) ( mqll ) (N Ill) (mqll) {% sat) (m~q/I as C| |n-~j,¢ a~ CaCO3) (mq/I as CaCO3}

0111711979 34.0 339.0 7 5 10 0 2000 8.9 1500 I10.0
0111211980 211 0 347.0 7 2 19 5 230 0 37.0 10 2 5.9 170.0 130.0
011;)9119~]1 600 343 0 7 2 I1 0 190.0 46.0 10.5 96.0 8.2 140.0 110.0
01105119112 192.0 182.0 7 O 10 0 I10.0 240.0 10 O 97.0 6.3 84.0 74.0
0112111982 16.0 366.0 7 8 R.5 210.0 24.0 10.O 93.0 4.2 170.0 143.0
0111911983 33.0 308.0 7+7 1~5 180.0 27.0 10.9 94.0 3.8 140.0 110.0
0112711983 I08.0 177.0 7.7 !0 .5 130.0 340.0 10.4 95.0 5.6 81.0 74.0
01/1511985 2.2 608.0 8 0 8 5 370.0 250 9.2 79.0 2.1 290 0 246.0
01/29/1985 2.7 588.0 7.9 9 0 350.0 20.0 9.2 00.0 3.6 270.0 236.0
01129/1986 2.7 556.0 8.0 11.5 340.0 1.5 8.0 74.0 2700 185.0
0211411979 24.0 388.0 8.4 12.5 240.0 7.6 180.0 120.0
02/19/1980 294.0 170.0 7.6 12+5 100.0 7300 10.2 7.1 73.0 63.0
0211711982 43 0 303.0 8.0 13.0 170.0 56.0 10.2 96.0 5.2 140.0 112+0
02/0811983 656.0 232.0 7.9 11 0 140.0 140.0 10.9 100.0 4.6 100.0 88.0
0212811984 24.0 355.0 8.5 12.0 210.0 3.2 10.6 99.0 2.9 1600 133.0
0210811985 159.0 178.0 7.7 I1.0 II0.0 43.0 9.7 89.0 77.0 60.0
0211311986 47.0 443.0 8.2 11.5 270.0 20.0 9.8 90.0 210.0 153.0
0212411986 485+0 156.0 8.0 13.0 120.0 400.0 10.2 98.0 86.0 67.0
0311611979 17.0 410.0 8.3 13.5 250.0 11.5 190.0 140.0
0312711979 68.0 372.0 80 14.5 230.0 9.8 170.0 130.0
0310611980 369.0 271.0 7.3 12.0 160.0 I10.0 10.6 11.0 120.0 89.0
0310511981 17.0 394.0 7.3 11.0 240.0 7.4 9.9 91.0 0.2 180.0 140.0
0312711981 18.0 396.0 6.1 13.0 240.0 12+0 9.6 01.0 9.S 180.0 140.0
0313011982 388.0 297+0 8.0 10.5 180.0 33.0 11.0 99.0 3.6 130.0 107.0
03/0111983 1240.0 204.0 7.9 12.0 130.0 380.0 10.6 99.0 4.1 90.0 82.0
03117/1984 290 346.0 8.3 13 5 210.0 8.0 9.0 86.0 $.6 160.0 129.0
03!!0/!985 10.0 436.0 8.4 13.0 260.0 7,8 ii.4 109,0 200.0 145.0
0311111986 649.0 228.0 8.2 14.0 130.0 120.0 10.1 99.0 97.0 74.0
04112/1983 66.0 288.0 8.4 12.5 180.0 17.0 t0.6 100.0 1.8 130,0 120.0
0412611979 21.0 387.0 8.1 15.5 230.0 9.8 170.0 120.0
0512311979 1.3 397.0 8.4 25.5 250.0 12.1 200.0 1300
0510611980 23.0 316.0 8.2 165 200.0 9.0 9.9 I02.0 7.2 150.0 120.0
051191198! 2.1 413.0 7.7 16.0 270.0 0.8 6.0 61.0 7.3 190.0 150.0
0511811982 31.0 293.0 8.2 15.0 190.0 8.1~ 9.7 07.0 2.2 140.0 118.0
0511711983 96.0 273.0 8.3 14.5 170.0 15.0 9.9 97.0 1.7 130.0 110.0



05/13/1986 29.0 279.0 6,3 16.0 IflO 0 20.0 8,9 91.0 130.0 108.00GI1211984 21.0 353.0 8.3 19.0 210.0 1.5 8.2 89.0 2.8 1600 133.00611311985 430 5060 8.3 21 5 310.0 61 8.0 92.0 2400 IGg.007/3111979 13.0 387.0 7.7 21.0 240.0 0.9
160.0 130.00711611980 30.0 298.0 7.4 16.5 190.0 13.0 9.2 9,5.0 2.7 140.0 120.00711411981 12.0 437,0 8.0 22.5 280.0 I.S 6.9 81.0 S.O 200.0 150.00712011902 32.0 269.0 8.1 20.0 IBO+O 4.1 8.5 94.0 2.8 1400 116.0

0711211983 60.0 301.0 8.2 17.5 170.0 5.0 8.9 94.0 1.9 130.0 110.00711011984 23.0 366.0 8.3 21.5 210,0 3.9 7.7 88.0 2.8 160.0 131.0
07/24/1985 13.0 563.0 8,1 24.0 340.0 1.6 6.7’ 01.0 260.0 198.0
07/22/1986 27.0 299.0 8.4 20.5 180.0 2.9 8.S 95.0 130.0 117.008/3011983 46.0 292.0 8.1 19.0 180.0 3.3 8.4 91.0 2.0 140.0 110.0
0812711984 43.0 363.0 7.7 19.5 210.0 5.0 8.3 91.0 3.3 170.0 130.0
09/0411979 28.0 399.0 8.2 21.0 240.0 8.4 180.0 120.0
0911011980 74.0 318.0 7.0 19.0 200.0 4.4 8.8 4,1 150.0 120.0
0910111981 11.0 488.0 7’.6 22.0 300.0 1.5 6.8 79.0 3.4 220.0 160.0
09/0811982 63.0 279.0 7.8 17.5 170.0 3.0 9.2 97.0 2.S 130.0 106.0
09/1111985 2.2 554.0 8.0 17.0 330.0 3.5 6.4 67.0 250.0 194.0
0912311986 5.5 365,0 9.1 18.0 210.0 1.3 7.1 76.0 160.0 144.0
1 II2011979 10.0 446.0 7.5 13.5 300.0 1.8 9.5 11.0 230.0 160.0
1111811980 16.0 392.0 8.3 13.0 220.0 2.5 11.0 104.0 6.2 17,0.0 ISO.O
11/1711981 31.0 37’7’.0 7,9 15.S 240.0 15.0 9.0 91.0 15.0 170.0 130.0
1111611982 53.(~ 341.0 8.3 13.0 210.0 3.3 9.S 01o0 2.0 150.0 130.0
1213011981 0.8 459.0 7,7 12.0 2}’0.0 3.0 7.0 66.0 S.O 210.0 180.0



~t~r, nr, r,o . LO.,~ GATOS C AT LAFIK A AT lO~ GATO,~, CALIF

Dis
flow Cond T~p 11)S Tuwh*tlity ro O0 Org. anic C Tl-t Alkalinityenrind (cls) (I, mohs) pH (~t~!_ C) ( m_qll ) (NIU| (refill| 1% sat) Imq/l as C| (,TM~,’; aS CaCO3} (m(j/l as C~CO3|

M,..~n 104.0 354.4 O.0 14.9 216.~ 5R5 9.3 90.5 4.9 1627 128.4~.V 2.01 0.29 0.04 028 0.29 ? :)9 0.15 0.11 0Sit 0.31 0.29n 59 59 59 59 59 51 59 46 39 59 59

Mr)nlh

Nov 27.5 389.0 8.0 13.8 242.5 5.7 9.8 95.3 8.8 180.0 142.5

Jan 60.9 388.5 7.7 10.2 234.5 75.9 9.6 86.0 5.! 179.5 145.3

F~b 216.5 278.1 8.0 12.1 170.0 198.9 9.9 95.3 $.0 128.3 99.5

Match 261.0 331.1 8.0 12.7 200.9 77.2 10.4 96.8 5.5 149.7 117.8

May 29.7 357.4 8.2 17.7 223.3 8.7 9.2 89.9 4.2 167.8 128.7

July 26.3 367.5 8.0 20.4 223.8 4.6 8.2 89.7 3.0 165.0 134.0

Sopl 34.! 382.3 7.9 |9.1 230.0 3.1 7.9 83.5 3.1 175.0 135.5

Wlnler
Nov - April 154.4 346.7 7.9 12.2 212,0 89.4 9.9 93.4 6.1 159.4 126.3n 35 35 35 35 3S 30 35 26 24 35 35

M,~y - .~epl 30.4 369.1 8.0 19.1 225.7 S.S 84 87.7 3.4 169.3 132.7n 24 24 24 24 24 2! 24 20 IS 24 24

C V . Co~llicenl O# Vatlallon
n ,,, S.~mple n~mber



flow Ids Iufb Ih Ip no2,no3 In

2750 242.50 5.65 180 O0 0.03 0.31 1.20

60.93 234.55 75.85 179.55 0.17 079 1.64

216.50 170.00 198.89 128.25 0.26 0.54 2.33

261 O0 20091 77.24 149.73 0.10 0.39 1.13

29.11 223.33 8.71 167.78 0.04 0.20 0.96

26.25 223.75 4.57 165.00 0.03 0.09 0.81

34.09 230.00 3.14 175.00 0.04 0.10 0.89



Ilow Id$ lurb Ih IID no2,no3 In

27.50 242.50 5.65 180.00 0.03 0.3! 1 20

60.93 234,55 75.85 179.55 0.17 0.79 1.64

216.50 170.00 198.89 128.25 0.26 0.54 2.33

261 O0 200.91 77.24 149.73 0.10 0.39 1,13

29./’1 223.33 8.7! 167.)’0 0.04 0.20 0.96

26.25 223.75 4.57 165.00 0.03 0.09 0.8!

34.09 230.00 3.14 175.00 0.04 0.10 0.89



I t t P, RE!’,O - LOS GATOS C AT LAnK A AT LOS GATO~ CALIF

Tolal I’)t~; Nil f (~’l~’n Dis. Tolal Tolal TolalFlow Phosph~;ous O~lho P Boron I;on NO2,NO3 Ammonia Organic N Ot:IG~NI~I Nilrog~,nDA’IP (c1~) (mgll a+ P) Ira.rill as P| (m~.ll as 11| (mq/I a+ F++) (m_qtl ms N| (mq/I as N) |mien as N) |m~l./I ,Is N) (mqll a+ N)
0111711979 34,0 0 12 0 ot 60.0 30.00 O.fl.1 0.06 0.58 066 1.5001112/Ir)80 211,0 0 12 0 04 60.0 50.00 077 0.14 1.20 1.30 2.100112911981 68.0 0 11 0.04 40.0 6000 0.1~4 0.10 1.20 1.30 2.200110511982 192 0 0.18 0.10 40.0 85.00 !.10 0.10 0.64 0.96 2.100112111982 16.0 007 0,06 50.0 52.00 1.30 0.15 0.62 0.76 2.100111911983 33.0 0.08 00I 50.0 15.00 0.29 0.06 0.40 0.700112711983 108 0 0?5 0.0~’ 30 0 170.00 0.67 0.13 1.00 1.20 1.800111511985 2.2 0.13 0.04 BO.O 6.00 0.72 044 0.47 0.90 1.600112911985 2.7 0.09 0.02 80.0 5.00 0.41 0.21 0.48 0.70 !.100112911986 2.7 0.05 0.02 8C’ 0 5.00 0.12 0.57 0.70 1.200211411979 24.0 0.06 0.01 90.0 20.00 0.45 0.02 0.42 0.50 0.920211911980 294.0 0.63 0.08 50.0 160.00 1.00 0.06 2.70 3.00 4.100211711982 43,0 0.07 0 04 50.0 74.00 0.72 0.09 0.64 0.74 1.5002/0811983 656,0 0.15 0.07 40.0 16.00 0.32 0,12 1.10 1,20 1.500212611984 24.0 0.04 0.01 50.0 33.00 0.10 0.03 0.25 0.300210811985 159.0 0.60 0.02 30.0 500,00 0.63 0.33 4.10 4.50 5.100211311986 47.0 0.07 0.06 90.0 32.00 0.15 0.56 0.70 1.40021241~986 4850 0.23 0.02 30.0 16.00 0.05 1.00 1.10 1,800311611979 17.0 0.03 0,01 80.0 30.00 0.54 0.04 0.39 0.40 |.000312711979 68.0 0.04 0.01 80,0 20.00 0.51 0.12 0.48 0.57 1.100310611980 369.0 0.11 0.03 50.0 70.00 0.44 0.01 1.20 1.20 1.700310511981 17.0 0.07 0.00 50.0 20.00 0.54 0.05 O.BI 0.00 1.400312711981 18.0 0.05 0.00 40.0 10.00 0.32 0.04 0.64 0.67 0.990313011982 388.0 0.07 0.04 50.0 14,00 0.40 0.11 0.33 0.48 0.880310111983 1240.0 0.44 0.03 40.0 86.00 0.31 0.08 1.30 1.40 1.700311711984 29.0 0.05 0.02 50.0 9.00 0.10 0.05 0.87 0.70 09003!10!!985 !0.0 0.05 0.01 70.0 16.00 0.33 0.01 0.45 0.50 0.800311111986 649.0 0.12 0.02 40.0 II0.00 0.04 0.33 0.40 1.000~11211983 66.0 0.05 0,03 40.0 13.00 0.30 0.06 0.56 0.70 1.000412611979 21.0 0.03 0.02 90.0 20.00 0.38 0.01 0.35 0.43 0.830512311979 1.3 0.03 0.01 80.0 I0.00 0.27 0.01 0.36 0.41 0.830510611980 23.0 0.03 0.00 50.0 I0.00 0.20 0.06 1.40 1.50 1.700511911981 2.1 O.OS 0,03 40.0 I0.00 0.26 0.16 0.49 0.60 0.930511811982 31.0 0.07 O.Ol 40.0 9.00 0.10 0.11 0.47 0.57 0.730511711963 96.0 0.04 0.01 40.0 IS.O0 0.14 0.07 0.60 0.90 1.00



05113/1986 29.0 0.06 0.01 400 4.00 O.OS 0.45 0.50 0.700611211984 21.0 0.01 0.01 50.0 9.00 0.10 0.03 0.36 0.4006113/1985 43.0 O.OS 001 70 0 3.00 0. I0 0.05 0.32 0.400713111979 13.0 0.01 0.01 900 I0.00 0.03 0.04 0.34 0.36 0410711611980 30.0 0.06 0.00 70.0 10.00 0.25 0.04 0.75 0.83 1.1007/1411981 12.0 O.OS 0.02 60.0 10.00 0.04 0.11 0.48 0.73 0.820712011982 32.0 0.01 001 50.0 8 O0 0.10 0.11 0.98 1.10 1.200711211983 60.0 0.04 0.01 40.0 I1.00 0.10 0.06 0.46 0.500711011984 23.0 0.01 0,01 SO.O 3.00 0.10 0.01 0.26 0.300712411985 13.0 0.04 0.04 70.0 10.00 0.01 0.06 0.35 0.4007/22/1906 27.0 0.01 0.01 50.0 I 1.00 0.04 0.26 0.30 0.5008/30/1983 46.0 0.01 0.01 40.0 I0.00 0.10 0.03 0.20 0.3008/27/1984 43.0 0.02 0.01 50.0 4.00 0.10 0.03 0.27 0.3009/0411979 28.0 0.04 70.0 10.00 0.11 0.61 0.70 0.790911011980 74.0 0 04 0.04 70.0 10.00 0.08 0.04 0.54 0.56 0.660910111981 11.0 0.07 0.02 90.0 10,00 0,06 0.15 0.79 0.98 1.000910811982 63.0 0,04 0.01 SO.O 3.00 0.15 0.10 0.69 0.90 1.100911111985 2.2 0.08 0.03 90.0 8.00 0.11 0.08 0.71 0.80 0.9009/2311986 S.S O.OS 0.01 $0.0 S.O0 O.OS 0.32 0.401112011979 10.0 0.02 0.02 80.0 10.00 0.18 0,12 0.4S 0.61 0.7911/1811980 16.0 0.02 0.01 00.0 10.00 0.07 O.OS1111711981 31.0 0.06 0.06 SO.O 40.00 0.69 0.26 0.52 0.75 1.6011/1611982 53.0 0.01 0.01 SO.O S.O0 0.10 0.09 1.201213011981 0.6 0.12 0.09 60.0 26.00 0.99 0.11 0.S2 0.66 1.60



t I t ~R!’~,O - LOS (’;ATOS C AT t AFIK A AT t O~ ~,AT(~ CALIF

l"olal ~i~ Nttf~fl ~s. T~M Total

F~w P~p~ On~ P Boron I~on ~2,N~ Am~a ~c N ~,~ Nilf~en

M~.~n 104 0 O. tO 003 57.6 34.63 0.37 0.09 0.70 0.82 1.34

~V 2.01 1.~8 ~ ~ 0.31 ?,05 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.80 0.~2

59 59 ~,R 59 59 St 59 $6 $8 48

~nlh

~ 27.5 0.03 0.03 65.0 t~.25 0.3t O. t3 0.49 O.OS 1.20

Jan 60.9 O. 17 0.05 57.3 45.82 0.79 O. 1S 0.75 0.~7 1.64

F~ 2 t 6.5 0.26 0.04 53.8 106.38 0.54 0. I 1 1.35 1 .S t 2.33

March 26 t .0 0. t 0 0.02 53.6 36.36 0.39 0.06 0.65 0.72 1.13

May 29.7 0.04 O.0t 55.6 10.00 0.20 0.06 0.SG 0.64 0.96

July 26.3 0.03 0.01 60.0 9.13 0.09 0.06 0.49 0.57 0.81

~ 34.1 0.04 0.02 63.8 7.S0 0. t0 0.07 0.$2 0.62 0.89

Winter
Nov - April 141.5 0. I4 0.03 57.4 S1.20 O.Sl 0.11 0.81 0.99 1.57

n 3S 35 3S 35 3S 31 3S 32 34 32

Summel’
May - Sept 30.0 0.04 0.01 59.8 9.66 0.13 0.06 " 0.62 0.61 0.09

n 24 24 23 24 24 20 24 24 24 t~
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Rill,on # 111G8660 - LOS GATOS CREEK AT LARK AVE. AT LOS GATOS CAI.IF

re Mn Mn AI AI O)
Flow Sedimenl Dissolved S~d~menl Dissolved Sediment Sedimenl

DATE (CIs) (llqll) (riqll) (l|ql.qm) (llqll) (llglgm) (lloigm)

0111711979 34 10 10
o11o511982 ’~92 14000 10 4~;0 40 7500 10
0 I/27/1903 108 10000 30 410 150 6000 1 0
0211911980 294 7300 NO 190 S0 640 10
0210811985 159 36000 400 700 50 16000 30
0211311986 47 41 10
0212411986 485 10 40
0312711981 1 8 7000 50 480 1 0 4200 10
0713111979 1 3 100 100
0813011983 46 4800 24 300 10 2300 10
0812711984 4 3 18000 75 860 I0 9300 1 0
0911011980 74 10000 130 350 I~) 3400 20
0910111981 11 16000 10 600 ~ 4000 10
0910811982 63 8000 20 310 10 3300 1 0
0911111985 2.2 22000 130 2100 10 13000 20

All
Me,~n 105.9 13916.2 74.3 621.8 38.5 6330.9 13.6
CV 1.25 0.65 1.39 0.85 1.12 O. 75 0.49
n 15 11 14 11 13 11 11

Winter
Me~n 167.1 14660.0 78.7 464.0 45.0 6868.0 14.0
CV 0.95 0.82 I .81 0.45 1.02 0.83 0.64
n 8 5 7 5 8 5 5

Summer
Mean 36.0 13133.3 69.9 753.3 28.0 5883.3 13.3
CV 0.77 0.50 O. 75 0.92 1,44 O. 73 0.39
n 1 8 1 6 5 6 t



Slalion # 11168660. LOS GATOS CREEK AT LARK AVE. AT LOS GATOS CALIF

QJ 12J Cr Cr tb I-kj Ni Se ~
Flow Dissolved Sedimenl Dissolved Sedimenl Dissolved Sedimenl Dissolved Dissolved SedimenlDATE (cfs) (ligll) (pglgm) (lig/I) (pOlgm) (p011) (pglgm) (POll) (P011) (pglgm)0111 711979 34 <2 <20 <0.1 I~01105/1982 192 1 1 <10 30 <0.1 0.08 <100 <1

01/2711983 108 <I <1 <10 20 <0.1 0.05 <100 <1
0211911980 294 0 0 0 20 0 0.03 0 0
02/0811985 159 <1 <1 <10 160 <0.1 1.5 <100 <1 <1
0211311986 47 <1 <10 <0.1 <100
0212411986 485 <1 <10 <0.1 <100
03/2711981 18 0 0 10 14 0 0.9 0 0
0713111979 13 2 <20 <0.1 I~)
08/3011983 46 <1 <1 <10 9 <0.1 0.08 <100 <I
0812711984 43 <1 <1 <10 40 <0.1 1.1 <100 <1
0911011980 74 0 2 0 21 0 0.04 0 0
0910111981 I 1 <1 0 30 0 0.06 0 0
0910811982 63 <1 <1 <10 20 <0.1 0.05 <100 <I
0911111985 2.2 I 0 680 <0.1 0.2 <100 <1



,~lal~nn II 1 1 I(~R~:)~O    ¯ LOS GATOS CREEK AT LARK AVE. AT LOS GATOS CALI¥

Tolal Total Toh~l Tolal Total Tol.’tl Tolal Total Tol~l Tolal
Diazinon 2.4-0, Lind.’~nw Malathion Chlr~dae~ D(O ~ 0OT 0iwldfln Heplachlol’

[~ATF (pgll) (i, gll) (tzqll) {ll ~JII) (llqll) (1, ,qll) (tlgll) (llgll) (llgll) (llqll|

0;~1t9/t980 0.01 002 00t 0 0 0 0.01 0.02 0 0
09/I O/1980 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0312711981 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
09/0111981 0 0.01 0 0.61 0 0 0 0 0 0
01105/1982 O.OI 0.02 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0910811982 <0.01 <0.01 <O.OtO <0.01 <0.1 <O.OlO <0,010 <0,010 <0.010 <0.010
0112711983 n.02 00I 0.01 <0.1 <O.OlO <0.010 <0.010 <O.OtO <0,010
0411 ~11963 <1.01 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0 I <0,010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010
0813011983 < J.01 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0 I <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010
0812711984 <0.01 0.01 <O.OlO <0.01 <0.1 <0,010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0,010
0210811985 0.16 0.04 0,01 0.01 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.01 <0.010 <0.010
0911111985 <0.01 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010
0112911986 0.06 0.01 <0,010 <0,01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010
0211311986 0.1 0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010
0212411986 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0,010
0712211966 <0.01 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010
0712311 986 <0.01 0.01 <0,010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010



Slalion B I t 168660 "L(JS GATOS CREEK AT lARK AVE. AT LOS GATOS CALIF

Nap~vhalen~s Tolal Tolal Total Tolal Total Total Total TolalPolychlor ~ Aldrin Endosuffan Endrin Elh~on Chlo~ Epo~lde Oxychlof MMhyl ParalldonDA]~ (poll) (pOll) (poll) (izOii) (I, gll) (POll) (pgll) (poll) (poll)
02It 9/I 980 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 009/1011980 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00312711981 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00910111981 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 001/051t982 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00910811982 <0.10 <0.1 ’ <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.0|011271t983 <0.10 <0.1 <0.0|0 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010411211983 <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010813011983 <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.0|0812711984 ,~0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010210811985 <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01

0911 III gBS <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010112911986 <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010211311986 <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010212411986 <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010712211986 <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010712311986 <0.~’) <0.1 <0,010 <0.010 <0.010 <0101 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01



,%t.-~l,on J I 1 lr~SG60 - LOS GA’IOS CREEK AT I_~RK AVE. AT LOS GATOS C/M.IF

Total Tolal Tolal Total Total ]olal Total
Melhyl Trilhloet MIce1 Pe,th,’tne Tt’~aphime T;ilhlon 2.4.5-T Silva1

[3AT]~. (pqll) |legll) (I, qll| (llgll) |1* T’III) 11,911|

O2/I 9/1980 0 0 O 0 0 0 0.0109/! 011980 0 0 0 0 0 0 003/2711981 0 0 0 0 0 0 009/0111981 0 0 0 0 0 0 00110511982 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.010910811982 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.010 112 711 983 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01
0411211983 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <O.OI <0.01 <0.01081.3011983 <0.01 <001 <0 I <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.010812711984 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01021081 I 985 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.010911111985 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <001 <0.010 112911 9 86 <0.01 <0.01 <O. I <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.010211311 986 <0.01 <0.01 <0 1 < I <0.01 <0.01 <0.010212411986 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01
0712211986 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.010 712 311 986 <0.01 <0.01 <0. I <1 <0.01 <0,01 <0.01
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-LOS ~,ATOS CFI[i~K AT LOS GATO,~. CALIF

I:low ~ T[~ T~rr~ TufSidJty IT)      I’[1 O~lniC C TIt Alkalinity
~AT~ (ClS) ~,mohs} ( refill ) ~l (d~ C) (NIU) (mgll) (% sat) (~4 as C) (~ as CaCO3) (~ as CaCO3)

1/12180 62.0 217.0 125.0 t3.0 t000 10 I 7.6 94.0 79.0
1/2~/81 3400 191.2 160 0 140 0
1141e2 15~ 0 !02 9 570 0 760

fl~O/o~ 341.0 191 2 22.~ 160.0
1119/9) 29.0 32i.0 199 5 7.~ 9.0 29,0 11.2 96 3,5 1500 1200
11~5103 100 0 110 3 3700 O0.O
1~!5105 0.4 5300 323,5 O,I 7.~ 0.5 13.4 112 1,6 270,0 222.0
1129185 0.3 539.0 3~3.5 7 O 7.5 0 3 124 104 2.5 260.0 222.0
1126186 4.1 408.0 294.1 8 0 II.0 240 10.8 99 2300 148.0
2119180 99.0 186 0 1116 7.4 12.0 550 0 10.1 5.0 91.0 75.0
2116182 286.0 169.1 120.0 130.0
217183 241.0 154.4 1500 II0.0

2/27184 343.0 205.9 16 0 150.0
2/9~85 34.0 231.0 ~25.0 8 0 9.5 64.0 1~.0 97 110.0         720

2113196 2.0 327.0 191.2 8.2 12.0 130.0 9.2 86 150.0 131.0
2124106 101.0 146.0 1176 7.9 3500 10.4 80.0
315180 262.0 161.0 It0.0 ll0.0 87.0
~14181 413.0 235.3 54 0 1800

3125181 414.0 235.3 70.0 180.0
3130182 259.0 301.0 193.0 8.0 10.5 21.0 II.0 100 3.0 130.0 106.0
3/~193 132.3 220.0 90.0

3!!7184 22.0 340.0 198.5 O.t 11.0 7.6 10.9 99 2.9 150.0 126.0
3110185 16.0 400.0 235.3 0.2 II.0 20.0 11.4 104 170.0
314106 ll3.0 209.0 117.6 8.0 13.0 170.0 10.2 98 87.0 70.0

3111186 324.0 220.0 125.0 8.2 14.0 80.0 9.6 94 95.0 79.0
41l 1103 169.1 1.4 120.0
4115186 47.0 244.0 139.7 8.1 ~3.0 53.0 10.2 90 100.0 09.0
516180 19.0 261.0 176.5 8.0 13.0 360 10.9 104 6.1 130.0 ~8.0

5118/~I 421,0 250.0 i9.0 180.0
5117/62 266.0 161.8 170 120.0
51t6193 2It,0 169.1 19.0 120.0
5113186 30.0 246.0 154.4 0,1 13.0 2.0 10.2 90 110.0         92.0
6111104 205.9 5.1 160.0
6111105 46.0 515.0 330.9 0.3 19.0 6.5 90 ~9 3.7 ~60.0 17~.0
6110186 52,0 252,0 154.4 0,3 15.0 1.5 10.0 10~ 110,0
71161~0 292.0 176.5 120 130.0 100.0
7113181 455.0 27~.4 6.1 2t0.0
71lgl82 274.0 16~,1 IS,O 120.0



7/12183 60.0 281.0 169.1 8.0 13.5 0.4 10.3 101 1.9 120.0 110.07110184 23.0 355.0 205.9 8.3 14.0 2.2 10.7 106 160.0 125.07124185 5.3 711.0 441.1 83 22.5 7.0 85 100 360.0 285.07122186 37.0 283.0 176.5 8.2 15.0 2.0 I1.0 I10 110.0 110.0B; ! IB I 532.0 323.5 I 1.0 250.08/29183 285.0 176.5 4,0 140.08127184 46.0 365.0 220.6 81 200 2.1 9.3 103 3.0 110.0 137.08/20186 58.0 291.0 169.1 8.0 17.0 4.4 10,6 II1 120.0 107.09110180 331.0 191.2 I1.0 150.0 110.09/8182 67.0 270.0 169.1 7.5 13.5 2.7 10.3 I00 2.2 120.0 102.0911 1185 4,8 550.0 352.9 8.0 12.0 43.0 10.0 94 280.0 236.09/23186 0.2 380.0 242.6 8.1 IS.0 0.7 10.0 I00 1800 167.011120/79 9,2 445.0 308.8 6.2 13.0 12,0 10.3 7.2 220.0 160.011118180 385.0 213.2 16.0 160.0I III 6181 347.0 205.9 15.0 160.011116182 $9.0 337.0 205.9 8.2 14.0 3.S 10.0 99 3.4 150.0 130.012130181 5.9 380.0 213.2 6.1 11.S 4.2 10.7 99 S.2 180.0 166.012118185 2.9 664.0 441.1 8.3 8.0 3.S 11,0 98 320.0 100.0



,~lal~orl It I II’d!(’,O0 -LOS GATOS CllE[K AT LOS GATOS. CALIF.

Flow ~ 111[; letup Tuihidily [’O I]O Oiganic C Tit AlkalinityPpriod (cl,~) (limnh,~) ( mg/I ) pl! (dpg C) (NTU) (mill| (% sal) (~ as C) ~-,~; as CaCO~| {,T,~,,~ as CaC03|
All

IVi,;~n 53,7 .’i4:).2 2059 8. i 13.0 67.3 tO,5 101 3.9 155.0 129.4CV 1.38 O.,’15 0,,’17 0.03 0.26 1.84 O.O9 0.O~ 0.48 0,40 0.4!n 32 5.1 56 3 I 3 I 56 32 28 ! 5 56 34
Monlh

Nov 34.1 378.S 233.4 82 13.5 11.6 10.2 99 S.3 172.5 145.0
Jan 14.8 377.8 228,6 8.0 9.5 116.7 11.5 101 4.1 178.2 165.1
Feb 79.0 251.4 154.4 7.9 11.2 197.1 10.2 92 S.0 115.9 86.0
Mar 130.2 311.3 175.8 8.! " 12.1 74.8 10.6 99 3.0 129.1 92.8
May 24.5 297.0 182.3 8.1 13.0 18.6 10.S 101 6.1 132.0 95.0
Jun 499 383.5 230,4 8,3 I?.0 4.4 9.9 104 3.7 173.3 137.0
July 31.3 378.7 231.1 8.2 16.3 7.5 10.1 104 1.9 172.9 146.0

Augusl 52.0 368.3 222.4 8.! 18.5 5+4 10.0 107 3.0 170.0 122.0
Sepl 24.0 382.8 239.0 7.9 13.5 14.4 10.1 98 2.2 182.S 153.8

WIn!er
Nov-Apt 66.8 330.1 195.8 8.0 11.1 107.1 10.8 98.9 4.2 147.9 123.5n 19 31 33 18 18 33 19 IS I0 33 19
Summer
May-Oct    34.5 359.4 220.3 8.1 15.6 10.3 tO.t 102.1 3.4 liS.2 136.tn 13 22 23 13 13 23 13 13 $ 23 1S

. Coelflcenl ol Vadilion
Simple nt~mbe-



168000 "LOS GATOS CREEK AT LOS GATOS. CALIF.

Total         Dis.                                  N=lrogen        Dis.         Total         Total
Flow Phosphorous Onho P Boron Total
cls /I as P

Iron NO2,NO3 Ammonia anioNI)ATE ¢15 II as P m I as P) (mq/I as O| i’mn/I as F-t * .......... Ot~ OFIGt/WI3 Nllro(jen~ ’" , *~ ~ I as m I as N m I as N m    as N1/12180 62.0 0.19 0.03 60.0 40.00 0.66 0.04 1.70 1.80 2.50
1/29/81 0.12 0 01 50 0 60.00 0.89I/4/82 0.16 0.05 30.0 970.00 0.83 0.08 0.70 O8! 1.70
1/20/82 0.06 0.03 50.0 1 !0.00 0.48 0.!1/19183 28.0 0.05 0.02 50.0 17.00 0.26 0.06 0.70 1.00
1/26/83 0.38 0.03 30.0 ! 10.00 0.31 006 1.20 1.50 !.80
1/15/85 0.4 0.0! 0.01 I00.0 17.00 0.10 0,01 0.20
!/29/85 0.3 0.0! 0.01 100.0 !I.00 0.10 0.02 0.30
1/26/86 4.1 0.!2 0.03 80.0 22.00 0.10 0.88 0.80 1.80
2/19/80 99.0 0.72 0.02 40.0 50.00 0.78 0.04 2.20 2.40 3.20
2/t 6/82 0.06 G02 50.0 22.00 0.38 0.08 0.37 0.47 0.88
2/7/83 0.12 0.08 40.0 9.00 0.23 0.2/27/84 0.06 0.02 50.0 14.00 0.10 0.03 0.70 0.80 0.90
2/8/85 34.0 0.!4 0.03 40.0 ! 70.00 1.10 001 1.30

2/13/86 2.0 0.08 0.04 70.0 1.30 2.400.0S 0.82 0.g0 ! .702124/86 181.0 0.20 002 40.0 !30.00 0.07 0.74 0.90 1.60
3/5/90 0.14 0.03 60.0 ! 10.00 0.41 0.03 0.04 0.90 1.30
3/4/81 0. ! ! 0.01 S0.0 20.00 0.69 0.03 0.71 0.77 1.50

3/26/81 0.12 0.00 40.0 20.00 0.48 0.00 1.50 1.S0 2.00
3/30/82 259.0 0.03 0.03 50.0 15.00 0.33 0.!2 0.20 0.41 0.74
3/t/83 0. tO 0.01 30.0 40.00 0.22 0.!4 0.66 0.80 1.00
3/17184 22.0 0.03 0.03 50.0 !2.00 0.18 0.02 0.27 0.30 0.50
3/t0/85 !6.0 0.04 0.01 600 30.00 0.3S GOt 0.$7 0.80 1.00
3/4/86 113.0 0.17 0.02 40.0 47.00 0.03 0.44 0.S0 1.20

3/11/06 324.0 0.13 0.02 40.0 I !0.00 0.02 0.32 0.40 1.00
4/I 1/83 0.06 003 40.0 19.00 0.2! 0.08 0.28 0.40 0.60
4/15/86 47.0 006 0.03 40.0 15.00 0.02 0.28 0.30 0.90
5/6/80 19.0 0.05 0.0l 50.0 30.00 0=32 0.01 0.53 0.63 0.91

5/t 8/81 0.08 0.03 30.0 20.00 0.$1 0.08 1.00 ! .20 I. 70
5117182 0.07 0.03 40.0 13.00 0+ 19 0.12 0.52 0.64 0.84
5116183 0.04 0.01 40.0 20 00 0.15 0.08 0.00 0.20 0.40
5/t 3/86 30.0 0.05 0.02 50.0 9.00 0.02 0.28 0.30 0.80
6/I t/04 0.04 0.02 50.0 10.00 0.20 0.01 0.20 0.30 0.50
6/I 1/85 46.0 0.03 0.01 80.0 3.00 0.10 0.03 -0.46 O.S0
6/t 0/86 52.0 0.05 0.03 S0.0 37.00 0.01 0.26 0.30 0.80
7/t 6/00 0.06 0.01 70.0 10.00 0.48 0.01 0.49 0.SO 0.98
7/13/8 ! 0.10 0.02 60.0 10.00 0.25 O. 10 O.Ol
7/t 9/82 0.04 0.02 S0.0 , 1.00 1.307. O0 O. 29 0.08



~,~,~3 ~o.e o.os 0.02 400 i~ oo 013 0.04 0.36 0.407110tR4 23.0 0.01 0.02 50 0 5.00 0.13 0.01 0.21 0.30 0.4071;)41~5 5.3 70.0 9.00
7/?;)181; 37.0 0.04 0.01 .~00 5.00 0.02 0.39 0.40 080~IIIR! 0.07 0.00 70.0 10.00 0.16 0.06 0.85 0.7! 0.84B/29183 0.03 002 40.0 5.00 O. 16 O.OB 0.61 0.70 0.90R/?7/R4 4fi.O 0.04 003 50.0 31.00 O. lO 0.01 0.24 0.30n/20/g6 58.0 002 001 40 0 7.00 0.04 0.209110180 0 07 003 700 I0.00 0.11 0.04 0.46 0.49 0.62.q18/82 67.0 0.04 0.01 50.0 4.00 0.27 0.08 0.34 0.60 0.909111185 4.8 0.35 0.02 110.0 36.00 0.16 0.$1 2.00 2.S0 2.709/23186 0.2 0.02 0.01 709 16.00 0.03 0.2011120179 9.2 0.01 0.01 BO.O I0.00 0.12 0.04 0.41 0.48 0.57I 1/I8/AO 0.03 0.01 60.0 10.00 0.12 0.02

1111618 I 0.05 O.OS 60.0 97.00 0.85 0.14 0.44 0.50 !.SOI !116162 59.0 0.01 0.0! SO.O S.O0 0.10 0.10 0.99 1.1012130181 S.9 0.04 0.03 70.0 60.00 0.49 0.00 0.4S 0.$7 1.~01211818S 2.9 0.02 0.01 90.0 8.00 O.OS 0.4S O.SO 1.00



Slalion I! ! t68000 4.OS GATOS CREEK AT LOS GATOS. CALIF.

Total Dis. Nilrog~l Ots. Total Total Tolal
Flow Phosphoco~s O~lho P F)oron Iron NO2,NO0 Ammonia Organic N O4:K]~NH3 Ndrogen

Period (cfs) (m~/I as P| (mg;I as P) |mfl/I as B) (rag4 as Fe) (mcl/I is N) |mg/I Is N) (mg/I i$ N) (mg/I is N) (m9/I as N|

All
Iv~an 53.7 0.09 0.02 $4.8 49.31 0.34 0.06 0.66 0.71 1.20O/ 1.38 1.24 0.57 0.33 2 67 0.76 1.19 0.70 0.70 0.53n 32 SS SS $6 SS 43 SS 47 52 45

kAonlh

Nov 34.1 0.03 0.02 62.5 30.50 0.30 0.08 0.81 0.72 1.04

Jan 14.8 O. 11 0.02 64.S 130.27 0.46 0.07 0.80 0.78 I .$6

Feb 79.0 0.20 0.03 47. I 65.83 0.52 0.06 1.01 1.10 1.68
Mar 130.2 O. 10 0.02 4S.5 39.82 0.36 O.OS 0.S6 .0.63 1.07
May 24.5 0.06 0.02 42.0 16.40 0.29 0.06 0.48 0.59 0.93
Jun 49.0 O. 04 0.02 60.0 16.67 O. 1S 0.02 0.33 0.37 0.65
July 31.3 O.OS 0.02 55.7 9.00 0.2S 0.04 0.46 0.S2 0.79

Augu~l 52.0 0.04 0.02 SO.O 13.25 0.14 O.OS 0.57 0.48 0.87
Serf 24.0 O. 12 0.02 75.0 ! 0. SO O. 16 O. 17 0.93 0.95 1 ~4 !

Wlnler
Nov-Apt 66.8 0.11 0.02 54.2 74.0 0.41 0.08 0.74 0.79 .!_36n !9 33 33 33 32 26 33 20 31 26
Summer
May-Oc!    34.5 0.06 0.02 SS.7 14..1 0.22 0.07 0.$4 0.$0 0.93n 13 22 22 23 23 .17 22 10 21 17

, Coelr~-enl of Vadalion
Sample number



Station It 1168000 - LOS GATOS CREEK AI LOS GAIOS. CALIF.

Zn Zn Pb Pb

Flow Dissolved ,~ndimPnl Dis,~olv~l -emdimcml Dis.-,~4ved Sedimenl Oi~solved Sedm~ml

DAle: (cls) (pgll) (pglgm) (poll) (pglgm) (l*gll) (pglgm) (poll) (pglgm)

114/82 tO -- 6 -- 4 - ! ""

112(r;iR3 2R 20 1 30 3 10 | 2

2119180 99 10 -- 5 -- 1 - I --

218185 34 3 50 I 50 2 30 | 2

2124186 18t 20 -- I -- I -- I °"

312618t 50 -- 3 -- 2 -- 2

61l tl85 46 10 -- 4 -- I - | ""

811181 20 -- ;) .. 4 - 2       --

8~29~83 9 "" 1 -- 2 - 1 --

8127184 46 9 40 I 50 t 30

9110180 60 -" 3 - l - 2 --

9~8~82 67 3 -- ! -" I - 1 --

9111185 5 10 120 I 30 I 70 3 7

All 3
Mo~n 68 19 S8 2 40 2 35 1

CV 0.8 0.9 0.7’ 07 0.3 0.6 0.6 0,5 0.8

n 7 13 4 13 4 13 4 13 4

Winler
Mr, an 105 20 35 3 40 2 20 1 2

CV 0.6 0.8 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.0

n 3 6 2 6 2 6 2 6 2

Summer
Mnan 4 ! I 7 80 2 40 2 50 2 4

CV 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.8

n 4 7 2 7 2 7 2 7 2

V = Coefficenl of Vadallon
= Sample number



Slalk~l #11168000 - LOS GATOS CREEK AT LOS GATOS. CALIF.

Fe PAn Mn AI AIFlow Sedirnenl Dissolvod SedJmenl Dissolved S~l~mentDATE (cfs) (pgll) (pgll) (pglgm) (l~gll) (pglgm) (l~glgm)
114182 " 50 .. 90 .. ..I/26/8F 4500 3 240 20 3300 I 021! 918[: 99 .. 0 .- 80 ..218185 34 23000 22 660 120 15000 202/24186 181 .. I 03/26181 "" 70 ..

20       ..            10       ..           "6111185 46 .. 308/I/81 "" 10 ..
8/29183 "" 40 .. I0 ..

I          ..                I0          ..              "8127184 46 13000 280 6409110180 10 9300 I 0230        _               I 0         ..             _918182 67 .. 2 .. I0 ..911 1185 5 22000 420 270 150 11000 20

All

M~an 68 15625 85 453 46 9650 I SCV 0.8 O.S 1 .S 0.4 1.0 0.4 0.3n 7 4 13 4 13 4 4Wlnler

Mean I 0S 13750 I 8 450 65 9150 I SCV 0.8 0.7 0.9 O.S 0.6 0.6 0.3n 3 2 6 ~ 6 2 2Summer

Moan 41 17500 143 455 30 lOISO I SCV O.S 0.3 I. I 0.4 1.6 0.1 0.3
n 4 2 7 2 7 2 2V = Coeffice~l of Vadalion

= Sarape numtx~



,’~h~l,nn It ! t6RO00 - tOS GAIOS CREEK AT LOS GAfOS. CAtlF.

Flow Dissolved ~i~nl Ois~olvPd ~i~nl ~solwd ~i~nl AS NI) ~sol~ S~i~nl
~AIF (cIS) (pgll) (pglgm) (pg/I) (pglgm) (pgll) (pglgm) (01065) (Fgll) (pg/gm)

1/4/92 t -- <tO -- (OI -- <t~ ....
II?GIR3 <l ~l <10 ~0 <0 I 0.05
2/19/80 gg 0 -- 0 -- 000 -- 0
2/8/85 34 <l <1 <tO 70 <0 I 0.05

2/24/86 I 8 l <l -- <10 "- <01 -" <1~ ....
3/26/8 I 2 -- I 0 -- 0.00 -- I O0 ....
6/I 1/85 46 I -- <tO "- <0.1 "" <1~ ....
8/1/81 0 -- tO -- 0.00 -- 0 ....

8/29/83 <l -- <tO "" <0 I "" <l~ ....
8/27/84 46 <l d I 0 50 <0.1 0.6~ <1~ --
glt 0/80 0 -- 0 -- 0.00 -- 0 ....

9/8/82 g7 <l -- <10 "- <0.1 -" <1~ ....
9111185 5 1 I <10 380 <0.1 0.20 <1~ -- 1



Slat~on II 1168000 - LOS GATOS CREEK AT LOS GATOS, CALIF.

DA1~        Total       Total       Tolal       Tolal        Tolal       Tolal        Tolal        Tolal       Tolal       Tolal
Oiazinon 2.4-0. Undane Malalhion Chlordane OOO OO~ DOT Dieldrin Heplachlm

(poll) |p011) (poll) |poll) (llgll) (POII) (l’gII) (poll) (p011) (l~gII)

211 9180 0.0(" 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

9/t O/O0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

3/2718 ! 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

9/t/8 1 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

115182 0.00 O.0t 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 " 0.00 0.00 0.00

gl 818 2 <0.01 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010

4/I 2183 <0.01 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010

813 018 3 <0.01 <0.01 <0.010 <0,01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010

812 7184 <0.01 -- <0.010 <0.01 <0,1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010

21818 $ <0.01 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0+010 <0.010

911 I I 8 S <0+01 <0,01 <0.010 <0.01 ,~0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0,010 <0.010 <0.010

1129186 0.03 0.02 <O.01O <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <O.OI0 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010

II 7;~.
T , ~ ........... i I I I I I I Ill II I I I II_.IjIL~ _ ~1 .....



.~l.~l,on �1116FI0OO - LOS GATOS CREEK AT LOS GATOS.
l’olal TOIRI Tolal Tolal

Oh1~ Naphlhatene$ Tolal Total Tolal Tolal Tolal

Polychlot ~ Aid,in
(i, gll) (ligll) {llgll) (isgll) (ligII) {llg/I) {ligll) (pgll) (pgll)

211 9180 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 00 0.00 0.00 0.00

9/~ 0/~0 0.00 0.00 0 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

3127/81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 O0 0.00 0.00 0 O0 0.00 0.00

9111~ ! 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

I t 518 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -- 0.00 0.00

9 / 81 ~ 2 <0.10 <0. I <0.010 ~O.0tO <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.OI <0.01

411 218 3 <0. I0 ~0.I <0.010 ~0.010 ~O.010 <001 <0010 ~0.01 ~0.01

813 OI 8 3 ~0 !0 <0.1 <0.010 <O.Ot0 <0it0 <0.01 <0010 <0.01 <0.01

812 718 4 <0 10 <0. I <0.010 ~0.010 ~0.010 ~0.01 ~0.010 ~0.01 ~0.01

21818 5 <0.10 <0.l <0.010 <0.010 <0010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01

911 1185 <0.10 <0.1 <0.OlO <0.010 <0.010 <O.Ol <O.010 <0.01 <0.0~

I 12 918 6 ~0. I0 ~0. I ~0.010 ~O.OlO ~0.O I0 ~0.01 <0.010 ~.01



Stat,o~ II 1168000 - LOS GATOS CREEK AT LOS GATOS, CALIF.

I~ATE Tolal Total Tolal Tolal Total Tolnl TolalMelhyl l~ilhion Mi~ex Perlhane Toxnphene Tfilhion 2,4.5- T Silvex
(pg/I) (pgll) (pgll) (I,g/I) (l~g/I) (I, gll) (l~gll)

2/10/80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.009/10/80 0.00 0.00 0 O0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.003/27/8 I 0.00 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.009/118 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.001/5/82 O. ("0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.009/0182 <0 )l <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01411 2183 <00l <0.01 <0.1 <! <0.01 <00! <0.018130183 <O,Ol <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01812 718 4 <0.01 <O.OI <0. I < I <0.01 .. ..21810 5 <0.0! <O.Ol <0.I <I <0,01 <0.01 <0.019/I 118 S <O.Ol <0.01 <0.1 <| <0.01 <0,01 <0.01112 918 6 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 < I <0.01 <0.01 <0.0|





,r,t~t~on I~ t 1171500 - COYOTE C Nil EOE~NVN, E CAI.IF

DI.~.
Flow CL’~d T~S TPmp Tuzhidily ~ I-~ Or.~an~c C "01 Alkallnily

P.lte (el.-,) (itmoh~) ,[mQ!l) pH (d~]_ C| (NT.tl) (mgll) I% ~al) (n~l/I as C| ( .mg/I as CaC03} (rr~ as CaC03|

1/! 7179 5.1 560.0 316~2 7.4 9_5 8.9 240,0 170.0
I/! 1180 146 0 9.5.6 620.0 69.0 70.0
1129181 5250 2794 110.0 2?0.0
!/5/82 195 0 102 9 270.0 83.0
|121182 363~0 205 9 130.0 160,0
11! 9/83 526 0 301.4 44.0 230.0
1128183 841,0 294,0 176.5 7.8 10 5 320.0 10.0 91 5,6 130.0 118.0
!/30186 1.8 790 44_1 7.7 11.5 65.0 89 74 28.0 31.0
2114179 O0 73.0 36.8 7.0 15.5 9.7 26.0 21.0
2120180 331.0 270.0 169.1 7.2 13.5 210.0 9.0 12.0 120.0 100.0
211 8182 22.0 570.0 308.8 8.0 13.5 8,8 8.4 80 6.6 250.0 204.0
219183 3300.0 311.0 183.8 B.O 10.5 210.0 10.6 95 5.3 140.0 124.0
2128/84 382.3 300.0
219/85 16.0 621,0 360.3 B.O 10.0 24.0 10.2 90 290.0 216.0
2114186 32.0 344.0 191.2 8.3 13,5 42.0 8.9 86 150.0 125.0
2125186 42.0 515.0 308.8 B.I 15.0 25.0 10.1 I01 230.0 198.0
3116179 0.4 391.0 213.2 7.8 16.5 8.2 170.0 110.0
3127179 1.4 66.0 36.8 7.5 14.5 9.0 23.0 16.0
317180 41.0 513.0 301.4 7.4 12.0 28.0 8.8 12.0 230.0 200.0
315181 541.0 316.2 81.0 240.0
3128/81 3,8 605.0 345.6 8.2 13.5 3.5 1.6 7,5 7.8 270.0 210.0
3131182 486.0 239.0 125.0 7,9 10.5 48.0 10.0 90 4.9 100.0 92.0
312183 5900.0 273.0 176.5 8.1 11.5 370.0 10.0 95 5.0 130.0 114.0
3! ! 2/86 89.0 475.0 272.0 8.2 13.5 25.0 9.4 91 210,0 185.0
4113183 502.0 381.0 198,5 6.! 11.0 35.0 10,6 96 3.4 150.0 130.0
4/26179 0.4 213.0 110.3 7.1 19.0 3.9 88.0 80.0
5/23179 0.4 435.0 279.4 7.6 20.5 7.4 210.0 180.0
5118/82 3.0 618.0 360.3 8.2 20.5 0.5 9.3 104 2.1 280.0 228.0
5117183 366.0 2f3.2 45.0 150.0
5114V86 5.2 463.0 272.0 8.2 17.5 2.1 7.2 76 200.0 176.0
7131179 0.3 431.0 250.0 7.6 28.0 5.5 170.0 170.0
7117180 406.0 227.9 4.4 170.0 150.0
711518! 1.9 363.0 242.6 8,0 20.5 0.8 5.8 65 6.1 170.0 150.0
7120182 457.0 264.7 76.0 200.0
7112183 426.0 257.3 180.0 tgo.o
711 1164 4.6 488.0 286.7 8.2 22.0 1.6 6.0 69 230.0 179.0
8130183 556.0 294.1 lSO.O 220.0
gllOtBO 0.5 403,0 242,tl 7.4 19,0 O,S 6,0 4.S 180.0 160.0



9/2/81 09 380.0 220.6 ?.8 18.0 0.7 5.6 60 3.3 160,0 150.0

917182 5.5 442.0 250.0 7.7 20.5 0.8 6.8 76 3.3 190.0 IS8.0

9124/06 2.1 357.0 220.6 7.9 16.5 O.S 6.8 71 160.0 141.0

111 7/81 527,0 294.1 30.0 230.0

1116/82 512,0 2@~.7 30.0 220.0

12/31181 0.6 ," 89.0 279.4 7.4 11.0 5.6 5.$ $0 3.7 210.0 164.0



,~,e.~lion III 1171500 - COYOTE C NR EOENVALE CALIF

Dis.
Flow ~ 1T~ T~mp Tu~bidily ~ ~ ~1~C ~ klkallnily

P~riod (~ls] (~mohs) (m~ll) ~ (d~C) (NIU) (m~ll) (% ~al) (~ as C) (~asC~03) (~asCaC03)

~,~n 3RR 0 400.7 234,f 7.8 15.3 OR 6 0.1 02 5.7 177.7 141.3
~ 3 12 0 37 0 37 005 0.~9 149 0.23 0.10 0.52 0.3~
n 30 43 44 30 30 36 30 20 15 44 32

Month

~ 519.5 290.4 30,0 225.0

Jan 212.1 3S3.0 200.1 7.6 10.6 195.6 O.I 72 4.7 152.2 110.6

F~ 534.7 386.3 242.6 7.0 13.1 06.~ 9.6 90 6.0 10~.3 141.1

Mar 878.0 387.1 220.6 7.9 12.9 04.4 9.2 09 ~.6 169.2 132.1

May 2.3 419.0 247.0 7.8 19,4 lS.9 7.0 90 2.1 185.6 166.0

July 2.3 431.8 254.9 7.9 23.5 52.6 58 ~7 S.I 188.3 I~2.3

S~ 2.3 395.5 233.4 7,? 18.5 0.6 6.3 69 3.? 172.S 152.3

Wlnlef
Nov-^pr 611.3 305 225 78 12.5 118.9 9.1 95.7 6.6 173.2 129.9

CV 2 44 0,4S 0.45 O.OS 0 16 1.28 0.13 0.16 0.47 0.49 0.49
n 19 27 20 19 19 23 19 13 10 20 20

S!Jmmwl’
May-Ocl 2,3 427 250 ?.0 202 35.6 6.4 14.4 3.9 18S.S 160.2

CV 0.90 0.21 0.21 O.OS 0.15 1.14 0.21 0.19 0.39 0.22 0.21
n I 1 16 16 I I I ! 13 I I 7 $ IS 12



Sl,~lion ell 1171500 - COYOTE C NR EOENVALE CALIF

Tolal Dis Ndfogen Dis. Tolal Tolal Tolal
Flow Phosphorous Orlho P 0oron Ifnn NO3, NO2 Ammonia ()fgank: ORG,NH3 Nitrogen

Dale (CIS) {mQ/I as P) (m~]/I as P) (mrjII as 0| (m~j/I as Fo) (ellCjII as N| |ml:j/I i$ N} (m.~/I is N) (mg/I a$ N) (m~/I as

111 7179 5,1 0 19 0.07 1300 60.0 4.90 0.04 1.10 1.20 5.90
!11 1180 065 0,13 50.0 70.0 0.95 0.03 2.40 2.50 3.50
1/29/81 0.25 0.04 I00.0 20.0 4,00 0.04
1/5162 Or41 0.24 50.0 230.0 1.20 0.09 1.30 1.50 2.70
I/2 I/82 023 0.!6 70.0 350.0 2.00 0.22 1.10 1.30 3,30
111 9183 0.19 0.08 100.0 19.0 4.00 0.06 1.20 1.30 5.3.0
1128/83 841.0 0.34 0.10 70.0 75,0 0.93 0.06 I.$0 1.70 2,60
1130106 1.0 0.22 0.14 40.0 120.0 0.40 0.1O 0.15 1.40 1,80
2114179 0+0 0.22 009 20.0 40,0 0.31 0.06 0.46 0.54 0.82
2/20180 331.0 0.59 0.23 90.0 130.0 1.70 0.09 1.70 1.90 3.60
2118182 22.0 0.0e 0.05 130.0 53.0 3.50 0.07 1.20 1.30 4.80
219183 3300.0 0.31 006 70.0 28.0 0.34 0.12 !.60 1.90
2/28/04 0.26 001 130.0 37.0 5.90 0.03 2.20 2.30 8.10
~.19185 160 0.02 0.02 130.0 3.0 5.60 0.01 0.01 1.60 7.40
2/14/86 32.0 0.08 0.03 100 0 21,0 1.80 0.05 0.06 0.60 2.402125/86 42.0 0.15 0.11 110.0 36.0 2.70 0.08 0.07 0.60 3.50
3116179 0.4 0.19 0.09 llO.O 20.0 2.80 O.OI 0.92 0.94 3.50
312 7179 1.4 0.12 0.08 50+0 40.0 0.19 0.06 0,37 0,43 0.62317180 41.0 0.15 012 120.0 20 0 3.10 0.04 1.20 1.20 4.30
31518 I 0.20 0.01 !20.0 10.0 1.80 0.03 1.80 1.90 5~703/28181 3.8 0.04 0.00 100.0 20.0 4.20 0.04 !.20 1.30 5.403/31182 486.0 0.18 0.06 60,0 66.0 0.51 0,11 0.66 0.82 1.30
312183 5900.0 045 002 70.0 I00.0 0.34 0.14 2.30 2.40 2.803112186 69.0 0.14 0,08 100.0 65.0 2.00 0.14 0,10 0.O0 2.604/! 3/83 502.0 0.05 0.02 70.0 180 0.08 0.08 0.60 0.70 1.604126179 0.4 0.37 0.13 I00.0 600.0 0.06 0.03 1.20 1.40 1.505123179 0.4 0.05 0.05 210.0 10.0 0.12 0.01 0~42 0.49 0.595118182 3.0 0.03 0.02 120.0 9.0 4,40 0.10 0.65 0.78 5.30511 7183 O. 11 0.02 80.0 1 1.0 0.93 006 1.00 1.10 2.005114166 5.2 0+01 0,01 100.0 7.0 2,00 0.03 0,03 0,50 2.507/31/79 0,3 002 003 130.0 20.0 0.02 0.03 0.24 0.24 0.297/I 7180 0.06 0.01 120.0 10.0 1.00 0,01 2.20 2.20 3.207/I 519 I 1.9 O.OS 0.02 90,0 30.0 0,20 0.12 0.63 0,85 1,107120182 0.08 0.03 I00.0 3.0 1.70 009 !.60 1.90 3,507112183 0.35 0.03 90.0 5.0 1.90 0.07 1.80 1.90 3.00:~0 7/I II04 4.6 0.01 0.02 110.0 3.0 1.00 0.05 0.01 0,50C) 1.50

0 8130183 0,26 0.01 100.0 9.0 2.50 0.05 2.20 2.30 4.80U1 9110160 0.5 0.03 0.00 I10,0 30.0 0.95 O.OS 0.45 0.40.1~ 1.40



~/?/AI 0.9 0 04 0 O0 90.0 31.0 0.04 0.12 0.,57 0.68 0,70

f)/7/82 5.5 0 03 001 I10,0 3.0 2.00 0.13 0.17 1.00 300

r)l;>41R~) 2.1 0.0~ 0.02 100.0 ;~30 1.20 0.03 0.04 0.50 I 70
I 1l 171fl I 0.11 0 09 |00.0 ~3.0 ,’~,70 0.08 0.82 |.00 4.80

! 1111")IR2 O. 11 0 01 I00.0 .’1.0 3.40 O.Of; 1.90 2.00 5.40
12131181 0.6 0.09 O+OO 90.0 ,’l 6.0 4.30 0.09 0.99 1.10 5.40



51alion let ! 171500 - COYOTE C NR EDENVALE CALIF

Tolal         Dis                                   Nitrogen        Dis.         Tolal         Total         Tolal

Flow Phosphorous Oflho P Bolon hon NO3, NO2 Ammonia O~ganic OT!G,NIt3 Nilmg. en

Per,od (cls) (mg/I as P) (m(j/I as P) (m(jII as fl) (n~j/I as Fe) (nvj4 as N) (m~]/I as N) (m~VI as N) (m(]/I as N) (mTl~l as N)_

All 1.24 3.21
M~.’~n 388.0 0.17 0.06 96.4 57.2 1.99 0.07 0.98

(1/ 3.12 0.88 0.97 0.33 1.84 0.82 0.65 0.74 0.50 0.59

n 30 44 44 44 44 44 44 42 43 43

Monlh

Nov 0.0 0. I 1 0.05 100.0 13.0 3.55 0.07 1.36 1.50 5.10

Jan 212. I 0.29 0.11 77.8 108.9 2.52 0.09 1.22 I.$0 3.8 I

Feb 534.7 0.21 0.08 97.5 43.5 2.73 0.07 0.81 1.36 4.07

Mar 878.0 0.10 0.06 6e.9 39.9 1.76 0.07 1.02 !.17 3.11

May 2.3 0.11 0.05 122.0 127.4 1.50 0.0S 0.66 0.85 2.38

July 2.3 0.10 0.02 106.7 11.6 0.97 0.06 1.11 1.27 2.23

Sepl 2.3 0.03 0.01 102.5 21.8 1.05 0.08 0.46 0.67 1.70

Wlnlot
Nov-Ap~ 611.3 0.22 0.06 88.6 61.2 2.41 0.08 1.05 1.35 3.75

CV 2.44 0.71 0.77 0.34 1.21 0.72 0.GS 0.68 0.43 0.51

n 19 28 28 28 28 28 28 26 27 27

~;ummef - --
May-Oct 2.3 0.10 0.03 110.0 50.3 1.25 0.06 0.86 ~ uo 2.31

CV 0.90 1.23 1.19 0.27 2.92 0.93 0.65 0.86 0.65 0.65

n I1 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16



Stattnn II 1 t tTt500    ¯ COYOTE CI~IEEK NFAIrl E[)ENVALE CALIF.

Zn 7n PB PFI O~ (:U A~ A~
Flow di$~olw~d s~limenl d~,~lvt~ S~d~m~nl dis.~lv~:l sl~m~,nl dissolved se~limer~

OATE (cls) (pgll) (i, gll} (I,g/I) (pgll) |pqll) (pgll) (llgll) (lagll)

1/17179 5 3 -- 3 -- 4 "- 2 --
I/5/82 tO -. 6 -- 4 -- 3 --

!~2R/83 841 3 60 -- SO 2 I0 1 6
;)120180 331 I0 R I~) 5 3 4 3 8
?/£)/85 ~6 3 (;0 I 210 I ~-0 1 3

2114186 32 20 -- 3 -- I -- I --
2/25186 42 10 -- 4 -- I -- 3 --
3/28181 4 10 110 6 80 2 8 1 7
7/:)1179 89 3 -- NO -- NO -- I -
8/30/83 I00 -- I -- 2 -- I -
9/10/80 1 50 100 2 150 1 20 1 6
912181 1 10 90 3 SO I 10 1 10
917182 6 30 30 1 20 9 7 1 7

All
k!~n 124 20 65 3 81 3 11 2 ¯
CV 2,0 1.3 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.S O.S 0.3
n 11 13 7 10 7 12 7 13 ¯

Wlnle~
k~_an 182 9 60 4 66 2 11 2 6
CV 1.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.9 O.S 0.6 O.S 0.3
n 7 8 4 6 4 $ 4 8 4

Summe¢
M~an 2~ 39 73 2 73 3 ~ 2 ~ 8
CV 1.5 O.g 0.4 O.S 0.8 1.0 O.S 0.0 0,2
n 4 5 3 4 3 4 3 S 3

0
0
U!

O0
O~



Slalion t 1 t 111.54)0 - COYOTE CREEK NEAR EDENVALE CALIF.

~ Mn Mn AI AI
Flow se(t~menl d~ssolved $ed0mem di~.~olved sedimenl s4~imenlI~ E (cls) . (;,gl0) (~gl;) (p001) (pglO)

1117179 S -- 6 -- I0 ....
115182 -- 10 -- 40 _         ..

1/28/83 84 ! 9500 3 280 60 3900 202120/8o 331 1.%o 10 190 60 NO
219185 1 6 26000 -- 580 ! 0 9400       30
2114106 32 -- I0 -- 30 - ..
2125106 42 -- 10 -- 20
312018 I 4 6000 ! 0 190 I 0 1000 307/31179 89 -- I0 -- 100 ....
0/30103 -- 91 -- 10 -
9/I0180 1 6100 1 0 290 10 1600 409/210! 1 14000 NO 230 I 0 I000 20917/82 6 ¯300 I0 290 10 1500 I0

All

k4e~n        124 9436 16 293 29 3200 22CV 2.0 0,8 1,4 0.4 0.9 0.9 O.S

Winlef
Mean 182 10413 8 310 30 S033 21CV 1.6 0.9 0.3 O.S 0.7 0,6 O.Sn 7 4 7 4 8 3 ¯

Summer
Mean 24 0|33 30 270 20 1367 23CV 1.$ O.S 1.2 0.! 1.3 0.2n 4 3 4 3 S 3 3

oi
4~



.~l.~,on ¯ 1 ! 171500    - COYOTE CREEK NFAn EI~FNVALE CALIF.

01 ~ C| C~ lh Hrl NI ~e .~

Flow dissolved s(~dim~nl di$.~olv~d ~,m~nl ~=n~ s~m~nl s~imenl ~s~ ~menl
~A[~ (cls) (pgll) (ligll) (l,qII) (liftII) (I,q/I) (pgll) (pgll) (Izgll) (pg/I)

1/17/79 5 5 .. NO -- <0 I -- NO ....

1151~2 I .. .10 -- .0.1 -- (1~ ....

11~8/8~ 84 1 <1 1 <10 50 (0.1 0,10 ~1~ -- ~1

21201R0 33 1 0 0 0 ! 0 0. I0 0.0~ 0 -- 0

~I ~/A 5 I 6 <I <l <I0 I GO <0. I 0.06 <I~ <I <I

2114186 :" 2 I .- <!0 -- (0~1 -- <t~ ....

2125186 / 2 <1 -- <10 -- <0.1 -- <1~ -- -

312~18 I 4 0 0 I 0 58 0.00 1.00 0 -- 0

7131179 09 <2 -- NO -- <0.1 -- NO - ""

01R0183 <t -- 10 -- <0.1 -- <1~ .... "

9/10180 I 1 1 0 58 0.00 0.14 0 - *-

912/81 1 0 <1 0 100 1.70 0.05 0 - 0

9/71 n 2 6 <1 <1 <10 ~0 <0.1 O.OS <1~ -- <1



,%tat,on 11 ! 171500 - COYOTE C NR EOENVALE CALIF

Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total

Oiazinon 2.4-D. Llndane Malalhion Chlmdane I’)(X) D(~ DOT Dieldrin Heplachlor

DATE (pollI (izgll) (poll) (I,gII) (IzgII) (pgll) (poll) (poll) (poll) (POII)

2120180 0.05 0.98 0 0 0 0.01 0.04 0.04 0 0

9110180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

312818 | 0,07 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

912/8 1 <001 0.01 0 0.24 0 0 0 0 0 0

1/6182 0.06 0.02 0 0.03 0 0.02 0.03 0 0.01 0

917182 0.01 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 ,(0.1 <0.010 <O.OtO <0.010 <0.010 <0.010

1128193 0.03 <0.01 <0020 <0.01 <0.2 <0.020 0.01 0.01 0.01 <0020

4113183 0.02 0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010

813 1183 <0.01 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0,1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010

2191 O 5 0.04 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.0 I0

1130186 0,41 0,08 0.01 1.3 0.2 <0.010 0.01 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010

2/14186 O. I 0.03 <0,010 0.03 <0,1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010

2125186 0.02 0.01 <0.010 ,(0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010

9124186 0,02 0,02 <0.010 <O.OI <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <O.OlO <0.010

,



~lalion IIt t t 71.500 ¯ COYOTE C NR EOENVALE CALIF
Total

Naphlh,’~le~nP$ Tolal Tol.’d Total Tolal Tolal Total Tolal Tolal

Polychlot r~l~ AId~|n I=ndo~ullan End,in Ethion Chlo~ Epo~id~ Ozychlo~ IIA~lhyl Patathkm

DA 11~. (l, gll) |llgll) |ligll) |I19II) (I’9II)

2~20180 0 0 0 0 0.02 0 0 0 0

.q/I 0/B0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

,"1/2~18 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9121BI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

!16182 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0

91718 2 <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01

! 12 818 3 <0.20 <0.2 <0.020 <0020 <0.070 0.01 <0.0?0 <0.02 <0.01

41 ! 318 3 <0.10 <0. I <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <001 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01

813 ! IB 3 ,,:0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0 010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01

2/918 $ <0. |0 <0.! <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.0|

I 13 018 6 <0.10 ,,:0. I <0.010 <0.010 <0 0! 0 <0 01 <0.010 <0.0! <0.0!

211 41B 6 <0.10 <0.l <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.0|0 <0.0| <0.01

21251B6 <0.10 <0.1 <0.0~0 <0.010 <0.010 0.01 <0.010 <O.0l <0.0!

91241B6 <0.10 <0.! <0,010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 ,~0.01 <0.01



Slalion #1 t 171500 - COYOTE C NR EDENVALE CALIF

Tolal Tolal Tolal Tohll Tolal Tolal Tolal
Melhyl Tfilh|on Mirex Perlhane To=.’~phene Trilhion 2.4.5-T S|lvel

DATE (pg/I) (pgll) (pg/I) (I,~g/I) (pg/I) (pgll) (pg/I)

2/20/80 (t 0 0 0 0 0 0
9/10/80 r,, 0 0 0 0 0 0
3128/8! "~

0 0 0 0 0 0
9/2/8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I/6/82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9/7 / 8 2 40.01 40.01 40. I ¯I 40.01 ¯GOt <0.01
1/28/83 <0.01 40.02 40.2 ¯2 40.01 40.01 40.01
4 / 13183 <0.01 ¯GOt <0.1 < 1 <0.01 <0.01 <O.Ot
813 1183 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
2/918 S <0.01 40.01 40.1 <1 40.01 <0.01 <0.01
113 0/6 6 ¯0.01 <0.01 G0.1 <1 40.01 <0.01 C001
2114186 ¯0.01 <0.01 40.1 ¯I <0.01 <0.01 ¯0.0l
212 S 18 6 ¯0.01 ¯0.01 G0. I < I <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
9 / 2 418 6 <0,01 ¯0.01 ¯0. I ¯ I ¯0.01 <0.01 <0.01
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169 970 Coyole Creek . below Leroy Anderson dam - near Madrone CA

IV~NTHLY AND SEASONAL AVERAGES

FLOW DIS.
PEI~IOO (insl) ~ TI~ pl! TEMP TURBIDITY 00 I~ O:13C TH ALK

(CFS) (US/CM) (re.q/I) DEGC (NTU) (rag/I) (% sat) (m,(in C) mo/lCaCO0 mg/tCaCO3

ALL
average 97 357 216 8.0 12.1 54 10.6 I00 5.5 156 137coy 1.84 0.22 0.23 0.0,1 0.15 1.63 0.06 0.04 0.44 0.25 0.24

NOV 24 335 205 8.0 13.4 14 10.2 98 6.4 145 134

JAN 83 386 236 8.l 10.6 80 10.8 97 5.3 173 153

FEB 75 394 242 8.0 10.8 123 10.9 100 5.7 175 147

MAR 182 336 203 8.1 11.3 85 11.0 102 6.3 145 128

APfl 432 324 170 8.1 tl.S 43 10.9 101 3.9 120 110

MAY 106 296 176 8.0 12.0 22 10.6 99 6.2 124 114

JUN 71 472 265 8.3 13.0 4 10.5 103 - 200 172

JULY 63 343 21l e.O 13.4 16 10.5 101 5.2 150 131

SEPT 67 357 213 7.9 14.3 14 10.0 99 4.6 155 136

NOV- APR 112 365 222 8.1 11.2 00 10.8 99 5.7" 160 141

MAY-OCT 75 344 209 8.0 13.3 16 10.3 100 5.1 150 130



STA ! 1 169 970 Coyole Creek - below Leroy Anderson dam - nenr Madrone CA

FLOW DIS. DIS. TOTAL P DIS.                 DIS.     TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL N
DATE (insl) ~ IRON OFITHOP NO2÷NO3 AMMONIA ~ OFIG,NH3

(CFS) (uqll B) (u~jII Fe) (mgll P) (mg/I P) (mg/I N) (mqll N) (mgll N) (mgll N) (rag/1 N)

11121/79 12 120 70 0.0t 0.01 0.11 0.04 0.99 1.10 1.20
11119/80 17 80 20 0.05 0.02 0.52 0.04 0.65 0.69 1.20
11/18/81 7.2 80 10 0.03 0.24 0.29 0.35 0.65 0.89
11/17182 58 80 16 0.02 0.01 0.30 0.13 1.30 1.40 1.70
II11/80 159 100 10 0.04 0.01 0.16 0.01 0.91 0.91 1.10
1130181 29 70 40 0.13 0.02 0.54 0.05
12131181 8.4 100 10 0.05 0.02 0.13 0.09 0.54 0.67 0.80
116182 8.8 80 24 0.10 0.04 0.42 0.08 0.69 0.80 1.20

1122182 8 90 28 0.05 0.03 0.23 0.11 0.50 0.64 0.87
1120183 27 80 8 0.05 0.0! 0.20 0.06 0.30 0.50
1128183 570 80 69 0.18 0.03 0.20 0.06 0.98 1.10 1.30
1116185 35 120 12
1116/85 35 100 8 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.30
1/30185 29 100 7 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.38 0.40
1130186 6.7 130 13 0.03 0.01 0.10 0.07 0.35 0.40
2121/80 3.3 90 170 0 n4 0.04 0.67 0.07 2.70 2.90 3.60
2118/82 5.5 90 30 0.~,:~ 0.02 0.26 0.tO 0.56 0.68 0.94
219183 413 70 33 0.12 0.06 0.20 0.09 0.74 0.80 1.00
2/29/84 14 90 1 I 0.02 0.01 0.20 0.02 0.29 0.30 0.50
219185 9.4 100 3 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.0! 0.70
2114/86 6.7 130 4 0.02 0.01 0.10 0.14 0.55 0.70 0.80
317180 4.3 90 20 0.09 0.04 0.46 0.01 0.65 0.72 1.20
316181 29 80 390 0.09 0.02 0.26 0.04 0.75 0.82 1.10

3128181 19 70 10 0.06 0.01 0.27 0.02 0.46 0.49 0.76
3131182 350 100 30 0.03 0.02 0.25 0.08 0.45 0.54 0.79
312183 1000 70 120 0.26 0.02 0.20 0.09 0.95 1.10 1.30

3116184 24 80 5 0.02 0.02 0.30 0.05 0.38 0.40 0.70
3/I 1185 9 100 6 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.25 0.30
3/I 2/86 20 90 110 0.09 0.02 0.50 0.02 0.26 0.30 0.80
4113/83 432 60 9 0.07 0.04 0.30 0.12 0.61 0.70 1.00
5/7/80 40 110 50 0.04 0.03 0.36 0.03 0.82 0.90 1.30
5/20/81 52 70 10 0.06 0.02 0.29 0.12 0.49 0.66 0.95

;0 5118182 21 70 23 0.04 0.03 0.22 0.09 0.57 0.70 0.92
o 5118183 371 70 23 0.06 0.02 0.20 0.06 0.70 0.80 1.00
4~, , ~. I , , , " ; ’ ¯ ~ ~ ~ I i



6/14/85 77 100 17 0.01 0.0! 0.10 0.05 0.25 0.30
7/17/80 59 llO 50 0.08 0.02 0.56 0.01 0.93 0.96 1.50
7/15/f11 65 80 20 0.06 0.01 0.34 0.10 0.50 0.70 1.00
7/21/82 63 80 15 0.03 0.02 0.31 0.08 1.30 1.40 1.70
7/13/83 62 70 15 0.05 0.02 0.30 0.05 0.43 0.50 0.80
7/I 1184 70 80 3 0.01 0.02 0.20 0.01 0.11 0.20 0.40
7/25/85 59 60 12 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.03 0.28 0.30
7124186 64 80 11 0.05 0.04 0.50 0.05 0.47 0.50 1.00
8/31!83 62 60 18 0.02 0.02 0.30 0.01 0.60 0.70 1.00
8/28/84 7 I 80 3 0.05 0.01 0.20 0.01 0.59 0.60 0.80
9/9180 60 140 40 0.07 0.05 0.51 0.02 0.50 0.50 1.00
9/2/81 73 80 10 0.04 0.01 0.27 0.06 0.94 1.00 1.30
9/7182 68 80 3 0.1 ! 0.0! 0.30 0.10 0.35 0.60 0.90
9112185 70 120 3 0.02 0.01 0.10 0.09 0.31 0.40
9124186 60 80 ! 5 0.04 0.01 0.50 0.03 0.58 0.60 1 .!0



STA 11 169 970 Coyote Creek - below Leroy Anderson dam - near Madrone CA

M(~ITHLY AND S~ AVERAGES
MONTHLY AND SEASONAL AVERAGES

FLOW DIS. DIS. TOTAL P DIS.                DIS.     TOTAL
TOTAL TOTAL N

PERIOO (inst) ~ IRON OFITHOP NO2~NO3 AMMONIA ~
ORG*NH3

(CFS) (ug/I B) (ugll Fe) (mgll P) (mg/I P) (mg/I N)(mg/I N)(mg/t N) (m0/I N) (mg/I N)

ALL 0.02 0.28 0.06 0.64 0.70 1.07

average 97 88 33 0.06 0.46

coy 1.84 0.21 1.83 1.47 0.60 0.53 0.85 0.64 0.60

N~ 24 90 29 0.03 0.0! 0.29 0.13 0.82 0.96 1.25

JAN 83 95 21 0.07 0.02 0.22 0.06 0.62 0.61 0.96

FEB 75 95 42 0.14 0.03 0.26 0.07 0.97 !.01 1.37

MAR 182 85 86 0,08 0.02 0.29 0.04 0.52 0.58 0.95

APR 432 60 9 0.07 0.04 0.30 0.12 0.61 0.70 ! o00

MAy 106 8 0 2 8 0.05 0.02 0.29 0.06 0.59 0.69 0.99

JUN 71 90 12 0.0t 0.01 0.15 0.03 0.62 0.65 1.20

JULY 63 80 1 8 0.04 0.02 0.33 0.05 0.58 0.65 1.07

SEPT 67 9 7 1 2 0.06 0.02 0.3! 0.05 0.55 0.62 1.02

NOV- APR 112 9 1 4 3 0.08 0.02 0.26 0.07 0.69 0.74 1.10

1 8 0.04 0.02 0.30 0.05 0.58 0.65 1.04

MAY- OCT    7 5 8 5



SI."lllr)n III | | 69970 - COYOTE C!’IEEK BELOW LEI1OY ANDERSON DAM NEAI1 MADR(’)NE CALIF’.

Flow OiA~olve~ S*-(hm~rg OJ$~nlv~t ~doln~l Di~".n~,d S~lJm~n| Dissolved S~lJmenl

D^T~ ((:Is) (ll .qll) (1~ fll.qm) (ioqll) (i, glgm) (io .qll) (lagOgm) (pgll) (pglgm)

11GI82 9 I0 20 I I0 2 20 2 8
1/20/83 570 3 50 I 20 2 260 I 3
2/21180 3 I0 40 MT 40 ;) 20 1 10
?19185 9 9 gO ! 70 1 SO I 9

2125/86 10 2
3128181 19 ~0 30 4
8/31183 62 41 40
81281R4 71 6 60 | lO I 30 !
919/80 60 10 20
9/2/81 73 10 40 2 ~0 1 20 1 14

917182 68 IO 20 1 10 3 lO ! 4

~)/12/85 70 10 70 1 10 ~ ?0 2 12

All
~an 85 13 43 2 20 2 49 I 9

CV 1,7 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.4 1.4 0.4 0.4
n 12 13 11 12 I1 13 I1 13 10

Wlnler
~an 103 12 44 2 30 2 74
CV 2.0 O.S 0,5 0.7 0.8 0.4 1,3 0.4 0.4

n 6 7 5 6 $ 7 S 7 S

Summe~
~an ~7 ! S 42 I 12 2 28 | 9

CV 0.! 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.4

n 6 6 6 6 6 6



S~a~on st ! 169970 - COYOTE CREEK BELOW LEROY ANDERSON DAM NEAR MADRONE CALIF.

Fe Mn Mn AI AI (]1)
Flow Sed~menl Di.~solved Sedimenl Dissolved Sedirnenl SedimeM

DAlE (cls) (pglgm) (itgll) (pglgm) (it[ill) (Izglgm) (pglgm)

1/6182 9 8500 I 0 850 I 0 5000 20
1/28/83 570 9500 3 3 I O 80 3900 I O
2/21180 3 9500 I 0 610 170 90 30
219185 9 53000 6 1700 I 0 23000 40
2114186 7 100 tO
2125186 790 10
3128181 19 10000 20 1700 10 4200 30
813 II03 62 6000 1 1 240 I 0 2100 20
8128184 7 I 23000 9 I I00 10 9800 30
919180 60 8000 30 700 20 3000 20
912181 73 1 go00 NO 1800 NO 4000 2 0
917182 68 6500 10 1200 I 0 2600 20

9112185 70 28000 350 1900 I 0 14000 30

All
~an 85 1645S 112 I101 30 6517 25
CV 1.7 0.8 2.0 0.5 1.5 1.0 0.3
n 12 11 12 I1 12 !1 II

Winter
~ 103 18100 134 1034 43 7238 21
CV 2.0 1.0 2.0 0.6 1.3 1.1 0.4
n 6 5 7 S 7 S S

Summer
kiean 67 15083 82 1157 12 $91T 23
CV 0.1 0.6 1.6 O.S 0.3 0.$ O.2
n 6 6 S 6 S $



~lalio~ I~l ! 169970 - COYOTE CREEK BELOW LEIr’IOY ANDERSON DAM NEAR MADROM~ CALIF.

(I) (H Cr Cr
Flow Di.~$olv~d ,~menl l~.~olv~<:l ,’,’~,mPnl    D~olv¢~1    S~dimenl Se(~menl    Dis.~olved    SedimenlI’)AI~ (¢15) (pgll) (i, fll~jm) "(is(jII) (l,91.fl m)

116182 9 <1 <1 <10 20 <0.1 0.07 <100 -- <11128183 570 <I I <10 3 0 <01 O. I I 4|00 -- <12121180 3 0 0 0 30 0.00 0. 13 0 -- 0219185 9 <1 <1 <10 130 <0.1 0.07 <100 <! <|21 I 4186 7 1 -- <I0 "" <0.1 "" <100 -- --
2/25186 " " <1 -- <10 ...... <100 ....312818 I I 9 0 0 I 0 34 0.00 0.60 0 -- 08131/83 62 <1 <I <10 20 <0.1 0.06 <100 -- <18128184 71 <I <1 410 7 0 40.1 0.6,5 <100 -- <1919180 60 0 2 0 I 3 0.00 0.04 0 -- 091218 I 73 0 <1 0 60 1.90 0.04 0 -- 0917182 60 <I <1 410 20 401 0.06 <100 -- <1911 2105 70 2 <l 410 9,50 <0.1 0.00
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Station ~ t t 169970 - COYOTE C BL LE ROY ANDERSON OM NR MADflONE CALIF
Total

N~phthalPn~ Total Tol;il Tol~l Toh’d Tnlal Tolal Tolal Tol~il Total
Polychlor ~ Aldein Fm~K).~ul(an Endfin [’lhinn Chlor El,oxide Oxychl~or ethyl Patalh~lelhyl

I~A]~ (pgll) (izgll) (I, ,qll| (ll911) (I, .qll) {li911) (llgll) |lzgll) |pg/I)

2171180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
919180 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0

3/28181 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0
9121R I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
116182 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0
91718 2 <0.10 <0,1 <0.010 ~:0,010 <0.010 <0_01 <0,010 <0.01 <0 O| <0.0|
112 018 3 <0.20 <0.2 <0.020 <0.020 <0.020 <0.01 <0,020 <0.02 <0.01 <0.0 I
411 318 3 <O t 0 <0.1 <0,0 t 0 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
813 1183 <0.10 <0,1 <0,010 <0.010 <0.010 <0-01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
8128/84 <0,10 <0.1 <0,010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
219185 <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0,010 <0,010 <0,01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
9112185 <0,10 <0o1 <0,010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0,010 <0.0| <0.0| <0,01
1130186 <0.10 <0.1 <0,010 <0.010 <O,OlO <0.0! <0,010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.0!



.~t.’~t,r~n l! 116.q~70 - COYOTE C BL LEflOY ANDERSON DM Nil MAOIIO~iE CALIF

Tolal
Naphlhal~ne=s TolaJ Tolal Tolal Total Tnl,11 TOI~I Teal Tolal Tolal

Polyrhlof P~.FI Aid,in Fndoe.ullan Endiin l’lh~on Chlov Epolk:le Oxychlo¢ elhyl Paf.llh~lelhyl Tfilh|on
DAT[: (l, gll) (llgll| |ll.qlt) (I, 911) (ll .qll| (I, .qll) (ligll| |pgll| |pgll)

71;~ 1/80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9/q/AO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3/28/81 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9/;)lR I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
!16/82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9/718 2 <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0,010 <0.0t (0.010 <0,01 <0 O1 <0.01
112 818 3 <0.20 <0.2 <0.020 <0.020 <0.020 <0.01 <0,020 <002 <O.Ot <0.01
4It 3183 <0.10 <0.1 <0010 <0.010 <0.010 <001 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
813 118 3 <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <O.OlO <0.01 <0,010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
812 818 4 <0.10 <0. I <0.010 <O.OI 0 <O.Ot 0 <0.01 <0,010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
21918 5 <0.10 <0,1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

91 I 21~15 <0,10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
1130186 <0.10 <0,1 <0.010 <0,010 <0,010 <0.01 <0,010 <O, Ot <0.01 <0.01



SI.mon el 1169970 - COYOTE C BL LEROY ANDERSON DM NR MADRONE CAEIF

Total Total Tolal Tol.’~I Tol,ll Tnhll
Mlrex Perlhane Toxap~ne Trith,on 2.4.5- T Silvex

D~,1E (pg/;) (pg/I) (l~g/I) (;,g/I) (pg/I) (l~g/I)

2/21180 0 0 0 0 0 09/9180 0 0 0 0 0 03/28/81 0 0 0 0 0 09/2/8 ’1 0 0 0 0 ....
1/6182 0 0 0 0 0 091718 2 <001 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.0|112 8/83 <0.02 <0.2 <2 <0.0! <0.01 <0.0141 ! 3183 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.0! <00I <0.01813 1183 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.018128184 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.0121918 5 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <001 <0.01911 218 5 <0.01 <0.1 <! <0.01 <0.01 <0.01! 130186 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01



r 8720115A-F CONo7
V

r L
r
r ~
r 2

USG$ STATION NO. 11167572

GUAOALUPE RIVER AT

ALAHITOS RECHARGE FACILITY AT SAN ~OSE, CA

R0054884



Flow ~ ~ T~ TI.bi~fily [If) I1~ O~q.’mc C ]~t Alkal|n|lyI’.,*n(! (cl_~| (l,moh$} (m_qll) pil (d~l ~) (NI I#) (mqll| (% sal) (mq/I a~ C| (m~l as CaCO3)
I’)lllfll197rt 18.O 439 250 8 2 IO.5 9.2OI/I 1119AO 477 270 30 0 200 160
01/2911qAI 326 IAO 200 0 220 I 70
0110411982 215 130 190 O 140
011;~011982 481 270 3 5 100
OIII81198] 485 270 44.0 230
OII2611983 196 120 489 O 220

93011151191~S 14.0 4G2 2GO 7.9 I0.0 3.0 11.7 104 3.3 180          14101/29/19fls 7.2 4GG 270 8.3 I1.0 2.3 13.0 118 3.0 180 13701/29119A6 3.G 630 310 8.S 12.0 I.l 11 G 109 3000211411979 680 415 240 7.8 13.5 IO.l 170 13002/18/! 9flO 2(;6 160 220.002116119(]2 391 210 4~.0 120 99
02107/198] ! 80 I00.0 190
0212011983 130 190.0

140
02/27/1984 320 98

2600210911985 40.0 4:~8 240 7.9 I0.0 390 9.4 83 180 1340211311986 74.0 450 8.1 13.0 39.0 I0.0 95 210 1690212511986 24}’ 0 200 8.0 40.0 10.2 170 13303/I(;119}’9 12 J 504 300 8.4 |4.5 12.2 230 1900312711979 86.0 372 220 7~9 14.5 9.3 180 14003/0511980 363 2 I0 39.0
170 15003/0411981 S 12 290 18.0
22003/261198 ! 498 28O 54.0 2000312911982 355 210 32.0 18003/1711984 13.0 530 300 8.4 16.0 2.0 9.4 94 3.0 2500311111985 14.0 477 270 80 13.0 12.0 9.6 91 210 1600311111986 S12.0 2}’8 170 8.2 14.0 81.0 10.3 I000411111983 300 130 12120.0                                2500412~11979 IS.O SS? 330 8.2 18.0 9.7 280 22005/2311979 18.0 463 290 8.3 23.0 I1.1 250 2100510GII980 451 280 18.0 240 20005/1811981 494 280 I0.0 2300511711982 564 3 I0 S.O0511611983 467 2}’0 78.0 22005/13/1986 IS.O SI4 300 8.4 21.S      S.S 10.8 121 240 2080611111984 300 7.3

2SO 218

: o .- . ] I J .



0(;113/1985 ll.O 583 340 8.4 25.0 1.5 9.8 120 290 2,100713111919 13.0 415 280 8.4 25.5 12.2 210 21007/~6/i 980 493 280 !,3071131198 ! 638 3 !0 ! 1.0 220 200
0711911982 518 300 1.3.0 260

2600711;)-/1983 I1.0 502 280 8.6 23.5 2 0 9.9 118 19 230 2000711011984 17.0 495 290 8.6 26.0 4.4 I0.1 126 250 21507122/1986 7.9 51~’ 300 8.6 25.5 1.0 8.3 1020813 ! I 1981 439 240 230 21S
0812911983 527 300 I SoO 2 I0

2600812711984 1.8 550 310 8.0 23.0 I.I 6.9 81 3.9 260 2340910411979 13.0 433 ;250 8.6 24.S 12.1 2200911011980 330 12.009/07/1982 480 270 7.4 270 220
22O0911111985 5.8 612 360 8.4 21.$ 1.3 10.7 122 290         2440912311986 13.0 4S6 270 8.2 20.0 I,S 9.3 103 220 190

1112011979 10,0 470 290 6.4 16.$ 2.2 11.6 3.9 210! 111811980 440 250 lO.O1111611981 429 240 42.0 210
1111511982 $09 290 IS.O 190

24012130119e! 2S.0 551 320 ~’.| 13.5 7.8 8.8 83 3.8 2S0 204



~t,~(~ ! ! ! IGTSY? CUAOA|Uf~ f~IV~R AT NAMIT~ R~C~ARG~ FAC~I;Y AT ~AN ~E CAL~.

~11
~.~n , 47.6 464 ?fi5 g.2 17 7 44.7 10.3 104 3.3 214 lf14

~ 2.20 0.20 O21 0 O3 O ~2 ~ 89 O.13 O.14 0.22 0.22 O.21

n 27 51 57 27 2~ 4~ 27 17 7 58 33

Monlh

N~ 10.0 464 260 8.4 16.5 19.3 II.6 3.9 213 180

J~n 13.6 430 246 8.1 11.4 96.2 10.8 104 3.4 192

F~ 107.3 390 210 ~.0 12.2 9G.3 10.1 89 171           133

Mar 127.4 432 2SS 0.2 14.4 29.5 10.2 95 3.0 202 152

May 14.0 512 300 0.3 21.9 17.9 10.3 121 251

July 12.2 520 291 8.6 2S.I S.S IO.I llS 1.9 240 200

~ ~ 4 S00 291 8.3 22.3 6.4 9.~ 102 3.9 244 21~

Winter
Nor.Apt 76.3 428 243 8.1 13.0 61.2 lO.S 97 3.4 192 IS6

n IS 29 33 15 14 29 IS 9 S 34 I1

Summer
May-Sepl 11.8 $10 295 0.4 2.1.1 10.3 10.1 112 2.0 24$ 213

n 12 22 24 12 12 19 12 0 3’ 24 16



Total                    Total Dis Nitrogen Dis. Total Total TotalFlow Phosphorous (~lho P Boron Iron NO3, NO2 Ammon~ (hganic OlrtG, NI43 Nitroge~
P~elod ((:is) (n~./t as P) Irno~l as P) (re(i!! as B| (m~l as Fe) lm94 as N) (raft,1 as N} (rn(j4 as N) (;;-, .,~’: as N) (..’-.~ as N|

0111811979 10 0.18 GOB II0 10 1.90 0.06 074 0.84 2.700111111980 0.15 0.11 120 60 1.60 0.04 1.10 1.10 2.70011291198 ! 0.27 0.16 60 B0 1.60 O. I 50110411982 0.28 0.20 60 240 !.60 0. ! I 1.10 1.20 2.800112011982 0,10 0.09 I00 46 2.60 0.21 0.53 0.76 3.400111011983 0.16 0.00 100 16 2.20 0.12 1.00 1.10 3.300 !/2611983 0.33 0+ 10 50 ! 50 0.63 0.08 ! .30 ! .60 2.200111511985 14 0.06 0.04 130 16 1.60 0.06 0.64 0.70 2.400112911985 7.2 0.04 0.02 130 12 1.50 0.04 0.48 0.50 2.100112911986 3.6 0.03 0.01 140 0 O.OS 0.63 0.70 2.300211411979 60 0.11 0.04 160 60 1.40 0.02 0.63 0.72 2.1002118/I 980 0.57 0.16 110 30 1.30 0.10 1.50 1.70 3.0002/! 611982 0.07 0.04 80 I 3 1.20 O. I 1 0.59 0.71 1.7002/0711983 0.20 0.09 70 92 0.74 013 0.80 0.90 !.700212811983 0.2S 0.09 50 160 0.45 O. 14 1.30 1.50 2.00021271!984 0. IS 0.01 130 3 1.80 0.04 1.40 1.40 3.100210911985 40 0.13 0.04 110 37 0.87 0.04 1.20 1.30 3.000211311986 74 0.14 0.06 I00 63 0.11 0.71 0.80 2.2002/25/1986 247 0.06 0.03 80 43 0.04 0.36 0.40 2.000311611979 12 0.04 0.01 1,50 tO 1.70 O.OI 0.46 O.SI 2.100312711979 86 0.11 0.03 130 30 I I0 0.06 0.4S 0.$1 1.500310511980 0.09 0.08 90 30 I. 10 0.07 0.75 0.82 1.900310411981 0.13 0.02 130 20 2.30 0.04 1.20 !.30 3.400312611981 O. 10 0.00 130 20 I. 30 0.05 I. 70 ! .00 3. I 00312911982 0.06 O.OS I00 I0 1.10 O. I0 0.54 0.69 |.6003117/1984 13 0.02 O.OS I10 3 1.70 0.08 0.36 0.40 2.10031111198S 14 0.07 0.05 !20 34 i.60 u.o6 0.41 O.S0 2.100311111986 512 0.II 0.04 70 96 0+03 0.43 O.SO 1.100411 II ! 983 0.06 0.03 I 10 3 I +90 O. I0 I +50 1.60 3.400412611979 IS 0.04 0.02 160 |0 1.90 0.01 0.47 0.53 2.400512311979 18 0.03 0.01 130 I0 083 0.01 0.32 0.40 1.300510611980 0.05 0.00 1 I 0 I 0 1.40 0+04 0.98 1.100511611961 0+00 0.01 I00 10 I QO 0.11 1.50 1.70 2.700511711982 0.0S 0.02 ! 10 9 2.10 0.10 0.05 0.98 3.0005116t 1983 0.OS 0.01 I I 0 6 I. 10 0.07 0.39 O.SO 1.6005/1311986 IS 0.03 0.01 130 3 0.02 0.39 0.40 |.70;;~ 06/l 111984 0.04 0.01 180 13 0.60 0.04 0.77�:) 0.80 1.40



Ol-./t31tr)RS t I 00I OOI 150 8 Ot;r, 004 04.1 0.50 I.lOO?/.’l I/tq79 13 001 O.OI 130 I0 0.84 On4 0.37 0 39 1.00
’)711~llr)flf~ 0 0.1 000 140 I0 I .’l(]l 0 04 0 RO 0 G4 I.flO
O"ll.’lllr’OI 0 OR 0 02 12f~ I0 0 78 0 12 I.Ol"~ 1.20 2.0007/Ir)llr~n? 002 001 1.10 3 1.30 0.01 3.00 3.10 ¯ 40f) 711;)1198.’1 I I 002 0 O! 140 6 0 qo 004 O.TG 0.80 1.700711011984 I }’ 00I 002 IGO 4 0.51 00I 045 0.50 !.000712~11~1R~; 79 0 02 00I 1.10 7 0 02 037 0 40 1.1008131119RI 0 04 0,00 120 I0 0.3.~ O.qO I O0 1,300812911983 005 0.01 130 3 0..02 0.03 !.00 I. I0 2.000fll2711984 1.8 0.01 001 130 7 0.25 O.OI 0.39 0.40 O, lO0.q/0411979 13 0.02 0.01 140 I0 0.29 0.03 0.$5 0.58 0.8}’
0,~/I0/1980 0,07 001 150 20 1.50 O.OI 0.6e 0,}’1 2.300910711982 0.04 0.01 120 6 0.82 O. 14 0.69 0.90 1.700911 !11985 5.8 0.02 0.01 140 0 0.4}’ 0.06 0.44 O.SO 1.000ql2311986 I 3 002 0.01 130 S 0.05 0.3¯ 0.40 1.00
1112011979 10 0.00 0.01 1.50 I0 069 O.OS 0.34 0.43 1.101111811980 0.03 0.01 130 I0 0.84 0.05 0.¯9 0.$4 1.401111611981 O.IS 0.12 !00 56 I.$0 0.21 0,64 0,82 2.30I II 1511982 O.OS 0.01 140 4 0.97 O. IS 1.50 1.60 2.601213011981 25 0+08 0.04 130 12 1.90 0.01 1.20 1.30 3,10



-�:;tnl,(m #! 1167572 GUADALUPI: RIVER AT ALAMITOS RECFIAJ’tGE FACILITY AT SAN J(~;E CALIF.
Total        Dis       Nileoqem      Ois.        Total       Tolal        Total

Flow Phospho~o~r) Oelho P Boron Iron NO3 ~,NO2 Ammeni,1 Organic (:~:iG,~ N113 Nilrogen
Period |cls} (mg/I as P| (mg/I as P) (mq/I as B) (mcyl as FI) (mg/I as N) (n~l as N| |mg/I as N) (mc~14 as N) (togA. as N|

All
M,~.~n 47.6 0 09 0.04 I lg 29 1.22 0.07 0,80 O.8g 2.09
(V 2.20 1.08 I. ! 4 O. 23 I. 50 0.46 O. 70 0.60 0.$7 0.39
n 27 58 58 58 58 S! $7 $7 $7 S6

Monlh

Nov 10.0 0.08 0.04 130 20 ! .00 O. 12 O. 74 0,88 ! .IS

Jan 13.6 O. IS 0.08 lOS 59 1.73 0.09 0.87 0.98 2.70

Feb 107.3 O. 19 0,08 99 $8 I. 1 ! 0,08 0.94 ’I.OS 2.31

Uay 14.8 0.04 0.01 ! 31 9 1.20 0.0S 0.88 0.77 1.90

July 12.2 0.03 0.01 136 7 0.91 0.OS 0.94 1.00 1.87

Se~ 8.4 0.03 0.01 133 9 0.66 0.0S 0.62 0.70 1.36

Winter
Nov-Ap! 76.3 0.13 0.08 109 44 1.43 0.08 0.88 0.98 2.35

n IS 34 34 34 34 30 34 33 33 33

Surnmw
May-Sepl 11.8 0.04 0.01 133 8 0.93 O.OS 0.73 0.81 1.70

n I 2 24 24 24 24 2 1 23 24 24 23



,~l.~1.~n 11 t I~)7572 GUADALUPE RIVER AT ALAMITOS RFCHAR(’.E FACILITY AT RAN JOSE CALIF.

Zn Zn PR PR O~ OJ ~ A~

r’ow
OME (cls) (ligtl) (l’gII) (l’qll) (l’glli (ligll) (l’gll) {l’gll) (ligtl)

0 ~/0411982 20 4 G

01~18/1979 3 4 3

OlI2GIlgR3 3 30 I ~0 4 20 9

02~091 ~ 985 40 3 140 ~ ~ 10 4 60 6

0211311986 74
0~1181 ~ 980 50                   3                     3
0212511986 ~47 10 3 1

02/271s984
031261~981 80 3 4

07131/~979 13 3
0812711984 1.8 30 SO 1 10

081291~983 43 1 3

0813111981 80 5 3

0910711982 75 ! 6

0911011980 50 4

09/1~1985 6 I0 90 1 lO 1 70 9

All Dala
M~an 64 32 78 2 35 3 45

CV 1.4g 0.93 0.63 0.62 1.43 0.57 0.53       0.30       0.60

n 6 15 4 15 4 14 4 18 4

Winter
IVlean 120 23 8,5 2 60 3 40 I

CV 0.92 1.22 0.92 0.51 1.18 0.52 0.71 0.38       0.26

~ ~ ~ ~ 2 9 2 9 2

S~Jmmer
Iv~an 7 42 70 2 I0 3 50

CV 0.83 0.72 0.40 0.85 0.00 0.73 0.57 0.38 1.13

n 3 7 2 6 2 ,5 2 7 2



167572 GUAOALUPE RIVER AT ALAMITOS RECHARGE FACILITY AT SAN JOSE CALIF.

~ Mn Mn AI AI
Flow sedimenl dissolved se~menl dis.~olved se~imon! s~lim~OATE (cls) (pgll) (pgll) (I, gll) (Fgll) (pgll) (~gll)

01/04/1982 20 20
01/1811979 O 100112Gl~ 983 I I000 4 330 120 6400 2002/0911985 40 36000 15 21 O0 40 20000 3002/1311906 74 17 3002/I 011980 20 5002/2511986 247 I0 200212711984
031261198! S 200713111919 13 3 100081271t 984 1.0 19000 8 360 10 9000 200BI29!1983 2 1 00813111981 I~) 100910711982 2 1 009/10/1900 10 00911111985 6 21000 10 630 I 0 12000 30

All Dala
Moan 64 21750 I0 855 3 I 11850 2 SCV 1.40 0.48 0.66 0.98 I, 14 O.SO 0.23n 6 4 14 4 15 4 4

Wlnler
M~an 120 23500 1 2 !2~,5 39 ;3200 25CV 0.92 0,75 0.52 1.03 0.91 0.73 0.28n 3 2 8 2 8 2 2

Summer
Mo~ 7 20000 6 49S 21 10SO0 2 SCV O. 83 0.07 0,67 0.39 1.63 0.20 0.28n 3 2 6 2 7 2 2



Of
FlOw di.~olvPd s~tim~nl (t~.~olv~d

D~ (Cl~) (P9II) (l’qII)
(pflll) (llflll) (i, qll)     (llgll)     (ligll) (poll) (ligll)

0 t/04/t 9A2 <1 < I0 <0.0 t I t ~1 t 979 <2 (20 <0.1 <2000 I/~611983 <t
0210911985 40 <1 <1 <10 I00 <0.1 0 <1000~11311986 74 <1 <I0 <0 I <1000~11fl11980 0 0 0 00212511986 247
0212 711984
03/2611981 2 I 0 0 I0007/3 I/I 979 13
0812711984 1.8 <1 <1 1 0 ~0 <01 2 <100 <10812911983 <I I0 <0.1 <1000813111981 1 0 0 00910711982 <1 1 0 <0.1 <1000911011980 1 0 0 00911 111985 ~ <1 <I I 100 <0,1 4 <1~ <1



STATION It 1167572 GI.JAOALUP[ lINER AT ALAMITOS RECHARGE FACLITY AT SkN JOSE CALIF.

Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total
Diazinon 2.4 D. Li~:iane Malathion Cl~xdane ~ ~ [~OT Dieldrin Heptachlo+

DAT[ (llgll) (l~gll) (pgll) (l~gll) (l~gll) (pgll) (pgll) (pgll) (l~gll|

0110511982 0.05 0.03 001 0.09 0 00I 0,01 0 0 001/2611983 0.01 0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 0.01 <0.010 0.01 <00100112911906 0.11 0.04 <0.010 <O.OI <0.1 <0+010 <0.010 (0.010 <0.010 <0.0100210911995 0.12 0.03 0.03 0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.0100211311986 0.1 0.17 <0.010 0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.0100211911980 0.03 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 00212511986 <0.01 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <O.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.0100312711981 0.03 0.06 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 00411211903 0.01 0.02 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 �O,O|O c0.010 <0.010 <0.0|0 <0.0100712211906 0.02 0,02 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 �O.OlO <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.0100012711984 0,01 0.03 <0.010 <0.01 <(t.l <0.010 <0.010 <O.OlO <O.OlO <0.0100813011963 0.01 0,01 <0.010 <0+01 <0. I <0.010 (0.010 <0.010 <0,010 <0.0100910111981 0,01 0.02 0 0.16 0 0 0 0 0 00910011982 0.O1 <0.01 <0+010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0 010 <0.010 <0.0100911011980 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Ogl1111985 0.’+. I 0.03 <0.010 <0.01 <0.I <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.0100912311980 0.01 0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0+010 <0.010



s l Ai K)N ¯ I 11(;7572 GUAI)ALUPE RIVER AT ALAMITOS rI~.CHAR(’,~ FACItlTY AT SAN J~.SG. CALIF.

Nal~hth~len~s Total Tolal Total Total Total Total Total Total
Polychlo~ P(~B Aldrtn [ndo~df,m End,in Eth,oo Chlm [poli(~ Olyt’hlor Mtth~l Parathion

DAT~ (I;qll| |pgll| |p ,qll| (pqll| (Itqll| (l, gll| (Izgll| (llgll| |pgll|

0 t 105/l ~102 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I121~I1983 <0. I0 ,:0.I <0.010 <0.010 ~0.010 ,:001 <0010 ~0.01 <0.01
Oll2q~lgBG <O.IG <0.I ~0010 <0.010 ~0.010 <0.01 ~0.010 ~001
0210911995 <0. I0 ~0.I <0 010 ~0.010 <0.010 <00l <0.010 ~0.01 <0.01
021131198G <0.I0 ~0.I <0.010 <0.010 ~0 010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 ~0.01
02/I~I19A0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
021251198G ~0.I0 <0.I <0.010 <0.010 <0010 ~0.01 <0.010 ~0.01 ~.01
0312711981 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0~I1211983 <010 <0.I <0.010 <0010 ~0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <001 <0.01
071221198G <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 ~O.OI <O.OtO <00l ~.Ot
0812711984 <0.10 <O.t <O.OtO <O.Ot0 <0.010 <0.01 <O.OI0 <0.01 <O.0t
0813011983 <0.10 <0.1 <0.O10 <0.OtO ~0.010 xO.Ot <O.OI0 <0.01 <0.01
0910111981 0 0 O 0 0 0 O 0 0
0910811982 <0.10 <0.1 <0.010 <0.OlO <0.010 <0.01 <0.O10 <O.Ot ~.01
0911011980 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0
0911111985 ~.10 (0.1 (0.010 (O.OtO ~0.010 (O.OI (0.010 (0.01 ~.01
0912311986 ~.10 <0.1 <0.OtO <0.O10 <O.OtO <O.Ot (0.O~0 ~.Ot ~.01



STAT ~ el 1167572 GL ~DA~.UP[ RIVER AT ALAMITOS RECHAR~ FACILIIY AT SAN JOSE CALIF.

Total Total Tolal Total Total Total Total
Methyl Teilhio~ Mirel Peflhane Toxaphene Tlithion 2,4,5-T $itvol

DA~ (1~9I~) (FglI) (l~gll) (p011) (l~gll) (p~ll) (1~011)

01/0511982 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 112611983 <0 01 <0.01 <0. I <1 ,,:0.01 <O.OI <0.01
0112911986 <001 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
O21091198 5 <0.01 <00I <0, I <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
0211311986 <0+01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
0211911980 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0212511986 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <O.01 <0.0| <0.01
0312711981 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
04/1211983 <0.01 <0.0! �O.I <1 <0.01 <O.01 <0.0|
0712211986 <0,01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <O.OI <0.01 <0.01
OB12 711984 <0.01 <0.01 <0.I <I <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
0813011983 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 - <0.01 <0.01 <O.01
0910111981 0 0 0 0 0 0 00910811982 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 ,(0.0’1 <0.01 <0,010911011080 O 0 0 0 0 0 O0911111985 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 R.OI0912311906 <0.01 <0.01 ,�O.l <! <0.01 <0.01 <0.01



14 B720115A-F CON-B V
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R0054897



,~,T A t tON ~t t I F,q("~~’) ~,AI~)ALUP~ IIIVI~R AT SAN ~S~. CALIf.

Di~.
Flow ~ T~ T~ Tu~htddy ~ ~ ~1~ C ~ Alkalinity

III21~ 22t0 300 180 14 150 ?fl 9t -- t30 97

t t£1R2 943 0 242 140 7 ~ I I 0 270 tO ~ 95 -- t tO 100
1121182 137,0 369 210 80 gO K IlO 95 170 144
1~19~83 68,0 454 ~GO 8,1 10 0 27 10,7 95 -- 200 170
1/27183 1540.0 235 ISO 7.9 t20 350 106 99 -* 99 104
1/29185 22.0 681 410 8 3 13.5 6.5 !0.8 103 420 320 269
1/29186 25 0 652 400 8 3 IS.O 28 8.R 88 I0.0 310 266
1128187 24.0 393 246 8.1 13.0 17 9.7 92 S.I 180 147
!115185 23.0 715 440 8.5 t3.0 1.4 II 6 llO S.O 350 302
2114179 1350 177 140 7,2 12.5 -- I0.0 .... 95
2119180 7900,0 172 I00 68 12.5 800 9,7 .... ~8 62
2117182 3480 3K2 200 86 12,0 SO I0,0 92 -- I~0 160
2/8~83 934.0 270 150 8.0 12.0 150 10,7 tO0 -- 120 84
2128184 280 695 200 8.6 IS.O 5.7 12.0 120 18.0 310 128
219185 llG.O 496 290 8.2 I0.0 30 10.8 95 30.0 220 178
211318~ 124.0 466 280 8.3 14.0 81 10.0 97 42.0 220 171
2124186 925.0 202 150 8.2 I1.0 330 I1,1 I00 9~.0 I10 94
2111187 31.0 605 362 8.4 6.0 6.8 11,4 ll6 3.3 270 230
3116179 27.0 288 160 7.7 3.5 --
3127179 453.0 I 76 100 7.5 3.5 -- 9.5 -- - 73 $2
3~6180 3020 336 190 7.8 3.0 57 I0.0 .... 150 130
31518 ~ 21.0 394 230 7.7 2.0 19 I0.0 94          - 160 120
312718 t 3.7 332 190 8.0 5,S I 6 8,4 84 - 130 120
3130182 480.0 323 190 8,1 1.0 48 ~0.4 94
311183 4240.0 200 130 8.0 13,0 330 I0.0 -- - 93 88
3117184 29.0 350 440 7.9 IS.O $4 8.8 8K 3.0 140 289
3111185 69.0 252 150 8.0 14.5 23 8.8 ~6 40.0 I10 92
3111186 1480.0 258 t50 8.2 13.5 110 ~0.2 98 39.0 I10 I00
315187 200.0 342 198 7.9 14.0 24 9,3 9t 12.0 140 117

4126~79 31.0 259 150 12 18 5 -- 6 I -- I1+O II t2
5123179 0.7 895 520 8.1 18.5 -- 78 .... 360 ¯ 290
SI6180 0.7 826 490 8.2 16.S 5.2 7.4 76 - 370 3 I0

511918 I O.S 866 SIO 8.1 16.0 2.1 ~.3 64 - 370 340
S/18~82 3.7 918 570 8.3 1 ?.S O.S 12.1 127 - 430 384
Sl 71E3 103.0 4 I I 420 8.S le,O 6.5 I0.0 lOS ~.0 190 270I



r)! t 3186 25.0 690 430 8.4 20.0 4 IO.S 116 <3 320 212
6/121fl4 24.0 817 420 8 S 20.0 1.1 11.8 131 S.O 340 283
(;/13/85 200 736 450 t~ 4 22.0 4 8.9 102 4.0 350 295
6/7187 20.0 ?12 461 8.4 22 0 4.5 10.4 119 " - 340 294
7116180 0,2 750 440 8.3 21.5 6.9 15.6 176 -- 320 280
711418 1 0.3 702 440 8.5 23.0 5.2 13.2 155 .. 290 250
7/20/82 3.2 864 540 84 2l.$ 4.2 12.7 144 -- 360 300
7112183 18.0 743 440 8.6 23.0 1 9.6 113 4.0 330 290
7110184 25.0 614 430 8.5 21.5 6.4 12,0 137 <3 320 283
7/24185 22.0 748 430 6.0 22.0 23 10,9 127 6.0 340 2807122186 22.0 765 460 8.4 21.5 0.6 11.S 131 4.0 340 3107/7187 17.0 }’22 450 8.4 23.0 32 8,7 102 2.8 340 30S811179 0.3 }’35 460 8.2 26.0 -- 10.9 .- I$.0 310 2708130/83 20.0 713 400 0.3 23,0 4.5 106 124 I1.0 350 2"178/27184 22.0 721 8.3 21.0 16 9.1 100 3308111167 15.0 724 434 8.4 22.0 I 10.4 120 2.5 340 2929141)’9 0,0 859 520 0,0 21.0 -- 7.0 -- 19.0 350 2009/! 0180 O.S 869 500 7.8 18.0 4 6.2 .. - 350 3109/!/81 0.3 729 440 I.O 19.5 2.6 0.8 10~’ - 300 2009/8/82 2.0 490 200 7,5 23.0 1.S 9.9 ! 10 - 200 1309111105 20.0 712 430 0.4 17.5 24 9.4 90 3.0 340 2899/23106 23.0 701 450 8.3 18.0 100 7.6 61 3.0 :50 2901118180 0.2 724 400 7.2 IO.S 4.9 I.O 9 - 260 240lll?lII 128.0 289 150 7.1 IS.S 70 6.6 IS - 120 102!116182 14.0 606 360 6.4 12.S 20 I0.0 94 -- 260 2301216186 27.0 496 29t I.I 14.0 13 8.6 65 6.9 230 16712130181 27.0 375 210 I.O 13.0 $2 9.S 90 - lEO 130



,~’, TA! ~ w I ! IG90(~ ~AU{)ALI IPE RIVER Ai" SAN ~S[. CALIF.

Flow ~ T~ 1~ Turbidity ~ ~ ~1~ C ~ Alkalinily
Pp~ind (cl ~nhs) (m~ll) pH .... {d~ C) (NIII) (refill) (% sat) (~a as C) (~ as CaCO3) (~ as CaC~)

All
M..,~ 34 1.6 5~ 7 371 8, I IG.2 ~O_7 9.q 104 16. ! 236 202
~ 3.32 O 42 0.44 0.05 0.27 2. i6 0.~O 0.24 1.25 G43 0.45

~ 42.3 529 300 7.9 13, I 27.0 7. I 68 8.9 218 190

Jan 281.3 425 2~2 8.0 12.0 83.3 ~0.3 96 13.4 193 163

F~ 1171.2 383 208 e.O 12.e 181.7 ]0.6 103 3e.3 ~76 130

Ma~ 613.8 3 ~ 7 198 8.0 13.5 69.6 9.e 95 22.0 134 123

May 22.9 713 442 8.2 18.9 3.5 9.2 105 8.5 3~6 280

July 12.0 738 454 8.4 22.6 10.9 I 1.7 ~36 6.4 328 286

At~ ~4.3 723 431 8.3 23.0 9.5 10.4 1 ]8 9.5 333 280

~ 7.8 728 437 8.0 19.5 26.4 8.3 I01 8.3 31S 262

Wlnler
Nov-Apt 579.8 391 229 8.0 12.6 96.2 9.9 94 23,6 112 145

n 37 37 37 37’ 37 33 37 29 t6 37 37

Summit’
May.S~.pt 15.7 725 443 8.2 20.5 11.5 9.9 117 7.S 322 278

n 28 28 27 28 28 24 28 23 14 26 27



STATION I~l I IG9000 (~AUOALUPE RIVER AT SAN JOSE. CALIF.

Tolal         Dis                                  Nil;nqen       Dis.         Total         Tolal

P~iod ~cls) (m~l as P} (m~ as P) (~ as B) (~ as Fe) (~1 as NI (~1 as N} (~l as NI (~ as N)

III 717g 520 0 16 0.04 I I0 20 1.50 0.06 0.58 2.20

III 2180 221.0 0.23 0.09 I00 80 O.~g 0.06 1.20 2,30

1129181 293.0 0.26 0 15 60 30 1,50 0. I0 "" ""

I ~5182 ~43 0 0.2S 0 16 60 150 l.O0 0,13 1.20 3.20

I121182 137.0 O. IS 0.12 60 22 1.70 O. IS 0.61 ~.~0

1119193 69.0 0.4~ 0.31 I00 I I 190 0.0~ 0.~3 2.90

1127163 1540.0 0.60 0.06 50 150 0.90 0,09 I.I0 ~.I0

1129185 22.0 0.07 -. 0.04 150 3.50 0.60 O.SS 4.20

~29~86 250 0.17 0.0~ 0.06 150 .- I.I0 0.~ 4,30

1 ;28~97 24.0 O. I0 0.05 ~0 I 9 1.70 O.OS 1,20 2.gO

l~l 5~85 23.0 0.02 -. 002 160 3.60 0.30 - - 4.10

2114179 135.0 0.17 0.07 80 80 0.76 0.13 0.~I 1.60

2119180 ~go0.O 2.80 0.20 70 190 093 0.09 4.50 5.60

211 7/82 3480 0.06 004 80 38 0.80 0.08 0.51 1.50

218183 934.0 0.21 0.09 SO 40 0.60 0.09 ~.00 1.70

2128184 28.0 0.~4 .- 0.05 80 ~.40 0.60 0.47 2.00

2/9/85 116.0 O.lO -- 0.0] ~30 1.20 I.O0 0.97 3.~0

21 ~ 3186 124.0 0.09 0.06 0.02 90 -- 1.10 ~ .00 ~ 60

21~4186 925.0 0.21 0.04 0.02 70 .-

211 1187 31.0 0.04 0.02 IGO S . - 0.01 0.70 2.10

3116179 270 0.27 O. 13 130 30 1.30 O.OG 1.40 2.60

3/27179 453 0 0.67 0.13 70 I00 O.G3 ... I.SO 2.20

3/GI80 302.0 0.10 00S 80 30 O.SG 0.04 0.83 1.70

315181 21.0 O. IS 0.06 I ?0 50 1.40 0.06 1.00 2.50

3~30182 480.0 0.08 O.OS 80 34 O.S6 0.12 0.42 I.~0

3/1183 4240.0 0.79 0.07 50 240 0.4~ O. 12 1.90 2.50

3~! 7184 29.0 0.02 -- 0.0~ ~5~ 3.30

311118S 69.0 0.18 -. 0.1 60 0.88 0.70 0.61 1.60

311 1186 1480.0 0.17 OOS 0.04 50 .- 0.60 0.S2 1.30

3,5/87 200.0 0.20 009 I00 4 ! . . 0.03 1.80 3.10

41~ 2~83 6~.0 0.04 -. 0.01 80 1.10 0.60 1.00 1.70

41~6179 31.0 0.21 0.07 lEO 70 0.82 0.0~ 1.00 1.90

5123179 0.7 0.13 0.09 4S0 I 0 0.79 0.01 0.$2 1.70

S/6/BO 0.7 0.13 0.04 2~0 20 1.40 0.0~ 1.40 3.00

511 g/B1 O.S 0.24 0.14 I go I 0 1.70 0.21 0.86 2.80

5~ ~ e,82 3.7 O. ~ S O09 2 ~ 0 9 2.~0 O. ~ 2 0.95 3.50

51 ! 7183 103.0 O.OS -- 0.04 160 3.20 1.00 0.47 4.20



.r,/l.llA~; 25 0 0 II 0.01 00I Ir, O -- 040 0.,16 2.90

GI1211~4 24 0 0 04 -- 0 02 I%0 3.20 0 flO 0 08 4.00

r,/I .1/~5 20 0 0 04 00l I 70 3.00 O.SO 0 43 3.50

~,/2/~ ! 20.0 0 02 O.Ol ir, o 3 - . 0 04 I O0 3.60

7/161A0 02 0.22 00% 220 30 0.31 00I 1.30 1.70

7/14/81 0.3 024 0 I.% I~Cl I0 1.00 0 I~’ 0 96 2.10

71"~01[~2 3.2 0 20 O. lq Iflo ~1 1.20 0.06 1 I~0 3.10

?112183 ! 8 0 0 0.~ .. 0.03 I SO 2.70 0.90 0.96 3

71101R4 25.0 0 04 .. OoI 150 3.30 060 0.74 3.90

71241115 22 0 00.~ .. 0.02 I00 3.20 0 90 0.84 4.10

7/22/06 22 0 0.0,3 0.02 0.01 160 . ¯ 0 40 0.37 3.30

7/7/0 7 17.0 0.50 0.02 150 3 . - 0.04 O.O0 3.30

011179 03 007 O. lO 210 20 1.40 0.07 0.72 2.10

8130163 20,0 0.03 .. 0.02 150 3.20 0.50 0.79 3.60

0127/R4 22.0
0.58

611 I107 ISO 0.09 O.OI 160 3 2.20 0,02 0.40 2.70

914179 0.0 0 14 0,10 270 I0 0,54 0.10 0.68 1.30

91101RO 0.5 022 O. 16 240 l 0 1.20 0.03 0.90 2. tO

91118 I 0.3 0.24 0 J 09 I RO I 0 1.40 0.09 0.93 2.40

91010 2 2.0 0,09 0.08 I00 40 0.35 O. 13 0.77 1.40

911 1105 20.0 0.05 -. 0.02 I SO 3.20 0.70 0.65 3.90

9123106 23.0 O.OO 0,05 0,02 170 . - 0.40 - - 3.50

l I I 10180 0.2 0.30 O. 20 ! 50 90 ! .20 0.02 0.95 2.20

I I tl 7191 12@.0 0.20 O. 14 60 34 0.98 0.16 0.53 1.70

11116182 14.0 0.28 0.17 |10 P 1.60 0.00 !.30 3.10

I 216186 27.0 O. IS ¯ - 120 SI . . 0.03 1.00 3.20

12130101 27.0 0.21 O. I I 90 20 1.20 O. I0 0.69 2.00

0



STA1 ION It t I t6gOOO GAUOALUP~ RIV[R AT SAN JOSE. CALIF.
Total         Dis                                   Niten.q,m        Dis.         Total         Total

Flow Phospho,o.s (~ho P Boron #;on NO3, NO2 Ammonia O~(j~ nl¢ Nilro9~
Pelio(J ((:Is} |m(j/I as P) (m~l as P) Ira(in as (t) (rag4 as Fe) (mg~ as N) In~, as N| |m(j/I as N) (n~yl as N|

All
Me,-v~ 341.6 0.22 0.09 872 74 1.59 0.30 0.95 2.74
O/ J.32 t.69 0.68 1.03 0.88 0.8! I.t4 0.60 O.3S
n 64 63 47 63 83 51 62 El 02

Month

Nov 42.3 0.23 0. I 7 ¯ I t0.0 40 1.28 0.07 0.95 2.SS

Jan 28! .3 0.22 O. 12 61.7 8 1 1.04 0.23 0.90 2.98

Feb 1171.2 0.42 0.07 48.9 80 0.95 0.47 ! .22 2.54

Mar 013.8 0.24 0.08 59.2 75 1.10 0.31 1.06 2.21

Iday 22.9 0.11 0.06 139.0 76 2.09 0,32 0.83 3.1 I

July 12.0 0.16 0.09 I01. I 70 1,07 0.35 0.93 3.04

Augusl 14.3 0.06 0.06 123.3 61 2.27 0.20 0.62 2.80

Sepl 7.8 0.14 0.10 131.7 $S 1.34 0.24 0.79 2.43

Winter
Nov-Apt 579.8 0.28 O. 10 63.0 75 1.35 0.30 1.04 2.$7

n 37 37 29 37 37 30 30 35 34

Summer
klay-Sept i 5.7 O. i3 0.08 120.4 72 ! .91 0.31 0,83 2,94

n 28 27 10 27 27 22 27 27 27



STATION ! I t69000 GUADALtlPE n~VER AT ,SAN JOSE. CALIF.

GROUP A - PRESENT IN STREAM

DIAZINON 2.4- D LINDANE MALATHION
DATE TOTAL TOTAL TOTAl. TOTAL

FLOW (UG/L) (UG/I.) (UGIL) (UG/L)

!1 I 7179 52.00 0.07 0.07 0.02 0.00
811179 0,33 0.20 0.11 0.01 0.00

21f9180 7900.00 0.07 0,07 0.02 0.01
9/! 0180 0.53 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.00
312718 I 3.70 0.34 0.1 7 0.02 0.22
911/8 I 0.33 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.96
1/5182 943.00 0.07 0.02 0.0! 0.09
918182 2.80 0.16 0.02 <0.010 <0.01

1127183 1540.00 < 0.01 < 0.01 <0.010 <0.01
41 l 218 3 6 ! .00 0.01 0.03 <0.010 <0.01
8130/83 20.00 0.02 0.05 <O.OlO <0.0!
8127184 22,00 0.0! 0,04 <0.010 <0.01
219185 116.00 0.09 0.07 0.04 0.01

9If 1185 20.00 0.04 < 0.01 <0.010 <0.0!
112918 6 25.00 O. 18 0.01 <0.010 0.03
2113186 124,00 0.10 0.10 <O.OlO 0.01
2124186 925.00 < 0.01 < 0.01 <0.010 <0.01
7/22186 22.00 0.01 O. 11 <0.010 <0.01
912318 6 23.00 O. 02 0.03 <0.010 <0.01

ALL - AVG 0.08 0.05
OZ)/ 1.14 0.92

mid 82 - 86
winler 0.08 0.04 seo dala see dala

summer 0.04 0.04 all < 0.010 al < 0.01

79 - mid 82
winler 0,14 0,08 0.02 0.08

summer 0.08 0.04 0.01 0.32

~ ~., ........



STATION ! t 169000 GUADALUPE RIVER AT SAN JOSE, CALIF.

GROUP B - SOME POSITIVE BEFORE MID 1982 - NONE ¯ I).L AFTER

CI.-LOR(:X:IN~ DDD DDE DDT DIELDRIN HEPTACHLOR
DATE TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL

FLOW (UGIL) (UG/L) (UG/L) (UG/L) (UGIL) (UG/L)

!/! 7179 52.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.008/!/79 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.002/19/80 79(,0.00 0.60 0.04 0.04 0.1t 0.02 0.029/10/80 3.53 0.10 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00312718 1 3.70 O.lO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,0091118 ! 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00! 1518 2 943.00 0.00 0.0! 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00918182 2.80 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <O.OlO <0.010 <0.0101127183 1540.00 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.0104/! 2/83 61.00 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.0108130183 20.00 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010812 718 4 22.00 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.0 I0219185 116.00 <0.I <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010911 118 5 20.00 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010112 9186 25.00 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010211 3/86 124.00 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.0102124186 925.00 <0.! <0.010 <0.010 <0.010. <0.010 <0.0107122186 22.00 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.0109123186 23.00 <0.1 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010



STATION t t tBg000 GUADALUPE tllVEFI AT SAN JOSE. CALIF.
GROUP C NEVER DETECTED

METHYL ME THYL NAPHT H.
ENDO-              CHLO~ OXY. PAfIA- TIll-      PErl. TOXA- TOTAL            ALENES

SUI FAN ENDr~IN ETHION EPOXIDE Cig_Orl IHION THION MIrIEX THANE PHENE TRI- 24 5- T SILVEX POLYCHL PCB
PATE IOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 1OTAL IOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOIAL TOTAL TOTAL THION TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL

(UGIL) (UGIL) (UGIL) (UG/L) (UG/L) (UGIL) (UGIL)(UG/L)(UGIL) (UGIL)(UGIL) (UGIL) (UGIL) (UGIL) (IIGIL)

J.’~n 79 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 -- 0.00
AiJq-79 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.05 -- 0.00
F~.b-80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00
Sep-80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0! 0.00 0.00
Mar-81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00. 0.00
Sep-81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Jan-82 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sep-82 <0.010 <0.010 <0.0t <0.010 <0.01 <0.0l <0.01 <0.0l <0.t <l <0.0l <0.01 <0.0! <0.10 <0.1
Jan-83 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.10 <0.1
Apt-83 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.10 <0.1
Au~J-83 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0,010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.10 <0.1
Aug-84 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.0! <0.10 <0.I
Febo85 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.0! <0.10 <0.1
Sep-85 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.! <1 <0.01 <0.0! <0.0! <0.10 <0.1
Jan-86 <0.010 <0.010 <0.0! <0.010 <0.01 <0.0! <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.10 <0.1
Feb-86 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.0! <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0,01 <0.10 <0.1
Feb-86 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.0! <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.0! <0.0! <0.01 <0.10 <0.1
Jul-86 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.10 <0.1
Sep-86 <0.010 <0.010 <0.01 <0.010 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.1 <1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.10 <0.1



STATION l I 169000 GUADALUPE RIVER
GROUP

Zn Zn PB PB QJ OJ As As
DATE FLOW dissolved sedimenl dissolved sedimenl dissolvod sedimenl dissolved sedimenl

~ ugll uglgm ugll ug/gm ugll uglgm ugll ug/gm

1117179 52.0 20 -- 26 -- 3 -- 1 --
I/5/82 943.6 10 ! 00 6 60 2 30 2 8
1/27/83 1540.0 6 70 ! 80 2 20 ! 4
1/28/88 24.0 8 - - 5 - - 2 - - 2 - -
2/19/80 7900.0 190 810 0 1000 2 40 2 8
2/9/85 116.0 3 1 t0 2 80 3 180 1 4
2/13/86 124.0 28 -- 1 -- 3 -- 1 --
2124186 925.0 20 -- 1 -- 1 -- I --
3/27/81 3.7 20 70 3 20 6 20 3 10
811179 0.3 6 -- ND -- 2 -- 2 --
8130/83 20.0 9 50 1 40 1 1 0 1 2
8127184 22.0 6 120 1 50 1 60 1 t
81l 1188 15.0 3 100 5 40 1 30 1 5
9/t 0/80 0.5 1 0 40 2 40 2 20 4 1 6
911181 0.3 40 120 5 110 2 100 2 7
9/8/82 2.8 30 70 1 60 5 10 2 3

9111185 20.0 10 190 1 300 1 100 1 7

All DATA
A~G 688.7 25 154 3.8 157 2.3 52 1.8 6.3
(~/ 2.78 1.78 1.36 ! °63 ! .76 0.6! 0.99 0.52 0.65

WINTER
A~G 1292.0 34 232 5.0 248 2.7 58 1.6 6.8
~ 1.96 1.74 1.39 1.62 1.70 0.53 1.18 0.47 0.39

SUMMER
A~G 10. I 14 99 2.3 9 1 1.9 4 7 1.8 5.9
(£)/ 0.99 0.93 0.52 0.83 1.04 0.72 0.85 0.59 0.86

,I~ ’ ". ¯ ’    --



.~TATION ! 1 169000 GIJADALUPE RIVER
GROUP et2 - NOT ENVIRONMENTALLY SIGNIFICANT

FE Mn Mn AI AI
DATE FLOW sp.dimp.nl dissolved sc~dimp.nl dissolved sedim~.nl sedimenl

(3~ uq/qm u,qll u.q/.qm uqll ug/gm uglgm

1/! 7179 52.0 -. 4 -- 10 ....
I 1.5/82 943.0 16000 20 330 4 0 9500 20
1/27/83 1540.0 7000 10 350 120 3900 20
1/28/88 24.0 - - 10 - - 10 -
2119180 7900.0 13000 10 400 60 700 30
219185 116.0 30000 8 500 20 12000 20
2/13/86 124.0 -- 5 -- I 0 ....
2124186 925.0 -- 10 -- 4 0 ....
3127181 3.7 7500 20 190 20 4200 20
811/79 0.3 -- 30 -- SO ....
8130/83 20.0 6500 1 2 200 I 0 3500 1 0
8127184 22.0 22000 I 0 390 1 0 9300 20
8111188 15.0 13000 9 370 I 0 <50
9110/80 0.5 10000 0 540 10 3100 30
911/81 0.3 16000 0 310 10 5000 20
9/8/82 2.8 4500 20 150 10 49000 <I0
9/I 1/85 20.0 21000 20 660 I0 12000 20

ALL DATA
A~G 688.7 13,875 12 366 26 10,200 21
~ 2.78 0 55 0.69 0.41 !.!0 !.32

WINTER
A~G 1292.0 14,700 1 I 354 37 6,060 22
~ 1.96 0.64 0.53 0.32 0.97 0.76 0.20

SIff~IMER
/~G 10.1 13,286 I 3 374 1 5 13,650 20
0Dr 0.99 0.51 0.82 0.48 0.94 1.29 0.35

~L



STATION ll 169000 GUADALUPE RIVER
GROUP K3 - BELOW DETECTION LIMIT

Ni Cr Cr Q:I (3:1 H:j IID Se ,~eDATE FLOW dissolved dissolved sedimenl dissolved sedimenl dissolved sedimenl dissolved sedimenlO’S ug/I ug/I uglgm ugll ug/gm ugll uglgm ugll uglgm

1/! 7/79 52.0 ND I~ .. 2 .. <0.1 ......1/5/82 943.0 <100 <10 60 I I <0.l 1.7 o- <11127183 1540.0 <100 <I0 30 <1 1 <0.1 3.5 -- <11128188 24.0 <1 <1 - - <1 - - <.1 - - | . .2/1 9/80 7900.0 0 0 50 0 2 0 |.7 -- 0219/85 116.0 <100 <10 90 <1 <1 <0,1 0.3 <1 <12113186 124.0 <100 <10 .- <1 -- <0.l ......2124/86 925,0 <100 <10 .- <1 -. <0.! ......3127181 3.7 0 10 21 I 0 0 0.4 "" 0811 / 79 0,3 NO I~) -. <2 -- <0.1 ......8/30/83 20.0 <100 <10 20 <1 <1 <0.1 0.03 "- <18/27/84 22.0 <100 <10 80 <1 <1 <0.! 0.9 -. <1811 1188 15.0 <! 2 50 <1 I <.! 1.7 3 <!9110180 0.5 0 0 43 0 2 0 10 "" 0911181 0.3 0 0 50 0 <1 0 0.36 "" 0918182 2.8 <100 <10 1 0 <1 <1 <0.! 0.08 "" <1911 1185 20.0 <100 -- 740 1 0 <0.! 1.7 "- I
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APPENDIX G
POINT SOURCE LOADS

G.1    ~ASTEI~ATER TREATNENT PLANT LOADS

Annual loads were estimated for the three Lower South B~y wastewater

treatment plants (San Jose/Santa Clara, Sunnyvale, Palo Alto) based on
self-monitoring data provtcled by the Regtonal Board for 1987 and 1988. The
data, Shown in Table G-l, gtve for each year the mmber of s~les, the
number of samples below t.he detection 11mat, the average �oncentration, and
the load for each plant. The total annual load is then cmnpul:ed in the

rtgh~.-hand Column. Loads were estimated using synoptic rather than average

flow measure.ments. The mean annual flows for each treatuent
provtded at the top of each

When the majority of samples are below detection, the estimated
uncertain and conservative because the concentration waS assm~d to equal

the detection limtt, whereas the actual concentration ts between zero and
the detection ~imft. Comparisons with nonpoint sOurce loads were made only

for those constituents whtch were conslstent~ measured e~ ~evels
above de~ec~ton ~tmtts.

G.2 OTHER POZNT SOURCES

T~e~e a~e a ,umber o~ pot~t source discharges ~o ~he

operating under NPDES Pe~t~s. These are facilities which put~
contaminated groundwater from the a~utfer~ subject tt to

remove COntaminants, and then discharge tO a s~re~, often viii a sto~
drain. All of the identified discharges are upstre~ of the stream

G-2
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monitoring stattons used In the study, and would therefore influence the

conditions at the station, primarily durtng dry weather periods.

As part of their pemtt requirements, these plants submit regular
reports providing information on discharge quantity and qu¢~llty. For this

study, WCC obtained and reviewed these reports for each of the facilities

which discharge, covering a substantial portion of 1987. This source was

useful in establishing the approximate rate and total volu~)e of discharge
by these potnt sources. There are usually a large number of flow

observations reported, and the degree of fluctuation between observations
ts nominal, so that the average that was computed for use in the load

estimates is consldered to provide e suitable indicator of the quantity of

treated groundwater discharged to the strea~s.

Characterization of the quality of these discharges is a different
matter. The principal constraint imposed by the data in the Permit reports

is that the laboratory analyses performed examined only organic compounds

(the pollutants of concern at these sites), and, following treatment, ell

concentrations reported (with isolated occasional exceptions) were below

detection levels.

To address this limitation, the RWQCB requested the facllltles involved

to conduct a special supplementary survey to provide Infor~atlon on heavy

metal levels in the discharge. Heavy metals are a normal component of

urban runoff and this Infor~atlon would provide a c~n element to use for

comparisons of sources. Results from the single sample analyzed by these
special studies were reviewed, and the concentrations observed ~ere

combined with the discharge flo~s from the more comprehensive flow records,
to compute estimates of the pollutant !::~: from the point sources.

These results are su~arlzed by Table G-2. Facilities a~re organized by

stream, and the discharge rate and concentrations of observed pollutants
are listed. Copper and zinc are selected for load c~putatlons because

R0054915
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TABLE G-2 SUMMARY OF POINT SOURCE POLLUTANT DISCHARGI[S

Wet Seas. days- 212 Oct - AW
Dry Seas - days,, 153 I~y.Sept

L
CALABAZAS STA S-1 Seaso:~ Pollulan! L~oed (~s)

D~ch O Disch O Pollutenl Conc ~g,1 WET (212 de) d~y (153
,.., PS Facility (gpm) (�/I) Cu Zn mher mp’ld Cu Zn Cu

1 Unocal 4 0.009 170 AsS; Seg 0 1.7 0 1.2 /
2 Hewi.~ Pac~,,rd 1.S 0.003 Se $ 0 0 0 1.m..

..- 3 He,1 semJcond ,S 0.167 org- ~rox 10 0 0 0 O
4. Intersil 0.~.4 0.001 134 0 ©~.2 0 0.2
S ,~emen$ 18.8 0.042 lS2 331 ¯ 7.2 1~S.6 $.2 11.4
6 S~gr~t~.~ 201 0.448 IO 0 ~),S O. 22.0

* ’ PS To;el 301 0.670 9.S $3 7.2 4~B.2 S.2 34.8

SUNNYVALE EAST STA $.2 Season Pollutant Load
~ D~sch O Disoh O Pollutant Conc I~g,1 WET (212 �|a) �lry (153

PS Fec;i;ty (gpm) (�~s) Cu Zn ~ther rep*td Cu Zn Cu Zn

I S,gne1~cs 7S 0.167 30 0 S.7 0 4.1
- 2 S,gne!,¢s 85 0.189 60 0 112.9 0 9.3

3 Adv M~¢ro 98 0.216 Iq) $5; A~ 19; 245" 0 0 0 0
"’ 4. TRW 26 0.058 $.$ 35 0.4. ;1.3 0.3 1.?

~ PS To!a~ 284 0.633 0.S 29 0.4 20.9 0.3

GUIADALUPE STA S..3 seesor~ Po,ulem Loecl (1=s)
"" D~$c~ C;) Disc~ O Po,utan! Cor~c ~0~I WET (212 de) �lry (153

PS F=¢;I,ty (gpm) (�~s) C,u Zn o!her repld C, Zrl Cu

1 ~B~ 14.06 3.133 33 S,~:o~g~t~30 0 1’17.S 0
"’ 2 Fa,mh;k:l I0~, 2.348 TC, E 1.2 0 0 0 0

3 Lincoln Pro~ 25: 0.557 21 39 S, 4 :As 1 13.3 24.7 9.6 17.8

,.. PS Total 2710 6.036 2 21 13.3 1~’~2.2 9.6 102.6

COYOTE STA S-4                                                  season Pol~uten! Loe¢~ (l~s)
Disch O Oiscrt Q     Pollulen! Conc I~g/~          WET (212 �~a)        �Ity (153

PS Fecih~/ (gpm) (c~s) Ni Zn other repld Ni Zn N~

~ So Pacific Pq:)e 24.00 5.347 130 C~ ~3 7go 0 570     0
2 SC Co Trensn 0.1 0.000 90 0 0.023 0 0.01~

~ PS Total 24.00 5.347 130 0004 790 0.023 S?O

G-6
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they are the only ~tlls that appear to be present often enough to |~lude

tn a watershed sumary. Coyote Creek ts a parttal exception, tn that

ntckel, rather than copper ts present. Zt~ appears to be the on1¥ heavy

meta~ that ts observed tn ~st of the dtscha~es.

The flows are assumed to be un|fom throughout the ~ear, an the ~ss
loads c~puted fr~ the 11sted flo*s and concentrations are sho~n for the

wet and dry seasons. These results are presented for each discharge, as ts
the total for all the discharges upstre~ of each strem

statton. The concentrations shown for the PS total for the watershed are
the flo~ ~tghted concentrations for the c~postte point source discharges
above each Statton, whtch could be compared with the

concentrations at the statton. Chapter 8 of the report discusses the
Influence of the presence of pollutants fr~ upstre~ potn~t sources on the

Pro~ec~tons of loads from watersheds that do not contatn such facilities.

R0054917
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APPENOIX H
ANALYS[S OF UNCERTAINTY [N LOAD [ST]HATES

2
The annual nonpotnt source load estimates presented in Sectton 8 were

derived from simulated flows and measured concentration data. Because the

exact values of flows and concentrations are not known, annual load
estimates have some degree of uncertainty associated with them. In this
appendix we describe and quantify this uncertainty, So that future
decisions and analyses can be based on both the loads estimates and their

associated confidence levels.

The sources of uncertainty in loads estimates are sua~aartzed and
discussed in Section H.1. Section H.2 then presents the procedures used to

quantify uncertainty. Section H.3 discusses the results of the                               ’

quantitative uncertainty analysis in terms of confidence bounds on annual

load estimates for the entire valley.

H.I SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY

For the purposes of this study, annual loads are estimated as the

product of annual flow volume and mean concentrations for each land use.

Thus, uncertainty in the load arises from (i) uncertainty in the estimate

of flow from each waterzhed and land u~e, and (2) uncertainty In the

estimate of mean concentrations for each land uze. U

H.I.I Uncertainty in Flow Estimates

Storm runoff flow volumes were estimated in this study usl~ng the

rainfall-runoff model SWMM, aS described in Appendix B. In watersheds

where flow data were available, the model was calibrated to match observed

R0054920
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flow volumes. In watersheds where no flow data were available, the model -
was app]|ed using Input data from slm|]ar calibrated watersheds. The

following factors contribute to uncertainty tn f]o~ estimates:

- 1
1. Node] Input parameters are not known exactly,

- 2

2. The model Itself ts an tnexact representation of the ICtUI|

hydrologic processes,

3. The measured flows used tn calibration of the model are not exact.

Calibration of the ~odel against observed flows attempts to mtntmfze the
ftrst t,o components of flow uncertainty. However, as described In

Appendix B It ts not posstb]e to arrtve at a perfect calibration for any
one watershed. Root Mean Square Errors (RHSEs) tn annual load estimates

genera]]y ranged from 15 to 25 percent, but were as high as 40 percent tn
some watersheds. Errors Jn uncallbrated watersheds would be expected to be

htgher,

Even tf the calibration resulted In a perfect match wtth observed

flows, the~e would be some uncertainty associated wtth errors Jn flow

measurements. The magnitude of these errors Is currently unknown, but ts
assumed to be small relative to calibration errors tn most watersheds. A
possible exception to this ts the Guadalupe River, where flow measurements
were found to be Jncons|stent wJth reservoir release data (see Section

5.3.2 for a detailed discussion).

H.1.2 Uncer~a~n~ tn the ~ean Concentration
The annual mean concentrations for each ]and use and constituent were

estimated from the sa~p]tng data collected durtng the 1987-88 and 1988-89
monitoring pertods. The following factors contribute to the uncertainty fn
the estimated mean concentrations:

R0054921
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1. Nean concentratiOnS for each land use ~re estf~ted fro~ a ftntte
number of water qualtty samples (generally less thin 25). Statistically,
the degree of uncertainty in the n~an decreases with large sa~ples stz~s,

and Increases as the sample variance increases. For industrial and open
land uses, mean concentrations were estimated based on 5 or f(~er samples.

2. Neasured concentrations are subject to llborator7 and fteld
sa~pllng errors. As discussed tn Section c.n, laboratory OA/qC data
Indicated the data collected tn this study are of good and relltable

quality. Relative percent differences (RPDs) between field duplicates were
on average 29 percent, and ranged from 0 to 100 percent. For laboratory
duplicates, relative percent differences were on average 16 percent, and

ranged from 0 to 40 percent.

3. Data collected during the 1987-88 and 1988-89 ~onttoring periods
¯ ~y not be representative of other years wtth higher rainfall,, The
monitoring pertod for th|s study unfortunately coincided with several years

of drought in Ca~ifornia. Thus, there ts the concern that water quality tn
wet and norcal years might differ significantly from data collected during
dry years. As discussed in Section 8.6.4, dry years differ from wet years
primarily in te~s of ~he num~e~ of sto~s, no~ the volume of s~oms. Data

collected durtng the monitoring period sugges~ ltttle relationship between
~uno~ volume, s~o~m f~equency, and concentration. However, bulldup-
.aShoff, *a~e~ qual~y modeling ~esu~s fo~ Calabazas C~eek (Appendlx B)

sugges~ ~ha~ .a~e~ quality ~s significantly d~fferent tn .et years such as

1982-83 ~han ~n dr~ yea~s such as ~he monitoring pe~1od. This componen~ of

’" uncertaint~ cannot be quantified until ~nltoring data are collected In wet

years.

4. Land use concentrations we~ co~ected by loads correction factors

to c~ensate for d~fferences between ]a~ use aM $t~ station

concentrations. As discussed in ~ection 8.6.2, the processes that might be
explaine¢ by these loads correction factors are currently unknown. We

H-4
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belfeve that these factors probably account for processes occurrfng wtthfn
the stre~ bed. Thts component of uncertainty cannot be quantified untt1
more data are collected on strem processes and strea~ bed water

H.2 PROCEDURES USE0 TO QUANTZFY UNCERTAINTY

For thts analysfs, uncertainty ts quantified by dertvfng �onfidence
bounds on annual loads estimates, gtven the uncertainty |n flo~ and

concentratfon. A ffrst-order, second moment approach ts used, assumtng
that the distribution of load estimates for a gtven year ciln be described

completely by the mean and vartance of the estt~ltes. Alternatfve methods
for uncertainty analysts (e.g.. Monte Carlo slmulatfon) can give a more

prectse evaluation of uncertainty, but generally requtre more data and

computatfonal tfme than ts practical for a modeling study of thts Scale.

The following secttons descrtbe the procedures and equa~ttons used tn
the analysfs. Key assumptions tnclude:

¯ Flow and concentration are assumed to be fndependent of each

other.

¯ Uncertainty due to differences between water qualfty durtng the
dry monitoring pertod and wetter years fs not quantffted, due to

the lack of data. Thfs component of uncertainty slhould be
evaluated when wet-year water quallty data are collected.

¯ Uncertainty due to strea~ bed processes fs not eva’lusted, again
due to lack of quantitative data on the effects of these
processes.

¯ The mean and vartance tn flow estimates can be quantfffed usfng
the model callbratlon errors, expressed as the ratt:o of observed
to predicted annual f10w volumes.

R0054923
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¯ The distribution of load estimates can be described completel~ by

the mean estt~te and the raft¯nee tn

¯ Zn dertvtng confidence bounds, the d|strtbutlon of errors tn loads
estimates ts assumed to be Log

H.2.1 Uncertatnt~ tn Loads from a $tngle Land Use tn a Watersh~l
The esttmate of annual load from a stngle land use wlthtn ¯ watershed

ts computed from the following model:

Ltj ¯ QtJ ~J (H-l)

where

Ltj - the estimated load for ¯gtven ye¯r from watershed 1, land
use J

QtJ " the estimated ~1o. volume from w4tershed t, lind u~se
Cj - the estimated mean concentration for la~ use J

Because q~j ~nd Cmj a~e not p~ectsel~ known, the expected value (or
estimate) of LIj Is estimated by correcting the estimated flow by the mean
calibration error:

E[LIj] - {{Q jI E{CjI
¯ (ql~l)~

~ere

EI]- expected v~lue (or.ean; of []

~i " the mean flow model calibration error for watershed
expressed as ~he mean ratio of observed to predicted flows

R0054924
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The variance of load estimates about this mean his two components. The

first component, referred to as the intrinsic variance, accounts for the
variability of flow and �oncentration estimates, assuming that the mean

estimates of flow end �oncentration are known exactly:

VariLtjltnt . (qtjit)2Var[Cj] + ~j2var[qtj] (H-3)

+ variqtjIVariCjI

~

VarI) - variance of l]
(H-4)

The variance in Cj is simply the variance in the measured water quality
samples for land use J, and accounts for both natural stom to stom

variability and variability due to measurement (QA/QC) errors. The

variance in QIJ can be derived from the model calibration errors as

follows:

VarIOll) ¯ Oll2 Varlel]
(H-S)

where eI is the ratio of observed to predicted flows for watershed I.

The second component of the uncertainty in load estimates is the

parametric variance. The parametric variance accounts for the fact that

the mean estimates of flow and concentration are derived from limited data

sets, and are therefore uncertain:

Var(tljIpar - Var[ E[Qij] EICj] ] (H-S)

¯ (QiJ~l)2VarICj)/nc
~

+ Cmj2Qlj2Var(el]/ne
+ Qij2var[elI Var[CjI/(nenc) - i -

H-7
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where

nc number of concentration data
ne ~ number of years of data used to estimate the mean model

The total variance tn load estimates for a given year ts then given by the

Var[LiJ] - Var[Ll~|Int + Var[Li~]par

lhe expected value of~
H.2.2 Uncertalnt in Ann

t I$ the sum of the mean load estimates for each watershed and land use in

year t:
(H-e)

where
E[Lt] " the expected value of the load estimate for the study

area in year t

5~mtlarly, the variance ~n the estimate of the total annual load is the sum

of ~he variances of load from each watershed and land use:
(H-S)

. Uncertalnt’" in the Mean Annual Load E~tlmateH.2 3 ~the annual loads for the )~ year

The mean annual load is ~ne m~
simulation period, and is estimated as follows:

where

m H-8
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0
nt - the number of years in the simulation period

The estimated mean ts uncertain due to (1) the ltmtted number of years of

data used to estimate E[L], and (2) the parmetrt¢ uncertainty tn the man

2estimates of flow and concentration. As a result, the variance tn the man -
annual load esttmate ts the sum of the s~ple vartance of annual loads and
the parametric variance:

Var[ EIL] I - zt[(Lt - EILI)2/(nt-I) ÷ Var[Lt]par}/nt      (H-11)
/

H.2.4 {stlmatlon of Confidence Bound,

The equations given above allow for the estimation of the mean estimate

and the variance in estimates for (I) study area loads for any year t, and

(2) the mean annual study area load. The next step in the analysis Is to
derive confidence bounds by assuming a distribution of estimates about the

mean estimate. For this study, a log normal distribution of loads

estimates was assumed. While there is no direct evidence that load

estimates should be log normally distributed, this distribution is conmonly
observed in environmental data, and has the advantage of being bound by

(ero. Log normal distributions are described co~)pletely by the mean and

variance.

H.2.5 Data Used in the Uncertaint2 Anal@sis

The uncertainty analysis described above requires (I) estimates of the
flow model calibration errors, and (2) estimates of the mean and variance

of concentrations for each land use and constituent.

Table H-1 suntnartzes the mean and variance of the model calibration "’
error rattos (el) for each calibrated watershed. These ~er~ derived
directly as the ratio of observed to predicted annual flow volumes for each

-.
calibration period. To quantify error ratios for uncallbrated watersheds,

~simulation experiments were conducted in which data from one calibrated _. f    ~

R0054927
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Table H-I. SUMMARY OF FLOW CALIBRATION ERROR RATIOS FOR EACH WATERSHED

~ Mean Error Variance of Number of
~ Watershed (ami) Errors Values

Coyote Creek 1.01 0.20*
Guadalupe River 1.22 1.11 9
San Tomas Aq. Cr. 1.20 0.09 1,2
Saratoga Creek 1.02 0.20 10

2Calabazas Creek 1.02 0.04 1,I
Sunnyvale East Ch. 1.10 0.03
Stevens Creek** 1.28 0.27
Ungaged Areas 1.19 0.28 I[2

*Since only 1 year of calibration was available for Coyote Creek, the
variance in error was estimated as the mean of the variances; from the 6
other calibrated watersheds.

**Derived from striation experiments on Sunnyvale East and San T~as
Aquinas Creek.

2

II
V

H-IO
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watershed were used to stmu]ate runoff from a second ca|ibrated

watershed. Thus, the second watershed was treated as if It were

uncaltbrated. For these experiments, Sunnyvale East Cha)nnel was simulated

ustng Calabazas Creek ~odel data, and San Tomas Aqutnas Creek was simulated

ustng Saratoga Creek data. The resulting error ratios are sun~artzed in

Table

The means and variances of concentrations for each land use were
obtained from statistical analysts of the s~pllng data, as described tn
Sectton 6. Table H-Z sumartzes these for each land use and constituent.

H.3 RESULTS OF THE UNC[RTA~NTY ANALYSIS

Results of the uncertainty analysis for total loads from the study area

are Presented here as confidence bounds about the estimated load.

Confidence bounds define the regton tn which one belleves the true estimate

of load 11as, at a given level of confidence. Thus, 90 percent confidence

bounds deftne the bounds between whtch one is 90 Percent certain that the

true value 11as. Narrow confidence bounds tmply a low level of uncertainty

in an estimate, whtle wide confidence bounds tmply htgh uncertainty.

Table H-3 summarizes the 90 percent confidence bounds for the mean

annual total load esttmate for each chemical parameter. Zn general, the 90

percent bounds are about plus or minus 50 to 60 percent a,’ay from the mean

estimate. The relattve wtdths of the bounds vary 11ttle among the

different chemtcal PareJ~eters.

Note that these confidence bounds account onl~ for uncertainty tn flow
estimates and In mean concentration estimates for land uses. They do not

account for possible differences tn ~ater qua11~y between wet and dry

~ears, nor do ~he~ account for posstble stream bed processes.

H-11
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, Table H-3. SUMMARY OF 90 PERCENT CONFIDENCE BOUNDS
FOR MEAN ANNUAL LOAD ESTIMATES

MEAN 90 PERCENT BOUNDS
CHEMICAL ANNUAL LOAD t,~ UPPER
PARAMETER I1000 Ibs) (1000 Ibs) (1000 Ibs)

Cadmium 0.51 0.3 0.77

Chromium 9.7 5.3 17.7

Copper 14.6 $.4 24

Lead 14.6 8.6 23.7

Nickel                    20.6            11.5         35.6

2Zinc 50 31.2 77

NO3-N 206 102 360

PO4-P 161 147 216

TKN 378 294 744

TSS 68.600 43.400 133.000

| H-14
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AS an ex~p]e of how this information can be interpreted, the estimated
mean annual copper loadtng is 14,600 lbs. Uncertainty results tndtcate
that we can be SO percent certain the actual mean annual load ts between

11,500 and 17,600 lbs. We can be 90 percent certatn the ac:tual mean annual

load Is between 8400 and 24,000 lbs.

As an Indication of how uncertalnty vartes year to year, Ftgure H-!
presents the confidence bounds about the estt~ted annual copper load ~or

each of the twelve simulated years. As would be expected, confidence
bounds tend to be wider for tnd|vtdua] years than they are for the mean

(t.e., we are more certain about the mean of the 12 annual load estimates
than we are of any one year’s load). 90 percent bounds are about plus or

minus 95 percent away from the estimated value.

H-15                                          -
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Figure H-1. 90 Percent Confidence Bounds on Annual Copper Loads
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